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ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.

HI K-H I R

HIRING, in law, may be defined as a contract by whicn
one man gra\ii3 the use of a thing to another in re-

turn for a certain price. It corresponds to the Localio-con-

duetto of Roman law. That contract was either a letting

of a thing {loca(>j>-conduciio reij or of labour (Locaiio

tperamim). The duitinguishing feature of the contract was
the price. Thus the contracts of mutuum, commodatum,
(lepositum, and mandatum, which are all gratuitous con-

tracts, become, if a price is fixed, cases of localio-condudio.

lu modern English law the term can scarcely be said to

be used in a strictly technical sense. The contracts which

the Roman law grouped together under the head of locatio-

tfmductio—such as those of landlord and tenant, master

6ad servant, &c.—are not in English law treated as cases

of hiring but as independent varieties of contract. Neither

in law books nor in ordinary discourse could a tenant

farmer be said to hirs his land. Hiring would generally

be applied to contracts in which the services of a man or

the nse of a thing are engaged for a short time,

HIRSCHAU, or Hirsait, a village within the amt of

Calw and the circle of Schwarzwald, Wiirtemberg, on the

Nagold, is a station on the Pforzheim-Horb Railway, and
has paper and other factories. Population 800. It owes
its origin and its historical interest to the now ruinous

Benedictine monastery in the neighbourhood, the Mopas-
toriura Hirsaugiense, at one period one of the most famous
in Europe. It was founded in 830 ot 832 by Count
Erlafried of Calw, at the instigation of his son, Bishop
Netting of Vercelli, who enriched it with, among other

treasures, the body of St Aurelius. Its first occupants

(838) were a colony of fifteen monks from Fulda, disciples

of Hrabanus Maurus and Wolafridus Strabus, headed by
the abbot Liudobert. During about a century and a half,

under the fostering care of the counts of OaUv, it enjoyed
great prosperity, and became an important seat of learning

;

but towarrds the end of the. 10th century the ravages of the
pestilence combined with the rapacity of its patrons, and
the selfishness and immorality of its inmates, to bring it to

the lowest ebb. After it had been desolate and in ruins

for upn-ards of sixty years it was rebuilt in 1059, and
under Abbot William "derSelige" (1069-1091) more than
regained its former splendour. By Lis Constilnliona

liirsaiifficnscs, a sort of new religious orde;, Ordo Hirsau-

12—1

giensis, was formed, of which the rule was afterwards

adopted by many monastic establishments throughout

Germany, such as those of Blaubeuren, Erfurt, and SchaiJf-

hauaen. The friend and correspondent of Pope Gregory
VII., and of Anselm of Canterbury, he took active part

in the politico-ecclesiastical controversies of his time

;

while a treatise from his pen, Be Musica et Toms, as

well as the PliUosophi.carum et astrononiicarum institu-

tionum libn III,, bears witness to his interest in science

and philosophy. About the end of the 12th century the

material and moral welfare of Hirschau was again very

perceptibly on the decline ; and it never afterwards again

rose into importance. In consequence of the Reformation
it was secularized in 1558 ; in 1692 it was laid in ruins by
the French. The Ckronicon Hirsaugiense, or, as in the

later edition it is called, Annates Hirsaugienses of Trithe-

mius (Basel, 1559 ; St Gall, 1690), is, although containing

much that is merely legendary, an important source of

information, not only on the affairs of this monastery, but
also on the early history of Geixaany. The Codex Hirsau-

giensis was printed at Stuttgart in 1844. See Christmann,
Gesckichte des Klosters Hirschau (1782); Steck, Daa
Kloster Hirschau (184 J) ; Wolff, "Job. Trithemius u.

die alteste Geschichte des Klosters Hirschau," in the

Wiirttembergisches Jahrbuch for 1863; and Helmsdurfer,

Fmschungen zur Geschichte des Abts Wilhelm von Hirschau

(Gottingen, 1874).

HIRSCHBERG, the cnief town of a circle in Prussian

Silesia, government district of Liegnitz, is beautifully

situated at the confluence of the Bober and Zacken, and cii

the Silesian mountain railwiy, 30 miles S.W. of Lauban
by rail. It is the seat of a circle court and of a chamber
of commerca A great portion of its old walls still remains,

and to the south of the town there are pleasant promenades.

It possesses an Evangelical church, one of the si."c stipulated

for in the agreement between Charles of Sweden and the

e.mperor Joseph I. in 1 707 ; -four Catholic churches, one oe

which dates from the 14th century ; aisynagogue, an Evan
gelical gymnasium, a school of the middle grade, a femrj

school of the higher grade, an orphanage, and an asyluni

The town is the principal emporium of commerce in the

Silesian mountains, and its industries include the carding

and spinning of wool, and the njanufacturo of linen unci

U. — I



H I R- HIS
cotton fabrics, Brabant lace, veils, artificial Howers, paper,

Portland cement, porcelain, sealing-wax, blacking, chemicals,

machines, fire-engines, champagne, and cider. There is

also a lively trade in corn and agricultural produce. The
town is celebrated for its romantic surroundings, including

the Cavalierberg, from which there is a splendid view, the

Hausberg, the Helicon, crowned by a small Doric temple,

tl:e Kreuzberg, with walks commanding beautiful views,

and the Sattler ravine, over which there is a railway viaduct.

Tiie population in 1875 was 12,954.

Hirscliberg was in existence in the lltli century, and obtained

town rights in llOS from Boleslaus III. of Poland. It withstood

a sicgo by the Hussites in 1427, and an attack of the imperial

troops in 1640. Tlic toundation of its prosperity was laid in the

lUtli Century by the introduction of the manufacture of linen and
veils.

HIRTIUS, AuLUS, one of Caesar's chief supporters and
most intimate friends. He was with him as iegalus in

Gaul. After the civil war broke out in 49 B.C., he seems

to have been generally stationed in Rome to protect Caesar's

Interests there. He was a personal friend of Cicero, and
used his influence with Caesar in behalf of the orator's

brother and nephew. He was nominated along with Pansa

by CMsar for the consulship of 43 B.C.; and after the

dictator's' assassination in March 44, this honour made him
for a short time one of the leading actors in that troubled

time. The consuls supported the senatorial party against

Antony, and led their armies into Umbria, where Antony
was blockading Dec. Brutus in Mutina. On March 27th

4 double brttle was fought : in the first Antony had the

upper hand, and Pansa was mortally wounded ; and in the

second Hirtius completely defeated the enemy, but was
himself killed in the subsequent assault on the enemy's

L-ainp. Hirtius was perhaps an author : the eighth book
of Caesar's commentaries on the Gallic war, which was
certainly not written by Caesar himself, is commonly at-

tributed to him ; and the accounts of the Alexandrian,

African, and Spanish wars are perhaps also due to his pen.

HISPANIOLA. See Hayti.
HISSAR, a British district belonging to the division of

t!ie same name,' in the lieutenant-governorship of the

Punjab, India, lying between 28° 36' and 29° 49' N. lat.,

and between 75° 16' and 76° 22' E. long. It is. bounded
on the N. and N. W. by the PatiAla state and a small portion

of the British district of Sirsa, on the E. and S. by the

territory of J hind and the British district of Rohtak, and
on the W. by the deserts of Bikaner. Area, 3539 square

miles; population (1868), 484,681.

HissAr forms the western border district of the great

Bikaner desert, and consists for the most part of sandy
I'lains dotted with shrub and brushwood, and broken by
uudul.itions towards the south, which rise into hills of rock

like islands out of a sea of sand. The Ghaggar is its only

river, whose supply is uncertain, depending much on the

fall of rain in the lower Him.'llayas ; its overflow in times
of heavy rain is caught near FatehAb.'Vd and Murakhera by
jhih, which dry up in the hot season. A canal, known as

the Western Jumna Canal, crosses the district from east to

west, irrigating 54 villages. The soil is in places bard and
clayey, and difficult to till ; but when sufficiently irrigated

it is highly (iroductive. Old mosques and other buijdings

exist in [larts of the district.

Rice is the staple crop of the district In favourable

syaoona, cott<m is extensively grown in lands irrigated by
the WoBtern Jumna Canal. In 1872-73, 1,431,541 acres

woro ucd«r tillage, out of an assessed area of 2,265,428
acrea Riss.'lr producoe a breed of milk-white oxen, 17 or

18 haode in height, which are in great request for the

' Tlio (livition of HisHar Is niKler a comminioucr, iinrt comprise* tlio

three ilintricti'.f fTinnar, Rohtak, »ml Sirs.i. Arua, SI7S sn.aro miles.

foDulatioii (1S88). 1.2.J'J.4.15

carriages of natives. The district has always been subjec.

to famine. The first calamity- of this kind of which we
have authentic record was the famine of 1783 ; since then
there have been several more or less serious failures of the

crops.

'The principal exports are oil-seeds, gram, grains, copper

and brass utensils, bides, and a little cotton ; the imports

— salt, sugar, fine rice, .cotton goods of English make,
spices, and iron. The exports are double the imports in

value. The rural manufactures comprise coarse cotton

cloth, vessels made of prepared skins, and copper and br.ns-i

vessels. The annual out-turn of rough saltpetre is esti

mated at 450 vnuni'ls. The trade of the district centre.*

in BhawAni, svhere nine lines of traffic converge. The
main road, about 50 feet wide, unmetalled, travei'ses the

district, passing through Hdnsi and HissAr towns ; four-

teen other roads supply communication. The census of

1868 returned the population at 484,681 (males, 266,847;
females, 217,834). The Hindus numbered 373,937

;

Mahometans, 102,928; Sikhs, 1812; and " othens," 6004.

There are three municipalities, viz., BhawAni, 32,254 ;

HissAr, 14,133; and Hdnsi, 13,563. The district police

numbered 396 men in 1872-73, and the municipal police

174. In the same year there were 50 schools, with 1729
scholars. The climate of HissAr is very dry ; hot westerly

winds blow from the middle of March till July. The
average rainfall for the six years 1867-68 to 1872-73 was
14'57 inches. The principal diseases are fevers and small-

pox. Cholera occasionally breaks out. Skin diseases also

are common. Government dispensaries are situated at

Bhaw.'ini and HAnsi.

Prioi- to the Mahometan conquest, the semi-desert \tmX of which
Hissar district now forms part was the retreat oT Cliaiihan Kajputs.

To\v;irds the end of the ISth century, the Bliattis of Bhalti.ina

gained ascendency after bloody struggles. To t-omplete the ruin

brought on by these conllicts, nature lent her aid in the great

famine of 17S3. Hiss-^r passed nominally to the Hntisli in 1S03,

but they could not enforce order till 1810. Early in the mutiny
of 1857 Hissar was wholly lost for a time to British rule, and all

Europeans were either murdered or compelled to tly. The Bhntlis

rose under their hereditary chiefs, and the majority of the Mahoiue*
tan [lopulation followed their example. Before Delhi had been

recovered, the rebels were utterly routed. .

HissAe, municipal town and administrative head-

quarters of the above district, 29° 9' 51" N. lat., 75° 45'

55" E. long, ; population (1868), 14,133 (Hindus 9211,

Mahometans 4805, Sikhs 34. Christians 83). The town is

situated on the Western Jumna Canal, 102 miles W. of

Delhi. It was founded in 1354 by the emperor FIroz

ShAb, who constructed the ^anal to .supjily it with water;

but this fell into decay during the last century, owing to

the constant inroads of marauders. HissAr was almost

completely depopulated during the famine of 1783, but was

afterwards occupied by the adventurer George Thomas,
who built a fort and collected inhabitants. It contains a

cattle farm, both for commissariat purposes and for improv-

ing the breed of the province ; attached is an estate of

43,287 acres for pasturage. There is an import trade in

grain, gM, sugar, oil, cotton, tobacco, and English piece

goods. The municipal revenue in 1875-76 was XI 229.

HISSAR, a stale in Central Asia, lying between tho

meridians of 66° 30' and 70° E. and tho parallels of 39*

15' and 37" N., and dependent on the amir of Bokhara.

It forms that part of tho basin of the Oxus which lies on

tho north side of the river, opposite the Afghan province of

Balkh. The western prolongation of tho Tian Shan, which

divides the basin of tho Znrafshan from that of the upper

Oxus, after rising in one peak to a height of 12,300 feot,

bifurcates in 67° 45' E. long. Its two arms include be-

tween them the province of Shahr-i-Sabz, with the towns

of Shahr Sabz, Kitnb, Ynkobagh, and Karchi. The main

chain and the sou'hcrn arm of its bifurcation, sometinios
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:Biie(l Koli-i-tan, form the N. anrl N.W. boundaries of

Hl3s:ir. On tbe W. it is wholly bounded by the desert;

:lie Oxus limits it on the ti. and S.E.; and the states of

Karategin and Darwaz complete the boundary ou the E.

Until 1875 it was one of the least known tracts of

Central Asia, but in that year a Russian expedition

from Tashkend traversed and surveyed a great portion of

it, and since then successive expeditions have explored

various other portions, so that it is now very fairly known.

Hissar is traversed from north to south by four important

tributaries of the Oxus, viz., the Surkhab or Vakhsh, Kafir-

ii'liaii, Surkhan, and Shirabad-Daria, which descend from

the snowy mountains to the north and form a series of

fertile valleys, disposed in a fan-shape, within which lie

embosomed the principal towns of Hissar. The two chief

roads by which Hissar is approached from Bokhara and

Russian Turkestan lie through Karchi and Sliahr-i-sabz

respectively. Both these routes unite at Ak-roba, on

the crest of the range between Khuzar and Baisun.

There is also a difficult route, running through fine forests

from Yakobagh across the mountains to Sarijui. A little

way down the other side of the mountain chain between

Khuzcir and Derbend is situated the famous defile formerly

;alled Kohluga (Xlong. " Barrier") and the Iron Gate, but

now styled Buzghol-khana or Goat's House. This pass is

described by the Russians, who visited it and were vividly

impressed with its solemnity, as a huge but narrow
;hasm in a transverse range, whose frowning rocks

averhang and threaten to choke the tortuous and gloomy
corridor (in places but 5 paces wide) afTording the

nnly exit from the valley. In ancient times it was a

vantage point of much importance, and commanded the

Dhief route between Turkestan and India. ^ Hwen-Tsang,
who passed through it in the 7tli century on his way south-

ward, states that there were then two folding doors or gates,

:ased with iron and hung with bells, placed across the pass.

Clavijo, the Spanish ambassador to the court of Timur,
heard of this when he passed through the defile 800 years

after, but the gates had then disappeared. Derbend, the

first inhabited place met with, is s poor village in the valley

of the Shirabad-Daria, along which runs the road to the

Oxus and to Afghanistan. Shirabad town itself is a place

jlaiming great antiquity. It has a citadel and three rows
.if walls, and with its surrounding villages presents the

uspect of a flourishing oasis. There are four ferries over

<he Oxus in the Shirabad chiefship or district, viz., Chush-
ka-guzar (boar's ferry), Patta-kissar, Shurab, and Kara-
kami'r.

Baisun, a picturesque Uzbek town considered to be very

healthy, lies on the road from Derbend to His.sar town.

Emerging from the somewhat complex- mountain mass
which fills up this part of Hissar, the valley of the Surkhan
is reached. This large river is formed by several affluents

from the snowy range to the north, one of which, the

Tupalan, formerly gave its name to the whole stream.

The valley in its upper part is between 40 and 45 miles
wide

; the banks of the river are flat and reed-grown, and
are frequented by wild bogs and a few tigers. The
Surkhan valley is highly cultivated, especially in its upper
portion, whore the villages are crowded. It supplies

Bokhara with corn and sheep, but its chief products are rice

and flax. When Hissar was independent the valley of the

Surkhan was always its political centre, the town of Hi.ssar

being simply an outlying fortress. Passing by four fortified

towns, Dohinau, Sarijui, Regar, and Karatagh, all in the

basin of the Surkhan, Hissar ( = fort) claims notice. Its

position ut the entrance of the Pavi-dul-dul defile com-
manded the entrance into the fertile valleys of the Surkhan
and Kafirnihan, just as Kubadian at the southern end of

the latter stream defended them (rom the. south. The

famous bridge of Pul-i-sanghin (stone bridge, Tash-kcpri
in Turkish) lies on the road from Hissar and Kafirnihan to

Baljuan and Kulab. It spans the Surkhab, which is here

hemmed in between lofty and precipitous cliffs barely 30
paces apart. The bridge itself abuts on projecting rocks,

and is ten paces wide. The next place of importance is

Kulab, in the valley of the Kichi Surkhab, so called from
the lakes or inundations near which it stands. The dis-

trict is part of that once famous as Khotl. The town
(which, strictly speaking, is the capital of Kulab district

as distinct from Hissar) contains about 500 houses and a
poor citadel, and from it there are roads to Badakhshan
and Kurgan-tepe and Kubadian. These two lie in the

valleys of the Vaksh (or Surkhab) and Kafirnihan' respect-

ively. Kulab produces wheat in great profusion, and
gold is brought thither from the surrounding districts.

Kubadian is a large, silk-producing town, and is surrounded
with rice-fields. Formerly the two last-named valleys were
densely peopled, and a series of settlements extended south-

ward from Dehinau, from which town an arik or canal pro-

vided the city of Termez with water. Tcrmez, or Termedh,
was an ancient and important city on the Oxus. After

being destroyed by Jenghiz Khan and lying for some time
in ruins, it rose again into note in the following century,

and when visited by Ibn Batuta, and later by Clavijo, it

had grown again into a place of some importance. It is

now a mass of ruins.

The population of the di.stricts of Hissar and Kulab consists

principally of Uzbeks and Tajiks, the former predominating, and,
as in the valleys of the Sir and Zarafshdn, gradually pushing the
aborigin.al Tajiks into the' hills. East of Diishamba the Tajiks
are the dominant race. On the banks of the Oxus there are some
tribes of Baigush Turkmans who work at the ferries, drive sheep,

and accompany caravans. Lyuli (gipsies);^ Jews, Hindus, and
Afghans are also to be found in Hissar. But the Uzbeks are the
most numerous, and their influence is so great that at Bokhara
Hiss.ar is known as Uzbekistan. The climate of the valleys

of Hissar and Kulab is pleasant, as they are shut in by moun-
tains to the north and open towards the Oxus to the south.
Baisun (3410 feet) is the most elevated town. Hissar and Kulab
produce in abundance all the cereals and garden plants indigenoua
tn Cpntral Asia. Cotton is grown in considerable quantities in the

district of Shirabad, whence it is exported by way of Khuzor to

Karshi. The difficulties of transport would prevent its being
brought in any quantity from other places. Deliinau, Hissar, ana
Dushamba export com and flax to Bokhara. From the vicinity

of Khnzar is exported rock-salt, and sheep are brought to Bokhara
and Karshi from all parts of Hissar district, as well as from Baljuan,
Yurchi, and Afghanistan. A species of juniper, called arena, ia

used for timber. Salt is found at Bash-kurd, in the mountains ol

Hazret-Imam, and at other places. There are numerous brina
springs in various quarters, indicating generally an inexhaustible

supply of rock-salt. Auriferous sand has been discovered in the
Vttksh, and the inhabitants wash the sands aft«r the floods in

spring. Merchandize is conveyed by means of camels, mules, and
horses from Hissar to Karshi and Bokhara. Not a single waggon
ia to be found in the district, and the wooden arha ia not even
known there. Politically, Hissar now consists of ^even sub-dis-

tricts, governed by begs, Shirabad, Baisun, Dehinau, Yurchi,
Hissar, Kurgan-tepe, and Kubadian; and Kulab of two, Baljuan
and Kulab. The fact of the chief route between the Russian and
British possessions in Asia lying thi-ough Hissar has served o(

late years to bring it into prominence, and will always invest it

with a certain importance.

History.—Our Knowledge of the history of Hissar is most frag-

mentary. In earlv written history this country wos part of the
Persian empire oftlio Ach.nemcnidre, and probably afterwards of the
Or.-Bco-Boctrian kingilom, and then subject to the Eastern swarms
who broke this up. In the time of the Sa.ssanian kings of Persia

it w.is under Iha Haiathalah, the Ephthalites or White Huns of the

Greeks, subdued by the Turks in the early part of the 7th century,

these soon to- be displaced by the Mahometan power. Termedn,
Kubadian, and Chagamiin are named as places of importance by
the Arab geographers of the 10th century ; the last name was also

applied territorially to a great p.irt of the Hissar province, but is

now obsolete'. The country was successively snbject to the Mocgol
Chogatai dvnasty and to Timur and his successors ; it afterwards

became a cluster of Uzbek states of obscure history. Hissar was
annexed by the amir of Bokhara in 1869-70, soon after the Russian

occupation of Samarcand.



HISTOLOGY
1 AioMAL Histology.

ANIMAL HISTOLOGY (from i<rrds, a web or tissue,

and Xoyos, discourse) is the study of the minute

structure of the tissues of animals. By a tissue is meant

any part of an organism which has undergone special changes

in structure in adaptation to the performance of special

functions. These special changes are expressed by the

general term "differentiation." In the lowest animal

organisms, the whole of whose bodies are composed of the

undifferentiated living substance termed " protoplasm,"

we find all its functions shared by every part of the

organism. An amceba, for example, it is well known, is

capable of finding, seizing, devouring, digesting, and assimi-

lating food, has a special provision for collecting fluid and

pumping it out of its body, respires by its whole surface,

moves about apparently where it will, exhibits a sensibility

to tactile impression.s, and reacts in all probability to smell

if not to sound and light,—in short, is capable of perform-

ing, although with the lowest possible amount of activity,

almost every function which animals vastly higher in the

scale of organization exhibit. But even in the amceba we

cannot say certainly that there is no differentiation of its

protoplasm. For a condensed portion—the nucleus—ia

set aside to initiate the reproductive function, and it is by

means of the external and firmer layer (ectoplasm) that its

movements are effected and its relations with the external

world maintained, while the internal more fluid protoplasm

(endoplasm) ia concerned with the digestion of the food.

Still there ore simple organisms whose protoplasm is pro-

bably absolutely undifferentiated. On the other hand, there

are other organismo which are also regarded as composed

of simple protoplasm, and are constituted by a single cell,

which nevertheless show a marked progress in the dif-

ferentiation of portions of their substance apart altogether

from the presence of a nucleus. Such differentiation in

unicellular orgaaiams generally takes the form of the pro-

duction of a shell or " test," as in the Foraminifera and in

Noctiluca, vjhich subserves purely passive functions of

Bustentalion or defence. It is not certain in such cases

whether the strutiorc thus produced is formed by the

direct conversion of the protoplasm or by an exudation on

the surface winch subsequently hardens. But portions of

the protoplasm may bo set aside for the performance of

active function.s. We see this in its production in the

form of locomotory organs, either temporary (pseudopodia)

or permanent (cilia). But in neither of these can any

actual change in tbo minute structure of the protoplasm be

observed. A differentiation does, however, occur in one

remarkable instance—the flagollum, namely, of tho Noc-

tiiucida; (fig. 1), which exhibits as definite a transverse

striation as does the cross-strioied or voluntary muscular

tissue of the higher animals, in which structural peculiarity

it is impossible not to infer a relation to its contractile func-

tions ; and similarly, in tho VorticeUidae, thero is a differen-

tiation of the protoplasm of the rapidly contractile stalk.

• Whereas in the more highly organized unicellular animals

portions of the single cell are thus set aside for tho perform-

ance of special functions, and modified in structure accord-

ingly, in multicellular animals, on the other hand, we find

whole colls and sets of cells set apart and differentiated.

It is to such modifications in sets of cells in multicellular

organisms, rather than in portions of the protoplasm of o

unicellular organism, that "histological differentiation" is

commonly restricted; and each such set of cells, destined

for tho performance of a special function, and modified

accordingly in structure, is denominated a "tissue."

The animaJ tissues may be classed under the four heads
of Epithelium., Cormective Tissue, Muscular Tissue, and
Nervous Tissue.^ Of these four classes of tissue the

epithelium is the most primitive and least altered. In the

development of the Metazoa the numerous embryonic cells

which result from the division of the single cell—the ovnm
—tend in nearly every case to arrange themselves as a single

layer surrounding a central cavity (unilaminar condition of

the blastoderm), (fig. 2, A).^ Presently a part of the wall

of the hollow sphere becomes invaginated, so that, instead

of a vesicle enclosed by but a single layer of cells, a cup
(Gastrula, Haeckel), is produced (fig. 2, B), the wall of

which is formed by two layers derived from the original

single layer, and separated from one another by a narn^v
interval (which is all that remains of the original cavity -A

the vesicle) except at the orifice of the cup, where they are

continuous (bilanrinar condition of the blastoderm). A*
this part some cells become separated from one or both of

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Flo. I.—FlaKcUnm of l^octiluea niliaru (highly mBgnlfled). i, tranoversel)

striated substanra ; b, hade of attacbmt'nt to body of aotmal
Fio. 3.—Sections through the unllumlnar <A). bUamlnar <B), and trUamlQar

(C) conditions of tJic typical blastoderm. Eel., ectoderm; £nt., entoderm;
Mel.t mesoderm; c, primitive connective tissue.

these two primary layers, and, extending in and occupying

the cleft-like space which separates them, become a third

layer of cells, which differs from those of tho other two in

not being arranged into a continuous membrane, and not,

therefore, forming an epithelium (trilaminar condition of

the blastoderm), (fig. 2, C). Now, of these three layers,

the outer one, or ectoderm, and the inner one, or entodernii

give rise to all the epithelial tissues of the body. The
nervous tissues are also derived from the ectoderm ; wbeieas

the connective and muscular tissues originate in the meso-

derm or middle layer. In most of the Cwlenterata, how-

ever, the mesoderm is not developed at one part only of the

embryo as in the higher Metazoa. In the hydroid polyps

and Medusw it never becomes completely distinct from the

ectoderm and entoderm, although a jelly-like sustentacular

substance may be formed to a greater or less extent between

the two primary layers, and cells may pass into it from one

of them, so that a kind of mesoderm is thus produced. In

the MeduscE, also, the muscular function is performed by

' Tlio characters of thd several tisanoa ond their vsriefico oro best

known aa tlioy occur in the Vcrtcbrata, and a doscripLicji of theiu will

bo founil in tiie ortiolo ou Anatomy. ,

' A layer of celKi which thusi formo a raembreno by tho union of the

colls, with an iinporcoptiblo amount of intercellular cementing 8ub-

atance, would projicrly fall under tho deflnition of tho term epithelium,

which was first applied by Ruysch to tlio cellular membrane covering

tho lips, and h.is ever siuco beou used lo designate membranes thu»

coDipusod of cells alone.
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cells which cither still have their place iii the ycneinl layer

uf the ectudeiiii or arc but imperfectly separated from it;

anJ here, again, the conuneiiciiig separation dues not occur

at one [lart only, but over extensive tracts of the surface.

Nevertheless these cells are modified in structure precisely

in the same way as those which i;i higher animals are

derived from the mesoderm. The nervous functions arc

also performed by cells and fibres, which, although they

show those modifications of structure which in the higher

animals arc characteristic of nervous tissue, yet remain

.strictly confined to the ectoderm, and do not, as in the

higher animals, penetrate into the mesoderm.

The EpUlidial Tissues.—Although, as we have seen (see

p 4, note 2), the layers of cells which arc first formed are

layers of epithelium, and, therefore, the epithelial tissues are

the first to be produced, nevertheless we find that they

undergo less modification in structure than any of the other

three classes uf tissue. As before said, they invariably con-

sist merely of cells cemented together by an imperceptible

anioimt of intercellular substance,' and the cells tliem-

Bclve.s only show minor degrees of uiudificatioii in shape

and structure, at least as compared with the other tissues

constituted mainly of cells, namely, the muscular and
nervous.

MmUfiriidoiis i)i ^/ta/ie of Kpithelud Celts.—The cells of

<,his tissue may be either elongated and sot like palisades

-iver the surface which they cover, in which case they are

terined "columnar" (fig. 3), or they maybe flattened out
over the surface, and they then appear as thin "scales"; and
every variation in sha|ie is met with between these two
extremes. In any case where they form a single layer,

since the ccll.s are set clo.sely together, the mutual apposition

of neighbouring cells [iroduces a flattening of the opposed
«ide3, so that, when the epithelium is looked at from the

surface, the cells have a polygonal outline, and collectively

jn-esent the appearance of a mosaic pavement (fig. 4). In

t'lg- 3. Fi^. i^ Fig. 5.

Fic .1.—Oolunni:ir tpilliulium cells
J-'itJ. 4.—Musulc (ipiif'dirtHcc of cpitlit-liutp

Fig. S — SMatiricti ciiitliL-liuai.

certain cases, especially where there is liability to abrasion
of the surface which tliey cover, the epithelial cells are dis-

posed in two, three, or more suiierimposcd layers (fig. 5),
and then the cells of the dilfercnt layers may vary much
in size, shape, and consistence. Such an epithelium is

termed " stratified."

It frequently happens that the layer of epithelium which
covers a surface is prolonged into depressions, which may
he quite simple or may be ramified either slightly or in
Ihe most complex manner. The epithelial cells which
line such depressions may resemble those of the surface upon
which the depression opens, or they may become more or
less modified in size, shape, and other particulars, and con-
stitute themselves into a distinct variety of epithelial tissue.
Since depressions like thosojust mentioned are generally for
the purpose of forming some 8|)ecial secretion, and are termed
glands, and since this secretion is elaborated by the agency
of the epithelial cells which line the gland, any such special

' E.xceptioiis to this general rule are seen in tlic l.iycr of cells wliieb
unilcrlic3 tha chitijioiis culiculo of anuelids (Cl.aiuridc), and in llio
enamel organ of the ileveloping leclh of vertelirates (Kollikcr), whcia
tho cells, altliough epitlielial, ore ramified aud united tiy their branches
nito a network ; and, in a far less dc^-rec, in many of tho lower cells
of a stratified e[iillieliiini, where it can he .-irt-n with a high power that
the edges aud surfaces of Ihe cell.i are piovidcd with numeious short
projectious wbith are ai'plied to those on a^lju^.eut cells.

variety uf epithelium is termed a "glandular or "secreting

epithelium.

Modifiailions hi UtrncCure.—The modifications in struc-

ture which the cells of epithelial tissue undergo are com-
paratively slight. One of the most common is tho conver-

sion of the e.\tornal layer of the protoplasm of tho cell into

a firm membrane, generally of a horny nature, but this

membrane is seldom sharply marked off from tho substance

of tho cell, as is tho case with. tho cellulose niembraue of

the vegetable cell. It becomes formed, moreover, to a very

different extent in ditlerent cells, according to the function

which tho particular epithelium has to perform; where, for

example, the epithelium is almost purely a protective cover-

ing, as in the stratified scaly epithelia, a considerable

[lart, or even tho whole thickness of many of the epithelial

cells, is thus transformed ; but where, on the other hand,
the cells have to play an active part in yielding a secretion

to moisten tho surface, or in protruding a portion of their

protoplasm in the form uf vibratile cilia to [iroduce currents

over tho surface, or to move the organism through thf
water, wo find little, if any, of such conversion of the

superficial cell substance. What little there may be is con-

fined to the attached surfaces of the ce'l, or if there is any
such covering on the free sufface, it is penetrated by pores

which allow of a communication between tho protopIasDi of

the cell and tho external medium.
Another common modification of structure which epi-

thelial colls exhibit is the existence of vibratile cilia at

tho free surface (fig. 6). This, again, is especially frequent

with cells of a columnar shape, bllt it may occur in any.

The cilia ajipear to be protrusions of tho more
active external protoplasm of tho cell, which are in

most cases incapable of being again withdrawn, and

are in all probability modified in minute struxture,

although they are always so small that such modi-

fication, if it exists, escapes detection even with the"

employment of the highest powers

of the microscope. At their base,

however, the cilia are certainly con-

tinuous with the unaltered proto-

plasm of tho cell. This may bo

Fig. 8. Kig. 9.

Fio C< —A ciliated cpitliolium cell.

Fio. 7 —A BliiateJ I'viilielliini cell

Fig 8.— a cilidicii cell niih one laiKC cilmm.
Fio y—Sense Cliilliclium cell uf Auictta.

saen even where the cilia aie small and spring inn bunch
from the free surface of the cell, but much better in thoso

kinds of ciliated epithelium in which but a single large

cilium is connected to each columnar cell (fig. 8).

Many epithelial cells, cs[iecially those of secreting glands,

show a differentiation of their protoplasm in the form of

fine stria; or rods which pass from tho attached border of

the cell towards the free end (fig 7). Colls thus modified

aro found in the ducts of the salivary glands^ in the alveoli

of the pancreas, and in the convoluted tubules of tho

kidney in Vertcbrata.

One of the most remarkable modifications wUicD epilLe-

lium cells exhibit is found in the organs of special sense.

This is the presence of a fine filamentous process or processes

springing from the free suifacc of the epithelium cell?, and
resembling in thuii apiicarunce long cilia, but not spontane-

ously vibratile (fig. 9). Muieov«r, the cells in ouetitiou,
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which are generally of an elongated colaumar form, com-

monly branch out at their detached end into fine processes

which appear to become connected with nerve-fibres. Cells

of this character occur even so low in the Metazoa as the

Medusce, in connexion with the nerve-epithelium to be

afterwards mentioned. And, indeed, in many cases where

cells of this character enter into the constitution of the

sense organs, it is probably most consistent with their true

nature to regard them as detached portions of nervous

tissue, which also in every case is originally of an epithelial

nature.

Modifications in the Cell Contents.—Another chief

modification which the cells of an epithelial tissue may
undergo cousists in the accumulation within the cells of

various chemical substances, w):ich may be either taken

in bodily as such, or may be formed in the cell from

other substances which are sup- p~s33

plied to it by the blood. The <i^/
substances that are thus accumu-

^"'^

lated and formed within the cells

of an epithelium are of very ^.
various nature, as, for example, sS^
the constituents of special secre- ^^

tions (fig. 10), mucin pigment, F-;„<!-EpUhcH^-„^,^^^

fatty globules, uric acid, ic, &C. talning crystals of uric acid.

These several substances are toler-
*^''"''

ably constant in an epithelium of the same kind—thus,

mucin is a very frequent constituent of columnar epithe-

lium, and in glands which have the same function in

different animals, the same substances are found in the

epithelium cells of the gland.

Exudation from Epithelium Cells. Formation of Cuti-

cidar Slrrtctures.—In many invertebrates the epithelium

which covers the surface of the body, and sometimes also

that which lines a part of the alimentary canal, forms an

exudation which is generally soft at first, but may after-

wards harden into a horny consistency, or may be renaerod

still harder and at the same time more brittle by impregna-

tion with earthy salts. Any such structure is termed a

cutic\ilar formation It rnay be composed of a single thin

layer, or a number of layers may be superimposed, so that

a " shell " of considerable thickness is thus formed. The
chitinous or calcareous covering which forms the exoskeleton

in many molluscs, arthropods, annelids, and Ilydroioa is

of this nature. On the other hand, the firm skeletons of

sponges, Actinoioa, and Echinodermaia are formed by
deposition in the connective tissue.

The Connective Tissues.—The connective tissues are

characterized by the groat development of intercellular

substance in comparison with the cells ; indeed in those

animals in which connective tissue may first of all be said

to appear, there is an entire absence of cellular elements

properly belonging to the tissue. This is the case in many
of the Coelenterata, in which the connective ti.ssue is repre-

sented merely by a layer, more or less thick, of hyaline

substance, which undoubtedly performs a sustentacular

function, in addition to connecting together the epithelial

layers of the ectoderm and entoderm.

The intercellular or ground substance almost invariably

takes a prominent part in the formation of connective

tissue. It is of a semi-fluid nature, and often contains in

addition to albumen a certain amount of mucin. In most

cases tho cells of the connective tissue separate themselves

from tho primary layers before tho formation of this ground

substance ; indeed the mesoderm is at first chielly formed

of these cells. The stages of development aro as follows.

Tho mcsodermic cells, which ard at first in apposition,

become separated from one another by the accumulation

of intercellular substance, but at tho same time main-

tain a coDDexion with one another throughout the tissue by

their branching cell-processes (see fig. 2, C, c). Presently,
in the production of ordinary connective tissue, fibres of

two kinds make their appearance in the intercellular sub-
stance, and to all appearance independent of the cells.

Those of the one kind

(fig. 11, A) are highly

elastic and refracting,

not easily aS"ected by
reagents, stain deeply

with magenta, run

singly, always branch,

and become united with
.

neighbouring fibres so

as to form a -network

throughout the tissue
;

those of the other kind

(fig. 11, B) are exces-

sively fine and indis-

tinct, never run singly

but always in bundles, and generally with a wavy course, are

readily affected by reagents, and, in vertebrates, yield gelatin

on boiling. In the various kinds of connective tissue the re-

lative proportion of these two kinds of fibres to one another

and to the cellular elements of the tissue varies. Thus in

the so-called elastic tiss'ie of the Vertebrata the elastic

fibres greatly preponderate ; in tendinous tissue, on the

other hand, they are scarcely to be found, and the ground

is almost wholly occupied by the white fibres. It may
happen that the intercellular substance is so compl»tely

occupied by the fibres as to be entirely obscured, but its

presence may be always recognized in consequence of the

property which it possesses of reducing silver from its salts

when exposed to the light. In certain cases the inter-

cellular substance becomes hardened by the de[J03it within

it either of a substance termed chondrin, which confers

upon it the well-known toughness and elasticity' of carti-

lage, or by a deposit of earthy salts imparting to it the

firmness of bone. These several changes in the inter-

cellular substance are accompanied by special modifications

in the form and relations of the cells (by whose agency

they are in all probability effected). In comparatively rare

cases the intercellular substance which is found occupying

the meshes of the network formed by the branched cells of

the developing connective tissue may disappear entirely,

and the meshes may be occupied either by blood or by the

lymph or plasma of the blood (spleen and lymphatic glands

of vertebrates).

It frequently happens that the connective tissue presents

the consistence of jelly, and this is gi-ncrally ascribed to

the characters of the intercellular substance. It may, how-

ever, be due in many cases to the entanglement of fluid in

the meshes of the fibres, and not to a gelatinization of the

ground substance. This is shown by the fact that the fluid

may be drained from out the meshes by means of filter

paper. And the possibility of the formation of a jelly in

this manner is evidenced in the coagulation of lymph, where

the apparently solid gelatinous clot is a tangled meshwork
of fine filaments enclosing fluid.

The connective tissues of invertebrates are, on the whole,

similar to those of the vertebrate ; at the same time it

must be admitted that there aro not unimportant differ-

ences in chemical constitution, such as tho absence of a

substance yielding gelatin, and tho absence for the moat

part of mucin, both of which are characteristic constituents

of vertebrate connective tissue. On tho other hand the

anatomical characters of tho elements, both colls and

fibres, aro in most cases suflicicntly well marked to bo

recognizable.

In the sponges tho bulk of the animal is made up of a

jelly which, when examined under tho microscope, is found
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to consist of large branched cells (fig. 12) connected to-

gether by their processes into a network. The meshes of

this are occupied by clear intercellular substance within

which the calcareous or horny matter which forms the

skeleton is deiiosited.

Fia. 12.—Connective tissue of spongts. (F. E. SchiUze.)

v^''hen the development of the sponge is traced it is found

that the first part of the tissue to be seen is the clear inter-

mediate substance, and the skeletal spicules begin to appear

in this before the cellular elements. These wander subse-

quently into it from one, of the primary layers. There can

be DO doubt that this jelly-like tissue of the sponge repre-

sents a primitive form of connective tissue, although, so far

as has at present been ascertained, no fibres are developed

in it.

[n the CoelerUerala, as in the sponges, the connective

tissue makes its first appearance in the form of a clear

intermediate substance, which may be so small in amount
ns to be almost imperceptible, or so large in amount as

to form the main bulk of the organism.' In the former

case, as in the developing sponge, there is an entire absence

of Doth fibres and cells, whereas in the latter case buth

kinds of elements are found. The fibres are the more con-

stant, and are of tlie elastic

kind (fig. 13); they have for

the most part a direction

across the thickness of the

tissue stretching from ento-

derm to ectoderm, branching

and uniting with their neigh-

bours to form the character-

istic network which, enclosing

watery fluid in its meshes,

produces the jelly-like con-

eistence of the tissue. Fibres of the white variety

are also found as low down in the Melazoa as the

Ccehnterata. In some of the acraspedote Medusce they

occur in the form of bundles of indistinct wavy fibres

situated near the surface of the jelly, and in the Aclinue
similar fibres are found forming membranes which bear a

strong resemblance to some of the forms of membranous
connective tissue of the Vertebmta (fig. 14). As before

F[0. iS.—Cella and elastic fibres from
connectlYb tissue of Aurelia.

Pig. 14 —Fibres anJ ceUs of connective tissue of an Acuni-i. (Kiilliker.,

mentioned, in the lower forms of Coehitlerata cells are en-
tirely absent from their jelly-like connective tissue, but in

the higher forms scattered cells (fig. 13) of indeterminate
shape and position, but generally in the neighbourhood of

the entoderm, begin to make their appearance. Some of
these cells are amoeboid, but others become fixed, and
arranged in a network which pervades the jelly.

We sec tbeu that the cells, the intercellular substance,
the white fibres, and the clastic fibres of the vertebrate
connective tissue are represented in these low forms of the
Melazoa in a perfectly recognizable manner. It is not

surprising, therefore, to find in all thehigiier classes of the
Invertebrata that similar elements characterize the connec-
tive tissue, although there are undoubtedly certain modifica-

tions and exceptions. The most noteworthy modifications

occur in the chemical constitution of the ground substance

and of the fibres. Thus, as before mentioned, there is for

the most part an absence of the gelatin-yielding substance
of the vertebrate connective tissue. On the other hand,
the intercellular substance may become infiltrated with
chemical, principles unknown in vertebrate histology, as in

the tunic of the Tunicata, where cellulose is found.' There
are modifications also in the appearance of the connective

tissue fibres which are often accompanied by modifications

in the chemical constitution. For example, in the Arthro-

poda the tissue often undergoes extensive chitinization,

and the fibres in it present a straight, stiff appearance, very
unlike the soft, wavy look which is exhibited by the fibrous

tissue of the Vertebrata,

Although the ramified cell may be looked upon as on
the whole the most characteristic form of cell met with in

connective tissue, and although this is the first modification

in shape which the rounded embryonic cells of the develop-

ing vertebrate connective tissue take on, nevertheless it

gives place in many parts both in invertebrates as well as

vertebrates to other forms. One of the commonest of these

is the flat cell, and we almost invariably find cells of this

description lying on or in connective tissue membranes, and
lining cavities which may have become formed in the con-

nective tissue. In the latter case the flat cells may be and
most commonly are spread over the whole inner surface cf

the cavity which they line, and assume the appearance of

a pavement epithelium. Such cells, which are termed
epithelioid (or by some endothelial), are found lining the

body cavity and the vascular canals and heart (where these

exist) of all invertebrates just as they do the similar

cavities and canals in vertebrates, and they are derived like

the rest of the cells of the connective tissue from the meso-

derm, and therefore only indirectly from the primary
blastodermic layers. But in the holothuriana, and some
other animals, the cells in question are derived directly

from the entoderm.

In the Mollusca (fig 15) a peculiar type of connective

tissue cell ma-kes its appearance in addition to the rounded,

the ramified, and the flattened forms. This takes the

Fio. 16.—Connective tissr.c of sing, r, ramified cell ;/.fiaticned cell; r, vesicular

ceil. The fibres IQ the ground substonce are aI.so Indicated. ^

shape of a large clear, vesicular, double-contoured cell-bon/

(v) with a relatively small nucleus. Cells of this charactt r

are in some cases only to bo found scattered here an i

there in the tissues, but in others they are closely col-

lected masses, and _by their aggregation confer a-i

almost cartilaginous consistency upon the tissue. This is

' This tunic seems, however, from its development to be an epithelial

trncture. nlthouKh resembling in many respects conueclive tissue.
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tiof due, however, to the accumulation of chondrin—the

chemical principle of the cartilage of vertebrates—in

intercellular substance. But a true cartilage is met with

in some of the higher molluscs (Cephalopoda), in which

there is a considerable amount of intercellular substance,

and the only ditTerence, as compared with ordinary car-

tilage of most vertebrates, is that the cells are much
ramified (as in some fishes).

Bone, or osseous connective tissue, as the word is under-

stood in vertebrate histology, is not met with anywhere

umongst the Invertebrata, and this is less to be wondered

at since it does not make its appearance even in some of the

lowest of, the Vertebrata. But hard structures of various

kinds ^erve to supply the place of bone as a suatentacular

tissue, and these may be developed either within the con-

nective tissue, so as to form an internal hard skeleton, or

on the exterior of the body, so as to form an external

skeleton or shell. When external the shell is an epithelial

structure, or at least is produced by the formative activity

of the epithelium which covers the surface of the body.

An internal hard skeleton may either coexist with an

external, or the one may be found to the exclusion of the

other.

In the coelenterates the internal skeleton when found is

generally deposited in the jelly-like intercellular substance

in the form of separate spicules, which subsequently are

cemented together by a further deposit of calcareous matter

into a continuous skeleton, fn the sijonges the calcareous

Bpicules often project fromlhe jelly into thecfternalnicdiura,

but it is probable that they are covered by an extension of

the superficial flattened cells wliieh they seem to pierce;

the separate calcareous spicules __^=;

are in some cases united by cal- " "

careous matter, in others by horny

substance, or the spicules may be

altogether absent and the horny

framework constitute the whole

skeleton. There is no evidence

to show that these calcareous and f"l is -Section of the shcU of

. , 1 ,
Li-hiniiS, partly dccalclnea by

h'lrny deposits are formed by the - - -
-

direct agency of the cells of the

jelly-like tissue. On the con-

trary, the fact that the spicules

make their appearance in the

jelly-like substance which accumulates between the two
primary layers before there is any trace of cells to be seen

in it is a fact pointing in the opposite direction.

In the echinids amongst lichinodermala the shell is

formed by a dense deposit of calcareous substance

(In,;. 1G) in the fibrous connective tissue of the

integument, but is not of the nature of bone,

n~i has been sometimes supposed. In other

cibinodorms the deposition is mure scanty, and

in some {Ilolothuria) it may merely take the form

of isolated spicules, whicii often present curious

shapes.

Tlie Muscular Tissues n/ Animals.— In the Ver-

tebrata three kinds of muscular tissue are met
with—the jilain or involuntary, the cross striped

or voluntary, and llio cardiac or heart muscle.

vJndoubtedly the last-named is to bo regarded as

a transitional form between the other two, for it

combines some of the characters of each. This

IS especially well seen in the lower vertebrates,

in which the muscular fibres of the heart (fig. 17) fic K.-

consist of long, tapering, uninuclear cells, in fu,rn.(

I'onn resembling the plain contractile fibre-cells.'''"''"'"""

but differing from these and resembling the rnultinuilcatrd

voluntary muscular fibres in exhibiting distinct transverse

etriation-i. Although these thice kiiidsuf muscuhir lissuethua

acid (Leydljr) The connective
tiasuo bundles arc aecn on the
left; some are cut tr.insvcrsely

,

on the rli^lit tliey oie obscured
by the cjilcareous globules (r)

Above and below la seen alayer
of epilhelium {€, tO.

dillor from oue another in this respect, they agree in one im-

portant character. Whether transversely striated or not,

they all exhibit a distinct longitudiual striation of their

substance, which is probably indicatory of a polarity which
the protoplasm of the cell has assumed at the same lime

with the faculty of becoming rapidly shortened in the direc-

tion of its length and coincidently with the loss of the power
of contracting in other directions. Moreover, this longi-

tudinal striation is generally associated with the property

of double refraction, which is exhibited to a marked degree

by all kinds of muscular tissue.

The voluntary muscular fibres are those in which the

protoplasm of the original cell haa undergone most dif-

ferentiation. If we trace their development we find that

they originate from mesodermic cells which become elon-

gated in one direction, the nucleus undergoing a corre-

sponding change in shape, and soon becoming multiplied
;

we next find the external layer of the protoplasm becoming
altered and converted into muscular substance,

which exhibits from the first both a longitudinal

and a transverse striation. The change in ques-

tion gradually extends inwards, so as to involve

more and more of the protoplasm. Up to this

time we can distinguish (fig. 18) in the muscular

fibre a medullary part composed of unaltered

protoplasm, with nuclei, and a cortical part com-

posed of differentiated muscle-substance. Sub-
sequently the nuclei leave their central sitiia-tiy ti

nd ci

Flo 1.1.—

K.ii'otd'

ther become scattered through the >ciopiiiK

mubcul.ii

f^bic of t.

tion, a

muscular substance or come to lie entirely at

the surface. There is always a little of the niammat

unaltered protoplasm to be found with each nucleus.

In the plain muscular fibres, and in the cardiac musculal

fibres, the nucleus docs not multiply, and it maintains its

central situation. The differentiation, of the.cell-protoplasra

into muscle-substance begins at the jicriphery and extends

towards the centre in the cells which constitute the heart.-

muscle as in the voluntary muscle, and it is probable thai

the same is the esse in the plain muscular cells.

The muscular fibres of the Invertebrata very cluscly

resemble those of vertebrates. In most cases the differentia-

tion of the muscular substance is not .so complete as in the

voluntary muscles of vertebrates and especially of mam
mals, but there is a striking exception in the Arlhropnth,

and especially in insects.

whore in conformity

with the gj-eater muscu-

lar activity they possess

we find farbettcrmarked

structural features.- On
this account the muscles

of insects have been espe-

cially carefully studied

with a view to the eluci-

dation of the structure

of muscle generally.

With a sulllciently

high power a voluntary

muscular fibre of an in-

sect (fig. 19) is seen to

be COm|lOSeil of an ex- Fin r'-Llvlnit muscle of Wut.-i bcclU(/lj«.

tornalslruiturclessmem- '"' t"n'-r;,,m(»). iiiRbiy uoicniiici .. »nr

brane,—thosarcolcinma,

—a cenlral strand of

nucleated protoplasm, and n scininuid substance— the

proper muscular substance— lying between these and form-

ing almost the whole of the iibro. This proper muscular

aubstaiue is composed of a clear doubly refracting iiialcrial,

in which are embedded a number of minute rod shaped

particles, which arc so arranged side by side and end to

iilliiii

ritlfiiiinn. n, dun siTlpC; /'. hii«Iil sttuin'

lowj of ilDli In hiliiht >tiiiH-, whit h 1110 *ri'n

to l>r 1lii> kliotiK'd llcQil* ii( ii, iniiM'k- mhI«
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end as tu cauoc tne muscular substance to present both

a transversely and a lungitudinally striated appearance.

Sometimes (as in the fibre shown in the figure) the substance

of each muscle rod is partly collected into a swelling or knob

lit either end, and these knobs so act singly and collectively

upon the light which passes through the muscular substance

as to cause a' brighter apjrearance in their neighbourhood.

In this way bright bands seem to cross the muscular sub-

stance alternating with the dimmer intermediate portions,

and the appearance of transverse striation is much intensi-

fied. This is still more the case when the muscle contracts,

for the contraction is accompanied by an accumulation of the

substance of the rods towards tlieir ends, and an apparent

blending of these into a dark transverse band or rather a

series of dark transverse bands, which, reflect- ,

ing from their surfaces the light which is >2

passing through the muscle, cause the whole N
of the substance between them to appear S
much brighter, than they are themselves. H
There are other muscular fibres iu the insect Et

wiiich present an entirely dillorent appear- '^q

ance. In these (fig. 20) the fibres, which p,^ "o— Fibre ..(

are very fine, are wholly made up of alter- wn.B-niuwie ut

nating bands of dark and light substance.

They are far less like the voluntary muscular fibres of

mamm.ils than are the others, and there are no rod-like

structures to be seen in them.

We find muscular tissue, like the other tissues, appearmg
already in tlie lowest of the Mclazoa. In sponges the

orifices of the water canals are in many cases capable of

beiup; closed partially or wholly when the organi.sm is irri-

tated. The researches ,of F. E. Schul/.e have shown that

these orifices are encircled by long fusiform cells* which

appear to be modifications of some of the ordinary ramified

cells of the jelly-like tissue. The substance of these c.dls

seems to be unditt'erentiated, and it cannot be conclusively

affirmed that they are of muscular nature, but at least they

seem to subserve the function of muscular tissue. But in

the very ne.\t division—the IIydromedusae—the muscular

cells are already so much difTercntiated as to exhibit both

longitudinal and transverse striation. Thus many of the

fells which form the muscular layer of the sub-umbk-ella of

the Madnsai are long fusiform cells (fig 21, A) with an

elongated nucleus in the centre, and gradually taporing

ends, and their substance is striated, as just rema'rked, both

transversely and longitudinally. Sometimes there is a con-

siderable amount of unaltered protopla-sm in the middle of

the fibre around the nucleus (fig 21, H), and this nucleated

protoplasm may then project between the epithelial cells

HISTOLOGY

Fig. '--I.—>lu.*cu!;ir ct-lls of JcUy.tish. {Ikrtwit'.)

ui the ectoderm. In every case the muscular fibres are in

close contiguity with the attached ends of the ectodermal

epithelium, and are with justice reckoned as a part of the

ectoderm. In the higher ca-lenterates the muscular tissue

tends to lose its connexion with the ectoderm and to become
embe<lded in the jelly-like mcsudcrni, but the cunncTion is

not wholly lost in any. In Ili/dm, on the other hand, the

muscular tissue is represented otily by simple longitudinal

fibres, which arc either direct prolongations of the tapering

3nds of some of the ectoderm cells (Kleinenbcrg) or are

imbedded in the enlarged attached end of the cells

Fig. 29.—Musci
lar fibres of mcl
lUSLl.

(KoUiker, Korotneit;. In other invertebrates the muscular
tissue is nearly always in the form of lung cylindrical oi

flattened, tapering or uniform, uninucleated, longitudinally-

striated fibres, which may po.ssess a membrane, and a
central strand of undiflerentiated protoplasm (fig. 22, B).

In some cases a transverse striutiou may be detected (fig.

22, A), but more tommonly the muscular fibies, especiilly

in echinoderms, worms, ayd molluscs, ex- a
hibit a peculiar double obliijuc stviation (fig.

23), so that an a[ipearance of intercrossing

lines is thereby produced. The obliqnch
striated fibres seem to take the place, in

many of these comparatively sluggi.sh ani-

mals, of the more active, transversely striated

tissues. With the exception of the appear-

ance mentioned, they resemble the [ilain

muscular fibres in structure, but they are

capable of more energetic contraction than

the latter

The Servous Tissues of Ahivmh.—The
nervous tissue of vertebrates is composed
firstly of cells—the nerve-cells or ganglion-

cell.s,—and secondly of nerve-fibres. Most
of the nerve^fibres possess a sheath formed
of nucleated colls wrapped around the fibre,

and in this sheath a peculiar white fatty

so-called medullary substance is accumulated in some fibies,

so that they are distinguisluHl from the others as the white

or meduUated fibres. There is reason to believe that everj

nerve-fibre is connected with at least ohe

nerve-coll, and conversely, that every nerv-e-

cell is connected directly or indirectly with

one or more uerve-fibres. ' Nerve-cells are

generally comparatively large solid-looking

corpuscles, with a relatively large nucleus

and nucleolus, and every developed nerve-

cell has either one or two or a greater

number of processes, which may or may
not be ramified. It is certain that from'

many nerve-cells one process of the cell

passes into and becomes a nerve-fibre.'

Nerve-cells arc always traversed by ex-

quisitely fine fibrils,—nerve-fibrils,—and these pass out

from the cell into its processes;. Apart from any sheath

which it may posses.s, a nerve-fibre is composed of one or.-

more nerve-fibrils, which are em-,

bcilded in a soft interfibrillar sub-

stance. The nervous tissue of ver-

tebrates is developed from that part

of the ectoderm which occupies

the middle of the dorsal surface of

the embryo. In the bird and mam-
mal the epithelial cells in this

situation become cut off from the

general ectoderm by the forma-

tion of a groove which subse-

quently closes over and forms a canal—the neural canal.

The innermost ectoderm cells (fig. 21, B) which form the

wall of this canal acquire cilia at the end which is turned

towards the cavity, while the other end of each cell is pro-

longed into branching processes which collectively form a

network amongst the deeper lying cells of the wall. The
latter multiply considerably, and moreover groups of them
grow out from the sides of the neural canal as^fic roots of

the nerves. The nervc-filiies themselves .stein to be formed

eilher.by the outgrowth of undivided ]irocesscs Irom these

cells of the neural canal, or by the junction of one elongated

' The term ueivclilirc is here employed to ficnotc the CMcntial part

of the nerve, correMi>onding to the V ajus-cyliiidcr " of vertebral

histology. '

Tic. ,—?ait of
.nitibliiiuclystri-

(iti'il liuiMCuliir.

tibic. {Fioin
Schwalbc.)

-Nerve- cpithcliim.

c^llt— .\. of A/€<iusa; It, fiuiii

cCiiti.iI canal oi bj>inal curd uf
vcili-brate.
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cell with others. At any rate the fibres are to be looked

upon as outgrowths or prolongations of nerve-cells. But

some of the outgrowths of the nerve-cells, instead of passing

into nerve-tibres, become ramified, and eventually break up
into fine twigs, each of which is occupied by a nerve-fibril,

and tbese form by their interlacement a network which

joins that of the branched jirocesses of the ciliated epi-

thelium.
". With the exception of the formation of the medullary

3ub.stance in the sheath, the nervous tissue of the in-

vertebrate Metazoa agrees {irecisely, so far as the miuute

structure is concerned, with that of vertebrates. The
lowest forms in which nervous structure? have been found

are tlie Medusw, In these the tissue exhibits itself under
two modifications. The first of these is a so-called nerve

epithelium (fig. 24, A), consisting of a portion of the ciliated

ectoderm, the cells of which are prolonged at their attached

ends into fine ramified fibres which interlace with one
another and form a network of nerve-fibrils underneath the

epithelium. This form seems to correspond with the ciliated

epithelium of the vertebrate neural canal. The second
modification occurs in certain cells of the ectoderm, which
have become sunken singly here and there below the general

epithelium of the surface, and between it and the muscular
layer of the sub-umbrella. These cells become enlarged, and
their nucleus takes on the characteristic appearance of the
nucleus of i nerve-cell. Then generally from opposite ends
of the cell (fig. 25) two processes grow out into long fibres.

Fio 25. Kerve cell and fibre of a Jelly-fish (.Aurelia).

which exhibit all the features of the nerve-fibres of higher

t.uimals, and may even possess a nucleated sheath. These

fibres, which may be branched or unbrancheu, seem to be

applied to the substance of the muscular fibres, and in all

probability serve to convey impulses to the muscle. There

can be no doubt of the correspondence of these cells and

fibres with the nerve-cells and nerve-fibre prolongations of

the Vertebrata. In other invertebrates the nervous tissue

is not only more localized than in the Ctehnteraia, but the

original ectodermal epitiielium cells from which it is derived

become much more extensively developed into well-charac-

terized nerve-cells and nerve-fibres, and tend moreover to

be completely separated from the rest of the ectoderm and

embedded in the mesoderm. But they are never originally

developed in common with connective-tissue cells, as are

the cells which form the muscular tissue. (e. a. s.)

II. Vegetable Histology.

By Vegetable Histology is meant the study by means

of the microscope of the texture, web, or tissue of

which plants are composed. It may be considered as

synonymous with the minute anatomy of plants, and

embraces the study of all those points of structure and
development requiring the use of the microscope for their

elucidation. Histology is, therefore, a modern science of

observation and experiment, and it dates its origin from

the time when magnifying glasses were first applied to the

scrutiny of the organs of plants. All advances in histology

have been preceded by some important improvement either

in the construction of lenses and microscojiea, or by the

invention of some new method of research and application

of new reagents. In order to prosecute the .itudy of vege-

tabte histolopy, it is necessary to understand thoroughly

the construction and u.sa of the micposuopc, to bo able to

manipulate well and dextcrou.sly employ the various cuttin?

wiu other instramonts required, and, lastly, to b*- xhie tc -.isa

the numerous reagents now so important in assisting. to

unravel the more difficult tissues.

Nature of the Venelable Cell.—If a small portion of the Nature k,

contents of the fertilized embryo-sac of the Phaseolus multi- tl>o cell-

florus (scarlet-runner, or French bean) be examined in a drop
of water on a slide, it is seen to consist of protoplasm with a
number of small free cells, in different stages of development,
floating in it. These cells consist of little rounded masses
of protoplasm with a single contour line ; they have the
protoplasm more or less granular ; and each contains a

rounded solid body, the nucleus, usually with a small spot,

the nucleolus. Other cells in the preparation have a distinct

wall with a double contour line, these being older and more
fully developed. In examining the cells it is usually best

not to employ pure water, but to use instead a solution of

sugar or gum (1 pa to 50 or 100 of water). Strasburger

recommends, for examining the contents of the embryo-sac
in phanerogams, a 3 per cent solution of sugar, to which is

added on the slide one drop of a 1 per cent solution of osmic
acid. Absolute alcohol may also be used for fixing the pro-

toplasm in a nearly unaltered state. A longitudinal section

of the growing end of the root of Friiillaria iinperiaHs will

exhibit the different stages of development of tissue cells.

Near the apex the cells are more or less hexagonal in shape,

and have a marked wall with a more or less distinct doubln

contour. Inside the cell-wall, and in close contact with it,

is the protoplasm, a densely granular soft inelastic maes,

consisting of a mixture of albuminoids, and having in tl^e

centre a round and relatively very large solid nucleus, witix

one or two nucleoli. In both P/uzseohts and FritiU.aria,

as the cell enlarges, clear spaces, called vacuoles, but filled

with cell-sap, that is, water with substances in solution,

appear in the protoplasm of the cell. In some algie con-

tractile vaciioles are met with. The ordinary vacuolesi

rapidly increase in number and enlarge, separating the pro-

toplasm into two parts—one in close contact with the wall

of the cell, the other forming strings of varying size and
thickness separating the vacuoles. Presently the vacuoles

all coalesce and form a central cell-sap cavity, the protoplasm

forming a completely closed sac inside the cell-wall. Tho
nucleus remains imbedded in the protoplasm, and is pushed
to one side, appearing as if in contact with tho wall. The
vacuoled condition- of the protoplasm may be considered'

as representing the cell at its state of greatest activity : tho

central cell-sap cavity is usually seen in tissue-cells, as in

Fritillaria, and may be taken to indicate a condition of

diminished activity. Further changes take place in tissue

cells. The protoplasm with its nucleus may disappear and
the celt-sap remain, or even the cell-sap itself may disappear

sooner or later, and tho dry cell-walls, as these of cork, 1 o

left Tho conditions hero described in FritUiaria may be

taken as typical of all young tissue cells.

The protoplasm is tho essential part of tho cell, and bj il

all the other parts aire formed, as well as all tho substances,

such as chlorophyll and starch, that are contained in celLs,

When the cell contains protoplasm it can grow, multiply,

and elaborate new chemical compounds; when the proto-

plasm disappeara it ceases to perform any of these functions,

and passively acts as a protection to dcejjcr cells, or permits

certain physical processes to take place, as the transport of

water through the walls. Tho eubsfancc of (he protoplasm

seems to consist of a mixture of various albuminoids, and
probably of other nitrogenous compounds. It is a more cr

less granular, soft, inelastic substance, never a true fluid, but

varying in consistence in accordance with the quantity of

water it contains.

Tlic chonilcal rciclions of i)roloi)Ia.'5m nrc tlioso of aUninion. It Cticmic.n v

contructs when substances nro appliotl to it wliifh remove soiuo of reactiof*'

?'.;« water, as glycc^rin and alcoliol. It ooiitraots when luat is

ttpplii'il. a tcmiicraturo of Iwtwi'cn 60° ami 60" C. coinpli'tcly

&iu:riuK 'lit ^iiure of srotoiilastn ;or.tain::;g a uooiial ri-.iuiility o'
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water. Where the protoplasm contains little water aud is very

dense, as in some seeds, a liigher temperature produces little or no

change. A violet colour is given to the protoplasm of young cells

by the application first of a concentrated solution of copper sulphate,

ne.tt washing the preparation carefully to remove all free traces of

the copper solution aud then applying a solution of caustic pot-ish.

Iodine gives a brown colour, sugar solution and sulphuric acid

a red'; and dilute caustic potasli dissolves protoplasm or renders it

perfectly transjwrent. Carmine aud other colouring matters do not

colour living protoplasm, but impart a brilliant stain to it when
dead.

Protoplasm is usually separable into two parts, an inner

portion, endoplasm, more or less granular, and an outer

more dense layer, the ectoplasm or primordial utricle, which

is quite free from gratiules. A similar layer surrounds the

protoplasm of the nucleus.

The living protoplasm exhibits movements either when
inside a cell-wall or when the protoplasm is free and in the

condition of a wall-less or primordial cell. The constant

changes in protoplasm must be always accompanied by

movements, but these »re usually too small to be visible,

end it is only in a few cases that the amplitude of the

movements renders them visible. The movements are of

four kinds, and are distinguished as rotation, circulation,

amoeboid, and ciliary.

The first is the movement of rotation, as in Vallisncria and
Anacharis, .where the whole protoplasmic sac rotates in the interior

of the cell. The second is circulation, where portions only of the

Erotoplasm move as indicated by the circulation of the granules

ither and thither in the mass, as in the ccUsof the hairs of Tradcs-

cantia and the stinging hairs of the nettle. In the third or amce-

boiil movement whole masses of protoplasm not enclosed in walls

change their form and position like the avia:ba or white blood cor-

puscle. These movements have been noticed in the amoeboid and
Plasmodium st.age of the Mi/£omycctcs or gelatinous fungi. Lastly,

a movement of small masses of protoplasm destitute of walls, and
having parts of the ectoplasm prolonged to form one, two, or more
vibr.^tile cilia is not unfrequent in the zoospores, swarmspores, and
sperinatozoids of cryptogamic plants. All these movements are de-

pendent on and much intlueuced by varying external conditions, as

light, heat, presence or absence of oxygen, &c.

Cell- The cell-wall is a thin, elastic, transparent and colourless

*•»"• membrane, destitute of visible openings (e:;cept in some
cells of Sphagnum and in bordered pits), but easily per-

lueatud by water and gas. It consists of the carbohydrate

cellulose (C^HidOj), isomeric with starch, and in young cells

it is present in an almost pure state. During the growth

of the ceil the protoplasm furnishes material for the increase

of the wall in size and thickness, and usually during growth

of the wall various chemical and physical changes occur in it.

The increase in the size of the cell is rarely quite rogul.ar or gene-

ral, except in free cells as pollen grains and spores ; usually the
growth is more or less limited to definite parts of the wall, and the

increase in size is accompanied by a marked change in fonn. Inter-

cal.ir growth at a ring-hke zone on the cell-wall is seen in the genus
CEdoijonium, while growth at the aijex of the cell is not uncommon
in many unicellular alga; and in hairs, as well as in the peculiar cells

(the hyphs) of fungi.

Growth at several points on the surface of a cell gives rise to the
stellate forms seen in the jiith of Juncus, and a similar but more
limited growth is the cause of the "tyloses," or cellular filling-up of
vessnl.', seen in many stems, vine, &c. The growth of the cull-wall

in thickness m'ay bo general or local. Usually it is local, and is

either internal (centripetal) or external (centrifugnl). Local thick,
ening gives rise to the proiiuction of peculiar markings depending
on the dilTerent optical efl'ects produced by the thickened and nn-
tiiickened ii.irts. Pitted maikings are very common, rounded or
variously shaped portions of the wall being left unthickcned, while
the form of the pits, and their special .arrangement, cither irregularly
scattered or spirally placed, give a characteristic appearance to the
walls of the cells. I'its are often elongated, and when very nmoh
elongated, and extending tho whole width of the cell, form scalari-
form markings, as seen in ferns. When pits are very narrow,
cylindrical, deep, and branching, they form canals. Bordered pits,

in which the pit is surrounded by a bonli>r, occur in the pines. In
other cells the thickening assumes the appearance of rings, spirals,

or reticulations, which sometimes become deta<'hed from the walls.
In some instances, as in the wood of the lime and yew, two kinds of
a^arking occur in onoceU. Peculiar modifications of internal thick-
ening are seen in the root-hairs of Marcliar.tia, ir. the cells with cys-

tolithcs in the leaf of the india rubber, and in the pith of liicinus,

kc. External thickening is .seen ou the surface (cuticle of the epi-

dermis) of the plant or on free cells, as jiolleu grains, spores, iic,

and produces peculiar and characteristic markings iu various plants.

By the alternation ot more and less watery layere the cell-wall be-

comes marked by concentric lines or stria;, as if the wall w:,as built

up of layers or strata formed one inside the other, which, however,
is not the case. A longitudinal striation assuming a ring-like or

spiral direction is also met with on the walls of many wood and
bast cells, and is, like the stratification just mentioned, due to

alternations of more and less watery layers in the cell-wall. The
inner layer in the interior of the cell and next tbe;contents is always
a dense layer rich in cellulose and with little water, a fact at once
negativing the incrustation theory. Stratification can be readily

seen in transverse sections of the bast fibres in the leaf of Hoya, or

the bast of the stems of many Asdepiada<^(e ; and the longitudinal

striation may be seen in the same fibres when dried, or in the dry
wood cells of many conifers, as in Pimis sylv&stris.

The walls of young colls consist almost exclusively of React--"

pure cellulose, which is coloured blue by Schultz'a solution' "f celiu-

or by iodine and sulphuric acid, and is dissolyed by strong
'^^'^'

sulphuric acid and by ammoniacal solution of cupric oxide.

Iodine solution alone gives no reaction, or more generally

a brown tint ; rarely the wall gives a blue reaction, as in the

asci of some lichens or in the cells of the cotyledons of

Tamarindus indica. The cell-walls of most fungi do not

give a blue reaction with iodine and sulphuric acid, form-

ing the modification generally known as fungus cellulose.

During growth changes occur in the nature of the wall,

different strata often having dilTerent chemical and physical

properties. The three most important changes in the cell- chan.-ai

wall are (1) the suberous or corky change, the cell-wall in c^i'

wholly or partially becoming cuticularized or converted into "^"

cork; (2) the ligneous or woody change, the walls being

converted into wood ; and (3) the gelatinous change, as sci'n

in many algse, where the cell-wall swells up enormously by

tho imbibition of water, and assumes a clear gelatinous

appearance. These changes may occur separately, the

.whole wall being more or less completely changed ; or a

part remains composed of cellulose ; or, in other cases,

two or more of these changes may coexist in the same
cell-walL

The following reagents are useful in distinguishing the different

changes. Schultz's solution gives a blue with starch and cellulose,

and a yellow-brown with wood and cork. If the cork-cells are pre-

viously boiled in caustic potash, and the wood cells touched with

nitric aci4i the bluo reaction may be got with sulphuric acid and

iodine. Sulphuric acid dissolves wood cells, but does not touch

cork cells. Ammoniacal solution of cupric oxide does not dissolve

eork, causes wood to swell up and to become blue, and deeply colours

mucilaginous walls. Boiling caustic potash ultimately dissolves

cork. Cold caustic potash at first causes it to swell up and
become yellow, and when slowly heated the colour deepens and the

texture becomes granular.' Chlorate of yiotash and nitric acid

(Schul'.z's macerating fluid) ultimately dissolves cork, like caustic

potash, but docs not affect wood. When cork-cells are slowly warmed
in this mixture the walls of the Cfxk-cells become very distinct, the

other cells being very transparent, .and, if washed and treated with

alcohol and then with ether, they become perfectly transparent.

Chromic acid renders cork distinct by rendering other tissues trsn-

sparent. Bichromate of potash dissolves CJrrk. The following re-

actions are given by Zacharias for cell- walls which are coloured brown

hy SchuUz's solution in the rhizome of Acorns Calamus^ Sulphate

of aniline and hydrochlorate of aniline, even when the cells are pre-

viously treakd with hydrochloric acid, give uo reaction, but colour

the w.alls of vessels of a golden yellow. An aqueous solution of

aniline blue gives noTeaction, whne an alcoholic solution of aniline

red colours the walls of vessels and oibglands. The red colour is

' Schuht's Solution.—1 ounce of fused chloride of zinc is dissolved in

J fluid ounce of water ; then add iodine 3 grains, and iodide of |vot.\s-

siuni 6 grains, di.ssoIved together in the smallest possible quantity

of water. Or dissolve granulated zinc in hydrochloric acid, and

evaporate in contact with mctallio zinc until a thick synij) is formed.

Add iodide of potassium to saturation, then a little iodine, and u
neccbsaiy dilute with water.

- For this and other reactions see Uohne"., Ueber dm Kark und ver-

korku Gnrtbe iiberhaupl, p. 16.
' " Ueber .Secret- Bchalter mit vcrkorktcn Mcmbranen," Bol. Zcl'.unj

1879, p. 619.
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Mineral

matters

in cell-

trills.

Molecu-
IirstniC'

f;ire of

cell-wall

pLyll.

l-esi bcvu when thin slices of the rhizome arc placed for afcwdiiysiii

t'lP solution, and then dried and observed under water. I'he addition

o\ caustic potasli causes the colour to disappear, but it reappears on

v ishin;; away fhe potash. The walls of vessels become coloured blue-

liolet by .addition of hydrochloratc of pheiiole, and also when
use is made of alcoholic solution of cherry-wood and concentrated

hydrochloric acid (Hbhncl's xylophilin reaction).

Mineral matters are often deposited in cell-walls. Calcium

carbonate occurs rarely, calcium oxalate frequently, and

silica is the commonest of all. Calcium carbonate forms

the cystolithes of Ficus and of the Acanthacecj;, crystals or

masses of crystals imbedded in the cell-wall but projecting

into the cavity although surrounded by the substance of

the wall. In corallines and, many algse, as also in the

Chafas, carbonate of lime is abundant in the cell-walls.

Calcium cxalate crystals occur in the cell-walls of many
plants, in other cases forming small granules. The crystals

of calcium carbonate are soluble in acetic acid, while those

^f oxalate are not, although soluble in dilute nitric, atid

•tydrochlorio acids. Silica is abundant in the Diaiomacece

nd also in the cells of many of the higher plants [Equi-

'trim, grasses, beech, '&.C.).

Products of desorganization or degradation of the cellwall

•ocur in the form of gum, gum-resins, or resins, examples

>f which may be seen in the cherry, gum-arabic, gum-

-agacanth, myrrh, uic. Gum-arabic consists of arabin,

itm-tragacanth of bassorin, and cherry-gum is a mixture

•f the two. These substances, when formed, aro apparently

)f no furth if use to the plant, and are produced by the

Jestruction or desorganization of the cell-walls, as portions

of the cell-wall can be distinctly traced when gum-tragacanth

is examined microscopically.

Cell-walls, as those of the wood of Conifers, bast-cells,

and cells of ivory nut, and starch granules, are found when

examined by polarized light to be doubly refracting. By
' an elaborate series of researches Nageli concluded that

these structures were made up of crystalline doubly refract-

ing particles or micellae, each consisting of numerous atoms

and impermeable by water, although each of the micellre is

surrounded by a thinner or thicker layer of water. The

water may increase or diminish within certain limits with-

out destroying the structure ; or under certain conditions as

by tho application of certain reagents (strong acids and

dkalies, ammoniacal solution of cupric oxide), the texture

can be destroyed by the swelling up of the part. The
water between _the micella; may be removed by drying,

when the micollie themselves xomo into contact, as tho

presence of air would destroy the transparency of .the

membrane. This peculiar molecular composition of the

wall r,t once explains tho striation and stratification

observed in it, and also enables us to understand growth

indnutrition by tho intussusception of new particles in the

.vator space between the micella;.'

Certain substances aro formed by the protoplasm and

separate from it in the form of granules or crystal-like

bodies. The most important of these substances are

chlorophyll and starch, the less important are aleurone

grains and crystalloids.

Chlorophyll or loaf-green is the f^oen colouring matter of plants,

and is met with most frequently in tho leaves and young stems.

Tho colouring matter is alway.s united with the protoplasm, usually

to definite rounded masses, the chlorophyll gianule.'s or corjiu.scles,

readily distinguishable from the general protoplasmic mass of tho
'lell in wliirh they are imbedded. Chlorophyll granules nevcroccur
ncparato from tho protoplasm of tho cell. In a few instances tho

whole of tho protoplasmic moss, with tho exception of tho ectoplasm,

is uniformly coloured green as in VhuTncoccxts and other low algic
;

while in otiier plants the protoplasmic base for tho colouring matter
ia atar-liko {Zifjw.mn), in plates or lamellaj (Uloskrium, and Mcso-
carjnis), or spiral, as in Spirogyra. Tlio chlorophyll grains of tho

vast majority of plants aro rounded corpuscles of varying size with

' Hoe Niigeli and Schwondenor, Daa Miknakop (2d ed.), p. 299 »«.

:

ftud Dippcl, Daa ifitrmkop, vol. i. p. 409 sg.

a slightly denser external layer, and frequently containing vacuoles

or small'stuch gr;nuitea. Tliey grow in size and divide, tho gr.niu

elongating and being cut into two by the formation of a gradually

deepening circular groove. These changes may be seen in the pro-

thallusof a fernor the leaf of a moss. The granules .are produced by
the aggregation of protoplasmic particles, so as to form a sharply-

defined spherical mass. At first these are colourless or of a yellow

tinge, and become green by the formation of the colouring matter,

the chlorophyll, wTien exposed to the light, as it is only in a few

rare cases, as in the cotyledons of pines anil in ferns, that the colour-

ing matter is formed independently of light.

The colouring matter can be removed by means of alcohol, ether,

benzole, chloroform, and other solvents, the protoplasmic mas'

remaining behind unchanged in size and appearance, except in 8'

far that it is now colourless. The solution thus obtained is of .

dark green colour by transmitted light, and blood-red by reflectet

li^ht. Its spectrum shows seven absorption bands, the strongest

being between the lines B and c of the solar .spectrnm. Man;
modifications of eWorophyll exist in plants, and it also undergoei

changes in colour during the ripening of iruits or in the corollas

of certain flowers. The chief modifications are—etiolin, in blanched

parts of plants ; anthoxanthin, in yellow granules of many flowers

;

xanthophyll, yellow granules in leaves in autumn ; the green colour-

ing matter of red sea-weeds
;

phycoerythrin, the red colouring

matter of red sea-weeds ; the phycochrome of nostoc, &c. ; and

the broivn colour of diatoms and fucoids.

Starch occurs in granules of varying size and form, and during Starcl

the growth of the granule it is always in relation to the protojilasm

of the cell. The granules are oval, lenticular, polyhedral, or bone-

shaped, as may be seen in tho potato, wheat, and maize, and

in tho milk-sap of certain exotic Eitphorhias respectively. Each

grain usually exhibits a central or lateral spot, the hilum, and a

scries of concentric strite, caused like the striation and stratifica-

tion of the cell-wall by the alternation of more and less watery

layers. Sometimes the starch granule has two or more hila, the

compound grains, which often separate into their several parts.

Starcbhas the same chemical composition as cellulose, CjHjjOj,

. and difl'ers from cellulose in being coloured blue directly by a

dilute solution of iodine. Schacht's solution contains 1 grain of

iodine and 3 grains of iodide of potassium dissolved in 1 ounce

of distilled water; but an aqueous solution of iodine answers quite

well. Two substances are generally recognized in the starch grair

'1^ aranulose, coloured blue by iodine and forming by far the

greater part of the granule, and (2) starch cellulose, not colourei?

blue and only forming a sort of skeleton to the grain. Starch is

one of the most widely distributed substances in plants, being

absent from comparatively few except the fungi.

Oil globules occur not unfrequently in the protoplasm of plants

.

and in a few instances they occur in chlorophyll granules. Oil ia

easily distinguished by its reactions with ether, and by its optical

properties.

Occasionally portions of the protoplasm assume a ciystal-like ap- Crystal-

pearaiice, resembling cubes, octohedra, tetr.ahcdia, &c. Tliese por- loids,

tions arc known as crystalloids or protein crystals. They give the globoid?

ordinary reactions of protoplasm, and differ from crystals in their and

power of swelling up and changing their angles in certain solutions, aleuroni-

as in caustic potash. Crystalloids occur frequently in the cells of grains,

the tuber of the potato, in fatty seeds, iu red algoe, in petals of

many flowers (Viola tricolor), and. in sonio fruits. Usually tlr

crystalloids occur in fatty seeds,- as in tho castor oil and br.azi

nut, in tho interior of rounded grains of albuminoids, the aleurou

or protein grains, along with little rounded bodies called globoii*»

consisting of a combination of magnesia andlimo with phosphorsi

acid. In other instances aleurone grains without crystalloiila ai'c

met with, as in Cynoghssum. The aleurone grains ore usuaU

soluble iu water, and are, therefore, best examined microscopicp.lly

in strong glycerin, iu iodine dissolved in glycerin, or in a solution

of corrosive sublimate in alcohol. Aleurone grains form when tho

seed is nearly ripe, the crystalloids and globoids appearing earlier.

The oell-sap consists of water with different substances in Cell-saj,.

solution, the substances vaiying in different cells, and also

changing in the same cell from time to time during growth.

It saturates tho whole wall and protoplasm, and collects in

tho vacuoles and cell-sap cavity.

Tho most important substances in the coll-.sap are inulin, sugar,

tannin, and colouring matters, while the calcium oxalate usually

crystallizes out, and forms visible crystals in the cell, or in the

wall as already described. Imilin can he separated, in tho form of

sphaTocrystals, by the action of alcohol or glycerin, from tlie_tissue;

of many of the ComposKrc, dahlia, sunflower, &c. By keeping tli(

tissue long in absolute alcohol tho crystals grow to a largo size, and

occupy more than on'o cell. Sugar in solution in tho cell-sap may

be gn'ipo or cano sugar, and can be rendered visible by tho co)iper

test, or by the action of glycerin. Glycerin forms drop-like spheres

with RUffar and inulin ; these aro very highly refracting and easily
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distinguished in '.lie cill. When these splicres arc of syrup they

jiiickly disaiipcar, no trace remaininj; in a few minutes, while, as

Iv mus (/Jo<. Zcitung, 1877, p. 329) has shown, if the substance be'

ifjuliu the forrualiou of sphaTocrystals rapidly occurs. Hesjieridiii

inay be obtained I'rnin the unn|ic fruit of orange, ic., in the form of

s[>h.erocrystals when treated with alcohol.

Tnunin is present in tlie cells of many plants, and may be seen,

when water i-* applied to the section, in the baric of the oak or

birch in the foini of fine granules which soon dissolve. A bluish

blai^k or greenish colour or precipitate is produced by tiie action of

salt of iron, and a dark red-brown with bichroiuale of potash.

L'olouring lu.dter (anthocyan) gives red and blue colours to flowers

mill a red colour to stems and leaves, and is dissolved in the cell-sap.

Lastly, caleiuni oxalate, which is formed in plants by the metastasis

of nutrient matters during growth, is got rid of in many p.art3 of

plants, or rendered harmless in others, by crystallizing out, either as

targe crystals, prismatic oroctohedral, or in masses of small crystals,

or in the form of long needle-like crystals or raphides belonging to

the trimetrie system. The two forms differ only in the quantity

of water of crystallization present : the raphides have two equivalents,

the prisms six of water.

Lei: for- Cylogeiifsis.—The enlargement of organs of plants is not
oiatioo. only accompanied by an increase in the size of the individual

cells, but new cells are also formed in the part, these new
;ells, which are at first small, soon enlarging to their full

dimensions. Usually the formation of a new cell takes

ilace by the division of the protoplasm of a preexisting

^•ell, the mother-cell, into two portions of equal or unequal

lize, the daughter-ceiis. These daughter-cells in turn

enlarge,, and may each become the mother-cells of new
daughte'r-(:ells. In this way by cell-division the vegetative

;ells of plants are increased in number. The process of

reproduction in plants is invariably associated with the

formation of a no\T cell or cells, and in general the process

is very dift'erent from that of division, there being often a

.diminution in the number of cells, instead of an increase.

Four tyjies of Cytogenesis may be distinguished ;— (1) Rejuven-
escence

; (2) Conjugation
; (3) Free-cell formation ; and (4) Division.

Rdjuvca- In rejuvenescence, the whole protoplasm of the mother-cell under-

wcence. goes contraction and rounding; water is eliminated, and an entire

rearrangeraent of the molecules of the protoplasm may be noticed

by changes in the contents. As a result of these changes one new
daughter-cell is formed from the entire protoplasm of the mother-
cell. Rejuvenescence is observed in the formation of the swarm-
spores, non-sex'ual reproductive organs, of some aig.x, such as

OCdofjonium and Vauckcria^ as also in the formation of single

spermatozoids. The egg-cell of many alg.'c and fungi, as well as

of the vascular cryptogams, is formed by rejuvenescence, the only
difference being that here the daughter-cell remaiiis inside the wall

of the mother-cell until fertilization, when it forms a wall and
begins to divide.

CoDiuga- Conjugation consists in the union of two, rarely more, masses of

tion. protoplasm, nearly or quite similar in size and appearance, to form
a single new daughter-cell, which then becomes surrounded by a

wall and forms a zygospore. The union of tho two masses is

always accompanied by rounding and contraction of the masses
and a comjilete molecular rearrangenii-nt of the protoplasm. Con-
jugation is seen in the group of the Conjvgnta: among tho alga*,

and also in the ZygfrmycUes and Myxoniycetcs among the fungi.

In all cases conjugation is a reproductive process. The conjugation
in the Myxomycctcs is very peculiar, the numerous small masses of

protoplasm (tho my.\-oamiTb,-e) fusing into a naked niais of proto-

pla.sm (tho Plasmodium).
Free-cell Free-cell formation consists of tho formation of several (rarely

forma- one) cells from and in the protoplasm of tho mother-cell, the whole
tinu. of the protopl.asm not going to form daughter-celis. Free-cell for-

. mation may be typically observed in the formation of the ascospores
of the jlscomyrdcs. The nucleus of the large mother-cell or ascus
disappears, and two new oues form, which .again and again divide,
thus forming eight, each nucleus forming the centre of a new mass of
protoplasm, which at length becomes surrounded by a wall. In other
cases many new masses of protoplasm form after the disappearance
of the nncleuaof the mother-cell ; and these new masses develop a
wall and a nucleus, or very rarely no nucleus forms. The endospcrtn
in the embryo-sac o{ Pha,v.o!iis and other phanerogams is formed by
free-cell formation, the cells after attaining a certain size fusing
together and forming a tissue, the individual cells of which divide.

In some fungi, Fcronoxpora, Cyshpiis, ic. only one danghter-ccll is

formeil in the protoplasm of the mother-cell.
Di\i>ion. The hust variety is cell-division, tlie whole of the protoplasm of

the mother-cell going to form two, larely more, daughter-cells. The
process may be observed in the cells of Spironyra, in the eill* i.f

""- hairs of TTiiihscanlin, or in the cells near the growing [wints of

the roots or stems of pfants. ftpirogyra and Tradrxanlia may \«

observeil in a hanging tli op of fluid,—water in the case of Sj'ii"'jif,a,

a dilute sugar solution (I i<er cent.) in the other. In Sj'irogyra .-»

ring-like groove forms round the protoplasm in the centre of tlie cell,

gradually deepening until tho nucleus divides, and tho two portions

of prolo[>]asm become separate. As the separation of the protoplasm

goes on, the wall forms a ring-like projection of cellulose, whieli

gradually extcuds inwards until only a small central hole is left;

this soon fills up, and the mother-cell is separated into the two
daughter-cells.

Cell-division can be seen in the hairs of the young stamen of

Trudcscantia virgiixica. A small unopened bud about one-fifth of

an inch long is recommended by Strasburgcr.* The cnliie stamens
are removed, and one, with the small hairs attached, is to be placed

in the 1 per cent, sugar solution in a hanging drop. The covei

glass on the under side of which the hairs are arranged must be

very thin, to permit of observation with an immereion objcct-glas."

magnifying about 600 diameters. The cell-division in the last tlircf

cells of the hair can be readily observed, as well as the peculiar be

haviour of the nucleus, its solution, and the formation of the b.incl-

like body " Kerntonne." These and other changes, which had beet,

fully described by Strasburger (Ucber Zelltildung und ZcUthtihmg
in Spirogyra and other cells from specimens hardened and fixed ir.

absolute alcohol, can be seen in the living cell of Tradcscantia.

.In the pollen of monocotyledons and tho tissue cells of many
dicotyledons, as in the pith and epidermis, the division of the cell

diU'ers slightly from that seen in Spirogyra. The nucleus of the

mother-cell divides into two sister nuclei, and the protoplasm

.separates into two portions, the wall forming at once as a plate

stretching right across the mother-cell and cutting it into two

daughter-cells. The process of division can rarely be observed in

living cells; hence it is necessary to make use of specimens killed

during the process of division by immersion in absolute alcoliol, i>r

ill a 1 per cent, solution of osmic acid.

Special modifications of the process of cell-division may be observed

in yeast [Saccharomycts), in the formation of styloconidia as in

Pcnidllinm^ and of the basidiospores of the JiasidioinyccUs, as also

in G^doijoniuin, in the sporangia of Saprolcgnitt , and in the spores of

the Iiighcr cryptogams. In yeast a portion of the cell-wall enlarges

in a sac-like manner, and into it a portion of the protoplasm of tho

mother-cell passes, thus forming two daughter-cells of very differen'.,

sizes ; when the smaller cell is full-grown a wall separates the two,

and they become detached. In Pcnicittiuvi, and in the formation ot

basidiospores, avery similar process is seen. In (Edogonium division

of the cells is preceded by the formation of the curious cap-liko

structures at the apex of the cell due to local intercalar growth of

the wall.' In Saprolegnia the protoplasm of the mother-cell divides

into a large number of daughter-cells, which are liberated as ciliated

swarm-spores, and afterwards form a cell-wall. Lastly, in the spores

of the higher cryptogams the division of the mother-cell into four

daughter-cells is observed.

Union of Cells lo form Tissues.—Cells arc usually united Tissues

together to form an aggregate governed -by some common '"" •">•'

law of growth. Such an aggregate of cells is called a tissue. " ^^

Tissues are formed in different ways, and in accordance

with their mode of formation are distinguished as true and

.false A true tissue is formed by cell-division. In the

young growing part of the plant the young active cells are

all capable of dividing, a transverse wall cutting the mother-

cell into two daughter-cells, the process being repeated for

some time. In this way the tissues of the higher plant are

formed, cither originally from a single cell (apical celT .

.'

the apex of the part, or from several cells (initial cells)

situated at the growing point. In some of the lower plant?

false tissues are formed, rarely in some of the higher onea

The first mode of formation of a false tissue is noticed in

some of the alg», as in Pediaslrum and in IlydroJirtyon,

as well as in the formation of the endosperm in the embryo

sac of many plants, as in Phnseolns, Gnelum, <kc. Here

the cells are at first separate and distinct, but these loose

cells become aggregated together, often, as in Pediaslrum

and //i/drniticlt/nn, to form a beautiful and regular figure.

In such instances the wall separating two cavities is a

double structure formed by the union of two distinct walls.

In the endos[erm of tho higher plants, when the false

' " Ueher ein zu r>emonstration geeignetes Zellllicihings-ftl.jcct,"

Sit-.uugxfirrichle der Jcnatsclien OescUscha/l fur Medicin und Aatur-

wisscnscltn/t, July 18, 1879.
' Fully described byStrtsburger, Ueher Zellliildur-g und ZeUthfitung-

(2.1 C.I.), p 73.
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tissue is formed, the cells divide in the ordinary way, and

at length give rise to a true tissue, as different modes of

cytogcnesis may occur in tiie same plant, either in different

Mrls or at different times. The second mode of formation

of a false tissue is seen in the fungi and lichens, m the

peculiar hyph;e tissue so characteristic of these plants. The
cells form long narrow rows or filaments, which branch and

interlace, producing a network of interlacing fibres, but

without the walls becoming fused firmly together as in

Fediaslrum. In some cases the hyphas cells swell up and

come into such close contact by mutual pressure that they

form a tissue so like ordinary cell-tissue that it has been

denominated pseudo-parenchyma. This variety of tissue

occurs commonly in the higher fungi, as in the mushroom.

Mode of Cells are united m various ways, the modes of union being often

union of very characteristic of certain of the lower groujJS of plants, although

cv-ila. the same modes of union repeat themselves in the higher plants.

The following aro the chief varieties. (1) Cell-rows have the

cells united by their ends to form a long filament, formed by the

repeated division of the cells. Examples of cell-rows are seen iu

SpirogyrUy Conferva^ (Edoyonhim, the hyphte of fungi, the monili-

form hairs in Tradcscantia, and in many othei"S ; not unfrequcntly

these cells branch in various ways. Cell-fusions or vessels are cell-

rows occurring in the higher plants, but having the transverse walls

separating the original cells either partially or completely absorbed.

They occur in the fibro-vascular bundles of plants, both in the

wood and in the bast. Laticiferous vessels are examples of branching
and anastomosing cell-rows. (2) Cell-surfaces havethe cells united

to form a single layer, and are thus in contact by the ends and sides,

having an upper and under (rarely only one) free surface. Examples
are afl'orded by some of the sea-weeds, as Ulva, and by the leaves of

iivcrwoits. In the higher plants ccU-surfacesoccur not unfrequcntly,

as in the epidermis, a layer of distinct cells, free on one surface, but

in contact with tither cells below. JIany flat, scale-like hairs are

also cell-surfaces, as well as the thin plates of cells separating the

remarkable air spaces in the petioles of Nuphar and Miisa. (3) Cell-

bundles are bands or bundles of similar cells either occuiring

separ.ately or running through the other tissues of plants, and when
doing so easily recognized in a transverse section ot the part, as the

bast-bundles in the stem of flax. Other examples occur among
the red sea-weeds, and in the bundles of sclerenchyma in the stems

of ferns. (4) Cell-groups are small masses of similar cells, either

forming the families or colonies (coenobia) of many thallophytes,

as Chroococcus^ Glosocapsa, Pandorina, &c., or forming the curious

groups of sclerenchyma producing the gritty particles in the pulp of

the pear or the hard masses in cork. (5) Cell-masses are formed when
the cells are uuited in all direction's of space, tho whole not h.aving

necessarily, any definite external shape. E.xamples are numerous,
but we maj cite the tissues of large fungi, the ground tissue of

the higher plants, and the pulp and Iiard endocarps of fleshy fruits.

(G) Lastly, separate cells occur, either distinguished from the cells

in the neighbourhood by their peculiar form and development
(idioblasts), or the originally united cells separate themselves, as-in

pollen-grains and spo 'es, and form eremoblasts.

Irosen- By the-form and connexions of the Cells aggregations of cells

chyniat. niay be described as parenchymatous tissue and prosenchy-

n'r'nd v-
'"•''""^ tissue, both these forms occurring very commonly

matous '" plants, and usually shortly de.signated by botanists

<•'•-::-. parenchyma and prosc-nchyma. P.irenchymatous cells are

usually thin-walled, and have a correspondingly large cavity;

their length is generally not very much greater than their

breadth, the form frequently being rounded or polyhedral

;

the walls are broad and flat, tho cells, if elongated, not

having pointed and overlapping ends. At tho places where

neighbouring cell-walls meet triangular or quadrangular

intercellular spaces are formed, by splitting of the wall

during rapid growth. Sometimes these spaces are very

minute, in other cases they are largely developed, and if

irregular growth of the wall occurs a very loose form of

parenchyma may bo produced, as in tho pitli of Juncus.

In other cases tolerably large intercellukr spaces occur, as

in tho spongy parenchyma of the niesoiihyll of leaves. In

prosenchyma the individual colls are greatly elongated and
I'.bre-likc, the walls aro very thick, and the cavity email or

even nearly obliterated ; the ends of tho cells are elongated,

J»ointed, and overlapping those above and below; and lastly,

\o intercellular spaces are developed. Wood-filues and

bast-fibres are examples of prosenchyma ; the young cells

of stem or root, and the tissues of pith, leaves, flowers,

and many fruits, of parenchyma.

By the power possessed by the cells in a tissue of divid- lleristein

ing and forming new cells such a tissue is distinguished '""^ I""'"

as meristsm or the formative tissue of plants, all the other J'™'^"'

tissues being permanent tissues, or incapable of further

enlargement by tho formation of new cells. Meristem is

observed forming the whole of the tissue of the young
embryo plant, as also the whole tissue at the apex of a stem
and root. All the other tissues of the plant are formed by
the gradual differentiation of the originally similar cells of

the meristem. Generally meristem tissue differentiates into

special layers, each capable of forming cells which will;

ultimately form some definite portion of permanent tissue,

not necessarily of the same value, however, in different

groups of plants. The meristem of the embryo and ol

young stems and roots is distinguished as primary meristem,

because occasionally a zone of cells forms in the permanent
tissue having the characters of meristem, and secondary

meristem, which either originates from the permanent tissue

or is partly connected with the primary meristem. The
cork-c«imbium or phellogen in the cortical tissues of dicoty-

ledons is a layer of secondary meristem, while the cambium
layer between the wood and bast portion of the bundle is

partly (the fascicular cambium) derived from the primary

meristem (the procambiiun) of the fibro-vascular bundle.

Walls of Tissue-Cells.—The cell-wall separating the con- w^lla ai

tiguous cavities of two young cells appears as a simple tis-oa-

homogeneous plate or lamella of pure cellulose, giving the "'''

usual reaction with Schultz's solution and iodine and
sulphuric acid. As the tissue grows older and the wall

thickens, it apparently separates into distinct layers having

different chemical and physical properties, so that in some
cases it appears as if each cavity had its own special wall

separated from the neighbouring wall by a thin or thick

layer of material, to which the older botanists gave the name
of intercellular substance. Tho thickening layers usually

exhibit a well-marked stratification, the strata often differ-

ing in chemical composition, as in pine-wood, in the bast of

laburnum, or in the epidermis of Visciim, Ephedra, A'erium

Olea)uler,&c. The application of Schultz's solution usually

brings out the differences very well. In a few instances the

middle lamellabecomes gelatinous, and swells up encrmously

in water. Examples are afforded by the stems of many
algie, and by the endosperm of Ceratonia, where the so-

called intercellular substance separates the cell-cavities

widely one from the other. Tho middle lamella or inter-

cellular substance and the thickening layers in the stratified

cell-wall vai7 much in composition, but generally it is found

that the incrustiug layers aro soluble in sulphuric acid,

while the middle lamella is dissolved by nitric acid and

chlorate of potash. Those two substances, just mcitioaed

under the name of Schultz's maceration process, aro con-

stantly employed to separate cells from their connexions,

as the markings in the thickening layers are not njurcd

by the solution of tho middle lamella in the chlorate of

potash and pitric acid.

Classificalmii of Tissues.— In classifying vegetable tissues

it is necessary first to distinguish the different kinds of

tissuodupending on the charactere of tho individualelements

composing it, and, secondly, to consider the various group-

ing of these kinds or species into systems more or less

hi>mogeueous and obeying certain common laws of growth.

It is necessary to distinguish the kinds of tissue, because

different kinds may occur in tho same system, and it is

further necessary to distinguish tho systems, because the

same form of coll may be repeated in different systems ot

in different parts of the same system and yet bo of very

different morphological and physiolo£ical value. In dassi-
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fying the dilferont kiii3s of tissue we sliiiU follow Up. Bary

( VergUkkcwle Ana/omie Ji;r Vcydatlomorgane der /'hanero-

gamen und Fame),' aad in tlie systems we shall adopt

the threefold dlvisious of Sachs (Lchrbuch der BotaniJc),

tow generally used.

I. Kinds of Tissue.

(A.) Merislem Tiwte.

1. Primary. 2. Secondary.

B.) Permanent Tissue.

1. Coll Tissue, a. Epidermis, 'i. Cork.

c. Parenchyma proper.

2. Sclerencbyma.

3- Gland Cells.

4-. Tracheal Tissue.

5- Sieve Tubes.

6. Laticiferous Tubes.

7. Intercellular Spaces.
"[. Syste-ms of Tissues.

(A.) Epidermal or Limitary System.

(B.) Fibro-vascutar System.

(C) Ground System.

(A.) iferistem Tissue.—Primary meristem can be observed
• in the embryo iu its young stages, and at the apex of the stem

and root, fn the embryo at an early stage, as described by
Hanstein {Botanisciie Abhandlungen, i.), the meristem be-

comes separable into three zones, differing in the appearance

and arrangement of the cells and in the mode of dividing.

These zones were called by Hanstein (1) dcrmatogen, or

primary epidermis
; (2) the plerome or central series of

' more elongated cells with marked longitudinal division Cif

the colls; and (3) a series between the plerome and dcrma-

togen, dividing more or less irregularly or transversely, the

periblcm. These three zones remain distinctly marked at

the apc.ic of the stem, and in IIi/>pnris the three can be easily

seen, while as the stem elongates new cells continually form,

the initial cells or cell, as there may be one or more for each

zone. Usually the dermatogen layer i.s the most constant

in angiospermous plants, the separation into periblem and
plerome being sometimes a little obscure. In the root a

fourth zone of meristem has to be distinguished, called

by Janczewski the calyptrogen layer, from which the

calyptra, pileorbiza, or root-cap is formed. Various modi-

fications of the arrangement of the different layers in the

meristem of roots have been described. Very rarely, as in

Hydrocharis and iu Pistia, four distinct layers are formed
—the plerome, periblem, dcrmatogen, and calyptrogen. In

Cucurbita, Pisum, and a few others there is a common
mass of meristem at the apes, from which the others are

all differentiated. In Zea Mays and mo.st monocotyledons
two distinct zones are seen, the plerome and the calyptrogen,

while between them a short distance from the apex the

initial layer forms, which eeparates into the periblem and
dermatogen. In Farjopyruyn and most dicotyledons the

plerome and periblem are sharply separated, but the peri-

blem above the apex of the plerome passes into a common
layer with the initial cells of the dcrmatogen and calyptrn,

the dermocalyptrogon. In gymnosperms the root possesses

a sharply-defined plerome with a periblem mantle, in Tliiija

formed by from 12 to 14 regular concentric layers; there

is no trace either of a calyptr\)gen or dermatogen layer, the

outer cells of the periblem serving as a calyptra. In the

stems of gymnosperms the condition of the layers is some-
what intermediate between those formed in the angiospcmis
and lycopods. In Araiicariaa.T:\dDammara the dermatogen,
periblcm, and plerome are separate and distinct, but in

Abidimw and in Cycas they run into a common initial

group, and it is only at some distance from the apex that
in the Abi^lineic the separation becomes very marked, and
in Cycas only slightly marked, In lycopods the end of
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the stem shows a scries of cell.':, the initial group from
which the periblem and dermatogen (or tUe- external

Layer representing it) arise, l-'unher down tho initial

cells of tlio plcrome are developed from- the side of the

periblcm. In the root of lycopods the arrangement of tho

layers is exactly the same a.s in Ilydiockaris and Pisiiu.

[n the Liijidataj and tho remaining Pleridophyta there is

a single cell at tho apex of root and stem which divides

into two. The one daughter-cell forms tho new apical

cell, the other is the segment cclL The segment cell

divides still further, and forms a meristem from which
at a later stage zones corresponding more or less accurately

to dermatogen, periblem, and plcrome are produced. lo

tho roots a segment is cut off in front of tho apical cell,

which is the first cell of the calyplto, and from which, by
repeated divisions, that structure arises".

Secondary meristem is intimately connected with the Secor.n

secondary circumferential growth of stems and roots in '•ry

gymnosperms and dicotyledons. One of the zones of
"'^"5''''-

secondary meristem arising from permanent cells is the

cork-cambium or phellogen layer, which is described under
tho epidermal system of tissues. The other example of

secondary meristem is tho cambium layer separating the

wood and bast in tho steins and roots of gymnosperms aae*

dicotyledons.

When the fibro-vascular bundles first appear, either in Procam-

the periblcm or plerome, the cells become distinguisliable by biuui.

their form and arrangen cut, and as the cells are still in

the condition of meristerf, the term procambium has been
given to the whole. The cells of the procambium are

gradually converted into permanent tissue, generally chang.

ing their appearance comp 3tely, although in some cases the.

change is but slight, the CtUs being camhiform and hardly

differentiated into the two pirts of the fibro-vascular bundle,

the wood and bast, to be described under tho fibro-vascular

tissues. In some plants all the procambium is converted

into permanent tissue, while in others a small zone between
the wood and bast remains in the condition of meristem.

If the bundles are separate, secondary meristem forms in

the ground tissue between the bundles, bridging over the

space between the bundles, but uniting so as to form the Cimblafli

cambium-ring, which consists of fascicular cambium in r'^'g

the bundle, derived from the procambium, and interfasci-

cular cambium, a secondary meristem formed in tho ground

tissue. It is by the growth of this cambium ring that the

secondary circumferential growfh, so marked in our ordinary

forest trees, takes place.

(B.) Permanent Tissue.—It will bo sufficient to give only Per-

a general sketch )f tho seven kinds of tissue described Ijy "'"lent

Do Bary, and to refer for full details to his Vergleichcnde
''^^"°'

Anatomie above mentioned.

1. Cell-tissue is permanent tissue, the cells of which arc Tittle if C<11-

at nil altered in form au'i appearance from their meristem st.ige. In tiaauew

some cases the cells are sliort, in others elongated. Tho wall iii,iy bo
thin, and eiiclos« tho protopla.sm und other contents, tliu chlorophyll,

starch, .sugur, inuliii, tc In others tho wall is thick and changed

in composition. Aj varieties of cell-tissue De Uary includes (1)

epidermis and itjj appendages, equivalent to thft epidermal system

of Sachs, and to be cousiduied below; (2) cork, pm-enchymatous cells

chemically altered, and forming usually a part of the secondary

epidermal system ; and (3) parenchyma proper, all the ctfll-tissne

inside tho epidermis and cork cells, a division almost but not quite

equivalent to tho ground tissue of Sachs.

2. Sdcrcnclojma.—Do I?ary includes under tho name of sclcrcn- S<lcrer

chyma all the haul tliickcned cell.s of plunts, whether longer short, diyraa

wh.ich have become greatly thickened, and whoso cavity in nearly

if not quite obliterated,—the cell-contents also, as a consequence,

having entirely disappeared, or left only slight traces. In this

stitc these cells act in conveying water through their wall.-s and also

.serve to givo vigidily to the plant, forming the mechanical system «-

of Schwendener. Two forms are distinguislied: (1 ) the short sclercn-

chymatous cells, and (2) longsclerenchymatous fibres. Of tho formot
examples are met with in the flesh of the pear, in the root-tulxirs of

f>ahlia, in the rhizome of Dcntaria, the pith of Jlcja carnosa, and
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maDy others. Such cells are rare in monocotyledons, and tl>e typical

form (like the cells in the pear) does not occur m crj'ptogams. A
variety of the short cells is described under the nanve of stegmata.
The long sclereflchyraatous fibres are pointed, with overlapping ends,

and occur commonly in dicotyledons. They are either simple or

branched. The best examples are the bast fibres of the fibro-vaseu-

iar bundles, and the librilorm fibres of the secondary wood. The
wall of the sclercnchjTn fibre eften eshibita peculiar split-like pitted

markings {PUris aqialina). Not un frequently the scleienchym fibres

have numarous small crystals of calcic oocalate imbedded in the wall,

"X very beautiful example of which is aflbrded by IVelwit^hia
vnirabilis. Sometimes the cavity in the interior of the fibre is

divided by transverse partitions forming chambered fibres, as seen in

the bast of the vine, Platanua, Tamanx, ic.

Gland j. 3. GlandCclls.—Gum, resin, ethereal oils, balsam, and gum-resins
»re usually met with in peculiar elongated cells, which develop from
special mcristem-celis. Sometimes they are isolated, in other cases

tliey occur in rows; they are considered by De Bary as a special kind
of tissue, the cells being at once distinguished from the others in the
neighbourhood by their contents. In many ways these gland-ceils

«:^ibit intermediate transition forms to laticiferous tubes on the

one hand, and to intercellular spaces containing special secretions

ontheothcr. DeBarydistiflguishesfourvarieties. (a.)Cellswiththe
"•avity nearly filled with raphidea or with single crystals or groups of

w.ystals, e.g.f Aloe, Scilla, and many monocotyledons, as also many
dicotyledons. Groups of crystals occur in petiole of aroids, pith of

liicinus, aud others, large crystals in leaves of Citrus, and in the bast

of Acer, liobinia, Vlmus, Berbcris, &c. (6.) Cells with the cavity

filled with mucilaginous and gummy substances, root of Symphy-
tum, Orchis tubers, and in the parenchyma of Malvauix, Tiliacefp,

Ulmaceoe, kc. (c.) Cells containing resin or gum-resin. Two modifi-

cations occur, the cells being either short or long, and frequently, as

Zacharias {Bot. Zeil., 1879, p. 167) has pointed out, the walls are

corky. Short cells occur in Aconis, Canella, Zingiiieraceoe, &c.,

while long ones occur with milk-like juice, the laticiferous cells

of some authors. As examples De Bary gives Allium, aroids,

Mtisaci(C, CoiivolvidacctE, SapotaceiE, Sambucus, Ac^r, and doubtfully

SfiHipdiiaritx, Olaiiciiim, &c. {d. ) Cells containing tannin, occurring

in rhizocarps, ferns, monocotyledons, and dicotyledons.

Ve-sscls 4. TracJieal Tissue.—Under this head De Bary distinguishes all

and those cells which become mofe or less lignified, and in which the

v^jsel- thickening of the wall assumes the form of spirals, rings, reticula-

iiie tious, or pits, and which as soon as these markings are formed either

oella. lose their contents completely and become filled with air, or con-

tain clear watery fluid. Usually these form long cell-fusions, the

vessels of plants, or else they form elongated or shorter cells not
united into a vessel. The former are the vessels, the latter the

tracheidcs. The markings In the two forms correspond, and there

Br9 intermediate varieties. The markings are spiral, annular, reticu-

lated, pitted, and trabeculate {juniper aud lycopod), \\ith the varie-

.ies of bordei'ed pits and scalarifortn markings. Short tracheides

form the velamen or outer modification of the epidermis of the aerial

irchid roots, also the outer tissue of the stem of Sphagnum. In

Nfihimbrium spcciosum the tracheides are 12 centimetres long. Many
of the structures usually called vessels are tracheides. Large vessels

frequently exhibit tyloses or cells filling up the ca\ity of the vessel.

They have been observed in many monocotyledons and dicotyledons,

both in stems and roots, and in herbaceous as well as in woody plants.

Biei-c- 5. Sieve-lubes.—These resemble vessels in being elongated cylin-

lubuH. dricalorprismaticcells joined in long rows, thcindividual cellsalways

remaining distinctly inarketL The transverse wall separating the

twocavities becomes perforated at the unthickened Jiarts, forming the

sieve-plate jiei-forated by the sieve-pores. The contents of the sieve-

tubes arc colourless and transparent, and the wall is coated with a

thin layer of protoplasm-like substance, not unfrequently with small

arch granules. Sieve-tubes form a special part of the bast of plants,

and are met with in pteridophytes, gymnosperms, and angiosperms,

'ixhibiting occaaioDaUy in diSerent groups slight structural dilfcr-

ences.

Millc- 6. Latieiferous Tubes are tubes containing the peculiar milky sap
bearing or latex occurring in special groups of plants. These run through
tubes. the plant usually for very long distances, and when a i)tirtion is

injured the milk-sap flows out at the opening. The walls are always

8oft, of pure cellulose, and readily giving the characteristic reaction

with iodine and sulphuric acid. The tubes contara no [irotoplasm

and nucleus ; but a quantity of a rarely watery, u.'tually milky juice,

occasionally, however, oraoge or yellow, and sometimes containing

peculiar starch granules The tubes are cither simple or segmented.
Segmented tubes occur iu Cich&racete, Campanntaeeee, Lobdincefr,

Papayacece, many Papaveracece, as Papaver, Argcmone, and Cheli-

dtminm, but not in Gluucinm or Stinffutnnria, many aroids, and
Husacar. Simple tubes are met with in Ettphorbincav, ifrticaci'a-,

Apocyiuux4r,, and Aackjiiatiacea: These latter do not exhibit the

Dct-like anastomoses of the segmented formb, and usually have the

branchea terminating in blind extremities.

7. IMcrccUular spaces are the cavities between the elements of

fulI-growD tissues, the cells iu the meristein st»ao being iu unin-

terrupted continuity, oome of the intercellular spaces are produced Cavitie»'

by the splitting of the cell-wall between three or more cells, others in

are formed by the destruction of tlie walls of a cell or group of cells tissuiv
during the formation, by desorganization, of some secretion. Lastly,
large cavities appear in plants as the result of mechanical rupturing
and tearing of the inner tissues during rapid growth of the part.

De Bary distinguishes all these by se[virate names, viz., schizo.

genous when formed by splitting of the common wall between cells,'

lysigenous when formed by the destruction of certain cells and cell-

groups, and rhexigenous when produced by mechanical disruption.

Krom the nature of the contents, the intercellular spaces can ba
divided into two groups, the one containing substances or mixtures
similar to those contained in gland-cells, the other containing air, oi

rarely water. Of the intercellular glands, spaces, or canals the
following varieties may be distinguished:—(a.) mucilage or gum
canals, ofwhich examples may be seen in MaratticLcece, Lycopodiacae,
Cycndacecc, Canna,Opuntia,a.n(isomeAratiacca:

; (6. )resin, elherea.-

oil, or gum-resin canals, either in long canals, as in Cmti/ertc^

Alismacca, aroids, Campositce [Tubuliflone), Umbelliferce, Arahacece,

Ac, or short spaces as in Jiutacece, Hypericum, Oxalis, Myrlacur,'
Lysimachia, &c. Of the intercellular air or water spaces there aie

several modifications. First there are the minute spaces between
the walls of parenchymatous cells, the interstitial air spaces ; An<^

when the spaces are larger and accompanied with irregular growtl.

of the wall, lacunae are produced, as in the root of SaijiUari-i

sagittifolia, or in the pith of Juncus or petioles of Musa, ie.

Large schizogenous air-spaces with smooth walls are met with in

Isuetes, PotamogeUm, Hippuris, Trapa, NymphaAiceee, and many
others. Lysigenous spaces having the remains of the destroyed cells

more or less marked on the walls are seen in Equiscluvi, Cypcracew.

Gnnninece, Typhn, Iris ; while the largo hollow stems of Umbt'lliferu

,

Composilce, grasses, and the leaves of Allium. &c., are rhexigenous

Occasionally flat cell-surfaces or diaphra^^ms interrupt the continuity

of long air-spaces, and not unfrequently internal hairs or i>eculiur

hair-like idioblasts are formed, projecting into the intercellular spaces

as in Nuphar and Mcmstcra. It is only in the neighbourhood of

water stomata that the spaces contain water for a short time

Systems of Tissues.—Sacli3 describes three systems of

tissues, complex aggregations consisting of ditferent kinds

of tissue, but all so combined as to form readily recogniz-

able parts of the root,^ stem, or leaf of a plant Externally

there is the epidermal or limitary system equivalent to De
Bary's first division, excluding liis parenchyma. This system

is taken to include the epidermis of plants, with its cuticle,

stomata, and hairs, and also to include the secondary modi-

fications produced by the development of cork and bark.

In the interior of most parts o'f the higher plants, aud follow-

ing in the direction of the long axis of growth, separate or

united strings or bundles are seen running and usually

branching or anastomosing. Generally these bundles are

harder than the surrounding tissues and readily separable

from them. Consisting as they do of many kinds of tissue

of vessels, cells, and sclerenchyraa, these structures are

known as fibro-vascular bundles. Lastly, there exists a

quantity of parenchyma or a mixture of parenchyma with

other forms, packing up' all the space between the fibro-

vascular bundles on the one hand and the epidermal system

on the other. This forms the ground tissue, and lucludes

the parenchyma proper of De Baiy.

\. The Epidermal or Limitary Systcin.

'ine epidennal system takes its name from the chief member of Epi-

the group, namely, the epidennis or outer skin of the plant. It is ilermal

the superticial l.iyer, and is variously developed in the higher and tissueK

lower plants In the lower forms, algie, fungi, lichens, the external

culls are u.sually sni.aller than those below, or the walls are thicker

and coloured ; while in many mosses aud liverworts a true separable

epidermis is only slightly inilieatV'd. In others, as in Marchantia,

capsules of most mosses, and in Sphagnum, a specially dilVerentiatcd

epidermis ajipcars, resembling that in the higlier plants. The nature

ot the oj)idermis varies iu aeeordaiiee with the conditions to which
it is exposed, as to air and light, or in water, or in the soil, and in

darkne.ie The nature of the limitary tissue also varies with the

stage of growth iu'such parts a.s are of perennial duration.

IJsually the epidermis is a single layer of cells [irodueing stomata

and liniiH. In m.iny plants the epidennis is strengthened by the

formation of acorky outer layer, the cuticle, which develops wax ; or

in other cases a new formation takes place below the e|iidermis.

usually in the ground tissue, and by the fonnation of layiTs of cork

a secondary ei.iilermal or limitary tissue is produced. Other part.i

of tlic grouud tissue ussist in forming the outer covering of plants, and
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may be consi'leroj pby^iioloj^ioally to belnnj; to the cpi-ifrmal system.

These will be described as liypodorma aud collcucliynu undt-r the

ground tissiio.

£fidcnn is. —Tha colU of tho single layer forming; the e|titl<'rmis

Tflry in shape, but usually ihe form is dL'tertniiied l>y tlie shapu uf

the part on vvhich they are devt'loja-d, being elongated un long leaves,

broad with straight or wavy margitis on broad leaves. Usually tho

cellsoE tho epidermis, although parenchyniatous, haveno ititcrculhilar

KpaAs, except in Osmnntla ami T»t'i€a,anda. few other i.trc nistanco^.

The onlyopenings are thosein the stoinata.schizugen.nis iiitLicellular

bpaces, between the special cells (gnaril cells) of thl•^loTll.i. In many
plants, H3 nionocolylfdons and needle-leaved toiuUis, the epideiniul

Cells contain no chlorophyll ; hut in ferns and tu nmuy iliool^ledon-S

iw has been shown by Stoehr [Hot. ZtU.^ 187!', p OM), chlomphyll

is present Not uafrt-'iiu-ntly anthocyan fills the epidetmal cells,

and completely obscures th-^ green colour of thi- chloioiihyll bearing

ct'lls below. The outer «all of the epidermal cull is u^iu^illy greatly

thickeneil and corky, forming ihc cutiide, which yeni'ially forms a

continuous jdicct separable by the action of I'austic pulJ.ih from the

rest of the uall lielow. In ai>[)lyiiig Schultz's solution to a thin

section of uu epidermal cdl, the outer Uyei-s become brown, whih'

tlie inner give the reaction of cellulose. The outer l.iycisire soluble

in boiling canslic potash and in nitric acid and chloraiu of potash,

but iusulnhle in sulphuric acid and tn ammoniacal si>ltiiioii of oupric

oxide. Many of tlie cells have a m^iked deposit of niuicral mattT,
more particulaily silica {/C'juiufCum), in their walls. See Nageli und
Schwcndener. D^u ,l/iA-ms^vM-'l etl-).

I»
^^"^

[ Wax is frcijuenlly produced: either it is on the surface of the

uticle forming a variously constructed coating, or minute particles

lie rtmbedded in its texture. The chief modiheations are described

I-/ De Bary {(^crgfeichcfifU Anafomu. p. 86).— (1) a layer or crust,

'•It her thin, homogeneous, and transparent, or thick and striated, tlie

former seen in Sc/npervivum, the latter in the wa.xjialm [K/opstOikia)

;

(2) ft coating of tod-like particles placed perpendicularly to the sur-

face, either closely placed orsoniewhat loose and irregular (5'acc/wru?a,

Afiisn, and ScUam-iuax) ; (3) a layer of granular particles clo.se or

widely se[)arateil, and not placed one over the other [Allium, Acrr,

yUis), kc. ; and (4) irregular granules piled up one over the other

io several layers, as in Eucalyptus, liiciniis, Abu-s pcctiaata, ic.

Stomata (De Baiy, VergleLch. Anat., p. 36 sq ) are the openings

in the ejudcrmifl which permit the entrant e and escape of gases.

They are formed by two semilunar cells, the guaul c<lls, with tl»e

{tore or intercellular space between them, the jiore opening into a

avgc air-s)iace in the tissue below, and in comhiunicaiion, by means
of the small intercellular spaces of the parenchyma, with mo-^t of

the tissues of the plant. The stomata are found on those parts

above grouiid exposed to air and light, hence chieMy on the leaves

and tender green stems of plants. On leaves they are most abundant
on the under side, and are generally absent from the n[i[ier surface.

In many leaves, however, especially of monocotyledons, they are

^^plally dislribut'-d on both siiies, and in wutei-plants with floating

li-aves they are abundant on tlie upper side but absi-nt fioin the lower.

They randy occur on submerged water-plants and never on roots.

As a rule the stoinuta are irregularly scalleied, but in some plants
AS in ICqniitetam. they occur in tolerably regular longitudinal rows

on the stem. Usually tho stomata consist of only two cells, the

pii;nd c^\^. or of two pairs of guard celts [Equiselum) one over the

oilii-r. or there are many, as in the peculiar stom.ila of Marchanlia.

In some jdants two or more additional cells, the accessory cells, arc

formed. These accessory cells differ from those of the epidermis

on Ihp our hand, and fiom the guard cells on the other. The posi-

tion of the stoma varies. U is sometimes at the end of the long

ppid.-imal cills, as in the hyacinth, or at the side, m a few cases fiee

iu the cenlteof the epidermal cells [Anemia, Aic). The guard cells

ni-iy he on a level with the epidermis ; rarely they piqiect slightly
;

but freipiciitly lln-y are depressed below the .surface. The "uard cells

nfteh contain chlorophyll and starch, the outer wall is often thick-

.-neil, and occasionally cv.^n wax forms on their surface ; but as a gene-

ral rule no wax forms, and thus, when a ihiik coat of wax is developed,

.lairow canals through it indicate the position of tho stomata.

Devclo/f'iicnt of Moinnla — In long c|iidermnl cells (hyacinth) a.

pi.rtion is cut ofTut one enil by cell-division, and forms the mother-
• rll ofthe stoma. It then dividusinto two daughter-cells, each form-
ng one of the guard cells. The laiiiL-IU between the two splits.

iillier fiom without inwards or within outwards, and forms a

Bchizogi-tious inteicellular space. When the epidermal cells are

not elongated {(Knotheru, Silrnr, kc). a portion of the epidermal
cell is cut olT at one part by a bent wall. This is tho mother-cell of

the stoma, and either forms the danghter-rell? immediately, or mty
divid« by segments cut off at one side and then at tho other side,

either 0112, two, or more times before the central cell divides to form
tliH daughter-cells which form the guaid-cclls of tho stoma. The
»lher cells ent olfon each sidenre the accessory cells. In other cases

tho accessory cells have a dillVrent ciigln. being cut olf fium the

(H-ighboiiring epidermal cells after the guaul-fells arc formed. In-

stances of the former may be seen In Crassulnceie, Cruci/erce, anil

P'tpUionaux i .o( thuUtfer in Juncacete, Cyperaace, and Gramincct,

12—2

In Aiinnia and .some other foins a ceU is formed inside the epidermal
cell, eiititng ft cylindrical piece out of it. This divides aud forms
the giMi"l-eclls of the stoma.
Two kinds of slomataexist in many plants. Theonekind, already Wut'-r

fully desciibcd, are the air-stomata, to dislingiiish lli»-ni ftom llic aomal^
second kind, the w.tter-slomala Th-' latter occur in many plants 011

the leav'-n. immcdiUtrly ovi r Ihe iMid> of iho hliro-v!is<,-ulai bundles,

iieji the ni.ir^in on ihtf iip[ier siiifiii^. and often on the sitraltons of

the Tiiargin it-^i-lf Th« y gi*e oil Wiitrr, during a poUion of the life

of tlie leaf, which ap]H'ais on the surface in the foiio of dn»ps. undii

the action of loot-pressuie Th»'y are at orKedisIingiiishtd by I li-ir

laige si^e, and by thru not opening aiivl tlostng like airsloniiita.

Hans (De li.iiy, Vcnjhn'/i. AmU., p, fiSlaie usually "(Ut growilij

of single ep'dermal cell.t , but occasionally .some ot th& cells bci-'V

the epidermis assist in the construction of Lugo massive hairs or

emergences, as they ate call*-d by .Sachs. Hairs vary very miirh in

coii'^iruclion, bize. and appeataiicc, and not unlVc'inently di1l'»Ti rit

kinds ol h.itis occur iiii.\ed together <ni the same part ol the plant,

although in rniiny m.-laiices only a single chaiactei islio vaiirlyoi

hair may be devcK'pi.d on iln* i-pHlci mi:?. De W.iry distingui>lHS

seveial t)pical varieties of haii->.— (1) bans pioi-r ;
' ('2) papnhi',

shoii rounded sac like stiucluies; i-i) scales. \i) vilji ; and ifil

w.iits ol prnkhs The siinplcsl hail's aic oulgiowths of singh
epidermal cells, having tho cavily either continuous with that ot ihc

epidermal cell, or cut oil by a wall. Long cylimliical uinccllnlar

hairs occur in cotton , and on most roots rout-hairs, vmiIi thin ot

sometimes with peculiarly and irregularly ihiekencd ualls {I'iuht'

tricolor). The cells may divide ami form a moniliform huir. as in
Trades>:antia, or much more complex branchetl ( KtWxiscuw /Aa7'i»5>

or club-shaped aud glandular hairs may be piodnced. Flat, dry
.scales, cither unicellular or multicellular, are seen in Dexitzia,'

Elvrngnns, and in many ferns. Papulic are mentioned by De Bary
ns oicnrring on R'lchca, Begonia, Pipp.r, Ampelopsin, and others.
The villi or colleteres occur on bud-scalcs and buds, while si)iny'
hairs or warts occur frequently as tho prickles of the rose ami
bramble, and m D'psacus, Sinilax., ice. The walls of hairs aro

'

often thin, and com['Osed of nearly pure cellulose, or thickened ami .

straiihcd in various xcays, with an outer cuticular layer. The
thickening is either general or local, and may a.ssume tho form of
pores 01" spiral slriation (hairs on stamen of Bulbint nlotdcs), or
m ly form peculiar w.trt.s or nodules. Silicious hairs (Dev(tia). rr
h.iirs containing lime, sometimes occur. In some cases the haii*
(nettle) are .supported on cellular elevations of the epidennis.
These may be disliiicuished as the accessory cells of iho hnir.

(Jl.mtlular hairs are of frcipicnt occurrence, the end cell or cell*

secreting some ethereal oil or resin ; the secretion collects belo- •

the cuticle, and either it remains there, causing the absorption t

tho secreting cells, or thr cuticle rn[)tutcs. The villi or colletcn t

are peculiar many-celled glandular hairs on young leaves, stipule.*..

or bud-scales [Kibcf, Viola, /'olt/goninn, ^E.tculus), and secreting
a gum or resin. Frequently the secretion of these colleteres is sup-
plemented by the formation of a resin from below the cuticle of tiio

eimlcrmis, forming the gebilinous secretion covering buds, termed
blastocolla (horse che^,tnnt). In some plants, as J'opuhis, Iho
blastocoila is formed by the epidermal cells alone, in others bo'.li

by the colleteres and epidermi.s.

Beneath the epnlermis the cells are often i\ocnliarly modified Io fieronl
form the hypoderma and collenchyma ; hut as these belong to the ary
ground system of tissues they arc dcscril>od below. The secondary epidrrnr
epiileiinal tissues, or the covering that replaces tho epidermis on the tissue,

perennial parts, consists largely of cork, either in the form of a thin V'-ridf»«

layer or in repeated layers developing deeper and deeper in tlie tissues ni;d

of the stem or loot arid forming the massive bark or rhytidomo. Cork rhyti-

cells nri-;c usually from the cortical cells, i.e., those of the ground dome.
tissue placed a short distanco below the epidermis {/'opuliut,

S(i7ftbun(.<i). In other cases the cork forms still dcf'J>er, among tho
green chlorophyll bearing cells of tlic cortex, as in Ruhus IJa^us,

Ribe% kc. liarely the coik-cells ariso from the cpitlerrais iUelf
iSolijr). In all coiics coik is formed by the division of the cells of
the cortex oropitlermis by a tang''nlial wall, separating the mother-
fell into two danghter-cells. The outer cell becomes roiky, rapidly
losing its contents and becoming filled with air; while the tnnct
one retains its juotophtsm and forms new cork-cells by divisiori.

The formatioQ of cork docs not necessarily be^in at all parts ot the
T^ircum fere nee simultaneously, but sooner or later a complete layer
of cork is formed. When the layer has become a few cells thick, it

is known hs the pentlerm ; while the active cell.s from which is

oiises are distinguished as the cork cambium or phellogen. Insido
the cork cambium now cells arc often formed, which contain chloro-
phyll, and arc known as -the phc.Iodcrma {Fcjus, Salijc), such rclU
being also fnrninlby division of the cork cambium. After Ihe forma-
lion of the [»eiiderm, as is easily seen in the stem of the black cniTant,

;he whole of the epidermis and of the ground tissue immediately
below becomes uitbercd. and is thrown olf. In the formation of

bi'rk, the layeisof coik form repeatedly in the cortical lisj^ue of fho
stem, and evi n in the basl nortion of the fibio-rascular bundU-.s.

The layers of cells btiiwecn Mto plates of coik, being cut off fiom n
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jnpply of nourishment, soon wither ; and thus occasionally the dead

Jiarts scale off, as in the Plalanus,cheTTy,kc. The baik orrhytidonie

18 thus a very complex structure, consisting of the secondary
epidermal tissues either formed in the primary cortex alone or deep
in the other tissues, and popularly it includes all the tissues outside

the cambium layer, that is, the hast part of the iibro-vascular

bundles and secondary epidermal tissues. Lenticels are special

structures connected with theepidermal tissues, and are common on
dicotyledons (Samhiicus, Populus, Juglans, kc), and on some mono-
cotyledons, being formed oa stems, branches, petioles, and roots.

Below a stoma or group of stomata a few cells enlarge and divide,

and form numerous colourless thin walled cells, which arise from
the bent layer of lenticel canibium below.- The epidermis becomes
ruptured and the cells appear on tho surface, forming a brownish
wart-like marking. These lenticels arc probably to be considered
functionally as secondary stomata, as the cells have large inter-

»'cellular spaces and readily permit the passage of air into the interior.

Lenticels have the marked peculiarity of being sometimes closed iu

autumn by the formation of cork cells, but open again in spring.^'
2. .The Fibro-vascular Syslcm.

Fibro- String-like bundles, the fibro-vascular bundles, are common in
vascular vascular cryptogams, gymnosperms, and angiosperms, and aro
bu'^Ues, familiar in the leaves of plants as the veins. They run in the ground

tiseus either separately or united, as in many dicotyledons, and in

most roots, &c., to form a central or hollow cylindrical vascular
mass. When the bundles arc separate they often branch and
anastomose as in leaves, or they may only anastomose at the
nodes of stems. The bundles are easily separable by maceration,
except in water plants, and a few others, iu which the bundles are
very soft ; or they may be examined in transverse and longitudinal
sections of the part, more particularly in the latter case when the
tissues have been rendered transparent by boiling in dilute caustic
potash, or by being previously boiled in strong nitric acid. (See
Nageli and Schwendener, Dns Mikroskop, p. 632.)

<Viod ^ liach bundle in its perfect state consists of two groups of cells,

(x\!em) the wood or xylem portion, and the bast or phloem. Bundles are
and bast either closed or open. In the former the procamhinm cells, the
(phloem), meristem, from which tho permanent tissue of the bundle originates,

entirely passes over into permanent tissue ; while in the latter the
cambium remains between the xylem and phloem, and is capable
of forming new cells for an indefinite period. Closed bundles thus
rapidly assume a permanent form, while open bundles go on growing.
Fibro-vascular bundles are divided by De Bary into four groups by
the mode of arrangement of the xylem and phloem. The first and
commonest form is the "collateral" bundle, where the xylem and
phloem are placed side by side with or without canibium between
them, the xylem being always tow'ards the pith or the central part
of the stem, the phloem external. In Cucnrbila, Solanum, and
others the bundles are " bicol lateral," there being an additional
phloem portion inside the xylem. "Conccntiic" bundles occur in

many vascular cryptogams, the central xylem being completely sur-

rounded by the phloem. The last form is the " radial," where the
bundles of phloem and xylem are arranged alternately in the central

fibro-vascular axis, as in most roots. Irregular bundles also occur,

and numerous intermediate forms connect the different types.

In each of the portions of the bundle different kinds of tissue occur

;

Structure but there is a marked similarity in the construction of the phloem
of xyleoi. and xylem, at least in separate bnndles and before circumferential

prowth takes place. In the wood, distinguished by the lignified hard
Drittlo walls of the cells, there are four elements usually present :

—

(1) the wood ve,ssel3 or cell fusions filled with air, having the trans-

verse walls more or less completely absorbed, and having thickened
walls marked with rings, spirals, reticulations, or pits of different

kinds ; the ends of tho cells sometimes are more or less pointed and
overlapping, with pitted markings, having, however, a free commu-
nication from cell to cell through the absorbed thin part of the pits

;

(2) tracheidcs, or vessel-like wood proscnchymatous cells, having
walls marked like the vessels, and with the cavity containing air,

but never showing any absorption of the end walls and fusion into

vessels ; (3) wood proscnchyma or libriform fibres, elongated,

pointed, and overlapping cells, exactly resembling hast fibres, often

with greatly thickened walls, these walls never having spiral or

annular markings, but only small simple or occasionally exceed-
ingly minute bordered pits ; they are very common in the wood of
dicotylcdon.s, and may either be simple or have fine transverse parti-

tions forming chambers in the long cell
; (4) wood parenchyma,

wood cells vwlh thin walls, and simple pits ; these in winter con-

tain starch, and other reserve materials, along wilh the cells of tho
medullary rays, and at other times may contain tannin, chlorophyll,
tiT crystaU of calcium oxalate. In the bast or jihloem portion of

the bundle there aro three elements only, as there are no cells

equivalent to the tracheidcs. These are— (I) the sieve tubes or hast-

vesaclB, cell-fusions like tho wood vessels, but having the trnns-

verne portion forming the remarkable sieve plate perforated by the

fieve porT!.9, while occa.sionally such plates or similar markings occur
iiu the side woJlar the walls are soft and dehcale, giving actlluloao

reaction, and the cavity contains abundant protoplasmic contents
with excessively minute starch granules

; (2) bast prosenchyma
or bast vessels, elongated prosenchymatous cells, with pointed and
overlapping ends, the walls so thick as almost to obliterate the
cavity; the walls are soft and flexible, often marked with tine pits;
like the libriform fibres of the wood, they have occasionally the
cavity chambered with thin transverse walls, and not unfrequently
they branch

; (3) bast parenchyma, repeating the wood parenchyma;
but occasionally the cells are \ov« and narrow, exactly like those
of only slightly modified piocamDium, which they really are ; in
this state they are often called cambiform cells. The sieve-tubes
and bast parenchyma or cambifoi-m cells form the soft bast. These
different elements of the wood and bast are not always present, and
the secondary wood and bast developed from cambium are often very
different from the primary portions developed from procambium.
Thus in Cucurbita there are no bast fibres, while in most coniferous
woods the tracheidcs alone are present in the xylem. At the ends
of the fibro-vascular bundles in the leaves the different elements
giadually disappear until one or two spiral vessels and a few cam-
biform cells alone remain. In most roots the fibro-vascular bundles
form a central mass with the phloem and xylem in separate groups
and arranged alternately; the xylem masses generally project into
the centre, and the oldest vessels are nearest the centre. The whole
mass, which is either a single bundle or a group of bundles, is

usually surrounded externally by a peculiar layer, thepericambium,
iu contact with the endodermis or sheath, the inner layer of the
ground tissue, which in roots forms the massive cortical portion.

3. Grmmd System of Tissues.

The ground tissue comprises all that remains after tne formation Ground
of the epidermal and fibro-vascular systems, and is usually composed tissue,

ofparenchymatous cells, not in any way distinguishable except by their

position from parenchymatous cells in the other systems. In other

cases the ground tissue contains prosenchyma, or the cells in certain

regions are more or less thickened. AVhen the part contains closed

fibro-vascular bundles, as in monocotyledonous stems and in leaves,

the ground tissue forms the chief bulk of the part ; but in other cases,

as, for instance, in the stems of conifers and dicotyledons, with circum-
ferential growth, the giound tissue is very feebly developed. Jn
such stems the ground tissue forms the pith and cortex, with the

primary medullary rays joining the two. In roots with a central

fibro-vascular mass, the cortex is the only part of the gi'ound tissue

represented. The ground tissue immediately below the epidermis
may be simply parenchymatous, or it may exhibit certain modifica-

tions. Either the cells form coUenchyma, as in many stems and Collen-
petioles, a tissue consisting of mere elongated cells without inter- chyma.
cellular spaces, and having special masses of thickening matter de-

veloped on the walls where neighbouring cells meet. These masses
readily swell up in water, and probably act as a sort of creciile tissue.

In other cases a greater or less development of hypodermais obsi-rved Hypo-
in leaves and stems, the cells being elongated and greatly thickened derma,
and solerenchymatous, resembling in most points the bast-fihies of

the fibro- Viiscular bundles. In some plants, as in ferns, sep.u ate, often

dark-coloured, bundles of sclerenchyma occur in the ground tissue.

These different elements form ]>art of what has been distinguitjied

a-sthe "mechanical" system of tissues, hardened cells giving rigidity

to the different parts of the plant, and although such cells occur in

very different parts of planis, as in fihro-vasciilai bundles and in tho
ground tissue, still they have a marked external resemblance, and
are closely related physiologically. Thick, short, sclerenchymalous

cells occur in the ground tissue, as iu the pulp of the pear ; in other
cases tho parenchyma is unthickened, and contains either colourless

contents or develops chlorophyll. The jiart of the ground tissue

next the fibro-vascular bundles fonns the sheath or endodermis, Endo-
a layer of cells often thickened or cuticularized, and surrounding dermis,

either single bundles or the whole vascular mass or series of fibro-

vascular bundles. In some cryptogams the endodermis is strength-

ened by numerous eclercnchymatous cells surrounding it either

partially or completely. Tho ground tissue of tree Lihacc(c, and
even in some abnomiaI«*dicotyledoiis, forms a layer of secondary
meristem cells capable of developing both new ground ti.ssue and lieu

fibro-vascular bundles; and it is in this way that the secondary

circumferential growth in the stems and roots of Draca-na^ and pio-

bably of the fossil vascular cryptogams, took j^lace. 'I'lie secondary

circumferential growth of gymnosperms and dicotyledons is the

result of the activity of the cambium nng formed by the fascicular

cambium and the interfascicular canibium in the ground tissue, as

already described. The changes produced by secondary circiim-

ferential growth are very numerous, and are fully described by 1)p

Bary {I'crgkklujiilc Analomu, chaps, xiv. and xv.).

UihHography Tho chief works to tw fonsiiited on the anbjcct of vepolnble
hlsloloKy nrc— Hoiilc, On thf UiaoKoyt; Cu|-in'Titcr. On Ihf A/tcroKOpg ^ Do
H«ry. Verylr\(tifndt Anatomie (llofinolsh-r s //amtbucft tier Phymolo^tii-tirn

Itotanik, vol. III.). Dlpficl, bin 3/ilio,f*op; Ulr-iscn. Oruiidulge drr Ihiitiftik

Cycled.); NiitrcH nnd SchwrnilontT. Aia iiikritfkop; Pcllptttii. Lt Hierv^rupf

,

Snchs, Tfj-l-llopk nf Botany, or Lfln-burh drr DolaniJt (4th cd.); Sachs. Ofichiehu
tiff /li'f<jnit. Stya^hynRcr. (UhiT /flU'flihinij uml Zrnthri'ung, stiiistiirjtor. />i#

.in'jio^jfet-riien unii die Clfjtmi^sj>£niien; Vmi llcurck. Lc Murtacope. (W. K. tl'N.)
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HISTORY, in tlie most correct use of the word, means

the prose narrative of past events, as probably true as the

fallibility of human testimony will allow. This definition

takes no account of chronicles in verse which were not

uncommon in the Middle Ages. With this exception the

detinition is fairly exact, both in what it comprehends and

what it excludes. Obviously prose narrative is not history

when it deals with fictitious events, as in the case of the

novel; and verse narrative, even when it deals with true

events (as in the account of the battle of Salamis in the

Persft of ..-Eschylus, or Guillaume le Breton's metrical

chronicle of the reign of Pbilip Augustus), is either more
or less than history, and in any case a sub-species by

itself.

In practice, the line between history and mythus is often

not easy to draw ; but the theoretical distinction is plain.

History reposes, however remotely, on contemporary witness

to the fact related. Written records are not absolutely

indispensable, as tradition may supply their place and re-

present authentic contemporary testimony. But tradition is

very insecure and apt to be equally inventive and oblivious.

It is in the half light of tradition that mythus is born of

the creative fancy of man, and the difficulty of separating

fact from fiction in this border-land of mingled fable and
reality very often amounts to impossibility.

But even authentic facts alone are not sufficient to con-

stitute history. Many facts and dates are recorded with

reference to China, -Egypt, and Assyria in olden times,

which in all probability are true ; but these facts and dates

are not enough to give those countries a history. The
bare fact that a certain king reigned in a certain year, and
conquered or was defeated in battle with a neighbour, is

perhaps chronologically valuable, but it is not history.

History only attains its full stature when it not only

records but describes in considerable fulness social events

and evolution, when it marks change and growth, the

movement of society from one phase to another.

The field of history is in consequence very limited, both

in time and space, in proportion to the length of human
existence and the area of the earth's surface occupied by
man. Primitive and savage man has no history, because

the struggle for existence consumes all his energies, and he
lias neither tinis nor faculty to think of himself as a social

being, much less to make record of social events. But
even when partially civilized, mankind is often incapable,

not only of writing history, but of furnishing the materials

of it. Under a system of caste, or conservative theocracy,

or oppressive tradition, as in India, Egypt, and China
respectively, the social evolution is so slow that it hardly

seems to move at all. The grandson lives among conditions

hardly differing from those of the grandfather. In such a
state of things the very subject-matter of history is wanting.

Nothing attracts less notice than immobility, and large

populations have often lived under conditions which for

whole generations did not seem to vary. The vast and
vacant annals of the Ea.'it show that the arts of peace and
war may attain considerable development without history

or it£ materials being produced in consequence.

If these views be correct we can only allow a period of

about 4000 years as the limit of genuine history in point

of time. The beginning would be with the historical books
of the Old Testament. Before the Jewish records fail us

the Greek have begun. The Romans follow in immediate
succession, and the historical thread has never been broken
since, though thicker and stronger in some epochs than in

others. As regards area, history long dwelt exclusively on
the shores of that inland sea which, if not the birthplace of

the human race, have at least been the chief training-ground

of its early youth and vigorous manhood. Civilization

subsequently spread from the Mediterranean to remote

islands and continents unknown to the ancients, and history

has followed it No doubt in time both will be coextensive
with the globe; but that time has not yet come. It is

still useful to remember that the materials of history now
rapidly accumulating in the far West, the far South, and
even the far East, owe tieir origin to that antiquity of

which, we are the heirs, to the civilization which took its

rise in those ever memorable centres named Rome, Athens,
and Jerusalem.

Early history is never critical and painstaking in the

investigation of facts. Neither the historian nor his

readers or hearers have reached a stage of culture in which
accuracy is highly valued. Early history is essentially

artistic, its object is much more to charm the fancy and
warm the emotions than to instruct the understanding.

A good story, pathetic or humorous, is appreciated for

its own sake independently of its truth. Striking pictures,

dramatic situations, often told in dialogue, scenes in

which virtue and vice are depicted on a colossal scale

—

these are the chief objects of the early historical writer,

who mingles fact and fiction with the same naivetiS as his

brethren, the writers of the early epos and drama. Indeed,

their subjects are often the same,— the heroes whose
prowess saved or pchieved the national existence, the odious

foreign foe who was beaten back ; in either case characters

appealing strongly to the imagination and the feelings,

which would resent cold criticism, but gladly welcome elo-

quence and passion. History written under these circum-

stances has much of the character of the prose poem,

—

carmen solnliim, as Quinlilian called it. The artistic or

imaginative element predominates in it rather to excess.

Such is history as written by Herodotus and Froissart.

The growth of accurate knowledge in other departments,
the increased practice of atfairs, the substitution of the

political for the heroic and chivalrous sentiment, lead to a

more sober and scrutinizing style of history without sacrifice

of artistic form. Such is history as written by Tbucydides
and Tacitus.

Even a most hasty survey of so vast a subject as the
historical literature of the world will be helped by its

division.

History is of two kinds,—the old or artistic type of

history, and the new or sociological type. The artistic

type, invented by the Greeks, remained the ideal of history

till comparatively recent times. Its aim was perfection of

literary form, weight and dignity of language, depth of

moral and sagacity of political reflexion. It was habitually

careless and indifferent as regards research. But its chief

distinction from the new history was a negative one ; ii, bad
no conception of society as an organism, no suspicion of

the depth and variety of the social forces which underlie

and originate the visible events which it describes, often

with admirable power. The new history is to a great

extent characterized by opposite qualities. Its preoccupa-

tion about literary form is secondary, moral reflexion

it rather avoids, but it is laborious beyond precedent in

research, and above all it is pregnant with the notion that

society is a great aggregate of forces moving according to

laws special to it, and similar to those producing evo-

lution and growth analogous to what we see in other

forms of life. The remainder of this article could not

perhaps be better employed than by a short examination

of these two types of history, including some reference to

the causes which brought about a transition from one to

the other.

The Greeks were the inventors, and remain the unsur-

passed m.asters, of the artistic form of history. That extra-

ordinary insight into the true conditions of harmony, pro-

portion, and grace which guided them in other departments

of literature and art did not forsake them in this. As in
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the drama a lew tentative and expericnental essays soon led

to the master works of /Escliylus, Sophocles, and Aristo-

phanes, 80 a few precursors were sufficient to direct

Herodotus to the main outlines of historical composition.

By one of those mysterious accidents, not to be accounted

for, which produce genius, Herodotus was closely followed

by the greatest mind that ever applied itself to history.

Thucydidea remains the unsurpassed ideal of artistic history.

As the famous statue of Polycletus, called the Doryphorus,

represented the proportions of the human body in such

complete beauty " that it was regarded by the ancient-

artists, as a canon of the rules on this point," so the

histiJry of the Peloponnesian War may serve, as. its

author seemed to know it would, as a model which all may
copy but none may equal. Art, differing from science,

allows of something like final perfection. Scientific work,

however admirable, is always speedily superseded. Great

artistic works remain perfect in their kind, and such

was the work of Thucydides. History never deviated

from the lines laid down by the Greeks till the advent

of the modem school towards the end of the last and

tlfe beginning of this century. Between Thucydides and
Gibbon there is no change of the ideal plan on which

history should be written, though of course there is

every degree of success and failure in striving after its

realization.

A history of history is a desideratum in literature. The
merit of such a work, if properly done, would consist, not

only in the criticism of particular authors, but in a compari-

son of their epochs and social surroundings, and a pointing

out how these influenced the character and quality of their

historical writing. It is, for instance, worthy of notice

that history is far more sensitive and dependent on public

freedom than either poetry, science, philosophy, or juris-

prudence. All these have flourished under governments

more or less despotic, but history never. Tacitus seems to

have felt this in the depth of his heart when he said that

he was able to write as he did because of the " rara

temporum felicitas ubi sentire qux velis et quie sentias

dicere licet." Again, certain epochs are favourable to great

historians, as periods of war are favour.ible to great .-soldiers.

Rating the genius of the Greek historians as high as we
please, and it is difficult to rate it too liigli, it is still

manifeat that they enjoyed exceptional advantages. The
political condition of the Greek world in-the 4th and 5th

centuries B.C. was beyond measure stimulating to men of

genuine historical power. That extraordinary collection

of small states, full of the most active ]>oliticaI life, full of

wars, alliances, and brusque revolutions, was a sceno of

interest, of which no subsequent historian has ever seen

the like. In this resi)cct the Greek historians had a privi-

lege similar to that enjoyed by the Greek sculptors. As
the gymnasia displayed the finest type of manly beauty

and strength ever seen, so th» fervent energy anil activity

of the Greek slates presented in unparalleled variety and

fulness the features of political life most capable of inter-

esting an historical mind. And it is perhaps hardly too

much to say that what the pala'stra was to I'hidias, that

the Peloponnesian War was to Thucydides.

Continuing this vein of reflexion, we might remark that

it is a noteworthy fact that in liistory nloua the lionians

came nearest to their Greek models. Copyists in every-

thing else, and inferior copyists, in history they equalled

if they did Put excel their masters. It is a moot point

with many whether Tacitus should not be placed above

Thucydides. In any case that steep inferiority which

marked Roman imitation of Greek models ia every other

depirtuDnl wai excepted in the cast of history. Why
w;is thi-'i at) 1 Obviously because the Homans possessed a

rub'ist nitioual life in many respects more lofty ami inspir-

ing even than that of the Greeks, 'luegu.ius ui lEaivid'.n!

men was kindled by the propitious milieu. And a dis-

astrous milieu, injurious to all productions of the mind, i.-i

pecidiarly fatal to history. The decay of historical writing

in the later period of the declining Pioman empire is a

sufficient proof. Nothing so debased as the Augustan
History can be found in any other province of Latin litera-

ture, and when a man of real power like Ammianus
Marcellinus appears, if we compare him with Claudian in

another department, we perceive that the muse of history

is more austere than her sisters. The Middle Ages would
ofl'er the historian of history ample scope for connecting the

quality of historical writing with the social surroundings of

the authors. The great monastic houses, such as Malmes-
bury, St Albans, Eu, and many more, would be shown to

have been such schools of history as they were, for very

efficient reasons. The appearance of the modern Herodotus,

Froissart, would seem meant expressly to show the union

of opportunity and genius needed to produce great

historical work. It was no accident which gave us the

immortal chronicles. The first instalment of the Hundred
Years' War between France and England, the grand but

abortive outburst of Parisian democracy under Etienno

Marcel, the energetic action of the first serious States-

General of France— these were subjects to arrest a real

historical eye, such as Froissart had, in spite of his many
shortcomings. The dramatic struggle between feudalism

and monarchy in -the 15th century found a competent if

somewhat rustic Tacitus in Comines, more friendly but on
the whole not less severe to his bourgeois Tiberius, Louia

XI. In the stirring times of tho ICth century historians

abound— Italians, Frenchmen, Dutchmen— too numerous
to mention and too distinguished to be passed over with

perfunctory notice here. But how much would an historian

of history have to say of Fra Paolo, Davila, De Thou,
Grotius, to name only the chief? And then occurs a really

surprising phenomenon. History disappears from the con-

tinent of Europe for a century and a half. Between the

Thirty Years' War and the Seven Years' War the Continent

produced no historians whom the world cares to remember,

for Mezeray is remembered, though hardly read, on account

of his quaint and occasionally graphic style. Yet this was
the great ago of Louis ,\IV., the classic age of French

literature and philosophy, and the commencement of French

science. 'But history withered under the blight of the

Catholic and monarchical reaction. History was indeed

being written in France, the most witty, profound, and

graphic since the days of Tacitus ; but it was history which

the author kept for himself and a remote posterity , not fur

a hundred years was the world to he ['crmitted to ga^e willi

wonder and admiration on the incomparable monuuis of St

Simon. But Rebellious and Revolutionary England gives

us Chirendon and Burnett— cause and cH'ctt as usual. A
review of the 18lh century and its performances in history

would conclude this interesting retrospect. I5ut it is lime

to return from this digression to our more immediate

subject.

The old type of history, one might say, was a .species o(

|iortraitpainling which had often every merit except llial

of close likeness to the original. Whether it is quite just

to say this will bo presently considered. But it cannot be

denied that tho old writers gener.illy thought more of the

brilliancy of their colours and tho elTectiveness of their

liictures than of their exact truth. " My siege is finished,"

said Vertot, when offered new documents which stultified his

narrative. Tho old masters of history resembled, it is to

be feared (if so honourable a comparison can be consiileicd

derogatory), the old masters of [lainting. Both thought

little of what wo call "local colour, " of close conformity to

tho Bccnc or object delineated, provided they produced
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striking compositions with grand outline and rich tints

which were attractive and beautiful for their own sake.

^Vhen to this conception of their art we add their general

apiUhy in research, the measure of their sins appears to be

fillv;d up in the eyes of a generation like ours, which has

brought historical
,
evidence under conditions nearly fS

stringent as those which regulate the depositions of a court

of justice. Still it may occur to some persons that there

is another side to this matter, and that tlie great men of old

are not wholly without defence. They were indolent in

research no doubt, or rather they did not attach tlie value

that we do to it (if they had, they were not men to have

spared their pains), but they were large, sympathetic, and
humane. They wrote for a public composed of men of the

world and not of specialists. Their manner is somewhat
off-hand, but they are neither prigs nor pedants. After all,

the most important facts of history, as Auguste Conite has

weightily remarked, are the best known and the least

dependent on minute rectification for their true appreciation.

History has an ethical and psychological side as well as a

documentary side supported by elaborate citation of chapter

and verse for every statement. Chapter and verse, import-

ant as they are, are sometimes a little oppressive and over-

bearing. The most exhaustive knowledge of authorities will

not give a dull man insight into character, or enable him to

realize and paint a great historic scene, or teach hira to use

with skill the mass of erudition under which he staggers.

It may be said generally, exceptions of course excepted, that

the old historians were strong where their successors are

weak, and the converse. Aiming chicHy at portraiture, they

succeeded in it, as was only natural. Amid a crowd of

errors on smaller matters, they often catch the true eiipres-

sion of a physiognomy, and hit off the salient points of a
cliaracter with an insight and success which subsequent

ini]uiry is often unable to modify. Bacon's portrait of

Henry VII. -.remains substantially correct, though he
wrote his book in four months, remote from the means
of knowledge accessible even in his day, which did not

represent a tithe of the knowledge accessible now. Even
down to the practice of introducing fictitious speeches into

their histories, the old writers are not without defence.

Nothing more than these speeches has moved the contempt
and indignation of modern critics. Macnulay says the

practic3 was absurd, and that if an English writer were
to attempt it now he would be laughed to scorn. Yet
men of the calibre of Macchiavelli, Grotius, and Bacon
resorted to it. • It is more a cpiestion of form and less of

substance than at first glance appears. It amounts to this

—

How are we to render our impression of a past epoch ? We
r;ay give it in broad statement, in carefully reasoned argu-

ment, supported by apt quotation and appro[iriate footnotes,

'i'his is the modern plan, and, to speak frankly, unquestion-

nbly the best, liut it is well to listen without impatience

to what can be said for the old plan by the other side. Mr
Spedding, referring to the speeches which Bacon intro-

duced, into his history of Henry VII., says:—"My own
opinion is that the reader is less liable to be deceived
by history written on this principle than upon the modern
plan, though the modern bo apparently the more scrupulous.

The records of the past are not complete enough to enable
the most diligent historian to give a connected narrative

in which there shall not be many parts resting on guesses
or inferences or unauthenticated rumours. He may guess
for himself, or ho may report other people's guesses ; but
guesses there must be. The advantage of the ohl iiractice

is that the invention appears in the undisguised form of

invention; whereas the modern practici?, by scrupulously
eschewing cverythinj like avowed and d"liborare iuvention,

leaves it to be supposed that what remains is all fact,

whereas in most cases of the kind the writer is but report-

ing his own or another man's conjecture, just as much as

if he had sat down deliberately to compose a soliloquy or a

speech in the first person " (Spedding's Bacon, vol vi. p.

7G). Every one must be glad to see. even plausible

reasons suggested for not regarding the funeral oration of

Pericles or the speech of Galgaous as " absurdities." Per
haps the truest view of this introduction of speeches into

their histories by the ancients and their modern imitators

is that it was their mode of offering generalizations. They
adopted the concrete and dramatic form when we should

use the abstract and impersonal, and perhaps, as Mr
Spedding remarks, this practice was not necessarily exposed

to nvorc error than our-s.

We have now to advert to the causes which led to the

transformation of history from the old to the new type.

The inferior quality of history in the 17th century and
the first half of the 18lh is the more remarkable from the

contrast presented by the brilliancy of contempoiary litera-

ture in other departments. The age of Louis XIV. in

France, as already remarked, and the age of Anne in England
produced no histories of superior merit. Bossuet's famous
discourse on universal liistory is no exception, being much
more an eloquent sermon than a history in the true sense

of the word. Written by inferior men from a low point of

view, or no point of view at all, history at last sank to

such a degree in the public esteem as to be spoken of in a

tone of contempt. Dr Johnson openly despised it, and
D'Alembert did nearly the same. And yet the time pro-

duced great antiquaries—Madox and Rymer in England,

D'Achery and Mnbillon in France, Maratori in Italy,

Leibnitz in Germany. But history had no stamina or

muscle. It was also from our point of view blind and

utterly stupid : it could not see the plainest facts, and it

perverted the facts it did see. Not only the inferior men
whose names are barely remembered and whose works are

entirely forgotten, the Daniels, the Vellys, the Creviers,

the Hooks, the Eukards, but men of such magnitude as

Hume and Robertson, Gibbon and Voltaire, often show
such an unintelligence as to the past that this unintelligence

itself becomes an interesting historical phenomenon, casting

no slur on the great writers who displayed it, but deserving

consideration for its own sake.

When 1 8th century writers are arraigned for their defec-

tive ap[)rcciation of the Middle Ages (the great stumbling-

block) and remote periods generally, their critics forget the

historical positions of the men they criticize. To write

history in the ISth century was something very different

from what it had been before, and this in several ways.

First of all, the mere lengthening of the historic retrospect

had enormously increased the field of historical survey. A
writer of the 18th century looked back on nearly as much
as we do ; he had behind him the recent modern period,

the long Middle Age, the barbarian epoch, those of Greece

and Rome. And it was honourable to the men of the 18th

century that they did not shrink from the task of writing

on this immense expanse of history, imperfectly as they

were prepared for it. It seems to be somctimc5 forgotten

that most of the historical writing of the ancients, and a

good part of that of the moderns up to the 18lh century,

ha<l been the writing of contemporary history, or history

of a quite recent past. This is true of Herodotus (when

ho is not merely a traveller telling travellers' storie.s), of

Thucydide.s, of Polybius, of Sallust, of Tacitus, of Guic-

ciardini, of Fra Paolo, of Davila, of Grotius, of Clarendon.

Contcmi)oraneous history may bring out some of the highest

qualities of an historian— perspicacity, wciglitiness of judg-

ment and language, skill in narrative, and so forth. But

one quality it does not need and cannot display, insight

into a remote age differing in culture politics, and religion

from those aoiid which the histcria:: lives, ici it waa
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precisely the history of remote ages which the writers of

the 18th century boldly undertook to treat. That they

often failed is not surprising. It would have been a

miracle if they had succeeded..

We are now so imbued with the notions of growth and

development in all forms that we find no difficulty in apply-

ing them to society as well as other phenomena. . But these

notions were all but entirely wanting in the 18th century;

indeed, they did not fully emerge till the 19th had run a

good poVtion of its course. It was difficult for all true sons

of the 18th century to conceive of men or of societies dif-

ferent from the men and the societies they saw around

them. Or if they were forced to admit that men could

exist under conditions widely differing from those in which

they themselves lived, they unhesitatingly pronounced them

barbarians, unpolished, hardly worthy of attention. They
consequently speak of past ages habitually in a tone of

supercilious contempt which is to us highly amusing. Men
who differed in every other opinion agreed in this. "The
Athenians of the age of Demosthenes were a people of

brntes, a barbarous people," said Dr Johnson ; and Voltaire

was quite of his way of thinking on this point (Diet.

PkUosopkique, art. " Anciens et Modernes "). With such

vie^vs or rather feelings it was impossible to understand the

past ; they did not even wish to do so. They mostly re-

garded their own age as the only one worthy of respect

and admiration, the only one in which "polite manners "

had e^jjsted. The past tg) them was mainly a record of

crime, ignorance, folly, and -fanaticism (notice the way in

which the sober Robertson speaks of the crusades) ; and

they did not even wish to see it as it really was. It is ob-

vious that such men could not write history as we under-

stand it. The moral prejudices of the age shut out a true

view of past times. Indeed they preferred a distorted view,

if it represented better their notions of the seemly and the

noble. They had always a tendency to dress up the past

in the garb of the present The French writers surpassed

the English in this foible. For them the only ideal of a

king is Louis XIV., and all.kings must be made to resemble

him more or less, though of course they were not so great.

This disposition reaches its acme of absurdity in Scipion

Dupleix, historiographer of France, who died in lOGl.

Describing the baptism of Clovis, be represents the bar-

barian Frank as approaching St Remi, " with lofty port

and grave demeanour, richly dressed, scented, and powdered,

with long wig carefully curled and perfumed according to

the custom of the ancient French kings." More serious is

the profound misapprehension of every great character

and great period which differed from the current pattern.

The unworthy interpretation of all political and religious

phenomena with which the writers were unfamiliar, by
sagacious references to state and priestcraft, is also apt at

times to appear to us wilfully perverse, and even disin-

genuous. We may be sure it was nothing of the kind, and
only resulted from the inadequate degree of culture then

attained.

But the historians in question were hindered not only by
prejudice which they could not avoid from understanding tlie

past ; they were also hindered by a want of knowledge which
it was impossible for them to have. To say nothing of the

larger conceptions of society which we have only recently

Required, they were unfurnished with those preparotory

means of accurately observing the past which were soon to

be discovered. The science of economics, ns we shall

presently .see, was about to throw a broad and vivid light

on many hitherto obscure problems of history. But the

writers in question did not yet enjoy the benefit of it, and
surely the fault was none of theirs. When (ve see a man
of the genius and erudition of Montesquieu (Grandeur e>

fi^-'deitce del Romaiiis, c 17) gravely ascribing the decline

of old Rome to the fact that all the gold and silver after

the division of the empire were carried to Constantinople,

we realize the value of true conceptions relative to the

wealth of nations. But in Montesquieu's time the precious

metals were regarded as the sole or chief sources of wealth,

and he applied without hesitation to history a principle

which he saw statesmen apply without hesitation to politics.

Again, Gibbon, writing on the same subject, the decline and
fall of Rome, considers the real cause to have been the

reluctance of the soldiers to wear defensive armour.

It seems hardly credible, but here are his words :
—" They

(the soldiers) complained of the weight of their armour,
which they seldom wore ; and they successively obtained

permission to lay aside both their cuirasses and their

helmets. The lieavy weapons of their ancestors dropped

from their feeble hands, and their pusillanimous indolence

may be considered the immediate cause of the downfall of

the empire " (chap. 27). Montesquieu and Gibbon were men
of an historical genius second to none. Yet they could

descend to sucli triviahties, and the reason was that the

true sources of national wealth asd military strength had'

not been laid open in their day. It would be easy to

multiply examples of a similar kind, taken from the ablest

writers, in which the most superficial explanation of wide-

leacliing events is hastily caught at, as if one were to

explain an earthquake by a scratching of the earth's surface.

In fact the old writers might be likened to surveyors as

contrasted •with geologists. They have little or no concep-

tion of the forces at work under the surface they see.

But a change was near—a change in feeling and a change

in knowledge. That singular modulation of key in the

moral life of Europe, often called, for want of a better term,

the Romantic movement, which arrested and surprised the

attention of the latter half of the 18th century, was felt in

relation to history as well as to philosophy, politics, and

religion. Whether represented by the tierce rebellion of

Rousseau in France, or a milder literary reform in England

and Germany, it es.<!entially consisted in a weariness of and
disenchantment with the present and the recent past, in a

vague feeling after ideas and emotions outside the conven-

tional circle in which men had been contented to live for

several generations. Tho tastes and the tempers of men
changed with a strange rapidity. The 18th century philo-

sophy, as it is called, lately so high and apparently secure,

was cast out with contumely. The recent idols— Locke,

Hume, Voltaire, Diderot—were smitten down, and others

needless to name were put in their place. The whole

movement is now seen to have been retrograde, and finally

abortive, though temporarily successful. But it had its

raison d'etre and even its uses, as all social phenomena
have. Among its uses was the service it rendered- to

history. As it was a first principle with the Romantics to

burn what their predecessors had worshipped and the con-

verse, tho past which had been recently an object of con-

tempt was put in the place of honour. Especially '^.

Middle Age, so unjustly despised, seemed to rise out o*" .'j

grave as a lovely vision full of knights and chivmrj

troubadour song, and Gothic architecture, the latter ji .t.

beginning to be appreciated. Where men had only recent',

seen barbarism, superstition, and ignorance, they and tlu.f

sons saw an enchanted land of beauty, piety, and grace.

Then came Sir Walter Scott, who turned a current already

flowing fast into a headlong torrent. The Middle Age

was studied eagerly, sympathetically, perhaps a little too

much 80 ; zeal nevtr is according to knowledge. But the

bringing of tho Middle Ago into the circle of serious

lii^tiiric study had nn inlhicnc^ beyond its iiiiinediate object.

W'lu'n men had brought themselves to study and understand

11 til century popes and emperors, monasticism, feudalism,

scholasticism, they became bold and capable of further
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adventures in historical enterprise. After the heroic ages

of Christendom, the heroic ages of Greece were opened to

explorers. And soon all exclusiveness disappeared. The
whole past history of man was felt to be worthy of man's

study,—a wide field into which many. labourers entered.

So much for the change m feeling.

No less a change had taken place in the condition of

knowledge. Speculation had for a long time been feeling

its way to a closer contact with the problems suggested by

the growing wealth and industry of the modern world.

Adam Smith in his memorable work resumed, co-ordinated,

and enlarged the labours of his numerous predecessors, and

placed the study of economics on a new and positive basis.

]:>ut the suggestive stimnlus of his researches spread beyond

the limits of the science with which he was immediately

concerned. The indirect services rendered by political

economy to history have not perhaps been adequately recog-

nized. The elucidation of the sources of wealth in the

present became a means of explaining the prosperity and

decay of states in the past, which soon led to valuable results,

the more striking as they were unexpected. Hitherto

wealth had been thought a source rather of degeneracy

than of improvement. The great danger was always under-

stood to be " luxury." Poverty was the parent of virtue.

Primitive times were virtuous because they were poor.

Pagan, philosophers and Christian saints had agreed in

condemning riches as the source of all evil, and denying

tlie rich man a high place in their ideal republic or the city

of God. Political economy cleared up the confusion of

thought here implied. The wealth of states has nothing

to do with the excessive opulence of a small class. Never

has the mass of the people in any country or in any age

suffered from an overabundance of wealth. The excessive

wealth of the few generally means the poverty of the many.

In short, the evil lies in the great inequality of the dis-

tribution of wealth. These common places of economics

would have been paradoxes in the early part of the 18th

century, and the historians of that age show a profound

ignorance of their bearing, as was only natural: So, when
they have to explain the decay of a state they seek to show
that it had lost its gold and silver, or that luxury had made
fearful inroads, or that martial valour had somehow
strangely declined. The notion that poverty in the mass

of the people was very often the chief and sometimes the

only cause did not occur to them. When therefore Adam
Smith devoted the third book of the Wealth of Nations to

"the different Progress of Opulence in difTerent Nations," it

seemed as if a lamp had suddenly been lit in a dark place.

Tliat book was in truth a lofty historical review of the facts

of the past, guided by the principles of economic science.

The question which has already come before us, and which

exercised so much, as well it might, the thinkers of that

age, the decline of Rome, was approached in a much more
promising manner when one element of it, the decay of

agriculture in Italy, was spoken of thus :
—" Tillage in that

part of ancient Italy which lay in the neighbourhood of

I?ome must have been very much discouraged by the

distributions of corn which were frequently made to the

I'oople, either gratuitously or at a very low price. This corn

was brought from the conquered provinces, of which several,

instead of taxes, were obliged to furnish a tenth part of

their produce at a stated price. The low price at which
this corn was distributed to the people must necessarily

have sunk the price of what could be brought to the Poman
market from Latium or the ancient territory of Rome, and
must have discouraged its cultivation in that country."

This was catching a glimpse of a vera causa of the effect

to be explained, and the vein of thought thus opened proved

to be richer the further it was explored.

Both the moral and tho intellectual tendcDcies at work

to produce a new temper with regara to nistory received an
incalculable impetus from the French Revolution. That

cataclysm revealed the deeper forces of society which had

lain silent and unsuspected under the deceitful calm, of tho

ancien regime iii its latter days. It was very certainly a

revelation, though light came from the flames of Tophet, in

Mr Carlyle's phrase. Men saw the depth of the abyss over

which they had lived in quiet ignorance, and' their notions

on man, society, and history underwent a great change.

Passions undreamed of were let loose, and the passions of

the present threw light on those of the past. History was

read with new eyes. " Whenever," says a man who lived

through the tempest and profited as much as any one by

it,
— " Whenever," says Niebuhr, "an historian is reviving

post times, ids interest in them and sympathy with them
will be the deeper the greater the events he has witnessed

with a bleeding or rejoicing heart" (Preface to Hist, of

Home). Few generations have seen events which alternately

made men's hearts bleed and rejoice more passionately than

Niebuhr's own, and none have ever stimulated history so

much. With the peace of 1815 historical studies acquired

an activity and scope they never had before. AH history,

it was perceived, needed rewriting from new points of view,

with more knowledge, deeper insight, keener sympathy.

The French led tho van of the new movement witli their

usual brilliancy and mastery of literary form. But it was

their position as the nearest witnesses and the greatest

sufTerers and gainers by the Revolution which did most to

open their eyes. A truly illustrious band of scholai.' and

writers under the Restoration, the Monarchy of July,

raised history into a position of honour it had never enjoyed

before. Michaud, the two Thierrys, Sismondi, Guizot, De
Barante, Michelet, and many more rendered services to

history which must not be forgotten because on many
points their labours have been superseded. It is indeed a

capital proof of the merit of their labours that they fur-

nished the means and the incentive to their supersession,

a proof that their studies were vital and progressive. The
Germans, with their solid erudition, were not slow in fol-

lowing the French. Between the two, the Middle Ages,

Greek and Roman antiquity, and the history of the

Christian Church were studied with a minuteness and

breadth never known before. History had entered on its

modern phase.

This is not the place to dwell in detail on the achieve-

ments of the modern school of historians. The whole field

of history has been explored afresh with such superior in-

sight, knowledge, and just conception of the task in hand

that all historical writings anterior in date to the end of

the 18th century arc entirely superseded, with the single ex-

ception perhaps of Gibbon, who alone, as Mr Freeman says,

has not been set aside by subsequent research. Ancient

history, chiefly in consequence of the extraordinary zeal

and diligence of the Germans in what they call the science

of antiquity (Alterthumswissenschaft), has become a reality,

vivid in interest, and fruitful in knowledge, instead of the

nebulous unreality it had been before. The rejection of

the fabulous elements in tho histories of Greece and Rome
was the first step, but a long one, which it required many
years and much effort to make. The next was to obtain a

firm grasp of the idea that tho Greeks and Romans were

living men, and not statues like the Elgin Marbles, and to

look at their politics, institutions, and religions with the

discriminating eye of common sense, and a real wish to see

them as they were. The true nature of Athenian democracy,

of the Spartan oligarchy, of the commons and j^atricians of

Rome, of the party struggles which caused and justified the

transition from the republic to the empire, has been put in

a clear light, which cm hardly be appreciated by those who

are not aware of the d.-xrUnes* which it replaced. Points ol
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View and lines of inquiry concerning the religion, govern-

ment, institutions, taxation, and law of the ancient states

have been opened up, of which the possibility in the old

days wad not suspected. The sociological knowledge of

the present has illumined the past, an interesting example

of which is afforded by the rapprochement between the

English dominion in India and the Roman provincial

administration.

The history of the Middle Age shows even greater results,

find greater innovation, to which allusion has beeii already

made. The great difficulty was the papacy. Between the

Catholics, who regarded it as of divine institution, and the

Protestants, who regarded it as a manifestation of Antichrist,

and the sceptics, who despised both and regarded it as mere
superstition, this great centre around which the life of the

Middle Ages revolved had been unknown or misknown to a
degree of absurdity. Gradually, as the 19th century arose

wiser and sadder out of the chaos of the French nevokition,

the immense part played by the church was at first dimly
suspected, and at last with increasing clearness perceived.

This must on every account be regarded as the greatest

achievement of the modern school ; it implied the unlearn-

ing of so many old errors, the acquiring of so many new
truths, above all, the repression of so many deeply-rooted

prejudices. It restored the continuity of history, in which
the Middle Ages had hitherto appeared as an unexplained
gap,—an unwelcome wedge of barbarism thrust between the

ancient and modern civilizations.

After the Middle Ages, the period which has been most
illumined by the new lamp of history is that of the early

church and the whole subject of religions dogma and institu-

tions. In spite of the fiorce controversies which have raged
over this region, a large residuum of undisputed fact has
been rescued from ignorance and prejudice, and church
history is no longer a legend, but one of the most interesting

chapters in the annals of the human mind.
As regards modern history, we are oppressed and nearly

overwhelmed with the mass of new materials and new dis-

coveries whicli have been launched upon us. The diligent

publication of state papers and documents, which all civilized

states have taken in hand, lias exceeded in the list half

century all that had been done before in that direction.

Tlie result is that there are few periods of modern history

which are not far better known to us than they were to the

contemporaries who lived in them. But history in this

field cannot boast of such laurels as she has won in the field

of antiquity and the Middle Ages. There lias been no gi cat

reversal of old points of view, no great triumph of historical

perspicacity piercing through traditional error down to

latent truth. Modern history has won its victories more
by weight of metal than by the skill of its commanders,
not that the generals have lacked skill, but they have had
less occasion to display it.

The history of institutions has received much attention

in recent times, and promises to bo one of the most fruitful

wms of inquiry yet opened, and this in reference both to

primitive institutions, which are rather prehistorical than
historical, and the constitutions of states which have reached
adult political life. Tlio old Aryan tenure of land and
village communities, and ancient law, whether in old Rome
or modern Bengal, h ive been the s\ibjcct3of elaborate investi-

gation, embodied in wnrivs which mark a now departure in

knowledge. The institutional history of ()olitical states is

nt the present moment perhaps the subject which attracts

the most lively attcntiiiH of scholars. It is not confined to

the constitutional history of England, though England, as

the mother of parliaments, has a fair claim to priority of

interest. But the subject is narrowed and degraded by
contemplating it from the point of view of modern politico,

and chieffy in reference to the pnpuLir freedom or national

wellbeing produced. The earnest historical inquirer is as

impartial as the pathologist who studies disease equally
with health. The institutions of despotism have their

raison delre and normal evolution as well as those of freo

governments, and the scientific historian will neglect the

one as little as the other. In any case the history of the

institutions of Europe from the times of the Frankish
empire to the end of the French monarchy offers the widest

field for courageous historical research. It has absorbed and
transcended all those inquiries which used to be included

under the somewhat jejune title of the history of civilization.

Institutions in the secular order, and religions in the spiritual

order, are now seen to be the most massive and permanent
factors in human life, capable indeed of evolution and
change, but little susceptible to the immediate action of

man's intelligence and will, and yielding only to the new
modifications brought about by time and the gradual

transformation of ideas and moral conceptions, the result

of increased knowledge.

It is hardly necessary to add that a broad distinction

must be made between history and what has been called

the philosophy of history, a terra now replaced by the far

better one " sociology," invented by A. Comte. Sociology

has the purely scientific aim of investigating the nature and
constitution of societies, to discover the laws which regulate

their growth and decay, to do in short for them what
biology has already done for the animal and vegetable

kingdoms. History, while it can never again dispense

with the assistance of sociology, remains occupied with the

description of the social organism (at a given period) in its

ensemble, and the terra "descriptive sociology" has been

suggested as an improvement on the old one, history. Wo
may question whether the innovation will be accepted or is

needed. The human interest attaching to the story of man's
past fortunes will always provoke the means of its own
satisfaction, and there 'is little doubt that history, the

name and the thing, as the highest form of prose literature,

will continue to instruct and console mankind to the

remotest generations. (j. o. mo.) -t

HIT, the ancient Is (se; Etrrnn.^TES, vol. vii. p. G70),

a town of Asiatic Turkey, vilayet of Baghdad, is situated

on the west bank of the Euphrates, 70 miles W.N.W. of

Baghdad. Its streets aro narrow and frequently steep,

rising one above another along the side of a hill, and the

hou.ses, which are flat-roofed, and one or two stories in

height, are built* chicHy of clay. It contains a graceful

minaret and some richly decorated tomb-towers. The pros-

perity of the town depends upon its fountain of bitumen,

which has flowed from time immemorial, and, according to

Herodotus, supplied that material for the building of

liabylon. The inhabitants make use of the bitumen for

lime burning, and al.so for covering boats. From water

which bubbles up in the centre of the spring, salt is

manufactured. Tlic population is about 3000.

HITCHCOCK, EriWAUD (1703-1801), an American

geologist, Wiis born of poor parents at Dcerfield, Massa-

chusetts, May 24, 1793. He owed his education chietly

to his own exertions, and was preparing himself to enter

Harvard College when lie was compelled to interrupt his

studies from a weakness in his eyesight. In 1815 Iio

became principal of the academy of his native town ; but

he resigned this office in 1818 in order to study for the

ministry. Having been ordnined in 1821 pastor of tlio

Congregational chun-h of Conway, Massncliusctts, ho

employed his hours of leisure in making a scientific survey

of the western counties of the State. In 1825 ho resigned
,

his charge in order to beconu) professor of chemistry and

natural history in the m'ttly-fcuiiulcd Amherst College, an

iiistitulioii which owed its early success, if not its continued,

fxlstenco, to his energetic elTorts, both in rcscuim: it from
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financial diSSculties, and in increasing its literary and scion-

til.c elGciency. More especially did lie render to it invalu-

able service during the period when he was [iresident, from

1S45 to 1851. In \6'S0 he was appointed State geologist

of Massachusetts, and in 183li to the same office in con-

nexion with the first district of the State of New York.

On resigning the presidentship of Anihersi College, he was

induced to retain his professorsliip. In 183G he received

the degree of LL. D. from Harvard, and in I84G that of

D.D. from Middlebury College. Besides his constant

labours in geology, zoology, and botany, Hitchcoc;.' took an

active interest in agriculture, and in 1850 he was sent by
the Massachusetts legislature to examine into the methods
of the agricultural schools of Europe. In geology his most
important achievement was the examination and exposition

of the fossil footprints of the Connecticut valley. The
collection which he accumulated in connexion with his

investigations is contained in the Hitchcock Ichnological

Museum of Amherst College, and a description of it was
published in 1858 in hia report to the Massachusetts legis-

lature on the ichnology of New England. As a writer on
geological science, Hitchcock was mainly concerned in

determining the connexion between it and religion, and
employing its results to explain and support what he

regarded as the truths of revelation. He died at Amherst,
February 27, 18G4.

Tlie following are hia principal works :

—

Geology of the Connecticut

Vaikif, 1S23 ; Catafofjuc of Plants vjitkin twenty ini/cs of Amherst,
1829; Dyspepsia Forestalled and licsistcd, 1830; Reports on the

Geoloriy of Massachusetts, 1832, 1835,1838, and 18-11; A Wreath
for the Tomb, 1839; Fossil Footsteps in tlie United States, 1848;
Outlines of Geology, 1855; Illnstrations of Surface Geology, 1856;
Ichnology of New England, 1858 ; Religious Lectures on the Peculiar
Phenomena of ilte Four Seasons, 1850; History of a /Coologicnl Tern-

\)ernnce Convention in Central Africa, 1850 ; The Rcliijiun of Geology

9.nd its Connected Sciences, 1851 ; Religious Truths iltustru.tal from
Science, 1857; Reminiscences of Amherst. College, 18G3; and various

papcis in the Biblical Repository, the Bibliothcca Sacra, the
American Journal of Science, and other periodicals.

IIITCHIN, a market-town of Hertfordshire, England, is

situated on the small river Hiz, 34 miles from London, on

the Great Northern Railway. It is for the most part neatly

built of brick, and the streets are generally S[iacious. The
principal buildings are the parish church in the later style

of English architecture, with a fine porch, an Adoration of

the Magi by Rubens, a small crypt said to have been used

by Cromwell as a prison for the Royalists, and many inter-

esting monuments ; Hitchin Priory, the residence of tho

EadclilTo family; various chapels, schools, and banks; the

infirmary, the workhouse, the town-hall, and the corn ex-

change. MaJting and straw-platting are extensively carried

on. There are also breweries and manufactories of agri-

cultural implements. The population of the local board
district in 1871 was 7630, and of the parish 8850.

Ilitoliiri otciirs in Domesday Book under the name of Hiz, a
modification of the Saxon Hicce or Hitche, whicli nppears more pro-

minently in the present form of the name. Durinf; the Sa.\on
hcpt'irchy it formed part of the royal demesne of the kin;; of Merci.i.

It wia bestowed by Edward the Confessor upon Harold, and after
the battle of Hastings it was retained by Wilhain the Compicior.
By William Itufus it stM granted to Bernard do Baliol, and on the
acces.sion of John Baliol to the throne of Scotland it reverted to the
crown of Kngland, after which it was bestowed by Edward 111. on
his lilth son, Edmund dc Langlcy.

IllTTITES, a warlike and powerful nation, wliose

centre lay in tho far north of Syria, between the Orontes
and the Euphrates, but whose outposts about 1200 n.c.

extended as far to the west as tho /Egean sea. In the
Egyptian inscriptions they are called the Khita or Kheta

;

in the Assyrian, the Khatti ; in the Hebrew Scriptures, the
Khittira. Some confusion has been caused in the treat-

ment of the history of the llittites by tho uncritical nse of

the Old Testament. It is true that the Khittim or llittites

are repeatedly mentioned among the tribes which in-

habited Canaan before the Israelites (Gen. xv. 20 ; Ex. iii.

8, 17, xiii. 5, xxiii. 23, 28, x.xxiii. 2, xxxiv. 11 ; Num.
xiii. 29 ; Deut. vii. l,xx. 17 , Josh. iii. 10, ix. 1, xi. 3, xii.

8, xxiv. 11; Judg. iii. 5 ; 1 Kings ix. 20 ; 2 Chr. viii. 7;

Ezra ix. 1; Neh. ix. 8), but the lists of these pre- Isroelitish

populations cannot be taken as strictly historical documents.

Not to dwell on the cases of the Perizzites (properly speak-

ing, an appellative and not an ethnic name), and the Kenites

and other Arab races, sometimes included, but evidently

by an anachronism (see vol. iv. p. 763), it is obvious

that narratives written, or (as all will agree) edited, so long

after the events referred to cannot be taken as of ccjual

authority with Egyptian and Assyrian inscriptions. Ilow
meagre tho tradition respecting the llittites was in the time

of the great Elohistic narrator is shown by the picture of

Hittite life in Gen. xxiii. As Ewald remarks, " Abraham's
allies in war are Amorites; but when he desires to obtain

a possession peaceably he turns to the Hittites." Vet the

undoubtedly authentic inscriptions of Egji)t and Assyria

reveal the Hittites in fardifTerent guise, as pre-eminenldy a

warlike, conquering race. Not less unfavourable to the

accuracy of the Old Testament references to the Hittites is

the evidence deducible from proper names. As we shall

see presently, the Hittite names preserved in Egyptian and
Assyrian records are on the whole strikingly unSeraitic.

Tho three Hittite ^lames given in the Old Testament
(Ephron, Gen. xxiii. 8, 10 ; Ahimelech, 1 Sam. xxvi. 6

;

Uriah, 2 Sam. xi. 3, xxiii. 39) are, however, of undeniably

Semitic origin. Is it unnatural to infer that these three

names are no less fictitious than the Semitic names
ascribed in the Old Testament to the non-Semitic Philis-

tines? It is not surprising that at least two eminent

Egyptologists (Chabas, Ebers) should absolutely deny the

identity of the Khita and the Khittim. This, however,

seems to be going too far. The Old Testament writers

clearly meant by the latter name the same people as the

Egyptian inscriptions by the former, but in their time the

memory of the Khita had grown so dim that they could

include it among othershadowy names oi conquered Canaan-

itish peoples. No impartial scholar, indeed, will deny that

a branch of the Khita may once have existed in Palestine.

Unfortunately there is no historical evidence that it did

so. In fact, the most trustworthy notices in the Old

Testament itself point to the Hittites as a nation beyond

the borders of tho land of Israel In 2 Kings vii. 6 we
find "the kings of the Hittites" mentioned side by side with

"the kings of the Egyptians;" in 1 Kings x. 29 the same
phrase occurs parallel with " the kings of Aram ", and in

2 Sam. xxiv. 6 we should probably read, " and they came
to Gilead, and to the land of the Hittites unto Kadesh,"

The position of Heth in the table of nations (Gen. x. 15)

may also be regarded as a vestige of an accurate geographi-

cal tradition.

If then we continue to employ the familiar name Hittites

instead of the Egyptian Khita and the Assyrian Khutti,

let it be understood that by this term we do not indicate

one of the Canaanitish peoples conquered by the Israelites,

but an extra-Palestinian race capable of lu^ldiiig its own
even against Egypt and Assyria. Its centre lay, as we
have seen already, and as is admitted on all hands, between

the Euphriitos and the Orontes. This was in fact tho

region which—one fears to say for how many centuries

—

was designated in the Assyrian inscriptions mat Khatti or

Khatti-land. Under the name of Khatti we already meet

with the Hittites in the astronomical work in seventy

tablets drawn up by Sargina, king of Aganc, m the Ifith

century D.c. It appears from this venerable document
that hostilities were con.-^tanlly arising between Rabylonia

on the one haml and the Hittite country on the other

(Sayce's translation of the tablets, Transmtiuns of Sue. of
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Biblical Arch.(rAoni!, ill. 24o;. Among the Assyrian kings

it is Tiglath Pileser I. who makes the first mention of the

Khatti ; in his time they are already the lords paramount

of the region between the Euphrates and Lebanon. Sargon,

the miist enterprising of the Assyrian mouarchs, was im-

patient of such an obstacle to his victorious arms. By the

conquest of Carchemish and Kummuch, Khatti-land lost

its two great bulwarks on the east, and was open henceforth

to the Assyrian hosts. The last reference to the Khatti is

in the time of Esar-haddon, who speaks of " twenty-two

kings of the land of Khatti, which is by the sea and in the

midst of the sea." But it has been shown by Schrader

that from the time of Sennacherib onwards the name Khatti

was transferred to the western maritime lands in general,

viz., Canaan and Philistia, including Edom, Moab, and

Am n]On(A'eiVi;ist7in/i!e?U'/i<iCe.s'':AtcA<s/orscA)(ii^, pp. 23-1-5).

Turning now to the hieroglyphic monuments, we find

the Khita playing a still murj important part in the history

of Egypt,—first of all, under Thothmes III. One of his

gerrerals has left us an account of his personal experiences

in the campaign against the Khita (Brugsch, History of
Egypt, L 35i), and in the Statistical Tablet of Karnak we
liave a record of the tribute brought from " the great land

of the [Khita] " {ibid., p. 334, comp. Records of the Fast, ii.

25). At this period, however, the Khita were but one

ftmong a number of peoples ; in the wars of Seti I. and
(especially) Ramses If., they occupy the first rank among
the adversaries of Egypt. The account of the battle of

Kadesh (the island city on the Orontes), given by the

Theban poet Pentaur, presents a vivid picture of the mili-

tary prowess of this rising power (comp. Brugsch's trans-

lation with that of Lushington in Records of lhe_ Past, ii.

65-78). Ramses was indeed victorious, but he owed his

life and consequently his victory to his personal bravery,

and, as Pentaur represe^'s it, to his childlike faith in his

god. On an outer wall of the temple of Karnak the treaty

of peace between Egypt and Khita land may still be read

(comp. Brugsch's translation with that of Goodwin in

Records of the Past, iv. 25-32), and the same fruitful source

of primitive history has furnished inscriptions of Ramses,

with the names of conquered towns of the Khita, corre-

sponding with those already recorded by Thothmes III.

Thus the long feud between Egypt and Khita was closed,

and the happy result was celebrated by the marriage of

the Pbaraoh to a daughter of the king of his chivalrous

antagonists. The name of the Khita almost disappears

henceforth from Egyptian history. M. Lenormant indeed

(^Ancient Ilistori/ of the East, i. 2GS) i»entions them as

assailing Ramses III., but Dr Birch {Eijijpt, p. 139) and
Brugsch Bey more accurately describe the war referred to

as one between Ramses and the conquerors of the Khita,

viz., the confederated " Carian-Colchian nations" (see

Brugsch Bey, Jlistory of E'jiipl, ii. 147).

We have spoken of the Hittites ae we know them from

the monuments, as a people of Syria. But the extra-

monumental history of the llittitos, which is only beginning

to be divined from scattered indications, shows that their

power was not limited to the area bet%veen the Euphrates

and the Orontes. Not only had they their confederates or

vassals in their near or more distant neighbourhood, but

they also (as it seems) despatched conquering hosts into the

far-off regions of Asia Minor. Even the Egyptian records

have been thought to indicate this fact. At that great

battle of Kadesh on the Orontes to which we have already

referred, there were present, besides the princes of Khita,

the kings of Arathu, Khilibu, Naharoin, Qazanadiina,

Malunna, Pidasa, Ltka, the Dardani or Dandiini, the Masu,

Kcrkesh or Kcnhkcsh, Kairkamasha (so Lushington

;

Brugsch, somewhat arbitrarily perhaps, Quirqimusli).

Aierith, Ananias. Mushanath,—a mighty host "gathered"

(as the poc-i Pentaur tells us) "from the margin of tSe sea 1,0

the land of Khita." The late M. de Rougi5, a coryphaeus in

Egyptology, actually supposed that this list included the
Dardani of Asia Minor, the Jlysians, Ilion, and perhaps

the Lycians ; Brugsch Bey, however, who is now a greater

authority, is satisfied to identify the Dardani with those of

Kurdistan (comp. Herod., i. 189), the Leka with the Ligyes
(comp. Herod. ,vii. 72), and the Masu with the peopleof Mount
Masius. But putting M. de Rougti's opinion aside, it seems
to be evident from other sources that the influence of the

Khita extended even into Asia Minor. Prof. E. Curtius

has already pointed out " that one of the paths by which
the art and civilization of Babylonia and Assyria made its

way to Greece was along the great high road which runs

across Asia Minor," and Profe.ssor Tiele has been struck

by the presence in the religions of Asia Minor of an un-

explained element which with all reserve he conjectures

may be Hittite. Professor Sayce has added an important

contribution to the question by showing that the Hittite

capital Carchemish (rightly identified by Jf r George Smith
with the modern Jerabliis) was the source from which that

modified type of Assyrian art was derived, which specially

characterizes the early monuments of Asia Minor. " Tho
sculpture accompanied by inscriptions in Hittite (or Ham-
athite) characters which Mr Davis discovered at Ibreez in

Lycaonia (Transactions of Soc. of Bibl. Archceology, iv. 2)

proves that the Hittites had penetrated through the eastern

barrier of Asia Minor formed by the Taurus range ; and
the two or three characters that still remain in the rock-cut

inscription engraved in his Life in Asiatic Turhey (p. 222),

and found near Bulgar Maden, make it clear that Hittite

power had once extended at least as far as the central

plateau of Asia Minor." Evidence has now been supplied

of the extension of Hittite power to the very shores of the

.^getn in the occurrence of Hittite hieroglyphics (the same
which occur at Jerablus or Carchemish) on the pseudo-

Sesostriii (a fellow to which has, however, been pointed out)

at Ninfi, the ancient ' Nympha?um, on the road from

Smyrna to Sardes (Letter of Professor Sayce, in Academy,

Aug. 16, 1879). In a subsequent letter, Professor Sayce

remarks that there were two roads open to the Hittites, and

both, to judge by the scattered monuments already found,

appear to have been travellod by their armies. The one

was that taken hy Crctsus on his march against Cyrus ; its

course was through Pessinus, Ancyra, and Pterium. The
other was that traversed by Xenophon and tho Ten
Thousand ; this road pa.ssed through the Cilician Gates by
Iconium. Both roads met in Sardes.

Was tliis enterprising race a member of the Semitic family ? Let
us consider

—

(1.) Ttu evidence supplied by the pietorial rcprescutaiimis on the

ancient mcniuTnents.—" If it is allowable to form a judj^ucnt on the
ovii^in of this cultivated and powerful people from it-'^ outward bearing

and appearance, it seems to us, under tlie guidance of the monuments,
to be at least verv doubtful whether we shiTuld reckon this chivalrous

race among the Canaaiiites" (who, see art. Canaanitks, were prob-

ably in the main Semitic). "Beardless, armed in a different manner,
figliting three men on each chariot of war [the Egyptian chariots only

carry two], arranged in their order of battle according to a well con-

sidered plan previously laid down, the Khita pre.'ient a striking

contrast to their Canaanite allies." Such is the veidiot of Hrugscli

and of all who have seen the wonderful wull-sculptures in the great

temple of Abusimbel. No modern artis.t is more careful to repre-

sent distinctive racial features than this piiniitive sculptor. Even
at such a distance from this national centre as Ninfi (see above).

Professor .Sayce maintains that no one who has once seen a Hittite

iiguro can mistake th? resemblance. The peaked tiara and tho

turncd-up shoes are tho peculiar marks of the Hittite, and of tho

Hittite alone. ,.i>,r«».v'
,

(2.) The evidence from language.—Our knowledge of the Hittite

language is confined to the proper names mcntioued in the Kgj'ptinn

ami Assyrian inscriptions—those which occur in the Hebrew I'liblQ

being, as we have seen, of insudicient authority. Opinions differ as

to tho character of the names derived from hieroglyphic .sources. M.

Jo Ii"uge was strongly convinced of their Semitic origin, but his ex-
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rilantitions are for the most part adventurous, anil Bnigsth Bey's vcr-

lirtsecms philologieally much more sound, "that these names do not

x-ar a Semitic, or at any rate not a pure Semitic stamp." The names
3l persons arc the follow in{;, ns represented by M. deKougii:— Khcta-

<ar, Maursar, Kauisar, Taurtcribu, Aktasib, Net'era, Tot'as, Rjiba-

iunana, Tarakaunasa, Mait'arima, Kamaiut'a, Taatur, Sapalel, Sama-
tit3, Paiusa, Akama, Tuher, Kirabsar. To these may te added the

fi-Jlowing from the list of. nations of Thotlimcs III. :—Pirkheta, Ai,

Amau, Thuka, Thcl-manna, Legaba, Tunipa, Ni, Ar, Zizal, Zakai,

Arzakana (Biugsch, History of Egypt, ii. 6). Ko less un-Semitic for

ihe most pjrt are the names of Hittite persons and places whicli occur

ftn the 'Assyrian monument. Tlie following is a list of the kings of

Khatti-lanil given by Shalmaneser H. on the monolith inscription :

" Sangar of Carcliemwh, Kundaspi of Kummuch, Arami, son of

Gusi, Uilli of Lallid, Chayan, son of Gabar, Girparud of Patin, Gir-

parud of Gamgum " (lines 82, S3), to which should be added

"Sapalulmi of Patin" (lines 42, -43), which so strongly reminds

one of the name of the king of Khita, Sapalili, mentioned in the

treaty between Ramses II. and the Khita. The un-Semitic char-

acter of this group of names is the more remarkable, because (as

Professor Sayce remarks) iVssyrian, being itself a Semitic language,

could not help representing foreign Semitic names in a form recog-

nizable as Semitic. How obviously Semitic, for instance, are the

names of the kings of Hamath and Damascus, handed down to us in

the AssjTian inscriptions! True, one of the above names of Hittite

places, Carchemish (" fortress of Chemosh "). has a Semitic air, and

the same may be said of Kadesh,' the scene of the victory of Ramses
n. But (1) it is not quite certain that Carchemish is Semitic (the

Assyrians generally reproduce it under the form Gargarais, though
sometimes Kargamis), and (2) even if it is Semitic, this may arise

from the towns having been occupied by Semites prior to the

Hittites. As for Kadesh (in the Egyptian inscriptions, Ketesh),

tliough under the jurisdiction of the -Khita, it was reckoned as a

Canaanitish or more strictly an Amoritish town (Birch, Egypt, p.

116), while Orontes (in Egyptian, Arunata) baa not even a Semitic

appearance. It is true, again, that several of the Hittite proper
names are compounded with sar—e.g., Khita-sar (the king who
warred against Ramses II.), and that sar is evidently the AssjTian

for " king " (also Hebrew for "prince "). But sar is also found in

Kgyptian inscriptions; it is in fact of Accadian (non-Semitic) origin,

ami was therefore borroyved by the Assyrians, before the Hittites

and the Egj^itians adopted it from them. The form of names like

Khcta-sar (.see list above) favours the view that the Hittite language
w.as agglutinative, and consequently non-Semitic.

But this and all other aspects of Hittite culture will appear in a

new light when the explorations have made further progress. At
present we can only say that the probability is that the Hittites

are not Semitic ; in fact, they display an originality of genius which
is not strikingly characteristic of pure Semitic races. The hypo-
thesis which regards them as the early civilizers of Asia Minor seems
confirmed by the position of Carchemish, so favourable to the radi-

ation of civilizing influences. The importance of the Hittite capi-

tal in a commercial respect is known to all. The vuinek or minaof
Carchemish is constantly mentioned on the cuneiform tablets

;
pro-

bably it was of lighter weight than the silver mina in use in

Phoenicia (see Mr Barclay V. Head's letter in Academy, Nov. 22,

1S79). Of the religious life of the Hittites we are hardly in a posi-

tion to speak. We know indeed that, like the Hyksos, they
worshipped Sutekh (who was localized, like Baal, as the jiatron of

particular cities on the treaty of Ramses II.), and, like the Canaan-
ites, Astarata or Ashtoreth. The worship of Astarata will account

for the name Hierapolis given afterwards, as it seems, to Carchem-
ish, as well as to otner Syrian cities (Jerahliis being a corruption of
Hierapolis). But beyond this all is dark. Did the Hittites borrow
in religious matters from the Assyrians? Had they legends relative

to the origin of the world, and in what relation do these stand to

tlio Hebrew narratives? Passing to philolog}' in the narrower
sense of the word, we wait longingly for a conlirmation of Professor

Saycc's view that the Hittites were the authors of the Hamathite
iiierogljTihic-s. No Semitic nation ever invented a syllabic system
of writing ; the Hittites are in all probability non-Semitic, and from
their enterprising character arc precisely the people likely to have
invented such characters. Professor Sayce has followed up this con-
jecture by another of no less importance, viz., that the enigmatical
Cypriote syllabary is really derived from tho hieroglyphics of
llaniath. If this be proved (.and the propounder of.it claims to have
tho evidence ready), and if the Hittites lie really tho inventors of tho
Hamathite Jiieroglj-phics, this wonderful nation steps into a position
hardly surpassed by that of any of tho nations of tlic distant East.

^M(Ann'(r>«.—Documents In nmgsch'g W^tnty of iT-?!;?;/. cnmpnrcd with' the
p-lrrtllel p.-is^-lRCS In fif<(ir(i\ of Ihf. Pant. vols. il,. 1%'.; " .Monolith Inflcrlptton of
^hnln1ancsfP. Kccorth of thn pair, lii. 2.V-:ifi; Schrnder. h'ci'inxchixftet] fmj
CifffiichtiforffhUTtg, pp. *J?.'»-23fi: Bniffwll. Hiflory of E'l'ipt. ii. 2-3; Ctmbftfl.
Vt^nyt tTun /r;7y/>fi>fi. pp. 318-3.12; Vlcomle de RoURi*. Sw<inge» Wartlirotoijit

rAt*vrimrte tt Lyvptintnf, l^TH, p. 2M, Ac. {poslhitTnoiis); k-itcrs ot I*rofp!i>nr

.Sftyc»» la Jrodrmv. Aliir. 16 find Not. ]. IRT9. On the site of CnrchcmUli. M-e
Rchradcr. Heilinschriflm. *c., pp. 221-225; Musju-ro. Journal da I'artitis,

Ort. IM73: und r.->cockc'* .Acrovnt of tfie titiini of Jtrabus {JeralUli'i: A Dfttrip.
turn of the Ejii. «c. 1 ril-IJ. IL 1«'.. (T. S. C.)

HITTORFF, J.KCQVzs Ignace (1793-1867), French

architect, was born at Cologne, August 20, 1793. After

serving an apprenticeship to a mason in his native town, ho
went in 1810 to Paris, and studied for some years at the

Academy of the Fine Arts, where he was a favourite pupil of

the Government architect Belanger, who in 1814 appointed

him his principal inspector. Succeeding Beianger .03

Government architect in 1818, he designed many important
public and private buildings in Paris and also in the south

of France. After making arcliitectural tours in Germany,
England, Italy, and Sicily, he published the result of his

observations in the latter country in the work Architecture

antitjue de la Sicile (3 vols. ]8'26-30; new edition, 1866-

67), and also in Architecture moderne de la Sicile (1826-35).
One of his important discoveries was that colour had beea
made use of in fincient Greek architecture, a subject which
he especially discussed in Architecture polychrome chcz les

Grecs (1830), and ivK Restitution du temple d'£nipedocle d
Selinunte (1851); and in accordance with the doctrines

enunciated in these, works he was in the habit of making
colour an important feature in most of his architectural

designs. His principal building'.is the church of St Vincent

dp Paul in the basilica style. He also designed many of

the embellishments of the Place de la Concorde, the

Champs-Elys^es—where he constructed the Circus of

the Empress, which has been the model .of many simi-

lar buildings in various parts of Europe—the Hois de

Boulogne, and other places. In 1833 he was el(;cted a

member of the Academy of Fine Arts, He died at Paris,

March 25, 1867.

HITZIG, Ferdinand (1807-1875), exegete and Biblical

critic, was bom at Hauingen, Baden, where his father was

an. evangelical pastor, on June 23, 1807, received his

early education at the padagogium of Jjorrach -and at the

lyceum of Carlsruhe, and entered tho university of Heidel-

berg as a student of theology in the aultimn of 1S24. There
he remained for a year, attending the lectures in exegesis

and cliurch history of Paulus the famous " jationalist ";

but in 1825 he removed to Halle where Gesenius first

decided him to devote himself to Old Testament subjects.

His next step was to Giittingen in 1828, where ho had
Ewald for his master, and where in 1829 he graduated,
the subject of his thesis being De Cadyti Urbe J/erodotea,

Pieturning to Heidelberg shortly afterwards, he " qualified
"

as "privatdocent " in theology the same year, ami in 1831
published his Berjriff der Kritik am Alien. I'eslnmcidt

praktisch erortcrt, a treatise in which the critical principles

of the grammatico-historical school were stated with great

fulness, clearness, and cogency ; also Des. Propheten Jonai
Orakel iiber Moab, an exposition of the 15lh and 16th
chapters of the book of Isaiah attributed by him, as by
many subsequent critics, to the prophet Jonah mentioned
in 2 Kings xiv. 25. His next literary performance was a

commentary on Isaiah (Uebersetznng u. Anste^iin/^ dea

Pro]>heten Je.^m'as), the publication of which in 1833 was
soon followed by a call to an ordinary professorship of theo-

logy in the university of Zurich. There he laboured for a

period of twentveight years, during which, besides comnicn.

taries on The'Psalms (1830-36; 2d cd., 1863-65), The
Minor 'Prophets (1838; 3d ed., \^&i), Jereviieih (1841;
2d ed., 1866), Ezekiel (1847), David (1850), £cclesiastea

(1847), Canticles (1855), and Proverbs (1858), he published

a monograph, Ueber Johannes Markns v. seine Schriften

(1843), in which he maintained the chirunological priority

of the second go.spcl, and sought to prove that the

Apocalypse was written liy the some author, and various

treatises of arehrcological interest, of which the most im-

portant are Die Erfmdutirj des Alphabets (1840), Urrjeschichie

u. Mylholngie der Philistiier (1845), and Die Grabschrift

des Eschmmuaar (1855). In 1 861 he was called to succeed
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Umbreit 'n the cliair of theology at Heidelberg ;
there he

wrote his Gesckichte des Volkes Israel (1869-70), in two

parts, extending respectively to the end of the Persian

domination and to the fall of Masada, 72 a.d., as well

as Zur Kritik Paulinischer Brtefe (1870), Die Inschrift

dea Mescha (1870), Sprache u. Sprachen Assyriens (1871),

besides revising Hirzel's coinraentary on Job (1874). He

was also a frequent contributor to the Monatsschrifl des

wisaenschafdichen Vereins in Ziirkh, the Zeitsehrift der

Deulschen Morgenldndischen Geselhckaft, the Theologische

Sludien u. Kritiketi, Zeller's Theologische Jahrbiicher, and

Hil^enfeld's Zeitsahrift fiir toissenschaftlkke Theologie,

Hitzig died at Heidelberg on January 22, 1875. As

a Hebrew philologist he holds very high rank , and as

a constructive critic he is remarkable lor the acuteness

and sagacity shown in his combinations. His theories,

howeve'r, are often carried out with a vigour and rigour

quite unwarranted by the amount of evidence upon which

they rest ; and his deficiency as a commentator in ideality

and religious sympathy sometimes almost approaches the

ludicrous. His lectures on Biblical theology (
Vorlesungen

Uber biblische Theologie u. Messianische Weissaguivjen) have

been recently published (1880), along with a portrait

ind biographical sketch by Kneucker. See also Kamp-

bausen's article in Herzog and Plitt's Realencyklopiidie,

vol. vi.

* HOACTZIN, or Hoatzin, a bird of tropical South

&.merica, thought by Buffon to be that indicated by

Hernandez or Fernandez under these names, the Opisthoco-

mus hoann or 0. cristatiis of modern ornithologists—a very

curious and remarkable form, which has long exercised the

ingenuity of classifiers. Placed by Bufifon among his

"Hoccos" (Curassows), and then by P. L. S. Miiller and

Qmelin in the Linnoeau genus Phasianus, some of its many

peculiarities were recognized by lUiger in 1811 as sufficient

to establish it as a distinct genus, Opisthocomus ; but

various positions were assigned to it by subsequent syste-

^^^
•̂#^

matic authors, whose views, not being based on any iiifor-

rnation respecting its internal structure, do not hero require

particular attention. L'lTerininicr was the first to give any

acaount of its anatomy (ComjiUs liemlns, 1837, v. p. 433),

anH from hin time our knowledge of it has been successively

inoroascd by Johannes Miiller {Ikr. Akad. Wissensch.

Berlin, 1811, p. 177), Deville (firv. el Mug. de Zoologie,

V852, p. 217), CJervai.s (Castclnan, E.vpid. A mciique du iiud,

Sonlngie,AinU<imie,\i. G(i), I'icif. Iln.\loy (/'r</C. Zuol. Socicli),

1868, p. 304), Mr Perrio (Trans. Zool. Society, ix. p. 3.''>;i),

and Garrod {Proc. Zool. Society, 1879, p. 109). After

a minute description of the skeleton of Opisthocomus,

with the especial object of determining its affinities. Prof.

Huxley declared that it "resembles the ordinary Gallina-

ceous birds and Pigeons more than it does any others, and

that when it diverges from them it is either sui generis or

approaches the Musophagidce." He accordingly regarded

it as the type and sole member of a group, named by him
Heleromorphce, which sprang from the great Carinate stem

later than the Tinamomorphce, Turnicomorphce, or Chara-

driomorphcF, but before the Pcristeromorpha;, Pterorlo-

morphce, or Alectoromorphce. This conclusion is substan-

tially the same as that at which Garrod subsequently arriveil

after closely examining and dissecting specimens preserved

in spirit ; but the latter has gone further and endeavoured

to trace more particularly the descent of this peculiar form

and some others, remarking that the ancestor of Opistho-

comus must have left the parent stem very shortly before

the true Gallince first appeared, and at about the same time

as the independent pedigree of the Cucnlidcs and Muso-

phagidce commenced—these two groups being, he believed,

very closely related, and Opisthocomus serving to fill the

gap between them.

It would be impossible here to state at length the facts

on which these views are grounded, and equally impo.ssible

to give more than a very few details of the anatomy of

this singular form. The first thing that strikes the

spectator of its skeleton is the extraordinary structure of

the sternal apparatus, which is wholly unlike that of any

other bird known. The keel is only developed on the

posterior part of the sternum—the fore part being, as it

were, cut away, while the short furcula at its symphysis

meets the manubrium, with which it is firmly consolidated

by means of a prolonged and straight hypocleidium, and

anteriorly ossifies with the coracoids. This unique arrange-

ment seems to be correlated with the enormously capacious

crop, which rests upon the furcula and fore part of the

sternum, and is also received in a cavity formed on the

surface of each of the great pectoral muscles. Furthermore

this crop is. extremely muscular, so as more to resemble a

gizzard, and consists of two portions divided by a partial

constriction, after a fashion of which no other example ia

known among birds.

The Hoactzin appears to be about the size of a small

Pheasant, but is really a much smaller bird. The beak is

strung, curiously denticulated along the margin of the

maxilla near the base, and is beset by diverging bristles.

The eyes, placed in the middle of a patch of bare skin, are

furiiislicd with bristly lashes, resembling those of Horn-

bills and some few other birds. The head bears a long

pendent crest of loose yellowish feathers. The body ia

olive-coloured, varied with white above, and beneath is of

a dull bay. The wings are short and rounded. The tail is

long, and tipped with yellow. The legs are long, the feet

stout, the tarsi reticulated, and the toes scutcllated ; tlio

claws long and slightly curved. According to all who have

observed the habit^i of this bird, it lives in bands on the

lower trees and bushes bordering the streams and lagoons,

feeding on loaves and various wild fruits, especially, says

Mr Bales {Naluralisl on the River Amazons, i. p. 120), (m

those of a species of Psidium, and it is also credited with

eating those of an arum (Caladium arboresccns), which

grows plentifully in its haunts. " Its voice is a harsh,

gratini; hiss," continues the same traveller, and " it makes

the noise when alarmed, all the individuals sibilating as

they (ly heavily away from tree to tree, when disturbed by

passing canoes." It exhales a very strong odour—where-

fore it is known in British Guiana as the " Stink-bird "—

comiiared by Mr ijatcs to " musk combined with wot hides.'

and by Deville to that of a cow-house. The species is saiJ

to be polygamous ; the nest is built ou trees, of sticks
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'need above one anothar, ana solter materials atop,

herein the hen lays her eggs to the number of tliroo or

jur, of a dull y'ellowish-white, somewhat profusely marked

with reddish blotches and spots, so as to resemble those of

some of the Eallidac {Proc. Zout. Societi/, 18(J7, pi. xv. fig.

7. p. 164). In the valley of the Amazon it is called the

"Cigaiio" or Gipsy, and in no part of the country where

it occurs does it seem to bo regarded with much favour.

Only one species of the genus is known to have existed, for

Mr Wallace's statement (GeO'/r. Distrih. Animals, i. p. 164)

that remains of a second have been found iu Brazilian

caves seems to have originated in a mistako. (a. n.)

HOA.DLY, Benjamik (1G7G-17G1), the originator of

the Bangorian controversy, was the second son of the Rev.

Samuel Hoadly, and was born at Westerhatn, Kent, Novem-
ber 14, 1076. After receiving his early education under

the direction of his father, he entered Catherine Hall, Gam-
bridge, where lie graduated MA. and was for two years

tutor, after which he held for ten years the lectureship of

St Mildred in the Poultry, and along with it for the last

eight years the rectory of St Pcterle-Poer, London. His

first appearance as a controversialist was against Mr Calamy
in reference to conformity, and immediately after this he

engaged in a more important dispute with Bishop Atterbury

against the Anglican doctrine of nonrosistance. His prin-

cipal treatises on this subject were the Measures of Hub-

mission to the Civil Magistrate and The Orvjiii and
Institution of Civil Government discussed

; and his part in

the discussion was so much appreciated by the Commons
that in 1709 they presented an address to the queen pray-

ing her to " bestow some dignity in the church on Mr
Hoadly for his eminent services both to church and state."

The queen returned a favourable answer, but the dignity

was not conferred. In 1710 he was presented by a private

patron to the rectory of Streatham in Surrey. In 1715

he was appointed chaplain to the king, and the same year

ho obtained the bi.shopric of Bangor. In 1 7 1 6 he published

a Preservative against the Principles arul Practices of

Nonjurors in Church and State, and in the following year

preached before the king his famous sermon on the Kingdom

of Christ, which was immediately published by royal com-
mand. These works were attacks on the divine authority

of kings and of the clergy, but as the sermon dealt more
specifically and distinctly with the power of the church,

its publication caused an ecclesiastical ferment which in

certain aspects has no parallel in religious history. It was
at once resolved to proceed against him in convocation,

but this was prevented by the king proroguing the assembly,

a step which had consequences of vital bearing on the

history of the church, since from that period the great

Anglican council ceased to transact business of a more
than formal nature. The restrained sentiments of the coun-

cil in regard to Hoadly found expression in a war of pamph-
lets known as the Bangorian controversy, which, partly

from a want of clearness in the statements of Hoadly, duo
perhaps both to his intellectual defects and to a cautious

regard to ulterior consequence.s, partly from the disin-

genuousnesa of hia opponents and the confusion resulting

from exasperated feelings, developed into an intricate and
bewildering maze of side discussions in which the main
issues of the dispute were concealed almost beyond the

possibility of discovery. But however vague and uncertain

might bo the meaning of Hoadly in regard to several of

tho important bearings of the questions around which ho
aroused discussion, he was explicit in denying the power of

tlie church over tho consciencQ, and its riglit to determine
the condition of men in relation to tho favour of God.
To such an extent was tho mind of the religious world
'jxorcised on the matters in di.^putc that in July 1717 as

.iiany as seventy-four pamphlets made their appearance
;

and at one period the crisis became so serious that tho

business of London was for seme days virtually at a !it;iiid-

still. Hoadly was translated iu 1721 to the see of Here-

ford, in 1723 to Salisbury, and iu 1734 to Winchester.

He died at his palaceat Chelsea, Aprd 17, 1761. Though

his writings possess no charm of style, and are not only

devoid of originality, but characterized by great prolixity

and dulness, they in their own day did important service

to tho cause uf civil and religious liberty, and accidentally

he was the occasion of a change in the practical authority

of the church which had an influence of prime importance

on its after history. He was an intimate friend of Dr
Samuel Clarke, of whom he wrote a life. •

Tlie works of rioadly were collected and published by his fou in

3 vols. , 1773. To the first volume w.ia prelixcd the article *' Hoadly,"

from the supplement to the Bioijraphia Britannica.

HOARE, Sir Richard Cobd (1758-1 838), Bart, English

antiquary, eldest son of Sir Richard Hoare, the first baronet,

an eminent bauker, was born 9th December 1758. Having

been accustomed in his youth to apply himself to business,

the diligent habits which he then acquired induced him
afterwards to relieve the tedium of his life by the study of

topography and antiquities. In 1783 he mariied the eldest

daughter of Lord Lyltelton, and on her death in 1785 ho

made a tour on the Continent, visiting France, Italy, and

Switzerland. He succeeded to the baronetcy on the deutl)

of his father in 17S7, and in the following year ho left

England on a second Continental tour. The record of his

travels was originally published by him in four volumes,

and these were afterwards condensed into two, which

appeared in 1810 under the title A Classical Tour through

Italy andSiciiij. Travelling on the Continent having been

rendered insecure on account of the war with France, he

next resolved to make a tour in Wales, taking Giraklus

Cambrensis (de Earri) as his guide, and in 1808 he pub-

lished a translation of Giraldus, with notes, illustrations,

and a life of the author, in two splendid quarto volumes.

In 1807 ho visited Ireland ; and he also published an ac->

count of this excursion. His most important contribution

to antiquarian science was, however, his history of his native

county, Wiltshire. In I82I he completed in two volumes

folio the History of Ancient Wiltshire, after which he com-

menced ihi History of Modern Wiltshire, and confining his

attention to South Wiltshire was able with tho help of

several coadjutors almost to finish the work before his death.

The first part—the history of the hundred of Merc—ap-

peared in 1822, and the last part in 1843. Hoaro died at;

Stourhead, Jlay 19, 1838. For a notice of him and a list

of his works, many of which wore printed privately, see

the Gentleman's Magazine for July 1838.

HOBART TOWN, sometimes wrongly IIoBAniowN or

HoBAUTON, the capital of Tasmania (named by its founder.

Colonel Collins, on the 19th February 1804, in honour of

Lord Ilobart, then secretary of state for the colonies), is

situated in tho south of the island in 42° 53' 22" S. lat.;

and 147° 21' 20" E. long. It occupies a succession of hilk

along a sheltered bight on the western bank of the Dcrwent

river, kuown as Sullivan's Cove, about 17 miles from the

ocean, and not far from the base of Jlount Wellington, an

eminence whose summit, 4 166. feet above the level of the

sea, is covered with snow during many months of the year.,

Tho city proper, forming nearly a square, and laid out in

wide streets intersecting at right anglod, Las an area of

1270 acres, and contains about 5000 houses, with a popula-

tion estimated on the 1st of January 1879 at 23,000. Of
the public squares the most extensive is tho Queen's Domain,'

and the most central the Franklin Square, with the bronza

statue of the eminent Arctic explorer, who, governed.

Tasmania from 5th January 1837 to 21st August 1843..;

Moat of tho public buildings (the houses of parliament, tha
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town-hall, tlie supreme court, find the museum} aro cii?i-

veniently arljacent to e^ch other in Magdalen Street. The
town-hall, erected about 1S72 at a cost of i;12,000, contains

a largo reading-room and a suite of rooms for the free public

library, which has upwards of SOOO volumes. The museum
comprises a scientific library and apartments for the Royal
Society of Tasmania. Besides the Anglican cathedral of

St David's, founded in 1873, and the Roman Catholic

cathedral of St Mary's, the churches comprise a Congrega-

itional memorial church, a Wesleyan "Centenary" chapel,

[«nd others belonging to Baptists, Independents, and

!<Juaters. There is also a synagogue, but the Jewish com-

munity consists of only a few families. The charitable

'institutions of the town are maintained at the e.xpense of

the state. Among the remaining buildings may be men-
tioned five banks, a theatre, the freemasons' hall and the

oddfellows' hall. In the neighbourhood of the city is the

official residence of the governo'- of Tasmania, an ornate

castellated mansion ; the grounds of this adjoin the botanic

gardens, which occupy an area of 21 acres.

Hobart Town has been under municipal government since 1853,
inJ was incorporated as a city in 1857. There are nine aldermen
e^cted by the ratepayers, and one of theiti is appointed mayor.
The annual valne of rateable property exceeds £100,000. An abun-
dant supply of pure water is brought from the springs of Mount
Wellington, and' stored in a reservoir about a mile from the city,

capable of holding 50,000,000 gallons. Among the industrial

establishments are six breweries, a candle factory, a foundry, ten
hat and cap factories, seven steam flour-mills, a pottery, twelve
saw-mills, and a tin-smelting work. The commerce of the town
is steadily increasing. The securely sheltered harbour is capable of

.accommodating ships of the largest tonnage, and is provided with
three patent slips of considerable size; not only is tile port the head-
quarters of the Tasmanian Steam Navigation Company, which trades

n-ith Melbourne, Sydney, and New Zealand, but a line of colonial

vessels communicates regularly with London. During the year

1877 the total burthen o£ shipping inwards was 79,480 tons, of the
shipping outwards 82,827 tons. The declared value of the imports
at the Custom House was £664,439 '£255,344 from the United
Kingdom), arid that of the exports £720,136 (£301,477 to the
United Kingdom), £715,304 worth being produce of the colony.

The customs collected during the year 1878 amouutcd to £118,306,
being an increase of about £4000 on the previou<i year. According
to the returns for 1877 the principal exports were tin ore (value

£61.765), tin (£20,886), bark (2086 tons, £13,410), fruit (138,585
bushels, £44,001), jam (3,742,341 Iti, £100,06P), hops (696,048 lb,

£36,457), sperm-oil (450 tons, £33,410), rabbit skins (58,781 dozen,

£5072), timber, shingles, i-ailinga, &c. (£351,851), and wool
<£299,514). The principal imports are sugar, tea, oil, tobacco,
live stock, machinery, spirits and wine, boots and shoes, wearing
ajiparel, ironmongery and cutlery, glass and china-ware, books and
stationery, saddlery, manure, drugs, &c. Tho first newspaper was
published in Hobart Town in 1810. There are now (1880) two
dailies, one weekly, and four monthlies. During the summer season

the city is a favourite resort of Australian tourists attracted by the
comparative coolness of the climate. The mean temperxiture for

35 years was 55 '41' Fahr. : and in the same period the barometer
at a temperature of 32° has registered an average of 29 '82 inches.

HOBBEMA, Meyndert (c. 1638-1709), the greatest

landscape painter of the. Dutch school after Ruysdael,

lived at Amsterdam in the second half of the i7th cen-

tury; His merit has been but recently recognized, whence
the obscurity in which liis life remains. Nothing is

more disappointing than to find that in Hobbema's case

chronology and signed pictures substantially contradict

each other. According to tho latter his practice- lasted

from 1G.50 to 1689; iccording to tho fornicr his birth

occurred in 1638, his' death^'oa Jato a.i 1709. That
no attempt haa yet been made ' to reconcile these con-

tradictions is Btrsinge. It is perfectly clear that if

the masterpiece of the late Bredol collection, called A
Wooded Stream, honestly bears the date of 1650, or Tho
Cottages under Trees of the Ford collection tho date. of

16C)2, the painter of these, canvases caniuit bo Ilobboma,

whose birth took place in 1638, unless indeed we admit
that Ilobbema painted some of his finest works at tho

»gB of twelve or fourteen. No doubt, aa regards Ei>;tia-

tures, there is much in Hobbema's creations to excite

suspicion. For a considerable period it was profitable to-

pass,Hobbemas as Kuysdaels, and the name of the lesser

master was probably erased from several of his productions.

When Hobbema's talent was recognized, the contrary pro-

cess was followed, and in this way the name, and perhaps
fictitious dates, reappeared by fraud. It is difficult to

account for tlie discrepancies of pictures and chronology

by any other cause. Yet this leaves unexplained why
dates as well as names should have been forged. An
experienced eye will note the differences which occur in

Hobbema's signatures in such well known examples as

adorn the galleries of London and Rotterdam, or the

Grosvenor and Van der Hoop collections. The dates c:in

only be tested by chemical means. Meanwhile, we must
be content to know that, if the question of dates could be
brought into accordance with records and chronology, the

facts of Hobbema's life would be as follows. Meyndert
Hobbema was married at the age of thirty to Eeltije Viuck
of Gorcum, in the Oudekerk or old church at Amsterdam,
on the 2d of November 1668. Witnesses to the marriage
were the bride's brother Cornelius Vinck and Jacob
Ruys Viel. We might suppose from this that Hobbema
and Ruysdael, the two great masters of landscape, were
united at this time by ties of friendship, and accept the

belief that the former was the pupil of the latter. Yet
even this is denied to us, since records tell us that there

were two Jacob Ruysdaels, cousins and contemporaries, at

Amsterdam in the middle of the 17th century—one a frame-

maker, the son of Solomon, the other a painter, the son

of Isaac Ruysdael. Of Hobbema's marriage there came
between 1668 and 1673 four children. In 1704 Eeltije

died, and was buried in the pauper section of the Leydeij

cemetery at Amsterdam. Hobbema himself survived till

December 1709, receiving burial on the Hth of that nfonth

in the pauper section of the Westerkerk cemetery at

Amsterdam. Husband and wife had lived during their

lifetime in the Rozengracht, at no great distance from
Rembrandt, who also dwelt there in his later and impov-

erished days. Rembrandt, Hals, Jacob Ruysdael, and
Hobbema were in one respect alike. They all died in

misery, insufficiently rewarded perhaps for their toil, im-

prudent perhaps in the use of the means derived from their

labours. Posterity has recognized that Hobbema and

Ruysdael together represent the final development of land-

scape art in Holland. Their style is so related that we
cannot suppose tho first to have been unconnected with the

second. Still their works differ in certain ways, and their

character is generally so marked that we shall find little

difficulty in distinguishing them, nor indeed shall wo
hesitate in separating those of Hobbema from the feebler

productions of his imitators and predecessors—Isaac

Ruysdael, Rontbouts, De Vries, Dekker, Looten, Verboonij

Du Bois, Van Kessel, Van der Hagon, even Fhilip do

Koningk. In the exercise of his craft Hobbema was
patient beyond all conception. It is doubtful whether any
ono ever so completely mastered as he did the still life of

woods and hedges, or mills and pools. Nor can wo believo

that he obtained this mastery otherwise than by cimstantly

dwelling in the same neighbourhood, say in Guelders or

on the DutchWestphalian border, whore day after day he
might study the branching and foliage of trees and under-

wood embowering cottages and milb, under every variety

of light, in every shade of transparency, in all changes pro-

duced by tho seasons. Though his landscapes are severely

and moderately toned, generally in an olive key, and often

attuned to a puritanical grey or russet, they surprise us, not

only by the variety of their leafage, but by tho finish of

their detail as well ns t^o boldness of their touch. With
astonishing subtlety light is shown penetrating cloud, and
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illuminating, _jn.-t:nitd uanoient/y, somolimes steauily,

ditferent portions o. the ground, shining tlirougb leaves

upon other leave?, and multiplying in an endless way the

iransparency of the i)icture. If the chance bo given him

he mirrors all these things in the still i)uol ne;ir a cottage,

the reaches of a sluggish river, or the swirl v{ the stream

that feeds a busy null. The same spot will furnish him

with several pictures. One mill gives him repeated oppor-

tunities of eharniing our eye ; and lias wonderful ariJNt,

who is only second to Kuysdael because he had not

Ruysdael's versatility and did not extend his study equally

to downs and rocky eminences, or torrents and estuaries

—

this is ihe man who lived penuriously, died poor, and left

no trace in the artistic annals of his country ! It has been

said that Ilobbema did not paint his own figures, but

transferred that duty to Adrian van de \'elde, Lmgelbacb,

Barendt Gael, and Abraliam Stoick. As to this much is

conjecture.

The best of Ilobbeina's diUil pittuies are those of the years 16C3

to 1G67. Of the foinicr, several in llie yallenes of Brussels aod St

Petersburg, aini orie in the Jiolfoul collection, uie celebmted.

Another w.-is sliowii as the propeiiy of I.orJ Il.ithcrtou at Man-
cliester. Of 1605 fine specinieiia are lu the Giuaveiior gallery and

the collection of Sir R. Wallace. Of seven pieces in the National

(.'allery, incluiliu'' the Avenue at SliilJelharnis. "hicfi some ab.-.iyTi

I*' 1CS9, two are dated lt)07. A sample o£ the last of these yeais i-s

niso in the Fitzwilliani iniiseuni at Cambridge. The value of \loh-

benia's pictures may be gatlieied from this that the W'atcrniill

bought from the Schn^'iJer collection in 1S76 for the Antuciii

inu.<eum cost 100,000 liancs (i'lOOO), svlulst a sm.-Iler lamlscape

in tlie Hoil.^hen sale at Amsterdam was knocked-down to Sir K.

\Vallai.e for 49,500 lloriiis, or £4300. The Brussels {^nlleiy aku
bought a Hobbenia in lS7-i for 00,000 francs. Amongsl the master-

(lieces in j^rivato lianJs in England may bo noticed two iauJ-

scapea in l>;:ckii!gham palace, one bcloiigmg to Lord Ovei^toue,

two to the Karl of Ellesmeic, ami one to llr Walter of Be-irwooil,

On the Cotitnicnt we regi.ster a Wood in tlie Ueiliii gallery, a Forest

f ^WtiiL^ing r.i the duchess of Sagan in Tans, and a Glade in the

i.ouvre. Thcic are other fine Hobbenias in the Arciibeig gallery at

Itiussels and the belvedere at Vienna. (.1. A. C.)

HOBBES,Tiio.MAS (158S-1G79), was born at AVestport,

adjoining (now forming part of) Malmosbury, in North

Wilts, on Good Friday, the 5th of April 15SS,—brought

1 rcmaturely into the world through his mother's fright at

lie rumours of the coming Spanisli Armada. His father

wii vicar of Charlton and Westport, an illiterate and
thulenc man, who is said to have got into trouble later on

by cjuarrelling with a rival at the church door, and been

forced to decamp, leaving his three children (of whom
Thomas was second) to the charitable care of an elder

brother, a flourishing glover in Malmesbury. Hubbes was

put to .school at Westport church at the age of four, passed

til the Malmesbury school at eight, and was taught again in

Westport later, at a private school kept by a young man
named Robert Latimer, fresh from Oxford and '' a good

Grecian." He bad begun Latin and Greek early, and

under Latimer made such progress as to be able to trauslate

the Medea of Euri])ides into Latin iambic verse before

he was fourteen. About the age of hfteen he wjis sent

to Oxford by his uncle and entered at Magdalen Hall, which

bad just been put on an independent footing, after being

iirst a grammar school in connexion wjth the great founda-

tion of Magdalen College and then governed as a hall by
o:ie of the college fellows. While Hobbcs was there as a

student the first principal of Magdalen Hall, Ur John
llussee, gave way to a second, Dr John Wilkinson, who is

noted 83 having ruled strongly in the interest of the

Calvinistic party in the university ; and this fact, with

other circumstances in the Oxford life of the time, makes it

not improbable that the destined foo of the Puritan Kevolu-

lion was thus early led to mark the aggressive Puritan

spirit. For the rest, O.tford did no more to train Hobbes's

ihind for his future philosophical work than the decayed

aclioiastic reaimen of the umverai'.ies iu that age was able

to do for any other of the active spirits that then began in

different countries to open the modern era of ihouglit and

inquiry. Wn have from himself a lively record of hia

experience and pursuits as a student ( Vit. earn, eip., p.

Ixxxv.),' which, tliough penned in extreme old age, may be

taken as sulficiently trustworthy. In this he ttUs how he

was set to learn " Barbara, Celareut," but, when he h.ad

.slowly taken in the doctrine of figures and moods, he put it

aside and would prove things only in his own way ; how he

then heard about bodies as consisting of matter and form, us

throwing olf species of themselves for perception, and as

moved by symiiathies and antipathies, with much else of a

like sort, all beyond his comprehension , and how he therefore

turned to things more congenial, took up his old books

again, fed his mind on maps and charts of earth and sky,

traced the sun in his path, followed Drake and Cavendish

girdling the main, and gazed with delight upon pictured

haunts of men and wonders of unknown lauds. Very

characteristic in this account is the interest in men and

things, and the disposition to cut through questions iu the

schools after a trenchant fashion of his own. We may also

believe that he was little attracted by the scholastic learning,

and only should err if we took his words as evidence of a

precocious insight into its weakness. The truth probably

is.. that, finding himself left at Oxford very much to hia

own devices, he took no particular interest iu studies which

there was no risk in neglecting, and thought as littU of

rejecting as of accepting the traditional doctrines. He adds

that he took hia degree at the proper time ; but in fact,

upou any computatiou aud from whatever cause, he re-

mained at Magdalen Hall five, instead of tlie required four,

years, not being admitted as bachelor till February 5, 1008.

In the same year, shortly after leaving tho univer-

sity, Hobbes was recommended by Wilkinson as tutor

to the son of William Cavendish, baron of Hardwick,

and thus began a connexion with a great and powerful

family that ended only with his life. Twice it was loosened

—

once, for a short time, after twenty years, and again, for a

longer period, during theCivil War—but it uever was broken,

and during more than fifty years, to the credit alike of him
and his patrons, it was of the closest character. William

Cavendish, second son of the famous " Bess of Hardwick "

by the second of her four marriages, had just by the favour

of King James obtained his barony, before being advanced,

a few years later, to the earldom of Devonshire. His son,

the heir to a name thus rising as well as to a great fortune,

was hardly younger than Hobbes, and was indeed already

married, a few months before, at the instance of the king, who
made up the match, to the only daughter of the Scottish

Lord Bruce of Kinlo.ss, though by reason of the bride's age,

which was only twelve years, the pair had no establish-

ment for some tune to come. In the circumstances

Hobbes was companion rather than tutor (before becoming

secretary) to young Cavendish ; and, growing soon greatly

attached to each other, they were sent abroad together on

the grand tour in IGIO. How long they were gone upon

this journey, which lay through France, Germany, and

Italy, is not knowu : but it was long enough to give

' There are three accounts of Hobbes's life, fii-st published together

in 1681, two years after his death, by R. B. (Richard Blackbume. »

friend of Uoblies's admirer, John Aubrey), and reprinted, with com-

plinicntary verses by Cowley and others, at the beginning of Sir W
Moleswortli'scollectionot the/,a(m \roTks.—l.\)T.H.ilalmtsb. Vua

(pp xiii.-x.vi.), written by Hobbes hioiself, or (as also reported)

by T. Rymer, at his dictation ; (2) VxtcB UMxanir, Aurtanum

(pp. nxii.-hxx.), turued into Latin from Aubrsy'i Enghsh
; (3)

T. 11. Maliiiasb. VUu carmi?i« ejr/jressa (pp. Uixi.-xax. ), written

by Hobbes at tho ose of eighty-lour (first published by itself is

IbSO). The /.i/e of Mr T. II. of Maimcsburic, printed among
the iivM of JiminerU Mm, in 1313, from Aubrey's papers In th«

liodlenin, &c. (vol. ii. pt. ii. pp. 593-6;!7), cont&iDS some interestlnf

paiticulars uot founti tu the Auriuriuin,
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llobbes the oppottunity ol acquiring a moderate knowledge
of French and Italian; and he did not return without

having received a distinct mental impulse that had a lasting

effect on bis life. The real intellectual activity of that

time (still more than five and twenty years before the

definite inauguration of modern philosophy by Descartes's

Disconrse on Method in 1037) was in the newly enlarged if

not newly opened domain of physical science ; and Hobbes
was little prepared by his juvenile training to understand

the achievements of Galileo and Kepler, if he heard any-

thing of them. But he had had a little modicum of

Bcholastic philosophy retailed to him at Oxford ; and now,
wherever he went, he could hear nothing but words of scorn

poured upon all such learning. How it had come to pass

that the scholastic way of thinking, once so dominant, was
thus discredited at the hands alike of revolutionary thinkers

such as Bruno, of scientific workers like Galileo, and of

men ef the world like Montaigne, he could not know.
Accordingly, it seems that at first he was more dismayed to

find that the only knowledge to which he could pretend

was laughed at by people whom he did not understand,

than pleased to be furnished with such an excuse for his

own youthful indifference to its value. It was not long,

Iiowever, before he yielded to the stream. He was not yet
able to strike out a new line of thought, and so (like

Descartes) rise above the misconceptions mingled with the

general aversion from scholasticism, amounting to a neglect

of all philosophy. He had but sufficient force of mind to

wish to be seen, like others, at work upon something else.

The line he should take could hardly be doubtful ; ho had
nothing to fall back upon exocpt his Latin and Greek. He
was no longer so familiar with them, but it was still open
to him to become a scholar ; nor in the ago of Scaliger and
Casaiibon was there any lack of ambition in making
classical study the occupation of a life. The resolution

was made when he returned home, if not- earticr, and made
in a determined spirit; but wlien after many years' labour

ho had made himself a scholar, his true work was still to lie

all before him.

Hobbes's period of scholarly acquirement lasted till

1G28, and had as its immediate outcome a translation of

Thucydides. In Derbyshire or in Londoii, with his young
master, he had abundant leisure and easy access to books,

and he went carefully through the classical poets and his-

torians, reading critically with the help of CDmmenfators,
aiid,at the same time bent on acquiring (as if for future

use) a good Latin style, clear and easy to read, because
fitting ivords to thoughts. Among all the ancient writers

Tluicydides attracted him most, and he seems to have set

himself early to the work of translation, wishing others to

share in the pleasure and instruction he derived from his

favourite's pages. But when lie had finished his work he
kept it lying by him for year.«, being no longer so sure of

fiuding appre:eiative readers ; and when he did send it forth

ot last, iu 1G28, he was fain to bo content with " the few
and bettor sort."' That ho was finally d/>tcrmincd to pub-

' Tlio Innsl.itioii, umler llio title Ei-jht /looks of the Pdopoiincsian
Il«r, wiillai ly TU'ici/i/idcs tlic son of Olnriis, uilcrprclal Kith fulh
nij^ (Jilifiriici: inuiialinlili/ mil of tlie Oicck by Thomas llobhcs, sccic-

Inri/ lo llic InU End of hevonslnre, uppcaicd in 1G28 (jjiven niso n'.

16'2D), nfti'i- tlie death df tlic c.-iil, to ivliom toiicliinj; reffrcnco is inndo
111 tilt ilf.lii-.uinii. It lo.-iiipcarcil in 1C34, witli tlie d.ito of tlio ck-ili-

catiim nlleieil, ns if tlicii newly written. Tliongh Iliil.lie.s ol.nims to
Iiiivo perroi-iiieil liis worit " with much more diligence tlian elegance,''
IiIh voi-»iiin in ivuiarkalilc as n piece of English writing, but is by no
means acciirato. U lilU vi>l<. viii. nnd in. in Moleswortli's collection
(11 vols., including index vol.) of Ilobhcs's Kiiglish Works (London,
jloiiii, 1830- I,')). The voliinies of this rollritioii will heic be cited as
E. \V. Abdeswortli'a collection of the Latin Ojicm rhilosophicu (5
vols., 133!)- L'll will Iw cited as /,. II'. The five hmidred and odd
I.-ilill hevnni.tel-s nilder llio Idle A- .\li,,'i„l,l,iif I'mi (L. II'., V
J-ii-lO), i;i\iiij; an account uf a oliuit cmui^mii from Cli.atuwovtli to

lication by the political troubles of the year 1628 may be
regarded as certain, not only from his own express declara-

tion at a later time {Vit. cann. exp.), but also from unmis-
takable hints in the account of the life and work of his

author prefixed to the tran.slation on its appearance. 1628
was the year of the Petition of Right, extorted by the
popular leaders from a reluctant king in the third parlia-

ment he had tried within three years of his accession ; and,
in view of Hobbes's later activity, it is very significant that

just then he should come forward, at the mature age of

forty, with his version of the impressive story of the
Athenian democracy as the first production of his pen.

Nothing else is known of his doings before 1628, except
that through his connexion with young Cavendish, who
from about the year 1619 became an important social and
political figure, he had relations with literary men of note
like Ben Jonson, and also with the two philosophical

tlrinkers who before himself rendered the English name
illustrious in the 17th century—Bacon and Lord Herbert of

Cherbury. If he never had any sympathy with Herbert's

intuitionalist principles in philosophy, he was no less eager,

as he afterwards showed, than Herbert to rationalize in

niatters of religious doctrine, so that he may with the same
reason be called the second of the English deists as Herbert
has been called the first. With Bacon there is evidence of

his having been so intimate (Aubrey's Lives, pp. 222, 602)
that it is not surprising that some writers have been betrayed
into describing him as the disciple and follower of the great

Instaurator. The facts as recorded, however,— that he used
sometimes to walk with Bacon at Gorhambury, and would
jot down with exceptional intelligence the eager thinker's

sudden "notions," also that he was employed to make the

Latin version of some of the Essays,—prove nothing of the

sort, when weighed against his own disregard of all Bacon's
most characteristic principles, and the other evidence that

the .impulse to independent philosophical thinking came to

him not from Bacon, and not till some time after Bacon's
death in 1626.^

So far as we have any positive evidence, it was
not before the year 1629 that Hobbes first entered
on the path of philosophical inquiry

; and meanwhile a
great change had been wrought in hts outer life. His
friend and master, after only about two years' tenure of

the earldom, fell a sudden victim to the plague in Juno
1628; and the afl'airs of the Devonshire family having
become greatly disordered by' lavish expenditure, the

widowed countess was left with the task of righting

them in the boyhood of the third carl, llobbes went on
for a time living in the household ; lait his services were
no longer in demand as before, and, remaining inconsolal.lc

under his personal bereavement, lie .sniight distraction, In

1629, in another engagement which took liim alirond a*

tutor to the son of Sir Gervasc Clifton, of an old Notts
family. This, his second, sujoiirn abroad appears ti> Iiavo

been spent chiefly in Paris, and the one important fact

recorded of it is that he then first began to loi>k into luiclid.

Sojourn and engagement came to an end t-'gctlicr in 1631,
when he was recalled to train the young carl of Devonshire,

now thirteen years old, as he never had had an opportunity

of training the boy's father. In the course of the next

view the scAcii wonder.s of the Deibyshiie PcaU, wciij wvittcn befoio

l(i-23 (in lO-JO or 1027), Ihongli not puhliJic>U till 1G30.. A later

cilition. in 1078, indnded an Englivh version by another hand.
'J llobbes, in minor works dealing with jdiysical questions [L. IT.,

iv. p. 310; K. II'., vii. p 112), inalies two incidental leferences to

IJiicon's writings, bnt never mentions Cacoii as he mentions Galileo,

Ke]>ler, Harvey, and others {He Vorporc, cp. ded.), ninong the light.s

of the century. The word •' tiidnciion,** whieii occurs in only three or
four passages tlironghont all his works (and these again minor onej>),

is never used by hiin with the faintest rciiiinisccnco of tlio iiiii>ott

a-^igneil lo it by Bacon; and. ai will bo seen, lie li.id uolhing but

M oni fur cuK.imviital work iu physics.
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seven years Ilobbes tdftk Lis young pupil over rlictoiic,'

logic, astronomy, and the principles of law, with other sub-

jects. Most probably their life for the first three years

was iu Derbyshire, till they went abroad in the middle of

1634.' They remained away till the spring of 1G37, and

Hobbes went over much the same ground as in his first

journey, but now in a very different frame of mind. His

liead was now full of the thought of motion in nature, and

ivhonover he could meet with the philosopliical speculators

jr scientific workers who were then with a new-born ardour

iceking for a clue to the secret of the physical world, none

»o forward to consort with them as he. He was still in

lime to pay his respects to the aged Galileo, for whom ho

conceived and ever retained the warmest admiration ; and

Bu the way homewards 'he spent no less than eight months

in daily converse with the members of a busy scientific

tircle in Paris, held together by the genial intluence of the

Piire Merscnse. From that time (the winter of 163G-7)

be too, as he tells us, was numbered among philosophers.

It ifl not impossible to trace n little iiioro exactly the steps by
wiiich Hobbes reached this cunsiimmotion when he was just toueh-
^1^ his fifti'=th voar. There can be no doubt, it seems, that his
fntroduction tt> Kuclid took pbu-e in lfi29, and according to Aubrey,
-vho f<'Ils the story with a quaint dramatic vigour iLivea, p. &A).
-he introducti'iii wa-s (jnite aecidental. Euclid's manner of proof
was aa a, revebitiun to him. and it became the model for his own
way of thinkintj upon all subjeets over after ; nor was he content
till ho t'to eoulii b,- seen at work solving fjucstions of geometry with
a^ inueh confifleuee as if he had beisii. like Descartes, an accom-
plished inatheiiiatieian from bis boyhood. It is less easy to <lelcr-
mino when he awoke to an interest in the physical do'?L-ine of
motion. The story told by himself (Vit., p. xx.) is that, being
struck one day in a company of learned men by the luestion, What
is sense ? which some one a-^ked and nobody could answer, lie fell to

thinking often on the subject, till it suddenly occurred to him that

if bodies and their internal parts were at vest, or were always in the
same state of motion, there could bo no distinction of anything,
md consequently no sense : the cause of all things must, therefore,

he presumed, be sought in diversity of niovenients, and starting

from this principle he was driven to geometry for insight into the
ground and modes of motion. Unfortunately no date or place is

given ; but if it may be supposed that he must already have known
something of geometry to understand its bearing on the study of

motion, the scene or at least the conclusion to which it led should
be referred to some time after his casual introduction to Kuclid It

is even suggested in one or two of the biographical narratives that

the new mental advance wa.s not made till the time of the third

Journey. Nothing is said, however, which should exclude another
account, that on the third journey he began to study the doctrine

of motion more seriously, being interested in it befoio ; and as he
claims more thau once {£. If., v. p. 303 ; H. JK., vii p. 408) to

have explained light and sound by a mechanical hypothesis as far

back as 1630, the company. scene (which is more likely to have
occurred abroad than in England) and the sudden inspiration may
perhaps more safely bo assigned to the time of the second journey.

but it was not till the third ioiirnoy that the new interest became
in overpowcrin" passion, and the " philosopher" was on his way
home before he had advanced so far as to conceive the scheme of a
lystem of thought to the elaboration of which his life should hcnco-
[orth be devoted.

Hobbes w.as able to carry out his plan in sonic twenty years or
more from the time of its conception, but the execution was so

broken in upon by the dire political events thai happened from the
foar 1637, and became so complicated with other labours, that its

itages can hardly be followed without some previous unilerstand-
ng of the relations of the jiarts of the scheme, as there is reason

'.o bclievo they were sketched out from tlio beginning. And
here is the more need for .some preliminary statement because at
cast one of the parts— the doi:trine of Man— is far more ellectivcly

iviought out in other works than in the treatise Vc llnminc, whu ii

jirofesses to contain the furinal exposition of it. Ibil.lies's notion
KM th.at the w-holo body of philcsojiliical truth should be disposed
In three sections, dealing progressively with liody, Man. ond State
iir Society. An anxious political observer bcfoio he bei.aiiie a
philosopher, he was supieincly inleri'sted in the problem of coli-

' Tlio free English abstra'it nf Arislotle'H. Ilhctoric, pablislied in

15S1, after Hobbcs's ile.-vth, as Thr Whole Art of HhHijric (A' W . vi

|)p. 423-.'^10), corresponds with a Latin version ilirtated to hi« youn;;

impil. Among Hoblics'n papei-s. preserved at llurdwuk, where he
lied, there remains the boy's <lietatioii-book, iu'tersiiersed with head-
ings, examples, &c., in-Ilobbes's hand.
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duet; but the philosopher could not be satisfied till the foundatiom
of settled soci.'il life were based deep in the constituiiun of human
nature ; and his new philosophical insight icvealed to him the need
and the possibility of iutcrpieting the facts of human nature bj
what had begun to be known of physical nature generally. Hi
would Iherefoie first work out, in a sepatulc tieutise Dc Corporc, i

systematic doctrine of liody, showing huw physical phenomeni.
were universally explicable in terms of motion, as motion ot

mechanical action was now (through Galileo and others) understood,
—the theory of motion being applied in iho light of mathematical
.science, after quantity, the subject-matter of matheinatics, had been
duly considered in its place among the fundamental conceptions ol

philosophy, and a clear indication had been given, at tirst starting,

of the logical ground and method of all philosophical inquiry H<
would then single out Man from the realm of nature, and, in /

treatise Vc Honunc, show what specific bodily motions were m.
volved in the production of the peculiar ])henomeiia of sensatiun and
kiiowlcdgc,as also of the aflections anil passions ihenco lesulting,

whereby man came into relation with man. Finally lie would c<;ii

sider, in a crowning treatise Vc Civc, how men, being naturallj

rivals or fees, were moved to enter into the better lelation o[

Society, and demonstrate how this grand and beneficent product oi

human wit must be regulated if men were not to fall back iiitt

brutishnessand misery. Such, in briefest summary, w.-is thesclieny
conceived, at a time of now intellectual expansion, with rcferenct

to a threatening movement of social upheaval. We are now to set

how it fared in the execution.
. _.

Hobbes came home, in 1637, to a country seething witli

discontent. The reign of "Thorough" was collapsing, and
the forces pent up since IG'29 were soon to rend the fabric

of the English state to pieces, [n February Hampden'n
case began to be tried ; m July broke out the Edinburgh
riot over Laud's prayer-book ; ne.\t year was formed the

Solemn League and Covenant ; the year after tlie rebel

Scots had the king at their mercy in the open field ; and
finally, in the spring of 1G40, with a new prospect of war,

Charles had no resource left but otice more, after eleven

years of personal rule, to call a parliament. Such a rush

of events was but too likely to overpower Hobbcs's reaolH-'

tion to work up to social problems from abstract questiorrs

of body and space and motion, and there is clear evidence
that he was soon distracted from the orderly e.\ceution o(

his philosophic plan. The Short Parliament, as he tells us

himself at a later time {E. W., iv. p. 414), was not dis-

solved, lu Ihreo weeks from the time of its meeting, before
he had ready "a little treatise in English," in which he
sought to prove that the points of the royal prerogative
which the members were determined to dispute before
granting su))plies, "were inseparably annexed to the sove-

reignty which they did not then deny to be in the king."
Now it can be proved that at this time he bad written
not only his llionan Nature but also his De Corpore Poli-

tico, the two treatises, though published separately ten years

later, having been composed as parts of one work ;- and
there cannot be the least question that together they make
"the little treatise" just mentioned. We are therefore

to under.stand, first, that he wrote the earliest draft of hia

political theory some years before the outbreak of the Civil

War, and, secondly, that this earliest draft was not written

till, in accordance with his philosophical conception, he
had cstablislied the grounds of polity in human nature.

The first point is to be noted, becan.se it Las often been
supposed that H-'.oe.s's political doctrine took its peculiar

coinple.siion from his revulsion against the state of anarchy
before his eyes, as he wmte during the progress of the

Civil War. The seconti point must be maintained against
liis own implief'., if uut express, statement some years
later, when publishing his De Cive (L. IK., ij. p. 151),
that he wrote this third part of his system before he had

• Among tlic Hardwii-k p.ipcrs there is pieservf.I n MS. copy of ll'<

work, iiiidi-r the title EUmetttfs of La\o i\'itixtr(jUt and Politifpic, wjifc

the dcdiration to the e.irl Of Newcastle, written io Ilobbes's own haod,
and diiicd May 9, IGIO. This dedication was prellxcd to thg fir^f

tliirlecn chapters of the work when printed by thelBjclvcs, iinder tN
tille J/uman Xalurf. in 1050.

TTr r
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been able to set down any finished representation of tbe

fun'limental doctrines Which it presupposed. If his pliilo-

sopliical plans were disordered and the doctrine of Body
was still in the air, he had, in the beginning of 10-10,

written out his doctrine of Man at least, with almost as

much elaboration as it ever received from him.

When, in six months more, the Long Parliament suc-

cecde.l to the Short, and set to work at once by sending

Laud and Strafford to the Tower, Hnbbes, who had become,

or th'Might he had become, a marked man by the circula-

tion of his treatise (of which, " though not printed, many
gentlemen hadciipics "), instantly took fiiglit and hasted

aw.iy to Paris. He was now for the fourth and last time

abroad, and did not see England again for eleven years.

Apparently lie remained the greater part of the time in or

about Paris, though he can be traced to Rouen in 1646.

In Paris he was welcomed back into the old scientific coterie

about Mersenne, and forthwith had the task assigned hira

of criticizing the Mrclilaiions of- Descartes, .which had been

sent from Holland, before publication, to Mersenne with

tlio author's request for criticism from the most different

points of view, llobbes was soon ready with the remarks
tljat were printed as "Third" among the si.^ (later

seven) sets of "Objections" appended, with "Replies"
fmin Descartes, to the Mcdilalions, when published sliortly

afterwards in 1G41 (reprinted in L. W., v. pp. 249-74).
About the same time also Mersenne sent to Descartes, as if

they came from a friend i?. England, another set of objec-

tions which Hobbes had to offer on various points in the

scientific treatises, especially the Dioptrics, appended by
Descartes to his Discnurse on, Method \n 1637; to which
Descartes replied without suspecting the common author-

'ship of the two sets. The result in both cases was to keep
the two thinkers apart rather than bring them together.

Hobbes was more eager to bring forward his own philoso-

phical and physical ideas, over which he had now been

brooding for ten years, than careful to enter into the full

weaning of another's thought ; and Descartes was by
nature too jealous, and had become too confident in bis

hard-won conclusions, to be able to bear with this kind of

criticism. He was very curt in his replies to Hobbes's philo-

sophical objections, and after a little impatiently broke

off all correspondence on the physical questions, writing

privately to Mersenne (who had continued to act as inter-

mcdinry) that he had grave doubts of the Englishman's

good faith in drawing him into controversy {L. W., v. pp.

277-307).

Meanwhile Hobbes, however eager ho might be to keep
Iiimself abreast of tliegcnerarpldlosophical- movement of

the time, had his thoughts too full of tho political theory

which the rush of events in the last years had ripened

within him, to bo able to settle, even in Paris, to the

orderly composition of his systematic works. Though
connected in his own mind with his view of human nature

and of nature generally, tho political theory, as he always

declared, could stand by itself. Also, while he may have

hoped at this time to be able to add much (ihoiigh he never

did add much) to the first popular sketch of his doctrine

of Man contained in the unpublished " little treatise," ho
might extend, but could hardly otherwise modify, the sketch

he had there given of his carefully articulated theory of

TJody Politic. Possibly, indeed, before that sketch was
written early in 1C40, he may, under pressure of the politi-

cal excitement, have advanced no small way in the actual

composition of the treatise De Civr, the third section of his

projected system. In any case, it was ujion tliis section,

before the others, that he set to work as soon as he was
fixed in Pari3 ; and before the end of ICU the book, ns

KE know from the date of the dedication (Xovcrnbcr 1),

was finished. H_c determined, however, though it was

forthwitli printed in the course of the year 1C42, not to

commit himself to formal [)ublication, but was content to

circulate a limited number of copies privately;' and when
he found his work received with great applause by hia

friends (it was praised even by Descartes), he seems to have
taken this recognition of his philosophical achievement as

but a reason the more for deferring publication till tho

earlier works of the system were completed. Accordingly,

for the next three or four yi-ars, he remained steadily at

work, and nothing apjiearcd from him in public except a
short treatise on optics {7'ruclntui 0/iticus, L. W., v. pp.

217-248) included in the collection of scientific tracts pub-

lished by Mersenne under the title Cujitata I'hi/sico-

Mathe^iuUica in 1644, and a highly compressed statement

of his psychological application of the doctrine of motion

{L. W., V. pp. 309-318), incorporated with Mcrsenne's

Ballislica, published in the same year. Thus or otherwiso

he had become sufficiently known by 1045 to be chosen,

with Descartes, Roberval, and others, a referee in a once

famous controversy between Pell, an English mathematician

in Amsterdam, and the Dane Longoinoiitanus, over tliat

problem of the quadrature of the circle which was seen

later on to have such a fatal charm for himself. But
though about this time he had got ready all or most of

the materials for his fundamental work on Dod}', not even

now was he able to make way with its composition. New
distractions came to tear him away from the orderly exe-

cution of the fundamental part of his scheme, and when
he returned to it after a number of years, he returned a
different man.

The Civil War had broken out in the middle of 1642,

and, after a period of varying fortunes on either side, the

royalist cause began to decline frnm the time of the defeat

of the marquis of Newcastle at Marston Moor, in the middle

of 1644. Then commenced an exodusof the king's friends.

Newcastle himself, a cousin of Hobbes's dead master and

the patron to whom he dedicated the " little treatise " of

1640, found his way to Paris, and was followed, especially

after the decisive defeat at Naseby in June 164.5, by as

ever increasing stream of fugitives, many of whom wero

known to Hobbes from former days. The sight of these

exiles, from whom he learned all the details of the fierce

work that had been going on in England while he was
quietly busy with his studies in Paris, made the political

interest once more predominant in Hobbes, and before long

the revived feeling issued in the formation of a new and

important design. It first showed itself in the publication

of the De Give, of which the fame, but only the fame, had

extended beyond the inner circle of friends and critics

who had copies of the original impression. Hobbes now
entrusted it, early in 1646, to his admirer, the Frenchman

Sorbicie, by whom it was seen through the Elzevir press nt

Amsterdam in 1647,— having previously inserted a number
of notes in reply to objections, and also a striking

preface, in tho course of which he explained its relation to

the other parts of tho system not yet forthcoming, and the

(political) occasion of its having been compr->cd and being

now pijhlislied before thom.''' So hopeless, meanwhile,

was ho growing of being able (o return home that, later on

in the year, he was on the point of leaving Paris to take
^1 .

' Tlif botik, of wliicli ipc cojiii'S nrc r.irc (one in I)r Willhinis's

lilir.iry in Lnihloii), w.i-, ]iriiiioii in iiuaito size (Paris, ]CI2), with

11 pic-Iori.lI lillc-pni:c (not nltc-rwards reproiliu-ed) of sccnus and fipirutf

illiistinlini; its lliico (livi>ions, " Liliiitan," " Inipi-iiiiin," "lii'ligio."

Tlie title JSIcmeiiloriim I'hitnsophiai &xlio Ta-lin, De Ci'X, expicsse*

its lel.iLion to tlio iiHwi'iitcii sections, wliicli a]so conies ont in ono or

two l0''l<-refcrcncc« in llii- text.

*l,.\y.,H. pp. 133-1*1. Ill tlii< first piiWicediUond 2mo), the litlo

wns changed to F.li-nienta Phitosni/tiiai Ji; Chr, lliu rolficiiccs in llio

text to the prcviou? sections Itciiij: oniitleii. Tlic il.ilc of tlio ilcfti-

eatioii to tliu youn; carl of Iiuvoii^liiro was ntlercd fioni 1G41 to lOlti.
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up his abode in tbe south with a French fiicnd,' v.hen he

wus induced to remain as ninthem.itical instructor lo tlie

young prince of Wales, who had come over from Jersey

about the month of July. Tluis thrown more tlun ever

into the company of the exiled royalists, it was then, if

not earlier, tliat ho conceived his now design of bringing

all his powers of thought and expression to bear upon the

production of an English book that should set forth his

whole theory of civil government in relation to the stupen-

dous political crisis resulting from the war. The De Civc,

presently to be published, was written in Latin for the

learned, and gave the political theory without its foundation

in human nature. The unpublished treatise of IG 10 con-

tained all or nearly all that lie had to tell concerning human
nature, but was written before the terrible events of the

last years Iiad disclosed liow men might still be urged by

their anti-social passions back into the abyss of anarchy.

There was need of an exposition at once comprehensive, in-

cisive, and popular. Tlie State, it now seemed to Hobbcs,

might be rcgirded as a great artilieial man or monster

{Leviatluin), composed of men, with a life that might be

traced from its gcueritiun through Inmian reason under pres-

sure of human needs to its dissolution through civil strife

proceeding from human passinns. This, wo may suppose,

was the presiding conception from the first, but the design

may have been variously modified in the three or four years

of its execution. Before the end, in lG.50-1, it is plain

that he wrote in direct reference to the greatly changed
aspect of affairs in England. The king being no more, and
the royalist cause appearing to be hopelessly lost, he did

not scruple, in closing tlie work with a general " Review
and Conclusion," to raise the question of tlie subject's right

to change allegiance v/hen a former sovereign's power to

protect was irrecoverably gone. Also he took advantage

of the la.^ rule of the Commonwealth to indulge much more
freely than he might have otherwise dared in rationalistic

criticism of religious doctrines ; while, amid the turmoil of

sects, he could the iiiore forcibly urge that the preservation

of social order, when again firmly restored, must depend
on the assumption by the civil power of the right to wield

all sanctions, supernatural as well as natural, against the

pretensions of any clergy. Catholic, Anglican, or Presby-

terian, to the exercise of an imjxrhim in iinperio. Wo
know the LeviatL.i only as it finally emerged from

Hobbes's pen. During the years of its composition he re-

mained in or near Paris, at first in attendance on his royal

pupil, with whom he became a great favouriio. The engage-

ment must in any case have come to an end in the year

1648, when the prince removed to Holland, but it was pro-

balily broken olf earlier by an illness that ovcrtouk Hobbos
in 1G47 and disabled him for six months. On recovering

from this illncs.s, which nearly proved fat.al, he resumed his

literary task, and carried it steailily forward to completion

by the year IfiDO, having also within the same time trans-

lated into English, with characteristic force of expression,

his Latin treatise. Otherwise the only thing known (from

one or two letters) of his life in those years is that from
the year 1648 be had begun to think of returning homo ; he
was then sixty, and might well be weary of e.^ile. When
1650 came, as if to prepare the way for the reception of

liis magnum opus, he allowed the publication of his earliest

treatise, divided into two separate small volumes {Human
Nature, of the Fitiidamoiial L'lemcnfs of Polinj, E. IF., iv.

pp. 1 -76, and Dt Corpore Polilico, or the Elemcnls of Laxo,

' Dcsrribeil as " nobilis L;\n;^icdoci.iiiu3" in Vit. ; tloubtlcss tlio

sanio witb tlie ''DominusV'crdusius, nobilis A»init.nmis,"to wlioni w.ns

deUic.itol the Exam, c! Emend. Mulh. Ilnd. (£. U'., iv.) in 1C«0.
Du VltJus wa? one of Holibcs's jnolonndcst ndniirers nnj most fre-

quent corrc'spomlcnls in liter yens; theiv arc many of bis Icttvi.-!

among Ilobbcs's papers at Hardwitk.

.Voraland Potitk, pp. 77-228).3 In 1051 ' ho puWfslietl

his translation of the De Cive under the title of I'/iUosophical

Ruditiivnts concerninf; Government and Society (E. IF., ii.).

Meanwhile the printing of the greater work was proceeding,

and finally it aiipeared about the middle of the same year,

1051, under the title of Leiiathun, or the Matter, Form,
and Poi'Jcr of a Commonwealth, Eeelesiastieat and Civil

(E. IK., iii.),with a quaint frontispiece in which, from behind
hills overlooking a fair landscape of town and country, there

towered the body (above the waist) of a crowned giant,

made up of tiuy figures of human beings and bearing sword
and ciozier in the two hands. It appeared, and scon its

authur was more lauded and decried than any other thinker

of his time ; but tiie first effect of its publication was to

sever his connexion with the exiled royalist party, and to

throw him for protection on the revolutionary Government.
No sooner did copies of the book reach Paris than he found
himself shunned by his former associates, and though ho
was himself so little conscious of disloyalty that ho was
forward to present a manuscript cojiy " engrossed in \ellum
in a marvellous fair hand"' to the young king of the Scots

(who, after the defeat at Worcester, escaped to Paris about
the end of October), he was denied the royal presence

when he sought it shortly afterwards. Straightway, then,

ho saw himself exposed to a double peril. The exiles had
among them desperadoes who could slaj' ; and, besides

exciting the enmity of the Anglican clergy about the king,

who bitterly resented the secularist spirit of his book, he
had compromised himself with the French authorities by
his elaborate attack on the papal system. In the cir-

cumstances, no resource was left him but secret flight.

Travelling with what speed he could in the depths of a
severe winter and under the effects of a recent (second)

illness, he managed to reach London, where, sending in

his submission to the council of state, he was allowed

without trouble to subside into private life.

Though llobbes came back, after his eleven years'

absence, without having as yet publicly proved his title to

rank with the natural philosojihers of the age, he was sufTi-

cicntly conscious of what ho had been able to achieve iu

Leviathan ; and it was in uo humble mood that he now, at

the age of sixty-four, turned to complete the fundamental

treatise of his philosophical system. Neither were those

whom his masterpiece soon roused to enthusiasm, or those

whom it moved to indignation, likely to be indifferent to

anything he should now write, whether it lay near to or far

from the region of practice. Taking up his abode in

London on his return, and continuing to reside there for

the sake of intellectual society, oven after renewing his old

ties with the earl of Devonshire, who lived in the country

till the Restoration,^ he worked so steadily upon tlio

- The Jhiman Nature corresponds willi cc. i-xiii of the lirsX )>ai-t

of the original treatise. The remaining six chapter.^ of the part

stand now as Part ]. of the De Corpore Politico. Part II. of the

D. C. P. corresponds with the original second part of the wliole work.
' At tlie beginning of this year ho wrote and publislicil in Paris a

letter on the nature and conditions of poetiy, chictly epic, in answer to

an appeal to his judgment made in the preface to Sir W. Davenant's^

heroic poem, Oondibcrt {E. IK., iv. pp. 441-S8). The letUr Is datpd'

J.in. 10, 1G50(1C5;). .
wiA

* This presentation copy, so described by Clarendon {Survey of the

Leviathan, 3676, p. 8), is doubtless the beautifully written ami lincl>

bound MS. now to lie found in the Eritisli Museum (Egcrtoii MSS. 1910).
" Puriiig all the time ho was abroad lie had continued to receive

from his j>atron a yearly pension of £S0, and they remained in tvlcady

corrcsiiondonce. The earl, having sided with the king in 1012, was

declared unlit to sit in the House of Peers, and Hiongh, by submission

to Parliament, he recovered his estates when tlicy were Sft^ucsterc-T

Liter on, he did not sit ngain till IGGO. AnionR lloblius's friondi .it

this time are specially mentioned Si'lden :».n(l Harvey, who i?ach lc!t

him a Icg.aey of XIO on dying, Sehlen in 1G54 and llarvcy in ICfv.

Harvey (not Ijacoii) i.t the only Engli.Nhman he mentions iu tlie dedi-

catory epistlo prefixed to the he Cur/vre, aiiiuiig the fouJiders, before

hiiii.self, of Iho new lialund philosophy.
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raateiials he had long had by him as to be printing the De
Corpofe in t!ie year 1654. Circumstances (of winch more
presently), however, kept the book back till the following

year, and meanwhile the readers of Leviathan had a

different excitement. In 1G54 a small treatise, Of Liberty

and Necessity {E. lF.,iv. pp. 229-278), issued from the press,

claiming to be an answer to a discourse on the same subject

by Bishop Bramhall of Londonderry, addressed by Hobbes

to the marquis of Newcastle.' It was really such, and had
grown out of an oral discussion between Hobhes and Bram-

hall in the marquis's presence at Paris in 164fi,—Bramhall,

a strong Arminian, having afterwards written down his

views and sent them to Newcastle to be answered in this

form by Hobbes, and Hobbes having duly replied, but not

for publication, because he thought the subject a delicate

one. Unpublished, accordingly, the piece remained ; but

it happened that Hobbes, in tbe interval between writing

his own reply and receiving from the bishop in 1047 a re-

joinderwhich he left unanswered, allowed a French acquaint-

ance to have a private translation of his reply made by a

young Englishman, who secretly took also a copy of the

original for himself ; and now it was this unnamed purloiner

who, in 1654, when Hobbes had become famous and feared,

gave it to the world of his own motion, with an extrava-

gantly laudatory epistle to the reader in its front. Upon
Hobbes himself the publication came as a surprise, but,_ after

his plain speaking in Leviathan, there was nothing in the

piece that he need scruple to have made known, and he

seems to have readily enough condoned the offender's act.

On the other hand, Bramhall, supposing Hobbes privy to

the publication, might well resent the manner of it, especi-

ally as no mention was made of his rejoinder. Accordingly,

in 1655, he printed. everything that had passed between

them (under the title of A Defence of the True Liberty of

Human Actions from Antecedent or Extrinsic Necessity),

with loud complaint against the treatment he had received,

and the promise added that, in default of others, he himself

would stand forward to expose the deadly principles of

Leviatltttn. About this time Hobbes had begun to be hard

pressed by other foes, and, being never more sure of him-

self than upon the question of the will, he appears to have

welcomed the opportunity thus given him of showing his

strength. By 1056 he was ready with his Questions con-

cerning; Liberty, Necessity, andChattce (E. W., v.), in which

he replied with astonishing force to the bishop's rejoinder

point by point, bi-'sides explaining the occasion and circum-

stances of the whole debate, and reproducing (as Bramhall

had done) all the pieces from the beginning. As perhaps

the first clear exposition and defence of the psychological

doctrine of dctermini.sm, Hobbos's own two pieces must

ever retain a classical importance in the history of the fi-ee-

will controversy ; while Bramhall's are still worth study

as specimens of scholastic fence. The bishop, it should be

added, returned to the charge in 1C5'8 with ponderous

Castir/ations of J/obbes's Animadversions, and also made
good his previous threat in a bulky appendix entitled 2'he

Catching of Leviathan the Great Whale. Hobbes never

took any notice of ther Castigations, but ten years later

replied to the charges of atheism, <tc., made in the non-

political part of the appehdix, of which ho says he then

heard for tlio first lime (E. II'., iv. pp. 279-384. This

Answer was first published after Hobbes's death. Bram-

hall had died, as archbi.shop of Armagh, in 1603).^

> Tho trcatiao bore the date, " Ko\ien, Aug. 20, 1652," but It should

haTe been 164G, u afterwards cxpl.ilnod by llobbei himself (E. It'.,

V. p. i'j).

* A littio tract by Bishop Laney of Ely, Jirnctcd nj.iiiist tho con-

tludiog euminary in Ilobbes'a .original stateincnt \o Newcastle, was

published in 1676, and called fonhajiriiitol reply from lloblx's, ncnin

tddreMed to NewoMtlo (who had •mcatiwhilo bcconio duke). V""
letter li not rtDriutcd 111 .MoluwoiUu

We may now fojlow out the more tToulj!o5bm«u:onfIict, or rather
series of conllicts, ia whicti Hobbes became cntanjjled from tlia

time of publishing lii.s Dc Corporc in 1655, and which checkered all

Ids remaining years. In Leviathan he had vehemently aiisaili'd

the system of the universities, .as originally founded for the support
of the papa) aijaiust the civil authoi ity, and as still working social

miscliicf by ailhetence to the old learning. The attack was duly
noted at Oxford, where under the Commonwealth a new'spirit of

scientific activity had begun to stir; and in 1654 Seth Ward, the
Savilian piofessor of .astronomy, replying in his Vindicim Amdcmi-
arum to some otlier assaults (then very common) on the academic
system, retorted upon Hobbes that, so far from the luiiversities

bcnig now what lie had known them in his youth, he would find

his geometrical pieces, when they appeared, better understood
there than he should like. This was said in reference to the boasts

in which Hobbes seems to have been freely indulging of liaviug

si)uared the circle and accomplished other such feats ; and, when a

year later the Dc Co'iyorc {L. W., i.) finally appeared, it was seen

how the thrust had gone home. In the chapter (xx, ) of that

work where Hobbes dealt with the famous problem whose solution

he fondly thought he had found, there were left some self-compla-

cent expressions vented against Vindex (Ward) at a time when the

solutions still seemed to him good ; but the solutions themselves,

as printed, were allowed to be all in diflferent ways halting, as he
naively confessed he had discovered only when he had been driven

by the insults of malevolent men to examme them more closely

with the help of his friends. A strange conclusion this, anii

reached by a p.ath not less strange, as was now to Ije disclosed by
a relentless hand. "Ward's colleague, the more famous .John Wallis,

Savilian professor of geometry, had been privy to the challenge

thrown out in 1654, and it was arranged that they should critically

dispose of the De Corpore between them. Ward was to occupy
himself with the philosophical and physical sections, which he did

in leisurely fashion, bringing out his criticism in the course of next

year {Tn Th. Hobbii Philosophiam Excrcitatio Epistotica). Wallis

was to confine himself to the mathematical chapters, and set to

work at once with characteristic energy. Obtaining an unbound
copy of the De Corpore, he saw by the mutilated appearance of the

sheets that Hobbes had repeatedly altered his demonstrations before

he issued them at hast in their actual form, grotesque as it was,

rather than delay the book longer. Obtaining also a copy of the

work as -it had been printed before Hobbes had any doubt of the

validity of his solutions, Wallis was able to track his whole course

from the time of Ward's provocation—his passage from exultation

to doubt, fioni doubt to confessed impotence, yet still without

abandoning the old assumption of confident strength ; and all his

turnings and windings were now laid bare in one of the most
trenchant pieces of controversial writing ever penned. Wallis's

Elcnchus Gcomdria: Hobliana, published in 1655 about three

months after the Dc Corpore, contained also au elaborate

criticism of Hohbes's whole attempt to relay the foundations ol

mathematical science in its place within the general body of

reasoned knowledge—a criticism which, if it failed to allow for the

merit of the conception, exposed only too elfectually the utter

inadequacy of the result Taking up mathematics when not only

his mmd was already formed but his thoughts were crystallizing

into a philosopliical system, Hobbes had, in fact, never put him-

self to school and sought to work up gradually to the best know-
ledge of the time, but had been more anxious from the first to

become himself an innovator with whatever insufficient means.

The consequence was that, when not spending himself in vaiu

attempts to solve, the imiwssiblo probUms that have always way-

laid the fancy of self-sufficient beginners, he took an interest only

in the elements of geometry, anu never had any notion of the full

scope of mathematical science, undergoing as it then was (and not

least at the hands of Wallis) the extraordinary development which
made it before tho end of the century the potent instrument oi

physical discovery which it became in the hands of Newton. Ho
was even unable, in dealing with the elementary conceptions of

geometry, to work out witii any consistency the few original

thoughts ho had, and thus became the easy sport of Wallis. At

his advanced age, however, and with the sense he liad of his

powers, ho was not likely to be brought to a better mind by so

insulting an opponent. He did indeed, before allowing an English

translation of the Dc Corpore (E. /K., i.) to appear in 1656,'takc

care to remove some of the worst mistakes exposed by Wallis, and,

while leaving out all the references to Vindex, now profess to

make, in altered form, a series of mere " attempts " at quadrature

;

but he was far from yielding the ground to the enemy. With the

translation,' in tho spring of 1606, he had ready Six Lessonsta iht

' This translation. Concerning Boihj, thouph not made by Hobbes,

was revised by him ; but it is far from accurate, and not seldom, nt

critical places {eg., c. vi. §.2), quite mi5lead(ng. Philosophical

citations from the De Corpore should always be made in the original

Latin. Molesworth reprints the Latin, not from the 'rst edition of

lfl5.'i,,but from tho modified edition of 166S—modihcii, in the niatlie-
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Professors 0/ Malliemalics, one of GeomcCry, lite oilur of Adro^iomy,
in the University of Orford {E. W., vii. pp. 1S1-35G), in which,

after reasserting iiis view of the principles of geometry in opnosi-

tioii to Euclid's, he proceeded to ix'pel Wallis's objections with no
lack of dialectical skill, and with an unreserve e^ual to Wallis's

own. He did not scruple, in the ardour of conflict, even to main-
tain positions that he had resigned in the translation, and he was
rot afraid to assume the oll'eusive by a counter criticism of three of

Wallis's works then published. When he had thus disposed of

the " Paralogisms" of his more formidable anUigonist in tJie lirst

five lessons, he ended with a lesson on " JIanners " to the two
professoi-s together, and set hiiusclf graicly at the close to show
that he too could be abusive. In tins p.;iiieular part of his tisk,

it ninst bo alloweil, be succeeded vviy well ; his ciitiiism of
AV.iUis's works, especially the great treatise Arithtuctxcn /iifiitUo-

riiiii (16551, only sliuHCit how little abb- he was to enter into the
meaning of the modern analysis. Walhs. on Lis ^idc, was nut less

ready to keep up the gairie in Knglish tlian be bad been to begin it

«n Latin, bvvilt xs before to strike, ni three months' time ho had
<ieftly turned bis own word against the would-bn master by admin-
istering Dice Correction for Mr Ilobbiis, or iS'chool DUciplvie for not

saying his Lessons right, in a piece that dill'ered from the Elcnchiis

only in being more biting and unrestrained. Having an ea-sy task

in defending himself against Hobbcs's trivial criticism, he seized

the opportunity ?iven him by the English translation of the De
Corporc to track Hobbes again step by step over tlie whole course,

nml now to confront liini with his ii.ciediblo inconsistencies multi-
plied by every new uttei'ance. But it wa.s no longer a light over
mathematical questions only. AVallis having been betrayed origin-

ally by his fatal cleverness into the pettiest cariting at words,
Hobbes hatl retorted iu kind, and then it became a high duty in

the other to defend his Latin with great parmle of learning and
give fresh provocation. One of Walliss rough SiiUies in this kind
suggested to Hobbes the title of the next rejoinder with which, iu

1657, he sought to close the unseemly wrangle. Arguing iu the
Lessons th.at a mathematical point must have ipiantity, though this

wei-e not reckoned, he h.ad explained the Greek word aTiytm, used
for a point, to mean a visible mark made with a hot iron ; where-
upon he was charged by Wallis with gross iguorauco for confound-
ing ariyfi-fi and ffriy/ia. Hence the title of Ids new piece ;

—

^nyuai
*Ayfci;fx(Tpia7, 'AyputKias, 'AfTnroAiT€ios, 'AfiaOdas, tyr Marks of the
jihsnrU Geometry, Rural Lamjunge, Scottish Church Politics, and
/iurltarisins of John lyallis. Professor of Geometry and Doctor of
Divinity (B. It'., vii. pp. 357-400). He now attacked more
ill detail but not more happily than before Wallis's great work,
while hardly attempting any further defence of his own positions ;

.also he repelled with some force and dignity the insults that had
I>een he.aped upon him, and fought the verbal points, but could not
leave the field without making political iiisinualions against his
adversary, cinitc irrelevant in themselves and only noteworthy as
evidence of his own resignation to CromwcU's rule. The thnists
were cosily and nimbly parried by Wallis in a reply (Hobbiani
Pancti Dispunctio, 1G57) occupied mainly with the verb.al ques-
tions. Irrigating as it w.i-s, it did not av.ail tO; shake Hobbcs's
determination to remain silent ; and thus at Last there was peace
for n time. .

rJcfore the strife flamed up again, Hobbes had published, in 1658,
the outstanding section of bis philosoi>liical .system, and thus com-
pleteil, after a fashion, the scheme he h.ad planned more than
twenty yeai-s before. So far as the treatise Dc Hominc {L. H'., ii.

pp. J-13*2) W.13 concerned, the completion was more in name tiian

111 fact. It consisted for the most part of an elaborate theory of
vision which, though very creditable to Hobbcs's scientific insight,
was out of [dace, or at least out of proportion, in a philosophical
consideration of human ii.ature generally. The remainder of the
treatise, dealing cui-sorily with some of the tojiios more fully

treated in the Human Nature and the Leviathan, has all the ap-
pearance of liaviiig been tagged in haste to the optical chapti-rs
(composed years Ijefore)' as a makeshift for the pro]>er transition
required in the system from questions of Body Niitui-al to questions
of Body Politic. Hobbes had in lact spent himself in his earlier

constructive eH'orts, and at the .ige of seventy, having nothing to
add to his doctrine of Man as it was already in one form or another
before the world, was content with anything that might stand for
the fnininient of his philosophical purpose. But ho had .still in
him more than twenty ycai-s of vigorous vitality, and, not conscious

matical ch-apters, in general (not exact) keeping with the English
edition of 1656. The Vindex episode, rcfeiTcd to in the Six Lessons,
becomes intelligible only by going beyond Moleswortb to the original
Latin edition v<f 1655. - ... ',•,,...

K ' They were composed originally, in a somewhat dilTerent and
rather more extended form, as the second jiai t of an English treatise
on Optics, completed by the year 1646. Of this treatise, preserved
in Harleian MSS. 3360, Molcsworth otherwise prints the dedication to
the maniuis of Newcastle, and the concluding paragraphs f,E. 11'., vii.

pp. 467-473).

to himself of any shortcoming, looked Tpi-vj-ard, now ])Ti lianas wcrt
free, to doing battle for his doctrines, natber than remain quiet,

on linding no notice taken of his latest production, he would him-
self force on a new conllict with the enemy. Wallis having meaU'
while published other works and especially a comprehensive tieatiM
on the "eiieral principles of calculus (Mullicsis Universalis, 1657),
he might take this occasion of exposing afresh the ucw-fauglcd
methods of mathematical analysis and rea.sscrting his own earli.^

positions. Accordingly, by the spring of 1660, he had managed to

put his criticism and assertions into live dialognes under the titl«

Ejiaviiuatio el Enicndatio Mathemalicui /lodicnuc qualis explicalm
in Libris Jolumnis ll^allisii, with a sixth dialogue so called, cop-
sisting almost entirely of seventy or more propositions on thecirclt
and cycloid.''' Wallis, however, would not take the bait. Hobbci
then tried another tack. Next j'ear, having solved, .as he thought,
another ancient crux, the duplication of the cube^ he had his soln-
tion brought out anonymously at Paris in French, so as to put
Wallis and other critics olftlie scent and extort a judgment thai

might be withheld from a work cf bis. The artifice was succes.sful,

and no sooner had Wallis publicly refuted the solution than Hobbei
claimed the credit of if, and went more wonderfully than evei

astray in its defence. He presently republished it (in modifieil

form), with his remarks, at the end of a new Latin dialogue wbicli

he had meanwhile written in defence of another part of liis philo-

sophical doctrine. This was the Dialogus Physieus, siveDc Nature
Acris {L. IV., iv. pp. 233-2961, fulminated in 1,661 against Boyl«
and other friends of Wallis who, as he fancied, under the influeu4<

of that malevolent spirit, were i.ow in London, after the Hestora-

tion, forming themselves into a society (incorporated as the Royai
Society in 1062) for experimental research, to the exclusion of him.
self personally, and iu direct contraveutiou of the method ol

physical imiuiry enjoined in the Dc Corpore.' XW the laborioui

maniiailatioii recoiiled in Boyle's Xem Experiments touching Mi
Spring of tli» Air (1660), which Hobbes chose, without the leaf)

w.arr.int, to take as the manifesto of the new "academicians,'
seemed to him only to confirm the conclusions he had reasoned oul

years before from speculative principles, and he warned them thai

if they were not content to begin where he had left otf their worii

would come to nought. To as much of this diatribe as concerned
himself Boyle quickly replied with force and dignity, but it wai
from Hobbcs's old enemy that retribution came, in the scathinj
satire Hobbius J/eaulon-timorunicnos (1662). Wallis, who hac
deftly steered his coui-se amid all the political chi.nges of the ]ire.

vious years, managing ever to be on the side of the ruling power,
was now apparently stung to fury by a wanton allusion in Hobbes'i
lat«st dialogue to a passage of his former life (his deciphering ''01

the Parliament the kings papers taken at Naseby), whereof he l.i,l

once boasted but after the Restoration could not speak or hear tot

little. The revenge he took w.is crushing. Professing to bi

roused by the att.ack on his friend Boyle, when he had scorned te

lift a finger in defence of himself against the earlier dialogues, h<
tore them all to shreds with an art of which no general descriptior
can give an idea. He got, however, upon more dangerous groumi
when, passing wholly by the political insinuation against himself,
ho roundly charged Hobbes with having written Leviathan in sup-

Eort of Oliver's title, and deserted his royal master in distress.

tobbes seems to have been fairly bewildered by the rush and whir!
of sarcasm with which Wallis drove him anew from evciy iiiatbe.

matieal position he hm\ ever taken up, and did not venture forth

into tlit\ field of .scientific controversy again for some years, when
he li.ad once followed up the physical dialogue of 1661 by seven
shorter ones, with the inevitable appendix, entitled Probltmaia
Physica, una aim Magmludinc Cireoli {L. IV., iv. pp. 297-334),
in 1662.* But all the more eagerly did he take ndvantoge ol

Wallis's loose calumny to strike where ho felt himself safe. Hie
answer to the jiersonal charges took the form of a letter about him-

' L. ir., iv. pp. 1-232. The propositions on the circle, forty-six In

number (sbattered by Wallis in 1662), were omitted by Hobbes when
be republished the Dialogues in 1668, in tbo collected edition of hie

Latin w-orks from which Moleswortb reprints. In the jiart omitted^

nt p. 154 of the original edition, Hobbes refers to his first iiitroiluetinn

to Euclid, iu a way that confirms the story iu Aubrey quoted id an
earlier paragraph. .' ' • *' .«rtj»^-.^'*-; -wJ.>is«j-. ;-.- .. - -^"f,

,

' Remaining at Oxford, Wallis, in fact, took no active part in the
constitution of the new society, but he hail been, from 1645, one of the
orieiiiatoi-s of an earlier association in I/ondon, thus continued or re-

vived. This earlier society had been continued also at Oxfoiil after

the year 1649, when Wallis and others of iU members received .appoint-

ments there. .••"
,

'
.
- '• V. ' •

.
>'

'

* The Problemata Physica was at the same time put into English
(with some changes and omission of part of the mathematical appcL-
dix), a"d presented to the king, to whom the work was dedieated in h
reni.,iKuo1o lettej apologizing -for Leviathan, In its English forni,

as Stvtn Philosophical Problems ami Two Propositions of Geometry
(E. W., Tii. pp. 1-68), the work was first published iu I682,aftti
Ho'obcs's death.
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solf in the thinl person addressed to Wallis in 16R-J, under the title

of Consideration's upon ihe Rcpidalion, Loiiall'f, Manners^ and
JU:li!)im of Titmas' Jfobbcs {E. W., iv. p!'- 409-440). In this

piece, which is of great biograiihical value, he told his ovjn and

Wallis's " little stories during the time of the late rebellion " with

such elTect that Wallis, like a wise man, attempted no further

reply. Thus ended the second hout.

After a time Hobbcs took heart again and hcgan a third perio(l

of controversial activity, which did not end, on his side, till his

ninetieth yeaf. Little need be added to the simple catalogue of the

untiring old man's labours in this last stage of his life. The first

liicce, published in 1666, Be Princiinis ct JUUiocinatione Gconul-

rarum {L. W., iv. pp.- 385-484), was designed, as the sub-title

declared, to lower the pride of geometrical professors by showing

that there was no less uncertainty and efror in their works than in

those of physical or ethical writers. Wallis replied shortly in the

Philosophical Transactions (August, 1666). Three years later he

brought his three great achievements together in compendious form,

Qumlratura Circuli, Cubafio Sphierce, IJuplicalio Cubi, and as soon

as they were once more refuted by Wallis, reprinted them with an
answer to the objections, in compliment to the grand-dake of Tus-

cany, who paid him attentions on a visit to England in 1669 (i. IV.,

iv. pp. 4i5-522). Wallis, who had promised to leave him alone

henceforward, refuted hinr again before the year was out. In 1671

lie worked up his propositions over again in Eosctum Gcometricuvi

(L.IK, V. pp. 1-50), as a fragrant offering to the geometrical

reader, appemling a criticism {Cnisiira brcvis, pp. 50-88) on the

first part of Wallis's treatise Zk Motu, published in 1669 ; also he

sent Three Papers to the Royal Society on selected points treated

very briefly, and when Wallis, still not weary of confuting, shortly

replied, published them separately with triumphant Ctmsidcraiions

on Dr Wallis's Answer to them (E. W., vii. pp. 429-448). Next
year, 167?, Imving now, as he believed, established himself with
the Royal. Society, he proceeded to complete the discomfiture of

Wallis by a public address to tlie Society on all the points at issue

between them from the beginning. Lux Mathemaiic/it, ezctissa col-

lisionibics Juhnnnis lyallisii et ThwncB Hobbcsii (L, IV. , v, pp.
89-150), the light, as the author K. R. (Roseti Repertor) added,

being here "increased by many very brilliant rays." W.allis

replied in the Transections, and then finally held his hand,
llobbes's energy was not yet exhausted. In 1674, at the ago of

ciglity-six, he published his Principia el Problemata aliqiiot Geo-

viclriea, ahlc dciixrala mine brcviicr cxplicaia ct demonstrate
(£. ly., V. pp. 150-214), containing in the chapters dealing with
questions of principle not a few striking observations, which ought
not to bo overlooked in the study of his philosophy. His last piece

of all, Decamf.ron Physinlogicum (E. lF.,yi\. pp. 69-180), in 1678,
was a new set of dialogues on physical questions, most of which he
had treated in a similar fashion before ; but now, in dealing with
gravitation, he was able to.fire a parting ghot at Wallis ; and one
more demonstration of the equality of a straight line to the arc of

n circle, thrown in at the end, appropriately closed the strangest
warfare in which perverse thinker ever engaged.'

. We must now turn back to trace the fortunes of Hobbes
and his- other doings in the last twenty years of his life.

All these controversi;il writings on mathematics and physics

represent but one half of his activity after the age of

seventy ; thougli, a.s regards the other half, it is not pos-

sible, for a reason that will be -seen, to say as definitely

in what order tlie works belonging to the period were pro-

rtuccd. From the time of the Kestoration he acquired a
now prominence in the public eye. No year had passed

since the appearance of Leviathan without some indignant

protest against the influence which its trenchant doctrine

was calculated to produce upon minds longing above every-

thing for civil repose ; but it was not until the old political

order was set up again that " Hobbism " became a fashion-

able creed, which it was the duty of every lover' of true

morality and religion to denounce. Friends and foes alike

were impressed by the king's behaviour to the aged philo-

eoplicr. Two or tlirce days after Charles's arrival in

Lonilon, Hobbcs, who had come up to town from spending
Iho previous winter in Derbyshire, drew in the street the
notice of his fr^rmer pupil, and was at once received into

favour. The young king, if ho had ever himself resented
the apparent disloyalty of the "Conclusion " of Leviathan,

liad'not rcliined the feeling long, and could V'll enough

' Wnllis's pieces wore excluded from the collected edition of hia

works (|tiV«J-97), and have become cxtrcimiy raro.

appreciate the principles of the grei-c book when the appli-^

cation of them happened, as now, to be turned in his own
favour. He had, besides, from of old a relish for Hobbes's
lively wit, and did not like the old. man the less because
his presence at court scandalized the bishops or the prim
virtue of Chancellor Hyde. He even went the length of

bestowing on Hobbes (but not always paying) a yearly

pension of ilOO, and had his portrait hung up in the royal

closet. These marks of favour, naturally, did not lessen

Hobbes's self-esteem, and perhaps they expkin, in his later

writings, a certain slavishness of feeling toward the regal

authority, which ia wholly absent from hia rational demon-
stration of absolutism in the earlier works. At all events

Hobbes remained very well satisfied with the rule of a king
who had the sense to appreciate the author of Leviathan,

and to protect him, when after a time protection in a
very real sense became necessary. His eagerness to defend
himself against Wallis's imputation of disloyalty, and his

apologetic dedication of the Problemata Physica to the

king, are evidence of the hostility with which he was being

pressed as early as 1662 ; but it was not till 1666 that he
felt himself seriously in danger. In that year the Great
Fire of London, following in ominous succession on the Great
Plague of the year before, roused the superstitious fears

and intolerant passions of the people, and the House of

Commons embodied the general feeling in a bill against

atheism and profaneness. On the 17th October it was
ordered that the committee to which the bill was referred

"should be empowered to receive information touching

such books as tend to atheism, blasphemy, and profaneness,

or against the essence and attributes of God, and in parti-

cular the book published in the name of one White,^ and
the book of Mr Hobbes called the Leviathan, and to report

the matter with their opinion to the House." What steps

were taken befce the 3 1st of Jauuary following, when th'e

bill was read a third time and passed, does not appear

;

but Hobbes, thjn verging upon eighty, -was greatly terrified

at the prospect of being treated as a heretic, and proceeded
to burn such of his papers as he thought might compruraise

him. At the same time he set himself, with a very char-

acteristic determination, to inquire into the actual state of

the law of heresy. The results of his investigation were
first announced in three short Dialogues added (in place of

the old " Review and Conclusion," for which the day had
passed) as an Appendix to his Latin translation of Leviathan

(L. W., iii.), included with the general collection of his

works published at Amsterdam in 1G68. In this appendix,

as also in the posthumous tract, published in 1G80, An
Historical Narration concerning Heresy and the Punishment
thei-eof (E. ir., iv. pp. 385-408), he aimed at showing that^

since the High Court of Commi.ssion had been put down,
there remained in England no court of heresy at all to

which he was amenable, and that even when it stood

nothing was to be declared here.sy but vliat was at variance

with the Nicene Creed, us he maintained the doctrine of

Leviathan was not.

The only consequence that came of the parliamentary

scare was that Ilobbes could never afterwards get permis-

sion to print anything on subjects relating to human con-

duct. The collected edition of his Latin works (in two
quarto volumes) appeared at Amsterdam in 1668, because

ho could not obtain tlie censor's licence for its publication

at London, Oxford, or Cambridge. Other writings which
ho had finished, or on which ho must have been engaged
about this time, were not made public till after his death

—the king apparently having niado it the price of his pro-

tection that no fresh provocation should bo oiTcred to the

' The De Medio Anijnarum Statu of Thomas White, a heterodox"

Catholic priest, who contested the natural immortality of tUo 60Ul»
W']iiti' fwlio died 167C) and Uohbca ware fricudfr —
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popular sentiment. Tlie most iniport:\nt of tlio works com-

posed towards 1G70, and thus kept back, is the extremely

spirited dialogue to which he gave the title Behemoth : the

Hiitory of the Causes of the Civil Wars of Eutjiand and of

ike Counsels and A rli/iees by which they were carried on from
the year 1640 to the year ICCO.' To the same period pro-

bably belongs the unfinished Dialogue between a Philosopher

and a Student of the Common Laics of Emjland {E. W., vi.

pp. 1-160), a trenchant criticism of the coustitulional

theory of English government as upheld by Coke. Aubrey
lakes credit for having tried to induce Hobbes to wriie

upon the subject in IGO-i by |)reseuting him with a copy

of Bacon's Elements of the Laws of Eiii/land, and though

the attempt was then unsuccessful, Hobbes later on took

to studying the statute-book, with Cole upon Littleton.

One other posthumous production (besides the tract on

Heresy before mentioned) may also be referred to this, if

not, as Aubrey suggests, an earlier time—the two thousand

and odd elegiac verses into which he amused himself by

throwing liis view of ecclesiastical encroachmenlon the civil

power ; the quaint verses, disposed in his now favourite

dialogue-form, were first published, nine years after his

death, under the title Hisloria Ecdesiastica (L. W., v. pp.

3tl-40S), with a preface by Thomas Kynier.

For some time Hobbes was not even allowed to utter a

word of protest, whatever might be the occasion that his

enemies took to triumph over him. In 1C69 he had
silently to bear the spectacle of an unworthy follower

—

Daniel Scargil by name, a fellow of Corpus Christi at

Cambridge—made to act an edifying part in a public

recantation of his principles, after having brought them
into discredit by offensively supporting them in the public

schools. A few years later, in 1674, he had another ex-

perience of academic disfavour when Dr John Fell, the dean

of Cfcrist Church, who bore the charges of the Latin trans-

lifion of Anthony Wood's History and Antiiptities of the

University of Oxford (1G70), struck out all the complimen-

tary epithets in the account of his life, and substituted

very different ones ; but this time the king did suffer him
to defend himself by publishing a dignified letter ( Vil.

Auet., pp. xlviii. -1.), to which Fell replied by adding to the

translation when it appeared a note full of the grossest in-

sults. And, amid all his troubles, Hobbes was not without

his consolations. No Englishman of that day stood in the

same repute abroad, and foreigners, noble or learned, who
came to England, never forgot to pay their respects to the

old man, whose vigour and freshness of intellect no pro-

gress of the years seemed able to quench.

His pastimes in the latest years were as singular as his

labours. The autobiography in Latin verse, with its playful

humour, occasional pathos, and sublime self-complacency,

was thrown olT at the age of eighty-four. At eighty-five, in

the year 1673, he sent forth a translation of four books of the

Odyssey (ix.-xii.) in rugged but not seldom happily turned

English rhymes ; and, when ho found this Voyage of Ulysses

eagerly received, he had ready by 1675 a complete transla-

tion of both Iliad and Odyssey (E. W., x.), prefaced by a

lively dissertation " Concerning the virtues of an heroic

poem," showing his unabated interest in questions of

literary style. In that year (1675) he ceased coming to

London, and thenceforth passed his time at his patron's

scats in Derbyshire, always occui)ied to the last with

some intellectual work in the early morning and in the

afternoon hours, which it had long been his habit to devote

to thinking and to'writing. With such tenacity did he
cling to his pursuits (always systematically keeping up
exercise for the sake of health) that even as late as August

' £_. W., vi. pp. lGl-418; Though Echcmolh \ttis kept back atlhe
king's express desire it nawthe liglit, without Hobbes's leave, lu 1671),

before bi« death.

1679 he was promising his publisher "somewhat to priflf

in English." -The end came very soon afterwards. A
suppression of urine in October, in spite of which he iii>

sisted upon being conveyed with the family from Chats-

worth to Hardwick Hall towards the end of November,
was followed by a paralytic stroke, under which he sank
on the 4th of December, in his ninety-second year. H«
lies buried in the neighbouring parish church of Haul!

Hucknall. . .*,

In the foregoing sketch the aim has been to give a dcfi"

nite idea of the circumstances in which Hobbes, altcrslowljl

developing in the first forty years of his life, displayed l

mental activity of such extraordinary variety in his last fifty

years. The task of expounding and criticizing either hi(

better-known or his less-known doctrines will not bi

attempted in this place ; but a few remarks may be added

as to his position in the general movement of English philo

sophy. As already suggested, it cannot be allowed that h<

falls into any regular succession from Bacon ; neither can

it be said that he handed on the torch to Locke. He waj

the one English thinker of the first rank in the long period

of two generations separating Locke from Bacon, but, 6av<

in the chronological sense, there is no true relation of succeS'

sion among the three. It would be difficult even to prove any

ground of affinity among them beyond adispositiim to taks

sense as a prime factor in the account of subjective experi.

ence : their common interest in physical science was shared

equally by rationalist thinkers of the Cartesian school, and

was indeed begotten of the time. Backwards, Hobbes'j

relations are rather with Galileo and the other inquirers

who, from the beginning of the 1 7th century, occupied them-

selves with the physical world in the manner that has coniS

later to be distinguished by the name of science in opposi.

tiou to philosophy. But it happened that, even more than

in external nature, Holjbes was interested in the phenomcnii

of social life, presenting themselves so impressively in au

age of political revolution. So it came to pass that, whila

he was unable, by reason of imperfect training and too

tardy development, with all his pains, to make any contri.

bution to physical science or to mathematics as instrumental

in physical research, he attempted a task which no othei

adherent of the new " mechanical philosophy " conceived—
nothing less than such a universal construction of human
knowledge as would bring Society and Man (at once tlis

matter and maker of Society) within the same principles o(

scientific explanation as w-ere found applicable to the world

of Nature. The construction was, of course, utterly prema-

ture, even supposing it were inherently possible; but it is

Hobbes's distinction, in his century, to have conceived it,

and he is thereby lifted from among the scientific workers

with whom he associated to the rank of those philosophical

thinkers who have sought to order the whole domain oi

human knowledge. Such as it was, the ciTccts of his philo-

sophical endeavour may be traced on a variety of lines.

Upon every subject that canie within the sweep of hia

system, except mathematics and physics, his thoughts havo

been productive of thought. When the first storm of

opposition from smaller men, roused as much by his para-

doxical expressions as by his doctrines, had begun to dis

down, thinkers of real weight, beginning with Cumberland

and Cudworth, were moved by his analysis of the moral

nature of man to probe anew the question of the natural

springs and the rational grounds of human action ; and

tlius it may be said that Hobbes gave the first impuls'j to

the whole of that movement of ethical speculation that, in

modern times, has been carried on with such remarkable

continuity in England. In politics, the revulsion from his

particular conclusions did not prevent the more clear«

sighted of his opponents from recognizing the force of hij

supreme demonstration of the practical irre.'=ponsibility of
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the sovereign power, wherever seateu, iii the state ; and,

when in a later age the foundations of a positive theory of

legislation were laid in England, it was extreme liberals of

the Bchool of Bentham—James Mill, Grote, .Molesworth

—

that brought again into general notice the writings of the

t;reat publicist of the 17th century, who, however he might,

by the force of temperament, himself prefer ihe rule of one,

based his whole political systeni upon a rational regard to

the common weal. Finally, the psychology of Hobbes,

though too undeveloped to guide the thoughts or even

porhaps arrest the attention of Locke, when essaying the

scientilic analysis of knowledge, came in course of time

(chiefly through James Mill) to be connected with the

I'leury of associationism developed from within the school

of Locke, in different ways, by Hartley and Hume ; nor is

it surprising that the later associationists, finding their

principle more distinctly formulated in the earlier thinker,

jhould sometimes have been betrayed into affiliating them-

selves to Hobbes rather than to. Locke.

Suflicicnt information is given in the I'itcc Ilolhiava:. A-tciariuni

\L. ty., i. pp. Ixv. ^.) concerning tlic frequent e;irly editions of

Hobbcs's separate works, and also concerning tlie works of tliosc

ivho wrote against him, to the end of the 17th century- Jn tlic

IStU century, after Clarke's Boyle Lectaf's of 1704-5, the ojiposi-

tiou was less express. In 1750 The Moral and Political Works
Bere collected, with life, &c., by Dr Campbell, in a folio edition,

Including in order, Human A'aiurc, De Cvrpore Politico. LccialhaVy,

Ansioa- to Bramhall's Catching of the Leviathan, Narratio^i concern-

ing Heresy, Of Liberty and Necessity, Behemoth, Dialogue of the

Common Lav!s, the Introduction to the Thueydides, Letter to Dave-

nant and tiro others, the Preface to the Homer, De ilirabilibus Pccci

[with English translation), Considerations on the Ucputation, ic. , of

T. U. In 1812 the Human Nature and the Liberty and Necessity

|with supplementary extracts from the Questions of 1656) were

reprinted in a small cilition of 250 copies, with a meritorious

tiiemoir (based on Campbell) and dedication to Home Tooke, by

Philip Mallet. Jlolcsworth's edition (1S3J-45), dedicated to Grote,

Jias been refcrrel to in a former note. Of translations may bo

Jiientioncd Les Siemens philosojMiues du Citoycn (1649) and te

Corps politique (1(352), both by Sorbiere, conjoined with Le Traile

ie la Nature humaine, by D'Holbach, in 1787, under the general

title Les (Euv)-cs philosophiques ct politiques de Thomas jlobbes;

k translation of the first section, " Computatio sive hogica," of the

De Corpore, included by Destutt de Tracy with his Siemens d'Idio-

logie (1804); a translation of Leviathan iuto Dutch in 1678, and

»nother (anonymous) into German—Z)<w Enyldndcrs Thomas Hobbes

ijCvialhan odcr dcr kirchliehe mid biirgerlichc ,'itatU (Halle, 1794,

£ vols.) ; a translation of the De Vive by L H. v. Kirchnmnn—
T. Hobbes: Abhundlung iiber den Biirge , ic. (Leijisic, 1873).

No comprehensive monograph on Hobbes's whole philosophical

performance has yet been produced. Jlolcsworth had begun to

make preparations for writing one when his energies were diverted

Into practical politics.

HOBOKEJC, a city and port of entry ol the United States,

in Hudson county, New Jersey, is situated on the Hudson

river, contiguous to .Jersey city, which stretches immodi-

Btcly to the south. It lies opposite New York city, j of

a mile distant, and occupies a picturesque site at the foot

of a steep hill, with a considerable river frontage. The
principal public buildings are the Stevens institute of

technology, the bequest of the late Commodore Stevens,

whose mansion in the Gotliic style of architecture is a note-

worthy feature of the place ; St Mary's Catliolic hospital;

and the Franklin lyccum association library. The manu-

factories include iron-foundries and a lead pencil work
;

ftnd the trade in coal is imjiortant. Castle I'uint and the

adjoining " Elysian Fields " alford delightful views of the

river, and, before the recent building opcratimis, used to be

n favourite resort of the New-Yorkers. The city, wddch

was originally settled by the Dutch, who named it after a

village on ths Scheldt, was incorporated in ISDD. Popu-

lation in 1S70, 20,000; in It^SO, ;>0,'J90.

HOCFIK, L.UAr.E (17GS-1797), a French general of

the time of the Ilevolution, was burn of poor parents at

Wuntrcuil near Versailles, June 25, 170'S. At the ago of

eixteeii he enlisted as a orivate soldier with the intention

of proceeding to the East Indies, but was sent instead 'to a
depot of the Gardes Fran(;aises. Having risen to the rank
(if sergeant, he, at the outbreak of the Revolution, made au
important stand with a mere handful of troops against ii

large body of insurgents ; and it was he also who, at a
later period, defended the entrance to the chamber of the
queeu when her apartments were invaded by a revolutionary

mob. He distinguished himself at the siege of Thionville

in 1792, and at the battle of Neerwinden, 13th March 1793.

Shortly afterwards he received the brevet of general ot

brigade, and was appointed to the..£omraand of Dunkirk,
for his brilliant defence of which against the duke of York
he received the chief command of the army of the Moselle.

The purpose which he originally proposed to himself in

this campaign was to cut the communication between the

Austrians and Prussians, and, though foiled in this attempt

by the superior forces of the duke of Brunswick, he suc-

ceeded by a inasterly manoeuvre in effecting a junction of

a portion of his troops w-ith the army of the Ehine, and
til us causing the Austrians to evacuate Alsace. Shortly

afterwards he was assigned the chief command by the

representatives of the people with the two armies, but,

this promotion awakening the morbid suspicion of KobeS'

piorre, he was recalled and thrown into prison, and it waa

only the timely fall of Robespierre that saved him from

the guillotine. On being released by the convention, ha

was so successful in pacifying La Vendue and Brittany

that he was appointed to the command of the three united

armies, numbering in all 100,000 men, in order to apply

similar measures for the disarmament of the other depart-

ments. After accomplishing this task with an admirable

combination of lirmness and moderation, he was appointed

to the command of an army organized for the conquest ol

Ireland. The expedition .set sail from Brest, 16th December

1796, but was dispersed by a storm, scarcely one half ol

the vessels escaping shipw'reck or capture. In the following

year Hoche was sent to the eastern frontier to act against

Austria, and by a series of masterly manoeuvres he succeeded

in surrounding the army of General Kray, and but for a

declaration of peace would have taken him and all his

troops prisoners of war. Not long after Lis return he was

appointed to the command of the united army in Germany,

but eight days afterwards ho died suddenly at Wetzlar,

ISth September 1797. The belief was widely spread that

ho had been poisoned, but the suspicion seems to have been

without foundation. Though Hoche at his death had not

attained the age of thirty, he had already displayed powers,

both as politician .ind as strategist, which, had he lived,

would h;ivo rendered him a formidable rival of Napoleon,

and might have effectually frustrated the latter's unscrupu-

lous ambition.

Sic Notes historigvcs sur la vie morale poliliqiie ct militaire du
general Hoche, Strasbuig, 1798; Koussclin, Vie dc Lazare Hoche,

general des ann4es de la npubliqitc Fran(;aise, Paris, 1793; Dubioca,

Jilogc fanibre dn gcnCrnt Hoclie, Paris, 1800; Vic ct pcnsics rfu

ilfneral Hoche, Bern ; C'liam|Uobert, Notice historiqiie sur l.ii:ciri

'HocIk, le pacificalcurde la Vcndie, Paris, 1840; Douiille. llistoire

de La^arr. Hoche, I'aris, 1841; Despiei, Luzure Huche d'apres sa

corrcsjiondancc, Paris, 1858.

HODGE, CiiAKi-Ks (1797-1878), theologian, was born

ill riiiladelphia, December 28, 1797. He was educated at

the college of New Jersey in IVinceton, where he graduated

in IS).'), and afterwards at the theological seminary of tho

rrcsbylcrian Church in the same place, wlicre lie continued

a student until 1819; in 1820 ho bcciime assistant teacher;

and in 1822 ho was chosen by the geneial .assembly to be

(unfcssor of Oriental and Biblical literature there. He spent

two years on tho Continent, from 182C to 1828, studying

under Do Sacy in I'aris, under Gesenius and Tholuck in

Hallc, and under Ileugstenberg, Ncandcr, and Humboldt

in Berlin. In IS 10 lio was tralwforied to the chair of
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didactic and esegetical theology, to which subjects tliat of

polemic theology was added iu 1852, and this oflTco he

held to the day of his death. In 1825 ho established

a quarterly publication entitled the Biblical Repertory,

designed to furnish translations and reprints of the best

contemporaneous foreign essays on theological and religious

subjects. On his return from Europe in 1828 he changed

it into a vehicle for publishing original theological essays

and reviews, and added the wmis: Princeton Review to its

title. . He secured for it the position of theological organ

of the old school division of the Presbyterian Church, and

continued its principal editor and contributor until 1868.

He contributed over 1'30 articles on subjects ranging

through every departm.ent of theology and ecclesiology, and

all the great practical, ecclesiastical, moral, and national

questions of the day. From 1835 to 1868 he wrote yearly

an article reviewing the action of each general assembly,

which series has e.xerted a powerful influence over the

current opinion and history of the church to which he

belonged. The most important of those have been repub-

lished in Great Britain and in America, in volumes, under

the titles of Hodge's Essays, Princeton Theo/or/ical Essays,

and Hodge's Church Polity. He was made doctor of

divinity by Rutgers College, N.J., in 1834, moderator of

the general assembly (O.S.) in 1810, member of the com-

mittee to revise the Book of Discipline of the Presbyterian

Church in 1858, and LL.D. by Washington College, Pa.,

in 186-t. April 24, 1872, the fiftieth anniversary of his

election to his professorship, was observed in Princeton as

his jubilee by between 400 and 500 represeutatives of his

3000 pupils, when he received congratulatory addresses

and letters from all the Presbyterian theological faculties

of Scotland and Ireland, and from a majority of those

belonging to the various Evangelical churches of America.

He continued to instruct his classes uninterruptedly up to

the time of his death in Princeton, Jure 19, 1878. The
main characteristics of Hodge were strength and persistence

of conviction and of purpose, logical clearness and sym-

metry of thought and style, energy and effective vigour in

the defence of his convictions and in assaults upon what
he considered error, sunny cheerfulness of disposition, and

humility, tenderness, and gentleness of heart and manner.
I Besides his articles in the Priticdon Rr/eitw, he published a Com-
fnantary on the Epistle to the Rom/jns, Phila. , 1835, abridged 1836,

rewritten and enlarged 1866; Constitutional History of the Presby-

terian Church in the United States, 2 vols., 1840-41; The Way of

Life, 1842; Commentaries on J^y/wsiajis, 1856, I Corinthians, 18.S7,

2 Corinthians, 1860; Systematic Theoloffy, probably the best of all

finodern expositions of Calvinistic dogmatic, 3 vols., 2200 pp., 1871-
'73

; fVhat is Darwinism ? 1874 ; and there have been published

since his ia^lh Badge's Church Polity, 1878, and Conference Papers,

•1879. ^' -~,-.- - ., ••
:

\. HODGKINSON, Eaton (1789-1801), a distinguished

engineer, was the sou of a farmer, and was born at Anderton

near Northwich, Cheshire, 26th February 1789. He re-

ceived his first stimulus to the study of mathematics at the

grammar school of Northwich, and this interest was further

quickened by the instructions of Dr Dalton at Manchester,

whither he had removed in 1811, and where, instead of

following his original purpose to study for the church, he
was assisting his widowed mother to establish a business.

For several years he carried on mechanical researches and
experiments, but his first discovery of importance was that

of a new form of iron girder, by which a gain of two-fifths

in strength was obtained over that formerly in use. After

this he carried on investigations of a similar character in

iconjunction with Sir William Fairbairn, who greatly pro-

mpted by bis suggestions and assistance in some of his

jnore important, inventions. In 1840 Hodgkinson com-

municated a paper to the Royal Society on Experimental

Reseetrclies on the Strength of Pillars of /^ast-iron and olht'r

Materials in recognition of which he in 1841 received the

royal medal, and was also elected a fellow. His formuloa

for solid and hollow pillars soon obtained general adnpi

tion in all engineering class-bcoks. Subsequently he \va*

employed by Stephenson to Verify the experiments u(

Fairbairn on wrought-iron tubes, with a view to the conV

struction of the Britannia Bridge ; and for his co-operation

in this work he received a silver medal at the Paris Exhibi<

tion of 1855. In 1S47 he was appointed professor of tha

mechanical principles of engineering iu University College,

London. In 1848 he was chosen president of ths

Manchester Philosophical Society, of which he had beeo a

member since 1826, and to which, both previously and
subsequently, he contributed many of the more important

results of his discoveries. For several years he took an

active part iu the discussions of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, of which he was elected an honorary memben ii]

1851. He died at Eaglesfiold House, near Manchester^

18th June 1861. The name of Hodgkinson will always

be associated with those of Fairbairn and Stephenson, and
without his assistance it may safely be affirmed that thd

most brilliant achievements of both would have been im-

possible. "
''

HODMEZO-VAsARHELY, a corprate town in tha

county of Csongr.^d, Hungary, is situated on the laka

H6d, and on the Alfold Railway, about 90 miles

S.E. of Budapest, 46° 27' N. lat., 20° 22' E. long. Tha
town is large and rapidly improving, and has many public

buildings. Of these the most noteworthy are the town<

hall, the Roman Catholic, Greek, and Protestant (one

Lutheran and two Calvinist) churches, the Jews' syna-

gogue, the Protestant gymnasium, and the royal law courts.

Hbdmezb-VAsdrhely possesses also many elegant private

residences, two hospitals, two banks, and several literary

institutions, and has a flourishing trade. The soil of the

surrounding country is exceedingly fertile, the chief pro-

ducts being wheat, raangcorn, barley, oats, millet, maize,'

and various descriptions of fruit, especially melons. Exten>

sive vineyards, yielding large quantities of both white and

red grapes, skirt the town, which has also a fine public

garden. The, horned cattle and horses of H6dmezo'

V.-isArhely are con.sidered the best in the Alfold; sheep and

pigs are also extensively reared. The commune is protected

from inundations of the Theiss by an enormous dike, but

the town, nevertheless, sometimes suffers considerable

damage during the spring floods. In 1870 the population

was 49,153, chiefly Magyars.

HODOGRAPH is the name given to a geometrical con-

struction which greatly facilitates the study of kinematical

questions. It was invented

by Sir William Rowan
Hamilton about 1845, and

the first account of it, writ-

ten by him, is to be found

in the Proc. R. J. A. for

1840.
^

The hodograph may be

thus defined:— If a point

be in motion in any orbit

and with any velocity, and

if, at each instant, a lino

be drawn from a fi.xed

point parallel and equal

to the velocity of the mov-

ing point at that instant,

the extremities of these

lines will lie on a curve called the hodograph. "^ L«t PPiPj

be the path of the moving point, and let OT, OT,, 0T„,

be drawn from the fixed point O parallel and equal to the

velocities at P, P,, Pj respectively, then the locus of T ii

the hodoiiraph of the orbit described by P ffiii. 1).

i'ig. 1.
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From this dennition we have the following important

Fundamental property which belongs to all hodographs, viz.,

'.hat at any point the tangent to the hodograph is parallel

to the direction, and the velocity in the hodograph equal

to the magnitude of the resultant acceleration at the corre-

Bponding point of the orbit. This will be evident if we

consider that, since radii vectores of the hodograph represent

velocities in the orbit, the elementary arc between two con-

secutive radii vectores of the hodograph represents the

velocity which must be compounded with the velocity of

the moving point at the beginning of any short interval of

time to get the velocity at the end of that interval, that is

to say, represents the change of velocity for that interval.

Hence the elementary arc divided by the element of time

is the rate of change of velocity of the moving-point, or in

other words, the velocity in the hodograph is the accelera-

tion in the orbit.
*

-^ . .-- .,

' Analytically thus (Thomson and Tail, N(d. Phil):—Let x, y, z

be the coqrJinates of P in the orbit, {, ?), ( those of the corn;-

»pondinf; point T in the hodograph, then .

therefore

Also, if s
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rienec the locus of P is a conic section whoso scrai-pararacter is

*1
. If «<1, is n-ithin the circle and the orbit is an cUipso;

if «-l, is on the circumference and the orbit is a parabola
;
and

if«>l, is without the circle C
md the orbit is an hyperbola.

T«o values of the potential,

V, can readily be found from

Ihc above :—

vJl

v =

but r=
h

. TG.

Tli
'

TH . TG

.

Xlso, since OCH is n rif;ht angle,

V-TH.TG = thc square of the

undent from T to the circle de-

•cribed on HO as diameter.

A beautiful result con- B
nected with the hodograph, Fig. 5.

(lud one which has attracted the attention of several of the

ablest mathematicians, was communicated by Sir William

IlamiltoQ to the Royal Irish Academy in March 1847. It

is called the theorem of hodographic isochronism, and is

thus stated:— If two circular hodographs, having a common
chord, which passes through, or teods towards, a common
centre of force, be cut perpendicularly by a third circle, the

times of hodographically describing the intercepted arcs

will be equal. A purely quaternion proof is given of this

theorem ^y Hamiltor, in his Ekraenls, and, following the

hints given by Lliat method, he has also indicated the follow-

ing geometrical proof.

Let TMT'M'. 'WMW'M' (fig. 6), be the tu-o lio<lographic circles

wiih centres H and L and common chord M.^^. Let P, P'. on the

common chord produced, be the centres of two circles WTW'T
ind B.\ B'A', near each other, which cut the hodographs orthogonally.

Let be tlie centre of force, OZ perpendicular to the tangent
It T,.and TR. TK' perpendicular to SX. Also let AT mean the
>rc AT, and similarly for the other small arcs. Draw PY perpen-

dicular to PT.

But V - }1T

.

•.« = JL
OF'

Similarly,

(

AT^
TK-

. OP . TR from similar triangles OPZ and THR

;

M . FP' . TR M . PP
" OP- . TR« . FT " 0P= . PT . TR

Fig, G

From iimiiur triajigles TIIA and TPY we h.ivt

AT PV
TH - PT

-ISO fiom similar triangles THR and FP'Y

Til PP' . AT PP-

IK " PY • TK "
I't

AT
pp. TR

Sioiibrly, A'T'

PT
PP' . TR

FT

If . and ( be the times of hodographically describing llie arcs AT
and A'T' respectively,

AT M . AT M.AT,., .p, ., . .• , . t>- -^— (if V be the potential at T)

_^I_^PF

OP-

T'R'

Now

T'R'- . PT
M. PF I

OP* PT. i

2TR . T'R'

M.-. PF-
' OP" . PT . T'R'

'

Jj 1 j
2ai . PP

TR"^ T'R'l " OI«.PT
) TR + TR' \

(2TR.T'R'i

TR-i-TK'

2TR.T'R'

= the harmonic mean between TR and T'R' — QL'

2M . PP'
I + I'

I

Mr--' M'r-s

0F= . PT . QL
From this expression we see that the time of describing the tw»

small arcs TA and T'A' is independent of the radius of the hodo^

graph and the distance of its centre from L. Hence it is equal to

the time of describing the two arcs BW and B'^V. By contiuuing

tlie process of drawing orthogonals we arrive at the conclusion that

the time of describing the whole arc ATT'A' i qual to the time of

describing the arc iiWW'B'. A ver}* simi analytical proof is

given in Tait and SiciAg's Vi/iiamics of a J^articU. Others not so

simple by Cayley and Droop are to be found in the Quarterly

Journal of Maihanatics. We can only mention that the theorem
of Lambert can be deduced from the above theorem of hodographic
isochronism without using any property of conic sections.

Sir William Hamilton ha.s obs'erved that we have a
good instance of a hodograph in the curve of aberration

of a star, which is merely the hodograph of the earth's

annual motion. The fact that this curve is a circle in a

plane parallel to the earth's orbit, abstracted, however,

from the general idea of the hodograph, v?a.s known long

before the date of the hodograph. It will be found clearly

stated and proved in Woodhouse's Astronomy, of date 1821,

and from allusions there it appears to have been known
even earlier. As an application of the hodograph, Thomson
and Tait point out that the heat and light received by

a planet from the sun in any time are proportional to the

corresponding arc of the hodograph.
,

See Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 1846 ; Hamilton's ElemeTiis q)
Quaternions; Tait, Proc. R. S. E., 1867-8; Tait's Quaternions

;

Thomson and Tait, A'at. Phil., (J. BL.)

HODY, Hu.MPHREY (1659-170G), an English divine,

was born at Odcombe in Somersetshire in 1659. In 1676

he entered Wadhara College, Oxford, of which, having

proceeded M.A. in 1G82, he became fellow in 1684.

Previously he had published in 1680 Dissertalio contra

Ilistoriam Aristece dc LXX. Interpretibus, in which ho

showed that the so-called letter of Aristeas, containing

an account of the production of the Septuagint, was the

late forgery of a Hellenist Jew originally circulated to

lend authority to that version. The dissertation was

generally regarded as conclusive, although Vossius pub-

lished an angry and scurrilous reply to it in the appendix

to his edition of I'omponius Mela. In 1C89 llody wrote

the " Prolegomena " to tho chronicle of John Malala,

published at 0.\ford in 1G91. Tho following year ha

became chaplain to Stillingfleet, bishop of Worcester, and,

on account of his supporting the ruling party in a contro-

versy with Dodwell regarding the nonconforming bishops,

lie was appointed chaplain to Archbishop Tillotson, an office

which he continued to hold tinder Tenison. In 1698 he

was appointed rogius professor of Greek in the university

"f 0.\ford,and in 170f he w.as promoted to the archdeacon-

ly of Oxford. In 1701 lie published Ilutory of Enijlish

(\mniUs a.nd Convocations, and in 1704 in fourvohimes D»
lillitiuritm textis orir/inalibus, in which he included his

nriginal work on the Septuagint, and published a reply to

I he,attack of Vossiiu;. He died 20th January 1700. .A'

work, De Graxn ItliixlrUms, which he left in manuscri[.t,

«a<i jiubFLshed in 1712 by Dr Jebb, who prefixed to it a

ii-atin dissertalian. i-

HOP, oriainally rvLC.vrTEiiOF, a town of Bavaria, circle

of Upper yranconia, is beautifully situated on the Saale,

on the nc<rth-eastern spurs of the Fichtelgebirge, and at the
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junction of several railways, 30 miles N.N.E. of Baireuth.

It is the seat of district, town, country, and commercial
courts, a chamber of commerce, and a head tax office. It

is surrounded by walls, and has one Catholic and three

'Protestant churches, a town-house of 1563 in the Gothic
Style, a gymnasium with an extensive library, a trade and
commercial school, a female school of the higher grade, a

people's school, an orphanage, a richly endowed hospital

founded in I2G2,andan infirmary. Its industries are chiefly

connected with wool and cotton, and include woollen,

cotton, and jute sjiinninj:, jute weaving, and the manufac-
ture of cotton and half-woollen fabrics. It has also dye-

works, flour-mills, saw-mills, breweries, iron-works, and
manufactures for machinery, iron and tin wares, chemicals,

and sugar. In the neighbourhood there are large marble
quarries and extensive iron mines. The population iu 1875
was 18,122.

Hof was Ijuilt .ibout lOSO, on the site of r>n oM robber castle.

Oiiginally it belongcj to tlic empire, but afterwards it was liekl by
the ibikes of Jlcraii, ami tlieii by the counts of OrlamunJe, until

it was sold in 1373 to tlie counts of Nuremberg. The cloth manu-
facture intioJuced into it in the 15th century, and the manufacture
of veils, begun in the 16th century, greatly promoted its prosperity,
but it suffered socerely in the Albcitine and Hussite wars, as we'll

as in the Thirty Years' War; and in 1823 the greater part of it

was destroyed by fire. In 1792 it came into the possession of
Prussia; in 1800 it fell to France; and in 1810 it was incor-
porated with Bavaria. See Widmann, Chronik da- SlacU Hof,
1844; Ernst, Gcschichtc und Bcsckrcibuii'j des Bexirks und dcr Suidl
Hof, 1866.

HOFER, Andre.vs (17G7-1S10), a Tyrolese patriot, was
born October 2, 17G7, at St Leonhard, in the Passoyr valley.

There his father kept a tavern called the Sandhof, which
Hofer inherited, and on that account he was popularly known
as the "Sandwirth." la addition to this he carried on a
trade in wine and horses with the north of Italy, acquiring

a high reputation for intelligence and honesty. On the

outbreak of the war i.i 1796, he commanded a company of

riflemen against the French at Lake Garda, and after the

peace of Lumiville he took an active part in organizing the

Tyrolese militis. After the treaty of Prcsburg (1805), by
which Tyrol was transferred from Austria to Bavaria, Hofcr
was clioscn a member of the secret Tyrolese deputation which
went to Vienna to confer with the emperor on the condition

of their country ; and when, on the advice of Austria, the

wliole of Tyrol in April 1809 rose in arms, Hofcr was
|

cliosen to the command of a large division of the insurgents,

and inflicted an overwhelming defeat on the Bavarians at

Storzing. Reinforcements sent by Kapoleon defeated the

Austrians at Woergl and the Tyrolese at Fcuersinger, but
Ilofer coming to the rescue of his country repulsed the

Bavarians with great loss at Iiuisbruck. Notwithstanding
also that Austria after Napoleon's victory at Wagrani agreed

to evacuate Tyrol, Ilofer resolved to maintain the struggle,

and on the 13th August, at Berg Isel, routed with great

slaiiglitcra combined French and Bavarian force, and com-
pletely freed his country from foreign dominion. For some
time the internal affairs of Tyrol were administered by
an independent Government of which Hofcr was the head,

but after the peace of Vienna the Bavarians again endea-

voured to assert their supremacy, and after a licruic resist-

ance Hofer was compelled to flee for safety to the mountains.

A price was set upon Ids head, and on account of the

treachery of one of his most trusted followers, he was
cajitured, .January 27, |810, in a chalet in the Pas^cyr
valley. He was sent to Mantua for trial, and on the 20th
February, by the orders of Napoleon, wis executed twenty-

four hours after his condemnation. In I."<2.1 his remains
were removed from the place of sepnltiue at .Mantua to

Innsbruck, where they were interred in the Franciscan

church, and in 1831 a marble statue was erected over his

>.nmb. In 1819 the patent of nobility decrecil for liini by

Austria in 1809 was conferred upon his family by the title

of Von Passeyr.

See Lchcn und ThcUcn dcs chcmalujen Ti/rolcr Insurtjcnten-Chcfs
Andr. Uufci; Berlin, 1810/ Aadr. Hofer und die Tyrolcr Insur-
rcdion im Jahrc 1S09, Jlunicli, ISll ; Hoiuiayr, Geichicldc Andr.
Hofer's Sandivirtks aufPassq/r, Lcipsic, IS45 ; B. Weber, Das Thai
Pas^eJjr und seine Bcwohner mit besondercr Riieksieht auf Andrcai
Hofcr juid dns Jalir \S09, Innsbruck, 1851; Rapp, Tirol im Jahr
1809, Innsbnick, 1852; Heigel, Andreas Hofer, Munich, 1874.
His history has supplied the materials for tragedies to B. Auerbach
and Iminennann.

HOFFMANN, August Heinrich (1798-1874), known
as HoflTmann von Fallersleben, German poet, philologist,

and historian of literature, was born at Fallersleben, in

Liineburg, April 2, 1798. He was educated at Helmstadt
and Brunswick, and afterwards at the univci-sities of

Gottingcn and Bonn. His original intention was to study

theology, but he soon devoted himself entirely to literature.

In 1823 he was appointed librarian to the university of

Breslau, a post which he held till 1838. He was made
extraordinary professor of the German language and litera-

ture at the university in 1830, and full professor in 1835
;

but he was deprived of his chair in 18i2 in consequence

of his Unpolitische LieJer, wdiich gave much offence to the

ruling classes of Prussia. Ho then travelled for some time

in Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, and lived for two or

three years in Mecklenburg, of which he became a natural-

ized citizen. The revolution of 1848 brought him back
to Prussia, where he was restored to his rights, and received

as a pension the " Wartegeld," that is, the salary attached

to a promised office which is not yet vacant. He married

in 1849, and during the next ten years lived first in

Bingerbriick, afterwards in Ncuwied, and then in Weimar,
where he was one of the editors of the Wdmarisi/te
Jalirbuch. In 1860 he became librarian to the duke of

Piatibor, and he retained this appointment till his death

on the 20th of January 1874. Fallersleben was one of

the best poptdar poets of modern Germany. In politics

he ardently sympathized with the progressive tendencies

of his time, and he was among the earliest and most effec-

tive of the political poets who prepared the way for the

outbreak of 1848. As a poet, however,. he acquired distinc-

tion chiefly by the case, simplicity, and grace with which he
gave expression to the passions and aspirations of ordinary

life. Altliough he had not been scientifically trained in

music, ho composed melodies for many of his songs, and a

considerable number of them are sung by all classes in

every part of Germany.

The best known of lii^ pocticnl writings is his Ocdichte (Sth
edition, Berlin, 1874) ; but there is great merit also in hisyl/cmaii-
JiiscAc iiV'(/i.T (5th edition, Mannheim, 1843), Soldatenlieder {iiimnz,

1851), Soldalcnicbcn (Berlin, 1852), Ji/mnlcben (Neuwied, 18C5|!
and in his Fiinfzig Kiiidcrlicdtr, Fiinfua Neue Kindcrlieder, anil

AUe und Neuc Kindcrlieder His Lhifolilische. Liedcr, DciUsch"
IJcder aiis dcr Sckweiz, and Slrcijlichler aie not without poeticol
value, but lliey are mainly interesting in relation to the iiractical

inovcnunls of the age in which they were wvitton. As a student
of ancient Teutonic literature Fallersleben ranks among the n'Ost
lierscverin" and cultivated of Gernian scholars, some of llie chief
results of Ills labours being embodied in his Hurn: Belrjicir, Fund-
grubeJi fiir Ocsehichic deufschcr S/irachc nnd Lilereditr, AlldctUscht
IllttUcr, Spcnden :ur drnlscheit Literal uriicschichlr, and Findlineit.

\

Among his editions of iiartienlar works may be named l;ciueh«\'
I'os, Moniimcnta Eluonensiu, and Tho>//liilits. Vic Vciilselic Phtlo-

.

lofiic im Crundrixs (183G) was at the time of its publication n
valuable contribution to philological research, and historians ol

German literature still allacb importance to his Geschichlc dcs
dciihehcn Kirchailiedcs bis ntif Lullicr{\S32; 3ded., 1-SCl), lfnsc7-e

iolL-.lln(mliehe>i Liedcr (3d cd., 1869), nnd Die deulsclien Gcscll-

u-linfhliedcr dcs 10 und 17 7«7ii7/. (2d cd., 1860). In 1808-70
F.illiTskben published in 6 vols, an antobiograi>Iiy, Mcin Leicu;
Aufzcielinunijen und Erinneriinqcn. See also Bricfc vrm Hoffmann
ron Fallersleben nnd Morili J/nupt an Ferdinand Wolf (Vicnim,
1874); Wagner, Hoffmann row Fallersleben, 1818-08 (Vienim
1869); and Gottsclinll, Porlriits uud Sludien (vol v., Loipsie
1 .-/I ^ •
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HOFFMANN, Eknst Tiieodok 'Wiliielm (177G-1322),

German romance writer (for wlioss;name Wilhclm his

own substitute, in Lomage to Jlozart, was Amadeus), was

born at KonigsbDrg, January 21, 177C. His pareats, who

lived unhappily together, separating <a year or two after

Lis birth, ho was brought up in his grandmother's house,

under tlie care of a bachelor uncle. His relations seem

to have been fairly puzzled at the waywardness, cunning,

and precocity of the boy, who neglected hia school lessons

and hated routine, but applied himself with passionate

zeit to the study of music and paiuting, extemporized

marvellously on the harpsichord, and with his pencil cari-

catured friend and foe alike with terrible facility. Incited

by his friend Hippel, Hoffmann on leaving school turned

to the hereditary profession of the law; but, as no im-

mediate post offered itself, he gave lessons in music and

painting, and wrote two novels, for which he could not

find a publisher. A discreditable love episode with one

of his pupils drove him at this time from Kouigsberg, and

he went to act as assistant to another lawyer uncle at

Gross-Glogau in Silesia. In 1798 he became referendary

in the supremo court at Berlin, and in 1800 passed his final

examination and was appointed assessor to the court of

Posen. Here he seems to have led a dissipated life, and

to have contracted the habit of excessive drinking which

marred his whole career. He subsequently made enemies

in Posen by sending a series of scandalous caricatures for

distribution at a masquerade ball, and his appointment was

on tills account changed to a councillorship at Plozk, where,

having married ere this time, he spent two years in retire-

ment, studying in his leisure hours -the theory of music,

translating Italian poetry, and sketching plans for future

literary work; but in 1801, again in favour at headquarters,

lie was transferred as councillor to Warsaw. There he

.'ound a true friend in Hitzig, his colleague, and made the

acquaintance of Werner, at whose request he set music to

some parts of the Kreuz an der Osisee. He soon became

the centre of musical society in Wareaw, helped to insti-

tute a concert-house or "Eessource," found leisure not

only to paint its saloons but to compose music for its

orchestra, and was actually conducting this orchestra before

enthusiastic audiences when Warsaw was taken by the

French in 180G. For some time he lingered in Warsaw;
but in the spring of 1^7, having recovered from a fever

to find himself almost penniless, he returned to Berlin to

seek some means of livelihood. His only child died in

Posen while he was in Berlin ; and, though ho succeeded

in obtaining the post of music-director to the Bamberg

theatre, the theatre soon after became bankrupt, and

Hoffmann was once more destitute. He uow found oc-

casional employment as a composer of operatic music,

und, as a last resource, attempted authorship. The editor

iif the AUgemeine Musihdiscltc Ziilimr/ enlisted his ser-

vices, and in that paper appeared a series, afterwards pub-

lished, with a preface by Jean Paul Eichter, as Fanlasie-

tluche ill C'allots Manier (1814; 4lh cd., ISCl). He
composed at this time, among other things, a Miserere

by order of the grand-duke of Wiirzburg, and, for the pro-

prietors of the Bamberg theatre, music to Kotzebue's opera

Das Gcspensi; and he also gave lessons in music and draw-

ing, decorated saloons, and painted portraits to order. The
misery of his condition was enhanced by his wife's illness

and his own light-hearted recklessness. The money which

he inherited at the death of his uncle did not suilice to pay

his debts ; and ho had been reduced to selling his last coat

for food when his friends obtained for him the post of

music-director to another theatrical compaiy, performing

alternately at Dresden and Lcipsic. Hoffmann was writing

romances in a garret in Dresden, or, bedridden by gout,

was drawing caricatures of the " Verwiiuschte Franzoscn"

while Napoleon and the allied armies were struggling

round its walls. In 1814 apjiearcd liLs fiaiuii an/ der.

Schlachlfdde von Dresden ; and in the same year, on tho

fall of Napoleon, he returned to Berlin, and was reinstated

in the legal profession. Two ycai-s later he was appointed

councillor in the supremo court, and from that time en-

joyed a good income, a dignified position, and. the sociot)^

of Lis best friends. He was already, in virtue of his

Fantasicstiklx, regarded as one of the most notable romanca
writers of his day, but most of his works wore yet to come.'

Those followed each other in quick succession. Die Eliiin
des Teujels appeared in 1816; iVac/dsliide in 1817;
Seilsamo Lfidai eincs Thcate~direktors in 1818; Dit

Serajnonshruder, a collection of tales, ia 1819-24 ; Klein

Zaches, genanni Zinnoher, in 1819; Prinzessin Brivnbilla

in 1821; Meisler Floh in 1822; and Lebeusansicldai de»

Katers Jliirr in 1821-22. He also composed the opera

Undine, the libretto of which was prepared by Fouiiud

himself. It was performed with success in Berlin ; but

the music was lost in the subsequent destruction of tha

opera-house by fire. HolTmana's prospects in Berlin wcra

ruined by the old habit of intemperance, which had grown

upou him during the years of his poverty. We are told

that his legal duties wore scrupulously performed, and thai

the remainder of his day was spent in literary work, but

that, when this was over, ho avoided refined society, and

his nights became a series of wild pothouse revels. Hia

health soon gave way; and, after intense -sufToring from

spinal paralysis, he died at Berlin, July 24, 1S22. Der
Feind, his last work, remained unfinished.

Versatility is the chief characteristic of Hoffmann's

genius, and it is also its greatest weakness. He is admitted

to have been an excellent jurist. His paintings were clever,

though fantastic. He was a popular composer and a

brilliant romance-writer. But this very versatility pre-

vented his rising to eminence in any one vocation ; and,

even as a romance-writer, in whigh capacity ho will ba

longest remembered, he was deficient in some of the highest

attributes. His imagination was unbounded, his wit light

and acrid, his dialogue stirring. His descriptive passages,

in their minute vividness, have been compared to those of

.Sir Walter Scott, and his romances .abound in the supersti-

tious and mythical, that dicmonic element which is so

peculiarly German, and which in Hoffmann amounted

almost to a frenzy. But, with all this, a perusal of his

writings leaves a disagreeable impression on tho mind, a

feeling of dissatisfaction and unrest. They are the produc-

tiou of a misdeveloped nature, of a man full of feverish

impulses, oddities, and weakness, not devoid of tender-

ness, bnt whose temper was unforgiving and malicious,

whose prevailing mood was tho sarcastic, and whose only

religious creed was a blind, headlong fatalism. There

is also a strong element in his writings which Carlyle

ill his biography of Hoffmann has called " playcrlike,"

a glitter which is of tinsel, a somethiiig "false,

brawling, and tawdry." His writings, like his character,

are a curious niLKture of what is really beautiful and

rare with much that is potty and sordid. Their clever-

ness is irresistible; but the dignity of true greatness is

not there. t.,-r;r..

Die Elixire der Teufels, his longest completed work,

contains in a narrative form some of his ow-n wildest and

most revolting delusions ; and tho derisive Kuler Murr,

of which tlio third volume is wanting, is not less character-

istic. Some of his. smaller pieces have justly been thought

tho most pleasing and perfect of his. works. Among these

are Der goldcRC Top/, Das FrdiUein, von Sciuleri/, Doge nnd

Dogarcssc, and Meisler Martin und seine Gescllat. Tho

delicacy and finish of the last, slight though it is, Lave

stamoed it as KoCfuiaim'p masteroiece. .

'
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A life of Hofrmann lias been written by Hitzig, his colleague firsi

in Warsaw and afteiwards in Berlin, under the title of HofftJiann's

leben und ^'a^:hlass. A selection of liis writings was published in

Berlin, 1827-28, and five more volumes (including Hitzigs life)

were added by his widow in 1S39. A selection of his writings by

Kurz appeared in 1870, and an edition of his collected works, in 12

vols., in 1871-73. Most of his romances are to be obtained separately

in the Universal- Bibliothck, a cheap edition of standard authors pub-

lished at Leipsic. Die £lixire dcs Tcii/ctshas been translated into

English (Edin., 1824), and Cailyle has given us a biography of

Hoffmann, together with a translation of one of the Fantasic-stvckc,

'*Der Goldene Topf," in his Overman i2t)?na7icfi. (F. M.)

HOFFMANN, Friedrich (1660-1742), the most famous

physician in a family that had been connected with medicine

for 200 years before him, was born at Halle, February 19,

1660. He received his school educational the gymnasium
of his native town, where he acquired that taste for and

skill in mathematics to which he attributed much of his

after success. At the age of eighteen he went to study

medicine at Jena, whence in 1680 he passed to Erfurt, in

order to attend Kasper Cramer's lectures on chemistry.

Nest year, returning to Jena, he received his doctor's

diploma, and, after publishing a thesis, was permitted to

teach. Constant study then began to tell on his health,

and in 1682, leaving his already numerous pupils, he pro-

ceeded to Minden in Westphalia to recruit himself, at the

request of a relative who held a high position in that town.

After practising his profession at Minden for two years,

Hoffmann made a journey to Holland and England, where

he formed the acquaintance of many illustrious chemists

and physicians. Towards the end of 1684 he returned to

Minden, and during the next three years he received many
flattering appointments. In 1688 he removed to the more
promising sphere of Halberstadt, with the title of physician

to the principality of Halberstadt ; and on the founding of

Halle university in 1693, his reputation, which had been

steadily increasing, procured for him the primariiis chair

of medicine, while at the same time he was charged with

the responsible duty of framing the statutes for the new
medical faculty. He filled also the chair of natural philo-

sophy. With tho^ exception of four years (1708-12),

which he passed at Berlin in the capacity of royal physician,

without however giving up his professorship, Hoffmann
spent the rest of his life at Halle in instruction, practice,

and study, interrupted now and again by visits to different

courts of Germany, where his services procured him honours

and rewards. His fame became European. He was en-

rolled a member of many learned societies in different

foreign countries, while in his own he became privy

councillor. He died at Halle, on November 12, 1742.

Hoffmann's writings, the result both of compilation and
original research, have still a considerable suggestive

value. Hia theories, though sometimes vague and even

idle, contributed in some degree to introduce a revolution

in medical science ; while his doctrine of atony and spasm
in the living solid as the sole cause of internal disorders

turned the attention of physicians more directly to the

primary moving powers of the system. He pursued with

ardour the study of practical chemistry, and pharmacy
nwcs to him several preparations which are still in general

nse. It was through Hoffmann also that many of the

mineral springs of Germany first came into repute as

Lealth resorts.'

Of hia numerous writings .a catalogue is to bo found in Ilaller's

BibUothcca Midicinit Praclica. The chief is Mcdir.ina lialionalis

Systematica, undertaken at the age of sixty, arul published in 1730.
It wa.i translated into French in 1739, under the title of Mcdeeine
Jiai3onn^c d' Ifoffmartn. A complete edition of Uolfinaun's works,
with a life of the aitthur. was published at Geneva in 1740, to which
supplements were .added in \1M and 1700. Editions appeared
also at Venice in 1745, and at Naples in 17S3 and 1793.- .

"HOFFMANN, Johann Joseph (1805-1878), an emi-
nent Chinese and Japanese .scholar, was born at Wiirzburn;

en the 16th of February 1805. After studying in the

philosophical department of the Wurzburg university, the

young man took to the stage in 1825; and it was only
by an accidental meeting with the German traveller, Dr
Siebold, in July 1830, that his interest was diverted to

Oriental philology. From Siebold himself he acquired the

rudiments of Japanese ; and in order to take advantage of

the instructions of Ko-ching-chang, a Chinese teacher whom
Siebold had brought home with him, he made himself

acquainted with Malay, the only language except Chinese
which the Chinaman could understand. Such rapid advance
did Hoffmann make that in a few years he was able to

supply the translations for Siebold's Nippon ; and the

higli character of his work soon attracted the attention of

older scholars. Stanislas Julien invited him to Paris; and
he wo'Md probably have accepted the invitation, as a dis-

agree' -nt had broken out between him and Siebold, had
not M. Baud, the Dutch colonial minister, appointed him
Japanese translator with a salary of 1800 florins or £150.
The Dutch authorities were slow in giving him further re-

cognition ; and he was too modest a man successfully to

urge hi.s claims. It was not till after he had received the

offer of the professorship of Chinese in King's College,

London, that the authorities made him professor at Leyden,
and the king allowed him a yearly pension. In 1875 he
was decorated with the order of the Netherlands Lion, and
in 1877 he was elected corresponding member of the Berlin

Academy. But these honours came almost too late ; for a

disease of the lungs from which he had long suffered ter-

minated fatally on the 19th of January 1878. .-i,, ;

Hoffmann's chief wgrk is his Japanese Dictionary. Though begun
in 1S39 it is still unfinished, for the difficulties against which he
had to contend were immense. Unable at first to procure the
necessary type, he set himself to the cutting of jjunchSs ; and even
when the proper founts were obtained he Bad to act as his own
compositor as far as Chinese and Japanese were concerned. His
Japanese grammar is a stand.ird work ; it was published in Dutch
and English in 1867, and in English and German in 1876. Of his

miscellaneous productions it is enough to mention *' Japan's
Bcziige mit der Koraischeu Halbinsel und mit Schina " in Nippon,
vii. ; Yo^San-fi-Rok, L'art d'dcvcr les vers a soie au Japan, par Oiick-

oki Mourikouni, Paris, 1848; "Die Heilkunde in Japan" in

Mitiheil. d, deutsch. Ge-scllsch. fiir Natiir- und I'olkerk. Ost-Asicns,

1873-1874 ; a.Tti Japanischo Sliuiicn, 1877, dealing with Japanese
poetry. The Dictionary is being continued by L. Serrurier.

For fiu-ther details see Kcm in Koninklijke Akadcmie van Wet-
enschappcn ; W. Vissering in Hct Vaderland, 23d Jan. 1878 ; and
Leiden Studenten-almanak, 1379. ^

HOFMANN, JoHANN Christian Konrad vojj (1810-
1877), Lutheran theologian, was born December 21, 1810,

at Nuremberg, whence, after passing through the usual

gymnasium course, he in 1827 proceeded to the university

of Erlangen as a student of theology and history. In 1829
ho became the pupil of Schleiormacher, Hengstenberg,

Ncander, and Rankc, at Berlin ; in 1832 he passed his ex-

amination fis a candidate in theology at Erlangen ; and in

the following year he received an appointment to teach

Hebrew and history in the gymnasium there. In 1835 and
1838 respectively he " habilitated " in the philosophical

and in the theological faculty at Erlangen, where in 1841

he was appointed professor cxtraordinarius in theology.

In 1842 he accepted a call to an ordinary theological chair

at Rostock, but in 1845 he returned once more to Erlangen,

where he had been nominated as successor of Harlcss.

Apart from his professorial and literary activities, his life

was a singularly uneventful one ; he was, however, an

enthusiastic adherent of the political party of progress, and

as such sat as member for Erlangen and Fiirth in the

Bavarian second chamber from 1863 to 1868. His death

occurred on December 20, 1877.

Ho wrote Die sieb:ig Jahrc dcs Jcrcmias u. die siehzig JaJmrochen
ilri Daniel, 183G ; Gesehielitc des Aufruhrs in den Cevcnftbn, 1837 ;

' •hrbuc& cUr Weltgcsehichte, 1839, which becarao a teat-book in
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the Prowstant gyraiiaam of Bavaria ; JVcissagung «. Er/iillung

im altm u. neuen TestameiUe, 1S41-44, 2d cd., 1857-60; Dcr
Srhri/tbemis, 1852-56, 2d ed. , 1857-60; Die Hcilige Schn/t

Scuen Testaments ziuiiivimcnhiingaui untcrsucht^ 1862-75 ; and
Tluotogischc Ethik, 1878. He also edited, in conjunction with

IlrifUng and Thuiiiusius, the Zntschrift far pTotcUantis^niis il,

Kirch' from 1846 onwards. His most important worl;s are tlie

Tour last named. In IVcissagung u. Er/iillung lie not only carries

Dut the idea, originated by Herder, that the entire Old Testament

IS an organic whole is one great connected prophecy, poiutirig

towards Christ, but elaborates the thought that the New Testa-

nicnt also is organi'-.ally prophetic of tlie last things. In the

Schri/tbcweis, on the fundamental axiom that the history of redemp-
tion 03 recorded in Scripture is the history of a development he at

ttreat length sets forth the methods according to which dogmatic

theology must seek for and use the Scripture proofs on which it is

or ought to be based. His work upon the New Testament discusses

the credibility of the several books, and seeks to ascertain the place

occupied by ca.^h in the organic AvhoU-. The TJteologische Ethik

unfolds the scheme of Christian duty rs arising out of the new
relations of the believer to Ood through Christ. In theology as in

ecclesiastical polity Hoffmann was a Lutheran of a very extreme

type, although the strongly marked individuality of some of his

opinions laid him open to repeated accusations of heterodoxy.

HOGARTH, WiLLUM (1C97-1764). Apart from tlie

story of his works, the life of the greatest English pictorial

satirist, whea divested of doubtful tradition, is singularly

devoid of incident. It is mainly to be found in the auto-

biogfaphical Memoranda published by John Ireland in

1798, and the successive Anecdotes of the antiquary, John*

Nichols. Hogarth was born in London on the 10th day of

November 1697, and baptized on the 28th in the church

of St Bartholomew the Great. His father was a school-

master and literary hack, who had come to the metropolis

to seek that fortune which had been denied to him in his

native Westmoreland. His son seems to have been early

distinguished rather by a talent for drawing and an active

perceptive faculty than bj' any close attention to the learn-

ing which he was soon shrewd enough to see had not

made his parent prosper. " Shows of all sorts gave me un-

common pleasure when an infant," he says, "and mimicry,

common to all children, was remarkable in me. . . . My
exercises when at school were more remarkable for the

ornamenta which adorned them than for the exercise itself."

This being the case, it is no wonder that, by his own desire,

he was apprenticed to a silver-plate engraver, Mr Ellis

Gamble, at the sign of the " Golden Angel " in Cranbourne
Street or Alley, Leicester Fields. For this master he
engraved a shop-card which is still extant. When his

apprenticeship began is not recorded ; but it must have
been concluded before the beginning of 1720, for in April

of that year ho appears to have set up as engraver on his

own account. His desires, however, were not limited to

silver-plate engraving. "Engraving on copper was, a.

twenty years of age, my utmostr ambition." For this he
lacked the needful skill as.a draughtsman ; and his account

of the means which ho took to supply this want, without

too much interfering with his pleasure, is thoroughly

characteristic, though it can scarcely be recommended as

in example. " Laying it down," he says, " first as an
ixiom, that he who could by any means acquire and retain

:n bis memory perfect ideas of the subjects he meant to

draw would have as clear a knowledge of the figure as a
nan who can write freely hath of the twenty-four- letters of

:he alphabet and their infinite combinations (each of these

being composed of lines), and would consequently be an
iccurate designer, . . . I therefore endeavoured to habituate

myself to the exercise of a sort of technical memory, and
tiy repeating in my own mind the parts of .which objects

pere composed I could by degrees combine and put them
lown with my pencil." This account, it is possible, has
loraething of the complacency of the old age in which it was
written ; but there is little doubt that his marvellous power
t{ seizins expression owed less to patient academical study

than to his unexampled eye'memory and tenacity of minor

detail. But ho was not entirely without technical training,

as, by his own showing, he occasionally "took the life" to

correct liis memories, and is known to have studied at Sit

James ThornbiU's then recently opened art school.

"His first employment "(i.e., after he set up for h.mself)

" seems," says Nichols, " to have been the engraving ol

arms and shop bills." After this he was employed ui design-

ing " plates for booksellers." Of these early and mostly

insignificant works we may pass over The Lottery, an Em-
blematic Print on the South Sea, and some book illustra-

tions, to pause at Masquerades and Operas, 172-1, the first

plate he published on his own account. Tliis is a clever

little satire on contemporary follies, such as the masque-

rades of the Swiss adventurer Heidegger, the popular

Italian opera singei-s, Rich's pantomimes at Lincoln's Inn

Fields, and last, but by no means least, the exaggerated

popularity of Lord Burlington's 7>ro/e^^, the architect paiutei

William Kent, who is here represented on the summit cl

Burlington Gate, with Raphael and Michelangelo for sup-

porters. This worthy Hogarth had doubtless not learned

to despise less iii the school of his rival Sir James Thorn-

hill. Indeed almost the next of Hogarth's important

prints was aimed at Kent alone, being that memorable

Ijurlesque of the unfortunatfe altarpiece designed by the

latter for St Clement's Danes, and which, in deference to

the ridicule of the par-iihioner.s. Bishop Gibson took down

in 1725. Hogarth's squib, which appeared subsequently,

exhibits it as a very masterpiece 'of confusion and bad

drawing. In 172G he prepared twelve large engravings

for Butler's Eudibras. These ho himself valued highly,

and they are the best of his book illustrations. But he

was far too individual to be the patient interpreter ol

other men's thoughts, and it is not in this direction that

his successes are to be sought.

To 1727-28 belongs one of those rare occurrences which

have survived as contributions to his biography. He -was

engaged-by a certain Morris, a tapestry worker, to prepare

a design for the Element of Earth. Morris.however, having

heard that he was " an engraver and no painter," declined

the work when completed, and Hogarth accordingly sued

him for the money in the Westminster Court, where, on

the 28th of May 1728, the case was decided in hia

(Hogarth's) favour. It may have been the aspersion thus

early cast on his skill as a painter (coupled perhaps with

tlie unsatisfactory state of print-selling, owing to the uncon-

trolled circulation of piratical copies) that induced him

about this time to turn his attention to the, production of

" small conversation pieces " (i.e., groups in oil of full-length

portraits from 12 to 15 inches high), many of which are

still preserved in different collections. "This," he saya,

" having novelty, succeeded for a few years." Among hia

other efforts in oil between 1728 and 1732 were The Wan-

stead Assembly, The House of Commons examining Bara-

bridge, an infamous warden of the Fleet, and nuineroua

pictures of the chief actors in Gay's popular Beggar's Opera.

On the 23d of March 1729ho was married at old Padding-

ton church to Jano Thornhill, the only daughter of Keut'a

rival above-mentioned. The match was a clandestine one,

although Lady Thornhill appears to have favoured it. We
next hear of him in " lodgings at South Lambeth," where

he rendered some assistance to the then well - known
Jonathan Tyers, who opened Vauxhall in 1732 with an

entertainment styled a.ridotto at fresco. For these gardens

Hogarth painted a poor picture of Henry VIII. and Anna
BuUen, and for them ho also made some designs of the

t our Times of the Day, which he afterwards elaborated into

a finished series. The only engravings between 1726 and

1732 which need be referred to are the Large Masquerade

Ticket (1727), another satire on masquerades, and tie
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print of Burlington Gate, 1731, evoked by Pope's Epistle

to Lord Burlington, and defending Lord Chandos, wlio

is tlierein satirized. Tliis print gave great offence, and
was, it is said, suppressed. To 1732 belongs that genial

journey from London to Sheerness, of wliich tlie original

record'still survives at the British Museum iu an oblong

MS. volume, entitled An Account of tohat seem'd most

Remarkable in the Five Days' Peregrination of the Five

Following Persons, Vizt., Messieurs Tothall. Scott, Hogarth,

Thornhill and Forrest. Begun on Saturday May 21th

1732 and Finish'd On the 31st of the Same Month. Abi tu

et fac similiter.—hiseription on Duhvich Colledge Porch.

The journal, which is written by Forrest, the father of

Garrick's friend Theodosias Forrest, gives a good idea of

what a " frisk "—as Johnson called it—was iu those days,

while the illustrations were by Hogarth and Samuel Scott

the landscape painter. John Thornhill, Sir James's son,

made the map. This version (in prose) was subsequently

run into rhyme by one of Hogarth's friends, the Kev.

Mr Gostling of Canterbuty, and after tlie artist's death

both versions were published. In the absence of other

biographical detail, they are of considerable interest to the

student of Hogarth.

In 1733 Hogartli moved into the "Golden Head "in
Leicester Fields, which, with occasional absences at

Chiswick, he continued to occupy until his death. By this

date he must have completed the earliest of those great

series of moral paintings which first gave him his position

as a great and original genius. This was A Harlot's

Progress, the paintings for which, if we may trust the date

in the last of the pictures, were finished in 1731. The
engravings, by the artist himself, were published in 1731.

We have no record of the particular train of thought

which prompted these story-pictures ; but it may perhaps

be fairly assumed that the necessity for creating some link

of interest between the personages of the little "conversation

pieces " above referred to led to the further idea of connect-

ing several groups or scenes so as to form a sequent narra-

tive. "I wished," says-Hogarth, "to compose pictures on
canvas, similar to representations on the stage." " I have
endeavoured," ho says again, " to treat my subject as a

dramatic writer; my picture is my stage, and men and
women my players, who by means of certain actions and
gestures are to exhibit a dumb show." There was never a

more eloquent dumb show than this of the Harlot's Progress.

In six scenes the miserable career of a woman of the town

is traced out remorselessly from its first facile beginning to

its shameful and degraded end. Nothing of the detail is

Boftoned or abated; the whole is acted out coram po;oM/o, with

the hard, uncorapassionate morahty of the ago the painter

lived in, while the introduction hero and there of one or two
well-known characters like Colonel Charterisand Justice

Gonson give a vivid reality to the satire. It had an im-

mediate success. To say nothing of the fact that the talent

of the paintings completely reconciled Sir James Thornhill

to the son-in law he bad hitherto refused' to acknowledge,

more than twelve hundred names of subscriljors to the en-

gravings were entered in the artist's book. On the appear-

ance of plate iii. the lords of tlio treasury trooped to

Leicester Fields for Sir John Oonson's portrait which it

contained. Thoophilus Gibber made the story into a panto-

mime, and some one else into a ballad opera ; and it gave
rise til numerous pamphlets and poems. It was painted on
fan-mounts and transferred to cups and saucers. Lastly,

it was freely pirated. There could be no surer testimony
to its popularity.

I The favourable reception given to A Harlot's Progress

prompted A Uako's Progress, which speedily followed,

although it had not a like success. It was in eight plates

iu Leu of six. . The story is unequal ; but there is nothins

finer than the figure of the desperate rake in the Covent
Garden gaming-house, or the admirable scenes in the Fleet

prison and Bedlam, where at last his headlong career comes
to its tragic termination. The plates abound with allusive

suggestion and covert humour; but it is impossible to

attempt any detailed description of theiii here.

A Rake's Progress was dafed June 25, 1735, and the

engravings bear the words " according to Act of Parlia-

ment." This was an Act (8 Geo. II. cap. 13) which
Hogarth had been instrumental in obtaining from the

legislature, being stirred thereto by the shameless piracies

of rival printsellers. Although loosely drawn, it served its

purpose; and the painter commemorated his success by a

long inscription on the plate entitled Crowns, Mitres, &c.,

afterwards used as a subscription ticket to the Election

series. These subscription tickets to his engravings, let us

add, are among the brightest and most vivacious of the

artist's productions. That to the Harlot's Progress was
entitled Boys peeping at Nature, while the Rake's Progress

was heralded by the delighful etching known as A Pleased

Audience at a Play, or The Laughing Audience.

We must pass more briefly over the prints which followed

the two Progresses, noting first A Midnight Modern Con-
versation, an admirable drinking scene which comes between
them in 1734, and the bright little plate of Southwark
Fair, which, though dated 1733, was published with A
Rake's Progress in 1735. Between these and Marriage &
la Mode, upon the pictures of which the painter must have
been not long after at work, come the small prints of the

Consultation of Physicians, Scholars at a Lecture, and
Sleeping Congregation, 1736 ; the Four Times of the Day,
1738, a series of pictures of everyday 18th century life, the

earlier designs for which have been already referred to ; the

Strolling Actresses dressing iu a Barn, 1738, which Walpolc
held to be, " "or wit and imagination, without any other

end, the best of all the painter's works f and finally the

admirable plates of the Distrost Poet, painfully composing a

poem on "Riches" in a garret, and the Enraged Musician
fulminating from his parlour window upon a discordant

orchestra of knife-grinders, milk-girls, ballad-singers, and
the rest upon the pavement outside. These are dated
respectively 1736 and 1741. To this period also (i.e., the

period preceding the production of the plates of Marriage
d. la jifode) belong two of those history pictures to which,

in emulation of the Haymans and Thornhills, the artist

was continually attracted. The Pool of Bcthesda and the

Good Samaritan, "with figures seven feet high," were
painted circa 1736, und presented by the artist to St
Bartholomew's Hospital, where they remain. They were
not masterpieces; and it is pleasanter to think of his con-

nexion with Captain Coram's recently established Foundling
Hospital (1739), which he aided with his money, his graver,

and his brush, and for which he painted that admirable

portrait of the good old philanthropist which is still, and
deservedly, one of its chief ornaments.

In A Harlot's Progress Hogarth had not strayed much
beyond the lower walks of society, and although, in A
Rake's Progress, his hero was taken from the middle classes,

ho can scarcely be said to have quitted those fields of observa-

tion which are common to every spectator. It is therefore

more remarkable, looking to his education and antecedents,

that his maatcrpicco, Marriage H la Afode, should success-

fully depict, as the advertisement has it, " a variety of

modern occurrences in high life." Yet, as an accur.alo

delineation of the surroundings of upper class 18th century

society, his Marriage (l la Mode has never, we believe, been
serioTisly assailed. The countess's bedroom, the carl's apart-

ment with its lavish coronets and old masters, the grand

saloon with its marble pillars and grotesque ornaments, are

fully as true to nature as the frowsy chamber in the " Turk's-
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Flead Bagnio," the quack-doctor'a museuui in St Martin's

Lane, or the mean opulence of the merchant's house in the

city. And what Btory could bo more vividly, more per-

spicuously, more powerfully told than this godless alliance

of sacs eC parchtmins—this miserable tragedy of an ill-

assorted marriage ? There is no defect of invention, no

superfluity of detail, no purposeless stroke. It has the

merit of a work by a great master of fiction, with the addi-

tional advantages which result from the pictorial fashion of

the narrative ; and it is matter for congratulation that it is

still to be seen by all the world in the National Gallery,

where it can tell its own tale better than pages of com-

mentary.

The engravings of Marringe d. la Mode were dated April

1745. Although the painter by this time found a ready

market for his engravings, he does not appear to have been

equally successful in selling his pictures. The people

bought his prints ; but the more opulent and not numerous

connoisseurs who purchased pictures were wholly in the

hands of the importers and manufacturers of " old masters."

In February 1745 the original oil paintings of the two

Progresses, the Four Times of the Day, and the Strolling

Actresses were still unsold. On the last day of that month
Hogarth disposed of them by an ill-devised kind of auction,

the details of which may be read in Nichols's Anecdotes,

for the paltry sum of £427, 7s. No better fate attended

Mafriage d, la Mode, which five years later became the

property of Mr Lane of Hillingdon for 120 guineas, being

then in Carlo Maratti frames which had cost the artist

four guineas a piece. Something of this was no doubt
due to Hogarth's impracticable arrangements, but the fact

shows conclusively how completely blind his contemporaries

were to his merits as a painter, and how hopelessly in

bondage to the all-powerful picture-dealers. Of these

latter the pamter himself gave a graphic picture in a letter

addressed by him under the pseudonym of " Britophil " to

the St James's Evening Post, in 1737.

But, if Hogarth was not successful with his dramas on
canvas, he occasionally shared with his contemporaries in

the popularity of portrait painting. For a picture, executed

in 1746, of Garrick as Richard IIT. he was paid £200,
"which was more," says he, "than any English artist ever

received for a single portrait." In the came year a sketch

of Simon Fraser; Lord Lovat, afterwards beheaded on

Tower Hill, had an exceptional success. Our limits do
not, however, enable us to refer to his remaining works in

detail, and we must content ourselves with a brief enumera-

tion of the most important. These are The Stage Coach
or Country Inn Yard, 1747 ; the series of twelve plates

entitled Industry and Idleness, 1747, depicting the career

of two London apprentices ; the Gate of Calais, 1 7 4 9, which
had its origin in a rather unfortunate visit paid to France
by the painter after the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle ; the

March to Finchley, 1750 ; Beer Street, Gin Lane, and the

Four Stages of Cruelty, 1751; the admirable representa-

tions of election humours in the days of Sir Robert Walpole,

entitled Four Prints of an Election, 1755-8 ; and the plate

of Credulity, Superstition, and Fanaticism, a Medley, 1762,
adapted from an earlier unpublished design called Enthusi-

asm Delineated. Besides these must be chronicled three

more essays in the "great style of history painting," viz.,

Paul before Felix, Moses brought to Pharaoh's Daughter,
and the Altarpiece for St Mary Redcliff at P^ristol. The
first two were engraved in 1751-2, the last in 1794. A
subscription ticket to the earlier pictures, entitled Paul
before Felix Burlesqued, had a popularity far greater than
that of the prints themselves.

In 1745 Hogarth painted that admirable portrait of

limself with his pug-dog Trump, which is now in 'the

National Gallery. Jn a corner of this he had drawn on a

12-4

palette a serpentine line with the words " The Line •f,

Beauty and Grace." Much inquiry ensued oa to " the

meaning of this hieroglyphic j " and in an unpropitious'

hour the painter resolved to explain his meaning in writing.

The result was the well-known Analysis of Beauty, 1753, a

treatise "to fix the fluctuating ideas of Taste," otherwise a
desultory essay having for pretext the precept attributed to

Michelangelo that a figure should be always " Pyramidall,

Serpent-like, and multiplied by one two and three." The
fate of the book was what might have been expected. By
the painter's adherents it was praised as a final deliverance

upon aesthetics ; by his enemies and professional rivals,

its obscurities, and the minor errors which, notwithstanding

the benevolent efforts of literary friends, the work had not

escaped, were made the subject of endless ridicule and cari-

cature, [t added little to its author's fame, and it is perhaps

to be regretted that he ever undertook it. Moreover, there

were further humiliations in store for him. In 1759 the

success of a little picture called The Lady's Last Stake,

painted for Lord Charlemont, procured him a commission

from Sir Richard Grosvenor to paint another picture " upon
the same terms." Unhappily on this occasion he deserted

his own field of genre and social satire, to select the story

from Boccaccio (or rather Dryden) of Sigismonda weeping
over the heart of her murdered lover Guiscardo, being

the subject of a picture by Furini m Sir Luke Sohaub's

collection which had recently been sold for £400. The
picture, over which he spent much time and patience, was
not regarded as a success ; and Sir Richard rather meanly

shuffled out of his bargain upon the plea that " the con-

stantly having it before one's eyes would be too often

occasioning melancholy thoughts to arise in one's mind."

Sigismonda, therefore, much to the artist's mortification,

and the delight of the malicious, remained upon his hands.

As, by her husband's desire, his widow valued it at £500,

it found no purchaser until after her death, when the

Boydells bought it for 56 guineas. It was exhibited, with

others of Hogarth's pictures, at tTie Spring Gardens exhibi-

tion of 1761, for the catalogue of which Hogarth engraved

a Head piece and a Tail-piece which are still the delight of

collectors ; and finally, by the bequest of the late Mr J. H.
Anderdon, it passed in 1879 to the National Gallery, where,

in spite of theatrical treatment and a repulsive theme, it

still commands admiration for its colour, drawing, and
expression.

In 1701 he was sixty-five years of age, and he had but

three years more to live. These three years were embittered

by that unhappy quarrel with Wilkes and Churchill, over

which most of his biographers are contented to pass rapidly.

Having succeeded John Thornhill in 1757 as serjeant

painter (to which post he was reappointed at the accession

of Georgo III.), an evil genius prompted him in 1762 to do

some "timed" thing in the ministerial interest, and he

accordingly published the indifTerent satire of The Times,

plate i. This at onco brought him into colli-sion with his

quondam friends, John Wilkes and Churchill the poet
;

and the immediate result was a violent attack upon him,

both as a man and an artist in the opposition North Briton,

Ne. 17. The aU.ged decay of his powers, the miscarriage

of Sigismonda, the cobbled composition of the Analysis,

were all discussed with scurrilous malignity by those who
had known his domestic life and learned his weaknesses.

The old artist was deeply wounded, and bis health was

failing. Early in the next year, however, he replied by

that squinting portrait of Wilkes which will for ever carry

his features lo- posterity. Churchill retaliated in July by

a savage Epistle to William Hogarth, to which the artist

rejoined by a print of Churchill as a bear, in torn bands and

ruffles, not the most successful of his works. " The

pleasure, and pecuniary advantage," writes Hogarth,
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" which I derived from these two engravings " (of Wilkes

md Churchill), " together with occasionally riding on

horseback, restored me to as much health as can be expected

it my time of life." He produced but one more print, that

of Finis, or The Bathos, March 1764, a strange jumble of

"fag ends," intended as a tail-piece to his collected prints;

md on the 26th October of the same year he died of an

aneurism at his house in Leicester Square. His wife, to

whom he left his plates as a chief source of income, sur-

vived him until 1789. He was buried in Chiswiclc church-

yard, where a tomb was erected to him by his friends in

1771, with a well-known epitaph by Garrick. Not far off,

on the road to Chiswick Gardens, is the now tumble-down

house in which, for many years of his life, he spent the

summer seasons.

From such records of him as survive, Hogarth appears

to have been mucTi what from his portrait one might

suppose him to have been—a blue-eyed, honest, combative,

little man, thoroughly national in his prejudices and anti-

pathies, fond of flattery, sensitive like most satirists, a good

friend, an intractable enemy, ambitious, as he somewhere

says, in all things to be singular; and not always accurately

estimating the extent of his powers. With the art connois-

seurship of his day he was wholly at war, because, as he

believed, it favoured foreign mediocrity at the expense of

native talent ; and in the heat of argument he would pro-

bably, as he admits,- often come "to utter blasphemous

expressions against the divinity even of Raphael Urbino,

Correggio, and Michelangelo." But it was rather against

the third-rate copies of third-rate artists—the "ship-loads

of manufactured Dead Christs, Holy Families, and

Madonnas"—t^at his indignation was directed, and in

speaking of his attitude with regard to the great masters of

art, it is well to remember hiB words to Mrs Piozzi :
—" The

connoisseurs and I are at war you know ; and because I

hate them, they think I hate Titian—and let them !

"

But no doubt it was in a measure owing to this hostile

attitude of his towards the all-powerful picture-brokers that

his contemporaries failed to adequately recognize his merits

as a painter, and persisted in regarding him as an ingenious

humorist alone. Time has reversed that unjust sentence.

He is now held to have been an excellent painter, pure and

harmonious in his colouring, wonderfully dexterous and

direct in his handling, and in his composition leaving

little or nothing to be desired. As an engraver his work is

more conspicuous for its vigour, spirit, and intelligibility

than for finish and beauty of line. He desired that it

should tell 'its own tale plainly, and bear the distinct im-

press of his individuality, and in this he thoroughly suc-

ceeded. As a draughtsman his skill has sometimes been

debated, and his work at times undoubtedly bears marks
of haste, and even carelessness. If, however, he is judged

by his best instead of his worst, his work will not be found

to be wanting in this respect. But it is not after all as a

draughtsman, an engraver, or a painter that he claims his

pre-eminence among English artists—it is as a wit, a humor-
ist, a satirist npon canvas. Regarded in this light he has

never been equalled, whether for his vigour of realism and
dramatic power, his fancy and invention in the decoration

of his story, or Lis merciless anatomy and exposure of folly

and wickedness. If we regard him—as he loved to regard

himself—as "author" rather than "artist," hi'' place is

with the great masters of literature,—with the Thackerays
and Fieldings, tlie Cervantes and Molitre.s.

Additions to Hognrth literature linvf not been numerous of lato

yctiis. Ill 1860 Sir G. A. Sain contributed some picturesque piiges

to the Cornhill Afagacinr, which were (ifterwnnls republished in

book form. Much minute information has also been collected in Mr
V. 0. .Stephens's Catalogue of tltc Satirical rriiif.t and Drawings in
the Brttiih Miiscinn, new in course of issue. ri<^tures by Hognrth
Irom private co'.icctions arc constantly to bo found at the annii:il

exhibitions of tlic Old Masters in the Hoyal Academy ; but moat oC
the best known works have permanent iiomcs in public galleries.

iM.nn'iage a la Mode, Sigiamonda, and his own portrait are in the

National Gallery ; the Kake's Progress and the Election Series in

the Sioane Museum ; and the March to Finchley and Captain Coram
at the Foundling Hospital, 'i'here are also notable pictures in tlie

FitzwilUam Museum at Cambridge, and the National Portrait

Gallery at Soutli Kensington. The Lady's Last Stake, to which
reference has been made, is at present (18S0) in the possession of

Mr Louis Huth. (A. D.)

HOGG, James (1770-1835), a Scottish poet, best

known by his title of the " Ettrick Shepherd," was born

on the banks of the Ettrick in Selkirkshire in 1770
His ancestors had been shepherds for centuries. He
received hardly any school training, and seems to have

had difficulty in getting books to read. After spending

his early years under different masters, first as cow-hera

and afterwards as shepherd, he was engaged in the latter

capacity by Mr Laidlaw, tenant of Blackhouse, in the

parish of Yarrow, from 1790 till 1799. He was treated

with great kindness, and had access to a large collection of

books, which he soon exhausted, and then subscribed to a

circulating library in Peebles. While attending to his

flock, he spent a great deal of time in reading. His first

printed piece was "The Mistakes of a Night," which

appeared in the Scots Magazine for October 1794, and was

succeeded by Scots Pastorals in 1801. A year or two afte'

this publication Hogg became acquainted with Sir Walter

Scott—a connexion which had a powerful influence for good

on the peasant poet. He again appeared before the public

in 1807 as the author of the Mountain Bard, to which

Scott wrote an introductory notice. By this work, and by

a Treatise on the Diseases of Sheep, Hogg realized about

£300. With this money he unfortunately embarked in

farming in Dumfriesshire, and in three years was utterly

ruined, and had to abandon all his effects to his creditors.

He returned to Ettrick, and there found only cold and

estranged looks. He could not even obtain employment

as a shepherd ; so he set off in February 1810 to push his

fortune in Edinburgh as a literary adventurer. In the

same year lie published a collection of songs, which, being

dedicated to the countess of Dalkeith, and recommended

to her notice by Scott, was rewarded with a present of

100 guineas. He then commenced a weekly periodical.

The Spy, which he continued from September 1810

till August 1811. The appearance of the Queen's Wake
in 1813 established Hogg's reputation as a poetj it was

followed by Mador of the Moor, The Pilgrims of the

Sun, and The Podic Mirror. The duchess of Buccleuch,

on her death-bed in 1814, had asked the duke to do

something for the Ettrick bard ; and the duke gave him

a lease for life of the farm of Altrivo in Yarrow, con-

sisting of about 70 acres of moorland, on which the poet

built a house and spent the last years of his life. He
took possession of it in 1817; but his literary exertions

were never relaxed. Before 1820 he had written The

Brownie of Bodsheck, and two volumes of Winter Evening

Tales, besides collecting, editing, aiid writing part of twc

volumes of Jacobite Relics, and contributing largely ti

Blackxooods Magazine. In 1 820 ho married M iss Margaret

Phillips, a lady of a good Annandalo family, and found

himself posscs.'ied of about £1000, a good house, and n

well-stocked farm. Hogg's connexion with Blachvood's

Magazine kept him continually before the public. The
wit and mischief of some of his literary friends made free

with his name, and represented him in ludicrous and

grotesque aspects ; but the effect of the whole was favour-

able to his popularity. Ho visited London in 1831, and

was feasted by tho nobility, litornti, and public men of

the metropolis. On his return a public dinner was given

to him in Peebles,—Professor Wilson in tho chair,—and he

acknowledged that ho had at last "found fame." H'"
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!;e.ilth, towcver, was seriously impaired. With lis pen in

'.lis liliud to the last, Ilopg in 1834 publislied a volume of

Liy Sermons, and iu 1835 two volumes of JIoHlrose Tales.

His illness ultimately assumed .the form mi dropsy, and

after a short confinement he died Novem'ber 21, 1835,

having nearly completed his sixty-fifth year. He was

buried in the churchyard of his native parish Ettrick. His

fame had seemed to fill the whole district, and was brightest

at its close ; his presence was associated with all the Border

si.>orts and festivities ; and as a !n::n James Hogg was over

frank, joyous* and charitable.

His ishepherd's Calendar IS the best of Hogg's prose

works ; but it is n>aiiily as a great peasant poet that he

lives in literature. Nothing can be more exquisite than

some of his lyrics and minor poems—his " Skylark,"
" When the Kye comes Hame," his verses on the "Comet"
and "Evening Star," aiid his " Address to Lady Ann Scott."

The Queen's Wake unites his characteristic excellences—his

command of the old romantic ballad style, his graceful

; fairy mythology, and his aerial flights of imagination. The
, story of Kilmeny stands at the head of all our fairy talus,

aud is inimitable for its scenes of visionarysplendour, purity,

and bliss, linked to the fairest objects of earthly interest and
iidfection. In such compositions Hogg seems completely

transformed ; he is absorbed in the ideal and supernatural,

and might have claimed over all his contemporaries the

Delphic laurel for direct and immediate inspiration.

See a memoir by Professor Wilson, pnfixed to an edition of Hogg's
works published by Blackio & Co. in 1S50; Wilson's A'odcs Ambro-
siarue; Gilfillan's /"!>«( Gallery of Literary Portraits \ Cunningham's
Biog. and Crit. Hist, of Lit. ; and llie general index lo BlackuxoiCs

Magazine. A collected edition of Hogg's Talcs appeared in 1838 in

6 vols., and a second in 1S51 ; his collected Potvis were published

in 1850 and in 1852. For an admirable account of the social enter-

tainments Hogg used to give in Edinburgh, see Memoir of Kubcrt

Chambers, by Dr William Chambers, pp. 263-270.

HOHENELBE (Bohemian, VrcUali), the chief town of

a government district in Bohemia, is beautifully situated

on both banks of the Elbe, crossed there by five bridges,

oil the southern spurs of the Riesengebirge, and on the

north-west Austrian railway, 16 miles north-east of Gitschin.

Tlie houses with lofty gables and arcades supported by
wooden columns have a picturesque appearance ; and
among the principal buildings are the decanal church, the

castle surrounded by a fine park, the Augustine monastery,

the citiEeu school, and the trade school. Linen and cotton

iiro the staple manufactures, and there are also bleacli-

wurks, dye-works, and a papor-niill. A splendid view is

obtained from the Heidelberg, which rises to the height of

3120 feet immediately behind the town. The population

if, 1860 was 5316.

HOHENLOHE, a German jjrincely family, who look

thoir name from the territory of Hohenlohe in Franconia,

which, originally a countshipand afterwards a principality,

lust its Independence in 1806, and is now included partly

in Wurtemberg and partly in Bavaria. They are first men-
tioned as po.sse.%sing in the 12th century the castle of

HoUoch near Uffenheim. At an early period they extended
their influence into several of the Franconian valleys, includ-

ing those of the Kocher, the Jagst, the Taubcr, and the

Gotlach. The first count of the name was Gottfried, who
was on terms of intimacy with the emperor Henry VL,
and whose sons founded the lines of Hohenlohe-Bruneck
and Hohenlohe-Holloch. The former became extinct in

the fourth generation, and the latter in 1340 divided

into the lines of Hohenlohc-Hohenlohe and Hohenlohe-
Speckfeld. Of these the former became exHnct in 1412,

cfler the most of the possessions had been alienated through

the marriage of the female heir; and the latter iu 1051

diviueti into the present lines of Hohenlohe-Ncucnstein and
^Inhcnlobo-Waldeirburg, which were elevated, the former iu

1764 and the latter in 1744, to principalities of the em-
pire. Hohenlohe-Ncuenstein, which adopted Protestantism,

became divided into the lines Hohenlohe -Neuenstein-

Oehringen and Hohenlohe -Neuenstcin-Langenburg, the

former cf which separated into the branches of Hohenlohe-,

Weickersheim and Uohonlohe-Oehringeiij the one becoming
extinct in 1756. and the other in 1805, after which their

possessions were inherited by the Hohenlohe-Neueustein-

Langenburg line, which latter became divided into three

branches—the Hohenlohe-Langenburg, the Hohenlohe-
Langenburg-Oehringen, and the Hohenlohe-Langenburg-
Kirchberg, the last becoming extinct in 1861. The line

of Hohenlohe-Waldenburg, which remained Catholic, aud
in which was established in 1754 the order of the Phtenix,

divided itself into two branches, the Hohenlohe-Waldeuburg-
Bartenstein and the Hohenlohe-WaldcnburgSchiUingsfiirst,

the former subdividing into the branches of Hohenlohc-

Bartenstein and Hohenlohe-Jagstberg. Of the Hohenlohe
family the following members are noted as having attained

individual eminence.

I. Friedeich Ludwig (1746-1818), prince of Hohcnlohe-
Ingelfingen, a Prussian general, was born 31st January
1746. Entering the Prussian -service at an early ago he
became colonel in 1788, and in the campaigns of 1792 and
1793, where he was couimandcr of a division, he distin-

guished himself in several engagements. In 1794 he gained

a brilliant victory at Kuiserslautern, and iu 1796 he was
promoted lieutenant-general and appointed to the command
of the army of the Ems. In the same year he succeeded

to the principality of bis father. Having been appointed

general of infantry in 1800, he in 1805 commanded a
Prussian corps between the Saale and the Thuriugian Forest.

He was severely defeated at Jena in 1806, and after the

duke of Brunswick was mortally wounded at Auerstiidt, he
succeeded to the chief command, and led to the Oder the frag-

ments of the Prussian army which capitulated at Prenzlau

on the 28th October. On account of the blame to which thii>

disaster exposed him, he had to retire from the army. Ho
died at Slawentzitz, Silesia, lotli February 181^.

II. LuDwio Alovsius(1765-1S29), prince of Hohenlohe'

Waldenburg-Bartenstein, marshal and peer of France, was
born 18th August 1765. In 1784 he entered the service

of the palatinate, which he quitted in 1792 in order to

take the command of a regiment raised by his father for

the service of the emigrant princes of France. He greatly

distinguished himself under Prince CondiS in the campaigns
of 1792-1793, especially at the storming of the lines of

Weissenburg. Subsequently he entered the service of

Holland, and, when almost surrounded by the army of

General Piclicgru, conducted a masterly retreat from the

island of Bommiiel. From 1794 to 1799 he serv(!d as

colonel in the Austrian campaigns; in 1799 he was named
major-general by the anhduke Charles; and after obtaining

the rank of lieu tenant-general he wasappoin ted by the emperor

of Austria governor of the two Galicias. Napoleon offered

to restore to him his principality on condition that he

adhered to the confederation of the Rhine, but as he refused,

it was united to Wiirteniberg. After Napoleon's fall in

1814 he entered the French service, and in 1815 he held

the command of a regiment raised by himself, with which

he took part iu the Spanish campaign of 1823. In 1827

he was created mar.«^hal and peer of France. He died at

LuniSville, May 30, 1829.

III. Ale.\ander LEoroLD Franz Emmerich (1794-

1849), prince of Hohenlohe-WaldenburgSchillingsfiirst,

priest and reputed miracle-worker, was born at Kupferzell

near Waldenburg, 17th August 1794. By his mother, ihe

daughter of an Hungarian nobleman, he was from infancy

destined for the church ; and she entrusted the care of his

early education to the ex-Jesuit RieL In 1804 he entered
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the "Theresianum" atVienna, in 1808 the academy at Bern,

in 1810 the archiepiscopal seminary at Vienna, ind after-

wards he studied at Tyrnau and Ellwangen. He was
ordained priest in 1815, and in the following yeo'r he went
to Rome, where he entered the society of the " Fathers of

the Sacred Heart." Subsequently, at Munich and Bamberg,
he was blamed for Jesuit and obscurantist tendencies, but
obtained considerable reputation as a preacher. His first

so-called miraculous cure was effected, in conjunction with

a peasant Martin Michel, on a princess of Schwarzenberg
who had been for some years paralytic. Immediately he
acquired such fame as a performer of miraculous cures that

multitudes from various countries flocked to partake of the

beneficial influence of his supposed supernatural gifts.

Ultimately, on account of the interference of the authorities

with his operations, he went in 1821 to Vienna and then

to Hungary, where he became canon at Grosswardein, and
in 1844 titular bishop of Sardica. He died at Vbslau near

Vienna, 17th November 1849. He was the author of a
number of ascetic and controversial writings, which were
collected and published in one edition by Brunner at

Ratisbon.in 1851.

Spc Paulas, QuinUssetiz aus An/ang, Uitte, und Ende der ll^un-

dtrairvarSuthe, welche zu ffurzburg und Bamberg durch Marl.
Michel und den Primen von, HuKenlohe-Schilliugs/iirsl uiiUTnininneii
warden sind, Leipsic, 1822.

HOHENMAUTH, the chief town of a government dis-

trict in Bohemia, Austria, ia situated on the Lautchna, and
on the Austrian States Railway 16 miles E. of Chrudim.
It possesses a beautiful old decanal church, and has cloth

manufactures, a ftrewery, a tannery, a sugar work, and flour

and sago mills. It depends for its prosperity largely on the
agriculture of the neighbourhood. The population in 1869
was 6018.

HOHENSTEIN, a town of Saxony, circle of Zwickau,
stands on the slopes of the Erzgebirge, and on the Saxon
States Railway, 12 miles N.E. of Zwickau. Since 1875
Ernstthal has beeu included within its limits. Hohenstein
proper possesses a beautiful parish church, a town-house re-

stored in 1876, and a monument to those who fell in the
Prussian war of 1870-71; and Ernstthal has also a fine

parish church. The principal industry is the spinning and
weaving of cotton, the manufacture of waxcloth, stockings,

and woollen and silk fabrics, cotton printing, and dyeing.
Many of the inhabitants are also employed in the neigh-
bouring arsenic mines. Not far from Hohenstein there is

a mineral spring, connected with which there are various
kinds of baths. Hohenstein is the birthplace of the
physicist G. H. von Schubert, and of Schrbter, one of the
inventors of the pianoforte. The building of Ernstthal was
occasioned in 1680 by the presence of the plague at
Hohenstein, and it received its name from Count Christian
Ernst of Schonburg, who was the principal instigator of its

erection. The population of Hohenstein in 1875, including
Ernstthal with a population of 4118, was 9844.
HOHENZOLLERN, an old German princely house,

from which the present dynasty of Prussia is descended,
takes its name from the old castle of ZoUern, or Hohen-
zollern, on the mountain of Zollern, about IJ miles south
from Hechingen. There is a vague tradition connecting
the house with the Colonna family of Rome, or the Colalto
family of Lombardy, and a more definite one which men-
tions a Swabian count, Thassilo of Burchaidinger, as having
built the castle of Zollern about the beginning of the 9th
century. The first counts of Zollern of whom there is

bistoricril mention nro Burchard and Wezcl, apparently
brothers, who in lOGl fell in one of the party feuds during
the minority of the emperor Henry IV Count Frederick
III. of Ziilrc, who died in 120C, .no of the trusted
councillors of the emperors Frederick L and Henry VL.

became count of Nuremberg in ll9i, through havirg

married the heiress of Co«nt Conrad II. of Nuremberg.
His sons, Conrad III. and Frederick IV., succeeded to the

joint possession of his titles and estates, and lounded respec-

tively the Frankish and the Swabian lines. TheFrankish
house steadily and uninterruptedly increased its possessions

and its influence ; in 1363 it was raised to princely rank
in the person of Frederick V. ; in 1415 it obtained through
Frederick VI. the electorate of Brandenburg from the

emperor Sigismund ; and in 1701 its head, the elector

Frederick III., became the first king of Prussia. The
influence of the Swabian line was greatly weakened by parti-

tions, but in the beginning of the 16th century it rose to

some eminence through Count Eitel Frederick II., privy

councillor of the emperor Maximilian I., who received from

the emperor the district of Hargerloch in exchange for

Rhaziins, in the Orisons, which had come into his family

by marriage. His grandson, Charles I., received in

1529 from the emperor Charles V. the countships of

Sigmaringen and Vohrlngen. Eitel Frederick III. and

Charles II. divided their states, the former taking Hohen-
zoUern with the title HohenzoUern-Hechingen, the latter

Sigmaringen and Vohringen with the title Hoheuzollern-

Sigmaringen. Count John George of HohenzoUern-
Hechingen, son of Eitel Frederick III., was raised tc

princely rank by the emperor Ferdinand IL in 1623, and
John of HohenzoUern-Sigmaringen 'received the same
honour in 1638. In 1695 the two Swabian branches

entered conjointly into an agreement with the Brandenburg
line that, in case of the extinction of the male line of either

of the Swabian branches, the states should be inherited by
the other branch, and that if both branches became extinct

the states should be inherited by the Brandenburg line.

In consequence of the political troubles of 1848, Prince

Frederick William of HohenzoUern-Hechingen, and Charle*

Anton of HohenzoUern-Sigmaringen resigned their princi-

palities, which consequently fell to the crown of Prussia,

by whom they were taken possession of, MarcL 12, 1850.

By royal decree of 20th May of the same year the title of

highness was conferred on the two princes, with the prero-

gatives of younger sons of the royaJ house. The proposal

to raise Prince Leopold of HohenzoUern-Sigmaringen to

the throne of Spain in 1870 was the immediate occnsion

of the war between France and Germany. In 18D2 the

lands of HohenzoUern were formed into an administrative

division of Prussia. It is composed of a long narrow strip

of land bounded on the N E. and W. by Wiirtemberg and

on the W. and S. by Baden, with an area of 440 square

miles, and a population in 1875 of 66,614.

See Stillfried, lluhenzoUemsche Fin-schujigen, Berlin, 1847;
StiUfried and Marcker, Mmimtumta Zolkrana, 1852-66; Riedel,

Die AhnhfCrren des preiuisi^^chni Kdnigshauscs, 1S.'>4; Riedel, Ge-

schictu de^preussiscfun KontgkKauses bis \iiO, J861 ; J^'aehrieklen

utier die Utammburg Huhtnzolkm, 1863. Carlyle's Frederick the

Greal.

HOLBACH, Pavi Heinrich Dietrich, Raron d'

(1723-1789), philosop/ii ..f the Parisian school of the 18th

century, was born at Heidelsheim in the palatinate in 1723.

Of his family little is known ; according to J J Rousseau,

his father was a rich parvenu, who brought his son at an

early age to Paris, where the latter spent most of his life.

Much of Holbach's fame is due to his intimate connexion

with the brilliant coterie of bold thinkers and polished wits

whose creed, the new philosophy, la concentrated in the

famous Kncyelopcdie. Possessed of easy means and being of

ho.fpilable disposition, be kept open hou.-.e for such men as

Helvetius, D'Alembert, Diderot, Condillac, Turgol, Bnfi'on,

Grimm, Hume, Oarrick, Wilkes, Sterne, and for a timi

Rousseau, who, while enjoying the intellectual pleasure of

their ho.st's coDvcr.sation, were not insensible to the material

charms of bis excellent cuisine and costly wiuea.
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Although an atheist, or at least a materialist of the most
material .ifhool, Holbach seems to hiivc been cndowcfl with

a more than average share of virtue, ami, whether by his

courtesy, gentleness, or benevolence, inspired a warm affec-

tion in all he met. Even his failings, of which his simple

credulity was jjcrhaps the most prominent, were amiable.

He was one of the best informc(l men uf his day, and his

excellent memory placed at his immediate disposal all the

learning he had amassed. Ho visited England on one

uccaiion, but the solemn stifTnessuf the Briti.->ii, even wiiilo

amusing themselves, and the peculiar rclatioiKs of society,

disgusted as much as they surprised him. For the

EHci/dojjidic Holbach compiled and Iranblatcd a large

number of articles on chemistry and minorftiogy, chiefly

from German sources. He attracted more attention, how-

tver, in the department of philosophy. In 17G7 Chrislian-

isme Devoi/e appeared, in which ho attacked Christianity

and religion as the source of all human evils. Regarding

religion as a blind superstitious bondage, maintained on
men's minds by the self-interest of the priests, he tried to

prove it not only unnecessary but absolutely prejudicial to

human morality. This v/as followed up in 1770 by a still

more o[>cn attack in his most famous book, Le Si/sleme de

id Nature, in which it is probable he was assisted by
Diderot. Denying the existence of a deity, and refusing

to admit as evidence all a priori arguments, Holbach saw
in tlie universe nothing save matter in spontaneous move-
ment. What men call their souls become extinct when
the body dies. Happiness is the end of mankind. "It
would be useless and almost unjust to insist upon a man's

being virtuous if he cannot be so without being unhappy.

So long as vice renders him happy, he sho\dd love vice."

Not less direct and trenchant are his attacks on political

government, which, interpreted by the light of after events,

sound liko the first distant mutterings of the tempest that

shortly after his death broke over the capital of France.

The Sysdnie de la Nature struck horror into the minds of

even the most "enlightened" of the Parisian philosophers.

Charmed by the novelty of their own opinions, and dazzled

by the glittering wit and argument with' which they had
su|iported them, they had never realized into what extremi-

ties they had hurried till this lurid torch revealed the

hideous aby.ss from which they were so little removed.

Voltaire hastily seized his pen to refute the philosophy of

the Sijstcme, in the article ^' Dieu " in his Dictionnaire

PliUosopldqne, while Frederick the Great also drew up an

answer to it. Though vigorous in thought and in some
passages clear and eloquent, the style of the book is diffuse

and declamatory, and asserts rather than proves its state-

ments. Its principles are summed up in a more popular

form in lion Sens, on Jdees naturelles oppvsics aux idics

sutnalurelles, published at Amsterdam in 1772. In the

Si/sleme Social (1773), the Fulittijue Natnrellc (1773-74),

and the Morale UaiversHle (1776), Holbach attempts to

rear a system of morality in place of the one ho had so

ticrcely attacked, but these later writings had not a titho

of the popularity ami inllueneo of his earlier and more
pernicious work. He published his books cither anony-

mously or under a borrowed name, and was forced to have

them printed out of Fiance. Ho died in 1789. On the

death of his first wife he obtained a papal dispensation to

marry her sister, who survived him till 18H.
Holbach is also the autlior of the following «nil other works:—

Esprit du Clngi, 1767; De VImposlurc saccrdotalc, 1767 ; J'rUrcs

Dimasquis, 1708 ; Examcn Critique de la vie el des ouvragcs de St

Paul, 1770; ITistoire Critique de Jisus Christ, 1770 ; and Etiio-

eratie, 1776. For further parliouIar3 aa to his lile ami doctrines

see Grimm's Correspondance Litteraire, kc, 1813; Rousseau's Con-

fessions: Morellet's ^cmotVw, 1821 ; Madame de Geniis, Les Diners
du Baron Holbach , Madame d'^pinay's Mimoircs ; Avezac-Lavif^ne,

Diderot e'. la Sociili du Uaroii d'Uolbaeh, 1875; aud Moi ley's

Diderot, 1878.

HOLBEIN, HaS3, the elder, belonged to a celebrated

family of painters in practice at Augsburg and Basel from
the close of the 15th to the middle of the 16th century.

Though closely connected with Venice by her commercial
relations, and geographically nearer to Italy than to

Flanders, Augsburg at the time of Maximilian cultivated

art after the fashion of the Flemings, and felt the influence

of the schools of Bruges and Brussels, which had branches

at Cologne and in many cities about the headwaters of the

lihirio. It was not till after the opening of the 16th
century, and between that and the era of the ReformaUoa,
that Italian example mitigated to some extent the asperity

of South German painting. But this is not the place

to give even an outline of this development. It must be

snllicicnt to note that Flemish and German art was first

tempered with Italian elements at Augsburg by Hans
Holbein the eldur. Hans first appears at Augsburg as

partner to his brother Sigmund, who survived him and
died in 1510 at Berne. Sigmund is described as a painter,

but his works have not come down to us. Hans had tlio

lead of the partnership at Augsburg, and signed all ths

pictures which it produced. In common with Hcrlen,

Schongaucr, and other masters of South Germany, lie first

cultivated a style akin to that of Mcmling and other

followers of the schools of Brussels and Bruges, but hs

probably modified the systems of those schools by studying

the works of the masters of Cologne. As these early im-

pressions waned, they were replaced by others less favour-

able to the expansion of the master's fame; and as his

custom increased between 1499 and 1506, we find him
relying less upon the teaching of the schools than upon a

mere observation and reproduction of the quaintnesses of

local ]iassion plays. Most of his early works indeed are

taken from the Passion, and in these he obviously marshalled

his figures with the shallow stage effect of the plays, copy-

ing their artificial system of grouping, careless to some
extent of proportion in the human shape, heedless of any

but the coar.ser forms of expression, and technically satisfied

with the simplest methods of execution. If in any branch

of his art he can be said to have had a conscience at this

period, v/e should say that he showed it in his portrait

drawings. It is seldom that we find a painted likeness

worthy of the name. I'lie drawings of which numbers are

still preserved in the galleries of Basel, Berlin, and Copen-

hagen show extraordinary quickness and delicacy of hand,

and a wonderful facility for seizing character; and this

happily is ono of the features which Holbein bequeathed

to his son. It is between 1512 and 1522 that Holbein

tempered the Gurraan quality of his style with some North

Italian elements. A purer taste and more pleasing realism

mark his work, which in drapery, dress, and tone is as

much more agreeable to the eye as in respect of modelling

and finish it is smoother and more carefully rounded.

Costume, architecture, ornament, and colour are applied

with some knowledge of the higher canons of art. Here

too advantage accrued to Hans the younger, whose inde-

pendent career about this time began.

The date of the elder Holbein's birth is unknown. But
his name appears in the books of the tax-gatherers of

Augsburg in 1494, superseding that of Michael Holbein,

who is supposed to have been his father. Previous to that

date, and as early as 1493, he was a painter of name, and ho

executed in that year, it is said, for the abbey atWeingarlen,

the wings of an altarpiece representing Joachim's Offering,

the Nativity of tho Virgin, Mary's Presentation in the

Tomple, and the Presentation of Christ, which now hang

in separate panels in the cathedral of Augsburg. In these

pieces and others of the same period, for instance in two

Madonnas in the Moritz ch.ipel and castle of Nuremberg,

wo mark the clear impress of the schools of Van dcr Weydeu
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ar.d ilemling ; whilst in later works, such as the Basilica

of St Paul (150i) in the gallery of Augsburg, the wane of

I Flemish influence is apparent. But this altarpiece, with

its quaint illustrations of St Paul's life and martyrdom is

not alone of interest because its executipn is characteristic

of old Holbein. It is equally so because it contains

portraits of the master himself, accompanied by his two

sons, the painters Ambrose and Hans Holbein. Later

pictures, such as the Passion series in the Furstenberg

gallery at Donaueschingen, or the Martyrdom of St

Sebastian in the Munich Pinakothek, contain similar

portraits, the original drawings of which are found in old

Holbein's sketch-book at Berlin, or in stray leaves like

those possessed by the duke of Aumale in Paris. Not one

of these fails to give us an insight into the character, or a

reflex of the features, of the members of this celebrated

family. Old Holbein seems to ape Leonardo, allowing his

hair and beard wildly to grow, except on the upper lip.

Hans the younger is a plain-looking boy. But his father

points to him with his finger, and hints that though but a

child he is clearly a prodigy.

. After 1516 Hans Holbein the elder appears as a defaulter

in the registers of the tax-gatherers at Augsburg ; but he

willingly accepts commissions abroad. At Issenheim in

Alsace, where Griinewald was employed in 1516, old

Holbein also finds patrons, and contracts to complete an

altarpieee. But misfortune ora bailiff pursues him, and

he leaves Issenheim, abandoning his work and tools.

According to Sandrart, he wanders to Basel and takes the

freedom of its guild. His brother Sigmund and others are

found suing him for debt before the courta of Augsburg.

Where he lived vrhen he executed the altarpiece, of which

two wings with the date of 1522 are in the gallery of

Carlsruhe, is uncertain ; where he died two years later is

unknown. He slmks from ken at the close of a long life,

and disappears at last heeded by none but his own son,

who claims his brushes and paints from the monks of

Issenheim without much chance of obtaining them His

name is struck off the books of the Augsburg guild in 1524.

The elder Holbein was a prolific artist, who left many pictures

behind him. Earlier than the Basilica of St Paul, already men-
tioned, is .the Basilica of St Mary Maggiore, and a Passion in

eleven pieces, in the Augsburg gallery, both executed in 1499.

Another Passion, with the root of Jesse and a tree of the Dominicans,

is that preserved in the Staedel, Saalhof, and church of St Leonard

at FranlcJfort. It w.as executed in 1501. The Passion of Donau-
eschingen was finished after 1502, in which year was completed

the Passion of Kaisheim, a conglomerate of twenty-seven panels,

now divided amongst tlie galleries of Munich, Nuremberg, Augs-

burg, and Schleisslicim. An altarjiicce of the same class, com-

missioned for the monastery of St Moritz at Augsburg in 1504-8,

has been dispersed and lost. ] 512 is the date of a Conception in

the Augsburg gallery, long assigned, in consequence of a forged

inscription, to Hans Hulbcin tho younger. A- diptych, with a

Virgin and Child, and a portrait of an old man, dated 1513, is

in separate parts in the collections of Mr Posonyi and Count
Lonckoronski at Vienna. The sketch-books of Berlin, Copen-

hagen, and Augsburg give a lively picture of the forms and dre^s

of Augsburg residents at the bcginningof the 16th century. They
comprise portraits of the emperor Maximilian, the future Charles

V.,4Cunz von der Rosen the fool of Maximilian, the Fuggers,

friars, merchants, and at rare intervals ladies.

^- HOLBEIN, Hans, the younger (1497-1543), favourite

son of Hans Holbein the elder, was probably born at

Augsburg about the year 1497. Though Sandrart and Van
Mander declare that they do not know who gave him the

first lessons, ho doubtless received an artist's education

from his father. About 1515 ho left Augsburg with

Ambrose his elder brother to seek employment as an illus-

trator of books at Ba-seh His Cret patron is said to have

been Erasmus, for whom, shortly after his arrival, ho illus-

trated with pen-and-ink sketches an edition of tho

Kiicomiuni Morur, now in tho museum of Basel. But his

chief occupation was that of drawing titlcpage-blocks and

initials for new cilitions of the Bible and classics issued

from the presses of Froben and other publishers. His
leisure hours, it is supposed, were devoted to the production

of rough painter's work, a schoolmaster's sign in the Basel

collection, a table with pictures of St Nobody in the library

of the university at Zurich. In contrast with these coarse

productions, the portraits of Jacob Meyer and his wife in

the Basel museum, one of which purports to have been

finished in 1516, are miracles of workmanship. It has

always seemed ditiicult indeed to ascribe such excellent

creations to Holbein's nineteenth year; and it is hardly

credible that he should have been asked to do things of

this kind so early, especially wheu it is remembered that

neither he nor his brother Ambrose were then allowed

to matriculate in the guild of Basel Not till 1517 did

Ambrose, whose life otherwise remains obscure, join that

corporation ; Hans, not overburdened with practice, wan-

dered into Switzerland, where (1517) he was employed to

paint in the house of Jacob Hertenstein at Lucerne. In

1519 Holbein reappeared at Basel, where he matriculated,

and, there is every reason to think, married. Whether,

previous to this time, he took advantage of his vicinity to

the Italian border to cross the Alps is uncertaia. Van
Mander says that he never was in Italy

;
yet the large wall-

paintings which he executed after 1519 at Basel, and the

series of his sketches and pictures which is still extant,

might lead to the belief that Van Mander was misinformed.

The spirit of Holbein's compositions for the Basel town-hall,

the scenery and architecture of his numerous drawings, and

the cast of form in some of his imaginative portraits, make
it more likely that he should have felt the direct influence

of North Italian painting than that he should have taken

Italian elements from imported works or prints. The Swiss

at this period wandered in thousands to swell the ranks of

the French or imperial armies fighting on Italian soil, and

the road they took may have been followed by Hans on a

more peaceful mission. He shows himself at all events

familiar with- Italian examples at various periods of his

career ; and if we accept as early works the Flagellation,

and the Last Supper at Basel, coarse as they are, they show

some acquaintance with Lombard methods of painting,

whilst in other pieces, such as the series of the Passion in

oil in the same collection, the modes of Hans Holbein the

elder are agreeably commingled with a more modern, it may
be said Italian, polish. Again, looking at the Virgin and

Man of Sorrows in the Basel museum, we shall be struck

by a searching metallic style akin to that of the Ferrarese
;

and the Lais or the Venus and Amor of tho same collection

reminds us of the Loonardesques of the school of Milan.

When Holbein settled down to an extensive practice

at Basel in 1519, he decorated the walls of the house
" Zum Tanz " with simulated architectural features of a

florid character after the fashion of the Veronese ; and his

wall paintings in tho towuhall, if wo can truly judge of

them by copies, reveal an artist not unfamiliar with North

Italian composition, distribution, action, gesture, and ex-

pres.sion. In his drawings too, particularly in a set repre-

senting the Passion at Basel, the arrangement, and also

the perspective, form, and decorative ornament, are in the

spirit of tho school of Mantegna. Contemporary witli

these, however, and almost inexplicably in contrast with

them as regards handling, are portrait-drawings such as the

likenesses of Jacob Meyer and his wife, which are finished

with German delicacy, and with a power and subtlety of

hand seldom rivalled in any school. Curiously enough, tho

same contrast maybe observed between painted compositions

and painted portrait-s. Tho Bonifacius Amerbach of 1519

at Basel is acknowledged, to be one of the moat complete

exam[)le3 of smooth and transparent handling that Holbein

ever executed. His versatility at this period is shown Vy
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ft deal Clirist (1521), a corpse in profile on a dissecting

tible, and a set of figures in couples ; the Madonna and St

Pantalus, and Kaiser Henry with the empress Kunijunde

(1522), originally composed for the organ loft of the Basel

cathedral, now in the Basel museum. Equally remarkable,

but more attractive, though injured, is the Virgin and Child

between St Ursus and St Nicholas (not St Martin) ginng

alms tn a beggar, in the gallery of Solothurn. This re-

markable picture is dated 1022, and seems to have been

ordered for an altar in the minster of St Ursus of Solothurn

by Nicholas Conrad, a captain and statesman of the ICtli

century, whose family allowed the precious heirloom to fall

into decay in a chapel of the neiglibouring village of

Grenchen. Numerous drawings in the spirit of this picture,

and probably of the same period in his career, might have

led Holbein's contemporaries to believe that he would make
bis mark in the annals of Basel as a model for painters of

altarpieces as well as a model for pictorial composition and
portrait. The promise which he gave at this time w.os

immense. He was gaining a freedom in draughtsmanship

that gave him facility to deal with any subject Though
a realist, he was sensible of the dignity and severity of

religious painting. His colour had almost all the richness

and sweetness of the Venetians. But he had fallen on evil

times, as the next few years undoubtedly showed. Amongst
the portraits which he executed in these years are those of

Froben, the publisher, known only by copies at Ba-sel and
Hampton Court, and Erasmus, who sat in 1523, as he like-

wise did in 1530, in various positions, showing his face three-

quarters as at Longford, Basel, Turin, Parma, the Hague, and
Vienna, and in profile as in the Louvre or at Hampton Court.

Besides these, Holbein made designs for glass windows and
prints, including subjects of every sort, from the Virgin and
Child with saints of the old time to the Dance of Death,

from gospel incidents extracted from Luther's Bible to

satirical pieces illustrating the sale of indulgences and other

abuses denounced by Reformers. Holbein, in this way, was
carried irresistibly with the stream of the Reformation, in

which, it must now be admitted, the old traditions of

religious painting were wrecked, leaving nothing behind

but nnpictorial elements which Cranach and his s;hool

vainly used for pictorial purposes.

Once only, after 1526, and after lie had produced the

Lais and Venus and Amor, did Holbein with impartial

spirit give his services and pencil to the Roman Catholic

cause. The burgomaster Meyer, whose patronage he had
already enjoyed, now asked him to represent himsjlf and his

wives and children in prayer before the Virgin : and Holbein

produced the celebrated altarpiece now in the palace of

Prince William of Hesse at Darmstadt, the shape and com-
position of which are known to all the world by its copy in

the Dresden museum. The drawings for this masterpiece

are amongst the most precious relics in the museum of

Basel. The time now came when art began to suffer from

unavoidable depression in all countries north of the Alps.

Holbein, at Basel, was reduced to accept the smallest com-
missions—even for scutcheons. Then he saw that his

chances were dwindling to nothing, and taking a bold
resolution, armed with letters of introduction from Erasmus
to More, he crossed the Channel to England, where in the

one-sided branch of portrait painting he found an endless

circle of clients. Eighty-seven drawings by Holbein in

Windsor Castle, containing an equal number of portraits,

of persons chiefly of high quality, testify to his industry

in the years which divide 1528 from 1543. They are all

originals of pictures that are still extant, or sketches for

pictures that were lost or never carried out Sir Thomas
' 'ore, with whom he seems to have had a very friendly
' rnexion, s.at to him for likenesses of various kinds. The
..awing of his bead is at Windsor. The picture fron^ '

drawing belongca, and perhaps still belongs, n, Mr Hath
in London. A pen-and-ink sketch, in which we see More
surrounded by all the members of liis family, is now in the
gallerj- of Basel, and-numerous copies of a picture from it

prove how popular the lost. original must once have been.
At the same period were executed the portraits of Warham
(Lambeth and Louvre), Wyatt (Louvre), Sir Henry Guild-
ford and his wife (Windsor and Mr Frewen), all fini.<;hed

in 1527, the astronomer Kratzer (Louvre), Godsalve
(Dresden),' and Bryan Tuke (Munich) in 1528. In this

year, 1528, Holbein returned to Basel, taking to Erasmus
the sketch of More's family. With money which he
brought from London he purchased a house at Basel wherein
.to lodge his wife and children, whose portraits he now
painted with all the care of a husband and father (J1528).

He then witnessed the flight of Erasmus and the fury of

the iconoclasts, who destroyed in one day almost all the

religious pictures at Basel. The municipality, unwilling

that he should suffer again from the depression caused by
evil times, asked him to finish the frescos of the town-hall,

and the sketches from these lost pictures are still before us

to show that he had not lost the spirit of bis earlier days,

and was still capable as a composer. His Eehoboam
receiving the Israelite Envoys, and Saul at the Head of his

Array meeting Samuel, testify to Holbein's power and his

will, also proved at a later period by the Triumphs of Riches

and Poverty, executed for the Steelyard in London, to

prefer the fame of a painter of history to that of a painter

of portraits. But the reforming times still remained
unfavourable to art. With the exception of a portrait of

Melanchthon (Hanover) which he now completed, Holbein

found little to do at Basel. The year 1530, therefore, saw
him again on the move, and he landed in England for the

second time with the prospect of bettering his fortunesi

Here indeed political changes had robbed him of his earlier

patrons. The circle of More and Warham was gone. But
that -of the merchants of the Steelyard took its place, for

whom Holbein executed the long and important series of

portraits that lie scattered throughout the galleries and

collections of England and the Continent, and bear date

after 1532. Then came again the chance of practice in

more fashionable circles. In 1533 the Triumphs of Wealth
and Poverty were executed, then the portrait.s of Leland and
Wyatt (Longford), and (1534) the portrait of Thomas Crom-
well. Through Cromwell Holbein probablybecame attached

to the court, in the pay of which he appears permanently

after 1537. From that time onwards he was connected

with all that was highest in the society of London. Henry
VIII. invited him to make a family picture of himself, his

father, and family, which obtained a post of honour nt

Whitehall. The beautiful cartoon of a part of this fine

piece at Hardwicke Hall enables us to gauge its beauty

before the fire which destroyed it in the 17th century.

Then Holbein painted Jane Seymour in state (Vienna),

employing some English hand perhaps to make the replicas

at the Hague, Sion House, and Woburn ; he finished the

Southwell of the Uffizi (copy at the Louvre), the jeweller

Morett at Dresden, and last, not least, Christine of Denmark
(Arundel and Windsor castles), who gave sittings at

I3russels in 1538. During the journey which this work

involved Holbein took the opportunity of revisiting Basel,

where ho made his appearance in silk and satin, and pro

forma only accepted the office of town painter. He bad

been living long and continuously av/ay from home, not

indeed observing due fidelity to his wile who still resided

.at Basel, but fairly performing tiip duties of keeping her

in comfort. His return to London in autumn enabled him

to do homage to the king in the . jy familiar to artists.

He presented to Henry nt Christmas a portrait of Prince

Edward. Again abroad in the summer of 1 530, he painted
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with great fidelity tne prtncess Anne of Cleves, at Diiron

near Cologne, wliose form we still see depicted in the great

picture of tlio Louvre. That he could render the features

of his sitter without flattery is plain from this one example.

Indeed, habitual flattery was contrary to his habits.

His portraits up to this time all display that uncommon
facility for seizing character wliich his father enjoyed before

Lim, and which lie had inherited in an expanded form.

No amount of labour, no laboriousness of finish— and of

both he was ever prodigal—betrayed him into loss of re-

semblance or expression. No painter was ever quicker at

noting peculiarities of physiognomy, and it may be obserrod

that in none of his faces, as indeed in none of the faces

ono sees in nature, are the two siJes alike. Yet he was

not a child of the IGth century, as the Venetians were, in

substituting touch for line. We must not look in his works

for modulations of surface or subtle contrasts of colour in

juxtaposition. His method was to the very last delicate,

finished, and smooth, as became a painter of the old school.

Amongst the more important creations of Holbein's later

time \re should note his Duke of Norfolk at Windsor, the

hands of which are so perfectly preserved as to compensate

for the shrivel that now disfigures the head. Two other

portraits of 1541 (Berlin and Vienna), the Falconer at the

Hague, and John Chambers at Vienna (1542), are noble

specimens of portrait art ; most interesting and of the same

year are the likenesses of Holbein himself, of which several

examples are extant—one particularly good at Fahna, the

seat of the Stackelberg family near Riga, and another at

the Uffizi in Florence. Here Holbein appears to us as a

man of regular features, with hair just turning grey, but

healthy in colour and shape, and evidently well to do in

the world. Yet a few months only separated him then

from his death-bed. He was busy painting a picture of

Henry the VIII. confirming the Privileges of the Barber

Surgeons (Lincoln's Inn Fields), when he sickened of the

plague and died after making a will about November
1543. His loss must have been seriously felt in England.

Had he lived his last years in Germany, he would not have

changed the current which decided the fate of painting in

that country ; he would but have shared the fate of Diirer

and others who merely prolonged the agony of art amidst

the troubles of the Reformation. (J a. c.)

HOLBERG, LuDvic. Holberg, Baron (1 6S4-1 754), the

greatest of Scandinavian writers, was born at Bergen, in

Norway, on the 3d of December 1G84. Both Holberg's

parents died in his childhood, his father first, leaving a con-

siderable property ; and in his tenth year ho lost his mother

also. Before the latter event, however, the family had been

seriously impoverished by a great fire, which destroyed

several valuable buildings, but notwithstanding this, the

mother left to each of her six children some little fortune.

In 1694 the boy Holberg was taken into the house of his

uncle, who sent him to the Latin school, and prepared him
for the profession of a soldier ; but soon after this he wa-s

adopted by his cousin Otto Munthe, and went to him up
in the mountains. His great desire for instruction, however,

at last induced his family to send him back to Bergen, to

his uncle, and there he remained, eagerly studying, until the

destruction of that city by fire in 1702, when he was sent

to the university of Copenhagen. But ho soon exhausted

his resources, ond, having nothing to live upon, was glad to

hurry back to Norway, where ho accepted the position of

tutor in the house of a rural dean at Voss. Ho soon

returned to Copenhagen, where in 1704 he took his degree,

and worked hard at French, English, and Italian. But ho

had to gain his living, and accordingly ho accepted the post

of tator once more, this time in the house of Dr Sinidt,

rice-bishop of Bergen. The good doctor had travcllod

much, and the readinc of his itineraries and note-bookd

awakened such a longing for travel in the youug Holber,-'

that at last, in 1706, having scraped together 60 dollars,

he went on board a ship bound for Holland. He proceeded
as far as Aix-la-Chapelle, where he fell sick of a fever,

and sufi'ered so much from weakness and poverty, that he
made .his way to Amsterdam, and came back to Norway.
Ashamed to be seen so soon in Bergen, he stopped at

Ciiristianssand, where he lived through the winter, support-

ing himself by giving lessons in French. In the spring he
travelled, in company with a student named Brix, through
London to Oxford, where he studied for two years, gaining

his livelihood by giving lessons on the violin and the flute.

He mentions, with gratitude, the valuable libraries of

Oxford, and it is pleasant to record that it was while he
w;is there that it first occurred to him, as he says, " how
splendid and glorious a thing it would be to take a place

among the authors." Through Limdon and Elsinore he

reached Copenhagen a third time, and began to lecture at

the university ; his lectures were attf nded, but he got no
money. He was asked in 1709 to coi'duct a rich young
gentleman to Dresden, and on his return journey he lectured

at Leipsic, Halle, and Hamburg. Once more in Copen-
hagen, he undertook to teach the children of Admiral
Gedde. Weary with this work, he took a post at Borch

College in 1710, where he wrote, but did not print, his first

work, A Unu<ersal I/istori/, and was permitted to present

to King Frederick IV. two manuscript essays on Christian

IV. and Frederick III. The king soon iifter ptesented hini

with the Rosenkrantz grant of 100 dollars for four years,

the holder of which was expected to travel. Holberg

accordingly started in 1715, and visited, chiefly on foot, a

great portion of Europe. From Amsterdam he walked

through Rotterdam to Antwerp, took a boat to Brussels, and

on foot again reached Paris. Walking and skating, he pro-

ceeded in the depth of winter to Marseilles, and on by sea

to Genoa. On the last-mentioned voyage he caught a fever,

and nearly died in that city. On his recovery he pushed

on to Civita Vecchia and Rome. When the spring had

come, being still very poor and in feeble health, he started

homewards on foot by Florencei'^acrnss the Apennines,

through Bologna, Parma, Piacenza, Turin, over the Alps,

through Savoy and Dauphin^ to Lyons, and finally to Paris,

where he arrived in excellent health. After spending a

month in Paris, he walked on to Amsterdam, took sail to

Hamburg, and so went back to Denmark in 171C. He spent

the next two years in extreme poverty, and published his

Introduction to Natural and Popular Law. But at last,

in 17)8, his talents were recognized by his appointment as

professor of metaphysics at the university of Copenhagen
;

anil in 1720 he was promoted to the lucrative chair of

public eloquence, which gave him a scat in the consistory.

His pecuniary troubles were now at an end. Hitherto he

had written only on law, history, and philology, although

in a Latin controversy with the jurist Andreas Hover of

Flensborg his satirical genius had flashed out. But now,

and until 1728, he created an entirely new class of

humorous literature under the pseudonym of llans Mik.

kelson. The serio-comic epic of Vedcr I'aars, one of the

great claviics of the Danish language, appeared in 1719.

This poem was a brilliant satire on contcnijiorary manners,

and enjoyed an extraordinary success. But the author had

ofTendcd in it several powerful persons who threatened his

life, and if Count Danneskjold had not personally interested

the king in him, Holberg'a career might have had an un-

timely close. During the Hcxt two years he published five

shorter satires, all of which were well received by the

public. The great event of 1721 was the erection of the

fir.it Danish theatre in Qronnegade, Coponhageu ; Holberg

took the direction of this house, in which was played, iri

September 1722,-a Danish translation vi L'Avare. Until
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tills time no plays liid been actoJ in Denmark except in

French and German, but Holoerg now determined to use

Lis talent in the construction of Danish comedy. The first

of his original pieces performed was Den politiske Kand-

slober (The Pewterer turned Politician) ; he wrote other

comedies with miraculous rapidity, and before 1722 was

closed, there had been performed in succession, and with

immense success, Den Vctgehindede (The Waverer), Jean de

France, Jep}ie pan BJenjet, and Gert l/te We.stplialian. Of
these five plays, four at least are masterpieces ; and they

were almost immediately followed by others. Holborg

took no rest, and before the end of 1723 the comedies of

Barselstuen (The Lying-in Room), The Fleuenth of July,

fakob von Thyboe, Den Bundesliise (The Fidget), Erasmus
Montanus, Don Fanudo, Ulysses of Ithaca, Withotit Head
or Tail, Witchcraft, and Melampe had all been written, and

some of them acted. In 1724 the most famous comedy

th\t Holberg produced was Ilenrik and Pernille. But

in spite of this unprecedented blaze of dramatic genius

the theatre fell into pecuniary difficulties, and had to be

closed, Holberg composing for the last night's perform-

ance a Funeral of Danish Comedy. All this excessive

l.ib'jur for the stage had undermined the great poet's health,

and in 1720 he determined to take the baths at Aix-la-

Chapelle ; but instead of going thither he wandered through

Belgium to Paris, and spent the winter there. In the

spring he returned to Copenhagen with recovered health

and spirits, and worked quietly at his protean literary

labours until the great fire of 1728. In the period of

national poverty and depression that followed this event,

a puritanical spirit came into vogue which was little in

sympathy with Holberg's dramatic or satiric genius. He
therefore closed his career as a dramatic poet by publishing

in 1731 his acted comedies, with the addition of five which

ho had no opportunity of putting on the stage. With
characteristic versatility, he adopted the serious tone of the

new age, and busied himself for the next twenty years with

historical, philosophical, and statistical writings. During

this period he published his Description of Denmark and
Norvxiy (1729), History of Denmark, Universal Church

History, Biographies of Famous Men, Moral Reflections,

Description of Berrjen (1737), A History of the Jews, and
other learned and laborious compilations. The only poem
he published at this time was the famous Nicolai Klimii

Iter Suhterraneum, 1741, afterwards translated into Danish

by Baggesen. When Christian VI. died in 1T48, the

theatre was reopened and Holberg was appointed director,

but he soon resigned this arduous post. His last published

work was his Epistles, in 5 vols. In 1747 he was made
Baron af Holborg. In August 1753 ho took to his bed,

and he died at Copenhagen on the 28th of January 1754,

in the seventieth year of his age. Ho was buried at Sord,

in Zealand. He had never married, and he bequeathed

all his property, which was considerable, to Soro College.

Holberg was not only the founder of Danish literature

and the greatest of Danish authors, but he was, with the

exception of Voltaire, the first writer in Europe during his

own generation. Neither Popo nor Swift, who perhaps

excelled him in particular branches of literary production,

approached him in range of genius, or in encyclopaedic

versatility. Holberg found Denmark provided with no
books, and he wrote a library for her. When he arrived

in the country, the Danish language was never heard in a
gentleman's house. Polite Danes were wont to say that a

man wrote Latin to his friends, talked French to the ladies,

called his dogs in German, and only used Danish to swear

at his servants. The single genius of Holberg revolutionized

tliis system. He wrote poems of all kinds in a language

hitherto employed only for ballads and hymns; he instituted

a theatre, and composed a rich collection of cumcdics fur it

;

he filled the shelves of the citizens with works in their own
tongue on history, law, politics, science, philology, and

philosophy, all ivntten iu a true and manly style, and

representing the extreme attainment of European culture

at the moment. Perhaps no author who ever lived Las

had so vast an influence over his countrymen, an iufiuence

that is still at work after 200 years.

The editions of Holberg's works are legion. Dining the last

tHcnty-five Jears 6ve complete eilitions of the Vo,medics hiive

appcureil, of which tlie best is that brought out in 3 vols, by F. L.

Lichtenberg, in 1870. Of Peder J'aiirs there c.\ist at least twenty-

three editions, beside:, tvaiislationsiii Diitth, German, and Swedish.

The Iter Subterraiieum has been three several times translated into

Danish, ten times into German, thrice into Swedi»li. thrice into

Dutch, thrice into Englibli, twice into French, twice into Russian,

and once into Hungarian. The life of Holberg was wiitten by
Welhaven in 1863. .^mong works on his genius by foreigners mu"
be mentioned an exhau.stive study by Robert Pnitz, 1857, an !

J/olberg coiisidiri comntc iinitulcur dc MulUrc, by A. Legrelle, Pari.,

1364. (E. W. G.)

HOLCROFT, Thomas (1745-1809), dramatist and

miscellaneous writer, was born 10th December 1745 (old

style) in Orange Court, Leicester Fields, London. His

father, besides having a shoemaker's shop, kept riding

horses for hire ; but he fell into difficulties some six

years later, and was reduced ultimately to the necessity

of hawking pedlery from village to village. The son

accompanied his parents in their tramps, and besides the

hardships incident to such a life had often to endure the

consequences of his father's passionate outbreaks of temper,

which were, however, succeeded by equally violent trans-

ports of affection. In such circumstances he was disposed

to regard it as an extraordinary piece of good fortune when

he succeeded in procuring the situation of stable boy at

Newmarket, an employment in which he manifested great

coolness and courage, and acquired high proficiency.

Previous to this he had received a pretty good education,

and at Newmarket he spent his evenings chiefly in miscel-

laneous reading and the study of music. Gradually he

also succeeded in obtaining a competent knowledge of

French, German, and Italian. On the expiry of his term

of engagement as stable boy he returned to assist his father,

who had again resumed his trade of shoemaker iu London;

but after marrying in 17C5, he procured the oflice of

teacher in a small school in Liverpool. His subsequent

career, like his earlier life, was hard and chequered, but

it must suiHce to state that, after failing in an attempt to

set up a private school, he followed for several years the

profession of an actor, often at a very meagre salary, and that

he was more successful as a dramatist and novelist, but

sufTered much and frequent anxiety from pecuniary em-

barrassments and repeated disappointments. He died 23d

March 1809 from enlargement of the heart, brought on, it

is supposed, by the failure of several of his dramatic

pieces. He was a member of the Society for Constitutional

Reform, and on that account was, in 1794, indicted of high

treason, but acquitted. The best known dramas of Holcroft

are Duplicity, The School for Arrogance, The Road to Ruin,

and The Deserted Daughter. Among his novels may be

mentioned Alwyn and Hiii/h Trevor. He was also the

author of Travels from Hamburf/ through Westphalia,

Holland, and the Netherlands to Paris, and of some volumes

of verse, and translated several works from the French

and German with considerable elegance. The interest

which still attaches to his career is, however, less on account

of the intrinsic meritof his literary performances than his

peculiarly chequered life and his persevering struggle to

elevate himself above the ignorant and sordid condition

of his early years. His Memoirs written by himself and

continued down to the time of his Death, from his Diary,

Notes, and other Papers, by William Hazlitt, appeared in

1815, and has gone into several editions.
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HoLDERLIN, JoHAK« Cheistian Ebiedrtch (1770-

1843), German poet, was born March 29, 1770, at Lauffeu

on the Neckar. His mother removing, after a second

marriage, to Niirtingen, he began 'his education at. the

classica) school there, where ScheUing was his schoolfellow

and playmate. He was destined by his relations for the

church, and witli this view was later admitted .to the free

schools of Denkendorf and Maulbronn. At the age of

eighteen, already an^excellent cUssicaT scholar, he was sent

to the university of Tubingen, where, however, he showed

no inclination to the study of theology He was already

the writer of occasional verses, and had begun to sketch

his first version of llypennn, when he was introduced in

1793 to Schiller, and obtained through him the post of

tutor to the young son of Fran von Kalb. A year later

, he left this situation to attend Fichte's lectures, and to

I

become a disciple of Schiller m Jena. Schiller recognized

in the young poet something of his own style of genius,

and encouraged his early literary attempts by sending

some of them to Goethe, and by superintending the

publication of others in the Thalia and Horen. In

1796 Hold?rlin obtained the post of tutor to the three

young children of a banker named Gontard in Frank-

fort. Gontard's beautiful and gifted wife is the Diotima

of HiJlderlin's Hyperion. For this lady he conceived a

foolish and hopeless passion ; and she became at once his

inspiration and his ruin. At the end of two years, during

which time the first volume of Hyperion was published

(1797), some kind of crisis appears to have occurred in

their friendbhip, for the unhappy young poet suddenly

left Frankfort and the Gontard family ; but whether he

was dismissed by the indignant husband of Diotinia, or

was impelled by his own better resolutions, has not been

explained. In spite of ill health, he now completed

Hypu-ion, the second volume of which appeared in 1799,

and he began a tragedy, Der Tod des Empedoklia, which

IS published in an nnfinished condition among his works.

Some of his verses appeared in the Tasclimhnclt fin- Fravcii-

eimmer m 1799 and 1800, and he contemplated starting

a new literary journal, of which he was to be the editor,

but the scheme was a fnilure. Hia friends now became
alarmed at the alternate depression and nervous irritability

from which he Buircred, and he was induced to go to

Switzerland, as tutor in a family at Hau[)twill. There his

health improved , and scveiol of liis poems, among which
are "Der blinde Sanger," "An Die Hoff'nung," and "Dichter-

rauth," were wnlteii at this time. In 1801 he returned

home to arrange for the publication of a volume of his

poems; but, on the failure of this enterprise, he was obliged

to accept another tutorship in the family of the Hamburg
consul in Bordeaux. Diotima died a year later, in June
1802, and the news is supposed to have reached HiJiderlin

shortly afterwards, for in the following month he suddenly

left Bordeaux, and travelled homewards on foot through

France, arriving at Niirtingen destitute and insane. Kind
treatment gradually alleviated his condition, and in lucid

intervals he occupied himself by writing verses and transla-

ting Greek plays. Two of these translations—the Antujoue

and CEdipus Hex of Sophocles—appeared in 1801, and
several of his short poems were published by Seckctidorf

in his Musenalmanac/i, 1807 and 1808. ,* In 1801 Hiilderlin

obtained the post of librarian to the landgrave of llomburg,
and went to live in Homburg under the supervision of

friends ; but the post was abandoned two years later, and
he was taken to Tiibingen, where he renuiined, irremediably

but harmlessly insane, till his death, June 7, 1813.

Holderlin's vrritings are the production of a beautiful and
sensitive mind, a mind of high ideals and noble impulses ;

but they are intenstly, almost morbidly, subjective, and
they lack real human strcncth. I'crhaps his strop ;csf

characiensf.c was lis passion lor Greefc suojects, and thu

natursl result of this was that he almost entirely discarded

rhyme in favour of the ancient verse measures. His poems
are all short pieces ; of his tragedy only a fragment was
written. Ht/penon, oder der Eremit in Grieclienland, is thus

his one important work ; and even to this a sequel is

wanting. It may be-called a prose poem, and is written in

the form of letter?. Its exquisite language, the purity of

its tone, the sad philosophical vein which permeates it.

together with its autobiographic character, claim for it a

unique positioQ among German classics

An edition of Hblderline complete works, with his letters «nd
biography, appeared in 1S46 ; and there is a cheap edition of his

aelecteii irorks. with a biography by Christoph Theodor Sehwab,
pubhshed in 1874.

HOLESCHAU, HoLLESCHAtr, or Holesov, chief town
of a government district in Moravia, Austria, circle of

Hradisch, is situated on the Russawa, 20 miles N.N.E. of

Hradisch. It has a large castle m the Italian style (with a

fine garden), a beautiful decanal church, and a synagogue

Linen and cloth-weaving are carried on, and there is some
trade in honey, wax, hides, and wool. The population in

1869 was 5282, more than a third being Jews.

HOLIBUT, or Halibut (Hippoglossus vulgaris), is the

largest of all Flat-fishes, specimens of 5 feet in length and

of 100 lb in weight being frequently exposed for sale in the

markets. Indeed, specimens under 2 feet in length are very

rarely caught, and singularly enough, no instance is known of

a very youug specimen having been obtained. The holibut

IS much more frequent in the higher latitudes of the

temperate zone than in its southern portion ; it is a

circurapolar species, being found on the northern coasts of

America, Europe, and Asia, extending in the Pacific south-

wards to California. On the British coasts it keeps at some
distance from the shore, and is generally caught in from 50
to 100 fathoms. Its flesh is considered coarse, though
white and firm.

HOLINSHED, or Holli.vshed, Raphael, author of

C/iroiiidfs of England, Scotland, and Ireland, liourished

in the 16th century. He belonged to a family settled at

Bosley, in Cheshire, and accoidii.g to Anthony Wood he
was educated at one of the universities and took orders in

the church. In the coinpilation of the Chronicles called

by his name he bore a loading part, but he received exten-

sive and important aid from .'stow the antiquary, Harrison,

chaplain to Lord Cobhaiii, Hooker {cttuis Vowell), an uncle

of the divine of that name, and Francis Boteville (alia.'!

Thin), a learned antiquary. Holinshed's share in the work

comprised the history of England down to the year 1577,

the date of the first edition. His will—printed in Hcarjie's

preface to Camden's Annates—shows that in the latter

part of his life he was in the service of Thomas Bendet

of Bromcote, in Warwickshire. He died between 1580

and 1584. The notice of Elizabeth's reign contained

matter so offensive to her and her court that in the second

edition, which appeared in 1587, some of the sheets were

cancelled altogether. The castr.itions were published

separately by Dr Drake in 1728, and in subsequent

reprints have been restored. The history of Scotland, in-

corporated by Holinshed in his Chronicled, is for the most

I'nrt a translation from the Latin of Hector Boece, and is in-

teresting i.s having furnished Shakespeare with the ground-

work of his tragedy of Mucbclh. The Chronicles, being the

work ot 80 many dilicrent hands, present great varieties nf

literary quality ,
but the learning and research they show

have made them an invaluable aid in the illustration of the

early annals of England. An edition in accordance witii

the original text w.ns pulilishcd in 1808, 6 vols.

HOLK.\K, the title of the mahilrAj.'^ of Indoke {q.<'.),

..!,.,„„ territories are often designated Holkar's Douiaiona.
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HOLLAND
PART I.—GEOGRAPHY AND STATISTICS.

H'
OLLAND is the most usual English name of the

country which is nationally designated the Kingdom
of the Netherlands {Koningrijk der Nederlanden). The
word, which is popularly explained as if it were 'Hollow-

land, and referred to the same physical fact which has

given rise to the terms Netherlands and the Low CuuntrieS,

appears in an older form as llultland, and Ls thus evidently

equivalent to Wood-land In French the usual expression

is Pays-Bas, and in German Niederlande. '»,.

There is no country in Europe in which the character of

the territory has exercised so great an influence on the

inhabitants as in the Netherlands ; and, on the other hand,

no people has so extensively modified the condition of its

territory as the Dutch. In a description of Holland, con-

sequently, the greatest importance must be attached to the

phj-sica! conformation of the country as it was and is ; and

most of the peculiarities of the political and social condition

of the people must be considered in connexion with this con-

formation.

Eit«nt The size of Holland, being subject to perpetual diminu-

tion and increase, cannot be indicated by a definite figure

except as at some definite period ; on the one hand,

there is loss of area still going on in consequence of the

erosion of the coasts, and, on the other hand, this is more
than counterbalanced by a continual acquisition of new
ground due more especially to " impoldering "and draining

operations. In 1 833 the surface of the Netherlands was only

2,270,959 hectares (5,611,860 acres, 8768 square miles);

on the 20th Oct. 1877, at the time of tho conclusion of the

cadastral survey, it was 3,297,268 hectares (8,148,020
acres, 12,731 square miles).

The kingdom extends from 53° 32' 21" (Groningen Capo
on Rottum Island) to 50° 45' 49" N. lat. (Mesch in the

province of Limburg), and from 3° 23' 27" (Sluis in the

• province of Zealand) to 7° 12' 20" E. long. (Langak-
kerschans in the province of Groningen). The greatest

length from north to south, viz., that from Rottum Island

to Eysdon near Maestricht is estimated at 164 miles, and
the greatest breadth from south-west to north-east, or from
Zwin near Sluis to Losser in Overyssel at 144 miles. If

the Zuyder Zee, the parts of Prussia which encroach on the

eastern side, and the projecting portions of Limburg and
Zealand are disregarded, the general form is almost an ob-

long. With the exception of Greece and Great Britain, no
country of Europe has so many inlets of the sea as Holland.

Bound- The Netherlands are bounded on the E. by the Prussian
aries. provinces of Hanover, Westphalia, and the province of the

\Rhine, and on the S. by the Belgian provinces of Liiige,

Limburg, Antwerp, and East and West Flanders. A purely

geographical boundary is formed to the W. and the N. by
the North Sea, at the N.E. corner by the Dollart, and from
Stevensweert southward to the extreme corner of Limburg
(near Eysden) by the Maas or Meuse.V Natural ethno-

graphic frontiers, such as occur where two neighbouring
peoples of different origin, race, character, customs, and
language are sharply marked o8 from each other, do not

exist in the case of the Netherlands. The Low German
clement, indeed, of which the Netherlands form as it were
the kernel, spreads beyond Dutch limits both north-east

along the coast of the German Ocean and south-west into

Belgium.

' At Maostricht, however, a portion lies on the left bank of the

river, measared, according to liie treaty with Belgium, 19th April

1839, art, 4. by an avpriRO nAmn of 1200 Dutch fathoms (7874 fi-ct)

from the nutor glaci» of the fortress.

As regards, the seaward boundary—the coasts, river- Com*

mouths, and islands—it is necessary, for a Just compreheu- ''°^'

sion of its character and of its influence on the formation
of the soil, to' boar in mind that the coasts of the Nether-
lands shared in the general vicissitudes of the southern
shores of the German Ocean at the time when the English
Channel was still closed. Three periods may be distin-

guished in the history of these changes. During the first

a row of dunes was formed on the sandy tongue of land

which, beginning at Ostend, cut off and formed into nn
iuland lake a poition of the German Ocean, at that time .

washing the diluvial strata ; these are still indicated i

along the Dutch and the German coasts by a series of ,

dune-formations, sandbanks, and islands. In tho secondJ
period the separation between ocean and lake was still .

maintained, the river-water gained the upper hand over

the sea-water in the lake, the matter brought down by
the river began to settle, and the morasses and beds of

marsh-plants, reeds, and rushes (derrie) were formed which
are now found above the old sand beds and below the

present clay beds. When in the third period the coasts

subsided, the dunes were here and there carried away by
the rise of the waters, portions of the land were submerged,

and, mud being extensively piled up by the sea, the fertile

clay {zeektei) of the maritime provinces was formed, and at

the same time the mouths of the rivers were changed in

positiou. And aQ this took place on a still greater scale

when the limestone rocks which united Calais and Dover
at last gave way and the great ocean with its heavier

incideiice of billows and tides drove into the smaller sea.

According to Dr Hartogh Heys van Zouteveen,^ 150,000
hectares (370,670 acres) of land were lost on the coast of

the German Ocean, 385,000 hectares (951,390 acres) on

the Zuyder Zee and the Wadden, 8432 hectares (20,836
acres) in the Dollart, 10,000 hectares (24,711 acres) in the

Biesbosch, and about 27,000 hectares (66,720 acres) mora
in other parts. According to Dr Staring, the province of

Groningen, even during the 18th and 19th centuries, has
been harassed with inundations once in every 155 years,

Utrecht and North Holland south of the Y once in 83
years. South Holland once in 55 year.s, Friesland, Overyssel,

North Holland north of the Y, and the coast of North
Brabant every 40 years ; while tho Netherlands in general

have been visited by such disasters in 1702, 1715, 1717,

1741, 1755, 1756, 1791, 1808, 1609, and 1825, or on an
average once in every eleven years. In this last period,

however, of the history of the land the lordship of man
ultimately began to make itself felt. The formation of the

first dykes to prevent inundations was quickly followed

by the construction of a connected system of earthen ram-

parts, behind which the country lies secure, while at

the same time hundreds of thousands of acres of fertile

land have been recovered from the sea. The area gamed
from 1833 to 1877 has been already stated. The follow-

ing table shows the amount reclaimed by endyking down
to the dates given :

—

In North Hollind, to 1864 72,283 acres.

„ South Holland Islands, to 1850 lCa,302 -„

„ Friesland, 36,368 „
,, Groningen, „ 86,838 „
„ North Brabant, to 1843 95,391 ,,

„ Zealand, to 1859 .........220,411 „

To return to the present condition of the seaboard'

of the Netherlands,— it follows from what has been said

' Algemeene Slatutick van A'edcrland, p. 61.
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that it consists (1) of coasts still pivitected by dunes or

fringerl with sandbanks and islands indicating the direc-

tion of ancient lines of dunes
; (2) of low coasts of sea-

clay provided with dykes which iu more than one quarter

have been repeatedly extended so as to enclose land con-

quered from the sea (the seapolders); and finally (3) of

soma high diluvial strata which rise far enough above the

level of the sea to make dykes unnecessary. The dunes fol-

low the west and north-west coast almost without a break,

except in a few quarters where they have been removed

and their place supplied by dykes or rubble, as in North

Holland between Huisduinen and Nieuwe Diep and be-

tween Kamp and Petten, in South Holland on Voorne,

and in Zealand on Schouwen and Walcheren, where the

famous VVestkappel dyke unites the village of Westkappel

with the watering-place of Domburg. The breadth of the

line of dunes naturally varies greatly—from GOO to 7000
feet; and there is a similar v.iriety in the height of the

individual danes proper, called diine-hills (dui7ihe«vels)

as compared with the dune pans (duinpannen) or depres-

sions. The elevation of the High Blinkert bear Haarlem

(196 feet) is an extrepie exception, for the average is nut

more than 50 or 60 feet even in the case of the high dunes

which lie nearest the shore and are known as " sea-runners"

(zeelooper) or the " shore-ridge " (stia7>dr(eks). The dunes

show a tendency, except where the Dutch prevent it by

planting wood or sand-oats, to wear away on the side

towards the sea, and to " overstuiven " or drift off on the

landward side. There is, indeed, a general degradation of

the coast, and a recession towards the east, corresponding

to the subsidence which may be observed along the German
seaboard, and probably traceable also, in part at least, to the

Channel current, which at mean tide has a velocity of 14

or 15 ir.ches per second, and especially during strong west

or uorth-west winds carries off large quantities of material.

This alteration of coast-line appears at Loosduinen, where

the moor or fenland formerly developed behind the dunes

now crops out on the shore amid the sand, being pressed

to the compactness of lignite by the weight of the sand

drifted over it. Again, the remains of the Roman camp
at Brittenburg or Huis te Britten, which- originally lay

within the dunes and, aftjr being covered by them,

emerged again in 1520, were, in 1694, 1600 paces out to

sea, opposite Katwijk ; while, besides Katwijk itself,

several other villages of the west coast, as Domburg,
Scheveningen, Egmond, have continually to be removed
further inland. Two things special to Holland are worthy

of particular notice, the artificial formation of dunes, as

at Koegras, Callantsoog, Petten, Katwijk, Scheveningen,

and Zandvoort, and the carrying away of the sand (aj'zan-

det-ij, "offsanding") by ship or rail, as in the "Westland,"

for example, to the south of the Hague, to serve elsewhere

for engineering operations and the improving of the soil.

Mingled with marsh-earth the sand forms a soil suited to

the culture of flower-bulbs ; with clay it produces that

excellent soil for vegetable gardens for which the Westland
is 80 famous. It must be further remarked that both tiie

."dune pans," which are naturally marshy through their

defective drainage, and the " geest " grounds—that i.s, the

grounds along the foot of the downs—have been in various

places either planted with wood or turned into arable and
pasture land ; while the nuhierous springs at the base of

the dunes rise at such a height above the ordinary level of

the country that the water is conveyed by canals to the

great cities, and an improvement is thus effected at once
in the agriculturtil condition of the coast-land and in the

eanitiry condition of the cities.

TTie sea-dykes are found along the northern coasts, the

coasts of the provinces which border on the Zuydcr Zee,

taA the coasts of the islaud.<) nf Zealand and South Holland

so far as they are not protected by dunes. Only in a few
places, it will be seen, are the sea-dykes unnecessary ; as,,

for example, in Friesland between Stavoren and Olde
Mirdum (the bold and steep Roode and Mirdum cliffs)

and near Doornspijk, 3 miles south of Elburg, where there

are high grounds which stretch 6 miles to the south-west

of Harderwijk. The earthen dykes are protected by stune-

slopes and by piles, and at the more dangerous points also

by "zinkstukken" (sinking pieces), artificial structures of

bulrushes, reeds, and branches, laden with stones, and
measuring some 400 yards in circuit, by means of whicli

the current is to some extent turned aside. The West-
kappel dyke already mentioned is 12,468 ft. long and 23
high, has a seaward slope of 300 ft., and is protected by
rows of piles and basalt blocks. On its ridge, 39 ft. broad,

there is not only a roadway but a service railway. When
it is remembered that the woodwork is infested by the pile

worm (Teredo nai'a/ts),the ravages of which were discovered

in 1731, the enormous expense incurred in the construction

and maintenance of the 1550 miles of sea-dykes now exist-

ing may be imagined. The cost of construction is not over-

estimated at 150,000,000 guilders or i 12,500,000.

The Dutch islands may be divided into two main classes Island*.

— (1) those surrounded on all sides by the German Ocean
or its inlets, and (2) those surrounded entirely or in great

part by river arms, and separated by these from the main-

land or from each other. The first division again comprises

two groups— (a) the islands Texel, Vlieland, Terschelling,

Ameland, Schiernionnikoog, and Rottuin, which stretch in a
long arc from the north point of North Holland to the mouth
of the Ems, and indicate the old coast-line, so that they

belong to the same physico-geographical group with the

islands along the German coast ; and (h) the islands

Wieringen, Marken, Urk, and Schokland, which are the

relics of the stretch of country formerly comprising the

present bed of the Zuyder Zee. In the second class are

to .be reckoned the delta of the river Yssel (Camper
Island) and the islands belonging to the contiguous deltas

of the lUiine, the Mouse, and the Scheldt, including the

island of Betuwo between the Rhine and the Waal and the

archipelago of South Holland and Zealand.

As the river mouths of Holland must also be regarded as River

gulfs or inlets of the sea, they may be noticed here. The ""'"''li

average breadth of the Hariiigvliet at Helvootsluys is 88C0
ft. and at Goederccde 18,045; that of the West Scheldt

at Ter Neuzen 15,420 ft., and at Flushing (Vlissingcn)

13,7S0 ; that of the East Scheldt at the harbour of Goes

13,780, and at the harbour of Zierikzee 13,450 ; and
that of the Roompot 21.600 to 29,530 ft.

The varying characteristics of the coasts in different places Influ-

give rise to correspondingly different industries. As re- ^"<^* "f

gards trade and navigation, the west coasts with their shal-
(.p^j,, „

lows and sandbanks can be approached only by small vessels mdus-

of light draught (visscherspinken) unless where access is try.

afforded by the inlets of the sen, especially the mouth of

the West Scheldt at Flushing, that of the "East Scheldt at

Zierikzee, the Brouwershaven inlet between the islands of

Schouwen and Goeree, the Goereo inlet at Hclvoetsluys,

the Marsdiep at the. Helder, and the mouth of the Ems at

Delfzijl, or where a way has been opened up by engineering

works as at Rotterdam and Amsterdam (by the new water-

way to the sea and the canal to Ymuiden). As we proceed

from south-west to north-east the places along the coast

become less and less important ; in tho provinces of

Groningcn and Friesland the approach to the mainland is

obstructed by tho Waddcn or Shallows ; and on the const

of the Zuyder Zco are those harbours, for the most part

rendered useless by alluvial accretions, which have been

BO well described by Havard in his YiUcs Moilcs du
Zujjdcnee. Along the greater part of these coasts tho.'
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population is engaged in the fisheries rather than in trade,

especially when the neighbourhood of a great town (as

AJkmaar for Egmond, Haarlem for Zandvoort, Leyden for

Katwijk, the Hague for Scheveningen) secures a good

market or a ready means of exportation. Many fishing

villages on the west coast, e.ff., Scheveningen, Domburg,
and Zandvoort, have in receut years acquired repute as

watering-places with both natives and foreigners.

The availability of the flat coasts for trade and naviga-

tion is to a large extent dependent on the range of the rise

and fall of the tides. As shown in the following table,

this steadily decreases from south-west to northeast. In

the Zuyder Zee it is naturally very small

Pl«e«.
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bad i3\l

Clayj

Ilaarlein lake, which are respectively - 1OG6, - 12'46,

- 13'61, the Schieveen polder near Schiedam -' 16'27,

the polders at Woubrugije, the Bergschenhoek, and the

Zuidplas -16-86, -17-58, and -18-49.

Of equal importance with the relief of the country is

the geological composition of the soil. It is evident from
the history of the origin of the land that Quaternary forma-
tions—alluvium and diluvium—must be well represented.

In fact they constitute no less than 99-9 per cent, of the
surface of the Netherlands, only -1 per cent, thus rem-aining

for all the older formations—^the Tertiaryand the Secondary,
including the extremely limited Jurassic.

To the alluvial strata belong, in the first [ilace, the fen (vccn)
strata, which are subdivided into low fens, high fens, marsh fens,

and the "dalgronden" or "reclaimed hi"h fens." Tlie low fens,

which are found in Groningen, Friesland, Overyssel, North and
South Holland, and North Brabant (about the Langsti-aat), have
been formed of aquatic plants, and, in the upper layers, of moss;
their elevation is that of the mean sea-level ; from them tlie " short
turf," the best quality of peat, is obtained by dredging, and, when
the standing water which collects after the peat has been dug out
has been drained off, they may be turned into very productive arable
land. The subsoil, on which the fertility then depends, consists
usually of clays and alluvial sand or dune strata, rarely of diluvial
sand strata. These low feus extend to no less than 904,597 acres,

or about 11 per cent, of the surface. The high fens, of which the
^eater part have been " disfenned" or stripped of peat, are found
in Groningen, Friesland, Drenthe, Overyssel, and the "Peel" or
Marsh of North Brabant, in the more elevated plains or valleys.

They have been formed of trees, heath-plants, and moss, and fur-
nish the softer, inferior kind of peat, the "long turf" As the
removal of the peat has been followed by the construction of
canals to carry off the stalidiiig water, the high fens are of course
free from marshes, but, resting as they do almost everywhere
on diluvial gravel and sand, they do not furnish so fertile a
soil as the low fens. They comprise 226,107 acres, or only about
28 per cent, of the surface of the country. The marsh lens nro

composed almost exclusively of a few species of sedge or cai'ex, and
constitute, not only in their method of formation, but also in their
character and situation, the transition between the high and the low
fens. They are widely scattered, especially along small streams which
carry off water mingled with fenny materials, and are nowheie more
numerously represented than in Drenthe, where all the drainage is

of this ch.aracter. The marsh fens occupy 168,551 acres, consider-
ably less than the high fens. The " dalgronden" are formed where
regular peat-fiehls are laid out along specially constructed canals,

and the denuded surface is usually grubbed up for arable or pasture
land, or on rare occasions planted with wood. They comprise about
207,576 acres, and n.aturally increase in proportion to the decrease
of the hi^^li fens. We shall return to these "dalgronden" in con-
ne .ion with the canals. Besides the fens, the clay lands and cer-

tain of the sand-strata belong to the alluvium. The clays—which
furnish the richest arable soils, the most lu.vuriant meadowlaiid,
and in some places the material for bricks and earthenware—may
be divided into the sea-clay, the river-clay, the stream-clay or
grcco earth, and the old sea-clay of the districts recovereil from the
water. The exceptionally fertile sea-clay in the provinces of

Groningen, Friesland, North and South Holland, and Zealand
occupies no less than 1,676,860, or about 20 per cent, of the sur-

face, while the river-clay, naturally situated along the banks of tho
Larger rivers, takes up 854,284 acres, or about 10 per cent. The
boundary between the sea-clay and the river-clay is formed in tho
case of these rivers by the maximum high-water lino. The stream-
•cl.iy or green earth, which is found, .as the former name implies, on
the banks of the smaller rivers or streams, is formed of course on a
much smaller scale, and consists of a stratum on an average from
3 to 5 feet thick, resting almost exclusively oa the sand diluvium,
from which it is occasionally separated by a fenny stratum. It

occurs in the east of Drenthe, Overyssel, and Gueiderland, along
the small tributaries of tho Vccht, along the Virht, Kegge, and
Schipheek in Overyssel, and in like manner in North Brabant along
the Dommel, Aa, Mark, .ind other unimportant streams. Tho
^cen earth not nnfrequently contains iron ore ; from this thi

metal h rxtracted in Overyssel and Gueldeiland, and it is assertei

that in thirty years the natural processes replace the excavated
mineral. Tho stream deposits occupy -about 2 per cent, of the i

surface—157,187 acres. Finally the old sea-cl.ay of the reclaimed •

districts covern 127,518 acres, or IJ pjjr cent, of the surface. As
already stated, the subsoil of the low fens is not everywhere clay.

It is ao ill the main in tho provinces of North and South Holland,
where the drainage operations were consecjuently much more
rtniunerativo than in Friesland, 'and in tho cn.st of Utrecht, where
ths fens rested upon sand. Kstinmting tho total area of tho
lecovcred districts at 197,690 acres, about fivc-cigbttis of this cou-

'I
dl

sists of old sea-clay; and these portions, such as tlie Haarlem lake
grounds, the Beemster and Purmer polders in North Holland, and
the Nieuwkoop and Zuidplas polders in South Holland, are reckoned'
among the richest and most fertile. How these low-lying areas
have been endyked and drained, surrounded by canals ani kept dry
by gigantic steam-pumps, has been explaiued under the heading
Haarle.m Lake.
The alluvial sand-strata (to be distinguished from the diluvial Alluvi;,i

sand) may be divided into (1) sand-drifts, (2) river-sand, river- sand,
downs, and " heibanen," and (3) old sea-sand and the sea-dunes
with the geest-grounds. The last of these classes has already been
considered in dealing with the sea-coast. The rivei-s bring down
their sand as well as their gravel, not so much from the more
elevated districts as from the diluvial valleys in which they have
excavated their channels. The beds of the rivers thomselves
consist likewise of sand, mingled here and there with gravel or
rolled and polished pebbles, and, where the current is not too
strong, covered with a layer of clay. If sand has been accumulated
on the shore, the wind soon tiansforms it after the retreat of the
river into hillocks or river-dunes. When these contain a propor-
tion of clay they are more fertile than the sea-dunes. They occur
on both sides of the GueMerland Yssel (between Zaik and Oest),

and on the Waal below Hulhuizen and opposite Ros.sum ; and
various eminences in other parts of the country, such as Agnietenberg
near ZwoUe, and the heights near Deventer, near Grafthorst opposite
Kampen, and along the Meuse between Venlo and Mook. must be
considered .as of similar origin. "Heibanen," i.e., heath-tracks,
so called on account of their sterility, are beds of river gravel easily

distinguished from the diluvial gravel by the smooth, wor.i, and
uniform appearance produced ages ago by the action of the current
Tliey are found, for example, in the Betuwe, about Avezaat, and
between Lienden and Waddenoijen. Sand-drilts are dune forma-
tions originated by the action of the wind on the diluvial sand,

where in one way or other it has been stripped of the heath-crust.

They extend to 179,2-20 acres, or about 2| per cent, of the surface.

The fen strata occupy in all 1,508,300 acres, or 184 per cent. ; the

claystrata 2,815,850 acres, or about 35 per cent. ; the alluvial sand
strata 475,477 acres, or about 6 per cent ; and llie whole alluvium
4,799,627 acres, or 59 per cent.

The diluvial or sand and gravel strata of the Netherlands are Dihiv.i

far from being of such economic importance as the alluvial strata, strata.

The agricultural products—mainly buckwheat and rye—are neither

so abundant nor so valuable as the wheat and rape-seed of the clay

soils; and neither stock-breeder nor dairy-farmer obtains so satis-

factory results. The boundary of tlie diluvial strata maybe roughly
indicated by a line running through Winschoten, Groningen, Dok-
kum, Lceuwarden, Heerenveen, Steenwijk, Zwolle, Elburg, the coast

of the Zuyder Zee, Naarden, Utrecht, Rhenen, Bois-le-Duc, Breda,

Bergcn-op-Zoom, and Antwerp. South and east of this line lies the

diluvium, for the most part on the surface, except in the places

already mentioned where the fens, the river-clay, the stream deposits,

and the sand-drifts are situated, or ia the extreme south and east

where the older strata make their appearance. To the north and
west of the line the only diluvial strata are those of the Zuyder Zee

islands: in Texcl, Wieriiigeu, and Urk the soil is of diluvial

origin ; and this probably holds true also in whole or in part in

Vlieland, Ameland, and Terschelling.

The diluvial formations are subdivided into gravel-strata and
sand-strata. To the former belong (1) the Scandinavian diluvium,

in which occur granites and chalk Hints derived from Scandinavia,

situated to the north of the Overyssel Vecht(that is, in Groningen,

Drenthe, the south-west of Frie.sland, and the islands); (2) the

mixed diluvium,' which besides the Scandinavian gravel contains

stone-grit from Munster, the Teutoburger W.ild, and the districts

along the Rhine (it is situated between the Veciit and tho Rhine,

in Overyssel, Utrecht, the Gooiland,' and Guclderiand); (3) the

Rhine diluvium, destitute of granite, but with many fragments of

white quartz, basalt, and other kinds of stone from the mountains

along the river between Bonn and Coblcniz (it lies between the

Waal and the Meuse)
; (4) the Meuse diluvium, containing materials

brought from the mountains hi";her up the stream; and finally.

(5) the I.iniburg Hint diluvium, like the preceding variety desti-

tute of any plutonic or volcanic rocks, but nevertheless consist-

ing almost exclusively of Hints occurring in the neighbouring chalk

formation.

Tlie sand-diluvium, which is of later date than the gravel, is

found in great level stretches at the foot of tho hills of diluvial

."ravel, and contains no pebbles or coarse gravel. It also occurs in

t lie maritime provinces nnder all the marine and tluvial formations.

According to some authorities it owes its origin to the influence of

rain, or frost, or wind ; according to others it has .been formed by

the sea like the Kempen sand and that of tluj dunes, and then

transported liy the soutli-westerly currents.

' A district formerly calkd Naardingetland, on the southern shores

of tlic Zuyder Zee, includlnK Noardcn, Bussum, Huiten, Blaricimi,

Laren, Uilverauni, and MuiderDerg,
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tion.

In the dilnviuiii must also be incluJeJ the loess, which occupies

a large proportion of the province of Limburg. Tlic whole diluvium
comprises 3,308,330 acres, or about 404 per cent, of the country,

distributed thus:—Scandinavian '4h percent., mixed diluvuini 4*,

Rhine and Meuse diluvium and Limburg fiint diluvium 1, loess Ih,

aid lastly the sand diluvium, which includes the dUuvial river-

banks, 2,376,770 acres, or about 29 per cent.

The older formations, which occupy a very limited area, occur in

the east of Guelderlaud and Oveivssel, in tUc south of Limlmrg,
and in Zealand-Flanders. That they also form the substratum
elsewhere, e.g., in Zealand and Rrabant, is not improbable. The
area of the Tertiary strata is 3425, and of the Secondary 3740
acres.

As regards tlie capabilities of t'lie soil, Holland does not

hold an cxceiitionally favourable jjosition,—34 per cent, of

the country consisting of good and about 2 per cent, of

inferior clay land, while more than 4.5 per cent, is poor and
partially reclaimed sand, and fully 18'5 per cent, is covered

with fens. The following figures show the account to

which the soil is actually turned ;—64 '3 per cent, consists

of arable and pasture land, gardens, hay-fields, and orchards;

6 per cent, is occupied by water and roads ; 7 per cent, is

woodland : 0'7 is covered with buildings ; and the rest, or

22 per cent., must consequently be assigned to the waste

land.s, shores, and dunes, the reed-beds, heaths, and fens.

The extent of this uncultivated area is of course being

gradually diminished by the more general employment of

improved methods of drainage, by prevention "of the pro-

gress of the sand-drifts, by reclamation «f the fens, by
the extension of facilities for the carriage of manures, and
by the parcelling out of the mark-lands or commons which
are now used only as public pastires or for the digging of

turf {plagyeii). The distribi'.ti in of the cultivated lands in

the several provinces is consioered below in connexion
with the density of the population.

Bivers. The Netherlands are watered by three main rivers—the

Rhine, the Mcj'Se or Maas, and the Scheldt or Schelde,

besides a great number of smaller streams. How the Rhine
breaks up into Rhine and Waal, Rhine and Yssel, Crooked
Rhine and Lek, Old Rhine and Vccht, and finally reaches

the sea at Katwijk, may be seen from the map ; and also

liow the Meuse at Gorcum forms a junction with the Waal,
flowing on to Dort under the name of the Mcrwede, and
thence continuing to the sea between the South Holland
Islands and South Holland, under the names of the North,
the Old, and the New Meuse. There too may be traced the

course of the Scheldt, with its broad mouths bounding the

Zealand Islands and separating them from the mainland of

Flanders, or that of the Yssel by Deventer, Zutphen, and
Kampen to the Zuyder Zee These great rivers render very

important service as water-ways, as the following statistics

may show :—

Nunic.
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or Drentticr HoofUvaArt unites Assen with Meppel, and receives on

the eastern eide the drainage canals of the Dreiithe fens (the Orange

canal, the Beilerstroom, and the Hoogeveen Vaart), while tiie

North Willemsvaart unites Assen with Groningen. In the pro-

vince of Groningen the chief town communicates with Delfzijl and

the Dollart both by the Damsterdiep and by the new sliip canal,

wHla the canal to Winschoten brings it into connexion with the

flourishing fen colonies, such as Wildervank and Veendam, which

have sprung up in the east of the province and in Drenthe. In

Friesland, finally, there are three ship canals :—that from Harlingcn

to the Lauwer Zee via Franeker, Leeuwarden, and Dokkum_ ; that

from Leeuwarden to the Lemmer, whence there is a busy traffic

with Amsterdam ; and that from Stroobos in the east of the pro-

vince (in connexion with Groningen) to Stavoren in the south-

west. Ir^ould be superfluous to enumerate the barge canals by

which almost all the large towns communicate with each other

;

Xakes. and it is equally unnecessary to mention all the lakes, which exist

in great numbers, especially in Friesland and Groningen, and are

connected with rivers or streamlets. Those of Fncsland' are of note

for the abundance of their fish and their beauty of situation, on

which last account the Uddelermeer in Guclderland is also cele-

brated. The. Rockanje Lake near Biiel is remarkable for the

strong chalky solution which covers even the growing^ reeds with a

hard crust. Many of the lakes are nothing more than deep pits or

,
marshes from which the peat has been extracted.

. , ,

'CJUjiate. The climat? of Holland^ is such as might be conjectured

from its geographical position and its generally low level..

Situated in the temperate zone between 50° and 53° N.

lat., it shows a difference in the lengths of day and night

extending in the north to nine hours, and thsre is a corre-

spondingly wide range of temperature ; it also belongs to

the region of variable winds. The following table, from the

observations of Professor C. D. Buys Ballot, the well-known

director of the Meteorological Institute at Utrecht, shows

the average temperatures and the barometric heights re

corded tliere during 1849-1878 :-

Month.
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The ereaier density of population in the Holland provinces

as compared with Drcnthe cannot bo explained, however,

merely by the character- of the toil ; the variety of in-

dustries and the great number of large towns contribute

to the ineljuality. All the towns with 100,000 inhabitants

and upwards (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and the Hague) are

situated in the provinces of Holland ; of the 36 communes
with more than 10,000, 9 are iu Holland, none inDrenthe;
of the 35 communes between 10,000 and 4000, 9 are in

Holland and 2 in Drenthe. The reason why in the west,

and especially -in the district between Amsterdam and
Rotterdam, there is such a clustering of large towns,

only surpassed in a few parts of England and Belgium,

is to be found in the facilities there attorded for earning

a subsistence. Holland is emphatically a country of large

towns. ,, According to the census of 1869 there were

forty four which had a population of upwards of 5000.

The greatest of all was Amsterdam, with 256,15J in-

habitants; and next in order came Rotterdam, with

113,734. Two others had upwards of 50,000, the Hague
and Utrecht, respectively 81,881 and 57,085. Arnheim,
Leyden, Haarlem, Groningen, and Maestiicht were all

above 25,000 , and Bois-le-duc, Delft, Dort, and Leeu-

warden above 20,000. The five towns of Nimeguen,
Gouda, Helder, Deventer, and Zwolle had each between
15,000 and 20,000; and Breda, Zutphen, Zaandam, Amers-
foort, and Kempen were all above 10,000, though less than

15,'O0O. Since that date many of these have considerably

increased in size. In 1879 Amsterdam had about300,000
inhabitants, Rotterdam 140,000, the Hague 100,000, and
Utrecht 70,000.

M«tion- As the density of the population varies within the nar-

•titiea. row limits of the Netherlands, so varies likewise the origin

of the peopte. Although ethnographically the whole popu-

lation belongs to the Indo-Germanic family, or more defi-

nitely to the Teutonic branch of it, the descendants of the

Frisians may be clearly distinguished in the north-west.

The mouths of the Meuso separate these from the descend-

ants of the Franks, who pushed eastward across the Meuse
but never settled beyond the Waal, while the territory of

the Saxons, who came later from the east, extends no
further than to the Utrecht Vecht. The descendants of the

Saxons consequently lie between those of the two first-

named peoples, although naturally much commingling has

taken place between Frisians and Saxons, and Saxons and
Franks, especially in the towns and on the newly-acquired

lands. The representatives of the Semitic stock (Portuguese

or German Jews), though their influence is not unimportant,

number only 50,000 or 60,000, of whom about 40,000 re-

side at Amsterdam. The descendants of the three Teutonic

peoples above named are very slightly distinguished from
each other by their physical, intellectual, and moral char-

acteristics, and all the less so because the Dutch type is

not Itself strongly marked and bears the traces of foreign

commixture ; for many Flemings and Brabanters settled in

the country at the time of the revolt against Spain, many
Germans, Englishmen, and Scandinavians during the pros-

perity of the republic, and many Frenchmen after the

revocation of the edict of Nantes. The differences most
clearly discernible are in the old local laws, in the pecu-

liar cuBtoms, and above all in the dialects. Among these

last must be distinguished the Holland dialect (Hollandsch)
spoken in .the provinces of Holland and part of Utrecht

;

the Zealand dialect (Zeeiiwsch, in Staats Flanders inclin-

ing towards Flemish); the Brabantino (modified), also

spoken in a part of Limburg and the south of Guelder-
land ; the Lower Rhenish, which is again subdivided
into tha Guelderland, the Overyssel, and the Drenthe
dialects ; and, finally, the Groningen dialect. The pea,sant

or country Frisian forms a completely separate language

with a literature of its own. It has not been at all satis-

factorily determined in what parts of the Netherlands the

remains of a pre-German population are to be found, nor
to what extent they are to be distinguished from the Ger-
mans by the form of the skull ; but investigations are being'

carried on in this department of inquiry, and a map is

being prepared to indicate the boundaries of the various

dialects.

The government of the Netherlands is regulated by the constitu- GoTero>
tion of 1815, revised in 1848, under which the kings person is in- nicnt
violable and the ministers are responsible. Tlio crowu is hereditaiy
in both the male and the female line according to primogeniture;, but
it is only on the complete e.xtinction of the male line that females
can come to the tliione. The crown prince or heir apparent is

the tiist subject of the king, and bears tki title of the Priuce of
Orange. The king alone ha-i executive; autliority. To him belong
the ultimate direction of foreign aH'airs, the power to declare war
and peacoand to make treaties and alliances, the supreme command
of the ai-aiy and navy, the supreme administration of the finances
and of the colonies and other possessions of the kingdom, and the
prerogative of mercy. By the provisions of the same constitution
he establishes the ministenal depaitments, and shares the legisla-

tive powtr with the first and second chambers. . The heads of the
departments to whom the especial executive functions are entrusted
are eight in number,—ministers respectively of the interior, of

public works (the " waterstaat," including tiade and industry,
lailways, post-ollice, &e.), of justice, ot'tinance, of war, of marine,
of tlie colonies, and of foreign atl'airs. They are appointed and
dismissed at the pleasure of the king, usually deterniuied, h6wcvcr,
as in all constitutional states, by tlie wiU of the nation as indi-

cated by its representatives. The members of the tirst chamber are,

chosen by the provincial states fioni among those who bear tlia

greatest burden of direct ta,\ation in each province, the propor-
tion of persons thus eligible being 1 to every 3000 of the popu-
lation. North Brahant sends 5, Guelderland 5, South Holland 7,
North Holland 6, Zealand 2, Utrecht 2, Friesland 3, Overyssel 3,

Groningen 2-, Drenthe 1, Liiftburg 3— or altogether 39. Tha
duration of parliaiiieut is nine years, it third of the membera
retiring every three years. The retiring members are eligible fur
re-election. The members of the second chamber are chosen in
the electoral districts by all citizens of full age who pay direct
taxes vaiying according to local circumstances, from 20 to ic6
guilders. One member is elected for every 45,000 of the popula-
tion. At present (1880) there are eighty-six; they must be at least

thirty years old, and they tiease to be members if. they take a
salaried Government appointment. They discuss, all laws, and
have the right of proposing amendments. Their term is four
years, but they are re-eligible. All communications from the king
to the states-general and from the states to the king, Us well as
all general measures relating to internal administration or to foreign
possessions, are first submitted to the consideration of the coun;
cil of state, which also has tlie right of making suggestions to
the king in regard to subjects of legislation and administration.
The king appoints the vice-president of the council, v/hich' con-
sists of lourteen members; he is himself the president, and can
name councillors, to the number of not more than fifteen, for special

service.

The provincial administration is entrusted to tne provincial

states, which are returned by direct election by the same electors

as vote for the second chamljcr. The term is for six years, but
part of the members retire every three years. The president of the
assembly is the royal commissioner for the province. As the pro-

vincial states only meet a few times in the y«4r, they namera com-
mittee of deputy-states to which the management of irxirrcnt general

husiness is entrusted, and which at the sanio time administers the
affairs of the communes. At the head of every conimune stands e

communal council, whose members are chosen by the inhabitants foi

a definite number of years. The president of the commuija) coumril,

the burgomaster, is named by the king in ever)' instance for s?I

years, and along with the'magistratc to be chosen by and from.the
members of the council is charged with the ordinary administration.

The provinces, as already stated, are eleven in number (the grand-

duchy of Luxembourg, over which the king has control, is not
incorporated with the Kingdom); the number of comnuin/es at 81st

Pecember 1878 was 1128. t

The administration of justice is entrusted (1) to the high council,' justice,

the supreme court of the whole kingdom, w-hich holds ris sessions

at the Hague^ and is the tribunal for all high Government officials

and for the members of the states-general ; (2) to the five courts of

justice for criminal cases, and for appeal in more important poKce
and civil cases; (3) to courts established in each arrondissement; (4)

to cantonal judges appointed over a group of communes, whoso
jurisdiction is restricted to claims of small amount (under 200
guihL.=), k,\d to breaches of police regulations, ami who at the

same time look after the iiitrt^sis of miiioia.
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1 he following Btatement oi me revemic for the year ending the

niidtUu of 187S, and o( the expenditure for 1877, i" taken from the

aUiutu Cvurunl for 1879, No. 6_:-

tTpentliiurc.

•luval Iiouscliolri £72,!HC
superior tiiithciritk-sor tliu sialu 4'.i,\\2

UlrifttaxatKJii XS.'H'U.TJS

Kxi«'rtiind import duiU-» ... :mi,'J42

KirtUu 3.-.'4«.r.tt

iiuV\ urid Hllver wai'C!i ...._.. ;jiJ,44ii

lii.hrixt iHXutlon 1,70J,^(;4

.Mult ilfini.iinH ,y-A.TA\

ruHi.nffltc 30A583
(Jovrnmciit telegraphs £9,390
Stiifc IttttiMioH 36.140
fJann- nnti ti^Iiciics \2.'iM

VilulUuts - 76,74C

l^cpaitmcntuf furclKnanaira... SO.^l) i

justice 349.201
Irucrli.r 4'.H;.:;rn

murltic I,17(;.r!17

Kiitlonnl Ucbt
, S,187.(i.'",i

Department of tinaiici; I,411,IC'J

„ war !.8;i5..')(i.'J

,. wiitci-Ktaat 2,040.588
colonics 124.7^4

Unanticipated expenses 3,1 G3

ToWl £7,992,430 Total £9.871,792

Tho following tabic shows the revenue and expenditure for the
nrovitit'cs and communes, and the contributions received from the
butch Indies :—
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Chnrch, a provincial couujuttce of supervisioii fur the ecelcsiastical

administration. For t^he wiiole kingdom this supervision is entrusted

to a common "collegmni " or comnjittoe of supervision, which meets

at the Hague, and consists of 11 members named by the provincial

committse and 3 named by tlie synod, ^ome congregations have

jwitbin recent years withdrawn Ironi provincial sujjervision, and
have thus free control of tlieir own haancial alTairs. As a Roman
Catholic province lioUand is divided into 5 dioceses—the arch-

bishopric of Utrecht, and the sulfragan bishoprics of Haarlem, Bois

le Due, Breda, and Koerniund, which are severally divided into

deaneries (dekanatcn).

The various denominations arc subsidized by the state. The
total thus expended in 1877 was £65,654.

Bdoca- Primary education is being more widely dilTused year after year,

:ian. and at the same time receiving increased support from the state.

While in r868 there were 3675 schools, attended by 437,311 pupils,

and conducted by 10,375 teachers, the corresponding figures for 1877

wcr* respectively 3813, 522,861, and 12,292; and while in IS.IS the

state, the provinces, and the coniniunes ex[icnded only 1,278,894

guilders ( ™ Is. 8d. sterling) on the schools, the expenditure for edu-

cation in 1877 was 7,271,484 guilders In 1875, 1876, and 1877

there were 841, 848, and 847 in every thousand boys between six

and eight years of age at school, and 786, 796, and 803 out of every

thousand girls; and from nine to eleven years of age 881, 890, and
910 out of every tlious;ind boys, and 812, 815, and 827 out of every

thousand girls. There is thui a steady decrease of noii-atteiidance.

The improvement of primary education is shown by the growin"
decrease in the proportion of conscripts who could neither read

nor write: from 1S46 to 1858 this whs 22 82 per cent.; 1859-&2,

1979; 1863-67, 17 74; 1868-71, 15 46; 1872-76, 1313; and m
1876 only 11 "99 per cent. There are no bilingual schools in

Holland, and teachers discourage the use of the dialects.'

For secondary education there were in 1877 39 "burgher schools"

(partly day schools, partly night schools), with 372 teachers and
4319 pupils; 43 industrial art and technical schools, with 203
teachers and 4145 pupils; 53 higher class "burgher schools,"

having courses of 5 or 6, of 4, ana of 3 years, with 620 teachei-s

and 4000 pupils; the polytechnic school, wilh 12 professors and 13

teachers, anil atteiidea by 319 pupils; and the national school of

agriculture at Wageningen, with liiO pupils. Schools of navigation

were maintained at Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Helder, Terschelling,

Vlieland, Harlingen, Schiermonnikoog, Groningen, Delfzijl, and
Veendam, with a totaJ of 536 pupils and 26 instructors. The

' secondary school for girls (with courses of 5 and of 4 or 3 years)

were 12 in number, and had about 900 pupils and a teaching statf

of 140. For secondary education in 1876 the state expended 933,721

guilders, the provinces 24,329, and the communes 906,618, making
a total of 1,861.668, or £155,389 sterling.

Th'i hi'.4her education is provided for in the four universities of

Leyden (founded in 1575), Utrecht (1636), Groningen (1614), and
Amsterdam (1877), with 45, 34,31, and 41 professors, and 627, 401,

189, and 389 students respectively. Instruction is also given by

about 100 teachers to 1400 pupils in various seminaries and theo-

logical schools ; the number of Latin or grammar schools and gym-
na.sia in 1877-78 was 51, with 240 teachers and 1503 pupils The
total cost of the higher education amounted to 1,057,694 guilders.

A national institution at Leyden for the study of the languages,

geography, and ethnology of the Dutch Indie' has given place to

communal institutions of the same nature at Delft and at Leyden,
founded in 1864 and 1877. Military and naval instrnciion are pro-

vided for by corps schools, by a training battalion at Kanipen, an
artillery trainint; company atSchoonhoven, and scientific cortrses for

the seveial corps, by the royal mihtary academy (founded 1828),

the "school of war" for officers, the royal navy institute at Wil-
lemsoord (1856), and by training ships at Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
and Helvoetsluys for apprentice boatswains, sailors, cabin-boys,

pilot.s, and engineers. For the education of medical practitioners,

civil and military, the more important institutions are the national

obstetrical college at Amsterdam, the national veterinary school at

Utrecht, the national college for military physicians at Amsterdam,
and the establishment nt Utrecht for the training of military

B|)othccarie3 for the East and West Indies.

Scientific Of the numerous institutions in Holland for the encouragement
pind art of the sciences and the tine arts, the following are strictly national

nstitu- —the royal academy of sciences (1855), the royal Netherlands

aouB. meteorological institute (1854), the national academy of the plastic

• arts, the royal school of music, the national archives, the royal

picture gallery at the Hague, and the national gallery of modern
masters in the Pavilion at Haarlem, the national museum of an-
tiquities, the national museum of ethnography at Leyden, the
toyal collection of curiosities at the Hague, &c. Provincial scien-

' See Geschkdhindig ovcrzigt t-nn ket lager ondcnoijs in Nederland,
Leyden, 1 849 ; De wet op het lager ondenifys, met aauteefccningen door

S. Blaupot ten Cate en. A. Mocns, Gron., 1879; and Dr J. Stein

Parvd, Organisation de Vinstruction primaire, secondaire, et supirieure

dans it Tofj. des Pays-Bos, Leyden, 1S78.

tific societies exisH at Middelburg, Utrecht, Bois Jc Due, and
Leeuwarden, and there are private and municipal associations,

institutions, and collections in a large number of the smaller towns.
Among others of general utility are the society for the service of
the coniiM'umty {Maalsclutjipij tot nut van't algcmccn, 1784), and
the geographical society at Amsterdam (1873), Teyler's Stichting
or ftundation, and the society of industry at Haarlem, the roy.'U

institute of languages, geography, and ethnology of the Dutch
Indies (1851) and the Indian society at the Hague, the royal

institute of engineers at Delft (1848), the association for the
encouragement of music at Amsterdam, &c.

The agricultural methods vary according as the soils are sandy or Agricnl*
clay. In the first the " three-crop " system (two crops of rye and one turfii

of buckwheat) differs widely from the careful Flemish method of cul-

tivation, in which even the pastures are manured. On the clay there

is still greater variety both in the modes of treatment and in the
amount of care bestowed on weeding and draining. The produce of

the land is thus very ditfereiit in the various provinces for the
same soil. The general value of the crops is gradually rising, as

may be seen from the following statistics, in whicli the higher figure^

cannot be altogether ascribed to the greater extent of land brought
under cultivation : improved education and the influence of local

associations lor the advancement of the interests of agriculture have
contributed to the result. In 1851-60 there was under cultivation

in grain and other marketable crops 1,637,512 acres, in 1861-70
1,770,890 acres, and in 1871-75 1,860,850 acres. The total value of

the crops was i8,311,666 in 1851, £13,445,672 in 1862, £15,870,586
in 1871, and £19,001,598 in 1875. Of the total acreage just men-
tioned about 25 9 per cent, was devoted to rye, 17'3 to potatoes,

135 to oats, 86 to buckwheat, 7 to beans and pease, 7'1 to barley,

5 to rape seed, 3 to flax and hemp, 8 to madder, 0'6 to garden
seeds, 0'2 to tobacco ; while the rest is set apart for the special cul-

tivation of chicory, hops, beetroot, mangold wurzel, market-garden
produce, flowers, pharmaceutical plants, grapes, &c. The woods
or rather the plantations, covering 6 per cent., consist—of (1) the
So-called forest timber (opgaandhout; French, arbres de haute
futaie),—including the beech, oak, elm, poplar, birch, ash, willow,

and coniferous trees ; and (2) the copse wood (akkermaal or hak-
liout),—embracing the alder, willow, beech, oak, &c. This forms
no unimportant branch of the national wealth.

Stock-breeding varies m the diflerent provinces. For cattle, Lits
Friesland and North and South Holland take the lead as regards stoclb,

both quality and numbers ; sheep are best in Texel and North
Holl.and, and most numerous in Drenthe, where their preponderance
is due to the number of commons which still remain unbroken up.

Pigs, for which the low lands are peculiarly favourable, are reared

in all the provinces. Goats, mainly kept for their milk, are most
numerous in Guelderland and North Brabant. Guelderland, Fries-

land, Zealand, and Groningen possess the greatest number of horses.

Poultry, especially fowls, are generally kept. Bee culture is mainly
carried on in buckwheat and heath districts (Guelderland, Ovcryssel,

Drenthe, the Gooiland, and Utrecht). A bee market is held at

Veenendaal in Utrecht. Stock-breeding is mainly carried on along
with dairy-farming and Iiay-niaking on the alluvial soils ; and there

the cereal crops give way to fodder plants. The permanent pasture

in recent years extends to some 2,J millions of acres,.and clover,

artificial mea<low3, &c. , occupy about 400,000. The production of

milk, butter, and cheese amounts to the v.alue of 90 millions of

guilders (Is. 8d. each); butcher me.at produces 35 millions, and
wool, liiiics, fowls, and game 10 millions; while horse-breeding also

yields a total of 10 millions. In 1870 the number of horses was
252,200; cattle, 1,410,800; sheep, 900,200; goats, 156,900; and
pigs, 329,100; whereas in 1876 the horses numbered 268,000;
cattle, 1,439,257; sheep, 891,090; goats, 150,000; and pigs, 352,000.

The value of this live stock in 1870 was £22,087,375, and in 1876

£29,799,905.
In the densely peopled Netherlands, with no extensive forests. Cam*

hunting forms rather an amusement th.an a means of subsistence,

the only exception being the pursuit of \)ild-fowl (ducks, geese, and
snipes). Hares, partridges, wood-snipes, finches, and thrnshes are

the only form of game ; a few roebucks and deer are found in

Overyssel and Guelderland ; rabbits are numerous in the dunes, and
sea-gulls' eggs are gathered in tho north of Texel, which conse-

quently bears the name of Eijerland (i.e., Eggland).

Much more important as a means of subsistence are the fisheries, Fieheric*

which, however, are not at present in a flourishing state. They
are divided into the " dccp-sea fishery " (buitengaatsch) in the Ger-

man Ocean, and tho "inner" fisheries (binneng.iatsch) in tho Zuyder

Zee, the rivers of Zealand, and the inland waters. The deep-sea

fishery may be further divided into the great (the so-called "salt-

herring") fishery, mainly carried on from V laardingen and Maassluis,

and the "fresh-herring" fishery, chiefly pursued at Schcveningen,

Katwijk, and Noordwijk. Tliu dccp-sea hslieries also yield cod and
flat fish. In tho Zuyder Zee flat fish, herrings, anchovies, and
shrimps are caught otf the islands of Urk and Markeii and the coast

towns of Vollenhove, Kampen, Harderwijk, Huizen, and Vollendam;

and there are oyster banks near Texel. In the Zealand risers oysters
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«nit miisscls arc obtained at rirm'nlsse, I'liili]iiiinc, and Giiuuiw, :iiiil

nin;Iiuviu!i at I'LT;;cn-np-Zoom ; wliilo .s:dition, iicrch, ami jiiKc arc
••-iiiglit ill the Jlcuso, the Lek, and the Murwede, and iils in llic

Kri.sian lakes. The iislierics not only smiply tlic great local demand,
tut allow exports to the value of £250,000.
The iiunihei's of nion anU ves-sels employed aix; as follows:

—

Vt's-scls

Cn-at ' s.nlt IicrrinR " fisticry 114
(I'tTiimn *)cciin fi%lii;ry _ 410
•/iiyiki- /cc tislirry _ 12H2
rifinincoiLand i'licalanil fisliury IH'i

UtalanJ lishciy 472

Tol.nI., 24C1

In 1877 the (irodiico (in cwts. ) amounted to

—

Home
Consumiition.

Hcmn£«!, cured and salted Iv.fiiH

Itcd licrrinRi „ « •.>!!l

Vfuiniw frx-sli scu-fi-sh 72,'.m
.•^iltciHl 2,ua0
Sliriinpi

Dtlicr sitiiikctl. siiltcil. or itricd fish 1.211
<)y.sUTs, Idlisti-rs, Mild crab-t. 405
.Mussels..., S.01.5

SUM kHsli .._ _...„ tli.ICO

Kivci-lisll ._ _...^ 2..',13

Anchovies ;)84

Men.
lorn
am;-,

024
1020

IMCi

Dxpoitcd

274,1170

37,7.',7

83.i4(j

10,1157

15,174
102.022
1;J,C04

1C1.S13

31.790
23.471

2I.2.',3

143,01.3 801,057

Trull'. To olitaiii a correct idea of the tr,ade of the Netherlands greater
attciitinii than would l)0 iwiuisitein the case of other countries must
lie iKiid to the inland trallic. It is impossible to state the value of
lliis in deliiiite figure.^, but an estimate may be formed of its extent
from the number of ships which it employs in the rivers and canals,

and from the quantity of produce brought to the public markets
or daily transported by thousands of carts and delivered by the
|le.^sallt direct to the salesman. Of the market traffic, even in places
of secondary rank, the following facts may give some idea. There
ai-e yearly luonght to m.arket at Gorcum and Hoom from 10,000 to

13,000 head of cattle , at liarneveld, more than 20,000 sheep ; at
.\lkma:ir about 10 million and at Hoorn 5i million lb clieese ; nt
Delft IJ million lb butter ami 2 million lb cheese; at Meppel 3
ir.illion lb butter; at Leeuwardeu 9 to 11 million tb butter, 2 mil-
lion lb cheese, and 7.i million lb of grain and seeds; at the
Ovcryssel markets Zwolle, Deventer, and Kampen, and at Steenwijk
and Alinelo, 7J million tb butter ; at Utrecht 770,000 and nt
Croningen 330,000 bushels of grain and seeds. The turn-over at

the cattle market at Lcyden in 1877 was £639,278. In 1877 there
were 700 steamboats alloat on the rivers and canals in the seiTico of

the inland trallic.

The foreign trade, although less than it was formerly, still con-
tinues to be considerable in proportion to the size of tlic country. In
1878 the iiierehant marine consisted of 1277 vessels of 958,652
cubic metres (the regi.iter ton is eipial to 283 cubic metres);
of which 79 were steamships of about 200,000 cubic metres. In
1877 there entered 8166 vessels with 3,000,000 tons, and cleared
4936 vessels with 1,800,000 tons ; to which must be added 20,500
vessels with 2,400,000 tons, which came down the rivers in cargo
from foreign countries, and 11,850 vessels, with 1,500,000 tons,

which pas.sed the frontier upward bound.
The extent of the trade and its increase or decrease from year to

year is shown approximately in the following table:'

—

Vcors.
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is the centre both of the country and of the railway system, may be

appioJiched by six dillerent hues. From Amersfoort, Zutphen,

Zwolle, Hengelo, Boxtel, Rosendaal, Venlo, aaj Maestricht lines

snetch out in four directions, while Groningen, Leeuwarden,

Mcppel, Enschcde, Hilversum, Amsterdam, Haarlem, Uitgeest, the

Hague, Pottcrdam, Moerdijk, Breda, Tilburg, and Eiil.^lioven are

each the meeting place of three lines. With foreign countries the

Nctherlmds communicate from Croningen by the Winschoteu and

Nieuwe Schans line ; from Overyssel by the Almelo-Salzbcrg line
;

from Guehlerland by the Arnhem-Emmerik and Nimt-guen-Cleves

lines, from Limburg by the Uennep-Goch, Venlo-Gladbach, and
Maejitricht-Aix-la-Chapelle lines; and in the south with Belgium

by the Ternenren-Ghcnt, Hulst-St-Nikolaas, Kosendaal-Antwerp,

Tilburg-Turnhout, Eindhoven- Hassclt, Maestricht- Liege, &c.

Am«>ng the lines at present proiect'-d or in construction may be

mentioned the works »t Auisteidam by which the Holland Railway

along the Y is to be brought into connexion with the Eastern Rail-

way and ti.e Rhine Railway .
the hue between Zaandam and

Enkhuiien via Purmereud and Hoorn ; the GroningeD-DelfzijI line ;

and those from Zwolle to Almelo, and from Rotterdam or Schiedam
by Vliiardingen to Maassluisand the mouth of the New Waterway.

Pn«t The extent of the mail service routes was 26,898 miles in 1873,

olBc" and 2S',77:( miles in 1X77 , und in thtj samo years the post-office

uid l»le- staff numbered 3026 and 3525 respectively The number of letters

grai>li«. (exclusive o( newspapers, printed matter, and otbcial letters), which
11, IS.'vO Was "Uly 7,O0n.0QO, bad iiicreased by 1877 to 50,000,000.

The number of inland po^-t-^-^ards rose from 4,000,000 in 1871 to

ab"«f 10.000.OOO in 1877 , the number of inland newspapers was
in ISRO about 5.000,000, and in 187' about 27,000,000. The follow-

iiij! Hiathe statistics for 18.53 and 1877 of the national telegraph

systeu,, originated in 18-52 :—
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i-.ink 01 gieai cfiptain:'. He decUiea for Vespasian against

ViielliuH, and groiipecl tu^-etlier Celt and Teuton in an

clfort to sweep the tyrant Roman out of Gaul. At first

all went well with them, and the Romans were driven out

of all modern Holland, Belgium, and from the left bank
of the Rhine as far as Aisace. Then the Roman power
began to assert itself once mure. An able general, Cere-

alis, was sent into the north-west, and after a chequered

and exhausting struggle, in which both suffered greatly,

the Batavian hero gave way. Peace was made on easy

terms ;
Civilis laid down arms, and the Bataviaiis sub-

mitted and resumed their old positftn towards Rome. The
Batavian island was lined with forts, and became for the

Romans the frontier between Gaul and German ; much
as in far later days the Spanish Netherlands were the

barrier between the Dutch and the French,

rhe For a time all was quiet on this north-western fron-
Pranks tjgr, till late in the 3d century the Franks appeared (see

Franks). In the course of the 5th century the Salian

Franks had occupied a great part of the Netherlands, and
when Hlodowig (Clovi.s) was lifted (481) on his warriors'

shields, they were po.ssessors of South Holland, the Veluwe,

Utrecht, Brabant, Antwerp, Limburg, Li6ge, Hainault,

Namiir, and Luxembourg. After his death (511) these

districts for the most part belonged to the Austrasian

kingdom. Behind the Salians came the Saxons, who had
made themselves felt in the Batavian island by the mifldle

of the 4th century ; in the course of the 5th and 6th

centuries they had settled firmly in Overyssel and Drenthe,

lying between the Frisians to the north and the Franks

to the south. There they shared, in alliance with the

Frisians, the varying fortunes of that struggle against the

Prankish power which lasted 400 years, and was ended
only by the genius and persistency of Charles the Great,

dpreadof The first Christian church in the Netherlands was founded
Christi- in the time of Dagoberk I., who had reduced the Frisians
""'i^' and Saxons at the town of Wiltenberg, afterwards Utrecht,

between 022 and 632. But the true apostle of the Nether-

lands was Willibrord the Northumbrian, first bishop of

tliat seo (G95). Ho made Utrecht the centre from which
Christian light spread across a wide circle of heathendom

;

and under the protection of Pippin of Heristal, the new
faith was so firmly planted in those parts, that when
Willibrord died Limburg, North Brabant, Utrecht, and
other districts had accepted the faith of the Franks. After
Willibrord, Christianity had in that part of Europe another

stout champion, Wolfram of Sens, who had nearly persuaded

the Frisian king, Radbod, to be a Christian ; and lastly

in 755, St Boniface, "the apostle of the Germans," was
martyred at Dokkum in Fricsland while preaching among
the heathen. Towards the end of the century the stern

methods of Charles the Great completed the conversion of

the Netherlands.

BoTsm- As an integral part of the Prankish empire, the land
mentnnd under Charles and his immediate successors was divided

of tho""'
'"'** " land.schufts " and "gaus," ruled over by dukes and

jo„.,(ry. counts, by the side of whom the church also asserted her

territorial rights. Hence sprang the dukedom of Brabant,

the countships of Flanders, Holland, Guelderland, and the

bishopric of Utrecht; and these, under the later Carolings,

were indopondent in all but the name. Ecclesiastically the

northern portion of the Netherlands, with South Holland

and part of Zealand, was under the bi.nhop of Utrecht

;

while the eastern districts were under the Saxon bishops

of Miinster and Osnabriick, and the .southern parts under
the Prankish bishops' of Cologne, Lii'jge, and Uonrnick.

The original dukedoms were subdivided politically into

countships, and geographically into gaus ; each gau had
a chief town, girt with a wall, wherein count and judges
administered justice ; such towns were also market-places.

These districts vv-^re agai.i subdirmea mvO inarks or villages,

each with its headman, who acted as j'ldge "in lesser and
local cases. These gaus were Frisian in the north, Saxon
in the middle (about Drenthe, ic), and Prankish in the

south.

In the great partition of Verdun (843), Lothar, eldest Chao^
son of Louis the Pious, became lord of North Brabant (as "f 'c^^

it is now called), Guelderland, Limburg, and all modern g^jj"
""

Belgium ; Charles the Bald got Flanders and part of c«nturv.

Zealand, while Louis the German had whatever lay on the

right bank of the Rhine : this district (called Lotharingia

in the days of his son Lothar II.) thus became a border-

land between Gaul and Germany. When Lothar II. died

without heirs in 869, his uncle Charles the Bald got all th«

northern Netherlands, with Friesland ; but the Mersen
agreement (870) redistributed these lands,—to Louis the

German the districts south of the present Zuyder Zee,

including Utrecht and the Veluwe ; to Charles the Bald,

Holland, Zealand, and modern Belgium Eventually in

879 Louis, son of Louis the German, gut these districts

also. In 912 they accepted Charles the Simple of France

as overlord ; in 924 Henry I. brought them again und'^r

German lordship; afterwards Otto the Great granted them
as a fief to his brother Bruno, archbishop of Cologne, who,

dividing the land into Upper and Lower Lotharingia, set

Gottfried, count of Verdun, over the latter as duke, and
himself took the title of archduke. Thus, during this

period, the Netherlands from 843 to 863 were a part of

Lotharingia (as it came to be called) ; from 869 to 870
they were under French lordship, from 870 to 879 partly

French partly German, from 879 to 9 1 2 altogether Ger-

man, from 912 to 924 Pre'nch again, and finally after

924 German.
Throughout this time the country was swamp below and The

woodland above ; and though much fcJrest was cleared North-

from time to time, it was still a difficult tangle, with little
°'®°'

communication except down the rivers and by the old

Roman roads. Yet, backward as they were, the Nether-

lands were rich enough to attract the Northmen, whc
ravaged the shores and river sides, and carried with them

southward many a willing Saxon and Frisian warrior.

Under Louis the Pious they got firm footing on the coast,

and received the district from Walcheren up to the Weser
as a group of fiefs under the emperors ; they even took

and sacked Utrecht. In 873 Rolf, founder of Normandy,
seized Walcheren ; in 880 the Northmen took Nimeguen,

and spread up the left bank of the Rhine as far as Cologne ;

in the chapel of the Great Charles at Aix they stabled horses

and held heathen revel, till bribed to withdraw by Charles

the Pat. Their great leader Siegfried had the emperor's

daughter to wife, with lands in Fnosland ; he was wi+ling

to become a Christian, though this put no stop to hi»

demands ; " as the lands granted him hitherto produced no

wine," ho demanded also Rhine towns and districts for the

sake of their vintages. His fathcr-in-law, however, sent

instead men to murder him, and, this being done, the lord

ship of the Northmen in the Netherlands came to an end.

The effect of these viking incursions on Prankish feudal-

ism was great " Eighty years of plunder and murder,"

says Gerlache (Essai sur tf.s (jmndes Epoques, p. 94),

"had turned tho fields into a wilderness; the towns rose

liko oases in tho desert ; tho wealth of the monasteries

perished ; the people were either slain with tho sword or

had taken to tho sword as robbers ; all the elements of

political life, kingship, nobility, clergy, were confounded

together, and every tie of civil society relaxed." Tho im-

poverished natives took refuge under tho nobles, whose

power made great advance. Now arose, too, a new titi"

of nobility, that of margrave,'—each margrave being bound

to defend a piece of frontier, receiving in return an ahiioH'
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complete inrtependence : such was tbe marquis of Antwerp,

who guarded tbe mouth of the Scheldt. The towns also

hecanie as sanctuaries against the ravager ; the serf who

took refuge there presently became free ; the burghers

began to trade, and found encouragement in their traffic

even from the Northmen themselves.

Counts Thus the whole district came to be covered with pros-

*f perous towns ; it was also divided into independent lord-
HolUnd.

3ii|[,3^an,ong which the countship of Holland, as it soon after-

wards was called, was the most prominent and important.

The title " count of Holland " does not appear in history

till the 11th century. In the latter part of the 0th cen-

Dirk I. tury there was a certain Count Dirk', to whom, early in the

10th, Charles the Simple granted the abbey of Egmond
near Alfcmaar. Of his history almost nothing is known ;

he was dead before 942, as there exists still a document

Diri iL of that year signed by Dirk II. -Dirk II. was a man
of weight ; he got for his younger son the archbishopric of

Treves, and Arnulf his elder son married a kinswoman of

the emperor Otto II. He himself received in 983 a broad

district, that now covered by the Zuyder Zee, from Texel to

the north, and the mainland southward down to Nimeguen.
He died in 988 ; and Arnulf was count till 993. His son,

Dirk IJI. Dirk III., a boy, on his accession found things in great

confusion ; the fiefs held under Franco were gone, and
much besides. • But the young count was full of vigour,

and grftw at last so strong that in 1018 the emperor
ordered the duke of Nether Lotharingia to crush him.

Dirk, however, completely defeated his assailant, and not

only retained the disputed lands and powers, but added
thereto Bodegrave, the Merwede, and Swammerdam, as

fiefs of the church at Utrecht. It is here that the true

history of Holland begins; for Dirk III. now firmly settled

himself in this district, and became lord of the rich wood-
land ("Holt-land," i.e., Holland) on the Rhine and Mouse.
Having also subdued the Frisians and set his brother over

them, he next went on pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and after

his return in 1034 ruled in peace till his death in 1039.

Dirk IV. His son, Dirk IV., was also a man of vigour ; he began the

long strife with the counts of Flanders as to the lordship

over Walcheren and the other islands of Zealand ; the

quarrel was important, as dealing with the borderland
between French and German overlordship. This strife,

which lasted 400 years, did not at first break out into

actual warfare, because both Dirk and Baldwin V. of

Flanders had a common danger in the emperor Henry III

,

who in 1046 occupied the lands in dispute; but while
other opponents gave in, Dirk, after the manner of his

house, stood out, and in the winter of 1047 with his

light boats took the imperial fleet, ruined the imperial
army, and dictated his own terms. In 1049, in a fresh

contest with the bishop of Utrecht and his allies. Dirk
t .oris I. met with his death at Dort. His brother, Floris I., suc-

ceeded, and carried on the quarrel; in 1061 he was slain

on the battlefield, after having won a decisive victory
->>i V. over the bishnp. His son. Dirk V., was a child, and the

neighbouring princes thought the end of the house of
Holland at hand ; and though the boy had stout friends,
especially Robert "the Frisian," who had married his
widowed mother, bis pr:>spects were at first very gloomy.
The battle of Cassel, however, in 1072, in which Robert
the Frisian defeated Philip of France and Richilda of

,
Flanders, secured his possessions for Dirk, who henceforth
saw better days, and ruled in peace till his death in 1091.

Floris n. His son, Floris II,, the Fat, had also peace, and at his
death in 1 122 left Holland in great pruspcrity. His widow.

Dirk VJ. Petronilla of Saxony, governed for her young son Dirk VI.,
and continued the joint resistance of Holland and Saxony
to the Franconiau emperors. But when, on the death of
Jleury V., Lothair of Saxony became emperor, this quarrel I

came .v an ena, and the fortunes of the house of Holland
rose greatly ; the Frisian Ostergow and Westejgow were
transferred from the bishop of Utrecht to Count Dirk in

1125. The Hohenstaufen, on the contrary, favoured the

bishop, and gave back the two " gows " ; and thus, with

gain and loss, Dirk VI. ruled till he died in 1157. It

was in his time that Holland sent out her first colonists

;

invited by Adolf of Holstein and Albert the Bear of Bran-
denburg, Hollanders settled on the Elbe and the Havel,

and by their skill in reclaiming marshlands, and their

thrift and vigour, created a flourishing district out of a
waste of wood and water.

Floris III., th^ nest count, allied himself with Frederick Pioris

Barbarossa, thus reversing the traditional policy of his HI-

house. He was less fortunate than his fathers; the count

of Flanders carried off a slice of his territory ; he scarcely

held his own against West Frieslaud and Groningen ; his

reign was marked by the great flood of 1170, which swept
over Holland, Friesland, and Utrecht, and helped to form
the Zuyder Zee. Later in life Floris followed the emperor
on crusade, and soon after the death of the latter, perished

in 1190 of pestilence at Antioch. His son, Dirk VII., Dirk

had a stormy time, losing rather than gaining in the long- ^"
run. He died in 1203, leaving an only daughter, Ada,
with whom came up the question as to female succession

to a male fief. Zealand mainly declared for William, thi

late count's brother, while Holland went with Ada ; by
1206, however, William had beaten down all opposition,

and was undisputed count. He sided with the emperor William

Otto IV., and was present at Bouvines (1214), where'-
Philip Augustus crushed the allied forces of Otto, John of

'

England, Flanders, Holland, and Brabant. Soon after this

William changed sides, and, attaching himself to Philip

Augustus, accompanied Louis to England. After King
John's death he joined the fourth crusade, in which his

men distinguished themselves greatly at the siege of

Damielta in 1219. Returning thence he reigned in peace

till his death in 1224. His reign is notable by reason of the

civic charters he granted,—one to Geertruidenbergin 1213,

another celebrated one to Middelburg in Zealand in 1217.

These charters were the models on which later ones were
framed ; they secured the existing liberties of towns, gave
the burghers the right of being ruled by law, and estab-

lished equal justice within the walls.

William was succeeded by Floris IV., murdered at Corbie Floris

in 1235 ; his son, William II., was a man of mark. Pope ^.•

Innocent IV. having deposed Frederick II., and wanting a jr'
*"

prince to setup against the Hohenstaufen, thought that the

young count of Holland might serve, and accordingly had
him elected king of the Romans by an assembly composed
chiefly of German ecclesiastics. He took Aix-la-Chapelle,

and was there crowned king in 1 248 ; and after Frederick's

death in 12.00 he had a considerable party in Germany.
His foreign ambitions were, however, crossed by troubles

at home, and before he received the imperial crown he

perished in West Fricslund, going down, horse and armour,

through the ice. It was he who fixed the seat of govern-

ment atthe Hague. His successor was Floris V., a babe. Floris V
The father had been a young man of unusual promise,

ruined by German polftics; the son was destined to play a
considerable part in Netherla^d history. Hitherto Holland

had dealt only with smaller'neighbours, Flanders, Fries-

land, Utrecht, or Guclderland ; henceforward she takes part

in European questions, interfering in the great strife be-

tween Edward I. of England and France. For when he

came of age Floris allied himself closely with the English

king, and secured great trading advantages for his people

i

the staple of wool was placed at Dort, and the Hollanders

and Zealanders got fishing rights on the English coast.

To balance the power of the nobles, which more and more
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took' the form of oppression, he also granted charters to

towns (notably to Amsterdam), and forwarded their

growth. In 1296, finding that Edward of England was
dealing with his rival of Flanders, Floris joined Philip

the Fair of France ; but this act and his severities towards

the nobles led to a conspiracy, to which he fell a victim;

the burghers and people, who knew him to be their best

friend, took such vengeance on his slayers as permanently

reduced the power of the nobles. j
John I., his son, was in England when his fatherwas

murdered ; he was a feeble boy in body and mind, married

to the daughter of Edward I. His reign was a struggle

between Zealand, led by Wolfart van Borselen, and Holland,

guided by John of Avennes, the young count's guardian

and next heir. In 1299 Van Borselen was killed by the

Hollanders, and seon after Count John died. John of

.\vennes v/as at once recognized as count by the Hollanders,

and with John I. ended the first line of counts, after a rule

of nearly 400 years. Europe has perhaps never seen an
abler series of princes ; excepting the last, there is not one

weak man among them ; they were ready fighters, brave

clTisadefs, handsome well-built persons, with high chival-

rous gifts tainted w ith corresponding chivalrous vices ; they

were all ready to advance the commerce of the country
;

tiiey were the friends of the people, the supporters of the

growing towns. - They made their marsh lands fertile, and
raised Holland to be a companion of kings.

During this time Holland became independent of the

imperial authority. The fragments of Nether Lorraine,

Holland, Guelderland, Utrecht, Brabant, and Flanders paid

little heed to their nominal lord ; Holland especially, so

far from the centre of the empire, so nearly forgotten in

the greater troubles of Italy or Switzerland, was left to

herself. She made her own laws, imposed river-dues (a

recognized imperial right), named her own officers, held

high court of justice, coined money, made peace or war
at will. Even the de jure authority of the empire over

Holland is a matter of doubt, much debated by publicists

and historians. The independent development of the

country took, as we have said, a municipal form ; and as

the constitutions of her cities have throughout affected her

history, they demand some consideration. Before the 14th
century there were in Holland no estates, nor any general

political life; the'count was all powerful. Over the country

districts he set his " baljews " or bailiS's, and in towns and
villages his "schouts"*or local judges. In the 13th cen-

tury, when any greater matter had to be discussed in a

city, all citizens were summoned by ring of the great bell

to the public square, and there decided the question by
democratic vote. Justice was administered " by a man's

peers," according to the Saxon code in the east, the Frisian

in the north, and the Frankish or Salian in the south,

—

each district having also its several uses or customs. Taxa-

tion for the count's benefit was styled his "beden" or

prayer for supplies, and fell chiefly on the towns. And
as the towns paid most, and were generally built on the

count's land.s, they claimed his protection, receiving charters

and liberties from him in return for their dues and levies of

men. In time the vague civic democracy gave place to an
oligarchical government. While the Flemish towns were

opposed to their feudal lord, in the north it was the other

way ; the counts of Holland were with the cities against the

other classes of society. Consequently, though the Dutch
towns began later, tliey in the end enjoyed far more steady

prosperity than their southern neighbours. Thus under
William II. and Floris V., Dort and Delft, Haarlem,
Alkniaar, Middelburg, Lcyden, Schiedam, and others began
their prosperous career. Each of these cities was at first

rule I by the count's "schcpcnen" or judges, supported by

councillors, one from each quar(°r of the town, from whom

sprang the title of burgomaster, by which they became
known in later days. The "schepenen" administered jus-

tice, while the councillors or burgomasters attended to civil

affairs, and by degrees threw the judges into the back-

ground. Peace and defence were entrusted to a local

militia, armed with the cross-bow. Dort was the earlies''

of these prosperous towns ; it enjoyed a very strict staple^

right ; the commerce of the northern districts was com-
pelled to pass through its market. Two centuries later

.came the prosperity of Amsterdam, and with it the
European fame of Dutch butter and cheese; then the
wealth arising from the herring-fishery, of which the centre

was Enkhuyscn. In the 14th century the chief towns had
joined the Hansa, and though that exclusive body in tha

15th century ejected them, they far more i;han recovered

the loss of their trade through the newly opened worlds of

India and America.

When John of Avennes succeeded in 1299 as first count ^ohn or

of the house of Hainault, the Hollanders were willing to Avennes.

receive him, the Zealanders nut ; and a long struggle be-

tween the provinces ensued. In 1301 he coerced Utrecht>
into alliance, and got the bishopric for his brother Guy.
In 1304 the Flemings were driven out of Holland, and
John II. was for a few months real lord of the county.

He died tliat year, and was succeeded by his son William William.

III., "the Good" (1304-1337), who made peace with HI-

Flanders in 1323, settled the outstanding quarrel between
Holland and Zealand, united the Amstelland and its city

Amsterdam to his territories, encouraged civic life, and
developed the resources of his country. He also entered

into close relations with the states of Europe, having

married Johanna of Valois, niece of the French king ; in

1323 the emperor Louis the Bavarian wedded his daughter

Margaret, and in 1328 his third daughter, Philippa of

Hainault, was given to Edward III. of England. William
III. was in all respects a great prince, and an acute states-

man. In 1337 he died, and was succeeded by his ton
William IV., who was killed fighting against the Frisians Wil]iim>

in 1345. He left no children, and the question as to the 'V.

succession now brought on Holland a time of violent civil

commotions. The county was claimed by Margaret,

William's eldest sister, as well as by Philippa of Hainault,

or, in other words, by Edward III.W England. Margaret MurgajTi!

eventually succeeded, siding .vith the older nobles, and
being, therefore, not well received by the towns. These
are the days in which came up the famous parties of
" Kabbeljaus " and " Hocks," the " Cods " and the
" Hooks," the fat burgher fish and the sharp steel-pointed

nobles who,wauted to catch and devour them, jlfter much
buffeting and many changes of fortune, Margaret resigned

her lordship in 13 19 in favour of her second son William, WiUlaai

but again rpsumeil it in 1350. Then the struggle between V.

nobles and cities broke into open war. Edward III. came
to Margaret's aid, winning a sea fight off Veere in 1351

a few weeks later the Hooks and the English were defeated

by William and the Cods at Vlaardingeu—an overthrow

which ruined Margaret's cause. , She made peace with hei

son in 1354, and died two years later. He, however,

shortly after fell mad ; so that in 1358 the Hooks hud to

call in his younger brother, Albert of Bavaria, to be stadt- Alteit"*

holder or " ruwaard " in his stead ; ho ruled well, and re- Bavann

stored some order to the land. In the latter part of his

life he went over to the Cods, a step which led to another

outbreak of civil war which lasted until 1395. In 1404
he died, and was succeeded by his son William VL wlioWilli.mi

upheld the Hooks with all his power, and secured their VI.

ascendency. Ho died in 1417, leaving only a daughter,

Jacoba (or Jacqueline), wife of John of France, who died Jacoba.

that samo year. Again was Holland rent with civil strife

;

the Hooks, as before, readily iincpting a female sovereign,
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while the Cods declared for John of Lidge. Jacoija Wiis

granddaughter of Philip of Burgundy, who behaved very ill

towards her ; her romantic and sad life has rendered her

the most picturesqne figure in all the history of Holland

;

she struggled long against her powerful kinsfolk, nor did

she know happiness till near the end of her life, when
she abandoned the unequal strife, and found repose

with Francis of Borselen, ruwaard of Holland, her fourth

husband. Him Philip the Good of Burgundy craftily

seized, and thereby in 1433 Jacoba was compelled to

cede her rights over the counties of Holland, Zealand,

Friesland, and Hninault. Consequently, at her .death

in 1436, as she left no children, Philip seized on

all her lands. He already held much of the Nether-

lands ; he had inherited Flanders and Artois, had bought

Namur, had seized Brabant, with Limburg, Antwerp, and

Mechlin; he now got Holland, Zealand, and Hainault, with

a titular lordship over Friesland ; a few years later he be-

came lord also of Luxembourg. By this incorporation with

the possessions of the house of Burgundy, the commercial

and artistic life of Holland was quickened, but political

liberties suffered; for the rule of the "good duke" was

far from being good. It was a time of luxury and show,

of pageants and display, of the new and brilliant Order

of the Golden Fleece (.1430), and of the later days of

feudalism, with all its brilliancy, corruption, and decline in

the presence of the new monarchical spirit of Europe.

Duke Philip on his accession declared that the privileges

and constitutions of Holland, to which he had taken oath

as ruwaard for Jacoba, should bo null, unless ho chose to

confirm them as count. From that moment till the latter

part of the next century the liberties of the Netherlands

were treated with contempt. Holland, however, at first

contented herself with growing material prosperity: her

herring fishery, rendered more valuable than ever by the

curing process discovered or introduced by Beukelzoon,

brought her fresh wealth ; and her fishermen wore un-

consciously laying the foundations of her maritime great-

nesi. It was in the days of Duke Philip that Lorenz

Koster of Haarlem contributed his share to the discovery of

printing ; the arts and learning of the Benaissance began

to flourish greatly. The Burgundian dukes rivalled their

contemporaries the Medici ; under them grew up the

Flemish school of painters, headed by the Van Eycks and

Memliug ; architecture advanced, as stately churches and
town-houses were built ; the dukes collected priceless manu-
scripts, founded libraries, and encouraged authors. But
this speedy growth in art and letters belonged more to

Flanders and Brabant than to Holland or Zealand.

In short, throughout the Burgundian time Holland plays

but an insignificaut part'; and it may merely bo remarked
that the friendship of the dukes for the nobility did that

class more harm than their hostility to civic liberties hurt the

town? ; for the lavish waste of Philip's court impoverished

the nobles, aud the wars of Charles destroyed them.

After their days the Ne'herlands nobility were never again

powerful. The church also suffered : it was enriched and
corrupted by Philip, and was consequently very loyal to

him ; but his favour instead of strengthening it made the

Reformation necessary. The cities, though oppressed and
heavily taxed, grew stronger; and, when Duke Charles

perished at Nancy, they at once stood out for their rights,

and obliged his sole heir the duchess Mary, not unwillingly,

to grant them the "Great Privilege "of March 1477, which
affirmed thepower of the cities and provinces to hold diets,

and reserved to the estates a voice in the declaration of war,

and authority to approve of the choice she might make of

a husband. It was declared that natives alone might hold

high office ; no now taxe should be laid without the

approval of the estates; ae high court of justice was

established forHoll.and, Zealand, and Friesland ; the Dutcb
language was made official, 'i'liua came to an end the

centralizing despotism of the Burgundian dukes. This
period is also remarkable for a reconstruction of the

civic government, and for the appearance of the States The

General, first summoned -by Philip the Good. In the Sutes

states of Holland many nobles sat in person, though they <^^''^'*^

had but one collective vote. At first all towns, larger and
smaller, also sent representatives, but after a time the

smaller ceased to appear, and only such larger cities as

Dort, Haarlem, Leyden, Amsterdam, Gouda, were repre-

sented, each having one vote. The president was tha

"advocatus," or " vogt," of the country, afterwards styled
" the pensionary," an officer regarded as the champion of

the estates against the counts. In Zealand and elsewhere,

clergy, nobles, and cities sat separately, each order having a
single vote. The estates, under the Burgundians, had little

power ; they could not even control the taxation. Duke
Philip in 1464 summoned them to meet him at Bruges,

and, though some of the more distant held aloof, tha

majority obeyed. These States General, however, expressed

no national feeling or union of the provinces : that was a far

later state of things.

After Mary of Burgundy had granted the Great Privi-

lege, the provinces warmly supported her against Louis

XL; they approved her union with Maximilian of Austria in Max!-

August 1477, though it brouglft them no rest; for the old miliao at

parties still survived, and Hooks and Cods fought savagely *""^'*-

in almost every town. Maximilian had allied himself with

the Cods, and the Hooks were defeated at Leyden and

Dort, and finally in their last stronghold, Utrecht, of which

city the archduke was made temporal protector in 1483.

Before that time (March 1482) Mary of Burgundy had

died, and Maximilian, acting for his son Philip, became

governor of the Netherlands. After fresh Hook and Cod
troubles at Haarlem, he finally made peace with France ia

December 1482, and after the death of Louis XL brought

the Flemings to complete obedience by the peace of Frank-

fort in 1489. The provinces were still very uneasy, partly

through the turbulence of the Hooks, partly because of the

autocratic character of his rule, and partly through the so-

called " Bread and Cheese " war, caused by famine in the

northern provinces. • War with France also complicated

matters, and the government over the Netherlands was

entrusted to Albert of Saxony. In 1494 Maximilian,

having been elected emperor, laid down his office as guar-

dian, and had Philip the Handsome declared of age. He
was at once accepted by Brabant, and the estates of Hoi-

^

land even let him sweep away the Great Privilege. He
ruled over them quietly, and got back their English trade.

In 1496 he married Joanna of Aragon, daughter of Fer-

dinand and Isabella, and afterwards heiress to the new
monarchy of Spain. On Philip's death in 1506, leaving

two sons, Charles and Ferdinand, and four daughters,

Maximilian again became guardian for his grandson Charles,

then but six years old ; he named Margaret of Savoy,

his daughter, governess of the Netherlands in 1007.

In 1515 Charles was declared of age, and received the Coant

homage of Holland and Zealand, Brabant and Flanders, diaries

as Count Charles IL In consequence of his friendly rcla-
f^'^,^,^^^.

tions with Francis I. of France, Henry of Nassau, his charle*
'

comrade and trusted follower, was wedded to Claude, sister V.).

of Philibcrt, prince of Orange, and from this union springs

the great house of Orange-Nassau. On his accession to

the Spanish and imperial thrones successively, Charles

continued his aunt Margaret of Savoy a.s governess of the

Netherlands, with a privy council to assist her.

Ho brought all the provinces under one hand, having

in 1524 become lord of Friesland by purchase, and in

1528 acquired the temporalities of Utrecht. He now ruled
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over seventeen provinces: that is, over four duchies
—

^

Brabant, Guelderland, Limburg, and Loxembourg ; seven

connties—jDJanders, Artois, Hainault, Holland, Zealand,

Namur, and Zutphen ; the margraviate of Antwerp ; and

five lordships—Friealand, Mechlin, Utrecht, Overysse), and
Qroningen. with the Ommeland.

After the death in 1530 of Margaret, who had con-

tinned to act for him with her accustomed wisdom and

prudence, Charles V. at first treated the provinces with

studied moderation : he redressed some of their griefs, re-

formed the administration and the coinage, issued sump-

tuary edicts, regulated their commerce, while he also

re-enacted the severe laws against heresy, and gave fuU
powers to the supreme court of Holland—a Isody completely

ViTj of under his control He then appointed his sister Mary,
Linngary queen of Hungary, regent of the Netherlands. She had at
'*S«°f- first no easy task; for the provinces had on hand a war

with Denmark, and Anabaptist troubles at .home ; before

long also she had to ask for increased supplies ; and while

the Hollanders granted a large annual subsidy, thoy refused

her a hearth-tax which she demanded. Similar monetary

questions in 1539 produced that famous struggle between

the court and Ghent which was only ended by the

personal intervention of the emperor; after punishing

severely the rebellious burghers, he passed on into Holland,

and in 1540, in defiance of the acknowledged rights of the

provinces, established a foreigner, Ken6 of Chalons, prince

House of of Orfinge, as etadtholder of Holland, Zealand, and Utrecht.

"^K"- He thus forced on them that great family which has

both 'shed lustre on the history of Holland, and defended

there and elsewhere the liberties of Europe. Ren6 himself

ruled but a short time ; he perished in France in 1544,

leaving his territories to a little cousin, William of Nassau.

In 1545-46 the estates gave the emperor men and

money for his war against the Protestant princes of

Germany ; after Miihlberg, the Netherlanders hoped that

they might now be freed from the foreign troops Charles

had quartered among them. He, however, had other plans

on hand, and determined to place permanently in the pro-

vinces 4000 horse, entirely at his own orders ; he also laid

before the estates in 1548 a scheme of incorporation, which

aimed at making the Netherlands an integral portion of the

empire, under the name of the circle of Burgundy, and which

he abandoned only after the refusal of the seven electors to

Philip of make Philip king of the Romans. In 1549 he revisited the
Spain, provinces and called Philip thither also, that they might

see their future master ; the young prince swore to main-

tain their rights and customs ; and so began between the

Netherlands and him the formal relation which under cir-

cumstances elsewhere related (vol v. 416, 417) became so

real on October 25, 1555.

After appointing Margaret of farma, a natural daughter

of Charles V., to be regent in the Netherlands, in 1559
Philip set sail for Spain, leaving, in spite of the remon-

strances of the estates, 4000 foreign troops, nominally

to protect the frontiers, really to check the independ-

ence of the people, and to support the policy of religious

persecution which had been resolved on. The real direc-

tion of all affairs was in the hands of the Burgundian
churchman Antony Pcrrenot, bishop of Arras (afterwards so

well known as Cardinal Qranvella), who was chief of the
" consulta " or secret council of three. A sharp attack on
the lleformors now began. The first step, the proposal

(which had originated with Charles) to reorganize the

bishoprics of the Netherlands, was announced at once.

Hitherto ecclosiastical affairs had been in the charge of

four bishops,— Arras, Cambray, Tournay, Utrecht,—the

last under the archbishop of Cologne, the others under
Rbeims. It was proposed now to establish a new and
national hierarchy, independent of Germany and France,

Urui'

with three arobbishops and fifteen bishops :—Mechlin, The new

the chief archbishopric, having "under it Antwerp, Herzo- bishop-

genbusch, Roermond, Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres ; Cam- ""•

bray, with Tournay, Arras, St Omer, and Namur ; Utrecht,

with Haarlem, Middelburg, Leeuwarden, Groningen, and
Deventer. Each bishop was to appoint nine new pre-

bendaries to help him in his diocese ; of the nine two
should be inquisitors, specially told off to sniff out and
hunt down heresy. Nor was this aU ; it was believed that

not merely would these new bishoprics strengthen the

old episcopal inquisition, but that a more stringent form
of inquisition was to be introduced, organized after the
Spanish system, which had been long known for its eiScient

severity. The Netherlanders regarded the change, in fact,

as part of a general plan for the subjection t>l the provinces

from abroad, by means of foreign troops and ecclesiastics,

with con empt of their feelings, rights, and liberliej3. All

classes—nobles, clergy, burghers, peasants—disliked the

new ecclesiastical system, and regarded Granvella, who
became first archbishop of Mechlin, with detestation.

Though the Spanish troops were withdrawn in 1560, the

ferment was not quieted ; the nobles were uneasy, and,

finding their position uncertain between the court and
the populace, began to form confederacies and to head the

resistance. Even such leading men as William of Orange,

who tried to mediate between Government and the pro-

vinces, were driven into opposition ; in 1561 Grauvella's

overbearing acts alienated them still more, and Orange and
Horn withdrew from the council. Even Margaret felt she

could no longer rule with Granvella at her side ; and he at

last, seeing that a crisis was coming on, withdrew into

Burgundy in 1563. Now things were easier
;
party badges

were dropped, and men felt cooler.

But at this moment the long labours of the Council of Tri-

Trent were ending ; and, when in 1565 it finally pro- <3entine

mulgated its decrees, Philip determined to enforce theii^
^"'*'^'-

acceptance throughout his dominions. Accordingly, he
now made a more vehement attack on the Reformers

;

and then it was that, in 1566, the Netherland nobles, led

by Count Brederode, signed the famous " Compromise," the

with which the open rebellion of the provinces begins. "Ccm-

Orange, Egmont, and Horn stood aloof. When, in their P'omist

first interview with the regent, the nobles appeared on
foot, in sedulously plain guise and without arms, Berlay-

mont standing by her side begged her not to be alarmed,
" for they were but a pack of beggars ;" and tlie phrase

being overheard, at Brederode's banquet that night it was
gaily adopted by the young nobles as a party name, " les

gueux," and it became the fashion for patriots to wear
beggar's garb, and a modal round tlio neck, bearing Philip's

image on ono side and a wallet on the other, with two
hands crossed, and the legend " FidMes an roy jusqu' il la

besace." Orange, Egmont, and Horn, who dropped in on

the revelry at Brederode's house, joined the morry scene

and drank the beggars' health.

To deprecate Philip's anger at the " Compromise," the rtf.xti-

council of state sent the marquis of Bergen and Horn's ''^|> »«

brother, the lord of Montigny, Knights of the GoUku Fleece
^^^"^

and men of high repute, to Spain, where Philip received

them kindly, but took good care that they should never

again see their homes. Meanwhile he gathered forces

with which to suppress the disturbances, which had become
very serious. Open air preachings, guarded by armed men,
Were taking place throughout tlio provinces, and raised the

excitement to such a height that it at last found vent in

iconoclastic tumults, similar to those of France. This

gave the court party only too good an excuse ; it could

now interpose with authority on behalf of public order.

Matters threatened war. Margaret played with the dls-

rcititenled unblcs, haviu2 orders from ypain to decoy
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nnd tapiure the chief men, and so to break up the con-

federacy. Hereon.Orange withdrew into Holland ; Horn,
in moody opposition, conscious of his integrity, retired to

his country house ; while Egmont still hovered, a bright

flutterer, round the fatal taper of the court. The con-

federacy was in fact broken up ; and Margaret saw with

satisfaction a considerable body of Gorman mercenaries

enter the provinces to inflict punishment, in all its ghastliest

and most brutal forms, on the iconoclasts. In 1567 it came
to blows : the undisciplined rabble of Calvinists, who tried

to raise the siege of Valenciennes, were cut to pieces by the

troops of Egmont and other loyal nobles. William of

Orange withdrew to Nassau, after vainly warning Eemont
of the imminent peril which he ran.

In spite of Margaret, who assured Philip that the heretics

were completely put down, and their worship abolished,

and that consequently there was no need of an army, and
that on the contrary the lime for meixy had come, the

plan for the utter subjugation of the provinces was adhered

'o, and the duke of Alva, already famous for his harshness

and bigotry, was named commander of the forces, with

almost unlimited powers. He set forth in May 1567,

ond all hopes of peace or mercy fled before him. There

was a great and desperate exodus of the Jnhabitants

;

thousands took refuge in England, Germany, and Denmark,
carrying with them, it was thought, the last relics of their

faith and party. The nobles' confederacy had already

been broken up ; now the popular movement was dispersed,

despair and helplessness alone remained to greet the cold

Spaniard and his train of orthodox executioners. He
entered the Netherlands with about 20,000 men, all tried

troops, ready for any cruelties. Their weakness lay in the

fact that they were after all mere mercenaries,— Spaniards,

Italians, Germans,—and as such ever ready for a mutiny,

if pay fell short, or if there were none to plunder.

Egmont and Horn were arrested at once ; the Council of

Troubles—the "Blood-tribunal"—was established; Mar-
garet, thrust aside by the imperious general, resigned her
weary office,, and carried away with her the last hopes of

the wretched people. Alva was now appointed governor-

general, and the executions of his council filled the land

with blood. Orange was outlawed on his non-appearance
;

it was about this time that he declared his conversion to

Calvinism, and so fitted himself in every respect to lead

the people when the time came. The hostilities of 1568
led to the execution of Egmont and Horn. Though the

Gueux under Louis of Nassau won a considerable victory

over the Spaniards at Heiligerlee, the arrival of Alva com-
pelled him to raise the siege of Groningen, and to withdraw
towards the Ems. At Jemmingen Louis was at last utterly

defeated, and though the prince of Orange did his utmost
to raise the country, and skilfully avoided a fatal battle,

the campaign ended in his being obliged to withdraw out

of the country. Alva was now at the highest point of his

success ; his statue, cast from cannon taken at Jemmingen,
waj set up at Antwerp ; the exodus of the inhabitants

continued incessantly, esjpecially to England. The advice
of Admiral Coligny, that the provinces should wage war
from the sea, was hardly listened to at the first. In 1570,
however, Orange turned his attention that way, and his

little navy under William dc la Marck annoyed Spanish
commerce and took rich prizes. In 1572, being unable to

find refuge in any ports,—for neither England, nor Den-
mark, nor Sweden, would allow them harbourage, and they
were treated not merely as rebels but as pirates,—William
de la Marck, with his " Water-Beggars," suddenly seized

on Bricl, at tho mouth of the Meuse, and the face of the

•truggle began from that moment to change. Alva, partly

from the general requirements of his position, partly from

lack of funds and desire of his recently-imposed tenth

penny, had at tnis moment drucu the Netherlandcrs to

desperation. He was engaged in a struggle with Brussels

and Utrecht, in which city, to punish the inhabitants, he had
collected his Spanish soldiery from all the neighbouring

towns. The news of the capture of Uriel woke him from
his security. Flushing also fell into the hands of the
" Water-Beggars," vho surprised under its walls a rich

convoy from Spain. About the same time, Louis of

Nassau, who had been at La Rochelle with the Huguenots,
and had received help and encouragement from Charles IX.
of France, suddenly seized Mons in Hainault, thus giving

the French sympathizers with the revolt the means of

entering safely into the Walloon provinces, Alva, now
seriously alarmed, withdrew from Zealand the whole of the

forces with which he had intended to check the movement
of the " Water-Beggars," in order that he might repair the

great breach thus made in his southern system of defence,

and so left the province free to' develop its resistance.

Holland followed quickly, Enkhuizen setting the example; RevoHrf

so that, within three months of the capture of Brie!, '^e pro-

Amsterdam was the only town in Holland in the hands """^'^

of the Spaniards. In Frieslaud also the revolt spread

far and wide. The states of Holland met, and, acting

under advice of Philip of Marnix, lord of St Aldegonde, the

prince's deputy, declared that William of Orange was, by
Philip's nomination, stadtholder of Holland, Zealand, and WUliuii

Friesland; they also declared their intention to raise money of OrtDgt

for the costs of war and the relief of Mons, and atliraied ?'ij''

again the liberties of the provinces ; finally they named the

rough and ready William de la Marck captain-general

—

a man whose prompt and practical daring would "supply the

qualities which the caution and apparent irresolution and
timidity of William of Orange seemed unlikely to provide

for the emergency. '^

Meanwhile Alva pressed the siege of Mons ; French help Alva's

failed utterly to relieve Louis of Nassau, nor could William succwst*

of Orange either force his way through the Spanish lines or

induce Alva to fight. At this moment came tidings of the

massacre of St Bartholomew, and the prince, seeing that

all hope of aid from France was utterly at an end, bade his

brother make the best terms he could, and withdrew beyond
the Rhine and thence into HoDand. Mons at once capitu-

lated, and Alva, passing on to Mechlin, pitilessly sacked

that wealthy city. Thence he pressed forward to the north
;

Zutphen was taken, the towns of Guelderland and Friesland

submitted, and for a while nothing seemed to stay his careei

of conquest and revenge. The prince of Orange was power-

less; but the despair caused by the cruel destruction of

Naarden roused a spirit which even Alva could not tame,

and the famous siege of Haarlem, lasting through the

winter of 1572 till July 1573, cost 12,000 Spanish troops,

and gave the insurgent provinces time to breathe. A great

mutiny among Alva's troops still more hindered the work

of subjugation. The repulse of Don Frederick of Toledo,

Alva's son, from Alkmaar, the capture of Geertruidenberg

by the Dutch, and Admiral Dirkson's great victory over

Alva's fleet, entirely changed the aspect of aflairs, and

saved the towns of North Holland. Alva, who had come

as far as Amsterdam, returned to Brussels, and tbence,

obtaining his reoall, bade farewell to his government.

During the six years it had lasted, his executioners bad

put to death 18,000 persons, to say nothing of the victims

in cities captured by his troops ; the Spaniards plundered

where they could, and considered the whole wealth of the

Netherlands their liiwful prey, forfeited by rebellion. But

his pitiless severity only served to raise up a stubbornness

of civic resistance, against which the tried discipline of the

Spanish soldiery, and the consummate skill of their com-

mander, reckoned to be the first general in Europe, were

powerless.
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Don Louis of Requesens, grand-cuniinaDder of Castile,

was appointed Alva's successor, and after a brief and
deceptive lull the war went on. In January 1574, by the
fall of Middelburg, the Spaniards lost their last hold on
Walcberen and on Zealand, while by the splendid defence

of Leyden, unparalleled iu the history of heroic Kndurance,

their etforts in another direction were effectually frustrated.

After fruitless negotiations with Philip, the estates of

William Holland, in November 1574, formally offered to William
pro-

. "the Silent," prince of Orange, full authority by land and
sea, with the title of governor or regent. Conferences were

daimed
governor

also held, with a view to peace, at Breda ; and oo their

failure, in summer 1575, Holland and Zealand drew up
articles of union, and an ordinancs for their joint govern-

ment under the prince of Orange. By it he receivej

supreme command in war and absolute authority in all

matters of defence, tlie control of all money voted by the

estates, the maintenance of the laws as count, in the kmg's
name, the ultimate appointment (after nomination by tha

estates) of all judicial officers. ' He undertook to protect,

Calvinism, and to suppress " all religion at vari^nn-. wjih

the gospel," while he forbade all inquisition into private

opinions. These terms accepted, William became, in spite

of their nominal recognition of Philip, the true prince of

the two provinces. Still this union, brought about by ths

prince's personal character and ability, and by the popular

faith in him, was distasteful to the larger cities. Alreuiy
we may note the beginnings of that party division wlmli
was afterwards so prominent, and divided Holland between
the land-party, popular, quasi-monarchical, Calvinistic,

headed by the Orange-Nassau famiJy, and the sea-party,

the town-party, headed by the burghers of Amsterdam,
Arminian, civic, and aristocratic.

Meanwhile the grand-commander made a successful

attempt on the Zealand coast. His troops took Dniveland.
and laid siege to Zierikzee, chief town of Schouwen, and
key of the whole coast. The two provinces, unable to

relieve the place, were driven to consider their position.

So long as they paid any allegiance to Philip of Spain,

against whom they were struggling for life, they could never

get much help from any other prince, nor were they strung

enough to assert their own sovereignty. Three powers
lay near them :—the empire, already connected with them
by old relations, and by the family conijexion of the house
of Orange ; France, with her restless Valois dukes, ready
for any venture, whether in Poland, England, or Holland

;

and, lastly, England, whose queen knew well that Philip

was her foe, and that the Low Countries might effectually

hiiider his efforts against her. The provinces, though
William had suggested it, refused to deal with the emperor,

and turned to Elizabeth; she brought them little real

help, and they seemed to be on the very brink of ruin

when fever carried Requesens off in March 1576.

The bre.athing space thus gained enabled them to

strengthen their union under William ; but before the

question respecting the position of the duke of Anjou
could be settled, the siege of Zierikzee drew to an end.

Boisot perished in a too gallant attempt to break the

leaguer, and the town yielded. Things looked ill fqr the

patriots, and Zealand would have been at the mercy of the

conqueror, had not another great mutiny neutralized the

success of the victors ; the Spanish and Walloon troops left

Zealand and, headed, as nsual, by their " cletto," marched
into the richer plains of Brabant, seizing Alost, whence they
thfeatened both Brussels and Antwerp. One of the results

of the panic they caused in Brabant was the capture of

Qhent by William. Brussels was only saved from being
pillaged by them by the vigour of the inhabitants, who
armed in their own defence. Suffering under a powrt-less

odioiDistrative, and smarting from the curse of the foreign

soldiery, the southerners now began to wsh for freedom

and union with- the other provinces. The broad liberality

of Orange, moderating the Calvinism of the people, enabled

the two groups to draw together. In October 1576 a fscifio.

congress of the States General of the provinces met at^'ooof

Ghent; the council of state at Brussels was forcibly dis-

solved: the frightful " Spanish Vury" at Antwerp struck

such terror into all hearts that a treaty was concluded

in November 1576 under the title of the " Pacification

iif Ghent." It was received with great enthusia.'sm ; in it

the provinces agreed brut to eject tlie foreigner, then to

meet in States General and regulate all matters of religion

and defence . it wiis stipulated that nothing should be done

against tlie Catholic religion ; the-Spaiiish king's name was

still used , itie prince of Orange was recognized only as

stadtbolder of HoUaiid and Zealand. All ttii; sevpnteen

provinces arcepted the Pacification; and for a brief space

the " United Provinces " really did exist.

Early in .January 1577 the " Ubiou of Brus-sels " was T ruion at

put forth. The document engaged all who joined to help Brussels,

in ejecting the foreign troops, in carrying out the. Pacifica-

tion, in uiaintaining the Catholic faith, in recognizing

Philip's sovereignty, lu defending the liberties and ron-

stitutions of the provinces. It was eagerly adopted ; and
even Holland and Zealand made no deuuir. When tho

paper, crowded with signatures, was laid before Don John
of Austria, who meanwhile had arrived as regent, he also

accepted it ; and on the 17th February 1577 was signed

the " Perpetual Edict," which ratified the Pacification of t\>r-

Ghent. Not till the troops were gone should Don John be !><''>••

received as governor-general. Philip II. ratified the Edict ^ '

a lew weeks later.

Yet, after all, unity did not ensue from it. The natural

divergency between north and south at once appeared ; in

character, in interests, above all, in religion, they had little

in common ; and when William of Orange refused to pub-

lish the edict in Holland and Zealand he was warmly sup-

ported by these provinces. This is perhaps the real point

at which Dutch independence begins. Don Jolin entered

Brussels in triumph, and, by conciliation and winning

manners, had already broken up the union ; the whole of

the southern provinces withdrew from it at once, and that

well-marked difference in political life, which, after so

many changes, still distinguishes Belgian from Dutchman,
was (rora that moment made clear. Yet, though Don John
had achieved so much, the result, after all, disappointed

him ; he was surrounded by difficulties, susjiicions, and
plots ; he saw the failure of his larger schemes, and only

the partial success of his effort to reduce the Netherlands
;

he recognized the dangers which the abilities and rivalry

of William of Orange were preparing for him. This was
soon showa in the seizure of Antwerp citadel by theS«nir»

patriots, and in the destruction of the hated fortifications, "' ^"^

so long the sign and efficient cause of their subjection. '

"

Other castles, such as that of Ghent, were razed to the

ground as soon as the fall of Antwerp citadel was known.

Still less was Don John pleased by the election of his rival

as ruwaard of Brabant, atid by his enthusiastic reception at

Brussels. The States General (7th December 1577)declared

strongly against Doq John's authority.

It was clear war must begin again ; and the patriots

raised an array nearly 20,000 strong, which was utterly

defeated by Don John and Alexander Farnese, at Getubluux

near Namur. But their campaign was wasted on isolated

movements and town-taking, while William of Orange

fell back unmolested to Antwerp. A sudden illness, so

sudden as to arouse the common suspicion of poison, carried

off the conqueror of Lepanto (1st October 1578), and

Alexander of Parma succeeded him in the government.

The struggle had now entirely passed into the southern
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provinces ; Holland and Zealand were left to gather

strength; the recovery of Amsterdam (157S) removed tlie

one hindrance to thuir prosperity. While the south trusted

to foreign help, some John Casimir, or duke of Anjou, the

north quietly consolidated itself. In January 1579 was
Union pf proclaimed the famous "Union of Utrecht." The docu-
"trerbt. ment professed to make no changes ; it would but carry out

the I'acification of Ghent by a closer junction of Holland

and Zealand with Frieslaud, Guelderland with Zutphon,

Utrecht, Overyssel, Groningen; united as one, these pro-

vinces should still retain their local uses and privileges

So long as the archduke Matthias, who had been appointed

governor-general in 1.577, remained, his authority wouhl
be respected ; .on'his withdrawal in 1580-the States General

named 9 stadtholder William of Orange, who had already

exerciseSr the real authority over the provinces. A con-

The siderable number of southern cities, Ghent, Antwerp,
Uuited Bruges, and others, as well as some of the nobles, also

' joined this union. Thus did the United Provinces at last

come detiritely into being.

During Bhe next five years Spain devoted her efTorta to the

southern provinces alone ; the union was unmolested. The
Walloon provinces were reconciled to Spain; the others, with

exception of Holland and Zealand, had accepted the duke of

Anjou as their sovereign ; Holland and Zealand had pro-

claimed William of Orange as their chief, though he did not

finally accept sovereign power and- the title of count till

August 1582, by a sort of cross division, the seven northern

provinces, meeting at the Hague, had (26th July 1581) made
Declara- an "Act of Abjuration," and had issued their "Declaration
tion of of Independence," the five naming Anjou, the two William,
Indepen-

^^ their sovereign in Philip's stead. Then Holland and
Zealand framed an independent constitution, conservative

of their ancient liberties, as expressed in the "Great
Privilege of the Lady Mary ;

" they declared themselves ii

free country, severed alike from Spain and from the empire.

But Spain was not yet ready to take up this challenge

;

and meanwhile she resorted to other weapons. A scandalous

proclamation, offering rewards and honours to any ruffian

who would serve churqh and king by murdering William

of Orange, was now issued; and, roused by the double

inducement, after many unsuccessful attempt?, a paltry

wretch (10th July 1584) succeeded in assassinating the

Muruer greatest man of his age, the worthy " Father William " of

of the Dutch, and the only ruler in the world's history who
Wilii.im.

jjjjj^y fairly be compared with Washington.

Maurice, Fortunately for the Provinces, and 'for the world's

liberties, the spirit of William of Orange survived in

his second son Maurice, who now, though he was only

seventeen and a student at Leyden, and though he had
an older brother living in Spain, was at once, chiefly

through the influence of that great statesman John Olden
Barneveldt, named governor of the United Provinces,

with a council of state, and with Count Hobenlohe,

his brother-in-law, as lieutenant-general. He was also,

soon after, made stadtholder of Holland and Zealand,

while Utrecht was placed under the lord of Villars as

stadtholder, Guelderland and Overyssel under the count of

Meurs, and Frieeland under William of Nassau. Never
was any one better fitted for his life's ta.sk than wa.s this

boy, thus early called to rule in troubled times. For
Maurice of Nassau had all the coldness and cait;ulation of

his family, all its ambition, all its firmness and tenacity of

grasp, while he added thereto a quality wanting in the

others, a genius for war, and those gifts which go to make
what is commonly called a lucky commander—gifts which
may be best described by saying that the lucky captain is

he who in war leaves least to luck. For over forty years

Maurice was the champion of th.. Provinces ; and, if we
except his treatment of Barneveldt, we may say that he

comes next after his lather as a founder of the Dijtih
republic.

At the outset his antagonist was that formidable captain, Altj-

Alexander Farnese, who had by this time nearly subdued •^i"'"

all the southern provinces, and whose arms proved success-
^"'"^

ful at Ghent (1584) and at Antwerp (1585). The northern
provinces, thinking it necessary to call in foreign aid,

appealed to Henry III. of France, but the outburst of the
" War of the three Henries," caused by the anxiety of th"
Guises lest Henry should draw too much towards the
heretics, put a stop to all hope of help from that side.

Olden Barneveldt, therefore, next crossed over to England
with offers to Queen Elizabeth, who, though declining for

herself th.e proffered sorereignty over the Provinces, under-
took to appoint a governor-general, and to send over and
pay 5000 foot and 1000 horse; in return for which sho
was to be put in possession of certain cautionary towns.

Accordingly, Sir J(phTi Norris was at once sent over with the
English forces; Sir Philip Sidney was appointed governor
of Flushing, and the earl of Leicester was named governor- Earl of

general by the queen. At first Leicester was welcomed Leicester,

with all the joy that his Calvinislic opinions, and his posi-

tion as favourite and representative of Elizabeth, could
elicit in the breasts of men who had now long been strug-

gling for existence, and who, bereft of their great prince,

were yearning for scime strong hand to guide tliem. Bu't

it did not last : his high pretensions, and his mistress's

haughty tone, joined with liis foolish interference with
Dutch commerce and with the religious difficulties now
beginning to show themselves, soon offended the States

General, and neutralized whatever good the active help of

England might have promised them. In 1586 Sir Philip

Sidney invaded Flanders, and the young stadtholder of

Holland gladly served under him. In the some autumn
Leicester himself took the field, and marched to meet Parma,
who was threatening the provinces from the east. Under
the walls of Zutphen Sir Philip Sidney fell ;. and Leicester,

finding his efforts useless, soon raised the siege of that

town, and withdrew to the Hague. The rest of his time
was spent in bitter quarrels with the estates ; Olden
Barneveldt and Maurice were united for a time by his

marked ill-will towards them both ; and so strong did the

feeling against him grow, that in 1587 Queen Elizabeth
was fain to order his recall. For a. while there was great

soreness between the countries; the general. interest, how-
ever, was far stronger than any partial pique, and in the

crisis of the Spanish Armada in 1588 the Dutch did very

great servics to England by resolutely blockading in their

ports the transports and army with which Panua had
meant to invade the English shores. In the same year
Maurice had the satisfaction of seeing the English and
Dutch repulse the famous duke from the walls of Bergen-
op-Zoom. In 1589, on the other hand, the English garri-

son of Geertruidenberg betrayed that imjiortant place, the

doorway out of Brabant into Holland, into Parma's hands,

and laid the United Provinces open to attack. In other

places also the English forces, not yet withdrawn, were an
anxiety and danger to the states. Still, from this moment
the fortunes of the Dutch began to rise. No contrast Spanish

could be more striking than that between the Spanish Nctlicr-

Netherlands and the United Provinces. In the fertile y"''*^''

districts of Hainault and Brabant, where climate and soil p"^f
are good and transit easy, utter ruin alone was seen .: vmces

wolves and wild dogs swarmed ; the land was overrun with con-

weeds and briars ; and even the wealthy cities of the past "''"'"'

were almost deserted. In the United Provinces, on the

contrary, the wellbeing of the country was steadily increas-

ing : every year its hardy seamen brought back fresh

wealth; and thousands of ingenious workers, turning in

despair from the hopelessness of their condition in the
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Spanish Netherlands, brought their skill and industry into

the -north, which soon became as famous for its manu-

facturing excellence as for its energy in commerce. It was

at this period that, just when the southern cities were

languishing and losing ground, the northern burgher life

made vigorous growth, and prepared the way for that

supremacy of town aristocracy which characterized the

history of Holland in the following century. : 1
The year 1590 opened well for the United Provinces:

Utrecht joined its fortunes with .those of Holland and

Zealand ; Guelderland and Overyssel made William Louis

of Nassau their stadtholder, so strengthening the power of

the family; and Breda was recovered by a daring stratagem.

The duke of Parma also, with faOing health, was called

away to oppose the victorious progress of Henry IV. in

northern France. In 1591 Prince Maurice still further

strengthened himself by taking Zutphen, Deventer, Hulst,

and eventually Nimeguen, which secured for him the com-

plete submission of Guelderland. Parma was unable to

oppose him effectually, for his troops were again mutinous

;

he was also once more called off into France. The reputa-

tion of Prince Maurice ruse now to its highest point : the

greatest captain in Europe seemed unable to cope with him,

and the vigorous help of Barneveldt still secured him firm

support at home. In 1593 he took Geertruidenberg; and in

1594 Groningen, the only stronghold left to the Spaniards

in all the Seven Provinces, was reduced. '

The appointment of the cardinal archduke Albert as

governor of the Spanish Netherlands did not much change

the current of affairs; the Dutch now tried to open up
a trade with the East Indies, and made some vigorous,

explorations in Arctic seas. In 1596 the archduke re-

covered Hulst, which commanded the northernmost parts

of Flanders : the Dutch on the other hand, with the Eng-
lish, sacked Cadiz and destrojed the Spanish fleet; and in

the next year Maurice inflicted a defeat on the Spaniards

at Turnhout, transferred his sphere of action to the Rhine
country, and took town after town, making the provinces

secure on the side of Zutphen,, Overyssel, and Friesland.

The year 1598 gave a new aspect to affairs by the con-

clusion of the Franco-Spanish war in the treaty of Vervins,

and by the death of Philip 11. The Dutch, assisted only

by the English, and that chiefly by volunteers, were now to

bear the whole brunt of the efforts of Spain. In the

autumn of 1599 Prince Maurice endeavoured to transfer

the war into Germany : and after taking Emmerich in the

Cleves country, delivered Bommel from the siege which
Mendoza, the Spanish general, was laying to it. But dis-

satisfaction at home, and the unreadiness of his German
allies, forced Maurice to turn his eyes towards Flanders,

which he invaded in the summer of IGOO. Surprised by
the Spaniards in the neighbourhood of Nicuport, Maurico

was attacked by the archduke Albert in a most critical

position, but, after a long and well-balanced battle, inflicted

on him (July 2) a disastrous defeat. Maurice could not,

however, take the town, and winter put a stop to the

cmmpaign without any great change in the relative position

of the belligerents. In 1601 the archduke began the

famous siege of Ostcnd, which lasted three years and two
months ; the losses on both sides, more especially among
the Spanish, were immense. While it continued, the fcool-

neas between the States General and Maurice steAdily

incrca-scd ; for they thought his cold ambitious naturo

capable of anything, and saw with fear the paramount
influence he had over the army. Their instincts led them to

rest on the ships, to prefer peace to war, and commerce
to glory. It was during the siege of Ostend that they

established the Dutch East India Company in 1602, though

its basis Lad been laid down by a group of Amsterdam
traders in 1595./

"^ In 1604 Maurice took Sluis, and Ostend at last fell to

Spinola. Thenceforward the main lines of the struggle by
land were simple enough : the Spaniards tried to transfer

the seat of war into the United Provinces, and were steadily

foiled by Maurice. - All the while the States General

aimed at peace,"though the naval war became vigorous as

that ou land languished. The sea fight off Gibraltar in

1607 utterly ruined the Spanish fleet, and left her com-
merce powerless. At last, after long negotiations, which
served to emphasize the variance between the patriot party,

headed by Barneveldt and Grotius, and the war party,

which included the official classes, the army, navy. East

Itidia Company, the dergy, and the populace in the towns,

a truce for twelve years was signed, on the uli possidetis

ground, between Spain and Holland. In the war the Dutch

Dutch had added Overyssel and Groningen to the union ; E""'* ">

they held. Sluis, Hulst, and other ports on the Flemish ""^ ""

side, in what is called " Dutch Flanders"; they had Bergen-

op-Zoom, • Breda, and Herzogenbusch on the Brabant

frontier, and the forts which commanded the Scheldt and

strangled Antwerp for the sake of Amsterdam; lastly, they

were become lords of the sea, and the chief traders of the

world.

After a bri^f interference in the affairs of Germany, Theolo

where the intricate question of the Cleves-Juliers succession pi«»l

was already preparing the way for the Thirty Years' War, ''""'"'^t

Holland settled down into that hot and absorbing theologi-

cal struggle, which was closely mixed up with political

questions, and which stained with a deplorable triumph the

last years of the career of Maurice of Nassau. In 1603
Jacob van Hermansen, or, in Latin form, Arnainins (see

AemiNius), had been appointed one of the two professors of

theology at Leyden, Francis Gomar being the other.

The two men took opposite sides with zeal, Arminius

assailing and Gomarus defending the current popular

theology. The views of Arminius spread fast among the

upper classes, especially in the larger towns, and became

the theology of the civic aristocracy; the established

opinions were tenaciously sujiported by the bulk of the

clergy, the peasantry, the town populace, the army, and

the navy. At their head stood Maurice, ready to use

the strength of Calvinistic feeling to secure his own
authority, however little he might care for the tenets of

his side ; at the head of the other party, more philo-

sophical, less in earnest perhaps, was Barneveldt, with the

town traders. King James of England as yet supported

the Calvinists, and with Archbishop Abbot influenced

greatly the proceedings of the famous synod of Dort

(1618) in favour of Prince Maurice and the anti-Remon-

strants. The results of the synod enabled tlie prince for

his own political purposes' to crush the aristocratic party.

Barneveldt and Grotius (another leading Remonstrant)

were seized, and in spite of all his great services to his

country, his venerable age, and his past support of Maurice,

the pensionary was brought to an infamous trial and

executed at the Hague in 1619. Grotius afterwards

escaped from prison and look refuge in France. The

silenced Remonstrants, finding that there was no hope of

toleration for them, left the country in great numbers,

and formed a prosperous settlement in Holstein in 1621,|

where they founded the town of Frederickstadt on the

Eider.

In 1621 the truce with Spam came to an end, and tlicTluny

Dutch wore at once involved in the vortex of the Thirty Ycam'

Years' War, which had now boon going on for a couple of
"'^"

years. Spinola, after taking Julicrs, attempted Bcrgea-op-

Zoom, hoping thereby to open a passoge into Zealand ; he

was, however, foiled by Maurice. About this time a great

coolness sprang up between Holland and England, the

beginning of the deadly rivalry wh'gh lasted so long.

I
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King James was eager to griin his objects without fighting,

and to be on friendly terms with Spain ; he and Laud
were opposed to the Calvinism of the Dutch, and disliked

their form of church government; and commercial je.ilousy

was already beginning to arise. Successes and losses

were evenly balanced in tlie wur : the Dutch recaptured

Juliers and took Cleves, while Spinola, after great losses

caused by the gallant defence of the Englisli, in 1625

took Breda. A few days before the town fell Maurice

died, leaving the Spaniards in the heart of his territories,

and the Dutch vexed with religious and domestic factions.

His brother, Frederick Henry ot Orange Nassau, suc-

ceeded him as stadtholder of Holland, Zealand, Guelder-

land, Utrecht, and Overyssei. The war by laud became

utterly spiritless, though by sea the Dutch still asserted

their maritime supremacy. By land the chief operations

were the siege and capture by Frederick Henry of

Herzogenbnach, Maestricht, and Wesel in 1C28 ; by sea

the Dutch interlered, much against the popular feeling,

to assist the French court against the Huguenots at La

Kochelle. They blockaded Dunkirk, whence Spanish

privateers had been wont to harass their commerce , under

riet Heyn of Delftshaven, boldest of their sea-captains,

they vexed the Spanish coasts, captured Spanish war ships,

carrietl oH their "silver fleet," and finally in 1631 won
near Tholeu a brilliant victory over a great Spanish fleet

cnmnianded by Count John of Na>sau, who was endeavour-

ing to make a descent on the Zealami coast

In this year the States, feeling that the moderation of

the stadtholder was honest and salutary, that his influence

alone seemed able to quiet the rage of religious faction, and

that his military operations had secured the confidence of

the provinces, took the important, and, as it turned out, the

unwise step of securing to his infant son the reversion of

all his great offices of stadtholder, captain, and admiral-

general. The Calvinists were willing to grant so much to

the head of their party, and made no objection to the

introduction of the principle of hereditary succession
;

while the Remonstrants, discerning that Frederick Henry,

like his brother before him, was personally more favourable

to their tenets than to those of their adversaries, accepted the

mB.-Lsure in the hope that when permanently established as

their prince he would carry out »Qose tolerant views which

he was known to hold.

In 1632 he justified their confidence by his masterly

siege an^ capture of Maestricht. indclianceof all the efforts

of the Spanish anil imperial generals, Naimir. Luxembourg,

and eastern Brabant were laid under ciintnbulion in con-

se(|iienoe, and the States defended from danger of attack

towards the east. As the war dragged on alter the death

of Giisiavus Adi.tphiisof Sweden, Fmnce and Holland drew

more together, and in 1635 an allianrt and partition treaty

was made between them, in winch it wa> pro|tused that the

Spaniard? should be driven nui of the Netherlands, which

slmuld be made an independent state, guaranteed by the

fillies ; that France shimld receive, a.- her share, the sea-

ciiast up to Blankenberg, together wilb Thionville and
..'aniur; and that a corresponding portion should be given

ti. Holland, if this scheme ol an independent slate proved

n failure, then France and Holland should divide the whole

district between them. The joint operatiuiis consequent on

this agreement proved a failure Frederick Henry had
always been opposed to the alliance, and probably did not

wish its success; the divergence between him and the States

General at this time gave Cardimil Richelieu the oppor-

tunity of restoring the Remonstrant party in Holland, and
making it French in sympathy, in o|ipositiiiii to the House
of Orange—a combination of which Louis XIV. afterwardn

made great use. In 1637 the stadtholder recovered Breda,

Chough the gain was balanced >y the loss of Roermond and

other places; and in 1038 the war was favourable to tbo

Spaniards. In 1639, however, a series of great naval

triumphs under Tromp and De Witt turned the scale in

favour of the Dutch.

In 1 640, on the death of Count Henry of ITassau, stadt-

holder of Friesland and Groningen, the latter province

chose Frederick Henry as its sradtholder, and he thus

became cftief of six rfht of the seven United Provinces ; in
' the next year he was able to arrange the marriage of his

son William with Mary, eldest daughter of Charles I. of Con-

F.ngland, a match devised by the queen-mother of France, "exion

while a refugee in Holland, in order to increase the ill-will ^'Jjna
between Richelieu and the stadtholder. Thus began the

dynastic relation between the Stewarts and the house of

Orange, which led to such great results before the end of

the century. The States General were not too well pleased

with this alliance, and looked shyly at Henrietta Maria

when she came over to Holland to get help for Charles L
in 1612. They wore becoming alarmed at the great power

and growing ambition of France under Uichelieu, while

they sympathized to a great extent with the English

Puritans.

All jiarties, except the French, being now utterly weary

of the war, negotiations for peace, long talked of, long

prepared for, began in earnest at Munster and Osnabriick.

Before their close Frederick Henry died in 1647, and was

Bucceeded in his dignities and offices by his young son

William II., and almost immediately afterwards (January waUam
1648), in spite of the opposition of France and the young H.

prince of Orange, the deputies of the Provinces (with ex-

ception of Zealand and Utrecht) signed a separate treaty Pence

of peace with Spain, which was confirmed and sworn to in ^i"*

May at Munster. It was a complete surrender of every- ^P^"^

thing for which Spain so long had fought. The United

Provinces were recognized as free and independent, and

Spain dro])ped all her claims ; the uti possidetis basis waa

adopted in the matter of all conquests ; the two contract-

ing parties agreed to re3i)ect and keep clear of each other's

trading grounds ; each should pay, in the ports of the other,

only such tolls as natives of the other paid ; the Scheldt

was entirely closed by the States, so that Amsterdam might

strangle Antwerp—the chief harbour of the free Provinces

thus ruining the chief harbour of those still subject to Spain

And so ended the so-called Eighty Years' War.

No sooner wa.s the peace concluded than bitter disputes Holland

arose between Holland, on the one hand, and the prince of ^nd

Orange, supported by the army and navy and the smaller jj'

provinces, on the other. Ho was tempted into foolish acts :

he arrested six of the deputies of Holland ; he even tried to

surprise and occupy Amsterdam ; he favoured the English

royalists, now plentiful in the Provinces, while Amsterdam

and Holland inclined towards the Commonwealth. Things

went so far that William U. had almost destroyed the

liberties of the Provinces, and was intent on two schemes,

—the resumption of war against Spain, with a partition

with France of the Spanish Netherlands, and interference

on behalf of Charles II. in England,—when his opportune

death by small-pox occurred. A few days afterwards his

widow, Mary of England, gave birth to a son, who was

destined to be the most distinguished man of his race,

William III. of Holland and England.

For a time the death of William II. restored the burgher- Amstur-

party to power, and made Amsterdam the head of the United dai^ ">"

Provinces. Holland triumphed over Zealand; the house"""'

of Orange, friend of the Stewarts, seemed to suffer cclipso

with them ; and though the royalist mob even at the Hague,

set on by a princely rough of the palatine hnusc, made it

impossible for the envoys of the English Commonwealth to

come to terms with the republic, still the popular monarchi-

cal party was in fact powerless in the Provinces for more

WilliMn
at

vanasctL
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than twenty years. It ^as with a view to the security of

this aristocratic government that a great assembly of the Pro-

vinces was held in 1651, and established that form of rule

which Sir William Temple has so well described in his

Observations upon ike United Provinces of the Netlierlands.

CamW- There were four chief elements in that federation :—the

tution urms of the Union of Utrecht (1579); the claims and
ofthe_ position of the house of Orange; the sovereignty, within

I-ro-
''^ °^" borders, of each province ; and lastly, the liberties

vinces. and power of the cities. In the last two the lead was

taken by Holland : Holland was the chief province, and

Amsterdam, its capital, the chief city of the union. And
these two parts of the federation were at one also in their

resistance to the house of Orange, of which the chief

strength lay in Zealand. The union was governed, in theory

at least, by the States General of the provinces, which met
at the Hagne, and consisted of a Buctuating number of de-

puties (sometimes as many as 800), and was supplemented

by a permanent council of state, a kind of cabinet composed
of twelve deputies from the provinces, and a chamber of

accounts. Besides., this body each province had its own
The estates, and each great city its own senate. Thus Amster-
luwn- (iiini was ruled by a senate of thirty-six burghers, who kept
govern-

q^jgp_ administered justice, raised local taxes. The office

of senator was for life, originally by election of the whole

body of freemen, but from the 16t1i century by cooptation,

80 that the government of the city became a close oligarchy.

The chief towns followed Ajnsterdam in this direction. The
senate elected the deputies of the city to the States of

Holland.

Com- The commercial prosperity of the Provinces went on
mercial advancing throughout the 17th century; each town had

Boeritv
'''^ "^^^ work. Flushing received the West India trade

;

Middelburg was entrepot for French wines ; Terveer was
the Scottish "and Dort the English staple ; Leydea manu-
factured ; Haarlem made linen and mixed stufTs, and grew
tidips for profit and pastime ; Delft was known for beer

and hardware ; Zaandam built ships ; Enkhuizen caught

and cured herrings ; Friesland had the Greenland trade

;

and lastly Amsterdam, recognized chief of Dutch cities,

had the East India trade, with that of Spain and the

Mediterranean : their whole carrying business reached from
tne Gulf of Bothnia to the farthest Indies. Their sea-

faring enterprise received an early scientific impulse from

the labours of Coignet and G. Mercator. All questions as

to the nature and development of wealth were still in

vheir infancy : it was believed that all depended on
balances of actual bullion ; and the Spaniards were envied

because their ships brought over masses of gold and silver.

The " balance of trade," the establishment of banks at

home and colonies abroad, especially mining colonies, a

huge carrying trade, the making of goods to be sold for

cash only, the discouragement of all imports, and the

support of all monopolies—these things, chief elements of

what is called the " isolation theory of trade," guided the

polities of the 17th century, gave Holland vast temporary

wealth, di-scouraged her power of production, and eventually

have loft her impotent among the nations.

The • At first William the Silent had been governor of the
governor Provinces, nominally at least under the king of Spain

;

I" ,
and in the reconstruction ho secured his own rights, while

"icncral. '^<^ sovereign power was transferred to the States General.

They took the right of making peace and war, of conclud-

ing alliance.^, of taxing and coining. The governor had all

military command.s, had power to pardon, and controlled

the civil appointments ; he represented tho dignity of the

state, with a court, and guards, and envoys from other

lands. Each province had its own sladlholder, an office

in name at lea.t derived from the Spani.sh times ; each

'own h;id its own pensionary or chief minister. But after

I

with

the death of William I L, the office of stadtholder of Holland
was for a time suspended : there was no captain-general or

admiral ; and the grand pensionary of Holland, first

minister of the state, became virtual president of the

republic, as we see in the cases of John De Witt and
Heinsius.

When the English envoys returned to tell their masters,

the Commonwealth, of their failure at the Hague, parlia-

ment at once replied by passing the memorable Navigation

Act of 1651, which aimed at destroying the carrying-trade

of the Provinces. The struggle for the lordship of the seas W.ir

which ensued, and with which the names of Tromp and '

Ruyter, Blake, and Monk a"re so splendidly associated, was

waged with equal bravery and nearly equal success on

both sides, until 1654, when peace was made by the

Amsterdam burgher-party. By the terms of the treaty

with Cromwell the Orange-Nassau family was altogether

to be excluded from the stadtholderate of Holland, the

other Provinces reserving their independence, and the

Dutch populace also much disliking the peace. England
preserved the honour of her flag, ^vhile Holland was seen

to be a worthy and equal rival for the command of the sea.

Hostilities between the Dutch and Portuguese respecting War

their rights in Brazil followed, in which, after each side *''">

had done much damage to the other, peace was also made ;

'^'"'""g*'-

and Holland in 1658 interfered to save the Danes from

Charles Gustavns of 'Sweden. 'In 1659 a treaty of peace was

made between France, England, and the United Provinces,

with a view to the settlement of the Dano-Swedish question,

which ended in securing a northern peace in 1660, and in

keeping the Baltic water.s«pen for Dutch trade. Since the

abolition of the stadtholderate after William's deathin 1650,

the centre of authority had lain in the hands of John de John qp

Witt, the sagacious leader of the anti-Orange or Amsterdam ^^ '"•

burgher-party ; and he guided the foreign afiairs qf the

provinces in such a way as to secure the fair development

of their commerce on every side.

The momentous year 1660 was almost as critical for w.ir

Holland as for any .state of Europe. Charles, in England, 5;"''

having re-enacted the Navigation Act, war again broke "^

out in 1665, and the duke of York took the command
of the English fleet. At the beginning of June he met
the Dutch admiral Opdam, and, after a close-fought battle

off Lowestoft, the English were completely victorious. But
60 bad was the condition of the home Government in Eng-

land that in the following year the Dutch had b^ far the

stronger fleet at sea, and for a time held their own in the

Channel. The four-days' battle (June 1-1) between Princo

Kupert and Monk on the one side and Kuyter on the

other ended in an uncertain victory for the Dutch ; but

on July 25th they were decidedly defeated ofl' the North

Foreland, and driven back to their own shores with

immense loss. The English were now masters of the sea

;

but both parties needed peace, and negotiations began

at Breda. In the course of these liuytcr suddenly

sailed up the Thames nearly to Gravesend, and struck terror

into the very heart of London, which thus became all the

more eager for a settlement. In July 1667 a treaty

between England and Holland was signed at Breda; and

in tho foUowing^ year Sir William Temple aocompli.'ihed

the triple alliance of England, Holland, and Sweden, Tri|...

against the aggressive views of Louis XIV., a hollow afl'uir, nl'iauot.

and pernicious in its results to those who made it It

made Louis XIV. detern\ino to take vengeance on th"

United Provinces and on the De Witts ; it led at once to

the humiliation of England by the treaty of Dover (1670),

to tho overthrow of tho Amsterdam party, and to tho

miserable end of the Do Witts; and it cvontnally rai.scd

the prince of Orange to supreme authority in the United

Provinces.
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From IGGS to 1672 Louis XIV. made ready to destroy

the Dutch ; and so well had his diplomacy served him that

they were left without a friend in Europe. In 1672 the

storm broke : the English, without a declaration of W'ar,

tried unsuccessfully to intercept the Dutch Mediterranean

fleet ; and France at once set forth to conquer the hated

tradesmen of the north. The States were ill-prepared on

land, though their fleet was strong and ready
;
party spirit

was exceedingly bitter, and the ruling party, well aware

that the prince of Orange was very popular with the land

forces, jiad utterly neglected their army. On May "28,

1672, Ruyter fought a great naval buttle in Soutlawold

Bay (Solebay) against the duke of Vork and Marshal

D'Estrdes: the French held aloof, pleased to see the Dutch
and English destroy each other ; the English sufi'ered most,

but, as the Dutch withdrew to their own ports, the others

claimed the victory. Meanwhile Louis XIV. crossed

the Khine and threatened Amsterdam (see France).

The young prince of Orange alone seemed to tise to the

occasiop. ; while others were panic-stricken, sending em-

bassies of submission to the haughty monarch, making pre-

j)arations for a great flight by sea, William with his miser-

able army did his best, and aroused so strongly the feelings

of the people that Amsterdam, passing from dejection to

despair and thence to reckless enthusiasm, rose against the

De Witts and foully murdered both in the streets. They
had just before proclaimed William stadtholder of Holland

with powers unlimited. And thus Louis XIV, destroyed

the proud republic, though in so doing he had raised

up the most formidable enemy ha was destined to

sncounter. His invasion did not prosper; other-nations

began to take up the Dutch cause; Germans and
-Spaniards threatened the embarrassed French army in the

Aovinces ; so that in 1674 France was on the defensive on
yvery side. William of Orange ia that year was defeated

at Senef, and had to abandon his plan of penetrating into

France, and in 1675 the death of Marshal Tureune, and
the retirement of the great CondiJ, turned the tide of war

>n favour of the Dutch, except on the sea, where the French

Jeet defeated and destroyed in the Mediterraneau (in 1676)

the united uavies of Holland and Spain. In 1677 negotia-

tions for peace went on, and were hastened by the marriage,

at the close of the year, of William of Orange with the

Princess Mary, daughter of the duke of York. At last, in

.678, came the great peace of Nimeguen, which seciired

the independence of the Dutch.

The aggressive policy of Louis XIV., in the years which

i'ollowed the peace of Nimeguen, enabled William to lay

the basis of the famous confederacy which changed the

whole front of European politics. Brandenburg, Denmark,
and England sided with the French king; while the

league of Augsburg (1686), following directly after the

revocation of the edict of Nantes, placed William at the

head of -the resistance to French domination. The league

was joined by the emperor, Spain, the United Prownccs,

.Sweden, Bavaria, and other German princes. The acces-

sion of James II. to the throne of England made it easy

for the stadtholder to keep up close relations with the

malcontents in church and state, who regarded him and
the Princess Mary as the natural successors to the English
throne. On the birth of the prince of Wales the anti-

Catholic feeling in England at last grew so strong that

William was able to interfere with .luccess ; while the

diversion of the attention of Louis XIV. from Holland to

the Rhine relieved the timid rulers of Amsterdam from all

anxiety. The Revolution of 16SS ensued, and England
became, under William's strong rule, the chief member of

the great coalition against Franco. In the grand alliance

of 1689-90 he clearly sacrificed Dutch to English in-

terests, and carried through his policy in spite of great
12—

6

irritation in Holland and Zealand. His power seemed

almost autocratic, and the States impotent. Henceforward

their part in history ^becomes quite secondary compared

with that of England, and we may refer for details of the

great wars to the articles Enol.\nd and France.

In 1690 Waldeck, commanding the Dutch, was defeated IlolIanJ

by Luxembourg at Fleurus ; and the Anglo-Dutch fleet ^' ^^
was also severely handled off Beachy Head by the rljjm»

,

French, who inflicted terrible losses on Dutch commerce. ^^
In 1691 the French took Mons ; in 1692 the allied

ships ruined Tourvillo's fleet off La Hogue, and recovered

the command of the sea. On land the allies fared ill

:

Louis took Namur, and -after a hard-fought battle Wil-

liam was defeated at Steenkirk; in 1693 the Dutch
shared in the defeat of Neerwinden, and were not fortunate

even on the sea. In 1695 the tide of affairs had turned,

and William retook Namur, his greatest triumph after the

battle of the Boyne. Negotiations for peace, first attempted

in 1691, led to the peace of Ryswick in 1697, in which Tcacc dT

William was recognized by France as king of England, the r-j^^^i'ls

Dutch obtaining a favourable commercial treaty, and the

right to garrison the Netherland barrier-towns. Holland,

was stdl an importatit factor in the balancing system

rendered necessary by the ambition of France. Louis
XIV., however, held himself little bound by the peace.

In 1701 he elbowed the Dutch troops out of the barrier.,

towns; he defied England by recognizing James III.

on the death of his father; and it was clear to all that

another war was immineitt, when William III. died in

1702. He had been made hereditary stadtholder in five of

the Provinces in 1672 ; but as he left no children as heir.'?,

the old opposition of Holland to his house again sprang up,

and, led by the grand pensionary Heinsius, Amsteniani
successfully asserted her independence, and ruled through-

out the coming struggle against France with energy aii.l

credit.

When war was declared in 1702, Marlborough was named The tri.

commander-in-chief of English and Dutch troops, and "mvirats

thenceforward became the chief man in the famous " triuni- "S*"'^'-
^

virate" of Marlborough, Heinsius, and Prince Eugene. In '
'

1703 the Dutch invaded, Flanders, and fought the drawn
battle of Eckeren ; in 170-1 they and the English took

Gibraltar; in the same year they took part in the great

battle of. Blenheim. Ia 1705 Marlborough led them into

the Netherlands ; but, hampered by the deputies of the

States, he achieved little. In 1706 he won the battle

of Ramillies, and swept the French out of the Netherlands

;

in 1708 came Oudenarde, and after it an unsuccessful

attempt of Louis XIV. to detach the Dutch from the

alliance; in 1709 the terrible battle of Malplaquct and the

capture of Mons. After this great changes follon-ed in

England, and Marlborough's power camo to an end.

Negotiations for peace, often tried before, drew towards

success in 1712, and in 1713 the peace of Utrecht was Peace i^f

signed. While France received Aire, St Venant, Bethune, •Jircclii..

and Douay, the Spanish Netherlands were formally handed
over to the United Provinces, which in their turn passed

them on, after conclusion of a barrier treaty, to Austria;

henceforth they are known as the Austrian Netherlands. A
favourable commercial treaty was also made between tlie

Dutch and France. The peace of Utrecht made the re-

public almost as powerful on shore as she had been by sea-;

at the same time it taught her that the great powers around
her would use her resources for war, and abandon her

when they wanted peace : she therefore determined hence-

forth to stand clear of all foreign complications. With
1713 the importance of Holland in European politics

comes almost to an end.

Tlie ruling party, in the .States took an active part

'in securing George I. on the throne of England; and oo
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the death of Louis XIV. in 1715, the old ill-will between
France and the provinces died entirely out, so that

they were secure in a position of tran(iuillity ; they also

brought to a fair conclusion their difficulties with Austria

on the subject of the Netherlands barrier. These, however,

began again when in 1723 the emperor set on foot the

Ostend East India Company, which was at once regarded

as an offensive rival by the Amsterdam merchants. For
the sake of crushing this competition the States in 1731
consented to guarantee the Pragmatic Sanction of Charles

VI. In 1743 they joined England in supporting the claims

of Maria Theresa, queen of Hungary, and fell consequently

into complications with France, which invaded the barrier

country. In 1744 they granted a subsidy in money and
put 20,000 men in the field, and became a member of the

Quadruple Alliance with Austria, England, and Saxony.

In 1745 the Provinces took their part in the rout of

Fontenoy, after which Mar^al Saxe overran the Austrian

Netherlands, while England and Holland were alike para-

lysed by the Jacobite rising in Scotland. The States lost

every barrier-town, and lay defenceless before the French,

who in 1747 entered Dutch Flanders, and made an easy

conquest. And now the Orange party, supported by
English aid, began to lift its head. . The Provinces had
fallen so low that all men began to wish for a dictator.

Accordingly Prince William Charles Henry Friso was pro-

claimed stadtholder, captain, and admiral-general of Zealand

at Terveer, under the title of William IV. The movement
thus begun spread like wildfire ; all Zealand accepted him
with enthusiasm, and Holland was not far behind ; even

at Amsterdam and the Hague the popular feeling was too

strong to be resisted, and the Government had to give way.

William IV. became captain and admiral-general of the

whole union, and stadtholder of the Seven Provinces ; o

little later the.se offices were declared hereditary in both

male and female lines.

The peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1748, though it nomi-

nally restored things to their old estate, could not eff'ace the

mischief and humiliation which the war had caused to

Holland. Nor /vere affairs mended by the death of the

stadtholder William IV. in 1751, who, though dull and
quiet, did his best to develop the commercial and manu-
facturing prosperity of the States. His widow, Anne of

England, daughter of George II., carried on the govern-

ment for her son William V. She showed but littlo

aptitude for the post of regent, and the Provinces had
great difficulty in standing clear of the European compli-

cations of the Seven Years' War. They did so, however,

and after her death in 1750 were on better terms with

England, which had urged them to take up the cause of

Frederick the Great. In 1766 William V. was declared

to be of age ; irresolute and weak, he was entirely

under the command of his old preceptor Louis of

Brunswick, and his wife Frederica Wilhelmina, niece of

Frederick the Great. His rule is only distinguished for

the springing up of several learned societies, and for the

st.mulus, derived partly from England partly from France,

given to scientific inquiries. In other respects the infiu-

ences of England and Franco were not propitious to the

Provinces. In the American War of Independence William

sympathized with the English court against the French and
the revolted colonie.s, while the Dutch people warmly
embraced the other side. Hence arose again old maritime

disputes. The Provinces quarrelled at home over the

relative importance of army and navy, and strengthened

neither.. So things went on from 1776 to 1780, when
the famous " Armed Neutrality," with which the Conti-

nental states replied to the demands of England on the

eean, drew the Provinces once more into the arena of

European politics. After a division of the Stales, in

which four were on jne side and three on the other, the
United Provinces decided to adopt the Neutrality, and threw
in their lot with France and Russia against England, But War
though war broke out at once, nothing could cure the vio- "I'li

lence of party spirit—the stadtholder and the court party Englaml

going with the English, and neutralizing all the warlike
efforts of the " patriot " party. In 1781 Dutch commerce
wasutterly paralysed; the other powers set on the Provinces,
and took each its part. Their West India Islands were
seized, and it seemed as if they could do nothing in their own
defence. At last, however, an indecisive but not inglorious

action with Admiral Parker at the Dogger Bank roused the
national spirit, and the Orange party lost ground every-

where, Iti 1 782 the Provinces recognized the independence
of the United States of America ; with generous .sympathy
the aged commonwealth saluted the rising republic of the
West, which was destined to take its share also in the ruin

of Dutch trade. In 1783 the States made an inglorious

peace with England, in which the English got right of free

traffic with the Dutch East India colonies.

The patriot party was so much excited by this long series Troublci

of blunders and humiliations that the fall of the house ™it'i

of Orange seemed imminent, and the king of Prussia had to
f'^^^"

interfere on behalf of his kinsfolk. In 1784 the States
'^'Jj^^ria.

were in trouble with a new antagonist; the emperor Joseph
II. Bought to compel them to acquiesce in the reopening of

the mouths of the Scheldt, so as to restore some of its

ancient prosperity to Antwerp, But as neither party was
able to fight, a peace was patched up iu 1785, though its

terms, as usual, were very humiliating to the States, The
resistance against the princess of Orange continued to

increase in violence, until in 1787 the Prussians again

interfered, occupying Amsterdam, reinstating tho stadt-

holder, who had been driven out, and compelling the states

to ally themselves, much against their will, with England
and Prussia.

Under their sway the Dutch passivelyremained, and when

'

the French Revolution came they stood-neutral as long as

they could between it and the kings ; it was not till

Duniouriez had overrun all the Austrian Netherlands in

1792, and had determined to secure justice to Antwerp by
forcing open the passage of the Scheldt, that they were
drawn into the strife. On the death of Louis X VI. in Wnr
17D3 the national convention at once declared war against "i"'

both England and the Provinces, Their first campaign f'"'"^*

against the Dutch under Duniouriez failed ; tho invaders

were arrested before Willemstadt, and ultimately were
compelled to retreat. But in the autumn of 1793
Jourdan restored the credit of the French arms in the

Austrian Netherlands, In 1794 Pichegru brilliantly

completed the conquest of Belgium, and before the end
of the year invaded the Provinces. The very severe frost

of that winter gave his army easy passage over all the

rivers and low-lying lands, which still formed the chief

defence of the states ; he occupied Amsterdam, and with

his hussars crossed the ice and took the Dutch fleet i.s

it lay at the Texcl ; the stadtholder lied (1795) to Eng
land ; and the shattered remains of the duke of VorkV
army having reached Bremen returned home in disgiace.

The republican party in the Provinces now reorganized

the government so as to bring it into close harmony with

that of Paris. A new constitution was framed ; the The

ancient system of representative government, the stadt- Bntavian

holderato, and i\\^ offices of captain and admiral-general '^T"'''"

were all swept aw.iy ; a fair and open representation was
established ; and the Batavian republic came into being in

clone alliance with France, Tho French with one hand
delivered the Provinces from a woruout system of govern-

ment, and with the other seized on a substantial return

for their assistance. The new constitution, so excellent

J
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in appfearance, soon proved % delusion. One cEange of

government succeeded another : after the States General

came a national convention; then in 1798 a constituent

assembly with an executive directory; then chambers of

representatives; then a return to the earlier system under
the names of the eight provincial and one central com-
missions (1801). ',••.•
The peace of Amiens gave the country a little rest, and

thj Dutch got back the Cape of Good Hope and their

South American colonies : it was, however, but the brief

and deceptive lull between two storms ; when war began
again England once more swept away all she had restored.

In 1805 Bonaparte, with his usual high hand, imposed on
them a new constitution, and set Schimmelpenninck over

them with the ancient title of grand pensionary. In the

next year Napoleon added Holland to the ring of great

fiefs with which he surrounded his imperial system, and
forced an unwilling brother, Louis, to be king of an
unwilling people. Worthy of a better fate, the excellent

king of Holland did all in his power to protect his new
subjects from the crushing friendship of his brother; but
hi.'; efforts were in vain, and he withdrew to Vienna. In
1810 Napoleon annexed all Holland to the empire, de-

claring that it was "in the nature of things nothing
but a portion of France." In 1813 the change in the

affairs of Europe encouraged the Dutch to join the

general revolt, when they established a limited monarchy.
The prince of Orange was recalled from England, and
entered Amsterdam amidst the utmost enthusiasm. An
assembly of notables met and declared him king with
the title of William I., king of the 'Netherlands, in

1814. By the treaty of Paris Belgium was united to

Holland, and the seventeen provinces were again forcibly

joined together under one prince. It was settled that the
house of Orange should have the hereditary sovereignty,

with a fairly liberal constitution. To make up to the new
king for the loss of his territories in Germany, the grand
duchy of Luxembourg, with the exception of the town and
fortress of Luxembourg, was handed over to him as his

private possession, not as a part of the kingdom ; the
bishopric of Li^ge and the duchy of Bouillon' also went
with it., The episode of the " Hundred Days," though it

delayed the conclusion of the very complicated arrangements
involved in these transfers, gave the new kingdom an oppor-
tunity of distinguishing itself : it was the first point of

attack, and met the crisis with vigour. The Dutch troops

under William, eldest son of the new king, took consider-

able part in the short and striking campaign which was
closed on June 18, 1815, by the final victory of Waterloo.

The allied powers now founded in Holland and Belgium
what they hoped would be a solid and permanent kingdom
as a barrier against France. It was felt that Napoleon
had shown Europe the importance of this district in

connexion with his scheme for European domination.
The new kingdom under the house of Orange was there-

fore the subject of great and anxious consideration at

Vienna. The king, an hereditary sovereign, received full

executive powers, and the initiative in proposing laws.

He had also the power of appointing his own council of
state. As a legislative body there were the States-General,
divided into two chambers ; each province had also its own
local states. Freedom of worship and political equality
were secured for aU.

A highly artificial arrangement like this, however, could
not stand long, if Europe came to throw off the trammels
of the monarchical reaction, and to give freer course to those
liberal tendencies which had survived the drama of the
French lievolution. In religious belief, in laws and usages,

in language, in interests, the Belgic and Batavian provinces

had little in common. Their inhabitants were different

races, with instincts ana feelings not merely diverse but
opposed. The Belgic provinces spoke French or Walloon,
the Batavians, Dutoh. The Belgians were strict Catholics,
while the Dutch were Protestants. The Dutch were chiefly

& commercial and seafaring people, with interests in
distant lands and colonial possessions ; the Belgians were
agriculturists, except where their abundance of minerals
madethemraanufacturers. TheDutch connected themselves
with Germany and (though often- only by way of rivalry)
with England ; the Belgians drew their chief inspirations
from France, and connected themselves with the French
in traditions, religion, and commercial interests. Such a
diversity could not possibly stand the bru.nt of any great
politicaimovement; especially as the Dutch were oppressive
towards their Belgian partners in the kingdom. Accord-
ingly we find that in 1830 the revolution at Paris at once
aroused the strongest sympathy -at Brussels. The diUl
obstinacy of William L had emphasized the divergence,
and his narrow and antiquated polic-y rendered an outburst,
inevitable.

'

The revolt at Brussels, which began on the 25th The re-

August 1830, spread instantly througliout the whole of '""at

Bejgium. After a short struggle in November, a confer- B'^^^^''

ence of France, England, Prussia, Austria, and Russia,
sitting in London at the request of William L, pro-
posed an armistice, to which both parties agreed. It

the following January the conference attempted to settle

the terms of a separation, and proposed that Holland should
have Luxembourg and part of the left bank of the Scheldt'
this the Dutch accepted, while the provisional Govern-
ment at Brussels protested against it. The assembly at

Brussels constructed a new and liberal constitution, with a
broad representative government, liberty of teaching, of

the press, of public meeting ; and in April 1831 the crown
was offered to Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, ' who, after ascer- Leopoii.

talning that he would be recognized by England and king

France, did not hesitate to accept it (see Belgiu.m). This ?[
"^.*

appointment caused the utmost irritation at the Hague,
^'^^

and the Dutch suddenly invaded Belgium ; the opportune
appearance of a French army checked the Dutch advance,
and gave diplomacy time to interfere. • The citadel of

Antwerp, however, was still in Dutch hands, and the
allied powers used in vain all their influence to persuade
William I. to give it up to the Belgians. War was
hereon declared, and France and England blockaded
the Dutch ports,, while a French army attacked the
citadel, and, after a sharp struggle, compelled it to

capitulate. ' The forts of Lillo and Liefkenshoek were Conven-

left in the hands of the Dutch ; on May 21, 1833, there tijn of

was signed at London by the plenipotentiaries of Holland ^"<^°'>-

on one side, and those of England and France on the other,

a convention in which William I. engaged not to recom-
mence hostilities against Belgium, and to leave the Scheldt
navigation open, till the relation between the two countries

should b(J definitely settled by treaty. The final settlement

of outstanding questions, however, was not reached till six

years later, when Limburg and the eastern part of Luxem.
bourgwere secured to Holland, and heavy tolls were imposed
on the navigation of the Scheldt ; then the two kingdoms
finally parted company on the 19th of April 1839.

In the following year William I. resigned his crown tcT'Wii'iam

his son William IL, who reigned' in peace till his death in H-

1849, when he was succeeded by his eldest son William ^^'"'•''™

III., who still reigns. The wave of revolution .which
passed over Europe in 1848 had in Holland com-
paratively little cff'ect: the constitution of 1814 was
revised, and the tranquillity of the country secured. In

1853, after the establishment by the papacy of Catholic

bishoprics in. England and . Holland, a considerable excite-

ment arose, which resulted in the accession to power oj
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a moderate, liberal, and ei'iire'y Protestant cabinet, and

in the main the Protestaat-liberal party has guided the

country for the last quarter of a century. The Dutch took

but a secondary part in the disputes between France and

Germi^ny as to Dutch Luxembourg, which by the treaty of

London (1867) was declared neutral, and guaranteed to

Holland. Recently they have been engaged in a very

vexatious and wasteful war with the sultan of Acheen, their

neighbour on the island of Sumatra.

BiWio- The chief of the older aathoritics forthe history of Holland are:

—

^rapby. Mi-'lis Stoke (c. 1305) ; Willelmus Procurator, 133-; Beka, C/tronicoii

VUraject., 1350; John of Leyden ; Froissait; Moustrelct; Velixis,

Ckronyk van Hoom; CorU Chronijkje van Hollanl, 973-1466;
Groote Chr&nyk van Holland; Annates renim gcstannn inBolfandia,

USl-83; Ohvier de la Marche, Uemoircs; Meteren, Historia

Belgica, nostri potissimum tcmporis , 1597; Thuanus, Historia sui

'crnporis, libri Ixxx. ; Grotius, Vs antiquitatc rcip. Batavicx^ 1610
;

Suicciardini, Omnis Bclcrii, sire infcHoris Ocrmanicai 7-cyionis,

ieso'ipiio, 1613; HoUanditv SelnnAiccqucdc^criplto, 1630; Snoygou-
i'anus (Snoius), De repnbl. Bntav. libri xiii., 1620; BoxUoorn,
Tkcalrnw, sen Holland'.cs com itadts ct nrbiuvi nova dcscriplio, 1 632

;

^oliiijk Handtboekskn van der Stoat vunU Xr.derlandt^ 1650 ; Stiada,

^ella tjiierra di Fiandra, 163S ; Hooft, Ncderlandsche Historic ; Bur,

Oorsprong, Dcyin^ en Vervolgh der Nederlandscke Oorlogcn ; Ailzeuia,

Baken van StnnteC Oorloghin endc omtrcnt de Verceniiide Nederlavdcn

(1621-69), 1669-72; Brandt, iw/m. Bcdrijf mn Michiel de BuUcr,
1687; Hisloricderlieformatie,l67\-\70i; iJeW ill, Brtcicn. Among
the more modern works are Wicquefort, VHistoirc dcs ProHnces Un iVs

dcs Fays-Bas (the Hague, 1719-43, 2 vols., with a large collection of

diplomatic documents ; new edition, by Chais vanBuren, Amsterd.,
1S61-75) ; Wagenaar, De Vaderlavdschc JJijtoric{Am5leTd., 1749-
1760, 21 vols.; supplement to 1790, ibid. 1789-90, 3 vols.; and
continuation from 1776 to 1S02, ibtd. 17SS-1810, 48 vols.); Bil-

dcrdijk, Gcsehiedcnis d^s Vadertands {Leyden, 1832-39, 12 vols.);

Ijeo, Zico'f Bucher Kiedcrlandischcr Ocschichte (Halle, 1832-35,
2 vols.); .1. C. de Jonge, Gachiedenis van hit Ned. 2efwezen (tlia

Hague, 1833-48, 10 vols.); J. P. Arend, Algeme/:ne Gcsehiedcnis dcs
Vadcrlaiids CAnisterd., 1840, &c., continued by Eees, Brill, and
VanVlotenl; Groenvan VxmsleteT, Gcsehiedcnis van het Vaderland
(Levden, 1846, 4th ed., Amsterd., 1874, 4 vols., from a Calvinistio
point of view); and Archives on Corrcspondance inMitede la Maisoi^
J' Ornnge-Kussaii. [heyien, 1841-62); Gerlache, Bssai sur tes grandei
ipoqnes de noire kistoirc nalwiale (1852), anAHisloire du royaums
dcs Fii'j>-£js drpuis 1814 jusqu'cn 1830 (3 vols., 1859) ; Nuijen.%
Ahjetneene Ccschicd. dis yederlandschcn Folks (Amsterd., 1872-7^,
15 vols., from the Roman Catholic point of view); J. ran Lennip,
DeGcsck. van Nedcrland (Leyden, 1878); W. Moll and J. ter Gouw,
Ncdcrtand. Gesck. en Volksleven (Leyden, 1878 ; this and the pre-

vious work are of a popidar cast); J. A. Fruin, De Aedcrtandschs
ll'etbockcn tot op 1 Jan. 1876 (Utrecht, 1878); Nippold, Diertimisch-
kiithohschc Kirche lui KOnigrcich der Nederlande (Leipsic, 1877);
M'enzclberger, Gcsch. der Aicderlavde (in Heeren and Uckert'a
series, Cotba, 1878-79); Keinper, Gcsch. van .Xicderlaiul Tta 1S3<)

(AnisteiJ., 1873-76). For English readers the older works of
C rattan. History of the Netherlands (Lardner's series), and Davies^
J/islory of Holland (3 vols., 1841), have been cast completely into
the shade by Motley's Jiise of the thiich Bcpnblic (Land , 1856), and
The United A'elherlands (Lond., 1861-68). A fiepcrtoriitm dir
vcihandl. en bijdragen betr. de gcsch. dcs vaderland^ in tijdsch

versclicncn .ipptared at Leyden, 1863. and a Register vim acad. dis-

scrtatien, having the same scope, in 1866, (G, W. K.J

PART III.—LANGUAGE.

Of the Low German tribes the Old Saxons, the Anglo-

Saxons, the Franks, and the Frisians played a specially

important part both in north-western Europe in general and
in the Low Countries in particular; and accordingly it is

with these tribes that we have in the first place to do when
investigating the origin and development of the Dutch lan-

guage. A great many dialects formerly existed side by
Bide on Dutch ground, and many of them still live on

the lips of the people ; but they all belonged to one or

other of three well-defined groups—Frisian, Saxon, and
Frankish.

In the earliest times about which records have come
down to us, the Frisian dialect, in various shades of differ-

ence indeed, occupied a very extensive area. It was the

language universally spoken in the provinces of Groningen,

Friesland, and North Holland. But in Groningen the

Frisian has been superseded by the Saxon, and in North
Holland by the Low Frankish dialect; and the three leading

dialects of the Dutch are now distributed in Holland nearly

BS follows;—(1) Saxon in Groninger>, DrciUhe, Overyssel,

and the county of Zutphen
; (2) Frisian (more or less cor-

rupt in the towns) in Friesland; and (3) Low Frankish in

Guelderland (exce;uig the county of Zutphen), Utrecht,

North and South Holland, Zealand, North Brabant, and
Limburg.

In Groningen and North Holland the Frisian dialect

has left more or less marked traces of its former pre-

dominance in the pronunciation, vocabulary, and phraseo-

logy of the present spoken language. During a considerable

period laws, ordinances, contracts, and similar documents
weric drawn up in the various provinces in the peculiar

dialect of each, and many of these documents, especially

in Frisian, have come down to our time. The inhabitants

of tjle northern provinces, however, had neither superiority

of culture nor political preponderance enough to secure the

assimilation of the adjoining populations. The occupants

of the tract in which Low Frankish was spoken were
much more favourably sitaated ; and that dialect has in

the end ousted the two others, and become tlie speech, both
oral and written, o' cultured Dntchmcn

From the documents collected by MiillenhoflTand Scherer,

and fi'uni many others, it is evident that between the Stb
and the 12th century the different German dialects served

as vehicles of literary composition, and this, it appears,

must also have been the case in the Netherlands. It may
therefore be safely taken for granted that, among the lilri

Teuthonice scripti referred to in the act given in the year

1202 by the papal legate Guido for the organization of

the bishopric of Lii5ge, there were some written in the

vernacular, i.e., in Low Frankish, which after the sub-

jugation of the Frisians and Saxons by the Franks was
the idiom of the victors. Whatever pains Charlemagne took
to raise the dignity of the German language, the practice,

prevailing at the time and long afterwards, of using Latin
in official documents emanating from the authorities, pre-

vented the predominant form of speefh from encroaching to

any considerable extent on the other dialects. Still it is in

this period that we must seek the first indications of the-

future victory of the Frankish dialect over the two others.

And in covrsc of time the Franks strengthened their political

pre-eminence by a superiority of a different character, which,

added to the first, went far to secure to the Franki.<!h

dialect the prerogative of being the universal vehicle of

cultured thought, written and spoken, throughout tho

Netherla.-.ds. The barbarous victors could not resist the

humanizing influence of the higher culture resulting from'

a lengthei'ied intercourse with the Romans. And when,

altera considerable lapse of time, the now idiom, thus boru

from Lalin, began to be employed in the composition

of literary productions, the influence of these writings

soon mad 3 itself sensibly felt in tho southern Nether-

lands. The inhabitants of ancient Belgium had alwiiys

continued in close in^ercourse with their brethren in

France ; and the literary productions put forth in France,

es[iccially after the cnisadcs, soon began to engage tho

attention of the opulent citizens of the thriving towns of

Flanders and other part.i of the southern Netherlands, and
were diligently translated by them into their own tongue.

Holland, Zealand, and Utrecht in their turn were connected

with tho southern Netherlands by many close ties. The
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Uncage spoken in the southern and in the nortlicrn

Netherlands was tlio same for all practical purposes ; and

60 it happened that the French literary works and thuir

Flemish reproductions attracted no small share of attention

almoin the northern Netherlands. The "Dietsch" dialect, in

which the oldest and most popular works, such as Reynard

the Fox and the works of Jacob van Maerlant, dating from

the close of the ] 3th century, were composed, became the

model speech for every one who wanted to address a larger

public than that of his immediate vicinity. It was in this

Distsch dialect that Melis Stoke, an inmate of the monastery

of Egraond, composed his Rhymed Chronicle (<-. 1305).

From Holland and Utrecht the Dietsch dialect readily

iound its way farther north. What the Franks had tried

to achieve in times long past was now undertaken by the

joiints of Holland and the bishops of Utrecht, viz., the

total subjection of the nJrthern provinces to their rule.

Those efforts on the part of the princes just named again

made Frankish the dialect of the dominant, Frisian and

Saxon the idiom of the conquered race. In this way
Dietsch, i.e., Low Frankish, became the predominant dialect

all over the Netherlands.- . _
""

At a time when laws, mutual contracts, and other

otHcial documents issued in Friesland between the Vlie

and the Lauwers are still drawn up in pure Old Frisian,

the treaty by which the citizens of Stavoren recognize

Count Floris for their sovereign lord in 1292 is written in

Dutch. The contracts drawn up by Frisians on both sides

are nearly always in Frisian, even down to the close of the

loth century, though occasionally Dutch was used. In

deeds of sale, contracts, ic, drawn up between 1490
and 1500, we meet with all- possible shades and varieties

of the Dutch dialect, which is seen to be rapidly gaining

ground. Still, this substitution of Dutch for Frisian in

di^uments of this .nature by no means proves that Frisian

was falling into desuetude among the country population.

A good deal of course depended on the persons who were

employed to compose the docunlfents above referred to. The
historian of Friesland, Gabbema, writing about 1650,

bitterly laments the decay of the Frisian tongue; and even

foreign writers, such as Conrad Gesner, refer to the fact

in a similar way. But in spite of his lamentationo Gabbema
submits to the pressure of the times atid writes liis history

not in Frisian but in Dutch. Nay, his friend Gysbert

Japix, the c\i\l{s:ilov par excellence of Frisian, the national

poet of Friesland, wrote the introduction to his Friesche

nijmeUrije (" Frisian Rhymes "), and many a manly poem
besides, in the same language. They were by no means
ftverse to seeing cultured non-Frisians take cognizance

of their literary labours ; and to satisfy this ambition,

tliere was no other course open than to employ the

language which such eminent men as Marnix, Coornhert,

Uoemer, Visser, Spiegel, Hooft, Huygens, and Vondel
had permanently made the approved veliicle of thought
and poetical utterance throughout the Netherlands,

more especially after the fall of Antwerp, in 1585,
had induced the most highly cultured minds of the

southern Netherlands to migrate to Holland. This had
been achieved partly by direct endeavours tending to tli-,

improvement of the language and the excision cf all

"foreign dross," partly by the creation of beautiful wdrks
j)f literary art, and solid contributions to history and
erudition. For the language and intellectual ci'.^.tare of

Holland had now each attained a stage of adv.anceiuent

where neither imperiously demanded new capabilities in the

otiier. \Vhat thus happened in Friesland also took place

elsewhere, the same or nearly the same causes bringing

about the same results throughout the country.

The language of tjie Dutch has travclh'd to their trans-

marine possessions, without engendsring a now dialect

either in the East or West Indies. But a very different

result might be expected if at any time their East Indian

possessions should enter upon an independent .career. A
kind of mongrel dialect would arise, which may be seen

foreshadowed in official papers and letters composed by
so-called sliijos, or " half-breed.s," in the island of Java.

We may even now point to one such dialect, the speech

of the Dutch settlers in the Transvaal and the Orange
Territory in South Africa, who have actually begun to raise

their clipped Dutch to the dignity of a written language,

in which they are now composing works of general litera-

ture, and even poems, diligently editing class-books and

theological treatises, and printing such newspapers as Den.
opregten Afrikannder.

Flemish or South Dutch, i.e., Belgian Dutch, though

very nearly allied to North Dutch or the Dutch of Holland,

essentially ditTers from the latter in I'laiiy important points

of detail. In its vocabulary, its phraseology, and the

structure of its sentences, it clearly betrays the influence

of the French-speaking part of the nation. In a novel by
a very popular Flemish author, A. C. van dcr Cruyssen,

printed in bold type in small octavo, and numbering leas

than 200 pages, the present writer noted far more than

200 cases in which a North-Dutchman would have choseo

quite another turn of expression. The South Dutch diakct,

which after the fall of Antwerp had remained almost

stationary, but which in our days has become a cultured

written language through the diligent efforts of various

writers of great talent, bears the evident marks of this recent

emergence from a stateof utter neglect on the part of cultured

men, and to a North-Dutchman has an air of fiimple-minded

artlessness and innocent naivetd.

The complexity of origin of the Dutch language is most

noticeable in the case of the vowels. In the consonants

the Saxon and the Frankish did not differ greatly, and

the Frisian has had a much smaller influence. To the

Saxon must be ascribed the dropping of the nasal before

s, /, tk, as well as before b and v, in vyf{&ve), sederl (sinthe,

since), maiden (mouth), in proper names', A-e. At the

same time there are several words in which the it is 'pre-

served,—most of these being borrowed irom the Frankish,

as wider, kuude, Ysebnoude in Holland^ (alongside of

Yselmuiden in Overyssel), and gins (for which" we have

goeze in the Overyssel dialect). . The s in the nom. plur. of

the vowel steins is only partially retained : side by side

there exist in Middle Dutch plural forms like honde,

dorpers, kinder, kiude, kyne, which have almost all in

later Dutch assumed either s simply, s after the plural

form r, or en (originally the plural form of ii stems),

the s and n being erroneously regarded as a sign of the

plural (see infra). On the whole the Frankish influence

lias been the most potent,—that of the other two tongues

being only observable here and there in the terminations,

or in a comparatively limited number of words and
expressions. The history of tho development of the

language may bo divided into two great periods. In the

first, the Middle Dutch, tho fuller forms ynd long vowels

of inflexional and derivational suffixo-i and the final

elements of compound word;;, which are preserved in

Gothic and High Germao, have already become short and
unaccented, while at the same tinif, through the loss of the

accent, the final elements have partly lost Uieir signifio.arce,

and occasioBally a notable abbreviation has been eiicctcd

both in th(^ir pronunciation and their oit.hograp!-.y. From
the Middle Dutch tho niodcra language i.s distinguished

by a greater neglect and corfiisioc of inflexional lurms, by
the presence of a hr.30 ;iu!nber of foreign words intro«

duced about the end of the l.Jth century, as well as of a'

multiti'-de ot dialect and modern terms, and by the disuse

or modified sig';ifioati'jr:3 of tuany ct tho older words.
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Of the Middle Dutch we have no remains ejiilicr than

the. beginning of tlie 13th century-, though Saxon and

Frankish linguistic monuments go back to the 8th or 9tli.

Middle Dutch extends from the 12th century to 1450;
then follows a transition period, reaching to 1500, from

which date Modern Dutch has prevailed to the ' .esent

time. In the period last named a subdivision may De made

at 18G5, the date of the introduction of the new spelling.'

In Modern Dutch there is a considerable difference

between the latest and the earliest forms. The older

language still preserves many words that have now
become ob.solete, and the style is modelled more closely on

.that of the classical writers. Towards the end of the

18th century the inlluence of Van Effen, Rtijl, Bilderdijk,

and others effected great changes ; and while the deflexion

largely increased, the Hollandsch dialect began to make
itself predominant, especially in regard to the vowels u and

y or y (*) Indeed the main diflerence between Middle

and Modern Dutch is due to the fact that the former

la under tlio influence of Dietsch (the Flemish-Zealand

dialect), while in the latter Hollandsch has the supremacy.

• In the transition period the language was adulterated by

great number of bastard words and bastard forms derived

from French, which obtained currency throughout Holland,

Zealand, Utrecht, and the southern provinces, from the influ-

ence of the court and government of the dukes of Burgundy.

The study of the dialects and grammar of Middle Dutch has not

been prosecuted far enough to allow of very detailed statements
regarding them. Our principal authorities for the interpretation

of the liteiary remains are the works of Do Vries, Verwijs, Verdam,
Moltzcr, and others. Most of these remains are in Dietseh, as

the romances of chivalry, the works of Maerlant, the chronicles

and songs ; others, as the St Servaas of Van Veldeke, are-in the
language of the south-cast (Limburgsch). Of the mediaeval

language, as it was spoken in Utrecht or in the Saxon provinces"

(the countship of Zutphen, Ovcryssel, and Drenthe), the only
remains aro in charters and similar documents. Since the Saxon,
ns is indicated by the conjugation of the verb, has exercised no
dominant influence, and the Hollandsch on the other hand is

closely connected with the Dietsch, we will only quote as an
example of the language a single strophe from Maerlaut's tVapaie
Marlyn, with a metrical translation (hitherto unpublished) from
the pen of Nicol.aa Beets (1880).

God, diet al hi rodcne doet,

Giif dlt wftndel acrtsco Roct,

Der mcnschcit Reincne,
Dnttcrc mede ware gevoct,

Kndc Kcclecr, ctidc gescoct,

Endc lev<:n snudc rune.

Ku Cfl KJcrtclitilt so vci woet,
Dill elc Bettct sincn mnet
O^n al te hcljbcnu ajli-ne.

Illciomme Btortmcn mtinsccnhlo^t,
lUtrornme stlclitmon mettcr vpoet

Jtorcc enrle liofrfi stene
Menegcn tc weiie.^

God, die hot al met wtjRhcid doet,

Gaf dlt verjjanklijk nuixlschc (coed
Dt-n inensuhcn in't ccmet'n,

Opdiit ?.ij zoudcn zijn guvoed,
Het ijjf Rekteed, ftrachocid de voct
En Icvcn rein vnn zeon.

Maurzlc nu hoc de holizucht woedt
I'Mt icdcrecn In nrrcn moed .

't Al hchhon wil alleen' ' " -'
Ilicrom vciRiot men meiischcnbloed.
En h(niwt met rockcloozen spoed

Unirhtslotcn, twaar van steec.
Tot Brnuit van mcnigcen.

Tlie Consonants.—As rcrards the consonants, Dutch in the main
ilocs not differ from the other Low German 1 guages. The cxplo-
Kive g ami the th arc wanting. Instead of the former there is a g
with "fricative "pronunciation, and aa in High German the thhiis
[lasscd over into d.

Nearly all the final con.sonants in Middle Dutch arc sharpened,
and the sharp sounds are graiiliically represented ; in Modern
Dutch, on the other hand, the ^historical development of the
language being more distinctly kept in view, and the agreement
observed witli tlia inllexional forms, the soft consonant is written

more frequently than it is sounded ; thus we havo Middle Dutch
dach, Morlern Dutch dnq, in analogy with the plural dagen.
The gutturals are g, k, ch, and h. The aspirate sound of the g

13 of very early dnto ; even in the Old Dutch psalms g interchanges
with A {wrh side by side with wcg, just as in Gothic fnh-ds and
faginon, Anglo-Saxon borh and Im-gci, Old Saxon n\anah and
manag). Tlie gh, which in MidiUo Dutch frequently aiipcars

before o and t, served lo distinguish the fricative g from the French

g ; in later Middle Dutch we find this otiject lost sight of, and the
gh alao written before n, o, or u. in Maerlaiit ghaits and g/trvc

both occur. In the 15th century the gh wasalao employed instead

of cli., when people began ',o observe tlie etymological agreement of

' For tnfonnftflon r^^rrdinff the results fnl-nlslicd hv an InvestlRntion of tho
propel- names, see I'-ofesnor II. Kern In Tittf. en LfCln'bo'le. pnrt til. p. '.'70.

* Sec Sloot, Oorkonttrntiffk van Getre en Zittphcn: Tna'Htiniti^e Itijdffifjeit, 1.

Van Jftrnb fnde van ifartinc, ed. ii. Verwijs (Uibliuthevk van Middolncdov],
Loll«ikendo,27.>

iV !rick and si laghcn, and in this >»ay arose the spelling ih lagh.

Tliis indicated no change in pronunciation. That in Middli
Dutch, however, .an explosive inonunciation existed (in some words,
move especially after n), as well as the aspirated pronunciation, is

evident from words like di7ic, ginc ; this sound did not hold ibi

ground but passed into the nasalized guttural now written ding,
ging. The explosive force, however, was preserved where the dimi-
nutive suffix ye followed immediately after ng, as well as before lijh

and some other affixes, and it is now expressed by k [koninkje,
jonkman). In combination with s, g became k{specksel. Jinks from
vlug). So also in intensive verbs like linkkcn, knikken, where the
k arose from an exjilosive g before,; of the suffix, and was doubled
after the short vowels. In non-intensives, as liggcn, zcggcn, where
the g was aspirated, that letter was doubled in the same way from
gj. The Dutch g is besides sometimes derived from' the common
German g (gans, dag) ; .sometimes it is the Old German A at tho
end of a word, between vowels, or after liqunls {hoog, zuig). Some-
times it is a survival of the compound gw, and exists along with a
form in w, as spugc7i, spuwcn. G arose out of j in kruisigcn and
other verbs in -igcn, just as in Anglo-Saxon. In the beginning of

some words in Middle Dutch g passed into 7, as^orwi lot gimst, while
Modern Dutch again has guust. The passage of g into j, and i

after a or e, and before a vowel, is found both in Middle Dutch and
Modern Dutch : scgel becomes zcil, gczegd gczeid. In some words
the explosive g has jiassed into A:; in others, and iudeed the majority,
the k, both in the body of the word and as an initial and a final

letter, is the common Low German k. After short vowels the k of

the compound kj wasdoubled, and they dropped off after producing
'* umlaut" {dekken, wckkcn). An original k remained as an initial

letter before n or r in kring, hiijpcv, &c. , alongside of which we
have Hng, nijpcn, &c., in which the k passed into h and then
dis.appeared. The k also remains undisplaced in the diminutive
ken {TcmI- en Lclterbode, ii. 105). Before t, k became ch in zucU
{ziek)y wac/U (waken).

In Middle Dutch c and k are interchanged without distinction of

sound. C is used before vowels except e and t, and before /, 71, and
r, and at the end of a word {cop, clccn, crane). After n sometimes
ck is also employed {gnnc and ganck). In later Middle Dutch the.

ck is more frequent ; in other cases k is common {kinti- kerkc).

Frequently wo find k as well as c,—never, however, c before e or

i, except in French words, where c had the sound of s (citroen).

Sometimes ch (as in dieins, chcssen) ocours as well as c {ceins, eessen),

where ch represents the palatal sound of the s, which in the more
modern language is rather represented by sj [korsjct and corset,

sjokkeii and sokke.n, &c.). The doubling of the k was indicated by
ck {dcckcii), while ga was the ordinary for kw {bcquame, quedelen,

gucnc), in Modem Dutch dekkcn, bekwaam. •

In the beginning of words h has lost its original aspirate sound
and become a mere breathing, and consequently it has often

dropped off both before othej consonants and between vowels : thus
hring becomes rijig (as early as in the Old Frankish psalms),

slahan becomes slaan, vliehen in Middle Dutch vlien. In some
of these words a d has been afterwards inserted out of a supposed
analogy with weak verbs, as e.g., with belien, bcUdc ; where Modern
Dutch ha%vlieden, geschieden. Middle Dutch hadr'/i'cTi, gcscien ; even
in Middle Dutch, iudeed, geschicde (Modern Dutch gcschiedde) was
an alternative form with geschach. In the dialects h is frcqliently

prefixed inijiroperly (harm for "arm, &c. ). At tho end of words
the h occasionally kept its fricative sound (hooch, gcschach, tooch),

as the M shows. In the verbs liegen (tiuhan) and tijgcit (tVian),

which sounded iicn and tijcn in Middle Dutch, the g has been
afterwards introduced into the present stem, jtrO.bably through the

similarity of the sound of the A (cli) in tooch with tho ch sound
which g acquires as a final consonant, and througli the g of tho

plural preterite ^Of/crt. Ch did not remain in the preterite of all verba

in Middle Dutch: i'/iii)i, hiLS vioc as well as vlooch; alongside of this,

however, there is an infinitive vlicghen, also with a preterite vhoch.

From the compound hw the h soon dropped oil' in the Middle
Dutch ( loalvisch, me, tnaar), not, however, where the 7V was vocalized

(compare hvi with wei, hoe with woe in the Saxon; in this lost case

woe passes further into lor). Before t, h retains its aspir.ato sound,

as in vJurht (ch pronounced .as the German ch without ^); and (/also

before t takes the sharp sound of ch, although this is not reprcsontej

by the spelling in substantives in -Ic, as gchcrgtc, ndjectivis in -/yi',

as gcnoeglijk, and in tho conjugation hij /igt. The ch in sch (pro-

nounced as 5 : vlccsch, pron. vices), derived from the Middle Dutch
sc ($k), is a mere orthographical convention ; as an initial consonant

srh is now pronounced sg (schip), but in the Saxon dialects and in

Frisian tho old sound is preserved : s/:;'/), skool (scliola). Sculan has
already in Middle Dutch c)ianged the sc into s, and in Modern Dutch
it ajqiears as c (zuttcn). Ch before t, except where it stands for g, ia

derived from an/(eniniKin'(;(,7n/c/i/, kochi, slicht, alongside ofwhich
we liiive words in whirh the/ has been ivlaiued, ns sti/tnwd bniilo/t,

Middle Dutch brulochtc). Before s the guttural is assimilated or

syncopated: examples are bun (High German bfichse), vos (fox), zea,

dcescm (dfcgsem).

There is in Dutch a d which corresponds to tho Eaalishi/t antf
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the High German d; it is fornieu by the toncue and the nprer row
of teeth ; the d, on the other hand, which is like the Englisn d and
the High German t is formed by the tongue and the roof of the

mouth (or the gums above the teeth).' In the Old Frankish psalms
Ol/cnk and it/ertM still exist side by side, but even then the

d'sti"ction was probably not a great one; in Middle Dutch th has

b:come rf, or the th is retained as a mere orthographical convention.

While in tlie psalms a distinction is still preserved between tk and

d 83 a final letter, inasmuch as d passes into (, but Ih, or d derived

fr^m th, remains, d at the end of words always changes in Middle

Dut.h into ( or into dt. \\Tiere, however, the dliad remained

before vowels in the conjugations of the verbs or the inflexions of

the nouns, the d was in several words afterwards restored, although

the sharp sound was preserved. In other instances the sliarp

sound ot the nominative affected the oblique cases, and all forms

acquired the sharp sound which then remained in Modern Dutch

(,gc:ant, gc:aiilen ; rit, ritlcn j vencmit, vertCiinlcu) ; and the same

change took place especially in indeclinable words, as want, vtct.

In Middle Dutch a tenuis or spirant before d changes it into (

;

but whether it be owing to difference of dialect or to inaccuracies of

orthography, many instances may be pointed out where this

does not occur; thus we find noclilan, onlacii (for onttaen), but

along with these also nochdanne, ontdacn. In Modern Dutch
this is not the case, but a number of forms are due to the same
principle, especially in compounds of prepositions with the

article (»K«e«, mettcr), while in the conjugation of weak verbs also

the suffix de turns into tc after sharp consonants (legie, lachU,

Middle Dutch loech). On account of the sharpening of the rf as a

final letter, no d is ever found before the suffix -nis, and t even

occurs before an afterwards inserted e, as in becUenis (the same is

the e.ise with/, b, v, as vcrgijfcnis for vcrgi/iiis).

After 0, oe, or la the d passes into^', though in Middle Dutch in-

stances seldom occur (Middle Dutch rudcn, Jlodcrn Dutch ruicn;

Middle Dutch rodeii, Modern Dutch uilrocien); sometimes it drops

out (kioede, kwce). The spoken language goes much farther than

the written in this use of^ for rf; thus dooje, goejc are written doodc,

goedc. In like manner the spoken language has changed rf into w
after au or ok derived from al or ol ; thus we find the pronunciation

ouwe, gouwcn, komo, with the spelling oude, gotidcn, koude. In

the adjectives oi(itt'/yi and kouwclijk the whaa become established.

Except after vowels in verbs where h has dropped out, whenever

there is no preceding consonant, and an r follows either immediately

Or after an e, d is inserted after I, n, r (kddcr, zwnarder, hdder,

dienrler, dondcr), an insertion which is less common in Middle Dutcli

{tulre, solre, donre; also, however, dondre). At the end also of

words we often have a paragogic d after n where the Middle Dutch
kept the n as the final letter (thus icmand, arcnd ; Middle Dutch
ieman, aren) ; after .sharp consonants « is added, asgedrochl, burcht,

borst (High German burschc), and also in mijnent, &c.

I) is frequently syncopated as a penultimate consonant before s

:

Ihans for thandi, volgens for volgends. Ase-m, wascm, perhaps, have

not dropped the rf (th) before s, but have changed th into s. While

the final t has partly grown out of rf, it is partly also the common
Low German and En^ish t {tal, latcn, haat). Between jp and r in

words derived from tne Romance tongues a < is inserted owmg to

the common German dislike to sr (siroop from sirop) ; after n, and

(ilso before the suffix -lijk, the introduction of t, which was

frequent in the 16th century, is less and less heard, and on this

point the WTitten speech is far before the spoken [wctcnlijk,

eigcnlijk are frequently pronounced wczcrjlijk, eigentlijk ; ordentclijk

alongside of ordclijk at an early date has acquired the (, and after-

wards an inserted c, at the s.arae time modifying its signification).

In the dialects (Liinburg, Brabant, Utrecht) the final t after con-

sonants and vowels is frequently dropped: hij heef (hccft), nil

{niet). The compound ts serves in words borrowed from the French
to represent the Dutch pronunciation of the French sound f (/afsoen.

Ft. fafon). While the present language, both in orthography and
pronunciation, makes a distinction between s (as in the English

sound) and : (as in the English ha:el), the Middle Dutch had
only s (though in the later MSS. z begins to appear), and Frisian

is still in the same position. Before a vowel or u; s has for the

most part passed into j, except in those words in which it is followed

cither by a long or short Towel succeeded by s, or by a short vowel
before s oi k ; or z was sharpened into shy at from the preposition

te: zod, zwak, sitten; sisscn, sui:cn, sokken, samcn (from tsamen for

U atmtii). In foreign words the s usually remains (saluvl, soldij).

Contrary to the pronunciation, z is written in zcstig and zevmlig

(pronounced SMtig, seventig, and in dialects (.scrfij, tscticntig).' The
sin the middle of a word, after a syllable which originally had
no accent, has passed into r; gaurcn, bcvrooren; at the same
time we have the forms gnition (to heal), btvrozcn, and in the Middle

Dutch vroos along with vroor, and kozen with koren. In many
cases the meaning has been modifieil^
""' Compare on thh point Kem In the taa'tundige Bv^rcigen, I. 175.

' This dlsleot / bM probably come frrni the Old Saxon ant- itiund), which Btood

before trventig, lac^li</, ntgent'ff (dialect tnfyrrtliff). From these words tho

ehai-peniof: of the Initial consonant has spread to the other nitmorols: vetrtig axui

»^/<; on pronounced /c<rfi^ hui^ng.

Prothcsis ot s occurs in smocl for »i<w7. Such forms as shnk and

liuk.sncbbc and Jicbbc, zwcukcn and irantcii, go back to oWer forms,

and are thus probably doublets of much older date than iho break,

ing off of the German languages from each other.

As in English so in Dutch A is the undisplaced German medial.

Al fhe beginning and in tho body of a word it has the same sound;

at the end it is pronounced as p (see p. 86). In Middle Dutch

for the most part 6 was followed by a vowel (Middle Dutch webbe,

Jlodern Dutch leeb) ; this vowel fell away in Modern Dutch, but

the b remained in the written language. Wherever the b represents

bj it is doubled, just as after a short vowel {krab, krabbcn). So, too,

frequeutatives have bb (kiabbden, kibbdcn, with which compare

Modern Dutch kijven. Middle Lower German kibben; strMdoi side

by side' with sirct'cn ; compare also hcbben and hce/l, Old Frankish

IMim, Dutch kven). After a or « + m, 6 fell away both as a

middle letter and as a final consonant; but this is not as yet

general in Middle Dutch ; alongside of crom, omme, we find cromp,

oinbe, while in Modern Dutch we always have lam, krom, dom, om.

In substantives ending in m with a preceding long vowel,

wherever the diminutive particle je is appended, a p is inserted

(kruim, kridmpje; blotnn, blocmpje); but this does not take place after

an imperfect vowel where an e is inserted (kam, kammclje). As in

English tho p has not been displaced, and it has the same sound

{paard, post, pink, lav).

For the English /as an initial letter (c/. Sweet, Hist, qf Engli»Ji

Sounds, p. 78), Modern Dutch as well as Middle Dutch has/ and

V. In the body of a word the/ passes into v ( = f in English lover),

or is doubled after short vowels {ice/, hven
; plof, ploffen). At tha

end and also before consonants after vowels, v becomes / (hoo/d,

Middle Dutch hovcd; a/, Midille Dutch ave and a/). Verbs in

elcn have/ before e (sdiuifelcn from schuiven).

F (!) is the common German/, and accordingly interchanges

with th, lis in oftc (Got. aiM(Arti()= English or; but o/(Got. iba) =
English if; vcd {flu). Before vowels and I, f is sometimes pre-

served in pure German words, while in others of the same sort v

appears {frisch, verseh; ftink, vlak; /el, vcditen); so also in the

Old Dutch psalms we find vater along with/arfo-, while in Middle

Dutch likewise a similar variation prevails. Usually the precedence

of a sharp consonant in Middle Dutch- causes the v to become /
{me^fal, ontfacii; cf. val and xacn; But also mesrnl, &c.).

Tlie combination /( has in Dutch passed into cht, but it appears

in the dialects, and was more frequent in Middle Dutch {vcrkocht,

hecht, sticht, achter ; vcrkofl, heft, stift, after). On the other hand

in the psalms and the Glossal Lipsiaiut, and also in dialectic

charters, we find occasionally ft for ht: druften (druhtin), sufte

(stem suk), ecndraftig (for eendrachiig).

The liquids are unchanged, except m and n in inflexional ter.

minations. In certain other cases I interchanges with 7!:for

example, slak. High German schnecke; Schevelingen {I7th century),

Schcveningen, &c. By the I sound a preceding a or c is turned into

0, asovertoUig l,tal); in some instances o/ changes into ou, e.g.,goud,

and, zout ; if the o before e passes into u (see under o), then the solu-

tion does not take place (gulden; Middle Dutch kultcn, Slodern

Oatch houten;vienigviddig). In Middle Dutch we haven?, ol, and

0!t side by side, ^/rcmainswith stem vowels, in the suffix -ma (even

where it becomes n in High German), as 6;t)cM,tc:«m (High Germ:;.-;

bcsen), aud in hem, dat. sing. 3d pers. pron. In other cases it passes

into )i in inflexional terminations; den (High German dcm), geven

(1st pers. pin. pres. ); m6 becomes mm, and consequently m. In ntaar,

m represents nw {moare for ne ware). In drempel, m io inserted.

The r is of very various character. In the first place we have-

the dental r, agreeing with the Italian r in ragaz:o—!ot example,

raad, rust, hart ; and secondly we have the guttural r, only heard

in words which had hr in Old German {ring, ros, retizd). As tho

former is a difficult sound for many Dutchmen, especially for those;

of the Saxon district, the guttural r is used instead of it. In the

Saxon districts we find, besides, a very strong consonant called by

Sievers the " cerebral " r (e.g., hard, worst, marsch). Although it

is not distinctly audible, a practised observer can hear it, just as in

the English letter, hard.^ The r derived from : belongs to the first

class. Through the influence of the r, short vowels are lengthened

in Middle Dutch {acrch, aerbcid, for arg, arbeid). Transposition

of the r, both before and after the vowel, is frequent in Middle

Dutch and in Modern Dutch: godsirucht, nooddrufl,dertig, barnen,

<

kersten (krist). Before r, n was elided in Middle Dutch (mire for

mtnre, &c.); before m it was assimilated (onmale ommate), and

before b it passed into m {ombcradm) ; but in liodern Dutch this

change does not take place.
, , t c j

In some words beginning with a vowel, n has been prefixed

through the influence of the declined article, the possessive pronoun,

or the preposition in: thus naarstig. Middle Dutch natrnsl, grew

out of in enist; navonds from aiond ;
ncom (17th century) out of

mlno»m(ModernDutch,however,hasoom). As regards thepret«ntcs

dncht and bracht along with denkcn and brengen, which appear in

Middle Dutch, no certainty has been attained. The n in this caa*

• Kem, Taali, Bi/Jr., 1. St
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may have dropjwd out, as in the other German languages, while

before ch the d was shortened to a, which like a in other cases

before ch passed into o (hence, in the spoken language, brocht,

dochl exist side by side with bracht, dacht), or the sufiix may be

appended to the non-nasalized stem. That each Germanic language

may in these cases have gone its own way is evident from the Anglo-

Saxon, where sach a form as yibokta indicates an older form gi^nhta,

Voiceh. —As early as the SUddle Dutch period, the final vowels of

the inliexions, i and u as well as c, had for the most part lost their

sound. The i which gave rise to the uml&ut was in great measure
elided in some words before the umlaut period, in others later.

The number of words in which no umlaut occurs is increased ; in

some words it is, absent, even while i is retained or has passed into

e ; this depends on the greater or less sensitiveness of the dialect

for. the umlaut :

—

loot, comparat. later ; beUr ; Middle Dutch
hoved. Modem Dutch hoofd; teugel; Middle Dutch hoge, Modern
Dutch verheugd, heug; bleii\de], bloode ; edd, add. Analogy has

also played a great part in the modification of formations {vait,

vxaUr, along with vesting, vcsten; mackt, machtig, along with

amechlig; hand, haridciu, handig, along with bchindig).

A has in open syllables the sound of English a in father, in

closed syllables that of the English a xa as ; when there is a

perfect sound in closed syllables the .spelling is aa ijaar), in open
syllables a {maken); in bad, nai, a = a. An original short a anil

a long a in open syllables are even in Middle Dutch pronounced
alike, and may be rhymed with each other (dagen, lagcn, a rhyme
which was not permitted in Middle High German). In the Saxon
dialects d was expressed by ao (some words came in this way into

Dutch with 00 for ao, as vioot, a slice of fish), and a or i! in the

FiTsio-Saxon districts passes into ^ before r, as 7^?- (jaar). Middle
Dutch preserved a. in several words where in Modem Dutch it

passes into e before r {arg, erg; sarc, zcrk; vjarf, wcrf); in others,

OS aarde, staart, zwaard, the Middle Dutch had e and a {crde,

stert, swerl, swart, start ; Modern Dutch zicaard, staart). In

foreign words, likewise, e before r has become a; paars, perse;

lantaam, lanterrw (in the dialects c is still frequently retained). In

lliddle Dutch a before I sometimes, but not usually, becomes
(overlaltich side by side with drievoldich) ; the passage of a into

before ch also occurs {ambocht, brochi, &c. ).

In the preterite singular of the first conjugation of strong verbs

the a is always retained in Middle Dutch, and has not passed, as

in .Modern Dutch, into through the influence of the plural

(Middle Dutch ic vant, bant, ti'i vo^idcn, bonden. Modern Dutch
ik voni, bond, &c. ). It is also retained before I and r, e.g.,_ barg,

Btarf (though side by side with these we have berg, stcrf), where
Modern Dutch has borg, stierf, hiclp, &c. In ic set, hi set, the c

carao frODj the plural wi sclcn, whereas the present form is again ik

tal. A similar influence of analogy is observable in the for a in

the verbs schj:rcn, zweren, and wegcn, which now have scfioor,

schoren, zwoor, and u-oog ; Middle Dutch scar, scdren, warh, &c.

,

in which tlie a has been displaced by the of the preterite par-

ticiple. In the conjugation of the verbs Middle Dutch has e where
Modern Dutch has a {gcslegen, dregen. Modern Dutch dragcn).

In gehcven alone c has been kept. In the 3d pers. sing, fornjs

like ont/eet, gcet, stcet, occur in Middle Dutch, along with anl-

fact, gael, sttut (Modem Dutch ontvangi, gaat, staat). In participles

of verbs in the Germanic -jan, filiddle Dutch has in some cases the
original form without the umlaut, where Modern Dutch, through
the analogy with the present, has the umlaut ; Middle Dutch
becant, gcnant, gcsant ; Moilera Dutch bekcnd, gezvndfn. This
last arose through confusion with the participle of the verb sindcn,
which had become obsolete, gcsanl continuing to exist as a sub-
stantive.

In substantives and adjectives we find e (derived from a through
1) along with the unchanged a (grelig, graag, from gradig; hckcl,

akelig ; edel, add).

The sound of the e derived from a does not differ from that of

on ori<'inal c, or of an c derived from 1, as they apjicar iu open
eyllables !,vde, stcdcn, pronounced as a in English name). If the e

derived from a or i 01 the original e occurs m closed syllables, it

lias a short sound, as in English men, end. Modem Dutch stem ;

while b<;fore r it is pronounced almost as the c in tho High German
Jlerr. Tho < in closed syllnblcs with a full sound (as English a;
Sweet, ei) is .spelled ec: veel, week (c from 1), bcek. The sharp, clear

€e which comes from at before r and w, followed or not by i or

j, is indicated by tlu) same letters in both oiwn and closed syllables:

ter, sneeuw, z^:e. Before other consonants followed by i or j we
nlway.s find ci: verbrcidcn, lieil, leidcn, -hcid. Middle Dutch -hede,

(hence in Modum Dutch plural -hcdcn). If no i otj followed, then
ai became « (/<•«/, breed). AVhile in the Saxon dialect nf Guelder-
land and Ovoryssel ni is always ee except when i orj follows, an ci

often occuiB iu the western dialects, which has not arisen through
the umlaut ; in some places it is even pronounced as ai where the
written fonn has ec : i'sclstcin (proper name)p gcnUin, Stc. ; Modern
Dutch ateeit, gemeen.

I
Sometimes the ci has come from ag or eg thiwigh vocalization of

the g to i (meid, magcd ; scil, scgd) ; sometimes it is from the

French ai, ei, i, ie (fomlcin, hakkenei, bakin, &c.). In individual
cases ei stands where the Midiile Dutch has e before n : diinzcn.
Middle Dutch denzen; peinzen, Middle Dutch penzen andpeizen;
sometimes it is the result of an i following : heinde {hende, haiuli).

Since the umlaut has not been equally effective in all dialects,
being even wanting where i has passed into e or dropped out, we
find words with ee side by side with words with ci. Thus, Middle
Dutch has reene, klecne, where Modern Dutch, throughthe influence
of another dialect, has rein, klein. In lloiicrn Dutch ee frequently
exists side by side with ei {rerbrccdcn, verbreiden ; lieelcn. heil) ; in
this case there is usually a differentiation of meaning. The dialect
of North Holland turns ce into ie {bicst, stien, bien, for the Dutcd
beest, steen, been) ; and this explains some words with ie in the
spoken language : for example, lientje {tioig), dricgen (dreigen)—
17th century.

The letter represents three sounds :—(1) the short sharp <

and (2) the short soft 0, the former like the in English not and
French soldat (Dutch bud, belofte, tocht, kolf), the latter like the
French in ballon (Dutch vod, plojff'en, ochtend, vol ; Middle
Dutch has frequently u, as uchtend); and (3) the full as id

French notcr (Dutch koleti, stolen, vcrloren). The sharp eleai

00 has almost the same sound as the full ; in some dialects

(among others the Saxon) it is pronounced as double 00, in otheis
(Flemish and Hollandsch) somewhat like au. In Middle Dutch,
the lengthening of the vowels wxs frequently indicated by e (before

r sometimes by i, as in oir) ; hence ae for d, oe for 6. Where oe occurs
in the modern language, it has the sound of « (pronounced like the
u in High German, and answering to tho Gothic 6, Old High
German uo from lia), which in Middle Dutch was frequently re-

presented by'oa {au; Sweet, p. 6), still so pronounced in West
Flemish and the Groningen dialects,' though before labials and
gTitturals it was expressed by uc and oe {botie, soukcn., and al-o

g^ict, VHCrin, but usually goet, soeken, bocc). The Saxon dialects stij

preserve in these cases an S souudwhich agrees with the MiddleDutcn
oe [bOk, mOder); in two woTds^r077ier {rocmer, however, is also usedj
and S]>ook— has passed from these dialects into Dutch. As the
u (Old German U), which in the modern tongues has passed into ui

except before r and «', retains the u sound in the Saxon districts,,

's<Hne words have come into Dutch from these dialects, being
written with oe from the similar sound of oe (from 6) and uo
{snoet, boer, soezai, alongside of which are Frankish words, sJiuitt

suizeTU, &c. ). Except in the Saxon dialects, which are more sen-

sitive to the nmlaut, the modification of oe by i seldom occurs
(Modem Dutch grocn, zoct, zoeken, but Saxon gryn, zyt, zijken,—cf.

Sweet, History of English Sounds, p. 6). In thcGroiiingen dialect, o>

in zoikcn is umlaut of ou (<« = ok; moudcr. Modern Dutch, inoedcr).

Forms in ilodera Dutch as reukdoos, bevk, gcneugte alongside oi

roekcloos, boek, genoegcn, show the oe changed before i in en, when
oe was still pronounced 6; they have thus not umlaut of oc hut of i5.

In French words which are completely naturalized long becomes
oe (fai;on = fatsoen).

In Middle Dutch, in some cases occurs instead of oe {it) in open
syllables (gode, inoder). This o for oe rhymes with ; rhymes lik»

gode (goede) and gode (Goth. Cyp.«), stocct (sfookt) and soeel [zoekt),

are repeatedly introduced. Thus, too, oc = d from au and oe = Goth.
6 and ?! rhyme with each other.

The Modern Dutch 00 from nw is represented by 00 botli in open and
in closed syllables. The full clear from the German or u it

expressed iu closed syllables by 00, in open syllables by 0: kool,

kolcn (English coal), stroom, stroomen. The umlaut of the soft

and sharp (eK = i) in High German schbn) is rare iu Middle
Dutch: Modern Dutch vieugel. Middle Dutch vlogcl; keuken,
kokene; verhcugen, hogen. Side by side with some cases where the
umlaut occurs the form without the umlaut is also retained in

Modern Dutch (leugen, logcn), sometimes with a diirorincc in the
meaning' {sjircuk, sprook ; hcusch, hoofsch). In tho dialects the
area of the umlaut is wider.

Oe before m and oe and 00 before ch, especially in monosyllables,
have changed into 6 : bloem, blont ; zoeken, zocht ; rocjycn, roeht

(whence bcrncht and gerueht); koopen, koeht. As in rochl, gcrxieht,

the short soft from the Middle Dutch has in many words i)assed

into a (Middle Dutch eonnen, gonncn, jojfer {joncvcrc); AloderQ
Dutch kunncn, gunnen, jujfer); sometimes botli forms have con-
tinued in use : anorkcn, murkcn; plonderai, plundcrcn; vcclvoudip
{veeholdig), vicnigvuldig. In like manner, the forms u and fi*om

a exist side by side {drojjpel, dnippel; gort, grid), as also u from •
before I (s?ii(/, spel).

The i2 had still the Old German pronunciation in the Old
Frankish psalms, and this was probably the ciuso also in the oldest

Midille Dutch. In Maerlants style, however, it had already

oi'ipuied the sound of tho French « in nature: thus, Maerlant rhymea
nature, cure; gure,purc; sure, creature. In the dialects we still

hear the old sound U and not y (Sweet, p. 6), e.g., Gucldcrs dialect

zur, Dutch zijr. Under the inlluence of the Ilollandsch in tho

ICtli and nth centuries, the i! has passed over through 6i into vt
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(pronounced nearly as the High German eu, English oij), except

belore r and w^ wihere the H keeps the sound it.. hhddW Dutch oi

also passed into ui {shier, sluier), just as ^^•i alter consonauts:

hui (hwei), duit (thwcit). From the common German (3 thus arose

the MirMle Dutch u in duvc, duscnt, mucs, and in the vtnbs sugeri^

supcn, lukcn, corresponding to tho Modern Dutch ui in duzzaid,

duif, 7nuis, zitiffen, zuipcn, iitiken. (in which the Hi^h German
has au, Old High German fl). The \v0rd3 in wliich the Saxon has

the umlaut have m Middle Dutch likewise it, but in. Modern Dutch
ui: Middle Dutch buddy suver^ lustcrcn; Modern Dutch buidd,

2uivcr, luistcren; Saxon bUdel, ziivtr, IdstcTcn, &c. In Modem
Dutch mod, siioet, knocsty &c., have oe along with forms in ui

{muil, siucit, kniiist). In the Saxor dialect, oe (w) and « occur in

some cases in the oblique cases {knoest, pi. knusU). Tho same thing

t.kes place in the strong verbs, which iu Anglo-Saxon have tf, iu^

Old High German to (Modern Dutch buigen, Anglo-Saxon bUgaUy

Old High German biegan); the Saxon dialects have here some-
times a {bUgcn, sluteri), sometimes oc {kroepen, schocvcn). Old
German iu passes before the suffix a into €o, w, and finally in

Middle Dutch and Modern Dutch into ie [dicr, biedat, kiezen).

Belore r Middle Dutch has the H frequently along with ie {onghicre,

ongch'ure) ; Modern Dutch duur along with dia^aar (Belgian

duurbaar), vuur (from viwar) along with vier. —Sometimes ie

changes into e: deemoedig, {diemoedigy dieiun), dre as well as dn'e,

kalcn and Modem Dutch hidden (Cosijn, Noord en Zuid, i. 219).

In some cases ui comes from the degradation of ai or i, especially

in words borrowed from the French {J'ruiteit, Fr./nte, Lat. frictare;

fomuiSy Ft. fornaisc. Middle Dutch foniays).

If an original eu is followed by j, i, or u, then cu becomes iu.

Middle Dutch «, Modem Dutch ui: beduden, dutsck, luden, Modern
Dutch beduiden, dtdtsch, luiden, along with which, however, exist

the forms dietsdi (derived from diet)y liedcuy bedicden, which must
be ascribed to the influence of the Flemish and Zealand dialects.

To this influence must also beassignodtheie before rand I'm strong

verbs of the first class which originally had a {sticrfy hielp, kc),
while the reduplicative verbs in the preterite have ic, just as in

Middle German and Modern German it is produced through contrac-

tion, according to analogy, and passes oefore double consonants
into I {sliepy vntg).

Ie further indicates a lengthened i and t in syllables on which
the chief accent falls [fabriek, fabnckcn), while i is used for short

i and in unaccented syllables, or, it may be, for short i in closed

syllables {J'abrikanl, sikkd, midden, binden). The long i is indi-

cated by u% where ij (which was originally the sign of f, and in

Middle Dutch and tho dialects is still so pronounced) passes over

into ai and ei through dialect influence, but retains the written

form ij: sijsje {V.w^. siskin), partij, pipiyijs, kc. In some words in

which the original i sound has been preserved, $ is also expressed

by ie {gei'ief, wicrook, Hem, &c.).

The sounds in Dutch which are the most difficult for foreigners

to pronounce are the aspirated g, the ck after vowels, the sc/t before

vowels, and v. This last letter is pronounced by the Germans
either as w or as/, and they also usually confound 6 and p as

initial consonants. Of tho vowefs, the most difficult is tlie ?«,

which is almost never pronounced with perfect accuracy by a

foreigner. The ij and ei are generally sounded too closely like ai.

Grammar,— In Middle Dutch the different noun-stems are divided

into two principal classes :—(1) a combination of the various vowel
stems, which have more or less lost their individual characters,

though here and there, in particular expressions and dialects, tho

difference of the stems makes itself apparent ; and (2) a consonantal
declension, that of tlie?i stems—the otlier consonantal stems having
been assimilated partly to then stems and partly to the vowel stems.

Gradually, however, the two classes begin to be confuted with each
other; thus in the vowel stems 5 completely ousts the t^ as a sign of
the nominative plural, and consequently acquires a plural signifi-

cance as well as en, so that (with some exceptions, like yraaf,
hertog, kc, and adjectives employed as substantives) s and en aie

in Modern Dutch used indifferently as plural tenninations, the selec-

tion mainly depending on the nature of the foregoing consonant.
In the words already mentioned

—

graaf, hccr, vorsC, kc, and in
compounds like gravenkroon, fiancnkaviy the genitive termination
en is preserved. The .v of the genitive is employed in feminines
whenever the qualified word stands after it, as murAcrskind; with
this exception, the s, especially in the spoken speech, is almost entirely

superseded by the periphrasis vayi den ; des kccrcn becomes van den
keer, the two forma having the same meaning, which is not the case
in High German.

Neuters have in the plural the sanifi inflexion 03 masculines ; but
they more frequently tlian these have the plural termination -cr,

—

corrupted, however, to -crs or -crcn {kind, kindcrs or kinderen)y no
plural termination in -cr alone bein^ now recognized. Some words,
which in the singular had a parallel form with another termination,
have the plural according only to one form: stad nnd sicde, for ex-
ample, have the plural ^Icdcn. I n some cases {as 5cA-v, pii:r sdtrpcn ;

tmid, plur. imcdcn) the plural form has not yet beei» explained. In
the dialects, especially in tho Saxon, the older foinus more particu-

larly of the plural, aro still in rnrc.-' ; and there is still a certain dif.

ference between the several stems : boom, pi. bc^iine {bbmc); gasty(jesif..

The old genitive and dative fuims are only retained in individual
cxpressious, as den landc, dcs huizes, &c. ; in all other cases th©
genitive and dative are expressed by the prepositions i-n^i or aan.
The accusativeis like the nominative, while in the neuter the dativM
also without nan is like the accusative. From the similarity c/
the dativK and accusative masculine and neuter of the article great
simiL-inty has arisen in the government of tlie prepositions ; it is

only in a few expressions (mclterdaad, van gocdcn nuize) that tho
original cases have been maintained ; in all other instances roor,

van, door, vxd, kc, govern the accusative. In Middle Dutch this
confusion had not advanced so far. The dropping of the 7t at the
end after vowels—a special peculiarity of HoUandsch—has given rise

to gieat neglect of the genders in the spoken language ; and this

confusion has even made itself felt in the literary style, though
it is kept in check by the Saxon dialects, which are strongly conser-
vative in this re.spect. '

The singular of tlie second personal pronoun du (still used in
Middle Dutch) has been displaced by the plural gij, which was
originally used out of politeness; and t/ derived from Uwe Eddhcid
is now employed as the honorific. As dative and accusative of gijy

jou is familiar in the spoken language (Eng. you, Goth. jus). The
third perBon has, as in Fnglish, for the masculine hij {hi), thus
diverging from the High German ; the neuter is het. The forra iu

use for the neuter article also sounds kct ; this hct is due to thefact
that the abbreWation 't for the pronoun kct and for the article dat
was the same,—a coincidence which led to an erroneous identifica-

tion. In Middle Dutch tho reflexive pronoun was hem ; Jilodern

Dutch (agreeing in this with the Old Frankish psalms) has zich.

Though the strong verbs and the various classes of weak verbs are

always kept separate, many verbs have become through association of

ideas almost unrecognizable. Strong verbs have become wholly or

partially weak: banncn, bande, gcbannen; spaiincn, spande, gespan^
nen ; hden, heelde, vcrholcn and verliedd , bcsejfen, bescfte, bcse/t

(Middle Dutch besief, beseven) ; weak verbs have become strong :

ja^ert (Middle Dwich. jaagde)y joeg e.nd jaagde, gejaagd; schcnden,

schond, geschonden ; 2c?i4en(see above); pn;>c7iand wijzen passthrough
the ?y (the weak) into the strong? class (Middle Dutch, ^jWsde, wUde

;

Modern Dutch, jt>?-ec5, wees, gcprezen, gexcczen. In bchjden. bcluiddCy

Middle Dutch bdtm, bdide, the d of the preterite found its way
into the present also and into the infinitive; andthe Jc/frfen, Modern
Dutch bdijden, thus formed passed into the i class of strong verbs.

The a of ward, the preterite oiwerdcn, has passed into u-erd, and the
plural has through analogy become werdcn, the present being ik uo7'd

and the infinitive worrfc?;. The first class of strong verbs has .before

71 + a consonant i in the stem of the present {binden) or else a

(helpcn), this e remaining throughout the conjugation of the present
(hij helpt, not, as in High German, hilft). In the preterite the a
has changed into through the influence of the plural, as has already
been mentioned undero. The conjunctive or optative is frequently
neglected even in Middle Dutch ; in the living language it is some-
times used after certain^verbs and conjunctions {op dat and ten einde),

I

but in expressing a wish it is sometimes periphrased by mogcn or
1 iatcn, and it is very frequently displaced by the indicative. The High
I
German construction of the verb with zich to express a passive idea

is contrary to the genius of Dutch, which employs the periphrastic
I jiassive form het wordt danr gcvunden instead of cs Jindd sidi da
(Fr. ilsetrouve la). The formation of the future likewise dilfers from

I

that of the High German, the auxiliary being not iverdcn but zullcn.

(Eng. shall) : 2k zal hct docn — both / shall do it and / will do it^

Much of the vocabulary of Middle Dutch has now become obsolete,

Some words have altogether disappeared:

—

dorpcr, dorperlika

(Modern Dutch, gcmccn), graeii [knevel), grein \kcry\y excellent

person), ontstaen {a/wachtcn), ors (puard), oorbaer {nid). Others
have changed their meanjnj» :

—

couse, "breeches," now "liuse";
dene, *'few," now "small' ; onnoozd, "innocent," now "half-
witted"; dccht, "simple," now "wicked"; bejn-oevcny "to prove,'*

now "to attempt"; cra7ic,*" weak," now "sick."
Many new native words have grown up in connexion with trade,

industry, art, and science; many foreign words have also been in»

troduced, such as those taken from the French with tho suffixes

ecrc7i, icicy icf\ and many words from the dialects have received

rights of citizenship.

For ft fuller survey of Ihe history of Dutch, the reader is referrct! to W. Dwight
Whiiney's Lawjuage. and t(s i/ut/y, anj the excellent trdnslatlon of It by J. B.

Vinckeis, Taat en TaahluiUe, vo'<jens de 3de uttgare voor yedeilandcri t>{Vfrlt.

The Kinmmai of the current speech may be studicil in the Si-rafilkiimlen of Kent,

P J. Cosjjn. Van lleltcn. For llie explfinaiton of Middle Dutch woidsand fornih*

see the pupers of Do Vrica. Vcrwijs. nnd Veidam in the Tnaf'jids. tha Tan I- en
Letterbode, end the TaaUvndiyt bijUrarjen : Do Vrlcs. Afiddeltirdrtlondscfie Taat-

z utter in<j; the edit ionsof the ^^/)iV<;/if/ J/is{oriael by Maeilnnt, of Dt^ Rose. Willluro

van Hlllcgflerdsbcrg. St-Khclyn; and tho iiitliothcck ran &Uddrlntdcrlaiidich»

Leiterkunde, by II. E. Molizt-r. For explanntion and histnry of words of ilift

current lanKUBRCseolhe Woordtnboek dcr Ned. Taaf, by Tic Vrlcs. Tc Winkel, Ac.
The old Saxon and Frankish forms are treated by Ktin in Taal-t'n LetU-rbode,

Cosijn In tlio OudFiank. I'salmcn, GaW^c \t\ AltOichsiidic Laut- vnd Flexionflthr^

(1st part). A Rood survey of the oitho^iriiphy Is given In Di Vries and Tft

Winkel's Grondbegimelm drr Ncdttiandldte Speiling and Wovracnivst toor (U

Sp'iiMig dcr Nedcrlandiche Taai.
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As has been shown above, the language now known as

Dutch or Flemish did not begin to take distinct shape till

about the end of the 11th century. From a few existing frag-

ments—two incantations from the 8th century, a version of

the Psalms from the 9th century, and several charters—

a

BupposedOldDutch language has been recognized; but Dutch

literatureactually commences in the 13th century, as Middle

Dutch, the creation of the first national movement in

Brabant, Flanders, Holland, and Zealand. From the wreck

of Prankish anarchy no genuine folk-tales of Dutch antiquity

have come down to us, and scarcely any echoes of German
myth. On the other hand, the sagas of Charlemagne and

.Arthur appear immediately in Middle Dutch forms. These

'were evidently introduced by wandering minstrels and

jongleurs, and translated to gratify the curiosity of the noble

women. It ia rarely that the name of such a translator has

reached us, but we happen to know that the fragments

we possess of the French romance of William of Orange were

written in Dutch by a certain Klaas van Haarlem, between

1191 and 1217. The Chanson Je ^ofa»rf was translated

about the same time, and considerably later Partlmnupeus

^ie Blois. The Flemish minstrel Dioderic van Assenede

•torapleted his version of Floria et BUinckf/leur &ho\it 1250,

The Arthurian legends appear to have been brought to

Flanders by some Flemish colonists in Wales, on their

return to their mother-country. About 1250 a Brabantine

minstrel translated Walter Map's Lancelot du Lac at the

command of his liege, Lodewijk van Velthem. The
Gauvam was translated by Pennine and Vostaert before

1260, while the first original Dutch writer, the famous

Jakob van Maerlant, occupied himself about 1260 with

several romances dealing with Merlin and the Holy Grail.

The earliest existing fragments of the epic of Reynard the

Fox were written in Latin by Flemish priests, and about

1250 a very important version in Dutch was made by
WiUem the Minstrel, of whom it is unfortunate that we
know no more, save that he was the translator of a lost

romance, Madoc. In his existing work the author follows

Pierre do Saint-Cloud, but not slavishly ; and he is the first

really admirable writer that we meet with in Dutch litera-

ture. It is not necessary to dwell at any length on the

monkish legends and the hymns to the Virgin Mary which

wore abundantly produced during the 13th century, and

which, though destitute of all literary merit, were of use as

exercises in the infancy of the language. The first lyrical

writer of Holland was John I, duke of Brabant, who
practised the minnelied with success, but whose songs are

only known to us through a Swabian version of a few of

them. In 1514 the earliest collection of Dutch folk-songs

saw the light, and in this volume one or two romances of

the 14th century are preserved, of which Het Daghet in

den Oostrn is the best known. Almost the earliest frag-

ment of Dutch popular poetry, but of later time, is an

tis'.orical ballad describing the murder of Count Floris

V in 1296. A very curious collection of mystical mediaeval

hymns by Sister Hadewych, a uun of Brabant, was first

printed in 1877.

Hitherto, as wo have seeii, the Middle Dutch language

had placed itself at the service of the aristocratic and
monastic orders, flattering the traditions of chivalry and of

religion, but scarcely finding anything to say to the bulk of

live- population. With the close of the 13th century a

change camo over the faco of Dutch literature. The
Flemish towns began to prosper and to assert their com-

mercial supremacy over the North Sea. Under such mild

rulers OS William II. and Floris V., Dort, Amster ,

and other cities contrived to win such privileges as amouni^
almost to political independence, and with this liberty

there arose a new sort of literary expression. The founder
and creator of this original Dutch literature was Jakob van Maer-

Maerlant, born near Bruges between 1225 and 1250. His l^*-

youth was spent in Holland, and probably in connexion
with the court, but in 1261 he returned to Flanders, where
he died about thirty years later. Maerlant commenced, aa

his predecessors had done, by translating the courtly

romances of the French, but when he returned to Flanders

he began to take his true position as an original didactic

poet. Ki'a Flowers of Nature, written about 1263, forms
an epoch in Dutch literature ; it is a collection of moral and
satirical addresses to all classes of society. With his

fiijmhijbel (Rhyming Bible) he nearly brought down on his

too secular head, in 1270, the chastisement of the bishop

of Utrecht, and thus early in Dutch history foreshadowed

the courage and free-thought of the Reformation. It was
not until 1284 that he commenced his masterpiece, De
Spieghel Historiael (The Mirror of History), at the command
of Count Floris V. After writing a great many important

works, "lyrical and didactic, Maerlant died at Damme,
about 1291. Of his disciples, the most considerable in

South Holland was Jan van Boendale (1280-1365). He^BoendalJ

was a politician of considerable influence, and his works are

historical and moral in character. In him the last trace of

the old chivalric and romantic element has disappeared.

He completed his famous rhyme chronicle, the Brabantsche

Yeesten, in 1315 ; it contains the history of Brabant down
to the times of the author himself. For English readers

it is disappointing that Boendale's other great historical

work, an account of Edward III. and his expedition to

Flanders in 1338, has survived only in some fragments

The remainder of Boen dale's works are didactic poems,

pursuing still further the moral thread first taken up by
Maerlant, and founded on mediajval scholastic literature.

In Ypres the school of Maerlant was represented by Jan de Weert

Weert, a surgeon, who died in 1362, and who was the^

author of two remarkable works of moral satire and exhorta-

tion. In North Holland a greater talent than that of

Weert or of Boendale was exhibited by Melis Stoke, a tSioke-

monk of Egmoud. who wrote the history of the state of

Holland to the year 1305 ; this work, the Rijmhronik, was
printed in 1591, and for its exactitude and minute detail

has proved of inestimable service to later historians.

With the middle of the 14th century the chivalric spirit

came once more into fashion. A certain revival of the

forms of feudal life made its appearance under William IIL
and his successors. Knightly romances came once more
into vogue, but the new-born didactic poetry contended

vigorously against the supremacy of what was lyrical and
epical. It will be seen that from the very first the literary

spirit in Holland began to assert itself in a homely and

utilitarian spirit. Jan van lleelu, a Brabanter, was the HeeK

author of an epic poem on the battle of Woeronc (1268),

and to him has been attributed the still finer romance of

the War of Grimhergen. Still more thoroughly aristocratic

in feeling was Hein van Akcn, a priest of Louvain, who Aken,
.

lived about 1255-1330, and who combined to a very curious

extent the romantic and didactic elements. As early as

12S0 ho had completed his translation of the Roman de la

Rose, which he must havo commenced in the lifetime of

Joan dc Meung. More remarkable than any of his trans-

lated works, however, is his original romance Ifdnric ev

Margriete, upon which he was at work for tbirty-eever.

years. Durins the Bavarian period (1319-1433) verv'
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little original writing oi much value was produced hi

•Holland. Buodewijii van der Loren wrote one excellent

piece on the Maid of Gheot, in 1,189. Augustijiiken van

Oordt was a peripatetic minstrel of North Holland, who
composed for the sheriff Aelbrecht and for the count of

Elois from 13.50 to 1370. Such of his ver.ses as have been

handed down to us are allegorical and moral. Willem van

Hildegaersberch (13.50-1408) was another northern poet, of

a more strictly political cast. Many of his writings c^ist

still unpublished, and are very rough in style and wanting

in form. Towards the end of the 1 5th century an erotic

poet of considerable power arose in the person of the lord

Dirk of Waddinxsveen and Hubrecbtsambacht, Dirk Potter,
hotter. Uuring a stay of three years in Rome, from 1409 to 1412,

this eminent diplomatist made himself acquainted with the

writings of Boccaccio, and commenced a vast poem on the

course of love, Ber Minnen Lnep, which is a wonderful

mixture of classical and Biblical instances of amorous

adventure, set in a framework of didactic philosophy. In

Dirk Potter the last traces of the chivalric element died out

of Dutch literature, and left poetry entirely in the hands

of the school of Maerlant. - .
• ••-

It is now time to consider the growth of prose literature

ID the Low Countries. . The oldest pieces of Dutch. prose

now in existence are charters of the towns of Flanders and
Zealand, dated 1249, 1251, and 1254. A prose translation

of the Old Testament was made about 1300, and there

exists a Life of Jesus of about the same date. Of the

mystical preachers whose religious writings have reached

us, the Brussels friar, Jan van Ruysbroec (1294-1381), is

the most important. But the most interesting relics of

mediiBval Dutch prose, as far as the formation of the

language is concerned, are the popular romances in which

the romantic stories of the trouveres and minstrels were

translated for the benefit of the unlettered public into

simple language. As in most European nations, the re-

Itoligisus ligious drama takes a prominent place in every survey of
,^rama. mediMVal literature ir Holland. Unfortunately the test

of all the earliest mysteries, the language of which would,

have an extraordinary interest for us, has been lost. We
poMess records of dramas having been played at various

places

—

Our Lord's Resurrection, at the Hague, in 1400;
Our Lady the Virgin, at Arnheim,"in 1452 ; and The Three

Kings, at Delft, in 1498. The earliest existing fragment,

(however, is part of a Limhurg-Maestricht Passover Play of

about 1 3G0. The latest Dutch miracle play was the Mystery

of the Holy Sacrament, composed by a certain Smeken,
at Breda, and performed on St John's Day, 1500. This

play was printed in 1867. With these purely theological

iramas there were acted mundane farces, performed outside

the churches, by semi-religious companies ; these curious

moralities were known as " Abelcspelen" and " Sotternieen."

In these pieces we discover the first traces of that genius

for low comedy which was afterwards to take perfect form

in the dramas of Brederoo and the paintings of Teniers.

<Siamber8 The theatrical companies just alluded to, "Gcsellen van
of den Spele," formed the germ out of which developed the
Rhetonc.

f^^ious " Chambers of Rhetoric " which united within them-
selves all the literary movements that occupied the Low
Countries during the 15th and IGth centuries. The poets of

Holland had already discovered in late mediaival times the

value of guilds in promoting the arts and industrial handi-

crafts. Theterm "collL'gesderhetorique"issupposed tohave

been introduced about 1440 by the courtiers of the Burgun-
dian dymisty, but the institutious themselves existed at least

from 1 400. These literary guilds lasted for two centuries,

and during the greater part of that time preserved a com-
pletely mediaeval character, even when the" influences of the

Renaissance and the Reformation obliged them to modify

in some degree their outward forms. They were in almost

all cases absolutely middle class in tone, and opposed to

aristocratic ideas and tendencies in thought Of these

remarkable bodies the earliest were almost entirely engaged

ii) preparing mysteries and miracle-plays for the populace.

Each chamber, and in process of time every town in tha

Low Countries, possessed one, and took as its title some

fanciful or heraldic sign. The earliest of all, " The Alpha

and Omega," at Ypres, was founded about 1398; that of

the " Violet," at Antwerp, followed in 1400 ; the " Book,"

at Brussels, in 1401 ; the " Berberry," at Courtrai, in 1427
;

the "Holy Ghost," at Bruges, in 1428 ; the "Floweret

Jesse," at Middelburg, in 1430; the. "Oak Tree," at

Vlaardingen, in 1433; and the "Marigold," at Gouda, in

1437. The most celebrated of all the chambers, that of

the "Eglantine" at Amsterdam, with its motto In Liefde

Bloeyende (Blossoming in Love), was not instituted until'

1496. Among the most influential chambers not abov9

mentioned should be included the "Fountain" at Dort,

the " Cora Flower " at the Hague, the " White Columbine "

at Leyden, the " Blue Columbme "at Rotterdam, the " Red
Rose" at Schiedam, the "Thistle" at Zierikzee, "Jesus

with the Balsam" at Ghent, and the "Garland of Mary"
at Brussels. And not in these important places only, but

in almost every little town, the rhetoricians exerted their

influence, mainly in what we may call a social direction.

Their wealth was in most cases considerable, and it very

soon became evident that no festival or procession could

take place in a town unless the "Kamer" patronized it.

Towards the end of the I5th century the Ghent chamber

of "Jesus with the Balsam " began to exercise a sovereign

power over the other Flemish chambers, which was emu-

lated later on in Holland by the " Eglantine" at Amsterdam.

But this ofiicial recognition proved of no consequence in

literature, and it was not in Ghent, but in Antwerp, that

intellectual life first began to stir. In Holland the burghers

only formed the chambers, while in Flanders the representa-

tives of the noble families were honorary members, and

assisted with their money at the arrangement of ecclesias-

tical or political pageants. Their pompous landjuiveelen,

or tournaments of rhetoric, at which rich prizes were con-

tended for, were the great occasions upon which the

members of the chambers distinguished themselves.

Between 1426 and 1620 at least 66 of these festivals were

held. There was a specially splendid lanc/Juweel at Antwerp

in 1496, in which 28 chambers took part, but the gayest

of all was that celebrated at Antwerp on the 3d of August

1561. To this the " Book " at Brussels sent 340 members,

all on horseback, and clad in crimson m.antles. The town

of Antwerp gave a ton of gold to be given in prizes, which

were shared among 1893 rhetoricians. This was the

zenith of the splendour of the " Kamers van Rhetorica,"

and after this time they soon fell into disfavour. We
can trace the progress of literary composition under the

chambers, although none of their ofiicial productions have

descended to us. Their dramatic pieces were certainly of

a didactic cast, with a strong farcical flavour, and continued

the tradition of Maerlant and his school. They very rarely

dealt with historical or even Biblical personages, but entirely

with allegorical and moral abstractions, until the age oJ

humanism introduced upon the stage the names without

much of the spirit of mythology. Of the pure farces of

the rhetorical chambers we can speak with still more con

fidence, for some of tham have come down to us, and among

the authors famed for their skill in this sort of writing are

named Cornells Everaert of Bruges and Laurens Jansscn

of Haarlem. The material of these farces is extremely raw,

consisting of rough jests at the expense of priests and foolish

husbands, silly old men and their light wives. Laurens

Janssen is also deserving of remembrance for a satire

against the clergy, written in 15S3. The chambers a'so
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enconrfi^d the composition ot sor.ga, but with very little

success ; they produced no lyrical genius more considerable

than Matthijs de Casteleyn (14S8-1550), the founder of

the Flemish chamber of " Pax Vobiscum " at Oudenarde,

a personage whose influence as a fashioner of language

would have been more healthy if his astounding metrical

feata and harlequin (ours-de-force had not been performed

in a dialect debased with all the worst bastard phrases of

the Burgundian period. ,,_,

t In the middls of the 16th cenvury a group of rhetoricians

in Brabant and Flanders attempted to put a little new life

into the stereotyped forms of the preceding age by intro-

ducing in original composition the new-found branches of

Latin and Greek poetry.' The leader of these man was
Hou- Jean Baptista Houwaert (1533-1599), a personage of con-
'"''' eiderable political influence in his generation. He con-

eldered himself a devout disciple of Matthijs de Casteleyn,

but his great characteristic was his unbounded love of

classical and mythological fancy. His didactic poems are

composed in a wonderfully rococo style, and swarm with
misplaced Latinities. In his bastard Burgundian tongue
he boaoted of having "poetelijck geinventeert ende rheto-

rijckelijckghecomponeert" for tiie Brussels chamber such
dramas as jEneas and Dido, Mars and Venus, Narcissus

and 1,'cho, or Leander and Hero. But of all his writings

Pegasides Pleyn, or the Palace of Maidens, is the most
ren;arkable; this is a didactic, poem in sixteen books,
ledicated to a discussion of the variety of earthly love.

Bouwaert's contemporaries nicknamed him "the Homer
Z'i Brabant ;

" later criticism has preferred to see in him an
'mportant link in that chain of homely didactic Dutch which
ends in Cats. His writings are composed in a Burgundian
so base that they hardly belong to Flemish literature at all.

Into the same miserable dialect Cornelis van Ghistele of

Antwerp translated, between 1555 and 1583, parts of
^ Terence, Virgil, Horace, and Ovid, while the painter Karel

van Mander (1547-1609) put a French version of the //t'off

md of tl e Eclogues of Virgil into an equally ill-fitting

Flemish r"ress. In no country of Europe did the humanism
of the V th century at first affect the national literature so

slightly' or to so little purpose.

Tlie stir and revival of intellectual life that arrived with
the Reformation found its 6rst e.^pre-ssion in the composi-
tion of Psalms. The earliest printed collection appeared at

^Antwerp in 1540, under the title of Soiiter-Liedekens, and
was dedicated to a Dutch nobleman, Willem van Zuylen
van Nieuvelt, by whose name it is usually known. This
collection, however, was made before the Reformation in

Holland really set in. For the Protestant congregations
Jan Utenhovo printed a volume of Psalms in London in

1566; Lucas de'Heero, and immediately after him, with

much greater success, Petrus Dathecn (1531-1590), trans-

lated the hymns of Clement Marot. For printing this last

volume, in 15G7, Herman Schinkel of Delft was burned to

death in 1568. D.itheen was not a rhetorician, but a
person of humble origin, who wrote in the vulgar tongue,
and liis_hymns spread far and wide among the people.

Until 1773 they were in constant use in the state church
of Holland. But the great ovent.s of the period of reforma-
tion are not marked by psalms only in Dutch literature.

Two collections of hymns and lyrical pieces, printed in 1562
end 1569, pe^aetuato the fervour and despair of the
martyrs of the 'Mennonite Church. Similar utterances of
ths persecuted Protestants were published at Haarlem and
Leeuwarden, at Ghent and at Bruges. Very different in

RaIIV tone were the battle-songs of liberty and triumph sung a
•onKK. generation later by the victorious Reformers or " Geuien."

nie famous song-book of 1588, the Geiisen Lieden. Boearlen,
was full of ardent and heroic sentiment, cxpreJised often in

marvellously brilliant phrases. Tn Una cuUectios appeared

for the first time sneh clawsicai snatches of Dutch song as
the Ballad of Heiligerlee, the IlcUad of Egmond and Horn,
and the song of the Storm of Leyden. The political

ballads, with their ridicule of the Spanish leaders, form a
section of the Boeciken which has proved of inestimable
value to historians. All these lyrics, however, whether of
victory or of martyrdom, are still very rough in form and
language.

The first writer who used the Dutch tongue with grace Anna
and precision of style was a woman and a professed Bijus.

opponent of Lutheranism and reformed thought. Modem
Dutch literature practically begins with Anna Bijns.

Against the crowd of rhetoricians and psalm-makers of the
early part of the 16th century she stands out in relief aa

the one poet of real genius. The language, oscillating

before her time between French and German, formless,

corrupt, and invertebrate, took shape and comeliness, which
none of the male pedants could give it, from the impas-
sioned hands of a woman, Anna Bijns, who is believed to

have been born at Antwerp in 1494, was a schoolmistress

at that city in her middle life, and in old age she still

"instructed youth in the Catholic religion." Hendiik
Peppinck, a Franciscan, who edited her third volume of

poems when she was an old woman in 1567, speaks of her
as " a maiden small of descent, but great of understanding,

and godly of life." Her first known volume bears the date

1528, and displays her as already deeply versed in the

.mysteries of religion. We gather from all this that she
was a lay nun, and she certainly occupied a position of

great honour and influence at Antwerp. She was named
" the Sappho of Brabant " and the "Princess of all Rhetori-

cians." She bent the powerful weapon of her verse against

the faith and character of Luther. In her volume of 1528
the Lutherans are scarcely mentioned; in that of 1540
every page is occupied with invectives against them ; while

the third volume of 1567 is the voice of one from whom
her age has passed. All the poems of Anna Bijns which
we possess are called refereinen or refrains. Her mastery
over verse-form was extremely remarkable, and these

refrains are really modified chants-royal. The writings of

Anna Bijns offer many points of interest to the philologist.

In her the period of Middle Dutch closes, and the modern
Dutch begins. In a few grammatical peculiarities—such

as the formation of the genitive by some verbs which now
govern the accusative, and the use ot ghe before the infinitive

—her language still belongs to Middle Dutch ; but these

exceptions are rare, and she really initiated that modern
speech which Filips van Marnix adopted and made classical

in the next generation.

In Filips van Marnix, lord of St Aldegonde (1538- MamU.
1598), a much greater personage came forward in the

ranks of liberty and reform. He began life as a disciple of

Calvin and Beza in the schools of Geneva. It was as a

defender of the Dutch iconoclasts that he first appeared

in print, with his tract on The Images thrown doim in

Holland in August 1566. He soon became one of the

leading spirits in the war of Dutch indrjieudence, the inti-

mate friend of the prince of Orange, and the author of tlie

glorious Wilhchnuslied. It was in the autumn of lOtiS

that Marnix composed this, the national hymn of Dutch
liberty and Protestantism. In 1569 ho completed a no
less important and celebrated prose work, the Biencor/ or

Beehive of the Romish Church. In this satire he was
ins[iired in a great measure by Rabelais, of whom he was
an intelligent di.sciplc. It is written in prose that may bo

said to mark an epoch in the language and literature ol

Holland. Overwhelmed with the pre.«s of public business,

Marnix wrote little more until in 1580 he juibli.'ihed hia

Psalms of David newly translated out of the Hebrew Tongue,

Ho occupied the last years of his life in preparing a Dutch
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Version of the Bible, translated direct from the original.

At Lis death only Genesis was found completely revised
;

but in 1GI9 the synod of Dort placed the unfinished work

in the hands of four divines, who completed it.

In Dirck Volckertsen Coornhert (1522-1590) Holland

for the first time produced a writer at once eager to compose

in his native tongue and to employ the weapons of human-

ism. Coornhert was a typical burgher of North Holland,

equally interested in the progress of national emancipation

and in the development of national literature. He was a

native of Amsterdam, but he did not take part in the

labours of the old chamber of the Eglantine, but quite early

in life proceeded to Haarlem, of which place he remained

a citizen until his death. He practised the art of etching,

and spent all his spare time in the pursuit of clas.sical

learning. He was nearly forty years of age before he made
auy practical use of his attainments. In 1561 he printed his

translation of the De Oficiis of Cicero, and in 1562 of the

De Beneficiis of Seneca. In these volumes he opposed with

no less zeal than Marnix had done the bastard forms still

employed in prose by the rhetoricians of Flanders and

Brabant. During the next decade he occupied himself

chiefly witli plays aad poems, conceived and expressed with

far less freedom than his prose, and more in the approved

conventional fashion of the rhetoricians; he collected his

poems in 1575. Tbe next ten years he occupied in polemi-

:al writing, from the evangelical point of view, against the

Calvinists. In 1585 he translated Boetius, and then gave

lis full attention to bis original masterpiece, the Zedekunst,

jr Art of Ethics, a philosophical treatise in prose, in which

ie studied to adapt the Dutch tongue to the grace and
limplicity of Montaigne's French. His humanism unites the

Bible, Plutarch, and Marcus Aurelius in one grand system

of ethics, and is expressed in a style remarkable for bright-

ness and purity. He died in 1590 ; his works, in three

enormous folio volumes, were first collected in 1630.

Towards the end of the period of transition, Amsterdam
became the centre of all literary enterprise in HoUanrL In

1585 two of the most important chambers of rhetoric iu

Flanders, the " White L ivender " and the " Fig-Tree," took

flight from the south, and settled themselves iu Amsterdam
by the side of the "Eglantine." The last-named institution

had already observed the new tendency of the age, and
was prepared to encourage intellectual reform of every kind,

and its influence spread through Holland and Zealand. In

Flanders, meanwhile, crushed under the yoke of Parma,
literature and native thought absolutely expired. From
this time forward, and until the emancipation of the

Bouthera provinces, the domain of our ihquiry is confined

to the district north of the Scheldt.

In the chamber of the Eglantine at Amsterdam two men
took a very prominent place, more by their intelligence and
modern spirit than by their original genius. Hendrick

BpiegheL Laurenssen Spieghel (1549-1612) was a humanist of a

type more advanced and less polemical than Coornhert.

Ho wrote a charming poem in praise of dancing; but his

chief contributions to literature were his Twesjn-aeck van
de Nederduytsche Letterkunst, a philological exhortation, in

the manner of Joachim du Bellay's famous tract, urging the
Dutch nation to purify and enrich its tongue at the
fountains of antiquity, and a didactic epic, entitled

Ilertspierjhely which has been greatly praised, but wliicli is

now much more antiquated in style and more difficult to

enjoy than Coornhert's prose of a similar tendency. That
Spieghel was a Catholic prevented him perhaps from exor-

cising as much public influence as ho cxerci.ied ))rivately

among his younger friends. The same may be said of the

man who, in 16H, fir.st collected Spicghcl's writings, and
published them in a volume with his own verses. Koemer
Pieterssen Visscher (15i5- IGCO) proceeded a step further

Amstar-
dam the

centre of

letters.

Roemcr
Visscher,

than Spieghel in the cultivation of polite letters. He was
deeply tinged with a spirit of classical learning that w:..!

mucli more genuine and nearer to the true antique than
auy that had previously been known iu Holland. His own
disciples called him the Dutch Martial, but he was at best

little more than an amateur in poetry, although an amateur
whose function it w.as to perceive and encourage the genius
of professional writers. Roemer Visscher stands at the

threshold of the new Renaissance literature, himself practis-

ing the faded arts of the rhetoricians, but pointing by his

counsel ami his conversation to the naturalism of the great

period.

It was in the salon at Amsterdam which the beautiful The Re-

daughters of Roemer Visscher formed around their father nalssan'^

and themselves that the new school began to take form.

The republic of the United Provinces, with Amsterdam at

its head, had suddenly risen to the first rank among the

nations of Europe, and it was under the influenfe of so

much new emotion and brilliant ambition that the counti^

no less suddenly asserted itself in a great school of painting

and poetry. Tho intellect of the whole Low Countries

was concentrated in Holland and Zealand, while the six

great universities, Leyden, Grouingen, Utrecht, Amster-
dam, Harderwijk, and Franeker, were enriched by a flock

of learned exiles from Flanders and Brabant. It had
occurred, however, to Roemer Visscher only that the path
of literary honour lay, not along the utilitarian road cut out

by Maerlant and Boendale, but in the study of beauty and
antiquity. In this he was curiously aided by the school of

ripe and enthusiastic scholars who began to flourish at

Leyden, such as Drusius, Vossius, and Hugo Grotius, who
themselves wrote little in Dutch, but who chastened the

style of the rising generation by insisting on a pure and
liberal Lalinity. Out of that generation arose the greatest

names in the literature of Holland,—Vondel, Hooft, Cats,

Huygens,—in whose hands the language, so long left

barbarous and neglected, took at once its highest finish and
melody. By the side of this serious and sesthetic growth
there is to be noticed a quickening of the broad and farcical

humour which had been characteristic of the Dutch nation

from its commencement. For fifty years, and these tlia

most glorious in the annals of Holland, these two streams

of influence, one towards beauty and melody, the other

towards lively comedy, ran side by side, often in tho same
channel, and producing a rich harvest of great works. It

was in the house of the daughters of Roemer Visscher that

the tragedies of Vondel and the comedies of Brederoo, the

farces of Coster and the odes of Huygens, alike found

their first admirers and their best critics.

Of the famous daughters of Roemcr, two cultivated Rooniei

literature with marked success. Anna (1584-1651) v.',is Vis-

^

the author of a de.=;criptive and didactic poem, De JioemsUr ^^""'

van den Aemslel (The Glory of the Acmstel), and of various
Jjjsi''^'

miscellaneous writings ; .Tesselschade (1594-1C49) wrote

some lyrics v/hich still place her at the head of the female

poets of Holland, and she translated the great poem of Tasso.

They were women of universal accomplishment, graceful

manners, and singular beauty; and their company attracted

to the house of Rocuicr Visscher all the most gifted

youths of tho time, several of whom were suitors, but in"

vain, for the hand of Anna or of Tesselschade.

Of this Amsterdam school, the first to emerge into public riooft.

notice was Pieter Cornolissen Hooft (1581-1647). Ha
belonged to a patrician family, and became a member at a
very early age of the chamber of the Eglantine. When he
was only eighteen he produced, before this body, his tragedy

of Achilles and Poli/xcna (1598), which displayed a pre-

cocious ease in the use of rhetorical artifices of style. His
intellectual character, however, was formed by a journey

into Italy which he took in 1598, where he steeped himsell
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for three years in the best Italian literature, both prose

and verse. He returned to Holland in 1601, with his head

full of schemes for the creation of a Dutch school of belles

lettres. In 1605 he produced his pastoral dramaof Gramda,
in which he proved himself a pupil of Guarini. During

the remainder of his life he dedicated himself chiefly to

hiatoryand tragedy. In the latter field he produced Baeto

and Geraad van •Velsen ; in history he published in IC26

his Life of Henry the Great, while from 1628 to 1642 he

was engaged upon his master-work, the History of Holland.

Hooffe desired to be a severe purist in style, and to a great

extent he succeeded, but, like most of the writers of his

age, he permitted himself too many Latinisms. In his

poetry, especially in the lyrical and pastoral verse of his

youth, he is full of Italian reminiscences both of stylfe and

matter ; in his noble prose work he has set himself to be a

disciple of Tacitus. Mr Motley has spoken of Hooft as

one of the greatest historians, not merely of Holland, but

of Europe. His influence in purifj'ing the language of his

country, and in enlarging its sphere of experience, can

hardly be overrated.

Erecl6r8o. Very different from the long and prosperous careei of

Hooft was the brief, painful life of the greatest comic

dramatistthat HoUandhas produped. Gerbrand Adriaanssen

Brederoo (1585-1618) was the son of an Amsterdam shoe-

maker. He knew no Latin ; he had no taste for humanism
;

he was a simple growth of the rich humour of the people.

His life was embittered by a hopeless love for Tesselschade,

to whom he dedicated his dramas, and whose beauty ha
celebrated in a whole cycle of love songs. His ideas on

the subject of drama were at first a mere development of

the mediaeval " Abelespelen." He commenced by dramatiz-

ing the romance of Roderick and Alphonsus, in 1611, .and

Griane in 1612, but in the latter year he struck out a new
and more characteristic path in his Farce of the Cow. From
this time until his death he continued to pour out comedies,

farces, and romantic dramas, in all of which he displayed

a coarse, rough genius not unlike that of Ben Jonson, whose

immediate contemporary he was. His last and best piece

was Jerobmo, the Spanish Brabanter, a satire upon the

exiles from the south who filled the halls o£_the Arasterdaui

chambers of rhetoric, with their pompous speeches and pre-

posterous Burgundian phraseology. Brederoo was closely

allied in genius to the dramatists of the Shakespearian age,

but he founded no school, and stands almost as a solitary

figure in the literature of Holland.

t^ter.y The only individual at all clearly connected with BrederGo

in talent was Dr Samuel Coster, whose dates of birth and
death are unknown. He is chiefly remembered for having
been the first to take advantage of the growing dissension

in the body of the old chamber of the Eglantine to form a

new institution. In 1617 Coster founded what he called

the " First Dutch Academy." This was in fact a theatre,

where, for the first time, dramas could be publicly acted

under the patron.ige of no chamber of rhetoric. Co.ster

himself had come bufore the world in 1G12 with his farce

of Teuwis the Boor, and he continued this order of composi-

tion in direct emulation of Brederoo, but with less talent.

In 1615 he began a series of " bloodand-thundcr" tragedies

with his horrible Ilys, and he continued this coarse style

of tragic writing for several years. He survived at least

until after 1648 as a supremo authority in Amsterdam
ronn all dramatic matters,

^ondol The greatest of all Dutch writers, Joost van dcr Vondel
(15S7-1679), was born at Cologne on the 17th of November
1587. In 1612 ho brought out his first work, Hct Pascha,

a tragedy or tragi-comedy on the exodus of the children of

Israel, written, like all his succeeding drnmns, on the recog-

nized Dutch plan, in alexandrines, in five acts, and with

horrd interludes between the acts. There is comuarativcly

little promise in Het Pascha. ^
It was much inferior drama-

tically to the plays just being produced by Brederoo, and
metrically to the clear and eloquent tragedies and pastorals

of Hooft ; but it secured the young poet a position inferior

only to theirs. Yet for a number of years he made no
attempt to emphasize the impression he had produced on
ttie public, but contented himself during the years that are

the most fertile in a poet's life with translating and imitat-

ing portions of Du Bartas's popular epic. The short and
brilliant life of Brederoo, his immediate contemporary and
greatest rival, burned itself out in a succession of. dramatic
victories, and it was not until two years after the death of

that great poet that Vondel appeared before the public with

a second tragedy, the Jernsalem laid Desolate. Five years

later, in 1625, he published what seemed an innocent study

from the antique, his tragedy of Palamedes, or Murdered
Innocence. All Amsterdam discovered, with smothered
delight, that under the name of the hero was thinly con-

cealed the figure of Barneveldt, whose execution in 1618
had been a triumph oi the hated Calvinists. Thus, at the

age of forty-one, the obscure Vondel became in a week the

most famous writer in Holland. For the next twelve years,

and till the accession of Prince Frederick Hendrick, Vondel
had to maintain a hand-to-hand combat with the " Saints

of Dort." This was the period of his most resolute and
stinging satires ; Cats took up the cudgels on behalf of the

counter-Remonstrants, and there raged a war of pamphlets

in verse. A purely fortuitous circumstance led to the next

great triumph in Vondel's slowly developing career. The
Dutch Academy, founded in 1C17 almost wholly as a
dramatic guild, had become so inadequately provided with

stage accommodation that in 1638, having coalesced with

the two chambers of the " Eglantine " and the " White
Lavender," it ventured on the erection of a large public

theatre, the fin.t in Amsterdam. Vondel, as the greatest

poet of the day, was invited to write a piece for the first

night ; on the 3d of January 1638 the theatre was opened

with the performance of a new tragedy out of early Dutch
history, the famous Gysbregkt van Aemstel. The next ten

years were rich in dramatic work from Vondel's hand ; he

supplied the theatre with heroic Scriptural pieces, of which

the general reader wiU obtain the best idea if we point to

the Athalie of Racine. In 1654, having already attained

an age at which poetical production is usually discontinued

by the most energetic of poets, he brought out the most;

exalted and sublime of all his works, the tragedy of Lucifer.

Very late in life, through no fault of his own, financial

ruin fell on the aged poet, and from 1658 to 1668—that

is, from his seventieth to his eightieth year—this venerable

and illustrious person, the main literary glory of Holland

through her whole history, was forced to earn his bread as-

a common clerk in a bank, miserably paid, and accused of

wasting his masters' time by the writing of verses. The
city released him at last from this wretched bondage by a
pension, and the wonderful old man went on writing odes

and tragedies almost to his ninetieth year. He died at last

in 167U,- of no di.sea.se, haying outlived all his contempo-.

raries and almost all his friends, but calm,- sane, and good-

humoured to the last, serenely conscious of the legacy he

left to a not too grateful country. Vondel is the typical

example of Dutch intelligence and imagination at thcif

highest development. Not merely is he to Holland all that

Camocns is to Portugal and Michiewicz to Poland, but he

stands on a level with these men in the positive value of

his writings.

Lyrical art was represented on its more spontaneous side Startofc

by the songs and balla'Ia of Jan Janssen Starter (b. 1594),

an Englishman by birth, who was brought to Amsterdam

in his thirteenth year. Very early in life he was made a

inen:bor of the " Eglantine." and he worked beside
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Brederoo for two years; but in 1614 he wandered away

to Leeuwarden, in Friesland, where he founded a literary

guild, and brought out, in 16 IS, his tragi-comedies of

Timbre de Cardone and Daraida. But his great contri-

bution to literature was his exquisite collection of lyrics,

entitled the Friesche Luslhof, or Frisian Pleasance, He
returned to Amsterdam, but after 1625 we hear no more

of him, and he is believed to have died as a soldier in

Germany. The songs of Starter are in close relation to

the lyrics of the English Elizabethans, and have the same

exquisite simplicity and audacity of style.

1 While the genius of Holland lustered around the circle

of Amsterdam, a school of scarcely less brilliance arose in

Middelburg, the capital of Zealand. The ruling spirit of

Citi this school was the famous Jakob Cats (1577-1660). In

this voluminous writer, to whom modern criticism almost

dsnies the name of poet, the genuine Dutch habit of

thought, the utilitarian and didactic spirit which we have

already observed in Houwaertand in Boendale, reached its

zenith of fluency and popularity. Cats was a man of large

property und high position in the state, and his ideas never

rose above the horizon of wealth and easy domestic satis-

faction. Between 1609 and 1621, that is, during early

middle life, he produced the most important of his writings,

his pastoral of Galathea, and his didactic poems, the

Maechdenplichl and the Shine- en Minne-Beelden. In

1624 he removed from Middelburg to Dort, where he soon
• after published his tedious ethical -work called Ilouioetick,

or Marriage ; and this was followed from time to time by

one after another of his monotonous moral pieces. Cats is

an exceedingly dull and prosaic writer, whose alexandrines

roll smoothly on without any power of riveting the attention

or delighting the fancy. Yet his popularity with the

middle classes in Holland has always been immense, and

his influence extremely hurtful to the growth of all branches

of literary art Among the disciples of Cats, Jakob
Westerbaen (1599-1670) was the most successful. The
Jesuit Adriaen Poirters (1606-1675) closely followed Cats

in his remarkable Masquer of the World. A poet of

Amsterdam, Jan Hermansz Krul, preferred to follow the

southern fashion, and wrote didactic pieces in the Catsian

. manner.

Buy" A poet of dignified imagination and versatile form was
g«a»- Sir Constantijn Huygens (1596-1687), the diplomatist

Though born and educated at the Hague, he threw in his

lot with the great school of Amsterdam, and became the

intimate friend and companion of Vondel, Hooft, and the

daughters of Roemer Vi.ischer. His famous poem in

praise of the Hague, Batava Tempe, appeared in 1621, and
was, from a technical point of view, the most accomplished

and elegant poem till that time produced in Holland. His
collected poems, Oliorum Lihri Sex, were printed in 1625.

Oogentroosl, or Eye Consolation, was the fantastic title of

a remarkable poem dedicated in 1647 to his blind friend,

Lucretia van Trello. He printed in 1654 a topographical

piece describing his own mansion, Ilojivijck. Huygens
represents the direction in which it would have been desir-

able that Dutch literature, now completely founded by
Hooft and Vondel, should forthwith proceed, while Cats

represents the tame and mundane spirit which was actually

adopted by the nation. Huygens had little of the sweet-

ness of Hooft or of the sublimity of Vondel, but his genius

was eminently bright and V'vacious, and he was a con-

summate artist in metrical form. The Dutch language has

never proved so light and supple in any hands as in his,

and he attempted no class of writing, whether in prose or

verse, that he did not adorn by his delicate taste and sound
judgment A blind admiration for our own John Donne,
whose poems he translated, was the greatest fault of

Huygens, wlio, in spite of his conceits, remains one of the

most pleasing of Dutch writers. In addition to all this h«
comes down to us with the personal recommendation of

having been "one of the most lovable men that ever lived."

Three Dutchmen of the 17th century distinguished

themselves very prominently in the movement of learning

and philosophic thought, but the illustrious names of Hugo
Grotius (1583-1645) and of Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677)
can scarcely be said to belong to Dutch literature. Balthasar Bekka^

Bekker (1634-1698), on the contrary, a Reformed preacher

of Amsterdam, was a disciple of Descartes, who deserves to

be remembered as the greatest philosophical writer who
has used the Dutch language. His masterpiece, Betoverde

Wereld, or the 'Voiid Bewitched, appeared in 1691-1593.

Bekker is popularly remembered most honourably by liis

determined attacks upon the system of a penal code for

witchcraft.

From 1600 to 1650 was the blossoming time in Dutch
literature. During this period the names of greatest genius

were first made known to the public, and the vigour and
grace of literary expression reached their highest develop-

ment It happened, however, that three men of particularly

commanding talent survived to an extreme old age, and
under the shadow of Vondel, Cats, and Huygens there

sprang up a new generation which sustained the great

tradition until about 1680, when the final decline set in.

Jan Vos (d. 1667) gained one illustrious success with hisvos.

tragedy of Aaron and Titus in 1641, and lost still more in

the same year by his obseeue farce of Oene. His second

tragedy of Midea, in 1665, and his collected poems in

1662, supported his position as the foremost pupil of

VondeL Geeraerdt Brandt (1626-1685) deserves remem-EnndUi
brance less as a tragic dramatist than as a consummate
biographer, whose Uvea of Vondel and of De Ruyter are

among the masterpieces of Dutch prose. Johan Antonides Goea.

van der Goes (1647-1684) followed Vos as a skilful

imitator of Vondel's tragical manner. His Chinese trage-

dies, Trazil (1665) and Zungchin (1666), scarcely gave

promise of the brilliant force and fancy of his Ijstroom, a

poem in praise of Amsterdam, 1671. He died suddenly,

in early life, leaving unfinished an epic poem on the life

of St Paul Jieyer-Anslo (1626-1669) marks the decline Ansla

of taste and vigour ; his once famous descriptive epic. The

Plague at Naples, is singularly tame and rococo in style.

Joachim Oudaen (1628-1692) wrote in his youth two Oudaen.

promising tragedies, Johanna Gray (1648) and Konradyn

(1649). The Amsterdam section of the school of Cats

produced Jeremias de Decker (1609'-1646) and Joannes

VoUenhove (1631-1708), voluminous writers of didactic

verse. The engraver Jan Luiken (1649-1708) published Luikciv.

in 1671 a very remarkable volume of poems.' In lyrical

poetry Starter had a "ingle disciple, Daniel Jonctijs (1600-

1652), who published a volume of love songs in 1639 under

the affected and untranslatable title of Eooselijns oochjens

ontleed. None of these poets, except in some slight degree

Luiken, s.;t before themselves any more ambitious task than

to repeat with skill the effects of their predecessors.

Meanwhile the romantic and voluminous romances of the

French school of Scuddry and Honore d'UrfiS had invadeij

Holland and become fashionable. Johan van Heemskiii

(1597-1656), a councillor of the Hague,- set himnelf tc

reproduce this product in native form, and published in

1637 his Batavian Arcadia, the first original Dutch
romance, in which a party of romantic youths journey from

the Hague to Katwijk, and undergo all sorts of romantic

adventures. This book was excessively popular, and was

imitated by Hendrik Zocteboom in his Zaanlandsche.

Arcadia (1658), and by Lambertus Bos in his Dordtsche

Arcadia (1662). A far more spirited and original romance

is the Afirandor of Nikolaes Heinsius, the younger (b HelnalBa

1655), a book which resembles GU Bias, and precedes it
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by forty years. It was written whon the author was only

twenty years of age, and gave promise of very great talent

»n the future ; but unfortunately Heinsius committed a

murder only two years afterwards, and, escaping to Paris,

was never heard of again.

GaUi«&n The drama felk into Gallicized hands at the death of

'i™- i» Vondel and his immediate disciples. Lodewijck Meijer
nrnbiit

translated Corneille, and brought out his plays on the stage

It Amsterdam, where he was manager of the national

theatre .or Schouwburg after Jan Vos. In connexion with

(Vndries Pels, author of the tragedy of Dido's Death, Meijer

MjQStructed a dramatic chibT entitled " Nil Volentibus

A.rduum," the great object of which was lo inflict the French

taste upon the public Pels furthermore cSme forward as

the censor of letters and satirist of barbarism in Horace's

Art of Poetry expounded, m 1677, and in his Use and
Misuse of thf Stage, in 1681. Willem van Focquenbroch

(1640-1679) was the most voluminous comic writer of this

period. The close of the century saw the rise of two

thoroughly Galilean dramatists, Johan van Paffenrode and

Pieter Bemagie, who may not unfairly be compared respec-

tively to our own Farquhar and Shadwell. Thomas
Aaselijn (1630-1695) was a writer of more considerable

talent and more homely instincts. He attempted to resist

the dictatorship of Pels, and to follow the national tradition

of Brederoo. He is the creator of the characteristic Dutch

type, the comic lover, Jan Klaaszen, whom he presented on

the stage in a series of ridiculous situations. Abraham
Alewijn, author of Jan Los (1721), possessed a coarse vein

of dramatic humour ; he lived in Java, and his plays were

produced in Batavia. Finally Pieter Langendi}k claims

notice among the dramatists of this period, although he

lived from 1683 to 1756, and properly belongs to the next

century. With him the tradition of native comedy expired.

D«llne TLb Augustan period of poetry in Holland was even
of poetry, more blank and dull than in the other countries of Northern

Europe. Of the names preserved in the history of litera-

ture there are but very few that call for repetition here.

Arnold HoQgvliet (1687-1763) wrote a passable poem in

'.lonour of the town of Vlaardingen, and a terrible Biblical

epic, in the manner of Blackmore, on the history of Abraham.

Hubert Cornelissen Poot (1689-1733) showed an unusual

love of nature and freshness of observation in his descriptive

pieces. Sybrand Feitama (1694-1758), who translated

Voltaire's Uenriade, and wrote much dreary verse of the

same class himself, is less worthy of notice than Dirk Smits

(1702-1752), the mild and elegiac singer of Rotterdam.

Tragic drama was more or less capably represented by

Lucretia Wilhelmina van Merken (1722-1789), wife of

the very dreary dramatist Nicholaas Simon van Winter

(1718-1795).

Van In the midst of this complete dissolution of poetical style,

Effen. .^ writer arose who revived an interest in literature, and
gave to Dutch prose the classical grace of the 18th century.

Justus van ElTen (1GS4-1735) was born at Utrecht, fell

into poverty early in life, and was thrown very much among
the company of French imigriJs, in connexion with whom
be began literary life in 1713 by editing a French journal.

Coming to London just when the Taller and Spectator were

in their first vogue. Van ElTon studied Addison deeply,

translated Swift and Defoe into French, and finally deter-

mined to transfer the beauties of English proso into his

native language. It was not, however, until 1731, after

having wasted the greater part of his life in writing French,

that he began to publish his Ilollandsche Sprrlator, which

bis death in 1735 soon brought to a close. Still, what ho

composed during the last four years of his life, in all its

freshned", manliness, and vor.satility, constitutes tho most

valuable legacy to Dutch literature that tho middle of tho

18:li coDtury loft behind it.

The supremacy of the poetical clubs in every town pro
duced a very weakening and Della-Cruscan effect upon
literature, from which the first revolt was made by the

famous brothers Van Haren, so honourably known as diplo- Th»
matists in the history of the Netherlands. . Willem van bro>)ier»

Haren (1710-1768) wrote verses from his earliest youth, Y,^'^

while Onno Zwier van Haren (1713-1779), strangely "^

enough, did not begin to do so until he had passed middle
life. They were friends of Voltaire, and they were both
ambitious of success m epic writing, as understood in France
at that period. Willem published in 1741 his Gevallen

van Fi'iso, an historical epos, and a long series of odes and
s.ilemn lyrical pieces. Onno, in a somewhat lighter strain,

wrote Pift and Agnietje, or Pandora's Box, and a long Series,^

of tragedies in the manner of Voltuire. The Baroness Barones)

Juliana Cornelia de Lannoy (1738-17t<2) was a writer of de

considerable talent, also of the school of Voltaire ; her

poems were highly esteemed by Bilderdijk, and she has a

neatness of touch and clearness of penetration that give

vivacity to her studies of social life. Jakobus Bellamy Bellaii...-

(1757-1786) was the son of a Swiss baker at Flushing;

his pompous odes struck the final note of the false taste

and Gallic pedantry that had deformed Dutch literature

now for a century, and were for a short time excessively

admired.

The year 1777 has been mentioned as the turning-point TI.o

in the history of letters in the Netherlands. It was in that '*>^'^

year that Betjen Wolff (1738-1804), a widow lady in ^^_^^'

Amsterdam, persuaded her friend Aagjen Deken (1741- De!Jit^_

1804), a poor but extremely intelligent governess, to throw

up her situation and hve with her. For nearly thirty years

these women continued together, writing in combination,

and when the elder friend died on the 5th of November
1804, her companion survived her only nine days. Madame
Wolff had appeared as a poetess so early as 1762, and again

in 1769 and 1772, but her talent in verse was by no means
very remarkable. But when the friends, in the third year

of their association, published their Letters on Divert

Subjects, it was plainly seen that in prose their talent was
very remarkable indeed. Since the appearance of Heinsius's

Mirandor more than a century had passed without any fresh

start in novel-writing being made in Holland. In 1782
the ladies Wolff and Deken, inspired partly by contemporary

English writers, and partly by Goethe, published their first

novel, Sara Burgerhart. In spite of the close and obvious

following of Richardson, this was a masterly production,

and it was enthusiastically received. Another novel, Willem

Leevend, foUowed in 1785, and Cornelia Wildschut in 1792.

The ladies were residing in France at the breaking-out of

the Revolution, and they escaped the guillotine with diffi-

culty. After this they wrote no more, having secured for

themselves by their three unrivalled romances a place

among tho foremost writers of their country.

The last years of the 18th century were marked in

Holland by a general revival of intellectual force. The
romantic movement in Germany made itself deeply felt in

all branches of Dutch literature, and German lyricism took

the place hitherto held by French classicism. Pieter

Nieuwland (1764-1794) was a feeble forerunner of the NienwlwiA

revival, but his short life and indifferent powers gave him
no chance of directing tho transition that ho saw to be

inevitable. The real precursor and creator of a new epoch

in letters was the famous Willem Bilderdijk (1756-1831). nudciiijk

This remarkable man, whoso force of character was even

greater than his genius, imjiressed his personality on his

generation so indelibly that to think of a Dutchman of the

beginning of the present century is to think of Bilderdijk.

He was born at Amsterdam on the 7th of September 1756,

and through an accident in early childhood was obliged tc

rfst almost constantly, thus attaining habits of long oud
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Bitith.

concentratea study. His parents were zealous in the cause

of the house of Orange, and the youth grew up violently

monarchical and Calvinistic, as Da Costa sa^'s, " anti-

revolutionary, auti-Barneveldtian, antl-Loevesteinish, anti-

liberal." In poetry his taste was strictly national and
didactic ; he began as a disciple of Cats, nor could he to

the end of his life tolerate what he called "the puerilities

of Shakespeare." His early love-songs, collected in 1781

and 17S5, gave little promise of talent, but in his epic of

£Has in 1786, he showed himself superior to all the Dutch

poets since Huygens in mastery of form. For twenty

years he lived a busy, eventful life, writing great quantities

of verse, and then commenced his most productive period

with his didactic poem of The Disease of Ike Learned, in

1807; in 1808 he imitated Pope's £ssat/ on Man, and

published Floi-is V., and in 1809 commenced the work

whicli he designed to be his master- piece, the epic of De
Ondergang der eerste Wereld (The Destruction of the First

World), which he never finished, and which appeared as a

fragment in 1820. His long and fretful life ceased on the

18th of December 1831. To the foreign student Bilderdijk

is a singularly uninviting and unpleasing figure. He unites

in himself all the unlovely and provincial features which

deform the worst of his countrymen. Ho was violent,

ignorant, and dull ; his view of art was confined to its de-

clamatory and least beautiful side, and perhaps no writer

of equal talent has shown so complete an absence of taste

and tact. Ten Brink has summed up the character of

Bilderdljk's writings in an excellent passage :
—" As an

artist," he says, "he can perhaps be best described in short

as the cleverest versemaker of the 18th century. His

admirable erudition, his power over language, more extended

and more colossal than that of any of his predecessors,

enabled him to write pithy and thoroughly original verses,

although the general tone of his thought and expression

never rose above the ceremonious, stagy, and theatrical

character of the 18th century," But in spite of his out-

rageous faults, and partly because these faults were the

exaggeration of a marked national failing, Bilderdijk has

enjoyed almost to the present day an unbroken and un-

bounded popularity in Holland. Fortunately, however,

within the last few years a sounder spirit has arisen in criti-

.sm, and the prestige of Bilderdijk is no longer preserved

60 religiously.

Bilderdijk's scoru for the dramas of Shakespeare was
almost rivalled by that he felt for the new German poetry.

Notwithstanding his opposition, however, the romantic

fervour found its way into Holland, and first of all in the

jersons of Hicronymus van Alphen (1746-1803) and
Pieter Leonard van de Kastiele (1748-1810), who amused
themselves by composing funeral poems of the school of

Gessner and Blair. Van Alphen at one time was extolled

as a writer of verses for children, but neither in this nor

in tho elegiac line did he possess nearly so much talent as

Rhijnvis-Feith (1753-1824), burgoma.stcr of Zwolle, tho

very typo of a prosperous and sentimental Dutchman. In

his Jidia (1 783), a prose romance, Feith proved himself as

completely the disciple of Goethe in Wcrther as WolIF and
Deken had been of Richardson in their. Sara Burf/erharl.

In Johannes Kinker (17G4-1845) a comic poet arose who,
at the instigation of Bilderdijk, dedicated himself to the

ridicule of Feith's sentimentalities. Tho same office was
performed with more dignity and less vivacity by Baron
W. E. van Perponcher (1741-1819), but Feith continued

to hold the popular ear, and achieved an immense success

with his poenI'T/i« Grave, in 1792. He then produced
tragedies for a while, and in 1803 published Anti'juity, a

didactic epic. But his popularity waned before his death,

and he was troubled by the mirth of such witty scolfers as

Arend Fokko Simon."! (1755-1812), the disciple of Klop-

Van Jei
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stock, and .is P. de Wackor van Zon (1758-IS18), who, \\\

a series of very readable novels issued under the pseudonym
of Bruno Dualberg, sharply ridiculed the sentimental niul

funereal school.

Under the Batavian republic an historian of great g«nius
arose in the person of Johannes Hcnricus van der Palm
(1763-1840), whose brilliant and patriotic Gedaiksclcrijt

van K-edtrLands Herstelling (1816) has somewhat obscured
his great fame as a politician and an Orientalist. The work
commenced by Van der Palm in prose was continued iu

verse by Coroelis Loots (1765-1834) and Jan Frederik l

Helmers(1767-1813)f Loots, in his jKa/atiiaHS of the Time
q/'C'crsn?- (1805), road his countrymen a lesson in patriotism,

wliich Helraers far exceeded in originality and force by his Hehaer*

Dutch Nation in 1812. Neither of these poets, however,
hid sufficient art to render their pieces classical, or, indeed,

enough to protect them during their lifetime from the

sneers of Bilderdijk. Other political writers, whoso lyrical

energies were stimulated by the struggle with France, were
Maurits Cornells van Hall (1 768-1858), Samuel Iperuszoon

Wiselius (1769-1845), and Jan ten Brink (1771-1839), the

second of whom immortalized himself and won the favour

of Bilderdijk by ridiculing the pretensions of such .frivolous

tragedians as Shakespeare and Schiller.

The healthy and national spirit in which tho ladies Wolff
and Deken had written. was adopted with great spirit by a

novelist in the next generation, Adriaan Loosjes (1701-

1818), a bookseller at Haarlem. His romantic stories of

mediicval life, especially his Charlotte van JJoiirhon, ara

curiously like shadows cast forward by the Waverley

Novels, but he has little of Sir Walter Scott's historical

truth of vision. His production was incessant and hn
popularity great for many years, but ho was conscious all

through that he was at best but a disciple of the authoresse.

of Sara Burijerhart. Another disciple whose name should

not be passed over is Maria Jacoba de Neufville (1775-

1856), author of Little Duties, an excellent story somewhat
in the manner of Mrs Opie.

A remarkable poet whose romantic genius strove to com- To'ieu*.

bine the power of Bilderdijk with the sweetness of Feith.

is Hendrik Tollens (1780-185G), whose verses have shown
more vitality than those of most of his contemporaries. He
struck out the admirable notion of celebrating the great

deeds of Dutch history in a series of lyrical romances, many
of which possess a lasting charm. " Besides his folk-song

and popular ballads, he succeeded in a long descriptive

poem, A ]Vi7ittr in iVova ZemUa, 1819. He lacks the full

accomplishment of a literary artist, but his inspiration was

natural and abundant, and he thoroughly deserved tht

popularity with which his patriotic ballads were rewarded.

Willem Messchert (1790-1844), a friend and follower of l

Tollens, pushed the domestic and familiar tone of the latter '

to a still further point, especially in his genre poem of the

Golden Wedding, 1825. Both these writers were natives

and residents of Rotterdam, which also claims the honour

of being tho birthplace of Adrianus Bogaers (1795-1870),

the most considerable poetical figure of the time. Without

the force and 'profusion of Bilderdijk, Bogaers has more

truth to nature, more sweetness of imagination, and a more

genuine gift of poetry than that clamorous writer, and is

slowly taking a higher position in Dutch literature as

Bilderdijk comes to take a lower one. Bogaers printed his

famous poem Jochehed in 1835, but it had then been in

existence more than thirteen years, so that it belongs to the

second period of imaginative revival in Europe, and con-

nects the name of its author with those of Byron and

Heine. Still more beautiful was his Voyage of Ueenukerk

to Gibraltar (1836), in which he rose to the highest level

of his gchius. In 181G he privately printed his J^nmancts

and Ballads. Bogaers had a great objection to publicity,

Ma.-
• scbui

Bojjat'i
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and his reputation »vas long aelaycd by tlie secrecy with

which he circulatcrl hu writings among a few intimate

friends. A pcict of considerable talent, whose powsiswere

awakened by personal intercourse with Bogaersand ToUens,

Stanng. was Antoni Christiaan Winand Staring (1767-1840), vvho

first at the age of fifty-three came before the world with

a volume of Poems, but who continued to write till past his

seventieth year. His amorous and'humorous lyrics recall

the best period of Dutch song, and arejyorthy to be named
beside those of Starter and VondeL -

Since 1830 Holland has taken a more prominent position

in European thought than she could claim since ttie end of

the 17th century. In scientific and religious literature her

men of letters have shown themselves cognizant of ^he
newest shades of. opinion, and have freely ventilated their

ideas. The language has resisted the pressure of German
from the outside, and from within has broken through its

long stagnation and enriched itself, as a medium for literary

expression, with a multitude of fresh and colloquial forms.

4t the same time, no very great genius has arisen in

Holland in any branch of literature, and all that a foreign

critic can do in such space as is here at his command is to

chronicle the names of a few of the most prominent writers

of the past and present generations. The vast labours of

Jakobus van Lenoep (1802-68) consist of innumerable

translations, historical novels, and national romances, which

have gained for him the title of the leader of the Dutch
romantic school. Reinier Cornelis Bakhuizen van den

Brink (1810-65) was the chief critic of the romantic

movement, and Everhard Johannes Potgieter (1808-75)
its mystical philosopher and esoteric lyrical poet. The
genius and influence of Potgieter were very considerable,

but they were exceeded by the gifts of Nicolaes Beets,

autlior of the famous Camera Obscura (1836), a master-

piece of humour and character. Johannes Pieter Hasebroek,

who has been called the Dutch Charles Lamb, wrote, in

1840 an admirable collection of essays entitled Tiulk and
Dreavis. A poet of unusual power and promise was lost

in the early death of Pieter Augustus de Genestet (1S30-
1861). Criticism lias been represented by W. J. A. Jonck-

bloet, C. Busken Huet, and Jan ten Brmk. • With Isaac de

Costa (1798-1860), W. J. van Zeggelen, and J. J. L. Ten
Kate, tlte domestic tendency of Cats and Bilderdijk Las

overpowered the influence of romanticism. An independent

writer of great power and charm both in prose and verse is C.

Vosmaer, author of a life of Rembrandt, and of a translation

of the Iliad into Dutch hexameters. E. Douwe^s Dekker,

in his novel of Max Havelaar, and Marcellus Emants, in

his poem of Lilith, have displayed talents of a very modern
and cosmopolitan order, but it yet remains to be seen

whethei" they have sufficient power to sustain their promise.

. Flemish literature has again come into being since the Revival

independence of Belgium, and has produced two writers of of

very remarkable talent, the popular poet Karel Ledcganck '^1^]]^"'''

(1805-47), and the still more popular novelist Hendrilv

,

Conscience, But the general use of the French language,

although Flemish e.«rcises are encouraged by the Govern.

ment, lias prevented any considerable cultivation of Flemish

by modern writers of ambition.

Aiithcrrilies.—Dr W. J. A. Jonckbloet, Geschiedcnis der Nedt,-

Iand3di6 LcUcrkmide, 2d cJ., 1373; Dr J. ten Brink, Klaitt

Gcschicdcm.%3 der Ncdcrkiiidsdun LcUcren, Haarlem, 1877 ; Di' J

van Vloten, ScliMs van de Geschiedcnis dtr Nederlandschcn LcUereti,

1879 (E. W. G.)

. litera
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HOLLAND, or Holland andWest Friesland, was the

second province of the republic of the United Netherlands,

and consisted of the old countship of Holland, with the

addition of the lordship of Voorne. In 1801, after the

erection of the Batavian republic, very nearly the same area

was included in the "department" of Holland; but when
in June 1806 Holland became the name of the new king-

dom, it ceased to be applied to any of the administrative

divisions. On the establishment of the kingdom of the

Netherlands in 1814 the province of Holland was restored,

with its ancient limits only slightly modified. A few

further alterations were made in 1815, 1819, and 1820.

It was the only province that had two governors, oae for

the north and another for the south, and the provincial

states met alternately at the Hague and at Haarlem. In

1840 this bipartite arrangement was carried to its logical

conclusion by the erection of two distinct provinces called

respectively North and South Holland. . ••-

1. North Holland (NoordkoUand), the fourth province

of the kingdom of the Netherlands, lies between the

German Ocean and the Zuyder Zee, and on the land side is

bounded by the provinces of South Holland and Utrecht.

The area—which in 1855 was increased by the commune
of Haarlemmermoer, and in 1864 wa3 diminished by the

larger part of Leimuidcn—is estimated at 744,554 acres, ex-

clusive of the newly won lands of the Y. The amount of

available ground has been augmented by the draining not

only of the Haarlemmcrmeer but ateo of more than a score

of lesser lake.?. In 1 840 the population was returned at

443,334, in 1850 at 477,079, in 18G0 at 021,125, and in

1875 at 62iJ,890. In 1870, when the total was 577,436,
there werj 382,607 Protestants, 157,971 Roman Catholics,

2723 Old Catholics, and 32,953 Jews'. Amsterdam is the

largest city, with ii population in 1876 of 296,200 ; and
next ia order OS communes follow Haarlem, 34.797; Holder,

22,030; Haarlemmcrmeer, 13,171; Zaandam, 12,772; Alk-

maar, 12,245; Nieuweramstel, 11,502; Hoorn, 9763;
Hilversum, 7805; Texel, 6383;- Enkhuizen, 5560; and

Edam, 5361. There are besides 36 communes with more
than 2000 inhabitants.

'

2. South Holland {Zuidkolland) is the third province

of the kingdom of the Netherlands., On the W. it is

bounded by the German Ocean, on the N. by North

Holland, on the E. by Utrecht and Guelderland, on the

S.E. by North Brabant, and on the S. 'by Zealand. The
area is estijuated at 823,851 acres. In 1850 the popula-

tion was returned at 564,000, in 1860 at 617.699, and

in 1876at 748,162. In 1870, when the total was 688,254,

there were 508,132 Protestants, 166,219 Roman Catholics,

and 12,152 Jews. The largest city is Rotterdam, with a

population in 1876 of 136,230; and next in order as com-

munes follow the Hague, "104,095 ; Leyden, 41,298; Dort,

26,576; Delft, 24,511; Schiedam, 21,880; Gouda, 17,070;

Kralingen, 10,313 ; Delfshaven, 10,042 ; and Gorinchom,

9301. There are besides 74 communes with more than

2000 inhabitants. .
"

HOLLAND, Sir Henky (1788-1873), physician and

author, was born at Knutsford, Cheshire, on the 27th

October 1788. He could claim relationship to three persona

who have attained eminence in careers entirely diff'eren:

both from one another and from his own : his materuai

grandmother was the sister of Josiaji Wedgwood, whose

grandson was Charles Darwin ; and his paternal aunt was

the mother of Mrs GaskoU. After spending somo years at

a private school at Knutsford, he was sent to a school nt

Newcnstle-on-Tyne, whence after four years he was trans-

ferred to Dr Estlin's school near Bristol. There he at once

took the position of hciul boy in succession to John Cim
Hobhouso, nftcrwarda Lord Broughton, an honour which

required to bo maintained by physical prowess. On leaving
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school he became articien clerk to a mercantile farm m
Liverpool, but, as the privilege was reserved to him of pass-

ing two sessions at Glasgow university, he at the close of

bis second session sought relief from his articles, and in

180G began the study of medicine in the university of

Edinburgh, wliere he graduated in 1811. After several

years spent in foreign travel, he began practice in 1816 as

a physician in London,—according to his own statement,
" with a fair augury of success speedily and completely

fulfilled." This "success," Jie adds, " was materially aided

by visits for four successive years to Spa, at the close of

that which is called the London season." It must also,

however, be in a great degree attributed to his happy tem-

perament and his gifts as a conversationalist—qualities the

influence of which, in the majority of cases belonging to

his class of practice, is often of more importance than

direct medical treatment. In 1816 he was elected a fellow

of the Royal Society, and in 1828 a fellow of the Royal

College of Physicians. He became physician in ordinary

to Prince Albert in 1840, and was appointed in 1852

physician in ordinary to the Queen. In April 1853 he

was created a baronet. lie was also a D.C. L. of Oxford

and a member of the principal learned societie* of Europe.

He was twice married, his second wife being a daughter

of Sydney Smith, a lady of considerable literary talent, who
published a biography of her father. Sir Henry Holland

at an early period of his practice resolved to devote to

his professional duties no more of his time than was

necessary to secure an income of X5000 a-year, and also

to spend two months of every year solely in foreign travel.

By the former .resolution he secured leisure for a wide

acquaintance with general literature, and for a more than

superficial cultivation of several branches of science; and
the latter enabled him, besides visiting, " and most of them
repeatedly, every country of Europe," to make extensive

tours in the other three continents, journeying often to

places little frequented by European travellers. As, more-

over, he procured an introduction to nearly all the eminent

personages in his line of travel, and knew many of them in

his capacity of physician, his acquaintance with "men and
cities " was of a species without a parallel. The London,

Medical Record, in noticing his death, which took place on

his eighty-fifth birthday, October 27, 1873, remarked that

It "had occurred under circumstances highly characteristic

of his remarkable career." On his return from a journey

in Russia he was present, on Friday, October 24th, at

the trial of Marshal Bazaine in Paris, dining with some 'of

the judges in the evening. He reached London on the

Saturday, took ill the following day, and died quietly on

the Monday afternoon. ^ '
- -

^
Sir Henry Holland was-tlie author of General View of the Agri-

enlture of Cheshire, 1807 ; Travels in the Ionian Isles, Albania,
Thessaly, and Greece, 1812-13, 2d ed., 1819; Medical Notes and
JtffUetums, 1833; Chapters cm Mental Physiology, 1852; Essays on
Scientific and other Subjects contributed to tlie Edinburgh and Quar-
terly Hcviews, 1862 ; and Recollections of Past Life, 1872, which is

leas interesting than it might have been, owing to the reticence of
the author in regard to personal details and characteristics.

HOLLAND, Philemon (I551-1G36), usually styled, in

the words of Thomas Fuller, " the translator-general of his

age," was born in 1551 at Chelmsford, in Essex, the son of

a clergyman, John Holland, who had been obliged to take

refuge abroad during the Marian persecution. Having be-

come aicUow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and passerl

M.A. at Oxford in 1587, ho further took the degree of

M.D. at Cambridge in 1591. In 1612 he was sworn free-

man of the city of Coventry, and in 1617, dressed in a suit

which cost £,\\, Is. lid., he had the honour of reading,

as the recorder's deputy, an oration to King James I. In

1628 he was appointed head master of the free school of

Coventry, but, owing probably to advancing old.age, ho

fieia otnce only for eleven months. His latter days were
oppressed by poverty, partly relievca by the generosity

of the common council of Coventry, which in 1632 assigned

him £3, 6s. 8d. for three years, " if he should live bo long."

He died February 9, 1636, survived by only one of his

seven sons. The fame of Philemon Holland is due solely

to his activity as a translator ; Livy, Pliny's Natural His-
tory, Plutarch's Morals, Suetonius, Ammianus Marcellinus,

and Xenophon's Cyropoedia ouccessively employed him

;

and ho also published an English version of Camden's
Britannia. -Pope's allusion to his voluminousness is well

known— ^ " ^ ^ - . ^. -

" De Lyra there his dreadful front extends,
And here the groaning shelves Philemon bends."

Henry Holland, his surviving son, became a London
bookseller, and is known to bibliographers for his Bazilia-

logia ; a Booke ofKings, heeing the true and liuely Effigies of

all our English Kings from the Conquest (London, 1618),
and his Heroiologia Anglica, hoc est clariss. et docliss, aliquot

Anglorum viuoe Effigies, Vitce et Elogi'a (1620).

See Colvile'a Worthies of Warwickshire (Warwick, 1869), and
Lowndes's Bibliographical Manual.

HOLLAND, Henry Richard Vassaxl Fox, third
Baeon (1773-1840), nephew of Charles James Fox and
only son of Stephen Fox, second Lord Holland, was bora
at Winterslow House, Wiltshire, 21st November 1773.

Of his ancestry an account is given in the article Fox
(Charles James). Not long after his birth he was with

difficulty saved from the flames which destroyed the

splendid family mansion in which he was born. WTien
little more than a year old he succeeded through the deata

of his father, to the peerage. On the death of his mother

in his fifth year, the care of his early education nominally

devolved upon her brother, the earl of Upper Ossory, but

the character of his early training and studies was deter-

mined chiefly by his uncle Charles James Fox, of whom
he wrote—" He seemed to take pleasure in awakening my
ambition, and directing it both by conversation and corre-

spondence, and yet more by talking to lae of my studies

and inspiring me with a love of poetry both ancient and
modern." After spending eight or nine yeats at Eton,

where he had as contemporaries J. Hookham Frere, Mi
Canning, and Frederick Howard, fifth earl of Carlisle, he

in 1790 entered Christ Church College, Oxford. Though
the years of his early manhood were occupied more in

amusement than in study, he acquired at school and the

university a taste for classical literature which he more

fully cultivated in after life. Before taking his seat in the

House of Lords, he made two tours on the Continent,—in

1791, while still a student at Oxford, visiting Paris about

the time when Louis XVI. accepted the revolutionary con-

stitution ; and in 1793 making a prolonged stay in Spain,

where he began the studj»of its language and literature.

Thence he went in 1795 to Italy; arid at Florence he

formed the acquaintance of Lady Webster, wife of Sii

Godfrey Webster, whom after her divorce from her husband

—who received £6000 damages in the action against Lord

Holland—ho married in 1797. After the marriage he

assumed his wife's family name of Vassall, but its use was

discontinued by his son, the fourth and last Lord Holland.

Lord Holland's early inheritance of a peerage must be

regarded rather as a misfortune than an advantage, for it

debarred him from a career in the House of Commons
which might have proved as brilliant as that of his uncle

Charles Fox, and raised him to an assembly, not only more

listless and much less numerous, but where at the time he

entered it the Whig party, of whose principles the influence

of his uncle had induced him to become a strenuous

supporter, could muster only a minority of six or seven in

a house of eighty or ninety. , He began his political career
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by a motion agp-iust the Asse^ied Tax Bill, and though his 1

speech had, as was to be expected, no influence on the

division, it proved that he hnd inherited the oratorical

abilities of liis family, and pointed him out as the leader

of his uncle's supporters in the Upper House. As his dis-

approval of most of the proceedings of the House of Lords

was recorded by protests, his copleusness in this species

of composition has perhaps never been equalled. These

protests were afterwards collected and published by D. C.

Muylan under the title The Opinions of Lord Holland as

recorded in ihe Journals of ihe House of Lords, from 1797

io 1841 (London, 1841), and, besides constituting, as they

necessarily do, a full though condensed account of his poli-

tical views and opinions, form one of the most authentic

and original records of the course of Whig policy during

the ye;irs to which they refer. After the peace of Amiens
in 1802 Lord Holland proceeded to Paris, whence he went

to Spain, staying in that country until the declaration of

war in January 1805, when he returned to England, Of
this second visit to Spain he doubtless took advantage for

the purpose of acquiring a more complete mastery of the

Spanish language and literature, and the fruit of this was

seen by the publication in 1807 of The Life and Writings

of Lope Felix de Vega Carpio, and in 1808 of Three

Comedies from ihe Spanish. When the ministry of " All

the Talents" came into office in 1806, Lord Holland was
made a privy councillor, and was appointed along with

Lord Auckland to negotiate with the American plenipoten-

tiaries that treaty the refusal of whose ratification by Mr
Jefferson resulted in the subsequent war with America.

Oa the death of Mr Fox, L'5th October following. Lord

Holland received the privy seal, holding office till the dis-

missal of the ministry in 1807. When the Spaniards

rebelled against the French yoke in 1 808, Lord Holland's

interest in the country induced him to pay it a third visit.

Ho landed at Corunna almost simultaneously with the

division of the British army under Sir David Baird, and

did not return to England till the close of 1809. During
the long period when the Whigs were excluded from power

Lord Holland continued to afford them his strenuous and
steady support. He did not join the Canning ministry of

1827, but when the Whigs were recalled in 1830 he became
chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, an office which, with

the exception of two short intervals when his party were

temporarily excluded from power, he continued to hold till

hie death at Holland House, 22d October 1840.

Although Lord Holland for the greater period of his life

had to lead the forlorn hope of his party in the House of

Lords, his influence on the politics of his country was of

an importance far beyond what was manifest at the time,

and without his persistent support in parliament and his

aid in maintaining his party's courage and discipline, the

triumph of many of the measures he advocated would in all

probability not have been sospcedy and complete. Few liave

been more closely identified with all the great political

changes of the first half of the present century, more especi-

ally the extension of the sufTrage, the abrogation of Catholic

disabilities, the abolition of the Test and Corporation Acts,

the repeal of the corn laws, and the repression of the slave

trade. A Bympathizer with the French ]{cvolution, ho
differed from his party iu his admiration and esteem for

Napoleon, against whose impri.sonment ho protested as an
oatmgeous violation both of good faith and of what was
duo to fallen greatness. The character of Lord Holland's

oratory very closely resembled that of his uncle Charles
Fox, and wns inferior to it only perhaps because his natural

indolence was not counteracted by the stimulus of a popular
oascmbly encouraging him to a more carefid study of tho
art of eloquence, and affording hini more r.doquate oppor-
lunitioa fur its disolav. He excelled principally in clnfo

reasoning rendered clear and easy of apprehension by
copious illustration, and—as was to be expected from the

fact that he trusted little to previous preparation—was
more happy in reply than in original statement. " The
effect of the best passages of his speeches was often marred
by a more aggravated form of that tendency to hesitation

which was one of the princip.al oratorical defects of Fox,
the rush of ideas seeming to be too rapid to permit him to

select with ease from his copious vocabulary the word
most appropriate for bis purpose According*, to Lord
Brougham—"The same delicate sense of humour which
distinguished Mr Fox he also showed, and much of the

exquisite Attic wit which formed so large and so effective

a portion of that great orator's argumentation, never use-

lessly introduced, always adapted nicely to the occasion,

always aiding and as it were directing the reasoning." The
language both of his spoken and written style was graceful,

pure, flowing, and vigorous, and entirely devoid of extra-

vagance, singularity, or affectation. In addition to his

poetical translations, he was the author of fugitive verses

of some elegance. Two of his works were published post-

humously by his son Henry Edward, fourth Lord Holland—Foreign Reminiscences (1850), and iVemoirs of the Whig
Party during my Time (2 vols. 1852-54).

It is, however, as the restorer of Holland House, and as

the host of the brilliant company which he there assembled,

that Lord Holland in all probability will be chiefly remem-
bered by posterity. Though his temper was quick and
excitable, his amiable disposition rendered his manners in

private uniformly cordial and engaging. His conversation,

easy, unconstrained, and of great variety both as to manner
and matter, was enlivened by a peculiarly genial wit, and
a never-failing supply of racy anecdote to which his powers

of mimicry gave additional point and zest. The width of

his sympathies and his manifold acquirements enabled him
to enjoy the society of persons of every species, of intellec-

tual eminence. Holland House, which owes its name tQ

Henry Rich, first earl •f Holland,—who was no relatio*

of the Fox family,—and which had been afterwards the

home of Addison and of other tenants of various kinds of

distinction, was restored by Lord Holland in a manner
worthy of the company of European statesmen, artists, and

men of letters, of which it became the common meeting-

place. Much of the attraction of these brilliant gatherings

was due to the management and personal influence of Lady
Holland, who had the peculiar gift of making herself both

feared and fascinating at the same time. Of her the

Princess Liechtenstein writes— "Beautiful, clever, and
well-informed, she exercised a natural authority ever those

around her. But a habit of contradiction— which, it la

f ur to add, she did not mind being reciprocated upon her-

self—occasionally lent animation, not to say animosity, to

tho arguments in which she engaged. It is easy for some
natures to say a disagreeable thing, but it is not always

easy to carry a disagreeable thing off cleverly. This Lady
Holland could do."

Sfic M:ioaulay'3 Easays; \ivoac\to.m'3 Slntcsmen of Ikt Time of

George III. ami IV.; Hay ward's JEsjmi/.v; Sir lli'nry llollarKl's

Hixo/kciions; and Holland House, by I'linccss Marie Liochlcn-

stcin, 2 vols., IS'i.

HOLLAR, Wenzel or Wenceslaus (1G07-1677), a

celebrated etcher, was born at Prague ou Jnly 13, 1(>07,

and..died,in Westminster, being buried at St Margaret's

church oii March 28, 1G77. His family was ruined by

the capture of Prague in tho Thirty Years' War, and young

Hollar, who had been destined for the law, detcrnuncd to

become an artist. Tlie earliest of his works that have

c(mic down to us I'ro dated 1625 and lU'JC ; they arc small

pliiles, and one of then) is a copy of a Vivgin and Child

'..k Duror. whusu inlluon.'u uoou Hollar's work was always
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great. In 1627 ho was at Frankfort, working under

Matthew Merian, an etcher and engraver; tlience he passed

to Strasburg and thence, in 1633, to Cologne. It was

there that ho attracted the notice of the famous amateur

Thomas, earl of Arundel, then on an embassy to the

imperial court ; and with him Hollar travelled to Vienna

and Prague, and finally came in 1637 to England, destined

to be his home for many years. Thougli he lived in the

household of Lord Arundel, he seems to hive worked not

e.xchisively for him, but to have begun that slavery to. the

publishers which was afterwards the normal condition of

his life. In his first year in England he made for Stent,

the [irintseller, the magnificent View of Greenwich, nearly

a _\ard long, and received thirty shillings for the plate,

—

perhaps a twentieth part of wliat would now be paid for a

single good impression. Afterwards we hear of his fixing

the price of his work at fourpence an hour, and measuring

his time by a sandglass. The civil war had its effect on his

fortunes, but none on his industry. Lord Arundel left

England in 1642. and Hollar passed into the service of the

duke of York, taking with him a wife and two children.

With other royalist artists, notably Inigo Jones and
Faitborne, he stood the long and eventful siege of Basing

House , and as we have some hundred plates from his

hand dated during the years 1643 and 164 4 he must have

turned his enforced leisure to good purpose. Taken
prisoner, he escaped or was released, and joined Lord

Arundel at Antwerp, and there he remained eight years,

the ^rimsKif his working life, when he produced his finest

plates of every kind, his noblest views, his miraculous
" m'ltfs" and " shells," and the superb portrait of the duke

of York. In 1652 he returned to London, and lived for a

time with Faithurne the engraver near Temple Bar. During
the following years were published many books which

he illustrated —Ogilby's Virgil and Homer, Stapylton's

Jurenal, and Dugdale's Warwick.'ihire, St Paul's, and Alon-

asiicun (part i ). The booksellers continued to impose

on the siniple-niinded foreigner, pretending to decline his

work that he might still further reduce the wretched

price he charged them. Nor did the Restoration improve

his posi'.ion. The court did nothing for him, and in the

great plague he lost his young son, who, we are told, might
have rivalled his father as an artist. After the great fire

be produoed some of his famous " Views of London", and

It may have been the success of these plates which induced

the king to send him, in 1668, to Tangier, to draw the

town and forts. During his return to England occurred

the desierate and successful engagement fought by his ship

the "Mary Rose," under Captain Kempthorne, against

seven Algerijie men-of-war,—a brilliant affair which Hollar

etched for Ogilby's Africa. He lived eight years after his

return, still working for the booksellers, and retaining to

the end his wonderful powers ; witness the large plate of

Edinburgh (dated 1670), one of the greatest of his works.

He died in extreme poverty, his last recorded words being
a request to the bailiffs that they would not carry away
the bed on which he wSs dying.

Hollar has been called by a recent critic '* the most
accurate delineator and the most ingenious illustrator of

his time, and as to technic the most able etcher." His

variety was boundless ; his plates number some 2740, and
include vi&ws, portraits, ships, religious subjects, heraldic

subjects, landscapes, and still life in a hundred different

forms. No one that ever lived has been able to ropreseut

fur, or shells, or a butterfly's wing, as he has done. His
architectural drawings, wh as those of Antwerp and Stras-

burg Mthcdrafs, and his views or" town.i, are tnachematically

exact, but they pre pictures as well. He could reproduce

the decorative works of other artists quite faultlessly aa

m the famous chalice after Mantcgna'a drawiux- lli.«

Theairiim Mulienim, and similar collections reproduce for

us with literal truth the outward aspects of the people oi

liis day; and his portraits, a branch of art in which be ha?

been unfairly disparaged, are of extraordinary refinement

and power. His genius is wholly unlike that of his great

contemporary Rembrandt ; it aims rather at the delicate

rendering of details than at the 'truth of character and the

mystery of light and shade. But in his own way Hollar
is as perfect as Rembrandt.

Almost coniiilcte collections of HoUui's works exist iu the British
Museum anil in the lilirary at Windsor Castle. Two adniirable
catalogues of his plalcs have been nnule, one in 1745 (2d ed. , 175'J),

by George Vertue. and one in' 1853 by Parthey. The latter, pub-
lished at Berlin, is a model of German thoroughness and accuiacv,
and leaves very little to be added by future reseiirch.

HOLLY, Ilex, L., a genus of trees and shrubs of the

natural order Ilicinece or Aijui/oliacece, containing some one
hundred and fifty species, of which several occur in the

temperate northern hemisphere. North-West America ex-

cepted, by far the larger number in tropical Asia and
America, and very few in Africa and Australia. In Europe,

where /. Aquifulium is the sole surviving species, the genus
was richly represented during the Miocene period by lormh

at first South American and Asiatic, and later North Ameri-
can ID type (Schimper, Pateonl. Viget., in. 204, 1874). Tho
leaves are generally coriaceous and evergreen, and are

alternate and stalked ; the Howers are commonly dioecious,

nre in axillary cymes, fascicles, or umbellules, and have a

persistent four- to five-lobed or parted calyx, a white, rotate

four- or rarely five- or six-cleft corolla, with the four or five

stamens adherent to its base in the male, sometimes hypo-

gynous in the female flowers, and a two- to twelve-celled

ovary
, and the fruit is a globose, very seldom ovoid, and

usually red drupe, containing two to sixteen one-seeded

stones.

The Common Holly, or Hulver (apparently the (cijAauTpo*

of Theophrastus ,' Ang-Sax., holen or holeyii ; Mid. Eng.,

holyii or liolin, whence holm and holmtree ,'^ Welsh,
celi/ti

; Oerm., Steekpalme, Hiilse, Hulst ; Old Fr., Aoiix
;

and Fr., houlx},^ J. Aquifolium, L., is an evergreen shrub
or low tree, having smooth, ash coloured bark, and wavy,

pointed, smooth, and glossy leaves, 2 to 3 inches long, with

a spinous margin, raised and cartilaginous below, or, as

commonly on the upper branches of the older trees, entire

—a peculiarity alluded to by Southey in his poem Thf
Holly Tree. The flowers, which ap|iear in May, are

ordinarily dioecious, as in all the best of the cultivated

varieties in nurseries (Gard. Chron., 1877. i 149).

Darwin (Diff. Forms of Flow., p 297, 1877) says of the

holly :
" During several years I have examined many

plants, but have never found one that was really herma-

phrodite." Shirley Hibberd, however (Gard. Chnm., 1877,

li. 777), mentions the occurrence of "flowers bearing

globose anthers well furnished with pollen, and also per-

fect ovaries." In his opinion, /. A(jiufoliam changes its

sex from male to female with age. In the female flowers

the st.iniens are destitute of pollen, though but slightly or

not at all shorter than in the male flowers ; the latter are

' Hist. Plant, I. 9. 3. iii. 3. 1, and 4. 6, ctpassim. On the aquifotrvm

or aqraifolia of Latin authors, commonly regarded a.i the holly, see A.

de Grandsugne, nint. Hat. de Ptine, bk. x\n., "Notes," pp. 199,

206.
^ The term "holm," as indicative of a prevalence of holly, is stated

to have entered into tho names of several places in Britain. From its

superficial resemblance to the holly, the tree Qutrcvs flex, L., the

evergreen oak. received the appellation of " holm-oak."
' Skeat {Ktymolog. Diet., 1879) with reference to the word holly

remarks "The form of the base KuL ( — Teutonic HuL) i.h probably

connected with Lat. cutmcn, a peak. cithma\ a stalk; perhaps bec.m^e

the leaves are 'pointed.'" Grimm {Deiil. iVorbtTb.. Bd. iv.) sugge.'^tft

that the term Hulst, as the O.II.G. I/iUis, applied to llic hutcher'»

broom, or knee-hully, in the earliest times u.«!ed for hedges, may havt

reference to the huily as a protecting {ftiiUaiUer) plant.
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more numerous than the female, and have a smaller ovary,

.and a larger corolla, to which the filaments aiihere for a

greater length. The corolla in male plants falls off entire,

whereas in fruit-bearers it is broken into separate segments

by the swelling of the young ovary (M'Nab). The holly

occurs in Britain, northeast Scotland excepted, and in

western and southern Europe, from as high as 62° N. lat. in

Norway to Turkey and the Caucasus, and in western Asia.

It is found generally in forest glades or in hedges, and
does not -flourish under the shade of other trees. In Eng-

land it is usually small, probably on account of its destruc-

tion for timber, but it may attain to 60 or 70 feet in

height, and Loudon mentions one tree at Claremont, in

Surrey, of 80 feet. Some of the trees on Bleak HiU,

Shropshire, are asserted to be 14 feet in girth at some dis-

tance from the ground (iV. and Q., 5th ser., xii. 508).

The holly is abundant in France, especially in Britanny.

It will grow in almost any soil not absolutely wet, but

flourishes best in rather dry than moist sandy loam.

Beckmann (Hist, of Invent., i. 193, 1846) says that the

plant which first induced J. di Castro to search for alura

in Italy was the holly, which is there still considered to

indicate that its habitat is aluminiferous. The holly is

propagated by means of the seeds, which do not normally

germinate until their second year (see Arboriculture,
voL ii. p. 322), by whip-grafting and budding, and by
cuttings of the matured summer shoots, which, placed

in sandy soil and kept under cover of a hand-glass in

sheltered situations, generally strike root in spring.

Transplantation should be performed in damp weather in

September and October, or, according to some writers, in

spring or on mild days in winter, and care should be taken

that the roots are not dried by. exposure to the air. It is

rarely injured by frosts in Britain, where its foliage and
bright red berries in winter render it a valuable ornamental

tree. The yield of berries has been noticed to be less

when a warm spring, following on a wet winter season, has

promoted excess of growth. There are numerous varieties of

the holly. Some trees have yellow, and others white or even

black fruit. In the fruitless variety laurifolia, "the most
iloriferous of all hollies" (Hibberd), the flowers are highly

fragrant ; the form known as femina is, on the other

liand, remarkable for the number of its berries. The
lea/es in the unarmed varieties aureo-marginata and albo-

maryvtata are of great beauty, and ' in ferox they are

studded with sharp prickles. The holly is of importance
aa a hedge-plant (see Arboriculture, vol. ii. p. 319), and
is patient of clipping, which is best performed by the

knife. Evelyn's holly hedge at Say's Court, Deptford, was
400 feet long, 9 feet high, and 5 feet in breadth. To
form fences, for which Evelyn recommends the employ-
ment of seedlings from woods, the plants should be 9 to 12

inches in height, with plenty of small fibrous roots, and
require to be Set 1 to It feet apart, in well-manured and
•weeded ground, and thoroughly watered.

The v;ood of the holly is even-grained and hard, espe-

cially when from the heartwood of large trees, and almost
as white as ivory, except near the centre of old trunks,

where it is brownish. It is employed in inlaying and turn-

itig, and, since it stains well, in the place of ebony, as for tea-

pot handles. For engraving it is inferior to box. When
<lry it weighs about 47i It) per cubic font. From the bark
of the holly bird-lime is manufactured. From the Ic.Tves

arc obtainable a colouring matter named ilixarilkin, Uicic

acid, and a bitter principle, ilirin, which has been variously

described by diflerent analytical chemists. The leaves

have been used in rheumatism, and were at one time, on
account of their taste, supposed to be of value in inter-

mittent fever. A. Lonicerus (Kreuteib., Th. 1, p. xxxviii.,

frankf., 1582, foL) spcakn of their decoction as a romeJy

fur pain in the side. They are eaten by sheep aud deeitj

and in parts of France serve as a winter fodder for cattle.

The berries provoke in man violent emesis and catharsis,

but are eaten with immunity by. thrushes and other birds'.

The larvre of the moths Sphinx ligwtri, L., and Phoxopteryx

nimuna, Hb., have iieen met with on holly. The leaves

are mined by the larva of a fly, Phytomyza ilicis, and
both on them and the tops of the young twigs occurs the

plant-louse Aphis ilicis, Kalt. (Kaltenbaclj, Pfanzmfeinde,

p. 427, 1874). The custom of employing holly and other

plants for decorative purposes at Christmas is one of con-

siderable antiquity, and has beeiv regarded as a survival of

the usages of the Roman Saturnalia, or of an old Teutonic

practice of hanging the interior of dwellings with ever-

greens as a refuge for sylvan spirits from the inclemency of

winter. A Border proverb defines an habitual story-teller

as one that "lees never but when the hoUen is green."

Several popular superstitions exist with respect to holly.

In the county of Rutland it is deemed unlucky to intro-

'duce it into a liouse before Christmas Eve. In some
English rural districts the prickly and non-prickly kinds

are distinguished as "he" and "she" holly; and in

Derbyshire the traditson obtains that according as the holly

brought at Christmas into a house is smooth or rough, the

wife or the husband will he master. Holly that has

adorned churches at that season are in Worcestershire and
Herefordshire much esteemed and cherished, the possession

of a small branch with berries being supposed to bring a

lucky year ; and Lonicerus (op. cit.) mentions a notion

in his time vulgarly prevalent in Germany that consecrated

twigs of the plant hung over a door are a protection against

thunder.
Among the North American species of Hex are /. opaca,

Ait., which resembles the European tree, and the Inkberry, /.

{Prtno$) glabra, L., and the American Black Alder, or Winterberry,
/. [Prinos) verticillnta, L. Hooker \Fl. of Rrit. Indit, i. 598,60'6)'

enumerates twenty-four Indian species • of Hex. Tlie Japaneso
/. crcnnta, Thb., and /. Itdifolia, Thh., a remarkably hardy plant,

and the North American /. JDaJioun, Walt., are ambti;; the species

cultivated in BriUiin. The leaves of several species of Jlfx are used;

by dyers. The member of the genus most important economically
is /, paragnayc-nsis, St.-Hil., the prepared leaves of which con-

stitute Par.iguay tea, or JlATfe {q..v:). Knee Holly is the upecie*

Jiiiscus aculcattts, L, ; Sea Holly. Eryngium wantimnm, L. ; and
the Mountain Holly of America, Kcmopanthcs canadensis, D. 0.

See, besides the above mentioned works. T. Forster. The Pere'tnial Calfnilai\

p 726, 1&24; Loudon, Aiboi-ftum. ii. 506, 1644; De Cnnriolle, Gco<j. Bctan.. i.

IS.53: Lindlcy. 3/cd. and O-lcciiom. Hot., p. 190, 2d ed., IS-'ifl; N. Patcrsnn, Th«
Afinse Oarden. pp. 17 .(c*?,, lSf.0; Symc, .^oicei-by's Eng. Bot.. ii 219, lSfi4

; Dai-win.
Origin o.f Sf'/iii-x, p 1U7. 3tii cd.. ISfiD, and Antm. and Pt., i, :iS4, ii. 1?. 230;
Stilie and Maiscli. Tlie Xatwnal Di^pfusatory, p. 734, 2d cd,. 1879; J. Britten

and U. Holland. Diet of Eiiq Plant .\amet, pt. ii. pp. 253, 263--J, Eng, PtHlec(
Soc, 19S0; A'otM and Queries, 2d sat., I 335,398, 443, 502, ili. -344, 4lh ser.,

Tiii, 506, X, 4S6, 492, xii. 467, Sill ser, Ji. 206, ix, (57; and The Gnrrlm. xiii.,

xiv, 1873. (F. 11. 11.)

HOLLYHOCK (from M,E. /io/i—doubtless because

brought from the Holy Land, where it is indigenous (AVedg.)

•-and A.-S. hoc, a mallaw), Atlhaa rosea, L., a perennial

plant of the natural order Malvacecc and tribe Malvca:, a

native of the East, has been cultivated in Great Britain for

about three centuries. The ordinary hollyhock is single-blos-

somed, but the florists' varieties have all double llow-ers>

of white, yellow, rose, purple, violet, and other tints, some
being almost black. The plant is in its prime about
August, but by careful management examples may be
obtained in blossom from July to as late as November.
Hollyhocks arc propagated from seed, or by division of

the root, or by planting out in rich sandy soil, in a close

frame, with a gentle bottom heat, single eyes from wood-

shoots, or cuttings from outgrowths of the old stock of

of the lateral oUscts of the spike. The seed may be
sown in October under cover, the plants obtained being

potted in November, and kept under glass till the following

April, or, if it be late-gathered, in May or June," in the

ojien ground, whence, if required, the plants arc bent

removed in October or ApriL Seedlings may also be raised
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In .. cDruary or march, o^ the aid l. a gentle heal, in a

ll<»ht audrfich moist soil ; they should not bo watered till

tliey have made their second leaves, and when large enough

for handling should be pricked olT in a cold frame ; thoy

are subsequently transferred to tlie llower-bcd. Hollyhocks

thrive best in a well-trenched and manured sandy loam.

The spikes as they grow must bo staked; and water and; for

the finest blossoms, liquid mauure sliould bo liberally sup-

oliodto the roots. ' Plants for exliibition require pruning of

side growths; and it is recommended, when the llowering

is over, and the stalks have been cut off 4 to C inches above

the soil, to earth up the crowns with sand.' Some of the

finest double-flowered kinds of hollyhock will not bloom

Well in, Scotland. The plant is susceptible of great modi-

fication under cultivation.
,
The forms now grown are due

to the careful selection and crossing of varieties, first by

Mr Charles Baron, a shoemaker at Saflfron-Walden, and

afterwards by Mr Paul of Cheshunt, Messrs K. R. Bircham,

Vi. Chater, Downie it Laird, John Laing, Anthony Par.sons,

and other well-known floriculturists. It is found that the

most diverse varieties may be raised with certainty from

plants growing near together. - Darwin from the seed of

11 out of 18 varieties procured 62 plants, all perfectly true

to their kind, and from the seed of the remaining 7 varieties

"49 plants, half true and half false. ..Mr Masters of

Canterbury, he relates, saved seed from a great bed of 2-t

named varieties planted in closely adjoining row8,,each of

which faithfully reproduced itself, with only sometimes a

shade of diff'erence in tint. Since the abundant pollen of

the hollyhock becomes ripe, and is for the most part shed,

before the stigma of the flower alTording it is ready for its

reception, the preservation of the individuality of different

varieties flourishing side by side, in spite of the frequent

visits of bees (unless, as suggested by Mr Turner of Slough,

those insects be debarred access to the pollen' and stigmas

by the doubleness of the flowers), would appear to be due

to the prepotency of the pollen of each variety on its own
stigma over that of all other plants. The hollyhock is

very liable to the attacks of slugs, and to a disease occa-

sioned by a fungus, Puccinia malvaceamm, which, originally

from South America, attained notoriety in the Australian

colonies, and finally, reaching Europe, threatened the exter-

mination of the hollyhock, the soft parts of the leaves of

which it destroys, leaving the venation only remainnig.

It has been found especially hurtful to the plant in dry

seasons. Wild mallows, upon which also it is parasitic, do

not appear to be very injuriously affected by it. As means
of getting rid of this pest the following expedients have

been resorted to :—the application of a weak aipifous solu-

tion of Condy's fluid, which in killing it turns its natural

light grey colour to a rusty black, or of a strong solution

of soft soap with sulphur (" Gishurst compound ")
; the de-

struction of the plants, and their replacement by healthy

stocks; and, as practised by Mr Chater, cultivation in

highly-manured trenches, with all possible exposure to the

open air, and mulching during summer.
See Darwin, Var. of Anim. and Plants wicur Ihtncsl.^ ii. 107,

310 ; Trens. of Hot., 2d ed., 1874 ; M. C. Cooke and JI. .1. Berkeley,

Fungi: their Nature, Influence, and Uses, p. 230. 187.'); Florist,

1875; Floral World, 187"7 and 1879; Gardener's Citron., 1S77, i.

114, and 1878, i. 766, and ii. 478; and. for tig. of jwllen of holly-

hock, BOTANV, vol. iv. p. 13t ,

IIOLMAN, J.*.MEs (c. 1787-1 857), the "Blind Tr.iveller,"

was born about 1787. He entered the British navy in 1 798
as first-class volunteer, and was appointed lieutenant in

April 1807. In 1810 he was inv.ilidcd by an illness which
resulted in the total and hopeless deprivation of sight. In

consideration -of his helpless circumstances he was in 1812
appointed one of' the royal knights of Windsor, but the

dulness and seclusion of such a life harmonized so ill with

his active habits ar.d his keen interest in the out.=ide world

tliat he requested leave of absence that he mignt go abroad.

This being granted, he in 1819, 1820, and 1821 journeyed
through France, Italy, Switzerland, the parts of Germany
bordering on the Pihine, Belgium, and the Netherlands.

In. 1822 he published a narrative .of his journey. His
enjoyment in his travels 'was derived from the love, of

locomotion' and. the attendant exercise, the' varieties of

company and of topics of conversation, and the informa-

tion and descriptions he;obtained from eye-witnesses, which
constantly supplied him with new^ materials on which to

exercise his imagination. , He again set out in 1822 with
the design of making the circuit of the world, but after

travelling through Russia into Siberia, he was arrested

when he had managed to penetrate 1000 miles beyond
Smolensk, and after being conducted to the frontiers of

Poland, returned home by Austria, Saxony, Prussia, and
Hanover. ' The pretext for arresting hira was the suspicion

of his being a spy, but the probability is that the authori-

ties wished to prevent him from persevering in what they

must have regarded a-s, to one in his helpless condition, a

foolish and hazardous adventure. An account of hisjourney
was published in 1825. Shortly afterwards he again set

out to accomplish by a somewhat different method the

design which had been frustrated by the Russian authori-

ties ; and an account of his remarkable achievement was
published in four volumes in 1834-.35, under the title of

A Vnyaije round the World, inclvdinr/ Travels in Africa,

Asia, Australasia, America, dr., from 1827 to 1832. His
last journeys were through Spain, Portugal, Wallachia,

Moldavia, Montenegro, Syria, and Turkey ; and he was
engaged in preparing his journals of this tour for the press

when he died at London, 29th July 1857. The works of

Holman, besides the interest attaching to them from his

incidental references to the peculiarities of his circumstances

arising from his physical defect, and to his methods of

triumphing over his difliculties, occupy a unique place in

literature as products of very extraordinary energy and
perseverance, while, on account of the variety of their in-

formation and their frequently graphic descriptions, they
arc of considerable value as books of traveh

HOLSTKIN. See SchleswicHolstein.
HOLT, Ser John (1642-1710), lord chief-justice of the

Court of King's Bench in the reigns of William III. and
Anne, was b(U-n at Thame, Oxfordshire, December 30, 1642.
His father. Sir Thomas Holt, possessed a small patrimonial

estate, but iu order to supplement his income had adopted
tiie profession of law, in which he was not very successful,

although he became sergeant in 1677, and afterwards for

his political services to the "Tories "was rewarded with
knighthood. After attending for some years the free

school of the town of Abingdon, of which his father was
recorder, young Holt in his sixteenth year entered Oriel

College, Oxford. He is said to have spent a very dissipated

youth, and even to have been in the habit of taking purses

on the highway, but after entering Gray's Inn about 1660
he completely renounced his old habits and applied himself
with exemplary diligence to tiie study of law. He was
called to the bar in 1 6G3, and, although his youth hindered
his immediate success, when once he had an oi)portunity

of manifesting his talent he speedily accjuircd a lucrative

practice. An <irdent supporter of civil and religions liberty,

he distinguished himself in the state trials which were
then so common by -the able and courageous 'manner in

which he supported the pleas of the dcfeAdants. In
February 16G6 he was appointed recorder of London, and
on the 22d of April he was made king'sscigoant and received

the honour of knighthood. His giving a decision 'adverse

to the pretensions of the king to exercise martial law in

time of peace led to his dismissal from the ofllce of recorder,

but he was continued in the oihcc of king's sergeant m order
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to prevent him from hfioiniiig counsel for accused persuns.

Having been one of the judges who acted as assessors to

the pesrs in the Convention parliament, he took a leading

part in arranging the constitutional change by which William

III. was called to the throne, and after his accession he was

appointed lord chief-justice of the king's bencli. His hierits

as a judge are the more apparent and the more rcmark;ible

when contrasted with the qualities displayed by his unwortliy

predecessors in office. In judicial fairness, legal knowledge

and ability, clearness of statement, and unbending integrity

he has had few if any superiors on the English bencL

Over the civil rights of his countrymen be exercised a

jealous watchfulness, more especially when presiding at the

trial of state prosecutions, and he was especially careful

that all accused persons should be treated with fairness

and respect. He is, however, best known for the firmness

with which he upheld his own prerogatives in opposition

to the authority of the Houses of Parliament. On several

occasions his physical as well as his moral courage was tried

by extreme tests. Having been requested to sujiply a

number of police to help the soldiery in quelling a riot, he

assured the messenger that if any of the people were shut

he would have the soldiers hanged, and proceeding himself

to the scene of not he was successful in preventing blood-

shed. A still more signal proof of his courage is said to

have been given in the Aylesbury case. He declared in

favour of the Ayle.sbury burgesses, who had been committf:rl

to Newgate for complaining about the non-registry of their

votes. On this account liis commitment was moved by

the Tories, but the result of the motion is uncertain.

There is a tradition, however, which whether true or not

is equally a tribute to his integrity, that the House of

Commons summoned him to appear before them, and that

when, on his disregarding the summons, the speaker him-

self made his appearance, Holt told him that unless he

returned to his chair within five minutes he %voiild have him
aentto Newgate. While steadfast in his sympathies with the

Whig parby, Holt maintained on the bench entire political

impartiality, and always held himself aloof from political

intrigue. On the retirement of Somers from the chan-

cellorship in 1700 he was offered the great seal, but

declined it. His death took place 3d March 1710, and he

was buried in the chancel of Redgrave church, where a fine

mouument in white marble was erected by his brother to

his memory.
lii'pnrts ofC'ii.ics detcrviincd by Sir John Holt, 1681-1710, ai'po.ircd

at Luritlon in ]7;5S ; and Thejtulyin.aitsdrlivircdin the r.tisc oj Ashbti
V. WkUc and otlu:rs, and in the case of John Patyand ot/Lcrs,}ninl'd

friiM original MSS., at London, 1337. See Durnrfs Oun Tnncs;
Taller, No. xiv. ; a Life, mililishfil in 1764; Wi'lsby, J.wcs of
Eimiv.nt Enijltsh Judge:) vf Inc Vth and 18(A Ccnlariu, 184C; anii

Canqibell's Lives oj the Lord Chief Jusiices.

H()LTY, LuDwio Heinrich Christoph (1748-1770),
German poet, and one of ihc founders of the " Hainbiind,"

was born at Mariensue in Hanover, December 21, 1748
His father, who was a pastor, was three times married, and
Holty was the eldest of his ten children, His second wife.

Holly's mother, died in 1 758, and her children were tenderly

brought up by the third wife, together with her own large

family. In his ninth year. Holty, till then a beautiful and
lively child, was smitten with smallpox, and was for some
time nearly blind. On his recovery, hi.s features and dis-

position were altered, and he was through life plain, silent,

and awkward. Troni an early age he was an inveterate

lover of solitude and books. He was taught at home by

his father, besides the ordinary school branches, Latin,

French, and Hebrew, and at the age of si.xteon was sent to

the public school of Cclle. On leaving Celle three years

I ilcr, he went as a theological student to Ovttingcn, where,

however, he devoted his leisure hours to the study of the

EuclisL and Italian poet.i, and began his own literary

career. The appearance of some or his verses in a Ooitiiigen

weekly paper, especially those on the death of Miinchhausen,
brought his name belore the public, and he was shortly

afterwards admitted as a member of the "German Society."

He now made the acquaintance of Durger, Miller, Vo.ss,

boie, the brothers Stolberg, and other poets, in conjunctlou

with whom he formed in 1772 the famous poetical brother-

hood known as the "Hainbuud." The next two years
were spent by Holty in this brilliant and enthusiastic

company ; and, with the assistance of a scholarship and a
post in the philological seminary in Gottingen, lie suc-

ceeded in making a scanty livelihood by teaching English
and Greek and by making translations. In 1774, Imving
abandoned the intention of entering the church, he accom-
panied his Irietid Miller to Leipsic, where he remained for

a year m the hopes of obtaining a private tutorship. The
pennile' young poet had for some time been silently

attachpL to a lady, who about this time married some more
eligible suitor. His health now began to cause him anxiety,

and symptoms of consumption, inherited from his mother,

made their appearance. His prospects were iurther altered

by the death of his father in 1775 ; and Holty found him-

self not only thrown entirely on his own resources, but
obliged in some measure to assist his family. Towards
the end of 1775 he settled in Hanover, to be near his

physician Zimniermann and his friend Boie, anrl there he
died in#liis twenty-eighth year, September 1, 1776. Holty
was a writer of ballads, idylls, elegies, and odes. His
conceptions, if not lofty, are always graceful, his style

finished, his language and rhythm faultless. He was from
the first one of the shining lights of the " Hainbund,"
and during his short career became one of the mo.st popu-

lar of German lyric poets. Many of his songs have become
folk-songs, and his ballads have been ranked with those of

Biirger.

Holty was engaged when he died in collecting and revising hi»
poems for the press ; and after his death his fi lends Hole and Voss
undeitook the charge of their publication. In 1782, however, an
iiicoircct edition of his works appeared edited by Geisslcr, which
contained many poems not l>y Holty. The correct edition was first

publislied by Vossaiid Stolbuig in 1783, and again, revised, in 1S04.

All edition ol his Gediehte, with a b)ograiihit\»l introduction and
notes by Kail Halm, w-jis puldislied Ity Brockhaus in the Bihlioihek

der Dciitschen Nationa/hteratur (1670).

HOLYHEAD (Welsh, Caer-Gyhi, the fort of Gybi), ft

market-town and parliamentary borough of Anglesey,

North Wales, is situated on a small island on the westeru

extremity of the county and at the terminus of the Chesto
.

and Holyhead Kaihvay, "J4 miles from Bangor. It ia cotr

nected with the mainland by an embankment three-quarters

of a mile long, over which pass both the railway and the

i-oach road. Undemeuth the bridge in the centre the tide

rushes with great velocity. The town, formerly a small

fishing village, has since the reign of William III. acquired

importance as the station of the mail packets for Dublin,

and it now possesses a niugiiificent harbour of refuge bcguii

in 1847, and formally opened in September 1873. The
original plan included the erection of a north breakwater

5300 feet in length from the coast-line, and also of an

east breakwater 2000 feet in length, but the scheme of the

east breakwater, of which the chief object was to cover the

flatter's and Skinner's Rocks, was subsequently abandoned,

and their positions were marked instead by buoys. On,

account of the number of vessels which began to take ad-

vantage of the shelter that was being provided for them it

was also resolved to lengthen the northern breakwater in ft

iiiirth-eiistcrly direction by 12000 feet, and subsequently by

500 feet more, making its total length 78G0 feet. By
these addition.H a sheltered roadstead of 400 acres in extent

was obtained, besides the enclosed area of 267 acres. The
breakwater <;otisists of a rubble mound, upon whicS is erected
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i solid central wall of fiiassive masonry rising U> j, huiglit

af 38 feet 9 ioclies aibove low water. On the wall there is

1 jK-OEienade sheltered on the sea side by a parapet. The
breakwater is terminated by a head 150 feet long and 50

feet wide, on which is erected a lighthouse. The whole

cost of the works was £1,479,538. In 1873 works were

commenced by the railway company for extending the old

harbour and increasing the length of the quay to 4000

feet. They were opened by the prince of Wales in June

1880. The cost has been nearly half a million sterling.

Upon the pier of the old harbour there is an arch of

Mons marble, commemorative of the visit of George IV.

in 1821 on his way to Ireland The church, an old

embattled building, is said to occupy the site of an ancient

monastery founded by St Oybi about 610; and in the

south porch there is a rude figure of the patron saint

under a canopy. The churchyard is surrounded by a wall

6 feet thick, supposed by some to be of Roman construction.

SaV Xtv""* ^'^

Holyhead Harbour.

The town possesses assembly-rooms and baths. On the

rock south of the harbour is an obelisk erected in memory
of Captain Skinner, commander of the steam packet, who
in 1833 lost his life by being washed overboard. About
2 miles from the town, Pen-Caer-Gybi, or the hill of

Holyhead, rises perpendicularly from the sea to the

height of 700 feet, affording a fine view of the town and
harbour, and the irregularities of the rock-bo\ind coast.

On the sides of the hill there are traces of an feten-

sive British fortification, and on the summit are remains
of a circular building, which in all probability was a Romnn
watch-tower. The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in the

coasting trade and in shipbuilding. Holyhead unites

with Beaumaris in returning a member to parliament.

The population of the parliamentary borough in 1871
was 8131.

HOLY ISLAND, orLiNDisFARNE, an irregularly shaped
island in the North Sea, 10 miles S.S.E. of Berwick, and
2 miles from the coast of Northumberland, in wliich county

it is included. It ia joined to the mainland at low water

by flat sands, over which a track, marked by wooden posts

aud practicable for vehicles, leads to the island. The parish

of Holy Island includes Fenham and Guswick townships

on the mainland, and had in 1871 a population of 876.

The area of the island is about 1000 acres, of which
about 400 are under cultivation, producing abundant crops

of barley, oats, turnips, carrots, and potatoes. The northern

part consists chiefly of barren sand-hills on which rabbits

and eider-ducks breed. There are several fresh springs on
the island, and in the north-east is a lake of 6 acres. Lime,
quarried and burned on the island, is exported chiefly to

Dundee. Four vessels are engaged in the trade. Rabbits,

fish, cattle, corn^ and potatoes are also e.\ported. At the

south-west angle is the little fishing village, formerly much
largefT^which is now a favourite summer watering-placoi

Salmon, cod, haddocks, crabs, lobster,'!, and herrings are

the principal fish taken. There are two churches and a

national school on the island. The population of the island

proper in 1871 was 553.

Holy Island derives ita name from a monastery founded on it in

635 by Oswald, king of Nor*hurabria, which, after being plundered
and destroyed by the Dant in the three preceding centuries, was
restored by the Normans in 1082 as a cell of the Benedictine
monastery at Durham. Its ruins, still extensive and now carefully

preserved, justify Scott's description of it as a *' solemn, hufje, and
dark-red pile." Holy Island was also an episcopal see (finally

transferred to Durham), of which St Cuthbert was consecrated

bishop in 685. The castle, situated to the east of tho village, on a

basaltic rock about 90 feet high, dat«9 from a very early period.

In 1646 it was garrisoned by parliament, and in 1715 an abortive

attempt was made by two Jacobites to hold it for tho Pretender.

HOLYOKE, a city of Hamden county, Massachusetts, is

situated on the west bank of the Connecticut river, crossed

there by a bridge, and on the Connecticut River railroad

and the Holyoke and Westfield branch of the New Haven
and Northampton line, 8 miles north of Springfield. It is

well supplied with schools and churches, and has three

hotels and a public library. It was a small village until

1849, when the construction of a dam across the river

supplied it with water-power for its manufactories, which
now include paper-mills, cotton-mills both for spinning and
weaving, woollen-mills, planing-mills, a flour-mill, a wire-

mill, and machine works. Originally the village was a

part of Springfield, and in 1786 it was incorporated with

West Springfield under tl^e name of Ireland parish. It

was incorporated into a town in 1850, and in 1873 it was
made a city. The population, which in 1870 was 10,733,
was 21,915 in 1880.

HOLY WATER (aqua henedida, lustralis, eiorchata,

aspersoria or aspersionis, dymcr/io?, v&utp ciXoyias), in

Roman Catholic ritual, is a specially exorcized and conse-

crated mixture of salt and water, believed to possess, when
duly sprinkled, peculiar potency as a remedy for sickness,

mental or bodily, and as a protection to property. Accord-

ing to present usage prescribed in the Mixsal, it is prepared

in the sacristy on Sunday by the priest who is to cele-

brate high mass (or by some other on whom the duty is

devolved) : robed in alb and superpelliceum and wearing

his stole, he first exorcizes the salt and the water separately;

next he mixes the two in the name of Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost ; and finally he pronounces the prayer of con-

secration over the mixture. Thereupon he assumes his

pluvial, goes to the altar, and takes from tho deacon the

aspergillum, with which he sprinkles the altar, himself, his

assistants, and the congregation, meanwhile repeating the

words of Ps. li. 7. The faithful who desire it are after-

wards permitted to carry a supply home with them for

application to the sick and for similar purposes. Holy water

is solemnly used, not only in the consecration of sacred

objects, such as churches, churchyards, bells, images, vest-

ments, and the like, Init also on various domestic occasiom

such as "marriages and funerals. A holy-water stoup ii

placed at every church door and tho faithful arc expected
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to make use i>t it both on enteiing aad ou leaving tbe

buildiug, .

The present Occidental usage w-ith regard to holy water admits

of being traced substantially, without a break, bacl: to the Carolin-

(;ian jieriod. In the pseudo-Isidorian decretals, Alexander, bishop

of Rome (c. 109 a.d.), commenting on Heb. ix. 13, is represented

as applying that text to prove the purifying power of consecrated

salt and water;' and in a genuine charge to his clergy Leo IV.

(847 A.D.) says, " Every Lord's day before mass bless water where-

with the people may be sprinkled, and for this have a proper

vessel." Hincmar of Rheims to a similar injunction adds permis-

sion to all who may wish to carry some of the water home in tlieir

own clean vessels, and sprinkle it "over their dwellings and ficlJs

land vineyards, over their cattle also and their provender, and like-

prise over their own meat and drink." In Cratian the'decree runs
'—" We bless water sprinkled with salt, that all being therewith

besprinkled may be sanctified and purified. Which also we r«Gora-

mend to be done by all priests."" But from the Ordo Romanus
(i. 42) we learn that, in Rome, if not elsewhere in the West, a

peculiar sacredness and magical efficacy were attributeii, to bap.

tismal water at least, two centuries before the publication of the

forged decretals. After the usual consecration of the font ou

Easter eve, " the whole people, whoever wished, took a blessing in

their vessels of the water itself, before the children were baptized

in it, to sprinkle about their houses and vineyards and fields and

fruits." We learn from Chrysostoni {De Bapt. Chr.) that in the

East a similar custom prevailed even in his time, while the Apos-

tolical Conslitulioiis (viii. 29) show that at a somewliat later period

(probably in the 5tli century) it had become usual also to bless

water and oil without any reference to baptismal uses. An indica-

tion of later Oriental practice is gathered from Theodore Balsamon

(c. 1200), according to whom, by immemorial custom, holy water

was in his day consecrated in Greek churches at the beginning of

every lunar month. The use of holy water at thechui-ch door can

be traced back to pre-Christian practicc> both Jewish and pagan.

The laver in front of the altar (E.xod. x.xx. 18-21) in the old

ritual of Israel had its analogue in the vessels with consecrated

water (irfpi'/J^ai/T^pia or ctirop^afr^pta) at the entrance of the peribolos

of the Greek temple ; from these the entrants used to sprinkle

themselves, or to be sprinkled by the priests, .to symboli^e the

ririty required of those who sought to enter the sanctuary of God
'here is evidence that, as early as TertuUian [Ds Oral. , 1 1) at least,

it was customary to place outside Christian places of woivhip in

the atrium (oWfuov) a fountain or cistern of water (npyiuri, <f'taK7i,

<Ppfap, tVflttTTji, KoKvpiBf-ov, KfovTapiov, nymphccum, canlharus) in

which persons about tcf enter were exjiected to wash their hands
and (perhaps) also the face. The vessel was not taken into the

church and placed near the entrance of the nave until after the 8th

century. It is not evident at what date it became customary
within the Christian Church to mi.\ salt with the water employed
for sacramental or quasi-sacramental purposes ; this practice also,

iiowever, must be traced to pre-Christian u^age (.''ee ihad i. 314 ;

Aristoph., Plut, 656; and cf Tzelzcs, Schol tn L'jcoph., 136—ri

aKiK^v Kal QaXirriTtov iJSeep HaOapTiKitfrtpop tpvafi ruy yKvKfuf).

HOLY WEEK (iP^ofia^ ficydXi], uyta or twv ayiuiVy

^po<^ayiu9, OTTpaKTO?, also y^ffiat TraOrjfxixTwv, ^j/jLipai crravp-

tuo-t/ioi , kebdomas [or seplima>i':i] major, eaiicta, mithenlica

[i.e., canonizata, Du Cange], vltima,prf»osa, tuc/nosa, nigra,

inofjiciosa, muta, crucis, lamentationvm, nululyenUv), in

the ecclesiastical year the week immediately preceding that

of Easter. The earliest allusion to tlie custom of marking
this week as a whole with special observarices is to be found

in tbe Apostolical C'onstUiUions {v.' 18, 19), datiitg from the

latter half of the yd century a.d. Abstinence Irom wine
and flesh is there commanded for all the days, while for

the Friday and Saturday an absolute fast is enjoined.

Dionysiua Alexandrinus also, in his canonical epistle (2C0
A.D.), refeis to the si.x fasting days {i$ ruw i-TjcrTuCiv i;m<'/"")

in a maiinerwhich imjilies that the observance of them had
already become an established usage in his time.. There is

some doubt about the genuineness of an ordinance attri-

buted to Constantine, in which abstinence from public

business was enforced fot the seven days immediately pre-

ceding Easter Sunday, and also for the seven which followed

it; the Codex Theodosianvs, however, is explicit in ordering

?

' Nam si cinis vitulte adspersus sanguino populum aanctiflcabal

Atque mundnbal, multo mngis aqua sale adsper&a divinisquo jirceibus

eaorata populum s.inctificat atque miiudat.
' Gratinn, De Cnn.t., d. iii. c. 20; Labb«, Coiic, viii. 37; cohip.

Biiluie, Afjicnd. ad. Ub. Sfginonii dc Beet. l)ueipt.,pp. 603-9.

that all actions at law should cease, and the doors of all

courts of law bo closed during those fifteen days (1. ii. tit

viii.). Of the particular days of the "great week" the

earliest to emerge into special prominence was naturally,

that which commemorated the supreme cr:sis of the passion;

next came the Sabbatum Magnum (Holy Saturday or

Easter Eve) with its vigil, which in the early church was
associated with an expectation that the second advent would

occur on an Easter Sunday. The Dominica Palmarum or

in Palmis (lopTij tCiv ySaiui') was, as we learn from Chryso-

stum, known and observed under that name in his day ; for

the fact of its observance in the Western Church, however,

probably our earliest authority is the Venerable Bede.

.Maundy Thursday (!] /jtydA?; TripiTrTii, feria quinta pascliie)

is referred to both by Chrysostom and by Augustine as

having been in their time marked by a general and solemn

celebration of the sacrament of the supper ; tlie latter writer

also (Ep. 118, Ad Januarium) alludes to a partial observ-

ance of the pedilaviura or footwashing which in later cen-

turies became the most conspicuous feature in the church

services of the day. For details of the elaborate ceremonial

observed in the Roman Catholic Church during this week,

reference must be made to the Missal and Bri-vtary. In

the Eastern Church the week is marked by similar practices,

but with less elalioratioii and differentiation of nte. See

also Easter and Good Friday.

HOLYWELL (Wel^li, Treffynnon, the town of the well),

a parliamentary borough and market-town of Flintshire,

North Wales, is beautifully situated ou an eminence near

the left bank of the estuary of the Dee, and about 2 miles

from the station on the Chester and Holytead line, 17

miles from Chester. The streets are irregular, but spacious

and well-paved, while many of the buildings are substantial

and elegant, and give the town an air of prosperity and

opulence. The parish church, dedicated to St Winifred,

and erected in 1769, but retaining some columns of u

more ancient structure, is a plain edifice with a strong

embattled tower. Near the railway station are the .re-

mains of Basingwerk abbey, partly Saxon and partly

Early Pointed. Of the old fort called Basingwerk castle

scarcely any traces now remain. Until the commencement
of the present century the size of Holywell was incon-

sideralile, but since then its prosperity has been uninter-

ru)-itedly increasing, owijig to the lead quarries and the

lead, copper, and zinc mines of the vicinitj'. The town

possesses lead smelting works, a shot manufactory, and

copper, brass, and zinc works. The population of the

parliamentary borough in 1871 was 7961.

The well of St Winifred, from which the town'takes its name,
long considered one of the wonders of Wales, is a spring of water
which rushes My at the cite of 21 tons a minute. Its temperature

is liiglier than that of ordinary spring water, .and varies very little

with the different seasons. The stones at the bottom of the well

have a slightly redi^ish coIouriDg due to vegetable substances, a
fact which doubtless suggested the legend according to which tlm
spring {.iished up on the spot where rested the head v»f the virgin

Winilred, who had' been deeapit^ited by a lover olTended at her

constancy to her monastic vows. The well is covered by a fine

Gothi?building said to ha%'e been erected by Margaret, countess of

Kiehmond, mother of Henry Til., but hnvir.g some portions which
are of earlier date. The c-xquisite chapel above has been restored,

andisuscd for public service. Many Roman Catholicsstill visit the
well, and swimming-baths have been erected for general use.

HOLZMINDEN, the chief town of a circle in the duchy
of Brunswick, Germany, is situated on the right bunk of

the Wescr, at the foot of the Sollinger mountains, and on

the railway from Kreienaen to Altenbekoii, 06 miles south-

west of Brunswick. It is the seat of a circle administration,

of a circle and common court, and of a general superin-

tendent. The educational establishments include a gym-
nasium and an architectural school, the latter attended by
upwards of 1000 scholars. Tho prosperity of the town
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flepends clu'cfly on agriculture and t'rie manufacture of

iron and stcfl-wares, but weaving and the makiug of

pottery are also carried on, and there are baryta mills

and pi)lishing-mill3 for sandstone. Cy means of tbe Weser

it carries on a lively trade. Holzminden obtained town

rights from Count Otto of Eberstein in 1245. In 1410 it

came into tbe possession of Brunswick. Tlie population

in 1875 was G8S7.
"

HOMAGE (from homo, through the Low Latin homina-

ticiim, which occurs in a document of 1035) was one of

the ceremonies used in the granting of a fief, and indicated

the submission of a vassal to his lord. It could be received

only by the suzerain in person. With head uncovered tbe

vassal humbly requested to be allowed to enter iuto the

feudal relation ; lie then laid aside his sword and spurs,

ungirt his belt, and kneeling before his lord uttered words

to this effect :
—" 1 become your man from this day forth,

of life and limb, and will hold faith to you for the lands

I claim to hold of you." The oath of fealty, which could

be received by proxy, followed the act of homage ; then

came the ceremony of investiture, cither,directly on the

ground or by the delivery of a turf, a handful of earth, a

stone, or some other symbolical object. Homage was done

not only by the vassal to whom feudal lands were first

granted but by every one in turn by whom they were in-

herited, since they were not granted absolutely but only on

condition of military and other service. An infant might

do homage, but he did not thus enter into full possession

of his lands. The ceremony was of a preliminary nature,

securing that the fief would not be alienated ; but the

vassal had to take the oath of fe.-.lty, and to be formally

invested, when ho reached his majority. The obligations

involved in tho act of homage were more general than those

associated with the oath of fealty, but they provided a

strong moral sanction for more specific engagements. They
essentially resembled the obligations undertaken towards

a Teutonic chief by tho members of his " comitatus " or

" gefolge," one of the institutions from which feudalism

directly sprang. Besides homnjium Itgenm, there was a

kind of homage which imposed no feudal duty ; this was

homagium fr parar/ium, such as the dukes of Normandy
. rendered to tho kings of -France, and as the dukes of

Normandy received from the dukes of Britanny. The act

of liege homage to a particular lord did not interfere with

the vassal's allegiance as a subject to his sovereign, or with

his duty to any other suzerain of whom he might hold

lands.

HOMBERG, WiLHELM (1G52-1715), an eminent natural

philosopher, born at Batavia, January 8, 1C52, was educated

in Holland, studied law at Jena and Leipsic, and became

an advocate at Magdeburg in 1G74. In that town ho

interested himself in botany and astronomy, mid made the

acquaintance of Otto von Gucricke, under whoso influence,

renouncing his profession, he finally devoted himself exclu-

sively to the natural sciences. Having travelled in Italy,

Franco, and England, and profited by the instructions of

the anatomist Graaf in Holland, he took tho degree of

doctor of medicine at Wittemberg ; and, after visiting

Germany, Hungary, Boliemia, and Sweden, bo in 1685
settled in Rome, where he practised physic with great

success. At Paris, whither ho repaired in 1C91, ho was
elected a member of tho Academy of Sciences, and became

(1702) teacher of physics and (1705) private physician to

tho duke of Orleans. Ho died at Paris, September 24,

1715. In 1702 Homberg discovered boracic acid, termed

at first the sal scdativum Jlombergi, the true nature of

which was ascertained by Bergman in 1775. What is

known as " Hoinberg's phosphorus " is a mixture of calcium

chloride and lime, which, after heating in a sealed tube

and exposure to sunlight, fihosphorescea in the dark.

Numerous treatises by Homberg, chiefly chemical, were
published in tiis Uccxieil de I'AcaJcmie dei ucienics, 1G92,

itc. See ChaufTepii;, Dlctionnaire, and Chesiistry, vol. v.

p. 4G1.

HOMBURG-von-DErt-HoHE, chief town of the circle of

Obertaunus in the Wiesbaden government district of the

Prussian province of Hesse-Nassau, is prettily situated on a
small stream at the foot of a spur of the Taunus mountains,

about 11 miles north of Frankfort-on-the-Main, with wdiich

it is connected by rail. Homburg con? ists of an old and a
new town, the latter, founded by the landgrave Frederick II.,

being regular and well-built. Besides the palatial edifices

erected in connexion with the mineral water-cure, the most
important buildings are the theatre, the synagogue, and the

variou.'5'churches, schools, and benevolent institutions. On a

neighbouring hill stands thi; castle of the former landgraves,

built in 1680, and subsequently enlarged and improved.

The White Tower, 183 feet in height, is said to date from
Roman times, and certainly existed under the lords of

Eppstein, who held the district in the 12th century. The
castle is surrounded by extensive grounds, laid out in the

manner of an English park. The woollen and linen manu-
factures of Homburg are unimportant, the prosperity of

the town being almost entirely due to tho annual influs

Pl.in o( Homburg.

G. Hesse TTorcl.

7. Hutcl tic France.

8. Euiopc Hotel.

9. Thciiue.

n. Four Sea-inns Hotel.

12. Enclish Church.
l:t. Kaisei' Spritij;.

1-1. Faik Baih House.

1. SynaffOEUe.
2. lintliliausl'latz.

3. rostOIBcc.
4 Refoi-meil Church,
i. KornanCulholicCliurch. 10. Victoria Hotel.

of visitors, which in the season lasting from Jlay to Octo-

ber inclusive averages 9000 or 10,000. Tho five mineral

springs which form the chief attraction to strangers aro

very saline, and contain a considerable proportion of car-

bonate of lime. Their use is beneficial for diseases of the

stomach and intestines, and externally for disea.ses .of the

skin and rheumatism. The population of the town in

1875, including the garrison, was 8294.

IIoniburK first came into repute (is a watcring-pl.acc in 1834, and

onin? to its gambliiig.tables, which were set up .soon after, it

rapiiily became one of the favourite .ind most fashionable health-

re-sorts of tlic Continent. In '1849 the town was oocupied by

Au.strinn troops for the purpose of enforcing the imperial decree

against gambling estahlisliments, but immediately on their with-

drawal the bank\vas again opened, and play continued unehecked

till 1872, when the Prussian Government refused to renew tlio le.ise

for gambling purposes which then expired. As the capital o/ the

former landgraviato of Hesse-Hombuig the town shared the vicissi-

tudes of that .state.
, , , ,o-^ '

&t<i S,r:h\xit'a Hamburg und seine UmgdiUKgm, Uth eil., 18,5.

HOME, Henrt. See Kames, Lord.

HOME, John (1722-1808), a Scottish dramatic poet,

was born on 20th September 1722 at Lcith, where his father,

Alexander nome, filled the oflice of town-clerk. Ho was

educated at the grammar school of his native town, and at

the university of Edinburgh, where he graduated as M.A.

in 1742. Though in his youth ho was distinguished for

vivacity, and showed a fondness for the profession of arms.
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ha ultimately studied divinity, and was licensed by the i

presbytery of Edinburgh in 1745. In the same year he

joined as a volunteer against the Pretender, and was taken

prisoner at the battle of Falkirk. Along with many others

he was carried to the castle of Doune, from which, however,

he soon effected his escape. In July 1746 Home was pre-

sented to the parish of Athelstaneford in Haddingtonshire,

vacant by the death of Robert Blair, the author of The

Crave. There he devoted himself to dramatic literature,

and his first production, The Tniyechj oj A<;is, was finished

in 1749 He took It to London and submitted ittoGarriok

lor representation at Drury Lane, but it was rejected as

unsuitable for the stage. Being but little disappointed, he

|irojected a new work, and having heard a lady bing the

liallad of Gil Morice, he formed the idea of The Tragedy of

D'i'"jl'ts, which after live ycar^' labour he completed, and
took to London for Garrick's opinion. It also was rejected,

but on his return to Edinburgh his friends resolved that it

should be brouglitout in that city, where it met with over-

whehiiing success, in spite of the opposition of the clergy,

who suspended one member of the presbytery for a month
for having attended its representation. As the author of

the tragedy might count on being dealt with yet more
severely. Home resigned his charge in 17.57, and shortly

afterwards be was appointed lecturer in a Presbyterian

chapel in Silver Street, London. In 17.58 lie became
private secretary to Lord Cute, then secretary of state

;

and three years later his patron's intluenco procured him a

pension of £300 per annum. A Letter from a Dlnck^nnith

In the Ministers and Eiders of the Church of Scotland, in

which the manner of public worship in that church is con-

sidered, published in 1759, has been attributed to his pen.

In I7G0 Home brought out another tragedy, The Siege of
Aqidleia, which was put on the stage, Garrick taking the

part of ^milius. ' In 17GS_he was appointed to the sinecure

office of conservator of Scots privileges at Campvere. In

17G9 Home's tragedy nf Tlie Fatal Discovery had a run of

nine nights; Alonzo also (1773) had fair success in the

representation , but his last tragedy, Alfred (1778), was so

coolly received that he gave up writing for the stage.
- From 17G7 he re^.Jed either at Edinburgh oral a villa

which he built at KiMuff near his former parish It

was at this time that he wrote his llistori/ of the Rfhcllion

of 17'15, which appeared in IRO'2 Home died at Mer-

•cliiston Bank, near Edinburgh, in 1808, in his eighty-sixth

year. Jle was a man ot great amiability of character,

and numbered among bis friends most of the Scottish

liter iti of the last century His writings, while they di,i-

pliy fervid feeling, and h,.ve less artificiality than the works
of the poets nf his time, are now. with the exception of

Di'uglas, comparatively little known.

The works of Home were collected nnd pulilished l)y Hcniy
M.ickcpi7,ic in 1822 (3 vols 8vo), but severnl of his smnllei pocina
SI' in to havt cscdpcil the editor's observntinn. These tire

— " The
F'le of Civ^-ir." " Vevse.s upon Invcr.uav," " Epistle to the Enrl of

F.^liuloun." "'Prologue on the liirthilay of the Prince of Wales,
1759." ftiid several " Kpigiams." which tvre printed in vol. ii uf

Oriz/nrnt Pocnm hy Scottish Ofutlcmcu, I7G'2.

HO.MF.L, or Gomel, a town of Russia in Europe, in the

government of Mohiletf, 13'2 miles S. of iMoliilell. on the

highway to Tcbernigoff, and on the right bank of the Sosli,

which joinj the Dnieper about 45 miles further down It

is a place of considerable importance, possessing (according

to the St Petershury Cr'endar for 1878) a population of

13,030,- the suburb of Isiclitsa being included. Most of

the hou'Ses are of wood, but there are a good number of

churches, .several hospitals, and public schools. Three of

the Orthodox churches were built by RumantzefT, who lies

buried in St Peter's. The sugar-refineries arc the most im-

portant of the industrial establishments. A good trade is

carried on in the agricultural produce of the surrounding

district, partly with Warsaw and partly with Riga. In

1860, when the population amounted to 13,659, there were
3G37 Raskolniks (separatists) and 6518 Jews.

Honiel, which appears m the older doouuients as Gomie or Gomi
and Gom, is mentioned lor the fiist tunc in 1142, when it belonged
to the Tchernigoti' principality The liist inhabitants were Rodi-
niitchians. In the IStli century we find Izya^laU' Daviditcli

taking refuge at Home! ou his expulsion from Kielf Along with
TchernigolT the town passed under the power of Litbuauia ; but in

the 15th century Simeon, son of John of MozhaisU, to whom it had
been entrusted by King Ale.vander, etiteied the service of John 111.

of Moscow, and it was not till 1537 that it was recovered for Sigis-

round Augustus by Prince Radzivill and a body of Cnin Tatars.

The bailiwick was granted to the Polish giandees ; and by the last

of these— Prince Tcharovizhski—a strong oaken castle was elected.

In 1(548 the town sulfered from the invasion of Bogudan Khiiiel.

mtzki, who put to death 1500 Roman Catholics and Jews. In 1655
it passed voluntarily to the side of the insurgeut Cossacks, but at

the peace of Andiusotl" it leiuamed with Poland. It was not incor-

porated with White Russia till the reign of Catherine II., who
assigned it to Fiild-Marshal Ruiuantzelf Zadunaiski. In 1S34 it was
purchased by Pi luce Paskeviich, and in 165- it was made the chief

town of a district.

HOMER f0/i7)po5) was by the general consent of auti-

cjuity the first and greatest of poets. Many of the works

once attributed to him are lost , those which remain are

the two great epics, the ///at/and the Odyssey, about thirty

Hymns, a mock epic (the Dallte of the Frogs and ifice), and

some pieces of a few lines each (the so-called Epiyrams).

Ancient Accounts of Homer.—Of the date of Homer pro-

bably no record, real or pretended, ever existed. Herodotus

(ii. 55) maintains that Hesiod and Homer lived not more

than 400 years before bis own time, consequently not much
before 850 b.c From the controversial tone in which he

expresses himself it is evident that others had made Homer
more ancient ; and accordingly the dates given by later

authorities, though very various, generally fall within the

10th and 1 1th centuries B.C. It is needless to go into the

questions raised by these statements, none of which has

any claim to the character of external evidence.'

The extant lives of Homer (edited in Westermann's
Vitarvm Scriptores Grace minores) are eight in number,

including the piece called the Contest of Hesiod and Homer.

The longest is written in the Ionic dialect, and bears the

name of Herodotus, but is certainly spurious. According

to Joh. Schmidt (in the Dissertationcs philologici' I/iileiises,

vol. li pp. 97-219), it belongs to the time which was fruit-

ful beyond all others in literary forgeries, viz., the 2d cen-

tury of our era. The other lives are probably not more

ancient. They contain a strange medley, ranging from the

simplest outgrowth of pojiular fancy to the frigid inventions

of the ago which would not confess itself ignorant of the

name of Hecuba's motlier. Thus the story that Homer
was the son of the Meles (the river on which Smyrna is

situated) and the nymph Critheis is evidently a local

legend. Another story of a primitive cast describes the

manner of Homer's death in the island of los. Seeing

some young fishermen on the beach with their nets, he

asked them

—

" Fishermen ."iprung of Arcadia, have we auglit *"

To which they answered in a riddle

—

" What wo caught we left behind.

What we caught not we bear with us.

~' Homer could not explain this, and then he remembefeiT

an oracle which had told him to beware of the young men's

riddle. He wrote an epitaph for himself, and died on the

third day after. This story comes from a lost work of

Aristotle. On the other hand, when we are told in tho

Herodotean life that Critheis was a daughter of Melanopus,

one of the colonists who came to C' mo from Magnesia, tha^

being found to bo with child she was scut with the fresh

' See Lauer, G,:sch. der Homer. Pocsie, pp. 115-30; Scngebusch,

J/vmcrica disscrtutio imsto'ur, p. ^7."
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colony that founded Smyrna, that she there brought forth

HoMier on the banks ot the Meles, whence he was called

Melcsigenes,— in this form of the story it is cusy to recog-

nize the hand of the critic. There is an evident desire to

get rid of the primitive snpernatnral clement, and also to

reconcile the claims of two cities, Cyme and Smyrna, to

the envied distinction of giving birth to Homer. There

are other incidents in the llerudotean life which seem de-

vised merely to fit certain of the minor characters- in the

Homeric poems. Pheniius, ive are told, was a schoolmaster

( of Siuyrna, who was hind to the young Mclesigenes, and
•was accordingly immortalized as the singer in the Udi/sse;/

;

the original of Mentor was a man of Ithaca, who entertained

l!iiraer and tended him in illness ; and so on.

The chief value of those " J^ive.s," and especially of

the Herodotean life, lies in the curious short poems which

tht'y hive preserved. The.se poenis are the E/ui/niins which

l:^ed to be printed at the end of Homer, but are banished

by the somewhat inconvenient purism of modern editors.

One of them {Epijr. iv.) is put in the mouth of a native

of " /Eulian Smyrna," whose poetical ;ud has been spurned

by the people of Cyme, and who is accijidingly departing

to some other city Epvjr. vl is a prayer to Poseidon for

safe arrival at Erythr;e , Epigr. vii. describes the rocky

soil of that place. Tiieie is also an Epigram addressed to

thi people of Xeonteichos ( A'/vijir. i.), and another which

brings in the piiie woods of Mount Ida and the iron-mines

of that district (Epi'/r. x.). Besides thesu pieces, the

interest of which is topographical, there is an interesting

little poem addressed to pottevs, beginning

—

" If ynu give me hire 1 wjl sing, potters,"

and another called Elfjcaiwvr), which, according to the

author of the lite, was sung by the children in Samos
when they went round begging at the festival of Apollo

,

also certain verses addressed to sailors (viii., ix.), to

a goat-heid (xi.), ic. All these short poems have a

common character. They are " rhymes " such as every

Country possesses in greater or less number, treasured

by the people as a kind of proverbs. Some of them may
be fragments of longer poems, but they are certainly nut

the work of any one poet. The circumstance that they are

ascribed to Homer merely shows that his name had gained

such a hold on the iniagiiiation of the Ionian and /Eoiian

Greeks as to draw to itself all ancient and popular verse.

Such being the true character of the E/'ir/ramf, it ftdlows

that, so tar from being " occasional verses," suggested by
moments in Homer's life, they are really the original docu-

ments, to which the narrative was afterwards adjusted.

Even the leading incident of the Herodotean life— the

birth of Homer at Smyrna—may have been originally

derived from Epifjr. iv. The epithet " •Eolian " indicates

high antiquity ; for Smyrna (according to Herodotus) was
lost by the /Eolians about 688 B.C. Similarly, the claim

of Cyme was doubtless supported (not quite so kigically)

by the mention of thai place in Epigr. iv. and i.

The same line of argument may be extended to the

llymtis, and even to some of the lost works of the " Cyclic
"

poets ; with the result of making it probable that most of

the traditions about Homer rest ultimately on poems com-
monly ascribed to him. Thus

—

1. The hymn to the Delian Apollo ends with an address
of the poet, to his audience. WTien any stranger comes and
asks who is the sweetest siiiger, they are to answer with
one voice, the "blind man that dwells in rooky Chios ; his

songs deserve the prize for all time to come." Thucydides,
who quotes this passage to show the ancient character of

the Delian festival, seems to have no doubt of the Homeric
authorship of the hymn. Hence we may most naturally

account for the belief that Homer was a Chian. That it

was a genera! bclisf is shown by a Da»saee (interesting as

the earliest express quotation from Homer) in which

Simouides calls him simply the " man of Chios" (fr. 85):

—

""Zv 5f t5 KOi\Ki<jrov .XTos iimf.v dr/jp,

OVt) Trep fpdWuiV yevdu Toir) S« Kal ai'5pwv.

It was also supported by the Chian family or gens of

Homerida;, of whom more will be said, hereafter.

2. The Margiies—a humorous poem which kept its

ground as the reputed work of Homer down to the time

of Aristotle—began with the words, " There came to

Coloijhon an old man, a divine singer, servant of the Muses
and Apollo." Hence doubtless the claim of Colophon to

be the native city of Homer—a claim supported in the

early times of Homeric learning by the Colophouian poet

and granuuarian Antimachus.

3. The poem called the Cypria was saifl to have been

given by Homer to Stasinus of Cyprus as a daughter's

dowry. The connexion with Cyprus appears further in the

piedominance given in the poem to Ajphrodite. From the

aigument preserved by Proclus it is evident that A[)hrodite

held the same place in the Cyprui which Athene has in

the Odyssey.

4. The LittU Iliad and the ['hocais, according to the

Herodotean life, were composed by Homer when he lived

at Phociea with a certain Thestorides, who carried them

off to Chios and there gained fame by reciting them as his

own The name Thestorides occurs in Epigi: v.

These indications make it probable that the stories con-

necting Homer with ditl'ereiit cities and islands do not rest

upon any better foundation than supposed allusions in

poems, none of which, to all appearance, can make good

the claim to Homeric authorship. And this result is con-

tinued by the want of positive authority in favour of any

one version. The number of opinions is proverbial, end

most of them are supported by relatively ancient testimony.

It 13 plain that the contention for Homer began at a
time when his real history had been lost. And since the

.inevitable legend found no clue in the Iliad and OJyssey, it

was driven to seek lor one in poems of .secondary value.

A singular exception is formed by Miletus, one of the

greatest of Ionian cities, for w'hich no legend claims even

a visit from Homer. Yet Arctinus of Miletus is said to

have been a "disciple of Homer," and his ^ihiopis was a

continuation of the Ilmd. Another equally exce|itional

fact IS that no poem of Arctinus is ever a,=cribed to Homer.

Are we to suppose that the authorship of the poems of

Arctinus never fell into doubt 1 If so, it is a confirmation,

from the negative side, of tie theory advanced above, viz.,

that the stories of Homer's connexion with dilTcrent places

arc suggested for the most part by the poems which came

to be assigned to hiiii in popular belief.

Recilcittun of the Poems.—Tht recitation of epic poetry

was called in historical times " rhapsody " {f'laipwSia). The
word pai,^w8os is post-Homeric, but occurs in Pindar, who
gives two iiiti'erent explanations of it—" singer of stitched

verse" {f>ixTrrC>v tVc'w^ aoiBui), and "singer with the wand"
(p«ya6J?). Of these the first is etymologically correct

(except that it should rather be "stitcher of verse"); the

second agrees with the fact, for which there is early evi-

dence, that the reciter was accustomed to hold a wand in

liis hand—iierhaps, like the sceptre in the Homeric

assembly, as a symbol of the right to a hearing.'

The first notice of rhapsody meets us at Sicyon, in the

reign of Clisthenes (600-5CO n.c.), who, as Herodotus tells

us (v. 67), " put down the rhapsodists on account of the

poems of Homer, because they -are all about Argos and th©

Argives." This description applies very well to the Iliud,

in which Argos and Argives occur on almost every page.

It may have suited the Thebaid still better, but there is no

' Comian^ tlie bruDcli of royrtle at an Atlienian feast (Aristoph.,
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need to understand it only of tliat poem, as Mr Grote does

(Part i. c. 21). In any case the incident shows that the

poems of the Ionic Homer had gained in the Cth century

B.C., and in the Doric parts of the Peloponnesus, the ascend-

ency, the national importance, and the almost canonical

character whic^^they ever afterwards retained.'

At Athens there was a law that the Homeric poems
should be recited {paij/wcida-Sai) on every occasion of the

Panathenaea. This law is appealed to as an especial glory

of Athens, bythe orator Lycurgus {Leocr., 102). Perhaps

therefore the custom of public recitation was exceptional,

and unfortunately we do not know when or by whom it

was introduced. . The Platonic dialogue //i/)/)(i7r/i((s attri-

butes it to Hipparchns, son of Pisistratus. This, however,

is part of the historical myth, in the Platonic style, of which
the dialogue mainly consists. The choice of a member of

the tyrant family as the type of an enlightened desgot was
evidently made, not on grounds of evidence, but merely as a
sign of reaction against popular sentiment. Moreover, the

author of the dialogue mal<es""(perhaps wilfully) all the

historical mistakes which Thucydides notices in a well-

known passage (vi. 54-59). In one point, however, his

testimony is valuable. He tells us that the law required

the rhapsodists to recite " taking each other up in order

(f^ vToX>5i//f(U5 c't^c^^s), as they still do." This recurs, in a

ditferent form in the statement of Diogenes Laertius (i. 2,

57) that Solon made a law that the poems should be recited
" with prompting " (so we must understand i$ vTrojioX.rj';).

The question as between Solon and Hipparchus cannot be
settled ; but it is at least clear that a due order of recita-

tion was secured by the presence of a person charged to

give the rhapsodists their cne {vKof3a.X\€iv). It was neces-

sary, of course, to divide the poem to be recited into parts,.

and to compel each contending rhapsodist to take the part

assigned to him. Otherwise they would choose favourite

or show passages.

The practice of poets or rhapsodists (we cannot always

tell which) contending for the prize at the great religious

festivals is of considerable antiquity, though apparently

post-Homeric. It is brought vividly before us in the Hymn
to Apollo (see" the passage mentioned above), and in two
Hymns to Aphrodite (v. and ix.). The latter of these may
evidently be taken to belong to Salamis in Cyprus and the

festi'-al of the Cyprian Aphrodite, in the same way that

the hymn to Apollo belongs to Delos and the Deliau
gathering. The germ of such contests may, however, be
found in the story of Thamyris, the Thracian singer, who
boasted that he could conquer even the Muses in song
(//. ii. 594#.).
Much has been made in this part of the subject of a

family or clan (ycVos) of Homeridoe in the island of Chios.

On the one hand, it seemed to follow from the existence of

such a family that Homer is a mere " eponymus," or mythi-
cal ancestor ; on the other hand, it became easy to imagine
the Homeric poems handed down orally in a family whoso
hereditary occupation it was to recite theui, possibly to add
new episodes from time to time, or to combine their

materials in new ways, as their poetical gifts permitted.

But, althouu'h there is no reason to doubt the existence of a
family of " Homerida;," it is far from certain that they had
anything tn do with Homeric poetry. The word occurs

first in Pindar (Xcm. 2, 2), wiio applies it to the rhapso-

dists ('Oii-qftiSai paTrrutv cVt'wi/ doiSoi). ' On this a scholiast

says that " Homeridaj " denoted originally the descendants
of Homer, who sang his poems in succession, but afterwards

the rhap.sodists who did not claim descent from him. Ho

' We mnycomp.ire the exclamation of the Spartan envoys to Fliero,

^ Kf n(y oinultiey d Tlf\oiriSr]S 'Ayafi^uvtttv, kc,^—sliowinpr that the
glories of the early AcJi.vau criipiiv, villi Homer for its vaUa saciTj

Wfro adoptud without reserve by the Dorian contjuerors.

adds that there was a famous rhapsodist, CynKthus u.

Chios, who was said to be the author of the Hymn to
Apollo, and to have first recited Homer at Syracuse about
the C9th'01ympiad. Nothing here connects the Horoerids
with Chios. Our knowledge of Chian Homeridas conies

chiefly from the lexicon of Harpocration, where we are told

that Acusilaus and Hellanicus said that they were so called

from the poet, but that Seleucus pronounced this to be an
error. Strabo, also, says that the Chians put forward the

Homerid:e as an argument in support of their claim to

Homer. These Eomeridre, then, belonged to Chios, but
there is no indication of their being rhapsodists. On the

contrary, Plato uses the word to include interpreters and
admirers— in short, the whole "spiritual kindred"—of

Homer {Bep., 599 E ; Phcic/r., 252 B ; Ion, 530 D). And
although we hear of "descendants of Creophylus" as in

possession of the Homeric poems, there is no similar story

about descendants of Homer himself. Such is the evi-

dence on which so many inferences are based.

The result of tlie notices now collected is to show
that the early history of epiic recitation consists of (1)

passages in the Homeric liymns showing that poets con-

tended for the prize at the great festivals, (2) the passing

mention in Herodotus of rhapsodists at Sicyon, and (3) a

law at Athens, of unknown date,- regulating the recitation

at the Panathenrea,. Let us now compare these data with

the account given in the Homeric poems. The word
"rhapsode" does not yet exist; we hear only of the
" singer " (doiSd?), who does not carry a wand or laurel-

branch, but the lyre (<f>6pfi.i.y$), with which he accompanies

his "song." In the Jliad even the epic "singer" is not

met with, but Achilles himself sings the stories of heroes

(xAca avSpiuv) in his tent, and Patroclus is waiting appar-

ently to take up the song in his turn (//. ix. 191). Again
we do not hear of poetical contests (except in the story of

ThamyrLs already mentioned) or of recitation uf epic poetry

at festivals. The Odi/sse^/ gives us pictures of two great

houses, in Ithaca and in Phx-acia ; and each has its singer.

The song is on a subject taken from the Trojan war, at

some point chosen by the singer himself, or by his hearers.

Thus Phemius pleases the suitors by singing of the cala-

mitous return of the Greeks ; Demodocus sings of a quarrd
between Ulysses and Achilles, and then, on being asked

to change the theme, of the wooden horse and the capture

of Troy.

It may be granted that the author of the Odt/sse;/

can liardly have been just such a singer as he himself

describes. The songs of Phemius and Demodocus arc too

short, and have too much the character of improvisations.

Nor is it necessary to sujipose that epic poetry, at the time

to which tho picture in the Odussey belongs, was confined

to tlic one type ro[)rescntcd. Yet in several respects the

conditions under wliich the singer finds himself in the house

of a chief like Odysseus .or Alcinous are more in harmony
witli the character of Homeric poetry than those of the

later rhapsodic contests. The subdivision of a poem like

the IliaJ or Odi/ssci/ nnKuig ditl'erent and necessarily

unequal performers must have been injurious to tlie efl'ect.

The highly theatrical manner of recitation which wa.?

fostered by the spirit of competition, and by tho example
of tho stage, cannot have dune justice to the even move-

ment of the epic style! It is not certain indeed that tho

practice of reciting a long poem by the agency of several

competitors was ancient, or that it ])revailed elsewhere than

at Athens ; but as rhapsodists were numerous, and popular

favour throughout Greece became more and more C4>nlinod

to one or two great works, it must have become almost a

* Kor the assertions 'of the Platbnic llipimrchits nnJ of Diogenes

T.fi'^Ttius are contradictory. The orators Ljxiiivns and Isocrates give

no date. Tliu nuestiou is coinplicalcil by tho storico about fis'istratuil.
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oecessity. That it was the mode of recitation .contemplated

by the author of the Iliad or Odyssty it is impossiblo to

believe.

The differenje made by substituting the wand or branch

of laurel fur tho lyre of the Homeric singer is a slighter

one, though not without significance. • Tho recitation of the

Hesiodic poems was from the first unaccompanied by the

lyre,' i.e., they were confessedly said, not sang ; and it was

natural that the example should be p.itended to Homer.

For iti is ditEcuit to believe that the Homeric poems

were ever "sung" in the strict sense of the word. \V'e

can only suppose that the lyre in the hands of the epic

poet or reciter was in reality a piece of 'convention, a

"survival" from the stage in which narrative poetry had

a lyrical character. Probably the poets of the Homeric
school—that which dealt with war and adventure—were

the genuine descendants of mniilrels whoso "lays" or

" ballads " were the amusement of the feasts in an earlier

aeroic age ; whereas the Hesiodic compositions were non-

lyrical from the "first, and were only in verso because that

was the universal form of literature. .

It seems, then, that if we imagine Homer as a singer in

a royal house of the Homeric age, but with more freedom
regarding the limits of his subject, and a more tranquil

audience than is allowed him in the rapid movement of

the Odyssey, we shall probably not be far from the truth.

Time and Place of Humer.—The oldest'direct references

to the Iliad and Odyssey are in Herodotus, who quotes

from both poems (u. 53). Tlte quotation from the Iliad

is of interest because'it is made in order to show that

Homer supported the story of the tra-'cls of Paris to Egypt
and Sidoo (whereas the Cyclic poem called the Cypria
ignored them), and also because the part of the lUad from
wiiich it comes is cited as the " Aristcia of Diomede."
This was therefore a recognized part of tlie potm.-

The earliest mention of the name of Homer is found in

a fragment of the philosopher Xenophanes (of tho Clh cen-

tury B.C., oi' possibly 'earlier), who complains of the false

notions implanted through the teadung of Homer {ii

°PK^I^ KoS' "Ofx-qpov cVel fiifxadi'iKaai TrivTes). The passage

shows, not merely that Homer was welj known at Colophon
in the time of Xenophancs, but also that the great advance
in moral and religious ideas which forced Plato to banish

Homer from his republic had made itself felt in the days
of the early Ionic philosophers.

Failing external testimony, the time and place of the

Homeric poems can only be determined (if at all) by in-

ternal evidence. This is of two main kinds :—(l) evidence

of history, consisting in a comparison of the political and
social condition, the geography, the institutions, the
manners, arts, and ideas of Homer with those of other
times

; (2) evidence of language, consisting in a com-
parison with later dialects, in respect of grammar and
vocabulary. To these may be added, as. occasionally of
value, (3) evidence of the direct influence of Homer upon

• the subsequent course of literature and art.

(1) Tho political condition of Greece in the earliest times
known to history is separated from the Greece of Homer by
nri interval which can hardly be overestimated. The great
national names are different : instead of Achieans, Argives,

' So Pnuaanias (ix. 30, 2), who supports bis opinion from Hcsiod,
Theoy., 3i)-32. And so Atistoplianes (iVx/6., :355-64) distinguishl'3

btlween sini/ing&a ode from Simonidcs HDii sayin;^ {l^^l"') a jiieco nf
jGschylus. In the second -case tho myrtle branch is taken instead of
the lyre.

' The difficulty which has been made bccinsa the title Aio;<<l5ous
'Ap'CTtia is given in tho MSS. to the lifth -book, whereas tho quotation
in question comes fmm tho sixth is due to au ovcrsighi. Cutting
aside the modern divi.'rion into books, and looking to the n.arrjitive, we
wo that the Ansteia of Diomede extends from the beginning of Book v.

to ver. 311 in Book vi. -See the Journal of CliUalojy, voL ii, p. 214.
•

Danai, wo find Hellenes, Dorians, lonians, iEolians—names
either unknown to Homer, or mentioned in terras mora
significant than silence. Mycenae is no longer the centre

of empire ; new. empires, polities, and civilizations liavo

grown up,—Sparta with its military discipline, Delphi with
its religious supremacy, Miletus with its Commerce and
numberless colonies, jiolis and Ioiiia,'Sicily and Magna
Gi-Kcia.

While the political centre of Homeric Greece is Myconre,
the real centre is evidently Boeotia. The Catalogue of the
Ships begins with Bceotia ; the list of Boeotian towns is

much the longest ; and they sail, not from the bay of Argos,
but from the Bceotian harbour of Aulis. This position is

not due to its chiefs, who are all of inferior rank. The
importance of Bceotia for civilization is further shown by
the ancient worship of the iluses on Mount Helicon, and
tho fact that the oldest poet whose birthplace is known
was the Boiotian Hesiod. Next to Bmolia and the neigh-

bouring countries, Phocis, Locris, Athens, it appears that

the Peloponnesus, Crete, and Thessaly are the most im-
portant seats of Greek population.

In the Peloponnesus the face of things was completely
altered by tiie Dorian conquest, no trace of which is found
111 Homer. Tho only Dorians known in Homer are those
that the Odyssey (xix. 177) places in Crete. It seems
difficult to connect them with the Dorians of history.

The eastern shores of tho -d^gean, which the earliest

historical records represent to us as the seat of a brilliant

civilization, giving way before the advance of the great

military empires (Lydia and afterwards Persia), are almost
a blank in Homer's map. The line of settlements can bo
traced in the Catalogue from Crete to Khodes, and embraces
the neighbouring islands of Cos and Calyninos. Tho
colonization of Fihodes by Tlepolcmus is related (II. ii. GCl

ff.), and seems to mark the furthest point reached in the

Homeric age. Between Rhodes and the Troad the only
name is Miletus, and that is still in the hands of " barbar-

ous speaking" Carians. Even the Cyclades—Naxos, Paros,

!Melos—are unknown to the Homeric world. The disposi-

tion of the Greeks to look to the west for the centres of

religious feeling appears in the mention of Dodona and tho

Dodona^an Zeus, put in tho mouth of the Thessalian

Achilles.

To the north wo find the Thracians, known from the

stories of Thamyris the singer (//. ii. 595), and Lycurgus,
the enemy of the young god D'onysus (II. vi. 130). Hero
the Trojan empire begins. It does not appear, however,
that tho Trojans are thought of as people of a dillerent

language. As this is expressly said of the Carians, and of

the Trojan allies who wer<! "summoned from afar," tho

contrary rather is implied regarding Troy itself.

The mixed type of government described by Homer—
consisting of a king guided by a council of ciders, and
bringing all important, resolutions before the assembly of

the fighting men—does not seom to have been universal in

Indo-European communities, but to have grown up in many
different parts of the world under the ftress of similar con-

ditions. The king is the commander in war, and tho office

probably owed its existence to military necessities^ It is

not surrounded with any special sacredness. There were
ruling families, laying claim to' divine descent, from whore
the king was naturally chosen, but his own fitness "is the

essence of his title. The aged Laertes is set aside ; tho

youog Telemachus docs'not succeed as a matter of course.

Nor are any very definite rights attached to the office.

Tiach tribe in.the army before Troy was commanded by its

own king (or kings); but Agamemnon was supreme,

because he was "more a king" (/?ai7'iA.(t;'T«/)os) than any
other. The assembly is summoned on all critical occasions,

and its approval is the ultimate .sanction. -A kiii^ there.
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fore stands in almost as much need of oratory as of warlike

skill and prowess. Even the division of the spoil is not

made in the IlUul by Agamemnon, but by " the Achasans
"

(//. i. 162, 368). The taking of Briseis from Achilles was

an arbitrary act, and against all rule and custom. The
council is more difficult to understand. The "elders"

(ytpoi'Tcs) of the Iliad are the same as the subordinate
" kings "

; they are summoned by Agamemnon to his tent,

and form a small council of nine or ten persons. In Troy

we hear of elders of the people (STj/ioyc'povT-c?) who are with

Priam, and are men past the military age. So in Ithaca

there are elders who have not gone to Troy with the army.

It would seem therefore that the meeting in Agamemnon s

tent was only a copy or adaptation of the true constitu-

tional " council of elders," which indeed was essentially

unfitted for the purposes of military service.

Priesthood in Homer is found in the case of particular

temples, where an officer is naturally wanted to take charge

of the sacred inclosure and the sacrifices offered within it.

It is perhaps an accident that we do not bear of priests in

Ithaca. Agamemnon performs sacrifice himself, not be-

cause a priestly character was attached to the kingly office,

but simply because be was "master in his own house."

The conception of " law " is foreign to Homer. The later

words for it (vd/io?, fnjrpa) are unknown, and the terms

which he uses (5ikt; and 6(fu%) mean merely "custom."

Judicial functions are in the hands of the elders, who
" have to do with suits " (SixatrTrd.Voi), and " uphold judg-

ments " {6(fiicrTa<; elpvarat). On such matters as the com-

pensation incases of homicide, it is evident that there were

no rules, but merely a feeling, created by use and wont,

that the relatives of the slain man should be willing to

accept payment. The sense of anger which follows a viola-

tion of custom has the name of " Nemesis "—righteous

displeasure.

As there is no law in Homer, so there is no morality.

That is to say, there are no general principles of action,

and no words which indicate that acts have been classified

as good or bad, right or wrong. Moral feeling, indeed,

existed, and was denoted by "Aides"; but the numerous
meanings of this word—shame, veneration, pity—show
how rudimentary the idea was. And when we look to

practice we find that cruel and even treacherous deeds are

spoken of without the least sense that they deserve censure.

The heroes of Homer are hardly more moral agents than

the giants and enchanters of a fairy tale.'

The religious ideas of Homer difl"er in some important

points from those of later Greece. The Apollo of the Iliad

has the character of a local deity—" ruler of Chryse and
goodly Cilia and Tenedos." He may be compared with

the Clnrian and the Lycian god, but he is unlike the Apollo

of Dorian times, the " deliverer " and giver of oracles.

Again, the worship of Diorfjsus, and of Demetcr and
Persephone, is mainly or wholly post-Homeric. The greatest

difference, however, lies in the absence of hero-worship from
the Homeric order of things. Castor and Polydeuces, for

instance, are simply brothers of Helen who died before the

expedition to Troy (//. iii. 243).

The military tactics of Homer belong to the age wlien

the chariot was the principal engine of warfare. Cavalry
is unknown, and the battle? arc mainly dpcided by the

prowess of the chiefs. The use of the trumpet is also later.

It has been supposed indeed that the art of riding was
known in Homer's own time, because it occurs in compari-

sons. But the riding which he describes (//. xv. G79) is a

mere exhibition of skill, such as we may sec in a modern
circus. And though he mentions the trumpet (//. xviii. 219),

* "Tlie incident-* which, ns we rc.nl them in Homer, touch us as wo
ue tonchpil hy a f.Ttry l.ile" (Coiiingtnn'a Viryil, u. y. 11). This
nbject IB well Irentx-d by Mr Mahafry in his Social Lift nf Greece, ch. il.

there is nothing to show that it was used, as .in historicil

times, to give the signal for the charge. The chief io-

dustries of Homeric times are those of the carpentei

{tcktuiv), the worker in leather (a-K-vroroiJio^), the smith oi

worker in metal (;^a/\Kev'9),—whose implements are the

hammer and pincers,—and the putter (xcpa/jfij?) ; also

spinning and weaving, which were carried on by the women.
The fine arts are represented by sculpture in relief, carving

in wood and ivory, embroidery. Statuary is later; it

appears to have come into existence in the 7th century,

about the time when casting in metal was invented by
Rlicecus of Saraos. In general, as has been well shown by
Mr A. S. Murray,- Homeric art does not rise above the

stage of decoration, ai)plied to objects in common use
;

while in point of stylo it is characterized by a richness and
variety of ornament which is in the strongest contrast to

the simplicity of the best periods. It is the work, in short,

not of artists but of skilled workmen ; the ideal artist is

" Dwdalus," a name which implies mechanical skill and
intricate workmanship, not beauty of design. Mr Mun"ay
further shows (following Professor Brunn of Munich) that

the Greek art of the Homeric period is identical in origin

with contemporary Assyrian work. The sculptures on the

shield of Achilles, in particular, are quite Assyrian in type;

and the Same may be said of the work which has the best

claim to equal antiquity with the Homeric poems—the

lions sculptured in flat relief over the gate of Mycens.
One art of the highest importance remains. The ques-

tion whether writing was known in the time of Homer was
raised in antiquity, and has been debated with especial

eagerness ever since the appearance of Wolf's Prolegomena.

In this case we have to consider not merely the indications

of the poems, but also the external evidence which we
posse.'s regarding the use of writing in Greece. This latter

kind of evidence is much more considerable now than il

was in Wolf's time. It will be found in a very convenient

form in A. KirchoETs Sludien zur Gesckichte des griechisclwn.

Alphabets (Berlin, 1877).

The oldest known stage of the Greek alphabet appears

to be represented by inscriptions of the islands of Thera,

.Melos, and Crete, which are referred to the 40th Olympiad

(620 B.C.). The oldest specimen of a distinctively Ionian

alphabet is the famous inscription of the mercenaries of

Psammetiehus, in Upper Egypt, as to which the only doubt

is whether the Psammetiehus in question is the first or the

second, and consequently whether the inscription is to be

dated 01. 40 or 01. 47. Considering that the divergence

of two alphabets (like the difference of two dialects) requires

both time and familiar use, we may gather from these facts

that writing was well known in Greece early in the 7th

century B.C.*

The rise of prose composition in the fith century B.C.

has been thought to mark the time when memory was prac-

tically superseded by writing as a means of preserving

literature,— the earlier use of letters being confined to short

documents, such as lists of names, treaties, laws, itc. This

conclusion, Kowcver, is by no means necessary. It may be

that down to comparatively late times poetry was not com-

monly read, but was recited from memory. But the ques-

tion is— From what time are we to suppo.se that the preser-

vation of long poems was generally secured by the existence

of written copies? Now, without counting the Homeric

' Contnnpitrary Review, vol. ixiii. p. 218//".

' The fact th.-it tlio I'hccnician Vnu (f) was rct.iincd in the Greek

nlphnhels, and the vowel v added, shows that when the alphabet w.-i»

introdureil the sound denoted by f was still in full vig»ur. Other-

wise f would have been Used for the vowel v. just a.s the Phoenician

eonson.aul Yod heranio the vowel i. But in the Ionic dinlert the sounil

of /died out soon after Homer's time, if indeed it was stUl pronounceiJ

then. It seems jiroSable therefore that the introduction of tho

alDbabct is not later than the composition of the Homeric poemg.
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poems—which doubtless had excepfiDmil advantages in

their fame and popularity— we find a body of lileialurc

dating from the 8th century B.o. to which the theory of

oral transmission is wholly inapplicable. In the Trojan

cycle alone we know of the two epics of Arctinus, the Little

Iliad of Lesches, the Cypria, the Nostoi. The Theban cycle

is represented by the Thcbaid (which C'ollinus, who was of

tlie 7th century, ascribed to Homer) and the Epiyoni.

Other ancient epics—ancient enough to have passed under

the name of Homer—are the Takiuy of CEchalia, and the

Phoca'is. Again, there are the numerous works attributed

to Hesiod and other poets of the didactic and the quasi-

historical schools,—Eumelus of Corinth, CiiuTthon of

Sparta, Agias of Troezen, and many more. The preserva-

tion of this vast mass is not e.xplained by auy of the various

considerations which have been brought to bear on the

Homeric poems—national interest, families of rhapsodists,

public recitation, &c. It can only be attributed to writing,

which must therefore have been in use for two centuries

or more before there was any considerable prose literature.

Nor is this in itself improbable. On the contrary, when
we see how gradual aud tentative progress is, and how
great is the influence of an established literary form, we
nuisl feel it to be probable that the art of writing had been

applied to tlie e.^isting kinds of literature long before it led

to the creation of a new type.

The further question, whether the /Had and Odyssey

were originally written, is much more difficult. External

evidence does not reach back so far, and the internal

evidence is curiously indecisive. The only passage which

can be interpreted as a reference to writing occurs in the

story of Bellerophon, told by Glaucus in the si.xth book of

the Iliad. Prcetus, king of Corinth, sent Bellerophon to

his father-in-law the king of Lycia, and gave him " baneful

tokens, scratching on a folded tablet many spirit-destroying

tilings, and bade him show this to his father-in-law, that

lie might perish." The king of Lycia asked duly (on the

tenth day from the guest's coming) for a token (7;t« (rrnxa

Ihiadai.), and then knew what Prcetus wished to be done.'

In this account there is nothing to show exactly how the

message of Prcetus was expressed. The use of writing for

the purpose of the token between "guest-friends " (tessera

hnspitalis) is certainly very ancient. Mominson (Rom.

Forsch.. i. p. 338^.) aptly compares the use ;n treaties,

which are the oldest species of public documents. But we
may suppose that tokens of some kind— like the marks
which the Greek chiefs make on the lots (II, vii. 175^.)

—

were in use before writing was known. In any system of

signs there were doubtless means of recommending a friend,

or giving warning of the presence of an enemy. There is

no difficulty, therefore, in understanding the message of

Proitus without alphabetical writing. But, on the other

hand, there is no reason for-so understanding it.

If the language of Homer is so ambiguous where tho

use of writing would naturally be mentioned, we cannot

expect to find more decisive references elsewhere. Argu-

ments have been founded upon the descriptions of the blind

singers in .the Odyssey, with their songs inspired directly

by the Mu3c; upon tho appeals of the poet to tlie Muses,

especially ill such a place as the opening of the Catalogue ;

upon the Catalogue itself; which is a kind of historical

document put into verse to help the memory; upon the

shipowner in the Odyssey, who has " a good memory for

his cargo," &C. It may be answered, however, in the first

place, that much of this is traditional, handed down from

the time when all poetry wa» unwritten, and in the second

* Tho won! ffrjua means the whole message or document. Ilence

0-fitiara Kvypd are not "baneful marks" or *' characte*^," but "a
token which " (insteml of being one of friendly rocoininendatioD, as it

imroorted to be) " waa a oiossogs of death."

32—?

place that the form of poetry is determined by the manner
in which it is used,—tho recitation or performance, if wo
may give a wide meaning to that term,—not by the manner
in which it is composed or preserved. And the " perfor-

mance " of epic poetry still depended upon the power of

memory long after written copies were in existence. In

short, it is one thing to recognize that a literature is essen-

tially oral in its form, characteristic of an age which was
one of hearing rather than of reading, and quite another

to hcJd that the same literature was preserved entirely by
oral transmission. And finally, if writing was used in

Homeric times, the absence of all mention of it may be

connected with the peculiar silence—imposed doubtless by
the tradition of his art—which the poet observes regarding

himself and his circumstances.

The result of these various considerations seems to be
that the age which we may call the Homeric—the age

which is brought before us in vivid outlines in the Iliad

and Odyssey—lies beyond the earliest point to which history

enables us to penetrate. And so far as we can draw any
conclusion as to the author (or authors) of the two poems,
it is that the whole debate between the cities of .^olis and
Ionia was wide of the tnark. The author of the Iliad, at

least; was evidently a European Greek who lived before,

the colonization of Asia Minor; and the claims of the

Asiatic cities mean no more than that in the days of their

prosperity these were the chief seats of the fame of Homer.*

This is perhaps the place to consider whetlier the poems are to be
regarded as possessing in any degree the character of historical

record. The question is one wliich in the absence of satisfactory

criteria will generally be deeided by taste aud predilection. A few
suggestions, however, may be made.

1. Theeventsof the Iliad take place in a real locality, the general
features of which are kept steadily in view. There is no doubt
about Sigeum and Rhoeteum, or the rivers Scamander and Simois,
or the islands Iinbros, Lemnos, and Tenedos. It is at least remark-
able that a legend of the national interest of the ** tale of Troy

"

.sliould be 30 definitely localized, and that in a district which was
never famous as a seat of Greek population.

2. The discoveries of Schliemann prove that the Homeric Troy
(which can hardly be other than Hissarlik, see Tkov) was an ancient
seat of pre-Hellenic population. This circumstance perhaps adds
something to the probability that the legend was founded on fact.

3. The story of the /Had is singularly free from the exaggerated
and marvellous character which belongs to mo.st legends. The apple
of discQi'd, the arrows of Philoctetes, the invulnerability of Achilles,

and similar fancies, are the additions of later poets. This sobriety,

however, belongs not to the whole Hiad, but to the events and
characters of the war. Such figures as Bellerophon, Niobe, the
Amazons, which are thought of as traditions from an earlier genera-
tion, show the marvellous element at work.

4. Certain persons and events in tho story have a distinctly

mythical stamp. Helen is a figure of this kind. There was another
story according to which she was carried off by Theseus, and
recovered by her brothers the Dioscuri. There are even traces of

a third version, in which the Messenian twins, Idas and Lynceus,
appear.

5. The analogy of the French epic, the f^hanson de Solattd,

favours the belief that theic was some nucleus of fact. The defeat

of Koncevaux was really suffered by a part of Charleniapue'a army.
But the Saracen army is purely mythical, the true enemy having
been the Gascons. Thus the element of fact is found in the place

where the battle w»s fought, and the name of the great emperor. If

similarly we leave, as historical, the plain of Troy, and tho name
Agamemnon, we shall perhaps not be far wrong.

(2) The dialect of Homer is properly to be called Old
Ionic : that is to say, it is the dialect of which the New
Ionic of Herodotus and tho Attic are varieties, but it is in

a much earlier stage of development. The proof cif this

proposition is to be obtained chiefly by comparing the

grammatical formation and the syntax of Homer with those

of Attic. The comparison of the vocabulary is in the nature

of things less conclusive on the question of date. It would
be impossible to give the evidence in full without writing a

Homeric grammar, but a few specimens may be of interest.

'On this point, aco Mr Gladstone's Horncric Synchronism, cb. lU.

XII — 15
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l.'The first aorist in Greek being a "weak" tense, i.e., formed

by a suffix (-(ra), whereas the second aorist is a "strong" tense,

distinguished by the form of the root-syllable, we expect to find a

constant tendency to diminish the number of second aorists in use.

No new second aorists, we may be sure, were formed any more than
new " strong " tenses, such as cariie or sang, can be formed in

English. Now in Homer there are upwards of 80 second aorists

(not reckoning aorists of "Verbs in fii," such as earrtv, ?/3jji'),

whereas in all Attic prose not more than 30 are found. In this

point therefore the Homeric language is manifestly older. In Attic

poets, it is true, the number of such aorists is much larger than in

prose. But here 'again we find that they bear witness to Homer.
Of the poetical aorists in Attic the larger part are also Homeric.

Others are not really Attic at all, but borrowed from earlier iEolic

and Doric poetry. It is plain, in short, that the later poetical

vocabulary was separated from tliat of prose mainly by the forms
which the influence of Homer had saved from being forgotten.

2. While the whole class of " strong " aorists diminished, certain

«maller groups in the class disappeared altogether. Thus we find in

Homer— ' - .

(a.) The second aorist middle without the "thematic" e or o: as

lfl\7)-To, wai struck ; |09i-to, peris/icd ; J\-to, leaped.

(6.) Tho aorist formed by reduplication: as S4Safv, taught;
\f\ahf<Tdat, to seize. These constitute a distinct formation, generally

with a" causative!' meaning ; the solitary Attic specimen is ijyayai'.

3. Another " exception," which is really a survival from a former
rule, is seen in the short syllable of the plural of oT5a (fo-^ej/, in

Homer td-iity, Iffre, kc). Other examples occur in Homer, both in

the indicative and in the participle, as apripus, fern. apapvTa ; sa
lienaKv7a, Idv'a, &c. ). But this variation of tho stem in different

parts of a single tense is exactly one of the complexities irom which
language is ever striving to free itself ; and accordingly in Attic it

has all but disappeared.

4. It had long been known that the subjunctive in Homer often

takes a short vowel {e.g., in the plural, -oiiev, -(tc instead of -wfxev,

.7|T«, and in the Mij. -o/toi, &c, instead of -u^iai, kc). This was
generally said to be dona by "poetic licence," or nietri gratia. In
fact, however, the Homeric subjunctive is almost quite " regular,"

though the rule which it obeys is a different one from the Attic. It

may ba summed up by saying that the subjunctive takes oj or ij when
tho indicative has "o or e, and not otherwise. Thus Homer has
i'/iey, we go, K-o-inv, let us go. The later X-w-ix^r was at first a
solecism, an attempt to conjugate a "verb in jui" like the "verbs
in a." It will be evident that under this rule the perfect and first

oorist subjunctive should always take a short Vowel ; and this

accoidingly is the case, with very few exceptions.

6. The article (4, ri, t6) in Homer is chiefly used as an independent
pronoun {he, she, it), a use which in Atticappcars only in a few com-
binations (such as i liiy 4 5«, the oiie the other). This differ-

ence is parallel to the' relation between the Latin ille and the article

of the Romance languages.

6. The prepositions offer several points of comparison. What
tho grammarians calWd " tmesis," tho separation of the preposition
fro.^> the verb with which it is compounded, is peculiar to Homer.
The true account of the matter is that in Homer tho place of the
preposition is not rigidly fixed, as it was afterwards. Again "with"
13 m Homer aiv (with the dative), in Attic prose /leri with tho
genitive. Here Attic poetry is intermediate; the use of <rw is

retained as a piece of poetical tradition.

7. In addition to the particle to. Homer has another, kcv, hardly
distinguisiiable in meaning. Tho Homeric uses of 6.v and kiv are
different in several respects from the Attic, the general result being
that the Homeric syntax is more elastic. ThusivandKo/ are used in

Homer with tho future, and with the subjunctive in simple sentences
(oy/c &v TCI xpo^^fTixTi, shall not avail thee). Again in clauses intro-

duced by the. relative, or by d, if, the subjunctive is found both
with and witliout &v OTKtv ; whereas in Attic (except in a few poetical

instances) iv Is always found (3i tv, iiv). And yet tho Homeric
ayntax is perfectly definite and precise. Homer uses no construc-
tions loosely or without corresponding differences of meaning. His
ruiej are cqimlly strict with tnose of the later lantpiage, but they
arc not tho same rules. And they differ chiefly in this, that the less

common combinations of the earlier period were disused altogether
in the later.

8. In tho vocabulary tho most striking difference is that many
words ap[*ar fromtlio metro to have contained a sound which they
afterwards lost, viz., that wjiich is written in some Greek alphabets
by the "digainma"/. Thus the wonls ivaj, tarv, (pyov, Ciroi,

and many others must have beeri written ut one time fiva^, /irrn,
fipyov, ft'irot. This letter, however, died out earlier in Ionic lli'an

in most dialects, and there is no proof that tho ^loraeric poems wcru
ever written with it.

The points tbiit have been mcntioQcJ, to which many
otlicra might be added, mako it clear that tho Homeric and
Attic dialects are separated by differences which afTcct tho

»"holo structure of tho Jangimgo, and require a conoidorablo

time for their development. . At the same time there is

hardly one of these differences which cauaot be accounted

for by the natural growth of the language. It has been

thought indeed that the Homeric dialect was a mixed one,

containing yEolic and even Doric forms, but the proof of

this is scanty and doubtful. There are doubtless many
Homeric forms which were unknown to the later Ionic and
Attic, and which are found in .(Eolic or other dialects. lu
general, however, these are older forraS; which must have

existed in Ionic at one time, and may very well have be-

longed to the Ionic of Homer's time. So too the digamma
is called " .^olic " by grammarians, and is found on yEolic

and Doric inscriptions. But the letter was one of the

original alphabet, and was retained universally as a

numeral. It can only have fallen into disuse by degrees,

as the sound which it denoted ceased to be pronounced.

The fact that there are so many traces of it in Homer is a

strong proof 5f the antiquity of the poems, but no proof of

admixture with ./Eolic. ' . ,

There is one sense, however, in which an admixture of^

dialects may be recognized. It is clear that the variety of

forms in Homer is too great for any actual spoken dialect.

To take a single instance : it is impossible that the genitives

in -010 and in -ov should both have been in everyday use

together. The form in -oio must have been poetical or

literary, like our-eth of the third persou singular, or like ye

for yoa, whoso for whoever, and tht like. The origin of such

double forms is not far to seek. The effect of dialect on

style was ilways recognized in Greece, and the dialect

which had once been adopted by a particular kind of poetry

was ever afterwards adhered to. The Epic of Homer wa.-i

doubtless formed originally from a spoken variety of Ionic,

but became literary and conventional with time. It is

Homer's own testimony 'that all the Greeks spoke one

language {II. iv. 437),—that is to say, that they understood

one another, in spite of the inevitable local differences.

In these circumstances experience shows that some one

dialect gains a literary supremacy to which the whole

nation yields. So Tuscan became the type of Italian, and

Anglian of English. But as soon as the dialect is adopted,

it begins to diverge from the colloquial form. Just as

modern poetical Italian uses many older grammatical forms

peculiar to itself, so the language of poetry, even in

Homeriot .times, had formed a deposit (so to speak) of

archaic grammar. There were doubtless poets before

Homer, as well as brave men before Agamemnon ; and
indeed the formation of a conventional dialect such as the

Homeric must have been the work of several generations.

Tho use of Ionic (instead of iEolic) by the Boeotian

poet Ilesiod, in a kind of poetry which was not of the

Homeric type, tends to confirm the conclusion that the

literary ascendency of Ionic was anterior to the Iliad and
Odyssey. It follows that the choice of Ionic as the language

of tho Homeric poems is no argument for the Ionian birth

of their author (or authors).

The argument for the antiquity of Homer founded upon
the traces of Homeric influence in later poetry cannot bo

profitably discussed without going into details which would

be out of jiliice hero. When a phmso or idea is found in

Homer, and again in a later author, wo have to inqiiire

whether it may not belong to tho common stock from

which tho poet of the Iliad or Odyssey himself drew, and
then whether it proves anything as to the antiquity of the

poems iti their present fomi. Hence it is seldom that such

considerations yield a satisfactory proof.' The case is

' Tbis is not the place to notice the argument which has been

foundeil upon tho differences belweeu Ilonicr and later poet*. It may
1)0 obser\'ed, Iiowcvlt, that, while agreement between poets widely

separated by tinio calls for notice and explanation, different is only

what wo expect,
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somewhat dlffurent with the argumcuts derived from tlie

eirly epic poems called "cyclic." Tlie fiagmoiits of tliese

poems, indeed, are so scanty tliat we cannot compare them

with Homer in respect of style or language, but enough is

known of their subjects to indicate that they presuppose

an Iliad and Odyssey of something like their present form

nnd extent. The /Elhiopis of Arctinus (who was of the

8th century) took up the story of the Trojan war at the

point where tlie Uiad\aay(i& it, and simdarly the Tekyoneia

of EugammoD (fl. 568 B.C.) is a mere coutiuuation uf the

Odyssey. .•

Study of Homer.— The /jomcrir. Question.—TIic critic.il study of

Homer begna ill Giecoe almost wUli tliu lu'ninmng of imosl' wriliiig.

Tho first name is that ol' Thfagenes of Kliegium. contLMiUJorai-y of

Canibyseg (525 B.C.), who is sanl to hav<^ loundfd the "new
grammar" (the older "grammar'' being tho ait of reading and
writing), an<i to have been the inventor of the allegoiical iiiteiitieta-

tions by which it w.is sought to reconcile the Hoiiieiic mythology
with the morality and .speciilativo ideas of the tilh centuiy D.c.

Tho sameattiluJein the " ancient qnairel of poet ly and ]ihilosophy"

was soon afterwards taken by Aiia.\agoias , and after Iiini by his

pupil Metrodorus of Lainp&icus, who e.vplained away all tlie gods,

and even the heroes, as elenieiitaiy substances and forces (Agamem-
non 03 the upper air, &c.)

Tho next wntere on Homer of the "grammatical" type were
Stcsinibrotusor Thasos (eonlemporary with Cimoii) and Antimachiis

of ColopKon, himself an epic poet of mark. The ThchuiU of

Antiniachus, however, was not popular, and seems to have been a

great storehouse of ni) thological Icaruiiig rather than a Doe'ji of tliu

Homeric school.

Other names of the pi-c-Socratic and Socr&iic times are mentioned
by Xenophon, Plato, and Aristotle. These were the "ancient
Horaerics" {ol ipx<i'oi'Oii-nptKoi),who busied themselves much with
the hidden meanings of Homer ; of whom Aristotle say^, witli his

profound insight, that they see tho small likenesses and overlook

the great ones (Uetajih., xii. ).

The text of Homer must have attracted some attention when
.\ntimachU3 came to be kuown as the "eorreeter" (Siopfliuri'is) of a
<listinct edition (f/tSoo-is). Aristotle is said himselt to have made a

recension for the use of Alexander the Great. His remarks on
Homer (in the Poetics and elsewhere) show that he had made a

< aiefiil study of the structure and leading ideas of the poems,, but
doTiot throw much light on the text.

The real work of criticism became possible only when great collec-

tions of manuscripts began to be made by the princes of the genera-

tion after Alexander, and when men of learning were employed to

sift and arrange these treasures. In this way the great Alexandrian
«chool of Homeric criticism began with Zenodotiis, the first chiel'of

the Museum, and wjis continued by Aristophanes and Aristarchus.

In Aristarchus ancient philology culininaled, as philosophy had done
in Socrates. All earlier learning either passed into his writings, or
was lost ; all subseiiuent research turned UDOn his critical and
grammatical work.

The means of forming a judgment of the criticism of Aristarchus
are scanty. The literary i^orin which preserved the works of the

great historians was unfortunately wanting, or was not sullicienlly

valued, in the case of the grammarians. Abridgments and newer
treatises soon drove out trie writings of Aristarchus. and other
founders of the science. Moreover, a recension could not be repro-

duced without Lew errors soon creeping in. Thus we find that

Didymus, writing in the time of Cicero, does not quote the readings

of Aristarchus as we should mioto a textus receptua. Indeed, llie

ofjject of his work seems to liavc been t« determine what those
readings were. Enough, however, remains to show that Aristarchus
had a clear notion of the chief problems of philology (except per-

haps those concerning etymology). He saw, forexamiile, that it was
not enough to find a meaning for tho archaic words (tlie yKiairai, as
they were called), but that common words (such as Trifos. ipiflo!)

had their Homeric uses, which were to be g,itliered by due induc-
tion. In the same spirit he looked upon the idc.is and beliefs of
Homer as a consistent whole, which might be determined from the
evidence of the poems. Ho noticed esjj«cially the dilfeieuce between
the stories known to Homer and thoso given by later poets, and
made many comparisons between Homeric and later manners, arts,

and institutions. Again, he was sensible of the paramount value of
manuscript authority, and appears to have introduced uo readings
from mere conjecture. Tho frequent mention in the Scholia of
"better" and "inferior" texts may indicate a classification made
by him. His use of the "obelus" to distinguish siiurions verses,

which made so large a part of his fame in antiquity, nas rather told

against hiin with modern scholars.' It is chielly interesting as a
proof of the confusion in which the text must have been before tho

' ?»e the chaptei in Cobet's Miscellanea Critica^ pp. 225-239.

Alcxandri.in times ; for it i» impossible toundci^tand the icadiuex
of Aiiataichus to suspect the genuineness of verses unless the st.ito

of the copies li.id pointed to the existence of numerous interpolations.

On this matter, however, we arc left to mere conjecture. The quota-

tions fioin Hqmcr in prc-.\lexandrian authors are so inaectiiatc n*

to tluow little or uo light on the te.\t which they uSod. It is at

least clear that our manuscripts are much more trustworlhy lli«u

the recollection of these ancient writers.*

Our knowledge of Alexandrian criticism is derived almo-it wholly

from a single document, the famous Iliad of the libiaiy ol Sit Mark
ill Venice (Codex ycncttes, or Ven. A), first published by tliu

French scholar Villoison in 17S8 (Scholia, anligiiissivia adilomeri
Ihadcm). Tliis inanuscriiit, written in the 10th centiiry. contains

(1) the best text of the Iluui^ (2) the criticai marks of Aristarchus,

and (3) Scholia, consisting mainly of extracts from four giaiiiinatical

works, viz., Didymus (coiitenipoiaiy of Cicero) on the leccnsion of

Aristarchus, Ariitouicus (II. 24 B.c ) on tlio critical marks of Aris-

tarchus, Herodian (II. 16 A.n.) on the acreiiMiation, and Nieaiior

(II. 127 A.D.) on the punctuation, of the Iliad.

These extracts present themselves m two distinct forms. One
series of seholi.i is w rittcn in tlu* usual way, on a niaigin reservctl

for the purpose. The other consists of brief scholia, written in very

small chaiacteis (but of tlie same period) on the jiarrow space left

vacant round the text. Occasionally a scholium of this kind give;*

tile substance of one of the longer extracts ; but ii^ a rule they
are distinct. It would seem, therefore, that after the nianu.sciip&

vv.-is finished tho "marginal scholia" were discovered to be ex-

tremely defective, and a new series of extracts Wjts advled in a form
which interfered as little as possible with tho ai)peaiaiicc of tho
book.

3

The mention of the Venetian Scholia leads us at once to tho

Homeric coutroversy ; for the iuiinortal Prolctjomaia of Wolf*
apjieaicd a few years after Villoison s publication, and was founded

in great mcasiiie iqion the fresh and abundant niateiials which it

furnished. Not that the " Wolfian theory " of the Homeric poems
IS directly supported by anything in the Scholia; the iiunicdiate

object of the Proleijumcua was not to put forward that theory,' but

to elucidate the new and reiiiaikable conditions under which the

text of Homer had to be settled, viz., the discovery of an uj'jiarntus

crilicits of the 2d ceiltiiry B.C. Tho questions regarding the

original structure and early history of the jioems were raised (loreed

ujjon him. It may be said) by the critical |uobleni ; but they were

really originated by facts and ideas of a wholly different order.

The 18th century, in which the spirit of classical correctness had
the most absolute dominion, did not come to an end before a
powerful reaction set in, which all'ccted nut only literatlirc but also

speculation and politics. In this movement the leading ideas were
concentrated in the word Nature. The natuml condition of society,

natural law, natural religion, the morality of feeling, the poetry of

nature, gained a singular hold, first on tho English philosophers

from Hume onwards, and tlieii (through IJousseau chielly) on the

general drift of thought and action in Europe. In literature tho

elfect of these ideas was to set up a false opposition between nature

and art. As political writers imagined a patriarchal innocence prior

to codes of law, so men of letters sought in popular unwritten poetry

tho freshness and simplicity which were wanting in the prevailing

styles. The blind minstrel was the counterpart of the noble sav.nge.

The supposed discovery of the poems of Ossian fell in with this

train of sentiment, and created an enthusiasm for the study of early

popular poetry. Homer was soon drawn into the circle of inquiry.

Bl.ackwell (Professor of Creek at Aberdeen) had insisted, in a hook

published in 1735. on the "naturalness" of Homer; and Wood
(Essatjouthe Original Genmsof JloHicr, London, 17C9) was tho first

who maintained that Homer composed without the help of writing,

'• For example, /Eschhies says that the words (ftvfxv
5" ^$ CTpwrhv

7^A0e occur repeatedly in the Iliad^ whereas they never occur there.

Had i4i)schiiies lived two centuries earli'er, how decisive this would

have seenied against the antiquity of "our Homer!" As- it is, it

only proves the weakness of all such argiitiients. On the Homeric

quotations in Aristotle, see Cope's edition of Aristotle's liliclonc, vol.

iii p. 48.
' Tho existence of l^TO groups of the Venetian Scliolia was fii-st

noticed by Professor La Roche, and they were first dislinjiiished in

the edition of W. Dindorf (Oxford, 1875). There is also a group of

Scholia, cliitlly cxesetital, a collection of which was published by

Villoison from a second Venetian MS. in his edition of 1788, and has

been again edited by W. Dindoif (Oxford, 1877). Tho most im-

portant collcetioii of this group is contained in the Codex Tt/ipntaanus

of the British Museum, which is still unedited, though a MS. pro-

baWy copied from it, the Codex i'litortuinis at Munich, was used by

Bekker for his edition of the Scholia (Dcilin, 1825). The va.st com-

mentary of Eustatluus (of the 12tli cci.tuiy) inaiks a third stage in

the progress of ancient Homeric leaming.
* /Prolegomena ad Ilumcntm, stve dcopcntm Ilomcricirrum priscu r»

geniiuia/orma vaTiistpie mutationibus et pruititiili raXu»LC emcndand*.

scnpsit Fnd. Auo WoUlus. Volumea •
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and sapporbcd his thesis Dy ancient authoritj-, niiJ also by tlio

parallel of- Ossian. Both these books were translated into German,
Gild their ideas passed into the popular philosophy of the day..

Everything in short was ripe for the reception of a book that

brought together, with masterly ease and vigour, the old and the

new Homeric learning, and drew from it the historical prot'f that

Homer was no single poet, writing according to art and rule, but a

name which stood for a golden age of the true spontaneous poetry

of genius and nature.

The pait of the Prolegomena which deals with the original form
of the Homeric poems occupies pp. xl. -clx. (in the first edition).

Wolf shows how the question of the date of writing meets us on the

threshold of the textual criticism of Homer, and accordingly enters

into a full discussionf 6rst of the external evidence, then of the

indications furnished by the poems. Having satisfied himself that

writing was unknown to Homer, he is led to consider the real mode
of transmission, and finds this in the Rhapsodists, of whom the

Homeridte were an hereditary school. And then comes the conclu-

sion to which all this has been tending: "the die is cast"—the

Iliad and Odyssey cannot have been composed in the form in which
we know them without the aid of writing. They must therefore

have been, as Bentleyhad said, "a sequel of songs and rhapsodies,"
" loose songs not collected together in the form of an epic poem till

about 500 years after. " This conclusion he then supports by the

character attributed to the "Cyclic" poems (whose want of unity
showed that the structure of the Hiad and Odyssey must be the
woi-k of a later time), by one or two indications of imperfect con-
nexion, and by the doubts of ancient critics as to the genuineness
of certain parts. These, however, are matters of conjecture. " His-
toria loquitur." The voice of antiquity is unanimous in declar-

ing that " Pisistratus first committed the poems of Homer to

writing, and reduced them to the order in which we now read
them."
The appeal of Wolf to the "voice of all antiquity " is by no

means borne out by the different statements on the subject. Ac-
cording to Heraclides Ponticus (pupil of Plato), the poetry of Homer
waa first brought to the Peloponnesus by Lycurgus, who obtained it

from the descendants of Creophylus (Polit., fr. 2). Plutarch in his

Life of Lycurgu3 {,!:. 4) repeats this story, with the addition that
there was already a faint report of the poems in Greece, and that
certain detached fragments were in the possession of a few persons
{iKfKrrjifTO 8i oi/ iroXAol f^efirj Ttl/h (TTro^dSvf TVS irot^O'fos us ^Tvxf
Statpfi/ofjifvns). Again, the Platonic dialogue Hipparchits twhich
though not genuine is probably earlier than the Alexandrian times)

asserts that Hipparchus, son of Pisistratus, first brought the poems
to Athens, and obliged the rhapsodists at the Panathenaia to follow

the order of the text, " as they still do," instead ol reciting portions
chosen at will. The earliest authority for attributing any work of

the kind to Pisistratus is the well known passage of Cicero {De
Oral., 3, 34 ;

" Quis doctior eisdem temporibus illis, aut cujus
oloquentia litteris instructior fuisso traditur quam Pisistrati ? qui
primus Homeri libros, confusos antea, sic disposuisse dicitur ut nunc
naljemus"). To the same effect Pausania.s (vii. p. 594) says that
the change of the name Donoessa to Gonoessa (in II. ii. 573) was
thought to have been made by " Pisistratus or one of his compan-
ions, * when he collected the poems, which were then in a fragmen-
tary condition (Siecnraff/ieVa t6 koI it\Aa dWaxot) }tvn^oviv6ti.tva

<9poiff). -Finally, Diogenes Laertius (i. 57) says that Solon mads
a law that the poems should be recited with the' help of a prompter
(^{ tiTto&oKns), so that each rhapsodist should begin where the last

left off ; and he argues from this that Solon did more than Pisis-

tratus to mikc Homer known. The argument is directed against
a cortaia Dieuchidas of Megara, who appears to have raaintained
that the verses about Athens in the Catalogue [II. ii. 646-566)
wore interpolated by Pisistratu.s. The passage is unfortunately
corrupt, but it is at least clear that in the time of Solon, accord-
ing to Diogenes, there were complete copies of the poems, such
OS oould be used to control the recitations. Hence the account
of Diogenes is quite irreconcilable with the noticei on which Wolf
lelied.

It is needless to examine the attempts which have been made to

harmonize these accounts. Such attempts usually start with the
tacit assumption that each of the persons concerned—Lycurgus,
Solon, Pisistratus, Hipparchus—must have done somdWnjrJor the
text of Homer, or for the regulation of th<' rhapsodists. But ^ve

have first to consiiler whether any of the accounts come to us on
such evidence that we.are bound to consider them as containing a
nucleus of truth.

In the first place, the statement that Lycurgus obtained the poems
from descendants of Creojihylus must bo ailiiiittod to bo purely
mythical.- But if we reject it, have we any bctterrcason for believing
the parallel assertion in the Platonic Ilip]mrchii3\ It is tnie that
HijiplrchHs is undoubtedly n real person. On the other hand it is

uvident that the Pislstrntidic soon became tire subject of many fables.
Thucydides notices as a pojiultr mistake the bcliif that Hipparchus
wn» the eldest son of PisLstratu-, and that consequently he was
th« relKuinx "tyrant " when he was killed hy Aristugiton. Tho

Platonic Hipi.,..:hus loilowo cii.„ .,-i.oii«ins vers.^.i, and m.iy Ibf'v
fore be regarded js re|in'scnting (at best) mere local tmditiun. Ue
may reasonably go further, and see in this part of the dialogue tt

piece of historical romance, designed to put the " tyrant" family
in a favourable light, as patrons of literature and learning.

Again, the account of the Hifparehiisis contradicted by Diogenes
Laertius, who says that Solon provided for the due recitation of the
Homeric poems. The only good authorities as to this point are tho
orators Lycurgus and Isocrates, who mention the law prescribing
the recitation, but do not say when or by whom it was enacted.
The inference seems a fair one, that the author of the law was really
unknown. '

With regard to the statements which attribute some work in con-
nexion with Homer to Pisistratus, it was noticed by Wolf that Cicero,
Pausanias, and the otheis who mention the matter do so nearly in
llu saTie utorcls, and therefore appear to have drawn from a common
source. This source was in all probability an epigram quoted in two
of the short lives of Homer, and there said to have been inscrib«d
on the statue of Pisistratus at Athens. In it Pisistratus is made to
say of himself that he " collected Homer, who was formerly sung
in fragments (&i rhi'"0/ivpoi' i^&pottra a-vopdSjjv rh irplv dti^ofievoy),
for the golden poet was a citizen of ours, since we Athenians
founded Smyrna. ' The other statements repeat these words with
various minor additions, chiefly intended to explain how the poems
had been reduced to this fragmentary condition, and how Pisistratus
set to work to restore them. Thus all the authority for the work of
Pisistratus "reduces itself to the testimony of i single enonymout.
inscription" (Nutzhorn, p. 40). Now, what is the valre of that
testimony? It is impossible of course to believe that a statue of
Pisistratus was set up at Athens in the time of the free" republic.
The epigram is almost certainly a mere literary exercise. And what
exactly does it say ' Only that Homer was recited in fragments by
the rhapsodists, and that these partial recitations were made into a
continuous whole by Pisistratus ; which does not necessarily mean
more than that Pisistratus did what other authorities ascribe to
Solon and Hipparchus, viz., regulated the recitation.

Against the theory which sees in Pisistratus the author of tha
first complete text of Homer we have to set the absolute silence of
Herodotus, Thucydides, the orators, and the Alexandrian gram-
marians. And it can hardly be thought that their silence is acci-

dental. Herodotus and Thucydides seem to tell us all that they
know of Pisistratus. The orators Lycurgus and Isocrates make a
great deal of the recitation of Homer at the Panathensea, but know
nothing of the poems having beencoUected and arranged at Athens,
a fact which would have redounded still more to the honour of the
city. Finally, the Scholia of the Ven. A contain no reference or
allusion to the story of Pisistratus. As these Scholia are derived in

substance fjom the writings of Aristarchus, it seems impossible to
believe that the story was known to hira. The circumstance that
it is referred to in the later Hcholia Vicloriana, and in Eustathius,
gives additional weight to this argument.
The result of these considerations seems to be that nothing rest*

on good evidence beyond the fact that Homer was recited by law at

the Panathenaic festival. The rest of the story is probably the
result of gradual expansion and accretion. It was inevitable that
latur writers should speculate about the authorship of such a law,
and that it should bo attributed with more or less confidence to

Solon or Pisistratus or Hipparchus. The choice would be deter-

mined in great measure by political feeling. It is probably not an
accident that Dieuchidas, who attributed so much tQ Pisistratus,

was a Megarian. The author ^f the Hipparchxis is evidently
inlluenced by tho anii-democratieal tendencies in which ho only
followed Plato. 'In the times to which the story of Pisistratus can
be traced, the 1st century B.C., the substitution of the " tyrant" for

tho legislator was extremely natural. It was equally natural that
the importance of his work as regards the text of Homer should bo
exaggerated. The splendid patronage of letters by the successors of

Alexander, and especially the great institutions which had been
founded at Alexandria and Pergamus, had made an impression on
the imagination of learned men which was reflected in the current
notions of the ancient despots. It may even be suspected that
anecdotes in praise of Pisistratus and Hipparchus vere a delicato

form of flattery addressed to the reigning Ptolemy. Under tlieso

influences tho older stories of Lycurgus bringing Homer to tho
Peloponnesus, and Solon providing for tiio recitation at Athens, wore
thrown into tho shade. '

,

In the later Byzantine times it was believed that Pisistratus was
aided by seventy grammarians, of whom Zenodotus and Aristarchus
wero the chief. The great Alexandrian granimarians had becomo
figures in a new mythology. It is true that Tzetzos, ono of tho
wJ iters from whom we have this story, gives a bettor version,

according to which Pisistnitus employed four men, viz., Onoma-
critus. Zopyrus of lloraclra, Orpheus of Croton, and one whoso name
is corrupt (writton iTiK6yKv\os). Many scholars (among them
Kitschl) accept thi.-* account as probable. Yet It rests upon no
better evidence than the other.

, The effect of the Prolegomena was so ovei n-hclDunij tlial. allhongb
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a few protests were maJo at the time, the true. Homeric controversy

did not begin till after ihc death of Wolf (1S21). His speculations

were thoronjjhly in hamiony with the ideas and sentiment of the

time, and his historical arguments, especially his long array of

testimonies, to the workof Pisistratus, were hardly challenged.

The first considerable antagonist of the Wolfian school uas G. W.
Nitzsch, whose writings cover the space 1828-1862, and deal with

«very side of the controversy. In the earlier part ofliis ihldamUa
(1830) he took up the question of written or unwritten literature,

on whieh Wolf's whole argument turned, and showed that the art

of writing must bo anterior to Pisistratus. In the later part of

the same series of discussions (1S37), and in Ins cliief worK {Die

Sacjenpoesie dcr Gricchcn, 1852), he investigated the structure of

ilie Homeric poems, and their relation to the other epics of the

Trojan cycle. These epics had meanwhile been made the subject

of a work which for exhaustive learning and delicacy of artistic

perception has few rivals in the liistory of philology, the Epic

CijcU of F. 0. Welcker. The confusion which previous scholars

had made between the* ancient post-Homeric poets (Arctlnu.s,

I.esches, &c. ) and the learned mythological writers (such as the

•'scriptor cyclicus"oE Horace) was first cleared up by Welcker.

Wolf had argued that if the cyclic writers had known the Iliad and

Odyssey which wo possess, they would have imitated the unity of

structure which distinguishes these two poems. The' result of

Welcker's labours was to show that the Homeric poems had in-

flucnceil both the form and the substance of ejiic poetry.

In this way there arose a conservative school who admitted more

or less freely' the absorption of pre-existing lays in the fonnation of

the Iliad and Odyssey, and also the existence of considerable inter-

polations, but assigned the main work of formation to prehistoric

times, and to the genius of a great poet. Whether the two epics

were by the same author remained an open question ; the tendency

of this group of scholars was decidedly towards separation. Re-

garding the use of writing too they were not unanimous. K. 0.

Miiller, for instance, maintained the view of Wolf on this point,

while ho strenuously combated the inference which Wolf drew

from it. "

The PfoUgomenahora on the title page the words " Volumen 1.";

but no second volume ever appeared, nor was any attempt made by
Wolf himself to carry his theory further. The first important steps

in that direction were taken by Gottfried Hermann, chielly in two
tlissertations, De intcrpolaiiotiibiis Ilomcri (Leips. , 1832), and De
iteratis Ilomcri (Lei [is. , 1840), called forth by the writings of Nitzsch.

As the word "interpolation" implies, Hermann did not maintain

the hypothesis of a congeries of independent "lays." Feeling the

difficulty of supposing that all the ancient minstrels sang of the
" wrath of Achilles" or the " retnrn of Ulysses" (leaving out even

the capture of Troy itself), he was led to assume that two poems of no

great compass dealing with those two themes became so famous at

an early period as to throw ether parts of the Trojan into the back-

ground, and were then enlarged by successive generations of rhapso-

dists. Some parts of the Iliad, moreover, seemed to him to bo

older than the poem on the wrath of Achilles ; and thus in addition

to the " Homeric" and "post-Homeric" matter he distinguished a
" pre- Homeric" element.

The conjectures of Hermann, in which the Wolfian theory found

a modified and tentative application, were presently thrown into

the shade by the more trenchant method of Lachmann, who (in two
papers read to the Berlin Academy in 1837 and 1841) sought to

«how that the //liirf w.os made up of sixteen independent "lays,"

with various enlargements and interpolations, all finally reduced

to order by Pisistratus. The first book, for instance, consists of a

lay on the anger of Achilles (1-347), and two continuations,

the return of Chryseis (430-492) and the scenes in Olympus
(348-429, 493-611). The second book forms a second lay, but
several pas.sages, among them tha speech of Ulysses (278-332),

are interpolated. In the third book the scenes in which Helen and
Priam take part (including the making of the truce) are pronounced
to bo interpolations ; and so on. Regarding the evidence on whieh
these sweeping results are founded, opinions will vary. The degree

of smoothness or consistency which is to be expected on the hypo-
thesis of a single author will be determined by taste rather than
argument. The dissection of the first book, for instance, turns
partly on a chronological inaccuracy which might well escape the
jioet as well as his hearers. In examining sucli jjoints we are apt
to forget that the contradictions by which a story is shown to be
untrue arc quite diflerent from those by wliieh a confessedly untrue
story would be shown to bo the work of different authors.

Structure of the Iliad.—The subject of the Iliad, as the

first lino proclaims, is the "anger of Achillea." The
manner in which this subject is worked out will nppear

from the followitig summary, in which we distinguish (1)

the plot, •!!.c., the story of the quariel, (2) the main course

of the war, which forms a sort cf underplot, and (3) subor-

Hiiiate episodes.

1. Quarrel of Achilles with Agamemnon and the Greek army
—Agamenmon, having been compelled to give up his

prize Cliryseis, takes Uriseis from Achilles—Theieupon
Achilles appeals to his mother Thetis, who obtains front

Zeus a promise that he will give victory to the Trojans
ajitil the Greeks pay due honour to her son—Meanwhile
Achil!es takes no [tart in the war.

II Agamemnon is persuaded by a dream sent from
Zeus to lake the field with all his forces.

His attempt to test the temper of the army
nearly leads to their return.

Catalogue of the army.
Trojan iTUister—Trojan catalogue.

III. Meeting of the armies— Paris challenges Menclaus^
Truce made.

"Teichoscopy," Helen pointing out to Priam
the Greek leaders.

The duel— -Paris is saved by Aphrodite.
IV. Truce broken by Pandarus.

Advance of thc»armies— Battle.

V. Aristeiaof Diomede—his combat with Aphrodite
VI. —Meeting with Claucus—Visit of Hector to

(1-311) (he city, and offering of a peplus to Athene.
(312-529) i'isit of Hector to Paris—to Andromache.

VII. Return of Hector and Paris to the field.

Duel of Ajax and Hector.

Truce for burial of dead.

The Greeks build a wall round their camp.
VIII Battle—The Trojans encamp on the field.

IX. Agamemnon sends an embassy by night, otTermg Achillfifc

restitution and full amends—Achilles refuses.

X. Doloneia—Night expedition of Odysseus afid

Diomede.
XI. Aristeia of Agamemnon—he is wounded—Wound'-

ing of Diomede and Odysseus.

Achilles sends Antilochus to inquire about Machaon.
XII. Storming of the wall—the Trojans reach the ships,

XI II, Zeus ceases to watch the field—Poseidon secretly

comes to the aid of the Greeks.

XIV. Sleep of Zeus, by the contrivance of Here.
XV. Zeus awakened—Restores the advantage to the Tro-

jans—Ajax alone defends the ships.

XVI. Achilles is persuaded to allow Patroelus to lake the fielil.

Patroclus drives back the Trojans—kdls .Sarpcdon

—

is himself killed by Hector.

XVII. Battleforthe body of Patroclus— Aristeiaof Mcnelaua.

XVUI. News of the death of Patroclus is brought to Achilles

—

Thetis comes with the Nereids—promises to obtain new
armour for him from Hephtestus.

The shield of Achilles described.

XIX. Reconciliation of Achilles—His grief and desire to avengo
Patroclus.

XX. The gods come down to the plain—Combat of

Achilles with ^Encas and Hector, who escape.

XXI. The Seamander is choked with slain— rises against

Achilles, who is saved by Hepha;st«s.

XXII. Hector alone stands against Achilles—his flight

round the walls—he is slain.

XXIII. Burial of Patroclus—Funeral games.

XXIV. Priam ransoms the body of Hector—his burial.

Such is the " action " (TrpSfis) which in Aristotle's opinion

showed the superiority of Homer to all later epic poets.

But the proof that his scheme was the work of a great poet

does not depend merely upon the artistic unity which

excited the wonder of Aristotle. A number of separate

" lays " might conceivably be arranged and connected by

a man of poetical taste in a manner that would satisfy all

requirements. In such a case, however, the connecting

passages would be slight and weak. Now, in the Iliad

these passages are the finest and most characteristic. Tlje

element of connexion and unity is the story of the " wrath

of Achilles"; and we have only to look at the books which

give the story of the wrath to see how essential they are,

Even if the ninth bonk is rejected (as Grotc propo.sed),

there remain the spceclK;s of the first, sixteenth, and nine-

teenth books. These speeches form the cardinal points in

the action of the Iliad—the frapiework into which every-

thing else is set ; and tlicy have also the best title to the

name of Homer.
The further question, howevoi, remains,— What shorter

narrative piece fulfilling the' conditions of an independent
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poem has Lachmann succeeded ia disengaging from the

existing Iliad'i It must be admitted that when tried by
this test his " lays " generally fail. The " quarrel of the

chiefs," the "muster of the army," the "duel of Paris and

Menclaus," &c., are excellent beginnings, but have no satis-

fying conclusion. And the reason is not far to seek. The
Iliitd is not a history, nor -is it a series of incidents in the

liistory, of the siege. It turns entirely upon a single

incident, occupying a few days only. The several episodes

of the poem are not so many distinct stories, each with an

interest of its own. They are only parts of a single main
event. Consequently the type of epic poem which would

be produced by an aggregation of shorter lays is not the

type which we have in the Iliad. Kather the Iliad is

itself a single lay which has grown with the growth of

poetical art to the dimensions of an epic.

But the original nucleus and parts of the incidents may
be the work of a single great poet, and yet other episodes

may be of different authorship, wrought into the structure

of the poem in later times. Various theories have been
based on this supposition. Grote in particular held that

the original poem, which he called the Achilleis, did not

include books ii.-vii., ix., x., xxiii., sxiv. Such a view

may be defended somewhat as follows.

Of the books which relate the events during the absence

of Achilles from the Greek ranks (ii.-xv.), the last five are

directly related to the uiaiu action. They describe the

successive steps by which the Greeks are driven back, first

from the plain to the rampart, then to their ships. More-
over three of the chief heroes, Agamemnon, Diomede, and
Ulysses are wounded, and this circumstance, as Lachmann
himself admitted, is steadily kept in mind throughout. It

is otherwise with the earlier books (especially ii.-vii). The
chief incidents in that part of the poem—the panic rush to

the ships, the duels of Paris and Menelaus, and of Hector
and Ajax, the Aristeia of Diomede—stand in no relation

to the mainspring of the poem, the promise made by Zeus
to Thetis. It is true that in the thirteenth and foiffteenth

bonks the purpose of Zeus is thwarted for a time by other

gods; but in books ii.-vii. it is not so much thwarted as

ignored. Further, the events follow without sufficient

connexion. The truce of the third book is broken by
Pandaru.?, and Agamemnon passes along the Greek ranks
with words of encouragement, but without a hint of the

treilchery just committed. The Aristeia of Diomede ends
in the middle of the sixth book ; he is uppermost in all

thoi|glit3 down to ver. 311, but from this point, in the meet-

ings of Hector with Helen and Andromache, and again in

the seventh book when Hector challenges the Greek chiefs,

his prowess is forgotten. Once more, some of the incidents

eeom to belong properly to the beginning of the war. The
joy of Menelaus on seeing Paris, Priam's ignorance of the

Greek leaders, the speeches of Agamemnon in his review

of the ranks (In book iv.), the building of the wall— all

these are in place after the Greek landing, but hardly in

the ninth year of the siege.

On the other hand, it may be said, the second book opens
with a direct reference to the events of the first, and the

mention of Achilles in the speech of Thcrsites (ii. 239/'.)

is sullicient to keep the main course of events in view.

The Catalogue is connected with its place in the poem by
the lines about Achilles (686-C91). When Diomede is

at the height of his Aristeia Hclenus says (II. vi. 99),
"We did not so fear even Achilles." And when in the
third book Priam asks Helen about the Greek captains, or

when iu the .seventh book nine champions come forward
to contend with Hector, the want of tho greatest hero of

nil is Bufliciently felt. If these passages do not belong to

the period of the wrath of Achilles, how aio wo to atcount
for his con4>icuou3 absiDset

Further, the w>int of smoothness and unity which is

visible in this part of tho Iliad may be due to other causes

than difference of dat* or authorship. A national poet
such as the author of the Iliad cannot always choose or

arrange his matter at his own will. He is bound by the
traditions of his art, and by the feelings and expectations

of his hearers. The poet who brought tho exploits of

Diomede into the Iliad doubtless had his reasons fordoing
so, which were equally strong whether he was the poet of

the Achilleis or a later Homerid or rhapsodist. And if

some of the incidents (those of the third book in particular)

seem to belong to the beginning of the war, it must be
considered that poetically, and to the hearers of the Iliad,

the war opens in the third book, and the incidents are of

the kind that is required in such a place. The truce makes
a pause which heightens the interest of the impending
battle ; the duel and the scene on the walls are effective

in bringing some of the leading characters on the stage,

and in making us acquainted with the previous history.

The story of Paris and Helen especially, and the general

position of affairs in Troy, is put before us in a singularly

vivid manner. The book in short forms so good a prologue

to the action of the war that we can hardly be wrong in

attributing it to the genius which devised the rest of the

Iliad.

The case against tlie remaining books is of a different

kind. The ninth and tenth seem like two independent
pictures of the night before the great battle of xi.-xvii.

Either is enough to fill the space in Homer's canvas ; and
the suspicion arises (as when two Platonic dialogues bear

the same name) that if either had been genuine, the other

would not have come into existence. If one of the two is

to be rejected it must be the tenth, which is certainly the

less Homeric. It relates a picturesque adventure, conceived

in a vein more approaching that of comedy than any other

part of the Iliad. Moreover, the language in several places

exhibits traces of post-Homeric date. The ninth book, on
the other haud, was rejected by Grote, chiefly on the

grounds that the embassy to Achilles ought to have put ao
end to the quarrel, and that it is ignored in later passages,

especially in the speeches of Achilles (xi. 609 ; xvi. 72, S.l).

His argument, however, rests on an assumption which we
are apt to bring with us to the reading of tho Iliad, but

which is not borne out by its language, viz., that there was

some definite atonement demanded by Achilles, or due to

him according to the custom and sentiment of the time.

But in the Iliad the whole stress is laid on the anger of

Achilles, which can only be satisfied by the defeat and

extreme peril of the Greeks.' He is inUuenced by his own
feeling, and by nothing else. Accordingly, in the ninth

book, when they are still protected by the rampart (see

348 j/'.), ho rejects gifts and fair words alike; m tho si.x-

teenth he is moved by the tears and entreaties of Patroclus,

and the sight of the Greek ships on fire; in the nineteenth

his anger is quenched in grief. But ho makes no condi-

tions, either in rejecting the oilers of tho embassy or jn

returning to the Greek army. And this conduct is the re-

sult, not only of his fierce and inexorable character, but also

(as the silence of Homer shows) of the want of any gene-

ral rules or principles, any code of morality or of honour,

which would have required him to act in a different way.

Finally, Grote olyectod to the two last books that they

prolong tho action of the Iliad beyond the exigencies of a

coherent scheme. Of the two, tho twenty-third could more
easily be spared. Irt language, and perhaps in style ami

manner, it is akin to the tenth ; while the twenty-fourth ia

in the pathetic vein of tho ninth, and like it serves to bring

out new aspects of the clinracter of Achilles.

' On this point sco a pnper by professor P.ick.iiil iu the Trmis. oj

(lie American I'lulohijical AssociiUion, 1870.
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A recent writer (Dr K. Kammcr) has giren some strDUg re»5orn

for donbttnj; the genuineness of the passage in book xx. descrrbing

the duel between AchiUes and ^'EDcas (70-352). The incident is

certainly very much out of keeping with the vehement action of

that part of the poem, and especially with- the moment when
Achilles returns to the field, eager to meet Hector and avenge the
deatb of his friend. The interpolation (if it is one) is probably due
to local interests. It contains the well-known prophecy that the
descendants of ^Eneas are to rule over the Trojans,—pointing to the
e.xistence of an vEnead dynasty in the Troad. So, too, the legend
of Anchises in the Hymn to Aphrodite is evidently local ; and
iEneas becomes more prominent in the later epics, especially the
Cypria and the 'IKiov tripffis of Arctinus.

,

r Stnidare of (In Odyssey.—rn the Odyssey, as in the Iliad,

the events related fall within a short space of time. The
difficulty of adapting the long wanderings of Ulysses to a

plan of this type is got over by the device—first met with

in the Odyssey—of making the hero tell the stoi-yof his

own adventures. In this way the action is made to "begin

almost immediately before the actual return of Ulysses,

Up to the time when he reaches Ithaca it moves on three

distinct scenes : we follow the fortunes of Ulysses, of

Telemachus on his voyage in the Peloponnesus, and of

Penelope with the suitors. The art with which these

threads are woven together was recognized by Wolf himself,

who admitted the difficulty of applying his theory to the
" admirabilis summa et compages" of the poem. Of the

comparatively few attempts which have been mad& to dis-

sect the Odyssey, the most moderate and attractive is that

of Professor A. Kirchoff of Berlin.!

According to Kixchoff, the Odyssey as we'have it is tlie result of
additions made to an original nucleus. There was first of all a
" Return of Odysseus," relating chiefly the adventures with the
Cyclops, Calypso, and the Phseacians ; then a 'Continuation, the
scene of which lay in Ithaca, embracing the bulk of books xiii.-xxiii.

The poem so fbrmed was enlarged at some time between 01. 30 and
01. 50 by the stories of books x..-xii. (Circe, the Sirens, Scylla, &c.),

and the adventures of Telemachus. Lastly, a few passages were in-

terpolated in the time of Pisistratus.

The proof that the scenes in Ithaca are by a later hand than the
ancient "Return" is found chiefly in a contradiction discussed by
Kirchoff in his sixth dissertation (pp. 135.^., cd. 1869). Sometimes
Ulysses is represented as aged and worn by toil, so that Penelope,
for instance, cannot recognize him ; Bometimes he is really in the
prime of heroic vigour, and his appearing as a beggarly old man is

the work nf Athene's wand. The first of these representations is

evidently natural, considering the twenty eventful years that have
jjassed ; but the second, Kirchoff holds, is the Ulysses of Calypso's
island and the Pbseacian court. He concludes that the aged Ulysses
belongs to the "continuation" (the change wrought by Athene's
wand being a device to reconcile the two views), and hence that the
continuation is the work of a different author.

Ingenious as this is, there is re.illy very slender ground for
Kirchoff's thesis. The passages in the second half of the Odyssey
which describe the appearance of Ulysses do not give two well-
marked representations of him. Sometimes Athene disguises him
as a decrepit beggar, sometimes she bestows on bim supernatural
beauty and vigour. It must he admitted that we are not told
exactly how long in each case the effect of these changes lasted.
But neither answers to his natural appearance, or to the appearance
which ho is imagined to present in the earlier books. In the palace
of Alcinous, for instance, it is noticed that he is vigorous but
" marred by many ills" (Kaxotai avydppriKTai iroXe'ecrtri, Od. viii. 137)

;

and this agrees with the scenes of recognition in the latter part of
the poem.
The arguments by which KirchofT seeks to prove that the stories

of books x.-xii. are much later than those of book ix. are not more
convincing. He points out some resemblances between these three
books and the Argtinautic fables, among them the circumstance that
a fountain Artacia occurs in both. In the Argonautio story this
fountain is placed in the neighbourhood of Cyzicus, and answers to
on actual fountain known in historical times. Kirchoff argues that
the Artacia of the Argonautio story must have been taken from the
real Artacia, and the Artacia of the Odyssey again from that of the
Argonautic story. And as Cyzicus was settled from Miletus, he
infers that both sets of stories must bo comparatively late. It is
more probable, surely, that the name Artacia occurred independ-
ently (as most geographical names are found to occur) in more than

' />i« Composition der Odyssee, Berlin, 1869. A full discussion of
this book is given by Dr B. Kammer, Di« Einheii der Odyssee,
jolpsic, 1873. ^

eno yW-J. Or it may bethat the Artacia of the Odyssey suggested
the name to the colonists of Cyzicus, whence it was adopted into
the later vei-sions of tlie Argonautic story. The further aigumcnt
that the Nosloi recognized a son of Calypso by Ulysses but no son
of Circe, consequently that Circe was unknown to the poet' of the
Kostoi, rests (in the iirst place) upon a conjectural alteration of a
passage in Eustathius, and moreover has all the weakness of an
argument from silence, in addition to the uncertainty arising from
our very slight knowledge of the author whose silence is in question.
Finally, when Kirchoff finds traces in books x.-xii. of their having
been originally told by the poet himself instead of bein<[ put in tlio

mouth of his hero, we feel that inaccuracies of this kini are apt to
creep in whenever a fictitious story is thrown into the form of au
autobiography.

Inquiries conducted, with the .refin^riient which characterises
those of Kirchoff are always instructive, and his book contains very
many just observations ; but it is impossible to admit his main
conclusions. And perhaps we may infer that no similar atteijipt

can be more successful. It dous not indeed follow that the Odyssey
isfce from interpolations. TheNcKufaofbook xi. may he later fas

Lauer maintained), or it may contain additions, which could easily

be inserted in a description of the kind. And the last book is pro-
bably by a different hand, as the ancient critics believed. But the
unity of the Odyssey as a whole is apparently beyond the reach of

the existing weapons of criticism.

Chorizontes.—AVTien we are satisfied that each of the
great Homeric poems is either whoHy or mainly the work
of a single poet, a question remains which has been master
of controversy in ancient as well as modern times—Are they
the work of the same poet? Two ancient grammarians,
Xeno and Hellanicus, were known as the separators (oi

X<Dpi^oi/T€9) ; and Aristarchus appears to have written a
treatise against their heresy. In modern times^ some of

the greatest names have been on -the side of the " Chori-

zontes."

If, as has been maintained in t'uB preceding pages, the

external evidence regarding Homer is of nb value, the pro-

blem now before us may be stated in this form :—Given two
poems of which nothing is known except that they are of

the same school of poetry, what is the probability that they

are by the same author ? We may find a fair parallel by
imagining two plays drawn at hazard from the works of the

great tragic writers. It is-«vident that the burden of proof

would rest with those who held them to be by the same
hand.

The arguments used in this discussion have been of very

various calibre. The ancient Chorizontes observed that the

messenger of Zeus is Iris in- the Iliad, but Hermes in the

Odyssey ; that the wife of Hephaestus is one of the Charites

in the Iliad, but Aphrodite in the Odyssey ; that the heroes

in the Iliad do not eat fish ; that Crete has a hundred
cities according to the Iliad, and only ninety according to

the Odyssey ; that -a-poTripoSt is used in the Iliad of place,

in the Odyssey of time, &c. Jlodern scholars have added

to the list, especially by making careful comparisons of the

two poems in respect of vocabularj' and grammatical forms.

Nothing is more difficult than to assign the degree of

weight to be given to such facts. The difi'erenco of sub-

ject between the two poems is so great that it loads to the

most striking difierences of detail, especially in the voca-

bulary. For Instance, the word ^o/?o9, which in Homer
means " flight in battle " (not " fear"), occurs thirty-nine

times in tho Iliad, and only once in the Odysse]t ; but then

there are no battles in the Odyssey. ' Again, the verb

pyyvv/Mi," to break," occurs forty-eight times in the Iliad, and
once in the Odyssey,—the reason being that it is constantly

used of breaking the armour of an enemy, tho gate of a

city, the hostile ranks, <fec. Once more, the word o-koto?,

"darkness," occurs fourteen times in the Iliad, once in the

Odyssey. But in every one of tho fourteen places it is used

of "darkness" coming over the sight of a fallen warrior.

On the other side, if words such as da-afiwOo^, " a bath,'''

Xtpvii/', " a basin for the hands," \fcr)0, "a place to meet and

talk," <tc., are peculiar to the Odyssey,- we have only to

remember that the scene in the Iliad is hardly ever laivl,
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within any walh C'^cept those of a tort. Thcs= c\iiniilc3

will show that mere statistics nf the occurrcuce of words

prove little, aud that we must bcyin by looking to the sub-

ject and character of each poem. When we do so, we at

once find ourselves in the presence of differences pf the

broadest kind. The Iliad is much more historical in tone

and character. The scene of the poem is a real place, and

the poet- sings (as Ulysses says of Demodocus) as though

he had been present himself, or had heard from one who

had been. --The supernatural element is confined to an

interference of the gods, which to the comtHon eye hardly

disturbs the natural current of affairs. The Odijssey, on the

contrary, is full of the magical and romantic—" speciosa

miracula," as Horace called them. Moreover, these marvels

•—which in their original form' are doubtless as old as any-

thing in the Iliad, since in fact they are part of the vast

stock of popular tales (Mdrchen) diffused all over the

world—are mixed up in the Odyssey with the heroes of the

Trojan war. This has been especially noticed in the case

of the story of Polyphemus, one that is found in many
countries, and in versions which cannot all be derived from

Homer. \V. Grimm has pointed out that the behaviour of

Ulysses in that story is senseless and foolhardy, utterly

beneath the wise and much-enduring Ulysses of the Trojan

war. The reason is simple; he is not the same Ulysses,-,

but a being of the same world as Polyphemus himself—the

world of giants aud ogres. The question then is—How
long must the name of Ulysses have been familiar in the

legend {Sar/e) of Troy before it made its way into the tales

of giants and ogres (Mdrchen), where the poet of the

Odyssey found iti

Again, the Trojan legend has itself received some exten-

sion between the time ot the Iliad and that of the Odyssey.

The story of the Wooden Horse is not only unknown to the

Iliad, but IS of a kind which wo can hardly imagine the

poet of the Iliad admitting. The part taken by Neopto-
lemus ssenis also to be a later addition. The tendency to

amplify and complete the story shows itself still more in

the Cyclic poets. Between the Iliad aud these poets the

Odyssey often occupies an intermediate position.

This great and significant change in the treatment of the

heroic legends is accompanied by numerous minor differ-

ences (such as the ancients remarked) in belief, in manners
nnd institutions, and in language. These differences bear

out the inference that the Odyssey is of a later age. The
progress of reflexion is especially shown in the higher ideas

entertained regarding the gods. The turbulent Olympian
court has almost disappeared. Zeus has acquired the

character of a supreme moral ruler ; and although Athene
and Poseidon are adverse infiuences in the poem, the notion

«if a direct contest between them is scrupulously avoided.

The advance of morality is shown in the more frequent use

of terms such as "just" (SiVaio?), "piety" (oo-a;), "inso-

lence" (ii/3/)is), "god-fearing" ((?«ov8ii;), "pure" (ayvds)

;

and also in the plot of the story, which is distinctly a con-

tost between right and wrong. In matters bearing upon
tlie arts of life it is unsafe to press the silence of tho Iliad.

We may mite, however, tho dillcrencc between the house
of Priam, surrounded by distinct dwellings for his many
sons and daughters, and tho houses of Ulysses and
Alcinous, with many chambers under a single roof. Tho
singer, too, who is so prominent a figure in the Odyssey can
hardly bo thought to bo ab.sent from the Iliad merely
because the scene is laid in a camp.

Style of Homer.—A few words remain to be said on the
style and general character of tho Homeric poems, and on
the comparisons which may bo made between Homer and
analogous poetry in other countries.

The cardinal qualities of the stylo of. Homer have been
pointed out once for all by Jlr Matthew Arnold. " The

translator of Homer," he says, "siionld above all be pene-

trated by a sense of four qualities of his author—that he
is eminently rapid ; that he is eminently plain and direct,

both in the evolution of his thought and in the expression

of it, that is, both in bis syntax and in his words ; that

he is eminently plain and direct in the substance of

his thought, that is, in his matter and ideas ; and finally,

that he is eminuutly noble" (On Trauslaling Horner,

p. 9).

The peculiar rapidity of* Homer is due in great measure
to his use of the hexameter verse. It is characteristic of

early literature that the evolution of the thought— that is,

the grammatical form of the sentence—is guided by the

structure of the verse ; and the correspondence which con-

sequently obtains between the rhythm and the grammar

—

the thought being given out in lengths, as it were, and
these again divided by tolerably uniform pauses—produces

a swift flowing movement, such as is rarely found when the

periods have been constructed without direct reference to

the metre. That Homer possesses this rapidity witliout

falling into the corresponding faults—that is, without

becoming either "jerky "or monotonous— is perhaps the

best proof of his unequalled poetical skilL The plainness

and directness, both of thought and of expression, which

characterize Homer were doubtless qualities of his ago

;

but the author of the Iliad (like Voltaire, to whom Mr
Arnold happily compares him) must have possessed tho

nationargift in a surpassing degree. The Odyssey is in

this respect perceptibly below the level of the Iliad. ;

Rapidity or ease of movement, plainness of expression,

and plainness of thought, these are not the distinguishing

qualities of the great epic poets— Virgil, Dante, Milton.

On the contrary, they belong rather to the humbler cpico-

lyrical school for which Homer has been so often claimed.

Tho proof that Homer does not belong to that school

—

that his poetry is not in any true sense "ballad-poetry "

—

is furnished by the higher artistic structure of his poems

(already discussed), and as regards style by tho fourth ol

the qualities distinguished by Mr Arnold—tho quality ol

nobleness. It is his noble and powerful style, sustained

through every change of idea and subject, that finally

separates Homer from all forms of " ballad-poetry " and
" popular epic."

'

But while we are on our guard against a once common
error, we may ""recognize the historical connexion between

the Iliad and Odyssey and the " ballad " literature which

undoubtedly precedutl them in Greece. It may even be

admitted that tho swift-flowing movement, and the simpli-

city of thought and style, which we admire in the Iliad

are an inheritance from tho earlier " lays "—the xAta d^Spl'^

such as Achilles and Patroclus sang to the lyre in their tent

Even tho metre—the hexameter verse—may be assigned to

them. But between these lays and Homer wo must place

the cultivation of epic poetry as an art.^ Tlie pie-Homcric

lays doubtless furnished the elements of such a poetry

—

the alphabet, so to speak, of tho art; but they must have

been refined and transmuted before they formed pocnu

like tho Iliad and Odyssiy.

A single example will Illustrate this. In tho scene on

the walls of Troy, in tho third book of the Iliad, aftci

Helen has jiointod out Agamemnon, Ulysses, and Ajax in

answer to Priam's questions, she goes on nnaskcd to name
Idomcncus. Lachmann, who.sc mind is full of tho ballad

manner, fastens upon this as an irregularity. " The uuskil-

* " As a poet Homer iiiiistlnj iicliiiowluilfjotl to excel Sliukcspeare ir

tlio tnitli, t!i(; Iiaiiiioiiy, tlio sust.iineil praiulcur, the s.itisfyiii^ com
plcteiic.is of Ilia im.ige.H" (Slielli-y, /I's.wi/s, Ac, vol. i. p. 51, cil. \SWi)

^ " The olil liuglish li.ill:ulist ui:iy stir Sir Philip Siiliu'yV heart ItUi

n trumpet, ,iiiil this) i.i iimcli ; lint Homer, liut tlic few artists in IIm

(;i:inil style, can ilo morn— they eaii refino tho raw uiitural man, tliej

can Iraii.inmlu liiiu" (On Tiuiii^alhig Homer, p. CI).
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fill tL.vn.-.ition froni .'Vjax to Idoineneus, abc,:' whom no ques-

tion bad been asked," he cannot attribute to the original

Doet of the hxy {Beirachtunr/cn, p. 15, ed. 1865). But, as

las lately been pointed out,' this is exactly the variation

which a ]Met would introduce to relieve the primitive baliad-

'.ike sameness of question and answer ; and moreover it

"orms the transition to the lines about the Dioscuri by
which the scene is so touchingly brought to a close.

Analogies.—The development of epic poetry (properly so

jailed) out of the oral sougs or ballads of a country is a pro-

;ess which in the nature of things can seldom be observed.

It seems clear, however, that the hypothesis of epics such

IS the Iliad and Odysseij having been formed by putting

:ogether or even by working up shorter poems finds uo
support from analogy.

Narrative poetry of great interest is found in several

:ountries (such as Spain and Servia), in which it has never

ittaineri to the epic stage. In Scandinavia, in Lithuania,

la Russia, according to M. Gaston Paris (Ilisloire poeti/jne

ie Charlemagne, p. 9), the national songs have been arrested

in a form which may be called intermediate between coa-

temporary poetry and the epic. The true epics are those

Df India, Persia, Greece, Germany, Britain, and France.

.Most of these, however, fail to afford any useful points of

;omparison, either from their utter unlikeness to Homer, or

because there is no evidente of the existence of anterior

popular songs.^. The most instructive, perhaps the only

instructive, parallel is to be found in the French "chansons
de geste," of which the Chanson de Roland is the earliest

and best example. These poems are traced back with

much probability to the 10th century. They are epic in

character; and were recited by professional jongleurs (who
may be compared to the doiSot of Homer). But as early

as the 7th century we come upon traces of short lays (the

30-caUed cantilines) which were in the mouths of all, and
were sung in chorus. It has been held that the chansons de
geste were formed by joining together " bunches " of these

earlier cantilenes, and this was the view taken by M. L6oa
Gautier in the first edition of his great work, Les Epopees
fran^cises, published in 1865. In the second edition, of

which the first volume appeared in J878, he has aban-

doned this theory. He still believes that the epics were
generally composed under the influence of earlier songs.
" Our first epic poets," he now says, " did not actually and
materially patch together pre-existent cantilenes. They
were only inspired by these popular songs ; they only
borrowed from them the traditional and legendary elements.

In short, they took nothing from them but the idea.s, the

spirit, the life ; they ' found ' (ils out trouvi) all the rest

"

(p. 80). But he admits that " some of the old poems may
have been borrowed from tradition, without any interme-
diary " (ii/t/.); and when it is considered that the traces

of the " cantilines" are slight, and that the degree in which
they inspired the later poetry must be a matter of impres-
sion rather than of proof, it does not surprise us to find

other scholars (notably M. Paul Meyer) attaching less im-
portance to them, or even doubting their existence.^

' By A. Rdmcr, DU Exegetischen Scholien der /lias, p. \ii.

' " Od comprend que des chants populaires ncs d'lin ivencment
ccl.-iUnt, victoire ou defaite, puissent contribuer a former la tradition,
i en arri-ter les traits ; ils peuvent aussi devenir le centre de Icgende."!
qui se forment pour les cxpliquer ; et de la sorte leur substance au
moms arrive au poete ipique qui I'introduit dans sa composition.
Voih'i ce qui a pu se produire pour de chants tri-s-courts, dont il est
d'nillcurs aussi difficile d'affirmer que de nier I'existence. Mais on
peut expliquer la formation des chansons <ie geste par une autre
h)-pothese" (Meyer, Jtcchtrches sur V£pnple fran<;aise, p. 65).
" C'c qui a f.iit naitre In thiovie des chants ' lyrico-cpiques' ou des
c.antili-nes, c'est le systeme de Wolf sur les poemes homcriqjes, ct de
I<achmann suT les Nibelungen. Mais, au moins en ce qui concerne cc
liT'iier poeme, le eysteme est dotruit. ... On tire encore argument
-cs roma.nccr cspagnoles', nui, dit*on, sont des 'cantilenes' non encore

12—7*

When M. Leon Gautier fho^s how aisiory i>as.te3 into
legend, and legend again into romance, we arc reminded of

the difference noticed above between the Iliiul and the
Odi/sseij, and between Homer and the early Cyclic poems.
And as has been recently pointed out, the peculiar degrada-
tion of Homeric characters which ajipears in some poeta

(especially Euripides) finds a parallel in the later chansons
de geste. *

The comparison of Homer with the great literary epics

calls for more discursive treatment than would be it»

place here. Some external differences have been already

indicated. Like the French epics, Homeric poetry is indi-

genous, and is distinguished by this fact, and by the ease

of movement and the simplicity which result from it, from
poets such as Virgil, Dante, and Milton. It is also distin-

guished from them by the comparative absence of under-
lying motive or sentiment. In Virgil's poetry a sense ol

the greatness of Rome and Italy is the leading motive of

a passionate rhetoric, partly veiled by the " chosen delicacy
"

of his language. Dante and Jlilton are still more faithful

exponents of the religion and politics of. their time. Even
the French epics are pervaded by the sentiment of fear and
hatred of the Saracens. But in Homer the interest is

purely dramatic. There is no strong antipathy of race or

religion ; the war turns on no political event ; the capture

of Troy lies outside the range of the Iliad. Even the

heroes are not the chief national heroes of Greece. The
interest lies wholly (so far as we can see) in the picture of

human action and feeling.

Bibliography.—A complete bibliography of Homer would fill

volumes. The following list is intended to include those books
only which are of first-rate importance, or which would be found
of use to a student at the present time.
The ediiio princcps of Homer, published at Florence in 1488, Isy

Demetrius Chalcondylas, and the Aldiue editions of 150-4 and 1517,
have still some value beyond that of curiosity. The chief modern
critical editions are those of Wolf (Halle, 1794-95; Leipsic, 1804-7),
Spitzner (Gotha, 1832-36),' Bekker (Berlin, 1843; Bonn, 185S),

and La Roche (Odyssey, 1807-68 ; Iliad, 1873-76, both at Leipsic).

The commentaries of Barnes, Clarke, and Eniesti are practically

superseded; but Heyne's Iliad (Leipsic, 1802), and Nitzsch's
commentary on the Ocii/Mci/ (books i.-.xii., Hanover, 1826-40) are

still useful. Nagelbach's Anmcrkuwjm zur Ilias (A,B 1-483, r) is

of great value, especially the third edition (by Autenneth, Nurem-
berg, 1864). The school editions of Faesi, Ameis, and La Roche
should be added to the corresponding English books. . The uniiuio

Seholia Vcncta on the Iliad were first made known by Villoi.son

{Hoincri Ilias ad vetcris codicis Vcndi fiilcm rcccnsila. Scholia in

cam anliquissima ex eodcm codice aliisquc nunc primum cdidii, CKm
Astcriscis, Obcliscis, aliisque signis crilicis, Joh. Baptista Caspar
d'Anssc de Villoison, Venice, 1788); reprinted, with many additions
from other MSS., by BekUer (Scholia in Homeri Iliadcm, Berlin,

1825-26). A new edition is being published by the Oxford Press

(Scholia Graxa in, Ilomcri Iliadcm, ed. Gul. DindorCus) | four

volumes have appeared (1875-77). The vast commentary of

Eustathius was first printed at Rome in 1542; the hast edition is

that of Stallbaura (Leipsic, 1827). The Scholia on the Odyssey
were published- by Buttmann (Berlin, 1821), and with greater

approach to completeness by W. Dindorf (Oxford, 1855). Although
Wolf at once perceived the value of the Venetian Scholia on the
Iliad, the first scholar who thoroughly explored them was K. Lehrs
(Dc Aristarchi sttidiis Homericis, Kbnigsbcrg, 1833 ; 2d ed. Leipsic,

1865). Of the studies in the same field which have appeared since,

the most important are:—Aug. Nafick, Aristophanis ByMniii
fragmcnta (Halle, 1848); L. Friedliinder, Aristonici -rtpi crtintiwv

IKiiiot rcliquia; (Gottingen, 1853) ; M. Schmidt, Didymi dial-
ccntcri fragmcnta (Leipsic, 1854); li. Friedlander, -Nicanoris ircpl

'WiaKTii irTiy!iris rcliquia: (Berlin, 1857); Aug. Lentz, Ilerodiani

Tcchnici rcliquim (Leipsic, 1867); J. La Roche, Die homcrische

Tcxlkritik im AlUrlhum (Leipsic, 1866), and Homcrische Untcr-

suchungcn (Leipsic, 1869); Ad. Rbmer, Zii'« W'crkc der AHstarc/uer
im Cod. Vcnel. A. (Munich, 1875).

The literature of the "Homeric Question'" begins, practically

with Wolf's Prolegomena (Halle, 1795). Ot the earlier books

arrivces A I'epopce. . . . Et c'est le malheur de cettc tliiorie : fautc

de preuves. directes, elle chorclic des analogies au dehors ; en Espagne.

die trouve des ' cantilenes,' mais pas d'epopce ; en Allcmagne, uiic

t-popec, niais pas de cantilenes !" (Ibid., p. 66).
' A. Lang, ConiemparaTy Review, vol. xvii.. n.s., p. 583.
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Wood'3 Es'iny on the Original Genius ami U'riiings of Homer'iii
the most interesting. Wolf's views were skjU'uUy popularized ia

W. Midler's Jlomerischc Vorsckufc {'2d. ed., Leipsic,- ISoS). G.

Hermann's lUisertationa De intcrpoiutionibus Homcri (1832) and
De ikrali's npud Hotnerum (1840) are reprinted in his Opuscula.

Lachraanii's two papers {BctracJitiingcii- ither Homer's Ilia^) were

edited together "'/ M. Haupt(2ded., Berlin, 1865). Besides the

nomewh'at voluminous writings of Jf itzsch, and the discussions con-

tained in the liistories of Greek literature by K. 0. Miiller, Bern-

liaidy, Ulrici, and Th. Bergk, and in Crete's History of Greece, the

chief books are ;—Welcker. Der epische Cyclus oder die homerisckcn

Dichtcr (Bonn, 1835-i9); Lauer, Cesckichle der homerisehen Pocsie

(Berlin, 1851); Sengebusch, two dissertations preli.\ed to the two
volumes of W. Dindorf's ffomcr in the Teubner series (1855-56);

Friedlander, Die Homerische Kritik von iVolf his (}rote (Berlin,

1853); Nutzhorn, Die EMsteJinngsweise der Hamerisehen Gedichle,

mil Vorwort von J. N. Madvig (Leipsic, 1869); E. Kammer, Zur
homerischcii, Frage (Koni^sberg, 1870) ; A. Kirchoff, Die Cvm-
position, der Odyssee '(Berlin, 1869); "Volkmann, Gcsehichle und
Kritik der Wolfschen Prolegomena (Leipsic, 1874). The interest

taken in the question by English students is suiEciently shown
in the writings of Mr Gladstone, Professor Blackie, Mr Paley,

Dr Haymaa (in tha Introduction to his Odyssey), and Professor

Geddes.
The Homeric dialect must be studied in the books (such as those

of G. Curtius) that deal with Greek on the coinparative method.
The best special work is the Gricchische Fonnenlchre of H. L.

Ahrens (Gottingen, 1852). On Homeric syntax the chief book is

B. Delbnick's Syntaelische Forschungen (Halle, 1871-79), especially

vols. i. and iv.; on metre, &c., Hartel's Homerisehc Studicn (i.-iii.,

"Vienna), and Knds, De digamvio Homerico gueestiones (Upsala,

1872-73-78). The papers reprinted iu Bekker's Homerische Blatter

(Bonn, 1863-72) and Cobet's Miseellanea Crilica (Leyden, 1876)
are of the highest value. Hoffmann's Qucestiemes Homerico: (Clans-

thai, 1842) is a useful collection of facts. Buttmann's Xertfcjus,

as an example of method, is still worth study. ,

The antiquities of Homer—using the word in a wide sense—may
te studied in tha following books:—Vblcker, Ueber Hovierischc
Ceographie nnd Ji'eltkundc{Hnnoyev, 1830); Nagelsbach's ^(wn^r-
:sc)ui Theologie (2d ed., Nuremberg, 1861); H. Brunn, Die Kunst bci

y/onwr (Munich, 1868); \i. W. Lloyd, On the Homeric Design of
the Shield ofAchilles (London, 1854); Buchholz, Die hamerisehen
Realien (Leiraic, 1871-73).
Among other aids should be mentioned the Index Homericus of

'icber (Oxford, 1780); Mr Prendergast's Concordance to tlie Iliad

(London, 1875); Autenrieth's //bmcric /Jifrionari/ (London, 1877);
«nd the Lexicon Uomerieum, edited by H. Ebeling (in the course of

publication). (D. B. M.)

BOMESTEAD.

BY Xhc IIomrHend Pn'vitcge. tlie lawa (.i tlic Cnilcd
States give to every psrsun who is the bead of n fam-
ily, or who is twenty oneyenrs or more of iigc. ami

a citizen of the I'niled biates, or who bas filed li Is decla-
ration that h< intends to become a citizen, Ibepiivilege
to enter a homestead of 160 acres of ordinaiy surveyed
lands, or 80 acres of alternate sections, lying alonj; ibe
Sines of railroads, or other worUs of internid imi rovi-
ment. One purpose seems obviously to be aimed at by
Ibe homestead law, and that is, to secure to every man
wiio has a family, and de^ires to obtain a home, ICO
icres, lo be selected at will from any of the unappro-
priated public lands, free from all cost, except entry
fees. This bomesleud is set apart from the general
estate of the householder; it cannot be alienated by
him, nor can it be seized by his creditors for the pur-
nose of satisfying their debts. The pdrainislralion of
ibe homestead, and other land laws,' is enlrusied to the
(ieneral Land Ofllce. which was established April 25,

1812, in the Treasury Department. All executive
duties appertaining to the surveying and sale of the
public lands are performed by the commissioner of the
(icneral Land Ollice, under the direction of the Secre-
tary of the Interior. To the Secretary of the Interior
ia giYcn appellate jurisdiction in all land cases.

''

On March 2, 1889, Congress approved an act to with-
draw certain public -lands from private entry, and for
other purposes. Said act provides that from and after
its passage, " no public lands of the United States, ex-
cept those in the state of Missouri, shall be subject to

'

private entry." This relates to the private sale or entry

of "offered" lands under sections 2345 and 2354, U. S. R.a
For the sake of convenience to those who may de-

sire to take up laud in any of the states or territories,

where public lands are still to be found, local Land
Offices have been established in the districts where
such lands are found. Each office is under the charge
of a registrar and a receiver, who have control and
attend to the disposal, of the public lands. To obtain
a homestead the following conditions must be ob-

served: The applicant must, in connection with his

application, make affidavit before the registrar or re-

ceiver that he is twenty-one years old, or over; or the
head of a family; that he is a citizen of the United
States, or intends to become a citizen; that the entry
is made for his exclusive use and benefit, and for actual

settlement and cultivation. He must then pay the
legal fee and that part of the commission •which is pay-
able when entry is made. Where actual settlement
has been made by the applicant, and he is prevented
from appearing in person at the district Land Office,

the affidavit may be made before the clerk of the court
for the county in which the land is situated. On com-
pliance with the foregoing requisition, the receiverwill

issue his receipt for the fee and for the commission
paid. Upon a faithful observance of the law, at ihe
expiration of five years from the date of settlement, or
within two years thereafter, upon proper proof and
paj^ment to the receiver of the balance of commission
due, proper returns will be made to the General Land
Office, upon which a patent will be issued. In case
the applicant abandons the land, or remains absent
from it for a period of more than six months, the entry
may be contested and cancelled, after which the land
reverts to the government, and the tract is again open
to the first legal applicant. The original claimant is

not permitted to make a second entry, as but one home-
stead privilege is allowed by law. It is important that

the applicant making a homestead entry should know
that no one else has located, and made improvements
upon the land preparatory to a claim under the pre-

emption laws, as such a claim, under the land laws,
•would antedate his own. After the applicant has re-

sided upon and cultivated his claim for five years, he
is allowed two years more in which to make "tinal

proof." When any settler desires to make final proof,

he must file a written notice at the district Land Office,

describing the land, and giving the names and resi-

dences of two disinterested witnesses by whom the
necessary facts are to be established, with a sufficient

deposit to pay the cost of a public notice staling the
fact. When notice has been given in legal manner,
the applicant may appear in person at the district Land
Office, with the two witnesses, and make affidavit and
final proof of his claim, or he may appear with his

witnesses before the judge of a court of record haviiig

jurisdiction, and make final proof, which when duly
authenticated by the court seal, must be transmitted
to the registrar and receiver of claims, together with
the proper fees. In the absence of the judge the clerk

may act, and so certify. The allidavit given must show
that the applicant is a citizen of the United States; that

he has made actual settlement, and has cultivated the
land in good faith for the time required. It inus-t

further show that he has never perfected or abninioncd
a jirevious entry made under the homestead laws.

When the homestead is situated in an unorganiztd
county, proof may be made in any adjacent county of
the state or territory. If any objection appears at any
time, the homestead settler will be advised of his rights.

Final proof having been made, and the full amount of

money paid, proper returns will be certified to the Gen-
eral Land Office, and a patent or title to the land wili
')(' issued.
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In case of tho deiith of the horaestea4 settler, the legal heir or

heirs may continue settlcineni. with all the rights and privilegesof

the deceased aiiplif^ant- It the widow [irove?? up on the eliiiin, the

title passes to her. If tln-' heirs on her death muke the prnof, the

title will pass to them. IJut where both parents die, the homo-
stead may be sold for cash for the benefit of thuir infant children.

I'nderno condition, however, does the right of sale inure to any
homestead setllrr before the completion of the title, and such
privilege is not recognized by the (.jeneral Lund Oflice. The claim

to it home^temi may be relinquished if it is desired, but the title to

the land is field by the government. M'here application is miide to

test the Talidity of a homestead entry on the ground of abandou-
mcDt. an uthdavit dociibing the tract, giving the name of the set-

tler, and containing the allegations on which theclaim is founded.
must be filed in the District Land Oftice. A day for hearing the

case will then be set. and the parties interested will be given due
notice. The results of the trial will be transmitted to the Ueneral
Land OflBce. The expenses incident to t>uch a contest must be

borne by the contestant; and if the informant desires the land, he
must, when notice of cancellation is received at the District Land
Otiice. make formal application. The land, after notice of cancel-

lation, is open to the first legal applicant, unless the land is with-
drawn by the government. In sucn cases that come up for trial

preference is always given to actual bojia Jide settlers. But one
homestead privilege is allowed, e.xcept the applicant can prove
that the abandonment or relinquishment was not a wilful act on
his part.

Aprt>fitipfion declaration may be changed into a homtstead. \i

the pre-emption laws have been complied with, and the time will

be credited on the period of residence and cultivaii'*n on the

homestead. But in making final proof the settler nmst take the

additional *' pre emption homestead aflidavit." A homestead set-

tler may »t si ny time after six months' re?idenceon the homestead,
pay "fur it iv 1th cash, warrants, col lege scrip, or private land scrip."

All lands thus obtained, under the homestead laws are fie Id exempt
from liability for debts contracted prior to the issuing of the pat-

ent therefir. The government lands are held at tlie minimum
price ofSI.".;5 an acre. When alternate sections have been granted
to railroads or otiier works ot internal improvement, the remain-
ing sections have been held at "double minimum" or 8"J.50 an acre.

Trevious to .July 1, l>i79. no settler could enter more than SO acres

on a "doublf minimum" of reserved section, unless he had been a
soldier or sailor in the war for the I'nion, when he wiis allowed to

enter as homestead claimant for 16ti acres. This privilege is now
made general, with the e.\ceptiim of some portions of Alabama,
Mississippi, and other states where no more than feO acres of

"double mitiimiim" land can h*; taken. Every person who has
served in the army or navy of the United States, for a period not
less than ninety days, during the war for the Union of 1861, and
who was honorably discharged, may enter, under the provisions of

the homestead laws. 160 acres of minimum or double minimum
hind, with the following privileges: lie will be allowed to deduct
his term^:)f service, if honorably disfharged, or the term of enlist-

ment, if discharged by reason of wounds, from the period of five

years' residence required by law, provided be shall reside at least

one year on the homestead, and any person having entered under
the above privileges a smaller quantity than 160 acres, may enter
additional land not to exceed a total of 160 acres; and in this case
the time of his residence on the tract first entered will be deducted
from the five years, so that in making his final proof he need show
occupancy and cultivation of his additional homt-stead for the
five years, less the time he wasenlisfed in the army or navy. Such
entries aremndM without the paynn-nt of commissions and fees.

Instead of making such iin additional entry the soldier settler may
surrender iiis existing entry to the government, and enter another
claim of IHO acres if ho chooses. Such settlers, who were soldiers

or sailora in the war for the Union, and who. prior to June 22.

1874. had made homestead entries of less than lt>0 acres, have the
further privilege of selecting their additional entries from any
unoccupied lands, whether adjoining their original homesteads or
not. The unmarried widow of an officer, soldier, or sailor, of the
army or navy. i.H entitled to nil his acquired rights to the date of
his death, with the additional privilege, that if h ;r husband died
during his term of enli-^tineiit, she shall have the benefit of the
wliolo term of enlistment, to be deducted from the five years of
required residerico on the homestead. The officers, soldiers, sail-

ors, or their widows, after their claims are filed, arc allowed six
months in which to begin settlement^ and improvenient. The
proof required of soldiers and sailors is a certified copy of dis-

charge, = h')wing date of enlistment, or proof by rlisinterested wit-
nesses of thn facts, or the persons* affidavit to the same. In the
case ctf a widow, evidence rtf the military or naval service of the
husband, proof of widowhood, and date of the husband's death are
required.

If the set tier entering a homestead claim does not wi^h to remain
five years upon the land, he is permitted to pay for it with cash,
military bounty, land warrants, or agrieulrural cnll'^ge, private, or
certain other scrips, upon making proof of his residence upon, and
cultivation of, the land for n porio<i of not less ihitn six months
fr-om date of settlement. Wlipn the land is paid for in this way
the claim becomes a prc-ntiptton. The difference between the
horn^otcad and i>n' emption law is this: Excepting the neees<»ary
registry fees nothing is paid for land homesteads, while from SI.25
to SJ.5() per acre is always paid for land preempted. T'ntil 1880
the homestead right begin with tUo date of entry, but now settle-
ment is necessary to constitute a right Ui the bind, as in pre-emp-
tion.

^
ITi>mesteads can only be taken on sur\'eyet| Innds, but pre-

emptions can be taken on land unsurveyed. and after survey the
pre-emption claini may be ehanged into a homestead entry if do-
sired. The laws in the case of pre-emption, as in that of home-

stead allow time for the making of final proof . and also require
residence and cultivation to secure the title.

For homestead entries on lands in .Miehittan, Wisconsin. Iowa,
Missouri. Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska. Dakota, Alabama. Mis-
sissippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Florida commissions and fees

are to be pnid according to the following table, taken from the
Inw^- of the United States reirulating the Interior Department:
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Tbe desert mnda, mineral Inndj-, etc., art* subject to epooifll Inwe.

Oe!»eri lands nrf snob as will not produce crops witliniit artificial

frrication. The act of March 3, 1ST7, provides that persons may
Ninke entry of such lands in certain Stales and Terriliries.
The applicant for such land must tile a declaration that ho is ft

citizen, that he intends witSsin three years to reclaim the said tract
f dcsen hind hy conducting water thereon. It must also be shown
.bar tbe tract comes within the statutory description of desert
lands; then, at the end of three yi'ars. on ))roof that the land has
been reclaimed by irrigation, a patent will issne for it on payment
it 2.T cents an acre. These desert lands are found in the following
states and territories: Cattfornia, Oretron, Nevada. Idaho, \\'a8b-
ington. Montana, Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, iNew Mexico and Da-
kola.
Tbe mineral lands in tbe public domain, snrveyed or unsnr-

veyed, are open for exphiralion, occupation and purchase
to all citizens of the Vniti-d States, and all persons who
Iia'e declared their intnntion to become citizens. Rights
under patents heretofore issued are enlarged by the Hevised
Statutes, so as to invest the lawfiA owner with title to all veins,
lodes or ledges throughout their entire depth, the top or apex of
which li*'s within the end and side boundary lines of his claims on
tbe surface, as patented, extending downward or vertically. A
qualified person may claim and hold as a mining: tract, not more
than 1.500 linear feet along the course of anv mineral vein. One
hundred dollars worth of labor must be performed, or improve-
menis to that amount made thereon, within one year, and the
same annually thereafter, or the claim will become subject to re-
clamation.
Pfrsons who desire to establish a town or city may acquire title

^
Dy purchase, to the extent of the tract occupied for town or city
purposes, according to the number of inhahifiints: 320 acres, for
100 to 200 persons; "mo acres, for 800 to 1.000: 1.280 acres, for 1,000
and 33u acres for each additional thousand inhabitants, not exceed-
ing 5.000 in all. The title is issued to the mayor or to the judge,
in trust for the purchaser, and the Territorial or Slate Legislature
must provide the mode of distribution of the lots.

The sale of coal lands is provided for by ordinary pri\ ate entry,
ind hy granting a preference right of purchase based on priority
of possession and improvement.' Entry is confined to surveyed
lands; to such as are vacant, not otherwise appropriated, reserved
by eoinpelent authority, or containing valuable minerals other
than coal. Individuals or associations may purchase, provided
such purchasers are each 21 years of age,and citizens of tbe United
States, or have declared their intention so to be.
An individual may enter, by legal subdi\isions, any area not ex-

ceeding 160 acres; and an association, of not less than four per-
sons, duly qualified, who have expended not less than $5,000 in
working and improving any coal mine or mines, may enter r
claim not exceeding 610 acres.
On tbeadmission of Texas into tbe Union the disposal of the

public lands was entrnstcd to the state. The laws of Texas re-

eariiing land entries do not differ very widely from those of the
lilted States. The length of residence required on a homestead

claim is three years, and every male citizen over eighteen years of
age may acquire title to 80 acres. In thp ease o/ preemption the
price per acre is one dollar ; but no person, who is tbe owner of
IGOacres in Texas, is allowed to pre-empt a claim. The school
lands may be purchased hy actual settlers at tbe appraisement
value of the land, " wblcb in no case shall be less than Jl. 60 per
•ere." (E. C. H.

HOMEYER, K,\nL Gustav n795-ia74), w.is born
August 13, 179.5, at Wolgast, a small town in Pomcrauia,'

which at that 'time wa? still Swerlish territory. After a

four years' stay in Swerlen, whither his father, a merchant,

had taken him in 180G, and where he may have lairl the
foundation of that knowledge of the languages and laws of

the North which is so conspicuous in his later works, be
was in 1810 received into the liou.se of his undo Riihs, the

learned historian, who had just been called to the professor-

ship of history at the newly-founded university of Berlin.

He subsequently wont through the course of law study at

Ihe universities of Berlin, Giittingen, and Heidelberg (181 3-

1817). It wa.s in Berlin especially that he was introduced
to the principles of the so-called historical school of the
ocience of law by Savigny and Eiohhorn, who were his

principal teachers. In 1821 ho settled as a privat-docent

Ekt the university of Berlin, where he was promoted to an
Bxtnordinary professorship in 182 (, and to the ordinary
(Jorman law chair in 1827. His principal works are his

editioti of tho Sacksennpieijcl (in .'i vols., containing also
loino other important sources of Saxon or Low (icrman
law), iviiich is .still unsurpassetl in accuracy anil s:igacity

i)f resourch, and his book on Die Unas- niid llofmarkm
1870), in which he liius given a histury of the use of tratlc-

luiks BTOonir all the Teutonic liuu^i.a of Europe, aad

which 'is full of important elucidations of the history of
law and also contains valuable contributions to the history
of art and civilization. In 1850 Homeyer was elected a
member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences, in the Trans-
actions of which he published various papers e.xhibiting

profound learning (" Ueber die Heimath," 1852; "Gene-
alogie der Handschriften des Sachsenspiegels," 1859; " Die
Stadtbiicher des Mittelalters," 1860; ""Der Dreissigsle,"

,1864, etc.). He died October 20, 1874.
HOMICIDE, in law, is the act of killing a human beingj

whether such act be criminal or not, Blackstone distin-

guishes three kinds of homicide—(1) justifiable, (2) excus-
able, and (3) felonious.

The most important case of justifiable homicide is the
execution of a criminal in due course of public justice. This
condition is most stringently interpreted. "To kill the
greatest of malefactors deliberately, uncompelled, and extra-

judicially is murder. . . . And further, if judgment ol

death be giveti by a judge not authorized by lawful com-
mission, and execution is done accordingly, the judge is

guilty of murder" (Stephen's Comraentaries, book vi. c. iv,).

The execution must be carried out by the proper officer oi

his deputy : any person executing the sentence withoul
such authority, were it the judge himself, would be guilty

of murder. And the sentence must be strictly pursued
to execute a criminal by a liind of death other than that

to which he has been judicially condemned is murder.
Homicide committed by an officer of justice in the course

of carrying out his duty, as such, is also justifiable ; e.g.,

where a person resists a legal arrest and is killed in the

struggle ; where officers in dispersing a riotous assemblage
kill any of the mob, &c. In these cases the homicide
must be shown to have been absolutely necessary. Again,
homicide committed for the prevention of forcible ami
heinous crime, such as violent robbery, or murder, or house-
breaking during the night, is justifiable.

Excusable homicide is homicide committed either by
misadventure or in self-defence. In the former case, where
a man in the course of doing some lawful work, accirlentallj

and without intention kills another, the homicide is excused

;

e.g., shooting at a mark and undesignedly hitting and kill-

ing a man. The act must be strictly lawful, and deatii by
misadventure in unlawful sports is not a case of excusable
homicide. Homicide in self-defence is excusable when the

slayer is himself in immediate danger of death, and has
done all he could to avoid tho assault. Accordingly, if he
strikes and kills his assailant after the assault is over, this

is not exci. ;able homicide. And if the assault has been
premeditated, as in the case of a diiel, the death of either

antagonist is murder, and not excusable homicide. The
excuse of se dffendemlo covers the case in which a person in

defence of others whom it is his duty to protect—children,

wife, master, etc.— kills an .assailant. It has been con-
sidered doubtful wdicthcr the plea of self-defence is avail-

able to one who has himself provoked a fray, in the course
of which he is so pressed by his antagonist that his only
resource is to kill him.

The di.slincliiin between excusable and justifi.able homi-
cides refers back to a period in the history of tin.' law when
the former were consiilcri'tl tti carry with them some t,aint

of guilt, and to require sntuo kind of punishment or expia-
tion. In early law homicide, however inmiccnt, subjects the
slayer to the lawful vcngcancp of the kindled of the de;id

man. Wo hnvi> a good example of tlii.s feeling iti the .Jewish
institution of cities of refuge, to which innocent manslaycrs
might lice from the avenger of blood. Tho case mentioned
in Dout. xix. .T is a typical instance of what we shotiUi f:dl

cxcus;ible homicide:—"A man gocth into tho wood witli

his neighbour to hew woiul, and his Land felcheth a stroke
with the axe to cut down the tree, and llio hcml >ni !>-th
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frnm the helve, an.l lightelh upon Ins nciL^libuur, that ho

•lie." In English law, the same feeling long remaincil.

Excusable homicide involved at least foifeitnre of goods,

whiih, however, might be recovered as a matter of course

by the innocent criminal obtaining a pardon and writ of

restitution. Afterwards judges appear to have been in the

habit of directing an acquittal in such casts. It is only by

a statute so recent as 9 Geo. IV. c. 31 that the innocence

of excusable homicide is expressly declared.

Felonious homicide includes Suicide, Manslaughter,
and Ml'rder—the law relating to which is discussed under

the diirerent headings. These distinctions of- the English

law correspond generally to those of other systems. The

chief diflficulty is the definition of murder—the distinction

between the highest and second degree of criminal homi-

cide. In English law the clement of malice aforethought

chiefly distinguishes murder from manslaughter. In Scot-

land the term culpable homicide is the equivalent of the

manslaughter of English law.

HOMILY, HOMILIARIUM, BOOKS OF HOMILIES.
The wOrd ofxiXia from oyutXEii/ (o/jlov, ciAw), m?aning com-

munion, intercourse, ijnd especially interchange of thought

and feeling by means of words (conversation), was early

employed in classical Greek to denote the instruction which

a philosopher gave to his pupiU in familiar talk (Xen., .'l/f»!.,

I. ii. 6, 15). This usage of the word was long preserved

(yElian, V. U., iii. 19^; and the oniAtjo-a; of Acts xx. 11

may safely be taken to assign not only a free and informal

but also a didactic character to the apostle Paul's discourse

in the upper chamber atTruas, when '"he talked a long while,

even till break of day." That the " talk " on that occasion

partook of the nature of the " exposition "
('^V'?^) of Scrip-

ture, which, undertaken by a priest, elder, or other compe
tent person, had become a regular part of the service of the

Jewish synagogue,' may also with much probability be

.assumed. The custom of delivering expositions or com-

ments more or less extemporaneous on the lessons of the

day at all events passed over- soon and readily into the

Christian Church, as may be gathered from the first Apology

(c. 67) of Justin Martyr, where we read that, in connexion

with the practice of reading portions from the collected

writings of the prophets and from the memoirs of the

apo.stles, it had by that time become usu.al for the pi-esiding

minister to deliver a discourse in which "he admonishes
the people, stirring them 4ip to an imitation of the good

works which have been brought before their notice." This

discourse, from its explanatory character, and from the easy

conversational manner of its delivery, was for a long time

called oixiXw. rather than Xdyo? , it was regarded as part of

the regular duly of the bishop, but he could devolve it, if

he though fit, on a presbyter, or deacon, or even on a lay-

m.an. An early and well known instance of such delegation

is that mentioned by Eusebius (// E., vi. 10) in the case

of Origen (2IG a.d.).- In course of time the exposition of

the lesson for the d.ay came more frequently to assume a
more elaborate character, and to pass into the category of

a Ao'-yo9 or even <t>i\o<Totf>ia or (^i/\.o(rd</»;/xa , but when it did

30 the fact was as far as possible denoted by a change of

name, the word uixiXia being reserved for the expository or

exegetical lecture as distinguished from the pulpit oration

or serraon.3 While the church of the 3d and 4th centuries

' See Philo, Quod omnia probiis liter, sec. 12 (ed. Manjey, ii. 45S:
./ ii. 630).

' Sozotnen (//. £. vii. 19) mentions that in Alexaniiria in liis day
the bishop alone km in the custom of pre.aching ; but this, he implies,
was a very exceptional atatc o( matters, dating only from the time of
Ariu£.

' To the more strictly excgetic.nl lectures the names i{n7<ff<is,

^lyrutara, t{7)77)Ti«d, iKO>an%, were sometimes applied, liut .-is no
popul.ir discourse delivered from llie pulpit could ever be exclusively
••xpository and as on the other hand every sermon professing tu be

could point to a brilliant succession of great pirachcrs,

whose discourses were wont^to be taken down Ln short hand
and circulated among the Christian public as edifying read-

ing, it does not appear that the supply of ordinary homile-

tical talent kept pace with the rapidity of her extension

throughout the Roman empire. In the smaller and remoter

communities it not uncommonly happened that the minister

was totally unqualified to undertake the work of preaching

;

and though, as is curiously shown by the case of Rome
(Sozom., H. E., vii. 19), the regular exposition of the

appointed lessons was by no means regarded as part of the

necessary business of a church, it was generally felt to

be advisable that some provision should be made for the

public instruction of congregations. Even in Jerome's time

(De Vir. III., c. 115), accordingly, it had become usual to

read, in the.regular meetings of the churches which were

not so fortunate as to possess a competent preacher, the

written discourses of celebrated fathers ; and at a consider-

ably later period we have on record the canon of at least

one provincial council (that of Vaux, probably the third,

held in 529 a.d.), positively enjoining that if the presbyter

through any iofirmity is unable himself to preach, " homiliea

of the holy fathers " (homilioe sanctorum patrum) are to be

read by the deacons. Thus the finally fixed meaning of

the word homily as an ecclesiastical term came to be a

written discourse (generally possessing the sanction of some

great name) read in church by or for the officiating clergy-

man when from any cause -he was unable to deliver a

sermon of his own. As the. standard of clerical education

sank during the dark ages, the habit of using the sermons

of others became almost universal, Among the authors

whose works were found specially serviceable in this way

may be mentioned the Venerable Bede, who is credited

with no fewer than 140 homilies in the Basel and Cologne

editions of- his works, and who certainly was the author of

manyNomilke de Tempore which n ere much in vogue during

the 8th and following centuries. Prior to Charlemagne it

is probable that several other c'ollectiorra of homilies had

obtained considerable popularity, but iii the time of that

emperor these had suffered so many mutilations and corrup-

tions that afi authoritative revision was felt to be impera-

tively necessilry. The result was the well-known Homilia-

nam, prepared by Paul Warnefrid, otherwise known as

Paulus Diaconus.'' .It consists of 176 homilies arranged

in order for all the Sundays and festivals of tKe ecclesiastical

year ; and probably was completed before the year 780.

Though written in Latin, its discourses were doubtless

intended to be delivered in the vulgar tongue ; the clergy,

however, were often too indolent or too ignorant for this,

although by more than one provincial council they were

enjoined to exert themselves so that they might be able to

do so.' Hence an important form of literary activity came

to be the translation of the homilies approved by the church

into the vernacular. Thus we find Alfred the Great trans-

lating the homilies of Bede ; and in a simikr manner arose

b.ised on Scripture required to be more or less "exegetical" and
" textual," it would obviously be sometimes very hard to draw the

line of distinction between ijuiXia and \6yo^. It would be difficult to

define very precisely the diflerence in French between a " conference"

and a " sermon ;" and the same dilEculty seems to have been experi-

enced in Creek by Photius, who says of the eloquent pulpit orations

of Chrysostom, that they were bfjuXiai rather than \6yoi.

* It was fir.st printed at Spires in 1482. In the Cologne edition of

1530 the title raas—Uomitice seu mavis sermmes sive condones ud

popidmn, praslantiesimorum ecdtstcc doctonuii llicronymi, Awjusiini,

Ambrosix, Grcgorii, Onycnis, Chrysostomi, JScdcc, ic, tn hunc ordi-

nemdigesta per Alchutnum Icittam, xdque injungente a Carclo M..

Rom. Imp. eui a secrelis fmt. Though thus attributed here to Alcuin,

who is known to have revised the Lectionary or Cotnes llicronymi, the

compilation of the Ilomiliarium is in the emperor's own commission

entrusted to Paul, to whom it is assigned in the earlier printed

editions also.

,» Neander, Cliureh History, v. 174 (Fng. Iransl. of 1851}
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^Ifric's Anglo-Saxon Homilies and the German Ilumiiia-

rium of Ottfried of Weisseuburg. Such HomiUaria as were

ill us© in England down to the end of the 15th century

were at tlie time of the Reformation eagerly sought fur and

destroyed, so that they are now extremely rare, and the

few copies which have been preserved are generally in a

mutiliited or imperfect form.'

The Booh of Homilies referred to in the S-vth Article of

the Church of England originated at a convocation in

ID42, at which it was agreed "to make certain homilies

for stay of such errors as were then by ignorant preachers

sparkled among the people." Certain homilies accordingly,

composed by dignitaries of the lower house, were in the

following year produced by the prolocutor ; and after some

delay a volume was published in 15-17 entitled Certain

sermons or liomities ajypointed bij the Kimj's MoJKShj to be

declared and read by all parsons, vicars, or curates every

Sunday in their churches ivhere they have cure. In 1563 a

second Book of Homilies was submitted along with the 39

Articles to convocation ; it was issued the same year under

the title The second Tome of Homilies of surh. matters as

were promised ami instituted in theformer part of Homilies,

set out by the authority of the Queen's Majesti/, ami to be

read in every Parish Church ac/reeahly. Of the twelve

homilies contained in the first book, four (the 1st, 2d, 3d,

and 4th) are prubably to be attributed to Cranmer, and one

(the 12th) possibly to Latimer; one (the Cth) is by Bonner

;

another (the 2d) is by Harpsfield, archdeacon of London,

and a third (the 11th) by Becon, one of Cranmer's chap-

lains. The authorship of the 8ih and 10th is quite un-

known ; and Becon and Ridley have been only doubtfully

conjectured as the authors of the 7th and 9th respectively.

The second book consists of twenty-two homilies, of which

the 1st, 2d, 3d, 7th, 8th, 9th, 16th, and 17th have been

assigned to Jewel, the 4th to Griudal, the 5th and 6th

to Pilkington, and the 18th to Parker. See the critical

edition by Griffiths, 0.\'ford, 1869. For The Clementine

Homilies see Apostolic Fathers, vol. ii. p. 196.

HOMCEOPATHY (from i/ioio7ra6i«a, a similarity of feel-

ing or condition) as a distinctive system of medicine owes

its origin to Hahnemann, a German physician (see Hahne-
Mann). It is customary to regard homoeopathy as a mere
system of therapeutics, having reference only to the ques-

tion how and on what principle is disease to be treated.

But a careful student of Hahnemann or of his Organon
will soon discover that the system wiih which his name ia'

fundamentally associated is one not merely of therapeutics

but of pathology, and that any complete exposition of it

must embrace an account of Hahnemann's views of the

ultimate nature and cause of disease, as well as of the

remedies by which it is to be combated, and the principles

or principle on which these ore to be selected.

Hahnemann taught that disease is to be regarded as

consisting essentially of the symptoms of it as experienced

and expressed by the patient, or as detected by the physi-

cian ; in other words, that the chief symptoms, or the
" totality of the symptoms," constitute the disease, and
that disease is in no case caused by any material substance,

but is only and always a peculiar, virtual, dynamic derange-

ment of the health. "Diseases" (Introduction to the

Organon, p. 17) "will not cease to be s|iiritual dynamic
dcrangeuents of our spiritual vital principle." He says on
pa^e 3 of the Organon, " For as far the greatest number of
diseases are of dynamic (spiritual) origin and dynamic
(spiritual) nature, their cause is therefore not perceptible

* An nnciODt En(;1ish metrical homilinruiin exiiita in the librnry of
tho univenlty of Cambruige, of which cftrher versions have existed,
and ft portion of perhaps the cai-lieitt copy, dntiiig from about the
miJdle of the 13lh century, was pubhshcd in liiUZ by Mr J. Small,
hb'-'-»%n to thtt "uiversity of Ldiubu'vh.

to the senses;" and at page 18, referring -'to small-pox, s

disease accompanied by almost general suppuration," ht

asks, "is it possible to entertain the idea of a materia!

morbific matter being introduced into the blood f" He
held that the psoric miasm, of which the itch is the ou^
ward and visible and comparatively harmless sign, was at

the root of nearly all chronic disease, viz., of all chronic

disease that was not due to syphilis or sycosis. He tells

us in a note to the 80th section of the Organon that he

spent twelve years in the investigations'which led to the

discovery of that great source of chronic disease and of its

remedies (antipsoric remedies). It was a very essential part

of Hahnemann's teaching that nature is a bad physician,

and not to be much trusted ; that drugs are the real cura-

tive agents provided by the beneficence of the Almighty ; that

drugs given to healthy persons have a power of producing

symptoms of disease. The ascertainment of the symptoms
produced by drugs in healthy persons is called technically,

" proving," and the record of such provings constitutes o

large part of the literature of homoeopathy. This power of

drugs he perpetually refers to as their " pathogenetic power."

His great therapeutical doctrine, for formulating which his

followers call him, with doubtful taste, "the Messiah ol

Medicine," was to this effect, that there is a correspondence

between the symptoms produced by any given drug ad-

ministered to a healthy person and us power of curing any
giv<;n disease, and that the remedy fur auy given disease,

that is, for any set of symptoms " in their totality," is that

drug which, given to any healthy person, will produce the

most perfect imitation oE the said set of'- symptoms; in

other words, Similia similibus curantur.' Further, tht

dose of medicine is to be so attenuated as to cure the

disease without hurting the patient. This attenuatioa of

medicines constitutes, not only the most popular note oi

the system of Hahnemann, but that feature of it which

is most characteristic of his own views and practice, and

which in well-known words he declared to be established

beyond the reach of cavil from future experience either oS

allopaths or of practitioners of the " new mongrel system

made up of a mixture of allopathic and honireopathic pro-

cesses." He gives minute directions .as to the processei

by which this attenuation is to be achieved, the principal

of which are trituration, succussioii, and dilution. Thee
processes developed what he called the " spiritual powei

which lies hid in the inner nature of medicines" (20th

section of tho Organon). Hahnemann held that medicines

became, for curative purposes, more powerlul as they

became more attenuated ; in his last edition of the

Organon (1833), and in its last page-s he gave the most

expressive evidence of his belief in the virtue of attenua-

tion by saying that he could scarcely name one disease

which in the last year he and his assistants had not treated

with the most happy results, solely by means of "olfaction";

and he added that a patient even destitute of the sense ol

smell may expect an equally perfect action and cure from

the medicine by olf.action. He condemned strongly the

administration simultaneously of a number of medicines,

and insisted that only one should be given at a time.

Finally, it would be unjust to liim nut to bear in minri

that he claimed to base his views and practice on experi

ence and sound experiment. Some jioints of his system

were borrowed by Hahnemann from previous writers—as,

indeed, he himself, thmiyh imperfectly, admits. Not to

mention others, he was anticipated by Hippocrates, and
especially by Paracelsus (1495-1541), in his doctrine of

Similia similibus curantur, if not in its exclusive applica-

tion. The.se identical words occur in the Geneva edition

(1C58) of tho works of Paracelsus, as a marginal heading to

one of the paragraphs; and in the "Fragiuenta Mcdica,"

Op- Omnia, viil. i. 1C8, 1C9. occura the followinc passace:—
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. Simile similis ciira; iioii conirunum.

" Qui9f|iiis enim cum l-iudc agf re MuJiiuni volet, is lm« nugis
longe valfie jiibeat. Xec enim uilus uiiquara nwibus caliUus [>•:[

fngiiia sunalus fuit, iiec fngidus per culida. Situile autem suuiii

vinule frirqiieiitcr turavit, scilicet Mercuuus siiliiliiir, et suli'liiir

Mercuriuiii ; et sal illu, vcliit et ilia sal. Interdiiin 4Uiilem cum
(jioprictate juiK'tuni iDgiduiu sanavit caliduin ; sed id iiou factum
i-st latione fiigidi, venini ratiooe iiatuia; alteiius, nuain a [iriiuo illo

uiuuiuo divci'sam fHCiuius.'

It IS very reniaikable that in Hahnemann's enumeration

<it authors who anticipated him in regard to the doclrine

i)f Siinilia, he makes no mention of the views of Para-

celsus, though the very words seem to be taken from the

works of that physician. The other point in Hahnemann's
doctrine— tliat medicines should be tried llr.st on healthy

persons—he adriiils to have been enunciated by Ilaller.

Roughly it has been acted on by physicians in all ages, but

certainly more systematically since Hahnemann's time,

though the result is often not such as to support his theory

in regard to the action of medicine on the clueased as com-

pared with the healthy body.

In the most characteristic feature of Hahnemann's
practice—" the potentizing," " dynamizing," of medicinal

substances—he appears to have been original. It has been

generally affirmed that he was led to adopt his doctrine of

"attenuation " by the fact that the medicines he adminis-

tered produced similar effects to those of the disease, and
toat m any gross quantity, as he admitted, they would
aggravate matters. But another and a chief reason is to

be found in his views of the "spiritual," "immaterial,"

"dynamic" origin of disease, and his resentment against

the old modes of practice of medicine.

The followers of Hahnemann are true to him in making
light comparatively of pathological facts, and giving their

main attention to therapeutics. They are still concerned

mainly with medicines, and one very large American
encyclopaedia is devoted exclusively to a record of "Prov-

ings"; it is edited by Dr Timothy Allen, professor of materia

medica and therapeutics in the New Vork Homoeopathic

Medical College. For some years Hahnemann's disciples

continued pretty faithful to the doctrine of Similia similiiits

curautur, but they were not long in making some changes

in it. We can only notice a few of the leading deviations.

Dr Sharp, of Rugby, who has striven hard to overcome

objectors, while admitting the doctrine of Similia, requires

that it have regard, not to mere symptoms, but to the seat

and pathology of the case; that the drug used be one which

shall affect the organ it fault. Ilomaopathy cannot become
a science till it is founded on what he calls Organopathy,

or a much more careful consideration of the seat of disease

than is involved in Hahnemann's views, who, he complains,

passionately rejected pathology and morbid anatomy. Re-

cently a leading homoeopathist has published a book, the

very title of which contradicts the doctrine of his master.

Hahnemann maintains that cures never were efi'ected in any
other manner than by means of medicines of homcuopathic

power (Organon, p. 100), and that, whenever cures were
wrought by those who did not understand homwopathy, it

was in virtue of the hom(.eo]>athic law, " the only law con-

sonant to nature." But in 1878 Dr Kidd, the leading con-

sultant among homoeopathic practitioners in London, pub-
lished a book on the Lau's of Therapeutics. It is true that

he does not carry the pluralizing far: he only substitutes

two for Hahnemann's one law , but it is not the less a very

remarkable departure. He is still faithful to the idea of

a relationship between the action of medicines on the

healthy and their curative value in sickness ; but the law

of Similia is sadly compromised. " In most cases that

relationship is either of similarity or of contrariety."
" Looking," says he, " to the observation of facts apart from
theoretic speculationB, two primary laws of therapeutics

unfold themselves. Those two laws of therapeutics may
well be called Galen's law, founded upon the rule of coii-

traria cont)ariis, and Hahnemann's or the hcmueopathic law,

founded upon the relationship of similars." This is certainly

a comprehensive if a rather unphilosophical generalization.

The practice of Hahnemann as to tlie use of highly at-

tenuated doses of medicine is evidently not more closely

adhered to than his doctrine of Siinitia. This fact is the

subject of comp'aint in homoeopathic journals. The J/c'c/i-

ckI Investiijator, in 1876, says reproviugly; "How many
claiming to be homoeopaths are daily entirely disregarding

the law' of Similia. It is getting to be quite a rare thing

to hear of a homceopathic practitioner conducting a serious

case from beginning to end without using as such cathar-

tics, sudonfics, diuretics, ic, in direct opposition to our

law ; not only are these drugs used in this way, but there

are some also go so far as to say that they cannot be dis-

pensed with." Dr Wykl, the vice-president of the British

Homceopathic Society, in a letter to Dr W. B. Richardson,

published in the Lancet of June 2, 1877, arguing for an
abolition of the schism of the profession on this question,

thus sums up the admissions which he as a somewhat repre-

sentative man was prepared to make:

—

" first, \.\\At the'

views e.xpressed by Hahnemann are often e.xtravagant and
incorrect ; Secondly, that Hippocrates was right when he

said some diseases are best treated by similars and some by
contraries, and therefore it is unwise and incorrect to

assume the title of homceopathist ,
Thirdly, that although

many believe that the action of the infinitesimal lu nature

can be demonstrated, its use in medicine is practically by
a large number m this country all but abandoned." It

must not, however, be supposed that there are not many
true believers in Hahnemann's doctrines both of Similia,

itc, and of infinitesimal doses, extending even to olfactions.

In fact, one recent writer goes beyond Hahnemann. In the

JIovKeopatlac OLscrver, after many years of anxious experi-

menting, he claims to have discovered decided results I rem
olfaction, or the smelling of medicines, but more especially

by means of medicines contained in closed vessels held in

the hand. Mons. Granier, of Kimes, carries the dynamic
theory of Hahnemann farther than its author. "Medi-
cines," he says, "are fluidic powers, they are beings {etre^}

that man may create at his will. I wish I could say they

are occult powers, forming the chain of fluidic connection

between the world and the tomb ; but I am convinced in

my own mind that, placed on the limits oijluidic dynamism,

our observation might cast its scrutinizing glance into the

unseen world.'"

Homoeopathy has a considerable number of adherents in

Great Britain,' in the United States, and on the continent

of Europe. In order to ascertain the esteem accorded to it

in the land ^of its origin, inquiries have been made of

neutral and unbiassed authorities, and the general result is

that it has no scientific recognition, but that many of the

public believe in it, aud consult practitioners who profess

to practise it. Th'e system has no place in any of the

universities of Germany, nor does it seem to have a single

school of its own in the entire German empire. It is

universally condemned in Germany by men who have

anything to do with biological science, and even in the

lectures on therapeutics it is not mentioned at all. In

Groat Britain the Medical Act of 1858 gives power to the

Privy Council severely to prohibit attempts by any examin-

ing body to impose restrictions as to any theory of medi-,

cine or surgery on candidates for examination. There is n.

homceopathic hospital w ith 100 beds in London, to which

13 attaclied a homceopathic school (see Dr 'Wyld in Lancet,

June 2, 1877). Homoeopathy is not strong in England.

There are said to be 105 homceopathic practitioners in

London, In Great Britain and Ireland, with a Ropulation
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of thirty-five rnillinn?i, there are but OT.j homceopatliic

physicians. Liverpool and Glasgow, each with about half

a million of population, have respectively fifteen and live

homujopathic doctors. The somewhat weak and failing

condition of homoeopathy in Britain is thus contrasted by

n writer in the monthly llomvopalhic Review for January

18S0 with its condition in America: in four chief Anieri-
j

can citioi there are 462 honucopathic doctors, in four
j

tii^'lLsh towns 139; in New York city the homoeopathic

pliysicians are to the allopathic as 1 to C, in London the

proportion is 1 to 20. The writer attributes the lower

condition of homixopathy in England to the fact " that it

h:is ceased to be a novelty, that it has revolutionized

orthodo.x medicine, and that many of our own men
(homccopathic practitioners) abjure the minute doses which

served so well in the hands of Hahnemann aad many of

his earlier disciples." Rut all these facts or factors must

obtain equally in America. It is probable that the dif-

ferent system of medical education and qualification in the

two countries has something to do with the difference. In

the United States honiceopathy has naturally had freer

scope than in Europe. Some have estimated the propor-

tion of homoeopathic practitioners in the States as being

one-eighth of the whole number of legally qualified prac-

titioners. Every State determines for itself the conditions

of qualification in medicine ; and there is thus a vast

number of separate medical schools giving both education

anS diplomas. Consequently there is a serious inequality ,

in the severity of medical education and examination. In

some States, as in that of Michigan, the legislature has

engrafted on the university a department for teaching

its youth the principles and therapeutics of homoeopathy;

and very lately the same legislature has provided a hospital

lor the homoeopathic treatment of disease.

In all countries the doctrine of homoeopathy is still with-

out broad scientific recognition ; and certainly in England
its chief representatives are anxious to cease their existence

as a distinctive school, and have, by their avowed departure

from Hahnemann's law of Similia, and his mode of attenu-

ating and administering medicines, brought themselves

under the severe.st condemnation of their master's few

faithful followers, amongst whom are still included men of

high character. We need not discuss in detail the indi-

vidual doctrines of Hahnemann, especially those just

rcfirred to, as they are scarcely fought for by those why
flow represent what remains of the homoeopathic school.

Hahnemann's fundamental views of disease deserve more
attention. He despised any deep study of disease, and
theorized about it instead. Had he carefully Inquired into

thi nature and natural history of disease as Hippocrates

di J, or ns he himself inquired into the sensations of those

who took infinitesimal doses, he would have done more for

the world and his own reputation. Hahnemann was easily

captivated by theories, and not very sound in his reasoning.

But underlying all his system, as we have seen, was the

idea that the causes of disease were impalpable, immaterial,

Hpiritual, dynamic. And this great foundntion was rotten.

?iiidern medicine is doing some of its best work in show-
ng the material and the visible character of the causes of

.Many of the commonest diseases, and suggests this in

many cases where it has not as yet been demonstrated.
The cause of many diseases is shown to be a living germ
^r particle which can be discerned under the microscope,

can be carried on a lancet or in a tube, and inserted under
the skin so as to produce its peculiar disease. This is

true of small pox, Hahneinnnn notwithstanding. The germ
can be preserved oi' it can be killed, and thus disease can
be propagated or prevented. The close air of workshops,
which gciieiiitcs consumption in such amount, cau be
(ihown to be full of impurities, chemical or organic. The

causes of other diseases are often, not merely visible unaer
a .nicroscope, but coarsely visible. We have been lately

told on high authority that to produce certain forms of

blood-poisoning one or two ounces at least of septic fluid

are necessary. So with other forms of common disease.

Alcohol does not destroy a liver or kidney jn any dynamic
or immaterial form, bnt in coarse quantities diligently

repeated. The lead which paralyses the painter's wrist is

not a "spiritual " thing. It is an accumulation of niatter

in the wrong place, and enters his body in palpable quanti-

ties, and, what is more, can be recovered in similar quanti-

ties from his body. So with the uric acid or its salts in

the blood of a person who has inherited his father's gout,

and perhaps his port wine. It is not a "spiritual" affair

at all, but can be demonstrated chemically and under the
microscope. The itch, to whose mysterious workings
Hahnemann attributed two-thirds of the internal diseases

of the body, including mania, cancer, gout, etc., is easily

demonstrated to be dependent on an ugly crab-like insect,

which can be destroyed in a few hours with sulphur, when
there is an end both of it and of the itch. ^\'e are aware
of the euphemistic form which is given to Hahnemann's
views of the psoric or itch disease ; and we are partly dis-

posed to admit, with the late Professor Henderson, the

ablest and wisest of Hahnemann's supporters in England,

that Hahnemann was unfortunate in the exposition of his

own views of this subject. But Hahnemann's fine but
fundamental theories about the spiritual and dynamic
origin of disease are all exploded by the revelations of

modern pathology, and their demolition only completes that

of his therapeutical theories which rested on them.

Still it does not follow that homcKopathy has been of no
use. Hahnemann deserves the credit of being the first to

break decidedly with the old school of medical practice, in

which, forgetful of the teachings of Hippocrates, nature was
either overlooked or rudely opposed by wrong and ungentle

methods. He was .so dissatisfied with this system that he
gave up practice. We cau scarcely now estimate the force

of character and of courage which was implied, eighty years

back, in abandoning the common lines of medicine. More
than this, he and his followers showed results in the treat-

ment of disease which compared yery favourably with the

results of orthodox practice. But they entirely missed the

right conclusion from their experience. Let us take, for

example, the statistics of the treatment of inflammation of

the lung (pneumonia), adduced, not by Hahnemann,— for it

is one of his very weak points that he did not record cases,

—but, after his death, by Dr Fleischmann of Vienna. Dr
Henderson quotes these and other homoeopathic statistics

with great satisfaction, and undoubtedly and properly they

produced a great effect, showing a mortality of 1 in 21 cases

only, which was a much higher percentage of success than

under the ordinary treatment. But these statistics have

since been entirely eclipsed by the minute and historical

record of cases treated in the Edinburgh Infirmary, where

the late Dr Hughes Bennett treated 105 cases of acute

pneumonia, extending over sixteen years, without one

death. Still we must admit that Flcischmann's result.'

were greatly better than the old ones, and that but for thi

homoeopathic practice, which most practitioners regardeu

as a negation, tantamount to leaving the disease to nature,

the emancipation from traditional methods of treatment

would have been much slower than it was.

Besides this, homoeopathy may be credited with two other

services. It has given prominence to the therajieutical side

of medicine, and has done much to stimulate the study of

the physiological action of drugs. No doubt Ilahneman'

completely erred in despising nature, and in magnifyin

medicines in the cuieof disease. But his very method.

«i,,x.f^d, unintentionally on his part, what nature could do;
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ftrnl his devotion nni that of hia school to thurapcutics baa

acted as a somewhat deserved rebuke to those physicians

nho get so absorbed in the study of disease as to forget

that the great interest of mankind in it is to have it cured

with as little delay as possible. It may be admitted that

homaopathy has done some service in directing more special

lattention to various powerful drugs, such as aconite, nux
vomica, belladonna, and to the advantage of giving them
in simpler forms than wni\ common 'beforu the days of

Hahnemann.
f Hahnemann's errors were gi'eat. His doctrine of specifics

was highly retrograde and unscientific, and his disparage-

ment of the principle of iolle causam- and of those who
aimed at discovering the causes of disease (Organon, p. 3)

was unphilosophical. He was fanciful and theoretical

to a very high degree. He led his followers far out of

the track of sound "views of disease and the methods by
which it can best be prevented and cured. But, with

all his defects, it must be admitted that he had the great

merit of disturbing and discreditint; indefensible modes of

practice. .
•

(j. o. g.)

HONDA, or Sax iSArtiOLiSiSiffKi; Dt Honda, a town of

the republic of Colombia, in the stale of Cundinamarca, on
the left bank of the river Magdalena, about 575 miles from
the sea, in 5° 11' 42" N. lat. and 74° 41' 6" W. long. It

io regular and well-built, but none of its public edifices

—

churches, convents, or hospitals—call for special remark.

Situated at the spot where the upward navigation of the

Magdalena is stopped by a series of rapids, Honda was
formerly the seat of a very considerable trade, and it still

retains a certain amount of commercial importance. Goods
a. id passengers for Bogoti, the capital of Colombia, are now
disembarked at Caracoli about 2 miles further down. The
population of Honda is stated at 4000 or 5000. See
Colombia, vol. vi. p. 153.

HONDECOETER,Melcuiord'((;.1G36- 1695), painter,'

was born at Utrecht, it is said, about 1636, and died at

Amsterdam, April 3, 1695. Old historians say that, being

the grandson of Gillis and son of Gisbert d'Hondecoeter, as

well as nephew of J. B. Weenix, he was brought up by the

lost two to the profession of painting. Of Weeuix we know
that he married one Josina d'Hondecoeter in 1638. Melchior
was, therefore, related to Weenix, who -certainly influenced

his style. As to Gillis and Gisbert some points still remain
obscure, and it is difficult to accept the statement that they
stood towards each other in the relation of father and son,

eince both were registered as painters at Utrecht in 1637.

Both it appears had practised art before coming to Utrecht,

but where they resided or what they painted is uncertain.

Unhappily pictures scarcely help us to clear up the mystery.

In the Fiirstenberg collection at Donaueschingcn there is a

Concert of Birds dated 1620, and signed with the mono-
gram G. D. H. ; and wo may presume that G. D. H. is th-^

man whose Hen and Chickens in a Landscape in the gallery

of Rotterdam is inscribed "G. D. Hondecoeter, 1652;"
but we ask, Is the first letter of the monogram to stand for

Gillif '-T Gi.sbert J In the museums of Dresden and Cassel

landscapes with sportsmen are catalogued under the name
of Gabriel de Heusch (1), one of them dated 1529, and
certified with the monogram G. D. H., challenging attention

by resemblance to a canvas of the same class inscribed G.
D. Hond. in the Berlin Museum. The question here is

also whether G. means Gillis or Gisbert. Obviously there
are two artists to consider, one of whom paints birds, the
other landscapes and sportsmen. Perhaps the first is

Gisbert, whose son Melchior also chose birds as his peculicr

subject. Weenix too would naturally teach his nephew to

atudy the feathered tribe. Melchior, however, began his

Jarecr with a different specialty from that by which he is

"aaallv known. _ ?,Ir de Stuera affirms that hn producpd

sea-pieces. One of his earliest works is a Tub with Fish,

dated 1655, in the gallery of Brunswick. But Melchior
soon abandoned fish for fowl. He acijuircd celebrity as a

painter of birds only, which he represented not exclusively,

like Fyt, as the gamekeeper's perquisite after a day's shoot-

ing, or stock of a poulterer's shop, but as living beings
with passions, joys, fears, and quarrels, to which naturalist?

will tell us that birds are subject. Without the brilliant

tone and high finish of Fyt, his Dutch rival's birds are full

of action ; and, as Biirger truly says, Hondecoeter displays

the maternity of the hen with as much tenderness and
feeling as Raphael the maternity of Madonnas. But Fyt.

was at homo in depicting the coat of deer and dogs as well

as plumage. Hondecoeter cultivates a narrower field, and
seldom goes beyond a cock-fight or a display of mere bird
life. Very few of his pictures are dated, though more aro

signed. Amongst the former we should note the Jackdaw
deprived of his Borrowed Plumes (1671), at the Hague, ol

which Earl Cadogan has a variety ; or Game and Poultry
and a Spaniel hunting a Partridge "(1672), in the gallery

of Brussels ; or a Park with Poultry (1686) at the Hermi-
tage of St Peters'ourg. Hondecoeter, in great favour with
the magnates of the Netherlands, became a member of the

painters' academy at the Hague in 1659. William III.

employed him to paint his menagerie at Loo, and the

picture,' now at the Hague museum, shows that he could at

a pinch overcome the difiiculty of representing India's

cattle, elephants, and gazelles. But he is better in homelier
works, with which he adorned the royal chateaus of EenS'

berg and Oranienstein at different periods of his life (Hague
and Amsterdam). In 1488 Hondecoeter took the freedom
of the city of Amsterdam, where he resided till his death.'

His earliest works are more conscientious, lighter, and more
transparent than his later ones. At all times he is bold of

touch and sure of eye, giving the motion of birds with great

spirit and accuracy. His masterpieces are at the Hague anc"

at Amsterdam. But there are fine examples in private col-

lections in England, and in the public galleries of Berlin,

Caen, Carlsruhe, Cassel, Cologne, Copenhagen, Dresden-

Dublin, Florence, Glasgow, Hanover, London, Lyons.

Montpellier, Munich, Paris, Rotterdam, Rouen, St Petert

burg, Stuttgardt, and Vienna.

HONDURAS.
HONDURAS, a republican state of Central America, sse ?li'

extends from north latitude 18° 10' to 16°, and "!
from west longitude 83° 11' to 89° 30'. It is the ""• "•

third largest state of Centra! America, and is bounded
on the north and east by the Bay of Honduras and the
Caribbean Sea, on the south by Nicaragua, on the south
and ooalhwest by San Salvador and Guatemala. It

extends east and west, from the Caribbean Sea to the
Pacific Ocean, and separates Nicaragua on the south-
east from Guatemala on the northwest. The coast
line Is about 400 miles long, extending from the mouth
of the Rio Tinto to the mouth of the Rio Wankj.
Honduras has also 60 miles of coast on the Gulf ol
Fonseca.

Constitution and Oovernment —The republic of Hon-
duras was established November 5. 1838. before the
dissolution of the confederation of Central America in

1839. It is governed under a charter proclaimed in No-
vember, 1865, but greatly modified and revised by the
new constitution of November 1. 1880 Ii gives the
legislative power to a Congress of Depuues composed
of 37 members, with a president, nominated and
elected by popular vote for a term of foui years.

General Don Luis Bogran was elected President of
the Republic of Honduras on the 9tb of November,
1S83. and reelected September, 1887.

There were no regular elections of presidents in
preceding years, and none served the full term of ofSce.
The administration of the republic is carried on by o
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council of ministers, to whom are entrusted the de-

partments of foreign affairs, the department of the

interior, public works, war, finance, public instruction

and justice. The active army consists of 500 men,
with 3,000 militia. The chief executive is assisted by
a council of state, consisting of two ministers, each
appointed by the chief executive, by a judge of the

supreme court and a senator elected by the Congress.

A senate and chamber of deputies constitute the legis-

lative department of the government. Politically, the

republic is divided into seven departments, for admin-
istrative purposes. That of Comayagua contains the

capital by the same name, and is situated in the center

of the state. It is famous for growing in abundance
the nopal, which is largely cultivated in many of the

South American states and in Mexico. The nopal is

the food for the cochineal insect, used for coloring
purposes. The climate is semi-tropical, and coffee,

cotton, oranges and bananas, India rubber and other
products of a semi-tropical country flourish here.

Slahogany is shipped in large quantities; also cattle,

hides, silks, pine and oak timber, which grows on the

hills in quantities sufficient for profitable commercial
purposes.
The plain of Comayagua once supported a large and

flourishing population, and the rich soil is capable of
doing so now, but the city and surrounding country
have deteriorated till at present the trade of Comayagua
is very small. Monuments of a former civilization are
not unfrequently scattered over this division. They
were probably built to serve religious purposes, or as

defences against intruding peoples in a time of war.
There are not less than 300 of these interesting struc-

tures of a less remote antiquity. In form these struc-

tures are pyramidical, conical, often terraced, or con-
sist merely of walls of stone. They are of various
sizes, from 20 feet square to 80 feet broad by 300 feet

long.
Pottery in great quantities has been found in some

of these mounds or pyramids, specimens of which
have found their way to the Smithsonian Institute and
other collections of antiquities.

The department of Gracias lies in the northwestern
part of the republic. It borders on Salvador and
Guatemala. This department is by far the most in-

teresting in the republic. Its valleys are rich and
fertile, producing cotton and the semi-tropical fruits,

hay and grain. The mountains and hills are well

wooded, and here are found many of the choice cabinet-
wood producing trees, such as mahogany, rosewood,
cedar, etc. Pine is found on the mountains. Copal,
liquidambar and tobacco form a considerable portion
Df the exports.

Fruits, such as apples, peaches, plums, pears, flourish

In the northern part of the division; also the smaller
fruits, blackberries in particular, are found among the
hills. There are beds of lignite in Gracias, and opals
are found that are second only to those found in Hun-
gary. Coai is found in beds 8 and 10 feet thick; cin-

nabar, asbestos, platinum and amethysts are found in

several places.

Santa Barbara is situated between Gracias and Com-
ayagua. It touches on the Bay of Honduras. This
portion bordering on the bay is known as the plain of

Sula; it is CO or 70 miles long and GO miles wide,
stretching back from the bay. The plain has an area

of 1,500 square miles, producing all the grains, fibers

and fruits of the tropics. It is well watered; but the

fevers that infest a low country are not wanting
here.

CholstecB, In the extreme sonthcm port of tlie repnbllc, bas «
varieil furTuce, and bnrdcrH on the Buy of Founcca. 'I he climate ie

hot, nnd f'-verB prevail. Tlie i^oil ie alluvlQl. AKrlculturo uiid cat-

tle raining; tire tfie clii<'f liiduBtriCH. The l)road prHlrien, back from
the hay furninh ^'razlii^ land for IhouwaiidH of cattle, which con-
BtitQte the crcater portion of wealth for the department. Stiver
orep, in almost every variety, are found, as well ae pcveral other
varletien of minerals.
Yoro forma the northern portion of IIondnraH. Tlie ewrface Ip

mountalnoUH, cut tiy nnnieroUH Hmall Btreanm. Tlie niinernl
wealth of thin department liup never been adequately developed.
The attention of capital baa chiefly been drawn to the cattiuj; of

cabinet-woods that grow in the valleys. The population is very
sparse, but the area is greater than that of any other division of
Hondnrae. It embraces 15,000 square miles. The mineral wea'^.b
is found in the Pija and Sulaco mountains.
Olancho is the principal gold producing department. It Is ob-

tained from "washings." K early all the streams are gold produe.
ing, and their sands'pay for washing. Large herds of cattle arp
raised on the savannas, and rtiey form the chief source of wealth.
Tobacco and cotton grow on the low alluvial soils. The depart
ment embraces about 11,300 square miles, and is the most progres-
sive of any in Honduras.
Tegucigalpa is the gold and silver region of Honduras. Teg-

ucigalpa is the largest and most prosperous city of Hondaras. It
is oue of the capitals of the republic, alternating with Comayagua,
The surface of the country presents a plateau with an elevation of
from 2,0tX) to 4,000 feet above the level of the sea. Mining con-
stitutes the chief industry of this division, although agriculture
and cattle raising are important industries.
Area and Population.—The area of the Republic is calculated

to embrace 47,068 square miles. The population in 18S9 was 431,*

917. or about nine inhabitants to the square mile. The Republic
is divided into 60 districts and 212 municipalities. A large aum-
ber of the inhabitants consists of aboriginal Indians. There are
205.000 mestizos. The European population, which is very sparce,
is mainly of Spanish origin, and is found in the small sea ports of
the Pacific coast, and in the tow-n of Santa Rosas in the tobacco
districts of the department of Gracias.
In the eastern part of Honduras, between the Rio Roman and

Cape Gracias a Dios and the Segovia River are the Xi»aque8 pud
Poyas. They are nearly all Catholics. They make good faboreis,
are peaceful and industrious. In the more remote districts theue
aboriginal tribes of Indians still conform to the customs of their
ancestors. The Indians and negroes have mixed, and under the
name of Sambos occupy a territory above Cape Gracias. The
Caribs, who were brought to Honduras by the Knglish in 1796
from the Windward Islands to the number of several thousand,
occupy the entire northern coast. They are the wood choppers or
the State. They are mostly Catholics, but are very superstitious,
and cling to many of their old customs. A sprinkling of negro
blood among them has given a portion of these people the name of
''The Black Caribs." The European population, consisting, ae
has been said, mainly of descendants from the Spanish, is to be
found on the Pacific slope, and the Atlantic slope is settled mainly
by the Indians. Many towns or villages are found in the depart-
ments of Gracias, Choluteca and Comayagua where the Indian lan-

guage only ie spoken, and a very close adherence is preserved still

to all that' is aboriginal. It is a matter entirely impossible to ob-
tain an exact census of these tribes, as many of them live In the
mountains and avoid a census. Tegucigalpa, wiiich alternates

with Comayagua as the seat of government, has a population
of 12,600, including the district, andis situated nearly in the center
of the State. It is the chief station on the Inter-oceanic railway
that has been laid out.
Instruction.—In 1878 the government founded a national col-

lege and seminary, both of which are under tlie direction of Amer-
ican teachers. There are besides two nuiver^ities and several col-

leges. There were 573 schools in 1882. with 20,518 scholars.

Sclioolsare to be found now in every village, and education is

nominally compulsory. The religion of the country is Roman
Catholic. The Bishop, under whose jurisdiction the State ifl

placed, has his see at (?omavagua.
Communication.—In 18S,=i there were S3 postofHces which carried

2(19,614 letters and newspapers. There are 1,8110 miles of telegraph
lines, with 63 offices, and there is a r-.iiiway from Puerto Cortez to

San Pedro Sula, a distance of 37 miles. It cost about $2,000,000,

and its rolling stock is valued at KillO.dOO. Honduras and San Sal-

vador have made attempts that have been partially successful to

put all the States of Central America in telegraphic communica-
tion. An inter-oc^anic railway is projected from Puerto Cortea
to .Vmapala on the Pacific coast. Also a line from Puerto Cortea
by the north coast through one of the best fruit districts of the

Republic. The length of the proposed Inter-oceanic railway is

148 miles. It was first proposed by Mr. E. Q. Squire, of New
York city. The American war and the completion of the Cu ion

Pacific railway put a stop to the building of the road and antic-

ipated its ends. There is still need enough of the road, and when
Honduras comes to be in a less bankrupt condition, it will nn
doubledly be completed, making another highway for national

travel.
^oricv. Weights and Measures.—The money, weights and meas

ures of Honduras, with the British equivalents, are as follows:

.Ifdnfi/.—The dollar of KX) cents bas a nominal value of 4 Eng
lish shillings, but the real value is only 38,40.

Weights and Mkasures.
The Arroba, for wine .'I'i imperial gallons

The Arroba, for oil 2?i imperial gallons

The Siiuare Vara, equal to 1.09 Vara 1 yard
Ttie Fanega IW Imperial bushels

i^mflnctf.—Since 1880 there have been Improvements in the

financial condition of Honduras. The actnal revenue in I88S

was J9i»-1.7aO. The pulillc revenue under former administra-

tions rarely exceeded *;)no.OfO. The change has come aliout sines

1880. Public confidence Is being restored, industry revived, het

intercourse with outside nations enlarged, pulilie higlnvays con-

structed, bridgesandnew built, and better enforced systems of ed-

ucation adopted. For the two years, 1880 to 1888, ending ,TulJ

.31st, the revenue wan estimated at *a,818,l.fcS. and expeiidltnres al

I2.826.ri.'12. The actual expenditures for several years exceeded th».

revenue, and the deficits had to be covered by loans. The revenu(

Is drawn mainly from customs and excise duties.

Thi- toieigii (lebt of Honduras consists of English loans amount
,

Ing to J;t.222.ri(K) and a French loan of *2,nr.,.'.70, or a total ol
,

$.',,398,570. No interest has been paid since I87!i, and its arcumi*
laiion'has reached. In 18811. t lie amount of 0T«r »7,84.'>.5I8. TM
loans were Issued at the most advantaueoui iuii-d lo capitally .
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Tlift lalnat.ai. was Tery low and the ratee of Interest were high.
The debt w**© contrncted in behalf of the Inter-oceanic railway
trom the Bay of Ilouduras to the Gulf of Foueeca, on the Pacific

coatit. The oripin of the debt iB in pome obncnrity, bat the rail

way was the allet^ed pnrpose. Only 56 uiilee of this were ever fin*

i^bed, leaviri: 176 yet to be completed.
Trade and C'07/i7n€rce.~The exports of Hondoras consist chiefly

of cattle, mahogany, hideB and India mbber. The imports com-
prise cotton goodi*, eilk fabrics and hardware.

The exports for the financial year 18^7-88
were valued at _ $3,350,064

The ve^^etable products amounted to 1,221,716
Anlmatand liiduelrial products » 3'7e,645

Minerals, exclubive of gold and silver 1,673,449

Gold and silvor 78,853
The v!\lne of ibese exports that went to the

United States was - 2,790,405
To England 105,088
To France «. 81,566
To Germany - 6,003

To the Central American Republics 367.599
/ 0ocoanut8 grow on the northern coast. Wiiny of the Inhabitants
bave gone'estenelvely into the cnltivationof this fruit. The gold
and silver mines of the country are in a fair way of development.
The Imports consist to the extent of more than one-balfof cotton
goods and cotton, manufactores, woolen goods coming next in

order of Importance, followed by silks, wines and spirits. Large
numbers of cattle are yearly shipped to Cuba, Tobacco, sarsapa-
rilla, indigo and other dye stuffs are among the exports. Coarse
woolen ptotTs and rude utensils for home use are the only articles

of manufacture. Bees are numerous, and produce ft large quan-
tity of honey of a superior grade.
^csourcw.—Honduras is capable of being made pftrticnlarly

productive in her agricultural department. Thesoil produces val-
uable timber, frnit trees, cottion, eugar, coffee, tobacco, indigo,
maize, wheat, potatoes. yam\ plantains, bananas, pine apples,
oranges and beans. Like the copal, the sugar cane la IndigonouE
to the country, growing wel' at elevation? of 4,000 feet above
the levei of the sea. Coffee flonrishefl and forma a large part of
the exports of Honduras. Tobacco of a very fine quality and a
deservedly high reputation is raised. Pimentnm, capsicum and
other spices are pfentifal, while in the woods and forests are
found choice cabinet-woods, such as mahogany, rosewood, cedar,
lignum vitre. oak and pine. Peaches, apples, plums and berriei
flourish on the hill sides, and deliclone fruits make rich the val-
leys. The climate in thehilly and monntainousre^ons is cooland
healthful. The region along the Caribl>eaD eea is extremely hot,
and is subject to miasmatic ferers.
Stock RaUing.—The jand rises by gentle terrftcee from the Bay

of Fonseca. These terraces stretch oack in broad table lands or
savannas, which furnish grazing for thonsandsof herds of cattle.
TtRse form one of the chief resources ox wealth for Honduras.
Large quantities are annually shipped to Cuba, where there is an
Increasing demand for them. Deer, tigers or ocelots and the pec-
cary frequent the forests, and their skine and hides go to make ap
one of the staples of export.

J/jni>i(7.—Honduras abounds in mineral wealth. The chief
source of weelth is in the silver mines, though gold, copper, iron,
cinnabar, coai, zinc, antimony, tin, platinum, opal, asbestos,
amethysts, chalk, limeetoue and marble are found. This branch
of industry was at one time the chief business of Honduras, but
minmg has In late years been almost abandoned. The great draw-
back to mining has been the lack of facility for transportation.
There is no question but that Honduras ranks first. In respect
to mineral resources, among the states of Central America, as
Guatemala ranks first in agncuJture. Silver is the chief mining
interest. Silver ores of several varieties are found on the Pacific
coast, among the mountains and ranges of mountains which line
that coasL It is found in combmations of iron, copper, lead and
antimony. Si'ver chlorides are the richest ores, but are rather
less abundant than the others. The gold mines or "washings''
are found on the Atlantic coast, and, as was remarked ander the
head of Otancho, they are most productive in that department.
Iron magnetite 's found in rich ores. It is so pure that it can often
be worked without the process of smelting. Lignite In the depart
mnnt of Gracius, in which very benulifui opals are found, exists
In large d'*posits. Copper is usually found In combination with
silver. These mine "afs together with coal, antimony, zinc and tin
form the principal objects of mining Industry.
Physical Constitation.^MowAnv&B is favored In that it has lie

high mountain ranges on the went The Cordilleras follow, in gen-
eral, the Pacific coast From these run out spurs and ranges that
traverse the state, forming valleys and bfl^ms for rivers which
water and drain the country. Honduras, in its northern part, is

hllJy and, in t!ie western portion, is mountainous. The country
over which it Is proposed to lay the Inter-oceanlc railway presents
a level valley breaking t "ough the Cordillera mountains. This
valley marks the course the Hnr/iuya river, flowing north to the
Atlantic, and Goascom river, flowing sontb to the Pacific. This
valley, stretching through the centre of the state, b.is a length of
about 40 miles and a breadth of about 10 miles. Except for a narrow
stripe of swamp land along each coast, the country is. In general, a
table land, its series of e' valed plateaus broken oy broad and fer
tile plains and valleys. Its mountain ridges rencb the height of 8,-

000 feet. The highest peak In the state iS Montnfiade Selaqne,
whlcn .eaches to u helgl if JClSOfeet The Cordilleras connect
the .Vndes on the south vrtth the Sierra Madrc on the north. There
are no active volcano- s.

iMie mean temperature In most of the towns of Importance is 74°
Fahrenheit. Heavy fro a occar In November and December in
the moon aius. Snow has never been known. The rainy season
extends from May to November.
Hivern and .flay*.—Hondaras is well supplied with rivers. The

Ola is the largest. It is navigable for small craft, the most of its
Jengtb. It drains a large territory, and along its banke are found

some of the richest alluvial soils of Honduras. The Wanks or
Segovia is 850 miles long, and forms the boundary line between
Honduras and Nicaragua. It rises within 50 miles of Fonseca Bay,
and empties into the Caribbean sea. It is navigable for about 100
miles. For 250 miles it flows through a very rough, mountainous
and unsettled country, navigable only for canoes. The Rio Aguan
(Roman river) has a length of 121 miles, and empties into the eea
near Truxillo. The Hio Mangualil, noted for its gold washings, is
the largest tributary to the Rio Aguan. It is navigable for light
boats for 80 miles of its course. The Kio Negro is 120 miles long,
and is navigable for 40 or 50 miles. This river is known also as
the Black river, or Poyeror Poyas. The Goascoron, Nacome and
Choluteca are short rivers, draining the western coast of Honduras.
The Cordilleras are not more than 50or 60 miles from the ocean, so
that the longer rivers are found on the eastern side of this range.
The Jaitiqae and Sacapa drain the lake of Yojoa, which is 25 miles
long by anont 7 miles broad. It has an outlet also through a
stream that flows into the Ula. The lake has an elevation of over
2,000 feet above the level of the sea.
Bays, Harbors and /stands.—Honduras, San Salvador and Nic-

aragua all front on the Bay of Fonseca. This bav affords one of
the beet facilities for shipping on the entire Pacific coast. The
bay is oval in shape, having a length of -SO miles, and Is 30 miles
broad. The entrance is between Coseguina and Conchagua mount-
ains, and is 18 miles wide. Honduras has more of a frontage on
the bay than either San Salvador or Nicaragua. There are four
distinct channels for entrance. These channels are formed by
islands lying at the mouth of the bay. The bay is full of islands.
The principal ones are Sacate Grande. Tigre. Espopescion, Gue-
guensi, Martin Perez, Pnnta Sacate, Conchaguita, Mlanguiri; of
these, Tigre, Gueguensi. Sacate Grande and Esposescion belong to
Honduras. Th« bay is foil of fish and oysters. The shores are
"feeding grounds" for quantities of water fowls. The country,
back from the bay, Is fertile and productive. Fruits grow on the
low lands, as well ae tobacco. The land rises in a series of terraced
savannas or table lands furnishing grazing:; for cattle. Near the
bay are also found the choice woods, as well as oak and pine for
lumber. The silver and gold districts are within a few miles of
the bay, while sandstone, limestone and coal are all found witbia
shipping distance. Trnxillo Is an ancient port. Its trade is pnu.
cipally with the department of Olnncho. The port of Omoa ia

defended by a fort known as El Ciistilio de San Fernando. Th©
anchorage is good and safe. There is a large trade from this port in
silver and gold, hides, tobacco, indigo and fruit. This Is also a
shipping point for the cattle that are sent to Cuba. Mahogany is

one of the staple exports. The town has a population of about 600
only. Puerto Caballos wan formerly selected by Cortes, when he
made his expedition into Honduras, as the location of the settle-
ment which he proposed to be the port of entry for the New Spain
that he was attempting to found. It was the chief port of the
coast for upwards of two centuries, but was removed to Omoa, as
the latter place admitted of fortification. Cortes named the
colony he founded Natividad. The port is each that the largest
ocean steamers may anchor there. Docks have been constructed
that afford ample accommodation for all ocean freight carrying
purposes. The rise and fall of the tide is scarcely perceptible.
There ia a depth of from 4 to 12 fathoms of water over the most of
the bay. The bay Is also sheltered from the wind, eo that, alto-
gether, the port is one of tbe best as well as one of the most eeciije
on the bay or on the coast. Triunfo de la Cmz, extends from
Cabo Triunfo to Puerto Sal, with a coast line of 30 miles. Thd
Bay of Honduras has in its waters the groups of islands called
Bay Islands. The principal island of tbe group is Roatan. Tuia
group was proclaimed a British province in 1852. The other
islands of the group art Guanja. utila, Barbaretta, Morat and
Helena. Roatan is 30 miles long, averaging 9 miles In width.
Guanja, next in size, is 9 miles long and about 5 miles broad. These
islands are well wooded. There is quite a trade with New Orleans
in fruits, etc. Guanja was discovered by Christopher Columbus.
The port of Amajiala, on the mouth of the Sacate Grande Island,
is Interesting on several accounts. The island rises to a height of
2,.Wu feet above sea level. On its lower sides the soil admits ol
cultivation. The island is some 7 miles long and 3 or 4 miles wide.
On the north side are stretches of sandy beach, on one of which
was the headquarters of Drake while he was operating in the South
Sea. The island WHS a favorite hautit of pirates and buccaneers.
On one of these sandy beaches, where ships find an anchorage,
within a very short distance of the shore is the port town of
Am fipa la.

Birds and Animals.—li\ tbe forests of Honduras arc fonnd the
ocelot and deer, whose skins are taken by tlio natives, and form a
large source of income, and the peccary. Tbe tapir is found In
regions near the sea. and the northern streams are frequented by
the manatee. Tbe alligator is found in all the streams and lakes.
The iguana lizard and scores of other varieties abound In that
tropical climate. Monkeys are numerous about the cocoanut
plantations and in the forests, and there are many different
varieties of them. The raccoon, opossum, squirrel, armadillo and
ant eater are found In all Uniilitles. The rattlesnake and corral
are the only venomous serpents, and other varieties are quite
scarce. Locusts often come iu great quantities.and are as destrnc-
tive as a plague. The bank and mangrove oyster is found in
almost all the bays. Tortoises and turtles are of several species.
They are found quite generally in all localities, but i<i greatest
abnndance on the adjacent islands, tn the Bay islands and along
both coasts. Lobsters, crabs and fish of all kinds are found In
almost infinite varieties. The fresh flhh of the int(-rior, found in all

the streams and lakes, are a never failing tiource of food for the
naltves. Bees are numerous, and of sevcnil varieties. Honey it

Eroduccd in considerable quantities, and tbe uUnre and care o'
ees is coming to be a more important Indnsirv. Tarantulas,

scorpions and venomous Insects of various kinds liifost every part
of the country. The predatory birds are the hawk, vnltnre and
turkey bazzard, owls and sea eagles. The wild turkev. quail and
pigeon iu tbe interior furnish attractions for the hunters. Tba
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pamot, macaw and toncan are indigenous to tbe climate, and the
corrmon birds of the United States are found everywhere, such as
the crow, blackbird, etc. Aquatic birds are numerous.
Ais^ory.—Honduras was lirst discovered by Columbus in 1502,

and it was here that he first set foot on the soil of America. It

was on his fourth voyage across the Atlantic. He landed on the
island of Guanaja, whence he saw beyond the mountains of the
South American continent, and on the 14th of August, 1502,

planted the Spanish flag and took the country in the name of
the Spanish kingdom. The spot on which he landed he called
Punta de Caseinas. The place is now a village by the name
of Cabo de Honduras. From this point Columbus coasted to the
eastward. He encountered storms, and the crew,ae well as Colum-
bus, thought that destruction was inevitable. After passing
tiirongh numerous dangers, h« reached the cape known as Cabo
Gracias & Dios, which he thus named on account of his deliverance
from danger. It means. Thanks be to God. Less than 20 years
after this, Cortes undertook an expedition into Hondui*&, which
will long stand a wonder of skill in military management and
determination. His army was made up of Europeans and Indians
which he brought with him from Mexico. He was two long years
marching through unbroken wildernesses and swamps, endurinc all

the hardships and privations of an advance through an unknown and
sparsely inhabited country. At the end of two years, in 1526, Her-
nando Cortes reached Cabo de Honduras, where Columbus first

landed. He founded the town of Trujillo and Puerto Caballos,
now called Puerto Cortes. Soon after, Honduras fell under the
dominion of Spain, and Gracias was the seat of government. This
accounts for the settlements of Spanish and Europeans that exist to
the present day along this coast. In 1822 Honduras became a part
of the Central American Confederation. In 1839 Honduras as-
serted its independence, disolving the union with the other states.
Those in the state who were more liberal made repeated attempts
to form a confederation with San Salvador and Nicaragua. This
led to more than twenty years of internal strife. The efforts to form
an alliance with San Salvador and Nicaragua even led to wars with
Guatemala. In 1855 President Cabanos was defeated by the opposing
parties,and exiled. His successor, Guardiola, concluded a treaty of
peace with Guatemala in 1856. In 1861 an insurrection, instigated by
the clergy, arose. These attempts were at length put down by Presi-
dent Guardiola. He pardoned all the conspirators, but was assas-
sinated in 1862. Montes, who succeeded Guardiola, made an
alliance with San Salvador. This alliance was formed for the pur-
pose of defeating Guiitemala and Nicaragua. Wontes was, how-
ever, defeated in battle. Medina, one of his own generals, deserted
him, joined the victors and usurped the kingdom in the year 1863.
In 1672 Don Celeo Arias deposed Medina, and himself took the
presidency. He governed till August, 1875, when Dr. Marco
Aurelio Soto was appointed provincial governor. A new constitu-
tion was adopted by which in May, 1876, Soto was appointed by
the unaniraoue voice of the people to be their president for the term
of four years. The internecine strifes, the wars with the neighbor
ing states, the tumults and disturbances had a most disastrous
effect upon the country. Government was demoralized, finance
destroyed, the schools vacated, commerce ruined, agriculture
neglected; the state was deeply in debt to France, England and
Spain, and the citizens were left in uncertainty and fear. Since
1876 there has been a great change in all the affairs of Honduras.
Schools are found in every village. Highways are building,
bridges are going up across the etrenms, the mines that bad been
allowed to fin with water are now being reop'-med and worked.
Commerce is extending to neighboring states anQ to foreign states.
Capitiil from outside le coming in and business springing uji ir
many different directions. Railroads are much needed to open up
the reh-onrces of the country, to develop her mining interests and
furnish transportation for the lumber of all sorts that grows in the
interior of the state. Under a new regime of peace the outlook
for growth and prosperity, and the further enlightenment of the
native tribes, is certainly encouraging.

Points of Interest— Caribs.— 'Vhe Caribs were formerly Indians
of the West India Islands. About the time of Columbus they
were very numerous and powerful. They were warlike and aggres-
aive, and stubbonily opposed any advances of European civiliza-
tion. They were removed later in large numbers to Honduras.
where is now the principal settlement of this people. They have
almost entirely disappeared from the West India Islands. In
Honduras they form un industrious and tolerably prosperous
portion of tbe people. They still retain their ancient languaee
and many of their custoniB and religious superstitions. It is be-
lieved, although it cannot be proved, that they were formerlv can-
nibals. It was in 1796 that the English refused longer to put up
with their continued disturbances, and transported Ihem from the
Inlands of Dominica and St. Vincent to the island of Roatan.
There are two divisionB of these people, the red and the black Caribs.
The black portion is the result of a mixture with the negro blood
It is interewiing to note that some of the Indians of South Americe
are to all apnearances of the same original race with the red Carlb*.
Monunienh and Ancient Jiuins.—There still remain scattered

over the plains numerous evidences of a former civilization. These
monuments of antiquity consist of conical and pyramidlcal
mounds of earth, terraced structures of stone walls. The most
I'miirkablt! ruin Is that of Tenampua In the department of Com-
aynguii. It is on a high hill of sandstone, rising 1.600 feet above
the level of the sea, situated 20 miles southeast of Comnyagua
City. Th(!se structures are a continuation of those found In Mex-
ico whi-re. as in Hondurnn, the principal ruins cnnslwt of tcmplcB
and Btrnctures dedicated to defensive purposes. The arti-
ficial terraces or pyramidal elevations seem to have been
U'^ually less in sl/e than those In Mexico, but covered
with more extensive hnlldlngs, which were marked by
broad stairways lending directly to their principal entrances. On
pome of these terracuH a single butldlnt: wnn erected, biil in (he
larger ones there were umially four, arrnnaed so as to fortn a court
area; they were enhfltanljully built, the walls being in all CHses of
great thickness. The most of them were one storv hiL'h. but thero

were many of two and some of three stories ; in these cases each See Plaft?
successive story was smaller than the one below it. The fronts lU."Oc
were usually of stone, though they were sometimes stuccoed and li
covered with elaborately carved figures and ornaments, many of
them no doubt of a symbolic nature. The interiors were divided
into narrow corridors and dark chambers, which were arched, or
rather the roofs were supported by overlapping courses of etone.
The walls of the corridors were often stuccoed and covered with
paintings and figures in bas-relief. In some of them, tablets have
been found with elaborate and artistic sculptures and hieroglyphics
In these chambers are still found the remains of idols and altarr
and evidences of an ancient sacrifice. There is a sligb
difference between these structures of Honduras and those ol
Mexico, but not enough to make a question of doubt that they be-
longed to the same ancient race, as can be seen by comparini; them
in general with the great temple of Mexico. This teni^ple of
Mexico consisted of an immense square area, surrounded by 9
wall of stone and lime eight feet thick, with battJements oma
mented with many stone figures in the form of serpents. Th«
extent of this inclosnre, which occupied the center of the ancien*
city, may be inferred from the assertion of Cortee. that it might
contain a town of 500 houses. It was paved with polished stones,
so smooth that the horses of the Spaniards, which Cortes was
leading, could not tread on them without slipping. In the center
of this great area arose the great temple, an immense pyramidal
structure of five several stages, faced ail the way up with stone.
The structure was 300 feet square at the base and 120 feet high.
The form was a truncated pyramid, with a level summit, upon
which were two towers, the shrines of the divinities to whom it
v-as consecrated, and it was there that the sacrifices were per-
lormed. One of the shrmes was dedicated to Tezcatlipoca, the
other to Huitzlipochtli. There were forty similar struc*
tures, of small size, consecrated to the separate divinities, as
well as dwellings for the priests' attendants. There were semin-
aries for the instruction of the youth, together with ponds and
fountains, groves and gardens, etc. The early accounts of this
§reat temple are sustained by the Imposing ruins of Papantia,
^oxachalco, Miscantla, (c^uemada and many other monuments.

Solic speaks of eight temp'.es in the City of Mexico of nearly equal
grandeur with the great tempie. The ^ame authority estimates
that those of smaller size number fully 2,000. They were dedicated
to as many idols of different names, forms and attributes. Tor-
quemada estimates the number of temples in the Mexican empire
and Central American states at 40,000, and Clavigero places the
number far higher. It is believed that tbe pyramids of Teotihncan,
on the plains of Otumba, are probably among the most ancient
monuments, either of Honduras, Mexico or any of the Central
American states. There are two principal ones, dedicated, accord-
ing to tradition, to the sun and moon respectively. It has been
variously stated that the height of the larger is 150, 171 and 221
feet. It 18 680 feet square at the base, and covers an area of 11
acres, or a space nearly^equal to that covered bv the great pyramids
of Cheops in Egypt. The pyramid of Cholula also has four stages,
and when measured by Humboldt was 160 feet high. It was 1,400
feet square at the base, and covered an area of 45 acres. In the
department of Comnyagua, among the earth works, are traces of
towers and remains of water reservoirs. Most of the mounds
occur in groups, and show that they were arranged with respect to
some relationship to each other. They are from 20 to 30 feet stjuare,
and of several stages high, as those before spoken of. Great
miantities of earthenware, pottery, stucco work, etc., are found in
these ruins. A great many of the pieces are piunted and otherwise
ornamented. There are in the state some 300 or 400 of these
pyramids, truncated, conical or in the form of mere mounds.
Ancient Civiltzation.—The country of Honduras is interesting in

that it wan in the ve»-y heart of the home of American civilization
in historic or traditionary times. The numerous nations in-
habitating Central America and Honduras at the time of the con-
quest fell naturally into two groups; the one. the Mayas,
of Honduras and Central America; the other, the Natnae, rep-
resented chierty by the Aztecs and the cognate dwellers of
Mexico. Prior to the time of the conouest. the liieroi^Iyphicn of
the Mayas, the ancient inhabitants of Honduras. (Kfy interpreta
tion. Tbe ignorant fanaticism of the Spaniard, who burned as a
religious duty all the records that could be found when he invaded
the country. haH left only a few uncertain legends as to the ancient
history of the Mayas and (Quiche's of Honduras. The key to the
hieroglyphics engraved on the monuments Is utterly lost. The
great st(me idols that these people worshipped were different from
the snake adorned divinities of the Mexicans. and were of a mildei
and higher type. Mr. Unncroft believes that the power of the
Mayas was the first to be developed in Central America, and that
conlemporancons with it arose the ancient government in Mexlct
which finally overthrew the power of Cenlral America. E C H

BRITISH HONDURAS.
BRITISH HONUUHAS. Balize. or Belize, lies on the

Bay of Honduras in the Caribbean Sea. Tlii.-* col
ony of the Knglish crown occupies the eastern

shore of the peninsula of Yucatan, and extends from
10° 45^ to 18° :!0^ north lalilude. and I'rom 88° 10^ to 89'

west longitude. It separates tlie (Julf of Mexico from
the Caribbean Sea. Its area is 7,.')t!3 scpiare miles. Its

greatest length is 160 miles and its greali'sl breadth 60
miles. It lies west from .lamaiea 06(1 miles. The ap-
proach to the coast is rend<Teil dangerous by coral reefs.

The country presents a variiii surface, from low marshes
along the shore to mountaiiis in the interior which run
in parallel chains, following the gcncrnl line oi the
coast. The Manatee hills rise «« hiui; us lOft-feei while
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the Cockscomb muuntams are about 4.000 feet above the

level of the sea. Between these two extremes of marsh
and mountains are rich alluvial lands and broad
eavaunas. A great number of streams find their sources

in these mountains and empty into the sea. Beyond the

Cockscomb mountains is a tract of land which would
make excellent grazing and support thousands of cattle.

It has never yet been taken possession of for any kind
of civilization. It is open land, well covered wUh a very
rich, nutritious grass, watered by numerous streams,

and lies from 1,200 to 3,300 feet above sea level.

Among the mountains of the interior there are indica-

tions of the presence of gold and silver, but this country

has been so slightly developed yet that nothing has been
done in the way of mining. As in the state of Honduras,
so in the British colony, many remains and indications

of an extinct civilization are found. The ruins of an-

cient cities, earth works, monoliths and pyramids are

similar to those in Honduras, q. ». The climate is hot

»:id damp, and were it not for the trade winds the heat

ti luld be extreme. The country has occasionally been
visited by cholera and yellow fever.

History. Not the least valuable among the spoils

obtained by the famous buccaneers during their depre-

dations on the Spanish main were the quantities of dye-

woods which they found deposited at certain points on
the coast of Yucatan, awaiting shipment. With the de-

cline of their lawless pursuits the more industrious of

the inhabitants, especially the English, turned their

attention to the cutting and shipment of dye-wood and
mahogany, and with this object in view established set-

tlements on the coasts of the Province. In the latter

part of the seventeenth century that portion of Yucatan
bordering on the Bay of Honduras was abandoned by
the Spaniards, owing to the destruction by pirates and
Indians of the town of Bacalor. Its isolated position,

together with the ruggedness of the surrounding coun-
try aad the numberless reefs and shoals on its sea-coast,

made it peculiarly fitted for the haunts of buccaneers.
One of these, Peter Wallace, a Scotchman, landed with
BOme 80 companions at the mouth of the Belize river,

and erected on its banks a few houses which he enclosed
with a rude palisade. His name was given both to the

river and the settlement, and subsequentlj' to the whole
region occupied by the English. This country was
variously termed by the Spanish, Walls, Balis and Walix,
and the word became finally corrupted into the present
name of Belice, Belize orBalize. This name, however,
Mr. Squier, in his "States of Central America," is dis-

posed to believe originated from the French word, halize,

a beacon, " since no doubt some signal or beacon was
raised here to guide the freebooters to the common ren-

dezvous." The existence of the piratical settlement of
Wallace and his companions was not discovered until

the beginning of the eighteenth century, by the Span-
iards. In 1725 Antonio de Figuero y Silva was ordered
to expel the English. Apprised of this design, the wood
cutters of Belize not only prepared for a determined re-

bistance, but with their usual Intrepiditj' resolved to

anticipate the Spaniards by invading their territory.

The wood cutters successfully met this and all subse-

quent attempts to expel them, and the English govern-
ment afterwards extended over them its protection. In
1739 war again broke out between Spain and England
and the Spanish desisted for a time from further opera-
tions against Helize. although the determination to re-

gain this territory thus wrested from them liiid not been
abandoned. In April, 1754. a formidulile attempt was
made to expel the wood cutters. The expedition was,
however, completely defeated. This appears to have
been the last expedition sent against Belize for several

years. In the treaty with Spain, in 17(53. although agree-

ing to demolish "all fortifications which her subjects
may have constructed in the Bay of Honduras, and
other places of the territory of Sprjn, in that jmrt of the
world," England insi.,ted upon the insertion of a clause

c the treaty whereby thecutters of loirwood were guar-

anteed the right to continue unmole.s-ted the cutting and
"hipping of the same, and the erection of the necessaiiy

buildings for this purpose, within those districts. This
was a virtual recognition of the right of the English to

occupy indefinitely a portion of her territory, and no
limits were fixed to the encroachments of the wood-cut-
ters, nor were they made subject to Spain. Soon after
the ratification of this treaty, the English government
commissioned Sir William Burnaby to proceed to Belize,

establish the limits in which woodcutting was to be
confined, and draw up a code of laws for the regulation
of the colony. This he did, and for many years the Bur-
naby Code formed the only laws by which Belize was
governed. In 1779, war having broken out afresh be-

tween Spain and England, the former determined to
profit by the opportunity to give the final blow to the
existence of the English settlements in her territory.

The sixth article of the treaty of Versailles, signed
September 3, 1783, defined the limits of Belize and the
rights of the wood cutters. The boundaries fixed were
the Belize and Hondo rivers, the northwest boundary
being almost a straight line between the two rivers, so
as to pass through the source of New River. The south-
east boundary was the coast. Another treaty signed at

London, July 14, 1786, making the Sibun or Jubon River
the western boundary. This treaty gave England only
the right to cut wood and trade; the lands belonged to
the crown of Spain. In October, 179G. England declared
war against Spain. Spain again attempted to expel the
men of Belize, but failed. Thenceforth the stipulations
of treaties were disregarded, and the territory as far

south as the Sarstun was gradually taken possession of
and held by right of conquest, the subsequent revolution
throughout the colonies rendering the Spaniards power-
less to prevent these encroachments.
Alexander McDonald, while holding the office of

superintendent, on the 2d of November, 1840, set aside
the laws and usages of the country, declaring that from
that time the laws of England should be the law of the
settlement or colony of British Honduras, and that all

local customs and laws repugnant to the spirit of the law
of England, and opposed to the principles of equity and
justice, should be null and void. McDonald then ap-
pointed an executive council. He assumed control of
the finances, and not satisfied with the right of veto, he
legislated in his own person by proclamation. The in-

habitants protested against his usurpation of powers,
and appealed to the British government and parliament.
They also petitioned that the government should openly
assume the sovereignty, so that they mightpossess their

lands without reservation in respect to Spain or Mexico.
Therefore the government, in 1845, sent out a chief jus-

tice, a queen's advocate, and other judicial officers. In
later years the government has been in the hands of a
lieutenant governor, vrith an executive and legislative

council, and the colony has the usual judicial establish-

ment. The legislative council consists of five official

and five unofficial members. An agricultural board has
been established for the purpose of facilitating the dis-

tribution of information respecting the cultivation of
staple products. There are stationed in the colony de-

tachments of the 2d West India Regiment. There is a
public hospital, an almshouse, a lunatic asylum and a
registry office of land titles. The coat of arms of Belize

reads as follows: Chief dexter argent—the Union jack,

proper, chief sinister, on the proper—the chief divided
from the body of the shield by a chevron-shaped parti-

tion from the fess of the dexter and sinister ba-e.

Points, the intermediate space, azure, a ship with set

sails on the sea, passant proper. Crest, mahogany tree.

Motto, "Sub Urnhra Fhri'o." Supporters, negroes: the

one to the left with a paddle; the other to the right

with an axe over his shoulder. The population \k

mainly negro, originally introduced as slaves; the rest,

excepting a few white men, is a hybrid race resulting

from intercourse with Europeans and Indians.
Tlic population in ISOI \v:w .'i.700
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In 188T the narjber of males was I4,10e
*• " *' " females *' ..- 13,S46

births " 1,S69
' ' deaths " l.'JSS

*' '* " " marriaaes *' 264

The town of Belize, at the mouth of Belize river, has a population

of 5,800. It is the capital of B.-itish Honduras, The dwellings of

the wealthy class, says the Packet Intelligencer, are large and com-
fortable. Besides the aovemmeut houses, court houses, barracks

and iail, there are several churches—Episcopal, Methodist. Baptist,

and Presbyterian, and some large and costly fireproof warehouses.
The town has experienced two destructive conflagrations, one in

18.T4 and another in 1803.

Slavery was abolished by an act of the inhabitants on the let of

August, l&W.
In former times, according to Bancroft, the port of Belize was an

entrepot for the neighboring states of Yucatan, Guatemala and Hon-
duras. Smuggling was constantly carried on from it, both in the

line of exports'and imports. After the opening of direct trade with
the I'nited stales and Europe, and the diversion of trade on the Pa-
cific to Panama, that source of prosperity ceased.

Tolal tonnage entered and cleared for 1877, exclusive of
coasting trade

British tonnage
Value of imports in ten years, «nding 1877.

.

for 187
" " from Great Britain for 1877.

for 1884

" 1886
' 1887

1888
Value of exports for 1877

" " to Great Britain for 1877.
" " for 1884

" " 1885
" 1886

" " 1887
" " 1888

Eevenne for 1863
'• 1S77

" " 1884
" 1885
" 1886
" 1887

" "
1888

Public expenditure for 1877.,

" " 1H84..
" " " 1885..
'• " " 18tfti..

" " 1887..
" 1888..

73,974
46,168

£1,781,175
165,756
Sl.iMO

237,500
254,866
235,963
169,833
206,450
124,503
94,548

317,400
344,280
280.047
208,080
213,020

27,398
41,488
51,9(10

52,246
54,361
43,187
43,511

41,488

53,600
63,235
02,555
45,370
41,587

The average rate of duties on imports is ten per cent,

ad valorem; machinery, coal, and books enter free.

The chief sources of revenue to the colony are customs
duties, which in 1888 amounted to £20,971, excise

licenses, land ta.\ and the sale and letting of crown
lands. The expenditures are made mainly for main-
taining the administrative machineryof Ihegovernment,
and for various services. The public debt amounted to

£lC,(ioO in 1888. There ia a savings bank in the City of

Beli/.e with two braiiche.s. The amount on hand in de-

posits in 1888 was £7,047.

In 1887 there were in British Honduras 27 schools of

all grades. There were in attendance 2,613 pupils; of

these, 1.088 were Roman Catholics, 1,11)9 Protestants.

The government grant for their support was $11,023.

From the very first, the colony of Honduras was
noted for its exportation of choice woods. Indeed, it

was the class known as wood-cutters who first opened
up the country, making a living by cutting and export-

ing the log-wood and mahogany that grew along the
banks of its numerous streams. British Iloiuluras is

also productive of fruits. Its climate makes it possible

to raise all the troi)ical and seniilropical plants and
fruits, all of which linil a ready nuirkc^t in New Orleans
and other North American ports, Sugar plantations

an; ki.pl by the whites of Honduras to a considerable
extent. The produciion of sugar cane is easy, and the
manufacture of sugar and the raising of the cane forms
one of the large industries.

In 1887 ther<; were exported 4,191,264 cubic feet of

mahogany and20,018 tons of log-wood. £2.'), 000 worth
of fruit was exported the same year, the most of itgoing
to New (Jrleans; 9.')3 tons of sugar was also exporletl.

Coffee does well in many parts of British Honduras,
anil cocoanul groves are being planted, so that they
form one of (he staples of exportatjoa with bananas.

plantains, and other tropical fruits. Besides its produc-
tion of mahognny, in which it ranks very high, and log'

wood, British Honduras furnishes rosewood, sapodilla,

Santa Marie, and other varieties of choice woods,
besides pine and oak on the hill tops and mountains.
The Coyol palm, from whose fruit or nut a valuable oil

is extracted, grows well. Cotton grows readily in sev-

eral varieties, some of which are choice and valuable.

In the interior sarsaparilla and vanilla are found, and several
kinds of spices. The waters, both fresh and salt, abound in all

kinds of fish, turtles, crabs, cray-fish, waterfowl, etc., while fur
bearing animals are found along the streams ; among them are the
ounce and panther (American). Monkeys of many varieties are
found in the forests, also deer, rattlesnakes, tarantulas, scorpions,
and a venomous fiy infest certain localities. Turkeys, pigeons,
ducks, etc., are among the game birds. Parrots, pelicans, vultures, (

buzzards, macaws, and bumming birds, and all the varieties of
feathered fowls common to the temperate zone are to be found in the
woods and about the waters of the Colony, The wood-tick which ia

common to all Central America is a pest'. Alligators are found in

all the rivers and bodies of water, also the manatee. Cattle and
horses are not raised in great quantities, though the uplands furnist
good grazing for stock. Present statistics indicate that the colonj
18 rather retrograding than advancing. The sugar plhUtations are
in flourishing condition, and the product of sugar is yearly increas-
ing. E. C. H.

HONE. Under the name of hones, whetstonti, oi;

sharpening stones, a variety of finely siliceous stones iro

employed for whetting or sharpening edge tools, and fo>

abrading steel and other hard surfaces. They generalh

are prepared in the form of flat slab.'? or small pencils o\

rods of the material, but some are made with the outline

of the special instrument they are designed to sharpen

Their abrading action is due to the quartz or silica whicL
is always present in predominating proportion, some kindi'

consisting of almost pure quartz, while in others the

siliceous element is very intimately nii.xed with aluminous

or calcareous matter, forming a uniform compact stone, the

extremely fine siliceous particles of which impart a remark-

ably keen edge to the instruments for the .sharpening oil

which they are applied. Hones are u.sed either dry, with

water, or with oil, and generally the object to be sharpened

is drawn with hand pressure backward and forwarti over the

surface of the hone ; but sometimes the stone is moved ovet

the cutting edge. The coarsest type of stone whioh can bt
included among hones is the bat or scythe stone, s poroub

fine-grained sandstone used for sharpening scythe:^ and!

cutters of mowing machines, and for other like purposes.

Next come the ragstones, which consist of quartzose mica-

schist, and give a finer edge than any sandstone. ^ Under
the head of oilstones or hones proper the most famous and
best-known qualities are the German razor hone, the Turkey
oilstone, and the Arkansas stoce. The German razor hone,

used, as its name implies, chiefly for razors, is obtained from

the slate mountains near Ratisbon, where it forms a yellow

vein of from 1 to 18 inches in the blue slate. It is sawn
into thin slabs, and these aro cemented to slabs of slatt

which serve as a support. Turkey oilstone is s, close-

grained bluish stone containing from 70 to 7a per cent,

of silica in a state of very fine division, intimately blended

with about 20 to 23 per cent, of calcito. It is obtained

only in small pieces, frequently .flawed and not tough, so

that the slabs must have a backing of slate or wood. It

is one of the most valuable of all whetstones, abrading tho

hardest steel, and po.'ssessing sufiicicnl compactness to resist

the pressure required for sharpening gravers. The stono

conies from the interior of Asia Minor, whence it is carried

to Smyrna. Of Arkansas stones there are two varieties

both found in the same district. Garland county, Arkansas,

United Slates. The finer kind, known as Arkansas hone, is

obtained in small pieces at tho hot springs, and the second

quality, diKtinguished as Washita stono. comes from Washita

or Ouachita river. Tho hones yield on analysis 98 pe-

cent, of silica, with small proportions of ahiraina,''potash,'

and .soda, and mere traces of iron, lime, magnesia, andj

hydrofluoric acid. They are whitu iu colour, '.xtremelvi
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lard and keen in grit, and not easily worn down or broken.

Geologically the materials belong to the millstone grit series,

and are supposed to be metamorphosed sandstone resulting

ifrolh the jjermeation through the mass of heated alkaline

siliceous waters. The finer kind is employed for fine

cutting instruments, and also for polishing steel pivots

of watch-wheels and similar minute work, the second

and coarser quality being used for common tools. Both

varieties are largely exported from the United States to all

quarters in the form of blocks, slips, pencils, rods, and

wheels. During the Centennial Exhibition of 1876 the

cdinparative value of hones per lb was thus quoted

—

Arkansas $1-50, Washita -35, Turkey 1-00. Among hones

of less importance in general use may be ngted Charnley

Forest stone, a good substitute for Turkey oilstone ; AVater of

Ayr stone, Scotch stone, or snake stone, used for tools and

for polishing marble and copperplates ; Idwal or Welsh

oilslone, used for small articles ; and cutlers' greenstone

from Snowdon, very hard and close in texture, u.«ed for

giving the last edge to lancets.

HONE, William (1780-1842), a political satirist and

a writer on antiquarian and miscellaneous subjects, was

born at Bath, June 3, 1780. His father, a man of deep

spiritual experience in that time of religious revival, brought

up his children in strictness and reverence, but not without

the sectarian narrowness that so frequently produces reac-

tion. The parodist of the litanj-and of the Athanasian creed

was taught to read from the Bible only. Hone received

no systematic education. His father having removed to

London in 1783, he was in 1790 placed in an attorney's

office. Becoming connected with the London Correspond-

ing Society, which was given to freethought and to political

agitation, he was removed by his father to the otEce of a

solicitor at Chatham, but after two years and a half he

returned to London and became clerk to a solicitor in

G ray's Inn. Having no liking for the study of the law, and

apparently no hope of succeeding in it. Hone, being then

married, started in 1800 a book and print shop and a circu-

lating library in Lambeth Walk, and he soon after removed

to St Martin's Churchyard, where he brought out his first

publication, Shaw's Gardener, and suffered much loss from

a fire. It was at this time that Hone matured and with a

friend endeavoured to realize a plan for the establishment

of popular savings banks, and even had an interview on

the subject with the Right Hon. George Rose, then presi-

dent of the Board of Trade. This scheme, however, fell

through from lack of support. His partner in the savings

bank became next his partner in a bookseller's business

;

But Hone's habits were not those of a tradesman, and

bankruptcy was the result. After several removals,

having compiled an index to Lord Berner's translation of

Froissart, he was in 1811 chosen by the booksellers as

auctioneer to the trade, and had an office in Ivy Lane.

Independent investigations carried on by him into the con-

dition of lunatic asylums led again to difficulties and failure,

but, struggling bravely under his burdens, he took a small

lodging in the Old Bailey, and kept himself and his now
large family by contributions to magazines and reviews.

He hired a small shop (or rather box) in Fleet Street, but

this was on two separate nights broken into, and valuable

books lent for show were stolen. In 1815 be started the

Traveller newspaper, and endsavoured vainly to exculpate

Eliza Fenning, a poor girl, apparently quite guiltless,

executed on a charge of poisoning. From February 1 to

October 25, 1817, he published the ICefor mist's Register,

writing in it as the serious critic of the state abuses, to

which ho soon after applied the lash of satire in those

political squibs and parodies that made his name known
throughout the laud, and that first gave notoriety to George
Cruikshank, who washis artistic collaborator. In April

1817 three ex officio informations were filed against 6tm
by the attorney-general. Sir William Garrow, and he was
seized while reading in the street and hurried to the lock-up.

Three separate trials took place in the Guildhall before

special juries on the 18th, 19lh, and 20th of December
1817. The first, for publishing Wilkes's Catechism of a
Ministerial Member, was before Mr Justice Abbot (after-

wards Lord Tenterden); the second, for parodying the litany

and libelling tho prince regent, and the third, for pu!>

lishing the Sinecuritt's Creed, a parody on the Athanasian

creed, were before Lord Ellenborough. The prosecuting

officials, among whom we must include the judges, took

the ground that the prints were calculated to injure public

morals, and to bring the prayer-book and even religion

itself into contempt. But there can be no doubt that thci

real motives of the prosecution were political ; Hone had
ridiculed the habits and exposed the corruption of the princu

regent and of other persons in power. He went to the root

of the matter when he wished the jury "to understand

that, had he been a publisher of ministerial parodies, he
would not then have been defending himself on the floo?

of that court." In spite of illness and exhaustion Hona
displayed great courage, ability, dignity, and presence of

mind. On each of the three days he spoke on an average

seven hours. Notwithstanding the powerful prosecution

and the bias of the judges, he was acquitted on each

count, and the result on each occasion was received

with enthusiastic cheers by immense crowds within and
without the court. Soon after the trials a public meet-

ing, in which Alderman Waithman, Sir F. Burdett, and
Lord Cochrane took part, was held, and a subscription

was begun, by which a large sum was soon collected

to enable Hone to get over the difficulties caused br hi-o

prosecution.

Hone's most successful political satires were published

within a few years after his trial. Among them we may
mention The Political House that Jack built. The Queen'.i

Matrimonial Ladder (in favour of Queen Caroline), The.

Man in the Moon, The Political Showman, all illustrated

by Cruikshank. Many of his squibs are directed against

a certain " Dr .Slop," a nickname given by him to Dr
(afterwards Sir John) Stoddart, a writer in the Timet.

In researches for his defence he had come upon some

curious and at that time little trodden literary ground, ana

the results were shown by his publication in 1820 of hm
Apocryphal New Testament, and in 1823 of his Ancient

Mijsteries Explained. He proposed in 1820 to write b

IliMory of Parody,\>\i.\, i\\\s, never appeared. In 1820 he

published the Every-day Book, in 1827-8 the TabU-Book,

and in 1829 the Year-Book; all three were collections of

curious information on manners, antiquities, and Tarious

other subjects-^ These are the works by which Hone is

best remembered. In preparing them he had the warm
approval of Southey and the assistance of Charles Lamb,

but pecuniarily they were not successful, and Hone was

lodged in King's Bench prison for debt. Friends, how-

ever, again came to his assistance, and he was established,

in a cofi'ee-house in Gracechurch Street; but this again,

like most of his enterprises, ended in failure. Hone's

attitude of mind had gradually changed to that of ex-

treme devoutness, and during the latter years of his life

he frequently preached in Weigh House Chapel, Jastcheap.

In 1830 he edited Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, and, on

the starting in 1832 of the Penny Magazine, he contributed

to the first number. He was also for some years sub-editor

of the Patriot. He died at Tottenham. 8th November
1842.

' According to a recent n-riter iu Hotis'arul Queria (6th 8. i. 171),

Hone remarkeil in conversation that he took the idea of th* A'wry-

day Book in 1S14 from Defoe's Time's Tdtscope.
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HONEY {CHiu., me ; Sausk., ./laufiu, mead, honey,

—

cf.

k. S., medo, medu, mead ; Greek, fj-eXi, in which 5 or 8 is

changed into \; hit., mel; Fv., miel; A.S.,huniff; Germ.,

ffotiig),^ a swoet viscid liquid, obtained by bees chiefly from

the nectaries of flowers, i.e., those parts of flowers specially

constructed for the elaboration of honey (see Botany, vol. iv.

p. 134), and after transportation to the hive in the proven-

triculus or crop of the insects, discharged by them into the

cells prepared for its reception. Whether the nectar under-

goes any alteration within the crop of the bee is a point on

which authors have differed. Some wasps, e.g., Myrapetra

ictttellaria- and the genus Nectarina, collect honey. A
honey-like fluid, which consists of a nearly pure solution of

uncrystallizable sugar having the formida C|;H[,,07 after

drying in vacuo, and which is used by the Mexicans in the

preparation of a beverage, is yielded by certain inactive

individuals of Myrmecocystv^ mexicanus, Wesmael, the

honey-ants or pouched ants {hormigas mieleras or moehi-

leras) of Mexico.' The abdomen in these insects, owing to

thedistensibility of the membrane connecting its segments,

becomes converted into a globular thin-walled sac by the

accumulation within it of the nectar supplied to them by
their working comrades (Wesmael, Bull, de I'Acad. Roy.

de Brux., V. 766, 1838). By the Rev. H. C. .M'Cook,

who discovered the insect in the Garden of the Gods,

Colorado, the honey-bearers were found hanging, by their

feet, in groups of about thirty, to the roofs of special

chambers in their underground nests, their large globular

abdomens causing them to resemble " bunches of small

Delaware grapes" {Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1879,

p. 197). A bladder-liks formation on the metathorax of

another ant, Crematogaster injiatus (F. Smith, Cat. of

Hymenoptera, pt. vi. pp. 136 and 200, pi. ix. fig. 1),

which has a small circular orifice at each posterior lateral

angle, appears to possess a function similar to that of the

abdomen in the honey-ant.

It is a popular saying that where is the best honey there

also is the best wool ; and a pastoral district, since it affords

a greater profusion of flowers, is superior for the production

of honey to one under tillage.* Dry warm weather is that

most favourable to the secretion of nectar by flowers. This

they protect from rain by various internal sti'uctures, such

as papillae, cushions of liairs, and spurs, or by virtue of their

position (in the raspberry, drooping), or the arrangement of

their constituent parts. Dr A. W. Bennett (//oiii Flowers are

Fertilized, p. 31, 1873) has remarked that the perfume of

flowers is generally derived from their nectar ; the blos.soms

of some plants, however, as ivy and holly, though almost

BceQtle3S,are highly nectariferous. The exudation of a honey-

like or saccharine fluid, as has frequently been attested, is

not a function exclusively of the flowers in all plants. A
sweet material; the manna of pharmacy, e.g., is produced by

the leaves and stems of a species of ash, Frojcimis Ornus
;

and honey-secreting glands are to be met with on the leaves,

petioles, phyllodes, stipules (as in Vicia sativa), or bracteic

(as in the Marcgraviacea:) of a considerable number of dif-

ferent vegetable forms. The origin of the honey-yielding

properties manifested specially by flowers among the several

parts of plants has been carefully considered by Darwin, who
regards the saccharine matter in nectar as a waste product

of chemical changes in the sap, which, when it happened to

* The term honey in its various forms in peculiar to the Teutonic

group of languages, and in the f^otliic New Testament is wanting, tlie

Greek word being there translated melitk.

» See A. White, in Ann. and Muij. Nat. Ilisl., vii. 31,^, pi. 4.

' Wetherill (Chen. Oaz., xi. 72, 1853) calculates that the average

flight of the honey is 8'2 times that of the body of the ant, or 0;J942

Rr^ir.mes- .

* Ocmpare Isa. vii. 1,'), 22, where curdled milk, (A. V., "butter")

Bnd hoDey as exclusive articles of diet are indicativt of furoi}(r. in-

vuion, whicli tunu ri':h ajiricultural districts into pastur* lands or

omcultlvatisd wa-.i^m

be excreted within the envelopes of Bowers, was utilized

for the important object of cross-fertilization, and sub-
sequently was much increased in quantity, and stored in

various ways (see Cross and Self Fertilization of Plants,

p. 402 sq., 1876). It has been noted with respect to the
nectar of the fuchsia that it is most abundant' when the
anthers are about to dehisce, and absent in tha unexpanded
flower* . . __ , _ >

Pettigrew is of opinion that few bees go-more than two miles from
home in search of honey. The number of blossoms visited in order
to meet the requirements of a single hive of bees must be very great

;

for it has been found by A. S. Wilson (" On the Nectar of Flowers,"
Brit. Assoc. Jiep., 1878, p. 567) that 125 heads of common red clover,
which is a plant comparatively aEundant in nectar, yield but one
gramme (15'432 grains) of sugar ; and as each head contains about
60 florets, 7,500,000 distinct flower-tubes must on this estimate be
exhausted for each kilogramme (2 204 lb) of sugar collected. Among
the richer sources of honey are reckoned the apple, asparagus, asters,

barberry, basswood
(
Titia americana), and the European lime or

linden (T. europaa), beans, bonesets (Eupalorium), borage, broom,
buckwheat, catnip, or catmint {JS'cpcIa Cataria), cherry, cleome,
clover, cotton, crocus, currant, dandelion, eucalyptus, figwort

{Scrophularia), furze, golden-rod (Solidago), gooseberry, liawthom,
heather, hepatica, horehound, hyacinth, lucerne, maple, mignonette,
mint, motherwort {Lcomtrus), mustard, onion, peach, pear, poplar,

quince, rape, raspberry, sage, silver maple, snapdragon, ^our-wood
{0:cydt'ndron arboreum, D.C.), strawberry, sycamore, teasel, thyme,
tulip-tree (more especially rich in pollen), turnip, violet, and willows,

and the "honey-dew" of the leaves of the whitethorn (Bonner),
oak, linden, beech, and some other trees.

Honey coiitains dextr'oglucose and lasvoglucose (the for-

mer practically insoluble, the latter soluble in |- pt. of cold

strong alcohol), cane-sugar (according to some), mucilage,

water, wax, essential oil, colouring bodies, a minute quantity

of mineral matter, and pollen. By a species of fermenta-

tion, the cane-sugar is said to be gradually transformed into

inverted sugar (Icevoglucose with dextroglucose). -The
pollen, as a source of nitrogen, is of importance to the beea

feeding on the honey. It may be obtained for examination

as a sediment from a mixture of honey and water. Other
substances which have been discovered in honey are mannite
(Guibourt), a free acid which precipitates the salts of silver

and of lead, and is soluble in water and alcohol (Calloux),

and an uncrystallizable sugar, nearly related to inverted

sugar (Soubeiran, Compt. Pend., xxviii. 77-1-75, 18-19).

Brittany honey contains couvain, a ferment which deter-

mines its active decomposition (Wurtz, Diet, de Chem., ii.

430). In the honoy of Folybia apicipennis, a wasp of

tropical America, cane-sugar occurs in crystals of large size

(Karsten, Pogg. Ann., C. 550). Dr J. Campbell Brown
("On the Composition of Honey," .'lKa/^vs(, iii. 267, 1878)

is doubtful as to the presence of cane-sugar in any one of

nine samples, from various sources, examined by him.

The following average percentage numbers are afforded

by his analyses :— lasvulose, 3645 ; dextrose, 36-57
j

mineral matter, '15; water expelled at 100" C, 185, and

at a much higher temperature, with loss, 7'81 : the wax,

pollen, and insoluble matter vary from a traceto 2'1 per

cent. The specific gravity of honey is about 1'41. The
rotation of a polarized ray by a solution of 16 '26 grammes
of crude honoy in 100 c.c. of water is generally from - 3'2''

to —5° at 60° F. ; in the case of Greek honey it is nearly

— 55°. Almost all pure honey, when exposed for some time

to light and cold, becomes more or less granular in consis-

tency. Any liquid portion can bo readily separated by
straining throuLjli linen. Honey sold out of the comb is

commonly clariDcd by heating and skimming ; but accord-

ing to Bonner it is always best in its natural state. The
mel defmratum of British pharmacy is prepared by heating

honey in a water-bath, and straining through flannel pre-

viously moistened with warm water.

The term "virgin-honey " (A. -S., hum'gtear) is applied

to the honey of young boos which have never swarmed, or

'> that which flows spontaneously from honavcomb with or
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without the application of heat The honey obtained from

old hives, considered inferior to it in quality, is ordinarily

darker, thicker, and less pleasant in taste and odour. The
yield of honey is le-ss in proportion to weight in old than

in young or virgin combs. The far-famed honey of Nar-

bonne is white, very granular,' and highly aromatic ; and

still finer honey is that procured from the Corbieres moun-

tains, 6 to 9 miles to the south-west. The honey of Gatinais

is usually white, and is. less odorous, and granulates less

readily than that of Narbonne. Honey from white clover

has a greenish-white, and that from heather a rich gulden-

yellow hue. What is made from honey-dew is dark in

colour, and disagreeable to the palate, and does not candy

like good honey. " We have" seen aphide honey from syca-

mores," says F. Cheshire {Pract. Bee-Keeping, p. 74), "as

deep-'in tone as walnut liquor, and where much of it is

stored the value of the whole crop is practically nil." The
iioney of the stingle.5s bees (Melipona and Trigona) of

Brazil varies grwtly in quality according to the species of

flowers from which it is collected, some kinds being black

and sour, and others e.xcellent (F. Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc,

3d ser., i. pt. vi,, 1863). That of Apis Peruiiii, of India

and Timor, is yellow, and of very agreeable' flavour, and is

more liquid than the British sorts. A. miicolor, a bee

indigenous to Madagascar, and naturalized in Mauritius

and the island of Reunion, furnishes a thick and syrupy,

peculiarly scented green honey, highly esteemed in Western

India. A rose coloured honey is stated (Gard. Chron.,

1870, p. 1698) to have been procured by artihcial feeding.

The fine aroma of Maltese honey is due to its collection

from orange blossoms. Narbonne honey being harvested

chiefly from Labiate plants, as rosemary, an imitation

of it is sometimes prepared by flavouring ordinary honey

with infusion of rosemary flowers.

AJnlterations of honey are starch, detectable by the microscope,

and by its blue leactiou with iodine, also wheaten flour, gelatin,

chalk, gypsum, pipe-clay, added water, cane-sugar, and common
syrup, and the different varieties of manufactured glucose. Honey
sophisticated with glucose containing copperas as an impurity is

turned of an inky colour by liquids containing tannin, as tea. £lm
leaves have been used in America for the flavouring of imitation

honey. Stone jars shoulJ be employed in preference to common
earthenware for the storage of honey, which acts upon the lead

glaze of the latter. ;

.

Honey is mildly laxative in properties. Some few kinds

are poisonous, as frequently the reddish honey stored by

the Brazilian wasp Xectarina (Potisles, Latr. ') Lecheguana,

Shuck., the efi'ects of which have been vividly described

by Aug. de Saint-Hilaire,'-' the spring honey of the wild bees

of East Nepaiil, said to bo rendered noxious by collection

from rhododendion flowers (Hooker, Himatai/au Journals,

i. 190, ed. ISo.")), and the. honey of Trebizond, which from

its source, the blossoms, it is stated, of Azalea pontica and

Rhododendron ponticurr^ (perhaps to be identified with

Pliny's yEgoletfiron), acquires the qualities of an irritant

and intoxicant narcotic, as described by Xenophon (Anab.,

iv. 8). Pliny {Xat. Hist., xsi. 45) describes as noxious a

livid-coloured honey found in Persia and Gstulia. Honey
obtained frooi Kalmia lalifolia, L., the calico bush, moun-
tain laurel, or spoon-wood of the northern United States,

and allied species, is reputed deleterious ; also that of the

sour-wood is by some good authorities considered to possess

undeniable griping properties; and G. Bidie (Madras Quart.

Joum. Med. Sci., Oct. 1861, p. 399) mentions urtication,

headache, extreme prostration and nausea, and intense

thirst among the symptoms produced by a sm.all quantity

only of a honey from Coorg jungle. A South African

species of Euphorbia, as was experienced by the missionary

Moffat (Miss. Lab., p. 32, 1846), yields a poisonous honey.

^ Mtmoiradti iliahim.xx 313. K'i24.

' /J., xii. 293, pi. 111. fig. B, 1825. The honey, according to

LassoiKno (ib.. ii. 3)9). is almost entirely soluble in alcohol.

The nectar of certain flowers is asserted lu ^ause even in

bees a fatal kind of vertigo. As a demulcent and flavour-

ing agent, honey is employed in the oxymel, oxymel scillce,

viel boracis, confeclio piperis, conf. scammonii, and conf.

terebinihince of the British Pharniacopceia, To the ancients

honey was of very great importauce as an article of diet,-

being almost their only available source of sugar. It was
valued by them also for its medicinal virtues; and in

recipes of the Saxon and later periods it is a common
ingredient.3 Of the eight kinds of honey mentioned bj
the great Indian surgical writer Siisruta, four are not
described by recent authors, viz., argha, or wild honey,

collected by a sort of yellow bee; chhatra, made by tawny
or yellow wasps ; auddlaka, o. bitter and acrid honey-like

fubstance found in the nest of white ants ; and dd/a, or

unprepared honey occurring on flowers. According to

Hindu medical writers, honey when new is laxative, and
when more .than a year old ast-riDgc.nt (U. C. Dutt-ul/a<-

Med. of the Hindus, p. 277, 1877). Ceromel, formed by
mixing at a gentle heat one part by weight of yellow wax
with four of clarified honey, and straining, is used in

India and other tropical countries as a mild stimulant for

ulcers in the place of animal fats, which there rapidly

become rancid and unfit for medicinal purposes. The
Koran, in the chapter entitled " The Bee," remarks with

reference to bees and their honey: "There proceedeth

from their bellies a liquor of various colour, wherein is

a medicine for men " (Sale's Koran, chap. xvi.). Pills

prepared with honey as an excipient are said to remain un-

indurated, however long they may be kept (Med. Times,

1357, i. 269). Mead, of yore a favourite beverage in Eng-
land (vol. iv. p. 264), is made by fermentation of the liquor

obtained by boiling in water combs from which the honey
has been drained. In the preparation of sack-mead, an
ounce of hops is added to each gallon of the liquor,

and after the fermentation a omall quantity of brandy.

Metheglin, or hydromel, is manufactured by fermenting

with yeast a solution of honey flavoured with boiled hops

(see Cooley, Cyclop.). A kind of mead is largely consumed
in Abyssinia (vol. i. p. 64), where it is carried on journeys

in large horns (Stern, Wanderitigs, p. 317, 1862). In

Russia a drink termed lipeti is made from the delicious

honey of the linden. The mulsum of the ancient Romans
consisted of honey, wine, and water boiled together. The
clarre, or piment, of Chaucer's time was wine mixed with

honey and spices, and strained till clear ; a similar

drink was bracket, made with wort of ale instead of wine.

L. Maurial (L'ltisectologie Agiicole for 1868, p. 206)
reports unfavourably as to the use of honey for the pro-

duction of alcohol ; he recommends it, however, as superio*

to sugar for the thickening of liqueurs, and also as a means
of sweetening imperfectly ripened vintages. It is occasion-

ally employed for giving strength and flavour to ale. In

ancient Egypt it was valued as an embalming material

;

and in the East, for the preservation of fruit, and the

making of cakes, sweatmeats, and other articles of food,

it IS largely consumed. Grafts, seeds, and birds' eggs,

for transmission to great distances, are sometimes packed

in honey. In India a mixture of honey and milk, or of

equal parts of curds, honey, and clarified butter (Sansk

,

viadhu-parka), is a respectful ofl"e;-ing to a guest, or to a

bridegroom on his arrival at the door of the bride's father

;

and one of the purificatory ceremonies of the Hindna
(Sansk., madhu-prdsana) is the placing of a little honey in

the mouth of a new-born male infant Honey is fre-

qaently alluded to by the writers of antiquity as food for

children j it is not to this, however, as already mentioned,

'Foralistof fifteen trcatiscsconrcniinghoncy.datingfroni 1625 to 1868,

see Waring, BibL Tlurap , ii. f 59, Ni;w S.vd. Soc., 1879. On uundry
ancient uses for Lonev, see Beckmann. Brst nf Invent., i. 287, 1S4.&.
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that Isa. vii. 15 refers. Cream or fresh butter togetner

with honey, and with or without bread, is a favourite dish

with the Arabs.

Among the observances at the Fandroana, or New Year's

Festival, in Madagascar, is the eating of minglcii nee and
honey by the queen and her guests , in the same country

honey is placed in the sacred water of sprinkling used at

the blessing of the children previous to circumcision (Sibree,

The Great African Is., pp. 219, 314, 1880). Honey was
frequently employed in the ancient religious ceremonies iif

the heathen, but was forbidden as a sacrifice in the Jewish
ritual (Lev. ii. 11). With milk or water it was presented

by the Greeks as a libation to the dead {Odi/ss., xi. "27
;

Eurip., Ores/., 115). A honey-cake was the monttly food

of the fabled serpent-guardian of the Acropolis (Herod.,

viii. 41). By the aborigines of Peru honey was offered

to the sun.

Tlie Hebrew word translated " honey " in the authorized version
of the English Bible is detask, practically synonymous with which
are ja'ar or jdarith Jiad-dchash (1 Sam. xi-x. 25-27; c/. Cant.
V. 1) .and vopketh (Fs. xix. 10, &c.), rendered " honey-comb."
Debash denotes bee-honey (as in Dent, xxxii. 13, and Jud. xiv. 8);
the manna of trees, by some writers considered to have been the
" wild honey " eaten by John the Baptist (Matt. iii. 4) ; tlie syrup
of dates or the fruits themselves ; and probably in some passages (as

Gen. xliii. 11 and Ez. xxvii. 17) the sj-rupy boiled juice of the
grape, resembling thin molasses, in use in Palestine, especially at
Hebron, under the name of diba (see Kitto, Cyclop., and E. Rob-
inson, Bibl. Res., ii. 81). Josephus (B. J., iv. 8, 3) speaks higlrly

of a honey produced at Jericho, consisting of the expressed juice of

the fruit 6f palm trees; and Herodotus (iv. 194) mentions a similar
preparation made by the Gyzantians in North Africa, where it is

attll in use. The honey most esteemed by the ancients was that of
Mount Hybla in Sicily, and of Mount Hymettus in Attica (vol. iii.

p. 59). MahalTy (Rambles in Greece, p. 148, 2d ed., 1878) describes
the honey of Hymettus as by no means so good as the produce of
other parts of Greece—not to say of the heather hills of Scotland
and Ireland. That of Thebes, and more especially that of Corinth,
which is made in the thymy hills towards Cleons, he found much
better (c/. vol. xi. p. 88). Honey and wax, still largely obtained
in Corsica (vol. vi. p. 440), were in olden times the chief produc-
tions of the island. In England, in the 13th and 14th centuries,
honey sold at from about 7d. to Is. 2d. a gallon, and occasionally
was disposed of by the swarm or hive, or ruscha (Rogers, l[i.<:t. of
\Agric. and Prices in Eng., i. 418). At Wrexham, Denbigh, Wales,
two honey fairs arc annually held, the one on the Thursday next
after the Ist September, and the other, the more recently instituted
and by f^r the larger, on the Thursday following the first Wednes-
day in October. In Hungary the amounts of honey and of wax are
in favourable years respectively about 190,000 and 12,000 cwt.,
and in unfavourable years, as, e.g., 1874, about 12.000 and 3000
cwt. The hives there in 1870 numbered 617,407 (or 40 per
1000 of the population, against 45 in Austria). Of these 305,711
were in Hungary Proper, and 91,348 (87 per 1000 persons) in the
Military Frontier (Keleli, Ucbersvht dcr Bevolk. U'v/arns, 1S71 ;

Schwicker, Statistik d. K. Unrjam. 1877). In Poland the system
of bee-keeping introduced by Dolinowski has been found to afford
an average of 40 lb of honey and wax and two new swarras per hive,
the common peasant's hive yielding, with two swarms, only 3 lb
of honey and wax. In forests and places remote from villages in
Podolia and parts of Volhynia, as many as 1000 Inves may be seen
in one apiary. In the district of O.stiolenka, in tiie government oi

Plock, and in the woody region of Polesia, in Lithuania, a method
is DMctised of rearing bees in excavated tranks of trees (Stanton,
" (Jn the Treatment of Bees in Poland," Terhmlogist. vi. 45, J86C).
When, in August, in the loftier valleys of Bormio, Italy, flowering
ceases, the bees in their wooden hives arc by means of snring-caits
transported at night to lower regions, where they obtain from the
buckwheat crops the iilferior honey which serves them for winter
consumption (/6. , p. 38).

In Palestine, "the land flowing with milk and honey "' (Ex. iii.

17; Numb. xiii. 27), wild liecs arc very numerous, espeVlally in the
wUderness of Judwa, and the selling of their produce, obtained from
crevices in rocks, hollows in trees, and dsowhorc, is with niaiiy of
the inhabitants a means of subsistence. Comnienting on 1 S.'im.

xiv. 26. J. Roberts {Oriental yW»,</.) remarks that in the E.isi "ttlc"
forests literally flow with honey ; large combs may be seen hanging"
on the trees, as you pass along, full of honey. " In Gnlilec, and at
Bethlehem and other places in Palestine, bee-keeping is extensively

' In Sanskrit, mndka-kulyd, a stream of honey, is soiiietinios used
to express an overflowing abiiniUnce of good things (Moniur Williams,
Sansk.-Eng. but., p. 7^0, 1872). '

.

c-irrfed on. The hives are sun-burnt tubes of mud, about 4 feet

v.\ length and 8 intlies in diameter, and. with the exception of a
.small central aperture for the passage of the bees, closed at each end
with mud. These are laid together in long rows, or pded pyramid-
ally, and are protected from the sun by a covering of mud and of
boughs. The honey is exti-actcd, when the ends have been removed,

I by means of an iron hook. (See Tristram, Sat. Hist, of Ike Bible,
(ip- 322 iq., 2d ed., I86S). Apiculture in Turkey is in a very rude
condition. The Bali-dagh, or " Honey Mount," in the plain of
Troy, is so called on account of the numerous wild bees tenanting
the caves in its precipitous rocks to the south. In various regions
of Africa, as on the west, near the Gambia, bees abound. Cameron
was informed by his guides that the large quantities of honey at the
clilfs by the river Makanyazi were under the protection of .an evil

s|jirit, and not one of his men could he persuaded to gather any
{Across Africa, i. 266). On the precipitous slopes of the Teestr.

valley, in India, the procuring of honey from the pendulous bee.s'-

nests, which arc sometimes large enough to be conspicuous features
at a mile's distance, is the only means by which the idle poor raise

theiraunual rent (Hooker, Jlim. Journ., ii. 41).

To reach the large combs of Apis dorsata and A. testacea, the
natives of Timor, by whom both the honey and young bees are
esteemed delicacies, ascend the trunks of lofty forest trees by the
use of a loop of creeper. Protected from the m\Tiads of angry in-

sects by a sm.all torch only, they detach the combs from the under
surface of the branches, and lower them by slender cords to the
ground (Wallace, Journ. Linn. Snc.. Zool., vol. xL). Foradditional
facts concerning honey, and a sketch of the processes of apiculture
usually adopted in the Old World, see the article Kee. vol. id. pp.
484-503.

On honey, and bees and bee-keeping in gcncrui, sec. Ijcsidcs the above-men-
tioned v/oi Ji3. J. Bniincr. A yew Plan Jor sptdily increasing the numbet- of Bre.
/itvfs tn Siotlanii. 179.5, containinc the substance of Tlie Ilee-Jfasler's Companion,
17S9. by the same author; V. Rendu. TraiCe pratique ^ur lei Abhlles, 1838;
.Munn's Honey Dee. eA. by E. Bevan; J. Samutison, Humble Creatures, pt. ii..

ISGO; fl. Taylor. Tfie Bee-Keepa-'s A/anriat. 6th ed.. 1800; F. Cowan. Curioui
Factx in the JIulory 0/ Jn^eets. pp. 174-215. 186.'»:A. Neighbour. The tipiarv,
5J cd., 1S66; W. E. Shuckard. British Bees, 18eG; A. Pcttigrew. The tlaniiy
Book of Bees. IS70; G. dc Layens. Elevage des Abeiltes por les Proee^Us Moderne.^.
1874 ; J. de HidaiKO Tablada, Tralado de las Abejas. Mudr.. 1875; A. J Dimyi il.

The Italian System of Bce-Keepmg, 1876; and A. H. Uassaiu Footi and its Adul-
terations, p. 266, 1876. (K. U. B.)

HoNET-FARMrNG IN AMERICA.—So rapid of late years has been
the development of bee-keeping in the United States, that the
taking of steps to secure the fullest and most accurate details with
respect to that industry has been deemed necessary by the commis-
sioners of agriculture. It has been estimated by several intelligent

bee-keepers that there are in the United States 700.000 hives of
bees, owned by 35,000 people, of whom at least 30,000 are farmers
possessing on an average not more than 3 hives each, the remain-
ing 5000 being professional apiarians. Mr G. M. Doolittle, of
Borodino, N.Y., on the Auburn branch of the New York Central
Railway, obtained in 1877 an average of 100 lb of honey apiece

from his hives, and from one of them the exceptionally large yield
of 700 lb. It is not unreasonable to say that the hives in the
United St.ates afford each a net supply of about 50 lb of surplus
honey, which, selling at 20 cents (lOd. ) per It>, returns a good
profit to the owners. .^11 .\merican honey is classed by the upi-

culturist according to the plants from which it is derived. It is

only in rare cases that pastunige is sjiccially cultiv.ated for the bees.

In the States east of the Rocky Mountains there are three chief

sources of honey. Those which yield the most delicately flavoured
and whitest and therefore most valuable commodity (see above)
are, first, the immense forests of basswood, the honey from which
lias peih,aps a slight mmty flavour, and, secondly, white clover
grass, cultivated throughout the States for hay and stock pasture,

which furnishes u honey pronounced by competent judges superior
to that of the world-renowned Hymettus. Bees having access to
both basswood and while clover frequently store the honey from
each in the same cells. The third and olten richest source of supply
is buckwheat, which blossoms after thoTjasswood and white clover
have ceased to yield. The pungent honey obtained therefrom,
though by its dark Colour rendered uusuilable for the' table, is

.greatly valued for manufacturing pui-poses, more especially in the
brewing of fine beer, since it forms a perfectly clear solution,
ferments well, and is richer in saccharine matter tluiu the glucose
commonly einployed by brewers, which moreover is apt to bo con-
taminateil with the acids employed in its prep.aration. Buckwheat
honi y is also accounted a good remedy in brouchial affections, anS
is therefore in retpiest for the ninkiug of cough mixtures. The
(lay IS probably not far distant when the rciiniug of the large

quantities of dark lioDcy which are harvested will be uudertakca
on an extensive scale.

For the successful prosecution of bee-keeping energy and perse-

verance, as well as experience and considerable capital, are requisite.

There are not more than four bee-keepers in the United States
« ho own so many as 2500 or 3000 hives. The largest apiaries arc
the properly of Mr J. S. Harbison of California. They are six in

number, and situated withiu easy patrol distance from one another
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•n the extreme south-west corner of the United States, in i narr5w
strip of couutiy known as the "bee-belt" of CaUrorjiia, which
crijijys the soft and equable elimatc of the Pacific coast. Timber
in this region is confined to the bottoms near running streams,

and to the cuilons, the valleys and hill-sides being covered with
stunted brushwood and an abundant growth of white sage,—an
herb similar to the garden sage, and not to be confounded with the

sagebrush of Nevada and Utah, which is a species of wormwood,

—

sumach, and other llowering plants. These bloom nine months in

the year, but are most lu.tnriaat in May and June. Tlie white

5.age afl'ords a honey conip.irahle to that obtained from the bass-

wood of tiie eastern Suites. The Californian honey, owing to the

innocuous nature of the Hovvers from wliich it is procured, is devoid

of the colic-producing properties ascribed to some other varieties

of honey. Mr Harbison employs fifteen men in his apiaries, and is

reaping rich profits from very many thousands of acres useless for

oidinary purposes. Active operations begin la February, and in

March or .\pril the bees swarm. The taking of the honey commences
usually about May SOth. From the early part of August till as late

IS October the tiowers provide no more lioney than is just sufficient

for the subsistence of the bees. When October has begun, though
the ,air is still mild, the bees cease to work, becoming semi-dormant,

except for aii hour or two every eight or ten days, when they lly

near their hives in the sunshine. The fact that honey until the

middle of the 16th century was the only sweet in general use, and
that the aggregate annual consumption of sugar is now from 2 to

2t millions of tons, points to the conclusion that apiculture, if

skilfully and e-vtensivcly conducted, miglit ere long become jiro-

ductive of results of very high importance to commerce. For

further information regarding American honey-farming see The
American Bee Journal, The Bec-Kccpers' Exchcimjc, Glcaninrfs m
Bee Culture, and T'/te Bee-Keepers^ Magazitlc.

HONEY-E.\TER, or Honev-sucker, names applied by
maay writers in a very loo=e way to a large number of

birds, some of wbicb^ perhaps, bave no intimate affinity
;

but liere to be used, as before in tliis work (Birds, vol. iii.

p. 739), in a more restricted sense for wbat, in the opinion

of a good many recent authorities,' should really be deemed
the Family MdiphagiA'jn—e.'jcluding tberefrora the N'ecta-

riniidcE or Sun-birds (which see) as well as tlie genera

Promerops and Zusterops with whatever allies they may
possess. Even with this restriction, the extent of the

Family must be regarded as very indefinite, owing to the

absence of materials sufficient for arriving at a satisfactory

conclusion, though the existence of such a Family is pro-

bably indisputable. Making allowance then for the imper-

fect light in which they must at present be viewed, what
are here called ^[clip!tagidle include some of the most char-

acteristic forms of the ornithology of the great Australian

Regiou—members of the Family inhabiting almost every

part of it, and a single species only, Plilotis lunbaia, being

said to occur outside its limits. They all possess, or are

supposed to possess, a long protrusible tongue with a brush-

like tip, dilTiiring, it is believed, in structure from that

found in any other bird,

—

Promerops perhaps excepted,

—

and capable of being formed into a suctorial tube, by means
of which honey is absorbed from the nectary of flowers,

though it would seem that insects attracted by the honey
furnish the chief nourishment of many species, while others

undoubtedly feed to a greater or less extent on fruits. The
yfetiphagidif, as now considered, are for the most part small

birds, never exceedint; the .size of a Mistletoe Thrush ; and
they Lave been divided into more than 20 genera, con-

taining above 200 species, of which only a few can here

be particularized. Most of these S[>ecies have a very con-

fined range, being found perhap.s only on a single island or

group of islands in tlie Uegion, but there are a few which
are more widely distributed—such as Glycyphila rufifrons,

the White-throated- Honuy-caler, found over the greater

part of Australia and Tasmania. In plumage they vary

inuch. Most of the species of Plilotis are characterized by
a tuft of white, or in others of yellow, feathers springing

from behind the ear. In the greater number of the genus

* .Vmoug them especially MrWali.iec, Geogr. Distr. A nimals, ii. p. 275.
* It may be remarked that the ynung of this species has the thrn;it

yellow.

Mi/^onuld-' the males are recognizable by a gorgeous display

of crimson or scarlet, which has caused one species, M.
san;jtuii.o!eiif.a, to be known as the Soldier-bird to Australian

Colonists; but in others no brilliant colour appears, and
those of. several genera have no special ornamentation,

while some have a particularly plain appearance. One of

the most curious forms is Prostkemadera—the Tui or

Parsun-bird of New Zealand, so called from the two tufts

of white feathers which hang beneath its chin in great

contrast to its dark silky plumage, and suggest a likeness

to the bands worn by ministers of several religious denomi-
nations when officiating.'' The Bell-bird of the same island,

Aitt/ioniis mclanura—whose melody excited the admiration

of Cook the morning after he had anchored in Queen
Charlotte's Sound—is another member of this Family, and
unfortunately seems to be fast becoming extinct. But it

would be impossible here to enter much further into detail,

though the Wattle-birds, Anthochcera, of Australia have at

least to be named. Mention, however, must be made of

the Friar-birds, Tropidorhi/iichns, of which nearly a score

of species, five of them belonging to Australia, have been

described. With their stout bills, mostly surmounted by

un excrescence, they seem to be the most abnormal forms

of the Family, and most of them are besides remarkable

for the baldness of some part at least of their head. They
assemble in troops, sitting on dead trees, with a loud call,

and are very pugnacious, frequently driving away Hawks
and Crows. Mr Wallace {Malay ArckipeUi'jo, ii. pp. 150-

153) discovered the curious fact that two species of this

genus,

—

P. bourensts and P. subcornntus,—respectively in-

habiting the islands of Bouru and Ceram, were the object

of natural " mimicry" on the part of two species of Oriole

of the genus Mimela, M. bourouensis and . M. jorsleni,

inhabiting the same islands, so as to be on a superficial

examination identical in appearance,—the Honey-eater and
the Oriole of each island. presenting exactly the same tints,

—the black patch of bare skin round the eyes of the former,

for instance, being copied in the latter by a patch of black

feathers and even the protuberance on the beak of the

Tivpidorki/n-ckus being imitated by a similar enlargement

of the beak of the Mimeta. The very reasonable explana-

tion which Mr Wallace oB'er.s is that the pugnacity of the

former has led the smaller Birds-of-prey to respect it, and
it is therefore an advantage for the latter, being weaker

and less courageous, to be mistaken for it. (a. n.)

UONEY-GUIDE, a bird so called from its habit or

supposed habit of pointing out to man and to the Ratel

(.Ucllivora capensis) the nests of bees. Stories to this effect

have been often told, and may be found in the narratives

of many African travellers, from Bruce to Livingstone.

Yet Mr" Layard says (.5. Soul/i Africa, p. 242) that the

birds will not unfrequcutly lead any one to a leopard or a

snake, and will follow a dog with vociferations,^ so that at

present judgment may perhaps be suspended on the matter,

though its noisy cry and antics unquestionably have in

' Mr W. A. Forbes has published a careful monoBraph of this genu)

in the Pniceedings of the Zoological Socieli/ for 1S7!), pp. 256-279.
' * This bird, according to Mr Duller {Birds of iVcw Zealand, p. 88),

while uttering its wild notes, indulges in much gesticulation, which

adds to the suggested resemblance. It has great power of mimicry,

and is a favourite cage-bird both with the natives and coloniajs.

On one occasion, says tliis gentleman, he had addressed a large

meeting of Maories on a matter of con9idcr.abIe political importance,

when *' immediately on the conclusion of my speech, and before the

old chief to whom ray arguments were chiefly addressed had time to

reply, a Tui, whose netted cage hung to a rafter overhead, responded

in a clear emphatic way, ' Tito !
' (false). The circumstance naturally

caused niucli merriment among my audience, and quite upset the

gravity of the venerable old chief Ncpia Taratoa. 'Friend,' said he,

laughing, 'your aigiinieiits arc very good; but my mo/;ui is a very

wise bird, and he is not yet convinced !
'

'*

' This IS also a well-known habit with some Corvidir—Wx Jays ais'*

Pies for example.
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many cases Vav effect signified bj its English name. If not

its first discoverer, Sparrman, iu 1777, was the first who

described and figured this bird, which he met with in the

Cape Colony (Phil. Transactions, IxviL- pp. 42-47, pi. i.),

giving it the name of Cuculiis indicator, its zygodactylous

feet with the toes placed in pairs—.two before and two

behind—inducing the belief that it must be referred to

that genus. Vieillot in 1816 elevated it to the rank of

a genus. Indicator; but it.was still considered to belong

to the Family Cucididae (its asserted parasitical habits

lending force to that belief) by all systematists except

Blyth and Jerdon, until it was shewn by Mr Blanford (Obs.

Geol. and Zool. Abyssijiia, pp. 308, 309) and Mr Sclater

(Ihis, 1870, pp. 176-180) that it was more allied to the

Barbets, Capitonidae, and, in consequence, was then made

the type of a distinct Family, Indicatoridce. In the mean-

while other species had been discovered, some of them

differing sufficiently to warrant Sundevall's foundation of

a second genus, Prodotiscits, of the group. The Honey-

Guides are small birds, the largest hardly exceeding a Lark

in size, and of plain plumage, with what appears to be a

very Sparrow-like bill. Mr Sharpe, in a revision of the

Family published in 1876 {Om. Miscettany, i. pp. 192-

209), recognizes ten species of the genus Indicator, to

which another has since been added by Dr Reichenow

(Joum. fiir Ornithologie, 1877, p. 110), and two of

Prodotiscus. Four species of the former, including /.

sparrmani, which was the first made known, are found in

South Africa, and one of the latter. The rest inhabit other

parts of the same continent, except /. archipelagicus, which

seems to be peculiar to Borneo, and /. xanthonotus, which

occurs on the Himalayas from the borders of Afghanistan

to Bhotan. The interrupted geographical distribution of

this genns is a very curious fact, no species having been

found in the Indian or Malayan peninsula to connect the

outlying forms with those of Africa, which must be regarded

as their metropolis. (a. n.)

HONEYSUCKLE (M.E., honysocle, i.e., any plant from

which honey may be sucked,—'/. Ang.-Sax., huni-suge,

privet; Germ., Gdssblatt; Fr., ChivrefeuiUe), Xo7M'cen;s, L.,

a genus of climbing, erect,

or prostrate shrubs, of the

natural order Caprifo-

liacece, so named after the

German botanist Adam
Lonicer. The British

species are L. Periclg-

menum, the woodbine, L.

Caprifolium, and L. Xy-
losteum. Some of tlie

garden varieljies of the

woodbine ard very beauti-

ful, and are held in liigh

esteem for their delici-

ous fragrance ; even the

wild plant, with its pale

flowers, compensating for

its sickly looks " with

never - cloying odourc
"

The North American sub-

evergreen L. semper-

virens, with its fine heads

of blossoms, commoidy
called the trumpet honey-

suckle, is a distinct and

beautiful species pro-
noneysucldo.

ducing both scarlet and yellow flowered varieties, and the

Japanfise L. bmchiipoila aureo-rcticulata is esteemed for

its charmingly vnriegatcd leaves. The fly honeysuckle, L.

Xytosteum, a hardy shrub of dwarfish erect habit, and L.

tatanca, of similar hauu, both Eu.opeiin, are amongst tlia

oldest English garden shrubs-, and bear axillary flowers of

various colours, occurring two on a peduncle. There are

numerous other species, many of them introduced to our
gardens, and well worth cultivating in shrubberies or as

climbers on walls and bowers, either for their beauty or

the fragrance of their blossoms.

In the western counties of England, and generally by agri-

culturists, the name honeysuckle is applied to tlie meadow
clover, I'ri/oiium pratense. Another plant of the same'

leguminous family, Hedysarum coronarium, a very hand-
some hardy biennial often seen in old-fashioned collections

of garden plants, is commonly called the French honey-

suckle. The name is moreover applied with various affixes

to several other totally different plants. Thus white

honeysuckle and false honeysuckle are names for the

North American Azalea viscosa ; Australian or heath honey-
suckle is the Australian Banksia seiTata, Jamaica honey-

suckle the Passiflora laurifolia, dwarf honeysuckle the

widely spread Cortius snecica, Virgin Mary's honeysuckle

the European Pulmonaria officinalis, while West Indian

honeysuckle is the Tecoma capensis, and is also a name
applied to Desmodiiim.

The wood of the fly honeysuctle is extremely hard, and

the clear portions between the joints of the stems, when
their pith has been removed, are stated by Linnojus to

be utilized in Sweden for making tobacco-pipes. The
wood is also employed to make teeth for rakes ; and, like

that of L. tatarica, it is a favourite material for walking-

sticks.

HONFLEUR, a town of France, at the head of a canton

in the arrondissement of Pont I'fiveque in the department

of Calvados, is situated on the south side of the estuary of

the Seine directly opposite Havre, and about 10 miles to

the north of Pont I'Eveque and 37 miles to the north-east

of Caen. With the geneiral railway system of no^rthern

France it is connected by a line running by Pont I'Eveque

toLisieux; and a concession was granted in 1879 for another

line to Pont-Audemer. As a town Honfleur has the typical

aspect of a small old-fashioned seaport, equally heedless of

symmetry in its plan and cleanliness in its economy. The
most noteworthy of its buildings is the church of St

Catherine, constructed entirely of timber work and plaster,

and consisting of two parallel naves, of which the more
ancient is supposed to date from the end of the 15th

century. A process of restoration is at present (1880)

going on under Government supervision. Within the

church are several antique statues and a painting by

Jordaens—Jesus in the Garden of Gcthsemane. The
church tower stands on the other side of a street. St

Leonard's dates from the 17th century, with the exception

of its fine ogival portal and rose-window belonging to the

IGth, and its octagonal to\per erected in the 18th. The
ruins of a 16th century castle, and several houses of the

same period, are the only buildings of antiquarian interest.

Tlic town-house, which contains the exchange and the com-

mercial court, is of modern erection. On the rising ground

above the town is the chnpol of Notre Dame de Griice,

a shrine much resorted to by pilgrim sailors, which wai

founded in 1034 by Robert the Magnificent of Normandy,

and rebuilt in 1600. Honfleur is the seat of a commercial

college, a school of hydrography, a chamber of commerce,

a custom house, and various otiior Government offices, as

well as of several consular establishments. The harbour,

which consists of three basins, has been greatly improved

between 1860 and 1875 by the extension of the pier and

the formation of a new channel, which has a depth of 21

fcot at neap tides and of 24 w 27 at sjiring-tidrs ; and n

fmirtli lia^iii, decreed by the Government in 1879, will bo

completed by 1881. A rc.=orv(jir of 120 acres iu extent

J
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aii-i.is the means of sluicing tne chnnnel. la 1878 the

gross returns of the shipping showed 894 vessels, of which

680 were British, 118 Norwegian, and 62 French, the total

burthen amounting to 200,939 tuns; and there were besides

840 French coasting vessels, with 48,000 tons. The export

tride consists almost exclusively of eggs (from 10 to 12

million dozens yearly), poultry, table-fruits, nuts, butter

(9 to 12 million 5)), and similar produce for the London
market ; and the principal imports are coals, iron, wheat

and oats, cement, wool, and marble, also deals from Norway,
Sweden, and Russia, and oak timber from Germany. In

1879 the wheat imported from the United States amounted
to 64,000 tons. Shipbuilding was formerly an extensive

industry in Honfleur, most of the vessels of from 400 to

1200 tons belonging to the Havre shipowners issuing from

its yards ; but the number now laid on the stocks is very

small. Saw-mills, oil-factories, soap-works, paper-mills, and

marble-works are the main industrial establishments. The
population of Honfleur, estimated at 8800 shortly before

the great Revolution, was 9946 in 1872. In 1876 the

census showed 9037 inhabitants in the town and 9425 in

the commune.
Honfleur, Latinized as Honflmum, dates from the 11th centnry,

onl 13 thus four or five hundred years older tlian its greater rival

Hiivre. During the English wars it was frequently taken and
letaken, the longest English occupation being from 1430 to 1440.

In 1562 the Protestant forces got possession of it only after a

regular siege of the faubourg St Leonard ; and though Henry IV
effected its capture in 1590 he had .again to invest it in 1594 after

all the rest of Normandy had submitted to his arms. In the earlier

vears of the 17th century Honfleur colonists founded Quebec, and
honfleur traders under Binot Paulmier established factories in Java
nnd Sumatra. The German troops occupied the town in February
187 1 . Among the local celebrities are the admirals Doublet, Boitard,

and Hamtlin.
See A. Labutte, Esiai hislorique sur Bonfieur et Cafrondisiemfnt de Pont-

TEtiqm, IMO; P. P. V. Thomas, Hiit. de la ville de Honfieur. 1840; Hitl.de
Honjieur par un enfant de Honjkur^ 1867 ; Abb€ Saurage, Etudu tiist. tujrmaudes

;

HonjUur au 11 Vt tiecte, 1875.

HONG-KONG, properly Hiang-Kian'o (the place of
'• sweet streams "), an important British island-possession,

eitnated off the south-east coast of China, opposite the pro-

vince of Kwang-tung, on the east side of the estuary of the

Chu-Kiang or Canton river, 38 miles east of ilacaoand 75
south-east of Canton, between 22° 9' and 22" 1' N. lat. and
114° 5' and 114° 18' E. long. It is one of a small cluster

named by the Portuguese " Ladrones " or Thieves, on

account of the notorious habits of their old inhabitants.

Extremely irregular in outline, it has an area of 29 square

miles, measuring lOi miles in extreme length from north-

east to south-west, and varying in breadth from 2 to 5 miles.

From the mainland it is separated by a narrow channel,

which at Hong-Kong roads, between Victoria, the island

capital, and Kaulung Point, is about one mile broad, and
which narrows at Ly-cemoon Pass to little over a quarter of a

mile. The southern coast in particular is deeply indented
;

and there two bold peninsulas, extending for several miles

into the sea, form two capacious natural harbours, namely,

Deep Water Bay, with the village of Stanley to the east,

and Tytam Bay, which has a safe, well-protected entrance

showing a depth of 10 to 16 fathoms. An in-shore island on
the west coast, called Aberdeen or Taplichan, affords protec-

tion to the Shekpywan or Aberdeen harbour, an inlet pro-

vided with a granite graving dock, the caisson gate of

which is 60 feet wide, and the Hope dock, opened in 1867,
with a length of 425 feet and a depth of 24 feet. Opposite
the same part of the coast, but nearly 2 miles distant, rises

the largest of the surrounding islands, the Lamma, whose
conspicuous peak, Mount Stenhouse, attains a height of

1140 feet, and is a landmark for local navigation. On the

northern shore of Hong Kong there is a patent slip at East or

JIatheson Point, which is serviceable during the north-east

monsoon, when sailing vessels frequently approach Victoria

through the Ly-ce-moou Pass. The ordinary course for sucl.

vessels is from the ..estward, on whicu sine they are
sheltered by Green Island and Kellett Bank. There is

good anchorage throughout the entire channel separating
the island from the mainland, except in the Ly-ce-moon Pass,

where the water is deep ; the best anchorage is in Hong-
Kong roads, in front of Victoria, where, over good holding
ground, the depth is 5 to 9 fathoms. The inner anchorage
of Victoria Bay, about half a mile off shore and out of the
strength of the tide, is 6 to 7 fathoms. Victoria, the seat
alike of government and of trade, is the chief centre of popu-
hitiou, but in recent years a tract of 4 square miles on tha
mainland has been covered with public buildings and villa

residences. Practically an outlying suburb of Victoria,

Kau-lung (Nine Dragons), or as it is commonly called

Kowloon, is free from the extreme heat of the capital, being
exposed to the south-west monsoon. Numerous villas have
also been erected along the beautiful western coast of the
island, while Stanley, in the south, has lately been attract-

ing attention by its excellent qualifications as a watering-
place.

The island is mountainous throughout, the low granite

ridges, parted by bleak, tortuous valleys, leaving in soma

HoDg-Kong, with adjacent Coast and Islands.

places a narrow stripe of level coast-land, and in others

overhanging the sea in lofty precipices. From the sea, and

especially from the magnificent harbour which faces the

capital, the general aspect of Hong-Kong is one of singular

beauty." With something of the rugged grandeur of the

western Scottish isles, and a suggestion of Italian softness

and grace, it is distinguished by unmistakable traces of a
purely tropicil character. Inland the prospect is wild,

dreary, and monotonous. The hills have a painfully bare

appearance from the want of trees. The streams, which
are plentiful, are traced through the uplands and glens by
a line of straggling brushwood and rank- herbage. No-
where is the eye relieved by the grateful evidences of culti-

vation or fertility. The mountains, which are mainly com-

posed of granite, serpentine, and syenite, rise in irregular

masses to considerable: heights, the loftiest point, Victoria

Peak, reaching an altitude of 1825 feet. The Peak lies

immediately to the south-west of the capital, in the extreme
north-west corner of the island, and is used as a station for

signalling the approach of vessels. Patches of land, chiefly

around the coast, have been laid under rice, sweet potatoes,

and yams, but the island is hardly able to raise a houn-
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supply of vegetables. The mango, lichen, pear, and orange

are iudigeuous, and to these the English have added several

fruits and esculents. One of the chief products is building-

stone, which is quarried by the Chinese. The animals are

few, comprising a land tortoise, the armadillo, a species of

boa, several poisonous .snakes, and some woodcock. The

public works suffer from the ravages of white ants. Water

everywhere abounds, and is supplied to the shipping by

means of tanks. Hong-Kong acquired the name of an ex-

tremely unhealthy place at the time of settlement, bnt it

has been found that the mortality is only high in certain

seasons. It is not free from a certain malaria which, accord-

ing to Montgomery Martin, is thrown off by the decomposed

rocks that have been baked by a strong sun during the day.

The change from the heat and rain of summer (May to

October) to the refreshing temperature of the cool season

tends to produce disease of the kidneys, <Sic. During the

years 1871-75 the mean temperature was 73° Fahr. in the

shade, and the range from 56° to 84°, taking the mean read-

ings for the months. Occasionally the thermometer regis-

ters below 40°, and on 26th February 1876, when extreme

cold was experienced, water was frozen to the thickness of

^ of an inch. The annual rainfall was 99-24 inches in

1871 and 83'43 in 1875. The population, which in 1841

was only 5000, had increased to 21,514 in 1848, to 37,058

in 1852, to 123,511 in 1862, and to 139,144 in 1870.

According to the census of 1872, there were of Europeans

and Americans 5931, of Chinese 115,444, and of natives of

India, Qoa, Manila, &c., 2623. Victoria was the residence

of almost all the Europeans, and of the Chinese 83,487

(14,269 women) resided there, including a boat population

oif 12,309, while 10,507 resided in Kau-lung and other

villages, and 11,400 were scattered along the coast in boats.

Formerly an integral part of China, the island was first ceded to

Great Britain in 1841, end the cession was confirmed hy the treaty

of Nanking in 1842, the charter bearing date 5th April 1843.

Kau-lung, temporarily occupied for several years as a military

aanatarium, waa ceded by o treaty contracted by Lord Elgin in

1861. The colony is under a governor, and an executive council

CQipprising the colonial secretary, the commander of the troops,

the attorney-general, and the auditor-general. The legislative

council, presided over by the governor, is composed of all these

ofiBcials (except the commander), with the addition of four unofficial

members, nominated by the crown on the recommendation of tho

governor. The occupation of Hong-Kong was effected at a con-

siderable outlay, but the p-iiliamentary vote on its behalf was

reduced from £60,000 in 1845 to £9200 in 1863, and since 1855

tlie colony has paid its local establishments. lu 1888 it extinguished

its debt, which had dwindled to £15,625, and it now pays £20,000

a year as military contribution to the imperial exchequer.

The capital, situated at tho north-west extremity of the island,

is laid out in fine wide streets and terraces. The buildings, mostly

of stone and briok, are greatly superior to those of a Chinese city.

The merchants houses are elegant and spacious, with broad veran-

dahs and tasteful gardens. Including the Chinese town, Victoria

extends for 3 miles along the bay, towards which it slopes from

the base of the hills. It is lighted with ga3, and supplied with

water from the Pokovfulun reservoir, which impounds 74 million

gallons. The main thoroughfare is protected by a massive sea-

wall, and the appearance of the town has been greatly improved by

the construction of public gardens. Ucsidcs several handsome

Government buildings, Victoria has -a largo exchange;, a cathedral

and bishop's palace, several good hospitals, extensive barracks, and

a few higher class schools. A city tall with llljrary and museum
was opened in 1 876, and the public works completed in that year (tho

extension of public gardens, construction of many miles of mountain

pnth, and improvement of drainage) involving an outlay of £30,367.

Tho educational provision of the Government in 1876 comprised

54 schools, with an attendance of 3111 pupils, and of these 16

with 1816 pupils were native schools, in which the language is

Chinese. At tho central school (556 pupils in 1870) there is a

Chinese class for Europeans, as there is also in several of tho

I'-Jsionary and "grant-in-aid" schools. IIong-Kong publishes, in

addition to 5 English newspapers (2 daily), 1 iu Chinese every

lecond day and a Portuguese weekly. Tho streets are guarded by
a strong force of Indian sepoys, and tho natives are not allowed to

go abroad after 8 o'clock at night without u pass ; but the general

"huactcr of tho town is orderly, as is attested by the police returns.

from which it appears that only 6S persons were convicted hcforj

the superior courts in 1875. The common mode of street convey-
ance is hy chairs, which are carried by coolies, while the passage

across to Kau-lung is usually elfected in sampans or pull-away
boiits. Victoria has a few slight industi'ics, including sugar-

retining, rum-distilling, and ice-making. In 1877 the introduction

of a steam laundry broke the monopoly of the dhoby. There arc

upwards of 500 Chinese hongs of a superior class belonging to ship

compradores and to dealers in fancy goods, china ware, articles in

gold and silver, opium and other drugs, rice, piece goods, tea, &c.

Although formerly the central point of the great European Chinese

trade and still a thriving; seat of commerce, Hong-Kong owes its

present importance chiefly to its financial prominence as the head-

quarters of the banking interest, and to its magnificent harbour,

which makes it both the sta'-ion of the British fleet and an entrepot

for the custom trade of all nations. In 1877 it was the residence

of 14 foreign consuls, and had 10 large banking-houses. It still

imports opium more largely than any other port, and among other

articles of which it is the centre of trade are sugar, flour, salt,

china ware, nut-oil, amber, cotton, sandalwood, ivory, betel, li>-6

stock, granite, and ship supplies. The principal transactions in tea

and silk are controlled by firms residing in Hong-Kong. As it is

a free port there are no exact returns of trade, but in 1877 the im-

ports from Great Britain alone amounted to £3,645,068 and the

exports thither to £1,895,310. Chief of these exports was tea, the

value of which in 1876 \v.".s £839^,568. In the same year the opinin

imported amounted to 96,985 piculs, as compared with 69,851 piculs

received at all the other treaty ports. Of 3424 chests of Bengal
opium imported in February 1876, 1500 passed into the hands of

local consumers and 1924 were exported; at the same date there were

4800 chests in stock as compared with 1374 at Shanghai. There

is an enormous passenger traffic: between the years 1871 and 1876
there have passed through the port no fewer than 15,000 Chinese

coolies, of whom the m.ijority have gone to the United States. In

the year 1876 Queensland drafted hence as many as 8325 emigrants.

Large steamers go and come almost daily, the ports in regular com-
munication with Hong-Kong including Bombay, Calcutta, Singa-

pore, Canton, San Francisco, Yokohama, and (since 1S75) Sydney.

The aggregate shipping that entered the port in 1878 amounted to

3,900,891 tons. Of tMs 45'2 per cent, were junks, 437 steamers,

and 11*1 European and American built sailing vessels. Exclusive

of native craft there entered and cleared (1876) 4,359,616 tons, of

which 3,150,952 were in British and 1,208,664 in foreign vessels.

The revenue in 1878, derived from land rents, fines, licences to sell

opium, and spirits, &c., amounted to £197,424, the expenditure to

£189,696; there is usually a surplus of revenue. At the 31st January

1877 the bank-notes in circulation were stated at $3,536,380,

and the specie in reserve at $1,295,000. Hong-Kong has a dollar

of its own coining (4s. 2d. ), but its mint, which entailed a cost

of £9,000 a year, has ceased to operate. Other coins in circulation

are the Mexican dollar, Chinese taels and cash, the American trade

dollar, and Japanese silver yen. A movement is at jueseut on foot

to have the last two coins placed on an equality with the Mexican
dollar. The standard of value is 1000 Mexican dollars to 717

taels by weight. In spite of tho great increase in recent years of

the direct trade with tho various treaty ports, the progress of Hong-
Kong has been steady, and there is every probability of its main-
taining its peculiar position of influence in the Chinese trade.- In

1871 it was placed in telegraphic communication with England, and
in its recent legislative action it has shown vitality and enterprise.

The gambling practices which prevailed here, as they still do in

many Chinese towns, iiave been vigorously suppressed, and tho

difficulties arising from the sudden development of the coolio

emigration have been overcome. The presence of Chinese revenue

cruisers in Hong-Kong waters has led (February 1880) to a storm

of opposition on the part of resident British merchants, who declare

that this amounts to a blockade of tho island; bnt British oflieials

uphold tho action of China as a necessary check upon the opium
and salt smuggling.

BcHliics the Govtrnincnt papers ant\ The ffona- Kong Almanac an<t Direetory, acQ

A Utter from I/ong-hong, dnaiplive of that Colony, by a Rcsiilmt. "Jtl nl.. Lniiil.,

IS45; licntlilim. Flora Ilongkoiiyeitsif, Loittl., 18(il; ilcHcli, I'lsir of ll.R tl the

Oukr 0/ FJinliunli to Iloni)- Koiiij m 18li9, llonK-Koii)!. 180:1; J. l.oge*. "The Colony

ot Ilong-KonK." In J'/ln China limcw (cjlled by Dennys). 1B?3. (A. M'D.)

IIONITON, a municipal borough and market-town of

England, county of Devon, is pleasantly situated on a rising

"round on the loft bank of the Otter and on tho London and

South-Western Haihvay, IG miles E.N.E. of Exeter. It

consists of one wide street about a mile in length, crossed

by a smaller one at right angles. Along the main street

there runs a small stream of water. The only buildings ol

importance are the old parish chnrch, on an eminence about

half a mile from the town, built by Courtcnay, bishop of

Exeter, about 1482, and possessing a curiously carvod

screen; the church of St I'aul'a (now tho parish church)
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In the centre of the town, in the Norman style; the dis-

pensary ; the St Margaret's charity, originally erected as a

hospital for lepers, but now used as almshouses ;
the union

workhouse, erected in 1836, with accommodation for 250

inmates ; the grammar school, the national schools, and

the British school opened in 1878. The town is famed for

its lace manufacture ; and there are also breweries, malting

establishments, flour mills, tanneries, brick and tile works,

and an iron foundry. The population of the municipal

borough in 1871 was 3464.

Honiton is supposed to have originated in a Roman settlement at

Hemhury fort, about 3 miles from the town, where there are still

traces of an extensive camp conjectured to be tlie Moridunum of

Antoninus. The to«-n first sent members to parliament in the

reign of Edward I., but after the reign of Edward U. the privilege

was suspended until 1640. In ISO? its representation was limited

to one member, and in 1SG8 it was disfranchised. It was incor-

porated as a municipal borough in 1846.

; HONOLULU. See Hawaiian Islands, vol. xi. p. 531.

HONORIUS, Flavius Augustus, was emperor of the

West from 397 to 425 a.d. His reign of twenty-eight

years was one of the most eventful in the Roman annals
;

the weakness and timidity of the emperor co-operated with

tlie attacks of the Goths and Vandals in promoting the

rapid disintegration of the empire. But his influence on

the current of events was purely negative, and his reign

will be noticed under Roman History.

HONORIUS I., pope from 625 to 638, succeeded

Boniface V. The festival of the Elevation of the Cross is

said to have been instituted during his pontificate, which

was marked also by considerable missionary enterprise.

Honorius in his lifetime had favoured the formula proposed

by the emperor Heraclius with the design of bringing

about a reconciliation between the Monophysites and the

Catholics, which bore that Christ had accomplished His

work of redemption by one manifestation of His will as the

God-man. For this he was, more than forty years after

his death, anathematized by name along with the other

Monothelite heretics by the council of Constantinople

(First Trullan) in 680; and this condemnation was sub-

sequently confirmed by more than one pope, particularly by
Leo II., as has been abundantly proved by unimpeachable

evidence against the contentions of Baronius and Bellar-

mine (see Hefele, Die Trrlehre des Ilonorius «. das vati-

canische Lehre dci- Unfehlbarkeil, 1871, who, however, has

modified his view in Conciliengeschichte, 1877). Honorius

I. was succeeded by Soverinus.

HONORIUS II.i (Lambert of Ostia), pope from 1124

to 1130, succeeded Calixtus II. As papal legate he had

been one of the framersof the concordat of Worms (1122).

During his pontificate the Praemonstratensian order, and
also that of the Knights Templars, received papal sanction.

His successor was Innocent II.

HONORIUS IIL, pope from 1216 to 1227, was the

successor of Innocent III., whose uncompromising policy in

the struggle between the papacy and the empire he had not

firmness and vigour to continue. He consented to crown
Frederick If. as Holy Roman emperor in 1220, although the

engagements made with his predecessor had not been ful-

filled ; the promises which ho himself had exacted he was
' somewhat slow to urge, and it was left to his successor

Gregory IX. to insist upon their accomplishment. He
give papal sanction to the Dominican order in 1216, and
to the Franciscan in 1223 ; and during his pontificate also

many of the tertiary orders first came into existence.

HONORIUS IV succeeded Martin IV., and was pope
for two years (1285-1287). After an uneventful pontifi-

cate he was succeeded by Nicholas IV.

^ This name had been assumed in the preWous century (1061-64)
by Peter Cadalua ; but he never was recognized as a legitimate

pope.

HOXTHEIM, Jouann Nikolaus von (1 701-1 790), a
zealous opponent of Ultramontaniam, was born at Treves,

January 27, 1701. After receiving his early education at

the Jesuit college of his native town, lie studied juris-

prudence both there and at Luuvam and Leyden. On
obtaining the degree of doctor of laws at Treves in 1724
he took the ecclesiastical habit, and went to Rome in

order to make himself acquainted with the forms of the

curia. Returning to Treves in 1728, he was appointed
ecclesiastical councillor of the consistory, in 1732 professor

of law, in 1741 privy councillor of the archbishop, and in

1748 suffragan of the see. In 1750 he published at Treves
Ilistoria TifvirensU diplomatica, and in 1763, under the
pseudonym of Justinus Febronius, De Statu eccUsiae et

legitima potes'.ale Komatii Pontijicis liber singularis, in

which he maintained the Gallican theory that the supreme
authority of the church was vested not in the pope but in

the general council. This work he in perfect simplicity

and sincerity dedicated to Pope Clement XIII., who,
however, condemned it and caused it to be burned at

Rome. When Hontheim was discovered to be the author
he was induced to make a retractation, but in his Febronius
aljh)-ei'talus et emendatus (Vienna, 1771) and Fehronii com-
mentanxis (Vienna, 1781) he nevertheless gave further

currency to- his old views. He died at Montquintin,
Luxembourg, September 2, 1790.

HONTHORST, Geeard van (born at Utrecht 1590,
died at Utrecht 1656), was brought up as a painter at the

school of Bloemart, who exchanged the style of the Franck-

ens for that of the pseudo-Italians at the beginning of the

16th century. Infected thus early with a mania which
came to be very general in Holland, Honthorst went to

Italy, where he copied the naturalism and eccentricities of

Michelangelo da Caravaggio. Home again about 1614,
after acquiring a considerable practice in Rome, he set up
a school at Utrecht which flourished exceedingly ; and he
soon became so fashionable that Sir Dudley Carleton, then

English envoy at the Hague, recommended his works to

the earl of Arundel and Lord Dorchester. At the same
time the queen of Bohemia, sister of Charles I. and electress

palatine, being an exile in Holland, gave him her counten-

ance and asked him to teach her children drawing ; and
Honthorst, thus approved and courted, became known to

Charles I., who invited him to England. There he painted

several portraits, and a vast allegory, now at Hampton Court,

of Charles and his queen as Diana and Apollo in the clouds

receiving the duke of Buckingham as Mercury and guardian

of the king of Bohemia's children. Charles I., whose taste

was flattered alike by the energy of Rubens and the elegance

of Van Dyck, was thus first captivated by the fanciful

mediocrity of Honthorst, who though a poor executant had
luckily for himself caught, as Lord Arundel said, " much
of the manner of Caravaggio's colouring, then so much
esteemed at Rome." It was his habit to transmute every

subject into a night scene, from the Natitity, for which

there was warrant in the example of-Correggio, to the

penitence of the Magdalen, for which there was no warrant

at all. But unhappily this caprice, though "sublime in

Allegri and Rembrandt," was but a phantasm in the hands

of Honthorst, whose prosaic pencil was not capable of more

than vulgar utterances, and art gained little from the

repetition cff these quaint vagaries. Sandrart gave the

measure of Honthorst's popularity at this period when he

says that he had as many as twenty apprentices at one

time, each of whom paid him a fee of 100 florins a year.

In 1623 he was president of his guild at Utrecht. After

that he went to England as above stated, returning to settle

anew at Utrecht, where he married. His position amongst

artis<a was acknowledged to be important, and in 1626 he

received a visit from Rubens, whom he tainted as the
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lionest man songlit for arja found by Diogenes Hontliorst.

In hia home at Utrecht Eonthorct succeeded in preserving

the support of the English monarch, for whom he finished

in 1631 a large picture of the king and queen of Bohemia

"and all their children." For Lord Dorchester about the

same period he completed some illustrations of the Odyssey,

one of which survives in the Weld-Blundell collection at

Ince ; for the king of Denmark he composed incidents of

Danish history, of which one example remains, in the gallery

of Copenhagen. In the course of a large practice he had

painted many likenesses—Charles I. and his queen, the

duke of Buckingham, and the king and queen of Bohemia.

He now became court painter to the princess of Orange,

settled (1637) at the Hague, and painted in succession at

the Castle of Ryswiek and the House in the Wood. The
time not consumed in producing pictures was devoted to

portraits. Even now his works are very numerous, and

amply represented in English and Continental galleries.

Hia most attractive pieces are those in which he cultivates

the style of Caravaggio, those, namely which represent

taverns, with players, singers, and eaters. He shows great

skill in reproducing scenes illuminated by a single candle.

But he seems to have studied too much in dark rooms,

where the subtleties of flesh colour are lost in the dusky

smoothness and uniform redness of tints procurable from

farthing dips. Of great interest still, though rather sharp

in outline and hard in modelling, are his portraits of the

Duke of Buckingham and Family (Hampton Court), the

King and Queen of Bohemia (Hanover and Combe Abbey),

Mary de M«dici (Amsterdam town-hall, 1628), the Stadt-

liolders and their Wives (Amsterdam and Hague), Charles

Louis and Rupert, Charles I.'s nephews (Louvre, St Peters-

burg, Combe Abbey, and Willin), and Lord Craven

(National Portrait Gallery). His early form may bo j udged

by a Lute-player (1614) at the Louvre, the Martyrdom of

St John in S. M. della Scala at Rome, or the Liberation

of Peter in the Berlin Museum ; his latest style is that of

the House in the Wood (1648), where he appears to dis-

advantage by the side of Jordaons and others. Honthorst

was succeeded by his brother William, born at Utrecht in

1604, who died it is said in 1666. He lived chiefly in his

native place, temporarily at Berlin. But he has left little

behind except a portrait at Amsterdam, and likenesses in

the Berlin Museum of William and Mary of England, j-

HOOCH, PiETER DE,- a Dutch painter of note, was
born it is thought about 1632, and died it is supposed

in 1681 at Haarlem. Public records testify that he was

a native of Rotterdam, and wandered early to Delft,

where he married in 1654 and practised till 1657.

From that time onward his life is obscure ; and the

only proofs of his existence to which we can point are

the dates on his pictures, which range from 1658 to

1670. The registry of "Pieter do Hooge's" death at

Haarlem on the 28th of February 1681 is believed to

refer to our artist. Though neglected by his contempo-

r.iries, De Hooch is one of the kindliest and most charming

painters of homely subjects that Holland has produced.

Ho seems to have been born at the same time and taught

in the same school as Van dcr Mecr and Maes, but his

works axe more harmoniously coloured than those of Maes,

and more boldly touched than tho.io of Meer. In one

respect all three are alike, being disciples of the school of

Rembrandt. Do Hoooh only once painted a canvas of any

size, and that unfortunately perished in a fire at Rotterdam in

1864, But his small pieces display perfect finish an cl great

dexterity of hand, combined with that power of discrimina-

tion which accomplishes detail whilst avoiding rapidity and
smoothness. Though lie sometimes paints open-air scones,

those arc not his favourito subjects, lie is most at home in

inU-.iors, end his delight is to contrast in one picture the

diS'erent atmosphere^ >yf rooms illuminateu uy different lights

with the radiance of day as seen through doors and windows.

He thus brings together the most delicate varieties of tone,

and produces chords that vibrate with harmony. The
themes which he illustrates are thoroughly suited to his pur-

pose. Sometimes he chooses the drawing-room where dames
and cavaliers dance, or dine, or sing ; sometimes—mostly
indeed—he likes cottages or courtyards, where housewives
tend their children or superintend the labours of the cook.

Satin and gold are as familiar to him as camlet and fur, but
the latter are his favourites ; and there is no article of furni-

ture in a Dutch house of the middle class that he does not
paint with pleasure. What distinguishes him most besides

subtle suggestiveness is the serenity of his pictures, whether
in the open or in confined spaces. One of his most charm-
ing arrangements is a canvas in the Ashburton collection,

where an old lady with a dish of apples walks with a
child along a street bounded by a high wall, above which
gables and a church steeple are seen. The dame is busied

with the child, whilst a gentleman in a hat and cloak

shows his back in the distance. The sun radiates and
glitters joyfully over the whole. Fine in another way is

the Mug of Beer in the Amsterdam museum, an interior

where a woman is seen coming out of a pantry and giving

a measure of beer to a little girl. The light flows in here

from a small closed window. But through the door to the

right we look into a drawing-room, and through the open
sash of that room we see the open air. The three lights

are managed with supreme canning.' In such masterpieces

as these we discern the models familiar to later artists such

as Boursse and Koedijk, and a delicate gradation of tints

which Maes and Meer might have envied. Beautiful for

its lighting again is the Mother peeling Apples, whilst her

child looks on supported in leading strings by a nurse, the

sun shining through the casement to the left, a gem in tho

Speck collection at Liifschena near Leipsic. More subtly

suggestive, in the museum of Berlin, is the Mother seated

near a Cradle, whilst a child totters away into a lobby on
the right. The mother looks into the depthsof the cradle

with a smile, thus betraying to us the presence of the baby
which we cannot see. A Card Party, dated 1658, at

Buckingham Palace is a good example of De Hooch's

drawing-room scenes, counterpart as to date and value of a
Woman and Child in the National Gallery, and a Smoking
Party belonging to Lord Enfield. Other pictures later

onward in the master's career are—the Lady and Child in

a Courtyard, of 1665, in the National Gallery, and tho

Lady receiving a Letter, of 1670, in the Van der Hoop
collection at Amsterdam. It is possible to bring together

between fifty and sixty examples of De Hooch, but not

more. There are eight at St Petersburg alone, three in

Buckingham Palace, three in the National Gallery, five, or

at least four of. undoubted genuineness, in the Hoop col-

lection at Amsterdam, some in the Louvre, at Munich, and
Darmstadt; tho rest are chiefly in private galleries in

England. For England was the first to recognize the

merit of De Hooch, who only began to be valued in

Holland in tho middle of last century. A celebrated

picture at Amsterdam, sold for 450 florins in 1765,

fetched 4000 in 1817, and now even that price is

thought a bagatelle, since tho Berlin museum gave X6000
for a De Hooch at the Schneider sale in 1876.

HOO-CHOW-FOO, a city of China, in the province of

Cho-Kcang, lies a little to the south of Lake Tai-hoo, m 'In'

midst of tho central silk district. According to Chine-';-

authorities, it is 6 miles in oiroumferonce, and contaii-

about 100,000 families; but Fortune thinks it is not mm
than 3 or 4 niili'S round. A broad stream or canal cro;-

the city from south to north, and forms the priiui;

liijhw.iy for boat tralfic. Tl'.e main trade of the phu-.
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in raw silk, but some silk fabrics, such as (lowered traps

(ichois/ia), are also manufactured. Silk 13 largely wurii

even by the lowest classes of the inhabitants.

HOOD, Robin, See RomN Hood.
HOOD, THO.VAS (1789-1840), hsimorist and poet,

born 23d May 1789, was the son of Mr Hood, bookseller,

of the firm of Vernor & Hood, a man of intelligence, and

the author of two novels. " Next to being a citizen of the

world," writes Thomas Hood in \i\% Literary Remhiiscmces,
" it must be the best thing to be bcrn a citizen of the

world's greatest city." The best incident of his boyhood

was his instruction by a schoolmaster who appreciated his

talents, and, as he say.s, " made him feel it impossible not

to take an interest in learning while beseemed so interested

in teaching." Under the care of this " decayed dominie,"

whom he has so affectionately recorded, he earned a few

guineas—bis first literary fee—by revising for the presis a

new edition of Paid and Virginia. Admitted soon after

into the counting-house of a friend of his family, he " turned

his stool into a Pegasus on three legs, every foot, of course,

being a dactyl or a spondee ;" but the uncongenial profession

affected his health, which was never strong, and he was

transferred to the care of a relation at Dundee. He has

graphically described his unconditional rejection by this

inhospitable personage, and the circumstances under which

he found himself in a strange town without an acquain-

tance, with the most sympathetic nature, anxious for intel-

lectual and moral culture, but without guidance, instruction,

or control. This self-dependence, however, suited the

originality of his character : he became a large and indis-

criminate reader, and before long contributed humorous and

poetical articles to the provincial newspapers and magazines.

As a proof of the seriousness with which he regarded the

literary vocation, it may be mentioned that ho used to write

out his poems in printed characters, believing that that pro-

cess best enabled him to understand his own peculiarities

and faults, and probably unconscious that Coleridge had
recommended some such method of criticism when he suid

he thought " print settles it."

His modest judgment ofhia own abilities, however,

deterred him from literature as a profession, and on his

return to London he applied himself assiduously to ths art

of engraving, in which he acquired a skill that in after

years became a most valuable assistant to his literary

labours, and enabled him to illustrate his various humours

, and fancies by a profusion of quaint devices, which not

only repeated to the eye the impressions of the text, but,

by suggesting amusing analogies and contrasts, added con-

siderably to the sense and effect of the work.

In 1821 Mr John Scott, the editor of the London
Magazine, was killed in a duel, and that periodical passed

into the hands of some friends of Hood, who proposed to

him to take a part in its publication. His installation

into this congenial post at once introduced him to the best

literary society of the time ; and in becoming the associate

of such men as Charles Lamb, Gary, Do Quincey, Allan

Cunningham, Proctor, Talfourd, Hartley Coleridge, the

peasant-poet Clare, and other contributors to that remark-

able miscellany, he gradually developed his own intellectual

powers, and enjoyed that happy intercourse with superior

minds for which his cordial and genial character was so

well adapted, and which he has described in his best

manner in several chapters of Hood's Own. Odes and
Add}-esses—his first work—were written about this time,

in conjunction with his brother-in-law Mr J. H. Reynolds,

the friend of Keats ; and it is agreeable to find Sir Walter

Scott acknowledging the gift of the work with no formal

expressions of gratification, but " wishing the unknown
author good health, good fortune, and whatever other good

things can best support and encourage his lively vein of

12- 8

inoffensive and humorous satire." Whims and Oddities

National Tales, Tybuy Hall, a novel, and The Plea 0/ tht

Midsummer Fairies followed. In these works the humorous
faculty not only predominated, but expressed itself with a

freshness, originality, and power which the poetical element

could not claim. There was much true poetry in the verse,

and much sound sense and keen observation in the prose

of these works; but the poeticnl feeling and lyrical facility

of the one, and the more solid qualities of the other, seemed
best employed when they were subservient to his rapid wit,

and to the ingenious coruscations of his fancy. This im-

pression was confirmed by the series of the Comic Animal,
a kind of publication at that time popular, which Hood
undertook and continued, almost unassisted, for several

years. Under that somewhat frivolous title he treated all

the leading events of the day in a fine spirit of caricature,

entirely free from grossness and vulgarity, without a trait

of personal malice, and with an under-current of true

sympathy and honest purpose that will preserve these

papers, like the sketches of Hogarth, long after the events

and manners they illustrate have passed from the minds
of men. But just as the agreeable jester rose into the

earnest satirist, one of the most striking peculiarities of

his style became a more manifest defect. The attention o£

the reader was distracted, and his good taste annoyed, by
the incessant play upon words, of which Hood had written

in Lis own vhidication

—

" However critics may take offence,

A double meaning lias double sense."

Now it is true that the critic must be unconscious of some
of the subtlest charms and nicest delicacies of language

who would exclude from humorous writing all those im-

pressions and surprises which depend on the use of the

diverse sense of words. The history, indeed, of many &
word lies hid in its equivocal uses ; and it in no way dero-

gates from the dignity of the highest poetry to gain strength

and variety from the ingenious application of the same
sounds to different senses, any more than from the contriv-

ances of rhythm or the accompaniment of imitative sounds.

But when this habit becomes the characteristic of any wit,

it is impossible to prevent it from degenerating into occa-

sional buffoonery, and from supplying a cheap and ready

resource, whenever the true vein of humour becomes thin

or rare. Artists have been known to have used the left

hand in the hope of checking the fatal facility which
practice had conferred on the right; and if Hood had
been able to place under some restraint the curious and
complex machinery of words and syllables which his fancy

was incessantly producing, his style would have been a great

gainer, and much real earnestness of object, which now lies

confused by the brilliant kaleidoscope of language, would

have remained definite and clear. He was probably not

unconscious of this danger ; for, as he gained experience as

a writer, his diction became more simple, and his ludicrous

illustrations less frequent. In another annual called the

Gem appeared the poem on the story of "Eugene Aram,"

which first manifested the full extent of that poetical vigour

which seemed to advance just in proportion as his physical

health declined. He started a magazine in his own name,

for which he secured the assistance of many literary men of

reputation and authority, but which was mainly sustained

by his own intellectual activity? From a sick-bed, from
which ho never rose, he conducte this work with surprising

energy, and there composed those poems, too few in number,
but immortal in the English language, such as the "Song
of the Shirt," the " Bridge of Sighs," and the ' Song of the

Labourer," which seized the deep human interests of the

time, and transported them from the ground of social philo-

sophy into the loftier domain of the imagination. They
arc no clamorous expressions of anger at the discrepancies
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and contrasts of humanity, but plain', solemn pictures of

couditiona of life, which neither the politician nor the

moralist can deny to exist, and which they are imperatively

called upon to remedy. Woman, in her wasted life, in her

hurried death, here stands appealing to the society that

degrades her, with a combination of eloquence and poetry,

of forms of art at once instantaneous and permanent, and

with a metrical energy and variety of which perhaps our

language alone is capable. Prolonged illness brought on

straitened circumstances ; and application was made to

Sir Robert Peel to place Hood's name on the pension list

with which the British state so moderately rewards the

uational services of literary men. This was done readily

and without delay, and the pension was continued to his

wife and family after his death, which occurred on the 3d

af May 1845. Nine years after, a monument, raised by

public subscription, in the cemetery of Kensal Green, was

Inaugurated by Mr Monckton Milnes (Lord Houghton) with

a concourse of spectators that showed how well the memory
of the poet stood the test of time. Artisans came from a

great distance to view and honour the image of the popular

writer whose best efforts had been dedicated to the cause

and the sufferings of the workers of the world ; and literary

men of all opinions gathered round the grave of one of

^heir brethren whose writings were at once the delight of

svery boy and the instruction of every man who read

them. Happy the humorist whose works and life are an

•illustration of the great moral trutli that the sense of

humour is the just balance of all the faculties of man, the

iest security against the pride of knowledge and the con-

<^its of the imagination, the strongest inducement to submit

with a wise and pious patience to the vicissitudes of human
axistence. This was the lesson that Thomas Hood left

behind him, and which lifs countrymen will not easily

forget.

!-> HOOD, Tom (1835-1874), son of Thomas Hood, and

the inheritor of similar though less brilliant literary talents,

was born at Lake House, Wanstead, January 19, 183D.

After attending University College School and Louth

Grammar School he entered Pembroke College, Oxford,

where he passed all the examinations for the degree of

B.A., but did not graduate. At Oxford he also wrote his

first work, Pen and Pencil Pictures, which appeared in

1854-55. This was followed in 1861 by The Daughters of

King Baker, and other Poems, after which he published a

oumber of amusing books for children. His serious novels

were not so successful, and are now almost wholly forgotten.

He also wielded the pencil with considerable facility, among

his illustrations being those of several of his father's comic

verses. Having become editor of the comic paper Fun in

18C5, he succeeded in acquiring 'for it a wide popularity,

'irincipally as a depictor of the humours and eccentricities

of middle-class life. Privately his light-someness, geniality,

ind sincere friendliness secured him the affection and esteem

of his wide circle of acquaintance. He died 20th Nov-

"imbor 1874.

HOOD, Samuel Hood, FmsT Viscount (1724-1816y,

English admiral, was born in 1724 at Uutleigh in Somer-

setshire, where his father was rector. Entering the navy at

lixteen years of age, he quickly obtained promotion, becom-

ing lieutenant in 1740 and commander in 1754. In 1757

bo captured a French ship of equal size with his own, and

in 1759 he repeated the achievement. After holding succes-

sively the appointments of chief commander of the Boston

oaval station and commissioner of the dockyards at Ports-

mouth, ho was in 1780 promoted to the rank of rear-

admiral, and sent to co-operate with Sir George Piodney in

tho West Indies, whore he fought some indecisive actions

with the Comic de Gra.sse. In July of-lhe following year

lie succeeded Rodney in the supreme command, shortly

after which the fleet set sail for America. Although in

January 1782 Hood failed to hold the island of St Chn-
topher's against the superior forces of the French, he
succeeded in very difficult circumstances in preserving hi;

lleet intact until the arrival of Rodney, when he so dis-

tinguished himself in the action of the 9th April and the

more important one of the 12lli, that for his services he
was created a peer of Ireland with the title of Baron

Hood of Catheniigton. On Rodney's return home he was

again promoted to the chief command, which he held

till peace was proclaimed in 1783. In 1784 Lord Hood
succes.'ifully opposed Charles Fo.x as parliamentary candi-

date for Westminster, and, though he lost his seat on being

made a lord of tlie admiralty in 1788, lie reg.iined it in

1790. On the outbreak of war with France, after the

Revolution, in 1793, he was appointed to the command
of the fleet in the Mediterranean; where he received the

surrender, of Toulon from the French royalists. Before

evacuating it to Napoleon on December 18th, Hood burned

the arsenal, and destroyed fifteen sail of the line besides

carrying off eight. In the following year he succeeded,

after a stubborn resistance, in e-xpelling the French from

Corsica; anrl after his return home lie was in I'Oli

appointed governor of Greenwich Hospital and raised to tlie

Eiigli.sh peerage with the title of Viscount Hood of 'Whitley.

In 1799 he was promoted to the rank of admiral, and in 1 S04
he received the grand cross of the bath. He died at Batli

27th June 181G. The achievements of Lorrl Hood, though

not of so brilliant a character as those of a Blake or a
Nelson, were the result of tliorough seamanship, and of a

rare union of courage and decision with coolness and
caution.

HOOFT, PiETEU CoRNELissEN (1581-1C47), DiUch
poet and historian, was born at Amsterdam on the IGth of

March 1581. His father was one of the leading citizens

of Holland, both in politics and in the patronage of letters,

and for some time burgomaster of Amsterdam. As early

as 1598 the young man was made a member of the chamber
of rhetoric of the Eglantine, and produced before that body

his tragedy of Achilles and Potvxeiui, not printed until

1G14. In June 1598 he left Holland and proceeded to

Paris, where on the 10th of April 1599 he saw the body of

Gabrielle d'Estrces lying in state. He went a few months
later to 'Venice, Florence, and Rome. In IGOO he proceeded

to Naples, and during all this Italian sojourn he made a

deep and fruitful study of the best literature of Italy. In

July 1000 he sent home to the Eglantine a very fine lettei*

in ver.<!e, which is considered to mark an epoch in the

development of Dutch poetry. He returned through

Germany, and after an absence of three years and a half

found himself in Amsterdam again on the 8th of May
IGOl. He soon after brought out his second tragedy, tl e

Ariadne, in 1G02. In 1G05 he completed his beautiful

pastoral drama Granida, not published until 1015. Ha
studied law at Lcyden from IGOO to 1G09, and in June
.of the latter year received from the prince of Orange the

appointment of steward of Miiiden, bailiff of Gooiland, and
lord of Woesp, a joint oliice of great 'emolument. He
occupied himself with repairing ami adorning the decayed

castle of Minden, which was his residence during the

remainder of his life. In August 101 he married the

famous botanist, Christina van Erp. In 1012 Hooft pro-

duced, and in 1013 printed, his national tragedy of Gerraerd!

vim Velscn, a story of the reign of Count Floris V. In

1014 was performed at Coster's academy Hooft's comedy
of \l'are-uar, an adaptation of tho Auhdaria of Plautus,

Cr.1t printed in 1G17. In 1 GIG he wrote another tragedy,

Baelo, or t/ic Origin of the Dutch, not priuted until 1020.

It was in IGiS that he abandoned poetry for history, and

in 1020 he published the first of his great prose works, tho
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Histonj of Henry the Great (Henry IV. of France) His

next production was his J\fiseries of the Princes of tite lionise

of .\h.lici, printed in 1G3S. In 1642 he published the

masterpiece of his life, his Butch History, a magniiicent

performance, to the perfecting of which he had given fifteen

years of labour. Hooft died on a visit to Prince Frederick

Henry at the Hague on the 21st of ^lay 1647, ^nd was

buried in the New Church at Amsterdam.

Hooft is one of the must brilliant figures that adorn

Dutch literature at its best period. He was the first writer

to introduce a modern and Enropeau tone into belles lettres,

and the first to refresh the sources of native thought from

the springs of antique and Renaissance poetry. His lyrics

and his pa-storal ol Granida are strongly marked by the

intluence of Tasso and Sannazaro ; his later tragedies belong

more exactly to the familiar tone of his native country.

But high as Hooft stands among the Dutch poets, he stands

higher, he holds perhaps the highest place, among writers

of Dutch prose. His historical style has won the warmest

eulogy from so temperate a critic as Motley, and his letters

are the most charming ever publi-shed in the Dutch language.

After Vondel, he may on tlie whole be considered the most

considerable author that Hollind has produced. ..

Hooft'.? poetifal anddianiatic works were collected in two volumes,

IS7J, 1875, byP^tcendert2. Many editions exist of his prose works.

HOOGEVEEN {i.e., High Fen or Moor), a village and

commuiie of the Netherlands in the province of Drenthe,

about 12 miles nortJi-east of Jleppel on the railway opened

in 1S70 between that town and Groningen. The village

contains a Reformed church, erected in 1052 a.id restored

in 1766 and 1801, a small but handsomt synagogue, a

poorhouse dating from 1810, and a library belonging to

the local branch of the society Tot nut van 't Algemeen;

and among the industrial establishments of the comnr.'.-jie

are timber yards, sail factories, block factories, tanneries,

brick-works, gin distilleries, and breweries. Hoogeveen
was founded in 1625 by Baron van Eichten, and i" ine

following year it was erected into a lordship which lasted

till 1795. The population of the commune, which was

7339 in 1840, had risen to 10,763 in 1874.

HOOGHLY, or Hugli. The Hooghly river is the most

westerly and commercially the most important channel by

which the Ganges enters the Bay of Bengal. It takes its

distinctive name near the town of Santipur, about 120 miles

from the sea. The stream now known as the Hooghly re-

presents three western deltaic distributaries of the Ganges

—viz., (1) the Bbagirathi, (2) the Jalangi, and (3) part of

the MiltAbhinga. The Bh.'igirathf and Jalangi unite at

Nadiy.^, above the point of their junction with the lower

waters of the M.'it'ibbAng.'i, which has taken the name of the

Cliurni before the point of junction and thrown out new
distributaries of its own. These three western distributaries

are known as, "The Nadiy.i Rivers," and are important,

not only as great highways for internal traffic, but also as

the liead waters of the Hooghly. Like other deltaic distribu-

taries, they are subject to sudden changes in their channels,

and to constant silting up. The supervising and keeping

open of the Nadiyd rivers has, therefore, formed one of the

great tasks of fluvial engineering in Bengal. Proceeding

south from S.'lnlipur, with a twist to the cast, tjie Hooghly
river divides Mu'rshid.abid from Hooghly district, until it

touches the district of the Twenty-Four Pargan.is in 22° 57'

SO' N. lat. and 88° 27' 15" E. long. It then proceeds

almost due south to Calcutta, next twists to the south-west,

and finally turns south, entering the Bay of Bengal in 21°

41' N. lat. and 88° E. loug.

In the 40 miles of its course that are above Calcutta,

the channels of the Hooghly are under no supervision,

and the result'is that they have silted up and shifted to

isuch an extent as to be no longer navigable for sea-going

ships. Yet it v.-as upon this upper section that all the

famous ports of Bengal lay in olden times. From Calcutta

to tiie sea (about SO miles) the river is a record of engineer-

ing improvement and success. A minute supervision,

with steady dredging and constant readjustment of buoys,

now renders it a sate waterway to Calcutta for ships of

the largest tonnage. Much attention has also been paid to

the port of Calcutta. For its trade, shipping, and adminis-

tration, see Calcutta.
The tide runs rapidly on the Hoop;lily, and produces a reiiinikabla

example of the fluvial phenoinenua );nown as a " bore.'* Tills con-
sists of the headwave of the advancing tide, homiued in where tho
estuary narrows suddenly into the river, and often exeewls 7 feet

in height. It is felt as high up as Calcutta, and fiequeiitly sinks
Kmall boats or dashes them to i)ieces on the bank. The diHeiouco
from the lowest point of low-water in the dry season to the liigliest

point of high-water in the rains is reported at 20 feet 30 inches.

The greatest mean rise of tide, about 16 loot, takes jdacc in Jlarch,

April, or May,—with a declining r.angc during the rainy sc.ison to

a ine.au of 10 feet, and a minimum during freshets of 3 feet 6
inches. The scenery on the banks of the Hooghly v.inc8 greatly.

The sea approach presents nothing to view but sandbanks, succeeded
by mean-looking mud formations covered with coarse grass. As the

river narrows, however, tlie country improves. . Trees and rice Cekl.i

and villages are common, and at length a section is reached where
the banks are high, and lined with .hamlets buried under evergreen
groves. Then come long tiersof shipping, with the stately paiotevl

mansions ol" Garden Reach on- the margin in the foreground, the

fort rising from the great plain on the bank liigher up, and the
domes, steeples, and noble public buildings of Calcutta beyond,—
all gradually unfolding their beauties in a long panorama.

HOOGHLY, a British district in the lieutenant-governor-

ship of Bengal, lying between 22° 13' 45" and 23° 1.3' 15"

N. lat., and between 87° 47' and 88° 33' E. long. The area,

including the magistracy of Howrah, amounted in 1878

to 1467 sij^aro miles. It forms the south-eastern portion

of the Bardwau 'I'ivisiou, and is bounded N. by the district

of Bardw.-in, E. by the Hooghly river, separating it from the

districts of NadiyA and the Twenty-Four Pargan.As ; S. by
the Riipnirdyan, separating it from Midnapur; and W. by
tlie same river, separating it from Midiiapur, and by
Bardwdn district. __ _^- .

The district is flat, with a gradual ascent to the north

and north-west.. The scenery along the high-lying bank
of the Hooghly has a quiet beauty of its own, presenting the

appearance of a connected series of orchards and gardens,

interspersed with factories, villages, and temples. Tho
principal rivers are the Hooghly, the DAmodar, and the

RiipnlrAyan. The D.Amodar is the only large river which

intersects the district. As in other deltaic districts, the

highest land lies nearest the rivers, and the lowest levels are

found midway between two streams. There are in con-

sequence considerable marshes both between the Hooghly

and the Damodar__^and betweenthe latter river and the

RiipnArAyan.

The first regular census of the district (1872) showed a population

of 1, 188,556 persons, of whom 722,8r.G were m.ilcs and 765,700

females. Of these 813 wore Non-Asiatics, the great majority of

thciii Eurojieans, and 557 were of mixed races (Kur.asians). The
Hindus numbered 1,186,435 ; Mihometans, 2y0,025 ; and the

Cliristian community, 2583. Seven municipalities contain a popu-

lation of over 5000 each, viz. ^ Hownih, 97,78-1 ; Hooghly ahd
ChinMir.ah given as one town, 34,761 ; Scrampur, 24,448 ;

Kaidvabati, 13,332 ; Bansbaria, 7861 ; Bhadroswar, 7417 ; and
Kotrang, 6811. Howrah (?.D.)istlic largest and most important

town in the district. Amongst other plac« of interest arc^
Triboni, a phace of great s.anctity, and the seem; of niany religiotis

g.atherings ; I'anduah, now a sniall village, but in aucicut timea

the fortilied scat of a Hindu raj.i ; Tarakeswar, a villtge.cohtninihg

.1 large and richly endowed shriue of gro.M lioliness, visilKl «t idi

tiinM of the vcar by crowds of iiilqnms. Tho tatal Tovtnae in

1S70-71 was £239,452, afid the cx'pendUnra i:84,»8«. In 1870

there were 16 magisterial and 35 civil and revenue courts, with 8

covenanted F.nglish ollicers. The r<'gul,ir policft fbrcc of Hocghly
and Howrah consisted (1S7I) of 1140 nien, maiDt-ained at a cost of

£20.726. There w,as also in 1870 a nmnicipal force (exclusive of

lloHraii)of 583men,rostin'r f4475, and a rural police of 7068 men,
costing jC17,856. The nmuber of Govcrnmeut-ftidcd schools io
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1877-78 was G25. attended by 22,666 pupils. The principal ediica-

tio^^l institutioa in the district is the Hooghly College, attended in

1872 by 3142 students, on which the expenditure was £5143.

Rice forms the staple crop of the. district, occupying about

thirteen-sLxteenths of the cultivated, area; the other ct-reals are

barley, wheat, and Indian corn. The other crops consist of pease,

pulses, oil-seeds, vegetables, jute, hemp, cotton, sugar.-canc, indigo, ~

mulberry, tobacco, and pan: Blights occasionally visit "Hooglily

and Howrah, but tliey have not atfected any crop throughout tiie

entire district. An exceptional case was that of the "Bombay
BUffir-cane," which was totally destroyed by blight in 1360..

Droughts caused by dcliciency of rainfall sometimes occur, but not

to any serious extent, Floods are rare. .The trade of the district

is chiefly carried on by means of permanent markets. .The prin-

cipal exports are—fine rice, silk, indigo, jute, cotton cloth, and

vegetables ; the chief imports are common rice, English piece

goods, lime, timber, iic. Tlie chief manufactures are silk and

cotton. In 1870 there were 100 milos of road in Hooghly district,

maintained at a cost of £40)0. The East Indian Railway h.as its

principal terminus at Howrah, and runs through the district for

about 45 miles ; there are 10 stations in the district. There are

six canals in Hooghly district used for watcr-cairiage, of a total

length of 33 miles.

The climate does not diff.T from that of Lower Bengal generally.

The average maximu'n temperature is 92" K., the minimum 6S° F.

,

aiiil the average annual rainfall abunt 70 io'^hes. The diseases

of the district are fever, cholera, dysentery, &c. An epidemic

malarious fever has raged at intervals, and is said to have carried

olf more than half the population and to have almost depopulated

certain village's. There are 7 hospitals and dis]^ensaiie3. '

From an historical point of view the district possesses as much
interest as any in bengal, or indeed in India. In the e.arly period

of the Mahometan rule Satg.ion was the seat of the governors nf

Lower Bi-ngal and a mint town. It was also a place of great com-
mercial importance. In consequenre of the silting up of the

Saraswati, the river on which Satgiion was situated, the town be-

came iuaccessibte to large shijis, and the Portuguese moved to

Hooghly. In 1632 tho latter place, having been taken from the

Portuguese by the Mahometans, was made the royal poi't of Bengal

;

and all the public ofhces and records were withdrawn from Satgiion,

which rapidly fell into decay. In 1040 the East India Company
establisiied a Hictory at Hooghly. This was the Crst English settle-

ment in Lower Bengal. In 1635, a dis(nite having taken place

between the Englisli factors and the nawab of Bengal, the town
was bombarded anil burned to the ground. This was not the first

time that Hooghly had been the scene of a stiuggle deciding the

fate of a Euro|)e.an power in India. In 1629, when held by the
Portuguese, it wxs besieged for three months and a half by a large

Mahometan force sent by the emperor Shah Jahan. The place was
carried by storm ; more than 1000 Portuguese were killed, upwards
of 4000 prisoners taken, and of 300 vessels only 3 cscajied. But
Hooghly district possesses historical interest for other European
nations besides England and Portugal. The Dutch estalilisliod

themselves at Chinsnrah in the 17th century, and held the ['Luc till

1825, when it was CfdeJ to Great Britain in exchange for the island

of Java. The Danes settled at Serampur. where they reninined
till 1825, wh''n all Danish possessions in India were transferred to

the East India Com[>any. Chandarnagar became a French settle-

ment m 10S3. The English captured this town twice, but since

1816 it has remained m the possessiou of the French.

HoooriLV, the admniiatratlve headquarters of tlie abi've

district, is a town situated on the right or west bank of the
Hooghly, 22° .5I'_ 44" N. lat. and 88° 26' 28" E. long.

ITooghly and Chinsnrah form one municipality, and the
two towns were treated a3 one in the onuineration of

1872. I'ninilation, 34,701, viz., 17,114 mnles and 17,G47
females —Hindus, 27,429; Mahometans, 09-32; Christians,

328
I

" others," 52, Hunghly is a station on the East
Indian Ilailway, 25 miles from Calcutta. The principal

building is a handsome " ini.'imb.lni," constructed out of

funds wliicli had accMinulatcd from an endowment origin-

ally left for the purpose by a wealthy Shi;i. gentleman,
Muhammad Mohsin. The town is said to have been
founded by the Portuguese in 1.').37, on the decay of

SAtgilon, the royal port of Bengal. Upon establishing

themselves they built a fori at a place called Gholghat
(dose to the present jail), vestiges of which are still visible

ill the bed of the river. Tliis fort gradually grew into the
town and port nf Hooghly. (w w, II.)

IlOOOSTRATRiV, Sa.muel Diiiksz va.v, was born, it is

said, in 1027 at the Hague, (ind died at Dort, October 19,

1678. This artist, who was first a pnpil of his fatiijrj

lived at the Hague and at Dort till about 1640, when on
the death of Dirk Hoogstrateu he changed his. residence to

Amsterdam and entered the school of Rembrandt. A
short time afterwards he started as a ma5ter and painter of

portraits, set out on a round of travels which took him
(1651) to Vienna, Rome, and London, and finally retired

to. Dort, where ho married in 1656, and held an .appoint-

ment as." provost of the mint." Hoogstratcn's works are

scacce ;'"but a sufficient number of thcui has been preserved

to show that he strove to imitate dilierent styles at different

times,. In a portrait dated 16^5 in the Liohtenstein

collection at Vienna he imitates Rembrandt , and he con-

tinues in this vein as late as 1653, when he produced that

wonderful figure of a Jew looking out of a casement, which

is one of the most characteristic examples of his manner in

tho Belvedere at Vienna. A view of the Vienna Hofburg,

dated 1652, in the same gallery displays his skill as a

painter of architecture, whilst in a piece at the Hague re-

presenting a Lady Reading a Letter as .she crosses a Court-

yard, or a Lady Consulting a Doctor, in the Van der Hoop
Museum at Amsterdam, he luirtates De Hooch. One of his

latest works is a portrait of Mathys van den RroucU, dated

1670, in the gallery of Anistcrdan>. The scarcity of

Hoogstratcn's pictures is probably due to his versatility.

Besides directing a mint, he devoted some time to literary

labours, wrote a book on the theory of painting, and
composed sonnets and a tragedy. We are indebted to

him for seme of the familiar sayings of Rembrandt. He
was an etcher too, and some of his plates are still pre-

served. His portrait engraved by himself at the age of

fifty still exists.

HOOK, Theodore Edward <17S8-1S41), novelist,

dn.niatist, and improvisatore, was born in London 22d
September 1788. At Harrow he received but a scant

education, and although ho subsequently matriculated iit

Oxford he never actually resided at the university. Indeed

he seems to have abandoned all thought of serious study

about 1802, on the death of his mother, nee Madden,

a lady of singular beauty and ability The father, James
Hook, a composer of some distinction, took great delight

in exhibiting the extraordinary musical and metrical gifts

of tho stripling, and before many months the precocious

Theodore had become " the little pet lion of the green

room." At the age of sixteen he scored a dramatic success

with Tlie SrJJifi-'n A'<V«n(, a comic opera, and this he
rapidly followed up with a series of over a dozen sparkling

ventures, the instant popularity of which was hardly

dependent on the inimitable acting of Li>ton and .Mathews.

But an overweening love of society withheld Hook fruiii a'

lucrative career as a dramatic author, and for suuie ten of
the best years of his life he gave himself up to the jden'-ures

of the town, wiuninj a foremost place in the world ot

fashion by his liiatcliless powers of improvisation and
mimicry, and starlliiig the public by the audacity of his

practical jokes. His unique gift of iniproMii>tu minstrelsy

"niystilicd " Sheridan, astonished Coleridge, and eventually

charmed the Prince Regent into a declaration that "some-
thing must be done for Hook " The prince was as good as

his word, and the victim of social success was nppomtej
accountaut-gcueral and treasurer of the Mauritius wiib "V

salary of X2000 a year. Tor five delightful ytars IIoik

was tho life and soul of the island, but in Ifel". a serioi>g

deficiency having been discovered in the treasnry account!

he was arrested and brought to England on a criiiiinal

charge. It transpired that a sum of about XI 2.000 had
been abstracted by n rlcputy ofiicial, and for this amount
Hook was held responsible.

During the tardy scrutiny of the audit board he lived

obscurely and maintained himself by wntur^ for magazines
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on J newspapers. In 1820 Ue launclied the John Dull, the

chaminon of high Toryism and the virulent detractor of

Qiu'.eu Caroline. Witty, incisive criticism and pitiless

invective secured a large circulation for the newspaper,

and from this source alone Hook derived, for the first year

at least, an income of £2000. In the midst of his labours,

however, he was arrested for the second tmie on account

of Lit debt to the state, which he made no clfort to defray.

Confined for eight months in a sponging-house, he issued

tbeiicc the first series of his lively Sayiutjs and Doings (3d

series, 1828). On his liberation he continued to work with

his pen indefatigably, pouring forth in the remaining

twenty-three years of his life no fewer than thirty-eight

volumes, besides numberless articles, squibs, and sketches.

His novels are not works of enduring interest, but they are

saved from mediocrity by frequent passages of racy narra-

tive and vivid portraiture. The best are Maxwell (1S30),

Love and Pride (1833), the autobiograjihic Gilbert Giiriiey

<1835), yacvt Brag (1837), Gurney Married (1839), and
Peregrine Bunce (1841). Incessant work had already

begun to tell on his health, when Hook returned to his

old social habits, and a prolonged attempt to combine

industry and dissipation resulted in the sad confession that

he was " done up in purse, in mind, and in body too at

last." He died 24th August 1841. His writings in great

part are of a purely ephemeral character; the less transient,

touched though they be with a sparkling fancy, have long

since passed out of favour ; while the greatest triumphs of

the iniprovisatore may be .said to have been writ in wine.

Putting aside, however, his claim to literary greatness,

Hook will be remembered as one of the most brilliant,

genial, and original figures of Georgian times.

See Lockhart's bintrraphic Sketch (1S52), and tlic Rov. U. H. D.
Barliam s Life and Jicmanis (od cd., 1877).

HOOK, Walter Farquhar (1798-1875), son of the

Rov. Dr James Hook, dean of Worcester, and nephew of

the witty Theodore, wa.s born in London, 13th JIarch 1798.

Educated at Tiverton and Winchester, he graduated at

Oxford (Christ Church) in 1821, and after holding an
incumbency in Coventry, 1829-37, and in Leeds, 1837-59,
was nominated dean of Chichester by Lord Derby. He
liad -received the degree of D.D. in 1837. His friendship

towards the Tractarians exposed him to considerable per-

Bccution, but his simple manly character and zealous

devotion to parochial work gained him the support of

widely divergent classes. Throughout life he held steadily

by sober high-church principles, and the earnest, elevated

tone of his mind is e.xemplified in such sermons as " Hear
the Church ! " which was preached before the court in

1837, and subsequently passed through many large edi-

tions. The vigorous practical turn of his Christianity is

attested by the erection in the parish of Leeds, during his

incumbency, of 21 new churches, 32 parsonages, and over
CO schools, in addition to the rebuilding of the parish

church at a cost of £28,000. His literary works, which
are numerous, attain the limit of their design in advancing
Bome incidental plea or in contributing to the student's re-

sources. The principal are An Ecclesiastical Biographtj,
containing the Lives of Ancient Falkers and Modern Divines

(8 vok, 1845-52), A Church Dictionary (8th cd., 1859),
The Means of Rendering more ElTeclual the Education of the

P>oi>le (10th ed., 1851), Tlie Cross of Christ (1873), The
Church and its Ordinances (sermons, 4 vols., 187G), and
Lives of the Archbishops of Canteibnry (12 vols., 1800-70).
He died 20th October 1875. A memorial church has been
creeled in his honour at Leeds; it is a 13th century
Oothic structure, designed by Sir O. G. Scott (cost
.i'25,000), and was consecrated 29th January 18S0.

Sec Life and Letters uf Dean Hook by his son-in-law, W. R. W.
Stciihcns (2 vols., 1878), and Parish Sermons (1879).

HOOKE, Robert (1635-1703), in original and ingeni-

ous experimental philosopher, was born at Freshwater, in

the I.sle of Wight, July IS, 1635. His father, who was
minister of the parish, destined him for the church ; but
his constitutional illhealth precluded study, and threw him
instead on the resources ati'orded by his precocious mechani-

cal genius. From the workshop of Sir Peter Lely, where
he was placed after his father's death in 1648, he was
transferred to the house of Dr Busby, master of West-
minster School ; and there his education progressed with

surprising rapidity both in its classical and mathematical
branches. In 1653 ho entered Christ Church, Oxford, as

servitor; and ten years later he took his M.A. degree by
special recommendation of Lord Clarendon, then chancellor

of the university. After 1655 he was employed and
patronized by the Hon. Robert P>oyle, who turned his skill

to account in the construction of his celebrated air-pump.

Hooke's inventive faculty exercised itself, between 1657
and 1G59, in devising thirty different methods of flying,

and more profitably in regulating the movement of watches

by the application of the balance spring. In 1675 a lively

controversy arose between him and Huygens respecting

their rival claims to this- ingenious invention. The truth

seems to be that the original idea belonged to Hooke, but

that the coiled form of the spring, on which its practical

utility depends, was due to Huygens. On the 12tb of

November 1662 Hooke was appointed curator of experi-

ments to the Royal Society, and filled the office with extra-

ordinary diligence and skill during the remainder of his

life. In 1664 Sir John Cutler instituted for his benefit a

mechanical lectureship of £50 a year, and in the following

year he was nominated professor of geometry in Gresham
College, where he subsequently resided. After the great

fire of 1666 he constructed a model for the rebuilding of

the city, which was highly approved, although the design

of Wren was preferred. During the progress of the works,

however, Hooke acted as surveyor, aud accumulated in that

lucrative employment a sura of several thousand pounds,

discovered after his death in an old iron chest, which had
evidently lain unopened for above thirty years. He fulfilled

the duties of secretary to the Royal Society during five

years after the death of Oldenburg in 1677, publishing in

1681-82 the papers read before that body under the title

oi Philosophical Collections. A protracted controversy with

Hevelius, in which Hooke urged the advantages of tele-

scopic over plain sights, brought liim little but discredit.

His reasons were good ; but his ofl'ensive stylo of argument

rendered them unpalatable and himself unpopular. Many
circumstances concurred to embitter the latter years of his

life. The death, in 1687, of his niece, Mrs Grace Hooke,

who had lived with him for many years, caused him deep

afiliction ; a law suit with Sir John Cutler about his salary

(decided, however, in his favour in 1696) occasioned him
prolonged anxiety ; and the repealed anticipation of his

discoveries inspired him with a morbid jealousy. Marks

of public respect were not indeed wanting to him. A
degree of M.D. was conferred on him at Doctors' Commons,
December 7, 1691, and the Royal Society made him, in

1696, a grant to enable him to complete his philosophical

inventions. While engaged on this task he died, w^orn out

with disease and toil, March 3, 1703, and was buried in

St Helen's Church, Bishopsgate Street.

In personal appearance Hooke made but a sorry show.

His figure was crooked, his limbs shrunken ; his hair hung

in dishevelled locks over his haggard countenance. His

temper was irritable, his habits penurious and solitary.

He was, however, blameless in nioral.s, and reverent in

religion. His scientific performances would probably have

been more striking if they had been less varied. lie origin-

utcd much, but perfected little. His optical investiga-
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tions led Uim to adopt in an imperfect form tlia iinduhtory

tbfiory ai light, to anticipate the doctrine of interference,

and to o'Qserye, independently of though subsequently to

Grimaldi, the phenomenon of diffraction. He was the first

to state clearly that the motions of the heavenly bodies must

be regarded as a mechanical problem, and he approached

in a remarkable manner the discovery of universal gravita-

tion. He suggested a method of meteorological forecasting

and a system of telescopic signalling, anticipated Chladni's

experiment of strewing a vibrating bell with flour, investi-

gated the nature of sounds and the function of the air in

respiration and combustion, and originated the idea of using

the pendulum as a measure of gravity.

His principal writings are Micrographia, 1664 ; Lediones Cutleri-

tiue, 1674-79 ; and Poathunwus fVorks, containing a sketch flf his

"Pliilosophical Algebra," published by Waller in 1705..

' HOOKER, Joseph (1814-1879), American general, was

born in Old Hadley, Massachusetts, November 13, 1814.

He was ediicated at the Military Academy at West Point,

1833-37, and immediately commissioned second lieutenant

in the 1st Artillery. In the war with Mexico (1846-48)
1 e served as aide-de-camp and assistant adjutant-general,

and was breveted captain, major, and lieutenant-colonel,

and commissioned captain, for meritorious services in the

engagements at Monterey, National Bridge, and Chapultepec.
He was transferred with his regiment to California in

1849. In 1853 he resigned his commission and bought a

large farm near Sonoma, which he managed successfully

till 1858, when he was made superintendent- of military

roads in Oregon. Upon the opening of hostilities in the

civil war of 1861-65, he sacrificed his fine estate and
offered his sword to the Federal Government. He was
commissioned brigadier-general of volunteers, May 17,

1861, and major-general May 5, 1862. At Williamsburg,

May 5th, he attacked a strong Confederate position,

and for nine hours maintained the fight, inflicting and
sustaining heavy loss, and winning the title of " Fighting

Joe." He was engaged at Fair' Oaks, June 1st, and at

Malvern Hill, July 1st, and did signal service at Charles

City Cross Roads, June 20th, when his division aided ia

holding a vital position on the flank of the Union Army,
in its noted " change of base." In the campaign of

Northern Virginia, under General Pope, August 27 to

September 1, 1862, he led his division in the actions

at Bristoe Station, Manassas, and Chantilly. In the

Maryland campaign, September 6-17 (under General

M'Clellan), he commanded the first corp.s, and gallantly

carried the north pass of South Mount, opening the way
for the advance of the army. He opened the battle of

Antietam on the 14th, and on the following morning was
pitted against " Stonewall " Jackson, at the noted " corn-

field," where he used his artillery with terrible effect; but

received a painful wound, and was borne from the field.

He was commissioned brigadier-general in the United States

army September 20, 1862, and in the disastrous battle of

Fredericksburg, under Burnside, ho commanded the centre

grand division (3d and 5th corps). He commanded the

4rmy of the Potomac January 26th to June 28th, 1863,

ftud, having by a fine strategic movement thrown his army
Across a turbulent stream in face of the foe, fought a severe

'nattle at Chanccilorsville, wliore he was serioualy injured

;

ftnd, his army being thrown into an unfavourablo position

by the unexpected giving way of his right wing, ho decided

lo retire. He w;is relieved at his own request, on the 28th
of June, with the thank? of Congress "for skill, energy,

and endurance" in the beginning of the Gettysburg cam-
paign. He commanded the 20th corps (Uth and ISth

corps tonBolidated) in the Atlanta campaign, winning
.'pooial distiiictinn in the night battle of Wauhatchie, ;i;i'l iit

liOokout Mountain, " the battle :»bove the c1oi;l';j." For r»

hupdred days, and until lae capture of Atlanta, the noise

of battle scarcely ceased, his corps doing signal service

at Mill Creek, Resaca, New Hope Church, Pine Mount,
Peach Tree Creek, and the siege of Atlanta. He was com-
missioned brevet-major-general in the United States army,
March 13, 1865, and retired from active service at his

own request, .October 15, 1868. The last years of his life

were passed in ,the neighbourhood of New York.
,
He died

at Garden City, Long Island, October 31, 1879.

HOOKER, Richard (1553-1600), author of the Zmes
of Ecclesiastical Polity, was born at Heavitree, near the

city of Exeter, about the end of 1553 or beginning of 1554.

At school, not only his facility in mastering his tasks, bui

liis iiitellectual inquisitiveness and his fine moral qualities,

attracted the special notice of his teacher, who strongly

recommended his parents to educate him for tEe church.

Though well connected, they were, however, somewhat
straitened in their worldly circumstances, and Hooker
was indebted for admission to the university to his uncle,

John Hooker, chamberlain of Exeter, and in his day a

man of some literary repute, who, besides giving him
an annual pension, induced Bishop Jewel to become his

patron and to bestow on him a clerk's place in Corpus

College, Oxford. To this Hooker was admitted' in 1567.

Bishop Jewel died in September 1571, but Dr Cole, presi-

dent of the college, from the strong interest he felt in the

young man, on account at once of his character and his

abilities, spontaneously offered to take the bishop's place

as his patron ; and shortly afterwards Hooker, by his own
labours as a tutor, became independent of gratuitous aid.'

Two of his pupils, and these his favourite ones, were Edwin
Sandys, afterwards author of .ffHro/JOj Speculum, miAGeoxga
Cranmer, grand-nephew of the archbishop. Hooker's

reputation as a tutor soon became very high, for he had
employed his five years at the university to such good

purpose as not only to have acquired great proficiency in

the learned languages, but to have joined to this a wide

and varied culture which had delivered hiiu from the

bondage of learned pedantry ; in addition to which he is

said to have possessed a remarkable talent for communicat-

ing knowledge in a clear and interesting manner, and to

have exercised a special influence over his pupils' intellec-

tual and moral tendencies. In December 1 573 he was elected

to a foundation in his college; in July 1577 he proceeded

M.A"., and in September of the same year he was admitted a

fellow. In 1579 he was appointed by the chancellor of

the university to read the public Hebrew lecture, a duty

which he continued to discharge till Iws left Oxford. Not
long after his admission into holy ordtfrs, about 1581, ho

was appointed to preach at St Paul's Cross ; and, according

to Walton, he was so kindly entertained by Mre Church-

man, who kept the Shunaraite's house where tlio preacheis

were boarded, that he permitted her to choose him a wife,

" promising upon a fair summons to return to London and

accept of her choice." The lady selected by her was " her

daughter Joati," who, says the same authority, " found him

neither beauty nor portion ; and for her conditions they

were too like that wife's wliich is by Solomon comiiared to

a dripping house." It is probable that Walton has exag-

gerated the simplicity and passivcncss of Hooker in the

matter, but though, as Koble observes with justice, his

writings betray uncommon shrewdness and quickness of

observation, as well as a vein of keenest humour, it would

appear that either gratitude or some other impulse had on

this occasion led his judgment astray. After his marriage

ho was about the end of 1584 presented to the living of

Drayton Beauchamp in Buckinghamshire. In the follow-

ing year he received a. visit frnni his two pupils Edwin
Sandys and George Cramricr, who found him with tho

Odes ol HoraoB in his hand, tending the ahecp while tho •

k
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Bervant was at dinner, alter which, when they on the return

of the servant accompanied him to Jiis house, " Richard

was called to rock the cradle." Finding him so engrossed

by worldly and domestic cares, " they stayed but till the

next morning," and, greatly grieved at his narrow circum-

stances and unhappy domestic condition, " left him to the

company of his wife Joan."

The visit had, however, results of the highest moment,

not only in regard to the career of Hooker, but in regard

to English literature and English philosophical thought.

Sandys prevailed on his father, the archbishop of York, to

recommend Hooker for presentation to the mastership of

the Temple, and Hooker, though his " wish was rather to

gain a better country living," having agreed after some
hesitation to become a candidate, the patent conferring

upon him the mastership was granted 17th March 1585.

The rival candidate was Walter Travers, a Presbyterian

and evening lecturer in the same church. Being continued

in the lectureship after the appointment of Hooker,

Travers' was in the habit- of attempting a refutation in

the evening of what Hooker had spoken in the morning,

Hooker again replying on the following Sunday; so it was

Baid " the forenoon sermon spake Canterbury, the afternoon

Geneva." On account of the keen feeling displayed by the

partisans of both. Archbishop Whitgift deemed it prudent

to prohibit the preaching of Travers, whereupon ho pre-

sented a petition to the council to have the prohibition

recalled. Hooker published an Answer to the PetilioaofMr
Travers, and also printed several sermons bearing on special

points of the controversy ; but, feeling strongly the unsatis-

factory nature of such an isolated and fragmentary discus-

sion of separate points, he resolved to compose an elaborate

and exhaustive treatise, exhibiting the fundamental prin-

ciples by which the question in dispute must be decided.

It is probable that the work was begun in the latter half of

158C, and he had made considerable progress w-ith it before,

with a view to its completion, he petitioned Whitgift to be

removed to a country parsonage, in order that, as he said,

"I may keep myself in peace and privacy, and behold God's

blessing spring out of my mother earth, and eat my own
f)read without oppositions." His desire was granted in

(591 by a presentation to the rectory of Boscombe near

Salisbury. There ho completed the volume containing the

first four of tlie proposed Eight Books of the Laws of
Ecclesiastical Polity. ' It was entered at Stationers' Hall,

9th March 1692, but was not published till 1593 or 159i.

In July 1595 he was promoted by the crown to the rectory

of Bishopsbourne near Canterbury, where he lived to see the

completion of the 6fth book in 1597. In the passage from
London to Gravesend some time in 1600 ho caught a severe

cold from which he never recovered, but, notwithstanding

great weakness and constant suffering, he " was solicitous in

his study," hLs one desire being "to live to finish the three

remaining books of Polity." , His death took place about
November of the same year. A volume professing to con-

tain the sixth and eighth books of the Polity was published
at London in 1648, but the bulk of the sixth book, as has
been shown by Keble, is an entire deviation from the sub-
ject on which Hooker proposed to treat, and doubtless the
genuine copy, known to have been completed, has been
lost. The seventh book, which was published in a new
edition of the work by Gauden in 1662, and the eighth
book, may be regarded as in substance the composition of

Hooker; but, as, in addition to wanting his final revision,

they have been very unskilfully edited, if they have not
been manipulated for thtological purposes, their statements
in regard to doubtful matters must be fcccived with due
reserve, and no reliance can be placed on their testimony
where their meaning contradicts that of other portions

of the Polity.
-

The conception of Hooker in his later years which we
form from the various accessible sources is that of a person

of low stature and not immediately impressive appearance,

much bent by the influence of sedentary and meditative

habits, of quiet and retiring manners, and discoloured in

complexion and worn and marked in feature from the hard

mental toil which he had expended on his great work.

There seems, however, exaggeration in Walton's statement

as to the meanness of his dress ; and Walton certainly

misreads his character when he portrays him as a kind of

ascetic mystic. Though he was unworldly and simple in

his desires, and engrossed in the purpose to which he had
devoted his life,—the " completion of the Polity,"—his

writings indicate that he possessed a cheerful and healthy

disposition, and that he was capable of discovering enjoy-

ment in everyday pleasures, anrl of appreciating human lilo

and character in a wide variety of aspects. He seems to havo
had a special delight in outward nature—as he expressed it,

he loved " to see God's blessing spring out of his mother
earth

;

" and he spent much of his spare time in visiting

his parishioners, his deference towards them, if excessive,

being yet mingled with a grave dignity which ren-

dered unwarrantable libc-ties impossible. As a preacher,

though singularly devoid of the qualities which win the

applause of the multitude, he always excited the interest

\>f the more intelligent, the breadth and finely balanced

wisdom of his thoughts and the fascination of his composi-

tion greatly modifying the impression produced by his

weak voice and ineffective manner. Partly, doubtless, on
account of his dimsightedness, he never removed Tlis eye

from his manuscript, and, according to Fuller, " he may be

said to have made good music with his fiddle and stick

alone, having neither pronunciation nor gesture to grace

his matter."

To accede without explanation to the claim put forth for tlio

Ecclesiastical Polili/ of Hooker, tliat it marks an epoch in Englisn

prose literature and English thought, would both be to do somi?

injustice to writers previous to liitn, and, if not to overestimate his

influence, to misinterpret its character. By no means can bis ex-

cursions in English prose be regarded as chiefly those of a pioneer

;

and not only is his intellectual position inferior to that of Shake-

speare, Spenser, and Bacon,' who alone can be properly reckoned
as the master spirits of the age, but in reality what effect he may
have had upon the thought of his contemporaries was soon dis-

regarded and swept out of sight in the hand-to-hand struggle with
Puritanism, and his influence, so far from being immediate and
contined to one particular era, has since the reaction agairist Puri-

tanism been slowly and imperceptibly permeating and colouring

English thought down to the present time. His work is, however,

the earliest in English prose with enough of the preserving salt of

excellence to adapt it to the mental palate of modern readers.

Attempts more elaborate than those of the old chroniclers had been

made two centuries previously to employ English prose both for

narrative and for discussion ; and, a few years before him, Roger
Ascliam, Sir Thomas Jlore, Latimer, Sir Philip Sidney, the com-
pilers of the pra}'cr book, and various translators of tlie Bible had

in widely dillerent departments of literature brought to light many
samples of the rich wealth of expression that was latent in tVa

linguage ; but Hooker's is the first independent work in EnplisU

prose of notable power and genius, and the vigour and grasp oi' its

thou"ht are not more remarkable than the felicity of its literary

style. Its more usual and obvious excellencca are c'le.Trness of

expression, notwithstanding occasionally complicated methods;

great aptr.-ess and conciseness in the formation of individual clauses,

and such a fine sense of proportion and rhythm in their arrange*

ment as almost conceals the difficulties of syntax by which be was

hampered; finished simplicity, notwithstanding a stateliness too

uniform and unbroken ; a nice discrimination in the choice of worda

and phrases, so as both to portray the exact shade of his meaning,

and to express each of his thoughts with that degree of emphasis

appropriate to its place in his composition. In regard to qualities

more relating to the matter than the manner we may note the

subtle and partly hidden humour; the strong enthusiasm nndcr-

Ij-ing that seemingly calm and passionless exposition of principles

' If Bacon was the author of The Chrislinn Paradoxts, his pbiloso

phical standpoint in reference to religion w.is not only less a'Ivance<J

than that of Hooker, but Id a sense directly opposed to it
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wlilcli continually led him away from t!ie niinutix of temporaiy

disputes, and has earned for him the somewhat misleading epitliet

of "judicious" ; the solidity of learning, not ostentatiously dis-

played, but indicated in the character and variety of his illustra-

tions and his comprehensive mastery of all that relates to his

subject ; the breadth of his conceptions, and tlie sweep and ease of

his movements in the highest regions of thought ; the fine poetical

descriptions occasionally introduced, in which his eloquence attains

Q grave, rich, and massive harmony that compares not unfavour-

ably with the finest prose of Milton. His manner is, of course,

defective iu the flexibility and variety characteristic of the best

models of English prose literature after the language had been

enriched and perfected by long use, and his sentences, constructed

too much according to Latin usages, are often tautological and too

protracted into long concatenations of clauses ; but if, when
regarded superficially, his style presents in some respects a stiff

and antiquated aspect, it yet possesses an original and innate charm
that has retained its freshness after the lapse of nearly three

centuries.

The direct interest in the Ecclesiastical Polity is now philosophi-

cal and political rather than theological, for what theoIogic^l im-
portance it possessed was rather in regard to the spirit and method
m which theology should be discussed than in regard to the decision

of strictly theological points. Hooker bases his reasoning on prin-

ciples which he discovered iu Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, but
the intellectual atmosphere of his age was dilferent from that which
surrounded tiiem ; he was acted upon by new and more various im-
pulses enabling him to imbibe more thoroughly the s]iirit of Greek
thought which was the source of their inspiration, and thus to reach

a higher and freer region than scholasticism, and in a sense to

inaugurate modern philosophy in England. It may be admitted
that his principles arc only partially and in some degree capriciously

wrought out,— that if he is not under the dominion of intellectiiiU

tendencies lending to opposite results there are occasional blanks
and gaps in tiis argument where he seems sometimes to be groping
after a meaning which he cannot fully grasp ; but he is often
charged with obscurity simply because readers of various theological

schools, beholding in his principles what seem the sutline and jiisli-

fication of their own ideas, are disappointed when they find that

these outlines instead of acquiring as they narrowly e.xamine them
the full and definite form of their anticipations, widen out into a
region beyond their notions and sympathies, and therefore from their
point of view enveloped in mist and shade. It is the exposition of
philosophical principles in the first and second books of the Polity,

and not the application of these principles in the remaining books
that gives the work its standard place iu English literature. It was
intended to bean answer'to the attacks of the Presbyterians on the
Episcopalian polity and customs, but no attempt is made directly

to oust Presbyteriauism from the place it then held in the Church
of England. The work must rather be regarded as a remonstrance
against the narrow ground chosen by the Presbyterians for their basis

of attack. Hooker's exact nositioii being that " a necessity of polity
and regiment may be held in all churches without holding any
form to be necessary." The general purpose of his reasoning is to
vindicate Epi.scopacy from objections that had been urged against
it, but he attains a result which has other and wider consequences
than this. The fundamental principle on which he bases his
reasoning is the unity and all-cnibiacing cliaracter of law—law
"whoso seat," ho beautifully says, "is the bosom of God, whose
voice the harmony of the world." Law—as operative in nature, as

regulating each man's individual character and actions, as seen in

the formations of societies and gov.-rnnients— is equally a nnanifes.

tation and development of the divine order according to which God
Himself acts, is the expression in various forms of the divine reason.
He makes a distinction between natural and positive laws, the one
being eternal and immutable, the other varying according to ex-
ternal necessity and expediency, and he includes all the forms of
government under laws that are positive and therefore alterable ac-

cording to circumstances. Their application is to be determined by
reason, reason enlightened and strengthened by every variety of know-
ledge, discipline, and cxnericncc. The leading feature in his .system
is the high plrfce assigned to reason, for, though allirniing that certain
truths neces.sary to salvation could be made known only by special
divino revelation, lie yet elevates reason into the criterion by which
these truths are to be judged, anil the stiiiidaid to determine what
ill revelation is temporal and what eternal. " It is not the word of
God it.self," he says, " which doth or possibly can assure us that
we do well to think It His word." At the same time he saves liim-
nelf from the dangers of abstract and rash theorizing by a deep and
iibsolute rt'gard for facts, the diligent and accurate study of which
lie makes of the first importance to the proper use of reason. "The
general and perpetual voice of uieii is.' he says, "as the sentence
of God Himself. For that which all men have at oil limes learned,
nr.turo herself must needs have taught ; and, God being the author
of nnture, licr voice is but Hisiiislrumciit." Applying his principles
to man individually, the fnumlation of morality is, according to
Hooker, immutablu, and rests " on that law which God from the U'-

ginning hath set Himself to do all things by ;" this law is to be dis-

covered by reason ; and the perfection which reason teaches us to

strive after is stated, with characteristic breadth of conception and
regard to the facts of human nature, to be "a triple perfection : first

a sensual, consisting in those things which very life itself requireth,

either as necessary supplements, or as beauties or ornaments there-

of ; then an intellectual, consisting in those things which none
underneath man is either capable of or acquainted with ; lastly, a

spiritual or divine, consisting in those things whereunto we tend by .

supernatural means here, but cannot here attain unto them." Ap-
plying his principles to man as a member of a community, he

assigns practically the same origin and sanctions to ecclesiastical

as to civil government. His theory of government forms the basis

of the Treatise on Civil Government by Locke, although Locke de-

veloped the theory in a way that Hooker would not have sanctioned.

The force and justification of government Hooker derives from
public approbation, either given directly by the parties immediately
concerned, or indirectly through inheritance from their ancestors.
" Sith men," he says, " naturally have no full and perfect powerto
command whole politic multitudes of men, therefore utteily with-

out our consent we could in such soil be at no man's commandment
living. And to be commanded we do consent, when that society

whereof we are part hath at any time before consented, without
revoking the same after, by the like universal agreement." His
theory as he stated it is in various of its aspects and applications

liable to objection; but taken as a whole it is the first philosojdiical

statement of the principles which, though disregarded m the

succeeding age, have since regulated political progress in England,
and gradually modified its constitution into its present form. One
of the corollaries of his principles, his theory of the relation of

church and state, according to which, with the qualifications im-
plied in his theory of government, he asserts the royal supremacy
in matters of religion, and identifies the church and commonwealth
as but different aspects of the same government, has not met with
such general approval, but practically it is the theory of the ablest

defenders of state churches at the present time. i

A lite of Hooltcr by Dr Cauden was pablislie.l In his edition of Hooker's works,
London, 16'J2, To correct Mie erruis in Hits life Walton wiote iinollier. mIucIi
was published in the 2d edition of Hooker's works in ItJGt: Tlie sliindiirri modern
ediiion of itookLTS works is thai hy Keble. wliicli tirst appeared in IS.'ii:, and
lias since been several times i tpnnled, 'I'lie first book of tlie Laics o/Ecclesiosnrat
folxlii has been edited for tlie " Clarendon I'less Series," by It. W. Chnrch. M.A.
(18G8J. (T. F. 11.)

HOOKER, Sir William Jackson (1785-1865), a dis-

tinguished English botanist, was born at Norwich, July

6, 1785. His father, Joseph Hooker of E.xcler, a mem-
ber of the same family as the celebrated Ricliard Hooker,

devoted much of his time to the study of German litera-

ture and the cultivation of curious plants. The son was
educated at the high school of Noi'wich, on leaving which

his independent means enabled him to travel and to

take up as o recreation the study of natural history,

especially ornithology and entomology. Ho subsequently

confined his attention to botany, on the recommendation

of Sir James E. Smith, whom he liad consulted respect-

ing a rare moss picked up in a ramble. His first

botanical expedition was made in Iceland, in the summer of

1809, at the suggestion of Sir Joseph lianks ; but tha.

natural history spuciinons which he collected, with his notes

and drawing.s, were lost on the homewurd voyage throvigli

the burning of the ship, and the young botanist himself

had a narrow escape with his life. A' good memory, how-

ever, aided him to publish an account of the islnird, and of

its inhabitants and Won {Tour in Iceland, ISOO), privately

circulated in 1811, and reprinted in ISl.'^. In 1810-11

he mnde extensive prciiarations, and sacrifices which proved

financially serious, with a view to accompany Sir R. Brown-

rigg to Ceylon to explore that teeming though then almost

unknown island ; but the (iistuibances creatcil by the king

of Candy led to the abandonment of the projected expedi-

tion. Hooker immediately fixed his attention, hmvever, on

the foiniation of an herbarium which was destined to

become the finest in Europe, and in 1814 ho spent nine

miuiths iu botanizing excursions in France, Switzerland,

and Northern Italy, during which ho became acquainted

with many of tlio leading Continental botani.sts. The
following year ho married the eldest daughter of Mr
Dawson Turner, F.li.S., a lady who, during forty years,

'• nod in the labours of Lis study. SctUing ut Holes-
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wnrtb, Suffolk, he continued to increase his herbarium,

which became the resort and admiration of British and

Continental botanists. In 1S16 appeared the British

Jiingtrmamaa;, his first scientific work, which is even

now a model of microscopic dissection and of accurate

descri[ition and figuring. This was succeeded by a new
edition of Curtis's Flora Loudineiisis, for which he wrote

the descriptions (1817-28); by a description of the Planl^e

Crt/ptogamxca: of A. de Humboldt and A. Bonplaud ; by

the Musr^lojia Britannica, a very complete account of

the mosses of Great Britain and Ireland, prepared in

conjunction with Dr T. Taylor (1818) , and by his J/«*ci

Exodci, 2 vols. (1818-20), devoted to new foreign mosses

and other cryptog.amic plants. In 1820 he accepted the

regius professorship of botany in Glasgow university, and

entered upon a new career of activity, in which he soon

becirae popular as a lecturer, his style being both clear

nnd ready. The following year he brought out the Flora

Scolica, in which the natural method of arrangement of

British plants was given with the artificial. During the

twenty years he remained at Glasgow he prepared and

took part in miny works, the more important being the

following ;

—

The Botanical [llustralions ; Exotic Flora, indicating such of the

6[i'-cimc:i3 as are deserving cultivation; 3 vols. 1822-27 ; Account

of Sabine's Arctic Plants, 1821 ; Catalogue of Plants in the Gtn-igoio

Botanic Garden, 1825; the Botany of Parry's Third Voyage,

1826 ; The Botanical ifagazinc, 1827-65, 38 vols. ; Ico-ncs

Filicum, \a concert with Dr R. K. Grevillc, 1829-31, 2 vols.
;

British Flora, of which several editions appeared, undertaken with

Dr G. A. W. Arnott, 1830, &c.; British Flora Cryptoyamia {FMngi),

1833 ; Characters of Generafrom tltc British Flora, 1830 ; Flora
Boreali- Americana, 1840, 2 vols., being the botany of Hiilish

North Ameiica collected in Sir J. Franklin's voyage ; The Journal

of Botany, 1830-42, 4 vols. , Companion to the Botanical Magazine,
1835-36, 2 vols. ; /cones Plantarum, 1837-54, 10 vols. ; the

Botany of Becchcy's Voyage to tlie Pacific and Bchring^s Sti-aits (with

Ur Araott, 1841); the Genera Filicum, 1842, from the original

coloured draw.ngs of F. Bauer, with additions and descriptive

letterpress ; The London Journal of Botany, 1842-48, 7 vols. ;

Notes on the Botany of the Antarctic Voyage of the Erebus and
Terror, 1843; Species Filicum, 1846-64, 5 vols., the standard
work on this subject; A Centitry of Orchidca:, 1846; Journal

of Botany and Kew Garden Miscellany, 1849-57, 9 vols. Ill

1849 he edited the Niger Flora of V'ogel, and the JViododendrons

of Sikkim, Victoria flctjia, 1851 ; Museum of Eeonotnic Botany at

Kew, 1S55; Filices Euotiei, 1857-59; Tlie British Ferns, 1861-62;
A Century of Fents, 1854; A Secontl Century of Ferns, 1860-61
The estimation in whieh he held his patron the duke of liedtbrd

is shown in the Letter on his grace's death printed in 1840. calling

attention to the services rendered by him to bolany and hoiticutlure.

It was mainly by Hooker's exertions that botanists were
appointed to the Government expeditions. While his works
were in progress his herbarium received large and valuablo

odditions from all parts of the globe, and his position as a

botanist was thus vastly improved. lie received the honour
of knighthood from William IV. in 1836 in consideration

of his meritorious researches in scientific botany ; and a

few years later, in 1841, he was appointed director of

the Royal Botanical Gardens of Kew, on the resignation

of Mr Alton. The attainment of this post had long been
the object of his life. The gardens flourished under his

administration ; the Government had confidence in him
,

and his numerous friends and correspondents took pride in

contributing to the scientific needs of his-herbarium. From
small beginnings the gardens expanded under his direction

to 75 acres, with an arboretum of 270 acres, and three
museums, enriched with many thousand examples of vege-
table products, havo been added, forming together, with
the magnificent palm-house and conservatories, the most
delightful and beautiful resort that the inhabitants of

London possess; while his extensive library of reference

and admirably arranged herbarium, the greater part of

which was presented by Sir William to the country, form
a constant attraction to the botanist. He was engaged on

U—8-

the Si/nopsis Filicum with J, G. Baker when an epidemic

at Kew brought his valuable lifs to a close. He died
August 12, 1805, in the eighty-first year of his age.

HOOLE, John (1727-1803), translator and dramat.»r,

was born at Moorfields, London, in December 1727. At
the age of seventeen he became a clerk in the accountants'

department of the East India House.. His leisure hours he
devoted to the study of Latin and especially Italian, after

obtaining a mastery of which he commenced writing trans-

lations of the chief works of the Italian poets. He pub-
lished the Jerusalem Delivered of Tasso in 1703, the
Orlando Furioso of Ariosto in 1773-178.3, the Dramas of
Metastasio in 1707, and Rinaldo, an early work of .Tanso,

in 1792. He also wrote the following dramas

—

Cyrus
(1703), Timanlhes (1770), and Cleonia (1775), none of

which achieved success. The verses of Hoole have been
praised by Johnson, with whom he was on terms of
intimacy, but, though correct, smooth, and flowing, they
cannot be commended for any other merit ; and the noble
poetry of Italy, transmuted through the crucible of his trans-

lations, becomes spiritless and commonplace. In 1773 ho
was promoted to be auditor of Indian accounts, which olTice

he resigned in 1783, and in 1780 he retired to Abinger
near Dorking, Surrey, where he died 2d April 1803.

Sec Anecdotes of the Life ofJohn Uoolc, by the Kcv. Samuel Hoole,
London, 1803.

HOOPER, John (^. H95-1555), bishop and martyr,
was a native of Somersetshire, and was born about 1495.
He was educated at iMerton College, Oxford, and after

taking his degree of bachelor of arts in 1518 joined tlio

order of Cistercian moniis at Gloucester. Subsequently,
" while living too .-nuvii of a court life in the palace of the
king," his atteo'.ion was directed to the writings of Zwingli,

and the result of his perusing them was that alter a diligent

study of the Scriptures he became a zealous advocate of the
principles of the Reformation. For a short time he was
chaplain to Sir Thomas Arundel, but, being warned of the
danger to which bis opinions exposed him, he in 1539 made
his escape to France. Eeruniing to England snortly after-

w.ards, he found ;liat plots were again being laid for his

life, and escaped £•; Irsiir.d disguised as a sailor. From
Ireland he again went to France, passing thence to Germany,
where he married, probably in 1546. After his marriage
he settled in Zurich till March 1549, when he set out for

England. Immediately on arriving in London he beg.in

to apply himself to the work of instructing the masses, and
so successful were hio labours that the churches in which
ho lectured were crowded by eager audiences, and that the

king specially requested him to remain in London to further

the progress of the Reformation. In 1550 he was pre-

sented to the bishopric of Gloucester; but, refusing it on
account of objections to the oath and vestments, he was sum-
moned before the council, and ultimately was imprisoned

for some time in the Fleet, till he intimated that his scruples

had been removed. The duties of his episcopate he dis-

charged with a diligence, zeal, and self-sacrifice tliat have
been rarely equalled. He preached throe or four times a
day in the towns and villages of his diocese, and so regard-

les.' was he of fatigue that his wife wrote Bullinger to
" reconmiend Master Hooper to be more moderate in his

labour," lest his "overabundant exertions should cause a
|)remature decay ;" he made minute iiicjuiry into the know-
ledge, doctrine, conduct, and worldly condition of his clergy,

whose impoverished livings he petitioned the council to be
allowed to augment out of bis own income ; and he sup-

plied a free dinner in bis hall to the poor of the city daily,

sitting down and sharing it with them. lo 1552 he was
created bishop of Worcester in commendam. On the acces-

sion of IVlary in the following year he was immediately

arrested and scut to the Fleet, aud after suffering eighteen
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fiiOBths' imprisonment be was on January 29, 1555, tried

for heresy and condemned to death. The sentence was

carried out on February 9 th, the martyr enduring the

agonies of the stake, which on account of the accidental

use of green wood were unusually protracted, with great

fortitude. Hooper's opinions were more decidedly anti-

Romish than those of Cranmer or Ridley, and very nearly

identical with those afterwards promulgated by the Puritans.

He was the author of various sermons ancl controversial

treatises.

His Early Ifrilings, edited for the Parker Society by the Rev.

Samuel Carr, appeared in 1843, and hia Later Writings, edited for

the same society by tlie Rev. Charles Nevinson, M.A., in 1852. A
new edition of his works was published at O.\foid in 1855.

HOOPING-COUGH, or Whooping-CougS (syn. Perims-

sis, Chin-Cough), an infectious disease of the respiratory

mucous membrane, manifesting itself by frequently re-

curring paroxysms of convulsive coughing accompanied
with peculiar sonorous inspirations. It occurs for the most

part among children, and only once in a lifetime.

The specific cause of hooping-cough is unknown, but the

view which ascribes it to some atmospheric condition ap-

pears to derive support from the frequency of this disease

us an epidemic ; whether, however, that be the presence of

a peculiar form of germ, as is held by some, remains as yet

undetermined. Although specially a disease of childhood,

hooping-cough is by no means limited to that period, but

may occur at any time of life, even to old age, should there

have been no previous attack. It is most common between

the ages of one and four, and is rare after ten. Dr Edward
Smith's statistics showed that it was the most fatal of all

diseases of children under ono year, that 68 per cent, of

the deaths from hooping-cough occurred under the age of

two, and that only 6 per cent of the deaths were recorded

after five years. It has been occasionally observed in

newly-bora infants. It is more common In female than in

male children. Hooping-cough is highly contagious during

any stage of its progress, but apparently more so in its

commencement. It is not only communicated by the

breath, but may, as has been clearly proved, be conveyed
by the medium of clothing and by persons who have been
in contact with those dlTccted. It is said to bo favoured

by cold and damp weather, and to prevail mostly in spring

.nnd autumn, doubtless owing to these seasons increasing

the predisposition to afi'ections of the respiratory passages.

Epidemics of hooping-cough have often been noticed to

succeed or even to accompany those of measles or scarlet

fever, although no causal connexion between these diseases

can be admitted.

With respect to the symptoms of hooping-cough, three
stages of the disease are recognized, viz., (1) the catarrhal

stage, (2) the spasmodic stage, (3) the stage of decline.

Thofirst staye is characterized by the ordinary phenomena
of a catarrh, with sneezing, watering of the eyes, irritation

of the throat, foverishnoss andT;ough, but in general there
is nothing in the symptoms to indicate that they arc to

develop into hooping-cough.
' The catarrhal stage usually

lasts from ten to fourteen days. The sfcond staf/e is marked
by the abatement of tho catarrhal symptoms, but at the sumo
time by increase in tho cough, wliicli now occurs in irregular
paroxysms both by day and by night. Each paroxysm
consists in a series of violent and rapid csfiiratory coughs,
succeeded by a loud sonorous or crowing inspiration— tlio

" whoop." During the coughing efforts the air is driven
with great force out of the lungs, and as none can enter tho
chest the symptoms of impending asphyxia appear. Tho
patient grows Jeep-red or livid in the face, the eyes appear
as if thoy would Inimt from their sockets, and sulTocation
aeems imminent till relief is brought by the "whoop"
the louder and moro vifiorous tho bettor. .Occasionally

blood bursts from the nose, mouth, and ears, or is exfrava-

sated into the conjunctiva of the eyes. A cmgle fit rarely

lasts beyond from half to three-quarters of a minute, but
after the " whoop " another recurs, and of these a number
may come and go for several minutes. The paroxysm
ends by the cougliing or vomiting up of a viscid tenacious

secretion, and usually after this the patient seems compara-
tively well, or, it may be, somewhat wearied and fretful.

The frequency of the paroxysms varies according to the
severity of the case, being in some instances only to tho

extent of one or two in the whole day, while in otliers there

tjiay be several in the course ofa single hour. Slight causes

serve to bring on the fits of coughing, such as the acts of

swallowing, talking, laughing, crying,-itc., or they may
occur without any apparent exciting cause. In general

children come to recognize an impending attack by a feeling

of tickling in the throat, and they cling with dread to their

mothers or nurses, or take hold of some object near them
for support during the paroxysm ; but although exhausted

by the severe fit of coughing they soon resume their play,

apparently little the worse. The attacks are on the whole

most severe at night. This stage cf the disease usually

continues for thirty to fifty days, but it may be shorter or

longer. It is during this time that complications are apt to

arise which may become a source of danger greater even
than the malady itself. The chief of these are inflammatory
afi'ections of the bronchi and lungs, and convulsions, any
of which may prove fatal. When, however, the disease

progresses favourably, as it usually does, tho third or

terminal stacje. is announced by the less frequent paroxysms
of the cough, which generally loses in great measure its

" whooping " character. The patient's condition altogether

undergoes amendment, and the symptoms disappear in

from one to three weeks. It is to be observed, however,

that for a long period afterwards in any simple catarrh

from which tlie patient suft'ors the cough often assumes a
spasmodic character, which may suggest the erroneous

notion that a relapse of the hooping-cough has occurred.

In severe cases it occasionally happens that the disease

leaves behind it such structural changes in the lungs

(emphysema, ic), as entail permanent shortness of breath-

ing or a liability to attacks of asthma. Further, hooping-

cough is well known to be one of tho.se diseases of early

life which are apt to give rise to a weakened and vulnerable

state of the general health, or to call into activity any in-

herited morbid tendency, such as that towards cojisunqition.

As regards the treatment of hooping-cough in mild case.-!,

little is necessary beyond keeping the patient warm and
carefully attending to the general health. The remedies

applicable in llio case of catarrh or the milder forms of

bronchitis are of service hero, while gentle counter-irritation

to the chest by stimulating liniments may be enqiloyed all

through the attack. In mild weather the patient nuiy be
in the open air. In tho more severe forms effort!* have to

be employed to modify tho severity of the paroxysms.

Numerous remedies are recommended, the diief of which
are the bromides of ammonium or potassium, hydrocyanic

acid, chloral, chloric ether, &c. These can only be safely

administered under medical advice, and with due regard to

the symptoms in individual cases. During convalescence,

where the cough still continue."^ to be troublesome, a change
of air will often oiiect its removal • (.1. o. A.)

HOOPOE (French //k/v-c, Latin Uimpa, Greek »Voi/'—

.nil names bestowed apparently from its cry), a bird long

celebrated in literature, and conspicuous by its variegated

plumage and its largo creclilo crest,' the Upupa epops of

naturalists, which is the typo of the very peculiar Family
Upupida; placed by Prof. Huxley in hisgroup Coca/ffomorp/ne,

' Hence tlio secondary njcaninf; of i\\f French word htijipc—a crest

or lull Ic/. Littrt'. JAct. /Voticoisc, i. '.'lit;/).
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but considered by Dr Murie (Ibis, 1873, p. 208) to deserve

sepiirate rank as Epopomorphrf. This species has an exceed-

ingly wide range in the Old World, being a regular summer-
visitant to the whole of Europe, in some parts of which it

is abundant, as well as to Siberia, mostly retiring suulh-

'vards in autumn to winter in equatorial Africa and India,

though it would seem to be resident throughout the year

in Nurlh-Eastcrn Africa and in China. Its power of wing
ordinarily seems to be feeble ; but it is capable of very

extended flight, as is testified by its wandering habits (for

it occasionally makes its appearance in places very fur re-

moved from its usual haunts), and also by the fact that

when pursued by a Falcon it will rapidly ntount to an ex-

treme height and frequently eti'ect its escape from the

enemy. About the size of a Thrush, with a long, pointed,

aud slightly arched bill, its head and neck are of a golden-

bufl'—the former adorned by the crest already mentioned,
which begins to rise from the forehead and consists of broad
feathers, gradually increasing in length, tipped with black,

and having a subterminal bar of yellowish-white. The
upper part of the back is of a vinous-grey, and the.scapulars

Hoopoe

and flight-feathers are black, broadly barred with white
tinged in the former with buff. The tail is black with a
white chevron, marking otT about the distal third part of

its length. The legs and feet are as well adapted for run-

ning or walking as for perching, and the scutellation.s are

continued round the whole of the tarsi. Chielly on account
of this character, which is also possessed by the Larks,

Suudevall {Taitamcn, pp. 53-55) united the Upupidai and
Alaudklce in the same " cohors " Jfolaspidece. Comparative
anatomy, however, forbids its being taken to signify any
real affinity between these groups, and th'e resemblance on
this point, which is by no means bo striking as that dis-

played by the form of the bill and the coloration in certain

Larks (of the genus Cerlhilauda, for instance), must bs
ascribed to analogy merely, though at present no explana-
tion of the why and the wherefore can bo offered.

Pleasing as is the appearance of the Hoopoe as it fear-

lessly parades its showy plumage, its habits are much the
reverse. All observers agree in stating that it delights to

find its food among filth of the most abominable description,

and this especially in its winter-quarter.s. But where it

breeds, its nest, usually in the hole of a tree or of a wall,

is not only partly composed of the fgulest material, but its

condition becomes worse as incubation proceeds, for the
hen scarcely ever leaves hor eggs, being assiduously fed by^
the cock as she sits; and when the young are hatched.

their faaces are not removed by tlu;ir parents,' as is the
case with most birds, but are discharged in the immediate
neighbourhood of the nest, the unsanitary condition of
which can readily be imagined. \/ornis, grubs, and insects

generally, form the Hoopoes' food, and upon it they get so

fat in autumn that they arc esteemed a delicate morsel in

some of the countries of Southern Europe, and especially

by the Christian population of Constantinople.-

Not a year passes but the Hoopoe makes its appearance
in some part or other of the British Islands, most often in

spring, and if unmolested would. doubtless stop to breed in

them, and a few instances are known in w^hich it has dona
so. But its remarkable plumage always attracts attention,

and it is generally shot down so soon as it is seen, and
before it has time to begin a nest, which there is reason to

think would not in a temperate climate become so offensive

a nuisance as it is in more southern latitudes. Eight or
nine so-called species of the genus have been described,

but of them the existence of five only has been recognized
by the writers who have most lately investigated them

—

Alessrs Sharps and Dres.ser (Uinls of Europe, pt. vii.).

Besides the (Jpiipa epops above treated, these are U. indica,

resident in India and Ceylon ; U. lont/irostris, which
seems to be the form of the Indo-Chinese countries ; U.

marr/iiiata, peculiar to Madagascar; and U. afriaina or

U. minor of some writers, which inhabits South Africa to

the Zambesi on the east and Benguela on the west coast. In
habits and appearance they all resemble the best-known and
most widely-spread species, aud their particular ditierencea

cannot, for want of space, be hero pointed out.' (a. n.)

HOORN, a town of Holland, at the head of an arron-

dissement in the province of North HoUaiid, 20 miles
N.N.E. of Amsterdam and 10 miles S.W. of Enkhuizen,
with which it is connected by the road called Do Streak, or

The Stroke. The Iloornerhop, a bay of the Zuyder Zee, forms
a good outer harbour, and the inner harbour is shut in by a

sluice which can be 0[ienc(l only when tuo water within and
without has nearly the same level. Of the massive walls

by which Hoorn was formerly surrounded few indications

are left except in the .shape of promenades and gardens ; bnt
two of the old gateways, the East Gate and the Cow Gate,
and a few towers still remain. The West Gate is gone,
with its monument to the filial piety of Lambert McUszoon,
a young man who by heroic exertions managed to bring his

aged mother to refage within the town «hen the country
around was overrun by the Spaniards in 1579. Most of

the ordinary houses are old-fashioned, and interesting from
the sculptures or carvings with which they are decorated

;

but the public buildings have little to boast of iu the way
of architectural excellence or peculiarity. It is enough to

mention the town-house (formerly the state college), the

weigh-house, the old admiralty-house or princes' court, the

house of correction (formerly the admiralty magazine), the

old mint, occupied ns barracks, the new infirmary, the

orphanage, and the old women's hospital. Of the eight

churches the principal is the Groote Kerk, occupying the

site of the famous I4th century edifice of the same name,
which perished by fire in 1838. A communal high school,

a Latin school, a medical and chemical society, and s
branch of the society Tol md van 't Alginncen are the main

' Tills indoeJ is denied liy Naumann, but by bim alono ; and the

statomcnt in the text is confirnied by many eye-witnesses.

^ Under the name of Dttkipath, in tbe authorized version of tho

Bible tranplaletl ** Lap^vin;^'' (Lev, xi. 10, Dcut. xiv. 18), the Hoopoo
was accounted unclean by the "Jewish law." Arabs have agreatrevcr;

cnco for tho bird, imparling to it marvellous medicinal and other quali-

ties, aud m.aking u.se of its head in all their cbonns (<•/ Trietrani, Jfai.

Hist, of the Bible, j.p. 208, 209).
* The genera Jlhinoponuisius and Irrisor are generally placed in the

Family Upupid<e, but Dr Murie (Ac), oUcrati exhaustive c.raininfttioii

of their osteology, regards them as forniiDt; a group of equal jaluo
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educational Institutiong. The extensive foreign commerce
which Hoorn enjoyed in the 16th and 17th centuries has

almost entirely vanished ; but there is still a goorJ trade

with other parts of the Netherlands, especially in cheese

and cattle. The annual export of cheese is about 23,000
tons. Saw-mills and boat-building yards are the chief

industrial establishments. The population was 8780 in

1870, and 9703 in 1876. Of the 9391 inhabitants in the

commune in 1870, 5112 belonged to-the Dutch Reformed
Church, 2954 were Roman Catholics, and 386 were Jews.

' Hoom, Latinized as Horna or Homum, has existed at least from
the first part of the 14th century, as it is mentioned in a document
of the year 1311, five years earlier than the date usually assigned for

its foundation. It was at Hoorn in 1416 that the firstgreat net was
made for the herring fishery, an industry which long proved an
abundant source of wealth to the town. During the 15th century
Hoorti shared in the troubles occasioned by the different factions ; in

1518 it was molested by Groote Pier, and in 1566 and 1567 by Henry
of Brederode. The Spanish forces entered the town in 1569 ; but in

1572 it cast in its lot with the St.ates of the Netherlands, and four
years later it assisted in defeating the duke of Alva's admiral. Count
de Bossu.who remained for some time a prisoner within its walls.

The riot against the burgomaster Langewagen in 1672 was a matter
of purely local interest. A company of commerce and navigation

was formed at Hoorn in 1720 ; but on the other hand, in 1795, the
admiralty offices and storehouses were removed to Medemblik. The
English under Abercromby took possession of the town in 1799, and
in 1811 it suft'ered severely from the French. Among the celebrities

of Hoorn are William Schouten, who discovered in 1616 the passage

round Cape Horn or Hoom, as he called it in honour of his birth-

place ; Abel Janszoon Tasman, whose fame is associated with
Tasmania ; and Jan Pieters Koen, the founder of Batana.

HOP (German, Hop/en; French, houblon), Humulits

Lupulits, L., the sole representative of its genus, an her-

baceous twining plant, belonging to the natural order Ca7i-

nabinacecc, which is by some botanists included in the

larger group called Urlicacece by Endlicher. It is of com-

mon occurrence in hedges and thickets in the southern

counties of England, but is believed not to bo native in

Scotland. On the Continent it is distributed from Greece

to Scandinavia, and extends through the Caucasus and
Central Asia to the Altai Mountains. It is common, but

_doubtfully indigenous, in the northern and western States

of. North America, and has been introduced into Brazil,

Australia, and the Himalayas.

It is a dicecious perennial plant, producing annually

several long twining roughish striated stems, which twist

from left to right, are often 15 to 20 feet long, and climb

freely over hedges and bushes. The leaves are stalked,

opposite, 3-5 lobed, and coarsely serrate, and bear a general

resemblance to those of the vine, but are, as well as the

whole plant, rough to the touch ; the upper leaves are

Bometimcs scarcely divided, or quite entire. The stipules

are interpetiolar, each consisting of two lateral ones united,

or rarely with the tips free. The male inflorescence (fig. 1, A)
forms a panicle ; the flowers consist of a small greenish

five parted perianth {a) enclosing five stamens, whose anthers

(6) open by terminal slits. The female inflorescence (fig. 1,

B) is loss conspicuous in the young state. The catkin or

Htrobile consists of a number of small acute bracts, with

two sessile ovaries at their base, each subtended by a rounded
bractlot (c). Both the bracts and bractlets enlarge greatly

during the development of the ovary, and form, wlicn fully

grown, the membranous scales of the strobile (fig. 2, a).

The bracts can then only be distinguished from the bract-

lots by being rather more acute and more strongly veined.

The perianth (fig. 1, rf) is short, cup-shaped, undivided, and
closely applied to tho ovary, which it ultimately encloses.

In tho young strobile the two purple hairy styles (e) of

each ovary project beyond tho bracts. Tho ovary contains

a' single cxalbuminous seed, containing a spirally coiled

embryo (fig. 2, i).

The ovary niid the base of tho bracts are covered with a
yeiloTiri:.h powder, consisting of minute sessile grains (sue

vol. iv. p. 91, fig. 48) called lupulin or lupuliuic glands

(see vol. i. p. 381). These glands (fig. 2, c) are stated by
Stoddart to be from ^\^ to —-^ inch in diameter, like flat-

tened subovate little saucers in shape, and attached to a

short pedicel ; by the expansion of the central portion during
growth their apex ultimately becomes convex instead of

concave. The upper or hemispherical portion consists of

a delicate continuous membrane, and the lower part cf

tabular polyhedric cells. The stalk is not perceptible in

the gland as found in ^commerce. When fresh the gland

Fic. 1.—iMale (A) and Female (B) Inflorescence of the Hop.

is seen to be filled with a yellowish or dark brown liquid
;

this on drying contracts in bulk and forms a central mas.s.

The contents of these glands, according to Lermer, are

chiefly wax (myricylic palraitate) and resins, one of which

is crystalline and unites with bases ; with these tho bitter

acid of hops is present in small proportion. It is to these

lupulinic glands that the medicinal properties of the hop are

chiefly due. By careful sifting, about 1 oz. may be ob-

tained from 1 lb of hops, but the East Kent variety is

said to yield more than the Sussex hops.

In hop gardens a few male plants, usually three or four to

an acre, are sometimes planted, that number being deemed
suflScient to fertilize the female flowers. It is stated, how-

ever, that tho female plant produces sutficient male flowers

for self fertilization (Uoyle). The blossoms are produced

in August, and the strobiles are fit for gathering from tho

beginning of September to the middle of October, accord-

ing to the weather.

The cultivation of hops for use in the raanufacturo of

beer dates from an early period. In the Sth and Pth cen-

turies hop gardens, called "humularia" or "humuletn,"

existed in France and Germany. In tho herbarium of

Apuk'ius (10,")0 A.D.), the hop (" hymele") is said to havo

been put in the usual drinks of England on account of its

good qualities. Until the lUth century, however, hops

a[ipcar to havo been grown in a very litful manner, and to

a limited extent, generally only for private consumption ;

but after tho commcnrcnicnt of the 17th century the culti-

vation increased rapidly. At the' present time Engla'.ul,
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produces a larger quantity than any otlier country in Europe.

I'ormerly several plants were used as well as hops to season

:ile, hence the name "alelioof " for Nepeta Gleclioma, and
•' alecost " for Bahaiiiila vulgaris. The sweet gale, Mtjrica

ilide, and the sage, Salvia officinalis, were also sim^arly em-

ployed. Various hop substitutes, in the form of powder,

)..i.ve been offered in commerce of late years, most of

uiiich appear to have quassia as a chief ingredient.

The youn^ tender tops of the hop are in Belgium, cut

off in spring and eaten like asparagus, and are forced from

IJccember to February. They are not only considered a

delicacy, but valuable as a diet fur anemic, scrofulous,

and rachitic persons.

Fig. 2.— Fruit of Hop.

FTo;).-) arc extensively cultivated in parts of New England,

New York, and Michigan, and most of the hops consumed
in the United States are supplied by those districts. Al-

though the hop was introduced into America nearly 250
years ago, and its cultivation encouraged by legislative

enactments in IC)?, it is only about seventy-Gvo years since

its culture was commenced on an extensive scale ; but from

that time the progress has been rapid, and hops have been
grown in nearly every State in the Union. The amount
produced in tlia United States was estimated in 1840 at

C196 bales, in 1S50 at 17,485, in 18G0 at 54,960, and in

1870 at 127,283. As in England, the hop is subject to

disease and blight, and in consequence the crop is variable
;

thus, in 18G9, 09,463 bales were exported from New York
and none imported, and in 1873 only 315 bales were
exported and 20,885 imported. The English cluster and
frrapo hops seem to be most generally cultivated in New
York and Wisconsin. Hops are also grown largely in Bel-

gium, Prussia, France, Wiirbcmbcrg, and central Germany.
In 1879 only 7153 cwts. of hops wore exported from
England chiclly to Australia and other British possessions,

while 262,765 cwts. were imported, of which 108,306

cwts. were derived from the United States, 03,485 cwts.

from Be!gium,*50,5G7 from Germany, 26,796 from Hol-

land, and smaller quantities from Franco and British

Nortii America. Tlie first packages of hops collected in

England often fetch an extravagant price, and are some-

times disposed of with remarkable celerity. The first

pocket of hops gathered in 1879 is said to have been

picked, dried, sent to London, sold by auction, subjected to

hydraulic pressure, packed and banded with iron, covered

with three coats of paint, and despatched to an Indian

mail steamer—all within twenty-four hours. The better

qualities are usually packed in fine and the inferior in

coarse sacking. In Germany two varieties of the hop are

distinguished, the August and the autumn hop, the former

being preferred.

The stem of the hop abounds in fibre similar to that of

hemp and flax, and has been used in Sweden in the pro-

duction of a strong durable white cloth. Hitherto it has

been usual to steep the stem in water during the whole

winter in order to separate the fibre easily. A much
quicker process has, however, been patented, by which the

fibre can be speedily extracted. This process consists in

boiling the stems first for three quarters of an hour in

alkaline lye, and then, after rinsing m water, for the same

time in acetic acid ; the fibre is thus obtained in a state fit

for bleaching. The leaves, stem, and root possess ^Iso an

astringent property, and their use for tanning purposes

was hence at one time patented in England. T% leaves

have also been recommended as fodder in the fresh state,

mixed with other materials, and are said to increase the

quantity and improve the quality of milk yielded by cows.

The stems or " bine " are usually burned in the hop garden.

The spent hops from breweries form excellent manure

for light soils, and together with the leaves should be re-

turned to the hop-gardens, the materials absorbed from

the ground by the hop plant being thus in some measure

restored to it.

By distillation with water, hops yield 0'9 per cent, of a

volatile oil, of a greenish colour if from fresh, but reddish-

brown, if from old hops. Exposed to the air it resinifies.

This oil, according to Personne, contains valc'rol, C^Hj^O,

which soon passes into valerianic acid, O'l to 0'17 of this

acid having been found by Mehu in the lupulinic glands.

The unpleasant odour of old hops is due to this change,

which may be prevented or retarded by exposure to tho

action of sulphurous acid gas. For medicinal ^use fresh

hops which have neither undergone this change nor been

treated with sulphurous acid should be used. For brewing

purposes, according to Liebig, the use of sulphured hops is

not objectionable. The bitter acid principle, C^.^!,ff)-, to

which hops probably owe their tonic properties, although

noticed by Payen, was first obtained in the pure state by

Lermer in 1863. It crystallizes in large rhombic prisms, and

is soluble in ether.. It has been variously called lupulin,

lupuline, lupulite, and humulin. Griessmayer (1874) has

shown that hops contain also in small proportion a liquid

volatile alkaloid, not yet analysed, which has the odour of

conia ; to this alkaloid its narcotic property is perhaps due.

Tho same chemist found trimethylamine in hops. Etti

(1876-78) has found in the scales of tho hop strobiles _ati

astringent principle, hwnulolannic aciJ, C-.oHjjO.j,-,, which

is incapable of precipitating gelatin, but which, when boiled

in alcohol or water or heated to 130° C, changes to a red

substance, p/i/o6«p/icn, 0^^,11 t.-O^,,, whose solution in alcohol

possesses that property. Etti likewise obtained a crys-

talline white and an amorphous brown rcsin,^ also malate,

' Issleib (Arcliiv der Pharmacie, May 1880) has further elucidatod

tlio chomical relationship of tbo constituents of the resin, essential oil,

and bitter principle.
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citrate.nitrate, phosphate, an<l sulphate of potassium, and

pectic acid.

The use of hops In medicine dates from c y6iy early

period. Coles, iahis Hislari/ nf Plants (\657), says—"They
are good to cleanse the kidneys of gravel and provoke

urine ; they likewise open obstructions of the liver and

spleen, and cleanse the blood and loosen the belly ; and as

they cleanse the blood, so consequently they help to cure

eruptions of the skin." Brooke's Dispensator!/{n53)Tecom-

mends them also as an alterative, and as a remedy for hypo-

chondriasis. Hops are, however, but little used in medicine

at the presentday, although official in the British and United

States Pharmacopceias. According to Bartholow hops in-

crease the action of the heart, excite the cutaneous circula-

tion, and cause diaphoresis. A slight cerebral excitement is

first produced, soon followed by a disposition to sleep. Hops
alsopossesssomeanaphrodisiac properties. The preparations

used are the tincture, infusion, and e.\tract, the oleoresin,

and the lupulinic glands. The drug is generally employed
either as a stomachic in dyspepsia, or to allay nervous

•rritability or cerebral escitement in delirium tremens,

where the use of opium is inadmissible. A combination

.if the tinctures of lupulin and capsicum is said to be one

.)f the best substitutes for alcoholic stimulants when their

habitual use is to be discontinued. A pillow stufljed with

hops forms a well-known domestic remedy for sleeplessness,

and a bag of hops dipped in hot water is often used as an ex-

ternal application to relieve pain or inflammation, especially

of the abdominal organs.

Sec Fliickigor and Han bury, Pharmacographia, 2d ed., p. 551
;

Bentley and Trimen, Med. Plants, No. 230 ; Gricssniayer, Amcr,
Jourx.. PAftD)!., Aug. 1876, p. 360; Ktti, in Dinglcr's PoUjt, Journ,
ccxxvii. p. 491 ; ccxxviii. pp. 354, 357 ; Bartholow, Mat. Med., p.

362; Watson, Rural Encyclopaxha, ii. pp. 636-699; Darwin, Climb-
ing Plants, p. 2 ; Scot. Perjite Platforme nf a Jliqipe Garden, 1576

;

Freake, Hinnahis Lupuhts in Gout, 1800 ; La Bclgiquc Horlicolc,

1851, t. i. 311 ; Perin, Culture dti Ilouhlrrn, Strasburg, 1874
;

und for details as to the cultivation and varieties and the picking
and preparation of hops, and their employment in the making of

beer, see Agriculture, vol. i. p. 381, and Brewing, vol. iv.

pp. 272-273. (E. M. H.)

HOPl'"; Thomas (<;. 1770-1831), the auVaox oi Ana slasius,

born at London about 1770, was descended from a
branch of an old Scotch family who for several generations

were extensive merchants iu London and Amsterdam.
About the age of eighteen he started on a tour through
various parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, where he
interested himself especially in architecture and sculpture,

making a large collection of the principal objects which
attracted his attention. On his return to London he
purchased a fiouse in Duchess Street, which ho fitted

up in a very ornamental and elaborate style, from draw-
ings made by liirasclf. In 180.3 he published sketches
of his furniture, accompanied by letterpress, in a folio

volume, entitled Household Furnilvre and Decoration,
which had considerable influence in effecting a change in

the upholstery and interior decoration of houses. In-1809
lie published the Costumes of the Ancients, and in 1812
Desiijnn of Modern, Costumes, works which display a largo

nmount of special antiquarian research. He was also a
munificent patron of the highest forms of art, and both at

his London house and his country scat at Deepdeno near
Dorking he formed large collections of paintings, sculpture,

ftnd antiques. Thorwnldsen, the Danisli sculptor, was
indebted to him for the early recognition of his talents, and
he also gave frequent omployment to Cliantrcy and Flaxman.
In 1819 he published anonymously his novel Anaslasiv.i,

ur Memoirs of a Modern Creek, written at the close of the

18^/( rnU>iry,a. work which, chiefly on account of the novel
chiiiiictor of its subject, caused a great sensation. It was
generally attributed to Lord Byron, but, though remarkable
for the acquaintance it displays with Eastern life, and dis-

tinguished by considerable imaginative vigour and mucl«

graphic and picturesque description, its paradoxes are not

so striking as those in which Lord Byron indulged ; and,

notwithstanding some eloquent and forcible passages, the

only rea^n which warranted its ascription to him was the

general type of character to which its hero belonged. Hope
died Februa'"' 3, 1831. He was the author of two works

published posthumously,.—the Origin and Prospects of

Man, 1831, in which he indulged in speculations diverging

widely from the usual orthodox opinions, and an Historical

Essay on Architecture, 1835, an elaborate description of the

architecture of the Middle Ages, illustrated by drawing.*

made by himself in Italy and Germany
HOPITAL. See L'HOriTAL.

HOPKINS, EzEKiEL (1033-1690), bishop of London-

derry, and a Calvinistic divine of some repute, was born at

Stanford, Devon (where his father was curate), in 1633, was

educated at Magdalen College, Oxford, where he identified

himself with the Presbyterian party, and about 1660 became

assistant to DrW. Spurstow of Hackney, the W.S. [UU.S.]

of " Sinectymnuus." He was subsequently presented to the

living of St Mary Woolnoth, London, which at the out-

break of the plague he exchanged for that cf St Mary's,

Exeter. Having married a daughter of Lord Robartcs,

who in 1669 became lord-lieutenant of Ireland, he was soon

afterwards promoted to the deanery of Raphoe, and iu

1671 he was raised to the bishopric of that diocese. Trans-

lated to the see of Londonderry in 1681, he continued to

discharge his episcopal functions until the period of the

famous siege, when, after having vainly sought to inculcate

the doctrine of passive resistance, he withdrew to London,

where in 1689 he accepted the liviug of St Mary Alderman-

bury. He died in June 1690.
His works, consisting chiefly of discourses, but including A prac-

tical Exposition of the Lord's Prayer and An E3.position of the Ten
Commandnunts, were first published in a complete and uniform

edition in 1701 ; tliey were reprinted in 4 vols, in 1809, with a

Life prefixed, liy Pratt, and again, in 2 vols., in 1841-44. Though
marked by "strength of thought, originality of illustralioD, and
felicity of style," they are now but seldom read.

HOPKINS, Samuel (1721-1803), the theologian from

whom the Hopkinsians or Hopkinsian Calvinists take their

name, was born at Waterbury, Connecticut, on September

17, 1721. About his fifteenth year he entered Yale

College, where he graduated in 1741 ; he afterwards studied

divinity at Northampton with Jonathan Edwards ; and in

1743 he was ordained pastor of the church at Housatonmic

(now Great Barrington), Massachusetts. There in the midst

of a small settlement of only thirty families he laboured for

six and twenty years, preaching, studying, and writing,

until in 1769 he was dismissed from his oflice on the alleged

ground of want of funds for his support. lie next began to

preach in Newport, Rhode Island, where, in 1770, he wlis

settled as pastor of a small congregation, and where, with

an interval from 177G to 1780, caused by the occupation of

the British, he continued to labour until about the close of

the century. In 1799 he had an attack of paralysis, from

which ho never w'holly recovered ; but ho continued to

preach occasionally, and with uninipairc<l mental vigour, al-

most until his death, whiih occurred on December 20, lISOS.

While in vigour of intellect and in strength and imrily of moral

tone hardly inlViiur to .lonatlum Kdwanls, Hopkins considerably

excelled his master in force and energy of ciinrneter. To liiia

belongs the lionoiir of having been one of the first to stir up and
organize political nction .igainst .slavery; and to liis persistent

tliough bitterly opposed efVorts aro chielly to be nttriliutod the law

of 1774, which forbade the importation of negroes into New F.nglaml,

ns al.so that of 1781, which declared tlnituU cfiildrcn of slaves born

alter the following March should be free. Ho was the author of

numerous pamphlets, addresses, and sermons; and be also published

lives of .lonathan Kdwnrds, Susannah Anthony, aud Mrs Oshiun.

Ibit his distinctive tlicological tenets aro ctiielly to be .sought in bis

impoilant work, the Si/stem of Theology, which, published in 1791,

has had an inlluenco hardly inferior to that exercised by the writ-
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ings of EdvTarda himself. They may t>e summed tip.as follows i

—

(1) Goil is the efficient cause of all the volitions of the human heart,

wliether these be good or evil
; (2) the guilt of Adam's first sin

lies upon Adam alone ; moral corruption consists exclusively in the

opposition offered by the human iieart to- the doing of tliat which it

is really and fully capable of doing
; (3) all virtue or tnie holiness

consists in disiuterested benevolence ; (4) all sin consists in selfish-

ness ;
(5)' reconciliation and redemption are fundamentally dis-

tinct ; the former opens the gate of mercy, the latter applies to

individuals Christ's saving benefits
; (6) effectual calling consists

in a willingness to allow himself to be saved, produced in the heart

of the sinner by God
; (7) although the righteousness of Christ is

the sole ground of the sinner's justification, yet is that righteousness

not imputed ; (8) repentance is prior in point of time to the exercise

of faith in Christ.

The works of Hopkins, first published in two volumes at Boston in 1791. ap-
peared in a 2d edition in Isil. The latest and best edition is that of 1852, in

three volames. also published at Boston; to it tliwe »3 prefixed a biographieal
sketch by Professor Paik of Andover.

HOPKINSON, Francis (1737-1791), an American
author, aad one of the signers of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, was born at Philadelphia in 1737. He studied

at the college of Philadelphia, and after graduating in 1763,

resolved to prepare himself for the legal profession. After

being admitted to the bar in 1765, he spent two years ia

England, and on his return in 1768 he obtained a lucrative

public appointment in New Jersey. In 1776-77 he repre-

sented that State in Congress. In 1779 he was appointed

judge of admiralty for Pennsylvania, and in 1790 district

judge for the same state. He died at Philadelphia 9th

May 1791. Hopkinsonwas the author of several songs to

which he wrote pupular airs, and of various political

poems, pamphlets, and jeux d'esprit, which from their

humorous satire had a wide circulation, and powerfully

assisted in arousing and fostering the spirit of political

independence that issued iii the American Revolution.

His principal writings are The Pretty Story, 1774 ; The Prophecy,

1776; The Political Catechism, 1777. Among his songs may be
mentioned The Treaty, The Battle of the Kegs, and The JVew Roof,
a Song far Federal Meclianics ; and the best known of his satirical

pieces are Typographical Method of eondacting a Quarrel, Essay on
White Washing, and Modem Learning. His Miscellaneous Essays
and Occasional lyritings were published at Philadelphia in 3 vols.,

1792.

HOPPNER, John (1758-1810), English portrait-painter,

was torn, it is said, on April 4, 1758, at VVhitechapel.

His father was of German extraction, and his mother was
one of the German attendants at the royal palace. Hoppner
was consequently brought early under the notice and re-

ceived the patronage of George III., whose regard for

him gave rise to unfounded scandal As a boy he was a
chorister at the royal chapel, but showing strong inclination

for art, he in .1775 entered as a student at the Royal
Academy.' In 1778 he took a silver medal for drawing
from the life, and in 1782 the Academy's highest award, the

gold medal for historical painting, his subject being King
Lear. He first exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1780.
His earliest love was for landscape, but necessity obliged

him to turn to the more lucrative business of portrait-

painting. At once successful, he had, throughout life, the

most fashionable and wealthy sitters, and was the greatest

rival of the growing attraction of Lawrence. Ideal subjects

were very rarely attempted by Hoppner, though a Sleeping
Venus, Belisarius, Jupiter and lo,- a Bacchante, and Cupid
and Psyche are mentioned among his works. The prince
of Wales especially patronized him, and many of his finest

portraits are in the state apartments at St James's Palace,

the best perhaps being those of the prince, of the duke
and duchess of York, of Lord Rodney, and of Lord Nelson.
Among his other sitters we may mention Sir Walter Scott,

Wellington, Frere, and Sir George Beaumont. Competent
judges hayo deemed bis most successful works to be bis

portraits of women and children. A Series of Portraits of
Lniiies was published by him in 1803, and a volume of

traoslations of Eastern tales into English verse in 1805.

The verso is of bat uiediocr>; qoality. In his later years

Hoppner suffered from a chronic diaease of the liver ; he
died January 23, 1810. He was confessedly an imitator

of Reynolds. When first painted, his works were much
admired for the brilliancy and harmony of their colouring,

but they have been much injured by lapse of time. His
drawing is faulty, but his touch has qualities of breadth and
freedom that give to his paintings a faint reflexion of the

charm of Reynolds. Hoppner was a man of great social

power, and had the knowledge and accomplishments of a.

man of the world.

HOR, Mount (inn in, 'fjp jo opos), a lofty and con-

spicuous double-topped mountain in Arabia Petraaa, form-

ing part of the great Jurassic chain of Shera or Seir. It

stands on the eastern edge of the great valley of the Arabah,

which extends from the head of the Gulf of Akabah to the

valley of the Jordan, aud it is referred to in Scripture as

'•on the border" or "at the edge" of the land of Edom
(Numb. XX. 23, xxxiii. 37). According to the most recent

measurements, its height is 4800 feet above the level of

the sea. Mount Hor was the first halting-place of the

Israelites after they had turned from Kadesh on their way
southwards towards Zalmonah and the Red Sea, in order

to encompass the land of Edom ; and it was while the host

was encamped at Kadesh that Aaron ascended this moun-
tain to die. This last event is commemorated in the

modern name of the mountain, Djebel Nebi Hardn, " the

lull of the prophet Aaron," whose "tomb," a small square

Saracenic structure, now occupies one of the summits.

Another Mount Hor (to opos to o/jos, LXX.) is mentioned

in Scripture in the passage which (Numb, xxxiv. 7, 8)

defines the northern boundary of the prospective con-

quests of the Israelites. It is probably to be identified

with Lebanon.

HORACE (65-8 B.C.). No ancient writer has been at

once so familiarly known and so generally appreciated in

modern times as Quintus Horatius Flaccus. We seem to

know his tastes and habits, and almost to catch the tones

of his conversation, from his own works, as we know the

character and manner of Dr Johnson from the pages of

Boswell. His twofold function of a satiric moralist and

a lyric poet give a peculiar value both to his self-por-

traiture and to the impressions which he has left of his

age. From his Satires, which deal chiefly with the manners

and outward lives of men, we know him in his relations

to society and his ordinary moods ; from his Epislletf

which deal mora with the inner life, we best understand

his deepest convietions atid the practical side of his philo-

sophy ; while his Odes have perpetuated the finest pleasure

which he derived from art, nature, and the intercourse of

life, have idealized some of the graver as well as tho

lighter aspects of his reflexion, and given an elevated ex-

pression to his sympathy with the national ideas and

movement of his time.

His own writings aS'ord much the fullest and most trust-

worthy materials for his biography and for tho estimate

of his character. But a few facts, in addition to those

recorded by the poet himself, are known from the short life

originally contained in tlie work of Suetonius, De Virif

Illuslribvs.

Horace was born on the 8th of December 65 B.C., in tho

consulship of L. Manlius Torquatus and L. Aurelius Cotte

(0(/e iii. 21, 1 ; Epode 13, 6). His birthplace was the

town of Venusia on the borders of Lucania and Apulia,

whence he describes himself as "Lucanusan Apulusanceps"

l,Sat. ii. 1,34). In his "Journey to Brundusium "(ASa<. i. 5)-

he marks his recognition of tho familiar shapes of *'»«

Apulian hills

—

" Incipit ex iiio montes ApiJia notos

Osteotare mihi
:"
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and in one of Lis finest odts he.speaks of Mount Vulturnus

as the scene of an adventure of his childhood, whicli marked
him out as a special object of liivino protection and as

appointed to a poetic destiny. The descriptive touches in

that passage, such as " celsre nidum Acherontiae," show
that the scenery by which he was surrounded in liis early

years had imprinted itself vividly on his mind. As he

connects his native mountains with the dawn of his poetic

inspiration, so he associates the name of the " far-sounding

Aufidus," the river familiar to his early recollection, in more

than one passage of his Odes (iii. 30, 10; iv. 9, 2) with

his hopes of poetic immortality. He dwells fondly on the

virtues of the people belonging to his native district, as in

that picture of family happiness and innocence which he

jiaints in the second Epode—
" Quod si pudica mulier in partem juvct

Domum ati^ue dulces liberos,

Sabina qualis, aut perusta solibus

Pemicis u.Kor Apuli
;"

and elsewhere he recalls with pride the old martial glory

of the race amongst whom his first years were passed (OJe

1 22, 14 ; iii. 5, 9). Like Virgil he regards the Sabellian

stock as that branch of the Italian people which had con-

tributed most to the virtue of Rome as well as to her

greatness in war. In the Ofella of the Satires we meet

with a still surviving type of that primitive virtue. The
Servius Oppidius, whose dying directions to his sons are

recorded in-Sa^. ii. 3, 168, <S:c., seems to have been anutlier

representative of " the wisdom unborrowed from the

schools," who must have been known to Horace through

the tie of neighbourhood. We note also, as a trace of the

influence of early impressions on his later tastes, that the

name of the ' Bandusian fountain," which he has made
jis immortal as the names of Oastalia or Aganippe, seems

to have been transferred by liim from a spring in his native

district to one on his Sabine farm, which charmed and
inspired him in the meridian of his poetical power. We
may thus trace some of the germs of his poetical inspira-

tion, as well as of his moral sympathies, to the early years

which ho spent on the farm near Venusia. But the most
important moral influence of his youth was the training

and example of his fatlier, of whose worth, affectionate

solicitude, and homely wisdom Horace has given a most
pleasing and life-like picture (&t(. i. 6, 70, &c.). He was
a freedman by position ; and it is supposed that he liad

been originally a slave of the town of Venusia, and on his

emancipation had received the gentile name of Horatius
from the Horatian tribe in which the inhabitants of Venusia
wore enrolled. After his emancipation he acquired by the
occupation of "coactor" (a collector of the payments made
at public auctions, or, according to another interpretation,
a collector of taxes) sulllcicnt means to enable him to buy
a small farm (" macro pauper agello," Sal i 6, 7

1
), to make

sufficient provision for the future of his son {Sal i 4, 108),
and to tak'3 him to Rome to give him the advantage of the
best education there. To his care Horace attributes, not
only the intellectual tl-aining which enabled him in later life
to take hi,'> place anong the best men of Rome, but also
his immunity from the baser forms of moral evil {Saf i, G,
68, .Jrc). To his practical teaching he attributes also his
tendency to moralize and to observe character {Sal. i •}, 1 j
Ac.)— the tendency which enabled him to become tho'most
truthful painter of social life and manners which the ancient
world produced. If floraco drew some of his poetical sensi-
bi ity from the inauoncca of his native district, we may
believo that ho derived his moral health and practical
sagacity from a father who combined with the intellitrence
and prudence which raised him above his orit;inal position
the senous spint and respect for the morality handed doivn
turn their forefather-

(" mi satis est si

Traditum ab antiquis morem servare," &c.)

—

which formed the basis of the old Italian character.'

In one of his latest writings (Epist. ii. 2, 42, &t.

Horace gives a further account of his education ; but we
hear no more of his father, nor is there any allusion in his

writings to the existence of any other member of his family

or any other relative. After the ordinary grammatical and
literary training at Rome, he went to Athens, the most
famous school of philosophy, as Rhodes was of oratory

;

and he describes himself while there as "searching after

truth among the groves of the Academy " as well as advanc-

ing in literary accomplishment. His pleasant residence

there was interrupted by the breaking out of the civil war.

Following the example of his young associates, he attached

himself to the cause of Brutus, whom he seems to have
accompanied to A.=ia, probably as a member of his stafT ; and
he served at the battle of Philippi in the post of military

tribune. .He shared in the rout which followed the battle,

and in an ode addressed to his old comrade Pompeius
Grosphus he alludes, in nnitation of a similar confession of

Alcaius, (o the inglorious casting away of his shield In

interpreting such passages in the works of Horace, we have

always to bear in mind the irony habitual to hini, and the

reserve imposed on him by his subsequent relations to the

chiefs of the victorious jKirty. The enthusiasm which he
had felt for the republican cause, though necessarily re-

pressed, still betrays itself in some expressions of that ode,

and in that addressed to Asiuius Polho (ii 1, 21 ifcc),

and though he describes himself as

" Inibellis et firmus panmi,"

and as more fitted to treat of the light warfare of love

than of the themes of actual war, yet both the martial and
the patriotic feeling expressed in many of his later Odes

enables us to understand the motives which induced him
to quit the placid haunts of art and literature for tho

harsher experience of the campaign and battlefield..

He returned to Rome shortly after the battle, stripped

of his property, which formed part of the land confiscated

for the benefit of the soldiers of Octavianus and Antony.
It may nave been at this time that he encounteied iiie

danger of shipwreck, which he mentions among the penis

from which his life had been protected by supernatural aid

{Ode iii. 4, 28) He procured in some way the post of a
clerkship in the qu^stur's office, and about three years

after tho battle of Philippi, he was introduced by Virgil

and Varius to Maecenas. This was the turning-point of

his fortunes. He owed his friendship with the greatest of

literary patrons to his personal merits rather than to Ins

poetic fame; for, though some of his shorter and less im

portant pieces may have been known to a small circle of

friends before the date of this introduction, his first pub
lished work (book i. of tho Satires) shows that the relations

of intimacy and mutual confidence which were never after-

wards disturbed had been established between the statesman

and poet some time before this book was given to the world

He tells us in one of lr,s Satires (i 10, 31) that his earliest

ambition was to write Greek verses. In giving this direc

tion to his ambilion, he was probably influenced by his

admiration of the old iambic and lyrical poets whom he has

made the models of his own Ejiiidi-s and Odes. A parallel

to this may be found in the early Latin verso of Milton and
Gray, in whom, as in Horace, the gift of expression has
been brought to the liiglicst perfection His common sense

as well as Lis national feeling fortunately saved him from
becoming a sorond-rate Greek versifier in an age when
poetii inspiration had passed from Greece to Italy, and the

' C/ the lino of Ennivis, whicii Cicero coni^uirca to tho voice of qd
o)-aclc

—

" Moribuii antlquia stal rofuRuaiam virisquo," .
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living language of Ronio was a moio dtting vehicle for tlie

nuw feelings and interests of men than the echoes of the

old Ionian or /Eolian melodies. His earliest Latin com-

positions were, as lie tells us, v.'rittcn under the instigation

of poverty ; and they alone betray any trace of the biti-r-

ness of spirit which the defeat of his hopes and the hard-

ships which ho had to encounter on his first return to Rome
may have temporarily produced ou him. Some of the

Ej)odes, of the nature of personal and licentious lampoons,

and the second Satire of book i., in which there is somo
trace of an angry republican feeling, belong to these early

compositions. But by the time the first book of Satires

was completed and published (35 B.C.) his temper had re-

covered its natural serenity, and, though he had not yet

attained to the height of his fortunes, his personal position

was one of comfort and security, and his intimate relation

with the leading men in literature and social rank was

firmly established.

About a year after the publication of this first book of

Satires Mtecenas presented him with a farm among the

Sabine hills, in the valley crowned by Mount Lucretilis and
watered by the stream Digentia, which joins the main
valley of the Anio near the modern Vice Varo (the " Varia"

mentioned in the Epintles), and about 8 miles above the

modern Tivoli. No kind of gift could have added more to

the poet's happiness ot exercised a more salutary influence

on his genius. It made him independent in point of

fortune ; it .satisfied the love of nature which had been im-

planted in him during the early years spent on the Venusiau

farm ; and it aSorded him a welcome escape from the dis-

tractions of city life and the dangers of a Roman autumn.

The lines {Episl. i. 16, 15, <fec.)

—

" Hoe latebi,"B dulce.s, etiam, si credis, amoenae,

Incolumem libi me pr.xstant Scptembribua horis"-^

express with simple and sincere fooling the charm of peace

and outward beauty as well as the restorative influence

which this retreat in the Sabine highlands afforded him.

Many passages in the Satires, Odes, and Epistles, which
recur to the memory of every reader of his poems, express

the liappiness and pride with which the thought of his

own valley filled him, and the interest which he took in the

simple and homely ways of his country neighbours. The
inspiration of t\\t Satires came from the heart of Rome;
the feeling of many of the Odes comes direct from tho

Sabine hills ; and even tho meditative spirit of tho later

Epistles tells of tho leisure and peace of quiet days spent

among books, or in the open air, at a distance from " the

smoke, wealth, and tumult " of the great metropolis.

The second book of ^a^i'reswas published in 29 B.c.;tho

Epodes apparently about a year earlier, though many of

them are, as regards the date of their composition, to be
ranked among the earliest extant writings of Horace.

Horace speaks of them under the name of " iambi." In one
of his Epistles (i. 19, 25) he rests his first claim to origin-

ality on his having introduced into Latium tho metres and
spirit of Archilochus

—

" Parios ego primus iambos
Ostendi Latio, numeras animosque sccutus
Archilochi."

Vet, whatever technical claim ho may have to navo
naturalized some special combination of metro employed by
tho poet of Pares, Catullus, Calvus, and Bibaculus had in

the preceding generation employed the iambic metre in the

spirit of ArchUochus more efTectivoly than Horace. His
personal lampoons are the least successful of his works

;

and'thoso of the Epodes which treat of other subjects in ii

poetical spirit are inferior in metrical effect, and in truth

and freshness of feeling, both to tho lighter lyrics of

Catullus and to his own later and more carefully meditated
Odes. Tho Epodes are chiefly interesting as a record of

the personal feelings of Horace during the years which im-

mediately followed his return to Rome, and as a proludo to

the higher art and inspiration of the first three books of

the Odes, which were published together about tho end of

24 or the beginning of 23 B.C.* The composition of these

Odes extended over several years, but all tho most important

among them belong to the years between tho battle of

Actium and 24 B.C., at which time the poet was between
tho ago of thirty-five and forty. His lyrical poetry is t!ms,

not, like that of Catullus, the ardent utterance of his youth,

but the mature and finished workmanship of his manhood.
The state of public affairs was moro favourable than it had
been since the outbreak of the civil war between Caesar and
Fompey for the appearance of lyrical poetry. Peace, order,

and national unity had been secured by the triumph of

Augustus, and the enthusiasm in favour of the new govern-

ment had not yet been chilled by experience of its repress-

ing influence. The poet's circumstances were, at the same
time, most favourable for the exercise of his lyrical gift

during these years. Ho lived partly at Rome, partly at

his Sabine farm, varying his residence occasionally by .visits

to Tibur, Prxneste, or Baia3. His intimacy witli Maecenas

was strengthened. He was no longer one among a favoured

band of poets, but he had become the familiar friend of

the great minister. He was treated with distinction by
Augustus, and by the foremost men in Roman society.

He complains occasionally that the pleasures of his youth
are passing from him, but he does so in the spirit of a
temperate Epicurean, who found new enjoyments in life as

the zest for the old enjoyments decayed, and who considered

the wisdom and meditative spirit,
—"the philosophic mind

that years had brought,"—an ample compeii-sation for the

extinct fires of his youth. The sobering' influence of timo

is acknowledged by him in such lines as

" Lenit albescens aaimos capillus ;"

or in the still finer expression of the JEpistles (iL 2, 211),
" Lenior et mclior lis accedente aenecta?"

About four years after tho publication of the three books

of Odes, tlie first book of the Epistles appeared, introduced,

as his Epodes, Satires, and Odes had been, by a special

address to Maecenas. From these Epistles, as compared

with the Satires, we gather that he had gradually adopted

a more retired and meditative life, and had become fonder

of the country and of study, and that, while owing allegiance

to no school or sect of philosophy, ho was framing for him-

self a scheme of life, was endeavouring to conform to it, and

was bent on inculcating it on others. He maintained his old

friendships, and continued to form new intimacies, especi-

ally with younger men engaged in public affairs or ani-

mated by literary ambition. After the death of Virgil he

was recognized as pre-eminently the greatest living poet,

and was accordingly called upon by Augustus to compose

the sacred hymn for the celebration of the secular games iu

17 B.C. About four years later he published the fourth

book of Odes, having been cnlled upon to do so by tho

emperor, in order that the victories of his stepsons Drusus

and Tiberius over the Rha:ti and Vindelici might bo

worthily celebrated. He lived about five years longer, and

during these years published tho second book of Episllet,

and the Epistle to the Pisos, mote generally known as the
" Ars Poctiea." These later Epistles are mainly devoted

to literary criticism, with tho especial object of vindicating

the poetic claims of his own ago over those of the age of

Ennius and the other early poets of Rome. He might havo

been expected, as a great critic and lawgiver on literature,

to have exorcised a beneficial influence on the future poetry

' The date is determined by the jiocm on tlio dcatli of Quintiliua

Vanis (who died 21 n.c), and by tho reference in Ode i. 12 to the

young MarccUus (died in autumn 23 B.C.) as still alive. C/. WickLam'»
Introduction to tho Odes.
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of his country, and to have applied as much wisdom to the

theory of his own art as to that of a right life. But his

critical Hpistles ace chiefly devoted to a controversial attack

on the older writers and to the exposition of the laws of

dramatic poetry, on which his own powers had never been

exercised, and for which either the genius or circumstances

of the Romans were unsuited. The same subordination of

imagination and enthusiasm to good sense and sober judg-

ment characterizes his opinions oa poetry as on morals.

He died somewhat suddenly in the Xovember of the year

8 B.C., within a few weeks of the death of Maecenas, thus

strangely confirming the declaration made by him in one

cE his Odes (ii. 17). Though not an old man, he had
reached the full maturity of his faculties, and fully accom-

plished the work he was fitted to do in the world. He
lived longer than any of the illustrious poets immediately

contemporary with him or belonging to the preceding

generation ; and his works show a mature character and a

mellow wisdom in striking contrast to the tone of the only

other great lyrical poet of Rome, "the youug Catullus."

Horace is one of the few writers, ancient or modern, who
have written a great deal about themselves without laying

themselves open to the charge of weakness or egotism.

Eia chief claim to literary originality is not that on which

he himself rested his hopes of immortality,—that of being

the first to adapt certain lyrical metres to the Latin tongue,

—but rather that of being the first of those whose works
have reached us who establishes a personal relation with

his reader, speaks to him as a familiar friend, gives him
good advice, tells him the story of his life, and shares with

him his private tastes and pleasures,—and all this without

any loss of self-respect, any want of modesty or breach of

good manners, and in a style so lively and natural that

each new generation of readers might fancy that he was
addressing them personally and speakingHo them on sub-

jects of everyday modern interest. In his self-portraiture,

80 far from wishing to make himself out better or greater

than he was, he seems to write under the influence of an
ironical restraint which checks him in the utterance of his

iiighest moral teaching and of his poetical enthusiasm. He
aFords us some indications of his personal appearance, as

where he speaks of the " nigros angusta fronte capillos " of

his youth, and describes himself after ho had completed

his forty-fourth December as of small stature, prematurely

grey, and fond of basking in the sun {Eput. i. 20, 24).

. In his later years his health became weaker or more un-

certain, and this caused a considerable change in his habits,

tastes, and places of residence. It inclined him more to a
life of retirement and simplicity, and also it stimulated his

tandency to self-introspection and self-culture. In his more
vigorous years, when he lived much in Roman society, ho
claims to have acted in all his relations to others in acSord-

ance with the standard recognized among men of honour in

every age, to have been charitably indulgent to the weakness
of his friends, and to have been exempt from potty jealousies

and the spirit of detraction. If ever he deviates from his or-

dinary vein of irony and quiet sense into earnest indignation,

it is in donouning conduct involving trcHchcry or malice in

the relations of friends—as in the lines (Sat. i. 4, 81, &c.)

—

" Abscntcm qui rcdit amicum.
Qoi non dcfcndit alio culpantc, solutoa

Qui capiat risus hominum famamquo dicftcift,

Fingere qui non visa potest, commissa. tacero

Qui ncqnit, liic niger est, liunc tu, liomano, caveto "'

* " He who' maligns an absent friend's fair fam«,
Wlio eays no word for him when otiiers blame.
Who courts a reckless laugh by random hits.

Just for the sake of ranking among wits,

Who feigns what he ne'er saw, a secret blabs,

iicware liim. Roman ! that man steali or i-Ubs."

•Coninaton.

Ho claims to be and evidently aims at being indepencbrit

of fortune, superior to luxury, exempt both from the sordid

cares of avarice. and. the coarser forms of profligacy. At
the same time he makes a frank confession of indolence and

of occasional failure in the pursuit of his ideal self-mastery.

He admits his irascibility, his love of pleasure, his sensitive-

ness to opinion, and some touch of vanity or at least of

gratified ambitiun arising out of the favour which through

all his life he had enjoyed from those much above him in

social station, ".Me primis urbis belli placuisse domiq^ue"

{Epist. i. 20, 23). Yet there appears no trace of any un-

worthy deference in Horace's feelings to the great. Even
towards Augustus he" maintained his attitude of independ-

ence, by declining the oflBce of private secretary whieh the

emperor wished to force upon him ; and he did so with such

tact as neither to give offence nor to forfeit the regard of

his superior. His feeling towards Maecenas is more like that

which Pope entertained to Bolingbroke than that which a

client in ancient or modern times entertains towards bis

patron. He felt pride in his protection and in the intel-

lectual sympathy which united him with one whose
personal qualities had enabled him to play so prominent

and beneficent a part in public affairs. Their friendship

was slowly formed, but when once established continued'

unshaken through their lives. Many passages in the Odes

and the Episths show how perfect the confidence was
between them, how completely Horace remained his own
master, how certainly the bond that united them was one

of mutual affection and esteem, not of vanity and interest.

There is indeed nothing more remarkable in Horace than

the independence, or rather the self-dependence, of .his

character. This saved him from the danger to which his

genial qualities exposed him of becoming, like Moore or

Burns, the slave of society or the slave of passion. The
enjoyment which he drew from his Sabine farm consisted

partly in the refreshment to his spirit from the familiar

beauty of the place, partly in the " otia Uberrima " from the

claims of business and society which it aft'orded him. His
love poems, when compared with those of Catullus, Tibullus,

and Propertius, show that he never, in his mature years at

least, allowed his peace of mind to bo at the mercy of any
one. They are the expressions of a fine and subtle and
often a humorous observation rather than of ardent feeling.

There is perhaps a touch of pathos in his reference in the

Odes to the early death of Cinara. but the epithet he applies

to her in the Epistles,

" Quern scis immunem Cinanc placuisse rapaci,"

shows that the pain of thinking of her could not have "been

very heart-felt. Even when the Odes addressed to real or

imaginary beauties are most genuine in feeling, they are

more the artistic rekindling of extinct fires than the utter-

ance of recent passion. In his friendships he had not the

self-forgetful devotion which is the most attractive side of

the character of Catullus ; but he studied how to gain and
keep the regard of those whose society ho valued, and he
repaid this regard by a fine courtesy and by a delicate

appreciation of their higher gifts and qualities, whether
proved in literature, or war, or affairs of state, or the ordi-

nary dealings of men. He made life more pleasant to

himself and others by restraining the propensities which
give pain to others, as well as by active good offices and
the expression of kindly feelings. He enjoyed the great

world, and it treated him well ; but ho resolutely main-
tained his personal independence and the oquipoisa of his

feelings and judgment. The mention of Virgil and
Mx'cenas elicits from him warmer expressions of affection

and appreciation than that of any of the other famous men
of the time ; but there is no strain of oxaggeratiou in the

langiurge which he a|)plies even to them. If it is thought
that in 'it tributinea divine fuDctioD to Augustus he hasfone
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beyond tho bounds of a sincere and temperate admiration,

a comparison of the Odes in wliich this occurs with tlio first

Epistle of the second book shows that he certainly recog-

nized in tho emperor a great and successful administrator

on whom depended the peace, order, and prosperity of the

world, and that the language which at first sight oflends

our modern sensibilities is to be regarded rather as the

artistic expression of-the prevailing national sentiment than

as the tribute of an insincere adulation.

The aim of Horace's philosophy was to " be master of

oneself"

—

" Ille potens sui

Lsetusque dcgct," &c.

:

to retain tho " mens iequa" in all circumstances

—

" Quod petis liic est,

Est Ulubris, animus si to non deficit sequus
;

"

to use the gifts of fortune while they remained, and to bo
prepared to part with them with equanimity ; to make the

most of life, and to contemplate its inevitable end without

anxiety. Self-reliance and resignation are the lessons which
he constantly inculcates. His philosophy is thus a mode
of practical Epicureanism combined with other elements

which have more afliuity with Stoicism. In his early life

he professed his adherence to the former system, and several

expressions in his first published work show the influences

of the study of Lucretius. At the time when the first

book of tho Epistles was published he professes to assume
the position of an eclectic rather than that of an adherent of

either school {Epist. i. 1, 13-19). We note in the passage
here referred to, as in other passages, that he mentions
Aristippus, the chief of tho Cyrenaic school which antici-

pated the doctrines of Epicurus, rather than Epicurus him-
self, as the master under whose influence he from time to

time insensibly lapsed. Yet the dominant tone of his

teaching is that of a refined Epicureanism, not so elevated or

purely contemplative as that preached by Lucretius, but yet

more within the reach of a society which, i/iough luxurious
and pleasure-loving, had not yet become thoroughly frivo-

lous and enervated. His advice is to make the most of the
present which alone is within our power

—

I
"Quod adest memento

Vomponere wquus ;

"

to enjoy the pleasures of youth in their season, but to

choose some more serious object as life goes on

—

" Nee lusisse pudet, sod non incidere ludum ;"

to subdue all violent emotion of fear or desire; to estimate

all things calmly—"nil admirari;" to choose the mean
between a high and low estate; and to find one's happiness
in plain living rather than in luxurious indulgence. His
social and friendly qualities, his enjoyment of refined and
simple pleasures, the attitude which he assumed of a critical

spectator rather than of an active participator in the various

modes of human activity, were all in harmony with the

practice and the teaching of Epicurus. Still there was in

Horace a robustcr fibre, inherited from the old Italian race,

which moved him to value tho dignity and nobleness of life

more highly than its ease and enjoyment. This is perhaps
the secret cause of that weariness and dissatisfaction with the

comfortable routine of existence which occasionally betrays
itself in some of his later writings. But in some of the
stronger utterances of his Odes, where he expresses
sympathy with the maidier qualities of character. Whether
manifested in the persons of tho ancient national heroes or
in the civic dress of his own day, we recognize the resistent
attitude of Stoicism rather than tho passive acquiescence of

Epicureanism. The concluding stanzas of the address to
Lollius {Ode iv. 9^ exhibit tho Epicurean.and Stoical view
of lifo so combined as to be more worthy of human dignity
man tho genial worldly wisdom of the former school, more

in harmony with human experience than the formal
precepts of the latter

—

' J*on possidentem multa vocaveris

Recte beatum ; rectius occupat
Nomen beati, qui deorum

lluneribus sapienter uti

Durainque callet paupcriera pati.

Pcjusque leto flagitium timet

;

Non illo pro caris amicis
Aut patiia timidus perlra."

It is interesuug to trace iije growtn of Horace in eleva-

tion of sentiment and serious conviction from his first ridi-

cule of the paradoxes of Stoicism in the two books of the
Satires to the appeal which he makes in some of the Odes
of the third book to the strongest Roman instincts of forti-

tude and self-sacrifice. A similar modification of his re-

ligious and political attitude may be noticed between hia

early declaration of Epicurean unbelief

—

" Namque deos didici seenrum agcre a;vum''

—

and the sympathy which he shows with the religious reac-

tion fostered by Augustus ; and again between tha

Epicurean indifference to national affairs expressed in th»

words
" Quid Tli-idatem terreat unice
Securus"

and the strong support which he gives to the national policy

of the emperor in the first six Odes of the third book, and
in the fifth and fifteenth of the fourth book. In his whole
religious attitude he seems to stand midway between tho

consistent denial of Lucretius and Virgil's pious endeavour
to recoAcile ancient faith with the conclusions of philosophy.

His introduction into some of Ids Odes of the gods of

mythology must be regarded as -merely artistic or symboli-

cal. Yet in such lines as

" Di me tuentur, dis pietas me2
Et rausa coidi est,"

" Dis te minorem quod geris, imperas,
•' Immuuis aram si tetigit manus," &c.

,

we recognize the expression of a natural piety, thankful for

the blessing bestowed on purity and simplicity of life, and
acknowledging a higher and more majestic law, governing

nations through their voluntary obedience. On the other

hand, his allusions to a future life, as in the " domus exilis

Plutonia," and the " furvae regna Proserpinae," are shadowy
and artificial The image of death is constantly obtruded

in his poems to enhance the sense of present enjoyment.

In the true spirit of paganism he associates all thoughts of

love and wine, of the meeting of friend.s, or of the changes

of the seasons with the recollection of the transitoriness of
our pleasures

—

" Nos, ubi decidimus

Quo piu3 .Sneas, quo dives Tullua et Ancus.
Pulvis et umbra smnus."

Horace is so much of a moralist in all his writings that,'

in order to enter into the spirit both of his familiar and of

his lyrical poetry, it is essential that we should realize to

ourselves what were his views of life and the influences

under which they were formed. He is, though in a different

sense from Lucretius, eminently a philosophical and reflec-

tive poet. He is also, like all the other poets of the

Augustan age, a poet in whoso composition culture and
criticism were as conspicuous elements as spontaneous

inspiration. In the judgment he passes on tho older poetry

of Rome and on that of his contemporaries, he seems to

attach more importaL>;e to the critical and artistic than to

the creative and inventive functions of genius. It is on

the labour and judgment with which he baa cultivated hia

gift-
,

'Spiritum Graia: lenucm Cainenic

"

that he 'rests his Lopes of fame. The whole poetry of the

.'Vugustan age was based on the woijcs of (older poets, Roman
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as well as Greek. Its aim was to perfect the more imma-

ture workmanship of the former, and to adapt the forms,

manners, and metres of the latter to subjects of immediate

and national interest. As Virgil' performed for his genera-

tion the same kind of office which Ennius performed for an

older generation, so Horace in his Satires, and to a more

limited extent in his Epistles, brought to perfection for the

amusement and instruction of his contemporaries the rude

but vigorous designs of LucUius. Notwithstanding great

differences in their intellectual tastes and culture, and the

great differences between a time of republican freedom and

one of imperial restraint, in which their respective lots were

cast, there was a real affinity of temper and disposidon

between the first and the second in the lino of the great

Roman satirists. Horace seems to have made Lucilius to

8ome extent his model, in his manner of life as well as in the

form and substance of his satire. Wo find in the fragments

of Lucilius expressions of a love of freedom and independ-

ence, of indifftrence to wealth or public employment, of

joy at escaping from the storms of life into a quiet haven,

of contentment wjth his own lot, of the superiority of plain

living to luxury, identical in spirit and often similar in

manner to those that are almost the common-places of

Horace.

It was the example of Lucilius which induced Horace
to commit all his private thoughts, feelings, and experience
" to his books as to trusty companions," and also to com-
ment freely on the cKaracters and lives of other men.
Many of the subjects Of particular satires of Horace were

immediately suggested by those treated by Lucilius. Thus
the " Journey to Brundusium " reproduced the outlines of

Lucilius's " Journey to the Sicilian Straits." The discourse

of Ofella on luxury was founded on a similar discourse of

Lselius on gluttony, and the " Banquet of Nasidienus " may
have been suggested by the description by the older poet

of a rustic entertainment. The same kinds of excess are

satirized by both, especially the restless passion of money-
making and the sordid anxieties of money-saving, and the

opposite extreme of profuse and ostentatious expenditure.

There was more of moral censure and personal aggressive-

ness in the satire of the older poet. The ironical temper
of Horace induced him to treat the follies of society in the

Bpirit of a humorist and man of the world, rather than to

assail vice with the severity of a censor ; and the greater

urbanity of his age or of his disposition restrained in him
the direct personality of satire. The names introduced

by him to mark typea of character, such as Nomentanus,
Majoius, Pantolabus, &c., are reproduced from the writings

of the older poet. Horace also followed Lucilius in the

variety of forms which his satire assumes, aud especially in

the frequent adoption of the form of dialogue, derived from
the " dramatic medley" which was the original character of

the Roman Satura. This form suited the spirit in which
Horace regarded the world, and also the dramatic quality

of his genius, just aa the direct denunciation and elaborate

painting of character suited the "sKva iudignatio" aud
the oratorical genius of Juvenal.

Horace's satire is accordingly to a great extent a repro-

duction in form, manner, substance, and tone of the satire

of Lucilius; or rather it Is a casting in the mould of Lucilius

of his own observation and experience. There is little trace

of the influence of hi.'i Greek studied either in the matter
or the manner of this thoroughly Roman \york

; though
he mentions in one passage that, as aids to composition, he
had carried with him to the country the works of Arclii-

Idchus, and of the comic poets Eupolis, Plato, and Menaudcr.
But a comparison of the fragments of Lucilius with the
finished compositions of Horace brings out in the strongest
light the artistic originality and skill of the latter poet in

bis management of metro aud style. Nothing can bo

rougher and harsher than the hexameters of Lucilius, or

cruder than his expression. In his management of the

more natural trochaic metre, he has shown much greatei

ease and simplicity. It is one great triumph of Horace's

genius that he was the first and indeed the only Latin

writer who could bend the stately hexameter to the uses

of natural and easy, and, at the same time, terse and happy
conversational style. Catullus, in his heiidecasyllabics

had shown the vivacity with which that light and graceful

metre could be employed in telling some short story oi

describing some trivial situation dramatically. But no
one before Horace had succeeded in applying the metre of

heroic verse to the uses of commou life. But he had one

great native model in the mastery of a terse, refined, ironical,

and natural conversational style, Terence ; and the Satiret

show, not only in allusions to incidents and personages,

but in many happy turns of expression very frequent traces

of Horace's familiarity with the works of the Roman
Menander.

The Epistles are more original in form, more philosophic

in spirit, more finished in style than the Satires. The form

of composition may have been suggested by that of some

of the satires of Lucilius, which were composed as letters

to his personal friends. But letter-writing in prose, and
occasionally also in verse, had been common among the

Romans from the time of the siege of Corinth ; and a

practice originating in the wants and convenience of friends

temporarily separated from one another by the public

service was ultimately cultivated as a literary accomplish-

ment. It was a happy idea of Horace to adopt this form

for his didactic writings on life and literature. It suited

him as an eclectic and not a systematic thinker, and as a

friendly counsellor rather than a formal teacher of his age.

It suited his circumstances in the latter years of his life,

when his tastes inclined him more to retirement and study,

v/hile he yet wished to retain his hold on society and to

extend his relations with younger men who were rising into

eminence. It suited the class who cared for literature,—

a

limited circle of educated men, intimate with one another,

and sharing the same tastes and pursuits. While giving

expression to lessons applicable to all men, he in this way
seems to address each reader individually, "admissus circum

prOiCordia ludit," with a subtle power of sympathy and of

inspiring sympathy, which respects both himself end his

reader. In spirit the Epistles are more ethical and medi-

tative than the Satires. Like the Odes they exhibit the

twofold aspects of his philosophy, that of temperate Epicu-

reanism and that of more serious and elevated conviction.

In the actual maxims which he lays down, in his apparent

belief in the efficacy of addressing philosophical texts to

the mind, he exemplifies the triteness and limitation of all

Roman thought. But the spirit and sentiment of his

practical philosophy i.s quite genuine and original. The
individuality of the great Roman moralists, such as

Lucretius and Horace, appears not in any difference in

the results at which they have arrived, but in the difference

of spirit with which they regard the spectacle of human
life. In reading Lucretius we are impressed by his earnest-

ness, his pathos, his elevation of feeling ; in Horace we
ore charmed by the serenity of his temper and the flavour

of a delicate and subtle wisdom. Wo note also in the

Epistles the presence of a more philosophic spirit, not only

in the expression of his personal convictions and aims, but

also in his comments on society. In the Satires ho paints

the outward effects of the passions of the ag& Ho shows

us prominent types of character—the miser, the parasite,

the legacy-hunter, the parvenu, iVc, but he does not try to

traco those different manifestations of life to their source.

In the Epistles ho finds the secret sjiring of the social vices

of the age in the desire, as marked in other times as ia
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those of Horace, to beeonie rich too fast, and in the tendency

to value men according to their wealth, and to sacrifice the

ends of life to a supcrtluous care for the means of living.

In the Satires he dwells on the discontent of men witli

their actual condition as he noticed the outward manifes-

tation of this spirit in the various callings of life ; in his

Epistles lie lays his finger on the real evil from which society

was suffering. The cause of all this aimless restlessness

and unreasonable desire is summed up in the words
"Strenua nos esercet inertia." In point of style the

EjHjlles occupy a middle position between the "sermo
pedestris" of the Satires, and the studied grace or the grave

majesty of the Odes. It is the perfection of that kind of

fetyle which conceals much thought, insight, and character

under a quiet and unpretending e.xterior. It combines two
great e.'ccellences of manner both in writing and in conduct,

self-restraint with sincerity and simplicity.

In his Satires and Epistles Horace shows himself a

genuine moralist, a subtle observer and true painter of life,

and an admirable writer. But for both of these works he

himself disclaims the title of poetry. He rests bis claims

as a poet on his Odes. They reveal an entirely different

aspect of his genius, his spirit, and his culture. He is

one among the few great writers of the world who have

attained high excellence in two widely separated provinces

of literature. If this division of his powers has been un-

favourable to the intensity and spontaneity of his lyrical

poetry, it has made him more interesting as a man, and
more complete as a representative of his age. Through all

his life he was probably conscious of the " ingcni benigna

vena," which in his youth made him the sympathetic student

and imitator of tlia older lyrical poetry of Greece, and

directed hts latest eflbrts to poetic criticism. But it was in

the years that intervened between the publication of his

Satires and Epistles that, his lyrical genius asserted itself as

his predominant faculty. At that time he had outlived the

coarser [ileasures and risen above the harassing cares *)f

bis earlier career ; a fresh source of happiness and inspira-

tion had been opened up to him in his beautiful Sabine

retreat ; he Jiad become not only reconciled to the rule of

Augustus, but a thoroughly convinced and, so far as his

temperament admitted of enthusiasm, an enthusiastic

believer in its beneficence. But it was only fifter much
labour that his original vein of genius obtained a free and
abundant outlet. He lays no claim to the " profuse strains

of unpremeditated art," with which other great lyrical poets

of ancient and modern times have charmed the world. He
recognizes with niodest and truthful self-appreciation the

source of his power in the lines in which he contrasts his

genius with that of Pindar :

—

"E_!to, apis Mating
More modoquc.

Grata carpcntis thyma per laborcm
Plurimum, circa neinus uvidique

Tiburis ripas, operosa parvus
Car.niina fingo."

His first efforts wero apparently imitative, "and were
directed to the attainment of perfect mastery over form,

metre, and rhythm. The first nine Otles of the first

book are experiments in dilferent kinds of metre. They
and all the other metres employed , by him are based on
those employed by the older poets of Greece,— Alca^us,

Sappho, Archilochus, Alcman, &c. He has built the

structure of his lighter Odes also on their model, while in

some of those in which the matter is more weighty, as in

that iu which he calls on Calliope "to dictate a long
continuous strain," he has endeavoured to reproduce some-
thing of the intricate movement, the abrupt transitions,

the interpenetration of narrative and rellesion, which char-

acterize the art of Pindar. Ee frequently reproduces '"•

language and some of the thoughts of liis ma.sters, but lie

gives to them new application, or stamps them with the

impress of his own experience. lie brought the metres
which he has employed to such perfection that the art

perished with him. A great proof of his mastery over
rhythm is the skill with which he has varied his metres
according to the sentiment which he wishes to express.

He has impressed the stamp of his own individuality or
of his race upon all of them. Thus his great metre, the

Alcaic, has a character of stateliness and majesty in addition

to the energy and im[ietus originally imparted to it by
AIciEUs. The Sapphic metre he employs with a peculiar

lightness and vivacity which harmonize admirably with his

gayer moods. In his combinations of the Asclepiadean
we note the grave and thoughtful temperance of tone

which pervades those in which the three Asclepiadean

line are combined with one Glyconic as in the "Qui?
desiderio, ikc," "Inclusam Danaen," &.c., the "Divis orts

bonis," ifec, and the peculiar simplicity and grace, of a
graver character than that of the Sapphic, in those Odes

in which two Asclepiadean lines are combined with one

Pherecratean and one Glyconic, as in the

or the

" Quis multa gracilis te puer in rosa,"

" fons BanJusife, splendidior vitro."

Again in regard to his diction, if Horace has learned his

subtlety and moderation from his Greek masters, he has

tempered those qualities with the masculine characteristics

of his race. No writer is more Roman in the stateliness

and dignity, the terseness, occasionally even in the sobriety

and bare literalness, of his diction. The individuality of

the man is equally marked in his vivid and graphic con-

densation of phrase, whether employed in description of

outward scenery or in moral portraiture, in the latent

fervour or ironical reserve employed in the indication of

personal feeling, and in the generalizing maxims which

transmute the experience of some special occasion intota

universal experience.

While it is mainly owing to the extreme care which
Horace gave to form, rhythm, and diction that his own
prophecy

" Usque ego postera

Crescam laude recens
"

.

has been so amply fulfilled, yet no greater injustice could be

done to him than to rank him either as poet or critic with

those who consider form everything in literature. Had
he been a writer of that stamp ho would probably have

attached himself to the school of Alexandrian imitators
;

and such excellence as lie might have obtained w:ould have

been appreciated only by limited coteries, whose opinion

and tastes do not long influence either the educated of

uneducated world. With Horace the. mastery over the

vehicle of expression was merely an essential preliminary

to making a worthy and serious use of that vehicle. He
may have erred, in theory at least, rather in the other

extreme of exaggerating the didactic oflice of poetry. If

an explanation is to be sought for his disparaging reference

to the lyrical art of his predecessor, Catullus, it is not

necessary to find that explanation in jealousy, nor in any

insensibility to a power of expression of which he has

shown the sincercst admiration by attempting to imitate it

It is more likely that ho was repelled by the purely personal

and, as ho may have thought, trivial subjects, whether of

love or hate, to which tlie art of his predecessor was almost

exclusively limited. The poet, from Horace's point of view,

was intended not merely to give refined pleasure to a few,

but, above all things, to be " utilis urbi," Yet he is sf.ved,

in his practice, from the abuse of this theory by his admir-

able sense, his ironical humour, his iatolgrancc of prctensioa
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and pedantry. Opinions will differ as to whether he or

Catullus is to be regarded as the greater lyrical poet. Those

who assign the palm to Horace will do so, certainly not

because they recognize in him richer or equally rich gifts

of feeling, conception, and expression, but because the

Bubjects to which his art has been devoted have a fuller,

more varied, more mature, and permanent interest for the

world.

For the most couniiete and exact account of the MSS. and the

various editions of Horace, readers are referred to tlie Introduction

to the admirable edition of Mr E. C. Wickham, of which only the

first volume, containing the Odes and £podiS, has appeared. For

English readers the translation of the Odes and Satires by Sir Theo-

dore Martin, and of the Odes, Satires, and Epistles by the late Pro-

lessor Conington, and the Lijfe of Horace by the late Dean Milman,

uiay be especially recommended. ' (W. Y. S.)

HORATII, three brothers born at one birth, who were

the champions of Rome in the war against Alba Longa.

Three Alban brothers, named the Curlatii, likewise born at

one birth, were opposed to them. The mothers were also

twin sisters, who had been married at the same time, and

had given birth to their sons on one day. When the Alban

army under their king Cluilius lay encamped some miles

from Rome, Tullus Hostilius the Roman king agreed with

them that the issue should depend on the combat between

the two families. Two of the Horatii were soon slain ; the

third brother feigned flight, and when the Curlatii who
were all wounded pursued him without concert he turned

and slew them one by one. Now the sister of the Horatii

was engaged to one of the Curlatii, and had made for him

a beautiful ttiantl-e. When the victor, adorned with this

trophy, was entering Eome in triumph, bis sister came to

greet him by the Porta Capena ; but when the fatal mantle,

which he wore as a trophy, showed her that her lover had

fallen by her brother's hand, she invoked a curse on him.

Enraged at her reproaches, he slew her on the spot ; and

the body of her that preferred her lover to her country lay

unburied till passers by covered it with stones. Horatius

was condemned by duiimviri, specially appointed as his

judges, to be scourged to death ; but his father justified his

action, and od appeal the people spared his life, condemning

him in penalty to walk with veiled head below the sororiuM

tigUlum. Horatius was afterwards sent to destroy Alba

Longa and transport all the inhabitants to Rome. Monu-
ments of tho tragic tale were shown by the Romans in tlio

time of Livy :—the pUa Horatia in tho forum, where the

victor hung his spoils; the beam under which the brother

passed, and which stood across a narrow street near the

site of the later Flavian Amphitheatre ; the sister's grave

outside the gate ; the grave of the two Horatii, and those

of the three Curiatii where each had fallen ; the fossa

Clvilia dug by the Albans to defend their camp.

The mythical character of many of these details is evi-

dent ; and indeed it was even doubtful which of the two

8ot3 of brothers belonged to Rome and which to Alba.

Under the tale lie historical facts known on other evidence

—the close relationship and tho final internecine strife

between tho two cities. Alba, tho ancient city on tho

Alban mount, was tho mother of all tho Latin cities, and

of Rome itaidf ; but tiie ancient city on tho Alban hill had

gradually given way to the younger cities in tho plain, and
was finally destroyed by them, while the inhabitants were

transported to Rome and various other Latin cities. With
the tale that formed round this fact were connected various

monuments on the road that led from tho Roman forum to

Alba Longa. According to Schwegler, the fossa Clvilia

(rlneo, to purify) was jirobably an attempt to drain the

country ; and the sororimn tir;itltim wok ])crhapa tho niemo-

lial of the bulwtitution of judicial trial fur !ho ohlcr patri-

urchal jurisdiction in case of murder. Dyor, Kings of

Mome, maintains ths historical character of the tole.

HORDE, a manufacturing town of Westphalia, Prussia,

circle of Doutmund, government district of Arnsberg, is

situated on the railway from Dortmund to Soest, 2 miles

south-east from Dortmund. It has one Roman Catholic

and two Evangelical churches. Its industry is almost

wholly connected with iron, and it possesses a large smelting-

work, foundries, puddling-works, rolling-mills, and manu-
factures of iron and plated wares. In the neighbourhood

there are large iron and coal-pits. The population in 1875

was 12,837.

HOREB. See Sinai.

HOREHOUND (Ang.-Sax., harfiune ; Germ., Andorn
;

Vv.,Marrube), Marruhiam, L., a genus of perennial, usually

cottony or woolly herbs, of the natural order Labiatae, and

tribe Stachydece. Common or white horehound, M. vul-

gare, L., has a short and stout rootstock, and thick stems,

about a foot in height, which, Tis well as their numerous

branches, are coated with a white or hoary felt—whetice

the popular name of the plant. The leaves have long

petioles, and are roundish, or rhombic-ovate, crenate-serrate,

much wrinkled, white and
woolly below, and pale green

and downy above; the flowers

are sessile, in dense whorls

or clusters, ' small, and dull-

white,- with calyx 10-toothed,

and the upper lobe of the

corolla long and bifid. The
plant occurs in Europe,North
Africa, and North Asia to

North-West India, and has

been naturalized in parts of

America, In Britain, where

it is found generally on sandy

or dry chalky ground, it is far

from common. A'.'hite hore-

liound contains a volatile oil,

resin, a crystallizable bitter

principle termed marruliin, Horehound

and other substances, and has a not unpleasant aromatic

odour, and a persistent bitter taste. It possesses ex-

pectorant, tonic, and carminative properties, and in large

doses is diuretic and laxative. Formerly it was official in

British pharmacopoeias; and the infusion, syrup, or confec-

tion of horehound has long been in repute for the treat-

ment of coughs and asthma, and has been recommended
also in phthisis, chronic rheumatism, hepatic and uterine

disorders, hysteria, and chlorosis. For medicinal purposes

the plant should be gathered when in flower, and is pre-

ferable in the fresh condition. Black horeliound, Batlota

nigra, L., is a hairy perennial labiate plant, of foetid

odour; is 2 to 3 feet in height; has petiolate, roundish -ovate,

serrate leaves, and numerous flowers, in dense axillary

clusters, with a green or purplish calyx, and a pale red-

purple corolla; and occurs in Europe, North Africa, and

llussian Asia, and in Britain, except in northern Scotland,

end has been introduced into North America. Walor hor&-

hound is the Lycopus europceus of Liniuvua

^See Hentliam. Bandh. BritrFl, ii., 180,1; Symo, Smnrhy's Evg:
lint., vii. 50, 51, 1!J«}7 ; J, D. Hooker, Student's Fl., 2d. cd.. 1S7S;
lientloy and Trimen' ^^cd. PI., pt 11. fig. 210; and StiiliS and
&Iaisch, The National Dispensatory, p. 901, 1879.

nORGEN, a village in the Swiss canton of Zurich, capital

of tho district of Horgen, is situated on tho left bank of the

Zurich Lake, 1500 feet above soa-lovel, and 9 miles south

of Zurich, It is surrounded by meadows and vineyards,

and possesses many handsome houses, and a beautiful

church with fresco? by Barznghi. The town is one of

the centres of the Zurich silk industry and vino culture,

rid the meeting-place of tho boats which jdy on the north
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Biiil south banks of the lake. The population in 1870
was 5199, of whom 4744 were Protestants.

HORITZ (Bohemian Horice), a town of Bohemia, Austri.i,

government district of Koniggratz, is situated on tlie rigiit

bank of the Bistritz, 10 miles N.E. from Bidschow.

Among the principal buildings are the district court of

justice, the castle, the synagogue, the town-hou'.e, tlie poor-

Jiouse, and the infirmary. It possesses woollen and linen

manufactories, a brewery, flour-mills, and eaw-mills. Fla.'c

and fruit are grown in the vicinity. The population in

1869 was SC.iO.

HORMAYR, Joseph, Baeok von, German statesman

and historian, was born at Innsbruck, January 20th

1781, and died at Munich, November 5th, 1848. After

studying law for several years (1794-1797) in his native

town, and attaining the rank of major in the Tyrol

landwehr, tLe young man, who had the advantage of

being the grandson of Joseph von Hormayr (1705-

1781), chancellor of Tyrol, obtained a post in the foreign

office at Vienna (1801), from which ho rose in 1803

to be court secretary and director of the secret archives

of the kiugdom and court. During the insurrection

by which in 1809 the Tyrolese sought to throw off the

Bavarian supremacy confirmed by the treaty of Pressburg,

Hormayr was the mainstay of the Austrian party, and
assumed the administration of everything save the military

arrangements ; but, returning home without the prestige

and protection of success, he fell into disfavour both with

the emperor Francis I. and the prime minister Metternich,

and at length in 1813 he was arrested and imprisoned. In
1816 some amends were made to him by his appointment
as historiographer royal ; but so little was he satisiied with

the general policy and conduct of the Austrian court that

in 1828 he accepted an invitation to the Bavarian capital,

where he became ministerial councillor in the department
of foreign affairs. In 1832 he was appointed Bavarian

minister at Hanover, and from 1839 to 1846 he held tlu

same position at Bremen. The last two years of his life

were spent at Munich as superintendent of the national

archives. Hormayr's literary activity was closely condi-

tioned by the circumstances of his potili ;al career : while

the access which ho enjoyed to original documents gave

value to his treatment of the past, his ecord or criticism

I of contemporary events received authorit i and interest from

the character of his personal experience. In his later

writings he is a keen opponent of the po icy of the court of

Vienna.

The following are among Hormayr's more important works :-^

Krilisch-diplomaCische Beitrdge zur Oeschichtc Tirols im Miltelallcr,

Innsb., 1802-3; Oesch. der gtfurst. Orafschaft Tirol, Tub., 1806-8;
OesterreichUchtr Plutarch, 20 vols., Vienna, 18D7-20; Archivfdr
Gesch. Slat. Lit. und KuTut, 20 vols., 1809-28; lyien, $cine Gcsch.

uml DcnkwUrdigf.citt-n, Vienna, 1823-25; Lebcnsbildcr au^ don,
Br/rciungskrirgc, Jena, 1841-44; Die goldcnc Chronilc von Hohen-
Khwangau, Munich, 1842; .Anermmen aus dcm Taycbuch eincs

alien PUgermanns, Jeua, 1845-47. Along with Meilnyanski
(1784-1844) he founded Tajschenbuch fUr die Valcrldnd. Gcsch.,
Vienna, 1811-48.

HORMISDAS, pope from 514-523, in succession to

Symmachus, was a native of Campania. Although on his

election overtures were at once made by Anastasius I.,

emperor of the East, for the reunion of the Eastern and
Western Churches, which had been separated since the
cxcomunication of Acacius in 484, the zeal or intolerance

of the pope delayed it till he was able to procure it on his

own terms, in 519, from the orthodox emperor Justin.

Ilormisdas paid much attention to the instruction of his

clergy in psalmody. ' He was succeeded in 523 by John I.

Eighty of his letters are preserved in Labbo's Sacrosancta
Concilia, vol v. (1728), and are also to be found in vol.

Ixiii. of Jligne's Pairologice Cursus C'omplclus (Latin
ecries).

HORN. The weapons whicn project from the heads of

various species of animals, constituting what are known as

horns, embrace substances which are, in their anatomical

structure and chemical composition, quite distinct from

each other ; and although in commerce also they ara

known indiscriminately as horn, their uses are altogether

dissimilar. Those differences in structure and properties

are thus indicated by Professor Owen :
—"The weapons to

which the term horn is properly or technically applied con-

sist of very different substances, and belong to two organic

systems, as distinct from each other as both are from the

teeth. Thus the horns of deer consist of bone, and ara

proces.ses of the frontal bone ; those of tlie giraffe are inde^

pendent bones or 'epiphyses' covered by hairy skin; those

of oxen, sheep, and antelopes are ' apophyses ' of the frontal

bone, covered by the corium and by a sheath of true horny

material ; those of the prong-horned antelope consist at theit

basis of bony processes covered by hairy skin, and are

covered by horny sheaths in the rest of their extent. They
thus combine the character of those of the giraffe and ordi-

nary antelope, together with the expanded and branched

form of the antlers of deers. Only the horns of the rhino-

ceros are composed wholly of horny matter, and this is dis-

posed in longitudinal fibres, so that the horns seem rather

to consist of coarse bristles compactly matted together in

the form of a more or less elongated sub-compressed cone."

True horny matter is really a modified form of epidermic

tissue, and consists of an albuminoid principle termed

"keratin." It forms, not only the horns of the ox tribe,

but also the hoofs, flaws, or nails of animals generally, the

carapace of the tortoises and the armadilloes, the scales of

the pangolin, porcupine quills, and birds' feathers, &c. The
principal application of horns is for the manufacture of

combs, and under the heading Comb, vol. vL pp. 177-78,

that industry is described. The other uses to which horn

is now devoted, among which may be noted the pressing of

buttons, the making of handles for -walking-sticks, umbrel-

las, and knives, vhe manufacture of drinking-cups, spoons

of various kinds, and snuff-boxes, do not here require ex-

tended notice. The parings and refuse of horn are valuable

for the manufacture of jirussiate of potash and as manure

;

and the ash of the cores of horn makes excellent cupels for

the assay of precious metals. In former times horn was

applied to several uses for which it is no longer required,

although such applications have left their traces in our

language. Thus the musical instruments and fog signals

known as horns indicate their descent from earlier und

simpler forms of apparatus made from horn. In the same
way powder-horns wore spoken of long after they ceased to

be made of that substance ; to a small extent lanterns still

continue to be "glazed" with thin transparent plates of

horn, a practice which a century ago was universal. Horn-

books consisted of spelling-books with their leaves protected

by thin plates of horn, and it was in former times

customary to protect the titles of valuable MSS. in the

same way. Deer-horn is almost exclusively used for

bandies by cutlers and walking-stick .and umbrella makers.

The largest supply is obtained from tie East Indies, am)

consists principally of the antlers of the axis, Axis maculate,

and the Rusa deer, Utisa Aristolelis.

HORN, or French Hoen, a wind instrument made at

various times of various materials such as wood, ivory, and

several metals, but belonging in its modern significance to

the class of brass instruments. In how far the instru-

ments of similar type or character used by the Jews and

other Eastern nations, by the Romans, and by niediaval

knights may have been related to the modern horn it is

needless to investigate here. The instrument as we know
it dates at least from the ICth century, for a picture of

the circular horn is found in Virdung's Musica (1511). But
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ruder representations of similarly-shaped instruments occur

in armorial bearings of a much remoter period. The horn

in its earlier form served exclusively the various purposes

of the hunt, whence its name in the different languages :

Italian, corno di caccia ; Frencli, cor de chasse ; German,

Waldhom. Originally there seems to have been only a

single ring, but a second semicircle occurs at an early

date. The capabilities of the primitive instrument were

as limited as its purpose, the latter being chiefly that of

ttanouncing by signals the various stages and incidents

of the hunt, such as the Reveille, the Hallali, and the

Mori. Simple tunes, however, were within its range, for

Mersenne mentions a "concert a quatre" for horns as early

as 1637. The demands on the horn were. naturally much
enlarged whsn it was introduced into the orchestra as an

exponent of artistic and complicated music. As to the

date of this event opinions differ considerably. It has

been asserted that Gossec was the first to make use of t!ie

horn in an important orchestral part in 1759. But this

is true, if true at all, of France only. In Germany and

England the instrument was in common use at a much
earlier period. From 1712-1740 two homists were

members of the imperial chapel in Vienna at the not incon-

siderable salary of 3G0 florins. Moreover, both Handel (in

his Water Mvsic, 1715, and elsewhere) and Bach assign

important parts to the horn. The notes natural to the

horn and produced by the action of the lips alone are the

Bo-called harmonics or partial tones of the bottom note be-

tween the extreme limits of the C below the staff in the bass

clef to the E in alt. Some of these notes are, however, not

used in practice. In order to supply the notes not in the

scale of natural harmonics various methods have been used.

The simplest is the insertion of the hand in the bell of the

instrument, accidentally diapovered by a German hornplayer

towards the end of the last century. The effect is to lower

the note by a semitone or a whole tone, according, to the

extent that the orifice is closed. The drawback attaching

to this system is that the " closed " or." stopped " (ctouffe)

notes differ in character from the open ones, and are In

part dull. It is true that a good composer may produce

certain effects by this means. In the modern horn a

mechanical contrivance generally takes the place of the

hand. This is the valve or ventil, an apparatus for lower-

ing the note by means of the pressure of the fingers. There

are throe valves attached to the ventil-horn, lowering the

note by one, two, and three semitones respectively. Most
modern composers write for the ventil-horn exclusively;

otViors ubO it in combination with natural or hand horns.

Another important appliance of the horn is the crook, which

may best be described as a transposing machine. The
crooks can be removed at will, their. effect (by altering tho

length of the tube) being to transpose the notes produced by
the lips into anything that is reqiiired. The player there-

fore plays as it wore in one and the same key, and tho

diffiimlty of transpo.sing his part mentally is saved to him.

In consequence the born part in a score is always written

in tho key of C, which may bo changed into E flat or F or

E by merely inserting the crook inlctided for that key. In

this way not only the diatonic scale, but all kinds.of

chrofriatic progressions can be produced on tho honi. Of
these opportunities modern com\)oser3 have largely availed

themselves, frequently tasking tho capabilities of tho players

to the utmost degree. The passage for three horixs in tho

great acena of Fidelio in Beethoven's opera of that name is

celebrated for its effectiveness as well ua for its diflicnlty.

With Wagner also tho horns arc favourite instruments.

In the economy of the orchestra tho horns form tho transi-

tion from the wood winds to tho trumpet'^, trombones, and
other loud brr.'is in.strumcnts ; they sliuro the softness of

tiio former w:lh tho power of tho latlor, and may be used

with equal effect both in filling up the harmony and in

emphasizing the melody. In works of a romantic character,

such as Mendelssohn's overture to A Midsuvimer NiyhVs
Dream, or Weber's Der Freischutz, they are invaluable for

the purpose of local colouring. There are also many solo

pieces written for the- horn, amongst which Jlozart's three

cor.certi for horn and orchestra, Schumann's concerto for 4

horns and orchestra (op. 86), Beethoven's horn sonata (op.

17), and Brahnis's trio for pianoforte, violin, and horn (op.

40) may be cited.

HORNBEAM, Carpinus, Tournef., a small genus of

trees of the natural order CupiiUferce and sub-order Corylew.

The Latin name Carpinns has been thought to be derived

from the Celtic car, wood, and pin or pen, head, the wood
of hornbeams having been used for yokes of cattle (see

Loudon, Enc)/. of I^L, p. 792, new ed.,'lS55, and Littr^,

Diet., ii. 556). The common hornbeam, or yoke-elm,

Carpinus Betulus, L. (Gr., probably ^iryi'a ; Germ., Hvm-
haum and Homhuehe; Fr., ckarme), is indigenous in the

temperate parts of western Asia and of Asia Minor, and in

Europe, where it ranges as high as 55" and 56° N. lat. It

is common in woods and hedges in parts of Wales and of

the south of England. The trunk is usually flattened, and

twisted as though composed of several stems united ; the

bark is smooth, and light grey ; and the leaves are sub-

distichous, 2 to 3 inches long, elliptic-ovate, doubly serrate,

pointed, numerously ribbed, hairy below, and opaque, and-

not glossy as in the beech, have large stipules and short

petioles, and when young are plaited. The flowers appear

with the leaves in April and Slay. The, male catkins are

about H inches long, and have pale yellow anthers, bearing

tufts of hairs at the apes ; the female attain a length of 2 to

4 inches, with bracts 1 to lA inches long. Tho green and

angular fruit or " nut " ripens in October; it is about \ inch

in length, is in shape like a small chestnut, and is enclosed

in leafy. 3-lobed bracts. The hornbeam thrives well on stiff,

clayey, moist soils, into which its roots penetrate deeply ; on

chalk or gravel it does not. flourish. Kaised from seed it

may become a tree 40 to as much as 70 feet in height,

greatly resembling the beech, except in its rounder and

closer hea£l. It is, however, rarely grown as a timber-tree,

its chief employment being for hedges. "In the single

row," says Evelyn {Syha, p. 29, 1661), "it makes the

noblest and the stateliest hedges for long Walks in Gardens

or Parh, of any Tree whatsoever whose leaves arc

decidiioiis." As it bears clipping well, it was formerly much
used in geometric' gardening. The branches should not bo

lopped in spring, on account of their tendency to bleed

at that season.

The wood of tho hornbeam is wliite and close-grained,

and polishes ill, is of considerable tenacity and little flexi-,

bility, and is extremely tough and hard to work—whence,

according to Gerard, the nanio of the tree. It has been

found to lose about 8 per cent, of its weight by drying.

As a fuel it is excellent ; and its charcoal is much esteemed for

making gunpowder. The bark of the hornbeam has tonic

properties, and the inner part is stated by Linna'us to afford

a yellow dyo. In Franco the leaves servo as fodder. The
tree is a favourite with hares and rabbits, and tho seed-

lings are apt to bo 'destroyed by mice. Pliny {Nat.

/list., xxvi. 26), who describes its wood as red and easily

split, cla-sses the hornbeam with maples. The American

hornbeam, blue or water beech, or iron: wood, is Carpinita

omerii-ana, Mich. ; tho couiiuon hop-hornbeam, a native of

tho south of Europe, is Ostrya vulgaris, Willd., and th9

American, 0. virginica, Willd.

'SccOiliun, For. Scenery, i.,&\. Lauilcr, 1834 ; Loxiioji, Arboretum,

iii. 2004, 1838; Solliy, Forest Trees, p. 337, 1842; Bciithnin,

Jlandh. of Ilrit. Fhra, ii. 753, 18(55 ; Symc, Soiirrl'i/'s £nq. ISnt.,

viii. 178, 18C8 ; J. D. Hooker, Student's Plm-a, p. 306, 2d cd. '>ij».

and AliBORicuLTUliK, vol. ii. p. 317.
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liORNBILL, the English name for a long while generally

giren to all the birds of the Family BucerotUlus of modern

ornithologists, from the extraordinary horn-lilce excrescence

(epithema) developed on the bill of most of the species,

though to which of them it was first applied seems doubt-

ful. Among classical authors Pliny had heard of such

animals, and mentions them {Hist. Xat., lib. x. cap. Ixx.)

under the name of Tragopan ; but he deemed their existence

fabulous, comparing them with Pegasi and Grypltones—in

the words of Holland, his translator (vol. i. p. 29G)—" I

thinke the same of the Tragopanades-, which many men
affirme to bee greater than the /Egle ; having crooked

homes like a Ram on either side of the head, of the colour

of yron, and the head onely red." Yet this is but an exag-

gerated description of some of the species with which

doubtless his informants had an imperfect acquaintance.

Mediteval writers found Pliny's bird to be no fable, for

specimens of the beak of one species or another seem

occasionally to have been brought to Europe, where they

were preserved in the cabinets of the curious, and thus

Aldrovandus was able to describe pretty fairly and to figure

{Ornilhologia, lib. xii. cap, is. tab. x. fig. 7) one of them

under the name of ^^ Rhinoceros Avis," though the rest of the

bird was wholly unknownto him. When the exploration of

the East Indies had extended further,more cxamplosreached

Europe, and the " Corvus Iiidicus conintus " of Bontius

became fully recognized by Willughby and Ray, under the

title of the " Horned Indian Raven or Topau called the

Rhinocerot Bird." Since the time of those excellent or-

nithologistsour knowledge of the Hornbills has been steadily

increasing, but it must be confessed that in regard to many
points there is still great lack of precise information, and

accordingly the completion of Mr Elliot's "Monograph of the

Bucerotidse " (now in course of publication) is most carnestij'

to be desired, for therein it is to be hoped that all questions

respecting their history and classification may be fully

treated. At present great diversity of opinion prevails as

to how many real genera the Family comprises, or how many
species. The group, though no doubt ought to be enter-

tained as to its limits,' has not attracted sufficient notice

from ornithologists, and therefore, apart from the merest

superficial characters, the difference of the several sections

which it includes has never been properly explained, nor

'have their di'stinctions been placed on a firm basis. Some
authors appear to have despaired of dividing it satisfactorily,

H^id have left all the described species in the Linnccan genus

Buceros, as for example. Professor Schlegel {Cat. du Miis.

des Pays Bos, Buceros) ; others have split tliat genus into

more than a score—a number which seems to be quite

unnecessary. Sundevall (7'entamew, pp. 9G, 97), with his

usual caution, has restrained himself to the recognition of

three genera, but it is unquestionable that more should

reasonably be admitted, though the present writer is not

prepared to state how many are required.

The first genus admitted by Sundevall is Jlhinoplax, which seems
properly to contain but one species, the Jluccros vigil, B. sctUatus,
or S. qalea{us of authois, commonly known as the Hehnct-IIombill,
a native of Sumatra and Borneo. This is easily distinguished by
having the front of its Learly vertical and slightly convex epithema
couiposcd of a solid mass of horn' instead of a tifiin coating of the

' Snch genera as Euryceros, Scythrops, and some others, together
with the whole Family Afomotidce, which had been at various times
and by various systcmatists placed among the Bucerotidw, have evi-

dently no real affinity to thera. ,

' Apparently correlated with this stnicturt; is the curious Ihickening
of the *'prosenccphalic median septum'' of the cranium as also of
that which divides the " proscncephatic " from the "mesencephalic
chamber," noticed by Professor Owen (C'o(. Oslcol. Scr. Mus. Hoy. Cnll.

Surg. England, i. p. 287); while the solid homy m.'L'ss is further
fitrcngthened by a backing of bony props, directed forwards and meet-
ing its base at right angles. This last singular arrangement, which is

not perceptible in the skull of any other species examined by the prc-
«cnt writer, does not seem to have been described.

light and cellular structure found in the others. So dense and hard

is this portion of the "helmet" that Chinese and Malay artisia

carve figures on its surface, or cut it transversely into plates,

which from their agreeable colouring, bright yellow with a scarlet

rim, are worn as brooches or other ornaments. This bird, which is

lacgcr than a Raven, is also rema^k,^tle for its long graduated tail,.

h,aving the two middle feathers nearly twice the length of the rest.

Notliing is known of its habits. Its head was figured by Edwards

more than a century ago, but little else had been seen of it until

1801, when Lalliam described the plumage from a specimen in the

British Museum, and the first figure of the whole bird from an

example in the Museum at Calcutta was published by HarJwicke

in 1S23 {Trans. Linn. Society, xiv. jd. 23). Xet more than twenty

years elapsed before French naturalists became acquainted with it.

Under Khinoplax Sundevall phiccs the Buceros comutus of EalHes;

but this would seem to be a wrong position for that species, the

tvpc of Bonaparte's genus Bcrcniconiis, since it does not appear to

possess a frontlet of solid horn.

Sundevall divides the genus Buceros into three sections, of which

one, Buceros proper, contains the species having the epithema

developed to its greatest extent, such as B. rhinoceros, B. hydro-

ccrrax, B. bian-nis, and others, while the remaining sections have

little or no epithema, and one of them ha.s the throat feathered.

This last includes tho African forms which seem to belong to tho

genus Tocciis of Lesson, while the other comprises the Oriental

sjiecies exempHrtcd by Mr Hodgson's genus Accros; but the

arrangement cannot be deemed wholly satisfactory, and must be

regarded only as an approach to a better. The pi-esence or absence

of the epithema may indeed be considered in distinguishing genera;

but among those that possess it, seeing that its development is to a

great degree dependent upon age and perhaps sex (this last being

uncertain), its size and shape hardly afford good generic characters,

aud, though the group assigned by Sundevall to Buceros proper

doubtless requires further separation, some less superficial distinc-

tions must be pointed out than those which have been taken aa

sufficient to establish many of the "genera" of this family sug-

gested by several ornithologists. Again, in the grouping of those

forms which possess little or no epithema sound characters are

equally wanting lor the divisions as yet set foitli, and until further

investigations have been made the limits of even the genera Aceros

and Toccns cannot be laid down. Tickell in his mauuscript Birdi

of India (in the library of tlie Zoological Society of London) divides

the Hornbills of that country into two genera only, Buceros and

Aceros, remarking that the birds of the former fly by alternately

flapping their wings and s.-iilin", while those of the latter fly by

regular flapping only.' Several dilfcrences of structure are pre.

sented by the sternal apparatus of the vaiions Buccrotid(e, and it is

quite possible that these differences may be correlated with TickeU'a

observations so as to furnish, when more is known about these

birds, a better mode of classing them, and the same may be said of

those of the African group containing the geuus Toccus and its

allies.

Lastly, we iiave the genus Bucoriiis, or Bucorar as some call it,

confined to Africa, aud containing at least two ar,d perhaps more

species, distingtiishable by their longer legs and shoi tor toes, the

Ground-Hornbills o( English writers, in contr.ast to all tho preced-

ing, which are chiefly arboreal in their habits, and when not flying

move by short leaps or hops, while the meuibere of this group walk

and run with facility. From t)ie days of Bruce at least there are

few African travellers who have not met with and in their narra-

tives more or less fully described one or other of these birds, wliose

large size and fearless habits render them conspicuous objects.

As a whole the Hornbills, of which more than 00 species

have been described, form a very natural and in some re-

spects an isolated group, placed by Professor Huxley among

his Coccygomorph<e. It has been suggested that they have

some affinity with the Hoopoes {Uptipida), but even if that

view be good the affinity cannot be very near. Their

supposed' alliance to the Toucans {lihamphastidw) rests

only on the apparent similarity presented by the enormous

beak, and is contradicted by important structural characters.

'

In many of their habits, so far as these arc known, all

Hornbills seem to be much alike, and though the modifica-

tion in the form of the beak, and tho presence or ab.sencc

of the extraordinary excrescence,* whence their name i&

' The noise made by the wings of some of the large species in their

tlicht is compared by Mr Wallace, in an admirable article on the Family

{/nldkclual Observer, 1SG3, pp. 310 ct sciq.), to the puffins of a loco-

motive steam-engine when starting with a train, and can be heard a

mile oil.

' Buffon, as was hi.<i manner, enlarges on the cruel injustice done to

these birds by Nature in encuraberinK them with this deformity, which
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derived, causes great diversity of aspect among them, the

possession of prominent eyelashes (not a common feature

in Birds) produces a uniformity of expression which makes

it impossible to mistake any member of the family. Horn-

bills are social birds, keeping in companies, not to say

flocks, and living chiefly on fruits and seeds ; but the bigger

species also capture and devour a large number of snakes,

while the smaller are great destroyers of insects. The older

writers say that they eat carrion, but further evidence to

that effect is required before the statement can be believed.

Almost every morsel of food that is picked up is tossed

into the air, and then caught in the bill before it is swal-

lowed. They breed in holes of trees, laying large white

ureal Inlnn Hornh II (/J bicmit) After Ticktll 8 ilriwii „ i

tl.e ^-.-v.Lg.cal .So,..tj s l.lrarj.

eggs, and when the hen begins to sit the cock plasters up
the entrance with mud or clay, leaving only a small window

through which she receives the food he brings her during

her incarceration.

This remarkable habit, almost simultaneously noticed by

Dr Mason in Burma, Tickell in India, and Livingstone in

Africa, and since confirmed by other observers, especially

Mr Wallace' in the Malay Archipelago, has been connected

•by Mr Bartlett (Proc. Zool. Society, 18C9, p. 142) with a

peculiarity as remarkable, which he was the first to notice.

This is the fact that Ilornbill.sat intervals of time, whether

periodical or irregular is not yet known, cast the epithelial

layer of their gizzard, that layer being formed by a secretion

derived from the glands of the proventriculus or some other

upper part of the alimentary canal. The epithelium is

ejected in the form of a sack or bag, the mouth of which is

he ikcl.ires muBt hinder them from getting their food witti ease. Tho
only lorrohoration hifl perverted view receives is affortlod by tlic ob-

•orve.l fact tliat Hornbilln, in captivity at any rate, never liavo any fat

sboul tliciri. Tlie part played by the wondorfol epilhema ill tho birds'

economy is altnp;elher unknown.
' In his intcrwliiig work (i. p. 213), this gentleman describes a nest-

ling Hornhill (/J, bicomis) which ho obtained as "a mont curious

obiect, as lar^o n^ a pigeon, but without a particle of plumago on any
part of it. It waa exceedingly plump and soft, and with a .seini-trans-

y*'"ent -ikin, so that it looked more like a bag of jelly, with head an''

fee.r ^fii V. on. than lik€ a real bird."

closely folded, and is filled with the fruit that tho bird haa

been eating. The announcement of a circumstance so ex-

traordinary naturally caused some hesitation in its accept-

ance, but the essential truth of Mr Bartlett's observations

has been abundantly confirmed by Professor Flower (lorn,

cit., p. 150), and especially by Dr Murie (op. cit., 1874, p.

420), and what seems now to be most wanted is to know
whether these castings are really intended to form the hea
bird's food during her confinement. (a. n.) i

HORN-BOOK, a name sometimes given to an elementary

treatise on any subject. It was originally applied to a sheet

containing the letters of the alphabet, which formed a primer

for the use of children. It was mounted on wood and
protected with transparent horn. Sometimes the leaf was

simply pasted against the slice of horn. The wpoden frame

had a handle, and it was usually hung at the child's girdle.

The sheet, which in ancient times was of vellum and latterly

of paper, contained first a large cross—the criss-crosse

—

from which the horn-book was called the Christ Cross Row,

or criss-cross-row. The alphabet in large and small letters

followed. The vowels then formed a line, and their com-

binations with the consonants were given in a tabular form.

The usual exorcism—" in the name of ths Father and of the

Sonne and of the Holy Ghost, Amen"—followed, then the

Lord's Prayer, the whole concluding with the Roman
numerals. The horn-book is mentioned in Shakespeare's

Love's Labour's Lost, v. 1, where the ba, the a, e, i, o, u,

and the horn, are alluded to by Moth. It is also described

by Ben Jonson

—

" The letters may be read, through the horn,

Tliat make tho story perfect."

Horn-books are now of great rarity. A representation of

a good specimen will be found prefixed to HalUwell's Notices

of Fiiffitivi Tracts, in the twenty-ninth volume of the works

printed for tho Percy Society.
,

HORNCASTLE, a market-town giving its name to a

soke in Lincolnshire, England, is situated at the foot of a

line of low hills called the Wolds, on an angle formed by

the confluence of the Bain and Waring, and at the terminus

of a branch line of the Great Northern Railway, 21 miles east

of Lincoln. The principal buildings are the parish church

of St Mary's (supposed to have been originally erected in

the time of Henry VII., possessing a square embattled

tower, many fine old monuments, and an old brass). Queen

Elizabeth's grammar school founded in I5G2, the dispensary

o[iencd in 1789, the corn exchange opened in 1856, with

a room for public meetings, and accommodation for the

mechanics' institute, a library,and a news-room. There are

also national and Wesleyan schools, and an infant school for

poor children. Among tho charities is one for apprenticing

orphan boys belonging to the parish. A few fragments still

remain of the ancient fortification from which the town takes

its name, and many Roman urns and coins have been dis-

covered in the vicinity. Near the confluence of the rivers

there at one time existed an ancient labyrinth called the

Julian bower. To the southeast of the town there is a

8]iot called Hangman'sCoruei', where criminals were formerly

executed. Tho prosperity of the town is chiefly dependent

ou agriculture and its horse fairs,—that held in August

being the largest of its class in England. Brewing,

malting, and currying are carried on, and there is some

trade in coal and iron. The population of the parisii in

1871 was 4947, end of tho soke 10,4G9.

Homcnstle is believed to he tlic Koninii linnrnrnHum. Tho
fort i.'i .*iid to haw Iktii oii^'inally construitid by the Romans, ri •

foitilicd and streiigtli-md by lloisa, tlie biolhcr of Hengcst, but

shortly afterwards dciMolished by Vortiiiicr, king of the liritoni.

The manor rt the 1mm. c' the Nc.rman sviivoy belonged to the king,

and after being for an unknown period in iirivatc hands, was sold

in tlic reign of Henry III. to the bishop of Carlisle, who received

from Henry a charter aiilhorving him to try fdoiis and liuldacourl
bMit. and graiitiufi free waricii and .in itnnual fair.
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jrORNE, George (1730-1792), bishop of Norwich, was

born on November 1, 1730, at-Otham near Maidstone,

where his father was a clergyman, and received his early

education at the Maidstone school, whence he proceeded to

University College, Oxford. In 1749 he became a fellow

of Magdalen College, of which in 17G8 he was appointed

president. As a preacher he early attained great popu-

larity ; and his reputation was further helped by several

clever if somewhat wrong headed publications, including a

satirical pamphlet entitled The Tlicology and Philosopltij

of Cicero's domnium Scipionis (1751), a defence of the

Hutchinsoniaiis in A Fair, Candid, and Impartial State

of the Case heltoeen Sir Isaac Newton and Mr Hutckiiison

(1753), and critiques upon Dr Shuckford (1754) and Dr
Kcnnicntt (1760). In 1776 be published his well-known

Commentari/ on the Book of Psalms, and in the same year

he was chosen vice-chancellor of his university; in 1781 he

was made dean of Canterbury, and in 1 700 he was raised to

the see of Xurwicli, which, however, he held for less than

two years. He died at Bath January 17, 1792.

His collected IVorks were first publislicd, with a Memoir by one

of his chaplains (Jones), in 1795. There have becnscvcr.nl subsequent

editions, the latest being that of 1830. The most popular and also

the best of his writings, the Commentary on the Psalms, has been still

more frequently reprinted, occasionally along with an essay by

James Montgomery, or with a much more remarkable discourse by

Edward Irving.

HORNE, Thomas Haetwell (1780-1862), a well-

known writer on Biblical introduction, was born in London

on October 20, 1780, and from 1789-95 was educated at

Christ's Hospital, where Coleridge was an elder contem-

porary. On leaving school, his circumstances not permitting

him to proceed to the university, he became clerk to a

barrister, but early manifested an unconquerable passion

for literary pursuits. When barely twenty years of age he

published (1800) A Brief View of the Necessity and Truth

of the Christian Revelation, which reached a second edition

in 1802. In the years immediately following he became

the author of several minor works, and in 1814, having

been appointed librarian of the Surrey Institution, he

issued his Introduction to the Study of Bibliography.

This was followed in 1818 by the work to which he had

devoted the best part of many years, the Introduclio^i to

the Critical Stiuly of the Holy Scriptures, which rapidly

attained a rare popularity, and secured (or its author a high

and secure place among contemporary scholars. In 1819

he received ordination from the bishop of London, although

unpossessed of the customary university degree, and some

time afterwards he was appointed to the cure of the united

parishes of St Edmund the King and St Nicolas Aeons

in London. Oh the breaking up of the Surrey Institution

in 1823, he was appointed (1824) to superintend the classi-

fication and publication of the British Museum Catalogue.

After the project of making a classed catalogue had been

abandoned, he continued to take part in the preparation

of the alphabetical catalogue, and his connexion with the

museum continued to subsist until 1861, when his infirmi-

ties caused him to resign. He died in London on January

26, 1862.

Besides the works already mentioned Ilorne wrote numerous
others of secondary importance, which, as catalogued in Allibone's

Dictionarj/ by himself, exceed forty in number. The Introduction,

edited byAyre and Tregeiles, reached a 12th edition in 18C0 (4 vols.

Svo) ; but, owing to the recent rapid advances of critical science, it

is now somewhat out oE date.

HORNELLSVILLE, a township and post village of

Steuben county. New York, is situated on the Canisteo

river and on the Erie Railway, 90 miles south-east of

Buffalo. It is well supplied with schools and churches,

and possesses planing-raills, tanneries, and factories for

sashes and blinds, furniture, cars, mowing-machines, and

boots and shoes. The population was 5639 in 1870, and
9852 in 1880.

HORNER, Francis (1778-1817), political economist,

was born at Edinburgh, August 12th, 1778. After passing

through the usual courses at the high school and university

of his native city, he devoted five years, the first two in

England, to comprehensive but desultory study, and in

1800 was called to the Scotch bar. Desirous, however, of

a wider sphere, Horner removed to Loudon in 1802, and
occupied the interval that elapsed before his admission to

the English bar in 1807 with researches in law, philosophy,

and political economy, and latterly with parliamentary

duties. In February 1806 he became one of tbe commis-
sioners for adjusting the claims against the nawab of Arcot,

and in November entered parliament as member for St

Ives. Next year he sat for Wendover, and in 1812 for

St Maw'es, in the patronage of the marquis of Buckingham.

In 1811, when Lord GrenviUewas organizing a prospective

ministry, Horner had the otfer, which he refused, of a

ticeasury secretaryship. He had resolved uot to accept

office till he could afford to live out of office ; and his pro-

fessional income, on which he depended, was at no tim-*

proportionate to his abilities. . His labours at last began

to tell upon a constitution never robust, and in October

1816 his physicians ordered him to Italy,' where, however,

he sank under his malady. He died at Pisa, February 8,

1817. He was buried at Leghorn, and a marble statue

by Chantrey was erected to his memory in Westminster

Abbey.

Without the advantages of rank, or wealth, or even of

genius, Francis Horner rose to a high position of public

influence and private esteem. The speeches in the House
of Commons on the occasion of moving for a new writ for

St Mawes combine with the letters of private friends in

testifying to the respect and honour commanded by his

integrity and wide and cultured intellect, and to the

affection won by his sweet and noble disposition, as well

as to the general regret for the untimely death of one wb.»

gave promise of such abilities as a statesman. The early

friend of Brougham and Jeffrey in Edinburgh, and wel-

comed in London by Romilly, Mackintosh, Abercromby,

and Lord Holland, Horner was by sincere conviction a

Whig. His special field was political economy. Master

of that subject, and exercising a sort of moral as well

aa intellectual influence over the House of Commons,

he, by his nervous and earnest rather than eloquent style

of speaking, could fix its attention for hours on such dry

topics as finance, and coinage, and currency. As chair-

man of the parliamentary committee for investigating the

depreciation of bank notes, for which he moved in 1810, he

Extended and confirmed his fame as a political economist

by.his share in the famous Bidlion Report. It was chiefly

through his efforts that the paper-issue of the English banks

was checked, and gold and silver reinstated in their true

position as circulating media ; and his views on free trade

and commerce have been generally accepted at their really

high value. Horner was one of the promoters of the

Edinburgh Review in 1802. His articles in the early

numbers of that publication, chiefly on political economy,

form his only literary legacy.

Memoirs and Currespondi-nce of Francis Homer, M.P., was pub-

lished by his brother in 18-13. See also the Edinburgh and Quar-

tcrly Rc'rteu-s for the same year ; and Blackwood's Magazine, vol. i.

HORNET. See Wasp.
HORNPIPE was originally the name of an instrument no

longer in existence, and is now used for an English national

dance. The sailor's hornpipe, nUhough the most com-

mon, is by no moans the only form of the dance, for

there is a pretty tune known as the ".College Hornpipe,"

and other specimens of a similar kind might be cited. The
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composition of hornpipes flourished chiefly in the last

century, and even Handel did not disdain to use the char-

ecteristic rhythm. ' The hornpipe may be written in f or in

common time, and is always of a lively nature.

HORROCKS, Jeremiau (1619-1641), an astronomer

cf extraordinary promise blighted by a premature, death,

was born ia 1019 at Tosteth Park, near Liverpool Of

the circumstances of his family little is known, further

than that- they were poor ; but the register of Emmanuel

College, Cambridge, testifies to bis entry as sizar, May 18,

^632. Isolated in his scientific tastes, and painfully,

straitened in means, he pursued amid innumerable difficul-

ties his purpose of self-education. His university career

lasted three years, and on his return to Lancashire he

tlevoted to astronomical observations the brief intervals of

leisure snatched from the ^harassing occupations of a

laborious life. In 1636 he met with a congenial spirit in

William Crabtree, a draper of Broughton, near Manchester

;

and encouraged by his advice he exchanged the guidance of

Lansberg, a pretentious but inaccurate Belgian astronomer,

for that of Kepler. 'He now set himself to the revision of

the Rudolphine Tables (published by Kepler in 1627), and

in the progress of hia task became convinced that a transit

of Venus overlooked by Kepler would nevertheless occur

on the 24th of November (O.S.) 1639. He was at this time

curate of Hoole, near Preston, having recently taken orders

in the Church of England, although, according to the

received accounts, he had not attained the canonical age.

The 24th of November falling on a Sunday, his clerical

duties threatened fatally to clash with his astronomical

observations; he was, however, released just in time to

witness the punctual verification of his forecast, and care-

fully noted the progress of tl;o phenomenon during half

an hour before sunset (3.15 to 3.45). This transit of

Venus is remarkable as the first ever observed, that of

1031 predicted by Kepler having been invisible in Europe.

Notwithstanding the rude character of the apparatus at

his disposal, Horrocks was enabled by his observation of it

to introduce some important corrections into the elements

of the planet's orbit, and to reduce to its exact value the

received estimate of its apparent diameter.

After a year spent at Hoole, he returned to Toxteth, and

there, on the eve of a long-promised visit to his friend

Crabtree, unexpectedly expired, January 3, 1041, in the

twenty-second year of his age. It is difficult to over

e.stimate the services which, had his life been prolonged,

this singularly gifted youth might have rendered to astrono-

mical science. To the inventive activity of the discovtrei

he already united the patient skill of the observer and

the practical sagacity of the experimentalist. Before he

was twenty he had afi'orded a specimen of his powers by

an important contribution to the lunar theory. He first

brought the revolutions of our satellite within the domain

of Kepler's laws, pointing out that her apparent irregu-

larities could be completely accounted for by supposing

her to move in an ellipse with a variable eccentricity and

directly rotatory major axis, of which the earth occupied

one focus. These precise conditions were afterwards demon-

strated by Newton to follow necessarily from the law of

gravitation.

In hia speculations as to the physical cause of the

celestial motions, his mind, though not as yet wholly

emancipated from the tyranny of gratuitous assumptions,

was working steadily towards the light. He clearly per-

ceived the significant analogy between terrestrial gravity

and the force exerted in the solar system, and used an

ingenious experiment to illustrate the composite character

of the planetary movements. He also reduced the .solar

parallax to 14" (less than a quarter of Kepler's estimate),

corrected the sun's semi-diameter to 15' 45", recommended

decimal notation, and was the firstto maketidal obsorvatioii.s.

Only s rcmnrint of tlie papers left liy Horrocks vms preserved by

the care of William CYabtiee. After his (le.ilh (which occmred soon

after that of his friend), these were purchased by Dr Worlhington,

of Cambridge ; and from Itis hands the treatise I'cnus in sole visa

passed into tliosc of Hevelius, and was published by hira in lti62

w ith his own observations on a transit of Mercury. The remaining

fiagments were, under the directions of the Koyal Society, reduced

by Dr W.allislo a compact form, with the heading vlsiioiiumm k'cp-

Icriana dt'lcnsa ct p'oviota, and published with numerous extracts

from the'letters of Horrocks to Crabtree, in a volume entitled

Jcrcmicc Ilorroecii Opera Poslhiima, London, 1672. A memoir o(

his life by the Kcv. ArundeU Blount Whatton, prefixed to a trans-

lation of the Venus in sole visa, ainicared at Loudon in 1859.

HORSE
PART I—ZOOLOGY AND ANATOMY.

Zoology.

THE horse and its near allies, the .several species of asses

and zebras, constitute the genus E(/uus of Linna;us,

a small group of animals of the class Slanimalia, so dis-

tinct in their organization from all other existing members
of the class that in many of the older zoological systems

they were placed in an order apart, under the name of

iioUdunrjula or Monodnctyla. >

Investigations in comparative anatomy have, however,

demonstrated that their structure, at first sight so singular

and exceptional, is really but a modification of the same

general plan upon which the t ipirs and rhinoceroses are

formed, and the di.5covery and restoration of the characters

of extinct species, inaugurated by Cuvicr during his fruitful

researches into the fauna of the Paris basin, continued in

various European localities by Kanp, Kiitimeyer, Gorvais,

Gaudry, Huxley, and others, and recently conducted on a

more ample scale in the prolific fossilifcrous strata of North

America by Leidy, Alarsh, and Cope, have revealed

numerous intermediate stages Uirough wliicli the existing

lior.sc8 appear to have passed in their modification from a

•very different ancestral form.

Wfc aliuU beet understand what a horse really is if wc first

consider its origin and lineage; and this wo arc in a better

position to do than with almost any other animal, as it is

one of the few whose history (if the evidence afforded by

pal.Tontology can be relied upon) can be traced back

through an almost unbroken chain of links as far as the

earliest Tertiary age.

Wc have as yet no cognizance ot the history of any

mammals of the group to which the horse bulotigs before

the dawn of the liocene period. Of where they lived and

what they were like, from what earlier forms and by wba
stages of modifications dcsceudcd, our actunl knowledge i>

an absolute blank. Conjecture helps us but little, ninl

why none of Ihcir remains liavc not ere this been discovered

is a pakuontological my.stcry. We have, however, cer'^aiu

knowledge that when the land whicli formed the bottom of

the great cretaceous ocean whicli (lowed over a considcialilc

part of the present continents of Europe and North America

was lifted above the level of the water and becanie fitted for

tlie habitation ot terrestrial aniniiils, it was very soon the

abode of vast numbers of herbivorous mammals belonging

to the group now called i'lu/iilala or "hoofed animals."

Wherever they came from, they had existed sulVuicnlly long

to have become already completely differentiated into two
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principal forms, separated from each other by many distinct

points in their organization, among which one of the most

externally conspicuous was the stnioturo of their feet.

From this character the ono form has received the name of

Artiodactyla or "even-toed," the other Perissodadyla or

" odd-toed." It is only of the latter that we shall have to

speak in this article.

Perhaps the best notion of a perissodactyle ungulate of the

Eocene age can be derived from tiie tapir.of the present day,

an animal which has changed less from the primitive and

generalized type of the group of that time than any other

existing member of the order. These early forms had all the

complete number of teeth found in so many of the mammals
of that period of various orders, arranged according to the

well-known formula

—

incisors ^, canines \, premolars j,

molars -^ = \\ on each side, or 41 in all The molar teeth

liad very short square crowns, with transverse or oblique

ridges on the grinding surface. In the fore limbs the radius

and ulna, and in the hind limbs the tibia and fibula, were

distinct and well-developed bones. Whatever the number of

toes on each foot, the one corresponding to the middle or third

digit of the generalized pentadactyle limb was the longest

;

its ungual phalanx was symmetrica! in itself, and it formed

the centre of the foot, on each sideof which theother toeswere

arranged in complete or partial symmetry according to the

stage of development. In the hind foot in all known cases

the symmetry was complete, only one toe on each side of

the middle digit being present (fig. 3, c) ; but in the fore

foot the primitive symmetry, formed by the presence of two

toes on each side of the middle toe, had been lost in nearly

all, by the disappearance of one of the outer toes (the first),

the condition still retained by the tapirs (fig. 3, a); or it had
bsen replaced by the second stage of symmetry, in which

both outer toes are absent, and only three remain, as in the

modern rhinoceros (fig. 3, c). By no animal of this period

had the third, or most highly specialized stage of symmetry,

that which, as we shall see, characterizes the modern horses

(fig. 3, e), been attained.

By various and gradually progressing deviations from

the common original typo, these animals began at a very

early period to break up into several groups, some of which

(as Macrauchenia), after undergoing a considerable degree

•of specialization, have become extinct without leaving

successors ; but three of these modified types, already dis-

tinct at the close of the Eocene period, have continued up
to the present day, gradually, as time advanced, becoming
more and more divergent from each other. These are now
re|)resentcd by the three families of the rhinoceroses, tho

tapirs, and the horses. Great as may be the differences

between these animals as we see them now, we can trace

their history step by step, as revealed by the fragments

preserved from former ages, further and further back in

time, their differences continually becoming less marked,

and ultimately blending together, if not into ono common
ancestor, at all events into forms so closely alike in all

essentials that no reasonable doubt can be lield as to their

common origin.

Leaving out of further consideration the two collateral

branches, it will be our purpose now to follow the history

of thr special subject of this article.

The remains of the earliest known animals to which it is

possible 'to trace back the modern horse by a series of

successive modifications are found in the lowest strata of

the great lacustrine formations assigned to the Eocene
period, spread over considerable portions of the present
territories of New Mexico, Wyoming, and Utah in North
Americx That similar animals may have existed in other
parts of the world is extremely probable. Negative evi-

dence in such ra.so3 is of little value, as may be judged by
the fact that it is only within a very few years that tho

existence of these deposits teeming with fossil remains of

previously unsuspected forms has been brought to light, and

their systematic exploration has scarcely yet commenced.
A little animal, not larger than a fox, Eohippus of JIarsh,

presented the most generalized form of the perissodactyle

type as yet discovered, as besides the four well-developed

toes of the fore foot, found in so many others, it had at

least a rudiment of a fifth. All analogy leads to the sup-

position that this must in its turn have been represented at

a still earlier period by another form with all five toes

complete, but direct evidence of this is at present wanting.

The transition from this horse-like animal of the early

period to the horses of modern times has been accompanied

by a gradual increase in size. The diminutive Eocene

EoMppus and Orohippus were succeeded in the Miocene

period by other forms to which the names of Aiickitherium

and Miohippus have been given, of the size of sheep ; these

again in Pliocene times by Hipparinn and Pliohippus, as

large as the modern donkeys; and it is only in the Pleisto-

cene period that Equidce appeared which approached in

size the existing horse. Important structural modifications

have also taken place, with corresponding changes in the

mode of life of the animaL The neck has become elongated,

the skull altered in fbrm, the teeth greatly modified, and

the limbs have undergone remarkable changes. The last

two require to be described more in detail.

The teeth in the Eocene forms had, as mentioned above,

the characteristic number of forty-four. This number has

been retained throughout the series, at least theoretically

;

but one tooth on each side of each jaw, the anterior pre-

molar, which in all the Eocene and Miocene species was a

well-developed tooth, persisting through the life time of the

animal, is in all modern horses rudimentary, functionless,

and generally lost at an early period of life, evidently

passing through a stage which must soon lead to its com-

plete disappearance. The canines have also greatly dimin-

ished in size, and are rarely present in the female sex, so

that practically a very large number of adult horses of the

present day have eight teeth less than the number possessed

by their predecessors. The diastema or interval between

the incisor and premolar toeth, of essential importance in

the domesticated horse to his master, as without it there

could be no room for inserting the special instrument of

subjugation to his commands, the bit, already existed in

the earliest known forms, but has gradually increased in

length. The incisors have undergone in comparatively

recent times that curious change producing the structure

which will be more frlly described hereafter, and which

distinguishes the horse's incisors from those. of all other

known animals. Lastly, the molars have undergone a

remarkable series of modifications, much resembling in

principle those that have taken place in several other groups

of herbivorous animals. Distinctions in form which existed

between the premolars, at least the anterior members of tho

series, and the true molars have gradually disappeared, the

toeth becoming all yery uniform in the shape and structure

of their grinding surface. The crowns of all these teeth in

the early forms were very short(see fig. 2, a) ; there was a dis-

tinct constriction, the neck, between the crown and roots;

and when the tooth was developing, as soon as the neck once

rose fairly above the alveolar margin, the tooth remained per-

manently in this position. The term " brachyodont " ex-

presses this condition of teeth, the mode of growth of which

may be illustrated by those of man. The free surface had

two nearly transverse curved ridges, with valleys between

(fig. 2, a); but the valleys were shallow and had no deposit of

cementum filling them, the whole exposed surface of the un-

worn tooth being formed of enamel. When the ridges be-

cameworndown the dentincof the interiorwas exposed, form-

ing islands surroundnd ijy enamel. With the progress of time
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the crowns of tte teeth gradually become longer, the valleys

deeper, and the ridges not only more elevated but more

curved and complex in arrangement. To give support to

these high ridges and save them from breaking in use, the

valleys or cavities between them became filled up to the top

with cementum, and as the crown wore down an admirable

grinding surface consisting of patches and islands of the two

6 c

Fio. 1.

—

a, Giindin^f amface of unworn moln tooth, of Anrhilhefium ; 6, cor-
responding surface of unworn niolarof yotan^ horse; c, the same tootli after
it has betn some time in use. The uncolouied portions are the dentine or
ivory, tlie shadeil parts tlie cementum fiiling the cavities and sunounding the
exterior. The black line sep.irating these two structures is the enamel <)»

hardest constituent of the tooth
^

softer substances, dentine and cement, separated by variously
reduplicated and contorted lines of intensely hard enamel,
resulted (fig. 2, c). The crowii continued lengthening until

in the modern horses it has assumed the form called "hyp-
sidont" (fig. 2, 6). Instead of contracting itito a neck, and
forming roots, its Sides continue parallel for a considerable
depth in the socket, and as the sufface wears away, the
whole tooth slowly pushes ^ .

up.and maintains the grind-

ing edge constantly at the

same level above the alve-

olus, much as in the per-

petually growing rodent's

teeth. But in existing

horses there is still a limit

to the growth of the molar.

After a length is attained

which in normal conditions

supplies sufiScient grinding

surface for the lifetime of

the animal, a neck and roots

are formed, and the tooth is

reduced to the condition of Fio. i.—a. side view ol second upper

inaioi tneoracnjoaont an- dont fo™); 6. corresponding tooth of

cestor. It is perfectly clear •*'*" (hj-psidont form),

that this lengthening of the crown adds greatly to the power
of the teeth as organs of mastication, and enables the ani-
mals in which it has taken place to find their saetenance
among the comparatively dry and harsh herbage of the
open plains, instead of being limited to the more succulent
vegetable productions of the marshes and forests in which
their predecessors mainly dwelt.

The modifications of the limbs which took place pari
pasxu with those of the teeth must have been associated
with increased speed, especially over firm and unyielding
ground. Short, stout legs, and broad feet, with numerous
toes, spreading apart from each other when the weight of
the creature is borne on them, are sufliciontly well adapted
for plodding deliberately over marshy and yielding surfaces,
and the tapirs and the rhinoceroses, which in tho structure
of the limbs have altered but little from the primitive
Eocene forms, still haunt the borders of streams and lakes
and the shady depths of the forests, as was probably tho
hibit of their ancient representatives, while the horses are
all inhabitants of the open plains, for life upon which their
whole organization is in tho most eminent degree adapted.
Tho length and mobility of the neck, position of the eye
and car, and great development of the organ of smell,
give Ihcm ample means of becoming aware of the approach
^0^ enemies, while tho length of their limbs, the auglea tho

different segments form with each other, and especially the

combination of firmness, stability, and lightness in the

reduction of all the toes to a single one, upon which the

whole weight of the body and all the muscular power are

concentrated, give them speed and endurance surpassing

that of almost any other animnl. When su.prised, however,
they are by no means helpless, both fore and Lind feet becom-
ing at need powerful weapons of defence.

If we were not.sci habituated to the sight of the horss as

hardly ever to consider its structure, we should greatly

marvel at being told of a mammal so strangely constructed

that it had but a single toe on each extremity, on the end
of the nail of Which it walked or galloped. Such a forma-
tion is without a parallel in the vertebrate series, and
is one of the most remarkable instances of specialization,

or deviation from the usual type, in accordance with special

conditions of life. It can be demonstrated, both by the

structure of the foot itself, and also by an examination of

the intermediate forms, that this toe corresponds to the

middle or third of the complete typical or pentadactyle foot,

the " ring finger " of man ; and there is very strong evi-

dence to show that by a gradual concentration of all th»
power of the limb upon this toe, and the concucrent

dwindling away and final disappearance of all the

others, the present condition of the horse's foot has been
produced.

The small horse-like animals of the Eocene period with
four, or rudiments at least of five, toes on the fore foot

have been already mentioned. In the early Miocene periodi

the animal most like an existing horse was the Anchitheriufx,

the remains of which are found in a fossil state both in

Europe and in America. In this genus there were three

well developed toes reaching the ground on each foot, and

Fio. 3.—Suoce8»*vc6taKe5 0f modification of tho feet of extinct forrosof horse-llke

animals (ohle6>* from MHrshi. showing gradual n'ductlon of the outer and en.
larKenient of (he mUdle toe (iti). a, Oiohtppits (Eocene); 6, Mesohippm
(Early Miocene): «, JHidhippnn and Anchilheiiutn (Late Miocene); d Ilippa-
rion and Pltohippvt (I'In.cene) ; e, Equui (Pleistocene).

the radius and ulna, and the tibia and fibula of the hind

leg, were complete and distinct. This was succeeded on
the European and Asiatic continent by Jlipparion aud in

America by Pliohippus, perhaps more directly in the line

of descent, as Ilipparion has some special characters of its

own in the teeth and skull, which make it probable that it

is a collateral branch which became extinct without leaving

descendants. In these and other forms which fiourished

at this period, tho lateral toes, though containing the full

number of bones, were much reduced in size, and did not

reach the ground, but were suspended to the outside of and
rather behind the large middle one, like tho rudimentary

outer toes of tho deer, or tho short first digit (" dew-claw ")

of the dog, Horses, or rather horse-liko creatures, with this

structure effect were no longer met with in tho Pleistocene

period, but then for tho first time appeared tho true horse in

its development exactly or very nearly as we know it now.

The outertoes wc-c reduced to rudiments of the metacarpals

or metatarsals only, the so-called ".splint bones" entirely con-

cealed beneath the skin (fig. 3, (, ii. aud ly.), the middio
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toe (hi.) grc;itl> eiungated, and witb its ungual [jhalaiix iinj

hoof expanded, and the stability of the fureanii and leg in-

creased by the coniiilete subordin.atiuu of Ibo idna and

dbula to the larger bones, the radius aud tibia, which alone

are concerned in the formation of the wrbt and ankle joint.

Fossil remains of true horses, differing but very slightly

from the smaller and inferior breeds of those now e.xisting,

are found abundantly in deposits of the most recent geo-

logical age, in almost every part of America, from Escholz

Day in the north to Patagonia in the south. In that con-

tinent, however, they became quite e.xtinct, and no horses,

cither wild or domesticated, existed there at the time of the

Spanish conquest, which is the more remarkable as, when
introduced from Europe, the horses that ran wild proved

by their rapid nmltiplication in the plains of South America
and Te.\as that the climate, food, and other circumstances

were highly favourable for their existence. The former

great abundance of E'pudo: in America, their (jamplete

extinction, and their perfect acclimatization when reintro-

duced by man, form curious but as yet unsolved problems

in geographical distribution.

The existing speciKS of the genus Equtis are the follow-

ing :—

, (1.) The Horse, .ffc/Hiis caOall us, L^r<r< -s distinguished

from the others by the long hairs of the' tail being more
abundant and growing quite from the base as well as the

end and sides, and also by possessing a .small bare callosity

on the inner side of the hind leg, just below the "hock"
or heel joint, in addition to the one on the inner side of

the forearm above the carpus, common to all the genus.

The mane is also longer and more flowing, and the ears

shorter, the limbs longer, and the bead smaller.

Though the existing horses are usually not marked in

any definite manner, or only irregularly dappled, or spotted

with light surrounded by a darker ring, many examples
are met with showing a dark median dorsal streak like that

found in all the other members of the genus, and even with

dark strii)es on the shoulders and legs indicating " the pro-

bability of the descent of all the existing races from a single

dun-coloured, more or less striped, primitive stock, to which
our honies still occasiosally revert."'

In Europe wild horses were extremely abundant in the

Neolithic or polished-stone period. Judging from the quan-
tity of their remains found associated with those of the men
of that time, the chase of these animals must have been

among his chief occupations, and they must have furni.shed

him with one of his most important food supplies. The
characters of the bones preserved, and certain rude but
gra[]hic rei)reseutations carved on bones or reindeers' antlers,

enable us to know that they were rather small in size, and
heavy in build, with large heads and rough shaggy manes
and tails, mucli like, in fact, the present wild horses of

the steppes of the south of Russi.a. These horses were
domesticated by the inhabitants of Europe before the dawn
of history, but it is doubtful whether the majority of the

animals now existing on the Continent are derived directly

from them, as,it is more jirobablo that they are descendants
from horses imported though Greece aud Italy from Asia,

derived from a still earlier domestication, followed by
gradual improvement through long-continued attention

bestowed on their breeding and training. Horses are now
diffused by the agency of man throughout almost the
whole of the inhabited parts of the globe, and the great
modiiieations they have undergone in consequence of

domestication and selective breeding are well exemplified
by comparing such extreme forms as the Shetland pony,
dwarfed by uncongenial climate, the thoroughbred racer,

and the London dray-horse. In Australia, as in America,

' Durwin, Variation 0/ Animals and Plants under Domestication,
1863, vJ\. I., chap, ii.

horses imported oy the European settlers liavc escaped into
the unreclaimed land.s, and multiplied to a prodigious extent,
roaming in vast herds over the plains where no hoofed
animal ever trod before.

(2.) E'jims usiims, Linn.—The Domestic Ass is nearly as
widely diffused and useful to man as tho horse. It was
known in Egypt long before the horse, and is probably of
African origin, indeed its close resemblance to the existing
wild ass of Abyssinia, E. tcmiiopus, Heuglin, leaves little

doubt as to its identity with that species.

(3.) The Asiatic Wild Asses, which roam in small herds
in the open plains of Syria, of many parts of Persia, of the
north-west of India, and the highlands of Tartary and
Tibet from the shores of tho Caspian to the frontiers of

China, differ from the last in being of a more rufous or
isabelline colour, instead of pure grey, in wanting the dark
streak across the shoulder, and having smaller ears. They
have all a dark-coloured median dorsal stripe. Though it

is considered probable by many zoologists that they form
but a single species (E. hemionui, Pallas), they present

such marked variations in size aud form that tliey have
commonly been divided 'into three—the Syrian Wild Ass
(E. hcmippus, Geoff.), the Onager (E. onarjer, Pall.) from
Peivsia, the Punjab, Scinde and the desert of Cutch, and
the Kiang or Dzeggetai {E. hcmioiius, Pallas) of tho high
table-lands of Tibet, where it is usually rael with at an
elevation of 15,000 feet and upwards above the sea-level.

The last is considerably larger than either of the others,

and differs front them in external appearance, having more
the aspect of the horse. They are all remarkably swift,

having been known to outstrip the fleetest horse in speed.

Lastly, there are three striped species, all inhabitants of

South Africa. These constitute the genus Ilippoliyris of

Hamilton Smith, but they are not separable except by
their coloration from the true asses, and one of them (4),

the Quagga (E. quayija, Gmel.), may be considered as inter-

mediate. This animal has the dark stripes limited to tho

head, neck, and shoulders, upon a brown ground. In (5)
the Dauw or Burchell's Zebra {E. burchcUii, Gray), the

ground colour is white, and the stripes cover the body and
upper part of the limbs. This is the commonest species in

the great plains of South Africa, where it roams in large

herds, often in company with the quagga and numerous
.species of antelope. It ranges from the Orange Kiver to

the confines of Abyssinia. In (G) the Mountain Zebra (.£^.

zchi-a, Linn. ) the contrast between the clear white of the

ground and the black of the stripes is most marked, and
the latter extend quite down to the hoofs. This is, conse-

quently, the most beautiful species of the group as regards

colour, if the horse may bear the palm in elegance of form.

It frequents mountainous districts rather than the open

plains which are the dwelling-places of the other two species,

and as it appears to be limited to the southern portion of

the continent, within the confines of the Cape Colony, its

numbers are rapidly diminishing under the encroachments

of European civilization.

There arc thus at least six modifications of the horse typo

at present existing, sufficiently distinct to be reckoned as

species by all zoologists, and easily recognized by their

external characters. They arc, however, all so closely allied

that each will, at least in a state of domestication or

captivity, breed with perfect freedom with any of the others.

Cases of fertile union are recorded between the hor.se and

the quagga, the horse and the dauw or Burchell's zebra,

the horse and the hemionus or Asiatic wild ass, the com-

mon ass and the zebra, the common ass and the dauw, the

common ass and the hemionus, the hemionus and the zebra,

and the hemionus and the dauw. The two species which

are perhaps tho farthost removed in general structure, the

horse and the ass, produce, as is well kuown, hybrids 01
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mules, which in some qualities useful to man excel both

their progenitors, and in some countries and for certain

kinds of work are in greater requisition than either.

Although occasional instances have been recorded of female

mules breeding with the males of one or other of the pure

species, it is doubtful if any case" has occurred of tlieir

breeding inter se, although the opportunities of doing so

must have been great, as mules have been reared in im-

mense numbers for at least several thousands of years. We
may therefore consider it settled that the different species

of the group are no«- in that degree of physiological

differentiation which enables tbera to produce offspring with

eich other, bat does not permit of the progeny continuing

the race, at all events unless reinforced by the aid of one

of the pure forms.

The several members of the group show mental differ-

ences quite as striking as those exhibited by their external

form, and more than perhaps might be expected from the

similarity of their cerebral organization. The patience of

the ass, the high spirit of the horse, the obstinacy of the

mule, have long been proverbial. It is very remarkable
* that, out of 30 many species, two only should have shown

any .aptitude for domestication, and that these two should

have been from time immemorial the universal and most

useful companions and servants of man, while all the others

remain in their native freedom to this day. It is, however,

Btill a question whether this really arises from a different

mental constitution causing a natural capacity for entering

into relations with man, or whether it may not be owing to

their having been breught gradually into this condition by

'long jcontinued and persevering efforts -rt-hen the need of

their services was keenly felt. It is quite possible that one

reason why most of the attempts to add hew species to the

list of our domestic animals in modem times have ended in

failure is that it does not answer to do so in cases in which

existing species supply all the principal purposes to which

the new ones might be put. It can hardly be expected

that zebras and quaggas fresh from their native mountains

and plains can be brought into competition as beasts of

burden and draught with horses and asses, whose naturally

useful qualities have been augmented by the training of

thousands of generations of progenitors^

.Not unfrequently instances occur of domestic horses

being produced with a small additional tos with complete

hoof, usually on the inside of the principal toe, and, though

far more rarely, three or more toes may be present These

malformations are oftep cited as instances of reversion to

the condition of some of the earlier forms of equine

animals previously mentioned. Such explanations, however

plausible they appear at first sight, are nevertheless very

doubtful. All the feet of polydactyle horses which we have
examined boar little resemblance to those of the extinct

Ilipparion or Anchitherium, but look rather as if due to

that tendency to reduplication of parts which occurs so

frequently as a teratological condition, especially among
domestic animals, and which, whatever its origin, certainly

cannot in many instances, as the cases of entire limbs super-

added, or of six digits in man, be attributed to reversion.

Anatomy.

The anatomical structure of the horse has been described
in great detail in several works devoted to the subject,

which will be mentioned in the bibliography, though these
have generally been written from the point of view of the
veterinarian rather than of the comparative anatomist. The
limits of the present article will only admit of the most
•alient points being indicated, particularly those in which
the horse (l;fri^,r<f from the other Un^ulala. Vi)]i--a other-

wise specified, it must be understood that all that is stilted

here, although mostly derived from observation upon ine

horse, applies equally well to the other existing members-
of the group.

Skeleton.—The skull as a whole is greatly elongated,

chiefly in consequence of the immense size of the face as com-
pared with the hinder or true cranial portion. The basal

line of the cranium from the lower border of the foramen
magnum to the incisor border of the palate is very nearly

straight. The orbit, of nearly circular form, though small

in proportion to the size of the whole skull, is distinctly

marked, being completely surrounded by a strong ring of

bone with prominent edges. Behind it, and freely communi-
cating with it beneath the osseous bridge (the post-orbital

process of the frontal) forming the boundary between them,

is the small temporal fossa occupying the whole of the side

of the cranium proper, and in front is the great flattened

expanse of the "cheek," formed chiefly by the superior

maxilla, giving support to the long row of molar teeth, and
having a prominent ridge running forward from below the

orbit for the attachment of the masseter muscle. The
lacrymal occupies a- considerable space on tlie flat surface

of the cheek in front of the orbit, and below it the malar

does the same. The latter sends a horizontal or slightly

ascending process backwards below the orbit to .join the

'f^ Pa
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Fio. 4.— .SIflo view of skull ftf hnr^e. witli the bnneremoved so u to expose i ue wt»ol«

of the teeth. PMx, tireinaxilla; J/x, masiMii, ^o. nasal twne; i/a. malar bone ;

L, lacrymalbone ; Fr, fiontHl l)one ; Sq. sqnftmosal bone : Fa, parietal bone : o«,

occlpiUil condyle ; pj). paroccipital proces.s: iVi'. and i*. the three incisor teeth;

r the canine tooth ;
;>m'. the situation of the rudimentary first premolar, which

has be^n Inst in the loii or. but Is presvnt In the upper law
; /'m'. pm'. anil pm«. tho

three tuUy-developed premolar teeth ; m', m', and m*. tlie i hree true oiolat teeth.

under surface of the zygomatic process of the squamosal,

which is remarkably large, and instead of ending as ucual

behind the orbit, runs forwards to join the greatly devel();icd

post-orbital process of the frontal, and even forms part of the

posterior and inferior boundary of the orbit, an arrangcniont

not met with in other mammals. The closure of the ctbit

behind distinguishes the skull of the horse from that nf its

allies the rhinoceros and tapir, and also ffom all of the

perissodactyles of the Eocene period. In front of the

cerebral cavity, the great tubular nasal cavities are provided

with well-developed turbinnl bones, and are roofed over by

very large nasals, broad behind, and ending in front by a

narrow dccurved point. The opening of the anterior n.iros

is prolonged backwards on each side of the face between

the nasals and the elongated slender prcmaxilK-e. The hitler

expand in front, and arc curved downwards to form the
'

semicircular alveolar border which supports the Lirgc incisor

teeth. The palate is narrow in the interval between the

inriaor and molar teeth, in which arc situated the large

outorior palatine foramina. Between the molar teeth it is
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croiiaer, and it u-ul.s jiustcriuily in u, voumiuj excavated

'iiiriler opposite Hie hinder border of the penultimate molar

^ oth. It is mainly fi>rnied by the maxilla?, as the palatines

iru very ni>,rr'")w. The pterygoids are delicate slender slips

of bone att^iched to the hinder border of the palatines, and

supported externally by, and genei:jfily ankylosed to. the

rough pterygoid plates of IhealisphenoUl, with no pterygoid

fossa between. They slope very obliquely fortvards, and

end in curved, compressed, hamular processes. There is a

distinct alisphenirid canal for the passage of the internal

maxillary artery. The base of the^ cranium is long and

n;irrow; the alispbenoid is very obliquely perforated by the

luraracn rotundum, but the foramen ovale is confluent with

'.he large foramen lacerum medium behind. The glenoid

surface for the articulatiou of the mandible is greatly ex-

tended transversely, concave from side to side, convex from

before backwards in front, and hollow behind, and is

bounded posteriorly at its inner part by a prominent post-

glenoid process. The .squamosal enters considerably into

llie formation of the temporal fossa, and, besides sending

the zygomatic process forwards, it sends down behind the

meatus auditorius a post-tympanic process which aids to hold

in place the otherwise loose tympauo-pcriotic bone. Behind

tins the exoccipital gives off a very long paroccipital process.

The periotic and tympanic are ankylosed together, but not

wlih the squamosal. The former has a' wide but shallow

Hijccular fossa on its inner side, and scuds backwards a con-

siderable " pars mastoidca," which appears on the outer

snrhce of the skull between the post-tympanic process of

the squamosal and the e.xoccipital. The tympanic forms a

tubular meatus auditorius externus directed outwards and
slightly backwards. It is not dilated into a distinct bulla,

hut ends in front in a pointed styliform process. It com-

pletely embraces the truncated cylindrical tympanohyal,
n hich is of great size, corresponding with the large develop-

ment of the whole anterior arch of the hyoid. This con-

sists mainly of a long and compressed stylohyal, expanded at

tlie upper end, where it sends off a triangular posterior

process. The basi-hyal is remarkable for the long, median,

pointed, compressed "glossohyal" process, which it sends

fnrward from its anterior border into the base of the

tongue. A similar but less develo|)ed process is found

ill the rhinoceros and tapir. The mandible is largely

developed, especially the region of the angle, which is ex-

panded and flattened, giving great surface for the attach-

ment of the masseter muscle. The condyle is greatly

elevated above the alveolar border ; its articular surface

IS very wide transversely, and narrow and convex from

before backwards. The coronoid process is slender,

straight, and inclined backwards, The horizontal ramus,

long, straight, and compressed, gradually narrows towards

the symphysis, where it expands laterally to form with the

ankylosed opposite ramus the wide, semicircular, shallow

alveolar border for the incisor teeth.

The vertebral column consists of seven cervical, eighteen

dorsal, six lumbar, five sacral, and fifteen to eighteen caudal

vertebrje. There maybe nineteen rib bearing vertebrre, in

vhich case five only will be reckoned as belonging to the

iinibar series. The odontoid process of the atlas is wido,_

;!at, and hollowed above, as in the ruminants. The bodies

o( the cervical vertebrae are elongated, strongly keeled, and
markedly opisthocnclous, or concave behind and convex in

front. The neural lamins are very broad, the spines almost
obsolete, except in the seventh, and the transverse processes

not largely dpvploped. In the trunk vertcbr.p the niiischo-

fiieloiis character of the centrum gradually diminishes.

The spinous processes of the anterior thoracic region are

high and compressed. To these is attached the powerful
lastic ligament, li'/umentum nuc/ue, or "paxwax," which

^.issing forwards in the middle line of the ucck above the

li-0

neural arches of the cervical vertebra;, to winch it is also

connected, is attached to the occiput and supports the

weight of the head. The transverse processes of the lunibar,

vertebra; are long, flattened, and jiroject horizontally out-

wards or slightly fnrward from the arch. The metapo-

physes are moderately developed, and there are no anapo-

physes. The caudal vertebra;, except those quite at the

base, are slender and cylindrical, without processes and
without chevron bones beneath. The ribs are eighteen cr

nineteen in numlicr on each side, flattened, and united to

the sternum by short, stout, tolerably well ossified sternal

ribs. The sternum consists of sis pieces ; the anterior or

priesternuni is extremely compressed, and projects forwards

like -the prow of a boat. The segments which follow

gradually widen, and the hinder part of the sternum is

broad and flat.

As in all other ungulates, there are no clavicles. The
scapula is long and slender ; the supra-scapular border ia

rounded, and slowly and imperfectly ossified. The spine is

very slightly developed ; rather above the middle its edge is

thickened and somewhat turned backwards, but it gradually

sub.sides at the lower extremity without forming any
acromial process. The coracoid is a prominent rounded

nodule. The humerus is stout and rather short. The ulnr.

is quite rudimentary, being only represented by little raoro

than the olecranon. The shaft gradually tapers below ai.d

is firmly ankylosed to the radius. The latter bone is o(

nearly equal width throughout. The three bones of the firbt

row of the carpus (the scaphoid, lunar, and cuneiform) are

subequal in size. The second row consists of a very broad

and flat magnum, supporting the great third metacarpal,

having to its radial side the trapezoid, and to its ulnar side

the unciform, which are both small, and articulate distally

with the rudimentary second and fourth metacarpals. The
pisiform is large and prominent, flattened, and curved

;

it articulates partly with the cuneiform and partly with

the lov/er end of the radius. The large metacarpal is

called in veterinary anatomy "cannon bone"; the small

la.teral metacarpals, which gradually, taper towards their

lo'wer extremities, and lie in close contact with the large

one, are called "splint bones." The single digit consists

of a moderate-sized proximal (os suffraginis, or large pastern),

a very short middle (is corurue, or small pastern), and a

wide, semi-lunar, ungual phalanx {os pedis, or coflSn bone).

There is a pair of large nodular sesamoids behind the

metacarpo-phalangeal articulation, and a single large

transversely-extended sesamoid behind the joint between

the second and third phalanx, called the "navicular bone.'

The carpal joint, corresponding to the wrist of man, is

commonly called the "knee" of the horse, the joint

between the metacarpal and the first phalanx the "fetlock,"

that between the first and second phalanges the " pastern,"

and that between the second and third phalanges the
" coffin joint."

In the hinder limb the femur is marked, as in all other

known perissodactyles, by the presence of a " third

trochanter," a flattened process, curving forwards, arising

from the outer side of the bone, about one-third of the

distance from the upper end. The fibula is reduced to a

mere styliform rudiment of the upper end. The lower part

is absent or completely fused with the tibia. The os calcis

ha.s a long and compressed calcalical process. The astragalus

has a large flat articular surface in front for the navicular,

and a very small one for the cuboid. The navicular and

the oxtfrnal cuneiform bones are very broad and flat.

The cuboid is small, and the internal and middle cui; i-

form bones arc small and united together. The metapod; 'a

and phalanges resemble very closely those of the fore lirnb,

but the princijial metatarsal is more laterally compiestcd

at its upper end than is the corresponding mctacnrpaL
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Tlie joint between the femur ^>m\ tibia, corresponding to

the knee of man, is called the " stifle joint"; that between
the tibia and tarsus, corresponding to the ankle of man, is

called the " liock." The bones and joints of the foot have
the sime names as in tlie fore limb. The horse is eminently
"digitigrade," standing on the extremity of the single

fligit of each foot, which is kept habitually in a position

approaching to vertical.

The muscles of the limbs are modified from those of tlie

ordinary mammalian type in accordance with the reduced
condition of the bones and the simple requirements of

flexion and extension of tlie joints, no such actions as pro-

nation and supination, or opposition of digits, being possible

or needed. The muscles therefore which perform those
functions in other quadrupeds are absent or rudimentary.

Below the carpal and tarsal joints, the fore and hind
limbs correspond almost exactly in structure as well as

function. On the anterior or extensor surface of the limb
A powerful tendon (7 in fig. 5), that of the anterior extensor

Fio. JS.— Section of foot of Jiovse. 1, mrtaciii-pa! bone : 2. first phitanx (oi svff'-a-
<jinis) : 3, second ]itinljinx t.os coronci:) ; 4. i hurl or nnpual phalanx ios pcdii, or
rotnn bone); 6, one of the upper scsamohl Ifoaes; 0, lower sesantoicl or navi-
cular bone; 7, h-iulnn of autciiov extensor of the pluilaniiesi 8, leiulon of
superficial flexor (/. pcr/ontlus); 'J, tendon of deep flexor {Ji. pciforavi)

\

In, suspmiiiory ligament of fetlock; 11, inferior or dliort sesamoid ligament;
Vi. durnift or sitln of the foot, covered with hair, and continued into 13. tho
roronary cnshloii, 14. the ]»odopliylluu8 or laminar membrane,- and l-'j, the
lveiatu;ceinnts membrane Of t-iic S'rlc; 16, planter cm>l>ien; 17, iioof ; 18, fatly
cushion of felloclc

"

of the phalanges (corresponding to the extensor communis
diaitorum of the arm and extensor lomjiis digilontm of the

foot of man) passes down over tho metacarpal bone and
phalanges, to be inserted mainly into tho upper edge of

the anterior surface of the last phalan.K or pedal bone.

There is also a much smaller second extensor on tho outer

Bide of this in each limb, the lateral cxteisor of the

rhalangea. In the foro leg the tendon of this muscle

(which corresponds with tho extensor minimi digili of man)
receives a slip from that of the principal extensor, and is

Inserted into tho first phalanx. In the hind leg (where it

is tho .homologue apparently of tho peron.eus brevis of man)
the tendon becomes blended with that of the large extensor.

A very strong ligamentous band behind the metapodinm,
ci'ising from near • tho upper extremity of its jiosterior

surface, divides into two at its lower end, and each division,

being first connected with one of the paired upper sesamoid

bones, passes by tho side of the first phalanx to join the

extensor tendon of tho jjliahingcs. Tliis is called in

veterinary anatomy tho " suspensory ligament of tho

eesamoida," or of the "fetlock "(10 in tig. C); but its attach-

ments and rolaliona, as well as the occasional presence of

muscular fibres in its siibsUince, show that it is tho

hoinologuc of tho intcrosscouB muacks of other mninmals,

<uriously modified both in structure and function, to suit

a.I<ATO:.IV. J

the rctiuiiemeiits oi Uie hurse's loot. J3eliind '.irsiipcrficiul

to this are placed the two strong tendons. of the flexor
muscles, the most superficial, or jiexor perforatus (8),
dividing to allow the other to pass through, and then
inserted into tho middle phalanx. The flexor perforans
(9) is as usual inserted into the terminal phalanx. In the
fore leg these muscles correspond with tliose similarly
named in man. In the hind leg, the perforated tendon is

a continuation of that of tho plantaris, passing pulley-wiso
over the tuberosity of the os calcis. The perforating tendon
is derived from the muscle corresponding with the loni-
flexor of man, and the smaller tendon of the oblique flexiii

{tibialis porticiis of man) is united with it.

The hoof of the horse-correspofids to the n.ail or claw o!

other mammals, but is so constructed as to form a com-
plete and very solid case to the expanded termination of
the toe, giving a firm basis of support formed of a non-
sensitive substance, which is continually renewed by tho
addition of material from within, as its surface wears av/ay
by friction against the ground. Tho terminal phalanx of
the toe is greatly enlarged and modified in form to support
this hoof, and the size of the internal framework of the foot
is further increased by a pair of lateral fibro-cartilaginous
masses attached on each side to the hinder edges of the
bone, and by a fibro-cellular and adipose plantar cushion in
the median part. These structures are all enclosed in the
keratogenous membrane or "subcorneous integument," a
continuation of the ordinary derma of the limb, J>ut
extremely vascular, and having its sujierficial extent greatly
increased by being developed into papilla; or laniinie. From
this the boruy material which constitutes the hoof is exuded.
A thickened ring encircling the upper part, called coronary
cushion (13), and the sole (15), are covered with numei'ous
thickly-set papilh-B or villi, and take the greatest share in

the formation of the hoof ; the intermediate part con-
stituting the front and side of the foot (14), corresponding
with the w.all of the hoof, is covered with parallel, fine

longitudinal lamina!, which fit into corresponding depres-
sions in tha inner side of the horny hoof. _,

The horny hoof is diwdcd into a wall or crust consistm"
of the front and sides, the flattened or concave sole, and the
frog, a triangular median prominence, notched posteriorly,

with the apex turned forwards, situated in the hinder part
of the sole. .It is formed of pavement epithelial cells,

which are mainly grouped in a conciMitric manner nrouiul

the vascular papilla; of the keratogenous membrane, so tliat

a section near the base of the hoof, cut transversely to the
long axis of these papilla*, shows a number of small circular

or oval orifices, with cells arranged concentrically round
them. The nearer the surface of the hoof, or further re-

moved from the seat of growth, the more indistinct tho
structure becomes.

Small round or oval plates of homy epitlielinm called
" chestnuts," growing like tho hoof from enlarged papilha

of the skin, are found oh the inner faco of the fore arm,
above the carpal joint in all species of Eipiiiiir, and in the
horse {E. cnbrdliis) similar formations occur near tho
npper extremity of the inner face of the metatarsmi.

Their use is unknown.
Dentition.—Tho dentition of tho liorsc, when all the teeth

are in place, is, as stated before, expressed by tlio formula
i. §, c. \, p. 4. m. 3 = 41. The incisors of each jaw aio
placed in close contact, forming a semicircle. The crowns
arc broad, somewhat nwl-sliaped, niid of nearly equal size.

They have all tho great peculiarity, not found in ihe teeth

of any other mammal, and only in tho Hrjutike of coni-

l)aratively recent geological periods, of an involution of

the external surface of tho tooth (sco fig. (!), by which
what should properly be the apex is carried deeply into thi)

interior of the crown, forming a fossa or pit, the bottom
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of wbicli becomes partially filled up with criista petrosa or

cenientum. As the tooth wears, the surface, besides the

external eunmel la3'er as in an ordinary siiupli; tooth, shows
ill addition a second iiiD'.'irinL; of the same hard substance

surrovinding the pit, which of course adds greatly to the

etiicieucy of the tooth as an organ for biting tough, fibrous

substances. This pit, generally filled in the living animal

with particle? of food, is conspicuous from its dark colour,

and constitutes the "mark" by which the age of the horse

is judged, as in consequence of its only extending to a,

crrain depth in the crown it becomes obliterated as the

crown wears away, and then the tooth assumes the charac-

ter of that of an ordinary incisor, consisting only of a core

of dentine, surrounded by the estemal enamel layer. It

<s not quite so deep in the lower as in the upper teeth.

- .
6—Lonstludinal and transverse scccion of unx''' '"CiS"!" of hoi-se. p. pulp

ciflty ; a. dentine or ivoiy; t. cnumcl; c. cutci Liytr o( cfemcntum or crusta
pcti 03a : c', loucr U>cr ol t:cincutum, Uning u, the pil or cavity of ttw Cluwii
of the l^;oth.

The canines are either quite rudimentary or entirely absent
in the feQiale. In the male they are compressed, pointed,

and smallerthan the incisors, from which tHey are separated
by a slight interval. The teeth of the molar series are all

ill contact with each otiier, but separated from the canines

by a considerable toothless space. The anterior premolars
are quite rudimentary, sometimes not developed at all, and
gdnerally fall by the time the animal attains maturity, so

that there are but six functional grinding teeth,—three

that have predecessore in the milk dentition, and hence are

considered as premolars, and three true molars, but other-

wise, except the first and last of the series, not distinguish-

able in form or structure. These teeth in both upper and
lower jaws are extremely long-crowned or hypsidont, suc-

cessive portions being pushed out as the surface wears
:way, a process which continues uatil the animal becomes
udvanced in age. The enamelled surface is infolded in a

eorapleic manner (a modification of that found in other

i'crissodactyles), the folds extendingquile to the base of the
irown, and the interstices being filled and the surface
• uvered with a considerable mass of cement, which binds
together and strengthens the whole tooth. As the teeth
wear, the folded enamel, being harder than the other con-
stituents, the dentine and cement, forms projecting ridges
on the burface arranged in a definite pattern, which give
it great efficiency as a grinding instrument (see fig. 1,

b and c). The free surfaces of the upper teeth are quad-
rille, except the first and last, which are nearly triangular.

The lower teeth arc much narrower thati t)ie upper.
The milk dentition consists of i. §, c. g, in. § = 24,—the

caii'.ncs and first or rudimentary premolars' having appar-
ently no predecessors. , In form and structure they much

roRombIc the i>ermancnt teeth. Laving the same characteris-

tic enamel fuliiings. Their eruption commences a few days
after birth, and is complete before the end of tlie first year,

the upper teeth usually appearing somewhat eaHier tliau

those of the lower jaw. The first teeth which appear aro

the first and second milk molars (about five days), then

tlie central incisor (iVom seven to ten days) ; this is followed
by the second incisor (at one month), then the third molar,

and finally the third incisor. Of tlie pcrniauent teeth tho

first true molar appears a little after the end of the first year,

followed by the second molar before the end of the second
year. At about two and a half yoai-s the first premolar
re[ilacos its predecessor. Between two ami a half and three

years the first incisor appears. At three years the second
and third premolars, and the third true molar have appeared,

at from three and a half to four years the secoud incisor,

at four to four and a half years the canine, and, finally, at

five years, tho third incisor, completing the permanent
dentition. U[i to this period the age of the horse is clearly

shown by the condition of dentition, and for some time
longer' indications can be obtained from tho wear of tho

incisor teeth, though this depends to a certain extent upon
the hardness of the food or other accidental circumstances.

.\s a general rule, the depression caused by the infolding of

the surface of the incisor (the "mark") is obliterated in

the first or central incisor at six years, in the second at

.•ieven years, and in the third at eight years. In the upper
teeth, as the depressions are deeper, this obliteration does

not take place until about two years later. After this

period no certain indications can be obtained of the age of

the horse from the teeth.

Digeslive Organs.—The lips are flexible and prehensile.

The membrane that lines them and the cheeks is quite

smooth. The palate is long and narrow ; its mucous
surface has seventeen pairs of not very sharjily defined

oblique ridges, extending as far back as the last molar tooth,

beyond which the velum palati extends for about 3 inches,

having a soft corrugated surface, and ending posteriorly in

an arched border without uvula. This embraces the base,

of the epiglottis, and, except while swallowing food, shuts'

olT all communication between the cavity of the mouth and'

the pliarynx, respiration being, unde^ ordinary circum-

stances, exclusively through the nostrils. Between the

mucous membrane and the bone of the Lard palate is a

dense vascular and nervous plexus. The membrane lining

the fauces is soft and corrugated. An elorTgated raised

glandular mass, 3 inches long and 1 inch from above down-
wards, extending backwards from the root of the tongue

along the side of the fauces, with openings on the surface

leading into crypts with glandular walls, represents the

tonsil. The tongue, corresponxJfng to the general form of

the mouth, is long and narrow. It consists of a compressed

intermolar portion with a flat upper surface, broad behind'

and becoming narrower in front, and of a depressed anterior

part rather shorter than the farmer, and which is narrow

behind and widens towards the evenly rounded apex.

The dorsal surface generally is verj^ soft and smooth.

There arc two large circumvallate papillaj near the base,

rather irregular in form, about a quarter of an inch in

diameter and half an inch apart The conical papilla; are

very small and close set, though longer and more filament-

ous on the intermolar portion. There are no fungiform

papilhe on the dorsum, but a few not very conspicuous

ones scattered along the sides of the organ.

Of the salivary glands the parotid is by far the largest,

and elongated in tho vertical direction, and narrower in the

middle than at cither upper or lower extremity. Its tipper

extremity embraces the lower surface of the cartilaginous

ear-conch ; its lower end reaches the level of the inferior

margin of the mandible, along the posterior joiargia of which
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it is placed. Its duct leaves the inferior anterior angle,

at first descends a little, and runs forward under cover of

the rounded inferior border of the mandibular ramus, then

curves up along the anterior margin of the masseter muscle,

becoming superficial, pierces the buccinator, and enters the

mouth by a simple aperture opposite the middle of the

crown of the third premolar tooth. It is not quite so thick

as a goosequiU when distended, and nearly a foot in length.

The submaxillary gland is of very similar texture to tlie

last, but much smaller ; it is placed deeper, and lies witli

its main axis horizontal. It is elongated and slender, and

flattened from within outwards. Its posterior end rests

against the anterior surface of the transverse process of the

litlas, from which it extends forwards and downwards,
slightly curved, to beneath the ramus of the jaw. The
duct which runs along its upper and internal border passes

forwards in thfj usual course, lying in the inner side of the

sublingual gland, to open on the outer surface of a distinct

papillae, situated on the floor of the mouth, half an inch

from the middle line, and midway between the lower

incisor teeth and the attachment of the frzenura linguae.

The sublingual is represented by a mass of glands lying

just beneath the mucous membrane of the floor of the

mouth on the side of the tongue, causing a distinct ridge,

extending from the fraenum backwards, the numerous
ducts opening separately along the summit of the ridge.

The buccal glands are arranged in two rows parallel

with the molar teeth. The upper ones are the largest,

and are continuous anteriorly with the labial glands, the

ducts of which open on the mucous membrane of the upper

lip.

The stomach of the horse is simple in its external form,

with a largely developed right cul de sac, and is a good
deal curved on itself, so that the cardiac and pyloric orifices

are brought near together. The antrum pyloricuni is small

and not very distinctly marked off. The interior is divided

by the character of the lining membrane into two very

distinct portions, right and left. Over the latter the dense
white smooth epithelial lining of the cesophagus is con-

tinued, terminating abruptly by a raised crenellated border.

Over the right part (rather the larger portion) the mucous
membrane has a greyish-red colour and a velvety appearance,

and contains very numerous peptic glands, which are want-

ing in the cardiac portion. The cesophageal orifice is very

small, and is guarded by a strong crescentic or rather

horseshoe like band of muscular fibres, which is supposed
to be the cause of the difficulty of vomiting in the horse.

The small intestine is of groat length (80 to 90 feet), its

mucous membrane being covered with numerous fine villi.

The caecum is of conical form, about 2 feet long and nearly

a foot in diameter; its walls are sacculated, especially near
the base, having four longitudinal muscular bands ; and its

capacity is about twice that of the stomach. , It lies with

its base near the lower part of the abdomen, and its apex
directed towards the tliorax. The colon is about one-third

the length of the small intestine, and very capacious in the

greater part of its course. As usual it may bo divided into

an ascending, transverse, and descending portion ; but the

middle or transverse portion is folded into a great loop,

which descends as low as the pubis ; so that the colon forms
altogether four folds, generally parallel to the long axis of

the body. The descending colon is much narrower than
the rest, and not sacculated, and, being considerably longer

than the distance it has to traverse, is thrown into numerous
folds.

The liver is tolerably symmetrical in its general arrange-
mciit,, being divided nearly equally into segments by a wc II-

mar, -X umbilical fissure. Each segment is again divided
by ki -al fissures, which do not extend quite to the p()S-

tcrior border of the organ ; of the cutral lubos thus cut oT,

she right is rather the larger, and has two fissures iu its free

border subdividing it into lobules. The extent of those
varies, however, in dift'ereut individuals. The two lateral

lobes are subtriangular in form. The Spigelian lobe i.-

represented by a Hat surface between the postal fissure and
the posterior border, not distinctly marked ofl' froui the left

lateral by a fissure of the ductus venosus, as this vessel is

burred deep in the hepatic substance, but the caudate lobe is

distinct and tongue-shaped, its free apex reaching nearly to

the border of the right lateral lobe. In most works on the

anatomy of the horse this has been confounded with the

Spigelian lobe of man. There is no gall-bladder, and the

biliary duct enters the duodenum about G inches from tlic

pylorus. The pancreas has two lobes or branches, a
long one passing to the left and reaching the spleen, and a

shorter right lobe. The principal duct enters the duodenum
with the bile-duct, and there is often a second small duct
which opens separately near to this.

Circulatory and Respiratwy Organs.—The heart has the

form of 1. rather elongated and pointed cone. There is one
anterior vena cava, formed by the union of the two jugular

and two axillary veins. The aorta gives off a large branch

(the anterior aorta) very near its origin, from which arise

— first, the left axillary, and afterwards the right axillary

and the two carotid arteries.

Under ordinary circumstances the horse breathes entirely

by the nasal passages, the communication between the

larynx and the mouth being closed by the velum palati.

The nostrils are placed laterally, near the termination of

the muzzle, and are large and very dilatable, being bordered

by cartilages upon which several muscles act. Immediately
within the opening of the nostril, the respiratory canal

sends ofl' on its upper and outer side a diverticulum or

blind pouch (called " false nostril ") of a conical form, and
curved, 2 to 3 inches in depth, lying in the notch formed
between the nasal and premaxillary bones. It is lined by
mucous membrane continuous with that of the nasal passage,

and its use is not apparent. It is longer in the ass than

in the horse. Here may be mentioned the guttural pouches,

large air sacs, diverticula from the Eustachian tubes, and
lying behind the upper part of the pharynx, the function

of which is also not clearly understood. The larynx has

the lateral sacculi well developed, though entirely concealed

within the ala; of the thyroid cartilage. The trachea

divides into two bronchi, one for each lung.

Nervous Si/slern.—The brain differs little, except in

details of arrangement of convolutions, from that of other

unjulates. The cerebral hemispheres are rather elongated

and subcylindrical, the olfactory lobes are largo and project

freely in front of the hemispheres, and the greater part of

the cerebellum is uncovered. The eye is provided with a

nictitating membrane or third eyelid, at the base of which

the ducts of the Flarderian gland open.

lieproductitv St/siem.—The teste? are situated in a dis-

tinct sessile or slightly pedunculated scrotum, into which

they descend from the si.xth to the tenth month after birth.

Tho accessory generative glands arc the two vcsicult

seminalcs, witn the median third vesicle, or iiten/s mascu-

linus, lying between them, the single bilobed prostate, and

a piair of globular Cowper's glands. The penis is very

largo, cylindrical, with a truncated, expanded, flattened

termination. When in a state of repose it is retracted, by

a muacio arising from the sacrum, within the prepuce, a

cutaiicoiH fold attached below tho symphyKis pubij.

The uterus IS bicornuato. The vagina is often partially

divided by a membraneous septum or hymen. Tlin innmma^

arc two, inguinally placed. Tho surface of tho chorion is

covered evenly with minute villi, coiistitutinga dilViise non-

decidiiatc [ilaceuta. Tho period of gestation is eleven

niunths.
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PART II.—HISTORY, MANAGEMENT, AND BREEDING.

From the evidence of philology il is plain tluit the horse

fii ahearly known to the Aryans before the period of

,heir dispersion.'

The first mention of the British horse occurs in tlie

well-known passages in CEsar {B. G., iv. 24, 33; v. 15, Iti

;

cf. Pomp. Mela, iiL 6), in which he mentions the native

"essedarii" and the skill with which they handled their

war chariots. We are left quite in the dark as to the

character of the animal thus employed; but there would

appear to be much probability in the surmise of Youatt,

who conjectures the horse to have been, " then as ever,

the creature of the country in which he lived. With short

fare, and exposed to the rigour of the seasons, he was pro-

bably tho little hardy thing we yet see bini , but in the

uiarshcs of the Nen and the Witham, and on the borders

of the Tees and the Clyde, there would be as much pro-

portionate development of frame and strength as we find

at the present day." After the occupation of the country

by the Romans, it appears that the horses of their cavalry

were crossed With the native mares, and thus there was
infused into the breed new blood, consisting probably of

strains from every quarter from which Roman remounts
were procured. As to the cft'cct of this cross we are not,

however, in a position to judge. We are also quite un-

certain as to the extent to wiich the Jutes and Saxons
may in their turn have again introduced a new breed of

horses into England; and even to the close of the Anglo-

Saxon period of English history allusions to the horse

are still very unfrequent. The hor.ithec/n we know, how-

ever, was from an early period a high court official; and
from such a law as that of Athe!.~,iin prohibiting the ex-

portation of horses except as presents, it may be inferred

that the English breed was not only much valued at

home but also in great request abroad.^

The period of the Norman Conquest marks an important

Compare Sanscr , afi-a; Zendish and Old Persian, acpa ; Luhu-
anian, aszva (mare); Prussian, asvinan (mare'.<» milk), Old Hi?;h

Ceniian, ehu; Antjlo-Saxon, eoh; Icel.; iar; Gothic, aihos, aihous{');
Old Irish, eck ; Old Canihrum and Gaelic, ep (as in Epona, the horse
goddess); Lai., cquiLs; Gr., i'Tnror or Tkicoj. The word seems, how-
aver, to have disappeared from the Slavonic lanjiiages The root is

probably ak, with the idea of sharpness or swiftness (Sxpoi. axis,
lau, ocinr). See Pott, Etym. Forsch. , ii. 256. and Hchn, Kullur-
n.lanzin u. Rausthicre in ihrein, Ueborganrj aus Asien jiach Griechen-
'»d u. llalien smme in das iLhrige Eurnpa (3d cd., 1877), p. 38.
rh"- lasl'unmed author, who points out the absence of tlie hoi-se from
the Egyptian monuments prior to the beginning of the IStli. century
B.C.

,
and the fact that the earliest references to this animal in Hebrew

literature (Jurlg. v. 22, 28; cf. Josh. xi. 4) do not carry us any
fm-lhev Lack, is of opinion that the S^nutic peoples as a whole were
indebt "d for t!io horse to the Lands of Iian. He also shows that
literatiire alToiils no traco of the hoi-se as indigenous to Arabia prior
to about the beginning of the 5th century A.D., although references
abound in the pre-lslamitic poetry. Horsoa were not nunicriius even
bi Mahomet's time (Sprenger, Ub. Mok., iii. 139, 140). Compare
Fgnazio Ouuli's pr.per " Delia sede priniitiva dci popoli Seraitici " in
the rra.wortioasof the Acca.temia dei Lincei (I87&-79).

• Some fragments of legislation relating to the horse about tins
;'eriod Day bo gleaned from Ancient L,i,rs and Imtilntr^ of England
i'JL, London, 1840), and AMunil Laws ami InslUules of U'a;-j.- (lol.,

i^ndoD, 1341i

stage in the history of the British horse. - William the

Conqueror's own horse was of the Spanish breed, and
others of the same kind were introduced by the barons on

their estates. But the Norman horses included many
varieties, and there is no doubt that to the Conquest the

inhabitants of Britain were indebted for a decided improve-

ment in the native horse, as well as for the introductiim

of several varieties previously unknown. According to

Giraldus Cambrensis, Roger de Bellesme, a follower of

William I., afterwards created earl of Shrewsbury, im-

ported some stallions from Spain into England ; their

produce was celebrated by Drayton the poet. It is curious

to notice that agriculture seems to be the last use to which

the horse has been put. The earliest' suggestion that

horses were used in agriculture is derived from a piecf

of the Bayeux tapestry, where a horse is represented as

drawing a harrow. This, however, must have been an ex-

ceptional case, for we know that oxen were used until a

comparatively late time, and that in Wales a law existed

forbidding horses to be used for ploughing.

In 1121 two Eastern horses are said to have been

imported,—one of them remaining in England, and the

other being sent as a present by King Alexander I. to the

church of St Andrews, in Scotland. It has been alleged

that these horses were Barbs from Morocco, but a still

more likely theory is that they existed only in name, and

never reached either England or Scotland. The crusades

were probably the means of introducing fresh strains of

blood into England, and of giving opportunity for fresh

crossings. The Spanish jennet was brought over about

1 1 82. King John gave great encouragement to horse-

breeding : one of his eai-liest efforts was to import a

hundred Flemish stallions, and, having thus paved the

way for improving the breed of agricultural horses, he

set about acquiring a valuable stud fur his own use.

Edward 111. was likewise an admirer of the horse ; he

procured fifty Spanish horses, probably jennets. At this

time there was evidently a tendency to breed a somewhat

lighter and speedier horse ; but, while the introduction of

a more active animal would soon havo led to the dis-

placement of the ponderous but powerful cavalry horse

then in use, the substituted variety would have been

unable to carry the weight of armour with which horse

and rider were alike protected ; and so in the end Ihe old

breed was kept up for a time. With the object of pre-

serving to England whatever advantages might accrue

from her care and skill in breeding an improved stamp ol

horses, Edward III. forbade their exportation ; they con-

sequently improved so rapidly in value that Richard II.

compelled dealers to limit their prices to a Qxed maximum
In the ninth year of his reign, Edward received from

the king of Navarre a present of two running horses,

supposed to have been valuable. T;ie wars of 134ti

checked the improvement of horses, and undid much of

what had been previously acconipli.^hed. for we r^d ihji

the cavalry taken into France bv Edward III. wen- bm
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indifferently mountcJ, auJ tli.it iti cunsuqULiicc lie had to

purchase large numbers of foreign hursts arom Hamault
and elsewhere for remounts. The reign of Richard 111.

does not seem to liave been rem-xrlcable for the furtliei-

ance of horse-breeding , but it was then that post-hurs'js

and stages were introduced.

Oar information on the whole subject is but scanty

down to the reign of Henry VII., who continued the

enactment against the exportation of stallions, but rela.xed

it in the case of marps above two years old. His object

was to retain the best horses m the country, and to i<ee|->

the price of them down by limiting the demand and

encouraging tlie supply. In his reign gelding is believed

to have had its origin, on account of nuinenuis herds of

horses belonging to different proprietors grazing together,

especially in time of harvest Heury Vlll. was particu-

larly careful that horse-breeding should be conducted on

right principles, and his enactments, if somewhat arbitrary,

were singularly to the point In the tliirty-second yenr

of this reign, the "bill for the breed of hordes" was passed,

the preamble of which runs thus ;
— " Forasmuch as the

generation and breed of good and strong horses within this

realm extendeth not only to a great help and defence of

the same, but also is a great commodity and profit to the

inhabitants thereof, which is now much decayed and
diminished, by reason that, in forests, chases, moors, and
waste grounds with'.n this realm, little stoned horses, and

nags of small stature and of little value, be not only sui7bred

to pasture thereupon, but also to cover mares feeding there,

whereof cometh in manner no protit or commodity." Sec

[ition 2 of the Act provides that no entire horse being above

t1ie age of two years, and not being of the height of 15
" handfulls." shall be put to graze on any common or waste

land in certain counties ; any one was to be at liberty to

seize a horse of unlawiul height, and those whose duly it

was to measure hoises, but who refused to do so, were to

be fined 40s. By section 6 all forests, chases, commons, ic,
were to be "driven" within fifteen days of Michaelmas
day, and all horse», mares, and colts not giving promise of

growing into serviceable animals, or of producing thein.

were to ba kiUctl. The aim of the Act was to prevent

breeding from animals not calculated to produce the class

of horse suited to the needs of the cnunlry. By another

Act (27 Henry VIII. chapter 6), after stating that the
" breed of good strong horses " was likely to diminish.

It was ordered that the owners of all parks and enclosed

grounds of the extent of one mile should keep two mareo
13 hands high for breeding purposes, or if the extent

of the ground was four miles, four mars*. The statute

was not to extend to the counties of Westmoreland, Cum-
berland, Northumberland, or the bishopric of Durham.
Henry took great pain.i to improve the royal stud : accord-

ing to Sir Thomas Chaloner—a writer in the reign of

Elizabeth—he imported horses from Turkey, Naples, and
Spain.

Queen Elizabeth Is reputed to have been an accompli-shed

horsewoman, and to have indulged in riding late in life.

In the first year of her reign she revived an Act passed

by Henry VIII. making it felony "to sell, exchange, or

deliver within Scotland, or to the use of any Scottisbnjan,

anv horse ;
" this, however, w.as very naturally repealed by

James J. Carriages were soon after introduced, and the

Use of them speedily became so fashionable that a bill was
brought in "to restrain the excessive and superfluous use

of coaches." Prior to tho introduction of carriages, horso-

biiok was tho means of locomotion, .and Queen Elizabeth

rode in slate to St Paul's on a pillion ; but even after

carriages were used, horsclmck was held to bo more
dignified, for James I. and his judges rode on horseback

to Wwtminstcr Hall. One advanta''o nf the introduction

ol carciages-.y^. that it created a demand for a lighter and
quicker sort of horse, instead of the ponderous animal
which, de.sinte all attempts to banish hini, was still the

horse of England—the age of chivalry having been the

lirst epoch of the British horse.

Gunpowder, too, was invented ; and now that the weight
of the cavalry soldier was diminished by the sub.^:uutiun

uf lighter armour, a quicker and better bred horse wa*
thought desirable for military service. The introduction

of carnages and the invention of gunpowder thus opened
out a new industry in breeding , and a decided change
was gradually creeping on by the time that James I. cainu

to the throne (1G03), which commences the second epoch.

James was a thorough sportsman, and his taste for racing.

in which he freely indulged, caused him to think hut little

of the speed of even ihe best English horses. With the
laudable motive therefore of effecting improveuient in

horses, he gave the then large sum of 000 guineas for an
Arab stallion which had been procured from Constiintinople

by a Mr Markhani, since known as the "Markham Arabian."
This IS the first authentic account we have of the imports

tion of Arab blood, and ihe ^lud-Booli says he was the fir.st

of that breed ever seen in England. The people havin-.

to do with horses at that time were as conservative in

their notions as most of the grooms are now, and the
" Markham Arabian " was not at all approved of. The
duke of Newcastle, in his treatise on hoisemanship, said

that he had seen the above Arabian, and described him as

a small bay horse and not of very excellent shape. In this

instance, however, prejudice (and it is difficult to believe

that it was anything else) was right, for Kiug James's first,

venture does not appear to have been a success either as a
race-horse or as a sire, and thus Arabian blood was bioughi.

into disrepute. The king, however, resolved to tiive

Eastern blood another trial, and bought a horse known a»
Place's White Turk from a Mr Place, who subsequently held

some office in connexion with the stable under Cromwell.

Charles I. followed in the footsteps of James, and lent

such patronage to the breeding of a better kind of horse

that a memorial was presented to him, asking that some
measures might be taken to prevent the old stamp of horse-.

" fit for the defence of the country " from dying out.

W'e now come to a very important period in the history

of the British horse, for Charles II. warmly espoused the

intioiluction of Eastern blood into England. He sent his

master of the horse abroad to purchase a number of

foreign horses and mares for breeding, and the marcs
brought over- by him (as also many of their produce) wore
called "royal mares"; they form a conspicuous feature

in the annals of breeding. The Sdid-Book shows of what
breed the royal mares really were : one of them, the dam
of Dodsworth (who, though foaled in England, was a

natural Barb), was a Barb mare ; she was sold by the stud-

master, after Charles II.'s death, for forty guineas, at

twenty years old, when in foal by the Helinsloy Turk.

James 1 1, was a good horseman, and had circumstances-

been more propitious he might have left his mark in tjio

sporting annals of the country. In liis reign, according

to the Slud-liook, the Stradling or Lister Turk was brought
into England by the duke of Berwick from the siege

of Buda.

Tho reign of William III. is noteworthy as the era Ii»

which, among other Iniiwrtations, there Hpiioared the first

of three Eastern horses to which tho modern thoroujjhbred

race-horse traces back as the founders of his lineage. This

was tho Bverly Turk, of whom nothing more is known
than that—to use the words of tho fir.st volume of tho

Sludlionk—ho was Captain Byeily's charter in Ireland in

King William's wars. Tho second ^A the thrc<e horses

above alluded to was the Darley Arabian^ ^^'ho was i
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»eimine Arab, aii'l was iniporlwl fiuiii A'il|iiiu by a brL'tlier

jf Mr Darley of Alflhy Park, Yorkshire, about the end of

ihe reign of William Iff. or the beginning of that of Anne.

The thirJ horse of the famous trio, the Godolpiiin Arabian

DT Barb, brought tu England about five and twenty years

after the Darley Arabian, wdl be more particularly referred

to furtlier on. All the horses now on the turf or at the

8lud trace their ancestry in the direct male line to one

or other of the^e three,—the r!>erly Turk, the Uarluy

Arabian, and the Goduliihin Arabian or Barb. Iivthe

fennlo line their pedigrees can be traced to other sources,

'^ut for all practical purposes it suffices to regard one or

ither of these three aiumals as the ultima Tkuie of racing

I'cdigree. Of course there is a large interfusion of the

blood of each of the trio through the dams of horses of the

present day ; indeed, it is impossible to find an English

race-horse which does not combine the blood of all three.

The Tliorov'jhbred.—The third and last epoch of the

British horse, viz., that of the thoroughbred racer, may
be taken to date from the beginning of the ISth century.

By thoroughbred is meant a horse or mare wlio'ie pedigree

18 registered in the Slud-Book kept by Messrs Woatherby,

the official agents of the Jockey Club—originally termed

the keepers of the match-book—as well as publishers of

the Racing Calendar. The first attempt to evolve order

out of the cliaos which had long reigned supreme was made
in 1791, fur we find in the preface of the first volume of

the Slud-Book, published in 180S, that "with a view to

correct the then increasing evil of false and inaccurate

pedigrees, the author was in the year 1791 previiiled upon

to publish an Introduction to a General
,
Stud-Buok,

consisting of a small collection of pedigrees which he had
extracted from racing calendars and sale papers n!id

arranged on a new plan." It will be seen that the

compiler of the volume vn which so much depends had
j

to go back fully a century, with little else to guide him
[

but odds and ends in the way of publications and
tradition. Mistakes under such circumstances are

pardonable. The Slud-Book then (vol. i.), which is the

oldest authority we have, contains the names and in most
cases the pedigrees, obscure though they may bo, of a very

large number of horses and mares of note from the earliest

accounts, but with two exceptions no dates prior to the

ISth century are specified in it. These exceptions arc the

Byerly Turk, who was " Captain Byerly's charger in Ireland

in King William's^ Wars (1GS9, ie.)," and a horse called

Counsellor, bred by Mr Egerton in 1G94, by Lord D'Arcy's

Counsellor by Lord Lonsdale's Counsellor by the Sliaftos-

bury Turk out of sister to Spanker—all the dams in

Counsellor's pedigree tracing back to Eastern mare.''.

There is not the least doubt that many of the animals
named in the Slttd-Book were foaled much earlier than
the above dates, but we have no particulars as to time

;

and after all it is not of much consequence.

The Slud-Book goes on to say of the Bycrly Turk that

lie tlid not cover many bred mares, but was the siio of

the Duke of Devonshire's Basto, Halloway's Jigg, and
others. Jigg, or Jig, is a very important factor, as will

be seen hereafter. The Siml-Book, although silent as to

the date of his birth, says he was a common country
Stallion in Lincolnshire until Partner was six years old —
and we know from the same authority that Partner was
foaled in 1718; v;e may therefore conclude that Jigg
was a later foal than Basto, who, according to Whyle's
J/islori/ of the Tur/, n-as a brown horse foaled in 170-?.

The reign of Queen Anne, however (1702 to 1714),
is that which will ever he inseparably connected with the
thoroughbred race-horse on account of the fame during
that period of the Darley Arabian, a bay .stallion, from
v.h')m our very best horses ore descended. According to
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the Slud-Book, " Darley 'a -Arabian was brought over by a

brother of Mr Darley of Yorkshire, who, being an agent

in merchandise abroad, became member of a hunting club,

by which means he acquired interest to procure this horse."

The Stud-Hook is silent, and other authoiitiesdiH'er, as to

the date of the importation of this celebrated Arab, some
saying he came over in the year 17UOi others that he

ari'ivcd somewh.at later; but ue know from the Slud-Book

that iManiua (foaled in 1707), Aleppo (171 1),. Almanzor

(1713), and Flying C'hilders (17 IT)) were got by him, af

also was Bartlett's Childers, a younger brother of Flying

Cliildei-s. It is generally believed that be was imported

in Anne's reign, but the exact date is immaterial, for,

assuming that ho was brought over as early as 1700
from Aleppo, he could scarcely have had a foal living

before 17UI, the first year of the IStU century. Tbo
Darley Arabian did much to remove the prejudice against

Eastern blood which had been instilled into the public mind
by the duke of Newcastle's denunciation of the Markham
Arabian. Prince George of Denmark, consort of Queen
Anne, was liiiuself a large horse-owner ; and it was in a

great measure owing to his intervention that so many
valuable stallions were imported during her reign.

At this period we find, among a mass of horses and mares

in the Slud-Book without any dates against their names,

many animals of note with the earliest chronology extant,

from Grey Piamsdcn (170-1) and Bay Bolton (17o5) down
to a mare who exercised a most important influence on the

English Uoixl-horse. This was Pioxana (171t^) by the Bald

Galloway, her dam sister to Chanter by the Akaster

Turk, from a daughter of Leedes's Arabian and a mare by

.Spanker. Koxana threw in 1732 the bay colt Lath by the

Godolphin Arabian, the sorrel colt Fioundhcad by Childers

in 1733, and the bay colt Cade by the Godolphin Arabian

in 1734, in which year she died within a fortnight after

foalinir, the produce-^Cade—being reared on cow's milk.

The Godolphin Barb or Aiabian, as be was commonly called,

was a brown bay about 16 hands in stature, with an un-

naturally high crest, and with some white on his off hind

lieel. He is said to have been imported into England from

I'rance by Mr Coke, whereas the editor of the Slud-Book

was informed by a French gentleman, he was so little

thought of that he had actually drawn a cart in the streets

of Paris. Mr Coke gave hiiii to a Mr Williams, who in

Ids turn, presented him to the earl of Godolphin. Altheugh

called an. Arabian, there is little doubt he was a Barb

pure and simple. In 1731, being then the property of

Mr Coke, he was tcazer to Hobgoblin, and on the latter

refusing his services to Boxana, the mare was put to the

Godolpliin; and the produce was Lath (1732), the first of

his get, and the most celebrated race-horse of his day after

Flying Childers. He was also the sire of Cade, own
brother to Lath, and of Reguhis the maternal grandsire of

Eclipse. He died at Gogmagog in Cambridgeshire, in

the possession of Lord Godolphin, in 1703, being then, as

is supposed, in his tweiityninth year. He is believed to

have been foaled in Barbary about 1724, and to have been

imported during the reign of George II.

In regard to the mares generally, we have a record

of the royal mares already alluded to, and likewise of three

Turk mares brought over from the siege of Vienna in 16S4,

as well as of other importations ; but it is unquestionable

that there was a very large number of native mares in

England, improved probably from time to time by racing,

however much they may have been crossed at various

periods with foreign horses, and that from this original

stock were to some extent derived the size and stride

which characterized the English race-horse, while his powerb

of endurance andelegantshape were no doubt inherited from

the Eastern horses, most of which were of a low staturt.
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14 hands or thereabouts. It is only cscessory to trace

carefully back the pedigree of most of tho famous horses

of early times to discover faults on the side of the dam

—

that is to say, the expression "dam's pedigree unknown,"

which evidently means of original or native blood. What-

ever therefore may be owing to Eastern blood, of which

from the middle of the 17lh to the beginning of the ISlh

century a complete wave swept over the British Isles, some

credit is unquestionably due to tlie native mares (whirh

Blaine says were mostly Cleveland bays) upon which the

Arabian, Barb, or Turk blood was grafted, and which laid

the foundation of the modern thoroughbred. Otlier nations

may have furnished tho blood, but England lias made the

race-horse.

Without prosecuting this subject further, it may be

enough here to follow out the lines of the Darley Arabian,

the Byerly Turk, and the Oodoliiliin Arabian or Baib, the

main ancestors of the British thoroughbred of the 18th and

19th centuries, through several famous race-horses, each

and all brilliant winners,— Flying Childers, Eclipse, Herod,

and Matchem,—to whom it is considered sufficient to look

as the great progenitors of the race-hor.se of to-day.

'.. The Darley Arabian's line is represented in a twofold degree-
first, througli liis son Flying Childers, hi.s graiulsons Blaze ami
Snip, and his great-grandson Snap, and, secondly, through his

other son Bartlett's Childers and his great-gieatgnimlson Kelipso.

Flying or Devonshire Childei-s, so ealicd to distinguish him from
other hoi"ses of the same name, was a bay horse of entirely F.asteni

blood, with a blaze in his face and four white feet, foaled in 1715.

He was bred by Mr Leonard Childers of Carr House near Doncaster,

and was purchased when young by the duke of Devonshire. Ho
was got by the Darley Arabian from IJetty Lcedes, by Careless from

sister to Lcedes, by Lcedcs's Arabian from a mare by Spanker out

of a Barb mare, who was Spanker's own mother. Spanker himself

nas by D'Arcy's Yellow Turk from a daughter of the Morocco Barb
and Old Bald Peg, by an Arab horse from a Barb mare. Careless

was by Spanker from a Barb mare, so that Childers's dam was closely

in-bied to Spanker. Flying Childers—the wonder of his time

—

was never beaten, and died in the duke of Devonshire's stud in

1741, aged twcnty-six years. He was tho sire of, among other

horses. Blaze (1733)and Snip(1736). Snip too had a celebrated son

calkd Snap (1750), and it is chiefly in tho female line through tlie

mares by these horses, of which there are fully thirty in the Sttid-

Book, that the blood of Flying Childers is handed down to us.

The other representative line of the Darley Arabian is through

Barllett's Childers, also bred by .Mr Leonard Childers, ami sold to

Mr Bartlett of Masham, in Yorkshire. He was for several years

called Young Chihlcre,— it being generally supjiosed that he was a

younger brother of Mi Flying namesake, but his date of birth is not

on record,—and subsequently Bartlett's Childers. This horse, who
r-'as never trained, was the sire of Sfiuirt (1732), whose son Maiske
( 1 750) begat Eclipse and Vopng Marske (1762), sire of Shuttle ( 1 793).

This at least is the gonorally accented theory, although Kclijise's

dam is said to have bem covered by Shakespearo as well as by
Marske. Shakespeare wa.s he son of Hobgoblinby Aleppo, and conse.

quently the male line of the Parley Arabian wouldcome through these

horses instead of through Bartlett's Childere, ,Squirt, and Marske
;

thv Stiid-Iiook, however, says that Marske was tho sire of Kclipso.

This last-named celebrated horse— pcriiaps the most celebrated

in the annals of the turf— wa.s foaled on the Ist of April 17G4, the

day on which a remarkable ellipse of the sun occurred, and ho waa
named after it. Ho was bred by the duke of Cumberland, after

whose decease he wa.s purchased by a Mr Wildman, and Guhso-

quently sold to Mr D (J'Kelly, with whom he will ever bo

identified. Hi.sdiim Spiletta was by Kcgulus, son of the (iodub

phin Barb, from Mother Western, by a son of Snake from a marc
by Old Montague (»ut of a mare by Hautboy, from a daughter of

I'rimmer audn male whoso pedigree wa.s unknown. In Kclipse's

pedigree there are upwards of a dozen mares whoso pedigrees aro

not known, but who are sujiposcd to be of native blood. Kclipso

v.as a chestnut horse with a white blazo down bis face; his olf hind
leg was white from the hock downwards, and ho had black spots

upon his rumji— this peculiarity coining down to the present day in

direct male descent, liis racing cariicr roinmeneod at live years of

age, viz., on tho 3d May 17t)0, at Kpsout, and teiniiriatcd on tho

4th October 1770, at Newmarket. Ho ran or walked over lor

eightcim races, and was never beaten. It was in his first race that

Mr (J'Kelly took the odds to a large amount before the start for tho

second heat, tluit h". would place the horses. When called upon
tideelnrc', ho utt^jrtd tho exilainatlon, which the event justilieit,

' I'klip.io first, and the rest uowlieic.

"

Eclipse commenced his stud career in 1771, and had .in eimrni.jn.i

number of foals, of whieh four only iu the direct malo lino have
come down to us, viz., Potoooooooo, or, as he is commonly calltd.
I'ot-S-os (1773), ins most celebiated son, King Fergus (1773), J.w
Andrews (1778), and Mercury (1778), though scv'cial others are
represented in the female line. Pot-S-os was the sire of Waxy,
(1790) out of Maria (1777) by Herud out of Lisette (1772) by Snap.
Waxy, who has been not inaptly termed the ace of trumps in the
tiliul-/l,inlc, begat Whalebone (1807), Web (ISOS), Wofiil (1809),
Wire (1811), Whisker (181'2), and Waxy Pope (1806), all but tho
last being out of Penelope (1798) by Trunipator (1782) from
Prunella(1788) by Highflytr out of Promise by Snap, while Waxy
Pope was out of Prunella, dam of Parasol (1800) by Pot-8-05.
Trunipator was a son of Conductor, who was by Matchem out of a
mare by Snap.

Whalebone's best sons were Camel (1822) and Sir Hercules (1826).
Camel was the sire of Defence (1824) and Touchstone (1831), while
Sir Hercules was thesiieof Birdcatcher(1833)and Faugh-a-Ballagh
(1841), own brothers, and of Gemma di Vergy (1854). Touchstone
was the sue of Newminster (1848), who begat Lord Clifden,
Adventurer, and the Hermit, as well as of Orlando (1841) sire of
Tcddinglon (1848) Whalebone's blood also deseends through
Waverley (1817) and his son the Saddler (1828), while Whisker is

reprcseiued by the Colonel (1825) ani by Economist (1825) and bis
son Harkaway (1834), sue of King rorn (1S51). Binlcatcher
begat, besides Saiintcrer (1854), the Baron (1842), sireof Stockwell
(1849) and of Kataplan (1850). Stockwell, who was a chestnut
with black spots, was the sire of Blair Athol (1861). a chestnut,
ami also of Doncaster (1870), another chestnut, but with the

characteristic black spots of his grandsire j and Doncaster was the

sue ol the chestnut Bend Or (1877).

To turn to Eclipse's other sons. King Fergus (1775) was the

sire of Beniiigbrough(1791), whose son was Orville (1799), whence
comes some of the stoutest blood on the turf, including Eniilius

(1820) and his son Priam (1827), Plenipotentiary (1831), Muley
(1810), Chesterfield (1834), and the Hero (1843). Joo Andrews

(1778J was the sire of Dick Andrews (1797), and from him descend
Tramp (1810), Lottery (1820), Liverpool (1828), Sheet Auclinr

(1832), Lnncrcost(1835), Weatherbit (1842), Be.adsmau (1855), and
Blue Gown (1865). Mercury uas sire of Gohanna (1790), who was
foaled in the same year as Waxy, aiitl the two, ulio were both
grandsons of Eclipse and both out of Herod mares, had several

contests, Waxy generally getting the better of his cousin.

Golianna's descendants come down through Golumpus (1802),
Cattort (1809), Mulatto (1823). Royal Oak (1823), and Slane(lS33).

2. The Byerly Turks Hue is represented by Herod, the Turk being
the sire of Jigg, who was the sireof Partner (1718), whose son Tartar

(1743) begat King Herod, or Herod as he was commonly called,

foaled III 1758 Heroil'sdam was Cyjiron (1750) by Blaze (1733),

on of Flying Cbildcrs. Cyf-ron's dam was Selima by Bethel's

Arabian lioiii a more by Graham's Champion from a daughter of

the Darley Arabian and a mare who Claims-Merlin for her sire, but
«li08einolhei's peiligice is unknown. In Herod's pedigree there

are fully a dozen dams whose pedigree is unknown. Herod was
a bay horse about 15 bonds S inclies high, possessed both of sub-

stance and length,— those grand requisites in a race-liorse.— com-
bined with unconimoii nowerand stamina or lasting qualities. Ho
was bred by William, duke of Cumberland, uncle of King George
III He conimeiieed his racing career in October 1763, when lie

was five years old, and ended it on the 16th of Slay 1767. He. ran

ten times, winning six and losing four races. Ho died in 1780.

and among other progeny left two famous sons, \Voodpccker (1773),

whose diim was Miss Kanisden (1760) by Cade, son of tho Godol-

phin Barb, but desceiidai also on the dam's side from the Darley

Arabian and the Byerly Tuik, and Highflyer (1774), whoso dam
was Kacliel (1763) by Blank, son of the Godolphin Barb from a

daughter of liegulu.s, also son of the Godolpbin. These two horses

have transmitted Herod's qualities down to the present day in the

direct male line, although In the female line ho is represented

through some of his other sons and his daughters as well. Wood-
pecker ivas ihc siie of Buzzard (1787), who in his turn became the

father of three celebrated sons, Castrcl (1801), Selini (1802). and
Kiibons (1803). all thivu chestnuts, and all out of an Alexander

mare (1790), who thereby became famous. This mare was by

Eclip.se's son AlcxaniRr (i782) out of a maro by Highflyer (son of

Herod) out of a daughter of Alfred, by Matchem out of a daughter

of Snap. Bustard (1813), whose dam w.is a daughter of Shuttle,

and his son Heron (1833), Snitan (1816) and his sons Glencoo

(1831) and Bay Middlcton (1833) and Midilleton'ssons Cowl (184'2)

and the Flviiig Dutchman (1846), Pantaloon (1824) and his son

Windhiiiin.i (1847), Laiigar (1817) and his son Epirus (1834) and

grandson Pyrrlius the First (1843), arc representatives of Castrcl

and Selim. ,

Highflyer is represented through his greatly esteemed son Sir

Peter Teazle, commonly called Sir Peter (1784), whoso dam wait

I'apillon liy Snap. Sir IVler li.ad five .sons at the .stud, Walton

(1790), Slamfuril (1794\ and Sir Paul (1802) being the chief.
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raiilowiu (1813), Cain (ISaS), Ion (183u), WiM DayrcU (1852),

anil his sun liuccancur (1857) brin;; down Sir Taul's blood ; whilst

\V:dton is ruprcscnteJ thioii^'h Pliantom (1806), Partisan (ISll)

:. id his sons Olaucus (1829) and Venison (1833) and Gla.iialor (1833),

Vciiisun's sons Alarm (1S12) and Kingston (1819), Glacliatoi's son

Sw-c.-tniuat (18!2>, Sweetmeats sons iMararoni (1860) and Tarniesan

(1857), and P.irniesan's sons Favoiiius (IStiS) and Crcmorno (1869).

It n.jy be added that in llic first volume of the Slud-Book thcic

ore nearlv a hundred Herod and Highllyer marcs registered.

3. Tiie Codolphin IJarb is reinescntcd by Matchcm, as the former

was the sire of Cade (1731), and Cade begat Matchcm, who was

foaled in 1748. He was thus ten years tlio senior of Herod, repro-

Miiting the liyerly Turk, and sixteen years before Eclipse, though

long subseiuent to Flying Childci3, who rcintscnt the Darlcy

\ial>ian. Matcheni was a brown bay hoiise with some white on his

If hind liecl, about 15 liauds high, bred by Sir John Holme of

arlisle, and sold to Mr W. Fenwick of Uywell, Northumberland.

riis dam was sister to Miss Partner (1735) by Partner out of Brown

Farewell by Makeless (son of the Oglethorpe Arabian) from a

daughter of Rrlnimcr out of Trumpet's dam, by Place's Wliite Turk

fiom .1 daughter of the Barb Dodsworth and a Lay ton Barb mare ;

«h;le Brimmer was by D'Arcy's "ifellow Turk from a royal marc.

M.itchen) commenced his racing career on the 2d of August 1753,

and terminated it on 1st September 175S. Out of tlmtecn engage-

ments ho won eleven and lost two. He died in 1781, aged thirty-

three years. His best son was Conductor (1767) out of a marc by

Snap ; Conductor was the sire of Trunniator(17S2), whose two .son.s,

Sorcerer (1790) and Paynalor (1791), transmit the blood of the

Codolphni down to modern times. Sorcerer was the sire of Sooth-

sayer (1808), Comus(1809>, and Smolen.sko (1310). Comus was

l!ie .sire of Humphrey Clinker (1822), whose son was Melbourne

(1834), sire of Wc;t Australian (1850) and of many valuable mares,

including Canezou (1815) and Blink Bonny (1854), dam of Blair

Athol. Paynator was the sire of Dr Syntax (1811), who had a

celebrated daughter called Beeswing (1833), dam of Newminstcr by

Touchstone.

The gems of the three lines may be brielly enumerated thus :

—(1) of the Darley Arab's line—Snap, Shuttle, 'Wa.xy, and
Or/ille-the stoutest blood on the turf; (2) of the Byerly Turk's

line— Buzzard and Sir Peter—speedy blood, the latter the stouter

of the two
; (3) of the Godolphin Barb's line—Sorcerer— often pro-

ducing large-sized animals, but showing a tendency to die out, and
Ij'/coming rare.

On file principle that as a rule like begets like, it has been

tlie practice to select as sires the best public performers on

the turf, and of two horses of like blood it is sound sense

to choose the better as against the'inferior public performer.

B'.it tliere can be little doubt that tlie mating of mares

with horses has been often pursued on a haphazard plan,

or on no system at all ; to this the Stud-Buok testifies too

plainly. Recently more attention seems to be paid to the

successful blending of certain strains of blood, though it

cannot be said that more than two or three really first class

horses are jjroduced each year. The following is a list of

the principal sires whose progeny find a place among the

winners of the three grotit races, the Derby (D), Oaks (0),

and St Leger (L) ;

—

EcUjise: Young Eclipse (D), Saltram (D), Sergeant (D), Annette
(0).

Berod: Bridget (0), Faith (0), Maid of the Oaks (0), Phenomenon
(U

Ualcheiii : Teetotum (0), Hollandaise (L).

Floritel (son of Herod): Diomed (D), Eager (D), Tartar (L), Ninety-
three (L).

IlighftijcT: Noble (D), Sir Peter Tcazlo (D), Skyscraper (D),

Viol.inte (0), Oniphale (L), Cowslip (L), Spadille (L), Young
Flora (L).

'I-S-oj: Waxy (D), Champion (D, L), Tyrant(D), Nightshade (0).
• Peter (D): Sir Harry (D), Archduko (D), Ditto (I)), Paris (D),

Hermiono (0), Para.site (0), Amhrosio (L), Fyldencr (L),

Paulina (L), Petronius (L).

lVax,,{X)). Popo (D), Whalebone (D), Blnoher (D). Whisker (D),
Music (0). Minuet (0), Corinne (0).

Whnldaw (D) : Moses (D), Lapdog (D), Spaniel (D), Caroline (0).
IVoful: Augusta (O), Zinc (0), Theodore (L).
Whisker (D): Memnon (L), The Colonel (L).
Vhant.om: Cedric (D), Middlcton (D), Cobweb (0).
OnnlU (L) : Octavins (D), Emilius (D), Ebor (L).
7'run,/,

: St Gil. s (D), Dangerous (D), Barefoot (I,).

IJiiiibus (Ii) : Priam (D), Plenipotentiary (D), Oxygen (0), Mango

/Vi«ni (D) : Miss Soltz (0), Industry (0), Crucifix (0).
Sir Vcrcula: Coronation (D), Faugh-a-n.iilash(L), Birdcatcher (D

y;i—!»
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ToiwIistoM (L): Cothcrstono (D), Orlando (U), Surplice (D, L),

Mendicant (0), Blue Bonnet (L), Newrninster (L).

Birdcakhcr (L) : Daniel O'ltourke (D), Songstress (0), Knight of

St George (L), Warlock (L), The Baron (L)

Thc,BaT0ii (L) : Stockwell (L).

Uelboiirne : West Australian (D, L), Blink Bonny (D, 0), SirTatton
Sykes (L).

Newminstcr (L) : Musjid (D), Hermit (D), Lord Clifden (L).

SiocctiiiaU: Jl.acaroni (D), Mincemeat (0), Minccpie (O).

Stockvxll (L) : Blair Athol (D, L), Lord Lyon (D, L), Donc.aster (D),

Re-ealia (0), St Albans (L), Caller Ou (L), The Marquis (L),

Aaiievcimnt (L).

King Tom : Kingcraft (D), Tormentor (0), Hippia (0), Hannuh
(d L).

RatapUn (son of the Baron) : Kettledrum (D).

Monarjuc : Glailiateur (D, L).

Parmesan (son of Sweetmeat) : Favonius (D), Ci\;morne (D),

Bucca iccr : Kisber (D), Formosa (0, L), Brig.antino (0).

Lord Clifdcn (L) : Jannette(0, L), Hawthornden (L), Weulocl; (I

Petrarch (L).

Adventurer : Pretender (D), Apologv (0, L), \Vh«el of Forttme (C).

Blair Athol (D, L) : Silvio (D, L), Craig Millar (L).

The successes of the St Leger winners, the Earon and his

son Stockwell and his grandson Blair Athol, as well as of

Touchstone and his son Newniinster and his grandsons Lord
Clifden and Adventurer, as stud horses, are more marked
than perhaps those of any others in the annals of the tutf,

e.'scept Waxy and his descendants, of whom Whalebone is

perhaps the best. Indeed the most successful cross of

modern times is the double cross of "Whalebone, the " ready

money" cross as it is called, which is arrived at by inter-

mixing the descendants of Whalebone through Sir Hercules,

Birdcatcher, the Baron, Stockwell, Rataplan, Camel, Touch-

stone, Newniinster, and Adventurer. Isonomy, by Sterling,

son of Oxford by Birdcatcher, is a case in point ; he is one of

the best and best bred horses of the century.' He has no less

than five strains of Whalebone and seven of Waxy in his

pedigree, as well as one of Shuttle, the scarcest blood of all.

In regard to mares ic has very frequently turned out

that animals which wen brilliant public performers Lave

been far less successful as dams than others which v.ere

comparatively valueless as runners. Beeswing, a brilliant

public performer, gave birth to a good horse in Newminster
;

the same may be said of Alice Hawthorn, dam of Thormanby,

of Canezou, dam of Fazzoletto, of Crucifix, dam of Snrplicc,

and of Blink Bonny, dam of Blair Atliol ; but many of the

greatest winners have dropped nothing worth training.

On the other hand, there are mares of little or no value as

racers who have become the mothers of some of the most

celebrated horses on the turf ; among them we may cite

Queen Mary, Pocahontas, and Paradigm. Queen Mary,

who was by Gladiator out of a daughter of Plenipotentiary

and Myrrha by Whalebone, when 'mated with Melbourne

produced Blink Bonny (winner of the Derby and Oaks)

;

when mated with Maugo and Lancrcost she produced

Haricot, dam of Caller Ou (winner of the St Leger).

Pocahontas, perhaps the most remarkable mare in the Stiul-

Book, never won a race on the turf, but threw Stockwell

and Rataplan to the Baron, son of Birdcatcher, King Tom
to Harkaway, Knight of St Patrick to Knight of St (jcorge,

and Knight of Kars to Nutwith—aH these horses being 16

hands high and upwards, while Pocahontas was a long, low

raaro of about 1 hands or a trille more. She also gave birth

to Ayacanora by Birdcatcher, and to Araucaria by Ambrose,

both very valuable brood marcs, Araucaria being the dam
of Chamant by Mortcmer, and of Rayon d'Or by Flageolet,

son of Pliitus by Touchstone. Paradigm again produced,

among several winners of more or less celebrity. Lord Lyon

(winner of the Two Thousand Guineas, Derby, and St.

Leger) and Achievement (winner of the St Leger), both

being by Stockwell. Another mare that has become

famous was Manganese (1853) by Birdcatcher from Moon-

beam by Tomboy from Lunatic by the Prime Minister from

Maniac by Shuttle. Manganese when mitcJ with Ratapi.m
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threw Maiidragora, dam of Apology, winner of the Oaks

and St Leger, whose sire was Adventurer, son of New-

minstcr. She also threw Mineral, who, when mated with

Lord Clifden, produced Wenlock, winner of the St Lcger,

and after being sold to go to Hungary, was tliere mated

T/itli- Buccaneer, the produce being Kisber, winner of the

Derby. It is usual to select sound, roomy mares, giving

preference to those that are comparatively speaking low

.and long, and whose temper and disposition are good,

of course paying strict attention to their blood, more

especially if breeding from such large horses as the sons

of Pocahontas.

We append the pedigree of Blair Athol, winner of the

Derby and St Leger in 1864, who, when subseqiientlj

sold by auction, fetched the unprecedented sura of 12,00<J

guineas, as it contains, not only Stockwell (the emperor ol

stallions, as he has been termed), but 'Blink Bonny and

Eleanor—in which latter animal are combined the blood of

Eclipse, Herod, Matchem, and Snap,—the only two marcs

that have ever won the Derby, in 1801 and 1857 re-

spectively, as well as those queens of the stud, Eleanor's

great-granddaughter Pocahontas and Blink Bonny's dam
Queen Mary. Both Eleanor and Blink Bonny won the

Oaks as well as the Derby, and it may be observed that

they are the only winners of the former race that appear in

the pedigree. .

The PnroiiJ

BirdcatchcrJ (1833) (

, Sir TIcrcules

I

(1826)

/Slockweltt
' (184'J) »

Jloir AlllOl't

(1961

Pocahontas

\ (1831)

Echidna (1838)

Glencte (1831)

Mai'pcssa (1830)

Hnniphrey Clinker

(1822)

Blink uonnv'l

V, (18M)

Melbourne >

(183J)

Daughter of (1833)

^ Gladiator (1833)

Qrircn Mary
\ (lt.13)

,
cuiccioiimv

Economist (lS2i)

Miss Pratl (1825)

SiTtan (1810

Trampollnc(1825)

MiUey(1810)

,
Clare (1824)

f Comns(1609)

Clittlierlna (1812)

' Cervantes (ISOO)

Dttuchter of

(1816)

Padaan(lSll)

,
Pauline (If 26)

Plenipotentiary*
(I8il)

OVhalebonc'(ISu;)

( Peil (1822)

( nob Booty (1804)

( Flight (1800)

f Whiskor«,(lS12)

(, Floranthe (ISIS)

( Blacklock (1814)

I. Gadabout (1812)

rSoliDl(1802)

( Bacchante (1800)

{Tramp (1810)

Web (ISOS)

( OiTilleJ (1705)

(ElL-anoi'l (1708)

( Maimion (1806)-

( llarpalice (1814)

f Sorcerer (1700)

I Daughter of (1840)

• Winner of the Derby.

,
Myrrha (1830)

t Winner of the Oaks.

i Houghton Lass (1801)
|

^i'' '«<'• ^''^-O

( Clinker (ISO!)

( Pewet(17SG)

( Don Quixote (17S4)

1 Evelina (1701)

JOolumpus (1802)

Daughter of (1810)

f Walton (1790)

( Parasol (1800)

( Mosca* (1819)

(.(Juadiille(1815)

( EralUus' (1820)

( Harriett (1819)

( ^^alebono* 1807)

(Gift (1818)

I Waxy* (1790)

1 Penelope (l;08)

J
W.inileior(1790)

(ThalestrisdSOO)

J Chanticleer (1787>

) lerne (1790)

J Escape (1802)

( Young Heioim
i Waxy' (1790)
jPcneiopc (1798)

1 Oclavian (IS07)
"(Capiice (1797)

\ Whltelock (1S03)

( Coriander mare (179^*

I Orvlllej (1709)

I
Minstrel (IS03)

( Buzzaid (1787)
^ Alexander mare (1790)

U
Williamson's Ditto XlROO

) Sister to Calomel (1791)

( Dick Andrews (1797)
") Gnhannn mare
j Waxy' (1790)

\ Penelope (179^>

J Beniugbiouffh (1791)

( Evelina (1791)

i Whiskey (1789)

\ Young Giantess (1790)
( Whiskey (1789)

\ Young Noisette (1769)
( Gohanna (1790)

I Amazon (1799)
JTrumpator (1782)

( Young Giantess (1790

lexina (1788)

j Sir Pctei-' (1764)
\ Hyale (1797)
(Tandem (1773)

\ Termagant
1 Eclipse (1764)

,

i Grecian Piincess (1770)
( HigliHyer(1774)
(Termiignnt
(Gohanna (1790)
) Catherine (1795)
( Paynator (1791)
( Sister to Zodiac
(Sir Peter' (1784)
( Arethusa (1792)
( Pot-Sos (1773)
JPrunr
I Whalebone' by WaN) • (180T)

( Gohanna mavo
iSellm (1802)

\ Canary Bird (1806)
t Oivillct (1799)

( Emily (1810)
( Pericles (1809)
( Sclim mare (1812)
1 Waxy* (1790)
1 Penelope (179S)

j Young Gohanna (1810)

1 sister to Grazier by Sir Peter* (1803"

i Winner of the St Leger,

Pombiof The shape of a race horse is of considerable importance,

the rac«- although it is Baid with some degree of truth that they
'""*' ~" win in all shapes. There are the neat and elegant

animals, like the descendants of Saunterer and Sweet-

meat ; the large-framed, plain-looking, and heavy-headed

Mclbourncs, often with lop cars; the descendants of Bird-

catcher, full of quality, and of more than average stature,

though Bomctimes disfigured with curby hocks ; and the

niedium sized but withal speedy descendants of Touch-
stone, tliDUgh in some cases characterized by somewhat
loaded ohouldcrs. In height it will bo found that the

most successful racers average from 15 to 1G.\ hands, tho

former being considered somewhat small, while the laltor

is unqiicslmimbly very largo; the moan may bo taken as

between IDJ and IC hands (the hand = 4 inches'). The

head should be light and lean,' and well set on ; the

ears small and pricked, but not too short; the eyes full
;

the forfihead broad and flat ; the nustrils largo and
dilating; the muzzle fine; the neck moderate in length,

wide, muscular, and yet light; the throat clean; tlie

windpipe spacious and locscly attached to the neck ; the

crest thin, not coarse and arched. The v*ither8 may bo

moderately high and thin ; the chest well developed, but

not too wide or deep; the shoulder should lie well on the

chest, and be oblique and well covered with muscle, .so as

to reduce concussion in galloping ; the upper and lower

arms should ho long and muscular ; the knees broad and
strong ; legs short, flat, and broad : fetlock joints large

;

pasterns strong and of nuHleruto length ; the foct should

be moderatolv laitc, with the heels open and frogs sound
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—witli no sigus of contracliurt. The body or barrel

shouUl be moderately deep, long, and str^iglit, tba length

being really in the shoulders and in the quarters ; the

back should be strong and muscular, with the shoulders

and loins running well in at each end ; the loins them-

selves should have great breadth and substance, this being

a vital necessity for weight-carrying aud propelling power

uphill. The hips should be long and wide, with the

stitie and thigh strong, long, and proportionately devel-

oped, and the hind quarters well let down. , The hock

should have plenty of bone, and be strongly affixed to

the leg, and show no signs of curb ; the bones below the

huL-k should be flat, and free from adhesions ; tlie liga-

ments and tendons well developed, and standing out from

Ihe bone ; the joints well formed aud wide, yet without

undue enlargement; the jiesterns and feet similar to those

of the forehand. The tail should bo high set on, the

croup being continued in a straight line to the tail, and

not falling away and drooping to a low set tail. Fine

action is the best criterion of everything fitting properly,

and all a horse's points ought to harmonize or bo in pro-

portion to one another, no one point being more promi-

nent than another, such as good shoulders, fine loins, or

txcellent quarters. .• If the observer is struck with the

remarkable prominence of any one feature, it ' is probable

that the remaining parts are deficient. A well-made horse

wants dissecting in detail, and th«n if a good judge can

discover no fault with any part, but finds each of good

proportions, and the whole to harmonize without defect,

deformity, or deficiency, he has before him a well-shaped

horse; and of two equally well-made and equitably pro-

portioned horses the best bred one will be the best. As
regards hue, the favourite colour of the ancients, accord-

ing to Xeuophon, was bay, and for a long time it was the

fashionable colour in England ; but for some time chest-

nut thoroughbreds have been the most conspicuous figure

on English race-courses, so far as the more important

events are concerned. Eclipse was a chestnut ; Castrel,

Selim, and Rubens were chestnuts ; so also were Glencoe

and Pantaloon, of whom the latter had black spots on his

hind quarters like Eclipse, and more recently Stockwell

and Doncaster. Birdcatcher was a chestnut, so also were

Stockwell and his brother Rataplan, Manganese, Mandra-

gora, Thormanby, Kettledrum, St Albans, Blair Athol,

Regalia, Formosa, Hermit, Marie Stuart, Doncaster,

George Frederick, Apology, Craig Millar, Prince Charlie,

Rayon d'Or, and Bend Or. The dark browns or black

browns, such as the Sweetmeat tribe, are not so common
.T3 the bays, and black or grey horses are almost as

unusual as roans. The skin and hair of the thoroughbred

are finer, and the veins which underlie the skin are larger

and more prominent than in other horses. Tho mane and

tail should be silky and devoid of curl, which is a sign

of impurity.

Whether the racehorse of to-day is as good as the

stock til which he traces back has often been disputed,

chiefly no doubt because he is brought to more early

maturity, commencing to win races at two years instead

of at five years of age, as in the days of Childers and
Eclipse ; but the highest authorities, and none more
emphatically than the late Admiml Rous, aver' that he
can not only stay quite as long as his ancestors, but also go

a good deal faster. In size and shape the modern race-horse

is umiucstionably superior, being on an average fully a

Land higher tlwMi the Eastern horses from which he is

descended ; ^iid in elegance of shape and beauty of outline

he has certainty never been surpassed. That experiments,

founded on the study of his nature and properties, which
have from time to time been made to improve the breed,

end bring the different varieties to the perfaction in which

vvc now find them, have succeeded, is best confirmed ! y
the high estimation in which the horses of Great Britain

are held in all parts of the civilized world ; and it is not

too much to assert that, although the cold, humid, and

variable nature of their climate is by no means favourable

to the production of those animals in their very best form.

Englishmen have by great caro, aud by sedulous attention

to breeding, high feeding, and good grooming, with con-

sequent development of muscle, brought them to the

highest state of perfection of which their nature is cap-

able. See the section on Horse-Racing, p. 199. ^

Ttie Iluider.—A good specimen of an English hunter The

may be described as a horse for universal use. He may liunter.

be a coach-horse, for in many of the animals running

in the coaches called into existence during the summer
months by the coaching revival may be recognized a hunter

of known character ; he may be a good roadster, for, so far

as conformation is concerned, there is nothing in a hunter

to unfit him from being a first-class hack ; nor is hunting

incompatible with military duties, for, by the regulations

of the service, officers are permitted to hunt their second

chargers. For harness work he is perfectly adapted, pro-

vided only the vehicle to be drawn is in proportion to his

size ; while most people will recall instances of hunters

having for some reason or other to be so far humbled as to

have to take a turn at the plough or harrow, or, in their

older days, even in a chaff-cutter. A hunter may be either Tho-

thoroughbred or halfbred. In the grass countries,- such as fO"gh-

Leicestershire or Northamptonshire, riders to hounds endea-
i^'^^^grj^

vour to get their hunters as nearly clean bred as possible
;

but, in spite of this ambition, it may be doubted whether

one in twenty, even in the most fashionable countries, is

thoroughbred, thereby proving that a thoroughbred hunter,

although undoubtedly a luxury, is not a virtual necessity.

When it can be acquired, a thoroughbred hunter that knows

liis business is a most desirable possession, save perhaps in

a rough countrj', where his fine skin shrinks from contact

with the objects therein encountered. The comparative

scarceness of these animals is, however, easily accounted

for. From 12 to 14 stone is by no means an uncommon
weight for a man to ride hunting, saddle included, but few

thoroughbreds are up to it ; one that is commands a large

price, from £250 upwards, according to "manners." It

is often said that thoroughbreds do not make pleasant

hunters, but the complaint, if there is any ground for it at

all, is really against the result of the treatment to which

nineteen out of twenty thoroughbreds have to submit, and

not against pure blood itself. A large proportion of

thoroughbred stock come to the starting-post at two years

old ; and this means that they have been in the trainer's

hands since they were yearlings at least. Now a training

stable is just the place for colts to pick up sundry un-

desirable tricks, which may at some future time cause

tho unprofessional rider a little trouble ; they get to lean

on the hand, often turn out fidgety and fractious, and are

not unfrcquently inveterate pullers. When fit to go, the.

young one will have been tried, and if he fails to gallop

half a mile at best pace he is probably turned out of train-

ing, although perhaps it was not till the last dozen yards

were reached that tliere was any sign of failing power.

Now, although tho colt may be unable to stand tlie test

applied to him by the trainer, there is no reason at all w hy

he should not be able to go all day at hunting pace, because

the powers of spee**jf<W!ot taxed to the same degree. The

young thoroughbred is then perhaps educated for hunting
;

and hence it is that nearly all hunters—thoroughbred ones,

that ia to say—begin life in a training stable. Instances

are comparntively rare of persons breeding thoroughbred

stock and then keeping them for hunting purposes. The

ranks of hurdle-racers and steeple-chasers too are filled
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Half-

bred

hunters

Breed-

ing.

Djr thoroHi^hbred horEC<;, which but fur these interventions

come under tlie care of the hunting groom.

The halfbred hunter, as he is technically called, may be,

inJ is, a very good substitute for the thoroughbred ; he

aay have nineteen-twentieths of pure blood in his veii:s,

and still be only "halfbred." Perhaps seven-eighths of

pure blood is about the average for high-class horses ; but,

t iking English hunters all round, the majority are halfbred

hi a more literal sense, being for the most part by a horse

nearly, if not quite, thoroughbred, out of a common marc.

It is much to bo regrglted that the braeding of balfbied

hunters is too often neglected altogether, or at least con-

ducted on haphazard principles. Many men take it into

their heads to breed a colt simply because they have a

mare which, owing to age or accident, is no longer fitted

for active work; and then, be the mare good, bad, or indif-

ferent, there is little or no judgment exercised in tlie choice

of a sire. Nearly all country places are periodically visited

by travelling stallions, many of which are utterly wortliles.s,

but nevertheless the services of one of them are probably

secured by the intending breeder simply because of the

saving of trouble, He forgets that there is but little dif-

ference between the charge for a good and that for a bad

horse, and finds, when the offspring is ready far sale, that

the result of his happy-go-lucky system remains on his

hands for lack of a buyer, and costs as much to keep as a

valuable animal. Very often, too, a man who has expected

to breed a hunter will find himself the owner of a fairly

promising colt for a brougham, but having hoped for a

hunter ho is unwilling to believe it anything else.

Compare this method of setting to work with that

adopted by breeders of thoroughbred stock, and indeed by

all judicious breeders. To begin with, the choice of a dam
is a matter of moment ; and it is difficult to see why any-

thing should be thought good enough for a hunter, even by

the inexperienced. The firet requisite for a broodmare is

that she should be free from all constitutional infirmities,

such as roaring, bad sight, Ac. ; and the breeder should be

on his guard when breeding from mares whose legs have

given way. True, it may be the result of an accident, but

care should be taken to ascertain tliat it arose from that

cause, and that a predisposition toirirtammation had nothing

to do with it. For the same reason persons should be chary

of breeding from mares that have splints, spavins, .tc, and

should certainly reject one whose dam or sire had them

as well. Mares that have done much hard work are not

the best dams thnt can be selected, as they are apt to slip

their foals, or to throw undersized ones. The selection

of a stallion is the more important the more defects there

are in the mare. Should she bo the least delicate, llie

stallion should bo rumarkablo for a hardy constitulion, for

considering that a hunter has to be out of his stable for

as much as twelve hours somctimca, and rarely less than

seven or eight, and has to carry a heavy weight and galloj)

and jump, it is plain that a hor.^c with no stamina would

be nearly worthless as a hunter, no matter what other good

qualities he might possesc. So, too, as to shape : should

the marc be loo long on the leg or in the bnck, or too low

in front, tlio stallion should bo singularly free from the

defect in question.

While the mare is in foal she should bo kept on the best

food; for the nourishment given to her is given indirectly

to the fcal. The keep of the foal in its early days is nut le.is

important than the choice of dam and sire. Thorough-

bred colt.i eat corn from tho time they nro a month or five

weeks old ; and the same generous diet sliould be allowed

to halfbred horses, a,3 it .is only by llii,'*, accompanied of

cour.se by proper exercise, that tlio frames of young horses

expand to their full extent, or that a foumlr.ii.-.n is laid

f"r a good constitulion. Tliis syi!,-:n is, of cours-:>, i»'

expensive than keeping a "colt on hay and grass during the

first three years of his life, but it will repay itself in tho

long run, for very often under its influence a colt will

develop into a weight carrying hunter or valuable carriage

horse, where, under more parsimonious treatment, hs; would
never have grown into anything strong enough U' carry

over II or 12 stone.

The breaking and training of hunters is allimjiuitant, lirv.ik-

because, in spite of the care that may have been expended "= "'"

upon the choice of sue and dam and the keep of the colt,
'''""''

many young ones are mined beyond all lioije of recovery

during this process. The colt should be handled from the

day of its birth, so that it may grow thoroughly accustomed

to man, without ever having experienced the feeiing of

fear. The person selected to "attend on mares and foals, as

well as ho that undertakes the training part, should be
naturally fond of animals ; he should be cool, and of an

almost imperturbable temper, or lie will be inficted to deal

with the waywardness of some of his pupi s, which during

their early career may at times expose him to personal

danger, especially if they be well bred ; he should there-

fore be well endowed with courage and firmness, for an

irresolute man is sure to spoil every horsi; he has to do
with.

When about six months old the colt should receive hi.--

first; lesson in jumping. Where practicable, there is no

better plan than to feed him in one spot, the approach to

which is guarded by a stout rail, which sjiould in the first

instance lie on the ground, and over wh'i h he must step

in order to reach his corn. In the a urse of about a

month tho rail may be raised C inches and bo on from

time to time, but the process should be gradual in the

extreme ; 2 or 3 inches a month is sufficient until it is a

couple of feet higli, where it should remain for a time, but

at three years tho colt should jump it at 3 feet. Before he

reaches this age tho saddle should have been put on and

left there for half an hour at a time, the groom letting the

girths and stirrups Hap about. At three years the pupil

should be backed by a light weight , if the rider be the

u.<nal attendant, so much the better, for then it i.s improb-

able that much resistance will be shown. The riding

exercise should be varied by tho young horse being led by

a rather long rein over rougliish ground, such as a common
or a ploughed field, when it is not too hard, and over little

ditches and very low fences, but they must be small, a.s

it i.*! very undesirable to have a horse refuse at first, ot

to have him fall down m attempting a jump. He .should

be sub.sequontly ridden over small places, but should always

have a. lead given to him by an old hor.se; and the two

should stand m adjoining boxes, so that the colt may be

accustomed to his iMlot. At four years old he may be

ridilen to the meet, and suffered to see a fox found, but

should on no account bo ridden up to the honiids, nor

should he be used as a regular hunter till ho is six,— if not

till seven it will be all tho better for him.

In the huiding field there are three kinds of jumps at

which many refusals and fall.s take plico. The first is

timber, the second water or wide open ditches, and the

tlnrd a hcdgo with a ditch on the takilig olV side.. As tc

timber jumping, the course wo have just recommended it

tlic beafpossible preparation ; in jumping the rail, the coll

begins early to exorcise, irnd therefore to strengthen, the

very mu.sclos he will want by and by in jumping a gate,

—

if his owner ever rides him at one. A further course of in-

struction in this most usekd ait may be given in a "circus,"

that is, a double row of posts and rails in a circle about tho

size of a circus ring, fietween the two sets a cuuplo of

strcmg timber jumps should bo put uj), one of about 3 feel

and tho other of about 3 feet 6 inches in height ; the

''I' {' then put into tho space between the two rails, on«
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(jeniuii stuuding in the cer.tro holding a lunge rein, while

nn assistant is present vith a whip, which should, however,

be used but sparingly. Really good water jumpers are so

scarce that it would well repay the owner of a promising

young one to teach liiin, or have him taught, this most
important part of a hunter's business. If a small water-

course can be found handy, it wdl do for a commencement

;

the colt should, in his early days, be led over this ; and,

if possible, the place should be widened gradually, and the

water dammed up, the colt being always lunged over it
|

before being ridden, and when ridden led over by an old I

horse. The same course should be pursued in the ca.se

o( dry ditches, and hedges with a ditch on the taking off

?ide, both of which must be jumped boldly, if the rider

wish to keep his place with hounds. This gradual teaching,

md the trouble it undoubtedly entails, may sound too

theoretical to some who are desirous of turning out a

finished hunter in the space of six weeks ; but it is to this

hurrying, and the substitution of coercive measures for time

and gentlenes,s, that we are to attribute the number of

indifi'erent hunters we Cud. Every hunting man knows the

jnormous prices realized by really clever hunters; and these

aniniils are simply ordinary horses on whose education much
trouble has been expended.

Qinllfi- Qualifications for a Hunter.—OT horses equally good jumpers,
c.v.ions and eijiuilly fast, that ivill he nm^l valuable whioh can gallop anil

for a jump v/ith the greatest weight on his b.atk. Very good horses for

bimtiT. 10 or n stone can be obtamed at any time, and at' a moderate
nrice, but a horse up to weight will always fetch a large sum.
Whatever weight has to be carried, mere size must not be con-
founded with power; a liorse I6.5 hands high is not necessarily a
weight carrier. A comp,act well-knit frame is of primary import-
ance ; and although it is a task of great difficulty to explain the

f

joints of a horse on paper, tbe intending buyer may with advantage
lave hi^ attention drawn to sorai- of thu more important reijuisites-

To cri'ss a country well, the hunter must have long and oblique
shoulders ; and. in the case of a weight carrier, they should be
rather thick. Should the reader have any difficulty in decidir.g

vv!iatobliqueshoulde;saie, he may get some assistance from putting
a siddlc on a horse, setting it of course in the right place, and then
locking at the horse from a side view. Should the horse have good
shoulders, the stirrup leather will hang do\vn at some distance
bjJiiiid the forelegs ; but if, on the other hand, the shoulders bo
j.Tight, the stirrups will be comparatively close- to the forelegs,

;.i'i, on mounting, the rider will tind himself sittTng over the legs

instead of behind them. Care shoulil be taken, however, that the
shoulder is well clothed with muscle. The chest should be broad

;

narrow horses are supposed to be faster, but under weight they
knock their legs about. The arm must be long, and of course
miiscul.ir, the knee wide, the "cannon bono" (i.e.,' the bone
between the knee and the fetlock) short, and the legs flat, with
^.rnng back sinews. The foot should be moderately wide, and
nave good stron" heels, or they will not st.and the battering about
that falls to the lot of even the most carefully ridden hunter.
The chest must be deep (otherwise the horse will in all likelihood

be a short.winded one), .nnd as a consequence the girth will be great

;

.1 weight carrier shonlil measure 6 feet 3 inches in condition round
'he barrel, just whore the girth comes. A horse with a well,

developed frame, and of large girth, is generally a short-legged
liorse, as it is called, no,t that ihe legs are really shorter—very
short legs are a deformity—but the body is not too small in pro-
portion to the height of the leg.

It 13 commonly said that the back of a weight carrier must be
^hort ; but this does not mean that the hoi-se should be short froma cliist to tlio tail, for he should have much of his length in his
-!iouldcrs and quarters. For very heavy men, tlio bnck proper
-liould not be long ; but, as a matter of fact, few horses are found
.'.le length of whose back would' be adjudged perfection. A mode-
late lenjjth of back is essential to pace, and on this qiKjStion the
late Major Whyte Melville writes as follows :

—" It may not be out
• f place here to observe, as an illustration of the well-known maxim
llorscs can go in all shapes,' that of the three heaviest men I can
ill to mind who rode perfectly straight to hounds, the best hunter

owned by each was too long in the back." The loins should be
strong, and the hips wide ; if ragged they will be none the woree.
The hind legs aro most important, not only because the seat of

the propelling power is there, but also because they alTect the
'

'.1
1 iige of the animi.l, and the way in wliich he vieliis to his rider's

li.'nd. The thighi should bo long and muscular, the hock well
l>i"t, and not b.nHing inwards, when the horse is called "cow-
bo-.-Uid. ;ior outvard.s. like a bandy-legged man. The shank bono

should be well guarded by strong sinews, and the pasterns mode-
rately long, and by no means straight. Horses with straight, short
pasterns are rough to ride, and iil adapted to stand hard work.
So far, then, as the body is concerned, strong legs, wide hips,

depth of girth, and a short back, or, more properly, a back not
too long, are all important ; but it must be remembered that,
beyond a certain point, the dei'elopment of any extraordinary
strength is accompanied by a loss of speed, therefore very heavy
men must be content to be carried by an animal not unlike an
active cart-horse, for a well-bred horse capable of galloping and
jumping under 18 stone is rarely seen, and the few that do exist
cannot be acquired except at an enormous outlay.
When a man gets on a horse to trj- him, the formation and the

carriage of the head and neck have a great deal to do with the
subsequent purchase or rejection of him. ii" aipearance be a sint
qua non, the head should bn small, but, except for the look of the
thing, the size is immaterial, provided it bo well set on to a
properly shaped neck, the characteristics of which will be presently
explained. The jaws should bo wide, as also should the head
between the ears. The nostrils, through which alone a horse
breathes, should be moderately large, otherwise free respiration
will be interfered with. The eye should be bright and full, but not
unduly prominent ; small pig-like eyes are nearly certain indications
of bad temper. The neck should rise out of the shoulders in an
easy curve, and be neither very long nor very short ; muscular it

must be, and the principal muscle is the one running along the top
of the neck , a muscular development here is usually accompanied
by muscular proportions generally. The strength of the neck iS

important, because upon this the position of the head depends, and
if the head be wrongly placed, the horse will never go pleasantly to

the hand ; indeed, of such moment is the position of the head that
a horse is often unmanageable when his head is in an improper
position, although he is easy of control when it is in the right
place. A short-necked horse is sure to make the lider carry its

head, because, from the lower part being thick, aa it must be
where it springs from the shoulder, the head cannot be set on at a

proper angle. It has been said that a long neck is productive of

the same inconvenience, but the better opinions are hostile to this

theory, and experience does not tend to convince one that a long-

necked horse is necessarily heavy in the htind.

A hunter should have a good mouth, and should not pull,—both
which matters depend a good ileal upon the rider,—and should not

be given to sliying. He should, however, be naturally bold, or he

may refuse any fence of an uninviting appearaiic.^. Good temper is

en absolute necessity. A strong and resolute rider may put nj* with
a puller, in consideration of many good points, but a bad-tempered
horse is of no use in the field, as he is sure to loss his rider his place

in a run ; moreover, a horse that will be wanted all day cannot afford

to lose his temper and take what is equal to half an hour's work
out of himself at every turn or check, or at every gate-post that

may be encountered during the day.

Whatever number of good points a hunter may pos-sess, they will

all be utterly valueless unless he he sound into the bargain. There
are two kinds of soundness, practical and legal. A horse is not

legally sound, that is to say, he is legally unsound, if there is any
structural alteration, however sliglit, in any part of his body, though
it may not unfit him in any degree for the immediate performance
of his duties. To be legally sound, a horse must bo in the same
perfect state as when foaled ; and each reader must determine for

himself how often this can be found in a field of .say one hundred
horses. To be practically sound, a horse must have nothing the

matter with him that is likely to interfere with his duties as a

hunter, and he can be in this condition without being legally sound.

For instance, suppose a man, after buying a horse warL-^nted sound,

take off the shoes and find the smallest possible corn, which wouUi

never bo felt, nor diminish the value by one penny, that horse is

not legally sound, because the corn, small as it is, is held to be a

structural alteration ; so, too, a pimple on the body where the

saddle would cover it is an unsoundness in a hunter while it lasts,

if it prevents the saddle from being put on. A temporary cough

is also an unsoundness; so is lameness caused by being pricked

(luring shoeing ; yet for some of these no man in the world would

reject a good hunter. It need hardly be added that any enlarged

joints, or other tokens of work, prevent a horse from being legally

sound. On the other hand a horse if not actually lame, is legally

sound although its legs aro so badly formed that the merest tyro

could predict lameness as the inevitable result of half an hour's

journey.

As to the wind and eyes, however, a hunter should he legally and
absolutely sound. The usual method of testing the wind by

punching the horse or pinching the windpipe is not quite satisfac-

tory ; the horse should be gallopei!. The amateur will do well to

^ct thi> host veterinary surgeon within reach to examine the eyes of

any horse he contemplates buying. Cataract, in its incipient stage,

is so dilTicult to discover that it escapes the notice of any but tht

most practised person. With regard to the feet and legs, the buyar
will liaTc to rest satisfied with an assurance that his horso it
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practic^ally sonnJ ; for of really sound horses there arc not two in a

nundreiL

Pur- The Purchase of a Hunter.—Ihn nature of the country in which

chase the horse is to be used should be the intending purchaser's first

of a consideration, because upon it will depend the stamp of animal

tunter. required, and it is advisable, if possible, to get a horse that has

been used to the prevalent style of fences. Where the fields arc

large and strongly enclosed with what are callfd flying fences,

jotnitig is better than a horse which is nearly or quite thorough-

bred ; but if the enclosures are small, and separated from each

other by banks, with or without hedges on the top, and with a

ditch on one or both sides, a rather more compact horse will not

only be more suitable, but cheaper into the bargain. A horse

intended for Leicestershire, or any other grass cou^fry, vmst be

oearly thoroughbred, and not under 15 3, or he wovild be blowij

before he had crossed half a dozen of the big fields there ; while a

little horse would take too much out of himself at each fence- Hut

for Devonshire, Surrey, Essex, or Sussex, where the fields are

small and the fencing for the most part what is called cramped, a

horse with less blood and of smaller stature will answer 'every

purpose, anrl, what is a great consideration, can be bought for about

oue-third of the price of a Leicestershire liorse. So too a horse

unaccustomed to water would be useless in Lord Fitzhardiiige's

country, nor would a bad timber jumper show to advantage with

the Blackmoor Vale hounds. Whatever stamp of horse is used,

however, the points we have insisted on must exist : good shoulders,

back, loins, legs, hocks, and feet are needed in every hunting
country in the United Kingdom.
The horse may be purchased either at auction, Trom a private

person, or from a dealer. The first method is not to be recom-

mended unless the buyer or his agent be a good judge of a horse, or

unless one or the other happen to know something of the antecedents

of any lot intended to be purchased. Few real bargains aro picked up
ntthe hammer. Horses of known character, especially if comprised

in a stud, always fetch their full value ; and to buy a horse of

which nothing is known is simply to take part in a lottery.

Buying from a private person is notalways a satisfactory proceeding,

even when the performances of the horse are known. People enter-

tain different ideas as to what constitutes unsoundness ; and in

many cases the groom is the only person who knows that there is

a screw loose somewhere, and what that screw is. Purchasing from

a dealer requires some little knowledge. Some men trade only in

the highest class of horses, and must perforce ask long prices to

afford a fair marijin of profit to cover the original outlay, coupled

with the expense of schooling and keep. Others again make a

specialty of "useful" animals at a moderate price. The buyer's

success in either case will, to a great extent,- depend upon how he

goes to work. I The best course is to select a dealer who lias a name
to lose, and to tell hini at once the kind of horse that is wanted,

and about the price the purchaser is willing to pay. The dealer

will then otter whatever noises he can sell al the price, and the

buyer can take or reject them as he pleases.

Formerly a warranty of soundness by the seller was a necessary

factor in every horse sale ; but now warranties aro going out of

fashion, many of the leading dealers refusing altogether to give one.

Nor is this surprising when the effect of a warranty is looked at

;

no lapse of time puts an eml to a warranty. Thesellerof ayearling

may nave an action brought against him in four years' time, and,

if the jury can bo got to believe that the unsoundness complained

of existed at the time of sale, the buyer will win. In giving a

warranty, the seller of a horse insures, as it were, the care and skill

of the buyer, and may have to sutler for selling a sound hor.se which
ignorance and carelessness reduced to the level of a screw in six

months.
There is also a limited warranty ; that is, the dealer may be

willing to warrant the horse for one month, or fourteen djys, or

for any other fixed period. In this case, the dealer only warrants

against such defects as may be discovered within the stipulated

tune. This kind of warranty should be looked at with some amount
of suspicion. It is very often given with a horse that mik'ht not

Sass tno veterinary surgeon, and that has some defect of which the

caler knows, which renders it problematical whether he will ki'cp

sound for any lengthened period. With a limited warranty the

horae often escapes the veterinary surgeon's inspection ; he lasts

eound for a short time, and then goes lame, the time of tlie limited

warranty liaving meanwhile expired.

The most satisfactory and at present iicrhaps tlio most usual

course of business is for a horse to bo sohi subject to a veterinary

examination and a trial. A skilful man slioulu discover all symp-
toms of what may bo called 'external unsoundness, wiiile ns to

disease of the liver, or any internal complaint, if tlic vt;teriiiiii-y

surgeon cannot discover it there is no reason why the dealer should
have been able to find it out. The trial the buyer will probubly

make himself, and, if with hounds, it will Ije well to asrertain wliat

condition the horse is in. An animal just out of n dealer'.s slmw
stable would have neither his muscles nor his wind in a state that

would enable him to live with bounds tea miuuteu.. crcn >it a

moderate pace. Early sjinptoms of distress, therefore, under such
circumstances, should not of themselves prompt the rejectioa of a

horse, if he is satisfactory at starting, and if his physical struc-

ture is that of a hunter. The age of the horse is determined by
the appearance of the teeth till he is seven years old, but the
legs are as good a test as anything. Many a liorse at five years old
is often worth less as a hunter than one of ten or twelve years old,

owing either to a natural want of stamina or to premature over-

work. If the legs show much signs of work, and if the joints ara

round and big, the money paid should as a rule differ materially

from a "sound price." Not that perfectly fresh legs can be

expected in aged hoi-ses, particularly if good performers ; but there

is a point below which " honourable scars" should be looked upon
as an objection, unless the buyer intend to have a *' screw."

The llnck.— Under the term "hack" may be ranked The
cover hack, park hack, cob, pony, and, in short, saddle h.->tk

horses of all kinds save hunters and racers.

The park liack, as its name implies, is for use in fashion- Park

frequented places, and must therefore be wurth looking ha^k

at. Fashion has prescribed that the genuine thing shall

be about 14 3, with a small and well set-on head, good
sloping shoulders, and well formed hind legs ; he must also

be very well bred. So much for his points. A wonderfully

good temper is absolutely essential. Street vehicles givo

but little place to the equestrian, and a series of hurried

retreats out oT harm's way might ruffle a horse of uncertain

temper and not hard worked,, into the bargain. Tricks

of all sorts must be unknown ; a whole week's idleness

should not produce any uncalled-for gambols. The park

hack's breeding and shape will probably have endowed
him with a fair turn of speed ; this is not a necessity,

providing his walk and' trot is perfection. He should bi

able to walk 5 miles in an hour, or he will be perpetually

breaking into an uncomfortable jog when required to

keep pace with a quick walking companion. In trotting

he should have good but not extravagant action, and, if

he is equally easy whether going 5i or 9 miles per hour,

he is one of twenty. He should be bitted to a nicety, and
should have been thoroughly well trained. -Especial care

shoidd be exercised in the selection of the lady's horse; and
the perfection which is so often theoretical in the case

of a gentleman's hack should approach a reality when
a horse is intended to carry a lady. With regard to

the size, it had better not be under 151 at the least,

and should have, very good shoulders and by no means
a short neck, or else the rider will experience that un-

comfortable sensation of having nothing in .front of tiie

saddle. <"

' The cob ;i8 a nondescript animal, but withal a very CoU
valuable one when good. An underbred thickset animal,

termed a " stocky '' horse in some parts of England, is not

the fashionable cob, wliich should have a good deal of

breeding and the strength of a dray horse. Although a

cob should not exceed M'l.hc should bo master -of 15

stone, being generally ridden by elderly heavy persons. To
be worth a largo sum he. must unite to a symmetrical

shape an even temjier, perfect manners, and easiness in his

paces. " If any one," says a writer in the Field, " pos-

sesses a cob up to, 1 6 stone, who can walk 4 miles an hour

and trot 12, with a. good mouth and amiable disposition,

who fears nothing, and never stumbles, let him, if a rich

man, ^cep him, he will not get another such in a hurry ; if

a poor one, let liim, in offering him for sale, fear not to

'open his mouth' boldly,' and demand for him a price

which shall make a difTerenco in his (tho owner's) year's

income ; for people must, and usually aro ready to, pay

for their fancies, and, a good cob, as already remarked, is,

bf all the cijuino race, essentially a fancy article, and one

too for wliicli tho diinand is always brisk."

A GalKiway, although strictly s[)caking a distinct breed,

is conimunly understood to be a liorso not over 14 hands.

Prior to tho introduction of railways, or even before th»

fast coaches wore put ui>on llie road, Oallowavs wore a
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favourite means of locomotion by persons of moJerate

weight and stature.

A pony must be less than 52 inches (13 hands) from the

pround to the top of the withers ; else he is a Galloway.

Ponies, as a rule, will do far more work than a full-sized

liorse ;
' they improve wonderfully in a well orjanized

stable ; they are, it is said, never lame in the feet, and
seldom become roarers ; but, a.s a sel; off against these

good points, they are often very tricky, and sometimes

troublesome in the stable. In proof of the powers of

endurance possessed by ponies, it is related that a well

known one, 12 hands high, called Sir Teddy, raced the

luail from London to Exeter, beating it by 59 minnte.s,

and domg the 172 miles in 23 hours and 2S minutes.

The extraordinary little animal was' led between two

other horses all the way, and carried no weight.

The chief use of the cover hack is to take the rider

to the meet, usually at the unnecessarily hasty pace of

10 to 12 miles an hour, at which rate the hack should be

.ible to go with tolerable ease to himself and great ease to

his rider. He should be from 14 to 15 hands in size, and
should, in fact, be a somewhat undersized light-weight

hunter. Although the cover hack will generally be asked

to canter or gallop, he may be required to trot, and this

must be done at 9 or 10 miles per hour. To accomplish

this he must have good hind action, but in front he should

waste no time by picking up his feet after the showy
manner of his park brother ; in fact, appearance is not

of much importance so long as the necessary working

qualifications e.xist. A' good temper is desirable, and,

although the cover hack need not have such a perfect

mouth as the London horse, he should be by no means a
puller.

The breeding of hacks, like breeding' tor any particular

stamp of horse, is all chance work, especially in the case

of halfbreds. A rather small thoroughbred horse and a

hackney mare may produce a thing like a pony, or a

bigger animal that is quite uselcs.i for saddle work. Even
in breeding for hunters, two or perhaps three out of five

colts will grow up more fitted for the shafts than for a

bridle. Perhapsthegeneralily of hacks are either thorough-

breds which have been turned out of training, or horses

that have grown up too small for hunting purposes.

The Charger and 7'roop-Horse.—These are bracketed

together because their training and duty are nearly identical

(the charger of a field officer of an infantry regiment need
only be a decent saddle horse that will stand fire), the chief

difference between the two being tliat the latter being paid

for by the country is ordinarily a cheaper article than

the former, which the officer buys for himself.

A charger, fit for the mounted arm of the service, is a

difficult article to meet with, at least a perfect one is,

becau.se so many good qualities must be found combined.

K hunter is capital raw material out of_ which to make a
charger ; but appearance, which is not a dne qua non in

a hunter, is indispensable in a charger, which must also

lidvo high action, though the p.icee must be easy in conse-

quence of much riding having to be done without stirriips.

The best size for a charger or a trooper is about 15 2 or

153; moderate-sized horses can be made more handy than
larger one.?, and experience seems to show that they are

more hardy and bettor doers than horses of greater stature.

When a horso has been found that for shape and size will

do for a chargfcr, he must be of the right colour for the

regiment, if it be de rigueur to have any particular colour,

and he must be passed as sound by the regimejital

veterinary surgeon.

The troop-horse must be as mnch like ths-charger as

possible, but, as the trooper's price is limited to about X40,
a difference, and that a very' striking one, must always

exist. The bulk of the f^oop-horses are bought when rising

four years, having of course been passed by the veterinary

surgeon ; and, being nourished on the best food, these often

develop into well-grown animals by the time they take

their place in the ranks. Before that time comes, however,

there is a good deal to be dmie in the way of training, for

no matter how quiet the four year old may be to ride, or
how well he may have been broken from a civilian's point

of view, ho is no more fitted for cavalry purposes, until In:

ha-s passed through the rough rider's hands, than if he b iJ

never been handled at all.'

The young horse's presence at barracks shows that both
the colonel and the regimental veterinary surgeon are satis-

fied with him. Lunging constitutes the first part of his

education, after which he is ridden. Now comes the forma-

tion of the paces, instruction in passaging, i.e., walking
sideways on a pressure by the rider's leg on the side

opposite to that towards which the horse is required to

move, and in reining back. All these things are done
with the snaffle only , and, when something like familiarity

with these exercises has been acquired, the bit is used.

The troop-horse goes more on his haunches than a civilian's

horse, and, while he is taught to walk at a fairly quick pace,

the canter is practised as slowly as possible. Then comes
jumping practice over the bar ; and finally sword, carbine,

or lance exercise is performed by his rider, and he is ridden

first at drill practice, then at ordinary drills, and last of

all on a field day.

As the cavalry soldier has to use his weapons with one
hand, he has only one for the reins ; and this renders it im-

portant first that the horse should be so broken that the

rider can effect with his leg or heel what civilians do witL

the second hand, and next that the horse should be well

under the control of a single hand. As before remarked,

the position of the head makes a great difference in the

case with which the horse can be governed, and ar

troopers have all to do the same things in the saddle, il

follows that they should as far as possible all ride the same
sort of horses ; accordingly all troop-horses are trained to

carry their heads as nearly as possible in one position, that

being chosen in which the angle formed by the head and
neck gives most power to the rider.

Harness Horses.—Just as a hunter is metamorphosed Hame8<
into a haek by using a sharper bit and riding him on the hoi»ea.-

road, so the mere fact of driving a horse in harness makes
him a harness horse, whether he really be hack, hunter,

or charger. Carriages are now made of endless patterns

and of all sizes, so that there is not a saddle horse to be
found that could not be accommodated with something

adapted to his appearance and powers. Perhaps the only

class of harness horses except cart horses that are not fitted

for saddle work are the regular heavy carriage horses—great

upstanding animals 16i or 17 hands high. These are

generally bay, and are bred in Yorkshire or abroad. They
are purchased at three years old by the few dealers who
trade in them,' and are brought to town, where they are care-

fully driven about by an experienced breaksman until they

are well used to the sights and sounds of London, and have

action and strength enough to go to regular work. One
well-known firm of dealers never sells these horses, but

jobs them, the charge for a year varying from 1'80 to £120
for a pair, according to the value, the hirer of course keep-

ing them, but iiaving the right to call upon the dealers to

send a fresh horse to replace- one that may fall eick or

become lame or fail to give satisfaction to the hirer.

During the London season many of these pairs may be

seen in the carriages of the titled and the wealthy. Thej
are iini)osing-looking animals owing to their great size and
to the massivoness of the harness, but when closely examined
they exhibit many faults. Their heads are often large,
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shotildera straight, and hind legs defective in power. Tliey

oreuot a very prt-itable stamp of horse to have much to

do with ; they must have a certain amount of action, and

this on the London stones soon knocl^s to pieces legs that

are nut particularly calculated to withstand wear and fear

in the first instance ; and it very often happens that during

i'teaking a horse's legs show signs of failing, and he has

10 be thrown up for a v/hile. Carriage horses are of

( -sirss not always bay ; but greys, chestnuts, and browns

are not of any distinct breed.

A really well-matched pair, with good action, are worth

a long price ; and it is most unreasonable for persons,

ofter selecting their horses no less with an eye to their

.".itural good appearance than for other qualities, to persist

:a making them carry themselves in a highly unnatural

position, by the grossly unnatural use of the bearing rein,

which is buckled up cruelly short. If a carriage horse

carried his head naturally in the position into which it is

forced by the abuse of this contrivance, he would be

rejected at once ; tight reining up is the cause of many
horses becoming roarers.

With regard to harness horses of a smaller size, their

ranks may be recruited from the class that supplies hunters

and hacks ; but straight and loaded shoulders and straight

iiind legs, unpardonable defects in a saddle horse, are net

quite so objectionable behind the collar. Phaeton horses

chould have moderately high action, and be compactly

')uilt, and should not exceed 15 1, unless the vehicle be

.•ery high on the wheel. Stage coaching, as a trade, no

longer exists in England, but, during the summer months,

many well-appointed coaches are put on different roads to

places within a day's journey, not only from London, but

elsewhere. For this work the leaders are generally about
15-2, and the wheelers an inch higher; they should all

have good sound legs and feet, and free but not high

action ; the wheelers should have plenty of strength for

the exertion required of them in going down hill.

.... The Carl-Horse.—At the present time it is difficult to

classify cart-horses, and to point to any distinct breeds.

The true Cleveland horse is practically extinct, and the

animal now called a Cleveland bay bears but a slight

"resomblance to his ancestors. The old Cleveland horses

were noted for their strength ; they are said to have

carried a weight of 700 lb, or more than 51 stone, a

distance of 60 miles in 24 hours. The old Suffolk Punch,

originally descended from Norman stallions and Suffolk

cart mares, is also extinct, the modern representative of

that breed being the result of different crossings ; he is

found of two different kinds, light and heavy. The Clydes-

dale horse is well adapted for use in a hilly country It

dorives its name from a district on the Clyde in Scotland,

whither it was introduced by one of the dukes of Hamilton,

who crossed the Lanark mares with imported Flemish
stallions.

The native English cart-horse is a huge animal, usually

of a black colour, and stands about 17 hands high and
more. These horses are bred chiefly but not solely in

Lincolnshire. At two years old they are generally sold

by the breeder, who thus is enabled to secure a fair profit

at an early period. They are at once put to gentle work
by the first purchaser, and so earn something towards

their keep. During this period they are well fed, and
when they have attained their fourth year they are made
up for the market, by being fed with oilcake, grains, an<l

other fattening food, besides oats. When their preparation

is finished, they find purciiasers at a sum sometimes
exceeding .ClOO.

The use of these very heavy horses is now cliietly con-

fined to brewers' drays, to contractors' trollies for conveying

I/locks' of stone, and for drawing carts coiituininj; building

materials, and heavy iron work, such as boilers, parts of

bridges, itc. From their great size they require a large

amount of food ; and, although occasionally useful for

drawing heavy weights, they are being gradually displacivl

by a lighter and more active horse.

Stable Management.

In treating of this part of the subject, it is assumed that

the stable is in a healthy situation, for in an unhealthy one
trouble or expense will be simply thrown away. Horses
dislike bad smells ; the drainage of the stable should there-

fore be well looked to, and the traps should be as far from
the stable as circumstances will permit. The pit for the

reception of the manure and foul litter, which should bi
constantly removed, should also be some distance from
the stable.

Stalls should not be less than 6 feet wide , if 3 inches Stalls,

more can be had so much the better. The partitions

should be long enough to prevent horses kicking each

other, and high enough, towards the head, to prevent then
biting one another. Some authorities recommend that the

partitions be so arranged that horses cannot see each other;

it makes them restless they say. The soundness of this

advice is open to question: it may perhaps hold good with

regard to racehorses ; but the horse is fond of company,
and certainly horses that are driven together, or ridden in

company, seem to like the society of -heir fellows in the

stable, while, as already stated, a stable. -companion is

useful to lead young horses over fences in their earlj

attempts at leaping.

In dealers' stables the floor of the stalls often slopes con-

siderably from front to back. This makes a horse look

bigger than he teally is, but it throws all the strain of

supporting the body on to the back tendons, and shculd

not be permitted in private stables. A fall of 2i inches

is more than enough for the purposes of draining.

As regards the internal arrangements, especial care should Ui^ii-

be paid to light, ventilation, and temperature. A sufficient '"»

amount of light is indispensable for the health of the horse.

Hor.ses, like men, are greatly influenced by surroundings,

and, considering the number of hours in the week spent

indoors, a horse can no more thrive in a dark stable than

a man in a dark room. Moreover, a horse brought out

of a dark stable is much more likely to shy than one

whose eyes had not been dazzled by the sudden change

from dark to light. Dark stables were once thought to be

conducive to good feeding, and to making a horse lie down,

but the idea is now exploded. The horse owner may here

be warned against seeking to make up for a deficiency of

natural light by having the whole of the interior of the

stable whitewashed To the height of 7 feet from the

ground the walls .should be coloured with some neutral tint,

that the horse's eyes may not be injured by the glare

inseparable from whited walls. Dark stables encourage

carelessness in the groom, the result being an accumulation

of dirt ; and, even if the stableman be an honest worker, he

cannot see to clean tlio floors and corners properly unles.3

light bo freely admitted to the building.

In the ventilation of stables many theories have been Vcntlk

propounded, and many appliances suggested, but most of *'<">

the latter have failed from letting in cold currents to a greater

extent than they let out the foul air. In nineteen cases out

of twenty, the ventilation of private stables consists of holes

in the brickwork. In using these it will be found advis-

able to have thin pieces of zinc, with fell edging to prevent

noise, and with easy working hinges, nailed outside the

wall, to act as valves ; then slioiild the wind set from the

quarter in which the ventilators are situated, the yiiic

coverings will bo blown against the apertures, and the cji
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trance of cold currents to any grest extonl thereby hindered.

When the stable is empty, doursand wiiiJuvvs should be

thrown open if the weather allow it to be dune wrthout reduc-

ing the temperature too much. These remarks ou ventilation

apply chietly to smaller stables built in the vicinity of a

dwelling house ; in the case of stables built in open space.s,

for the reception of a large stud, recourse will generally be

had to the advice of a civil engineer on the question of

ventilation, but even then e.s'periencehas shown that the

difficulty will not be wholly overcome. The apertures in

the walls for the escape of foul air, which, being lighter

than fresh, ascends, should in no case be less than 7 feet

fiom the ground. If the ventilators are lower than this

there will be a current of cold air blowing on the horse's

body, which would be injurious at all times, but especially

when the hor.se comes in warm from work.

Temperature is of course an important matter, but chiefly

so during the colder portions of the year. In summer it

is all but impossible to keep stables cool when tlie ther-

mometer is standing at 80' Fahr. in the shade ; still if the

situation is favourable to coolness, and the temperature

can be kept below 70°, so much the better. During

the hunting season, stables may be too warm by accident

or from design : tlioy may be overheated owing to in-

S'jtiicient ventilation, or because the groom connects a

glossy coat with a stable bordering on tropical heat. About
55" Fahr. is a good mean temperature, but this cannot of

?our.=;e be maintained when the outside air is some 10 or

15 degrees higher; the most that can be dune is to keep

the temperature up to that point in cold weather A
moderate temperature and moderate clothing are better

than too low a temperature with excessive covering, or too

high a temperature with but little clothing.

Having mentioned clothing incidentally, it may here bo

said that the best shape is tho ordinary sheet, cut out at

the neck, and buckled across tho chest ; the sheet should

bs long enough to reach the root of the tail, and should bo

largo enough to buckle easily round the chest ; if it be

tight the hair will be rubbed. Some people prefer a
straight rug that does not buckle, the front being formed

of a separate breast cloth. Hoods arc oidy needed when
at exorcise in bad weather, or when the horse is travelling

by railway. Particular care should bo taken that the roller

(Iocs not touch the back bono; the pads should bo so placed

that there is a clear space of 4 inches between them, so

as to leave a clear channel over the back bone. Tlie

neglect of this precaution will inevitably produce a sore

back, and, while first of all making the horse shy. of

being touched, may subsequently make him vicious in the

stable,

r.tntnil Regularity is absolutely indispensable to successful stable

management; without it, the horse may be subjected to a
dozen different kinds of treatment in as many days, a
course obviously detrimental to his health.

Tho engagement of a good groom is the first step. Where
there is a stud of ten or more horses, a stud groom will

1 robably be kept, and, as he will not do much work himself,

—indued it is better that he should not,—lie should know
Low things ought to be done, and see that they are done. In
small c.ilablishmcnt,% however, there will be but one or two
n\i.-n-, but tho head one should be a thorough stableman.
The more ignorant he is of the veterinary art the better;
indeed, every horse owner should, in the strictest terms,

firbid his servants to administer any drug or medicine
whatever without permission ;_and llic owner himself may
be advised never to sanction the giving of any physic,

1 ut always to seek good professional advice if any .signs of

'kncss arc visible.

Stable work should commence early, as soon after 6 a.m.

possible. Tho first duty i« to c.xaiiiino c i. h animal rnrc-

ni.inago

ILtiUt.

fully, to discover whether any injury htis been received

during the night from kicking, getting cast, or any other

cause. Horses are then fed and watered, the litter is

turned up, that which has been in use during the night

not being allowed to remain in the stable during the

day, and the stable is put in order ; exercise succeeds, after

which the animals are tlujroughly dressed, but the dressing

should never be performed out of doors. Feeding takes

place again at 12 noon, 4 p.m., and 8 f.m., when the horses

are done up for the night.

Of the feeding of race-horses nothing need be said here, Fec(li:'g.

as their caie is a business of itself, with which the private

person has nothing to do.

Oats and hay form tho diet upon which horses are kept,

to which beans are added. for hunters and horses in hard

work ; while bran, linseed, and carrots are-used for special

purposes, in addition to, or sometimes in substitution for,

the regular food. Hacks and horses in light work will do
well on a daily allowance of 8 to 10 lb of oats and lOor 12 B)

of hay. Beans, which contain about 30 per cent, of nutr'-

ment, are heating, and should be given only now and then

in small quantities. The oats are best divided into four

feeds, and beans when used should be given at the midday
and last feeds A handful or two of chatf is useful wiT)

each feed, as it compels a horse to masticate, but in many
stables there is a prejudice against it, and the hay is put

into the rack four times a day, not more than 3 ft) being

given at one time. Oats should be bruised ; but, as they

soon turn sour, it will be best to bruise every morning only

as much as will suffice for the day's consumption.

Bran is indigestible, but it is a laxative, and, so far as

hunters are concerned, it is only given in the form of a

mash after a day's hunting, and on Saturday nights. To
make a bran mash, put half a pint of linseed in a pan,

pour a quart of boiling water upon it, and let it soak for

four hours , then take about 2^1b of bran and mix with it

enough hot water to saturate it; stir the linseed composi-

tion into this, and it is fit for use. Should the mash bo

put in tho manger, the latter should be scoured out with

hot water afterwards, or the sourness of the remains of the

mash will make many horses refuse their corn.

A few carrots, which must be carefully washed and

scraped, given every now and then, are useful as tending

to keep the blood in good order, and checking any symp-

toms of fever induced by the dry food upon which horses

live

Maize or Indian corn contains so small a proportion of

nutritious matter that it is not fit for hunters or for

horses from which fast work is required. The London

General Omnibus Company feed their large stud almost

entirely on this diet, and it is found to answer (see

Mr Church's evidence before Lord I'osebery's Horse Com-
mittee, 1873). It is given in the same quantity as oats.

Of late years corn merchants have introduced the system

of foraging gentlemen's horses at the fixed price of one

shilling per hand per week. Thus a horse of 16'2 would

bo foraged for ICs., and one between 14 and 15 hands

fur ISs.

A correct system of watering horses is no less important Wata-

than proper feeding with dry food. Many grooms, in their >"k-

horror at giving too much, fall into tho opposite extreme,

and stint the hor.'--e3 under their care to an extent that la

positively cruel. Tho result of such a system is fever in

various shapes, and u general loss of condition. There has

of late years been a growing tendency to favour the plan

of letting horses have access to water at ail hours of the

day and night, and experience has shown that the effect is

beneficial. A separate tank in the stall or loose box is fc<»

by a tap, and a constant siqiply should be kept up. If n

horse watered on this plan be watched, it will be seen thbt
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ho nsver takes more than a very few small moutlifuls at a

time, nothing lil<e the quantity allowed by the uiost stiDgy

yroom ; and, if the amount consumed be ijieasured, it will

be found that, after the first day or two, the horse actually

drinks less than when watered at stated intervals. > JVlicre

the '('/ til ilam plan is not adopted, horses should be watered

four times a day. 'Nothing can be more unwise -than the

iiiidne stinting hunters of their water on hunting days ; no

one could expect <i satisfactory day's work from an animal

suffering from ccces-sive thirst. Where horses "can'' have

water when they like, it will scarcely be necessary to do

more than to put the cover on the water tank at about 930
on hunting mornings, assuming the meet to be at IT. • It

need hardly bo said that the quality of water supplied to

stables .should be carefully attended to. Horses are easily

made sick by impurities,'and are very dainty in their choice

of water. VVhew on a journey, liorses should never be

allowed to drink at public troughs, as disease is very likely

tQ bo c(intracted by such a proceeding.

F.ierciae. .Exercise is a great preservative of health, but, like food

and medicine^ it should be given at proper times and in

proper quantities. Exercise must not be confounded with

work ; the severe work horses are sometimes called upon

to perform takes much out of them, and exercise is one of

the means adopted to counteract any ill effects of hard

work. In order that the muscles of a horse may not

become prematurely tired, it is not sufficient that they

slipuld .be violently taxed some three days a fortnight aa

with banters ; they must be used every day, and the exer-

cise by which this is effected causes aU the tissues of the

body to receive their support by reason of the tone given

to the circidation of the blood. Hacks, harness horses, and

particularly ladies' horses, 'should be sufficiently well exer-

cised to guard against an excessive exuberance of spirits
;

for nothing is
' rnore annoying than to have an animal,

quiet enough in an ordinary way, perpetually jumping

about at the approach of vehicles or other horses, merely

because he is too fresh. Hunters, should have two hours

walking exercise daily; soitietirries a. slow trot of 3 or 4,

miles may be indulged in, but, when ,fhe hunting season

fairly sets in, and horses are hunted regularly," cantering

should be forbidden at exeicise unless either master or man
happens to be a very good judge of what kind of exercise a

horse requires.

Treat- II;ick« uml lumrss horses nrc but mrtly cftUcd upon to perform

loent of (Intica 8o rxlimistiii;; ns tltose of the hunter. In the caso of the

Lunten). former (ininials, a BUilaUIe stable, goo^l food and w.iter, veiitilfttioii,

iitiil I'xcrciae, coii|.lcil of co\irse with careful s»i>ervision, .sliouUI,

ftivo- under exceptional circumstanecs, sufTioe to keep them in gorxl

lieallh. All tlic previous remarks apply in the case of hunters, Imt

witii llicni soiiictliin^' more is neede(l._ First there is the petting

tin! aiiimat into coiiditioti, and tbcn'comes the proper mode of

tieatniciit after work, wlien the system is exhausted, and the hnr.-e

eulTerinp jierhaps from the eflects of a blow or a fall. • The art (if

cetting hunters into condition has made great strides during tho

last fifty years. Nowaflays one seldom hears of lioi-ses dyin;; in

the field throuph sheer exhaustion; and it cannot be said that their

work is lighter now than it was then.

Tolie;;in at the heginninfj, a hunter sliould he fit for use by the end
^of OctolKT, and the ([Ui'stion then arises, How long before tliis fiiiio

' should ho have been in wliat m.ay be called ti-niiiiuK'— ftsing the word,

*rtf course, in a dilferent sense finiii what is uiideistood by trainin-j

in a racing stable. The answer to this question depends veiiy much
upon ho\7, at the termination of the last hunting season, the owner
folved the difficulty of "what to do with the liorses." Assuming
liorscs arc to l>c kept through the summer, it will [>robahly bo nearly

a month after the last hunting day befoie the summering treatment

is adoptfftk • A dose of physic will have been admiiiistereil, and,

if wise, tho owner will have called in a veterinary surgeon to sec

what d.'images have been sustained; but he slmuj^i bo one used to

huntei-H and their peculiar infiriiiities.

Many persons with tho best intentions, and following very

niiciciit traditions, tiiin their horses out to grass, saying that a

•'.lumroer's run" will put new life into them, but not explaining

why a horse that iifi to Monday night is kept chithed in a warm
ntiiblo and fed nn lianl food, should be;;ieally beneliteil by beiiii;

tuni'd into a field v... Tuesday without his cluthing, and left to

subsist entirely on 'grass. This sudden change of living, whiih
used to be so universal in the case of horses, is condemned in the

liiiniaii subject; and that is not the least powerful argument that

can be urged against it. Moreover, most veterinary surgeons agree

tliat more liunlers have been made loaiei-s or contracted disease of

some kind fioiii being turned out to grass than fiom almost any
other cause. In tho days when summering in the fields was the
usual method pursued, a hunter was never really fit until the
senstvn was far advanced, and the tniiiiiig out to grass in May was
simply iiuJoiug all that had been done since the previous August.
Altlioiigli here and theio a few individu.als adopted a more common
senso way of suiniuering their huntersj the full evils of the grai:ing

system wero not impressed ujion the public until "Niiniod," in

letters to the Old Syortinri I'^lafjaziJie, advocated the ado]*tion of a

more enlightened system, and showed the weak points in the old

one. • The advantages claimed for the plan of turning out to girus

were th.it the horse's system and his feet benefited, and that it was
cheaper. "^ But violent changes in the nyinner of living cannot be
beneficial, and,' as regards the feet, Mr Goodwin, veterinary sur-

geon to George IV., said: "I. have invariably observed, where
horses are turned out to grass during the dry and hot summer
months, that, on bringing tiiem up to be put into stable condition,

their feet are in a luucli worse state than when they went out, drieil

up, aud so hard and brittle that, on the application of a tool to

bring them into a form to receive a shoe, the horn breaks like a

fiicce of glass, and all the naturally tough and elastic property is

ost, so that it requires some months to remove its bad eti'eets.

Horses at grass are much inclined to thrusli. " As
to the expense, the objectio?i is too tiiHing to be taken as a set otf

ag.iinst any real advantages tho eysteiu advocated by " Nimrod,".

and now generally adoptecl, may be found to possess.

Rut in whatever w.ay a horse is summered, it is clear -that there

must be a great change from a slate of hard work to one of absolute

rest and quiet, and this change should not be the work of a

moment.* L'nless an owner be particularly lucky, somo one or

more of his hunters will generally show signs of wear and tear

before tlie end of the season has arrived, and these should be the

fii-st thrown up. They should be exercised diiily, but their'corn

should he diminished, and thi-ir dressing in the stable need not be

of the same thorough kind as when they were in full work. After

about a fortnight of this treatment siimmering may begin lu its full

senso The state of the horse's legs, and the judgment of the

owner, will determine wliether the horse shall be exercised during

the summer, or left to exeicise himself In the former case he

must remain shod, and have his feet stoiiped two nights a week
with clamp tow, or, if there be much tendency to fever, with toiv

dipped in the best Stockholm tar. Exercise should take place iii the

cool of the day, in tho morning for choice, ou soft ground, for about

on hour and a half. Where the hoi-se is left to e.xercise himself, he

should be housed in n good-sized shed or box opening into a stiaw-

yard or small paddock, which should be slwded by trees or build-

ings, so that the maximum of air can bo breathed with the minimum
of ex]if,sure to the sun. A hon^e thus kept should have his shoes

removed, aud, as his feet rnnnoi then be stopped, he should stand

once or twice a week, hir an hour at a time, on wet clay.

"Tho constitution of each pnrticiilar horse should betaken into

ficcouut in deciding how he shall be fed during tho summer months.

The aim to be kept in view is to maintain the strength, bni not 'o

eiigpiider fever,— to let the system down as it were, but not to undo
all that has been done during the hunting season to a greater extent

than may be found necessary. As a general rule, three feeds ol oats-

a day (the feeds being rather smaller than those given during work>

will 'be suthcient; beans should be eschewed, but 8 or 9 IIi of h.iy

may 1)« given. Green food should be given with caution, say twice

or ihrico a week, to assist iu maintaining a healthy action of the

bowels.
_ ,

Tho getting tlie liorse into condition 'again' for the en.suing season

should be nccjomplishcd gradually, and all violent exertion should

bo avoided. About the beginning of August the shoes should be

put on the unshod horse, and he sliouW have au hour's walkin,.

exercise daily for about a week, when the time may be extended b;.

degrees. The horse that has bieii exercised oil the summer will

need no special attention until the beginning of Sepl>-niher, about

which time all the horses should have slow trotting exercise twice

a week ou soft, but not deep, ground. • During October cantering

may be indulged in twice a week, but plenty of walking exercise

should form part of every day's work. The quantity of oats giver,

should of course he increased as tho work gels stronger, until,

before the commencement of the hunting si'a.son, the full quantiiy

is reverted to. .'.'•*.
It is of course the groom's duty to get a hunter into condilion,

and to apply the proper treatment ou his return to the stable, wheti

tired by tlie day's work; but during the day the horse will be und'-r

the care of the rider, iind carelessness or want of judgment on his

[utrt may occasion injuries not to be overcome by any known syiteiii

of .liable niaii.agemeiit. Aa soon as the ImuiiicIs leave nlf llie ndei.
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if more tlmr] a mile or two from hdmo, or if the day has been at all

,v;vcrc, blioiil'l get his horse some gruel at the nearest inn or cot-

tiiye, or, fniliny Rriwl, a little tepid water, with or without a
handful iir two of Hour stirred into it. A horse's stomach is small
in [irojiortioii to the size ol his body; he should not therefore bo

ke|»t without susteuuuco of some sort longer than is nceessary.

yhuuld the animal show signs of great distress, lie should be got
into the first stable that is reached, or if there is not one handy
into a sill d, and tlic more airy it is the better. The head and legs

should bo well nibbed; clothing should be put on the body, and ft

toidial of some sort adniinistereJ as quiekly as pcssible,— sherry,
s|iirits, or beer will do; and a veterinary surgeon should be sent

foi' at once. ' - '

When the hunter returns to his own stable, lie should first have
his pail of warm gruel and linseed made according to the receipt

;;ivcn altovc; and after he is dre.ssed,Mt will only be necessary to see

whether he feeds as usual. If he does not, water with the chill off

triay be given to him. Should he bo merely fatigued, a night's rent

ill an airy box will soon restore him; and here it may be observed
lliat oil stables should include at least one loose bo.'C for the recep-

tion of a horse letuniing from hunting; rest cannot be so satisfac-

torily taken in a stall. • '
.

The treatment of horses' legs is a most important part of stable

management, and one wbietis but too often imperfectly undci'stood
ly men who, though nothing hut strappers, call themselves grooms.
la many stables it is the custom to wash the feet and legs of

horses ri'turiiiug from work, but the practice is .cilculatod to pro-

duce cracked heels, a state of things which often results also from a

too frequent use of wet lineu bandages. The better plan is to forbid

the use of water above the hoof; and, as soon as the hunter comes
in, some rough serge bandages (kept for the purpose) should bo put
loosely on his legs. These may be removed after the rest of liis

body lias been dressed, when tho legs will be found quite dry, and
tliu innd will crumble off like sand, while half the labour that
would have been needed to dry tho washed legs will sufiice to brush
every porticle of grit from the hair and skin. The legs should
then be well hand-rubbed, and the onlinary bandages may be put
on for about four hours; on tlieir removal mora.'haiul-nibbing
^llould take place. A constant use of bandages is to be deprecated,

luile.ss it is ordered for sumo particular purpose by tho veterinary

surgeon.
'

"

f
The reader has bren already warned a^lnst being his own vete-

linaiy 3urge«n ; but there are certain niinor casualties to which
every hors« i« liable, and which an average groom should know how
to treat A very common cause of a hunter being laid up is a blow

on tho log, which may be either on the skin or on the sinew. If on
the skin, the leg should be bathed with hot vinegar and water, ia
equal proportions, three or four limes a d.ay. A blow on the' bone
often causes a bony enlargement, but beyond constituting a blemish
is of no importance. A blow on the sinew is generally the cause of
a long period of lameness, and firing may be needed. If the blow
be o^ly a slight one, bathiug in cold water is the best thing that
can be done.

Cutting is sometimes the result of malformation of the legs, and Cutting.
sometimes the result of fatigue, for some horses will now and then
bru.sh themselves after a long and tiring day, who never do so in

going to cover. A boot and change of shoeing must be resorted to.

Corns are to be laid at the -door of the snoeing smith. They Corns,
arise from the shoe being too tight, or from its being nailed too
near the heel. A careful groom should superintend the shoeing,
and should instruct the smith to pare the sole at the scat of the
corn, and to take care that tho new shoes do not press upon the
sole. Tho sole must be kejit well pared and dressed with tar.

Should the corns be so bad as to suppurate, hot linseed meal poultices
should be applied, and work.dispensed with.

Thrush is a diseased state of the Irog, caused, in most instances, Tbriisti.

by the feet being neglected m the stable. The diseased parts

should be cut away, and the openings in the hoof stopped with tow
dip[ied ia tar.

Cracked heels generally owe their existence to the legs having
been left wet after washing. In the early stages cut the hair frem
the sore part, wash with warm water, dry, and apply glycerin
lotion. If riding or driving a horse with cracked heels, never allow
the sores to be rubbed with grease before starting, as the dust or
dirt will cling to this, and by getting into the sore make it worse
than ever.

An over-reach is a not uncommon occurrence in the hunting
field. An old pieCe of linen, folded three or four times, should be
soaked in water and fastened on the place, and a piece of oiled silk

should be kept on over the linen to prevent evaporation.

Sore backs are very troublesome to get rid of, and would not
happen so often as they do were more attention paid to the

fitting of the saddle and the way it is stuffed. Host saddlers put
too little stuffing in a saddle, and so after it is used a few times the

inside becomes hard. When tho skin is found to be rubbed, use

the wet linen and oiled silk as for an over-reach, and afterwards

chloride of zinc lotion.

Fever in .the feet is gerterally the- result of too msch knocking
about on hard roads. Directly lameness appears, take off the shoe

and place the foot in cold water, putting on a poultice at night:

Crackec*

heels.

;
Over-

! reach.

; Sore

; back.

Fever io

feet.

PART III.—HORSEMANSHIP

Horses being ridden for -several distinct purposes, viz.,

in tUe cavalry servico, fur hunting, racing, steeple-chasing,

on the road, ond in tlie schoiil, there are separate styles of

horsemanship adapted to cacli purpose, and a rider excelling

ill ona is not of necessity a proficient ia the others ; in fact

few persons, if any, are equally good, for instatice, at military

or manege riding and at steeple-chasing. -

The first step in horsemanship is to mount a horse ; but
for tho performance of this apparently simple feat no fixed

rule can he laid down for tho guidance of the civilian.

Having taken up the reins, the rider should stand at his

horse's near shoulder facing towards the tail, and in that

[losition hold the stirrup with bis right hand for tho

reception of his left foot. By 'standing at the shoulder

the rider is out of harm's way in the event of the

liorsc kicking while he mounts. It is perfectly easy to

larry out these- directions when the man and horse are

both of middle height ; but it is simply impossible for a
i-\\i)v\, man to mount a liorse of IG hands high in such a
manner, lie must risk tho kick and stand where he can
reach the stirrup—behind it. Having gained the saddle,

the necessity arises for seat and hands. The fact that tho

seat of a civilian rider must vary to some extent according
to tho size and shape of tho animal upon which he finds

liitnscif, dues not preclude certain [irinciples from applying
in tho formation of it, and it is towards the proper undor-
htunding of these principles, and the adoption of tho right

position of tho legs and body, that good instruction is

desirable at the outset.

The great desideratum in a scat on horseback is that it

should be firm, and this for two reasons. In the first place,

a rider with an insecure seat is apt to be thrown by any
unexpected movement theborse^may make, such a» a slight

stumble, or shying ; and secondly, without a firm seat, the

acquirement of good hands is well nigh hopeless, because,

when the balance is once disturbed, the rider will have to

depend on something else for the maintenance of hie seat,

and this other means of support will generally take the

shape of " riding the bridle," a practice as much oppo.sed

to good horsemanship as it is ini'irious to the horse's mouth.

Having gained the saddle, tli» rider should seat himself

in the middle of it, and should never allow any part of his

person to overlap the cantif, as is but too often seen.

Many rules are given for adjusting the stirrups to the

proper length before mounting, but in practice they are

not to be depended upon,— first, because all men are not

made in quite tho same propm-tions ; secondly, where two

men are "of equal height, tho man with the tlnckcr and

rounder legs will require a shorter stirrup than the one

with lean and flat legs ; and thirdly, men of any build will

need a shorter stirrup on'. a wide horse than on a narrow

one, besides, which, if a bnr.se pulls at all, another hole or

two will give the rider additional power over his animal.

The proper length "f stirrup, then, cannot be satisfactorily

ascertained till tin; ndcr is niiuiiitcd. Sitting well in the

middle of the saddle, llio thighs being turned in, and the

heels drawn siiim:what baik, the stirrup leathers may be

let out or t-iken up until tin: tread of the .stirrup is on a

level with the imuir ankle lniiic, uiiil at this length, when

the ndcr .standi up, hi-< loik will dear the pDiiimel of the
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saddl? I'" r.bont 3 inulics. Fur maintaining liis seat tlie
|

horsem.in should depend upon liia tliighs and knees, and

i.'ut upon the knee and calf only ; at times, of course, when

(.a a restive horse, every available muscle may have to be

brought into play, but the proper rule is as stated. Some
people say they ride by balance only, and others that they

rida by grip ; a proper seat should be an admixture of the

tv/o : a man riding by balance only is sure to be kicked oiT.

while to grip with all one's might during an hour's ride is

to undertake as much exertion as should last for a whole

<lay. The position of the foot' exercises some influence on

the security of the seat ; at one time it was thought proper

to turn the toes in and depress the heel, a posture that

tended to dipjinish the grip of the thighs, but now the toe

should bo turned a little outward, and but very little

upward. A good seat on a hor.-e should not be strong

merely ; it should be aa graceful as the make and shape of

horse and rider allow ; but it should not be a stift', stuck-up

seat, which is never graceful, because it is not nitural.

Above the loins the body should be loose, so as readily to

adapt itself to every motion of the horse ; but it should be

upright, for if the rider lean forward in his saddle, a false

etep on the part of the horse is very apt to sead him flying

over its head. The position of the hands has a great deal

to do with the seat, but the hands and the reins will bo

treated of presently.

Beginners are often advised to learn to ride without

stirrups ; if they do, they should have no saddle either, for

riding in a saddle without stirrups is likely to produce

rupture. The soundness of this advice, however, may be

questioned, because, although riding without stirrups will

undoubtedly tend to a firm seat, it will not be one of the

same sort as when stirrups are used ; there must therefore

be a process of learning and unlearning. The better plan

is to practice both ways concurrently. Thus let the pupil

be properly placed in a saddle with stirrups, and when he
has ridden lialf an hour let a cloth be substituted for the

saddle for about ten minutes, care being taken to observe

the rules already laid down for the position of the legs ; in

this way the proper seafwill be strengthened, instead of a

new one being formed.

The proper adjustment of the reins is the ne.'it thing to

be riltended to, and as the management of these depends
so i:)uch upon the seat being firm and independent of the

briille, the acquisition of a lirm seat is certuirdy half way
Inwards the acquirement of good hands. Assuming a

single rein snaflle to be the bridle "used, the second, third,

and fourth fingers of the left hand should be inserted be-

tween the reins, which should bo drawn up gently with the

right hand until the rider feels that he has got an equal
hold of his horse's mouth on both sides, and with just so

much pressure that the slightest movement of the left or

right rein would cause him to turn to the left or right

respectively ; the fore and middle fingers of the right

hand should then take hold of the right rein, which may
bo drawn out from the left hand so as to enable the hands
to be held about 4 or 5 inches apart. The arms from the
shoulder to the elbow should hang naturally close to the

sides, and the arms from elbow to wrist should be about

p .rallel to the ground, the wrist being kept loose, so as to

yield gently with every motion of the horse. The rider

sitting in the position described, square to tho front, with
Ills shoulders well back, will bo riding with fairly long
reins, one of the secrets of good hands ; if he stoop forward
and carry his bridle hand at some distance in front of his
body, 80 as to take a short hold of his horse's head, scat
and hands will both be bad.

When a double reined bridle is used, the third finger of
ihe left hand should be first inserted between the snafile

xcinn, and then the little, third, and second fingers should

be between the curb reins, the two outside reins will then

be the curb, and the two inside ones tho snafSe. In this

manner of holding the reins the snaflle is not so likely to

slip, while the curb can be easily slackened cr drawn tighter.

As military riders invariably use the curb only, the position

of snaffle and curb as just explained is reversed in the

cavalry servica

When the horse is in motion, the hands should not be
kept in one spot, so as to act like the peg on the pad of a
harness horse to which the bearing rein is fastened, as the

mouth would tiiereby become dead, and the horse would
lean unpleasantly on the bit ; but the rider should give and
take, so that while the pressure is not stronger at one
moment than at another (unless there be a reason for it),

yet, on the other hand, the hold should never be entirely

relaxed.

In order to encourage the horse to walk, the head must \va;:t

not be confined, but the light feeling on the horse's mouth ing.

must be kept up. Should the horse break into that uncom-
fortable pace, a jog trot, which, by the way, a well-broken

hack should not do, never snatch at his mouth, but

restrain him gently. To trot press the legs to the saddle, TrotHi.;.

-raise the bridle hand a little, and urge him if necessary

with the voice. The rising to the trot should be performed

easily ; the legs must not swing backwards and forwards, nor

should the hands be jerked up and down, while the action

of the rider should be in perfect lime with the motion of

the horse, or a passer by may remark that the horseman is

riding faster than his horse. To start in the canter take up Cacit-r

the curb rein a little and turn the horse's head slightly to

the right, at the same time pressing the left leg behind

the saddle, the horse will then lead with tho off fore leg

which is generally preferred under ordinary circumstances
;

but a well-broken hack should be taught to lead with either,

and if he be cantered in a circle to the left ho must lead

with tho near leg, as otherwise an ugly fall is likely to result

from the leg being crossed. Galloping is a pace not gene- Gailcp-

rally indulged in by hack riders ; when it is, the hands '"g-

should be kept low, the body thrown back, and an extra

grip taken, as nearly all horses pull more or less when
extended.

Hitherto, only road or park riding h.is been considered,

and, with wise people, hacking (except hacking to cover,

or in the performance of a journey against time) niein:

progressing at a strictly moderate pace—for the sake of their

horse, if for no other reason.

Beginners of all ages are strongly advised to undergo RWin;;

proper instruction when commencing to learn to ride. The k^soas

few directions already given may serve to remind a person

what to avoid, but nn hour's teaching is worth volumes of

theory. The instructor should, however, be a practical and

well-taught horseman himself; to be this it matters not

whether he be a priifessional riding-master or not. When
once the proper place for the legs and hands is pointed

out, and the proper way of handling a horse and sitting

in the walk, trot, and canter,—when, in short, a person

has been put in tho way of becoming a fair road rider, he

has made some progress towards being a hunting man.

But if, on the other hand, first principles arc disregarded,

nnd a rider believes in the system of " it doesn't matter

how you ride so long as you only stick on," it will bo

a long while before he reaches his own standard, except

with tho comparatively few men who seem to have been

intended by nature for horsemen. Few self-tnnght riders

attain to anything like exccllenco; they may ride quiet

horses with fair success, nnd even in hunting, if possessed

of plenty of courage, and mounlcil op a bold and not too i

tender-mouthei'i iiorso, they may keep a good place, but
!

horsemeu iu the proper sense of the word they never will 'i

{ be
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Now, a;suining tlie beginner to have acquired some pro-

ficiency in rilling, nnd to have had a httle practice over

ths leaping bar, he may be desirous of making his first

appearance with hounds, and the question then arises how
is the hacking-scat to be exchanged for the hunting one, of

which he will probably have heard a great dual, and have

seen some very extraordinary specimens.

the For practical purposes the cliiof dilTereuce between a
•"""'"o park seat and a hunting one consists in the substitution uf

boots and breeches for trousers, and the shortening of the

stirrups some two or three holes. Next to that of a jockey,

the seat of the hunting man is the most important of any
connected witli amusement ; he ni\ist sit firm, so as not to be

thrown off when his horse leaps, or makes a slight mistake,

technically called "pecking," on landing after jumping a

fence, and so as to be able to handle his horse delicately

under all circumstances, and to n)ako as much of him as

possible. As with road riding, so with hunting, the actual

length of the stirrups will depend a good deal upon the

form and action of the horse, but the nature of the animal

and the peculiarities of the conutry ridden over will also

havesometliingto do with their adjustment. A puller will

compel the rider to pull up his leathers one or perhaps two
extra holes—a course that may also be rendered necessary

in a hilly country, for, in going down hill, the stirrups, if

kept at the ordinary length, will generally feel a great deal

too long. The rider's body must be kept close to the saddle

in leaping, for if he were jerked up, the weight of say only a

10-stone man coming down on the horse a couple of seconds

after he has negotiated a large fence is sufficient to throw

Jiim down. Nothing but actual practice with hounds can

teach a man the kind of horsemanship required for hunting
where land of all kinds has to be ridden over, and obstacles

of various sorts, natural and artificial, have to be encoun-

tered.

Considerable progress may, as already stated, be mad'e

in seat and hands within the four walls of a good riding

school, but as the art of warfare must be learned on active

service, and not on the parade ground, so nothing but actual

practice in the hunting field will teach a man that kind of

liorsenTanship adapted to the ever-varying conditions and
difierent situations to be met with in a single day's hunting.

For example, the ground gone over is not always the level

springy turf of the race-course ; it is up hill and down dale,

across ridge and furrow, over ground studded with ant-hills

(w hich, unlike mjcile-hills, are often very hard), over ploughed
lands, and in boggy countries. Now each of these varieties

requires a different method of riding over, and nearly every

horse will require dift'erent handling "under similar circum-

stances; some can go well through the dirt, while others

can only go on the toj) of the ground ; some will require

rousing .at their fences, while others will want quieting.

Qooil It will therefore be .seen that mucii depends on the rider

bamli having good hands. This qualification, though generally

understood, is very difficult to define. A rider with good
hands never depends upon his reins for retaining his seat;

niir does he pull at the horse's mouth so as to make him
afraid to go up to his bit ; nor again docs he ever use any
more force than is necessary for the accomplishment of what
he desires to perfurin. But besides all this, there is .an

unaccountable something about the man with good hands
that cannot be described. Pullers appear to renounce
pulling, refusers take to jumping, and clumsy horses appear
11' arly as bandy as a trick horse in a circus. Though
"hands "can to a great extent bo acquired hy care and
practice, yet in the hii^hcst form it is a gift like the " hand
for crust " which is denied to many cooks and cannot be
learned.

fmv. T ore are difTersnt kinds of " fences," as all obstacles are

?!nt.ic2Uy ailed. First, there is timber, such osgates, stiles.

and rails ; the first iwo are, nine times out of ten, awkward
jumps, as the take olf is either poached by cattle, or else

is on the ascent or descent. Hedges vary according to

the custom of the country in which they are found : they
either grow in the soil of the field, and are protected by
a ditch on one side, or are planted on a bank with a

ditcli on one side or sometimes on both. The rider may
hero be reminded that if a bank is high and the ditch before

it but small, there is pretty certain to be another ditch on
the far side, for the bank is made by throwing up the earth

taken from the ditches. Then again there are the large

banks found in Wales, Devon, and Cornwall. Lastly coma
water jumps, which are met with in two forms : the water

is either within an inch or two of the top of the bank, so

as to be about on a level with the field through which it

flows, or there may be a space of some C or 7 feet from the

bank to the water. For the successful negotiation of brooks

a bold horse is required, ridden by a bold man. No fence

that is ever encountered stops such a large "proportion of

the field as water; even a clear 6 feet of it will prove a

hindrance to some, while anything over 10 or 12 feet wdl
in general be crossed only by a very few. Some horses,

good performers over any other description of fence, will

nut jump water under any circumstances ; while Iho

chance of a ducking deters many from riding at it ; and,

however bold the horse i / be, he will soon refuse wate;

if his rider be perpetually in two minds when ai)iJroaching

a brook.

The pace at winch a liunter should be ridden at his

fences depends upon the nature of the fence itself, and tho

peculiarities of each individual horse. With some very

good jumpers—they can hardly be called good hunters

—

to steady them is to bid for a fall, while with some very

clever hunters to hurry them is to bring them to grief.

With ordinary horses, hpwever, it is a good general rule

to ride at fences of all descriptions as slowly as the nature

of the obstacle admits. In grass countries, where " flying

fences " are found, the rate of speed must of necessity be

quicker than when about to take a Devonshire bank of

some- 7 feet high, but even at a flying fence the rider

should steady his horse so as to contract the length of hia

stride, in order that he may measure the distance for taking

ofl' with greater accuracy. Flying fences consist of a hedge

with or without a post and rail, and with or without a ditch

on one or both sides; consequently a horse has to jump both

high and wide to clear them. But in jumping a gate, or

a flight of rails, as ordinarily situated, there is no width to

be covered, and to make a horse go through the exertion

of jumping both high and wide when ho need only do one

is to waste hi." power, added to which to ride fast at timber,

unless very low wth a ditch on the landing side, is highly

dangerous.

All hedges on banks, banks, and doubles must ne ridden

at slowly ; they are usually of such a size as to make flying

them impossible, orat least undesirable. Horses jump them
on and otf, and in taking them at a moderate paoe thero

is a chance of stopping on the top and choosing a better

place to jump from, or, if needs be, of returning and

taking the fence at another place. Cramped places will

have to be jumped from a walk or even at a stand ; for

instance, a tree may be in a line with and close to the only

practicable place in a fence ; it then becomes necessary to

go round the tree before a run at the place can be managed.

So, too, with places that have to be crawled over between

trees, or with dykes to be crawled down.

In jumping an ordinary hcdgeor ditch at moderate speed,

there is of course a moment of time during which the borso

is on his hind legs, and in theory the rider should then lea i

forward, but, in jiractice, this position is so momentary, an i

the lash out of the hind legs in the spring is eo powerful.
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that it is best not to lean forward at all, because of the

difficulty, if not impossibility, of getting back in time

for the reverse movement, when the rider should be prt

paring to render the horse some assistance with the bridle

as his feet touch the ground.

Water, as was said before, stops a field more than any

other kind of fence, because, so far as the rider is concerned,

a strain to the horse's back or a bad over-reach is likely to

result, and the contemplation of a ducking is not pleasant

on a cold day. Then as to the horse, if he ever got into

a brook when young, and found ary difficulty in getting

out again, it is ten to one against his ever taking kindly to

water afterwards. When a line of willows indicates the

whereabouts of a brook, the horse should be well collected,

a clear place selected, so far as circumstances allow, anil

the pace increased, though in short strides, up to the very

brink. If the hounds jump at the brook, eyeu though they

fail to clear it, the rider may take it for granted that at

that place the leap is within the capacity of any ordinary

hunter in his stride ; hence if, when going at three parts

speed, a horse's feet come just right to take off, the mere

momentum of his body would take him over a place 15

feet wide.

Kidiiig Now jumping a fence is one tbing, and riding to hounds
to is another ; a man may be a very good horseman, and yet
hounaa. ^^ ^ ^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ hounds. 'The leading hounds should

be watched, and when they turn right or left the rider

should turn too. Then the choice of ground is important

;

ridge and furrow should be taken diagonally, or, if the field

be entered towards either end, time will ultimately be saved

in going round by the firmer ground at the sides. Ploughed

land requires the rider's special attention ; an injudicious

hurry over a couple of deep fields has settled many a good

hijnt -r for the remainder of the run. In jumping into a

ploughed field the fence should be taken slowly, and the

rider should lean well back in the saddle, because, lacking

the elasticity of turf, a ploughed field, especially after rain

or a frost, will let a horse's legs sink in deep on landing,

and if ho has been ridden at the fence quickly, the sudden

resistance offered by the soft ground wdl inevitably cause

a fall. When the ground is deep, therefore, the rider's

judgment will be shown in avoiding, where possible, large

flying fences into a ploughed field, and in choosing places

that can be jumped quietly.

p,,(^ Pace is a relative term ; when the thoroughbred is but

cantering, the underbred will be doing his utmost ; the

horseman must therefore always have an eye to his horse,

and must be careful not to press him beyond a certain pace,

unless of course he means to be satisfied with a short life

and a merry one.

(j.ito The experience of a single day's hur ting will teach the

ci«niDg. novice that gates are far oftencf opened than jumped ; it is

therefore necessary that a hunter should be handy at

opening them. Many accidents have arisen from horses

rushing tlimugh a gateway directly the latch is releiiscd,

or from their jumping a gate at which they havo been

pulled up to enable the rider to open it. The horse should

bo taught to obey the leg as well as the band, and, by a

sliglit prc-ssurc of the leg, should throw his haunches round

to the left or right us occasion may require.

Kails Most writers on hunting aver that there is an art in fall-

ing, aud the young sportsman is duly told to get clear of his

horse as soon as possible. It is not to bo denied that

the cumber of accidents in the hunting field are but

few considering the number of falls that take i)lace

during the huntin>f season, but the rarity of accidents

can hardly be ascribed in all seriousness to a proficiency

in the art of f.alling. In the first place, diUhcs cau.so many
falls, by the horse dropping his hind legs into them ; that

is to buy, hib progress is arrested while the ridor continues

in the course his horse would have taken had the dif^;b not

been there. When the hind legs are dropped the rider

clutches iristinctively with his hands and legs, and the

violence of his fall is thereby broken, while in ninety-nine

cases out of every hundred the ditch prevents the horse

from rolling over the recumt-ent sportsman. Then again

as to falls at flying fences /- en at a somewhat quick rate,

it is lucky for hunting men that under such circumstances

the rider is in the majority of instances thrown clear of

his horse independently of any skill or effort of his

own. It is only in what may be termed " slow falls

"

that the rider can save himself by presence of mind and

activity. When a horse slips into a ditch, or drops quietly

on to his knees preparatory to rolling on his side, a practised

rider has time to get clear ; but in falls over timber, or over

fences ridden at quickly, the freedom from accident must
in sober truth be ascribed to luck rather than to good

judgment.

Saddles and bridles form no unimportant feature in the

equestrian art, as well as in the establishment of a sports-

man. A well-made saddle and bridle make a horse look

worth an extra £20, while nothing contributes more to

the safety and comfort of a rider than a well-made roomy '

saddle. The hunting man will be well advised if he

patronizes only such establishments as make hunting

saddles their peculiar study. Each horse should have its

own saddle, and the closer it fits, provided it does not press

upon the withers or touch the spine, the better ; but, as

even the best saddlers are addicted to putting too little

stufling into them, the purchaser should, when ordering

stipulate for a liberal quantity. The stirrup irons shouk

be moderately heavy, and, if they are for full grown men
of the largest size made, for the foot will be all the lest

likely to be caught iu the event of a fall.

The selection of a bridle will depend upon the horse'."

mouth and upon the rider's hands. For hacking purpose-

a double bridle is almost invariably used, the curb enablinj

the rider to makOjthe horse appear to the best advantage :

and, as a general rule, a double bridle with an easy curl

bit (the curb chain being protected by a leather strap) i^

best for hunting purposes, as with it the horse can be

ciiUected at his fencss, and held together in deep ground

better than with the snaffle pnly. Some persons use nothing

but snafiles on principle, and will submit to a vast amount

of discomfort rather than call in the aid of a curb ; but

there are not five perfect snaffle-bridle hunters out of a

hundred, and riding a horse in a snaffle is quite another

thing from riding a snaffle-bridle horse. The curb, however,

should be of no greater severity than is absolutely necessary

;

pulling is far more often caused by the pain of a sharp bit

than by anything else. Whatever bit be used, it is useless

to keep up one continued drag at tht horse's mouth, as it

thereby becomes callous and ceases to be sensitive to any

gentle indications. With a pvdlcr the bit should bo kept

moving in the mouth, aud a change of bits is often bene-

ficial, each pattern acting in a different way, and taking a

horse, so to speak, by surprise.

The less whips and spurs are used the bettor ; unfinished

riders will do well to le.ive the latter at home, for althougli

they are very useful on the heels of a skilful person, an

unintentional ajiplicaticni of them is often attended with

disastrous consequences.

The (jualities possessed by a good jockey, either on Tninlnj

the flat or over a country, fully boar out what has been p'

.^.'lid before concerning the value of early instruction in J""-'"^)'*

riding, and the impossabilily of the existence of any

regular system of civilian horsemanship. After having

been some timo in a training stable, a lad is put on 8

quiet liorise at exorcise ; his stirrups arc adjusted, and the

reins knotted for him at a proper kimlh. He subsequcntlv
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rides other horso9 each with some peculiarity perhaps, and,

to lieep hia place in the string, a slug must be kept going,

and an impetuojis one restrained ; they cannot both be

ridden alilce, but they must both bo ridden as a joclcey

should ride tUera. In this way the lad learns the principle of

holding a puller, getting pace out of a lazy one, and leaving

well alone with a nice free but temperate mover , he learns

to do everything in a horsenianlike manner, and when he

has raised hinisejf to the pitch of a " fashionable " jockey,

he will frequently be called upon to ride three or four

horses a day at race meetings. A jockey must therefore,

more than any other civilian rider, have a hand for ail sorts

of horses, and in the case of two and throe year olds a very

good hand it must be. The same ability to adapt himself

to circumstances must be possessed by the steeple-chase

jockey, who should possess fine hands to enable him to

handle his horse while going at liis fences at three-quarter

speed. In most details the nearer a hunting man approaches

to a steeple-chase jockey the better; but in the matter of

the scat it must be remembered that a jockey's exertions

last but a few minutes, while nouo can tell when the hunt-

ing man may finish his day's work ; the jockey can there-

fore ride with more absolute grip during hia race than the

rider to hounds.

PART IV.—HORSE-RACING.

Probably the earliest instance of horse-racing recorded

in literature occurs in U. sxiii. 21U-650, where the

various incidents of the chariot race at the funeral games
held in honour of Patroclus are detailed with much vivid-

ness. How far such competitions, which bear in Homer
a semi-religious character, may have arisen out of the not

unnatural practice an instance of which occurs earlier in

the same conne.tion {II. xxiii. 1.3, 14) can only be con-

jectured ; it is certain, however, that they very soon came
to be of national importance. According to the ancient

authorities the four-horse chariot race was introduced into

the Olympic games as early as the 23d Olympiad ; to

this the raoS with mounted horses was added in the 33d
;

while other variations (such as two-horse chariot races,

mule races, loose-horse races, special races for under-aged

hofses) were admitted at a still later period. Of the

training and management of the Olympic race-horse we
are left in ignorance ; but it is known that the equestrian

candidates were required to enter their names and send

their horses to Elis at least thirty days before the cele-

bration of the games commenced, and that the charioteers

and riders, whether owners or proxies, went through a pre-

scribed course of exercise during the intervening month.
At all the other national games of Greece (Pythian,

Isthmian, Nemean), as well as at many of the local

fostivata (the Athenian Olympia and Panathcnaja), similar

contests had a prominent place. Some indication of the

extent to which the passion for horse-racing was indulged

in at Athens, for example, about the time of Aristophanes

may bo obtained from the scene with whicli The Clouds

opens ; while it is a .significant fact that the Boeotiaus

termed one of the months of their year, corresponding to

the Athenian Hecaloinb^on, Hippodroinius (" Horse-race

month"; see Plutarch, Cam. 15). Details as to the

chariot-races and horse-races of the Greeks, and also of

their imitators the Romans, will be found under the

headings Circus and Game,s.

There is no direct historical evidence to show that the

ancient Britons addicted themselves to any form of this

amusement ; but there are indications that among some at

least of the Germanic tribes, from a very early period,

horse-racing was an accompaniment of tlieir religious

cultus. There can ho no doubt that the Romans eh-

couriged the pursuit in Britain, if tliey did not introduce
it ; traces of race-courses belonging to the period of their

occupation have been frequently discovered. The influ-

ence of the Christian Church was everywhere at first

strongly against the practice. The opinion of -Augustine
and other fathers of the church with regard to attendance
at the spectacles, whether of theatre or of circus, is well

known ; those who performed in them were rigidly es-

cludeJ'from church fellowship, and sometimes oven those
who merely frequented them. Thus the first council of

Aries, in its fourth canon, declared that those members

of the church who drove chariots at the public games
should, so long as they continued in that employment, be

denied communion. (Compare the rule in the Ap. Const.,

viii 32; ap. Binghaw, Ant. Clir. Church, xvi. 4, 10.) In

many cases, however, the weight of ecclesiastical authority

proved insufficient to cope with the force of old custom,

or with. the fascination of a sport the unchristian char-

acter of which was not very easily demonstrable ; and
ultimately in Germany and elsewhere the old local races

appear to have been admitted to a recognized place among
the ceremonies peculiar to certain Christian festivals.

The first distinct indication which contemporary history

affords of horse-racing as a sport occurs in the " Descrip-

tion of the City of London " of William Fitzstephen (c.

1174). He says that in a certain "plane field without

one of the gates (quidam planus campus re et nomine

—

Smilhjield, quasi Smoothfield) every Friday, unless it be

one of the more solemn festivals, is a noted show of well-

hred (iioOi/ium) horses exposed "for sale. The earls,

barons, and knights who are resident in the city, as well

as a multitude of citizens, flock thither either to look on

or buy." After describing tlie different varieties of horses

brought into the market, especially the more valuable

chargers {de.rlrarios preciosos), he says; "When a race is

to be run by such horses as these, and perhaps by others

which, in like manner, according to their breed are strong

for carriage and vigorous for the course, the people raise

a shout and order the common horses to be withdrawn to

another part of the field. The jockeys, who are boya

expert in the management of horses, which they regulate

by means of curb bridles, sometimes by threes and some-

times by twos, as the match is made, prepare themselves

for the contest. Their chief aim is to prevent a com-

petitor from getting before them. The horses too, after

their manner, are eager for the race; their limbs tremble,

and impatient of delay. they cannot stand still ; upon the

signal being given they stretch out their limbs, hurry on

the course, and aro borne along with unremitting speed.*

The riders, inspired with the love of praise and the hope

of victory, clap spurs to their flying horses, lashing them
with whips, and inciting them by their shouts " (see

Stow's Translation).

In the reign of Richard I. knights rode at Wbitsuntide

on steeds and palfreys over a three-mile course for " forty

pounds of ready gold," according to the old romance of Sir

Bevys of Hampton. The feats of the tilt-yard, however,

seem to have surpassed liorse-racing in popular estimation

at the period of the crusades. That the sport was to soma

extent indulged in by King John is quite possible, as

running horses are frequently mentioned in the register of

royal cxi>enditiire ; and we know that Edward III. had a

number of running horses, but it is probable they were

chiefly u.sed for field sports.

An evidence of the growing favour in which horse-
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racing was held as a popular amusement is furnished

by the fact that public races were established at Chester

in 1512. Piandle Holme of that city tells us that to-

wards the latter part of Henry VIIl's reign, on Shrove

Tuesday, the company of saddlers of Chester presented to

" the drapers a wooden ball embellished with Bowers, and

placed upon the point of a lance. This ceremony was per-

formed in the presence of the mayor at the cross iif the

Eoody or Roodee, an open place near the city ; but this

year (1510) the ball was changed into a silver bell, valued

at three shillings and sixpence or more, to be given to him
who shall run best and furthest on horseback before them

on the same day. Shrove Tuesday; these bells were denomi-

nated St George's bells." In the reign of Elizabeth there

i» evidence from the poems of Bishop Hall (1597) that

racing was in vogue, though apparently not patronized by

ihe queen, or it would no doubt have formed part of the

iiastimes at Kenilworth ; indeed, it seems then to have gone

much oiA of fashion.

The accession of the Stuarts opened up an era of pro-

Bjjerity for the sport, for James I., who, according to

Vouatt, had encouraged if not established horse-racing in

Scotland, greatly patronized it in England when he came

to the throne. Not only did he run races at Croydon and

Enfield, but he endeavoured to improve the breed of horses

by the purchase for a high figure of Markham's Arabian,

which little horse, however, was beaten in every race he

ran.

In 1607, according to Camden's Brilannia, races were run

tsear York, the prize being a little golden bell. Camden
also mentions as the prize for running horses in Gatherley

Forest a little golden ball, which was apparently anterior to

the bell. In 1609 Mr Robert Ambrye, sometime sheriff

of the city of Chester, caused three silver bells to be made
of good value, which bells he appointed to be ri;i\ for with

horses on St George's day upon the Roodee, the Srst horse

to have the best bell and the money put in by the horses

that ran—in other words, a sweepstake—the bells to be

returned that cky twelvemonth as challenge cups are now;
towards the expenses he had an allowance from the city.

In 1G13 subscription purses are first mentioned. Nicholls,

in his Progress of James I., makes mention of racing in

the years 10 17 and 1619. Challenge bells appear to have

continued to be the prizes at Chester, according to Randle

Holme the younger, and Ormerod's History o/Chcsler, until

1623 or 1G24, when Mr John Brereton, mayor of Chester,

ttliered the course and caused the horses to run five times

round the Roodee, the bell to be of good value, .£8 or .£10,

and to be a free bell to be held for ever,—in other words,

a presentation and not a challenge prize.

During James's reign public race meetings were estab-

lished at Gatherley or Garterley, near Richmond in York-

shire, at Croydon in Surrey, and at Enfield Chase, the last

two being patronized by the king, who not only had races

at Epsom during his residence at Nonsuch, but also built a

Louse at Newmarket for the purpose of enjoying hunting,

and no doubt racing too, as we find a note of there having

been horse-races at this place as early as 1005. Races are

also recorded as having taken place at Linton near

Cambridge, but they were probably merely casual meetings.

The prizes were for the most part silver or gold bells, whence

the phrase " bearing aw.iy the bell." The turf indeed

appears to have attracted a great deal of notice, and the

systematic preparation of running horses was studied,

attention being paid to their feeding and training, to the

instruction of jockeys,—although private matches betwcoo

gentlemen who rode their own liorses were very common,
—and to the adjustment of weights, which were usually

about 10 stone. The sport also .seems t.) have t^iken firm

hold of the people, and to have become very popular.

The reign of Cliarles I., which commenced in 1625, saw
still more marked strides made, for the king not only
patronized the racing at Newmarket, which we know v^aa

current in 1610, but thoroughly established it there, and
built a, stand house in 1067, since which year the races

have been annual. Mention is likewise made in the comedy
of the Merry Beggars, played in 1611, of races, both horse
and foot, in Hyde Park, wiiich were patronized by
Charles I., who gave a silver cup, value 100 guineas, to

be run for instead of bells. Butcher, in his survey of the

town of Stamford (1646), also says that a race was annually

run in that town for a silver and gilt cup and cover, of the

value of £7 or £S, provided by the care of the aldermen
for the time being out cf the interest of a stock formerly

made by the nobility and gentry of the neighbourhood.

In 1648 Clarendon tells us that a meeting of Royalists

was held at Banstead Downs, as Epsom Downs were then

called, "under the pretence of a horserace," so that horse-

racing at Epsom was not unknown early in the 17th

century; Pepys, too, in his Diary of 1663, mentions his

having intended to go to Baustead Downs to see a famous

horse-race. Cromwell is said to have kept running horses

in the year 1653, but in 1654 he appears to have gone

so far as to forbid racing for six and eight months re-

spectively. After the Restoration in 1660, a new impetus

was given to horse-racing, which had languished during

the civil wars, and the races at Newmarket, which had

been suspended, were restored and attended by the king ;

and as an additional spur to emulation, accordmg to

Youatt, royal plates were given at each of the principal

courses, and royal mares, as they were called, were im-

ported from abroad. Charles II. rebuilt the house origin-

ally erected at Newmarket by James I., which had fallen

into decay. The Round course was made in 1666, and
racing at the headquartera of the turf was regulated in

the most .systematic way, as to the course, weights, and

other conditions. Charles II. was the first monarch who
entered and ran horses in his own name ; and, besides being

i

a frequent visitor at the races on Newmarket Heath, and

on Burford Downs, near Stockbridge, where the Bibury

Club meeting was held, he established races at Datchet.

In the reign of James II. nothing specially noteworthy

occurred, but William III. continued former crown dona-

tions and even added to them.

Anne was much devoted to horse-racing, ana not oniy

gave royal plates to bo competed for, but ran horses for

them in her own name. In 1703 Doncaster races were

established, when 4 guineas a year were voted by the

corporation towards a plate, and in 1710 the Town Plate

was established by the same authority, to be run on Don-

caster Moor. Nearly a century, however, elapsed before

the St Leger was instituted. Matches at Newmarket liad

.become common, for we find that Basto, one of the earliest

racehorses of whom we have any authentic account, won
several matches there in 1708 and 1709. In the hitter

year, according to Camden, York races were established,

the course at first being on Clifton Ings, but it was subse-

quently removed to Knavesm'ire, on which the races are

now run. In 1710 the first gold cup said to have been

given by the Queen, of 60 guineas value, was run for by

]
six year old horses carrying 12 stone each, the best of

three 4-mile heats, and was won by Bay Bolton. In 1711

I
it was increased to 100 guineas. In 1712 Queen Anne's

gelding Pepper ran for the Royal Cup of i'lOO at Vork,

and her Mustard, a nutmeg grey horse, ran for the same

prize in 1713. Again in 1714 her Mnjesty's bay horse

Star won a sweepstake of 10 guineas added to a plate of

.€40 at the same place, in four heats, carrying 1 1 stone. In

1716 the Ladies' Plato at York for (wa year olds was won

by Alci>po, son of the Darley Arabian. Racing and match
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making continued to be a regular sport at Newiuarket, and

at Yorli ani^ Hambleton, and we aljo find a record of a

race at Lincoln in August 1717 for a silver tea-board, won
by Brocklesby Betty, as was the Quetn's Plate at Black

Hambleton in the year before.

Between 1714 and 1720 there were races at I'ontefract

in Yorkshire for plates or money. The "best of two out of

three heats v'as to be the winner, provided the said horse

wa.s not distanced in the third heat— the distance post

being I furlong from the winning post; and this appears

to have been a usual condition. In or about the year

17"2I Flying Childers is said to have run a trial against

Almanzor and Brown Betty over the Round course at New-
market (3 m. 4 f. 93 y.) in 6 ni. 40 s., and another trial

over the Beacon course (4 m. If. 138 y.) iu 7 m. 30 s.

—

which is fast even for a six year old ; but it is just possible

that in those days the art of time taking was anything but

perfect. In 1721 George I. gav-j 100 guineas in specie in.

lieu of the gold cup at Vork presented by Anne, and the

ki.ag's or queen's plates have been given in cash ever

since. In 1725 a ladies' plate was run for on September

14 by female riders on Ripon Heath in Yorkshire. In

1727 Mr John Cheney established the Racing Calendar—
an historical list of all the horse matches run,andofall

plates and prizes run for in England and Walas of the

value of .£10 or upwards in 1727, &c. No systematic

records had till then been preserved of the running of

the race-horses of the day, and it is only through the per-

formances of certain celebrated horses and mares that we
have any information of what actually took place, and
even that is more or less of a fragmentary kind. At
this time racing was thoroughly established as a national

and popular sport, for there were upwards of a hundred
me<-'tings in England and Wales ; but the plates or sweep-

stakes run for were for the most part of small value, as

£\0, X20, .£30, .£40, and sometimes £50. In 1727,

according to Whyte, there were only a dozen royal plates

run for in England ;—one at Newmarket in April for

81 X year old horses at 12 stone each, .in heats over the

Round course— first called the King's Plate course ; one

for five year old mares atrlO stone each, in one heat, and
another in October for eix year old horses at 12 stone, in

heats over the same course ; one at Y'ork (which commenced
in 1711) for six year old horses, 1 2 atone each, 4-mile heats

;

one at Black Uumbloton, Yorkshire (of which no regular

account was kept until 1715)', for five year old mares,

10 stone, 4 miles; one at each of the following places,

Nottingham, Lincoln, Guildford, Winchester, Salisbury,

and Lewes, for six year old horses, 12 stone each, 4-mile

heats; and one at Ipswich for five year old horses, 10

stone each. A royal plata was also run for at Edinburgh
in 1728 or 1729, and one at the Curragh of Kildaro in

1711.

In 1739 an Act was passed to prevent racing by ponies

and weak horses, 13 Geo. II. cap. 10, which also prohibited

prizes or plates of less value than £50. At this period the

best horses seldom ran more than five or six times, and
some not so often, there being scarcely any plates of note

except royal ones, and very few sweepstakes or matches of

value except at Newmarket until after 1750 ; moreover, as

the races were run in heats, best three out of four, over a

course of several miles in length, the task set the horses

before winning a plate was very severe, and by no means
commensurate with the value of the prize. In 1751 the

great subscription races commenced at York, the city

also giving £50 added money to each day's racing. At
Nawmarket there were only two meetings, one in April

and the other in October, but in 1753 a second spring

nipeting was established, and in that year the JoclceyClub,

which was founded iu 1750, purchased the present racing

ground. In 1762 a second October meeting vina added,

in 1705 the July meeting, in 1770 the Houghton meeting,

and in 1771 the Craven meeting. In 1766 Tattersall'r.

was established at Hyde Park Corner by Richard Tatteraall

for the sale of horses ; it remained the great emporium
of horses, and the rendezvous for betting on horse races,

until 1865, when, the lease of the premises at the Corner
having run out, it was removed to its present site at

Knightsbridge.

We now come to a very important period—that at which
the great three year old races were instituted. •

The St I.ogcr was established in 1776 by Colonel St

Leger, who resided at Parkhill, near Doncaster. On tho

24th September, during the Doncaster races, which took

place annually in the autumn, at his suggestion a sweep-

stake "of 25 guineas each for three year old colts and
fillies was run over a 2mile course; there were six com-

petitors, the property of as many subscribers,—a very small

beginning, it must be owned. The race was won by a filly

by Sanlpson, belonging to Lord Rockingham, which was
afterwards named Allabaculia. In the following year the

same stake had twelve subscribers and ten starters, and
was won by Mr Sotheron's Bourbon. It was not, however,

until the succeeding year, 1778, that it was named the St

Leger, in complement to the founder, at the suggestion o

the marquis of Rockingham, on which occasion it was wo
by Mr T. Qascoi^ne's Hollandaise, another filly ; thus at

the bfeginning, as well as a century later, the fillies, from

Allabaculia and Hollandaise to Apology and Jannette,

owing to the cool season of the year at which it is run,

were found capable of taking their own part against the

colts iu the race. The stakes were increased in 1832 to

50 sovs. each, and the weights have been raised from time

to time to keep pace with modern requirements. The Don-

caster Cup, a weight for age race for three year olds and

upwards, was established in 1801. The course is nearly

flat, of an oval or kite shape, about
1
J miles round the

town-moor. It has been run in 3 m. 14 s. by three year old

horses, carrying 8 st. 10 lb, and fillies 8 st. 5 lb.

The Derby and Oaks were established in 1779 and 1780,

the Oaks in the former and the Derby in the latter year.

It is true that in 1730 Epsom races became annual, but

the prizes were nothing more than the usual plates run for

in heats, the money required being raised by voluntary

subscriptions, as well by the owners of booths on the

downs as by the parties • more immediately interested,

whence arose the custom of charges being made by the

lord of the manor for permission to erect booths, ikc,

during the race meetings. On the 14th May 1779 the

twelfth earl of Derby originated the Oaks stakes (named

after his seat or hunting box "The Oaks" at Wood-

mansterne), a sweepstake for three year old fillies run on

a course li miles long. The race on its inception was

won by Lord Derby's bay fi'ly Bridget, bred by himself

—

her sire being Herod and her dam Jcmim.i. In tho fol-

lowing year the earl established a sweepstake cf CO cjvs.

each, half forfeit, for three year old colta. The distance'

was then one mile, but it has since been altered to a mile

and a half, and is now run on a new course starting en a

higher level than before, and joining the old course on the

top of the hill. Being a very hilly or up and down course,

•Epsom is excessively trying to horses not perft,-tly sound.

On the first occasion of the Derby being r.\u H v,a,s won

by Sir C. Bunbury's chestnut colt DiomcJ by .•Ic'v.cl, son

of Herod, who beat eighi. opponents, including the dake

of Bolton's Biy Boilon and Lord Grosvenor's Diadem,

These two races have since becu run for regularly evcrv

year, the Derby, which before 1S39 was run on the Thur-

day, now toking place on the Wednesday, and the O.iVj

on tho Friday in the .^ame week at tho end of May. T-.vo

n.est
Leger.

The
Devhf
and
Oal,».
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Ascut
re.ce3.

Good,
woo^

fillies only nave won both races, viz., Sir C. Bunbury's

Eleanor ia 1801 and Mr W. TAnson's Blink Bonny in 1807,

but Deception ran second for the Derby in 1839, aud

subsequently won the Oaks. The course has been run in

2 m. 43 s. by colts and in 2 m. 44 s. by fiUiea.

Ascot races, which are held on Ascot Heath, on the con-

fines of Windsor Park, close to the kennels of the royal

buckhounds, were established by the duke of Cumberland,

uncle of George IIL, and are patronized by royalty in state

or semi-state. Th^ are mentioned in the first Racing

Calendar, published in 1727, but the races were for the most

part plates and other prizes of small importance, though a

royal plate for hunters appears to have been given in 1785.

The Gold Cup was first given in 1807, and has been

regularly competed for ever since, though from 1845 to

1853 inclusive it went by the designation of the Emperor's

Plate, the prize being offered by the emperor of Russia. In

1854, during the Crimean war, the cup was again called the

Ascot Gold Cup, and was given from the r^^ce fund. The

Queen's Vase was first given in 1838, and the Royal Hunt

Dup in 1843, while in 1865 a new long-distance race for

I'our year olds and upwards was established, and named the

Alexandra Plate, after the Princess of Wales.
'

Goodwood races were established by the duke of

Richmond on the downs at the northern edge of Goodwood

Park in 1802, upon the earl of Egremont discontinuing

races in his park at Petworth. The course is situated in

most lovely scenery, about 5 miles from Chichester, with

downs and woodlands to the north, and the sea and the

Isle of Wight to the south. The races take place at the end

of July, 00 the close of the London season. The Goodwood

Cup, the chief prize of the meeting, was first given in

1812 ; but from 1815 to 1824 inclusive there was no race

ior it, with the single exception of 1816. Since 1824 it has

been competed for annually.

During the latter half of the 18th century horse-racing

declined very much in England, aud numbers of meetings

were discontinued, the wars which took place necessarily

causing the change. From the beginning of the 19tb

century, and especially after the conclusion of the French

war in 1815, racing rapidly revived, ami many new meet-

ings were either founded or renewed after a period of

euspeasion, and new races were from time to time estab-

lished. Among others the Two Thousand Guineas at

Newmarket for three year old colts and fillies, and tho
«"'''"=• One Thousand Guineas for fiUies, were established in 1809

and 1814 respectively, the Goodwood Stakes in 1823, the

Chester Cup and Brighton Stakes in 1824, the Liverpool

Summer Cup in 1828, the Northumberland Plate in 1833,

tho Manchester Cup in. 1834, the Ascot Stakes and the

Cesarewitch and Cambridgeshire Handicaps at Newmarket
in 1839, the Stewards' and Chesterfield Cups at Goodwood
in 1840, the Great Ebor Handicap at York in 1843, and,

to omit others, tho City and Suburban Handicap at Ep-som

in 1851, and the Lincoln Handicap in 1853. With tho

exception of the Two Thousand and One Thousand Guiieaa

run for in tho spring at Newmarket, which are as it were

junior Derby and Oaks, or at any rate public trials for

Hnndicaiw. those events, all these races are handicaps, which came into

fashion for the following reasons :

—

In the early days of racing the plates or stakes were

given forcompetition by horses of not less than five and

(jenerally of six years of age, all carrying the same weights,

BO that if a four yuar old, as sometimes happened, entered,

it took 'no allowance from its older and more mature

opponents, but had to compete with them on even terms,

or at a material disadvantage considering tho difTercnco in

age. We then find that weight for age races were intro-

duced, a ."tpiiuificd (liflTerenco in weight for each year, where

aU wuru nut of tlic eamo a^o, being coucodud by the older

Two
Thou-

horses. As time went on, however, it was found that

when well-known winners entered for a race, other com-

petitors withdrew, and sport was spoiled. A remedy was

devised in handicapping, that is, in apportioning a table of

weights to the competitors, placing the heaviest impost on

the best public performers, aud lighter weights in a descend-

ing scale upon those of lower calibre, in proportion to

their known or assumed demerits. The object of course

was in theory to place all, both good and bad, on an equal

footing,—in other yords, so to burden them that on paper

they should all be equal and run a dead heat. ' In practice

it is often far otherwise, for the real merits of a horse ar*

frequently kept secret, and he is sent to run in public half

trained, with the view of deceiving the handicapper, who
then puts on him a lighter weight than he is capable ot

carrying, and the race and a large stake of money in bets are

frequently so won. It is unnecessary to say that handicaps

are thus responsible for much of the malpractice which

prevails on the turf, and for keeping in training inferior

horses otherwise valueless.-

No horses of less than three years of age are allowed to

run in handicaps, and at present the lowest weight is 5 sC.

7 S), althox<gh some years back it was as low as 4 stOuO,

a weight carried to victory in the Chester Cup by Red Deer
in 1844. It would be a step in the right direction to raisd

the minimum to T stone, which would not only tend to the

improvement of the horses running, but permit abler and

stronger jockeys than the present feather-weights to ride.

Two year- old racing was established very shortly after

the great three year old races, and on a similar footing, that

is to say, the competitors carried the same weights, with the

exception of a slight allowance for sex,—the July Stakes at

the Newmarket midsummer meeting having been founded as

early as 1786. The Woodcote Stakes at Epsom succeeded

in 1807,-the Champagne Stakes at Doncaster in 1823, the

Criterion Stakes at the Houghton meeting in 1829, the

Chesterfield Stakes at tho Newmarket Jidy meeting in 1834.

the New Stakes at Ascot in 1843, the Middle Park Plate

(or two year old Derby, as it is sometimes called) at the

Newmarket second October meeting in 1866, the Dewhurst

plate at the Houghton meeting in 1875, and the Rich-

mond Stakes at Goodwood in 1877.

No race is now run over a shorter course than 5 furlongs.

The number of races in Groat Britain in tho year 1879, Sutis-

according to the Racing Calendar, was 1626, of which ''"^^ <>*'.

fifty-nine only were of 2 miles and upwards, ten of 3 miles
^^""f

"

and above, and two of 4 miles. The number of horses Britair..

competing was 844 two year olds, 633 three year olds,

314 four year olds, and 322 of five years and upwards

—

in all 2113 ; and the value of the stakes run for amounted

to .£380,699. During the same period there wore foaled

955 thoroughbred colts and 900 fillie-s while 716 mares

were barren, 98 slipped their foals, 152 were covered by

halfbred horses or not covered at all, and 174 either died

or were se_t abroad before foaling—tho total number of

mares on the register being nearly 3000. The horses at

tho stud who sired the above foahj amounted in round

numbers to 350.

The following table will show tho value of tho principal

two and three year old races for tho last six years ;

—
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Few handicaps ever rc.^ii £2000 in value ; but lo the

ri'aachester Cup of 1880 the sum of o£'2000 added money
was advertised, being the largest amount ever given to a
single race, of course irrespective of the stakes of the

individual entries.

In regard to the sums won by individual horses we may
instance £18,GS1 won by Gladiateur as a three year old,

and £18,025 by Lord Lyon, both of whom won Guineas,

Derby, and St Leger ; £17,850 by Formosa, who divided

the Two Thousand Guineas, and won the One Thousand,

Oaks, and St Leger; £11,755 by Achievement, who took

the One Thousand and St Leger, after having won £10,387
as a two year old; and £12,074 by Wheel of Fortune,

including the One Thousand and the Oaks, after having

taken £7665 as a two year old.

The treatment or training of racers is essentially a trade

of itself, for horses intended to run for stakes are either

sent, if few in number, to a public training stable, such as

those at Newmarket and otherplaoe.^, or else, when numerous,

are prepared for their engagements by a private trainer, the

treatment in both cases being'the same. The usual charge

per horse in a public stable is from 2 to 2i guineas a week,

which includes feeding and grooming.

Racing has made considerable progress in other countries

besides Great Britain, notably in France, Germany, and
Austria-Hungary, whither some of the very best bred

English horses and mares have from time to time been

exported to increase the numbers of thorouglibreds reared

on the Continent. Thence have been sent to compete irl

England such horses as Jouvence, Baroncino, Monarque,

Dollar, and Flageulet, winners of the GoodwoodXJup in 1853,

1855, 1857, 1864, and 1873 respectively; Gladiateur,

winner of the Two Thousand Guineas, Derby, and St
Leger in 1865; Fille de I'Air, Reine, and Enguerrande,

winners of the Oaks in 1864, 1872, and 1876 ; Mortemer,

Henry, Boiard, and Verneuil, winners of the Ascot Cup in

1^71, 1872, 1874, and 1878; Chamant, winner of the

Two Thousand Guineas in 1877; Sornette and Dutch
Skater, winners of the Doncaster Cup in 1870 and 1872;
and Kayon d'Or, winner of the St Leger in 1879. From
Austria-Hungary have come Kisber, winner of the D«rby
in 1876, and the unbeaten filly Kincsem, winner of the

Goodwood Cup in 1878. In France especially, enormous
strides have been made in racing, and, when the superiority

of its climate over that of England is considered, it is not

surprising that French horses have achieved a fair mea.sure

of success in the leading races of the English turf.

American horses have sometimes been sent over to com-
pete in England, but on the whole they have not been very

successful, as they have found the English horses too

good for them. Their chief successes have been those of

Prioress in the Cesarewitch in 1857, of Starke in tho

Goodwood Cup of 1861, and of Parlile in the Newmarket
Handicap and the City and Surburban and Metropolitan

Stakes at Epsom in 1879.

Steeple-chasing and hurdle-racing take place during the

winter months, partly in amalgamated meetings of flat and
cross-country races, and partly in meetings purely across

country and over fences. Tho chief event is tho Liverpool

Grand National, run at Aintreo towards the close of the

hunting season. It dates from 1839, and, though formerly
won by well-bred hunters, now commonly falls to thorough-
breds cast off from racing stables as too slow for tho flat,

63 do nearly all the steeple-chases and hurdle-races. Its

value averages from £1500 to £1700. There ara many
meetings in tho provinces and in the London district at

which .stoeple-<-ha8ea and hurdle races are run, but tho more
ii;.])ortant of them are at Croydon, Sandown Park near

E:^ilc^, Lincoln, Rugby, Warwick, Bristol, itc. The prizes

are nearly always won by. thoroughbreds. ' (e. d. e.)

Hon.^E-RACIS'O AST) Tuui-riNO IN THT. UNITED STATr..1.

Horse-racing was indulged in to a limited extent in Maryland and Amerl'
Virginia as early .is tlie middle, of the 17th centnry, particularly can rao
in the latter colony. Most of the inhabitants of both were either ing,

from the British Isles or were descended from parents who had
immigrated from them, and they inherited a taste for tho s{)ort.

Tho animals ust-fl for this pur]iose, however, were not highly prized
at the time, and the pedigree of not even one of them has been pre-

.served. A horse called Bully Kock by the D.arley Arabian out
of a mare by the Byerly Turk, granddani by the Lister Turk,
grcat-granddam a royal mavo, foaled 1718, is the first recoi-ded

importation of n thoroughbred horse into America. He was
imported into Virginia in 1730. In 1723 the duke of Bolton bred
a mare named Bonny Lass by his celebrated horse Bay Bolton out
of a daughter of the Darlcy Arabian. She became celebrated is

England as a brood mare, and was tho iirst tlioroughbrcd mare,
according to tho reconls, that was carried to America. This is

supposed to have been in or after 1740, as the Sliid-Boolc shows
she produced in England after 1739 a filly by Lord Lcnsd.ale's

Arabian, and subseijueutly became familiar to the public as tho
granddam of Zamora. The importations increased very rapidly
from this period, and many valuable shipments were made before

the war which resulted iu. a separation of the colonies from Iha
mother country. This acgui.sitiou of thoroughbred stock increased

the number and value of racing jirizes, and extended iho area
of operatious into the Carolinas in the Soutli, and New Jersey and
New York in tlio North. The first race run in South Carolina.

wa.s in February 1734, for £20. It took place over "the Green,"
on Charleston Neck. This shows that the earlier races in America
were actually on the turf, as they have always been in England.
The ne.xt year a Jockey Club was organized at Charleston (l/S.")),

and a courso was prepared, such as those which have since coma
into general tise thro\ighout the States, from which the turf is re-

moved and the ground is made as nearly level as may be. They
are generally oval in shape, and a mile in length, with posts a fur-

long apart. A r.ace of greater distance than one mile is aceom-
plished by traversing the track the necessary number of times to

complete the distance prescribed by the conditions of the race.

Alter the establishment of the govemn.ent of the United States

(1 776), the importation of thoroughbred horses from England became
quite common, and selections were made from the best stocks in

the United Kingdom. This continued and even increased as the

country became developed, down to 1840. The following Derby
winners, were among those carried into the States :—Diomed, who
won the first Derby in 1780 ; Saltram, winner in 1783 ; John Bull,

winner in 1792 ; Spread E.agle, winner in 1795 ; Sir Harry, winner
in 1798 ; Archduke, winner in 1799 ; and Priam, whow'onin 1830.

The most important and valuable importations, however, proved to

be Jolly Roger, Fearnought, Medley, Traveller, and Diomed in the
last century, and Glencoe, Leviathan, Tranby, Lexington, Margrave,
Yorkshire Buzzard, Albion, and Leamington of the present century.

The best results have been obtained from Diomed and Glencoe.

Diomed sired one horse. Sir Archy, who founded a family to which
nearly all the blopd horees of America trace back. He was foaled

in 1805, in Virgini.a, and became celebrsitcd as a sire. The superi-

ority of his progeny was so generally conceded, that they were

greatly sought after. From this period, too, the numbe'r anil value

of races increased ; still they were comparatively few in number, and
could not comjiare in value with those of Great Britain. Up to

1860 the value of racing prizes was quite inadequate to develop

lar^e breeding establishments, or to sustain extensive training

stables. During that year the number of races run was about 250,

of tho estimated v.aluo of .'5100,000 (£20,000). The institution,

however, was in a healthy condition, and gained rapidly in public

favour, when the civil war between the North and the South broko

out, which raged for four years. Breeding cst^iblishmcntswerebrokea

up during that lime; the horses were taken by the armies for cavalry

purposes, for which service they were highly prized; and racing was
completely paralysed for that period. It took some time to regain

its strength ; but an era of prosperity set in, aliout 1870, and it has

.since continued to grow and extend the area of ita operations, until

it li.as become the chief sport and amusement of the more populous

cities of the States.

In 1874 there were 958 races run of the value of $496,772; in

1875, 866 races, of the value of $490,049; in 1S70. 7S2 races, valued

at $485,509; in 1877, 907 races, valued at 8441,652; in 1878,1058

races, valued at $401,395; and in 1870, 1221 races were run, of the

valuoof $545,024. In 1877 as many as 1093 horses started; in

1873 there were 1382, and liist year 1524. This increase in the value

of racing events, and the conscfiuent demand for horses of this doss,

have stimulateil the breeding interests of the country. There are

only four prominent brooling establishments which hrccd and sell

the foala produced as yearlings to the public annually. Tiicrc are,

however, a large number of private breeding esUihlishnient!!, some
of them nearly or quite as extcn.sive as the public stnd.-. The
number of brood uiaics iu the country is about 2100 ; tlic L'jjjions
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»i*>mbcr over 900, and thfl annual number of foala is estimated at

ijout 1400. There are no official records of the produce.

One of the peculiar features of racing in America is that all events

*re ollicially timed, and the time is recorded by the clerks of the

jockey clubs upon the books of the club. By it the value of ditTcr-

tnt performances by the same, or different horses is generally esti-

mated. Of course other elements are considered, such as the

weight carried, tho age of the horses, the weather, the condition of

the track, &c. If a horse of th? same age and weight, and over

courses of similar conditions, can run a mile a second quicker than

another horse, he is regarded as faster at the distance than his rival.

The artiftoial tracks of the country make time a reasonably accurate

test when weighted In connexion with other circumstances. Each
club has its official timer, who gives the time taken to the clerk as

soon as the race is over: The following is the fastest time made at

all distances in the United States, down to July 1, 1880:

—

RaU mile.—Two year olds, 47} s . oMcr horses have no lecovd at this distance

Three quarteis of a mile.—Two year olds. 1 m 15 3. , tfiree year olds. 1 m. 15^3.;

foiii year olds and upwards. I m 15 s

One mile.—Two year ol<is. I m 43J s.; three year olds, 1 m. 41| s.; four years

and upwai da, J m. 39i s.

One mile and a furlong.—Thiee year otds, 1 m. 64 s. Ami' years and upwaida.

J m. 65i 9.

One ralle and a quarter.—Three year old?. 2 m 6\ a. : four years and upwards.

2in 8j8.

One mile and a half.—Three year olds, 2 ni. 37 s. ; four year olds and upwards,
2 m. 34 J 8.

One mtle and five furlongs.—Three year olds, i m. 49| s. ; ffvur years nnd up-

wards, *i m. 53 3.

One mtle and thice quarters.—Three year olds, 3 m. 5} s. : four years and up-

wards, 3 m 4 3.

Tfro miles.—Three year oldi. 3 m. SOJ s, ; four ye.ivs and upwards, 3 m. 27^ s.

Two miles and a fuilong.—Three year olds. 3 ni, 50 3 ; four years and upwards,

3 m. 15i 3

Two miles and a quarter.—Three year olds, 4 m. 2 9. ; four years nnd upwards,
3 m. 56i s.

Two miles and a Jialf.—Three year olds, 4 m. Slj s. ; four years and upwards,
4 m. -274 s.

Two miles and three quavtcrs — Four year olds and upwards, 4 m 683 s.

Three miles —Three year olds, 6 m. 29 s.; four years and upwards, m 2f!J s.

Four miles.—Thvee year olds. 7 m. 3H a.- four years and upwards, 7 ni. 15J s.

(J. R. U.)

Ameri- Trotting.—The development of speed

can trot- through systematic breeding and trainin

ting.

in the trotting-horse

J 19 one of the great

industries of the United States of America and the Dominion of

Canada, and in no other portion of the world is it pursued to any
great extent, except in Knssia. This interest, which has attained vast

proportions, is entirely the growth of a century, dating back to th^
importation to Philadelphia from England, in 1788, of the thorough-

bred horse Messenger. This was a grey stallion, by Marabrino,

1st dam by Turf, 2d dam by Regulus, 3d dam by Starling, 4th

dam by Fox, 5th dam Gipsey, by Bay Bolton, 6th dam by

duke of Newcastle's Turk, 7th dam by Bycrly Turk, 8th dam by
Taffolet Barb, 9th dam by Place's White Turk. He was eigiit

years old when imported to the United States. He was at the stud

for twenty years, in *'
^- vicinity of Philadelphia and New York,

serving a number of thoroughbred mares, but afar greater number of

cold-blooded mares, and in the progeny of the latter the trotting iu'

stinct was almost invariably developed, while Ids thoroughbred sons,

who became scattered over the country, were also noted for transmit-

ting the trotting instinct. That Messenger was tho fountain-head of

American tcotting is shown by the fact that almost every trotter of

merit in that country, whose pedigree is reasonably well established,

traces to him in one or more lines, and the more Messenger strains

there are in a pedigree the greater is its esteemed value. It was
years after the death of Messenger, however, before these facts be-

came apparent ; tne taste of tue country in racing matters was con-

fined to running contests, and systematic trotting breeding is of

much later growth. The first public trotting race of which there

is any account in the United States was in 1813. when the grey

§eldin" Boston Blue was matched to trot a mile in 3 minutes, a feat

eemea impossible, but he won, though the time of his performance

has not been preserved. From about that date, interest in thi.^

gait began to increase ; breeders of trotters, in a small way, sprang

up, and horses were trained for trotting contests. The problem of

breediug trotters has been necessarily found to be a much moro
complex one than that of breeding the thoroughbred, as in the latter

case pure blood iir.es of long recognized value could bo relied upon.

while in the for.r.cr the best results were constantly being obtmned
from most unr:<p''rted sources.- At the present day, tho leading

families are th'- hambletoiiian, of whi'di tho modern head was
Rysdyk's Hainidttonian, a bay horse foah-din 1841*, got by Abdallah

(traced to imp. Messenger on the side of both sire nn<i dam) out

of the Charles Kent mare, by imp {it., imported) Btdlfoundrr, with

two crossen to imp. Messongor on her dam's side; Ihf Mambrinoa.
whose modern head wrus Mainbrino Cliief, foaled 1814, by Mambrino
raymiister, a grandson of imp. Mi'sat-ngcr ; thu Bashaws, founded

by.Young Bashaw, fofdfd 1822, by Grand Bashaw, an Arabian horse,

di'.m Ptiarl, by First Consul: the Clays, springing IVom Henry Clay,

a grandson of Young Ba.shaw through Andrew .lai-'kHon, and pro-

p'jrly a btt^ncliof tho Bashaw Family, but arbitrary usage, of which
tbere u much in American trotting lineage, mukea thorn distinct

;

the Stars, springing from StocKholra's American Star, by Duroc,
son of imp. Diomed ; the Morgans, whose founder was Justin ftior-

gan, foaled 1793, by a horse called True Briton, or Beautiful Bay,
wlio was probably thoroughbred ; the Black Hawks, a branch of
the Morgan family; the Blue Bulls, descended from Doyle's Blue
Bull, foaled 1855, a pacer, sired by a pacer of the same name, dam
by Blacknose, son of Medoc ; the Canadians, whose best represen-
tatives were St Lawrence and pacing Pilot, horses of unknown pedi-

gree , the Gold Dusts, another branch of the Morgan family ; and
the Royal Georges, springing fr«ra Tippoo, a horse who was pro-

bably by Ogden's Messenger, son of imp. Messenger. There are

many subordinate brunches of these leading families not named
here, and in some cases trotters of great speed have been produced
which dp not trace to any of the sources mentioned. U follows

that the breeder hag an extensive field before him, and the questions
of inr-breediug or out-crossing, of the value of thoroughbred crosset;.

pacing; crosses. &c., have to be cortsidered, and are abundantly d..v

cussed. There are many large and successful establishments, (or

breeding trotters at the present day. All of them are extensive m
acreage, while on several a hundred or more brood mares nre kept,
besides a number of stallions. As a rule, the stallions do service

outside the farms of their owner, but in some cases they are re-

served strictly for home use. Very large prices are frequently paid
for youngsters, solely on the strength of their breeding. In 1876
§13,000 was paid for two two year ohl fillies,.and $41,200 for a lot

of thirteen, nearly all young. Steinwav. a three year old colt, was sold

in 1879 to go to California, for §13,000; and iu 1878 $21,000 was
paid for the four year old filly Maml S., after she had trotted a

mile in public in 2 m. 174 3- Much larger sums have been paid,

however, for matured trotters, such as $40,000 for tb.e stallion

Smuggler, $38,000 for Pocahontas, $35,000 for Dexter, $36,000 for

Rarus, and long prices for many others ; St Julien, the trotter with
the fastest record at the close of 1879, was held at $50,000, while

Rysdyk's Hambletonian, Messenger,' Duroc, and. Volunteer were
valued, in their prime, at $100,000 each.

Since the early days of American trotting, the advance has beea
rapid and the changes marked. After the performance of Boston
Blue, mentioned above, more attention was paid to the gait, but
for a long time the races were generally under saddle, and at lon;j

distances, Smiles being rather the favourite. The best of the old

time trotters were Edvvin Forrest, who trot'ed a mile in 2 m. 31 ^ s.

in 1834; Dutchman, whose 3 nules under saddle, in 7 m. 32^ s. , is still

the best on record ; Ripton ; Lady Suffolk, who trotted a mile in

2 m, 26^ s. in 1843, and headed the list of performers; Mac, Tacony,
&c. Since 1850, however, the taste of the people has settled upon the

style of race called "mile heats, best three out of fivci in harness,"

as the favourite, and nine out of ten contents are of this character.

By *' in harness " is meant that' the horse draws a sulky, a light

two-wheeled vehicle in which the driver sits close to the horse, with
his legs on each side of his flanks. These sulkies often weigh less

than 40 lb. The driver is required to weigh, with the blanket on
which he sits, 150 lb, while for saddle racts the regulation weight
is 145 tb, or 10 st. 5 ro. Each heat of a mile is a separate race ; 20

minutes is allowed between heats; and the horse that first plai-es

three heats to his credit wins the race. There are various penalties

imposed upon a horse that breaks into a run in a trotting race.

The driver is required to pull him to a trot as quicVly as

possible ; if the horse gains by running, the judgt's set him back

at the finish twice tho di.stance he has gained, in thoir estima-

tion, by running; and for repeated "breaks'" they can declare

him distanced. Tho first-class tracks are of oval shnl>c. with long

stretches and easy curves, mea-suring 1 mile at 3 feet distance from

the "pole." as the inner railing of the track is called The linu- in

which the leading horse trots each heat is accurately kept, ptuced

on a blackboard in front of the jinlges' stand for the iiiform.iUon of

the public, nnd also placed in the bgok of tlio course. The fastest

time that any trotter has is thus entered ns his " record." This is one

of the distinctive features of trotting in America. The pur.ses that

are given by the association owning tracks are generally divided into

cla.s.$e3, such as for horses that have never beaten 3 minutes, that have

never beaten 2 m. 40 s., 2m.20.s.,&o. Hence it is an object, as a rule,

for the record of a trotter to he kept as slow as possible, that he may
be eligible to compete in slow classes, and as the purses arc divi.led

into three or four monies, and the second money is usually half as

largo as the first, drivers frequently " pull " a superior animal, and
content themselves with an inferior j'ortion of the purse for the sake

of avoiding a record, which attaches only to tho winner of a heat,

and from this cause springs a great deal o( dishonest racing. It is in

the power of the judges, when they think that a horso is not being

driven to win, to substitute another driver, and tliis is often done.

Prior to 18ti6 pur.nes for trotters wero small ; match races won>

more in vogue, and tho trotting turf was in bad odour. In tliat

year an association was formed ut BulValo, N.Y., whi<.:b undertook

hn remedy the evil, and inaugurated its etlbrts by otlering the th<>;»

unprecedented sum of $10,500 for a trotting moisting of four days'

duration.. Tho experiment was successful ; other cities followed i\\c

eynmplc of BuiValo; larger and larger purses wcregiveu; uud at Buf-
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r.ilo in 1872 the prizes amountctl toS7n,000. Twice at tliis point

?2O,000 has been given for a biii.:;Ie race, a sum nearly *.'i\\v.i\ to an

avrage Derby winning. Other cities are also in the habit of giving

l:;r;^e purses, and the jin;ount olVereJ' in the United States and
Canada, duiing a sin;,de year, has rf^rirhud nearly $1,500,000. In-

dividual trotters, in the cuurse of a lon;^' turf career, earn enorinous

amounts. The most remarkable infttanco of this was the mare

0<.lJsmi»h Maid, by Alexander's AbJ.iUah (a son of Rysdyk 9

HjmbletonianX out of an Abdalhih mare. Sl:e began trotting i»

18«o, and left the turf in 1878, when tweuty-oi:v years old, and her

winning's amounted to over §200,000.

In 1869 the organization now known as tho Ni»tional Trotting

Association was formed, and it embraces in its membership all tlic

rnjiicipal tracks of the continent. All members of this a.ssociation

r<-spect the penalties imposed by any other member, and exclusion

lom the privileges of one is exclusion from the privileges of all.

This has had a great tendency to reform abuses on the Uottingtuif,

Liiabling' severe penalties to be inflicted for infractions of the

files, a very, elaborate code of which has been published by tlie

National Trotting Association, and is revised triennially.
'

In trotting races, it will be noted, the time test is supreme, dififer-

•rig from running races, in which time is of comparatively little con-

fluence. Thfi animal wliicb luis the fastest record for 1 mile in

'u'uess i.«», until di-posod, the king or queen of the trotting turf.

!.a/ly Sulfolk, with her record of 2 m. 20^ s., in 1S43, lielU this

Honour until 1853, when Tacony trotted in 2 m. 25^ s. undersaddle
;

Flora Temple wrested it from him in 185G by trotting in 2 m. 24.is. in

harness, This latter mare, in 1859, trotted a milo in 2 m. 19? s,, a

feat which the best horsemen thought would never be repeated, but

since that ^ime forty-two trotters have beaten 2 m, 20 s. Dcxter"s

tecord was 2 m. 17| s. in 1S67, and Goldsmith Maid's in 1871 was
•2 01. 17 8., which she reduced, by successive efforts, to 2 m. 16^ s.

,

2 ra, 16 s , 2 m. 15 s., 2 m. 14|s.,and finally, in 1874, to 2 in. H s.

In 1878 RariKs trotted a mile in 2 n». \d\ s., and in October 1879

the bay gidding St Julien, by "Volunteer, son of liysdyk's Ham-
blL'tonian. duin by Heuiy Clay, trotted a mile in California in 2 in

125 s. There is a great diversity of opinion among the best informed
horsemen as to the limit of trotting speed, hut none fix it slower

than 2 m 10s., while the more sanguine believe that a mile will yet

I"' made by a trotter in 2 minutes. The pacing gait, in wliich tho

front and liind legs on the same side are moved in the same direction

simultaneously, is admitted to be faster than the trotting, in wliich

ihe near fore leg and tlie off hind leg move together, but as pacing
is not fashionable, and small purses are given for contests between
pacers, a great deal of skill has been expended, of late years, in con-

verting pacers to trotters. This is done by means of toe-weights
on the forward feet, which are knobs of brass or iron screwed into

the hoof or fastened to the shoe, by means of whjch a competent
trainer can not only change a pacing into a trotting horse, but can
correct any errors of gait in a natural trotter. SVith invcteiate

pacers very heavy weights have to be used, but the.se can gradually

^>e lessened as the horso becomes accustomed to the trot. So effec-

tive are these weights found that there are virry few fast Irottc s

upon whom they are not used to some extent, unless the siuie

object is effected by wearing a very heavy forwaru shoe.

The market for American trotters is by no means co;:fined to those
intending to use them for track purposes. While there are probably
it-n thousand in training, at least an equal number are used by
^t;ntlem6n for road purposes; and there is great rivalry among
iiiillioiiaires with a ta>te for driviug to secure the best stable, and
especially the fastest double team. In September 1877 Mr W. H,
Van'ierbilt drove his team, composed of Small Hopes and Lady Mac,
a full mile over Fleetwood Park track, near New York city, in 2in
2:J s. , which i.s 3^ seconds faster than tho best record for a mile by a
Jouble team, thu 2 m. '23 s. performance not being a technical record.

A9 an indication of tliu rapid advance that has been made in tfio

(Tcneral spee^l of the American trotter, a table recently published in

tue United States, giving the names of aU horsei^ that had trotted

J mile iu rtarncss in 2 m. 25 s., or better, up to" the close ori879,
includes 317 performers, and all these, exceitt 25, were living

when the table was published. This shows that a 2 ni. 25 s. record

was a very unusual occurrence only a horse generation since, while
now an animal who cannot show that lalo of spwd is not considered
a promi>*ing competitor in turf contests,

Every year a book is published containing summaries of all tho
trotting and pacing even fi of the preceding year The record for

1875 showed 3304 events, amount of purses and stakes, 51,418,971;
for 1876, 3484 rao-.s. C^l. 078,449; for 1877, 2802, $951,137; f-.r

1878, 2737, SS17.62'.) ; and fur 1879, 2246 races, amount of pui>e.'*

and stakes, §750,000.
We give, in conclusion, a table of the fastest trotting and pacitiy

records, at all distances, ages, and ways of going, complete un lo

July 1880:—
Trolling in Harneii.

One mile— St JuHcn Ookland Paik, Cat . Oct. 25. 1879, 2 m, 12} s-.mn fli>« heui.

Onff mite (second heatj— J^u 113. Hanfoid. Coun,. August 23. 1878. 2 ni. I.JJ &.

One mile (thnd lie«l)—Ri>ms. Buffalo, NY.. Augusta. 1873. 2 m l.>i s.

One inilu (touilh heat)— Lula. Itoclicster, N V . August 14, 1875 2 m. 17 s.

O'le mile (tilth luat}—SmujrcU-r. Clcvchmd. . July 27. 1876. 2 m. 17;J 4,

Onemilc(si.\ihiieutj -i:;oIclsmnh Maid, Hurrfoid. Conn .Aug. =11. lS7fi, 2 m 10| •.

One mile—SmuccU-r. Hartford. Conn., August 31. 1S76. 2 m. 15J a., the fasitai

heat by a scullion

Half-mile, by a yourlinjr— Mcmcnio. Lexington. Ky . October 10. 1877. 1 m, -tft! s

One mile, by a two year old—SoSo. LoMiiginn. Ky . Odobcr 12, 1877. 2 m "JI s

One iniW, tiiruc year old— Ji;wctl. U-Mn^'un, Ky . Oci. 15. t879. 2 m. 2:f', 3

One mile, four year old—Trinket. Louibvillc. Ky , July 10. 1879. 2 m. IQj's.

One iiiilc. five year old—S.int.i Claus. Sacramento. Cal . Sept 11. 1879. 2 m Is *

One mile, over Iiair-miletrack-Iiaius. Tokdo. 0. July 20. 1S78. 2 m Ki s

,Oiie mile. fastLSt twoconsccmiic lieats—Kaius. Hail ford. Conn.. Autjusi 23. is:8,

2 m Ui 8 . 2 m lyj s.

One mile, fastest ilirco consecutive heats—Rams, Hartford, Conn.. Auyust 23,

IS78. 2 m IS 9.. 2 in l;li a . 2 ra 13^ s.

One mile, fastest four consecutive beats—Glostci*. Rochester. N*.V , Aul'u'-' H.
1874. 2 m m9,2 m 17} s.. 2 m 17 s. 2 m I'Js.; and Gnldsmiili M.iid.

lluriford^ Conn., AuRUSt 31. 1876. 2 m IGJ a,. 2 m I7i 3 2 m. 18 s- 2 ui.

19 J 9 The afiRrCRftle timfs of these two pcifnimauces uic CQual.

Two miles- Floi-a Temple, Eclipse Course. L I . August IG. IH.iit. 4 m SOJ 9.

Three miles— Huntress, rrospuct P-irk. Brooklyn. N Y.. Sept 23, 1872, 7 m. 21^9.

Four niilcs—Trustee. L'nion Couise, L I.. June 13. 1840. 11m 6 8.

Five miles—Lttdv Mack. San Ftaucisoo. Cal.. April 2. 1374. l:j m
Ten miles—Controller. San Francisco. Cal., No\embei 23. 1878. 27 m. 28J s.

littoen nillfs—Giida. Sim Francisco. Cal.. Aupust ti. 1674. 47 m, 20 s.

T*'enly mills—Capt M'Oownn. Bo^uai Mass , 1865, 58 ni. 25 s.

Fifty mil-3— Ariel. AUiany. N.V . I84G. 3 b 5-^ m 40) s.

One bundled nulea—Conqueror. Long Island. November 12, 1853, 8 h. 55 m. 53 a.

Troltinfj to Waygnn.

One mile—Hopeful. CbicnKO. Ill . Ocfoljci 12. 1878. 2 m. IfiJ s.. in a first heal.

One mile (second hcatj— Hopeful. Chicago. 111., October 12. 1878. 2 m 17 s

Ono mile (tbiid hcdt>—Hopeful. CIiica^:o. III., 0(.tol>er 12. 1878. 2 m. 17 s

One mile, diowinR 2000 lb-Mountam .M.iid. Long Island, ISti-^. 3 m 24;. ^

T«o miles—Gen. Cutler. I^ng Island. 1363. tiist heal, 4 m iGi s. ; Dextut. Long
Island, October 27, 18t;6. second lieat, 4 m. 56^ 3.

Throe miles— Kemble. Jackson. June J, 1853. 8 m. 3 3.

Four miles—Longfellow. Califortiia. December 31. 1869. 10 m. 34^ s.

Fne miles- Little M«ok. Fashion Couise, L I . October 29, lHt;3. 13 m. 4 U s.

Twenty miles—ContiuHer, Sun FiBiuisi Cal.. April 20. 1878. 58 m. 57 s

Fifl) miles—Spani;lc, October 15, 1855, 3 h. 49 m. 4 3.

Ttoitiny. Double Teams.

.

One mile—Gen. Cobb and Lulu M«y. San tiancisco. Cal.. 1877, 2 m, 2r>j s., in a

thud b<nt
One mile, witli ninnin(f mate— Ethan Allen and mate. Fashion Course. L I. June

21. 1867, 2 m 16 s.. In a first heat.

One hundred miks—Master Burke end P.obin, 10 h. 17 m. 22 s.

Trotting under SaJJ'e

On« mile—Great Eastern. Fleetwood Pork. N V. September 22, 1877, 2 m l-*-; ».

Tv-o miles— UcxtiT. Long Island. leC.. 5 m Oj s.

Three miles— Outdiman. Bcacnn Purk. N J.. August 1, 1839. 7 m. 32J s

tuui miles— Duichmau. I83C, 10 m 31 s.

Pacing.

One mile. In harness—Sleepy Tom. ChlcaRo, III. July 25. 1879. 2 m 12J *

Ono mile, under saddle— Billy Boyce Buffalo. N Y.. August 1. 1868, 2 in lii h

One mile, to wnggdn— Pocahontas. June 21, 18.'>5. 2 m 17j 5.

Two ir.lles, undei saddle— Bovvery Boy, Long Island, 1839, & m. 4J 9.

Two milts. In harness—neio, May 17, 18.^3. 4 m 5Gi 3.

Three miles, undei saddle—Oneida Chief, Beacon I'aik, N,J . 1843. 7 m 44 »

Three miles, in burncss— Ilaiiy While. San Fianclsco, Cal., August fi. I87t, ; m
57jB. (W 1 C)

HORSE-CHESTXUT, JSscidns, L. (Germ., Rosska-
etanie ; Fr, marronnier d' Jiide), a genus of trees or

shrubs indigenous to North America and mountainous
regions in Mexico, New Granada, Persia, Xorth India,

and the Malayan peninsula, of the natural order Sapin-
dacece and suborder Sapvideoc, having exstipulatc, opposite,

digitate, 5- to 9-lt.bed leaves, an irregular campanulate or

tubular 5-lobed calyx, 4 to 5 petals, 5 to 8 stamens, one
e'yle, a 3-celled ovary, with 6 ovules, of which 3 or more
fcbOrt, esalbuminoua seeds, and a smooth or echinate
coriaceous capsule. The Common Horse-chestnut, >^. J/ip-

i>ocastanum, L., has been stated to be a native of Thibet.

and to have been brought thence to England in 1550; it

is now, however, thought to be Indigenous in the numn-

tains of northern Greece, where it occurs wild at 3000

to 4000 feet above sea level (Card. Chron,, 1880, i. 488).

Matthiolus, who attributes the origin of the name i>f

the tree to- tho use of the nuts by the inhabitant? i>t

Constantinople for the relief of short-windedness and

cough in horses,^ remarks that no ancient writer appears

^ Opera qua^'extant omnia, "CommcDt.," Hfc. i. cap. cxxii. p. 1S4,

Frankfort, ISDS.foK; cf. Cvrard, J/crbaU, p. 1443,2<icd.. 16:33. For

other derivatioTis sco Xoie^ ayid Queries, 3tl scr., x. 452, 023, aod

Card. Chron.. 1878. ii. 03,
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to have made mention of the horse-chestnut. Clnsiiis

[Rariorum /dantnrum hisl., lib. i. p. 8, IGOl) describes it

ft3 a vegetable curiosity, of which in 158S he had left in

Vienna a living specimen, but of which he had not yet

seen either tlic llou-cr.s or recent fruit. The dry fruit, he

says, hail frequently been brought from Constantinople

into Europe. The tree grows rapidly ; it flourishes best

in a sandy, sonjewhat moist loam, and attains a height of

00 to CO or more feet, assuming a pyramidal outline. Its

boughs are strong and spreadiug. The buds, conspicuous

for their size, are protected by a coat of a glutinous sub-

stance, which is impervious to water ; in spring this melts,

and the bud-scales are then cast oft'. The leaves are com-

posed of 7 obovate-cuneate radiating leaflets (see vol. iv.

p. 112, fig. 115); when young they are downy and droop-

ing. From the early date of its leafing ye^ir by year, a
horse-chestnut in the Tuileries is known as the " Marronnier

du 20 Mars." The flowers of the horsecliestnut, which
are white dashed with red and yellow, appear in May,
and S(mietimes, but quite e.xceptionally, again in autumn
(G<ml. Citron., 1808, p. IIIG); they are verynumerous
on each rachis, and form a thyrse. Comparatively few of

them alTord mature fruit. The fruit is ripe in or shortly

before the first week in October, when it falls to the

ground, and tlie three-valved thorny capsule divides, dis-

closing the brown and at first beautifullj' glossy seeds or

nuts, having a resemblance to sweet chestnuts, and com-
monly three or else two in number. For propagation of

the tree, the nuts may be -sown either when fresh, or, if

preserved in sand or earth, in spring. Drying by ex-

posure to the air for a month has been found to prevent
their germination. The cotyledons do not rise to the

surface of the soil. Rooks arc wont to remove the nuts
from the tree just before they fall, and to disperse them in

various directions (R. Ellison, Berwickshire Naturalist,

quoted in J. of Forestry, Apr. 1880, pp. 877, 878).

The bark of tbc horse-clu'stnnt contains a greenish oil, resin, a
yellow body, a tannin, CjeHjjOio, existing likewise in the seeds
and various parts of the tiee, and decomposable into phlororjhicin

.and trsciglyoxalic acid, C7H(;0;j, also fEsculctbi hydrate, .and tlie

crystalline tlnorescent compound a:sadin, of the formula Cjjlfoj^^ri

(Rochlcdct and Schvvarz), witli which occurs a similar suhstanco
fraxin, i\\e pnviiii of Stokes (<?. J. Chem. $oc., xi. 17, 1859 ; xii.

126, 1860), who sugf;ests that its presence may perhaps account for

the discrepancies in the analy.ses of resculin given by dilfcrcnt

authors. From tlie seeds have been obtained starch (about 14 jier

cent.), gum, mucilage, a non-drying oil, phosphoric acid, salts of

calcium, saponin, by boiling wjiich with dilute hydrochloric or
sulphuric acid a:sciitic acid is obtained, fjuercitrin, present also in

the fully developed leaves, cesciijcnin, C|jH;„Oj, and asailclin,

CijIIbOj, whii-h is procurable also, but in snialfquantity only, from
the Ijark. Rochledcrhas described as constituent principles of tho
cotyledons aphrodxscin, C,„fjg,0„3, a bitter glucoside, argyra:sciii,

CjjIljjO.,, a^cinic acid. C.jIt^Oi,, and qticrascitrin, C^Hj^O.,,,
found also in the leaves. To prei>arc juire staich from the seeds,
Flaniiin {Compt. Rend., xxvii. ygi, 1848 ; xxviii. 138, 1S49)
recommends kneading them, when peeled and bruised, in an aque-
ous solution of TJn to ,'i, of their weight of .soilium carbonate. E..
.StafPil {Ann.d. CIton. u. I'harm.. Ixxvi., IS-'iO, p. 379) alter dry-
ing luund, in spring and autumn respectively, 10 and 338 per
cent, of ash in the wood, 868 and a-.l? in the bark, and 7G8 and
7'52 in the leaves of tho horse-chcstiuit. Tlie ash of the unripe
fruit contains 5877, that of the ripe kernel 01-74, and that of
the green shell 75 91 per cent, of potash (li. Wolll).

The wood of tho horse-chestnut is soft, and serves only
for the making of water-pipes, for turner's work and com-
mon carpentry, as a source of charcoal for gunpowder, and
tis fuel. Newly cut it wcigh.i CO Ih, and dry 0.5 lb per
cubic foot approximately. The Imrk has been employed for

dyeing yellow and for tanning, and was formerly in popidar
repute as a febrifuge and tonic. The powder of the dried
nuts was at one time proscribed as a s'lernutaloiy in the
Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia. It is stated to form with
alum-water a size or cement highly olTensivo to vermin,
and with two parts of wheatcn Hour the material for a

strong bookbinder's paste. Infusion of hor-se-chestnuts Is

found to expel worms from soil, and soon to kill them if

they are left in it (7/,<; Gnrc/a), xiil 198, 1878). The
nuts furtliermore have been applied to the Manufacture of
an oil for burning, cosmetic preparations, and starch (r.

sup.), and in Switzerland, France, and Ireland, when rasped
or ground, to the bleaching of (iax, hemp, silk, and wool.

Ill Geneva horsi; cliesluuts arc largely consunicil by graz-

ing stock, a single sheep receiving 2 lb crushed morning
and evening. Ciiven to cows in moderate quantity, tliev

have been found to enhance both the yield and flavour of

milk. Deer readily eat them, and, after a preliminary
steeping in lime-water, pigs also. For poultry they should
be used boiled, and mixed with other nourishment. The
fallen leaves are relished by sheep and deet^ and atlbrd a

good litter for flocks and herds.

One variety of the horse-chestnut has variegated leaves,-

and another double flowers. Darwin has observed that

yE. Pavia, L., the Red Buckeye of North America, exhibits

a special tendency, under unfavourable conditions, to bo
double-blossomed {Anim. and PI., ii. 1C8). The seeds of

this species are used to stupefy fish. The Scarlet-flowered

Horse-chestnut, yE. ruliiciinda, is a handsome tree, less in

height, and having a rounder head than the common form.

Another species, possessing flowers with the loWer petals

white with a red tinge, and the upper yellow and red with a

white border, and fruit unarmed, is ^E. indiea. Among tho

North American species are the Fa'tid or Ohio Buckeye,
^. glabra, Willd., and Ji. flava. Ait., the Sweet Buckeye.

yE. californica, Nutt., when full-grown and in flower, is a

beautiful tree, but its leaves often fall before midsummer.

See Loudon, Arhoretum, i. 147, 462; Gard. C/iro?t.,'1843, pp.
7, 737 ; 1878, i. 768, 828, and ii. 53 ; Technologist, 18G5, p. 3 ;

Asa Gray, Man. of Bot., p. 117, 5th ed., 1872; Brewer and Watson,
6'ci/J. X.(n>. Calif., "Bot."i. 106; Arboriculture, vol. ii. p. 319;
and, 0. the chemistry, Rochleder and Schwarz, Ann. d. Chan, iu

Phaiin., Ixxxvii. , 1853, p. 186, and Ixxxviii. 366 ; C. Zwenger, Jh.,

xc.,1854, p. 63; and Rochleder, IVicn. Akcid. Sit:ungsbcr.,x\.,\SG(),

xlv., 1862, xlviii., 1863, liv.-lvii., 1866-68. (F. H. B.)

HORSE-MACKEREL is the name applied to a genus
of fishes {Caranx) found in abundance in almost all teni-

jierate and especially in tro[iical seas. The designation
" cavalli.i' given to them by the early Portuguese navi-

g.ators, and often met with in the accounts of the adven-

tures of the buccaneers, is still in frequent use among
the sailors of all nations. Some ninety difl'erent kinds are

known,—the majority being wholesome food, and some of

tho .species attaining a length of .3 feet and more. The fish

to wliich the name horse-mackerel is applied in Great

Britain is Ciranx Irachurxts, distinguished by having the

lateral lino in its whole length armed with large but narrow

bony plates. Horse-mackerel are found singly on the con.st

all tho year round, but sometimes they congregate in shoals

of many thousands. Although well-flavoured, they are

much more frequently used for bait than for food. This

species has a most extraordinary range, being found almost

everywhere within the temperate and tropical zones of the

northern and southern hemispheres.

HOUSEMANSllIR Sec House, p. lO,").

HORSENS, a seaport town of Denmark, in the provin

of Aaihnu" and nmt of Skandcrborg, is situated at llic

hc^ad of tho Hor.sens-fiord on tho cast coast of Jutland, and

on the railway from Fridericia to Lnngna, 25 miles south-

west of Aarhuus. It is a well built town, and contains a

Latin school and two market-places. In the neighbour-

hood there is a largo pri.son. The town possesses a largo

foundry, machine shops, shipbuilding yards, lime-works,

and manufactures of cloth and of woodwaros ; it has al.so

a good harbour. It is tho birthplace of the navigator

Vitus Bering or J^ehring, tho discoverer of Bebring Straits.

The population in 1870 was 10,001.
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HORSE-POWKn 13 i-uo name given to the unit in

terms of which engineers measure the power of steam-

engines, water-wlieels, and other prime movers. It is

defined to be the rate at which au engine works when it

does 33,000 footpounds of work per minute, a foot-pound

being the amount of work necessary to raise a pound weight

a foot high. We must go back to the early history of the

steam-engine to discover the reason why this number was
adopted. The first steam-engines 'were employed to drive

mills, pump-s, and other machinery which had previously

been driven by horses ; and it seemed natural to express

their working-power in terms of the number of horses

whose work they were got to accomplish. This led to

e.Kperiments being made in order to get an estimate of the

average working-power of a horse. .Several such estimates

have been given, all dilfering considerably from each other;

but the one adopted whereby to express horse-power is that

obtained by Boulton and Watt from observations on the

strong dray horses employed at the London breweries work-

ing eight hours a day. They found that a horse was able

to go at the rate of 2i miles per hour and at the same time

raise a weight of 150 lb by means of a rope led over a

pulley. This is easily seen to be equivalent to 33,000 lb

raised one foot per minute, and hence the number given

abuve. In connexion with this subject it is necessary to dis-

tinguish clearly between "'horse-power indicated "and "horse-

power nominal " as applied to steam-engines. The horse-

])ower indicated is got from an examination of the indicator

diagram (see Diagrams, vol vii. p. 152). The area of the

clo.ied curve traced on the diagram, or "card" as it is

technically called, gives the work done by the steam on the

piston during each complete stroke. This divided by the

•dilference between the extreme abscissaj gives the average

pressure (p) on the piston. If wo multiply this by the

area of the piston (A) and by the length of stroke (x), we
get the number of foot-pounds of work done during each
stroke, and this multiplied by the number (n) of strokes per

minute and divided by 33,000 gives the indicated horse-

Iiovver. Thus

—

Indicated H.r. -33-^

Nominal iorse-power is a purely conventional term
jidopted by makers of steam-engines, and has no fixed

relation to indicated horse-power. The method of calculat-

ing it dates from the time of Boulton and Watt. In their

engines they supposed the average pressure on the piston
to be 7 tt) on the square inch, and the velocity of the piston

in feet per minute to bo I'JS times the cube root of the
length of stroke in feet. Computing from these supposed
data, we get the nominal horse-power. Thus

—

., . , ,, „ 7x A xliSxVjT
^o"'""'"'-^-

33:000
'

Tl:e British Admiralty rule for nominal horse-power
diU'ers from this in using the actual velocity of the piston
instead of the above supposed velocity. These rules only
apply to low-pressure engines ; for high-pressure engines
it i.-i usual, after Bourne, to assume 21 lb as the average
pressure on the piston, the other data remaining as before.
See Uaukine's Steam-Engine.
HORSE-RACING. See Horse, p. 199.

IIOR.SERADISH (Ger., Mcerrettig; FT.,rai/orl = raci!ie

forte, cruii de Bretagite ; Swed., Peppar-rut ; Russ., chren),
Coi)ilearia Armoracia, L, a perennial plant of the natural
order Crncifenv and tribe Ati/fsinea;, having radical leaves
on long stalks, ovate or oval-oblong, 4 to G inches broad,
about a foot iu length, subcoriaceous, crenate or serrate.
Mid coarsely veined ; stem-leaves short-stalked or sessile,

longate, and tapering to their attachment, the lower ones
lien deeply toothed ; flowers, which apjjcar in May and

June, |-iiich in width, in flat-topped panicles, with sepals

purplish, and petals white; and fruit a small silicula, which
in the climate of England seldom bears seed. The horse-

radish is indigenous to eastern Europe. Into western

Europe and Great Britain, where it is to be met with on
waste ground, it was probably introduced from Russia (De
Caudulle, Geogr. Botan., iL 654, 1855). It was wild in

various parts of England in Gerard's time. The root, the

armoracicE radix of pharmacy, is i to 2 inches or more in

diameter, and commonly a foot, sometimes 3 feet in length

;

the upper part is enlarged into a crown, which is annulated
with the scars of fallen leaves ; and from the numerous
irregular lateral branches are produced vertical stolons, and
also adventitious buds, which latter render the plant very

difficult of extirpation. From the root of Aconite (^.w., vol.

i. p. 98), which has occasionally been mistaken for it, horse-

radish root differs in being more or less cylindrical from a
little below the crown,and in its pale yellowish (or brownish)

white hue externally, acrid and penetrating odour when
scraped or bruised, and pungent and either sweetish or

bitter taste (see Bentley, Pharm. Journ., 1st ser., xv. 449,

1856). The fresh root yields on distillation with water

about '05 per cent of a volatile oil identical with that of

black mustard, resulting from the mutual reaction of sinigrin

(potassium myronate) and myrosin in the presence of the

water. After drying, the root has been found to afford

11 '15 per cent, of ash. Horseradish root is an ingredient

in the spiritus armoracia; cumpositus of the British Pharma-
copoeia. It possesses stomachic, diaphoretic, and diuretic

properties, and henqe is administered in atonic dyspepsia,

chronic rheumatism, and dropsies. As a masticatory, or

in the form of syrup or infusion, it is used for hoarseness.

Gerard speaks of it as anthelmintic and emetic. Externally

applied it acts as a rubefacient ; and thejuice with vinegar

is a popular remedy for freckles. In common with other

species of Cocklearia, the horseradish was foriuerly in high

repute as an antiscorbutic. The root was, as well as the

leaves, taken with food by the Germans in the Middle
Ages, whence the old French name for it, moutarde des

Atlemands; and Coles, writing in 1657, mentions its use

with meat in England, where it is now chiefly employed
as a condiment with beef. For the successful cultiva-

tion of the horseradish, a light and friable damp soil is

the most suitable ; this having been trenched 3 feet deep
in autumn, and the surface turned down with a liberal

supply of farm-yard manure, a second dressing of decom-
posed manure should in the ensuing spring be dug in 2 feet

deep, and pieces of the root 6 inches in length may then be
planted a foot apart in narrow trenches. During summer
the ground requires to bo kept free of weeds; and the

application of liquid manure twice or thrice in sufficient

quantity to reach the lowest roots is an advantage. WTien
dug the root may be long preserved in good condition by
placing it in sand. The horseradish tree is the Moringa
pterygosperma of Gartner.

See Gerard, ITcrball, p. 240, cd. Johnson, 1636 ; Sjino, Sowerhy't
Evg. Jiol., i. 183, pi, cxxix., 1S63; Florist, 1875, p. 191; Floral

lyorlU, 1879, p. H9 ; Fliickiger and Ibinbury, Fharmaccyra-
pltia, p. 71, 2d cd., 1S79; Bentley aud Trimcn, J/crf. PL, i. 21,

1880.

HORSETAIL, Equisetum, the sole genus of. the natural

order Equiselacae, consists of a group of vascular crypto-

gamous plants remarkable for its resemblance in general

appearance to the phanerogamic genera Casuarina and
Ephedra. The stem is jointed, consisting of numerous
easily separable tubular sheaths toothed at the apex, and ia.

generally furnished with whorls of similar but more slender

branches. The fructification is borne at the apes of the

stem in the form of a dense oval, oblong, or cylindrical

spike, consisting of a nilmber of shortly-stalked peltat<"
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6cale5, each of which has attached to its under surface a

circle of spore cases. These open by a longitudinal slit on

thmr inner side. The spores differ from those of ferns in

their outer coat being split up into four club-shaped

hygroscopic threads orelaters, which are curled when muist,

but become straightened when dry. The apparent roots

consist of underground stems, any portion of which

bnjken off is capable of producing a new plant ; hence the

trifhi;ully of eradicating thera when once established.

There are 25 known species of the horsetail, and the

genus 13 universally distributed

Tlie Corn Horsetail, B. arvense, L, one of the commonest
species, is a troublesoms weed in clayey cornfields. The
fructification appears in March and ."Vpril, terminating in

short unbranched stems. It is said to produce diarrhoea lu

such cattle as eat it. The Bog Horsetail. £ palustre, is

Slid to possess similar properties. It grows in marshes,

Pitches, pools, and drains in meadows, and sometimes

obstructs the flow. of water with its dense matted roots.

The fructirtc.ition in this species is cylindrical, and m that

of E Itmosnm, L., which grows in similar situations, it is

ovate in outline. The largest British spucies, E. maximum,
L., grows 10 wet sandy declivities by railway embankments
or streams, ifec, and is remarkable for its beauty, due to

the abundance of its elegant branches and the alternately

green and white appearance of the stem. In this species

the fructification is conical or lanceolate, and is found in

the month of April, on short stout unbranched stems,

which have large loose sbeaths. Horses appear to bo fond

of tins species, and in Sweden it is stored for use as winter

fodder. E. hyemale, L, commonly known as the Dutch
rush, is much more abundant in Holland than m Britain

,

it is used fur polishing purposes, and also in medicine by

homoeopathic practitioners. E vanegalum, Sch., grows

on wet sandy ground, and serves by means of its fibrous

roots to bind the sand together. The horsetails are

remarkable for the largo quantity of silica they contain,

which often amounts to half the weight of the ash

yielded by burning them, and the roots contain a quantity

of starch.

HORSH.\M, a parliamentary borough and market-town

of Sussex, England, is pleas intly situated in the midst of a

fertile country near the source of the Arun and on the Mid-

.Sussex Railway, 37 J miles south of London It consists

chiefly of two streets crossing each other at right angles,

and a picturesque causeway loading to the church, adorned

with rows of trees. Within recent years the town has under-

gone great improvements, and it now possesses well paved

streets and some hmdeome buildings. In the vicinity'

there are several fine mansions. Works were erected in

1S6.5 for supplying thfe town with water from a well in

the neighbourhood. Tna principal buildings are the parish

church, often repaired, and in 1805 entcnsively restored, a

very ancient structure iu the Early English stylo, with the

remains of Norman work, having a lofty tower surmounted

by a spire, and containing several fine monuments and
timba, and two brasses ; the grammar school, founded in

1540 and rebuilt in 1840, recommended to be used as a

middle class school by the Endowed Schools Commission

;

the corn exchange, erected in 1766 in the Italian style,

with a room for assemblies and public meetings ; the

Roman Catholic chapel of St John in tho Early Engli.'li

style, erected in 1866 at tbo cost of the duchess of Norfolk.

A school board was formed Id 187.3, which, besides having

the management of most of the schools previously existing,

liiis erected new buildings in tho east end of the town, at

a cost of above -£1000. There are a number of small

charities, and almshouses were founded in 1842 by the Rev.

Jarvis Kenrick. The town possesses a tannery, a foundry,

a carriage factory, and several flour-mills. The orea of tho

parish and parliamentary borough is 10,741 acres, and the
population in 1871 was 7831.

There is a tradition which derives the n-ime of Horsham from
Hors.1 the brother of Hengist, who is said to have been slain in
tlie vicinity ; others derive it from horslinm, the horses' meadow ;

but the most probable derivation is Hurst-Ham or the Ham
(village) in the Hurst (forest). The town is a borough by prescrip-

tion, and returned two members to parliament from the '23d year of
the reign of Edward I. to the 2d of William IV., when it war
deprived of one of its members. It has never been incorpoi*ited,

and it is now governed by a local board.

HORSLEY John (c. 1CS5-1732), a distinguished anti-

quary of the last century, the date and place of whose birth

as well as his parentage are uncertain. The late Rev.

John Hodgson, the historian of Northumberland, in a short

memoir of him published in 1S31, countenances the belief

that ho was born in IGS5, at Pinkie, in the parish of Inveresk

and county of Midlothian. This statement he reconciles

with Horsley's subsequent history, by supposing that his

father was a Northumberland Nonconformist, '•.ho had
migrated to Scotland during the reign of Charhs II. or

James II., but returned to England soon after the Revolution

of 1GS8. On the other hand, Mr J. H. Hinde, in "Notes"
on the life of llorslej', printed in the Arcluvologia .Eliana

for February 18(35, leans to the opinion that ho was a native

of Newcastle-ou-Tyne, and the son of Charles Horsley, a
member of tho Tailors' Company of that town, an opinion

to which colour is given by some expressions of Horsley*
own in the Britannia Romana. - .

'

Horsley undoubtedly received his early education at

the grammar school of Newcastle, and completed it at

the university of Edinburgh, where he was admitted to

the degree of master of arts on the 29th of April 1701.

For years afterwards nothing seems to be known of him,

though some of them must have been given to the study of

theology in connexion with the body of dissenters to which

he belonged. There is some evidence tending to show
that Horsley " was settled in Morpeth as a Presbyterian

minister as early as 1709." Mr Hodgson, however,

thinks that up to 1721, at which time he was residing

at Widdrington, " he had not received ordination, but

preached as a licentiate." Even if he was ordained then

his stay at the latter place was probably prolonged beyond

that date; for he communicated to the Philosophical

Traiuactions notes on the rainfall there in the years 1722

and 1723. Mr Hinde also shows that during these years>

in addition to his other duties, whatever their nature, " he

certainly followed a secular employment as agent to the York

Buildings Company, who had contracted to purcluise and
were then in possession of the Widdrington estates." Soon

after settling at Morpeth, Horsley began to supplement his

professional income, probably slender, by opening a private

s,;hool. Tho enterprise was successful. Respect for his

character and abilities attracted pupils, irrespective of

religious connexion, one of them becoming afterwards Dean
of Westminster. He likewise found timo to give courses

of lectures on mechanics and hydrostatics in Morpeth,

Alnwick, and Newcastle ; and it was doubtless in recog-

nition of his scientific ta.stcs and attainments that ho was
elected on the 23d April 1730 a Fellow of the Royal Society.

It is, however, in connexion with his arclia:ological

researches that John Hor.-.ley is now bo well and si>

honourably known, though strangely enough no j>li.ce

appears to have been hitherto found for his name in such

works as tho present. Aninng those who have investigated

tho traces left by the Romans of their presence in Britain he

stands, and must over stand, as in many respects the fore-

most. His great work, /irtVanHM Iiomtina,or the lioman
Antiquities of Britain (Loi.don, 1732), ono of the scarcest

and most valuable of its cl.iss, contains the result of an
amount of pa'ieut labour in this extensive field that in the
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case of a man m liis position is ti my marvellous. Nor was
the acuteiiess of Lis intellectual powers loss remarkable

,

for so accurately were Ins researches conducted and so

solid was the judgment he brought to bear upon them that

a century and a half of subsequent inquiry has ijivalidated

ouly a few of the conclusions he came to.

Horsley died suddenly, of apoplexy, on the 12th of Jan-

uary 173'2, his constitution having been mail likelihood pre-

maturely worn out by the toil he had undergone in the

composition of the llritanma Romana, then on the eve of

fiublication. The following extract from the burial register

)f the parish of Morpeth gives the date of his mterment

;

' 173|, Jan. 15, Mr John Horsley ," but the site of his

1,'ravo is unknown. Besides the Britamua Romana, Horsley

published two sermons and a hand-book to his lectures on

mechanics, itc. He also projected a history of Northum-
berland and Durham, collections for which were found

among his papers. By his wife, a daughter of the Rev.

William Ilaniiltuti, D.D., minister of Cramond, afterwards

professor of divinity in the university of Edinburgh, he had

one son and two daughters.

HOllSLEY, SA.MUEL (1733-1806), a learned Anglican

prelate, was born in London in 1733. Entering Trinity

College, Cambridge, he beciime LL.B. in 1758 without

graduating in arls, and in the following year succeeded

his father in the living of Newington Butts in Surrey.

Horsley was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1767 ;

but, in consequence of a difference with the president, he

withdrew from it in 1784. He had been secretary since

1773. In 1768 he attended the eldest son of the earl of

Aylesford to O.tford as private tutor ; and, after receiving

through the earl and Bishop Lowtli various minor prefer-

ments, which by dispensations he combined with his first

livin'^, he was installed in 1781 as archdeacon of St Albans.

In 1774 the university of O.xford conferred on him the

degree of LL.D. Whilst archdeacon, Horsley entered upon
his famous controversy with the Socinian, Dr Priestley,

who denied that the early Christians held the doctrine

of the Trinity. In this controversy, conducted on both

sides m the fiercest polemical spirit, Horsley showed the

superior learning and ability. His aim was to lessen the

influence which the prestige of Priestley's name gave to

his views, by proving from his writings the latter's incom-

petence through ignorance to form an authoritative judg-

ment on the disputed points. For the energy displayed in

the contest Horsley was rewarded by Lord Chancellor

Thurlnw with a prebendal stall at Gloucester ; and in 1788
the same patr-" • procured his promotion to the episcopal

see of St David's. As a bishop, Horsley was energetic

both in his diocese and in parliament. The efllcient support

which he afforded tho Government in the latter place was
acknowledged by his successive translations to Rochester

in 1793, and to St Asaph in 1802. With tho bishopric

of Rochester ho held the deanery of Westminster. He
died at Brighton on October 4, 1806.

Bcsijps tlic controversial Tracts, which appeareJ in 1783-84-86,
anj wcru republished in 1789 and 1812, Hoislcy's more impoit-
aiit woiks are :

—

ApoUonii Pcrgmi IitcliniUiotium Libriduo, 1770;
/iciiiarhs on tho Observations . . . /or determining the acceleration
iif the Pciulubm in Lot. 70° Bl', 1774 ; Isaaci Ncxcloni Opera qua
extant Omnia, with a couimcntary, 5 vols. 4to, 1779-84; bn the

I'roiicrlies o/Ihe Orcck and Latin Languages, 179'); Disijuisilions
on Isaiah xviii., 1796; ffosca, Ira-nslatcd from, the Hebrew, with
Notes, 1801; Elementary Treatises on .... Mathematics, 1801;
Enclidis Elemcnlornn Libri priores XIL, 1802; Eitctidis Datorum
Liber, 1803; Virgil's Two Seasons of Ilonc\i, kc. ISO.'i; and p.npci-s

ill tlic Philosophical Transactions from 1767 to 1776. ^nco his
dcalli have appeared—&rmoM, 1810-12; Speeches in Parliament,
1813; Book of Psalms, translated with. Notes, 1815; Biblical Criti-
rism, 1820; CollecUd Thcologiail lVorks,6 vols. 8vo, 1845. Sec
Nichol's Literanj Anecdotes, vol. iv.

HORSLEY, William (1774-1858), an English musician
of considerable reput3.tion, was born November 15, 1774,

1:;— 10

and became in 1790 llie pupil of Tlicodore Smith, an in-

different musician of the time, wlio, however, lanfjht him
sutlicient to obtain the position of organist at Ely Chapel,

Holborn. This post he resigned in 1798, to become
organist at tho Asylum for Female Orphans, as assistant

to Dr Callcott, witli whom ho had long been on terms of

personal and artistic intimacy, and whose eldest daughter
he married. In 1802 he became his friend's successor

upon the latter's resignation. Besides holding this appoint-

ment he became in 1812 organist of Belgrave Chapel,

Halkiu Street, and in 1837 of the Charter House. He died

June 12, 1858. Horsley's compositions are numerous,

and include amongst other instrumental pieces three

symphonies for full orchestra. Infinitely more important

are his glees, of which he published five books, besides con-

tributing many detached glees and part songs to various

collections. Mr Barrett, in his lecture on " English gleo

and madrigal writers," calls Horsley " one of the princes

amongst gleo writers," and attributes to him " a fine and
powerful dramatic aim and an elegant taste." Horsley's

compositions are moreover distinguished by a remarkabla

purity of style, which sometimes verges on pedantry.

His glees, " By Celia's arbour," "0 nightingale," "Now
tho storm begins to lower," and others, are amongst tho

finest specimens of this peculiarly English elass of com-

positions. Horsley's son (Charles Edward), born in 1822,

enjoyed a certain reputation as a musician. He studied

in Germany under Hauptmann and Mendelssohn, and on
his return to England composed several oratorios and
other pieces, none of which had permanent success. In

1868 he emigrated to Australia. He died March 2, 1876,

at New York.

HORTEN (Karljohansw^'.rn), a seaport town of

Norway, in the amt of Jarlsberg-Laurvig, is beautifully

situated on the west bank of the Christiania fjord^

opposite Mess, and 32 miles south of Christiania. It is

defended by strong fortifications, is the headquarters of the

Norwegian fleet, and possesses an arsenal and shipbuilding

yards, as well as a real school, a national school of the

higher grade, an observatory, a nautical museum, and

an infirmary. It also carries on a considerable shipping

trade. The population, which in 1836 did not exceed 200,

was 5457 in 1875.

HORTENSE (1783-1837), queen of Holland, is famili-

arly known as La Reine Hortense. Her proper name was

Eug6nie Hortense de Beiiuharnais, and she was the only

daughterof Ale.xandredeBeauharnais andJosephineTascher

de la Pagerie. She was born on the 1 0th of April 1783.

When four years old she accompanied her mother to Marti-

nique, and returned with her thrre years later to be subjected

to all the dangers of the Revolution. For a time she was

sent with her brother to England, but soon returned. The
marriage of her mother to Napoleon Bonaparte naturally

altered her prospects altogether, and, as she grew to woman's

estate, several marriages of more or less importance wero

proposed for her. It suited the first consul, liowever, that

she should marry his brother Louis, and despite her tears

and entreaties the marriage was concluded. In one of his

moments of brutal frankness Napoleon confessed that his

brother as a husband was " insupportable," though he

charactori.slically proceeded to charge Hortense with having

been the cause of his own misfortunes in not agreeing with

her husband. Louis it appears was sincerely anxious to

please his young wife. Biu liis health was bad and his

temper gloomy, while Hortense was exceptionally lively

and fond of gaiety. The natural consequence was an

infinity of scandal, some of it of a very grave character.

The recent publication of Madame de Riimusat's memoirs

has, however, gone far to exonerate Hortense. The writer,

equally outspoken aiid well informed, give's instances of
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the most fantastic and .disgusting exercise of conjugal

tyranny on Xouis's part, and denies that his wife in any

vay misconducted herself, the malignant jealousy of the

Bonaparte sisters being credited with the accusation.

Within seven years of her marriage Horteuse had three

children, whose nomenclature, unless carefully studied, is

somewhat puzzling. The eldest, Napoleon-Loiiis-Cliaries,

•was born in 1802 and died in 1B07. The next, Napoleon-

Louis, was born in 180-i and died in 1S31. The third,

Charles-Louis-Napoleon, was born in 1807, and lived to be

the late emperor Napoleon III. When Napoleon distributed

crowns to his relations Hortense was very anxious that her

husband should . receive that of Italy. Holland, however,

fell to his share, and the ill-matched pair retired thither.

The death of her eldest son made Holland intolerable to

Hortense, and before long she returned to Paris and estab-

.ished herself in the Rue Cerutti. Nor did she from that

time forward ever live in any regular fashion with her

husband, whose forced abdication of his crown soon

followed. In Paris she was more popular than respected,

and her leisure time was filled up with many quasi -literary

and artistic employnaents. It was there that she signalized

herself by composing among other airs the famous melody

of Partant pour la Syrie. The inefTable silliness of the

words of this song is not due to her, but to a certain M.

do Laborde ; and it is only fair to say that it took French-

men twenty years to find out that the air was ugly, and

that it was possibly stolen. Hcrrtense continued even after

her mother's divorce to exercise a certain influence over

her stepfather. At the first Restoration she was confirmed

in her title and possessions as Duchesse de Saint-Leu. But

she ardently welcomed the returning emperor, and thence-

forward France was hardly a residence for her, while her

private life was disturbed by constant and indecent bicker-

ings with her husband about the custody of her children.

She bought a house at Aronenberg on the Lake of Constance

and another at Augsburg, for the sake of educating her

8on», and from time to time sho undertook various journeys

in the hope of furthering their interests. The Revolution

of July gave her some chance of returning to France, but

immediately afterwards grave misfortunes overtook her.

Her ions took part in the Italian risings, and the elder

died of measles. Scarcely had she recovered from this

when the Slrasburg attempt was made agoinst her advice.

She lived long enough to .see the future emperor return

from America, and died at Arenenberg on the 3d October

1837. Generally speaking, Hortense appears to have been

an amiable woman, whose life was spoilt by the tyraimical

cotism of herJBtepfathor, She seems, however, to have

been unduly given to intrigue; and she herself admitted that

she mii^lit have lived on better terms with her husband,

iH)on whom shn ""w forced almost as much as he was forced

on her.

HORTENSIUS, Quintds, was one of the first and most

famous orators at tbo Roman bar in the latter days of the

republic, when the orator's art was particularly llnunsliing

and was diligently cultivated. His father had been governor

of .Sicily, and had left behind him a good name for ju.stice

end uprightnesii. He wa-s himself born in 114 it.c, and

he lived to the year 50 n.c, so that hi.'! life and career ran

parallel to that of Cicero, whose senior he was by only eight

years. He had the best possible intinductions into public

life, and at tlio age of nineteen li(= tii:i(lc Ins first speech nt

the bar, and shortly afterwards siicvrssfully conducted the

defence of a petty king of Bithynij, one of Rome's many
dependants in the East. From tlial time his reputation as

an eli>quent advocate was decisively entablished. A« the

son-in-law of CatuUis he was attached to the aristocratical

party of which Sulla was the head, and among his clients

be numbered several of iti moat eminent members. During

Sulla's ascendency the courts of law were Under the control

of the senate, the judges being themselves senators. To
this circumstance perhaps as well as to his own merits

Hortensius may have been indebted for much of his success.

Many of his clients were the governors of provinces which

they were accused of having plundered, and such men were
generally sure to find themselves brought before a somewhat
lenient or even fiieuilly tribunal, one, too, which was
shamefully accessible to corruption. Hortensius himself,

according to Cicero, was not ashamed to avail himself of

this disgraceful weakness, and a good deal of the plunder

which his clients had got from the provincials went into

the pockets of the judges. Cicero made this statement in

open court, and we are thus driven to assume that it must
have had some foundation. •

Hortensius, like other eminent Roman citizens, passed

through the regular succession of public offices, rising from
the quKstorship in 81 to the consulship in 69 B.C. In

the year before his consulship he came into collision with

the now rapidly rising eloquence of Cicero in the memorable
case of Verres, and Irom that time his supremacy at the

bar was shakeif. In fact his younger rival stepped into his

position. Cicero's success against a man who was backed

up by all the influence of Sulla's party was a splendid

triumph, and it must have been a heavy blow to Hortensius.

Shortly afterwards he was again pitted against Cicero, and
again failed. In 67 a proposal was made to supersede

Lucullus in his command in the East against Milhradates in

favour of Pompeius. This was supported by Cicero, and was

successfully carried in face of the opposition of Hortensius.

From the year 63 B.C., the famous year of Cicero's con-

sulship and of the Catiline conspiracy,, we find the two

great rivals often associated together as counsel in the same
case. The fact was that Cicero was now himself drawn
towards the aristocratical party,—the party of Hortensius.

Consequently, in the many cases which had more or less of

a political comple.vion as arising out of the disorder and

turbulence incident to party quarrel>, it was natural that

the two men should have the same sympathies and be

engaged on the same side. So it hapjicned, for example, iii

the case of Licinius Murena, whom Cicero defended along

with Hortensius against a charge of bribery in canvassing

for the consulship. Ani so strongly declared was his

sympathy_.^vith Milo against Cicero's bitter enemy Cloduis

that ho was nearly murdered by some of Clodiu.-^'s gang.

After Pompeius's return from the East in 61 B C, and the
'

political revolution which for a time united him with C;vsar,

Hortensius withdrew from public life and devoted liinisv;:;

exclusively to his profession. For nine more years he was

in continual employment as an advocate, and nun a numher

of verdicts. In 50 B.C., the last year of his life, he defended

successfully one Apjiius Claudius against Dolahella, Cicero's

son-inlaw, who prosecuted the man on a serious charge of

bribery.

None of Hortensius's speeches have come down to us ,

and it was, it seems, only on special occasions that lie wrote

them. Almost all our knowledge of him is dcrivml from '

Cicero. IIi^ was undoubtedly a highly-gifted and accom-

]i|ished man, and though of course he owed his very early

success to his great connexions, yet he was ]ierfectly well

able to stand on his own conspicuous merits. His eloquence

perhaps was not quite of the highest order ;— it w;ls not

for the most part what Cicero called "gravi*," weighty,

dignified, impressive ; tlierc was, it may lie presumed, an

absence of those appeals to groat moiiil principle.* wjiich

give such grandeur to the be.st sperihes of Ciceixi and

Demosthenes, and of on rownP.urkc. His ointory, according

to his great rival, was of the Asiatic style, by which appcari

to be meant a lloiid rhetoric, better :o hear than to read.

M" bad the gift of«a marvellously tenacious memory, and_
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could retain every single point in his opponent's argument.

His action was highly artificial, and even his manner of

folding his toga was noted by eminent tragic actors of tlie

day, and is left on record by Macrubius. lie had, too, a

tine musical voice, whicli he could sUilluUy command.

Cicero sometimes speaks of Hortensius very favourably,

and even almost aB'ectionately, though it would appear from

somn passages in his letters that he never quite trusted

him. He could not have thought him a high-princiuled man,

as he openly charged him with bribery, and as he actually

mentions a case in which he claimed property under a will

which he knew to be a forgery (De Ojkiis, iii. 18).

Hortensius, in fact, seems to have been a lax, easygoing,

clever man, with very little noble ambition and very little

real moral worth. " An amiable Eiiicurean " is a phra^e

which describes him not unfairly. I'ho anecdotes we have

about Idm all point to a man ot luxurious tastes and a great

capacity for enjoyment. The vast wealth he had accumu-

lated during forty-four years of successful practice he spent

after the fashion of rich Roman nobles, in splendid villas,

in parks, in fish ponds, and costly entertainments. He
left las heir an unusually well-stocked cellar of wine, and
his park at Lauientum abounded in every variety of

game. He was also a great buyer of pictures and works
of art. ^Vith true consistency he opposed Pompeius and
Crassus when tliey proposed their sumptuary law. He is

said to have spoken wittily on the occasion ; he was at any
rate successful.

Tlj6ie i.s a good accoitat of Hortensius in Dunlop's Koman J^ucra-

(Hr<:.(ii. 222), and in Smi^Ws Dictioriaj-y 0/ Greek aiid Jiojnait. BiO'

grapky his life and career-ate traced as thoroughly as the materials

at GUI disposal allow.

HORTICULTURE
HORTICULTURE embraces both the art and the

science of the cultivation of garden plants, whether

for utilitarian or for decorative purposes. The subject

naturally divides itself into two sections, which wo hero

propose to treat separately, comnicucing with the scieuco,

and passing on to the practice of the cultivation of flowers,

liuits, and vegetables as applicable to the home garden..

Part I.— Principles or Science of Hokticultuke.

Horticulture, apart from tiie mechanical details connected I

with the maintenance of a garden and its appurtenances, 1

may be considered as the application of the principles of

vegetable physiology to the cultivation of olants. The
lessons derived from the abstract principles enunciated by
the physiologist, the chemist, and the physicist require,

however, to be modified to suit the special circumstances of

plants under cultivation. The necessity for this modifica-

tion arises from the fact that such plants are subjected to

conditions more or less unnatural to them, and that they

are grown for special purposes which are at variance, in

degree at any rate, with their natural requirements.

The life of the plant makes itself manifest in the pro-

cesses of growth, development, and reproduction. By
growth i» here meant mere increase in bulk, and by
development the series of gradual modifications by which

a plant originally simple in its structure and conforma-

tion becomes eventually complicated, and endowed with

distinct parts or organs. The rejjroduction of the higher

plants takes place either asexually by the formation of

buds or organs answering thereto, or sexually by the pro-

duction of an embryo plant within the seed. The con-

ditions requisite for the growth, development, and reproduc-

tion of plants are, in general terms, ei;posure, at the proper

time, to suitable amounts of light, heat, and moisture, and a
duo supply cf appropriate food. The various amounts of

ihese needed in different cases have to bo adjusted by the

gardener, according to the nature of the plant, its "habit"
or general mode of growth in its native country, and the in-

llucnce to which it is there subjected, as also in accordance
with the purposes for which it is to bo cultivated, Ac. It is

but rarely that direct information on all these points can be
obtained; but inference from previous experience, especially

with regard to allied vegetable forms, will go far to supply
such deficiencies. Moreover, it must bo romerubered that

the conditions most favourable to plants are not always
those to which they are subjected in nature, for, owing
to the coinpetition of other vegetable forms in the ftruggle

for existence, liability to injury from insecis, and other

adverse cirjumstances, plants may actually bo excluded

from the localities best suited for their development. The
gardener therefore may, by modifying, improve upon the

conditions under which a plant naturally e.xists. Thus
it frequently happens that in our gardens flowers have a

beauty and a fragrance, and fruits a size and savour denied

to them in their native haunts. It behoves the judicious

gardener, then, not to be slavish in his attempts to imitate

natural conditions, and to bear in mind that such attempts

must sometimes necessarily be failures. The most successful

gardening is that which turns to the best account the

plastic organization of the plant, and enables it to develop

and multii^ly as perfectly as jxissible. Experience, coupled

with observation and reflexion, as well as the more in-

direct teachings of tradition, are therefore of primary im-

portance to the practical gardener.

We propose here to notice biicfly the several parts of

a flowering plant, ami to point out the rationale of the

cultural procedures connected with them. _^

Tlie Knot.—The root, though not precluded from access of

air, is not directly dependent for its growth on the agency

of light. The efliciency of drainage, digging, hoeing, and
like operations is accounted for by the manner in which

they promote aeration of the soil, raise its temperature, and
remove its stagnant or superfluous moisture. Owing to

their growth in length at, or rather in the immediate

vicinity of, their tips, roots are enabled to traverse long

distances by surmounting some obstacles, penetrating others,

and insinuating themselves into narrow crevices. As they

have no power of absorbing solid materials, their food must

be of a liquid or gaseous character. It is taken up from

the interstices between the particles of eoil exclusively

by the finest subdivisions of the fibrila, and in many
cases by the extremely delicate thread-like cells which

project from .them, and which are known as root-hairs.

The number and density of these latter are in direct pro-

portion to the abundance and suitability of the food of

the plant. The importance of the root-fibres, or " feed-

ing roots," justifies the care which is taken by every

good gardener to secure their fullest development, and

to prevent as far as possible any injury to them in

diggmg, potting, and transplanting, such operations being

therefore least prejudicial at seasons when the plant is in

a stnte of comparative rest.

Ruol-rniuiiiij and Lifiinrj.—In apparent disregard of the

general rule just enunciated is the practice of root-pruning

fruit trees, when, from the formation of wood being more
active than that of fruit, "they bear badly. The contrariety

is mure apparent than real, as the operation consists in the

removal ot the coarser roots, a process which results in the

develooment of a leash of fmo fcodinc roots. Moreover,
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there i»a generally recognized quasi-antagonism between the

vegetative and reproductive processes, so that, other things

being equal, anything that checks the one helps forward

the other.

Wateriuy.—So far as practical gardening is concerned,

feeding by the roots after they have been placed in suitable

soil is confined principally to the administration of water

and, under certain circumstances, of liquid manure ; and

no operations demand more judicious management. The
amount of water required, and the times when it should

be applied, vary greatly according to the kind of plant

end the object for which it is grown, the season, the

supply of li«at and light, and numerous other conditions,

the influence of which is to be learnt by experience

only The same may be said with respect to the appli-

cation of manures. The watering of pot-plants requires

especial care. VVater should as a rule be used at a

temperature not lower than that of the surrounding

atmosphere, and preferably after exposure for some time to

the air.

Boltom-Heat.— ine "optimum" temperature, or that

best suited to promote the general activity of roots, and,

indeed, of all vegetable organs, necessarily varies very much
with the nature of the plant, and the circumstances in which

it is placed, and is ascertained by practical experience.

Artificial heat applied to the roots, called by gardeaers
" bottom-heat," is supplied by fermenting materials, dung,

tan, flues, or hot-water pipes. In some cases solar heat is

as it wore entrapped by placing beneath the roots substances

8uch as bricks, the heat previously absorbed by which is

slowly radiated. In winter the temperature of the soil,

out of doors, beyond a .certain depth is usually higher

than that of the atmosphere, so that the roots are in a

wanner and more uniform medium than are the upper

parts of the plant. Often the escape of heat from the soil

is prevented by " mulching," i.e., by depositing on it a thick

layer of litter, straw, dead leaves, and the like.

TheSeirt and its subdivisions or branches lengthen, not

only near the tip, but also lower down, by intercalary

growth. They upraise to- the light and air the leaves

and liowers, and serve as channels for the passage to

them of fluids from the roots, and they act as reservoirs for

nutritive substances. Their functions in annual plants

cease after the ripening of the seed, whilst in plants of

longer duration layer after layer of strong woody tissue

is formed, which enables them to bear the strains which
the weight of foliage and the exposure to wind, itc,

entail. The gardener aims usually at producing stout,

robust, short-jointed stems, instead of long lanky growths
defective in woody tissue. To secure these conditions free

exposirre to light and air is requisite, but in the ease of

coppice woods, or where long straight spars are needed by
the forester, plants are allowed to grow thickly so as to

ensure development in an upward rather than in a lateral

direction. This and like matters will, however, be more
fitly considered in dealing hereafter with the buds and
their treatment.

Leaves.—The work of the leaves may briefly be stated

to consist in the processes of nutrition and of respiration.

Nutrition by the leaves includes the inhalation of air, and
the combination, under the influence of light and in the

presence of chlorophyll, of carbon from the carbonic acid
gas in the air with hydrngen from the watery vapour it

Contains, oxygen being exhaled. There is also a process
of true respiration, in which atmospheric oxygen unites
with n portion of the carbon in the plant, and is evolved
as carbonic ooid gas.

S'jrinfjm;/, <tc.— In certain circumstances water is ab-
sorbed by the surface of leaves, cspociully when the supply
of moisture at the root a defective, and whuu by too long

exposure to drought the watery constituents of the plant

have evaporated. A certain amount of evaporation of

superfluous watery fluid or vapour is a necessary accom-
paninicut of luitiitioii, but this may easily become exces-

sive, especially where the plant cannot readily recoup itself.

In these circumstances »uch operations as "syringing"
and "damping down" are of special value. Evaporating
basins or tanks in houses for orchid and other plants are

beneficial for like reasons. Following Buussingault and
Henslow, by whom the absorption of water by leaves

has been proved, we may sum up the advantages of

syringing as follows :—it washes oS' dust and insects froiis

the leaves, and by moistening the cuticle promotes res

piration and the absorption of water ; it checks loss b>

transpiration, and so enables terminal shoots and yoiint;,

leaves to receive a suBiciency of sap from the stem ; it

keeps the air cool by evaporation ; and lastly, as moisture

is actually imbibed by the green parts of plants, it helps to

compensate for any loss from within, and thus supplements
root absorption.

In accordance with the facts just cited it is found that

the preservation of cut flowers is promoted by inserting

some of their leaves as well as their stalks in water. By
cutting an herbaceous stem under water, so that the severed

end is never exposed to the air, withering can to a large-

extent be prevented ; and a bouquet may be kept fresh

for a long time either by immersing the whole in water,

or by simply covering the vase of water in which it is

placed with a beJl-glass. In the case of "cuttings " exces-

sive transpiration is obviated by means of bell-glasses and
by shading, and sometimes by burying a portion of the

cutting with a leaf attached.

Caruivorous Plants.— Before leaving the subject of

nutrition by leaves, reference may be made to the so-called

carnivorous plants, f.i/., Drosera., Substances, particularly

such as contain nitrogen, as insects or fragments of meat,

when brought into contact with the surface of the leaves,

or with certain glands on the leaves, become dissolved by
the agency of a digestive ferment secreted therein, are

then absorbed and serve as nutriment. See Insecxivokous
Plants.

Respiration, already alluded to, is not directly connected

with exposure to light, since it goes on by night as freely

as by day. It is a process requisite for the health of the

plant, and contributes to niuintain its beat, to perfect its

structure, to eliminate some of its secretions, and to destroy

effete or impure matters. Chlorophyll, according to I'ring.s-

heim, acts as a regulator of the respiration of plants by
absorbing some of the luminous rays, and thereby favour-

ing the function of ussiiuilation.

As a result of the processes carriOQ on in the leaves

under the influence of light, many of the secretions, as

starch, sugar, oils, and colouring and odoriferous matters

are formed. These either at once subserve the nutrition

of the plant or are stored in its tissues, as in the case of

tubers and many seeds. Usually before it can be rendered

available as nourishment the stored matter has to undergo

a change from a more or less insoluble to a soluble form.

The changes which they undergo within the plant require

very careful study, and indeed constitute a department of

physiology still very greatly in need of elucidation.

Pringsheim's recent researches on the action of light on
chlorophyll, prosecuted with the aid of a small lens and
observed under the microscope, bid fair, if corifirmed,

materially to change the views of cliemisis as to the pro-

cesses which go on in leaves as a consequence of exposure

to light; but, although they may change or even reverse

our notions as to the modo of action of chlorophyll, they

will not detract from its importance.

Badi.—The recognition of the various Totms of buds
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and thoir modes of disposition in different plants, on wliicli

see Botany, vol. iv. pp. 95-99, 118, 119, is a matter

of the first consequence in the operations of pruning and

training. Flower-buds may be produced on the old wood,

i.e., the shoots of the past year's growth, or on a shoot of the

present year. The pear and rhododendron develop flower-

buds for the ne.ict season speedily after blossoming, and these

may be stimulated into premature growth. The- peculiar

short stunteil branches or "spurs" which bear the tlower-

buds of the pear, apple, and their allies, and of the laburnum,

deserve special attention. In the rose, in which the flower-

buds are developed at the ends of the young shoot of the

year, we have an example of a plant destitute of flower-

buds during the winter.

Propagation by Buds.—The detached leaf-buds (gemm(E

or bulbils) of some plants are capable under favourable con-

ditions of forming new plants. The edges of theieaves of

Bryophyllum calycimim (see vol. iv. p. 98, §g. 67) and of

Cardamine prafensis, and the axils of the leaves of Lilium

btdbi/erum {iv. 99, fig. 71)j produce buds of this character.

It is a matter of familiar observation that the ends of the'

shoots of brambles take root when bent down to the

ground. In rare instances buds form on the roots, and

may be used for purposes of propagation, as in the

Japan quince. Of the tendency in buds to assume an

independent existence gardeners avail themselves in the

operations of striking " cuttings," and making layers and
" pipings," as also in budding and grafting. In taking a slip

or cutting the gardener removes from the parent plant one

or more buds or " eyes," in the case of the vine one only,

attached or not to a short shoot, and places them in a

moist and sufliciently warm situation, where, as previously

mentioned, undue evaporation from the surface of the leaf

or leaves is prevented. For some cuttings pots filled

with light soil, with the protection of the propagating

house and of bell-glasses, are requisite; but for • many,

such as willows, no such precautions are necessary, and the

tlirusting of the end of a shoot into moist ground suffices to

en.sure its growth. In the case of the more delicate plants,

the formation of roots is preceded by the production from

the cambium of the cuttings of a succulent mass of tissue,

the callus. It is important in some cases to retain on the

cutting some of its leaves, so as to supply the requisite food

for storage in the callus. In other cases, where the buds

themselves contain a sufficiency of nutritive matter for the

young growths, the retention of leaves is not necessary.

In the tissues of willow-stakes just referred to there exists

an abundance of material available for the supply of the

young roots. The most successful mode of forming roots is

to place the cuttings in a mild bottom-heat, which expedites

their growth, even in the case of many hardy plants whose

cuttings strike roots in the open soil. With some hard-

wooded trees, as the common white-thorn, roots cannot be

obtained without bottom-heat. It is a general rule tlirough-

; out plant culture that the activity of tho roots shall

' be in advance of that of the loaves. Cuttings of deciduous

trees and shrubs succeed best if planted early in autumn
while tho soil still retains the solar heat absorbed during

summer. For evergreens April or May and August or

September, and for greenhouse and stove-plants the spring

and summer months, are the times most suitable for propa-

gation by cuttings. The great object to be attained is to

secure tho formation of active roots before the approach
of winter.

Lntjcring consists smiply in bending down a branch and
keeping it in contact with or buried to a small depth in the

soil until roots are forced ; the connexion with the parent
plant may then be severed. Many plants can bo far more
-oisily prop.igated thus than by cuttings.

Grafting or " v/orkmg " consists in the transfer of .i
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branch, the " graft " or " scion," from one plant to another,

whicli latter is termed the "stixk." The operation must

be so performed that the growing tissues, or cambium-layer

of the scion, may fit accui-ately to the. corresponding layer

of the stock. In budding, as ,with roses and peaches, a

single bud only is implanted. Inarching is essentially

the promotion of the .union of one shoot to another of a

diff'erent pl^nt. -The outer bark of each being removed,

the two shoots are kept in cpntact' by ligature until union

is established, when the scion is completely severed from

its original attachments. ' This operation is varied in

detail according to the ki,nd of plant to be propagated, but

it is essential in all cases that the affinity between the two

plants be near, that the union be neatly efteoted, and that

the ratio as well as the season of growtli of stock and scion

be similar.

The selection of suitable stocks is a matter still requir-

ing much scientific experiment. The object of grafting

is to expedite and increase the formation of flowers and

fruit. Strong-growing pears, for instance, are grafted on

the quince stock in order to restrict their tendency t^ form
" gross " shoots, and a superabundance of wood in place of

flowers and fruit. Apples, for tho same reason, are

"worked" on the "paradise"or "doucin" stocks, which from

their influence oil tho scion are known as dwarfing stocks.

Scions from a tree which is weakly, or liable to injury by

frosts, are strengthened by engrafting on robust stocks.

Lindley has pointed out that, while in Persia, its native

country, the peach is probably best grafted on the peach, or

on its wild type the almond, in England, the summer tem-

perature of whose soil is much lower than that of Persia,

it might be expected, as experience has proved, to be most

successful on stocks of the native plum.

The soil on which the stock grows is a point demand-;

ing attention. From a careful series of experiments made

in the Horticultural Society's Garden at Chiswick, it was

found that where the soil is loamy, or light and slightly

enriched with decayed vegetable matter, the apple suc-

ceeds best on the doucin stock, and the pear on the

quince ; and where it is chalky it is preferable to graft

the apple on the crab, and the pear on the wild pear.

For the plum on- loamy soils tho plum, and on chalky

and light soils the almond, are the most desirable stocks-,

and for the cherry on loamy or light rich soils the wild

cherry, and on chalk tho " niahaleb " stock.

The form and especially the quality of fruit is more or

less affected by the slock upon wliich it is grown. Tho

Stanwick nectarine, so apt to crack and not to ripen when

worked in the ordinary way, is said to be cured of theso

propensities by being first budded close to the ground, on

a very strong-growing Magnum Bonum plum, worked on

a Brussels stock, and by then budding the nectarine on

the Magnum Bonum about a foot from the ground. Tho

fruit of the pear is of a higher colour and smaller on tho

quince stock than on the wild, pear; still more so on

the medlar. On the mountain ash the pear becomes

earlier.

The effects produced by stock on scion, and more parti-

cularly by sdon on stock, are as a rule with difficulty

appreciable. Neverlhelcss, in exceptional cases modified

growths, termed "graft-hybrids," have been obtained which

have been attributed to the commingling of the character-

istics of stock and scion. Of these the most remarkable

example is Cytisus Adami, a tree which year after year

produces some shoots, foliage, and flowers like those of the

common laburnum, others like those of the very difl"erent

looking dwarf shrub C. pvrpureus, and others again

intermediate between these. We may hence infer that C.

purpvreits was grafted or budded on the common laburnum,

and that the iatetmediate forms arc the result of graft-
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hybridization. Numerous similar facts have been re-

corded." Among gardeners the general opinion is against the

possibility of graft-hybridi7.ation. The wonder, however,

Beeras to be that it does not occur more frequently, seeing

that fluids must pass from stock to scion, and matter

elaboj'ated in the leaves of the scion must certainly to some
extent enter the stock. It is clear, nevertheless, from

examination that as a rule the wood of the stock and the

wood of the scion retain their external characters year by

year without change. Still, as in the la'ournum just

mentioned, in the variegated jasmine and in Abuiilon

Darwinii, in the copper beech and m the horse-chestnut,

the iuSupuce of a variegated scion has occasionally shown

itself in the production from the stock of variegated shoots.

At a meeting of the Scottish Hortu-ultural Associatiou

(see Card Chron., Jan. 10, 188C, hu 10-U) specimens

of a small roundish pear, the "Aslon Town," and of the

elongated kind known as " Beurrb Clairgeau," were ex-

hibited. Two more dissimilar pears hardly exist. The
result of working the Beurri Clairgeau upon the Aston

Town was the production of fruits precisely intermediate

in size, form, colour, speckling of rind, and other charac-

teristics. Similar, though less marked, intermediate char-

acters were obvious in the foliage and flowers.

Double grafting (French, grefe sur yrejf'e) la sufficiently

explained by its name. By means of it a variety may often

be propagated, or its fruit improved in a way not found

practicable under ordinary circumstances. For its successful

prosecution prolonged experiments in difl'erent localities

and in gardens devoted to the purpose are requisite.

Flaming.—By removal from one place to another the

growth of every plant receives a check. How this check

can be obviated or reduced, with regard to the season, the

state of atmosphere, and the condition and circumstances

of the plant generally, is a matter to be considered by the

practical gardener.

As to season, it is now admitted with respect to deciduous

trees and shrubs that the earlier in autumn [slanting is

performed the better ; although some extend it from the

period when the leaves full to the first part of spring, before

the sap begins to move. If feasible, the operation should

be completed by the end of November, whilst the soil is

Rtill warm with the heat absorbed during summer. Atten-

tion to this rule is specially important in the case of rare

and delicate plants. Early autumn planting enables

wounded pirta of roots to be healed pver, and to form

fibrils, which will be ready in spring, when it is most

required, to collect food for the plant. Planting late in

spring should, as far as possible, be avoided, for the buds

then begin to awaken into active life, and the draught

upon the roots becomes great. It has been supposed

that because the surface of the young leaves is small

transpiration is correspondingly feeble ; but it must bo

remembered, not only that their newly-formed tissue is

unablo without an abundant supply of sap from tho roots

to resist tho excessive drying action of the atmosphere, but

that, in spring, the lowness of the temperature at that

season in Great Britain prevents tho free circulation of the

sap. Tho comparative dryness of the atmosphere in spring

also causes a greater nmonnt of tranB[iirati<>n then than in

•autumn and winter. Another fact in favour of autumnal

planting is tho production of roots in winter.

Tho best way of performing transplantation depends

greatly on tho size of the trees, tlie soil in which they grow,

and the mechanical appliances made uso of in lifting and
transporting them. Tho smaller the tree the more success-

fully can it be removed. Tho morn argillaceous and the

loss silicooua the soil tho more readily can balls of earth

be retained about tho roots. All planters lay great stress

vn the preservation of tho fibrils ; all indeed admit them

to be indispensable for the aosorption of nutriment. The
point principally disputed is to what extent they can with

safety be allowed to be cut ofl' in transplantation. Trees

and shrubs in thick plantations, or in sheltered warm
places, are ill lilted for planting in bleak and cold situa-

tions. During their removal it is important that the roots

be covered, if only to prevent desiccation by the air.

Damp days are therefore the best for the operation ; the

dryest months are the most unfavourable. Though success

in transplanting depends much on the humidity of the

atmosphere, the most important requisite is warmth in the

soil , humidity can be supplied artihcially, but heat cannot.

Pruninff,or the removal of superfluous growths, is prac-

tised in urdep to equalize the development of the different

parts of trees, or to promote it in particular directions so as

to secure a certain form, and, by checking undue luxuriance,

to promote enhanced fertility. In the rose-bush, for instance,

in which, as v;e have seen, the flower-buds are formed on

the new wood of the year, pruning causes the old wood to

"break," i.e., to put forth a number of new buds, some of

which will produce flowers at their extremities. The
manner and the time in which pruning should be accom-

plished, and its extent, vary with the plant, the objects of

the operation, i.e., whether fur the production of timber or

fruit, the season, and various other circumstances. So much
judgment and experience does the operation call for that

it IS a truism to tay that bad pruning is worse than none.

The removal of weakly, sickly, overcrowded, and gro.ss in-

fertile shoots 18 usually, however, a matter about which there

can be few mistakes when once the habit of growth and
the form and arrangemeat of the buds are known. Winter

pruning is effected wben the tree is comparatively at rest,

and IS therefore less liable to " bleeding " or outpouring of

sap. Summer pruning or pinching ofl' the tips of such of

the younger shoots as are not required for the extension of

the tree, when not carried to too great an extent, is prefer-

able to the coarser more reckless style of pruning. The
injury inflicted is less and not so concentrated , the wounds
are smaller, and have time to heal before winter sets in.

The effects of badly-executed pruning, or rather hacking,

are most noticeable in the case of forest trees, the mutila-

tion of which often results in rotting, canker, and other

diseases. Judicious and timely thinning so as to allow the

trees room to grow, and to give them sufficiency of light

and air, will generally obviate the need of the pruning-

saw, except to a relatively small extent.

Tranivig is a procedure adopted when it is required to

grow plants in a limited area, or in a partictilar shape, as

in the case of many plants of trailing habit Judicious

training also may be of importance as encouraging the forma-

tion of flowers and fruit. Growth in length is mainly in

a vertical direction, or at least at the ends of the shoots;

and this should bo encouraged, in tho case of a timber tree,

or of a climbing plant which it is desired should cover a

wall quickly ; but whtre flowers or fruit arc specially

desired, then, when the wood required is formed, tho lateral

shoots may often be trained more or less downward ti>

inducB fertility. The refinements of training, as of prun

ing, may, however, be carried too far ; and not unfrequently

the symnH'trically trained trees of the French excite admira-

tion in every respect save fertility.

S/miii or Mud Variations.— Hero wo may conveniently

mention certain voriations from tho normal condition in

tho size, form, or disposition of buds or shoots on a given

plant. An inferior variety of pear, for instance, may
suddenly produce a shoot bearing frtiit of superior quality

,

a beech tree without obvious causo, a shoot with finely

divided foliage; or a cJimellia an unwontedly fine flower.

When removed from tho plant and treated as cuttings or

grafts, such sports may bo peri^ctuated. Manv garden
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varietiea of flowers and fruits have thus originated. The
caose of their production is very obscure. In certain

instances where plants have been "crossed" or hybridized,

perhaps for generations, the phenomenon may bo explained

.on the supposition of a dissociation of previously mixed

elements, or of a reversion to some ancestral conditions.

Farmalti)ii of Flowers.—Flowers, whether for their own
oake or as the necessary precursors of the fruit and seed,

are objects. of the greatest concern to the gardener. As a

rule they are not formed until the plant h;xs arrived at a

certain degree of vigour, or until a suflicient supply of

nourishment has been stored in the tissues of the plant. The
reproductive process of which the formation of the flower is

the first stage being an exhaustive one, it is necessary that

the plant, as gardeners say, should get " establi.shed " before

it flowers. Moreover, although the green portions of the

flower do indeed perform the same oltice as the Jeaves, the

more highly coloured and more specialized portions, which

are further removed from the typical leaf-form, do not carry

on those processes for which the presence of chlorophyll is

essential;- and the floral organs may, therefore, in a rough

sense, be said to be. parasitic upon the green parts. A
check or arrest of growth in the vegetative organs seems

to be a necessary preliminary to the development of the

flower. The flower itself is always the modilied extremity

of a shoot or stalk, which .only exceptionally lengthens

beyond the flower, as, for example, iu " proliferous " roses.

See Botany, voL iv. p. 119, fig. 145.

A diminished supply of water at-tlie root is requisite, s6

as to check energy of growth, or rather to divert it from

leaf-making. Partial starvation will sometimes effect this;

hence the grafting of free-growing fruit trees upon dwarfing

stocks, as before alluded to, and also the "ringing" or

girdling of fruit trees, i.e., the removal from the branch

of a ring of bark, or the application of a tight cincture,

in consequence of which the growth of the fruits above

the wound or the obstruction is enhanced. On the same
principle the use of small pots to confine the roots, root-

pruning and lifting the roots, and exposing them to the

sun, as is done in the case of the vine in some countries,

are resorted to. A higher temperature, especially with

deficiency of moisture, will tend to throw a plant into a

flowering condition. This is exemplified by the fact that

the temperature of the climate of Great Britain is too low

for the flowering, though sufficiently high for the growth

of many plants. Thus the Jerusalem artichoke, though

able to produce stems and tubers abundantly, only flowers

in exceptionally hot seasons.

Forcing.—The operation of forcing is based upon the

facts just mentioned. By subjecting a plant to a gradually

increasing temperature, and supplying water in proportion,

its growth may be accelerated ; its season of development

may be, as it were, anticipated ; it is roused from a dormant
to an active state. Forcing therefore demands the most
careful adjustment of temperature and supplies of moisture

and light.

Deficiency of light is less injurious than might at first

be expected, because the plant to be forced has stored up
in it« tissues, and available, for use, a reserve stock of

material formed Uirough the agency of light in former
seasons. The intensity of the colour of flowers and the

richness of flavour of fruit are, however, deficient where
there is feebleness of light. lieccnt experiments of

Dr Siemens have shown that the gardener may avail him-
self of the electric light, which is proved to exercise on
chlorophyll the same kind of influence as do the solar rays,

and that he may thus supply the deficiencies of natural illu-

mination. Theemploymentof thatlight for forcing purposes
would seem to bo at present a question of expense. The
great advantaca hitherto obtained from its use has COP'' ' '
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in the rapidity with which flowers have been formed and
fruits ripened under its influence, circumstances which go
towards compensating for the extra cost of production.

DuiMe Flowers.—The taste of the day demaada that

"double flowers" should be largely grown. Though in

some instances, as in hyacinths, they are decidedly lesa

beautiful than single ones, they always present the advan-
tage of being less evanescent. Under the vague term
"double" many very diU'erent morphological changes are

included. The flower of a double dahlia, e.tj., otters a

totall.v difl'erent condition of structure from that of a rose

or a hyacinth. Tho double poinsettia, again, owes its so-

called double condition merely, to the increased number of

its scarlet involucral leaves, which are not parts of the

flower at all. It is reasonable, therefore, to infer that the

causes leading to tho production of double flowers are varied.

A good deal of dilference of opinion exists as to whether
they are tho result of arrested gro^vth or of exuberant
development, and accordingly whether restricted food or

abundant supplies of nourishment are the more necessary

fur their production. It must suffice here to say that

double flowers are most commonly the result of tho substi-

tution of brightly-coloured petals for stamens or pistils or

buth, and that a perfectly double flower where all the

stamens and pistils are thus metamorphosed is necessarily

barren. Such a plant must needs be propagated by cuttings.

It rarely happens, however, that the change is quite com-
plete throughout the flower, and so a few seeds may be

formed, some of which may be expected to reproduce the

double-blossomed plants. By continuous selection of seed

from tho beSt varieties, and " roguing " or eliminating plants

of the ordinary type, a " strain " or race of double flowers

is gradually produced.

Formation of Seed—Fertilization,—In fertilization

—

the influence in flowering plants of the sperm-cell, or its

contents upon the germ-cell (see Botany, vol. iv. 147, and
Biology, vol. iii. 695)—there are many circumstances

of importance horticulfurally, to which therefore brief

reference must be made. Flowers, generally speaking,

are either self-fertilized,, cross-fertilized, or hybridized.

Self-fertilization occurs when the pollen of a given flower

affects the germ-cell of the same individual flower. Such
a flower is hermaphrodite functionallyas well as structurally.

In self-fertilizing flowers the structure is such that the

pollen iiie\'itahly conies in contact with the stigma ; but

fertilization is also dependent on the simultaneous maturity

of pollen and stigma. Cross-fertilization varies both in

manner and degree. In the simplest instances tho pollen

of one flower fertilizes the ovules of another on the same
plant, owing to tho stamens arriving at maturity in any one

flower earlier or later than the pistihs. Such flowers though

structurally hermaphrodite are, at any given time, function-

ally unisexual. In many plants a polymorphic condition

occurs : thus, in the same species of primrose some flowers

have the stamens short, and within the tube of the corolla,

with the style projecting beyond the- mouth, giving tho

appearance termed " pin-eyed," while others, known as

" thrum-eyed," present exactly reverse conditions of stamens

and style. In the common loose-strife, J.ythnim Saliearia,

the stamens are of three lengths, and the stylos difler corre-

spondingly. In such di- or. tri-morphic flowers, as Mr Dar-

win's experiments have shown, the most complete fertility

occurs when a cross is eflccted between a flower having

short stamens and one with short styles. It is asserted

that, not only is such a union more fertile than when poUen

from a short stamen is placed on a long style, or vice

versa, but the seedling plants are as a rule more vigorous.

Cross-fertilization must . of necessity occur when the

flowers aro structurally unisexual, as in tho hazel, in

which the male and female flowers are monoecious, oi
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separate on the same plant, ana in the willow, in which

they are dioecious, or on different plants. A conspicuous

exaa/ple of a dicecious plant is the common aucuba, of

which for years only the female plant was known in Britain.

V/ben, through the introduction of the male plant from

Jar>an, its fertilization v.'as rendered possible, ripe berries,

bsloro unknov.-n, became common ornaments of the shrub.

The conveyance of pollen from one flower to another in

cross-fertilization is effected naturally by the wind, or by

the agency of insects and other creatures. Flowers that

require the aid of insects usually offer some attraction to

their visitors in the shape of bright colour, fragrance, or

sweet juices. The colour and markings of a flower often

serve to guide the insects to the honey, in the obtaining of

which they are compelled either to remove or to deposit

pollen. The reciprocal adaptations of insects and flowers

demand attentive observation on the part of the gardener

concerned with the growing of grapes, cucumber.s, melons,

and strawbenies, or With the raising of new and improved
varieties of plants. Scarcely less remarkable, though not

so important in the present connexion, are the means by

which the visits of such insects as are useless for the

purpose of fertilization, or even injurious to "the plant, as

preying without advantage to it on its secretions, are

prevented or rendered ineffective. In wind-fertilized

plants the flowers are comparatively inconspicuous and
devoid of much attractions for insects ; and their pollen-

cells are smoother and smaller, and better adapted for

transport by the wind, than those of insect-fertilized

plants, the roughness of which adapt them for attachment

to the bodies of insects.

Although the general facts with respect to fertilization

are as above stated, it must be remembered that probably

self-fertilization is not constant in any plant under all

circumstances, and that it certainly does sometimes take

place in flowers which are usually cross-fertilized. It may
be that, while continued self-fertilization ensures ihe

perpetuation of certain qualities, cro.ss-fertilization induces

beneficial variation. Some botanists doubt the injurious

effects attributed to self-fertilization, and, so long as a

plant is healthy, itr can be attended with but little dis-

advantage ; but after a time in any case across is probably

useful, and sometimes fertility is found to be much greater,

and, in rare instances, only possible, whct\ impregnation is

effected by pollen not produced by a flower's own stamens.

It is very probable that the same flower at certain times

and seasons is self-fertilizing, and at others not so. The
defects which cause gardeners to speak of certain vines

as " shy setters," and of certain strawberries as " blind,"

may be due cither to unsuitable conditions of external

temperature, or to the non-accomplishment, from some cause

or other, of cross-fertilization. In a vinery or a peach-

house it is often good practice at the time of flowering to

tap the branches smartly with a stick so as to insure the

dispersal of the pollen. Sometimes more delicate and direct

manipulation is required, and the gardener ha- himself to

convoy the pollen from one llower to another, for which

purpose a small camel's-hnir pencil is generally suitable.

The degree of fertility varies greatly according to external

conditions, the structural and functional arrangements just

alluded to, and other causes which iriay r<uighly be called

constitutional. Thus, it oftcw happen.", that an apparently

very slight change in climate alters the degree of fertility.

Certain plants which seem almost sterile with their own
pollen become fertile if grafted on some others. In a

particular country or at certain seasons one flower will be
Bolf-aterilo or nearly so, and another just the opposite. The
influence of conditions on the formation of " races," and the

consequent impiirt.ince to the horticulturist seeking to

obtain new and imnrovcd strains of crossing-plants grown

in different localities, have been specially insisted on by
Darwin. The advantages of this practice are analogous to

those accruing from what gardeners call " change of seed,"

i.e., the sowing of seed or the planting of tubers, say of

potatoes, in localities and on soils other than those in which
they themselves were produced.

Hybridization.-—Some of the most interesting results and
many of the gardener's greatest triumphs have be6n obtained
by hybridization, 7.c., the crossing two individuals, not of

the same but of two distinct species of plants, as, for

instance, two species of rhododendron or two species of

orchid. It is obvious that hybridization dift'ers more in

degree than in kind from cross-fertilization. The occurrence

of hybrids in nature explains the difficulty experienced by
botanists in deciding on what is a species, and the widely

different limitations, of the term adopted by different

observers in the case of willows, roses, brambles, &c. The
artificial process is practically the Same in hybridization as

in cross-fertilization, but usually requires more eare. To
prevent self-fertilization, or the access of insects, it is advis-

able to remove the stamens and even the corolla from the

flower to be impregnated, as its own pollen or that of a

flower of the same species is often found to be " prepotent."

There are, however, cases, e.g., some passion-flowers and rho-

dodendrons, in which a flower is more or less sterile with its

own, but fertile with foreign pollen, even when this is from

a distinct species. It is a singular circumstance that reci-

procal crosses are not always or even often possible ; thus,

one rhoiiodendron may afford pollen perfectly potent on the

stigma of another kind, by the pollen of which latter its

own stigma is unaffected. With respect to the relations

of the hybrid offspring, which partakes sometimes more of

the characteristics of the male or pollen parent, sometiines

more of those of the female or seed-parent, the opinions of

practical experimenters are so diverse that at present no

general rule can be established. A valuable e^say on the

subject is the presidential address read by Mr Anderson-

Henry at the annual meeting of the Botanical Society of

Edinburgh in 18G7. .A general rcntimi of the facts will bo

found in Darwin's Ori;jrn, 0/S/cties, his Variations of Ani-

mals and Plants iinder Domexticatmn, and his works on tho-

fertilization of flowers. See also Hybridism.

The object of the hybridizer is to obtain varieties ex-

hibiting iinprovcmcnts in hardihood, vigour, size, shape,

colour, fniitfulness, or other attributes. His success

depends not aloiiD on .skill and judgment, for some seasons,

or days even, are found more propitious than othere.

Although promiscuous and hap-hazard procedures no doubt

meet with a measure of success, tho best results are those

which arc attained by systematic work with a definite aim.

To secure early and free-flowering varieties, Mr Henry
advises "violent" cros.scs, i.e., crosses between varieties or

species as distantly related as is practicable. Careful

experiments are still greatly needed for the elucidation of

the mysteries and the development of the resources of

hybridization. It is difllcult to understand why some very

closi'ly-related species, e.g., the apple and pear, tho currant

andgoosebcrry, refuse to intercross, while much more remote

species, or even members of different genera, can be made
to do so, as in the case of tho hybrid I'/iilagtria (see

Gardeners' C/ironiele, 1872, p. 3'>i*), which is tho result

of a cross between the climbing iilanl Lapugcria rosea

and the dwarf bush Philcsia l)u.vij')h'a.

Hybrids are usually less fertile than pure-bred species,

and are occasionally quite sterile. Some hybrids, however,

are as fertile as purebred plants. Hybrid plants may be

again crossed, or even re-hybridized, so as to produce a

progeny of very mixed parentage. This is the case with

many of our roses, dahlias, begonias, pelargoniums, arid

other long or widely cidtivatod garden plants.
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Jieversimi.—In iiiOuified forms of plants there is fre-

quently a tendency to "sport" or revert to parental or

ancestral characteristics. So markedly is this the case with

hybrids that in a few generations all traces of a hybrid

origin may disappear. The dissociation of the hybrid

element in a plant must bo obviated by careful selection.

Germination.—The length of the [icriod during which

seeds remain dormant after their formation is very variable.

The conditions for germination are much the same as for

growth in general. Access to light is not required, because

the seed contains a sufficiency of stored-up food. The
temperature necessary varies according to the nature and
source of the seed. Some seeds require prolonged immersion

in water to soften their shells ; others are of so delicate a

texture that they would dry up and perish if not kept

constantly in a moist atmosphere. Seeds buried too deeply

receive a deficient supply of air. As a rule, seeds require

to be sown more deeply in proportion to their size and the

lightness of the soil.

Tne time required for gemiination in the most favourable

circumstances varies very greatly, even in the same species,

and in seeds taken from one pod. Thus the seeds of

Primula japouica, though sown under precisely similar

conditions, yet come up at very irregular intervals of time.

Germination is often slower where there is a store of avail-

able food in the perisperm or albumen, or in the embryo
itself, than where this is scanty or wanting. In the latter

case the seedling has early to shift for itself, and to form
roots and leaves for the supply of its needs.

Selection,—Supposing seedlings to have been developed,

it is found that a large number of them present considerable

variations, some being especially robust, others peculiar in

size or form. Those most suitable for the purpose of

the gardener are carefully selected for propagation,

while others not so desirable are destroyed ; and thus

after a few generations a fixed variety, race, or strain

Buperior to the original form is obtained. Many garden
plants have originated solely by selection ; and it is

certain that, quite independently of cross-breeding, much
could still be done to improve our breeds of vegetables,

flowers, and fruit by more systematic selection. The re-

markable results obtained in the case of Major Hallett's

pedigree wheat and Mr Bennett's hybrid tea-roses are in-

stances in point. Two robust-growing varieties of potato,

the " Mdgnum Bonum " and the " Champion," have been
found to resist better than others the attacks of fungus to

which the plant is liable. Whatever may be the cause,

whether the possession by the tuber of a more than ordi-

narily thick skin, or other peculiarity, it is obvious that

selection with a view to the development of this quality

might be productive of the most important results. Darwin
recommends, as a means of improving health and fertility

by intercrossing without loss of purity of race, to sow in

alternate rows seeds grown under as different conditions as

possible.

Largo and well-formed seeds are to be preferred for

harvesting. The seeds should be kept in sacks or bags in
a dry place, and if from i)lant3 which are rare, or liable to
lose their vitality, they are advantageously packed for

transmission to a distance in bottles or jars filled with
earth or sphagnum moss, without the addition of moisture.
Cuttings and entire plants may be transported in wide-
mouthed bottles.

It will have been gathered from what has been said that
seeds cannot always be depended on to reproduce exactly
the characteristics of the plant which yielded them ; for
instance, seeds of the greengage plum or of the Ribston
pippin will produce a plum or an apple, but not these parti-
cular varieties, to perpetuate which grafts or buds must be
employed. 32— i(i» (m. t. m.)

Part II.

—

Tjie Practice of HoRTicutTtrEE.

The details of horticultural practice naturally . rar.g<j

under the three heads of flowers, fruits, arid vegetables.

There are, however, certain general aspects of the subject
which will bo more conveniently noticed apart, since they
apply alike to each department; We shall therefore first

treat of these under four headings :—formation and pre-'

paration of the garden, garden structures and edifices,

garden materials and appliances, and garden operations,

I. Formaliou and Preparation of the Garden-

1. Site.—The site chosen for the mansion will more or Site-'

less determine that of the garden, the pleasure grounds and
flower garden being placed sd as to surround or lie con-

tiguous to it, while the fruit and vegetable gardens, either

together or separate, should be placed on one side or in the
rear, accord/ng to fitness as regards the nature of the soil

and subsoil, the slope of the surface, or the general features

of the park scenery. In the case of villa gardens there ia

usually little choice : the land to be occupied is cut up into

plots, usually rectangular, and of greater or less breadth,

and in laying out these plots there is generp-Uy- a smaller

space loft in the front of the villa resideaceand a larg-"- one
behind, the front plot being usually devoted to approach"-?,

shrubbery, and plantations, flower beds being added if space

permits, while the back or more private plot ha.'' a piece of

lawn grass with flower beds next the house, and a space foi

vegetables and fruit trees at the far end, this latter being

shut off from the lawn by an intervening screen of ever-

greens. Between these two classes of gardens there are

many gradations, but our remarks will chiefly apply to

those of larger extent.
,

Tho almost universal practice is to have the fruit and
vegetable gardens combined ; and the flower garden may
sometimes be conveniently placed in juxtaposition with

them. When the fruit and vegetable gardens are combined,

the smaller and choicer fruit trees on-ly should be admitted,

such larger-growing hardy fruits as apples, pears, .plums,

cherries, <tc., being relegated to tho orchard.

Ground possessing a gentle inclination toward the soiitl

is desirable for a garden. On such a slope effectual drain-

ing is easily accomplished, and the greatest possible benefit

is derived from the sun's rays. It is well also to have an
open exposure towards the east and west, so that the garden

may -enjoy the full benefit of the morning and evening sun,

especially the latter ; but shelter is desirable on the nortb

and north-east, or in any direction in which the particulai

locality may happen to be exposed.

2. Soil and Subsoil.—A hazel-coloured loam, moderately Sol),

light in texture, is well adapted for most garden crops,

whether of fruits or culinary vegetables, especially a good

warm deep loam resting upon chalk ; and if such a soil

occurs naturally in tho selected site, but little will be re-

quired in the way of preparation. If the soil is not

moderately good and of fair depth, the situation is not an

eligible one for gardening purposes. Wherever the soil ia

not quite suitable, but is capable of being made so, it is

best to remedy the defect at the outset ; and as it will

be found easier to render a light soil sufficiently retentive

than to make a tenacious clay sufficiently porous, a light

soil is to be preferred to one which is excessively stiff and

heavy. It is advantageous to possess a variety of soils

and if tho garden bo on a slope, it will often be practicable

to render the upper part light and dry, while the lowoi

remains of a heavier and damper nature.

Natural soils consist of substances derived from tho

decomposition of various kinds of rocks, the bulk consisting

of clay, silica, and lime, in various proportions. As regards

preparation, draining is of course of the utmost importance.
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The ground should also be trenched to the depth of 3 feet

at least, but the deeper the better, provided the good soil be

not buried under a mass of inferior quality. In this opera-

tion all stones larger than a man's fist must be taken out,

and all roots of trees and of perennial weeds carefully cleared

away. When the whole ground has been thus treated, a

moderate liming will, in general, be useful After this,

supposing the work to have occupied most of the summer,

the whole may be laid up in ridges, to expose as great a

surface as possible to the action of the winter's frost.

Argillaceous or clay soils are those which contain a large per-

centage (45-50) of clay, and a small percentage (5 or less) of liinc.

These are unfitted for garden purposes until improved by draining,

liming, trenching, and the addition of porous materials, such as

ashes, burnt ballast, or sand, but when thoroughly unproved they

are very fertile and less liable to become e.xhausted than most other

soils. Loamy soils contain a considerable quantity (30-45 per cent.

)

of clay, and smaller quantities (5 or less) of lime and humus. Sucli

soils properly drained and prepared are very suitable for orchards,

and when the proportion ot clay is smaller (20-30 per oenl>.) they

form excellent garden soils, in which the better sort of fruit trees

luxuriate. Marly soils are those which contain a considerable per-

centage (10-20) of lime, and are called' clay marls, loamy marls, and

sandy marls, according as these several ingredients preponderate.

The clay marls are, like clay soils, too stiff tor garden purposes until

ameliorated ; but loamy marls are fertile and well suited to fruit

trees, and sandy marls are adapted for producing early crops. Cal-

careous soils, which may also be heavy, intermediate, or light, are

those which contain more than 20 per cent, of lime, their fertility

depending on the proportions of clay and sand which enter into

their composition ; tUey are generally cold and wet. Vegetable

soils or moulds, or humus soils, contain a considerable percentage

(mora than '5) of humus, and embrace both the rich productive

garden moulds and those known a.s peaty soils.

'SabsolL The nature of the subsoil is of scarcely less importance

than that of the surface soil. If an unsuitable subsoil has

to be dealt with, it must be removed or ameliorated. An
uneven subsoil, especially if retentive, is most undesirable,

I as water is apt to collect in the hollows, and thus affect

the upper soil. The remedy is to make the plane of its

surface agree with that of the ground. When there is a

hard pan this should be broken up, and if of bad quality

the material should be removed altogether. When there is

an injurious preponderance of metallic o.xides or other

deleterious substances, the roots of trees would be affected

by them, and they must therefore bo removed. When
tho subsoil is too compact to bo pervious to water,

effectual drainage must be resorted to ; when it is very

loose, so that it drains away the fertile ingredients of the

Boil as well as those which are artificially supplied, the

compactness of the stratum must be increased. The best

of all subsoils is a dry bed of clay overlying sandstone.

8iie 3. Siie and Form.—The general size of a garden adjoining

a mansion is from 4 to 6 acres ; but in many places the

extent varies from 12 to 20 or even 30 acres. A garden of 2

to 3 acres, enclosed by walls and surrouniled by slips, will,

however, suffice for the .supply of a moderate establishment.

Plao. In laying out the garden, the plan should bo prepared

in minute detail before commencing operations. The form

of the kitchen and fruit garden should be square or oblong,

rather than curvilinear, since tho working and cropping of

the ground can thus be more easily carried out. Tho whole

should be compactly arranged, so as to facilitate Toiking,

and to afford convenient access for the carting of the heavy

materials. This access is especially desirable as regards

the store-yards and framing ground, . where fermenting

manures and tree leaves for making up hot bods, coals

or wood for fuel, and ingredients for composts, together

vith flower pots and the many necwisnries of garden

culture, have to bo accommodated. In tbo case of villas or

I'lcturesqua residences, gardens of irregular form may be

jiermitted ; when adapted to the conditions of the locality,

they associate better with surrounding objects, but in »ach

gardens wall space is usually limited.

The distribution of the garden area in walks, borders,

and compartments must be partly regulated by the out-

line of the ground. In general, a gravel walk, 6 or 8 feet

broad, is led quite round the garden, both within and with-

out the walls. A walk of similar dimensions is often con-

structed in the centre of the garden in the direction of the

glazed houses, and this is sometimes crossed by another at

right angles, which is far preferable to having tie walks led

diagonally from the corners, since this throws the enclosed

plots out of the square. The space between the wall and

the walk that skirts it is called the wall-border, and is

commonly from 15 to 20 feet broad. On the interior of

the walk there is usually another border 5 or G feet broad,

which is generally occupied by fruit trees, trained either as

espaliers, as dwarfs, or as pyramids. Tlie middle part of

the garden is divided into rectangular compartments for

raising the various culinary crops. It is advantageous to

have several small beds, in which to cultivate th.e less bulky

subjects, such as basil, sage, tarragon, &c., which, in large

spaces, are apt to be overlooked or neglected.

A considerable portion of the north wall is usually

covered in front with the glazed structures called forcing-

houses, and to these the houses for ornamental plants are

sometimes attached; but a more appropriate site for the

latter is the flower garden, when that forms a separate

department. It is well,-however, that everything connected

with the forcing of fruits or flowers should be concentrated

in one place. The frame ground, including' melon and pine

pits, should occupy some well-sheltered spot in the slips, or

on one side of the garden, and adjoining to this may be

found a suitable site for the compost ground, in which

ihe various kinds of soils are kept in store, and in which

also composts may bo prepared.

As the walls afford valuable space for the growth of the

choicer kinds of hardy fruits, the direction in which they

are built is of considerable importance. In the warmer

parts of the lountry the wall on the north side of the

garden should be so

placed as to face

the sun at about an

hour before noon,

or a little to the

east of south ; in

less favoured locali-

ties it should be

made to face direct

south, and in still

more unfavourable

districts it should

face the sun an hour F'". l.-Plan of Garden an acre iu area,

after noon, or a little west of south. The east and west

walls should run parallel to each other, and at right

angles to that on the north side, in all the most favoured

localities; but in colder or later ones, though parallel,

tlicy should be so far removed from a right angle aa

to get tho sun by eleven o'clock. On the whole, the form

of a parallelogram with its longest sides in tbo propor-

tion of about five to three of the shorter, and running

oast and west, may bo considered the best form, since it

affords a greater extent of south wall than any other. Mr
Thompson, in the Ganleiier's Assistant, gives a figure which

is nearly in this proportion (fig. 1), representing a email

garden 272} feet by IGO, and therefore containing exactly

an aero. This figure admits of nearly double tho number

of trees on the south aspect as compared with tho east and

west ; it allows a greater number of espalier or pyramid

trees to face the south ; and it admits of being divided into

equal princii'al compartments, each of which forms nearly

a square. The sizo of course can be increased to any

requisite extent. That of the royal gardens at.Frogmore,

t
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7G0 feet from east to west, and 440 feet from north to

south, is nearly of the same pro[)ortions.

Blipt. The spacea between tlie walU and the outer fence arc

called slips. A considerable extent is sometimes thus

encl(jsed, and utilized for the growth of such vegetables

OS potatoes, winter greens, and sea-kale, for the small bush

fruits, and fur strawberries. The sljps arc also convenient

as afTording a variety of aspects, and thus helping to pro-

long the season of particular vegetable crops.

siie,,. r.
4. Slidter.—A' screen of some kind to temper the fury

of tha blast is absolutely necessary. If the situation is

not naturally well slieltered, the defect may be remedied

by masses of forest trees disposed at aconsidenible distance

eo as not to shade the walls or fruit trees. They should

not be nearer than say 50 yards, and may vary from that

to 100 or 100 yards distance according to circumstances,

regard being had especially to peculiarities occasioned by
the configuration of the country, as for instance to aerial

currents from adjacent emiiieiices. Care should be taken,

however, not to" hem in the garden by crowded plantations,

shelter from the prevailing strung winds being all that

is required, while the more opeu it is in other directions

the better. The trees employed for screens should include

both thoso of deciduous and of evergreen habit, and
should suit the peculiarities of local soil and climate. Of
deciduous trees the sycamore, wyclvelm, horse-chestnut,

beech, lime, plane, and poplar may bo used,—the, Fopulus
canadensis ituva being one of the most rapid-growing of

all trees, and, like other poplars, well-suited for nursing

oLlior choicer subjects ; while of evergreens, the holm
oak, holly, laurel (both common and Portugal), and such

conifers as the Scotch, Weymouth, and Austrian pines, with

spruce and silver firs and yews, are suitable. The conifers

make the most effective screens.

Extensivo gardens in exposed situations are often

divided into compartments by hedges, so disposed as to

break the force of high winds. Where these are required

to be narrow as well as lofty, holly, yew, or beech is to be

preferred , but, if there is sufficient space, the beautiful

laurel and the bay may ba employed where they will

thrive. SmaJlet hedges may be formed of evergreen privet,

or of tree-box. These subordinate divisions furnish, not

only shelter, but also shade, which, at certain seasons, is

peculiarly valuable.

Belts of shrubbery may be placed round the slips out-

side the walls ; and these may in mjiny cases, or in certain

parts, be of sufficient breadth to furnish pleasant retired

promenades, at the same time that they serve to mask the

formality of the walled gardens, and are made to harmonize
with the picluresf.ue scenery of the pleasure ground.

Water 5. Water Supply. —Although water is one of the most
•""P'y important elements in vegetable life, we do not find one

garden in twenty where even ordinary precautions have

been taken to secure a competent supply. Rain-water is the

, best, next to that ri\-cr or pond water, and last of all that

I
from springs ; but a chemical analysis should bo made

' of the last before introducing it, as some spring waters

contain mineral ingredients injurious to vegetation. Iron

pipes are the best conductors ; they should lead to a

capacious open reservoir placed outside the garden, and
at the highest convenient level, in order to secure suf-

ficient pressure for effective distribution, and so that the

wall trees also may be efl"ectually washed. Stand pipes

should be placed at intervals beside the walks and in other

convenient places from which water may at all times be
drawn

, and short flexible tubes should be made to fit on
to them, t* which a garden Lose can be attached, so as to
permit of the whole garden being readily and when neces-
sary profusely watered. The roams should be placed under
the walks for R«fety, and «lv> that they may bo carily

reached when roiiairs aro required. Pipes should also bo
laid having a connexion with all the various greenhouses
and forcing-houses, each of which should bo provided with
a cistern for aerating the daily supplies. In fact, every
part of the garden, including the working sheds and office.-*,

should have water suj^plicd without stint. At tlio eamo
time it is not expedient to admit of large basins or ponds,

and far less of a running stream in a garden.

G. Apjiioack and Fence.—The entrance to tho garden F.n-

froin without is a matter requiring the exercise of some iraocca.

taste and of sound judgment. If possible, it should be from
the south and front, so that the pleasing effect of tho ningo

of glazed houses may be realized by tho visitor on entering.

Soinetimcs a lateral entrance, leading from the flower-

garden through ;in intermediate shrubbery, and coming
uiion the hothouses in tlauk, may bo necessary. 'I'ho

worst of all entrances is from tho back or north, everything

being then viewed in- reverse.

All gardens of largo extent should be encircled by on En-

outer boundary, which is often formed by a sunk wall or ''"""••

ha-ha surrounded by an invisible wire fence to cxcludo

ground game, or consists of a hedge with low wire fence on
its inner side. Occasionally this sunk wall is placed on tho

exterior of the screen plantations, and walks lead through

the trees, so that views aro obtained of the adjacent

country. Although the interior garden receives its form

from tho walls, the ring fence and plantations may be

adapted to the shape and surface of the ground. lu
smaller country gardens the enclosure or outer fence is

often a hedge, and there is possibly no sjiace enclosed by
walls, but some divisional wall having a suitable a.spcct is

utilized for the growth of peaches, apricots, itc, and the

hedge merely separates the garden from a paddock used for

grazing. The still smaller gardens of villas are generally

bounded by a wall or wood fence, the inner side of which
is appropriated to fruit trees. For the latter, walls are

much more convenient and suitable than a boarded fence,

but in general these are too low to be of much value aa

aids to cultivation, and they aro best covered with bu.sh

fruits or with ornamental plants of limited growth.

7. Walks and Ed'jings,—Tho best material for tho con- Walks,

struction of garden walks is good binding gravel. The
ground should be excavated to the depth of a foot or more,

—

the bottom being made firm and slightly concave, so that

it may slope to the centre, where a drain should bo intro-

duced ; or the bottom may be made convex and the water

allowed to drain away at the sides. ITie bottom 9 inches

should bo filled in compactly with hard coarse materials,

such as stones, brickbats, clinkers, burned clay, (tc, on which

should be laid two or three inches of coarse gravel, and
then an inch or two of firm biinling gravel on the surface.

The surface of the walks should be kept well rolled, for

nothing contributes more to their elegance and durability.

All the principal lines of walk should be broad enough
to allow at least three persons to walk abreast ; the others

may be narrower, but a multitude of narrow walks has a
puny effect. Much of the neatness of walks depends upon
tho material of which they are made. Gravel from an

inland pit is to bo preferred ; though occasionally very ex-

cellcnt varieties are found upon the sea-coast. The gravela

of Kensington and Blackhoath have attained considerable

celebrity, and have been frcquentlyemployed in remote parts

of the kingdom, the expense being lessened by their being

conveyed to different sea-ports as ballast for ships. Gravel

walks must be kept free from weeds, either by hand weeding,

by occasionally sailing the surface, or by watering with

boiling salt water. In some parts of the countrj- tho

available material does not bind to form a close even

surface, and such walks are kept clean by hoeing.

Grass walks were common in English gardens during tho
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prevalence cF the Dutch taste, but, owing to the frequent

humidity of the climate, they have in a great measure been

discarded. Their disuse is perhaps to be regretted, as in

some situations, particularly behind lengthened scree^j >.f

trees, they form very agreeable promenades in dry, hot

weather. Grass walks were made in the same way as

grass lawns. When the space to be thus occupied had

been prepared, a thin layer of sand or poor earth was laid

upon the surface, and over this a similar layer of good

soil. This arrangement was adopted in order to prevent

excessive luxuriance in the grass.

Edgings. Edgings.—Walks are separated from the adjoining beds

and borders in a variety of ways. If a living edging is

adopted, by far the best is afforded by the dwarf Dutch box

planted closely in line. It is of extremely neat growth, and,

when annually clipped, will remain in good order for many

years. Very good edgings, but of a less durable character,

are formed by thrift (Statice Armaia), double daisy {Bellh

perennis), gentianella {Gentiana acaulis), and London pride

{Saxifraga umbrosa) ; or by some of the finer grasses very

carefully selected, such as the sheep's fescue (Fcstuca ovina)

or its glaucous-leaved variety. Indeed, any low-growing

herbaceous plant, susceptible of minute division, is suitable

tor an edging. Edgings may also be formed of narrow slips

of sandstone Hag, slate, fire-clay tiles, bricks, glass, or cast-

iron. Anexcellent form of edging tile is that invented by Mr
Stevens of Trent- /ss^^
ham Gardens (fig.

^"~

2), which is made
of a very durable

kind of clay, and is

;
remarkably neat in /'^_

appearance. It is

18 inches long, 5

inches deep, and 5

inches bread, and,

resting on the broad

base, is held firmly

by the gravel used for filling up the walk,

of using edgings of tliis kind, especially in kitchen gardens,

is that they do not harbour slugs and similar vermin, which

ill livo edging§ do, and often to a serious extent, if they are

left to grow large. In shrubberies and large flower-plots,

verges of grass-turf, from 1 to 3 feet in breadth, according

to the size of the border and width of the walk, make a

very handsome edging, but they should not be allowed to

rise more than an inch and a half above the gravel, the

grass being kept short by repeated mowings, and the edges

kept trim and well-defined by frequently clipping with

shears, and cutting once a year with an edging iron.

II. Garden Structures.

0«^ 8. Gardener's Residence.—The gardener's residence and
rt<!uer's the ftoartments for the workmen should be within con-
house. veciont distance of each other and of the forcing-houses.

The gardener's house may stand in the centre of the range

of hot-housos, or it may be placed in one corner of the

walled garden. In either caso it should communicate on

the one side with the best part of the garden, and on the

other with the yard in which the garden olficcs are placed.

Willi 0. Wath.—lha position to be given to the garden walls

has been already referred to under par. 3. TIio shelter

ufforded by a wall, and the increased temperature secured

by its presence, are indispensable in the climate of Great

Britoin, for the production of all the finer kinds of outdoor

fruits ; and hence, the inner side of a north wall, having a

Boulheri. '.jpoct, is appropriated to the more tender kinds.

It is, indeed, estimated that such positions enjoy an in-

croMod temperature equal to 7° of latitude; that is to say,

the moaa temperature within a few inches uf the wall is

Fio. 2.—Stevcns'a Etlgiiig Tile.

One advantage

equal to the mean temperature of the open plain 7° farther

south. The eastern and western aspects are set apart for

fruits of a somewhat hardier character.

Where the inclination of the ground is considerable, and
the presence of high walls would be objectionable, the latter

may be replaced by sunk walls. These should not rise

more than 3 feet above the level of the ground behind

them. As dryness is favourable to an increase of heat,

such walls should be either built hollow, or packed behind

to the thickness of 3 or 4 feet with rubble stones, flints,

brickbats, or similar material, thoroughly drained at bottom.

For .mere purposes of shelter a height of 6 or 7 feet will

generally be suflScient for the walls of a garden, but for

the training of fruit trees it is found that an average height

of 12 feet is most suitable. In gardens of large size the

northern or principal wall may be 14 feet, and the side

walls 12 feet in height ; while smaller areas of an acre or

so should have the principal walls 12 and the side walls 10

feet in height. As brick is more easily built hollow than

stone, it is to be preferred for garden walls. A 14-inch

hollow wall will take in its construction 12,800 bricks,

while a solid 9-inch one, with piers, will take 1 1 000 ; hut

the hollow wall, while thus only a little more costly, will be

greatly superior, being drier and warmer, as well as more
substantial. Bricks cannot be too well burnt for garden

walls ; the harder they are the less moisture will they

absorb. The darker colour they acquire when the process

of burning is prolonged is also more in harmony with the

surrounding objects. At one time brick

walls were preferred on account of the

facility they aflorded for training trees,

but now cast-iron studs (fig. 3) or some-

times nails are placed in the wall during

its erection, being pushed into the joints

before the mortar becomes set, and ranged

in straight lines, botli vertically and hori-

zontally; for peaches, <tc., they are placed

9 inches apart, and for pears, (fcc, 15 inches.

The trees are fastened to them by soft liga-

tures of twine or matting, which should I^'°- 3.—Cast-Iion

be twisted after being tied to the stud or
^^'''" ^'"'*-

nail, so as to prevent contact between the branch and the

metal. Many excellent walls are built of stone. The best

is dark-coloured whinstone, because it absorbs very little

moisture, or in Scotland Caithness pavement 4 inches thick.

The stones can be cut (in the quarries) to any required

length, and built in regular courses. Stone walls should

always bo built with thin courses for convenience of train-

ing over their surface. Concrete walls, properly coped and

provided with a trellis, may in some places be cheapest, and
they are very durable. Common rubble walls are the wors

of all.

The coping oi gtiruun walls is important, both for the

preservation of the walls and for throwing the raiii-wat;r

off their surfaces. It should not project less than from

2 to 2."^ inches, but in wet districts may be extended to

G inches. Stone copings are best, but they are costly, and

Portland cement is sometimes substituted. Teniporar}

copings of wood, which may bo fixed by means of per-

manent iron brackets just below the stone coping, are

extremely useful in spring for the protection of the bhis-

soms of fruit trees. Tlicy should be 9 inches or a foot wide,

and should be put on during spring before the blossom

buds begin to expand ; they should have attached to

them scrim cloth (a sort of thin canvas), which admits

lig^lit pretty freely, yet is sufiicient to ward olT ordinary

frosts ; this canvas is to bo let dow-n towards evening, and

drawn up again in the morning. These copings should bo

removed when they are of no further utility as protectors,

so that the foliage may have the full bcucfit of rain and
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Espalier
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dew. Any contrivance that servos to interrupt radiation,

though it may not keep the temperature much above freez-

ing, will be found sufficient. Standard fruit trees must be

left to take their chance ; and, indeed from the lateness of

their flowering, they are generally more injured by blight,

and by drenching rains, which wash away the pollen of

the flowers, than by the direct effects of cold.

Hot walls, whether constructed to be warmed by flues or

hot-water pipes, are nearly or quite obsolete. Their chief

use is to assist in ripening the young wood and the crops

of the later varieties of tender fruits by the aid of artificial

lioat, but the expenditure would bo more usefully directed

to the constructiuii of a glazed house for that purpose.

Espalier Rails.—Subsidiary to walls as a means of

training fruit trees, espalier rails were formerly much cm-
ployed, and are still used in many gardens. In their

simplest form, they are merely a row of slender stakes of

larch or other wood driven into the ground, and connected

by a slight rod or fillet at top. The use of iron rails has

now been almost wholly discontinued on account of metal-

lic substances acting as powerful conductors of both heat

and cold in equal extremes. Trees trained to espalier

rails have some advantages, as they are easily got at for

all cultural operations, space is saved, and the fruit, while

freely exposed to sun and air, is tolerably secure against

wmd. They form, moreover, neat enclosures for the

vegetable quarters, and, provided excess of growth from

the centre is successfully grappled with, they are pro-

ductive in soils and situations which are suitable.

10. Plant Houses.—These include all those structures

which are more intimately associated with the growth of

ornamental plants and flowers, and comprise conservatory,

plant stove, greenhouse, and the subsidiary pits and frames.

They should be so erected as to present the smallest extent

of opaque surface consistent with stability. With this

Dbjoct in (Tew, the early improvers of hot-house archi-

tecture substituted metal for wood in the construction of

the roofs, and for the most part dispensed with back walls;

but the conducting power of the metal caused a great

irregularity of temperature, which it was found diflicult to

control ; and, notwithstanding the elegance of metallic

houses, this circumstance, together with their greater cost,

and some doubt as to their durability, has induced most

recent authorities to give the preference to wood. The
combination of the two, however, as in the Crystal Palace

at Sydenham, shows clearly that, without inucn variation

of heat or loss of light, any extent of space may be covered,

and houses uf any altitude constructed.

The earliest notice we have of such structures is given

in the Latin writers of the 1st century (Mart, Epigr., viii.

14 and GS) ; the 'ASwmSo? K-lyvroi, to which allusion is made
by various Creek authors, have no claim to be mentioned
in this connexion. Columella (xi. 3, 51, 52) and Pliny

{II. N., xix. 23) both refer to their use in Italy for the

cultivation of the rarer and more delicate sorts of plants

;nid trees. Seneca has given us a description of the applica-

tion of hot water for securing the necessary temperature.

Tiic botanist Jungormann had plant house.t at Altdorf in

Switzerland ; those of Loader, a London merchant, and
ihe conservatory in the Aiiothecaries' Botanic Garden at

Chelsea, were the first structures of the kind erected in

liritish gardens. These were, however, ill adapted for the

growth of plants, as they eonsisted of little else than a

huge chamber of masonry, having large windows in front,

with the roof invariably opaque. The next step was taken
when it became fashionable to have conservatories attached

to mansions, instead of having them in the pleasure

grounds. This arrangement brought them within the

province of arcliitects, and for nearly a century utility and
fitness for the cultivation of plants were sacrificed, a.<i still

is often the case, to the unity of architectural esprcssiopC

between the conservatory and the mansion.
Plant houses must be as far as possible impervious to

wet and cold air from the exterior, provision at the same
time being made for ventilation, while the escape of warm
air from the interior must als3 be under contrcd. Tho
most important part of the enclosing material is necessarily

glass. But as the rays of light, even in passing through
transparent glass, lose much of their energy, which is further
weakened in proportion to the distance it has to travel, the
nearer the plant can bo placed to the glass the more per-'

fectly will its functions be performed : hence the imports
ance of constructing the roofs at such an angle as will admit
tho most light, especially sunlight, at tho time it is most
required. Plants in glass houses lequire for their fullest

development more solar light i)robably than even our
best hot-houses transmit,—certainly much more than is

transmitted through the roofs of houses as generally con-

structed.'

Plant houses should be constructed of the best Baltic

pine timber, as being the most durable, but the whole of

the parts should be kept as light as possible. In many
houses, especially those where ornament is of no conse-

quence, tho rafters are now omitted, or only used at wide
intervals, somewhat stouter sash-bars being adopted, and

Fio. 4.—Lcan-to Hlaut House,

stout panes of glass, 8 to 12 inches wide, made use of.

Such houses are very light ; being also very close, they

require careful ventilation. The glass roof is commonly
designed so as to form a uniform piano or slojic from back
to front in lean-to houses (fig. 4), and from centre to sides

in span-roofed houses. In some cases, however, the roof

sashes are fitted up on tho ridge-and-furrow principle

invented by Sir Joseph Paston, shown in fig 5, which
represents the original ridge-and-furrow house erected by
him at Chatsworth. To secure the greatest possible

influx of light, some scientific horticulturists recommend
curvilinear roofs ; but the superiority of these is largely

^ Mr Knipht, .an unqiiestioimblo .lulliority, proposed .1 gciicr.il pitch

or elcv.atioii of 31° for the latitmlo of LoikIoti, tlio .iiigic iit wliich the

r.iys of tlic mid-d.ny sun .are perpendicular to the surface on the 20tli of

May anrl 21st of July. This would alToid four months, from the 20th

of April to the 21st of August, during which the angle of incidence at

mid-day would not at any time amount to 9°, while the deviation at

the winter solstice would lie 43°, and the loss of lisht from rctlexion

would be little more than ^. Thtf angle of 45° h.a3 been recom-

mended a.s a pitch extremely suitable for early vinericaand pine stoves,

in which case the midsummer deviation would be 19", and the loss jV>'
and the winter deviation 30", the loss being nearly the same. Greater

e-t-actness, however, has been sought in this matter than is at all nece_3-

sary. The reduction of the opacity of the roof arising from the breadth

and depth of rafters and astragals i.s of much more consequence. The
m.iasivc rafters, framed s.ishcs, and inforkor glass inserted in small

fr.agmcnts, with numerous overlaps liable to be choked with dirt,

intercept a large proportion 01 the solar light and heat in ordinary

glass houses.
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due to the absence of rafters, wliiuh may al=o be disiiensed

with in plaia roofs. Span and ridge-and-furrow roofs, the

forms now mostly -preferred, are exceedingly well, adapted

for the admission of light, especially when they are glazed

to within a few
__

inches of the

grcur.d. They
can be made, too,

to cover in any
extent of area

without sustain-

ing walls. In-

deed, it has been

proposed to sup-

port such roofs ji'i

to a great extent WJj.

upon suspension
'

principles, the

internal columns
of support being

utilized for con-
Fia. 5.—Ridge-aiid-Furrow PUmt House.

ducting the rain-water off the roof to underground drains

or reservoirs. The lean-to is tlie^ least desirable form,

sines it scarcely admits of elegance of design, but it is

necessarily adopted in some cases.

Glaiiug. In ghizing, the greater the surface of glass, and the less

space occupied by rafters and astragals as well as overlaps,

the greater the admission of light. Some prefer that the

sash-bars should be grooved instead of rebated, and this

plan exposes less putty to the action of thS weather. The
simple bedding of the glass, without the use of over

patty, seems to be widely approved ; but the glass may
be fixed it; a variety of other ways, some of which are

patented. In Beard's method (a very good one) the glass

is fixed between strips of felt, the covering bar being held

in position by white metal nuts tightly screwed. Good
results have also been obtained from the system introduced

and improved by Rendle, which covers all the framework of

the roof, so that the timber is not exposed to the vicissi-

tudes of weather.

Conwr- The Conservatory is often built in connexion with the mnnslon,
*atnry, BO as to be entered from the dramng-room or boudoir. But when

80 situated it is apt to suffer t'roin the shade of tlie building, and
is objectionable on account of admitting damp to the drawing-
room. Where circumstances will admit, it is bettt-r to plauo

it al some distance from the house, and to form a connexion by
means of a glass corridor In order that the conservatory m:iy be
kept gay with llowere. there should be a subsidiary structure to

receive the plants as they go out of bloom. The conservatory may
also with great propriety oe placed in the flower garden, where it

may occu^iy an elevated terrace, and form the termination of one of

the more iinport^iiit walks.

Great variety of design is admissible in the conservatory, but it

ought always to bo adapted to the stylo of the mansion of which
it 19 a proiuineiit apiiendago. Sosio very pleasing oxample.i are

to be met with wliieh have the form of a parallelogram with a

lightly itjiinded roof, other* of appro]»riate character arc equare or

nearly so, with a ridgo-and-fuiTow roof. Whatever the form, there

must be light HI abundance . and the shade .f>oth of buildings

and of trees must be avoided. A southern aspect, or one varying to

south-east or south-west, is prefernblo , if these a.speets cannot be

aeeui-ed, the plants selected must bo adapted to the position. The
central nnrt of the hou.^e may be devoted to jiermanent plants ; tlio

side lubhisi and o[»en spaews in the permanent beds should be

reserveil for the temporary plants.

The kin<l of iilants adapted for planting out in conservattrics
are palms, cycaus. dracffiiias, aralias, luculias, camellias, Ac, with
fuchsi.-w, habrothairiiius, plumbago, strong-growing scarlet pehir-

gontuinn, &c. , on tiie pillars, and tacsonias, pa-ssifloi-a.s, lapagoiiaa,

&c. , on the roof.

nri'«n* The Orecit/iOMe is ft stn^cturo designoiV for the growth of such
li .jao. exotic plants as require to be kept during winter in a tenipernturo

conaiilerably above the frcexing-poinl. The best- form is the span-
roofed, a single span being better even than a series of spans such
as form the ridge-and-furrow roof For plant culture, hou.ses at a
comiiaratively low pitch are bettor than higher ones where the
plants have to stand at a ^'ater distanre fmiu the gla^, and

therefore m greater gloom. Fig. G represents a form of house
adopted by a most successful cultivator, Jlr B. S. Williams, of
Holloway. It is 20 feet wide and 12 feet high, the length in this
case being 50 feet, but of course any other convenient length could
be adopted. The side walls are sumiouutcd by short upnglit sashea
which open out-

wards by ma-
chinery a, ami
the roof is pro-

vided with slid-

ing upper sashts

for top ventila-

tion. In the

centre is a two-
tier stage for

plants, 6 feet

wide, with a
pathway on each
side 3 feet wide,

and a side table

4 feet wide, the
side tables be-

ing flat, and r. /- <^ ^ ^
the centre stage ^'"- ^- —Section of Greenhouse,

having the middle portion one-thinl of the width elevated 1 foot
above the rest, so as to lift up the middle row of plants nearer the
light. Span-roofed houses of this character should run north and
south so as to secure an equalization of light, and should be warmed
by two 4-inch hot-water pipes canied under the side tables along
each side and across each end. Where it is desired to cultivate a
large number of plants, it is much better to inciease the number
of such houses than to provide larger structures. The snudler
houses arc far better for cuJtui-al pur|>oses, while the plants cau be
classified, and the little detaiLs of mouagcment more couveui^ntl-y
attended to. Pelaigoniums, cinemii.is, calceolarias, cyclamens,
camellias, heaths, AastraUaJL plants, ro.scs, and other specialities
might thus have to themselves cither a whole house or part of a
house, the conditions of which could then be more accurately
fitted to the wants of the inmates.
The Icau-to house is in most respects inferior to the span-roofed

;

one of the latter could be conveited into two of the former of oppo-
site aspects by a divisional wall along the centre. Except wliere
space does not permit a span-roofed building to be introduced, a
leiin-to is nut to be recommended; but a house of this class may
often be greatly improved by adopting a half.s]>an or hipped roof
(as in fig. 9), th.at is, oue with a short slojie behind and a longer
in front.

Where the cultivation of large specimens of heaths, Australian
plants, Indian azaleas, &c., has to be carried on, a span-roofed
house of greater height antl larger dimensions may sometimes prove
useful ; but space for this class of pluiits may generally be secured in
a house of the smaller elevation, simply by lowering or removing
altogether the staging erected for smaller jilants, and allowing the
larger ones to stand on or nearer the floor.

The Plant Stove dillers in iio respect from the greenhouse except pi

in having a greater extent of hot-water inpes lor the purpose of ^.i,,

securing a greater degree of heat, although, as the plants in stove
liouseij often attain a lnrg>^i sue, and many of them require a tan
bed to supply them with uottoni heat, ft somewhat greater elevation

may [crimps be uiJcasionally requii'ed in some of the houses. For
the siiiaHer plan*^,

and for all choicer

subjects, thesniallei

size of house already

recommended for

greenhouses, name-
ly, 20 feet wide and
12 feet high, with a

side table of. 4 feet

on each side, a path*

way of 3 feet, anil p

relitlal stage on two
levels of G feel

wide, will be prefer-

able, becaiiso more
easily managed as to

nt

the supply of heal
anil moisture. Mr
Williams's plant
Ktovc (lig. 7), which

u_
Flo. -Section of Plant Stove.

is a very good model, i.s of the foregoing dimensions. It has, how-
ever, a 'lillerent arrangement from the greenhouse as to ventilation.

Jt will be .seen that along the ridge of the roof a rai.wd jioition or

lantern light li. h in introduced, which |ierniits of the fixing of two

continuous ventilators, one along each side, for the egress of heated

and foul air, openings *r, u being also providod in the side walls

opiw.Hitu the hot-w.iter pUK-s for the aumisvioD of pui-o cold air.
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[
riirco or f"ur rows of pipes will be rcnuircJ on each aide, according

I '.'J the bent proposed to be maintnineii.

lu iheir interior fittings plant stoves require more care than

KTccn houses, which are much drier, and in which conscf|uentIy the

«tuging docs not so soon decay. In stoves the tables should always

be of slate or stoue, and the supports of iron ; slate is now moi,t

commonly used. This should bo covered witli a layer of 2 or 3

inches of some coarse giitty material, such as pounded spar, or the

shell sand obtained on the sea-coast, on which the pots are to

etand ; its use is to absorb moisture and gradually give it out for

the benefit of the plants. The pathways should bo paved, or made
of concrete and cement, and the surface should be gently rounded
80 that the water reipiired for evaporation may dram to the sides

while the centre is sufficiently dry to walk upon ; they should also

have brick or stone edgings to prevent the water so applied soak-

ing away at the sides an 1 thus being wasted.

Position The greenhouses; if large and ornamental, should be contiguous

of plant to the flower garden or pleasure ground ; but if of the simple
houses, character employed only for growing decorative plants, it is better

to as.iociate tfaem with similar houses set apart for other purposes,

in an enclosed portion of tlio grounds contiguous to the potting
sheds, where fuel and other materials required can be conveniently
stored, and where all the untidiness of the workshops may be
masked. For this reason it is a very convenient plan" to place side

by side a series of small span-roofed houses for growing plants,

where they can be connected by a glazed passage-way at the back.

The glazed Tay may be utilized for the cultivation of plants re-

quiring less light than others, such as ferns, camellias, kc. ; it

should communicate with the workmen's offices, which are com-
monly placed on the north side of the garden wall, so that
potting and other cultural operations may bo carried on without
creating a block or confusion in the several houses. Wherever
placed, it is imperative that all plant houses should have a free and
abundant admission of liglit.

Fruit 11. Fruit Houses.—The principal of these ^re the vinery,
bouses, pinery, peach house, cucumber and melon house, and

orchard house. These or a portion of them, especially the

vineries and peacheries, are frequently brought together

into a ratige along the principal interior or south wall of

the garden, where they are well exposed to sun and light,

an ornamental plant house being sometimes introduced into

the centre of the range in order to give effect to the outline

of the buildings. When thus associated, the houses are

usually of the lean-to class, which have the advantage of

being more easily warmed and kept warm than buildings

having glass on both sides, a matter of great importance

for forcing purposes.

VJLery. The Vinery is a house devoted to tl;= culture ol tiie grape-vim', /

which is by far the most important exotic fruit cultivated in
English gardens. When forming part of a range a vinery would in

most cases be a lean-to structure, with a sharp pitch (45°-50°) if

intended for early

forcing, and a (latter

roof (40'') with longer
rafters U' designed
for the main or late

crops. Mr A. F.

Barron, a recognized
authority on grape

Rowing, recommends
111 the Florist and
Pomologist {1879, p.

37) three classes of

Fin. 8.—l;can-lo V^inery.

vineries, namely, r/n-lij for the production of earlv or Ibrccd grapes,
ijejurnlrrup for all unlicatcd grape houses, and late for producing and
keuiMTig grapes till liilu in the season, each requiring its own special
arraiigoin.-nts. The fallowing are the three forms of hou.ses re-
lommeiidc-d by him. (1) The /fr7,i-(o (fig. 8) is the simplest form,
often erected against some existing wall, and the best for early
forcing, being warmer on account of the shelter afforded hy the
»>^<-U wall In this >i"usc the principal part of the roof is a fixture.

ventilation being provided for by small lifting sashea against the
back wall, and by the upright front sashes being hung on a pivot
so as to swing outwardr, on the lower side. The necessary heat is

provided by four 4-inch hot-water pipes, which would perhaps be
best placed if all laid side hy side, while, the vines are planted in
front, and trained up-
wards under the roof. A
second set of vines may bo
planted against the back
wall, and will thrive there

until the shade of .the

roof becomes too dense.

(2) The hippcd-roofcd or

three-quarter span (fig.

9) is a combination of

the lean-to and the span-

roofed, uniting to a great

degree the advantages of

both, being warmer than
the span and lighter than
the lean-to. The heating

and ventilating arrange-

ments are much the same
as in the lean-to, only
the top sashes which open are on the back slope, and therefore

do not interfere so much with the vines on the front slope.

In both this and the Ican-to the aspect should bo as nearly due
south OS possible. Houses of this form are excellent for gene-
ral purposes, and they are well adapted both for muscats,
which require a high temperature, and for late-keeping grapes.

(3) The span-Too/'.d (fig. 10), the most elegant and ""namcntal

Hipped-Ruoled

Fio. 10.—Span-Koofed Vinery.

rorm,_ IS especially adapted for isolated positions ; indeed, no othei
form affords so much roof space for the development of the vines.
The amount of light admitted being very great, these houses
answer well for general purposes and for the main crop. The large
amount of glass or cooling surface, however, makes it moie diffioilt

to keep up a high and regular temperature in them, and from thii
cause they ore not so well adapted for very early or very late crops.
They are best, nevertheless, when grapes iind ornamental plants are
grown in the same hou.se, except, indeed, in very wet and cohl
districts, where, iu consequence of its greater warmth, the lean-to
is to be preferred.

The Pinery is a house devoted to the cultivation of the pine- Pinerj
npplo. The pineries or pine stoves of former times were generfilly
large lofty structures of the lean-to vinery fashion, and he°t«I
by smoke flues ; but these
were superseded by build-
ings of more compact form,
such as that of Baldwin.
a noted pine grower of his

day, in which the low roof

was hipped, tho short or
nortliern slojie being of ^ttM^
slate, and the glazed sashes '*' "'is

being fixtures, These wero
again improved by the sub-

stitution of glass for slate in f,"„ ,, _ ,. , „.

the back slope, and uf hot-
'^"'- ' 1—S«t.on of Pinery.

wat«r pipes for smoke flues as the healing medium, openings being
provided at back and front, as at a, a (fig. 11), for ventilation.

Such houses as these are low, and therefore are more economi-
cally kept at the high tcinperuturo necessary for pine growing.
The best form of pinery is a low structure of this kind, but some-
what wider, so as to permit of the utilization of the fionl and hack
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spaces fofgeneral forcing purposes (ng 12). Sucii a Souse inigtit uo

14 feet wide, consisting of a plunging bod for bottom heat 8 feet

wide, a back path of 2 feet provided with a shelf for sti-awbcrries

near the glass, a front path of 2 feet, ajid between that and the

fiont wall a stage for pots, which might be nsuil for forcing French

beans, and which should be on the sjimic lcvi-1 ,as the front curb

«f the centre pit, and about 2J foct from the ghiss. TIm: height

of the back wall shotdd be 15 feet. Tlie linusu should \k hi-atcd

1)y three or four hot-water jjipes placed beneath tin: front stage,

^^•il two'jilaced close to the rail in the back prth; and the

•»!^

Fio. 12.—Modern Tincry.

necessary bottom heat should be provided by fermenting tan or

leaves, or by hot-water pipes or a hot-water tank placed beneath

the plunging bod. Ventilators should be fixed at sliort intervals

in the front wall beneath the stage and oiiposite the heating pipes
;

and the alternate upper sxshes should be made to ojicn, or cor-

responding ventilators close to the top uf the back wall should be

provided. ' '
.:

" '• ' -

,

" "'
, , ,

If the .itock of pine plants is not extensive, certain and abund-

ant crops of fruit cannot be expected ; and it is therefore necessary

to have not only fruiting pineries but pineries for succession idants.

These are generally called piiu pits, and dilfer little from the pits

used for accommodating other tender plants. Two or three succes-

sion pits are required to provide a stock of plants to keen tlie

fruiting-housc filled. Low-roofed pits are to be preferred, not

only on account of their appearance, but because the pine can

only be cultivated in its highest state of perfection when grown in

pits just sufficient for the full development of the foliage ami

crown of the fruit. These pits, if span-roofed, should be provided

with a central path under the ridge, just high enough for a work-

man to stand upright, and a plunging-pit on each side ; but any

ordinary well-constructed pit will answer the purpose if sufficiently

heated. •••-•..- -..... -

Peach The Pcnch House is a structure in which the ripening of the

boose. fruit is accelerated by the judicious employment of ai-tificial heat.

For early forcing, as in vineries, tht, lean-to form is to lie preferred,

and the house may have a tolerably sharp pitch. A width of 7 or

8 feet, with the glaas slope continued down to within a foot or

two of the ground, and without any upright front sa-shcs, will be

suitable for such a house, wliich may also be conveniently divided

into compartments of frojn 30 to 50 feet in length according to

the extent of the building, small houses being preferable to larger-

ones. As a very high temperature is not required, two or three pipes

-unning the whole length of the house will suffice. The front

fall should be built on piers and arches to allow the roots to pass out-

wards into a irrcparcd border, the trees being planted just within

.he house. Abundant means of ventilation should be provided.

For more general purposes the house represented in fig. 13 will

be found more useful. One set of trees fs planted near the front,

and trained to an arched trellis b. Another set is planted at tho

b.ai:k, and trained on a trellis c, which is nearly upright, and leans

(gainst the back wall ; or the back wall itself may bo used for

•.raining. There ore uo upright front sashes, but to facilitnto

ventilation tlicro aro ventilators d in the front wall, and the ii|)pcr

roof sashes aro made to move up and down fiir tho same object.

Two or three hot-water pipes are placed near the front wall. Tho

back wall is usually planted with dwarf and stiiiidard trees alter-

nately, tho latter being temporary, ami inlended to furnish the

upper part of tho trellis, while the pennanent dwarfs are gmdually

filling up tho trellis from below. In aijy case tlie front trellis

should stop conveniently short of tin: top of tho sashes if there

are trees against tho back wall, in order to admit light to them.

They would also bo bettor carried np nearly parallel to tho roof,

onil at about 1 foot distant from it, 8U|ii)03iiig there were no trees

ot the back.

A span-roofed house, being lighter than a lean-to, would bo so

mucii the iictter for peacii culture, especially for tho crop grown
just in anticipation of thoso from the open walls, sinco a high
teniijerature is not required. A low span, with dwarf side walls,
and a lantern ventilate- along the ridge, the height in t^
centre being 9 feet, would
1)0 very well adapted for

the purpose. The trees

ahouhi be planted inside

ami trained up towarls tho

ridge on a trellis about

a foot from tho glass, tho

walls being arched to per-

mit the egress of the root.9.

A trellis path should run

along tho centre, and mov-
able pieces of trellis should

-f^y y y^ ^ ^^-

.,.•-• :.;^, .'Fig. 13.— Peach House.. . ...

bo provided to prevent trampling on tho soil while dressing anO
tying ill the young wood. . ..,; -.-•'~sv» ,....

TItc Cucituibcr and Melon //ousc.—Wlierover a continuous supply Cucma.
of cucumbers and a considerable number of melons are required, it ber aui

is found most convenient to grow them in houses, the attention melon

required and the risk of failures being much less than when hot- hous»
beds and pits heated by fermenting materials are employed. The
liest form of house is a narrow spall (fig. H), on account of the

much greater amount of light which it admits. The width should

be 12 feet, the height about 10 feet, and the length divided into

short portions so as to be worked in succession ; a 60-feet houso
divided into three 20-fcet portions would be found very useful, a»

Fia. 14.—Span-Roofed Cucumber House.

one or more eonld be taken for either crop acconling to the demand
The inside arrangements should include a pathway a of 3 feet in

tho centre, two bods h, b provided with hot-water pipes c, c or hot-

water tank for bottom heat, two pipes d, d on eacti side for warm-

ing tho atmosphere, a lantern ventilator 5 at the ridjo, and open-

ings in the wall/ beneath tho beds to admit fresh air, and a trellis

(J
for training tho plants, fixed at 12 or 18 inches from tho rouf.

Where tho houso is built against a wall, tho hipjied form of

roof is to bo preferred, as it will admit more light, and also

allows more space for tho cucumber or melon vines. Fig. 16,

from Moore's Trcaiko on tlie Cufunitier, shows such a structure,

in which b is the pathway, c front ventilator, d back ventilator,

e liot-watcr pipes, and / tank lor bottom heat The cold air

admitted ot c enters a chamber g; thence it tmisbcs into the spi"-*
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/'i over tUe water in the tank, and is admitted tfcrougli a tube m,
which passes up through the bed of 'joil, into the house near tlie

front ; similar tubes n, inserted at intervals along the front of the

Led, are intended for supplying water amongst the rubble, to keep
the soil about the roots constantly
moistened.

Pits and frames of various kinds
are also frequently used for the
cultivation of cucumbers and melons,

as well as hot beds covered by
ordinary garden frames. In these

cases the first supply of heat is

derived from the hot bed mado up
within the pit (fig. r" ^
17, a), which is all

the better for having
a layer -or two of

faggot-wood worked
into it to facilitate

the distribution of the
heat from the linings

later on. When the
heat of the origina

bed subsides, linings

of fermenting dung
i, b must be added,
and these must be
kept active by oc- :

casional turnings and ',

the addition of fresh

material as often as

required. Figs. 16 and 17 show different forms of pits of
this character. It is, however, a vast improvement upon the old
jystem to effect both top and bot-

tom heating by hot-water pipes
(fig. 16, a, a), in which case tlio

width of the pits may be increased
by at least 2 feet. Where there
is much forcing carried on, th
judicious arrangement of the scvc
r,\l structures, permitting of tlieir

being worked from one boiler,

should be carefully seen to.

Ordiard Houses are the inven-
tion of the late Mr Rivers of
S;iwbridgcworth. In all the more
;cnial portions of England and

'.0

Fio. 15.— Moore's Cucumber House.

Fia.

SjSqX

16.—Cucumber Pit heated
by Hot Water.

Scotland they may be° used without fire-heat, and chicdy for
potted fruit trees ; and if the trees are well managed, a very "large
quantity and variety of fruit can be produced, of excellent if not
first-rate quality. These houses will be found useful adjuncts to

I 1

Fio. 17.—Cucumber Pit heated by Fermenting Dung.

«thcr structures even in largo gardens, while they are of the utmost
value to amateurs, who would otlicrwise be dependent on outdoor
crops. They are, moreover, exceedingly economical, and may be
turned to a variety of uses, being just as suitable for the growth
of half-hardy .(lowers as for our less hardy fruits. For fruit trees
the 'Orchard houses are of most value in spring, not to excite but
to protect the blossom buds, and in autumn to assist in ripenin"
both fnut and wood. While peaches, nectarines, and apricots arS
the permanelit occupants of the house, except in late autumn,
when they may be set out of doors, plums, pears, and apples may
All by this means be assisted to produce good crops. During
winter and spring (when they should be kept cool) the trees may
be stored as closely as po<;siblc, and in this state they may remain
until after blooming is over and the fruits are set, when the hardier
kinds should be gradually drawn out and hardened in sheltered
spots, and eventually plunged in the open garden to swell their
fruits, this thinning out affording room for the tenderer kinds.
The orchard house mav be of the le.an-to form or a span ; but

tho lattor is much to be preferred. Fig. 18 is a ske'ch of Mr
Rivers'a small spen-ropfcd orchard house, which is built of wood

and glass. Two rows, 14 feet apart, of oak posts a, a, 5 by 3
inches and Ofeet long, or of di^al jiosts set in cast-iron sockets,

are limily fixed 3 feet in the ground and 5 feet apart. On each
of these should be firmly nailed the plate b, 4 inches by 3, to

receive the ends of the rafters c, c, which should be 8 feet long
and 3 inches by \\. The ridgo board d should be 3 inches by 1,

to which the upper ends of tne rafters, after being sloped, should
be nailed. At the lower end a drip board, 5 inches by 1, placed
sloping to receive the lower ends of the glass, , must be fixed

on the plate the
full length of the
house ; and on tho
ridge board a small
ledge must bo
nailed for the
upper ends of the

,

glass panes to rest

upon. On the

upper edge of the
riilgc board a cap,

3 inches by 1,

shaped thus A, &|
should be nailed, a:
to shoot off the -g
water and prevent gji,'

its entrance at tho ;—

^

ridgo. The sides
^

i are boarded, and ^_^
the roof is of 21 oz.

pjg_ 18.—Rivers's Span-Roofed Orchard House.
'

glass, the rafters -

(stout sash-bars) being 20 inches apart, and the panes 15 inches
long, set end to end iu glaring. Under the glass g on each side
is a ventilating shutter A, | inch broad and 1 loot wide, hinged and
opening downwards. The roof is stayid by irons screwed to every
fourth rafter. The angular space over the door forms a ventilator.

A house of this form should have a central path e, the two beds
or spaces on each side /,/ accommodating tiie fruit trees either

jilantcd out or grown in pots. These beds may be raised above the
path if used for divarf trees.

As a larger house, one of 24 feet width (fi". 19) might bt
recommended. The oak posts or deal )K)sts in sockets, 6 inches bj

4, must be set in two rows a, a, 24 feet asunder, 6 feet apart in th«
rows, and the plates, rafters, ridge board, and drip board should be as

described above. The apex of the ridgo d should be 12 feet from the
surface. The roof itself c is s;upporte(l and steadied by two rows of
iron pillars k connected by tie rods, and glazed wiih 21 oz. glass,

d

Fio. 19.— Orchard House with Raised Beds,

the rafters being 20 inches apart. The sides and ends are boarded,
and provided with hinged ventilators as in the smaller house. The
floor may be level with the ground, and with a central path or
two side paths e, e. For dwaifer and more bushy plants, and fo>

general purposes, tho beds may be slightly raised, as/, J, fia fig.

19. When the trees are planted out the raised beds would be
objectionable as diminishing the available height, but for potted
plants they are an advantage, raising tho trees nearer to the light. '

In the 'north of England, and in all moist and cold districts of
Scotland or Ireland, Mr Rivers recommends the introduction of a
hot-water pipe or two into houses in which peaches, nectarines, and
apricots are to bo grown, not to force them, but to ensure tho
ripening of both wood and fiuit. •

12. Pits and /"james. —These are used both for the Pit*

summer growth and winter protection of various kinds of
ornamental plants, for the growth of such fruits as cuoiim-
bers, melons, and strawberries, and for the forcing of vege-
tables. When heat is required, it 'is sometimes supplied
by means of fermenting dung, or dung and leaves, or
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tanner's bark, but it is much more economically provided,

on the score of labour at least, by hot-water pipes. Pits

of many ditferent forms have been designed, but it may

be sufficient hero to describe one or two which can be'

recommended for general purposes.

Fig. 20 represents a simple and useful forai of pit designed for

the Chiswick garden by Mr Sibthorpe, and published by Sir R.

Thompson {Gardener's Assistant, 499). It is 7 feet wide, the front

wall 2 feet high, the back wall 3^ feet. Tlie walls are one brick

thick, or 4i inches, with a 4-iuch pier a at every third rafter, the

Fio. 20.—Sibthorpe's Plant Pit.

foundations being respectively 9 and 14 inches. The wall plates

both at front and back project »o as. to allow the drip to fall clear

of the walls ; and fillets of wood fi.xed to their under surfaces and

close up to the wall on each side serve to maintain both the wall

plate and top of the wall steadily in their positions. Such a pit

used for cucumbers or melons might be excavated slightly below

the ground level to admit of bottom heat being supplied by a bed

of fermenting dung, over which the soil should be placed in the

usual way, bringing the plants up near to the glass ; ot the bottom

heat might be supplied by the tank system of heating or by ho^
water pipes. For small store plants of any kind the interior might

be filled up with any porous materi",'s, finishing otf with a surface

of fine coal-ashes at a suitable height, or larger plants might be

accommodated by using it as shown, without any filling up. Heat
can easily be supplied by one or two 4-inch pipes, front and back,

according to the temperature required ; but if fermenting material

be used for this purpose, the lower portion of the walls, as far up
as will be covered by the interior filling, should be pigeon-holed.

An excellent pit for wintering bedding-out plants or young
greenhouse stock 13 shown at fig. 21. It is buiit upon the pigeon-

hole principle as

highastheground
level a. a, and
above that in 9-

iuch brickwork.

At a distance of

9 inches retaining

walls 6, 6 arc built

up to the ground
level, and the

spaces between the

two are covered by

thick boarding,

which is to bo

shut down as

shown at c in ''8- ^'

cold weather to exclude fro-st, and openi^d us shown at d in mild

weather to promote a free circulation of air through the pit. The
height of the pit might L>e reduced according to the mzu of the

idaiita ; and, to wM'urc the intcnor against frost, a How and roturn

Dot-watei pipe t should p.uss along beneath the staging, which

^.

should be ft strong wooden trvlH.i wnpporU'U hy projections in the
brickwork. The water which drain:i rrom tin: plants or is spilt in

watering would full on tho bottom, which sliouM bo made porous
to (any it away. For many plnnt.H this under current of vcntila-

linn would be uxccudiugly bcotiticial, c8i>cciaUy wLtn cold wiuU

-VentitaUd IMant TiL

prevented the sashea from being opened. A pit of this character

may b? sunk into the ground deeper than is indicated in the figure

if the subsoil is dry ami f^iuvelly, but in the case of a damp subsoil

It should rather be more elevated, Ss the soil could easily be sloped

up to meet the retaining wall.- • -

For all useful .purposes these two forms of pits will suffice, but Frames.
there will always bo found occupation for some of the common hot-

bed frames (fig. 22). They should be made of the best red deal, IJ
inch thick. A convenient size is 6 feet wide, 24 inches high at the

back and 15 in front; and they are usually 12 feet long, which
makes three lights and sashes, though they can be made with two
lights "or one light far particular purposes. Indeed, a one-light

frame {fig. 23) is often found very
convenient for 'many purposes.

The lights should be 2 inches

thick, and glazed with 21 oz.

sheet glass, in broad panes four

or tive to the breadth of a light,

and of a length which will work
in conveniently and economi-
cally, very long panes being un- - ^ ^o f\ t . t>

desirkble from the havoc ^used ^°- 23. -One-Light Frame.

by accidents, and very short ones being objectionable as multiply-
ing the chances of drip

;
panes of from 6 or 8 to 12 inches long are

of convenient si7e for garden lights of this character. In all gaidena
the frames and lights should be of one size so as to be interchange-

able, and a good supply of e.\tra lights (sashes) may always be turned
to good account for various purjjoses.

Fio. 24.—Span-Roof.Fraiue.

Boulton and I'aul's span-roof garden frame (lig. 24) may under
some otrcumstances be useful as a substitute for the three-light
frame. It is adapted for storing plants in winter, for nilrsiug

small plants in summer, and for the culture of melons and other
crops requiring glass shelter. These frames are made 11 inches
high in front, 22 at the back, and 32 at the ridge, with ends of

14-inch red deal ; the sashes, which are 2 inches thick, open by
gearin», the front and back separately. The lights are hinged so
that they can be turned completely back when necessary. This
more direct and ready access to the plants within is one of the
principal recommendations of this form of pit

13. Mushroom. House.—Mushrooms may be grown in Mush-

sheds aud cellars, or even in protected ridges in the open ''''°"'

ground, but a special structure
house,

is usually devoted to them. A ^ r

lean-to against the north side of

the garden wall will be found
suitable fur the

purpose, though a

span-roofed form

may also be adopt-

ed, eapeciaJly if

tho building stands

apnrt.

The internal ar-

raiigenient of a lean-

to inusliroom hou»e
is sliown in fig. 25.

Tile length may vary

from 30 feet to 60

feet ; a couTunn-nt

width ii 10 feet,

wliu'h adnata of a o^

left centnil path, and
beds 8 feet wl.lr

on each side. Tin'

slit'lves should be of

sliite fl, a, airpjiorted

by iron upright.s b, 6,

each half having a o 3 o
front ledge of bricks ""I „ '

, ' ~,,
, „

sot on edge in cement •"'" '-iS—Lean.to Mushroom House.

r, c. Tlio slabs of alato forming the shelves should not be Uw.

flo.>;t'ly fitted, as a small interval will prrvcjit tho ftccunnilation

of nioi;,tiiu at the bottom of *)>" bed Thev uiav be anpiwrt^jd
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Fniit

room

oy iron .standards nr brick ptirrs, back .in»l iVont, bearing; up a (l.it

bar of iron on which the slat^a may rest ; the use of tlie bur %vil!

jjivo wider intervals between the siijiports, which will be found
convenient for filling ami emptying tho l>cds. The roof nmy be

ttleil or slated ; but, to prevent the injurious infUn-nce of hot sun,

there sliould be an inner roof or ceiling d, the sp;ice between which
and the outer roofe shouhl be packed with sawdust. A hot-water
i>ipe J should run along both sides of the pathway, close to the

front Icdgr of the lowest beds. The ditfeient shelves can be planted

in sucecosion ; and the lower ones, cs])eeially tliosc on the floor

level, as being most convenient, can be utilized for forcing sea-kale

and rhubarb.

Anotlicr style of house which answers rennuiearly well may be
formed by an arch of brickwork, making a kind of tunnel, or by a

'•mi-arch projected against a biick wall or against the side of a

ink (fig. 26). In either case the aroh d should be covered wit!

Fio. 26.—Semi-Arch Mushroom Houeet

ft thick bank of earl*i r, anrt planted with sproaamg shrubs to keep
it cool and shaded. The size of tlie beds and the lining up may be.

exactly the same as in tig. 25 already descrilved, except that on one
side the available height will be necessarily le^s.

14. Fruit lioom.— In many gardens a portion of tho

shed accommodation behind the ranges of glass-houses is

made to do service as a fruit roum, but it is Bometimcs

didicult to secure in this way the conditions favourable

for the conserviUion of fruit.' The main requisites are

coolness and a steady uniform temperature, combined with

d;irkiieR3 and moderate but not excessive dryness, A dry

cool cellar makes an excellent fruit room.

One of the most successful examples of a fiuit room is imtt or

Mr MiMtiTuan of Clapham, dew.iitied by Mr Robert Thompson in

\\\v Jounud of tJic liordculhiral Society (vi. 110). of which tigs. 27
and '1% iTpre.srint a plan and eeclion. The buildiu':; \n tliis case

is double, TThioh also eond'JCes to t"'.tc same t\n\. There is a suing
winda^" 6, opened a little occasionally, bnt .always covered with a
rolkr biiiid so as to shutout light, ard there is n small stove c,

but seldom usod, and never for the sake of \vii.rming thoair, unless
ihe temperature ie below freezing; ir damp is observed a little

fijc is lighted on a d.y day, and this with ventilation soon dissi-

Fio. 27 — Moorman's Fruit bouni (plan).

was not specially (retli.; Tor a fnnt room, having been originally

R loft o\*cr a coachdn'uw. Tlie waOs have an inner lining of board

enclosing a caiyity, wliich t-3 probably one cause of the elhciency of

the apniimcnt, since tlie wocrT lining and the cavity containing air

buih .not .-^Q alcw conductors of heat. The ceiling' "u the north s'-'-*

Fl^^- 28.—Moorman's Fruit Room (section).

pates it. The tniit shelve.*! rf, d are made wltn battens 1 j Inch
wide and 1^ inch apart, with a layer of clean straw placed across

them, and on this the fruit is laid out singly. The shelves are

enclosed by a partition of open work e, e, which is made of batten-
similar to the shelves themselves.
The fruit room in the Royal Horticultural Garden at Chiswick

is a very good example of one on a larger scale, The floor of this

is sunk aiiout 18 inches below the ground level, and is concreted to

keep out rats and mice. It is built against a north wull, and has
a low sloping roof of filate. Thiee or four ranges of shelves are
fixed all round against the walls, and there is a table occupying
the centre for the display of samples of the different kinds grown.
Such an apartment would form a convenient fruit room in a private

garden estiibli^hment The walls should be hollow ; end a ven-
tilator made to open and shut, and communicatijig obliquely with
the external air, should be in.seited in the ceiling near each end,
the interval between ceiling and roof being packed with dry saw-
dust to afisist in keeping up a uniform temj»crature. The shelves

should be made of narrow battens of wood laid eonxrwhat apart, as

in Mr MoormanV house, and the central table should be fitted

with shallow drawers in wltich to store the very choicest fruits, such
as the finer dessetl j-ears, which should be iiulividuftUy wrapjied in

trssue jKij-er and hiid in a single tier. The better kinds of fruits

on the oiK_n shelves should be laid out singly. It is a wise

economy nut to stint space in tuch a structure, as many thiTigs

can be accommtHlated for a timn in anmni of thi.s ^ort ; for

exrtn)plc, the Hour &[KiCe beneath the slielve** l"nnb a gooil place for

storing SL'L'd pntatiM'S, especially those for the eiirly crops. A
window is nece-ssary, as light will be oce.tsionnlly required to

examine and to select the fruits, but it should be tiglit-fitting, and
on all other otc.isions closed by shutters so as to keep the interior

d;irk. The' do<ir hhould al«o be clo.scly fitted, to exclude the

external air; indeed it is better if the fniit i^jom itself am be
i-ntere<l from an adjoining nparlnunt, fiom which ligiit noed not bo

excluded, and wlurh i\\.\y h<Tve as a seed iMoni n,nd fri,ore room
fur many of ilir smaller gaid*-tl'iC(|uisite3. If a hotrwuter pipe can

be run round iIum? npartments from some neighbouring apparatus,

so much the K-ttcr. but in tlie. fruit room nioper it ^houId only
Ik; used occisicnally to dispel damp, or, in tlie cafiC of very ecvtia

weather, to k*M*p out frost.

15. Ufafxu'j A}>jKiratus.'—Flant houTs arc heated in a n eating

variety of ways, hwl practically smnko (Uiefl arid hot-water

pipes are prinoiprilly made" use of. The cost of erection

is a little more tor hotwater pipes tban for Hues, but the

former arc ibc cheaper in the end. Steara is not now
used as a heiitihg me*iium, except where tho wastes t*t<?um

<)f a manufactory is lurhed to account in Eome adjoining

garden. Tlie use of ferinontiiig vegetable eubstancca in

the production of heat is rapidly disappearing from our

best gardens before the apjdication of hot^water, which

is far more economical and certain in its effects.

Tyx&Smoke Flue, that is, tlio continuous cavity commencing at

!li' hack of tile furnace and ending at tho chimney, when used as
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«vater.

a source of heat, should be carrieJ along the front of the house,

returning near the back ; by the time it has run llius far most of

the heat taken up from the fuel will be in course of .transmissioa

to the enclosed atmosjihere of the house to be heated. There

should be a gradu^il rise for some diit.mce after leavini; the furnace,

which should be from 1 to 2 feet below the level of the front flue ;

and there should be no sharp angles or turnings. Earthenware

pipes may be substituted when appearance is not a consideration.

Smoke flues should be cleaned out at least once a year. When
properly constructed, they answer their purpose sufficiently well

;

but this mode of heating is now virtually superseded in all gardens

of note by the hot-water system.

Hot IVatcr.—The diffusioji of heat in plant houses by causing

hot water to circulate in iron pipes or vessels was brouglit into

/loticc in 1827, and has gradually superseded all other modes. The
apparatus is more durable than flues, occupies less space, can be

placed in situations where flues cannot, is more elegant in appear-

ance, gives out a more steady and unifoi'm heat, and can seldom be

overheated. The true cause of the circulation of the water in the

pipes may be explained by fig. 29. When the water in the boiler

. Fig. 29.—Diagram .of Tank Boilei- showing Cuculation in Pipes.

a is heated up, it expandsand so becomes lighter than that in tJie

cistern b ; the pressure at z in the horizontal pipe d is thus less

than at y, so that the water flows through d from b to a, and b

is kept supplied from the pipe c. In this arrangement, which

»-cprescnt3 the common tank boiler, with a cistern at the extremity

of tlie pipes, the process of heating was slow, and many changes

have consequently been made.

".uB The Furnace.—The most perfect furnace is that in which the

furnace, combustion is most complete. On this accotmt the fire should be

surroujidcd by slow conductors of heat, such as Welsh lumps or

other kinds of fire-brick ; and the sides of the furnace should not

be formed by any part of the boiler, nor should the .furnace bars be

tubular and connected with the boiler, though this latter plan is

sometimes adopted to prevent the burning out of tlie bai"s. All

the air necessary for maintaining combustion should enter from

below, that is, tlirough the ash-pit, and not through the door or

sides of the furnace ; but to produce this elVect the furnace should

he fitted with double doors and ash-pit registers, lor thus only •'an

Fio. 30.—Sliding Furnace Doors.

th"! .itokor have control over his furnace. By shutting the ash-

pit and furnace door closely combustion is le.s.sciied, and the fire

may he kept almost in a state of quiescence fur many hours
together ; while, on opening either the door or ash-pit register, air

is iidiiiittcd and coinbiistiou goes on. Sylvester's furiiace doors or

-douni of similar sliding form (fig. 30) are preferable to the ordinary
liiiiijiil doors, boi:aii90 they can be opcncil to any extent, and are
Ic.HS lliiblo to get nut of order. These doors are faced with fire-

drtrk, nnrl run on rollers nn an iron rod, ur slide by means of a ledge.

.Ml Tapliu recomnieudcd, iu the Fli/rul and lumolinjisl {\'Mi, ii.

32). that, to prevent the burning away of the furnace bars and tl

,

formation of clinkers, the ash-pit should be kept filled with water

and states that ihe bars will then last three times as long as witK

the ordinary dry asli-pit. The ash-pit may be built in cement foi

this purpose, or fitted with a cast-iron pan for tlie water.

Hot-ll''aler Boilers.—Only a few of the principal types of the Boilers

very diverse kinds of boilers can be noticed here. The simpler the

form and the less complicated the whole apparatus is the better.

It is essential ttiat a large area of the boiler surface should bo

brought within the direct action of the five.

Rogers's Conical Boiler (dg. 31), which has tong been in use, is Coni-.

very suitable for heating pits and small houses, since it '"^ eeono- boiler.

Fio. 31.—Rogers's Conical Boiler.

mical of fuel, and gives out a steady heat for a long time—15 to 20
hours. It is formed of two truncated concentric cones, with a

space of 2 or 3 inches between them for' the water, the furnace

.being in the inner cone, and the fuel supplied from the top. It

was originally surrounded with brickwork, but several improve-

ments have been introduceil. In fig. 31 the boiler is placed in s

cast-iron stand, with ground circular furnace, and register ash-pit

doors,

—

a being t!ie furnace, b the boiler, c flow and return pipes,

rf the furnace door, c smoke-pipe to the vent, /ash-pit, g grating,

h hole for cleaning the furnace. The best kinds of fuel are coke,

gas cinders, and anthracite; but common coal which docs not cake

very much is also suitable, as it is soon formed into coke.

Saddle Boilers.—Thu saddle boiler is a very ciacieut form, steady Saddle

and sure in its working. In its improved forms it is, perhaps, the boilers,

best for general purposes. It should be set over a furnace, the

sides and end of which should be of fire-brick. It may be quite

plain, or'Avith the inner surface ribbed or corrugated dig. 32), a <

modification adopted by Mr Cray of Chelsea. In all saddle boilci-s,

Fio. 32.—Gray's Saddle Boiler.

which should bo deep from front to back, and set well Kick Iroi,.

the doors of the furnace, the full force of tho fire strikes tlie donio

of the boiler direclly, and so long as the fire continues this is tlio

part most directly inllucuced liy its heat. The How pipe is slio«n.

at <i, and the rctniii pipe at b, wdiilo e renrosents nn opening (one

on each side) lor the pa.ssage of tho siiioke into llie flues, the end

being a water-wny, and forming part of tlie boiler. The boiler is

emptied by a small tap alli-fcd to tlio pijio shown in the front.

There are many forms of wlint are called I'lucd Saddle Boilers,

a!, oi Itiuii ijood'aiid lliuiouglily eincicut if j.roperly set. One of
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these, with a terminal water-way, is sho«-n in elevation at fig. 33,

and in section, showing the mode of setting, at fig. 34. The fire

is made nnder the principal arch a ; the flame and smoke return

lliioiish the flue b, and then tnm back over the top of the boiler

Fio. 33.—Fined Saddle Boiler.

to the outlet c, which can be placed at whatever point is iu each

case most convenient. The other parts referred to are

—

d flow

pipe, e return pipes, / soot-door for cleaning flues, g furnace door,

k ash-pit door.

d

Fio. 34.—Flued Saddle Boiler (section).

The Gold Medal Boiler (figs. 35-38) is perhaps one of the best

of these modified saddles, and like the others has a dome or arch a,

and back water-way 4 ; the heated products of combustion striking

against this back arc sent up the central flue c, and then diverted

into the aide flues d, d, before passing into the chimney shaft e.

Pig. 36 shows a transverse section, and fig. 37 a longitudinal

tection set in brickwork, which is shown In elevation in fig. 38.

Stevens's Trentham Boiler (fig. 39) is a Tery powerful and Trent-

economical one, for large establishments especially. It is a modifi- ham
cation of the well-known Cornish boiler, and consists of two boiler-

wrought-iron cylinders substantially rivetted together, and having

Fig. 36.—Gold Medal Boiler (transverse section).

a water space of about 2 inches between them. The frame for the

furnace doors d is attached to the front. It is supported by two

cast-iron chairs a, a, the front chair forming the frame for the

lower flue doors b, which fasten by a simple catch, and can readily

Fio. 37.—Gold Medal Boiler (longitudinal section)

be lifted ofl'for cleaning the flues. The plugc, opened by unscrew^

ing it, is for the purpose of clearing out all interior accumulations,

of diit, which should be done thoroughly at short intervals. Thei

flow pipe is at c, the return at/. In setting, the chairs are place''

i'ij. ij.—vLM.Nieuai Doiler.

The ash-pit is shown at/, the furnace door at h, the centre and
side flues at c and d, the wa'.er-way end at b, the soot-door at i,

the sludge-plugs for cleaninij' out the interior at g, the flow pipe
at m, the rt-turn at n, while I shows a hollow space around the
boiler for utilizing the heat given off by its exterior surface. This
boiler is named from its having won the gold medal in a boiler

competition at Birmingham in 1872. The Witley Court boiler and
the Glasgow boiler are both excellent forms of the llucd saddle type.

Fio. 38.—Gold >IcdaI Boiler (brickwork setting),

level on a solid foundation, and two 9-inch walls are built up so as

just to clear the boiler, and about level with the centre of the

cylinder ; on these a course of fire-brick lumps is laid, and brought

close up to the side of the cyliudir, and resting on the lumps as
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irch is turned leavins; a space the depth of the top flue doors 6, to

wrve as an upper flue, wnile the space below forms a lower flue.

The grate bars are inside the cylinder towards the lower part, the

space above them forming the furnace, and that below tnem the

f 10. 39.—Stevens's Trenthani Boiler,

.sh-pit. The heat thus passes through the centre of the cylinder,

then returns by the upper flue over its top, and is conducted to the

rhimney by the lower liue, which arrangement is found to work better

than when the heated air is made to paas through the lower flue first.

Tubular Tabular BoiUrs.—While the action of tubular boilers is rapid, and

^iler« they are undoubtedly very powerful, they aie said to be prodigal in

their consumption of fuel, and liable to crack. In many cases, how-
>ver. they have done good woik for many years, and they are consei

-luently employed to a considerable extent. Tlie original tubular

boilers were horizontal, but the upright form has nearly superseded

this, aud the Upright Oval Tubular of Mr Gniy, tindtha ^Dupl<^
Upright Tubnlnr of Messrs Weeks & Co., both of Chelsea,—the

latter marked by improvements ijitrodueed specially to meet the

'foregoing objections,—are the best forms at present in use. The
Duplex (fig. 40) is made in two equal parts, each being capable of

Fio. 40.—Weekft'.s Duplex Tul)ular Boilu.

bcinj; worked alone. Each section consists of a semicircle of up-
right tubes forming the boiler proprr, titled with the diaphragm a,

by which more perfect conilMistion of the fuel is secured, a series of

horizontal pipes forming tlie furnace/, a flow pipe & nnd a return

t)i]>6 c, and an outlet d for rumoving sedimentary deposits from
lite interior.

Lndds's Boiler {?\o, 41) is a horizontal tubular, whicU is found to
be extremely powerful as well as economicil. It is a rectangular'
box 6 ft-et long, made of 2-inch iron pipes, fixed into hollow water
spaces which form the ends; these pipes act as fire bars, and form
the sides of the furnace. Above the fire there are three series of
horizontal pipes, each covered by a layer of tiles- so placed as to
ronvert the two intervening spaces into flues, along which the
flames and ^moke travel for IS feet, the smoko escaping at the far

end by an opening in the upper layer of tiles. Eacli tier of pipes

Fio. 41.— Ladds's Boiler-

in its turn therefore gets its share of heat from the burning fuel,

and the consequence is that tha apparatus is very quick in its

action. Thu tubes are fitted in with Portland cement and hempen
cord packmg—tar ropes being found to destroy the cement. These
boilers each heat 3000 feet or more of 4-jnch piping. On the top

of the upper layer of tiles are placed about 9 inches of ashes, then
ordinary inch boards which rest on 4j-inch retaining walls, and on
thesft 8 or 10 Inches more of ashes, which very etficiently prevents

any loss of heat.

Slaves, ttc.— In the Kvse w. very small houses petroleum stoves or Stoves.

lampa are sutficieut to keep out all ordinary frosts, but they aro

attended witli a disagreeable smell. A small conical or cylindrical

boiler attaclied to a system of piping is by far the safest and best

in such cases. The furnace heating may also be elTected either with
petroleum, or, better still, as requiring no alteiwlance, with gas.

The furnace should be accessible from the outside only, so that

none of tlie products of combustion may euter the house. A small

conservatory might l>c readily heated in this way from a furnace

fixed in a recese of the bark wall or in the hjiscment of the house,

and placed near one of the fire-places, so that the outlet may be con-

ducted into the chimney. A flow and return passing along under
the side and front stage (avoiding doorwjiys) mii^lit be kept heated
by means of a small bailer of any form set over a circlet of gas jets.

If on the level, the an-ingement would be more simple still, since

the boiler could be set in the house wirliotit l)riokwork, and tlie

furiuico constructed beneath it by piercing through the exterior

wall, and fitting the oiK'uiiig \nth an ordinary furnace door
Mot-wfttei' pipes are l>est made of cast-iion. To\r or roj>e, nnd n Material,

mixture of red and white lead, are generally used for packing or share,

caulking the joints, though some prefer vulcanized india-rubber ana size

i
rings, wliich make good sound joints, and are "very easily remov. of pipn
able ; for the joints near tho fire iron cement must, howcverk be ^
used. Fiat pi}>cs, and fluted or semi-circuhir pi|M>3 havo someiimea
been used, but the cylindrical form is much to be preferivd. The
number of pipes must be regulated by the extent to be heated, nnd
the degree of temperature i-equirod; it is often well to havo tli ret*

or even four flow pipes and only one return pipe.

Pipes of 4-inch Iwie are almost univenvilly einployed. but 3-imh
pipes may often be used in small huiises. It is a miylake to stin

'

the quantity of piping, since it is far more economical and betttr

for tlie plants to have a larger surface heated moderatelv tba:i a
sm.allcr surface heated to the highest possible degree. 'I'he piprs
should, moreover, be placed near the front or lowest part of the
house, and, to prevent loss of heat by conduction, should bo sup-
ported clear of the ground, not h'ss ilian 6 inches, upon cast-iroD

chairs.

Mr Oinnell of Swnnlcy has atinjircil the plan of fixing two or I't(iv'>

three distinct lines of small piping close unaor tho roof gloss, so under
as to prevent tho air near tho glass from s^ctting rold. This mof
contrivance is particulurly useful in repelling (tamp during winter ; glass.

and it may also be aiUipted for tvarming pits inteudeu for tho
growth of half-lumly planta.

Hot water may Ix" lieneficiaHy applied to garden walls, not, Heating
linwTvrr, for the pnriKise of foVcing the blossoms, but to a«!»Ut in of wall*
« • Mijj lato fruit iuid the young wood in iuiprP|(itious 8Cai»ors.
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To this end the walls must be built hollow, ami the i)i|ic» pl.-iceJ

near the bottom of the cavity., and sup]ioiteJ on cast-uuii ilikirs

placed on the top of the foundation course of niutenal. This

method was Hrst exemplified by Mr Atkinson in the gardens of the

duke of Bedford at Woburn Abbey in IS'28.

Heating The Tank System of heating garden structures was introduced

bjrtuuks. some years since by Mr W, E. Bundle. It consists in circulating

hot water in broad shallow tanks instead of closed pipes. It will

bo obvious that as the water is to flow along these open (or only

loosely covered) conduits, they must Ihaiiiselves bo level, and the

boiler must be either at the same level or U.low it, the connexion

between the two being m.ade in either case by hot-water pipes

of suitable length. The tanks are formed of wood, luick, stone,

or cast-iron. When of wood, they reipiire to be made of good sound

iil.ink, not less than 2"inchcs tluck, and properly jointed, and they

.lie usually covered with slates. Stone or brick tanks reijuire to he

lined with a thick coating of Koniaii cement, while stone, slate, or

laick pavement may be employed for covers. The cast-iron tanks

have covers of the same material.

When one tank only is employed, a.s for example in supplying

bottom heat to the front bed of a propagating pit, it should be

constructed with a division along the centre, running to within

about a foot of the end, which should be left open to allow of the

water passing to the other side ; the flow pipe from the boiler

should be connected with the end of the tank on one side of the

ceiitnil division, and the return pipe for leading the water back to

the boiler should be connected at the sanio end on the other side of

the division, a sufficient number of pipes being also connected with

tho flow and return pipes to heat the atmosphere to the temperature

desired. It is convenient to have valves fixed in the flow and
return pipes, so as to shut otf bottom or top heat as may bo

required. In a larger house a tank may run along tlie front, across

the end, and along the back to the end whence it started , and this

jnay be either divided along the centre as in the former case, thft

water flowing the whole distance on one side the division and
returning on the other, or a broad tank may ocuupy the front anii

back, anil be coiiilected at the end by an ordinary -J. inch pip?, the

flow from the boiler being united with the front tank, and the

return carried from the back tank into the boiler.

The tank siistein of heating is perhaps one of the readiest modes
of sapplj'ing bottom heat to plunging beds either for propagating or

for growing plants, though the same end is practically attained by

running soma of the ordinary 4.inch pipes connected with the

heating afiparatus through a tank which can be charged with water

when necessary, and emptied when heat is not reijuii'jd. ^\'llen

the plan IS useii for supplying both lop and iKittoui heat, provision

must be made to prevent too mueh of the sieaiii or vapour fruin

p.vising into/Hle house ; and, on ai:couiit of the dani,'er of having

too imicli dauip at certain seasons, it is peihaps piefi.|iilile to have

a sejtarate set of pipes for the supply of atinosplierie lit-.tt

Solar iioiiT Beat.—The rays of the fun reflected li"Mn walU and other

heat sill tares become a source of artificial hejit This sjK-cies of beat,

however, IS mateiiaily all'ecied by theadiiiis.sioii of tlte .iir necessary

to the health of the plants Solai heal, if ptn|H'iIy reglllaled by

ventilation, is of immense impuitaiice in tlie iiiM-niiig of .*!! the

finer fruits, as well as lor tii«^ aUiind^tiit developtnriit of l»l.»^solll8

lu the easo of flowering plants In the orehaid house, fruiln aiv

n|iened by the inlluenL-e ol solar heal alone To urcurc a« iniiili

solar heat during the day as )>ossihle, the ventiUtors Hhoiihl tie-

opened early in the uioiiiing, and closed early in the afleriiooii.

V«iilihi. 16. Ventilating Apparatus.—Tlie ohjecl of ventilation
*•""• is not so much to aid the res|iiration of ihs plants as to

carry off noxious vapours aiid to regulate the nmi.sture and
temperature. The mechanical agitation both of the atmo-
sphere and of the foliage caused by a free circulation,

provided it be not too cold or too rudely admitted, has also

a beneficial lufluonce on the heallli of the plants. All

ventilation, observes. Mr M'Inlosh (Buu/, vf l/ie tiiir.Uu, l

271), "is founded upon the simple principle that cold air

is heavier and has a tendency to sink downward.-^, while

hot air is light and rises to the top. At tirst sight it may
appear that, for the purpose of ventilating any building, it

« only necessary that holes should be made at the bottom
of the apartment for the air to enter, and other holes be
placed in the upper part for the air to escape. I'ractically,

however, ventilation is far from being so simple an affair,"

since currents of air are very difFicult to direct or control,

to moderate, or even to regulate with very great nicety

Too frequently air is given only during the day, and is

esiclnded at night, often with an increase of fire heat

.liulicious horticulturists will reverse this, since plant,-

require fresh air by night as well as by day, and in all

countries cool uiglits succeed even the hottest days.

The mode of ventilating plant bouses formerly in use

via.% by letting down the top roof sashes ; this was often

supplemented by having the front or upright sashes also

made movable, and more or less widely opened either

outwards or laterally during the daytim?. It is much
more economical, however, and equally elficacious, to have

the roof sashes ii.\ed, and the top ventilation effected by

means of a lantern in the case of a span-roofed house, or

by horizontal ventilators near the top of the back wall in a

lean-to. The front ventilation may be effected by openings

ill the front wall opposite the heating pipes, by which

means the cold air is wuinied, which is the best plan in all

houses where a high temperature has to be maintained, and

is especially necessary in forcing-houses, on account of the

risk of injury to the foliage from cold air ; or the front

sa.slies may be made movable, which is better in temperate

houses. In the case of pits, where there are no front

sashes provided, the ventilators are sufficient for the

purpose. The sliding down of one sash over the other, as

once generally and even now frequently practised, greatly

augments the shade in oblique sunshine, and is strongly

objectionable on that account. The lantern mode of cou-

Etruction obviates this, but in a lean-to, and even with span

roofs, it is better to have shorter movable sashes, hung so

as to open by being elevated at the lower edge instead of

sliding one over the other. A very slight elevation is

sufficient for the egress of vitiated air.

A successful plan of warming the fresh air, recommended
many years ago by Mr T. Moore {Joarn. Ilort. Sot:, i.

110), consists in passing the air after its admission by front

ventilators through a heated chamber separate from the

tank used as the heating medium, but admitting of com-

munication with the tank chamber if necessary for the

purpose of supplying moisture. The warmed fresh air is

then led out in front of the tank, and carried forwards by

the circulation up the slope of the roof, descending near the

buck wall to the Hoor, whence it is sucked into the iieated

chamber, mingling with the fresh air as it entei'S to repeat

the circuit. A ventilator in the back wall provides the

iiieniis of egress when this is required. Another plan, well

adapted lor forcuig-houses, consists in fixing from end to

end, below the hot- water pipes u.sed for hunting the structure,

a zinc pipe of G-inch or Kinch diameter, and perforated

with siiiiiU holes, one end of the lube passing through an

outer wall, and being fitted with a valve which can be

wholly 01 partly dosed at pleasure. Other means of

accomplishing the sanie end may be adopted to suit parti-

cular cases

in order to secure the circulation of the confined air

during the night, and thus to prevent an injurious rise

of the temperature, and also to economize fuel, it is of ad-

vantage where |iraclicable to use shutters. These should

consist of a light frame, readily movable, and fitted so as

to slide readily in grooves on a skeleton roof; and they

should be covered with asphalted felt, or strong brown
paper coated with tar, which '8 much used in Germany for

covering purposes, and is both durable and cheap. This

should form a close outer covering, the ventilators beinz

set open at bottom and top.

Formerly all ventilation hf a to be effected by the hand

unaided, each sash being opened or shut separately, a
I matter of some urgency on the sudden outburst of sunshine.

Ill al; good ranges of glass, and in detached houses also,

the work is now effected by machinery, many ingenious

combinations of which are in use for this purpose.

17. llygromflry.— Tor the healthy gicwth of plants, Hysm.
the regulation of the moisture is as necessary as the regu- meU-j.

i
liiMui 111 the heat. A considerable degree of mnisture ia
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•noceasary in the cases of most plants cultivated in a high

temperature; but tlie amount varies of course in different

cases, and this presents one of tlie principal difficulties in

the management of what is called a mixed collection,

whether of stove or greenhouse plants. In the" case of

fruits, where a house is mostly devoted to one subject,

whether grapes, peaches, pines, or melons, the req\usite

conditions can be more readily seciirel. The instrument

with which the amount of moisture present in the atmo-

sphere is measured is the hygrometer. The two hygro-

meters most generally used are Daniell's and the dry and

wet bulb, the former a more delicate instrument, best

adapted for scientific observations, the latter a simpler

instrument, better adapted for horticultural purposes,

because requiring less delicate manipulation. It consists

of two thermometers mounted on one frame, the readings

of which when uncovered should correspond. One bulb is

left uncovered, the other is covered with muslin, and a few

threads of cotton, with their other end.i immersed in water,

keep it constantly moist. The temperature is lowered by

the evaporation from tha moistened bulb, and the difference

in the readings of the two thermometers shows the degree

of dryness. Mr Glaishsr's instructions, which accompany

the set of hygrometrical tables published by him, will be

found of great assistauce by every one making use of this

instrament.

III. Garden Materials and Appliances.

Buua. 18. Soils and Composts.—The principal soils used in

gardens, either alono, or mixed to form what are called

composts, ' are—loam, sand, peat, leaf-mould, and various

mixtures and combination of these made up to suit the

different subjects .under cultivation.

Loam is the staple soil for the gardener ; it is not only

used extensively in the pure and simple state, but enters

into most of the composts prepared specially for his plants.

For garden purposes loam should bo rather unctuous or

soapy to the touch when moderately dry, not clinging nor

adhesive, and should readily crumble when a compressed

handful is thrown on the ground, If it clings together

closely it is too heavy and requires amelioration by the

admixture of gritty material ; if it has little or no cohesion

when squeezed tightly in the hand, it is too light, and
needs to bo improved by the addition of heavier or clayey

material. Sound friable loam cut one sod deep from

the surface of a pasture, and stacked up for twelve months

in a heap or ridge, is invaluable to the gardener. Wlion

employed for making vino borders, loam of a somewhat
heavier naturo can bo used with advantage, on account

of the porous materials which should accompany it. For

stone fruits a calcareous loam is best ; indeed, for these

subjects a rich calcareous loam used in a pure and simple

state cannot be surpassed. ,Somowhat heavy loams are

best for potting pino apples, for' melons and strawberries,

and may bo used with tlio addition of manures only; but

for ornamental plants a loam of a somewhat freer texture is

preferable and more pleasant to work. Loam which con-

tains much red matter (iron) should bo avoided.

Sand is by itself of Hale value except for striking cuttings,

for which purpose fine clean sharp silver sand is the best; and
(I somewhat coarser kind, if it is gritty, is to bo preferred to

the comminuted sands wjiich contain a large proportion of

earthy matter. River sand and tlio sharp grit washed up
sometimes by the road side are excellent materials for laying

around clioice bulbs at planting time to jirovont contact with

earth which is perhaps manure-tainted. Sea aniul may bo

advantageously used .both for propagating purposes and for

mixing in composts. For the growth of put plants sand
is an essential part of most composts, in onlijr to give them
the needful porosity to carry off all excess of moisture from

the roots. If the finer earthy sands only are~obtainable,

they must be rendered sharper by washing away the eaithy

particles. Washed sand is best for all plants like heath=.

which need a pure and lasting compost.

Peat soil is largely employed for the culture of American
plants, as rhododendrons, azaleas, heaths, &c. In districts

where heather and -gritty soil predominate, the peat soil is

poor and unprofitable,*.but selections from both the heathy
and the richer peat soils, collected with judgment, and
stored in a dry part of the compost yard, are essential

ingredients in the cultivation of many choice potplantSy
such as the Cape heaths and many of the Australian

plants. Most monocotyledons do well in peat, even if they

do not absolutely require it.

Leaf-mould is eminently suited for the growth of many
free-growing plants, especially when it has been mixed with

stable manure and has been subjected to fermentation for

the formation of hot beds. In any state most plants feed

greedily upon it, and when pure or free from decaying wood
or sticks it is a very safe ingredient in composts ; but it is so

liable to generate fungus, and the mycelium or spawn of

certain fungi is so injurious to the roots of trees, attacking

them if at all sickly or weakened by drought, that many
cultivators prefer not to mix leaf-mould with the soil used

fpr permanent plants, as peaches or choice ornamental trees.'

For quick growing. plants, however, as for example most
annuals cultivated in pots, such as balsams, cockscombs,

globe-amaranths, and the like, for cucumbers, and fur young
soft-wooded plants generally, it is exceedingly useful, both

by preventing the consolidation of the soil and as a manure.

The accumulations of light earth formed on the surface ia

woods where the leaves fall and decay annually are leaf-

mould of the finest quality.

The material known as cocoa-nut fibre refuse is analo-

gous to leaf soil, and may be employed for similar purposes.

It should be mixed with gritty matter to favour the passage

of water, and indeed requires to be so mixed when in an
advanced stage of decay, in order to prevent its collapse

into a close pasty mass. This cocoa-nut refuse is also a

useful light material into which to plunge pots containing

plants, as a preservative of the roots from the drying effects

of the sun or the .chilling effects of frost.

Composts are mixtures of tlie foregoing ingredients in,>^jin- ,

varying proportions, and in combination with manures if posta,}

necessary^ so as to suit particular plants or cla.sso8 of plants.''

The chief point to be borne in mind in making these mix-

tures is not to combine in the same compost any bodies

tiiat are antagonistic in their nature, as for example lime

and ammonia. In making up composts for pot plants, the

fibrous portion should not be removed by sifting, except for

small sized pots, but the turfy portions should be broken

up by hand and distributed in smaller or larger lumps

throughout the mass. When sifting is had recourse to, the

fibrous matter should bo rubbed through tho meshes of the

sieve along with the rartliy particles. Before being used

tho turfy ingredients of ct)mposl3 should lie together in a

heap only long enough for tho roots of tho herbage to die,

,

not to docomposo.

19. jl/aniH-cs.— These nro of two classes, organic and Mnnuree

inorganic—tho ftjrmor being of animal and veRetable, tho

latter of mineral origin.

Fnrm-ynYil manure consists of tlio mixcil danf; of Iiovscs anil Oi-

oatUe thrown tonotliiT, and more or less eoakcil with liquiil drain- m,

ings of tlio stable or liyro. It is no doubt the finest stimulant for \\

the growth of plants, and that most adajited to restore tho fortilo

elements which tho jilants have abstracted from XJxhaiisted soils.

This niuiuirS is best fitted for garden use when in a moderately
fermented state.

Ilorsc (luurj is ftenei-ally tht: principal ingi'cdiffnt in t\]] hot bod
manure ; and, in its itartially docomposotr state,- as nflorded by
exhausted hot beds, it is well adaiJted fbr cardon use. It is nioet

ganio

iinuroi

i
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i.eneficial on colJ stifT soils. It slouM not be allowed to lii! too

long unmoved when fresh, as it will then heat violently, and the

ammonia is thus driven off. To avoid this, it should he turned over

two or three times if practicable, and well moistened—[ircferably with

farm-yard drainings.

Cow dung is less fertilizing than horse dung, but being slower in

its action it is more durable ; it is also cooler, and therefore better

for hot dry soils. Thoroughly decayed, it is one of the be^t of all

manures for mixing in composts for florists' flowers and other choice

plants.

Fig dung is very powerful, containing more nitrogen than horse

dung; it is therefore desirable that it should uiulergo moderate

fermentation, which will be secured by mixing it with litter and a

portion of eai'th. "When weeds are tbrown to the pigs, this fer-

mentation becomes specially desirable to kill their seeds. The drain-

ings of a pig-stye form a most valuable liquid manure for vegetable

crops. .

NigM-sail is an excellent manure for all bulky crops, but requires

io be mixed with earth or peat, or coal-ashes, so as both to deodorize

it and to ensurd its being equally distributed. Quick lime should

not be used, as it dispels the greater part of the aiiinionia. When
prepared by drying and mixing with various substances, night-soil

is sold as poudrette, or desiccated ujght-soil, the valuo of which
depends upon the materials used for admixture.

Mali-dust is an active manure frequently used as a top-dressing,

esjiocially for fruit trees in pots. It is rapid in its action, but its

cuects are not very ponuanent. Eape dust is somewhat similar in

its cliaracter and action.

Hones are employed as a manure with decided advantage both to

vegetable crops and to fruit trees, as well as to flowers. For turnips

bone manure is invaluable. The elfects of bones are no doubt

mainly due to the phosphates they contain, and they are most

effectual on dry soils. They are most quickly available whcu dis-

solved in sulphuric acid.

• Oiumo is a valuable manure now much employed, and may be

ap|ilied to almost every kind of crop with decided advantage. It

should be mixed with six or eight times its weight of loam or .ashes,

charred peat, charcoal-dust, or some earthy matter, before it is

applied to tho soil, as from its causticity it is otherwise not unlikely

to kill or injure the plauts to which it is administered.

Pigeon rfini^ approaches guano in its power as manure. It should

be laid up in ridges of good loamy soil m alternate layers to form a

compost, which becomes a valuable stimulant for any very choice

subjects if cautiously used. Tho dung of tho domestic fowl is very

eimilar in character.

Hum, koof'pariTigSy woollen rags, Jtsh, hluhher, and blood arc all

good manures, and should be utilized if readily obtainable. Sawdicst

and tan are of less value.

Liquid manure, consisting of tho drainings of dung-heaps, stables,

cowsheds, &c., or of urine collected from dwelling houses or other

sources, is a most valuable and powerful stimulant, and can be

readily applied to the roots of growing plants. The urine should be

allowed to putrefy, as ifi its decomposition a large amount of

ammonia is formed, which should then be fixed by .sulphuric acid

or gypsum ; or it ni.ay be applied to the gi'owing crops after bring

freely diluted with water or absorbed in a compost hea]!. Liquid

manures can be readily made from most of the solid manures when
required, simply by admi.^ture with water. Wlien thus artificially

compounded, unless for immediate use, they should be made strong

for convenience of storage, and npplicd as required nuicli diluted.

In'rg.inic Ammonia is the most powerful of the manures of the inorganic

» "lures, series, and one of the most important of the constituents of manures

generally, since it is the chief source whence plants derive their

nitrogen. It is largely supplied in all the most fertilizing of orgnnic

manures, but when required in the inorganic state must be obtained

from some of the salts of ammonia, .as the sulphate, the muriate, or

the phoiphate, .all of which, being extremely energetic, require to

bo used with great caution. These s.alts of ammonia may be used

at the rate of from 2 to 3 cwt. per acre as a top-drrssing in moist

weather. When dissolved in water they form active liquid manures.

Potash and sod^i are also valuable inorganic m:inu.-"S in the form

of carbonates, sulphates, silicates, and pho.spbntis, but llie most
extcDKively employed is the nitrate of potii.ih. The niannrcs of tliis

class .are of course of value only in cases where the soil is naturally

deficient in them. On this account the salts of soda are of less

importance than those of potash. The valuo of wood a-shes as a

manure very much depends upon tho carbonate and other salts of

potash which they contain,

Litne in the caustic state is beneficially applied to soils which
contain an excess of inert vegetable matter, and hence may be used

for tho improvement of old garden soils saturated with liumus, or

of peaty soils not thoroughly reclaimed. It docs not supply tho

place of organic manures, but only renders that which is present

available for the nourishment of the jilants. It also improves the

texture of clay .soils.

Oiipsum, or sulphate of lime, applied as a top-dressing at the rate

of 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, has been found to yield good results.

especially on light soils. It is also employed in the case of liquid

manures to fix the ammonia.
Burnt clay has a rery beneficial eflect on clay land by improving

it.s texture and rendering soluble the alkaline suWstances it contains.,.

The clay should be only slightly burnt, so as to m.ake it crumble

down readily ; iu iact, the fire should not be allowed to break

through, but should be constantly repressed by the addition of

material. The burning should be efl'ected when the soil is drj'.

Vcgdable refuse of all kinds, when smother-burned in a similar

way, becomes a valuable mechanical improver of the soil ; but the

Itreferable course is to decompose it in a heap with quick lime and
ayers of earth, converting it into leaf-mould.

Soot formsagood top-dressing ; it consists principally of charcoal,

but contains ammonia, whence jts value as a manure isderived. It

should be kept dry until required for use. It may also be used

b^'neficially in preventing the attacks of insects, such as the onion

gnat and turnip fly, by dusting tho plants or dressing the ground
with it. .

Ccmim.on salt acts as a manure when used in moderate quantities,

but in strong doses is injurious to vegetation. It suits many of

the esculent crops, as onions, beans, cabbages, carrots, beet-root,

asparagus, kc. ; the quantity applied varies from 5 to 10 bushels

per acre. It is used as a top-dressing sown by the hand. Hyacinths

and other bulbs derive benefit from slight doses, while to asparagus

as much as 20 lb to the rood has been used with beneficial eflect.

At the rate of from 6 to 10 bushels to the acre it may be used on

garden lawns to prevent worm casts. For the destruction of weeds

on gravel walks or in paved yards a strong dose of salt, applied

either dry or in solution, is found very efl'ective, especially a hot

solution, but after a time much of it becomes washed down, and the

residue acts as a manure ; its continued application is uudesirable,

as gravel so treated becomes pasty.

20. Tools, Implements, <L-c. —With regard to g£(rden tools, Tools,

instruments, implements, and machinery, it is only some

of tho more modern inventions and im- ^_
provements that can be touched on here. ol
The two indispensable tools are the

spade and the knife. The spade is com-

monly used for digging and- trenching,

but much of this work is now better done

by means of Parkes's digging-fork (fig.

42), which is both' handier and lighter,

and breaks up the ground better than

the spade. The pickfork or Canter-

bury hoe (fig. 43) is a very useful tool for

breaking up the surface soil, the three-

pronged end being used for the looser

parts, and the mattock end for breaking

clods, or when the surface has become

much consolidated. The drag (fig. 44) is

also useful—a light three-pronged tool, which may be used

for loosening the soil amongst vegetable crops as well as

flower garden plants, and may also be sometimes employed,

if tho lines are sufficiently narrow and pointed, to drag otf

weeds from the surface. The hand-fork (fig. 45), a short-

FlG. 42.—Parkes's
Digging-Fork.

FiQ. 43.—Pickfork.

Fio. 45.—Hand-
Fork.

Fio. 44.—Drag.

handled threc-tined implement, is extremely handy for

many purposes, such as loosening weeds for hand-weeding,

or for planting or transplanting small subjects; it is also

very handy for plunging pots, either indoors or out, in tan-
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beds, ash-beds, or commoa soil. Hoes and raKes made with

a tapered neck and socket, into which the handle is fitted,

do not clog 80 readili' as ?.'hen they are driven into a

ferruled handle.

For pruning purposes a variety of instruments have been

invented, under the names of secateurs, pruning-shears,

pruning-scissors, <feo., but nothing equab a well-tempered

old-fashioned knife, varied in form, strength, and size to

suit the particular object to be operated on. The averrun-

cator is a useful instrument for cutting branches at a con-

siderable elevation (12 to 15 feet) from the ground.

Selby's flower gatherer (fig. 46), which cuts and holds the,

Fio. 4ti.—Selby'3 Flower
Gatherer.

Fio. il.—Ridgway's
Hedge-Cutter.

flower at the same time, may be recommended, especially
for the use of ladies. Some of the fruit gatherers also are in-

genious and useful. A new instrument for clipping hedges,
Ridgwa/s hedge-cutter (fig. 47), does its work quickly and
well ; and the same can be said for Adie's new lawn-edging
machine.

For the destruction of insects Dean's and Appleby's and
Dreschler's fumigators are all useful, but an equally eflicient

plan is to put a few live embers in a flowerpot, raised on
two bricks so placed as not to close the hole at the bottom

;

on these embers moistened tobacco or tobacco paper is to

be put, and over all damped moss. This will burn slowly
and fill the house with smoke, care being taken that the
material, as it dries, is lightly sprinkled with water, ao that
it does not burst into a flame.

Sulphurators are instruments for distributing flowers of
sulphur, for the purpose of destroying mildew. In the
case of green-

bouse plants,

such as heaths,

simply dusting

with sulphur

through a mus-

lin bag or dredg-

er is sufficient

;

but in cases

where vines

attacked w i

the Oidium oi

vine-mildew, the

saving of the

crop depends on ^'°- ^^--Epps's Sulphurotor.

the prompt difTusion of sulphur over all the aflTectod parts,

and this could not be so readily dono by any other con-
trivance as by some one of the various forms of eulphurator
(figs. 48, 49),

For the distribution of water in the form of spray,
syringes are used, and of these there arc none bettor than

48.—Sulphurs tor.

v4 y0M

Read's patent, wtiicli acts by a piston and ball valve ; while
for the more powerful garden engines, those manufactured
by Read (fig. 50) and Warner have the preference.

Fio. 50.—Read's Garden Ejigine.

Tallies of wood should be slightly smeared with white TaUlMt-

paint and then written on while damp with a blsvck-lead

pencil To preserve them from decay they shoidd first be
soaked in linseed oil. Zinc tallies are the best, on account
of their durability, if written upon with a proper ink,— 12
grains of bichloride of platinum dissolved in 1 oz. of dis-

tilled water. Larger labels of various materials and patterns
are provided for trees and shrubs, and other permanent out-
door plants. Lead labels with stamped figures are very use-'

ful. For numbering pot plants, these may be wedge-shaped
and bent over close to the pot-rim ; for collections of plants
they should bo small and light, so that the ens[}ending
wire may not cut into the bark of the plants. Zinc labels
with the names shown in relief are to be recommended
when they can be obtained ready made, but are too expensive
when they have to be specially prepared.

IV. Garden Operations.

21. Propagation.—The increase of plants, so far as the Vnvi}
production of new individuals of particular kinds is con- tioo-

cernod, is one of tlio most important and constantly recur-
ring of gardening operations. In efl'ecting this, various
proccfl.ses are adopted, which will now bo described.

(1) By ««*.—This may be onlled the natural means of incrons!- Seeds.
iiig tho number of any jiarticular kind of pluut, but it is to bo
riMiiemlxTfd that wo do not liy that means eecuro an o.\act
rqirodiKtion of tho part^nt. Wo may get u progeny very closely
rcsfmWing it, yi't each jilant im.ssessing a distinct individuaUty of
Its own

; or we may get a piogcny very unlike the parent, or a
mixed progeny showing various ilngj-eos of divirgcnoe. Many seeds
will grow froely if sown in a partially ripened ,<itate ; but aa a
general nilo seeds have to b<- kei.t for some weeks or months in
store, and hence they sliouhl lie tl.oronghly riiK-ied bcforo being
gathered. Tliey th.iuld bo sown in fine ricli soil, and suoh as will
not readily get eonsolidulod. In the ea.'ie of ouliloor crops, if tho
soil IS mo iiio.l to be heavy, it is a good plan to rover ail the smaller
seeds with a li"ht com|Hist. Very small seeds should only liavo
a sprinkling of light earth or of sand, and sometimes only a thin
layer of soft moss to excludo light and pre.-ierve an equable degree
of moisture. Sxnowhal larger siteds sown indoors may bo covered
to the depth of one-eighth or one fourth of an inch, according to
their size. Outdoor crops rei|mie to he .wwii. the sm.allor se-di
from half an ineli to an inch, and iLe lai-ger ones from 2 to 4 inches
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•utnlel- the surface, the covering of the smaller ones csiiccially being
li;;ht and open. Many seeda gi-ow well when raked in ; that is,

llje surface on which they are scattered is raked backwards and
lorwarda until most of them are covered. AVhatevcr the siieds, the
ground should be made tolerablyikm both betieath and above them;
this may be done by treading in the case of most kitehoii garden
crops, which are also better sown in drills, this admitting the more
readily of the ground being kept clear from weeds by hoeing. All

seeds require a certain degree of heat to induce gennination.. For
tropical plants the heat of a propagating house—75° to 80°, with a

bottom heat of 80° to 90°—is desirable, and in many cases absolutely

necessary ; for others, such as half-hardy annuals, a mild hot bed,

or a temperate pit ranging from 60° to 70°, is convenient ; while of

course all outdoor crops have to submit to tlie natural temperature
of the season. It is very important that seeds should be sown
when the ground is in a good working condition, and not clammy
with moisture.

(2) By Offsets.—This mode of increase applies specially to bulbous
plants, such as the lily and hyacinth, which produce little bulbs on
the exterior round their base. Most bulbs do so na^.^rally to a
limited but variable extent; when more rapid increase is wanted the
lieart is destroyed, and this induces the formation of a larger

number of offsets. The stem bulbs of lilies are similar in character

to the offsets from the parent bulb. The same mode of increase

occurs in the gladiolus and crocus, but their bulbdike permanent
pirts arc called corms, not bulbs. After they have rijjcned in

connexion with the parent bulbj the offsets are taken off, stored in

appropriate places, and at the proper season planted out in nursery
beds.

(3) By ruJcrs.—The tuber is a fleshy underground stem,
furnished with eyes which are either visible, as in the potato and in

some familiar kinds of Tropccolmn {T. tuberosum) and of Oxalis

(0. crencUa), or latent, as in the'Chinese yam {Dioscorca Batatas).

For a fuller description see Botany, vol. iv. p. C'8. Wlien used
for propagation, the tubers are cut up into what are called " sets,"

every portion having an eye attached being capable of forming an
independent plant. The cut portions of bulky sets should be
suUered to lie a short time before being planted, in order to (3ry

tho surface and prevent rotting ; this should not, however, be done
with such tropical subjects as caladiums, the tubers of which are
oft'^n cut up into very small fragments for jtropagation, and of

course require to be manipulated in a j)ropcrly heated propagating
pit. No eyes are visible in the Chinese yani, but slices of the
long club-shaped tuliers will push out young shoots and form inde-

pendent plants, if planted with oixlinary care.

(4) By Z*ii-'/5/<m.—Division, or partition, is ueu.ally reported to in

the case of tufted gro^^-ing plants, chiefly perennial herbs ; they
may be evergreen, as chamomile or thrift, or when dormant may
consist only of underground crowns, as larkspur or lily-of-the-

valley ; but in cither case the old tul^ted plant Deing dug up may
be divideil into sefiarate pieces, each furnished with roots, and,
when replanted, generally starting on its own account without
much check. Sulfruticose plants and even small shrubs may be
]propagatcd in this way, by first planting them deeper tlian they are

ordinarily grown, and then after tho lapse of a year, which time
tlicy require to get rooted, taking them up again and dividing them
into [larts or .separate plants. Box-edging and southernwood are

examples. The same ends may sometimes be effected by merely
working fine .soil in amongst the base of the stems, and giving them
tirae to throw out roots before parting them.

(5) By Slickers.—Root suckers are young shoots from the roots
of plants, chiefly woody plants, as may ott"n be seen in the case of
the elm and the plum. The shoots when used for propag.ition
must be transplanted with all the roots attached to them, caro
being taken not to injure the parent plant. If they spring from
a tliick root it is not to bo wantonly s<!vered, but the soil should be
removed and the sucker taken off by cutting away a clean ."ilico

of the root, which will then heal and sustain no harm. Stem
suckers ate such as proceed from the base of llie stem, as is often
seen in the case of the currant and lilac. They should bo removed

Kol
Fio. 51.—Suckcring Iron.

in any case ;" when required for propagation they should bo taken
with all the roots attached to them, and they should be as
thoroughly disbudded below ground as possible, or thoy arc liable
to continue the habit of suckcring. In this case, too, the soil

should be carefully opened and the slioots removed with a suckcring
iron, a sharp concave implement with long iron handle (fig. 51).
When tho number of roots is limited, the tops should be shortened,
nnd some care in watering and mulching should be bestowed on tho
plant if it is of value.

(6) J-y Ituniiers.—A definition of runners will be found in
noTANY, vol. iv. p. 97. The young string-like shoots produced
'by the. strawberry are a well-known cxamjde of them. The pro-

cess of rooting th6se runners should be facilitated by' fixing them-
close down to the soil, which is don&by small wooden hooked pegs
or by stones ; hair-pins, short lengths of bent wire, &e., may also,

be used. After the roots are formed, the strings are Cut through,
Lnd the runners become independent plants.

(7) By Proliferous Buds.—Not nnlike tho runner, tsougn grow- Prolifer-

ing in a very dilfercnt way, aro the bud-plants fonned on the.fronds ousbud^
of several kinds of ferns b*:longing to the genera AspUnium,
IVoodwardia, Poly^tiekuvi, Lastrca.., Adiaiitutn,' Cystopteris, kc. In
some of these {Adiantum. caiulQtu7n., Polystichuin lepuiocaulon)

the rachis of the frond is lengthened out much like the string of
the strawberry rOinner, and bears a plant at its apex. In others
(Polystkhum anrjulare prolifcrum), the stipes below -and the rachis

amongst the pinna develop buds, which are often numerous and
crowded. In others again ( JVoodwardia oriftilalis^ Asphniuin
bulbifcTum), buds are numerously produced on the upper surface of

the fronds. These will develop on the ]ilant if allowed to remain.
For propagation the bulbiferous portion is pegged down on the
surface of a pot of suitable soil ; if kept close in a moist atmosphere,
the little buds wul soon strike root and form independent plants.

In the Cystopteris the buds are deciduous, falling off as the fronds
acquire maturity, but, if collected and pressed into the surface of a
pot of soil and kept close, they will grow up into young plants tho
following season.

(8) By Layers.—Layering consists in preparing the branch of a Layenu.
plant while still attached to tho parent, bending it so that the
part operated on is brought under ground, and then fixing it there
by means of a forked peg. Some plants root so freely that they
need only pegging down ; but in most cases the arrest of the.

returning sa[i to form a callus, and ultimately young roots, must be
brought about artificially, either by twisting the branch, by split-

ting it, by girding it closely with wire, by taking off a ring of

bark, or by "tonguing." In tonguing the leaves aro cut off the

portion which has to be brought under ground, and a tongue or

slit is then cut from below upwards close beyond a joint, of such
length that, when the cut part of the layer is pegged an inch or
two (or in larger woody subjects 3 or 4 inches) below the surface,

the elevation of the point of the shoot to an upriglit position may

Fio. 6'J.—J^opagation by Layers—a, tonguing ; 6, ringing.

open the incision, and thus set it free, so that it may he surrounded
by earth to induce it to form roots. The whole branch, excejit a
few buds at tlie extremity, is covered with soil. The best seasons
for these operations are early spring and midsummer, that is,

before the sap begins to flow, and after the first fiush of growth has
jiassed off. One whole summer, sometimes two, must elapse before

the layers -vill be fully rooted in the cose of woody plants ; but
such plants as carnations and picotces, which are usually propa-

gated in this way, in favourable seasons take only a few weeks to

root, as they are layered towards the end of the bluomi.ic season in

July, and arc Uiken off and j>lantcd scjiarately early in the autumn.
Fig. 52 shows a woody [ilant with one layer jirepared by tonguing
and another by ringing.

In general, each shoot makes one layer, but in plants like tho

Wistaria or donatis, which make long shoots, what is called

serpentine layering may be adopted; that is, the shoot is taken
alternately below and above the surface, as frequently as its length

permits. There must, however, bo a joint at the underground
part wliere it is to be tongued and pegged, and at least one .sound

bud in each exposed part, from which a shoot may be developed to

form the top of the young plant.

(9) By Circuwposition.—AVhen a plant is too high or its habit CirrwrT-

does not conveniently* .admit of its being layered, it may often be pohiuodb
increased by what is called circuniposition, the soil being cirried

up to the branch operated on. Tlic branch is to be prepared by
ringing or notching or wiring as in Layering, and a temporary
stand made to suj>port the vessel which is to contain ttic soil.

The vessel may be a llower-pot sawn in two, so that the h.ilvcs may
bo bound together when used, or it may be a flower-pot or box
with a. side slit- which will admit the shoot: this vessel is to be
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Grafts.

filled compactly with suitable porous cartb, the opening at the slit

being stopped by pieces of slatu or tile. The earth must be kept

moist. whKh is perhaps best done by a tluck mulching of moss,

the moss being also bound closely over the openings in the vessel,

and all being kept damp by frequent syringings. Ueid remarks of

this method of propagation that he has efleeted it with clay and

cow dung, well mixed, after the bark had been taken off all round,

and wrapped about with a double or triple swaddling' of straw or

hay ropes {Scots Gardener, 1721).

This process is sometimes found very useful in the case of choice

conservatory plants which may be getting too tall io'x the house,

such as a fine Drcuaina (fig. 53) or Y'ucca. Such a plant may
be operated on wherever the stem has become firm and woody ;

':be.top will not fail to make a fine young specimen plant, which

might be removed in the course of about twelve month.s, while

ctlier shoots would no doubt be obtained from the old stem, which,

with its head thus reduced, might bo removed to quarters where
it would not be an eyesore. The head would perhaps require

steadying if the stem were loaded- with a pot or box of soil, as at a
in the figure. Mr Bain records (Paxl. Mttg. £ot., xvi. 46) a

successful experiment of this

kind with a Drac^na Draco
which was getting too tall

for its position. An iflcision

was made in the stem half an
inch deep to the extent of

lialf its circumference-, lime

being applied to the wound
to dry up the sap. This
incision was from time to

time deepened (and lime*

dried) until severed, the top

being suspended from the
roof. After somq months
roots were protruded from
between the woody structure

and its bush-like covering,

and the gigantic cutting was
lowered into its place, and
grew away freely. In this

case Mr Bain was of opinion

that succo.'iS was due to the
slowness of the process and
the precautions taken to dry
and narden the stem.

(10) By Ora/Vj.—Grafting
is so extensively resorted to

that it is impossible here to

notice all its phases. It is

perhaps of most imporfanco
as the principal means of

propagating our hardy kinds
of fruit, especially the apple
and the pear ; but the process

is the same with most otlier

fruits and ornamental hardy
trees and shrubs that are

thus propagated. The stocks

no commonly divided into

two classes :—(l) free stocks, which consist of seedling plants!,

ihielly of the same genus or species as the trees from wliich the
icions are taken j and (2) dwarfing stocks, which are of more
iiniinutive growth,' cither rarietics of the same species or species

3f the same or some allied genus as tho scion, which have a tend-

ency to lessen the expansion of the engrafted tree. Tho French
Paradise ifl tho best dwarfing stock for apples, and the quince for

pears. In determining the choice of stocks, the nature of the soil

m which the grafted trees are to grow should have full weight. In

a soil, for example, naturally moist, it is pro]icr to graft pears on
tho quince, because this plant not only thrives in such a soil, but
serves to check tho luxuriance thereby produced. Tho scions

should always bo portions of tho wood of the preceding year,

selected from healthy parents ; in the case of shy-bearing kinds,

it is better to obtain tticm from the fruitful branches. The scions

should bo taken off some weeks Ijeforr they arc wanted, and half-

buried in tho earth, since the 8tot;k at the time of grafting shmild
in point of vegetation bo somewhat in advance of the graft. During
winter, grafts may bo conveyed long distances, if carefully packed
If they have been six weeks or two months sejiiirnted from tho jiarcnt

plant, they should Im graftc'd low on thcstocli, and the cartb should
Do ridged up round them, having only on" bud of the scion ex-

posed above ground. The liest si-iison for grafting apples and similar

hardy subjects is tho mouth of March : liut it may bo commenced
« .soon as the sap in the slock is fairly in motion, and may be con-

tinued during the first halt I'l' .\pril

fVh'p-i/rtt/tinfjMT 7'i*H(/uc-<jr('ilinr/({\'^ fiOis the n;nst usual mode
if l>crforming tbo oporatioii. The litock is lieadc.l olV by mi oblique

Fig. 53.

transverse cut as sIio\vn at a, a slice is then pared off the side as at
6, and on the face of this a tongue or notch is made, the cut being
in a downward direction ; the, scion c is pared off in a similar way
by a single clean sharp cut, and this is notched or tongued in the
opposite direction a-s the figure indicates; the two are then fitted

together as shown at d, so that the inner bark of each may come in

contact at least on one side, and then tied round witli damp soft

bast as at e ; next some grafting clay is taken on the forefinger ani'

Fio. 54.—Whip-Grafting' or Tongue-Grafting.

pushed down on each side so as to fill out the space between the

top of the stock and the graft, and a portion is also rubbed over

thd ligatures on tho side where the graft is placed, a handful

of the clay is then taken, flattened out, and rolled closely round tho

whole point of junction, being finished otT to a tapering form Imtli

above and below, as shown by the dotted line/. To do this deftly,

the hands should be plunged from time to time in dry ashes, to

prevent tho clay from sticking to.thetn.

Ckft-qrafling (fig. 55) is aaother method in common \)se. Tho
stock rt 13 cleft down from the horizontal cut rf, and tho scion, when
cut to a thin wedge form, as shown at c and c, is inserted into tho

cleft ; Iho whole is then hound up and clayed as in the former case.

This is not so good a plan ns whip-grafting ; it is improved by

sloping the stock on one side to the size of tho graft

Fio. 55.—Clcft-Grariing wn-Oraltiug.

Crown' fjraftinf/ oT Khid-gra^tntfj ff\'^ ^fJ^ is prefernHe to cleft-

grafting, iniismuch an it Iravvs no oren spaoos m the wood. The
Stook /> U cut olT horizonlaDy '^r nearly so, nnii a slit is then cut in

tlie bark/,/, a weiij;e-shapi'(l pnvp of ivorv boing inserted ic

raise the liavk ; llie scion is tlx'n Tit tc> the same wedge-shnped
form (f,

h, nnd inserted in the ?p.ice opi'iied for it lietwcpi. th*

ali'umcn and llie hark, after ivhuh it i^ tied down nnd clayed ovt i

m the manner already described

Siide-'jraftivft is performed like wliip-grafting. tho graft being

insiTtcJ on the side ofa bniiich nnd not nt the cut end nf tin* stock

It may be prartised for tlie imrpi^se nf rhanging ii pail of lite live,

and is someliines very uscfn! for filling out Viicant spi. :es, in irauietl

trres cspeeially.

InnrcniytgxA another form of side-grat'ling. Hore tbe graft is fiiwtl

to the side of the stock, which is planted or potted Mfi&o to the plant

to be worktul. The branches aro applied to tho -stock while yet

attached to tho parent tree, and rt-intiiu so nntil- united. In the

case of trained trees, o young shoot ia aomotinies inarched to its

parent stem lo si'pply n branch whero one has iwt been developed

in the ordinniy way.

For (lie propag;ition by gi'afts of stove and p-eenhon^e plant,-* ihf

proces'; iidcptcd IS whip-grafting or a modification of it The pait*
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ore, however, sometimes so small that the tongf.e of the graft is

dispensed with, and tlio two stems simjiry pared smooth and bound
together. In this way hardy rhododeudrous of choice sorts, green-

house (Ualcas, the varieties of the crauge family, camellias, roses,

tu,-o conifers, and numerous othSr plants are increased. In small

subjects soft cotton is used for tying instead of bast, and grafting-

wax 13 substituted for gi'afting clay. The best is the French cold

mastic "L'Homiuo Lefort." All gi'afting of this kind is done in

the propagating house, at any season when grafts are obtainable

in a fit state,—the plants when operated on being placed in close

frames wanned to a suitable temperature.

Eoot-gra/tiiu} is sometimes resorted to where extensive increase is

an object, or where stem-grafting or other means of propagation are

Q;t available. In this case the scion is grafted directly on to a

portion of the root of some appropriate stock, both graft and stock

'being usually very small ; the grafted root is then potted so as to

cover the point of jimction with the soil, and is plunged in the bed

of the propagating house, .where it gets the slight stimulus of a

gentla bottom heat. Dahlias (fig. 57) and pacmes may bo grafted

^a/iAAyaijlfl^^igji^

Fio. 57.— Root-Grafting

of Dahlia.

58. —Root-Grafting of

Woody Plant.

by inserting younj; shoots into the neck of one of the fleshy rooto of
each kind respectively—the best method of doing so being to cut
ft trian^lar section near the upper end of the'root, just large enough
to admit the young shoot when slightly pared away on two sides to
give it a similar form. In the case of large woody plants thus
worked (fig. 58) the grafted roots, after the operation is completed,
are planted in nursery beds, so that the upper buds only are exposed
to the atmosjihere, as shown at c in the figure.

Bails. (11) i?.</ /j«(^\—Biidduig is the inserting of a bud cut with a
portion of bark of the plant to be propagated into the bark of tlie

stock, where it is bound gently but tinnly. Stone fruits, such as

peaches, aprieotfl, plums, clieTTied, &c. , ar*,' propagated in tliis way,
ft.s well as rosea, and many otti'.'r plaints. In the jiropagating house
budding may bo done at anys'--ason when the sap is in n:otion ; but
for fruit trees, Tt)se8, tec, in the open air^ it is usually (ionein.Iuly or

August,' when the buds destined for the following yiyirarecomphitely
formed in the ajcils of the leaves, and when tiieliark separates freely
fr >m the wood it covers. Those buds are to be preferred, as being

:^t ripened, which occur on the middle portion of a young shoot.
Tlic simplest and moat generally practise"! fonn of budding is

•at called Skuhi-biuliiiny or T-lniddinq (fig. 5!t)- The operator
liould be provided with a budding-knife in wbiib the cutting edge
if the blade is rounded off at the [mint, and wliicb has a thin ivory
or- bone handle, for raising the bark of the stock. A horizontal
incision is made in the bark quite don-n to the wood, and from tliis

« perpendicular slit is drawn downwards to the extent of perhaps an
inch, so that the slit has a resemblance to the letter T, as at a. A
bud is then cut by a clean incision from the tree intended to be
piO^agated, ha\-ing a portion of the wood attached to it, and so tliat

the whole may be an ini:h and a half long, as at rf. The bit of wood
e must be gently withdrawn, care being taken that the bud adheres
wholly to the liark or sliiild. as it is called, of which/ is a side view.
The lark on each side of tbc perpendicular slit Ixing then cautiously
I'poned, as at 6, with the handle of the knife, the bud and shield are
inserted 4S shown at c. The upper tip of the shield' is cut oO' boH.

zontally, and brought to fit the oark of the stock at the transversa
incision. Slight tics of soft cotti«i '"""^ <" worsted, or even moist
bast-matting, are then applied. In about a month or six weeks
the ligatures may bo taken away, when, if the operation has been

C=S

Fio. 59.—Snield.Budding.

successful, the bud will be fresh and full, and the shield firmly

united to th'3 wood. In the following spnng a strong shoot will be

thrown out, and to this the stock is headed down by gradations

during the course of the summer.
To be successful the operation should be performed with a quick

and light hand, so that no part of the delicate tissues be injured, as

would happen if they w^re left for a time exposed, or if the bud
were forced in like a wedge. The union is etfScted as in grafting,

by means of the organizable sap or cambium, and the less this is

disturbed until the inner bark of fJie shield is pressed and fixed

against it the better. Inverted T-budding, in which the two inci-

sions are in'the form^X, is for some reasons preferable to the more
ordinaiy method.

(12) By Branch Cuttings.—Propagation by cuttings is the mode Brarcb
of increase most commonly adopted, next to that by seeds. It is cutimga.
efl'ected by taking a portion from a branch or shoot of the plant,

and placing it in the soil. There are great difl'erences to be observed

in the selection and treatment of cuttings. Sometimes soft greeu
shoots, as in Verbena (fig. 60, a), are used; sometimes the shoots

must be half-ripened, and sometimes fully matured. So of the mode
of preparation ; some will root if cut off or broken off at any point

ana tljrust into wet earth or sand in a warm place {fig. 60, n) ; others

require to be cut with the utmost care just below a joint or leaf-base,

and by a keen blade so as to sever the tissues without tearing or

bruising ; and others again after being cut across require to be

split up for a short distance. It is usual and in most eases necessary

to ^iit away the lower portion of a cutting up to just below the

Fio, CO.— rro;i.igation by Cuttings

noQC or joint (fig. 60, h, d, e). The intemcdal parts will not often

divide so as to form separate individual plants ;
sometimes, however,

this happi-ns ; it is said thai the smallest piece of Torcnia asiatica,

for instiince, will grow. Then as to position, certain cuttings grow

readily enough if planted outdoors in the open soil, some preferring

sliiide, others sunshine, while less liardy subjects must be covered

with a bell-glass, or must be in a close .itmo-spheiewith bottom hcit,

or must have the aid of pure silver sand to facilitate their rooting

(fig. 60,- c). Cuttings should in all cases bo t.aken from healthy

plants, and from shoots of a moderate degi'ee of vigour. It is also

iiniMrtant to select leafy growths, and not such as will at once run

up to (loivcr. '\'oung shoots which have become moderately firm

generally make the best cuttings, but sometimes the very softest

slinots strike more readily. For all plants in a growing state spring

is the safest time for taking cuttings.

Cuttings of deciduous plants should be taken off after the fall of
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the leaf, and 3houM have all under^ound buds carefully removed

80 fts to prevent as far as possible the formatioo of suckt^re. Tliese

cuttings should be about one foot id len^h. and should be planted

at once in the OTouud so as to leave only the top with the two or

three preserved ouds exposed If a clean stem, however, 13 desired,

a longer portion may be left uncovered.

Cuttings of growing; plants are prepared by removing with a sharp

knife, ana moderately close, the few leaves which would otherwise

be buried in the soil , they are then cut clean across just below

a joint ; the fewer the leaves thus removed, however, the better,

0.9 if kept from being exhausted they help to supply the organizable

matter out of which the roots are fomied. Free-rooting subjects

strike in any lightish sandy mixture , but difficult subjects shouhl

have thoroughly well-drained pots, a portion of the soil proper for

the particular plants made very sandy, and a surfacing of clean sharp

silver sand about as deep as the length of the cutting (fig 60. c) Mr
Ayres, writing in the Gardener^ Chronicle (1S43. p. 116). recom-

mends 5-inch pots for cuttings , and these he prepares by placing

over the hole at the bottom of each an inverted 3-inch pot, around
it potsherds broken small, over these some moss, and then the

compost made up of equal
quantities of peat, sand, and
leaf-mould, leaving about half

-an inch at top for white sand,

which runs mto the holes as the

cuttings are inserted Mr Ayres
advisea that '* a stock of pota

thus prepared should be kept m
a frame or propagating house, as

nothing is so injurious to cut*

tings taken from plants growing
in heat aa to put them into cold

aoil. Cuttings cannot be too

short if they have the neceasary

buds to form a plant ; neither

-can they be inserted too shallow,

-,if thevaro made firm in thepots." 61 —DouUe Cutting Pot.

All plants while striking may be kept in a t*imperaUire rather higher

'Ihan that in which they grow naturall3% ana the soil about tlirm

•should be kept moist, although they must not from want of drainage

in uny degree get sodden with wet. The humidity kept up about
•the cuttings is maintained by covering them with bell-glasse^j, or

ifsctting thein in handllghtsor small glazed frames of convenient si2e,

A special contrivance for a cutting pot (fig. 61) was brought into

notice many years ago by Mr A. Forsyth. A smalltr pot was put
into a larger one, the hole at the bottom being closed with clay n .

the bottom of the outer pot is filled with crocks b, so that the

rsmall pot IS brought up to the level of the larger one , and the

«pace between the two pots c is filled with propagating soil, the

•cuttings being so planted that their ends rest against the sides of

the inner pot, which is then filled with water, and this passing

slowly through the sides of the pots, jiut keeps the soil moistened

Fio. 62.— Leaf Cutting*

Sucn delicftto plants fti» hpnths arc reared in siU'or sfinH, n stra-

tum of which is placed f^vr.r iho &nniiy pent soil in the tuitting pot.

-uid thus the cuttings, tiiough routing in the sand, find at once on
•itio emission of roota congenial soil for them to grow ui (fig GO. ';)

Hardy plants, such as pinks, pansics. &c.. are propagated by cut-

tings planted during early summer m light nch soil. The cuttings
of pinks are called pipings (fig. 60, d), and are planted about June,
while pansies may he renewed m this way both in spring and in

autumn.
(13) By Leaf CiUiings.—Many, plants may be propagated by Leaf

planting their leaves or portions of their leaves as cuttings, as, for cutting!
example, the herbaceous Gloxinia (fig. 62, a) and Gesnera, the
succulent Sempp.rvivum^ Eckevcria, Pachyphytuin, and their allies,

and such hard-leaved plants as
The.ophrasta (fig. 62, 6). The
leaves are best taken off with the

base whole, and should be planted
111 well-drained sandy soil , in

due time they form roots, and
ultimately from some latent bud
a little shoot which forms the

young plant. The tredtinent is

precisely like that of branch cut-

tings Gloxinias, begonias, ic
,

grow readily from fragments of p 63._Leaf Propagation.
the leaves cut clean through the

thick veins and ribs, and planted edgewise like cuttings. This class

of subjects may also be fixed Hat on the surface of the cutting .

pot, by means of little pegs or hooks, the main ribs being cut across

at intervals, and from these points rootcj, and eventually young
tubers, will be produced (fig 63).

(14) By RootCiiUxngs.—Some plants which are not easily increased Root

by other means propagate readily from root cuttings. Amongst the ciriunii

indoor plants which may be so treated, the Bouvardxay Pelargoniu^n^

At'xIuj
, and Wigandia may be mentioned. The modus operandi is

to turn the plant out ol its pot, shake away the soil saas to free

the roots, ana then select as many pieces of the stouter roots as

may be reouir^d The.se are cut up into half-inch lengths (some-
times less), and inserted in light sandy soil round the margin of a
cutting pot, 80 that the upper end of the root cutting may be level

with the soil or only just covered by it The pots should be

watered so as to settle the soil, and l-e placed m the close atmosphere
of the propagating pit or frame, where they will need scarcely any
water until the buds are seen pushing tlirough the surface.

Thereare various herbaceous plants which may be similarly treated,

such as sea-kale and horseradish, and. among ornamental plants,

the beautiful autnmn-bloommg AJieni&ne japomca and Seticno

pulrJt^r The sea-kale and horseradish require to be treated in the

open garden, where the cut portions should be planted ia lines in

well-worked ooil
,

but the roott* of

the An^Ttione and
S^"(fi'> should be

planted in p"ts and
kept in a close

frarao with a little

wtirmth till the

young shoots have
Blarted.

Various hardy or-

namenttil tree-^ are

diso increased in

this way. as the

quince, *-lni, ro-

t>inia. And mul-
berry, tnd the rose

amongst shrubs.

The most important

use U> ^vliif'h thiift

moile of prnpugation

15 put 18. however,

the mcreast* of

niseg. and of the

viirious |>luni.»< used

ii.H stocks for work-

ing the choi'-er

ston*» fruits The
UKthod mtlie latter

note IS t" Sflt'i't

roi.tf* ovoraging tlie

ihii knr.Hs o( llie

little finger, to i-ut

these into Icngtlic

of about 3 ur 4

inches, and to pinnt

Iheiii in lines ju it bi-neath the surface in nursery bed.^ The ro(T\
|

cuttings of rose stocks, nre prrpnred and iredltd mi a snoilar way
^

{\h\ By Cuttings of SivgU A>-.r—This mode of pioptigaliou is Ey»
perform.-(] by cntting ihebr.inclic.s intosliort leiigtlis. en li containing cuiii

one will nintured bud oreyo. with ashoit poition of the stein above

and licluw U 18 u comiuoo modr of propagalnig vines, the eyca

Fro. 64 —Cutting o( Singltf Eye
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being in tliis case cut from the ripened leafless wood. The eyes

(fi^. 64, a) arc plaiiteJ just below the surface in pots of light soil,

winch are placed in a not bed or propagating pit, and in due time

each pushes up a young shoot which forms the future stem, while

from about its base the young roots are produced (lig. 64, b) whirh

convert it into an independent plant. In the case of plants with

persistent leaves, the stem may be cut through iust above and
below the bud, retaining the leaf which is left on the cutting, tlio

old wood anil eye being placed beneath the oil and the leaf left

exposed, in this way the india-rubber tree {Ficus eiaslica), for

cxaiufTle, and many other tender plants may be increased with the

aid of a brisk bottom heat. Many of the free-growing soft-wooded

plants may also be giown from cuttings of single joints of the young
wooil, where rapid increase is desired ; and in the case of oppofite-

leaved plants two cuttings may often be made from one joint by

splitting the stem longitudinally, each cutting consisting of a leaf

and a perfect bud attached to half the thickness of the stem.

22. Planting and Transplanting.—In preparing a fruit

• tree for transplantation, the -first thing to bo dono is to

open a trench round it at a distance of from 3 to 1 feet,

according to size. The trench should bo opened to about

two spades' depth, and any coarse roots which may extend

thus far from the trunk may be cut clean off with a sharp

knife. The soil between the trench and the stem is to be

reduced as far as may seem necessary or practicable by

means of a digging fork, the roots as soon as they aro

liberated being fixed on one sido and carefully preserved.

By working in this way all round the ball, the best roots

will be got out and preserved, and the ball lightened of

all suporfiuous soil. The tree will then be ready to lift

if carefully prized up from beneath the ball, and if it does

not lift readily, it will probably bo found that a root has

struck downwards, which will have to bs sought out and

cut through. Whenever practicable, it is best to secure

a ball of earth round the roots. On tho tree being lifted

from its hole tho roots should bo examined, and all

•which have been severed roughly with the spade should

Jiave the ends cut smooth with the knife to facilitate the

emission of Cbrea. The treo can then b« transported

to its new position. The hole for its reception should

be of sufficient depth to allow the base of the ball

•of earth, or of the roots, to stand so that the point

whence the uppermost roots spring from the stem may
be 2 or 3 inches above the general surface level. Then

tho bottom being regulated so as to leave the soil rather

highest in the centre, the plant is to bo set in the hole in

the position desired, and steadied there by hand. Next

tho roots from tho lower portion of the ball are to bo sought

out and laid outwards in lines radiating from tho stem,

being distributed equally on all sides as nearly as this can

be dono ; some fine and suitable good earth should be

thrown amongst the roots as they aro thus being placed, and

worked in well up to the base of tho ball. The soil cover-

ing the roots may bo gently pro-ssed down, but tho treo

Jihould not bo pulled up and down, as is sometimes done,

to settle the soil. This done, another set of roots higher

up tho ball must be laid out iu tho samo way, and again

another, until the whole of the roots, thus carefully laid,

are embedded as firmly as may be in thq soil, which may
now recei-'O another gontlo treading. Tbo stem should

next be supported permanently, either by one stake or by.

three, acconling to its size. Tho csfavaiion will now be

filled up about two thirds perhaps ; and if so the treo may
have a thorough good watering, sufficient to scl'Je tho soil

closely about its roots. After twenty-four hours the hole

may be levelled in, with moderate treading, if the water

has soaked well in, the surface being left slightly sloping

iifiwards ttiwards tho stem of the tree. In transplanting

trcci of the ornamental class, loss need be attempted in

respect to providing new soil, although tho soil should

bo made as congenial as practicable.

\n tr.Vnsplaiiting smaller subjects, such as plants for the

fluwcr garden, much less effort is required. The plant must

be lifted with as little injury to its rootlets as possible, and

carefully set into the hole, the soil being filled in round

it, and carefully pressed close by the hand. For moving

small plants the garden trowel is a very convenient tool,

but we are inclined to give the preference to tho hand-fork

(fig. 45). For larger masses, such as strong-growing her-

baceous plants, a spade or digging-fork will be requisite.

When seedlings of vigorous plants have to be " pricked

out," a dibble (fig. 64) is the best implement to bo used.

The ground being prepared and, if necessary, eurieiied,

and the surface made fine and smooth, a hole is made
with the dibble deep enough and large enough to receive

the roots of tho seedling plants without doubling them np,

and the hole is filled in by working the soil close to the

plant with the point of tho dibble. Tlie pricking out of

seedlings in pots in the propagating pit is effected in a

similar way. Tho plants, indeed, often require to bo re-

moved and set from half an inch to an inch apart before

they have become sufficiently developed to admit of being

handled with any degree of facility, and for these a pointed

stick of convenient size is used as a dibble. In extreme

cases it is best to lift tho little seedling on the end of a

flattish pointed stick, pressing this into the new soil where

the plant is to be placed, and liberating it and closing

the earth about it by the aid of d, similar stick held in

the other hand.

Large trees may be successfully transplanted by the aid

of transplanting machines, of which different forms aro in

use. These will bo found figtu'cd and described in the

various horticultural and arboricultural publications. See,

e.g., M'Intosh's Book of the Garden (ii. p. 374 sq.). The

best season for transplanting deciduous trees is during the

early autumn months. As regards evergreens opinions are

divided, somo preferring August and September, others

April or May. They can be successfully planted at either

period, but for subjects which aro at all difficult to remove

the spring months are to bo preferred.

2.3. Potting and Repotting.—Garden pots aro juade Potting,

with a comparatively large hole in the bottom, and those of

the largest size have also holes at the side near the bottom
;

these openings are to prevent the soil becoming saturated

or soured with superabundant water. To prepare the pot

for the plant, a broadish piece of potsherd, calleil a " crock,"

is placed over the large hole, and if there bo side holes they

also are covered. The bottom crock is mado from a pieco

of a broken garden pot, and is laid with tha convex side

upwards ; then comes a layer of ir-

regular pieces of crock of various

sizes, about an inch deep in a 5 inch

pot, 2 inches in an 1 1-inch or 12-inch

pot, itc. The mode of crocking a

pot is shown in rig. C5. A few of

the coarser lumps from tlie outer

edge of tho heap o' potting soil aro

spread over the crocks. Thesamcoml,

that of keeping the finer particles of f'^- «. -Section of Pot

the SOU from mixingwith thedrainage

crocks, may be attained by thakjiig in a little clean moss.

A handful or two of the soil is then put iu, and on this the

plant with its roots »])rcad out is to be set a trifie higher

than the plant should stand in the pot when finished off;

more soil is to be added, and the whole pressed firmly with

the fingers, the base of the stem being just below the pot-

rim, and the surface being smoothed off so as to slojie a

little outward.s. When Cuishod off, the pots should be

well watered, to settle the soil ; but they sliould stand till

tho water has well drained away, since, if ihey are moved

about while the fre.=ih soil is very wet, there will be a

risk of its becoming puddled or too much consoli.ini ed

Larger [ilants do not need quite such delicate treatment.
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tut care should be taten not to handle the roots roughly.

The soil for these should be less comminuted, and the

.amount of drainage material more ample. Larger bodies

of soil also require to be more thoroughly, consolidated

before watering ; otherwise they would settle down so as

to leave an unsightly void at the pot-rim.

Some plants, especially when potted temporarily, may be

dealt with in a simpler way. A single crock may be used

in some cases, and in others no crock at all, but a handful

of half-decayed leaves or half-decayed dung thrown into

the bottom of the pot. This mode of potting does well

for bulbs, such as hyacinths, which are either thrown

away or planted out when the bloom is over. The bedding

plants generally may be potted in this way, the advantage

being that at planting-out time there is less risk of disturb-

ing tLe roots than if there were potsherds to remove.

Plants of this character should be potted a little less firmly

thau specimens which are likely to stand long in the pot,

and indeed the soil should be made com'paratively light by

the intermixture of leaf-mould or some equivalent, in order

that the roots may run freely and quickly into it.

For epiphytal plants like orcluds the most thorough

drainage must be secured by the abundant use of potsherds,

small pots being sometimes inserted inside the larger

ones, or by planting in shallow pots or pans, so that there

ehall be no largfe mass of soil to get consolidated. For

most of these the lightest spongy but sweet turfy peat

must be used, thia being packed lightly about the roots,

and built up above the pot-rim, or in some cases freely

mixed before use with chopped sphagnum moss and nodules

of broken pots or of charcoal The plants under these

conditions often require to be supported by wooden pegs

or sticks. Someof the species grow better when altogether

taken out of the soil and fixed to blocks of wood, but in

this case they require a little coaxing with moss about the-

roots until they get established. In other cases they are

planted in open- baskets of wood or wire, using the porous

peat and sphagnum compost. Both blocks and baskets are

usually suspended from the roof of the house, hanging free,

BO that no accumulation o! water is possible. In these

cases, however, the greatest caution is necessary to prevent

the plants from suflfering from drought.

Wlien repotting is adopted as a temporary expedient, as

in the case of bedding-out plants which it is required to

push forward as much as possible, it will suffice if provision

is made to prevent the drainage hole from getting blocked,

and a rich light compost is provided for the encouragement

of the roots. When, however, a hard-wooded plant has to

be repotted, the ca.se is different ; it may stand without

further potting for one year or two years or more, and
therefore much more care is necessary. The old ball of

earth must be freed from all or most of the old crocks

without doing injury to the roots, and the sharp edge of

the upper surface gently rubbed off. If there be any sour

or sodden or efTeto soil into which the roots have not

run, this should be carefully picked out with a pointed

Btick. Tho ball is to be set on the new soil just high

enough that when finished the base of the stem may bo
about level with the pot-rim, towards which the surface

should slojio gently, and the space between the old ball

and tho sides of the pot is to be fided in gradually with

tho prepared compost, which is from time to time to be
pressed down with a blunt-ended flat piece of wood called

a potting-stick, so as to render tho now soil as solid as

the old. The object of this is to prevent the plant from
starving by tlio water applied all running olf by way of tho

new soil, and not penetrating tho origiiial ball of earth.

When this amount of pressure is necessary, especially iu

the case of loamy composts, tho soil' itself should be
rather inclined lo dryness, and should in no case be 'vT-

ficiently moist to knead together into a pasty mass. In
ordinary cases the potting soil should bejust so far removed
from dryness that when a handful is gently pressed it may-
hang together, but may loso its cohesion when dropped.

When plants are required to stand in ornamental china

pots or vases, it i§ better both for the plants and for avoid-

ing risk of breakage to grow them in ordinary garden pots

of a size that will drop into the more valuable vessels.

Slate pots or tubs, usually square, are sometimes adopted,

and are durable and otherwise unobjectionable, only, their

sides being less porous, the earth does not dry so rapidly,

and some modification of treatment as to watering is neces-

sary. For large conservatory specimens wooden tubs, round

or square, are frequently used; these should Ve coated with
pitch inside to render them more durable.

Various other contrivances take the place of garden pots

for special purposes. Thus shallow square or oblong

wooden boxes, made of light inexpensive wood, are very

useful for seed-sowing, for pricking out seedlings, or for

planting cuttings. When tho disturbance of the roots-

incidental to aU transplanting is sought to be avoided, the

seed or plant is started in some cases in squares of turf

(used grassy-side downwards), which can when ready be
transferred to the place the plant is to occupy. Cucumber
and melon plants and vines reared from eyes are some-

times started itr this way, both for the reason above men-
tioned, .and because it prevents the curling of the roots

apt to take place in plants raised in pots. Strips of turf

aro sometimes used for the rearing of early peas, which

are sown in a warmish, house or fraiue, and gradually

hardened so as to bear exposure before removal to the

open air.

24. Watering.—The guiding principle in watering plants w ^\a<

is to do it thoroughly wher it is required, and to abstain I'g.

from giving a second supply till the first his been taken up.

When watering becomes necessary for kitchen-garden

crops, the hose should be laid on and the lines of esculents

allowed to drink their fill, if fresh succulent vegetables are

desired. So also, if well-swelled aud luscious fruits, such

as strawberries, aro required, there must bo no parching

at the roots. This applies even more strongly to conser-

vatory borders and to forcing-houses than to the outside

fruit-tree borders, because from these the natural rain

supply is in most cases more distinctly cut ofl". In tho

case of forcing-houses, the water should be heated before

being applied to the borders containing the roots of the

trees.

In the watoriiig of pot plants the utmost caro is requisite

if the plant be a shy-growing or valuable one, and yet it is

almost impossible to give any intelligible instruction for

performing the ojieration. The roots should never bo

suffered either to get thoroughly dry or to get soddon

with excess of water. An adept will know by the ring of

the pot on striking it with his knuckles whether water is

wanted or not, according as it rings loud and clear or dull

and heavy. With very choice subjects watering may bo

necessary two or three times a day in drying summer
weather. It is a wrong though common practice to {.rcss

the surface of the soil in the pot in unlor to feel if it is

moist enough, as tins soon consolidates it, and prevents

it from getting the full benefit of aeration.

In all heated houses tho water used should be warmed at

least up to tho tcmperaturo of tho atmosphere, so as to

avoid cliilling tho roots. This is also necessary in the

case of w.iter used for syringing the plants, which slioula

be done two or three times a day in all stoves and forcing-

houses, especially during the period when tlio young

growth is being developed. Tho damping of all absorbent

surfaces, such as the fioors cr bare walls*, &c., is frequently

necessary several times a day in tho growing ficasoii, bo-
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as to keep up a humid atmoaphere ; hence the ftdvantage

of laj'iug tlie floors a little rouiuitd, as then the watnr

draws off to the sides against the kerbstone, while the

centre remains dry for proineuadcrs.

In cooler structures it becomes necessary in the dull

biason of the year to prevent the slopping of '•ater over

thi plants or on the floor, as this tends to cause "damping
otT, " -the stems assuming a state of mildewy decay, which

not uLfi-equently, if it onco attacks a plant, will destroy it

piece b> piece. For the same reason cleanliness and free

ventilation are of great importance,

r.iuir.g. 25. Pruning.—Pruning is a very important operation in

the fruit garden, its object being twofold,— (1) to give form

to the tree, and (2) to induce the free production of flower

buds as the precursors of a plentiful crop of fruit. To form

a standard tree, either the stock is allowed to grow up with

a straight stem, by cutting away all side branches up to

the height required, say about 6 feet, the scion or bud

being worked at that point, and the head developed there-

from ; or the stock is worked close to the ground, and the

young shoot obtained therefrom is allowed to grow uji in

the same way, being pruned in its progress to keep it single

and straight, and the top being cut off when the desired

height is reached, so as to cause the growth of lateral

shoots. If these are three or four in number, and fairly

ba'.iiiccd a.s to strength and position, little pruning will

be required. The tips of unripencd wood shouUI be

cut back about one-third their length at an outwardly

placed bud, and the ciiiof pruning thereafter required

will be to cut away inwardly directed shoots which cross

or crowd each other and tend to confuse the centre of

llie tree. Bushy heads should be thinned out, and those

that are too largo cut back so as to remodel them. If the

shiiots produced are not sufficient in number, or are

badly placed, or very unequal in vigour, the head should

bo cut back moderately close, leaving a few inches only of

the young shoots, which, should be pruned buck to buds

so placed as to furnish shoots in the positions desired.

When worked at the top of astem formed of the stock, the

growth from the graft or bud must be pruned in a similar

way. Three or four leading shoots should be selected to

pass ere long into boughs and form a well-balanced skeleton

for the tree ; these boughs, however, will soon grow beyond

any artificial system the pruner may a^lopt.

Fio. 66.—Dwarf-Tree Pruning.

To form a dwarf or bush fruit tree the stock must be

worked near the ground, and the young shoot produced

from the scion or bud must be cut back to whatever height

it is desired the dwaif stem slioiild be, say 1 ^ to 2 feet

12—11

The young shot)ts produced from the portion of the new
wood retained are to form the skeleton of the bosh tree, and
must be dealt with as in the case of standard trees. Tie
growth of inwardly-directed shoots is to be prevented, and

the centre kept open, the tree assuming a cup-shaped out-

lino. Fig. CO, reduced from M. Hardy's excellent work,

Traite de la Taille des Arbres Fruitiers, will give a good

idea how these dwarf trees are to be manipulated, a showing

the first year's development from the maiden tree after being

headed back, and b the form assumed a year'or two later.

In forming a pyramidal tree, the lateral growths, instead

of being removed, a.« in the standard tree, are encouraged

to the utmost ; and in order to strengthen them the upper

part of the leading shoot is removed annually, the aide

brani-hes being also shortened somewhat as the tree ad-

vances in size. In fig. 07, reduced from M. Eardy't woriv

Fia. 67.—Pyramid Pi""mi?.

a shows a young tree witti its second year's growth, the

upright shoot of the maiden tree having been moderately

headed back, being left longer if the buds near the base

promise to break freely, or cut shorter if they are weak

and wanting in vigour. The winter pruning, carried out

with the view to shape the tree into a well-grown pyramid,

would be efi"ected at the places marked by a cross line. The

lowest branch would have four buda retained, the end one

being on the lower side of the branch. The two next

would be cut to three buds, which hero also are fortunately

so situated that the upper one is on the lower aide of

the branches. The fourth is not cut at all, its terminal

bud being allowed to grow to draw strength into it

The fifth is an example where the bud to which the shoot

should be cut back is wrongly placed ; a shoot resulting from

such a cut is apt instead of growing outwards to grow erect,

and lead to confusion ia the form of the tree, to avoid
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which it is tied down in its prop?r place during the

summer by a small twig. The upper shoots are cut closer

in. Near the base of the stem are Uvo prominent buds,

which would produce two vigorous shovits, but these would

be too near ihe ground, and the buds tihould therefore be

suppressed ; but, to strengthen the lower part, the weaijer

buds just above and below the lowest branch should be

forced into growth, by making a transvej-se incision close

atove each. Fig. 67, 6 shows what a similar tree would

be at the end of the third year's growth.

In order to bring a young tree into the cordon Shape, all

'ta side branches are shortened back, either to form perma-

nent spurs, as in the case of pears, or to yield annual young

Bhoots, as in peaches and nectarines. The single-stemmed

jordon may be trained horizontally, obliquely at any re-

quired angle, or vertically if required, the first two arrange^

ments being preferable. If a double cordon is required, the

original young stem must be headed back, and the two best

shoots' produced must be selected, trained fight and left,

and treated as for the single cordon.

The forms chiefly adopted for trees trained to walls and

espalier rails are the fan-shaped, the half-fan, and the hori-

zontal, with their various modifications.

Of late years the close pruning of the young trees has

been objected to, and the " extension system " has, in

many cases, been adopted. The maiden tree is beaded

down, and two shoots led away right .and loit. T-wo

laterals should be allowed to grow from the upper side

of them, one from near the base, the other from near the

middle, all others being pinched out beyond the second or

third leaf during summer, but cut "away to the lost bud in

wt'hter. The tree will thus consist of six shoots, probably

3 feet to 4 feet long, which are not to be pruned unless

they are unequal in strength, a defect which is lather to

be remedied by summer pinching than by winter prun-

ing. The second year three young shoots are to hb left on

each of the sis, one close to the base, one about the middle,

and one at the poiiit, the rest being rubbed oflf. These

three shoots will produce laterals, of which one or two may
be selected and laid in ; and thus a number of moderately

strong fertile shoots will be obtained, and at the end of

the season a comparatively large tree will be the result.

Fio. 68.—Pruning for Flo. 69. -The same
Fan-Shaped Tree. ' —third year.

The method of pruning formerly adopted for tho forma-

tion of a fan-shaped tree was to head down the maiden

plant to about two eyes, so placed as to yield a young
shoot on each side (fig. G8), the supernumerary shoots

being nibbed off while quite young, and the reserved'

shoots trained against the wall during tho summer so as to

get them well matured. The nest year they were cut back

again, often nearly to the base, in order that tho lower

pair »f these shoots -might each produce two well placed

young shoots, and the upper pair three young shoots. The
tree would thus consist of ten shoots, to be laid out at

re|;iilar distances, and then if closely cut tho skeleton of

the tree would be as in fig. C9. These main shoots were

not again to be shortened back, but from each of them
three young shoots were to be selected and trained in two,

on tho upper side, one near the base, and the other half-

way op, and one on the lower side placed about midway
Let'.vpcR thoso two ; these with the Icodir,'; slioot, which

was also to be nailed in, made four branches of the current

year from each of the ten main branches, and the forip of

the tree would therefore be that of fig. 70. The othei

young shoots produced were pinched off while quite young,

to throw all the strength of the tree into those which were

to form its basis, and to secure abundant li^jht and air. In

after years the leading shoot was not to be cut back, but all

Fio. 70.—The. same—fourth year,

the lateral shoots were to be shortened, and frum these year

by year other shoots were to be selected to fill up the area

OQCupied by the tree.

In pruning for a horizontal tree the young maiden tree

has to be headed back nearly to its base, and from the

young shoots three are to be selected, the two best placed

lower ones to form an. opposite or nearly opposite pair of

main branches, and the best placed upper, one to continue

the erect stem (fig. 71). This upper shoot is at the next

winter pruning to be cut down to within about a foot of tha

Flo. 71.—Pruning for Fio. 72.—The same
Horizontally-Trained Tree. .—third year.

point whence it .sprung, and its buds rubbed off except the

upper one for a leader, and one on each side just below it

to furnish another pair of side shoots ; these being trained

in position, the tree would appear as in fig. 72. . The same

course is to be followed annually till the space is filled.

Sometimes in very favourable soils and with vigorous trees

two pairs of branches may be obtained in one season by
summer-stopping the erect shoots and selecting others from

the young growths thus induced, but more commonly tho

trees have to Ise built up by forming one pair '"' bro'i'^hea

Fio. 73.—The .same— fifth year,

annually. " The shoots are not at first lowered to the hori»

zontal line, but are brought down gradually ; and while tha

tree is being formed we;ik shoots may be allowed to grow
in a more erect position than it is ultimately intended they

should occupy. Thus in four or five years the tree will

have acquired something the character of fig. 73, and wiU
go on thuM increasing until the space is fillel
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The iialf-fan is a combination of the two forms, but as re-

gards pruning does not materially dilFur from the liorizoiital,

13 two opposite side branches are produced in succession

• ipwards till the space is filled, only they are not taken out

vj abruptly, but are allowed to rise at an acute angle and
'.hen to curve into the honzuntal line.

In all the various forms of cordmi^, in horizontal training,

tiid in fan and halffaii tmimiig, the pruning <il the main

branches when the form of the tree is worlced out v/ill vary

in accordance wit.btho kind of fruit under treatment. Thus
111 the peach, nectarine, a[iricot, pUiin, and cherry, which

are coniinonly trained fan-fashion, the first two will have

to be pruned so as to keep a succession of young annual

shoots, these being their fruii-bearing wood. The others

are generally pruned so as to combine a moderate supply

of young wood with a greater or less number of fruit spurs.

In the pear and apple the fruit is borne principally on

spurs, and hence what is known as spurpruniiig has to be

adopted, the young shouts being all cutback nearly to their

ba.-ie, so as to cause fruit buds to evolve from the remain-

ing eyes or buds. Cordons of apples and pears liave to be

similarly treated, but cordons of peaches and nectarines are

pruned so as to provide the necessary annua accession of

young bearing wood.

The nature of the cut itself in pruning is ot uj^rre conse-

quence, especially in the ease of fruit trees, than at first

eight may appear. The branches should be separated by a

clean cut at an angle of about 45°, just at the back of a

bud, the cut entering on a level with the ba.se of the bud
«ad pf ssing out on a leva) -vith its top (fig. 74, a), for when

f IG. 74. —Cuts—Good aud Bad.

cut in this way the wound becomes rapidly covered with

new wood, as soon as growth recommences, whereas if the

cut IS too close the bud is starved, or if less close an ugly

and awkward snag is left. Kig. 74, 6 and <•, are examples
of the former, and d, <•, /of the latter. Dr Liiidley has

designated the cut shown at fig. 74, the cut to quick
{O'lr/ieners' Chrowle, I.S47, p. 19):—
"In order to avoid the risk of tljfi 'cut to the quick,' some

^ardtMiers make usf of the ' sna^ cut ' {d, e. /), in which the wound
IS niadf on the s.ime side of th»i branch a.** that oecui»ieJ by the bud,
slanting downwards toward.'* it That [dan is objecUonable . for it

involves the necessity of leaving behind a dead portion of tlie branch,
to he removed at a later priming, so the work must be done twice
over; moreover, it is an adinis.sioii of a want of the skill required
lu make the 'cleau cut skilfully. Lastly, there is the 'slivering
cut ' (c), m which a long ragged unequal shave is taken otf the
branch, much too low in the Deeinning, and much too hi^h at the
fud. It IS the cut made by garden labourers. It is clumsy, ugly,
iiwkward, and dangerous, for it is apt to injure the branch on which
il is made. In all cases, the amputation should be made by one
firm-drawni cut The clean cut can bo performed by a dexterous
operator to nitbin a shaving of the right line , and the mastery
of this art is no mean acquisition."

In the case of fruit trees, and indeed of deciduous plants
generally, pruning requires to be done during the winter or
resting period, and the earlier in that period the better, as

then the buds become plump and full of sap, and produce
strong shoots when 'the time for growth arrives. If, on
the contrary, it is done while the plant is in full growth,
tue whole system of the tree sustains a check, the circula-

tion is deranged, the quality of the sap becomes deteriorated,
ind a dead stump or "nhcalt'.v shoot is the frecjneut result.

This, however, does not apply to the pruning of the herb-

aceous or succulent growths of the curient season, affi to

soft-wooded plants generally, for this kind of pruning, called

summer pruning, is essential to the formation of handsome
specimens of the latter, and is a very important help in

the formation of the fruit or blossom buds of fruit trees.

Summer Pruning should be performed while the shoots

are yet young and succulent, so that they may in most
cases be nipped off with the thumb-nail It is very

necessary in the case of trees trained to a flat surface,

as a wall or espalier rail, to prevent undue crowding.

In some cases, as, for example, with peaches, the super-

fluous shoots are wholly removed, and certain selected

shoots reserved to supply bearing wood for next year. In

others, as pears, the tops of the young shoots are removed,

leaving three or four leaves and their buds at the base, to

be developed into fruit buds by the additional nourish-

ment thus thrown into them (fig. 75, a). One or two mar'

Flo. 70.—oummer Pruning for Spurs,

push out a late summer grow;th, b ; this will serve as a Vefflt

for the vigour of the tree, and if the lowermost only gt
to the formation of a fruit spur, the object will have been
gained. They are cut to the last dormant bud in winter.

But summer pruning has been much extended since the

introduction of restricted growth and the use of dwarfing

stocks. Orchard-house trees, and also pyramidal and bush
trees of apples, pears, and plums, are mainly fashioned by
summer pruning ; in fact, the less the knife is used upon
them, except in the necessary cutting of the roots in potted

trees, the better. In the case of orchard-house plants no
shoots are suffered to lengthen out, excejJt as occasionally

wanted to fill up a gap in the outline of the tree. On the

contrary, the tops of all young shoots are pinched off when
some three or four leaves are formed, and this is done again

and again throughout the season. When this pruning is

just brought to a balance with the vigour of the roots, the

consequence is that fruit buds are formed all over the tree,

instead of a thicket of sterile and useless wood. Pyramidal

and bush trees out of doors are, of course, suffered to become
somewhat larger, and sufficient wood must be allowed to

grow to give them the form desired ; but after the first

year or two, when the framework is laid out, they are per-

mitted to extend very slowly, and never to any great extent,

while the young growths are continually nipped -off, so as

t<. clothe the branches with fruit buds as closely placed aa

will permit of their healthy development.'

The Pruning oj Flowering Plants is generally a much
lighter matter than the pruning of fruit trees. If a

young seedling or cutting of any soft-wooded plant is

to be bushy, it must have its top nipped- out by the

thumb-nail or pruning-scissors at a very early stage, and
this stopping must be repeated frequently. If what is

called a well-furnished plant is required, an average of

from 2 to 3 inches is all the t^tension that must be per-

' On the general subject of pruning fruit trees the reader may use-

fully consult Thompson's Qardrnc?s Assistant, Brthaiit's Modcn*
Peach PrunrTt Fome>''s Jardinier Fruitier, Hardy's Traitt de ta

TniUe da Arbrts Fruiticrs, and Snbreuil's Culture dej Arircs el

Arfirisscnlix d Fru*U dc T'J^-^'^
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mitted —sometimes scarcely so m\ich—before the top is

nipped out ; and this must be continued until the desired

size is attained, whether that be large or small. Then

generally the plant is allowed to grow away till bloom or

blooming shoots are developed. To form a pyramidal plant,

which is a very elegant and useful shape to give to a

decorative pot plant, the main stem should be encouraged

to grow upright, for a length perhaps of 6 or 8 inches

before it is topped ; this induces the formation of laterals,

and favours their development. The best-placed upper

young shoot is selected and trained upright to a slender

stake, and this also is topped when it has advanced 6 or

8 inches further, in order to induce the laterals on the

second portion to push freely. This process is continued

till the required size is gained. With all the difficult and

elow-growing plants of the hard-wooded section, all the

pruning must be done in this gradual way in the young

wood as the plant progresses.

Some plants, like pelargoniums, can only be kept hand-

somely formed and well furnished by cutting them down
severely every season, after the blooming is over. The

plants should be prepared for this by keeping them rather

dry at the root, and after cutting they must stand with

little or no water till the stems heal over, and produce

young slioots, or " break," as it is technically termed.

The appearance of a specimen pelargonium properly pruned

is shown in fig. 76, in which a shows a young plant, the

Fig. 76.

head of which ha.s been taken off to form a cutting, and

whose buds are ready to break into young shoots. Three

shoots will be produced, and these, after growing from 4 to

6 inches in length, should bo stopped by pinchiiis out the

point, this giving rise to lateral shoots. These will blossom

in due course, and, afte.r being ripened thoroughly by full

exposure to the sun, should be cut back as .'ihuwn at b.

This is the proper foundation for a good specimen, and

illustrates how all such subjects should be pruned to keep

them stocky and presentable in form.

Root Pruniny is most commonly practised in fruit tree

cultivation. It is often resorted to as a r-enns of restor-

ing fertility in plants which have become over rank and

sterile in growth. The elTuct of it, or of transplanting, is

to reducj the supply of crude sap to the branches, and con-

sequently to cause a check in their develo[iment. In root-

pruning all roots that havo struck downwards into u cold

uncongenial subsoil must bo prune<l off if they cannot be

turned in a lateral direction, and all the lateral ones that

havo become coarse and hbrelcss must also be shortened

back by means of a clean cut with a sharp knife, while

some hard rubbly material may if necessary bo put umlcr

the tree before it is again planted, all its roots being laid

out laterally, ratliating iui equally as possible from the

centre. The operation is best performed curly in nutumn,

«nd may bo safely resorted to in the case of fruit, trees

of moderate age, and oven of old trees if due care bti e.^f r-

cised. In transplanting trees all the root.'* which may have

become bruised or broken in the process of lifting should

bo cut clean away behind tho broken jiart, as thoy then more

readily strike out new roots from the cut parL-i. In all

these cases tlie cut should be a clean sloping one, and made
in an upward and outward direction.

The root-pruning of pot-plants is necessary in the case of

many soft-wooded subjects which are grown on yesr after

year—pelargoniums and fuchsias, for example. After tho

close pruning of the branches to which they are annually

subjected, and when the young shoots have shot forth an
inch or two in length, they are turned out of their pots

and have the old soil shaken away from their roots, tiie

longest of which, to the extent of about- half the existing

quantity, are then cut clean away, and the plants repotted

into small pots. This permits the growing plant tobe fed

with rich fresh soil, without having been neeessarily trans-

ferred to pots of unwieldy size by the time the flowering

stage is reached.

Ringiiiij.—One of the expedients for inducing a state of Ringli

fruitfulness in trees, is the ringing of the branches or stem,

that is, removing a narrow annular portion of the bark, by
which means, it is said, the trees are not only rendered

productive, but the quality of the fruit is at the same tiico

improved. The advantage depends on the obstruction

given to the descent of the sap. The ring should be cut

out in spring, and be of such a width that the bark may-
remain separated for the season. A tight ligature of twine

or wire answers the same end. The advantages of tho

operation may perhaps be gained by judicious root pruning,

and it is not at all adapted for the various stone fruits.

26. Training.—What is called training is the guiding Tmit

of the branches of a tree or plant in certain positions which

they would not naturally assume, the object being partly tq

secure their full exposure tc light, and partly to regulate

the tlow and distribution of the sap. To secure the fur-

mer object, the branches must be so fixed as to shade eauh

other as little as possible ; and to realize the second, t.';e

branches must have given to them an upward or down-
ward direction, as they may require to be encouraged of

repressed. Something of the same vegetative vigi.ar

which is given to a plant or tree by hard jiruning \i

uli'iirded by training in an upward direction so as to pro.

mote the fiow of the sap ; while the repression eilVi'!;il

by summer pruning is supplemented by downwatd tniiu-

ing, which acts as a check. One main object is the pra-

Fio. 77.— Dii\gr,im illustiating Branch Distribution.

sorvation of equilibrium in the growth of the several parf.i

/of the tree; and for this various minor details deserve

'•attention. Thus a shoot will grow more vigorously whilst

waving in the air than when nailed close to tho wall ; con.'io-

quently a weak si i<it should be left free, whilst its stronger

antagonist should bo restraiiunl ; and a luxuriant shoot may
be retarded for some time by having its tender extremity

pinched off to allow a weaker shoot to overtake it.

Mr Robert Thompson, who is to bo regarded as an

authority, says {Gardenn-'s Assistant, 340) :

—

" A fair oxitosure to light is oTio of the princinftl objects to b6
bonio ill niiiul in training ; bu* the* branches may no well rogiilntcd

an rcfjauls cxpoauie to li^ht, witiiout boiiij? piiually so ivith respect

to tbu tlow of .mip. l''or insLance, tlicy may be disposcil liko tlio

riKlii of a cireUi touching tho circuniferenco at equal diat-aiicoa (ti^.

77, till, hb, cc, v). We bhall, however, Biippuso that tho cciilriii
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vertical shoot v has boon cut brick nearly to its bnw in orib-r (o

t'uruish from buds there situated llic rudin.oiits of olliei brnnilius.

The sip llo"s with much grcatiT fo.-co into the upn^'ht or in-arly

upright branchesthaaitdocsintotliosehaviiiga huii&ihlal position ,

therefore branches radiating at equal di.-t.inc'!s, like thobc in Ibi;

figure, would soon become very unequal lu point of vigour , cc would

of course be strong, an comparatively weak, «hiUt ijfi would uiaiii-

tain a somewhat intermediate condition. II. instead of training

the shoots cc in a straight direction, we deiiress them at rfrf mid

bend them in the growing season as indicated by the curved line

towards 66, wo shall greatly check then uverdu\ai:aiiee On the

other hand, by elevating the horizontal shoots at -x:, amj traitiing

them iu the direction of the dotted line towards 66, those slio>it> will

>« thereby greatly invigorated. In short, by curving ihe upper

tranches downwards and the lower ones iiMv:irda, the llow of sa[>

Is checked in the former and promoted in the iattei . and tho e^-ii-

;ei|Uence is that aa and cc are cqu.il to the niediuin 6* anl to each

«tner."

By these and otlier expedients, am! by the priuient use

of tlie knife, fruit trees may be readily trained into tliu

forms indicated below, winch are aiiiong?t the best out of

* many wliicli hive been devised.

Fig. 78. —Pyramidal fio 79 —Traininij

Traming. en fjiwvonxlU

ae training of standard and bush trees in the npon

/lOutid lias been already referred to under the section

Pruning. When the growth of pyramids is completed,

the outline is something like that of fig. /8, and very

pretty trees are thus formed. It is bidlei, however,

especially if the tendency to bear fruit is rather shirk, to

odupt what the French call en queiuimUe training (fig "0),

which consists in tying or weighting the li|)S of the branches

60 as to give them all a downward curve. I'ear tiees

w.irkod on the quince stock, and trained eu qiienouiUe,

are generally very fertile.

1

«

I*' '!«''
.g=; B^ t.rv.-'»:y .» -»-

from which the branches depart at rigm augles, at intervals

of about a foot. Horizontal training is best adapted lo

the api'le and the pear ; and for the more twiggy growing
slender varieties, the forms shown in fig. SI have bceo

recommended. In these the horizontal branches are placed

wider, IS to 20 inches apart, and the smaller shoots are

Iriuncd between them, either on both sides, as at a, or

dellfc.'ied trom the lower side, as at b. The latter is ar*

Fio. 80.— Horizontal Tioiuiiig.

\Vall trees, it must be evident, arc placed in a very un-

natural and constrained position, and v,'oul<l in fact soon
tie reduced to a state of utter confusion, if allowed to grow
unrestricted ; hence the following modes of traininc havo
been adopted.

llomiintiil Traiitinfj (fig. 80) has long been a favourite
form in Knijlaiid. There is one inincipa! ascomliiig stem

rrnTJTrrv
nirrfiTm,
rfTfmrn,
rrTTrrm^

Fig. 81.— Foints of llonzonlal Tramine.

excellent method of reclaiming neglected trees, hvery

aUernate branch should be taken away, and the spurs cut

off, a-ft&r which the young shoots are trained in, and soou

produce good fruit.

In Fan Trniniu// (fig. 82) there is no leading stem, but the

branches spring from the base and are arranged .somewhat

like the spokes of a fan. This mode of training is coin-

Fan Training

monly adopted for the peach, nectarine, apricot, and Morello

cherry, to which it is best adapted. Though sometimes
adojited, it is not so well suittd as the horizontal form for

apples and pears, because, when the branches reach the

top of the wall, where they must be tut short, a lite <f<

savte, or licdgo of young shoots, is inevitable. A modifica-

tion of the fan shape (fig. 83) is sometimes adopted for

Fio. 83.— Modified Fan Training.

stone fruits, such as the apricot. In this liie object is to

e.stablish a number of mother branches, and on these to

form a series of subordinate members, chiefly composed
of bearing wood. The mother branches or limbs should

not be numerous, but well-marked, ciiiuil in strength, and

regularly disposed. The side branches bhould be pretty
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abundant, short, and not so vigorous as to rival the lead-

iDg msmbers.

The Halffan mode of training-, which is intermediate

Iietween horizontal and fan training, is most nearly allied

to the former, but the branches leave the stem at an ricuts

angle, a disposition supposed to favour the more equal

distribution of the sap. Sometimes, as in fig. 84, two

vertical stems are adopted, but there is no particular ad-

vantage in this, and a single-stemmed tree is more man-

ageable. The half-fan form is well adapted for such fruits

as the plum and the cherry ; and, indeed, for fruits of

vigorous habit, it seems to combine the advantages of both

the foregoing.

Trees must be fixed to the walls and buildings against

which they are trained by means of nails and shreds, or in

cases v/here it is desired' to preserve the wall surface intact,

by permanent nails or studs driven in in regular order.

Sometimes the walls are furnished with galvanized wires,

but this has been objected to as causing cankering of the

shoots, for which, however, painting is recommended as a

remedy, and which is also avoided, it is said, by crossing

the tying material between the wire and the wood, and so

preventing them from coming in contact. If they are

adopted, the wires should be close to the wall to prevent

a cold draught between it and the tree. Care should be

taken that the ties or fastenings do not eventually cut

Fio. 84.—Half-Fan Training.

into the bark as the branches swell with increased age.

When shreds and nails are used, cast wall nails and
" medicated shreds " are the best ; the nails should be
of Bmall size for the young shoots.

For tying plants to trellises and stakes nothing is better

than soft tarred string. Osier ties are sometimes used for

espaliers. The training in of summer shoots on wall-trees

is often done by moans of slender twigs ; indeed the pruu-

ings of the trees themselves, stripped of their leaves, often

serve the purpose very well ; the ends are tucked under
the adjacent fixed shoots, the young shoots to bo fastened

in being thus held close to the wall. Crooked shoots

should be straightened at the principal or winter training

;

thia is done by pulling the convct side towards the

straight line desired by means of the tie or shred, the

next above and below being sot so as to pull in the oppo-

site direction.

In training greenhouse plants the young branches should

be drawn outwards by means of. ties fastened to a string or

wan under the pot-rim ; the centre then fills up, and
slender stakes are used as recpiired ; but the fewer these

are in number the better. Climbers are trained from
the bottom around or across trellises, of which the cylin-

drical or the balloon-shaped, or sometimes the Hat oval or

circular, are the best forms. The size should bo adapted
to the habit of the plant, which shouhl cover the wliolo

by the time flowers are produced. Bast fibre and raphiiv

fibre arc to bo preferred for light subjects of tliis character,

B-s they can be split to any degree of fincnes.? ; but the

'xtter b not durable •..,n"'' nr stiont: cnoiiixh for oonrse-

growing border flowers. Very dr.iTiMe tvailises for green-

house climbers are made' of slender round iron rods fcr

standards, having a series of hooks on' the inner edge,

into which rings of similar metal are dropped ; the rings

may bo graduated so as to form a broad open top, or may
be all of the same size, when the trellis will assume the

cylindrical form. Fig. 85 shows a pot specimen of clematis

trained ovei a bdloon t>hiped trelli'*.

Flo.' 85.—Clatnatis trained on Balloon-shaped Trellis.

The training of bedding plants over the surface of the

soil is done by small pegs of birch wood or bracken, b;.

loops of wire, or sometimes by loops of bast having tlu

ends fixed in the soil by the aid of the dibble. Tho
object is to fill up the blank space as quickly and as evenly

as possible.

27. Forcing is the accelerating, by special treatment, Forcu

of the growth of certain plants, which are reiiuired to

be had in' leaf, in flower, or in fruit before their natural

season,—as, for in.stanc6, the leaves of mint at Eastertide

or the leafstalks of sea-kale and rhubarb at Christmas,

the flowers of summer in the depth of winter, or some of

the choicest fruits perfected so much before their normal

period as to complete, with the retarded crops of winter,

the circle of the seasons.

In the management of artificial heat for this purpose a

coiKsiderablo degree of cautioTi is required. The first stages

of forcing should, of course, be very gentle, so that the whole

growth of tho plants may advance in harmony. A very

hot atmosphere would 'unduly foico the tops, while the

roots remained partially or wholly inactive ; and a stronj:

bottom heat, it it did not cause injury by its excess, would

probably result in abortive growth.

Any sudden decrease of warmth woidd be very prejudi-

cial to the progress of vegetation through the successive

stages of foliation, inflorescence, and fructification. But it

is not noces.sary that one unvarying range of temperature

should be \\C\A up at- whatever pains or risk. Indeed, in

very severe weather it is found better to drop a little from

the maxin\um temperature by fire heat, and tho loss so

occasioned may be ni.ulc good l>y a little extra heat applied

when the weather i.s more genial. Night temperatures also

.should always be allowed to (bop somewhat, the heat being

increased again in the morning. ' In other words, the arti-

ficial tcniporaturu should incrciise by day and decrease by



night, should rise in summer and 'all in winter, should, in

sliort, imitate as nearly as possible the varying influence

of the jun. •,..., -
.. -

For the growth of flowers generally, and for that of all

fruits, every ray of light to be obtained in the dull winter

season is reqaired, and therefore every possible care should

be taken to keep ths glass clean. A moist genial atmosphere

too is essential, a point requiring unremitting attention

on account of the necessity of keeping up strong fires.

With moisture as with heat, the cultivator must hold his-

hand somewhat in very. severe or very dull weather; but;

while heat must not drop so as to chill the progressing

vegetation, so neither must the lack of moisture parch the

plants so as to check their growth.

There are some few subjects which when forced do not

require a light house. Thus amongst flowers the white

blossoms of the lilac, so much prized during winter^ are

produced by forcing the plant in darkness. Rhubarb and

seakaLe among esculents both need to be forced in dark-

ness to keep them crisp and tender, and mushrooms also

are always grown in dark structures. In fact, a roomy
mushroom house is one of the most convenient of all places

for forcing the vegetables just referred to. The lilac

would be better placed in a dark shed heated to about
60', ill which some dung and leaves could be allowed to lie

and ferment, giving off' both a genial heat and moisture.

One of the most important preliminaries to successful

forcing is the securing tc the plants a previous state of rest.

The thorough ripening of the preceding season's wood in

fruit trees and flowering plaats, and of the crown in peren-

nial herbs like strawberries, and the cessation of all active

growth before the time they are to start into new growth,

are of paramount importance. The ripening process must
be brought about by free exposure to light, and by the

application of a little extra heat \vith dryness, if the season

should be unfavourable ; and both roots and tops must
submit to a limitation of their water supply. When the

ripening is perfected, the re.sting process must be aided

by keeping the temperature in which they await the

forcing process as low as each particular subject can bear.

V.' Flowers.

28. Floteer Garden and Pleasure Grounds.— vvnerevcr

there is a flower garden of considerable magnitude, and in

a separate situation, it should be constructed on principles

of its own. The great object must be to exhibit to

advantage the graceful forms and glorious hues of flowering

plants and shrubs. Two varieties of flower gardens have
chiefly prevailed in Britain. In one the ground is turf,

out of -which flower-beds, of varied patterns, are cut; in

the other the flower-beds are separated by gravel walks,

without the introductionof grass. When the flower garden
is to be seen from the windows, or any other elevated point

of view, the Tormer is to be preferred ; but where the

surface is irregular, and the situation more remote, and
especially where the beauty of flowers is mainly looked to,

the choice should probably fall on the latter.

The situation of the flower garden must be influenced by
the nature of the lawns, and of the site of the mansion to

which it is attached. Generally speaking, it should not

. be at any great distance from the house ; and in places

where there is no distant view of importance, it may be
constructed under the windows. On the other hand, when
the park is spacious, and the prospects extensive and
picturesque, it is perhaps better that the flower garden
should be at a little distance from and out of sight of the
house, but easy of access in any sort of weather. In most
cases, even when it is in the vicinity of the mansion, the
flower garden should for security against ground game and
other intruders be encircled with some sort of fence. In
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detached localities the fences may be made sufficiei^tly

strong to prevent the intrU'sion of every species of vagrant

;

it is not difficult to mask them with shrubs and trees. Thj
style of the mansion should determine that of the flower

garden, and also its position. The flower garden attached

to an elaborate mansion, should, for the moat part, occupy

the lawn on the south, the east, or the west front ; and th'A

carriage-entrance, where possiWe, should be on the north

front, the park extending nearly or quite up to the front

door. This arrangement must, however, sometimes be de-

parted from in consequence of the difficulties of providin,'!(

a proper approach to the entrance-door, and must also be

regulated by the position of the principal rooms, which

should if possible command a view of the flower garden.

When the garden is upon a large scale, and especially

where a natural inclination in the ground exists, or can br

formed artificially, terraces and parapet walls should bs

introduced, with flights of step.s, and embellishments in

connexion -with them, such as fountains, statuary, sculpture,

ifec. Grass terraces alone have a mean appearance in sucb

a position.- The parapet walls afford excellent accoqimoda-

tion for half-hardy and beautiful flowering plants.

With regard to flower-plots, when the figures are separated

by turf, it is necessary that the little lawns or glades should

have a certain degree of breadth, as nothing has a worse

effect than overcrowding. A. multitude of little figures

should also be avoided, as they produce the disagreeable

effect well named by Gilpin "spottiness." In this sort of

flower garden it is desirable that a gravel walk should skirt

at least one side of the principal figures, for in the humid
climate of Britain the grass would otherwise render them
inaccessible with comfort during a great part of the year,

In those gardens where turf is wholly or partly excluded,

the compartments should be of a larger and more massive

character. Jsarrow borders, bounded by paraUel straight

lines and concentric curves, should be avoided. The
centres of the figures should be filled with tall-growing

shrubs, and even with an occasional low evergreen tree,

such as a yew or a holly. The walks, arranged in long

concave curves, may communicate here and there with ons

another. A dial, .a few seats and arbours, with an urn or

two or a vase, may be introduced with .good effect.

The flower garden may include several different compart'

ments. Thus, for example, there is the " Rock Garden."

which should consist of variously grouped masses of lar<ra

stones, those which are remarkable for being xigured by

water-wearing, or containing petrifactions or impressions.

or showing something of natural stratification, being

generally preferred. In the cavities between tne stones.

filled with earth, alpine or trailing plants are inserted, and

also some of the choicest flowers. In proper situations, a

small pool of water may be introduced for the culture of

aquatic plants. In a suitable position one of the walks is

sometimes arched over with wire-work, and covered with

ornamental climbing shrnbs, forming a delightful promenade

in the glowing days of summer. A separate compartment

laid out on some regular plan is often set apart for roses,

under the name of the " Rosery." A moist or rather a

shady border, or a section of the pleasure ground supplied

with bog earth, may be devoted to what is called the

"American Garden," which, as it includes the gorgeous

rhododendrons aud azaleas, forms one of the grandest

features of the establishment during the early summer,

while if properly selected the plants are effective as a

garden of evergreens at all seasons. The number o.

variegated and various-coloured hardy shrubs is now so

great that a most pleasant plot for a " Winter Garden "

may be arrayed with plants of this class,- with which may
be associated hardy subjects which flower during that

season or very early spring, as the Christmas rose, and
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amount ouibs ttie crocus ami snowdrop. Later on, Uie
|

sirring garden department is a scene of great attraction
;

and some of the gardens of this character, as those of

Cliveden and Belvoir, are among the- most fascinating

nsamplea of horticultural art.

ta'.v..s. 29. Lawm.—In the formation of lawns the ground

must be regularly broken up so that it may settle down

evenly, any deep excavations that may have to be filled in

being very carefully rammed down to prevent subsequent

settlement. The ground must also be thoroughly cleared

of the roots of all coarse perennial weeds, and be worked

to a fine tilth ready for

turfing or sowing. The
more expeditious method

is of course to lay down
turf, which should be free

from wesds, and is cut

usually in strips of I foot

wide, 3 feet long, and about

an inch in thickness, This

must be laid very evenly

and compactly, and should i^\^ ._

then be beaten down firmly l^^^yHH^^^^^^^
with the implement called a ^K^W^BSffi^^fS^^^'
turf-beater (fig. &G). When • Fig. 86.—Turf-Beater,

there is a large space to cover, it is much the cheaper plan

to sow the lawn with grass-seeds, and equally effective,

though the sward takes longer to thicken. It is of the

utmost importance that a good selection of grasses be made,

and that pure seeds should be obtained. The following

eorta can be recommended, the quantities given being those

for sowing aji acre of ground :

—

Cynosurus cristatus—Crested Dog's-tail .... 6 lb

Festuca duriiiscula—Hard Fescue SIT)

Festuca ovina—Sheep's Fescue 3 lb

Lolium pcrenne temie 18 tb

Poa nemoralis sempervirens—Evergreen Meadow grass. ... 3 tt>

Poa trivialis—Trivial Meadow grass 3 tb

Trisotum flavescens—Yellow Oat-grass 2 1b

Tnfolium rcpens—Dutch Clover 6 lb

The seeds should be thoroughly mixed, and very evenly

sown, after which the surface should be raked over to bury

them, and then rolled down while dry so as to finish it ofl'

smooth and level. When thus sown, lawns require to be

promptly weeded. During the growing season established

lawns should be mown at least once a week. They should

be occasionally rolled, and towards autumn they require

frequent sweepings to remove worm-casts. *>.

Harly 30. Harpy Annuals.—Annual j-lants are those which grow up
annuals, from seed, flower, ripen seed, and die in the ooui-se of one seaj n

—

one year. They are useful in the mixed garden, for though in t .>ine

cases they are of short duration, many of them are possessed of much
beauty of hue and elegance of form. Annuals may be divided into
three classes:—tho Iiardy, which are sown at once in the ground
they are to occupy; the hai/-hardy, which succeed best when aided
at lust by ft slight liot bed, nnd then trtinspl;inte<l into the open nir;

and the leader^ which arc kej»t in pots, and treated as greeuh<Mise

or stove plants, to wnichdep-irtnnntK ihey propf-rly helonfi. Siimie

of the more popular annuals, hardy and h:ilf-hardy. have been viTy

much varicil as regards liabit and the colour of the llowers, anil

purchase.s may be made in the need shops of such things as China
asters, stocks, Chinese and Indi.in jMnks, larkspurs, phloxes, and
othnrs, amongst which some of the most beautiful of the summer
flowers may bo found.

The hardy annuals may be ^ovrxx in tho open gronnd during the
latter part of March or beginning of Ajiril, as the season may
detcnnine, for the weather should be dry and open, and the soil in

a fiee-woikjng condition before sowing is attt-mpted. In favourable
situations antl seasons some of tho very hardiest, as Silene pcndula,
^aponaria, Noniophila, Cilia, Ac, may bo soxrn in September or
October, and trnnsplanted to the beds or borders for very early spring
(lowering. Those sown in spring begin to flower about June. The
p.'itches, if left to flower wliurc tnoy an; .sown, should bo. thinned
oiit while young, to give them space for proper development. It is

from having ample room that pricked out transplanted scrdlings
often makfl thti finest plants. The soil should be rich Jind hudit

1 In: niniimiay serii-s are l-^« ^jvm m ^ ,^ or pans under glass

in mild fiL-;it, in nrder la accelerate germii.ation. Those of tiiem

which are in danger of becoming leggy should be speedily removed
to a cooler frame and placed near the glass, the young plants being
prickf^d off into fresh soil, in other pots or pars or boxes, as may
setrm best in each case. All the plants must be hardened otV gradu-

ally during the month of April, and may generally be planted out
some time in May, earlier or later according to the season.

The class of tender annuals, bein^ chiefly grown for greenhouse
decoration, should be treated much the same as soft-wooded [dants,

being sown in spring, and grown on rapidly in brisk heat, near the

glass, and finally hardened olT to stand in the greenhouse when in

flower.

We add a select list of some of the more distinct annuals desir-

able for general cultivation as decoi-otive plants, and shall then
mention a few of the most popular kinds separately :

—

AcTOcliDinr.i roseum : half-hardy. I ft., rose-piuk or white ; everlasting.
Aj^TOStis. i/ulclit;lla hardy, 6 in.; a most gractful grass for boU(jut;ts.

Arnberhoa mosthata atropurpurea ^Sweet Sultan), hardy, IJ ft., purple
musk scenleii.

Bartonia uurea • hardy, 2 ft
,
golden yellow ; showy and free.

Brachycome ibi-rnlUulia hall liardy, J ft , blue or white \wth dark disK
Caleudula ottiLiiialis Meteor - hardy, \ ft , orange striped «itli yellow
Calhopsis bicolor (tinctoria) hardy, 2 to 3 ft., yellow aud chestnut brown
Calliopsis Drummondii . hardy, 1 to 2 ft-, golden yellow with red disk.

Campanula Loreyi : hardy, li ft., purplish-lilac or wiiite.

Ceiitaurea Cyamia : hardy, 3 ft., blue, pun^le, pink, or white , showy.
Clar kia pulchella : hardy. U ft., rosy-purple ; some varieties very handsome
Collinsia bicolor : hardy, li ft., white and purple

,
pretty.

CoUmsia verna . hardy, 1 ft., 'white ami azure; sow as soon as ripe

Couvolvulus tricolor atroviolacea hardy, I ft., white, blue, and jellow
This 13 the Convolvulus nuuor of gardens.
Erysimum Peroffskiaimm : hanly, y ft , deep orange; in erect racemes
Eschsclioltzia oalifornica : hardy, IJ ft., yellow with saffron eye.
Eschscholtzia crocea tlore-pleuo : hardy, Vi ft . orange yellow ; double '^

Eutoca viscida : hardy. 2 ft., bright blue with white hairy centre.

Gaillardia Drummondii (picta): half-hardy, IJ ft,, crimson, yellow margin
Gilia acliiIlc;efoIia : hardy, 2 ft., deep blue ; in large globose heads.
Godctia Lindlcy.-ina : hardy. 2 to 3 ft , rose-purple, with crimson spots.

Godetia W'hitneyi : hardy. 1 ft., rosy-red, vvith crimson spots. The variet.

Lady Albemarle is wholly crimson, and very handsome.
Cypsophila elegans : hardy, Ij ft., pale rose ; branched, very graceful
llelinnthus cucunierifulius ; hardy, 3 to A'ii., goKlen yellow, black disk,

branching, free, and bold without coarseness.
itt^licluysum bracteatum: half-hardy, 2 ft.; theinciu-vcd crimson, rose, and

other forms very handsome
Hibiscus Trionum (africanus): hardy, Ij ft., cream colour, black centre.

Iberis umbellata (Candytuft): hardy, 1 ft , white, rose, pui-ple, crimson
Sonje new dwarf white and flesh-coloured varieties are very handsome.

Kaulfussia amelloides. hardy, 1 ft., blue or rose; the var. kermesina if

deep crimson.
Koniga mnntima (Sweet Alyssum) . hardy, 1 ft., white ; fragrant, compacf
Lavatera trimestris liardy, 3 ft , i)ale rose showy malvaccous (lowers.

Leptosiphon densifluiiis hardy in light soil, I ft., purplish ur rosy lilac

Leptosiphon roseus : hardy in light soil. 6 in., delicate rose ; Hue in masse
Linaria hipartita spkiidida : hardy, 1 ft , deep purple,
tiuiim grandillonim : hardy, 1 ft , splendid criniyon var. roseum is pink.
I.upinus hitcus : hardy 2 ft , bi i^-ht yvlluw, fragrant.
Lupiniis inutabilisCruckshanlisii : liardy. ! ft., blue and yellow; changcabU
I.iiltiii. IS nanus : hardy, 1 ft., bluiohpurjile ; abundant lluweriug.

.Mal.idniia miuitima (Virginian Stock): hardy, 6 In., lilac, rose, or whito.
Malope trifida : liartly, 3 ft., rich glossy purplish-crimson ; sliowy.

Mattliiola gr;cca (>VaUnower-lvd. Stock) : hardy. 1 ft., various as in Sioct.

Mesembryanlhcmum tricolor; balf-hardy, 3 in., pink aud crimson, will

dark centre.
Minnilus cupreus : half hardy, G in., coppery reil, varying considerably.
Miumbis luteus tigrinns : half-hardy,! It., ycUow spotted with reJ ; va.»

dii]>U x hay hosc-inhose llowers.

MiKibihs Jalapa: half-hardy. 3 ft., varion? colours; flowei-s evening-scented.
Ninicsi.i lUiribunda; hardy. 1 ft., white and yellow; pretty and compaot
Nini'iphila iiisignis : hardy, 6 in., azwvk blue with white centre.

Ncmt'pliila maculafa : hardy, 6 in., white with violet spots at the edge
>igcll.i hispaiiica : hardy. 1.* ft. pale blue, wliite, or dark purple.

aCnolhcra odurat.i : hardy. 2' to 3 ft., yellow ; fragrant.

(tmphaUides llnifolia (Venua'a Navclwort) ; hardy, 1 ft., white.

Papaver Hhccas lloie-plcuo : hardy. 2 ft., scarlet and other colours ; showy
I'apaver somniferum llore-pleiio : hardy, 3 ft., white, lilac, rose, Ac; petals

sonutimes fringed,

ivtunia violacea hybrhla : hnlfhardy, IJ ft., various colours ; sow in heat
rharbitia hispida: hardy. ft., various; tlie many- coloured twuiing COO-

vtilviilus major.
J'latvstenion californicus : hardy, 1 ft., sulphur yellow ; neat and dUtinct.
Portiilaca fplendens; half hiudy, in., crimson, rose. yilloWy while, dco.

sin^'le and double . splendid prostrate plants for sunny rockwork.

ryrethrum rarthenium r>urotmi : half-hardy, 1 ft.
;
grown for its golden

Itdiage, and much used foi bedding.

Kcseda odorata (.Mignonette) hardy, 1 ft., greenish, but exquisitely frag

rant ; there are some rhoico now sorts.

Uhodanthc maculata ; half-hardy, li ft., rosy-pink or white ; larger flower-

heads than the next.
Rhodanthe MangJosil : half hardy. 1 ft., rosy-pink : a drooping ovcrlastins.

Salpigloasis sinuata : half hardy. 2 to 3 ft., yellow, pvuplc, criroBon, itc;

much varied and beiuitifully veined.
Sanvilalia procumbuns Ilore-plvno: half-hardy, in., golden yellow; pro

cumbent.
Sapnnaria calabrlcn ; hardy. (> to8 in., bright rose piuk or white ; coiiLinu

ous bhinmuig, coiniiai't-growinc.

8ehi7:anthn3 pinnatiis : Dardy, 1 to 2 ft, purpIc-lilac, prettily blotched;
curiously Inbod lluwers.

Schi/opetalon Walkeri : hardy, I ft , white, swcct-gcontctl at night; curl-

oufily (ringeil petals.

Senocio elegans- hnlfhardy, IJ ft., white, rose, or purple; tho various
double fitrius arc shuwy.

Silene jiendula : hardy, 1 ft., bright rose pink; very Bhow7 In masocs; VM.
compaclii furms cloflo dense tufta.

Sil.iie I'seudo-Atocion : hardy, 1 ft., rose pink ; frcc-flowering

Speeularia Speculum : hardy, C in., rodilUh-\1olct , ^co-lluwcrlng.
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Sphcaogytie speciosa : haU-liardy. I ft., orange-yeHow, uith black ring

around liic disk
Ta^fLc3 sii;iiata : hal(-harilv, IJ ft., soMen yellow; coiitinuoiis blooiniiit:,

with elegaut foliage. Thu Frencli aud Alricuii nianguMs, favuuiitca vf

loiiie, are allicil to tins.

'Iropreoluni aduncuni (Canary Croepei): half hardy, 10 ft., yellow, fringed;

an elegant clinibcr.

\'i3Ciiria cclII losa : harJy, li ft., rosy-purple with pale centre ; prutty.

Viscarta oculata eariUtialis . hardy, IJ ft., rosy-criiiibon ; very I'liliMtit-.

W'uitzia aurea : half-lianty, \] ft., gohlen ytlluw ; a showy evLThiatiiis;.

Xerantliemuoi aniiuum Uore pleou : liardy, 2 ft., liiac-purple ; lluiiletous

The following; aninuila arc entitled to separate notice :
—

Cl.ia.i yi- The China Aster {Calliali-phuschinensis). The groups of a.sters

A^ter iii'o very nuiiuMous; but sunte of the best for onianieiitjl gardening
are the cIir}santlienuim-flo\vercd, the pa'ony-llowered, tlie crown or

cockade, and tlie^glube-iiuilled, of each of whicli thne are from six to

a dozen distinct colours. What arecaUed crowu a-stcrs have a white
crntro and dark ciinison or purple cifcumftTcnco, iind arc very

beautiful. The colours ran^e Irom white and blu^^h throu^^h pink
aud rose to ciimsoa, and from lilac through blue to purple, in

various siiadi-s, These should be sown euily in April in pans, in

a gentle heat, the vuimg plants being quickly transforred to a cool

pit, arid tht^re pricked out in rich aoil as soon as huge enough, and
eventually planted out in the garden in May or June, in soil which
hds been well worked and cn[iiously niauuied, where they grow iVuni

8 to IS inclios high, aud Hower in great beauty towards the end of

summer They also make very handsome pot plants fur the con-

servatory.

fttock "^ 32 The ^foci- {Maithiola annua). These also are much varied

both in rt^spcct to lubit and eulour, and of some ot the forms aa

many as two do>ccn colours are-cult ivated, some of which are very

beautiful The Ten-week and the large-llowerod German are both
favourite btr.iras. The fragrance of these flowers renders them
universal favountf^s. They should be treated much the same as

dSttTs for autumn blooming plants, but for early blooming require

to be sown about August, and wintered in pots in a cold frame, for

which purpose the Intermediate Stock is the best adapted (see

Biennials, par. 41). They grow from 1 to 2 feet high, according to

tlie variety.

Anlirrhi- 33. The Snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus), which grows about
aura. 2 feet high, should be sown id February in a warm pit; prick off

in pots, aii'l subsequently into boxes, drawing off into a cool frame
A hen establl^iled. and planting out in May oi June. They are not
true annuals, but may be treated as such.

Chinese 34, The Chinese or hulian AuA" (Dianthus chinensis, and its

rink. vaiirtie.s Heddewigii and laciuiatus) aud several allied forms, which
grow from G inclies to a foot high, are very richly coloured, and
Inghly varied in marking. Sow in pits in gentle heat, in March,
iransl'erring them quickly after germination to a cool pit, that they
may not get drawn or leggy; they may be planted out in May.
They will also flower later on in favourable seasons, if sown out-

doors early in April _
tirk-

*"
3f). The Larkspur affords two distinct types, the Rocket Lark-

spur spur (D»d|ihinnim Ajacis), which varies from a foot to a foot and a

hiilf. and the branching I*arkspur (L>. Consolidn), growing 3 feet

high, of eacl) of which there ate various colours, double and single.

The candelabrum form of the latter is very handsome. Sow in

March in the open bonier wliere they are to tlowcr.

I'hh.T 36 The PKlox Drummondii, as[tivading plant about afoot high,

DfMiR 'tf which there aie now mLiny vaiiciies of colour, is one of the most
inudJii beautiful of all annuals, and very prolitlc of blossom. Sow in the

,
l.ice$ where it is to flower, m Apiil, in good firm soil.

Sweet 37 The StveH Pea (Lathyrns odoralus) is indispensable in every

l>Ma. garden, especially Painted Lady (white and rose) and the improved
fuims called Invincible Scarlet and Invincible Black. Sow in rows
ui patches in February, and again in March, in good rich soil.

The plants glow 3 to 4 feet high, and require stakes to support the

stems
Na«iur 3S The iVasturUum {Tropa-olum majus), in its dwarf form known
dura. ns Tom Thumb (T. m, nanuin), is an excellent bedding or border

llower. growing about a foot high, each plant forming a tlcnse p.itch

full of llowers, and blooming on for a considerable period if kept
^rowmg. The scarlet, the yellow, and the rose-coloured are very

jttiactive, Sow in Ajiril in the beds or borders, aud again in May
for a succession.

Zinnia 39. Thn Zinnia clcgans, of which both single and double; forms
"arc cultivated, grows about 2 feet Ingh, and produces Mowers of

various colours, the double ones being about the size of asters, and
very hamlsome. The colours include white, yellow, orange, scailct,

ciimson, and luiiplc. It is halfdiaidy, and should be sown and
treated much the same as the aster.

Mmiy 40. !Iariiy Bipnnials.— Hicnnials live ns undeveloped plants
-vnaiitU through one winter pcriud. They require to be sown in the summer

months, about June or July, in order to get established N'lnre
winter; Ihcy shnuld be pricked nut as soon as large enough, and
sliould have uni]'lc space so as to become hardy and stucky. They
bo'jld be plaiitid in good soil, but not of too stimulnting 1 char-

!Ui. Those th:U are perfectly hardy are best planted where they

j

are to flower in good time dunng antnmn. This transplanting acta

I a.>i a kind of check, which is rather beneficial than mhcrwisc. Uf
those that are liable to sulfer injury in winter, as the U.oinpton and
Queen Stocks, a portion should be potted and wintered in cold
frames ventilated as freely as the weather will permit.

The fiumber of biennials is not large, but a few ^ccry desiitible

garden plants, such as tho lollowing, occur amongst thctiK—
Agro6tenimacoronarla(RoseCftiDpioD): hardy, Ij ft., brighc roscpurpte or

rose and white.
Buta Cicla variepnta : hardy, 2 ft., beautifully coloured leaves and midribs,

crini3un. golden, Ac.
Campanula Medium (Canterbury Bell): hardy, 2 ft,, blue, white, rose, &.c.

The doultle-lluwcred varielR'S of variuuB coluui"s are very handsuine.
Canii»aDula Medium ealycaflttiema: hardy, 2fl., blue qf white ; hose-in -UoBfl

Oowertd,
Cataiianche cccrulea : hardy, 2 to 3 ft. blue or white.
Celsia eretiea; hardy, 4 to 5 ft., yellow, witli two dark spots near centre ; In

epites.
Diaiithus barbatus (Sweet WiiUani) . hardy. 1 to ]) ft., crimson, purple,

white, ur parti-coloured.
Dianthus chuicnsia (Indian Pink): half hardy, 1 ft., various; these flower

earlier if treated ua btenniala.
Digitalis purpurea (Foxglove): hardy, 3 to 5 ft., rosy-purple or white;

beautifully spotted in tlie variety called gloxuiiaillora.

Echiuin pom]ioiiiuin : hardy, 4 ft., rosy ])ink.

Hcdysarum corouanoin (French Uoueysuekle): hardy, 2 to 3 ft., scarlet or
\Oiitc ; fragrant.
Hesperis iristia (Night scented Rocket): harbly, 3 ft., dull purplish; fragrant

at night.

Lunana biennis (Honesty) : hardy, 2 to 3 ft.
,
purple ; the silvery dl&sepiment

altrautive among everljatings.
O-inothera Lauiarekiaua (iiveniug Piimrost): hardy, 5 ft., bright yellow;

large.

Sciibtosa atropiirpurea (Sweet Scabious): hardy, 3 ft., dark purple, showy;
the variety nana (lorepleiio Is d»urfer and has double flowers.

blleiie eonipatla : half-hardy, 2 to 3 ft., blight piuk ; clustered as in S.

Armciia,
Verbast-uni Ehittaria: hardy, 3 to 4 ft., yellowish, with purple haii-s on the

filaments; in tall spikes.

41. The most important of the biennials are the different kinds Stock*

of Stocks. The Jyitcrmcdiale Stock (Matthiola annua intermedia) is

one of the so-called scarlet stocks, and is very useful, when preserved
through tlie winter in frames, for its dwarfness and early-tloweiing

habit. It is used very extensively for furnishing jardinieres, window
boxes, flower beds, &c., during the London season, for which pur-

pose it is sown in July and August, while if sown in spring it

blooms in autumn, and furnishes a useful succcssionalcrop of flowers,

Ot the East Lothian stock, which is a somewhat larger grower, tbei<

arc some half dozen colours, those caUed New Crimson and Mnuvr
IJcauty being specially admiredt; these are sown in July and Aiigust

for summer blooming, and early in spring for flowering in autumn.
42. The Brompton Stock (Matthiola incana simplicicaulis) is a

robust plant, growing 3 feet high, with a long central flower stem
bearing very large flowers, which arc crimson, purple, or white.

They require lich soil, and should be sown in June or July, being
pricked out into nursery beds, and planted in September in the

borders where they are to bloom. Two or three plants should bo

put in one patch, as then any surplusage of single-flowered indi-

viduals may be pulled away.

43. Tho Queen or Twickenham Stock (Matthiola incana eeitiper-

floiens) is less vigorous in habit than the Brompton, and is of more
sju'cading liabit, the jdants growing about 2 feet high, with thelateial

blanches very much developed. There are the three usual colours,

purple, scarlet, and white, the first-named being a special favourite,

rhey retiuire to be sown in June or July, and planted out in

September, so as to get well est-iblished before winter, and if they have
the advantage of good soil they will flower freely in the early part

of the ensuing summer. Sometimes the plants acquire almost a

woody habit, and live over tho second year, but the flowers are

not equal to those produced the first blooming season.

44. Hardy PERi.NStAi.s.—This terra includes, not only tho.^^e Hardjr

fibrous-rooted jilants of herbaceous habit which spring up from the peren*.

root year after year, but also those old-fashioned subjects known as mal^.

florists' flowers, and the hardy bulbs. Some of the most beautiful

of hardy flowering plants belong to this class, and their great variety,

as well'as tho long period through which they, one or other of them,

yield their flowers, are beginning again to secure them some of the

consideration winch has long been given mainly to bedding plants.

When the length of the flowering season is considered, it will be

obvious that it is impossible to keep up the show of a single bor(ier

or plot for si.x months together, since plants, as they arc commonly
arranged, come diopiung into flower one after another; and even

where a certain number are in bloom at the same time, they neces-

saiily stand apart, and so tho cllects of contrast, which can bo per-

ceived only among adjacent objects, are lost. To obviate this

defect, it has been recommended that ornamental plants should bo

toi med into four or ^we separate suites of flowering, to be distributed

over thf garden. Not to mention the more vernal flowers, the first

might contain the flora of May , the second that of June ; the third

that of July; and tho fourth that of August and the following

months. These compartments should be so intermingled that m?
[laiticular class may be cutucly absent from any one quarter of tha

garden.
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Before commencing to plant, it would be well to construct tables

or lists of the plants, specifying their respective times of llower-

ing, colours, and altitudes. To diversify properly and mingle well

together the reds, whites, purples, yellows, and blues, with all their

intervening shades, requires considerable taste and powers of com-

bination ; and ascertained failures may be rectified at tlie proper

trme the next season. The one great object aimed at sliould bo to

present an agreeable contrast ; and, as at particular seasons a mono-

tony of tint prevails, it is useful at such times to be in possession of

s0iQe strong glaring colours. White, for instance, should be much

employed in'Suly, to break the duller blues and purples wliich then

preponderate. Orange, too, is very effective at this season. On the

other hand, yellows are superabundant in autumn, and therefore reds

and blues should then besought for. The flower-gardener should

have a small nursery, or reserve ganlen, for the propagation of the

finer plants, to bp transferred into the borders as often as is required.

As a rule, all the fibrous-rooted herbaceous plants flouiish^in f;ood

soil which has been fairly enriched with manure, that of a loamy

character being the most suitable. Many of them also grow satis-

factorily ui a pe;ity soil if well worked, especially if they have a cool

moist subsoil. Pyntstemons and phloxes, amongst others, succeed

wellinsoUof this character, but tiie surface must be welldrained ; the

former are rather apt tu perish in winter rn loamy soil, if at all close

and heavy. The herbaceous border should be a distinct compart-

ment, and not less than 10 fact in width, backed up by evergreens.

Such a border will take in about four lines of plants, the tallest

being placed at the back and the others graduated in height doyrn

to the front. In the front row patches of the white arabis, the

yellow alyssum, and the purple aubrietia, recurring at intervals

, of 5 or 6 yards on a border of considerable length, carry the eye

forwards and give a balanced kind of finish to the whole. The same

might be done with dianthuses or the larger narcissi in the second

row, with pjeonies, columbines, and phloxes in the third, and with

delphiniums, ac'onitums, and some of the taller yellow corai>osites as

helianthus and rudbeckia at the back. Spring and autumn flowers,

as well as those blooming in summer, should be regularly distributed

throughout the border, which will then at no season be devoid of

interest in any part. Many of the little alpines may be brought

into the front line planted between suitable pieces of stone, or they

may be relegated to a particular spot, and placed on an artificial

rockery. Most of the hardy bulbs will do well enough in the border,

care being taken not to disturb them while leafless and dormant.

Some deep-rooting perennials do not spread much at the surface,

and only require refreshing from time to time by top-dressings.

Others, as the asters, spread rapidly; those posscssingthishabitshould

be taken up every second or third year, and, a nice patch being

selected for replanting from the outer portions, the restmay be either

thrown aside, or reserved for increase j the portion selected for

replanting should be returned to its place, the ground having mean-
while been well broken up. Socne plants are apt to decay at the base,

frequently from exposure caused by the lifting process going on

during their growth ; these should be taken up annually in early

autumn, the soil refreshed, and the plants returned to their places,

care being taken to jdant them sufficiently deep.

Qeneral Only a selection of some of the best of the decorative hardy per-

list <rf ennials can be noted, before we pass on to those popular subjects of

bj'.rdy this class which have been directly influenced by the liybridizeraud

(HTen- improver. Many more might be added to the subjoined list :

—

Dials, Aavna.^'Svn.t trailing plants adaptefl for rockwork, thrivinR in sanOy soil.

A. oiicroijliylla ftuU A. niyriophylKi liavc protty spiny heads of flowers.

Acantholiraon.—yrciiy dwarf tufted pliuits, with iiecdlc-ahaped leaves,

adapted tor rockwork. A. glumaccum and A. venustum bear bright pink
flowers in July and AuiTUst. Licbt Handy loam.
A cait(hue.—Bold handsome plants, with etately spikes, 2 to 3 feet hl^h,

of flowers with epiny bracts. A. mollis, A. latifoliiis, and A. lon^'ifolius

are broad-loaved aorta ; A- spiiioaus and A. epinobissiniua hiivo narrower
flpiny toothed leaves;
AchiUei.—l\:\m\s{jmc composito plants, the stronpcr ones of easy cvilturo

In common soil. A. Eupatorium and fllipcndula, 3 to 4 feet, have showy
yellow corymbose fluwere; A. rosea, 2 feet, rosy-crimson; axifi A. rtannlea
flore-pleno. 2 feet, dotiblu white llowora. Others BUltable fur front lines

or rockwork are A. tomcntow, 9 liK-hcs, briKht yellow ; A. legyptlaca, 1 foot,

eilvory teavoa and yellow flowers; A. umbcllat.i, 8 inches, silvery leaves and
white (lowers; and A. Clavcmix. Inches, with silvery leaves and pure white
ffowcr».
Acmilvm.—Haodaomo border plnnla, the tall stcnn* crowned bv racemes Af

Bbowy hoodeil Howcru. A. Camaruni. 3 to 4 feet. lias deep purple Mowers in

Aui^ist : A. sincnse, 14 to 2 feet, has lar^;c dark purple llowers In September;
A. vnrlpcutiim, 3 feet, haa the llowera wliito edtced with blue ; A. autmniialo,
3 feet, has pale blifj flowers, and ^\. j.ipouicinu, 2i feet, deep blue llowers.

both protiuicHn Septonibcr and Octolicr.
AdftJi»iihora.— r.cll ahiiped llowera. ' A. Btylosa. 2 feet, pale blue, elegant;

A. dcntlculatit, \\ feet, lUirk blue; and iii A. liliifulla. 1^ fcut, palu blue,
9wfo«<-sconted—all bloomInK during summer. LiRht soil.

Adonis.—K. vcriiaHs, 1 foot, has lai-go bright yellow atellato flowers In
April. Dcc|i ll^'ht soil.

^^/f/a.—J'ree growinif, dwarf, And showy. A. rentnns, 8 inches, haa
Tceping eunnerrt, which A. gcnovcnsls haa not; both bear hanilsooio npikes
if bluo labiate flowers, Ordinary soil.

.fffi urn.—Hardy bulbs of tlic garlic faudly, Bomo species of which arc
lAmentnl ; the inllorcaconco Ih umbellate. In A. nzurcuni, 1 to 'I feet, tho

' \for8 ore deep-bluo ; in A. Moly, 1 font, golden yellow; in A. nenimti-
um, \\ fcut, white, very liandsomo ; In A. ,trUiuetrnm, 8 Inches, white

» .!» jfTecn central striped ; In, A. pedcraontatiuni. 'nulius. reUdisjvvtulot,
' y Ji«»-'Wmi. the uml-Is uodtllr'"

,i4(sfro;nfrui.--licautUul plants with tieshy tuberous roots, which are tha

better if not often disturbed. A. aurantiaea, t to 3 ,feet. orange streaked with

red, in July an<l August; A. chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, blood-red, streaked with
yellow, allording many varieties. Deep sandy loam or peat. Should ba
planted at least o or S inches deep.

Alijssmn.—Showy rockwork or front row bonier plants of easy culture

in any li^^ht soil; the plants should be fretpiently tcnewed from euttings.

A. saxatile, with greyish leaves, and deep yellow ilu\vers, produced in April
and Muy, aud the dwarfer A. montanuni arc useful

Aiittiri/Ui^.—Noble baU-hardy bulbs, for planting near the front wall of ^

hot-house or greenhouse ; the soil must be deep, rich, and welldiained A
Uclladouna, the lielladouna Lily, 3 feet, has large fuuitclsliaped tlowcrs in

September, of a delicate rose colour The variety A bUuda has [»;ilei

(lowers, a^most white.
Anchiisa.^Vreity boraginaceous herbs, easily gi'own A. itallca, 3 to 4

feet, has blue star-like flowers. A. sempervireus. 1.^ feet, rich blue, is well

suited for rough borders.

Androsace— rreily dwarf rock pliints, requiring rather careful manage-
ment and a gritty soil. A Vitaliaua, yellow, A. Wulfeniaiia, purpli^Ii-

crimson ; A. villosa, white or pale rose; A laetea, white with yellow e^ve

;

A. lanuginosa, delicate rose ; and A. Chamajjasme, delicate rose, are some oi

tlie best.

A ntcnnana.—Composito plants, with everlasting flowers. A niargaritaeea,

li to 2 feet, has white woolly stems and leaves, and white llower beads. • ^
/I jir/ttfm-Mm.-—Charming border llowers. A biliastrum. :St P.-uno's Ldy.

1 1 feet, bears pretty white sweetsecnted flowers in May. A Hooken (ClirjMt-

baetlon), 2 feet, with long racemes of bright golden yello« flowers, icguiics

cool peaty soil.

A ijujlv'jiii.—The Columbine family, consisting of beautiful border flowers

in great variety, ranging from I to 2 or 3 feet in height. Lesides theoomuioii

purple A. vulgaris with its numerous varieties, double and single, theie are

of choice sorts A. alpinaaud A. pyrenafea, blue ; A. glandulosa, A. jueuuUji.

and A. co:rulca, blue aud white; A. leptoceras. blue and yellow-, A
cauadensis. A. Skinneri, and A. truncata (ealifurnica), scailetand yebow. '

A. chrysantlia. yellow; and A. fragrans. white or I'.tsh-colour. very fr.iyrant.

Light rich garden soil.

Arabis.—Owavi close-growing evergreen cruciferous plants, adapted I'or

rockwork and the front part of the (lower border, and of the easiest culture

A. albida forms a conspicuous mass of greyish leaves and white blossoms ;

A. lucida, which is also white-flowered, bears iw bright green leaves iu

rosettes, and has a variety with prettitj gold-margined leaves.

^r^«(ina.— Evergreen rock plants of easy culture. A. giaminifolia and
A. laricifolia arc tufted, with grassy foliage and white flowers, white A.

balearica, a creeping plant, has broad leaves and solitary white flowers

Armerta. ~1hc Thrift or Sea Pink, of which the comniou form A.

Tiiaritima is somctuues planted as an edging for garden walks; there arc

tliree varieties, tlie common pale pink, the deep rose, and the white, the

last two being the most desuable. A. ccph.ilutes, l.J feet, is a larger plant,

with tufts of linear lance-shaped leaves, and abundant globular heads of deep
rose flowers, in June and July.

.dr»m. —ReuKirkable plants, with tuberous roots, and erect hood-liko

spathcs. enclosing the spike of flowei's (spadi.x). A. criuitum, 14 feet, lias

pedate leaves, and fetid dark chocolate hairy spathcs; A. Dracunculus. 3

feet, has spotted stems, pedate leaves, and dull pui-ple spathes; A. itali-

cum, with greenish spathes, has the cordate hastate leaves conspicuously

veined with white.
Asdcpias.—A. tnberosa is a ban'dsonic fleshy-rooted plant, very impatient

of being distvnbed, and preferring goini peat soil ; it prows 1 to l.J feet high,

and bears corymbs of deep yellow and orange flowers in September. A.

incaruata, 2 to 4 feet, produces deep rose sweet-scented flowers towards tho

end of .e^unimer.

ids?'/(0(ff/HS —Haodsome liliaceous plants, with fleshy roots, erect stems,

and showy flowers, tliriving iu any good garden soil. A. albus. 4 feet, A.

icstivus, 4 feet, and A. raniosus, 4 feet, have all long tapering keeled leaves,

and.simpic or branched spikes of white flowers; A. luteus. 2 feet, has awl-

shaped leaves and dense spikes of fragrant yellow flowers. A. capiHaiisis

similar to A. luteus, but more slender aud elegant,

Abtcr.—A very large family of autunm-blooming composites, inchuUng
some orunnienlal species, all of the easiest culture. Of these. A. alpimis.

1 foot, aud A. Amellua, H feet, with its var. bessarabirus, have bioadish

blunt leaves, and large sta'rry bluish flowers ; A. longifolius formosus. 2 feet,

bright rosv lilac; A. elegans, 3 to 5 feet, small pale purple or whitish ; A.

laxus, 2 feet, purplish-blue ; A. pendulus, SJ feet, wliite. changing to rose
;

A. pyreu.-cus, 2 to 3 feet, lilaeblue; A tnibincllus, 2 to 3 feet, mauve-
coloured, are showy border pliUits ; and A No\!e Anglia\ 5 to 6 feet, rosy-

violet; A, cyaneu.s, & feet, bluclilac; ami A. prandiflorus, 3 feet, violet, are

especially useful from their late-flowering habit
AstillK'.—A. japonica, 1 to li feet, better known as Hoteia Jnponlca or

Spirica japonica. thrives in peaty or sandy soil : its glossy trii>iiuiale leaves,

and fcatliery panicles of white flowers early in suniiner. are very attractive.

It proves to be a fine decorative pot-plaut. and invaluable for lorcing during

the spring.
yl.s7r(i£7((i«s.—Showj' pea-flowered plants,* tbe smaller species adapted lor

rockwork ; sandy soil. A- dasyglotlis, (1 inches, has bluish-purple flowers in

August and September; and A. mouspessulunus. & inches, crimson purple in

July; wbilo A. hypoglotti.s. (> inches, produces in summer compact heaiU of

pretty flowers, which are cither puiplo or white. There ire many veiy

ornamental kinds.
/I t/ix-irdrt.— Beautiful dwarf sprlng-bloomlng rock plants, forming carpety

tnfts of lU^wcrs of simirie cruciferous form. A. deltoidca is of n deep lilac-

bluo; A. Campbelliio is nu»re compact ami rather darker, nppioaebing to

purple; A. gr.tndillorn and grwca aie rather larger, bnl of a lighter hue
Light sandy soil.

liatnbuna. —Tho Bamboo family, some of which are linrdy. nl least in

sheltered positions, are clegiint ftihorcscent grasses b piponiea or

Metake, 4 to 7 fcut. has broadish le.ives; 11. nigra is about the ssime heichl,

but more slender; IJ. aureii, U to 10 feet. Is slemlor and gnueful; and K.

(Ainiidiiiaria) falcirta sometimes reaches 20 feet in height.

/;iiy/(iiM/,~StoutUh eicetT?rowing. 2 to 3 feet, with smooth folingo and
spikert of legiinnnons flowers. P.. anstialis is jmrplish-blue, IV nlba, white.

V>. exalt.-ita. ilcep blue ; all llowering in the summer nmiiths
jieilis. ^li. pereiinis'florc-pleiio, the PoiiMe Daisy, consists of dwaif showy

3 to 4 Inch Plants, flowering freely in spring if groun in rich light soil, and
freq'icntlv divide! and tianspbin'led. "J bo white and pink forma, with the

white and red (iuil

the best
1 (juilled. and the vniicgated leaved aucubiefolia. arc some 0'

/.Vi.coitid.—Stately pnppvworts, to S feet. H, cordat.T has hcart-tbnpcd
lobed h'aves. and laig.- p:iiiiil.-^ of small flesh-coloured [lowers Tometiiiie'*

called Maeleava l'ee)i .(iiiuly loam.
/fforfimr—lTi'tl-y bulbous plants. U. grandillora, I foot, has large blNi'V

purple llowors; B. coecinea, 2 to 3 feet, linslubiilar 'arnpHUUlalc iioddHf/

flowers of a r-"h ,'''>"'" "ith gi'ren tips *' "dx '">'•
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Bulbocodium —Pretty spring-flowering crocus-like bulbs. B. vemum, 4

to 11 inches high, purp!ish-lilac, blooms id March. Good garden soil.

/;upA(/ia/»iii»i.—Robust composite herbs wjth striking foliage, for the
back of herbaceous or shrubbery borders. B. cordifolium, 4 feet, has large
cordite leaves, and heads of rich orange flowei-s incymose panicles in July.
AUo called Telekia speciosa.
Ctilandnnia.—Showy dwarf plants for sunny rockwork, in lishtsandy soil.

C. uniljcllau, 3 to 4 inches, much branched, with narrow hairy leaves, and
corymbs of mugenta-L-rirason flowers in the summer months.

Cij///«i.—Showj' marsh plants, adapted for the nuirgms of lakes, streamlets,
or artificial bogs. C. palustiis flore-pleno, 1 foot, has double brilliant yellow
flowers in May.

Cji^/j*^'^ui.—Twining plants with running perennial roots. C. pubescens
flore-pleno, 8 to 10 feet, has showy double-pink convolvuloid Ilowers in July

;

C, dahurica is a handsome single-flowered summer-blooming kind, with rosy-
coloured flowers.

C(i"i;'<u»«fa.—Beautiful, as well as varied inhabit and character. Tlicy
are called bell-flowers. C. pulla, 6 inches, purplish, nodding, on slender erect
stalks; C. turbinata, 9 inches, purple, broad-belled; C. carpatica, 1 loot,

blue, broad-belled ; C. nobilis, 1^ feet, long-belled, whitish or tinted with
chocolate; C. persicifolia. 2 feet, a fine border plant, single or double, white
or purple, blooming in July; and C. pyramidalis. 6 feet, blue or white, in

.tail branching spikes, are good and diverse. There are many other line

sorts.

C< (Ifaw rt*/i.—Bold-habited composites of showy character; common soil.

C. habylonica, 5 to 7 feet, has winged stems, silvery leaves, and yellow
flower-heads from Juae to September; C. montana, 3 feet, deep bright blue
or white.
Centrantkiis.—Showy free-flowering plants, for rockwork. b.inks, or stony

soiL C. ruber, 2 feet, branches and blooms freely all summer, and varies
with rosy, or crimson, or white flowers. It clothes the chalk cuttiogs on
some English railways with a sheet of colour in the blooming season.

Cheirunthus.—Vrttty rock plants, (or light stony soils. C. alpinns. Cinches,
STOWS in dense tiifts, and bears stilphur-yellow flowers in Slay. C. ochro-
leucuB is similar in character.

Chionodoxa .—Charmius dwarf hardy bulbous plants of the liliaceous order,
blooming in the early spring in company with Scilla sibirica. and of equally
easy cultivation. C. Lucilite, ti inches, has star-shaped flowers of a brilliant

bhie with a white centre, and is the finest of the few known species. It

tlooms about April.
'Colchiciim.—Showy autumn-blooming bulbs (corms), with crocus-like

fluwers, all rosy-purple or white. C. speciosum, C. atitumnale, single and
double, C. byzantinum, and C. variegatura are all worth growing.
CunvaHaria.—C. majalis, the Lily of the Valley, a well-known sweet-scented

lavouritc spring flower, growing freely in rich garden soil ; its spikes, ti

inches high, of pretty white fragrant bells, are produced in May and June ;

the variety with gold-striped leaves is very ornamental.
Coreopsis.—Effective composite plants, thriving in good garden soil. C.

r.uriculata, 2 to 3 feet, has yellow and brown flowers in July and August ; C.

grrndiflora, 3 to 4 feet, bright yellow, in August; C. tenuifolia, 2 feet, rich
guhien yellow, in July. >

Ccn/rfn/w.—Interesting and elegant plants, mostly tuberous, growing in
pood garden soil. C. bracteata, 9 inches, has sulphur-coloured flowers in

April, andC. nobilis, 1 foot, rich yellow, in May; C. solida, with purplish, and
C, tuberosa, with white flowers, are pretty spring-flowering plants, 4 to C
inches high.
Cyclamen.—Charming tuberous-rooted plants of dwarf habit, suitable

i>T sheltered rockeries, and growing in light gritty soil. C. europaeum,
rwldish-purple, flowers in Bummer, and C. hederifolium in autumn.

C'/pnpfrfiuni.—Beautiful terrestrial orchids, requiring to be planted in
f-fat soil, in a cool and rather shady situation. C. spectabile, I J to 2 feet,

white and rose colour, in June, is a lovely species, as is C. Calceolus, 1 foot,
yi ll'iw and brown, in Slay ; all are full of interest and beauty.
lir\phhnium,~The Larkspur family, tall showy plants, with spikes of blue

flcvers in July. Tlie popular garden varieties are noted under par. &3.

Other distinct sorts are D. grandiflorum and D. gramliflonini florc-plcno, 2 to
3 feet, of the richest dazzling blue, flowering on till September ; D. chinense,
2 fco-t, blue, and its double-flowered variety, are good, as is D. Barloul, 3 feet,
a brilliant double bine purple. D. nudicaule, 2 feet, orange-scarlet, verj'

shnwy. is bent treated as a biennial, its brilliant flowers being produced freely
in the second year from the seed.

Chanthva.—Chiefly rock plants with handsome and fragrant flowers,
the smaller sorts growing in light sandy soil, and the larger border plants in
nth garden earth. Of the dwarfer sorts for rock gardens, D. alpinus, V>.

CKi'ivis, D. deltoides, I), dcntosus, D. neglectus, D. petncus, and V. glacialis
orL- gnod examples ; while for borders or larger rockwork IX plumarius, D.
; '! !''U^, D. Kischeri, D. cruentus, and the clove section of D. Caryophyllus
a;.- !ii.i-i desirable.

iJ"M*/i7ifw.—D. Fraxinella is a very characteristic and attractive plant, 2 to
3 'wt. w ith bold pinnate leaves, and UtU racemes of irregular shaped purple
or whito flowers. It is everywhere glandular, and strongly scented.

Dtflfitra.—Very elegant plants, of easy growth in good soil. D. sj^cctabilis,
S to 3 feet, has pxony-like foliage, and gracefully drooi)ing spikc^i of heart-
!."r\»»od pink flowers, about May, but it should have a sheltered place, as it
:^.: Ters from spring frosts and mnds ; D. forniosa and D. cximia, 1 foot, are

)• tty ro6y-fluwcred"species.
' r«v.—Stately erect-growing plants, with long racemes of pouch-
-irooping flowers The native D. purpurea, or Foxglove, 3 to 5 feet,

^- ' i .
• dense racemes of purple flowers, spotted inside, is very showy, but

<- - i! .issed by the garden variety called gloxinioides. The yellow-flowered
I' : .'. : ;iud D. prandiflora are less showj-. Good garden soil, and frequent
n •• -k.il irom seeds.

i>':(/:.icuw.—Showy composites of free growth in ordinary soil. I).

caucASicum and D. austriacum, 1 to IJ feet, both yellow-flowered, bloom in
cp"iny and early summer.

/>rai>a.—Good rockwork cruciferous plants. D. alpina, D. aizoidcs, D.
c'h.iris, D. Aizoon, and D. cuspiilata bear yellow flowei-s in early spring;
D. ciui-rca and D. eili.ata have white flowers. Gritty well-drained Roil.

/>A-''-i3c<p/ia/i(m.— Haud.somc labiate plants, requiring a warm and well-
ir inod Soil. \). argunense. li feet, I) austriacum. 1 foot, D. grandiflorum,
I foot, ;ind D, Buyschiana, 1 J feet, with its var. japonicum, all produce showy
jhjt* Ilowers during tlie summer months.
i'cJ.inaaa.—Stout growing showy composites for late summer and autumn

b>wcniig, requiring rich deep soil, and not to Iw often disturbed. E.
•.'i^instiloha, 3 to 4 feet, light purplish-rose, and E. intermedia, 3 to,* feet,
;'l ILnh-purpIe, arc desirable kinds.
Epim^dium. —Pretty plants, growing about a foot high , with elegant foliage,

i!:d forioua flowers. E. niacranthum, white flowers, and E. nibrum. red,
t^* distinctly spurred; E pinnaturo and £. rerralderinnum. yellow, Ic33 so.
ii;^ blonm in aprin^;, and prefer -i shady eituatiou and a peaty toil.

,

r".-) TH.—CorDpridite plants, variable in char.acter. E. purpureus li feet,
r'.ih p . k K7wer-hei.da, Laving' DWTov twiSted ray-florets; E. Koylci, 1 loot.

dark blue ; and E. pulchellus, 1 foot, rich orange, flowering dnrmg the
summer, are among the be^t kn* Is. Good ordinary garden soil.

i'nntt*.— E. alpuius is a beautiful little alpmc lor rockwork. 3 to 6 iuches.
of tufted habit, with small-toothed leaves, uid heads of pinkish-purple or. in
a variety, white flowers, early in summer. Sandy weU-druined soiL

iViK^iuin.—Handsome dwarf tufted plants. E. .Manescavi, 1 to IJ feet, has
large purplish-red flowers in summer; E. Keich.ardi, a minute slemless plant,
has small heart-shaped leaves in rosette-like tufts, and white flowers striped
with pink, produced successively. Light soil.

Eryngium.~\i:r^' remarkable plants of the umbelliferous order, mostly of
an attractive clwinicter. E. amethystiimm, 2 feet, has the upper pait of the
stem, the bracts, and heads of flowers all of an amethystme blue. Somt; of
more recent introduction have the aspect of the pine-apple, snch as K.
bromelifcfolium, E. pandanifolium, and E. eb^rneum. Deep Ught soil.

Eriithronium.—'E. dens cai.is, the Dogs-Tooth Violet, is a pretty dwarf
bulbous plant with spotted leaves, and rosy or white flowers produced \\\

spring, and having reflexcd petals. Mixed peaty and loamy soil, deep and
cool.

Euphorbia.—Plants whose beauty resides in the bracts or floral leaves
which surround the inconspicuous flowers. E. aleppica, 2 feet, and E.
Characias, 2 to 3 feet, with green bracts, are fine plants for rockwork or
sheltered corners.

Ferula. —Gig-Antic umbellilerous plants, with magnificent foliage, adapted
for shrubbery borders or f-pen spots on lawns. They have thick fleshy roots,
deeply penetrating, and therefore reijuiring deep soil, which should be of a
liL:ltl or sandy character. F. communis, F. glauca, and F. tingitana, the last
with glossy lozenge-shaped leaflets, grow 8 to 10 feet high ; F. Ferulago. with
more finely cut leaves, giows 5 to 6 feet high. Th*y flower in early spring,
and all have a fine appearance when in bloom, on accoiuit of their large
showy umbels of yellow flowers.
FuTiAia.—Pretty liliaceous plants, with simple conspicuously longitudinal-

ribbed leaves, the racemose flowers funnel-shaped and deflexed. F. Sieboldi-
ana, I foot, has hlac flowers ; F. granditlora. 13 inches, is white and fragrant

;

F. ccerulea, IS inches, is violet-blue; F. albo-niarginata, 15 inches," has the
leaves edged with white, and the flowers lilac. Kich garden soil,

Gaillardia.—Showy composite plants, thriving in good garden soil. <?,

.iristata. 2 feet, has large yellow flower-heads. 2 or 3 inches across, in
summer; G. Jia-selari and G. Loiselii have the lower part of the ray-florets
red, the upper part yellow.
Galanthus.-rThe Snowdrop. Early spring-flowering aroaryllidaceous bulbs,

with pretty drooping flowers, snow-white, having the tips of the enclosed
petals green. The common sort js G. nivalis, wMch blossoms on the first

break of the winter frosts ; G. Imperati and G. plicatus have larger flowers.
Gaura.—G. Lindheiineri, 3 to 5 feet, is much branched, v/ith elegant white

and red flowers of the onagraceous type, in long slender ramose spikes during
the late summer and autumn months. Light garden soil ; not long-lived.
Gentiana.— Beautiful tufted erect-stemmed plants preferring a strong rich

loamy soil. G. acaulis, known as the Gentianella, forms a close carpet ol
shining leaves, and in summer bears large erect tubular deep blue flowers.
G. Andrewsii, 1 foot, has, during summer, large deep blue flowers in clusters,
the corollas closed at the mouth; G. asclepiadea, iS inches, purplish-blue,
flowers in July.
GVrantHm.—.Showy border flowers, mostly growing to a height of IJ or J

feet, having deeply cut leaves, and abundant saucer-shaped blossoms oi
considerable size. GJ ibericum, platypetalum, and Eackhousianum are
desirable purple-flowered sorts; G. sanguineuro, a tufted grower, has th€
flowers a deep rose colour ; and the double-flowered white and blue forms
of G. pratense and G. sylvaticum make pretty summer flowers. Goodgaxden
soil.

Gcum.—Pretty rosaceous plants. The single and donblc flowered forms
of G. chiloense, 2 feet, with brilliant scarlet flowers, and G. montana, 8
inches, yellow, are amongst the best sorts. Good garden soil.

Gyyierium.—The Pampas-Grass, a noble species, introduced from Euenoa
Ayres ; it forms huge tussocks, 4 or 5 feet high, above which tow.irda autumn
rise the bold dense silvery' plumes of the ixiflorescence. It does best in
sheltered nooks.

Gi/;)5op/i(Aj.—Interesting caryophyllaceoua plants, tluiving in dryish
situations. G.' paniculata, 2 feet, from Siberia, forms a dense semi-globular
mass of small white flowers from July onwards till autumn, and is very
useful for cutting.
77e/ertiwm.—Showy composites of free growth in lightish soil. H. autum*

nale, 4 feet, bears a profusion of yellow-rayed flower-heads in August and
September.
flHianCfiemum.—'DvraTt subshrubby plants well suited for rockwork, and

called Sun-Roses from their blossoms resembling small wild roses, and
their thriving best in sunny spots. Some of the handsomest are 11. roseum,
niuta))i]e,cupreum, and rlii>daiithum, with red flowers; H. vulgare flore-pleno,
gratidiliiTuin, and sti-aniJucum. with yellow flowers; and H. macranthum
and papyTaceum. with tlie flowers white.

I/clianthus.—1'he Suntlower uenus. of which there are several ornamental
kinds. II. muUiflorus, 4 feet, and its double-flowered varieties, bear showy
golden yellow flower-heads in profusion, and are well adapted for slirabbcry
borders; 11. orgyalis, 8 feet, has drooping willow-like leaves.
//(•ficAn/sum.—Composite plants, with the flower-heads of the scaiions

character knowTi as Everlastings. 11. arenarium, C to 8 inches, is & pretty
species, of dwarf spreading habit, with woolly leaves and corymbs of goldoB
yellow flowers, about July.

//f//(rAorwj;,~Chanuing very early blooming dwarf ranunctilaceotis herbs,
n. nigcr or Christmas Kosc, the flnest variety of which is called maxiraos, has
white sho^vy saucer-shaped flowers; H. orientalis, 1 foot, rose-coloured; fl.

atronibens, 1 foot, pur]>li£h-n:d ; and U. colcliicus, 1 foot, deep purple. Deep
rich loam.

//f/ia/ica.—Charming littlo tufted planta requiring gcwid loamy soil, and
sometimes included with Anemone, H. triloba, 4 Inches, has three-lobed
leaves, and a profusion of small white, blue, or i)ink single or double flowers,
from February onwards ; n. angulosa, from Transylvania, C to 8 inches, is a
larcer plant, with sky-blue flower?.

llet-jH-rifi.—lJ. matronalis, 1 to 2 feot, is tho old garden Kockct, of which
some double forms with whito and purplish blossoms are amongst the
clioice.<it of border flowers. They reti'iire a rich loamy soil, not too diry, and
should he divided and transplanted into fresh soil ammally or ever>' second
year, in the early autumn season.

Uiltif^tif,—Showy malvaccous planta. .IT. Moscheutos, rose colourtd, and
TT. palustris, purple, both North American herbs, 3 to 6 feet high, are stutablo
for moist liorders or for boi;u'y places near the margin of lakes.

/^rn>.—Tho Candytnft, of which several dwail spreading subshrubby
species are amongst the Ik st of rock plants, clothing the surface with tnlt«
of green « W^ot-^, and flowering in masses during JMay and June The best are
I. saxatiI-•^ 6 to 10 inches; I. sempervirons. 12 to 15 inches. And I. FnUtU
(variously calle<l coriace.i, camos.T. corre.Tfolla). K' inches.

jLaf^-V'u*—IlnndsojtM; climbin;; hcrlo, incrca,^d byseedaor dlvisioo. L.
grandLlonis, 3 feet, has loi^go rose-coloured flower? witii purplish-crimson
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wings, in June; L. latifolius, the Everlasting Pea, 6 feet, hns hni,'ht rosy

Mowers in the late summer aod autumn ; the vara, albus, white, and superUus,

deep rose, are Uiatinct, Ordinary t:arden soil.

Lavatera,—L. thurin^iacea, 4 feet, is a fine erect-growing tnalvaceous

plant, producing rusy-pink blossoms freely, about Aujjust and September.
Good garden soil.

Leucojum,—Snowflake. Pretty early-blooming bulbs, quite hardy. L.

vemum, 6 indies, blooms shortly after the snowdrop, and should have a

light rich soil aad sheltered position; L. pulchellum. li feet, blooms in April

aod May; and L. sestivum, 2 feet, in May. Ail have white pendent flowers,

tipped with green.
Liairis.—Pretty composites with the flower-heads collected into spikes.

L. pumila, 1 foot; L. squarrosa. 2 to 3 feet, L. epicata. 3 to 4 feet, L. pycno-

Btachya. 3 to 4 feet, all have rosy-purplish flowers. Deep, cool, and moist soil.

Linarta.—Toadflax. Pretty scrophulariads, of which L. alpina, 3 to 6

Inches, with bluish-violet flowers liaving a brilliant orange spot, is suitable

for rockwork ;- L dalmatica, 4 feet, and L. genistaefolia, 3 feet, both yellow
flowered, are good border plants.

Linum.— Flax. L. atpinum, 6 Inches. large, dark blue ; L. narbonense, 1^

feet, large, blue ; L. perenne, IJ feet, cobalt blue ; and L. arboreum (flaviim),

1 foot, yellow, are all pretty. The last is liable to suffer from damp during
winter, and some spare plants should be wintered in a frame.
Lithosperminn.—L. prostratum, 3 inches, is a trailing evergreen herb, with

narrow hairy leaves, and paniculate brilliant blue flowers in May and June.
Well adapted for rockwork or banks of sandy soil.

Lupinus.Showy erect-growing plants with papilionaceous flowers, thriv-

fng in good deep garden soil. L. polyphyllus, 3 feet, forms noble tufts of

palmate leaves, and long spikes of bluish-purple or white flowers in June and
July ; L. arboreus is subshrubby, aud has yellow flowers.

Lychnis,—Brilliant erect-growing caryophyllaceous plants, thriving best in

beds of peat earth, or of deep sandy loam. L. chalcedonica, 3 feet, has dense
heads of bright scarlet flowers, both single and double, in June and July; L.

fulgens, I foot, vermilion; L. Flaageana, I^ feet, scarlet; and L. grandiflora,

.1 foot, coppery-orange, are all large-flowered and showy, but require a little

protection in winter.
' Mnlwi.—'Si. mnschata, 2 feet, with a profusion of pale pink or white flowers,

and musky deeply-cut leaves, thoutih a British plant, is worth introducing to

the (lower bordera when the soil is light and free.

Mertetiida.—'Si. virginica, 1 to \,J feet, azure-blue, shows (lowers in drooping
panicles in May and June. It aoes best in shady peat borders.

Afimnlnii. — Monkey-flower. Free-blooming, showy ecrophulariaceous
plants, tliriving beat in moist situations. M, cardinalis, 'i to 3 feet, has scarlet

flowers, with tlie limb segments reflexed; M. luteuaandits many garden forms,

1 to 1) feet, are variously coloured and often richly spotted ; and M. cupreus.
H to 10 inches, is bright coppery-red. M. moschatus is the Musk-plant, of

whk+i the variety Ilarxisoni is a greatly improved form, with niucli larger

yellow flowers.
,Vo;iar((rt.—Handsome labiate plants, flowering towards autumn, and pre-

ferring a cool soil and partially shaded situation. M. didyma, 2 feet, scarlet

or white; M. flstulosa, 3 feet, purple; and M. purpurea, 2 feet, deep purple,

are good border flowers.

iftwcar*.— Pretty dwarf spring-flowering bulbs. M. botryoides (Grape
Hyacinth), G inches, blue or white. Is the handsomest; M. moschatum
(Musk Hyatintli), 10 inches, has peculiar livid greenish -yellow flowers and
a strong musky odour; M. ninnstrosum (Feather Hyacinth), bears sterile

flowL-i-s broken up int«> a feather-like mass. Good garden soil.

31 iimtotis.—Kor„'ct-me-not. Lovely boraginaceous plants. M. dissitiflora,

fi to 8 inches, with large handsome and abundant sky-blue flowers, is tlie best

and earliest, flowerin'^ from February onwards; it does well in light cool

soils, prefen-ing peaty ones, and should be renewed annually from seeds or

cuttings. M. rnpicola, 2 to 3 inches, intense blue, is a fine rock plant, pre-

ferring shady situations and gritty soil; M. sylvatica. 1 foot, blue, pink, or
white, used for spring bedding, should be sowu annually in August.

Ifardosmia.—N. fragrans, the Winter Heliotrope, though of weedy haliit,

with amplo conlate coltsfoot like leaves, yields in January and February its

Aburulant spikes, about a foot high, of greyish flowoi's scented like hchotrope

;

it should have a corner to itself.

Nepeta.—S. Mussinll, 1 foot, is a compactly spreading greyish-leaved

labiate, with lavender-blue flowers, and la sometimes used for bedding or fur

marginal lines in larg*? comjKmnd beds.
Niereinfi>rrjjia.—N. rivularis, 4 inches, from Ln Plata, has slender creeping

rooting stems, beai-ing stalked ovate leaves, and large fnnncl-Kbapcd while
ftowtrn, witli a rcniarknbly long slender tube; especially adapted for rock*
work, requiring mobt sandy lo.ini.

afnotkn-a.—The genus of tho Evening Primrose, conaisthig of showy
0na;^ad3, all of which grow and blossom freely in rich deep soils. <F,. mis-
•ouriensls (macrocarpa), to 12 inches, has stout tndlnig branches, lance-
thaped leaves, and largo yellow blossoms; (K. taraxaclfolia, to 12 inches,

baa a stout crown from which the trailing branches spring out, and these bear
very largo white fliiwers changing to delicate rose ; this perishes in cold soils,

antl should therefore bo raised ?rnm Gec<I annually. Of erect habit are (K.

speciosa, I t** 2 feet, with largo wliito flciwers ; <K. fruticoaa, 2 to 3 feet, with
abundant yidlnw flowt-ni ; and <P'. 8en»tina, 2 feet, also bright yellow.

Om;>Aa/'«'fc«—KIegant dwarf horagcwiMts. O. vcrna, i tf d inches, a creep-
ing shade loving plant, has brik'ht blue flowers in the very early spring; (>.

Luctlicn, 6 inches, has much lurgor lilac-blue flowers, and is an exquisite rock
))lant for warm eholtorod spots. Dgttt sandy soil.

Onosma.—O. tauriea, to 8 inches, is a charming horaginaceous plant, from
the (Caucasus, producing hispid leaves, and cyniosc heaclsof droupmg tubular
yollffw flowom. It is of evergreen habit, and requires a warm position on the
rockwork, and well-drained sandy soil ; or a duplicate should bo sheltered
during winter in a cold dry frame.

Onrijrin.—Handsomo scrophularlaccous plants, from Chili, thriving In

moist widl drained peaty soil, and In moderate shade. O. coccinca, 1 foot,

hna erect racemes of pendent crimson flowers.

PapaotfT.—The Poppy. Very showy planti, often of stro g growth, apd of

easy culture In ordinary garden soil. P. orientale, 8 feet, hus crimson-scarlet
flowers, fl Inches across, and tho variety braeteatum clr)sol/\ie8omblcs It, but
has leafy bracts Jut beneath tho blossom. P. alplnum, 6 h\jieH, white with
Toltow centra ; P. nudlcanio, 1 foot, yellow, scented, and P. ^llosura. 1 to 2
feet, deep orange, aro ornamental smaller kinds.

PmUttimon.—'hxfi popular garden varieties arc notice*! under par. CX
Other distinct kimls are P. campannlatus, 1| feet, i>ale rose, of bushy
habit; P. humllls, ft Inches, bright blue; P. Rpoclosns. cyananthus, and
JaffrayanuH, 2 to a feel, all bright blue ; P, barbatna, 3 to 4 feet, scarlet, in

lung tormliial panicles; P. Murrayanus, feet, with scarlet flowers and
commtfi braves ; and P. Palmcrl, 3 to 4 leet, with largo wide tubed roHO-
Ctjlourfl duwcrs.

/*W-vmi«.— Hold and showy labiates, growing In ordinary soil, p. Russelllnna
(lunari.Tfidla). 4 feet, yellow, and I', tubnrosa, .'1 feet, purplish-rose, both with
downy hoao loaves, romo In well in broad llowf^r borders.

/•AyKisifSria.—Tall outumn-bloomin;: labiates, of easy growth In ordinary

garden soils. P. imbricata, 5 to 6 feet, has pale purple flowers in closely im-
bricated spikes.
/o/trmoniH'fi.—Pretty border flowers. P. cocrulcum (Jacob's Ladder), 2

feet, has elegant pimuite leaves, and long panicles of blue rotate flowers.
The variety called variegatum has very elegantly marked leaves, and is

sometimes used as a margin or otherwise in bedding arrangemonte. Good
garden soil.

Polygonatum.—ElesOint liliaceous plants, with Thizomatous stems. P.
multifloruni (Solomon's Seal), 2 to 3 feet, with arching stems, and drooping
white flowers from the leaf axils, is a handsome border plant, doing
especially well in partial shade amongst shrubs, and also well adapted for
pot culture for early forcing. Good garden soil.

Pohjgonum.~A large family, varying much in character, often weedy, but
of easy culture in ordinary soil. P. vacciniifolium, 6 to 10 inches, is a pretty
prostrate subshrubby species, with handsome rose-pink flowers, suitable for
rockwork, and prefers boggy soil; P. afline (Brunonis), 1 foot, deep rose,
is a showy border plant, flowering in the late summer ; P. cuspidatum,
8 to 10 feet, is a grand object for planting where a sc^een is desired, as it

suckers abundantly, and its tall spotted stems and handsome cordate
leaves have quite a noble appearance.
/•runu^a.—Beautiful and popular spring flowers, of w.dch many forms are

highly esteemed in most gardens. P. vulgaris, 6 inches, affords numerous
handsome single and double-tlowered varieties, with various-coloured flowers
for the spriug flower beds and borders (par. 68). Besides this, P. Sieboldir
(cortusoides amoena), 1 foot, originally deep rose with white eye, but
now including many varieties of colour, such as white, pink, lilac, and
purple ; P. j'aponica, 1 to 2 feet, crimsou-rose ; P. denticulata, 1 foot, bright
bluish-Lilac, with its allies P. erosa and P. purpurea, all best grown in a cold
frame ; P. viscosa, 6 inches, purple, and its white variety nivalis, with
P. pedemontana and P. spectabilis, 6 inches, both purple ; and the charmiii';

little Indian P. rosea, 3 to 6 inches, bright cherry rose colour, are but a ftw
of the many beautiful kinds in cultivation.
Pufrnojuina.—Handsome dwarf borageworta, requiring good deep garden

soil. P. officinalis, 1 foot, has prettily mottled leaves and blue flowers;
P. sibirica is similar in character, but has broader leaves more distinctly
mottled with white.
Pyrcthrum.—Composite plants of various character, but of easy culture

P. Parthenium eximium, 2 feet, is a handsome double while foiwi of ornanu-ntal
character for the mixed border; P. ulit;inosuni, 5 to 6 feet, has fine large
white radiate flowers, in October; P. Tchihatchewii. a close-growing dense
evergreen creeping species, with long-stalked white tlower-heads, Is adapted
for covering slopes in lieu of turf, and for rockwork.
Ratnondia.— K. pyrenaica, 3to inches, is aprettydwarf plant, requiring a

warm position on the rockwork. and a moist peaty soil more or less gritty
;

it has rosettes of ovate, spreading root-leaves, and large purple yellow-
centred rotate flowers, solitary or two to three together, on naked stalks.
Iinnu7iculus.~The florists' ranunculus is notiued in par. 70. R. ampbni-

caulis, 1 foot, white; R. aconitifolius. 1 to 2 feet, white, with its double vmiety
R. aconitifolius rtore-pleno (Fair Maids of France); and R. acris flore pleno
(Bachelor's Buttons), 2 leet, golden yellow, are pretty. Of dwarfer interest-

ing plants there are R. alpestris, 4 inches, white; R. graniineus, 6 to 10
inches, yelljw; R. parnassifolius, tJ inches, white; and K. ruticfolius 4 to
6 inches, white with orange centre.

fiudtec^ri.—Bold-habited composite plants, well suited for shrubbei-y
borders, and thriving in light loamy soil. The flower-heads have a datk-
coloured elevated disk. R. Drummorulii, 2 to 3 feet, with the ray-florets

reflexed, yellow at the tip and purplish-brown towards the base ; R. fulgida.

2 feet, golden yellow with dark chocoUite disk, the flower-heads 2 to 3
inches across; and R. speciosa, 2 to 3 feet, orange-yellow with blackish-
purple disk, the flower-heads 3 to 4 inches across, are showy plants.

Salvia.—The Sage, a large genus of labiates, often very handsome, but some-
times too tender for English winters. S. Sclarea, 5 to (i feet, is a very striking
plant little more than a biennial, with braiiched panicles of bluish flowers
issuing from rosy-coloured bracts; S. patens, 2 feet, which is intense azure,
has tuberous roots, and may bo taken up, stored awuy, and replanted in
spring like a dahlia. S. pratensis, 2 feet, blue, a showy native species, laquitt*

hardy ; tlie vaiicty lupinoitles has the centre of the lower lip white.

Saii/raffa.—A very large genus, comprising plants of varied aspect, many
of them handsome though simple in character, and most of them adapted
for rockwork, requiring only urdiniuy good soil. Some of the larger growing
species, now often calletl Megasea, are grand early-flowering border plants
with broad leaves and large, cymose clusters of rosy-piiik flowers,*.:/., S,

purpurascens, S. cordifolia, and S. craasifolia, with their varieties. Of
another group with silvery leaves there are representatives in S. longifolia,

S. CnJsia, S. Cotyledon, S pectinata, and S. Roch<'llana; of tho green mossy
group in S, hypnoides, 3 coratopbylla, 3. mudcoides, &c. ; and of the London
Pride section in 3. umbroaa, S. Andrewsii, S. Geum. and S, Buckhuulii,
S. oi)positifolia, 2 to 3 inches, purple or white, l« a brilliant plant for rock-
work, forming a carpet over tho surface of the stones.

SciWo.—Beautiful dwarf bulbous plants, thriving In well-worked snndy
loam, or sandy peat. S. bifolia, 3 Inches, and S. sibirica, 4 inches, both
intense bine, are among the most charming of early spring flowers; S. patula,

to 8 inches, and S. cfimpannlatn, 1 foot, with star-shaped greyish blue
flowers, fre;ly produced, are tine border ^)lants, as is thw later bloominy
3. peruvlaim, C to 8 inches, dork blue or white,

Sc(/um..— lYetty succulent plants of cosy growth, and mostly suitable for
rockwork. They ore numerous, vaiied In tlio colour of both leaves and
foliage, and mostly of conipact tufted growth. H. spectabilo, I to Ij (ect.

pink, bi great cymoso heads, is a ftno plant for the borders, and worthy olso

of pot-culture for greenhouse decoration. Mention may olso bo made of the
common S. acre (stouecrop), 3 inches, yellow, aud its variety with yoUow-
tippcd leaves.

.S'rm^jcrtupum.—House-Leek. Neat-growing succulent plants, forming
rosettes of fleshy leaves clo.so to tho cround, and rupUlly increasing by
runncr-liko otlaots; theyavo well adaptcu for rockwork, aud do beat In sandy
soil. The flowers are titellate, c>Tno3u, on stems rising from tho heart of tho
leafy rosettes. 3. arachnoidounj, purplish, S. arenartum, yellow, S. nlobl-

fenmi, and H. "Laggeri, rose, grow when in flower 3 to inches hinh; S.

calcarcum, rose colour, onvl S. Boutlgnlanum, pale rose, both have glaucous
loaves tipped with purple ; S. HeutTclii, yellow, with deep chocolate IcOrCs,

and S. Wulfoni, sulphur-yellow, are from 8 to 12 inches high.

Silrnf.~VrH\iy caryophyllaeeoua plimts, preferring sandy loam, and well
adapted for rockw<»rk. S. alpestris, ti iiirhus, white, and S. quadridentatoi,
4 irirbcs, wlilte, are beautiful tufted plants for mckwork or tho front jmrts of
borders; 3. mantlma flore jdeno, (I hiihe^, white, S. Kli/jibftha\ 4 iucheji,

bright rose, and S. Sehafta. (1 Iruh.vi. pin pli di rnac, iini iibo good kind.i.

.Visyn'nrAiMiH.— Pwtly dwarf ii idmcoUH pl.iiitH, tbrivliii: in peaty Roil. 3.

grandiflonim, 10 ineheo, deep pnrplo or white, blooms about April, and is a
flue plant for pot-culture In cold frames.

.s'/Jira-a.— Vigorous growing plants of great beauty, preferring pood deep
r.itlii-r niitUl soil; the lloworn t»uii>l\ but very abundant, in large cnrymboso or
spicate panicles. 3. Aruncus 4 (cot, whito ; i aatllbloidcs, 2 foct, wldio^
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fi. Fillpentlula ttonplcuo, li feet, and S. I'linaria florc-plcno, 3 feet. Iwlh

while ; S palniata. 2 (ccl, rony-criniiiuu ; anj 3. vcuusla. 3 feet, (.aiiiiiuc ruse.

&ra some of the best.

Statice —Pretty plant* with broad radical leaves, and a mnth-branchcu
tnAoresceoec of numerous small flowers. S. latifolia. 2 feet, t;reyisli-bltie ;

S tatarica, 1 foot, laveuderpink ; S. speciosa, li feel, rose colour, and S.

eximia, IJ feet, rosy-lilac—fcre good border plants. S. bellidifolia, 9 inches,

lavender; S. emarginata, 6 ioches. purple; S. globuljiixfolia. 9 tnclies,

nhite ; and S. oaiia, 4 inches—are good sorts for the rockery.

SitJiactis.—S. speciosa, 1 to 2 feet, is a showy composite, o( easy culture iu

good gartlcn soil ; it produces large corymbs of llower-heads, witli numerous
narrow blue ray-tlorets surrounding the yellow disk.

Stipa.S. pennata (Feather Grass), li feet, is a very graceful-habited grass,

ivith stiff slender erect leavfi, and long leathery awns to the Quwcrs.

Stokesia ^S. cyanea, 2 feet, is a grand autumntlowering conijiosite plant,

with blue flower-heads, 4 inches across Sandy loam and warm situation.

S>/ir>phyium.— KAtUer coarsu-growing but showy bora^inaceous plants,

incceeiting in ordinary sol!. S. caucasicum, 2 feet, with blue flowers chang-

Ki-A to red, is one of the finer kinds for early sumojur blooming.
'r^ai4i:(rMm.— Free-growing but rather weedy rauuncutaceons plants, in

many cases having elegantly cut foliage. T, a<iuilegifuliiim, 2 feet, pnrplish

from the conspicuous stamens, the leaves glaucous, is a good border plant

;

nnd T. minus lias folia;;c somewhat resembling tliat of the Maidenhair
tern. Ordinary garden sod

7V*(cifi<i.—Charming spring: flowering bulbs, thriving lo any goi)d sandy
eoil. T. Murraynna, s ijiches, lavender blue, nnd T. unitlora, C inches,

nhite. srve both pretty plSuts of the easiest culture, either fur borders or
r<.'ckcrie3.

Tritojna —Splendid stoutish growing plants of noble aspcet. familiarly
Jiuown as the J'oker plant, from their erect rigid spikes o( Ilamc-colourcd
tlo«ei«; sometimes called Koti>hoHa T I'varia, 3 to 4 feet, bright orange-
red, pas.sing to yellow in the lower flowcra. is a fine nutunmal decorative
plant. They should be protected from frosts by a covering of ashes over the
crown dining winter

Troliius.~S]\ovfy ranunculaccous plants, of free growth, flowering about
May and Ju.ie. T. euiopieue, Is ini-hes, Icniuii, globular , T. nsiutn;U3. 2
Icet. deep, yellow ; aud T. iiniicllifolius, 2 to 2} feet, gulden yellow, arc all

line showy kinds Rich and rather moist soil.

7'i(fi>a,—Splendid dwaifisli biillis, thriving in deep sandy wellcnriched
garden soil, and increased by utTsels. They bloom duiing the spring and
eaily summer months. T. (jcsncruma, the parent of the florists" tulip (p;ir.

71), 12 to IS inches, crimson and other coloure ; T. KiehUri, 1 foot, crimsmi
with dark spot; T. Greigi. 1 foot, orange with dark spot cdgcil with yell-.w.

and having dark spottetl leaves; T. ucuhis solis, 1 foot, starlet with bl.iek

centre ; and T. sylvestris, I'.* to IS inehcs. bright yellow, are showy kinds.
^''rrl>agcn}n.—Showy border flowers of erect spirc-Iikc habit, of tho easiest

culture. V. Chaixii. 4 to 5 feet, yellow, in large pyramiilal panicHcs ; V.
plnrniceum, 3 feet, rich purple or white; and V. fonnoauin, feet, golden
yellow in dense panicles, are desirable specits.

Veronica.—The Speedwell family, containing many ornanicntnl members;
all the hardy species are of the easiest euUivalion in onlinary g.irdvn soil.

The rotate flowers are in close erect spikes, sunietnues br.mrhcd \

crassifolia. 2 feet, dark blue ;
V. incarnata, 11 feet, llesh colour ; V. eiir>m

bosa, M feet, pale blue in coiynibosely-armngc'd racemes; V gcntiannides. J

teet, grey with blue streaks; and V, vitirinica, 5 feet, white, are distinct.
Tiikvi.— Periwinkte. Pretty rock jdaiits, growim,' freely in ordmary soil .

V herbacea, of creeping haldl, witii purplish-blue flowers; V. minor, of
tr.-iiling habit, blue: and V. major, I to 2 feet high, also trailing, are suitable
fur the rock garden. The last two are evergreen, and atfonl varieties which
Uiffer in the cohmr of their flowers, w hile some arc single and others double.

ri'tiia— Violet. Charming dwarf plants, mostly evergreen and of tuftetl

liabit, refiuiring well-uoikcd rieh sandy soil. V calcarata, C inches, liu-ht

blue ; V. cornuta, C to 8 inches, blue ; V. lutea. 4 inches, yellow ; V. altaicn.
<» inches, yellow or violet w ith yellow eye ; V. palmaensis. 6 to 8 inches,
lavender-blue; V. pedata, C inches, pale blue; and V. odorata, the Sweet
Violet, in its many single and double flowered varieties, are all desirable.

>'«cca.— Noble subarborescent liliaceous plants, which should he grown in
every garden. They do well in light well drained soils, and have a close
family resemblance, the inMorescence being a panicle of «bitcdroopingtulip-
Bhriped ilowers. and the foliage rostilate. sword-shaped, and spcar-pointctl
Of the more phrubby-habited sorts Y. glorinaa. recurvifolia. nnd Treculeana,
ore good and distinct: and of the dwaifer and more herbaceous soils V'.

fllamentosa, fluccida, and angustifolia arc distinct and iulercstiog kinds, the
first two ilowcring annually.

The taste for cultivation of tlic class of plants of wliich tho fore-

going list embraces the more prominent members is on the increabo,

and our gardens will benefit by its extension , but we may hope that
tbe folly of limiting tiie interest of the flower garden to this class

of subjects alone, to tlie exclusion of the brilliant bedding flowci-s

which have been evolved out of less showy materials by tho
fardener's skiil, as some writers would seem to desire, may nevt.
c realized.

We now proceed to notice at j^reater length the more important
plants of this class,—those to which horticulturists have devoted
the greatest attention, with the result, in many cases, of largely in-
creasing the varieties of these *' florists' flowers."

Aftf- N5. The ^7icmon« {Anemone coronaria), often called the Poppy
(none. Anemone, is a tuberous-rooted plant, with parsley-like divided leaves,

nnd large sliowy poppy-like blossoms on stalks of from 6 to 9 inches
high ; the flowers arc of various colours, but the principal are scarlet,
crimson, blue, purple, and white. There are also donblo-flowcrcd
varieties, in which the stamens in the centre are replaced bv a tul't

of nrtrrow piHjIs. It is an old garden favourite, and of the" double
forms there are named varieties. Thev grov/ best in a loamy soil,
enriched witli welbrottcd manure, which should be diig in below
.the tubers. These may be planted in October, and for succession
in January, the autumn planted ones buing protected by a covorin"
of leaves or short stable litter. They will flower in May and Junes
nnd when the leaves have ripened should be taken uj. into a dry
room till planting time. Anemones aro easily raised from the seed,
and a bed of the single varieties is a valuable addition to a Mower-
garden, as it airor<u. in a warm situation, an abundance of hand-
some and often brdliant sprinu flowers, almost aa early as tho snow-

drop or crocus. The genus contains many other lively ^jTing

biuoiiiirig plants, of which A hortensis and A fulgens hyvc Its'

divided leaves and splendid rosy-pupple or scarlet flowers, lliej

reiiuiro similar t .-atmcnt Another bet is represented by A Pulsa-

tilla, the Pasque-flower, whose violet blossoms l»ve the outer surface

hairy , these prefer a calcareous soil Tht splendid A japonica,

and its white variety called Honoriiic Jobcrt, ilic hitter especially,

are amongst the finf*^ of auluinu blooming hardy perennials . they

grow well in Ivglit „./il, and reach 2K to ;j fe< l in height, blooming
continually for several weeks. A group oldwa*' species, repre-

sented by the native British A. nemoru!.a and A. apeuninu, are

amongst the most beautiful of spiing flowers for planting in woods
fCnd shady places.

46 The /f7iiirrAznHm (Antirrhinum majus) is very easily managed.
Sown in boat, and forwarded until the general time for planting out,

it becomes a summer annual, and may be so treated (par. 33) , but

under a slower and more hardy regime it may be sow n in boxes in

August, and pricked off into other boxes and wintered in a frame

for, though not often destroyed, it sometimes suffers greatly in »

severe season So treated, and planted out in well-prcparcd beds oi

good fnablc garden soil, it will become very showy and efl"ectivc, and

if a good strain of seed lias been obtained many very beautiful kinds

may generally be selected from thfi progeny. The named sorts are

]iropagalcd bv cuttings, and wintered in a frame. Some of the

douolc-floweicd sorts are intciosting. There are forms with white,

yellow, rose, crimson, magenta, and variously mottled and striped

flowers, some of them of great beauty, but the named sorts arc too

fugitive to make it dcsii'able to record a list of them.

47 Tho >4wrc'c»/a( Primula Auricula), a nativeof the Alps, has been Au:i< uu

an iiiinatc of British gardens for about three hundred years, and is

still pri2c<l by florists as one of their choicest flowers. The auricula

loves ft cool soil and shady situation. The florists' varieties are

grown in rich composts, for the preparation of which numberless

receipts have been given ; but many of tlie old nostrums are now ex-

jtloded.anda more r.itional treatment has taken their jdace. Thus Ml
Doughis, thcniost recent .niiUority ,wntc^{}iardi/ Fliyrists'Flowers):—

*' There is no niyster>', as some suppose, about the potting, any more than
there is about the putting material. The compost should consist of turfy
loam four parts, leaf-inould one part, sharp river or silver sand one part, and
a fe*v bits of broken eharenal mixed with it. The pots to be used should bo
from 3 to 4i inches in diameter, inside measure; about 1 inch of potshert'

i

should be plaecd in tlie bcdtom of each pot, and over this some fibrous turi,

from which the Hue particles of earth have been removed. The old soil

should oc shaken from the roots of the plants to be potted ; and before potting
cutoff, if necessary, a portion of the main root. In potting press the soil

rather firmly aumnd the roots."

Auriculas arc best grown in a cold frame mounted on legs about 2
feet from the ground, and provided witli hinged sasiies. A graduated
stage formed of wood battens G inches broad, with arise of 2 inches,

should he fixed so as to take each oue row of pots, with the plants

standing at about 15 inches from the glass ; tlie spaces between tlie

shelves 'ohould be closed, while tl)e top board of the back an(i the

front should be hinged so as to be let down when desired for ventila-

tion, the sashes, too, being movable for tlic same purpose, and also

toatford facilities for examining and attending to the plants. This
frame should face the north, and stand under shelter of a wall or
hedge No protection will be needed except in very severe frosts,

when two or threo thicknesses of garden mats may be tlirown over
the glass, and allowed to remain on until the soil is thawed, should
it become frozen.

Auriculas may be propagated from seed, which is to be sown as
soon ay ripe, in July or August, in boxes, kept under cover, and
exposed only to tlie rays of the morning sua WJicn seed has been
saved from the finer sorts, tho operation is one ofconsiderable nicety,

as it not unfreqneiitly hapju-ns that the best seedlings are at first

esceediugly weak. They generally flower in the second or tiiird

year, n few goo<l sorts being all that can be cxjiected from a large

sowing. Tiic established varieties arc increased by taking ofl" the
offslioots. an operation which is performed at the lime of potting
in July or the beginning of August.

Tiic oriyinal of the auricula is a hardy perennial herb, of dwarf
habit, bearing dull yellowish blossoms. This and the commoner
forms raised from seed, as well us one or twodoubic forms, arc interest-

ing hardy border flowers. The choice florists' varieties ore divided
into five classes:—the grccn-edgai, with llie margins of the flowers

green ; the g/cy-af^/cd, with the green margins powdered with
meal so as to appear to be coloured grey ; the vj?i.itc-edged y with
the mealy powder so deuse as to cover the green ; the sclfSt whicli
have none df the green variegation of margin seen in tlie fore-

going, but are of some distinct colour, as purple, maroon, &c., but
have, like the preceding, a white paste surrounding the eye ; and the
nlpiTics, which resemble the sells in not having any green muiginal
variegation, but diilcr in having a yellow- centre more or less dense.
Tlie individual flowers of the fii-st three groups of florisU' auriculas
show four distinct circles — fii^t the eye or tube, which should have
tlie stamens lying in it, but sometimes has Iho pin-headed stipma
instead, which is a defect ; second, Ihn paste or circle of pure white
surrounding the eye ; third, the body colour, a circle of some diiik

tint, cs maroou or violet, which feathers out more or less towards
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the edge, but is the more perfect the less it is so feathered, and is

quite faulty if if breaks through to the outer circle ; fourth, the

margin, which is green or grey or white These circles should be

about equal in width and clearly defined, aud the nearer they are to

this standard the more perfect is the flower. In the group of selfs

the conditions are the same, except that there is no margin, and con-

sequently the body colour, which should be uniform intone, extends

to the edge. In the alpines there should be no paste or white

surrounding the eye, but this space should be either golden-yellow

or creamy-yellow, which makes two subdivisions in this group ;
and

the body colour is more or less distinctly shaded, the edges being

of a paler hue. There is besides a group of laced alpines, in which

a distinct and regular border of colour surrounds each of the marginal

lobes.

The following is a selection of good sorts now obtainable in the

respective groups :

—

Grecn-edgid. —Leiah's Col. Taylor, Booth's Freedom, Litton's Imperator,

Ashton's Prince of Wales, Trail's Prince of Greens, Page's Ch.impion.

Crei/eijed.—Headly's George Lighthody, Lancashire's Lancashire Hero,

Sykesa Complete, Kay's Alexander .Meiklejohn, Walker's George Lcvick,

Headl/s C. E- Brown.
»'Ai(!!ciff7«l—Heap's Smiling Beauty, Hepworth's True Briton, .^shworth's

Regular, Taylor's Glory, Summorscale's Catherina, Lee's Bright Venus.

Se(/S.—Netherwoods Otiiello, Campbell's Pizarro, Spaldings Blackbird,

Pohlman's Garibaldi, Turner's C. J. Perry. Lightbody's Meteor Flag.

.aiptn^s.—Turner's John Leech, Turner's Bessie Ray, Gorton's Diadem,
Turner's A. F. Barron, Turner's .Tcssie, Turner's Susie Matthams.

Cama- 48. The Carnation (Dianthus Caryophyllus), a native, as some

Hon. suppose, of Italy, but occasionally found in an af>parently wild state

in England, has long been held in high estimation as a garden

. flower, not only for the beauty but for the delightful fragrance of

its blossoms. The variet)es are numerous, and are ranged under

three groups, called bizarrcs, Jiakcs^ and picotecs. The last, from

their distinctness of character, are now generally looked upon as

if they were a different plant, whereas they are, in truth, but 'a
]

seminal development from the carnation itself, their number and
|

variety being entirely owing to the assiduous endeavours of the .

modern florist to vary and to improve them.
The true carnations, ai distinguished from picotees, are those

which have the colours arranged in longitudinal stripes or bars of

variable width on each petal, the ground colour being white. The
bizarres are those in which stripes of two distinct colours occur on

the white ground, and it is on the purity of the white ground and

the clearness and evenness of the striping that the technical merit

of each variety rests. There are scarlet bizarres marked with scarlet

and maroon, crimson bizarres marked with crimson and purple,

and pink and purple bizarres marked with those two colours. 'The

Jiakcs are those which have stripes of only one colour on the 'white

ground, and here we have purple flakes striped with purple, scarlet

fiakes striped with scarlet, ami rose flakes striped with roso colour.

There aro still the scl/s, or those showing one colour only, as white,

yellow, crimson, purple, &c., and these arc commonly called cloves.

The picctee differs from the carnation in having the petals laced

instead of striped with a distinct colour; the subgroups bear the

designations red-edged, purple-edged, rose-edged, and ecarlet-edged,

all having white grounds ; each group divides into two sections,

the heavy-edged and the light-edged respectively. In the heavy-

edged sorts the colour appears to be laid on in little touches, passing

from the edge inwards, but so closely that they coalesce into one lino

of colour from ,"5 to ,',; of an inch bro.id, and more or lesa feathered

on the inner edge, the less feathered the liettor ; while the light-

edged sorts display only a fine edge, commonly called a wire edge, of

colour on the white ground. To these have to bo added yellow

picotees, a group of great beauty, but deficient in correctness of

marking.
Even the choice varieties of the carnation Dr picotoe may bo very

successfully grown in most unfavourable localities ; but the com-

moner sorts, such as may be raised freely from seed, on account of

their robust coostitution, aro perhaps to bo preferred for the oi'dinary

flower garden ; while the singlc-flowcred sorts aro by no means to

be dcspi.fcd, especially those liaving decided colours. It is by

selecting the best seedlings that new varieties of merit arc produced.

The estaljlished varieties arc propagated by layers or by pipings, the

formerplan bcingadnpted with strong healthy plants in aii ordinarily

congenial .season. Tlic latter is sometimes had recourse to when the

plants rlo not produce young shoots of sutliclent length to admit

of their being l.iyercd ; and the cuttings, plaiitecl underdose glasses

in a bed where there is a very slight bottom heat, will generally root.

Layering is, however, a more expeditious mode. It is performed at

the time tl'.o plants are in tlowcr, or as soon after ns ])Ossible. Tho
rooted layers may be removed ami potted or pl.iiiLed out towanis the

end of September, or early in October, the choieo soits being potted

in rather small pots and kept in a cold frame duriu'' winter, at which

season the great cneiriy to be guarded agaiiint is damp.
The soil for carnations and picotees should be a gnorl turfy loam,

free from wircworm, and as hbry as it can he obtaine*! ; to four

parta of this add one part of rotten manure and one of leaf-mould,

with 'iiifiiceiit slmqi fund to keejt it loose. A moilnrato addititm fif

old lima rubbish, if attaiaable. will al.-:) bo an advantaf^o. Tliis

should be laid up in a dry place, and frequently turned ovei with
the fork or spaile, so as to be'in a free friable condition for u^**

towards the end of Febru,ary or early in M arch. As to the size of

the blooming pots, Mr Douglas observes :

—

"I do not care to use them larger than 10 inches in diameter, ipsite
measure, and three plants may be piit into a pot that size ; a 9-inch pot may
be used for a pair of a Btrong-growing sort, whMe weaker growers iimy be
potted two in an y-inch or even a 7-inch pot. If it is intended to propagate
all the layers produced, that must be t.aken into account, as the plants will

not have so good a chauL-e in a sm.all as in a large pot. After potting they
should be kept in a well-ventilated frame until established, and set in the
open air in an open siuiny spot when the weather becomes genial, the flowering
stems being tied up carefully .as they grow up. At the flowering season they
should be put in a thoroughly ventilated glass house, where they can be
shaded from bright sunshine, or under the protection of a canv.is screen to
keep off rain and sun. \VTiere there is any tendency in the flowers to bui-st

tlie calyx on one side^ the other divisions should be slit down a little, and the
calyx should have a bgature, not too tight, of thread or matting ; this, if done
early, will prevent the petals falling aside and destroying the symmetry of
the flower."

The groups are so numerous that to name a selection of tb.e best

sorts would occupy too much space. Am.ple information on this head

may be obtained from Mr Douglas's book already referred to {Hardy
Florists' Flowers) ; and critically descriptive lists of all the varieties

then grown, by the highest authority, Mr E. S. Dodwell, will he found

in the volumes of the Florist and Pomologisl for 1876 and 1877.

49. The Chrysanthemum (Chrysanthemum sinense) is one of the Chrysan
most popular of autumn flowers. It is a native of China, whence themun>
it has long been introduced. The small-flowered pompons, and the

grotcsque-llowered Japanese sorts are of more recent date, the former

having originated fiom the Chusan daisy, a variety introduced

by Mr Fortune in 1846, and the latter having also been iiitio-

d'uced by the same traveller about 1862. The plants may bo in-

creased by division, in M.arch or April, the diWded portions being

planted in beds of rich soil, under the shelter of a wall or fence, as a

safeguard .against cold and stormy weather. The shoots should he

thinned out to about four or six from each root, and these should bo

staked .as they grow up. They look extremely well in such a bonier,

if arranged in two or three rows according to their heights, and with

a judicious intermixture of colours, the .advantage of growing them
in this way being that a canVas screen can be put over them, by
which means they not only flower in greater perfection, but last for

a longer period. They are of tha easiest culture, and may be grown
readily enough even in town gardens.

The chrysanthemum is, however, of very great importance as a

greenhouse plant for autumn and winter flowering, and for this pur-

pose, as well .as for exhibition culture, it is gencr.ally raised from

cuttings, or suckers, which are taken off by some growers about

October, and planted singly in 3-inch pots, the plants being wintered

in cold frames, and shifted into larger-sized pots about March ;

they are topped when about 6 inches high, and the young shoots

thus induced are again topped when 3 or 4 inches long. Others

take short cuttings in March, and strike them quickly m a

mild hotbed, airing freely as soon as rooted, and shifting and .stop-

ping as in the other case. As soon as fine weather sets in in Juno,

tho plants, having received one or two previous shifts according to

the size which they are required to reach, should l>e plunged outdoors

in a tolerably open spot, and there carefully watered and syringed.

Al>out tho middle of July they should be shiftcil into their blooming

pots, tha {jompons requiring less room than the lar"e-flowercd ana
Japanese sorts, and after the end of July it is not advisable to con-

tinue tho topping—technically "stopping"—of the young shoots,

as it may interfere with the blooming. As sOon as the flower-buds

become visible, the plants are benofited by a watering of weak liquid

manure two or three times a week. Tlie jiots should still he plunged

in a bed of coal ashes or cocoa-nut refuse, till about the end of

September, when they should bo put under glass as a precaution

against injury from autumn frosts, having, however, full ventilation

by day. Abundant root watering is necessary until the flowers arc

developed, when tho supply may be slightly diminished, and tho

atmosphere should bo kept dryish by abundant ventilation. Tho
compost used for potting in all the stages after the cuttings, for which
any light eaith will sudice, should consist of four parts loam to one

of rultcn dung and one of leaf-mould, giving rather more leaf-mould

and loss manure for the first pottiug, and nrther more manure lor

the Inst ; a little coareely-pounded gritty matter may be added
advantageously. For the lai-ge-Howcred sorts 11-inch ]>ots arc largo

enough to punhice very ImtnKoine sjiecimens, and 8-inch pots s'.vilieo

for tlie ponqums, but very Useful planU may be had in smaller pots

than these. For fine speclmon |lowcrs only a single shoot is allowed

to grow up, and this goes on unstoiqied, and linally develops two or

three very largo flowers; these latter require disbudding, as sonic

sorts give the best flowers from the terminal buds, others from tho

side buds. The aphis or green fly is a great enemy to tlic plants,

and nuist be kept under ; dusting tho heart- of the shoots with

tobacco powder is a safe and eMieieiit remedy ; but, whatever bo the

method employed, it should be applied before the hlos.soms open.

The following arc a few of the iiest varieties in each section :—

f.Tr^.' /I"m-m/.— Abbi' I'.nssauli.T. Alfred Sailer. [Vcllioven. Beverley. Dr
Crock, f'.mily tJale. Lniplvia oi India, Ge<ir((e Gleliu.v, Golden Beverley,
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Jardin des Plantc?, Lady Hardinge, Mrs George Rundle, Mrs Ueale, lYinco
AlfrtJ, Pruui- uf Wultj, l*rinces5 of \Val<?s, Venus. V.'hitc Globe. These are
all iiK-invt'd tluwers. lutliein might bciidded, lor their iiu-nt as uonaervtitopy

iiwcimeii |>laiit3, Chevalier Puuiage, Crimson Velvet, Juliu Laj^vfcre, and
Sirs Forsyth.
Japa'use.—T.lAinG, Fair Maid o{ Guernsey, James Salter, and Wizard, early

Borta; Ur Masters, Fulton, Grandiilora, Hero of Ma^jdala, Meg Merriiees,
Furpureum album. Red Dra^ion. aud The Uaimio, later sorts.

Aneminic-fiowerfd.—AcmiiWiUiin, Empress, I-'Icurde Marie, Gluck, King of
Anemones, i^ady Mar^'aici, Louis Buunmy, Miss Mart^^LTct, Miss i'ulhers,

I'rinee of Anemones, Trincess Louise, Sunrtower.
Pimtifjits —Adonis, Audronu-tla, llrilliant. General Canrobert, Mdlle.

Martha. Modble, St Miehael, Salamon. To these may be added of Anemoue-
(lowered pompons— Autonius, Astrea, Culliupe. Cedo Null! (four colours^
Firelly. Jean llathette. Madame Montels, Marie Stuart, Miss Nightingale,
Mr Astie, Perle. Kose Marguerite. Virginale.
Within the last few yearj a new tvjie of dwarf-growing early-blooming

irarieties has sprung up, and these are now increasing in number. Tliey
:ome into llower in August and September, and are extremely useful for

lUing up exhausted beds in the llouer garden us well as for cutting. Tliey
ire cultivated t;x»ctly as the others. Tlie following are useful soits of this

group —Adr.istus, Ctuoniat^lla, Delphine Cabochc, Frddiiric Pcl6, Madame
- Alplionse Dufoy. Madame I'icoul, PiecuclteS and .Scarlet Gem.

:'is. 50. The Croats sels our gar<!eiis aglow with -its bh«,'ht colours al-

most as soon as winter has dei'^irteJ. Tliese crocuses of the flower.

garden are mostly seminal varieties of C. vcrnus ami C aureus, the

former jielding llie purple autl stnpcil, and the latter the yellow
varieties. The lieadi|ii.irtcrs of tlic genus is in eaaterc Europe and
Asia Minor, but C. vermis is found wild in some parts of Englatid.

It has been much improved by Dutch florists, and large quantities

ire annually imported from Holland. The crocus succeeds in any
.^airly good garden soil, and is u^iiuUy planted near the edges of beds
>r borders in the flower garden, or lu broadisli patches at intervals

along the mixed borders. The roots or corms should he planted
^inches below the surface, and as they become crowded they should
e taken up and rejdauted with a refreshment of the soil, at least

tfvery five or six years. Crocuses have also a pleasing effect when
doited about ou the lawns and grassy banks of the pleasure ground.
Some of the best of the varieties are :

—

PurjAe: David FJzzio.Sir.!. Franklin. Shaded lujhtblue: Lilaceua euperbua.
Btue tipped with white : Ne plus ultra. Striped : Albion, La Majestueuse, Sir
Walter Scott, Cloth of Silver. White : Caroline ChishoLm. Felloio ; Large
Dutch. Cloth of Gold.

The 8i>ecies of Crocus are not very readily obtainable, but those
who make a speciality of hardy bulbs ought certainly to search them
out and grow them. They require the same culture as the more
familiar garden varieties ; but, as some of them are apt to suffer from
exeess of moisture, it is advisable to plant them in prepared soil in

a raised pit, where they are brought nearer to the eye, and where
they can be sheltered when necessary by glazed sashes,—which,
however, should not be kept closed except when the plants are at
rest. The autumn-blooming kinds include many plants of very
great beauty.

Of the spring-flowering species, there are C. aureus, Susianua, stellaris,
sulphureus, chrysanthus. mesiacus, OLivieri, and vitellinus. having yellow
flowers of various shades; C. vemus, etruBcus, Impc-^ti.minim us, suaveolens,
and velucheosis, with blue or lilac flowers ; C. albirtoms, Fleischerianus,
versicolor, Etrictus, and biflcrua, with white or whitish flowers. Of the
autumn-blooming ^cies, there are 0. speciosua, Clusianus, medlua, Orpha-
nidis, loDgifloruf (odorus), Pallasli, Thomasii, Salzmannianus, nudiflorus,
autumnal is,,aero tin us, Sieberi, Cartwrightianus. and byzantinus, with lilac or
purple flowers; C, Eoi^auus. vallicola, badriaticus, cauceUatus, and Cambes-

R sediauus, with whit« or whitish Oowers; and C. Scharojani with flowers of a
"

ri'jh saJTron yellow.

trawB 51. Tho Crown /m/>CT*«i/(FritiUariaimperialis) growsup to a height
fnpcj-iAl. of about 3 feet, the lower part of the stoutish stem being furuLshed

with leaves, while near the top is developed a coronal of large
pendent flowers surmounted by a tuft of bright green leaves like
those of the lower part pi the stem, only smaller. The flowers are
bell-shAped, yellow or red, and in some of the Torms double. The
fdant grows freely in good gai-den soil, preferring a deep well-draiued
oam, and is all the better for a top-dressing of manureas it approaches
the Soweriog stage. Strong clumps of five or six roots of one kind
have a ve^j fine effect. It is a very suitable subject for the back
row in mijced flower borders, or for recesses in the front part of
Bhrublery borders. It flowers in April or early in May. There
are a few nametl varieties, btit the most generally grown are the
single and double yellow, and the single aud double red, the single
red having also two variegated varieties, with the leaves striped
respectively with white and yc-Uow.

/aali^ 52. The florists' i>a/i/ta (Dahlia variabilis) yields two groups or
varieties, which are known as show and fancy dahlias,—the former
consisting of all self-coloured flowers and tJiOse light-ground ones
which ar.' edged, tipped, or laced with a dork colour ; the latter, all
Cowers with the colour in stripes like a carnation, and &11 dark-
ground flowers tipped with white, l^esides these there are bedding
dabhas, which are dwarf-growing sorts with decided colours, much
naed in flowor-ganlens where large efiiccts are required to be pro-
duced

; and pompon dahlias, which arc very symmetrical small-
flowered aorta, better adapted for cutting than the more bulky flowerB
of the show varieties. - The single-flowered D. coccinca, a most brilli-
ant and highly effiictive ornamental plant, with some oth^-r allied
kmds, has recently attTacte<l much attention, and can be com-
mended as on admirable half-hardy border flower, and well adapted
lor cutting to fill largo vases. Jt is rather mow delicate than the

forms of D. variabilis, aud the tuberous roots are very apt to be lost

during winter, but it is readily raised from seeds, and if sown early

flowers the same season. The varieties of the florists' dahlia selected

for the flower garden should bo those ouly which are of effective

colours, whether selfs or others, and such as throw out their flower

heads or long stalks clear of the foliage. The same remark applies

to the pompous.
New varieties are procured from seed, which should be sown in

pots or pans towards the end of Mai-ch, and placed in a hotbed or
propagatiug pit, the young plants being pricked ofl' in to pots or boxes,

and gradually hardened off for planting out in June ; they, will

flower the same season if the summer is a genial one. The older

varieties are propagated by dividing the large tuberous roots, in

doing which care i»ust be taken to leave an eye io each portion of
tuber, othejwise it will not 'grow. Rare .varieties are sometimes
grafted on the roots of others {see fig. 57, p. 237). The best and
most general mode of propagation is by cuttings, to obtain which,
the old tubers are placed in heat in February, and as the young
shoots, which rise freely from them, attain the height of 3 inches,

they arc taken off with a heel, and planted singly in small pots filled

with fine sandy soil, and plunged in a moderate heat. They root

speedily, and are then transferred to larger pots in light rich soil,

and their growth encouraged until the plautiug-out season arrives^

which is about the middle of June.

Dahlias succeed best in an open situation, and in rich deep loam,
but there is scarcely any garden soil in which they wiil not thrive,

if it is mauured. For the production of fine show flowers the ground
must be deeply trenched, and well manured annually. Thebranchcs
as well as the blossoms require a considerable but judicious amount
of thinning ; they also need shading in some cases, and individual

protection from rain and wind. They may stand singly lii.G com-
mon border flowers, but have the most imposing appearance when
seen in masses arranged according to their height. Florists usually

devote u plot of ground to them, and plant them in lines 5 to 10
feet apart. This is done about the beginning of June, sheltering

them if necessarj' from late frosts by inverted pots or in soma other

convenient way. Old roots often throw up a multitude of stoma,

which render thinuing necessary. As the plants increase in height
they are furnished with strong stakes, to secure them fr6m high
winds. Dahlias flower on till they are interrupted by frost in

autumn. The roots are then taken up, dried, and stored in a

cellar, or some other place where they may be secure from fros

and moisture. See article Dahlia, vol. vi p. 762.

53. The Delphinium, or Bee-Larkspur, is so called from the resem- T>€i'

blance of the petals in the original species, D. elatum, to tha hajjry phiniu;"

bodyofabee. The original had comparatively smallffowers, bat by
hybridizing they have been very much increased in size,and improved
in quality, and now constitute one of the brightest ornaments of
the mixed border, or the shrubbery gronp, often throwing up second-
ary blooming stems, especially if the first are removed in good time,
instead of being allowed to form seeds. The colour varies from red-

dish-blue to pale blue or grey, but the prevailing one is dark blue.

Delphiniums need a good rich soil, that of a loamy character being
the best. They must be replanted at least every second year, and
the soil either renewed or well manured and thoroughly broken up.

Replanting may be done equally well early in autumn or when.
growth recommences in spring. The commoner single varieties, such
^as the brilliant D. formosum, may be reproduced with but alight

variation from seed, but the double ones must be propagated by
division. Unless sewn as soon as ripe the seed is apt to take long
to vegetate. If novelties a^e required, the flowers can be cross-

fertilized. For mere propagation the best method is division; for this

purpose the stems should be cut down early, say ^i July, the offset?

potted each into a small pot of light soil, and wintered in a frame.

The plants should be well exposed to the sun; but sheltered frou-

strong winds, and promptly and carefully staked. In a mixed bonb.i

they should be planted in one of the back rows ; but their spire-

like inflorescence is very effective when they are planted scverai

together in a gronp or bed in the front part of the .shrubberj

border. They vary in height from 3 to 6- feet. The following are

some of the best modem varieties :

—

Sijigle-jioiixred.—Amahilia, Cele^tinl, Glotre de St Maude, Madame Chcld
Madame Henri Jacot^t, Mrs Gerard IxJgh.

Voui/le-Jloxcered.—hsslo'vi, Clair Courant, grandlforom plenum, Eetcleeri
Manteau de Minerva, Koi Lt^opold.

54. The Gladiolus, described separately in vol. x. p. 732, has be- G''.Iio

come one of our most popular flowers, and is a striking ornament of Ici.

our gardens during the late summer months. Tlie modem race of
flowers has spmng from G. gnndaponsis, bnt others (see separate
article)are grown to a smaller oxtcnt, and come in at an earlier season.

G. caidinafis, cruentus, and floribundus belong to this latter series,

and are pretty subjects for tho mixed borders, vhlle for beds
G. brencmeyensis, one of the early hybrids, is still one of the most
brilliant and effective, the flowers being of a glowing ecarlet TLd
choicer kinds affoid a variety of colours, including white, yellow,
blu.ih, roKC, salmon, cerise, scarlet, crimson, and ro8T-i)arj>ie, ni&ny
of them being prettily striped or blotched. Being talf(3 to 4*feet),

and spare of leaves, they are most effective whi*r pknttd > '.-eda
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furnished below with some bnshy foliage plants, Iwtween which their

spikes of brilliant flowers may appear ; or they may be planted in the

Djixed border, where clumps of half a dozen roots of one kind have

a much finer appearance than when they are dotted about singly.

Adeepsandy loam is the best soil for the gladiolus, ami this should

be trenched up in October and enriched with weU-4ecomposed
manure, consisting partly of cow dung, the manure being disposed

aljtogcther below the bulbs, a layer at the bottom of theupper trench,

say 9 inches from the surface, and another layer at double that

depth. The bulbs (technically, corms) should be planted in succes-

sion at intervals of two or three weeks through the months of

March, April, and May. They should be planted about 3 inches

deep, a little pure soil or sand being laid over each before the earth is

closed in about them, an arrangement which may be advantageously

followed with bulbous plants generally. In hot summer weather
tliey should have a good mulching of half-rotten manure, and, as

soon as the flower spikes are produced, liquid manure may occa-

sionally be given them with advantage.
The gladiolus is easily raised from seeds, which should be sown in

March, in pots of rich soil placed in heat, the pots being kept near

the glass after they begin to grow, and the plants being gradually

hardened to permit their being placed out-of-doors in a sheltered

spot for the summer. In October they will have ripened off, and
must be taken out of the soil, and stored in paper bags in a dry room
secure from frost. They will have made little bulbs from the size

of a hazel nut do^vnwa^ds, according to their vigour. In the spring

they should be planted like the old bulbs, and the larger ones will

flower during the season, while the smaller ones must be again
harvested and planted out as before.

The following are good varieties of their respective colours, but
new varieties are contintially appearing, which have at least the

merit of coustitutional vigour :

—

Crimson, Scarlet, Bed, <{:(;.—Horace Vemet, John Waterer, lord Bnd-
port, Victory, Virgil, Lord JIapier, Hesperia, MapiiHcent, Astrea, Lycora,
Adtlison, Meyerbeer.

Rose, Salmon, dc.—Figaro. Mens. Legtmve. Snppho, Madame' Furt-ido,

Oberon, Grandeur. Ulysse, Milton, Ninon de TEnclos, Sir Joseph Paxton.
Purple.—Antiope, Lug6ne Scribe, Robert Fortune, Lac^p^de, Tlioum*

Methveu, Madame Vilmorin, La Favorite, Mozart.
While tjround. —\ccius, Mrs Reynolds Hole, Rcine Blanche, Canova^

Hogarth, Osci, Didon, Norma, Sylphide, Madame Adfele Souchct, Ucithe-

Rabourdiu,
yellow.—atr'mns, Ncskor, Yellow King, Ophir, Crtcsns. Pactolo.

Holly- 55. The Hollyhock (Althsea rosea), having been already trcatcil

hock. of in this volume (page 102), it only remains to add that, though it

is a perennial, it is not to be had in jjcrfcction unless a supply of

young plants is raised annually. The early part of August may be-

considered as the season for the blooming of the hollyhock.

The following are a few good sorts for a beginner:—Acme, Black Com,.

Constance, Conquest, Edward Speed. Eleanor, Emperor, File Kiiie, (Jolden
' Drop, Incomiiarable, Jcssia Dean, Joahua Clarke, JIarvellous, Mr Chalar,,

Octavia, Kaby Queen, Scailet Gem, Tyrian Pnnce.

Hya-
^

5G. The ffi/a<;«itt(Hyacinthu3orientaiis), noticed underthe head-

ainth. ing Hyacinth {q,v.), one of the most beautiful and fragrant of tl>o

spring flowers, is a native of the Levant, where it occurs abundantly,

in form not unlike our common harebell. It has long beoa a

favourite in the East ; but it has been brought to its present ai ti-

ficial perfection in Holland, chiefly sinee the beginning of the last

century, and the bulbs arc annually imported from Haarlem, and

its vicinity in very largo numbers.

The hyacinth delights in a rich light sandy soil. The Dutch in-

corporate freely with their naturally light soil a compost consisting

pf one-third coarse sea or river sand, one-third rotten cow dung

without litter, and one-third leaf-mould. Tho soil thus renovated

retains its qualities for six or seven years, but hyacinths are not

planted upon the same place for two years successively, intermedi-

ary crops of narcissus, crocus, or tulips bein" taken. A good cora-

p'&st for hyacinths is sandy loam, decayed leaf-mould, rotten cow

dung, and sharp sand in equal imrts, the whole being collected and

laid up in a heap and turned over occasionally. Well drained Kids

made up of this .soil, and refreshed with a portion of new compost

annually, would grow the hyacinth to perfection. Xho best time

trf plant tho bulbs is towards the end ol October ; they should be

iil'i'anged in rows, 8 inchea as^ ndcr, there being four rows in

oaiih bed. Tho bulbs shovlld bu sunk about 3 or 4 inches deep,

with a small quantity of clean sand jilaccd below and around each

of them. The beds should be covered with decayed tan-bark, or

half-rotten dung litter, /ind in severe weather may bo covered

with mat» supported on hoops, which may be continued nt night

when the plants 'iioi'c grown up, but they shouM have fidl cx-

jiosuro to dayliftnt. Aa the flower-stems niqicar, they are tied to

littlo rods to preserve Ihom from accident. If the bulbs are at all

prized, the stums should be broken ofl'aa soon ,as the flowering is

over, so ns not to exhaust tho bulbs ; the leaves, however, nmst bo

allowed to |i(row on till matured, but as soon a» thi^ assume a yellow

colottr, thi; bulbs may Ix! taken up, the loaves cut ofl' near their Imse,

nnd thf. Imlbslaid out in a dry airy sliaily plare to riiien, after which

thuyas cleaned of looso earth anil skin, ready for storing. It is the

prrtiit:ce ill IIolLind, about a mouth after tho bloom, or whc- M^"
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tips of the leaves assume a witE^n^J appenrance," to cake uj. t'.i»

bulbs, and to lay them sideways OE the ground, covering them witi»
an inch or two of earth.

, About three weeks later they are again
taken up and cleaned. In the store-room the roots should be kept
dry, well-aired, and apart from each other.
Few plants are better adapted than; the hyacinth for pot cultuw

as greenhouse decorative plants
; and by the aid of forcing they may-

be had in bloom as early as Christmas. They flower fairly well ia
5-inch pots

,
thestronrerbulbs in 6-inch pots. To bloom at Christmas,,

they should be potted early in Scptembw, in a compost resembling
that already recommended for the open-aii- beds ; and, to keep up a
succession of yoom, others should be poflted at intervals of a few
weeks till the middle or end of Novembcs. The bulbs should bo
planted about level with the soil, and if a little sand is put immedi-
ately around them so much the better. TI» pots should be set in an
open place on a dr)- hai-d bed of ashes, and "6e covered over to a depth
of 6 or 8 inches with the same material ; and when the roots are well
developed, which will take from six to eight weeks, they may bo re-
moved to a frame, and gradually exposed to li^t, and then placed in a
forcing pit in a heat of from 60' to 70°. "When the ilowers are
fairly open, they maybe removed to the gi-eerthouse or conservatory.
The hyacinth may be very successfully gro"wn in glasses for orna-

ment in dwelling houses. The glasses are- fiiled to the neck with
rain water, a fsw lumps of charcoal being dropped into them. Tho
bulbs are placed in the hollow provided for th^m, so that their baso
just tonches the water. This may be done in September or October.
They are then set in a dark cupboard for a few weeks till roots are
freely produced, and then gradually exposed b» light.

There are botSi single and double-flowered -varieties, but the single
are generally preferred, as the bells are arranged) more closely, so that
they foim a bettor spike than the doubles^ A few good "sorts are
nivmed below :

—

i!(jrf.s.— ©f singlea—CavaigDac, Lina, Maeau1ay,I?oiTina,SoUan's Favourite,
Von Schiiler, Vuarboak, Josephine, Fabiola, Ki^ert Steiger. Madame
Hodgson, Emmelitte. Of doubles—Lord Wellingtoa, Waterloo, Milton.

Blues.—Of siugka— Argus, Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas, Haydn, Lord
Palmeraton, Oroiidates, Bai-oQ von Tuyll, Bleu MoranC, Leonidas, General
Havclock, Feruck Khan, Von Humboldt ; the I&at three vei-y dark. Of
doubles—Laurens Koster, Van Speyk, Bioksberg,

HltUes.—Oi singles—Grand Vainqueur, .Mont Blanc. Queen of the Nether-
lands, G-rand Vedette, Madoiue Van der Hoop, La Franchise. La Grandesse,
Klfrida (blush), Gnaudtur k Merveille (blusli), alba maxima, Mirandoliiie.

,
Queen Victoria. Qi doubles—La Tour d'Auvengne, Friuce of Waterloo,
.luliiiy Lind.

yellotps.—Of singles—Ida, Bird of Paradise. Due de Ulalakoff (striped with
red). Of doubles--Jaune Supreme, Ophir d'Or, Grccsus.
To thsse may bti added the carly-lloweiing aijigle white Roman hyacinth,

a small-growing pure white v-lricty. remarkable for its fragrance, and well
adaptedl for forcijig, as it can be had in bloom if rei|uircd by November.
Fur wimiovvs it grows well in the small glasses coniOKmly used for crocuses ;

and fur decorative purposes should be planted about ttve bulbs in a 5-indi.
pot, or in piiiis holding a ilo/cn each. If gixiwn ioar cut flowers it can be-

planted thicklj m boxes of any convenient Site.

57. The Iris family includes a large number of kinds of various
habit and character, all of thcin being-plants of exceeding beauty,
and remarliiable for their brilliant colours, and for having the thi«e
outer segments of their flowers reflexcdw There are two woU-distin-
gutshcd groups called the bulbous and the rhizomatous. Tho
hardier bulbous irises, including the- Spanish iris (I. Xiphium),
and the English iris (1. xiphioidos), require to be planted iu
thoroughly drained beds in very light oymtx soil, moderately en»
riched, and should havoji rather shaltered position. Both these pre-

sent a long series of beautiful variotiss of the most diverse colours,

flowering in June and July, the smaUerSpanish iris being tho earlier

of tho two. Thorc arc many otlier smaller species of bulbous iris.

Being liable to perish from excess of moisture, they should have a
well-drained b«d of good but (wrous soil made np for them,, in some
sunny spot, and in winter should bo lu-otected by a 6-iiiclv covering

of half-decayed leaves or fresli cocoa-fibre refuse. To this set belong
l.persica, reticulata, hlifolia, Histrio, juncea, and others.

The herbaceous perennial irises, known commonly as the flag irises,

are for the most part of the easiest culture ; they grow in any good
fi'co gai-ilen soil, the smaller on4 more delicate .species Wily needing
tho aid of turfy ingroilients; either peaty or loamy, to keep it light

ond open in texture. The earliest to bloom arc the forms of 1.

]>umila, which blossom during Man-h, April, and May, and arc c|uitiv

-dwarf in habit. I. susiana and I, ibcrica, with singularly mottled'

flowers, also dwarf in habit, bloom in April and May ; and during the

latter month and tho following one most of tho larger species, such
OS I. gcrmanica, florentina, [tallida, variegatn, aracena, flavescons,

sambuoina, noglccta, ruthenica, Sc, produce their gorgeous flowers.

Of many of tlu^ foregoing there arc, besides tho typical form, ncou-
cidiM-ablc numhor of named garden vai-ictics.

The beautiful Japanese Iris Ku-Miipferi isof comparatively modem
introduction, and though of a distinct typo is equally beautiful with
the better known species. In their outer segmeiits they are rather

spreading than deflcxcd, fonning an almost circular flower, which
becomes quite so in some of the very remarkable duplex varieties,

in which six of these broad soj^ments aroprotluced instead of three.

Of this too thorc .nro numln'rlcss varieties cultivated under nantra.

They require a sandy peat soil, on a cool moist subsoil.
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Ijly 58. The Lil'j (Lilium) is a vcrj' popuKir family of liiinly bulbous

(lowers, and one wliieli ukcs a higli |)Osit!on in |iiililic Citim.itioii.

Tlic species arc very haiiilsomc, ami some of them have louy bciii.

grown. They are so numerous and varied that no general cultural

instructions will lie alike suitable to all. Some species, as L. Marta-

pon, candidum, chalccdonicuin.yzovitzianum, and others, will grow

fn almost any good garden soil, and succeed admirably in loam of

a rather heavy character. L. chalccdonicum has an especial dislike

to peat, which on the other hand suifs the tiger lilylL. tignnum)
well, and is indispensable for the beautiful Anierieau L. supcrbum
and canadcnsc. The choice and more delicate species, such as the

grand L. auratun\, speciosuni, and Krameri, which have come to us

in recent times from Japan, the Californian L. llumboldtii, par-

dalinuin, J:c., and the splendid hybrid L. Parkmanni, are move
(>anicular as to soil, and require a deep bed of mixed turfy loam
and peat, with plenty of sharp grit, and a cool moist bottom.

The margin of rhododendron beds, where there are sheltered

recesses amongst the plants, suit many ol the more delicate species

well, partial stiade and shelter of some kind being essential The
bulbs should be planted about 6 inches below the surface, which
shiiuld at once be mulched over with half-decayed leaves or cocoa-

librc to keep out frost.

L)r Wallace, who has paid much attention to the culture of these

plants, remarks, in his Xolcs on Lilies, that

—

*' Lilies require, so lar as their roots ar*^ concerned, a cool bottom, abun-
dant moisture, and for most kinds a free drainage." lie also recommends
to " plant deeply, say G to 8 inches, so that the roots may easily get into a
moist iiiibsoil, and be sheltered from the scorching dryini; influence of the
sun's rays, to plant early in the autumn, so that the roots may be at work all

the winter, and to plant in a cool shady border, not exhausted by the roots
of trei--s, where the * roots may always obtain moisture, and yet not be
saturated."

The noble L. auratum, with its large 'white flowcra, having a
yellow band and numerous red or purple spots, is a magnificent

plant when grown to perfection; and so arc the varieties called

rubro-vittatum and cruentum, which have the central band crimson
instead of yellow. Of L. speciosuhi, also Japanese, the true typical

form and the red-spotted and white varieties are grand jilants for

late summer blcOfning in the conserv.atory. 'The tiger lily, I.,

tigrinum, and its varieties Fortuiioi, splendidurii, and llore-pleno,

arc amongst the best species for the flower garden, L. Thunbergi-
anum and its many varieties being also good border' flowers. The
pretty L. Leichtlinii and co'chicum, with drooping yellow (lowers,

and the scarlet drooping-flowered L. tenuifolium make up, with
those already mentioned, a scries of the finest hardy flowers of the
summer garden. The Indian L. giganteum is perfectly distinct in

character, having broad heart-shaped leaves, and a noble stem 10

feet high, bearing a do/.en or more large defle.iced, funnel-shapcil,

white, purple-stained flowers; and the Chinese L. cordifolium js

similar in character, but dwarfer in habit.

For pot culture, the soil should consist of three parts turfy lo.Vm

to one of leaf-mould and thoroughly rotted manure, adding enough
pure grit to keep the mass porous. If leaf-mould is not at hand, turfy

peat may be substituted for it. The plants should be potted in

October. The \io\3 should be plunged in a cold frame and protected

from frost, and about M.ay may l)e removed to a sheltered and
moderately shady place out-doors to remain till they flower, when
they may be ecmoved to the greenhouse. This treatment suits the

gorgeo;i3 L. auratum, the splendid varieties of L. speciosum, and also

the chaste-flowering trumpet-tubed L. longiflorum and it, varieties.

U>b«lia 59. The Lobelia is familiar in gardens under two very different

forms, that of the dwarf-tufted plants used for summer belhling, and
that of the tall showy perennials. Of the former the best type is L.

Erinus, growing from 4 to (J inches high, with many slender stems,
bearing through along period ajirofusion ofsmall but bright blue two-
lipped llowers. That which is called speciosa offers '.he best strain

of the dwarf lobelias, but the actual varieties are being constantly
superseded by new sorts. A good variety will reproduce itself siifii-

ciently true from seed for ordinary flower borders, but f6r formal
bedding arrangements it is necessary to secure exact uniformity by
propagating from cuttings.

The herbaceous lobelias, of which L. fulgciis may be taken as the
type, may be called hardy except in so far as they sufler from damp
in winter; they throw up a series of short rosette-like suckers round
the boso of the old flowering stem, and these sometimes, despite all

the care taken of them, rot off during winter. The roots should
either be taken up in autumn, and planted closely side by side in

bo.Kes of dry coal ashes, these being set for the time they are dormant
either in a cold frame or in any airy place in the greenhouse ; or
they may be left in the ground, in which case a brick or two should
be put beside the plants, some coal ashes being first placed ripund

them, and slates to protect the plants being laid over the hricks^onc
end resting on the earth beyond. About' February they should be
placed in a warm pit, and after a few days shaken out and. the
suckers parted, and potted singly into small pots of light rich earth.
After being kept in the forcing pit until well established, they
should be moved to a more airy greenhouse pit, and eventually to a
cold frame preparatory to planting out. They should have a loamy

»oil, well enriched with manure; they require copious waterings
when they start into fri-c grow til. These tall growing lobelias make
good pot plants, for which purpose the suckers should be parted and
the strong ones only potted singly in autumn ; they should bo
placcil in a warm pit to induce thcin to root freely, transfcncil when
well cstablislicil to an airy greenhouse shelf, and shifted on
frequently during spring till {hey occupy pots a foot in diameter.
The soil should be a very rich loam, top-dressing being given
when they are coming into flower, and a very free supply of water
is essential. Tlity may be raised from seeds, whicli^ being very
fine, require to be sown carefully ; but they do not llower usually till

the second year e.\cept they are sown very early in heat. A few
good sorts are—Carminata, Distinction, Excellent, Pcach-blossoin,

Ituby, and Victoria Rcgina.

60. The Narciinis is a garden flower of great beauty and consider- Xar-

able variety of form. The species arc all bulbous plants of low cissus.

stature, and arc with few exceptions perfectly hardy. There arc

five well-marked sections.

The Hoop-pctticoat Narcissi, sometimes separated as -the genus
Corbularia, arc not more than from 3 to 6 inches in height, and
possess grassy foliage and yellow or white flowers. These have the

coronet in the centre of the (lower very large in. proportion to the

other [jarts, and much expanded, like the old hooped petticoats. The
common hoop-petticoat, N. BuHjocodium, has comparatively large

bright yellow flowei-s ; X. teuuifolius is smaller and somewhat
paler; N. ci'rinus is paler and larger; wiuie N. monophyllus is

white. The small bulbs should be taken up in autumn and replanted

in Janiiarv or February, according to the state of the season. They
bloom about March or- April. The soil should be free and open, so

that water may pass off readily.
'

/

A second group is that .of- the Pseudo-Narcissi, constituting tho
genus ..^jox of some botanists, of which the daffodil, N. Pseudo-Nar-
cissus, is the type. In this the corona is also very large and pro
niincnt, but is more elongated and trumpet-shaped. 01 this group
the most striking species perhaps is N. bicolor, which hai the
])eriaiitli almost white, and the coronet deep yellow ; it yields two
fine varieties, Horshcldii and Empress. N. cernuus (moschatus) and
N. cernuus plenns are double and single forms of a cream-coloured
species of great beauty; and besides these there are N. lobularis,

nobilis, obvallaris, Telamonius, maximus, and others, amongst the
most stately of the species, besides N. minor and minimus, which
are miniature repetitions of the daffodil. All these grow well in

good garden soil, and blossom from .March onwards, coming in very,

early in genial seasons.

Another group, the Mock Narcissi, with coronets of medium size,

includes the fine varieties of N. incomparabilis, one of which is

.known as butter-and-eggs, N. pocuiiformis (montanus), N. odonis
and odorus minorfQucen Ann's jonquil), N. juncifolius, and others.

The hardier forms of this set thrive in the 'open border, but the

smaller .sorts, like Queen Ann's jonauil, are better taken up in
autumn, and replanted in February ; tney bloom freely about April

or May. ,

The Polyanthus Narcissi.form another well-marked group, whose
peculiarity of producing many flowers on the stem is indicated by
the name. In these the corona is small and shallow as compared
with the perianth. Some of the hardier forms, us N. Tazctta itself,

the type of the group, succeed in the open borders in light well-

drained soil, but tiie bulbs should be deeply planted, not less than
6 or 8 inches below the surface, to escape risk of injury from
frost. Many varieties of this form of narcissus are grown. They ad-

mit of licing forced into early bloom, like the hyacinth and tulip.

They vary with a white'crcainy or velbw perianth, and a yellow,

lemon, primrose, or white cup or corouet; and, being richly fragrant,

they arc general favourites amongst spring flowers. The jonijulls,

noticed above, as .veil as the double white narcissus, are also grown in

pots f(Jr early flowering; and the polyanthus narcissi are sometimes
used for bed<ling out in the spring garden. The following varieties

are good :—Bnzelman major, Glorios.a, Sir Isaac Newton, white with
yellow cup ; Grand Monarnuc and White Pearl, white with pale

yellow cup ; Paper White," pure white, early ;
Bathui-st, Pcrlo

d'Amour, .and Sulphurine, yellow with yellow or orange cup; and
Grand Primo, a very fine yellow. These are planted or potted about

October, and treated in the same way as the hyacinth.

There remains another little group, the Pheasant's-cye Narcissi

(N. poeticus), in which the pcriimth is large, spreading, and con-

spicuous, and the coronet or cup very small and shallow. Thc.sc

pheasant's-eye narcissi, of which there are several species or well-

marked varieties, .is N. radiifloius, poetarum, rccurvus, kc,
blossom in succession during April and May, and all de well in

the open borders as permanent hardy buIbsT N. biflorus, the ,

primrose peerless, a two-flowered whiiish yellow-cupped species, is

equally h.ardy and easy of culture; N. gracilis is ycUow-floweiciI

and blooms later, as does the yellow-flowered N. Jonquillo, better

known as the jonquil, of which there are single and double flonered

varieties, the latter species being a great favourite.

61. The Paony is a remarkablyshowy plant, of which two very As- Pajooy

tinct types occur in gaixlens ;—one the strtut-growing horbacemu
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pereimials, with fleshy tuberiform roots and annual stems, wliich

have sDrung mainly from Pieonia albiHora and P. otficinalis; the

other called the tree pxony, stiff growing plants with half-woody

permanent stems,, which have sprung from the Chinese P. Moutan.

The herbaceoas p.^onies usually grow from 2 to 3 feet in height,

and have large much-divided leaves, and ample flowers of varied and

atti-active colours, and of a globular form in the double varieties

which are those most prized in gardens. They blossom about the

months of May and June as well as later in the summer, and as orna-

ments for large beds in pleasure grounds, and for the front parts of

shrubberies, few flowers equal them in -gorgeous effect. A good

loamy soil—rather light than heavy—suits them best, and a moderate

supply of manure is beneficial. They are impatient of frequent

transplantings or repeated divisions for purposes of propagation, but

when necessary they may be multiplied by this means, care being

taken that a sound bud is attached to each portion of the tuberous

roots.

Tl.e older varieties of P. albiflora include Candida, festa, fragrans,

Humei, Pottsii, Reevesii, rubescens, vestalis, Whitleyi, &c.; those of

P. officinalis embrace albicans, anemoniflora, Baxteri, blauda, rosea,

Sabini, &c. The garden varieties of modem times are, however,

Btill more beautiful, the flowers being in many instances delicately

tinted with more than one colour, such as buff mth bronzy centre,

carmine with yellowish centre, rose with orange centre, white tinted

with rose, &c. Wc name a selection of a few of the light and dark

coloured sorts, the former including tinted whites and yellows, and

the latter crimsons, roses, pinks, &c. :—
Light-coloured Varieties :—\\XTor&, Boulede Neige, Candida plena, camea

plena, Chamois, Cleopatra, delicata, festiva maxima, Imp6iatrice Charlotte,

Leonie, Madamo Calot, Madame VUmorin, magnitica, Marie Lemoine, Vxr-

ginie.
Dark-coloured Varieties .—AvnhTOise Verscliaffelt, atrosan^uinea, Boasuet,

Dr Bretonneau, Gloire do Douai, Jeanne d'Arc, Madame Furtado, Modeste-

,
Gu^rin, Mens, de Villeneuve. Oberlin, Prince Troobetskoi, purpurea superba,

Reine des Roses, Souvenir de TExposition Universelle, Surpasse Pottsii, Vic-

toire d'Alma.

The Siberian P. tenuifolia, with finely-cut leaves, and crimson

flowers, is a graceful border plant, and its double-flowered variety

is perhaps the most elegant of its race. •

The Moutans or Tree Pseonies are remarkable for their sub-

shrubby habit, forming vigorous plants sometimes attaining a

height of 6 to 8 feet, and producing in April or May magnificent

flowers which vary in colour from white to lilac, purple, and rose.

These are produced on the young shoots, which naturally bud forth

early in the spring, and are in consequence liable, unless protected,

to bo cut off by spring frosts. They require to be thoroughly

ripened in summer, and therefore a hot se;ison and a dryish situa-

tion are desirable for their well-being; and they require perfect rest

during winter. Small plants with a single stem, if well matured

so as to ensure their blossoming, make very atti;active plants when
forced. They are increased by grafting in autumn on the roots of

the herbaceous pxonies. ,

Of the older varieties the most conspicuous is papaverifolia. while the
following are of more recent acquisition :—Atroaanguinea, globcsa, lilacina,

picta, Reevc3iana, salmonea, and versicolor. Other garden varieties are-
Gloria Belparum, alba grandiflora, Emperor of China, lactea, ocellata, pur-
purea, atropurpurea, RollissonJ, violacea purpurea, vioLacea "plena, uuicolor

purpurea, licauty of Canton, Blanche de Noisette, Comte de Flandie,
Elizabeth ditalio. Hcndersoni, Impdratrice, Jo3<5phine, Leopoldii, Madame
Stuart Low, Mandarin, Profeaaeur Morreo, Robert Fortune, Triomphe do
Gand, and Souvenii- do Gand.

PansT *^"' "^^ P<''ftsy.—This popular flower, also called heartsease, has

sprung from the native liritish Viola tricolor, which has probably

wsen crossed with some of the allied species of this large and varied

genus. The modern varieties of the pansy consist in the main of

three types:—the show varieties; the fancy varieties, obtained a few

years ago from Belgium, and now very much improved ; and the

bedding varieties, which are free-blooming sorts marked rather by
elTectivonoss of colour in tlio mass than by quality in the in*dividual

Vower. The latter are extremely useful in spring flower gardening.

The pansy flourishes iu well enriched gajden soil, in an open but

cool situation, a loamy soil being preferable. Cow dung is the

best manure. The established sorts are increased by cuttings, whiUt
seeds are sown to procure novelties. Tlio cuttings, whicii should

consist by preference of the smaller growths from the centre of the

plant, may be planted early in September, in sandy soil, under

a hand light or in boxes under glass, and as soon as rooted should

bo removed to a fresh bod of fine sandy soil. The seeds may bo sown
in August or September. The bed may bo prepared early iu Sep-

tember, tc be in readiness for planting, by being well manured with

20w dung and trenokid up to a depth of 2 feet. Tiio plants should
bt) planted in rows at uRout ft foot ap.^rt. Iu spring they should

I be mnlchcd with half-rotten manure, and llio slioots as thry

lengthen uhould bo pegged down into tliis enriched surface

to induco the formation of new roots. If tho blooms «how signs

vrcxliAustinn by the incon»tancT of their colour or nuirking, all the

ftnwrs Hhoithl l>c iiicked off, and this top-dressing and |icggingdown
proccHH jk-rfonned in a thorough nyinnrr, waltzing in dry wrnther,
ind kfflping as cool an possible. Succcssional boils may be put in

lUiut Kubruiiry..tbo youn^ plants buiiig ulruek later, and *' nitcvcd

in cold frames. The fancy pansios require similar treatment, but
are generally of a more vigorous constitution.

\Vhen grown in pots in a cold frame, about lialf a dozen shoots
filling out a 6-inch pot, pansies are very handsome decorative objects.

The cuttings should be struck early in August, 'aud the plants
shifted into their blooming pots by the middle of October; a rich

open loamy compost is necessary to success, and they must be kept
free of aphides. Both the potted plants and tho^e grown in the open
beds are benefited by the use of liquid manure.
The bedding pansies possess a dwarf compact free-branched habit

of growth, which results in the production of a constant succession
of flowers. They are a hardy race, flowering freely from the early

spring onwards. These, with the varieties of Viola lutea and Viola
cornuta, have latterly acquired gi-eat prominence from their utility

in furnishing early flowers for the spring "gardL-n, and novelties are
being rapidly produced.

63. The Pcntstcmoii.—Many species of Peiitstemon huve been in- Peutjt^
troduced to our gardens, and rank amongst the finest of all the her- at,u.

baceous perennials. The pentstemon of the florist has, however,

siu'ung from P. Hartwe^i.asuffruticose species, which has been more
or less hybridized with P. gentianoides, P. CobiEa, and possibly soma
others. The plants are not absolutely hardy, but endure English
winters unharmed in favoured situations. They are freely multi-

plied by cuttings, selected from the young side shoots, planted
early in September, and kept in a close cold frame or under a

hand light till rooted. They should then be potted singly in

small pots, and wintered in a cold frame, the pots being plunged in

ashes or cocoa-nut refuse, in order to keep the soil from drying too

rapidly, and to prevent the frost fronr injuring the young roots. To
obtain strong plants, they should be shifted into 5-inch pots early

ill March, and kej)t growing in well-ventilated frames until May.
Tliey flower freely in July and August and onwards till cut down by
frosts. Smaller plants may be had by leaving the cuttings in. the
cutting pot during the winter, and introducing them to the projia-

gating pit in February or March, when their young shoots can be

taken off, struck, potted, and grown on in frames till about May
Seedlings, if raised in heat in February or early in March, "and

pricked out and forwarded under glass till May, will flower the

same year, but probably not so early as those raised from cuttings.

The following are good kinds, and varied in colour and character, but new
ones appear every season, and sometimes show a marked advance on tl:o

older sorts:—Andrew Hunter, Apollon, Countess of Eglinton,Bon Villageois,

Col. Long, The Bride, Dr St Paul, John F. Kinghorii, John M'Pherson, I.-idy

Coutts Lindsay, ftloli^re, Mrg A. Sturry, W. P. Laird, Le Khedive, Black
Jtuight, Stanstuad Rival, Souvenir de St Paul, Georges Sand.

64. The Phlox, with its modern improvements, constitutes one of Fldox,*'

the finest of hardy herbaceous plants. There are two types—the

pyramidalisorearly-flpwering sorts, whichappear togrowbest in tho

northern districts, and the deeuasata or late-flowering sorts, which
are taller and are those most fi'eque.itly grown in English gardefj3.

The early-flowering phloxes are increased by divisiou of tl;o

root or by cuttings which may be obtained about the niidd!';

or end of Marcli, and strike readily under a hand glass. They
should be grown in beds, and will make good blooming plants

for the following year. The older or blooming plants should bo

grown in beds of deep rich loamy soil, mulched with half-rotten

dung as they come ou towards flowering. Tht-y should have abund-
ance of water in dry weather. U' is not advisable to allow more
than five stems to grow up to flower. The varieties of this section

flower a month or sue weeks earlier than those of the decussata

group, aud arc at the height of their bloom in July.

A few goo4 aorta are— Ducheeaof Athole, Lady Napier, Misa Uobertson. Per-

fection, Waverley, Stella, Alexandra, lona, Marquis, James Mitchell, £lvina,
James Neilsou, MissUunter, Bayard, Purplo Emperor, Mauvo Queen.

The late-flowering phloxes may bo raised cither from cuttings or

by division. From cuttings in early spring vigorous young plants

may be obtained which flower well the following season. By din-

sion of the older plants into separate rooted portions, plants aro

obtained which flower well the same year. The latter require a

deeply trenched soil, thoroughly manured, and should be well

watered in dry weather ; indeed, as they grow up to bloom, manure
water may be given judiciously with advantage.

A sood selection of these are— A. F. Barron, Liervalll, Lothalr, Rol des
RoaoB. Luclen Tisseratid, Madamo la Comtosao de Turonne, Madame Domago,
MeiiotUi, Mens. II. I-ow, Coccinea, Mrs Laing, R^^vo d'Or, Mario 5oib«on,

Madame Thllmut, Madiime RaMnpler, Cloiro do'Neuilly, J. K. Lord, La
Candour, Mous. Malot, Chanzy, Queen of While's.

65. The Pink of the garden has rosultcil from the cultivation and PinlLi

improvement of Dianthua plumarius. The pink is a great favourite

with florists, those varieties being preferred which have tho mar^iu

(if tho petals entire, .and which are well marked in tho centre with

briglit crimson or dark purple. Its grassy but glaucous foliage is

much like that of the carnation, but the whole plant is smaller, and

the greater portion of the colouring of tho flowers forma a blotch

near tlie base of tl.o petal, instead of being laid on in stripes ae in

the ruination, or confinrd to Ihc oiitcr edge as in tho pii'otefl.

I'inka require a frif loamy soil decjply trenchrd, and well enrichod

wilh cow dung. They are n'lidily inrreasi'd by pipinga (fi^. 60, a\
\.\k"}\ oir during the flowering period, and planted ip hght aoil
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under a hinj light, nr in the open ground in a shady sitiration

;

they may be plante.l an ui-.li a|iar[ in rows 2 or 3 inches asunder, and
should be iiiesscil firmly into Ihe soil. When rooted, which will

be about August, they should be planted 4 inches apart in a nurecry
bed. where they may remain till the latter part of September or the
early part of October. The chief attention required during winter
13 to press them down firmly should tliey become lifted by I'rosts, and
in spring the ground should be frequently stirred and kept free from
weeds. As the flowering stems glow up they should be supported
bv sticks, and when the buds appear they sliould be assisted to burst
regularly by tying a soft ligature round them. The pink is also

rawed from seeds, not only to obtain new \'arietics, but to keep up
a race of rigorous growing sorts. The seeds may be sown in March
or April, in pots in a warm frame, and the young plants may be
pricked otf into boxes and sheltered in a cold frame. They should
lie planted out in the early part of the summer in nursery beds, in
which, if they have space, they may remain to flower, or the alternate

ones may be transplanted to a blooming bed in September or the
early part of October; in either caae they will bloom the following
summer. These will grow in any good garden soil, but the richer

it is the better.

There is also a number of varieties which are useful for forcing

during the early spring months. These are propagated from early

}uping3. and grown in nursery beds, being taken up in October,
and potted ill a rich loamy compost, and wintered in a cold pit till

required for the forcing house. The vaneties named Anne Boleyn,
Lady Blanch, Lord Lyons, Mrs Pcttifer, and Cocciuea are good
useful forcing sorts.

Of choice florists varieties the number is not very large. The following
wou.lI tnrm a good selection —Turners Boian], Dr >(.istcrs, Dr -Maclean,
Shirley Uiblierd, Lord Kirk.Tldy. GoUIrey, .iiul Bertram; .Maclean's Annie,
IVfluty. John Ball. »nj New Criterion ; .Marns's ExceJsior and Veste;
hirilaiid's ReT. 0. Jeans; Bi-agg s .Nonpareil and Goliath; and Hooper's
H^n-^i of Bath.

Poly. 66". The Pohjaiilliusi^ one of the oldest of the florists' flowers, and
antLiu>«. i« no doubt au umbellate form of the primrose. Primula vulgai'is.

For some time it has been held in low repute, but is now coming
into (ireater favour, and novelties are being slowly produced. The
flonsLs' polyanthus has a golden margin, and is known as the gold
laced polyanthus, the properties being very distinctly laid down
and rigidly adhered to. The chief of these are—a clear unshaded
blackish or reddish ground colour, an even margin or lacing of

yellow extending round each se;^iiieiit and cutting through its

centre down to the ground colour, and a yellow band surrounding
the tube of exactly the same hue as the j-ellow of the lacing. The
plants are quite hardy, and grow best in strong loamy soil, toler-

ably well enriched with dung and leaf-mould; they should be

planted about October. Plants ior exhibition present a much
better appearance if kept during winter in a cold well-aired frame.

Of theie, Cheshire Favourite. Kail of Lincoln, and Criterion, with
jblack grounds, and Exile, Lancer, and Sunrise, with red grounds,
are amongst the best.

For the flower borders what are called fancy polyanthuses are
adopted. Tliese are best raised annually from seed, the young
crop each year blooming in succession. The seed should be sown as
soon as ripe, the young -daiits being allowed to stand through the
winter in the seed bed. In April or M.ay they are planted out in

a bed of rich garden soil, and they will bloom abundantly the
following spring. A few of the better thrum-eyed sorts should be
allowed to ripen seed; the rest may be thrown away.

P«len- 67. The rolcitUlIn, as a specialty, is a flower of modern times.

Iilla. The double-flowered varieties arc especially remarkable for their

ornamental qualities. A soil of a good loamy staple, enriched W'ltli

rotten dung, will grow the potciililla to perfection. They may be in-

ercflsed, though not very freely, by parting ihem-into as many pieces

M there are crowns, the side growths being those which can usually
be thus separated. This may be done in autumn or spring, and the

plants will generally bloom the following season. The plants like an
open situation, and are well suited for filling a small or moderate-
sized bed, as the foliage is of a neat and pleasing character when the
plants are not in bloom.

The following are good named sorts t—ChromatclIa. te "P^suve, Louis Van,
floutte, .Meteor, Pluton, Vulcan, Lo Dante, Mare, Nigra, Cani^^on,
F^oelon, Etna,

noiroae. 68. The Double Primrose is closely allied to the polyanthus.

There are some very handsome varieties grown, as the crimson,
white, yellow, purple, blcC, and others. These all succeed under
the treatment given to the choicer kinds of polyanthus (par. 66).

Pyn- G9. The Pyrethrum is quite a modern garden flower, extremely
Ihniiu. useful as blooming in the early summer months, and remarkable lor

its neat habit and the great variety of character and colour which it

presents. The type forms are the P. roseum and P carncum of

botanists, hardy perennials, with finely cut leaves, and large flower-

hi-ads, having in the one case a ray of deep rose-coloured and in the
other of flesh-coloured ligiilate florets surrounding the centre or
disk. They bloom during the months of May .and June, .as well as
later on, and vCtS always most welcome ornaments for the flower

^ixlers, and useful for cuttiug for decorative purposes.

The pyrethrum prows best in soil ofa loamy texture ; thisshouM
he wellm.auurcd and deeply tieuciied ii|>l«-foio pl.iiiiiiig, and should

be mulched in the spring by a siiriiicc dressing nl hall-dei aved

manure. The plants mav be increased by divi.siDn, ihe side sliuow

being taken off early m .autumn wilh a portion ol loo's attached.

They may be placed either in scpnintc ln'ds o;- in the mixed flowei

border as may be required. In bcils iln:y i-aii be Miiqilcmcnted as

the season passes on by the intcrniixturc of later-Mooining subjects,

such as gladioli. Slugs are often destluctive to the young shoots.

Seeds should be sown in spring in a cold frame, and the young
plants should be )mt out into beds when large enough, !ind shoul''

flower the following M.ay,

The following vvill make a useful selection of sorts:—Aurora, Bonflniy.

Boule de Neige, Brilliant, carniinalum plenum, Charles Ballet, delnjatiim,

£mile Lemoine, floribundum plenum, Gloire d'lt.-ilie, Hermann Stengel,
Iveryanum, La Vestale, Le Dante, .Madame Billiard, Minerva, >'e plus ultra,

Prmce of Wales, Solfaterrc, Titiens.

70 The Ranuiiculus (R. asiaticus), a native of the Levant, is one of Ranut*

the older florists' flowers, which, has sported into numberless varieties, cuius,

but was formerly held in much greater esteem than it is at the pre-

sent time. According to the canons of the florists, the flowers, (..

be perfect, should be of the form of two- thirds of a ball, the outline

forming a perfect circle, with the centre close, the petals smooth-
edged, the colour dense, and the marking uniform.

'i'he ranunculus requires a strong and moist soil, wrfh.'.i fourth of

rotten dung. The soil should be from 18 inches to 2 feet deeji, and at

about 5 inches below the surface there should be placed a stratum 6

or 8 inches thick of two-year-old rotten cow dung, mixed with earth,

the earth above this stratum, where the roots are to be placed, bciii!;

perfectly free from fresh dung. The tubers arc planted in rows .'.

or 6 inches apart, and 3 or 4 inches separate in the rows, the turban
sorts in October, the more choice varieties in February. Tlic^^y

should be so close that the foliage may cover the surface of the bed
The autumn-planted roots must be sheltered from frost by old tai.

or sifted coal ashes. The plants when in flower should be covercil

with an awning ; when the leaves wither, the roots are to be taken
up, dried, and stored. The ranunculus is readily propagated from
seed obtained from semi-double sorts, which are often of themselves
very beautiful flowers. It is generally sown in boxes in autumn oi

spnng. The young plants thus raised flower often in the second,

and always in the third year.

The turbaji varieties, which are very showy for the borders, aie

of a few positive colours, as scarlet, yellow, biomi, carmine, and
white. The florists' varieties have been bred from the Persian type,

which is more delicate.

The following sorts may be taken as the foundation of a collection :—
Ap'jllo, Eliza, .Marquis of Hertford, Helena, Inlerestor. Sincerity, Garibalt!i,

Enchanter, Flatninius, Coronation, Slrephon, .Melanchthou.

71. The Tulip (Tulipa Gesneriana) is a native of the East, wheiire Tulip

it was introduced into Europe about the middle of the 16th cen-

tury. About the year 1635 its culture was very engrossing ; and,

indeed, the rage for possessing rave sorts had become so great in

Holland as to give rise to a strange species of gambling, known
to the collectors of literary and sciciitihc anecdotes by the name of

Tnlipo-;nania. At present, though not lo be met with in every

garden, the finer tulips have yet some ardent cultivators, while cer-

tain varieties, .as the early Due Van Thol and its allies, and tho
double tulips of the Tonrnesol type, are much used for general

garden decoration, and for forcing. The latter, however, spnng
from other species of the genus.

The florists' varieties of tulips, which have sprung from Tulipa
Cesneriaiia, are arranged in separate classes iiaiiied bizarrcs,

byblremens, and roses, according lo their colour and marking.
.Tulips are readily raised from seeds, and the seedlings when they
first flower are of one colour,—that is, they are self-coloured. Judgei
by the florists' rules, they are cither good or bad in form, and fiure

or stained (white or yellow) at the base ; the b.adly formed and
stained flowers are thrown away, while the good and pure are grown
on, these being known as "breeder" tulips. The breeder bulbs
and their otfsets may grow on for years producing only self-coloured

flowers, but after a time, which is varied and indefinite, some oi

the progeny "break," that is, produce flowers with the variegation

which is so much prized. The flower is then said to be "rectified" ;

it is a bizarre when it has a yellow ground marked with purple or

red, a bybUxincn when it has a white ground marked with vioVt
or purple, or a rose when it has a white ground marked with rose

colour. One of the most important of the properties of a fine florists'

tulip is that the cup should form, when expanded, from half to a

third of a hollow ball, the divisions of the iteriaiith being six ir.

number, broad at the ends, and smooth at the edges, so that the

divisions may scarcely show an indenluie. Another is th.-.t the

ground colour should be clear and distinct, whetlierwhite or vcMow.
'rhe least stain at the base of the flower, technically called tlio

"bottom," would render a tulip comparatively valueless. 'What
are called feathered flowers are those which have an even close

feathering, forming an unbroken edging of colour all round, flamed

flowers being those which have a beam or bold mark down the centre,

not reaching to the bottom of the clip. Suiiie flowers are both
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feathered ami flamed, and in all cases tlie colour must be uniformly
|

distributed.

Tulips are usually grown in beds, which should be made up, to
|

the depth of about 2 feet, with a rich compost of about four parts
;

loam to one of leaf-mould and one of thoroughly decomposed man- ;

ure» which should have been well mixed some time before required

for use. The bottom of the bed must be thoroughly drained, and so

arranged that th<^ wJter may not only soak down to the bottom, but

find egress there. New soil is not required every year, but it should

be deeply turned up and laid in ridges, and every third year it should

be renewed to about a foot in depth, and the new soil well mixed
with the old. The bed should be in an open but sheltered posi-

tion, and should be got ready in September or early in October,

the bulbs being planted in October or early in November, 6 inches

apart, and 3 or 4 inches deep. The bed should be 4 feet wide

—

sufficient to take seven rows of bulbs, a little river sand being placed

about each. An awning sliould be placed over the bed when the 1

buds show colour, in order to lengthen the duration of the flowers, '

and removed when the flowers fade. After the flowers have fallen,
1

the soed-vessels are broken otTclose by tliestem, to prevent the plant I

from exhausting itself in perfecting seed, and to direct its energies

to the forming of the new bulb, and when the leaves and stalks turn

brown the bulbs are taken up and ]aid out for a few days in a

cool airy place, when they should be stored in drawers till planting

time, being occasionally examined in case any of them decay.

Tulips are readily propagated by ofl"sets, which are taken off from
the parent bulbs, and nursed in separate beds till they be full

grown. New varieties arc raised from' seed, and are from five to

seven yc-ars old before they flower.-

The following are a good selection of show tulips:—
Bizarre«.—Feathered : Deiuoathene^, Sir Joseph Paxton, Garibaldi, Com-

mander. Sulohur, George Hayward. Flatn^d. Lxcelsior, i)r Hardy, Surpass
PoU'phemus, ila3terpiece. Ajax, William Lea.

B]/blcemen£. —Feathered: William Bentley, Friar Tuck, David Jackson,
Desaie, Mrs Cooper, Talisraan. Flamed: Duchesa of Sutherland, >'imbU9.
lalisman, Bacchua, Adonis, Carbuncle.
Roses.—Feathered: Charmer. Industry, Xanny Gibson, Lady Wilton, Mrs

Lfj;i. Madame St Arnaud. Flamed: Annie Macgregor, Lady Sefton, Mrs
Uarlow, Sarah Headly. Adair. Triomphe Royale.
For decorative purposes, as forcing and spring bedding, the following are

30tne o( the best sorts grown:—
6'i7ii/ies —Canary Bird, Coulcur Cardinal, Couronne Pourpre, Due Van

Thol, Duchesse de Parma. Keizcrskroon, Proserpine, Roi P^pin, Bride of
Haarlem, Pottebakker. White Pottebakkcr, Thomas Moore, Vermilion
Jirillant, Yellow Prmci-.

Doubles.—CouTomid J';? Jloses, Duke of York, Gloria Solis, Imperator
Uubrorum, Mariage de mu Fille, Ovcrwiunar, Rex Rubrorum, Tourncsol,
VeUovvTouraesol, LaCandeur.

Hardy 72. Hardy Trees and Shrub?,—Much of tlie beauty of the

trees and i»leasure garden depcmls upon the proper selection and disposition of

fchrubs. ornamental trees and shrubs. It is to be regretted that this depart-

ment of the garden is often greatly neglected, and the many orna-
mental subjects introduced during the last half century arc too

frequently overlooked by planters and garden artistes. We can
only afford space here for lists of some of the better and more useful
nnd orwaniental trees and shrubs, old and new, supplemented by a
brief notice of the rhodod(-ndron and its congeners, and of the rose.

The following list, which is not exhaustive, furni.shcs material
from which a selection may be made to suit various soils and situa-

tions. The shrubs marked * are climbers.

Hardy Deciduous Trees.

Lflbnrnum.

Ilardij Deciduous Shrubs.

Acer—Maple.
/Ksculns— Horae-Chestnnt.
Ail.-nitu.s—Tree of Uenvun.
Alnus— Alder.
A mygdaliis—Almond.
Belulft-Uirch.
Carpinus—Hornbeam.
Carya—Hickory.
Cnstanea—Clicstnut
Catalpfl.

Celtis— .Vtttlc Tree.
CcrasuB—Cherry,
Corcis—Judas Tree.
Cotoncastur.
Crflttcgus—Thorn,
niijnpyrus.

Faguv- Beech.
Fraxmus—Aah.
Oink«o— Maidenhair Tree.
Olcditscliia—Honey Locnnt.
CymnrKl.idus—Kentucky Coffee Tree.
JiiLclans— Wftlnut.
Kulrouturia.

Larix— Larch.
Liriodcndron—Tulip,
Magnolia.
Morus— Mulberry.
Ncguudo—Box- Elder,
Ostrya—Hop Hornbeam,
Paulownia.
Plan era.
Plalanus— Plane.
Pnpulus—Poplar.
I'tclca—Hop Tree.
Pyrua—Pear. Ac.
Quercns—Oak.
Rhus—Sumach.
Robinia—Locust Tree
Sftlix-Willow.
Sophora.
Taxodiiim— Dcclduuiu Cypress.
Tilia— Lime.
L'lmus-^Elm.
Virgrllia.

Xanthocoros.

Ahie!4-.<tnver Fir.

Arnucaria—Chill Pine
\rbntnii—Strawberry free-
Hiuln-Arhor ViUc
ltu\ns— lt(>x.

Culrni—fodw
t

' pb.ilotaxus.
f^'.yiittMtKTla—Jnp.'in Ccda*
riiprcaiii^— CyprcBfi.
Itox-llidly,
Jtuiipern^^Jiniip'T.
Laurus— bay Laurel.

Hardy Etcrffrcen Trees.

Llboccdrua.
Magnolia.
I'lcea—Spruce Fir
I'iiuis— Pine,
(Jucrcua- dak.
Retinoidpora.
Scindopiiy.S"l'mbreIla Pine
^oi|iiuin (\Vellingt<'nia).

Taxus— S'cw,
I'hninpiiis.

Inuyn—Arbor Vitu
Xauga.

Abolia
Acer— )*aplL
/Esculus— liorse-Chestnut
AnioI.ini.hier

.Ampelops IS.*

Amygdalopsia.
Aralia.
Anstolochia '

Berbens—Berberry.
Dignonia "—Trumpet Flower
C:ilophaca.
Calycanihus—Carolina Allspice
Caragana
rera-,vi3—Cherry.
Chinionanthus
Clematis.*
Colutea— Bladder Scmia.
Cornus—Dogwood.
Cotoiieaster
Ciatxijus— I'horn.

Cydonia—Japan Quince
i.yiisus— Broom, <tc.

D.iphne.
Dcutzia.
Kdwarilsia.
Klxrtgnus.
Evieoyjnus—Spindle Tree.
Forsytbia •

Fremonti?
Genista.

I Halesia—Snowdrop Tree.
ilainaiiiLlis—\\ycb Hazel

I Hibiscus— .A,lth;ea frutex, tfec

j

llippopbac—Sea Buckthorn.
;
tlypencum—St John's Wort.
[Jasminum'—Jasmine.
jKcrria
h.aurus—Laurel,
Ligustnitn—Privet.
Lonicera '—Honeysuckle
Lycmm.*
.NIagnolia,

Mcnispcrnmm'-iloonseed.
Pcnplnca.'
Philadclphus—Mock Orange.
Rlnis— \v ig Tree, Aic.

Kibes— Flowering Currant.
Robinia—Rose Acacia, itc.

Ro^a—Rose.
Kubus '—Bramble.
:*partium—.Spanish Broom.
Spir.Ta.

St;iph>!a:,a—Bladder- N*ut.

SynipiioriLarpus—Snuwbcrry
Syring.i— Lilac.

I iiniarix-Tamarisk.
Viburnum—Gueldcrs Rose, &,
Vitis—Vine
Weigela.

Hardy Evergreen Shricbs.

Akebia. •

Arbutus.
Aucuba—Japan Laurel
Azara.
Bambusa—Bamboo.
Berbendopsis '

Berbcris— Berberry
Buildlela.

Bupleurum.
Buxus—Box.
CeauothuB.
Ccrasus—Cherry-Laurel, &c.
Cist us—Sun-Rose.
Cotontaster.
Crat»gu3—The rn.

Daphne
Deafontainea.
Erica— Heath.
Escallonia.
Enonynius.
Fabi:ina.
Fatsia (Aralia), i

nj-pericum—St John's Wort.
Hoi- Holly,
asminum '—Jasmine.

Kadsura.*
Lardizabala,'
Laurus—Sweet Bay
Ligustruni— privet.
Lonicera •-Honeysuckle.
Magnolia.
Osmauthus.
Pernettya.
Phillyrea.

Photinia.
Retinospoia.*
Rhamnu3—Alaternus.
Rhododendron—Rose-Bay.
Rosa '—Rose.
Ruscus.
Skintmia.
Sniilax,'
Stauntonia.
I'lex— Furze,
Viburnum—Laurustinus.
Vinca— Periwinkle.
Yucca-T-Adanrs Needle.

Garrya.
Griselinia.

Hcdera'-Ivy.

73. The Rhododenaron.— In places where the soil is suitable, the Rhoib^-
rhododendron, on account of its flowering qualities, is fast taking dendroa.
the place of the laurel in the mi.xcd shrubbery. This plant, with
its associates the azalea, kalmia, andromeda, ami the like, requires,

generally speaking, a peaty soil, and a cool, rather moist situation ;

but, though a peaty soil is preferable, especially for the choice kinds,

it is not essential. When, however, the soil is loamy, it must havo
incorporated with it a liberal portion of leaf-mould and decayed
manure, cow dung being preferable, and, if at all heavy, some clean

road grit. The plants do not thrive in soil which contains cal-

careous matter.

These subjects, in view of the source of most of the originals, are

commonly called American plants ; and a separate plot (called the

American garden) is often set apart for them. For such a plot the

catawbicnsc type of rliodudendrou is preferable, being hardier,

producing better foliage, and contprising many of the finest flower-

ing sorts. Such varieties as Sir Thomas Sebright, Old Port, Mrs
Hcneage, Michael Waterer, H. \Y. Sargent, Alexander Dancer,
Braj-amim, Scipio, Everestianum, Minnie, Mrs John Glutton, J.

Marshall lirooks, Sigi^rnuud llucker, Mi^ Milner, and fastuusum
(lore-pleno,- may be counted on os sterling, sorts, which will

always give satisfaction. The varieties of Azalea, though de-

ciduous m habit, are desirable on account of their brilliant and
clfective colours, and with them nuiy be associated sucli subjects as

Andromeda, Cas-sandra, Leucothoe, Dabeocia, Dajdinc Cneorum, the

hardy Heaths, Gaultheria, Kalmia, Ledum, Terncttya, Rhodora,
Vaccinium, and Zcnobia.

74. The Hose.—The rose is so univei sjil a favourite that some por- Rosv
tion of the garden must ncccssarHy be dtvotcd to it, if the situation

be at all favourable. Koses will not, however, thrive in the vicinity of

large towns, since they require a pure nir, and do not endure a smoky
almo.ijihere. The best soil for tlicm is a deep rich strong loam fri-e

fron) stagnant moisture. Very light sandy or gravelly soils, or soils

which arc clayey and badly drained, arc nut suitable, nnd both must
be greatly improved if rose-growing on them is attempted. Light
soil's would be improved by a drejising of strong loam inconjunctioD
with cow diDig or nightsoU ; the latter, provided it is properly pre-

pared and not too fresh, is indeed the very l)cst manure for roses in

all but soils wliich are naturally very rich. Heavy soils arc improved
by adding burned earth or gritty refu.sc, with stable mantuc and
Ifrif-mouldo*" cocoa-fibre refuse ; and damp soils mu.st nccessurilv bt
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dniinud. Roses renuiro a constant annual supply of manure, and,

if this 19 given as a mulching in autumn, it scrvis to protect their

roots through the winter. They also require liberal supplies ofwater

<luring the growing season, anil especially to be kept clear of

a[>hidesand other insect pests, which may be done by dusting them
with anulf while moist, mil washing it oif with the syringe next day,

or by syringing with dilute tobacco wiiter or some of the many in-

&i:cticiilc9 now provided to facilitute this rather troublesome task.

tiomo growers prefer roses grown on their own roots, some on
the Maiietti, and other-3 on the brier stock. There is this to bo said

III favour of their own roots that, if the tops are killed down by
uireideiit or by severe wealiier, the roots will usually thiuw up new
shoots true to their kiuii, which cannot be looked for it they are

worked, though it is s- mctinies recommended to plant di'ep in order

iliat the fo.se itsell may learn to do without its foster (larent the

i-tuck. Too jficn, bouevei. in the case of persons unfamiliar with
lo.ses, the clioice ro.^u dies, and the stock usurps its [ilaee.

An open si;ualion. not shaded, but sheltered from strong winds, is

i\hat the rose prefers October and >Jo\euibei me the b.-.st months
tur planting ;he hardy kinds The tender vuriet'es ore better laid in

in a sheltered pl.icc. and the pbintiBg deferred till March or April.

In reg.ird to pruning, roses vary considerably, some retiuiring-close

cutting anil oth..i.s only thinning out; some again may be salcly

lirunedin aatiiuiii, and otheis aic better left till spring. Instruc-

tions on th.3 point a.< to the several groups of varieties will be

found in most rose catalogues.

Where duarf beds of rosos aic rei|Uired, a good plan 'is to peg

down to wi .hin abmil t) inches from the ground the strong lUic year

old slioois .rom the root In due lime blooming shoots break out

from nearly every eye. nntl masses of lloweis arc secured, while

strong young shoots' ale tluown up from the centre, the plant

being on Its own rout..» liefore winter sets in the old shoots which

have thus Uowcred and exhausted themselves are cut uway, and
three or four or more of the strongest and best ii]icned young shoots

arc reserved for pegging down the following season, which should be

done about reliniaiy In the meantime, aftei the i>runiiig has been

circcled, plenty of good manure should have been dug in aliout the

roots Thus treated, the plants nevei fail to jiroduee plenty of

strong wood for pegging down each succeeding sea.son

Bedding 75. Beudino I'lanis.—This term is chiefly applied to those

I'lanls. snmmer-llowering plants, such as pelargoniums, petunias, dwarf

lobelias, verbenas, &c., which aie em[)loyediii masses foi filling the

beds of a geoaietrical parterre Ol late years, however, more atten-

Uoii has been bestowed on arrangements of brilliant flowering plants

with those of fine foliage, and the in.assing aLso of hardy early-

blooming plants in parterre fashion has been very greatly e.\tended.

Bedding plants tlirivo best in maiden soil, and tlierefore the beds

should be occasionally wholly or [larlly renovated with fiesh earth.

A light loam, liberally manured with ihiroughly rotten dung from

an old hotbed or thoroughly decomposed cow droppings and leaf-

mould, forms the best kind of compost, but in the case of free,

growing plants, like pelargoniums, over-richness must be avoided.

76. tiiirimi Bcikling. — i'ux thisdescrii^tion of bedding, hardy plants

only must be used, but even then the choice is toler.ably extensive.

For example, there are the Alyssums, of which A. saxatile and

A. gcinonense arc in eullivation , .\ntennatia tomentosa; Arabis

albida, Aiibrictias, of whi'h the best sorts are A. Campbellia; and

A. giaiidillora . the iloublc Bcllis perennisor Daisy ; the Wallflowers,

including Cheiiantlius Cheiri (the Common Wallflower), C. alpin.i,

and 0. Marshaliii ;
Hepaticas, the principal of whidi are the varieties

of II. trib.ba, and the blue 11. angulosa; Iberis or Candytuft; Litho-

spi-rmum froiicnsiini . Myosotis or Forget-me-not, including M.

alpestris, M. disMtillora, M azoriea, and M sylvestris; Tliloxcs, liko

1'. subulatn, with ils varieties setacca, Nelsoni, nivalis ; the single-

(lowered varieties of the Primrose, rrimula \nilgarls; Pyretlirum Par-

thenium aiiienm, called Oolden Feather; Sempervivnim calcareuin;

the pink-flowered Silcno pendula , self-coloured varieties of the

Pansy, V. tricolor, and of V lutoa and V. cornuta, as well as some
recent hybrids. Uesiiios these there are the various spring. flowering

bulbs, sueha."! the varieties of Il>acinthus,Tulipa, Narcissus, Frilil

I iria, Musi-afl or Grapo Hyacinth, Crocus, Scilla. and Oalanthus or

Snowdrop
77. Summr.r Bcdiliitj.—There is great variety amongst tho plants

which are useil for bedding out in tho garden during tin? sunimer
months, but we can note only some of the most import-mt of theni

Amongst them am tho Agoratums, the old t.ill-growing sorts of

which have been .superseded bydwarfer varieties, as Imperial tiwaif

And .Swauley Blue , Altcrnaiithera.'i, the pirincijial of which are A
annena, nmitjna spectabilis, ningnitica, paronychioidcs major aiiiea,

and amabilis ; Alyssiim maritiinum variegatum ; some of the named
varieties of Antirrhinum raajus, especially the dwarf varieties ;

Arundo Donax variegata; Begonias; Calceolarias; Cannas ; Cen-
taiirea ragiisina ; Clematises, of which the hybrids of the .'acknianni

type arc best ; Dahlia variabilis, and the single-flowered forms of

U. cocciuea ; Echcvorias, of which E. secunda and E. metallica
are much era oloved: Gazanias; Heljotropiumperuvianuni; Iresine;

tlie Lantanas; Lobeli.is; Mescnibryanthemum cordifolium vaiiega-

tum ; Pclaigoniums, of which the various classes of zonal or bedding ,

varieties are unapproachable Ibr efl'ect and general utility ; Petunias

;

Phloxes ; Polemonium cceruleum variegatum ; Pyrcthram Parthe-

niuni aureum, especially useful as an edging to define the outline

of beds upon grass ; Tropa!olums, especially some of tho varieties

of T. Lobhianuni ; and Verbenas, tne oflspring of Tweedieana,
chainiedrifolia, and others. Few bulbs come into tho summer
flower gardens, but amongst those which should always be well re-

presented are the Gladiolus, the Lilium, and tho Tigridia.

78. SuhtTojrimlUalding.—A fewyearsago the lateMr JohnGibson,
then superintendent of Cattcrsea Park, inti educed the style of plant-

ing known a.s subtropical gardening, from the use that is made of

subtropical plants. In the climate of London and the south and
west of England this new feature proved very successful, but less so

in tho nortn of ICngland and in Scotland, except in very favoured

localities. These subtropical materials may be used either in masses,

of one kind, or in groujis arranged for contrast, or as the centre?

of groups of less imjmsing or of dwarfer-flowcring subjects; or the^

may be [ilanted as single specimens in appropriate open spaces, ill

recesses, or as distant striking objects terminating a vista. Some
of the finest of these plants of bold and striking habit are found lit

the Aralia or Fatsia, the Wigandia, the MontagiiKa, the Uhdea, and
the Feiihnanda; Aralia japonica and papyTifera are very fine, and
so »re Wigandia caracasana and Vigieri, Montogiuea heracleifolia

(also known as Polyinnia grnndis), Uhdea bipinuatifida, and Ferdi-

iiandii eminens. Many palms, some tree ferns, and the uoblo

Musas, especially Musa Eiisete, do fairly well in sheltered situations.

The Cannas alford great variety of size, form, and colour. The dif-

ferent forms of Ricinus, which are of the bolder type of subjects,

the more elegant Arundo Donax and its variegated variety, and tho
very graceful Arundo conspicua may also be named. Arundinaria.

falcata and other Bamboos, if grown in large pots or tubs and
plunged in shady sheltered places during summer, give a striking

tro[fical eficct; and in warm situations some of these may be intro-

duced as permanent plants. Of lesser subjects Ccntaurea ragusina

and gymnocarpa, Erythrinas, Funkias, Gunnera scabra, and some
of the Solanunis, as .S. marginatum and robustum, arc all useful

and efl'ective ; and many otheis might be added.

79. Carpet Bedding ot Mosaiculturc consists in covering the surface

of a beil, or a series of beds forming a design, with close low-growing

plants, in which certain figures arc brought out by means of plants

of a dillerent habit or having difl'ercntcoloured leaves.. Sometimes,
in addition to the carpet or ground colour, individual plants of

larger size and handsome appearance are dotted symmetrically over

the beds, an arrangement which is very telling. Some of the best

plants Ibr carpeting the surface of the beds aie—Antennaria tomen-

tosa, white; Sedum corsicum and glaucum, grey; and Scdum
Lydium, Mentha Pulegium gibraltarieum, and Hcriiiaria glabra,

green. The Alternantheras, Aniaranthuses, Iresines, and Coleuscs

furnish high and warm colours; while Pyrethrum Parthenium

aureuin yields greenish yellow; Mcsembryanthemum cordifoliuiii

variegatum, creamy yellow; Centaureas and others, white; and llu

succulent Echeverias and Sempervivums, glaucous rosettes, whicli

last add much to the general ellect.

80. GREENnousE Plant.'.—These are plants requiring the .slicltci Orc^u-

of a gla?3 house, provided with a moderate degree of heat, of which house

35° Fiihr. may be taken as the minimum. The house should be plajil*.

oiiened for ventUation in all mild weather irt winter, and daily

throughout the rest of the year.

The, following is a select list of miscellaneous decorative plants

in addition to special subjects which will be noticed separately:

—

Abutiloii Roule dc Neiyc has pure white drooping belt-shaped llowors.

Acacias are remarkably profuse llpwcrinK pl.ints with yellow llowcra. A.

amiata aail A, Uruminomlii are floiiciiiiB bushes; A. lopli.iiitha h.as nmpto
(eniliko leaves; A. Riccana has pale yellow llowers in e.iily spring, and ia

well suited for training up rafters or pillars.

. Adcnaudra fragraos products highly fragrant pink starshapcd flowers In

May ami June,
Agapanthus is very ornamental and easily grown, A. umbcUatus h.aving a

lan;e umbel of pale blue (lowers, and A. unibellatus albillonis wtiitc llowers,

Aphclexis euibraces various species of close-growing phnila, half procum-
bent in h»tut, proilucing hamlsome purplisli-crimson ami rosy-pink everlast-

mg (lowers freclv on tho points of the shoots iji May and Juno.

Atalias have l.Trge palmate leaves.

Aniucaria excclsa has regularly s|>reading branches resembling gigantic

ostrich feathers ...
Ik'gonias, The new tubcrnus-rootcd hybrids arc very showy, aoil continue

to fluwer all thiough tlic summer and autumn.
lioioliias arc a (iuc gri.up of lianl-womlcd Bliruha, having chirdy pink

floiiers. which bloom profusely from the mature wnoil ; the best examples of

the family arc 11, pinnata, Drtinmionilii, and serrulata.

Ch'iroyenias are uuick-prnwiiig slomter-habiteil plants, with highly-coloured

red and'yellow poashapcil lloviera, prinluceil in racemes (liim the axils of the

leaves; C. varium, cor.lalum, auU speclahile ate line ami distinct.

Corilyllncs are stalely plants, of which the principal arc C. Indivisa, with

a nohlo crov-i of glaucous Ic.ivcs marked by orauge ribs, and C. austrabtf

with narrower leaves.

Cylisus racemosus is one of the best subjects for early spring blonmlug, 01

dense busby habit, aud hearing yellow flowers; C. Evcrcstlauus has flow<r»

of a deep orange.
Daplme indica Is unsurpassed (or ils perfume.
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Tne Dasylirions have stout woody stems and large heatls of narrow leaves.

Epacria is a wintei duwering t^euus, easily grown aud free-bluoranig, the

• principal Borta being E. hyacijittuliora caudidissinia, hyacinthitlora car-

ininata. miuiata. and the pure white onosniKtlora flore-pleno nivalis.

GrcNiUeas are shrubs of slender habit, some having handsome flowers, whUe

C robusta and others almuat rival the fenis in tlie elegance of their leaves.

Hydrangea Hortensia produces immense heads uf bloom of a delicate pink,

which continue long in flower, aud may be chaniied to blue by the admUtme
ol iron fllings with the soil.

, , . , ,_ . , i « _ a
Iraautciphyllum niiniatum la a grand plant, the umbels of pale flame-red

flowers being prodnced at various seasons.

Kalosanthea consista of splendid flowering plants, whlctTThowever, rarely

bloom well two years in succession.
.. , ,

Ijichenalia pcndula, luteola, and tricolor are exceedingly pretty dwarf

Vnjlbs, useful about April and May.
Lapageria rosea is one of the very finest greenhouse climbers m existence,

fthil bears waxy bell shaped red flowers, mottled with white; L. rosea alba

is ^till more beautiful, a clear waxy white.

Lilium auratuni, speciosum, and Kramerlare fine. L. auratum being one of

V.fi noi>lest flowering plauts in existence.

.\<andevilla suaveolens, a stroug-growiug climber, bears beauluul, fragrant,

trumpet-shaped white blossoms in August aud September
The Neriums are tall strong-growing subjects, with flowers of great beauty,

pr.'ducfid iu cymes from the points of the mature shoots.

The Passirtoras produce their showy singularly-formed flowers most pro-

fusely, and are very suitable for decorating the roof of a conservatory

Pimeleosare free-growing, compact-habited plants, producing flower-lieads

from the points of the shoots; P. spectabilis rosea has flower-heads, white

flushed vrith rose, almost as large as those of a guelder-ro&e ; P. Hendersoni

has deep pink, P. hispida white, and P. elegaus straw-coloured flowers,

Pleroma elegans is a free-flowering melastomaceous shrub, producing in

Buccession its lovely aaucer-shapod flowers of the most intense purple liue,

Irom June to September.
Plumbago capensis is another abundant bloomer, and one of the very best

of greenhouse climbers, with large bunches of delicate grey-blue flowers.

The Rhcdodendroo furnishes a large contingent, of which the most suitable

are Counteas of Haddington. Dalhousiae, Edgworthii. Gibsoni, Thompsoni,
javanitum. with Jasminiflorum and its beautiful vaiieties. Princess Koyal,

Princess Alexandra. Princess of Wales, and Duchess of Edinburgh.
Statices include some very highly ornamental plants, especially 9. braa-

stcffiloUa, profu3a, and irabricata. "

Tacaooiaa are magnificent climbers; indeed, T. Van Volxemii is one of the

very flneat of the climbing plants which flower in autumn.
Trachelospermum jasminoides, better known as Rhynchoapermum, very

fragrant, and moderately vigorous, is suitable for a piUar, and produces
white flowers in May and June
Tropffoluins are charming pot climbers, of which may be mcntiooed T.

a'-ureum, brachyceras, Gpeciosum, tricolonun. and Jarrattii,

Vallota is a very choice evergreen bulb, V. purpurea producing highly-

coloured scarlet flowers, in umbels, in August and September.

Agava 81. Agave.—Bold-habited succulent plants, some of the larger of

which are well adapted for conservatory decoration and prominent
situations on terraces, &c. The American Aloe, Agave araericana,

with its vafietiea variegata and mediopicta, all require to be kept

moderately dry aud safe from frost during the winter, and grow
well in strong loam, sand, and lotten manure. Among others of

the larger varieties are A. potatorum and miiadorensis, and of the

smaller ones, A. filifera, applanata, VerschaiTeltii, and schidigera.

Still smaller dense-growing sorts are A. Richardii, horrida, Victoriie

Keginae, and Bessereriana.

Aloe 82. J-loe.—Succulent plants,e.xtremelyVariablc in character. They
all thrive best in a sandy loam, well drained, and not ovlt watered.

The old Partridge-breast Aloe, A. variegata, is well ada]>ted for a

window ; A. ferox, supral^vis, and arborescens are tall plants ; A.

saponaria» initrieformis, albocincta, and lineata are smaller ; A. serra,

variegata, humilis, and eerrulata are dwarf. The Fan Aloe, A.

plicatilis, nroduccs its flowers in winter. A group of dwarf showy-
ilowcred aloes, often separated under the name of Gasteria, flower

in early spring. The foUowiDg are of a spiral habit of growth

—

O. spiralis, obliqua, undata, and carinata; while, of those of dis-

tichous growth, G.jiigricaus, lingua, verrucosa, aud intermedia may
be recommended. Besides these there are the Apicras and tiie

Haworthias, all formerly known as aloes, whicli are very dwarf,
\2.dca. S3. Azalea.—The beautiful varieties now in cultivation have been

bred from a few originals, natives of the hilly regions of India and
China. They arepernaps unequalled aaindoor decorative plants. The
Chinenc species, A. vittata, will commence to open its blooms iu

September, and other sorts keep up a succession for several months,
for some of the varieties may be forced into bloom during tlie

winter, and others flower through the spring up to May and June.

They are usually increased by grafting the half-ripened shoots on
the stronger-growing kinds, tlie shoots of the stock and the graftii

being in a similarly half-ripened condition, aud the plants heing

{>laced in a moist heat of 65". Large plants of inferior kinds, if

icalthy, may be grafted all over witli the choicer sorts, so as to

obtain a large specimen in a short time. They require a rich and
fibrous |>eat noil, witli a mixture of sand to prevent it petting water-

logged. The heat time to pot azaleas is tlircc or tour weeks after

tlie ulooming is over. The soil should be made quite solid to prevent

its retaining too much water. To proiluce handsome plants, they
must while young bo stopped as required. Specimens that have
cot h'ggy may bo cut bu'-k just before growth commences. The
lowest tcmjicrAture for them during the winter is about 35*, and
during their Reason of growth from 55" to tiH" at night, and 75*" by
day, the ktniosplipr*' being at the same time w* II charged witli mois-

turc They are liablo to the attacks of thripa und.rcd spidur, which
do TTQ&t miBchief if not pron»)if ly destroyed.

84. Ca/c«o^ria.— Ori;ciually iiilifdi:cLd uudcr varioi's s"^^'""

forms from Cliili and Pei-u, the calceolaria of the present day has Calcw
been developed into a highly decorative plant, in which tlie her- laria.

baceous habit has preponderated. The plants are now very gene-

rally raised annually Irom seed, which is sown about the eud of

July in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and band, and, being very

small, must only be slightly covered. When the plants aie largo

enough to handle they are pricked out an inch or two apart into

3-inch or 5-inch pots ; when a little more advanced they are potted

singly. They should be wintered in a greenhouse with a night

teni[)eraturc of about 40", occupying a shelf near the light. By the

end of February they should be moved into 8-inch or lO-inch pots
using a compost of three parts good turfy loam, one part leal-

mould, and one part thoroughly rotten manure, with a fair addition

of sand. They need plenty of light and air, but must not be sub
jected to draughts, ^\'hen the pots get well filled with roots, th*

must be liberally supplied with manure water. In the early sta^i

of growth the plants are subject to the attacks of the green fly, l-

which they must be fumigated. Named varieties are not no\\

grown, as a good strain of seed will yield satisfactory flowers.

The shrubby calceolarias used for bedding are increased from cut-

tings, planted in autumn in cold frames, where they can be wintered,

by the use of jnata and a good layer of litter placed over the glass

and round the sides as a protection from frost,

85, Camellia.—This favourite plant, a native of Japan, is deserv- Camell*

edly popular, on accountof itsglossyfoliageandmagnlficent flowers.

It is usually propagated by cuttings, to furnish stocks on which tlie

choicer kinds are grafted. It will succeed either in peat or loam or

a mixture of both, but in any case an addition of turfy fibre and
of sand is also neces.sary. The plants should have abundance of

water, e3|>ecially in tiie growing season, and should be potted as

they complete their growtli and are about to set their flowers ; they
do not, however, require repotting so often as most plants. Fire

heat need only be employed when the object is to obtain flowers

in the autumn and wiiuer months. To produce them at this

season it becomes necessary to start the plants into growth cor-

respondingly early. When grown in -cold houses, they do not
generally flower until about February or March, at wliich stage the
plants enjoy a temperature of 45" or 50°. When fire heat is applied

to assist the opening of the flowers, it should not much exceed 55°,

and whilst the plants are subjected to this heat the atmosphero
must on no account be allowed to become dry, or the buds will

probably drop. When making their growth they need an abundant
supply of water at the roots, as well. as copious syiingings twice a
day, but as terminal buds become visible they should he kept drier

Liquid manure is of grcat assistance to plants that have flowered

very heavily, while they are making their growth, and the addition

of a littlo soot imparts a dark -green colour to the leaves. If grown
in an open-roofed light house, shade will he required during very
bright weather whilst the young shoots are being developed, but if

grown in a lean-tohouse facing the north, shade will not be required.

It is sometimes necessary to move the plants out of the house after

they have set their flowers, to keep them from coming on too
rapidly. In this case they should have placed over them a light

framework and movable screen.

Tlie scale is the most troublesome insect which attacks the
camellia. To i-emove the white scale, the plants should be washed
with a sponge and solution of soft soap as soon as their growth is

completed, and again before the buds begin to s^vell. The brown
scale may be got rid of by repeated washings with one of the many
insecticides, such as Fowler's, but it should bo apjdied at a tempera-
ture of 90°. See Camellia, vol. iv. p. 737.

Some o( the best varieties arc—Alba p!cua (old double white). Bealif,

Bonomiana, candidissima, (.'handler's Elegans, Contessa Lavinia Maggi,
Countess o( Elleamere, Ponckelaari, exiniia, flmbriata, Ucnri I-'avi-e.

imbricata, imbncata ulba, Jubilee, Madame Anibroise VerschatFell,
Mathotiana, Malhotiaiia alba, I'riuccss Mary, reticulata tlore-ylcno, ^nccui
nova, and Valtavwcdo.

86. Cinerarias can bo raised freely from seeds, and though there Cin^r-

arc named varieties iu existence, a good strain ol seed will yield ana.
flowci"3 almost as fine. They must be kept, especially while young,
free from aphides, to which they are mote than ordinarily subject.

For spring flowering the seeds may be sown iu Ajuil or May in udl.
drained pots or pan3, in soil of three parts loam to tw'o parts leaf-

mould, with one-sixth sand ^ cover the seed tliinly with line soil,

and press tlic surface firm. Wlien tlic seedlings arc lavf!;e enough to

lianille, prick them out in r.ins or pots of similar soil, and when
more advanced pot them singly in 4-inch ])ots, using soil a trifle

less sandy. They should bo grown iu shallow frames lacing tlic

nortli, and, if so sitnated that the sun shines upon the jilants in the

middle of the day, thcynmst be slightly sliadcd ; give plenty of air,

and never allow them to get dry. When well established with roots,

shift them into G-inch pots, whiHi Jilicnild be liberally supplied with

manure water (is they get lilh-d with roots. In winter they shot:M

be removed to a jiit or house, where a little heat can be supplied

whouovcr there is ;» risk of ihi ir getting fro/rn. Tht-y .should stiMi'i

on a moist bottom, but mur.l no; he subjected to cold draiiglil,->

When tha flowering stt-ms upjwar, ;;iv*e iiiAiiure water at every alter
"^•. v.M*ering. bee.U^o^vn :i; iMavcii, and grown on in this way.
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will lio ia bloom by Christmas if kept in a temperature of from 40°

to 45° at night, witli a little more warmth in the day ; and those

sown in April and May will succeed them during the early spring

months, the latter set of plants being subjected to a temperature

of 33° or 40° during tlio night.

87 Corrca.—This genus of Australian plant* is extremely useful

for winter flowering. The best of them is C. cardinalis, which

altbrds a succession of tube-shaped crimson flowers during the

whole of the winter. They are increased by cuttings, and grown in

rough pcjty soil, with a slight addition of loam and sand. After

the plants have done flowering, they should all get a little artificial

warmtli, plenty of moisture, and a slight shade, while they aro

miking their growth, during which period the tips of the young
shoots should be nipped out when 6 or 8 inches long. When the

growth is complete, a half-shady place outdoors during August and

September will be suitable, with protection from parching winfts

and hot sunshine.

88. Cyclamen.—Of late years this flower has been so much im-

proved that no plant of moderate size can be made to contribute

more floral display in winter. It is raised from seeds in various

shades of colour, from the purest white to a deep purple. The
seeds should be sown jn October or November, in well-drained sced-

pans^ in an equal mixture of fine loam and leaf-mould with an addi-

tion of sand, the seeds slightly covered, and the pans placed near

llie light in a temperature of 50°. When the seedlings appear,

they must be pricked out into 5-inch pots, six or eight in each, and
wintered in a similar temperature and situation. In spring they

must be potted singly in ;J-inch pots, and thinly shaded during

Ivight weather. When they have tilled their pots with roots tlicy

sliould be repotted, using similar soil, into 4-inch pots, in which

thoy are to flower. In potting, the corms or tuberous roots should

not be more than half covered with the soil. A low house or pit is

tlie best place in which to grow them, shading them if requisite,

giving plenty of air, watering regularly, and syringing overhead

ill the afternoon to keep down thrips and red spider. The tem-

perature should range from 45° to 50°, with plenty of air.- They
should howerin February and March. After blooming they should,

be pla^^ed in a pit where they can be shaded as required, and as

tliey show signs of going to rest they should receive less water, but

should not be allowed to get quite dry. In autumn they may be

shifted into pot3 a size larger, and they will come into flower earlier

than in the first year. It is not advisable to keep them after the

third season. Some growers recommend after flowering to turn the

plants out of their pots into a bed of prepared peat or leaf-soil in some
half-shady spot, where they can be sprinkled overhead every after-

noon during dry sunny weather, so as to encourage plenty of healthy

foliage. In this case they should be lifted early in the autumn.
89. Erica.—The species of heaths cultivated in English green-

houses are mostly South African, or have sprung from South African

originals. They aro of dense twiggy growth, with needle-shaped

leaves, and beautiful wax-like flowers, which in some or other of the

kinds are produced almost throughout the year. During the winter

and early months E. caffra, gmcilis, vernalis, hiemalisi melanthera,

persoluta, rubens, Willmorei, Sindryana, and others produce their

blossoms; later on bloom E. fiorida, aflinis, Cavendishiana, exquisita,

ventricosa and its many varieties, and the charming aristata; next

come E. Savileana, Irbyana, Austiiiiana, Jacksoni, retorta major,

and others, which last on till September, a few continuing till the end
of- the year. Heaths are propagated under bell-glasses by cuttings,

which should bo taken as soon in the spring as the wood is sulB-

ciently firm, and planted in silver sand, the lower leaves having been

removed ; they should be kept in a temperature of 60°, and the

gla>i.se3 must be wiped occasionally to prevent the plants from damp-
ing oif. When rooted tliey should bo gradually inured to the air by
the occasional removal of the glasses. In the spring following they

should be potted singly into thumb pots, and kept close and moist
until they take to the new soil. Heaths require peat soil, which for

hard-wood<^l alow-growing kinds should be of a close hard texture,

while for soft-wooded slow-growing sorts a mixture of two-tliirds of

hard peat with one of a softer iiaturo, and for the soft-wooded quick-

growing varieties equal quantities of hard and soft peat should be

used, with silver sand according to the composition of the peat. The
pots must always be well drained, and the plants must never be

allowed to become pot-bound. The best season for potting is in

March and April, or in September when the summer heats are over.

The new soil must be made as firm as the old ball, so as to retain the
water. A low span-roofed house, admitting abundance of light, is

most suitable for those plants ; and they require air in abundauce,
especially diuing tlie season of active growth. They have so great

> dislike to fire heat that any degree of cold short of actual frost is

preferablo to it. When lliey have grown into specimen plants they
should be set nut of doors, from the latter part of July till the be-

ginning of September, in order to enable them to resist the attacks
of mildew. Water should never be given before the soil has got
s irticiently dry to need it, nor should the planW be syringed over-
head summer or winter. Especially is this the case with the hard-
waodod kijids. See Ue.mu, vol. xi. p. 589.

Some of the best of thcoarlirr :'o\\eriii?T)Ofttits are— E. amnis, aristal.i, Ber-

fiuiia, Cundolleana, CavenUiahiana. Devuiiiana, tturida, Lieinalis, Liuillfyans,
laasoni major, mutabitis, propendens, Siudryana, tortilitlora, ventricosa

and ita varieties, Victoria, and Willmorei. The later ones are well repre.,

Btnted by E. AU3tiiiiaua, ampuilacea and its varieties, Aitouiaua Turn-
b'lllii, ferruginea eiiperba, geniiiiifera elegans, Hartuclli, Irbyana, ja,sniini-

flora alba, Marnoclcjana, obbata, Farmentieriaua rosea, Paxtoni, Savileana
major, Spenceriana, Shanuuni, tricolor and its varieties, and vestita and ita

vai'ieties.

90. futhsia.—This well-known decorative soft-wooded plant Fuchiia.
comes from the temperate parts of South America, but has been
imitroved by selection and hybridization. Fuchsias strike readily

from cuttings, the most usual method being to place old plants in

warmth about February, and as soon as they have pushed shoots a

couple of inches or so in length, to take thein off and put them in

small pots, in a temperature of 60° ; they will root in two or three

weeks, when they should be moved singly into ^-incli pots ; and the/
must be arain shifted into S-inch or 9-inch pots as soon as thosB

they already occu|iy aro moderately filled with roots. The leading

shoot, as well as the side branches, should be topped two or three

times during the spring, and a single stick placed to the main stem
so as to keep it U|>rigiit. They should be syringed in the after-

noons, to promote growth and to keep down a|)hidcs and red spider.

By tlie end of June or July such plants will be disposed to flower.

A good compost for fuchsias consists of four parts good fibrous loam to

two parts well-rotted manure and leaf-mould, with a fair sprinkling

of sand. When larger plants are required the cuttings should b«

struck about the end of July or beginning of August, and kept
gently growing through the autumn and winter in 6-iuch pots on a

shelf near the glass, with a night temperature of 50° At the end
of February they should be shifted into 10-inch or IS-inch pots, and
by the end of April they will be in a condition to move to 16-incli

or I8-iuch pots, and the temperature should be raised to 55° The
shajie of the plants should be regulated by timely pinching of the

shoots, the pyramidal and standard forms being the most elegant.

The olvl plants may be kept during winter in any dryish place

free from frost ; prune them back in spring, and repot in fresh

soil. The varieties are constantly changing through the introduc-

tion of novelties. See Fuch.sia, vol. Lx. p. 806.

91. Hdiotroiii^im.—The Peruvian Heliotrope, Heliotropium pern- Helin-

vianuni, is a great favourite with cultivators, on account of the tropiom.

delicious frngance of its blossoms, which has obtained for it the

popular name of "cherry pie." The plants are easily increased by
cuttings, which are struck in July and August, or from j'bung shoots

obtained in heat m early spring ; when rooted they should be
potted singly into small pots, using as a compost filwy loam, sandy
peat, and well-deconipo.sed stable manure from an old hotbed. The
plants soon retjuire to be shitted into a pot a size larger. To secure

early-flowering plants, cuttings should be struck in August, potted

oil' before winter sets in, and kept in a warm greenhouse. In the

spring larger pots should be given, and tlie plants shortened back
to make them bushy. They require frequent shiftings during the
summer, to induce them to bloom freely. There are many varietic^,

difi'ei ing in habit and in the colour of their flowers.

The heliotrope makes an elegant standard. The plants must in

this case be allowed to s;ind up a central shoot, and all the side

growths must be pinched ofl' until the necessary Iieight is reached,
when the shoot must be stopped and lateral growths will be pro-

duced to form the head. During winter they should be kept some-
what dry, and in spring the ball should be reduced and the plants
repotted, the shoots being slightly pruned, so as to maintain a
symmetrical head. When they are jilanted out against the walls
and pillars of the greenhouse or conservatory an abundance of highly-
perfumed blossoms will be supplied all the year round. See Helio-
THOPE, vol. xi. p. 633.

92. McsembryanlhemKin.—These are interesting Cape plants, some Mesem
of them ofa very showy character, and others rcniaikable as curiosi- bryan-

ties. They belong to the class of succulents, and with the exception thcmuir
of the curious sorts, all "row and strike freely in a mi.xture of loam
and leaf-mould with a dash of sand. The flowering kinds should
be kept onl/ two or three years. Cuttings should bo put in about
May, and well exposed. They will stand a few degrees of frost, but
should be kept from growing in winter.

The best flowering sorts, mo.«t of which arc adapted fop window.boxos,
arc—M. barbatiim, blanduni, ciindons, cunspicuuni, ciirvinorum, falcaliini,

formosum, glaucum, potynnthuni, rellexnni, retrone.''Mni, roscuui, and spccta.
bile. These can be useii for sunny suninicr beds very well, as those tli.-il

require It can be pegged down. Of the curious varieties, some of the
choicest arc .M. agniiiiun, albiniim, caiiiuiini, felirium, miirinum, tigrtnum,
vulpinuni, dolabrifonuo. dcnstlln, flssuni. linguicfornie, minimum, obeonel.
Inm. and octophyllnni. These are all dwarf fiiowers. and require more sand
and aomo brick rubbish In the soil ; they should also have less water.

93. Pclarijonium.—The various races of pelargoniums have sprung Pdnr
from the intermixture of some of the s|)ecies obtained iiom the Cape, gonicni
The older show-flowered varieties have, been gradually acquired

thrmigh a long series of yci'rs. The fancy varietic.'!, as'^^cH a-< tlie

French spotted varieties and the market type, have b«iea evolverl

from the'in. The zonal race, on the other hand, has been perfcctcil

within the last quarter of a century. In all the sections tho
anclies arc of a highly ornamental character, but for gcjicial ciilli*
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ration the market type is preferable for indoor purposes, while the

zonals are effective either in the greenhouse or flower garden.

Some of the Cape species are still in cultivation,—the leaves of

many of them being beautifully subdivided, almost fern-like in

character, and some of them deliciously scented. A few of these

are well adapted for bedding out.

Some of tbe most striking of this set are—?. Blandfordianum, echlna-
turn. graveolen3, melananthum, and Schottii ; while the followijig have
finely-scented leaves :—P. capitatum, citrioUorum. crispum, and odura-
tiasiimum. To these may be added, from amongst the earlier hybrids, those
namod Lady Plymouth, Fair Helen, ignescens, Moore's Victory, Pretty
Polly. quercifoUum and its varieties, Sbrublaud Pet, and the various sports
from Unique.

The best soil for pelargoniums is a mellow fibrous loam with good
stable manure in about the proportion of one-fifth ; when used it

should not be sifted, but pulled to pieces by the hand, and as much
sand should be added as will allow the water to pass freely through
it. The large-flowered and fancy kinds cannot bear so much-water
B3 most soft-wooded plants, and the latter should have a rather
lighter soil. . .

All the pelargoniums are readily increased by cuttings made from
the shoots when the plants are headed down after flowering, or in

the spring, when they will root freely in a temperature of 50°. They
must not be kept too close, and must be very moderately watered.
Wlicn rooted they may be moved into well-drained 3-inch pots, and
should have the points pinched out in order to induce them to

push out several shoots nearjthe base. These shoots are, when long
enough, to be trained in a horizontal direction ; and when they have
made three joints they should have the points again pinched out.

These early-struck plants will be ready for shifting into 6-inch pots
by the autumn, and should still be trained outwards. The show
varieties after flowering should be set out of doors in a sunny spot
to ripen their wood, and should only get water enough to keep them
from flagging. In the course of two or three weeks they will bo
ready to cut back within two joints of where these were last stopped,
when they should be placed in a frame or pit, and kept close and
dry until they have broken. When they have pushed an inch or
BO, turn them out of their pots, shake off the old soil, trim the
straggling roots, and repot them firmly in smaller pots if practicable

;

teep them near the light, and as the shoots grow continue to train

them outwardly. They require to be kept in a light house, and to

bo set well up to the glass ; the night temjieratiire sliould range
obout 45* ; and air should be given on all inild days, but no cold
currents allowed, nor more water than is neeessary to keep the soil

from getting parched. The young shoots should be topped about
the end of October, and when they have grown an inch or two be-

yond this, they may be shifted into 7-inch pots for flowering. The
shoots must bo kept tied out so as t/> be fully exposed to the light.

If required to flower early they should not be stopped again ; if not
until June they may be stopped in February.
The zonal varieties, which are almost continuous bloomers, are

of much value as decorative subjects ; they seldom require much
pruning after the first stopping. For winter flowering, young plants
should be grown on during the summer, and not allowed to flower.

When blossoms are required, they should be placed close up to the
glass in a light house with a temperature of 60°, only just as much
water being given as will keep them growing. For bedding pur-
poses the zonal varieties are best struck tx)ward3 the middle of August
in the open air, taken up and potted or planted in boxes as soon as

struck, and preserved in frames or in the greenhouse during winter.

The fancy varieties root best early in spring from the half-ripened
shoots ; but they are slow growers, rather delicate in constitution,
and very impatient of excess of water at the root.

i'»'<inia. 94. Petunia.—The varietiesofpotunia.cspeciallythedouble forms,
make admirable specimens for pot culture. These and the other
named varieties are propagated by cuttings taken from stock plants
kept through the winter on a dry warm shelf, and moved into a
bnsk moist heat in early spring ; the young shoots are planted in

pans or pots filled with sandy soil, and, aided by a brisk bottom heat,

strike root in a few days. They are then potted singly into tliumb-
pots, and when once established are "radually hardened off, and after-

warils repotted as renuirod. The shoots should be topped to make
bushy plants, and tlieir tops may be utilized as cuttings. The
single varieties are raised from seeds sown in light sandy soil in

lieat, in the early spring, and very slightly covered. The plants
need to bo pricked out or potted oIT as soon as large enoiigh to

handle. Good strains of seeds supply plants suitable for bcdiiing;

but, as they do not reproduce themselves exactly, any sorts parti-

cularly required must be profwgated, like the double ones, from cut-

tings,

''fimul*. 05. Primula.—Onoofthemostpopularof winter and cnrly spring
decorative plants is the Chinese Primrose, Primula sinensis, of
which some superb strains have during the last few years been
obtained. For ordinary purposes young plants are raised annually
from seeds, sown about the beginning of March, and again forsucces-
•ion in April, and if needed in May. The seed should be sown in

Velbdniinod pans, in a compost of three parts li^dit loam, one jmrt

WcU-rollcd kaf-iuould, and ouc pMt clean gritty saud, as it docs

not germinate freely if the soil contains stagnant nioistnre. Tho
surfi-oe should be pressed smooth and gently watered before sowing,
and the seeds should be only just covered with some very fine com-
post, half soil half sand, and over that a thin layer of chopped
sphagnum to keep it damp, and obviate the necessity of watering.
When the seeds germinate, remove the moss, and place them in a
well-lighted position near the glass, shading them from the sun with
thin white paper, and giving water moderately as required. Wlien
they are large enough to handle, prick them out in pans or
shallow boxes, and, as soon as they have made leaves an inch long,
pot them singly in 3-inch pots, using in the soil a little rotten dung.
They should then be placed in a light frame near the glass in an ojien

situation, facing the north. When their pots are filled with roots
they should be moved into 6-inch or 7-inch pots. The soil should
now consist of three parts good loam broken with the hand, one
part rotten dung and leaf-mould, and as much sand as will keep
the whole open. They should be potted firmly, and kept in franjes

close up to the glass till September, e.tcess in watering being care-

fully avoided. In the autumn they should be trausferrcd to a light
house and placed near the glas^, the atmosphere being kept dry
by the occasional use of fire heat. The night temperature should be
kept about 45°.

' When the flowering stems are growing up, manure
water once or twice a week will be beneficial. The semi-double
varieties are increased from seeds, but the fully double ones and any
particular sort can only be increased by cuttings made by dividing
the crowns with a portion of stem attached, the plants being first

well dried, almost to shrivelling ; the cuttings should be placed
in small pots in sandy soil, put in a moderate dryish heat, and
only just watered enough to prevent flagging. When they are

well rooted, they may be potted like the others. In winter they
rcquii-e an intermediate temperature of 45° or 50° at night, and a
little higher in the day, with air when the weather is suitable.

96. Eichardia.—This plant, R. sethiopica, called also Calla cethio- Ricb-

Sica and the Nile Lily, is a fine subject for greenhouse decoration ardio
Uring the spring months. It is a stately tuberous-rooted perennial,

with broad arrow-shaped leaves, and large white flower-spathes, that
last long in beauty. The plants should bo carefully divided about
March, and planted out during May in" well-enriched shallow
trenches. Being semi-aquatics, they cannot be kept too moist all

through' the summer months. Plants kept in jiots are generally
neglected in this way, and hence are rarely seen in really first-class

condition. • The richardias are hardy if tlieir crowns are kept under
water ; but a very little frost disfigures the foliage, and therefore

they should be placed in the pits or the greenhouse towards the end
of October. They may be had in flower during the winter, but in
that case they must have a little warmth to give them a start.

97. Salvia.—Some of the S.alvias or Sages are among the best and Salri*

most showy among soft-wooded winter-flowering plants, the blossoms
being of a bright-glowing scarlet. The three most useful species aro

S. sidendens, S. Heeri, and S. gesnera;flora, the first commencing to
flower early in tho autumn and lasting till Christmas, while the others
follow immediately in succession, and continue in full beauty till

April. Young plants shoQld be propagated annually about Febru-
ary, and after nursing through the spring should be grown outdoors
in a fully exposed .situation, where they can be plunged in soino
non-conducting material, such as half-decomposed leaves. The
young shoots should be stojiped to secure bushy plants, but not
later than the middle of August. The most suitable compost for

them is a mixture of mellow fibry loam enriched with a little niilJ

thoroughly decomposed manure, made sufliciently porous by tlit

addition of sand or grit. In spring, and during the bloomiTij'

period, tho temix:rature should bo intermediate between that of s

stove and greenhouse. There are other very ornamental species o

easy growth, increased by cuttings in spring, and succeeding we'
in ordijiary rich loaray soil. Of these S. angustifolia ba&Ts spiked

of fine bright-blue flowers iB May or June ; S. chama'dryoides, a
dwarfish subject, has deep-blue flowers in August ; S. fulgens ]>ro-

duces scarlet flowers in August; and S. involucrata produces fine*

red flowers during the autumn. S. patens is n lovely blue free-

blooming sort, flowering in August, the colour being unique.

98. Stove Plants.—For the successful culture of stove plants two Stove
houses at least, wherein difli-rent temperatures can bo maintained, plants.

sliould be devoted to. their growth. The temperature during winter
should range at night from about 55° in the cooler to 65° in tho

warmer house, and from C5° to 75° by day, allowing a few degrees
further rise liy sun heat. la summer the temperature may range
10° higher by artificial heat, nifrlit and day, and will often by sun
heat run up to 90° or even 95 , beyond which it .should bo kept

down by ventilation. During the growing period the atnioaphero

must bo, kept moist by damjiing the walls and pathways, am by
syringing the i)lants, according to their needs ; when growth is com-
pleted less moisture will he neressary. Watering, which, except

during tho resting period, should f;enerally bo copious, is best done

in the forenoon; while syringing should bo done early in tho after-

noon to admit of the foli.ige drjdng moderately before night Whcu
the pots bvuouie llUed with roots, waterings of weak liquid miuuio
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In ventilating, coldliiJp very much lowarJs a successful blooming,

iliatights must lie .ivoidcd.

Tho following juo select nnsccllaiicous stove plants:—
lliliiscus ros^Minonsis mmlatiis senit-

plemis. aud its varieties—refuls
Aeatypha tricolor (Wilkcsiaiia).

^I^iehyiiitrithus Uojchiaiius, Lobbl-
flnud, an>lsplc>ulctis.

All.iinailJu C'hcljuni, SellottiJ. gratl-

ilillura, Ilundcrsoni, nml nohilis

Alocasia Jcniitn;^'sii, Lmvii, Vcilelnl,

macrurrliiza vjiiegata, and metal-
liea.

Aiithunumcrysttllmiim, resale. War-
ocqiicanuni, Vcitchii, niai^nittciini,

ijetierzeriaiiiini, and AnUreaiiuni.
Aphc-landia nileus and Koe^Hi.
Amiia cte^^antissima, OUcifuIia, and

Veitchii
Ardisia crcnulatn an<! Oliverl.

Aiis'.uk.liia DuehaTtret and llori-

laiiida.

Ccttuloiiia sirpcrbissinia and Van
llunitei.

r.i:;rioiiiaCliambcrIaynti adiI vcnusta.
I'Mii^anivillca plabra and spectabilts.
<'<.iitropo^<iii Lucyaiiiis.

Cissus diseolor.

Clcixidendnim fallax, Balfouiianun),
and splendeiis

Coinbittum ijurpureum
(>tun aii;;ustirulius, irilobus Dis-

raeli, Autlnl'aims. ^l<rriosu9,niajesti-

vtis, utidiilatits, Wcisiiiauni. spiralis,

ami Wilhamiii
C>aiiop!i>lluin niaRnincnm.
Uielleiiijaehia Uiusci, Leopoldil,
Carder!, and spletidens

C>ipladcnia iJrearleyana, rcgina, and
ani.'iinlis.

t'leii^ clastica (India-rubber I'lant).

i-'ranciseea exiinia, ealyema, inag-
nitlca. and confcrtilluni.

Cardenia Stanleyana, uitrludura, and
ilorida

Oesnera Coopcrii, Douekelnari, and
Aupurba

Zc)>iinu$, pU[iic-eii3, Cotlerii. lulgi-

dns, 5elit2upi.-t.dus, and Couperil.
Iloya iniporialis, eaniosa, cauipaim-
lau. and belta

IpiiiiKca llorsfalliDC and Learli.

l.YOtaeoeeiunea,CoIci,javanic:i,splen-
dens, regina, and Williauisii.

Lucutta gralissinia.

Maranta Tasciat;!. albu-lineata, roseo-
lineala, Makoyana, regnlis, rostjo-

picti. Veilchii, zebrina, and .M.issaQ*

geaua.
Mcdinilla magniHea and ainabllis.

Nelurnbiuni speeiusum.
Nepenthes tl'iteliei -Plant) Veitchii,
sangiiinea, Ixvjs, Stowartii, Wil-
lianisii, Houkei i. and Ratllesiana.

Nynipha!a Dcvuniana, deulata. and
eaTulca.

Pandanus graniinifolius, clegan-
tisbiniii^, Vandernteei'seliii, aud
Veitehii.

Passillora Raddiana (kermosina),
Decaisneana, Buonaparlca. Hahnii,
edulis, and prineeps facemosa.

Pavotta borboniea.
Peutas carnea rosea.

I'luniUago rosea.
Rogiera cordata anil gratlssima.
Roudelotia speeiosa major.
Stephanotis iloribunda.
Spha^rogyne latifolia.

Thyrsaennthus rutilans.

Tillandsia musaica, tcssellata, Liu*
deniana, and Zahnii.

Tornelia fragrans tMonsttra delici>

osa).

Victoria regia.
Vinca rosea, rosea oculuta, and

rosea alba.

99 /»c/a*/w:inis have scaly tubers, which are kept dry an<lin a state

of ivstm a temperature ofoo* during the winter months, and started

into growth about March, a second batch being started in April.

They should be placed 6 inches asunder in pans filled to within 1^
inidiesof tlic lim with leaf-mould orcocoa-rcfiise, made rather samly,

and sliglitly covered with the soil. The pans sliould be set in a
w.uin pii or frame, and the soil kept slightly moistened, and when
tlie youn^ shoots are a couple of inches long tlicy may be placed
fcix or eight in a C-inoh pot, in a soiiof three parts librous loam
and tvvo|)arts leaf-mouM, mixed witii alUtlc sand. The temperature
i-iiould be from 65' to 70", and they should be well ex[tosed to light.

When Ginchuslong, pincli out the pointy to induce tlicm to branch,
niul give more water, syringing overhead -to keep red spider in

check. As soon as the llower bu<is appear, give weak manure water
'wo or three times a week. Tliey should all through tlicir growth
.avc sulficicnt air to keep thum from getting drawn, and when the

blowers bt.'gin to open should l>e fjradually inured to bear the tern-

|ieralurc of the conservatory. AVhen they show signs of going to

lest, less w.itur may be given ; and after the toi>s liavc died down,
the tnbcrs may be .'Stored in dry sand in a temperature of about 55*

Achiincnes ha^e aUo a fine cllcct grown in wire baskets from the
roof of the plant house.

The fi'llinving arc good khnls:—Ambroise Vcrschaffelt, belmontcnsig,
Firedy, Ion;;iiluta alba, longillura major, Mauvu Queen, Parsonsii, Rose
Queen, Stella, and Willianisti.

100 Aiiwnjllis. This genus, also called Hippoastrum, consists

of splendid bulbous plants, of easy culture and frce-blooming habit,

i^ikc other bulbs they are increased by offsets, which should be care-

fully removed wlicu tlic plants arc at rest, and should be allowed to

Jluin a fiir size before removal. These young bulbs should be potted
lingly in February or Marcli, in mellow loamy soil with a moderate
nuantily of s;ind, about tuo-lliirds of the bulb being kept above
Ine level of the soil, which should be matle quite solid. They should
l»o removed to a temperature of 60' by night and 70^ by day, very
farcfnlly watered until the roots have begun to grow ficely, after

rthiih (lie soil should be kept moderately moist. As they advance
Ihclompoi-aturc should he raised to 70' at night, and to 80" or higher
with Hun lieat by day. They do not need shading, but -shouhl
liive plenty of air, anil be syringed daily in the afternoon. AVhen
growing they rc«iuire a good sujijdy of water. After the decay of
(he llowcrA llicy should be returned to a brisk moist temperature of
Irom 70* to 60' by day during summer to perfect their leaves, and
then ho ripened olf in autumn. Through the winter they should
ha/c less water, hut must not be kept entirely dry. The minimum
Icinperatiire should now be altont 55', to be increased 10* or 15' In
»'piiiig. As the bulbs get large they will occasionally need shifting
into larger ]»ots.

A few of ilic best S'Tls arc — Ackcrmannt pnldicrrima, aulica, consplrun,
nneliess of Connaii-jbt. Ilercnlcs, LcoixOdii. Meteor, Mrs P.akor, Mra
Td<Mvan, Orin.minii-, |i.iriliin. pyrmcliroa, Qnccn Vicl*iria, striata snpiMha,
1 lialia, I'lil'inc, Vn^;il, and villalo. Nc»v laiiolics arc beiuj: constan'Jy
raised.

101. Begonias arc represented by numerous species, herbaceous 3*goiiS

and subshrubby. There are several free-lloweriug liybrids, sucli aa

Ij. weltoniensis, Saundcrsii, fuchsioides, prestoniensis, ascotieusis,

kc. ; thcreis the group of ornamental-leaved kinds represented by B.

Rex ; and there is tlie tuberous-rooted free-blooming brilliant race,

developed recently, mainly from B. boliviensis and B. Veitchii.

Cuttings from llowernig begonias root freely in sandy soil, (daccd

in heat at any season when moderately lirm, and as soon as rooted
should be potted singly into 3-inch pots, in sandy loam mixed wah
leaf-mould and sand. They should be stopped to keep them busliy,

placed in a light situation, and tliinly shaded in tlie middle of very
bright days. lu a few weeks they will require another shift.

They should not beoverpottcd, but instead assisted by manure water.

The pots should be placed in a light pit near the roof glass. The sum-
nier-nowering kinds will soon commence blooming, but the autumn
and winter-flowering sorts should be kept growing on in a tempera-
ture of from 55" to 60' by night, with a few degrees more in the day.

Tlie tuberous-rooted sorts require to be kept at rest in winter, in

a medium temperature, almost but not quite dry. In February
they should be potted in a compost of sandy loam and leaf-mould,

and placed in a temperate pit until May or June, when they may
be moved to the greenhouse for flowering. If they afterwards get at

all pot-bound, weak manure should be applied. After blooming tlie

supply of water must be again slackened, and in winter the plants

should be stored in a dry place, secure from frost ; they are incieaseil

by late summer and autumn cuttings, after being partially cutdown.
102. Bouvardia.—These plants are best increased by cuttings Boii-

takcn ofl'in April, and placed in a brisk heat in a propagating fmme vardi^
with a close atmosphere. When rooted they should be jfotted singly

into 3-inch pots in fibrous peat and loam, mixed with one-fourth

leaf-mould, aud a good sprinkling of sand, and kept in a tempera-
ture of 70° by night and 80'' during the day; shade when required;

syringe overhead in the afternoon, and close the house with sun-
heat. The plants should be topped to ensure a bushy habit, and
as they grow must be shifted into 6-inch or 7-inch pots. After

midsummer they should be moved to a cool pit, where they may re-

main till the ndddlc of September, receiving plenty of air and space.

Tliey should then be removed to a house, and a poition of the plants

should be put at once in a tempei-ature of about 70* at night, with a
few degrees higher in the day time, to bring them into flower. Others
must be moved into heat to supjdy flowers in succession through the
winter and spring. Some of the best kinds are B. chgans, Hogarth,
jasminifloi-a, Maiden's Blush, and Vicclandii.

103. Cactus.—This old-fashioned name includes many modern Cactaa
genera of handsome or interesting succulents, the principal ofwldch
are briefly mentioned below. Ccrcus is well represented by C.

speciosissimus, aquadrangular-stenimcd spiny plant, recpiiring stove

heat, and a loamy soil freely mixed with hard drainage material;

it must not be overpottcd. Echinocactus is a genus of dwarf fleshy

s]uny plants, wluoh arc slow growers, and must have plenty of sun
heat ; they require sandy loam, with a mixture of sand aud bricks

finely broken, and must be potted firmly, and kept dry in winter.

ICdiinopsis is a group of dwarfish plants rcscnibliiig the Kehinocacti,

which bear flowers about a foot long, varying from white to deep lObe.

EpiphyUnm is a group of handsome plants easily increased from
cuttings, but from their drooping habit they arc belter adapted for

grafting oni\\Q Bercskia, so as to form small standurvls. The Peieskia

stocks are struck during the winter or spring from cuttings placed

in heal, and should be grown in sandy loam, the pots being well

drained ; these must be keja to a single stem, and when a foot or

18 inches high, and of a tirm woody texture, should be gi-aftcd

with small pieces of theEpiphyllum. They may be grown for a con-

siderable time in 6-iiK:h or 7-iiich pots, but must have free drainage.

After grafting they sliould be grown on in heat and in plenty of

light tlirougli the summer, but by the autumn should have less

warmth and moisture. A winter ttmneraturc of 50° wdl be snfli-

cient, but in January a portion may be started in a temperature

of 60*, in which they will soon show flower. This treatment being

continued they will last fur many ycai-s, and go on increasing in size.

.Tiiere are a number of varieties of £. truncatum, ditferiiig chiefly m
the amount and shade of rose colour or crimson in the flowers.

Mammillaria consists of very interesting dwarf globular or cylin-

drical plants, remarkable for the beautiful colour of tlieir numerous
si>ines, and tlio irregular arrangement of the mammilla: into which

their surface is broken up. TJiey grow freely in a oool greenhouse,

and require moderate watering in summer, with occasional syringing

overhead. The sj.ines are in some species white, in othm-s yellow,

or red. or brown, or almost black. Oi/nntia is the .prickly pear of

southern Europe, or Inilian fig of South America, the species are

scarcely ornamental plants, but arc interesting on account of their

variable development. The cochineal insect is reared on some oi

the larger-growing sorts. 0. vulgaris and Kafincstiuiana arc haidy

in the south oi England. PhyUoca<:ms is one of tlie most ornamental

genera of cacti, and isof easy culture, requiring dry stove treatment.

'uitings sM-ike readily in spring before growth has commonoed ;

tl'cy should be potted in 3-inch or 4-inch pots, well-drainctl, in loamy
soil made very porous by tJic adtnixlure of hntdy-broken crocks ana

Xil. — 34
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Bosd, and placed in a tempercturc of 60° ; when ihe>9 pots are filled

with roots they are to be shifted into larger ones, but overpotting

must be avoided. During the summer they need considerable heat,

all the light possible, and plenty of air. In winter a temperature

of 45° or 50° will be sufficient, and they must be kept tolerably dry at

the root. By the spring they may have larger pots if required,

and should be kept in a hot and fairly moistened atmosphere; and

by the end of June, when they have made new growth, they may be

tnmed out under a south wall in the full sun, water being given

only as required. In autumn they are to be returned to a cool

house, and wintered in a dry stove. The turning of them out-

doors to ripen their growth is the surest way to obtain flowers, but

they do not take op a free blooming habit until they have attained

some age. Amongst the best sorts are P. Ackermanni, Jenkinsoni,

crenatus, and speciosus.

." 'a- 104. Caladium.—These beautiful arads are increased by division

• >! .lu. of the young growths made in the spring. They should be potted in

small pot3 in tibroussandy peat, welldraincd, and kept ina temperature

of 65° by night ; afterwards they should be changed into larger ones,

using lumpy soil. The summer temperature may range about 68°

or 70° by night, with an increase of 10° by day. The plants will

go to rest towards autumn, and when the leaves have all died away

the soil may be allowed to become nearly dry, and the pots may be

set on a shelf, in a temperature of about 55°, till Februarj-.

Coleus. 105. Coleiis.—These are very ornamental plants, the colourof their

leaves being exceedingly varied, and often very brilliant. They areof

the easiest culture. The cuttingsof young shoots should be propagated

every year, about March, being planted in thumb pots, in sandy

loam, and- placed in a close temperature of 70°. After taking root

they should be shifted into 6-inch pots, using ordinary light loamy

compost, containing abundance of leaf-mould and sand, and keeping

them near the light. They may be passed on into larger pots as often

BS required, but 8-inch pots will be large enough for general purposes,

ns they can be fed with liquid manure. The young spring-struck plants

like a warm growing atmosphere, but by midsummer they will bear

more air and stand in a greenhouse or conservatory. They should

be wintered in a temperature of 60° to 65° The stopping of the

young shoots must be regulated by the consideration whether bushy

or pyramidal plants are desired.

DmciKna. 106. Drucwna.—These are extremely useful as decorative stove

plants, and are easy to grow. They may be increased by cuttings

planted in sandy soil in a temperature of from 65° to 70° by night,

the spring being the best time for propagation. The old stems laid

flat in a propagating frame "ill push young shoots, which may be

taken off with a heel when 2 or 3 inches long, and planted in sandy

peat in 3-ihch pots ; the tops can also be taken otf and struck. The
established plants do best in fibry peat made porous by sand. In

summer they should have a day temperature of 75°, and in winter

one of 65°. Shift as required, using coarser soil as the pots become

larger. By the end of the summer the small cuttings will have made
nice plants, and in the spring following they can be kept growing by

the use of manure water t\nce a week. Those intended lor the con-

Bervutory should bo gradually inured to more air by midsummer,
but kept out of cold draughts. When the plants got too large tliey

can be headed down and the tops hiade cuttings. D. tcruiinalis,

with its bronzy leaves and rosy variegation, still ranks amongst the

best sorts, but there are also many novel varieties of great merit

and beauty. D. Goldieana is a grandly variegated species from

tropical Africa, and requires more heat.

Eucharin. 107. ^uc/iarw.—This is themost chastely beautiful of all decorative

- plants, having white flowers, of a very distinct character It is a

bulbous plant, and is propagated by removing the offsets, which

may bo done in spring, potting them singly in 6-inch pots- It

requires good loamy soil, with sand enough to keep the compost

op<ni,and should have a good supply of water and a temperature of 65°

to 70° during the night, with a rise of 8° or 10' in the day. During
summer, growth is to bo encouraged by repotting, but the jilants

ehoiild afterwards be slightly rested by removal to u night tempera-

ture of about 60°, water being withheld for a time, tiiough they must
not go too long dry, the plant being an evergreen. By the turn of

tlio year they may again have more heat and more water, aud this

will probably induce them to flower. After this is over they may bo

shifted and grown again as before ; and, as they get large, they can

cither be divided to form new plant.s or allowed to develop into

nobler specimens. With a stock of the snialler plants to start them
in succession, they may be had in flower all the year round.

'''
ticin. ^"8. Gloxinia.—Thogloxinia, acharmingdecorativo plant, fony bo

grown much in the s«ne way as the achimcnes. A good strain of seed

will produce many superb and charmingly coloured, varieties, and
if sown early ir. spring, in a temperature of 65' at night, they may,

be shifted on into G-inch pots, and in these maybe flowered during

tho summer. The bulbs are kept at rest lliiuugli the winter in a

Ary sand, in a temperature of 50', and to yield a succession should

to staitcjl at intervals, say at the end of February and tho beginning
of April. To prolong the blooming season, use weak monnre water
wheii tlio flowcr-buds sliftw tliemselves.

lO'J Vidiisrltiu.—Tho I'aiusettin jiulclierrima. with its brilliant

scarlet bracts, stands unrivalled amongst decorative plants. The r"i:.

white-bracted sort, P. p. alba, is not so eflective, but the double- seU.u.

flowered P. p. plenissima, in which the cymose inflorescence is

branched, is as brilliant as the type, and keeps long in flower.

They are increased by euttings in spring, which when taken off

with a heel strike Trcely in a brisk heat. They require good turl'y

loam, with an addition of oue-sixth of leaf-mould and a little sand,

and should be kept in a heat of from 65° to 70° at night, with a rise

of 10° by day. To prevent their growing lanky, they should be kept
with their heads almost touching the glass ; and as the pots get filled

with roots they must be shifted into others, 8 inches or 10 inches

in diameter. About August they may be inured to a heat of 50'

at night, and should be brought to bear air night and day whilst the

weather is warm, or they may be placed out of doors for a month
under a south wall in the full sun. This treatment matures ant'

prepares them for flowering. In antumn they must be removed 1

a house where the temperature is 50° at night, and by the end '

September some of them may be put in the stove, where they wil-

come into flower, the remainder being placed under heat later I";

succession. When in bloom they may be kept at about 55° by night,

and so placed will last longer than if kept in a higher temperature.

110. .Tydcea.—These handsome plants, which have sprung from Ty In.

the beautiful Achimcnes picta, require similar treatment to achi-

menes, except that, being winter bloomers, they must be started into

growth at a difl'erent season, namely, the later spring months, as

April and May. The summer-blooming sorts, which should be

started earliest, should, as they come into flower, be removed to the

conservatory. The autumn and v/inter flowering sorts, being at first

grown slowly in a gentle heat, must as they show flower have a nice

growing temperature of 70° or 75° afforded them with abundance of

light ; manure water may be given once a week. The tubers should

be stored.away dry in winter, like those of achimcnes.

111. Orchids.—For the successful cultivation of a mixed coUec- Orchids,

tion of tropical orchids, it is necessary that two or, three houses, in

which different temperatures can be maintainedj should be provided.

The greater number of them are epiphytes or air plants, and heat and

moisture aflord all or nearly all the nourishment they require. Tho
plants themselves are the better for being associated with such objects

as ferns and palms, and the appearance of the houses is greatly im-

proved by their being thus grouped.

The East Indian orchid house takes in those species which are

found in the warm parts of the eastern hemisphere, as well as those

from the hottest parts of the western, and its temperature shouUl

range from about 75° to 85° during the summer or growing season,

and from 65° to 70° during winter. The Mexican or Brazilian orcb.id

house accommodates the plants from tlie warm parts of South

America, and its temperature should range from about 65° to 75°

during summer, and from 60° to 65° in winter, A structure calKil

the cool orchid house is set apart for the accommodation of the many
lovely mountain species from South .\merica and India, such aa

odontoglossums, masdevallias, kc, and in this the more uniform tho

temperature can be kept the better, that in summer varying between
60° and 70°, and in wimcrfrom 45° to 60°. A genial moist atmosphcio

must be kept up in the hottest houses during the growin" season,

with a free circulation of air admitted very cautiously by well-

guarded ventilators. In winter, when the plants are at rest, little

water will be nece.ssary; but in the ca.se of tliose plants which havo

no fleshy pseudobulbs to fall back upon for sustenance, they niiist

not bo sulfercd to become so dry as to cause, the leaves to shrivel.

In tho Mexiean house the plants will generally be able to with^

stand greater drought occasionally, being greatly assisted by their

thick pseudobulbs. In the cool or odontogtossum house a. con-

siderable degree of moisture must be maintained ut all times, for in

these the plants keep growing more or less continuously.

For potting or basketiii" purposes, or for plants requiring block-

culture, tho only materials admissible are light fibrous peat and

living sphagnum moss, which supply free drainage for the copious

supply of water required. The water should, however, be so used

as not to run down into the sheathing bases of tho leaves. Whili!

in flower, orchids may with advantage be removed to a drier anil

cooler situation, and may be utilized in the drawing-room or boudoir.

From amongst the great wealth of tropical orehid.s, now in cul-

tivation, the following is a very limited selection of some of the

most useful ;

—

i4e/a.—Knlphytal ; A. aiirnntiaca.

i4frid«.— lOpiphylnli A. nillnc, crassitolium, erlspum, Floldingll, lobbll,

noblle, odoratuin, jinil silaviHsimum,

./jnjrfTMim.— Kpiphylal: A. fcsiiuipeilnle.

./(nmi'on.—Tcrieslrial : A. I'loursii mid Iturkcrl.

Bor*«na.— Cool epiphytal : It. tleciins, .Skinuerl. ami spcctabills.

Botlea —Epiphytal: 11. Itackhousiiiiiii. cielestis, Lalimlei, and Patinli.

Co/unlAf.—Tcrre.itrlnl: C. M;lsiumi. Velli'hii, and vestitn.

Ca<(l«i(a.—Kplphvlal : C nnu-tlivilokdn^sn, l>un)Osn, Dowlnrn, Monfensrt,

irtKn« Inlilata, loluit'n, Monsiiu, (|ua.lrieolur, Skiniicri. oupcrba, and Trlnnic.

C(rl<i.;yne.— EpIpliyUil ; C. barbal.1, erIsUta, Clurdni'rialm, Lowii, puhdliratn.

and speelona, , . ,,,..,
C'/Mi/'irfi''"t---TorrcstTiftl : C. cblirnouni. Lowiauum. nitd MaatcrsH.

CV;m;>C'/tum.—Terrestiial ; C. Arvuit. barbatum aiincrbuiu, caudatuni. cou-
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color, Daynniini, Ilatrisiinuni, insipue ^^a^'.ei, Irc^igatiim, Lowli, ntveam,
Schlimun. Stuiici, ;tii<t ^^upcrlicn^.

Dendrobinut. ~Epi^\iyia.\ : D. aggrefratuni m;yHs, Ainsworthii, harlj^.tulmn,
Bcnsoniie, chrysotis. uhrysotoxuni. ciassinode, crystalliimni, Pcvcuuniiuni,
FalcoDeri, runuri:ituni uculatura, formosum git'aiitoum, lituifloruni, aubile,
Paxtoui, pulchtilluni, suavisaimunij and Wardiammi. #

/3c?i<irocAi7«m.—Epiphytal: D. litifonne and glumacftum.
D-^sa.—Cool terrestnal; D. crauditlora and Barrcllii.

K/x'tfeiidnim.—Epiphytal ; £. dichromuni, Frederici Guilielmi, ibaguense,
roacrochiluni, ncniorale majus, autt vitelliuum majus.

LfT-lia.—Epiphytal : L. anceps, autumnalis, ciiiiiabariaa, clegaiis, harpo-
liI.>Ha, majalis, rerriiiii, purpurata, and stiperbiena.
/.imafodcs.—Terrvstrial: L. rostra,

Lycaste.—Cooi epiphytal: L. Skinneri, with ita many variations
MasdecaUia.~Coo\ epiphytal: SI. Davisii, Harrjana, igiiea. Lindeiil,

tovarenais, and Veitchiaoa.
MesQSpinidixtm.—Cuol epiphytal: M. saiiguintum and vulcnnicum.
J(fi7(07ua.—Epiphytal : M. spectabilis, with its line variety Morelianx
Odontojlossum.—Cool epiphytal; O, Alexandra; (crispuni), Audcrsunianum,

citrosmum, cirrhosunt, grande, HalUi, lusleayi, raemtrauaccuni, Pescatoiei.
I'halicDOpsia, Roe?:ni, triuntphana, vexiUarium.
O'tcfditu/i.—Epiphytal ; O. anipnatuni majus, Barkeri, crispuni. cucuUatum,

curtum, macranthuni, .Marshallianuni, urjiithorrhyuclium, rosemn, Papilio
majus, sarcodcs, and varicosuni Rogersit.

Pcscatoria.—Kpiphytal : P. Dayana, lamellosa, Roezlii, and Wailisii
/'/la/ttjf—Terrestrial ; P. grandifolius and Wallichii
Phalcetiopsis.—Epiphytal; P. ainabilis, graudiflora, and Schilleriana.
FUionc (Indian Cro-^us).— Epiphytal : P. Hookeriana, humilis, lagenaria,

fliucalata, pnecox, Keich'iQbachiana, and Wallichlaua.
Renanlkera.—Epiphytal ; R. cuecinea and Luwii.
5<»cco/aE»iu?fi.— Epiphytal ; S- ainpuUaceuni, Bliimei majus, curvifolium,

^uttatum, niiniatuin, and retusuni.
^'w&rwiic.—Terrt'Stnal : S. niacrantha splendeas.
^oph.roniti^.—Epiphytal: S. grandiflora.

^fin^eoea.— Epiphytal : S. graudiflora, iosignis, oculata. and tigrina.

rA'i/iitr.—Terrestrial : T. alba and Beusoniic
Trichopilia.—Epijihytal; X. crispa, marginata, suavis, and tortilis.

r(i7i(fa.—Epiphytal : V. Cathcartii, coerulea, cocrulesceiis, suavis, and
trieolor.

Zynopetaluin.—KpiifhYtAV. Z. Gautieri, Mackaji, maxillare, and rostratum.

112. Palms, while quite young, form charming ornaments for the

drawing-room and the dinner table. When more fully developed,

and long before their full growth is attained, they are among the best

ornamental foliaged conservatory plants. For the most part they

are stove plants (75* to SO**), but after the growth is matured, niany

of them thrive for some time in the temperature of a dwelling house.

They are of very easy cultivation, but require plenty of water and-

thorough drainage. The soil should consist of equal parts of loam,

peat, and vegetable mould, with abundance of sand, and they thrive

best in comiiaratively small pots. See Palms.
The following is a selection of useful species:

—

Acanthophjxnix.—Tinn^ie: A. crinita and Herbstii.
Acanthorrhiza.—Fan-leaved; A. stauracantha and Warscewiczii.
^rtcxi.—Pinnate; A. alba, aurea, lutesceos, and rubra.

I ^s(rocari/um.—Pinnate : A. acaule, Muruniiiru, and rostratum.

; Atlalea.— [^innate ; A. funifera, nucifei-a, and speciosa.

Bocfrts,—Pinnate: B. baculifera, integrifolia, and siiuplicifrons.

Brahea.—Fan-leaved: B. fllanientosa (a Califurnian species, having the
edges of the leai-segmeuta developed into .ong threadlike peodcnt filaments)
and IJ. Roezlii. ,

Ciiiamus.—Pinnate, and exceedingly handsome as young plants, but aftef-

wards assuming the habit of climbers; C. adspersus, asperrimus, ciliaris,

Flagctlum, Impi^ratrice Marie, Jeukinsianus, mclanochxtes, palembanicus,
|)to'nosus, and viminalis.

Carj/o(a.—Pinnate ; C. CumingU is the dwarfest of the species, bipinnate,
the leaves from 3 to 6 feet long; C. urens.
C^roryion.—Pinnate : C. andicoia is a majestic species.

Charruxdorea.—Pinnate, and well suited for indoor| decoration during the
winter montlis : C. Areiibergiana, dcsmoncoides, elegans, Eruesti-Augusti,
glaucifolia, gramiuifolia, ndcrophylla, and Warscewiczii.
C/iamccrops.—Fan-leaved, comparatively dwarf, and admirably^dapted for

decoration : C. excelsa, Fortunei, humilis, and Martiana.
Cocojf.—Pinnate : Shade-loving plants, some of which are most charraiug,

especially C. Bonneti, elegantissima, plumosa, and Weddclliana.
C'fphokentia.—Piaiiate : C. gracilis and maerocarpa (Keutia Lindeni).
Euterpe.—Pinnate: E. ednlis
Oconoina.— Piijiiate : Small-growing and nearly all very handsome while-

young, especially O con^csta elegaes, gracilis, macrostachys, Martianu,
Turleana, puiiikla. and Schottiana

/fyo;)/ior6e.— Pinnace: IL aniaricaulis, indica, and VerschafTeltH.
Jubcea.—Pinnate; the Chilian J. spectabilis is highly decorative, and may

be grown in the open during summer.
AVntia.—Pinnate: K. Baucri, Belmoreaha, Fosterlana, sapida, and Wend-

i^ndiana are ornamental greenhouse palms.
,'/a(tinia.—Fan-leaved; L. auiea, Commersoni, and rubra.
Licuala.—Fan leaved: L. acutiftda, elegans, and peltata.
/-iuwfy/iia.—Fan-leaved, and of mbust constitutioi*; L. alti8sima> australis,

Hiogendorpil, oliva-formia. and sinensis (Latania borbonica).
iWa(o''(tea.—Pinnate, dwarf elegant palms, well adopted for table decora-

tmn : M. gracilis and simplex.
^fnr(i7i«?((i.— J'innate, with singular erose leaflets: M. erosa, granatensis,

and Lindenianx
Oiicosperma.— VinmktQ : 0. Van Iloutteanum, a splondfd plant for exhibi-

tion purposes.
Orcodoxa-— I*innatc, and while young beautiful as table plants, standing

lung in a room without injury : O. oleracea and rcgia.
/•^a'«i'i;^/'/ifrMf>;i.—Entire-leaved, magnificent ornaments in the stove : P.

BcchL-llarum, known also as Stevensonia grandillora.
P/itpiiix.—The Date Palm of commerce, P. dactylifera, although common, is

extremely ornamental, and so hardy that it may be used in almost any situa-
tion during the summer months; other fine sorts are P. rcclinata, rupicola,
sylveatri.s, and tenuis.

Pi-iicAarrfio.—Fan-leaved : P. aurea, grandia, maerocarpa, Martiana, and
paci/lca.

Ptychogpcrma. — Pinnate, and of robust constitution : P. Alexandno,
Cunninghamii (Seaforthia elegans), and rupicola.

iiA«pt8.—Fan-leaved, alemlcr-stemmgd, and of hardy constitution: R.
flabcUiforniis and humilis.

Sabat.—Fan-leaved, noble plr.nts reaching gigantic proportions: S. Black-
burnianaand umtiraculifera.

r/iri/wix.— Fan-leaved, with slender petioles, and leaves much divided;
pci;uliarly light and elegani for table or other decoration : T. aiborea,
barbadensis. elegans, gramininora, niuUiflora, parvillora, and radiata.

7'ri(An/iaz.—Fan-leaved : T. mauritiieformis.
VfTkchajfeltia.—Entire-leaved, in the way of Pha3nicophorium. and requir*

ing strong moist heat: V. melanochietes and Bpleudida (RegeUa majeBtica)
oiu remarkable for their long needle-like black spines.

H'ef/io.—Pinnate: W. regia.

113. Ferns.—These popular plants arc usually increased by means Ferns-
of their spores, the ** dust" produced on the back of their fronds.

The spores should be sown in well-drained pots or seed pans on the
surface of a mixture of fibrous sifted peat and small broken crocks or
sanditone ; this soil should be firmly pressed and well-watered, and
the spores scattered over it, and at once covered with propagating
glasses or pieces of sheet glass, to prevent water or dry air getting to

the surface. The pots should be placed in pans full of water, which
they will absorb as required. A shady place is desirable, with tem-
perature of 50" to'55° by night and 6^'^ to 70° by day, or they may be
set on a shelf in an ordinary propagating pit. The spores may he
sown as soon as ripe, and when the young plants can be handled,
or rather can be lifted with the end of a pointed tlat stick, they
should be pricked out into well-diumed pots or pans filled wilfi

simflar soil, and should be kept moist and shady. As they become
large enough, pot then* singly fn 3-inch pots, and when the pots are

fairly filled with roots shift on into larger ones.

The best time for a general repotting of ferns is in spring, just

before growth commences. Those with creeping rliizomes can be
propagated by dividing these into well-rooted portions, and, if a
number of crowns is formed, they can bo divided at that season.

In most cases this can be performed with little risk, but the gloi-

chenias, for example, must only be out into large portions, as small
divisions of the rhizomes are almost certain to die; in such cases,

however, the points -of the rhizonies can, be led over and layered into

small pots, several in succession, and allowed to remain unsevered
from the parent plant until they become well-rooted. In potting
the well-established plants, and all those of considerable size, the
soil should be used in a rough turfy state, not sifted but broken,
and one-sixth of broken crocks or charcoal and as much sand as will

insure free pei eolation should be mixed with it.

The stove ferns require a day temperature of 65" to 75*, but do
not thrive m an excessively high or close dry atmosphere. They
require only such shade as will shut out the direct rays of the sun,

and, though abundant moisture must be supjdied, the atmosphere
should not be loaded with it. The water used should always be at

or near the temperature of the house in which the plants are growing.
Some ferns, asthedifi'erent kinds ofGymnogramma and Cheilanthes,

prefer a drier atmosphere than others, and the former do not well

boar a lower winter temperature than about 60* by night. Most
other stove ferns, if dormant, will bear a temperature as low as
55* by night and 60° by day from November to February. About
the end of the latter month the whole collection should be turned
out of the pots, and redraincd or repotted into larger pots as requhetl.

This should take place before growth has commenced. Towards
the end of March iho night temperature may be raised to 60**, and
the day temperature to 70° or 75^ the plants being shaded in bright
weather. Such ferns as Gymnogrammas, which have their surfac©

covered with golden or silver powder, and certain species of scaly-

surfaced Cheilanthes and Nothochla^na, as tlicy cannot bear

to have their fronds wetted, should never be syringed ; but most
other ferns may have a moderate sprinkling occasionally (not
necessarily daily), and as the season advances, sufficient air and
light must be admitted to solidify the tissues.

Space will only permit that we should append a list of choice

ferns, which, however, might be much extended. "Wo shall arrange
them under the heads of stove, greenhouse, and hardy.

Sekct Stove Fenis.

Acropkonts afflnls, chaerophyUus, and immersus (Leucostegla).
A Croat ichum aureum.
Adianttmi a;mulum. cardiochla^na, caudatum, conclnnum, crlalatum,

cuneatum, cuvvatnm, fnrteyense, gracillimuni, Uensloviauum, luuuiatum,
mneropbyihini, munduhini, peruviarium, polyphyllum, princeps. pnlveru-
lentum, Secnianiii, subcordatum, tenerum, trapeziforme, Veitchianum,
villusum, and \Vil1iamsii.

Atsophila arniata, aspera, glauca, philippensis, pruinata, pycnocarpa,
radcn.s, and Tx'iritis.

Aplaomorpha Meyenianum.
Anemia adiautifolia, cheilanthoides, collina, and mandloccaua.
Ancmidicti/on Phyllitidts, and its several forms—fraxinifoliuni, lacInlaAum,

longifoliimt, and tesscllatum.
Aspidiinn trifoliatum.
At>plc)iiiiiii alatuni, caudatum, cicularium, erectnm, Fahinuum, ferulaccuni.

formosum, heterocarpum, horridnm, laserpitlifolium, Inngi&simum, niyrt...

phyllum, neo-caledonicum, plauicatile, rachirliizon, iMzophorum, schlzodon,
serra, Veitehinnum (Belangeri). and \iviparum.
Okchnum brasilicnsc. gracilc, Lanccola, longifolium, occldentale, and

orientale.
Campijlomunim lucidum, rcpens, nitidum, and deciirrens.

CeratoptfTu thalictroidcs, an aquatic sub-annual species with proilferoua
sterile fronds.
Chcilanthfs Bor&igiana, cuncata, elcga&a, farinosa, frigida, pulvoracoa*

•"'diata, speclabills, aud viscu»a.
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Cil 'tium Hiro'detz, Chamissol, gbucum. Menziesii, pniiousum, rugale,

r.n*' .Sch:-!!! :.

Cioi'f'Utum M.iorci.

VjatUea ^rUorea, canaliculata, excclsa. iDsignis (Cibotium prjnceps), and

tjamllm aculej-'a, buHata. tiisseeta. tlivaricata (polyantha). elaU, elegans,

njipueia, Muor^ana, omata, peDtaph>lia, aoliila. qud teimifolia.

De^ii^'dtdtia cicutaria.

Jj^j-aria prolifera.

Dicksonia chrysotricha.
Dictt/oxiphium panamens.
Didijniochlcena luniilata.

lUplaziuin alternifolUim.celtidifolium.grandifolium.Shephcrdii, striatum,

«>Ivaticum, and zej lanicum.
DoTuopterU collitia, nolnlis, palmata. and sagiltfffoHa.

Dnjiiaria coronana, diversifuUa, nii>rbillosa, and ((uercifolia.

Elapho(ihiiSu>ii ciispidatum, L'iJenninieii, scolupfudrifoliuiii, squamosum,
End iiunitToua other species.

Oleicheitia dictiotunia, furcata, pectinata, and puhesceu3.
Qoniophltbimn appendicvilatnm, colpodes, laclmopus, Lepidopteris, lori-

ceum, squ.iniatura, subauiiculalum, and vcirucosum.
ffoni'-'/'ft'-u- nsplenioides. crcnata, Ghiesbre^ihtit, refracta. and rej'tans,

Qymno'jramma chrysopbyUa and its variety Parsonsii; fleMiosa, L'lfer-

minieri, *PL-arcei, peruviana and its variety argyrophylla, putchella, sul-

Bbnrca. tiytarea, trifobata, arid Wetteiihalbaoa.
HemHeiia grandifolia, horrida. Karsteniaua, and speciosa.
llnmata nlpina, heterophylla, and pedata,
Hijmenodium crinitum.
HymenophyUnm, any of the species.
Hytru7iostachy3 elegans.
^ypolepis repens.
Lastrea augescens, deltoidea. patens, recedens, and strlgosa (crinita).

Lindscea cuUrata. guianensia, and trapeziforniis.

Litobroehia aurita, denticidata, macroptera, podophylla, and tripartita.

Lomaria attcnuata, fraxiuifolia, L'Hermmieri, and ouocteoides.
Lygodictyon Forsteri.

Lvgodium flexuosum, venustum, and volubile.
Miorolepia hirta cristata.

Nepkrodium artlculatura, cyatheoides, Hookeril, pteroidea, Iruncatum,
•unitum, and venustum.

Nephrolepii davallioldes and its variety fnrcans; DuSli, ensifolia, exaltata,
pectinata. pluraa, tuberosa, and undulata,

jfiphobolus coslatuf, Gardneri. aod pertusus.
NothochlcBoa tlavene, nivea, rufa, einunta, and trlchomanoldes.
Oleandra articulata, neriiforiiua, and nodosa.
Oifersia cervlua.
Onychium auratum.
-f^smunda palustris (evergreen).
^hlebodium areolaturo, aureum, pulvlnatum, and sporadocarpum.
Platycerium aloicorneand its variety majus. biiccme.graade, HillUiStem-

fnaria.'Walliuhii, and Willintkii.

Pleocnemia Leuzeana.
^leopcltis albo-squamata, incurvata. leiorhiza, longlssima, and Phymatodes.
Pohjbotr^a caudata and oamundacea.
Polypodium Diana;, Paradiseaj, pectinatum. and Schkuhrii.
Poli^stichtnn coniifolium, denticulatum, lentum, oidioatum, Iriangulum,

and viviparum.
Pterin argyrea, aspericaulia, longifoHa, quadrlaurita, semiplnnata, tricolor,

«eirulata and its many varieties.

Sadleria cyathcoideg.
Sagenia ticutaria, niacrophylla, Pica, and repanda.
Schizcea dichotomaaod ek-gans.

Stfuosetnia anrita.
Tfiamnopteris australasica and Nidus.
Th^rsoptcTis elegans.
I'richotnanes, any u( the species.

Select Oreenkouse Ferns.

Acrnphortia hispldus (Davallia Noveo-ZelaDdirc).

Adiantum atthie, asatmile, cunoatum, decorum, cxcieum and Its variety
tnuUilldum; formosum, glaucophyllum, hispidulum, renifurnie, and sul-

phnreum.
AUophila australia, capcnsia, cxcelaa. and Ltichardtiana.
Axplenium appendiculatnm, bulbiftrum, Colensoi. compressum. dlmor-

phum, DregOanum, (labcUifoIium, flaccldum, Hemionitis (palniatum),
liK-idiim, monanthemum, obtuaatum, polyodon, and pricraoraum.

Balantium riilcita.

niechmon austrnlo and serrulaium.
C'eterach aiircum.
Cfiiilanthes abibamensi'*. argcntca. capensls, fragrans. hirta £llt8lann.

mirromeva, micropbylla, ptctojdt's, and tcnnifolfa.

Ci/athea Biiikei, (iinniiiKbamii, d»:ilbi\tii. Dif^;vi. meduUaris. and Smlthll.
Cyrttnnium c.iryutidcvmi. fakatnnt, ond Furtuncl.
Dacallia canariL-nsis arifl pyxiilata.

DctiUit(rdtia davallioidcs Voungil.
Dickfonin antarctka, iifrleri>ana, Scllowlana, Bfiuarrnsn, and Voungll.
Doodin aspcra ami lt!i varieties niultiflda and coryinbifcra; blechnotites,

caudata and its variety conlluciis; niul media.
Ol-'ichenia cirtinata and Its variety glauca; Cimnlnghamll. diiarpa.

flahellata. btM-iatt.phylla, rupestris. acmivestita, and Speluncio.
Ituni'ita Tyfrmanni.
ll>imf>ifj>h;/ltHni »ruginosum. criapatnm. cnicntum, demlssum, dilnlatnm,

flabelhilnm, fk-xiioaiim, fiiciroi-me, pulyantboH, nulch- rrimum, and sc»biiim.
Ilij}io\fpis liL-rginna, diitans, MlHcfuIium, and tenuifolia.

Lfihlrfa ari-itata vancgata, (lecumposita, decurrt-ns, clongatn, erythrosora.
glabeJUi, hi<iplda, lascr]Mttifolia, Siuboldi), and vaiia.

Litobroehia comana, macilenta, and vespertiliunis.

iAavrn cordiffilia-

Lumaria nuilialla, Mcchnrijde^, cnpcnsis, cillaln, discolor and its variety
blpinnntitldn; dura, nuvlattlla, (''lancri, giblm and Us variety Ueltil; Oillicsit,

lani.-colata, niiigftlaniia, nuda, obtu«ata, I'atcrounl, and pruevra.
I.oxi'nna Cutndiighantii.i
Aficfi'lrftia cristath. nlatyphylln, acftbra, and strlgosa
/!i}tiii>>nd>tit hi.i.ci'act)S, l.inuiin, and rnpRfttiis.

tf'ifhoeh'rriKi canaiicnfcis, Kckbminnn, Irevis, Innnglnnita, and Nrnrnntn}.
rinf^iimnfi atropurpurcnm. btdlnni, Bruwnil, Cn loinclaims, cordatuni,

fal'ii'.nni. Hi'sur)<ium, and roiMndif<ilinm-
I I'ltnpfitit ftillHrdlcriaiid pnstiibilu.

I'lilintichum capennc, fakiriflbun, frondosum, lepldocanton, prollfCTum,
iripttron, venuatum, and vcAtitutn.

Vttrii afKUtn. en-nata, cn-tica nibollncala, hnntntn, Klnglnnn, longifidln,
•oml^lnnnta, acrrnluta and its inany ganleit Dport^ (anguslata. Applcbyana,

corymbifera, cristata, cristata variegata, Goeziana, polydactyla, semifastigiata,
Leyi, and flmbria.ta), tremiila, and umbrosa.
Tod^a baibaia ^africanaj, fraaeri, hymeuuphylloides (pellucida), an-i

euperba.
J'richomanes elongatum, reujforme, and teuosum.
tfoodsia moHis.
Woodwardia orierttalis, and radicans uith its variety cristata.

Select Hardy Ferris,

Adiantutn Capillus Veneris and the varieties iocisum, magniflcum. ai'tl

cornubiense; and pedatura.
Allvmrrus criipus.
Aspieniuin Adiantuni nigrum and the variety grandi-'eps; alternans.

angiistifoliuin, ebeiienin, fontanuni ; lanecolatuni and the variety niicrurtoh
,

niarinum and the vaiicticB ramosnm. trapeziiorme, riubbipintiatuni, ami
t^rcimtum ; Trichonianes and the varieties iutiaum, Moulei, ramosum, umlii
Udum, ami cristatuni.

Athyrium Fili.x faminaand the varieties corj'inbiferuin, erfspuni, Frizelli ^

Applebyauuni, gi-andic-epa, pUimosum, Victoria-, apiculatum, acrucbi-i-
apu.-eforme, coronatum, Elworthii, gracillimum, Graniiit!, marinum. nmi
ceps, multiftduni, polyclados, polydactyluii, lli)ssanutum, d:c. ; an»i G>ni
giannm pictuni.
Blecknum Sjticant and the varieties imbricatura, luultlfurcatura, ramosun.
Camptosonts rhiaophyllus.
Ceterach odiciuaruni.
Cyrtomium falcatum.
Cystopteris bulbifera, fragilis and the varieties augustata and Dickicana

,

montana, and sudetica.
Dcnnstisdtia punctilobula (Dicksouia pdosi.iicula),

hictyogramma japouica,
Dipiazium lanceum and thelypteroides.
Oleickenia alpiua.

HyiMTiophyUum tunbriJgense and unilat^rale.
Lastrea refnula (ftcnisecii), atiata, LTistata ; dilatatft and its varieties

Clianteris, dunietorum, li-pidota ; erythrosoia , Filix mas and the varieties

Uollandise, cristata. cristata anguslala, graiidict-ps, paleacca, liiideri ;

^^uldieaoa, marginalis: montaoa and the varieties cnspa. cristata, NuwcUtana

;

noveboracensis, reniuta, rigiJa, spinulosa and Thclypteris.
Lomaria alpiua and chdeDsis.
Lygodiutn palmatum.
!*/othoeh[(ptia Marantae and vestita

Onoclea senslbilis.

Omjchium huidum (japonicum).
Os.mnnda cinoamomea. spectabilis, gracilis, Claytoniana (InlerruptaX

fi7galiB ai'd its variety cristata.

Potypodiviii alpestre and its variety ilexite ; Drynptciis, Kranicri, I'heso-

pteris, Robertianum (cakareum), vulgare and its varieties camt-ritum,
criatatum. omnilacerum, puUhenmium, semilaceium, and cornubiense.
Pnlystichum acrostichuidts ; acukatnni and its varieties lobatum, nudti-

flduni, acrociadon, &c. ; angulare and its %aiieties cristatum, grandini'S,
Huleanfe, parvisaimum, Pateyi, polydactylum, pioliferum, prolifernni \\n|-

Instoni, rotundatuni, grandidens, iiubricalum, plninosum, Kitsonise, pteiih
phoruni, tripinnatum. &c. ; falciuellum, Lonehitis, and setosuiii.

rierig aquilina, erotica albo-lineata. and scaberula.
Scolopendrixim, vulgare and its varieties acrocladon, ilaphamii, colunuiare,

Cuolingii, crispum, crispuui fertile, crispum minus, erispuiii latum, oriatalmii,

laceratum, marginatum, multilldum, Stansfieldii. and maiiy othei-s.

Strxithiopt tTi!^ gernianica, japonica, and pennsyUanica.
TricJiomanes radicans.
Wood^a alpioa, ilvcnsis, obtusa, and polysticltoides Vcitcliii.

Woodwardta areolala, japonica, and virginica.

See Fekns. vol. u. pp 100-107

VI. Fruits.

114. Fruit Tree Bordas.—No pains sliouM he. gpared, in

th'.; preparation of fruit tree borders, lo secure their lliorough

drainage. The soil is sometimes placed upon a pavement
flooring supported by stone or brick pieis» with u cavity

below of 18 inches or 2 feet deep, into which air is admitted

by small vertical eyes, placed along the edges of the walk,

and covered with open iron gratings. This arraugemcnt

is expensive, and the same advantages can generally ho

secured by placing over the filoping bottom a good layer of

coarse rubbly material, conimunie-iiting with a drain in front

to carry off the water, while earthenware drain tubes may
be laid beneath the rubUe from 8 to' 10 feet apart, so uh

to form air drains, and provided with openings both at

tlie side of the walk and also nenr tlio bast- v.f the wall.

Over this rubbly matter, rough turly soil, grass-side down
wards, should bo laid, anTl on tins tfui gottd prepared noi!

in which the trees are to bo planted, l^uch an elahoiati

.system of drainage is nect'ssary only in the case oladhesivr

clayey subsoils.

The borders should consirit of Ihrco parts ricli turfy rnl

carcons loam, tlie top spit of o paslute, and one [>art light

gritty earth, sui-h as road grit, with a Kinall portion (one-

sixth) of fine lime and l-iuk rubbish. They should nut in*

less than 12 feet in breiullh, and may vary u[> to 15 ot l?i

feet, with a fall from the wnil of nbout I inch in 3 feot. TIio

border itself shouhl be raised a foot or nmro abovo tho

general level. The bottom of the border as well as that of

the drain must be kept lower than the general \v.\v\ of tho

.sidisoil, else the st>ak:ign will "ather in all the little de-
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pressions of its strrfaee. Fruit-tree borders slioiild not be

at all cropped wiih culinary vegetables, or %'ery slightly so,

as the process of digging destroys the roots of the trees,

and drives them from near the surface, where they ought

to be.

Shallow planting, whether of wall trees or standards, is

generally to be preferred, a covering of a few inches of soil

being sufBcient for the roots, but a surface of at least equal

size to the surface of the hole should be covered with dung
or litter so as to restrain evaporation and preserve moisture.

In the case of wall trees, a space of 5 or 6 inches is usually

\di between the stem at the insertion of the roots and the

.vail, to allow for increase of girth. Young standard trees

should be tied to stakes so as to prevent their roots beiug

ijptured by the wind-waving of the stems.

In the selection and distribution of fruit trees regard

must of course be "had to local situation and climate.. The
best walls having a south or south-east aspect are devoted

to the peach, apricot, and fig. Cherries and the generality

af plums succeed very well either on an east or a west

aspect In Scotland the mulberry requires the protection

of a wall, and several of the finer apples and pears do not

arrive at perfection without this help, and a tolerably good
aspect. The wall-trees intended to be permanent are called

dwarfs, from their branches springing from near the ground.

Between these, trees with tall stems, called riders, are

planted as temporary occupants of the upper part of the

wall. The riders should have been trained in the nursery

into good-sized trees, in order that when planted out they

may come into bearing as speedily as possible.

Standard Fruit Trees should not be planted, if it can

be avoided, in the borders of the kitchen garden, but in tho

outer slips, where they either may be allowed to attain their

full size, or may be kept dwarfed. Each sort of frujt

should be planted by itself, for the sake of orderly arrange-

ment, and in order to facilitate protection when necessary

by a covering of nets. Their produce is often superior in

flavour to that of the same kind of fruit grown on walls.

AImoD<l- 115. The Almond, Amygdalus communis, is very ornamental in

respect to its flowers in the early spring months, but of little value
ibr its fruit. There are two varieties, one producing large flowers

and aweet-kernellcd fruits,- and the other small flowers and bitter

kernels. Every good garden should contain a tree or two, especially

of the sweet almond, for their ornamental aspect in spring. The
almond requires a warm light soil, well drained, and a eheltored
position and warm aspect. It is propagated by budding on the
seedling almond, or lor heavier soils on tho plum stock. Seo
Almond, voL i. p. 594.

Apple. 116. Tho Appk, Pyrus Mains, is amongst tho most useful of all

our hardy fruits, and succeeds in localities too cold for either tho
pear or the plum, while from its flowering later in the spring it

is less li.able to be cut off by frosts.

It may be propagated by seeds to obtain stocks for grafting, and
also for the production of new varieties. The established sorts aro

usually increascl by grafting, the method called whip-grafting being
]>rcferred. The stocks should be at least as thick as the finger ; and
should bo headed back to where the graft is to be fixed in January,
unless tho weather is frosty, but in any case before vegetation becomes
active. The scions should be cut about tho same time, and laid in
finnly in a trench, in contact with the moist soil, until required.
Tho apple-tree will thrive in any good well-drained soil, tho be^t

being a good mellow calcareous loam, while the less iron there is in
tho subsoil the better. The addition of marl to soils that are nc^t

naturally calcareous very much improves them. The trees are liable

to canker io undrained soils or those of a hot sandy nature.
Whore the soil is not naturally rich enough, it should be well
manured, but not to tlie extent of encouraging over-luxuriance.
1 1 is better to apply manure in the form of a compost than to use
it in a fresh state or unmi.xed. ,

'

To form an orchard, standard trees should be planted at from 25
to 40 feet between the rows, according to the fertility of the soil and
other considerations. The trees should be selected with clean,
straight, self-supporting stems, and the head should be shapely and
symmetrical, with the main branches well balanced. In order to
obtain such a .stem, all the leaves on tho first shoot from the graft
or bud sliould be encouraged to grow, and in tho second season the
terminal bud should be aliowcd to develop a further leading shoot,

while the lateral shoots should be allowed to grow, but so that they
do not compete with the leader, on which the growth of leaves
should be encouraged in order that they may give additional
strength to the stem below them. The side shoots should be removed
gradually, so that the diminution of fohage in this direutign may
not exceed the increase made by the new branches and shoots of the
upper portion. Dwarf pyramids, which occupy less space than open
dwarfs, if not allowed to grow tall, may be planted at from 10 to 12
feet apart. Dwarf bush trees may be planted from 10 to 15 feet
apart, according to the variety and tho soil. Dwarf bushes on the
Paradise stock are both ornamental and useful in small gardens, tho
trees being always conveniently under controL These bush trees,

which must be on the proper stock—the French Paradise—may be
planted at first 6 feet apart, with the same distance between the rows,
the space being afterwards increased, if desired, to 12 feet apart, by-

removing every alternate row.

"Cordons" are trees trained to a single shoot, the laterals of which
are kept spurred. They are usually trained horizontally, at about

li feet from the ground, and may consist of one stem or of two, the
stems in the latter case being trained in opposite directions. In
cold districts tho finer sorts of apples may oc grown against walls
as upright or oblique cordons. From these cordon trees very fine

fruit may often be obtained. The apple may also be grown as an.

espalier tree, a form which does not require much lateral space.

The ordinary trained trees for espaliers and walls should be planted.

20 feet apart.

The fruit of the apple is produced on spurs which form on the
branchlets of two years old and upwai-ds, and continue fertile for a
scries of years. The principal pruning should be performed in

summer, the young shoots if crowded being thinned out, and the
sujicrabundant laterals ahoi-tened by breaking them half through.
The general winter pruning of tho trees may take place any time
from the beginning of November to the beginning of March, ia
open weather The trees are rather subject to the attacks of the
American blight [Eriosoma malt), which may be removed by
scrubbing with a hard brush, by painting the affected spots with any
bland oil, or by washmg them with dilute paraffin and soft soap.

The following are a few of the most approved varieties of the
apple tree, arranged in the order of their ripening, with the moDtfia^.

in which they are in use:

—

Dessert Apples.

White Juneating July.
Early Red Margaret Aug,
Irish Peach Aug.
Devon.ihire Quairenden ..Aug., Sept.
Duchess of Oldenburg Aug., Sept.
Oslin Aug., Sept.
Red Astrachan Sept.
Kerry Flppin Sept., Oct.
Peasgood's Nonesuch ... Sept., Oct.
King of the Pippins Ott.-Jan.
Cox's Orange Pippin Oct.-Feb.
Court of Wick Oct.-Mar.
Blenheim Pippin Nov.-Feb.
Sam Young . - Nov.-Feb.
Sykehouse Russet Nov.-Feb.
Fearn'a Pippin Nov.-Mar.
Herefordshire Pcarmain. .Nov.-Mar.
Manningtoa'B Pcarmain . . Nov.-Mar.
Uargil Nov.-Mar.

Ribston Pippin . Nov.-Mar.
Golden Pippin Nov.-Apr.
Golden Reinette Nov.-Apr.
Xorthern £^py Nov.-Apr.
Rosemary Russet Nov.-Apr.
Ashraead's Kernel Nov.-May,
Aromatic Russet . . ; Dec.-Feb.
White Winter Calvillo I „„ »,..
(grown under glass) . . f

'^"'-'"ar.

Braddick's Nonpareil .... Dec-Apr.
Court-pendtl Plat Dec-Apr.
Wyken Pippin Dec.-Apr.
Cornish Gillltlower Dec-Mny.
Golden Harvey Dec.-May.
Scarlet Nonpareil Jan. -Mar.
Cockle's Pippin Jan.-May.
Lamb Abbey Pearmaiu . . . Jan. -May.
old Nonpareil Jan.-Slay.
Sturmer Pippin Feb.-JuD«<

Kitchen Apples.

Keswick Codlln .Aug., Sept.
Lord Suffleld Aug., Sept,
Manks Codlin Aug.-Oct.
Ecklinville Seedling Aug.-Nov.
Stirling Castle Aug.-Nov.
Stone's Aug.-Nov.
Emperor Alexander Sept.-Dec.
Waltham Abbey Seedling Sept. -Jan.
Cellini Oct., Nov.
Oravenstein Oct.-Dec.
hawthoruden Oct.-Dec.
Baumann'B Red Winter ) ^„, r

Reinette fOct.-Jan.

M^re do MfSnnge Oct.-Jan,
Beauty of Kent Oct.-Feb.
Yorkflliire Greening Oct.-Feb.

Gloria Mundi iNov.-Jaa.
Blenheim Pippiu Nov.-FeU
Towor of GlammU Nov.-Feb.
Warner's King Nov.-Mar.,
Alfriston Nov.-Apr.
LoDdon Pippin Nov.-Apr.
Northern Greening Nov.-Apr.
Reinette de Canada Nov.-Apr.
Bes3 Pool Nov.-May.
Uoyal Russet Nov.-Juna
Gonsfberry Nov.-July,
Winter Greening Nov.-Jnly.
r.hode Island Greening ..Dec-Apr.
llymer l>ec.-AJ>r.

T-ane'3 Prince Albert. . ..Jan.-June.
Norfolk BeauAn Jan.-June.

See Apple, voL iL p. 211.
^

117. The Apj-icot, Primus Armeniaca or Armoniaca vulmris, i.9 Apricot.
propagated by budding on tlie mus.sei or common plum stock. The
tree succeeds in good well-drained loamy soil, rather light than
heavy. It is usually grown as a wall tree, the east and west aspects
being preferred to the south, which induces mealiness in the fruit,

though in Scotland the best aspects are necessary. The most
usual and l>est mode of training is the fan methou in the modi-
fied form represented in par. 2G, under fig. 83. The fruit is

produced on shoots of tho preceding year, and on small close spurs
formed on the two-year-old wood. The trees should be plautt-d

about 20 feet apart. Tho summer pruning should commence early
in June, at which period all the irregular fore-right and u.selesa

shoots are to be pinched off; and, shortly afterwards, those which
remain are to be fastened to the wall. At the winter pruning n'l

branches not duly furnished with spurs and fruit buds are to Ik
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removed
~

The young bearing shoots are moderately pr>med at the

points care being, however, taken to leave a terminal shoot or leader

to each branch. The most common error in the pruning of apricots

is layin" in the bearing shoots too thickly ;
the branches naturally

diver^eln fan training, and when they extend so as to be about 15

inches apart, a fresh branch should bo laid in, to be again sub-

divided as required. The blossoms of the apricot open early m
sprui", but are more hardy than those of the peach ;

the same

means of protection when necessary may be employcxi for both. If

the frait sets too numerously, it is thinned out m June and in the

be^ianinc of July, the later thinnings being used for Urts. In

the south' of England, where the soil is suitable, the hardier sorts

of apricot, as the Breda and Brussels bear well as standard trees in

favourable seasons. In such cases the trees may be planted from

20 to 25 feet apart. -

Forcinj.—The ripening of the fruit of the apricot may be acceler-

vted by culture under glass, the trees being either planted out

like peaches, ot grown in pots on the orchard-house system. They

must be very gently excited, since they naturally bloom %yhen the

spring temperature is comparatively low. At first a maximum of

40' only must be permitted ; after two or three weeks it may bo

1 aisod to 45°, and later on to 50° and 55°, and thus continued till

the trees are in flower, air being freely admitted, and the minunum

or night temperature ranging from 40° to 45°. After the fruit is

set tSe temperature should be gradually raised, being kept higher

in clear weather than in dull. When the fruit has stoned, the

temperature may be raised to 60° or 65° by day and 60° by niglit
;
and

for ripening off it may be allowed to reach 70° or 80° by sun heat.

The Moorpark is ucdoubtedly the best apricot in cultivatioD, and should

Ipo planted for all general purposes ; the Peach is a very similar variety, not

,i:iite identical; and the Hemskerk ia also similar, but hardier. The Large

! arly, which ripens in the end of July and lie^ioning of August, and the

Uiishe, a aweet-kemelled variety, which ripens in the raiddle of Augiist, are

alio to be recoramended. For utandard trees in favourable localities the

Breda and Brussels may be added. See APBlcoT, vol. u. p. 214.

118. The Cherry, Cerasus avium and C. vulgaris, is increased

by budding on the wild goan, obtained by, sowing the stones of the

small black or red wild cherries. To secure very dwarf trees, the

Cerasus Mahaleb has been used for the May Duke, Kentish, Jlorello,

and analogous sorts, but it is not adapted tor strong-growing

virietios like the Bigarreaus. The stocks are budded, or, more

1 iiely, grafted, at tlie usual seasons. The cherry prefers a Iree,

Uiarny soil, with a well-drained subsoil. Stiff soils and dry gravelly

subsoils are both unsuitable, though the trees require a largs

amount of moisture, particularly the large-leaved sorts, such as

the Bigarreaus. Kor standard trees, the Bigarrcau section should

he planted 30 feet apart, or more in rich soil, and the May Duke,

Morello, and similar varieties 20 or 25 feet apart ; while, as trained

trees against walls and espaliers, from 20 to 24 feet should be

allowed for tJie former, and from 15 to 20 feet for the latter.

In forming the stems of a standard tree, the temporary side-shoots

should not be allowed to attain too great a length, and sliould not

be more than two. years old wlicn they are cut close to the stem.

The first three shoots rctaine<l to form the head should bo

shortened to about 15 inches, and two shoots from each encour.igcd,

one at the end, and the other 3 or A inches lower down. When

these have become established, very little pruning will be required,

and that chiefly to keep the principal branches as nearly equal in

strength as possible for the first few years.

Espalier trees should have the branches about a foot apart, starting

from the stem with an upward curve, and then being trained hori-

zontally. In suiHiner pruning the shoots on the ujiper branches

must be shortened at least a week before those on the lower ones.

After a year or two clusters of fruit buds will be developed on spurs

lion" the branches, and those spurs will continue productive for an

indehnito period.
, , j » . .i

For wall trees any form of training may bo" adopted ;
but as the

fruit is always finest on young spurs, fan-tiaining is probably tho

most advantageous. A succession of young shoots should be laid

in every year. The Morello, which is of twiggy growth, and bears

01) the young wood, must be trained in the fan form, and care should

bf) taken to avoid the very common error of crowding its branches.

Forcing. —T:ha cherry will not endure a high temperature nor a

close atmosphere. A heat of 45° at night will be sufficient at

starting, this being gradually increased during the fii.st few weeks

to 55', but lowered again when the blossom buds are about to open.

After stoning the tiiniicrnturo may bo again gradually ruiseJ tofiO
,

and may go up to 70° by day, or 75° by sun heat, and CO" at night.

The best forcing cherries nic the May ""'"= "'"l ''"' ''">•''.' ^"'"''

the Dukocherrios being of more compact growth than the Bigarrcau

tribe, and-geiicrally setting better ;
nevertheless a lew of the larger

kinds, sucli 03 liigancau Napoleon, Black Tartarian, and St Mar-

garet's, sliould bo forced for variety. Tim trees may be either planted

<.»t in to!' - .bly rich soil, or grown in large pots of good turfy friable

c Icareoua loam mixed with rotten dung. If the plants are small,

I'.ey may be nut into 12iiich pot-i in the first iustanic, and after

1 venr shifted into 15-inch pots early in autun.ii, and plunged in

,•.,„.,„„[, in verj slightly fefi. '-1111111; material. The soil of

the pots should be protected fiom snow-shoBcrs and cold raina.

Occasionally trees have been taken up in autumn with balls, potted,

and forced in the following spring ; but those which have been

established a year in the pots are to be preferred. Such only as a.o

well furnished with blossom-buds should be selected. Tlie trees

should be removed to the forcing house iu the beginning of December,

if fruit be required very early in the season. During tho first and

second weeks it may be kept nearly close ; but, as vegetatiou

advances, air becomes absolutely necessary during the day, and

even at night when the weather will permit. If forcing is com-

menced about the middle or third week of December, the fruit

ought to be lipe by about the end of March. After the fruit is

gathered, the trees should be duly supplied with water at the root,

and the foliage kept well syringed till the wood is mature.

The following are some of the best varieties now in cultivation.

B. signifies that they belong to the Bigarrcau, D. to the May Duke,

aud M. to the Morello section ; K. indicates that they are specially

adapted for culinary purposes ; andb., m., and e. show that they are

in use at beginning,

stated :

—

Belle d'Orleans, B b. ni. June.

Early Purple Gean, B ni. June.

Kiiily Ked Bigarieau, B. ..m.e. June.
Early J.aboulay, B c. June.
Early Lyons, B e. June.
Early Rivers, B e. June.

Black Tartarian, B
| J; ^'^Jy.'

Bigarrcau Noir de ) j ,

Schmidt, B T"'''
Frogmore Early, B b. July.

Elton, B b. July.

Black Eagle, B b. July.

Governor Wood, B b. July.

May Duke, D. (on waUa)|
J; Z^",™-

middle, aud end respectively of the month

Archduke, D m. July.

Royal Duke, D m. July.

Joco-sot, B tn. July.

Buttner's VcUow. B m. July.

Buttner's Black Heart, B. . .ni. July.

liigarreau, B m. July.

Mammoth, B m.e. July.

Reine Hortense, D m e. July.

Kentish, M., K m. e. July.

Morello. M., K July-Oct.

Bigarrcau Napoleon, B. . .e. July.

Duchessc de BalUiau, D. . .e. July.

St Margaret's, E
| ^1 Aug!

Florence B me. Aug
Buttner's October,D.K. ..October.

See Chebkv, vol. V. p. 686.

119. The Cranberry. —The American cranberry, Oxycoccus ma- Crav

crocarpus, grows freely in beds of peat soil or bog earth formed for bei.'/.

their reception in any damp situation. Beds are often prepared

around the edges of a pond by deposiring a layer of rubble or stones

at the bottom, and over these a good thickness of peat or bog earth

mixed with sand, e.xtcnding about 6 inches below and about>4^

inches above the usual level of the water surface. On this bed the

cranberry plants should be put in at 2 feet apart, in autumn or

spring ; spreading in all directions, they will soon cover the whole

surface with a dense mat of trailing shoots.
^

The common cranberry, Oxycoccus palustris, a native of Britain,

bears fruit which is inferior to that of the American cranberry m
size and quality. The plants may be treated in the same manner,

and in some places are very successfully cultivated. See Ckan--

BEIUIT, vol. VI. p. 545.
, , r 11 f •.

. loQ. The Currants are among the most useful ol small Iruits. Curr.io

The' red and the white currant arc included as varieties under Ribcs

rubrum, the white being a pale-fruited variety of the red. The

black currant is the produce of Kibes nigram. Of both types there

are several greatly improved varieties.

lied and white currantsare readily propagated by cuttings. 1 hey

succeed in any well-enriched garden soil, but thrive best m warm

moist situations, where they oiiioy au abundance of air ;
occasionally

they are trained perpendicularly against low walls or fences. As

bushes they are best planted in compartments by themselves, at

about 5 or 6 feet apart each way, and should be on clean single stems

some 8 or 10 inches long. They are sometimes trained as standards

on single stems, 3 or 4 feet high, in which form the Iruit ia more

accessible. The winter pruning consists in shortening tho j-oung

hearing wood ou the sides of the branches so as to form spurs of an

inch or two in length. Tho leading shoots aro loft about 6 inches

long. Some cultivators reduce the young shoots to about half

their length as soon as the fruit begins to colour, which is found

to increase the size and improve the flavour of tho berries.

The black currant thrives best in a moist deep soil and shady

situation. Us culture is much the same as that of the other cur-

rants, but the young shoots are not spurred, all the pruning neces-

sary being to keep tlio branches thinned out so as to stand clear of

each other, and to promote the -formation of youug wood. I' tno

fruit is intended for preserving, it should not be gathered while

wet, nor, if it can be avoided, immediately after a wet period.

Aphides often cluster in vast numbers at the extremities of tlio

suilinier shoots, especially ot red and white currants, and should bo

destroyed by cutting ofl' and burning the parts infested, or by ap-

plying some of the many insecticides.

The following are tUo best sorts of currants for general pur-

poses:

—

"'

Ret -Bed Dutch, KnlithfB tarue I!.<1, nougMoii Scc.lllng or Orargeneia

(late), Goiidoiiin or itaby (.•a.illo (laU'), Lacolcavcd or Largo Sweet KoU,

Chninpagnc (llcali-coloured),

H-Ai(«.—WhHo Dutch. «IImol« Large White. .„,,.'
flfacV.—Black Naples, Black Grape or cigdeii », I-cc > rrollflc.

TunnANis, vol. >l. p. 711.
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121. The Pig, Ficus Carica, lives t.o .t grcnt ago, ami alonf; tlio

eouthern coast of Englaml bears fruit alnindnnlly as a staiiaard ;

but in Scotland and in ni:iny parts of Englanil n soutli wall is

indisi>ensable for its successful cultivation out of doois.

Fig trees are propag.ittd by cuttings, which should be put into

pots, and placed in a gentle hotbed. They may be obtniticd more
speedily from layers, which shoubl consist of two or three years old

•shoots, and these, when rooted, will form plants ready to bear fruit

the first or second yc.if after planting. The best soil for a fig bor-

der is a friable loam, not too rich, but well drained ; a chalky subsoil

is 'ongenial to the tree, and, to correct the tendency to over-

luxuriance of growtin the roots should be ronfined w-illiin spaces

>iniounded by a wall enclosing an area of about a square yard.

I'ho sandy soil of Argenleuil, near Paris, suits the fig remarkably

well ; but the best trees arc those which grow in old (piairies,

*nere their roots are free from stagnant water, and where they aro

slieltcred from cold, while exposed to a very hot sun, which ripens

;!ie fruit perfectly. The fig succeeds well planted in a paved court

against a building with a south aspect.

The fif tree naturally produces two sets of shoots and two crops

.of fruit in the .season. The first shoots gencr.illy show young figs

in .July and August, but tliesc in the climate of England very

seldom ripen, and should therefore be rubbed off. Tlie late or

midsummer shoots likewise put forth fiuit-buds, which, however,

do not develop themselves till the following spiing; and these form

the only crop of figs on wliich the British gardener can d^'pend.

The fig tree grown as a staiidaid should get very little pruning,

the effect of cutting being to stimulate the buds to push slumts too

vigorous for bearing. When grown against a wall, it has been

recommended that a single stem should be trained to the height of

a foot. Above this a snoot should be trained to the riglit, and

another to the left ; from these nrinciii.als two other su'bdivisions

should be encouraged, and trained 1.5 inches apart ; and along these

Jnanehes, at distances of about 8 inches, shoots for bearing, as nearly

as possible of equal vigour, should be onconraged. The bearing shoots

1.reduced along the leading branches should be trained in at ftdl

length, and in autumn every alternate one should be cut back to

one cyo. In the following summer the trained shoots should bear

und ripen fruit, and then be cut back in autumn to one eye, while

shoots from the bases of those cut back the previous autumn should

be trained for succession. In this way every leading branch will

be furnished alternately with bearing and successional shoots.

When protection is ncees.sary, as it may be in severe winters,

:hough it is too often provided in excess, spruce branches have been

found to answer the purpose exceedingly well, owing to the fact

Ihat their leaves drop off gradually when the weather becomes

milder in spring, and when the trees require less protection and

more light and air. The principal part requiring protection is

(he main .stem, which is more tender than the young wood.
Fi<r"-ii>(].—The fig requires more heat than the vine to bring it

into 'eaf. It may be subjected to a temperature of 50° at night,

and from G0° to 05° in the day, and this should afterwT.rds be in-

creased to 60° and G.l" by night, and 70° to 75° by day, or even

higher by sun heat, giving jdcnty of air at the same time. In this

temperature the evaporation from the leaves is very great, and this

must be replaced and the wants of the swellin" fruit supplied by

d;dly watering, by syringing the foliage, and by moistening tho

door, this atmospheric moisture being also necessary to keep down
the red spider, \yhcn tl'.e crop begins to ripen, a moderately dry

atmosphere should be maintained, with abundant ventilation when
the weather permits.

The fig tree is easily cultivated in pots, and by introducing the

pl.ihts into heat in succession the fruiting season may be consider-

ably extended. The plants should be potted in turfy loam
mixed with charcoal and old morLar rubbish, and in summer top-

dressings of rotten manure, with manure water two or three times a

week, will be beneficial While the fruit is swelling, the jiols

should be plunged in a bed of fermenting leavoa.

The following are a few of tho best figs ; those marked F. are good
forcing sorts, and those marked W. suitable for walls:—
Agent brownish-KTcen, turlllnate. —
AnK<^linue (^talleleino), K., W.; yellow, tiuliinate.
Krown iscliia, F. : chestnut coknucd, roninlislt-tnrhinate
"-rown Turkey (Lee's Perpetual), K., W. ; purplisll-hrnwn. ti;rljinaLc

firunswick, W, ; brownish-prcen. nyrirorni
Col (tt Slgnora Blanca, F. ; prccnisn-yellow, pyrifonn.
Col di Siiinora Nero : dark chocolate, pyrifonn.
Datte: pale dingy l)ro\vn. pyriform.
Kiirly Virilet, F. ; brownish-purple, roundish.
Oruuly rJonrjassotte : clincolate. round,
'Jrosse Monstreuao dc bipari : pale chestnut, turbinate.
'.ucrexia: dull white, roundish. •

V-g.-o Largo, F. : black, tou^ pyriform.
toyal Vineyard : piirple. long pyriform.
Vt.lte lach'a, F, : grccnlsh-yollow, roundish.obova:e.
Vhn* MarseUlcs, F., W. : pale green, ronnilisli-otjovalo.

See Flo, vol. ix. p lf':j.

1?,2. 'Tjo '^nnsftierry has a double parentage, Ribes Crossularia
beiug »ie oareot, of the rough or hairy-fruil"d sorts, nod K. llva-
crispa that <( tHe saiooDi-fruited ones. It p'cfers a loose ridi

soil, which readily inibilics, but does not retain, much moisture.
The plant is propagated by cuttings, and should be transplanted
early in autumn, the trees, like tho^e of the currant, being ranged
in lines or grouped in compartments. The trees should be formed
with single stems a foot high ; ami the suckers, if any spring up
fiom the roots, should be c.ircfu'ly removed. Formerly it was the
practice in Scotland to .vpur all the annual wood ; but now the bla. k
currant .system of pinning is more generally and advantageously
followed. The gtound on wliich the bushes staml should be I'oiked

over once a year, but only slightly, soas not todistuib the roots, ami
•n.inure shoubl be applied either as a top-diessiiig or in a liipii.l foim.

The caterpillars which attack the plant may bedostroyeil by Insiing
ihe leaves with powdered white hellebore, which seems to he the

only certain remC'ly, as even hand-picking fails in some seasons

w-heii the caterpillars arc very abuiidaut, atvd the licesaie numerous.
The goosebeiry, like the cuirant, may be trnincd on walls oi

e5|ialiers, to accelerate the ripening or increase the size of the fruit.

The following is a good limited selection of sorts :

—

llairtj fifih —Red Clianip.ngnc, Red Warrington. Keens' Seedling. Hough
Red, l.."jril Derby. Ileiisoii's .Seedling. Cio\mi hob, Conipanion.

llniry Vettou'K — Vellow Clianipagne, Early Sulphur (very e.Tily),Cathariiia.

Kaiuiy, I'.rotmi Girl, —
//fiir^ C?rce?is.— Karly Green Hairy, Glcnton Green, Thumlcr.
Uair'j H'Aif€i}.— White Chanii)rtgne, Bright Venus, While Lion. Trans-

parent, Snowdrop, Kascinaliim. Antagonist.
D'lunif U*/n'/cs.— W'hitcsinith, Cheshire Lass, Maid of the Mill, Eaib

While
Siiiwtb Re(fs —London (\ery large), I'lougU iJoy, Sniall Red Globe, 1 urkc)

Red
Smfiolb rfffoiw —Smiling Ideality, Leveller, Gipsy Qiteen. Leader. Ringer
.S'liooj/t G''C^n-«. — Pilmaston Green gngc, Telegi'ai)h. Heart of Oak, Green

Overall, Shiner, General Maikhani.
Sf'iooth llVates.- While lluncy. While Fig, Careless, Freedom.

SceOoosKnEitny, vol. x. p. 771).
—

123. The McrHiir, Mespilus gcrmanica, is a deciduous tree, native Mcd'«r
of the miildlc and south of Europe, and found in hedges and wooils

ill England. Its fruit is hard, acid, and unfit for eating till it

loses its green colour and becomes " blotted," in which stale it

acquires an agreeably acid and somewhat astringeiU (lavoui.

The medlar is prop.agated by budding or grafting upmi the white-

thorn, which is most suitable if the soil is diy and sandy, or on the

quince if the soil is moist. It produces the best fruit in rich, loartiy,

somewhat moist ground. The tree maybe grown as a staiulanL and
chiefly requires pruning to prevent the branches from ciossing ami
rubbing each other. The fruit should be gathered ia November, .on

a dry day, and laid out ujion shelves in the fruit room. It becoiir^B

bletted and fit for use in the course of two or three weeks.

1'2I. The j1A7(in, Cucumis iMelo, is an annual tropical plant of Melon
climbing or trailing habit, extensively cultivated in Persia and somo
parts of India. Tlie plant requires artificial heat to grow it to per,-

fcctibii, the rock and cantaloup varieties succeeding with a bottom
beat of 70° and an atmos)iheric temiierature of 7.5°, rising with

sun heat to 80°, and the Persian varieties requiring a bottom heat

of 75°, gradually increasing to 80°, and an atmospheric temper'

tiire ranging from 75° to 80° when the fruit is swelling, as much sun
he.at as tlie plants can bear being allowed at all times. The mcl.'n

grows best in rich turfy loam, somewhat heavy, with wliich a lil'.lo

well-rotted dung, especially that of [ligcons or fowls, should '.

used, in the proportion of one-fifth mixed in the compost of Icaw.

Melons are grown on hotbeds of fermenting manure, when the foi!

should be about a foot in thickness, or iii pits luxated either by hot

water or fermenting matter, or in houses heated by hot water, in

which case the soil bed should be 15 or 18 inches thick. The fer-

menting materials should be well pie]iaied. and, since the lieat lias

to be kejit up by linings, it is a good plan to introduce one or two
layers of faggots in building up the bed .\ mixture of dung ami
leaves gives a more subdued but more durable licat

Forall ordinary purposes February is early enough for sowing the

first crop, as Avell-llavoured fruits can scarcely be looked for bcf^-ro

May The seeds maybe sown singly in 3-incii pots in n mixture of

leaf-mould with a little loam, the pots being plunged in a bottom
heat of 7.5° to 80°, and as near the glass a.s possible, in order that tho

young plants may not be drawn up 1 Iio hill or ridge of soil

should be about a \iw\ in thickness, the rest of the surface being

afterwanls made up nearly to the same level. If Ihe fruiting bed

is not ready when the roots have nearly filled the iiots, they must be

shifted into -l-inch pots, for on no account must they be allowed tc

get starved or pot-bound. Two or three plants are usually idanted

ill a mound or ridge of soil placed in tho centre of each liglit, and

the rest of the stirface is covere<l over to a similar dt-ptb us soon as

tho roots have made their way through the mound.
The mode of pruning and training is similar whether the plnitt? -

are grown on a trellis or on the surface of a bed, with this diflcrence

that in the former case the main stem lu)S to bo carried up to •

sufficient height to reach the trellis before it is stopped. When
the plants are trained on the surface of the beds the lops should b*

pinched off as soon as the second rough leaf is faiily funnel, tho

sto]qung being effected cither long enough before planlinj; t<i allow

the buds lo break, or iioluntil the plants have taki o fliili roirt after

phijilina. One branch will thus be dcveloi>cd fi'iin the a.ril cd .aeii
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of the two leaves, and they should be trained one towaixis the front

and the oilier towards the" back of trio frame, before reaching wliich

the points slioiild be piuclied off and lateral fruit-bearing shoots will

then be produced.

The melon being one of those plants which produce distinct

male and female flowers (dioecious), it is necessary to its fertility that

both should be produced, and that the pollen of the male flower

should, either naturally by insect agency, or artificially by the culti-

vator's manipulation, be conveyed to the stigma of the female flower ;

this setting of the fruit is often .done by stripping a male flower of

its corolla, and inverting it in the centre of the fruit-bearing flower.

After the fruit has set and has grown to the size of an egg, it should

he preserved from contact with the soil by placing it on a piece of tile

or slate ; or if grown on a trellis by a little swinging wooden shelf,

just large enough to hold it. In either case the material used should

be tiltcci a little to one side, so as to permit water to drain away.

)?cforc the process of ripening commences, the roots should have a

sr.flicicnt supply of moisture, so that none may be required from that

time until tlie fruit is cut.

When the melon is grown in a house there should be a good depth

of drainage over the tank or other source of bottom heat, and on this

eliouM be placed turfs, grass side downwards, below the soil, which

should not be less than 15 and need not be more than 18 inches in

thickness. The compost should be made moderately firm, and only

half the bed should be made up at first, the rest being added as the

roots require it. The melon may also be grown in large pots, sup-

plied witli artificial manure or manure water. The stems may bo

trained up the trellis in the usual way, or the rafters of a pine stove

may bo utilized for the purpose. If the trellis is constructed in

panels about the width of the lights, it can be taken down and
tonveniently stowed away when not in use,

The presence of too much moisture either in the atmosphere or

in the soil is apt to cause the plants to damp off" at the neck, but the

evil, if it appears, may be checked by applying a little fresh-slaked

lime round tlie stem of the plant.

The varieties of melon are continually receiving additions which
nre more or less pcrmniicnt A great deal depends on getting

the varieties true to name, as they are very liable to get cross-

fertilized by insect agency. Some of the best are

—

Scnrlct-ficshvfl.-~Sc:\T\et Oem, and Read's Scarlet-fleshed.

^yfiitC'Jksficit.—Coliton L'..nsset Seedling, and Queen Emma.
Green-jfeshcil.—Victory of Bath, Eastnor Castle, and Egyptian.

Mul- 125. The Mulberry, iMorns nigra, is a deciduous tree, with nionne-

berr/. cious flowers, and oblong compound fruits, having a rich aromatic

flavour and a fine subacid juice. The fruit is in request for the

dessert during the months of August and September. It is a native

of Persia, and succeeds well as a standard in the warmer parts of

England, especially in sheltered situations, but in the north

of England and the" less favoured parts of Scotland it requires the

assistance of a wall The standard trees require no other pruning

or training than an occasional thinning out of the bram hes, and are

generally planted on grassy lawns, to prevent the fruit being damaged
when it falls.

The tree succeeds best in a rich, deep, and somewhat moist loam,

but grows well in any good garden ground. It is usually propagated

cither by cuttings ur layers, which latter, if made from the older

branches of the tree, come sooner into bearing. Cuttings planted

in the spring should consist of well-ripened shoots of the preceding

year, with a joint of two-year-old wood «l their base, or if planted

in autumn should have the shoots well matured, and furnished

\vith a heel of two-year-old wood. The branches and even stout

limbs are sometimes employed as cuttings instead of the younger
shoots, especially when tlic object is to obtain a bearing tree tiuicklj'.

The branch should be planted deeply in autumn in good soil, and if

necessary supported in an upright position by a stake. The most
common mode of propagation, iiowcver, is by layering the young
brunches. The mulberry may be grown in pots, and gently forwarded

in an orchard house, and under these conditiona the fruit acquires

a richness of flavour and a melting character wliich is unknown
in the fruit ripened outdoors. If cultivated in this way it requires

abundance of water while the fruit is swelling, and also frequent

dressings of artificial fertilizers or doses of liquid manure.

Nectar- . 126. The Nectarine is merely a smoothsKinned variety of the

ine. peach, and will bo included under that head (see par. 120).

Nut 127. The NiU, Coryliis Avellana, or hazel-nut, one of our indi-

genous shrubs, is the parent of the Filberts, Cob Nuts, and other

improved varieties which are met with under cultivation. TTieso

succeed best in a rich dry loam, deeply worked, and should receive

from time to time a slight manuring. They are generally planted

in the slip, but thrive best in an open qua/tcr by themselves. The
different varieties are propagated by layers, or mor generally by
suckers; or, if required, tliey may be grafted. Th(» Cosford is a

favoilrite kind, being a thin-shelled nut, and having a kernel of high
flavour. If cither this or the filbert be grafted on small stocks of

tfio Spanish nut, which grows fast, and docs not fiend otit suckers,

dwarfish prolific trees may bo obtained ; and, by pruning tho roots

in autumo, tha trees may b« kept quite coal and busby.

The county of Kent has long been celebrated for the culture of
nuts for the London market. The young plants are almost alusys
suckers from old bushes, and are plintcd from 10 to 12 feet ap.iit,

being subsequently kept from crowding or shading each other by
pruning. They are suffered to "row without restraint for about
three years, and then, being cut down to within 12 or 18 inches of

the ground, they will push out from near the top five or fix

shoots, which at the winter pruning in their second year aro

shortened one-third. A hoop of sufficient diameter is then placed
within the branches, and the shoots arc fastened to it at about equal
distances. In the spring of the fourth year all the laterals are cut
back nearly to the principal stems, and from these cut-back lateral:!

short shoots proceed, on which fruit maybe expected in the follow-

ing year. Those which have borne fruit are afterwards removed by
the knife. The leading shoots are always shortened about two-
thirds. Every bearing twig is deprived of its top, and all suckers are

carefully rooted out.

The nut being a moncecious plant, it is necessary in the winter or

spring pruning to take care that a sufliciency of the male flowci-s—

those produced in pendulous catkins—are preserved. The feinalo

flowers, which produce the fruit, arc not visible till spring, and appear
in the form of plump buds, i>roducing from their apex several dcei>

crimson threads, which are the styles to which the pollen from the
catkins should be applied.

TIic best kinds of nuts for garden cultivation are Lambert's Filbert, the
r.ed nnd the ^\'hite Filberts, the Cosford, the Norwich Proline, and Pearson's"*
Proline.

128. The Orange, Citrus Attrantium, has been usually culti- Opn'.^
.

vated in England for the beauty of the plant and the fragrance of
its blossoms, rather than for the purpose of afl'ording a supply of

edible fruit. The latter can, however, be easily grown in a hot-house,
some of the fruits thus grown, especially those of the pretty little

Tangierine variety, being superior in quality to the imported fruit.

The best form of orange house is the span-roofed, with glass on bolli

sides, the height and other conditions being similar to those recom-
mended for stove plants. The trees may be planted out, a row on
each side a central path, in a house of moderate width. The borders
must be carefully made, with a drainage bottom of from 9 to 1'2

inches of broken bricks orrubbly stones, and a drain leading to tho
exterior. Rough turf with the grassy side downwards should bo
laid over the drainage material, and then 18 inches of good turfy

loam mixed with gritty sand or fine burnt ballast, to keep it per-

meable to water. 'I'he trees, ifintended to be permanent, should l'«

placed 10 to 12 feet apart, bottom heat (about S0°) is beneficial ; but
it is questionable if its advantages beneath a bed of soil arc not
more than counterbalanced by the risk of ovcr-dryness, and tl;o

inconvenience of getting access to the heating pipes in case of rei'aiis

becoming necessary. It will generally be found more convenient to

grow the plants in pots or tubs, and then bottom heat can be securcil

by placing them onor over a series ofhot-watcr pipes kept near to or

above the ground level. The pots or tubs should be tliorougbiy

well drained. The temperature may bo kept at about 50" or 55' in

winter, under which treatment the trees will come into bloom in

February ; the heat must then bo increased to C0° or 65° in th»
day time, and later on to 80° or 85°. Throughout the growing
season the trees should bo liberally watered, and thoroughly wasluMl

every day with the garden engine, care being taken not to injino

theyoung leaves ; this will materially assist in keeping down insects.

The fruit may be exjHicted to ripen from about the middle of October
to January, and if the sorts are good will be of e.'ccclleut quality.

When tho trees are at rest the sod must not be kept too wet, sinco

this will produce a sickly condition, through tho loss of the small
feeding roots. The trees require little pruning or training. When
a branch appears to bo robbing the rest, or growing ahead of them,
it should be shortened back or tied down.

WHicn grown for the production of flowers, which are always in

great request, the plants must bo treated in a similar manner to

that already described, but may do without bottom heat.

The favourite sorts of oranges are tho Taugierine, a delicious small-frultcil

c.nily variety; tlie Mandarin, which Is lai-gcr than TanglcrlMe; llie St
Michael's, which la tlie most commonly grown ; tlio Maltese lUood, wliiell id

a very distinct sort with red Ilesh ; and the Plata or silver orange.

J29. The /'riTcA, Amygdalus Persica, or Persica vulgaris, is one Peuk«
of the most delicious of exotic garden fruits. There are two principal

races, the Peach proper, which has fruits covcrctl with a downy
skin, and tho NceUiri-nc, which has fruits covered with a smooth
skin. Tho peach and the nectarine would therefore appear to bo

distinct kinds of fruit, and indeed have an appreciable dilfei-ence

of flavour , but a.sboth peaches and nectaiines have been known to

f;row on the same brancli, and individuals half-peach balf-neetarine

lavc been produced, tliey must bo rc^rdcd as merely varieties o»

one kind of fruit Their treatment, moreover, is the same iu every

respect

'To perpetuate and multiply tho choicer varieties, peaches and
nectarines aro l>udded upon plum or almond stocks. For dry situa-

tions almond storks are preferable, but they are not long-live.l,

while for damp or clayey loams it is better to U!>c plums. Double-

2i
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working is sometimes btncficii\l ; thus an almond bucKIeii on a plum
stock may be robu-l'lcd uitli a tender jjeaeli, greatly to the advan-
tigc ol'tlie latter. The peacli border should be comiiosed of turfy

mellow loam, such as is suitable for the vine and the fig ; this

should be used in as rough a state a& possible, or not broken small
and fine. The bottom should slope towards tlie outer edge, where
a drain should be cut, with an outlet, and on this sloping bottom
should be laid a thickness of from 9- inches to 12 inches of rough
materials, such as broken bricks or mort.ar rubbish, over which
should be placed a layer of rough turf witli tlie grassy side down-
wards, and then the good loamy soil to form the border, which
need not be of greater depth than 18 inches, for the peach tree is

most producilve when the roots are kept near tho surface. The
borders should not be cropped heavily with culinary vegetables, as
deep trenching is very injurious. Sickly and unfruitful trees

may often be revived by bringing up their roots within 5 or 6 inches
of the surface. The e.xpericnce of the last few seasons has, however,
been so disastrous that it has been que.stioucd wliether it may not
be better, in cold soils and bleak situations, to abandon outdoor
peach culture, and to cover the walls with a casing of glass, so that
the trees may be under shelter during the uncongenial spring
weather.

The fruit of the peach is produced on the ripened shoots of the

fireceiLing year If these be too luxuriant, they yield nothing but
eaves ; and if too weak, they are incapable of developing (lower

bud^. To furnish young shoots in sufficient abundance, and of
requisite strength, is tho great object of peach training and pruning.
Trees of slendiT-growing, twiggy habit naturally fall most readily

into tho fan form of training, and accordingly this has generally been
adopted in the culture of peaches and nectarines. The old fan
form is very nearly that of fig. 82 (p. 245). The young tree is, in

many cases, procured when it has been trained for two or three years
in the nursery ; but it is generally better to commence with a maiden
plant, that is, a plant of the first year after it has been budded.
It is then in ordinary practice headed down to five or six buds, and
in the following summer from two to four shoots, according to the
vigour of the plant, are trained in, the laterals from which, if any,
aro thinned out and nailed to tlie wall. If there are four branches,
the two central ones are sliortened back at the subsequent winter
pruning so as to produce others, the two lower ones being laid in

nearly at full length. In the following season additional shoots
are sent forth • and the process is repeated till eight or ten principal

limbs or m- her branches are obtained, forming, as it \rere, the
frame-work o. the future tree. The branches may be depressed or
elevated, so as to check or encourage them, as occasion may arise

;

and it is highly advantageous to keep them thin, without their

becoming in any part deficient of young shoots. Sometimes a more
rapid mode of formation is now adopted, the main shoots being from
tlio first laid in nearly at full length, instead of being shortened.
The pruning for fruit consists in shortening back the laterals which
had been nailed in at tho disbudding, or summer pruning, their

length depending on their individual vigour aud the lu.xuriance of

the tree. In well-developed shoots the ouds are generally double,
or rather triple, a wood bud growing between two fruit buds ; the
shoot must be cut back to one of these, or else to a wood bud alone, so

that a young shoot may be produced to draw up the sap beyond the
fruit, which is generally desirable to secure its proper swelling. The
point of this leading shoot is subsequently pinched oft", that it maynot
draw away too mucli of tlie sap. If the fruit sets too abundantly, it

must be thinned, first when as large as peas, reducing the clusters,

nnd then when as largo as nuts to distribute the crop equally ; the
extent of the thinning must depend on tho vigour of the tree, but
one or two fruits ultimately left to each square foot of wall is a full

average crop. The final thinning should take place after stoning.

The best-placed healthy young shoot produced from the wood buds
nt the base of the bearing branch is to be carefully preserved and
in due time nailed to the wall. In the following winter this will

t.iko the place of the branch which lias just borne, and is to bo cut
out. If there bo no young shoot below, and tho bearing branch is

short, the shoot at the point of the latter may sometimes be preserved
s.s a fruit bearer, though
if the bearing branch
b« long it is better to
cut it oack for young
wood. It is the neglect
of th iswhich const! tutes
the principal fault in

carrying out the English
fan system, as it is

nsually practised. Seve-
ral times during sum-
mer the trees ought to Fio. 87.— Montrcuil Fan Training,
be regularly examined, and tho young shoots respectively topped
or thinned out ; those that remain are to bo nailed to the wall,
or braced in with pieces of slender twigs, and the trees ought
occasionally to bo washed with tho gjirden engine.
The Montreui] form of training is represented by fig. 87. Tlie prin-

J^

—

1£

cipal feature is the suppression of the direct channel of the sap, ami
tho substitution of four »r more commonly two mother brauclirs,
so laid to the wall that the central angle contains about 90°. Tho
other branches are alt treated as subordinate members. This form
is open to tho objection that, if the under branch should die, the
upper one cannot be brouglit down into its place.
The form k la Dumoutier (fig. 88), so called from its inventor,

is merely a refinement on the Montreuil method. The Armation of

Fio. 88.—Dumoutier's Fan Training,

the tree commences with the inferior limbs and proceeds towards
tlie centre, tho branches being lowered from time to time as tho
tree acquires strength. What is most worthy of notice in this

method is the management of the
subordinates in the pruning for

fruit. When a shoot promises
blossom, it is generally at some
distance from the point of in- e^
sertion into the old wood, and the
intermediate space is covered with /

wood buds. All the latter, there- /, >)]

forCj wliich are between the old

wood a and the blossom c in fig. 89,

excepttlie lowest b, are carefully

removed hy cbowgeonnanait. This
never fails to produce a shoot rf,

Fio. S9.-PruuingJlaDumoutier.
the growth of which is favoured by °

destroying the useless spray e above the blossoms, and pinching o(T

the points of those which are necessary -to perfect the fruit., A re-

placing shoot is thus obtained, to which the whole is invariably

shortened at the end of the year.

Mr Seymour's form (fig. 90) approaches more nearly to the French
method than any other practised in England, but the direct channel
of the sap is not suppressed. It will be seen that the bearing shoots
are all on the upper side of the mother branches, and that these

bearing shoots are wholly reproduced once a year. The one side of

the annexed figure represents tho tree after the winter pruning, the
other (left hand) side before it has undergone that operation. Ou
the latter side the young shoots will be seen to be in pairs, and at

the winter pruning the lower one, or that which has borne fruit, is

cut out, and the other is brought down into its place, and shortened

to about 8 or 9 inches, care being taken to cut at a wood bud. "At

Fio. 90.—Seymour's Fan Training.

tho summer disbudding those buds whict) are best placed and at
the same time nearest the base aro left to supply tho futuro year's
bearing wood. Some object that the annual excision of the beariiiff

shoots .produces a series of rugged and increasingly ugly protuber-
ances at their base and along tho upper surface of the principal

branches; while others declare that this mode of training is the
most perfect in theory that lias been devised. We are inclined, how-
ever, to prefer the old fan form, which when well executed is nearest
the natural habit of tho tree, and best adapted to the uncertain
climate of England ; moreover, in all cases, ultra refinement for

the sake of appearance is neuher profitable nor judicious.

For cold and late situations, the late Thomas Andrew Knight
recommended the encouragement of spurs on the young wood, as

such spurs, when close to tlie wall, generate the best organized and
most vigorous blossoms, and generally insure a crop of fruit.. T^ey
may bo produced, by taking care, during the summer pruning or

disbudding, to preserve a number of the little snoots emitted by ths
yearly wood, only pinching olV tho minute succulent points. On
the spurs thus formed blossom buds will be developed early in the

following season. This practice is well adapted to cold eituationst
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Peach trees require protection, especially at the period of blos-

soming, particularly in the north of England and in Scotland.

Canvas or bunting screens are most effe-iual. By applying these

carly>in the season, great benefit ma" 'ue derived from retarding the

blossom till the frosty nights of syriiig have passed. Wooden and

^lass copings are also very us^^ui in warding off frosts.

Forcing.—The pruning and training of the trees^ in the

|>each house do not differ materially from the methods practised

out of doors. It may also be stated here that when occasion arises

peach trees well furnished with buds may be transplanted and forced

i-nmediately without risking the crop of fruit, a matter of sonio

importMice when, as sometimes happens, a tree may accidentally

TaiL In the forcing of peaches fire heat is commonly applied about

December or January ; but it may, where there is a demand, Iwgin

I month sooner. At first tlie house should be merely kept closed

at about 45°, but the heat should gradually increase to 55 by the

time the trees are in flower, and to 60° when the fruit is set, after

which the house should be kept moist by sprinkling the walls and
paths, or by placing water troughs on the return pipes, and the

t 'luperaturo should range from 65° by day to 70° or more with

sun heat. After the fruit has set, the foliage should be refreshed

and cleansed by the daily use of the syringe or garden engine.

When the fruit has stoned, that is, as soon as the kernels have

been formed, the temperature should be raised to about 60° as a

ii'.inimuffl, and to 70°, with 75° by sun heat, as a maximum. Water
inust now be copiously supplied to the border, and air atlmitted in

wliundance. After the end of April little fire beat is required.

"VVhen the fruit begins to riptn. syringing must be discontinued till

tlte crop is gathered, after which the syringe must be again occa*

fijoally used. If the leaves should happen to shade the fruit, not

f'dy during the ripenine process, but at any time after the stoning

p-jriod, they should be gently turned aside, for, in order that the

l:ajt may acquire good colour and flavour, it shoiUd be freely ox-

p'.>9ed to light and air when ripening ; it will bear the direct rays of

the sun, even if they should rise to 100°. The trees often suffer

fiora mildew, which is best prevented by keeping the borders of

the peach house clear and sufficiently moist, and the house well

ventilated.

The following are some of the best peaches and nectarines, arranged

in the order of the times of their ripening :—

Peaches.

Early Beatrice e. July.
Early Louisa. e. July.
Krogmore Golden e. July.
Hal£'B Early b. Aug.
Rivers'a Early York. b.m. Aug.
A IJet m. Aug.

.

WaahingtoD Kathripe m. Aug.
Early Silver. m.e. Aug.

CrawlorJs Early [t^^i
CTifee Mignonne .......] b Sept.

- ' 1 0. Aug.
........... j„ sjp,

NoJ|)lei

^-^" U:sept
Koyal George {b.Sept.
Eelleganle b.m. Sept.

Belle llauco m. Sept.

Dyni'jnd m. Sept.

Late Admirable m.e. Sept.

Desae Tardive
| ^; ^f^^^'

Walburton Admirable . .

{ J"
^q^^'

Salway \\

Kcciarincs.

v.olette native { '"J^'e-

Wclbeck Seedling {* J"f^
VUtoria (under gloss).. . Svpt
}'iuK apple.' li. Sept.
Manwiik EIruge h Sept.
AlUeri Viuor .. .me. Sept.
£t»Dtvii:k I'liuler glass)— ui.e. Sept.

hard Napier ;... b. Aug
E«v«rs's White m. Aug.
Murrey e Aug

»»!«'>''"•
IfJcl^t.

EUUS. \lAeX
I'ilmaston Orange- ^^ g"^j

130. The Pear has originated in part from the wil<l species. Tyrus

c^imuois, and in part from otliur spc-cics of Hit: gt-iius. iiiLluilnig

P. sinensia from China. P. Achraa Irnnt Suucbi^ru Russia. I*. Siiiai

from Syria, ami P. sahcifolia from thu Caucasus It may be reatjily

raised by sowing the pip^ of ordin.iry cultivated or of wilding

kinds, these forming what are known as fieo ur pear stocks, on

\Qhich the choicer vaneticgarc gralU'd tor increase, tor now vanctiua

the fluwera should be fertilized with a view to coiDbine, in the

iewdlings which result from the union, the desirable aualitics of the

[>arent3. The dwarf and pyramid trees, more usually plant(-d in

gardens, arc obtained by grafting on the quince slock, thn Portugal

<|ainco being the best ; but this slock, frutn its surface-rooting

habit, is most suitable for thin shalli'W soils, or fur those of a cold

<lamp natiiro. Some of the fmcr pears do not unite readily with

tthe quince, and in this case double working is nrsorled to, that

!!• to say, a vigorous-growing pear is tirst grtfttnl on ttie quince, and
then tho choicer pear is grafted on the pear introduced as its

fwler parent.

Jn selecting young pear trcoa for walls or espaliers, some persons

pwfcr planLn one year old from the graft, but trees two or tliroo

yoars trained arc equally good The trees should be planted im-

rnsdiatcly before or after the fall of tho loaf. Tho wall trees re<[Uiro

t* be planted from 25 to 30 feet apart when on free stoi^ks, and from
19 to 20 feet when dwarfo^. Whore tho trees are trained en pi/ra'

vii4U, or en quenouilU (see tigs. 7&, 79), they may stand 8 or 10

feet apart, but standards in orchards should be allowed at least 80
feet, and dwarf bush trees half that distance.

In the formation of the trees the same plan may be adopted as

has already been described as suitable for tne apple (par. 116). For
the pear orchard a waim situation is very desirable, with a soil

deep, substantial, and thoroughly drained. Any good free loam, is

suitable, but a calcareous loam is the best. The late Mr Riven
recommends that pear trees worked on the quince should have the

stock covered up to its junction with the graft This is efifected

by raising up a small ruound of rich compost around it, a contxiv-

ance which induces the graft to emit roots into the surface soil,

and also keeps tlic stock from becoming hard or bark-bound.

Tlic fruit of the pear is produced on spurs, which appear on shoots

more than one year old. The mode most commoidy adopted o^

training wall pear-trees is the horizontal (see figs. 80, 81). For
the slender twiggy sorts the fan form is to be preferred, while for

strong growers like Ganscl's Ber^amot, the half-fan or the hori-

zontal is more suitable. In the latter form old trees are apt to

acquire an undue projection from the wall, and become scraggy, to

avoid which a portion of the old spurs should be cut out annually.

The. summer pruning of established wall or espalier-rail treee

consists chiefly in the timely displacing or rubbing off of the super-

fluous shoots, so that the winter pruning, in horizontal training, is.

little more than adjusting the leading shoots and thinning out

the spurs, which should be kept close to the wall, and allowed to re-

tain but two or at most three buds. In fan-training, the subordi-

nate branches must be regulated, the spurs thinned out, and the

young laterals finally established in their places. "Wlien horizontal

trees have fallen into disorder, the branches may be cut baok to

within 9 inches of the vertical stem and branch, and trained in

afresh, or they may be grafted with other sorts, if a variety of kinds

is wanted.

Summer and autumn pears shonld be gathered before they are

fully ripe, otherwise they will not in general keep more than a few
days. The Jargonelle, asForsjT.h righth' advises, should be allowed

to remain on the tree, and be pulled daily a^ wanted, tho fruit from
standard trees thus succeeding the produce of the wall trees. In

reference to the Crassane, Mr G. Lindloy recommends gathering

tho crop at 'three different times, the first a fortnight or more before

it is npe, the second a week or ten days after that, and the third

when fully ripe. The tirat gathering will come into easing latest,

and thus the season of the fruit may be considerably prolonged. It,

is endent that tho same method may be followed witn other sorts

which continue only a short time in a mature state.

The varieties of pears are very numerous, while comparatively

few sorts are required m any ordinary garden. The following" is a

small .selection of good .-iorts which do well in the climate of Britain,

and they are arranged according to tho months when they are

commonly in use,—a peri-^d which, however, varies considerably

in different seasons:

—

Dessert Fears.

Doyenn^ d'l^t^ July.
Htrurrtl- de 1 AssumptiOD. . . Aug.
Jarnouelle , . . ..Aug,
SuuveuU du Coot'rfeB . Aug.,
Uiiiiaiiths lioti Chretien. Auk
JiKurre d'Ainuiilis . .i. .Sept.
Madame Treyve Sept.
lieurrO Supertin .Sept.

Kuiidkiile dAtltomnt) . , .Sept.
haroiuio do Mellu. . . . , Oct.
runiiB dt: Laiiiy ,

, , Oet,
I.ouue Hkiidc of Jersey. . .Oct.

Seckel Oet.
Iitllf Julie Oct.,

Ueurrfi li*'9c Oct.,
l)<'yfiitii^ dti Conitrc . .(let

,

hill lii-sfie d'AngtiiilOnii-. . .(Kt ,

tiansel tt llert;aniul (,'cl.

.Sept.

Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov,

.Marie Louise Oct., Not.

Marechal de Cour Oet, Not.

d'Angoul6me ^
Oct.. Nov.

AUhorp Craasane Oct.-Dec.
Thompaon'8,. Nov.
Iiuyahe'8 Prince Consort.. Nov., Dec
Paeae Colmar Nov., Dec
Winter Nells Nov.-Feb
Chaumoutel Not.-Mai
Beurr6 d'Arenberg Dec., Jan.
Olou Morceau Dec.. Jan.
Uuysho'a Victoria. .I^ec., Jab.
Mouarth Dec, Jan.
iVphirin Gr^goire Dec. Jan.
lieurr^ do Joncho I>ec-Feb.
Josephine dc Xlaltnes. Jan., F-.b

Kast< r lleurr*^ Jan.-Apr
Nee plus Mi'urja Jan.-Apr.
NouvcUo Fuhie Feb., Mar.

Kitchen Pears.

Ileal d'Hiiry , Oct.-Jan,
IMuLk \Viircc«ler Nuv-Feb.
Heujish Ik.n Chretien Nov.-Mar.
Verulam .Nov. -Mar.

BelllMtrae d'Biver Nov.-Apr.
catillac Dec. -Apr.
Winter I-Vanc Etial Jan.-Mar.
V vedulo'a Saint Germain. . Jan. -Apr.

131. The Piiu-appU„ Bromelia Ananas, or Ananassa sativa, Pi]M>
i

requires for its cultivation a tropical climate similar to that of tbft appl*
West Indies—a mean temperature of 70" at the coldest and of 8S'
at the wannest sea.son, witn a range of about 10" between the night
and <!:iy temperaHirc. It also requires a supply of boat, avcra^ng
about ItO", to the soil in whirh the ronti are placed, and honce it ia

grown in a hot-house, where it can bo supplied with bottom heat,

by being plunged in a bed of fermenting material, such as touner'f

bark or deriiying leaves, or by hot water applied either in pipet

passing thrmigh nidlow cha-mbers. or shallow not-water tanks placed

lientMlh the plunging beJ.s. The heat arising from violuat fermeDta<

lion IS, however, greater than tho tender roots can bear, and if grca;

watclifulneas bo not employed, the labour of many months may bt

wasted in a single day. Bottom heat should not exceed 96\ andma?
\m brought down when active growtli is not required to ^ot ?&.
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It most bo rcgnlateJ in its application by the amount of light ana
of warmth in tlic alt. DiBinj; the season when the plants arc at

roL.t it shotild be compwutivoly low; during their season of active

prowth it should be consWerable ; and during tlicir ripening season

It should bo highest of all.

The top spit of an old loamy pasture, including tho turf, and
mixed w"vth about oue-third the bulk ofgood well-rotted dung, forms

a suitable compost for tho pine-apple. Tho soil used at lleudon,

where these fruits have been very successfully grown, is a sandy

peat or leaf-mould obtained from a high-lying spot, where hard-

wooded trees, chicHy beech, have long been growing. The late Mr
KIciaing, when at Trentham, tised a mixture of threo parts turfy

raaitlen loam to one part of peat, these ingredients being mixed to-

grther and laid under a wooden platform on wliich sheep were fed

(which was so constructed that the dung and urine of the sheep

ieil through), and left there long enough to become well enriched.

Other noted cultivators have recommended turfy loam and sheep or

decrdung in the proportion of six of loam to three of the manure,

TOC of leaf-mould being added. Tha compost should be prepared

.1 considerable tinie beforehand, and frequently turned over and
aerated; when used, it should bo roughly broken with the spade,

but not screened. Some cultivators, who do not otherwise enrich

the soil, use half-inch bones and soot at the time of potting in the

proportion of an 8-inch potful of each to a barrowful of fibrous

surface soil. The plants when growing freely are benefited by the

'«se of liquid manure of an animoniacal character.
- The pine-apple is sometimes propagated by planting the crowns
which grow on the fruit, but more commonly from the suckers

which appear at the base of the stem, these being a less time m
arriving at a fruiting state. When removed from the fruit or stem,

the crowns or suckers are trimmed and laid aside tiU the scar has

dried, aft«r which they are potted. Tins usually takes place

during .August or September, as the offsets should bo allowed

to obtain considerable size before they are removed, for the reason

that large suckers grow with more vigour and come sooner into

fruit than those of smaller size. They should be placed in 6-inch

or 8-inch pots, the soil being somewhat lighter then than that used

afterwards. They may be slightly shaded for a short period, and

in about eight or twelve days may receive a little water The old

routine of pine-apple culture embraced a period of three years, but

this has been reduced by modem growers to about eighteen months.

The more rapid method was first brought into notice by Abercrombie.

Its chief features are the employment of more mature suckers at

tho outset, and the acceleration of the growth of tho plants after-

wards by tho application of a hotter and moister atmosphere than

formerly, so as to obtain the growth of two summers in one.

,Tho roots should be preserved in a fresh healthy state diuing

winter, so as not to require being cut away, as was formerly done ; and

this may be secured by giving very moderate and judicious waterings,

and by keeping the bottom heat well under control. About tho

beginning of March, or earlier, the forivardest young plants from

suckers are selected from the stock of succession plants, and the

earth and roots examined ; they are then put into larger pots in

good soil, and plunged in a bed having a genial bottom heat of about
85°. They require to be shaded for » few days, and after they

begin to root should receive moderate waterings. As soon as the

roots thicken in the balls of soil, which will be about the beginning

of August, they are to be transferred into 10-inch or 12-inch pots, in

which they will mature their fruit. At each successive shift the ball

of earth and roots is to be preserved entire. From March onwards
the temperature is gradually increased as follows:—In March, 60°

to 70° by night, 70° to 80° by day ; April 70° to 78° by night, 80°

to 85° by day ; May 75° to 80° by night, 90° to 95° by day
;

June 80° to 85* by night, 95° to 100° by day. After the beginning

of August the heat is allowed to decline gradually until it arrives

at the winter temperature of C0° While fire heat is used, tho

nocturnal temperature should not exceed 80°, and sufficient

moisture must be supplied. To prevent the plants from being

drawn, they should bo allowed amjilo space—2 feet from plant to

riant is not too much—and bo placed as near tho glass as possible.

In August and September abundance of air and more copious sup-

•>1ic3 of water are given. To prevent the roots from damping off

lU winter, water must be cautiou-sly applied, and the pits should bo

heated by means of fire heat rather ttian by fermenting materials.

Some gardeners apply this biennial mode of cultivation only to tho

varieties ofthe Queen type, but our best cultivators for tho most part

adopt it in iW main features for all varieties, and the fniit produced
is fintr than that grown upon tho triennial course. Those, how-
ever, who wish to cultivate such lirga and coarse sorts as the

Providence may possibly find it necessary to take a longer period
for fruiting them.
The period at wliich pinc-applo plants first show their fruit stems

is the most critical in their whole culture The plant must bo of a
certain age, or at least of a certain magnitude, before it will start

freely or to good purpose. In the second year a Queen jiine is

capablo of producing a perfect fryit ; and in the third year tho large

^ari.eUes arrive. ^ puberty. The solid oart o{ (he stem is then

ooservca- to have increased in bulk, and to have ascended constder-

ably above the soil. The start is generally requireil to be made nt

a particular period, but the fruit stalks do not appear until the pot
is filled with roots. It is therefore necessary that the roots shall

have nearly occupied all the new soil by the time tho development
of the fruit is required, and care slionld bo taken that in winter
the tender fibres should suffer neither from drought nor from exces-

sive moisture or heat After tho plants show fruit they are never
shifted ; but the surface soil may be replaced by some fresh and rich

compost Water is supplied from time to time, but should never
be colder than the average temperature of the house Whilst tho

fiuit is swelling, care must be taken to carry on the growth of thf

plant with equability and moderation. As the fruit ojiproaches

maturity, water is gradually withheld, lest the fiavour should be ini

paired. Pine-apples should be cut a short time before they obtain

complete maturity ; they do not keep sound long after being cut. and
consequently, if they have to be kept over for a short period the plant,

pot and all, should be moved to a dryish moderately cool room
The Hamiltonian s.ystem of pine growing was at one time more

frequently adopted than now. Instead of the suckers being de-

tached from their parent stems before fruiting, the base of the old

stem was bared of leaves and earthed up with rich compost, into which
itrootedfreely, each sucker thus producing a ripe fruit in Irom eight

to twelve months from the time it was started.' When this fruit

was cut, the process was repeated till a third succession of fruit

and a fourth were obtained, after which the sucker which bore the

last fruit was cut off with 6 or 8 inches of the main stem, and potted

so as to furnish another similar progeny of suckers.

The Queen, as a quick-fruiting sort, and the larger Smooth-leaved
Cayenne, are the chief favourites among cultivators. It may, how-
ever, be useful to give the names of a few of the best varieties ;

—

Spineless-leaved Pine-apple.

Smooth-leaved Cayenne, fruit large, cylindrical : good in winter.

Spiny-leaved Tine-apples.

BLack Jamaica : fruit oval. 4 to 5 lb ; one of the best for winter use.

Charlotte Rothschild : fruit cylindrical, 7 to 11 lb; good in winter.

Enville : fruit pyramidal, to 7 lb.

Lady Beatrice Lambton : fruit pyTamidal, 11 lb; good in winter; very jolcy
Lord Carington : fruit cylindrical, 5 to 7 lb ; good in winter
Prince Albert : fruit pyramidal, C to 8 lb; best io summer and autumn.
Queen ; fruit cylindrical, 4 to 8 lb ; the best sort for general purposes. ,.

Thoresby Queen : fruit roimdish-ovate, 6 to 8 lb. 4

»'

"

132. The Plum,_ Pniniis domes Ilea, is considered a native of Plum.

England, but many" of the best cultivated varieties have been intro-

duced from France. The fruit is not only prized for dessert, but

also for culinary purposes.

Plums are propagated chiefly by budding on stocks of the Mussel,

Brussels, St Julien, and' Pear plums. The damson, wine sour, and

other varieties, planted as standards, are generally increased by

suckers. For planting against walls, trees which have been trained

for two years in the nursery are preferred by some, but maiden trees

can be very successfully introduced, and by a course of liberal treat-

ment, with less hard pruning, may lie more speedily got to a fruiting

state. Any good well-drained loamy soil is suitable for plums, that

of medium quality as to lightness being decidedly preferable. Walls

with an east or west aspect are generally allowed to them, the dis-

tance between the trees being from 20 to 30 feet. The horizontal

mode of training is adopted by many, but the fan or half-fan forms

are also very commonly followed, and where there is sufficient height

probably the fan system is the best The shoots ought to be laid in

nearly or quite at full length. The frnit is produced on small spurs on

branches at least two years old, and the same spurs continue fruitful

for several years. Standard plum trees should be planted 25 feet

apart each way, and dwarfs 1 5 or 20 feet. Such trees require only to

have a portion of their wood thinned out occasionally when they are

young. The hardy kinds grown in this way are very productive.

In favourable seasons the crops require thinning, tr relievo the

branches from the excessive weight. The unripe fruit, if fully grown

and beginning to change colour, is quite fit for cooking. For dessert

purposes the fruit should be allowed to remain on the tree as long

as it will hang, and should be gathered by the stalk without dis-

turbing the bloom. Such kinds as Coe's Golden Drop and Ickworth

Imperatrice, if gathered dry, wrapped in tissue paper, and laid id s

dry cool fruit-room, may be kept for mouths fit for use

Tho following is a selection of good reliable vaneUes of pluras,

with their times of ripening :
—

Dessert Plwm.
Woolston Black b. Sept,
.Icltcrson h.m,.8ept
Kirko'8 b.Bi. Sept
Uulings's Superb m, Sept
Uklno Claude du Coint«l„
Uathera

Coe'a Ooldcn.Drop.

.

Kcinc Claudt de GaTajr

Iclnrorth lmp«Tatric«

Late Klvara

Earl7 Green Oage. e. July

Eoyainstive {Vsus.
K(vcrB'6 Early Apricot b. Aug.
Dennlaton's superb m. Aug.
OuUins Uolden in: Aug.
Ori/>u n.Tce ..m.e, Aug.

M'Laughlins e. Aug,
WaahhiKt<in Sept
AnecllBB Burdelt b. Sept,

IhirplcOaee.. b. ««pt.

Truupanat Sage t. Sept.

> ID. SepL

. 6. &«pU
I e Sept
t h Oct
b Oct

I 0. Oct
'

I U Mo?
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Early Rivera e. July.

Early Orleans b.m. Aug.
Czar in. Aus.
Sulton m. Aug.
Perahore ni-c. Aug.
Orleans .e. Au;

Prince Engelbert

.

Prince of Wales .

.

Culinary Plurm.

i e. Aug.
• t b. Sept.

! e. Aug.
•
t b. Sept.

\vliite IvLagnum Bonum— Sept.
MitchelsOD's b. Sept.
Pond's Seedling b.m. Sept.
Victoria (Aiderton) b.m. Sept.
Crittenden's Damson m. Sept.
Diamond m. Sept.
Wine Sour m. Sept
Autumn Conipdte e. Sept.
SandaU'3 e. Sept.
Belle de Septembre b.m. Oct.

Qoincfc 133. The Quina, Cydonii vulgaris, is but little cultivated in

Great Britain, two or tliree trees planted in the slip or orchard

teing in general found to be sufficient for a fupply of the fruit ; in

Scotland it seldom approaches maturity, unless favoured by a wall.

The fruit has a powerful odour, but in the raw state is austere and

astringent; it, however, makes an agreeable marmalade, and is often

used to give flavour and poignancy to stewed or baked apples.

The quince prefers a rich light and somewhat moist soil. The
tree is generally propagated by cuttings or layers, the former mak-

ing the best plants, but being longer in growing. It is much used

as a dwarfing stock for certain kinds of pears, and for this purpose

the young plants when bedded out in the quarteis should be

shortened back to about 18 or 20 inches. Those required to form

standard fruit-bearing trees should be trained up to a single stem

till a height of 5 or 6 feet is attained.

There are three principal varieties of the quince, the Portugal,

the apple-shaped, and the pear-shaped. The Portugal is a taller and

more vigorous grower than the others, and has larger and finer fruit
;

the a'^ple-sUaped, which has roundish fruit, is more productive,

and ripens under less favourable conditions than either of the

others ; while the pear-shaped has roundish-pyriform fruit, wluch
. ripens later than that of the apple-shaped variety.

Rasp. 134. The Raspberry, Rubus Idajus, which is found wild in Great

berry. Britain and in woods throughout Europe and Asiatic Russia, is

• propagated from suckers, which may be taken off the parent stools

'in October, and planted in rows 5 or 6 feet apart, and at 3 feet

asunder in the rows. It is the habit of the plant to throw up'from

the root every year a number of shoots or canes, which bear fruit the

subsequent year, and then decay. In dressing the plants, which is

done immediately after the crop is gathered, all these e.vhausted

stems are cut away, and of the young canes only three or four of the

strongest are left, which are shortened about a third. The steins,

being too weak to stand by themselves, are sometimes connected

together by the points in the form of arches, or a stake is driven in

midway between the plants, and half the canes are bent one way and

half the other both being tied to the stake. Sometimes they are tied

upright to stakes fixed to each stool. The best support is, howevxr,

obtained by fastening the points of the shoots to a slight horizontal

rail or bar, placed a foot and a half on the south side of the rows,

by which means the bearing shoots are deflected from the perpen-

dicular to the sunny side of the row, and are not shaded by the

nnnual wood. When this mode of training is adopted, the plan of

planting 1 foot apart in the row and leaving one or two canes

only to each shoot is preferable. The ground between the rows

should never be disturbed by digging ; but an abundant supply of

good manure should be given annuallyin autumn as a dressing, which

should be forked in regularly to a depth of 4 or 6 inches. All

surplus suckers should be got away curly in the summer before they

have robbed the roots, —five or si.\, to be reduced to the four best,

ilieing reserved to each root. Fresh plantations of raspberries should

be made every si.t or seven years. The double-bearing varieties,

which continue to fruit diuing autumn, require light soils and warm
situations. These should be cut close down in February, as it is

the strong young shoots of the current year which bear the late

autumnal crops. The other varieties may be made to bear in autumn
by cutting the stems half-way down at an early period in spring ;

but, as with all other fruits, the flavour of the raspberry is best
' when it is allowed to ripen at its natural season.

The following are some of the liner sorts now in cultivatioD:

—

Baumforth'8 Seedling—a largo summer-bearing red.

Cartov'a Prolific— ft large sumnicr-iicaring red.

FaBt<)lf or FiUty—a large summcr-ljearing red.

M'Lareii'ft I'rolillc— a larjii; d<nilil(i-l)earnig red.

Northuml»erlund I'illlcnkot—a larKC summer rod.

October Red—a floe autumn bearing red.

October Yellow—a fine autumn-l)Ciiring yellow.

Prlnco of Walea—a large Bummer-tiearing red.

Itcd Antwerp—a largo summer-bearing rod.

KogcrB'B Victoria—n large autunm-lieariiig red.

KouTid Antwerp—a large summor-bcnring red. ^
Sweet Yellow Antwerp-a largo suinmor-bcaring yellow.

Service."' 135. The Service, Pyrus Sorbus or P. domestica, is a European

^ troo which has been regarded oa a native of England on thcevidenco

of a flingle tree, which has probably been jilantcJ, now existing in tho

forest of Wyro. Though not much cultivated, its fruit is esteemed

^y Homo per.sons, and therelbro two or three trees may very well

1)0 provided with a place in the orchard, or in a sheltered corner of

tlio lawn. The tree is seldom productive till it has arrived at a

coodly size and ago. The fruit has a peculiar acid flavour, and,

Uko iho modlar, is fit for vsc only when thoroughly mellowed by

being kept till it has become blettcd. There is. a pear-shaped

variety, pyriformis, and also an apple-shaped variety, maliformis,

both of which may be propagated by layers, and still better by
grafting on seedling plants of their own kind- The fruit is some-
times brought to market in winter.

136. The Strawberry of the garden has been obtained by tho Strawr

crossing of several species of Fragaria, the larger-fruited sorts from berry.

F. grandillora, chilensis, and virginiana, and the smaller alpines from

F. vesca. The alpine varieties should be raised from seeds ; while

the other sorts are continued tine to their kinds by runners.

If new varieties are desii«d, these are obtained by judicious crossing

and seeding.

The seeds of the alpines should be saved from the finest fruit

ripened early in tho summer. They should at once be sown, either

in a slieltered border outdoors or in pots. The soil should be rich

and light, and the seeds very slightly covered by sifting over them
some leaf-mould or old decomposed cow dung. When the plants

appear .ind have made five or six leaves, they should be transplanted

to where they are to remain for bearing. iThe seeds sown in pots may
be helped on by gentle heat, and when tho plants are large enough
should be pricked out in fine rich soil, and in June transferred to

the open ground for bearing ; they will produce a partial ci'op in the

autumn, and a full onetin the following season. The same treat-

ment may be applied to the choicer seedlings of the larger-fruited

sorts from which new varieties are expected.

The runners of established sorts shouJd be allowed to root in the

soil adjoining tlie plants, which should, therefore, be kept light and
fine, and as soon as a few leaves are produced on each the secondary

runners should be stopped. When the plants have become well-

rooted, they should at once be planted out. They do best in a

rather strong loam, and should be kept tolerably moist. The
scarlet section prefers a rich sandy loam. The ground should ba

trenched 2 or 3 feet deep, and supplied with plenty of manure, a

good proportion of which should lie just below tho roots, 10 or 12

mches from the surface. The plants may be put in on an average

about 2 feet apart. Jlr Myatt,,,a well-known strajvberry-growcr

for market, plants in rows 18 inches apart, and the same distance

from plant to plant in the rows, but leaves a space of 30 inches for

an alloy separating groups of three rows, and after the first year

the middle row is cleared away. Some of the best growers allow 2i
feet between the rows, with the plants 2 feet from each other.

A mulc"hing of strawy manure put between the rows in spring

serves to keep the ground moist and the fruit clean, as well as to

afford nourishment to the plants. Unless required, the runners are

cut ofl' early, in order to promote the swelling of the fruit. The plants

should be watered during dry weather after the fruit is set, and occa-

sionally till it begins to colour. As soon as the fruit season is over,

the runners are again removed, and the ground hoed and raked.

The plantation should be renewed every second or third year, or

less tVequently if kept free of runners, if the old leaves arc cut

away after the fruit has been gathered, and if a good top-dressing

of rotten dung or leaf-mould is applied. A top-dressing of loam is

beneficial if apjilied before the plants begin to grow in spring, but

after that period they sliould not be disturbed during the summer
either at root or at top. If the plants produce a large number of

flower-scapes, each should, if fine large fruit is desired, have them
reduced to about four of tho strongest. The lowest blossoms on

the scape will bo found to produce tlie largest, earliest, and best

fruits. The fruit should not bo gathered till it is quite ripe, and

then, if possible, it should be quite dry, but not heated by the sun.

Those intended for preserving are best taken without the stalk and

the calyx.

J^orcing.—Tho runners propagated for forcing are layered into

3-inch pots, filled with rich soil, and held firm by a peg or stone. If

kept duly watered, they will soon form independent plants. The
earlier they are secured the better. When firmly rooted they are

removed and transferred into well-drained 6-inch p»ts, of strong well-

enriched loam, the sOll being rammed very firmly into the pots,

wliich are to be set in an open airy place. In severe frosts they

should bo covered with dry litter or bracken, but do not necessarily,

require to be placed under glass. They arc moved into the

forcing houses as required. The main points to be kept in view in

forcing strawberries are, first, to have strong stocky plants, the leaves

of which have grown sturdily from being well exposed to light, and

secondly, to grow them on slowly till fruit is set. When they are

first introduced into heat, tho temperature sliould not exceed 4[>'

or 50° by fire heat, and air must bo freely admitted ; should the

leaves appear to grow up thin and dolicato, less fire heat and more

air must DC given, but an nvenige temperature of ."ifi" by day may
bo allowed, and continued while the plants aro in flower. When
the fruit is set the heat may be gradually increased, till at tho

ripening period it stands at CI", and occasionally at "5° by sun-

heat. While the fruit is swelling the plants should never be allowed

to got dry, but when it begins to colour no moro water should

be given than is absolutely requisite to keep tho leaves from flng-

giiii'. Tho plants should bo removed from the house as soon us

the crop is gathorcd. The forced plants properly hardened m»ke
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first-rate outdoor plantations, and if ,mt out early in summer, in

good ground, will often produce a useful astumnal crop.

The varieties are very numerous, l^o following are solne of tlio

best and most distinct of those now in cultivation, those marked *

being specially suitable for forcing:

—

Amateur—a brisk-IIaaaured variety.

British Queen •—oue ftfjithe beat-Ilavoured sorts ; requires good cultivation.

I)r tlogg—a hardiLT forin ol British Qu^eu.
Kltou—late, and valuilvie tor pregerving.

Euchanti'esa—a fine-llavoured late variety.

Filbert Pine*—au excylleiit hiijli-tlavDured florL

Frogmore Late Pine—a good late sort.

Jainea Vcitch'— a large solid showy variety.

Keens' Seedling'—a flue old sort, ol treat merit for all purposes.
La Cunstante '—an excellent sort, of sprightly flavour.

La Orosse Sucrtfe •—large, and of excellent flavour.

Loxford Hall Seedling—one of the best late sorts.

Lucas*—a useful ftnc-llavoured variety.

Myatt's ElLza— very hjgh-flavoured. perhaps In this respect unCQUallod.
Oscar *—good for a general crop ; travels welL
President*—a useful brisk.flavoured sort.

Sir Charles Napier*—a capital market fruit, rather odd.
Sir Harry—a favourite market fruit.

Sir Joseph Paxton'—an excellent large htgh-ftavoured sort.

Vicomtesse Uericart de Thury*—good for all purposes, one of the best.

Vue. l.'J?. The nric, Vitis vinifera, a native of the shores of the Cas-

fiian, and a deciduous climbing shrub, is hardy in Britain so

dr as regards its vegetation, but not hardy enough to bring its fniit

to satisfactory maturity, 30 that for all practical purposes the vine

must he rcg.irded as a tender fruit. Planted against a wall or a

building having a south aspect, or trnined over a sunny roof, such
sorts as the Black Cluster, Black Prince, Pitinaston White Cluster,

Royal Muscadine, Sweetwater, &c. , will ripen in the waimest Eng-
lish summers so as to be very pleasant eating, but in cold summers
the fruit is not eatable in the raw state, andean only be converted

into, wine or vinegar. For Outdoor culture the long-rod system
IS generally preferred.

When the plant is grown under glass, the vine border should oc-

cupy the interior of the house and extend outwards in the front, but
it IS best made by instalments of 5 or 6 feet as fast as the pre-

vious portions become well fijled with roots, which may readily be

done by packing up a turf wall at tho extremity of the portion to be

newly made ; an exterior width of 15 ieetwill be sufficient. Inside

borders require frequent and thorough waterings. In well-drained

localities tlie border may be partially below the ground level, but
in damp situations it should bo made on the surface ; in cither case

the firm solid bottom should slope outwards toward an efficient

drain. A good bottom may be formed by chalk rammed down
close. On this should be laid at least afoot thick of coarse bard
rubbly material, a layer of rough turf, grass side dowuwards, being
spread over it to prevent the compost from working down. The
soil itself, which should be 2^ or 3 feet deep, never less than 2
feet, should consist of five parts rich turfy loam, one part old lime
rubbish or broken bricks, including a littlo wood asncs or burnt
earth (ballast), one part broken charcoal, and about one part of

half-inch bones, the whole being thoroughly mixed, and kept dryish
till used.

Young vines raised fronj eyes are generally preferred for planting.
The eyes being selected from well-ripcncd shoots of the previous year
»iro planted about the end of January, singly, in small pots of light

loamy compost, and after standing in a warm place for a few days
•hould be plunged in a propagating bad, having a bottom heat of 75°,

which should be increased to 85° when they Lave produced several
leaves, the atmosphere being kept at about the same temperature or

higher by sun heat during the day, and at about 75° at night. As
eoon as roots are freely foi-med the plants must be shifted into G-inch
pots, and later on into 12-inch ones. The shoots are trained up near
the glass, and, with plenty of heat (top and bottom) and of water,
with air and light, and manure water occasionally, will form firm
strong well-ripened canes in the course of the season. To prepare
the vine for phinting, it should be cut back to within 2 feet of the
pit early in the season, and only 3 or 4 of tho eyes at the base
ihould be allowed to grow on. Th« best time for planting is in
«pi ing, when tho young shoots have just started. The vines should
(e planted inside the house, from 1 to 2 fest from the front wall, the
i"Ots being placed an inch deeper in the soil than before, carefully
(iijjintancled and spread outwards from the stem, and covered cart;-

i<:\\y and firmly with friable loam, without manure. When the
shoots are fairly developed, the two strongest are to be selected
and trained in. When forcing is commenced, the vinery is shut
up for two or three weeks without fire heat, the mean temiicraturo
ranging about 50°. Fire heat must be at first applied very gently,
and may range abbut 55° at night, and from fiS to 70° by day. but a
lew degrees mrtio may be given them ns the buds break and tho
new shoots appear. When (icy are in flower, and onwards dnnng
the swoUingof Uic berries, AS" may be taken as a m.i.\inium, running
nn to !.0 with .sun heat, and tba temperature may be lowered some-
what when the fruit is ripe. As much ventilation as tho state of
the weather will permit should be given. A moist growing ntmo-
spnore IS necessary both for the swelling fruit and for maintaining
tUc licalth of the foliage. A due amount of moisture may be kept

up by the use of evaporating troughs and lij' syringing tliB walls and
pathways two or three tiinca a day, but the leaves should not be
syringed. When the vines are in flower, and when tie fruit is

colouring, the evaporating tiougbs should be kept dry, but; tint

aridity must not be excessive, leat the red spider and other Imrffnl
insects should attack the leaves. In the course of the season the
borders (inside) will require several thorough soakings of warm
water,— the first when tlio house is shut up, this being" repeated
when the vines have made young shoots a few inches long, agaia
when the vines are in flower, and still again when the berries are

taking the second swelling after stoning. Outside borders require
watering in very dry summer weather only.

There are three principal systems of pruning vines, termed the
loiuf-rod, the short-rod, and tho spur systems, and good crops have
been obtained by each of tliem. It is admitted that larger buuchea
are generally obtained by the long-rod than by the spur system.
The principle of this mode of pruning is to train in nt considerable
length, according to their strength, snoots of the last year's growth
for producing shoots to bear fruit in the present ; these rods are
afterwards cut away and replaced by young shoots trained up during
the preceding summer ; and these are in their turn cut out in
the following autumn after bearing, and replaced by shoots of

that summer s growth. By the short-rod system, short instead of
long rods are retained ; they are dealt with in a similar manner. The
spur system has, however, become the most general. In this case
the vines are usually planted so that one .can bo trained up under
each rafter, or up the middle of the sash, the latter method being
preferable. The shoots are cut back to budsclose to the stem, which
should be encouraged to form alternately at equal distances right
and left, by removing those buds from tho original shoot which are
not conveniently placed. The young shoots from these buds are to
be gently brought to a horizontal position, by bending them a little

at a time, and usually opposite aboutthe fourth leaf the rudiments
of a bunch will be developed. The leaf directly opposite tho bunch
must in all cases be preserved, and the yoUng shoot is to be topped
at one or two joints beyond the incipient fruit, tho latter distance
being preferable if there is plenty of room for the foliage to expand ;

the lateral shoots, which will push out after the topping, must be
again topped above their first or second joints. If the bunches are
too numerous they must be thinned before the flowers expand, and
the berries also must be properly thinned out and regulated as soon
as they are well set, care being taken,"in avoiding overcrowding
that the bunches bo not made too tliiri and loose.

The cultivation of vines in pots is very commonly practised with
good results, and pot-vines are very useful to force for the earliest

crop. The plants should be raised from eyes, and grown as strong
as possible in the wayklready noted, in rich turfy loam mixed with
about one-third of horse dunganda little bone dust. The tempera-
ture should be gradually increased from 60° to 80°, or 90° by sun
heat, and a bottom heat a few degrees higher must be maintained
during their growth. As the roots require more room, the plant!
should be shifted from 3-inch pots into those of 6, 12, or 15 inches
in diameter, in any of which larger sizes they may be fruited in the
following season, but, to be successful in this, the young rod pro-
duced must be thoroughly matuied after it has readied its limit

of growth.
The vine, both indoors and out, is very subject to the vine-mildew,

which appears to the naked eye like a white powder ; when this is

visible there is no effectual remedy, but if taken at the earliest stage
it may be destroyed by dusting the whole plant, stem, leaves, and
fruit, with sulphur. An equally destructive enemy is the vine louse,
J'hijlloxera vaslatrix. No certain easily applied cure has yet been
discovered, and practically the only sure remedy is to destroy the
vines, clear out the old infested soil, and cleanse tho structures
thoroughly in every part.

The number of varieties of grapes possessing some merit is con-
siderable, but a very few of them will be found sufficient to supply
all the wants of the cultivator. For general purposes nothing
approaches the Black Hamburg (including Frankenthal) iu merit.
Those named below are nioio or less iu requisition:

—

Outdoor Grapes.

Black Cluster—small, roundish. ov.il. bl.ick ben-ics.

Black Prince—lan^ish, oval, purplisli. black berries.
Early Ascot I-'rontignan—round, anfber.coloured berrlcB ; musky flavour
Early Saumur Frontignan—medium, round, p;ile-aniber lierries ; musky.
Early White llalvasia (Grovc.end Sweetwater)— roiiudish, whilish.grveo

berries.

July FrontfgTiiin-medium, round, bliic.black berries ; musky flavour.
Miller's Burgundy (The Miller)—smoll, roundish-oval, blatk berries.
Royal Muscadine (Chasseliis dc Fontiiineblean)—large, round, groeolftll*

yellow berries ; oue of the best white grapes, indoors or out.

Indoor Grapes.

Alicante—large, oval, bluo.blark berries : late, nnd a Rood keeper.
Black Hamburg-large, roundish.ovnl, black berries; A 1 iu every respect
Black Monukka— medium, obovrite-oblong. brownish. black, eeeillci^

crackling l)errie3; very pleasant eating; may bo gro^vn as ft curlo&ity.

Bitcklaiid Sweetwater—large, rtumdisli, pale amber berries.
Canon Hull .Muscat—large, roundish, amber ln'rries ; high musky flavour.

Ch.'ussPbis Mii.sqn^i—medium, round, pale amber berries; rich muskyflavoufc
Duchess of Bucclcuch—small, rouud, grceiiish-wluto berries ; musky.
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Duke of Baccleuch—rery large, roundish, grecDish-ambcr berries.

FoaUir'a White Seedling—largish, roundiah-oval, gre^nish-j'ellow berries.

Fraiiiionthal (Victoria Hamlmrg)—lar„'e, roundish-ul'late, black berries.

Grizzly VroDtignan—medium, round, urizzly red berries ; musliy.

Oro6 Colnian—very lari,'e, round, blacii berries ; late, reiiuirea to h.ang Ions.

Oros Maroc—large, oval, purple-blacit berries; very line, late. '

Lndy l>jwne'8—largish, roundish-oval, black berries ; late, a good keeper.

Madresfleld Court— large, oval or oblong, black berries ; sii^htly musky.
Mill Hill llatuliurg—very lurge, round or oblate, hammered, blue-liiack.

Alnsc'it of Alexandria-large, oval, pale amber berries; musky flavour.

Muscat ilamimrg— largo, oval, black berries ; musky flavour.

llaisiu de Calabro -large, round, transparent white berries; late.

Trcl»l>itturt—inpdiuin, roundish-oval, greenish-white berries; late.

Venn's Black .Muscat—medium, oviil, bi-ownish-blaik berries ; musky.
West's .St Peter's—largish, roundisli-oval, blue-black berries; late.

White l-Yontignan-medium, round, greenish-yellow berries; musky.

For the open wall, the Early Ascot Frontignan, Early White M.alvasift, and
Soyal .Muscadine may be preferred of the white sorts; and July Frontignan
ftnd Black Cluster of the blacks. For a greenhouse vinery. Clack Hamburg
and Madreslleld Court, black ; and Foster's White Seedling, Buckluud Sweet-
water, and Roy.il Muscadine, white. For early forcing. Black Hamburg and
Muscat Hamburg, black ; Foster's White Seedling, Royal Muscadine, White
Fronti-.;nan, and Ouke of Buccleuch, white. For a gener.al midse^ason crop,

Black Uarabur'g or Frankenthal, .ind Lady Downe's, black ; Grizzly JYontig-

nan, reddish; and Muscat of Alexandria and Raisin de Calabre, white. For
hanging late, Alicante, GrosColman, Gros Maroc, Lady Downe's. and West's
St Peter's, black ; and iluscat of Alexandria and Trebbiano, white.

WalttUt, 133. The fValnut, Juglans reCTi.o, is a lofty tree, uative of Persia

and Asia Minor. Tito fruit, whilst young and tender, is much used

for pickling, and when ripe is a favourite artlclo of ^he dessert. Tlie
,

ti'cc succeeds in deep sandy or calcareous loams, aod in stiff loams
resting on a gravelly bottom. It requires ftee exposure to air and
light. It is .propagated by seeds, and occasionally by budding,
grafting, or inarching for the perpetuation of special varieties. The
trees form their heads naturally, and therefore little pruning is re-

quired, it being merely necessary to cut otf straggling growtns, and
to prnvcnt the branches from interlacing. The best time for per-

forming this is in the autumn, just after the fall of the leaf Plants

raisad from the seed seldom become productiro till they are twenty
years old. The fruit is produced at the extrelnities of the shoots of

the preceding year ; and therefore, in gatliering the crop, care should
be taken not to injure the young wood. In some parts of England
tho trees are thrashed with rods or poles to cbtam the nuts, but
this is far from being a commendable mode of collecting them.

Besides tho common walnut, there are sevei'al varieties cultivated,

fiarticulai'ly the Thin-shelled and the Thctford or Highflyer, which
ast is by ^r the best walnut grown.

Orchard- 139. Orchard-liousi Trees.—The fruits that may be successfully

house grown in unhcatcd orchard-houses are peaches, nectarines, apricots,

plums, figs, cheri'ies, pears, and apples; and all, e.tcept the last two,
ore more readily obtained in those which are judiciously heated.

Tho trees are sometimes planted out, and sometimes grown in

pots. Tho potted ti'ees are decidedly to be preferred, for those

which are planted out are less at the command of the cultivator, and
unless the houses are large aro apt to outgrow the space ; they do not
indeed require so much attention as regards water, while pot trees

{ntail veiy much labour in this respect from the time the fruit is fairly

set until it is near the ripening stage ; but on the other hand i'. much
greater variety m.iy be grown in thisway, and the tiees can bo shifted

from place to place, as required, with the utmost facility. While at

rest in winter they can be set close together without injury, and may
be continued in this way until they come into flower. After the
setting of the fruit, tho hardier sorts, as plums, pears, and apples, can
be taken out, and put under temporary awnings till it is safe to

plunge them beside tho walks in the open quarters of the garden,
iwhere they gi'ow and swell, if duly watered, as well as if established

In the ground.- In dry summer weather they need a good watering
>two or three times a day, and besides this should have a doso of

liquid manure occasionally. This removal of the hardier plants to

tho open air leaves more space under glass for the tenderer sorts.

The trees are most convenient when trained in the pyramidal
form, or as compact bushes ; and the summer treatment should
consist in pinching back tho points of all tho growing shoots after

they have formed two or three leaves.

Tho vigonr of pot fruit tree.<» is greatly duo to judicious surface-

dressing during the summer months. It should bo applied at

intervala of ten or twelve day.s, and should be made up of equal

parts of horsc-drnpiiings, turfy loan), and malt dust, the v-holo being

laid ap in a heap and fretjucntly turned. The dressiiig should not,

however, be applied within three weeks of tlio ripening of tho fniit.

The trees should be repotted in autumn as soon as tho leaves hevo
dono their work, in sinulm' compost to that first employed—good
turfy loam, with about a sixth of rotted manure, and a sprinkling of

bone dust They are to bo tunied out of the pot, and a slice of about
an inch in thickness pared off with a sharp knife, and are then to be
toi>lacod in a pot of tho same size as that in which thoy previously
grow, unless in those cases where a larger one may bo afforded, and
then the roots need not lie cut away. Thi.i disiooting may some-
times be dono before tho loaves aro quite ready to fall, in which
Coio care is necessary to prevent tho tree from (lagging ; and, if the
wcathrr bo hot, the top.i sliould Ui kei't moist by tii-quently dewing
tJio foliage with the syringe, but no water must be given at the root

for a day or two after repottinir. If the wood has buun well niwued.

trees treated iu tliia way will bear freely dvirin^; the foliowiisg seaso:.

Whether placed on the floor of the house, or plunged outdoors, th

pot.^ should 3ta:)d on two bricks T'l".jed a little apart, 90 tljat fforni.

cannot gain udniittance by the diiiniug-hoi?.

Tho fruit obtained from trees vrtll cultixfatcd i-3 pots in an orcbaiti

house will compare, as regards size ind quality, with fUo best noiii

ripened on an open wall or in a forcing-houM ; but, when gicwi;

without fire heat, it i.s of course but little in advaaiSSci tbi otttdoor

crops. To tlie amateur this mouo of c'u'*iir» wl'l hd iffliyi4 !•-<

present many attractions.

VIL Vegetables.

140. Under this head w3 incl'ade thosb esculents which
are largely eaten as "vegetables" or as "salads," wiiUe tho

various " herbs " which are used chiefly for flavourLog or

garnishing will be referred to in a supp'ementaiy paragrapiu

\i\. The ArUchoke, Cynara Scolymus, is a sto'^t-giowing h.iidy Artl-

perennial, cultivated for the sake of the iramatu.-e Ho'A'cr-hcads. chok«
In France the whole of the lef.ves of the invohicre ai-c eaten when
in a young and tender state, en paivradi, or with pepper, sait, and
viQe&ar : but the only parts of the flower-head used iu England
aro the base of the leaves of the involucre, and the in!m.-"tuie floral

receptacle called the bottom, freed from the bristly seed-do'-v:i 'vhicb

is called the choke. In old plaatatioQ^ about to be destroyed th(

central leaves are sometimes blanchsd and eaten ; this edible jiart,

iiko that of the nearly related cardoon (oar. 150), is cr.llcd the chard.

The artichoke re-^juiies a deep cool dry soil, well cnriclied, and
deeply trenched. U is propagated by parting the roots iu April,

tho sets being planted in rows 4 or 5 feet asunder, ani 2 feet

apart in the rows. As the youn^ plants aiTord a crop which sue-

cce-.s that of old plants, a new plautation is made in some gardeni

every year. During summer the artichokes reqidre little" other

attention than to be kept clear of weeds. In November the decayed
stems and leaves are removed, the ground cleared, and a cone of a
foot deep of sifted coal-ashes, or rotten tan, or iittei7 dang, is pUced
close round the base to defend the stools from frost. In April this

is ti-.kcp away, tho stocks ate exawined, and tivo or three only of

the strongest slioots are permitted to remain ; a dressing of manure
is given—well-rotted hotbed dung or seaweed—and the ground
between the rows is forked over. Tho offsets, carefully removed

afford materials for young plantations. The heads are cut wliei

nearly full grown, before the scales of the involucre open out.

Tlie varieties most esteemed in Engl.ind aro the Green or French, which has
conical heails, and is considered the highest flavoured ; ^hc Globe, which has
dull purplish heads, and is well adapted for a general crop ; and the Purple,
which is tiie earliest. The Laon is that most widely grown at Paris.

142. The Asparagus, Asparagus officinalis, is one of tho roost Asps>
delicate ofour esculents, possessing well-marked diiu'ctic properties, ragiia

and is gi'o^vn extensively in private gardens as well as for market.

The asparagus prefers a loose light deep sandy soil ; tho depth should

be 3 feet, the soil being welt trenched, and all sui'plus water got

aw.ay. A considerable quantity of well-rotted dung or of recent sea-

wee4 should be laid in the bottom of tho trench, and another top-

dressing of manure should be dug in preparatoij to planting or

sowing. Nitrate of soda appears to be the Iwst artificial manui'e, and
salt applied at tho rate of 2 lb to the square )Tmi is a good dressing

while the plants aro growing. The beds should bo 8 f'.'ct or 6 feet

wide, with intervening alleys of 2 feet, the narrower beds takin" two
rows of plants, the wider ones threa rows. The beds should run
east and west, so that the sun's rays may strike against the side of

the bed. In some cases the plants arfr grown in etjuidistant rows

3 to 4 feet apart. Where tho beds aro made with plants already

prepared, either one-year old or two-year old plants may bo used, for

which a trench should bo cut sufHcient to afford room for »i>rfading

out the roots, the crowns being all kept at about 2 inches below tho

surface. Planting is best done in May, after the plants have started

into growth. To prevent injury to the roots, it is, however, perhap.'i

the better plan to sow the seeds iu the beds where the plants an^ to

remain.

The seed should bo sDwn in March in slight drills ; and it is n

good procautron to sow more than is necessary, and to thiu out

towards the end of tho first summer, to the distance of about
inches in tho rows. The ground must be hoed and kept clear

of weeds. Frequently slight crops of lettuce aro taken from tho

surface of the beds, and of caulillower from the spaces between them.

The asparagus heads should not bl^ cut before the third spring, and
aro not in perfection till the fourth or fifth.

Tho manuring of a.spartigus, which can scarcely bo overdone,

should be performed in the end of autumn, when the dead stems
aro removed. When tho plants aro in beds, tho surface should bo
stirred with a fork; a layer of well-rutted hotlwd dung should then
be laid on, and tho whole covered with a sprinkling of earth from
the alleys. If the plants arc grown in rows, tho manure is simply

dug in between them by means of a digging fork, care being taken

not to injure the roots. These operations are repeated annually, and
no other culturo is required ; but it is oncossorv to observe a duo
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moderation in reaping the crop, as the shoots, when cut too freely,

become gtadually smaller. A considerable quantity of ground is

ooiiseiiuently it'ijuired to keep up a supply. It is a general rule

never to gather aeparagus after |»cas have eonio into season. To
exporiuuce the finest llavour of asparagus, it should be eaten

immediately after having been gathered; if kept longer than one

day, or set iuLo water, its finer flavour is altogether lost. If properly

treateJ, asparagus beds will continue to bear well for many years.

The asparagus giown at Argenteuil, near Paris, hasacquired much
notoriety fur it^j large size and excellent quality. The French
gj"owcrs plant in trendies, instead of raised beds.

Forcing. —The most common method of forcing asparagiw is to

prepare, early in the year, a moderate hotbed of stable litter witli a
bottom heat of 70", and to cover it wi^h a common frame. After the
lu-at of fermentation has somewhat subsided, tlie surface of the bed
IS covfru'd with a layer of light earth or exhausled tan-bark, and in

ihis the roots of strong mature plants are closely placed. The
crowns of the roots are then covered with 3 to 6 inches of soil. A
eornnion three-light frame may hold 600 or 6U0 plants, and will

ilford a .tupidy for several weeks. After planting, linings are

applied wlien necessary to keep up the heat, but eare must be taken
not to ?<'orcli the roots; air must be occasionally atluiitted. Where
there are ("its heated by liot water or by the tank system, they may
be advautageously aitplied to this purpose. A succession of crops

must be maintained by annually sowing or planting new bed'^. Mr
Lindegard.of the Royal Gardens at Copenhagen, recommends the

plan of forcing asparagus on the ground on which it grows, but tho

results obtained in this way are not so satisfactory.

Tho principal varieties are the Red toppuii and the Green -topped, o( which
Ihere are several reputed siih-vnrioties, as the Battersea, Oravesend, CiuDt,
Colossal, Ac, which dilTer hut slightly from each other.

*<w"' 143. Tlie Dean, Faba vulgaris, is an annual plant. The seeds

are suwn about i inches apart, in dHlls 2^ feet asunder for the
amallcr and 3 feet for tho larger sorts. The soil should be a rather

heavy loam, deeply worked and well enriched. For an early crop
Marshall's Early Uwarf Prolific and the Dwarf Crimson-seeded may
be sown in Novt'mber, and protected during winter m the same
manner as early peas. An early crop may also be obtained by dib-

bling in the seeds in November, sheltering by a frame, and in

February transplanting them to a witrm border. Successional crops

•f Early Seville or Early Longpod should be sown in January and
February, and the Longjmds or Green Windsor in Maicli, April, and
May, for a general cro[), while for later crops the Dutch Longpod
may he sown in June or early in July. All the culture necessary

is that the earth bo tlrawn up about the stems. Tlio plants are

usually topped when the pods have set, as this not only removes
the black aphides wliich often settle there, but is tilso found* to

piotnnte the filling of the pods.

TliO following are some of the best sorts:—
EnTbj.—Dwart Crimson-seeded, Marshall's Early Dwarf Prolific, Early

Seville, Early Longpod
Aa((',— Wjiirisor. (Jreen Windsor. Dutch Longpod.
See Bean, vol. iii p. 4C0. and Aoricultdre, vol. i. p. 3G0.

*t«*t- 141. The Beet. Beta vulgaris, is a hardy biennial, native of the

south of Europe, on the sea-coast. Tiie boiled root is eaten cold,

either by iuself or as a aalad ; it is also often used as a pickle Tho
lM;et pros[)ers in a rich deep soil, well pulverized by the spado If

mamiro is required, it should be deposited at the bottom of the

Irencli in preparing tlie ground. The seeds sliould be sown in

drills 15 inches asunder, in April or eaily in May, and tlie

plants are afterwards to be tliinned to about 8 inches apart in

llie lines, but not more, as moderate-sized roots are preferable.

The plants should grow on till the end of October or later, when a
portion slioiild be taken up for use, and iV.v. rest laid in in a sheltered

Korner, and covered up from frost, Tlie roots must not be bruised,

and the leaves must be twisted o(f—not closely cut, as they arc

llien liable to bleed. In tho north the crop may be wholly taken

j» in autumn, and stored in a pit or cellar, beyond reach of frost.

If it is desired to have fresh roots early, the seeds should be sown
rtt the end of February or beginning of March ; nnd if a succession

is required, a few more may he sown by the end of March.
The Vetlow Dcets are not appreciated at tahle, and tho While Sugar Beets

are not suitable for fiarden culture. We shall oidy name a selection of tho
rtMl-fleslicd snrLs :—Turnip-rooted or Egyptian (very earl>). Red Castolnau-
dary (the type of our heat beets). I'hie-apple .Short-top, Nutltncs Selected,
CarUrit IV-rtcetion of Beets, Sutton's Daik Ked, PcH'a (,'riinson or Osbom's
Sclert.

The White Bcel, Beta Cicla, is cultivated for the leaves, which are
used as spinach ; but for this they arc a very sorry substitute. The
midribii and stalks of tho leaves are also stewed and eaten as sea-
kale, under the name of Swiss chard. The culture docs not diflcr

nmtcri.dly from that of the red beet, but more space is required.

,
See Bkkt, vol. iii. p. 604, and Acuiui'LTUiii;, vol. i. p. 381.
145. The Borecole or Kalc^ lirassica oleracca noephala, includes

several varieties which are amongst the hardiest of ouresculents, and
,8eldom fail to yield a good supply of winter greens. They require
well-enriched soil, and sullicient space for fidl cxnusurc to air ; and
they should also Iw sown early, so as to be well established and
luudeucd before winter.

Tiio main ernps should be sown about the first week of April, or, in
the north, in the third week of Maicb, and a succession a month later.
The Huda kale is sown in May, and plantc<l out in September, but
a sowing for laic spring use may be made in the last week of August,
and transplanted towards the end of September. To prevent over-
ciowding, the plants should be transplanted as soon as they are ol
sufficient size, but if tho ground is not ready to receive them a
sutficient number should be pricked out in some open spot. In
general the more vigorous sorts should be planted in rows 2i feet
or 3 feet and the smaller growers 2 feel apart, and 18 inches from
plant to plant. In these the heads should be first used, only so much
of tho heart as is fresh and tender being cut out for boiling ; side
shoots or sprouts arc afterwards produced for a long time in suc-
cession, and may be used so long as they are tender enough to admit
of being gathered by snapping their stalks asunder.

1 he best of the Ixirecolea or kales are—Dwarf Oreen Curled or Scot..h
Kale, very hardy, and fruni its dwarf habit often sheltered by snow ; Cotr
tager'a Kale, very hardy, one of the most proline and wellllavoured ; Purpla
Borecole, veiy hardy. The following are less vigorous in growth, but are of
excellent iiii^lity:—Jerusalem Kale, Egyptian Kale. Buda Kale,—the lai^t

two very hardy

14G The Broccoli, Brassica oleracea botrytisasparagoidcs, is sup JtoaneU
posed to have sjuung from the caulillower, being, like it, of Italian
origin, and differing chielly in possessing greater hardincf^s of con-
stitution Miller indeed states {Gardaiers' Dictionary) that the
broccolis known in his time were imported from the island of
Cyprus.
The broccoli succeeds best in a fresh, loamy soil, somewhat firra

in texture. For the autumn broccolis the ground can scarcely be
too rich, but the winter and spring sorts, on ground of this character,
are apt to become so succulent and tender that the plants suffer

from frost even in sheltered situations, wliile plants less stimulated
by UKinure and growing in' the open field may be nearly all saved,
even in severe winters. The main crops of the early sorts, for use
111 autumn, such as the Capes and Grange's, should be sows early

in May, and planted out while young, to prevent them coming too
early into flower; in the north they may be sown a fortnight earliy.
Tiie later sorts, for use dutring winter and spring, should be sown
about the middle or end of M<ty, or about ten Jays earlier in the
north. The seed beds should be made in fresh light unexhausted
soil ; and if the season be <lry, the ground should be well watered
before so\ving. If the younj; plants are crowding each other, i}i' y
should be thinned. The ground should not be dug before phinling
them out, as tho firmer it is the better; but a shallow drffl may
be drawn to mark the lines The larger growing sorts may be put
in rows 3 feet apart, and the p-lants about 2J feet apart in the rows,
and the smaller-growing ones at from 2 to 2^ feet between, and
Ik to 2 feet in the rows. If the ground is not prepared when young
plants are ready for removal, they should be transferred to nursery
beds and planted at 3 to 4 inches apart, but the earlier they can h«
got into tlicir i)enuanent places the better.

It is of course the young fiower-lieads of the plant which are
eaten Wlien these form, they should be shielded from the light,

by bending or breaking down an inner leaf or two. In somecf Ibe
sorts the leaves naturally curve over the heads. To j>revirnt tnjuiy
to the heads by frost in severe winters, the phuits .should be laid
in with their heads sloping towards the north, the soil being thrown
back su an to cover their stems , or they may be taken up and luid

in closely in deep trenches, so that none of the lowerbare portion of
the stem may be exposed. Some dry fern may also be laid over the
tojis.

Tiio spring varieties are extremely valuable, as they come at a
season when the finer vegetables arc scarce. They afford a suwdy
from March to May inclusive. In all coses great care should be
taken to procure tho seed true, as it is very liable to become deterio-
rated through crossing by insect agency.
Tho following are good types of broccoli, but tlio varieties are fre<iufntly

changmg. In name at least, the supposed novelties being often merely g'juj
and pure stocks of older kinds:

—

For axititmn and winter use: Early Purple Capo, Early White C^pc.
Grange's, Vetl^:h'9 Self-prol-.-cting Autunm, Snow's Superb Wioter White,
Osborn's WintcrWhite, liackh«uiae"8 Winter,
For late iciiitcr mul sprmg use : Knight's rrotecting, CooUng'e MatehleM,

Leamington, Chajipers Cream, EUotaon's Mammoth. Sutton's Perft-clJOD.

Peu?;iuce. Purple Sprouting.
For the latist mppty : Cattell's Eclipse, Carter's ChamploD, Lauder's

Co3iien, Lato White i'rotecting. Miller's Dwarf Lule White.

147. The Brussels Sprouts, Brassica oleracea bullata gemmiferj. Bru&Ww
have long been cultivated near Brussels. There appears to be no epnniM*
information as to the plant's origin, but, according to the late Dr
Van Mons, it is mentioned in the year 1213, in the regulations for

holding the inarkcis of Helgium, under the name of spruyli-Ti

(sprouts). It is very hardy and productive, and is much esteemed
Cor tho table on account of its llavour and its sightly appearance.

The seed should be sown about the middle of Marcn, and again
in the firstor second week in April forsucccssioa Any good garden
soil ia suitable. For an early crop it may be sown in a warm pir io

February, pricked out and hardened in frames, and [danted out in
a warm situation in April. The main cropmay be blantcd in rows'i
jcet asunder, the vlf^Qts 18 inches apart. They snould be get oa<
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early, so as to bs. wen eSUblisnea and come into use before winter.

The head may be cut and used after tl:e best of the little rosettes

whith feather the stem have been g.ithered ; but, if cut too early,

it exposes these rosettes, which are the most delicate portion of the

produce, to injury, if the weather be severe. ,

The earliest sprouts become fit for use in November, and they

continue good, or even improve in quality, till the month of March
following. Van Jlons mentions that by successive sowings the

sprouts are obtained in Brussels for the greater part of the year.

The most reliable crop is perhaps obtained from seed of the

ordinary variety imported from Holland ; but good English-raised

seed, represented by Carter's Perfection, may also be obtained.

Scrymgcr's Giant is a vigorous dwarf kind. We doubt, however,

the policy of planting dwarf kinds, as the taller ones with longer

stems, if suliiciently vigorous, must yield a larger produce.

In this place may be noted two hybrid sprouts, both raised by Mr
Melville, at Dalmeny Park, near Edinburgh. They are the Albert

Sprouts, ft hardy green, long in running to seed, the result of a

cross between the savoy and Brussels sprouts ; and the Dalmeny
3prout3, which grow 6 inches or 8 inches high, with a compactly
cabbaged he.id of moderate size, and astern thickly set with cabbage-
like sprouts, a cross obtained between the cabbage and Brussels

sprouts. Both may be grown in the same way as the borecoles.

Cftbbage. 148. The Cabbage, Brassica oleracea capitata, has sprung from
the biennial B. oleracea of the British sea-coasts. The cabbage re-

quires a weil-manured and well-wrought loamysoil. It should have
abundant water in summer, liquid manure being specially beneficial.

Hound London, where it is grown in perfection, the ground for it

is dug to the depth of two spades or spits, the lower portion being
brought up to the action of the weather, and rendered available as

food for the plants ; while, the top-soil, cont.iining the eggs and larvie

of many insects, being deeply buried, the plants are less liable to be
attacked by the club. Farm-yard manure is that most suitable for

the cabbage, but artificial manures such as guano, superphosphate of

lime or gypsum, together with lime-rubbisTi, wood-ashes, and marl,
may, if required, be applied with advant.age.

The first sowing of cabbage should be made about the beginning
of March, and should consist of Nonpareil or Enfield Market (also

known as the Early Battersea) ; these will be reaiiy for use in July
and August, following the autumn-sown crops. Anothersowing of
the same sorts, or of the St John's Day, should be made in the last

week of March or first week of April, and will afford a supply from
August till November ; and a further crop of such sorts as Early
York, Little Pixie, Atkins's Matchless, or other kinds that heart
quickly, may be made in M.ay to supply young-hearted cabbages in
the early part of winter. The autumn sowing,rwhich is the most
important, and affords the supply for spring aiid early summer use,

should he made about the last week in August, in warm localities

in the south, and about a fortnight earlier in the north ; or, to
meet fluctuations of climate, it is as well in both cases to anticipate
this sowing by another tvj'o or three weeks ear' r, planting out a
portion from each, but the larger number from that sowing which
promises best to stand without running to seed. Thesorts should
be Enfield Market, Nonpareil, or Winnigstadt. These later sown
plants will be ready for transplanting by the end of September or
early in October, and may be placed iu the giouud previously occu-
pied by the pea or bean crop.

The-cabbages grown late in autumn and in the bcginningof winter
Bra denominated Colcworts (vulg. Collards), from a kindred vcge-
tablo no longer cultiratci Two sowings are made, in the middle of
June and in July, and the seedlings are planted a foot or 15 inches
asunder, the rows being 8 or 10 inches apart. The sorts employed
are the Rosette and the Hardy Green.

About liOndon the large sorts, as Enfield Market, arc planted for
spring cabbages 2 feet apart each way ; but a jilant from an earlier
sowing 19 dibbled in between eveiy two in the rows, and an inter-
mediate row a foot apart is put in between the permanent rows,
these extra plants being drawn as colcworts in the course of the
winter. The smaller sorts of cabbage may bo planted 12 inches
apart, wllh 12 or 15 inches between the rows. The large sorts
should be planted 2 feet apart, with 2J feet between the rows. The
only culture required is to stir the surface with the Iioo to destroy
the weeds, and to draw up the soil round the stems.
Tho Jitd Cabbage, Brassica oleracea capitata rubra, of which the

Ited Dutch is tho most commonly grown, is much used for pickling.
It is sown about tho end of July, and again in March or April.
The Dwarf Kcd and Utrecht Red arc smaller sorts. The culture is

in every respect tho same as in the other sorts, but tlio plants have
to stand until they formhard close hearts.
Tho Couve Tronchtida or Portugal Calhagi; Brassica oleracea

occnhala costata, is of a distinct type and of excellent quality. The
fleshy ribs of tho leaves, cooked like sca-kalc, arc tho only parts
eaten. It is somewhat tender, and requires to bo sown early in
spring for use during tho autumn.

Tlie nivmps of tlie vnrltllc? of cnWinco arc very numcrouj, but, on comparlnc
tlicm at Chlnwlck, Mr Itarron rcdiiccM llic curilcn vni-li'llos to nboiit scvi-nlciMi
')I>«s, tho l)c»t u\ wlilch arc -.-liarli/ torts : Atkins's Jlalchlcss. iinrlv Vork.

Little Pixie, Nonpareil, St John's Day. Sfid-scason : Enfield Market (Batter-
sea or Fulliam). Kosette Colewort, Winnigstadt. LaU sorts : Ijacalan, Hardy
Green Colewort, Tunieranian. - See Cabbage, vol. iv. p. C17.

149. The Capsicum is the produce of several speeie5 of the genus Capsi-
Capsicum cultivated for the sake of their pods, which iu a green cum.
state are used in salads and in pickles, and when ripe are powdered

'

to form cayenne pepper. The pods, either green or ripe, are also
used to make Chili vinegar.

,

The Annual Capsicum, Spanish Pepper, or Guinea Pepper, Cap-
sicum annuum, is the sort most commonly grown. The seeds
should be sown iu a hotbed in February, the young pLants bein"
transferred successively into 3-inch, 5-inch, and 8-inch pots. They
require a warm genial atmosphere, and a light rich soil, and should
be assisted with liquid manui-e or such artificial fertiHzers as Clay's
or Jackman's. In the south of England they may be grown in the
open air, on a warm sunny border, if planted out towards the end of

June. The fruit ripens in .September, and may be kept two or three
years in a dry room. The Bird Pepper, C. baecatum, and the
Chili, C. frutescens, are both sub.shrubby plants, requiring stove
heat. They should be grown in peaty soil, should not be over-
potted, and should be kept dryish at the root in winter. The best
cayenne pepper is prepared from C. frutescens, and (,'. baecatum is

much relished by some persons. The Bell Pepper, C. grossura, and
the Large Sweet Spanish, are milder in flavour than the other sorts,

and are much eateu in salads and also with cold meats. Seo
Cayenne Peppee, vol. v. p. 280. '

150. The Cardoon, Cynara Caidunculus, a perennial from the south Cardoea
of Europe and Barbary, is a near relation of the aitichoke (par.

141). The edible part, called the chard, is composed of the blanclied
and crisp stalks of the inner leaves. Cardoons are found to prosper
on light deep soils. The seed is sown annually about the middle
of May, iu shallow trenches, like those for celery, and the plants are

thinned out to 10 or 12 inches from each other in the lines. In
Scotland it is preferable to sow the seed singly in small pots, plac-

ing them in a mild temperature, and transplanting them into the
trenches after they have attained a height of 8 or 10 inches, Water
must be copiously supplied in dry weather, both to prevent the for-

mation of flower stalks and to increase the succulence of the leaves.

In autumn the Icaf-st.alks are applied close to each other, and
wrapped round with bands of hay or straw, only the points being
left free. Earth is then drawn up around them to the height of 15 or

18 inches. Sometimes cardoons are blanched by a more thorough
earthing up, in the manner of celery, but in this case the operation

must be carried on from the end of summer. During severe frost the
tops of tho leaves should be defended with straw or litter. Besides

the common and Spanish cardoons, there are the prickly-leaved

Tours cardoon, the reil-stemmcd cardoon, and the Paris cardoon, !

all of superior quality, the Paris being the largest and most !

tender, 'i'he common artichoke is also used for the production of

chard.

151. The Carrot, Daucus Carols, has been much improved and CarroL
transformed from the wild state; it is probably a native of the sea-

coasts of southern Europe, but is now abundant throughout Europe -

and Asiatic Russia. The carrot delights in a deep sandy soil, which
should be well dminrd and deeply trenched. In regard to the pre-

paration of the ground, one of our best northern gardeners has said

—

" Trench in autumn ; trench deep and lay the manure at the bot-

tom of the trench; in spiing rake tlown, lay on an inch of wood
ashes, and dig them lightly in." For the long-rooted sorts the soil

should be at least 3 feet deep, but the Short Horn varieties may be

grown iu about 6 inches of good compost laid on tho top of a less

suitable soil. Peat earth may be usefully employed in lightening the

soil. Good carrots of the larger sorts may bo grown' in unfavour-

able soils by making large holes 18 inches deep with a crowbar, and
filling them up with sandy compost in which the seeds are to bo

sown. The main crop is sown at the end of March or beginning

of April. After sowing, it is only necessary to thin the plants, and
keep them clear of weeds. The roots ore taken up in autumn and
stored during winter in a cool shed or cellar.

/Vci'iijr.— For a supply of young carrots in winter, a hotbed com-
posed of 3 or 4 feet thick of leaves, or of 18 inches of dung,. or of 2

leet of dung and leaves mixed, should be prepared about tho end of

November or beginning of December, and covered with a frame and
lights. The bod should bo surfaced with 8 or 9 inches of light

soil, of which Icaf-mouM may form aconsiderable proportion, and the

seed of Early Short Horn, Early Nantes, or French Forcing should

be sown in drills 3 inches apart, nnd covered to the depth of J inch.

The young jilants should bo thinn«d to IJ inches apart. Tho tem-

perature should range from CO" to 05", as much light nnd air being

given as possible, but the sashes should be covered at night, espe-

cially in frosty weather. For succession sow again on a gentle hot-

bed under gla.ss early in February, nnd follow this by another sowing

on a warm sheltered south border early in March. The seed bed

should be made up of light rich compost, in a situation well ex-

posed to the sun. If these quick-growing sorts are preferred, small

succcssional sowings .should bo made in May and again in July,

James's Inlermcdiate beiua substituted at the last sowinc Whero
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a little protci tion can be givfii by a Trame in winter, some of the

Karly Short Horn may be sown in August for spring use.

The following are good garden carrots:—^ar/y: Frcnclt Forcing, Earlv

Nant£9, ICarty Sliurt Uorn. J/iJ-.vason: James's Intermediate, Long Blunt

Red. 'Main Crup: LoDg Surrey, AJtriDcliam. See AOIUCTJLTURE, vol. i. p.

369.

C5»i^- 152. The Cauliflower, Brassica cleracca botrytis cauliflora, is

8o»ef said by our old autiiors to have been introduceil fioni Cyprus, where,

as well as on the Mcditermnean coasts, it appears to have been ciil-

tivntcj lor ttf,'f3. It is one of the most Jelieately flavoured of vege-

tables, the dense cluster formed by its incipient succulent flower-

buJs being the edible portion.

The sowing for the lirst or spring crop, to bo in use in May and

June, should ue made from the lOlh lo the '25th of August for Etig-

Und, and from the Ist to the 15th of August for Scotland. In the

neighbourhood of London the growers adlieie as nearly as possible

10 the 21st day.' A sowing to produce heads in July and August
takes place in February on a slight hotbed. A late spring sowing

to produce caulillowers in Septeinl:>cr or October or later, should be

maile early in Apiil, and another about the 20th of May.

The cauliflower succeeds best in a ricb ^oil and sheltered position

;

but. to protect the voung plants in winter, theyare sometimes pricked

i)ul iu a warm situation at ihe foot of a south wall, and in severe

weather covered with hoops nod mats. A better method is to plant

them th ickly under a garden frame, securing t hero from cold by cover-

ings, and giving air in mild weather. For a very early supply, a few

scores of plants may be potted and kept under glass during winter,

»nd planted out in spring, defended with a baud glass. Soineliines

fMtchcs of three or four plants on a south border are sheltered by
lanJ-glasses throughout the winter. It is advantageous to prick out

the spring-sown plants into some sheltered place, before they are

finally transplanted in May, The later crop, the transplanting of

which may take place at various times, is treated like early cab.

bagcs. After planting, all that is necessary is to hoe the ground,

and draw up the soil about the stems.

It i.s found that cauliflowers ready foruse in October may be kept

in perfection over winter. For this i>ur[wse they are lifted carefully

with the spade, keeping a ball of earth attached to the roots. Some
of the largo outside leaves are removed, and any points of leaves

that immediately overhang the (lower are cut off. Tliey are then

placed either in pots or in hotbed frames, the plants being arranged

close together, but without touching. In mild dry weather the

glass frames are drawn off, but they are kept close during rain

storms ; abd in severe frost they arc thickly covered with mats.

The late Mr Barnes of Bieton informs us in the Oardaurs Miiga^

ztne that his cauliflowers for spring are sown the first week of

October, in pans, in a little bottom beat; and about the end of the

month, or the beginning of November, are potted into 3-inch pots,

and plunged close to the glas-s. The plants are kept shifted on iu

some old melon-bed mould until the beginning of January, when
they are shifted finally into 7-inch pots. In the first week in Feb-

ruary the ground is prepared. If wet, a little of the soil is taken

out where each hand-glass is to stand, and replaced with dry dusty

fubbisii, in older to prevent the caulifloivcrs from getting the

disease of " black legs." Four plants are turned out under each

hand glass. If the weather proves dry, a liquid manure, consisting

of i It) of nitrate of soda to 1 hogshcaij of cow-rlung water, with the

addition of a few gallons of hot water, is applied, which causes

the plants to grow in March as in May, and produce fine cauli-

flowers early in April. Mr Barnes states that by shifting on the

plants until they arc in 12-inch pots, and then placing them iu a

viiierv or peach-hou.se, ho has had cauliflowers early in Mari:li.

Some of the best varieties of caulinowi-r are— the ^V;dl heien, winch, if

true, is of excelleut iieality. anil the iiioSl geru-ially Ubefid fur atitunin;

Dwarf Erfurt, whica Is vory dwarf and Citrly. and gc.oti for sunmrcr and c.iriy

autumn use; Early Loiidnn, rather tall, hut with a fine conrpjiit curd. Le-

normand'9. a second early ; Snowhall. ilwarf, eomnact, and timrk heJidiiig
,

and Veitch's Aututnu Oiant. which is an excellciil narrly sort for autuiuQ.

Meriac. 153. The Cclcriac, Apium gravnolcns rapaceuni, the cdleri iiavct

of the French, is a variety of celery in which the slfm forms an

irregular knob, which is the part used, either sliced in salads or

cooked. It is a hardy substitute for other kimls of celery. The
roots grow to 3 lb or -I lb weight. Tho plants slinnld he reared

liko those of celery; anti, some time before winter sets iu, they should

be taken »ip and stored amongst sand in a shed or cellar.

CWerJ. 154. The Celery, Apiuin graveolens, baa been so much improved by
cultivation jia to have lost its acrid deleterious properties, and is now
a stout succulent plant, with a mild and agreeable flavour, and in

the finer varieties with the stalks soli'l instead of hollow and PTy*
Tho blanched portions only should, however, be used.

Celery is usually sown at three different times,—on a hotbed in

tho beginning of March, and in the open ground in March, and
again in April. The sec^dlings. when about 2 inches high, are

.pricked into rich soil, in which they arc allowed to stand till they

are 4 or 5 inches high. The first crop is defended by frames or

Y^nd-glasses, and is planter! wide to admit of being liiti'rl with halls

1^1 earth arihcring to the roots. Towards the end of May trenches

• for btoiichinf! tlw celerv arenropared 3A or 4 feet ujtart, 15 inches

1-2—lli*

wide at the bottom, and about a foot below tlie natural lev .1 of tli»

surface. The soil at the bottom of the trench is to be carefully

dug and manured, and a single row of plants placed iu eatb trench.

Sometimes, where a large supply is required, the trenches are made
6 feet wide, and rows 16 or 18 inches apart are planted across tho

trenches. As the plants advance in growth, earth is laid up about

the stalks of the leaves, and this is repeated at the end of every ten

or fifteen days. Many delay the eartliing-up until the plants have
nearly attained their lull size, when the operation is performed at

once ; but it is better to commence the carthing-up when the crop

is half-giown, and to complete it by adding a little more soil at

short intervals. Successional crops should be planted out from the

Ist of June till the 1st of August. Celery loves a rich light soil,

and will hear to bo Hooded with water at the root while growing.

The varieties of celery include some with red stalks and some with wliite.

The latter, as they blanch more perfectly than the red, aie sumelinies pre-

feired. but the red varieties blanch tua very delicate pink, and are generally

better flavoured. Some of the liest varieties are :— Whites : Early Dwarf Solid

White (Incomparable White). Williams's Matchless White, Wright's Orove
White. Reds : Leicester Red (^lajor Clarke's Solid), Ivery's Nonesuch, Sul-

ham PriiC Pink, Williams's Matchless Red See CELERI, vol. v. p. 290.

. 155. TbeCAicori/or SjiccorT/.Cichoriumlntybus, is much esteemed Chicory

by thft French as a winter salad, anil when blanched is known by

the name of Barbe de Caj}ucin. When intended for winter use, it

is "sown in May or June, commonly in drills, and the plants are

thinned out to 4 inches apart. If at first tlie leaves grow very

strong, they are cut off, perluaps in the n.idJle of August, about aa
inch from the ground, so as to promote the production of new leaves,

and check the fonnation of flower -stems. About the beginning of

October the plants are raised from the border, and all the large leaves

cutoff; the roots aie also shortened, and they arc then planted

pretty closely together in boxes filled with rich light mould, and
watered when needful. When frost comes on, the boxes are pro-

tected by any kind of litter or liaulm. As the salad is wanted, tliey

are removed into some place having a moderately inereajed tempera-

ture, and where there is no light. Each box affords two crops of

blanched leaves, and these are reckoned fit for cutting when about

6 inches long.

Another mode of obtaining the young leaves of this plant in

winter is to sow .seeds in a bed of light rich mould, or in boxes in

a heat of fiom 55° to 60°, giving a gentle watering as required. The
leaves will be fit to cut in a fortnight after sowing, and the plants

Will afford a second crop.

In Belgium a variety of chicory called IVitlocf'ia much preferred

as a salad to the French Barbe de Capucin. The seeds arc sown and

the plants thinned out like those of the ordinary SOI t. They art

eventually planted in light soil, in succession, from the end ol

October to February, at the bottom of trenches a foot or more in

depth, and covered over with from 2 to 3 feet of hot stable manure.

In a month or six weeks, according to the heat applied, the heads

are fit for use, and should be cut before they reach the manure.

The plants might easily be forced in frames on a mild hotbed, or ic

a mushroom-bouse, in the same way as sea-kale.

The sorts cultivated are the Common, the IiujM'oved, and the

Willuef. That grown for mixing with coffee is a variety with

laiger fleshy roots. See CmroKY, vol. v. p. 614.

156. Tho Chives, Allium Schrenoprasum, is a haidy perennial, Chite*

found in the North of England and in Cornwall, and growing in

rocky pastures throughout temperate and norlliern Europe and

Asiatic Russia, and also in the mountain districts of southern Europe.

It is cultivated for the sakeof its leaves, which arc used in saladsand

soups as a substitute for young onions. It will grow in any good

soil, and is pio]iag.%ted by dividing the roots into small clumps in

sjiring or autumn ; these aie planted from 8 to 12 inches apart, and

soon form large tufts. The leaves should be cut frequently so as

lo obtain them temler and succulent.

157.- The Corn-Salad or Lamb's f.tUuce, Valcrianclla olitoria, isa Corn-

weedy annual, native of southern Europe, Imt natur.iliicd in corn- salad.

fields in central Europe, and not unfrcquent in Biituin. In France

it is used in salads during winter and spring as a substitute foi

lettuces, but it is less esteemed in England. The plant is raised

from seed sown on a bed or border of light rich earth, and should

be weeded and watered, as occasion requires, till winter, when it

should be protected with long litter during severe frost. The largest

plants should be drawn for use in succession. Sowing may be

made every two or three weeks from the beginning of August ti|l

October, and again in March, if required in the latter part of tho

spring. The sorts principally grown arc the Kound-leaved and the

Italian, which last is sometimes referred to Valcrianclla criocarpa.

158. The Cress, or Garden Cress, I.epidium sativum, isanannu,il Cree*

plant, native of western Central Asia. It is used in salads, tha

young plants being cut and eaten while still in the seed-leaf, form-

ing, along with plants of the white mustard in the same stage of

"rowth, what iscommonly called "small salad." The seeds should

Ee sown thickly broadcast or in rows in succession every ten or

fourteen days, according to the demand. The sowings may be made
in the open ground from March till October, the earliest under

liand-ghiascs, and the summer ones in a cool moist situation ; but
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during winteV tliey must bo raised on a slight hotbed, or in shallow

boxes or pans placed in any of tlie glass-houses where there is a tem-
perature of 60 or 65°.

The Golden or Awtralian Cress is a dwarf, yellowish green, miM-
flavoured sort, which is cut and eaten when a little more advanced
in growth, but while still young and tender. It should be §own at

intervals of a month from March onwards, the autumn sowing,' for

winter and spring use, being made in a sheltered situation.

The Curled or Nonnnandij Cress is a very hardy sort, of good
flavour. In this, which is allowed to grow Tike parsley, the

leaves arc picked for use while young ; and, being finely cut and
curled, tliey are well adapted for garnishing. It should be sown
thinly in drills, in good soil in the open borders, in March, April,

taxi May, and for winter and spring use at the foot of a soutli wall

'early in September, and about the middle of October,

^.ucum- 159. The Cucumber, Cucumissativa, a tender annual, is cultivated
k«r. both for stewing and pickling, but more usually and extensively

for salads. Being an annual plant, it is usually incn^ascd by
seeds, but it may be readily raised from cuttings, which should
consist of the tops of the leading branches, and should lie planted
in deep pots, half-filled with a compost of leaf-mould and sand, the
pot3 being then covered with a pane of glass, and plunged in a
brisk heat. To grow these plants successfully through the winter,

a tropical heat must be maintained, for the method of doing which
see p. 26-1. Jf properly heated hot-water pits or houses cannot bo
had, and hotbeds have to bo employed, it is better not to attempt
Very early forcing, but to defer sowing tUl about the first week m
Fiibriiary.

In liotbed culture, the preparation of materials for the seed-bed,
which should consist of stable dung in a full state of fermentation,
should bo set about towards the middle of January. The dung
sliould be turned over, well shaken, and mixed about three times at

intarvals of a few days. The bed should be made up in a sheltci'ed

situation open to the sun. The frame should then be set on, and
the sashes kept closed till the heat rises to 85° or so, when they
should be tilted to allow the steam to pass off. In a few days the
surface of the bed should be covered with a layer a few inches in

. thickness of liglit soil ; and as soon as the heat of the bed ranges
about 70° the seeds may be sown singly in 3-inch pots of sifted

leaf-mould, with a lump of fibrous turf at the bottom for drainage,
the seed being moderately pressed into the soil, and covered to

the depth of about half an inch. Tho heat of the bed should range
from 75° to 80°. After germination, the plants should be placed
within 6 inches of tho glass. When tlio plants have formed, two
jointi, tlie growing point should be stopped above the second joint,

tJic- succeeding young shoots being stopped above tho second or
third joint. Subscijucntly three or four of the slioots, as nearly
c<iiial in strength as possible, should be selected for princij>albranches,

and the laterals from these should be allowed to fill ont the franio

and bear fruit ; they should bo stopped at one or two joints .above

tho fruit, and all weak shoots removed, being pinched olf with the
ftuger and thumb rather .than cut, to avoid loss of sap by bleeding.
Tfie cucumber i.s a moncccious plant, and at one time, in order to
sqpure the swelling of tho fr\iit, the female flowers were carcfidly
fortilized ; but it is found that this is not necessaiy unless seed is

required.

The fruitin^-bed is to bo made up ifi the same way as the secd-
l)ed, only, .-13 it is required to be more histing, it is bettor to mi.x up
toee leaves with tho dun". The bed may be made up in tho first

week in February, ami .should be 4 feet high in front, and 4 J feet

at hack. The frame should be put on at once, and tlic lights or
Bushes kept closed' till tho heat has ri.sen to the surface. If dry tho
«taiig may require watering to .keep up fermentation ; if it is moist
ond hot it may bo found necessary to mako holes with a stake in
the sides of tho bed to moderate the heat ; but unless it rises abovo
85* there is no danger of its injuring the roots. A few days before
the plants are' introduced some hillocks of soil should be put into
tho frame, in order,that they may become thoroughly warmed.
These should bo so arranged that the plant is within G inches of
the glass. The plants themselves should be removed to tlie framo
for a day or two before turning them out, the soil Iwing m'Jst,
bnt not wet, A good medium compost may consist of two parts
of'tuvfy loain, una of peat, and one of leaf-mould, with tho addition
of gpmc clean coarse sand; or of two parts lurl'y friable loam, two of
turly hcatli-moiild, three of leaf-mould, and oiio of clean coarso
Band. If the loam be of a less fibrous nature, more peat or leaf-
Biould or somo-ilecayed dling should be used. The bottom heat
should range from 75° to 80", and tho atino>;phcro should be kept
riioiat, and at a tenipuraturo ranging from 70° to 80°, the latter by
Biin-hcat. An abiimlance of light is also essential, but in very
fctiaht sunshiiio a thin shading is bonclicial. The water used
both at tho mots and nt the fops shnuld always be warmed, and,
while ventilatiou is to be duly attended to, a cold draught should
l)e uvoid.d.

^^ inter cucumhera arc generally grown in small houses set apart
for Hiein (sec p. 224). Tho seeds arc sown in August, and p'aiiled
«nt so OS to become wclUatablished buforo the dull wuathor sits in.

Ill the ea-ie of culture in houses or pits, the heal, bottom and top,
is maintained by hot-water pijies or tanks, and the blanches ar«
trained over trellises placed about a foot from the ghiss The idattta
must in this case be run up with a single stem, till they re.ach the
upper side of the trellis, when ihe leader should be stop|ied in orJer
to produce the branches necessary for covering the allotted space,
and these must also be stopped wlieii fruit-benrjng laterals are
required. These last should be stopped at one joint beyond tho
fruit, till it can be seen whether or not a shoot will push'fiom the
same joint as the fruit, in which case the joint above the fruit is also
to be pinched off.

The hardier varieties of cucumber, especially the short prickly sorts,
known .as gherkins, and used for pickling, are often gio.vn under
hand-glas.'ies, acavity having been made in a warm situation, and
filled with hot dung and a small covering of earth. In the southern
counties of England, pickling cucumbers are sown in drills in the
open ground. The earth is made fine and level, and at distances
of 34 feet, in rows 6 feet apart, shallow circular hollows are formed
with tho hand, a foot wide, ami half an inch deep in the middle, in
each of which, about the beginning of June, eight or ten seeds are
deposited. When the plants appear, they are thinned out to three
or four, the weakest or least healthy being rejected, and all the
further attention they require is occasional cleaning and watering,
according to the state of the weather.

.Some of the most popular varieties of the cucumber are :

—

Spineless: nollisson's Tclcffraiih, farter's Champion
ii'htte-t^piiied: Kenyon's Improveii. Empress Eugenie, Improved Man-

cliester I'rize, Latter'a Victorj' 01' Englund.
Dlack-tiirpeU WMte-st>iiu'<l : TeiiUer auJ True, Ilamilton's Marliet Fa-

vourite, Blue Gown.
Blacrc-spined : Dr Livinsstone, ncuUersou's At, \\'ccd<urs Blaclc Spine.
Sec Cucumber, vol vj. p iiS7

160. The Egg Plant, Sulanum Mchingena. the Aitlcnjtne or Ei^
r.riiijal of the French, is a tender annual, mitivo of South America plaut
and of the tropical jiarts of .'\sia and -Africa. In France it is culti-

vated for the fruits, which are cooked before they are eaten. The
seed should be sown early in February in a warm pit, where tho
plants are ^rown till shifted into S-inch or lO-inch pots, in well-
manured soil. Manure water shoul-d be given occasionally while
tlic fruit is swelling, about four fruits being sufficient for a plant.
The French growers sow them in a brisk heat in December, or early
in January, and in March plant them out four or eight in a hot-
bed with a bottom heat of from 60° to 68°, the sashes being gitulually
more widely opened as theseason advances, until they m.iy betaken
off by about the end of May. Tho two main brandies which are
allowed are pinched to induce laterals, but when the fruits are set

all young shoots are taken off in order to increase their size. Tho
best variety is tho Large Purple, which proiluces oblong fruit, somC'
.times reaching 6 or 7 inches in length, and 10 or 12 inches in cir.

cumfeccnce. The Chinese is also an oblong-fruited sort, witli whilo
fruit and more juicy fiesh than some of the other sorts. The fruit

of the ordinary form almost exactly resembles the egg of the domes-
tic fowl.

•161. The Endive, Cichorium Endivia, is a hardy annual, native P"Jiv«,
of the northern provinces of China and other parts of Asia. As in

the case of tho lettuce, the blanched hearts are used for salads and
in soups. The main crop should be sown about the middle of June,
on a seed-bed of light rich soil, and the early crop about the middle
of May. The seeds should be scattered sparsely, that the plants
may not come up in clusters. The seedlings shou'ld bo trausplnnterl

into a rich soil in an open situation, at about a foot a]mrt in rows,
which for the curlcd-Ieavcd sorts should be a foot asunder, and for

the broad-leaved sorts 15 inches. When the plants have reached theit

maturity, the leaves aro gathered up and tied together a little below
tlie tips, and a few days later about the middle of the plan
two or tlirco weeks they arc found sulhciently IdaiKhod for use.

For winter uso tho seed should be sown about the middle of July,
and a little additi0n.1l in August. They should be planted in tho
same way 05 the earlier crops, but it is advisable, as they ajiproach
maturity, to dr,aw tho earth quite up .about the leavvs. At that
season, too, the plants may be aihantngeously planted on sloping
banks of earth facing south. They ni<iy Iw blaiiclied by inverting a
garden pot with tho drainage hole closed, or a common garden .saucer

10 or 12 inches in diameter, over tho centre of the plants.jis they
grow flat on the earth.

the mushroom-house, or in n cellar, or by using lilanehing pots,

such as uro provided for .sea-kale. Tho time occupied in blanctiing

Later on they may be blanched in bCiVes in
"

' '
'

; not

iictiin

varies from ten days in summer to three weeks in winter. A siitli-

cieiit quantity to alfonl a supply for a week may bo operated on at

one time.

For jirotcction during the winter it is a good plan to pl.int tho

endive on November, at G or 8 inches apart, on sloping sheltered

banks facinj the south, covering it with litter in severe weather,

but leaving it uncovered at all other times. A more certain

methoil to obtain a supply during that .season i.s, however, cithei

to tuko up the late-sown plants before frost sets in, and to plant

llieni in ilry earth or sand in a frame, or to place a frame over them
whefo they grow. The early wiulei' crops are sometimes planted at
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ti-

the back of a eouth.wall, and when covered up for blanching they

will endure a considerable amount of cold.

There arc two races of endives, the Curled (Ckiccrie frisie of the

French), with crispy much-cut leaves, and the Bataviaa (ScaroU

of the French), with broad lettuce-like leaves. Some of the favourite

sorts are

—

CttrUd: FrCDch Small 45reen Curled, early; Largo Green Curled ; Staghorn,
for latorrops; and Curled Plcpua.
Batavian : .Small BaUvian. Round-leaved Batavran ; Lettuce leaved, early ;

;
and Fra&cr'e broad-Icaved Uatavian, for late crops.

162. The Garlic, Allium sativum, a hardy bulbous perennial, is

propagated by separating the cloves of which the bulbs are composed,

and [ilanting them 2 to 3 inches deep in spring, at a few inches

apart, in rows a foot asunder, in a light, rich, and rather dry soil,

and in a warm situation. A few short rows will sufhce in most cases,

and, if re<juired early, a small patch may also be planted about the

end of October. After the leaves have ripened, the bulbs may be

taken up, sun-dried, tied in bunches by the st;ilks, and hung up in

« dry airy cool storeroom till wanted. Garlic is used for llavouiing.

163. The (?o«r<is cultivated in gardens for their esculent produce
are varieties of several species of Cucurbita, the most commonly
used being the vegetableinarrow and the pumpkin.
The fegclabh Marrow, Cucurbita Pepo var. , is the most important

of the gourds used as an esculent, and furnishes in good seasons a

very large supply for the table. The fruits are best when eaten

quite young and not over-boiled, the flesh being then tender, and
the flavour sweet and nutty.

Vegetable marrows require a warm situation and a rich soil free

from stagnant moisture. They do well on a rubbish or old-dung
heap, or in a warm border on little hillocks made up with any fer-

menting material, to give them a slight warmlh at starting. The
seeds should be sown in a warm pit in April, and forwarded under
glass, but in a very mild heat ; the plants must be shifted into

larger puts, and be gradually hardened previous to being planted

out, when the raild weather sets in in May or June. The use of hand-
classes makes it possible to transplant earlier than would otherwise

be advisable. The seeds may be sown early in May in pots

under a hand-glass, or towards the end of May in the open ground,
if heat is not at command. The true vegetable marrow or succade

gourd bears fruit of an oblong-elliptical snaf>c, about 9 inches long,

pale-^eenish while young, with whitish flesh, and scarcely any in-

dication of ribs ; when mature it is of a pale y«llow colour. There
is a variety which is more oblong, grows to 15 or 18 inches, and
has the surface slightly marked by irregular longitudinal obtuse ribs.

The shoots may be allowed to run along the surface of the ground,

or they may be trained against a wall or paling, or on trellises.

As the gourds cross readily, care isneccssary to keep any particular

variety true. One of the best vegetable marrows is called Moore's
Vegetable Cream.
The Ctistard Marrow, one of the Patissons or Crown Gourds, bears

a p«culiar-looking flattened fruit with scolloped edges, which has a
eweetcr and less nutty flavour than the tnie marrow.
The Pumpkin, Cucurbita maxima, grows to a very large size,

some of the varieties, as the large yellow or Poliron jaunc, some-
times producing fruit over 200 ft in weight -The flesh of this is

yellow, the ripe fruit, in which state only it is used, being of a
jiale ealmony nutf colour exteriorly. It will keep for some months
in a dry airy place, and is used in soups or stews, or mashed like

potato«s, or baked in pies. There are several varieties of this type.

fhe cultivation of the pumpkin resembles that of the vegetable

marrow, but it requires aoimdance of space for its spreading vines.

Mauy of the other gourds (of which some are very ornamental)

produce edible fruits, nut as some, notably the orange gourd and
the bottle gourd, aro cathartic and deleterious, they should not be
indiscriminately eaten.

164. The Uorseradish, Cocblearia Armoracia, or Armoracia
rusticaua, aliardy perennial, is cultivated for its long roots, or more
proi>erly underground rootstocks, which when scraped into shreds,

or grated and made into a delicious sauce, are eaten with roast beef.

Its properties aro antiscorbutic. The horseradish requires a deep,

rich, and rather moist sandy loam or alluvial soil, the object being
to*obtain long straight roots. One method of producing new plants

is to plant the sets, consisting of the crowns of old roots, or of 1 or

2 inch lengths of the root itself, at the bottom of a trench 2J feet

deep, the lower half of the soil being well manured ; only a single

ehoot should be retained, so as to produce one thick vigorous stick.

The roots planted in spring are sometimes taken up in the winter
following ; if loft to grow another year they become very much
thicker, though less tender. In digging.tlic roots the soil should be
thrown back so a-i to lay them bare. Those that spring from the set

we cut off, and it is mauured and left to grow up again the follow-

ing year. Before the ground becomes frost-bound, a supply should
bfl dug up, and stored in damp sand for use during that emergency.

105. The JeruMiem Artichoke, Hclianthus tulwrosus, a nardy
tuberous perennial, a species of sunflower, derives its eiiithct

J&ruaalem from a corruption of the Italian Oirasoh, a sunflowt-r,

and its name of Artich/tkt from the resemblance in flavour which iio

tubers bear to that of the receptacles or "bottoms" of that plant.
It is propagated by means of its tubers planted in the manner of
potatoes, in rows 3 or 4 feet aiunder, some time in February or
March ; by the autumn the new tubers will be fit for use. As .i

matter of convenience, though the tubers themselvss are hardy
enough to bear the frosts of wint«r, they may bo dug up about
November, and stored in dryish sand. They should have a well-
manured soil, and tliesttms should not be allowed tobo too crowded,
which is in great measure obviated by planting them annually.

16ff. The Kidiicy Bean includes what is commonly known as the Kidney
French Bean, Phaseolus vulgaris, and the Scarlet Runuer, Pbaseolus boan.
multiilorus, both very productive vegetables of excellent quality.

Til.; Coiinnon Kidney Bean or French Bean, Phaseolus vulgaris,

is a tender annual, and should be grown in a lich light loamy
soil and a ivarm sheltered situation. The soil should be well

enriched with hotbed dung. The earliest crop may be sown by
the end of March or beginning of April. If, however, the tem-
perature of the soil is below 46°, the beans make but little pro-
gress. The main crops should be got in early iu May ; and a later

sowing may be made early in July. The earlier plantings may ba
sown in small pots, and put in frames or houses, until they can bo
safely planted out-of-doors. The earliest ont-of-doors crop may be
sheltered by means of thatched hurdles, placed sloping on bcarera
supported by posts. The seeds should be covered I J or 2 inches
deeji, the distance between the rows being about 2 feet, or for the
dwarfest sorts 18 inches, and that between plants from 4 to 6 inchos.
The pods may be used as a green vegetable, in which case they should
be gathered whilst they are so crisp as to be readily snapped in two
when bent ; but when the dry seeds are to be used, the pods should
be allowed to riiwn. As the green pods are gathered others will

continue to be formed in abundance ; but if old seed-forming f»o is

are allowed to remain, the. formation of young ones will be greatly
checked.

Forcing.—The kidney bean may be easily forwarded in |»ot8 in a
forcing-house, or in prepared soil in a heated pit. The bottom boat
should range about 70°, and the atmospheric temperature should
show a minimum of GO", and a maximum of 70°, running up to
80° by sun-heat. The seed should be sown three or four in a iO-

inch pot, nearly filled with light turfy soil .ind leaf-mould, ordeci lu-

posed cow dung, the stems being earthed up after the true lervea

are formed ; and they must be well syringed and watered daily.

To keep down the red spider, the under side of the leaves should
be thoroughly moistened by syringing early in the morning
with water at 60°; the house being then kept shut up- till the
air is raised to 75° or 80°, both surfaces will, in consequence of
condensation, become thoroughly wetted. 'When the plants ccnie

into flower, plenty of air must be admitted. Kidney beans may
thus be obtained fit for use, iu six weeks or two months from the
time of sowing. It may therefore be desirable to sow some stud
in August to succeed the crops in the open ground, and, for succes-

sion, in Sei>tcnibcr and October ; for spring use sow in January,
February, and March. The early dwarf sorts arc the best for forc-

ing, such a:; Fulmer's Early, Newington Wonder, Osbornis Forcing,
Williams's Early Prolific, Syon House, and White Advancer.
The varieties of French beans being numerous, we here add the

names of some of the most desirable for general cultivation :—
Early; ViTiite Canterbury, Fulmer's Forcing, ilinier's First Early, Oebora's

Forcing, Sir Joseph Pa.xton, White Advaaocr.
Second Early ; Canadian Wonder, bears late ; Negro Lonf^-podded, bears

late ; New Alammoth Negro, earlier than Canadian Wundcr ; Newington
Wonder; Pale Dun ; Syon House ; Williams's Frolifit, bears late;

The Scarlet Runner Bean, Phaseolus raultifiorus, diiTers from the
common French bean in being a perennial, and in having tuberous
roots, which, it may be stated, are narcotic and poisonous. Thcso
may bo preserved through the winter in dryish earth in a frost- proof
cellar, for an early crop the following season. The late Mr CuthiU
mentions having found from experiment that plants raised from
roots come into bearing just one month earlier than those raised

from seed. Tho seeds of the runner beans should bo sown in &D
open plot,—the first sowing in May, another at the beginning of
June, and a third about the middle of Jtmc. In tho Lonaou
market-gardens they are sown 8 to 12 iiiAcs apart, in 4 feet rows
if the soil is good. The twining tops are pinched or cut off when
the plants are from 2 to 2J feet high, to save the expense of stak-

ing. It is better, however, in private gardens to nave the row*
standing separately, and to support tho plants by stakes 6 or 7 feet

high and about a foot apart, the tons of the stakes being crossed

about one-third down. If tho weatner is dry when the pods are

forming abundantly, plenty of tepid water should bo supplied te

the plants. In training the shoots to their supports, they should
be twined from right to left, contrary to the course of the 6UD, or
they will not lay hold.

The ordinary Scarlet Runner is most commonly growu, hut therets'ft white-
flowered variety which has also white seeds ; this is very prolific and ol
excellent quality, and is now much grown for market. .Another variety caUe4
Painted Lady, with the flowers red and white, is very ornamental, but not N
prwiuctivo. Carter's Champion is a large-podded pro-Juctlve variety.

Ki". Tho Kohl Rabi, or Turnip Cabbage. Brassica olemcea caulo'
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K-Vbl rapa, is a biennial, the upper part of whose atcni swell * mto a round

fiibL fleshy mass, rcseinhling a turnip, but [irO'iuci'J above giouml. K"lil

mbi is excTcJingly hardy, witlisiaoJing both severe Irosta and

drou"ht. It ia not much giown in English gardens, though when

uatd young it forms a good substitute for turnips. The seeds

should in sown iu May and June, and the seedlings should be

planted shallowly in well-manured ground, 8 or 10 inches apart,

in rows 15 inches asunder; and they should be well watered, so as

to induce quick growth. The bulbs will be tit for use when they

. are as large as— not larger than—an early turnip. The best aorta

are Karly White Vienna, and Early I'urple Vienna.

168. The Leek, Album Porrum, a hardy biennial, is said to be

^ native of Switzerland, but more probably comes from the East.

Tiic leeks, which prefer a light soil, are sown in beds about the

middle of March, and later for a succession, and in June or July are

planted out 6 inches asunder ; and in rows 16 or 18 inches apart.

When the weatlicr is moist the plants are dropped upright into the

hole made by the dibble, and no more earth than will just cover

the fibres is allowed to fall in, the hole being left open to encourage

the stem, to swell out, and blanching is effected gradually by the

earth washing"" into the hole. They are also planted in trenches

like celery, and earthed up when they have made their growth.

The leeka will be fit for use in September, ami will last till the

spring.

The best sorta are— E.Tily Netherlands, for efirly use; Larce Rouen, one
of Che very best; London Hag. and MusselUiireh, the latter being reputedly
the liHidieat; and Careiilaii, a very lar^jc hardy French sort.

Vetliue. 189. The Txltur.s, Lactuca sativa, is a haj-dy annual, highly

esteemed as a ^Ud plant, while its milkyjuice forms the Inctucarium

of the materia medica. The London market-gardeners make pre-

paration for the lirst main crop of Cos lettuces in the open ground
early in August, a frame being set on a shallow hotbed, and, the

stimulus of heat not being required, this is allowed to subside

till the first week in October, when the soil, consisting of leaf-

mould mixed with a little sand, is put on 6 or 7 inches thick,

80 that the surface is \*ithin 4^ inches of the sashes. The best

time for sowing is found to be about the llth of October. When
the seeds begin to germinate the sashes are drawn quite otf in

. favourable weather during the day, and put on, but tilted, at night

in wet weather. Very little watering is required, and the aim
eliQuld bo to k«p the iilauls gently moving till the days begin to

lengthen. In Jauuary a more active growth is encouraged, and in

mild winters a considerable extent of tlic planting out is done, but
in private gardens the pi-cfcrable time would bo February. The
ground should be light and rich, and well manured below, and the

plants put out at 1 foot apart each way. In jilanting at this early

season, the ilibble, in closing in the soil, should be inserted on the

south side of the plant. Frequent stirring of the ground with the

hoc greatly encourages the growth of the plants. A secontl sowing
should be made about the £ith of November, and a third in frames
about tlie end of Janixiry or beginning of February. In March a
sowing may be made in some warm situation ; successional sowings
may bo made in the open border till August, about the middle of

which month a crop of Drown Cos and Hardy Hanimei"smith should
be sown, the latter being the most reliable in a severe winter.

Thi'He i)lant3 may be put out early in October on the sides of ridges

facing the south or at tlio front of a south wall, beyond the reach
of drops from the copings, the Hardy Hammersmith being planted
6 or 8 inches apart. Young lotture plants should be Ihinnect before

they crowd or draw each other, and transplanted as soon as possible

after two or three leaves are formed. Some cultivators prefer that

the summer crops 'should not bo transplanted, but sown where
they are to stand, the plants being merely thinned out ; but trans-

planting checks tho running to seed, antl makes the most of the
ground.

Forcirtfj.— For a winter supply by gentle forcing, the H,irdy

Hammersmith and Riown Dutch Cabbage lettuces, and tlie Crown
Cos and Green Paris Cos lettuces, should be sown about tho middle of

ATlgusl and in the beginuing of September, in rich light soil, the

plants being pricked out '\ inches apart in a prepared bed, as soon as

the hrst two leaves are fully formed. About the middle of October
the plants should bo taken up carefully with Kills attached to the

roots, and should be placed in a mild hotbed of \vell-i>repared dung
(about 55°) covered about 1 foot deep with a compost of sandy peat,

l«af-mouliI, and a littlo wcll-docomjiosed manure. The Cos and
Hrown Dutch varieties should be planted about 9 inches apart.

Give plenty of air when the weather permits, ami protect from frost.

There are tv/o races of tho lettuce, tho Cos lettuce, with erect

oblong heads, and the Cabbage lettuce, with round or spreading
heads,— tho former geiiemlly crisp, tho latter soft and flabby in
texture. Some of tho Iwst lettuces for general puriioses of tlio two
classes aro tho following :

—

. C'w : Whlto Parlfl (,'ofl. bo«t for summrr : Green rnrlfl Tnn, hardier than tho
Ivhtt*;; Al|)haiii<0 Co*. Btaiula well ; llmwn Vtm, one (if tho luirdieat anil best
J»r \fliiler; Ilkkn'il Hardy While I'm; Hiworhiat lluth C.n.

Viihi'O^f
: H^iniiierMDilh llin-dy (iieen. very hardy, K'"*d for winter ; T'lm

Ttiuniti: Untwo [iiitrh; Nca)>ohtan, best for siuaiuer; (Jrund Adnilra],6t3ndA
tbu alcilor well ; Htanauiul I'ark.

170. The Mushroom, Agaricus campestris, is a well-known fun-
gus of a specially savoury character ; it grows wild in Great Britain

i

on upland pastures, and appeals to be indigenous to most regions of
the globe. The plant is propagated by spores, the fine black dust
seen to be thrown otf when a mature specimen is laid on white paper
or a white dish ; these give rise to what is known as the "spawn"
or mycelium, which consists of whitish threads permeating dried
dung or similar jubstances, and which, when planted m aproper
medium, runs through the mass, and eventually appears in the form
of the mushroom. This spawn may be obtained from old pastures,
or decayed mushroom beds, and is purchased from nurserymen in t be
form of bricks charged with the mycelium, and technically known
as mushroom spawn. When once obtained, it may, like le"aven, be
indefinitely preserved. It may be produced by piacing quantities
of horse dung saturated with the urine of horses, especially of stud
horses, with alternate layere of rich earth, and covering the whole
with straw, to exclude rain and air; the spawn commonly appears
in the heap in about two months afterwards. The droppings of
stall-fed horses, or of such as have been kept on dry food, should b«
made use of.

The old method of growing mushrooms in ridges out of doors, or
on prepared beds either level orsloping from a back wall in sheds or
cellars, may generally be adopted with Success. The beds are fotnied
of horse droppings which have been slightly fermented and fre-

quently turned, and may be made 2 or 3 feet broad, and of any
length. A layer of dung about 8 or 10 inches thick is first deposited,
and covered with light dryish earth to the depth of 2 inches ; and
two similar layers with similar coverings are added, the whole
being made narrower as it advances in height. When the bed is

finished, it is covered with straw to protect it from rain, and also from
parching influences. In about ten days, when the mass is niilkwarm,
the bed will be ready for spawning, which consists of inserting small
pieces of spawn bricks into the sloping sides of the bed, about d
inches asunder. A layer of fine earth is then placed over the whole,
and well beaten down, and the surface is covered with a thick
coat of straw. When the weather is temperate, mushrooms will

appear in about a month after the bed has been made, but at othei
times a much longer period may elapse. The principal things to be
attended to are to preserve a moderate state of moisture and a

proper mild degree of warmth ; and the treatment must vary accord-
ing to the season.

Mr Cuthill describes a very simple mode of culture. The ridge
is built up of dung as it is brought fresh from the London stabhs ;

in this fermentation soon sets in, and, when the heat of the bed
declines to 80", pieces of spawn bricks are inserted, a foot apart,

in tlie sides of the bed, whiih is then moulded over, 2 inches
thick, pressed with the feet, and beaten with the spade, then
watered, and beaten ogain with the spade, and finally smoothed
down. The more the mould is pressed, the finer tho cro]i, and the
more solid the texture of the mushroom.

Thesfl ordinary ridge beds furnish a good supply towards the end
of summer, and in autumn. To command a regular supply, how-
ever, at all (Seasons, the use of a mushroom-house (see par. ia,

p. 22C) will be found very convenient. The material employed in

all cases is the droppings of horses, which should be collected fresh,

and spread out in thin layers in a dry place, a portion of the short
litter being retained well moistened by horse urine. It should then
bo thrown together in ridges and frequently turned, so as to be kept
in an incipient state of fermentation, a little dryish friable loan*

being mixed with it to retain the ammonia given olf by the dung.
With this or a mixture of horse-dung, loam, old mushroom-bed
dung, and half-decayed leaves, the beds are built up in successive

layers of about 3 inches tliick, each layer being beaten firm, until

the bed is 9 or 10 inches thick. If the heat ^exceeds 80°, holes
should be niado to moderate the fermentation. The beds are to bo
spawned when the heat moderates, and the surface is then covered
with a sprinkling of w-armeil loam, which after a few days is made
up to a thickness of 2 inches, and well beaten down. The beds
made partly of old mushroom-bed dung often contain sufficient

spawn to yield a crop, wilhout the introduction of brick or cako
spawn, but it is advisable to spawn them in tho regular way. Tho
sjiawn should be introduced an inch or two below tho surface when
the heat has declined to about 75°, indeed the bed ought never to
exceed 80°. The surface is to bo afterwards covered with hay or

litter. The atmospheric temperature should range from C0° to C5*
till the nuishroonis appear, when it may drop a few degrees, but not
lower than 55°. If the beits require watering, water of about 80°

should be used, and it is iireferable to moisten the covering of litter

rather than the surface of the beds themselves. It is also beneficial,

especially in tho case of partially exhausted beds, to water with a
dilute solution of nit're. For a winter supply the beds should ho
luado towards the end of August, and the end of October.

171. The Afiuiiard, Sinapis alba, or Rrassica alba, is a hardy annual, MiistlK

used ns a small .««hid—generally accompanied by garden cress

—

wl>>l(j

still iu tho seed-leaf. To keep up u supply, tlie seed should be sown
every week or ten days. Tlie sowings in the open ground may Ite

I, rpo^n Mnreh till Oetob'ir, eailier oi later aceordiiia to the
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season. Tlie groiiinl sliouM be light anJ rich, and the situation

wjrin and sheltered. Sow thickly in rows 6 inches .ipart, and slijjhtly

cttvfT the seed, pressing the surface smooth with the back of the

s|«de. When gathering the crop, cut the young plants oft' even with

the ground, or pull them up and cut off the roots, commencing at

one end of a row. From October to March the seeds should be

sown thickly in shallow boxes and placed in a warm house or frame,

with a temperature not below 65°.

17-2. The NastuTtium, or Indian Cress, Tiopjeolum majus, is a

perennial climber, native of Peru, but in cultivation treated as a

hardy annual. The flowers are sometimes eaten in salads, and are

used for garnishing, and the leaves and young giecn fruits are

pickled in vinegar as a substitute for capers The plant should have

a warm situation, and the soil should be light and well enriched ;

eow IhiiiW early in April, either near a fence or wall, which

mar be utilized for its sujiport, or in an open spot, where it will

reiiiiire stokes 6 to 8 feet high. Its flowers are no less ornamental

than useful

17.3. The New Zealand Spirtoch, Tetragonia expansa, is a half-

hardy annual, native of New Zealand, sometimes used as a sub-

stitute for spinach duung the summer months, but in every way
inferior to it. The seeds sbouM bn sown in March, on a gentle

hotbed, having been previously sieeiied in water for several lioui^.

The seedlings should be putted, an>l placed under a frame till the

end of ^^ay, and should then be planted out, in light rich soil.

Tlie young leaves are those which are gathered for use, a succession

being produced during summer and autumn.
17J The Onion, Allium Cepa, is a hardy bulbous biennial, which

has been cultivated in Britain from time immemorial, but the

native country of which is unknown. The onion should be grown
in an open situation, and on a light, rich, well-worked soil, which

has not been recently manured. The principal crop may be sown
at any time from the middle of February to the middle of March,

if the weather is fine and the ground sufficiently dry. The seed

should be sown in shallow drills, 10 inches apart, the ground being

made as level and firm as possible, and the plants should be regularly

thinned, boed, and kept free from weeds. At the final thinning

they should be set from 3 to 6 inches apart, the latter distance in

very rich soil. About the beginning of September the crop is ripe,

which is known by the withering of the leaves ; the bulbs are then

to be pulled, and exposed on the ground till well dried, and they

are then to be put away in a store-room or loft, where they may be

perfectly secured from frost and damp.
*^out the end of August a crop is sown to afford a supply of

young onions in'the spring months. Those which are not required

"fur the kitchen, if allowea to stand, and if the flower-bud is picked

out on its first appearance, and the earth stirred about them, fre-

quently produce bulbs equal in size and quality to the large ones

tnat are imported from the Continent. A crop of very large bulbs

way also be secured by sowing about the beginning of September,

and transplanting early in spring to very rich soil. Another plan

is to sow in May on dry poor soil, when a crop of small bulbs will be

produced ; these are to be stored in the usual way, and planted in

rich soil about February, on ground made firm by treading, in rows

about a foot apart, the bulbs being set near the surface, and about

6 inches asunder. The White Spanish and Tripoli are good sorts

for this purpose.

To obtain a crop of bulbs for pickling, seed should be sown
thickly in March, in rather poor soil, the seeds being very thinly

covered, and the surface well rolled ; these are not to be thinned, but

should be pulled and harvested when ripe. The best sorts for

this crop are the Silver-skinned, Early Silver-skinned, Nocera, and
Queen

Farcing.—Onions may be forced like mustard and cress if required

for winter ealadis, the seeds being sown th'okly in boxes which are

to be placed in a warm house or frame. The young onions are of

course pulled while quite small.

The Potato Onion, Allium Cepa aggregatum, is propagated by the

lateral bulbs, which it throws out, under ground, in considerable

numbers. This variety is very prolific, and is useful when other

sort-1 do not keep well. It is sometimes planted about midwinter,
and then ri[>ens in summer, but for use during the springand early

summer it is best planted in spring. It is also known as the

underground ooioD, from its habit of producing its bulbs beneath
the surface.

The Tree Onion or Bgi/ptian Onion, Allium Cepoproliferum, pro-
daces small bulbs instead of (lowers, and n few offsets also under-
ground. These small stem bulbs are excellent for pickling.

The lyelsh Onion or Ciboule, Allium fistulosum, is a hardy
Jwrennial, native of Siberia. It forms no bulbs, but, on account of

Its extreme hardiness, is sown in July or early in August, to furnish

a reliable supply of young onions for use in salads during the early
spring. These bulbless onions are sometimes called Scallions, a
name which is also applied to old onions which have stem and leaves
but no bulbs.

The following are among the best varieties of onions for various
purposes :

—

For summer and autumn,—Qxxcen ; Early While N.iplcs , these two
sorts are also excellent for sowing in auluniD for spring Ealntling. SiWei^
skirmed ; Tripoli, including Giant Rocc«.
For leinter.—Brown Glol>e, including Mo^um Bonum ; Wliite Globe:

Yellow banvcrs ; ^Yhite Spanish, in its several forms : Trebons, the flnesi
variety for autumn sowinp, attainiiig a large size early, ripening well, and
keeping good till after Christmas j Strasburg (Deptford) ; Weathei-stleld Bed;
Blood Itcd. strong-flavoured.
For ?j(cfra7t^,— Queen. E;\rly SUver.sklnned, White Nocera, Egyptian. ',

175. The Orach or Mountain Spiruich, Atiijilex hortrnsis, native pracb'
of Tartary, is a tall-growing hardy annual, whose leaves, though '

coarsely flavoured, are used as a substitute for spinach, and to cor-

rect the acidity of sorrel. The White and the Green are the most
desirable varieties. The plant should be grown quickly in rich soil.

It may be sown in rows 2 feet apart, and about the same distance

in the row, about March, and for succession again in June. If need-
ful, water must be freely given, so as to maintain a rapid growth.

176. The Oxalis crcnala, Oaa of the South Americans, is iOx^'-'
tuberous-rooted half-hardy [jerennial, native of Peru. Its tubers are cat.o.»

comparatively small, and somewhat acid ; but if they be exposed
to the sun from six to ten days, they become sweet and floury.

In the climate of England they can only be grown by staiting them
in heat in ilarch, and planting out in June in a light soil and warm
situation. They grow freely enough, but few tubers are formed, and
these of small size. The fleshy sialks, which have the acid flavour

of the family, may, however, be used in the same way as rhubarb
for tarts. The leaves may be eaten in salads. It is easily propa-
gated by cuttings of the stems, or by means of sets like the potato.

177. The Oxalis Dqiperi, a bulbous perennial, native of Mexico, Oxalis.

has scaly bulbs, from which are produced fleshy, tapering, white, Deppd
semi-transparent roots, about 4 inches in length, and 3 to 4 inches
in diameter. They strike down into the soil, which should therefore

be made light and rich with abundance of decayed vegetable matter.

The bulbs should be planted about the end of April, 6 inches apart,

in rows 1 foot asunder, being only just covered with soil, and having
a situation with a southern aspect The roots should be dug up
before they become affected by frost, but if protected they will con-
tinue to increase in size till November. When taken up, the bulbs
should be stored in a cool dry place for replanting, and the roots

for use. The roots are gently boiled with salt and water, peeled

and eaten like asparagus with melted butter and the yolks of eggs,

or served up like salsafy and scorzonera with white sauce

178. The Parsnip, Pastinaca saliva, is a hardy biennial, lonnd in I'an

temperate regions. Us long tapering fleshy whitish nutritious roots

have a peculiar but agreeable flavour. It succeeds best on a free

sandy loam, which should be trenched and manured in the previous

autumn, the manure being well buried. The seed should be sown
thinly in March, in rows, 18 inches apart, and finally thinned out
to 1 foot apart. The leaves will decay in October or November,
when a portion of the roots may be taken up and stored in drj'i.sli

sand for immediate use, the rest being left in the ground, to be
fciken up as required, but the whole should be rvmoved by Feb-
ruary to a dry cool place, or they will begin to grow. The best
sorts are the Hollow-crowned, the Maltese, and the Student.

179. The Pea, Pisum sativum, is a hardy annual, climbing by Pe*
means of the tendrils of its leaves, and has been cultivated from time
immemorial. The seeds or pulse are very nutritious, whether eaten
green or ripe, and those of the early crops are esteemed as luxuries;

The pea prefers a friable calcareous loam, deeply worked, and well
enriched with good hotbed or farm-yard manure. The early crops
require a warm slieltered situation, but the later are better grown 6
or 8 feet apart, or more, in the open (juarters, dwarf crops being in-

troduced between the rows. The dwarf or early sorts may be sown
3 or 4 feet apart The deep working of the soil is of importance,
lest the plants should sufler m hot dry weather from mildew or
arrest of growth. The first sowing should be made about the
beginning or middle of November, in front of a south wall,

the plants being defended by spruce fir branches or other spmy
throughout the winter. In February sowings are sometimes made
in flower-pots or boxes, and tlie young plants afterwards planted out.

The main crop should be sown towards the end of February, and
moderate sowings should be made twice a month afterwards, up to
the beginning of July for tlie north, and about the third week in

July forwarmer districts. During dry hot weather late peas derive

great benefit from mulching and watering. The latest sowings, at
the middle or end of August, should consist of the best early sorts,

as they are not so long in producing pods as the larger and finer

sorts, and by this means the supply may be prolongeil till October
or November. As they grow up the earth is drawu to the stems,

which are also supported by stakes, a practice which in a well-kept

pirden is always advisable, although it is said that the early varie-

ties arrive sooner at maturity wTien recumbent. ^' AVhere space
permits, all the taller sorts are best sown in single rows at wide
lnter^•al3 of 20 or 30 feet.

Peas grown late in autumn are subject to mildew, to obviate

which Mr Knight proposed to dig over the ground in tlie usual way,
and to soak the spaces to be occupied by the rows of peas thoroughly
with water,—the earth on each side to be then collected so as to

form ridges 7 or 8 inches hich, these ridges bcinc well watcrcdi
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Bnd the seed sown on them in single rows. If dry weather at any
time set in, water should be supplied profusely once a week.

To produce very early crops the French market-gardeners sow
early in November, in frames, on a border having a good aspect,

the seeds being covered very slightly. Tlie young plauts are trans-

Slanted into other frames in December, the ground inside being

ug ont so as to be 18 or 20 inches below the sashes, and the eartli

thus removed placed against the outside ol the frames. The young
plants, when 3 or 4 inches high, are planted in patches of three or

four, 8 inches asunder, in four fongitudinal rows. The sashes are

covered at night with straw mats, and opened vvheneverthe weather

re sufficiently mild. When 8 or 10 inches high, the stems are in-

clined towards the back of the frame, a little earth being drawn to

their base, and when the plants come into blossom the tops are

pinched out, above the third or fourth flower, to force them iuto

bearing. As soon as they begin to pod, the soil may have a gentle

watering, whenever sulficiently warmed by the sun, but a too vigor-

ous growth at an earlier period would be uetrimcntal. Thus treated

the plants bear poils fit for gathering in the first fortnight in April.

A very convenient means of obtaining an early crop is to sow in

5-inch pots, a few seeds in each, the plants to be ultimately planted

out on a warm border. Peas may also be obtained early if gently

forced in frames, in the same way as kidney beans, the dwarl'est

varieties being preferable.

For the very early peaa the rows should range east and west,

but for the main crops north and south. The average depth of the

drills should be about 2 inches for small sorts, and a trifle more for

the larger kinds. The drills should be made wide and llat at bottom,

BO that the seeds may be better separated in sowing. The large

sorts are the better for being sonn 3 inches apart. Chopped furze

inuy be advanta^^eously scattered in the drill before covering in, tQ

eheck the depredations of mice, and before levelling the surface the

eoil should be gently trodden down over the seeds.

A good selection of sorts may be made from the following ;

—

Early : DilUstone'a Early (.Sutton's Ringleader, Carter's First Crop), the
earliest sort ; .Sjin^ster's No. 1. a ^ood form of Early Frame ; William 1., fuie

;

La.xtoii'a Alplia, the c.irliest wriakled pea ; Dickson's First and Best ; Rlac-
leau'3 Little Gem, a very dwarf wrinkled pea : Toui TliunJ) (Beck's Gem), a
very dwarf round pea. The last two are useful for forcing and for pots.
Second Early : Maclean's Advancer, Staudish's Criterion, La.\ton's Marvel,

Carter's Telephone, r>r Maclean, Ppemier, Carter's StrafaiiCMi.
Lute : Janica'a Proline. Carter's (J. F. Wilson, Veitch's Perfection; Ne Plus

Ultra, the tliiest of all late peas, but a little delicate in cold wet soih ami
Boaaons ; General Wyndliani, continues to produce very late ; British Queen,
Chantpion of England, Laxtou'a Omega.

fatiU). 180. The Folato, Solanura tuberosum, is a half-hardy perennial,

projuoinj! underground tubers, largely used as an esculent. It

thiives best in a rather light friable loam ; and in thin sandy
soils the produce, if not heavy, is generally of very good quality.

Soils which are naturally wet and heavy, as W'ell as those which
are hea'vily manured, such as old garden ground, are not suitable.

Indeed it is best, except when there is ample sj>ace, to grow
only tho earlier kinds in gardens. If tho soil is of fair quality, the

less manure used upon it the better, unless it bo soot or lime.

Gypsum, bone-dust, superiihosphate of lime, and nitrate of soda may
also be used, and wood ashes arc advantageous if tho soil contains
much vegetable matter.

Potatoes arc commonly propagated by dividing the tubers, leav-
ing to each segment or *' set" one or two eyes or buds. The " sets''

*re then planted by tho aid of the dibble or spade, in rows at a
distnnco varying from 15 inches to 3 feet, the distance being
regulated by the height of tho stems, and that between tho sets

%'arying from C to 12 inches, 8 inches being a good average space for

({arden crops, with 2 feet between the rows. The sets may be put
in 6 inches deep. The late T. A. Knight suggested the planting of

whole tubers or sets, at greater distances apart, by which means, he
argued, n larger produce would be obtained

; ho propo.'fed to leave

4 feet between tno rows, but that distance, execpt with the larger

varieties, has been found to bo too groat. Though the planting of

whole tubers instead of the cut sets has been thus hig'ily recom-
mended, yet according to eomo experiraciita inado in the garden'
of tho Horticultural Society at Chiswiok the cnt.scts yield a much
hotter ret rn than wliolo ones. The full-sized tubers aro, however,
j>rcferablc to smaller ones, as their larger buds tend to produce
stronger shoots. It h.as also been found that tho best returns are

obtained from sets taken from the points of the tubers—not from their

b.T30. Mr Thomas Dickson of Edinburgh long ago observed that the
most healthy and productive crop was to be obtained by fdanting
tinripc tulx'rs, and projioscd this as a (irovcntivc of the disca'so failed

the "curl," which sometimes attacks theyoungstems, causing them
and also tho leaves to bccomo trumplcd, and few or no tubers to

b« produced. U lias also been noted that the sprouting of the eyes
of tho potato may be accelerated if, while still unripe, it is taken up
and QxpoHetl for some weeks to the inlluence of a scorching sun.

Thejiesl sets :iro tlio.'H; oblnincd from plants grown in elevated and
o()eT'i '.situations, and it is also bcuuficial to use sctj. growli on a
ddfcTent soil.

The earliest crops should, if po5.sible, he planted in alight soil

Mul is a warm situation, towards the end of February, or as early as

possible in March. In some cases the tubers for early crops are
sprouted on a hotbed, the plants being put out as soon as the leaves
can bear exposure. If the young sprouts are about 2 inches long,
they may be planted out towards the end of March ; if they are pro-
tected young potatoes will be procured in seven or eight weeks. It

will improve the crop if, when the stems have grown a few inches
above ground, the earth is draw-n up to them, but the operation will

delay its maturity for two or three weeks. Mr Knight recommends
removing the fiow«rs as they appear, in order to increase the pro-

duce. The fine early varieties, however, scarcely produce any flowers.

The main crop should be planted by the middle of March, late

planting being very undesirable. Those intended for storing

should be dug up as soonu-as they are fairly ripe, unless they are
attacked by the dire disease, in which case tliey must bo taken up
as soon as the muiraiu is observed ; or if they are then suflicicntly

devUopcd to be woith preserving, but not fully ripe, the haulms or

shaws should be pulled out, to prevent the virus passing down
them iuto the tubers ; this may be done without disturbing tho
tubers, which can be dug aftenvards. See Agkicultuke, vol. i.

p. 364.

Forcing.—The best forcing sorts are the A.sh-leaf as a kidney, ami
th-e Early Market or Hector of 'Woodstock for a round. The earliest

crop may be planted in December, and successional oiicsin January
and February. The mode of cultivation adopted by the London
market gardeners is thus in substance e.'iplained by Mr Cuthill. A
long trench, 5 feet wide and 2 feet deep, is filled with hot dung, on
which soil to tho depth of G inches is put. The sets employed aro

middle-sized whole potatoes, which are placed close together over the
Ited, covered with 2 inches of mould, aiyd then hooped and pro-

tected with mats and straw, under which conditions they will sprout

in about a month. A bed of the requisite length (sometimes lOO
yards) is then prepare<l of about 2 feet thickness of hot dung, soil

is put on to the depth of 3 inches, and the frames set over all. Tho
potatoes are then carefully taken tip from the striking bed, all the

shoots being removed except the main one, and they are planted 4

inches deep, radishes being sown thinly over them and covered
lightly with motUd. When the haulra of the potato has grown to

about 6 inches in height, the points aro nipped off, in order to givo

the radislies fair play ; and, although this may stop growth lur a
few days, still the potato crop is always excellent Alter planting;

nothing more is required but to keep up the temperature to about^

70°, admitting air when practicable, and giving water as required.

The crop is not dug up until it has come to maturity.

Potatoes are also grown largely in hooped beds on a warm b(5rdcr

in the open ground. The sets after having .been sprouted, as above,

are planted out in January in trenches 2- feet deep filled with hot
dung, the sets being plautcd 5 inches deep, and over all radislus

are sown. The ridges are then hooped over, allowing about 2 feet

of space in the middle, between the mould and tho liooji, and afe
covered with mats and straw, but as soon as tho radishes come up
they are uncovered daily, and covered again every night as a pro-

tection against jiossiblo frosts. This is continued till the potatoes

are ready I'or digging'tn May.
Potatoes are sometimes grown in pots in heat, sprouted sets being

jdanted in 11-inch pots about two-thirds full of soil, and placed near

the glass in any of the forcing-houses, where a tenipcratuie of from
05° to 70° is to be maintained. The plants are duly watered and
earthed up as they advance in growth.

Small supplies of young waxy tubers are produced during winter,

in hoxcs placed in a mushroom-hou.se or in a common cellar. If in

October old seed tubers are placed in layers, alternately with a mix-
ture of tree leaves and light mould, tho Jfung tubers before mid-
winter will often attain tho size and a]ipearanco of early potatoes ;

they are, however, watery, and possess little flavour.

Tho varieties of the potato nro very numerous, and much atten-

tion has been paid during tlie last few years to the iiroduction of

new and improved kinds. The following arc named as a limited

selection of a few of the standard sorts in tho several groups, those

marked " having coloured skins, tho rest being white:—

Earhi.—Rmnd : Early M-arkot, Rector of Woodstock, Porter's Excelsior.

Trlun'ii)h, 'Jladalock Iteauiy, liedfont Pndifle, ISreeace's Climax Kidtiifi:

OIJ AshlAif, Myntt'a Asli-leur, Avalanche, Snowllakc, lutcrnatiouol Kidney,
•Jl.iuiiliful. "Beruity of llehron.

Main Cro/t nnd Lntr.—Iioond : Schoolmadtcr, Bcgent, • Vicar of Tjilchnm,
Vii'tori:\. " Grampian, • Vermont Beauty, Champion. Kidnetr. CoveiitGiinlcn
Perfertion, I,:ip3tone, WcMjdstock Kidney, 'Trophy, Magnum Bonuui, *Lato
American Itose, Cattell's KcUpso.

181. Ihc RadUh, Raphanns sativus, is a fleshy-rooted annual, un- n
known in the wild stale. Some voricties of our wild' radi.<^li, H.

KaplianisI rum, however, met wilh on tho Mediterranean coasts, coino

so near to it (is to suggest that it may jiossibly bo n cultivated race

of tho saino sjiccies. It is very popular as a raw salad. Tliciu

arc two )>rincii»al forms, the sjiiiulle-rooted and the tuinip-roote»I.

The riidiah eucceedsin any well-wmkcd not too heavy Hurdon soil,

Vmt requires a warm sluntered .situation. Tho .seed is guncrnlly sown

bro.idcast, in beds 4 to 5 feet wido, with alleys between, the bids

rei|uiring to be netted over toprotrct Uiein from binis. Thcearliost

croii may bo sowu abont tho inid<llc of Ucccmbcr, the seed-bed^
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being at once coTered with Utter, which should not bo removed tiil

the |iUnt3 come up, and then only in the daytime, and when there

is no frost. If the crop succeeds, which dejienda on the state of the

»TCalher, it will bo in use about the beginnin" of March. Another

sowing may be made in Januaiy, a third early in February,

if the sca-son is a favourable one, and still another towards llio

end of February, frora which time till October a small sowing

should be made every fortnight or three weeks in spring, and ratlur

more frequeiUly during summer. About the end of October, an*l

again in November, a late sowing may bo made on a south border

or bank, the plants being pi-otectcd in severe weather with litter

»r mats. The winter radishes, which grow to a large size, should

be sonn in the beginning of July and in August, in drills from 6 to

9 inches apart, the plants being thinned out to 5 or 6 inches in

the row. . The roots become tit for use during tho autumn. For

winter uso they should be taken up before severe frost sets in,

and stored in dry sand. - '

Forcing.—To obtain early radishes a sowing should be made about

the beginning of November, and coutinuM fortnightly till the

aiiddle or end of February ; the crop will generally be lit for use

about six weeks alter sowing. The seed should be sown in light

rich soil, 8 or 9 inches thick, on a moderate hotbed, or in a [ut

with a temperature of from- 55° to 65°. Gentle waterings must be

given, and air admitted at every favourable opportuuity ; but the

mshes must be protected at night and in frosty weather with straw

ni.iti or other materials. .Some of these crops are often grown with

forced potatoes. The best forcing sorts arc Wood's Early Frame,
and the Early Rose Globe, Early Dwarftop Scarlet Turnip, and-

Early Dwarf-top White Turnip.

Those best suited for general cultivation are the following ;

—

Spintllf-Tooltd: Long Scarlet, Including the pub-varieties Scarlet Short-

lop, Karly Frame Scarlet, aud Wood s Early FYarae ; Long Scarlet Short-tt.p.

best for ecncral crop.
Turnip-rooted : Early Rose Globe-shaped, the earliest of nil : Early Dw-arf-

top Scarlet Turnip, and Early Dwarf-top White Turnip; Earliest Erfert
ScarUn, and Early Wliite Sliort-leavcd, both very early sorts ; French Break-
last, oliTe-shaped ; Red Turnip, and White Tui-nip, fi)r sumn-er crops.

Winter torts : Jjlack Spanish, vrhite Chiuese, Califoniian Maramotli.

bapion. 1S2. The RampUm, Campanula Rapunculus, is a tap-rooted

biennial, native or naturalized in the south of England, and found
on banks and in pastures in central and soutlieru Europe, extend-

ing to the Caucasus. The white fleshy roots, known as " ramps,"

tti-e used raw as a aalad, or boiled like asparagus." It is but little

cultivated in England Tho seed, which is very minute, and
should bo mixed with sand before sowingto secure even-distribution,

is sown in drills 6 to 8 inches apart, about the end of Jlay or

beginning of June, in deeply w-orked ground, andinacool situation,

and the young plants arc merely to be thinned and kept clear of

weeds. Tho roots, which somewhat resemble sm.all radishes, will bo

fit for use about November, and on the approach of frost, if taken ap
and stored in sand, they will keep fresh and firm till spring.

1*0 tbarb. 183. The Rhuharb of gardens is derived from difTerect species of

Rheum, especially R. Rhaponticam and R. undulatum. The parts

chiefly ntilized are the fleshy foot-stalks of tho leaves, which aro

much used for preserves, puddings, and tarts, as well as for stew-

ing.

Rhubarb reijuircs an open situation and a rich deep soil, which
should be well manured, and prepared by deep trenching. To foim

a plantation, divisions of the old roots, each provided with a bud or

crown, should be put in early in spring, the crown being set about

2 inches below the surface. They should st.md 3 to 4 feet apart

each way, according to the habit of the v.aricty. The plants will

afford a supply in tlie following spring. It is desirable to renew the

plantation in tho course of four or five years, shifting to new
ground. When gathering the crop, the Imf-stalks should be bent
downwards, and pulled off sideways, not fht. The Cower-stems
should' bo cut off^as soon as they make their appearance, in order

to strengthen the root. Established sorts must be increased by
division, as seedlings do not reproduce the variety. Rhubarb may,
however, be grown from sceds^a flower stem or two being allowed to

prow up for the purpose of producing them. The .weds should bo
sown on a slight hotlied in spring, and transplanted out in rows in

the month of May, no stalks being gtithcred from them for tho &rst
two years.
'" Forcing.—Rhubarb may be forced in a variety of ways for early

or winter use ; it may nave a pot or box set over the crown
and covered up by warm litter, dung, or leaves like sea-kale

;

or the roots may be taken up, potted, and set into any forcing-house

at work, the crowns being kept iti the dark so as to blanch tho
etnlks ; or they may be planted closely in long narrow boxes of
moderate depth, and set in a raushroom-house cr cellar, where there

is a considerable temperature. The rhubarb will soon throw up its

stalks, and these, being partially etiolated, possess a delicacy and
flavour superior to those gro^-n in tlie open air. It is easy, by
varying the time of subjecting the boxes to the increased tempera-
tun, to keep up a snccession of rhubarb stalks, from the period at
which kitchen apples become scarce or begin to ioso their flavour,

till greeo gooseberries come into seasoq.

The favourite old sorts of rhulwirb were the Tobolsk .and tho i;ii«ird .tt

Buck's; the latter comes from R. iindiilatiini, and isunc of liie best iiulaviiiii',

as well as of a tiuu re<l colour. Other guud sorts of mure modci-ii date :hi'v

Mitchell's Koyai Albert, Dancer's Eailj' Scarlet, -Myatt's Linii.i'HS. :ini1

Myatt'9 Victoria, the last a large-srowing thit-k-etalkod kind, the others
beUiR all earlier sorts. J^jhnsoii's St Martin's and Salts Crimson rerfeCtioa
are also favourite kinds ; and StoU a Monarch grows to a vcrj Luge sim.

184. The Rocambok, Allium Scorodoprasum, is a liaidy bulbous Itefjitt

perennial, occurring in a wild state in sjindy pastures .-uid waste bulu

placiJi throughout Europe, but not common in the south ; fn

Britain it is found chiefly in the north of England and the south of

Scotland. The plant is grown for the sake of rts.bu)bs, which are

smaller and milder th.an tliose of g'arlic, and consist of several clotfcs»

chielly produced at tho roots. The cloves should be planted alnxit

the end of February or in March, and trcitcd like the garlic or

shallot. When mature, the bulbs should be"' taken up. dned, and

stored for use.

185. The Salsafy (or Salsify), Tragopogon porritolius, is a haidy 3ai«fi

biennial, with long cylindrical fleshy esculent roots, which, wh«i
properly cooked, are extremely delicate and wholesome ; it occurs

in meadows and pastures in the Mediterranean re*»ion, and, la

Britain, is conlined to the south of England. The .sal5a|t re<jiiir«s

a free rich deep soil, which should be trenched in aunlnin, th.i

manure used being placed at two spades' depth from the suifeop.

The first crop should be sown in March, and the main crop iu ApttJ,

in rows a foot f:om each other, the plants being ftfterw.ards tliinneil

to 8 inches apart. In November the whitish roots should be token

up and stored in sond for immediate use, ofhets being secured in

a similar way during intervals of mild weather.

186. The Savoy, Brassica oleracea bullata major, is a near ally of Savoy

the cabbage, but has bullatc or blistered leaves ; it is more hanly,

and, except in very severe soasons, instead of suffering is rather im-

proved in flavour by frost. The savoys come into uso in aiilnmn,

and continue until the spring. The early crop should be sown in

February, the main crop about the middle of March, and a raoetli

aftenvards the latest crop. The rows of the .smaller sort^should bo

15 inches, and those of the larger ones 2 feet, apart.

The best sorts of savoys for garden culture are :—

Tours, early and hardy ; V\m, early, but not so hardy; 'LRtle PiAie, oarUT,

early, and good; Dwarf Green Curled, best for a eeneral crop; OoWeri,
luandsoine and excellent. The large Drumhead savoy is more suitable tor
field culture, unless bulk of produce is required.

187. The Scorzoncra, Scorzonera hispanica, is a hardy perennial, Sccr-

a native of Spain, but cultivated in gardens for its fleshy cylindri- ajnera.

cal roots, which resemble those of salsafy esce|>t in being black out- *

side, and which are used in the same manner. They should be

treated in every respect like salsafy (par. 185).

188. The Sea-kale, Crambe maritima, is a hardy perennial, grow- Sea-kalo

ing spontaneously alone the coasts of England, ol Ireland, and of

the Scotch lowlands, along the western coasts of Europe, aud on
the Baltic, reappearing on the Black Sea.

Sea-kale prefers a light dry soil, and when manure is necessary it

should consist of sea-weed or well-rotted dung; or a dressing ofealt

or of nitrate of soda may be given. When it is raised from seed.s,

they should be sown in March or April in rows a foot asunder, Iho

)dants being thinned to 6 inches apart. In the following Marcb
these should be planted out in trenched well-prepared ground, 2 feet

asunder, in rows 24 to 3 feet apart The top with the crown Irads

should be cut off before planting to prevent them from running

up to seed. In the spring of the second year tho young shouts if

blanched will be fit for use, and theiefore the summer growth should

in every way be proinotcd by the use of water and liquid maiitirc.

Tolerably blanched stalks may be produced by plants only niaa

months old from- the seed, and after t^ro summers seedling iJaiits

will have acquired sufficient strength for general cropping. Tbe
seeds, instead of being sown in rows and transplanted, may be

deposited in patches of three or four together, where they arc to

remain. In the autumn, after the leaves have been cleai>.'d off, the

ground should be forked up, ami 6 or 8 inches' depth of leaves or tA

light sandy soil laid over the plants, by either of which means lliey

will be blanched, though not forced. The blanched sprouts should

be cut for use whilst they are crisp, compact, and from 3 to 6 inchts

in length, the stem being cut quite down to tho base.

Sea-lcale beds inay be made equally well from cuttings of th«

roots, the extremities of the roots, technically called " thongs,"

being the parts best adapted for this puriHjsc. They should 'be

taken up in autumn, cut into lengths of about 4 inches, and laid

aside in a heap of sand or earth till spring, when they should bo
planted out like the seedlings. Cuttings should not be taken from

any but very healthy, plants.

/(TrciMf?.—Sea-kale' may be forced in the open beds by the Bid ol

sea-kale pots or covers, which are large enough to cover » plant,

contracted a little at top, with s movable lid or cover. In the

autumn the stalks are cut over, the decayed leaves reinoTcd,^i8

ground loosened about the eyes, and a thin stratum of coal-ashea

mixed with salt laid on the surface to keen down earth-worms. One
of the earthenware pots or covers, or failing these a large inverted

flower-pot, is placed over each plant or each patch of jilants^ «ii4
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kavcs of trees are closely packed round thciiots, and raised to about

a* foot above tliera. When fermentation commences, a thermometer

ulionld be occasionally introduced into a few of the po^, to ascertain

that the temperature within does not exceed 60° Fahr., and

the thickness of the leaves is to be regulated accordingly. In a

month or six weeks the shoots will be ready for cutting, and by

means of the movable lids they can be examined and tne shoots

gathered without materially disturbing the covering. If the crowns

are thus covered up by about the end of October, the crop may be

cut by about the third week of December, and by starting a batch at

various times a supply may be kept up till the middle of May.

Strong plants may also be taken up and planted on hotbeds, the

sashes being kept covered close ; ortheymaybe set thickly in boxes

as recommended for rhubarb (par. 183), and placed in any heated

structure, or in the mushroom house ; but, to have the shoots crisp

Hnd tender as well as blanched, light must be completely excluded.

liesides the common purple-leaved, there is a green-leaved sort,

which is said to blanch better.

ShaSok 189. TheS/tallot, Allium asealonicnm, isanativeof Palestine, and

h much used in cookery for high-flavoured soups and gravies, be-

sides which it is excellent when pickled. It is a hardy bulbous

jierennial, and is propagated by offsets, which are often planted in

September or October, but the principal crop should not be got in

earlier than February or the beginning of March. The mixing of

soot with tho manure has been recommended as a protection ag;iinst

maggots. In planting, the tops of the bulbs should be kept a lillle

above ground, and it is a commendable plan to draw away the soil

Hurrounding the bulbs when they have got root-hold. The.y should

not be planted on ground recently manured. They require tho

same general treatment as garlic and rocambole, and should be stored

in a similar manner. They come to maturity about July or August.

There are two sorts—the Common, and the Jersey or Russian, the

latter being much larger and less pungent.

Bkirret. 190. The Skivret, Sium Sisarum, is a fleshy-rooted perennial,

native of China and Japan, the roots of which are boiled, and ntter-

wards served up like salsafy. It requires a free, deep, and much en-

riched soil, and is generally raised from seeds, which should be sown

in drills a foot apart about the end of March, the bed being well-

watered in dry weather. The roots will be in use about November,

and will continue fresh through the winter if carefully stored.

8ojT«' 191. The Sarrd, Runicx Acetosa, is a hardy perennial, found

throughout F.urope, in Asiatic Russia, and in North America. The

leaves are used, more so on the Continent than in Britain, in souiis,

• s;ilad3, and sauces. Sorrel grows freely in any good garden soil, and

is increased by dividing the roots during the early part of spring.

They should be planted in rows 15 to 18 inches apart. The leaves,

when fully grown, aro gathered singly.

The common garden sorrel is much superior to the wild plant

;

but the Belleville, which is the kind generally cultivated near Paris,

i:. still better, its leaves being larger and not so acid. The Blistered-

leaved, which has large leaves with a blistered surface, has the

advantage of being .slow in running to seed.

The French Surrcl, Kumex scutatus, is o hardy perennial,

nitive of France and Switzerland, with densely-branched trailing

stems. The leaves ore roundish heart-shaped and glaucous ; they

are more acid than those of the common soirel.

djriDach 192. The Spinach, Spinacia olcracca, is an annual plant, which

lias been long cultivated for the sake of its succulent leaves. It

should be grown on good ground, well worked and well manured ;

and for the summer crops abundant watering will bo necessary.

The first sowing of winter spinach should be made early in Aug-

ust, and another towards the end of that month, in some sheltered

but not shaded situation, in rows 18 inches opart,—tho plants, as

tliey advance, being thinned, and tho ground Iwed. By the begin-

ning of winter the outer leaves will have become fit for use, and if

the weather is mild successive gatherings may be obtained up to

the beginning of May. The Prickly-seeded and the Flanders are

tne best for winter ; and these should be thinned out early in the

h. itunin to about 2 inches apart, and later on to 6 inches. The

I ottucod-avcd is a good succulent winter sort, but not quite so

hardy.

To afford a succession of summer spinach, tho seeds should bo

E wn about the middle of February, and again in March
;
after this

I
riod small quantities should be sown once a fortnight, as summer

B' inach lasts but a very short time. They are generally sown in

e! allow drills between the linn.i of peas. If a plot of ground has to be

wholly occupied, the rows should be about a foot apart. The Round-

leaved is tho best sort for summer use.

TMsatd 193. Tho Tomato or Love Apple, Lycopersicum esculentum or

.ydnnum Lycopci-sicum, is a tender annual from South America,

iiiuch esteemed in England as an esculent, either raw or cooked.

Tomatoes were fonncrly raised from seed sown in gentle heat in

February or early in March, potted singly into small pnt.s, sliifted on

into larffer pots, and gradually exposed to the nir till about the

end of May, when, if the se.asnn was favourable, they were planted

out ngainHl a wall with a south aspect, or in the warmest situation

At command. As they grew, they were nailed to the wjll, or other-

wise supported. Only the earlier of the fruit ripened out of doors in

an average season ; and when a fair quantity had set, the plants were
stopped, the secondaiy brauches being also stopped above the fruit,

and laterals removed gradually. Under these circumstances the
fruit began to ripen in August, successively coming to maturity, at

which stage, and when perfectly dry, it had to be gathered and hung
up or laid on shelves. The partially ripened fruit had to be got

in before it was injured by frost, its maturation being completed

in a vinery or other heated house, and, though not acquiring the full

flavour, the forwardest of these late fruits thus became usable.

Forcing.—The outdoor treatment remsins as above sketched out,

but, owing to the precarious nature of the crop in bad seasons, largo

quantities are now grown under glass. MrG. T. Miles, of Wycombe
Abbey Gardens, has explained in the Gardeners' Chronicle his mode
of culture, of which the following is au abstract:

—

'

"To grow it properly, it requires considei-able heat and every possible ray

of sunshine, as well as a free circc'.atiou of dry warm air. The conip.^st

should consist of about one-half rough turfy loam, one-fourth of roadside

scrapings, and one-fourth of decomposed manure or horse-droppings, moue-
rately fresh. For planting out, a ridge of soil 2 feet wide and 15 inciies deep
should be placed on a warm bed of tan or leaves. For pot cultivation those

from 12 to 15 inches in diameter are most appropriate, and these should not

be quite filled, in order that surface dressings of the same material or of pure

manure may be applied afterwards. For early work a sowing should be made
in January, and the plants moved onwards until they have moderately eUed
6-inch pots with roots, when they are transferred to the bedsorfruitingpots;

in each case the plants are kept about 2 feet apart. Other sowings may bo

made at intervals till about the end of .\ugust. From the last sowinc a

supply is obtained for a considerable period onwards through the winter

montlis. The plants aie restricted to one main stem, which is allowed a run

of 6 feet or more, as the position may adniit, and from this all laterals aie

removed in an early sta;ze of growth. Top-dressings of rich materials should

be applied when the surface soil becomes full of roots ; copious supplies of

stimulating manure-water are also necessary, and the fruits should be kept

perfectly free from damp while they are ripening. For this purpose, if close

conhned pits are used, a chink of air should be kept on continuously."

Tomatoes may also be allowed to run freely over the back wall of

a forcing house, and, if sufficiently fed, will bear fruit abundantly.

Mr Miles observes that these plants, when grown out of doors, art

generally placed in an excellent position, but the main point—the

enrichment of the soil— is overlooked or not sufficiently attended to.

A portion of good soil should be provided for each plant, and heavy

mulchings of manure should be placed upon the surface as soon as

practicable after planting, in order to prevent the soil becoming

diy and parched. In these cases three or more nisin shoots bjb

allowed to each plant, because it often happens that the space will

not allow a good run, and a certain amount of growth with foli-

age is essential to tho well-doing of the plants.

The following varieties alford considerable choice :

—

Red-Jmitcd : Early 0cm, small, but a pood cropper, and the quickest to

ripen ; Vlck'a Criterion, small and free-liearing, particularly adapted lor

growing hi small pots ; ^'iImarin3 Dwarf Early, dwarf and free bearing

;

Uathaway's Excelsior, one of the finest, a great cropper ; Trophy, large and
very flue; Conqueror, large and prolific.

Yellow-ZruUfd : Carter's Green Gage, of a distinct yellow colour, and o'

fine flavour.

Smaiter-fruittii : Cherry Red and Burghlcy Tet. round, proliOc, an<l

agreeably flavoured; Dickson's Queen of Tomatoes, with pear t.liaped, and
Ncabit's Victoria, with plum-shaped fruits, both being proliflc Born,

194. The Turnip, Brassioa camfn'stris Rapa, is a haroy biennial, Tunili

found in corn-fields in various parts of Englai;d. The cultivated

varieties have bnlbiform roots, much esteemed as an esculent.

Turnips should be grown in a rich friable sandy loam, such as will

produce medium -sized roots without much aid from the manure heap,

and aro better flavoured if grown in fresh soil. "In light dry soils

well decomposed hotbed or farmyard manure is the best that can

be used, but in soils containing an excess of organic matter, bone

dust, superphosphate of lime, wood-ashes, or guano, mixed with

light soil, and laid in the drills before sowing the seed, aro bene-

ficial by stimulating tho young plants to get quickly into rough

leaf, and thus to giOw out of reach of the so-called lurnip fly. To
get rid of this pest, it has been found hencficial to dust the plants

with quicklime, and also to draw over the young plants nets smeared

with some sticky substance like treacle, by which largo nunilurs

will be caught and destroyed It has been also recomna-ndcd .is

a palliative to sow thick in order to allow for a percentage of loss

from this and other causes, and. as a preventive, to scatter gas-lime

over the surface after the seed has been sown. Mr Thompsoi

ICnrilnters Assislanl) also recommends tho following remedy:-
" In the first place, let a supply of water be brought close to band

or say to each end of the quarter ; then lot one person move steadily

along one side of the piece of ground from one end to the other,

delivering the water through a rose as he proceeds. Tho fleos will

jump forward as the water approaches them, and a second person,

following the first, will keep them on the hop forward, whilst a

thiiil win drive tliom still further, and so on till tho whole ar»

driven off tho ground."
. i. ,

The first sowing should be made on n warm border with the pro-

tection of a frame or matted hoops, in January or February, tha

second on ii well-sheltered border in March, after which a sowing

once a month will generally suffice. In May and Juno the plot

should be iu a cool moderately shaded position, lest the i>luuL<>
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ehould sulTer from drought. The principal aulunin.aiid winter
sowings, whicli are the most important, aliould be made about the

end ol June in the northern districts, and in tlie bejjinningof July in

warmer districts; a small sowing may be made at the end of August
to come in before the spring-sown cropj are ready. If the veather
is showery at the time of sowing, the seed speedily germinates, and
the young plants should be kept growing quickly by watering with
rain or pond water and by surface stirrings. The drills for the ear-

liest .sorts need not be more thiui 15 inches apart, and the plants may
bo left moderately thick in the row ; tho late croi)3 should have at

least 2 feet between the rows, and be thinned to 12 inches in the
vow, a free circulation of air about them being very important in

winter As a provision ag«inst prolonged periods of severe weather,
it has been recommended to lay the finest roots in rows, covering

tliem well with soil, and leaving intact the whole of the foliage.

The very latest sown crops of half-grown roots will prolong tlie

supply until the earliest spring-sown crops are lit for use.

Tne following are the best sorts of turnips for garden crops:-

Early Purple-top Munich, the earliest and b^st of all ; Early tvhite Strap-
le,if. very quick iirowing, and good ; Early Snowball, fur summer use : Early
White Stone, for summer sowiiii^; Orange Jelly, fnr summer sowing; Vellow
Klnland. fur winter use ; Chii-k Castle, for winter use. In addition to these,
wltith have round routs, there are the Jersey Nsvet, an excellent oblong
variety, and very hardy, and the Teltow, a email tapering-rooted sort, eni-

Klnyed. onaetouiit of its piquant flavour, in ragouts, and for seasoning,'. The
itter should bo sown in April and July in sandy soil.

Water U'o. The Water Cress, Nasturtium officinale, is a hardy perennial,

auss. occurring wihl in Britain, and also throughout Eurepe and Asiatic

liiissia, except the extreme north. It 13 highly prized as a salad, and
accredited \vith powerful antiscorbutic properties. It may be pro-
pagated from seed, but in forming plantations rooted divisions are
usually employed. They should occupy posiliuns where they can
Ne supplied with water from a spring, as this will be rarely frozen,

'he plant will not grow freely on a muddy bottom ; hence this has
o be replaced by gravel or chalk. A constant current of water is

Absolutely necessary ; and the plants should be disposed in rows
parallel with the coui-so of the stream. They thrive best in water
about U inch in depth ; this increases to about 3 inches when the
plants begin to grow, and thereby check the current. In sunimer
the tops of the- plants must be kept closely cut, and under proper
conditions of water and soil they will yield a gatliering once a week.
In winter the water should be 4 to 5 inches deep, to obtain which
the plants are left with more head. The time for the renewal of

the beds is in May and June, and from September to November,
the planting being dono in succession ; those planted in Way are fit

to cut by August, and those planted in November are ready to

gather in the spring. When collected for sale, the shoots are cut;

«ot broken off, the latter plan being .injurious. The water cress

(nay also be grown in a shady border of rich light soil, kept con-
stantly moist ; but the surface should be covered with a thin layer
of sand to keep the leaves clean. It may be also grown in tubs par-
tially filled with soil which is covered with water, in which case the
water should be frequently changed, or in shallow pans set in

itands of water. If protected from frost in a brick pit with a
dight service of hot-water piping, it may be had in use through tlie

winter. To secure this, pans are filled with loamy soil in October
or November, and planteil with the tops of outdoorcresses ; in about
six weeks thuy will bo fit to cut, and, will furnish successional
gatherings.

V«m. 196. The Chinese Yam, Dioscorea 'Batatas, is a fleshy-rooted

perennial climber, native 01 China. It has annual stems, and
deeply penetrating thick club-shaped fleshy roots, or rliizomes, full

of starch, which when cooked acquire a mild taste like that of a
potato, but have besides somewhat of a medicinal flavour. The roots
prow 3 feet or upwards in length, and sometimes acquire a weight
of more than 1^ lb. The plant grows freely enough in deep sandy
soil, moderately enriched. The sets, consisting of pieces of the roots,

may be planted in March or April, and require no other culture than
the staking of the climbing stems. They should not be dug up
before November, th^ chief increase in their sizo taking ^ilace in
autumn. They sometimes strike downwards 2 or 3 feet into the soil,

and must be carefully dug out, the upper slender part being reserved
fir propagation, and the lower fleshy portion eaten after having
bu'en allowed a few days to dry.

397. CuLiN,viiT Hf.ubs.— Besides tho foregoing esculent and
salad plants, there are several minor herbs used for flavouring and
garnishing. For the most part they are dwarf perennial plants le-
quiring to bo grown on a dry warm Soil in an open sunny aspect, or
oimuals for which a warm sheltered border is tho most suitable
jdaso

; and they may therefore bo conveniently grown together in
ilio same comjmrtment—an lierb garden. The perennials should be
tiansplanted either every year or every second year.

For winter use the tops of the most useful kinds of herbs
«hould be cut when in flower or full leaf and ouite dry, and spread
O'lt in an airy but shady place so as to part slowly with the mois-
t\ire thoj contain, and at the same time retain their aromatic p^o-
piTties. WTicn, quite dry they should bo put into dry wide-
mouthed bottles and kept closely corked. In this way such herbs
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as basil, maijorani, mint, sage, savory, and thyme of the arotnatio

-class, halm, chamonjile, honhound, hyssop, aud rue of tlio

medicinal class, as well as parslny, may be had throughout the
season with almost the full flavour of the fresh hurb.

Angelica, Archangelica offleiniilis.—A stout biennial umbeHlfer; suw iji

April, in deep rich soil. The stems and leaf-stalks are candied.
Anise, PinipincUa Anisum.—A slender umbelliferous annual ; sow in May

in light waim ioil ; English sununet are scarcely warm enough tobj*ing ft to
pcifection.
Dabm, Melissa otficinalja.—A hardy labiate perenuial ; divide the root* In

October ; dry ior winter use-
BasU,0\^ynm\n iiasilicum.—A Imgrant labiate annual ; bow in a gentle heat

in March, and plantout ona warm border; or sow in a warm shcltcred^ place tn
April or May ; or in winter sow in heat ttiS'-To") inpoti or boxes In rich llfht
soil, once a month from November onwanls; that sowm in April or Way
should be cut when In blossom, and dried slowly for winter use.

Borage, Eoragoolficinalis.—A stout native British annual, used forganiUh-
int( : sow m March and May in an open place, in good soil.

Burnet, Poterium Sangnisorba.—A haroy native perennial; divide the roota
In October or February. It tastes like cuiinnber
Caraway, Carum Carui.—A hardy umbelhfcious biennial ; sow in April or

May to flower the following summer.
ChamovuU, Anthemis nobilis.— y\ hardy native British composite pen-nnlal

of prostrate habit ; divide the plants in autumn or spring, planting In rather
poor dry soil ; the^lower-heada should be gathered successively as they open,
and carefully dried and stored,

CAfryiV, Anthri&cus Cerefolium.—A hardy annual ujnbellifer;80W id March,
and again in October if leiiuired for spring use.
Coriander, Coriandrum sativum.—A hardy annual umbellifer ; sow In

March tn light loamy soil.

Dill. Anethum graveolens.—A hardy annual umbellifer ; sow In March* oo
a M arm border, in rich li;iht soil.

Fennel, Focniculum vulgare.—A hardy perennial unibcllifer ; sow In March,
or divide the roots at the same season.

Finochio, FcKiiiculum dulce.—A somewhat tender kind of fennel, with two-
ranked leaves, fit-shy at the base, which part is blantlied by earthing up like

celery ; sow in March and successioually U required, ia light very rich
soil.

llnrehcntnd, Marrubium vulgare.— A hardy native labiate perennial, heat
raised annually from seeds sown early in March, or by selecting self-sown
autumn seedlings.

Hyssop, Hyssopus officinalis.—A hardy evergreen sufTrutlcose labiata
plant; sow iu Klarch or April, young plants being more vigorous than older
ones ; it may also be divided in spring,

Lavender, Lavandula vera.—An aromatic undershrub of the labiate order,
retiuiriiig a light warm drv soil, and mcreased by cuttings, or by elms taken
ott with roots about March or April-

Marvjold, Calendula offlcinajis.—A hardy composite amiual; sow in March,
m any garden soil.

Marjoram. Origanum Mujorana.—A tender labiate, usually treated as an
annual, and known as Knotted Marjoram ; sow in March m a slight heat, ami
plant out on a warm sunny border. The Pvt Marjoram, Origanum Onites,

and Winter Siirct Marjoram, Origanum heracleoticum, are hardypercmiials,
growing best iii dry warm soils ; divide and transplant in autumn or spring ;

a winter supply is pro\^dcd by cutting the stoma, when thi; plant is in flower,
and drying in an airy shady place.
Mint, Mentha viridis.—A hurdy native labiatcperennial, often called Spear-

Mint, The running under^Touud roots should be taken np in February or
Mai-ch, and. replanted In ti-csh good soil. The yuiiiig tops may be obtained
early by forcing; the leafy steiua may also be cut when at their full growth
in Bumnicr, and dried for winter use The Pepper/nint. Menthn pijierita, la

cultivated like the spear-mint, only its runners grow above instead of beneath
the pround, and require planting accordingly.

ParsU'i/, Petrosclinuni Biitivuni.—A hardy unibcUiferouB biennial ; sow (n

February, again In May', and again in July to have a good aupplj, a portion
of the last-sown crop being protected by frames or haJid-lights, so as to be
accessible is frosty weather; it likes a tree boU of good quality, but not too
richly manured,

ptnnyrorial, Mentha Pulegium.—A haxdynative labiatcperennial, growing
In moist situations, and best cultivatea on a north border, is prDpn^^atcd
freely enough by its running rooting stems, which should be well established
early in autumn.

Ri.ai-marii, Roeniarinus ofHcinalis,—.Vn evergreen undershrub of the labiate

order, ju&t'tender enough to be killed in all but the most sheltered situatiuns

by the most severe British wintcr9,.but surviving uninjured through those til

ordinary severity. It requires a light dry soil and a sheltered sitiiation, aud
Is increased l>y cuttings or rooted slips tuUcn off in spring.

Hue, Huta graveoleps.—A hardy evergreen rutaceous under.«hTub, which
w ill grow freely in ordinary garden soil, and is propagated by cuttings or slips,

or very freely by seeds, which ripen abundantly.
Sage, Salvia olhcinaUa.—A hardy evergreen undershrub, belonging to tho

labiates, of which there are two varieties, the green-leaved and tbe i-ed-leaved,

the hitter being somewhat the hardiest; it is increased by oarthlug up the
outside stems, which after the lapse of a year may be taiien off us rootwl
plants in the following April or May.
Savory, Saturejahortcnsis.—A hardy labiate annual ; sow on a warm border

in April ; when the plants reach the flowering stngo, dry a portion for >4-mter

U3e, The n'lnter Savory. Satureja moutJina, a hardy evergreeimndei^hnib,

is prop.iRated by cuttings taken ofl In April and May, or by divldiug Uie
plant about April.

Taii-tni, Tanacetum vulgare—A hardy comnoslte native perennial, which

soon grows thick and exiuusta the aoil, and should therefore be divided and

transplanted every second year. If required earlier than the natural seaaoD,

a root or tv/o may be potted and act in ft mild forcinp-houeo or hothed.

Tarragon, Artemisia Dracunculus.—A hardy perennial compoeite plant,

which (frows freely in liglit dryish soil, and is increased by division la

October or March ; it should be transpbintcd every year or two. Tarragon

may be had during the winter by potClng a root or two early In Docembcr,'

and placing them m heat.
. , .. • ..,.,.

r/tuHi..-. Thymus vulgaris.—A hardy evergreen undershnib, requiring a light

dry warm soil, and an open but sheltered situation; it jpay be raised from

seeds BowTi in April, and thinned out ; or the old roots may bcduidet! about

April. The tops should be cut in summer, and preserved for winter us*; :a

the same way H3 savory and marjoram. The Lfnwm T/iwi*. Thjmu:. citri-

odoi-us, is of a more decumbent habit, and may Iw parted and tiauepl.inted

In Bpring In genial weather during the month of April.

Wcmnwood, Artemifila Absinthium.—A hardy native composite perennial,

which will grow in any soil, but Is most aromatic on those which are dry

and poor. The plants shoiiUl he replaced annually in autumn, when self-

sown plsnta are generally to be f<Mind round about the old ones ; If not ao

pioduccd, they can be provided by sowing the Kwds during the summer.
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y\U.—CALENDAR OP GARDEN OPERATIONS FOR GREAT BRITAIN.^

Jakuaut.

KtUhcn Garden.—M'hccl out niaoure and composts during frosty

weather; trcncli vacant sn'O""*^ ^^^ turned up roughly in autumn.

Sow early peas in a cold frame for transplanting. Sow ilbn Oilli-

stone's Early, Alpha, or other first-crop pcaa, early in the nioiilh,

and Williaui I. and Advancer towards the end ; Early Sc\nlle and

Early Longpod beans ; and short-toppfd radisli in two or tlirce

sowings, at a wick's interval, all on a warm border, ulso Hauiy
Green and Brown Dutch lettuce in a frame or on south border

Plant shallotb and AshJeaf potatoes on a warm border. Froti^ct

bfuccoli as it becomes fit for use, or remove to a dry shed or cellar
;

lettuces und endive, which are best planted in frames ; and parsley

in framfts so p 3 to be accessible.

Fruit Gar .ra.— I'laut fruit tree^^ in open weather, if not done in

•QtuDin, w'.iich IS the projj«;r seasi-D, mulching over the ronts to

protect them from frost, and from drought which may nriur in

epnng. Pnine fruit ti'»*^s in mild wunther or in moderate frosts,

nailing only in fine weather. Wash trees infesto*i with insects,

with a mixture of soap-suds, black sulphur, and tobacco water, or

with Gishurst Compound. Take olTgiafts, and lay thcra aside in

moist earth in a shady place

Forcing — Prepare manure for making up hotbeds f^r early

cseumberb and melons, where pits heated vith hot water are not iu

BSf ; aLiO fnr Ashlfiyf potatoes. Sow aUo \u hent mustaid and cress

for salads, omons for salad** , celery to be pricked out fnr an early

crop; hod Early Horn carrot ami kidney-bcuns on slight hotbeds.

For(« asparagus, s<'i-kalc, and rhubarb, in hotbeds, in pits, in the

mushroom-house, or in the open garden by thf use of covers sur-

rounded with warm litter. For pines keep up a bottom heat ofSO\
and water sparingly ; for cucumbers a tup heat of 75? ; for vines in

leaf and Unwer a temperature rangingfrom 65* to 75" Keep forced

strawberries with swelling fruit well watered. Plant vine eyes for

prupa^tion in a brisk heat

Puinl Houses.—Give abundance of air to the greenhouse, conserva-

tory, and alpine frame in mild wcatlier, but use little water A
supply of roses, kalmiits, rhododendruas, &c., and of hardy flowers

and bulbs, as lily of the valley, hyacinths, &c., should be kept up
by forcing.

Fl&ivcr Gardrn.—Plant out tubers and bulbs ol border flowers,

where neglected in autumn, deterring the finer florists' (lowers till

next month Transplant herbaceous plants in light soils, if nut
done in autumn ; also deciduous trees, shrubs, and hedges. Lay
edgings in fine weather. Sow mignonette, stocks, &c.. iii p"'s ;

6OW sweet peae, and a few hardy annuals, on a warm border. Give
auriculas and carnations abundance of air, but keep the roots rather

dry, to prevent damping off.

February.

Kitchen Gnrdcv.—Sow successiona] crops of Early Seville beans,

and William I., Advancer, Criierion, and other peas in the beginning
and end of the ir.cmlh ; early cal»bages, to follow the last sowing in

August ; red cabbages and savoys towards the end Sow alsoEajly
Horn carrot; fairly Purple-top Municli turuip ; onions for a full

wop in light soiU, witli a lew leeks and some parsley. Sow lettuec

for succession, witJi radishes and Round-leaved spinach, twice in the
course of the month ; and small salads every fortnight Plant
Jerusalem artichokes, shallots, garlic, horse-radish, and early
potatoes. Tiinspbnt for seetl, if not done before, all the braseica
tribe, including cabbage, cauUfiowur, turnip, &c. , also carrots,

onions, Ix-et, celery, endive, leeks, and parsnijis. Transplant to
the bottom of a suuth wall a portion of the peas sown in pots in
frames in November and January for the first crop. Sow Brussete
sprouts in gentle h<^at for an early crop.

Fndt Garden.—Pmnc aprieots, peae.hes, nectarines, and plums,
before the bu'is arc mueh swelled ; finish pruning apples, pears,

cherries, gooseberries, rurrants, and raspberries, hefori* the end of
the month ; also the dri%«!Sing of viues. Keep the fruit-mom free

tioni spoil.'d fniit, and shut it close. Cut down the douhle-beanng
raspbenies to st;euie strong autumn-fruiting shoots. Head back
s'.ncks preparatory to gralting.

Forciv^.—Sow melons and cucumbers on hotbeds and in pits.

Sow carrots, turnips, early celery, al.^o aubergines or e.gg-plants,

capsicums, tomatoes, and successional crops of kidney-beans ; cauli-

flower and B^u^sels sprouts, in gentle heat, to be afterwards plantod
"Ot Plant early potatoes on slight hotbeds. Continue the forcing
nf asparagus, rhubarb, and sea-kale Pine-apple plants require

little water
;
pbnta in dung-frames especially should he kept fren

from damp, shitt tlie fruiting plants by th>» middle of the month,
if not <lone in Augii5;t. Commenee or continue the forcing of the
various choice fruits, its vines, peaches, tigs, cherries, strawberries,

&c. Pol roots of mint and place in heat to produce sprigs for mint
sauce Be careful to protect the stems of vines that are outside, the
forcing-houses.

Plant Hotuics.—Let the greenhouse and conservatory have plenty
of air in mild weather. Pot and stirt tuberous-rooted begonias.

Pot young plant.^ of amaryllis, and start the established ones. Put
plants of fuchsias, petunias, verbena-s, heliotropes, salvias, and other
sott-wooded subjects, into a propagating house to obtain cutting,
^r., for the flowrr garden. Sow stocks, dahlias, and a few tender
and half-hardy annuals, on a slight hotbed, or in pots. Propagate
old roots of dahlias by cuttings of the young shoots in a hotbed.

Sow petunias in heat, and prick out and harden for bedding out

;

also gloxinias to be grown on in heat till the flowering season.

Flovrr Go.rdni.— In dry open weather ^>lant dried roots, includ-

ing most of the finer florists' tlo_wci"s ; continue the transplanting of
hanly biennial fiowers and herbaceous plants. Sow in the last

week nngiionette, aud hardy annuals, in a wai-m boi-der. for subse-

qucnt transi'hnting.

Makch.
Kitchen Gf/.rdciK—Sow niam crops of wrinkled marrow peas;

Longpod and "Windsor beans ; Nonpareil or St John's day cabbages
,

onions, leeks, Eaily Horn carrots, parsnips, salsafy, scorzonora,
Brussels sprouts, borecoles, lettuces and spinach. In the begin-

ning and also at the end of the month sow Early Strap-leaf and Eaily
Snowball turnips and savoys. In the last fortnight sow asparagus,

cauliflower, chervil, coriander, dill, fennel, finoohio, hyssop,
marigold, savory ; also sea-kale, radishes, celery, celoriac, and most
of tlie culinary aromatics, as parsley. Small salads should be sown
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January

Flt^^Dfrr Oarden and Grrenhouse.—lAMfi is to be done in cither. In the
gTPcnhouBP care must bo unci to protect n^'ninsl frost. VcntiLite but Httle
and wiih care- ; raipp the vcntilatmK **n9b only lii;:h euuunh to kt tlie healeu
air from the c^eenhouse drive hack the ouU.-r airsu as not toelitU the phints.
To (Ipstroy VhirrrJ spider. Byiinpe the jilant^ cupionsly nt ;ilc;lit, ami spla.sh

the p.ithc \viih watnr. Tnc aphis, er "prcen Hy," must alflo be <k-»lroycti
;

loh.'Hio rmy he iiMid At this Mcason ro<;e3. crape vines, ftud other ijlaDls aro
•rtt'i) allcctcd by mildew ; un cllcciual remedy ia to piiint the het-wnter pipes
with a niixiurc of sulphur and Ilmc, put od as thick as ordinary whitcwoah,
onco each week until it in chct;ked ; but care must bo taken not to apply it

•n atiy »mrtace nt a hlc:hcr iempcniture than 21'2*. lly:icintha and other
n.B that hiivc bL-cn krpt in a cellar or otlicr dark cuol place may now bo

roiinht into the l(t(ht of the greenhouse or Billing ronm. provided thty have
filled the pots ^^'-h roots. If they are not wdl roettd, Iravo them untd llicy

are, or acU-ct such of them as arc ln-nt, loaviiiR the uthera. In the outsido
flower garden Utile can I'e done exrept tluit elirul'S may be pruned, or new
work, such as makim; walks or craditis. performed, if weather pcrjiiits.

Fntit OarftriL—l'Tixmaa, staking up, or muUhlnc can bo done if the
weather (9 stioh that the workmen can stand, out. No jitanl Is injured by
bcinu pruned In C4)Id weather.
Ora prTy.—(;raperlc8 nacd for the forclntj of forolRp prapcs may be started,

bctrinniuK at n tompcmturo of Uy at nif:ht, with ID' or I.v higher durlnp Iho
day, ITie bordeia muat Iw covered suindcntly deep with leaves or manure
to prevent tho Boil from frccnnc, as It would be destruction to the vine* to
start the shootH If tho roots wcro frozen; hence, when forcing l« be^un In
January, tho covering should bo put on In November, before severe fiosls
b«gla.

VcffetahU Gardrn.— Ji\it little ran be done In the Nnrtltom St.itcs except
lo prepare manure, and pet sasbes, tools, Ac. In unrklny order; but in
•wilon* of Ibn 'country whrn- there Is lilOe or nc frost Ihe bnrdlcr khid9 of
•cods and plnnt« may be sown and planted, such aa nsparaqm. cnblfnt:o,
cauliflimLT. carrot. Icok, IcUure. onion, parnnlp. pea*. fliMn.nh. turnip. A^e
In any sccilon wberc thcae seeds can be »own In open (TPound. It Is an indkn-
tloo ioak hottuo'ts may bo itartod fur tho sowing or such tender vcgolables ni* i

TES (chiffly for thf. Latitude 0/ Scio Vork).

tomatoes, epRuud pepper planus, <tc. . Ihouah. unless In the extreme Southern
StntLS, holbfds should not be started before the beginutng or middle of
Kcbruary.

Fhivcr Gnrdm and OrccTiko^jfur —The ilirections for J.iiinary will in th«
main apply to this n)'inlli. except tt:at now some of Itic huidier aunuiils nv^y
be siiwn In butbcd or creeiihuu^e, and also the pri>pit):;(iio:) of plants by
cuftintra may be done mther bttter now than in Jauuaiy, a£ the greater
amount of li^lit givcs morv vitality to tho enttlng.

Frriit Cardt-n.—lml little can In- done in mostof tbc Northern States a« yet,
and lu ficrttons where there ii n*» ir.ist tn the grouiul. it a Itkel.v to i»e too
wet to work , but In nmny Suuthern ."^tatej* this will Ou the best ni'uilh for
planting fruit trees and pluu^-i of hit kinds. |)urttcularly strawljenies. lasp*
berries, bhukbvTrI«-s, pear and apjle trees, while grape vines will do, thoug^i
they will also do well qulve a nn.tuh I. iter.

Orapen/.—The gi'apcries started hist month at ftO" at night may now be
Increased to ijO\ with n eorrespondingly higher day temperature. Oreat care
miibl be taken to eyringo the leaves ttiorouulily at least once a day, and to
dehi;;e the paths with water, hO as lo produce u moist ainumphere i'aiQt

the hot w.Iter pip'-s witli bulpbur ndxture, us reconnnended iu January.
yrifflnl'lf (innlcn.—Leaves from the wnotls, house manure, or refu:*c hons

fnmi browerirs rnay be got together towards the latter part i-f this mtiuin,
and mixed and turned t»> get " sweetened " ]>roparatory to fornUng hrtbedti,

Cabbaue. lettuee, ntnl caulKlower se.nU. i( soun eaily this nutnlb iti liotbtiJ

or gtiTuhoiise. will make line plants if tmnsplanted into boilied tn March.
Thift Is prefemblc to tho iftc of tall sown pl.mts. Manure tliat is l»t be un-d
for the crop shnuhl be broken up 115 line as ptissiblc. for tlie nmro cumpletely
ih.iiiure of any kind eau be mixed with the Roll the better the emp will be,

and, of ecurse. If it U dug or ploughed tn in laige unbroken luiuiw it cannot
Ih! properly commingled.

March.
Flov'tr Gnrtl^n and Grfntlnmsf.—The loug days and bricht stiiuhlnc will

now liepin tot^-ll on the plants umler t-lasa KxanUue all pl.nnts that arc
viu'orous and healthy; If the roots have niHttod Ibu ' ball " td e.i/th they
IUU.SI bo aUiilud into a largor-sized pot. F()ijQt« Irom cutting' Mruck laa*^
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every ten days. Make np bods for mushrooms with well-prepared

dnng towards the end of the month. Plant early potatoes in the first

week, and a main crop daring tho last fortnight. Jerusalem arti-

chokes, sea-kale, asparagus, and peas raised in frames, may now be
planted ; also garlic and shallots. Full crops of cabbages should
DO planted out ; also cauJi'! :)wer3 under hand-glasses. Propagate
by slips, or by earthing up the old stems, the various pot-herbs, as

sage, savory, thyme, &c., and increase mint by dividing tho roots.

Fruit Garden.—Finish the pruning of fruit trees before the

middle of the month. Protect those coming into blossom. Begin
grafting in the third week ; dig and dress between the rows of

gooseberries, currants, and othor fruit trees, if not already done.

Kill wayps assiduously, as soon as they appear.

Foixiiig.—Continue the forcing of melons and cucumbers, and
the various fruits. Pot pine-suckers and cro\vn9 that have been
kept in tan during winter, repotting those that require large pot.%

and about the middle of the month shifting them to the succession

pit ; give a top-dressing to tho fruiting plants, turning the tan, and
adding new bark to tho pits, to keep up bottom-heat, where that

is used. In the vinery and peach-house, attend to the keeping down
of insects by syringing ; and promote the growth of the young shoote,

by damping the wall« and paths morning and evening. Sow
capsicum, egg-plant, and tomato ; also in slight heat such tender
herbs as basil and marjoram.

Plant Houses.—More water may be given than formerly. Sow
seeds of greenhouse and hothouse plants ; also the different sorts of

tender annuals ; not off those sown last month ; sow cineraria for the
earliest bloom ; also Chinese primulas. Shift heaths and other hard-

wooded subjects and stove-plants
;

plant tuberoses in pots for

forcing. Begin to propagate greenhouse plants by cuttings ; also

coleuses by cuttings in heat, and chrysanthemums in moderate heat,

potting them off as soon as rooted.

Flower Garden and Skriibbery.—In the last week, sow hardy
annuals in the borders, with biennials that flower the first season,

as also perennials. Plant anemone and ranunculus roots ; plant

the corms of gladiolus. Transplant from the nursery to their final

sites annuals sown in autumn, mth'biennials and herbaceous plants.

Propagate perennials from root-slips and offsets. Protect tulips,

hyacinths, and choice flowers from severe weatlier. Continue to

propagate tho finer sorts of dahlias, both by cuttings and by division

of the roots. Finish the pruning of ail deciduous trees and hedges
as 9oon as possible. Attend to the dressing of shrubberies ; lay

turf-edgingSj and regulate the surface of gravel walks.

Apkil.

Kiicken Odrden.—Sow aeparagu^, sea-kale, Turnip-rooted beet,

salsafy, scorzonera, skiiTet, carrots, and onions on heavy soils ; also

marrow peas, Longixid and Windsor beans, turnips, spinach, celery,

Enfield Market cabbage, savoys, Brussels sprouts, and German
greens, for succession. Sow broccoli and kidney beafls both in

the second and in the last week, and lettuces and small salads

twice or thrice during the month ; sow angelica, caraway, also

all sweet herbs, if not done last month. Sow vegetable marrow."

Plant cauliflower, cabbages, sea-kale, lettuce ; and finish the pKint-

ing of the main crops of potatoes ; divide and replant artichokes.

Propagate all sorts of pot-herbs, and attend to the hoeing and

thinning of spinach, onions, turnips, &c Earth up cabbages,
cauliflower, peas, beans, and early potatoes. Stake up j>eas ; blanch
sea-kale and rhubarb in the open air, by covering with straw or
leaves.

Fmil Garden.—If vines have been neglected to bo pnincd, rub
ofl' the buds that are not wanted; this is safer than pnming now.
Protect the finer sorts of fruit trees on the walls. Tlie hardier
orchard-house fruits should now be moved outdoors under temporaiy
awnings, to give the choicer fruits more space,—the roots being
protected by plunging the pots. Mulch nil newly-planted fruit

trees, watering abundantly in dry weather.
Pordyig.—Continue the preparation of succession beds and pits

for cucumbers and melons. Sow basil in slight heat
;
pot and push

on tomatoes aud capsicums. Attend to the routine culture of the
pinery, giving water and air when necessary. In the forcing-houses,

from the variable state of the weather, considerable vigilance is

required in giving air. Keen down red spider {./fcaruj) in the more
advanced houses by frequent syringingsand a well-moistened atmo-
sphere. Continue the usual operations of disbudding and thinning
of fruit, and take care to keep up the proper temperatures.

Plant^ouses.—Still sow tender annuals if required; sow cinerarias

and primulas. Proceed with all necessary shiftings. Propagate rars

and fine plants by cuttings or grafting ; increase bouvardiae by
cuttings, and grow on for winter flowering. Pot off tender annuals,
and cuttings of half-hardy greenhouse plants put in daring Feb-
ruary to get them well established for use in the flower garden.

Floicer Garden and.Shruhhery.—Sow main or successional crops

of annuals of all sorts—half-hardy annuals in wann borders, oron
slight hotbeds. Biennials and perennials should be sov/n before

the middle of the month. Plant out gladioli, if not done, tigridias,

and fine stocks. Finish the transplanting of herbaceous plants by
the end of the first week. Protect stage auriculas and hyacinths
from extremes of every description of weather ; and tulips from
hoar-frosts and heavy rains. Plant out tender deciduous trees and
shrubs raised in pots

;
plant out tea-roses, mulching the roots.

Remove part of the coverings of aD tender shrubs and plants in the
first week, and the remainder at the end of the month. Form afld

repair lawns and grass walks, by laying turf and sowing perennial

grass-seeds ; mow the lawns frequently
;
plant evergreens.

Mat.

Kiidicn Jjardcn.—Sow Pine-apple or Nutting's beet in the first

week, small salads every week, radishes and lettucei; thrice,

spinach once a fortnight, carrots and onions ' for late drawing,

kidney beans in the first week and together with sca'rlet runners
in the last fortnight; endive for an early crop; also peas and Long-
pod and Windsor beans, cauliflowers. Early York or Little Pixie cab-

bages, Brussels sprouts, borecole, broccoli, savoys, Buda kale, and
German greens, for late crops. Sow anise and basil on a warm border

;

and borage and parsley on open spots. Sow vegetable marrows and
hardy cucumbers on a warm border in the last week ; sow cardoona

in trenches, or (in the north) in pots under glass shelter; sow
chicory for salading. Plant asparagus. Continue hoeing and earth-

ing up the several crops.

Fruil Garden.—Disbud peaches, nectarines, and other early trees

against the walls ; also attend to the thinning of fruit. Give occa-
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month may now be shifted, and the propagation ol all plants that are likely

to be wanted ehould he continued. Uardier kinds of annuals rrjiiy be sown ;

H is beat dono in shallow betxca, say 2 inches deep. Lawna can be raked oJF

and mulched with abort manure, or rich garden earth where manure cannot
bo obtained. Flower beds on li^ht soils may be dug up so as to forward tho
work of the coming buey aprinc aoason.
Fruit GaTd'yn.—\x\ many sections, planting may now be done with safety,

providc'l ilic ."Oil ia liyht and dry, but not otherwise. Apain at this aeaaon.
althougb a tretj or pluut will receive no injury wbcn it3 rooti arc undisturbed
Id the soil should a front come after pKintinpr, tho <taiiie amount of freezing
will and very often docs greatly injure the plant if IIic roots are exposed.
Gravtry.—lhc pnipery BtArt*-d in January will h:ive set its fniit, which

shouhl be t'hinnetl by one-third. The temperature may now be further ad-
vanced to 70' at night, with 15" higher \ii tho daytime. The same precautions
must be used npnhiBt mildew uud Insects as (^ivcii in January. Graperica
wanted for eucceesion may be started in February or this month.

VfQi'tahle Oc,Td<n.~~'V\\\% is a busy month. In localitiea where the frost is

out of the ground, if it is not xvct, seeds of the hardier vegetables can be
sown. 'lh« list of seeds given for the Southern States in January may now
be U3cd at the North, while for moat of the Southern States tender vege-
tables, such as cg^Ey)lant, okra, sweet potatoes, melon, sq.ua8h, potatoes,
tomatoes, &c., may be sown and planted. Uotbcda mmtnow be all started.

Apuru
Fiow/fT Garden end (?rfcnAou.^c—Window and prccnlioiiso plants require

more water and ventilation. Due attention must be paid to shifting well-
rooted plants into laiger pots; and, if space is desired, many kinds of hardier
plants can be safely put out in cohl frames. Towards the end of the month
it may Iw necessary to slightly shade the glass of the grccnhouac. All her-
baceoua plants and hiirdy shrub* may l>c planted in tlio garden. The cover-
hig of leaves or Utter should be Uiken oil biilba and tender plant.1 that wore
covered up for winter, so that the beds can be lightly forked and raked. Sow
tender annual Piiwer seeds in boxes inside.

Fruit Oartint —Strawberries t!iat have been covered up with Straw or
leaves should bo reUewd around the plants, leaving the covering between
tbtjui. Raspberries, ((rap** *'inti' "v 'h»* havw hnco lair! down, f\ay now be

uncovered and tied up to stakes or trellises, and all new plantatione of theeo
and other fruits may now be made.

yegetable fynrrf^n,— Asp.-vra^'us, rhubarb, spinach, Ac, should be uncovered,
^ and the beds hoed or dug lightly. Hardier sorts of vegetable seeds and
plants, such as beets, cabbiige, cauliflower, celery, lettuce, onions, parsley,

parsnip, peas, potatoes, radishes, spinach, turnip, Ac, should all be sown or
planted by tlie middle of the mouth if the soil is dry and wann. and in uU
cases, where practicable, before the end of the month. It is esaeatiai, in

sowing seeds now, that they be well firmed m the soil. Any who expect to
get early cabbaeo, caulillower, lettuce, or radishes, while planting or sowing
is delayed until the time of sowing tomato aud egg plant in May, are sure to

be disappoiuted of a full crop.

• Mat.

Floicer Oardtm and Greenhouse.—Wtin\ov and grec houae phinta should bo
in their finest bloom. Firing may be entirely dispeneed with, tliough care

must still be exercised in ventilating. Kvery prtcsution must be used to

keep the air moist. "Moss culture " may be tried, the common sphaimuni
or nioB.i of tho swamps, mixed >vith one-twentieth of iu bulk of bone-<lU9t,

beinij laid as a miiloh on the top of the earth of the llower-pots; it* clttct ia

to shield the pots from the eun, and at the same time atiniu'ato the roota to

come to the surface. By the end of the month all ol the plants that ore

wanted for the summer decoration of tho riower border may be pl.inted out,

first loosening a little tlie ball of earth at the roots. If the weather is dry,

water freely after planting. When the greenhouse is not to be used dnrijig

tho summer months, camellias, azaleas, and plants of that character should

be 6Ct out of doors under partial shade ; but most of the other plants usually

grown in the conservatory or \vindow garden in winter may be set in the

open border. Flower beda should be kept well hoed and raked, to prevent
tile growth of weeds next im-nth. Lawns sliould be mown, and the edgings
trimmed.. Pelargoniiinifl, pink-*, monthly roses, and all th« half liardy-kinds of

flowering plants sIk-iiM be planted early; but coleiis, heliotrope, and the

more tender pI.iiiLt should be d* laved until th« end of the nionto. Annaals
that have been sown in the greenhouse or hotlwd m.iy be planted out, and
f :ed8 of such sorts as mignonette, aweet alysaum, phlox ttrummondii, portu-

i luca. Ac iua" *"- .lowu in the beds or borders.
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sinnal w.isliini^s with llic cn^'ine to keep ilown inserts. Tick catcr-

pill.irs fioni gooscberrit-s ami wnll treason their fii-st ajipearance.

Kcinove I'roni laspberiics aiid strawberries all suckers and runners

that are not wanted.

Forcing.— Plant melons and cucumbers, and some basil, on the

hotbeds T»ren.ircd for vegetables in February, and now free. Plant

out vi'^^ctahle marrows aud immpkitis on dunj^-rldges, under hand-

glasses. Sow late crops of cueunil^ers and melons. Continue the

routine culture of tlie pinery, shifting those iiitoidcd for autumn
and winter fruiting ;

give abundance of heat and water, keeping

down inserts.

I'lnnt IfotUcs.—Turn out hanly plants about the middle, and t!ic

more tender at the latter end of tlip nionlh. Sow tender annuids

for succession, potting and shiftitif; those sown at an earlier period
;

sow cinciarias for suecession ; and a few haidy annuals and ten-

week slock, &o.,'for late crops. Potolfall rooted cuttings. Put

in cuttings of the dilfcrent drsirabie spccirs wldch are now fit for

that put |""se. Plant out in liuh soil Richardias, to be potted up in

autmnn for llnwering.

FluiiKr fintdni.—Sow annual^ for succession in the last week,

also bicnniids and perennials in the nursery comparluient. for

plarding out ut-.vt year. Proiiag.ite plants of wliich mora stock is

ri-'juireil, either by cuttings or I'V iliu'ling the roots. Plant out,

dm(n_^ ttie last week, iljhlins, hanly pi larL^oniums, stocks, and .cal-

ceolarias, protecting the dahlias Imiij Hij;lit hosts. 13y the end (^

the rnontli, masses of the loll. .wing pLints luay be formed with

snffty in warm loialitics :— petaignniuni, hcliotrnpium, fuchsia,

petunia, nicrembert^iu, salvia, vcihena, bouvaidia, and lobelia.

Piotfct tulips, ranunculuses, and anemones Wum the mid-day sun,

and from rains and winds. Kemovc the coverings from «.U tender

plants in the open air.

Shrubbery.—Tr.Tjisplant nil kinds of evergreens, this month and
St-ptenibcr being the pro[ier seasons. The rarer conilers shonld

b^ planted now aud in .June, after they have commenced to s'ow.

Proceed with tlie laying down uf lawns and gr;tvcl- walks* and keep
the former regularly mown.

June.

Kitchen Garden.—Sow kidney beans for succession ; also the

wrinkled marrow peas, and Seville Longpoil, and Wimlsor beans for

hite crops. Sow .<ialariing every ten tlays ; also carrots, onions,

and radishes for draw'ing young ; and chicory for salads ; sow eii'livc

for a full crop. In the first week .sow Early Muinch and Yellow Fin-

land turnips for succession, and in the third week for a full autumn
crop. Sow scarlet and white runner beans for a lato crop, and
cabbages forcoleworts. Make up successional mushroom beds early

in the month. Plant full crops of broccoli, lirussels sprouts, savoys,

German greens, leeks, and early celery, with successional crops of

cabbage and c^ulillower. In the first fortniglit of the tnonth, jilant

hardy cucumbers for pickling, in a warm border, placing hanil.

glasses over them towards the end of the month. Plant out capsi-

cums on a warm bonier (south of England), also tomatoes along the
bottom of a south wall. Pull and store winttT onions, if rijie.

Fruit Garden.—Train and prune the summer shoots of wall and
trellis and other trained trees. Mulch and water fruit trees and
strawberries in dry weather, desisting when the fruit begins to ripen.

Net over cherry-trees. Destroy aphides and other insects by

syringing with tobacco water, or by fumigating, or by dusting with

tobacco jiowder.

Furcintj.—Proceed with planting melons and cucumbers raised

from seeds and cuttings, for late crops. Keep up the necessary

temperatures for the ripening of the various fruits. Continue the

routine oficrations in the pinery; but, if very large-sized fruit is

desired, remove the suckers from tlie stem, and apply heat and water

in aburnlancc. Shift suckers and succession plants in the beginning

and middle of the month, as the state of the plants may require. The
other forcing-houses must still have the necessary heat, but little

water and abundance of air must be given to those wherein the

fruit is beginning to ripen, and those in which tlie fruit is past

ought to be constiintly under a system of thorough ventilation.

J'lant Houses.—These will now be occupied with tender green-

house plants and annuals, and the more hardy plants from tlie stove.

Sliift, repot, and propagate all plants that are desirable. Sow fragrant

or showy annuals, to (lower in pots during winter; and grow on a
set of decorative plants for the same object.

F/owcr Garden.—Plant out dahlias and other tender subjects If

risk of frost is past. Take up bulbs and tulxrous roots, and dry

them in the shade before removing them to tlic store-room. Fill

up with annuals and greenhouse plants those beds from which the

bulbs and roots have been raised. After this season, keep always

a reserve of annuals in pots, or planted on beds of thin layers of

fibrous matter, so as to be readily tran^plaiited. Layer carnations

and pipe pinks in tUo end of the month. Keep the lawns closely

mown.

July.

Kitchen Garden.—Watering will be necessary in eacli depart-

ment, if the weather is hot, and dry. In the first week, sow peas

for the last crop of the season ; also Dutch Longpod beans, and
French beans. In the last week, sow Yellow Finlaml turni|i for a

full wiutcr crop, spinach for an early winter sujiply, and Knficld

Maikct or Winnigstadt cabbage for early summer use. Sow endive,

for autumn and winter use, in the beginning and end of the month;
also successional crops of lettuce and small salads. Makeup succes-

sional mushroom beds. Plant full crops of celery, cclenac, endive,

about the middle and end of the month ; late crops of broccoli,

caulifiower, and cnlcworts in the last week. Gather and drymcdi*
cinal antl pot lierb.'* ; also propagate these by slijis and cuttings.

Friiit Garden.—Continue the pruning and tiainingof wall and
espalier trees, and tlie destruction of noxious insects. Plant straw-

berries in pots for forcing ne.xt winter, and make new beds out o<

doors as soon as well-rooted runners can be obtained. Propngato

the dillerent sorts of stone fruit trees, by budding on other tries, or

on prepared stocks. Gather fruits of all kinds as they rii)en.

Forcimj.— Prune melons and cucumbers, giving air and water,

and maintaining heat, &c. Continue the routine treatment in the

pinery, but withhold water when the fruit begins to ripen ; push
on the growth of the suckers on old plants, wliich will materially

advance the fruiting period. Tho forcing-houses ought to have

abundance of fresh air and nioisturp, along with the necessary heat.

Plant Iloma.— Ventilation will be necessary to keep down execs**

sive heat; and attention must be paid to yiotting, shifting, and

putting in cuttings, and giving abundance of water to tho potted

plants, both intioors aud out. Sow calceolarias ; shift heaths, H
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Fruit Oardm—Tlie hay or leaf mulching on the strawberry be<U should
foe reiiiuvL-d nnci thf Krautul dufply hoed, iUlcr which it may he placed ou
again t<i keep tlie fruit clcnn and the gnamd from tlryiiig. Where it hns nnt
hecn convenient befoni, ruoat of tlic smaller fruits may yet he phmted during
tlic flrflt unit of the niouth. Tubacco dust will (l>slc)d^'C most of the nume-
rous kinds uf alum's, eutcTpillars. or wuiiDa thiit make tliuir appearaaeouu tho
yoviiig sluiotsof vines or trees.

VegrinbU f#arJtrn, — Attention should he^ivcn to new sowinRs iind plantings
for 8uecc8air)n. Crops sow n laat inontti will have to he thinned out if laiije

enoub'h. Uoc deeply all traiifiplantt-d crops, nucli as eabhnge. caniiMoHei-,

h;ttucc. Ac. Tender veyctivhles, such iistomntocs, et,'K and pepper phtiits,

Bvi-cct potatoes, (tc, can bo planteil ciut Seeds of Ijma beans, sweet corn,
ih'don. okra, euenmbora, Ac, Bhoulil be Rown ; und sow for auceussion pcus,
Bpinaeh, Icttuec, beans, radishes, dec, every ten days^

JOHE.

Flower Gardm nr\d Grecnhoris'.—'Vvoii\c?i\ plants can now ho used to nil

itp the Kreeiihouso durinf< tho summer inoiitli<i. It should be well bhailcd,
mul lino speeimons of fancy cfthidinms, drni.'enns. cohnis, er*tons, piilins,

fei-na, nnd aiirh plants aa are ^towh for the beauty of their foliage, will make
ovciy ftltraitivc bIiow. The "moss culture" will bo found porticuhuly
valitnblc for these pUntA. Kyaointlis, tulipK, and other opting bulbs nuiy ho
4hi'4 up. dried, and phiccil away for next full's phintiti^;, atid their plneeii lllled

with beddins pbintn, fiueh as cok-iis, acliynuilbes, pchiru'otiiurns, and tho
v.trious white uitd coloured leaf plants. U will bu necessary to mow tlio

lawn once a woek.
Frtiit (;nid'-n.—T)uf small fruils should l»e nnihhed about the nmls. if this

has not ret been dunu. Crape vinva oiitftldo as well as in should be dia-
tuddfd

Vegrtnhtf. Cnn/rn.—Heots, heaus, carrots, com, fucumbcrs. lettuce, peas,
nnd radishes may he sown for Kuecfsnlon. This la usiuilly a liuny nionth, lis

in:inycrop8 hnvuto bu K'lthered, nnd. If hnctnti Is not promptly seen to, weeds
Hie ceitjiin to yivc ;:ieat tiniibl*. Touintous should bo tied up to tielliM's rij-

f-lnkos If niif nav.tured aud handsuniu fruit Is desired, for If left to ripen on
tiiegroiiud Ihey arc apt to have a yros.* eai thy lla\our.

July. —
Flower Garilen and fTrcpriftfXfsc.—Wntenng, ventilating, and fumlKfttlng

(or the u.-ie of tolnuto in other forms for destruetioii of aphides) must bo
altcFKlcd to. The atmosphfre of the preeidunise must be kept nu'ist. Watch
the plants that have becu plunged out of doors, aud bco if any rctiuiro ro«

puLLiug. All plants that require .stakiuK. euth as dahlias, roses, gladioli,

and many lierl)Hceou8 plants, should now be lookrd to. Carruilions and other
platils that are throwing up Ilower htenis, if wanted to llower in winter,

shonld bo cut back, that is, tho flower Bteins bhould be cut utl tu say A iuclies

from the ^Tonnd.
Fruit iferden —If urnpo vines show any si^ns of ndhU w. dust them over

with diy sulphur, selectinR a Rtill warm day. The friiif havtny now hew*
p^theiid (null sir.iwberry pl.uit.s. If new beds are to he foimcd, tho systi\ni

of laytMMi' the pbiuts in .-^mall pols is the best,. Where npide>i. I'eaia. peaches,
prapes. Ae.. have set fruit thickly, thin tuit at least one liaU tu two-thirds o(

till' yiiuii" fruit.

V'c'iituUe (Jo nli-n.—Thv nrt.1 ten days of this month will yet tie time cnouKh
to sow Bweet com, beets. lettuce, beans, eueundiers, and ruta-bai;.-! Inrrnps.

Such vepe tables as cabbage, eaulilhmer, celeiy, Ac, wanted for fall or winter

use, arc hesL planted this month, though In some sections they will do luler.

Keep swcut iKitatoos hoed to provcnt the vines rootiuif at the joints.

August.

Fhioer Garden and Orcfinhause. ^V'iit little deviation Is required In (he^o

departments from the instiuelions for July.

Fntil G'ui-rfc^/i. — Strauberrieii that liavo fnuted will now Ik* nuiKinc

"runners" or young plants. These should be kept cut o(I close to the old

jilant, so tliat the full force of the root is expended in making the "ciowns "

or fruit buds for next season's crop. If phnits arc rcijuired for new herts. only

the renulrcd number shoubl he allowed to grow, nnd these should he Inyered

in pots as reeonuncnded in July. Tho ohl Menis of rahpberries mul bhiek-

berries th:it liavo borne fruit ehotdd be cut nway, nnd the young shoots

thinuetl to three or four cnnes tu each hill or plant. If tle<l to stakes and
tojiped when 4 or .% feet high, they will form thrcmrfour branched oil acanu,

aud will mai^! .slruU(jor fruiting phuits fur nc.\l ycur.
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they require it ; cut down pelargoniums past flowering, and plant the

cuttings.

Flower Garden aiid Shrubbery.—Take up the remaining tuber-

ous roots, suoh as anemones, ranunculuses, kc, by the end of the

first week ; Gil up their places, and any vacancies thiit may have
occurred, with annuals or bedding plants from the reserve ground.
Repot auriculas, and sow auricula seed in boxes under glass. I'ro-

pagiUe herbaceous and other plants that have gone out ol' llower.

by means of cuttings and slips, especially those reMuirt'd for s[>ring

bedding, propagate also the various suinnior bcildtng plants in-

creased by cuttings. Increase roses and American shmbs, by laytT-

ing, budding, or cuttings, and goon with the layering of carnations

and picotecs. Stake and tic up dahlias mid strong herbaceous
plap'

AUGUST.

fCitchen Garden. —Sow winter and spring spinach in llie begin-

ning and about the end of the month . paisley and wirii' r oniuns.

fur » full crop, in tlie Ri'^t week , cabbages about the middle of tlie

month, for planting out in spring; eaulillowtr in the first lialf

(Scotland) and in the second half (England) of the month ; Hardy
Hammersmith and Brown Cos lettuce iu the first and last waek

;

small salads occasionally ; and Black Spanish radish, for wintt-r

crops. Clant out kales and broccoli for late crops ; pUnit celery

(earthing up the advancing crops as required), endive for succession,

and a few coleworts. Take up shallots, garlic, &c.

Fruit Ganlen.—Proceed in training and regulating the summer
shoots of all fruit trees as directed for the last tKree months. Net
up, in dry weather, gooseberry and currant bushes, to preserve tlie

fruit till late in the autnmn. Make newstrawberry beds if required.

Preserve the ripening fruits on the wall and other trees from in-

sects, "id destroy wasp nests. Gather fruits as they ripen.

Furcmg.—The routine of cultivation in hotbeds and pits may bo

continued. Sow, and propagate by cuttings, iu the beginning of the

month, cucumbers, to bo afterwards grown in Iiot-water pits, or in

boxes in the front of the pine-stove, for a winter crop. Make up
mushroom beds for winter crop. In the pinery most of the sum-
mer fruit will be cut by the middle of the month, when a general

shifting of succession plants will take place ; as also a potting of

suckers; but these will be strengthened by being allowed to remain
on the old plants until the end of the month. In the foreing-

houses, where the crops are pa^t, part of the sashes may be removed,
80 as to permit thorough ventilation.

Flanl Houses.—Attend to the propagation of all sorts of green-

Iiouse plants by cuttings, and to the replacing in the greenhouse and
stoves the more tender species, by the end of the month in ordinary
seasons, but in wet weather in the second week. Sow half-hardy
annuals, as Keinophila, CoUinsia, S'^hizanthus, Rhodanthe, &c., to

flower during winter.

Flower Garden and Shrubbery.—Sow in the second aftd the last

week, ou a warm border of a light sandy soil, with an cast as-

pect, any frcc-dowering hardy annuals as Silene pendula, Ncmophila,
tc, for planting in spring ; and auricula and primula seeds in pots
and boxes. Propagate all sorts of herbaceous plant-s by rooted slips

;

layer chrysanthemums ; take ofT layers nf carnations, picotecs, and
pansios. Plant cuttings of bedding plants, and of bedding pidar-

goniums in bo.\c3 for convenience of removal. Flayer the tops of
chrysanthemums, to obtain dwarf (lowering plants. Transplniit

evergreens in moist weather, about the end of the month ; and pio-
pagate thi'm by layers and cuttings. Pot Nea|H>litan violeta for
tuicing , or plant out on a mild hotbed. Clip box edgings.

SErXEMDER.

Kitchen Garden. —Sow small salading for late crops , and lettuco

and t:[»iiiach, if not done laat month, for spring crops. Plant endiva
and lettuce at the foot of a south wall lo stand tite winter ; plant
out cabbages from the chief autumn sowing- Plant caulillowers on
a warm border m spaces such as can be protected by hand-lights.

Thin the winter spinach. \\ hen large enounli.tiiat it may Iiave spaco
to gruw If broccoli be too rank or tall to withstand the winter,

lift and lay nearly up to the neck in the earth, the heads sloping
towards the north. Lift onions, and lay them out to ripen on a
dry bolder or gravel-walk Lift potatoes and store them.

Ffuti- 'Jardcn.— Finish the summer pruning and training Whero
the walls are heated, assist the maturing of [waches and nectarines,

and the ripening of the young wood for next year, by fires during
the day Gather and lay up m the fruit-room with care the
autumnal sorts of apples and pears. Prepare borders and stations

for frujt trees during jry weather Plant strawberries for a main
cro|>. Repot orchard-house trees, durooting if necessary

ForctH'j —Take care that late melons and cucumbers be not in-

jured by getting too much water, and too Uitle air Sow a ftw
kidney beans for an early forced crop. In the pinery at once takft

olf and pot all strong suckers not done last month; the remainder
may be taken otf at the end of tiie month, and planted in old tan in

a frame or ^it. Kxpel damp, and assist the ripening of late grapes and
peaches, with fiics during the day Prune early vines and peaclics.

Piant /lousc.'i.—The various pot plants should now be put it>

their winter quarters. Keep up moderate temperatures in the
stove, and merely repel frosts in the greenhouse, guarding against

damp, by ventilation and by the cautious use of water, rot hya-
cinths, tulips, and other bulbs for forcing; and propagate half-haidy
plants by cuttings.

Flower Garden, &c.—Sow in the beginning of this month all

half-hardy annuals required for early flowering ; also mignonetto
in pots, thinning the plants at an early stage ; the difTerent species

of primula ; and the seeds of such plants as, if sown in spring,

seldom como up the same season, but if sown in September and
October, vegetate readily the succeeding spring. Put in cuttings

of bedding pelargoniums in boxes, wliich may stand outdoors ex-

posed to the sun, but should be sheltered from exces.'^ive rains.

Continue the propagation of herbaceous plants, taking ofi" the layers

of carnations, picotces, pansies, and chrysantherauns, by the end
of the month ; choice carnations and picotees may be potted and
wintered in cold frames if the season is wet and ungenial. Plant

evergreens; lay and put in cuttings of most of the hard-wooded
sorts of shrubby plants.

OCTOBEK.

Kitchen Garden.—S(jw small salading and ^adi^^es in tfto first

week, and lettuces in frames on a sliallow hotbed for planting out
iu spring. If the winter prove mild they will be somewhat earlier
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Vf.getablf Garden.—Hoc deeply such crops as cabbaRo, cauliflnwcr. ami

celery. The earthing up of celery tins numtli ia not lo be recomnHnded.
Onions in many eectiuns can be li.irvested. The proper condition is wben the
top^ arc turning yellow and fulling down. Tljey are dried best by pl.icing
Ihcin in a dry shed in thin layers. Sow spinf^h fr>r fall use. but not yet
fnf the wiutcr crop. Red top. while globe, and yellow Aberdeen turnips
shouhl firm* be solvit ; riita buga turnips sown hist inontli will need thinning,
and iu extreme Southern States they may yet be sowu.

September.

Fltwer (Jurdan and Greenhouse.—The flower beds In the lawn should be at
Hieir best. If planted in "ribbon liiie!i"or "'massing," strict attention must
tic given to pinching off the tops, so tliat the lines or masses will present nn
even Hiirfaco- Tender plants will require to be put in the greenhouse or
luMnod (n sr-me uriy towards the end of this nmnili ; but be careful to keep
thcni as cool as jins^iblo during the day. Cuttings of bedding plants may
now bo mndc freely if wu).i.cd for next season, as young cutting* rooted in
Ihc fall mak<: bettor pl:int* for next spring's use than old plants, in the case
of such Boft-wooJed plant? j«3 pcljirgoniums. fuchsias, verbenas, heliotropes.
itr : with roses and plants of fl woody nature, however, the old plants
usually do best. Dutch bul|>», giich as hyacinths, tulips, crocus, Ac. and
nmst of the v.uicties of lilies, may bo planted. Violets that arc wanted for
winior Uowcrlng will now be growing fr.:elv. and the ninners shonbl be
trimmed off fcvuw suds of sweet alyssum, candytuft, daisies, mignonette,
pan<tieft, itc

Fruit yarrfcn.—Strawi»eny plants Ihat have been t.iyercd in pots m:iy yet
be planted, or in soutlierii districts Uie ordinary ground layers can be planted.
Tiio sooner in the month both are pbintcd the better crop they will give next
season ; and. as these plants soon make runners, it will be necessary to trim
them off. Attend to nspberrU^^ nnd bl.ickberries aa advised for last month,
11 they h.ive not already been attcndeu tc.

Vro'/abU G'sriicn.—U cabli:ige. caulill.twcr. fin.i lettuce ore wanted to plant
Ui v»lii (ramcs. the seed should be sown froir. a'.out the tenth to khe twentieth
of thi» nwuilU; hut judgment shoubl be «xe" - 6, for, if sown too early.
cnMti2c and caulitlower arc apt lo nm lo seed, ih-; Iwst ilate for latitude of
New York is September ifith. Tlu> main crop of spinach or sprouts that is
wuitct! lor winter or sorine use bliould bo sowu ubjut tbo aaiue date *'• "

eartli sluiuld be drawn up to celery with a hoc preparatory lo earthing up
with a spade. Onions thiit were nut harvested and dried hist mouth must
now be attended to. Turnips of the early or flat sorts may yet be sown th«
first week of this month in the Northern States, and iu the South from tw^
to four weeks later

October.

Ftmver Garden and Greenhouse.— \n northern sections of the T'nilcl States,

tender plants that are still outside should be got under cover as early as
poRsilile. Delay using lire heat as long as possible, unless the ni|;ht? become
so cold as to chill the plants inside the house. Rnscs, carnations, camellias,
azaleas, pelargoniums, and the hardier sorts of plants will do better if plaec<)

in a cold frame or pit until the niuldle of November than they would in an
ordinary greenhouse. Look out fi>r insects Fall bulbs of all kiiuh may bo
planted. Take up summer itowcnng bulbs and tubers, siieh as dahlias.

tuberoses, gladioli, cannas, caludiuma. ligridias. and dry them off thoronghly.

stowing them away afterwards in some place free from frost and moisture
during winter.

Fruit Gart/eti.—Strawberries that have been grown from pot-grown layer*

may yet be planted in Southern Stiites; keep the runners trimmed off. Fruit

trees and shrulw may be set out; but. if planting is deferred to the last of
the month, the ground around the roots should be mulched to the thickness
of S or 4 inches with straw, leaves, or rough manure, as a prolcctiou against

frost.

Vegetable Garden.— Cc\cry will now !« in full growth, and will require

close attention to'-'arthing up. and durinp the Inst part of the monlh the Hrj^t

lot may be stored away in trcnrhcs for winter All vcgeiablc roots not
designed to be left in the ground during the winter should be dim up. su' h
as beets, carrots, paranips. sweet nolfttoes. Ac. The cabbage, cauliflowt-r,

and lettuce plants grown from seed sown last month should be pricked out
in cold frames. If lettuce is wanted for winter use, it may now be plani'-il

in the grcenhonso or cold frame, and will he ready for use about Christmas.
I' asparacus or rliubarb is wantc«l for winter use. it should be taken up and
stowril away in pit. frame, shed, or cellar for n month nr two It may ilu-u

be taken into the greenhouse and i>ackcd cVisely toirethcr under the stacc,

.-Hid will be Ot for use from Juuuary to March, according tu tlic IctuncnitUrd
<<r the house.
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than those sown next month or in Janiiitry. Plant parsley in pots

or boxes to protect umlcr glass in case very severe weather occurs.

Plant cabbages in beds or close rows till wanted in spring ; and
cauliflowers in the last week, to receive the protection of frames,

or a sheltered situation. Store potatoes, beet, salsafy, scorzonera,

skirret, carrots, and parsnips, by the end of the month. Band and

earth up cardoons.

Fruit Garden.—Such fruit trees as have dropped their leaves may
bo transplanted ; this is the best season for transplanting {though

"with care it may be done earlier), whether the leaves have fallen or

not. Protect fig-trees, if the weather proves frosty, as soon as they

havo cast their leaves. Plant out raspberries. The orchard-house

trees should be got under glass before the end of the month. Gather

and store all sorts of apples and pears, the longest-keeping sorts

not before the end of the month, if the weather be mild.

Forciiuj.—Maintain the heat in hotbeds and pits by means of

frosh dung linings. Givo abundance of air in mild bright weather.

Dress vines and peaches. Clean and repair the forcing-houses, and
overhaul the heating apparatus to see it is in good W9rking condi-

tion. Plant chicory or witloef in boxes or on hotbeds for blanching.

Sow kidney beans. Make up successional winter mushroom beds.

PVint I/otcscs.—Replace all sorts of greenhouse plants. Fill the

pits with pots of stocks, mignonette, andhardy annuals for planting

out iu spring, along with many of the hardy sorts of greenhouse

plants ; tho whole ought to bo thoroughly ventilated, except in

frosty weather. From this time till spring keep succulent plants

almost without water. Sow cyclamens. Begin to force roses, hya-

cinths, and a few other bulbs, for winter and early spring decora-

tion. Plant hyacinths in glasses for windows.
Flower Garden.—Sow a few pota of hardy annuals in a frame, or

on a sheltered border, for successional spring use if required. Plant

tho greater part of the common border bulbs as hyacinths, narcissi,

crocuses, and early tulips, about the end of the month, with a few

anemones for early flowering. Transplant strong plants of biennials

ond perennials to their final situations ; also the select plants used

for spring bcd'.ling. Protect alpine plants, stage auriculas, and car-

nations ami picotces with glass frames; and half-hardy greenhouse

plants, such as fuchsias, &c., about the end of the month, with

coverings of broom or spruce-fir, preferring tho latter. Take up,

dry, and store dahlias and all tender tubers in the end of the

month
;
pot lobelias and similar half-hardy plants from the open

borders. Transplant all sorts of hardy evei^eens and shnibs,

especially in dry soils, giving abundance of water. Put in cuttings

of all sorts of evergreens, &c. Plant out the hardier sorts of

roses.

November.

Kitchen Garden.—Trench up all vacant ground as soon as cleared

of its crops, leaving tlie surface as wugh ns possible.' Sow Dilli-

stonc's Euity peas and Early Dwarf Prolific beans, in the sccoml

week, for an eaily crop ; also in frames for transplanting. Protect

endive, celery, artichoke, and sea-kale, with stable-Utter or fern, or

by planting tlio former in frames ; tako np late cauliflower, early

broccoli, and lettuces, and place them in shelteretl pits or lay them in

an open shed ; earth up celery ; manure and dress up asparagov
beds.

Fruit Garden. —Vlo.nX all sort of fniit trees in fine weather—the
earlier in the month the better. Protect fig-trees. Commence
pruning and nailing. Gather and store the latest apples and pears.
Examine the fruit room, and remove all decayed fruit.

Forcing.—Keep up the requisite degiee of heat in hotbeds and
pits. Cucumbers and pines, on hotbeds, will require more th^i
ordinary attention, to prevent them damping off" from too much
moisture ; hence the advantage of hot-water heating. Force aspa*
ragus, rhubarb, and sea-kale, in the mushroom-house, in pits, or in

the open border under boxes or cases surrounded and covered by
well-fermented stable dung and leaves. Sow Early Horn carrot

;

also kidney beans and radishes, on hotbeds. In the forcing-houses
prune and train the trees ; fork over and dress the borders of such
nouses as have not been already done.

Plant-ffoiises.—The directions for the greenhouse and consei*^

valoi7 in January apply also to this month generally. Continue the
forcing of roses, hyacinths, &c.

Flower Garden, &c.—Plant dried tubers of border flowers, but the
finer sorts had better be deferred till spiing. Plant tulips in the
early part of the month. Put in cuttings of bedding calceolarias,

choosmg the shoots that will not run up to flower. Prc^*ct such
half-hardy plants as are not already sheltered. Plant deciduous
trees and shrubs so long as the weather continues favourable, and
before the soil has parted with the solar heat absorbed during sum-
mer. Dig and dress such flower borders and shrubberies as may
now be cleaied of annuals and tho stims of herbaceous plants.

. •

.

' • . '
'•

. Decembkr.

Kiichen Garden.—Collect and smother-burn all vegetable refuse,

and apply it as a dressing to the ground. Sow a few peas and
beans, in case of accident to those sown in November, drawing up
the soil towards the stems of those which are above ground as a
protection ; earth up celery ; blanch endive with flower-pots ; sow
radishes in a very sheltered place. Attend to trenching and digging

in dry weather.

FmU Garden.—Plant all sorts of fruit trees in mild weather.

Proceed with pruning and nailing wall-trees. Examine the fruit-

room every week, removing promptly all decaying fniit

Forcing.—The same degree of attention to hotbeds and pits will be
necessary as iu the last month. Continue the forcing of asparagus,

rhubarb, and sea-kale, in pits and in the mushroom-house. Prot^eed

with the usual routine of culture commenced last month. Wake
the necessary preparations to begin forcing early or succession crops

by the last week of this or tho first of next month.
Platit-JIouseS, Frames, d-c—Carnations and picotees in pots must

be kept rather dry to prevent damping oft". Huaths and Australian

plants must he very sparingly watered, and kept with only fire he-at

enough to repel frost.

Floiocr Garden, d-c.—Pfant shrubs in open weather. Prune
hardy roses and other hardy shrubs. Sweep and roll the lawns,

and put in repair the gravel-walks, keeping the surface frequently

rolled. ' -
,

...
,

(T. MO.)

November.

Flower Garden and Oreenhou8e.~?\nnt» Intended to be grown tnsido should
now .ill bo indoors. Keep \ sharp look out for cold snaps, as they coino very
iiriBXpcctcdIy in Novemliur, :\nd many plants are loflt thereby. Iu c;isos

where it is not convoniont to UflO llru heat, &" to 10" of cold can be renisted

by coTciirif; the plants over with p.ipcr, and by usinjf thia beforo frost haa
sinijlc tho pbiiita vahialiU' conectinn.i may be 8.ived. Wheu Arc heat ia freely

Hand, be careful to keep uji the prnpor amount of moisture by Bpriiikling the
]):iths with w.iicr. Little tan be done in the (lower garden, except to clean
n!f nil dead stalks, and .straw up tender roses, vines, Ac, iind. wherever
there Is time, to dig np and rako the Ijorders. as it will greatly fjicilitato

spiin'.; work. Cover up nil beds In which there are hyacinths, tuHps, and
other bulbs with a Utter of leaves or straw to the depth of 2 or 3 inebes. If

short lliorougtdvdccaycd manure c.in be spared, a good sprinkling spread
over the lawn will help It to a liner Krowth next Bprin^.

Fruit Ortnfrn.—Strawheiry bcdj alinuld be covered (in cold aecHona) with
h.iy, straw, nr leaf nuilchlnii. to a depth not cxcccdnij,' 2 inchesi, I'liiit trees

and iiTnix? vines Rencrally should br pruned ; and, if the wood of th-; vine i^i

wanted for cnttinj;s. or scions of fruit trees for grafts, they should be tied iu

•ninll biHidles and buried iu the ground nnlll spriii;^'.

Vcgctahle (inriicn —Colery that is to be stored for winter nso shonld be put
ftway bcf»fre tho end of the month in all acctionn north of Virginia ; south
of that It may ho left in most places wheio K^own tlirou;,'hont the winter
U well eovered lip. The stalks of the asparagus bed MhonId be cut olf. and
bitrnvfl If there aro berries on tbcm, as the seeds seattcrvd in the soil some-
times pi'odiiro troublesome weeds. Alulcli the beds with 2 or 'A inobcs of

nni'ih nmnnro. All vegetable roots that are yet in tho ground, and not
«U-s{gned to bo left thoro over winter, must ho dug np In thin latitude before

the Nifddip of tho month, or they nmy l>o frozen In. Cover np onions,

nithi.ii-b, snrnat*, enbhage, or lettuce plants with n coveilng of 2 or 3 Inches
<if leaves, itny, or straw, t4i protect them during tbu wJnt^^'r. rahUtgcs (bat
liavr lic:ided may unnully ho pn.'M rvcd nuainst Injury by fruftt until tho
ndddle I'f next month, by simply piillhn: them up and packing tbcui cloBcIy

In u dry njKii In the opfii field uilh the lie.idH lio^ n anil rtniln up On
iip|ini;biio( cidd wcjiMut III iH'eenduT Ihey nIionM N- eovcicd up with Icnves

nt iiigb :oi the l>>p<t nl (ho nHit!<i. or. If the xoll !» |)>;ht. It may be thrown ovc
thrill. If bMvcA :<iv not i-ouvcniciit. <'.>lib.me!i will keep this wny until

Rlareh t( tUe coviTiii-.* h.ie uol U'cu |ml on tiNn-nrly. I'loituli nil cuiply

CALENDAR FOR THE UNITED STATES—Contimied.
ground if practicable, and, whenever time will permit, do trenching and
subs<iiling. Cabbage, cauliflower, and lettuce plants that are in frames
should bo regularly ventilated by lifting the sash on wann days, and on tho
approach of very told weather tliey yhould be covered with straw mats or

sbuttera. In the colder li.titudes. and even in tho Middle States, it ts

nbeoiuttly neccKsiiry to protect eaulillowcr In thia way, as it is much mora
tender than cabbage and lettuce plants.

Dbcembbr.

Flower Oardcn and Oreenhouse.-~V\ow attention must ho paid to pn^teet-

ing all tender phints, tor it is not imcommon to havo the care of a whole
year spoiled by one night's neglect. Vj^^ilaneo and extra hot flren will havo
to be kept up when tlie thermometer falls to 34" or :i!r in the parlour or con-
&i'rvatory. It is well to set the plftiitfi under the benches or on the walks of the
grcetdiouse ; if they are in the parlour, move them away from the eobl point
and protect thom with paper; this will usually save them even If iho tJier-

momelur f;dls to '-M' or 2ti". Another plan iu the grcenhoiiae is to dji.^h water
on the pipes or Hues, which causes steam to rise to the gUsa ond tvwiv there.

hlopping up all the crevices. With plant» outside that re<iuire strawhig up
or to be muUhed, this will havo now to bo linijihed.

Frtiit (hinlcn.—ln sections whore it Is an advantage to protect grapo vines.

raspberries, A'c, from severe Irost, these bIiouIJ be laid down as cIoho to the
ground as possli>le, and covered with leaves, straw, or hay, or with a few
inches of soil.

Vajftable (Varrfffn.—Celery In trenches should receive the final covering ft>r

the winter, «liich is best dune by leaves or linht stable litt*;r; In the iHtitudQ

of New York it chould not be less than 1-' inches "thick. Totatoes, heol»,

turidjM, orotln r roots in pits, tho spinach crop in the ground, or any oJicr
ai tide in need of protcetinn, should be iittemled to before the end of Iha
month ; manure and compost heaps should he forwariled as rspidly iuh poa^iblo,

ami turned and mixed mi as to be in proper condition for spring Kemove
the snow UuU accumnlales on cold fiiuncR or otln-r glasa structures, par*

ticularly If tho soil which the class covers was not frozen before tho snow fell;

It may remain on the bashes longer if the plants are frozen In, since they are

dormant, and wtnild n.d he Injured if daprtvrrl of llj-ht for eight or ten day*
If roots have been placed In cellars, attentifiu mnut l>o given to ventilation,

\sbleh can bo done by making a wooden box, sav by 8 inches, to run fntm
t he ceiling of (be eeltnr (o the eaves of the buihllng above. '(' U.)
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HoRTicuLTUHE.^—Index of Principal Sudjects.

I

vTiimcnes, 265.

Kive. Ki.
tlinond, KO.
Atac. 202.

Aiiiavyllis. ?65.

Anoiuone, 2&3.

Annuals, 318.

AHlintiinum, 263.

Apple, 2C9.

Apiicol, 2C3

Arlichokc, 278; Jerusa-

lem, 283.

Asi»arngus, 278.

Auricula, 263.

Azalea, 262.

Wejn, 2!D; kidney. 281
Heading piams, 2Cl.

|lcel< 279.

Ilego'tia. 2€5.

liH-uniali, 2411.

Bollcis for lic.uiiig. 228.

liorecolc, 279.

HMtoiii lieAt, 212.

l^uvartlia, 2tj6.

bruecoU, 279.

UiusK'lt sprouts, 279

Budding, 237.

Uuds, dcvulopmeiil of,

212.

C«bb.Tge,2Stt

Ciotus, 2fi5.

Cllitdium. 2UI.

Cuk-eolaiia, 2(;2.

Calendar, gardening. 290

Camellia, 202.

C<il>sicuia, 2S0.

Oitdoon. 2»«.

Xaiimliari, 2M.
pUTOt, Sso.

Cauimower. 231.

Celeiilc 291.

Celery. 281.

Cherry. 270.

Chicory, 281.

Clil'es, 281.

Chrysanthemum, 254.

Cineraria, 202.

Colcus. 206.

Composts, 232.

Conservatory, 222.

Corn-salad, 281.

Currca, 203.

Cranberry, 270.

Cress, 281; Indian, 286;

water, 289.

Crocus, 255.

Crown itiipcriul, 255.

Cucutnt>cr, 282.

Cucumtjcr house, 274.

Culinary licibs, 289

Curiam, 270.

Cuttings, 237.

Cyctanicii, 263.

Dithlia. 255.

Delpliiiiluin. 255.
'

I)rueien.i, 2tC.

Edgings, walk. 22a
Egg plant, 38i
Endive. 262.

Erica. 203.

Eudiaris. 2t:&

Fencing. 219L

Ferns, 207.

Fertilization, 315.

Fig, 271.

Flavouring liobs. 289.

Flowei-s, 247; develop-

ment of, 215.

Forcing, 215, 24«.

Flumes, 226, 226.

French bean, 28J

Fruit borders. 208.

Fruits. 268; store-room

for, 227.

Fuchsia. 203.

Furnaces, 228

Gajden. formation of,

217; tower, 217;
fl-uit, 308; hilclicii,

278
Gardener's house. 221/.

Gardening caJendai', 290.

Garlic, 283.

Oarntsliing heitis, 289.

Germination. 217.

Gladiolus, 255.

Glo.vhiia, 266.

Go<iscberiy. 271.

Gould, 283.

Gialting. 213, 236.

Grape. 277

Gieenhoiise, 222

Oieeiilioiise pl'ints.20l.

Hazel nut, 272.

Heat, b.ittoni, 212

Heating app.iratus. 227.

Ileliotiope. 2W.
Ilcrlts, kitchen, 23.'»

Ihdljliock. 250.

lluiscradish. 2S3.

Hot.houses, 221

Houses, plant. 221.

Hyacinth, 260. '

Hybridization, 216.

Iljgrumelry, 231.

liiipleinenls. 213.

Indian ciess, 235.

I lis, 250

.leiuialciii artichoke, 283.

Kale, 279.

Kidney tican, 283,

Kitchen garden, 278

Rohl Rabi, 283.

Lamb's lettuec. 281.

Lawns, 248.

Leaves, development of,

212.

Leek, -284.

Lettuce. 264.

Lily. 257.

Lobelia, 257.

Manures. 232.

Medlar, 271.

Melon. 27 L
Melon lioudc. 224,

Mesenibryaiitlieniuni.2G3.

Moisture for plants,

231.

Molbeiry, 372.

Mushroom, 284

Mushroom house, 326

Mustard. Ki.
Nurclsjiis, 267.

Nasluitium, 285.

N'eetaiiiie, 272.

New Zealand kplnach.

•2«5.

Nut, 372.

Oca, 38S.

Onion, 28S.

Orach. 285.

Orange, 272
Oichaid house, {-i!

foi. 278.

Orchids '206

0.\all3, 285.

i'a-ony. 267.

I'alnls, '207.

I'ansy, 258

Parsnip. 285.

Pea. 265

I'cach. 272

Peach hoMse. 224

Pear. 274.

tTci

relaigontum, 263.

Pentstemon, '258.

I'eiennlals. 249.

I'etuiiiii, 264.

I'hlos. V.68.

I'liic-apple. 274.

Pinery, 223.

Pink, 258.

Pi's, 225.

Planting, 214. 339

Pleasiitc gr«und, 247

Plum, 275.

Puinsellla, 206.

Polyaiitlius, 259.

Piilalo, 2S0

I'ulcntilla, -259

Potting, 339.

Piliniose, 259.

Piininla, 204.

Piopagatiun. '2.11

I'liiliing, 214. '241

PumiiKIn, 2&3,

I'lietliruni, 269

Quince, 270

lladlsh, 2»C

{tampion, 257

Kanunculus. '255

Kaspbciiy. 270.

Keiei.sion, 217.

IChododcndinn, '200

Itliubaib. 2B7.

Iticliaidia, 204.

Pinging, 344.

Ilocambole. 287

Koots, dcveK.piiient

211: piuning, 244

Itose, 20O.

Salsaly, 287.

Salvia, 204.

Savoy, '."S?.

Scailet iiinncr, 283

New 7.M.

DSOUAUlD,

Seorzoncra, 287.

Sea-kale, '287.

Seed, foi niatiun of, 31ft.

Selection, 217.

Service, 270.

Sliollot, 288.

Shelter fur idanta. 119.

Shrubs, 2C0.

Sklriet, 288.

Soil. 317, 332.

SoiTuL la8.

Spinach, 2SS

Land, 285;

285.

Slioils, 214.

Spui piuning, 343, 217,

Sloic-room, fi-uit, 227

Stove plants, 204.

Sliawbefry, 276.

loniato, '2SS.

'I'oi.ls. 233.

Tialuiiig. 214, 244, 271

'liaitsplaittiiig, 214. 2S9

'lieos, ornameiitN), 260.

Tulip, 259.

Turnip. 388.

I III nip-cabbage, 283.

lyda-a. 206.

Vegetable mairow, '263.

Vegetables, 27i
Ventilation, 23L
Vine, 277.

Vinciy, '223.

Walks, 219.

Walls, gaiden, 'iW.

Walnut, 277.

Watei-cicss. 289.

Wateiing. 212, 240v

Water supjdy, 219.

Willoel, 281.

Vam, Chinese, 389.

HOSEA, the son of Beeri, the first in order of the minor
orophcts. The name Hosea (¥5^1^, LX.X. 'Ciarji, Vulg.

Osee, and so our English version in Rom. ix. 25) ought
rather to be written Hoshea, and is identical with that

borne by the last king of Ephraim, and by Joshua in Num.
xiii. 16, Uaut. xxxii. 44. Of the life of Husca we know
nothing beyond what can be gathered from his prophecie;!.

That hs w.is a citizen of the northern kingdom appears
ftiim the whole tenor of the book, but most expressly from
i. '2, wliere " the land," the prophet's land, is the realm of

Israel, and vii. 5, where "our king" is the king of

Samaria. The date at which Hosea flourished is given

in the title, i. 1, by the reigning king.sof Judah and Israel,

lie prophesied (1) in the diys of Uzziah, Jotham, Aliaz,

I'.nd llczekiah, king.s of .ludah ; (2) in the days of .Jeroboam
the son of Joash, king of Israel. As Jeroboam II. died in

the lifetime of Uzziah, these two determinations of the

^leriod of Ilosea's prophetic activity are nut strictly coin

cident, and a question arises whether both are from the
same hand or of equal authority. There is no doubt that
the date of Jeroboam II. applies to chaps- i. and ii., which
were written before the downfall of the dynasty of Jehu
(i. 4), and while the nation was still enjoying the prosperity

that distinguished Jeroboam's reign. On the other hand,
it seems equally certain that chaps. iv--xiv. are in their

present form a continuous composition dating from the

period of anarchy subsequent to that king's death. Thus
it seems natural to suppose, with Ewald and other scholars,

that the name of Jeroboam originally stood in a special

title to cliaiis. i., ii. (or to these along with chap, iii.),

which was afterwards extended to a gonenil heading for

the whole book by the insertion of the words " of Uzziah
.... and in the days of." As Hosea himself can hardly
be supposed to have thus converted a special title into a
general one, the scholars who take this view suppose

further that the date by Juda;an reigns was added by r

later hand, the same perhaps which penned the identical

date in the title to Isaiah. On this view the Judcean datd
merely expresses knowledge on the part of some Hebrew
scribe that Hosea wa.s a contemporary of Isaiah. The
plausibility of this hypothesis is greatly increased by the

fact that there does not appear to be anything in the book
of Ho.sea that is clearly as late as the reign of Hezekiah.
On the contrary, the latter part of the book seems to have
been written before the expedition of Tiglath Pileser against

I'ekah in the days of Ahaz. In that war Gilcad and
Galilee were conquered and depopulated (2 Kings xv. 20),
but Ho.=oa repeatedly refers to these districts as still form-
ing an integral part of the kingdom of Israel (v. 1, vi. 8,

xii. 11 ; contrast Micah vii. 14). Assyria is never referred

to as a hostile power, but as a dangerous ally,' from which
some of the godless Ephraimites were ready to seek the

help which another parly expected from Egypt, but which
in truth was to be fouiiij only in Jehovah (v. 13, vii. II,

viii. 9, xii. 1, xiv. 3). This picture precisely corresponds

with what we read in 2 Kings sv. of the internal dissen-

sions which rent the northern kingdoni after the fall pf the

house of Jehu, when Menahem called in the Assyrians to

help him against those who challenged his pretensinns to

the throne. Under Pekah of Israel, and Ahaz his contem-
porary in Judah, the political situation was altogether

changed. Israel was in alliance with Damascus, and
Assyria made open war on the allies (2 Kings xvi.). This
new situation may be said to mark a crisis in the history

of Old Testament prophecy, for to it we owe the magnificent

series of Isaiah's A.s.syri.an discourses (I.sa. vii. seq.). But
the events which stirred Judsean prophets so deeply have
left no trace in the book in which Hosea sums up the
record of his teaching. He foresees that captivity sod
dfiolntion lie in tlie I'uture, but even in his I;ist worrle ot
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pathetic exhortation he speaks to a nation wliich looks to

Assyria for help and victory (xiv. 3). The received

chronology of the kings of Judah and Israel is notoriously

precarious, and a comparison of the Assyrian monuments

and eponym lists with the Biblical data makes it probable

that the period from the accession of Zachariah, son of

Jeroboam II., to the fall of Samaria must be shortened

by as much as twenty years, and that the interregnum

which is commonly supposed to have followed Jeroboam's

death must also be cancelled. This correction may be

lield tcr remove one diiKculty in the title of our book, which

on the current chronology assigns to Hosea some sixty

years of prophetic activity. On the other hind, most

Assyriologists agree that the expedition of Sennacherib,

which fell in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah (2 Kings

xviii. 13), took place in 701 B.C. In that case Hezekiah

did not come to the throne till after the fall of Samaria

(722-719), which the book of Hosea predicts as a future

occurrence (ch. xiii. 16)—another argument against the

authority of the title. There is still, however, a large

element of uncertainty in the reconstructi(pn of Hebrew

chronology by the aid of the monuments. One date bear-

ing on our book may be taken as certain, viz., the war of

Tighth Pile.ser with Pekah in 734, and, according to our

argument, Hosea committed his prophecies to writing before

that year.' A more exact determination of the date of the

book has been sought by comparing viii. 9, 10, with the

statement on the monuments that Tigkth Pileser received

tribute from King Menahem (Minhimmi) of Samaria in

733 B.C. That Minhimmi of the monuments is the

Menahem of the Bible there seems no good reason to

doubt, in spite of the objections of Oppert and G. Smith.

liut it cannot be assumed that tribute was paid by him in

738 for the first time. The narrative in i Kings sv. 19

seems to indicate that the relations of Menahem to Assyria

began earlier in his reign,' perhaps not long after his acces-

sion, which may be dated with probability c. 750 B.C.

To sum up, the first part of Hosea's prophetic work,

corresponding to chaps i.-iiL, lay in the years of external

prosperity immediately preceding the catastrophe of the

house of Jehu in or near the year 750. The second part

of the book is a summary of prophetic teaching during the

subsequent troublous reign of Menahem, and must have

been completed before 734 B.C. Apart from the narrative

in chaps i.-iii., to which we shall presently recur, the book

throws little or no light on the details of Hosea's life. It

appears from is. 7, 8, that his prophetic work was greatly

embarrassed by opposition, "As for the prophet, a fowler's

snare is in all his wiiys, and enmity in the house of his

God." The enmity which had its centre in the sanctuary

probably proceeded from the priests (comp. Amos vii ),

against whose profligacy and profanation of their otlice our

prophet frequently declaims— perhaps aUo from .v.i;e

degenerate prophetic gnilds which had their seats in the

holy cities of the northern kingdom, and with whom
Hosea's elder contemporary Amos so indignantly refuses

to be identified (Amos vii. 14). In chap. iv. 5 Hosea

seems to comprise priests and prophets in one condemna-

tion, thus placing himself in direct antagonism to all the

' Some writers, including Dr Puscy, clnim a Inter date for tlio book,

identifying Shalnian ia x. 14 mth Slmlniancscr IV., tho succcs.snr of

TigUth Pilesor. This identification i.i altogetlier arbitrary. If Belii-

Arbel 1» Arbela beyond Jordan (Onom., ed. I.agardc, p. 88), tho

reference, as Schradcr hiw ebown {KeilinsckT. und A. T., p. 283), niuy

b« equally well to Slialmaneser III., or to a l<ing Shalatnanii of Moab,

who appears on the monuments as a tributary of Ti^dath Pileser.

' See on the whole chronology of tho j>eriod, hichr.idtT, Keitin-

tchri/lrnundA. T., Oicssen, 1872; \A.,KcilvischriJtcn und Gcschwhtf
jTH'-kunq, ibiU.f 1878; O. Smith, Asst/rian EponyniCaunn, London,

1875 ; WHIhausen's article in Jbb. /. Deutsclu: Theot., 187i, pp. 607

••J ; Oppert, Sal'j,)um el to: Succcsscurs, I'aris, 1877.

leaders of the religious life of his natioa Under such
circumstances, and amidst the universal dissolution of
social order and morality to which every page of his book
bears testimony, the prophet was driven to the verge of

despair (ix. 7), and only the sovereign conviction of Jehovah's
infinite love and tender compa.ssiou to His people, even in

their faithlessness and sin, upheld him in the sure hope of

the final repentance and restoration of Israel, which finds

such exquisitely pathetic expression in tho closing sentences

of his prophecy. The hypothesis of Ewald, that be was at

last compelled by persecution to retire from the northern

kingdom, and composed his book in Judea, rests mainly
on an improbable exegesis of several passages, and derives

no valid support from the fact that the prophet, to whom
the ideal unity of all the tribes of Jacob and the legitimata

sovereignty of the house of David are cardinal doctrines,

follows the house of Judah with constant interest and
growing acquaintance with its internal condition.

The most interesting problem of Hosea's history lies in

the interpretation of the story of his married life (chaps,

i.-iii,). We read in these chapters that God's revelation

to Hosea began when in accordance with a divine command
he married a profligate wife Gomer, the daughter of

Diblaim. Three children were born in this marriage and
received symbolical names, illustrative of the divine purpose

towards Israel, which are expounded in cliap. i. In chap,

ii. the faithlessness of Israel to Jehovah, the long-sufTering

of God, the moral discipline of sorrow and tribulation by

which He will yet bring back His erring people and betroth

it to Himself for ever in righteousness, love, and truth, are

depicted under the figure of the relation of a husband to

an erring spouse. The suggestion of this allegory lies in

the prophet's marriage with Clomer, but the details are

worked out quite independently, and under a rich multi-

plicity of figures derived from other sources. In the third

chapter we return to the personal experience of the prophet.

His faithless wife had at length left him and fallen, under
circumstances which are not detailed, into a state of

misery, from which Hosea, still following her with tender

affection, and encouraged by a divine command, brought

her back and restored her to his house, where he kept her

in seclusion, and patiently watched over her for many days,

yet not readmitting her to the privileges of a wife.

In these experiences the prophet again recognizes a

parallel to Je!i'."ah's long-suffering love to Israel, and the

discipline by wluih the people shall be brought back to

God through a period in which all their political and

religious institutions are overthrown. Throughout tlveso

chapters personal narrative and prophetic allegory are

interwoven with a rapidity of transition very puz:ding to

tho modern reader ; but an unbiassed exegesis can hardly

fail to acknowledge tliat chaps, i. and iii. narrate an actual

psssflL-e in the prophet's life. The names of the three

children are symbolical, but Isaiah in like manner gave

symbolical names to his sons, embodying promim-nt points

in his prophetic teaching (Shear-jashub, Isa. vii. 3, comp.

X. 21 ; Maher-shalnl-hash-baz, viii. 3). And the name of

Gomer bath Diblaim is ccrlainly that of an actuiil pei-son,

upon which all the allegorists, from the Targum, Jcroinc,

and Ephrem Syrus downwards, have spent their arts in

vain, whereas the true symbolical names in tho book are

perfectly easy of interpretation.^ That tho ancient inter-

preters take the whole narrative as a more parable is no

more than an applicntion of their standing rule that every-

thing in the Biblical history is allogoricai which in its

literal scnso appears oflcnsivo to propriety (comp. Jerome's

proem to the book). But the supposed olfence to propriety

3 Theodorus Mops, remarks very justly, Ka> rb bvot^a nal rhv war^pa
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.eems to rest on mistaken exegesis and too narrow a con-

option of the way in which the Divine word was com-
. aunicated to the prophets. There is no reason to suppose
C chat Ilosca knowingly married a woman of profligate

character. The point of the allegory in i. 2 is plainly

infidelity after marriage as a parallel to Israel's departure

from the covenant God, and a profligate wife (D'JIJ! n!^'X)

is not the same thing with an open prostitute (njlt)-

The marriage was marred by Corner's infidelity; and the

struggle of Hosea's affection for his wife with this great

unhappiness—a struggle inconceivable unless his first love

had been pure and full of trust in the purity of its object

—furnished him with a new insight into -Tehovah's dealmgs
with Israel. Then ho recognized that the great calamity

of his life was God's own ordin.ince and appointed means
to communicate to him a deep prophetic lesson. The
recognition of a divine command after the Tact has its

parallel, as Wellhausen observes, in Jeremiah xxxii. 8.

This csplan.ition of the narrative, nhii'li is essontially Ewald's,
haa commended itself to not a few recent expositors, as Valeton,
Wellhausen, and Nowack. It has the great advantage of supplying
a psychological key to the conception of Israel or the land of Israel

(i. 2) as tho spouse of Jehovah, which dominates these chapters,
but in the later part of the book gives way to the personification of

the nation as God's son. This conception has, indeed, formal points
of contact with notions previously current, and even with the ideas
of Semitic heathenism. On the one hand, it is a standing Hebrew
usage to represent tlie land as mother of its people, while the repre-
sentation of worshippers as children of their god is found in Num.
xxi. 29, where the Moabites are called children of Chemosh, and is

early and widespread throughout the Semitic field {cf. Trans. Bib.
Arch., vi. p. 438; Jmr. of Phil., ix. p. 82). The combination of
these two notions gives at once the conception of the national deity as
Siusband ofthe land. On the other hand, the designation of Jehovah
as Baal, which, in accordance with the antique view of marriage,
means husband as well as lord and owa:;r, was current among tho
Israelites in early times (see Baal), peviiajis, indeed, down to Hosea's
age (ii. 16). Now it is highly probable'that among the idolatrous
Israelites the idea of a marriage between the deity and individual
worshippers was actually current and connected with the immo-
rality which Hosea often condemns in the worship of the local

Baalim, whom the ignorant people identified with Jehovah. For
we have a Punic woman's name, Sy^nti'lN, "the betrothed of
Baal" (Euting, Punvsclu: Stcinc, -pp. 9, 15), and a similar conception
existed among the Babylonians (Herod., , i81, 182). But Hosea
tikes the idea of Jehovah as husband, and gives it an altogether
different turn, filling it with a new and profound meaning, based
on the psychical experiences of a deep human afiection in contest
v.'ilh outraged honour and the wilful self-degradation of a spouse.
It can hardly be supposed that all that lies in these chapters is an
abstract study in the psychology of the emotions. It is actual
human experience that gives Hosea the key to divine truth. Among
those who do not recognize this view of the passage, the controversy
between allegory and literalism is carried on chiefly upon abstract
assumptions. The extreme literalists, of whom Dr Puscy may bo
taken as the modern representative in England, will have it that
the divine comm.ind justified a marriage otherwise highly improper,
and that the olTcnsive circumstances magnify the obedience of the
prophet. This is to substitute the Scotist and Neo-Platonic notion
of God for that of Scripture. On the other hand, the allegorists,

who argue that God could not have enjoined on His prophet a mar-
riage plainly improper and fitted to destroy his influence among
the people, are unable to show that what is repulsive in fact is fit

subject for a divine allegory. A tliird school of recent writers, led
by Hengstenberg, and resting on a thesis of John Smith, the Cam-
bridge Platonist, will have it that the symbolical action was trans-
acted in what they allow themselves by a conlradiclio in adjcclo to
call an objective vision. This view has been adopted by Fair-
bairn {Prophtcij, ch. V. sec. ii. ). The recent Continental literature
of the controversy is catalogued by Nowack in his Commentary,
p. xx.tvi. . , .

It was in the expeuences of his married life, and in the
spiritual lessons opened to him through these, that Hosea
first heard tho revealing voice of Jehovah (i. 2). Like
Amos (Amos iii. 8), he was called to speak for God by an
inward constraining voice, and there is no reason to think
that lie had any connexion with the recognized prophetic
societies, or ever received such outward adoption to oflice

as was given to Elisha. His position in Israel was one
«f tragic isolation. Amos, when he Lad dischar^'ed his

mission at isetnel, could return to his home aud to his
friends

; Hosea was a stranger among his own people, and
his home was full of sorrow and shame. Isaiah in the
gloomiest days of Judah's declension had faithful diaciplea

about him, and knew that there was a believing remnant
in the land. Hosea knows no such remnant, and there is

not a line in his prophecy from which we can conclado
that his words ever found an obedient ear. For him the
present condition of the people contained no germ or pledge
of future amendment, and he describes the impending
judgment, not as a sifting process (Amos ix. 9, 10) in

which the wicked perish and tho righteous remain, but as

the total wreck of the nation which has wholly turned
aside from its God. In truth, while the idolatrous feasts

of Ephraim still ran their joyous round, while tho careless

people crowded to the high places, and there in unbridled
and licentious mirth flattered themselves that their man^
sacrifices ensured the help of their God against all caljimity,

the nation was already in the last stage of internal dissolu-

tion. To the prophet's eye there was " no truth, nor mercy,
nor knowledge of God in the land—nought but swearing,
and lying, and killing, and stealing, and adultery ; they
break out, and blood toucheth blood " (iv. 1, 2). The root

of this corruption lay in total ignorance of Jehovah, whose
precepts were no longer taught by the priests, while in the

national calf-worship, and in the local high places, this

worship was confounded with the service of the Canaanite
Baalim. Thus the whole religious constitution of Israel

was undermined. And the political state of the realm was
in Hosea's eyes not more hopeful. The dynasty of Jehu,
still great and powerful when the prophet's labours began,
is itself an incorporation of national sin. Founded on the

bloodshed of Jezreel, it must fall by God's vengeance, and
the state shall fall with it (i. 4, iii. 4). This sentence
stands at the head of Hosea's predictions, and throughout
the book the civil constitution of Ephraim is represented

as equally lawless and godless with the corrupt religious

establishment. The anarchy that followed on the murder
of Zachariah appears to the prophet as tho natural

decadence of a realm not founded on divine ordinance.

The nation had rejected Jehovah, the only helper. And
now the avenging Assyrian is at hand. Samaria's king
shall pass away as foam on the water. Fortress and city

shall fall before tho ruthless invader, who spares neither

age nor sex, and thistles shall cover the desolate altars of

Ephraim. But the ultimate theme of all prophecy is not
judgment but redeeming love, and the deepest thought of.

every Hebrew seer is the sovereignty of Jehovah's grace in

Israel's sin. Hosea could discern no faithful remnant in

Ephraim, yet Ephraim in all his corruption is the son of

Jehovah, a child nurtured with tender love, a chosen
people, whose past history declares in every episode the

watchful and patient affection of his father. And that

father is God and not man, the Holy One who will not

and cannot sacrifice His love even to the justest indignation

(chap. xi.). To the prophet who knows this love of

Jehovah, who has learned to understand it in the like

experience of his own life, the very ruin of the state of

Israel is a step in tho loving guidance wjiich makes the

valley of trouble a door of hope (ii. 15), and the wilderness

of tribulation as full of promise as the desert road from
Egypt to Canaan was to Israel of old. Of the manner of

Israel's repentance and conversion Hosea presents no clear

image, nay, it is plain that on this point he had nothing
to tell. The certainty that the people will at length return

and .seek Jehovah their God and David their king rests,

not on any germ of better things in Israel, but im the

invincible supremacy of Jehovah's love. And so the two
sides of his prophetic declaration, the passionate denuncia-

tion of Israel's sin and folly, and the not less passionate
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tenderness with which he describes the fiual victory of

divine love, are united by no logical bond. The unity ia

one of feehng only, and the sob of anguish in which many

of his appeals to a heedless people seem to end, turns once

and again with siidden revulsion into the clear accents of

evangelical promise, jvhich in the closing chapter swell

forth in pure and strong cadence out of a heart that has

found its rest with God from all the troubles of a stormy

life.

Tradilions about Hosea.—Beer!, the prophet's father, is identified

by the Rabbins with Beerah (1 Cbron. v. 6), a Reubenite prince

carried captive by Tiglath Pileaer. This view is already expressed

by'Jerome, QtuEft. in Paralip., and doubtless' underlies the state-

ment of the Targum to Chronicles that Beerah was a prophet For

it is a Jewish maxim that when a prophet's father \a named, ho too

was a prophet, and accordingly a tradition of R. Simon makes

Isa. viii. 19, 20 a prophecy of Beeri {Kimchi in loc. ; Leviticus

Sabia, par. 15). According to the usual Christian tradition, how-

ever, Hosea was of the tribe of Issachar, and fro{n an unknown town,

Belemoth or Belemon (pscudo-Epiphanius, pseudo-Dorotheus,

Ephrem Syr., ii. 234 ; Chrati. Pasch., Bonn ed., i. 276). As the

tradition adds that he died there, and was buried in peace, the

Bonrce of the story lies probably in soinf holy place ishown as Iiis

grave. There are other traditions as to the burial-place of Hosea.

A Jewish legend in the ShalshelU haqqabala (Carpzov, Inlrod.,

pt iii. ch. vii. § 3) tells that he died in captivity at Babylon, and

was carried to Upper Galilee, and buried at riBS, that is, Safed

(Neubaner, G(og. dti Talmud, p. 227); and the Arabs show the

grave of Ncbv 'Osha, east of the Jordan, near Es-Salt (Biideker's

Fahslinc, p. 337 ; Burckhardt's Syria, p. 353).

I/itfrtUuri.—Of the older commentaries on Hoaea which have

been fully catalogued by RoaenmUUer in his Schalia, it is sufficient

to name, as books still practically useful, Le Mercier's l/Stin anno-

tations, embodying a translation of the chief rabbinical expositions,

sod the English commentary of E. Pococke, 0.\ford, 1685, which

is Bot surpassed in learning and judgment by any subsequent work.

Among recent eipositions the most important are those in Ewald's

Propheten, Bd. L (2d ed., Gottingen, 1867 ; Eng. trans., London,

1876); Hilzig's KUinc PropheUn (3d ed., Lcipsic, 1863); Keil's

KUine Prophtten (Leipaic, 1866; Eng. trans., Edinburgh, 1868);

Pusoy's Minor Prophets, London, 1860 ; Rcuss'a Bible, part ii.

(Paris, 1876) ; the Speaker's Commentary, vol. vi. (by Huxtable,

London, 1876) ; Heilprin's Historical Poetry, vol. ii. (New York,

1880); and the aeparite publications of Simspn (Hamburg and

Gotba, 1851), Wiiasche (Leipsic, 1868), and Nowaok (Berlin, 1880).

The last gives a list of recent Continental commentaries and mono-

graphs, to which may be added Houtsma's " Bijdrage " {Theol.

Ti/dsch., 1875, p. 55 sq.). The English commentary of 'Williams

(London, 1866) is of little importance ; Schmollcr's commenury
in Lange's BUiclwerli {1&72; Eng. trans., 1874) is adapted for homi-

letical purposes. Tho theology of Hosea is ably discussed by Duhm,
Theol. der Propheten (Bonn, 1875), with which an essay by Smeuil

[Stud. u. Krit., 1876) may be advantageously compared.

Texts aitd Versions.—The best edition of the Mosaorctic text is

that with notes by S. Bacr (Leip.sic, 1878)^ From the grc.it fac-

simile of tho Codex Babyloniats PctropolUanus Hosea and Joel

Lave been separately published (St Petersburg, 1875). The roost

recent helps to the use of the VSS. are Nestle's appendix to the

6th edition of Tischcndorts Scptuagint (Leipsic, 1880), Lagardo's

aditioM of the Targum from tho Coil. Ueuch. (Loip«io, 1872),

Ceriani's facsimile editions of the great AmbroSlan MS9. of tho

Syro-Hexaplar (Milan, 1874) and Peshito (Pars lit, Milan, 1879),

and Field's Hcxapla (vol. ii. 1870). An Arabic version directly

translated from the Hebrew was published by Schroetor from a

Bodleian codex in Merx's Archie, 1809. A convenient and acces-

•ible edition of the Hebrew text of Jlosea, with Targum and Rab-

binical couimentaricn, is H. v. d. Hardt's reprint (Gottingen, 1775)

•f R. Stephen's Paris text of 1566. . (W. R. S.)

HOSHANOABAD, a Britinh district in the chief com-

misBionership of the Central Provinces of India, lying be-

tween 21° 4U' and 22° 59' N. lat. and between 7G° 38' 30"

and 78° 45' 30" E. long. It is bounded N. by tho Narbadi
(NerbuJdii), which separates it from tho territories of

BhopM, Sindhia, and Holkar ; E. by tho Diidhi river,

dividing it from Narsinghpur district; S. by tho districts of

Weeterii Herar, CetuI, and Clibindwira ; and \V. by NimAr.

Iloshnng.'tti.'id may be described as a vuUey of Viirying

breadth, extending for 150 miles between the Ncrbuddaand
the S.'itpnra mountains. The soil consists chiefly of blnck

liasaUic alluvium, often more than 20 feet deep; but almif;

the banks of tbc Ncrbuddu the fertility of the land compen-

sates for the lameness of the scenery. Towards the west,

low stony hills and broken ridges cut up the level ground,
while the Vindhyis and the Sdtpuras throw out jutting

spurs and ranges. In this wilder country considerable

regions are covered with jungle. On the south the loft>

range which shuts in the valley is remarkable in mountain
scenery, surpassing in its picturesque irregularity the

VindhyAn chain in the north. Many streajns take theii

rise amid its precipices, then, winding through deep glens,

flow across the plain between sandy banks covered with low

jungle, till they swell the waters of the mighty Nerbudda
None of the streams are of any importance except tlie

Tawii, which is interesting to tho geologist on account ol

the many minerals to be found along its course. Tin
boundary rivers, the Nerbudda and Tapti, are the only con-

siderable waters in HoshangibAd. At ChArwi a dense lo«

jungle extends over a large region, but by far the finest

timber is found at Bori and Denwa.
The census of 1877 showed a population of 463,625 (Europeans,

86; Eurasians, 10; aboriginal tribes, 89,029; Hindus, 364,679i
Maliomctons, 21,765; Buddhists and Jains, 1132). There art

only four towns with a population exceeding 5000, vii, Hoshan-
g'lbid, 11,613; Harda, 9170; Seoni, 7579; and Sohiigpui, 7562.

The total revenue in 1876-77 was £69,842 ; the total cost ol

officials and police, £14,733. There were 11 civil and revenue

judges, and 22 magistrates. The number of police was 582. There

were 94 Government schools, attended by 4024 pupils.

Of tho total area of 4376 square miles only 1442 arc culti-

vated, and of the portion lying waste 825 are returned as culti-

vable ; 2455 acres are irrigated entirely by privahj enterprise.

^\^leat forms the staple crop of the district ; the other products are

inferior grains, cotton, and sugar-cane. Hoshangabdd doos a con-

siderable export trade in agricultural produce, receiving in return

English piece-goods, spices, cocoa-nuts, salt, and sugar. The extent

of made roads in Hoshang-Abdd is returned at 498 miles. The
Great Indian Peninsula Kail\vay intersects the whole district from

east to west, with stations at the principal town*. Besidea roads

and railway, the Nerbudda, with its tributaries, supplies m^ans of

communication by water for 150 miles during part of the year. The
district is generally free from violent alternations of temperature,

hot winds are rare, and the nights during the sultry weather and
rains are always cool. The rainfall is exceedingly variable, ranc;ing

between the limits of 40 and 60 inches for the year. The prevailing

diseases aro feveni and bowel complaints, lu 1876 five charitable

dispensaries afforded medical relief to 18,206 in-door and out-door

patients.

History.—VM.\b is known of the history of Hoshangabad prior to

the Marhatta invasion. When tho Mughid troops occupied Handiil,

the eastern part of the district inhabited by Gonds, who still retain

tlitir possejiaion, maintained a rude indopondeucc. About 1720

Dost Muhammad, the founder of the Bhopal family, captured tho

town of Hoshangab.id, and annexed a considerable territory wlin

it In 1750 Raja Raghuji Bhonsli of Niigi.ur reduced the country

east of Handii and south of tho Nerbudda, excenl the portion held

by BhopiL In 1795 tlio rival dynasties of Bliopiil and Ndgpur
came into conflict, and the town and fort of Hoshanc.'ib.^d were

captured by the Nagpur forces. In 1802 tho Uhopals retrieved

their loss. Tlie' Nagpur army again besieged the fort, but failed in

their attack, and contented tbeniselvcs with 'ourning the to\vn. In

1809 Hoshangiibid was again assailed by o N^igpur force, and tho

BhopAls, fifiding their communications with Bhoixil cut off, sur-

rendered. OTercorao by these disasters, the Bhoiials called iu the

Piudharis to their help, and till ihey were finally extirpated in

1817 the whole of this fertile region became a pny to ravage and

niasiiacre. Under the order which tho British (Jovernmcnt Inn

restored, the prosperity of the country is gradually returning. In

1818 that part of tho district held by Nag|iur was coded under an

agreement In 1844 tho region of Hania HandiA Wiis made, over by

SindhiA in part payment of tbo Gwalior contingent, and by the

treaty of ISOO became British territory.

HosoANOABiU), tho headquarters town of tho above

district, 22° 45' 30" N. lat, 77° 46' E. Iimg., is situated

on tbo south side of the Nerbudda. I'oimlation (1877)

11,613. It is supposed to have been founded by Iloshang

ShAh, the second of the Ghorl kings of MAlw.'i ; but it

remained an insignificant place till tbc BhopM conquest

about 1720, when a massive stone fort was con.struclod,

with its ba.se on the river, commanding the Bhop.Al road.

It auatained several sieges, and pas.soil alternately into tbo

banils of tho BbopM and NAgpur troops. From 1818 it
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has \een the resideses of the chief Brituh oE^'uls in chaige

of ths district. A church has been bailt, and a fiist-daas

jail coQstnicted. The town bas a dJapeoaary and adiool-

boaaes. It is the chief seat of the Ecgliab ptec^gDoda

trade of the district, and h^ a briak trade La cotton, gnin,

and bills ot exchange.

HOSIERY. Under this name is embraced a wide lai^
o( manatactured textiles, which are dasaed together moie
on account of their m^^ncer of fabrication than bom aiini-

britj of applicatioa or nse. The term, as is qnita

obriooa, haa ita origin in hose or aiockings ; bat althoBgh

atoddngs continae to be one of the staples of luaieiy,

that department is only one of a vttj aniaetoas and
diversified nnge of a^jpIicUiona of the entire indnatiy,

it having been offictjily stated that not fewer than 5000
distinct articles are made in the trade. AR kinda of bosierj'

proper are made by the pr<iceaa of knitting and the indnstry

h^^ ijnncioally to deal with the fabrication of knitted nnder-

cl..::h:r.^.

"

The arf of knitting is tAe yotmg^ of all the important

textile niar-ufactures, and, compared with the othei% its

o'ij;ia is qaite modem. Ko certain allusion to tbe ait

occurs befjre the beginning of the 15th eentoiy. In aa

Act of Parliament of Henry VIL (143S) knitted wot^ka
caps are mentioned. It is scpp<:ised that the ait was fii^

practiced in Scotland, and theoee caicied into Ei^aiid, and
that caps wets made by knitting for some period before

the more diScsIt feat of stoeking-nwking was attempted.

In an Act oi Edward VL (1553) "knitte hose, knitte

re'.'.t-'tea, knitte g!oT?s, and knitteslieirea'aieeoamefaAed,

^- i -Li trade of h^^siers is, among otfaeia, indnded ia aa
.A.c: :^:ed 1363. Sp-enish silk stocking were worn onmie
ecc;i.-.:as bv Henry VIIL, and tbe aame moA-foted
arciclea are aUo mentioaed in coonezion with the vaidrolie

of Edward VL
The peculiarity of knitting cooaBis in tbe aseof a sii^e

thread :'.: -.h^ ecrxe :ei:u.-e, and in tke fomatioo'thoewitk
of a sii^r^ilarly elasui: yet atroog and firm looped wi^
The prjcess of hand-knittii^ is onivenaOy known, aad

the endless details of £mey asitches aad kwps wboeby
•namented work can be produced do not come witldn

the Kope of hosiery proper. WfuSe m, Tiat qoaafi^
«f t&e best and Blast eacafoitabfe boaierf b made with

implements ao simple and inexpeaaiTe as four knittiBg

wires or needles, the mannfaetaiins iodaMiy b canied oa
with machioery of DBsarpaased ingeanitf and cnmpfcaity.

Moreover, diimeatic knitting marhim^. mostly of Anerinm
ohgio. have of Late years been iatiodaeed, and, ahfao^^
these can never be expected to attain the pop«lar favosr

of the sewing-machine, yet they have been widlely adopted.

In the year 13^9 the atocking-fame, the mafhiwt whidi
mechanically produces the looped sdtch m hoeieiy, wis
iQve:::.:div:Qs

Rev. V.":.':.-n

Lee,a7riizj.:c '^^

of Cambnd^,
of

Woodbono^
tear Kotting^

bam. The hia-

4aBwrnt«l piiii- Fig. I.

dple of the apparatus consEits in the labsliliotion of aaepa-
nee h<>Dked or barbed needle for the soppoct snd working
of each loop, in place of tbe system whoebyaaindefiaite
umber of loops are ikewered oa ooe or BMre wires or
Beedl>a. The method oo which the mafhinp is worked will

be easi'.y ccmprehended byaid of the aeeompaayi^diagram
(fig. i I, which represents a few of Lee's peoitiar barbed
needles from a frame with yam in process of knitting. At
B is seen a thread of yam passed over the needle stalks

and within the iermioal lioolis. The yarn, it wili be ob
aerred, is wared or depmaed between each pair of r—«<>»«,

whereby wnftjrient jam k seemed to form the ggparata

loops of uniform aixev "^ thxs piodcce a legnlar eqaal
fiabrie: Thewavii^ordepfeanaaof theyamispiodaeedby
allowing thin fiatea of Azftd metal tnaed ainken to faU
betwera ead pair of needles after tkeyaiB has been thrown,
acres the wiioieiai^e^ and l]ieseanlKi3,accMdi^ totheir
dqithof &11, carry dowB material for a laige or smaUloGp
asthecaseicaybe. The daatic points of &iieedk>4aaks
are next preaaed into a groove in the stem hf means of a
I«eaaer bar whidtacts on the whole row of liuta, and thus

a range of temporarily dosed ^'naXKi'. Imob k formed,

thnm^ vhiefa the wared yam is threadfd. Orer diese

hooks the loops of flte already foisied wid> S8 hare only

to be drawn to fona with the matoTBl S a new aeries of

loops; the pressure b tben leliercd, and now S {otmsa
new row in the work in place of^ and the apentitm is

ready to be repeated for a soeeeedi^ row. It is iJt

neceaaaiy here to otter into a deseiiplioa of die Taiioas

wedawical devices by which Lee perfected the complex
moremoUs of his stodm^-faameL It b mSirient. to eay

that so perfectly did he sucteed ia bis adtftetims that to
ths day the essential featDies of his M«»>«l»iM etartiwift

in (Be for the dass of work to lAieh be a^ified it.

At fitat Lee was only aUe to woA a flat eien wA, vbidi
wfaoijoinedat the gdrages made an mishapen cyfinder ; but
beaooakaruedtodiapetbe work at pleasoreby lenMnigg
loops from time to time from tbe oato- edg» of tbe web
for uaiiuwii^ or tafcii^ in, and to leveise. that procoB for

wideniBg or letting out.

Neither Lee norany of bis rdstiTesdaring tbeir ££eiina

reaped an adeqaate reaaid for die ^eat boon be^eoofiwied

on Tmnkind ffis ntnrfciitg-faiae came giadBa% into

eztensiTe nse^ and an UBpeaiaat nwlwliy was tbodiy
created. Ko imptoremeat of esHeatial eoeeeqaeaes was
effected OB tbe appentaa tiD ia 1738 Mr Jedediab Strofi^

origjaally a Dertgshirefaraier, adapted it to tbe prwtfartina

of ribbed work. Mr Strafl^s iaraitkm cnamted oS aa
additioo to the or^Eoal &am^ wbieb coold bebrw^t iaio

nse or not aeeoidiiig as plain or ribbed woA wasdesjred.

Tbe addition ccBSBted of a set of ribbi^^eedles placed at

li^t an^es to Lee^ plain aeedlg^ and at tfaa iafemls
leqoiied for piodndng ribbed eomsesu On tbe eo^iletaoa

of a row of plain Ioe|iev tbe rib meedSea are raised; attbdbt

leapeddre iateml^ tbey lay bold of ibe b^tfcnned loopv

aad, iiringiiig that tbio^k tbe loop wMek was ea tbe iQ>-

needleitaelf befocev tbey give an additaonal or doaUs kwp-
ing or twteii^ wlddt reverses tbe liae of diainii% a&i
pndacestbe ribbed appeaiaaee diaiacteristicof tbbTariety

of work. For his iareataoa SCniCt ia oijaiictinri with bs
bio«her4B4aw Wocllett, a boraei; secsred a patent, aad
tbey coawMBced tbe aaaBfartBiB at Derby, where tbsr
"Deiby-tiha* became esceedii^ popolaE. Tbe idea of

adding parts to tbe plaia fame of lee, thn ct^iaated hy
Stmtt, became the fertile soaice of a great aamber ci tba

later adaptatiotis aad wwwfififBticBS of tbe

Stratt'a imentaoD was tbe ataitiagfaiBt cf a great

most boDonnUe boaiaesa ia tbe baadsof biaadf andba
CuiOy, and tbe deratioa of Ins gimnwfcna. Lard Be^ier, to

tbe peerage was a direct tiibale to tbe iwliMJltiiJ iatereaSs

of tbeaatioQ.

Down tin almoat tbe middle of ths cemtoiy oaly a flat

web coald be LaiMeJ'iB the mMrtamv ia aae^, aad for de
fiirirfiinig of «)locking», ice., it was aeuiaaatj to seam ap tba

aeh^es of wdi'dmped oa tbe frame (fa^icaed wokX or

to cat and seam tbem faum em web (cot work). Tba
ir.trtf!=:f!roQ of aoy deriee by wbidt wamless fciiiaiiifi

' '.bricated was obfriomly a great dcaadeialam. aad
. \,'ilar fact that a marhmf' capabte of docag Iba*.
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ID a perfect manner should have been patented in 1816,

while it was not seen in actual use in Nottingham, the

capital of the hosiery trade, till 1845. The inventor of

the round stocking-frame was no other than Sir Marc 1.

Brunei, who in 1816 patented his machine under the name
of the Tricoteur. In Brunei's apparatus the needles are

fixed on the rim of a rotating wheel. The yarn is delivered,

the loops formed, the beards of the needles pressed down,

and all the other operations performed by means of a series

of arms and wheels which act on the circumference of the

ring or circle of needles. As the working of such a machine

is continuous, and as several sets of wheels and arms may
work simultaneously around a i^ug of sufficient diameter,

Brunei's machine was really capable of doing work with

very great rapidity. —He appears not, however, to' "have

regarded his invention as worthy of being pushed into

notice, and it was not till 1845 that in an improved form

it was brought forward as an original invention by Mr
Peter Claussen, who, however, reaped no profit from his

undoubted ingenuity and merit.

Another improvement of very great importance in the

hosiery trade was effected through the invention of the

tumbler needle, patented by Mr M. Townsend in 1858.

The tumbler needle (fig. 2) consists of a stem some-

what bulged near the point. The bulged part contains

a groove in which there i8 hinged a short pin. The pin is

so placed that, when turned to the hooked or curved point,

its owu point falls,into a spoon-like indent,

thus forming a smooth metal loop. When
reversed the pin falls into the groove of

the stem, making a smooth stalk. In this

way, as will be clear from the figure,

when the yarn is caught in the curved

point of the needles, the already formed

loops in being brought, forward to pass

off tho'«ieedle3 carry forward the hinged

pin and close the steel loop, over which

they pass quite smoothly. The newly-

formed loop then pushes over the tumbler

pin into its groove, and the hook is once

more ready to seize the yarn as it passes

along. The tumbler needle and the revolving frame to-

gether form' the basis of the various domestic machines

which ate DOW ia the market. In machines in which the

tumbler nefdle is adopted the needles themselves move in

grooves, c^ch being carried forward in succession as the

feed of yarn comes op])osite its position.

Tlic varieties of frame now in use are embraced under

narrow hand-machines, wide hand-machines, power rotary-

frames, and power round-frames, the first two being exclu-

sively used in the houses of the operatives, while the latter

are factory "machines driven by steam. "It will be an
explanation of some interest," says the late Mr Felkin, in

a paper before the British Association (Nottingham meeting,

18C6), "to those who arc strangers to the process of

these trades, to state that the hand-knitter of a stocking,

if assiduous and clever, will knit 100 loops a minute, and
that Lee on his first machine made 1000 of worsted, and

on his second 1500 loops of silk per minute. The visitor

may now see on the round frame, patented by Brunei in

1816, but since modified and improved, without any effort

but to supply yarn, 250,000 loops of the finest textures

mKlo, in various colours, per minute, with safety,—an

advance of 2500-fold upon the hand-knittor."

The principle centre of the hosiery trade of the United
Kingdom is Nottingham town and county ; and in Leicester-

ahiro and Derbyshire tho industry is also of importance.

It w;is computed by Mr Folkin thit the English hosiery

trade gave employment in ISOG to .-ibout 150,000 pirsims,

of whom about 100,000 were occupi'd in the prolnnimny

and finishing operations of winding, cutting, mending,

seaming, <S:c. At that time the industry was largely

domestic, frames being hired out to operatives; but the

trade tends steadily towards factories. According to a par-

liamentary return issued 31st July 1879, there were in the

United Kingdom 186 hosiery factories, giving employment
to 14,992 persons, 6683 males and 8309 females. Of
these, 175 factories were in England, 10 in Scotland, and
1 in Ireland ; and centred in Nottingham, Leicester, Lincoln.

Rutland, and Derbyshire there were 173 of the establish-

ments employing 13,680 of the ooeratives. The exports in ,

1878, which of course represent only a small proportion of

the total output, amounted in value to £860,318. In the

United States the industry is conducted on a manufacturing

scale in New York State, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,

'

Rhode Island, Vermont, Connecticut, and Maine ; besides

which family machines are extensively employed in that

country. In Saxony also the trade is an important in-

dustrial feature, and there its development has been strik-

ingly rapid. Throughout France, Spain, and Italy there

are numerous frames at work, and indeed the trade may be

regarded as in some degree commensurate with civilized

industrial communities. (j. pa.)

HOSIUS, or Osius, bishop of Cordova, the friend of

Athanasius, and the favourite of Constantine, was bom
about 256 a.d., most probably at Cordova, althoilgh from

a passage in Zosimus it has sometimes been conjectured

that he was believed by that writer to be a native of Egypt.

Elected to the see of Cordova before the end of the 3d

century, he narrowly escaped martyrdom in the persecution

of Maximian (303-305) ; in 305 or 306 he attended the

council of llliberis or Ehara, his name appearing second in

the list of those present; and in 313 we find him already

at the court of Constantine, he being expressly mentioned

by name in a constitution directed by the emperor to

CscUianus of Carthage in that year. In 323 he was the

bearer and not impossibly tho writer of Constantino's letter

to bishop Alexander of Alexandria and Arius his deacon,

designed to promote the cause of peace ; and, on the failure

of the' negotiations in Egypt, it was doubtless with the

active concurrence of Ilosius that the council of Nice was

convened. He certainly took part in its proceedings;

according to some Roman Catholic writers he presided,

and did so as representing the bishop of Rome, but both

these statements are made on totally inadequate grounds.

Equally doubtful is the assertion that he was the principal

author of the Nicene creed ; but manifestly he powerfully

influenced the judgment of the emperor in favour of tho

orthodox party. After a period of retirement in his

diocese, Hosius presided in 347 at the fruitless synod of

Sardica, which showed itself so hostile to Arianism ; and

afterwards he spoke and wrote in favour of Athanasius in

such u way as to bring upon himself a sentence of banish-

ment to Sirmium (355). From his exile he wrote to

Constantius II. his only extant composition, a letter not

unjustly characterized by Tillemont us displaying gravity,

dignity, gentleness, wisdom, generosity, and in fact all the

qualities of a great soul and a great bishop. Subjected to

continual pressure, the old man, who was approaching, it

he had not already passed, his huudrcdih year, was weaK

enough to sign tho Arian formula adopted by the second

synod of Sirmium in 357. Shortly afterwards he was

permitted to return to his diocese, where he died in 359.

Apart from some human touches of worldliness and latterly

of weakness, Ilosius was a consistent and creditable as well

as prominent defender of orthodoxy, and as such he is

recognized even by those who most bitterly resent his

apostasy.

.Sie Tilloniont, Htmoircs. vol. vii, JOO-321 O'OO), nnd Hcfcle,

Ctiuctliemjaschichlc, vol. i.
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HOSPITAL is derived from the Latin hospitalis (adj.),

and this again from the nr in hospes, a host or guest.

The place in which a guest was received was in Latin

hospilium (hence the French, hospice), but in course of

time the adjr stive became used as a noun, and the words

hospitalis, hospilale, and hospilalia were adopted in the

same sense as hospilium, by dropping the nouns domus,

cubiculam, or cuhicula. In this sense Vitruvius uses

hospilalia to mean the chambers where guests were

received. The English word hospital (often reduced to

spital) comes from tbe old French hospital, now hOpital, of

which Littre says that it was remade from the Latin many
centuries ago, although originally hospitalis had given rise

quite regularly to hosld, now hotel. The three words, Jiopital,

hospice, and hotel, although from the same source, are used

now in very different meanings, the first being usually re-

Btricted to establishments for temporary occupation by the

sick and hurt, for the purposes of medical and surgical

treatment ; the second (hospice) to places for permanent

occupation by the poor, the infirm, the incurable, or the in-

sane ; and the last (/lotel) to dwellings, either public or

private, for ordinary occupation. To the last, however,

there is one exception, viz., when the term hotel-Dieu (that

is, hotel de Dieu) is applied to the chief hospital or infirm-

ary of a town or city. In English we have no equivalent

to hospice, si^that the word hospital has been, and is still,

used in the double sense, viz., as a place for medical treat-

ment, and also as a retreat ox almshouse for the poor, the

infirm, &c. On the 'other hand the word infirmary, which

originally meant a place or room set apart in an establish-

ment (such as a monastery) for the reception of the sick

members, and also for those who were through age or infir-

mity incapacitated from work, is not infrequently employed

in the same sense as hospital, namely, as a separate estab-

lishment for the treatment of the sick.

Although in ancient times there may have been places

for the reception of strangers and travellers, it seems at

least doubtful if there was anything of the nature of a

charitable institution for the reception of the sick, such

as existed after the introduction of Christianity. The
Bethesda of Scripture (Aramaic, from ri'3, a house, and

K^pn, charity) was probably no more than a collection

of mere sheds built round the pool to whose waters

miraculous healing powers were attributed. Among tha

Greeks there seems little evidence of the existence of estab-

lishments for the sick ; ^evuiv, described by Plato as a

place of shelter for travellers, is also explained as a voao-

Ko/j-iiov, or hospital, by Suidas ; but that lexicographer is a

late writer (10th or 11th century a.d.), and the wordvoo-o-

Ko/xelov itself does not appear to be earlier in use than

the 4th century A.D. The word is used by St Jerome in

the 4th century, and in the Code of Justinian in the

6th, from which it is possible Suidas may have got his

definition, although icvoBox^iov is distinctly used by Jus-

tinian as a shelter for travellers, as indeed its name implies.

Even for sick and wounded soldiers but little provision

seems to have been made, although we do not know much of

the vateludinarium, which appears to have existed in a

Roman camp. That the Romans had a medical staff has

been shown by the monuments discovered in Great Britain,

and the subject has been carefully examined by the late Sir

James Simpson (Transactions of the Society of Antiquaries

of Scotland, Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medicine, (tc).

Among the earliest hospitals on record are that said to

have been founded by Valens in Caesarea 370-80 A.D., and
the one built at Rome by Fabiola, a Roman lady and friend

of St Jerome, although like most others of that and even

later times both wore probably almshouses as welL

The origin of our present hospitals must, however, be

looked for in the monastic arrangemeata for the care of tho

sick and indigent. Every monastery had its infirmaria,

managed by an infirmarius, in which not only were sick

and convalescents treated, but also tho aged, the blind, the

weak, itc, were housed.' In course 'of time separate build-

ings were erected for the purpose, and special revenues,

augmented from time to time by benefactions, appropriated

for their maintenance. In numerous instances, however, the

hospitals were converted into benefices by the priests, and

the scandal had to be dealt with by tbe authority of gen-

eral councils, which, like that of Vienne, forbade the prac-

tice. About the earliest distinct record of the building

of a hospital in England is in the life of Lanfranc, arch-

bishop of Canterbury, who in 1080 founded two, one

for leprdsy and one for ordinary diseases. The former is re-

ferred to in the Vie de St Thomas le Martyr, a work of the

12th century. The establishments for the sick remained in

the hands of the clergy until the Reformation, when some of

the monasteries and church property were appropriated and

set apart for the use of the sick. Of those tho most uo'ted

instances were St Bartholomew's in Smithfield, St

Thomas's in the Borough, Bethlehem or Bedlam, Bride-

well, and Christ's Hospital, which were long known as the

"Five Royal Hospitals." St Bartholomew's was a priory,

founded by Rahere, a minstrel, in 1102, and the ancient

hospital chapel is still the parish church of St Bartholo-

mew the Less. It was handed over to the citizens of Lon-

don as a hospital in 1547 j it escaped the fire of 1666, and

was rebuilt in 1729. St Thomas's was founded by Rich-

ard, prior cf Bermondsey, in 1213, surrendered in 1538,

and purchased by the mayor and citizens of London in

1551, and opened for 260 sick. It was incorporated in

1553, rebuilt in 1693, added to in 1732, removed tempo-

rarily to Surrey Gardens in 1862, and finally transferred

to Lambeth, its present site, in 1871. Bethlehem (or

Bedlam) was a priory, founded by Simon Fitzmary, in

1247. In 1547 it was handed over by Henry VIIL for

the reception of lunatics. It was rebuilt in 1676, and

wings were added in 1733. The present building was

constructed in 1810. Bridewell and Christ's Hospital

early ceased to be receptacles for the sick. (For further

information regarding charitable institutions see England,
vol. viii. p. 253.)

But the great movement in hospital building took place

in the 18th century, and the following table from Dr
Steele's paper, " On the mortality of Hospitals " (Howard

priie essay for 1876), gives a list of the chief institutions

founded during that period :

—

Weatmlnater .

Guy'8
St George's ...

London
Middlesex ....

Sptciai Boipitah

TbcBriMsh Lying.

City of Londont,
Lylnc-In ,

Queen Charlotte's*

Lyingla j
Small-pox
Lock, fctnalo ..

„ mole

1719
1723
1733
1740
1715

1749

17(0

1746
1745
1747

Provincial.

Tork
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During the present centnry the increase of hospitals

has continued, seven general and many special having been

founded in London alone. Dr Steele gives statistics of 27

metropolitan hospitals, having an aggregate of nearly

6000 beds, and receiving about 46,000 in-patients annually.

Thifl does not take into account the infirmaries attached to

the workhouses or the metropolitan asylums hospitals.

la addition to this probably from ten to twelve times the

number of ou^patient3 are treated in the couree of the

year.

Hospitals ate usually divided into General and Special.

In General Hosfntals cases of all kinds are admitted in

some, whilst in others certain classes are excluded. Thus

cases of contagious zymotic disease are not admitted now
in many instances, especially m London since the estab-

lishment of the metropolitan asylums, fever and small-

pox hospitals. Lying-in cases, venereal cases, &c., are also

frequently excluded.

Special Hospitals are of various kinds, such as lying-in

hospitals, ophthalmic-, lock (for venereal diseases), cancer,

consumption, &c., besides fever and small-pox hospitals.

At the end of the last and beginning of this century fever

hospitals were generally called " houses of recovery," with a

view of not alarming the people too much who had to

resort to them. Special hospitals are also set apart for the

treatment of diseases of children.

.Besides the various civil hospitals there are also naval

and military hospitals for the cure of sailors and soldiers.

Although hospitals have been intended as a blessing and
benefit to the poor, they have too often proved the reverse,

on account of the ignorance, on the part of their adminis-

trators, of the true principles of health. So much was this

the case formerly that it has been not infrequently debated

whether hospitals are or are not gigantic evils ; and even

where it is admitted that they are of value in cases of actual

disease, it is still doubtful if they are really of benefit in

cases of confinement It may be of use to consider briefly

the statistics of mortality at different times and in different

places. It is very difficult to compare former death-rates

with present or recent if we consider cases in bulk, because

previous to the present century it was but little the custom
to classify cases , so that a preponderance of surgical cases

might exist at one period and of medical at another, with

a corresponding variation of the death-rate. Of course in

some exceptional instances we can point to remarkable dif-

ferences due to known causes of unhealthinoss. Thus in

the HCitel Dieu of Paris, in the last century, a terrible mor-
tality occurred, amounting to 1 in 4|, or 220 per 1000
(Tenon) ;—and in the British hospitals at Scutari the mor-
tality reached between 400 and 500 per 1000. In both

of those cases there was inordinate crowding, such as is

hardly likely to bo met with again. But in dealing with
ordinary hospitals there are eo many modifying causes that

the comparison, without careful analysis, may be mislead-

ing. Thus Dr Steele has shown that in the last century

(1730-1800) the death-rate of St Thomas's was 86 per

1000, whilst that of Guy's was 119; but this, as he points

out, may have arisen from the latter being looked upon as

an asylum for incurables. In 1875 the death-rates of tlio

general hospitals in London ringed fr<ini 72 per 1000 in

the Roiya) Free to 127 in King's College ; in the Edinburgh
Royal Infirmary it was 92, and in the Glasgow 1 18. But
it is when we examine the mortality of speni.al cases. that

the most instructive les.sons are to be learned ; and the

best for this purpose arc surgical cases and lying-in cases.

From these we gather that the mortality is pretty generally

in the ratio of the size of the hospital and the consequent
aggregation of patients, the crowding togctli^r of patients
in the ward.s, the deficiency of ventilation, defective sewcr-
Bjje arrangements, and the want of constant attention to

the details of cleanliness. Thus Sir James Sim^iAi sJsO'^ea

in bis paper on " Hospitalism " the following statistics of

mortality from amputations :

—

Deiiuis per lOfi

St Bartholomew's .... . 366
London Hospital, Whitecbapcl .. .

' 473
Guy's 382
St George's 388
Nine London hospitals 411
Koyal Infirmary, ulioborgh 433

,, ,, Glasgow 391'

Kleren large and Metropolitan hospitals . 410

On the other hand, amputations in country practice girt

a death-rate of only 108 per 1000.
"^

Comparing the results with the size of the hospital, that

is, the aggregation of cases, we find :

—

Deuba per lOOO

Large Parisian hospitals, with more than 600
bed3(Hus3on) 620

English hospitals, 301 to 600 beds 410

„ „ 201 to 300 „ 300

„ „ 101 to 200 „ 230
25 to 100 180

Cottage hospitals under 25 beds 140
Isolated rooms in country practice 108

The question of lying-in cases is even more remirkabli

Dr Lefort, having collected the statistics of 888,302 d«p

livered in hospitals, and of 934,781 delivered at homr,

shows that in hospitals 35 per 1000 die, and mt home 4f.
Dr Steele gives the statistics of the four great lying-ir

hospitals of London, compared with tLe "extern-matemity.1

charities of Guy's, St Bartholomew's, and St Thomas's :—
',
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T'nere was thus collected in one enormous ward a larger

number of patients than any hospital in England contained

altogether, if we except the Royal Naval Hospital at Has-

lar. In addition, however, to the above inordinate num-
ber, there were in the three stories placed above this great

ward 1926 patients, which nniuber might be increased to

2596,—without reckoning the serving staff of the institu-

tion ;—or (including the wards on the Pont Double) a total

in one block of building equal to 3418, v»hich might be

increased to 4320. The law forbade the hospital authori-

ties to refuse admission to any one, and in 1773 there were

5000 patients in the hospital, whicli occupied a space of

little more than 3 English acres,—giving a total gross area

of only 30 square feet per head. The gross area per bed

of the modern HiJtelDieu is just ten times this amount,

being 31 1 square feet, according to M. Toilet ; but even this

IS much too small, 100 squars metres (1076 square feet)

being the minimum proposed by Toilet, who estimates the

general average per inhabitant of Pans at 430 square feet,

whereas that of London is nearly double. We cannot

point to any such overcrowding in England as that of

the old Hdtel-Dieu, but in many cases there has been

enough to produce very grave results. The ill effects are

seen in outbreaks of erysipelas, hospital gangrene, and sur-

gical fever among surgical cases, and in puerperal fever in

lying-in cases,—whilst in all communicable diseases the

danger of spreading is greatly intensified. It was observed

in 1877 in the General Lying-in Hospital, the year before

it was closed for alterations, that when only two or three

women were in a ward, puerperal disease rarely showed it-

self, but that when, m consequence of pressure of applica-

tions, five or six were put in, disease generally broke out
Similar results have been observed elsewhere.

Another great cause of mortality has been inefficient ven-

tilation. If we can scatter our sick population and give

them individually plenty of space in their wards, we shall i

have dene much,—but, if we do not also change the air

81 Ticiently often we may still have cvi\ results with all our

cu. e. Formerly no arrangements were made for ventilation

in hospitals, schools, barracks, churches, or indeed in any
buildings whatsoever. An immense deal remains to be de-

sired in this direction still, but in recent hospitals, at least,

more or less efficient means have been introduced, whilst

efforts have been made to improve the conditions of the

old. The want of fresh air aggravates all diseases, increases

the power of infection, retards the convalescence, and
hastens the death of patients ; moreover, it lowers tLe tone

of the healthy, and is the most potent of all .agents in the

propagation of phthisis or destructive lung disease. The
labours of the Royal Commission of 1857, appointed to

inquire into the health of the army, brought out i.i full

relief the disastrous effects of want of proper ventilation in

the sleeping rooms of our soldiers. It was there shown
that the death-rate of Her Majesty's Foot Guards was more
than 20 per 1000 per annum, 67 per cent, greater than the

death-rate at the same ages in Manchester, our most
unhealthy town, double the general death-rate of England,
and nearly three times that of the most healthy country
districts. As regards phthisis alone the death-rate was
10 8 per 1000 from 1830-1836, and 119 from 1837 to

;846. or an average of 114 per 1000 for the period, an
amount more than the total mortality of the civil male
population of England and Wales at the same ages. In
the army generally the proportion was 7 86. Since the
evil wa-s recognized steps have been taken to remedy the
conditions, particularly in the direction of giving more
space in barrack-rooms, and securing a certain standard of
air renewal. The results are seen in the present death rate

from phthisis, which is reduced to 25 per 1000, about one-
third of the old, and nut much above that of the best dis.

tricts in England. It is still, however, too high, as a largo

number of men are invalided for disease who go to swell

the returns of sickness and mortality in civil lift That
this is mainly owing to defective air renewal is evident from
the fact that in civil life starvation, crowding, and poverty

are insufficient to produce the same evil results we have

seen in our army,—because, in all likelihood, the very

wretchedness of the dwellings of the poor has brought

about an amount of involuntary air renewal, which has

been their safeguard.

Defective arrangements for the removal of excreta have
constituted another cause of mortality. Water closets

opening directly out of wards, and sinks, waste-pipes, bath-

pipes, itc, in direct communication with the sewers, have

been the means of introducing sewer poison into hospitals,

producing surgical and puerperal diseases, enteric fever,

and diphtheria, and aggravating every other form of

malady. .-j

A want of constant attention to the details of cleanliness

has been a fertile source of hospital disease. Dr B. W.
Richardson has traced out in a very instructive way the re-

markable immunity of the J.ews from epidemic and other

diseases, and has shown that their religious attention to

the details of the periodic cleansing enjoined by the Mosaic

law appears to be the main cause of this notable circum-

stance. An instructive instance of the importance of this

point is recorded by Mr W. Cadge, surgeon of the Nor-

wich Infirmary, which institution had long suffered from

surgical diseases, such as erysipelas, pya;mia, and the like.

These, it was supposed, were mainly due to the age and
structural defects oT the building, so that it was determined

to pull it down and reconstruct it throughout. In the

meantime a change of administration took place, and a new
matron was introduced, who effected an entire alteration in

the arrangements, and in particular insisted on an absolute

and unremitting attention to every detail of cleanliness,

both of building, clothing, bedding, and person. The result

was an immediate cessation of the dreaded complications

which had so vexed the hospital, and from that time there

has been no return of them.

Faulty diet had also, doubtless, its influence on mor-

tality, although its effects would be less easy to trace. One
singular feature in the last century was the enormous
allowance of beer given to patients in hospital,— from twe

to three pints being common, and the allowance sometimes

reaching half a gallon per diem. The absence of fresh

vegetables from the diet, not only of ho.'spitals but also of

the populate at large, probably intrrduced a scorbutic taint

which may have had some part iu aggravating or modify-

ing disease.

Some influence must also be allowed to the indfecrimin-

ate mixture of cases. The evil of this, especially in the

more or less crowded state of the older hospitals, was re-

cognized even in the last century, and was referred to by

Tenon among others. Although the danger is materially

lessened when amj)le space per bed is allowed, it is still

unadvisable, not to say unfair, to place contagious cases

with olher patients. The argument has been advanced

that by distributing infectious cases there is less danger of

concentration of poison than when they are congregated

together by themselves. With proper hygienic precautions,

however, this concentration may be minimized, whilst the

isolation of such cases gives the greatest immunity to others.

This question of concentration has been pushed still

further, so as to bear against the existence of all hospitals

what-soever, and so far as lying-in hospitals are concerned

we have seen that the objections are well founded. But
when we consider the subject in its various aspects it must
be admitted that it would be difficult to do without hos-

pitals iu some form or another. It would hardly be jmjs-
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Bible to afford people tu^ same advantages of treatment,

attendance, nursing, and comforts at their own homes, al-

though in some cases the system of hotp£ treatment might

be advantageously substituted, as has been done for so many
years with ao much success in Edinburgh and other towns

of Scotland on the dispensary system. Another most im-

portant aspect of the question is the necessity for hospitals

as places of instruction for those entering the profession of

medicine. Although it would be wrong to subordinate in

any serious way the claims of patients of any class to the

requirements of teaching, it must yet be admitted that the

only sound way of learning medicine and surgery is by

clinical or bedside instruction, and we may therefore

reasonably demand that those who owe their treatment and

care to public charity should be willing so far to contribute

to the general welfare. Now it is clear that in dealing

with large classes of students it would hardly be possible

to convey proper clinical instruction except in a hospital.

For this purpose the provincial hospitals ought to be more

largely utilized, in addition to the metropolitan ; at present

the resources of the former are to a great extent wasted for

teaching purposes.

Assuming then- the necessity for hospitals, there still re-

mains the question of the kind of hospital that should be

constructed or approved of. It is certainly open to doubt

whether we should continue to build monumental hospitals,

and not rather construct slighter buildings, which may be

destroyed and rebuilt from time to time, thus both scatter-

ing patients over a v/ider area and lessening the risk from

long accumulation of infective material. This latter has

been named the cottage or hut system of construction.

The difficulties attending it are chiefly connected with

origfnal expense of site and with the current expenses of

nursing and administration. On the other hand, it may be

urged with some reason that with correct hygienic manage-

ment 'hero is no reason why a large hospital should not be

kept in a healthy condition. »
.

'A'e may now consider the principles of hospital constrnc-

V.oxt. . , _

1. Locality and Site.—Hospitals are required for the use of the

commnnity in a certain locality, and to be of use they must be

within rtach of the centre of population. Formerly the greater

difficulty of locomotion made it necessary that they should be

j actually in the midst of towns and cities, and to some extent this

continues to prevail. It is at least doubtful if this be the best

'plan. Fresh and pure air being a prime necessity, as well as a
considerable amount of space of actual area in proportion to popu-
lation, it would certainly appear to be better to place hospitals as

I

much in the outskirts as is consistent with considerations of use-

fulness and convenience. In short, the best site would be open
fields; but, if that be impracticable, a large space—a "sanitary
zone," as it is called by Toilet—should be Kept permanently free

between them and surrounding buildings, certainly never less than
double the height of the highest building. The difference between
the expense of purchase of land in a town and in tho environs is

gcncr.ally considerable;—and this is therefore an additional reason
for choosing a suburban locality. Even with existing hospitals

it would be in most cases pecuniarily advantageous to dispose of

the prijsent building and site and retain only a rcoeiving house in

the town. St Thomas's in London, the Hotel-Dieu in Paris, and
tho Koyal Infirmary in Manchester are all good examples where
this might have been carried out In none, however, has this

been done, tho first two having been rebuilt, at enormous outlay,

in the cities as before, although not exactly in the same locality,

while the last is still retained with a few structural alterations. In
Edinburgh, on the other hand, an open space of a much more
favourable character has been obtained, whicli, although within the
Umils of tho city, is almost rural in character.

As regards tho actual site itself, where circumstances admit of
choice, a liry gravelly or sandy soil should bo selected, in a posi-

tion where the ground water is low and but little sulyect to lluc-

tnations of level, and where the means of drainage arc f"apable of
being effectunlly carried out. There should also he a cheerful

.sunny .ispoct, and some protection from liio coldest winds.
2. Fcn-m of Uuildimj.—A form of building must be selected

which answers thd followinij <— nditions:—(o) the freest possible

circulation of .-lir round eacli v/ard, with no cul-dc-sac or enclosed

spaces whero air can stagnate ; (6) ItCo play of suniignj Gpon each
ward during at least some portion of tho day

;
(c) the possibility of

isolating any ward, or group of wards, efTcctually, in rase of infec-

tious disease breaking out; {d) the possibility of ventilating everj'

ward independently of any other part of the establishment. Those
conditions can only be fulfilled by one system, viz., a congeries of
houses or pavilions, more or less connected with each other b;-

covered ways, so as to facilitate convenient and economical
administration. The older plans of huge blocks of building,

arranged in squares or rectangles, enclosing spaces without freo

circulation of air, are obviously objectionable. Evcu when arranged
in single lines or crosses they are not desirable, as the wards either

communicate with each other or with common passages or corridors,

rendering separation impossible. On this point it may be remarked
that some of the buildings of the last century were nioie wisely

constructed than many of those in the first half of the present, and
that the older buildings have been from time to time spoilt by
ignorant additions made in later times. The question next arises

— Is it better to have pavilions of two or more stories high, or to

lave single-storied huts or cottages, scattered more wide'y ?

Where land is expensive the former plan is of course more eeonu-

mical, but where land is easily got the latter ought to be adopte<l.

The pavilions may be arranged in various ways: they may be
joined at one end by a corridor, or m.ay be divided by a central

corridor at right angles to them, &c. In fact, the plan is very

elastic, and adapts itself *o almost any circumstances. A certain

distance, not less than twice the height of the pavilions, ought to

be preserved between them. By this means free circulation of air

and plenty of light are secured, wluist separation or isolation may
be at once acconiplished if required.

i

3. Founriali07i£, Building Mutcrials, <tc.— It is of tho first con-

seijuenee that a liospital should be dry; therefore the foundation

and walls ought to be constructed so as to prevent the inroads of

damp. An impervious foundation has the further advantage of

preventing emanations from the soil rising up in consc(iuence of the

suction force produced by the higher temperature of the internal

atmosphere of the building ''self. There should be free ventilation

in the basement, and the i. ing of the whole on arches is a good
plan, now generally carried out in hot climates. If the pavilions

sre two or more stories high it is advisable to use fire-proof material

as much as possible, but single-storied huts may be of wood. In
any case eli'ectual means of excluding damp must be cmjiloyed.

The interiors of wards ought to be rendered as non-absorbent as

possible, by being covered with impervious coatings, such as glazed

tiles (parian, though much used, is apt to crack), silicate paint,

soluble glass, or the like. The ceilings ought to be treated in tho
same way as the walls, or, perhaps better still, they might be made
like the deck of a ship, without any lath and plaster, so as to have
nothing but the tloor itself between room and room. For the llnors

themselves various materials have been suggested ; in France there

is a preference for fiags (dalles), but in ICngland wood is" more
liked; and indeed hard well-fitting wood, such as teak, oak, or

pitch-pine, leaves nothing to be desired. The surface should be

waxed and polished or varnished. Eveu deal floors can be ren-

dered non-.absorbent by waxing, by itnprcgnatinjj them with solid

paraffin as recommended by Dr Langstall', or by painting with

soluble glass as suggested by Pr I.uther of Philadelphia.

4. Shape attd Arrangement of Wards.— It is now generally agreed

that wards should have windows on at least two opposite sides, and
three main shapes have been proposed, viz., (a) long wards with
windows down each side, and (generally) one at the further end ; {b)

wards nearly .square, with windows on three sides; and (c) circular

wards, with windows all round. The first (a) is the form usually

adopted in pavilions; (6) is recommended by Dr Folsom {Plans/or
the Johns HojMns Hospital) ; and (c) Inis been suggested by Mr
John Marshall, F.R.S. (Xat. Assoc, for I'romotion of Social Science,

1878). Of these (6) seems the least to be commended, and (c) has

not yet been tried in nractice; we may therefore confine our atten-

tion to the long or oblong wards. The length is to be determined
chiefly by the number of patients to be accommodated, but tho

breadth admits of less variation. Each bed should be a little dis-'

tanee, say from 8 inches to 1 foot from the wall, and each bed may
be reckoned as 6J feet long ; this gives 7i feet on each side.

Between the ends of tho beds about 10 feet space is necessaiy,

so that 25 or 26 feet of total breadth may be taken as a favour-

•

able width. Tho wards of tho Herbert Hospital aro 2G feet; but'

some exceed this, as, for instance, St Thomas's, London, and tho
New Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, 28 ; New HCtel-Dieu, 29 ; and
Lariboisitrc, 30. There seems no necessity for exceeding 26, but
if the breadth be greater there ought to be more window-space,

—

the great dilfieulty being to get a wide space thoroughly ventihited.

There ought to be only two rows of beds, one down each wall, with
if jiossible a window to each bed, and never less than one to cv:y
two beds.

6. Ventilation, t^'arming, and Lighting.—For ventilali'.n two
things nro rcquirrJ,—sufficient space and sulficientl;- frequent

change or rone w.al of air. >« ic(tnHo odk'— thismu't ne "..ijiilc-id
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with releictice both to total space and to lateral or floor space. Ifn-

Icsa a minimum of floor space be laid down, we shall always be in

danger of overcrowding, for cubic space may be supplied VL-rtically

with little or no advantage to the occupier. If we allow a minimum
distance of 4 feet between the beda and 10 feet between the ends of

the beds, this gives 100 square feet of space per bed ; less than this

is undesirable. In severe surgical cases, fever cases, and the like,

a much larger space ia required ; and in the Edinburgh New In-

firmary 160 square feet is allowed. Cubic space must be regulated

by the means of ventilation ; we can rarely change the air oftener

than three times an hour, ani therefore the space ought to bo at

least one-third of the hourly supply. Thfs ought not to be lesa

than 4000 cubic fett per bed, even iu ordinary cases of sickness,

—

and the third of that is 1333 cubic feet of space. With 100 square

feet of floor space a ward of 134 f^et high would supply this amount,

md there is but little to be gamed by raising tlie ceiling higher,

—

ndeed, 12 feet is practically enough. The experiments of Drs
Cowles and \S'ood of Boston (see Report of Stats Board of Health of
ifassachxisetts for 1879) show that above 12 feet there is little or no

movement in the air except towards the outlet ventilator; the space

above is therefore of little value as ventilation space. Additional

height adds also to the cost of construction, increases the expense

of warming, makes cleaning more difficult, and to some extent

hampers ventilation. Whatever be the height of wards, the win-

dows must reach to tlie ceilin" or there must be ventilators in the

ceiling or at the top of the side walls. If this be not arranged for

a mass of foul air is apt to stagnate near the ceiling, and sooner or

later to be driven down upon the inmates. The reasons for a large

and constant renewal of air are of course the immediate removal

and dilution of the organic matter given off by the inmates ; and,

as this is greater in quantity and more oflensive and dangerous in

sickness than in health, the change of air in the former case must
be greater than in the latter. Hence in serious cases an amount of

air practically unlimited is desirable,— the aim of true ventilation

being to approach as near as possible to the condition of pure ex-

ternal air. Without going too much- into details, a few general

rules may be laid down :—(1) Fresh air ought if possible to be

brought in at the lowest part of the ward, warmed if necessary; (2)

foul air ought to be taken out at the highest part of the ward
; (3)

fresh air should reach each patient without passing over the bed of

any other
; (4) the vitiated air should be removed from each patient

without passing over the bed of any other
; (5) 4000 cubic feet of

fresh air per head per hour should be the minimum in ordinary

cases of sickness, to be increased without limit in severer cases ;

(6) tlie air should move in no part of a ward at a greater rate than

1 J feet per second, except at the point of entry, where it should not

exceed 5 feet per second, and at the outlet, where the rate may be

somewhat higher , about 64 square inches of inlet and outlet sec-

tional area ought to be supplied per head as a minimum ; (7)

every opportunity ought (o be taken of freely flushing the wards
with air, by means of open windows, when this can be done with

safety.

Warming is a question of great importance in most climates,

especially in such a climate as ours, where every system of ventila-

tK>n must involve either the warming of some portion of the in-

eoming air, or the contiiving its delivery without too gieat lower-

ing of temperature , at the same time it cannot be too strongly in-

ei>ted upon that the tendency is too much in the direction of

allowing warmth to supersede freshness of air. There are very few

cases of disease (if any) that are not more injured by foul air than

bv low teiniierature ; and m the zymotic diseases, such as typhus,

enteric fever, smallpox, &c,, satisfactory results have been obtained

even in winter weatner by almost open-air treatment. At the sanie

(ime a reasonable wannth is desirable on all grounds if it can be
obtained without.sacrificing purity of atmosphere. For all practical

purposes 60° to 63' F. is quite sullcient, and surgical and lying-in

cases do well in lower temperatures. Various P'lans of warming
have been recommended, but probably a coiiiljiation is the best.

It IS unadvisabic to do away altogether with radiant heat, although
it is not always possible to supply sufficient warmth with open fire-

places alone. A portion of the air may be warmed by being passed
over a heating apparatus before it enters the ward, by having an
air chamber round the fire-place or stove, or by the use of hot-water
pipes in the v«rd itself In each case, however, the air must be
supplied independently to each ward, so that no general system of
ventilation is applicable.

The lightingof wards at night will bo most conveniently done by
means of gas, in the form of a jet over each bed, with a special ven-
tilator to carry off combustion products, as in the Edinburgh New
Infirmary.

6. Furniture of Jfards.—This should be simple, clean, and non-
absorbent ; the bedsteads of iron, mattresses hair, laid on spring
bottoms without siicking. No curtains should be permitted.

7. /Ka<i!r.—The water-supply ought to be on the constant system,
and plentiful ; 50 gallons per head per diem may be taken aa a fair
-niniinum estimate.

"
•

8. Cloxi-Jx. Baths, &c.—The closets ought to be of the simplest

13 -13

construction, the pans of earthenware all in one piece, the Hoohing
arrangements moved by opening the door,—the sujiply of water

ample. Each ward should have its own closets, lavatories, &c.,

built in small annexes, with a cross-ventilated vestibule scparatiuj?

them from the ward. All the pipes should be disconnected I'onx

the drains, the closets by intercepting traps, the sink and w-asta

pipes by being made to pour their contents over trapped gratings.

The soil pipes should be ventilated, and placed outside the walls,

protected as may be necessary from frost. Each ward should havo
a movable bath which can be wheeled to the patient's bedside.

9. Each ward should have atttiched to it a room for the nurse

from which she can look in.j the ward, a small kitchen for any
special cooking that may be required, a room for tlie physician or

surgeon, and generally a room with one or two separate beds. No
cooking should be done in the wards, nor ought washing, ainng, of

drying of linen to be allowed there.

10. Nursing.—The arrangements for nursing the sick have

greatly improved in recent times, although controversy stiU goes

on as to the Ijest method of carrying it out. In arranging for tha

nursing in a hospital both efficiency and economy have to be con-

sidered. Miss Nightingale recommends large wards of 32 beds each,

as at the Herbert Hospital, on the ground that one head-nurse is

suflicient for such a number by day and one nurse by night. In

the Edinburgh New Infirmary the wards are not so large, the

medical being arranged for 21, and the surgical for 14 patients.

Circumst^noes must to a large extent determine the arrangement,

but it seems desirable on the whole that the work of a nurse should

be confined to a single ward at a time if possible. The duties of

nurses ought also to be distinctly confined to attendance on tho

sick, and no menial work, such as scrubbing floors and the like,

should be demanded of them; a proper stall of servants ought to

be employed for such purposes. It is also desirable that a separata

pavilion for lodging the nurses should be set apart, and that fair

and reasonable time for rest and recreation should be allowed.

Some discussion has taken place as to the advisability of placing

the nursing of a hospital in the hands of a sisterhood or si;parate

corporation. It will, however, be admitted that the best plan is

for the nursing staff of each hospital to be special and undtr one

head within the establishment itself, even although it may be con-

nected with some main institution outside. The nursing must of

course be carried on in accordance with the directions and treatment

of the physicians and surgeons.

11. The kitchen, laundry, dispensary, and other offices must be

in a separate pavilion or pavilions, away from the wards, but with-

in convenient access.

12. A separate pavilion for isolation of infectious cases is desir-

able. This may be a wooden hut, or in some cases even a tent

;

cither is probably preferable to a permanent block of building.

13. A Disinfecting Chamber ought to be provided, where heat can

be applied to clothes and bedding, for the destruction both of ver-

min and of the germs of disease. It is advisable to e-xpose all

bedding and clothing to its influence after each occasion of wear.

Although this nmy entail additional expense from deterioration cf

fabric, it is worth the outlay to secure immunity from disease. This

plan is rigidly followed at the Royal South Hants Infirmary at

Southampton.
14. It is of great importance that the wards should be periodically

emptied, and kept unoccupied for not less than one month in each

year, and longer if possible. During such period thorough cleans-

ing and flushing with air could be carried out, so as to prevent any
continuous deposit of organic matter.

Up to quite lately hospital accomraodation wa.s ccfincil

to the larger towns, but the desirability of having it mora

accessible in smaller towns and villages has made itself

more and more felt. Accordingly in many places collaij'.

Uosjnlals have been established with advantage. One greaf.

advantage of the pavilion system is that the principles of

its construction and arrangements are equally applicable

to large and small establishments, so that we may either

look upon a large hospital as an extension of a cottage

hospital, or upon a small one as a section of a pavilion one.

The importance of increased accommodation for the recep-

tion of infectious cases is now very generally acknowledged,

as shown not only by the establishment of tho Metropolitan

Asylums Hospitals, but also of others in various parts of

tho country. In some instances they have apparently been

the means of arresting the spread of disease and protecting

the locality from epidemics.

- Paying Hospitals, Paii-Wanh, Provident Dispensaries.—
The general object for which hospitals have been establisht 1

may be stated to be tho gratuitous medical and surgic.l

treatment of the indigent sick. Many abuses have, how-
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•<ver, crept in, anrt large num.bfc.„ oi persons yearly receive

medical treatment gratuitously who are quite able to pay

for it The numbers have been stated at one in four in

London and one in two in Liverpool of the entire popu-

lation. To obviate this evil the establishment of paying

institutions has been much recommended. There is a large

class above the very poor who are but ill able to afford the

most skilled attendance and nursing at their own homes,

wbich in most cases do not supply the accommodation

necessary for sickness. It is not desirable, nor is it always

their own wish, that those persons should be objects of

chanty, and the establishment of hospitals and dispensaries

at which they could contribute sotiifthing towards the ex-

pense of their treatment and attendance would meet the

difliculty to some extent. Numerous arrangements of the

kind are to be found on the cuntinenl of Europe, in

America, and in the British colonies. Attempts have

recently been made to introduce the system into England,

and it is highly desirable that it should be accomplished,

if it can be done with fairness to all concerned.

Administration.—In the civil hospitals of Britain this

13 usually carried on by a body of governors, who are either

specially appointed or are benefactors of the institution.

From them an executive committee is chosen, or the e.tecu-

tive power may be vested in a single official, often the

treasurer. A secretary or superintendent is usually charged

with the financial and general management of the affairs of

the uospital, whilst an apothecary superintends the phar-

maceutic department. The treatment of the sick is of

course entirely in the hands of the physicians and surgeons,

whose appointments are for the most part honorary, in the

sense of being unpaid, and under whom resident medical

officers act. The medical staff ought always to be repre-

sented on the governing body as a means of preventing un-

necessary fricti'in. The appointment seems desirable in

e/ery ho5;/ital of a sanitary othcer, whose duty it should

b; to wavch and supervisp the carrying out of every detail

ol ventilation, warming, cleanliness, disinfection, &c.

On the Continent huspitals are more directly under

state control, and their auangeinent is therefore consider-

ably modified.

JVavrit xnd Mitilary flos/'ilah.—These are provided in

all civilized countries for the care of the sailors and soldiers

ot the state. The two great English hospitals of Green-

wich and Chelsea were founded as asyUims for disabled

Ofid superannuated sailors and soldiers, but the former 13

now given up for that purpose, a!tbou>;b a part is appropri-

ated a? a hospital for sick merchant seamen of all nations.

The chief naval hosintals are those ol Haslar, Plymouth,

and Chatham. Haslar is the largest hospital in the

country, having been originally intended for 2000 sick,

and even now, with increased allowance of space per bed,

accommodating l&OO patients. There are also hospitals

m most of the principal naval stations abroad, sueh as

Malta, Jamaica, Halifax, Hong Kong, <5ic. The principal

mditary hospitals are the Royal Victoria Hospital at

Nctley (the luvalif'ing hospital of the army and the locality

<if the army medical school), the Herbert Ho.spital at

Woolwich, the Cambridge Hospital at Aldershott, and
numerous others at the principal etitions. The cubic

cpace allotted by regulation is l"20o cubic feet at home
end 1500 to 2000 cubic feet in the tropica per bed.

I'ormerly every regiment of cavalry and infantry and each

Littery or troop of artillery had its own hospital, but thia

flan is now given up, and station hospitals with a fixed

stafl are boing arranged at the chief centres of military dis-

Iricts In both the army and the navy tho regulations

place the ndministratioD and command of hospitals in tho

liandi' ot the respective medical departments . in tho army
this i» «u> vet only partially carried out. but it b».s been

accomplished in the navy with the advantage of bnth

efficiency and ecSnomy. In time of war general hospitals

are established at the base of operations, whilat field

hospitals move with the troops as the campaign progress^'!.

In France there have long been hospitals established for

the navy, such as those at Rochefort, Toulon, Brest, itc,

as well as schools of instruction for medical officera The
I chief military hospital is the Val de Grace at Paris,

I formerly a convent , it is there that the medical school for

I the army is located. Large hospitals are also established

I

in all the great stations. Great attention to military hos-

I pitals 13 also paid in Germany, Austria, and other countr.e?

I of Europe. In most of them the administration is in the

I
hands of the medical department, except in France, where

the intendance still holds the rems, much to the disadvan-
' tage of efficiency and good working.

I

In the United States of America the army is small and
chieHy employed on frontier duties, so that the hospitals

I

are ail what are called post hospitals, and as a rule are

wooden huts or temporary structures, built to last ten

I
years, and to hold 12 to 24 beds. There are, however, two

permanent hospitals, one for cadets at West Point, and the

other, the Barnes Hospital, at the Soldier's Home nea'

Washington. All the arrangements are under the army

medical department. The navy and the mercantile marine

were long amalgamated in America, so far as hospital

arrangements went. The Marine Hospital Service was

formed in 1798, and the na\7 was not separated from it

until 1811, although it was not for some years after that

special naval hospitals were built. In connexion with the

marine hospital service, hospitals have been established at

a great number of ports, both sea, river, and lakj. Up to

1870 each of these hospitals had its own organization, but

since that time a regular service has been established under

a supervising surgeon-general. A tax of 40 cents a month

is levied for the service upon all seamen or members what-

soever of a ship's company. One of the finest hospitals

j» the Mercantile Marine Hospital at Chicago, a pavilion

building of several stories, and of considerable architectural

pretensions. But in America, as in Europe, the tendency

has latterly been to abandon such monumental hospitals,

and to construct single-stoned pavilions on the hut or

"barrack" principle,— the word barrack being employed

in this sense as equivalent to the French Uiraque, a wooden

hut Accordingly the new marine hospital at San Francisco

has been thus constructed, three one-stoned pavilions of

Californian redwood radiating from the outside of a curved

corridor, from the ends and inner centre of which project

the adimnistrativo blocks. The cost is about XI 20 ($C00)

per bed, whereas the average cost of the older ones was

fully seven times that amount, with the drawback that in

course of time they became extremely unhealthy, and

showed all the evils of hospitalism.

A brief notice may be aJdeii here of the history of hospital con-

struction Ml recent times, particularly with rofercneo to the pavihon

syatcui. It is to France that Wf ni' st look for the conimencemeut

of that system, although it has been earned out witli even greater

«ueco.''8 111 other couutiies. Its origin may be treccd to thx discus-

sions wliicli arose from time to time as to the advisability of recon-

structing the Hotel- Dieu at Pans. So long ago as the 17th centur_y,

Dcsgodets, architect to Louis XIV., presented a plan for reconstruct-

ing the hosjiital in "rayons." But it was after the lire that took

place in 1772 tliat the question was taken up with real interest.

In 1773 it was |iio[ioscd to tran.sfer th'! hospital to Uie jilain

of Crenelle, and in 177-1 M. Petit proposed a radiating tuiilding of

fonr stories at the ba.se of the hdl of Belleville (probably ot no great

distanno from tlio existing liospital of Menilmontaut). M. le Boi

prMsented « jilnu for a hoRjulal at Chaillot, coiisjt.tmg of long single-

utory parilions, arranged altcriiotoly, witli the roof open at inter-

vals,—each patient to be screened oir by partitions. I'lnally, tho

conimittee of the Acftdemio des Sciences reported favonrably in 1783

on a proposal of iU. Poyet's to construct u lio«i\ittil on the lie det

Cypnea (between Grtnello and Passy), consietioff of isolated

pavilions radiating from a oentral rotunda, tho hospitsi i^ LoU iliC J
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patients,—('.I*': riaviliou lO be 115 feel long, by 24 broad and 14 to

15 high, to contain 3** to 36 patients, and to have windows to the

ceiling. These proportions would give 77 to 80 square feet of floor

space, 64 to 6j feet of wall space, and lOSO to 1200 cubic feet of

total space, an immense advance upon then existing arrangcmcnls.

The Revolution put a stop to those projects, and half a century

elapsed before a paWlion building, as now understood, was actually

constructed. Curiously enough, revolution again stepped in to

arrest the movement, for the Hrst building of the kind, the Hopital

Louts-Philippe, was begun m the last years of that monarch's reijjn,

and suspended in consequence of the revolution of February 1848.

Some years later, in 1854, it wascomi'leted and rena. :a Lariboisiere,

from the name of the benefactress whose munificence helped to bnng
It to ft successful conclusion. The boiidini: is oblong, enclosing a

9pa(0 tD the centre, the front (south end) coutaining the adminis-

tration, and the opposite (north) end the ciiape), kitchens, &c.

From tfie two sides the pavilion wards jut out. Vhe building is on
me wholi* n"t n good one , the distancr betweeL the pavilions is

pilv hall nhut 1) require'1, tind the ward*! are Irc-ii.eiiliy overcrowded.

L'nfjuun«»«lv most of thf defects, wit'« fom^ "ulditkunal ones, have

been reoindo'~ed in the nev.- Hdltl-Diec The new hospital at

Mifiiilmoitftnt. Ui the north-east of Pari§. is also a pavilion one,

diircfinji somewhat in detail, but of great size, each pavilion havm"
aumerous stone*. The military hospital ar Vmcennes is a pood
ipecimen of modern construction A small experimental jKivilion,

built on tlie suggestions of Dr Tarnier in the garden of the Mater-

aitc in Pans, merits notice It consists of two stories, each con-

'.oiuing four wards for one parturient woman each. The kitchen,

office, kc , are in the centre, but the only access to eacli ward is by
the verandah direct from the open air. The vvalls, floors, and ceil-

•ngs are non-absorbent, and there is a space of 56 cubic metres, or

nearly 2000 cubic feet for each inmate. The chief objection is that

there are no means of ventilation except by the door or window ;

—

otherwise the plan is excellent. This plan of making each ward
open directly from the open air was proposed by the late Sir James
Simpson, as a means of improving the sanitary slate of existing old

hospitals. The plans of M. Toilet ought not to be passed unnoticed.

In addition to the ordinary principles of pavilion construction^ he
insists upon the ogival or Gothic form of architecture, which he
thinks was adopted in the Middle Ages as much for sanitary

a-s for architectural reasons.

In England the question of hospital improvement slept until the
disf-sters at Scutari, in 1854-55, roused the attention of the Govern-
ment and the public to the necessities of the case, and tlie report of

the Army Sanitary Commission and of the Barrack and Hospital
Committee, and Miss Nightingale's A'otcs on Hospitals, led the way
in advocating hospital reform. Unfortunately just before this

movement the plans of Netley Hospital were made, and the build-

ing begun on the corridor system EtTorts were made to arrest Us
iiogress. but unhappily without effect, and ih*- country which has
d the van m sanitary science has as its chiof military hospital a

1-iiildiiig far from satisfactory. The first pavilion hospital in

tngland was the Blackburn Infirmary, built rather more than
twenty years ago The pavilions are there at right angles to a
Centre corndor, and are alternate ; a similar arrangement is followed

out at the Children's Hosjtital at Pendlebury, near Mancliesier.

St Thomas's at Westminster Bridge consists of a row of parallel

pavilions united by a corridor at one end. A plan prautually
identical was jtroposed for a new hospital at Valetu (Jtalta), but
this building, though frequently referred to in books, has never
been consttucted. The Herbert Hospital at Woolwich consists of

parallel pavilions jutting out from the sides of a centre corridor at

right angles ; although it is now nearly twenty years old, it is still

one of the best examples of a pavilion hospital. The late>t

pavilion hospital is the New Koyal Iniinnary at Edinburgh, to
which reference has already been made. Every care seems to liave

been bestowed on xin construction and arrangement ; the space
allowed per head is ample and the site excellent.

In Germany the Fru-drurhshain Hospital at Berlin is one of the
best specimens of a pavilion building. The pavilions are 160 feet

apart, six two-stoned ami four one-storied, with isolation wards and
the nec«'ssarv admiiiistiative buildmgs. The hut hospiul erected
during the late war at Tempelhof near the same city was a good
examjile of how the pavilion'system may he indefinitely extended,
the huts being placed in echelon in wide zigzag lines.

in America great attention has been paid to the question of
hospitals, especially since Us importance was so rougiily thrust
upon the country's notice m the great civil war of 1861-64. Dunug
that tiim- numerous plans were tncd, and among others the old plan
of Petit, Puyet. ic, namely, radiating pavilions from a circular or
oval centre, which contained the offices and admioistration. This
plan was found not to be a good on* as it interfered wiih both
lighting and ventilation. The earhv;^; American hospital of any
sire was th^ PennsyLvanian Hospital of Philadelphia, which was
begun in 1755, under the auspices of Dr Thoiftas Bond and
Bunjamin Franklin, and linislied in 1805. It was also in Phila-
delphia that the first pavili'^n hospital of a permanent charactcr.was

erected, the comer stone being laid in 1860 ; in it the pavilions are

parallel, two stories besides.basement and attics. The space allowed

is ample, but the wards are too wide, nearly 31 feet In New
York there is a large amount of hospital accommodation—about
6000 bods, or about 1 in 1500 of the population. The New York
Hospital new pavilions give 112 square leet of floor space and 1800
cubic feet of total space. The Koosevelt Hospital has somewhat the

same dimensions, but with a much greater space for surgical

patients. One peculiarity of arrangement in that building is that

the closets are not at the end of the wards as usual, but in the
centre, grouped round a central shaft which extends through all the
stones, cellar and basement. In this the water and steam pipes
are placed, as also the foul linen shafts ; the closets are cleaned by

J a steam jet. This plan does not seem very commendable. The
Massachusetts General Hospital at Boston is the oldest in Amenca,
except the Pennsylvania Hospital. Since 1872 four new pavilions

have been built on peculiar plans • two are square, one containing
one large ward for 20 patients, and the other divided inlo smaU
rooms of 2 beds each, giving each about 97 feet of floor space and
1500 to 1850 feel of total space ; the other two are oblong, divided
into rows of single rooms, with a dividing corridor, something like

an arrangement of prison cells. The floor space is about the same,
with less height. The Johns Hopkins Hospital at Baltinnre will

be memorable for the care bestowed upon the consideration of it3

plans. The one finally adopted is on the pavilion principle,

scattered over a wide space of ground.
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HOSPITIUM. The power the Greeks possessed of

travelling safely among other Greek states depended on

the feeling which made hospitality a matter of religion, and
looked on strangers as under the protection of Zeus Xenioa.

A stranger was received and protected dunng his etaj

Violation of the duties of hospitality was likely to provoke

the wrath of the gods ; but it does not appear that any-

thing beyond this religious sanction existed to guard *be

rights of a traveller. There is, however, no ground for the

common statement that a stranger was ipso/acto contidered

as an enemy. In truth he was a guest. The roads were

all sacred , he who passed over them was the guest of the

land ; he found a>ong their courses statues of the tutelary

I

deity of tie ruad, generally Hermes ; and the offerings (si

j

food, &iz.f in frunL of these he was at liberty to apjiropriate.

Hence the word Ip^aiov was used in the sense of a lucky

Jiiid. (See Curtius, ** Gricch- Wegebau," Brrlin Ab/iandi.f

I
1854.) When the guest parted from his hoRt- he wa3
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often presentea witu gifts (tsVia), and sometimes a die

(dcrrpayaAo?) was broken between them. Each then took

a part, a family connexion was established, and the broken

die served as a symbol of recognition ; thus the members
of each family found in the other hosts and protectors

in caae of need. As the foreigner was not recognized

by the law of the state in which he travelled, he could

appear in a court of justice only through his host.

Si nilar customs seem to have existed among the Italian

races. In Rome there was a tie recognized by the law

between host and guest, almost as strong as that which

connected patron and client. Jupiter Hospitalis watched

over the jus hospitii. As iu Greece the connexion often

became hereditary ; and a tessera hospitalis was broken

between the parties.

Resides this private connexion there was a custom
according to which a state appointed among the citizens

of another state one man called rpo|«f05 to protect

any of their citizens travelling in his country. Some-
times an individual came forward voluntarily to perform

these dutie? on behalf of another state {iOe\(mp6^tyo<;).

Many cases occur where such an office was hereditary
;

thus the family of Callias at Athens were proxeiioi of the

Spartans. We find the office mentioned in a Corcyritan

inscription dating probably from the 7th century d.c,

and it continued to grow more important and frequent

throughout Greek history. There is no proof that any
direct emolument was ever attached to the office, while the

expense and trouble entailed by it must often have been
very great. Probably the honours which it brought with

it were sufficient recompense. These consisted partly in

the general respect and esteem paid to a proxenos, and
partly in many more substantial honours conferred by
special decree of the state whose representative he was,

such as eVtya^i'a, yrj<; tyxTTjo-is, drtAfia, dtniAi'a, TrpofSpia,

and sometimes full citizenship. Public hospitium seems
also to have existed among the- Italian races ; but the

circumstances of their history prev<;nted it from becoming
80 important as in Greece.

HOTCHPOT (or HoTcn-POTCu, Hodge-podge), in law,

is the name given to a rule of equity whereby a person,

interested along with others in a common fund, and having
already received something in the same interest, is required
to surrender what has been so acquired into the common
Aiiid, on pain of being excluded from the distribution.

The following is an old example given in Coke on Littleton

:

—" If a man seized of 30 acres of land in fee hath issue

inly two daughters, and he gives with one of them 10 acres
in marriage to the man that marries her, and dies seized of

',hc other 20 ; now she that is thus married, to gain her share
>{ the rest of the land, must put her part given in marriage
into hotchpot; i.e., she must refuse to take the profits

thereof, and cause her land to be so mingled with the other
that an fqu.il division of the whole may be made between
her and her sister, as if none had been given to her ; and
thus for her 10 acres she shall have 15, or otherwise the
sister will have the 20." In the common law this seems
to have been the only instance in which the rule was applied,
and the reason a.ssigncd for it is that, inasmuch as daughters
succeeding to lands take together as copaiconcrs and not
by primogeniture, the policy of the law is that the land in

such cases should be equally divided. The law of hotch-
pot applies only to lands descending in fee simple. The
same principle is noticed by Blackstone as applying in the
customs of York and London to personal pro[)erty. It is

also expressly ciiartcd in the Statute of Distributions (§ 5)
that no child of the intestate, except his Iicir-athuv, who
shall have any estate in land by the settlement of the
intestate, or who shall be advanced by the intestate in liis

life time by pecuniary portion equal to the distributive

shares of the other children, shall participate with rhcm
iu the surplus ; but if the estate so given to such child by
way of advancement be not equivalent to their shares, then
such part of the surplus as will make it equal shall be allotted

to him. It has been decided that this provision applies

only to advancements by /nthers, on the ground that the

rule was founded on the custom of London, which rfever

afl'ected a widow's personal estate. The heir-at-law is not
required to bring any land which he has by descent or other-

wise from the deceased into hotch-pot, but advancement"*

made to him out of the personal property must be brought
in. The same principle is to be found in tLa (Tollalin

bonorum of the Roman law : emancipated children, in

order to share the inheritance of their father with th»
children unemancipated, were required to bring their pro-

perty into the common fund. It is also found in the law
of Scotland. " It seemeth," says Littleton, " that this

word hotch-pot is in English a pudding ; for in a pudding
is not commonly put one thing alone, but one thing with

other things together."

HOTHO, Heinkicii Gustav, was born at Berlin in

1802, and died in his native city on Christmas day 1873.

He made a name for himself in Germany as on historian

rather than as a critic of art Yet he remained second to
his contemporary Waagen in experience, grasp of subject

matter, and subtlety of eye. Nor had he the good fortune

which accompanied Waagen through life to find patrons-

and friends in all countries of Europe. No one could have
foreseen that Hotlio would one day be an authority on art.

During boyhood he was affected for two-years with blind-

ness consequent on an attack of measles. But recovering

his sight he studied so hard as to take his degree at Berlin

in 1826. A year of travel spent in visiting Paris, London,
and the Low Countries determined his vocation. He
came home delighted with the treasures which he had
seen, worked laboriously for a higher examination, and
passed as " decent " in a.'sthetics and art history. In 1829
ho was made professor at the university of Berlin. In
1833 Waagen accepted him aa assistant in the museum
of the Prussian capital; and in 1858, after the death of
Schorn, he was promoted to the directorship of the print-

room. This was Hotho's last step in life. When Waageiv

died he had hopes of succeeding him, but these hopes were

disappointed, not because in this walk Hotho was unfitted

for the duties he was ambitious of performing, but probably

because his experience was not considered sufficiently exten-

sive. During a long and busy life, in which his time waa
divided between literature and official duties, Hotho's

ambition had always been to master the history of the

schools of Germany and the Netherlands. Accordingly

what he published was generally confined to those countries.

In 1842-43 he gave to the world his account of German
and Flemish painting. From 1853 to 1858 ho revised

and published anew a part of this work, which ho called

"the school of Hubert van Eyck, with his German pre-

cursors and contemporaries." His attempt later on to

write a history of Christian painting overtasked his strength,

and was far from finished when the last sickness fell on

him. Hotho's name will be honourably remembered aa

that of an amiable and industrious man, earnest from the

first in his eff'ort to throw light on an obscure and recon-

dite subject His training unfortunately confined him to

one section of the field in which art history is comprised,

and his comparative ignorance of Italian painting was the

cause why ho did not climb the last step to which Waagen
had been able to ascend.

110TMAN,or HoTTOMAN, FnAN\ois (1521-1500), oncof

the mostlcamedof Frciu'li civilians, and a brilliant publicist,

was born at Paris in 152t, of a family w'lichhad come, in

the days of bis grandfather, from Silcsta. His father a
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counsellor of the parliament of Paris, naturally hoped to sec

hi3 eldest son his successor, and gaveliim a legal education

at Orleans. After three years' study he was made a doctor

of laws, and immediately began to practise at the Paris bar.

Cut the quibbles of pleading soon disgusted him, and to his

father's annoyance ho turned to the calmer study of juris-

prudence. At the age of twenty-two he was named public

lecturer with Baudouin at Paris, and at once gained high

repute. The fortitude of Anne Dubourg under torture

roused his latent enthusiasm for the Reformed opinions ; he
at once gave up his career, and went in 1547 to Lyons, the

outpost of Gf levan theology, and thence to Geneva and Lau-
sanne. At Lausanne he became professor of belles-lettres

and history, and married a French refugee from Orleans

;

in 1550 we find him in high repute as a teacher at Stras-

burg, where he lectured for several years to large crowds of

students. In 15G0, m the beginning of the civil troubles,

he attached himself to Antony of Navarre, and was trusted

with delicate missions from the Huguenot chiefs to German
princes ; he even at one time carried credentials from
Catherine de' Medici, and his speech at the Frankfort diet,

which is extant, is "a model of eloquence and political

shrewdness." After a while we find him professor at

Valence, expounding the civil law with such success as to

restore the failing credit of that university. Three years

later he succeeded Cujas at Bourges ; but the civil war drove

him to Orleans for refuge, whence he was sent down to

Blois to negotiate the peace of 1568. He returned to

Bourges only to encounter another outbreak of war and
another flight, this time to Sancerre, where in the tedium
of the obstinate siege ho composed his Consolatio, a strik-

ing work drawn from the Bible and St Augustine. The
peace of 1570 restored him once more; but the St Bar-

tholomew drove him away again ; and with wife and family

he fled to Geneva, turning his back for ever on his country.

As he went he shot at Charles IX. a Parthian shaft in

his celebrated Franco-Gallia, a treatise much censured by
Catholics and Huguenots alike. It breathed the true

spirit of research and of Huguenot independence and even
republicanism, for it boldly appealed, in the very xitadel

of hereditary succession, from lights of blood to popular

election, and declared that the French monarchy rested

on that foundation ; the use soon made of the book by
the Jesuits in their pamphlet war against Henry IV.

added to its unpopularity. At Geneva Hotman was ap-

pointed professor of Roman law, and taught in peace for

six years; in 1579, however, the threatening approach of

the duke of Savoy frightened him away to Basel. Thence
the plague sent him to Montbdiard in 1582, where he lost

his faithful wife. After making trial of Geneva once
more, he again in 1589 fled to Basel, where he died in

1590, and was buried ^n the cathedral.

Hotman was a niaii of nnfci<;iied piety, nor were his firm and lofty
ideas on religion ever »haken . llig purity of his home-life, his devotion
to wtf« and family, his courageous eudiiranee of poverty and trouble,
made him one of the finer characters of his age. His very
timidity and re.stlessness Tvere. but the results of a parent's anxiety
fur the .safety of his children ; the infinite horrora of unbridled war
filleil hini with fears' for tlfejn. It was his quick inteiligenco and
passionato temperament tliat -made him a wanderer, and even laid
nim open to the suspicion of cowardice. As an author, if not
original, he certainly was not Scaliger's " vulgareingcniuni. " His
criticism is sound and acute, his learning beyond question scholarly
and legal, his L,alMiity admirable, even eloquent; he is one of the
best writers of his jge ; and'jt is not to bourpcd severely against him
tliat he cheated himself with,that snare of clever and needy men;
»lchemy, and sought te achieve 'the transmutation of metals.

His chlcl worlia were—the MidThbomen {WJTt.ik trcMsa to sliow that FrenchUw couM not bo based on Jiisflnlan; the yraneo-Gallia iXftTi), viM\ \hz \y.\m-
phlcm in IIS delcnco. Ins CoJttrovfntn pjlrui el nepotn (l.'.S.^); his Brututji Ful-
wi.-n (l.^S.'.). nefiitisttlio bull of Pope Sixtiis; tjie C(inAo/(i/(o(]Mibllihcd in LOW)- A
Tr^aust on Iht EiiilinriiHUW,); a /.i/e cJ Co'iV/ij(lM.5). wMh many otlicrwoiks
OH Uw. history, politics, or classical scliolai-sliip. These iiro mostly forcottcn
but In thcii day llioy idncMl Fronds notmnn In.the Hist rank Among the Icinneil
and accomplished authois of Franci:. A collection of bis Icllcrs was pubKlhcd M
Amsh^rdwu hi 1700. '

HOT SPRINGS, a post village in Hot faprings connty,

Arkansas, United States, is situated on a tributary of tlio

Washita river, 55 miles S.W. of Little Rock. It is much
resorted to by strangers on account of its hot springs,

which are about sixty in number, and together h. ve a
daily flow of about 500,000 gallons. They vary in

temperature from 93' to 150° Fahr., and their beneficial

effects depend chiefly upon external application. The
principal diseases in which they are efficacious are afl'ections

of the skin, malarial fever, and rheumatism. The number
of persona who make use of them is about 20,000
annually. The town is well supplied with hotels and
churches. ,,*The population, which in 1870 was 1276,
was 5179 in 1880.

HOTTENTOTS was the generic name given by Eiiro-

peans to the native tribes inhabiting the southern extremity

of Africa. Some early writers termed them Hodmadods
or Hodmandods, and others Hot^nots and Ottentots—all

corruptions of the same word. Th« common denomination
adopted by themselves was Khoi-Khoin (men of men), or

Quae Qune, Kwekhena, t'Kuhkeub, the forms varying accord-

ing to the several dialects.

f These aborigines, totally distinct as they were in their pri-

mitive state from all other African races, have been gene-

rally regarded as the most ancient inhabitants of the land.

A little more than two centuries ago they were a numerous
people, whose nomadic tiribes or clans and families were
spread over the territory now distinguished as the Cape
Colony ; and tradition, as well as the evidence afi'orded by
names of places and surviving peculiarities of manners and
language, points to their having in prehistoric times

extended much further to the north-w-eslward and eastward,

where they have been supplanted by the Kaffre or Negro
tribes. The freedom, security, and protection enjoyed by the

Hottentots since the Cape of Good Hope became a portion

of the British em^re have in no small degree arrested the

process of extermination of the race which was rapidly pro-

ceeding at the close of last century. When Sir John
Barrow, described their condition in- 1798, he estimated

their numbers at about 15,000 soids. In 1806 tha

oflncial return gave a population of 9784 males and 10,|342

females. In _1824 they had increased to 31,000. At
the census of 1865 'they numbered 81,589; and the

census of 1875 ga%-e the Hottentot populatitm within tlio

Cape Colony at 98,561. In the returns for the last-men-

tioned, periods, however, the designation " Hottentot" has

no doubt embraced many persons of mixed race. It is

only at the naission stations or in their vicinity that any
genuine descendants of the eaYly -tribes are now to be met
with. Beyond the colonial borders, however, they are

numerically strong. Dr Theophilus Hahn gives the follow-

ing as an approximate statem.cnt of their numbers (amount-

ing in all to nearly 17,000) in Great Namaqualand
and Damaraland :

—

Pure Namaqtias—Goikous, or Red
Nation, 2500; Topnaars, 750 ;'Kharo-oas, 300; Khogeis,

100; Ogeis, or Great Deaths, 800; Khau-goas, or Young
Red Nation, 1000; Habobes, or Velschoendragers, 1800;
Karagei-Khois, 800 ; Gaminus, or Bondlozwaarts, 2000

;

Gunungu, or Lowlanders, 200. Namaqua Ilottentols or

Oertaams—Eicha-ais, or.Afrikaaners, 800 ; Kowisis, 2500;
Amas, 2000 ; Khauas, 700 ; Gei-Khauas, or Gobabia

people, 600.

The pure Namaquas claim to be the aboriginal tribes,

while tha " Oerlaam " are the new comers, or those who
migrated across the Orange river from the southern part

of Cape colony. The latter tribes and many of the former

may be said to be in a semi-civilized state, and have in a

great measure adopted the customs, habits, language, and
pursuits of the colonists. Some are in good circumstances,

rich in waggons, liorses, cattlo, and sheep ; while others
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retain all the improrideut, idle, nomadic habits of th^

aborigines. '
. ,

The primitive character of the Hottentot or Khoi-Khoin
has been greatly changed by their forced migrations, and
their gradual adoption of the habits of civilized life. The
best information as to their original manners and customs

is therefore to be obtained from the descriptions given of

them by the older writers. The observations of Kolben,

who was a resident at the Cape in the early part of last

century, are by far the most complete ; and, although

doubts have been thrown upon some of his statements, yet

traveller^ and missionaries who have resided among the

tribe's in Great Namaqualand confirm and endorse the

greater part of them. '
'

'

All authorities agree io representing the natural disposi-

tion of the Hottentots as mild, placable, and ingenuous.

Mutual afTection was the greatest of their virtues. They
beld in contempt the man who could eat, drink, or smoke
alone. They were hospitable to strangers ; indeed, their

munificence often left them scarcely anything for them-

selves. Another characteristic was indolence. While not

deficient in talents or capacity, they seemed to lack the

energy to call them into action. They did not, however,

disdain to look after their cattle. Hunting they pursued
for pleasure as well as sustenance, and when once aroused

they were nimble and active, as well as bold and ardent.'

In personal appearance they were of a medium height,

the females rather smaller than the men. Their bodies

were slender but well proportioned, with small hands and
feet , Their skin was of a leathery brown colour ; their face

oval, with prominent projecting cheekbones ; eyes dark
chestnut or black and wide apart ; nose broad and thick

and flat at the root ; chin pointed, and mouth large, with

thick tumed-up lips. Their woolly hair grew in short

thick curly tufts on their head, and the beard very scanty.

The women, especially as they advanced in years, had flabby

breasts hanging down low ; abnormal developments of fat

were somewhat common among them ; and cases occurred

of extraordinary elongation of the labia minora and of the

prwputinm clitoridis.^ '
' '

The dress of the men was very simple. A cloak or

kaross, varying according to the fashion of the tribe, was
usually thrown across the shoulders and a smaller one
across the loins. Those of the chiefs or captains were
usu,ally of tiger or wild-cat skins, those of the commonalty
of sheep skins. They wore the cloaks all the year round,

turning the hairy side inward in winter and outward in

summer ; they slept in them at night, and when they died

they were interred in them* They had suspended around
their necks little bags or pouches, containing their knives,

their pipes and tobacco or daccha (Cannabis, or hemp), and
an amulet of burnt wood. On their arms were rings of

ivory. When they drove their herds to pasture they wore
sandals on their feet, and some of them carried a jackal's

tail fastened on a stick to wipe their face with when heated

and drive away the flies. The women aLso wore karosses,

a lesser under a greater, fashioned much like those of

the men, but with the addition of a little apron, to which
were appended their ornaments. In a leather bag sus-

pended round their neck they carried daily, whether at

lio..ie or abroad, some victuals, together with their daccha,

tobacco, and pipe. They also wore an ornamented
skin cap on their beads, armlets of iron or copper on their

arms, strings of beads round their wri.sts, and round their

legs thongs of ox-hide sometimes covering half the log or

more. ' '

They loved to besmear tncir bodies and their dross with

' Sec pnpor by Messrs Flower nml Miirio in Joum, Comp. Aii(tt.

and I'hijsidhfiy, 1807; ond Fritscli, Die Eingebornen Siid-A/rikus,
Crc-.lao, 1873.

greasy substances. The wealthy Hottentots were very
lavish in the matter of butter and fat, the use of which
was the grand distinction between rich and poor. They
also perfumed themselves with the powdered leaves of a

shrub called by them bucchu (Diosma crenata). An oint-

ment formed of soot and grease and the powder of bucbu
was held in very high estimation.

The sites of their villages or kraals were usually on green
meadow grounds. They never entirely exhausted the grass

or herbage, but kept moving at intervals from one spot to

another. The huts or tents, which they could strike, carry,

or pitch where they chose, were ranged in circles, the area

of which varied with the pastoral wealth of the community.
The small cattle were placed inside the circle, and the

larger. cattle outside.. In the centre, of the huts a hole

served for a fire-place, around which the members of the

family were fond of squatting upon their haunches while

they passed the tobacco pipe from one to another. On each

side of the hearth small excavations an inch or two deep
were made in the ground, and thereon mats were spread

upen which the men, women, and children rolled up in their

karosses lay down and slept Their household efi'ects con-

sisted only of some eartlien vessels for cookery, tortoise

shells for spoons and dishes, and calabashes, bamboos, and
skins for holding milk and butter. The weapons for hunt-

ing or warfare—the assegai, the bow and poisoned arrows,

the shield, and the kerrie (a stick with a large knob at one

end)—were also part of the furniture. Women were held

in high repute : the most aacred oath a Khoi-Khoi could

take was to swear by his sister or mother
; yet the females

ate apart from the men, and did aU the work of the kraaL

Their usual food consisted of milk, the flesh of the buffalo,

hippopotamus, antelope, or other game, and edible roots

and bulbs or wild fruits.* Cows' milk was commonly
drunk by both sexes, but ewes' milk only by the women,
and when cows' milk was scarce the women were obliged

to keep to ewes' milk or water. Meats were eaten cither

roasted or boiled, but for the most part half raw, without

salt, spices, or bread. Some meats they carefully abstained

from, such as swine's flesh. Hares and rabbits were

forbidden to the men, but not to the women ; while the

pure blood of beasts and the flesh of the mole were for-

bidden to the women, but not to the men. ,
'

Their social pleasures consisted in feasting, smoking,

dancing, and singing. Every signal event of life, and every

change of abode and condition was celebrated with a feast

On the formation of a new kraal an arbour was constructed

in the centre, and the women and children adorned and

perfumed it with flowers and branches of trees and odorifer-

ous herbs. The fattened ox was killed and cooked, and the

men partook of it in the arbour, while the women sitting

apart regaled themselves with broth. Upon such occasions

tlioy indulged in no other intoxication than what arose

from their smoking tobacco or daccha. ' >- - i

Circumcision, which is common to the Kaliic tribes, was
unknown to them, but when a youth entered upon manhood
a particular ceremony was performed. One of tiie elders

or officiating priests, using, a knife of sharp quartz, made
incisions on the young man's body, and afterwards be-

sprinkled the same with urine. When a man for the

first time distinguished himself by killing an elephant,

hippopotamus, or rhinoceros, similar marks wore made
on his body, and were regarded as insignia of honour.

There was no purchase of wives, but in every case of

marriage the consent of the parents had to be first obtained.

If his proposals wore accepted, the suitor accompanied by
all his kijidred drove two or three fat oxen to the Louse

from which he was to take his destined brido. There her

ns.somblcd relations received thorn with kindly grceting^'

and caresses ; the oxei). were then immediately slain, an,
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every one participated in the bridal feast The nuptial

ceremony was concluded by tlie priest besprinkling tlie

happy pair. Among the colonial Hottentots these ancient

usages have long been set aside ; but they are still con-

tinued among some of the surviving tribes north of the

Orange river. Polygamy was practised, but not to any
great extent. Divorce was much more common. Family

names were perpetuated in a peculiar manner—the sons

took the family name of the mother, while the daughters

took that of the father. Thus if the father's and mother's

names were respectively Hagub and Daimiis, the sons

would be called, according to their age, Daimub geib (big

one), Daimub ! naga mab (of lower standing), and Daimub
t Kham (younger) ; and the daughters, Hagu-geis (eldest),

Hagu ! nagamas (second), and Hagu { Khams (younger).

The children were very respectful to their parents, by
whom they were kindly and affectionately treated.^ Yet
the superannuated or aged father or mother was sometimes
exposed and left to die, Namaquas say this was done by
very poor people if they had no food for their parents.

But even when there was food enough, aged persons,

especially women, who were believed to be possessed of the

evil spirit or devil w-ere placed in an enclosure of bushes

with some meat and water, intended to be their last

nourishment.

The Hottentots had neither warlike nor pastoral songs,

and their musical instruments were but few and simple.

One named the " gorah " was formed by stretching a piece

of the twisted entrails of a sheep along a thin hollow

stick about three feet in length in the manner of a bow and
string. At one end there was a piece of quill fixed into

the stick, to which the mouth was applied, and the tones

were produced by inspiration and respiration. Another,

the "ramkee," was constructed on the same principle

as a guitar, with three or four strings stretched over a

piece of hollow wood. The "rommel pot" was a kind of

drum. Reeds several feet long were likewise made use of

as flutes.'

The system of government was patriarchal Each tribe

had its hereditary " khu-khoi" or "gao-ao"or chief, and
each kraal or encampment its captain. These met in

council whenever any great matters affecting the privileges

of the people had to be decided. They had no salary, but
their persons were held in great reverence, and they were
installed in office with solemnities and feasting. In certain

tribes the hind part of every bullock which was slaughtered

was sent to the chief, and, this he distributed among the

males of the village. He also collected sufficient milk at

the door of his hut to deal out amongst the poor. A
part of every animal taken in banting was exacted by the

chief, even though it was in a state of putrefaction when
brought to him.

The captains assisted by the men of each kraal attended
to the settlement of disputes regarding property and to

the trial of criminals. A murderer was beaten or stoned
to death ; but if one escaped and was at large for a
whole year, he was allowed to go unpunished. Adultery
seldom occurred ; if any one .found parties in the act

and killjd them he was no murderer, but on the con-

trary received praise for his deed. Women found offend-

* These were always played at the reed-<lanrc, which was commenced
by a leader blowing on bis reed, with head bent forwards, and
stamping his foet violently on the ground to beat time. Ho was fol-

lowed by tho other musicians, who, forming a circle, also stooped
forward and stamped. The women first ran round tho circle of recd-
plnyers, clapping their bands and singing, and giving llieir botlies

various odd twists. Then they got into the circle, and tho men
stamped and blew the reeds around them, and thus they continued
frequently p whole night with but little interruption. On some occa-
.sipns tho .performers described with appropriate action any iucidenl
v( late occurrence, and in doing so tho utmost poetiul licence, na
Will as perlect frtedum of speech, was permilted.

ing were burnt. Theft, especially cattle-stealing, was
severely punished.'

Tho religious ideas of the Hottentots were very obscure.
Vaillant says they had "neither priests nor temples, nor
idols, nor ceremonials, nor any traces of the notion of a
deity." Kolben, Tachart, and others, however, assure i>3

that they believed in an invisible deity or "Great Captain,"
whom they named Tik-guoa [Tsu-goab), a good man
who did them no harm, and of whom therefore they nee.l

not be afraid. They also spoke of other captains of le.^3

power, and of a black captain named Gauna, who was
the spirit of evil. The moon was a secondary divinity,

supposed to have the disposal of the weather; and on each
occasion of the appearance of the crescent moon in the sky
they assembled from night till morning, dancing, clapping
hands, and singing their hymns.^ Schmidt, the first mi.s-

sionary to the Hottentots, says they also celebrated the

anniversary of the appearance of the Pleiades above the

eastern horizon. Hahn states that at the present day the

Topnaars of Sandwich Harbour and of the ! Khomab moun-
tains worship a being whom they name Tusib, the rain

god. He also reports that he heard an old Namaqua
saying, "The stars are the souls of the deceased," and
mentions a form of imprecation, "Thou happy one, may
misfortune fall on thee from the star of my grandfather."

Their notion of the supreme being and their relations to

a life hereafter also took the form of ancestor- worship. The
deifie liero was named lleitsi-Eibib ; and of him endless

stories are told. The one most generally accepted is that

he was a notable warrior of great physical strength, who
once ruled the Khoi-Klioin, and that in a desperate struggle

with one of his enemies, whom he finally overcame, he
received a wound in the knee, from which event he got the

name of " the wounded knee." He was held in high repute

for extraordinary powers during life, and after death he
continued to be invoked as one who could still relieve and
protect.' According to the tradition still preserved among
the Namaquas, Heitsi-Eibib came from the east. There-

fore they make the doors of their huts towards the east,

and those who possess waggons and carts put their vehicles

alongside- the mat-house with the front turned towards the

east. All the graves are in true west-easterly direction, so

that the face of the deceased looks towards the east. The
spirit of Heitsi-Eibib is supposed to exist in the old burial

places, and, whenever a heathen Hottentot passes them,
he throws stones on the spot as an offering, at the same
time invoking the sjiirit's blessing and protection. Hahn
asserts that there are many proofs which justify the con-

clusion that, to the minds of the Khoi-Khoin, Heitsi-Eibib

and Tsu goab (the supreme being) were identical. Both
were higher powers who took great care of men. Both

were believed to have died and risen again. They kilted

the bad beings and restored peace on earth ; they promised

men immortality, understood the secrets of nature, and
could foretell the future. The Heitsi-Eibega are to be
found all over South Africa.*

Various ceremonies were practised to ward olT the evil

influence of ghosts and spectres, and charms were freely

^ The thief was bound hand and foot, and left on the ground with-

out food for a long time; then, if his offence was slight, he received

some blows with a kerrie or stick, but if the c.ise was an aggravated

one, he was severely beaten, and then unloosed and banished from tho

kraal. The family of even the woist criminal suffered nothing oo hi»

account in rejivitation, privilege, or property,
• An interesting notice of tliis form of worehip occurs in the journal

of an expedition which the Dutch governor, Ryk van Tulbagh, sent to

the Great Namaquas in 1752, whicli reached as far as the Kaiuob ov

Lion river (about 37° S. lal.).

* On the religion aud antiquities se. Hahn's papers, " Craves of

the IIcitsi-Eibili," in Cuix MonlUy ..latjaziue, 1879, and •' Per
Hottentotische Zni-goab und dcr Griecliisclie Zeus," in Zeitsr.hr. fur
'icon).. Borljji. 1S70.
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employed.' Tuere y/ob also a belief tbat in every fountain

]

there was e prake, and that as long as the snake remained

there water would continue to f)ow, but that if the snake

was killed or left the fountain it would cease. Offerings

were sometimes made to the spirit of the fountain. Like

all people sunk in barbarism, the Hottentots had great

faith in witchdoctors, or sorcerers. When called lo a sick-

bed, these ordered the patient to lie on his back, and then

pinched, cuffed, and beat him all over until they expelled

the illness. After that they produced a bone, small

snake, frog, or other object which they pretended to have

extracted from the patient's body. If the treatment did

not prove efficacious, the person was declared bewitched

beyond the power of any one to cure him. Sometimes a

joint of a finger was cut off from the idea that the disease

would thereby pass away. If death occurred, the corpse

was interred on the day of decease. • It was wrapt in skins,

and placed in the ground in the'' same position it once

occupied in the mother's womb. Death was generally

regarded in a very stoical manner.^

fcuiijuago. The Hottentot language was regarded by the early travellers and

colonists as an uncouth and barbarous tongue. The Portuguese

called the native manner of speaking stammering ; and the Dutch

compared it to the "gobbling of a turkey-cock." These phonetic

characteristics arose from the common use of " clicks,"—sounds

produced by applying the tongue to the teeth or to various parts of

the glims or roof of the mouth, end suddenly jerking it back.

Three-fourths of the syllabic elements of the language begin with

those clicks, and combined with them are several hard and deep

gutturals and nasal accompaniments. The difficnliy a European

has in acquiring an accurate pronunciation is not so much in pro-

ducing the clicking sound singly as in following it immediately

with another letter or syllable. The four recognized clicks,'with

the symbols •generally adopted to denote them, are as follows:

—

Dental =
| ; palatal = :^ ; lateral =

|| ; cerebral = !. According

to Tindall, one of the best grammarians of the language, the dental

click (similar .to a sonnd of surprise or indignation) is produced by

pressing the top of the tongue against the upper front teetli, and

then suddenly and forcibly withdrawing it. The palatal click

(like the crack of a whip) is produced by pressing the tongtie with

as flat a surface as possible against the termination of the palate at

the gums, sothat the top of the tongue touches the upper front

teeth and the back of the tongue lies towards the palate, and then

forcibly withdrawing the tongue. The cerebral click (compared to

the popping of the cork of a bottle of champagne) is produced by

curling up the tip of the tongue against the roof of the palate, and

withdrawing it siidrtenly and forcibly. The lateral click (similar

to the sound used in stimulating a horse to action) is articulated

ly covering with the tongue the whole of the palate and producing

the sound as far back as possible ; European learners imitate it by

placing the tongue against the side teeth and then withdrawing it

The easiest Hott^jntot clicks, the dental and cerebral, have been

Bdopted by the Kalfres; and it is a striking circumstance, in

evidence of the pa.st Hottentot influence upon the Kaffre langu.Tgcs,

that the clicking decreases amongst these tribes almost in propor-

tion to their distance from the former Hottentot domain. .

•The language in its grammatical structure is beautiful and

regular Dr Bleek describe it as having the distinctive featun-a

of the sulBx-pronominal order or higher form of languages, in

which the pronouns are identical with and borrowed from the

lerivative suffixes of the nouns. Tho words arc mostly mono-

lyllables, always ending, with two exceptions, in a vowel or nasal

sound. Ambng the consonants neither I, /, nor v are found.

There are two g's, g h..rd and g guttural, and a deeper guttural kh.

Diphthongs abound. Ther« is no article, but tho dcQnite or

inaofinite sense of a noun is determined by the gender. In tho

fullest known dialect (that spoken by the Nam.aqua) nouns aro

formed with eight different suffixes, which in nouns designating

persons distinguish ma.sc. sing, (-i), masc. plur. (-tit), masc. dual

(i-Ad), fern. sing. (-«), fern, pliir. {-tf), com. slug, (-i), com. plur.

(u), com. dual (-ra). The adjective is either prefixed to a noun

or referred to it by a suffixed pronoun. This grammatical division

of the nouns according to gender led to the classification of the

' If a Khoi-Khoi went out hunting his wife kindled a Cro, and

issiduonsly watched by it to keep it alive ; if the firo should bo

jxtingitishcd her husband would not he lucky. If she did not make

i lire, she wont to tho water and kept on throwiiiR it about on tho

ironnd, believing that thereby her Imsband wouUl bo successful in

getting game. Charms, consisting of hones, bunit wood, and roots of

pf rticular .shrubs cut into small ricro«, wore gcnsp&lly worn round

tbc ncc'iC

langn.Tge as " sex-denoting," thus suj^esting if not' identifying its

relationship, in original stnictiire, '.vith the North-African species

of the same family, such as tlie Coptic and Old Egyptian, Galla,

Bcrbcric, Houssa, Ethiopic, and others.

There are four dialectical varieties of the language, each w-^h

well-marked characteristics :—the Kama dialect, spoken by the

Namaqna as well as by the Hau-Koin or Hill Damaras, a supposed
Bantu or negro people who in somo past period were conquered

and enslaved by the Namaqu.is ; tho Kora dialect, spoken by the

Korannas, or Koraquas, dwelling about the middle and. upper part

of the Orange, Vaal, and Modder Rivers ; the Eastern dialect,

spoken by the Gona or Gonaquas on the borders of Kaffreland :

and the Ca-'c dialcot, now no longer spoken but preserved in the

records of early voyagers and settlers. Of these dialects the N.inia

is the purest. It is described in three grammars :— WallmcTin's

(1857) and Hahn's in Geiman, and Tindall's (1S71) in English,

the last being the best ; and the four Gospels, with a large

amount of missionary literature, have been published in it. This

dialect is commonly spoken by a native pojiulation of not less than

100,000 souls south and north of the Orange river, and in parts

of Damaraland (or Jlereroland) and the Kaokoveld*
The vocabulary is not limited merely to the expression of the

rude conceptions that are characteristic of primitive races. It

possesses such words as toi, human being ; hhcn-H^ kindly or

friendly ; koi-si-b, philanthropist ; khoi-»i-s, humanity ; it ei, to

think
; jt ei-s, thought ; amo, eternal ; amo-si-b, eternity ; Isa, to

feel ; tsa-b, feeling, "sentiment ; tsa-kha, to condole ; ama, true ;

ama-b, the truth; amt, sacred; arm-!ti-h, holiness; csa, pretty ;

anu-xa, full of beauty.

A considerable mass of floating traditionary literature—fables, Folklore

myths, and legends—exists amongst the Khoi-Khoin,^a fact

which was first made known by Sir^James Alexander, who in his

joumeyings through Great Namaqualand in 1835 jotted down the

stories tnld him around the camp fire by his Hottentot followers.

Since then missionaries and officials stationed in the country' have

made collections of them, and the result has been an unlcoked for

mine of literary lore among a nation whose mental qiialifications it

was customary to regard as of a very low grade. These Hottentot

tales generally have much of the character of fables ; some aro in

many points identical with northern nursery tales, and suggestive

of European origin or of contact with the white man ; but tho

majority bear evidence of being true native products. Block's

Reynard the Fox in South J/rica (1864) contains a translation of a

legend written down from the lips of the Kamaqnaa by the Kev.

G. Krbnlein, which is regarded as an excellent specimen of the

national style. Another legend relating to the moon and the

hare conveys the idea of an early conception of the hope of im-

mortality. It is found in various versions, and, like many other

stories, occurs in Bushman as well as in Kottcntot luythology.

Tho supposed aliinity of tho Hottentot with the North African Ethno-

nations was first guessed at by the Rev. Dr Moffat from the resent- g-aphicoJ

blance between the language of the Naiiiaqu,\s and that of some n lation*.

slaves in the maiket of Cairo. This relationship was afterwards

suggested by the Rev. Dr .fames Adamson, of Cape Town, from

the°identity of the signs of gender in Namaqua and Coptic, and

the appearance of persons of the Hottentot form and colour, with

their grease and sibilo dye, among the representations on Nubian

tombs. Then came Dr Bleek's philological researches, showing

that the Hottentot language from the sexual gender of its nouns

was one of the very extensive " se.i!-dcnoting ' family which has

spread itself over North Africa, Europe, and part of Asia, and that

it moreover surpassed all the others in a faithful preservation of

the primitive typo. Tliis a.ssoci.ation of the lang'i.\go of the pcoplo

of South Africa with that of their northern cousins promised to

solve tho problem of their pedigree and ancestry, for it at onca

suggested and implied airly migrations of Hottentot and Bushmen

from their primal home, and the intrusion ujwn tliem at somo

time or other of tho Bantu or negroid tribes, who probably come

from the west and drove tho Hottentots on the cnstcrn side of

Africa southward before them. But tho assumed kinship of the

Old Egyptians and Hottentots li.as been disputed by other eminent

authorities, such as Von Galielcntz, Pott, Fr. Wiiller, and Hahn,

who have pronounced .against it on ethnological ami philological

grounds. Jlahn stoutly maintaias that the Hottentots and IJiish-

nien aro but divisions of a single race
—"the children of the .same

mother"—who formed the primeval inhabitants of tho whole of

SoHth Africa as far as the Zambezi.'

The earliest accounts which we have of the Hottentots occur in Uutoiy.

the narratives of Vasco da Gama's first voyage to India i-ound tho

Cape in 1497. They arc described as .small, of a brownish vello*

complexion, and an ugly appearance; they freely bartered tlioir

sheep, but would not part with their cattle, on which tho womoD

• Sec tho linguistic part of Dr Fr. MiiUcr's work on the scientifio

results of tlio Novara expedition, and Hnhn's contributions on tho

Hottentots in the PrrK'fdiKgs of the Geographical Society (DrcuVii,

1869) and in aiobiu (1870), and his Sprache ihrXama (Loipsic, 1870V
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•otic with pack saddles. In 15j9the Portuguese viceroy, Francisco

d'Almui'da, count of Abrantes, met his dcatli in a dispute witli

these natives ; and down to the early part of the 17th century there

was an idea thai tliey were cannibals. Better knowledge was
obtained after the Dutch East India Company took possession of

the Cape in 1652. According to the accounts given by the early

Dutch governors the Hottentots received the Europeans in a friendly

manner. The Dutch upon their first settlement were not Charge-

able with cruelty or oppression to the natives. Their primary inten-

tion when tliey erected a fort and took posi^ession of Table Valley

was merely to secure supplies of water, cattle, and other flesh pro-

visions for their passing Heets; and the only mode in which they

could accomplish this object was by maintaining friendly relations

with the aborigines. These relations continued uutll '659, when a

collision occurreti wliich led to some bloodshed

To prevent disputes about pasturage and cattle forays in the

future, one of Van Riebeck's suecessora purchased in 1672, at the

cost of goods about £10 value, from two of the Hottentot i.'hiefs,

who claimed to be hereditary sovereigns, all the country from the

Cape peninsula to Saldanha Bay,—but on the condition that, where

the colonists did not occupy the arable lands or pastures, the natives

might erect their kraals and pasture their cattle freelyj

During the years which followed, the European population, not-

withstanding renewed hostilities in 1676 and 1677, consnierably

increased, and the settlement enlarged its boundaries, while the

natives ejected from their former pastures retired upon their neigh-

bours, and waged war among themselves. Simultaneously with

the tribal disintegration and impoverishment which ensued, the

occurrence of new and infectious diseases made sad havoc ; and,

while t)ie tide of European occupation was gradually advancing
inland from the south, a similar movement by the negro warrior

tribes who have received the common appellation of Katlres was
taking place in the east, with the result that about the middle and
the end of the last century the former inhabitants of the land

were but occupants on sulVeiance. Straggling remnants still main-

tained their independence, living in small kraals or societies, but the

mass of them voluntarily look service with the colonists as herds-

men, while others became hangers-on about the comj-any's posts

«nd grazing-farms, or roamed about the country. In 1787 the

Dutch Government passed a law subjecting these wanderers to

certain restrictions. They were required to have a residence, and
were forbidden to change their place of abode without *' passes" or

certificates from the authorities or their masters. Another provi-

sion gave their eniployers the right to the serviifes of their children

Honi eight to eighteen years of age, if born on their estates. At the

same tune corporal punishment and confiscation of property were
threatened against any colonist convicted of ill. treating Hottentots,

or of forcibly separating them from their wives and children. The
elTect of these measures of restraiut was to place the Hottentots in

more immediate dependence upon the farmei-s, or to compel tliein

to migrate to the northward beyond the colonial border Those
who chose the latter alternative had to encounter the hostility of

their old foes, the Bushmen, who were widely spread over Ihe [ilains

trom the Nieuwveld and Sneeuwberg mountains to the Oiange
iver. The colonists also, pressing forward to those territories,

ame in contact with these aboriginal Ishmaelites,^—their cattle and
iheep, guarded only by a Hottentot herdsman, olfering the strongest

temptation to the Bushman^ Reprisals followed
, and the position

became so desperate that the extermination of the Bushmen appeared
to the Government the only safe alternative. "Commandoes" op
milit.Try expeditions were sent out against them, and they were
hunted down like wild beasts. Within a [leriod of six years, it is

said, upwards of 3000 were either killed or taken In consequence
oi ceitain measures of restraint and conciliation insisted on by the

authorities at a later period, the Boers rose in rebellion, and a state

jf onarchy ensued, wnich was prevalent when the British Govern-
ment took possession of the Cape in 179.5. No sooner was the
ETiglish standard raised in the country than the Hottentots aban-
doned their former masters and joined the British troops, a step
winch helped to bring about the prompt submission of the Boer
insurgents. Tranquillity being thus restored, the Ilottentots, fear-

ing to return to their Dutch masters on the withdrawal of the
British troops, requested the Government to make some provision
for them. This petition and appeal being neglected, many joined
their barbarian neighbours, the KafTres, and together with them foil

suddenly upon the colonists all along the border and even as far

westward as the district of George. It was not till 1800 that they
were ultimately prevailed upon to deliver up their arms. The
English governor of that day. General Francis Duiidas, showed
an earnest dcsiro to do justice to the Ilottentots. Such as were
disposed to enlist *ero embodied in a militia cor|s. named the Capo
Retrimcnt, aften ards known as the Cape Mounted Hilles.

The Hottentots were not rescued from their state of servitude, or
r.-le,ised from tho restraints and disabilities imposed upon them by
(he Dutch authorities until long after the British rnlo had been
permanently established in South Africa. A proclamation issued
in 1309 gave them a greater degree of security ii> 'heir contracts of

12— .;<•

service with tho colonists; and suljsequent regul.itions provided for

the better protection of their persons and prci>crty. But with tho
exception of those individuals who found asylums in the missionary
institutions of the Jloravian Brethren and of the London Jlistionary
Society, or who served in the Cape regiment, they were still iii

the service of the farmers, subject to indcnlureship and to rigorous
control in moving from place to place. At length in 1S2S the
representations of English philanthrorasts prevailed ; a law was
promulgated eliectiially emancipating the Hottentots and all free
[icrsons of colour from comiiulsoiy service and all other disabilities,

and declaring them " to be in the most full and ample manner
entitled to all and every right, benefit, and privilege to which any
other British subjects within the colony were entitled^'

Following upon this the Government adopted a measure allotting
certain lands for the use of Hottentot families. A tract known a.s

the Kat Kiver Valley, from which the KalVre chief Macomo hail

been expelled for his aggressions against the colony, was set apart
for them. It was divided into locations, upon which villages were
Laid out, each family receiving a number of acres as their anotment
for cultivation, and the pasturage being reserved for commonage.
Numbers of Hottentots soon made their ajipearance and settled

Oh the spot. Some were fiossessed of a quantity of live stock,

which they had earned in the service of the farmers, or at the mis-
sion stations ; but most of them owned no property. Those who
had cattle assisted their poorer friends and relatives ; those who had
neither food nor friends lived upon ** vcldkost," i.e., the wild roots

and bulbs dug out of the giound until the land they had planted

returned them a harvest. Within a few years they surmounted
their first difficulties, and their progress and prosperity delighted

the friends of the coloured race. Inree or four-years afterwards,

however, they siilfered a good deal from KalTre aggressions, and in

1635 had to bear the brunt of the war, being exposed to the most
determined attacks of the followers of Macomo and Tyali. They
had scarcely recovered from the disasters then intlicted. when the

outbreak of 1846 occurred, and all their able-bodied men had again

to leave their homes and join the military encampments. When
allowed to return to their locations, they found, like many other

frontier inhabitants, the result of all their former labours destroyed;

their houses had to be rebuilt, their lands to be cultivated, and
their families to be fed. From this time a spirit of dissatisfaction

crept in amongst them. They complained that while doing burgher

duty they had not received the same treatment as others who were

ser\'ing in defence of the colony, that they got no compensation
for the losses they had sustained, and that they were in various

ways made to feel they were a wronged and injured incej The
location of a disloyal Kaffie, named Hennanus, with a number of

disorderly followers in their neighbourhood, served to corrupt and
estrange the feelings of many, and a secret combination was formed

with the Katfies to take up aims to sweep the Europeans away and

establish a Hottentot republic. In 1851 about 900 of them broke

out into rebellion, and their numbers were increased by deserters

from the Hottentot regiment of Cape Mounted Rifles, and by several

Hottentots in the service of the frontier fanners. A small body,

however, remained loyal, and with the missionaries and the local

magistrates withstood the rebels until militaiy aid came to their

relief The Kat River population have since had a long period of

peace and good government, and are now as loyal and happy as

aiiv subjects of the ciown. {W. J. N.)

ilOTTINGER, JoFUNN Heinrich (1620-1667), a Swiss

philologist and thcoloyiaii, was born at Zurich, 10th March

16i0. He studied at Ghent, Groningcn, and Loyden, and

after visiting England was in 1C42 ajipointed profe.ssor of

church history in his native town. To the duties of that

chair those of Hebrew at the Carolinum were added in

1643, and in l6&3 he was appointed ordinary professor

of logic, rhetoric, and theology. Nothwithstanding this

plurality of offices he found time to publish a number of

pamphlets, chiefly on the original text of the Old Testa-

ment, which gained him such a reputation as an Criental

scholar that the elector palatine in 1C55 appointed him

professor of Oriental languages and biblical criticism at

Heidelberg. In 16G1 he, however, again returned to

Zurich, where in 1062 he was chosen principal of the uni-

versity. In 16G7 he accepted an invitation to become

professor in the university of Leyden ; but on the journey

thither ho was drowned along with three of his children by

the upsetting of a boat while crossing the river Limmatb.

Hottinger was the author of a variety of learned theological works,

the principal of which arc llistona ccclcsiastica, 9 vols., 1651-67 ;

Thesaurus j'hilologicus scu davis Scripturx, originally published uj

1649 ; Etifinologicon orientalc.sivcLcriccm harmanieum licptagloUon,

1661. Hs also wrote a Hebrew and a Chaldec grammar.
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ROUBRAKE;N^,Jacodus(1C98-1780), Dutch engraver,

was born at Dort, December 25, 1698. All that his fatlier,

Arnold lluubra'tcii, bequeathed to him was a fine constitu-

tion and a pure love for work. In 1 707 he came to reside

at Amsterdam, where for years he had to struggle inces-

santly against difficullies. He commenced the art of

engraving by studying the works of Cornelia Corl, Suyder-

hoef, Edelinck, and the Visschers. He devoted himself

ilrnost entirely to
' portraiture, and as his reputation

became known in and beyond the boundary of his country

he soon found himself with commissions more than he

could conveniently execute. Seeking happines.s in the

boboni of his family, and being temperate in his habits,

he lived to an advanced age, and the work executed the

lail year of hi.s life shows no failing of his power in the

use of the burin. Among his best wurks are scenes from

ilie comedy of De Untdekle S:hJjnfU<iyd, executed in his

eightieth year, after Cornclis Troost, who was called by
his coaiitrymen the Dutch Hogarth, with, however, very

small title to such a distinction. Houbrakeo died on

the 14th of November 1780, having nearly completed

his eighty-second year.

*>ice A. Ver Hull, Jacohtis tfouhrakin ct son (Euvre Ariilicm,

1875. where 120 engraved works are fully described

HOUDON, Jfan Antoine (1740-1828), was the im.st

distinguished sculptor produced by France in the latier

half of the 18th century. He was born at Versailles in

I7t0, and at the ago of nineteen, having learnt all that he

could from Michel Ange Slodlz and Pigalle, Houdon carried

off the prix de Rome and left France for Italy, where he

spent the next ten years of his life. His brilliant talent,

which seems to have been formed by the inlluence of that

Rtirld of statues with which Louis XIV. pe"[ilcd tho

gardens of Versailles rather than by tho lessons of his

masters, delighted Clement XIV., who, on seeing the St
Bruno executed by Houdon for tho church of St Maria
degli. Angeli, said "he would speak, were it not that the

rules of his order impose silence." In Italy Moiidon had
lived in the presence of that second Renaissance with which
the name of Winckelnianii i.-; for ever associated, and the

direct and simple treatment of the Morpheus which he sent

to the Salon of 1771 bore witness to its influence. This
work procured him his " agn^gation " to the Ac.ulemy of

Painting and Sculpture, of which he was made a full member
tn m'l. Between these dates Houdon had not been idle

;

busts of Catharine It., Diderot, and Prince Galitzin wero
remarked at the Salon of 1773, and at that of 1775 lio

(iroduced, not only his Morpheus in marble, but busts of

Tiirgot, Gluck, and Sophie Arnould, together with his

well-known marble relief, " Grivo suspenduo par les

pattes." He took also an active part in tho teaching
of the academy, and executed for the instruction of

liH pupils tho celebrated tcorchiS still in use. To
every Salon Houdon was a chief contributor; most of tho
leading men of the day wero his sitters; his busts of

D'Alembert, Prince Henry of Prussia, Gcrbier, Buffon
(for Catharine of Russia), and Mirabcau are amongst tho
most remarkable portraits of modern times ; and in 1778,
when the news of Rousseau's death rcachcil him, Houdon
started at once for Ermenonville, and there look a cast of

the dead man's face, from which he produced the grand
and lifelike head at present in the Louvre. The celebrated

draped statue of Voltaire, now in the vestibule of the

ThcVitro Frani;ais, was exhibited at the Salon of 1781, to

which lliiudun also sent a statue of Marshal de Tourville,

fommissioncd by tho king, and tho Diana executed for

Catharine II. Thi.s work was refused; the jury alleged
that a statue of Diana demanded drapery ; without drapery,
they said, tho goddess became a "suivante de Viinus," and
iiot even the proud and frank chastity of tho attitude and

expression could save the Diauaoi iiu'^iiijii la bronze rci'i-n

duclion of which is now in 'the Louvre) from insult.

Whether Houdon felt annoyance at this fully does uut

appear; but three years later he very readily accepted an

invitation to go to America, there to carry out a statue of

Washington. With Franklin, whose bust he had recently

executed, Houdon left France in 1785, and,, staying sorat

time with Washington at Philadelphia, he modelled the

bust, with which he decided to go back to Paris, there to

complete the statue destined fur the assembly hall of the

State of Virginia. After his return to his native country

Huudon executed for the king of Prussia, as a companion
to a statue of Summer, La Frileuse, a naif embodiment ol

shivering cold, which is one of his best as well as one of bus

boat-known works. T-he Revolution interrupted the busy

dow of commissions, and Houdon took up a half-forgotten

project for a statue of St Scholastica, which had loug

been put on one side in a corner of his studio. He was

immediately denounced to the convention, and his life

was only saved by his instant and ingenious adaptation

of St Schola^tica into an embodiment of Philosojihy,

Under Napoleiui, Houdon received little om[iloyment . he

was, howe\er, conimi<i-ioned to execute tho Coljssal reliefs

intended for the decoration of the column of the "Grand
Army" at Boulogne (but which ultimately found a difTorent

dustination) ; he also produced a statue of Cicero for the

senate, and various busts, amongst which may be cited

those of Marshal Ney, of Josephine, and of Napoleon him-

self, by whom Houdon was- rewarded with the legion of

honour. After the fall of the first empire Houdon suddenly

aged; he lost his memory, and slept away the closing years

of his life. He died at Paris in 1828.

Tile most sinking cli.iracleristic of his work is the life hy whl.;h

it Is auiniated, and which is the result of in.irvelloiis skill in execu-
tion and ke«nness ia observation. He was, in all bo did, great.

His bust of Voltaire is deservedly one of the most famous iu tha

whole raoRO of modern sculpture, and his gonial reading of Kous-
scau— a splendid yet ttriite virility tempered with the gift of tears

— ia a masterpiece of insight into character. But Hoiidon's power
was no les? triumphant ID rendering the bcauiy of youth and the

beauty of beautiful women His Diaua [iroved tliat he could pene-

trate the secret of an ideal of noble womnnliood ; his heads of young
girls have been coinpaicd with ihe graceful chihlien of his contem-
porary Creueo, but the innocent candour of Uoudon's work is

entirely free from llie self consciousness whuh distuchs the iliario

of La Cruchc Cassec and lier companions Finally, IK.udon can-

not be claimed, like Oreuze, as representing the pnpiilar tendencies

of ihe society to which ho t-elonged ; foi . whereas Creuze, like must
men, boro tlio stamp of his lime on all he did, Houdon was one
of those rare spirits who, doing tlie work of their own lime, set

their own seal thereto.

HOUND. The foxhound, harrier, and beagle arc now
the only represciitalives of whatever varieties of hinindj

existed previously in England. The staghound pioppi ia

practically extinct, uo pack of them having been kept since

1825. when the Devon ai"J Somerset estoblislriuent wu?

broVen up and tbe pack sold With the exccpuou of Lord

Wolverton's black St Huberts, all hounds now used f--

stag-hunting arc simply those of the foxhound breed eiilerr*

to deer instead of to fox. Most packs of slaghminds ui-

composed of hounds of the ordinary size, but it is said thui

the present master of tho Devon and Somerset (1880)
uses none under 25 inches, and excludes bitt lies altogether.

The modern English foxhound is about as near per- huj<-

fcclion OS he can well be, and his excellence ia all lhe_ '"""''»

more wonderful that less than 200 years ago there docs

not seem to have been in existence any hound beiu'ing f

resemblance to him ; for, until fox hunting by hounds kep'

for that especial purpose was instituted, there could hav

been no reason to breed foxhounds. According to cli^

writers on hunting subjects, there appear to liuvo boci.,

amongst other varieties, the slow, plodding, southern hound
with a great squarehead and woudrous powers of workinu
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on a scent, and the lighter northern hound ; and aa all

animals improve under the care and guidance of man, until

they assume the character of a distinct breed, it is clear

that such has been the case with foxhounds, the earlier

breeders of which did their part towards the attainment

of perfection, by breeding with much care and judg-
aient from the best specimens at their disposal. Older
breeders were satisfied if the result of their crossings

possessed good noses, and were up to the standard of beauty
of those days ; but the time came, in the days of the great

Meynell, when pace had to be added to the list of foxhound
Virtues, c .ing to the use of better bred horses in the

hunting field, and at the present day the development of

pace without sacrificing nose is one of the greatest diffi-

culties a breeder has to contend with.

The mastership of a pack of fo.xhounds is an undertaking
of great responsibility. In the article Hunting mention
is made of the difficulties which beset a master when he
takes the field ; but alter all, the greatest exercise of judg-
ment is called for in relation to the kennels, for upon the
master, in conjunction to a greater or less extent with
the huutsnian or kennel huntsman, rests the responsibility

of selecting suitable sirea and dams for the young hounds
he intends to breed , of drafting such hounds as it is

thought desirable to part with owing to their being over or
under sized, or possessed of some failitig ; and of obtaining
drafts from other establishments. More than one opinion
exists as to what is the proper size for a foxhound, but some
of the greatest authorities having expressed their conviction

that fri.m 21 to 22 inches for bitches and from 23 to 24
Inches for dogs is the proper standard, h. master could hardly
do wrong in adopting it. A hound's head should not be
too large, nor, on the other hand, should it be too narrow, or

else, like the greyhound, he will possess speed, butbe deficient

in nose. There was much truth in Mr Warde's remark,
who, on overhearing a stranger finding fault with his houuds
for having such large heads, said, "Their knowledge boxes
(as he called them) are large, but size has this advantage,
that when they once put their noses down to the ground
they cannot get their heads up again." The neck should
be neither too short nor throaty, that is to say, there should
be no dewlap. The shoulder should slope like that of the

horse, and there should be plenty of muscle in the arm.
Below ihe knee a hound should be quite straight, and the

distauce should be short between the knee and the foot,

whi'-h must be short and round like a cat's foot. So, too,

wi^h the bind fegs ; speed and strength alike call for great

V.ngth from the hip to the hock, and as little as possible

from the hock to the foot ; the haunches or gaskins sholild

be wide and well furnished with muscle. A flat-sided

hound should be drafted at once, as he is sure to be a bad
jrinded one; so should one that stands over at the knee
when looked at sideways. How to combine all the good
points in one bound requires no little judgment, but
appearance is not all that must be thought of ; the breeder
must have an eye to nose, pace, stoutness, and the avoidance
of certain faults in the field. In order to produce a good-
looking puppy, dams and sires, perfect enough as regards
make and shape, are often selected before they have taken
the field long enough to have their good Or bad points
developed. Three years Ls quite early enough to begin to

breed from any hound, male or female, and by that time it

will be pretty well known what are the hunting capabilities

of each. Out of every litter of whelps it may be Accessary
to destroy some,—fow or five are quite enough for a mother
to rear,—but a divc-.dity of opinion exists amongst hunts-
men as to which should be kept. As the points of a very
young puppy cannot be seen, the selection is really one of

colour ; some men prefer light colours, others dark ; the
majority are in favour of the latter, light-coloured hounds

and horses being popularly supposed to have weak consti.
tutions and uncertain tempers. . ' . .

When the puppies are three or four days old the dew-
claws, should be severed with a small and sharp pair of

scissors, and after another day or two it is usual to cit oS
about an inch of the tail. Rounding is the last operition
that foxhounds are subjected to, and generally takes place as
soon as the puppy has quite recovered from the distemper;
it consists in cutting off the ends of the ears so that they
may not be torn in going through cover. When about t.c-n

or twelve weeks old puppies are sent out to walk, and are
not again received at the kennel till- the beginning of

the following April, soon after which date the distemper
may be looked for. At this crisis the great aim should be
to keep the body in a healthy condition, and not' to feed
hounds too highly, whey and porridge only being given.
After the return from walks, the huntsman and whips
should give the young entry plenty of gentle exercise;

at first in the couples ; and nothing more need be done in

the way of training until about eight or nine weeks before
cubbing begins, when the young hounds, who should
hitherto have been exercised by themselves, should be put
into the company of some older ones, and the exercise

should be gradually extended until they can keep up for 2

or 3 miles with a horse going at half speed. The first day
or two of cub-hunting is certain to be a somewhat unsatis-

factory performance
; the j'oung entry are sure to run riot

:

it cannot be helped at first, but they will soon learn better

manners under the watchful eyes of the huntsman and
whips, and in company of the old hounds, about a dozen of

the latter being taken out with twice that number of young
ones. The sgoner the puppies taste blood the better; it wiU
help to teach them to stick to their proper game. Huntsmen
therefore make every effort to bring a brace of cubs to

hand the first day they ^o out, but this thirst after blood
should not be indulged to any great extent afterwards, or

the stock of foxes in the country may be much impaired,
and sport thereby diminished. There is perhaps nothing
connected with hunting of more importance, and, it may
be added, of greater interest, than good kennel manage-
menti First of all it is shown in the formation of a level

pack ; for where things are done properly it is not enough
to get together a lot of hounds that are good in themselves,
they must also be, as nearly as possible, of one size. Then
again, they must aU be equally fast—to use a common
expression, a sheet should cover them when running.
Lastly, they must be free from certain faults, such as

muteness, babbling, and skirting. A mute hound is a

terrible nuisance. A fox is found and goes away unper-
ceived ; some time afterwards news is brought to the hunts-
man that a. single hound has been seen running hard a

mile from cover. This is our mute friend, which got on to

the line by himself and gave no notice to anybody. But a

young hound that is reticent with his tongue should not
bo too hastily set down as mute ; he may have been flogged

for proclaiming a scent, under the mistaken idea that he
was running riot, and if so it would have the effect of

checking his music. "Babbling" consists in abound being
too free with his tongue : after a fox has been found, the
babbler announces the .fact for the next ten minutes, and
repeats his refrain whenever the least opportunity presents -

itself. A hound may give tongue too much without being
an absolute babbler, but a noisy hound is pretty sure to

become a babbler, and w-hen he is so he should bo drafted
at once. A "skirter " is a hound that will not run with the

pack, but is always taking a lino of his own; like the
babbler he should have every chance, but, if gentle as well as
severe measures fail in effecting a reclamation, he too must
be sent aj^ay. It goes witliout saying that where good
kennel rr>anagement exists, the honnds will be well
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disciplined, both in atia out o(^ the kcuiiel. To the unin-

itiated, a visit to the kennel at feeding time is an interesting

sight, notwithstanding the somewhat pungent smell of

puddinaand boiled horse. The hounds, as hungry as the

proverbTal hunter, stand anxiously awaiting the order to

fall to, yet not daring to move until the order is given ; and

when the huntsman thinks a hound has eaten sufficient,

the mere calling out of his name is sufficient to make him
return to the benches, in spite of a desire for a more pro-

longed stay at the trough. An extraordinary instance of

discipline in the field is related by Colonel Cook in his

work ObservaCions on Fox-huHtin<;, ^202. With hounds

as with horses, control over them will be best obtained

by kindness : the popular idea is that huntsmen, whips,

and feeders never set about their respective duties

unless armed with a formidable whip to be used on all

possible occasions; but happily this is an entire mistake.

TLe feeding of a pack of hounds is a matter calling for

the exercise of great care and judgment, and cannot bo
properly carried out unless the establishment enjoy the

services of a thoroughly trustworthy feeder. His duty is

to cook the food, and to keep the utensils clean and the

kennel sweet and wholesome. Hounds' food comprises

both animal and vegetable substances. Objections have

pometimes been made to admitting the former into the

kennel fare at all, on the ground that it is likely to

impair the powers of scent, but the exception does not

eeem to be well-founded, because wild dogs, as also wolves

and foxes, arc carnivorous animals and live by the

use of their scenting powers ; in moderation flesh is a

necessity. Wheatmeal and barleymeal are eschewed, coarse

oatmeal a twelvemonth old being the only thing fit to feed

hounds with. The meal is boiled in a large iroi. boiler (a

smaller one of the same metal being reserved for boiling

the flesh), and during the cooking the feeder must be on
the watch lest any of it stick to the bottom of the boiler.

When sufficiently cooked it is turned out into coolers.

On meat being given it is cut into small pieces and stirred

'.nto the pudding. In the summer young cabbages, given

once every four days, form a wholesome food, and are

vastly superior to potatoes, swedes, or any other root.

A^ith proper diet, an occasional alterative, and plenty of

exercise, hounds should seldom or never require to bo
plastered over with ointment in con.sequence of skin irrita-

Sions. The benches should be littered with good dry
wheat-straw, which should be taken out of the kennel and
shaken up every morning when the hounds arc at exorcise.

O'reat cleanliness is indispensable ; the natural odour of a

kennel is none of the sweetest, and if hounds are kept in the

midst of dirt their powers of scent will speedily deteriorate.

The harrier .iko the foxhound is a very dilTercnt animal
from what he was one hundre<l years ago. Then there were
several sorts used in hare-hunting; first came the old

southern hound, used principally in heavy countries ; the

second variety was a somewhat faster dog, with a sharp
nose and pointed ear.s, and was best ada[)led for an open
country ; thirdly, a rougher-coated hound ; and lastly, the

old fashioned blue mottled harrier, found in the Weald of

Sussex and some parts of Kcici. The first and last of the

above list arc said t'' have been endowed with wonderful
Bccnting powers, and we are told that when these hounds
were in use a run of six hours after a haro was no
uncommon occurrence ; but they were so slow that the

^amc authority tolls us that they fatigued " the healthy
foot-man very little." It is probable that the Snssi x blue

mottled hound was the result of the first attempt to im-
prove the old southern honiul, and to obtain a species

particularly suitable for liarc-liunting, but since then
abnoat all the traces of the old harrier have disappeared,

>intii at the present tim" the modern harrier is little more

than a dwarf foxhouna. When pursued by the old-

fashioned harrier, the hare had time to indulge in all those
wiles in which our forefathers delighted, and of which they
wrote at length in the hunting treatises of their time ; but
with the taste of the day in favour of pace, and with the
modern harrier, the "curious and lasting sport" of old has
been put an end to, and now the hare must, if the scent

be moderately good, simply get away as far and as fast as

possible. The late Sir John Dashwood King, of West
Wycombe Park, Bucks, is said to have been the breeder to

whom the sportsman is indebted for the present race of

harriers. His pack did not exceed 18 inches in height
The parent stock was a small foxhound from the duke of

Grafton's kennel, named Tyrant, whose blood, form, and
character were apparent throughout ; and so highly was
the. pack thought of that Lord Sondes, of Rockingham
Castle, gave 700 guineas for it

The beagle (see l)oc) is used in hunting the hare, but Beagle*

from its diminutive size it is not possessed of great pace;

it is therefore generally followed on foot, but it is a good
plan to have one person on horseback, in order that the

pack may be sto[fped if they get away from the field and
make for a cover. ,

The real otter hound bears a strong resemblance to otter

the old southern hound. The head is heavier than that •'""'••i*

of the foxhound, and the eyes are deeply set as in a blood

hound. The coat ''' rough and somewhat wiry, but it

should be thick; The otter hound is not very common,
foxhounds being often used for otter hunting ; but the

Carlisle pack is of the true breed.

The remarks already made on kennel management apply,

for the most part, in the cases of hounds other than fox-

hounds ; all varieties need the same cleanliness and atten-

tion. The different game for which the hounds are entered

of course necessitate some trivial adaptation from the course

pursued in foxhound kennels, but speaking generally the

management is the same. (e. d. n.)

HOUNSLOW, a township, formerly a market-town, in

the parishes of Isleworth and Heston, county of Middlesex,

England, is situated en the great western coach road, and

on a branch of the London and South-Western Railway, 9

miles from Hyde Park Corner. In the Domesday survey

Hounslow is mentioned as Honeslowe and Ifundeslnwe. It

consists chiefly of one street about a mile in length. In

the 17th century it numbered about 120 houses, principally

alehouses and inns. Previous to the opening of the railway

nearly DOO co.iches passed through the town daily. Of
late years it has c<msider.ibly recovered from the depression

caused by the opening of the railway, ami a number of fine

villas have been erected in the neighbourhood. A priory

of friars of the Holy Trinity was founded at Hounslow in

1290, and existed till the dissolution of the monasterie.s.

The priory chapel was used as a church till I8;i0, when it

was demolished, and the present church in the later stylo

of English architecture erected. Another church in the

Early English stylo was erected in 1871, and a town-hall

in 18r)7. The surrounding country is flat and uninterest-

ing, and to the west of the town there was at one time an
extensive heath, which, according to the survey of l.'jIO, had

an area of 4293 acres. It is the site of Roman and old

British camps, 'aiul in later history was the scene of several

important military rendezvous. Tor many years the

heath was a favourite resort of highwaymen, the car-

cases of whom used to be exposed on gibbets along tho

road. According to an Act passed in tho 53d of George
III., the heath has been enclosed, aiul it is now nearly alt

cultivated. In 170.'? largo cavalry barracks were erected

upon it, and it also affords a site of extensive powder mills.
,

Tliu population of the township in ISGl was 57C0, and in

1871 it had increased to 0291.
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HOUSE-FLY. Although extremely abundant iu iudi-

vidual representatives, by habit specially attached to man-

kind, of widely extended range (North American and Abys-

sinian exponents are absolutely identical with European),

familiar from the earliest times, engrafted upon the litera-

ture of all nations by proverbial and poetical allusions, and

of later years alTording material for much scientific micro-

scopical investigation,—the dipterous species known to

naturalists as Musca domesiica apparently has two pecu-

liarities opposed to these premises:— one, that its lack of

salient external features would puzzle any but a profound

dipterulogist to defmo its specific attributes with absolute

certainty; the other, that its earlier life history and trans-

formations remained practically unknown (at all events to

ordinary readers) up to the year "1873. It is scarcely

within the province of this work to diagnose species; the

instincts of the majority of readers will probably direct

them at once to the right insect, which may be roughly

described as a quarter of an inch long, black, hairy, with a

reddish oval vertical spot aud golden orbits, three grey

longitudinal bands on the thorax, an interrupted yellowish

band at the base of the abdomen, which has lateral and
apical golden spots, and the base of the wings yellowish-

white. But not only allied species are liable to be confused

with the house-fly; representatives of other genera, such as

AiiCkomi/ia, Tachina, and Stomoxys, are often mistaken for

it', and a puncture from the sharp beak of the latter fly

has often caused a wrong charge of blood-sucking to be

brought against the subject of this notice, which has a

short llcshy bilobed tongue incapable of penetrating the

skin, though provided with a terminal framework of tracheal

tubes, acting like a rasp, by using which it often annoys

us in the heat of summer. As rcgarils the second point,

Linnaiun, who first named the fly, left its transformations

undescrlbed ; De Geer in 1776, and Bouch^ in 1834,

described the larva and pupa, and correctly defined their

habitat; but it has been reserved for Dr A. S. Packard,

jun., the well-known American entomologist and biologist,

to make a thorough investigation of their whole economy,

which he has published in the rroceedings nf the Bostun

Sodeli) of Natural History, vol. xvi. (for 1873-74), pp.

136-i50, pL iiu

The minute dull chalky while cpgs (usually about 120 in nuniliei),

elongate oval and cylindrical in ehapo, are laid by the |inrcnt lly in

crevices of ficsh manure in or about stables,—heat, and especially

moisture, being required for their development. The larv.-K aie

hatched in twenty-four hours, and pass through three stages, averag-

ing from five to seven days in all ; in the second of its stages, the
larva hiw been observed to increasa by one-third of its lengtli in

Iwcnty-four hours. They resemble tliose of the well-known meat
(\y,CaUip/Lora voniitoria, hut arc smaller, longer, more slender, trans,

parent, smooth, and shining, and regularly conical. The prop-lc;

at the apex is also mueh smaller, and cannot be seen from above
when the larva is in mntion. They eat the decaying parts of the

manure, leaving the bit-* of hay and straw. The puparium, or pupa-
ca-so, is a quarter of an inch long, cylindrical, and dark brown,
closely resembling that of SComcrxys cakitrayw, from which it

chiedy differs in tlie larger and squarer anal spiracles and the
smoother apex. The enclosed pupa is of the usual type of the
oyclorhnphous Diplera, and is readily dislinguisliable from that
of Slomozijs by its broad .spatulate labium and curved maxillary
palpi ; it rests in the case with the hard framework of the jaws
of the old larv.% skin next the ventral sido ; and when the lly

pushes its way out, after remaining from five to seven days
«s a pupa, the upper end of the cnso splits off just behind the
suture bctvveen tlio tliorax and abdomen. The tenn "pupa" is

here used in a general sense, since intermediate stages of de-
velopment (variously called "pseudo-nymph" or "semi-pupa")
in that condition occur in Iho Miiscutcc, as in Hynunoplcra,
Coteoptcra, kc.

On leaving the pupa-ca.sc, the fly runs about with its vings
soft, small, and baggy, pressed to the side of the boily, m:i i as
in the pupa. It is pale, with the colours rot set, and the mem-
branous portion of itB forehead constantly distends with air as tho
lly moves, being connected with the trachea;. From Mr Lowne's
observations on Ihc auatoniy of the blow-fly, this organ is evi-

deiilly eiu|iloycd for pushing awiiy I..c cna 01 mo pup.aiiuni when
the pupa slips out of its case.

Tlie whole period of evolution being thus from ten to fourteen
days only, aud the number of eggs laid by each female Hy so numcr-.
ous, it will be le.adily seen that any slight personal ineonveuicncTo
to man, as produced by the habits of the perfect insect, arc much
more than compensated for by the unceasing labours of its larva:

.as ,<icavengeis ; the benefit being the more direct as the work is

invariably done close to human habitations. The workings of tho
law of nature, by which an excess of increase in any one species is

checked, are conspicuously shown in the case of this insect. Not
only do the ordinary parasites of its own class (some Hymeno-
plerous, and iu one recorded instance Coleopterous) attack it in ita

earlier stages, but certain common birds are particularly addic'.. i

to it in the perfect state (in which also a ClulifcT, a minute
European representative of the scorpions, nas also been found
parasilically attached to it). The vegetable world also supplies
some lethal agents in the shape of fungi (notably Empitsa musccc),

individuals destroyed by which aro constantly to be seen in

autumn unable to move, and distended or rnptuied by the
expansion of the internal growth, the white spores of which are

finally to bo observed scattered round their victim.

Trivial as the house-fly may appear even to entomologists, it is

to bo noted that recent observations by the German biologist

Weissman on its development have resulted in his discovery of its

possessing "imaginal discs" in the early larval state—a structure

deemed of suRicient v.aluc to suggest a new division of the whole
/jusccta into "Uiscota" and "Adiscota."

HOUSELEEK, Sempervivum, a genus of ornamental
evergreen plants belonging to tho natural order Crassu-

lacecv. Aboift 30 species aro known in gardens, some of

which are hardy perennial herbs, ar.. grow well iu dry or

rocky situations ; the others are evergreen shrubs or under-

shrubs, fit only for cultivation in the greenhouse or con-

servatory. The genus Sempervivum is distinguished from

the nearly allied Sedum by having about 12 petals, and
by the glands at the base of the ovary being laciniated

if present. The common houseleek, & tectorum, L. (Germ.

I/aiuwur:et ; Fr. Jouharbe), is often met with in Britain

on roofs of outhouses and wall tops, but is not a native.

Originally it was indigenous in the Alps, but it is now
widely dispersed in Europe, and has been introduced

into America. Tho leaves are thick, fleshy, and succu-

lent, and are arranged in the form of a rosette lying close

to the soil. Tho plant propagates itself by offsets on

all sides, so that it forms after a time a dense cushion or

aggregation of rosettes. The flowering stem, which is

of rather rare occurrence, is about a foot high, reddith,

cylindrical, and succulent, and terminates in a level-topped

cyme, rellexed at tlie circumference, of reddish flowers,

which bloom from June to September. The houseleek

has been known variously as the Houselick, Homewort,

Great Houseleek, Sedum moju.'!, and Crassnld major a/lera,

Sedum acre, L., being styled the Least Houseleek. tn

Germany it is sometimes called Donnerkrant, from being

supposed to protect the house on which it grows fmm
thunder. The leaves are said to contain malic acid in

considerable quantity, and are reckoned by herbalists to

possess cooling and astringent properties. The leaves,

freshly bruised; are applied to ha^inori holds, boils, wens,

and corns, and the expressed juice is used as a remedy for

inflammation of the eyes and freckles, and especially for

thrush (aphtha^) in children, also for stings and burns, ery-

sipelas and herpes. Internally houseleek is used as a cooling

remedy in dysentery and (luxes. The yimg loaves have

also been eaten as salad, like l''>rlnlacca. S. ylulinosum,

Ait., and 6'. lialsami/eriim, Webb, natives respectively of

Madeira and the Canary Islands, contain a very viscous sub-

stance in large quantity, and are used for the preparation of

bird-lime; fishermen in Madeira, after dipping their nets in

an alkaline solution, rub them with tins substance, render-

ing them as tough as leather. S. moulaiiiim, L., indigenous

in Central Europe, according to Ginclin, cau.scs violent

purging ; S. arboreum, L., to iniya ait^wov of Dioscorides,

is employed in Cyprus, the East, and northern Africa sa
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an external remedy lor malignant ulcers, inflammations,

and biuns, and internally for mucous discharges.

Sefl Britten and Holland, Dictionary of Plant Names, pp. 265-271
;

Fridtedt, Joannis Franckenii B'otanologia, p. 60 ; Roscntlial, Flan-

larum Diaphoricarmn, p. B76.

HCUSSA, HousA, Haussa, or Hausa, an important

people of the western Soudin, forming a main element in

the population of the country between 12° and 13° N. lat.,

from the Niger in the south-west to Bornu in the east.

By Barth they are identified with the Atarantiaos of

Herodotus ; and it is certain that at a comparatively early

date tliey attained great political power. The seven

original states of Birani, Daura, Gobir, Kano, Rano,
Katsena, and Zegzeg, formed a great confederation or

empire, which extended its authority over many of the

neighbouring countries, and retained its pre-eminence till

the beginning of the 19th century, when the PuUo (Fellata

or Fulbe) rose upon its ruine. Physically the Houssa may
be considered as the most typical of all the negro peoples :

they are strongly and somewhat heavily built, and even
where there has been a considerable intermixture of Barber
or Pullo blood, their racial persistence is very marked. In

intellettual qualities they hold the very foremost rank
among the negroes ; they are excellent agriculturists, and,

almost unaided by foreign influence, they have developed
a variety of industries, such as the making of cloth, mats,

leather, and glass, as well as a very extensive trade. In
Sierra Leone and the Gold Coast territory the Houssa form
the backbone of the military police, and under Captain
Glover, who was the first to enrol them under the British

flag, they did good service in the Ashantee campaigns.
The Houssa or Afnu language ranks as one of the richest

and most cultivated in Africa; and it is not only the

dominant vernacular throughout a large part of the
Soudan, but serves as the means of communication in a
great many places throughout the region to the south and
west of the Lower Niger. At Idda, says Bishop Crowther
(Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc, 1877), we found Houssa becoming
more generally spoken by the inhabitants, and at Igbegbi
it is one of the prevailing languages of the mixed popula-
tion of that town. From Lagos, Badagry, and Porto
Novo, and upwards to the Niger, wherever Mahometans
are found, Hou.'^sa is spoken by them ; through it the
Koran is explained in the mosques throughout YoruKa.
According to Dr Baikie (Observations on the Hausa atid

Fuifulde, printed for private circulation, Lond. 1861) there
are two master dialects—the Daura or eastern, and the
Gobir or western. Of these the latter is the more original,

the other the more refined. The Katsena form is very
pure, and closely resembles the Gobir ; that of Kano is

extremely corrupt, though not so much so as that of Zariya
or Zozari. As an example of the richness of the vocabu-
lary, Dr Crowther mentions that there are eight names
for different parts of the day from cockcrow till after sunset.

See El IIaf;e Abd Salam Shabeeny, Acrmml.of Timhucino and
Hauasa Territories, 1820; Norria, 1/ialoi/uf.t and part of the Ncm
TeMamentintlui EiigUsh, Arabic, Ilauxm, and Uomulanguaijcs, 18.'')3;

Koello, Polycjioltri Africana, 1864; Barth, Travels in Narik mid Cm-
tral Africa, vol. ii., London, 1857, and Central-Afrikanische VoUi-
bularien, Gotha, 1 862 and 1866 ; Schon, Grammar ifOm Ilaiisa Lan-
tvage, London, 18(52; Id., IJau.ia Ri-adin>j Hook, 187"; and Id., A
Dictionary of the IIo,v.m Langvnr/r, 1877. Kclion ha,i also prwliiccd
Hou.?sa tran-slatious of Gen. (I8&8), Mutt. (1857), and Luke (1858).

HOUSTON, a city of the United States, capital of llanis
county, Texas, and the next city in the State to Galveston
as regards both p( pulation and commercial enterprise, is

situated on the left bank of Buffalo bayou at the head of

navigation, and' at the junction of .several railways, 00 miles
north-west of Galveston. The bayou is crossed at Houston
by several bridges. Mo.st of the streets arc shaded by Cue
nvonues of trees, and the principal of them are traversed

Jjy tramway cars, 'the chief buildings are the city-hall

and market-house, completed in 1874, at a cost of 400,000
dollars, the masonic temple of the grand lodge of Texas,
and the hotels, the largest of which is the finest in the State.
The city is well supplied with schools and churches, and
has two large public libraries. It is the princfpal railway
centre of the State, and the depot of an extensive and rich
agricultural region, besides being the seat of important and
varied manufactures. The recent deepening fcf the bayou
so as to make it navigable for vessels drawing 9 feet of
water has considerably increased the shipping trade,
which is chiefly in lumber. The town possesses iron and
brass founderies, railway machine shops, planing-miUs,
factories for cars, waggons, and agricultural implements,
sheet-iron and tin works, a large flour-mill, beef-packing
establishments, and manufactures of cotton, soap, Portland
cement, and bone dust. In the neighbourhood there are
extensive nurseries. The annual fair of the State of Texas
is held at Houston. The city, which was named after

Samuel Houston, noticed below, was settled in 1836, and
in 1837 it was for a short time the capital of the State.

In 1870 the population was 9382, and in 1880 it had
increased to 17,000.

HOUSTON, Samdel (1793-1863), an American general
and statesman, was born near Lexington, Virginia, 2d
March 1793. On the death of his father, a soMier of the
revolution, in 1807, he removed with his mother to t^e
frontier, and settling in Blount county, Tennessee, was soon
on familiar terms with the Cherokee Indians. For a while
he acted as clerk to a trader, and then as village school-

master; but in 1813, after a residence of nearly three
years among the Indians, be joined the United States
army. He served with Jackson in the war against Great
Britain, and at the peace of 1810 had risen from the ranks
to a lieutenancy. Although conscious of his success, and
proud of having won Jackson's friendship by his bravery,

he then resigned his commission and turned to the study
and practice of law at Nashville. In LS23 Tennessee re-

turned him to congress, and four years later he was elected

governor of the State. He married in January 1829, and
in the April following, without assigning any reason, he
suddenly abandoned his home and his office, and took up
his residence among the Cherokees, by who.m he was
formally adopted as a member of their nation.- Returning
to Washington, he successfully pleaded their cause against
the Government agents who had wronged them. In 1832
he settled in Texas, and was soon after elected a member
of the convention called for the purpose of framing a con-

stitution for that State, then in difliculties with the
Mexican Government. On March 2, 1836, Texas declared

its independence, and, on the 2d of April following, won it

on the field of San Jacinto, where Houston, who bad been
appointed commander-in-chief of the Texas forces, with a
body of 783 raw troops, defeated 1600 Mexican veterans
led by Santa Anna. On the recognition of the independ-
ence of Texas, Houston was elected president of the new
republic, and re-elected in 1841; and, when Texas was ad-

mitted to the Union in 1845, ho was returned as one of its

two representatives to the senate. There he distinguished
himself as a zealous friend of the Indians, opposing the
Kansas and Nebraska bHl in a memorable speech (3d March
1854), and voting against the Lecompton constitution of

Kansas. His ikcided opposi^.ion to secession obliged him
in 1861 to retire from the office of governor of Texas,
which ho had held from 1859. He died at Huntersville.

Texas, 25th July 1863. The hero of San Jacinto was
above all things an able soldier, wary, intrepid, and reso-

lute ; but ho also possessed as a legislator the qualities of

rare foresight, oool discrimination, and fearless candour.

See-li

and a L.

is Life (New York, 1865), his LeIUrs to the F.oplt ' (ISEin
L. Kna(,p!s Uisiary (jf America (New York, 1875).
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'?jU\vA£Hi', ot.^.. BAr..b.^ \i533-1599), Flemish

poet, was the most prominent of the rheioricians of his day.

He held the title of " Counsellor and Master in Ordinary

of tho Kxchequer to the Dukedom of Brabant." As a

patriot and a friend of the prince of Orange he played a

prominent part in the revolution of the Low Countriesagainst

Spain, and wlicn the prince entered Brussels victoriously,

September 23, 1577, Houwaert met him in pomp at the

head of the two chambers of rhetoric, the " Book " and the
" Garland of Mary.". He died at B.-U8sels, March 11, 1599.

His existing works are pf an aUc^orica! and hjglily fantastic

rder, anJ prove him to have been a disciple cf Maltliysde Castelyn.

tie wrote the Commcrct of Atnorosity (Den Handel lier Amourens-
neyt), consisting of four plays or moralities iu verse, namely,
^luas and Vido^ Narcissus and ErhOy Zfars aad l^enus, and
Lcijuitr and Hero. His other principal poem is a didactic epic on

the vanity of human love, Pi'jasidcs Plcyn, of den L^isthof dcr
itatchden. These and other laborious and exemplary pieces giincd
hiin the title of the " Homer of Brabant" from bis contemporaries.

Houwaert prided himself on the introduction of classical and
mythological names into bis poems, but he had little or nothing of

the antique spirit.

HOVEDON, Roger of, an old English chronicler, was
in all probability born at Howden, in the East Riding of

Yorkshire, and was possibly a member of a family which
had taken its name from tho place. The date neither of

his birth nor his death is known, and the first notice we
have of him is aa being sent in 1 174 by Henry II., on whom
be was in attendance in France, to endeavour to induce

the lords of Galloway to withdraw from their allegiauce to

the king of Scotland. He appears to have been recom-

mended to the notice of Henry from his knowledge of law,

and to have occupied a place in his household. It has been
conjectured, but without much evidence, th.at he was a

student of Oxford ; and the ascription to him of a volume
of lectures is also without ground to support it. Frcrm the

interest manifested in his history regarding the dispute

between Archbishop Roger of York and Bishop Hugh of

Durham in regard to synodal fees, it has been supposed
that he himself held for some time the living of Howden,
hut this is likewise wholly devoid of direct corroboration.

In 1175 he was employed by Henrv in the delicate mission

of inducing the monastic houses to send depuitations to

Woodstock for the purpose of choosing their rulers. In

1189, tho last year of Henry's reign, he was appointed a

justice itinerant for the forests in Northumberland, Cum-
berland, and Yorkshire ; and it is probable that after

Henry's death he retired to Howden, since from the number
of his references to Yorkshire disputes it is evident that

he must have beeu living in that county during the time
that he compiled the latter portion of his Chronicle. _A3
the Chronicle closes abruptly in 1201, it is probable that

he did not live long beyond that date.

The work of Roger of Hovedon, which commences with the close
of the Chronicle of Bode in 73'?, is divided by Professor Stubbs into
four parts:—the 1st ending"with 1148, and consisting chiefly of the
Uistaria post B'.dain, with a few alterations and additions ; the 2d
sndiug with 116S, based principally, on the Melrose Chronicle, and
from 1163 composed mainly of the A Beckett letters contained in
the collection made by John of Salisbury and Alan of Tewkesbury;
the 3d ending with 1192, and virtually a condensation of Benedict's
ChroHicle, with the occasional addition of unimportant details and
several variations, many of which are inaccurate and of such alvind
as to show that he wroto; from memory; the 4th ending in 1201,
and evidently a narrative of contemporary events. The work of
Roger of Hovedon was cited in 1291 by Edward 1., when claiming
the lordship of Scotland, as one of the authorities in regard to the
homage done by the earlier kings to his antest'ors- The independ-
ent value of tho work belongs almost wholly to the last portion,
although various documents of interest to be found nowhere else
are incorporated in the 2d and'3d portions.

The Chronicle was fli-st prlnlcd in 1J96 In Sir ITenry Snvlllc's collcetlnn ot the
Soiplorts pot Bidam. ond was rcpiintod at Fr>nk(oit In 1601. A translation of
it by H. F. Rilcy, B.A,. •ppcared In 18i2, and forms part o( Dohn's Antiquarian
Library; and It has bc<-n publUlii^d In 4 vols., I88S-71, In the scries of the
M'j'lcr of thc-ftolls. undtr the riliiorship of Professor Stubbs, whose preface con-
itiii- 4- eloboi-vtc chlici'-ra of ILi work a:'-" , full accr'unt of tl,.. vuHqh. IISS.

HOWARD, Henry. See Surrey, £.\el of.

HOWARD, John (1720-1790),'" the philanthropist,"

was born in 172C, most probably on September 2, and at

Enfield, where his father, a moderately wealthy retired

London merchant, had a country house. His childhood
was spent at Cardingtjn near Woburn, Bedfordshire, where
his father had a small estate ; for seven years he was under
the tuition of the Rev. John Worslcy of Hertford (author

cf a Latin grammar and of a new translation of the New
Testament) ; and he was afterwards placed for a short time
at a private academy in London under Mi" John Eanies,

F.R.S At the close of a very imperfect school education

he was apprenticed by his father at a considerable premium
to a firm of grocers in the city ; but on the death -of the

elder Howard in September 1742, by which he :nliorited

considerable property, he bought up his indenture and
devoted more than a year to foreign travel, during which

he acquired some knowledge of French. Never constitu-

tionally strong, he on his return to England settled in

lodgings" at Stoke Newington as a confirmed valetudinarian,

his days being spent for the most part in hypochondriac

idleness (for little importance can be attached to what have

sometimes been called his studies in medicine and meteoro-

logy). Having been nursed through an acute illness by
an attentive landlady, a widow of some fifty-three years of

age, he felt that he could offer no adequate return short of

marriage for her motherly kindness, and they were united

accordingly in 1752. Left a widower in less than three

years, Howard broke up his establishment at Stoke New-
ington in 1755, and resolved to go abroad, the recent

occurrence of the earthquake at Lisbon attracting him to-

Portugal. The ship, however, in which he sailed was sa

unfortunate as to be taken by a French privateer, by whom
both crew and passengers were carried to Brest, where they

were treated with great harshness and almost starved. At
Morlaix and at Carhaix Howard had further opportunities

of observing the treatment to which prisoners of war .were

usually at that time subjected ; and when permitted on

parole to return to England to. negotiate an exchange for

himself, he not only accomplished his personal object, but

also successfully represented the case of thosi who had been
his fellow-captives. Abandoning for the time his Lisbon

scheme, he now retired to his property al Cardington, where
he continued to interest himself in meteorological observa-

tion, for some slight notes on which he obtained publication

in the Transactions of the Royal Society, of which he had

been admitted a member in 1756. After his marriage

(April 1758) to Henrietta, eldest daughter of Edward
Leeds of Croxton, Cambridgeshire, he continued to live a

secluded life, partly at Cardington and partly on another

property which he had purchased at Watcombo, Hampshire.

In both places he distinguished himself as a kind landlord,

and at Cardington especially he displayed a highly enlight-

ened philanthropy in his efforts to raise the condition of

the poor by the construction of model cottages and by tho

erection of schools. In March 17G5 his home was again

desolated by the sudden and unexpected death of his

wife, a lew days after she had given birth to a son, her first

and only child ; and soon Howard's drooping health and

spirits imperatively demanded a change of air and scene.

After visiting Bath and London, he in the spring of 1768

crossed to Holland ; and another brief stay at Cardington

was followed by a prolonged tour in France, Switzerland,

and Italy as far as to Naples, whence he returned in 17fO

by Germany and the Rhine. Having resumed his former

course of life at Cardington, he was in 1773 named high

sheriff of Bedford, an office which, although as a noncon-

formist he was unable to take the usual tests, he resolved

to accept. The characteristic work of his life may be said

to hav^ nnw bfcun' Who the assizes were h'^ld be did
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not content himself with sitting out the trials in oiien court;

his inquisitivenes3 and his benevolence alike impelled hini

to visit the jail to which the prisoners had been condemned.

Howard found it, like all the prisons of the time, wretchedly

defective in all its arrangements; but what chiefly astonished

and shocked him was an almost incredible abuse arising out

of tlie circumstance that neither the jailer nor his subordi-

nates were salaried officers, but were dependent for their

livelihood on foes which they rigorously exacted from the

jijisoMcrs themselves. He found it to be a fact that some
w'lom the juries had declared not guilty, others in whom
the grand jury had not found even such appearance of guilt

Ds would warrant a trial, others whose prosecutors had failed

to appear, were frequently detained in prison for months

after they had ceased to be in the position of accused

parties, until they should have paid the fees of jail delivery.

(See Introduction to Tlie State of the Prisons in J-Jn^laiiJ.

and Walts.) His prompt application to the justices of the

county for a salary to the jailer in lieu of his fees was met
by a demand for a precedent for charging the connty with

such an expense. This he undertook to find if such a thing

existed. Ho went accordingly from county to county until

his journey had extended to every town in England which
contained a prisoir, but the object of his search eluded

inquiry. He could find no precedent for charging the

county with the wages of its servants, but he did find so

many abuses in prison management which imagination had
never conceived, iind so many sufferings of which the

general public knew nothing, and of which the law took

no account, that he determined to devote to the exposure

of those wrongs and the reform of thfise abuses whatever

time and money might bo needful. The task cost him a

fortune, and the best remaining years of his life. The
subject of prison reform, indeed, had not previously been
wholly absent from, the public mind. As early as the

year 1728 the House of Commons had appointed a com-

mittee to inquire into the state of Newgate, the Marshalsea,

and other London prisons, where abuses had come to

light which had caused the liouse to order the arrest of

several governors of jails, who were tried for high mis-

demeanours (see Reports of the Committee Appointed to

Inquire into the State of the Gaols, 1729). Much more
recently Popham, member for Taunton, had forced the

unwilling lei'islature at least to discuss the propriety of

paying fixer salaries to jailers out of tho county rates ; but

In February 1773 the bill after passing tho second reading

had been withdrawn with a view to its being again brought
forward in an amended form. The way had thus been

prepared for a friendly reception to anything Howard
might have to say as tho result of his investigations ; and
It the close of his first rapid survey of the English prisons

he was, through the inSuenoeof the supporters of Popham's
bill, cited to appear before a committee of the whole house

m March 1774. After his report had been received and
he himself examined upon it, it was moved and carried, on
lliG house resuming, " that Julin Howard, Esq., be called

til the bar, and that Nfr Speaker do acq\mint him that the

House are very sensible of the humanity and zeal which
h;ivc led him to visit the several jails of this kingdom, and
tn communicate to tho house tho interesting observations

wliich ho has made on that subject." Almost immediately

an Act was passed which provided for tho liberation, free

of all charges, of every prisoner against whom tho grand
jury failed to find a true bill, giving the jailer a sum from
tic county rate in lieu of tho abolished fees. This was
fcilhiwed iu June by another requiring justices of the peace

to sec that the walls and ceilings of all i)rison.= within their

luiisdiction were scraped and wliitowasLcd once a year at

li'a-.t ; that tho rooms were leg.ilarly cleaned and ventilated
;

Hi;.t infirmaries were provided for the s'x;k, andjip'pcr caro

taken to get them medical aQv,v,o, .uat the naked should
be clothed ; that underground dungeons shoidd be used as

little as could be; and generally that such courses should
be taken as would tend to restore and preserve the health

of the prisoners. It was highly characteristic of the man
that, having caused the provisions of the new legislation to

bo printed at his own private cost in large type, he sent a
copy to every jailer and warder in the kingdom, determined
that no one should bo able to plead ignorance of the law if

detected in the violation of its provisions. He then set

out upon a new tour of -inspection, from which, however, ho
was brought home by the approach uf a general election in

September 1774. Siding with those who objected to th.

American policy of the Government, he had consented ti

stand as One of the anti-ministerial candidates for Bedford,
although, however, ho was returned by a narrow majority

along with his friend Whitbread, he was unseated after a
scrutiny on account of the alleged disqualification of some
of those voters who had supported him. He was thus left

entirely free for the vigorous prosecution of the special task

which he had assigned himself ; and he began to have
thoughts of publishing the immense mass of facts which he
had so industriously collected, and which was still so rapidly

accumulating. But after a tour which had extended to

Scotland and Ireland, it occurred to him before going into

print that his notes would be much enhanced in utility if

supplemented with the regulations and arrangements of

the more important Continental prisons. In April 1775,
accordingly, he set out upon an extended tour through
France, the Low Countries, and Germany. At Paris ho

was at first denied access to the prisons ; but by recourse

to an old and almost obsolete law of 1717, according to

which any person wishing to distribute alms to the prisoners

was to be admitted and allowed to dispense his charity

with his own hand, he succeeded in inspecting the Bicetre,

the Force I'fiveque, and most of the other places of confine-

ment, the only important exception being the Bastille. With
regard to this last, however, he succeeded in obtaining pus-

session of a suppressed pamphlet, which ho afterwards

translated and publislied in English, to the unconcealed

chagrm of the French authorities. At Ghent he examined
with special interest tho great Maison de Force, then recently

erected ; its distinctive features—useful labour, in the

profits of which the prisoners had a share, and complete

separation of tho inmates by night—drew from him the

exclamation that it was a " noble institution." At Amster-

dam, as in Holland generally, he was much struck with the

comparative absence of crime, a phenomenon which ho

attributed to the industrial and reformatory treatment there

adopted. In Germany ho found little that was useful and
much that was repulsive ; in Hanover and Osnabriick,

under the rule of a British sovereign, ho even found traces

of torture. Returning to England in autumn with his

copious -notes, ho determined, before finally reducing ihcm
to order and sending them to press, to undertake another

tour of England. This lasted for seven months (November
1775 to May 1776), and yielded results so imiiortant by
way of correction and supplement that he resolved to give

his Continental experience the benefit of a similar revision.

On this occasion ho extended his tour to several of tho

Swiss cantons. At last in 1777 a|i[ienrcd The State of the

Prisons in E»f)land and Wales, nilh Prrtimivary Observa-

tions, and an Account ofsoni: tWcujn. Prisons (Warrington).

It met with a very favourable reception, although its author

was fully justified in his statement in tho preface that as

the journeys were not undertaken for the traveller's amuse-

ment, so the results of them were not p\iblished for general

entertainment It consists principally of a nuiss of minute

statistical details, .somewhat pedonticall/ accumulated nrx-

very unmethodically arranged ; its mosv important section
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—that relating 10 "proposed Improvements in the structure

and management of prisons "—constituting less than a tenth

\n:l of the whole. One portion of his subject, indeed,

—

that relating to the ships used for transportation of convicts,

—had been to some extent taken out of his hand by the

pissing in 1776 of the Act authorizing the hulk system
;

but even in this connexion the appearance of his work was
highly opportune. Following within a few years the pub-

lication of Beccaria's work On Crimes and Puuishmciits,

it called public attention to the practical question of the

treatment of criminals in a manner which compelled the

uI')plion of remedial or at least of palliative measures,

although the full diHiculty and delicacy of the problem

la J not as yet been thoroughly appreciated. One of the

most immediate results was that Sir W. Blackstone and Mr
EJen were requested to draft a bill for the establishment

jf penitentiary houses, where by means of solitary iniprison-

raent, accompanied by well-regulated labour and religious

instruction, the object of reforming the criminal and inuring

him to habits of industry might be successfully pursued.

Kew buildings were manifestly necessary in order that the

provisions of such an Act might be carried into effect ; and
iis no one seemed to know how to set about their construc-

tion, Howard volunteered to go abroad again and collect

plans and other information. On this errand (April 1778) he

lirst went to Amsterdam, and carefully examined the " spin-

houses" and " rasp-houses" for which that city was famous
;

nvw lie traversed Prussia, Saxony, Bohemia, Austria, and
italy, everywhere inspecting prisons, hospitals, and work-

houses, and carefully recording the merits and defects of

each. In the course of this tour he was received with

marked consideration and respect at more than one court;

bat the personal iiicliient of greatest consequence was one
which befel him on a voyage along the Tuscan coast. A
sudden and violent storm had compelled the master of the

small vessel in which ho had taken a passage for Leghorn
to seek the shelter of land ; cold, wet, and exhausted,

pissengers and crew readied a little island harbour, but
only to find that through fear of the plague (they having
sailed from a port supposed to be infected) a landing was
rofused them. Driven back again upon the storm, they were
carried by its violence to the coast of Algeria, where a

similar experience was eucountered, permission to enter the

harbours there also being peremptorily denied. It was this

occurrence which first directed Howard's attention to the

subject which engrossed his attention in after years, and
in the investigation of which he ultimately lost his life.

Leghorn at last reached, he hastened northwards through
Lombardy, France, and Flanders, arriving in England in

1779. The information he had obtained having been placed
at the service of the House of Commons, a bill was intra-

(liiced and passed for building two penitentiary houses in

Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, or Essex (as might be afterwards
determined), and Howard was appointed first sui'crvlsor

(19 Geo. III. cap. 74). The scheme, however, did not
prjceed without friction too trying for his patience; and
alter nauch time had been lost in interminable discussions
with his colleagues as to the sites of the proposed buildings,
Ii3 in January 1781 wrote to Lord Bathurst resigning
his post before anything practical had been achieved.
la 1780 he had published a quarto volume of 220 pages
as an appendix (the first) to his Stale oj Prisons; about
the same time also ho caused to be printed his translation
•f tlie suppressed French pamphlet on the Bastille ; but on
obtaining release from his employments at home ills passion
for accumulating statistics urged liim to new and nioro
extended Continental tours, as far as to Denmark, Sweden,
and Russia in 1781, and to Spain and Portugal in 1783.
The results of these journeys (which were full of curious
and romantic r<'id"Pts) were e'uKjdicd in 1781 in a second

appendix, with the puDucation of which his direct labours

in connexion with the subject of ju'lson reform may be said

to have ceased. The five remaining years of his life were

chletly devoted to researches on a different though cognate

subject, that of the means which ought to be u.sed for pre-

vention of the plague, and for guarding against the propa-

gation of contagious distempers in general. Having at the

suggestion of his medical friends provided himself with a

list of queries to be put to the physicians in attendance at

the lazarettos he proposed to visit, he in November 1785

sailed for Holland, and thence travelling through France

inspected the great lazaretto at Marseilles, though with

coubiderable difficulty, owing to the unfriendliness of the

authorities. He next passed through Florence, Rome, and
Naples to Malta, whence he sailed by Zante to Smyrna,

where his reputed medical skill opened all the prisons and
hospitals to his inspection, and where he had ample oppor-

tunities of studying the plague in its most fatal form. Ha
then went to Constantinople, where the fame of his skill

had preceded him, and where .soma further fortuiiato

practice greatly added to his prestige. Declining tho

hospitalities of the British ambassador, however, he devoted

himself entirely to the care of the neglected poor, and per-

sistently forced his way into infected caravanserais and

pest-houses whither physician and dragoman alike declined

to follow him. At length his researches seemed to be

complete ; and with a great accumulation of papers and

memoranda, ho was preparing to return homewards by

Vienna, when it occurred to his scrupulous mind that he

still lacked one essential qualification for practically dealing

with the matter which ho had taken in hand ; he had not

as yet had any personal experience of quarantine discipline.

Altering his plans accordirigly, he returned to Smyrna,

and, deliberately choosing a foul ship, took a passage to

Venice that he might there undergo the usual confinement.

A protracted voyage of sixty days, during which an attack

by pirates gave Howard an opportunity of manifustlng In

a new form that personal bravery which was one of his

characteristics, was followed by a weary term of confine-

ment, which enabled him to gain, though at the cost o(

considerable hardship and suffering, the experience ho

liad desired. While imprisoned in the Venetian lazaretto

he received two pieces of intelligence whicli from very

opposite causes gave him acute pain. One was the

announcement of a proposal that a Btatue should be

erected commemorative of his services in the cause of

humanity; to Howard as "a private man with some pecu-

liarities," desirous to retire into obscurity and silence, it

presented itself as a " hasty and disagiecaljle measure,"

" a distressing alTalr.*' The other was the information

that his only son. a youth of twenty-two years of age, after

a coarse of flagrant misconduct, had lost his reason and had

been put under restraint. Returning hastily by Trieste

and Vienna (where he had a long and singular interview

with thi3 emperor Joseph II.), he reached England in

February 1787. His first care related to his domestic

concerns; after these had been put into such order as they

admitted, bo .set out upon another journey of inspection ol

the jirisons of the United Kingdom, at the same time busy-

ing liimself in preparing for the press the results of his

recent tiuir The somewhat rambling work containing them

was published in February 1789 at Warrington, under

the title An AecuuiU <>/ the Princijial Lazarettos in Europe :

with vanuiis Papers relative to the Plaijue, together with

further Ot'servatiois on some Foreiyn Prisons and Hospitals,

and additional Remaika on the present state of those in

Great Ilritain and Ireland. In the conclusion (p. 235)

ho committed with some snlamnity the result of his past

'abours to 'lis country, and announced his intention of

"Sain visiting Uussln. Tcrkrv. ,ind snme olbcr countriea.
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ftiid of cxtODdini; liis tuur in the East, adding these words,
" I am nut inscnsibluof tlie dangers that must attend such

a journey. Trusting, however, in the protection ot that

kind providence which has hitherto preserved me, I calniiy

and cheerfully commit myself to the disposal of uneirmg

wisdom. Should it please God to cut '"
ly life '.n t!ie

prosecution of this design, let not my conduct be uncandidly

imputed to rashness or enthusiasm, but to a serious, deliber-

ate conviction that I am pursumg the path of duty, and

to a sincere desire of being made an instrument of more
extensive usofulnn.ss to my follnw-creatures than could be

expectcil in the narrower circle of a retired life." The
execution of the purpose he had thus expressed was delayed

for some time by the necessity for niaicing special arrange-

ments witli regard to his private affairs in consequence of

the confirmed insanity of his son ; but early in July 1760

he finally embarked in what proved to be his last journey.

Travelling overland from Amsterdam by Hanover, Berlin,

Kufligsberg, and Kiga to St Petersburg and Moscow, and

BO southwards, and visiting in passing the military hospitals

that lay on his route, he reached Cherson in November.

In the hospitals of this place and of the immediate neigh-

buurhnod he found more than enough to occupy his attention

while ho awaited the means of transit to Constantinople.

Towards the end of the year his medical advice was asked in

the case of a young lady who was suffering under the camp
fever then prevalent, and in attending her he himself took

the disease, which terminated fatally on January 20, 1790.
" Give me no monument," he had said, " but lay me quietly

in the earth
;
place a sundial over my grave, and let me be

forgotten ;" but a life like his had made such a burial even

in a foreign land impossible, and his remains were followed,

respectfully and sorrowfully, by many thousands to the

grave, where tliey now lie near the village of Dauphigny
on the road to St Nicolas. A statue by Bacon with a
suitable inscription was afterwards erected to his memory
in St Paul's, London.

In personal appearance Howard is described as having

been short, thin, and sallow,—unprepossessing apart from
the attraction of a penetrating eye and a benevolent smile.

" There was an animation in his manner and a quickness in

his gait which corresponded with the activity of his mental
powers. In his address he was dignified, kind, and con-

iescending, always adapting himself to the persons with

whom he conversed ; as free from a cringing servility

imongst his superiors in station as he was from arrogancy

towards those of lower rank " (Field). In point of intel-

lectual ability he cannot be said to have been possessed of

more than the ordinary endowments
; nor had education

done all that was possible for the development of those

which he had. That he was of a deeply religious tempera-

ment is abundantly shown by the meagre remains wo have
of his letters and diaries ; while the greater part of his life

?how3 that his enthusiasm of humanity was the unusual
yet normal outcome of the sincerest piety. His benevo-

lent impulses were sustained by a rare degree of energy and
determination, while they were guided by a remarkable
delicacy of tact and an equally remarkable vigour of prac-

tical common sense. It would bo idle to speculate how
far Howard's work could have been done when it was, and
as it was, by a man differently endowed. Doubtless the

reforms which he inaugurated were reforms urgently called

fur by the spirit and enlightenment of his age ; but this

fact rather enhances than diminishes tho imperishable glory

which belongs to him of having been tho foremost to give

aa articulate voice to that demand. " In the scale of

moral desert the labours of tho legislator and the writer

arcaa far behnv hii as earth is below heaven. His kingdom
was of a bclttr world ; be died a martyr after living an
apoatle'' (Beiitham).

I

See Aiiccilotcs of the Life atul Cnai uctcr of jonn Howard^ written

I

by a Gcnllcinaii{n<jO); Aikin, l^icw of the Charatler and Public
' Scrvtces of the late John Howard ; Memoirs^ by B.iMwin Brown
. (1618), Taylor (1836), Hopworth Dixon (1849), Field (1850), and

I

Stoughtoii (1853) ; and Comspondcncc t^ John Howard, with briff
Memoir and A^iccdoics (1855).

! HOWE, John (1030-17(J3), one of the greatest of tha
• later Puritan divines, was born May 17, 1630, at Lough-
- borough, Leicestershire, of which parish his father was
! minister. When hardly five years old he was removed to

I

Ireland by his father, who, unable to support the ecclesi-

astical policy of Archbishop Laud, had been ejected from

I

his iivmg. On the outbreak :f the Irish rebellion m
; 1 Si i, '.he exiles returned to England ; and, fixing his abode

j
in Lan.'ishire, the elder Howe conducted in person tho

1 stud'es oi' his son, who in his seventeenth year (May 19,

I

\t\i) entered Chri.sl's College, Cambridge, as a sizar, and
, in the following year took his degree of B.A. During his

I

residence in this university he made the acquaintance of

I
Cudworth, More, and Smith, from intercourse with whom,

I doubtless, as Calamy suggests, as well as from direct

I acquaintance with the Dialoyues themselves, his mind
received that " Platonic tinge " which is so perceptible in

1 his writings. Immediately after graduation at Cambridge,
' he removed to Oxford, where he took the same degree

I in the following year, and, after becoming a fellow of

\
Magdalen College, proceeded M.A. in lGo'2. On leaving

Oxford in that year he returned to his father's retreat in

Lancashire, and received ordination at Winwick from the

hands of Mr Herle, the minister of the parish, who was
assisted by the ministers of the neighbouring chapelries,

Sometime afterwards " an unexpected conduct of divine

providence " bore him to Great Torrington in Devonshire,

where he spent some years as pastor. It was there that

he preached those discourses which at a later period

took shape iu his treatises on The Blessedness of tht

Righteous and on Delighting in God. There also it was

that he married the daughter of " bis inner friend " Mi
George Hughes. In tho beginning of 1657 a journey tf-

London accidentally brought Howe under the notice ol

Cromwell, who, struck by his appearance aud preaching,

made him his domestic chaplain. In this prominent

position, which he had accepted with very great reluctance,

his conduct as the almoner and confidential adviser of the

Protector was such as to win the praises of even the

bitterest enemies of his party. Without overlooking tht

due claims of the Puritans, he omitted no opportunity o(

helping pious and learned men of other denominations,

Ward (afterwards bishop of Exeter) and Thomas FuUei

having been among the number of those who profited by

Howe's kindness, and who were not ashamed subsequently to

express their gratitude foT it. On the deposition of Richard

Cromwell, Howe returned to Groat Torrington, where, like

all who had [ilaycd a conspicuous part under the Common-
wealth, he soon after the Restoration found himself an object

of suspicion and hatred ; iu 1GC2 tho passing of tho Aci

of Uniformity drove him from his parish. For several

years he now led a wandering and uncertain life, preaching

iu secret as occasion offered to handfuls of trusted hearers.

More than once his liberty was in imminent peril ; aud it

is alleged by Calumy, though on doubtful grounds, that foi

two months in IGGJ he was imjirisoned in the Isle of St

Nicholas in Plymouth Sound. Impelled by the demands

of pressing want, he in IOCS published the treatise entitled

The Blessedness of the liighteoiis ; tho reputation which ho

had acquired by it procured for him in 1GG9 nn invitation

from Lord Massatcnc of Antrim C'astlOi Ireland, to become

his domestic chaplain. At Antrim, where he was soon

joined by his fandly, he accordingly spent six years of quiet,

during which he frequently preached in public, with tho

approval of the biHho|> of tho diocese, and nlsu found time
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to produce the most eloquent of his shorter treatises, The
Vanity of Man as Mortal, and On Deliyhting in God ; there

too he planned the largest (and also in some respect the

yreatBst) of his works, IVie Living 2'empte. Inlhe begin-

ning of 1676 he accepted an invitation to become pastor

of a nonconformist congregation in Silver Street, London
;

and in the same year he published the first part of The

Lining Temple, entitled Concerning God's Existence and His
Conversableness with Man : Against Atheism or the Epicurean
Deism. In 1677 appeared his tractate On the ReconcileaUe-

nets of God's Pi-cscicnce of the Sins of Men with the Wisdom
and Sinceriti/ of His CounscU, Exhortations, and whatsoever

.iieans He uses to prevent them, which was attacked from vari-

ous quarters, and had Andrew Marvel for oneof its defenders.

His work On Thnughtfulness fo.y the Morrow followed in

1 681 ; those on SelfDedication and Union among Protestants

ill 1682 ; and that on Th: Redemier's Tears wept over Lost

Souls in 1684. During the earlier years that followed his

settlement in London Howe had enjoyed comparative free-

dom from annoyance on the groupd of hisnonconformity,

and had beeu on intimate terms with many who already

were or who afterwards became eminent in the Established

Church, such as Stillingfleet, Tillotson, Sharp, and Kidder

;

but the greater severity which began to be manifested in

1681, and which continued to be shown during the fol-

lowing years, so interfered with his liberty that in 1685
lie gladly accepted the invitation of Phi'ip Loid Wharton
to travel abroad with him. The tour extended over the

greater part of a year. In 10S6, matters still seeming

hopeless in England, he determined to settle for a time at

Utrechl, where he officiated along with Mead and others

in the English chapel, and also read privately with English

students at the university. Among his friends there was
Burnet, the future bishop of Salisbury, by whose inlluence

he obtained several confidential interviews with the prince

of Orange. In 1687 Howe availed himself of the publica-

tion by James II. of the clcclaiatiun for liberty of conscience

to return to England, and in the following year he headed
the process-ion of nonconformist ministers who went to

congratulate William on his accession to the English throne.

The remainder of his life, so far as recorded, was extremely

uneventful. In '169.'5 he published three admirable dis-

courses On the Carnality of Religious Contention, suggested

by the disputes and divisions that had so abundantly
occiirred among the nonconformists as soon as liberty of

dortrine and worship had been granted. In 1694 and
1695 he published various treatises on the subject of the

Trinity, the principal being A Calm and Solemn Inquiry
concerning the PossihUitr/ of a Trinity in the Godhead. The
second part of T/ie Living Temple, entitled Animadversions
on Spmosa and a French Writer pretending to confute him,

with a recapitulation of theformer part and an account of
(he destitution and restitution of God's Temple among Men,
appeared in 1702. About this time he appears to have
fallen into shattered hetilth, but he was able in 1705 to

give to the wcirkl a discourse On Patience in the Expectation

f'f Future Blessedness, which proved to be his last work.
Hf, died in London on April 2, 1706.
Though cxccUeil by Fjaxter as a [iiilpit orator, and by Owen in

cxcgetical ingenuity an J in almost every department of iheological
learning, Howe comp.^rcj favourably with cither as a sagacious and
pr.ifound thinker, wliilo he w.is much more succes.<iful in combining
religious earnestness and fervuur of conviction with large-hearted
tolerance and cultured breadth of vi£w. His style, moreove^,
thounli not altogether free from the litei-ary faults which may almost
be called characteristic ot Puritanism, has often a st.atcly yet grace-
ful (low which tnc modern reader will look for in vain 'in most of
Howe's theological contemporaries. The works jiublished in liis

life-time, including a nuniuer of sermons and otlieY occ.asional

pieces.besides tkosc specified above, w<;re collected jnto 2 vols. fol.

in 1724, and ag.-iin reprinted in 3 vols. 8vo. in 1318. A complete
edi'.ion of the iVholc ^ll'orks, including much ))OSlli)iinons and
additionarl maWcr, appeared with a Memoir iji 8 vols, in i822 : iliis i

was reprinted in 1 vol. in 18a8. The Afcmoirso! Howe by Calamy,
originally published iu 1724, have been more than once reprinted,
and form tlie basis of The Life and Character of lloiec, with on
Analysis of his IVrUiiws, by Henry Rogers (183S; new ed.,

1SC3I.

HOWE, rviciiARD Howe, Earl (1725-1799), English
admiral, was born in 1725. By his father Emanuel
Scropo Howe, second Viscount Howe in the Irish peerage,

he was descended from an old family, several members
of which attained distinction in war or in politics ; and
his mother was the daughter of Baron Kielmansegge,
master of the horse to George I. when elector of Han-
over. Leaving Eton at the age of fourteen, Howe entered

the navy as midshipman on board the " Severn," which
then formed one of a squadron under Anson destined for

an expedition against Spam in the Pacific. Nothing is

recorded as to the manner in. which he conducted him.self

in the actions in which the squadron engaged, but he at

any rate succeeded in winning the approval of his com-

mander, and in his twentieth year was made lieutenant.

Shortly after this he was appointed to the command of a
•sloop-of-war, the " Baltimore," in which with the aid of

the "Greyhound" frigate, commanded by Captain Noel,

he signalized himself by defeating off the coast of Scotland

two French vessels, of greatly superior metal to his own,

which were carrying supplies and reinforcements to the

Pretender. On his arrival in England he found that pre-

vious to this action he had been raised to the rank of post-

captain, and he served in this capacity on the coast of

Guinea and on the Jamaica station. In 1748 he returned

to England, and after spending three years chiefly in tho

study of naval tactics, he was in 1751 appointed to the
" Glory," of 44 guns, and employed on the coast of Africa.

In May 1752 he was commissioned to the "Dolphin"
frigat«, in which he was employed for some years in pro-

tecting the trade in the vicinity of Gibraltar. Shortly

after his return to England he was appointed in 1755 to

the " Dunkirk," and jmned the squadron of Admiral
Boscawen, bound for America. In the course of the voyage

thither Howe took a prominent part in capturing two
French men-of-war, the " Alcide " and the "Lys." This

action was virtually the commencement of tho seven years'

war with France, in the course of which Howe in command
of a small squadron succeeded in capturing from the French

the island of ChausJiJ, and, after obtaining a commission

to tho " Magnanime," distinguished himself in the attacks

made on the Isle of Aix, St Malo, and Cherbourg, mani-

fested conspicuous courage and readiness of reeource at

the disaster of St Cas, and in the action with the French

.fleet under De Confians disabled two of the enemy's ships.

Shortly before the close of the war Howe had married, and

by the death of his brother Viscount Howe had inherited the

family titles and estates. From 1 758 till 1 782 he represented

Dartmouth in parliament ; in the latter year lie was raised

to the British peerage as Viscount Howe. In 1763 he re-

csived a seat at the board of admiralty, and in June 1765 he

was appointed to the important ofhee of treasurer of the

navy, which he retained till August 1770. In October ul

this liitter year he was made rear-admiral of the blue, and

nominated commander in chief of the fleet intended to be

employed in the Mediterranean in view of a probable

rupture with Spain, which, however, did not tale place.

In 1775 he was promoted rear-admiral of the white, and tin

the following year he received the command of the squadron

despatched to America, but owing to the insuflicienoy of

his force he achieved no exp'loit of importance. After his

return to Englaiul he was in .September 1782 appointed to

the command of the 'Channel fleet, and ordered to proceed

to the relief of Gibr;dtar, then besieged by the eombined

land and sea forces of France and Spain, when after suc-

ceeding in supplying thcgairisou with' stores and pro vis i. in".
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to engaged at long ranges the unitea Heet wnich numbered

44 sail to his 34, and caused them to retreat to Cadiz. In

January 1783 Howe succeeded Keppel as first lord of

the admiralty, an oSice which.he resigned in the following

April, but again accepted under the Pitt ministry, holding

it till July 1788. In July 1787 he was made admiral

of the white, and shortly afterwards was raised to an earl-

dom. Jn 1790 he was appointed to the command of a

fleet intended to operate against the Spaniards, but peace

was concluded before any action took place. On the com-

mencement of the war with France after the Revolution he

obtained the chief command in the Channel, and on tho

1st of June 1794 gained a great victory over the French I

Beet ofif Ushant, dismasting ten of the enemy's ships and

talcing seven, one of which, the " Vengeur," sank as she

was- being towed away. On the 9th August of the same

year he resumed the command of the Channel fleet, but in

none of his cruises was he fortunate enough to meet any of

the enemy's vessels ; and during the greater part of 1795

and 1796 111 health compelled him to remain on shore.

In May 1797 he resigned his command. In the same

year he was appointed with full powers to treat with the

mutineers in the British fleet at Portsmouth and Spithead,

and completely succeeded, through the confidence they had

in the friendliness of his intentions," and by the firm and

judicious measures he adopted, in eradicating the causes of

discontent. During the latter years of his life Lord Howe
Bufl'ered much from ill health; and he died under a violent

attack of gout, August 5, 1799. A splendid monument
was erected to Howe in St Paul's Cathedral.

Lord Howe is entitled to the exceptional praise of never having

failed to bear himself with credit and success in any of his enter-

prises. The quail ties in which he excelled were coolness, firm ncss, sea-

ni.^nship.ana caution—an excess of tho lattervirtue,however, tending

perhaps on some ocfasiens to diminish the lustre and completeness

of his victories. He introduced a new and thorough system of

naval tactics, evolutions, and eignats, and bestowed careful and
minute attention on all the details of the service. In person he
was tall and .well-proportioned. His countenance was strongly

marked, somewhat harsh in expreseion except when softened by his

genial smile, and dark in complexion—although the sobriquet of

Black Dick by which he was known in tho navy was not due to

this circumstance, but to a mczzotinto portrait of himself which
hung in his cabin. The benevolent friendliness of his disposition

secured him the strong affection and confidence as well as respect

of his seamen, while no professional jealousy prevented him from
doing full justice to the achievements of his officers.

HOWELL, James (I5941CC6), a voluminous English

author, best known by his collection of letters {Epistulre Ho
Eliance) and his Instructions for Forreine Travel!, which,

in Mr Arber's phrase, form our first handbook for the Con-

tinent. Howell, as he was proud to acknowledge, was a

Welshman; he was born probably at Abcrnantin Carmar-

thenshire, where his father was minister. From the free

grammar school at Hereford ho proceeded to Jesus College,

Oxford, in I6I0, and there he took his degree of B.A. in

1613. About 1617 we find him holding the post of

steward in Sir Robert MansoU's glass-works in Broad Street,

and in tho following year he was commissioned to go abroad

to procure the servjces of some high-class workmen. It

was not till 1622 that he returned home, having visited

Holland, France, Spain, and Italy ; and these three or four

years of foreign experience made a lasting im])ression on

bis character and his career. Not long after his return ho

was despatched to Spain in coniiiany with Lord Digby's

embassy to try and settle a dispute about the unlawful

seizure of an English vessel ; but though lie remained till

the end of 1624 he.was obliged to return witho\it success:

the Spaniards, irritated at the breaking oflf of the famous
match, were in no nuiod for concessions. Fcr some time

Howell had no stable employment, but at length, in 1626,

he went to York as secretary to Lord Scroop, lord president

bf tho north, and fur a season be appears to Lave been

wonderfully fortunate. In 1627 he was elected M.P. foj

Richmond ; in 16S2 he was sent as orator with the erabass-y

of the earl of Leicester to Denmark ; and in 1642 the king

appointed him one of the clerks of tho privy council. On
suspicion of royalist leanings he was committed to the Fleet

prison by the Parliament in 1643, and, though he professed

himself most humbly submissive to its authority, he wa?

allowed to languish in confinement till 1C48. He had
acquired considerable fame by his allegorical At^SpoXo-yi'a,

published in 1 6 iO, and his Instructions for Forreine I'ravell,

1642 ; and now he was driven to maintain himself by his

pen. Ho edited and supplemented Cotgrave's French and
English dictionary, compiled Lexicon 2'etraglotton, or an
English, French, Italian, and Spanish Dictionary (London,

1660), translated various works from Italian and Spanish,

and wrote a life of Louis XIII. In 1660 he presented a

petition for confirmation in the place of clerk of the privy

council ; and, though this was not granted him, the post of

historiographer royal was created for his benefit. In 1661

be made apfjlicaiion for the oflice of tutor in foreign

languages to the infanta Catherine of Braganza, and in the

following year published an English Grammar translated

into Spanish. He died in 1666, having realized to the last

his favourite motto, " Senesco non segnesco." Howell had no

small ability and learning ; and ill his writings are imbued

with a certain simplicity and quaintness. His elaborate

allegories, Discourses of Trees and the like, are now dead to

the root ; his linguistic labours, though of worth in their

time, are a hundred times superseded ; hui his Lettert

(10th ed., 1737) are still almost models of their kind, and

his Instructions, with their subtle observations and pithy

parallels, are well worthy of their place in Mr Arber's

series (London, 1869).

HOWITT, William (1795-1879), a popular writer and

poet, was born in 1795 at Heanor, Derbyshire, where the

Howitts had long been settled. His mother and father

being members of the Society of Friends, William was

brought up, with his brothers, in the faith of that sect, and

educated at the local schools of tho society. What he thus

learned was supplemented by studies in natural science and

modern literature and languages ; and his leisure, spent in

the woods and by the brook, fostered that love of nature

which brightened every page he wrote and won his readers'

sympathy. A poem, published in 1814, on the Injliience

of Nature and I'octri/ on National Spirit, was, so far as wo
know, his fir.st printed work. Ho married in 1823 a

Quaker lady, Mary Botham of Uttoxetcr, who as poetess

and prose-writer occupies a place in literature no less dis-

tinguished than her husband's. The first joint book

appeared in thp year of their marriage under the title, ?'/(«

Forest Minstrel, ami dther Poems. After a pedestrian excur-

sion to Scotland, they took up their residence at Nottingham,

Howitt engaging in the business of an apothecary. In 1824

he printed A Poet's I'hovghts at the Interment of Lord

liyron. We now find that both he and his wife had become

known by their contributions, chiefly in rustic verse, to Th«

Literary Souvenir, The Amulet, and other serial volumes of

tho day ; these were collectively issued with additions in

1 827a3 The Desolation ofEyam (founded on tho plague). The

Emir/rant, and other Poems. In 1831 Howitt priuluced a

work of the class specially his own. The Book of the Seasons,

or the Calendar.of A'atiirc, in which he drew a picture, from

his own observations, of the appearances of mother earth in

tho garden, in tho field, and by the stream during each

of the twelve months. Of quite a different character was

A Popular History of Priestcraft (1833), which ran through

several editions, and gained him tho favour of the active

Liberals of his time, and tho office of alderman of Notting-

ham. Jt was followed, in 1835, by a (Jognato work in 2

vols., entitled, Puntika, or Trad'ti^vf of the most Ancieiii
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Times. Having removed in 1837 to Eslier, to be near the

literary circles of the raetropolis, Howitt there wrote in

succession The Rural Life of England, 2 vols., 1838;
Colonisation, and Christianidj, 1838; Tlie Boy's Country

Book, 1839; and the first series (afterwards extended) of

Visits to Remarkable Fltices, Old Halls, Battlefields, and
Scenes illustrative of striking passages in English Historu

ap.d Poetry, 1840-42, in which lie recorded impressions

derived on the spot, and pictured each place with its in-

habitants— freed, as ho says, from the heaviness of the

antiquarian rubbish piled ujion them. Visiting Heidelberg

jn 1840, primarily for the education of their children, the

llowitts remained in Germany two years, studying their

neiglibours, and busying their pens in descriptions of their

aew surroundings. In 1841 Howitt produced The Student

Life of Germany, under the pseudonym of "Dr Cornelius,"

including tr:.nslations of some of the most popular German
songs. The next year he published The Rural and Do-

mestic Life of Germany, with c/uiracteristic Sketches of its

Cities and Scfnery; in the year following a translation of

Chamisso's Wonderful History of Peter Srhlemihl ; and in

1844 The Life of Jack of the Afilt, a version of Holthaus's

Wanderings of a Journeyman Tailor, and German Experi-

'.n.-es, addressed to the English, a satire on the social life of

Bermany. In 1845 appeared Life in Dalecarlia, translated

irom the Swedish of Miss Bremer, The Renounced Treasure,

and Johnny Darhyshire. The Aristocracy of England, a

History of the English People, a political sketch, appeared

IQ 1846, at the beginning of which year Howitt. became
connected with the management and proprietorship of The
People's Journal, a weekly paper. A disagreement leading

to his withdrawal he started in 1847 a rival caWed. Hutoitl's

JournaX, but this was continued through three or four

volumes only, though Tlie Pei^ple'i Journal was :uerged in

it. In 1847 Howitt had translated Ennemoser's History

of Magic, and written an original work entitled Homes and
Haunts of t?te most eminent British Poets, 2 vols., which
was succeeded by The Hall and the Hamlet, or Scenes and
Characters of Country Life, and very speedily by Stories

of English and Foreign Life (Bohn's Illustrated Library),

in which Mrs Howitt assisted. Then appeared The Year-

Book of the Country, or the Field, the Forest, and the Fire-

tide, and in 1851 a three-volume novel called Madam
Dorrington of the Dene.

Under the associated names of husband and wife an

interesting work was brought out in 1852, The Literature

and'Romance of Northern Europe: constituting a complete

History of the Literature of Sweden, Deiimark, Norway,
1'id Iceland, in 2 vols. In June of that year Howitt, with

two sons and some friends, set sail for Australia, where
he spent two of the most trying years of his life, working
in the gold diggings, and visiting Melbourne, Sydney, and
other towns. Some account of the novel situations in

which ho was himself placed is given in A Boy's Adventures
ir. '.he Wilds of Australia (1854). Shortly afterwards he
returned to tlie suburbs of London, on this occasion to

Highgate, and narrated more elaborately his exiioricnces in

Land, Lahour, and Gold ; or Two Years in Vv:toria, with
Visits to Sydwy and Van Diemen's Land, 2 vols., 1855, a
work which speedily became popular, the condition of the
Australian colonies being then almost totally unknown in

England. A further account of Australian life was given
in 1857 in TallangMa, the Squatter's Home, 3 vo's. The
year before Howitt bad commenced The Illustrated History

of England for Messrs Cassell, the sixth and last volume
of which appeared in 18C1. While this work was in pro-

gress be wrote in 1859 A Country Book of Amusements,
and, in connexion with Mrs Hall and others, 7'/te Boy's
flcrthday Book, and in 1S60 Tlte Man of the People, 3 vols.

Kiom 1861 to 18C4 Mr and Mrs Howitt w-.r,, , ,picJ on

The Ruined Abbeys and Castles of Great- Britain, issuing,

before its completion, The Wye, its Ruined Abbeys and
Castles (1863); and the same year Howitt printed a series

of Letters on Transportation, and the Cruelties Practised

under the Game Laws, and a work of great research. The
Hislorg of the Supernatural in all Ages and Nations, and
in all Churches, Christian and Pagan, demonstrating a
Universal Faith, 2 vols. To a man with the mental de-

velopment of Howitt the miraculous became at all times

an absorbing speculation; and he adds to these pages "his
own conclusions from a practical examination of the higher
phenomena through a course of seven years." " If," he
reasons, "you crush the supernatural you must crush the

universe." Other works from Howitt's prolific pen were
Sargent's Pecidiar (1864); The History of Discovery in

Australia, itc, 2 vols., 1865; The Ruined Abbeys of the

Birrder (1865), and of Yorkshire (1865), jointly with his

wife ; Woodburn Grange, a story of English country life,

3 vols., 1867 ; The Northern Heights of London, an anti-

quarian and topographical description of Harapstead,

Highgate, ic, 1869; The Mad Wur-Planet, and other

Poems, 1871; The Religion of Rome, 1873. Suffering

from bronchitis, Howitt had now made Rome his winter

residence, passing the summer in Tyrol. He died at Boma
on the 3d of March 1879.

HOWRAH, the largest and most important town in the

district of Hooghly, Bengal, and the headquarters of the

magisterial district of Howrah, is situated on the right

bank of the Hooghly river, opposite Calcutta, and forms a

suburb of that city. Since 1785 it has risen from a small

village to a town, with a magistrate, subordinate judge, kc,
of its own. The total area of Howrah and suburbs within

municipal limits is 11 '05 square miles; the population in

1872 numbered 97,784, of whom 54,098 were males and
43,686 females (Hindus, 79,335; Mahometans, 16,611;
Christians, 1484 ; others, 354). The municipal income in

1871-72 was £13,994. The town is lighted with gas ; it

contains several large and important dockyards, and is also

the Bengal terminus of the East Indian Railway. Mills and
manufactories of various sorts are rapidly developing.

Communication with Calcutta is carried on by means o{

ferry steamers, and by a massive pontoon bridge, which
was opened for traffic in 1874. Howrah is a suburban

residence for many people who have their places of business

in Calcutta. Sibpur,one of the suburbs of Howrah, situated

opposite Fort-William, a small village at the commencement
of the century, is now a flourishing little town. To the

south of Sfbpur are the Royal Botanical Gardens and the

Bishop's College.

HO.X^TER (Latin, Uuxaria), a town of Prussia, capital

of a circle in the government district of Minden, province

of Westphalia, is situated on the Weser at its confluence

with the Grube and the Schelpo, and on a branch line of

the Wcstphalian Railway, 2i miles S.W. of Holzminden.

It is the seat of a provincial oflice and of a circle court,

and possesses an 'Evangelical and a Catholic church, a

synagogue, a gymnasium, a building-school, and a hospital.

The Weser is crossed by a stone bridge about 500 feet in

length, erected in 1833. On the Brunsberg adjoining the

town there is an old watch-tower said to be the remains of

a fortress built by Bruno, brother of Wittekind. Near
Hcixter is the castle, formerly the Benedictine monastery,

of Corvey (see Corvev). The princi])al manulactiires of

the town are linen; cotton, cement, and gum, and there is

also a considerable shipping trade. The population Id

1875 was 5C45.
Iloxtcr in the time of Cliarlomagnc was a villa regia, and was the

scene of a battle lietween him and (be Saxons. Under llie protoe-

lion of the monastery of Corvey, founded in 816, it gradually

increa.<:e(i in pros]»erity. ITltinialcly it a.'vwrlcd its independcnco

and joined **'e jiavsa Le.\'^ie. It sulTcrc'' «cvcrely during the
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Thirty Years' War, being captured four several times. After tlie

peace of Westphalia it was united to Brunswick ; in ISO'Zit was trans-

feiTed to Orange-Nassau, and in 1 807 to Westphalia, after the disDiem-

berment of which in 1814 it came into the possession of Prussia.

HOYLE, Edmund or Edmond (1672-1769), the first

systeruatizer of the laws of whist, and author of a book on

games, was born in 1672. His parentage and place of

birth are unknown, and few details of his life are recorded.

For some time he was resident in London, and partially

supported himself by giving instruction in the game of

whist. For the use of his pupils he drew up a Short Treatise

on the game, which after circulating for some time in manu-

script was printed by him and entered at Stationers' Hall

in November 17-12. The laws of Hoyle continued to be

regarded as authoritative until 1864, since which time they

have been gradually superseded by the new rules adopted

by thb Arlington and Portland clubs in that year. Ho
also published rules for various other games, and his book

on games, which includes the Shart Treatise, has passed

into many editions. The weight of his authority is indi-

cated by the phrase "according to Hoyle," which, doubtless

first applied with reference to whist, has gained currency

as a general proverb. Hoyle died at Cavendish Square,

London, August 29, 1769.

HRABANUS MAURUS MAGNENTIUS (776-856),

archbishop of Mainz, and one of the most prominent

teachers and writers of the Carolingian age, was born of

noble parents at Mainz about the year 776. Less correct

forms of his name are Rabanus and Rhabanus. At a very

early age he was sent to Fulda, where he continued until,

on attaining the canonical age, he received deacon's orders

(801); in the following year, at the instance of Ratgar

his superior, he went along with Haimon (afterwards of

Halberstadt) to complete his studies at Tours under Alcuin,

who in recognition .of his diligence and purity gave him

the surname of Maurus, after St Miur the favourite disciple

of Benedict. Returning after the lapse of two years to

Fulda, he was entrusted with the principal charge of the

school, which under his direction rose into a state of great

efficiency for that age, and sent forth such pupils as VValafrid

Strabo, Servatus Lupus of Ferriires, and Otfrid of Weissen-

burg. At this period it is most probable that his Excerpiio

from the grammar of Priscian, long so popular as a text-

book during the Middle Ages, was compiled. In 81-1 he

was ordain°(l a priest ; but shortly afterwards, apparently

on account of disagruemeut with Ratgar, he was compelled

to withdraw for a time from Fulda. This "banishment"

is imderstood to have occasioned the pilgrimage to Palestine

to which he alludes in his commentary on Joshua. Return-

ing to Fulda on tho election of a new abbot (Eigil) in 817,

he himself five years afterwards (822) became superior.

The duties of this office he discharged with cSiciency and

success until 842, when, in order to secure greater leisure

for literature and for devotion, he resigned and retired to

the neighbouring cloister of St Peter's. In 847 he was

again constrained to enter public life by his election to

succeed Otgar in tho archbishopric of Mainz, which see ho

occupied for upwards of eight years. Tho principal inci-

dents of historical interest belonging to this period of his life

were those which arose out of hLs relations to Gottschalk
;

they may be regarded as thoroughly typical of thafcruel

intolerance which he shared with all his contemporaries, and

also of that ardent zeal which was peculiar to himself ; but

they hardly do justice to tho spirit of kindly benevolence

which in less frying circumstances ho was over ready todi.s-

play. He died at Winkel on the Rhine, February 4, 856.

He is frequently referred to as St Rabanus, but incorrectly.

His voluminous works, many of wliich remain unpublished, com-

prize commentaries on a con.'viiiorablc number of the hooks both of

c.inoiiical anil of apocrynhul Scripture (Genesis to Judges, Huth,

King3, Chronicles, Judith, Esther, Canticles, Troverbt,, WisJoni,

Ecclcsiasticus,Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel.Maccabees, Matthew,
the Epistles of St Paul, including Hebrews); and various treatises

relating to doctrinal and practical subjects, including more than one
series of Homilies. Perhaps the most important is that DcInsutiUi>yne
ClcricoTum, in three books, by wliich he did much to bring into

prominence the views of Augustine and Gregory the Great as to the

training which was requisite for a right discharge of the clerical

function ; the most popular has been --a comparatively worthless

tract Di Laudihus SaiuUcs Cnicis, Among the others may be men-
tioned that Dc Univcrso Libri xzti., sive Etumologiamm Ojnis, a kind
of dictionary or encyclopedia, designed as a help towards the his-

torical and mystical interpretation of Scripture, the De Sacrii

OrdinihcSf the Dg Bisciplina Ecclc^astica, and the Martyrologium.
All of them are characterized by erudition (he knew even some Greek
and Hebrew) rather than by originality of thought. The poems art

of singularly little interest or value, except as including one forrc

of the " Veni Creator." In the annals of German philology a special

interest attaches to the Glossaria Lalino-Thcodisca. A commentar}'.

Super Porphyrium, printed by Cousin in 1836 among the Ouvrarja

inhiils d'Abelard, and assigned both by that editor and by Haureau
to Hrabanus Maurus is now generally believed to have been the work
of a disciple.

The flrat nominally complete edition of the works of Hnibanua Maums was thai

of Colvencr (Coloffne, 6 vola. fol.. 1627). The Opera Oritma form vols, cvii -cxil.

of Mli^ne's Patrologix Cursus Complete. The J)f i'nivcrso 13 the subject of

Compendium der yalurwisscnschaJCt-n an der Sa^tule tu Fulda im IX. Jaiirhunderi

(Beilio. 1880). Maums is the subject of monogmphs by Schwarz {Dt linabant

Mawo prime Ge^-manioE praxrTlore, ISll). Kunstmnnn (I/iitoriscfi<: Monographtt
ubef Hrabanus ifa>jncnlius Maurus, 1S41), Spengler {Lfbfn des /teii. RJiabanm
Maurus, 1S56), and Kiihlcr {Jthabanus Maurus u. die Sc/tule ru Fulda, 1870).

/.uej by his disciple Ku^iolplius and by Joannes Trithcmius arc printed. In the

Cologne edition of tlie Opera, Sec also Pertz, Monum. Germ. Hist., vols. L anc'

II. , and Bahr. Oescli. d. romischen Literatur im Harding. Zeitatter, 1840.

HROSVITHA (f cquently Roswitha, and properly

Heotsuit), early iLediaival dramatist and chronicler,

occupies a very notable position in the history' of modem
European literature. Her endeavours formed part of

the literary activity by which the age of tho eniperoi

Otto the Great sought to emulate that of Charles the

Great. The famous nun of Gandersheim has occasionally

been confounded with her namesake, a learned abbess ol

the same convent, who must have died at least half a

century earlier. The younger Hrosvitha was born in all

probability about the year 935 ; and, if tho statement be

correct that she sang the praises of the three Ottos, she

must have lived to near the close of the century. Some
time before the year 959 she entered the Benedictine

nunnery of Gandersheim, a foundation which was confined

to ladies of German birth, and was highly favoured by

the Sason dynasty. "In 959 Gerberga, daughter of Duke
Henry of Bavaria, and tlicrefore niece of the emperor Ottc

I., was consecrated abbess of Gandersheim, and the earliet

literary efforts of the youthful Hrosvitha (whose own con

nexion with the royal family appears to be an unauthcnti

cated tradition) were encouraged by the still more youthful

abbe.ss, and by a nun of the name of Richarda.

The literary works of Hrosvitha, all of which were as a

matter of course in Latin, divide themselves into three

groups. Of these the first and least important comprises

eight narrative religious poems, in leonine hexameters or

di.stichs. Their subjects are the Nativity of the Virgin

(from tho apocryphal gospel of St James, tho brother ol

our Lord), the Ascension, and a scries of legends of saints

(Gandolph, Pclagius, Theophilus, Basil, Denis, Agnes).

Like these narrative poems, the dramas to which above aU

Hrosvitha owes her fame seem to have been designed for

reading aloud or recitation by sisters of tho convent Fci

though there are indications that the idea of the'/ repre-

sentation was at least present to tho ipind of tho authoress,

tho fact of such a representation appears to be an unwar-

rantable assumption. Tho comcibes of Hrosvitha are six

in number, being doubtless in this respoctalso intended to

recall their nominal model, tho comedies of Terence. They

were devised on tho simple principle that the world, the

flesh, and tho devil should not have all tho good plays to

themselves. Tho exporimont upon which the younj-

Christian dramatist ventured was accordingly, althougl

not absolutely novel, audacious cneugh. In form IL'
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dramas of " the strong voice of Gandorsheim," aa Hrosvitba

(possibly alludiog to a supposed etymology of her name)

calls herself, are by no means Terentian. They arc written

m prose, with an element of something like rhythm, and

an occasional admixture of rhyme. In their themes, and

in the treatment of these, they aro what they were intended

to bo, the direct opposites of the lightsome adapter of

Menander They are founded upon legends of the saints,

selected with a view to a glorification of religion in its

supremost ctfurts and most transcendental aspects. The
emperor Constantine's daughter, for e.\aniple, Constantia,

gives her hand in marriage to GaUicaiius, just before he

starts on a Scythian campaign, though she has already

taken a vow of perpetual maidenhood. In the hour of

battle he is himself converted, and, having on his return

like his virgin bride chosen the more blessed unmarried

state, dies as a Christian martyr in exiK The three holy

nuidens Agape, Chionia, and Irene are preservefl by a

humorous miracle from the evil designs of DuUitiuSj to

offer up their pure lives as a sacrifice under Diocletian's

per.seculions. Callimac/tn^, who has Romeo like carried

liis earthly passion for the saintly Drusiana into her tomb,

and among its horrors has met with his own death, is by
the mediation of St John raised with her from the dead to

a Christian life. All these themes are treated with both

spirit and skill, often with instinctive knowledge of dramatic

effect—often with genuine touches of pathos and undeniable

felicities of expression. In Dulcitius there is also an
element of comedy, or rather of farce. How far Hrosvitha's

comedies were an isolated phenomenon of their age in

Germany must remain undecided , in the general history

of the drama they form the visible bridge between the few

earlier attempts at utilizing the forms of the classical drama
for Christian purposes and the miracle plays. They are

in any case the productions of genius
; nor has Hrosvitba

niiased the usual tribute of the supposition that Shakespeare
has borrowed from her writings.

The third and last group of the writings of Hrosvitba is

that of her versified historical chronicles. At the request

of the abbess Oerberga she composed her Carmen de Gesfis

OJJiinis, an epic attempting in some degree to follow the

great Roman model. It was completed by the year 968,
and presented by the authoress to both the old emperor
and his son (then already crowned as) Otto II. This poem
ao closely adheres to the materials supplied to the authoress

by members of the imperial family that, notwithstanding

its courtly omissions, it is regarded as an historical authority.

Unfortunately only half of it remains ; the part treating of

the period from 953 to 9G2 is lost with the exception of a

few fragments, and the period from 962 to 967 is summarized
only. Subsequently, in a poem (of 837 hexameters) De
Primordiis Cuenohii Gandersheimensis, Hrosvitba narrated

the beginnings of her own convent, and its history up to

the year 919.
The Munich MS., which contains all the works enumerated above

except the ChronicU of Oandcrsheim, wa3 edited by the f^rcat

Vieniiii humanist Celtesin 1501, and re-edited by the learned H. L.
SchurztliMsch in 1707. The comedies have been translated into
CJ.rniau by Bendixen (Lubeck, 1858), and into French by A.
illa;?nin (I'aris, 1845), whose introduction gives a full account of the
liutborcss aiid her works. A copious analysis of these plays will bo
found in Klein, Gcachichte dcs Dramas, ill. 065-754. Gustav
Frcytag is the author of a treatise De Rosuitka poctria (Breslau,
18y9); and at the beginning of Cohn's Shaksi>care in Germany,
Sliakes])earean parallels are .suggested to certain passages in
llrc^vitha's dramas. Her two historical chronicles were edited by
.Pert?, among the Monumenla Ocrmanite (vol. iv. ); for an appreci.a-
Hon of {'•cm see Wattenbach, 0cschichl3queUen, 214-216, and
CiesebrechV, Dtiilscke KaUerzcil, i. 780, who mentions a German
translation by ['fund. There is a complete edition of the works of
Hrosvitba by K. A, Harack (Nuremberg, 1858). .T. Asclibach (1867)
alteinpled to prove thit Ccltes had forged the productions which
he publiKhed under the name of Hrosvitba, but no was refuted by
R. kopke (Berlin, ISR.o^ (A. W. '.v ;
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nUANCAVELICA, or Ocjancabelica, the chief town
of a department of same name, Peru, is situated in a deep
ravine, of an average width <«f one mile, at about 12,400
feet above sea level, and ICO miles south-east of Lima. It

is well and regularly built, the bouses being of stone, while

several stone bridges span the stream that flows through
the town. Huancave!lica"was founded in 1572 as a mining
town by the viceroy Francisco de Toledo, and mining ha.i

continued to be the principal cmployinent of the inhabitnnts.

Close by is the famous quicksilver mine of Santa Barbara,

with its subterranean San Rosario church, cut out of the

cinnabar. Population in 1876, 3937.

HUANUCO, orGuANuco, the chief town of the Peru-

vian department of the same name, is situated on the

left bank of the river Huallaga near its junction with the

Higueras, in a beautiful valley nearly GOOO feet above sea-

level, and 180 miles north west of Lima. The streets are

laid out regularly, but the houses are mean-looking. As
nearly every house is surrounded by a garden the limits of

the town embrace a large area. Sweetmeats for the Lima
market are almost the only manufacture, most of the inhabi-

tants being engaged in mining and farming. Iluanuco

was founded in 1539 by Gomez Alvarado, and was shortly

afterwards raised to a bishopric. In 1812 during an

insurrection of the Indians of Panao it was plundered.

The population in 1876 was 5263.

HUARAZ, chief town of the Peruvian department of

Ancachs, and of a district to which it gives its name, ia

situated on the left bank of the river Santa, in a fertile

valley of the Andes, about 190 miles N.N.W. of Lima.

There is some export trade in cattle, wheat, sugar, and fruit;

and in the vicinity considerable quantities of gold, silver,

and copper are mined. A state railway 172 miles long, of

which 82 miles are completed, is designed to connect

Huaraz with Chimbote on the coast. Near the town there

are ruins in the second or Cyclopean style of Inca architec-

ture, sufficiently like the remains at Tiahuanca to allow us

to assign Huaraz as the northern limit of the prehistoric

Incarial empire, of which Tiahuanca was the southern

boundary. Population in 1876, 4851.

HUBER, FEANgois (1700-1831), an eminent Swiss

naturalist, especially distinguished by the originality and

reach of his researches into the life history of the honey-bee,

was born at Geneva, July 2, 1750. He belonged to a family

which bad already made its mark in the literary and scien-

tific world : his great-aunt, Marie Huber (1695-1753), was
known as a voluminous writer on religious and theological

subjects, and as the translator andepitomizer of The Spectal.yr

(Redaction du Spedaleur Anglais A ce (jii'il ren/erme di

meiUeur, Amst., 3 vols. 1753) ; and his father Jean Hubei

(1721-1786), who had served for many years as a soldier,

was a prominent member of the coterie at Ferney, distin-

guishing himself both by the rare skill with which he could

reproduce the likeness of Voltaire by clipping paper and

by other unpromising devices, and by the publication of a

valuable series of Obsei't'ations sur le vol des oiscaux (Geneva,

1784). From an early age Fran<;ois Huber displayed ;.

dangerous ardour for study ; and he wu.^ on'.j nrree^ y-ars

old when he began, in consequence of his illjiulu'ed

assiduity, to suffer from an afl'cction of the eyes which

gradually resulted in total blindnes.s. Happily at once for

his comfort and his fame he had secured the affection of

Marie Aimee Lullin. Having patiently waited till she was

legally of age, she married the hu.sband of her choice, and

ministered to bis wants till her death with such unceasing

devotion that it was only, he said, when he lost b r that he.

really felt ho was blind. For many years her efforts were

seconded by Franriois Burnens, a servant, whom Iluber had

inspired with something of his own love of nature. The
Mults of the investigations which were conducted by this
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happily assorted trio, at once surprised and delighted the

world. So skilfully did the blind man devise his ex-

periments, and so carefully did his assistants conduct and

register tiieir observations, that the work Nouvelles Observa-

tions srir les aheiUcs (Geneva, 1792 ; Paris, 1796 ; ne-v ed.,

Paris, 1814; English translation, Edinburgh, 1800 and

1821) laid the foundation of all our scientific knowledge of

the subject. Ruber assisted Senebier in his Mem. siir

I'influenre de fair, d-c, dans la gerndnation (Geneva,

1800); and we also have from his pen " M6ra. sur I'origine

de la cire " (BihUollieijve Brilannique, tome xxv), a

" Lettre i AI. Pictet sur certains dangers que courent les

ebeiiles " (Bib. Brit., xxvii.), and " Nouvelles observ. rel. au

sphinx Atropos" {Bib. Brit., xxvii.). He died at the age

of eighty-one, December 22, 1831. De Candolle gave his

name to a genus of Brazilian trees

—

HubeHa taurina.

Pierre Huber (1777-1840) followed in his father's footsteps.

His best known work is Recherches s\tr les moe^trs des

fourmis inrf/yenes (Geneva and Paris, 1810; newed., Geneva,

1861), but he also contributed papers on various ento-

mological subjects to several scientific periodicals.

See the account of Fran9oi3 Huber by De Candolle in Bibl
UnivcTsdlc, 1832; nml the notice of Pierre in Bibl. Univ., 186G;
also Haag, La France Protestante.

HUBER, JoHANN (1830-1879), a philosophical and

theological writer whose name is intimately connected in

Germany, and indeed throughout Europe, with the Old
Catholic and other recent movements towards freednm and
enlightenment, was born in very liumble circumstances, on

August 18, 1830, at Munich, where, originally destined for

the priesthood, he early began the btudy of theology. By
the writings of Spinoza and Oken, however, he was strongly

drawn to philosophical pursuits, and it was in philosophy

that he " habilitated " (1854), and ultimately became pro-

fessor (extraordinarius in 1859 and ordinarius in 1864).

Along with Diillinger and others he attracted a large

amount of public attention in 1869 by the challenge to

the Ultramontane promoters of the Vatican council in the

treatise Der Papst u. der Koncit, which appeared under

the pseudonym of " Janus," and also in 1 870 by a series of

letters (" Romische Eriefe"), which were published in the

Allgemeine Zeilitng. The nature of the numerous contro-

versies in which he became involved both before and after

this main episode of his life may bo gathered from the

subjoined list of his published writings. He died suddenly

of heart disease at Munich on March 20, 1879.

Hiii treatise Ucbrr die Willai.':/rcihnt (185S) was followed inl859by
Die tliiloanphic der Ktrc.hcnvdlcr, which was promptly placed by the

Roman authoritie'. iipou the Imiex, antl which led to the prohibition

of all Catholic 3tudent3 from attending his lectures : Johanii£s S'eotus

Erigr.na, 1861 ; like der Uristcrbliehkeil, 1864 ; Studicn, 1865 ;

Der Prolciarier : zur Orientirung in der socialcn Frage, 1865 ; Der
Jesuitcnorden nach l^erfassung u. Doktrin, IVissenschaft u. Gcschichte,

1873; Der Pe.isimismv.3, 1876; Die Forschung nach der Materie,

1877 ; Zur Phitosopkie der Astronomie, 1878 , Das Geddrhlniss,

1878. lift also published adverse criticisms on Darwin, Straus.s,

Hiirtinann, and Hacckel ; pamphlets on Das Papslthitm u. der Stunt,

1S7II, and on Die Freiheitev der franzosisclicn Kirche, 1871 ; and
• vuliiino of Kleine Schriften, 1871.

IIUBERT (HuouBERT or HvcDcnECHT, "the Bright-

wilted "), St, bishop of Lli'go, was son of Bcrtrand, duke nf

Guionnc, and held a pmniinent phice in the court of the

Prankish king Thcodoric, and afterwards in that of Pi]ipin

of Hcristal. lie was passionately fund of the chase, but

with the death of his wife Floribane all his tasto for

mundane enjoyments di.^appcarcd, and followingtho counsels

of his friend and teacher, Bishop Lambert of Macstricht, ho

retired to the monastery of Stavelot, whence he afterwards

undertook a pilgrimage to Rome, on occasion of which he

was by pope Sergius I. appointed bishop of Tongern. In

708 he succeeded Lambert in the see of Macstricht and

Liiigo, to whose memory ho erected a cathedral in the latter

city. His death occurred in 727, and in 825 his remains
(which, it is alleged, sulTered no decay for many years) were
removed to a Benedictine cloister in the Ardennes, which
thenceforth bore his name, and ultimately became a con-

siderable resort of pilgrims. St Hubert's day is November
3, but the date and circumstances of his canonization are

not stated. His conversion, represented as having been

brought about, while he was hunting on Good Friday, by
a miraculous appearance of a stag bearing between bis

horns a beaming cross or crucifix, has frequently been made
the subject of artistic treatment. He is the patron of

hunters, and is also invoked in cases of hydrophcbia and
demoniac possession. Several orders of knighthood have

been under his protection ; among these may be mentioned

the Bavarian, the Bohemian, and that of the electorate

of Cologne.

See Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art ; Fetis, Ligende de Saint

Hubert, jrricidie d'une preface bibliographiqiiA et dune introduelion

hi'it^rique, 1846, Des Granges, Vii de Sainl Hubert, 1872;
Ueggcn, Des heiltgen Huberlus Leben u. IVirken, 1875.

HUBLI, a town in DhirwAr district, Bombay, 15° 20'

N. lat., 75° 12' E. long., situated 13 miles south-east

of Dh.^rwir, on the main road from Poena to Harihar

;

it is 230 miles south-east from Poena, 142 miles from

Belhlri (BoUary), 90 miles from K4rw4r, and 97 miles from

Kumpta (Coompta). Population (1872) 37,961. Situated

on the main lines of communication to Harihar, KirwAr,

and Kumpta, the town has become thexentre of the cotton

trade of the Bouthem Marhatti country. Besides raw

cotton and silk fabrics, a general trade in copper vessels:,

grain, salt, and other commodities is conducted on a largo

scale. Hubli was formerly the seat of an English factory,

which in 1673, with the rest of the town, was plundered

by Sivajf, thij MarhattA leader.

HUC, EvaeisteRegis(1613-1860), acelebrated French

missionary-traveller, was born at Toulouse, let Augus-t

1813. In his twenty-fourth year he entered the congrega-

tion of the Lazarists at Paris, and shortly after receiving

holy orders in 1839 set forth fired by missionary zeal fcr

China. At Macao he spent some eighteen months in th«

Lazarist semmary preparing himself under the instruction

of Perboyre for the regular work of a missionary in tho

interior. Having at last acquired a sufficient command of

the Chinese tongue, and modified his personal appearance

in accordance with Chinese taste, he started from Canton

clad in the flowing costume of the natives, with his skin

dyed yellow, and wearing the inevitable queue. He at first

superintended a Christian mission in the southern provinces,

and then passing to Peking, where ho perfected his know-

ledge of the language, eventually settled in the Valley of

Black Waters or Ho Shuy, a little to the north of the

capital, and just within the borders of Mongolia. There,

beyond the Great Wall, a large but scattered population of

native Christians had found a refuge from the pcrt^ecutions

of Kia-King, to be united half a century later in a vast but

vague apostolic vicariate. The assiduity with which Hue
devoted himself to the study of the diulccts and customs of

the Tartars, for whom at the cost of much labour lie trans-

lated various religious works, was an admirable preparation

for undertaking in 1844, at the instigation of tho vicar

apostolic of Mongolia, an expedition who.se object was to

dissipate the obscurity which hung over tho country and
habits of the Tibetans. September of that year found the

missionary at Tolon-noor occupied with tho final arrange-

monta for his journey, ami .shortly afterwards, accompanied

by his fcllow-Lazarist, Joscjih Gabct, and a young Tibetan

priest who had embraced Christianity, he set out. To
escape attention tho little party assumed the dress of lamas

or priests. Crossing the Iloangho at Shagan-Kcorcn, they

advanced into the tcrriblo sandy tract known as the
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stoppes of tlie Ortoos. After sufieiing clreaJtuUy iroin
'

waut of water and fuel they entered Kansu, having recrossed

the flooded Hoaug-ho, but it was not till January 1845

that they reachud Tang-Kiuul ou the .'oundary. Rather

thau encounter alone the horrors of a fuur months' journey

to Lhassa they resolved to wait f.>r eight months till the

arrival of a Tibetan embassy on its return from Peking.

Under an intelligent teacher they meanwhile studied the

Tibetan language" and Buddhist literature, and during

three months of their stay they resided in the famous

Kounboum Lamasery, which was reported to accommodate

4000 persons. Towards the end of September they joined

the returning embassy, nhirh comprised 2000 men and

3700 animaU. Crossing the deserts of Koko-nur, they

passed the great lake of that name, with its island of con-

templative lamas, and, ascending with difficulty and haid-

sihip the tortuous snow-covered mountains of Chuga and
Baylen-Bharat, they at last entered Lhassa on the 29th

January 1846. Favourably received by the regent, they

opened a little chapel, and were in a fair way to establish

la important mission, when the Chinese ambassador inter-

f.'red and had the two missionaries conveyed back to

Canton, where they arrived in October of the same year.

I'or nearly three years Hue remained at Canton, but iM.

i-labet, returning to Europe, proceeded thence to Rio de

Janeiro, and died there shortly afterwards. Hue returned

•;o Europe lu shattered health in 1 S52, visiting India, Egypt,

iiid Palestine on his way, and, after a prolonged residence

.11 Paris, died 31st March 1800. His writings comprise,

orsides numerous letters and memoirs in the Annates de la

T'ropagalioit de la Foi, the famous Souvenirs d'un Voyage

diins la Tarlnrif le Thibet, et la Chine pmdant les annees
1S44-46 (2 vol I Par., 1850, Eng. transl. by \V. Hazlitt,

]xjl, abbreviated by M. Jones, Lond., 18G7); its supple-

niant, crowned by the Academy, entitled L'Empire Chinois

(2 vols., Par., 1854, Eng. transl., Lond., 1859); and an

elaborate historical work, Le Chrislianisme en Chine, &c.

(4 vols., Par., 1857-58; Eng. transl, Lond., 1857-58).

These works are written ir a lucid, racy, picturesque style,

which has secured for them an unusual degree of popu-

larity. The narrative of one of the most remarkable feats

of modern travel, the Souvenirs contain passages of so

bingular a character as in the absence of corroborative

testimony to stir up a feeling of incredulity. That Hue
was suspected unjustly has been amply proved by the

later research of Bushnell, David, Prejevalski, Richthofen,

and Colonel Wontgomerie's " Pundits." But although his

credibility ha« been firmly established, and although in

bis heroic enterpri^'» he gathered a vast amount of novel

and curious information, the fact remains that Hue was
by no means a practical geographer, and that the record

of bis travels loses greatly in value from the want of precise

scientific data

i*etf. lor inform:iiion apecmlly '/iAtiug to the wlidle suhjecl. the
«it)lx- DesgoJin s Mission di. '''.'abet de 1855 a 1670, Vcrilun, 1872

;

iiid " Account of the Puurtit s .luurnuy in Great Tibet," m the Itayal
Swyra/ihical Hoacty's Journal for 1877.

HUCBALD (also called Hugbaldus and Hubaldus)
was born in or about 840, if we may believe the statement
of his biographers to the effect that he died in 930, aged
90. Of bis life little is known ; not even the place of his

birth can be ascertained, but he was no doubt a Frenchman
or a Belgian. It is certain that he studied at the convent
of St Amand in French Flanders, where his undo Milo
occupied an important position. IJucbald made rapid
progress in tae acquirement of various sciences and arts,

including that of music, and at an early age composed a
hymn in honour of St Andrew, which m-jt with such success
US to excito the jealousy of his uncle. It is said that

Hucbald in consequence was compelled to leave St Amand,

anil started an independent school of music and other ana
at Nevers. In 8C0, however, we find him at St Germain
d'AujLerre, bent U])on completing his studies, and in 872
he IS back again at St Amand as the successor in the head
mastership of the convent school of his uncle, to whom hd
had been reconciled in the meantime. Between 883 and
900 Hucbald went on several missions of reforming and
reconstructing various schools of music, including that of

Rheims, but in the latter year he returned to St Amand,
where he remained to the day of his death (June 25, 930,

or, according toother chroniclers, June 20, 932), and where
his most important works on music were written. Of the

character of these works and of the reforms and improve-

ments advocated by them it is not easy to give a correct

idea ; not even their number is sufficiently certain, for

some treatises have been attributed to Hucbald which are

obviously not his, and others of which the authorship is at

least doubtful. His largest and most authentic work is the

Enchiridion MtisiccF, published with other writings of minor
importance in the first volume of (Jerber's Scriptores ecclesi-

as'.ici, and containing a complete system of musical science

as well as instructions regarding notation. Hucbald as

a musical theorist may be called a precursor of Guide
d'Arezzo, to whose hexachord system his letrachord, that

is, the use of four instead of seven letters, forms a kind of

basis. His scales are founded on strictly Greek principles,

and cannot be said to mark a decided step in advance;

neither is his system of notation much superior to the earlier

ones, although here also he teems in a manner to fore-

shadow Guido's use of the lines and spaces of the staff from

which the modern method took its rise. Of great im-

portance is the 13 th chapter of the Enchiridion, which treats

of the diaphony or organum,— in other words, of sing-

ing in parts. Amongst other prescriptions it is curious to

find the rule which recommends the use of parallel fifths

and fourths, so strictly prohibited by later theorists, while,

on the other hand, consecutive thirds, particularly eupho-'

nious to the modern ear, are excluded by Hucbald.

A good account of the monk of St Amand and his system will be

found m Cousbeinaket'3 ^/e7?M?ir? sut Hucbald, Paris, 1841; Hawkins
{Uisto^-y, vol. 1, p. 15.3) also givca a sliort notice of Hucbald, and
luentions two epitaphs written in his honour by contemporaries.

HUCHTENBURG. Two brothers of this name prac-

tised the art of painting in the second half of the 17th

century. Both were natives of Haarlem. Jacob, the elder,

of whom very little is known, studied under Berghcm, and
went early to Italy, where he died young about 1667. His

pictures are probably confounded with those of his brother.

In Copenhagen, where alone they are catalogued, t'lcy

illustrate the style of a Dutchman who transfers Bcrghi.m's

cattle and flocks to Italian landscapes and market-places.

John van Huchtenburg (1646-1733), born at Haarlem it

is said in 1646, was first taught by Thomas Wyk, and

afterwards induced to visit the chief cities of Italy, where,

penetrating as far as Rome, he met and dwelt with his

brother Jacob. After the death of the latter be wandered

homewards, taking Paris on his way, and served under

Van der Meulen, then employed in illustrating for Louis

XIV. the camjiaign of 1667-68 in the Low Countries.

In 1670 he settled at Haarlem, where he married, practised,

and kept a dealer's shop. His style had now merged into

an imitation of Philip Wouvermans and Van der Meulen,

which could not fail to produce pretty pictures of hunts

and robber camps, the faculty of painting horses and men
in action and varied dre.<;s being the chief point of attrac

tion. Later on Huchtenburg ventured on cavalry skirmishes

and engagements of regular troops generally, and these

were admired by Prince Eugene and William III., who
gave the painter sittings, and commissioned him to

throw upon canvas the chief incidents of the battles they
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fought upon the continent of Europe. When he died at

Anislerdi»m in 1733, Huchtenburg had done much by

his pictures and prints to make Prince Eugene, King
William, and Marlborough popular. Though clever in

dbpicting a melee or a skirmish ef dragoons, he remained

second to Philip Wouvermans in accuracy of drawing, and

inferior to Van der Meulen fn the production of landscapes.

But nevertheless ho was a clever and spirited master, with

great facility of hand and considerable natural powers of

observation.

Tho earliest date on his pictures is 1674, when he executed the

Stag-lUint in the Museum of Berlin, and the Fight with Robbers

in the Lichtensteiu collection at Vienna. A Skirmish at Fleurus

^1690) in the Brussels gallery seems but the precursor of larger and
more iioweiful works, such as tho Siege of Namur (1695) in the

Belvedere nt Vienna, where William III. is seen in the foreground

•cconipaniud by Max Emmanuel, the Bavarian elector. Three
years before, Huchtenburg had had sittings from Prince Eugene
(Hague museum) and William III. (Amsterdam Trippenhuis).

After 1696 ho regul.irly sci-ved as court painter to Prince Eugene,
and wc have at Turin (gallery) a series oreleven canvases all of the

•ame size depicting the various battles of the great hero, commenc-
iug with the fight of Zeiitha against the Turks in 1697, and con-

cluding with the capture of Belgrade in 1717. Had the duke of

Marlborough been fond of art he would doubtless have possessed

liiany works of our artist. All that remains at Blenheim, however,
is a couple of sketches of battles, which were probably sent to

Churchill by his great contemporary. The pictures of Huchtenburg
uru not very numerous now in public galleries. There is one in the
National Gallery, London, another at the Louvre. But Copenhagen
has four, Dresden six, Gotha two, and Munich has the well-known
composition of Tallart taken Prisoner at Blenheim in 1704.

.HUDDERSFIELD, a municipal and parliamentary

borough and market-town of England, in the West Riding
of Yorkshire, is beautifully situated on the slope of a hill

in the valley of the Colne, a tributary of the Calder, 15

miles south of Bradford, and 16i south-west of Leeds. It

is surrounded by a network of railways, and is connected

with the extensive canal system of Lancashire and York-
shire. The town is built principally of stone, and has

undergone within late years very extensive improvements,
in regard to both its external appearance and its sanitary

arrangements. The older portions of tho town, where the

streets were mean-looking and narrow, have almost dis-

appeared, making way for handsome, spacious, and well-

pave4 thoroughfares, whilst many, of the business premises

possess considerable architectural merit. Among the

churches deserving special mention are St Peter's, the

parish church, in the Perpendicular style, rebuilt in 1837
at a cost of £10,000, possessing chancel, nave, aisles,

transept, and tower with peal of ten bells ; Trinity

Church, erected in 1819 at a cost of £12,000, in the

Pointed style, with an embattled tower at the west end;
8t Paul's, built by tho parliamentary commissioners
in 1831, in tho Early English stylo, with a tower sur-

mounted by a light spire
; St Thomas's, in the Transition

Early English style, completed in 1859 at a cost of

£10,000. Of the numeroua Nonconformist places of

worship, Ramsden Street (6ongregational), Queen Street

and Buxton Roud (Wesl^an), and Brunswick Street (Free
Methodist) chapels are remarkable for their capacity, whilst

High Street (Now Connexion Methodist), New North Road
(Baptist), and llighfiold and Hillhouse (Congregational)
have considerable architectural beauty. Tho principal

other building.t, in addition to the many fine warehouses,
are tho Clolh-IIall, erected by Sir Thomas Ramsden in

• 758, and extended in 1780,—a circular two-storied brick

building, having a diameter of 80 yards, now fallen

almost into disuse; the Armoury, erected as a riding,

school, but now the headquarters of tho rille volunteers,

and also used for concerts and large public meetings ; the
Victoria Hall, a capacious building recently erected by the

Uuddersfield Tciniicri.ucc Society , tho Philosophical Hall,

in tho Qrocian style, originally used for Kictures and public

meetings, afterwards converted in^j a mcacre, and burnt
almost to the ground February 15, 1880 ; the Gymnasium
Hall, erected in 1847, capable of accommodating lOf^O

persons, and transformed into public baths in 1879 ; the

Infirmary, erected in 1831, a large and elegant stone edifice

of the Doric order with wings and a porticO; the latter

supported by four fluted columns, a large ward and medi-

cated baths being added later ; the General Railway Station.

in the Grecian style, erected in 1848, having in front a

"handsome statue of Sir Robert Peel ; the Huddersfield

College, in the Baronial style, established in 1838 for sont

of gentlemen and tradesmen ; the Collegiate School, in tht

Gothic style, erected in 1839 ; the Huddersfield Club ; the

Borough Club; the Masonic Hall (1838) ; the Corporation

offices, in the Classic style (1877) ; the Town-Hall, also ir

the Classic style, but much richer (ISSO) ; the Guardians'

offices (1880) ; the Ramsden Estate buildings, a handsonif

and extensive block of the mixed Italian order , tht

Chamber of Commerce ; and a remarkably fine new market,

hall, in the Gothic style, with a clock-tower and spire lOf

feet in height, founded in 1878, and opened in 1880

an of Huddersfield.

The cost of the building was £28,000, and the simi paid

by the corporation to Sir J W. Ramsden, Bart., for the

market-rights and site, was £25.790, in addition to

£15,273 for the site and rights of the cattle-uiarkot. A
.public cemetery, off New North Road, the property of the

i

corporation, with mortuary chapels for Churchmen and

j

Nonconformists, was completed in 1855; and the Cemetery

at Almondbury was taken over by the corporation in 18G8.

The extensive gas-works are the properly of tho corporatic n

I

as are also tho water-works, which afford an ample supplj

I

of excellent water, the reservoirs being capable of storing

900,000,000 gallons. The cost has been over £750,000,

I

A public park of 21 acres, callid the Beaumont Park, is the

gift of Mr H. F. Beaumont ; the first sod was cut on May
29, 1880. There are fourteen handsome board schools,

erected at a cost of about £ 1 20,000, twenty-one national

schools, and one Roman Catholic school. The principal

public societies are the mechanics' institution, the building

for which, a largo cilifuc in the Italian style, was ([icnod in

18(il, and the mechanics' institutes nt I.indlcy and Lock-

wood, each possessing handsome buildings. HuddcrslTcId

is a place of considerable aiitii|uity, being mentioned in

Domesday, and is suuuosed by some to derive its name from.
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Oder or Hudard, a Saxon chief ; bnt its importaDce dates

from the establishment of the woollen manufacture within

[he last century. It is the principal seat of the fancy

woollen trade in England ; and it exceeds every other place

m the variety of its manufacture of this class of textile

fabrics, which includes doeskins, angolas, tweeds, worsted

coatings and trouserings, Ulster cloths, mohairs, cashmeres,

sealskins, faijcy diess skirtings, kerseys, woollen corjs,

qniltings, a few broad cloths, and a large number of union

materials. It also possesses silk and cotton spinning mills,

, iron foundries, engineering works for steam-engines, steam-

engine boilers, and the machinery used ia the various

manufactures, chemical works, dye-houses, lead-piping and

s :nitary tube manufactories, and three organ factories.

Handlooni weaving is carried on in the surrounding vil-

lages, but to a much less extent than formerly. A market

for woollen goods is held weekly. Coal is abundant in

the vicinity. There is a sulphurous spa in the Lockwood
ward, with warm, cold, vapour, and shower baths. At
.^Imondbury, '2 miles distant from the centre of the town,

there was at one time a Saxon fortress, and by some writers

the Roman station Cambodunum, mentioned by Antonine,

vs believed to have been situated there ; recent excavations,

however, have proved almost conclusively that at Slack,

just outside the opposite boundary of the borough, was the

real Cambodunnm. Kirklees park, 3 miles from Hudders-

field, is po[iu!arly supposed to have been the burial-place

of Robin Hojd. Since 1832 Huddersfield has returned

one member to parliament, and it became a municipal

borough in 1868, with 12 wards, and a town council of

56 members. The area of the town was greatly increased

at the time of its incorporation. The area of the par-

liamentary borough 13 10,998 acres, and that of the

aiunicipal borough 10,498 acres. The population of the

parliamentary borough in 18(il was 31,877; and in 1871,

owing chiefly to the increased area, it was 74,358. The
population of the municipal borough in 1880 was estimated

at 81,780.

HUDSON, a city of the United States of America,

capital of Columbia county, Xew York, is situated on the

left bank of the Hudson river at the Lead of navigation,

and on the Hudson and Boston and Hudson River Railways,

114 miles north of New York city. It stands on the ridge

of a picturesque elevation called Prospect Hill, which after

rising abruptly 60 feet from the river, slopes gradually to

an elevation of 500 feet. The high river bank projects

into the river in the form of a bold promontory, affording

a delightful promenade, and having on either side a fine

bay with depth of water sufficient for the largest ships.

Tlie wharves are situated at the foot of the promontory

aud along the inargm of these bays The city is for the

most part regularly built, with streets crossing each other

at right angles, and a public square situated immediately

above the wharves. Works to supply the city with water

have lately been constructed at a cost of 250,000 dollars.

The principal buildings are the court-house, constructed pf

marble and limestone and surmounted by a dome, the city

ball aad post-office, and the academy. The city is also well

6u|)|>lied with other schools, and possesses three public

libraries. Hudson at one time vied ns a trading port with

New York, and, although both its West India trade and its

whale fishing have now been abandoned, it still carries on
an important river trade, and has regular steam communi-
cation with New York and Albauy. It also possesses large

iron smelting works, a stove-foundry, a tannery, a flour-mill,

breweries, iron-foundries, and factories for pianos, carriages,

paper, car wheels, and steam fire-engines. Hud.son was
.settled in 1784, being then known as Claverack Landing.
It became a city in 1785. The peculation, which in 1870
tvas 8615. was 8669 in 1880.

HUDSON RIVER, or Noiith River, one of the

largest and noblest rivers of the United States, and thb
principal river of the State of New York, is formed by
the confluence of two small streams which rise in the
Adirondack mountains in Essex county. About tho
middle of Warren county the river is joined by another
of nearly equal size, the Schroon, which also has its risi

ill Esse.'c county. After receiving the Sacondaga rive?

10 miles further south, the Hud_son flows irregularly i:)

an easterly direction to Sandy, Hill, after which it kei'iu

a very straight course almost ((ue south until it falls into

Xew York Bay. At Troy it ^ceives the Mohawk, who.sa

volume of water is greater thi'n its own, and at Kingstcn
the Wallkill, but its other tributaries, though numerous, a: a

unimportant. Its total length is about 300 mUes, and tha

length of its course from Sandy Hill 190 miles. At GlenV
Falls, near Sandy Hill, it raakes a precipitous descer c

of 50 feet, whence there are various rapids of different

velocities until it reaches Troy. It is tidal nearly up to

Troy, and the fall from Albany, 6 miles below Troy, to the

mouth of the river, a distance of 145 miles, is only 5 leet.

By means of a lock and dam it is navigable to Water! ord,

a short distance above Troy, but large steamers do not pro-

ceed further up than Hudson, 29 miles below Albany, and
1 16 from the mouth of the river. A short distance below

Albany the navigation has been obstructed by shifting

sands, the point at which the difficulties are most formid-

able being the " overslaugh " at Castleton, but extensive

operations have been for some time carried on in order to

effect a permanent remedy for the obstructions. The
breadth of the river at Albany is about 300 yards, and
thence to Haverstraw, distant 34 miles from New York,

it varies from 300 yards to 900 yards. From Haverstraw

to Piermont it expands into Tappan Bay, with a length

of 12 miles and a breadth of from 4 to 5, after which it

narrows to a breadth of between 1 and 2 miles. The
scenery of the river is for the most part varied and beauti-

ful, generally picturesque, and in many places in the highest

degree striking and magnificent. In the upper part the

views though not tame are a little monotonous, the gently

sloping hills, with the variegated colours of wood and
cultivated land and the occasional occurrence of a town or

village, repeating one another without any marked feature

to break their regularity. Below Troy, for a considerable

distance, the number qf islands renders much care in navi-

gation necessary. Thirty miles from Troy noble views

begin to be obtained of the CatskiU mountains, towering up
on the west bank, the nearest eminence at the distance

of about 7 mQes. Forty-six miles below Catskill is the

large and flourishing city of Poughkeepsie, and 14 miles

further down the prosperous city of Newburgh, a short

distance below which, at the favourite summer resor*. of

Cornwall Landing, the river enters tho Highlands, passing

between a aeries of hills whose frequently precipitous sides

rise often abruptly from tho water's edge. The views in

this part of the river are of a character in some respects

unparalleled, and at several points they have an impres-

sivenoss and surprising grandeur rarely equalled. The
distance through which the river traverses this mountain

scenery is about 16 miles, and about 10 miles after it is

entered West Point is reached, a favourite landing place

of tourists, the seat of the United States military academy,

and historically interesting on accountof Fort Putnam, new

in ruins, built during the war of American indcpendtnce,

at which time a chain was stretched across the river to

prevent the passage of British ships. After passing the

pretty town of PcekskiU the river widens into Haverstraw

Bay, at the extremity of which is the headland of Croton

Point. Below is the wider expanse of Tappan Bay, u[>on

which stands Tarrytown, famous both historically and fn.io
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its connexion v-ith Washington Irving, wliose cottage of

Sunnyside is in thfc vicinity. At Piermont, where the bay

ends, the range named the Palisades rises picturesquely

from the water to the height of between 300 and 500 feet,

extending along the west bank for about 20 miles, the

left bank being level and dotted with hamlets and villas.

At the mouth of the river on the west bank are Hoboken

and Jersey city, and on the east bank New York city.

By the Erie canal the river is connected with Lake Erie,

by the Champlain canal with Lake Champlain, and by the

Delaware canal with the Delaware river ; and its commer-

cial importance as a means of traffic is not excelled by

that of any other river in the world. It was on the Hudson

that Fulton, the inventor of steam navigation, made his

first successful experiment. The Hudson River Railway

skirts the east bank of the river from New York to Troy,

whence it bends eastward on its way to Lake Champlain.

On the west bank a railway is to run from Jersey City to

Kewburg, and branch lines from various centres touch both

banks at several points. The Hudson has some valuable

fisheries, the principal fish being bass, shad, and sturgeon.

The attempts to stock it with salmon have not been very

successful. Though Verrazzani m 1524 proceeded up the

river Hudson a short distance in a bout, the first to demon-
strate its extent and importance was Henry Hudson, from

whom it derives its iTarae. He sailed above the mouth of

the Mohawk in September 1609.

HUDSON, George (1800-1871), the "railway king,"

•was born in York in 1800, was a successful linen draper

in that city, and subsequently became the leading repre-

sentative of the railway mania of 1845-46. Elected chair-

man of the North Midland Company, he was for three

years the ruling spirit of speculation and as the arbiter

of capital held the key of untold treasures. All classes

delighted to honour him, and, as if a colossal fortune were

an insufficient reward for his public services, the richest

men in England presented him with a tribute of X20,000.

Deputy-lieutenant for Durham, and thrice lord mayor of

York, he was returned in the Conservative interest for

Sunderland in 1845, the evlnt being judged of such public

interest that the news was conveyed to London by a special

train, which travelled part of the way at the rate of 75

miles an hour. Full of rewards and honours, he was

suddenly ruined by the disclosure of the Eastern Railway

frauds. Sunderland clung to her generous representative

till 1859, but on the bursting of the bubble he had lost

influence and fortune at a single stroke. His later life was
chiefly spent on the Continent, where he benefited little

by a display of unabated energy and enterprise. Some
friends gave him a small annuity a short time before his

death, which took place in London, l4th December 1871.

His name his long been used to point the moral of vaunt-

ing ambition and unstable fortune. The " big swollen

gambler," as Carlyle calls him in -one of the Latter Day
Pamphlets, was savagely and excessively reprobated by the

world which had blindly believed in his golden prophecies.

He certainly ruined scrip holders, and disturbed the great

centres of industry ; but he had an honest faith in his own
schemes, and, while he beggared himself in their promotion,

lie succeeded in overcoming the powerful landed interest

which delayed the adoption of railways in England long

after the date of their regular introduction into America.

HUDSON, Henky, a distinguished English navigator,

of whoso personal history before Ajiril 19, 1607, or after

June 21, 101 1, absolutely nothing is known, and whose

well-earned fame rests entirely on four voyages which were

all unsuccessful as regarded their immediate object, the dis-

covery of a commercial pas.sage to China other and shorter

than that by the Ca[>o of (!ood Hope. The first of tln^sc,

in quest of new trade and the passage to China by the

Morth Poie, was niaae for the Muscovy Company, with ten

men and a boy, in the little " Hopewell " of 60 tons that

had so successfully braved the dangers of Frobisher's last

voyage twenty-nine years before. Sailing from the Thames
on April 19, 1607, Hudson first coasted the east side of

Greenland, and thence hugging the Arctic ice-barrier, pro

ceeded to the " north-east of Newland " to near 82° N. lat.

He then turned back to seek, according to his chart, the

passage round the north of Greenland into Davis Straits to

make trial of Lumley's Inlet, or " the furious overfall "; but,

having traced the ice barrier from 78i° to 80°, he on July
27 became convinced that by this way there is no passage,

and on August 15 he returned to the Thames. Molineux's

chart, Diiblished by Hakluyt about 1600, was Hudson's
blind guide in this voyagg, and the polar map of 1611 by
Pontanus illustrates weii what he attempted, and the valu-

able results both negative and positive which he reached.

He investigated the trade prospects at Cherrie Island, and
recommended his patrons to seek higher game in Newland

;

hence he may be called the father of the English whale-

fisheries at Spitzbergen.

Next year Hudson was a second time sent by the Muscovy
Company " to open the pas-isage to China by the north-easl

between Newland and Nova Zemla ; " this voyage lasted

from April 22 to August 26, 1608. From June 12 to June

29, he raked the Earrentz Sea between 75° 30' N.W. and
71° 15' S.E. on the Goose coast of Nova Zemla, meeting
with mucv, 'oe and no great encouragement for trade, and
deleting \Viil(x-j-hby Island from his chart On July 6,

" voide of hope of -s -orth-east passage (except by the Way-
gats, for which I was nc-- *i'.ted to try or prove), I therefore

resolved to use all means I could to saylo to the north-west
"

(still harping on Lumley's Inlet and " 'he furious overfall ").

The failure of this second attempt eatisne-J the Musco^7
Company, which thenceforward directed all its energies to

the profitable Spitzbergen trade.

In the Autumn of 1608 Hudson "had a call" to

Amsterdam, where he saw Plancius, who gave him Way-
mouth's journals, and Hondius, who supplied him with

translations of certain Dutch papers. After some vacillating

negotiations he finally undertook for the Dutch East India

Company his important third voyage to find the passage to

China " by the east or the west." With a mixed crew of

eighteen or twenty men he left theTexel in the "Half-Moon"
on April 5, and by May 5 was in the Barientz Sea, and soon

afterwards among the ice near Costin Sareh in Nova Zemla,

where he had been the year before. Some of his men
becoming disheartened and mutinous (it is now supposed

that he had arrived two or three months too early), he soon

lost hope of effecting anything by that route, and submitted

to his men, as alternative proposals, either to go to Lumley's

Inlet and follow up Waymouth's light, or to make for North

Virginia and seek the passage in about 40° hit., according

to the letter and map sent him by his friend Captain John
Smith. The latter plan was adopted, and on May 14

Hudson set bis face towards the Chesapeake and China.

He touched at Stroiuo for water, and on June 15 off New-
foundland in about 48° lat the "Half-Moon" "spent

I overboord her foremast." This accident compelled him to

put into Sagadahoc (44° 1' lat.), where on July 18 a mast

was procured, some communication with the Indians was

had, and an unneeos.sary battle fought, in which ihe ship's

two " stone murderers " were employed. Sailing again on

July 25, ho was otT Cape Cod on August 0, and on the 9th

(38° 39' lat.) "went with low sail because wo w'ere in an
unknown sea." On August 18 they made Smith's Islands,

G or 7 miles north of the entrance to the Chesapeake. On
August 28, beginning the survey where Smith left off iii

37° 36' according to his ni.ap, ho coasted north to Sand'.

Hook, passing the " overfall " of the Delaware with scarcelj
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•iny notice, probably because a western inlet there would

juie taken him in amid Smith's surveys. On September

i, in 40' 30', he entered the fine bay now known by the

name of New York. After having gone 1 50 miles up whiit

is now the Hudson river, treating witli the Indians, survey-

ing the country, and trying the stream above tidewater, he

became sntisfied that this course did not lead to the South

Sea or China, a conclusion in harmony with thai of Cham-
plain, who the same summer had been making his way south

through Lake Champlain and Lake St Sacrement, to the

South Sea. The two explorers by opposite routes approached

within 20 leagues of each other. On October 4 the " Half-

.Moon " weighed for the Texel, and on November 7 put in to

Dartmouth, where she was seized by the English Govern-

ment and the crew detained. The voyage had fallen short of

Hudson's expectations, but it served many purposes perhaps

as important to the world. Among other results it exploded

Hakluyt's myth, which from the publication of Lok's map
in 1582 to the 3d charter of Virginia in May 1609 he had

lost no opportunity of promulgatiug, that near 40° lat. there

was a narrow isthmus, formed by the sea of Verrazano, like

that of Tehnantepec or Panama.

Hudson's three failures served only to increase men's

confidence in the existence of a passage by the north-west,

lor the discovery of which a new and strong joint-stock

company was accordingly formed. The command was

given to Hudson, who on April 10, 1610, sailed in the
" Discoverie " of 70 tons, the ship that took Waymouth in

1602 in the same direction. How he penetrated through

the long straits, discovered the great bay that bears his

name, at once his monument and his grave, how he and

his men wintered in its southern extremity, how in coming
north in the next summer, near the east coast, half way
back to the straits, he, his son, and seven of his men, in a

mutiny, were put into a shallop and cut adrift on Mid-

summer day 1611, is told in many books. The ringleaders

and half the crew perished miserably, but the " Discoverie
"

was finally brought home to London. No more tidings

were received of Hudson, but no one doubted the complete

success of his voyage. A grander company was incorporated

in 1612, under Prince Henry, to complete the exploration of

the passage, and to find the lost discoverer and his com-

panions. Sir Thomas Butler was the commander in 1612,

and the " Discoverie " was again the chosen ship. In 1613
the voyage was repeated by Gibbons, and once more in

1614 by Baffin ; and the bay was thoroughly explored wi'i

the results which have long been universally familiar.

See Henry Hudson, the Navigator (Hakluyt Society, 1860)

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY is a joint-stock associa-

tion formed for the purpose of importing into Great Britain

the furs and skins which it obtains, chiefly by barter, from
the Indians of British North America. The trading forts

of the company are dotted over the immense region (ex-

cluding Canada Proper and AJaska) which is bounded E.

and W. by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and N. and
S. by the Arctic Ocean and the United States. From
these forts the furs are despatched by boat or canoe to York
Fort on Hudson's Bay, whence they are shipped to England
to be sold by auction.

In tlieyear 1670 Charles 11. granted a charter to Trince Rupert .ind

seventeen other noWemen anJ gentlemen, incorporating them os tlic
" Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into
Hudson's Bay," and securing to them " the sole trade and com-
iniTco of all tboso seas, straits, bays, rivers, lakes, creeks, and
sounds, in whatsoever latitude they shall be, that lie within tli«

entrance of the straits commonly called Hudson's StraiUs, together
with all the lands and territories upon the countries, coasts, and
confines of the seas, bays, ic, aforesaid, that are not already actually
possessed by or granted to any of our subjects, or posscsscit by the
subjects of any other Christian prince or state." Besides the com-
plete lordship and entire legislative, judici.il, and executive power
within these vague limits (which the company finally agreed to

accept as meaning all lands watered by Sucams flowing into Hud-
son's Bay), the corporation received also the right to " the whoia
and entire trade and tralKc to and from all havens, bay, creeks,

rivers, lakes, and seas into which they shall lind entrance or passage-

by water or land out of the territories, limits, or places aforesaid."

The first settlements in the country thus granted, which was to bo
known as Rupert's Land, were made on James's B.ay and at Church-
hill and Hayes rivers ; but it was long before there was any ad-

vance into the interior, for in 1749, when an unsuccessful attempt
w.as made in parliament to deprive the company of its charter on
the plea of *' non-user," it had only some four or five forts on tho

coast, with about 120 regular employes. Although the commercial
success of the enterprise was from "the first immense, »reat losses,

amounting before 1700 to £215,514, were inflicted on ine company
by the French, who sent several military expeditions against tho
foits. After the cession of Canada to Great Britain in 1763, num-
bers of fur-traders spread over that country, and into the north-

western parts of the continent, and began even to encroach on the

Hudson's Bay Company's territories. These individual sjieculators

finally combined into the North-West Fur Company of Montreal,

of which Washington Irving has given an interesting description

in his Astoria. The fierce competition which at once sprang up
between the companies was marked by featm-es which sufficiently

demonstrate the advantages of a monopoly in commercial dealings

with savages, even although it is the manifest interest of the mono-
polists to retard the advance of civilization towards their hunting
grounds. The Indians were demoralized, bodv and soul, by the

abundance of ardent spirits with which the rival traders sought to

attract them to themselves ; the supply of furs threatened soon to

be exhausted by the indiscriminate slaughter, even during the

breeding season, of both male and female animals ; the worst pas-

sions of both whites and Indians were inflamed to their fiercest, and
costly destruction of human life and property was the result {see

Red River Settlement) At last, in 1S21, the companies, mutu-
ally exhausted, amalgamated, obtaining a licence to hold for 21

years the monopoly of trade in the vast regions lying to the west

and north-west of the older company's grant. In 183S Hudson'?
Bay Company acquired the sole rights for itself, and obtained anew
licence, also fur 21 years. On the expiry of this, it was not renewed,

and since 1859 the district has been open to all, the Hudson's Bay
Comp.iny having no special advantages beyond its tried and splendid

organization. The licences to trade did not of course aftect the

original possessions of the company. These it retained till 1869,

when they were transferred to the British Government for £300,000;

in 1870 they were incorporated with the Dominion of Canada. The
company, which now trades entirely as a private corporation, still

retains one-twentieth of the entire grant, together with valuahls

blocks of land round the various forts ; and these possessions \»ill

doubtless, as the country becomes opened up and colonixed, yielo a

considerable revenue at some future time.
For further Information see the Report of the Select Parllament«ry Commltiee

In 1857; The Uudjon's Bay Territoriet and Vancouver't Island, by R. M. MartUi,

1S19; An Eraminacicn of Ihf Chatter and Proceedings of the Hudion'l Bay Com.
pany, Ac., by J. E. Fitzgerald. 1S49; ^'otes of a Tuenty-fiie i'eart Service in the

tludion'i Bay Territory, by J. Maclean. 2 Tola . 1849; The Great Lone Land, 1S7^,

and The Wild tiorth Land, 1873. both by Captain W. F. BuUer.

HUE, or HuE-FOO (variously called Quang-duk, Puf-

THUA-THIEN, and San Hu£), the capital of the kingdom of

Anam, is situated in a province of its own name, on the left

bank of the Tru6ng-Tien or Hui river, which falls into (he

Chinese Sea about 8 miles further down in 16° 34' 28" N.

lat. and 107° 38' 39" E. long. The surrounding country

is a flat alluvial plain, traversed by streams and canals, and

largely occupied by extensive rice-fields ; to the south-west,

at a distance of about 3 or 4 miles, rise the Ai-van hills, of

which Hondun has a height of 1445 feet. The centre of

Huii is formed by the citadel, which was built in the reign

of Gialong (d. 1820) after the plans of the French colonel

Olivier. It is 7323 feet square, has six equal bastions on

each side, and is surrounded by ditches about 120 feet in

width, but not more than 5 or 6 feet in depth. Within

are the royal residence, the houses of the ministers, the

treasury, the arsenal, the barracks, ic,—the royal residence,

or Thanh Noi, having a special encincture of its own,

measuring about 2290 feet each way. The inner town or

citadel has a population of 30,000, inclusive of the garrison,

and there are nearly as many in the suburbs and market-

villages within a radius of 2i miles. The suburb of Mang-

Sa (i.e., Fish Mouth) at the north-east comer of the citadel

is the centre of the local traffic, and the neighbouring part

of tho river serves as an inner harbour. At the villago

Thanh Phuoc, about 2 miles below the town, arc the wiultr
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quarters for the Anamese fleet, and in its vicinity is a ship-

building yard and docks. On the landward slope of the

Band-dune which lies between the sea and the lagoon at the

river mouth stretches the village of Thuin, with about 1400

inhabitants, and serving as a sort of port to the capital.

During the rainy season, October to January, the level of

the Truiing-Tien rises about 3 feet, and all the plain is laid

under water. No European residents are permitted at

llu4, except the members of the French legation, who have

been allowed to erect consular buildings on the right bank
cf the river, there 1180 feet wide, directly opposite the

f tadel.

See /. Roy. Oeogr. Soc, 1849 ; M. Dutrcuil de Rhins, "Notice
£ 5g. sur la riviere de Hui'," in Bull. Soc. Giogr. de Paris, 1878.

HUELVA, one of the eight provinces into which

Andalucia has since 1833 been divided, ia bounded on the

t.". by Badajoz, on the E. by Seville, on the S. and S.W. by
the Atlantic, and on the W. by Portugal, and has an area of

4122 square miles. With the exception of its south-east

angle, where the province merges into the flat waste lands

known as Las Slarismas of the Guadalquivir, Huelva
presents throughout its entire extent an agreeably varied

surface, being traversed in a south-westerly direction by
the western spurs of the Sierra Morena. The principal

streams are the Odiel and the Tiuto, which both fall into

t!ie Atlantic by navigable rias or estuaries ; the Malagon,

the Chanza, the Murtiga, which belong to the Guadiana
system, and the Huelva, belonging to that of the Guadal-
quivir, also take their rise in this province. Iron pyrites

and manganese occur in the Sierra in considerable quantities

;

among many important mines, which are at present inactive,

may be mentioned Lagunazo, Carpio, Lapilla, San Miguel,

Monterubio, Sotiel, Coronada, San Telmo, Cueva de la

Mora, and Toya. Those of Rio Tinto, situated to the

north-east of Valverde del Camino, and near the source of

the river Tinto, are ascertained to have been known to the

Phrenicians and Romans. They are at present wrought by
an Anglo-German company; in 1876 the output amounted
to 329,305 tons; the number of men employed approached
5000. The mines of Tharsis and Calaiias, and of Buitron

and Poderosa, are of corresponding importance. Saline and
other mineral springs are also of frequent occurrence in the

province. The soil possesses great fertility, and produces
excellent pasturage ; among the exports are include^ besides

corkwood and esparto, oranges, grapes, figs, oil, and wine.

The only railways'at present in the province are those con-

structed for mineral traffic between Rio Tinto mines and
Huelva (52 miles), between Tharsis and Huelva (30 miles),

and between Buitroli and Poderosa and San Juan del Puerto
at the head of the Tinto estuary (44 miles) ; but a line

from Huelva to Seville is at present in course of construc-

tion. The towns of chief interest and importance in the

province are, besides Huelva the capital, Ayamonte, Aracena,
\'alverde, La Palma, Niebla, and Moguer, with Palos its

harbour. The population in 1877 was 210,041. -

BuELVA, the capital of the above province, is situated

on the western shore of the triangular peninsula formed by
the estuaries of the Odiel and Tinto, 53 miles west by
south of Seville. Its streets are wide and well built, and
among the public edifices may be mentioned two parish

chnrches, an Acadomia Onubense, two hospitals, and a
theatre. The town has a considerable coasting trade in

the produce of the province, and there is a limited manu-
facture of esparto floor mattings ; others of the inhabitants

find employment in the sardine, tunny, and bonito fisheries

of the neighbourhood. The chief source of the growing
prosperity of Huelva, howevtr, iA in connexion with Che

extensive exportation of ore from the Tharsis and Rio Tiuto
mines. Tlie total quantity of pyrites shipped amounted in

1872 to 261.373 tons, and in 187C had risen to 442,201

tons (value £552,506). The Ciporta^icn o' manganese,
however, which in 1868 amounted to 41,000 tons, did not

in 1876 exceed 6972 tons (value £41,813); 7178 tons of

precipitate of copper were valued at £279,956. For the

accommodation of the Rio Tinto mineral traffic there is a
fine pier 2682 feet long, 65^ feet wide, and 43i feet above
the level of the river at high-water, at which vessels of

2000 tons can be moored and loaded with ease. In 1876
the total number of vessels entering the port was 1409,
with a tonnage of 278,594; of these 512 were British,

with a tonnage of 237,610. The total imports amounted
to £315,856; from Great Britain, £149,939. Total ex-

ports £918,506; to Great Britain, £833.963. Population

13,174 (1877).

Huelva is usually identified with the Onnha .Sstuaria of t . jny,
the Onoba or Onuba of Strabo, Mela, and the numismatists, de-
scribed in the AnUmine Itinerary as situated on the estuary of the
river Luxia, on the road from the mouth of the Anas to Augusta
Emcrita. There still exist vestiges of a Roman aqueduct, which,
however, are fast disappearing. The town is alleged to have been
founded by the Phoenicians ; the name Welba or Wuelba is due li>

the Moora.

HUESCA, one of tlie three provinces into which the old

northern Spanish kingdom of Aragon was divided in 1833,

is bounded on the N. by France, E. by Lerida, S. and
S.W. "by Saragossa, and W. and N.W. by Navarre. The
total area 137530 square miles. The surface is mountainous,

especially in the north, which is occupied by the lofty

offshoots of the Pyrenees, which there reach in Monte
Perdido (Mont Perdu) the height of 11,430 feet. The chief

river is the Cinca ; but the want of natural streams has in

some measure been made up for by a system of irrigation.

Mineral springs are numerous throughout the province.

The climate varies much according to the region ; in the

north cold winds from the snow-capped Pyrenees prevail,

while in the south the warm summers are often unhealthy

from the humidity of the atmosphere. The leading industry

of Huesca^is agriculture, although only a limited proportion

of the soil is under cultivation. There is good summer
pasturage on the mountains, where cattle, sheep, and swine

are reared. The mountains are richly clothed with forests

of pine, beech, oak, and fir, and the southern regions produce

abundant crops of cereals, vines, .mulberries, and numerous
kinds of fruits and vegetables. The mineral resources

include argentiferous lead, copper, iron, and cobalt, with

limestone, millstone, gypsum, granite, and slate. The
mining industry was formerly much more important, but

the difficulties of transport caused by the absence of good

roads have much Cindered the development of this and
other resources of the province. Huesca exports timber,

cereals, wine, oil, and some cattle, and imports iron, flax, and
colonial and foreign goods. The manufactures, which are

unimportant, include brandy, wine, soap, linen, woollens,

baize, and common crockery. The population in 1877 was
252,165.

Huesca, chief town of the above province, and the

seat of a bishop, is pleasantly situated on an eminence

commanding an extensive viewover the surrounding fertile

plain. It stands near the right bank of the IsHela, 35 miles

north-east of Saragossa. The town beara many traces of its

antiquity. The streets in the older part are narrow and
crooked, though clean, and many of the houses witness by

their size and style to the former magnificence, and by their

neglected and ruined aspect to the present decay of the place.

The newer streets are wide, and the houses have somo claims

to regularity. There are several squares and plazas, in one of

which rises the imposing Gothic cathedral, begun in 1400
and finished in 151 5, and enriclrcd with fine carving. In the

same plaza is the old palace of the kings of Aragon, formerly

given up for the use of the now closed Sertorio (the univcr-

sitj;). so named in memory ef a school for the sons of native
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chiefs, foLUided at Iluesca by Scrtorius in 77 B.C. (Plut.,

Sert. 15). Among the otiier prominent buildings are the

interesting parish churches (San Pedro, San Martin, and
San Juan), the archiepiscopal palace, the town-house, and
various benevolent and religious houses. Huesca manufac-
tures cloth, pottery, bricks, and leather. Its chief trade is

in exporting fruit and cereals, and in importing linen, cloth,

silk, hardware, and colonial produce. The population in

1877 was 77C0.

Huesca is a very ancient town. Strabo (iii. 161, nliere some
eiljtors read Itcosca) describes it as a towo of the Ilcrgetes, anj the

iccne of Scrtorius's death ; while Pliny places the Osceiises m
rc'jio VescittniUi. Plutarch (,!oc. cU.) calls it a large city. Julius
I 'a'sar names it Venccdora \ and the name by which Augustus knew
It, Urbsviclrix Osta, was stamped on its coins, and is still preserved
cm its arms. It fell under Saracen rule; but in 1096 Pedro 1. of

Aragon regained it, after winning the decisive battle of Alcoi-az, as

ihc termination of the two years' siege.

HUESCAR, chief town of a judicial district in the

Spanish province of Almeria, is situated in a plaiu, sur-

rounded by mountains on three sides, about 91 miles north-

east of Granada. The town occupies a large area in pro-

portion to the number of its houses, and although the older

streets are narrow and tortuous, the newer quarters have

wide and regular streets. Among the chief buildings are

the court-house and the adjoining prison, the hospital, the

foundling hospital, and three schools. There are two parish

churches, dating respectively from 149S and 1504. About
three miles to the east are the ruins of Huescar la Vieja, a

Carthaginian foundation. Pottery, woollen and hempen
cloth, linen, and baize are manufactured at Huescar. There
are also oil and flour mills. The export trade is not exten-

sive. The population in 1870 was 5106.

HUET, Pierre Daniel (1630-1721), bishop of

Avranches, is the last of those encyclopedic and massive

scholars of whonr France produced so many. He left no
successor to his omnivorous learning, prodigious memory,
and indo.Tiitablo energy. He was born at Caen of a

family formerly Huguenot. He lost both father and
mother while still a child, and was brought up by his

aunt, wife of the mathematician GiUes Mac*^, to whom he
owed his respect for science. He says himself that the

ardour of study did not possess him in earnest until in'~'early

manhood he was reading the Geographie Sacree of Bochart,

and suddenly became intoxicated with the desire of becom-
ing a scholar. It may be remarked that a youth who was
not already studious would hardly be reading such a book.

However, the statement means that he began about that

time to study not in earnest only but with passion and
fury. In Hebrew alone sa great was his industry that he
read through the Old Testament in the original no less

than four-and-twenty times during his life. At the age of

twenty he had already achieved a reputation as one of the

most promising scholars of the time. He went at the age

of twenty-one to Paris, whM'e he formed a friendship with'

Gabriel Naudd, conservator of the Mazarin library. In the

following year Bochart, being invited by Queen Christina

to her court at Stockholm, took his friend Huet with him.

This journey, in which be saw Leyden, Amsterdam, and
Copenhagen, as well as Stockholm, resulted chiefly in the

discovery of some fragments of Origen's Commentary on, St

Mattheu; which gave Huet the idea of editing Origen.

On his return to France he assisted at the foundation of

the academy of Caen, and shortly afterwards quarrelled

with his friend Bochart, who accused him of having sup-

pressed a line in Origen in tho Eucharistic controversy.

Shortly afterwards be removed to Paris, where he entered

into close relations with Chapelain. At this time arose the

famous dispute of Ancients and Modern*. Huet took the

side of the Ancients against Charles Perrault and Dcsmaret.s.

Amo">fc! his f'-'''n'l9 at this perio^' wer- Corrart qnd Psliis-

son. His taste for mathematics led him to the etudy of

astronomy, and in 1672 he founded the Academy of

Science at Caen. He next turned his attention to anatomy,
and, being himself shortsighted, devoted his inquiries mainly
to the question of vision and the formation of the eye. In
this pursuit he made more than 800 dissections^ He then
learned all that was then to be learned in chemistry, and
wrote a Latin poem on salt. All this time he was no mere
book-worm or recluse, but was haunting the salons of Mile,

de Scuddry and the studios of painters; nor did-his scien-

tific researches interfere with his classical studies, for dur-
ing this time he was discussing with Bochart the origin of

certain medals, and was learning Syriac and Arabic under
the Jesuit Parvilliers. Nor did he neglect the lighter walks
of letters. He translated the pastorals of Lougus, wrote a

tale called Diane de Castro, and defended in a treatise on
the origin of romance the reading of fiction. Then, being
appointed assistant tutor to the Dauphin, he edited with the

assistance of Anne Lef^vre, afterwards Madame Dacier, the
well-known edition of Jhe classics ad usuru Lclphini. He
also continued to work jipon his edition of Oiigen, and
issued one of his greatest works, the Dtmonstrati-jn £van-
gelique. It was at the age of forty-six that he took orders,

a step which he had contemplated for some years. Two
years later the king gave him the abbey of Aunay,' wTreie

he wrote his Questions d'Aunay, sur Caoord de fa Foi tldf
la Raison, his Critique de la Philosophie de Descartes, his

Memoires fMur servir a I'Histoire du Cartcsianisirte, bis dis-

sertation on the site of the terrestrial paradise, and his dis'-'

cussion with Boileau on the Sublime. In 1685 he was
made bishop of Soissons, but after waiting for installation

for four years he took the bi.-ihopric of Avranches instead.

He exchanged the cares of his bishopric for what he
thought would be the easier chair of the Abbey of Fon-

tenay, but there he was vexed with continual law suits.

At length he retired to the Jesuits' House in the Rue Saint

Antoine at Paris, where ho ended his days, in 1721,

amidst incessant labours maintained to the end, at the age
of ninety-one. His great library and manuscripts, after

being bequeathed to the Jesuits, were bought by the king
for the royal library.

It is impossible here to enter upon an estimate of the

place in philosophy, literature, and scholarship now occu-

pied by this remarkable and omnivorous student. It has

been disputed whether a writer who could so strenuously

advocate the claim of philosophy conid have been at the same
time an orthodox believer. Perhaps like many other men
Huet separated his creed from his philosophy, and while he
argued on Desi;artes forgot that he was a bishop. In the

Hucliana will be found the most ready materials for arriv-

ing at an idea of his prodigious labours, exact memory, and
wide scholarship. His own autobiography, found in bis

Commentarius de rebus ad eum pertinentibus, w translated

into English by Dr Aiken in 1726. It remains to be said

that he owed the preservation of his facultife to extreme

old age, and perhaps the prolongation of his life, to tho rigid

observance of a spire diet which he began at the age of

forty, dining moderately, and taking no other supper than

a little bouillon.

HUFELAND, Christoph Wilhelm (1762-1836), a

distinguished physician and writer on medical subjects,

w:is born at Langensalza, 12th August 1762. His early

education was carried on at Weimar, where his father held

tho office of court physician to tho grand duchess. In 1 780

he entered the university at Jena, and in the following year

proceeded to GiJttingen, where in 1783 he graduated in the

faculty of medi'cine. After assisting his father for some
years at Wtimar, he was called in 1793 to the chair of

medicine at Jena, receiving at the same time the dignities

of conrt physician and councillor at Weimar. In 1793 he
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was placed at the head of the medical college and generally

of state medical affairs in Berlin, with the title of privy

councillor. He 61led the cliair of pathology and thera-

peutics in the university of Berlin, founded in 1S09, and

in 1810 became councillor of state. He died at Berlin

in 1836.

Hufeland is celebrated as the most eminent practical physician of

his time in Germany, and as the author of numerous woiks disjilay-

inc extensive reading and cultivated and critical faculty. The
most widely known of his many writings is the treatise entitled

MakrobMik, oder die Kunst das mensc/uiche Leben zu verldngcm,

1796 Of his practical works, all of the kind which cannot long

retain their place in the literature of special science, the Si/sUm uf
P-Mtical Medicine ("System der praktischen Heilkunde," 3 vols.,

1828) is the most elaborate. By medical writers Hufeland's ser-

vices in promoting and elevating the study of the art of medicine

are highly extolled His autobiogra]>hy was published in 1863

Sketches of his life and labours apoeared shortly after his death

by Augustin and Stourdza, 1837.

HUFELAND, Gottlieb (1760-1817), a distinguished

writer on political economy and law, was born at Dantzic on

19th October 1760. He was educated at the gymnasium
of his native town, and completed his university studies at

Leipsic and Gottingen. He graduated at Jena, and in 1788

was there appointed to an extraordinary professorship.

Five years later he was made ordinaiy professor. His lec-

tures on natural law, in which he developed with great

aculeness and skill the formal principles of the Kantian

theory of legislation, attracted a large audience, and contri-

buted to raise to its height the fame of the university of

Jena, then unusually rich in able teachers. In 1803, after

the secession of many of his colleagues from Jena, Hufe-

land accepted a call to Wdrzburg, from which, after but a

brief tenure of a professorial chair, he proceeded to Lands-

hut From 1808 to 1312 he acted as burgomaster in his

native town of Dantzic. Returning to Landshut, he lived

there till 1816, when he was invited to Halle, where he

died in February 1817.
Hufeland's works on the theory of legislation— E'fsay upon the

Fitridninental Theorem of Naiural Law (" Versuch uber die Onind-
s.itz Natnrrechts," 1785), Handbook ofNatural inw ("Lehrbuchdes
Naturrechta," 1790), Institutes of Positive Law (" Institutionen des

gesaminten positiven Rechts, " 1798), and History and Sifstcm of
German Positive Law (" Lehrbuch tier Geschichte und Encyclo-

padie aller in Deutschland geltenden positiven Kechte,'' 1790)

—

lire distinguished by precision of statement and clearness of deJuc.
tion. They form on the whole the best commentary upon Kant's
ficchtsUhre, the piinciples of which they carry out in detJiil, and
apply to the discu.ssion of positive laws. In political economy
Hufeland's chief work is the New Foundation of National Economy
("Ncue Gmndlegung der Stoatswirthschaftskunst," 2 vols , 1807
and 1813). the second volume of which has the special title,

Tlieory of Mo>uy awl Circulation ("Lehre vom Gelde und Geld-
umlaufe") The principles of this work are for the most part

those of the iVeallh of Nations, which were then beginning to be
accepted and developed in Germany ; but both in his treatment
of fundamental notions, such as economic good and value, and in

detiils, such as the theory of money, Hufeland's treatment has a

certain originality tfTwo points in particular seem deserving of

notice. Hufeland was the first among German economists to point
out the profit of the erUrcpT:.-neur as a distinct species of revenue
with laws peculiar to itself He also tends towards, though he
does not explicitly state, the view that rent is a general term
applicable to all payments resulting from differences of degree
among productive forces of the same order Thus the bupennr gam
of a specially gifted workman or specially skilled enijdoyer is in

time a.ssiniilated to the payment for a natural agency of more than
the minimum efficiency. See^Roscher, Geschichte der National-
ikonomik in Deutschland, pp 654-062

HUG, JoHANN Leonhard (1765-1846), Roman Catho-

iic theologian and Biblical critic, was born at Constance,

where his father was a locksmith, on June I, 176D. After

passing through the gymnasium of his native town, he
proceeded in 1783 to the university of Freiburg, where he

bp~ame a pupil in the seminary for the training of priests,

and very early distinguished himself in the departments of

classical and Oriental philology as well as of Biblical

exegesis and criticism. Iq 1787 he became supcrint«udent

of studies in the seminary, and he continued to hold this

appointment until the breaking up of the establishment in

1790. In the following year he was called to the Freiburg
chair of Oriental languages and Old Testament exegesis

;

to the duties of this post were added in 1793 those of the
professorship of New Testament exegesis. Steadily declin-

ing calls to Breslau, Tiibingen, and (repeatedly) to Bonn,
Hug continued to labour at his post in Freibu.g for upwards
of thirty years, varying the monotony of his work only by
an occasional literary tour to Munich, Paris, or Italy. In
1827 he resigned some of his professorial work, but con-

tinued in active duty until in the autumn of 1845 he was
seized with a painful illliess, which proved fatal on March
11 of the following year.

Hu"'s earliest publication was the first instalment or "heft" of
his Linlcitung ; in it he argued with much acuteness against
Eichhorn in favour of the "borrowing hypothesis" of the origin of
the synoptical gospels, maintaining the piiority of Matthew, the
present Greek text having been the original His subsequent woiks
were dissertations on the origin of alphabetical writing {Die Erjind-

ung der Bitchstabenschrifl, 1801), on the anti'jiiity of the t'utlcx

Vaticanus (1810), and on ancient mythology (t'f6cr Jrn Mythos der
alien Vblker, 1812); anew interpretation of the Sung of Solonurn
{Das hoht Lied in einer noch ttnvcrsuchten Dcutung, 18131, to the
effect that the lover represents King Hezekiah, \\ hile by his belov ej
is intended the remnant left in Israel after the deportation of the
ten tribes ; and treatises on the indissoluble character of the malri-
nionial bond {De Conjugii Christiani vinculo iiidissolubili comnien-
lalio exegetiea, 1816) and on the Alexandrian version of the Pinta-

teuch (1818). His Einleilung in die Scltriflen des Neuen Testaments,
undoubtedly his most important work, was completed in 1608 (fourth

German edition, 1847 ; English translations by Wait, London,
1827 ; and by Fosdick, New York ; French partial translation by
Cellerier, Geneva, 1823). It is specially valuable in the portion

relating to the history of the text (which up to the middle of (he

3d century he holds to have been current only in a ttoiyi} ^KSoats, of

which recensions were afterwards made by Hesychius, an Egyptian
bishop, by Lucian of Antioch, and by Oiigen) and in its discussion

of the ancient versions. The authoi's intelligence and acuteness are

more completely hampered by doctrinal presuppositions when he
conies to treat questions relating to the history of the individual

books of the New Testament canon From 1839 to his ilenth Hug
wastt regularandiinportantcontributor tothe Freiburuer Zcilschrift

fur Knihol. Theologic.

HUGH, St, of Avalon (c 1135-1200), bishop of

Lincoln, was born of a noble family at Avalon, near

Piintcharra in Burgundy, about 1135 At the age of eight

ho entered along with his widowed father the neighbour-

ing priory of canons regular at ViUarbenoit, where he was
ordained deacon at nineteen. Appointed not long after

prior of a dependent cell, Hugh was attracted finni that

|)Osition by the holy reputation of the monks of the Grande
Chartreuse, whose house he finally entered despite an oath

to the contrary which he had given his superior. There

he remained about ten years, receiving priest's orders, and

rising to the important office of procurator, which brought

him into contact with the outer world The wide reputa-

tion for energy and tact which Hugh speedily attained

penetrated to tlie ears of Henry 11 of England, and

Induced that monarch to request the procurator's assistance

in establishing at Witham in Somersetshire the first English

Carthusian monastery. Hugh reluctantly consented to

go to England, where in a short time he succeeded in over-

coming every obstaclq, and in erecting and organizing the

convent, of which he was appointed first prior. He speedily

became prime favourite with Henry, who in 1186 procured

his election to the see of Lincoln. Forced sorely against

his will to accept tliis responsible post, Hngh nevertheless

set himself actively and piously to discharge its important

functions, although at least once a year he retired to live

for a short period as a simple monk at Witham. Ho took

little to do with political matters, maintaining as one of his

chief principles that a churchman shoul^l hold no secular

office. A sturdy upholder of what lip believed to be right,

he let neither royal nor ecclesiastical influence interfere

with his conduct, but fearlessly resisted whatever seemed tu
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him an infringement of the riglits of his church or diocese.

But with all his bluff firmness Hugh had a calm judgment
and a ready tact, which almost invariably left him a better

friend than before of those whom he opposed ; and the

astute Henry, the impetuous Richard, and the cunning

John, 80 different in other points, agreed in respecting the

bishop of Lincoln. St Hugh's manners were a little apt

to be boisterous at times, and his early monastic discipline

had left him, rigid and harsh; but, though an ascetic to

himself, "so that his whole life was a continued martyr-

dom," ho was distinguished by a broad kindliness to others,

so that even the Jews of Lincoln wept at his funeral. He
had great skill in taming birds, and for some years had a

pet swan, which occupies a prominent place in all histories

and representations of the saint.- In 1200 Bishop Hugh
revisited his native country and his first convents, and on
the return journey was seized with an illness, of which he
jdied at London, on November 16, 1200. Twenty years

later he was canonized.

The chief life of St Hugh is the .tfagiia Vita S. Hxigonia (MS.
in the Bodleian Library), written, by Adam, the saint's private

chaplain, of which a number of abridgments have been made at

various dates. A Meb-ical Life of St Hugh of Avalon is preserved
in two MSS. in the British Museum and the Bodleian Library.

Both these Lives have been edited by tlie Rev. J. E. Dimocic.
The best modem source for information as to St Hugh and his time
is Canon Perry's Life of St Hugh of Avalon, kc, 1879.

I HUGH OF St Cher, Hugo (Ugo) de S. Caro or Carensis

(c. 1200-1263), a learned compiler of the 13th century,

was bom at St Cher, a suburb of Vienne, Dauphin^, about
the year 1200, became a student of theology and canon
law in Paris, and in 1224 entered the Dominican cloister

of St Jacob there (whence he is sometimes designated as

Hugo de S. Jacobo). After having taught theology for

upwards of twenty years, in the course of which his learn-

ing was frequently appealed to by those in authority for

the solution of difficult questions, he was in 1 245 created

cardinal of St Sabina by Pope Innocent IV He died at

Orvieto in 1263.

His principal works are Correclorium Biblire, a revised text of the
Vultjate, prepared about 1236, hitherto unprinted, but forming the
basis of the Correctorium Biblia: Sorbonicum ; Posiilla in univcrsa
hiblia juxla quadruplic-em settsum, first priuted in 1487 (Basel) and
often since, as for example at Cologne in 1621 (3 vols, fol.) ; Specu-
lum EecUsim, a manual for the priesthood {ed. prin., Lyons, 1554);
and Sacroncm Bibliorum Conmrdantim, in the preparation of which
he was a-ssisted by the membera of the community to which he
belonged, hence it is sometimes known as Concordanlite S. Jacobi
(Lyons, 1540; Basel, 1543). Sec Hist. Lilt, de la France, vol. xix.

HUGH OF St Victor, Hugo a S. Victore, sometimes
also known as Hugh of Paris (c. 1097-1141), was born,

probably in the neighbourhood of Ypres, about 1097, and
is known to have received his early education in the cloister

of Hamersleben near Halberstadt ; in 1115 he removed for

the further advancement of his studies to the abbey of St
Victor, which had recently been founded by William of

Champoaux, the preceptor of Abelard, in the neighbour-
hood of Paris, There the remainder of his life was spent
in teaching or in studious retirement. He died in 1141.
The works of Ilurjh of .St Victor, who was the intimate friend of

St Bernard, share all the learning, acuteness, and mysticism of the
theologieal school which then sought to neutralize the opinions and
the inlhienceof Alielard. Of cliief importance are—ynsii'diidows
ifonasticoc, including the treatises De area morali, De area vujsticn,
ami De vanitate mundi ; De Sacratncntis Pidci, on the mysteries of
the faith, and thus a complcto exposition of Catholic theology; and De
Eruditione Didascalicn, in six books, which earned for it3 compiler
the title of magister or didascalus. It forms a sort of encyclopaedia
of the sciences as then understood, viewed of cour.se merely in their
subordination to theology. In his treatment of Biblical intrrilue-
tion, the sharnness with which ho separates the apocryphal from the
canonical books h.is been noticed ; but in doing so it is important
nlsij to recollect tliat he soenLS to place on a par with the Nov
Testament the canons, the decretals, and the writings of the
fatliera. An Augustinian in spirit and in lang\iagc, so as to
deserve the titles Alter Augustinus and Lingua Augustini. by I

13— IJ

which he is frequently designated, Hugo was still more eminently
the disciple of Ansclm and Abelard ; he, however, had a strongly
marked individuality of his own, which appears in his somewhat
fully elaborated theory of knowing and being. All the know-
ablo he assigns to one or other of three spheres, that of intelli-

gence, that of science, and that of logic. That of intelligence
embraces both theory and practice. Under theory fall to be classed
theology, mathematics (arithmetic, music, geometry, astronomy),
and physics

; practice is equivalent to ethics. Science has to do
with the practical arts and industries, while logic embraces grammar,
rhetoric, and dialectic. In correspondence to tho trichotomous
division of man, as made up of body, soul, and spirit, he speaks of a
threefold eye, that of the body, that of reason, and ll'.at of contem-
plation. The l.ist of these, by which God is discerned, has bei n
totally destroyed by sin ; the second has been much impaired.
Faith now takes tho place of contemplation ; but by oratio and
operatio it can attain to real convictions and genuine love, 'i l.e

doctrine of tho Trinity he illustrates by the analogy of the human
personality as spirit, wisdom, and love. The collected works have
been printed at Paris in 1528, at Venice in 1588, at Mainz and
Cologne in 1617, and at Rouen in 1648. They occupy three volumes
(175-177) in Jligne's Patrologicc Cursus Cmnplelus. See Bist. Lifii
de la France, vol. xii. ; Liebner, H. v. S. Victor, (1832) ; Gorres,
Die christliche Mystik ; and other .works bearing on this genera]
subject.

HUGUENOTS, The. The word Huguenot first appears
in France about the middle of the 16th century, and there

is historical proof that it was imported from Geneva, where
it had existed for some time as a political nickname in a
form which connects it directly with the German-Swiss
Eidgenossen, oath-comrades, confederates. In France it

was used as a term of reproach for those who aimed
at a reform of religion according to the pattern dis-

played by Calvin in his famous Institutio Christiawi
ReUgionis. The name attached itself to the Reformers
when, having shaken off all connexion with Lutheranism,
they were beginning to organize themselves both as a church
and as a political body. The Lutheran ideas, which bad
early come into northern France by way of Metz and Meaux,
had for a short time seemed likely to prevail at the court ^(
Francis I., where the king's love of culture welcomed what-
ever came from the land of the learned; the genius of Eras-

mus, or the sharp satire of Hutten, or Luther's weighty
tractates, all seemed to him at first to be so many protests

against the dsrxness of a monkish past; the hymns of Marot,
the bright poetry of Margaret of Valois, the king's sister,

harmonized not ill with the desire for a humanist reform
which prevailed at the French court. But when the

destructive enthusiasm of the artisans who embraced the

new opinions, breaking out in attacks on the art-treasures

of the churches, alienated the royal moderates, the simpler
and more marked theology of the " Sacramentarians " of

Geneva quietly replaced the Lutheranism of tho first

Reformets ; and by the middle of the 16th century the

new Huguenots were an unpopular party, drawiiig their

inspiration from Calvin, and bitterly disliked by the court

and the bulk of the people of Franco. The persecutions,

varied -by protection, of the reign of Francis I. had given

place to a vehement desire to crush tho rising heresy; the

character of Htnry IL and his chief advisers led them
towards a thorough persecution.

|

Influenced by these repressive measures, and taught by
Calvin's book and his frequent letters, the French Reformers
now began to organize their infant churches. Hitherto

they had been content to meet in quiet, to sing Marot's

psalms, to listen to earnest prayer and practical discourse

in some lowly chamber, deferring questions as to church
government ; now their eccl>\';i3s(ical system began to

develop ilself. In 1555 :he first Protestant French church
was e.<itablished at Pari.s, r.iiri slrwo^t immediately there

sprang up fifteen communities, the. largest being at Meaux,
Poitiers, and Angers, each having its pastor, elders, and
deacons, each ruling itself, and recognizing no comnum
bond of union save that of charity and sutfering.y These
were tho heroic days of the Huguenot movement ia

\
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France, each liitle charcb striviiig only to falfil the simplest

iclaal of Christian faith and practice, happiest when least

observed, purest when least developed. Three influences

had hitherto acted on French religious feeling :—that of the

Lutherans, that of the ancient Vaudois churches of south-

eastern France, represented by Faber, and lastly that

of Calvin of Noyon, the Picard exile settled at Geneva.

Now a fourth element came in : resistance had elicited

organization, organization demanded leadership ; and, un-

happily for France and the Huguenots, the movement fell

too much into the hands of secular chiefs, great lords who
used it for their own political and selfish purposes.

In 1559 the churches of the Huguenots met in a first

synod at Paris, eleven sending representatives. This body

drew up a confession of faith, which bears throughout

the mark of Calvin's hand, in its scrupulous orthodoxy,

strong statements as to God's election of some to eternal

life, and careful definitions of the nature and structure of

the church ; the synod also issued a scheme of discipline

to which the churches were all to conform. No church

should take lordship over any other (a church being a single

community under one pastor). Each " coUoque " or synod

should have a freely-elected president ; every pastor should

come to the colloque, bringing each at least one elder or

deacon from his church ; this' body was to meet at least

twice a year ; new pastors were to be appointed by it to

vacant churches, on presentation by the elders and deacons;

minute rules were laid down for church discipline ; it was

ordered that provincial synods should be held in each-

province, and finally that there should be from time to

time a general or national synod of representatives of the

whole body.

Two years later the civil war broke out (see France,
vol. ix. pp. 560-564), and lasted over thirty years., At the

beginning of this period we have some data as to the

Huguenot strength : Beza tells us that in 1558 there were

400,000 of them ; a list presented by CondtS to Catherine de'

Medici is said to have contained the names of 2150 (some

say 2500) churches; and it is probable that the number of

their open adherents had increased rapidly. John Correro,

Venetian envoy in 1 569, says that only one-thirtieth of the

common folk, but one-third of the nobles, were Huguenots,
for the strength of the movement had undoubtedly come to

lie in the noblesse. The list of the Huguenot churches

given by Haag (La France Protestante, voL L, "Pieces

justificatives," No. xviiL p. 52) provides us with data as to

their distribution in France. The two centres were Lan-
guedoc in the south, and the OrWanais in the middle of the

country; and aline drawn north-west to south-east through

^ point halfway between Paris and Orleans would nearlygive

the northern limit of Huguenot success. Normandy, i!;anks

to the Chatillon influence, had many chnrches; iu Orleans
and Burgundy they were well represented. In Guyenne
and throughout western France they had numerous coni-

.munitioa The little independent principality of B^am,
through the influence of Jeanne d'Albret, Henry IV.'s

mother, was entirely Huguenot. On the other hand,

though there were some churches in the Jlo de France and
Champagne, they had little hold there ; and Picardy was
from tho first profoundly hostile to them, while Paris

became the headciuartera of the Catholic League. Their
churches sprang up with wonderful quickness at this time

;

thus we sec that all tho 76 congregations in Languedoc
named by Haag were established between 1558 and 15G2.
All were characterized by a like aptitude for organization ;

their constitution, simple and populo •, is a proof that

under better auspices the French people might have well

o.\iTc>scd tho privileges of constitutional liberty ; tho
Hiujuenota had n popular representation and frorfrient

ilclibcrati /o assemblies. Between 1559 and 1598 they

held fifteen general church synods, and from 1573 to 1623
many political assemblies, in which all questions bearing
on the interests, of the " cause " were debated and decided.

The subordination of the religions to the political interests

of the Huguenots became inevitable after the massacre of

St Bartholomew'-s day, 1572 ; while at the same time theii

organization assumed a more decidedly republican tone.

The horror they felt at the violent action of Charles IX.
seemed to free them from all allegiance to him ; they

looked to England and Germany for help, to Switzerland

and tho United Provinces for encouragement and politicaJ

example. They at once drew up an independent co:...,titu-

tion, democratic and federative, framed chiefly after tha

Swiss pattern. Like all other attempts at a republican

form of government, it had an aristocratic and a demo-
cratic side, the latter for the time seeming to be the

stronger. For the centre of their power was now pass-

ing from the aristocracy to the burghers, from country

chateaux to provincial towns. In the towns tho only dis-

tinction recognized was that of pastor and elders, and these

might be, and mostly were, men of the people, chosen by the

people. The great noKes who sided with them, the " Poli-

tique" princes, like Alen^on or Damville-Montmorency,
winked for a time at this new " state within the state," the

germ of that Huguenot organization which later on hampered
Richelieu's path. Their system was based on the towns

in their hands. It. each an independent government was
elected by popular suflrage, and was composed of a mayor, a

council of twenty-four, and an elective chamber of seventy-

five citizens, making up in all a hundred rulers. This body
was a court of justice, with some amount of sovereignty.

Thus, the twenty-four with tho mayor had control over war,

police, and " things of highest importance," though without

the seventy-five they could neither pass nor abrogate laws,

as to coin, taxation, truces, or terms of peace. The mayors
and privy councils of the confederate towns were charged

with the election of a general, a kind of Roman dictator,

who was to have both a council to advise him and also

five lieutenants to help and succeed him, if need were.

Lastly, provision was made for a strict moral discipline.

Soon after this the Huguenots established a system of

" generalities " or districts, each with its own local estates,

and over these provincial councils and a states-general,

thus materially strengthening their independent organiza-

tion. This system continued throughout the League-

wars (1574-1589), during which the religious movement
was controlled by a knot of selfish political leaders, and

in the course of which their point of view completely

changed : for, while in the beginning they had passion-

ately called for popular institutions and tho convocation

of tho states-general of France, in tho end they became the

followers of Henry of Navarre, as heir to tho French
crown, representative throughout of the anti-popular

temper of the Bourbon house. Under him the discontented

Huguenots again reorganized themselves into nine great

circles, over each of which was a council of from five to

seven members, elected by delegates from tho churches, and
having the duty of laying their independent taxation, of

levying, commanding, and paying their own troops. Tbero

was abo a general a.'wcnibly for all the circles (after the

pattern of the United Provinces) sitting in three estates

—

|)astors, nobles, burghers ; the whole iiolity being represen-

tative as an aristocratic republic. This general a.s.sembly

sat frequently, sent embassies to foreign powers, souietiiues

acting as an independent body politic.

Tho discontent of the Huguenots at la-st extorted from

Henry IV. tho famous edict of Nantes (L'd M.iy 1598), a

document which in the main only reproduced the more
favouralile of the earlier edicts. Its provisions were at least

as helpful for Catholics as for I'lotestanls ; it was always
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(icing so modified as to sliow less and less favour to tLo

Cilvinists, who were little satisfied with it. They had
clreamed of dominance, had hoped for cqviality, and wero
now [int olf with tolerance, for whatever Henry IV.

might feel about their faith, he was determined, as ho once

told Sully, " to reduce to nothing tho Huguenot faction,"

to destroy their political independence, and by closing up
the civil strife to secure the. solid establishment of tho

central monarchy. The edict allows public exercise of the

Huguenot faith in the houses of nobles and gentry, and in

a few n:inied towns ; it gave tho sectaries full civil rights,

and made tlicm eligible to all civil ofiiccs , in several par-

liaments mixed chambers were established ; tho education

of their children was left in their own hands.

W'c find that about I.")90 the Huguenots had exercise of

their worship in aljout .'iDOO chateaux, end in about 200

towns 01 bourgs, chioHy in the south and west. In most

parts of the north, except Paris and round Rouen and

Amiens, they had one place for worship m each bailliago

or Slinijchailssio. In 159S we have a list of about 150

places granted by Henry IV to the Huguenots for their

safety, the chief groups being in the generalities of Bor-

deaux and Jlontpcllier, and in Poitou ; those were either

free towns, like La Rochelle, Nimes, Montauban, or towns

belonging to private gentlemen, or towns belunging to tlio

king, which had fallen into Huguenot hands during tho

wars.

Throughout the next quarter of a century we trace their

history in a series of outbursts, indicating noble impa-

tience and Calvinistic dissatisfaction. The siege and fall of

I.a Rochelle (1627-1628) brought this period to an end.

During this time their number seems to have increased
;

at the accession of Louis XIII. they had about .500

churches ; in 1622 and 1628 we have lists of 688 ; in 1637

no less than 720 are enumerated, though of these 49 wero

cither vacant or suspended. Richelieu and Mazarin treated

them with statesman-like prudence ; their synods were dis-

couraged, their grumblings ceased , they grew in piety and

purity as tho political arena was closed to them, and the

noble houses one by one deserted them. This was the

time of their material prosperity, and of their important

contribution to the welfare of France wkich Louis XIV. so

rudely cast away.

As that king got hold of his power, the tranquillity of the

Huguenots waned. In 1657 they were forbidden to hold

colloquies, lest perchance they should take to politics; in

1659 they were practically told to hold no more synods.

Soon the court went further conversions were undertaken.

Wherever a pastor could !'e bribed, won over, or got rid of,

his "temple" was at once torn down , the Huguenot wor-

siiip became almost impossiMein towns, and lingered on in

a few-castles, whereby it feil still more under the royal

displeasure. As his conscience crrew morbid, under Madame
de Maintenon's direction, Louis XIV became more eager

to expiate his own crimes by punishing the heretics. Be-

tween 1657 and 1685 520 churches wero rooted up;
Anqnetil declares that 700 had been destroyed before

1685. All through this period, while thousands yielded

to oppression or bribery, thousands also iled the land ; the

emigration began in 1666 and went on for fifty years. It

is probable that in 1660 there were over two millions of

Huguenots, the best and thriftiest citizens in the land ; it

is said, though no figures can be trusted, that m all fully

ttuiiUion of French subjects escaped from ihcir inhospitable

lalherliind. At last in 1685, thinking that 'he Huguenots
were as good as suppressed, Louis XIV rcvo'icd the edict

of Nantes {.see France, vol. ix. p. 579). Tie revocation
was the sentence of civil death on all Huguenot ; it crushed
more than half the commercial and manufacturing industry
of the kingdom. It is said that at the time of it there

wore 1000 Huguenot pastors; of these over GOO escaped

from Fi-iiice, 100 were slain or sent to the galleys, tho

remainder conformed or disappeared.

The war of 1 689 called attention away from the perse-

cutcd remnant of the Huguenots, and they had a breathing

space in Laiiguedoc, the Cevennes, and Dauphine ; but

directly the peace of Ryswick was signed, repression began

again, and consequently, when the Spanish succession war

commenced, the Huguenots of the " Desert," that is, ofthe

country about Nimes, broke out after endless provocations

into open war, which lasted two years, and for a while de-

fied all the efforts of the court. Marshal Villars was at last

sent down, and by mingled gentleness and severity he both

secured the submission of the gallant Cavalier, the chief

leader of the Huguenots, and the defeat of tlie more deter-

mined of the mountaineers. Throughout the rest of the

century the down-trodden Protestantism of Franco was

kept alive chielly by the exertions of Antoine Court, the

apostle of the Desert, who never lost faith in the cause,

and who reorganized the dying churches, breathing into

them fresh life. Though under the influence of oppiessioa,

and excitement, the Huguenot story is here and tbere>

disfigured by fanatical outbursts of the " prophets" and
" prophetesses," still on the whole the account of their

endurance is among the most remarkable and heroic recorda

of religious history.

After the interference of Voltaire in behalf of Calas,

their sufferings came almost to an end ; the general change

of opinion, the steady weakening of tho Catholics, the in-

dolence or good nature of tho sovereign, forbade the scan-

dals of the past, until at last in 1787, under Necker's-

influence, Louis XVI. signed a memorable edict whiebi

restored, after 102 years' deprivation, their civil status tc

tho Huguenots. The Revolution of 1789 carried justice a

stage further , among the many titles of the Revolution to

the gratitude of posterity none is more marked than tho

complete restoration of the non-Catholic elements of French

•society to their rights. From that moment to the present

time the descendants of the Huguenots have had peace.

There are now about half a million Calvinists in France ;

by the census of 1872 they numbered 467,531 souls, of

whom about 100,000 were in the north, and the rest mostly

in their old quarters in the south ; in the Card, the

ancient Desert, nearly a quarter of the whole body still

abide. Of late years the Protestant Church in France has

shown a tendency to division into two parties, that of the

more rigid Calvinistic opinions, and that of a more liberal

and less orthodox theology. In cither case they form a
group of loyal citizens, on whom French politicians now
look with favour. The old reproach that "the Huguenots
are all republicans" has at last turned to their credit.

The persecutions which checked all wholesome develop-

ments at home, whether religious, literary, or commercial,

were favourable to their growth abroad, and we consequently

find that in literary and artistic excellence the Huguenots
have taken their full share. Their first attention was

naturally called to theology, in which the names of Calvin

and Farel, Beza, Daill(S, the Drelincourts, the learned S.

Dcsmarets, Jortin, P. Jurieu, Labadie the mystic, the Le-

clercs, the great Hebraist Mercier, Mestrczat the preacher,

tho old hero Duplessis Mornay, Salmasius, J. Saurin, first

of Protestant orators, and a crowd of lesser men testify to

their activity in this branch. Add to those the dictionary

of Bayle, the works of the Basnagcs, Morin the Orientalist,

Pithou, the Daciers, Etieniie Dolet, Ramus, Lc F^vre ef

Etaplcs, above all Scaliger, as leaders iii learning ; in

history, Biinott, Bongars, Palma Cayet, Hubert Languet.

BfiioaJde, and Rapinl'hoyras , and with them the political

writer Hotman. Of lawyers they claim Baudouin, Cujas.

Coras, Doncau, Hirault, and Godefroy, famod as the most
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karned of Jurisconsults. In science tney nave tne uuviers,

Desmaizeaux, Dubois the chemist, Part, father gi modem
surgery, Papin, herald of the steam-engine, the physician

Joubert, L'Ecluse the botanist, and the Hubers. In art

they lay claim to Crispin, J. Cousin, Pallissy, Simon the

engraver, the Picarts, and Goujon the architect. Their

poets are Marot and Margaret of Valois. The general

effect of this activity is hard to gauge : from Amsterdam
and Berlin, Geneva and London, issued sermon, political

pamphlet, controversial poleittle^, but these etforts had no

settled audience, they failed to win. the ear of France^

The same is true of their religious' -herotsm ; though it

seemed to be exactly what was wanted to strengthen the

national character, the confessors were scattered, lii;& the

Jews, among the nations, and ceased to affect the pijjgress

of their fatherland. In the Revolution we can see traces of

their mental and moral activity ; it may be that their day
of influence is not yet over. For their history is a standing

marvel, illustrating the abiding power of strong religious

convictions, narrow in theory, pure in practice ; tliey havs
stood as much ill-usage as has befallen any branch of

Christ's church. It remains for their descendants to show
to France that their creed goes well with freedom and
advance,—that the religious instinct, so deeply implanted

in man, is a true friend of orderly and rational national

life. Religion which does not abuse its power, a freedom
from divided allegiances, an aptitude for constitutional

institutions, and an intelligent belief in the sovereignty of

the people—these are the elements which the Huguenots
of to-day can bring to the service of the republic under
which they dwell safely, none making them afraid.

AiUhoriiies.—Calvin, iTisiUutio ChrUtiance Beligionis, saniLeUres^
ed. J. JBonnet, 1854; Haag, France ProUstante, 184&; Meaux,
Xitifeu riligieusea au, XVI. siicle, 1879; Arqnez, Assemblies
jmlitiques dea RifarmM, 1859 ; E. Hugues, EestdurcUion de
froUstantiame en France, 1875 ; Mignet, £iailisse7nent . . . du
Calvinisnie d Oe'Tiive ; G. de Felice, Hist, des Protestants en France

;

E. 'BiDoit,Mist. de l'£dUdeNani<s; C. Coquere), Sglisesdu'Disert;
A. Court; Troubles dea Civennes; Bonnemire, Hist, dcs Camisards;
G\iizot, Hist, de France, 1872 ; Merle d'Aubigne, B^forviation au
XVI. siicle; Professor H. M. Baird, History of the Rise of the
Huguenots, 2 yoiB. , 1S80. (G.W. K.)

HULL, or KiNOSToN-upoN-HuLL, a municipal and
parliamentary borough, and one of the principal seaport
towns of England, is, though a countyin itself, locally within
the East Riding of Yorkshire, situated in 53° 44 N. lat.

and 0° 10' W. long., on the west side of the Hull, where
it discharges into the estuary of the Humber, 20 miles from
the German Ocean at Spurn Head. • By rail it is 41 J miles
east-south-east of York. Branch lines of the North-
Eastern Railway connect it with the principal towns in

the E^t Riding ; and by means of the steam ferry across
the Humber to Now Holland it has communication with
the Great Northern and the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railways. The town stands on a level plain

80 low aa to render embankments necessary to protect
it from inundation, and the flatness of the surrounding
country as far as the eye can reach is unbroken by anything
that can be properly termed an elevation. The older portion
of the town, which is completely enclosed between the docks
on the north and west and the Hull and Humber on the
east and south, was originally very densely inhabited, and
its streets were narrow and irregular, but in this respect it

iLas lately undergone great improvements. The streets in

the modern quarter are spacious and regular, and the villas

of the wealthier classes occupy the suburbs. A pier front-

ing the Humber affords a pleasant promenade. To tho
north of the town thcro is a public park presented in 18G0
by Z. C. Pearson, then mayor of Hull It is 27 acres
in extent, is tastefully laid out, and contains full-sized

marble statues of her Majesty the Queen and of tho lato

J'linoe Consort, A botanic garden about 40 acres in cs-

teni was opened in 1880. There is a large public cemetery,

which possesses separate chapels for churchmen and dis-

senters. The town is supplied with water from springs

abuut 4 miles distant, two condensing' engines of 60 horse
power each being employed in pumping it. >

The principal public buildings are the town-hall in Low-
gate, completed in 1866 in the Italian Renaissance stylo,

having a very richly adorned facade, with a central dome
135 feet in height resting on eight arches, and containing a

clock and bell ; the exchange in the same street, completed
also in 1866, in a less ornate form of the Italian style,

containing a hall 70 feet long by 40 feet wide, and the

offices of the Hull chamber of commerce and the Hull
guardian society for the protection of trade; the corn

exchange in High Street, a plain building with a great

hall 157 feet long by 36 feet wide; the custom-house in

Whitefriargate ; Trinity House, a handsome brick build-

ing in the Tuscan style, erected in 1753 by the guild of

Trinity House, originally i established in 1369; Charter-

house, rebuilt in 1645, belonging to a foundation for the

support " of the feeble and old," which was established

by Sit Michael de la Pole in 1384; thedock offices, an
elaborate building in the Italian style ; the royal institu-

tion, a large and beautiful edifice in the Roman Corinthian

style, opened by Prince Albert in 1854, possessing a
museum, a library of 40,000 volumes, and accommodation
for the meetings of the literary and philosophical society;

the new general post-office, in the modern Italian style,

opened in 1877 ; the prison, constructed on the new model
principle, opened in 1869; the music-hall, in the Renais-

sante style ; the theatre royal, opened in 1873, a stuccoed

sttucture with a handsome Corinthian front; the public

baths and washhouses, in the Tudor style, completed

in 1850 at a cost of £1 2,000. The only church of special

interest or architectural merit is that of Holy Trinity, on
the west side of the market-place, a cruciform edifice in

the floral Gothic style, originally founded" at the end of

the 13th century, but of various dates, and lately com-
pletely restored at a cost of over .£30,000, having an
extreme length of 272 feet, the breadth of the uave being

72 feet and that of the chancel 70 feet. It possesses a
very fine west window, filled with stained glass in 1862
at a cost of £1000, and is surmounted'at the intersection

of the nave and transept by a noble tower, with finely

decorated pinnacles, rising from the point of intersection to

the height of 1 40 feet St Mary's church in Lowgate, in

the Perpendicular stylo, was originally founded in the

beginning of the 14th century, but has been nearly all

rebuilt since that period, the tower being erected in 1696,

and the whole building restored, in 1863-65 at a cost

of £10,000. The principal educational establishments

are the grammar school, founded in 1486; the Hull

and East Riding college, a proprietary school for sons of

gentlemen ; the Trinity House marine school, founded io

1716; Cogan's charity school for girls, founded in 1763;
national, British, Catholic, Wcsleyan, and school board

schools ; a ragged and industrial school ; and the Humber
industrial school ship " Southampton." Among the other

institutions for ministering to the intellectual wants of the

community are the school of science and art, the literary ant/

philosophical society, tho royal institution, the mechanics'

institution, the Hull church institute and library, the

young people's Christian and Literary institute, the Catholic

institute, tho Lyceum library aud reading-room, and

tho literary c'.ub. The charities and benevolent founda-

tions are numerous, and, in addition to Charterhouse and
Trinity Hou to, already mentioned, include the infirmary,

founded in 1782, and extended by tho addition of two

wings in 1840, and of detached fever wards in 1874; the

Hull and fculcoatcs dispensary, founded in 1814; the
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hospital for sick children, opened in 1873; tne Jiomoeopai./iic

dispensary; the bliad institute; the borough lunatic asylum,

erected in. 1849, with accommodation for 160 patients;

the Hull workhouse, the Sculcoates union woikhouse , the

seamen's and general orphan asylum ; the sailors' home,
opened in 1860 ; the sailors' orphan home and school,

erected in 1863 ; Gregg's hospital, founded in 1416,

Lister's in 16il, and Crowle's in 1661.

. Hull ranks as the third port of the United Kingdom,
being surpassed in the value of its exports and' imports by
London and Liverpool only. The original harbour occu-

pied that part of the river Hull which faced the old

town, but in 1774 an Act was passed for forming a
dock on the site of the old fortifications, having its

entrance at the upper end of the old harbour. Tliis dock,

known for some time as the Old dock, is 1703 feet long

and 254 feet broad, and its area is 10 acres. In 1809 ths

Humber dock at the south end of the town was opened ;

it is 914 feet long and 342 feet broad, and its area is 7 acres.

These two docks were connected by a third, opened in

1829, at first named the Junction dock, its length being

645 feet and a breadth of 238 feet; its area is 6 acres.

After a visit paid to Hull by the Queen and Prince Albert

in 1854, the name of the Old dock was changed to the

Queen's dock, and that of the Junction dock to the Prince's

dock The Railway dock, opened in 1846, extends to 3
acres. ' In 1850 the Victoria dock was opened, on the

east side of the river Hull, with entrances from it and the

Plan of Hull.

Humber, and occupied an area of about 12 J acres. In 1863
this dock was extended 7.J acres eastward In connexion

with this dock was a timber pond of 9h acres, subsequently

enlarged to 14 acres, and a new one of 1 1 acres was about

the same date constructed near it. The Albert dock, opened

by the prince of Wales in July 18G9, occupies an area of

24 A acres, and has a length of 3370 feet, with a breadth at

the eastern end of 480 feet, and at the western end of 200
feet To the west of it an additional dock of 6 acres was
opened in May 1880. A capacious graving dock, 460 feet

long, which is entered from the last-mentioned dock is now
(1880) in course of construction. Another dock of 24 acres,

to the west of the new West dock, has been commenced.
Rails in connexion with the North-Eastern Railway are laid

along the quays of the docks. In 1880 an Act was ob-

tained for a railway from Hull to Barnsley, and a dock
in connexion with it. The shipping trade of Hull is

chiefly with the Baltic ports, Denmark, Norway, Ger-

oiany, and Holland ; but it has also regular steam com-

munication with the other principal ports of Europe, as

well as with the United States, the Black Sea, Egypt,

ifec In 1878 the number of ships that entered was

4996, with a tonnage of 1,750,977, and the number

that cleared 4802, with a tonnage of 1,788,214. For the

five years ending 1878 the average number of ships that

entered was 4987, with a tonnage of 1,742,120, while 485T

cleared, with a tonnage of 1,726,151.

The value of imports of foreign and colonial merchandise

in 1878 was £17,849,197. and the average value for the five

years 1874-78 was £18,038,263. Tlie value of exports of

produce of the United Kingdom in 1878 was £19,109,797,

and the average value for the five years ^vas £21,267,391.

Hull is one of the principal shipping ports for the manu-

factures of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and imports large

quantities of grain from Russia, Prussia, America, and the

British colonies, and of timber from Norway and Sweden.

The import of cattle is very large, and a commodicnis

cattle depot has been constructed. The deep-sea fiubiog i^
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extensively prosecuted, and, m addition to several small

steamers, employs about 450 boats, with 2500 hands.

Whale-fisliing, once an important industry, is now discon-

tinued.

' Tlie staple industry oE Hull is seed-crushing for oil and

cake making. It possesses extensive engineering works

and foundries, large iron shipbuilding yards, rope-yards,

Bail-lofts, tanneries, breweries, flax and cotton mills,

chemical works, and manufactures of blue and black

lead, paints, colours, and varnishes, Portland and Roman
cement, phosphate of lime, tobacco, starch, paper, soap,

furniture, and organs.

, The population of the parliamentary borough, which

was 84,690 in 1851, had in 1871 reached 123,408. The
population of the municipal borough in 1861 was 97,661,

and in 1871 it had increased to 121,892. The area of

the municipal borough is 3635 acres, and of the parlia-

mentary 4447 acres.

History.—Hull originated in tlie two nearly contiguous villages

of Myton and Wyke, the latter o£ which was a consiiicrable port

not long after the Norman Conquest. For some period the united
village was known as Myton-Wyke, but even before the reign of

Edward I. it is also occasionally mentioned as HuU. In 1298
Eihvard I., on returning from the battle of Dunbar, happened to pay
it a visit, when, struck with its advantages as a commercial port, he
purchased it from the abbot of Meaux, with the purpose of fortify-

ing it. He created the town a manor of itself, bestowed upon it the

name of Kingston-upon-HuU, and issued a proclamation olTering to

all who settled in it special advantages. In 1299 it received a royal

charter constituting it a free borough. About the same time the
improvements on its harbour were completed, and from this period

Its incie.a.se in prosperity was rapid and uninterrupted. In 1315 a

regular ferry was established between Hull and Barton in Lincoln-

ehire, and a few years later the town was fortified with walls and
ditches. Much of the early prosperity of the town was due to the
enterprise of the famous merchants, the De la Poles, who were higli in

favour with successive monarchs, and the head of which house was in

1.385 created earl of Suffolk. Such was the importance of the town
in the reign of Edward III. that in 1359 it supplied for the armament
against P'ranee 16 ships and 466 seamen, the quota of London being
25 ships and 662 seamen, and that, of Newcastle 17 ships and 314
•eanicn. In the reign of Richard II. the fortresses were repaired and
a strong castle was erected on the east side of the river Hull. By
Henry VI. ad<litional charters were granted, erecting the town and
liberties into a county in itself, under the designation of "The Town
and County of the Town of Kingston-iipon-Hull," constituting it

t corporate town, and appointing, instead of a mayor and bailiffs, for

its government a nuayor, sheritF, and aldermen. In the Wars of the
Roses it strenuously maintuined the cause of Lancaster ; and so

«aloua was it in its loyalty that after the borough funds were
exhausted additional money was raised by the sale of the materials
of the market cross. In the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries it

suffered greatly from the plague, and in 1527 and 15-19 much
damage was caused by inundations. During the insurrection in 153G
called the Pilgrimage of Grace, originated oy the dissolution of tho
monasteries, Hull was seized by the insurgents, but, after the disper-

sion of the main body at Doncaster, the ringleaders in the town were
seized by the magistrates and executed. During the second rebellion

in York.shire in 1537 the town was taken possession of by the in-

surgents headed by Sir liobcrt Constable, and held for a month, but
the loy.al inh.abitant3, surprising them in the middle of the night,
compelled them to .surrentler; many of them were executed, and the
body of Sir Robert Constable w.is hung in chains over the Beverley
gate. In 1540 Hull was visited by Henry VIII., who, after a careful

survey of tho town and neighbourhood, gave directions for tho ereo-

tiou of a c.istle and other fortifications, for the cutting of a canal
from Ncwland to Hull in order to jirovije "additions of fre.sh

water," and for the improvement of Suffolk palace, originally

erected by the Dc la Poles, but since then flcqui?-ed by tho crown.
Daring the parliamentary war tho possession of Hull was an object
of ambition to both parties on account of its importance as » depot
for arms and military stores. In 16)2 the govcM nor, Sir John ifotham,
refused to admit Charles I. intothctown. In ]643and 1644 it sus-

tained two long sieges and many vigorous ntt.icks by the royalists.

In 1534 Hull was made the sec of a suffragan bishop, out tho
jfficc was atwlishcd on the de.ath oft Edward VI. By tho 33d of

Edward I. the town returned burgesses to parliament. The privi-

lege was afterwards for some time in abeyance till the 12th of

Edward II., since which period it hn« returned two members.
Among th',' eminent natives of Hull, besides the Do la Poles, aro

Andrew Marvell, William Mason tho friend of Gray tho poet,

WiUiam Wilberforcc. and Maior-Oencial Pcrronet Thompson.

TIic principal histories of FIiilI are those of Cent, 17S5. reprinted I8'>9

IIiiillij, ITSS; TirtcU, 1708; Frost. 1S27 ; and Shunhun. 1S64. See iil»

Sj niuns's Btg/t-Strect, J/utf, some tjcars si'tcc, and Diograpntcal Sketches inter'

spcrsed trith Hi^toncat Accounlso/ the Town, Ancient and Modern, Ac. ISC:'.

Woolcy'a Statnlei rifcttin<j to Kingslon-upon-Hull, ISiO; Symons's Huilinta^ or

Selections from Local Hii'tory, 1S7-2, and Sketches of Hull Authors, 1879.

HULS, a town of Prussia, in the circle of Kempen, and
government districtofDiisseldorf, is situated at the terminus

of a branch railway line to Crefeld and Diisseldorf, 4 miles

north of Crefeld and 17 north-west of Diisseldorf. It

possesses manufactures of damask and velvet, and in the

neighbourhood ironstone is obtained. The population in

1875 was 6096.

HULSE, John (1 70S -1789), founder of the Hulsean
lectureship at the university of Cambridge, was born at

Middlewich, in Cheshire, in 1708. Entering St John's

College, Cambridge, he graduated in 1728, and on taking

holy orders was presented to a small country curacy. His
father having died in 1753, Hulse succeeded to his estates

in Cheshire, where, owing to feeble health, he lived in

retirement till his death in 1789. . He bequeathed his

estates to Cambridge University for the purpose of main-

taining two scholars at St John's College, of founding a

prize for a dissertation, and of instituting the oflices of

Christian advocate and of Christian preacher or Hulsean
lecturer. By a statute in 1860 the Hulsean professorship

of divinity was substituted for the office of Christian

advocate, and the lectureship was considerably modified.

The 'first course of lectures under the benefaction was
delivered in 1820. In 1830 the number of annual lectures

or sermons was reduced from twenty to eight ; subse-

quently they were restricted to four. The annual value

of the Hulse endowment. is between £800 and £900, of

which eight-tenths go to the professor of divinity and one-

tenth to the prize and lectureship respectively.

HUMBLE-BEE, a name applied by phonetic instinct

under various inflexions (such as " Bumble-bee " in England
provincially, and " Hummel" in Germany) to the large bees

of the genus Bombns (which, like the French " Bourdon,"

is probably also suggested by the noise made by these

insect.s). They belong to the social section of the great

family Apidce, of which the common hive-bee is the type,

and, like that well-known insect, live in colonies composed

of the two sexes and neuters. Instead of a single female

(or queen), however, many are found in one nest ; and

the workers do not hibernate. The female also difl'ers from

the queen hive-bee in having dense fringes of hairs on

the pollen-plates of the hind legs, and a widened base to

the hind tarsi, a structure necessitated by her having to

work single-handed at the commencement of the season, as

the workers and males do not survive the winter. Early in

the spring these large hibernated females may be observed

on the wing, each becoming the founder of a fresh colony,

in which tho neuters are first produced. There are two

kinds of females, the .smaller one only producing male eggs,

but not surviving the winter. The number of individuals

in a colony varies with the dilTcrent species, and as a rule

is least in those building their nest above ground. In one

very common subterranean species, Jiomliits terreslrif, as

many as 107 males, 56 females, and 180 workers have

been found in one nest. There is considerable diiferenco

between the males, females, and neuters; the ^ last two
dilTer, however, but little except in size, whereas tho males

often exhibit a very varying coloration, and have structurn'

peculiarities, such as an additional segment to the abdomen,

longer antennae and tongue, no pollen-basket, Ac. They
have also no sling, whereas both female and worker are

armed like the hive-bee. Great difficulty exists in referring

these three constituents to their proper species, owing to

individual variation, alteration with age,aiKl the diHiculty ol

seeing all the members of a colony at the same time ; so that

naturalists are not by any means agreed as to the specifio
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status of many of them, anj the synonymy is very compli-

catei The nests are not constructed after the symmetrical

fashion of those of the liive-bee, but consist of a collection

of oval brownish cells, at first few in number, but receiving

additions and extensions as the brood iucreases, and accom-

panied by cells containing pollen and honey. The workers

assist in rearing the larvae, and in disengaging the indivi-

duals from their pupal integuments as they reach the perfect

state; and it has been noticed that this metamorphosis is

accelerated by a kind of incubation. The nests are made
under bushes, in banks, <tc., sometimes as much as 5 feet

from the surface. A well-known one is made by the

" Moss-carder " humble-bee, Bombus muscoru7n, which has

often been observed collecting the natural material for its

dome, working in lino. As usual with provident or social

animals, these interesting insects are subject to encroach-

ment by parasites of various kinds ; most noteworthy

among which are some species (there are three or four in

England) of the closely allied genus Apa/Jius (or Psi-

th^rus), superficially resembling exactly the true humble-

bees, but with no pollen-collecting apparatus, and no
workers. They exist apparently on friendly terms with

their hosts, whose stores ore at times materially preyed

upon by the larvas of Volucella, a genus of Diptera or two-

winged flies also resembling humble-bees. Various beetles,

Buch as Anth(roi^lw.gu\ Cryptophagus, LeptiiiuSj &c., and
the larvce of Tinea pelliijieita, a small moth, also occur in

their nests.

As regards distribution, the Bombl are found in Europe,

America (North and South), Africa, India, China, and
Java, but not in Australasia, where, indeed, it has even been
attempted to introduce some specJies for the purpose of

fertilizing the introduced clover, for which the structure of

the native insects is apparently insufficient. It is, however,

in the northern zone that they flourish best, their hardy
nature enabling them to exist in the Arctic regions, as far

as man has penetrated ; and the numerous additions con-

tinually being made to the list of known species from the

Caucasus, the Amur district, Turkistan, Arizona, &e., point,

not only to a wide geographical range, but to a large adapta-

tion to some useful end. The experiments of Darwin,
Miiller, and others show how important a part is played by
humble-bees. in the economy of nature as plant fertilizers;

and, though perhaps not exhibiting such highly-developed

instincts as the hive-bee, they possess sufficient reasoning

power to enable them, by perforating the base of the

caljnt of certain flowers, to obtain otherwise inaccessible

honey.

HUMBOLDT, FriedeichHeinrich Alexander, Baron
VON (17C9-1859), a distinguished naturalist and traveller,

was born at Berlin, September 14, 17G9. Hia father, who
was a major in tlie Prussian army, belonged to a Pomeranian
family of consideration, and was rewarded for his services

during the Seven Years' War with the post of royal cham-
berlain. He married in 1766 Maria Elizabeth voa Colomb,
widow of Baron von Hollwede, ijnd had by her two sons,
of whom the younger is the subject of this notice. The
childhood of Alexander von Humboldt was not a promising
one, as regards either health or intellect. His characteristic
tastes, however, soon displayed themselves ; and from his
fancy for collecting and labelling plants, shells, and insects
be received the plaj-ful title of " the little- apothecary."
The care of his education, on the unexpected death of his
tather in 1779, devolved upon his mother, who discharged
the trust with constancy and, judgment. Destined for a
political career, he studied finance during six months at
tlio university of Frankfortron-the-Odor ; and a year later,

April 2"), 1789, he matriculated atGottiiigen, then eminent
tor the lectures of Heyne and Bkuncubach. His vast and
varied powers were by this time fully developed; and

during the vacation of 1789 he gave a fair earnest of hia

future performances in a scientific excursion up the Ubine,
and in the treatise thence issuing. Mineralogische Beobacht'

nngen iiber einige Basalte am Rhein (Brunswick, 1790).

His native passion for distant travel was confirmed by the
friendship formed by him at Gi3ttingen with George Forster,

Heyne's son-in-law, the distinguished companion of Cook's
second voyage. Henceforth his studies, which his rare

combination of parts enabled hira to rendef at once multi-

farious, rapid, and profound, were directed with extraor-

dinary insight and perseverance to the purpose of preparing
himself for his distinctive calling as a scientific explorer.

With this view he studied commerce and foreign languages
at Hamburg, geology at Freiberg under Werner, anatomy
at Jena under Loder, astronomy, and the use of scientific

instruments under Zach and Kohler. His researches into

the vegetation of the mines of Freiberg led to the publica-

tion in 1793 of his Florce Fribergends Specimen; and
the results of a prolonged course of experiments on the

phenomena of muscular irritability, then recently dis-

covered by Galvani, were contained in his Versucke

iiber die gerehte Atuskel- unci Nervenfaser (Berlin, 1797),
enriched in the French translation with notes by Blumen-
bacb.

In 1794 he was admitted to the intimacy of the famous
Weimar coterie, and contributed (June 1795) to Schiller's

new periodical, Die Horen, a philosophical allegory entitled

Die Lehenshrajt, oder der rhodische Genius. In the summer
of 1790 he paid a flying visit to, England in company with

Forster. In 1792 aud 1797 he was in Vienna; in 1795
he made a geological and botanical tour through Switzerland

and Italy. 'He had obtained in the meantime oflicial

employment, having been appointed assessor of mines at

Berlin, February 29, 1792. Although the service of the

state was consistently regarded by him but as an apprentice-,

ship to the service of science, he fulfilled its duties with

such conspicuous ability that he not only rapidly rose to

the highest post in his department, but was besides entrusted

with several importantdiplomatic missions. Thedeath of his

mother, November 19, 1796, set him free to follow the bent

of his genius, and, finally severing his official connexions,

he waited for an opportunity of executing his long-cherished

schemes of travel. On the postponement of Captain

Baudin's proposed voyage of circumnavigation, which he
had been officially invited to accompany, he left Paris for

Marseilles with Bonpland, the designated botanist of the

frustrated expedition, hoping to join Bonaparte in Egypt.

The means of transport, however, were not forthcoming,

and the two travellers eventually found their way to Madrid,

where the unexpected patronage of the minister d'Urquijo

determined them to make Stianiah America the scene of

their explorations.

Armed with powerful recommendations, they sailed in

the "Pizarro" from Corunna, June 5, 1799, stopped six

days at Tcneriffe for the ascent of- the Peak, and landed,

July 16, at Cumana. There Humboldt observed, on thO;

night of the 12-1 3th of November, that remarkable meteor-

shower which forms the starting-point of our acquaintance

,with the periodicity of the phenomenon; thence he proceeded

with Bonpland to Caracas; and in February 1800 he left the

coast for the purpose of exploring the course of the Orinoco.

This trip, which lasted four months, and covered 1725 miles

of -wild and uninhabited country, had the important result

of establishing the existence of a communication between

the water-systems of the Orinoco and Amazon, and of

determining the exact position of the bifurcation. On the

2-tth of November the two friends set sail for Cuba, and

after a stay of some months regained the mainland -at

Cartagena. Ascendingthe Swollen stream of the Magdalena,

aud crossing the frozen ridcesof the Cordilleras, thnv rcnched
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Quito after a tedious and difficult journey, January G, 1802.

Their stay there was signalized by the ascent of Pichincha

and Chimborazo, and terminated in an expedition to the

sources of the Amazon en route for Lima. At Callao

Humboldt observed the transit of Mercury on November 9,

and studied the fertilizing properties of guano, the introduc-

tion of which into Europe was mainly duo to his writings.

A tempestuous sea-voyage brought them to the shores of

Mexico, and after a year's residence in that province,-

followed by a short visit to the United States, they set sail

for Europe from the mouth of the Delaware, and landed at

Bordeaux, August 3, 1804.

Humboldt may justly bo regarded as having in this

memorable expedition laid the foundation of the sciences of

physical geography and meteorology in their larger bearings.

By his delineation (in 1817) of "isothermal lines," he at

once suggested the idea and devised the means of compar-

ing the climatic conditions of various countries. He first

investigated the rate of decrease in mean temperature with

increase of elevation above the sea-level, and atforded, by

his investigations into the origin of tropical storms, the

earliest clue to the detection of the more complicated law

governing atmospheric disturbances in higher latitudes
;

while his essay on the geography of plants was based on

the then novel idea of studying the distribution of organic

life as affected by varying physical conditions. His dis-

covery of the decrease in intensity of the earth's magnetic

force from thp. poles to the equator was communicated to

the Paris Institute in a memoir read by him, December 7,

1804, and its importance was attested by the speedy

emergence of rival claims. His serviees to geology were

mainly based on his attentive study of the volcanoes of

the New World. He showed that they fell naturally into

linear groups, presumably corresponding with vast subter-

ranean fissures ; and by his demonstration of the igneous

origin of rocks hitherto held to be of aqueous formation, be

contributed largely to the spread of juater views than those

then prevailing.

The reduction into form and publication of the encyclo-

psedic mass of materials—scientific, political, and archaeo-

logical—collected by him during his absence from Europe

was now Humboldt's most urgent desire. After a short

trip to Italy with Gay-Luflsac for the purpose of investigat-

ing the law of magnetic declination, and a sojourn of two

years and a half in his native city, he finally, in the spring

of 1808, settled in Paris with tho view of securing the

scientific co-operation required for bringing liis great work

through the press. This colossal task, which he at first

hoped would have occupied but two years, eventually cost

him twenty-one, and even then remained incomplete.

With tho exception of Napoleon Bonaparte, he was now
the most famous man in Europe. A chorus of applause

greeted him from every side. Academies, both native and

foreign, were eager to enrol him among their members.

Frederick William III. of Prussia conferred upon him the

honour, without exacting the duties, attached to the post of

royal chamberlain, together with a pension of 2500 thalers,

aftorwards doubled. Ho refused the appointment of

Prussian minister of public instruction in 1810. In 1814

ho accompanied the allied sovereigns to London. Three

years later ho was summoned by tho king of Prussia to

attend him at tho congress of Aix la-Chapelle. Again in

tho autumn of 1822 ho accompanied tho same monarch to

the congress of Verona, proceeded thence with the royal

party to Home and Naples, and returned to Paris in the

spring of 1823.

Tho French capital he had long regarded as his true

home. There he found, not only scientific sympathy, hut

the social stimulus which his vigorous and healthy mind
eagerly craved. He was equally in his clonient iws the lion

of the salons and as the savant of the institute and the

,

observatory. Thus, when at last he received from his •

sovereign a summons to join his court at Berlin, he obeyed

indeed, but with deep and lasting regrst. The provin-

cialism of his native city was odious to him. He never

ceased to rail against the bigotry without religion, Ksthe-

ticism without culture, and philosophy without common
sense, which he found dominant on the banks of the Spree.

The unremitting benefits and sincere attachment of two
well-meaning princes secured indeed his gratitude, but

could not appease his discontent. At first he sought relief

from the " nebulous atmosphere " of his new abode by

frequent visits to Paris ; but as years advanced his excur-

sions were reduced to accompanying the monotonous
" oscillations " of the court between Potsdam and Berlin.

On the 12th of May 1827 he settled permanently in the

Prussian capital, where his first eflbrts were directed towards

the furtherance of the science of terrestrial magnetism. For

many years it had been one of his favourite schemes to

secure, by means of simultaneous observations at distant

points, a thorough investigation of the nature and law of

" magnetic storms "—a term invented by him to designate

abnormal disturbances of the earth's magnetism. The
meeting at Berlin, September 18, 1828, of a newly-formed

scientific association, of which he was elected president,-

gave him the opportunity of setting on foot an extensive

system of research In combination with his diligent personal

observations. His appeal to the Piussian Government in

1829 led to the establishment of a line of magnetic and

meteorological stations across northern Asia ; while his

letter to the duke of Sussex, then (April 1836) president

of the Royal Society, secured for the undertaking the wide

basis of the British dominions. Thus that scientific con-

spiracy of nations which is one of the noblest fruits of

modern civilization was by his exertions first successfully

organized.

In 1811, ^nd again in 1818, projects of Asiatic explora-

tion were proposed to Humboldt, first by the Russian, and

afterwards by the Prussian Government ; but on each

occasion untoward circumstances Interposed, and it was not

until he had entered upon his sixtieth year that he resumed

his early rote of a traveller in the interests of science.

Between May and November 1829 lie, together with his

chosen associates Oustav Rose and Ehrenberg, traversed

the wide expanse of the Russian empire from the Neva to

the Yenesei, accomplishing in twenty-five weeks a distance

of 9614 miles. The journey, however, though cafried out

with all the advantages afforded by the immediate patronage

of the Russian Government, was too rapid to be profitable.

Its most important fruits were the correction of the preva-

lent exaggerated estimate of the height of the Central-Asian

plateau, and the discovery of diamonds In tho gold-washings

of the Ural—a result which Humboldt's Brazilian ex-

periences enabled him to predict, and by predicting to

secure.

Between 1830 and 1848 Humboldt was frequently

employed in diplomatic missions to tho court of Louis

Philippe, with whom he always maintained the most cordial

personal relations. Tho death of his brother, Wllhelm von

Humboldt, who expired in his arms, April 8, 1836, saddened

tho later years of his life. In losing him, Alexander

lamented that ho had "lost half himself." The accession

of tho crown princo as Frederick William IV., on the death

of his father, in June 1840, added to rather than detracted

from his court favour. Indeed, tho new king's craving for

his society became at times so importunate as to leave him

only sumo hnurs snatched from sleep for tho prosecution of

his liteniry laliours.

It Is not often that a man postpones to his soycntysixth

year, and then successfully executes, tho crowning ta.sk of
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liiB life. Yet tliis was Humboldt's case. The- first two

volumes of the Kosmos -were "published, and in the main
composed, between the years 1845 and 184". The idea of

R work which should convey, not only a graphic description,

but an imaginative conception of the physical world— which

should support generalization by details, and dignify details

by generalization, had floated before his mind for upwards

of half a century. It first took definite shape in a set of

lectures delivered by him before the university of Berlin

in the winter of 1827-28. These lectures formed, as his

latest biographer expresses it, " the cartoon for the great

fresco of the Kosmos." The scope of this remarkable work
may be briefly described as the representation of the unity

amid the complexity of nature. In it the large and vague

ideals of the 18tii are sought to be combined with the

exact scientific requirements of the 19th century. And, in

spite of inevitable shortcomings, the attempt was in an
eminent degree successful. Nevertheless, the general eflect

of the book is rendered to some extent unsatisfactory by
its tendency to substitufe the indefinite for the infinite, and
thus to ignore, while it does not deny, the existence of a

power outside and beyond those of nature. A certain

heaviness of style, too, and laborious picturesqueness of

treatment make it more imposing than attractive to the

general reader. Its supreme and abiding value, however,

consists in its faithful reflexion of the mind of a great man.
No higher eulogium can be passed on Alexander von
Humboldt than that, iu attempting, and not unworthily

attempting, to portray the universe, he succeeded still

more perfectly in portraying his own compreheniflve intelli-

gence.

The last decade of his long life—his " improbable " years,

as he was accustomed to call them—was devoted to the con-

tinuation of this work, of which the third and fourth volumes
were published in 1850-58, and a fragment of a fifth

appeared posthumously in 1862. In these he sought to

fill up what was wanting of detail as to individual branches

of science in the sweeping survey contained in the first

volume. Notwithstanding their high separate value, it

must be admitted that, from an artistic point of view, these

additions were deformities. The characteristic idea of the

work, 80 far as such a gigantic idea admitted of literary

incorporation, was completely developed in its opening
portions, and the attempt to convert it into a scientific

encyclopsedia was in truth to nullify its generating motive.

Humboldt's remarkable industry and accuracy were never

more conspicuous than in the erection of this latest trophy

to his genius. Nor did he rely entirely on bis own labours.

He owed much of what he accomplished to his rare power
of assimilating the thoughts and availing himself of the

co-operation of others. He was not more ready to incur

•than to acknowledge obligations. The notes to Kosmos
overflow with laudatory citations, which were, indeed,

the current coin in which he discharged his intellectual

debts.

On the 24th of February 1857 Humboldt was attacked
with a slight apoplectic stroke, which, however, passed
iiway without leaving any perceptible trace. It was nof
until the winter of 1858-59 that his strength began to

decline, and on the ensuing 6th of May he tranquilly

expired, wanting but six months of completing his ninetieth

year. The honours which had been showered on him
during life followed him after death. His rcmjins, pre-

viously to being interred in the family resting-place at

T£gel, were conveyed in state through the streets of Berlin,

and received by the prince-regent with uncovered head at

the door of the cathedral. The first centenary of his birth
was celebrated September 14, 1869, with equal enthusiasm
in the New as in the Old World; and the numerous monu-
ments erected in his honour, and newly-explored .regions

1i- U*

called by his name, bear witness to the universal dilTusion

of his fame and popularity.

Humboldt was never married, and seems to have been at

all times more social than domestic in his tastes. To hi*

brother's family he was, however, much attached ; and in

his later years the somewhat arbitrary sway of an old and
faithful servant held him in more than riiatrimonial bjnd-
age. By a singular example of weakness, he executed, four

years before his death, a deed of gift transferring to this

man Seifert the absolute possession of his entire property.

It is right to add that no undue advantage appears to have
been taken of this extraordinary concession. Of the

qualities of his heart it is less easy to speak than of thoso

of his head. The clue to his inner life might probably be
found in a certain egotism of self-culture which influenced

his afl'ections as well as regulated his studies. His attach-

ments, however, once formed, were sincere and lasting.

He made innumerable friends ; and it does not stand on
record.that he ever lost one. His benevolence was through-

out his life active and disinterested. His early zeal for the

improvement of the condition of the miners in Galicia and
Franconia, his consistent detestation of slavery, his earnest

patronage of rising men of science, bear witness to the

large humanity which formed the ground-work of his

character. The faults of his old age have been brought
into undue prominence by the injudicious publication of

his letters to Yarnhagen von Ense. The chief of these

was his habit of smooth speaking, almost amounting to

flattery, which formed a painful contrast with the caustic

sarcasm of his confidential utterances. His vanity, at all

times conspicuous, was tempered by his sense of humour,
and was so fraukly avowed as to invite sympathy rather

than provoke ridicule. After every deduction has been
made, he yet stands before us as a colossal figure, not
unworthy to take his place beside Goethe as the represen*

tative of the scientific side of the culture of his country.

The best biography of Humboldt is that of Professor Karl Brulins
(3 vols., 8vo, Leipsic, 1872), excellently translated into EnRlisli by
the Misses I>assell, with tlie omission, however, of the exhaustive
bibliographical notice and scientific summary contained in the
original. The yo}/agc aux nii/ions iqntnoxialcs du Nouxcau Coti*

linenl, fait 1799-IS04,paryllcjxivdrcdciiuml>oldtctAim<I!onpland,
(Paris, 1S07, &c. ), consisted of thirty folio and quarto volumes, and
comprised a considerable number of subordinate but important
works. Among these may be enumerated P'ue dcs Cordilleres ct

monulnenls dcs ptuplcs indigincs dc I'Amiriqtie, 2 vols., folio, 1810 ;

Examcn critique dcl'hvitoire de la gcorjrapJiie du Aouvcau Continciitf

1814-34 ; Atlas g(ographiqiie ct physiquedu royaume dc la NouvelU
Espagnc, 1811 ; Essai politique sur le royaume de la Nouvdle
Espagne, 1811 ; Essai sur la geographic dcs plantes, 1805 (now very
rare); and Relation historique, 1814-25, an unfinished narrative of
his travels, including the Essai politique sur I'ile de Cuba. The
Nova genera ct sjieciesplantarum (7 vols folio, 1815-25), containing
descriptions of above 4500 species of plants collected by Humboldt
and Bonpland, was mainly compiled by C. S. Koiith ; Oltmanns
assisted in preparing the Rccueil d'oiscrvcUicma -ctsirottotniqua,

1808 ; Cuvier, Latreille, Valenciennes, and Gay-Lussac co-operated
in the Rccwril d^obserrations de zoologie et d'anatojnic comparU^
1805-33. Humboldt's A/isichtcn dcr Natur (Stuttgart and
Tubingen, 1808) went through three editions in his lifetime, and
was translated into nearly every Kuropean language. The results

of his Asiatic journey were published in Fragments de giologie et de
Climatologie asiatiques, (2 vols. 8vo, 1831 ), and in Asie centrale{3vola.

8vo, 1843)—an enlargement of the earlier work. The memoirs and
papers read by him before scientific societies, orcontributed by him
to scientific pcriodic'>ls, are too numerous for specification.

Since his death considenable portions of his correspondence have
been made public. The first of these, in order both of time and d
importance, is his Bricfe an Varnliagcn von Ensc, Leipsic, 1860.
This was followed in rapid succession by Brie/ueehsel viil einem
jungcn Prcundc (Friedrich Althaus), Berlin, 18G1 ; Bricfu-cchsel mil
Heinrich Bcrghaus, 3 vols., Jena, 1863 ; Corrcspondance scicntijique

ct littcraire, 2 vols., Paris, 1865-69 ; LettresA Marc-Atig. Piclel, pub-
lished in Le Globe, tome vii., Geneva, 1868; Britfe an. Bunsrt,,

Leipsic, 18C9 ; Bricfe *n scincn Brudcr Ifilhelm, Stuttgart, 1880
;

besides some other collections of lesa note. An octAvo edition cl

Humboldl'sprincipal worksnas published in Paris byTh. Morgand,
1864-66.
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HUMBOLDT, Karl Wilhelm von (1767-1835), the

elder brother of the mora celebrated Alexander ton

Humboldt, was bom at Potsdam, oYi the 22d of June
1767. After being educated at Berlin, Gottingen, and

Jana, in the last of which places he formed a close and
lifelong friendship w'ith Schiller, he married Fraulein von

Dacherode, a lady of birth and fortune, and in 1802 was
appointed by the Prussian Government first resident and
then minister plenipotentiary at Roma While thera he

published a poem entitled Rom, which was reprinted in

1824. This was not, however, the first of his literary pro-

ductions ; his critical essay on Goethe's Hermann, and
Dorothea, published in 1800, had already placed him in

the first rank of authorities on testhetics, and, together

with his family connexions, had much to do with his

appointment at Rome; while in the years 1795 and 1797
he had brought out translations of several of the odes of

Pindar, which were held in high esteem. On quitting his

post at Rome he waa made councillor of state and minister

of public instruction. He soon, however, retired to his

estate at Tegel, near Berlin, but waa recalled and sent as

ambassador to Vienna in 1812 during the exciting period

which witnessed the closing strugglea of the French empire.

In the following year, as Prussian plenipotentiary at tho

congress of Prague, he was mainly instrumental in inducing

Austria to unite with Prussia and Russia against Franco
;

in 1815 he was one of the signatories of the capitulation

of Paris, and the same year was occupied in drawing up tho

treaty between Prussia and Saxony, by which the territory

of the former was largely increased at the expense of the

latter. The next year ho was at Frankfort settling' the

future condition of Germany, but was summoned to London
in the midst of his work, and in 1818 had to attend the

congress at ALx-la-Chapelle. The teactionary policy of

the Prussian Government made him resign his office of privy

councillor and give up political life in 1819; and from
that time forward he devoted himself solely to literature

and jtudy.

During the busiest portion of his political career, how-
ever, he had found titno for literary work. Thus in 1816
he had published a translation of the Agamemnon "of

iEschylus, and in 1817 corrections and additions to

Adelung's MithridaUs, that famous collection of specimens
of the various languages and dialects of the world. Among
these additions that on the Basque language is the longest
and most important, Basque having for.some time specially

attracted his attention. In fact, Wilhelm von Humboldt
may be said to have been the first who brought Basque
before the notic^ of European philologists, and made a
3cientilic study of it possible. In order to gain a practical

knowledge of tho language and complete his investigations

into it, he visited tho Basque country itself, tho result of

his visit being tho valuable " Researches into the Early
Inhabitants of Spain by tho help of the Basque language "

(Prufung der Untermchungen iiher die Urbeivohner llis-

paniens vermiltclst der vnxkisc/ieii S/rrache), published in
1821. In this work ho endeavoured to show, by an exami-
nation of geographical names, that a race or races speaking
dialects allied to modern Basque once extended through tho
whole of Spain, the southern coast of France, and the
Balearic Islands, and suggested that these people, whom
he identified with tho Iberians of clas.sical writers, had
come from Northern Africa, where tho name of Berber
still perhaps perpetuates their old designation. Atiotlier
work on what has sometimes been ternied tho Mictai>liysios

of language appeared from his pen in 1SJ8, nnder tliu title

of (fiber den Diialis ; but the great work of his life, on
the ancient Kawi language of Java, was unfurtuiiately
interrupted by his death on the 8th of April 1835. The
imj)crfect fragment was edited by his brother and Dr

Busclimann in 1836, and contains the remarkable introan>
tion on " The Heterogeneity of Language and its Infiiience

on the Intellectual Development of Mankind" (Uchei- die

Verschiedejiheit des memchlicheii Sjtrackbaues und ihren

Einflitsa auf die geiftige ERtwickeluiig des Ifensckenge-

scMechts), which has been since edited and defended agaij;st

Steinthal's criticisms by Professor Pott (2 vols., L87ii).

This essay, which has been called the text-book of the
philosophy of speech, first clearly laid down that tho
character and structure of a language expresses the inner

life and knowledge of its speakers, and that languages must
differ from one another in the same way and to the same
degree as those who use them. Sounds do not become
words until a meaning has been put into them, and tlil.

meaning embodies the thought of a community. What
Humboldt terms the inner form of a language is just that;

mode of denoting the relations between the parts of a

sentence which reflects the' manner in which a particular

body of men regards the world about thera. It is the task

of the morphology of speech to distinguish tho various ways
in which languages differ from each other as regards their

inner form, and to classify and arrange them accordin;rly.

Other linguistic publications of Humboldt, which lui!

appeared in the Transactions of the Berlin Academy, tUo

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, or elsewhere, wore
republished by his brother in the seven volumes of Wilhelm
von Humboldt's Gesammelte Werke (1841-52). Theso
volumes also contain poetas, 'fessays on resthetical subjects,

and other creations of his prolific mind. Perhaps, however,
the most generally interesting of his works, outside those

which deal with language, is his correspondence with
Schiller, published in 1830. Both poet and philosopher

come before us in it in their most genial mood. For,

though Humboldt was primarily a philosopher, he was a

philosopher rendered practical by his knowledge of states-

manship and- wide experience of life, and endowed with

keen sympathies, warm imagination, and active interest in

the method of scientific inquiry. (a. h. s.)

HUME, David (1711-1776), the most subtle meta-

physician and one of the greatest liistorians and political

economists of Great Britain, was born at Edinburgh, oa
the 2Gth April (O.S.) 1711. His father, JosejA Hume or

Homo, a scion of tho noble ho\ise of Home of Douglas,

was owner of a small estate in Berwickshire, on -the hanks

of the Whitadder, called, from the spring rising in front of

the dwelling-house, Ninewells. David was the youngest

of a family of three, two sons and a daughter, who after

the early death of the father were brought -up with great

care and devotion by their mother, the daughter of Sir

David Falconer, president of the college of justice. She
survived till 1719, long enough to see securely established

the foundations of the literary fame of the younger son, for

whose powers she seems at one time to have entertained no

great respect. " Our Davie," she is reported to have said,

perhaps with reference to what seemed his folly in rejecting

more lucrative professions than that of literature, " Our
Davie 's a fine good-natured crater, but uncommon wake-

minded."

Of llflme's early education little is known beyond what
ho has himself stated in his Life. Ho appears to have

entered the Greek classes of tho univereity of Edinburgh
in 1723, and, lie tells us, "passed through the ordinary

course of education with success." It is uncertain how
long ho remained at the university, though a passiige in

tho remarkable letter fiist printed by Mr Burton fixes this

with comparative dcfiiiiteness.' " As our otillegc education

in Scotland, extending littjo further than tho languages,

ends commonly when vfe are about fourteen or fifteen-

iJurlou's Life, i. 30-^9.
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was after that left to my own choice in my reading." Wo
may conclude, then, that about the year 1726 Hume
returned to Ninewells with a fair knowledge of Latin,

slight acquaintance with Greek, and literary tastes decidedly

inclining to "books of reasoning and philosophy, and to

poetry and the polite authors." He has nowhere given

ony indications of an e.xpjieit character with regard to his

reading, or to the works which contributed most in forming

his own opinions ; and in his writings, save where the

subject is of an historical kind, literary references are con-

spicuous by their rarity. Yet it seems possible from what

we know of the sources open to him, of his own preferences,

of the problems with which he first busied himself, and of

the general current of his speculations regarding them, to

infer with some e-tactnoss the course of his studies. It is to

be noted that at a very early period of his life the dominant

passion had declared itself. The love of literature for its

own sake was combined with the keen overmastering desire

for a literary reputation. At an unusually early age he

had determined for himself his future course, and no induce-

ment was strong enough to make him swerve from it. His

temperament, on the whole placid and even phlegmatic,

readily inclined him to seek as his mode of life the golden

mean, equally removed from such external influences as

could distractor disturb contemplative repose. He practised

what he taught and learned of the Stoic rules, and was

concerned only to obtain such external fortune as would

place him above the necessity of wasting his powers on

temporary and transient objects. His prudence was as

remarkable as his moderation ; and his life, on the whole,

may be regarded as one of the most perfect and successful

Instances of constant devotion to literary aims. While he
was thus fortunate in choosiag early and maturely the

object towards which all his industry was to be directed,

he was no less fortunate in the selection of the special form

of literary work to which he was to devote himself. It is

clear that his inclinations at a very early age led him towards

the analysis of human nature, from which all his later

writings take their origin. Speculation upon the nature

and certainty of knowledge, whether in its abstract form,

that of mere psychology, or in its more concrete applica-

tions, as in theology, seems to have been the earliest occu-

pation of his thought ; and in this speculation we cannot

doubt he was directed largely by the writings of Cicero

and Seneca, though the main factor was unquestionably the

great English works which had begun to exert their

influence at the time. While we trace the matter of

Hume's later reflexions to Locke, Berkeley, and Butler,

we must not overlook the great part in his mental develop-

ment which is due to the sceptical or academical writings of

the earlier thinkers. The philosophical treatises of Cicero

were familiar to Hurae, whose writings have a colouring

undeniably due to this source. The form in which he
cast some of the most important of his speculations is an
imitation, more or less conscious, of these ancient models.

We see Hume, then, in the years during which the

influences that mould a man's character and career aro
most actively at work, resolutely devoting himself to a life

of literature, possessed by the most intense ambition for

literary fame, and busying himself with reflexion upon
those problems of " philosophy and critics " in which, as he
found, "nothing was yet established." 'His means were
slender, and it was necessary for him, even in view of his

primary object, to endeavour after independence. The
first choice of a profession, that of law, made for bira by
his relatives, who thought it suited to his " studious habits,

sobriety, and industry," proved unsuccessful. Although
his intellect was acute and practical, yet at this period ho
WHS so entirely devoted to the more subtle and speculative
problems that law could present nothing beyond a barren

waste of technical Jargon. While his friends thought " he

was poring over Voet and Vinnius, Cicero and Virgil were

the authors he was secretly devouring." The intensity of

his studies, the agitation due to the novelty of the ideas

which began to crowd upon him as he tried to carry out

systematically the first principles of human knowledge

which he learned from Locke and Berkeley, combined tt>

throw him for a time into a stale of physical exhaustion

and lassitude. His health was gradually restored by mora

careful regimeti ; but, as we learn from the curious diagnosis

he made of his own state, the vigour requisite for protracted

and connected speculation seemed to have vamshed. " I

have collected," he writes, the " rude material's for many
volumes; but in reducing theseto words, when one must

bring the idea he comprehended in gross nearer to him, so

as to contemplate its minutest parts, and keep it steadily

in his eye, so as to copy these parts in order, this Ifound
impracticable for me, nor were my spirits equal to so severe

an employment." In these circumstances he determined to

try the efifect of complete change of scene and octupati- ri.

" I resolved to seek out a more active life, and, thougu I

could not quit my pretensions to learning but -svith my last

breath, to lay them aside for some time, in order the mure

effectually to resume them." The eflectual remedy which

commended itself to him was the trial of a mercantile life,

and early in 1734 he set out for Bristol, armed with recom-

mendations to some eminent merchants. A residence of a

few months was suflicient to convince him that in this

attempt at least he had not hit the mark. He found " the

scene wholly unsuitable " to him, and about the middle of

the year 1734 set out for France, resolved to spend some
years in quiet study and retirement. He visited Paris,

resided for a time at Rheims, and then settled at La Fl^e,
famoas in the history of phOosophy as the school of

Descartes. His health seems to have been perfectly

restored, and during the three years of his stay in France

his speculations were worked into systematic form in the

Treatise of Human Nature. In the autumn of 1737 he

was in. London negotiating with publishers and printers

regarding the appearance of his great work, and carefully

pruning and polishing it in preparation for the judgments of

thejearned. In January 1739 there appeared the first and

second volumes of the Treatise of Human Nature, being an

Attempt to Introduce the Experimental Method of Reasoning

into Moral Subjects, containing book'i., Ofih« Understanding,

and book \\.,Ofthe Passions. The third volume, containing

book.iii.. Of Morals, was published in the following year.

Few phrases are better linown than the laconic sentence in

which Hume, looking back on his own Life, tells the tale

of his first venture. " Never literary attempt was more

unfortunate ; it fell dead-horn from the press, without reach-

ing such distinction as even t,o excite a murmur among the

zealots." " But," he adds, " being naturally of a cheerful

and sanguine temper, I very soon recovered the blow, and

prosecuted with great ardour my studies in the countrj'."

This brief notice, however, is not suflicient to explain the

full significance of tho event for Hume's own life. The
work undoubtedly failed to do what its author expected

from it; even the notice, otherwise not unsatisfactory, which

it obtained in the History of the Works of the Learned,

then the principal critical journal, did not in the least

aippreciate the true bearing of the Treatise on the current

philosophical and theological discussions, Hume, who had

been living in abstractions, to whom the disputes of the

time had presented themselves in their real nature as

fundamental differences of philosophical analysis, naturally

expected that tiio world would see with as groat clearness as

he did the connexion between the concrete problems agitat-

ing contemporary thought and the abstract principles on

which their solution depended. Accordingly he Looked for
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the intensest opposition, and expected that, if his principles

were received, the greatest of revolutions, a change in general

conceptions of things, would ensue. Apart from all con-

siderations of personal reputation, which undoubtedly had

no small influence on him, he was, therefore, on the eve of

the publication of his work, wilh justice perturbed "at the

nearness and greatness of the event." It is true that in

the Treatise there is little or no direct reference to the

theological questions which were then prolific in the pro-

duction of literature, and probably this omission contributed

towards the first failure of the work ; but Hume, as

before said, is invariably chary of his references, and one

cannot doubt that he was himself fully alive to the fact that

in his philosophic analysis the matters in debate in the theo-

logical world had been reduced to their purest essence, had

been brought back to first principles. Overlooking, then,

the obvious fact that nothing is less common than systematic

thinking, that the greater portion of opinion rests on the

accidents of training and surroundings rather than on clearly

perceived and rationally tested grounds, he anticipated an

immediate and vehement onslaught on his work. His dis-

appointment was great in proportion to the height of his

expectations ; and though he never entirely relinquished

his metaphysical speculations, though all that is of value

ia bis later writings depends on the acute analysis of human
nature to which he was from the first attracted, one cannot

but regret that his high powers were henceforth withdrawn

for the most part from the consideration of the foundations of

belief, and expended on its practical applications. In later

years he was accustomed to explain his want of success as

due to the immature style of his early thoughts and exposi-

tion, to the rashness of a young innovator in an old and
•well-established province of literature. " So vast an under-

taking, planned before I was one-and-twenty, and composed
before twenty-five, must necessarily be very defective."

The disclaimer of the Treatise in the preface to tlie Inquiry
concerninrj Human Understanding is well knawn. But all

this has little foundation beyond the persom irritation of

an author at his own failure to attract such attedtion as he
adeems his due. None of the principles of the Treatise

are given up in the later writings, and no addition was
made to them. Nor can the superior polish of the more
Snature productions overbalance the freshness and concen-

trated vigour of the more youthful work. Hume ia at his

best in the Treatise ; and it is curious to think what might
Lave been the position of British philosophy at the close

of the I8th century had the success of his first attempt
encouraged him to continue wilh equal zeal and undivided
attention bis early metaphysical speculations.

After the publication of the Treatise Hume retired to

bi» brother's house at Ninewells and carried on his studies,

mainly in the direction of politics and political economy,
adding to this, however, a wide if not exact reading in

classical literature. In 1741 ho published the first volume
of his Essays, which had a considerable and immediate
success. A second edition was called for in the following

year, in which also a second volume was published. It is

interesting to learn from one of Hume's letters that Butler,

to whom ho had sent a copy of his Treatise, but wilh whom
he had failed to make personal acquaintance, warmly com-
mcrdnd the Essays to all his friends. The philosophical

relation between Butler and Hume is one of the curious

points in history. So far as analysis of knowledge is con-

cerned both are in thorough harmony, and Hume's sceptical

conclusions regarding belief in matters of fact are the

foundations on which Butler's defence of religion rests,

r.ntler, however, appears to retain, ilongside of his dc-struc-

f re theory of knowledge, confidence in the rational proofs
ior the existence of Ood, and certainly maintains what may
he vajjucl.v described as an a priori view of conscience. It

is probable that, though Butler never worked out the system'
of his belief, his theological principles will be found to rest

ultimately on ethical grounds. Hume had the greatest

respect for the author of the Analoyy, ranks him with
Locke and Berkeley as the originators of the experimental
method in moral science, and in his specially theological

essays, such as that on Particular Providence and a Future
Slate, has Butler's views specifically in mind. See Butler.
The success of the Essays, though hardly great enough

to satisfy the author's somewhat exorbitant cravings, was
a great encouragement to Hume. He began to hope that

his earlier and heavier work, if recast and lightened, might
share the fortunes of its successor ; and at intervals through-

out the next four years he occupied himself in reducing its

fundamental principles into a more succinct form, and ia

giving to them all the literary grace at his command.
Meantime he continued to look about for some post which
might secure hiin the modest independence he desired. In
1744 we find him, in anticipation of a vacancy in the chair

of moral philosophy at Edinburgh university, moving his

friends to do him good ofiices with the electors ; and
though, as he tell us, " the accusation of heresy, deism,

scepticism, or theism, &c., &c., was started" against him,

it had no effect, "being bore down by the contrary

authority of all the good people in town." To his great

mortification, however, he thought he could discover that

Hutcheson and Leechman, with whom he had been on terms

of friendly correspondence, were giving the weight of their

opinion against the propriety of electing him to such a
post. The after history of these negotiations is obscure.

Hume in all probability perceived that fortune was against

him, and accepted in 1745 a very anomalous post, that of

tutor or guardian or keeper to the marquis of Annandale, a

harmless literary lunatic. Although the salary paid during

the year Hume spent in this capacity " made a consider-

able accession" to his fortune, the position was unmistak-

ably false and painful. The letters relating to this episode

of his life, first printed by Dr Thomas Murray, 1841 (see

Burton's Life, i. ch. v.), are not pleasant reading ; and

the close of the connexion between Hume and his pupil

left the philosopher under the necessity of instituting an

action for recovery of arrears due to him. The details of

the aflfairare not sufliciently clear to enable a modern judge

to assign either admiration or blame to Hume's tenacityin

the matter of his rights.

In 1746 Hume accepted the office of secretary to General

St Clair, and was a spectator of the ill-fated expedition to

France in the autumn of that year. His admirable account

of the transaction has been printed by Mr Burton. After

a brief sojourn at Ninewells, doubtless occupied in prepar-

ing for publication his Philosophical Essays (afterwards

entitled An Inquiry corceminff Human Understanding),

Hume was again associated with General St Clair, and in

1748 accompanied him as secretary in the embassy to

Vienna and Turin. The notes of this journey are written

in a light and amusing style, showing Hume's usual

keenness of sight in some directions and his almost equal

blindness in others. During his absence from England,

early in the year 1748, the Philosophical Essays were pub-

lished ; but, to his great disappointment, the first reception

of the work was little more favourable than that accorded

to the unfortunate Treatise. " On my return from Italy,"

ho writes, "I had the mortification to find all England in

a ferment on account of Dr Middlcton's Free Inquiry, while

my performance Vn.is entirely overlooked and neglected."

To the later editions of the work Hume prepared an " Ad-

vertisement" referring to the Treatise, and desiring that the

Essays " may alone bo regarded as containing his philo-

sophical sentiments and principles." Not a few modcn

I
critics have accepted this diaclaiiner n* of real value, but
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in fact it tras no significance ; and llumo has lilmsclf in a

Btrikiiig letter Id Gilbert Elliott imlicatcd the true relation

of the two works. "I believe the Philosophicai £ssai/s

contain everything of consequence relating to the under-

standing which you would meet with in the 2'iealise, and

I give you my advice against reading the latter. By
shortening and simplifying the questions, I really render

theoi much more complete. Addo dnm viinno. The
philosophical principles are the same in both." The Essays

are undoubtedly written with more maturity and skill than

the Treatise; they contain in more detail application of the

principles to concrete problems, such as miracles, providence,

immortality ; but the entire omission of the discussion

forming part ii. of the first book of the Treatise, and the

great compression of part iv., are real defects which must

always render the Treatise the more important work in the

history of philosophy.

In 1749 Hume returned to England, enriched with

"near a thousand pounds." Two years he spent at

Ninewells, and then in 1751 removed to Edinburgh,

where for the most part he resided during the next

twelve years of his life. These years are the richest

so far as literary [iroduction is concerned. In 1751 he

published his Politieal Discourses, which had a great and
'well-deserved success. In the same year appeared the

recast of the third book of the Treatise, called Inrjuiry

coHcerniny the Princiides of Morals, of which he says that

"of all his writings, philosophical, literary, or historical, it

is incomparably the best." At this time also we hear of

the Dialogues concerain;/ Natural Religion, a work which

Hume was prevailed on not to publish, but which he touched

and retouched with the greatest care, and evidently regarded

with the greatest favour. The work itself, left by Hume
with instructions that it should be published, did not

oppear till 1779.

In 1751 Hume was again unsuccessful in the attempt to

gain a professor's chair. A candidate unknown to f^me
tlien or afterwards was appointed to the chair of logic at

(llasgow. In the following year he received the first public

preferment that had ever fallen to his lot, the librarianship

of the Advocates' Library in Edinburgh, small in emoluments,
but rich in o]piiortunity for literary work. His delight was
great. In his playful style he writes to Dr Clephane, "I
have been ready to burst with vanity and self-conceit this

week past, and, being obliged from decorum to keep a strict

watch over myself and check all emphasis of that kind, I

really begin to find my health injured by it." The usual

objection? had been raised to his election without avail

;

but, " what is more extraordinary, the cry of religion could

not hinder the ladies from being violently my partisans,

and I owe my success in a great measure to their solicita-

tions. One has broke ofif all commerce with her lover

because he voted against me ; and VV. Lockhart, in a speech

to the faculty, said that there was no walking the streets.

Dor even enjoying one's own fireside, on account of their

importunate zeal. The town says that even his bed was
not safe for him, tliungh his wife was cousin-german to my
antagonist."

The only work published at this time which requires
somewhat special notice is the set of essays called Political

Discourses. In these Hume shows gie.itor aptitude for
economical inquiries, and makes greater advances in
political economy, than any previous writer. Although
only a few of the many subjects of discussion are
touched upon, the general principles of the science are
firmly expressed and illustrated with clearness that leaves
nothing to be desired. The fundamental theorem,
"everything in the world is purchased by labour, and
our iiassions are the only causes of labour," on which
Smith attcrwaxds constructed Lis more elaborate system, is

used as the key to resolve the diUiculties regarding tho

advantages of foreign trade, tho causes of tho clllu.x and
iullu.x of bullion, the general range of prices in a country,

the influence of credit on prices and on trade, theconnesvoii

of interest, profits, and the general conditions of industry,

and the most economical modes of levying taxes. In many
respects the analysis of the complex phenomena of commerc3
is more sound and thorough than that given in the Wealth

of Xalions, for Hume never forgets that the ultimate causes

of our economic movements are the " customs and manners "

of the people, and always finds his solution by referring li>

the elementary factors of industry. It is curious that om
the publication of the Wealth of iVations Hume indicated

to Smith that he differed from him regarding the intiuenca

of rent on prices, the point from which the later advances

of English political economy have taken their start. It is

also remarkable that Hume had formed a much sounder

judgment than Smith ou the merits of the French Econo-

mists. In short, the main errors of the Wealth of Nutions

are to be found in the deviations from the principles of the.

Political Discourses.

In 1753 Hume was fairly settled in Edinburgh, enjoying"

the dignity and delights of householding, and preparing,

for his new attempt in literature, the History rj' England.^

He had decided to begin the History, not with Henry
VII., as Adam Smith recommended, but with James I.,

considering that the political difl'erences and parties of hi*-

time took their origin from that period, and that then, as lie

thought, " the misrepresentations of faction began chiefly

to take place." On the whole his attitude in respect to dis-

puted political principles seems not to have been at first

consciously unfair. " I am sensible," he writes to Clephane,
" that the history of the two first Stuarts will be most
agreeable to the Tories, that of the two last to the Whigs ;

but we must endeavour to be above any regard either to

Wh'igs or Tories." As for the qualities necessary to secura

success as a writer on history, ho felt that he possessed

them in a high degree ; and, though neither his ideal of an
historian nor his equipment for the task of historical re-

search would now ajipear adequate, in both he was much in

advance of his contemporaries and predecessors. Naturally,

then, he was "sanguine in his expectaticms of the success

of his work." " But," ho writes in the well-known pa,?sag»

of his Life, "miserable was my disappointment. I was
assailed by one cry of reproach, disapprobation, and even
detestation ; . . . what was still more mortifying, the book
seemed to sink into oblivion. Mr Millar told me that in

' " Alwut apven months ago," he writes to Dr Clephfine, " I got a
house of niy 5\vii, ani! complelcil a reguKir fyniily, coiisibling of a lieaJ,

viz., myself, oml two inferior inenibers, a maid and a cat. My sister

has since joincrl me, and keeps me company. With fiugality I cao
reach, I fmd, cleanline.ss, wainith, liglii. plenty, and coutenlment.
What would you have moie ' Intli-iK-ndrnce 7 I have it in a supreme
degree. Iloiiour ? Tb.nt is not altoRellier wauling. Grace ( That
will come in time. A wife) That is none of the indispeu.sable requi-

sites of life. liooks? That is one of llicni; and I have more tbsn I

can use. Jo short, I cannot find any tlcs.sing of consequence winch I

am uot po-^spssed of in a gieatcr or less degree ; and witlioutaDy great

elTurt of philosnf.hy, I may be easy and satisfied. A.i there is no
hajipiness without occupation, I have begun a work which will employ
mcsevciaJyear.-f, and w-hirh yichlsme much satisfaction. "Tis a history

of Great Britain, from the Union of the Crowns to the picscnt time.

1 have already finished the reign of King James I. .My liieiids flatter

me (by wliicli I mean that they don't llattci- inc) that 1 have succeeded.

You know that there is no post of honour in the li^ugbsli Tarnassus

more vacant than that of history. Style, judjniciit, inipaitiality, care

—everylliing is wanting in our historians ; nud even llapiii, dunng
this latter period, is extremely deficient. 1 make my woik very concise,

after the manner of the ancients. It divides into three very moderate

volumes : one to end with the death of Charles the First ; the second

at the Revolution ; the third nt tho Accession, for 1 dare come no nearer

thft jircscnt times. The work will neither plc.\se the duke of BtdfuriK

nor James Traser; but 1 hope it will plcaic iou and poetcrily.

KtiI/jo tii an'."
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a twelvemonth he sold only forty-five copies of it." This

'account must be accepted with great qualification. Tt

expresses Hume's feelings rather than the real facts. In

Edinburgh, as we learn from one of his letters, the book
succeeded well, no fewer than 450 copies being disposed

of in five weeks. Nor is there anything in Hume's corre-

spondence to show that the failure of the book was so com-
plete as he declared it to have been. Within a very few

years the sale of the History was sufficient to gain for the

author a larger revenue than had ever before been known
in his country to flow from literature, and to place him in

comparative affluence. At the same time the bitterness of

Hume's feelings and their effect are of importance in his life.

It is from ihe publication of the History that we date the

extraordinary virulence of his hatred towards everything

English, towards society in Londim, Whig priiiciples, Whig
ministers, and the public generally ' He was convinced that

to be a Scotchman and aTory was to be an object of contempt
and hatred to all Englishmen ; and that on the whole there

was a conspiracy to suppress and destroy everything that

was ScotclL^- As a consequence of these strong feelings, the

remainder of the History became little better than a party

pamphlet, written with a definite bias and a deiinito aim.

The second volume, published in 1756, carrying on the nar-

rative to the Revolution, was better received than the first

;

but Hume then .resolved to work backwards, and to show
from a survey of the Tudor period that his Tory notions

were grounded upon the history of the constitution. In
1759 this portion of the work appeared, apd in 17C1 the

work was completed by the history of the pre-Tudor periods.

The numerous editions of the various portions,—^^for, despite

Hume's wrath and grumblings, the book was a -great

literary success,—gave him an opportunity of careful

revision, which he employed to remove from it- all the
" villainoos seditious Whig strokes," and "plaguy prejudices

of Whiggism " that he could detect lurking in it. In other

words, he bent all his efforts towards making his History

more of a party work than it had originally been, and in

his effort he was entirely successful. It has been the

business of subsequent historians to correct his misre-

presentations 80 far as they referred to the period of which
he had fair knowledge, and to supersede bis accounts of

those periods which his insufficient knowledge disabled

him from treating in a manner worthy of him. The early

portion of his History may be regarded as now of little or

no value. The sources at Hume's command wor« few, and
he did not even use them all. None the less, the History

has a distinct place in the literature of England. It was
the first attempt at a really comprehensive and thoughtful

* " If a man have the misfortune, in tha forniei" place (t.«., London),
to attach himself to letters, oven if he succeeds, I know not with whom
he is to live nor how ho is to pass his time in a suitable society. The
tittle company there that ia worth convovsing with are cold 'and nnsoci-

•ble, or are warmed only by faction and cabal ; so that a man who
plays no part in public afTaira becomes altogether insignificant ; and,
if he is not rich, he becomes even contoniptil)!e. Hence that nation
are fast relapsing into the deepest stupidity and ignorance."—Burton,
it 268. "There are fine doings in America. O ! how 1 long to see

Amerioa and the East Indies revolted, totally and finally—the revenue
reduced to half—public credit fully discredited by bankruptcy,— the
third of London in ruins, and the rascally mob subdued. "

—

lb. , ii. 41 7.

''Our government has become a chimera, and is too perfect, in point
If liborty, for bo rude a bea.st as an Englishman, who is a man, a bad
animal too, corrupted by above a century of licentiousness."—76.,

IL «4. - : - .

.

• "The rage and prejudice of parties frighten me ; and above all,

this. rage against the Scots, which is so dishonourable and indued so
bfamous to the English nation. Wo hear that it increases every day
irithout the least appearance of provocition on our part. It has fre-

quently made mo resolve never in my life to sot foot on English grouml."
—Burton, IL 266 ; cf. ii. H8, 238. Perhaps our knowledge of .John-

•on's sentiments regarding the Scotch in general, and o( his oxproftsions

yegardiag Uumo am) 8mit.b in particular, may l&s&cn our surprise at

, lU^ Tebemence.

treatment of historic facts, the first to introduce the social

and literary aspects of a nation's life as of importance only
second to its political fortunes, and the first historical

writing in an animated yet refined and polished style. It

has received from later writers its due meed of praise and
blame.3 " , . " ,.

While the History was in process of publication, Hume
did not entirely neglect his other lines of activity. In 1757
appeared Four Disseiialioiis : The Natural History of
Rdigion, Of the Passions, Of Trayedy, Of the Standard of
Taste. Of these the dissertation on the passions is a very

subtle piece of psychology, containing the essence of the

second book of the Treatise. It is remarkable that Hume
does not appear to have been acquainted with Spinoza's

analysis of the affections. The last two essays are contri-

butions of no great importance to iEsthetics, a department of

philosophy in which Hume was not strong. The Natural
History of Religion is a powerful contribution to the deistic

controversy ; but, as in the case of Hume's earher work, its

significance was at the time overlooked. It is an attempt
to carry the war directly into a province hitherto allowed to

remain at peace, the theory of the general development of

religious ideas. Deists, though raising doubts regarding

the historic narratives of the Christian faith, had never dis-

puted the general fact that belief in one God was natural

and primitive. Hume endeavours to show that polytheism

was the earliest as well as the most natural form of religious

belief, and that theism or deism is the product of reflexion

upon experience, thus reducing the validity of the historical

argument to that of the theoretical proofs.

In 1763 he accompanied Lord Hertford to Paris, doing

the duties of secretary to the embassy, with the prospect cf

the appointment to that post He was everywhere received
" with the most extraordinary honours "; iu fact, he was
"lionized." The society of Paris was peculiarly ready to

receive a great philosopher and historian, especially if be
were known to be an avowed antagonist of religion. Hume
basked in the sunshirie of his popularity ; but at the same
time he made .some"- valuable friendships, especially with

D'Alembert and" TurgOt, the lattfer of whom admired
sincerely and profited much by Hume's economical essays.

In 17C6 he left Paris and returned to-Edinburgh ; but in

the following year (1767) he accepted the post of under-

secretary to General Conway, and spent two years in

London. He settled finally in Edinburgh in 1769, having

now through bis pensio.i and otherwise the handsome
fortune of £1000 a year. The solitary incident of note in

this period of his life is the ridiculous quarrel with Rousseau,

an episode still amusing, and throwing much light upon
the strange character of the great sentimentalist. Hume
certainly did his utmost to secure for Rousseau a comfort-

able retreat in England, but his usually sound judgment
seems at first to have been quite at fault with regard to his

prot^g6. That is surely an amusing likeness which Hume
discovered between Rousseau and Socrates ; and it is inte-

resting to nQte the conflict between bis preconceived opinion

* We append the judgment of Macanlay on Hume's characteristic

fault as an historian;— " Hume is an accorniilished advocate. Without
jw.sitively asserting much more than lie can prove, ho gives pro-

minence to all the circumstances wliirh support his case ; he glides

lightly over tlio^e which are unfavoural>h' tu it ; his own witnesses are

applauded and encouraged ; the statomcnts which seem to throw dis-

credit on them are controverted; the contradictions into which tliey fall

are explained away; a clear and connected abstract cf their evidence

is given. Everything that is offered on the otiier side is scrutinized

with the utmost severity ; every suspicious ciicumstance is a ground

for argument and invective ; what cannot bo denied is oxteuuated, or

passed by without notice ; concessions oven are sornetl.ucs mailo ; but

this insidious candour only increases the cll'ect of thn vast^ mass
of sophiiitry."

—

Miscell. Wrilvngs, " History." Wilh this may bo

c» nipared the more favourable venlict by tho lato Prof Drewer, in the

liiefaco to his edition of the SiitdaU't Uuiiu.
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and that which detached circumstances gave him occasion

to form. He finds "Rousseau a very modest, mild, well-

bred, gentle-spirited, and warm hearted man as ever I knew
in my life," and thinks he "could live with him all his life

in mutual friendship and esteem." At the same time he

cannot avoid remarking that Rousseau " is a great

humorist" (i.e., full of caprices); that though " he intends

seriously to draw his own picture in its true colours . . .

nobody knows himself less ;" that he would be unhappy in

solitude, "as he has, indeed, been always in all situations."

The quarrel which all the acquaintances of the two philo-

sophers bad predicted soon came, and no language had
expressions strong enough for Rousseau's hatred and distrust

of his protector. Hume, it must be admitted, came well

out of the business, and had the sagacity to conclude that,

after all, his admired friend was little better than a madman.
Id 17C9 Hume settled in Edinburgh, and in one of

his most delightful letters he gives an animated descrip-

tion of the domestic economy of his later j-ears.' The
house alluded to as that to which he was about to remove
was built under his own directions at the corner of what is

now called St David Street ; and we may picture it to our-

selves as being, during the closing period of Hume's life,

the centre of the most lively and cultivated society of

Edmburgh. The gay and cheerful temper of the philu-

fiipher, his unfailing equanimity, and the solid goodness of

his heart had made him many friends, even among those

who dissented most from his religious views. The resolute

strength with which he pushed speculation to its limits

was combined with a perfect gentleness of disposition and
an amiability that endeared him to all who had the pleasure

of knowing him. He was singularly free from jealousy,

and no feature of his character is more attractive than the

unfailing cordiality with which he welcomed the literary

successes of those who might have been thought bis rivals.

To Robertson and Smith, his personal friends, he is open
and unrestrained in his praise and commendation ; and
his good services were ever exerted in their cause. To
opponents of whose merits he was convinced, to Campbell
and Reid, he was cordial and generous. His respect for

his own profession led him always to encourage those who
had engaged their fortunes in the perilous hazard of literary

success, and to extend to them his good offices. For Black-

well and for Smollett, in their misfortunes, he exerted him-
self to the utmost. Nor was he without his recompense.
During the closing decade of his life ho was the acknow-
ledged patriarch of literature ; the veneration and respect

of his friends, for his character no less than for his abilities,

were unbounded. The "gaiety of his temper," says Adam
Smithy " so agreeable in society, and which is so often

accompanied with frivolous and superficial qualities, was
in him certainly attended with the most severe application,

the most extensive learning, the greatest depth of thought,

and a capacity in every respect tho most comprehensive.
Upon the whole, I have always considered him, both in

his lifetime and since his death, as approaching as nearly

' " I live still, and must for a twelvemonth, in my old hou^o in
James' Court, which is very cheerful, and even elegant, but too small
to display my great talent for cooliery, tho scicnc* to which I intend
to addict tho remaining years of my liXo ! I have just now lying on
the table before me a receipt for making soupe d la mine, copied with
my own hand ; for beef and cabbage (a charming dish), and old mutton,
and old claret, nobody excels me. I roaie also sheep-he.ad broth, in a
manner that Mr Keith speaks of it for eight days after ; and the Due
lie Nivemois would bind himself apprentice to my lass to learn it. I

have already seut a challenge to David Moncricf
;
you will see th^t

in a twilvemonth ho will take to the writing of history, the ficlJ I

have deserted ; for, as to the giving of dinners, he can now have no
further pretensions. I should have made a very had uae of my abode
in Paris, if 1 could not get tho better of a more provincial like him.
All my friends encourage mo in this ambition, as thinking it will re-
dound verv much to my honour."

to the idea of a perfectly wise and virtuous man as perhaps

the nature of human frailty will permit." •
• ..

In the spring of 1775 Hume was struck with a tedious

and harassing though not painful illness. A visit to Bath
seemed at first to have produced good effects, but on the

return journey northwards more alarming symptoms de-

veloped themselves, his strength rapidly sank, and,' little

more than a month after he had reached Edinburgh, lie

died (25th August 1776).
No notice of Hume would tft complete without the .sketch of his

character drawn by iiis own hand :
—"To conclude historically with

D>y own character, I am, or rather was (for that is the style I must
now use in s[icaking of myself, whicli emboldens me the more to
speak my sentiments),— I was, I say, a ni.in of mild dispositions, of
command of temper, of an open, social, and cheerful humour,
capable of attachment, but little susceptible of enmity, and of great
moderation in all my passions. Even my love of literary fame, my
ruling passion, never soured ray temper, notwithstanding my fre-

quent oisappointmeats. ily company was not un.icceptable to the
young and careless, as well as to the studious and literary ; and as
1 took a particular pleasure in the coi»pany of modest women, I had
no reason to be displeased with the reception I met with from them.
In a word, though raost men anywise eminent have found reason
to complain of calumny, 1 never was touched, or even attacked, by
her baleful tooth ; and, though I wantonly exposed myself to the
rage of both ciril and religious factions, they seem to be disarmed
on my behalf of their wonted fury. My friends never bad occasion
to vindicate anyone circumstance of my character and conduct ; not
but that the zealots, we may well suppose, would have been glad to

invent and propagate any stor^' to my disadvantage, but they could
never find any which they thought would wear the face of proba-
bility. 1 caiuiot say there is no vanity in making this funeral
oration of myself, but I hope it is not a misplaced one ; and this is

a matter of fact which is easily cleansed and ascertained. " The more
his life has become known, the more confidence we place in this

admiiable estimate. . ,..

The philosophical writings of Hume, which mark a distinct epoch
in theMevelopment of modern thought, can here be considered in two
only of the manj' aspects in which they present themselves as of
the highest interest to the histortan of philosophy. In the Trcatist

of Human. Nature, which Is in ever}' respect the most complete
exposition of Hume's phUosopliical conception, we have the first

thorough-going attempt to apply the fundamentah principles of
Locke's empirical psychology to the construction of a thc<?ry of
knowledge, and, as a natural consequence, thefii-st systematic criti-

cismrOf the chief metaphysical notioiis from this point of view,
Hume, in that work, holds the same relation to Locke and Berkeley
as the late J.^S. Mill held with his System of Logic to Hartley and
James Jlim,. In certain of the later writings, pre-eminently in the
IHaloguison Nalurai Hcligitm, Hume brings the results of his si^icu-

lative criticism to bear upon the i)roblems of current theolagical

discussion, and gives in their regard as previously with respect to

general philosophy the final word of the empirical theory in its

earlier form. The interesting parallel between Hume and J. S. Mill
in this second feature will not ue overlooked. •

"

In the first instance, then, Hume's philosophical work is to be
regarded as the attempt to supply for empiricism in psychology a
consistent, tliat is, a logically developed tlieory of knowledge. In
Locke, indeed, such theory is not wanting, but, of all the many in-

consist«ncies in X.\\<: Essay on th/: Ilmiian Understanding, none is moTQ
apparent or more significant than the complete want of harmony
between the view of knowledge developed in the fourth book and tho
psychological principles laid down in the earlier part of the work.
Though Locke, doubtless, drew no distinction between the problems
of psychology and of theorv* of knowledge, yet the discussion of the
various forms ofcoguitiongiven in the fourth book of the .£sjay seems
to be based on grounds quite distinct from and in many respects

inconsistent with the fundamental psychological principle of his

work. The perception of relations, which, according to him, is the
essence of cognition, the demonstrative character which he thinks
attaches to our inference of God's existence, the intuitive knowledge
of self, are doctrines incapable of being brought into harmony with
the view of mind and its development which is the keynote of his
general theory. To some extent Berkeley removed this radical in-

consistency, but in his philosophical work it may be said with safety

there are two dislinct aspects, and while it holds of Locke on tho
one hand, it stretches forward to Kantianism on the other. Nor in

Berkeley arc theso divergent features ever united into one harmoni-
ous whole. It was left for Hume to approach the theory of know-
ledge with full consciousness from the psychological point of view,

and to work out the final consequences of that view so far as cog-
nition is concerned. The terms which he employs in describing
the aim and scope of his work are not those which we should now
employ, but the declaration, in tho introduction to the TraUrse,
that the science of human nature must be treated accordine to the
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fjqjerimental mctliod, Is in fact equiTalent to the statement of the

principle implied in Loclie's Essay, that the problems of psychology

arid of theory of knowledge are identical. And this vi^w is the char-

acteristic of what we may call the English school of philosophy.

In order to make perfectly clear the full significance of tlie prin-

ciple which Hume applied to the solution of the chief philosophical

questions, it is necessary to render somewhat more precise and con\-

plete the statement of the psychological view which lies at the

foundation of the empirical theory, and to distinguish from it the

problem of the theory of knowledge upon which it was brought to

bear. Without entering into details, which it is the less necessary

to do because the subject has been recently discussed with great

fulness in works readily accessible, it may be said that for Locke

as fer Hume the problem of psychology was the exact description

of the contents of the individual mind, and the determination of the

conditions of the origin and development of conscious experience in

the individual mind. And the answer to the problem which was

furnished by Locke is in effect that with which Hume started. The
conscious experience of the individual is the result of interaction

between the individual mind and the universe of things. It is evi-

dent that this solution presupposes a peculiar concej>tion of the

general relation between the mind and things which in itself re-

quires justification, and which, so far at least as the empirical theory

was developed by Locke and his successors, could not be obtained

from psychological analysis. Either we have a right to the assump-

tion contained in the conception of the individual mind as standiug

in relation to things, in which case the grounds of the assumption
mnst be sought elsewhere than in the results of this reciprocal re-

lation, or we have no right to the assumption, in which case refer-

ence to the reciprocal relation can hardly be accepted as yielding

any solution of the psychological-problem. But in any case,—and,

as wa shall see, Hume endeavours so to state his psychological

premises as to conceal the assumption made oj^nly by Locke,— it is

apparent that this psychological solution does not contain the

ansfwer to the wider and radically distinct problem of the theoiy of

knowledge. For here we have to consider how the individual in-

telligence comes to know any fact whatsoever, and who is meant by
the cognition of a fact. With Locke, Hun\e professes to regard

this problem as virtually covered or answered by the fundamental
psychological theorem ; but the superior clearness of his reply enables

us to mark with perfect precision the nature of the difficulty inher-

ent in the attempt to regard the two as identical. For purposes

of psychological analysis the conscious experience of the individual

mind is taken as given fact, to be known, i.e., observed, discrimin-

ated, classified, and explained in the same way in which any one

special portion of experience is treated. Now if this mode of treat-

ment be accepted as the only possible method, and its results

assumed to be conclusive as regards the problem of knowledge, the

fundamental peculiarity of cognition is overlooked. In all cog-

nition, strictly so-called, there is involved a certain synthesis or

relation of parts of a characteristic nature, and if we attem|)t to

discuss this synthesis as though it were in itself but one of the

facti forming the matter of knowledge, we arc driven to regard this

relation as being of the nuite external kind discovered by observa-

tion among matters of knowledge. The difficulty of reconciling

the two views is that which gives rise to much of the obscurity in

Locke's treatment of the tTieory of knowledge; in Hume the etTort

to identify them, and to explain the synthesis which is essential to

cognition as merely the accidental result of external relations among
the elements of conscious experience, appears witli the utmost clear,

ness, and gives the keynote of all his pnilosoplucal work. The final

perplexity, concealed by various forms of expression, comes forward

at the close of the Treatise a.5 absolutely unsolved, and leads Hunio,

OS will be pointed out, to a truly remarkable confession of the weak-
ness of his own system

While, then, the general idea of a theory of knowledge as based

npon psychological analysis is the groundwork of the Trenlise, it is

ft particular consequence of this idea that furnishes to Hume the

characteristic criterion api'licU by him toall philosophical questions.

If the relations involve<l in the fact of cognition are only those dis-

coverable by observation of any particular portion of known ex]>i-ii-

ence, then such relations are quite external and contingci'.t. Tho
only necessary relation which can be discovered in a given fact of

experience is that of non-contradiction ; the thing must be what it

is, and cannot be conceived as having qualities contradictory of its

nature. Tho universal test, therefore, of any supj'osed iiliilo-sophi.

cal principle, seeing that such prin(i|ili-3 arc but expressions of

relations among facts, is the possibility or impossibility of imagin-

ing its contradictory. All our knowledge is but the sum of our

conscious experience, and is consequently material for iinn"inatioii.

*'Let us fix our attention out of ourselves as much as possible; Ictus

chase our imagination to the heavens or to tho utmoht limits of the

universe ; we never really advance a stcpbeyoml ourselves, nor can

conceive any kind of existence, but thoso perceptions which have

appeared in that narrow cnmpa.s,<i. This is the universe of tho

ini.igiuation, nor hav* we any idea but what is there produced
"

{Works, od. of 1854, i. 93. cf. i. 107).

The course of Hume's work foUows immediately from his fund !•

mental principle, and the several divisions of the treatise, so tar

as the theoretical portions are concerned, are but its logical con-
sequences. The first part of the first book contains a brief state-

ment of the contents of mind, a descrijition of all that observation
can discover in conscious experience. The second part deals with
those judgments which rest upon the formal elements of experience,
space and time. The third part discusses the jirinciple of real con-
nexion among the elements of experience, the relation.of cause and
effect. The fourth part is virtually a consideration of the ultimate
significance of this conscious experience, of the place it is supposed
to occupy in the universe of existence, in other words, of the re-

lations between the conscious experience of an individual mind as

disclosed to observation and the supposed realities of self and ex-

ternal things.

In the first part Hume gives his own statement of the psycho-
logical foundations of his theory. Viewing the contents of mmd us

matter of experience, he can discover among them only one distiiic

tion, a distinction expressed by the terms impressions and idea^. '

Ideas are secondary in nature, copies of data supplied we know not
whence. All that appears in conscious experience as pnmary, as

aiising from some unknown cause, and therefore relatively as origi-

nal, Hume designates by the term iinjfrcssion, and claims to imply
by such term no theory whatsoever as to the origin of this portion

of experience. There is simply the fact of conscious experience,

arising we know not how. Moreover, if we remain faithful to the
fundamental conception of the contents of mind as being merely
matters of experience, it is evident in tho first jilace that as

impressions are strictly individual, ideas also must be strictly parti-

cular, and in the second place that the faculties of combining, discri-

minating, abstracting, and judging, whi-ch Locke had admitted, are

merely expressions for particular modes of having mental experience,

ie., are modifications oi coiiceivinf) {c/. i. 128 n., 137, 192). Thus
at a single stroke Hume removes all the philosophical discussions

that had centred round the problem of abstiact ideas and the nature

of judgment. If is merely by accidental concomitance, which on

the subjective side is custom, that one fact, a word, sign, symbol,

or type comes to stand for a series of resembling facts, while the

comparison of perceptions, with resulting consciousness of their re-

semblance or difference, is in itself a single, isolated perception (see

i. 37, 38, 100). • •^C^
Such, in substance, is Hume's restatement of Locke's empirioal

view. Conscious experience consists of isolated states, each of which
is as a fact and is related to others in a quite external fashion. It

remains to be seen how knowledge can be explained from such a

basis ; but, before proceeding to sketch Humes answer to this ques-

tion, it is necessary to draw attention, first, to the peculiar device

invariably resorted to by him wheu any exception to his general

principle that ideas are secondary copies of impressions presents

Itself, and, secondly, to the nature of the substitute ofl'ered by him for

that perception of relations or synthesis which even in Locke's con-

fused statements had appeared as the essence of cognition. When-
ever Hume finds it impossible to recognize in an idea the mere copy
of a particular impression, he introduces the phrase '*niauner of

conceiving." Thus general or abstiact ideas are merely cojiies of a

particular impression conceived in a particular manner. The ideas

of space and time, as will presently be pointed out, are copies of

impressions conceived in a particular manner. The idea of neces-

sary connexion is merely the reproduction of an impression which
the mind feels itself compelled to conceive in a particular manner.

Such a fashion of disguising difliculties points, not only to an in-

consistency in Hume's theory as stated by himself, but to the

initial error upon which it proceeds ; for these perplexities are

but tho consequences of the doctrina th.at cognition is to be

explained from what can be discovered hy observation among tho

facts of experience, and observation can di-scover none hut external

relations. Thcso external relations are, in fact, what Humo
describes 09 tho natural bonds of connexion among ideas, and,

regarded subjectively as principles of association among facts of

mental experience, they form the substitute he offers for tho

synthesis implied in knowlcilgo. These piinciplcs of association

determine the imagination to combine ideas in various modes, and

by this mechanical combination Hume, for a time, endeavoured

to explain what arc otherwise called judgments of relation. It was
ini|iossil.le, however, for hiin to carry out this view consistently.-

The only combination which, even in appearance, could be explained

satisfactorily by its means was the formation of a comjilex idea out

of simpler parts, but it is absurd to describe tho idea of a relation

omong facta as a complex idea ; and, as such relations have no basis

in impressions, Hume is finally driven to a confession of the abso-

lute impossibility of explaining thcni. Such confession, however,

is only reached after a vigorous effort had been made to tender

some account of knowledge by the experimental method.

Tho psychological conception, then, on tho basis of which Hume
proceeds to discuss tho theory of knowledge, is that of consciou*

cxpcrionco as containing merely tho succossimi of isolated impres-

sions and tlicir fainter copies, ideas, and as bound together by
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merely natural or external links of connexion, the principles of

association among ideas. The foundations of cognition must be

discovered b}* observation or analysis of experience so conceived.

Hume Wavers somewhat in his division of the various kinds of cog-

nition, laying stress now upon one now upon anotiier of the points

in which mainly they differ from one another. Nor is it of the first

importance, save with the view of criticizing his own consistency,

that we should adopt any of the divisions implied in his exposition.

For practical purposes we mayregard the most important discussions

in the Treatise as falling under two heads. In the first place there

are certain principles of cognition which appear to rest upou and
to express relations of the universal elements in conscious experi-

ence, viz., space and time. The propositions of mathematics seem
to be independeut of this or that special fact of experience, and to

remain unchanged even when the concrete matter of experience

varies. They are formal In the second place, cognition, in any
real sense of that term, implies connexion for the individual mind
between the present fact of experience and other facts, whether past

or future, ft appears to involve, therefore, some real relation

among the portions of experience, on the basis of which relation

judgments and inferences as to matters of fact can be shown to rest.

The theoretical question is consequently that of the nature of the

supposed relation, and of the certainty of judgments and inferences

resting or it.

Hume's well-known distinction between relations of ideas and
matters o: fact corresponds fairly to this separation of the formal

and real problems in the theory of cognition, although that dis-

tinction is in itself inadequate and not fully rapresentativB of

Hume's own conclusions.

With regard, then, to the first problem, the formal element in

knowledge, Hume has to consider several questions, distinct tn

nature and hardly discriminated by him with sutficient precision.

For a complete treatment of this portion of the theory of knowledge,

there require to be taken into consideration at lea-st the following

points : (a) the exact nature and significance of the space and time
relations m onr expenence. (6) the mode m which the primary data,

facts or principles, of mathematical cognition are obtained, (c) the

nature, extent, and certainty of such data, in themselves and with
reference to the concrete material of experience, {d) the principle of

inference from the data, however obtained. Not all of these points

are discussed by Hume with the same fulness, and with regard to

some of them it is difficult to state his conclusions. It will be of

service, however, to attempt a summary of his treatment under
the.se several heads,—the more so as almost all expositions of his

philosophy are entirely defective in the account given of thisessen-'

tial portion. The brief statement in the Inquiry^ § iv. , is of no value,

and indeed is almost unintelligible unless taken in reference to the
full discussion contained in port iL of the Treatise.

The nature of space and time as elements in conscious experience

is considered by Hume in relation to a special problem, that of their

supposed infinite divisibility. Evidently upon his view of con-

scious expenence, of the world of imagination, such infinite

divisibility must be a fiction. The ultimate elements of expenence
most be real units, capable of being represented or imagined in

isolation. Whence then do these units arise * or, ii we put the
problem as it was necessary Hume should put it to himself, in what
orders or classes of impressions do we find the elements of space and
time 1 Beyond all question Hume, in endeavouring to answer tliis

problem, is brought face to face with one of the difficulties inher-

ent in his conception of conscious experience. For he has to give
some explanation of the nature of space and time which snail

identify these with impressions, and at the same time is compelled
to recognize the fact that they are not identical with any single^

impression or set of impressions. Putting aside, then, the various
obscurities of terminology, such as the distinction between the
objects known, viz., "points" or several mental states, add the
impressions themselves, which disgui.se the full significance of l.is

conclusion, we find Hume reduced to the following as his theory of

space and time. Certain impressions, the sensations of sight and
tpuch, have in themselves the clement of space,, for these iinpres-

•ions (Hutne skilfully transfers his stitement to the points) have a
certain order or mode of arrangement. This mode of arrangement
or manner of disposition is common to coloured points and tangible
points, and, considered separately, is the impression from wnich
our idea of space is taken. All impressions and all ideas are
received, or form ports of a mental experience only when received,
in o certain order, the order of succession, 'i'hia manner of pre-
senting themselves is the impression from which the idea of tin o
takes its rise.

It is almost superQiiousto rem.irk, first, thatlTume here deliber-
ately gives up his fundainental principle that ideas are but thii

fainter copies of impressions, for it can never be maintained thai
order of disposition is an impression, and, secondly, that he fails to
offer any explanation of the mode in which axxistcnce and succession
are possible elements of cognition in a conscious expenence made
op of isolated presentations and representations. For the consist
tency of his tbcoor. however, it wus indispensable that ho shouJi

insist upon the real, i.e., presentalive character of the ultimate nnita
of space and time.

How then are the primary data of mathematical cognition to bo
derived from an experience containing space and time relations in
the manner just stated ? It is important to notice that Hume, in
regard to this problem, distinctly separates geometry from algebra,

and arithmetic, i.e., he views extensive quantity as being cognized'
differently from number. With regard to geometry, he bolus em-
phatically that it is an empirical doctnne, a science founded on ob-
servation of concrete facts. The rough appearances of physical facts,

their outlines, surfaces, and so on, are the data of observation, and
only by a method of approximation do we gradually come near to
such propositions as are laid down in pure geometry. He definitely

repudiates a view often ascribed to him, and certainly advanced by
many later empiricists, that the data of geometry are hypothetical.
The ideas of perfect Hues, figures, and surfaces have not, according
to him, any existence. (See Works, i. 66, 69, 73,97, and iv. 180.)
It is impossible to give any consistent account of his doctrine re-

garding number. He holds, apparently, that the foundation of all

the science of number is the fact that each element of conscious
expenence is presented as a ui.it, and adds that we are capable-
of considering any fact or collection of facts as a unit. This
manner of cmiceiving is absolutely general and distinct, and accord-
ingly affords the possibility of an all-comprehensive and perfect
science, the BCienca of discrete quantity (See Works, i. 97.)

In respect to the third pomt, the nature, extent, and certainty of
the elementary propositions of mathematical science, Hume's utter-

ances are far from clear. The principle with which he starts and
from which follows his well known distinction between relations of
ideas and matters of fact, a distinction which Kant appears to have
thought identical with his distinction between analytical and syn-
thetical judgments, is comparatively simple. The xdtas of the
quantitative aspects of phenomena are exact representations of
these aspects or quantitative imitressions , consequently, whatever
is found true by cousideiatiou of the ideas may be asserted regard-
ing the real impressions Noquestion arises regarding the exitlevce

of the fact represented by the idea, and in so far, at least, mathe-
matical judgments may be described as hypothetical For they
simply assert what will be found true in any conscious exi^erience

containing coexisting impressions of sense (specifically, of sight and
touch), and in its nature successive. That the propositions or©
hypothetical in this fashion does not imply any distinction between
the abstract truth of the ideal judgments and the imperfect corre-

spondenc« of concrete material with these abstract relations. Such.
distinction is quite foreign to Hume, and can only be ascribed to
him from an entire misconceptiou of his view regarding the ideas
of space and time. (For an example of such misconception, vbich
is almost universal, see Hiehl, Dcr philosophischt Kriliciamua, L 96,

97)
From this point onwards Hume's tieatment becomes exceedingly

confused. The identical relation between the ideas of space and
time and the impressions correspondmg to them apparently leads
him to regard judgments, of continuous and discrete quantity as
standing on the same footing, while the ideal character of the data
gives a certain colour to his inexact statements rege.-ding the ex-

tent and truth of the judgments founded on them. The cmphatio
utterances in the Inguiry (iv. 30, 186), and even at the Degin-
ning of the relative section in the Treatim (i. 96), may be cited in
illustration But in both works these utterances are qualified iu

such a manner as to enable ns to perceive the real beanngs of his

doctrine, and to pronounce at once that it differs widely from that
commonly ascribed to him. " It is from the idea of a triangle that
we discover the relation of equality which its three angles bear to
two right ones ; and thb relation is invariable, so long as our idea
remains the same" (i 95). If taken in isolation this passage
might appear sutficient justification for Kant's view that, according
to H umo, geometrical judgments are analytical and therefore perfect

But it is to be recollected that, according to Hume, an idea is actual iy

a rcprescntxitimi, or individual picture, not a notion or even a
schana, and that he never claims to be able to extract the predicate

of a geometrical judgment by analysis of the subject The proper-

ties of this individual subject, the idea of tlie triangle, are, accord-

ing to him, discovered by observation, and as observation, whetbtr
actual or ideal, never presents us with more than tho rough oc
general appearances of geometrical quantities, the relations so dis-

covered have only approximate exactness. " A.sk a mathematician
what he means when he pronounces two quantities to be equal, and
he must say that the idea of ctjvalUy is one of those which cannot
be defined, and that it is sufScient to iilace two equal qualities be-

fore any one in order to suggest it. Now this is an appeal to the
general appearances of objects to tho imagination or senses " (iv.

180). "Tnough it (i.e., geometry) much excels, both in universality
and exactness, the loose judgments of the senses and imagination,
yet [it] never attains a perfect precision and exactness" (i. ^',Ci Any
exactitude attaching to tlie conclusions of geometrical irosoning
arises from the comiiaiative simplicity of tho data for the primaij
judgments.

XII — 4S
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Soffar, then.as geometry 13 conceined, Hume'a opinion is perfectly

aeSnite. It is aa experimental or observational science, founded

on primsuy or immediate judgments (in his phraseology, ferceptioiis),

ef relation between facts of intuition ; its conclusions are hypo-

thetical only in so far as they do not imply the existence at the

moment of correspcnding rea «iperience ; and its propositions have

noexacttrnth. With respect to arithmetic and algebra, the science

of numbers, he expresses an equally definite opinion, but unfortu-

nately it is quits impossible to state in any satisfactory fashion the

grounds for it or even its full bearing. He nowhere explains the

origin of the notions of unity and number, but merely asserts that

through their means we can have absolutely exact arithmetical pro-

[flsitions [Works, i. 97, 98). Upon the nature of the reasoning by

vrliich in mathematical science we pass from data to conclusions.

Home gives no explicit statement If we were tosaythaton his view

the essential step must be the eetablishmeut of identitiss or equi-

Taleuces, we should probably be doing justice to his doctrine of

numerical reasoning, but should have some difficulty in showing the

application of the method to geometrical reasoning. For in the

latter case we possess, according to Hume, no standard of equiva-

lence other than that supplied by immediate observation, and con-

sequently transition from one premise to another by way of reason-

ing must be, in geometrical matters, a purely verbal process.

Taken as a whole, the theory is perhaps the only consistent

development from the psychological principle with which Hume
had started, and its incompleteuess, even incoherence, points to the

gravest defects of that principle. Hume has not oiiered even a

plausible explanation of the mode by which it becomes possible for

a consciousness made up of isolated momentary impressions and

ideas to be aware of coexistence and number, or succession. The
relations of ideas are accepted as facts of immediate observation, as

being themselves perceptions or individual elements of conscious

^sperience, and to all appearance thoy are regarded by Hume as

being in a sense analytical, because the formal criterion of identity

is applicable to them. It if applicable, however, not because the

predicate is contained in the subject, but because, such judgments

of relation being thought as immediate facta of conscious eiperience,

the supposition of th*ir non-existence is a contradicrion in terms.

The ambiguity in his criterion, however, ^eems entiroly to have

escaped Hume's attei^Uon.

A somewhat detailed consideration of Hume's doctrine with regard

to mathematical science has been given for the reason that this por-

tion of his theory has been very generally overlooked or misinter-

preted. It does not seem necessary to endeavour to follow his

mhiute examination of the principle of real cognition with the same
fulness. It will probably be sufficient to indioate the problem as

<!onc«iTed by Hnme, and the relation of the method he adopts for

solving it to the fundamental doctrine of his theory of knowledge.

Real cognition, as Hume pointa out, implies transition from the

present impression or feeling to something connected with it. As
this thing can only be an impr\;ssiou or perception, and is not itself

present, it is represented by its copy or idea- Now the supremo,

oll-comprehensive link of connexion between present feeling or im-

pression and either pest or future experience is that of c^nsation.

The idoa in question is, therefore, the idea 0/ something connected

with the present impression as its cause or effect But this is ex-

plicitly the idea of tne said thing as having had or as about to have

existence,—in other words, belief in the existence of some matter of

fact. What, for a conscious experience so constituted as Hume will

admit, is the precise eignijicance of such belief ia real existence ?

Clearly the real existence of a fact is not demonstrable. For
wliatever is may be conceived not to be. " No negation of a fact

can involve a contradiction." Existence of any fact, not present

as a perception, can only bo proved by arguments from cause or

effect But as each perception is in consciousness only as a contin-

gent fact, which might not be or might bo other than it is, wo must
admit that the mind can conceive no necessary relations or con-

nexions among the several portions of its experience.

If, therefore, a present perception leafls us to assert the existence

of some other, this can only bo interpreted as moaning that in some
natural, i.e.

,
psychological, manner tlie idea of this other perception

is excited, and that the idea is viewed by the mind in some peculiar

fashion. The natural link of coouexion Hume Onds in the simi-

larities prescpted by experience. One fact or perception is

discovered by experience to bo uniformly or generally accompanied
by another, and its occurrence therefore naturally excites the idea

of that other. But when an idea is so roused up by a present im-

prc8.iion, and when this idea, being a consequence of memory, has

in itielf a certain vivacity or liveliness, wo regard it with a peculiar

indtfiniMe feeling, and in this feeling consists tlie immense dilfer-

enco between mere imagination and belief. • Tlie mind is led easily

and rapi<lly from the present imprus.Hion to the ideas of impressions

found byoxperioDce to be the usual accompaniments of the present

fact. The efUie and rapidity of the mental transition is the sole ground
for the suppoaod necessity of the c.-\usil cuunexion between portions

of experience. TVo mistake the subjective transition resting npoi.

iCU;;tom or past ejcperieuce for on objective connexion indepcuuent

of special feelings. All reasoning about matters of fact is therefore

a species of feeling, and belongs to the sensitive rather than to the

cogitative side of our nature.

While it is evident that some such conclusion must follow fron.

the attempt to regard the coguill fe consciousness as made up of dis-

connected feelings, it is equally clear, not only that the result is

self-contradictory, but that it involves certain assumptions not in

any way deducible from the fundamental view with which Hume
starts. For in the problem of rea.1 cognition he is brought face, to

face with the characteristic feiitureof knowledge, distinction of self

from matters known, and reference of transitory states to perma-
nent objects or relations. Deferring bis criticism of the significance

of self and object, Hpme yet makes use of both to aid his explana-

tion of the belief attaching to reality. . The reference of an idea to

past experience has no meaning, unless we assume on identity in

the object referred to. For a past impression is purely transitory,

and, as Hume occasionally points out, can have nocoimesion of fact

with the present consciousness. His exposition has thus a certain

plausibility, which would not belong to it hod the final view of the
permanent object been already given.

The filial problem of Hume's theory of knowledge, the discussion

of the real significance of the two tctors of cognition, self and
external things, is handled in the Treaiise with great fulness and
dialectical subtlety.

As in the case of the previous problem, it is unnecessary to follow

the steps of his analysis, which are, for the most part, attempts to

substitute qualities of feeling for the relations of thought which

appear to be involved. The results follow with the utmost ease

from his original postulate. If there is nothing in conscious

experience save what observation can disclose, whUa each act of

observation is itself on isolated feeling (an impression or idea), it is

manifest that a pennanent identical thing can never be an object

of ex[)erience. Whatever permanence or identity is ascribed to a^

impression or idea is the result of association, is one of those " pro-

pensities to feign " which are due to natural connexions among ideas.

We regard as successive -presentatious of one thing tlie resembling

feelings which are experienced in succession. Identity, then,

whether of self or object, there is none, and the supposition of

objiclSf distinct from impre&sions, is but a further consequence of

our " propensity to feign." Hume's explanation of the belief in

external things by reference to association is well deserving of care-

ful study and of comparison with the more recent analysis of the

same problem by J. S. JliU.

At the close of his presentation of the empirical theory of cog-

nition, Hume gives one of those comprehensive reviews of its sig-

nificance and its difficulties which mark the rare acuteness of his

intellect He has done what was possible to manufacture cognition

out of the isolated, disconnected states of mental experience. He
bas endeavoured to contemplate conscious experience ab txtra^ as

itself an object of experience, and to admit nothing which was not

capable of being presented in the fashion of an immediate fact ol

experience. And as the result of the whole he has to confess that

his laboriously conetmcted theory of cognition is but a rope of

sand, tliat no ingenuity can conjure coherence into elements

a.ssumeil from the outset as incoherent, that theettempt to regard

cognition of a fact as being merely one isolated state leads to hope-

less confusion. The passage in which, with the utmost frankness,

he expresses his opinion on the sum total of his speculative analysis

is so remarkable, both in I'eference to bis own work and in reference

to later developments of philosophy, that it is well to quote it in

full. In the Appendix to tlie Treatise he gives a bnef resume of

what ho clearly recognized to be tlie cru.i- in his Uirory. the ex-

planation of belief, a cognition which involves tlie relatmn among
themselves of the parts of ex|"orionce, »ud then goes on to s.-iy ;—
" If perceptions are distinct cxuitences, thoy lonn n whole only

by being connected together. But no connexions among distinct

existences are ever discoverable by human luuleistanduig We only

ful a connexion or detennination of the tliouglit to pnjts from one

object to another, It follows, thoiefurc, Oiat tlio thought alone

feels personal identity, when, rcllcctiii" on the tram of past percep.

lions that coniiwscamind, the ideas of them are felt to be connected

together and natumlly introduce enoh other.
" However extraordinary tins conclusion may seem, it need not

surprise us. Modem philosophers seem inclined to tliink that per-

sonal identity arises from con.sciou8ness, and consciousness is nothing

but a rellectcd thought or [lerccption. 'The present jiliilo.soi'hy, there-

fcrc, has a promising aspect. But all my liopcs vanish when I coiue

*o explain tlie principles that unite our successive perceptions in our

bought or consciousness. I cannot di»coverany theory which gives

me satisfaction on this head
" In short, there oje two principles which I cannot render con-

sistent, nor 13 it in my power to renounce either of tlieni , viz.,

llurl all our distinct perccptimis are distinct existences, and lAat U16

mind never percctves any real e&nnexion ainoiifj distinct cxisiCTices.

Did our iKTceptions eJthiT inheni in something simplo or indi-

vidanl, or did the mind nerceivo some real connexion among them,

there would be no dilEculty 12, the cose " (ii !. 651).
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The closins sentences of this passage may be regarded as poinlini,' to

the very essence of the Kantian attempt at solution of the problem
of knowledge. Hume sees distinctly that if conscious experience be
taken as containing only isolated states, no progress in explanation

of cognition is possible, and that the only hope of further develop-
ment is to be looked fur in a radical change in our mode of conceiv-

ing experience. The work of the critical philosophy is the intro-

duction of thi3 new mode of regarding experience, a mode which,
in the technical langaago of philosophers, has receiveil the title of
transcendental as opposed to the psychological method followed by
Locke and Hume. It is because Kant alone perceived the full sig-

nificanco of the change required in order to meet the difficulties of

the empirical theory that we regard his system as the only sequel to

that of Hume. The writers of the Scottish school, Keid in particu-

lar, did undoubtedly indicate some of the weaknesses in Hume's
fundamental conception, and their attempts to show that the iso-

lated feeling cannot be taken as the ultimate and primary unit of

cognitive experience are efforts in the right direction. But the

question of knowledge was never generalized by them, and their

reply to Hume, therefore, remains partial and inadequate, while its

effect is weakened by the uncritical assumption of principles which
is acharacteristio feature of their writings.

The results of Hume's theoretical analysis are applied by him
rto the problems of practical philosophy and religion. For the first

^of these the reader is referred to the article Ernrcs, where Hume's
views are placed in relation to those of his predecessors in the same
field of inquiry. His position, as regards tne second, is very note-

worthy. As before said, his motaphysio contains in abslmcto the
principles which were at that time being employed, uncritically,

alike hy the deists and by their antagonists. 'I'here can bo no
doubt that Hume has continually- in mind the theological questions
then current, and that he was fully aware of the mode in which his

Analysis of knowledge might be applied to them. A few of the less

important of his criticisms, such as the argument on^niraclea, be-

came then and have since remained public fropertv and matter of

general discussion. But the full siguificanco of uis w»rk on the
theological side was not at the time perceived, and justice has barely
been done to the admirable manner in which he has reduced the
theological disputes of the century to their ultimate elements. The
importance of the Dialoijues on Natural Jieligion, as a contribution
to the criticism of theological ideas and methods, can hardly be over-

estimated. A brief survey of its contents will be sufficient to show
its general nature and its relations to such works ta Clarke's De-
monstration and Butlei-'s Analogy. ,The Dinloijius introduce three

interlocutors, Demea, Cleantlies, and Philo, nho represent three

distinct orders of theological opinion. Tho first is tne type of a

certain a priori view, then regarded as the safest bulwark against
infidelity, of which the main tenets were that the being of God was
capable of a priori proof, and that, owing to the finitude of our
faculties, thi! attributes and modes of operation of deity were abso-
lutely incomprehensible. The second is the typical deist of Locke's
school, improved as regards his philosophy, and holding that the
only possible proof of God's existence was a posteriori, from design,
and that such proof was, on the whole, sufficient. The ihird is the
type of completed empiricism or scepticism, holding that no argu-
ment, either from reason or experience, can transcend exjiericnce, and
consequently that no proof of God's existence is at all possible.

The views of tho first and second are played olf against one another,
and criticized by the third with great literary skill and efl'ect.

Cleanthe«, who maintains that tho doctrine of the incomprehensi-
bility of God is hardly distinguishable from atheism, is compelled
by the arguments of Philo to reduce to a minimum the conclusion
capable of being inferred from experience as regards the exi.stence
of God. For Philo lays stress upon the weakness of the analogical
argument, points out that the demand for an ultimate cause is no more
satisfied by thought than by nature itself, shows that the argument
from design cannot warrant the inference of a perfect or inhnite or
even of a single deity, and finally, carrying out nis principles to tho
full extent, maintains that, as we have no experience of the origin of
the world, no argument from experience can carry us to its origin,
and that the apparent mark.s of design m the structure of animals are
only results from the conditions of their actual existence. So far as
argument from nature isconccrned, a total suspension of judgment is
our only reasonable resource. Nor does the a priori argument in
any of its forms fare hotter, for reason can never demonstrate a
matter of fact, and, unless wc know that the world had a beginning
in time, wc cannot insist that it must have had a cause. Demea.
who is willing to give up his abstract proof, brings forward Iho
ordinary theological topic, man's consciousness of his own imper-
fection, misery, and dependent condition. Nature is throughout
con-upt and polluted, but "the present evil phenomena are rectified
in other legions and in some future period of existence" Sucli a
view satisfies neither of his interlocutors.,'- Cleanthes, pointing out
that from a nature thoroughly evil we can never prove the existence
of an infinitely powerful and benevolent Creator, hazards tho conjec-
ture that the deity, though all-benevolent, is not all-powerful,
riiilo, however, pushing his principles to their full consequence.";, i

shows that unless we assumed (or knew) beforehand that the system
of nature was the work of a benevolent but limited deity, we cer-

tainly could not, from the facts of nature, infer the benevolence of
its creator. Cleanthes's view is, therefore, an hypothesis, and in uo
sense an inference.

Tha Dialogues^ OMghl hereto conclnde. There is, however, ap-
pended one of those perplexing statements of personal opinion (for

Hume declares Cleanthes to be his mouthpiece) not uncommon
among writers of this period. Cleanthes and rhilo come to an agree-
ment, in admitting a certain illogical ^orce in the a posteriori argu-'
ment, or. at least, in expressing a convktion as to God's existenoe,
which may not perhaps be altogether devoid of foundation. Tho
precise value of such a declaration must be matter of conjecture.-

I'robahly the true statement of Hume's attitude regarding the prob-
lem is the soniewhat melancholy utterance with which the Z>fo-

lognes close.

It is apparent, even from the brief summary just given, that the
impoitance of Hume in the history of philosophy consists in the
vigour and logical exactness w'ith which he develops a particular

nietaphysical view Inconsistencies, no doubt, are to be detected
in Ills system, but they arise from the limitations of the view itself,

and not, as in the case of Locke and Berkeley, from imperfect grasp
of the principle, and endeavour to unite with it others radically in-

compatible. In Hume's theory of knowledge we have the final

expression of what may be called psychological individualism or

atomism, while his ethics and doctrine of religion are but the logi-

cal consequences of this theory. So far as metaphysic is coucerned,
Hume has given the final word of the empirical school, and all ad-
ditions, whether from the specifically psychological side or from the
general history of human culture, are subordinate in character, and
affect in no way the nature of his results. It is no ex.aggeration to

say that the mote recent English school of philosophy, represented
by J. S. Mill, has made in tTieory no advance beyond Hume. In
the logic of Mill, e.a . we find much of a special character that has
no counterpart in Hume, much that is introduced ab extra, from
general considerations of scientific procedure, but, so fax as the

groundwork is concerned, the System 0/ Logic is a mere reproduction
of Hume s doctrine of knowledge. Such a statement does not de-
tract from the merits of the Logic or even from its originality, for it

is remarkable how slight seems to have been the acquaintance of

Mill with the works of his greatest predecessor, but it does imply
that, so far as solution of the philosophical problem is concerned,
no advance has been made beyond the position of Hume. The same
remark, indeed, may be applied to the few efforts of the later em-
pirical writers in the region of metaphysics or theologj'. It is im-
possible for any reader of Mill's remarkable posthumous essay on
theism to avoid the reflexion that in substance the treatment is

identical with that of the Dialogues on Natural Religion, while on
the whole the superiority in critical force must be assigned to the
earlier work. All this merely shows how fully the conclusion one
would naturally draw from Hume's writings has been borne out by
the history of later thought. From his position, and on his lines,

no further advance was possible. For a new treatment of philosophi-

cal problems a thorough revision ofthose premises, the adoption of
new ground, was requisite. So far as one can see, the only systems
of thought which havo endeavoured or are endeavouring in a com-
prehensive fashion to lake up anew the work of philosophy are, on
the one hand, the Kantian, with its extensive developments, and, on
the other, that of scientific naturalism, which latter, though weak in

its metaphysic, is yet penetrated with a truly philosophical spirit

The chief work for Hume's life Is tliat of Mr J H Bnnon. Ltj'e and Corrctpond*
eute 0/ David llumf.2 \oi».. 1840 Of Ills collected wrlilngs. the etandard eililion

has been till leccntly ihnt of ls26(rcpilniedlSM), in i volt. The best edit ion. con-
intning. in addition 10 phllosotihical intioducijons. much bibliographical mattciv
Is (hot of 1&74. In 4 vols . by T H Gieen and T, H Gioso. Of woiks upon Hume,
the numcious sitelches and essays being omilled. the following are the most
Important;

—

Jodl. Ltbtn und Phtliisop'ne David Hume's, 1672; E. Pfleiderer. Em-
pvmnus vid Sifpfii m Davtd Hume s Plii'oicptite, 1S74 (containing good matter,
but loo much spun out) . T H Gicen, - Intiodnclinn to the Trratue." \ii xo\ 1.

of Hunits n'orXj 1874 (hy far the most cluboiate and minute analysis of Hume
in his ptiilo.^ophicnl iclailon to Locke and Berkeley); Spicker. Kant, Jlyme, und
Heticlty, \^-,h, Compnyri?. La PMoiupMt de Dai id Hume, 1973. A. Meinong.
tlumtSiudtfn. I 1877 (a veiy cartful Mndy of Humes nomliialism); V. Gizyckl.

Ine Erint David lluniet tn ifircr gtsciiifhtlifhen Slenuiiy, 1873 (tlie most thorough
exposition of Hume 8 ulilitarianism); T H Huxley. //i/nK, 1879 (a clear icpro-

diicliou of the more popular icsujts of Huina's piiilosophy. without ciittclsm or
histoiical treatment) .Mr Leslie Stephen's Enyhsh Tt'onght in the Eighteenth

Century, vol. 1.. 1876, conlains tho best account of Hume s liicoiogical position.

Most works on tho Kantian philosophy conlain sections specially on Hume. Tho
ticnirosnts In the general histories of philosophy cannot bo pronounced satls-

facioiy. . (R. AD.)

HUME, Joseph (1777-1855), an eminent political

refoniier, was born in January 1777, of humble parents,

at Montrose, Scotland. After completing his course of

medical study at the univer.'sity of Edinburgh he sailed

in 17?7 for India, where he was attached as surgeon to a

regiment; and his knowledge of the native tongues and

his capacity for busincs.s threw open to him the lucrative

offices of interpreter and comraissary-generaL .On the
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676 of Lord Lake's Jfaliratta war in 1803 his chemical

knowledge enabled him to render a signal service £o the

administration by making available a large quantity of

gunpowder which damp had spoiled. In 1808, on the

restoration of peace, he resigned all his civil appointments,

and returned home in, the prime of life, and in the posses-

sion of a well-earned fortune. His first care on arriving

in England was to study thoroughly the country and its

resources, for which purpose he made various journeys, to

see the actual state of the people and the practical opera-

tion of the laws. In 1812 he took his seat for the

borough of Weymouth and Melcombe-Regis; but he was
soon obliged to resign it, when it was discovered by his

Tory patron that he had had the audacity to talk of reform."

Six years elapsed before he again entered the House, and
during that interval he had made the acquaintance and
imbibed the doctrines of James Mill and the philosophical

reformers of the school of Bentham. He had joined his

efforts to those of Mr Place, of Westminister, and other

philanthropists, to relieve and improve the condition of the

working classes, labouring especially to establish schools

for them on the Lancasterian system, and promoting the

formation of savings banks. In 1818, soon after his

marriage with Miss Burnley, the daughter of an East India

director, he was returned to parliament as member for the

Aberdeen burghs. He was afterwards successively elected

for Middlesex (1830), Kilkenny(1837),and for the Montrose
burghs (1342), in the service of which constituency he
died. From the date of his re-entering the House Hume
began, unaided and alone, that course of reform in which
he persevered to his death. He became the self-elected

guardian of the public purse, withstanding every abuse
of the public money, by challenging and bringing to a
direct vote every single item of public expenditure. Tlie

difficulties Hume encountered in the course of his efforts

to reduce the enormous burden of taxation under which
the country groaned were aggravated by the confused
state of the public accounts. But no obstacle daunted or

discouraged him in his enlightened efforts as the pioneer of

commercial, financial, and parliamentary reform. Other
labours with which his name is connected deserve to be
Recorded. He unravelled the Orange Lodge conspiracy,

the ramifications of which spread over England, Scotland,
and the colonies, and the object of which was to make the
duke of Cumberland king in place of William IV. He
carried on a successful warfare against the old combination
laws that hampered workmen and favoured masters ; he
brought about the repeal of the laws prohibiting the export
of machinery and of the Act preventing workmen from
going abroad. He constantly protested against Bogging
in the army, the impressment of sailors, and imprison-
ment for debt. He -took up the question of lighthouses
and harbours

; in the fo.mer he secured greater efficiency,

in the latter he prevented useless expenditure. At first

despised and ridiculed, afterwards dreaded for his tenacity
of purpose, he ended by gaining the respect of friends and
of foes, and the confidence of the whole nation. The
breadth of his action, his singleness of aim, his perfect
independence of all party or personal considerations, and
an almost heroic earnestness and self-denial in carrying
•«ut his views, were the secrets of his influence. Himself
as incorruptible aa Aristides, ho matle it a special duty to

hunt out and expose political corruption under whatever
guise it lurked, and the whole army of place-hunters and
jobbers found in him their most indefatigable and inexor-
able foe. There were many abler, but there was no more
useful member in the Housu during the greater portion of
liis parliamentary career. lie died February 20, 1855
HUMERUS, LaI!s JunAN.ssoN (.?. 1012- lb" IV Swi.-.ll^h

poet, nj:)ic comp'only known as Lucidor the UiifoiHiiiiitr,

was born in Stockholm about the year 1642. His father,.

Captain Johan Erichsson, and his mother died in his
infancy; in ISSB he was entered as a student of the uni-

versity of Upsala, at the expense of his patron, Admiral
Wrangel, whose sons he afterwards conducted through
Germany, Italy, France, England, and Holland, and back
to Sweden in the autumn of 1668. He returned to Upsalsy
received a professorship, and took the pseudonym of
Lucidor, which he employed until his death. He stayed
but one year at Upsala, and in the winter of 1669 settled

again in Stockholm. There one of his poems gave offence

to the Government, and he was banished from the city for

a year and a day. After his return he lived by his pen,

writing odes and epithalamia for the rich burghers. He
boasted that he would " live like a poet," that is to say,

with but slight regard for the conventions of society. He
wa^ murdered on the night of August 13, 1674, in a cellar

at Stockholm, by a drunken soldier, Lieutenant Arvid
Storm, with whom he was quarrelling. The body of the
poet was carried out into the street ; but tie only said, " I

am stabbed," and died. Storm was condemned to death
for the murder, but was helped by his mother to escape.

The stories, so long repeated, of Lucidor's romantic intrigue-

with a lady of high rank, and his assassination in her arms,
must be relegated to the domaiu of fable.

Lucidor's pognis weie not colletteJ until after his death, whfa
they were pumislied in a volume called Flov'ers of Belicun. He-

wrote verses, not merely in Swedish, but also in Latin, FreDch, Ger-
man, English, Italian, and Dutch. His style is deeply tinged with,

the prevalent fashion for conceit and tasteless ingenuity, but he
possessas iofce and passion ; and he is lertainly the most important
bwedish writer between Stjernhjclm and Dahlstjema. The best

edition of his works is that published in 1876 by J. Linck. who
has dedicated a great deal of lime and care to the investigation of
the life of Hiraienis.

HUMKiIATI, a religious order founded at Milan early

in the t2th century by certain noblemen of Lombardy, who,
having been carried captive into Germany, had regained

their freedom by their " humility," did not, according to

Helyot in bis Ordres Monastiques, take the monastic vows
till 1134, when they were induced to do so by St BernarcL

In 1164 their ranks were recruited by other Milanese noble-

men who had been similarly carried into Germany by
Frederick Barbarossa. About 1151 the order was brought
under the rule of St Benedict, and in 1200 it was approved
by Innocent III. Confirmed and privileged by succeeding

popes, the Humiliati began to be corrupted by their popu-
larity and prosperity, until, after a futile attempt to reforn*

the order, Pius V. finally suppressed it in 15" 1 At
that date they had ninety-four houses under their juris-

diction. The wives of the original founders instituted a
female order of Huvidiatcv, also called, from a prominent
early member, the Nuns of Blossom, which, exempted fconj

Pius's bull of suppression, still has representatives in Italy.

HUMMEL, JoRAN.v Nepomuk (177S-IS37). a celebrated

composer and pianist, was born November 14, 1778, at

Piessburg, in Hungary, and received bis first artistic train-

ing from bis father, himself a musician in a humble wav.
In 1785 the latter received an appointment as conductor

of the orchcsy-a at the theatre of Sc-lnkaneder, the fricmi

of Mozart and the librettist of the Mmju- flute. It w;i>

in this way that young Huainicl became acquainted with
the great composer, who took a great fancy to him, ami
even invited him to his house for a considerable period.

During two years Hummel received the invaluable instruc-^

tious of Mozart, after which he set ont with his father oi>,

an artistic tour through Germany, England, and other
countries, his clever playing winning for the boy tho
admiration of amateurs. After his ruturn to Vienna he
completed his studies under Albrechlslicrger, the celebrated

cuiitr;ipiintist, and ll.iydii, and for a number of ycais-

duvolcd himself exclusively to compositioiL For eight.
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veara (1803-1811) ha held the appointment of orchestral

r..iiductor to Priuce Eszterhazy, previously occupied by

iiiydn. It was not till 1816 tbat he again appeared in

pi.blic a3 a pianist, his success being quite extraurdiuary.

His gift of improvisation at the piano was especially

admired, but his latgcr compositions also were highly

appreciated, and for a time Hummel was considered one

ol the leading musicians of au age in which Beethoven was

in the zenith of his power. In Prussia, «li7ch he visited

in 1822, the ovations offered to him were unprecedented,

and ether countries—France in 1825 and 1829, Belgium

in 1826, and England in 1830 and 1833—added further

laurels to his crown. He died in 1837 at Weimar, where

for a long time he had been the musical conductor of tiie

court theatre. His compositions are very numerous, and

comprise almost every branch of music. He wrote amongst

other things several operas, both tragic and comic, end two
grand masses {Op. 80 and 111). Intinitely more important

are his compositions for the pianoforte (his two concerti

in A minor and B minor, and the sonata in F sharp minor),

and his chamber music (the celebrated septet, and several

trios, (fee). His experience us a player and teacher of the

pianoforte was embodied in his Great Pianoforte School

(Viennal, and the excellence of his method is -further

proved by such pupils as Hinselt and Ferdinand HiUer.

Both as a composer and as a pianist Hummel continued the

traditions of the earlier Viennese school of Mozart and
Haydn ; his style in both capacities was marked by purity

and correctness rather than by passion and imagination.

In his compositions there is much that is now antiquated

;

but to deny him all merit would bo as uncritical as were
his contemporaries in the opposite direction when they
mentioned him in the same breath with Beethoven.

HUMMING-BIRD, a name in use for more than two
centuries, and possibly ever since English explorers first

knew of the beautiful little animals to which, from the sound
occasionally made by the rapid vibrations of their wings,

it is applied. Among books that arc ordinarily in natu-

ralists' hands, the name seems to be first found in the

Musceum Tradescantianum, published in 1656, but it

therein occurs (p. 3) so as to suggest its having already

been accepted and commonly understood ; and its earliest

use, as yet discovered, is said to be by Thomas Slortnn
in the Neio English Canaan, prinied in 1632—a rare

work reproduced by Peter Force in his Historical Tracts
(vol. ii., Washington, 1838). Thevet, in his Singularitez

de la France aiUarclique (Antwerp, 1558, fol. 92), has
been more than once cited as the earliest author to

mention Humming-birds, which he did uniler the name
of Gouambuch; but it is quite certain that Oviedo, whose
Hystoria general de las Imlias was published at Toledo in

1525, preceded him by more than thirty years, with an
account of the " paxaro mosquito " of Hispaniola, of which
island "the first chronicler of the Indies" was governor.'
This name, though now apparently disused iu Spanish, must
have been current about that time, for we find Gesner in

1555 (De avium uatnra, iii. p. 629) translating it literally

into Latin as Parser muscatus, owing, as he says, his know-
ledge of the bird to Cardan, the celebrated mathematician,
astrologer, and physician, from whom we learn (Comment.

• In the cJition of OvieHo's work, published at Salamanca in 1547,
the earliest the present writer has been able to sec, the account (lib.
iiv. cap. 4) runs thus;— *' Ay assi niismo enesta ysia vnos paxaricos tan
negros como vn terciopelo negro iiuiy bucno & son Un pcqucnos cjue
ningunos ho yo visto en Indias menoie-s/ exccpto el que .aca se llama
paxaro mosquito. El qual es tan pcqucno que el buUo del es nicnor
barto assai quo le cabefa del dedo puljar de la mano. Este no le he
Tiato enesta Ysla pero dizen me que aqui los ay : & por esso dexo do
hablar enci pa lo dezir dodo los he visto que es en la lici ra hrme quado
dclla M tJata." A modern Spanish vcr-ion of this passage will be
found iiwtho beautiful edition of Ovicdo's works published by the
Acjuloiny of M».lrid in 1851 (i. p. iH],

ill Ptolem. de astr. Jmliciis, Basel, 1554, p. 472) that, on
hjs return to Milan from professioually attending Arch-
bishop Hamilton at Edinburgh, he visited Gesner at Zurich,

about the end of the year 1552.^ The name still survives

in the French Oiseuu-mouche ; but the ordinary Spanish
appellation is, and long has been, Tominejo, from tomi7t,

signifying a weight equal to the third part of an aclarme or

diachm, and used metaphorically for anything very snialh

liuniniing-birds, Iiowevcr, are called by a variety of otlifir

nani^s, many of tliem derived from American languages,

such as Ouainuiiibi, Ouiinsia, and Colibri, to say nothing

of others bestowed upon them (chiefly from some peculiarity

of habit) by Europeans, like P.ica/lures, Chtiparosa, and
Froiijrou. Barrere, in f745, conceiving that HumnuDg-
birds were allied to the Wren, the 2'rochiliis,^ in part, of

Pliny, applied that name in a generic sense (Ornitlt. is'pec.

novum, pp. 47, 48) to both. Taking the hint thus afforded,

Liimajus very soon after went further, and, excluding the

Wrens, founded his genus 'J'rochihis for the reception of such
Humming-biids as were known to him. The unfortunate

•act of the great nomenclator cannot be set aside; and, since

his time, ornithologists with but few exceptions have
followed his example, so that noiv-adliys Humming-birds are

universally recognized as forming the Family Trochilidae.

The relations of the TrochUidca to other birds were for

a long while very imperfectly understood. Nitzsch first

drew attention to their agreement in many essential charac-

ters with the Swifts, Ci/)>seliiUe, and placed the two Families

in one group, which he called Macrochir^s, from the great

length of thEir manual bones, or those forming the extremity

of the wing. The name was perh:ips not very happily

chosen, for it is not the distal portion that is so much out

of ordinary proportion to the size of the bird, but the

proximal and median portions, that in both Families are

curiously dwarfed. Still the inunus, in comparison with

the other parts of the wing^ is so long that the term Macro-
chires is not wholly inaccurate. The afEiIity of the Troclii-

lidce and Cr/pselidw, once pointed out, became obvious to

every careful and unprejudiced investigator, and there are

probably few systematists now living who refuse to admit
its validity. More than this, it is confirmed by an examin-
ation of other osteological characters. The " lines," as a

boat-builder would say, upon which the skeleton of each

form is constructed are precisely similar, only that whereas

the bill is very short and the head wide in the Swifts, in

the Humming birds the head is narrow and the biH long

—

the latter developed to an extraordinary degree in some of

the Trochilidce, rendering them the longest-billed birds

known.'' Professor Huxley considers these two Families,

' See also Prof. Morley's Life ofGirolumo Canlano (ii. pp. 152,153).
' Under this name Pliny perpetuated (Hist. Xaturulis, viii. 25) the

confusion that bad doubtless arisen before his time of two verydiitiuct

birds. As Sundevall remarks (Tcniamen, p. 87, note), Tpox'Aos was

evidently the name commonly given by the ancient Greelis to the

smaller Plovers, and was not improperly applied by Herodotus

(ii. 68) to the species that feeds in the open mouth of the Cro-

codile—the Plimaniis ccijyptiiis of modern omitholegi.sts—in whicli

sense Aristotle (Hist. A nimalium, ix. 6) also uses it. But the received

text of Aristotle has two other passages (ix. 1 and II) wherein ths

word appears in a wholly diffeient connexion, and can there be only

taken to mean the Wren—the usual Greek name of which would seem

to be ffpxi^os (Sundevall, Om Arisiotl. lijumrler, No. H). Though
none of his editors or commentators have suggested the possibility of

such a thing, one can hardly help .suspecting Ui.at in these pa.ss,-.ge3

some early copyist has substituted Tpoxi'Aot for Jpx'^i". =""' »" 'aiil

the foundation of a curious error. It may be here remarked that the

Crocodile of St Domingo is said to have the like cHiee done for it by

some kind of bird, which is called by Dc'courtilz {Voyage, iii. p. 26),

a " Todier," but. as Ccolfr. St Hilaire observes {/3e«rr. de I'E'jypU,

ed. 2, xxiv. p. 410), is more probably a Plover. Unfortunately the

fauna of His|>auiola is hot much belter known now than in Oviedo'*

days.
* Thus Docimastes etii'fer, in wliieb the bill is longer than botb head

and body together.
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together with the Goatsuckers (Caprimufgidce), to form

the division Cypselomorphce—oue of the two into which be

has separated his larger group jEgilhognathce. However,
the most noticeable portion of the Humming-bird's skeleton

is the sternum, which in proportion to the size of the bird

is enormously developed both longitudinally and vertically,

its deep keel and posterior protraction affording abundant
space for the powerful muscles which drive the wings in

their rapid vibrations as the little creature poises itself over

the flowers where it finds its food.'

So far as is known, all Humming-birds possess a protru-

eible tongue, in conformation peculiar among the class

Aves, though to some extent similar to that member in the

Woodpeckers
(
Picidre)-—the " horns " of the hyoid apparatus

upon which it is seated being greatly elongated, passing

round and over the back part of the head, near the top of

which they meet, and thence proceed forward, lodged in a

broad and deep groove, till they terminate in front of the

eyes. But, unlike the tongue of the Woodpeckers, that of the

Humming-birds consists of two cylindrical tubes, tapering

towards the point, and forming two sheaths which contain

the extensile portion, and are capable of separation, thereby

facilitating the extraction of honey from the nectaries

of flowers, and with it, what is of far greater importance

for the bird's sustenance, the small insects that have been
attracted to feed upon the honey.^ These, on the tongue
being withdrawn into the bill, are caught by the mandibles

(furnished in the males of many species with fine, horny, saw-

like teeth'), and swallowed in the usual way. The stomach
is small, moderately muscular, and with the inner coat

slightly hardened. There seem to be no csca. The trachea

is remarkably short, the bronchi beginning high up on the

throat, and song-muscles are wholly wanting, as in all other

Cypselomorphee. ^

Humming-birds,' as is .w«U known, comprehend the

smallest members of the class Aves. The largest among them
measures no more" than 8 inches and a half,'' and the least 2
inches and three-eighths in length, for it is now admitted
generally that Sloane must have been in error when he de-

scribed {Voyar/e, ii. p. 308) the "Least Humming-bird of

Jamaica" as "about 1 \ inch long from the end of the bill to

that of the tail "—unless, indeed, he meant the proximal end
ofeach, an interpretation, however, t hat will not save Edwards
jnd Latham from the charge of careless misstatement, when
they declare that they had received such a bird from that

island. Next to their generally small size, the best known
characteristic of the Troclalidae is the wonderful brilliancy

of the plumage of nearly all their forms, in which respect

' Thi.i is especially the case with the smaller species of the group,
Tor the larger, though sliooting with equal celerity from place to
place, seem to flap their wings with comparatively slow but not less

powerful strokes. ITio difference was espocially observed with re-

spect to the largest of all Humming-birds, Patagona giffoa, by Mr
Darwin.

' The resemblance, so far as it exi.sts, must be merely the result of
analogic.ll function, and certainly indicates no affinity between the
fanailies.

' It is probable that in various members of tho TrochiHdtr the stnic-

lure of the tongue, ancJ other parts correlated therewith, will be found
subject to several and perhaps coii.'iidcrable modifications, as is tho
case in various members of the Pic\d(r. At present there are scarcely
half a dozen species of Humming-birds of which it can bo said that
any part of their anatomy is known.

* These are especially observable in Rhamphod»n ^(rviMs and Art'

drodon a:qv-at<yr\alis.

•,Mr Gosse (Birds of Jamaica, p. 130)says that Mdlisrif/a minima,
the smallest species of the Family, has " a real song "— but tho like is

cot recorded of any other.

* Theie are sevcml spcoies in which the tail is very much elongated,
such a.i the well-known Aithurus poli/tmux of Jamaica, and the re-

raarkablo Lodiligesia mirabilit of Chachapoyas in Peru, which last

wa» until lately only known from n unique specimen ( Mi,i, 1880, p.

152) ; but " trochilidists " in giving their measurements do not take
;hcM extraordinary developments into account.

they are surpassed by no other birds, and are only equalleds
by a few, as, for instance, by the Nectariniida;, or Sun-
birds of the tropical parts of the Old World, in popular
estimation so often confounded with them, and even by
some mistaken naturalists thought to bo their allies.

The number of species of Humming-birds now known to exist
considerably exceeds 400 ; and, though none depart very widely from
what a morphologist would deem the typical structure of the
Family, the amount of modifi ation, within certain limits, presented
by the various I'onns is surprising and even bewildering to the un-
initiated. But the feature!* that are ordinarily chosen by systematic
ornithologists in drawing up their schemes of classification are found
by the " trochilidists," or special students of the Trochilidoe, insuf-
ficient for the purpose of arranging these birds in groups, and .-liar-

acters on which genera can be founded have to be sought in the
style and coloration of plumage, as well as in the form and proj'or-

tions of those parts which are most generally deemed sufficient to

furnish them. Looking to the large number of species to be taken
into account, convenience has demanded what science would with-
hold, and the genera established by the ornithologists of a preced-
ing generation have been broken up by their successors into multi-
tudinous sections— the more adventurous making from 150 to 180
of such groups, the modest being content with 120 or thereabouts,
but the last dignifying each of them by the title of genus. It is of

course obvious that these small divisions cannot be here considered
in detail, nor would much advantage accrue by giving statistics

from the works of the latest trochilidists, Messrs Gould,' Mulsant,'
and Elliot.' It would be as unprofitable here to trace the successive

steps by which the original genus Trochihis of Liun^eus, or the two
genera Poiybmts and Mellisuga of Brisson, have been .split into

others, or have been added to, by modern writers, for not one of these

professes to have arrived at any final, but only a provisional, arrange-

ment ; it seems, however, expedient to notice the fact that some
of the authors of the last century''' supposed themselves to have seen
the way to dividing what we now know as the Family Trochilida

into two groups, the distinction between which was that in the one
the bill was arched and in the other straight, since that difference has
been insisted on in many works. This was especially the view taken
by Brisson and Buffon, who termed the birds having the arched
bill *^ Colihris," and those having it straight *' Oiscaux-tiio^Lchcs.^^

The distinction wholly breaks down, not merely because there are

Trochilidce which possess almost every gradation of decurvation of

the bill, but some which have the bill upturned after the manner
of that strange bird the Avocet," while it may be remarked that

several of the species placed by those authorities among the " Coli-

bris^' are not Humming-birds at all.

The extraordinarily brilliant plumage which most of the Trorhi-

lida: exhibit has been already mentioned, and in describing it orni-

thologists have been compelled to adopt the vocabulary of tho

jeweller in order to give an idea of the indescribable radiance that so

often breaks forth from some part or other of the investments ol

these feathered gems. In all save a few of other birds, the most
imaginative writer sees gleams wluch he may adequately designate

metallic, from their resemblai^ce to burnished gold, bronze, copper,

or steel, but such similitudes wholly fail when he has to do with the

Trochilidw, and there is hardly a precious stone—ruby, amethyst,
sapphire, emerald, or topaz—the name of which.may not fitly, and
without any exaggeration, be employed in regard to Humming-birds.
In some cases this radiance beams from the brow, in some it glows
from the throat, in others it shines from the tail-coverts, in others

it sparkles from tho tip only of elonpateil feathers that crest the

head or surround the neck as with a frill, while again in others it

may appear as a luminous streak across the cheek or auriciilars.

The feathers that cover the upper parts of the body very frequently

have a metallic lustre of golden-green, which in other birds would
be thought sutliciently beautiful, but in the Trochitid<c its sheen is

overpowered by the almost dazzling splendour that radiates from tho

spots where Nature's lapidary has set licr jewels. The flight feathers

arc .almo.st invariably dusky— tho rapidity of their movement would,

perhaps, render any (lisplay of colour inetreotive; while, on the con-

trary, the feathers of the tail, which, as the bird hovers over its food-

bearing flowers, is almost always expanded, and is therefore compara-

tively motionless, often ex h 1 bit a rich transluccncy, as of stained glass,

but iridescent in a manner that no stained glass ever is—cinnamon
merging into crimson, crimson changing to purple, purple to violet,

' A Monograph of the Trochitidit or Ifumming-birds, 6 vols. imp.

fol., London, 1861 (with Introduction in 8vo). • -

' Ilutoirc naturclle drs Oi.mui.r- Mouclies ou Colibns, 4 vols, with

sujipleinent, imp. 4to, Lyon-Gcneve-Bale, 1874-77.
" Smillismiiun CoiilrihiitioiistoKiimrlrdiic, No :U7 , .\ Classi/i'"linn

and Si/nopsis of the Tnchilidie, 1 vol. iiiii>. 4to, Washington, 1879
'" Salerno must be excepted, especially as he was rebuked by Buifon

for doing what we now deem right.

" For example Avoccttuta rccurvirostri^o! GaiiuMSiniA.euTyplera

o! Colombia.
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ntm so to inJ,goa<I bottle-green. But this part of the Humming-
bird is subjec . toiuitc as much moililication in form as in colour,

though always cosisting often rcctriccs. It may be nearly square,

or at least but tghlly rounJed, or wedge-shaped with the middle

qiiills prolonged cyond the rest; or, again, it uiay be deeply forked,

sometimes by thovergrowth of one onnoru of the intermediate pairs,

but most gencrny by the development of the outer pair. In the

last case the lateil feathers may be either broadly webbed to their

tip, or acuminattor again, in some forms, ni.ay lessen to the filiform

shaft, and suddely enlarge into a terminal spatulation as in the

forms known as Kacquct-tails." The wings do not offer so much
variation; still lere arc a few groups in whieli diversities occur

that require note. The primaries are invariably ten in number,

the outermost Iwig the longest, except in the single instance of

Ailhurus, whcret is shorter than the next. The group known as

"Sabre-wings," «i prising the genera Campyloptcrtis, Bupetomciia,

and SphcnoproctL present a most curious se.xual peculiarity, for

while the female ns aolhing remarkable in the form of the wing, in

the male the shijo, two or three of the outer primaries is dilated

proximally, and HO'id near the middle in a m.anncr almost unique

among birds. The'eet again, diminutive as they are, are very

.
diversified in form. In must the tarsus is bare, but in some groups,

as Eriocncinis, it is-lothed with tufts of the most delicate down,
sometimes black, STietimes buff, but more often of a snowy
whiteness. In somthe toes are weak, nearly equal in length, and
furnished with *ia rounded nails ; in others they are largely

developed, and aUi. with long and sharp claws.

Apart from tie .uU-kuown brilliancy of jilumage, of which
enough has been en said, many Humming-birds display a large

itiiount of ornamla;tion in the addition to their attire of crests of

various shape aiisize, elongated ear-tufts, projecting neck-frills,

and pendant beds—forked or forming a single pomt. But it

would be iinpos^e here to dwell on a tenth of these beautiful

modifications, ea nf which as it comes to our knowledge excites

fresh surprise antxeiuplifies the ancient adage

—

maxime miranda
in viinimis Naiic It must be remarked, however, that there are

eel tain forms wh' possess little or no brilliant colouring at all,

but, as most tron I birds go, arc verj' soberly clad. These arc

known to inichiltt 9 as "Hermits," and by Mr Gould have been
se])arated as a Sf:imily under the name of J'/uiethomithincc,

though llr Ellioti,'!! he cannot find any characters to distinguish

it I'rom the TrucKfi z proper. But sight is not the only sense that

is atfected by Hiniing-birds. The large species known as P(fro-

phdTws tsmmivckiis a strong musky odour, very similar to that
given oir by the Irels, though, so far as appears to be known,
that is the only oiol* them that possesses this property.^

All wcll-infonn people are aware that the Trochilidm are a
Family peculiar llrnerica and its islands, but one of the com-
monest of comraoitiMrs is the belief that Humming-birds are found
in Africa and Indi- 1 say nothing even of England. In the first

two ca,ses the mistf 'irises from confounding them with some of

the brightly-colou( 'Sun-birds (A'eclariniulm), to which British

colonists or resident?*! apt to apply the better-known name ; but
in the last it can be k^ due to the want of perception which dis-

ables the observer frcjiistinguishing between a bird and an insect

—the object seen beiii Hawk-Moth {Macroglossa), whose mode
of feeding and rapid lit certainly bears some resemblance to that
of the Trochilid'.e, aiKence one of the species {M. steUaruin) is

very generally cailecihe "Humming-bird Hawk-Moth." But
thougli confined to tHew World the Trochilidvc pervade almost
every part of it. In t-^outh Eustcphami^i gaUHtus has been seen
flitting about the fuch of Tierra del Fuego in a snow-storm, and
in the north-west SdJtoT-us rufus in summer nsits the ribes-

blossoms of Sitka, whii^'the north-east Trochiliis cohtkris oho.rm3
the vision of Canadian lit poises itself over the altha;a-bu.shts in

their gardens, and exja its rangv; at least so far as lat. 57° N.
Nor 13 the distributioigHumniing-birds limited to a horizontal
direction only, it rises -ertieally. Oreolrochilm chimboraxo and
0. pirhinchaVwton the? / mountains whence each takes its trivial

name, but just beneath, 'ine of pei-jjetual snow, at »n elevation of
Bome 10,000 feet, dwellelj a world of almost constant hail, sleet,

and rain, and feeding; c\if insects which resort to the indigenous
flowering planU, while

j^.- peaks, only inferior to these in height,
are no less frequented 1 jo or more species. Peru and Bolivia
produce some of the P splendid of tho Family—the genera
ComiUs, Dipkloywruiy ^nt'taumasturm, whose very names indicate
the glories of their bear^' The comparatively gigantic Palagma
inhabits the west coast ^jouth America, while the isolated rocks
of Juan Fernandez not c ifford a home to tho Etislcphanus before
mentioned, but also to ^'3ther species of tho same genus which
are not found el.iewhere ', Birds, vol. iii, p. 745). The slopes

' ' The speclflc nmnc; of s speijf Chrysolampu. commonly wriltcn bv miuiy
wrllcrs moichtlut. would Isadtl boUef th« It w»s a misuikc for moirt,alM.
I.e.. ' musky." bot In Imth it t aics with their carelessness, for though they
qiiulc Llnnxu: •> Ihtir amhoi lev can never have referred 10 his works, or
Ih.y wi.uld hare fonnd Ilia \V(,t,e moiqutliu, the "mosiiuUo" of Ovlcdo.
d"k«nrdly. It li true. LaUni t if emendation bo needed, miucoliu, after

- Cestici^s ex«inpl«, U ucdoubtc defmabla.

of the Northern Andes and the hill countiy of Colombia f>inii3V

perhaps the greatest nu'.nber of forms, and some of the most beault-

ful, but leaving that great range, we part company with tho largest

and most gorgeously arrayed species, and their number dwindles

as we approach the eastern coast. Still there are many brilliant Hum-
ming-birds common enough in the Brazils, Guiana, and Venezuela.

Tho Ch'jsolampis mosquUus is perhaps the most plentil'ul. Thon-
sands of its skins arc annually sent to Europe to be used in tho

manufacture of ornaments, its rich ruby-and-topaz glow rendering

it one of the most beautiful objects imaginable. In the darkest

depths of the Brazilian forests dwell the russet-clothed brotherhood

of the genus Phacihurnis— the " Hermits "; but the great wooded
basin of the Amazons seems to be particularly unfavourable to tho

Trochilidw, and from Para to Ega there are scarcely a dozen species

to be met with. There is no island of the Antilles but is inhabited

by one or more Humming-biKls, and there are some very rein.arl<-

able singularities of geographical distribution to be found (see lilKDS,

vol. iii. p. 749). Korthwards from Panama, the highlauds present

many genera, whose names it would be useless here to insert, few

or none of wliich are found in South America—though that must
unquestionably be deemed the metropolis of tho Family, and
advancing towards Mexico the numbers gradually fall off. Eleven

species have been enrolled among the fauna of the United States,

but some on slender e%-idence, while others only just cross the

frontier line.

'<^

Fio. l.—.1/dZin«;omini?na on nest, natural size. (After Gosse.

)

But little room is left to speak of the habits of Humming-birds,

which is jierhaps of the less consequence since the subject, as regards-

most of the species which in life h,ave come under the observutioQ

of ornithologists, has been so ably treated by writers like Watcrl'>n,

Wilson, and Audubon, to say nothing of Mr Gosse, Mr Wallace, Mr
Bates, and some others, while, whatever noveltv further investigation

may supply, it is certain that at present we lack information il;at

will explain the origin or the function of the many modificatioi;j of

external structure of which mention has been made. But there is

no one appreciative of the beauties of nature who will not recall to-

memory with delight the time when a live Humming-bird first met

his gaze. The suddenness of the apparition, even when expected,

and its brief duration, are alone enough to fix tho fluttering vision

on the minds eye. The wings of the bird, if flying, arc only

visible as a thin grey film, bounded above and below by fine black

threads, in Ibrm of a St Andrew's cross,—the effect on the observer &

retina of the instantaneous reversal of the motion of the w'in" at

each beat—the strokes being so rapid as to leave no more disl-iict

image. Consequently an adequate representation of the bird o;i Liio

wing cannot be produced by the draughtsm.an. Humming-b rd«

show to the greatestadvantage when cngagedin contest withanot.icr,

for riviil cocks fight fiercely, and, as may be expected, it is then t'lat

their plumage fl,ashes with tho most glowing tints. But the.ic aro-

quite invisible to the ordinary specUtor except when very net.- at

hand, though doubtless ellicient enough for their object, wheliier

that be to infiame their mate or to irritate or daunt their oppor.Tit,

or something that we cannot compass. Humming-birds, however,

will also often sit still for a while, chiefly in an exposed positi-ia,

on a dead twig, occasionally darting into the air, cither to catch a

Dussiug insect or to encounter an idversary; and so pugnacious mo-
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ihey tbat ttey will frequently ottaclc birds many times bigger than
tbemselVes, without, as woulJ seem, any provocation.

The food of Humming-birds consists mainly of insects, mostly-
gathered in the manner already described from' the flowers they
visit ; bnt, according to Mr Wallace, there are many species which
he has never seen so occupied, and the " Hermits " especially seem
to live almost entirely upon ths insects wliich are fouiid on the loner

surface of leaves, over which they will closely pass their bill, balanc-

ing themselves the while vertically in the air. The same excellent

observer also remarks that even among the common flower-frcfiuent-

ing species he has found the alimentary canal entirely filled with
insects, and very rarely a trace of honey. It is this fact doubtless

tliat has hindered almost all attempts at keeping them in confine-

ment for any lenf,'th of time—nearly every one making the experi-

ment having fed his captives only with syrup, which is wholly in-

sufficient as sustenance, and seeing therefore the wretched creatures

gradually sink into inanition and die of hunger.

The beautiful nests of Humming-birds, than which the work of

fairies could not be conceived more delicate, arc to be seen in most
musemns, and will be found on examination to be very solidly and
tenaciously built, though the materials are gener.iUy of the slighte-t

—cotton-wool or some vegetable down and spiders' webs. They vary

greatly in form and ornamentation—for it would seem tl«tt the

portions of lichen which frequently bestud them are affixed to their

txterior with that object, though probably concealmsut was the

PtO. 2.

—

Phaethomis eurynome, and nest. (After Could.)

original intention. They are mostly cup-shaped, and the singular

fact is on record {Zool. Journal, v. p. 1) that in one instance as the

young grew in size the walls were heightened by the parents, until

ot last the nest was more than twice as big as when the eggs were
laid and hatched. Some species, however, suspend their nests from
the stem or tendril of a climbing plant, and more than one case

has been known in which it has been attached to a hanging rope.

These pensile nests are Siiid to have been found loaded on one side

with a small stone or bits of earth to ensure their safe balance,

though how the compensatory process is applied no one can say.

Other species, and especially tnose belonging to tho "Hermit"
proMp, weave a frail structure round tho side of a drooping palm-leaf.

The eggs arc never more tiian two in number, quite white, aud hav-
ing botli ends neaily equal. The solicitude for her olTspring dis-

played hy the mother is not exceeded by that ot any other birds,

but it 6«cms doubtful whether tho male takes any interest in the

brood. (A. N.)

HUNDRED, in England, is an ancient territorial division

intermediate between the jiarish or township and the county.

S-jiich Bubordinate districts were also, known in dilTcrent

parts Of the county as wajientakti^ieanh-, (ind rjometinies

shires. The name waptnlakf, whicli seems to inavo e dis-

tinct reference to the military-side of the crganization. is

gencrnlly connected with tho Danish occupation, atM is

eaid to bo found oi>lyin.thc Anglian districts,—Yorkshire,

Lincohisliirc, Kottipgh'^msliirc, Dc-byohire, Jlutlandshirc,

and Leicestershire. In some parts of Ei janr'l a further

intermediate division is to be found betwe , t ue hundred
aud the county.' Thus in Yorkshire we him the trithing,

or as it is now called the riding, in Incolnshire the

soke, the lathe in Kent, and the rape-i Sussex. The
origin of these divisions is generally scribed to the

creative genius of Alfred, who, accordingto the popular

theory, divided the country into countiesthe county into

hundreds, and th&,hundreds into tithingsir towns. The
exact opposite woold appear to have been he real process,

the larger division being formed by the a^regation of the

smaller groups. The significance of the niie hundred is a

question of some dilBculty. The simplestheory is the old

one that the hundred denoted first the grup of a hundred
families into which the community was ivided, and then

the district occupied by the group, jui as the tithing

represents ten families and the djstri( which the ten

families occupy. Another view is thathe hundred is a

term of measurement only, denoting a undred hides of

land. Or again, it has been supposed o be the district

-from which the cojnplement of one hmred warriors was
furnished to the host. The hundred as g.'oup of persons

is a well-known feature of the constitutiiiof the German
tribes, e.g., as described by Tacitus, the.v teni ex singulU

pagis who formed the army, and the ceuV] exphbe comites

who acted as assessors to the chiefs. Ti hundred as a

territorial division in later times is equa common. The
real connexion between them is a ma;r of conjecture.

'.' It is very probable that the colonists oBritain arranged

themselves in hundreds of warriors ; it i.iot probable that

the country was carved into equal diicts. The only

conclusion that seems reasonable -is thij under the name
of geographical hundreds we have the viously-sized pagi

or districts in which the himdred wiiors settled, the

boundaries, of these being determined y other causes"

(Stubbs's Constitxitional History, vol. i As a territorial

division, the hundred like the shire am-he parish had its

appropriate moot or court, of which tl lords, the priest,

aud l-oar representatives of the parish re members, and

in which a specially selected body ofwelve appears to

have been charged with active judic functions. The
two leading features of the English coiitution—represen-

tation and trial by jury—-Jrhus ap"^,an germ at least in

the old constitution of the hundret'onjj

The hundred Is now for most oi'm ficient purposes an

obsolete division. The hundred c"ff , were for the most

part extinguished by a section in ||jtl'ounty Courts Act,

18C7, which enacts that no action j ii can be brought in

a county court shall thenceforth io fought in a hundred

court, or other inferior court, not''.e'g a court of record.

The court of record for the hundre'^'^-'alford is an example

of the survival of this ancient jurj^'j^on.

Perhaps tho most important Os as sn^^'^'iig duties of

the hundred is its liability to niak («.( dnmnges occasioned

by rioters. The 7 and 8 Geo. 1|^|°B1_ consolidates and

amends tho laws relating to rcn",^^gainst the hundred.

Tho principal section enacts tha /.(Hy church, house, or

other building or section shall bingniously pulled down

or destroyed, the hundred or oth " ^:rict in the nature of

a hundred by whatever na'pie it """'e denominated shall

be liable to yield full coiiipcnsatic-no.^e persons damnified,

provided such person, or his sei d .iiaving charge of the

property, appear bcloro a justicc"»-o peace within seven

days after tho commission of th» (° e, to give inforpiatioa.

Actions of this kind must be ,;,monced within, three

months after tho offence. Tbc'.cand 18 VicL c, 104

(Merchant Shipping Act) gives .^isamo remedy i« tho

cose of a wrecked ship if plunder) i&a. riotous assemblage,

the hundred in or nearest to wly the offence was com-

mitted being made liable
^^
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H U N G A K Y
1. Geography a,nd STATisTica

Plate II. TTUNGARY (Hung., Magyarorszdg ; Ger., Ungam;
PosiuoQ Jl^ YT.,Hongrie; It., Onyan-a), the second factor of the

•I L
''"^' Austrian-Hungarian monarchy, is an extensive country

in the south-eastern portion of Central Europe, lying between
44° 10' and 49° 35' N. lat. and between 14° 25' and
26° 25' R long. It thus covers about 5 degrees of latitude

and 12 of longitude, and contains an area of 124,234

square miles, or more than half of the whole Austrian-

Hungarian realm, being larger than the United Kingdom
of Gxeat Britain ahd Ireland by about 3000 square miles.

General The kingdom of Hungary in its widest extent, or the
divisions. "Realm of the Crown of St Stephen," com[)rise3 Hungary

Proper, with the former grand principality of Transylvania,

the town and district of Fiume, Croatia and Slavonia, and

the Military Frontier. Dalmatia, which both from its geo-

graphical position and from historical associations ought

also to form part of Hungary, sends its representatives to

the Austrian Reichsrath.
Area In

Eng. Miltfs

Hungary Proper and 'I'Tausylvania 108,263
Fiume ...._ 8

Croatia and Slavonii-1 8,665
MUitary Frontier _ 7,298

Total 124,234

In the article Austria (vol iii. pp. 115-141) the

Austrian-Hungarian monarchy has already been treated of

us a whole, and under the. heading Croatia and Slavonia
(vol. vi. pp. 591-592) will be found further special infor-

mation with reference to that province (see also Fiume,
vol. ix. p. 273). In the present article we shall therefore

treat generaUy of the lands belonging to the Hungarian
crown, and more particularly of the " mother country," or

Hungary Proper and Transylvania.

Hnngnry The province of Hungary Proper and Transylvania, now
Proper united under one administration, and sometimes officially

''vanflvl-
^'y'^'^ simply " Hungar)-," lies between 44° 30' and

-ania.
49° 35' N. lat. and between 16° and 26° 25' E. long., and
comprises an area of 108,263 English square miles. It is

bounded on the N. by Moravia, Silesia, and Galicia ; on
the E. by Bukowina and Moldavia ; on the S. by Wal-

lachia, Servia, and Croatia and Slavonia ; and on the W.
by Styria, Lower Austria, and Moravia. The narrow strip

of country known as the Military Frontier, which stretches

as a border line between' Bosnia and Servia and the

south of Croatia and Slavonia, prior to 1873 extended

beyond the limits of that province, thiough Hungary
Proper to Transylvania. The whole Military Frontier

thus constituted formerly a joint crown land, consisting of

the present Croatian-Slavonian frontier, and the so-called

Servian-BAnAt frontier, now incorporated into the province

of Hungary Proper and Transylvania The political

changes introduced between 1868 and 1876 will be con-
sidered below.

f'«uiral With the exception of the short extent ol seaboara on
bound- t!io Adriatic belonging to the Hungarian Litlorale, the
" '" Hungarian monarchy ia entirely surrounded by other

countries. Its natural boundaries are for the most part
well defined : on the N.W. and N. it is separated from
Moravia, Silesia, and Galicia by the Carpathian mountains ;

on the E. and S.E. the Eastern Carpathian.'; form a natural

barrier between Transylvania and Moldavia and W.illachia
;

on the S. it is bounded by the Danube, Save, and l.'nna,

which separate it from Servia and Bosnia ; on the S.W.
by Dalmatia and the Adriatic ; and on the W., wliere

il3 natural boundaries are not so clearly marked, by

Carniola, Styria, and Lowqr Austria. From the rivci

Lajta or Leitha, which, like the March, forms a portioQ

of the boundary of the last>mentioned province, originate

the terms Cisleithan and Transleitlian, sometimes applied
to the collective provinces of Austria and bf Hungary re-

spectively.

The mountains of Hungary belong to the two great Monn-

European systems, the Carpathians and the Alps. The ^°^
former extend in a semicircular form over the north and
east of the monarchy, enclosing the whole of the left basin
of the Danube from D6v6ny near Pozsony (Pressburg) to

Orsova, while spurs of the Styrian Alps traverse the country
in the west ; to these latter belong also the Bakony and
V6rtes ranges. The Central Carpathians consist of several

groups, among which the TAtra mountains form the most
imposing mass, having an average elevation of about 6000
feet, and attaining at some points an altiti de of over 8000 •

feet. To the south of these are the varicjs ranges of the
Hungarian Ore-Mountains or Erzgebirge (Lipt6, Ziilyom,

Bars, llont), and the midland chains which connect the

Carpathians with the Styrian Alps. The Eastern Carpa-
thiuns and Transylvanian highlands cover the greater part'

of Transylvania, and the eastern portion of the old Servian-

BAiiAt ; the Fogaras is the highest group, some crests of

which, as, for instance, the N^goj, Bucsesd, andVurfuOurla,
attain an elevation of between 8000 and 9000 feet. The
low western mountains of Hungary which traverse Croatia
and Slavonia belong to the Julian Alps. Taking a general

survey, it will be observed that the greatest elevations are

in the north of Hungary Proper, in the east and south of

Transylvania, and in the eastern portion of the Bindt. In
the Northern Carpathians large plateaus axe "not unfre-

quent, but in Transylvania the Alpine character pre-

dominates. The sides of the Carpathians are generally

covered with forests to a considerable height, and on some
favourable slopes barley, oats, whoat, and rye are cul-

tivated. The mountainous lands in the south-west of

the Hungarian monarchy are in elevation much inferior to

those in the north and east, but their greater proximity
to the sea and their frequently bare and rugged character

cause them to have a considerable influence both on the
climate and commercial relations of the country.

The great Carpat' an and Alpine mountain systems PUj'o.

enclose two estensi\ plains, the smaller of which, called

the "Little Hungarift\. Alfold" or "Pressburg Basin," covers

an area of about COOG square miles, and lies to the west ol

the Bakony and Mitra ranges, which separate it from the
" Pest Basin " or " Great Hungarian AlfoH" This is the

largest jiain in Europe, and comprises an area of about

37,000 square miles, with an average elevation of from
300 to 350 feet above the level of the sea. The Pest

Basin extends over the greater portion of central and
southern Hungary, and i" traversed by the Theiss and its

numerous tributuries. This immense tract of low land,

though in some parts covered with barren wastes of sand,

alternating with marshes, presents in general a very rich

and productive soil. The monotonous aspect of the Alfi.ld

is in summer time varied by the JHi-bdb, or Fata Morgana.
The geological constitution of the mountains of Hungary Gtoiogy,

is on the whole similar to that of the Alps.' The central

axis is in some places composed of granite, on which crystal-

line schists are superposed ; in other places the rocks are

of .Mesozoic age, and associated with Tertiary beds. Whilst

' Cf. Pr Max Hantkcn, In Kcleti's Skuat dtr Landtskunde Cngam*.
p. 13, Budapest, 187-J.

"~
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tDe PalcEozoic formations are nr comparatively rare occur-

rence, the Mesozoic attain a very considerable development.

These latter in part crop out at the base of the granite and

schistose mountain masses, or themselves are the nucleus

of more extensive ranges. In some neighbourhoods inde-

pendent mountain groups are for(jwd by Tertiary strata.

Alluvial formations constitute the general external crust

out of which the mountains arise. Recent formations on

the banks of rivers, more especially in the south at the

junction of the Danube, Theiss, Temes, Drave, and' Save,

are mainly confined to the tracts subject to the inundations

of the same, but are here and there, as in the neighbour-

hood of Pest, Totis, Esztergom (Gran), and some parts of

the Great Alfold, represented by accumulations of drift-

sand ; and in other places, as for instance on the left bank

of the lake of Totis, and at Szomod in Kom^om county,

there are deposits of calcareous tufa.

CkTOiTis. The numerous caverns deserve a passing notice. One of

them, the Aggtelek cave, in the county of Gbmbr, is about

50 feet in breadth by 16 in height, and extends in its

recesses for a length of several thousand feet. In it various

fossil manamalian remains have been found. The Foniicza

cave, in the county of Bihar, has also yielded fossils. No
less remarkable are the Gkno, Vodi, and Dem^nyfalva

caverns in the county of Lipt6, the Veterani in the Bdnit,

and the ice cave at Dobsina' in Gbmur county. Of the

many interesting caverns in Transylvania the most remark-

able are the sulphureous Biidcis in the county of H.iromsztSk,

the Almis to the south of Udvarhely, and the brook-

traversed rocky caverns of Csetate-Boli, Pestere, and Ponor

in the southern mountains of Hunyad county.

tBvCTs. Nature has amply provided the greater part of Hungary
with both rivers and springs, but some trachytic and lime-

stone mountainous districts show a marked deficiency in

'tis respect. The Mitra group, «.;;., is poorly supplied,

while the outliers of- the Vertes mountains towards the

Danube are almost entirely wanting in streams, and have

but few water sources. A relative scarcity in running

waters prevails in the whole region between the Danube
and the Drave. The greatest proportionate deficiency,

however, is observable in the arenaceous region between

the Danube and Theiss, where for the most part only

periodical floods occur. This, however, is far from being

the case in the north and east of the kingdom, where the

rivers and streams are numerous. The misfortune is that

the rivers of Hungary nearly all flow either mediately or

immediately to the Danube, and are therefore not available

in any other direction as a means of external communica-
tion, aud,even within the country can only serve to a

limited extent a,s water-ways.' Thus 'he Theiss, the

greatest wholly native river, is at the present time service-

able for regular steam navigation only as far as Szolnok,

while the Maros cannot be navigated except at certain

seasons and for a portion of it^ course ; the Drave and tho

Save, in like manner, are only partly available for steam
vessek. But although the length of p.;rmanont water-way

1 Hungary might be much increased by means of canals

B id other improvements, the Danube must still remain the

Oi.ly river communication with foreign countries, either by
way of Austria or the Black Sea, on account of the insur-

mountable obstacles to connecting the small extent of

Hungarian seaboard with the regions through which the

Danube flows. This river, which is navigable during the

whole of its course through Hungary, enters tho uinnarchy

at D6v6ny near Pressburg, and leaves it at Orsova on the

Turkish frontier, receiving numerous tributaries in its

course, among which arc, on the right, tho Uanb, Drave,

and Rave, alid, on the left, Wang, N'eutra, Gran, Kipel,

Theiss, Tomes, and Czt-fna. The breadth of tho Danube is

about 900 feet near its entrance, 1400 at Budapest. 1800

at FoldvAr, and 3500 near PttervArad (Peterwardein).

Among the extensive islands formed by branches of the

Danube are the Great Schutt and the Csepel in its upper
course. The Theiss, the greatest tributary of the Danube,
rioes in the north-east, in the county of Miramaros, and
Uowing first in a north-westerly and afterwards in a

southerly direction ultimately joins the main river near

Tittel, draining in its course the Great Hungarian Plain.

Amongst the many affluents of the Theiss are (r.) the

Bodrog, S3J6, and Zagyva, and (l.) the Szanios, Koros, and
the Maros, which last, after traversing Transylvania and
eastern Hungary, joins the Theiss at Szeged. The Save,

rising in Carniola, winds through Croatia, is fed by the

Unna and Kulpa, and falls into the Danube at Belgrade.

It will be observedlhat the whole river system of Hungary
belongs to the Danube or the Theiss,—the PoprAd, which
runs through the county of Szepes (Zips), alone having a

northerly course, and flowing to the Dunajec, an affluent

of the Vistula. The south-wesiern or Trans-Danubian
division of Hungary Proper, although comparatively meagre
in water-courses, includes the two principal lakes.

The Balaton or Platten-See, the largest lake, not onl;- in LaltM

Hungary, but in the whole of the Austrian-Hungarian '^"'^

dominions, lies between the counties of Veszpr^m, Soinogy,
"'"''"*

and Zala, is about 47 miles in length by 3 to 9 in breadth,

ind with the surrounding marshes occupies an area of

about 400 square miles. It is supplied by the river Zala,

31 smaU streams, and 9 springs, while its surplus waters

are carried ofl' by the Si6. Phenomena peculiar to the

Balaton lake are, that it sometimes becomes violently

agitated without any apparent cause, and that in seasonj

lof severe cold the ice on its surface occasionally bursio

with a loud report. It is navigable for steamers, and
abounds in tish. The Ferto or Neusiedler See lies in the

counties of Moson and Sopron, and witli the Hans4g marsh
covers an area of some 130 square miles; it is about 23
miles in length by 6 tfc 8 in breadth, is very shallow, and
its waters are strongly, impregnated with salt and soda.

In 1865 the bed became almost dry, but since 1S70 it has

filled again. The other lowland lakes, as, for instance,

the Palics near Szabadka (Maria-Theresiopel) and the

Velencze in the county of Feh6r, are much smaller.

Morasses and pools are generally frequent in the vicinity

of the Danube and Thci.ss. The most extensive marshy
region is the SArri-t, which covers a considerable portion of

the counties of J.lsz-Kun-Szolnok, Bi5k^s, and Bihar. Tlie

Ecsedi LAp in the county of Szatmir is now for the most

part drained ; and the AlibunAr and DIancsa marshes it

the county of TorontAl will also bo soon laid dry. Man>
thousands of acres of marsh land have already been re-

claimed in Hungary, and hydraulic operations bid fair to

still further reduce the extent of the marshy districts.

In the deep hollows between the peaks of the Carpa-

thians are to be found the curious mountain lakes called

"eyes of the sea ;" of these there are at least thirty-eight

in the TAtra alono.

The canals of Hungary are still far from sudicicnt for CaoaI»

tho wants of the country, although lately many improve-

ments have been introduced, and enormous cuttings made
in certain places to relieve the rivers from periodical over-

flow. Tho most important canal is the Ferencz or
" Francis," which traverses the county of B.lcs. It is some
70 miles in length, and shortens very considerably the

passage between the Theiss and the Danube. A branch

of this canal called Uj Csatorim, or " New Channel,"

extends from Kis-SztapAr, n few miles below Zombor,
to Ujvid(':k opposite Peterwardein. The B(^ga canal runs

from Nagy-Bccskercl:, in the county of TorontAl, to beyond

TeniesvAr, but is not navigable throughout. Among other

canals are the Vcrsecz in the county of Temes;. the Bcr^avo
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in the county of Torontal ; the Si6, which connects the

BalatOH with the Danube ; the Kapos or Zichy in the

counties of Somogy, Baraiiya, and Tolna ; and the SArviz

or NAdor, which runs through the counties of FehiSr and
Tolna.

6«a- On the Adriatic, at the nortliem extremity of tlie short
pi^'ts. li^Q (jf sea-coast linowu as the " Hungarian Liltorale," lies

the port of Fiume (q.v.), which is the only direct outlet by
sea for the produce of Hungary. Its commanding position

at the head of the Gulf of Quarnero, and spacious new
harbour works, as also its immediate connexions with both

the Austrian and Hungarian railway systems, render it

specially advantageous as a commercial port. As shipping

stations, Buccari, Porture, Sclce, Novi, Zengg, Cirquenizza,

San Giorgio, Stinizza, Jablanac, and Carlopago are of

comparative insignificance. The whole of the short

Hungarian seaboard is mountainous, and subject to

violent winds.

CUraato. The climateof Hungary, owing to the physical configura-

tion of the country, varies considerably. If we except

Transylvania, three separate zones are roughly distinguish-

able :—the "highland," comprising the couuties in the

vicinity of' the Northern and Eastern Carpathians, where
the winters are very severe and continue for half the year;

the " intermediate " zone, embracing the tract of country

stretching northwards from the Drave and Mur, with the

Little Hungarian Plain, and the region of the Upper
Alfold, extending from Budapest to Nyircgyh-iza and
SArospatak ; and the "great lowland" zone, including

the main portion of the Great Hungarian Plain, and
the region of the lower Danube, where the heat during

tlie summer months is almost tropical. In Transylvania

the climate bears the extreme characteristics peculiar to

mountainous countries interspersed with valleys ; whilst

that of the south-western Croatian and Frontier districts

bordering on the Adriatic is modified by the neighbourhood
of the sea. The minimum of the temperature is attained

in January and the maximum in July. At Buda, which, if

we exclude Transylvania, is near the centre of the kingdom,
the mean average temperature (1862-77) in January it;

31° 0' and in July 71° 7'
; at Kolozsvilr (Klausenburg) in

the same months it is 32° 7' and 68° 9' respectively. The
rainfall in Hungary is small in comparison with that of

Austria. At Buda, where the number of rainy days is

122,' the rainfall is about '21^ inches, whilst in the two
Hungarian plains generally the rainy days are estimated

not to exceed 90 annually. In the vicinity of the Carpa-

thians, however, rain is very prevalent, amounting to

between 30 and 40 inches. In these regions the greatest

fall is during the summer, though in some years the autumn
showers are heavier. Hail storms are of frequent occurrence

in the Carpathians. On the plains rain rarely falls during
the heats of summer ; and, generally speaking, the showers
though violent are of but short duration, whilst the moisture
is quickly evaporated owing to the aridity of the atmosphere.
The vast sandy wastes mainly contribute to the dryness of

the winds on the Great Hungarian Alfold. Occasionally,
as in the year 1863, the wliole country snfTers much from
drought

; but, on tlie other hand, di.sastrous floods not
unfrequently occur, particularly in tho spring, when the
beds of the rivers and streams are inadequate to contain
the increased volume of water caused by the rapid melting
of the snows on the Carpalliinns. Tho low-lying arable
nnd pasture lands in the vicinity of the Thciss and Maros
are thus sometimes submerged for weeks, and in March
ll>79 the town of Szeged, situated .nt tho point of junction

' Stiictly 122-7, tlie average, for tlic 16 years 1862-77 inclusive,
being 35-3 for winter, 30 7 for spiinR, 292 for summer, and 275 for
autumn.

—

Budapest Mcieoroloijiai Viszoni/ai, i,ssued (1879) by tlie

royal lliniirarin.i f!diili:il Meleorolosiial InstilutC.

of these two rivei-s, was almost completely destroyed. In
December of the same year the counties of Arad and Bihar
were extensively inundated by the Maros and the Koros.
In 1838 the city of Pest, and in February 1876 several
localities on the Danube, sull'ered disastrously from the
sudden rising of that river. The average annual number of
snow showers is estimated at 23 for the two Hungarian
plains, 41 for Transylvania, 50 for the northern, and 30 to 35
for the western and south-western portions of the monarchy
In 1860-67, and again in 1872-73, cholera was very ril'e ; of
the 447,571 persons who were attacked by the epidemic in

the latter case, 189,017, or over 42 per cent., died. Never-
theless Hungary cannot, on the whole, be regarded as an
unhealthy country, excepting in the marshy tracts, where
intermittent fever and diphtheria sometimes exhibit great
virulence.

Tlie whole of Hungary, Imt move especially Hungary Proper, can Ktj;*.
boast of tlje great variety and number of its natural productions.
This is attributable partly to its geographical position, but chiefly
to the varied nature of its surface and climate. The fertility of tbe
soil, if we except the mountainous and sandy regions, is remark-
able. The vegetable products include almost every description of
grain, especially wheat and maize, besides Turkish pepper rape-
seed,^hemp and lia.v, beans, potatoes, and root crops. Friiits of
various descriptions, and more particularly melons and stone fruits,

are abundant. In the southern districts almonds, figs, rice, and
olives are grown. Amongst the forest and other trees ate the oak,
which yields large quantities of galls, the beech, fir, pine, ash, and
alder, also the chestnut, walnut, and filbert. The vine is culti-
vated over the greater part of Hungary, the cliief grape-growing
districts being those of the Hegyalja (Tokay), Sopton, and Ruszt,
Mcnes, Szeremseg, Szekszard, Somlyi (Schomlau), Bellye and
ViUany,' Balaton, Neszmiily, Visonta, Egcr (Erlau), and Buda.
Nejft to France, Hungary is the greatest wine-producing countrj
in Europe, and the quality of some of the vintages, especially that
of Tokay, is nnsuiiiassed. A great quantity of tobacco is also
grown, but it is wholly monopolized by the crown. In Hungary
ProiKT and in Croatia and Slavonia there are many species of indi-
genous plants, which are u'lrepresentcd in Transylvania. Besides
12 species peculiar to the former grand-principality, 14 occur only
there and in Siberia.

Tlic fauna of Hungary includes about 14,000 species. The horned FaniA
cattle are amongst the finest in Europe/and large herds of swine
are reared in tlie oak forests. In 1870 the total number of cattle

(including 73,2t3 bullaloes) was estimated at 5,279,193, and of
swine at 4,4'13,279. Of sheep, the breed of which is now greatly
improved, the number amounted to 15,076,997 ; of horses there
were 2,158,819, asses 80,480, mules 3,266, and goats 572,961
Tile wild animals are bears, wolves, foxes, lynxes, wihl cats, t^ad

gcrs, otters, martens, stoats, and weasels. Among the rodents thes
are hares, maiiiiots, beavers, squirrels, rats, and mice,— the hist in

enormous swarms. Of the larger game the chamois and deer are

specially noticeable. Anionf; the birds are tho vulture, eagle,

falcon, buzzaril, kite, l.irk, nightingale, heron, stork, and bustard.

Domestic and wild fowl are generally abundant. The rivei^s and
lakes yield enormous quantities of fish, and leeches also arc plentiful

The Theiss, once better supplied with fish than any other live; IL

Europe, has for many years fallen off in its productiveness. The
culture of the silkworm i.s chietly carried on in the south—in t'

Military Frontier, and in Croatia and Slavoni.a. The principal b

rearing localities arc in the counties of Gombr, Szepes, and llosony,

the Military Frontier, and the former Saxon districts of Transyl-

vania. In 1870 the number of bcc-hivcswas estimated at 617,407.

The chief mineral products are coal, nitro, sulphur, alum, soda, Miiieral&

saltpetre, gypsum, porcelain-earth, pipe-clay, asphalt, petroleum,

marble, and ores of gold, silver, mercury^ cojiper, iron, lead, zinc,

antimony, cobalt, and arsenic. The opals of Saros are famous,

and precious stones of various descriptions (calccdony, garnet,

jacinth, amethyst, carnolian, agate, lock-crj'Stals,. &c. ) arc met
with in several localities. Amber occurs at Mamira .in Szejies

county. Gold and silver arc found chiefly in the districts of

Selmccz (Schemnitz), Kormiicz (Krcmnitz), Nagybanya, Szonioliiok,

Oravicza, Abrudbanya, and Zalatna. The aver,ige yearly yield o(

gold is equal in value to alnrnt £219,000, and that of silver to some
i.1 78,600. The sand of some of the rivers, as for instance tho

JIaros, Szamos, Koros, and Aranyos, is auriferous. Iron is exten-

sively produced in the counties of GLimiJr, Z61yom, Lipto, Szepes,

S.iros, Hnrsod, Tniii.-i, Abai'iJ, Szatnuir, Bihar, and Kras.s6; coal in

the neighbourhood of I'ccsvaiad, Oravicza, Salgu-Tarjan, and of

' The quantity of (Pvicsling grajie) wines produced on tho arcli.luke

Albrcchl's estates near Bellye and Villiiiy is saiil to exceed 1,000,000
bottles annually.
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the river SiL Tbere are fine marble qnarries at Piszke and the

neigliiouring Almas in the counties of Esztergom and ^o^^™™'
as also at various places in the counties of Baranya, Veszprem,

AJjauj, Szepes, and Liptd. The largest salt-mines are at R6naszek,

Sugata^, and Szlatiua in the county of Maramaros, in Hun-
gary Proper, and at Vizakna, Parajd, Torda, Deesakna, and Maros-

ujvar in Transylvania. In 1877 the value of the salt produced

was 12,369,699 florins, of other minerals 18,787,757 florins. The
yearly worth of the whole mining^ produce of the Hungarian realm

u estimated at over £3,000,000, of which, however, the amount
Ettributable to Croatia and Slavonia is comparatively small. There

are several hundred cold and 64 warm mineral springs in Hungary
Proper and in Croatia and Slavonia, whilst a relatively greater

number are met with in Transylvania. Of warm springs the most

famous are those of Buda, Mehadia, E^er (Erlau), Nagyvdrad

(Qrosswardein), Sztnbnya, Szlidcs, Harkany, Posteny, Krapina,

and Teplitz. Among the cold mineral springs the more worthy of

note are those of Suliguly, Borszek, Bdrtfa, Czigelka, Szulin, Parad,

KoritnicM, and Szalatnya; the Buda kcseril viz (bitter water) is

aho much prized, and largely exported.
Agri- The general agricultural division of the soil is shown approxi-

cultore. mately in the following table, adapted from Keleti's Magi/arorszdg

Staiistikdja :

—

Adminls-
tT3-i78

and
political

divisions.
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JI Hilary Fruutitr. This accounts for a slight discrepancy with the

above number of the civil poiiulation in the total ol the following

table (from MM. ballagi and Kiruly), in which the population is

arranged according to the now administrative divisions :
—

PopulatioD.

Hungary Proper and Transylvania 13,561,245'

Fiumo and district 17,884

Croatia and Slavonia 1,156,025

Military Frontier 691,095

15,426,249

According to the Afagyar Slatisliiai £vk6nyv (BuAaiiest, 1879),

the number of births in Hungary Proper and Transylvania during

the year 1876 was 623,849, viz., 320,470 boys and 303,379 girls;

of these 23,060 boys and 21,889 girls were illegitimate. The
number of deaths in that year was 478,684, of whom 250,698 were

males and 227,986 females. The number of marriages was 135,011.

At the census of 1870 there were in the whole Hungarian monarcliy

189 cities and large towns, 769 rural towns, 16,376 villages, and

2,450,213 houses. Budapest,' the capital, contained 270,476 in-

habitants, Szeged 70,179, and Szabadka (Maria-Theresiopel) 56,323.

Four towns contained between 40,000 and 50,000 inhabitants, S

between 30,000 and 40,000, and 21 between 20,000 and 30,000.

Zagrib (Agram), the capital of Croatia and Slavonia, had 19,857

inhabitants.

tbees As regards nationality the Magyar or pure Hungarian race is the

most numerously represented in the kingdom, amounting, accord-

ing to Dr Konek (see Schwicker, Slatisiik dcs Konigreichcs Ungarn,

1877), to 6,176,612, or 40 per cent, of the whole civil population.

The Magyar element is chiefly con6ned to Hungary Proper anJ
Transylvania, only about 15,000 Magyars residing in Croatia and
Slavonia. .The German population amounts to 1,898,202 (12-3 per

cent), for the most part settled in the western and north-western

counties of Hungary Proper, bordering on Austria, also in the

county of Szepes in the north, in the former Binat, and in the

Saxon counties of Transylvania. The Roumanians, estimated at

2,608,120 (169 per cent.), are mostly resident in Transylvania and
the counties immediately abutting on it. The Slovaks amount to

1,835,334 (11-9 per cent. ), and the Ruthens to 469, 420 (3 per cent. ),

the former chielly located in the north and north-west and the

latter in the north-east of Hungary Proper. The aggregate num-
ber of Croats and Serbs is 2,380,985 (15'5 percent.), chielly con-

fined to Croatia and Slavonia and the Military Frontier, where they

form 97 per cent, of the population, to the former Servian-Bauat,

and the southern counties of Hungary Proper. The other nation-

alities, comprising Armenians, Greeks, Bulgarians, Maocdo-Wal-
lachians, Albanians, French, and Italians, are not largely repre-

sented, their total number being estimated at only 48,654 (about

0'3 per cent.); the Italians are, however, to be met with incon-

siderable numbers at Fiume and in its vicinity. In the above

statistics the Jews scattered over the country, and amounting alto-

gether to rather more than half a million, have been reckoned with

the various nationalities where they happen to be settled.' The
Gipsies, classed partly as Magyars partly as Roumanians, and
roughly estimated at 145,000, have their colonics iu various parts

of the monarchy, but more particularly in Tr.ansylvania, and in the

county of GOmor in Hungary Proper. On the whole tlie Mngy.ir

element may bo said to predominate in 27 of the 65 (new) counties

appertaining to tlie mother country, the German or Mai;yarGernian

ill 0. the Roumanian in 13, the Slovakian in 9, tlie Servian in 1,

and the Uuthenian in 3. In 6 counties of Hungary Proper no one

special nationality can he said to have the absolute majority.

AtllgiOD. The total number of the various confessions for the whole popu-
lation (civil and military) has been computed thus:

—

Roman Catholics 7,558,558
Greek Catholics 1,599,028
Armenian Catholics 5,133

Greek (Eastern) Church 2,589,319
Armenians 646
Lutherans 1,113,503
Calvinists .s 2,031,243
Unitarians 54,822
Other Christian Bcets 2,733
Jews 653,041
Other non-Christians 224

15,509,455

The Roman Catholics ore in overwhelming majority in 32 coun-
ties, the adherents of the Greek (Eastern) Church in 11, the Greek
Cttiiolics in 10, and the Lutherans in 5. Further the Greek
Oin'iitalists have a majority in 6 counties, the Calvinists in 5, the
Roman Catholics in 4, the Luthe.ans in 2, and the Greek Catholics in

* Tlic civil populfttion of Hiingnry Proper and Transj hanin at llie cnil of 1376
«:i> M.r.Tn.cj4.

• In 1S76 the pnpulntlon of Fudiiprst. InclnJInc miltlitiy. wms 30!).208.
' C/. Dr Jo& llci^jl, GetcliiciUe tier ungiiii6i;iiai Jmlta, Lciple, 1S79.

1 county. The Roman Catholic ChnrcTiTias 4 archbishoi)s: E.'Jtc'^

gom (Gran), Kaloesa, Eger (Erlau), and Zagiib.(Agiiliii),,auiL IT-

real diocesan bishops ; to the latter must be, added,, inoreo('e'r.-„(tha

chief abbot of Pannonhalma, who likewise enjoys episcopal rigiil*

The primate is the archbishop of Esztergom, who also bears tho

title of prince, and whose sjucial privilege it is to crown the sove-

reigns of Hune,ary. The Greek Catholic Church, which is in con*

ne.\ion with the Romish communion, owns besides the archbishop

of Esztergom the archbishop of Gyulafehervar (Carlsburg), or lathof

Balisfalva (i.e., " BlasiusvUle "), and 6 bishops. The Armenian

Catholic Church is partly under the jurisdiction of the Romaa
Catholic bishop of Transylvania, and partly under that of thi?,

Roman Catholic archbishop of Kaloesa. The Greek (Eastern)

Church in Hungary is subject to the authority of the meliopolitau of

Carlowitz and the archbishop of Nagyszeben (Hermannstadt); under

the former are the bishops of Bacs, Buda, Temesvar, Vevsecz, and

Pakracz, and under the latter the bishops of Arad and Karansebcs.

The two great Protestant communities are divided into tcclesiasticil

districts, five for each; the heads of these districts bear the title of

superintendents. The Unitarians, chiefly resident in Transylvania,

are under the authority of a bishop, whose se? is Klausenburg.

The Jewish communities are comprised in ecclesiastical districts

the head direction being at Budapest. At the commencement
1870 there were 19,858 clerics of various creeds in Hungary. '—

»

Since the year 1867 great improvements have been efl'ected in £au.'s

the educational system of Hunpry, especially in Hungary Proper ii,>u

and Transylvania. Before thai year public instruction was in the

hands of the ecclesiastics of the various confessions, and the publio

schools had in consequence more or leS3 of a denominational char-

acter. One of the first cares of the new responsible ministiT of

1867 was to provide for the education of all children not attending

tlie then existing scholastic establishments, by the introduction of

supplementary non-denominational schools. By a la\V passed in

1868 the Government made it compulso.y on children of both sexes

between the ages of 6 and 12 to attend school, and it moreover re-

quired that children from 12 to 15 should attend the "repetition

schools." The educational system of Croatia and Slavonia is auto-

nomous, being under the independent direction of the Cro:;tian-

Slavonian provincial government.
)

Tlie various educational establishments may be divided into four

classes :—common, middle, high, and special schools. In 1877

Hungary Proper and Transylvania had 15,486 belonging to the first-

mentioned class ; of these 13,755 were private or denominational,

and 1731 communal and state schools. These figures show a tolal

increase of 2341 since the year 1865, when the number was only

13,145. It is estimated that at the end of 1877 there was one school

for every 870 inhabitants. In that year the number of children

between the ages of six and fifteen wTio came under the ediIC4fion

act amounted to 2,127,950, and of these 1,559,636 or 73 per cent,

attended ; whereas in 1869 f'O percentage of day scholars barely

reached 48, showing an increase of 25 per cent, in the course of

eight years. In 1874 there was already an attendance ori,497,144,

or nearly 70 per cent. The number of children who attended school

in Croatia and Slavonia, with the Military Frontier, at that dale was

73,035, making a general total for the whole of Hungaiy for the

year 1874 of 1,570,779. On account of tho variety of languages

and races prevailing in many parts of Hungary, the education in

numerous schools lias to be conducted in two, and in several

instances even in three languages. Out of 15,486 .schools* in

Hungary Proper and Transylvania in 1877 Hungarian was used in

7024, German in 1141, Roumanian in 2773, Slovakian in 1901,

Servian in 259, Croatian in 70, Rutlieninn in 491, two languages in

1IJ92, and three iu 135. The aggregate number of teachcis iu tho

above schools was 20,717.

The midillc schools consist of the gymnasia, real-schools, and

similar institutions. In 1874 there were in Hungary Proper and

Transylvania 146 gymnasia, with 1734 teachers and 26,273 pupils
;

in 1877 the gymnasia had increased to 149, the teachers to 1814,

and the pupils to 31,455. In 1874 there were 32 real-schools, with

387 teachers and 7743 pupils ; in 1877 thore were 26' such schools,

with 383 teachers and 6047 pupils. The abpve results addjd

together give an aggregate, for the year 1877, of 175 schools, 2197

teachers, and 38,102 pupils. With the omission of a few of n

specially sectarian, technical, or private cluiraclcr, the tolal nuiiibci

of middle schools at that time in the whole Hungarian monarchy

(including Croatia and Slavonia and the Military Frontier) was, ai

nearly as can be computed, about 205, n itli some 2450 teachers, and

42,000 pupils. In tiio mother country tirre were also 51 training

seminaries' for masters (2853 scholars), and 14 for mistresses (11S3

scholars); of these 65 establishments, 16 of the former and 6 of the

latter kind were slate, and tho remtiining 43 confessional, viz., 26

Roman Catholic, 3 Greek Eastern Church, 4 Lutheran, 9 Calviiiist,

* Of tlic cliild-eii Hlio left tlicsc schools In 1877. the pcict-nnicc of those wlif

conlil boll! rend and write was 85, of those who could only ir.ul I.^,

* These flgnrcs refer to upper and lower ical schools (aiilj couiplclc In theh

fomintion. 'I he total numlier of real srhooN. jKrfort ami Imperfeel, in

mother country, incltullnc oh" Finnic, w.is St. <vij., ?4 upper and 12 lower).

* Chjcny for the luwci ur coinmou svliuol icachcis.
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and 1 Jewiah, The number of commercial schools was 24, vith. 1!9

maattTS and 1114 pupils.

The high schools comprise the universities of Budapest, Kolozsvar

(Klausenburg), and Zagrab (Agram), the Joseph-Polytechnic, the

theological institutes, the law academies, &c. The Budapest uni-

versity (founded at Tyruau in 1635) has four faculties,—theology,

jurisprudence, medicine, and philosophy. In the year 1877 the

number of professors amounted to 166, and that of students to

2929 (iu 1S78 to 180 and 3117 respectively). The university of

Kolozsvar was founded in 1872, and is similar in its organization to

that of Budapest, excepting that it has a faculty for mathematics

and natural science, but none for theology. The number of pro-

fessors in 1S77 was 64, and that of students 391. Zagrab university

was founded in 1869, but was not in active operation till 1874, and
was even then incomplete in its formation. It has three faculties,

—

jurisprudence, theology, and philosophy. The Joseph- Polytechnic,

ranking as a high school at Budapest since 1871, had in 1877 as many
as 56 professors with 800 students. The number of theological insti-

tutions in Hungary Proper and Transylvania at that date was 45,*

with 284 professors and 1534 novices ; 25 of these institutions were

Roman Catholic, 4 Greek Catholic, 3 Greek Eastern Church, 7

Lutheran, 5 Calvinistic, and 1 Unitarian. There wore, moreover, 12

law academies, with 115 professors and 1087 stndents. In 1878 there

were 125 professors and 1043 pupils. In Croatia and Slavonia there

were 5 theological institutes (4 Roman Catholic and 1 Greek Eastern

Church), with about 30 professors and some 200 students. The
special schools are for particular branches of science and art.

Among these are the school of design at "Budapest ; the music
academy (founded 1875) ; several establishments for teaching

mining, at Selmecz (Schemnitz), Nagyag, Felso-Banya ; farming
and agriculture, at Magyar-Ovar(A!tenburg), Keszthely, Kolozsvar,

Debrcczen ; and the management of forests, at Selmecz ; also in-

stitutes for the blind, deaf, and dumb, and for lunatics at Vacz
(Waitzen), Budapest, and Pozsony ; and schools for veterinary

Burgery, obstetrics, &c. There are, moreover, military seminaries

at Budapest, Kassa(Kaschau), Diva, Kbszeg (Giins), Feh^rtemplom,
and Zagrab, and a naval school at Fiume.
The Hungarian academy of sciences is the supreme representative

of the national culture. First constituted with royal sanction in

1830, the aca.lemy in 1879 consisted of 321 (224 home and 97
foreign) members, arranged in 3 classea Next follow the Kisfaludy

(comprising in 1879 omy 60 home and 15 foreign members) and
Petbii societies of Budapest, the royal meteorological institute, and
the medical and physical (natural science), histoncal, archseological,

geological, geographical (founded 1872)^ -and philological (1875)
societies. To these must be added the Roman Catholic ' 'St Stephen's
union," the "Protestant union," the Zagrdb "South Slavonian
Academy" (founded 1861), and the various Transylvanian and
provincial learned societies.

As the industrial products and commerce of Hungary have been
already described in the article Austria (vol. iii. p. 119-121), we
need only add here a few remarks as to the chief localities of certain

trades and manufactures.

The principal machine factories, foundries, bell and type works, and
factwi'es. works for iron and other metallic wares are at Pest, Buda, Temesvir,

Resicza, Di6sgybr, and Sopron (Oedenburg). Boat-building is carried

OD at the chief towns on the great rivers, especially at Szeged, Arad,
Buda, Komdrom (KoiuOrn), and Gybr (Raab); steam-vesscis are con-

structed at Buda and Fiume. The glass manufacture, mostly carried

on in thehillydistricts, is not yet fully developed, and the articles are

of an inferior quality. The best manufactories of stoneware and
earthenware are those of Csakvir, Pec3(Funfkirchcn), Rimaszombat,
Muriny, Papa, K6szeg(Guns), Igl6, Kormbczbanya, Zagrab, and Kra-
pina ; of porcelain the most important is tliat of Hcreiid- Dcbreczen,
Papa, Sclmeczbanya, and Szigetvar are famed for tlioir clay pipes.

The preparation of chemical stuffs is carried on chieOy at Pest,

Nagyszombat (Tyrnau), Pozsony (Pressburg), Nagyszcben(HermaBn-
staut), and Ujmoldova ; whilst Dobroczcn and Szeged are noted for

their soap and candles. Oil factories are numerous, especially in

Hungary Proper and Transylvania; the chief oil mills and refining

houses are at Pest, Now Pest, Rakospalota, SzikesfehcrvAr (Stuhl-
wcisscnburg), Gybr, Pozsony, Kassa (Kaschau), Temcsvar, Brassi,

(Kronstadt), and Csorvenka, which la.st has forty mills. The manu-
(iicturo of silk stuffs is still undeveloped, but there are spinnerics at
Nagyczenk, Hidja, Sopron, and FOltorony, also in the Banit, and in

various parts of Transylvania and of the Frontier districts. Flax is

mostly homespun, and confined to the commoner kinds of linen.

There arc factories for woollen yarn at Brass6, Nagyszebcn, and
Gurano, and for woollen stuffs at Losoncz and Szakolcza. Coarse
cloth is made in many parts of the kingdom. Leather is prciiared

at Kasta, Pozsony, liozsnyo (Roscnau), Kbrmcnd, Tenicsviir, KOs-
mark, and Budapest. Paper is made at Di6sgybr, NczsiiUr (f.'cu-

•iedl), Hcrmanecz, Szlabos, and Fiume. Bi-ewories are chiclly to

b« (bund in the noiehbourhood of tho large towns, which contain a

taixed population, as tho Magyars are drinkers of wine and spirits

Indus

tries.

Manu-

To lh« ahoTo mum bo now added tho '* Rabblncrscholc."
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rather than of beer ; the-brewcries of Kbbanya near Pest are the
most e.'ctensive. The taste for beer is said to be increasing, although
the total number of breweries in Hungary has since 1S60 been
steadily falling, and many of the smaller establishments no longer
exist, or hare been absorbed. A considerable quantity of beer is,

moreover^imported from Bohemia and the neighbourhood of VicDna.
The largest sugar-works are those of Surany, Moson (Wieselburg),
Szent-Miklos, and Edeleny. The most important tobacco factories
are those of Pest, Kassa, Debreczen, and Fiume.
As regards the number of factories exact data are not forthcoming.

It appears, however, that in 1874 there were in the whole kingdom
altogether 82,570 spirit distilleries, of which 991 were substantial
factories and 81,579 rural stills. The breweries in activity at that
date amounted to 247, of which 211 were in the mother country, and
36 in Croatia and Slavonia. There were, besides, 20 sugar re-

fineries, and about 30,000 flour-mills of various descriptions, of

,

which nearly 25,000 were in Hungary Proper and Transylvania.
In fact the preparation of flour, which is, moreover, largely

exported to Germany and Switzerland, is one of the most im-
portant industries of Hungary.

According to a report of M. de Hieronimy, under secretary of Comma •

state in the Hungarian ministry of public works, the length of nicatioo

Hungarian railways in operation in the year 1867 was only 13i5
English miles. The length of railways constructed from that date
to the year 1876 amounted to 2675 miles, and thus at the beginning
of 1877 there were 4050 miles of railway in operation in Huugiry.
By the early part of 1879 the total length was about 7000 kilometres

or 4400 miles. There are also some 18,000 miles of highway*^ (good

and bad), and more tlian 2500 miles of navigable river and canal
communication. The imports .(including those from Austria) may
beroughly estimated at £45,000, 000, and the exports at £35,000,000.
There is also a considerable transit trade carried on between Austria
and the western states and the regions of the lower Danube,
estimated at £8,500,000 yearly. The number of freighted vessels

that arrived at the ports of the Hungarian Littorale in 1876 was
3524, the number that left 3362 ; of the former 909, and of the
latter 926 were steamers.

Besides the several branches of the "Austrian-Hungarian Bank" Banka
at Budapest, Kassa (Kaschau),' Debrecicn, and Temcsvar, Hungary
possesses about 120 industrial, commercial, and credit banks. There
are, moreover, 12 chambers of commerce and industry at Budapest,
Pozsony (Pressburg), Kassa, Sopron (Oedenburg), Debreczen, Temcs-
var, Arad, Kolozsvar (Klausenburg), Brassb (Kronstadt), Fiume,
Zagrab (Agram), and Eszek. The number of savings banks is about
310 ; of other associations, such as loan societies, popular, mutual,
and alliance banks, &c., the aggregate is over 200. In the yau Posv-

1876 the number of post-office orders issued amounted to 1,832,757. oiEce.

The total number of telegraphic messages sent, received, or trans-

mitted was 6,462,335. Tho aggregate of postal missives was
112,851,516; of these 46,617,106 were prepaid and 1,452,283 not

prepaid letters; 4,581,027 were registered, .and 13,954,354 otlicial

letters; 9,016,232 were post-cards; 28,876,062 were articles per

newspaper, 1,364,490 per pattern, and 6,990,012 per book post.

The form of government in Hungary is that of a constitutional Goveru-

monarchy. The sovereign power is at present vested in tho house of >«ent.

Ilapsburg-Lorraine, whose descendants succeed by right of primo-

geniture in the male line. By virtue of the Pragmatic Sanction,

females may also reign in the event of there being no male successor.

The king is the guardian of tho laws, and the head of the army and
of the executive. His power is limited by parliament, which con-

sists of an upper and a lower house, and must be summoned yeorly

and elected triennially. Tho upper houiie comprises 407 members,
viz., 3 princes of the reigning house, 81 Roman and Greek Catliolie

prelates, 11 standard-bearers, 57 lord-licutenants of counties, 3

dukes, 219 counts, 81 barons, and 2 deputies for Croatia and
Slavonia. Tho lower house, elected by the eligible tax-payers,

consists of 446 memlicrs, of whom 403 represent Hungary Proper

and Transylvania (including al^ Fiume), and 43 Croatia and
Slavonia and the Military Frontier. The language used iu tho

house is the Magyar, but the representatives of Croatia and Slavonia

may use their native language. Tho executive is vested in a presi-

dent of the cabinet and tho following ministries :—court; finance;

interior; religion and education; justice; public works; agriculture,

industry, and commerco; hami'd (home-defence); and a ministry

for Croatia and Slavonia. For matters relating to iU special pro-

vincial administration, Croatia and Slavonia has at Zagnib (Agram)

its own government, at tho head of which is the ban, who is nomi-

nated by the king. The departments aro three,—interior and
finance, religion and education, and justice. (For the relations

of the kingdom of Hungary to the joint Austrian-Hungarian

inonaiehy, and for the delegations, comparative revenue and ex-

penditure, joint army, &c. . see Austhia, vol. iii. pp. 122, 123.)

The judicial power is independent of the administrative, the func- Justice-

tion.i of the niini'iter of justice being to see that the laws ore

properly applied. The suprsme courts of justice, as al.w those of

second instance for llungarv Proiior and Transylvania and Fiume,

aro ut Budapest. Thete is also a secondary court of appeal at Maroa-
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VasArhely in Tronsylvania. TIio nnmber of royal courts of j\istic9

in the mother country (inch\ding also Fiuine) in 1877 wis 06,

and thero were 375 circuit courts. Of the 23,033 criminals con-

dfinnod in 1877, 13,237 or 57-47 per cent, were completely

illiterate, 1193 or 5-18 per cent, wore able to read, 8314 or SO'IO

per cent, could both read and write, and 289 or 1 '25 per cent, were

persons of superior education. As to the punishments awarded, 34

persons were condemned to dcatli (of whom only 3 were executed),

13 were sentenced to prison with hard labour for life, 124 to from

10 to 20 years' imprisonment, 272 to from 5 to 10 years, 3537 to

from 1 to 5 years, and 19,053 to less than a year's imprisonment.

As regards the financial position of the kingdom, owing to the

vast sums spent on state railways, the Fiunie harbour work^ and

other large undertakings, the annual deficit rapidly increased until

1874, but from that date until 1873 it fell from about 33 to 21

million tlorins, the budget for the latter year giving a revenue of

219,846,010 and an expenditure of 240,967,435 floiins.

The national colours are red, white, and green. The only order

ts that of St Stephen.

Crown and Arms of the Realm of St Stephen.

The shield contains four quartcra:—1, aznve, three leopards' heads crowned,
or, for Dahnatia; 'i, chequy, aTgent and gules, for Croatia; 3, azure, on a fess

wavy gules, cotised argent, a marten courant proper, in chief an cstoile of six

points or (Mars), for SImonia; 4. roup€ : the chief azure, a deml-eagle issuant

sable {ffungarian nalicn). In chief (a sun or, and} moon argent tSickUr nation)
;

the base or, seven towers fSlebenbUrgen) embattled four and three gules, over all

a fesse pules, for Transytrrtnia. In base ent^, a double-headed eagle rising,

contoumt?, for Fiumr. On an escutcheon of pretence, harry of eight, argent and
gules, impaling, gules, on a triple motmt vert, out of a crown or, a patriarchal cross

srgent, for Huwjni-y Pi-opev; the bara argent representing emblematically the

Danube, Thelss. Dravc, and Save ; the tiiple mount, the Tiitra, Filtra. and Mdtra.
The whole is surmounted In chief by the Hungarian crown, with two genii or

angel supporters. The lower pan of the crown Is a circlet Inlaid with jewels and
enamelled portraits, «nd heightened In the centre by a figure of Christ In innjesty

forming the middle portion of tho oich or upper part of the crown, which Is sur-

mounted by a slantmg cioss. . i

Bibliogyapfiical &urcfs,—K. Dnllagl and P. Klraly, A Magyar liirodalom
trirasa (Budapest, 1S77-7S), complied \Tlth special refeience to the new county
divisions of 1876; i/agt/af Statijliiai £t'ltoni/v: Statistisckct Jahrbucli, 1874-77

(Budapest, 1875-7'.*). Issued by the Flungarian Royal Statistical Bureau ; K, Keletl

and L Beiithy. Sf'igt/arorstAff Slatixdiaja ; Utatiitique de la Hongrie, published
Iri flungarian and French, for the International Congress at Budapest, in 1876;

S. Konek. Magyar Birodalom tiatiiztikat kezikanyve (Budapest, 1875); J. IL
Schwlcker, Statittik <Ut Kdnigretcftfs Ungarn (Stuttgart, 1877) ; P. llunfalvy,
Lllfrariiche Berichtt auf Uni/arn (Budapest, 1877-79. vol. Ill,); odd K. Keletl,

Uaidnk es nepe (Pest, lff7I and 1873). and Uebersickt der Beifotkerung dcs Staats-
gibittts der ungarisfhen Krone (Pest. 18711. A good native map for the new
adnui.lstratlvc divisions of 1876 is that of J. Iliilsek. A Maggar koi ona orszugainak
...k6:igazgatdsi beo'ztdaa (Budapest, I.'<77). For the physical features the L'ther-

aichti-Karte von Ofslfn-rieh-Ungam (I ;2,500.000) of A. Stclnli;iuser(Vlenna, 1879)
leaves little to be desired. For bibliography of geographical and atatislical

works and maps published previous to 1871, see F. Grussauei', iaHtf«ianrfe ron
Otilerreitlt-Vngarniyieaat.iSJi).

II. History;

The south-western portion of Hungary, as formed by the

Danube, belonged to the Roman province of Pannonia

;

the south-eastern portion, as formed by the Theiss (Ptol.

iii. 8, § 4), to that of Dacia; the tract of country lying

between these two rivers was inhabited by the Jazyges.

As early as 274 a.d. Dacia was abandoned by the Romans
to the Goths. In 376 tho Huns crossed the Don, and,

having overrun tho intervening country, about 380 estab-

lished themselves in Pannonia, wheie under Attila their

power was so vastly extended that in 432 tho authority

of the Romans entirely ceased. After the death of Attila

(453) the greater part of the country fell into tho hands of

the Ostrogoths and Gcpida?. These yielded in their turn
to the Lon'gobardi, who in 526-548 gained possession of

'the "hole of Pannonia, When the latter removed to Italy

in 568, the Avars entered, but they were reduced to .subjec-.

tion by Charlemagne in 791-796.

The history of Hungary really begins with the appearanco-

of tho Magyars in Europe about the yeat 884. It ia

generally admitted that they'were a branch of the Turanian

.stock, and descendants of the ancient Scythians; certain

affinities of language sliow them to be related to the Lapps,

Esths, and Finns. They are believed to- have wandered

from the Ural mountains to the region of the middle Volga,

and thencB to have migrated westward over the Dnie'per and

the Bug. At the time of their crossing the Carpathians

about 889, under the lead of Almos, they were divided into

seven tribes, united by a compact which guaranteed justi(;e

and equality among their members. At the death of Almos

in 889, the chiefs of the tribes elected his son Arpdd: sue*

cessor. His followers overran the whole of Hungary and

Transylvania, extending their conquests beyond the ancient

province of Pannonia. From tho time of the conquest to

the year 1000, Hungary was ruled by dukes, the regal titlo

being first assumed by Yaik (Stephen). The following

table gives the dates of accession of the Arpdd dynasty,

which ruled over Hungary for upwards of four centiiries :—
Dukes.

Arpad the Conr(ueror 889
Zoltan 907

Taksony 947
Gcyza 972
Vaik (afterwards Stephen

I.)
;997

Kings,

the Saint

.

1000

Ladislaus I., the S.iint,... 1077
Coloman the Learned 1093
Stephen II Ill*
Bolall 1131
Geyza II 1141
Stephen III 1161
Ladislaus 1 1, and Stephen ),,-,»

IV. (u,,urpeni) P"^
Stephen III. (again) 1162
Belalll 117"Stei hen I.,

Peter 1033 1 Enieric 1196
AbaSamit 1041 1 Ladislaus III 1204
Peter (again) 1044
Andrew 1 1047
Bclal 1061
Solomon 1063
Geyza 1 1074

Andrew II 1205
B^lalV 1235
Stephen V 1270
Ladislaus IV 1272
Andrew III 1290

The following ruled from the extinction of the fiativa

dynasty to the commencement of the Hapsburg period :

—

Wenceslans (usurper) 1301
Otho (usurper) 1.305

Ch.trles Robert (of Anjou) 1308
Louis I., the Great 1342
Maria 1382
Charles II 1 1385
Maria and Sigismond 13SG
Albert of Austria 1437
Elizabeth 1439

UladislausI ,..,.., 144^
John Hunyady (Guber-

j

nator)
|

Ladislaus V. (Posthum-
us)'.

Matthias Hunyady (Cor-
vinus)

j

Uladislausll 1490
Louis II 1515

1448

1453

145S

Under ZoltAn and Taksony the Hungarians made various

expeditions beyond the limits of their own country, spread-

ing terror and devastation through Europe. They were
ultimately checked, however, by the emperor Henry L, near

Merseburg, in 933, and afterwards by Otho the Great at

the Lech (955). These defeats caused the Hungarians to

turn their attention to the consolidation of their power
.

within their own territory. Geyza, who succeeded Taksony
in 972, married a Christian princess, and also furthered the

introduction of Christianity by entrusting tho education of

his son Vaik to Adalbert, bishop of Prague.' On succeeding

his father, Vaik applied for and received the title of
" apostolic king" from the hands of Pope Sylvester.IL, and
was crowned in the year 1000 under the name of Stephen.

This monarch, known as " St Stephen of Hungary," laid

the foundation of many existing institutions. He aub-

divided the land into counties, and provided it with an eccle-?

si.istical organization, establishing bishoprics, and founding

churches, chapels, convents, and schools. Having elevated

the bishops to the highest posts of trust and power in the

state, he forced the people to pay tithes to the cltrgy. He
also created a rational council, consisting of the lords

temporal and spiritual, and of the knighta or lower nobility.
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from whicli assembly the subsequent diets originated.

Stephen dying in 1038, "and leaving no heir, the queen

Gisela contrived to gain the throne for her nephew Peter,

bat a portion of the nobles declared for Aba, who was of

Arpadian blootl. In the wars which ensued both princes

perished, when Andrew I., who was nearly related to

Ste{)hen I., succeeded to the throne in 1017, but he was

ultimately forced to yield it to his brother B^la I. The
next monarch's reign that offers anything worthy of notice

is that of Ladislaus I., whose religious zeal gained him
the appellation of " Saint," and who was distinguished

on account of his conquest of Croatia (1089) and part

of Galicia (1093), and for his victories over the Cumans
(1086-89), the invaders of Transylvania and the neighbour-

ing districts. His nephew Coloman, a brave and talented

monarch, guarded the country against the depredations of

the hosts of crusaders who passed through it during his

reign. He also wrested Dalmatia from the Venetians

(1102), and. annexed it to the Hungarian kingdom.

Coloman died jii 1114, leaving the throne to his youthful

eon Stephen II., who soon entangled himself in warfare

with neighbouring princes. The reign of his successor

Bt^la ll. (1131-41), like that of the other kings of the

12th century, presents few features of interest. That
of Andrew II. (1205-35) is celebrated on account of

the "Golden Bull," or Hungarian Magna Charta, ex-

torted from the king by the noUes in the year 1222,

ftfter his return from a crusade forced upon him by
tlio pope. The Golden Bull guaranteed that the states

ebould ba convoked annually, that no noble was to be

arrested without being first tried and legally condemned,
that the property of the nobility should be exempt from
dues, tliat foreign service was to be rewarded, tliat

appointments to the highest offices should be under the

.control of the diet. It also contained numerous other

.clauses granting certain freedoms, privileges, and exemp-

.tiona to the nobility and the clergy, and included a proviso

*f the right of armed resistance to tyrannical measures on

the part of the crown. This charier was duly sworn to by
Bubaequent kings of Hungary, but the article rnlating to

the right of appeal to arms was abrogated in 1G87 A
few years after the accession of B<!la IV., son of Andrew
IL, the Mongols invaded and devastated tlie whole country,

massacring great numbers of the population (1241-12).
Biila did all in his power, by the introduction of German
.colonists, to retrieve the disasters inflicted by the invasion

;

but liis wars with Austria and Styria, and the revolts of

Ms son Stephen, were prejudicial to the restoration of

order. He, however, successfully repelled a second Mongol
invasion in 1261. The reigns of the next two nionarclis,

Stephen V. (1270-72) and Ladislaus IV. (1272-90), are

noticeable chiefly for the wars on behalf of Rudolf of

Austria against Ottokar of Bohemia. Ladislaus is said

to have been murdered in 1290 amidst violent commo-
tions caused by his Cumanian amours. His successor

Andrew III., the last king of the Arpid dynasty, after a

filiort but disturbed reign, died in 1301, leaving no issue.

On the death of Andrew III. the royal dignity became
an object of competition. One party elected Wenccslaus,

son of the king of Bohemia and I'oland (1301-5), and
uftcr him Olho of Bavaria (1305-8), both connected with

the Ar[)ailian hiiuse. Pope Boniface VIII. and the bishops

successfully espoused the cause of Charles Uobert of Anjou,

nephew of the king of Naples, and rchiled to the extinct

dynasty through Lis mother, a daughter of Stephen V,

Under Chnilcs and his son Louis, which latter in 1370
succeeded Casimir HI. on the throne of Poland, Hungary
made groat progress both at linnie and abroad. During
the reign of Louis it became the mnst foruiidablo state in

Europe. Among niiny other territories he cunquered

Moldavia (1352) and Bulgaria (1363); he also greatly

extended and developed the royal prerogatives in his own
kingdom. Upon the death of Louis (1382), the states

raised to the throne his daughter Maria, who, after the
assassination of the preteiider Charles 11? (1386), reigned
conjointly with her consort Sigismond of Brandenburg,
son of the emperor Charles IV. In the early part of

this reign the Turks under the sultan Bajazet infested

some of the Hungarian provinces, and at length in 1396
utterly defeated Sigismond. at Nicopolis, obliging him to

fly the kingdom. During hia absence a party headed by
Itie palatine Gara raised the standard of rebellion, and
upon his return deprived him of his liberty. Scarcely was
he released when he met with a rival in Uladislaus, king
of Poland, who had married Hedwig, second daughter

of Louis. Elected emperor (1411), and afterwards king

of Bohemia (1419), Sigismond, instead of providing for

the safety of the country, employed his time in persecuting

the Hussites. He ended his long and troublous reign

9th December 1437, and was succeeded by his son-in-law

Albert, archduke of Austrifi.

The year 1439 witnessed the sudden death of Albert;

his widow, however, was soon delivered of a son, Ladislaus

Posthumus. The states invited Uladislaus of Poland to

the throne, and thus considerable dissensions existed until

the death of the qu€en in 1442, when the party of

Uladislaus secured his accession. At the commencement
of his reign the Turks were several times defeated by John
Hunyady (Corvinus), and they were at length forced to

conclude a truce for ten years. The Hungarians, having

almost immediately bioken faith with the Turks, and taken

the field against them, were completely routed at Varna on

the 10th November 1444. In this battle Uladislaus met
his end, whilst Hnnyady escaped with a few followers.

Amid the troubles- which ensui-d the states proclaimed

Hunyady "governor of Hungary" pending the absence of

Ladislaus Posthumus, whom the emperor Frederick III.

refused to deliver to the Hungarians to be acknowledged

king. After the release and recognition' of Ladislaus in

1452, Hunyady resigned the office of governor, and was
nominated generalissimo by the king.

After the fall of Constantinople in 1453, Mohammed II.

made preparations for the conquest of Hungary, and in

1456 appeared before Belgrade with an army of 150,000
men. This force was, however, utterly routed on July 21,

1456, by the combined Hungarian, Italian, and Spanish

troops, in all about 70,000 men, under the command of

John Hunyady and the monk John Capistran. Soon
after this victory, which resulted in the Turks raising

the siege, Hunyady succumbed to dysentery aggravated

by excessive fatigue, leaving behind him two sons,

Ladislaus and Matthias. The former was executed by order

of Ladislaus Posthumus, while the latter, after that

monarch's death in November 1457, being sujiixirtcd by
a strong party under the leadership of his uncle Michael

Szihigyi, was elevated to the royal dignity on the 24lh

January 1458, under the title of Matthias I. The cmpcmr
Frederick, having disputed hi.^ right to the throne, and
assumed the regal title himself, was forced by Matthias to

surrender all claims to the Hungarian dominions, and to

conclude a peace in July 1463. .During the next few years

Matthias was employed in reorganizing the military system

and repelling the Turks. Ho after this turned liis arms

against Podiebrad, king of Bohemia (14CS), ostensibl.T for

the purpose of defending the Catholics against the Hussites.

Being victorious in tliese campaigns, Matthias in May 14C!)

caused himself to bo proclaimed king of Bohemia and

Moravia at Olmutz. Meanwhile the Turks, taking aJvun-

' llo toali tUc oatli in HijS. but Frcdcriik witliheld llio oi jwn.
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niaae incursions inio tUe
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tat'e of the absence of the Kino, -

southern provinces of Hungary. This misfortune created

a party against Matthias, who, haviug returned to Hungary

and restored order, marched against the Ottoman forces,

and totally defeated them in a sanguinary battle on the

plains of Kenyd-rmezo in Transylvania (13th November

U79). After the death of Mohammed [Lin 1481, Matthias

renewed hostilities with the emperor Frederick, and having

taken Vienna (U85), made it the seat of his government.

Matthias was not only an able and warlike monarch, but a

patron of letters,' and administered his kingdom with

impartiality, subduing the rebellious uobles, and lestoring

order, law, and prosperity.

At the death of Matthias, 6th April 1490, there were

several pretenders to the thi'one, among them John Corvinus,

a natural son of the late king, the emperor Frederick, and

his son Maximilian. But the states disallowed their claims,

and declared for Uladislaus of Bohemia, whose weak reign

is marked chiefly by the insurrection of the peasantry in

Transylvania, under D6zsa, which was suppressed with

great bloodshed in 1514, as also for the collection made

by Verboczy of the common laws of the realm, entitled

"Tripartitum Opus Juris Consuetudinarii Inclyti Regni

Hungarise," which code was sanctioned by the king and

the diet in 1514. Under this monarch and his son Louis

II., who succeeded him, the power of Hungary rapidly

declined, and it was at length utterly overthrown by

the Turks under Soliraan the Magnificent. This power-

ful ruler, having cafitured Belgrade and Peterwardein,

advanced at the head of 200,000 men into the interior

of the country, and annihilated the Hungarian army at

the battle of MohAcs, 29th August 1526. In the carnage

several prelates and the flower of the Hungarian nobility

were destroyed, and Louis himself perished in his flight.

The Ottomans, after pillaging Buda and spreading devasta-

tion over the whole country, took their departure with

many thousands of captives.

After the catastrophe at MohAcs and death of Louis in

1526, a portion of the nobles declared for John Zdpolya,

H'aywode of Transylvania, who was accordingly crowned at

Szfikesfehirvir (Stuhlweissenburg). Maria, the widow of

Ijouis, immediately summoned a diet of the nobility of the

western counties at Pozsony (Pressburg), who pronounced

the election of ZApolya illegal, and proclaimed the queen's

brother, Ferdinand of Austria, king of Hungary (16th

December 1526). In the following August Ferdinand,

having proceeded to Hungary, was again proclaimed king

at Buda ; he was afterwards crowned at Sz(5kesfehijrv4r,

5th November 1527. With this monarch the Hapsburg
period commences, the sovereign rulers of Austria after him
succeeding to the title of the Hungarian crown. The
following is a list of the kings of Hungary, and of the

more prominent of the princes who ruled over Transylvania

to the end of the 17lh century :

—

Francis 1 1792
Ferdinand V 1835

Hungary.
Ferdinand I. (rivalJohn > ,,„.

Zipolya).,. i-
1526

Maximilian (rival Sigis- { ,„,
mond Zdpolya) ]" ""*

Rudolph 1 1577
Matthias II ".. 1«0S
fcrdinand II 1619
Ferdinand III 1637
Leopold I. 1657
Joseph 1 1705
Charles III 17I1
Maria Theresa 1740
Joseph II 1730
Leopold II 1790

Francis Joseph (crowned
j

1867) !

1848

Transylvania.

Stepnen Bithori 1571

Stephen Bocskay 1605
Gabriel Bathori 1608
Gabriel Bethlen IGI3

GeorRC Rakiczy 1 1631

George RAkiczy II 1648
,Iohn Kemeny '. 1661
Michael Apalfi 1 1661

Michael Apaffi II 1690

' The world-famed Bibliotheca Corvina is variously estimated to have
rnntained from 5000 to 10,000 volumes, chiefly manuscripts, many of

V. hich were bought from Greek scholars who had fled from Constanti-

nople, or had been copied in different p.artt of Italy.

12—15

John Zupolya, being compelled to retire before iheii-.'r'

superior forces of Ferdinand, took refuge for a time in ";»^

Poland whence he sought the assistance of Soliman 11.

The sultan listened to his request, and in 1529 conducted

a large army into Hungary, took Buda by storm (3d Sep-

tember), reinstated Zipolya, and drove the Austnans before

him to Vienna. Failing to take that city, Soliman in

October retraced his steps, and after garrisoning^ Buda

with Turkish troops returned in triumph to Constantinople.

After several years of desultory warfare between John and

Ferdinand, their rival claims were ultimately settled by a

treaty concluded at Nagyvdrad (Grosswardein) on the 25th

February 1538. By this treaty it was stipulated that

John was to retain the title of king, together with Transyl

vania and the eastern portion of Hungary then in hii

possession, whilst Ferd'nand was to hold the remainder,

with the proviso tha- John's male descendants were to

surrender all claims to the regal dignity. John having

died on the 21st July 1540, his infant son Sigismond

was crowned by the aifherents of his father, and he was

subsequently confirmed in his title to Transylvania by

Soliman. This sultan, however, retained a great portiou

of Hungary in his own possession, and even placed a
pasha as regent at Buda; he, moreover, compelled

Ferdinand to pay him an annual tribute of 30,000 ducats.

Ferdinand, having caused his son Maximilian to be crowned

as his successor in 1563, died on the 25th July of the

following year. When Maximilian succeeded to the throne,

he found himself obliged to continue the war with the

young Zipolya, whose cause was espoused by Soliman. In

1566 the sultan, advancing at the head of a large force,

was arrested at the small fortress of Sziget by Nicholas

Zrinyi, who with a garrison of 3000 men for four wecVs

heroically defied the whole power of the besiegeu.-

Soliman himself died shortly before the final assault on

the citadel, which was overpowered 6nly after the destruc-

tion of a large part of his army. In the year 1570 ZApolya

concluded peace with Ma.vimilian, and on his death in the

following year Stephen BAthpri, with the consent of the

sultan Selim, was elected prince of Transylvania. Maxi-

milian, having in 1573 secured the succession of his son

Rudolph to the throne of Hungary, died on the 12th

October 1576.

By this tfcie the Reformation had made considerable

progress in Hungary, more especially among the higher

classes, but with Rudolph the persecution of the Protestants

commenced. In Transylvania, however, they met with a pro-

tector in Stephen Bdthori, from 1576 to 1586 distinguished

as king of Poland. In 1604 the Protestants of Hungary,
having raised the standard of freedom under Stephen

Bocskay, defeated the generals of Rudolph in several

engagements, and on the 23d June 1606 they forced him
to conclude peace at Vienna, thus securing to themselves

for a time their religious liberties. In 1608 Rudolph
resigned the kingdom to his brother Matthias, who during

his short reign showed great toleration towards the adherents

of the Reformed creeds. He died 20th March 1619, leaving

the crown to his cousin Ferdinand II., the hero of the
" Thirty Years' War." The accession of this monarch was

signalized by the insurrection of the Protestants of Bohemia,

and the renewal of persecutions in Hungary, fomented by
the Jesuit prelate Peter PdziiL-Vn. But the victories of the

Traiisylvauian prince Bethlen G.^bor (Gabriel Bethlen) over

the imperialist troops forced Ferdinand to conclude the

treaty of Nikolsburg, 31st December 1621. By this compact

the privileges of the Protestants were declared inviolate,

' In the Map Department of the British Museum there is a curious

old print by H. van Schocl (1602), taken from »n engraving by A.

Lafrery (16661, which represents one of the Turkish attacks upon thl«

fortress.
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and Bethlen'3 claim to the principality of Transylvania and

seven counties of Hungary Proper was established. The

infringement of this treaty on the part of Ferdinand brought

about a renewal of hostilities, which resulted in a second

peace, concluded at Pozsony (Pressburg) in 1626. After

the death of Bethlen in 1629, the Jesuits succeeded in

gaining over several powerful families to the Pioman

Church, and the religious persecutions were renewed by

Ferdinand III., who succeeded his father in 1637. The
Transylvanians had elected George Rdk6czy aa their prince,

who proclaimed himself the protector of Protestantism and

^f Hungarian liberty. Having drawn up a statement of

grievances—those of the Protestants in particular—he laid

the document before Ferdinand, who, however, paid no

ottention to it. R4k6czy thereupon collected troops and

gained several successes over the imperialists (16-14), and

in the next year formed a league with the Swedes. This

foalition brought Ferdinand into desperate straits, and he

therefore soon entered into a treaty of peace with Ivak<iczy

at Linz (16th December 1645). By this treaty, confirmed

At the diet held in 1647, Rdkdczy was formally recognized

as the legitimate prince of Transylvania. He died the

year afterwards (1648), and was succeeded by his son

George II. R.'^koczy. The year 1657 v/itnessed the death

of Ferdinand III., who was succeeded by his second -son

Leopold I.'

During the long reign of this monarch, so injurious to

the cause of "Hungarian liberty, Hungary was the theatre

of intestine wars, insurrections, and the most tragic events.

Shortly after his accession, Leopold became involved in war
with the Turks, who had created Michael Apaffi prince of

.

Transylvania in the place of his own partisan John Kemi5ny.

The Turks, although at first successful, were ultimately

defeated by the imperialists at St Gotthard, 1st August

1664. This victory enabled Leopold to conclude a hasty

and disadvantageous peace at Vasvar (10th August) with

the infidels, and to direct his whole energies against the

Protestants. The irritation consequent upon this harsh

treatment resulted in a conspiracy,'^ which was organized

by the Croatian ban Peter Zrinyi, Count Frangepan, Francis

R4k6czy, and the chief justice NAdasdi, and had for its

object the separation of Hungary from the house of

Hapsburg. The plot having been discovered, the leaders

were surprised, conveyed to Vienna, and, with the excep-

tion of R»kcJczy, executed (30th April 1671). Although

an amnesty was proclaimed on the 6th of June of the

same year, Leopold in February 1673 appointed a bigoted

Catholic, John Caspar Arabringcn, govornor-generil of the

kingdom, and made every elVurt to extirpate tho Protestant

religion. The oppression becoming at last intolerable, the

Protestants again rose in arms under Michael Teleki and

Emeric Tiikolyi (1678), and were subsequently supported

by tho grand vizier Kara Mustapha, who in 1683 marched
straight to Vienna with a large force. The valour of

Sobieski, king of Poland, delivered the city (r2th Septem-
ber 1683), and saved Austria from the threatened destruc-

tion. In 1686 Buda was taken from the Turks by Charles

of Lorraine, and these troublesome foes were at length

driven out of most of the provinces and towns of Hungary
where they had '"'^en settled for about a century and a

half. TIio glciry of these achievements was, however,

tarnished by the emperor's revengeful treatment of the

Hungarians, hundreds of whom, on suspicion of com-

plicity with tho cnciny, were put to death upon the

BcafTold erected in the markct-placo of F.pcries by order

of General CarafTa, which remained standing from March

> TTie clttrrton of FeHin.-xnU III., who in 16<7 bod been dcslgu.-^tcd

Ferdinand IV., died in 16r»4.

• Known an ** Pal.ilinc We^wK'nyi** Plot." Tlic jniLitinf , liyucvi-r,

di«*1 in !(> •', prior to tlie f.iilurc of the niovcDicnL

1687 till the end of the year. Leopold at length granted

a general amnesty, but obliged the diet to declare the

throne hereditary in the house of Austria, and to abrogate
the clause of the Golden Bull which allowed the right of

armed resistance to tyranny (31st October 1687). The
victories of Prince Eugene, which completed the conquests
over the Turks, resulted in the peace of Carlowitz, January
26, 1699, by which the Porte abandoned Hungary and
Transylvania to the emperor. On the oth May 1705
Leopold died, and was succeeded by his eldest son

Joseph I. In the year 1703 Francis R;ik6czy II. headed
a new revolution, which lasted till May 1711, when peace
was concluded at SzatmAr by KAroly, the chief of the

Hungarian generals. The emperor Joseph I. died on the

17th April of the same year, and was succeeded by his

brother the archduke Charles. From this time until 1848
no open rupture occurred' "between Hungary and her

Hap.^burg rulers.

By the treaty of Passarowitz, concluded 21st July 1718,

Temesv.^r, the last of the Turkish possessions, reverted to

Hungary. In 1722 Charles received the adhesion of the

diet to the Pragmatic Sanction, which secured the right of

succession to the throne in the female line. At the insti-

^tion of Russia hostilities were renewed against the Turks,

but Prince Eugene being now dead, and no other leader of

en'-oJ abihty appearing in his place, the Austrians wer^
subjected to a series of disgraceful defeats. These misfor-

tunes were consummated by the humiliating treaty of

Belgrade (18th September 1739), in accordance with which
tho emperor was forced to cede the fortress of Belgrade,

with Servia and Austrian Wallachia. On the 20th October
of the following year Charles died, leaving the throne to

hi6id)iughter Maria Theresa. Her claims to the imperial

dignity were almost immediately called in question by
Prussia, Saxony, France, and Bavaria, and her hereditary

dominions were invaded by hostile troops. Maria in despair

fled to Pozsony (Pressburg)", and summoned the Hungarian
diet. Appearing before that assembly on the 11th
September 1741, with her infant son Joseph in her arms,

she appealed in Latin to the magnanimity and loyal spirit

of the nobles. The result of her address 'was the unani-

mous declaration on their part: " Moriamur pro 'rege

nostco' Maria Theresa." Nor was this an empty burst of

enthusiasm, for the " insurrectio " or general rise of the

nation was proclaimed, and a large army collected, and
Hungarian blood was profusely shed in support of her

cau.sc. Maria repaid tho devotion of her subjects by the

zeid which she showed for their welfare, and tho salutary

changes which she elfectod in the country. Transylvania

was raised into a grand principality (1765), and the town
and district of Fiume declared a corpus separatum of tho

Hungarian crown (23d April 1779). Maria Theresa also

created an Hungarian guard, established several schools,

and enlarged tho university at Nagyszombat (Tyrnau),

wliich in 1777 was transferred to Buda, and seven years

later to Pest. But her clTorts to ameliorate the condition

of the peasantry, and the reforms which she introduced

under the name of the Urhurium (17G5). which deter-

mined the rights of tho tenant serfs in relation to tho

landowners, are among tho chief merits of her reign. Slio

died on the 29th November 1780, and was succeeded by
her son Jo.scph II.

This philosophic monarch was wholly carried away by
his zeal for reforms, which wore both subversive of the

constitution and opposed to tho will of tho nation, lie

refused to be crowned in Hungary, and thus avoided the

obligations of tho usual coronation oath, fti defiance of

ancient custom he carried the crown of St Stephen to

Vienna, dispensed altogether with the use of diets, and
governed the country autocratically by docrees. He issued
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a general edict of toieraiion in reiigious maiters ^uctoDcr

1781), but forced upon the people heavy taxes- and foreign

otficials ; he moreover enjoined the exclusive use of the

German language in the schools, courts of justice, and
public administration. The general discontent at these

measures was heightened by tho unfavourable issue of

the war against Turkey ; and Joseph, shortly before his

dei\th (1790), found himself compelled to revoke nearly

all his edicts, and promise redress to his irritated subjects.

His brother and successor, Leopold II., appeased the

Hungarians by more definitely confirming the rights and
liberties of the nation than any of h-.s predtceirbors.

After a reign of only two years Leopold died, and was suc-

ceeded by his eldest son Francis L (1792). This monarch
duly swore to maintain the laws and constitution of

Hungary, but his efforts were eventually directed wholly

against them. During the continuance of his war with

France he repeatedly convoked the states, only, however, for

the purpose of obtaining supplies of men and money to

carry on the struggle. Through the whole of this crisis

the Hungarians faithfully supported the Austrian cause,

and disdainfully rejected the offers of Napoleon in his pro-

clamation of the 15th May 1809, calling upon them to rise

for national independence. But at the end of the great

war the Hungarian nation received little gratitude for its

devotion. Francis for several years discontinued the hold-

ing of the diet, and acted in direct violation of the consti-

tution by levying troops and increasing the taxation to

more than double. The opposition which those arbitrary

measures provoked in the counties at length obliged him
in 1825 to convene the states, and thus appease the wide.-

spread dissatisfaction.

To the holding of this diet, in which Count Stephen
Sz&henyi initiated the use of the Magyar instead of the

accustomed Latin tongue, may be traced not only a reaction

in favour of the native language, but also the commence-
ment of the reform movement. The spirit of nationality

was fully aroused, and liberal sentiments were diffused over

the whole kingdom, notwithstanding the active opposition

of the Viennese court influenced by Metternich, in the
reigns of both Francis and his successor Ferdinand (1835).

The diets of 1832, 1839, and 1843 passed several mea.sures

of reform, amongst which the most important were those

demanding the official use of the Magyar language, the

equality of the various Christian confessions, and the rights

of the peasantry and of the non-ennobled citizens. Amongst
the leaders of tho liberal party the magnates were Count
Louis Batthy.-lnyi and Barons Nicholas VVessel(5nyi and
Joseph Eotvos, and the deputies De.^k, KlauzAl, F4y,

Beothy, Balogh, Szemere, and Louis Kossuth. In the hope
of intimidating the advanced liberals, the Viennese court

in 1839 imprisoned Wesselenyi and Kossuth, but they

were released in 18-10 owing to the amnesty then pro-

claimed for political offenders. The publication sj the

Pesti Hirlap (Pest Gazette) was commenced in 1€41 by
Kossuth as the organ of the liberal party. This paper, tho

leading articles of which were written in a spirit directly

opposed to the policy of the Government, gained on ini-

mouse circulation, and considerably influenced the public

mind. A pamphlet styled A Kelet Nepe (The People of

the East), written by Sz<5chenyi in order to counteract tlie

schemes of Kossuth, only served to add to the importance

of the Festl Hirlap. The conservative journal riV./i; (Light)

was conducted by Count Auril DesscwlTy, who from 1833
ontil his death in 1842 was tho leader of the conservative

party.

Meanwhile intellcctu.il nn<l iimtrri.nl iin]>rovoin{»nt inatlo nptd
progress, especially in tlie Huit^nn.-iii iM[;u.il Kiiinoiuus woiKS,
literary and political, wero pulilislicil. the fbnnor due to the
encouragement offered by tlie Hiinpiii.iii ncaileniy and the Kis.

faludy society, tho latter the oulconic ol' tlie great political c.x-

cueracnt provairing throughout tTie countrj-. Cuius rcaiiv ii not
avowedly jiolitical were estaUlislied in most of the piiucipa'l towns.
Steam navi^jation of the Danube, the Budapest suspension bridge
(commenced jMay lS-10), and other improvements of the means of
internal communication, which had received their first impulse
from Count Szechenyi, were rapidly proceeded with. Jn oi-der to
encourage native trade and industry, long obstructed by toll and
custom duties, Kossuth called into exisience the VideyyUt (Pro-
tection Union), the members of which pledged themselves to
abstain from the use of Austrian manufactures until the tarill
should be reformed. This association soon overspread the country,
and affected Austrian trade so seriously that some manufacturers
had to transport their factories into Hungary in order to save them-
selves from ruin. The establishment of tfiis association, the liberal
measures of the late diets, and the unanimity of national feel-
ing in Huugaiy Pr-pcr and Transylvania embarrassed the Goveru.
ment of Vienna, which could reckon only on the support of tho
Conservatives, whoso nuinbeis and moral influence were compara-
tively small. Metternich therefore determined to annihilate the
muiiiciiial independence of the counties, iu whose assemblies lay
the real strength of the Liberals, by the appointment of "admin-
istrators" paid by the court to fill the j.laces of all absent lord-
lieutenants, 'i'his measure raised the politiial excitement of the
nation to the highest pitch. The Liberals were soon divided into
two parties, the so-called " muniuipalists," with Kossuth at their
head, who urged the reaffirmation of the county institutions, and
the "centralists," led by Szalay and Eotvos, who insisted upon
the nomination of a resjionsible ministry. On the approach of the
elections for the diet of 1847 these two parties n^^reed upon a
common course of action. In November the diet was summoned,
when Kossuth ajipeared as a candidate for the county of Pest, and
after a warm contest was elected. On the l'2th November the
diet was opened at Pozsony (Pressburg) by Ferdinand V. in jierson,
who by addressing the assembled states in the Magyar language
instead of Latin produced a very favourable impression. The first

act of the diet was the unanimous election of a successor to the
late palatine JosejA in the person of his sou the archduke Stephen.
Thus far all was well, but the address to tho throne containing
clauses, inserted by Kossuth's paity, deprecatory of unconsti-
tutional measures by the Government, after p.assi ig the lower was
rejected by the upper house, by which means the royal speech wag
practically ignored. At the commencement of the year 1848 an
Act was carried through both houses, ordaining the exclusive use
of the Magyar language in all branches of the administration, iu
legal documents, and in the schools and colleges. Certain pro-
visions were, however, made respecting Croatia and Slavonia.
Upon tho news of the French revolution the diet was power- Events

fully impressed, and the Liberals assumed a more determined atti- of 1848-
tude. On the proposal of Kossuth it was unanimously resolved to
send a deputation to Vienna demanding from the Government
a responsible ministry, the abolition ol all feudal burdens, the
equalization of taxes, the extension of the franchise, freedom of the
press, complete religious toleration, and several other measures of
reform. On the 16th of March the address was presented to Fer-
dinand, who, by reason of the troubled state of his Italian pro-
viuces and the revolutionary aspect of Vienna, was compelled to
yield his assent. The palatine archduke Stephen was nominated
viceroy in Hungary, and Count Louis Batihvanyi entrusted with
the formation of a ministry. The iirit.ation of the Viennese
Government at this enforced compliance with the Hungarian
demands w.as increased by the choice of Kossuth as minister of
finance. On the Uth April Ferdinand rep*ied to Pozsony
(Pressburg), and the diet was closed with a Magyar speech from
the throne.

But the Anstrian Government, although compelled to abandon
for tho present its position of open and direct hostility to the
national will of the Hungarians, was determined by other means to
prevent the new reforms from being carried out. The plan adopted
was that of secretly encouraging the southern non-JIagyar nation,
nlittes to assert their independence, and oppose by force of arma
the consolidation of tho new constitution. Croatia and Slavonia
and the li.iii.it refused to submit to the Hungarian rule, and
demanded separate ri^lits and autonomous administration j whili

iu Transy' .'aiiia, the diet of which had proclaimed its reunion irtth

Hiing.iry Proper, the W.allachs and Saxons rose in arms against the
tvliigyars. Tho whole of the south and south-west of the country
was soon in n state of revolt, and a war of races was carried on
with indescribable fui-y. Representations to tlie court of Vienna
remained virtually unlieeded, the emperor contenting himself with
hypocritical proclamations against the rebels, and with placing at

the disposal of the Hungarian ministry a few regiments of soldiera,

whose oflScers were disaifected to tho Hungarian cause.

It now became evident that the Hungarians, in order to retain

their national existence, must rely entirely upon their own re-

sources, and make an immediate and vigorous effort, more es-

pecially as Jellachich, tho newly-appointed ban of Croatia, was
making preparations to march upon Pest. Ferdinand, who still
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professed his determination to defend me integrity of tlie Hun-
garian monarchy, convoked the diet for the 5th of July, when it

was opened by the palatine Stephen, aa viceroy. At the sugges-

tion of Kossuth a levy of 200,000 men and ahiple supplies for the

purposes of national defence were unanimously voted ; but to these

measures Ferdinand withheld his assent. On the 6th of September

ft deputation of a hundred members arrived at Vienna in order to

urge upon the emperor the necessity of taking immediate and
decisive steps to oppose the Croatian invasion. On the 9th of

September they were admitted to an audience, but, receiving only
ftevolii- nn evasive answer, tliey straightway returned to Pest. Ths abor-

tion, tive result of the deputation, and an official report that Jellachich-

had crossed the Drave, were announced to the diet on the 11th
September, and brought matters to a crisis. A few days lator the

palatine arcliduke Stephen, who at the demand of the diet had set

out for the camp, but failed in his efforts at mediation,, fled to

Austria. The emperor thereupon nominated Count Lamberg royal

commissioner and commander-in-chief of all the military forces in

Hungary (September 25), but the diet pronounced his appointment
illegal and invalid, and he was murdered on the Budapest bridge

of boats by the infuriated populace (September 28). The
Batthyanyi ministry now resigned, and a committee of national

defence was formed under the presidency of Kossuth. On the 29th
September, Jellachich, who had advanced to within 25 miles of

Buda, was defeated at Velencze, whence he fled towards Vienna
during a three days' armistice that was granted to him by General
Moga. Ferdinand now declared openly against the Hungarians,
mnulled the decrees of the diet, and nominated Jellachich

joneralissimo of the forces to be employed for the reduction of

.dungary. While the Austrian Government, still further e.\as-

icrated at the march of a Hungarian force to Schwechat. (30th
Ictober), was preparing for a general invasion, tho Hungarian
liet hastily equipped a large army to resist it. In the meantime a
jew Austrian ministry was formed at Vienna, and on the 2d
December Ferdinand was induced to resign the imperial throne.

He was succeeded by his nephew archduke Francis Joseph, son of
Francis Charles, the heir-apparent, who refused to accept the
crown. The Hungarian diet, however, protested against this

dynastic change as unconstitutional.

Revolu- On the 15th of December the main bqdy of the Austrian army
tionary under Prince Windischgratz began to cross the western frontier of
w»r Hungary near Bruck on the Leitha, while the Hungarian army of
(1843- the upper Danube, commanded by Gbrgei, who had succeeded
*9). M6;;a, retreated in the direction of Moson (Wieselburg). On the

18th December the second Austrian army corps occupied Pozsony
(Pressbur"), which the Hungarian troops had evacuated, and upon
the same day Jellachich, who commanded the first army corps, occu-
pied Moson, compelling Gorgci to withdraw towards Gybr (Raab).
Upon the occupation of this town by the Austrians, on the 27th
December, Gorgei removed to Bibolna, where he hoped to eflect a
Junction with Perczcl, who had been ordered to reinforce him. But
Pcrczel being overtaken and defeated at Moor on tho 29th December
by tho troops of the ban, was obliged to beat a hasty retreat

towards Szekesfeherviir (Stuhhveissenburg). Th?RC reverse.^ having
rendered Budapest insecure, the diet and the committee of national
defence on the 1st January 1849 transferred their scat to Debreczen,
and on the night of the 4th and 5th the Hungarian troops marched
out of the capital, which on the following day was taken possession of

by Windischgriitz. Pcrczel, who had gathered together the remains
of his corps at Budapest, followed the Government oy way ofSzolnok,
while Gorgei made a flank movement to the north, and led his
corps by a circuitous route through the Carpathians to join the army
on the Theiss. ^V'lndischRratz, mindful of^ Schwechat, and, regard-
ing the Hungarians as rebel.'), had refused to listen to a deputation
headed by Count Batthyrinyi making proposals of peace, and
Batthyinyi himself w.as arrested. While the Austrian generals
were making this rapid progress in Hungary Proper, tho Polish
general Bern had succeeded in organizing a large force in Transyl-
vania, by means of which ho reduced tho refractory Wallachs to
euhjcction, and drove tho Austrians out of the principality, which
had been forced to submit to General Puchner.

In tho diet now held at Debreczen Kossuth declared that tha
nation was on the verge of destruction, and could only be saved by
cxtraoriUnary measures. But tho inactivity of Windischgriitz, who,
instead of hastening onwards to the Theiss, remained for several
weeks at Pest, gave tho committee of national defence time to con-
centrate its forces, procure war material, and make other provisions
for a dotormined resistance. On the 12th of Fobniary Gorgei
arrived at Rwisa (Kttschau), and tho two Hungarian armies conld
nokv Bi't in concert. Meanwhile tho national causo mode little pro-
grc<.s in the south, a great portion of which was in the hands of tho
snciity. On the 14t.h February tlio fortress of Esziik in Slavonia
wn« Inn to tho Hun;,'nrian» ; that of I,ip6tvar (Lcopoldstadt) in the
iiiirtli liail ulrcndy fallen on tlio 2d of tho same month.
At lon''th tho maia body of the Austrian-s under Windischgriitz

ndviMirrd, and attfickoit tliO Htrafririans undor the Polish general
Dcriibin«l<i on the 2»th and 27th Foblnary at Kiipolna; Tho

battle, though obstinately contested, proved indecisive, and th<

Hungarians were obliged to retire beyond the Theiss in order tc

recruit their forces. A few days later, however, an Hungarian
corps, withdrawn from the lower Danube, and commanded by
Damjanics, routed the Austrians under Grammont at Szolnok
(5th March). Meanwhile the Russians, coming to the aid of the
Austrians, had penetrated into Transylvania and occupied Nagysze-
ben (Hermannstadt) and Brasso (Kronstadt), but the Hungarians
under Bern regained these fortresses on the 11th and 20th March, and
drove the Russians into Wallachia.

By the middle of March an army of 120,000 men, provided with
excellent generals and ample artillery, was concentrated on the
Theiss. Towards the end of the month the Hungarians crossed the
river at various points, and advanced on the road to Pest, under
the command of Gorgei, Damjanics, Aulich, Klapka, and others,

—

Guyon having been nominated to the commanderslrip of Komarom
(Komorn), the relief of which was the ultimate object of the cam-
paign. The leadership of the Hungarian forces had meanwhile
passed from Dembinski to Vetter, on account of whose ill-health it

was provisionally transferred on the 31st March to Gorgei. From
this time the Austrians had to endure a rapid succession of defeats,

—at Hatvan (April 2), Tapio-Bicske (April 4), Isaszeg (April 6),
Gbdbllb (April 7), and Vicz or Waitzen (April 10). In consequence
of these reverses Windischgratz was recalled, and the chief com-
mand of the Austrian troops was given to Baron Welden (April

12). In order to prevent the relief of Komirom, Welden opposed
the advance of Gorgei with a force' under Wohlgemuth, which was,
however, defeated by Damjanics on the 19th April at Nagy-Sarlo,
so that on the 22d the relief of the fortress of Komarom jvas

effected upon the left bank of the Danube, Guyon having previously
succeeded in passing through the hostile lines. The subsequent
rout of the besieging forces at Dj-Szbny on the 26th April completed
the discomfiture of the Austrians, and forced them to fly to the
frontier. The ban Jellachich meanwhile retreated to Croatia, and
nearly the whole countiy was once more in the hands of the Hun-
garians.

In the midst of these victories Kossuth proposed in the diet at

Debreczen the dethronement of the Hapsburg dynasty, and upon
the 1 4th April an act to that effect was almost unanimously passed,

although afterwards unfavourably received by Gbrgei and a large

portion of the army. The chief provocation to the passing of this

extreme and, as it eventually proved, unfortunate measure was the
promulgation of the new consritntion on the 4th March by the
emperor Francis Joseph, which made a tabtila rasa of all the time-
honoured laws, rights, and p'rivileges of Htmgary. The substance
of the declaration of independence was as follows :

" That the house
of Hapsburg, having violated the integrity of the kingdom, treacher-

ously levied war against tho nation, and called in the aid of a
foreign power to accomplish its aims, haa trampled under foot all

the treaties that united it to Hungary, and is therefore declared
for ever excluded from the Hungarian throne." Tho form of

govei-nment was to bo settled aftei-wards by the diet, but in the
meantime Kossuth was nominated governor, the committee of
national defence was dissolved, and a new responsible ministry
formed under the presidency of Szemere.

It is generally admittefthat, had the Hungarians followed up
their victories by an immediate march upon Vienna, they would
have been able to force the Austrian Government to terms, and thus
have warded off the Russian invasion, tho preparations for which
were now being conducted upon an enormous scale. Instead, how-
ever, of acting on the offensive across the Austrian frontier, tlio

Hungarian commander-in-chief, Gbrgei, after a few days delay at

Komuron>, made a retrograde movement towards the Hungarian
capital. On the 4th May he arrived before Buda, which was still

in the possession of tho Austrians, but it was in vain that he sum-
moned tho commander Hentzi to surrender. On tho I5th began
tho regular bombardment of the fortress, and on the 21st it Was
taken by assault. On the 5th of Juno Kossuth made his entry into

Pest, and the diet having adjourned its sittings at Debreczen, the
Government returned to tho capital. Every preparation was now
set on foot for a dcsperato defence against the combined armies of

Russia and Austria, which by tho middle of tho month had com-
pleted their arrangements, and had begun to invade the country
at various points. Prince ra.«kewitch advanced from Galiciaat the

head of tlio main body of tho Russian army, consisting of over
100,000 men, while Haynau crossed the western frontier with an
Austrian force of 60,000, supported by a Russian division of 12,000
under Puniutin. On tho Dravo and tho Styrion frontier Nugent
commanded 12,000, and near f^z^k was Jellachich with 25,000 men.
In Transylvonia tho combined Austrian and Russian forces under
Puchner and Uiders amounted to 60,000 ; so that, includii]g tho
garrisons of the fortresses in their hands, tho allied forces were in

all not less than 275,000 men with 600 guns. Tho whole available
forces of Hungary did not amount to more than half this nunilwr,
the army of the Upfwr Danube imdcr Gorgei bchig 50,000, that of

Pcrczel and Vccsoy io tho south 30,000, the army of the north
under Dembinski 12,000 ; while there wore about 32,000 men under
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Bern in TransylvaniA, rnd a few thousands imdcr Kaziiiczy iii the

county of Maramaro3. On the 19tliof June the Russian corps under

Luders burst through the Red Tower Pass into Transylvania, and,

having defeated the Hungarians, took the fortress of Nagj'-Szeben,

whilst in the following mouth Brasso in like manner surrendered to

the Austrians. Jellachich was, however, defeated on the 14th July

at Hegyes, and forced to retire from the Biicska. In the meantime
Haynau's operations on the Danube met with general success, while

the Russian main army advanced over Eperies and Kassa into the

interior of the country. These disasters to the Hungarian cause

were aggravated by the want of unanimity between the Hungaiian
commander-in-chiefand the Government, which, being again obliged

to leave Pest, transferred its seat to Szeged (July 11). After various

sanguinary engagements with the invading forces in the vicinity

of IComdrom, Gorgei on the night of the 12th July left the fortress

under the char^ of Klapka. On the 15th and 17th Gorgei

encountered the Russians at Vacz, and proceeded f-ence over Vad-
kert, Losoncz, and Rimaszorabat, where on the 2Ist tho Russian

oOTcrs of trace were refused. Gorgei, closely followed, finally crossed

the TTieiss on the 28th July near Tokay, whence ho proceeded in

the direction of Nagyvarad (Grosswardein) by routes to the east of

Dobreczen. There on the 2d August his filst army corps under

Nagy Sdndor was defeated by the troops of Paskewitcn. The
Government had meanwhile removed to Arad, which fortress, having
previously surrendered to the Hungarians, was made the last point

of general concentration. In Transylvania the army of Bern had

been overpowered on the 31st July at Segesvar (Schassbnrg) ; and
in Hungary Proper Dembinski retreated first to Szeged and
Szoreg, whence he was repulsed on the 5th August by Haynau, and
afterwards to Temesvar. Ther« on the 9th he suffered an overwhelm-
ing defeat. Upon the news of thia catastrophe reaching Arad on
the night of the 10th to 11th, Gorgei, who had already arrived

therj on the 9th by forced marches from Nagy^varad, induced

Koasath and the few ministers who were with him to lay down
their authority, and upon the 11th received from them the supreme

civil and military command. On the evening of the same day, after

the departure of Kossuth for Lngos, the new dictator, believing

farther resistance hopeless, conuntinicated with the Rcssian general

Riidiger, offering to surrender at discretion. The sally of Klapka
from Komarom, and his sijjnal Tictory over the besieging Austrian

•rray (August 3), were unknown at Arad. On August 13 Gorgei

flnm-ndered his army, consisting of some 24,000 men with 140 guns,

to Rudiger at Szollbs near Vilagos ; on the 16th Kazinczy followed

with his troops, and on the UUi Damjanics gave up the fortress of

Arad. and on the 5th September a similar fate befell Peterwardein.

A few thousand men followed Bern and Guyon to Turkey, whither

Kossuth and the late ministers Szemero, Casimir Batthyanyi, and
Mssziros, and the military leaders Dembinski, Vetter, Perczel,

Kmotty, and Wysocki abo escaped. On the 2d to 5th October

Komirom capitulated on hououisble terms. General Elapka having

reiui*':d to surrender until an anmesty and free passports had been

granted by the Austrians. On the 6th October Aulich, Damjanics,

Dessewffy, Kiss, Knezich, Lahner, lAzir, Leiningen, Nagy-
Saudor, Poltenberg, Schweidel, Tbrok, and Vecsey met their end

at Arad. On the same day Count Louis Batthyanyi, and subse-

quently Prince Woronieczki, Baron J-szenak, Csanyi, Perenyi,

and others suffered at Pest. By a decree of Haynau, to whom the

Russians had delivered up the prisoners of war, all officers below

the rank of a general, if not consigned to prison, were pressed as

privates into the Austrian service. The Hungarian commander-in-
chief Gorgei, however, was pardoned, and interned at Klagenfurt in

Carinlhia.

Hungary now lay entirely prostrate, and was treated as a con-

quered country. The Russians retreated to the north and east,

lca%iDg the Austrians with their commander Haynau, who availed

hintself of the summary powers conferred on him by the state of

eicge to indict the greatest crutlties on the vanqtiished people.

Many of tho Hungarian nobility were condemned to long terms of

imprisonment ; the estates of tho richer patriots were confiscated
;

and numerous Austrian and Bohemian officials were thrust upon
the exhausted country. A rigorous censorship of the press was at

tho same time enforced. At length, in July 1850, Haynau was
removed from the chief authority. A milder regime was in-

augurated by the archduke Albrecht, who arriveil at Pest on the 14th
Octob.ir 1851 as the new civil and military governor. But it was
only after tho visit of the emperor to Hungary (5th June to 14th
August 1852) that the military courts were closed. The whole
country, now reduced to a province of the Austrian empire, was
placed under the direct control of tho central Government at
Vienna. On the 1st May 1853 the new organization was carried

into effect, and the Austrian civil code made applicable to Hungary.
Ou the 8th September the Hungarian insignia'of royalty, which
had disappeared from Arad at tlie time of Kc.^3u*ir>t tli>;ht, were
Aliscovpred in the neighbourhood of Orsova ; they were conveyed on
the 19th to Vienna, hot were afterwards trar^fcrred to Buda. On
the 17th April 1254 the stAte of siege was .bolishcd, and on tho
12lh July 1856 an amnesty was proclaimed. On the 4'.''. May of

the followiug year the euipeior visited Hungary, and on the 9th d
the same month granted the restoration of their confiscated estates to

late political offenders. In August he commenced a second progi-cs»

through his Hungarian dominions, and availed himself of tho oppor-
tunity to express his sentiments of consideration for the people.

Indeed, from this time (1857) both the emperor and the Govern-
ment of Vienna seemed desirous of making the Hungarians forget tho
troubles of 1843 and 1849 by concessions to the national will, whilst

the encouragement given to improvements in the means of com-
munication, and to the new projects for the regulation of the Theiss,

as also the schemes for the colonization of sparsely populated dis-

tricts, are well worthy of notice. During the year the railway?

from Szeged to Temesvar and from Szolnok to Debreczen were
opened. By an imperial decree issued at the end of 1858 agri-

cultural colonists, if of one nationality and creed, were allowed to

s" ttle in various parts of Hungary, with special exemptions from
ta.xation. By a ministerial order of the 8th August 1859 the
language used in tho higher schools was for tho future to be re-

gulated according to circumstances of nationality, the predomi-
nance of German being thereby abolished. On the 21st of the same
month the absolutist minister Bach was dismissed, in consequence
of the ill-success of the Italian war, which was attributed to his ill-

advised policy against the various nationalities of the realm. The
so-called "Protestant patent" of September 1st, which ostensibly

granted the communes the free administration of their own educa-

tional and religious matters, was, however, the catise of much
dissatisfaction, and more than 2,800,000 Protestants petitioned for

its withdrawal. In April 1860 the archduke Albrecht was at his own
desire removed from the civil and military governorship of Hungary,
and the master of the ordnance, Benedek, a native Magyar, waa
appointed in his stead. The Hungarian members in the Reichsrath,

specially summoned for the purpose of finding a definite form of

settlement for the whole empire, now put forward claims for the

autonomy of their country, and by an imperial diploma of the 20th
October their wishes were partly met. Benedek was removed from
the general governorship of the kingdom, whilst the Hungarian
court chancellery was restored, and Baron Vay nominated chan-

cellor. At the same time the curia Tcgia (supreme court of judi-

cature) and the county assemblies were reinstitnted, and the

Magyar recognized as the official language. Furthermore, the

emperor on the 27th December granted the reannexation of the

Temesvar Bdnat to Hungary Proper. In the following February it

was decreed that their former constitutions should be restor-.d to

Hungary, Transylvania, and Croatia and Slavonia, and on tl;e Cth
of April the diet met at Buda, afterwards removing to Pest. But
as the address sent to Vienna in June demanded the fullest

autonomy for Hungary, and the Hungarians refused to yield their

claims, in spite of the emperor's declared inability to accede, the

diet was dissolved by imperial decree on the 22d August, liean-

while a new Hungarian court chancellor had been appointed in the

person of Count Forgach. Stringent measures were taken by the
Government of Vienna to counteract the organized passive resist-

ance of the counties, and in many places the payment of the taxes

was enforced by military aid. On the 27th October the holding of

all public county meetings was forbidden, and administrators or

coadjutors were in many counties thrust upon the lord-lieutenants,

who were forced to submit to the authority of the newly-appointed
Government superintendent Count Palffy de Erddd. On the 18th
November 1862 a general amnesty was granted to those who were
implicated by their hostility to the late Government measures.

In the summer of 1S63 Hungary suffered' from a severe famine,

but the Reichsrath voted 20 million florins to alleviate the dis-

tress. On the 22d April 1864 Count Formch waa replaced by
Count Arminius -Zichy, who, on account of nis unpopularity, was
on tho 26th June 1865 removed for Count George Majlath, a
Conser^'ative. In a visit to Budapest on the 6th to 9th June
1865, the emperor declared his willingness to do justice to the con-

stitutional demands of the Hungarians, as far as was consistent

with the integrity of the empire. On the 18th July Count Palffy

do Erdod was replaced by Baron Sennyey, one of the leaders of the

old Conservative party. On the 14th December the diet was
opened by the emperor in person, who assented to the principle of

self-government for Hungary, and agreed to recognize the Pragmatic

Sanction as the basis of a settlement of the Questions involved.

Tho diet, however, demanded also an acknowleugment of the con-

tinuity of the constitutional rights of 1848. After the outbrcnk of

the war between Austria and Prussia the diet was prorogued (26th

June 1866). Upon its reopening on the 19th November an imperial

rescript wasreacfin which the emperor acquiesced in the Hungarian

demands for constitutional self-government, and promised to ap-

point a responsible ministry. The result of the "compromise"
cffcctod by Baron Bcust between the Austrian Government and the

committee, headed by Ueak, e.npowtrcd by tho Hungarian diet,

was llio dualislio nystcm of the Austrian-Hungarian monarchy, as

film' y sanctioned n the 18th J ;bruarj- ; 367. This arrangri'i cnt

seer ed to Hunga: the restoration of the constitutional, legal , and
aJu aistrati-c t.u;,.nomy of 1848, while the sopteme conimani.
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and direction of the army were assigned to the emperor-kinf;. A
responsible ministry', including Barons Wenckheim and Eotvbs,

Count Mik6, Melchior Lonyay, and others, was formed on the 20th
February 1867, under the presidency of Count Andrassy. On the

8th of tlie following June the emperor and empress were crowned
king and queen of Hungary at Budapest, and a complete pardon
was proclaimed to all political otienders both at home and abroad.

The reconciliation of the Magyars with the Hapsburg dynasty being

thus complete, both parties sougiit to throw a veil over the past by
mutual concessions, Transylvania was incorporated with Hungary
Proper, and a joint commercial contract was entered upon between
Hu.igary and Austria. In like manner foreign affairs and joint

finance were assigned to ** common ministries." On the 8th of

August 1868 the Hungarian house of representatives accepted the

dual Government military scheme, by which the standing army
remained under the direction of the imperial ministry of war. The
Sonvid (home defence) army obtained its own special organization

and commander-in-chief. The loug-e.^isting misiindei-standing be-

tween Hungary and Croatia was atlength settled by the agreement
concluded in September, which placed the relations of Croatia to the

Hungarian crown on a more equable footing than hitherto. After

the passing of various other measures of reform, including the

emancipation of the Jews, a compulsory education act, and a

special act (November 29) for the consolidation of all nationalities

under the crown of St Stephen, the session of the Hungarian diet

was closed on the 10th December 1868. In the elections for the

next session (1869-72) the Dedk party, which had taken the lead

in the previous diet, were returned by a large majority, and
in the new' diet, opened April 23, 1869, the policy of concilia-

tion still prevailed. The ministry from time to time underwent
certain modifications, owing to the death of Baron Eotvbs, the

minister of education (February 1871), the appointment of Count
L6ny.iy (May 1870) to Jhe imperial ministry of finance, and his

subsequent nomination to the presidency of the Hungarian couucil

in the place ef Count Andrassy, who in November 1871 succeeded

Beust as foreign minister of Austria-Hungary. Meanwhile the

finances of Hungary were becoming rapidly embarrassed owing to

the repeated contraction since 1867 of enormous loans for state

railways and costly public works. The elections of 1872 were,

however, again favourable to the Deak faction. At the end of

November Lbnyay retired from the presidency of the ministry, and
on the 1st December was succeeded by Szlai-y, who in March 1873
obtained the consent of the diet to some additional taxes. In

August the Military Frontier districts were placed under civil

jurisdiction, the eastern portion or the Servian-Banat frontier being
incorporated with Hungary Proper. The new cabinet was not

more fortunate than that which had preceded it in a solution of

the financial question, and in March 1874 made room for a coalition

ministry under Bitt(5, with Ghyczy as finance minister. Upon its

resignation in February 3875, in consequence of the refusal of the

house to grant further taxation, a strong liberal combination was
formed by Tisza from members of the left and of the former Deak
party. The new ministry, under the presidency of Wenckheim
(3d March), was supported by an overv.helming majority in the

elections for the new session (1875-73). On the 16th October
Tiaza, minister of the interior, was nominated president, and the
financial difficulty was met by an advance in the income tax, and
k fresh loan. The death of Deak on the 29th January 1876 casta
gloom over the whole country. For some time previously he had
withdrawn from the field of politics, whe.re less moderate but more
distinctly Mogyarizing tendencies now prevailed. By its resolutions

of the 2Uh and 27 th March 1876 the diet deprived of their former
privileges the so-called '* Saxon " sees and districts in Transylvania,

rrom the.se new counties were formed on the system adopted for

the rest of Hungary, and were placed under the general administra-

tion. The number of royal free towns in Hungary was, moreover,

mach reduced, especially in the Transylvanian circle. The insur-

rectionary state of the Slavic provinces of Turkey excited the
apprehensions of the Magyars with regard to the Slav races of

southern Hungary, and aroascd a strong feelinjr of sympathy for

th£ Porte. Tnis was still Iiirther increased by the attitude of

Russia, and the cordiality towards the Magyars evinced by the

sultan Abdul Hamid II., who in 1877 presented the university of

Budapest with a portion of the remains of the library of Matthias
Corvinus. During the course of the war between Turkey and
Russia the Magyars were with difficulty restrained from open mani-
festaticips in ftvour of the former and against the latter jiower.

Nevertheless, after the conclusion of pence, Hungary had, in con-

formity with the requirements of Art. XX v. of the Berlin Treaty
(July 1878), to furnish her quota of tror-is for the occupation of

Bosnia and the Herzegovina, a task effected only with a considerable

lota of men, and an additionr ' burden on the state finances. The
dint having been closed by tue king on the 30th June, the new

'

ileotinns wei« held at the time the struggle for the occupation of

Bosni* was progressing. The popular excitement in Hungary
Proper was very grmt^ both on account of the losses suffered by the

UuoKarian troops and the destruction by a violost thaDderetorm

of the town of Miskolcz. On the 3d Octoter Szell, minister of

finance, resigned othce ; other ministers also tendered their resig-

nations, but were induced to retain their posts for a time. In the
elections the majority of votes had fallen to the Liberal or Goveni-
ment party. On the 20th October the Hungarian parliament was
opened, and at the beginning of December the reconstruction of the
ministry was completed, the only new members being, for finance
Count Szapary, and for commerce Baron Kemeny. On the Hth
a sum of 20,000,000 florins was granted for the occupation expenses
of the following year.

Early in the spring of 1879 the attention of all parties was for a
time distracted from political matters by the disastrous inundation
of Szeged. At the beginning of May the friendly relations of the
non-Magyar nationalities of Hungary, and more particularly of the
Roumanians of Transylvania, towards the Magyars seemed to bo

endangered by the passing of the amended education bill ordering
the state language to be taught in all the non-Magyar primary
schools. The new law, as affecting many nationalities, is likely to

have an important bearing on the future of Hungary. The urgent

necessity for more extended river embankments and a better system
of dykes and dredging in the water-coursed levels of the midland
Trans-Tisian counties became more than ever apparent in De-
cember, when inundations of the triple Koros and the Maro4
submerged many villages, farms, and pasturages, devastated large

portions of Nagyvarad (Grosswardein), Arad, and other low-lying

communes, andrendered thousands of persons homeless. In March
1880 a loan of 40,000,000 florins was raised for the purposes of

regulating the Theiss and the Maros, and of rebuilding and securing

the town of Szeged.
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III. Language.

The Magyar or native Hungarian lanjniage is of Asiatic origin,

belonging to the northern or Ural-Altaic (Finnic-Tataric) di-

vision of the Turanian Family, and forming along with the L'gro-

Ostiakian and Vogul dialects the Ugric branch of that family. The
atfinity existing between the Magyar and the Finnic languages, first

noticed by John Amos Comenius (Komensky) in the middle of the

17th century',' and later by Olav Rudbeck', Leibnitz', Strahlenberg,*

Eccard, Sajnovics', and others, hns been proved "grammatically"

by Samuel Gyarmathi, in his work entitled Affinitas lingva Hun-
gariccE cum lin^is Finnictz originis grammatice detnonstratd

(Gottingen, 1799). The Uralian travels of Anthony Reguly (1843-

45), and the philological labours of Paul Hunfalvy anil Joseph

I?iidenz, may be said to have established it as an almost incontro-

vertible fa«t. The chief points of resemblance to Turco-Tatario

and Mongolic dialects have been specially treated by Arminius

Vambtry (1870) and Gabriel Balint j;1877), the well-known recent

travellers in Central Asia. Koriisi-CJsoma for many years zealously

but unsuccessfully sought after traces of the origin of the nation

and the language m Tibet His grammar and dictionary of Tibe-

tan, published by the Asiatic Society in 1834, have, however,

earned for him a lasting name. The theory of Paul Beregsziiszi

that the Magyar is related to many of the so-called " Oriental

"

languages' has now few supporters.

Although for nearly a thousand years establislied in Europe and

subjected to Aryan iuHuences, the Magj-ar language has yet retained

its essential Turanian features, and the etymology and syntax still

preserve these as their chief characteristics. The grammatical forms

are expressed, as in Turkish, by means of affi.xc3 modulated according

to tlio'high or low vowel power of the root or chief syllables of the

word with which they are connected,—the former being represented

' See Hunfalvy's " Tile ungnrlscho Sprachwlsaenschaft," Ltterariuht Beriefitt

aui t'ngarn, Iludaposl. 1877. pp. 80-S7.
« Spfrimm Uiuf lingtitr Oothicct in erufndU attjue Wutlrandil tthteuriisitnli

(juibusditm Sacra Scripturtr /on*: addtta anatogia lingvtr Gotliicct cunt hS'intca,

nfrnon Finniea fum Vngarica, tJpsaU, 1717.
' Hunfalvy, p 81. * 'H. pp. »2-«0.

* Drmomlralio Idioma Ung^rorum It Lapponum idem *JI<, Copenhagen nno

Tvrnan. 1770.
'•

t'fbrr die Aehnltc/dteit dtr hungwhehm Sprac^« fnit Jen Mcrgenlindttehtn,

L^lpslc, 17'J<,
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by<, IS, 6, a, <i, the latter by a, d, o, 6, u, H ; the sounds^, i, I arc

r';^:irjeii as neutral. Since the number of consonants exceeds that

af the Latin alphabet which represents them, the following combina-

tions, forming single articulations, and inseparable as consonants,

are used to make up the deficiency ;—C5, cz, gy, lij, ny, sz, ty, zs,an(l

if) a few words dzs. Among the striking peculiarities of the lan-

guage are the definite and indefinite forms of the active verb, i.g.^

Mtom, " I see " (definite, viz., "him," "her," "the man," &c.),

Idlok, " I see" (indefinite) ; the insertion of the causative, frequen-

tative, diminutive, and potential syllables after the root of the verb,

t.g.^ ivr, " he beata" ; verct^ " he causes to beat" ; vei-egct, " he beats

repeatedly"; vcrini, "he beats a little"; vcrhd, "he can beat";

the mode of expressing possession by the tenses of the irregular verb

/c?tnt, "to bo" (viz., van, "is"; vannah, "are"; volt, "was";
kss, " will be." &c. ), with the object and its possessive affixes, e.g.,

rt^kem vamuik kanyveuii, literally, "tome are books—rny" = "i
'lave bo.iks"; it^ki volt k6nyve, " to him was book—his"« "he had
I hook." Other characteristic features are the use of the singu-

lar (jubstantive after numerals, and adjectives of quantity, e.g., ket

tmber, literally, "two man"; sok szi, " many word," &c. ; the

position of the Christian name and title after the family name, e.g.,

Obnosy Kiiroly tandrur, " Mr Professor Charles Olmosy" ; and the

possessive forms of the nouns, which are varied according to the

numhur and person of the possessor and the number of the object

in the following way : tollam, "my pen"; tollaim, "my pens";

.ollad. "thy pen"; tollaid, "thy pens"; tollank, "our pen";
u>Uaink, "our pens," &c. But, although presenting no auxiliary

»erb " to have, ' no primitive possessive pronouns, no gender nor

fven separate pronominal forms and terminations for the distinction

of the sexes, and (suffixed syllables or postpositions being used

istead) hardly any true declension for objective tei-ms, the Magyar
far surpasses every Teutonic, Slavonic, Italic, and other Indo-

Buropean or Aryan language in the wealth of its verbal formations,

IS also in the power of harmonizing and assimilating the deter-

minatives to the roots. Logical in its derivatives and in its gram-
matical structure, the Magyar language is, moreover, copious in

idiomatic expressions, rich in its store of words, and almost musical

ID its harmonious intonation. It is, therefore, admirably adapted

for both literary and rhetorical purposes.

The first Hungarian grammar known is the Grammatica Hun-
jaro-LatiJia of John Erdbsi alias Sylvester Pannonius, printed at

Sar\'ar-UJ5ziget in 1539. Among the grammatical works of recent

late are the posthumous treatises of Nicholas Revai (Pest, 1809) ;

the Magyar nyelif/ncster of Samuel Gyarmathi, published at Klau-

BenBurg in 1794 ; and the various grammars for the use of Germans,

by J. Fatkas (9th ed., Vienna, 1816), Mailath (2d ed., Pest, 18.32),

Kis (Vienna, 1834), Marton (8tli ed., Vienna, 1836), Maurice

Ballagi or (in German) Bloch (5th ed., Pest, 1869), Topler (Pest,

1854), RieJl (Vienna, 1858), Schuster (Pest, 1866), Charles Ballagi

(Pest, 1868), Rem(51e (Pest and Vienna, 1869), Roder (Budapest,

1875), Fiihrer (Budapest, 1878), and Ney (20th td., Budapest,

1879). One of the best modern grammars for the French is that of

C. E. De Ujfalvy (Paris, 1876). Two' Hungarian grammars have

ilso appeared in English by S. Wekey (London, 1852), and J.

Csink (London, 1853).

The earliest lexicon is that of Gahriel (Mizser) Pesti alias Fes-

rinus Pannonius. Nomenclatura sex linguarum, Lalince, Jlalica;,

Qaltica;, Bohcmicae, Urujariaz, et Germaniac (Vienna, 1538), which

was several times reprinted. The Vocabula Uungarica of Bernar-

dino Baldi (1583), the original MS. of which is in the Biblioteca

Nazionale at Naples, contains 2899 Hungarian words with render>

ings in Latin or Italian.' In the Dictionarium midcciin linguarum

of Calepinus (Basel, 1590) are found also Poli.sh, Hungarian, and

English words and phnses. This work continued to be reissued

until 1682. The Lexicon La'.ino-Uungaricuin. of Albert Molnar first

appeared at Nuremberg in 1604, and with the addition of Greek was

reprinted till 1708. Of modern Hungarian dictionaries the best is

that of the Academy of Sciences, containing 1 10, 784 articles in 6 vols.

,

byCzuczorand Fogarasi (Pest, 1862-74). Thenext best native dic-

tionary is that of Maurice Ballagi, A Magyar nyclv teljes saildra,

(Pest, 1868-73). In addition to the above may be mentioned the

Work of Kresznerics, where the words are arranged according to the

roots (Buda, 1831-32); the Eli/mologisches WirrterOuch ..a\i^ chines-

ischen IVurzeln, of Podhorsz'ky (Paris, 1877) ; the Magyar-ugor
bsszehasanliti sz6lAr (Magyar-Ugriau Comparative Dictionary) of

Budenz (Budapest, 1872, &c. ); and that of new words, with German
and Latin equivalents, by Kunoss (Pest, 1843). Other and more
general dictionaries for German scholars are those of Marton {Lexi-

con trilingus Lalino-nujtgarico-Germnnicum, Vienna, 1818-23)j

A. F. Richter (Vienna, 1836), E. Farkas (Pest, 1848-51), Fogarasi

(4th ed., Pest. 1860), Loos (Pest, 1869), and M. Ballagi (Budapest,

3d ed. 1872-74). There are, moreover, Hungarian-French diction-

aries by Kiss and Karady (Pest and Leipsic, 1844-48) and Babos
and Mole (Pest, 1865), and English-Hungarian dictionaries by Dal-

los (Pest, 1860) and Bizonfy (Budapest, 1878).

* See Count G^zft Kuiin'a " Li^tterc UDghcrcal." La litviita Europea, ajinu vl.,

«ol. II. foK. S, pp. S61-e:', FloreDce, 1675.

IV. LlTEBATTTRE.

The comparatively restricted and unobtrusive character of the

Magyar or native Hungarian literature is partly owing to the fact

that there are so many otlier languages current in Hungary, but it

is chiefly to be attributed to the almost exclusive recognition, through

many centuries, of Latin as the vehicle ofcultu'tHl thought. The
Romish ecclesiastics who settled in Hungary during the Uth cen-

tury, and who found their way into the chief oflicei^of the state,

were mainly instrumental in establishing Latin as the predominant

language of the court, the higher schools, and i)ubUc worship, and
of eventually introducing it into the administration. Having thus

become the tongue of the educated and privileged classes, Latin

continued to monopolize the chief fields of liter.iture until the re.

vival of the native language at the dose of the 18th century.

Amongst the earliest Latin works that claim attention are the Early

"Chronicle" {Gcsta Hunguroruvi). by the " anonymous notary" of Latin

King Bela, probably Bela 1 1. (sec Podhradczky,^ Bila kirdly ntrtelen chro-

iegyzoje, Buda, 1861, p. 48), which describes the early ages of Hun- nicl«fe

garian history, and may be a.ssigned to the middle of the 12th cen-

tury ; the Carmen, Miserabile of Kogciius ; the Liber Cronicorun

of Simon Kezai, belonging to the end of the 13th century, the so-

called " Chronicon iJiidense," Cronica Hungarorurn, priiTted at

Buda in 1473 (Eichhorn, Ocschichteder Lillcratur, ii. 319); and the

Chronicon Rerxim Hungaricarumot iohii'Y'hnxiai.^ An extraordi-

nary stimulus was given to literary enterprise by king Matthias Cor-

vinus, who attracted both foreign and native scholars to his court.

Foremost amongst the Italians was Antonio Boiifini, whose work,

Bcnun Hvngaricamm. Decades IV., comprising Hungarian history

from the earliest times to the death of King Matthias, was published

with a continuation by Sambucus (Basel, 1568).* Marzio Galeotti,

the king's chief librariau, wrote an historical account of his reign.

The most distinguished of the native scholars was John Cesingo

alias Janus Pannonius, who composed Latin epigrams', panegyrics,

and epic poems. The best edition of his works was published by

Count S. Teleki at Utrecht in 1784.
_ ^ .

As there are no traces of literary prodflctions in the native or Magyar

Magyar dialect before the 12th century, the early condition of the litera-

language is concealed from the philologist. It is, however, ki:own ture.

that the Hungarians had their own martial songs, and that their Earliesi-

princes kept lyre and lute players who sang fest.il odes in praise of relics,

the national heroes. In the 11th century Christian teachers intro-

duced the use of the Roman letters,but the employment of the Latin Arpadial*

Linguage was not formally decreed until 1114 (see Bowring, Poetry period

of the Magyars, Introd. xix.). Itappears, moreover, that up to that (1000-

date public business was transacted in Hungarian, for the decrees 1301).

of KingColoman the Learned (1095-1114) were translated from that

language into Latin. Among the literary relics of the 12th century

are the " Latiatuc " or IlcJnUi Beszid funeral discourse and prayer

in Hungarian, to which Dobientei in his Rigi Magyar A'yclvcmlekek

assigns as a probable date the year 1171 (others, however, 1IS2 or

1183). From the Margii-Lcgcnda, or " Legend of St Margaret,"

composed in the early part of the 14th century,' it is evident

that from time to time the native language continued to be em-

ployed as a means of religious edification. Under the kings of Anjon-

the house of Anjou, the Magyar became the language of the court. Sigis-

That it was used also in oflicial documents and ordinances is shown mond
by copies of formularies of oaths, the import of which proves period

beyond a doubt that the originals belonged to the reigns of Louis (1301-

I. and Sigismoiid ; by a statute of the town of Saj6-St- Peter (1403) 1437).

relating to the wine trade ; by the testament of Kazzai-Karacson

(1413) ; and by other relicsof this period published by Dbbrentci in

vol. ii. of the R. M. NyelvemUkek. To the early part of the 15th

century may he assigned also the legends of "St Francis" and of
" St Ursula," and possibly the original of the tnek Pann&nia

megvitelirol, an historical "Song about the Conquest of Pannonia."

But not until the dawn of the Reformation did Magyar begin in

any sense to replace Latin for literary purposes. The period

placed by Hungarian authors between 143/ and 1530 marks the

first development of Magyar literature.
^

About the year 1437 two Hussite monks named Tamas and JagoU**,

Balint {i.e., Thomas and Valentine) adapted from older sources a Matthias-

large portion of the Bible for the use of the Hungarian refugees in or pro-

Moldavia. To these monks the first extant Magyar version of part Refor-

of the Scriptures (the Vienna or Rival Cgdex") is directly assigned mation
I period

• ' So also Mmbor M ifam/ar /rod. Tdrf., Pt-st. 186-l.p. 104). Koraycl, Tmre, (1437-
nnd othci-s Incline to the bcUct that It wa» Bi<U I., and that conscquoutly the -i^riQ)

• nnonvmous notary " belonRS rather to the llth timn to the 12lh century.

• An example of this work, prinlcj on vclhiin In Gothic letter (AUfc»bur«[. IKS),

and (ormerly bclonglog to the library ot Matlhlaa Corvlnua, klog o( Honilary.

may bo »oen In the Biltish Museum. Of the three tlr«t-mcntloned chronicle!!

Hungarian translations by Charlis Szabd appeared at Budapest In 1860, 1861,00(1

• Both this and the later cdlllons of Frankfort (1181), Cologno (1600), u<l

Pressburg (1744) are repteacntcd in the British Moseum.
» Tho only copy exis'ing at the present time appears to have been tronsrrlbed

at tho beginning of the 16lh centniT-. Both this ar.d tho JJalelli BtlUd (fray

CodoJl ai-c picservcd in the National Moseum at Budapest.

a This codex rontalns Kuth. the letwcr prophets, and \>aT„ of the Apocrj-phc.

According to Toldy. it la copied liom au earlier one o( the Uth ccnlui>.
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by Dobrentei, bnt the exact uaie cittier of this copy or of tlie

original tranfilAtioQ caanot now be ascertained. With approximate
certainty may be ascribed also to Tamas and Balint the original of

the still extant transcript, by George Nemeti, of the Four Gospels,

the Jdszaij or Munich Codex (finished at Tatros in Jloldavia in 1466).

Amongst other important codices are i\i&Jor<ldmzky Codcx{\b\Q-\'i)^

an incomplete copy of the translation of the Bible made by Ladislous

Batori, who died about 1456 ; and the Dol»-aUci or GyulafcJUrvdr
Codex (1508), containing a version of the Psalter, Song of Solomon,
and the liturgical epistles and gospels, copied by Bartholomew
Halabori from an earlier translation (Kbrnyei, A Magyar nemMti
irodalomiorUnet vdzlaUi, 1861, p. 30). Other relics belonging to

this period are the oath which John Hunyady took when elected

fovernor of Hungary (1446) ; a few verses sung by the children of

'est at the coronation of his son Matthias (1458) ; the SiraloineTidc

Soth Jdnoa veszAdehrUn (Elegyupon John Both), written by a certain
" Oregon," as the initial letters of the verses show, and during the

reign of the above-mentioned monarch ; and the EmUkdat Mdtyds
kirdly haldldra (Memorial Song on the Death of King Matthias,

1490). To these may be added the rhapsody' on the taking of

"Szabics" (1476) , the Kataliii-Leyenda, a metrical "Legend of

St Catherine of Alexandria," extending to over 4000 lines; and
the Feddoiiuk (Upbraiding Song), by Francis Apathi.

Befor- In the next literary period (1530-1606) several truislations of the
mation Scriptures are recorded. Among these there are—versions of the
period Epistles of St Paul, by Benedict Komjati (Cracow, 15-33) ; of the
(1630- Four Gospels, by Gabriel (Mizser) Pesti (Vienna; 1536) ; of the
1606). New Testament, by John Erdosi (Ujsziget, 1541 ; 2d ed., Vienna,

1574'), and by Thomas Felegyhazi (1586) ; and the translations of

the Bible, by Caspar Heltai (Klausenburg, 1551-65), and by Caspar
Karoli (Vizsoly, near Gbncz, 1589-90). The last, considered the

best, was corrected and re-edi^d by Albert Molnar at Hanan in

1608.^ Heltai published also (1571) a translation, improved from
that by Btasius Veres (1565), of the TripartUwrn of Verboczy, and
CAroni^d (1575) adapted from the />«%u^ of Bon&nL Karadi in

1569 brought to light the earliest national drama, Balassi Menyhiri,

Among the native poets, mostly mere rhyming chroniclers of the
16th century, were Csanddi, Tin6di, Nagy-Baczai, Bogati, noevay,
Istvanfi, Gbrgei, Temesvari, and Valkai. Of these the best and
most prolific writer was Tiii6di. Szekely wrote in prose, with yeiBe

introduction, a " Chronicle of the World" under the title of Crmita
«s vildgnac yelcs dolgairdl (Cracow, 1659). Csaktomya and Kakony
imitated the ancient classical poets, and Erdosi introduced the
hexameter. Andrew Farkas and the homilist Peter Melius
(Juhasz) attempted didactic verse ; and Batizi bosied himself with
sacred song and Biblical history. Daring the latter part of the

16th century and the beginning of the 17tn two poets of a higher
order appeared in Valentine Balassa, the earliest Magyar lyrical

writer, and his contemporary John Rimay, whose poems are of a
contemplative and pleasing character.

I7th The melancholy state of the country consequent upon the perse-
icntury cutions of Rudolph I., Ferdinand II., and I,copold I., as also the
period continual encroachment of Germanizing influences under the Haps-
(1 1'lOO burgs, were unfavourable to the development of the national litera-

I7liy ture during the next literary period, dating from the Peace of Vienna
(1006) to that of Szatmar (171 1). A few names were, however,
distinguished in theology, philology, and poetry. In 1626 a Hun-
f;arian version of the Vulgate was pnblished at Vienna by the Jesuit

George Kdldi,* and another complete translation of the Scriptures, the
Bo-called Komdromi Biblia (Komorn Bible) was made in 1685 by the
Protestant George Csipkes, though it was not published till 1717 at

Leyden, twenty-nine years after bis death.* On behalf of the Catho-
lics the Jesuit Peter I'dzman, eventually primate, Nicholas Eszter-

hdzy, Sambar, BaLisfi, and others were the authors of various works of

a j)olemical nature. Especially famous was the Hodagus, kalauzol
Pazindn, which first appearcdat Pozsony(Prc3sburg) in 1613. Among
the Protestants who exerted themselves in thcologu-al and controver-
sial writings were Nemeti, Alvinczy, Alexander Felvinczy, Marton-
falvi, and Melotai, who was attached to the court of Bcthlen Gabor.
Tclkiljinyai wrote on "English Puritanism" (1654). Tlie Calvin-
ist Alljert Molnar, already mentioned, was more especially remark-
able for his philological than for his theological labours. Parispdpai
compiled an Hungarian-Latin Dictionary, IHdionarium magyar ^3

deiSk nychcn^LoQ.se, 1708), and Apaezai-Csere, a Magyar Enajclopa:-
dm (Utrecht, 1653). John Szaldrdi, Paul Lisznyai, Gregory Pethb,
John Kemtny, and Benjamin Szilagyi, which last, however, wrote in

Latin, were the authors of various historical works. In polite litera-

ture the heroic ()ocm Zrinyitisz ( 1 651 ), descriptive of the fall of Seiget,

by Nicholas Znnyi, grandson of the defender of that fortress, marks
» new era in Hungarian poetry. Of a far inferior character was the
monotonous Mohdcsi veszedeUm (Disaster of Mohdcs), in 13 cantos,

* First made known by Coloman Thaly (1671) from • discovery by MM. F, Nogj
and U Vi<KhcIyi In the archives of the Cslcsery family, In tbo ei.unty of UnK-

> One of the only seven perfect copies extant of the Vienna (lfi7'l) cdUlon la

In the firithh .MuH'-um library.
' A copy, with ihe uutoK pb of the editor, la Id tho British Museum.
< A copy Is la the nrttlnh Museum library.
» There arc t«o copies o( lUb edition la tUc Brltlah Museum library.

proancea two years afterwards at Vienna by Baron LisztL 'I'he lync
and epic poems of Stephen Gyongybsi, who sang the deeds of Mario ,

Szechy, the heroine of Murany, Murdnyi Vmua (Eassa, 1064), arc I

samples rather of a general improvement in the style than of the"

purity of the language. As a didactic and elegiac poet Stephen
Kohari is much esteemed, though his poems are of a very serious

and contemplative turn. More fluent but not less gloomy are the
s.icied lyrics of Nyeki-Veres first published in 1636 under the Latin
title of Tbttinnabulum TripiuUaHtiavi, The songs and proverbs
of Peter Beniczky, who lived ip the early part of the 17th centuryj
are not without merit, and have been several times reprinted. We
may here mention that, from the appearance of the first extant
printed Magj'ar work* at Cracow in 1531 to the end of the period
we have just been treating of, more than 1800 publications in
the native language are known.

^

The period comprised between the peace of Szatmdr (1711) and Periodo
the year 1772 is far more barren in literary results than even that decline

which preceded it. The exhaustion of the nation from its protracted (1711-
civil and foreign wars, the extinction of the court of the Transyl- 1772).
vanian princes where the native language had been cherished, and
the prevalent ase of Latin in the schools, public transactions, and
county courts, all combined to briug about a complete neglect
of the Magyar language and literature. Among the few prose
writers of distinction were Andrew Spangar, whose "Hungarian
Bookstore," Magyar Kmyvtdr (Kassa, 1738), is said to be the
earliest work of the kind in the Magyar dialect ; George Bardnyi,
who translated the New Testament (L^uba, 1754) ; the historians

Michael Cserei and Matthew Bel, which last, however, wrote chiefly

in Latin ; and Peter Bod, who besides his theological treatises con
piled a history of Hungarian literature under the title Magyar
JlMnAs (Szeben, 1766). But the most celebrated writer of Uii

period was the Jesuit Francis Faludi, the translator, through the
Italian, of William Darrell's works. On account of the classic

purity of his style in prose Faludi was known as the " Magyar
Cicero." Not only as a philosophic and didactic writer, but abo
as a lyric and dramatic poet he surpassed all his contetopoi-aries.

Another pleasing lyric poet of this period was Ladislans Amade, the
naturalness and genuine sentiment of whose lightly running verses

are suggestive of the love songs of Italian authors. Of consideraVlt

merit are also the sacred lyrical melodies of Paul Radai in liis Lelki
Mdolda (Spiritual Honjage), published at Debreczen in 1715.

Among the didactic poets may. be mentioned Lewis Nagy, Georgs
Kdlmar, John Illey, and Paul Bertalanfi, especially noted for hi

rhymed " Life of St Stephen, first Hungarian king," IHcs6sige3 Sz.

fstvdn elsii magyar kirdlynak ekte (Vienna, 1751).

The remaining three literary periods stand in special relationship

to one another, and are sometimes regarded as the same. The first

two, marking respectively the progress of the '* Regenerarion of the
Native Literature" (1772-1807) and the "Revival of the Lan-
guage " (1807-1830), were introductory to and preparatory for the
third or "Academy" period, which dates from the year 1830, and
comprises the results of the native language and literature in the

highest state of cultivation.

In conseijucnce of the gensral neglect of the Magyar language Ilege!i<-.

during the reigns of Maria Theresa and her successor Joseph II., ation

the more important prose productions of the latter part of the ISth of the
century, as for instance the historical worksof George Pray, Stephen Ulera-
Katona, John Engel, and Ignatius Fessler, were written cither in ture
Latin or in German. The reaction in favour of the native literature (1772-
manifestcd itself at first chiefly in the creation of various schools of 1807\
poetry. Foremost among these stood the so-called "French"
school, founded by George Besscnyei, the author of several dramatic
pieces, and of an imitation of Pope's " Essay on M;La," under the

title of yizembenukprdbdja (Vienna, 1772). Besscnyei introduced

the uso of rhymed alexandrines in place of the monotonous Zrinian

measure- Other writers of the same school were Laurence Orczy
and Abraham Barcsay, whose works have a striking resemblance to

each other, and were published together by Kcvai (1789). Tho
songs and elegies of the short-lived Paul Anyos, edited by Bacsaii/i

in 1798, show great depth of feeling. Versifiers and adajiters from
tho French appeared also in Counts Adam and Joseph Tcleki,

Alexander Bilroczi, and Joseph Pcczoli, known also as the translator

of Young's " Night Thoughts." Tho chief representatives of tho
strictly " cla.ssical " school, which adopted tho ancient Greek and
Latin authors as its models, were David Baroti Szab6, Nicholas
Ri^vai, Joseph Rdjnis, and Benedict Virag. Among the most note-

worthy works of Bar6ti are tho VJ virrtckrc vctt kulotiib txrsck

(ICa.s-sa, 1777), comprising hexameter verses, Horatiau odes, dis-

tiches, epistles, and epigrams ; the ParasUi Majorscig{KA^Aa, 1779-

80), an hexameter version of Vani6re'8 Pnrdium rui^timm ; and an
abridged version of " Paradise Lcist," contnined in tho Kbltiynijiycs

munkaji (Komnrom, 1802). Baibti, moreover,- published (1810-

13) a translation of Virgil's ^Encid and Eclogtics. Of Bariti's

• llto earllett, atylcil "Sonfi on tlic Discovery of I he riRht linnd of the Holy
Kind St*'phen," luiil printed Mt Nurepiberg by Anion KoburKcr In 14S4, is lost,

' Sec Chu. S^abO'a R^yi U<iifijar A'orivt<'<iv. Uiidapest- ltj79. C/. olio LiL lift:

oui ( —i. It (or 1879, Bd. a. Uott S, p. 4M-134.. '
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run !y liiigTiistic works ii:= dvjc kqowh are ir.3 (IrtOfrravrUa « rrrj- ;

sotiia (Kiinuiruin, IhOO); ani the Kisded S:6iar (i\i^5.-., !7S4 snu !

1792) or "Small Lexicon" of rare Hungarian woriis. As a philo-

logist B.ir(5ti was far surpassed by Kevai, whose linguistic labours

have already been alluded to (sec above, Language) ; but as a poet

lie may be considered superior to Rdjnis, translator of Virgil's

Bucolics and Gecrrgics, and author of the Magyar Hclikonra vczel'd

knla-iix (Guide to the M3g)'ar Helicon, 1781). Tho "classical"

siliool reached its hifjhest state of culture under Virag, whose

poetical works, consisting chiefly of Horatian odes and epistles, on

account of the perfection of their style, obtained for him the name
of the " Magyar Horace. " The Poetai Munkai (I'oetical Works) of

Virag were published at Pest in 1799, and again in 1822. Of his

prose works the most important is X\ie Magyar Szdzadok or " Prag-

matic History of Hungary " (Buda, 1808 and 1816). Valyi-Nagy,

the first Magyar translator of Homer, belongs rather to the "popu-

lar " than tnc " classical " school. His translation of the Iliad

appeared at Sarospatak in 1821. The establishment of the

"cationa' " or "popular" school is attributable chiefly to Andrew
Dugonics though his earliest works, Troja icazcddme (1774) and

Uhjssfs (17 %n), indicate a classical bias. His national romances,

however, and especially Etelka (Pozsony, 1787) and Az arany per-

ec<;i{Pest and Pozsony, 1790), attracted public attention, and were

joon adapted for the stage. The most valuable of his productions

is his collection of " Hungarian Proverhs and Famous Sayings,"

which appeared in 1820 at Szeged, under the title of Magyar pit-

iabcszidek 6s jeles monddsok. The most not«worthy follower of

Dugonics was Adam Horvath, author of the epic poems Hunniasz
(Gyor, 1787) and Ritdolphidsz (Vienna, 1817). Joseph Gvadanyi's

tripartite work Falusi notdritts (Village Notary), published between

1790 and 1796, as also his Eonl6 Pdl is gr. Bcnyowszky torUnclcik

(Adventures of Paul Ronto and Count lienyowski), are humorous

and readable, but careless in style. As \vriters of didactic poetry

may be mentioned John Endrody, Caspar Gbbol, Joseph Takacs, and
Barbara Molndr, the earliest distinguished Magyar poetess.

Of a more general character, and combining the merits of the

ibove schools, are the works of the authors who constituted the so-

called "Dcbreczen Class, "which boasts the names of the naturalist

"d philologist John Fdldi, compiler of a considerable part of the

Dfsyrtczini magyar grammatica ; Michael Fazekas, author of Ludns
Maiyi (Vienna, 1817), an epic poem, in 4 cantos; and Joseph

Kovacs. Other precursors of the modern school were the poet and
philologist Francis Verseghy, whose works extend to nearly forty

volumes ; the gifted didactic prose writer, Joseph Karman ; the

metrical rhymster, Gideon Kiday ; the lyric poets, Szentjobi Szabo,

John Bacsanyi, and the short-lived Gabriel Dayka, whose posthum-
ous "Verses" were published in 1813 by Kaxinczy. Still more
celebrated were Michael Csokonai and Alexander Kisfaludy. The
former is one of the most original and genial of poets, his style

somewhat resembling that of Petofi. The best edition of Csokonai's

works was pulilished by Toldy (Pest, 184+). The first volume of

Alexander Kisfaludy'siTm/i/, a series of short lyrics of a descriptive

and reflective nature, appeared at Buda in 1801, under the title of

KesergS fxrelem (Unhappy Love), and was received with such

applause as but few books have ever met with ; nor was the success

of the second volume Boldog szerdem (Happy Love), which appeared

in 1807, inferior. The Ti^yifi, or "Tales of the Past," were publistiedat

Buda from 1807 to 1808, and still further increased Kisfaludy'sfame
;

but in his dramatic works he was not equally successful. Journalistic

literature in the native language begins with tho Magyar Ilirmondd
(Harbinger) .itarted by Matthias Rath at Pozsony in 1780. Among
the magazines the most important was the Magyar Muzeum,
established at Kassa (Kaschau) in 1788 by Baroti, Kazinczy, and
Bacsinyi. The Orplteus (1790) was the special work of Kazinczy,
and the Urania (1794) of Karman and of Pajor.

<l»vival Closely connected with the preceding period is that of the
of the "Revival of the Language" (1807-1830), with which the name of

lnnt?iiii^e Francis Kazinczy is especially associated. To him it was left to

(I -'17- perfect that work of restoration be^n by Baroti and amplified by
Is;!") Kevai. Poetry and belles lettres still continued to occupy the chief

place in the native literature, but under Kazinczy and his immediate
followers Berzsenyi, Kolcsey, Fay, and others, a correctness of stylo
anil excellence of taste hitherto unknown soon became apparent.
Xazinczy, in his efforts to accommodate the national language to the
demands of an improved civilization, availed himself of the treasures
of European literature, but thereby incurred the opiiosition of those
who were prejudiced by a too biased feeling of nationality. The
opinions of his enemies were ventilated in a lampoon styled Mondotat.
His bellelcttristic works, or Szip LUeratura ( Pest, 1814-16), extend to

vols,, consisting in great part of translations. ll\s Ercdcti Mukdi
(Original Works), in 5 vols. , appeared at Pest in 1836-45, under tho
joint editorship of Bajza and Toldy. Daniel Berzsenyi, whose odes
are among the finest in the Hungarian language, was the correspond-
ent of Kazinczy, and like him a victim of the attacks of the Mundalat.
P.ut the fervent patriotism, elevated style, and glowing diction of
Berzsenyi soon caused him to be rccogniz';d as a truly national bard.

A too frequent allusion to Greek mythological nuims is a defect

U—15*

somctmivs OHscrrainc m nis wniuigs. His collective works were

nublished at Buda by Dobrentei in 1842. Those of John Kis, the

friend of Berzsciiji, cover a wide range of subjects, and comprise,

besides original poetry, many translations from the Greek, Latin,

French, German, and English, among which last may be mentioned

renderings from Blair, Pope, and Thomson, and notably his trans-

lation, published at Vienna in 1791, of Lowth's "Choice of

Hercules." The style of Kis is unaflectcd and easy. As a sonnet,

writer none stands higher than Paul Szemere, known also for his
j

rendering of Kbrner's drama Zri7i!/i (1818), and his contributions
I

to the Elel is Litcratnra (Life and Literature). The articles of;

Francis Kolcsey in the same periodical are among the finest spcci-

'

mens of Hungarian sesthetical criticism. The lyric poems of

Kttlcsey can hardly bo surpassed, whilst his orations, and markedly
the Einlek bcszid Kazinczy fddt (Commemorative Speech on

Kazinczy), exhibit not only his own powers, but the singular,

excellence of the Magyar language as an oratorical medium.

)

Andrew Fay, sometimes styled the "Hungarian i£sop," was an
industrious writer in almost every branch of literature during both

this and the following period, but is now chiefly remembered for

his Ercdeli Mesik ((Jriginal Fables). Tho dramatic works of

Charles Kisfaludy, brother of Alexander, won him enthusiastio

recognition as a regenerator of the drama. His plays, moreover,

bear a distinctive national character, the subjects of most of them
referring to the golden era of the country. His genuine simplicity

as a lyrical writer is shown by the fact that several of his shorter

pieces have passed into popular song. As the earliest Magyarizef

of Servian folk-song, Michael Vitkovics did valuable service. Not
without interest to Englishmen is the name of Gabriel Dobrentei,

the translator of Shakespeare's "Macbeth," represented at Pozsony
in 1825, and of Sterne's "Letters from Yorick to Eliza," Yorick ea

Eliza Icvelci (Pest, 1828), But his chief merit in the eyes of his

fellow-countrymen were his editorship of the Kolozsvar Erddyi
Muzeum (1814-18, vol.'x, ), and his laborious compilation of tha

Rigi Magyar NydvcmUkek (Memorials of the Magyar Language),

which works are among the most Important contributions to the

literary history of the nation. An histofical poem of a somewhat
philosophical nature was produced in 1814 Dy Andreas Horvath
under the title of Zircz cmlikezde (Reminiscence of ,Zircz) ; but hia

Arpdd, ill 12 books, finished in 1830, and published at Pest in tha

following year, is a great national epic. Among other poets, of this

period were Alois Szentiniklossy, George Gaal, Emil Buczy, Joseph'

Szasz, Ladislaus Toth, and Joseph Katona, author of the niuch-

cxtolied historical drama i?dJil- iicin.' Izidoro Guzmics, the trans-

lator of Theocritus into Magyar hexameters, is chiefly noted for his

prose writings on ecclesiastical and philosophical subjects. As
authors of special works on philosophy, we find Samuel Kotelej,

John Imre, Joseph Ruszek, Daniel Ercsei, and Paul Sarvari ; as o
theologian and Hebraist John Somossy ; as an historian and philo-

logist Stephen Horvath, who endeavoured to trace the Magyar
descent from the e.nrliest historic times ; as writers on jurisprudence

Alexander Kbvy and Paul Szlcmenics, (For an account of the his-

torian George Fejer, the laborious compiler of the Codex Diplomali-

cus, see FejSr, vol. ix, pp. 64, 65.)

The establishment of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences' (17t" Acadonij

November 1830) marks the commencement of a new period, i.. period

the first eighteen years of which gigantic exertions were made a-. (cc:u-

regards the literary and intellectual life of the nation. The Ian- mcncinj

giiage, nursed by the academy, developed rapidly, and showed its 1S30),

capacity for giving expression to almost every form of scientific

knowledge,^ By offering rewards for the best original dram.atio

productions, the academy provided that the national theatre should

not sufl'er from a lack of classical dramas. During the earlier part

of its existence the Hungarian academy devotsd itself mainly to

the scientific development of the language and philological research.

,

Since its reorganization in 1869 the academy has, however, paid

equal attention to the various departments of history, archa'ology,

national economy, and tho physical sciences. The encouragement

of polite literature was more especially the object of the Kisfaludy

Society, founded in 1836.*

> The subject Is similar to that of GilUparzer'a tragedy, Ein Iriutr Dientr

seinei Herrn.
* It was founded In 182.5 through the Rcnprosily of Count Szffehcnyl, \»ho de-

voted his whole income for one year (60.000 florins) to the purpose. It was soon

supported by cootl-ibutions from all quarters except fiom the Govcmmenl.
* Amonff the earlier publications of the academy were the Tudomdnx/tir

(TrCHSury of Sciences. 1834-44), with Its supplement Literatura-, the KulJ&ldi

>df('*',<ri'n (Foreign Tboatrcs); it\t Magyarnfjetv rendizcre (System of the Hun-
garian language. 1846; 2d cd,, 1847); various diclionarics of scientific, mathe-
matical, philosophical, and legal terms; an liungarisn-Gcrmsn diclionary (1835-

38); and a Glossary of Provincialisms (1838), Tlie Nagy-Sitildr (Great Dictionarj').

begun by Czuczor and Fogarasl in 1845, was not Issued till I8G2-74. Among tlie

regular organs of tlie academy are the "Transactions" (from 1840), in come GO

vols., and tlic "Annuals."
* Among its earlier productions were the AVwrc/i konyrtar (N'ationul Library),

published 1843-47, and continued in I8.'i2 under the title Ujabb yemzfli kun^vtdrt

a repository of works by celebrated autliors; tho Kul/oldi Reginytdr (Treasury

of Foreign Itomances). con^«isting of traniilalions; and snme valuable eolloctious

of proverbs, follt-songs. traditions, and fables. Ofthe many later publications of

the Kisfaludy society tlio most important aa regards English literature is llio

Shaktptre Mmdcn Munkat (Complete Worlts of Shakespeare), In 19 vols (18^4-78)
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tolite literature had Tecclred a great Impulse m llie preceding

period (1807-30), but after the formaUon ot the academy and the

liisfalady society it advanced with accelerated speed towards the

point attained by other nations. Foremost among epic poets,

though not equally soccessful as a dramatist, was Michael Voros-

marty, who, belonging also to the close of the last period, com-

bines great power of imagination with elegance of language. His

historical tragedy 5atom<m.S'tr(«i/ (King Solomon, 1821), though de-

ficient in dramatic force, attracted considerable attention. As fine

Bpccimens of epic poetry the Zaldn fiUdsa (Flight of Zalan,1824)

and Cserhalom (1826) are unrivalled. His lyrical ^oems are ex-

quisite both in taste and style ; his Szdsat (Appeal) is the Magyar

national anthem. Vorosmarty is also celebrated as the translator

of Shakesptare's " Julius Ctesar " and " King Lear." Generally less

varied and romantic, though easier in style, are the heroic poems

AxujsbuT^ iUkozet (Battle of Augsburg) and ^radi gyuUs (Diet of

Arad) of Gregory Czuczor, who was, moreover, very felicitous as an

epi'Tammatist. Martin Debreczeni was chiefly famed for his Kidm
cscUa (Battle of Kietf), published at Pest in 1854 after his death by

Count Emeric Miko. The laborious John Garay in his Ssenl LdszU

shows considerable ability as an epic poet, but his greatest merit

was rather as a romancist and ballad writer, as shown by the " Pen

Sketches" or Tollrajzok (1845), and hie legendary series Arpddek

(1847). Joseph Bajza was a lyricist of a somewhat melancholy cast,

but hisBorinek (Wine Song), Sohajtds (Sigh), tbreszto (Awakening),

and Apotheosis are much admired. He is known further as the

translator of F. C. Dahlmann's GeschichU der englisdun Revolution.

As generally able writers of lyrical poetry during the earlier part

of this period may be mentioned among others Francis Cs^zar,

Joseph Szekacs, and Andrew Kunoss,—also Lewis Szakil and

Alexander Vachott, whose songs and romances are of an artless and

staple character, and the sacred lyricist B^la Tarkanyi As an

original but rather heavy lyric and didactic poet we may "mention

Feter Vajda, who was, moreover, the translator of Bulwer s "Night
«nd Morning." Of a more distinctly national tendency are the

lyrics of John Kriza' and John Erdelyi, but the reputation of the

latter was more especially due to his collections of folk-lore made on

behalf of the Kisfaludy society. More popular than any of the pre-

ceding, and well-known in England through Sir John Bowring's

translation, are the charming lyrics of Alexander Petbfi, the "Bums"
of Hungary. His poems, embodying as they do the national

genius, have passed into the very Ufe of the people
;
particularly

is he happy in the pieces descriptive of rural life. In his verse
•' Folk-tales," Nijmgik (1846), and " Ballads," Rsgek (1852), may
Michael Tompa, another popular poet, be regarded as sometimes

hardly less felicitous. The most diversely gifted Magyar singer,

however, is John Arany, whose talents have been displayed, not

only in ballads and lyrical effusions, but in almost every branch of

poetry except the dramatic. Especially famous is the Toldi trilogy,

of which the first part Toldi, in 12 cantos, relating to the youth

of the hero, was published at Pest in 1847 ; the third part, Toldi

Esti'je (Toldi's Eve), describing his fall and death, in 1854 ; and
the middle part, Toldi Szerelme (Toldi's Love), in 1879. The
Nagi/idai aigdnyok (Eida Gipsies), a fine humorous epic ^em in

4 cantos, appeared in 1852. A collective edition of Arany s poeti-

cal works was published at Pest and Vienna in 1867.

Among recerit lyricists who have attracted attention are the

following :—Coloman Toth, who is also the author of several epic

and dramatic pieces ; John Vajda, whose Kisebb KoUcminyek
(Minor Poems), p'lblished by the Kisfaludy society in 1872, are

partly written in the mode of Heine, and are of a pleasing but
melancholy character ; Joseph Levay, known also as the translator

of Shakespeare's Titus Jndronio7is, Taming of the Shrew, and
Benry Iv. ; and Paul Gyulai, who, not only as a faultless lyric and
epic poet, but as an impartial critical writer, is highly esteemed, and
whose RomhAnyi is justly prized as one of the best Magyar poems
that has appeared in modern times. To the above may be added
the names of Charles Berecz, Joseph Zalar, Samuel Nyilas, Joseph
Vida, Lewis Tolnai, the sentimental Ladislaus Szelcstey, and the

talented painter Zoltin Balogh, whose romantic poem Alpdri was
publishea in 1871 by the Kisfaludy society. The lyrics of Anthony
VAraily(1875, 1877) are somewhat dull and unequal in tone ; both he

and Baron Ivor Kaas, author of Ac iulct napja (Day of Judgment,
1876), have shown skill rather in the art of dramatic verse. The
poems of Count Geza Zichy and Victor Dalmady, those of the latter

Sublisbed at Budapest in 1876, are mostly written on subjects of a

omestic nature, but are conceived in a patriotic spirit Emil
Abranyi adopts a rather romantic style, but his Nagypintck (Good
Friday) is an excellent descriptive sketch. Alexander Eudrody,
author of I'licsbk cfa2o>t (Cricket Songs, 1876), is a glowing writer,

to which a Rapplcmentary^Tol., Stiakuptre PAF]/iija (1880). contalntnR a critical

•ccoantof the life iind wiltlnK^ of Shaicritpfan:, has been addi^d by Kraffjtnifr A.
(Ircf^is. Trinolatliina from Mollbrc Roclnc. Cornolllc. Coldcron, and Morcto
liiivc alitrt been l»"Dcd by the KlsfaUidy io^lcty. The ^vlapok itj/olpama, or "New
.Vrles of AnnuAlB," from 18C0 (Buda|iottt, 1808, &c.) , Is a chicstomathy of prizo
orAtlonG, and translations and oiiKlnal plrcs, both in poetry and prose.

' Late Unitarian bishop of Transylvania, author of V'n{ti<ir»Ht. or "Wlld-
S«ae«" (18C3), a collccllou of Sxtkiur fo)k-aun(fs, bttUarlH, uiid siiyurtcs.

With great power of conception, but nis metaphors, following fapldiy

one upon the other, become often confused. Joseph Kiss in 1876

brought out a few lyric and epic poems of considerable merit. The >

.J/&S(iA- of Augustus Greguss (1878), a collection of verse "Fables,"
,

belonging to the school of Gay, partake more of a didactic than

lyrical nature. This feature is'noticeable also in the Kolteminyck

(1873) of Ladislaus Torkos, and the Modern Jlesik {lS7i) of Ladislaus

Nevy. -An energetic satirical poet has recently appeared in Lewii

Bartok.

As one of the latest remarkable productions of Magyar poetry, we
must not omit to draw attention to the Sulamon (1S78) of Charles

Szasz, which poem was rewarded with the prize of the academy.

The subject, taken from the age of Hungarian chivalry, is artistically

worked out from mediaeval legends, and gives an excellent descrip-

tion of the times of St Ladislaus of Hungary. Charles Szasz is

generally better known as a metrical translator than as an original

poet. He is the Magyarizer of Shakespeare's Anthony and Cleo-

patra, Othello, Macbeth, Henry VIII., Winter's Tale, Romeo and

Juliet, and Tempest, as also of some of the best pieces of Burns,

Moore, Byron, Shelley, Milton, Beranger, Lamartine, Victor Hugo,

Goethe, and others. A translator from Byron and Pope appeared

also in Maurice Lukacs.''

Meanwhile dramatic literature has found many champions, ol

whom the most energetic is the late Edward Szigligeti, proprii

Joseph Szathmary, who has enriched the Hungarian stage with more

than a hundred pieces. Of these the most popular are comedies and

serio-comic national dramas. His recently produced tragedy Beta

IV. is also much admired. A less prolific but more classical writei

appeared in Charles Obernyik, whose George Brankovics is, next to

Katona's Bank Ban, one of the best historical tragedies in the lan-

guage. Several of the already mentioned lyric and epic poets were,

a,s we have shown in the case of Vbrosmflrty, occasional writers also

for the drama. To these we may add the gifted but unfortunate

Sigismund Czak6, Lewis Dobsa, .Joseph Szigeti, Ignatius Nagy,

Joseph Szenvey (a translator from Schiller), Joseph Gaal, Charles

Hugo, Lawrence Toth (the Magyarizer of the School for Scandal),

Emeric Vahot, Alois Degre (equally famous as a novelist), Stephen

Toldy, and Lewis D6czi, author of the popular prize drama Cs6i

(The Kiss). Az ember tragoedidja (The Tragedy of Man), by

Emeric MadAch (1861), is a dramatic poem of a philosophical and

contemplative character, and is not intended for the stage. Among
the latest most successful dramatic pieces may be mentioned the

Falu rossza (Village Scamp) of the late Edward Toth (1875), which

represents the life of the Hungarian peasantry, and shows both

poetic sentiment and dramatic skill ; A szcrclan harcza (Combat of

Love), by Count G^za Zichy ; Iskdriol (1876) and the prize tragedy

Tamora (1879), by Anthony Varady ; Janw (1877), by Gregory

Csiky ; and the dramatized romance Szlp Mikhal (Handsome
ilichal), by Maurice Jokai (1877). The principal merit of this

author's drama Milton (1876) consists in its brilliance of language.

The Szcrelcm iskoldja (School of Love), by Eugene Kakosy, although

in some parts exquisitely worded, did not meet with the applause

accorded to his Ripacsos Pista Dolmdnya (1874). The Ordf Dor-

vidndi K'dlmdn (Count Coloman Dormindi) of Bela Bercsi5nyi (1877)

is a social tragedy of the French school. Among the most recent

writers of comedy we single out Arpad Berczik for his A hdzasitdk

(The Matchmakers) ; Ignatius Siilyovsky for his A'cii diplomatia

(Female Diplomacy) ; and the above-mentioned Gregory Csiky for

his Ellcndllhatatlan (The Irresistible), produced on the stage in

1878. As popular plays the Sdrga csikO (Bay Foal) and A piroa

hugyclldris (The Red Purse) by Francis Csepreghy, have their own
special merit, and were often represented in 1878 and 1879 at Buda-

pest and elsewhere.

Original romance writing, whi'^h maybe said to have commenced
with Dugonics and Karman at the close of the 18lh, and to have

* Besides the vfiriows translators from the Enplish, n» for Instance 'William

G)'ilrl, Aupuslus Grogiiss. Ladislaus Aruny. SlRismoiid Acs. Stephen Fcjcs. and
Eugene Kiikosv. who, like those already IncUienlaMy iiiciitinned, have assisted Id

the Kisfaludy society's version of Sliakespeare'a complete work.-", meti-lcal nans-

latlons from foreign lnngu.igcs have, durind the last few yeara. been succcssfullv

made by EmIl Abrrfnvl. l>r Ignatius Barna. Anthony ^'rirady, Andrew Szabd,

Chailcs Bi^iczy, Julius 'Greguss. Lewis Ddczl. Btfla Krlidl. Einerle Gtfspifr, ana
many others. A Mairya, vei-slon. by Ferdinand Barna. of the Kalacata wai
published at Pest In 1871. Faithful lendcilngs by Lewis Szchcrc'nyl. Theodore
LehocEky. and Michael Flnclcky of the popular poetry of the Slavic nationalities

appcoi-ed In vols. 1 and II. of the l/atai tt^p kd'testet ttira (T'casury of Iha

Country's Popular Song), commenced In ISfiC, under the auspices of the Kisfaludy

aoclety. In vol. 111. Itouinanlan folk.songs huvc been MttKyaiized by Georga

Embei'. Julian Grorescu. and Joseph VulcJinu. under the title liorr'd'i n^pdalok

(Budapest, 1877). The Riisdk (Zombor. 1876) Is a tronslntlon by Eugene Pav.

lovits from the Servisn of Jovun Jovonovits. Both the last.mentioned woiks ars

Interesting from an ethnographical point of view. Versions from the E'-gllsh

appear from tune to time in the Budaptsti Sicmle (Budajteat Itcview). eonrtncle^

by Psul Gyulai. We may here note that for forelgnci-s unacquainted with Hui"

garian thero ore. besides several special versions of Pcibtl and of Arany. 21

anthologies of Magyar poetry In Geiman. by Count >raili(ih (1825). J. Fenyei)

and F. Toldy (IS'.'S). O. Stelnockev (1840, 187;.). fi. Stior (IS'.O), K. M Kertbeiij

(18.M. Iflr.O).A lluxdS.l^l. Count Pongrllct (ISJa-l!!). A. M Uiedl (ISCO), J. Nord
helm (lB7'i). O. M. lleniiliig (1874), A. von der Ilcldc (1870), and others. Seke

tlons have also been pulilished In English bv Sir John B.iwi Ing (18S0), S WtJke;

In Ids grammar (18.'.'.>), and E. D. Butler (1S77), and In I'lencll hv H. DcJboldes

Vnlmorc and C. E. I'u Ujfalvy (1873).
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found a representative in Francis Vereeghy at t'ne beginning of the

19th century, Wii3 aftenvarjs revived by Fay in his Billeky hdz

(1832), ami by the contributors to certain literary magazines, espe-

cially the Aurora^ an almanack conducted by Charles Kisfaludy,

18'21-30, and continued by Joseph Bajza to 1837. Almost simul-

tanrously with the rise of the kisfaludy society, works of fiction

assumed a more vigorous tone, and began to present just claims for

literary recognition. Far from adopting the levity of style too often

observable in French romances, tlie Jlagyar novels, although en-

livened by touches of humour, have generally rather a serious his-

torical or political bearing. Especially is this the case with Nicholas

.lofika's Abaji (1836), A cs'hik Maijyarorszdgon (The Bohemians in

\li\nffi.r^),!iaiAzutoU6 Baton (The Last of the Bithoris), published

III 1S47. In these, as in many other of the romances of Josika, a

I. '^'h moral standard is aimed att The same may be said of Baron

) sepli Eotvbs'a Karihausi (1839), and Fala JegijzSje (Village

Notitrv), published in 1845, and translated into English (1850) by

O. Wenckstern (see Eoivos, vol. viii. p. 455). The Arvizkonyv

or " Inundation Book," edited by Eotvos, 1839-41, is a collection

of narratives and poems by the most celebrated authors of the time.

Of the novels produced by Baron Sigismond Kemeny the G-yulai

Piil (1847), in 5 vols., is, from its historical character, the most im-

portant His Firj 6s nS (Husband and Wife) -appeared in 1853

(latest ed., 1878), the Rajonydk (Fanatics), in 4 vols., iu 1858-59.

Tile graphic descriptions of Hungarian life in the middle and lower

classes by Lewis Kuthy won for him temporary renown , but his

Btylc, thongh flowery, is careless. Another popular writer of great

originality was Joseph Kadakovics alias Vas-Gereben. The
romances of Baroo Frederick Podmaniczky are simpler, and rather

of a narrative than colloquial character. The fertile writer Paul

Kovacs ctccls more particularly in humorous narration. Fay's

singular powers in this direction were well shown by his Jdvor crrvos

Is BakiiLoT Ambrus satlgdja (Doctor Javor and his servant Ambrose
Bakator), brought out at Pest in 1855. The BcsMyek (Tales) of

Ladislaus Bebthy were produced in the same year, his Pusztdk Jui

(Son of the Pusztas) in 1857. Pleasing humor«us sketches are con-

tained also in Ignatius Nagy's .Bc«^ii/ci' (1843) and "Caricatures"

or ToTzk-'pck (1844) ; in Caspar Bernat's Fresko kepck (1847-50) ; in

Gustavus Lauka's Viddk, and his A j6 r^gi vildjg (The Good Old
World), published respectively in 1857 and 1863 ; and in Alexander

Baklzs's £iMi^i!/ei (1855) and Tuk'6rdarabok{l&Qo). Among authors

of other historical or humorous romances and tales which have

appeared from time to time are Francis Marton alias Lewis Abonyi,

Joseph Gaal, Paul Gyulai, William Gybri, Lazarus Horvath, the

thort-Uvcd Joseph Irinyi, translator of " Uncle Tom's Cabin,"

Francis Ney, Albert Palffy, Ale.^iander Vachott and his brother

Emerie (Vahot), Charles Szathmary, Desider Margittay, Victor

Vajda, Joseph Bodon, Atala Kisfaludy, John Kratky, and the

several writers whose names and latest works are noticed at the end
of this p.aragraph. But by far the most prolific and talented novelist

that Hungary can boast of is Maurice J6k.ai, whose power of

imagination and brilliancy of style, no less than his true representa-

tions of Hungariaa life and character, have earned for him a Euro-

pean reputation. His earlier romances, published before the revolu-

tion of 1843, are chiefly of a social or political tendency. Of his

more recent productions the best known are Egy magyar Mbob (A

Magyar Nabob), with its continuation Kdrpdihy Zoltdn, published

in 1^53 and 1854 respectively; Szerelcm bolondjai (The Fools of

Love, 1S67); Az ilj fdldcsur (The New Landlord), translated into

English by A. J. Patterson (1868) ; FckeJo gyimtlntok (Black

Oiainonds, 1870); A J6v6 szdzad rcgi^.nye (The Romance of the

Coming Century, 1873) ; Az did komidi4sai (The Comedians of

Life, 1876); the historical romance Szip MikhdHMTo) already

referred to ; and his justly admired and vividly interesting work
Egy az istcn {Goi is One, 1877). The events of the last-mentioned

novel, in which the Unitarians play an important part, are sup-
posed ta take place between the years 1848 and 1859, and the scenes

»re laid partly in Transylvania, partly in Italy. In his A nivtcUn
«dr (Nameless Castle, 1S78), the author connects an epoch of French
history with Hungarian, and gives an account of the Hungarian
army employed so unsuccessfully against Napoleon in 1809'. Jtab

Jtdby (Captive Kiby), produced in 1879, is a tale of the times of

Josei>h II. Defects occasionally observable in Jokai's works .are

want of unity, consistency, and probability. Of the novels pro-

duced by other authors since 1870, we may mention vf Jiol nz ember
kczdijdik (Where the Man Begins), by Edward Kava.ssy (IS71), in

which he severely lashes the idling Jlagyar nobility ; Az en ismcr-
6.wim, (My Acquaintances), by Lewis Tomai (1871) ; and Anatol, by
Stephen Toldy (1872) ; the versified romances Dili bdbok tosc (Hero
of the Fata Morgana), generally ascribed to Ladislaus Arany, but
Bnoiiymonsly published, A szerelem hose (Hero of Love), by John
Vaiila (1873), and TaUlkozdsok (Rencounters) by the same (1877),
and .-( TiindArov (The Fairy Zone), by John Bulla (1871)), all four
interesting as specimens of narrative poetry ; Kclozdy Bela{\^lb)^
a tale of Hungarian pro\*incial life, by Zoltiin Btuthy, a pleasing
writer who possesses a fund of humour, and appears to follow the

best English models ; Edith iuri/.'it."^*^ (History oi EJvth) bv Joseph

Prem (1876) ; Nyomorustig iskoUja (Scuool of Misery), by the pro-

lific author Arnold Vertesi (1878); TitkoU szerelem (Secret Love),

by Cornelius Abranyi (1879), a social-political romance of some
merit; and UJ idok, avuU eviberck (Nlodern Times, Men of the
Past), by L. Veka (1879). In the lUhoii (At Home), by Alois

Degre<1877), the tale is made the medium for a satirical attack
upon olficial corruption aud Hungarian national vanity ; and in

the Almok dlmodOja (Dreamer of Dreams), by John Asbbth (1878),

other national defects are aimed at. A rosz szomszM (The Bad
Neighbour), by Charles Vadnay (1878), is a felicitous representa-

tion of the power of love. The Az utols6 Bebek (The Last of the
Bebeks), by the late Charles Pdtery, is a work rich in poetic inven-

tion, but meagre in historical matter. The reverse is the case ';ith

the Lajospap (Priest Lewis), by Charles Vajkay (1879), the scene o(

which is placed at Pest, in the beginning of the 14th century. In
this romance the interest of the narrative is weakened by a super-

abundance of historical and archa:ological detail.

As regards works of a scientific character, the Magyars until

recently were confessedly behind band as conipaied with many other

European nations. Indeed, before the foundation of the Hungarian
academy in 1830, but few such works claiming general recognition

had been published in the native language. Even in 1847 astro-

nomy, physics, logic, and other subjects of the kind had to be

taught in several of the lycetims through the medium of Latin.

The violent political commotions of the next few years allowed but
little opportunity for the prosecution of serious studies ; the sub-

sequent quieter state of the country, and gradual re-establishment ol

the language as a means of education, were, however, more favourable

to the acvelopment of scientific knowledge.

In the department of philosophy, besides several writers of disser-

tations bearing an imitative, didactic, or polemical character, Hun-
gary can boast a few authors of independent and original thought
Of these one of the most notable is Cyril Horvath, whose treatise*

published in the organs of the academy display a rave freedom and
comprehensiveness of imagination. John Het^nyi and Gustavus

Szontagh must be rather regarded as adopters and developers of the

ethical teaching of Samuel Kbteles in the previous period.

Hyacinth Rbnayin his Mulalvdny (Representation) and Jellemismt

(Characteristics) endeavoured to popularize psychological studies.

The philosophical labours of the already mentioned John Erdeiyi

and of Augustus Greguss won for them well-deserved recognition,

the latter especially being famous for his (Esthetical productions, in

which he appears to follow out the principles of Vischer. The
Tanulmdnyok (Studies) of Greguss were brought out at Pest in 1372.

The reputation of John Szilasy, John Varga, Fidelius Becly, and

Francis Ney arose rather from their works bearing on the subject ot

education than from their contributions to philosoph}.
_

The labours of Stephen Horvath in the preceding period had pre-

pared the way for future workers in the field of historical literature.

Specially meritorious among these are Michael Horvath, Ladislaus

Szalay, Paul Jaszay, and Count Joseph Teleki. The Magyarok
tbrtimte (History of the Magyars), in 4 vols. , first published at Papa

(1842-46), and afterwards in 6 vols, at Pest (1860-63), and in 8 vols.

(1871-73), is the most famous of Michael Horvath's numerous his-

torical productions. Ladislaus Szalay's Magyarorszdg lbrUncU>

(History of Hungary), vols, i.-iv. (Leipsic, 1852-54), vols, v.-vi.

(Pest, 1856-61), second edition, i.-v. (1861-66), is a most compre-

hensive work, showing more particularly the progress of Hungarian

legislative development in past times. His style is elevated and

concise, but somewhat difhculf. Magyar history is indebted io

Paul Jaszay for his careful working out of certain special periods,

as, for instance, in his A Magyar nemzet napjai a legregibb iduli/l aj

arany bulldig (Days of the Hungarian nation from the earliest times

to the date of the Golden Bull). Count Joseph Teleki is famed

chiefly for his Hunyadiak kora Magyarorszdgon (The Times of ths

Hunyadys in Hungary), vols, i.-vi. (Pest, 1852-63), x.-xii. (1853-

67), the result of thirty years' labour and research. In particular

departments of historical literature we find George Bartal, author of

Comvienlariorum . . . libri X F., iom. i.-iii. (Pozsony, 1847), John

Czech, Gust.a\'us Wcnczel, Frederick Pcsty, and Paul Szlemenics,

as writers on legal history ; Joseph Bajza, who in 1845 commenced

n "History of the World,"" Alexander Sziliigyi, some of whose works,

like those of Ladislaus Kbv,iry, bear on the past of Transylvania,

others on the Hungarian revolution of 1848-49 ; Charles Lanyi

and John Pauer, authors of treatises on Roman Catholic ecclesi-

astical history ; John Szombathi, Emcric Revcsz, and Balogh,

writers on Protestant church history ; William Fraknbi, bio-

grapher of Cardinal Paznian, and historian of the Hungarian diets;

and Anthony Gevay, Aaron Sziliidi, Josejih Podhradczky, Charlea

SzaW, John Jerney, and Francis SaJamon, who liave inves-

tig.Tled and elucidated m.-.ny special historical subjects. For ths

niediajval history of Hungary the Mdlydskori diplomalikal emlikek

( Diplomatic Memorials of the Time of Matthias Corvinus), issued by

the academy under the joint editorship of Ivan Nagy and Baron

Albert Nyary, alTords interesting material. .-Xs a masterly produc-

tion ba.sed on extensive investigation, we note the IVesselinyi

Ferencz . . . Osszeeskui-ise (The Secret Plot of Francis Wesselenyi,
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t?^ II, by Julius P.iulcr (1876). Among the many historians of

fugyiir literature Francis Toldy aliai Schedel holds the foremost

lace. As compilers of osefiJ manuals may be mentioned also

Joaepli Srv-orcnji, Zoltan Bebthy, Alexander Imre, Paul Jambor,

Lidislaus Nevy, John Kornyei, and Joseph Szinnyei, junior. For

philolof^cal and ethnographical research into the origin and growth

of the language none e.vcels Paul Hunfalvy. He is, moreover, the

wainx advocate of the theory of its Ugrio-Finnic origin, as estab-

lished by the late Uralian traveller Anthony Regnly, the result of

whose labours Hunfalvy published in 1864, under.the title A Vogvl

fold (s nip (The Vogul Land and People). Between 1862 and 1863

valuable philologiciS studies bearing on the same subject were pub-

lished by Joseph Bndenz in the Nydvludomiinyi kdzlcm4nyik (Phi-

lological Transactions). This periodical, issued by the academy,

has during the last decade (1870-80) contained also comparative

studies, by Arminias Vambery and Gabriel Bolint, of the Slagj-ar,

Turkish-Tatar, and Mongolian dialects.

As compilers and authors of works in various scientific branches

allied to history, may be particularly mentioned—in statistics and
geography, Alexius Fenye.s, Emeric Palugj'ay, Alexander Konek,

John Hunfalvy, Charles Gal^(5czy, Charles Keleti, Leo Beothy, Joseph
Korosi, Charles Ballagi, and Paul Kiraly, and, as regards Transyl-

vania, Ladiblaus Koviry ; in travel, Arminius Vambery, Ignatius

Goldziher, Ladislaus Magyar, John Xantus, John Jerney, Count
Andrassy, Ladislaus Podmaniczky, Paul Hunfalvy ; in astronomy,

Nicholas Konkoly ; in archaeology. Bishop Arnold Ipolyi, Florian

E<Smer, Emeric Henszlmann, John firdy. Baron Albert Nyaiy,
Francis Pulszky, and Francis Kiss ; in Hungarian mythology,

Bishop Ipolyi, Anthony Csengery,' and Arpad KerekgyArt<5 ; in

numismatics, John Erdy and Jacob Rupp ; and in jurisprudence,

Augustus Karvassy, Theodore Pauler, Gustavus Weuczel, Emeric
Csacaki, John Fogarasi, and Ignatius Frank. Since 1867 great

activity has been displayed in history and its allied branches, owing
to the direct encouragement given by the Hungarian Historical

Society, and by the historical, archaeological, and statistical com-
mittees of the academy.

Notwithstanding the exertions of Paul Bugat to arouse an in-

terest in the natural sciences by the establishment in 1841 of the
" Hungarian Royal Natural Science Association," no general acti-

vity was manifested in this department of knowledge, so far as the

native literature waa concerned, until 1880, when tnc academy or-

ganized a special committee for the advancement of mathematical

and natural science.' The principal contributors to the "Transac-
tions " of this section of the academy have been—for anatomy
and physiology, Coloman Balogh, Eugene Jendrasaik, Joseph Len-
hossek, and Lewis Thanhoffer ; for zoology, John Frivaldszky,

John Kriesch, and Theodore Marg6 ; for botany, Frederick Hazs-
lin.'^zky, Lewis Jaranvi, and Julius Klein ; for mineralogy and
geology, Joseph Szabo, Max Hantken, Joseph Krenner, Anthony
Koch, and Charles Hoffmann ; for physics, Baron Lorando Ebt-

Tiis, Coloman Szily, and Joseph Sztoczet; for chemistry, Charles

Than and Vincent Wartha; for meteorology. Guide Schenzl. Asgood
text-books, for which the so-called "Ladies' Prize" was awarded
by the academy, we may mention the TemUs:xUan (Physics) and
TemUszetlani fotdrajz (Physical Geography) of Julius Grcguse.

Almost simultaneously with the formation of the above-mentioned
committee of the academy, the "Natural Science Association"

* Tfie tr»naIntor of Macaulay.
* Sec, however, J. Srlnnycl and Son's BiltiolhKa HungaHca hUtoria natwaiU

tt matheteot, 1172-1875 (nudapcnt, 1878). whero the nninber of Mag>-ar works
bearlnf; on the natural aclenceQ and mathCTnatlcfl printed from the earliest date
to '.he end of 187o Is (tiled to l»> 3811, of which IOC are referred to perlodlcala.

[liteeatcrb.

showed signs of renewed animation, and soon advanced with rapid

strides in the same direction, but with a more popular aim than the
academy. This may be seen from the fact that between 1868 and
1S78 the number of its members increased from some 600 to about
5000. Since 1872, in addition to its regular organs, it h.ts issued

Himgarian translations of several popular scientific English works,

as, for instance, Darwin's Origin of Species ; Huxley's Lessons in

Physiology; hw'iibocVa- Prehistoric Times; Vroctot's 01her Worlds
than Ours ; TjTidall's E'cat as a Mode of Motion, &c. Versions

have also been made of Cotta's Geologic dcr Gcgenicart and Hcliji-

holtz's Populare VorUsungen. As important original monographs
we note

—

Az drapdly a Fiumei bbblben (Ebb and Flow in the
Gulf of Fiume), by Emil Stahlberger (1874); Magyarorszdg p6l-
faundja (The Arachnida of Hungary), by Otto Hermann (1S76-78);
Mqrjyarorszdg vaskovci ^s vastcrmenyei (The Iron Ores and Iron

Products of Hungaiy), by Anthony Kerpely (1877); Magyarorszdii

•nevezetesehb dohdnyfajainak chcmiai . . . megvizsgdlasa (Chemical
Examination of the most famotis Tobaccos of Hungary), by Di
Thomas Kosutany (1877).

In order to give a general idea of the dominant position that the

native Hungarian literature has obtained during the last half cen-

tury, we conclude our sketch with a few statistics of thb number of

books and periodicals issued from the press at various dates since

the foundation of the academy. In the year 1831 there were 184

Magyar works published ; in 1853 there were 336 ; this number in

1874 increased to 946 ; in 1877 to 1067 ; and in 1878 and 1879 to

1312 and 1154 respectively. In 1879 there appeared also 111

German works, and 185 in other non-Magyar languages. In 1S3C

the number of Magj-ar periodicals was 10 ; in 1848-49 it increased

to 80, but fell in 1850 to 9. In 1867, after the restoration of the

Hungarian constitution, the number was again 80, and increased sa

rapidly during the next twelve years that by 1879 it reached 324,

and has in the present year (1S80) risen to 368. There are now,

moreover, 197 newspapers and journals of all kinds in the non-

Magyar languages, viz., 114 German, 61 Slavonic, 16 Roumanian,
4 Italian, and 2 Hebrew ; so that there are at this date altogethei

565 periodicals published in Hungary.
If we take a retrospective glance at the depressed state of the

native language and literature as it was a century ago, when the

first Magyar newspaper was published at Pozsony, 1st January

1 780,* and contrast its commanding position now,—or if we con-

sider that, though constantly surrounded and pressed by foreign

and antagonistic elements, the native language and literature have

not only not been overpowered, but have even gained the m.-i.'itcry,

—we cannot faU to admire the determined perseverance of the

champions of JIagyar literature, and believe that the state language

is destined to be a common and enduring bond of union between

the various nationalities comprised under the crown of St Stephen.

Bibliography.—The be«t authorities on MaF)*.ir literature are:—F. Voltiy, A
Magyar nemzeti iro^alom tSrteiifte a legr^gittb tttdtfot a jeleitkorig (Pest. lS(^4-65;

3d ed.. 1872): S. Imro, -4 Magyar iradatom et nyelo rorid tortengu (Deticcrcn,

1865; 4th ed., 1878); ,T. Szvor^nji, J/a^yar irodalmi szemelt^ityik (Pest, 1S67). and
A Miigyar irodalmi lanutmdny'ol: teiiioityve (PesT, ISGS); P. Jiiuibor, A M<tgyar
irodalom tortencle (Pest. 186^); J. Ktimyci, A Magijar ntrmzeti irodalvrr.l^-rtfntt

vdzhifa (Pest, 1861 ; 3d ed., 1874); A. Loiikay. .4 Magyar irod'ilom isnurteleu

(Budin, 1855; 3d ed.. Pest. 18G4); J. Ferencz. ifagiav irodalom es tiidotnanyossag

tortMetP. (Pest, 18M): J. Ferencz ^s J. Duulclik, Magyar Jrdt. £U[raK'dj;ul9-

m^ny (2 vols,, Pest, 1856-58); and thoUiterory histories of L. Nt5vy, 1. Btv-thy,

and B. Erodl. One of the most useful monographs on " Macyiir Literary ^i^lory

Writing " is that of J. Srlnnyei, junior, A Magyar Irodaloml6rUnet-ln.u ismtr
teUse (Budapest, 1878). For information as to the most recent literature 8c<

A. Dui, Aus Vngarn (Leipslc, 1380). (E. D. BU.)

' A Latin periodical. Intended only for transinis-^ion abroad, and styled Mer-
nrius V^i-idicm n tlungaria, was Issued weekly ot Kass.i as early as iJOi. A
German periodical was first published la Hungnry about 1731.

Index.
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HUNS. The authentic history of the Huns in Europe

practically begins about the year 372 a.d.,' when under a

leader named Balamir(or, according tosomeMSS., Balamber)

they began a westward movement from their settleniouts

in the steppes lying to the north of the Caspian. After

crushing, or compelling the alliance of, various nations

unknown to fame (Alpilzuri, Alcidzuri, Himari, Tuncarsi,

Buisci), they at length reached the Alani, a powerful nation

which had its seat botweea the Volga and the Don ; these

also, after a struggle, they defeated and finally enlisted in

their service. They then proceeded, after a short interval,

in 374 to invade the empire of the Ostrogoths (Greuthungi),

rilled over by the aged Ermanaric, or Hermanric, who
died (perhaps by his own hand) while the critical attack

was still impending. Under his son Hunimund a sec-

tion of his subjects promptly made a humiliating peace

;

under Withemir (Winiihar), however, who succeeded him
in the larger part of his dominions, an armed resistance

was organized , but it resulted only in repeated defeat,

and finally in the death of the king. The representatives

of his son Witheric put an end to the conflict by accept-

ing the condition of vassalagif. Balamir now directed

his victorious arms still further westward against that

portion of the Visigothic nation (or Tervingi) which

acknowledged the authority of Athanaric. The latter

entrenched himself on the frontier w'hich had separated

him from the Ostrogoths, behind the " Greutung-rampart"

and the Dniester; but notwithstanding all his precautions

he was surprised by the enemy, who forded the river in

the night, fell suddenly upon his camp, and compelled him
to abandon his position. Athanaric next attempted to

establish himself in the territory between the Pruth and
the Danube, and with this object set about heightening the

old Roman wall which Trajan had erected in north-eastern

Dacia ; before his fortifications, however, were complete,

the Huns were again upon him, and without a battle

he was forced to retreat to the Danube. The remainder

of the Visigoths, under Alavivus and Fritigern, now began
to seek and ultimately were successful in obtaining (376)
the permission of the emperor Valens to settle in Thrace ;

Athanaric meanwhile took refuge in Transylvania, thus

abandoning the field without any serious struggle to the

irresistible Huns. For more than fifty years the Roman
world was undisturbed by any aggressive act on the ['art

of the new invaders, who contented themselves with over-

powering various other tribes which lived to (he north

of the Danube. In some instances, in fact, the Hun.*

actually lent their aid to the Romans against third parties
,

thus in 404-5 certain Hunnic tribes, under a chief or kmg
named Uldin, assisted Honorius in the struggle with

Radagaisus (Ratigar) and his Ostrogoths, and took a
prominent part in the decisive battle which wa.s fought
in the neighbourhood of Florence. Once indeed, in 409,
they are said to have crossed the Danube and invaded Bul-
garia under perhaps the same chief (Uldis), but extensive
desertions soon compelled a retreat About the year {32,

a noteworthy Hunnic king, Ruas or Rugulas, is mentioned,
who made himself of such importance that he received from
Thcodosius II. an annual stipend or tribute of 350 pounds
of gold (£14,000), along with the rank of Roman general.

In the existing text of Ptolemy (iii. B. 25), who wrote about the
«nd of the 2a century after the Chiisti.in era, a tribe of Clcuni (.Xoi^K).)
is placed bolwcon the Rasternoo and the Roxolaoi on (b^ Dnieper-
Schafarik, however (Siav. AH., i. 322, 1842). sufgcsts that tlua may
b« an interpolated .passage. Dionysius Pericgetes (r. 200 a.d.) is
eoractinies quoted as having named the Huns among the borderers on
the Caspian in this order—Scyths, Huns (OJk^oi), Caapian., Albani

;

but the truo reading appears to be eoDi.i.oi or (Flwot (Zeuss Die
Dculschm u. d. Nachharstanm,, p. 727). Eratostlienes, as quoted
by Strabo (p. 514), gives in the samo coDuexioa Albani. Casniani.
aod Kovfrioi, Kou'Vrtoi, or Outrtoi

coDuexioa Albani, Caspiani,

Quarrels soon arose, partly out of the circumstance thai

the Romans had sought to make alliances with certain

Danubian tribes which Ruas chose to regard as properly

subject to himself, partly also because some oF the

undoubted subjects of the Hun had sought and found
refuge on Roman territory ; and Theodosius, in reply to

an indignant and insulting message which he had received

about this cause of dispute, was preparing to send otf a

special embassy when tidings arrived that Ruas was dead,

and that he had been succeeded in his kingdom by Attila

and Bleda, the two sons of his brother Mundzuk (433).
Shortly afterwards the treaty of Margus (not far from the

modern Belgrade), where both sides negotiated on horseback,

was ratified. By its stipulations the yearly stipendium or

tribute payable to Attila by the Romans was doubled ; the

fugitives were to be surrendered, or a fine of ilS to be paid

for each of those who should be missing ; free markets,

open to Hun and Roman alike, were to be instituted ; and
any tribe with which Attila might be at any time at war
was thereby to be held as excluded from alliance with
Rome. For eight years afterwards there was peace so far

as the Romans were concerned ; and during this period

probably It was that the Huns proceeded to the extensive

conquests to which the contemporary historian Pnsi-us so

vaguely alludes in the words ;
— " He (Attila) has made the

whole of Scythia his own, he has laid the Roman empire
under tribute, and he thinks of renewing his attacks upon
Persia. The road to that eastern kingdom is not untrodden
by the Huns , already they have marched fifteen days from
a certain lake, and have ravaged Media." They also

appear before the end of this interval to have pushed west-

ward as far as to the Rhone, and to have come into conflict

with the Burgundians. Overt acts of hostility, however,
occurred against the Eastern empire when the town of

Margus (by the treachery of its bi.shop) was seized aud
sacked (441). and against the Western when Sirmium was
invested and taken. In 445 Bleda died, and two years

afterwards Attila, now sole ruler, undertook one of his

most important expeditions against the Eastern empire

;

on this occasion he pushed southwards as far as

Thermopylae, Gallipoli, and the walls of Constantinople;
jieaco was cheaply purchased by tripling the yearly tribute

(which accordingly now stood at 2100 pminds of gold, or

£84,000 sterling) and by the payment of a lieavy itideni.

nity besides. In 448 again occurred various diplomatic

negotiations, and especially the embassy of Maxiiiiiii. of

which many curious details have been recorded by Piiscus

his companion. Then followed, in 451, that westward
movement across the Rhine which was only arre.Ued at

last, with terrible slaughter, on the C.italauni.-in plains

(according to common belief, in the uoighbouihood of the

modern ChSlons, but more probably at a point some
fifty miles to the south-east, near Meiysui-Seine). The
following year (452), that of the Italian cumiiaign, was
marked by such events as the sack of Aquileia, the

i
destruction of the cities of Veneli.T, and finally, on the

j

banks of the Minclo. that liistoiual inlorviuw with Pope
I Leo I. which resulted in the return of Attila to Paiinoiiiaj

where in 453 he died (sec Attila). Almost linnicdiately

afterwards, the empire ho had amassed rather than
consolidated fell to piecea His too numerous sons began
to quarrel about their inheritance, while Ardarlc, the king
of tlio Oepida;, was placing himself at the head of a general

revolt of the dependent natlon.i. The inevitable struggle

came to a crisis near the river Netad In Pannonia, in a
battle in which 30,000 of the Huns aud their confederates,

including Ellak, Attlla's eldest son, were slain. The nation,

thus broken, rapidly dispersed ; one horde settled under
Roman protection in Little Scythia (the Dobrudscha),

others in Dacia Ripcnsis (on the confines of Scrvia and
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Bulgaria) or on the southern borders of Jfannonia. The

main body, however, appear to have resumed the positicri

on the steppes of the river Ural which they had left less

than a century before ; soon afterwards they reappear in

history as the Bulgari (see Zsuss,Die Deiitschen,&c., y. 710),

divided into two sections, the Kuturguri and the less for-

midable Uturguri, who for more than seventy years (485-557)

were a constant source of annoyance and danger to the

Eastern empire, until they themselves fell under the rising

power of the Avars. About the year 630 they succeeded

in regaining their independence, under the leadership of a

chief named Krobat, or more properly Kubrat, a person of

great consequence, who made a treaty with the emperor

Heraclius. After his death his dominions, according to

Theophanes (who wrote about 800 a.d.), were divided

among his five sons, of whom the eldest, Batbaias, remained

with his own people near the Mseotis, while the third,

Asperuch, crossed the Danube. At a later period the first

of these divisions came into close relations with the Khazars

on the Volga, and their territory is spoken of as Great

Bulgaria ; for a bri^f account of the Danubian or " White "

Bulgarians the article Bdlgaeia and the works there

referred to may be consulted.

We have no adequate philological data for conclusively

determining the ethnological position of the ancient Huns
;

and, in the attempt to solve the problem by other means,

the student is at all points much hampered by the vague-

ness and inaccuracy with which designations, apparently

ethnological, are applied by ancient writers. Since the

publication of the Histoire Generate d(s Nuns, dea Ttircs,

des Mongols, et des auires Tartares Occidentaux cf De
Guignes (1756-58), it has been usual to identify the first

mentioned with the Heungnoo or Hiungnu, a people who,

about the end of the 3d century B.C., according to the

Chinese annals, constituted a powerful empire extending

from the Great Wall of China to the Caspian, but who, gra

dually falling into a state of anarchy, ultimately succumbed

to the attacks of their enemies towards the close of the

Ist Christian century. Their subsequent history is very

obscure; but it appears that one section of them tied west-

ward and settled in the neighbourhood of the Ural river,

and the extremely tempting hypothesis of Do Guignes is

that these were the direct ancestors of tho Huns, who three

centuries afterwards began, under Balamir, to exercise so

formidable an influence on the affairs of Europe. If so,

then the Huos in all probability belonged to the Turkish

branch of tho great Turanian race.

According to the totally distinct line of investigation

followed by Roesler, however, the Bulgarians, and therefore

tho Huns whose descendants they were, are to be regarded

as of Finnic origin (see Romdnische Studien, p. 231 sqc].).

It has only to bo added that by medi.xn'al writers, both

Byzantine and Western, tho word Hun is used much as tho

word Scythian was used by the ancients, with the utmost

genoratity. No very close connexion can bo made out be-

tween tho Huns and the Magyars (OJyypot, Ugri, Wcngri,

Ungri, Utigriri, Hungari), who first became prominent about

tho 9th century and who wero undoubtedly Finns.

LikToture.—'Vlm contemporary authorities upon tho subject of

tho Huns during tho period of their Rrcntest ascendency in Europe

arc tho fragments of tho eight books of tho rhetorician Priseiis,

CoTUxming ISyzanlium and, the Occurrences cov)ifcUd with Attila,

with tho writings of Ammianus JIarcellinus tlio Roman solilier,

ftnd of Jordanis tho Gothic bishop. Tho neeounl of tho Huns

given by the last-named must alwajs bo read in tho light of tho

(<uX that oa a Ooth ho could hardly avoid giving a somewhat cxng-

geratod pictnre of tho groat military power in tlie presence of which

bis OWQ pooplo had been able to show so litllo resistance. Tho

truth oftM aoinowhnt elaborate sketch of the Huns by Ammianus

has somotimca boon doubted, but careful oxamination tends rather

to oatatilinh it« claim to ba regarded as trustwortliy. After alluding

to their portentous ujflln«««rof which, however, tho only features

ho Bp«clfie5 are the round ahoiilders and the scarred beardless cheeks).

he proceeds to mention some of the habits which in his opinion

stamp them as surpassing all other barbarians in rudeness of life.

Theii' food, in addition to such roots as they are able to fijd, con-

sists of the kalt'-raw flesh of any sort of animal, prepared for use by
being carried for some time between their persons and the backs of

the hardy little horses which are their almost inseparable com-
panions. Houses they have none; and their clothing, which is

made partly of linen and partly of the skins of field mice sewed to-

gether, continues to be worn until it falls to pieces. Their weapons
are javelins or spears tipped with bone, and (for close combat) tho

sword and lasso. In warfare they seldom fight in rank, the

method of attack they prefer being to throw the enemy into con-

tusion by repeated onset made in loose array. They are wholly

without religion or sense of moral obligation. For later infor-

mation we are dependent on the writers of the Byzantine his-

tory (see Stritter, Memorice'populonijii olim ad Danubium, Pontum,
£!uxinu7n, Paludem Meeolidem, Caucasum, d-c, iiicolentium, ex

scriptoribus Byzaniinis endec ac digester, 1771-79, and the edition

of the fragments of Menander Protector, published in the Bonn
collection). For Chinese notices bearing or supposed to bear on the

subject of the Huns, De Guignes, Visdelou, and De Mailla remain

our chief authorities ; to these should be added 11. Stanislas Julien's

series of papers on tho Thukiu in the 6th series of the Journal

Asiatiqite, and Mr Wylie's translations from the Hih}. annals in the

Journal of the Anthropological Institute. Other materials on the

general subject will be found in the admirable notes to Le Beau's

History of the Byzantine Empire, and in the editions of the Arme-

nian historians by St Martin, Langlois, and Brosset. See aisp the

History of Georgia by the last of these authors; the Chronicle of

I\^eslor, which is made available to Western students in the edition

of il. Paris ; the works of Zeuss, Pallmann, and Roesler already

cited ; Thierry, Histoire d' Attila et de scs Successeurs, lSt>4
;

Sayous, Les Origincs et Vfyoque Palenne de I' Histoire des Hortgrois,

1874; Jirecek, Gesch. dcr Eutgaren, 1877; Hodgkin, Italy and
her Invaders, vol. ii., 1880; Kruse's edition ol Al Bekhri, with

notes ; the Account of the Khazars by M. Harkavy ; that of the

EphllMlitce or White Huns, by M. Vivien St Martin ; and a series

of papers by Mr Howorth " On the Westerly Drifting of Nomadcs,"
published in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute.

HUNT, James Henry Leigh (1784-1859), one of the

mostdelightfulofEnglishessayistsand miscellaneous writers,

and especially remarkable for his connexion with the most

eminent literati of his time, was born at Southgate, October

1 9, 1 784. His father, the son of a West Indian clergyman,

had settled as a lawyer in Philadelphia, and his mother

was the daughter of a merchant of that city. Having

embraced the loyalist side, Leigh Hunt's father was com-

pelled to fly to England, where he took orders, and acquired

some reputation as a popular preacher, but want of steadi-

ness, want of orthodoxy, and want of interest conspired to

prevent his obtaining any preferment. Leigh Hunt was

educated at Christ's Hospital, of which school as it existed

in his time he has left a lively account in his autobiography.

An impediment in his speech, afterwards removed, pre-

vented his being sent to tho univcrsitj'. " For some tiiiio

after I left school," ho says, " I did nothing but visit my
school-fellows, haunt the book stalls, and write verses"

These latter were published in 1802 under the title of

Juvenilia, and, although tho mere literary exercises of a

clever boy, contributed to introduce him into literary ami

theatrical society. Ho began to write for tho newspapeis,

published a volume of theatrical criticisms in 1807, nmi

in 1808 quitted tho War Office, where he had for some time

filleij a situation as "clerk, to assume the editorship of tho

Kxaminer newspaper, a speculation of his brother John

Tho new journal soon acquired a high reputation for inde-

pendence, both in [lolilicil and literary criticism. It was

pcrhaiis the only now.spapcr of tho time which owed no

allegiance to any political party, but assailed whatever

seemed amiss, "from a principle of taste," as Keats hap-

pily expressed it. Tho taste of the attack itself, indeed,

was not always unexceptionable ; and ouo upon tho princo

regent, unseemly and imprudent without doubt, but tho

chief sting of winch lay in its substantial truth, occasioned

(1813) a prosecution and n sentence of two years' imprison-

ment in tho Surrey jail. Tho effect was naturally to make

Hunt a hero for tho time being, and to give a political
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direction to the career of a man cf letters. The position

was an essentiaUy false one, and led to an entire mis-

understanding of Leigh Hunt's character and aptitudes

alike on the part of his friends and his antagonists. For

the time he was exceedingly popular; the cheerfulness and

gaiety with which he bore his imprisonment, and his amus-.

ing devices to mitigate its severity, attracted general

attention and sympathy, and brought him visits from Byron,

Moore, Brougham, and others, whose acquaintance e;;ertcd

much influence on his future destiny. In 1816 ho made
a permanent mark in English literature by .the publication

of his Stoiy of Riviini. There is perhaps no other instance

of a poem short of the highest excellence having produced

80 important and durable an effect in modifying tbe accepted

standards of literary composition. The secret of Hunt's

success consists less in superiority of genius than of taste.

His -refined critical perception had detected the superiority

of Chaucer's versification, as adapted to the present state

of our language by Dryden, over the "sententious epigram-

matic couplet of Pope which had superseded it. By a

simple return to the old maimer he efl'ected for English

poetry in the comparatively restricted domain of metrical

art what Wordsworth had already efl'ected in the domain
of nature ; his is an achievement of the same clas.s, though
not of the same calibre. His poem is also a triumph iu

the art of poetical narrative, abounds with verbal felicities,

and is pervaded throughout by a free, cheerful, and
animated spirit, notwithstanding the tragic nature of the

subject. It has been remarked that it does not contain one

hackneyed or conventional riiyme. Other characteristic

traits are less commendable, and the writer's occasional

flippancy and familiarity, not seldom degenerating into the

ludicrou-S, made him a mark for ridicule and parody on

tbe part of his opponents, whose animosity, however, was
rather political than literary. These faults were still more
conspicHousin other pieces published by him about tliis

date. Ere long, however, Keats's " Lamia " and Shelley's

"Julian and Maddalo " manifested the deliverance which
he had wrought for English narrative poetry. Both these

illustrious men belonged to the circle gathered around
him at Hampstead, which also included Haxlitt, Lamb,
Procter, Haydon, Cowden Clarke, Dilke, Coulson, Rey-
nolds, and in general almost all the rising young men
of letters of Liberal sympathies. He had now for somo
years been married to Marianne Kent, who seems to have
been sincerely attached to him, but was not in every re-

spect a desirable partner. His own affairs were by this

time in the utmost confusion, and he was only saved from
ruin by the romantic generosity of Shelley. In return he

was lavish of .sympathy to Shelley at the time of the latter's

domestic distresses, and defended him with spirit in the

Examiner, although he does not appear to have at this date

appreciated his genius with either the discernment or the

warmth of his generous adversary. Professor Wilson. Keats
he welcomed with enthusiasm, and aided to the uttermost,
though Keats seems to have subsequently felt that Hunt's
example as a poet had been in some respects detrimental
to him. After Shelley's departure for Italy (1818) Leigh
Hunt's affairs became still more embarrassed, and the pro-
spects of political reform less and less satisfactory. His
health and his wife's failed, and he was obliged to discon-
tinue his charming series of essays entitled the Indicator,
having.be says, "almost died over tlie last numbers."
These circumstances induced him to listen to a proposal,
which seems to have originated with Shelley, that he should
proceed to Italy and join Shelley and Byron in the estab-
lishment of a periodical work in which Liberal opinions
sliould bo advocated with more freedom than was possible
at home. The project was injudicious from every point of
view; it would have done little for Hunt or the liberal cause

at the best, and depended entirely upon tue co-opera£iott

of Byron, the most capricious of allies, and the most parsi-

monious of paymasters. Byron's principal motive for

acceding to it appears to have been the e.^cpectation of

acquiring influence over the Examiner, and he was exceed-

ingly mortified on discovering when too late that Hunt had
parted, or was considered to have parted, with his interest

in the journal. Leigh Hunt left England for Italy in

November 1821, but storm, sickne.ss, and misadventure

retarded his arrival until June 1822, a rate of progress

which Peacock appropriately compares to the navigation

of Ulysses.

Hunt's arrival in Italy was almost immediately followed

by the tragic death of Shelley, which destroyed every pro-

spect of success for the Liberal. Hunt was now virtually

a dependant upon Byon, whose least amiable qualities

were called forth by the relation of patron to an unsym-
pathetic dependant, burdened with a large and trouble-

some family, and who was moreover incessantly wounded
in the most sensitive part by the representations of his

friends that he was losing caste h,y the connexion. The
Liberal lived through four quarterly numbers, contain-

ing contributions no less memorable than Byron's " Vision

of Judgment" and Shelley's translations from Fausl;

but it produced little effect on the whole, and in 1823
Byron sailed for Greece, leaving his coadjutor at Genoa to

shift for himself. The ItaUan climate and manners, how-
ever, were entirely to Hunt's taste, and he protracted his

residence until 1 825, producing in the interim his matchless

translation of Redi's Bacco in Toscana, and the religious

work subsequently published under the title of The Religion

of the Heart. In 1825 an unfortunate litigation with his

brother brought him back to England, and in 1827 he

committed the greatest mistake of his life by the publi-

cation cf his Lord Byron and his Contemporaries. The
work is of considerable value as a corrective of merely

idealized estimates of Lord Byron. But such a corrective

should not have come from one who had lain under obliga-

tions to Byron, however trifling, or however they might
seem to be cancelled by subsequent unkindness. Leigh
Hunt should also have considered that the materials for his

estimate of Byron were chiefly afforded by a residence under
Byron's own roof. Apart from its obvious impropriety,

the publication in itself is in general petty and carping.

Hunt's attitude towards Byron is always that of the inferior;

in proportion, therefore, as Byron is made to look small,

Hunt appears still smaller. The book's reception was even

more unfavourable than its deserts. British manliness and
British cant were for once equally shocked, and the author

especially writhed under the withering satire of Moore.

For many years ensuing, the history of Hunt's life is that

of a painful struggle with poverty and sickness. He worked
unremittingly, but one effort failed after another. Two
periodical ventures, the Tatlei' and the London Journal,

were discontinued for want of subscribers, although in the

latter Leigh Hunt had able coadjutors, and it contained

some of his best writing. His editorship of the Mimthly

Repository, in which he succeeded W. J. Fox, was also

unsuccessful. The adventitious circumstances which had

for a time made the fortune of the Examiner no longer

existed, »nd Hunt's strong and weak points, his refinement

and his affectations, were alike unsuited to the general

body of readers. Sir Ralph Eslier, a romance of Charles

the Second's period, was more successful, and Captain

Sword and Captain Pen, a spirited contrast between the

victories of peace and the victories of war, deserves to be

ranked among his best poems. In 1840 his ciroumstauces

were improved by the successful representation of hia Legend

of Florence, a play of great merit, although it has not

maintained itself upon the stage. Lover"i Amazemads, o
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co)aedy, was acted several years afterwards ; and olLer
jilays are extant in MS. The pretty narrative poem of

Tlie Palfrey was published in 1842 ; and about this time
he began to write for the Edinburgh Review. In 1844 he
was further benefited by the generosity of Mrs Shelley and
her BOD, the present baronet, who, on succeeding to the

family estates, etitled an annuity of X120 upon him; and
in 1847 Lord John Bussell procured him a civil list pen-

sion of £200. The fruits of the improved comfort and
augmented leisure of these latter years were visible in the

production of some charming volumes. Foremost among
these are the companion books, Imagination and Fancy
and Wil and Humour. In these Leigh Hunt shows himself

as within a certain range the most refined, appreciative,

and felicitous of critics. Homer and Milton may be upon
the whole beyond his reach, though even here he is great in

the detection of minor and unapprehended beauties; with

Spenser and the old English dramatists he is perfectly at

home, and his subtle and discriminating criticism upon
them, as well as upon his own great contemporaries, is

continually bringing to light beauties unsuspected by the

reader, as they were probably undesigned by the writer.

His companion volume on the pastoral poetry of Sicily,

quaintly entitled A Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla, is

almost equally delightfuL The Toivn and Hen, Women,
and Books are partly made up from former material The
Old Court Suburb is an anecdotic sketch of Kensington,

where he long resided before his final removal to Hammer-
smith. In 1850 he published his autobiography, a naive

and accurate piece of self-portraiture, full of affectations,

bat on that very account free from the affectation of

unreality. It is more chary of portraits of contemporaries

than might have been expected, but contains very detailed

accounts of some of the most interesting periods of the

author's life, his education at Christ's Hospital, his imprison-

ment, and his residence in Italy. In 1855 his narrative

poems, original and translated, were collected under the

title of Stories in Verse, with an interesting preface. He
died at Putney, on August 28, 1859.

The character of Leigh Hunt is not easy to delineate,

not from any difficulty of recognizing or harmonizing its

leading features, but from that of depicting the less admir-

able traits in a manner consistent with the affection and

respect to which it is entitled on the whole. His virtues

were charming rather than imposing or brilliant; he had

no Trices, but very many foibles. His great misfortune

was that these foibles were for the most part of an undig-

nified sort, and, though it may seem a paradox, that they

were so harmless, and on so miniature a scale. Leigh

Hunt's affectation, for example, is not comparable to

Byron's, or his egotism to Wordsworth's, and therefore its

very pettine.is excites a sensation of the ludicrous which

the colossal self-consciousness of his contemporaries does

not produce. The very sincerity of his nature is detrimental

to him ; the whole man seems to be revealed in everything

he ever wrote, and hence the most beautiful productions of

his pen appear in a manner tainted by his really very

f)ardonable weaknesses. Some of these, such as his help-

essness in money matters, and his facility in accepting the

obligations which ho would have delighted to confer, were

unfortunately of a nature to involve him in painful and

humiliating embarrassments, which seem to have been

8(?gravated by the mLsmanagemcnt of those around him.

The notoriety of these things has deprived him of much of

(ho honour due to him for his fortitude under the severest

calamities, for his unremitting literary industry under tho

most discouraging circumstances, and for his uncompro-

mising independence as a journalist and an author. It

was his misfortune to bo involved in politics, for which

Lc had little vocation, and which embroiled him with

mauy with whom he would otherwfae have been on good

terms. "Though I was a politician," he says himself,

" I had scarcely a political work in my library. Spensera

and Arabian Tales filled up the shelves." He was in fact as

thorough a man of letters as ever existed, and most of Lis

failings were more or less incidental to that character. But

it is not every consummate m^ of letters of whom it can be

unhesitatingly affirmed that he was brave, just, and pious.

Leigh Hunt's character as an author was the counterpart

of his character as a man. In some respects his literary

position is unique. Few men have effected so much by

mere exquisiteness of taste in the absence of high creative

power ; fewer still, so richly endowed with taste, have so

frequently and conspicuously betrayed the want of it. As

Wordsworth could never see where simplicity of poetic

diction lapsed into mere prose, so Hunt was incapable of

discovering where familiarity became flippancy. While

Wordsworth, however, is at worst wearisome. Hunt is some-

times positively offensive to fastidious readers. This obser-

vation principally refers to his poetry, which, in spite of

such vexatious flaws, nevertheless possesses a brightness,

animation, artistic symmetry, and metrical harmony, which

lift the author out of the rank of minor poets, particularly

when the influence of his example upon his contemporaries

is taken into account. He excelled especially in narrative

poetry, of which, upon a small scale, there are probably no

better examples in our language than " Abou ben Adhem "

and "Solomon's Ring." He possessed every qualification

for a translator, and it is to be regretted that his per-

formances in that department are not more numerous and

sustained. As an appreciative critic, whether literary or

dramatic, he is hardly equalled ; his guidance is as safe

as it is genial. The no less important vocation of a

censor was uncongenial to his gentle nature, and was rarely

essayed by him.

The principal authorities for Leigh Hunt's life are his Autohio-

graphy, published in 1850, and reprmted since bis death with ad-

ditions and corroctions, and the two volumes of his Correspondmce,

published with a connecting thread of biography by his son in 1862.

The references to him in the writings and biographies of his con-

temporaries are innumerable. A full bibliography of his works,

with excellent remarks, has been published by Mr Alexander

Ireland.

HUNT, William Henry (1790-1864), water-co|our

painter, was born near Long Acre, London, March 2S, 1790.

Overcoming the usual parental objections, he was appren-

ticed about 1805 to John Varlcy, the landscape-painter,

with whom he remained five or six years, exhibiting three

oil pictures at the Royal Academy in 1807. He was early

connected with the society of painters in water-colour, of

which body, then in a transition state, he was elected asso-

ciate in 1824, and full member in 1827. To its exhibi-

tions he was until the year of his death one of the most

prolific contributors. Many years of Hunt's uneventful

and industrious life were passed at Hastings. He died of

apoplexy, February 10, 1864.

Hunt was one of tho creators of the English school of

water-colour painting. His subjects, especially those of

his later life, are extremely simple ;
but, by the delicacy,

humour, and fine power.of their treatment, they take rank

second to works of the highest art only. Considered techni-

cally, his works exhibit all the resources of the water-colour

painter's craft, from tho purest transparent tinting to the

boldest use of body-colour, rough paper, and scraping for

texture. His sense of colour is perhaps as true as that of

any English artisl. "He was," says RusRin, "take him for

all in all, tho finest painter of still life that ever existed.
'

Several fine and characteristic examples of Hunt's work, as

the Boy and Goat, Brown Study, and Plums, Pnmrose.s

and Birds' Nests, are in tho water-colour galleries at South

Kensington.
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HUNTER, John (1728-1793),—as physiologist and
surgeon combined, unrivalled in the annals of medicine,

—

born February 13,' 1728, at Long Calderwood, in tlio

parish of East Kilbride, Lanarkshire, was the youngest of

the ten children of John and Agnes Hunter. His father,

who died October 30, 1741,- aged 78, was descended from

the old Ayrshire family of Hunter of Hunterston, and his

mother was the daughter of a Mr Paul, treasurer of Glas-

gow. Hunter is said to have made but little progress at

school, being averse to its restraints and pursuits, and fond

of country amusements. When seventeen years old he

repaired to Glasgow, where he for a short time assisted

his brother-in-law, Mr Buchanan, a cabinetmaker, who had
involved himself in pecuniary difficulties. Being desirous

at length of some settled occupation, ho obtained from Lis

brother William permission to aid, under Mr Symonds, in

making dissections in his anatomical school, then the most

celebrated in London, intending, should he be unsuccessful

there, to enter the army. He arrived accordingly in the

metropolis in September 1 748, about a fortnight before the

commencement of his brother's autumnal course of lectures.

After succeeding beyond expectation with the dissection of

the muscles of an arm, he was entrusted with a similar part

injected, and from the excellence of his second essay Dr
Hunter predicted that he would become a good anatomist,

i^cemicgly John Hunter had hitherto received no instruction

in preparation for the special course of life upon which he

had entered. His brother, with whom he was now inti-

mately associated, was one of the most brilliant exponents

of medical science, and enjoyed the society of the best cul-

tured men of the age ; but that it was through this circum-

stance that, as stated by R. A. Stafford,' " he was taught to

think," and that his mind, as has been surmised, had pre-

vious to his coming to London been " idle, heedless, and
aimless," can hardly be concluded in the face of what the

future revealed of the practical and inquiring turn and the

originality of his mental disposition. Rather we may
assume, with B. B. Cooper,^ that Hunter was naturally gifted

with powers of mind which rendered him to some extent in-

dependent of the training required by less extraordinary

intellects. Dr J. Ridge,^ speaking of Hunter's permitted

truancy from the grammar school, . .-gues that early tuition

and attainments, at least of the kind imparted, being in-

consistent with a natural education of the senses, are not

favourable to the production of extraordinary genius.

Hunter's power of estimating what was worth doing, and
what could be done, is by Dr Moxon'' ascribed in part to

his being " a man who had a free youth, not over-taught,

nor over-strained ;" and, if it be true that "the early part

of life, the school-time, has long been spent, and is spent, in

pursuits which minister but little to the culture of the

mind, or to the communication and reception of knowledge
useful to any class of society in proportion to the time
consumed,"' it is possible that his dislike to scholastic

exercises may have served to protect Hunter from influences

opposed to that very endowment which made him pre-

rminent as a teacher, namely, the power of perceiving the
1 elation of numerous individual facts as illustrations of

general principles.

' The daU is thus entered in the parish register, see Adams,
Memoirs, Appendix, p. 203. The Hunterian Oration, instituted in
1813 by Dr Baillie and Sir Everard Home, is dclivcrfd at tlie Royal
Colh-go of Surgeons on the Hth of February, which HunUr used to
give as the anniversary of his birth.

' Ottloy's dKl«, 1738, is inaccurate, see Simmons, Account of. . .

II' Hunter, p. 7. Uuntcr's mother died Nov, 3, 1751, aged 06.
> I/ant. Oral., 1851, p. 6. * riiint. Oral., 1853. p. 7
^_ Obaervatiorui on tfu: Life, Disease, and Death of J. Hunter, p. 19,

'See Oration before Hunterian Society, Med. Times and GazclU
M.irch 1677. p 221.

' R Quain, llunL Oral., 1SG9. u 1»

Hard-working, and oingularly patient and skilful in

dissection. Hunter had by his second winter in London
acquired sulRcient anatomical knowledge to bo entrusted

with the charge of his brother's practical class, with the

members of which, as also with the re'urrection' men, ho
was a universal favourite. In the summer months of

1749-50, at Chelsea Military Hospital, he attended the
lectures and operations of Cheselden, on whose retirement
in the following year he became a surgeon's pupil at St
Bartholomew's, where Pott was one of the senior surgeons.

In the summer of 17S2 he visited Scotland.. Home and,
following ^him, Otlley state that Hunter began in 1754 to

assist his brother as his partuer in lecturing; according,

however, to the European Maijaiine for 1782, the office of

lecturer was offered to Hunter by his brother in 1758, but
declined by him on account of the "insuperable embarrass-
ments and objections " which he felt to speakingi.in public
In 1754 he became a surgeon's pupil at iSt George's Hos-
pital, where he was appointed house-surgeon in 1756.'

During the period of his connexion with Dr Hunter's school

he, in addition to other labours, solved the problem of the

descent of the testis in the fcetus, traced the ramifications of

the nasal and olfactory nerves within the nose, experiment-

ally tested the question whether veins could act as absorbents,

studied the formation of pus, and the nature of the placental

circulation, and with his brother earned the chief merit of

practically proving the function and importance of the

lymphatics in the animal economy. On June 5, 1755,' he
was induced to enter as a gentleman commoner at St Mary's
Hall, Oxford, but his true instincts would not permit bim,
to use his own expression, "to stuff Latin and Greek at

the university " Some three and thirty years later he thus
significantly wrote of an opponent:—"Jesse Foot accuses

me of not understanding the dead languages ; but I could

teach him that on the dead body which he never knew
in any language dead or living." '" Doubtless, however,

linguistic studies would have served to correct in him what
was perhaps a natural defect—a difficulty in the presenta-

tion of abstract ideas which was not wholly attributable to

the novelty of his doctrines.

An attack of inflammation of the lungs in Che spring of

1759, apparently caused by overwork, having produced
symptoms threatening consumption, by which the promis-
ing medical career of his brother James had been cut short,

Hunter, with a view to residence abroad for a season,

obtained from Mr Adair in October 1760 the appointment
of staff-surgeon in Hodgson and Kcppel's expedition to

Belleisle. With this he sailed in 1701. In the following

year he served with the English forces on the frontier of

Portugal Whilst with the army he acquired the extensive

knowledge of gunshot wounds embodied in his important
treatise on that subject, published in 17'J4, in which,

amongst other matters of moment, he insists on the rejec-

tion of the indiscriminate practice of dilating with the

knife followed almost universally by surgeons of his time.

When not engaged in the active duties of his profession,

he occupied himself with physiological and other scientific

reseaiches. Thus, in 170), off Belleisle, the conditions of

'So in Home's Life, p. xvi., and Ottley's, p. 15. Hunter himself

(Treatise on the Blood, p. 62) mentions the date 1755.
' Ottley incorrectly gives 1753 as the date. In the buttery book

for 1755 at St Marj-'s Hall hie admission is thus noted :
" Die Juoii

5'** 1755 Admissus est Johannes Hunter euperions ordinis Commeu-
salis." Banter apparently left Oxford after less than two months'
residence, as the last entry in the buttery ]>ook with charges for

battels against his name is on July 25, 1755. His name was, how-
ever, retained on the boolts of tlie Hall till December 10, 1756. The
writer is indebted to Dr John Grilhths, Keeper of the- Archives, Ox-
find University, for the following record of Hunter's matriculation ;

—

"Tcr" Trin. 1765.—Junii 5«> Aul. S. ISlar. Johannes Hunter 2*
Jolianuis de Kilbride in Com. Clidcsdalo Scotix Arm. fil."
" Life of J. Hunter, o. 23.
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the coagulation of the blood were among the subjects of

his inquiries.' Later, on land, he continued the study of

human anatomy, and arranged his notes and memoranda

on inflammation ; he also ascertained by experiment that

digestion does not take place in snakes and lizards during

hibernation, and observed that enforced vigorous movement

at that season proves fatal to such animals, the waste so

occasioned not being compensated, whence he drew the

inference that, in the diminution of the power of a part

attendant on mortification, resort to stimulants which in-

crease action without giving real strength is inadvisable.^

A MS. catalogue by Hunter, probably written soon after

his return from Portugal, shows that ha had already made
a collection of about two hundred specimens of natural and
morbid structures.

On arriving in England early in 1763, Hunter, having

retired from the army on half-pay, took a house in Golden

Square, .and commenced the career of a London surgeon.

Most of the metropolitan practice at the time was held by

Pott, C. Hawkins, Sharpe, Warner, Adair, and Tomkins

;

and Hunter sought to eke out his at first slender income
by teaching practical anatomy and operative surgery to a
private class. His leisure was devoted to the study of

comparative anatomy, to procure subjects for which he
obtained tho refusal of animals dying in the Tower
menagerie and in various travelling zoological collections.

In connexion with his rupture of a tendo Achillis,' in

1767, he performed on dogs several experiments which,

with the illustrations in his museum of the reunion of such
structures after division, laid the foundation of the modern
practice of cutting through tendons for the relief of distorted

and contracted joints. In the same year he was made a

fellow of the Royal Society. His first contribution to tho
Philosophical Transaclions, with the exception of a supple-

ment to a paper by J. Ellis in the volume for 1760, was
an essay on post-mortem digestion of the stomach, written

at the request of Sir J. Pringle, and read June 18, 1772,
in which he first correctly explained that phenomenon as

a result of the action of the gastric juice.'' Hunter, on
December 9, 1768, was elected a surgeon to St George's
Hospital, and, soon after, a member of the Corporation of

Surgeons. He now began to take house-pupils. Among
tlicRO wcro Edward Jenner, who came to him in 1770, and
until the time of Hunter's death corresponded with him on
tlio most intimate and affectionate terms, W. Guy, Kingston,
Dr I'hysick of Philadelphia, and Everard Homo, his brother-
ii) l.iw. Mr Lynn and Sir A. Carlisle, though not inmates
of his house, were frequent visitors there. His pupils at

^ Treatise (m tkc filood, p. 21.
' Sco Ad.-ims, Memoirs, [ip. 32, 33. C/. Hunter's Treatise on tkc

IILnnd, p. 8, ami Works, cd. Palmer, i. 604.—On the employment of
lliintcr's term " inrreascil action" with respect to inflammntion, see
Pa^et, Led. on Surg. Path,, "8(1 od., p. 321 sqq,

' According to Hunter, os quoted in Palmer's edition of his lectures,

p. 437, tho accident was "after dancing, and after a violent fit of
tho cramp;" Clift, however, who says he prob,ibly never danced,
believed that he met with tho accident " in getting up from tho dis-

BCcting talilo after being cramped by long sitting " (sco W. Lawrence,
J/unt. Orat., 1834, p. G4).

' The subjects and dates of Ids subsequent papers in the Trans-
ar.tians, tlio titles of widch give little notion of the richness of their
ciintcnt.s, aio as follows:—The torpedo, 1773; air-receptaclcs in
birds, and tho Gillaroo trout, 1774 ; llic Oymnotus elcctricus, and tho
production of heat by animals and vegetables (supplemented in 1777),
177.5; tho recovery of people apparently drowned, 1776; the free
martin, 1770 ; the commiuucation of smallpox to the foetus in utero,
niid the occurrence of male plnmago in old hen pheasants, 1780 ; the
organ of hearing in flijios, 1782; tho anatomy of a "now marine
animal " described by Homo, 1785; tho spccillc identity of tho wolf,
j:ii kal, and dog (supplomcnted in 1789), the effect on fertility of cxtir-

p.iiiou of cno ovarium, and tlio Ktrncturo and economy of whales,
17S7; observations on bees, 1793; and some reniarkublo caves in
Il.iyreuth and fossil bones found tlierciit, 1791. With these may be
lDi:Iudo<l a paper by Ilcjrac, from materials supplied by iluiitcr, OQ
certain horny o.xcreseeiiceo of tbo human body.

St George's included Abernethy, dine, James Earle, and
Astley Cooper. From the high reputation in their profes-

sion which these one and all attained, some estimate may
be formed of the weight and value of Hunter's personal

influence and teaching. In 1770 he settled in Jermyn
Street, in the house which his brother William had pre-

viously occupied; and in July 1771 he married Anne, the

eldest daughter of Mr Robert Home, surgeon to Burgoyne's
regiment of light-horse.^

From 1772 till his death Hunter resided durmg autumn
at a house built by him at Earl's Court, Brompton, where
most of his biological researches were carried on. There he
kept for the purpose of study and experiment the fishes,

lizards, blackbirds, hedgehogs, and other animals sent him
from time to time by Jenner, tame pheasants and partridges,

at least one eagle, toads, silkworms, and many more
creatures obtained from every quarter of the globe. Bees
he had under observation in his conservatory for upwards
of twenty years ; hornets and wasps were also diligently

studied by him. On two occasions his life was in risk

from his pets—once in wrestling with a young bull, and
again when he fearlessly took back to their dens two
leopards which had broken loose among his dogs. Choos-
ing intuitively the only true method of philosophical dis-

covery, Hunter, ever cautious of confounding fact and
hypothesis, besought of nature the truth through the

medium of manifold experiments and observations. " He
had never read Bacon," says Babington, " but his mode of

studying nature was as strictly Baconian as if ho had."''

To Jenner, who had offered a conjectural explanation of a

phenomenon, he writes, August 2, 1775: "I think your
solution is just; but why think? why not try the es^ieri-

mentl Repeat all the experiments upon a hedgehog' as

soon as you receive this, and they will give you the solu-

tion." Perhaps no man busily engaged in professional

practice has ever conducted so many physiological and
pathological investigations in tho animal world as Hunter

;

and yet it was with him an axiom "that experiments

should not be often repeated which tend merely to establish •

a principle already known and admitted, but that the next

step should, be the application of that principle to useful

purposes" ("Anim. fficon.," Wor/cs, iv, 86). During fifteen

years he kept a flock of geesa simply in order to acquuint

himself with tho development of birds in eggs, with refer-

ence to which he remarked—" It would almost appear that

this mode of propagation was intended for investigation."

In his toxicological and other researches, in which his ex-

perience had led him to believe that tho effects of noxious

drugs are nearly similar in tho brute creation and in man,

ho had already, in 1780, as he states, "poisoned some
thousands of animals." ^

By inserting shot at definite distances in the leg-bones

of young pigs, and also by feeding thorn with madder,

by which all fresh osseous' deposits are tinged," Hunter
obtained evidence that bones increase in size, not by the

intercalation of new amongst old particles, as had been

° Mrs Hunter died January 7, 1821, in Holies Street, Cavendish

Square, London, in her seventy-ninth year. She was a handsome and

accomplished woman, and well fulfilled tho social duties of her position.

Tho words for Huyiln's English canzonets wcro supplied by her, and
were mostly original poems ; of these tho lines be^nning " My
niother bids me bind my hair" are, from the beauty of the accom-

panying music, among tlio best known. (Sco R. Nnres in Ofnt Maf/.,

xci., pt. 1, p. 89, quoted in Nichols's Lit. Ancc, 2d ser., vii. 638 )

" /lunt. Orat., 1812, p. lii. ^ .

' The condition of this animal during hibernation was a subject of

special interest to Hunter, wlio thus introtluces it, even in a letter of

condolence to Jenner in 1778 on a disappointment in love;— " But
let lier go, never mind her. I shall enij'loy you with hedgehogs, for

1 do not know how .'"ar I may trust mine."'
® See his evidence at the trial of Captain Donellaii, U'or^j, i. 195.

" On the discoveiy of the dveiiig of Ih'iics by madder, see Bclcbier,

rhii. Tram., vtil.;xxxiJi., 1736, pp. 237 and 299.
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imagined by Duhamel, but by means of additions to their

extremities and circumference, excess of calcareous tissue

being removed by the absorbents. Some of his most

extraordinary experiments were to illustrate the relation of

strength of constitution to sex. He exchanged the spurs

of a young cock and a young pullet, and found that on the

former the transplanted structure grew to a fair size", on

the latter but little; whereas a spur from one leg of a cock

transferred to its comb, a part well supplied with blood,

grew more than twice as fast as that left on the other leg.

Another experiment of his, which required many trials for

success, was the engrafting of a human incisor on the comb
of a cock.' The uuiting of parts of different animals when

brought into contact he attributed to the production of

adhesive instead of suppurative inflammation, owing to

their possession of " the simple living principle." - The
efifects of habit upon structure were illustrated by Hunter's

observation that in a sea-gull which he had brought to

feed on barley the muscu'ar parietes of the gizzard be-

came greatly thickened. A. similar phenomenon was noticed

by him in the case of olher carnivorous birds fed on a

vegetabl") dief.

It was in 1772 that Hunter, in order effectually to gauge

the extent of his own knowledge, and also to correctly

expre.is his views, which had been repeatedly misstated or

ascribed to others, commenced his lectures on the theory

and practice of surgery, at first delivered free to his pupils

and a few friends, but subsequent to 1774 on the usual

terms, four guineas. Though Pott, indeed, had perceived

that the only true system of surgery is that which most
closely accords with the curative efforts of nature, a rational

pathology can hardly be said to have had at this time any

existence ; and it was generally assumed that a knowledge

of anatomy alone was a Sufficient foundation for the study

of surgery. Hunter, unlike his contemporaries, to most of

whom his philosophic habit of thought was a mystery, and
whose books contained little else than relations of cases,

and modes of treatment, sought the reason for each pheno-

menon that came under his notice. The principles of

Burgery, he maintained, are not less necessary to be under-

stood than the principles of other sciences ; unless, indeed,

the surgeon should wish to resemble "the Chinese pliilo-

Ebpher whose knowledge consisted only in facts." In that

case the science must remain unimproved until fresh lacts

arise. Too much attention, he remarked, canno be paid

to facts
;

yet a multitude of facts overcrowd the memory
without advantage if they do not lead us to establish

principles, by an acquaintance with which we learn the

causes of diseases. Hunter's course, which latterly com-

prised eighty-six lectures, delivered on alternate evenings

between the houft of seven and eight, lasted from October
to April. Some teachers of his time were content to

dismiss the subjects of anatomy and surgery in a course of

only six weeks' duration. The task of lecturing is said to

have been to Hunter so formidable that at the commence-
ment of each course he was obliged to take half a drachm
of laudanum. His class was usuaUy small, and never

exceeded thirty. Among its members at various times
were Abernethy, Carlisle, Chevalier, Cline, Coleman,
Astley Cooper, Home, Lynn, and Macartney. Hunter was
deficient in the gifts of a good extempore speaker, being in

this respect a remarkable contrast to his brother William

;

and ho read his lectures, seldom raising his eyes from the

manuscript. His manner with his auditory is stated to

' Kssavs onrf Okseroaiioru, L 55, 56. " May we not claim for him,"
says Sir Wm. Fcrgnsson with reference to these experiments, " that
he anticipated by a hundred years the scientific data on which the
present system of human grafting is conducted !" {Bunt. Oral.', 1871,
p. 17).

' Euays and Observations, I 115 ; «/. irwfa, I. 391.

have been embarrassed ana awsward, or, as Adams puts

it (06s. on Morbid Pots., p. 272;, "frequently ungraceful,"

and his language always unadorned ; but that his " expres-

sions for the explaining of his new theories rendered his

lectures often unintelligible "' is scarcely evident in bis

pupils' notes still extant. His own and others' errors and
fallacies were exposed with equal freedom in his teaching.

Occasionally he would tell his pupils,." You had better

not write down that observation, for very likely I shall

think differently next year
;

" and once to a question of

Coleman's he replied, " Never ask me what I have said

or what I have written ; but, if you will ask me what my
present opinions are, I will tell you." He was always much
gratified' when, in the conversations that he encouraged his

hearers to hold with him at the end of his lectures, ho
found that what he said was understood and appreciated.

In January 1776 Hunter was appointed surgeon-extra-

ordinary to the king. He commenced in the same year his

Croonian lectures on muscular motion, continued annually,

except in 1777, till 1782: they were never published by
him, being in his opinion too incomplete. In 1778 ap-

peared the second part of his Tieatise on the Naluntl
HUtory of the Human Teeth, the first part of which was
published in 1771. It was in the waste of the dental

alveoli and of the fangs of shedding teeth that in 1754-55,

as he tells us, he received his fir'st hint of the use of the

absorbents. Abernethy {Phys. Led., p. 196) relates that

Hunter, being' once asked how he could suppose it possible

for absorbents to do such things as he attributed to them,

replied, .
" Nay, I know not, unless they possess powers

similar to those which a, caterpillar exerts when feeding

on a leaf." Hunter in 1780 read before the Royal Society

a paper in which he laid claim to have been the first to

make out the nature of the utero-placental circulation. His
brother William, who had five years previously described

the same in his Anatomy of the Gravid Uterus, thereupon

wrote to the Society attributing to himself this honour.

John Hunter in a rejoinder to his brother's letter, dated

February 17, 1780, reiterated his former statement, viz.,

that his discovery, on the evening of the day in 1754 that

he had made it in a specimen injected by a Dr Mackenzie,

had been communicated by him to Dr Hunter. Thus arose

an estrangement between the two Hunters, which con-

tinued until the time of William's last iUness, when his

brother obtained permission to visit him.

In 1783 Hunter was elected a member of I he Royal

Society of Medicine and of the Koyal Academy of Surgery

at Paris, and took part in the formation of " A Society for

the Improvement of Medical and Chirurgical Ki owledge." '

It appears from a letter by Hunter that in th( latter part

of 1783 he, with Jenner, had the subject of coloar-blindncss

under consideration. As in that year the lease of his

premises in Jermyn Street was to expire, he purchased the

twenty-four years' leasehold of two houses, tb one on the

east side of Leicester Square, the other in Castle Street,

with intervening ground. Between the houses he built in

1783-85, at an expense of above £3000, a museum for his

anatomical and other collections. These by 1782 had cost

him £10,000, and contained- preparations of numerous

specimens presented by Sir Joseph Banks, the Honourable

C. Greville, and Mr Walsh. The new clifice consisted of

a hall 52 feet long by 28 feet wide, and lighted from the top,

with a gallery all round, and having beneath it a lecture

' The Transactions of the Society contain papers by Hunter en
inflammation of veins (1784), intussusception (1789), a case of para-

Ij-sis of the muscles of deglutition (1790), and a case of poisoii'ug

during pregnancy (1794), with others written by Home, from materials

supplied by him, on Hunter'-i operation for the cure of popliteal aneur-

ism, on loose cartilages in joints, on certain homy excrescences of the

human body, and on the growth of bones. -
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theatre, and a room used subsequently for the meetings of

the Lycjcum Medicum, a society instituted by Hunter and

Fordyce. In April 1785 Hunter's collections were removed

into it under the superintendence of Home and Bell,' and

another assistant, Andr^. Among the foreigners of dis-

tinction that inspected the museum, which was now shown

by Hunter twice a year,—in October to medical men, and

in May to other visitors,—were Blumenbacb, Camper, Poll,

and Scarpa. In the acquisition of subjects for his varied

biological investigations and of Bpeciraens for his museum,

eipense was a matter of small moment with Hunter. Thus

al one time he endeavoured, at his own cost, to obtain in-

formation respecting the Cetacea by sending out a surgeon

to the North in a Greenland whaler. He is said, moreover,

to have given, in June 1783, rio less than £500 for the

body of O'Brien, or Byrne, the Irish giant, whose skeleton,

7 feet 7 inches high, is so conspicuous an object in the

museum of the College of Surgeons of London.^

Hunter, who in the spring of 1769-72 had suffered from

gout, in spring 1773 from spasm apparently in the pyloric

region, accompanied by failure of the heart's action (Ottley,

Li/e, p. 44), and in 1777 from vertigo with symptoms yf

angina pectoris, had in 1783 another attack of the last

mentioned complaint, to which he was henceforward subject

when under anxiety or excitement of mind.

In Jlay 1785,* chiefly to oblige Sharp the engraver.

Hunter consented to have his portrait taken by Sir

Joshua Reynolds. He proved a bad sitter, and Reynolds

made but little satisfactory progress, till one day Hunter,

while resting his somewhat upraised head on his left

hand, fell into a profound reverie—one of those waking

dreams, seemingly, which in his lectures he has so well

described, when " the body loses the consciousness of its

own existence."* The painter had now before him the

man he would fain depict, and, turning his canvas upside

down, ho sketched out the admirable portrait which,

since most skilfully restored by Mr H. Farrar, is in the

possession of the Royal College of Surgeons. A copy

of the same, by Jackson, acquired from Lady Bell, is to be

seen at the National Portrait Gallery in South Kensington.

St Mary's Hall, Oxford, also possesses a copy. Sharp's

engraving of the original, published in 1788, is one of the

finest of his productions. The volumes seen in Reynolds's

picture are a portion of the unpublished records of anato-

mical researches left by Hunter at his death, which, with

other manuscripts, Sir Everard Home in 1812 removed
from his museum, and eventually, in order, it has been
supposed, to keep secret the source of many of his papers

iu the Philosophical Transactions, and of facts mentioned
in his lectures, committed to the flames.^

' Bell lived *ith Hunter fourteen years, i.e., from 1775 to 1789, and
was employed by bim cliiedy in making and drawing anatomical pre-

parations for the museum. He died in 1792 at Sumatra, where ho
waa assistant-surgeon to the East India Company.

^ O'Brien, dreading dissection by Hunter, had shortly before his

death arranged with several of his countrymen that his corpse sliouM
be conveyed by them to the sea, and .sunk in deep water ; but his

aqdertaker, who had entered into a pecuniary compact with the great
tnatomist, managed that while the escort was drinking at a certain

itago on the march seawards, the colIin should be locked up in a barn.

There some men he b.ad concealed speedily substituted an equivalent
Wright of paving-stones for the body, which was at night forwarded to

Hunter, and by him taken in his carriage to Earl's Court, and, to

avoid risk of a discovery, immediately after suitable division boiled
to obtain the bones. See Tom Taylor, Leicester Square, chap, xiv.,

1874; ef. Annual Kejistcr, xxvi. 209, 1783.
' See C. It. Leslie anrl Tom Taylor, Life and Times of Sir J.

fi->/noldf, ii. 474, 1865. Works, i. 20G-2CG.
' A transcript of a portion of Hunter's MSS., made by Clift in 1793

lind 1800, was edited by Professor Owen, in two volumes with notes,

iln 1861, under the title ot .Essat/s and Ohservatimis in Natural His-
tory, Anatomy, Physin'jijn, I'si/rliohr/i/, and Ocolriiji/. On tlicdcslruc-
llon of Hunter's papers see Cliffs " Appendix " in vol. ii. p. 497, also

frof. Flower, /ntrud. Lect., 7-9, 1870. .

Among the subjects of Hunter's physiological investiga-

tions in 1785 was the mode of growth of deer's antleis.

As he possessed the privilege of making experiments on
the deer in Richmond Park, he in July of that year had a

buck there caught and thrown, and tied one of its external

carotid arteries. He observed that the antler which
obtained its blood supply therefrom, then half-grown,

became in consequence cold to the touch. Hunter debated

with himself whether it would be sited in due time, or be

longer retained than ordinarily. To his surprise he found,

on re-examining the antler a week or two later, when the

wound around the ligatured artery was healed, that it

had regained its warmth, and was still increasing in size.

Had, then, his operation been in some way defective 1 To
determine this question, the buck was killed and sent

to Leicester Fields. On examination Hunter ascertained

that the external carotid had been duly tied, but that

certain small branches of the artery above and below the

ligature had enlarged, and by their anastomoses had restored

the blood supply of the growing part. Thus it was evident

that under " the stimulus of necessity," to use a phrase of

the experimenter, the smaller arterial channels are capable

of rapid .'ncrease in dimensions to perform the offices of the

larger." It happened that, in the ensuing December, there

lay in on"! of the wards of St George's Hospital a patient

of Hunter's, admitted for popliteal aneurism. The disease

must soon prove fatal unless by some means arrested.

Should the surgeon, following the usual and commonly
fatal method of tt;eatment, cut down upon the tumour, and,

after tying the artery above and below it, evacuate its con-

tents 1 Or should he adopt the procedure, deemed by Pott

generally advisable, of amputating the limb above it? It

was Hunter's aim in his practice, even if he could not dis-

pense with the necessity, at least to diminish the severity of

operations, which he considered were an acknowledgment of

the imperfection of the art of healing, and compared to

"the actsof the armed savage, who attempts to get that

by force which a civilized man would get by stratagem.'

Since, he argued, the experiment with the buck had shown

that coUaleial vessels are capable of continuing the circula-

tion when passage through a main trunk is arrested, why
should he not, in his aneurism case, leaving the absorbents

to deal with the contents of the tumour, tie the artery in

the sound parts, where it is tied in amputation, and preserve

the limb ? Acting upon this idea, he ligatured his patient's

femoral artery in the lower part of its course iu the thigh,

in the fibrous sheath enclosing the space since known as

" Hunter's canal."' The leg was found, some hours after

the operation, to have acquired a temperature even above

the normal.^ At the end of January 178C, that is, in

six weeks' time, the patient was well enough to be able

to leave the hospital. Thus it was that Hunter inaugu-

rated an operation which has been the means of pre-

serving to hundreds life with integrity of limb— an

operation which, as tho Italian Assalini, who sow it

first performed, testifies, "excited the greatest wonder,

' In his Treatise on the Blood, p. 288, Hunter observes :
—" Wo

find it a common principle in the animal maclnne, that every part

increases in some degree according to the action required. Thus \ve

find .... vessels become larger in proportion to the necessity of

supply, as for iustance, in the gravid uterus ; the external carotids in

the stag, also, when his liorus are gi'owing, are much larger than at

any other time."

See Professor Owen, "John Hunter and Vivisection," Brit. Med.

Journ., February 22, 1879, p. 284. In the fourth of his operations

for popliteal aneurism, Hunter for the liist time did not include the

vein iu the ligature. His patient lived for fifty years afterwards. Tho
results on tho artcri^ of this operation arc to bo seen in specimen 3472«

(Path. Ser. ) in the Huntcrian Museum.
* Home, Trans, of Soc. for Impr. of Med. and Chirur/;. KnowL,

i. 147, 1793. Excess of heat in tho injured limb was noticed also in

Hunter's second ease on the day after the operation ; and in his fourth

cnsc it reached i'-b' on the first day, and continued during a lortuighl.
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ind a«',il;ened the altpudon ol all tipc cu,,'<cono m
L'.urope

"

Early in 1786 Kumcr piiblisheiJ his Treatise ore Me
Venereal Disease, whicb, like some uf liis previous writings,

iras printed in his own house. Without the aid of the

booksellers, 1000 copies of it were sold within a twelve-

month. Although certain views therein expressed with

regard to the relationship of syphilis have been proved

erroneous, the work is a valuable compendium of observa-

tions of cases and modes of treatnient (c/. Hilton, Ihmt.

Oral., p. 40). Towards the end of the year appeared

his Observations on certain parts of the Animal CEconomi/,

vhich, besides the more important of his contributions to the

Pkilosophical Transactions, contains nine papers on various

subjects. By ths death of Mr Middleton in 17813, Hunter

became deputy surgeon-general to the army ; his appoint-

ment as surgeon-general and as inspector-general of

hospitals followed in 1790, on the death of Mr Adair. In

1787 he received the Royal Society's Copley medal as a

testimony to the importance of his discoveries in naturil

history.and was also elected a member of theAmerican Philo-

sophical Society. On account of the increase in his prac-

tice and his impaired health, he now obtained the services

of Home as his assistant at St George's Hospital. The
death of Pott in December 1788 secured to Hunter the

undisputed title of the first surgeon in England. He re-

signed to Home, in 1792, the delivery of his surgical lec-

tures, in order to devote himself more fully to the completion

of his Treatise on the Blood, hijlammation, and Gunshot
IFoKntA?, which was published by. his executors in 1794'.

In tliis, his masterpiece, the application of physiology to

practice is especially noticeable. Certain experiments

described in the first part, pp. 62-64, whii^h demonstrate

that arterialization of the blood in respiration takes place

by a process of diffusion of " pure air " or " vital air" {i.e.,

oxygen) through membrane, were made so early as the

summer of 1755.

Hunter in 1792 announced to his colleagues at St
George's, who, he considered, neglected the proper instruc-

tion of tlio students under their charge, his intention no
longer to divide with them the fees which he received for

his hospital pupils. Against this innovation, however, the

governors of the hospital decided in March 1793. Subse-

quently, by a committee of their appointing, a code of rules

respecting pupils was promulgated, one clause of which,

probably directed against an occasional practice of Hunter's,

stipulated that no person should be admitted as a student

of the hospital without certificates that he had been
educated for the medical profession. In the autumn two
young Scotchmen, ignorant of the now rule, came up to

town and applied to Hunter for admission as his pupils

at St George's. Hunter explained to them how he was
situated, but promised to advance their request at the next
board meeting at the hospital on the 16th October. On
that day, having finished a difficult piece of dissection,

he went down to breakfast in excellent spirits and in

his usual health. After making a professional call, be
attended the board meeting. There the interruption of

his remarks in behalf of liis applicants by a Hat contra-

diction from a colleague brought on one of the old spas-

modic heart attacks; he ceased speaking, and retired into

an adjoining room only in time to fall lifeless into the
arms of Dr Robertson, one of the hospital physicians.

After an hour had been spent in vain attempts to restore

oiiimation. his body was convoyed to his house in a sedan
chair.' Thus, in his sixty-fifth year, and in the height of

' Tlic record ol" Hunter's ilc;ith in the St James Chronicle for

Ootobcr 15-17,1793, p. 4, col. 4, nnkesjio nllusion to tlic iinine-

<Il:itc cause of UuutcT'si de.itli, but gives ^lio following st.iieiriciit :

—

"Jou.v IIUNTLK.—This ciuiucut Surgcoii aud valuallo man was

...o i„..i,iai aciiMcy, aie(i ,John Hunter, " whose range or

tliuught nature alone could fill," and to whom, &3 to but

few anumg all mankind, had been given wisdom to inter-

pret the dark sayings of t.aaire. His remains were interred

privately on October 22, 1793, in the vaults of St Maitin'.s

in the Fields. Thence, on March 28, 1859, through the

instrumentality of Mr Frank Buckland, they were removed
to Abbot Islip's chapel in Westminster Abbey, to be finally

deposited in the grave in the north aisle of the nave, close

to the resting-place of Ben Joiison.

Hunter was of about medium height, strongly built, and high-
shouldered aud sliort-neoked. He had an open countenance, anil

large features, eyes Uglit-blue or grey, eyebrows prominent, and
hair reddish-yellow in youth, later white, and worn curled b-.hind;

and he dressed plainly and neatly. He rose at or before six, dis-

sected till nine (his breakfast hour), received patients iiom half-

past nine till twelve, at least during the latter part of his life, ami
saw his outdoor and hospital patients till about four, when he dined,

taking, according to Home, as at other meals in the twenty years
preceding his death, no wine. After dinner he slept an liour; he then
sujierintended experiments, read or prepared his lectures, and made,
usually by means of an amanuensis, records of the day's dissections.
"1 never could understand," says Clifl, " how Mr Hunter obtained
rest: when I lel'thim at midniglit, it was with a lamp fresh trimmed
lor further study, and with the usual appointment to meet him
again at si.K in the morning." Mr H. Leigh Thom.as records- that,

on his fust arrival in London, having by desire called on Hunter
at five o'clock in the morning, he found him already busily engaged
in the dissection of insects. Rigidly econoniical of time, Hunter
was always at work, and always he had in view some fresh enter-

piise. He was once beard by Adams to express regret that men
must die at all. To his museum he gave a very large share of his

attention, being fearful lest the ordering of it should be incoiii]iIcto

at his death, and knowing of none w'lio'could continue his work
for him. " When 1 am dead," said lie one day to Dr Garthshore,
*' you will not soon meet with another John Hunter." At the timo
of Ids death he had anatomized ccitainly over 500 difl'ercnt species

of animals, some of them repeatedly, and had made numerous dis-

sections of plants. The manuscript works by him appropriated

and ilestroyed by Home, among whieh were his eighty-six surgical

lectures, all in full, are stated to have been " liteiaily a cartload "
;

and many pages of his records were written by C'lift nndtr his

directions "at least half a dozen times over, with corrections and
transpositions almost without end."
To Hunter, as he himself observed, to think was a delight. His

roiud was framed for systematic investigation, and hence peihaps,
arose the fatigue which, more particularly during the last ten years
of his life, the desultory conversation of a mixed comjiany wouhl
occasion him.* " My mind is like a bee-hive," was a remark of his

to Abernethy, **a simile which struck me," says that writer, "on
account of its correctness ; for, in the midst of buzz and apparent
contusion, there was great order, regularity of structure, and abund-
ant food, collected with incessant imlustry from the choicest stores

of nature."'' Hunter was generally, though cheerfully, taciturn, and
many a morning's labour with C'lift was passed with scarcely a word
of discourse. When, however, he spoke—as while resting himself,

and standing upright from his dissection after stooping for hours as

if nailed to the object under investigation—he evinced both shrewd-
ness and wit. In conversr.tion his words wore well chosen, and his

remarks often wonderfully forcible and pointed ; and, when so dis-

posed, he could put things in a very ludicrous point of view. Ha
articulated slowly, and in consultation gave his opinion much asil

lecturing, the enunciation of !iis not seldom novel doctrines being
prefaced by some introductory illustration or history. A strangerto

artifice aud flattery, and open and unceremonious or even blunt in

speech,he readily communicated what he knew and thought, and thus
did not always inspire others with a higher opinion of their personal

consequence. " We are but beginning to learn our profession," ha
would tell his friends; and lie was wont to say that he was conscious

of no peculiar talent, but that, if he had promoted professional know-
ledge, it seemed to him to have arisen chiefly from his disposition to

distrust opinions, and to examine every subject for liimsclf. What
views of his he confidently ollercd for acceptance were such as ho be-

lieved to have n solid foundation in facts ; and the blind emin-
ciution by his fellow-piractitioncrs of time-honoured crrore vexed

suddenly taken ill, yesterday, in tlio Council-room of St George's
Hospital. After receiving the assistance which could bo afforded by
two Physicians and a Sni-geon, he was removed in a close chair to hia

house, in Leicester Fields, where ho expired about tw'o o'clock."

Examination of the Iic."it revealed disease involving the pericardium,
endocardium, and arteries, lie aoronary arteries in particular showing
ossilic change. • J/iml. Oral., 1827, p. 5.

J Home, Li/c, p. Ixv. ' JJunl. Oral., 1319, p. 43.
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i;rs !!';!ici. wIiicTi wii^ n.itumlly susceptible, and was rendered the

more so by excess of eNcrtion, with repeatedly the additional strain

of bodily dibcaso. "I know, I know," said he to Abernethy, "I
am but a pigmy in knowledge, yet I feel as a giant wlien compared

with these men." The eluirges that his language was frequently

coarse, and that swearing was with him a habit, as with many of

iiis contemporaries and successors, have been indignantly rebuttt'd

by Clift.' Leigh 'I'honias deseiibes the impression left by his lirst

early morning interview with Hunter as "a mingled feeling of pro-

found respect, surprise, and admiration ; " and by his assistants,

pupils,and all with whom he had lived on intimate terms, he was both

loved and venerated. His temper. Home states, was very warm and
impatient, and when irritated not easily soothed. The hasty but

mot .iltogether illogical outburst of his anger when refused the post-

mortem examination of a child, the victim of some obscure malady,

in the words, *' Then, sir, 1 heartily hope that yourself and all your

family, nay all your friends, may die of tlic same disease, and that

no one may be able to afford any assistance, " is in amusing contrast

with the acknowledged benevolence of his character. To the kind-

ness of his disjiosition, his fondness for animals, his aversion to

oper.itions, his thoughtfid and self-sacrificing attention to his

patients, and especially his zeal to help forward struggling practi-

tioners and others in any want abundantly testify. " Kvery man,"
said he, "should bean economist, for if he has ever more money
than his wants require he can assist the poor." In a letter of his,

introducing a patient to his brother William, we read: " He has no

money, and you have plenty, so that you are well met." Pecuniary

means he valued no further than they enabled him to promote his

researches ; and to the poor, to non-beneficed clergymen, professional

authors, and artists bis services were rendered without remuneration.

His yearly income in 1763-7'4 was never £1000 ; it exceeded that

sura in 1778, for several years before bis death was £5000, and at

the time of that event h.ad reached above £6000. All his earnings

not required for domestic expenses were, during the last ten years

of his life, devoted to the improvement of his museum ; and his

property, this excepted, was found on bis decease to be barely sulfi-

cieut to pay his debts. By his contemporaries generally Hunter
was respected as a master of the art and science of anatomy, and as a

cautious aad trustworthy if not an elegant or very dexterous opera-

tor. Few, however, perceived the drift of his biological researches.

Although it was admitted, even by Foot,^ that the idea after which

his unique museum had been formed—namely, that of morphology

as the only true basis of a systematic zoological classification—was
entirely his own, yet his investigations into the structure of the

lower orders of animals were regarded as, after all, works of unpro-

fitable curiosity. One surgeon, of no inconsiderable repute, is said

to have ventured the remark that Mr Hunter's preparations were

"just as valuable aa so many pig's pettitoes ;"' and the president

of the Royal Society, Sir Joseph Banks, writing in 1796, plainly

expressed his disbelief as to the collection being "an object of im-

portance to the general study of natural history, or indeed to any
oraiieh of science except to that of meilicino." It was "without
the solace of sympathy or cn'couragement of approbation, without

collateral assistance," * and careless of achieving fame—for he held

that " no man ever was a great man who wanted to be one"—that

Hunter laboured to perfect his designs, and established the science

of cumparative anatomy, and principles which, however neglected

in his lifc-timc, became the ground-work of all medical study and
teaching.

In accordance with tho directions given by Hunter in his will,

his collection was offered for purchase to the British Government.

But the prime minister, Mr I'itt, on being asked to consider tho

matter, exclaimed :
" What ! buy preparations ! Why, I have not

money enough to purchase (Gunpowder." He, however, consented to

tho bestowal of a portion ol the king's bounty for a couple of ye.irs

on .Mrs Hunter and licr two surviving children. In 1796 Lord

Auckland undertook to urge upon tho Government the advisability

of acquiring the collection, and on June 13, 1799, parliament voted

£15,000 for this purpose. Its custodianship, after refusal by tho

Colligi: of I'hysicians, was unanimously accejited by the Corporation

of ."burgeons on the terms proposed, 'rhcso were in brief—that tho

colKctiou be open four Iiours in the forenoon, two days every week,

for the inspection and consultation of the fellows of the College of

Pliysiciansi, the members of the Company of Surgeons, ond persons

priipiMly introduced by them, a catalogue of the preparations and an

ollicial to explain it being at those times always at hand ; that a

course ofnot less than twenty-four lectures' on comparative onatomy
and oilier subjects illustrated by the collection be given every year by

some menilicr of tho Company ; and that the preparations be kept in

good preservation at the expense of the Corporation, and be subject

to the Huperintendcnce of a board of sixteen trustees.' Tho fullil-

mcnl of these conditions was rendered Jiossible by tho receipt of fees

• Soc Lawrence. //«n(. Orat.\ p. 60. *

• .Svf p. -HX of Iti5 in;»Uclou» io-callcd H'e of John //unUr, 17W.
• '-•/. .1 If r.re.M, /luul. Oinl., 1H40. ]>. V7,
• Aheniethy. I''>ij*n>t»ijicat U'-tum, \t. 11. tSI7.
• InsiitnL..] I,, wini, iiiereascO to scTCntcen In I**'-'

for examinations and diplomas, under the charter by which, fn 1800,

the Corporation was constituted the Royal College of Surgeons. A
board of curators was in that year appointed by the council of tho

college to provide for the management of the museum and the pre-

paration ol catalogues. In 1S06 the collection was placed in tem-
porary quarters in Lincoln's Inn Fields, and the sum of £15,000
was voted by parliament for the erection of a properand commodious
building for its picservalion and extcusiou. This w.ts followed by a

giant of £12,500 in 1807. The collection was reufxived in 1812 to

the new museum, and opened to visitors in 1813. The greater part

of the present edifioe was built in 1 835, at an expense to the college

of about £40,000 ; and the combined Huuterian and collegiate cot-

lections, having been rearranged in what are now termed the

western and middle museums, were in 1836 made :l( cessible to tin

public. The erection of the eastern museum in 18c !, on premise-

in Portugal Street bought in 1847 for £16,000, cost £25,000, of whicl

parliament granted £15,000 ; it was opened in 1855.

Hunter's collection was estimated to contain 13,682 specimens,

viz. , in the physiological department, 3745 in spirit, 965 osteolo-

gical, 617 dry, 1968 zoological—totcl 7295 ; and in the patholo-

gical, 1084 in spirit, 625 dry (including bones), 636 calculi aud

concretions, 218 monsters and malformations, and 215 microscojiic

^total 2678 ; and 3709 fossils. Since its acquisition by the col-

lege, it has been greatly increased, notably by presentations from Sir

William Blizard (1811) and Sir S. L. Hamniiek (1851), and by pur-

chase of specimens in the possession of Sir A. Lever (1806), Me&.-r9

Joshua Brookes (1828), Heaviside (1829), Langstaff, South (1S35),

Howship, Taunton (1841), Liston (1842), and Walker (1843), Sir

Astley Cooper (1843), and Dr Barnard Duvis(Jan. ISSO). The his-

tological collection, of which the 215 Huuterian sjjecimens are the

nucleus, is tlie result chiefly of the labours of Professor Quekett,

and purchases from Dr Tweedy Todd, Mr Nasmyth, and Professor

Lenhossek, and contained in July ISSO upwards of 12,000 speci-

mens. The library, the formation of which commenced in 1801,

consisted in July ISSO of 37,668 vols., comprising 14,882 separate

works, and 30,021 tracts, pamphlets, essays, theses, and reports.'

Mr William Clift, whom, on February 14, 1792, Hunter received

into his house to train as an assistant in his museum,' had the ex-

clusive charge of the collection from the date of its owner's death

to that of its purchase by the state. During this period, with two

gallons of spirit meted out occasionally, and the pittance of 7s. a

week for liis own support out of the limited funds at the disposal

of Hunter's executors, he contrived to maintain the whole in good

condition. He was conservator of the museum, as stated on the

pedestal of his bust there, from 1800 to 1849. From 1825 to 1832

he was assisted by his sou, William Home CUft. Professor Richard

Owen held the olfice of assistant-conservator in 1832-35, and of con-

servator in 1836-55, and Professor J. T. Quekett that of assistant-

conservator in 1843-51, and of conservator from 1852 till his death

in 1861, when he was succeeded by Professor William Henry Flower.

The scope of Hunter's labours may be defined aa the cxidication

of the various phases of lifa exhibited in organized structures, both

animal and vegetable, from the simplest to the most highly differeu-

tiated. By him, therefore, comparative anatomy was employed, not

in subservience to the classification of living forms, as by Cuvier,

but as a means of gaining insight into the principle animating and

producing these forms, by virtue of which he perceived that, how-

ever different in form and faculty, they were all allied to himself

In what does life consist ? is a question which in his writings be

frequently considers, and whi(di seems to have been ever present

in his mind. Life, ho taught, was a principle iude|iendentiif strur.

ture," most tenaciously held by the least highly organized beings,

but capable of readier destruction as a whole, .as, e.g., by deprivation

of heat or by pain, in young than in oldauimals. In life he beheld

an agency working under the control of law, and exercising its

functions in various modes ond degrees. He perceived it, as

Abernethy observes, to be "a great chemist," a power capable o(

manufacturing a variety of substances into one kind of generally

distributed nutriment, and of furnishing from this a still greater

variety of dissimilar substances. Like Haivcy, who terms it the

anima vctjcliva, he regarded it as a principle of self-preservation,

which keeps tho body tiom dissolution. Life is shown, said he, in

renovation and action ; but, although facilitated in its working by

mechanical causes, it can exist without action, as in an egg new-laid

or undergoing incubation. It is not simply a regulator of tempera-

lure ; it is a principle which resists cold, conferring on the struc-

tures which it endows tho capacity of passing some degrees below

the fieeziiig-point of ordinary inanimate matter without sull'eriiig

congelation. Hunter found, in short, that there exists in ouimala

a latent heat of life, set free in the process of death (see Treatise on

' CaJciidar of the /Joirnt Collegt of Sumrpns. July S. 18i»0.

• Seo Sir lle'nj. C. Drwlle. • Aulobloiiniiiliy." Hurlj, cJ. C. lUwklns. I. 41. 18rj.

» How ric.nily lie he'd lllls view la u-cn In Ills ivniark (Treatise e«i ttte iitottt,

n 2S <*/ p 4(1) ttiiit, in tlic couKuIalInK Iynii>h of tlic bloo'i it proliaMy eom-

iiion 'til III! nnliniil3. Mlievcus llic icj cori.uselej mc i.ot, wo miiM suppose il.e

IvMiiili to lie tho osjiiilliil pail of llim lliilii. Iliiiilei-Miij Hie lli.« lo,l.j...-ei

ilMi llic liliioil of Mic enibryon of roil -lil"Odi'il iinhiioln Is nt llisl ci.loin-le>». r.-

-, •uulinn tliat o( liiverleUiilcs. (See Oxen, rrefocc lo vol. Iv. uf ll^ill. u xiii I
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knc Blood, p. SO). Thus lie observed that sap if removed from trees

froie at 32 Falir., but within them might be fluid even at 15° ; that

a living snail placed in a freezin" mixture acquired first a tempera-

ture of 28°, and afterwards of 32 ere it froze ; and that, whereas a

dead egg congealed in^mediately at 32°, a living egg did so only whou
its temperature had risen to that point after a previous fall to 29i°.

The idea that the fluid and semilluid as well as the solid constitu-

ents of the body contain the vital principle diffused through them
he formed in 1755-6, when, in making drawings illustrative of the

thangeti that take place in the incubated egg, ho noted specially

tliat neither the white nor tho yolk undergoes putrefaction. The
bl»od be, with Hai-voy, considered to possess a vitality of its own,

more or less independent of that of the animal in which it circulates.

Life, ho held, is preserved by the compound of the living body and

the .source of its solid constituents, the living blood. It is to the

susceptibility of the latter to be converted into living organized

tissue that the union of severed structures by the first intention is

due. He even inclined to the belief that the chyle has life, and he

considered that food becomes "animalized " in digestion. Coagula-

tion of the blood he comjinrcd to the contraction of muscles, and

believed to be an operation of life distinct from chemical coagulation,

adducing in support of lii.s opinion the fact that, in animals killed

by lightning, by violent blows on the stomach, or by tlie exhaustion

of hunting, it does not take place. "Breathing," said Hunter,

"seems to lender life to the blood, and the blood continues it in

every part of the body."' Life, he held, could be regarded as a

fire, or something .similar, and might for distinction's sake be called

"animal fu'e." Of this the process of respiration might atford a

constant supply, the fixed life supplied to the body in the food being

set free and rendered active in the lungs, whilst the air carried off

that principle which encloses and retains the animal fire.- The
liNTlng principle, said Hunter, is coeval with the existence of animal

or vegetable matter itself, and may long exist without sensation.

The principle upon which depends the power of sensation regulates

all our external actions, as the principle of life docs our internal,

and the two act mutually on each other in consequence of

changes produced in the brain. Something (tho "materia vitse

diffusa") similar to the components of the brain (tho " materia vita;

coacervata") may be supposed to be diffused through tho body and
oven contained in the blood ; between these a communication is

kept up by the nerves (the " chorda; iuternuncia; ").' Neither a

material nor a chemical theory of life, however, formed a part of

Himter's creed. "Mere composition of matter," he remarked,
"does not give life ; for tho dead body has all the composition it

ever ha^l ; life is a property we do not understand ; we can only see

the necessary leading steps tc'ards it. "^ As from life only, said

ho in one of his lectures, we ca gain an idea of death, so from death

only we gain an idea of life. Life, being an agency leading to, but
not consisting of, any modification of matter, "either is something
superadded to matter, or else consists in a peculiar arrangement of

certain fine particles of matter, which being thus disposed acquire

the properties of life." As a bar of iron may gain magnetic virtue

by being placed for a time in a special position, so perhaps
the particles of matter arranged and long continued in a certain

posture eventually gain the power of life. "I enquired of Mr
Hunter," writi!S one of his pupils,^ "if this did not make for the

Exploded Doctrine of Equivocal Generation ; he told me perhaps

it did, and that us to Equivocal Generation all we c*" have was
negative Proofs of its not taking Place. He did not deny that

Equivocal Generation happened ; there were neither positive proofs

for nor against its taking place."

To exemplify the differences between org.anic and inorganic growth,
Hunter made and employed in his lectures a collection of crystal-

lized .specimens of minerals, or, as he termed them, " natural or

native fossils." Of fossils, designated by him " extraneous fossils,"

bticauso extraneous respecting the rocks in which they occur, ho
recognized the true nature, and he arranged them according to a
system agreeing with that adopted for recent ori^anisms. The study
of' fcssils enabled him to apply his knowledge of the relations of tho
plicnomena of life to conditions, as exhibited in times present, to

the elucidation of the liistory of tho earth in geological epochs.
He oL„orved tho non-occurrence of fossils in granite, out with his
customary scientific caution and insight could perceive no reason for

supposing it to be the original matter of the globe, prior to vegetable
or animal, or that its formation was different from that of other
rocks. In water he recognized tho chief agent in producing
teiTc.itrial changes (c/. Trmtiie on the Blood, p. 15, note); but tho
popul.ir notion that tho Noachian deluge might account for tho
marine organisms discoveied on land ho ))oiiited out was untenable.
Kioiii the diversity of tho situations in which many fossils and allied

living structures are found, he was led to infer that at various
pctioils not only repeated oscillations of the level of tho land,

f ' T.tirllie on Hi niomi, v. "3. ' Essai/s and Obiei-valions, I. 113.
• 7'rtatite on the lllood, \t. 8;). * It,., p. 00
' 1*. P. binple. Willi tlicloan (if whoso vofume uf MS. notes of Hunfei-'s "Chlrur-

l!i<-ul Lmiui-i-s." ilaled, on the lust page, Sept. 20, 1787. Ihc wiilcr lias been
(tivoured by Dr W. II. Bioudbcnt.

lasting thousands of centuries, but also great cfinnnc vanaiions,

perhaps due to a change in the ecliptic, liad taken place in geolo-

gical times. Hunter consideied th.it very few fossils of those that
resemble recent forms are identical witli them. He conceived

thiU the latter might be varieties, but that if .they are really dif-

ferent species, then "we must suppose that a new creation must
have taken place." It would appear, therefore, that the origin of

species in variation had not struck him as jxissible. That ho
believed varieties to have resulted from tho influence of cha.iges in

the conditions of life in times past is shov.'n by a somewhat obscure
passage in his "Introduction to Natural History" [Essays and Ob-
servations, i. 4), in which he remarks, " But, I think, we have reason
to suppose that there was a period of time in which every species

of natural production was the same, there being then no variety in
any species," and adds that " civilization has made varieties in many
species, which are the domesticated." Modern discoveries and doc
trines as to the succession of life in time are again foreshadowed by
him in the observation in his introduction to the descri]ition of

drawings relative to incubation (quoted in Prof, to Cat, of Phjs.
Ser., i. p. iv., 1S33) that :—

" If we were capable of foilowing the proprcBS of Increase of the number of

the parts of the most perfect animal, as they Hist formed in succession, Iioiii iho
very first, to its stjitc of full perfection, wc sliould probably bo able to conip;iie i(

with some one of the incomplete animals themselves, of cveiy order of aniniala
in the creation, being at no stage difleient from some of those inferior oider^

;

or, in other woi'ds, if we wei'c to take a scries of animals from the nioro
imperfect to the perfect, we should probably tinU an imperfect animal cone-
spending with some stage of the most perfect."

,

In pathological phenomena Hunter discerned the resnlts of tbo
perturbation of those laws of life by which the healthy organism
subsists. 'With him pathology was a science of vital djaianiics.

He afforded principles bearing not on single complaints only, but
on the effects of injury and disease in general. To attempt to set

forth what in Hunter's teaching was now to -pathology.- and
systematic surgery, or was rendered so by his mode of treatment,
would be well-nigh to present an epitome of all that he wrote on
those subjects. "When we make a discovery in iiathology," says

Adams, writing in 1818, "we only learn what we have overlooked
in his writings or forgotten in his lectures." Surgery," which only
in 1745 had formally ceased to bo associated with "tlie.art and
mystery of barbers," he raised to the rank of a scientific profession.

His doctrines were, necessarily, not tho.se of his age ; while lesser

minds around him were still dim with the mists of the ignorance
and dogmatism of times past, his lofty intellect was illumined by
the dawn of a distant day.

See, besides the above quoted publications, An Appeal lo the prtfent Pttrlia-

menl .... on rfie $ubjat of the lau J. /luiiter's ilusevm, 1795; Sir C. Ddl. A
Lecture .... being a Conitmntarfj on Mr J Hunter's preparations of tht Dis-
eaies of the Urethra, 1830; The President of the Royal College of Su'rfieons of
England, Address lo the Committee for the Erectjou of a Status of Hunter. Loud..
March 29, 1339; Professor Owen, "Sketch of Hunters Scienlitic Character and
Woiks," in Tom Taylor's ici«s/itr 5<7uurc, 1874, abo In Huntei's Works, ed. by
Palmer, vol. iv., 1837, and in Essays a)td Ohterralions; .ho invaluable catalogues
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Hunter's Observations and /teficclions on Geotofjtf, intended to serve as an nitro-

dnction to the catalogue of his collection of exiianeiJus fussils. was publi>heil in

Itisa, and his Memoranda on Vefj<:tation in 16G0. iF. H. 11.)

HUKTER, William (1718-1783), a cclebratetl physio-

logist and physician, and the first great teacher of anatomy
in England, was born May 23, 1718, at East Kilbride,

Lanark. He was the seventh child of his parents, and an
elder brother of John Hunter, the distinguished surgeon.

When fourteen years of age lie was sent to the university

of Glasgow, where he studied for five years. He bad
originally been intended for the church, but, scruples con-

cerning subscription arising in his mind, he followed the

advice of his friend William Cullen (see Cullen, vol. vi.

p. 694), and resolved to devote himself to physic. During
1737-40 ho resided with Cullen at Hamilton, and then, with

a view to increasing his medical knowledge before settling

in partnership with bis friend, bo spent tho winterof 1740-

41 at Edinburgh, and thence went to London. There Dr
James Douglas, an anatomist and obstetrician of soma
note, to whom he had been recommended, engaged his

services as a tutor to his son, and as a dissector, and as.sisted

him to enter as a surgeon's pupil at St George's Hospital,

and to procure the instruction of the anatomist Dr NichoUs.

Dr Douglas died in April 1742, but Hunter still continued

to live with his family. In 171C Hunter undertook iu

place of Mr Samuel Sharpe the delivery, for a societ-
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.laval practitioners, or a senes or isctuies on operative

surgery, and so satisfactorily did he acquit liimself of iiis

task that he was requested to include anatomy in his course.

It was not long before he attained considerable fame as a

lecturer; for not only was his oratorical ability great, but

lio diU'cred from his contemporaries in the fulness and

thoroughucss of his teaching, and in the care which he

took to provide for his hearers the best possible practical

illustrations of his discourses. We read that the syllabus

of Mr N'ourse, published iu 1748, "totam rem anatomicam

complectens," comprised only twenty-three lectures, exclu-

sive of a short and defective " Syllabus Chirurgicus," and

that at " one of the most reputable courses of anatomy in

Earope," which Hunter had himself attended, the professor

was obliged to demonstrate all the parts of the body, except

the nerves and vessels (shown in a foetus) and the bones,

on a single dead subject, and for the explanation of the

operations of surgery used a dog !' In 1747 Hunter became

a member of the Corporation of Surgeons. In the course of

a tour through Holland to Pans with his pupil J. Douglas

in 1728, he visited Albinus at Leyden, and inspected with

admir.ition his injected preparations. By degrees Hunter

renounced surgical for obstetric practice, in which he ex-

celled. He was appointed a surgeon-accoucheur at the

Middlesex Hospital in 1748, and at the British Lying-in

Hospital in the year following. The degree of M.D. was

conferred upon him by the university of Glasgow, October

24, 1750. About the same time he left his old abode at

Mrs Douglas's, and settled as a physician in Jermyn Street.

He became a licentiate of the College of Physicians, Sep-

tember 30, 1756. In 1762 he was consulted by Queen
Charlotte, and in 1764 was made physician-extraordinary

to her Majesty.

On the departure of his brother John for the army.

Hunter engaged as an assistant Mr William Hewson, whom
he subsequently admitted to partnership in his lectures.

Hewson was succeeded in 1770 by Mr Cruikshank.

Hunter became in 1767 a fellow of the Royal Society ; in

176i a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, and third

profciior of anatomy to the Royal Academy of Arts ; and

in 1780 and 1782 respectively an associate of the Royal

Medical Society and of the Royal Academy of Sciences of

Paris. During the closing ten years of his life his health

failed greatly. His last lecture, at the conclusion of

which he fainted, was given, contrary to the remonstrances

of friends, only a few days before hi.s death, which took

place March 30, 1 783. He was buried in the rector's vault

at St James's, Piccadilly.

Hunter had in' 17G5 requested of the Hon. Mr Gren-

ville the grant of a plot of ground on which he might

establish "a museum in London for the improvement of

anatomy, surgery, and physic " (see " Papers " at end of his

Two /iilrodudori/ Lectures, 1784), and had offered to expend

on its erection i.7000, and to endow in perpetuity a pro-

fessorship of anatomy in connexion with it. His appli-

cation receiving no recognition, he alter many months

abandoned his scheme, and built himself a house, with

lecture and dissecting-rooms, in Great Windmill Street,

whiilior he removed in 1770. In one fine apartment in

this house was accommodated his collection, comprising

anatomical and p.ithological prepriralions, ancient coins

ond medals, minerals, shells, and corals. His natural

history specimens were in part a purch.Tsc, for XI 200, of

the c.NCCutors of hi?) friend Dr John Folhergill (sec vnl.

it )). 47.")). Hunter's whole collection, together with his

fine library of Greek and Latin classics, and nn endowment

of XSOOO, by his will became, after llic lapse of twenty

years, the property of the university of Glasgow. His

paternal estate of Long Calderwood w.is left to hisbrotlicr-

in liiw. Dr Jar.ics Baillie, by whom, ns soon as the will

was provea, it was matie over to jonn liuntci. Hunter
was never married, and was a man of frugal habits. Like
his brother John, he was an early riser, and a man of untir-

ing industry. He is described as being in his lectures,

which were of two hours' duration, "both simple and pro-

found, minute in demonstration, and yet the reverse of

drj' and tedious
;
" and his mode of introducing anecdotal

illustrations of his topic was most happy. Lecturing was
to him a pleasure, and, notwithstanding his many profes-

sional distractions, he regularly continued it, because, as

he said, he "conceived that a man may do infinitely more
good to the public by teaching his art than by practising

it" (see " Memorial " appended to Inirod. Led., p. 120).

Huuter was the author of several contributions to the Medical

Obscrialions and Enqxiirics and the Philcsojihical Tiansactions. la

his paper on the structure of cartilages and joints, published in the

latter in 1713, he anticipated what Bichat sixty years aftcrirards

wrote concerning the structure and arrangement of the synovial

membranes. His Medical Commentaries (pt. i., 1762, supplemented

1764) contains, among other like matter, details of his disputes

with the JIunros as to who first had successfully performed the

injection of the tuhuli testis (in which, however, both he and they

had been forestalled by Haller in 1745), and as to who had dis-

covered the true ofBce of the lymphatics (ef. Anatomy, voh i. p.

815), and also a discussiou on the question whether be or Pott

ought to be considered the earliest to have elucidated the nature of

hernia congenita, which, as a matter of fact, had been previously

explained by Haller. In the Commentaries is exhibited Hunter's

one weakness—an inordinate love of controversy. His impatience

of contradiction he averred to be a characteristic of anatomists, in

whom he once jocularly condoned it, on the plea that " the passive

submission of dead bodies" rendered the crossing of their will the

K-ss bearable. His great nork, The Anatomy of the Gravid Uterus,

exhibited in Figures, fol. (see Anatomy, vol i. p. 816), was pub-

lished in 1774. His posthumous works are T'lt'O JiUroiiudory

Lectures, 1784, and Anatomical Description of the Human Gravid

Uterus, 1794, which was re-edited by Dr Rigby in 1843.

SCO Oenl. il<ig., Illl. pt. 1, p. 364. 1783; S. F. Simmons, An Acnunt of the Lift

of ir. llunler, 1783 ; Adams's nnd Oltley's Lives of J. Hunter ;
Sir B. C Bro.lte,

//nnUriaft Oration, 1837; W. Munk, T/te Roll of llie lioyal College of Phystnam

of London, II. 205, 1878 ; ond the piecettlng article. (F. H. B.)

HUNTING. The circumstances which render necessary

the habitual pursuit of wild animals, either as a means of

subsistence or for self-defence, generally accompany a phase

of human progress distinctly inferior to the pastoral and

agricultural stages ; resorted to ns a recreation, on the

other hand, the practice of the chase in most cases indicates

a considerable degree of civilization, and sometimes ulti-

mately becomes the almost distinctive employment of the

classes which are possessed of most leisure and wealth. It

is only in some of its latter aspects, viz., as a "sport," pur-

sued on fixed rules and principles, that hunting requires

notice here.

The information we possess as to the field sports of the

ancients is in many directions extremely fragmentary.

With regard to the ancient Egyptians, however, we learn

that the huntsmen constituted an entire subdivision of the

great second caste ; they either- followed the chase oti their

own account, or acted as the attendants of the chiefs in

their hunting excursions, taking charge of the dogs, and

securing and bringing home the game. The game was

sought in the open deserts which border on both sides the

valley of the Nile ; but (by the wealthy) sometimes ir,

enclosed spaces into which the animals had been driven, oi

in preserves. Besides the noose and the net, the arrow,

the dart, and the hunting pole or roifji'i/Kwi were frequently

employed. The animals chiefly hunted were the gazelle,

ibex, oryx, stag, wild ox, wild sheep, hare, and porcupine

;

I olsio the ostrich for its plumes, and tho fox, jackal, wolf,

hy.-cna, nnd leopard for their skin.s, or ns enemies of th(

farm-yard. The lion was occasionally trained as n luiiit.

ing animal instead of tho dog. The sportsman appears

occasionally at Ici-.st, in the later periods, to have gone tc

covcrin hischariol or on horseback ; according to Wilkinson,

when the doss threw off in a level plain of great extent, 11
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was even usual for him " to remain in Lis chariot, and,

Ufing bis horses to their full speed, endeavour to turn or

intercept them as tiiey doubled, discharging a well-directed

arrow whenevertLoycamewithinitsYange."' The partiality

lor the chase which the ancient Egyptians manifested was

shared by the Assyrians and Babylonians, as is shown by

the frequency with which hunting scenes are found depicted

on tha walls of their temples and palaces, and also by the

alleged fact that even their dresses and furniture were

ornamented with similar subjects.^ The game pursued

included tlie lion, the wild ass, the gazelle, and the hare,

and the implements chietly employed seem to have been

the javplm and the bow. There are indications that hawk-

ing wai also known. The Assyrian kings also maintained

mfignilicc'it parks, or "paradises," in which game of every

k\vA was enclosed ; and perhaps it was from them that the

Pers-un sovereigns borrowed the practice mentioned both

by Xenophoa in the Ci/ropafdia, and by Curtius. Accord-

ing to Herodotus, Cyrus devoted the revenue of four great

towns to meet the e.xpenses of his hunting establishments.

The circumstances under which the death of the son of

Cia\su3 IS by the same writer (i. 34-45) related to have

occurred incidentally show in what high estimation the

rciTcation of hunting was held in Lydia. In Palestine

game has always been plentiful, and the Biblical indica-

tions that it was much sought and duly appreciated are

numerous. As means of capture, nets, traps, snares, and
pitfalls are most frequently alluded to ; but the arrow (Isa.

vii. 24), the spear, and the dart (Job xli. 26-29) are also

mentioned. There is no evidence that the use of the dog

(Jos., A}it., iv. 8, 10, notwithstanding) or of the horse in

hunting was known among the Jews during the period

covered by the Old Testament history ; Herod, however,

was a keen and successful sportsman, and is recorded by

Josephus (B. J., i. 21, 13, compare Ant., xv. 7, 7 ; xvi. 10,

3) to have killed no fewer than forty head of game (boar,

wild ass, deer) in one day. The sporting tastes of the

ancient Greeks, as may be gathered from many references

in Homer (II., ix. 538-545; Od.,is. 120; xvii. 295, 310;

xix. 429 s(/.), had developed themselves at a very early

period; they first found adequate literary expression in the

work of Xenophon entitled Cyner/eticus,^ which expounds
liij principles and embodies his experience in his favourite

art of hunting. The treatise chiefly deals with the capture

of the hare ; in the author's day the approved method was
to find the bare in her form by the use of dogs; when found

the was either driven into nets previously set in her runs,

or else run down in the open. Boar-hunting is also de-

scribed ; it was effected by nets into which the animal was
pursued, and in which when fairly entangled he was speared.

The stag, according to the same work, was taken by means
of a kind of wooden trap (ffoSoo-rpa/Sj;) which attached

itself to the foot. Lions, leopards, lynxes, panthers, and
bears are also specially mentioned among the large game

;

sometimes they were taken in pitfalls, sometimes speared by
mounted horsemen. As a writer on field sports Xenophon
w.as followed by Arrian, who in his Cynegetictts, in avowed
dependence on his predecessor, seeks to supplement such
deficiencies in the earlier treatise as arose from its author's

unacquaintance with the dogs of Gaul and the horses of

Scyihia and Libya. Four books of Cynegetka, extending
to about 2100 hexameters, by Oppian have also been pre-

served ; the last of these is incomplete, and it is probable
th.at a fifth at one time existed. The poem contains
some good descriptive passages, as well as some very

' Sec on this whole suliject ch. viii. of Wilkinson's Ancient Eyyp-
tir.r:s (ii. 78-92, cd. Biifh, 1878).

' Sec Lav.inl (.ViivivA. W. 131, 132), who cilM Ainini.-in. .Marccll.,

iTvi. G, and Atlitn., .xii. 9,

' t^ngi. transl. 1>y iH.uc

curious indications of the state uf zoological knowledge in

the author's time. Hunting scenes are frequently repre-

sented in ancient works of art, especially the boar-hunt,

and also that of the hare. In Roman literature allusions

to the pleasures of the chase (wild ass, boar, hare, fallow

deer, being specially mentioned as favourite game) are not
wanting (Virg., Georg., iii. 409-413; i'r/., iii. 75; Hor.,Ot/.,

i. 1, 25-28); it seems to have been viewed, however, with

less favour as an occupation for gentlemen, and to have
been chially loft to inferiors and professionals. The immense
vivaria or theriotropheia, in which various wild animals,

such as boars, stags, and roe-deer, were kept in o state of

semi-domestication, were developments which arose at a
comparatively late period ; as also were the vt-nationts in

the circus, although these are mentioned as having been
known as early as 186 B.C. The bald and meagre poem of

Gratius Faliscus on hunting (Cynegdica) is modelled upon
Xenophon's prose work; a still extant fragment (315
lines) of a similar poem with the same title, of much later

date, by Nemesianus, seems to have at one time formed the

introduction to an extended work corresponding to that of

Oppian. That the Ilomans had borrowed some things in

the art of hunting from the Gauls may be inferred from
the name cauis gallinis (Spanish galgo) for a greyhound,

which is to be met with both in Ovid and Martial ; also

in the words (caiiis) vcrtragus and scgitsius, both of Celtic

origin.' According to Stiabo (p. 200) the Biitons also

bred dogs well adapted for hunting purposes. The addic-

tion of the Franks in later centuries to the chase is evi-

denced by the frequency with which not only the laity but

also the clergy were warned by provincial councils ag.iinst

expending so much of their time and money on hounds,

hawks, and falcons ; and we have similar proof with regard

to the habits of other Teutonic nations subsequent to the

introduction of Christianity.* Originally among the northern

nations sport was open to every one " except to slaves, who
were not permitted to bear arms ; the growth of the idea of

game-preserving was a gradual one, and kept pace with the

development of feudalism. For its ultimate development

in Britain see Forest Law, where also the distinction

between beasts of forest or venery, beasts of chase, and
bea&ls and fowls of warreu is explained. See also Gajie
Laws.
The English word "hunt "(from henttn, "to capture,"

and thus nearly equivalent to "chase," which is the

doublet of the %-erb " to catch " ; compare Ital. caccia, Fr.

chasse) has come specially to be applied to the pursuit of

the stag, hare, and fox, especially of the last-named, with

horse, hound, and horn, as distinguished from other modes
of capturing game. It thus corresponds to the French chttsse

au courre, as distinguished from chasse au iir, d. Voineau

itc., and to the German Hetzjagd as distinguished from

Birsck. The origm of the sport in Britain docs not admit

of being historically traced. Doubtless the early inh.abit-

ants shared to a large extent in the habits of the other

Celtic peoples; tho fact that at least they kept good hunt-

ing dogs is vouched for, as wc have seen, by Strabo ; and

an interesting illustration of the manner in which these

were used is given in the inscription quoted by Orelli (n.

1G03)— ",Silvano Invicto Sacrum—obaprumeximia^formas

captum, quern muiti anteccs.sores pra^dari non potuerunt"

When the period of Alfred the Great is reached, wc have

it on the authority of Asserius, his biographer, that before

he was twelve years of age he " was a most expert and

* Hchn, Kultnrj)/ii,\:rn «. Il/iusthiere, p. 327.
' References will be foiiinl in Smith's Dictionary of Christian

Antifptities, ,irt.
'" Ifwr.iitr,'," ^

^ '* Vita oiiims i'l v\-i.rmoiii'»u< . . »'nn^>tit," Cn^s., /.'. O^ vi. 21;

"Quntios liclla iioii inotiTit^ iiiuUuiii Viti:iiibti.-s plii» per otiuni Irons*

i -mit," Tacilus, Gcriit., 15.
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active hunter, auu exceued in all ttie brandies of that noble
art, to which he applied with incessant labour and amazing
success." ' Of his grandson Athelstan it is related by
William of Malmesbury that after the victory of Brunan-
burgb he imputed upon the vanquished king of Wales a
yearly tribute, which included a certain number of " hawks
and sharp-scented dogs fit for hunting wild beasts." Ac-
cording to the same authority, one of the greatest delights
of Edward the Confessor was " to follow a pack of swift
bounds in pursuit of game, and to cheer them with his
voice." It was under the Anglo-Saxon kings that the dis-

tinction between the higher and lower chase first came to
be made,—the former being expressly for the king or those
on whom he had bestowed the pleasure of sharing in it,

while only the latter was allowed to the proprietors of the
land. To the reiga of Cnut belong the " Constitutiones
de Foresta," according to which four thanes were appointed
in every province for the administration of justice in all

matters connected with the forests ; under them were four
inferior thanes to whom was committed immediate care of
the vert and venison.- The severity of the forest laws which
prevailed during the Norman period is sufficient evidence
of the sporting ardour of William and his successors. The
Conqueror himself, we are told by his contemporaries,
" loved the high game as if he were their father ; " and the
p-nalty for the unauthorized slaughter of a hart or hind
was loss of both eyes.

Slay Hunting.— Although at an early period stag hunt-
!• ing was a favourite recreation with royalty, it is difficult

to say when the royal buckhounds were first established.

-It seems probablo that in the reign of Henry VIII. the
royal pack was kennelled at Swinley, where, in the reign

of Charles II. (1C84), a deer was found that went away to

Lord Petre's seat in Essex ; only five got to the end of

this 70 miles' run, one being the king's brother, the duke
of York. George III. was a great stag hunter, and met
the royal pack as often as possible.

The Devon and Somerset stagliounds are the only pack
in England that now pursue the wild red deer. In his

interesting work, 7'he C/uise of Ike IVild lied Deer, Mr
Collyns says that the earliest record of a pack of stag-

hounds in the Exmoor district is in 1598, when Hugh
PoUand, Queen Elizabeth's ranger, kept one at Simonsbath.
The succeeding rangers of Exmoor forest kept up the pack
until nearly 200 years ago, the hounds subsequently passing

into the possessiun of Mr Walter of Stevenstone, an ancestor

of tlio Rolle family. Successive masters continued the sport

until 1825, when the fitie pack, descended probably from
the blood hound cro.s9cd with the old southern hound, was
sold in London. It is difficult to imagine how the dis-

persion of such a pack could have come about in such a
sporting country, but in 1827 the late Sir Arthur Chichester

got a pack together, and the country has liecn hunted ever

since, the present master being Mr Eenwick Bi.xsett. Stag

hunting begins on tho 1 2tli of August, and ends on the

8th of October; there is then a cessation until tho end of

the month, when the hounds are unkennelled for hind

hunting, which contituics up to Christmas; it begins

ogain about Ladyday, and lasts till the 10th of May.
The mode of hunting with the Devon and Somerset

hounds is briefly this :—the whereabouts of a warrant-

able stag is communicated to the master by that imjiortant

functionary the harbourer; two couple of steady hounds
called tuftijrs are then thrown into cover, and, having

' Si'o Strutt, Sports avd Ptutimcs, who nl.so gives nu iltustr.ilinn,

**taki!n fmiii a iimiinsrriptal painting of tin' iMh ccnlniy in tlic C'oUori

Library." ropi(!s©ntin(» " a Saxun diirrtain, attenih-il l>y liis huntHnian
iDt'k a couplu of iioiuiils, pursuing tlio wild iiwtno in a foii-st.

^ Hoe Lnppcnlicrji, //ist. of linuLnnii under tho Anglo-Saxon Kings
(U. 3«l.Tl.ori)c's transl.).

singled out a warrantable deer, follow him until he is

forced to make for the open, when the body of the pack
are laid on. Very often two or three hours elapse before

the stag breaks, but a run over the wild country fully

atones for the doLy. With all other packs of btaghuunds,

except one m the Now Forest, which hunts fallow deer,

the quarry is the carted deer; the animal is turned out from

a vehicle resembling a prison van in appearance, and the

hounds are laid on after a quarter of an hour's law.

Fojt: llaiilinij.— It is only within comparatively recent Fox

times that the fox has come to be considered as an animal ^'"lting

of the higher chase. William Twici, indeed, who was
huntsman-in-chief to Edward II., and who wrote in Nor- ^

man French a treatise on hunting, which still exists in an
English translation, mentions the fox as a beast of venery,

but obviously as an altogether inferior object of sport

Strutt also gives an engraving, assigned by him to thi

14th century, in which three hunters, one of whom blows

a horn, are represented as unearthing a fox, which is

pursued by a single hound. The [irecise date of the estab-

lishment of the first pack of hounds kept entirely for

fox hunting cannot be accurately fixed. In the work of
" Nimrod " (C. J. Apperley), entitled The C/iase, there is

(p. 4) an extract from a letter from Lord Arundel, dated
Februyy 1833, in which the writer says that his an-

cestor, Lord Arundel, kept a pack of foxhounds between
1G90 and 1700, and that they remained in the family

till 1782, when they were sold to the celebrated Hugh
Meynell, of Quorndon Hall, Leicestershire. Lord Wilton

again, in his Sports and Pursuits of the EHglish, says that

"about the year 17r)0 hounds began to be entered solely

to fox." The Field of November 6, 1875, p. 512, con-

tains an engraving of a hunting-horn then in the posses-

sion of the late master of the Cheshire hounds, and upon
the horn is the inscription :

—" Thomas Boothby, Esq.,

Tooley Park, Leicester. With this horn he hunted tho

first pack of foxhounds then in England fifty-five years.

Born 1677. Died 1752. Now the property of Thomas
d'Avenant, Esq., county Salop, his grandson." These
extracts do not finally decide the point, because both Mr
Boothby's and Lord Arundel's hounds may have hunted
other game besides fox, just as in Edward IV. 's tini'

there were " fox dog.s " though tiot kept exclusively foi

fox. On the whole, it is probable that Lord Wilton's

surmise is not far from correct. Since fox hunting first

commenced, however, the system of the sport has been

much changed. In our grandfathers' time the hounds
met early, and found the fox liy the drag, that is, by the

line he took to his kennel on his return from a foraging

expedition. Hunting the drag was doubtless a great test

of nose, but many good runs must have been lost thereby,

for tho fox must often have heard the hounds upwind,

and have moved oU' before they could get on good terms

with him. At tho present day, the woodlands are neithci

BO largo nor so numerous as they formerly were, while

there are many more gorso rovers ; therefore, instead ol

bunting the drag up to it, a much quicker way of getting

to work is to find a fox in his kcmicl ; and, tho hour of

eting being later, the fox is not likely to be gorged with

.od, and so unable to take care of himself at the pace at

Afhich tho modern foxhound travels.

On hunting days it is the master's duty to say what "T'le

covers are to bo drawn, and to request the field to take up
'""'''''

such positions as will cnaldo the fox to have fair jilay.

Tho man.igeinent of the field requires considerable firm-

ness, but tho very strong language one sometimes hears is

better avoi<led. Where a professional huntsman is cn>

ployed, he is responsible for tho actual hunting, and tiie

loss he is interfered with by the master or anybody cls(

the better. Tho country should be hunted fairly throng!
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out its length and bieadtu, not only for the sake of the

subscribers living in the different districts, but with a

view to sport. Woodlands of .greater or less exteut are

to be found even in countries denominated open, and these

places are generally strongholds for foxes, and should be

regularly rattled throughout the season ; if this be neglected,

the foxes, instead of breaking quickly, will ring about the

cover all day, and, -what is worse, many small covers will

be drawn blank by reason of their inhabitants seeking the

quietude of the wood. The frequent hunting of woodlands,

though conducive in the long run to sport, is not popular

with the field. It is on the whole a matter for congratu-

lation that most packs of hounds are now carried on by

subscription. Little by little the expense attending a

pack of hounds has increased until it has now assumed
large proportions : the hounds must be of the best blood

;

at least five horses per hunting day (exclusive of the

master's) must be allowed for the hunt servants ; no
makeshifts for kennel or stable will be tolerated ; and the

hunt servants must be men of known character. Under
these circumstances, a master undertaking to keep bounds
at his own expense incurs great cost for the benefit of

others, or else, being judged by the standard of great estab-

lishmenf", lays himself open to a charge of only half doing
what he has put his hand to If hunting is as popular as

it is supposed to be, it is for every reason ailvisable that

those who derive amusement from it shoulii contribute

Bomething towards tha general expenses. In establish-

ments conducted upon a liberal scale, the annuiil cost will

amount to about £620 a year for each day iii the week
that the pack hunts , thus, a three days a week pack will

cost about £1860 per annum, a four days a week pack

£2480, and so on ; but absolute efficiency cannot be

maintained much under £520 per day.

The The author of the Dmry of a Huntsman says .that,

lunis- to be perfect. " a huntsman should possess the foUow-
"*" ing qualifications—health, memory, decision, temper,

[latience, a good ear, voice, and sight, courage and spirits,

lerseverance and activity ; and with these he will make
a slow pack quick " Should the master be his own
liuntsman, he will save about £300 a year, but he should

unite as many as possible of the above list of virtues to

those he is possessed of in his capacity of master. The
position of a huntsman is a peculiar one ; he is the ser-

vant of the master, yet the latter must to a certain extent

make a confidant of him, as in pases of breeding, drawing
the hounds for a day's hunting, and other matters. A
liuntsman must be fond of his calling, or he will not be
energetic in the pursuit of it ; he must also be a bold

horseman,— if a good one so much the better,— for nothing

is more annoying to the master and the field than to see

a huntsman refuse to cast his hounds in an obviously

probable direction, because the doing so would necessitate

jumping an ugly fence. Observation and decision are also

indispensable. When hounds check, the proper course to

pursue is very often suggested by some trifling incident

which occurred perhaps ten minutes before, and which
was noticed at the time without any particular weight
being attached to it ; for instance, some rooks might have
been hovering on the left or right of the line the hounds
were running

; or again, some hound that can be depended
on diverges for a moment from the rest of the pack. The
huntsman remembers this when the check takes place, and
tries in that direction, often with success. When once a
check occurs, decision should be shown in acting promptly,
right or wrong, the huntsman must do something;, and
must have a reason for what he does. Authorities are
not wanting who reckon youth as one of a huntsman's
qualities; hut huntsmen, like hunters, are not at their best
until half worn out. There is so much to learn in the

nature of the (ox, Su many isolated cases must have beeo
observed in order to deduce a principle from them, that a
young man cannot possibly have the experience necessary

to show the best sport, and our hunting records tell of

men who have continued to ride boldly ami to show no
signs of age when fifty years old.

The method of hunting a pack of hounds varies some-
what in different countries. One of the most, accepted

canons is that the huntsman should not interfere with his

hounds more than is necessary. So long as hounds can
hunt, it is best to let them do so, for if their heads are once
got up by hallooing and lifting, they will not so readily

settle down again ; while hounds that are in the habit of

being lifted and galloped off to a distant point whenever a
check occurs, will generally look for assistance, and will

make but littie use of their own noses on cold scenting

days. Some countries are naturally bad-scenting ones, and,

m order to kill a fox in them, hounds fau8t.be lifted more
than III others.

Huntsmen are often much abusea, when drawing a large

cover, for nut going away with the first fox. There is a
difference of opinion whether, if hounds are running one
fox in cover, they should be stopped and put on the line

of one that has gone away. Something will depend upon
whether the cover was well worked during cub hunting or

not, and whether foxes are plentiful or scaroe, but aftec

the 1st of February the rule should be to go away with

the first fox that breaks, or the hounds may get on a vixen.

The whipper-in, to be a success, must be content to The
suppress himself for the public good. When a " good ^l>'Pr«'-

thing" occurs, and the huntsman is going as hard as he"''

can, and many of the field harder than they like, the whip,

or, if two be kept, the second whip, should wait in cover and
come on with the tail hounds. A good whip can do more
in the furtherance of sport than any huntsman ; in the in-

terest, therefore, of fox bunting, there must be no rivalry,

or rather no manifestation of it, between the huntsman
and the whip. A noisy fellow is an abomination ; and the
whip should carefully avoid rating a hound after seeing

that his voice is entirely disregarded. If needs be a hound
must be flogged and that soundly, but he should never be
struck without knowing what it is.for ; thus, it is of no use,-

twenty minutes after a hound has ceased to run riot, to get

alongside of him, bellow out his name, and then fl.og himj
to warrant the use of the lash, he must be caught fiagrante

delicto, and must pay no heed to rating. Where, however,

hounds have been properly entered and treated, they will

require but little chastisement. On approaching a cover

one whip should go on in advance and station himself or

the lee side ofit, where he may often see a fox steal away
as soon as the hounds are thrown in. Although some packs
have only one whip, a second is very desirable, especially

before Christmas, and in countries where there is much
woodland. One whip can then go into cover and keep near

the huntsman in readiness to obey any directions he may
give, and the other is free to see to other matters.

The earth-stopper is an important functionary in coun- The
tries where there are many earths, for if he neglects his earth-

basiness blank days will probably result with annoying fro- '^l''*''-

quency. When properly carried out, earth-stopping con-

sists in a man going round and stopping all the earths in

the district to be hunted over during the day, so that when
foxes return from finding their foftd, which they do some
hours before it is light, they shall find their own door barred

against them. This involves the earth-stopper being astir

shortly after 2 a.m., not the most plea.sant hour of the

twenty-four on a winter's day. If he gets to work late,

he stops all the foxes in instead of out ; and, when the

cover is drawn, no one can understand how the fox

which has been seen about for the last fortnight camiot be
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found at tlie. moment when his presence is particularly

"leaired.

Cub hunting carried out on a proper principle is one of

the secrets of a successful season. To the man who cares

for hunting, as distinct from riding, September and October

are not the least enjoyable months of the whole hunting

season. As soon as the young entry have recovered from

the operation of "rounding," arrangements for cub hunting

begin. The hounds must have first of all walking, then

trotting and fast exercise, so that their feet may be

hardened, and all superfluous fat worked off by the last

week in August. So far as the hounds are concerned, the

object of cub hunting is to teach them their duty ; it is

n dress rehearsal of the November business. In company
with a certain proportion of old hounds, the youngsters

learn to stick to the scent of a fos, in spite of the fondness

they have acquired for that of a hare, from running about

when at walk. When cubbing begins, a start is made at

4 or 5 A.M., and then the system is adopted of tracking

the cub by his drag. A certain amount of blood is of

course indispensable for hounds, but it should never be

forgotten that a fox cub of seven or eight months old, though
tolerably cunning, is not so very strong ; the huntsman
sliould not therefore be over-eager in bringing to hand
every cub he can find. It would be a move in the right

direction if noses were not to be counted until the first of

November. - '

Hare hunting, which must not be confounded with

Coursing (j-J'-); '^ an excellent school both for men and
f')r horses. It is attended with the advantages of being

cheaper than any other kind, and of not needing eo large

an area of country. Hare hunting requires considerable

skill ; Beckford even goes so far as to say—" There is

more of true hunting with barriers than with any other

description of hounds In the first place, a hare,

when found, generally describes a circle in her course which
naturally brings her upon her foil, which is the greatest

trial for hounds. Secondly, the scent of the hare is weaker
than that of any other animal we bunt, and, unlike some,

it is always the worse the nearer she is to her end."

Hare hunting is essentially a quiet amusement; no halloo-

ing at hounds nor whip cracking should be permitted

;

nor should tbe field make any noise when a hare is found,

for, being a timid animal, she might be headed into the

hounds' mouths. Capital exercise and much useful know-
ledge are to be derived by running with a pack of beagles.

There are the same difficulties to be contended with as in

hunting with ihe ordinary harrier, and a very few days'

running will teach the youthful sportsman that he cannot

run at the same pace over sound ground and over a deep
ploughed field, up hill and down, or along and across

furrows. '
, -

Oiler hunting, which is less practised now than formerly,

begins just a3 all other hunting is drawing to a close.

When the waterside is reached an attempt is made to hit

upon the track by which the otter passed to his "couch,"
which is generally a hole communicating with the river,

into which the otter often dives on first hearing the hounds.

When the otter "vents" or comes to the surface to brcutho,

liis muzzle only oppears above water, and when he is viewed

or traced by the mud ho stirs up, or by air bubbles, the

hounds arc laid on. Notwithstanding the strong scent of

the otter, he often escapes the hounds, and then a cast has to

be made. When he is viewed an attempt is made to spear

him by any of the field who may bo within distance ; if

their spears miss, the owners must wade to recover them.

Should the otter be transfixed by a spear, the person who
threw it goes into the water and raises the game over his

head on the sjiear's point. If instead of being speared, ho
is caught by the hounds, he is soon worried to death by

them, though frequently not before he has inflicted some
severe wounds on one or more of the pack.

Quitting the United Kingdom, we find that the elephant,

hyana, hunting leopard, and a small species of panther
known as the ounce, are not only objects of chase, but
are themselves trained to assist in the capture of other ani-

mals. The elephant has been found of great service in

lion and tiger hunting, his size affording comparative safety

to the hunters seated on his back. The hysena, which re-

sembles a dog in many particulars, is said to be as tractable,

when properly trained, and to be, of much use in the pur-

suit of game. The hunting leopard or cheetah and the

ounce are used in hunting a species of antelope. They
have hoods put over their heads, and are taken in s

small waggon into the field ; when the deer is seen the

hood is taken off and the animal starts in pursuit,

followed by the hunter; when the game is secured the

hood is again put on. In India field sports are largely

indulged in, owing partly to natural facilities, and partly

to the taste for hunting characteristic of the English
resident there. Tigers are sometimes caught in traps, and
sometimes shot in the jungle from the back of an elephant

;

they seek to conceal themselves, and very rarely commence
hostilities against mankind, but when severely wounded and
brought to bay they fight courageously. Hunting the wild

hog, or " pig sticking," as it is often termed, is a favourite

sport in India ; the ground is walked over by beaters, and
when a hog is roused the two mounted huntsmen nearest

to him start in pursuit, and endeavour to spear him. The
riding requires judgment and very good nerves : hollows,

ravines, and cracks in the ground caused by the sun are

numerous, and, as they are hidden by the tall grass, the

horse cannot avoid them ; it is said that no horse can run
down a hog in less than a mile, even over the best ground,

while over a rough country the distance travelled amounts
to three or four. The rider's aim is to blow the hog
sufficiently before getting within spearing distance—for tbe

charge of an untired hog is a dangerous affair ; but when
near a thick cover the sportsman must try to spear him at

all hazards, or make up his mind to lose him. The proper

management of the spear requires considerable practice.

Besides the above mentioned animals, the fox, jackal, wolf,

hyaena, buffalo, and four-horned antelope are also objects

of tho chase.
"

Australia was formerly the scene of a great deal of kan-

garoo hunting, but that animal is now comparatively Bcarco.

In Africa there is plenty of big-game hunting, tlie lisrt

including the elephant, Hon, giraffe, hippopotamus, antelopes

of various kinds, leopard, hya-na, buffalo, jackal, and ostrich.

Of these the larger and more dangerous animals are killed

as opportunity offers, but tho jackal is hunted by English

settlers like a fox. Ostrich hunting is somewhat peculiar;

tho bird is pursued by men on horseback, and, though over

the ground it is swifter than a horse, it generally runs in a

large circle, so that the riders, by describing a smaller circle

and relieving one another, are enabled to keep tolerably

near to it, and so to ride it down.

In North America tho bison, an animal sometimes when
full grown weighing as much as 142 stone, is pursued by

the natives on horseback and then shot. The moose is chased

towards a ravine or a snowdrift, and when he begins tO

flounder in tho snow he is shot at by tho hunters. The rod

deer is now hunted with staghounds upon the English prin-

ciple. South America affords hvmting after the puma, tapir,

and wild bull, the lasso being the usual means of capture.

In Russia, bears, wolves, and wild boars nro hunted.

Wolves are found in Germany, where they are not only

hunted by properly trained wolf-hounds, but are killed I7

any available means.

Franco oQ'crs facilities for hunting the wolf, wild boar

OlTicr
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and deer, but the sport, though followed up with a con-

-idarable amount of enthusiasm, is not carried out in a

iianner strictly in accordance with English ideas. The
weak point in French hunting is that the huntsmen do not

seem to possess a particularly accunite knowledge of the

habits and characteristics of the animal tbey pursue. Then
again their system of kennel management is not what it

might be. To show sport in the vast forests, the hounds

should be in good health and well-trained, and there should

be plenty of them. Of late years, however, more atten-

tion has been paid to hound breeding and kennel manage-

ment, and with encouraging results. (e. d. b.)

HUiVTIXGDOX, or Hunts, an inland county of

England, situated between 52° 9' and 52° 35' N. lat.

and 0° 3' E. and 0° 30' \V. long., and bounded on the

N. and \V. by Northampton, S. by Bedford, and E.

by Cambridge. Its extreme breadth is at the middle,

from which it narrows gradually and irreguhrly towards

its north and south ends. Its extreme length from north

to south is about 30 miles, and its extreme breridth from

east to west about 23 miles. The area extends to 229,575

imperial acres, or 358 square miles. Among English

counties it is the smallest, with the exception of Middlesex

and Rutland ; and Rutland is the only English countv it

surpasses in population.

"The surface of the county is low, and, with the exception

of the Fen district, pleasantly undulating. For the most

part it is bare of trees. A low ridge of hills enters the

county from the south near Fotton, and runs in a northward

direction until it terminates in the Ouse valley near Hunt-

ingdon ; and a branch of the Cambridgeshire hills enters

the south-east part of the county, and from Huntingdon
ruus north-west to Wansford. The north-eastern part of

'.he county, comprising 50,000 acres, or- one-fifth of its

whole extent, belongs to the great " Fen " district extending

throughout the counties of Cambridge, Lincoln, Northamp-

ton, Norfolk, and Suffolk. The principal rivers are the

Ouso and Nen. The Ouse from Bedfordshire skirts tlie

borders of the county near St Neots, and after flowing

north to Huntingdon takes an easterly direction past St

Ives into Cambridgeshire on its way to the Wash. It is

navigable for barges as far as Bedford, and in the fen dis-

trict constitutes a means of transport for the agricultural

produce of the county. The Nen, which is also navigable,

skirts the northern border, and quitting it at Peterborough

enters the Wash below Wisbeach, in Cambridgeshire.

Various cuts and drains which join the Nen and Ouse are

also made use of for navigation.

Geologii, Soil, and Agriculture.—Geologically Hunt
ingdonshire belongs to what is known as the Oolite system.

The low round hills in the sonth-eastenn part of the county

are composed of irousand. They contain a band of copro-

lites, and there is a strip of greens;vTid on the south-eaotern

border. The central and larger part of the county displays

the Oxford clay, which lies between the middle and lower

Oolite. It reaches a depth of nearly 100 feet, and passes

nder the Fens. The Fens are composed of fine mud,
;posited formerly by the sea, intermixed with beds of

leat, in which are frequently found the remains of animals,

irequenters of the old forest, such as the elk, the red-deer,

the bear, the beaver, and the wolf. The hills on the

border of Northampton are of the stonebrash or forest

marble. The Oolite formation is very fossiliferous. Large
m.isses of fossil wood converted into jet or iron pyrites arc

found in the Oxford clay. Glacier or boulder clay contain-

ing chalk and flint deposits is met with in nearly every

part of the county. The soil is generally fertile, and culti-

vation is of an advanced kind. In the fen district the soil

is of a blue peaty nature, resting on a subsoil of white
marly clay. After being drained and mixed with clay it

is very productive, but much damage is often done to the
crops by tlie prevalence of frost and fogs. In the feu dis-

tricts a four-years' system of cropping—green-crops, barley,

seed-clovers, and wheat— is the most common. The
" Meres "of Whittlesea, Ramsey, and Ugg, at one time
much resorted to by sportsmen for their wildfowl and fish,

have now been drained, and, notwithstanding the cxpensive-
ness of the process, such is the fertility of their beds that
the outlay was speedily more than repaid. The Oxford
clay, wliich extends to an area of 120,000 acres, is of very
various sods according as the Oolite rocks crop to the sur-

face. The greater part is under cultivation, and much im-
provement has lately been effected by drainage; on account
of the tenacity of the clay the drains often require to oa

placed very close. Much of the soil is, however, undrained
and uncultivated, and, though partly used for pasturage,

must on the whole be regarded as mere waste land. On the

drained pasturage a large number of cattle are fed. lu
this district the system of cropping varies considerably,

but a modification of tjie four-course sliift is the most
common—fallow sown sometimes with winter tares, tnr-

nips, mangold, or mustard ; barley ; beans where tares

were sown on the fallow, and clover where greeu crops

were sown ; wheat. A six-years' course of fallow, barley,

seed-clovers, wheat, beans, and wheat is, however, not

uncommon, especially on the best soils. The third district,

comprising the gravel of the Ouse valley, embraces an
area of 50,000 acres.. On the banks of the Ouse it consists

of fine black loam deposited by the overflow of the river,

and its meadows form very rich pasture grounds. The
upland district is under arable culture, and is generally

cultivated on a four-course system of wheat, green crops:,

barley, and seed-clover. Market-gardening is prosecuted
;

and willows are largely grown in the fen district. The
farms vary in size from 200 to 500 acres, ranging chiefly

between 200 and 300. The farm-houses are generally of

an inferior kind, and the farm-buildings are often quite

inadequate for the shelter and accommodation of the stock.

The labourers generally live in villages and hamlets, in

cottages of the most miserable description, having mostly

mud walls ; but many cottages of a better class have been
built within the last few year.s. The county is well sup-

l)lied with turnpike roads; and the parish and occupation

roads, formerly in a bad state of repair, have been lately

much improved. The most modern- improvements in farm
implements are in general use.

According to the agricultural returns for 1S79 the tota!

area of arable land was 209,610 acres, of which 90,533
were under corn crop, 21,931 under green crop, 17,121

under rotation grasses, 00,484 permanent pasture, and
13,531 fallow. The area under woods was 20,714 acres.

Wheat, which in 1879 cropjied 43,129 acres, is much more
largely grown than any other grain, and occurs twice in

the six-years' shift system in use on the better lands.

Barley (27,1 18 acres) is the more frequent corn crop in the

four-years' shift system,—only 10,247 acres being under

oats. The quality of barley on many soils is lean and in-

ferior, and unsuitable for malting purposes. Beans and
pease occupied 8948 and C929 rcspectivelj'. Mangold
(3430 acres) and cabbage and similar green crops (2SG3
acre.s) are chiefly used for the feeding of sheep. Under
turnips there were only 3778 acres, and under potatoes 30S3.
The number of cattle in 1879 was 27,358, or an average of

13 to every 100 acres under cultivation, as compared with

16 9 for England and 21 '0 for the Ignited Kingdom. Of
these the number of cows and heifers in milk or in calf

was 7536. Though Stilton in Huntingdon gives its name
to a celebrated cheese, that variety is now made exclusively

in the counties of Lincoln and Leicester ; and dairy farm-

iiiir is not now much followed. The milk is now chiefly
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used for rearing calves. L.arge numbers of cattle are

fattened in the iield or the fold-yard, and are sold when

rising three years old. They are mostly of the short-

Lorn breed, large numbers of Irish shorthorns being

wintered in the fens. Where there are no upland pas-

tures the farmer usually purchases cattle in the autumn

and sells them in the spring. The number of horses

in 1879 was 11,057, or an average of 4 2 to every 100

acres under cultivation, as compared with 4 '5 for Eng-

land and 4'1 for the United Kingdom. Of these the

number used solely for agricultural purposes was 7083.

Most of the farmers breed cart horses, and the large farmers

often rear weight-carrying hunters. The number of sheep

in 1879 was 157,790, or an average of 75'3 to every 100
acres under cultivation, as compared with the same average

for England and 68'0 for the United Kingdom. Great

improvement in the breed has lately taken place, Leicesters

and Lineolns being most common ; they usually attain

great weights at an early age. ' Lambs are occasionally

sold at weaning time, but more frequently they are kept

through the winter on the grass lands, being fed also on
mangolds and other roots, with an addition of cake and
corn. The number of pigs in 1879 was 19,990, or an
average of 9'5 to every 100 acres under cultivation, as

compared with 7 '2 for England and 67 for the United
Kingdom. They include Berkshire, Suffolk, and Neapolitan

breeds, and a number of crosses. Many after having gleaned

the stubbles are fattened on whey and various prepara-

tions of inferior barley ; but breeding is also extensively

practised.

According to the owners of lands return for 1873 the

lund was divided among 3903 proprietors, holding land

the gross annual value of which was £444,890. Of the

owners 45f per cent, possessed less than 1 acre, and the

average value all over was £\, 193. 4|d. per acre. There
were 13 proprietors holding upwards of 3000 acres, viz.,

Edward Fellowes, 15,629; Duke of Manchester, 13,835;
William \Vell3, 5792; Marquis of Huntly, 5711; Hon.
G. W. FitzwiUiam, 5202; Lord Chesham, 3787; Earl

of Carysfort, 3654 ; Ecclesiastical Commissioners, 3559
;

Colonel Duncombe, 3407; W. Duberley, 3224; Earl of

Sandwich, 3219; G. D. Newton, 3209; Richard H.
Ilussey, 3135.

Manufactures and Tratle.—Agriculture is the principal

industry, and none of the manufactures are extensive, the

chief being paper and parchment. Madder is obtained in

considerable quantities, and in nearly every part of the

ehire lime burning is carried on. Lace-making is practised

by tlie female peasantry ; and the other industries, which
are not prosecuted beyond what is necessary to meet local

wants, are printing, iron-founding, tanning, currying, brick

and tile making, malting, and brewing.

Hallways.—The middle of the county is traversed from
6outh to north by the Great Northern, which enters it at

St Neots and passes by Huntingdon to Peterborough. A
branch from the Midland enters the middle of the county
from Northampton, and passes by GrafTham to Huntingdon,
where it is joined by a branch which passes by St Ives to

the Great Eastern in Cambridgeshire. From St Ives there

is a branch to Wisbeach in Cambridgeshire, and another
has been constructed to Stilton. Ou the Great Northern
there is a branch from Holmo to Ramsey.

I Adminislmlion.—Huntingdonshire comprises four "hun-
dreds." For parliamentary purposes it is an undivided
con-itituency returning two members; and it contain one
p;ii!iamentaiy borough, that of Huntingdon, formed of

Huntingdon (4213) .ind Goduianchestcr (2363), and return-

ing one member. Part of the represented city of Peter-

Iborough is also in the county. The principal other towns
ftro Ramsey (2378), St Ives (3291), St NcoU (3JU0), and

Kirabolton (1509). The county has one court of quarter

sessions. It is included in the south-eastern circuit, and
circuit courts are held at Huntingdon. It forms part of

the shrievalty of Cambridge, and ecclesiastically is in the

diocese of Ely.

Pep laiion.—The population in 1841 amounted to

58,54J, in 1851 to 64,183, in 1861 to 64,250, and in 1S71
to 63.708 (31,381 males and 32,327 females). The increase

in thirty years from 1841 has been 8'8 per cent., and since

1801 it has been 69 '5 per cent.

EUtory and Antiquities.—Previous to the Koman invasion
Huntingdonshire, like the other Fen counties, was inhabited by the
British tribe the Iceri, originally of Celtic origin, but considerably
intermixed from Teutonic sources, although ttie Belgie in ail pro-

bability did not subdue the country as far north as Huntingdon.
During the Roman occupation it was included in the Roman pro-
vince of Flaviar Cttsariensis. Two Roman stations are supposed to

have been situated in the county, Durolipons (Godmanchesier) and
Durobriv<e at Water Newton ou the Nen. The Roman road fia
Deiana from Cambridge joined Ermine Street at Godmanchester,
Ermine Street passing north-west by Water Newton into Noithamp-
ton. Under the name of Huntandunscyre, Huntingdon formed part

of the kingdom of East Anglia, afterwards joined to Mercia. Shortly
before the Conquest the earldom of Huntingdon was held by Swend,
who, on receiving the earldom of Northampton, granted it to his son
\Valtheof, who married a niece of William the Conqueror ; and, on
Waltheofs execution for high treason, it passed to a Norman soldier,

Simon de St Liz, who married a daughter of Waltheof On the
death of St Liz, David, afterwards king of Scotland, married his

widow, and inherited the earldom in her right, but on accouut ol

the subsequent feuds between the English and Scottish nionarcha
the earldom frequently exchanged hands between the heirs of St
Liz and the heirs of David. It is at present borne by a branch ol

the Hastings family. A great part of the county was held by the

monks, who erected two great abbeys at Ramsey and at Sawtry-St
Judith,and priories at Huntingdon,St Ives, St Neots, and Hinching-
brook. Of these buildings all that now remains is the richly deco-
rated ruined gateway of the abbey of Ramsey, and a dovehouse, a

barn, and a few unimportant fragments at St Ives. There were tvvo

ancient castles at Huntingdon and Kimbolton ; the one at the latter

place, now the seat of the Montagues, dukes of Jlanchester, was the

residence of Catherine of Aragon after her divorce from Henry VIII.

Another mansion of interest is Hinchingbrook House, the ancient

seat of the Cromwell family. Among the old churches may be men-
tioned Alwalton, Conington, Hartford, Leighton Bromswold, and
Ramsey, which contain remains of Roman architecture ; Buckden,
Elton, Godmanchester, and St Neots, which contain good specimens

of the Perpendicular; Chesterton, Holywell, Sawtry, Upton, and
Wooton, which are partly Early English. The only events of his-

torical importance connected with the shire are the capture of the

castle of Huntingdon by the Royalists under Charles I. in 1645,

and the rout at St Neots of one hundred horse under the command
of the duke of Buckingham and the carl of Holland by the Par-

liamentary soldiers, who took the earl of Holland prisoner.

HuNTi.vcDON, a municipal and parliamentary borough

of England, capital of the above county, is situated on

the left bank of the Ouse, and on three railway lines, 53

miles north of London, 15 miles north-west of Cambridge,

and 19 miles south of Peterborough. It consists principally

of one street about a mile in length, from which small

streets branch off at various points. By a fine bridge

erected in the 13th century it is connected with the muni-

cipal borough of Godmanchester, which, consisting princi-

pally of cottages, forms practically one of its suburbs, and

is included in the parliamentary borough of Huntingdon.

In Huntingdon there are two old churches—All Saints,

probably dating originally from the time of the Normans,

but ro-crectcd in the time of Henry VIII., and St Mary's,

probably occupying the site of the old priory, but rebuilt

in the Gothic stylo after the fall of the old building in

1 60S, and restored in 1876. The church of Godmanchester,

of the date 1625, is also a fine .structure in the late Perpen-

dicular, with a tower and spire. At the grammar school

of Huntingdon, foiiniled in 1200 by David, king of Scotland,

but pulled down in 1877 for the erection of a new building,

Oliver Cromwell received his education. Among the othoi

schools are Walden's school for 64 boys, and a national

school. There are also in Godmanchester a erammar school
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anJ a national sclioul. Tlie principal otber buildings of

HiiiitingiloM are the county j;ul, coinpleteil in 1827; the

militia Ijarracks, erected in 1852 ; the town and county

hospital, erected in 18r)3 ; the corn escdiange ; the town-

hall, whose ground Uoor is used for the courts of justice
;

and tho rooms of the literary and scientific institution.

The house in which Oliver Cromwell was born is still

standing. Of the three old monastic foundations formerly

belonging to the town there are now no remains. The
industries of Huntingdon and Godmu .Chester are very

much alike. Tiey possess iron-foundries, breweries, tile-

works, and oil and flour mills. The area of the parlia-

mentary borough of Huntingdon is G08G acres, the

municii)al boroughs of Godmanchester and Huntingdon
occupying 4970 acres and 1116 acres respectively. In

1871 tlie population of the parliamentary borough was

GGOO, that of the municipal boroughs of Godmanchester

and Huntingdon being respectively 2363 and 4243.

lluutingdon existed in tiie time of tlie Saxons under thii name of

lluiitantuii, and iu the N'jimun survey it is mentioned a.s Huntcrs-
duiie. The castle erected at it by Edward the Elder in 919, and
uFierwards enlarged by David, king of Scotland, was demolished by
llie orders of Henry II. In 1645 the town was pluuderecl by the

Koyalists under Cliarles I The origin of the town was doubtless

tl.>sely connected with that of Godmanchester, which occupied tlie

siie of the Roman station Durolipoiis, and at which a castle is said

Iu have been founded by Gormund (hence the name of the town,
f'Mmerly Gorniunchester), a Danish chief in the reign of Alfred tho
Gieat. Huntingdon was first incorporated in 1206 and God-
manchester in 1605 From an early period Huntingdon returned
two members to parliament ; but the Reform Act of 1867 reduced
the representation to one member.

HUNTINGDON, Selina, Countess of (1707-179r),
leader of a sect of Calvinistio methodists, known, as the

Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion, was the daughter of

Washington Shirley, second Earl Ferrers. She waa born

at Stanton Harold, a mansion near Ashby-de-la-Zouch in

Leicestershire, August 24, 1707, and in her twenty-Grst

year was married to Theophilus, ninth earl of Huntingdon.

The religious influence of her husband's sisters, and a

dangerous illness soon after her marriage, tended to deepen

the serious impressions which the young countess had
experienced from childhood ; and on tho death of her

husband in 1746, coming under the influence of the

religious revival in which Wesley and Whitfield were at

that time conspicuous, she resolved to join these preachers

in actively furthering their aims. In 1748 she gave

Whitfield a scarf as her chaplain, and iu that capacity he
frequently pi cached in her town house to the most fashion-

able audiences, in which sometimes such men as Chester-

field, Walpole, and Bolingbroke were found. Reducing
her personal expenditure, and disregarding tho sneers of

her aristocratic acquaintances, Lady Huntingdon spent her

ample means m building chapels in different parts of

England, and appointed ministers to ofliciate in them,
under the impression that as a peeress she liad a right to

employ as many chaplains as she would. In 1768 she con-

verted the old mansion of Trevecca, near Talgarth, in South
Wales, into a theological seminary for training young
ministers for the Connexion ; and this, which she niade her

chief residence, she continued to support alone till her
death. Up to 1 779 Lady Huntingdon and her chaplains con-

tinued members of the Church of England, but in that year
tho prohibition of her chaplains by tho consistorial court

from preaching in the Pantheon, a large building in London
rented for the purpose by the countess, compelled her in

order to evade the injunction to take shelter under the

Toleration ^ ct. This reluctant step, which placed her

legally among dissenters, had the effect of severing from

the Connexion several eminent and useful members. Till

her death in London, June 17, 1791, Lady Huntingdon"

continued tc exercise on active, and even autocratic, super-

intendence over her chapels and chaplains, and maintained
her leading position as well by her genuine earnest piety

and force of character as by her high social station and
generous liberality. Her chapels and college were be-

queathed to trustees ; and in 1792 the latter was removed
to Cheshunt, in Hertfordshire, where it has since flourished.

Several congregations of the Conno.'iion have become nomi-
nally as well as virtually Congregational chapels ; while,

eveu by those which retain the original name, the Congrega-
tional polity is practically adopted.

The Life of the Countess of Iluniiiigdon was publisliad at London,
in 2 vols., in 1844 ? fhe Corona and the Cross, or Memorials of
Sdina, Countess of Huntingdon, by A. H. New, appeared in 1857

HUPFELD, Hermann (1796-18GG), an eminent Orien-

talist and Biblical commentator and critic, was born

March 31, 1796, at Marburg, where he studied philosophy

and theology from 1813 to 1817 ; in 1819 he became a
teacher in the gymnasium at Hanau, but in 1822 he
resigned that appointment. After studying for some time

under Gesenius at Halle, he in 1824 " habditated " iu

philosophy at that university, and in the following 'year

he was appointed professor extraordinarius of theology at

Marburg. There he received the ordinary professorships

of Oriental languages and of theology in 1827 and 1830
respectively ; thirteen years later he removed as successor

of Gesenius to Halle. In 1865 he was accused by Bomo
theologians of the Hengstenberg school, before the niioister

of public worship, of having taught exegesis in a sense

inconsistent with the. recognized character of the Old
Testament as a divine revelation. From this charge,

however, he successfully vindicated himself, the enliro

theological faculty, including J. Miiller and Tholuck,

bearing testimony to his essential orthodoxy. He died

at Halle April 24, 18G6.

His earliest works in the department of Semitic philology

{Exercitationes ^thiopiae, 1825, and De emmdanda raiimie lexiai-

graphics Semiticce, 1827) were followed by the first part (1841),

mainly historical and critical, of on Auafuhrliche Nebraische

Grammatik, which he did not live to complete, and by a "pro-

gram " on the early history of Hebrew grammar among the Jews
{De rei graininattaz apud Juda:os initiis anliguissimisgue scrip-

toribus, 1846). His principal contribution to Biblical literature, a

valuable though nr;o.»ii, exe^etical and critical Uebcrsetzung u.

Auslegungder Psalmcn, began to af)pear iu 1855, and was completed

in 1861 (2d ed. by Riehiu, 1867-1871). Other writings ere Uelcr

Bctjrijf u. Metkode dcr sogenaniiien biblisehcn Einleitung (18^4);

Dc jiriinitiva et vera fcstorum ajtiui Uchra^os ratione (1851-1864) ;

Die Queilen der Oeiusis von ncucm unt^rsuclU (1853), in which ha

dissects that book into an original writing, or " Urschrift," by the

older Elohist, and the contributions by the younger i"'-*iist and by

the Jehovist respectively, the work of the " redactor " havmg been

comparatively trilUug ; Die hcutigc theosophxschc u. viylhulogisclie

Thcologic u. Schriftcrklarung (1861) ; and various contributions to

the Studicn u. Kritikeii, to the Journal of the Deutsche Morgen-

landische Gesellscliaft, and to the A'ciie Evangcliachc KirchcnzeUung.

See Kiehm, Uerinann Hupfeld (1867).

HURD, Richard (1720-1808), bishop of 'Winchester,

was born at Congreve, in the parish of Penkridge, Stafford-

shire, where his father was a farmer, on January 13, 1720

Ho received his early education at the grammar school on

Brewood, in his native county, and made such progress in

his studies that in October 1733 he was admitted a siza-

of Emmanuel College, Oxford ; he did not begin residence,

however, till a year or two afterwards. In 1739 he took

tho degree of B.A., and in 1742 he was ordained deacon,

and for a short time had charge of the parish of Reymerston,

between Thetford and Norwich ; but, having in the same

year proceeded M.A. and been elected fellow of his college,

he returned to Cambridge early in 1743. While residing

there he was ordained priest in 1744, and in 1748 he pub-

lished his Remarks on a tale Hook, cidilled an Enijuiry into

the liejectioii of the Christian Miracles by tlie 1/eut/u-n, by

Williant Wesl07t, U.D., 1746. This controversial treati.se,

which was characterized by considerable learning and
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ingenuity, was followed iu 17t9 by an edition of the Ars

Poeiica of Horace {Q. Horatii Flacci Epistola ad Pisones,

with an English Commentary and Notes), which, as Gibbon

has remarked, fully proved the title of its author to " the

great but prostituted name of critic," and may still be read

with interest, less, however, as an exposition of the original

than as containing "a more valuable and better digested

collection of criticisms than Horace ever wrote or intended

to write." In 1750 Hurd was, through the recommendation

of his friend VVarburton, appointed one of the preachers at

Whitehall; and in 1751 he published Q. Horatii Flacci

Epist. ad Auyuxtnm, with an English Commentary and

Notes, justly held by Gibbon to be superior in merit to the

edition of the Ars Poetica.

In 1756 he accepted the college living of Thurcaston,

Leicestersliire, in the studious retirement of which he wrote

ond published a volume of Dissertations (" On the Province

of the Drama," " On Poetical Imitation," and "On the

Marks of Imitation," 1757), and another entitled Moral

and Political Dialogues (" On Sincerity in the Commerce
of the World," " On Retirement," " On the Age of Queen
Elizabeth," and "On the Constitution of the English

Government," 1759). The latter has proved the most

popular of his writings, and was chiefly instrumental in pro-

curing for him at a later period of his life the royal favour.

In 1766 he was appointed preacher of Lincoln's Inn, and

in 1767 he became archdeacon of Gloucester ; his elevation

to the see of Lichfield and Coventry followed in 1774, and

in 1776 he was selected to be preceptor of the prince of

Wales and the duke of York. In 1781 he was translated

to Worcester, and in 1783, on the death of Dr Cornwallis,

lie was pressed to accept the primacy, but declined it as

" a charge not suited to his temper and talents, and much
too heavy for him to sustain, especially in these times."

He died May 28, 1808.

Besides various sermons, charge.?, and other compositions of ti

more or less occasional character, Muni published, in ailditicn to

the v.-orks already mentioned, a DuiScrtutiim 'in the Delicacy o/

Friendship (1755), a severe attack on Jortin, by whom Warburton

had been assailed , Letters on Chivalry and Rmnjince (1762); Dis-

Hcrtation on the Idea tif Universal Poetry (17fi2) ; Dialogues on

Foreign Travel [Mdi); and Discoure: by way of Frc/aee to tite Quarto

edition of Bishop Warhnriuns Works, containing some Account of

the Life, Writings, and Cliaraaer of the Authur l,\l^k). Remarks
on Hume's Satnral H'Slory of Religion (1757). n controversial tract

which caused considerable irritation to that jthilosofther, was the

joint production of Uiird and Waiburton, The collected works of

Hnrl a|ipeared in an edition of 8 vols. 8vo, in 1811 ; ]i\3 Memoirs

by Kilvert, were published in 1860.

HUKDWAR See HardwAr.
HURON, Lake. See St Lawrence
HURRUR. See Hahar.
HUSBAND AND WIFK, Law relating to For

the modes in which the relation of huahaiid and wife

may be constituted and dissolved, see Mabriaoe and

Divorce. The present article will deal only with the effect

of marriage on tlie legal position of the spouses. The per-

son chiefly affected is the wife, who probably in all politi

val systems becomes subject, in consequence of marriage,

to some kind of disability. The most favourable system

scarcely leaves her as free as an unniarrictl woman , and the

most unfavourable subjects her absolutely to the authority

of her husband. In modern times the effect of marri:i<;n

on property is perhaps the most important of its conse-

quences, and on this point the laws of different states show

wide diversity of princi|ilc9.

The history of Iloinan law exhibits a transition from an

extreme theory to its opposite. The position of llio wife

in the earliest Roman household was regulated by the law

of Manns She fell under the " hand " of her husband,

—

became one of Ins family, along with his sons and daughters,

natural or adopted, and his slaves. The dominion which.

so far as the children was concerned, was known as the

palria potestas, was, with reference to the wife, called the

manus. The subject members of the family, whether wife

or children, had, broadly sneaking, no rights of their own
;

all were merged in the potestas of the husband and father

If this institution implied the complete subjection of the

wife to the husband, it also implied a much closer bond of

union between them than we find in the later Roman law.

The wife was at least a member of the family, and on

her husband's death she succeeded, like the uhild.-en, to

freedom and a share of the inheritance. Manus, however,

was not essential to a legal marriage; its restruints we'O

irksome and unpopular, and in course of ti^ie it absolutely

ceased to exist, leaving no equivalent protection of the

stability of family life. The later Roman marriage left the

spouses comparatively independent of each other The
bond was easily dissolved, and while it lasted was loose

and easy. The distance between the two modes of mar-

riage may be estimated by the fact that, while under tlie

former the wife was one of the husband's immediate heirs,

under the latter she was called to the inheritance only after

his kith and kin had been exhausted, and only in prefer-

ence to the treasury. It seems doubtful how far she had,

during the continuance of marriage, a legal right to en-

force aliment from her husband, although if he neglected

her she had the unsatisfactory remedy of an easy divorce.

The law in fact preferred to leave the parties to arrange

their mutual rights and obligations by private contracts.

Hence the importance of the Law of Settlements (Dotes).

The Dos and the Donatio ante nnptias were settlements

by or on behalf of the husband or wife, during the continu-

ance of the marriage, and the law seems to have looked

with some jealou.'^y on gifts made by one to the other in

any less formal way, as possibly tainted with undue influ-

ence. During the marriage the husband had the adminis-

tration of the property, and its destination afterwards

might depend on the nature of the settlement and the con-

duct of the parties.

The manus of the Roman law appears to be only one

instance of an institution common to all primitivesocieties,

and suitable only to society in a primitive state. On the

continent of Europe after many centuries, during which

local usages were brought under the influence of principles

derived from the Roman law, a theory of marriage become

established, the leading feature of which is the community

of goods between husband and w-ife. Describing the prin-

ciple as it prevails in France, Story {Conflict of Laws,

§ 130) says— " This community or nuptial partnership (in

the absence of any special contract) generally extends to

all the movable property of the husband and wife, and to

the fruits, income, and revenue thereof . . It extend.^

also to all immovable property of the husband and wife ac-

quired during the marriage, but not to sucb immovable pro-

perty as either possessed at the time of the marriage, or which

came to them afterwards by title of succession or by gift.

The property thus acquired by this nuptial partnership is

liable to the debts of the parties existing at the time of the

marriage ; to the debts contracted by the husband during

the community, or by the wife during the community with

the consent of tho husband ; and to debts contracted for

the maintenance of the family. . . . The husband alone

IS entitled to administer the property of the community,

and he may alien, soil, or mortgage it without the

concurrence of the wife." Rut he cannot dispose by will

of more than his share of the common property, nor can Le

part with it gratuitously t>i^«;r vivos. The community is

dissolved by death (natural or civil), divorce, separation of

body, or separation of property. On soparOvion of body or

of property the wife is entitled to the full control of her

movable property, but canuot alien her immovable pro-
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'perty without licr luisband'a consent, or legal authority.

On the death of either party the property is divided in

equal moities between the survivor and the heirs of the

deceased.

Lmo of England.—The Englisli common law has as

usual followed its own course in dealing with this subject,

and in no department are its rules more entirely insular

and independent. The text writers all assume two funda-

mental principles, -which between them establish a system

of rights totally unlike that we have just described.

Husband and wife are said to be one person in the eye of

the law

—

unica persona, quia caro una cl sanr/uis unus.

Hence a man cannot grant or give anything to his wife,

because she is himself, and if tliere are any compacts

between them before marriage they are dissolved by the

union of persons. Hence, too, the old rule of law, now
greatly modifisd, that husband and wife could not be

allowed to give evidence against each other, in any trial,

civil or criminal. The unity, however, is one-sided only
;

it is the wife who is merged in the husband, not the hus-

band in the wife. And when the theory does not apply,

the disabilities of "coverture" suspend the active exercise

of the wife's legal faculties. The old technical phraseology

describes husband and wife as bar'on and/('?H»ie; the rights

of the husband are baronial rights. From one point of

view the wife is merged in the husband, from another

she is as one of his vassals. A curious example is the

immunity of the wife in certain cases from punishment

for crime committed in the presence and on the presumed

coercion of the husband. "So great a favourite," says

Blackstone, " is the female sex of the laws of England."

The application of these principles with reference to the

property of the wife, and her capacity to contract, may now
be briefly traced.

Thi freehold property of the wife becomes vested in the

husband and herself during the coverture, and he has the

irianagement and the profits. If the wife has been in

actual possession at any time during the marriage of an
estate of inheritance, and if there has been a child of the

marriage capable of inheriting, then the husband becomes
entitled on his wife's death to hold the estate for his own
life as tenant by the curtesy of England (curialitas).^

Beyond this, however, the husband's rights do not extend,

and the wife's heir at last succeeds to the inheritance. The
wife cannot part with her real estate without the concur-

rence of the husband ; and even so she must be examined
apart from her husband, to ascertain whether she freely and
voluntarily consents to the deed.

With regard to personal property, it passes absolutely

at common law to the husband. Specific things in the

po.ssossian of the wife {choses in possession) become the

property of the hu.^band at once ; things not in possession,

but due and recoverable from others (c/ioses in action), may
be recovered by the husband. A chose in action not re-

duced into actual possession, when the marriage is

dissolved by death, reverts to the wife if she is the survivor;

if the husband survives, he can obtain possession by taking
out letters of administration. A c/tosc in action is to be
distinguished from a .specific thing which, although the pro-

perty of the wife, is for the time being in the hands of

another. In the latter case the property is in the wife, and
passes at once to the husband ; in the former the wife has
a mere ^HS in personam, which the husband may enforce if

he chooses, but which is still capable of reverting to the wife
if the husband dies without enforcing ii.

The chaltels real of the wife {i.e., personal property,
dependent on, and partaking of, the nature of reality, such as

' Curtesy or courte.>;y has been explained by legal writers as
"arising Ay /ofOKr of tlic law of Eugland." The word has nothing
to do with courtesy in the sense of complaisance,

12— ii;

leaseholds) pass to the liusDand, subject to the wife's right

of survivorship, unless barred by the husband by some act

done during his life. A disposition by will does not bar

the wjfe's interest ; but any disposition inter vivos by the

husband will be valid and effective.

The courts of equity, however, greatly modified the rule*

of the common law by the introduction of the wife'a

separate estate, i.e., property .settled to the wife for her

separate use, independently of hor husband. The priivcipl*

seems to have been originally admitted in a case of actual

separation, when a fund was given for the maintenance of

the wife while living apart from her husband. And the

conditions under which separate estate may be enjoyed

have taken the court of chancery many generations to-

develop. No particular form of words is necessary to

create a separate estate, and the intervention of trustees,

though common, is not necessary. A clear intention to de-

prive the husband of his common law rights will be suffi-

cient to do so. In such a case a married woman is entitled

to deal with her property as if she was unmarried, although

the earlier decisions were in favour of requiring her

binding engagements to be in writing or under seal. But
it is now held that any engagements, clearly made with

reference lo the separate estate, will bind that estate,

exactly as if the won;an had been afejnme sole. Connected

with the doctrine of separate ase is the equitable contriv-

ance of restraint on anticipation, whereby property may be

so settled to the separate use of a married woman that

she cannot, during coverture, alienate it or anticipate the

income. No such restraint is recognized in the case of a

manorof a/e7Kmeso^t',andit depends cntirelyon the separate

estate ; and the separate estate has its existence only during

coverture, so that a woman to whom such an estate is

given may dispose of it so long as she is unmarried, but

becomes bound by the restraint as soon as she is married.

In yet another way the court of chancery interfered to

protect the interests of married women. When a husband

sought the aid of that court to get possession of his wife's

choses in action, he was required to make a provisioa

for her and her children out of the fund sought to be re-

covered. This is called the wife's cj'dily to a settlement,

and is .said to be based on the original maxim of chancery

jurisprudence, that "he who seeks equity must do equity."

Two other property interests of minor importance are

recognized. The wife's pin-money is a yearly allowance

settled on her before morriagefor the purchase of clothes and
ornaments suitable to her husband's station, but it is not

an absolute gift to the separate use of the wife; and a

wife surviving her husband cannot claim for more than one

year's arrears of pin-money. Paraphernalia are jewels and

other ornaments given to the wife for the purpose of being

worn by her, but not as her separate property. The hus-

band may dispose of them by act inter vivos but not by

will, unless the will confers other benefits on the wife, in

which case she must elect between the will and the para-

phernalia.

The corresponding interest of the wife in the property

of the husband is much more meagre and illusory. Besides

a general right to maintenance at her husband's expense,

she has at common law a right to dou'cr in her husband's

lands, and to a pars rationahilis (third) of his personal

estate, if he dies intestate. The former, which originally

was a solid provision for widows, has by the ingenuity of

conveyancers, as well as by positive enactment, been reduced

to very slender dimensions. It may be destroyed by a

mere declaration to that effect on the part of the husband,

as well as by his conveyance of the land or by his will.

The common practice of regulating the rights of husband,

wife, and children by marriage settlements obviates the

hardships of the comf^on law—at least for the women c«
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the wealthier classes. The legislature by the Married

Women's Property Acts of 1870 and 1874 has introduced

changes, the benefit of wliich will probably be most keenly

felt among the poor. The chief provisions are shortly

these :—(1) the earnings of a married woman in an occu-

pation carried on by her apart from her husband ire to be

held as property settled to her separate use, independent

of her husband, and her investments of such earnings- are

aimilarly protected
; (2) when a woman, married after the

passing of the Act, becomes entitled during marriage to

personal property as next of kin, or to any sum not exceed-

ing X200 under a deed or will, such property shall belong

to her for her separate use ; where real property descends

to her as heiress of an intestate, the rents and profits thereof

shall belong to her for her separate use
; (3) in respect of

property thus declared to be her " separate estate," she may
sue in her own name ; on the other hand, her husband is not

liable Tor debts contracted by her before marriage, except to

the extent to which he has received property in her right.

Married women having separate estates are made liable for

the maintenance of their husbands who may become charge-

able to any union or parish, and of their children.

A married woman cannot make any contract binding on
herself except as to separate estate. She can only bind

lier husband as his agent, but from the relation of the

parties the fact of agency is easily implied. The strong-

est case is that of a wife whose husband unjustifiably

refuses to maintain her ; in that case she is his agent, in

the sense that he is bound by her contracts for necessaries

supplied to her. By the Act of 1870 she can insure her

own or her husband's life for her separate use.

Law of Scotland.—The law of Scotland on this head difTcrs less

from English law than the use of a very diHerent terminology would
lead us to suppose. The phrase communio bonorum haa been
employed to express the interest which the spouses have in the
•movabU property of both, but ita use has been severely censured
l)y a high authority as essentially inaccurate and misleading. Mr
Tatrick Fraser, in his elaborate and valuable treatise on Husband
•aiid tl^i/e, contends that there is no real comraunity of goods, and
no partnership or societas between the spouses. 'The wife's mov-
able property, with certain excfeptions, and subject to special agree-

jnents, becomes as absolutely the property of the husband as it does
in English law. The notion of a annmunw is, however, favoured by
the peculiar rights of the wife and children on the dissolution of

the m:irriage. Previous to the Act 18 k 19 Vict. c. 23 the law
stood as follows. The fund formed by the movable property of
both spouses may be dealt with by the husband as he pleases dur-
ing lift* ; it is increased by his acquisitions and diminished by his

debts. Tlie respective shares contributed by husband and wife
Tetnrn on the dissolution of the marriage to them or their represontt*-

livcs if the marriage be dissolved within a year and a day, and with-
out a living child. Otherwise the division is into two or three
flharea, according as children are existing or not at the dissolution of
the m;irriag'j. On the death of the husband, his children tjike one-
third (legitiin), the widow takes one-third {jus rcliclce), and the
remaining one-third (the dead's pari) goes according to his will or
to his next of kin. If there bo no children,- the^iis rcliclce and the
dead'a parv arc each one-half. If the wife die before the husband,
lier reprcsentntivcs, whether children or not, arc creditors for the
value of her share. The statute above-mentioned, however, eiiacis

that " 'here a wife shall predecease her husband, the next of kin,
executors, or other representatives of 8n;h wife, whether testate or
intestate, shall have no right to any share t>f the goods in com-
munion

;
nor shall any lejjncyor bequest, or testamentary disposition

thereof by such wife, afTect or attach to the said goods or any portion
thereof." It also abolishes the rule by which the shares revert if

the marriage does not subsist for (i year and a day. Two later Acts
epply to Scotland the principles of the Kngli.'sh Married Women's I'ro-

perty Acts. The.se are the Act 40 i 41 Vict. c. 29. which protects the
«amings,ic., of wives, and limits the husband's liability for antenup-
tial debts of the wife, and the Act 43 t 44 Vict. c. 20, which enables
a woman to contract for a policy of assurance for her separate use.

A wife's heritable property does not pass to the husband on
marriage, but he acquires,a right to the administration and piont.i.

His courtesy, as in E.iglish law, is also recognized. On the other
hand, a widow has a Icrce or liferent of a third part of the hushand'a
lieritahle estate. unle.''3 she has accepted a conventional provision.

American Law.—In the American .States, the revolt ngiiinst the
-fommoD law tbsnry of husband and wile has been carried fiirth»r

than in England, and legislation tends in the direction of absolute
equality between the sexes. "What are familiarly known as the
ilarried Women's Acts," says a recent writer, "the product v^
American legislation during the last quarter of a century, aim tu
secure to the wife the indejiendent control of her owu property, and
the right to contract, sue, and be sued without her husband, under
reasonable conditions " (Schouler's Law of Domestic Relations).
Each State has, however, taken its own way and selected its own
time for iutroducing modifications of the existing law, so that tha
legislation on this subject is now exceedingly complicated and diffi-

cult. Schooler (op. cit., p. 212) gives an account of the general
result in the different States, fri-m which the following is condensed :— In Maine, a liberal right in married women of holding property
independently of husband's control, which the wife may, however,
relax by written instrument authorizing her husband to manage it

;

in New Hampshire, the right to hold fiom strangers, and from her
husband (not in fraud of creilitors), and to keep Earnings when
deserted ; in Vermont, similar result effected by the Chancery Courts
without special le^^islation ; in Massachusetts, a liberal right to

acquire separate property ; in Rhode Island, property exempt from
husband's debts, but his cont^'ol recognized ; in Connecticut, some-
what limited recognition of separate estate ; in New York, the most
liberal provisions as to propertyheld before or acquired after marriage
—acom}dete emancipation frtm marital dominion ; asiniilar policy

in the laws of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, effected in

the last case by the courts rather than by statute ; in Ohio, general

exemption of wife's estate from her husband's debts ; in Indiana, a
peculrar policy, on the community system, wife's jwwers of transfer

limited ; Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Kansas follow closely

the legislation of Massachusetts; in Iowa, limited recognition of wife's

estate; inCalifornia,conimunity of goods recognized after the Spanish
system, formerly prevalent there,—so in Nevada ; in Oregon, wife's

property exem[»t from husband's debts ; in Nebraska, liberal rights

recognized inraarried women ; in Missouri, wife's property in land
more particularly exempt from husband's debts ; in Kentucky,
peculiar restraint on husband's marital rights ; in Tennessee, wife's

property protected, but her right to control not recognized ; in

Arkansas a liberal policy prevails. The Southern States have been
later in taking up this movement, but it is considered likely that they
will follow the rest. The peculiar system of Homestead Laws iu

the Southern and Western States (described in article Homestead)
constitutes an inalienable provision for the wife aud family of the
householder. (E. E.

)

HUSCH, HusHi, or Husi, chief tow^n of the Roumanian
province of Falciu, Moldavia, is situated on the right bank
of the Pruth, about 40 miles south-east of Jassy. It is

the seat of the district courts of justice, and of a bishop of

the Greek Church. It possesses a cathedral and a normal

school, and carries on an active trade in tobacco. The
population in 1870 was estimated at 18,000. At Husch
was signed in 1711 the treaty of the Pruth, between Russia

and Turkey, which freed the army of Peter the Great from

a position of great danger.

HUSHIARPUR, a British district in the lieutenant-

governorship of the Punjab, India, lying between 30° 68'

and 32° 5' N. lat. and between 75° 31' and 76° 41' 15"

E. long. It forms the central district of the Jalnndhar

division, and is bounded N.E. by the district of KAngra

and the native state of N/dagarh, N. and N.W. by the river

Bias, S VV. by Jiilandhar, and S. by the river Satlnj (Sutlej)

and AmbAla (Umballu) district.

The district of lluslii.'lrpur faJIs into two nearly equal

portions of hill and plain country. Its eastern face con-

sists of the westward slope of the KAngra Mountains;

parallel with that ridge, a lino of lower heights traverses

the district from south to north, while between the two

chains stretches a valley of uneven width, known as tlio

Jasw.An Dun. Its upper portion is crossed by the So.An

torrent, while the Sutlej sweeps into its lower end by a

break in the hills, and (lows in a southerly direction till it

turns tho (lank of the central ra'nge, and debouches west-

wards upon the plains. This western pluin consists of

alluvial formation, with n general westerly sUijie owing to

the deposit of silt from the mountain torrents in tho sub-

montane tract. The Bins has a fringe of lowland, open to

moderate but not excessive inundations, and considered.

very fertile. A considerable area is covered by Government,

woodlands, under tLe cure of tho forest department.
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The census of 1868 was taVen over an i>reji of 208G square miles,

and showed a total population of 938,890 {males, 504,393 ; females,

434,497). Of these, the Hindus numbered 415,471; Jlahometans,

317,967; Sikhs, 79,417; and "others," 1^6,035. The district

contained nine municipalities in 1875-76, namely,—Hushiarpur

<3ee below), UrmarTanda (13,970), Mukerian(51I6), Dasuya (8677),

Anandpur (6405), HariAnd (7802), Garhdiwala (3874), Una (4908),

end Miani ( Jleeanee) (7942). The total imperial revenue in 1872-73

was £148,708; the local revenue for expenditure on works of

public utility, £14,856. Fifteen civil and revenue judges exercised

jurisdiction in the district. There were 321 schools, with 7066

pupils, receiving £2291 from the public funds.

The cultivated area in 18C3 amounted to 751,707 acres, out of an

assessed total of 1,335,24'5. Kice is largely grown, owing to the

;i'-U'i«lance of marshy tlats along the banks of the Bias. The other

products are wheat, barley, gram, tobacco, jodr^ maize, molh, mash,

cotton, and sugar-cane. The state of agricultural knowledge is very

backward, ami implements are of the simplest description. Only
17,836 acres are under irrigation, chielly from an old canal in the

northern corner. The trade of Hi:iliiarpiir is confined to its raw

m^erial, including grain, sugar, hemp, safHower, fibres, tobacco,

indigo, and cotton ; of these, sugar forms by far the most important

commercial item. The manufacturea are of no importance. Several

religious fairs are heM, at Anandpur, Mukerian, and Achintpurni,

all of which attract an enormous concourse of people. The Jalandhar

and Kangra road forms the chief route ; and good roads connect

Hushiarpur and other centres with the neighbouring towns. The
district, owing to its proximity to the hills, possesses a comparatively

cool and humid climate. Malarious fever, cholera, and bowel com-
plaints are the prevailing illnesses. The annual rainfall in 1871-72
was 32'6 inches. There are five charitable dispensaries.

The country around Hushiirpur formed part of the

Katoeh kingdom of Jalandhar. The state was eventually

broken up, and the present district was divided between

the r.ijis of Ditdrpur and Jaswdn. They retained undis-

turbed possession of their territories until 1759, when the

rising Sikh chieftains commenced a series of encroachments

upon the hill tracts." In 181-5 the aggressive mahdrdjA,

Kanjit Sinh, forced the ruler of Jaswdn to resign his terri-

tories in exchange for an estate on feudal tenure ; three

years later the rdjAof Ditdrpur met with similar treatnaent.

By the close of the year 1818 the whole country from the

Sullej to the Bias had come under the Government of

Lahore, and after the first Sikh war in 1846 passed into

the hands of the English Government. The deposed rajAs

cf Dit.Arpur and Jaswdn received cash pensions from the

new rulers, but expressed bitter disappointment at nut

being restored to their former sovereign position. Accord-

ingly the outbreak of the Mooltan war, and the revolt of

Chattar Sinh in 1848, found the disaffected chieftains ready

for rebellion. They organized a revolt, but the two rdjds

and the other ringleaders were captured, and their estates

confiscated.

HushiArpur, municipal town and administrative head-

quarters of the above district, is situated on the bank of a

broad sandy torrent. The population in 1868 numbered

13,022, comprising 6350 Hindus, 6002 Mahometans, 119

Sikhs, 62 Christians, and 489 " others." The town was

foiuided, according to tradition, about the early part of the

14th century. In 1809 it was occupied by Ranjit Sinh.

The mahdrdja and his successors maintained a considerable

cantonment one mile south-east of the town, and the British

Government kept it up for several years after the annexa-

tion. Floods often cause much damage, to guard against

which an embankment was raised in 1852. The civil

etnticu cor.tains iiie district court-house and treasury,

sossions-houee, iahsU and police offices, dispensary, staging

bungalow, and sardi. Both station and town are plenti-

fully wooded, and eni"y ;Lgood sanitary reputation. There

is a trade in grain, sugar, and tobacco.

HUSKiSSON, William (1770-1830), statesman and
financier, was descended from an old StatTordshire family

of LiOderate fortune, and was born at Birch Moreton, Wor-
cctt^^rsliire, March 11, 1770. Having been placed in his

fourteenth year under the charge of his uncle Dr Gem.
physician to the English emt)ss.;y at Paris, ha passed his

early years amidst a political fermentation which led him
to take a deep and absorbing interest in politics. But
though he approved of the French Revolution, his sympa-

thies were with the more moderate party, and ho became
a member of the "club of 1789," instituted to support the

new form of constitutional monarchy in opposition to the

anarchical attempts of the Jacobins. Even at this early

period he displayed his mastery of the principles of finance

by a Discours delivered in August 1790 before this

society, in regard to the issue of assignats by the Govern-
ment. The Discours gained him considerable reputation,

but as it failed in its purpose he withdrew from the society.

In January 1793 he was apiioitited by Mr Dundas to an
office created with a view to direct the e.^ecutioii of the

Aliens Act ; and in the discharge of his delicate duties he
manifested such abiNty that in 1795 he was appointed

under secretary in the colonial department. In the follow,

ing year he entered parliament as member for Morpeth, but

for a considerable period he took scarcely any part in the

debates. On the retirement of Pitt in 1801 he resigned

office, and after contesting Dover unsuccessfully he with-

drew for a time into private life. Having in 1804 been

chosen to represent Liskeard, he was on the restoration of

the Pitt ministry appointed secretary of the treasury, hold-

ing office till the dissolution of the ministry after the death

of Pitt in January 1806, After being elected for Harwich
iii 1807, he accepted the same office under the duke of

Portland, but he withdrew from the ministry along with

Canning in 1809. In the following year he published a

pamphlet on the currency system, which confirmed his

reputation as the ablest financier of his time ; but his free-

trade principles did not accord with those of his party.

When in 1814 he re-entered the public service, it was
only as chief commissioner of woods and forests, but his

influence was from this time very great in the commer-
cial and financial legislation of the country. He- took a
prominent part in the corn-law debates of 1814 and 1815

;

and in 1819 he presented a memorandum to Lord Liverpool

advocating a large reduction in the unfunded debt, and
explaining a method for the resumi)tion of cash payments,

which was embodied in the Act passed the same year.

In the following year he was named a member of the

committee appointed to inquire into the causes of the

agricultural distress then prevailing in the country, and
the proposed relaxation of the corn laws embodied in the

report was understood to have been chiefly due to his

strenuous advocacy. In 1823 he was appointed president

of the board of trade and treasurer of the navy, and shortly

afterwards he received a seat in the cabinet. In the same
year he was returned for Liverpool, having from 1812 re-

presented Chichester. Among the more important legis-

lative changes with which he was principally connected

were a reform of the Navigation Acts, admitting other

nations to a full equality and rctiprocity of shipping duties
;

the repeal of the labour laws ; the introduction of a new
sinking fund ; the reduction of the duties on manufactures

and on the importation of foreign goods, and the repeal of

the quarantine duties. In accordance with his suggestion

Canning in 1827 introduced a measure on the corn laws

proposing the adoption of a sliding scale to regulate the

amount of duty. Tho bill passed the House of Commons,
but a misapprehension between Huskisson and the duke of

Wellington led to tho duke proposing an amendment, the

success of which caused tho abandonment of the measure

by the Government. After the death of Canning in the

same year Huskisson accepted the secretaryship of the

colonies under Lord Godorich, an office which he continued

to hold in the new cabinet formed by tho duke of Wellington

in the following year. From the beginning the cabinet was

rent by i.".temal disputes, and, after succeeding with great
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difficulty in inducing the cabinet to agree to a compro

mise on the corn laws, Huskisson finally resigned office

in May 1829 on account of a difference with his col-

leagues in rei^ard to the disfranchisement of East Retford.

On" the 15th September of the following year he was

accidentally killed by a locomotive engine while present at

the opening of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.

HUSS, John (1369-1415), the Bohemian reformer and

martyr, was bom at Hussinecz,' a market village at the foot

of the Bohmerwald, and not far from the Bavarian frontier,

most probably in 1369, and, according to some accounts, on

July 6. His parents appear to have been well-to-do Czechs

of the peasant class. Of his early life nothing is recorded

except that, notwithstanding the early loss of his father,

he obtained a good elementary education, first at Hussinecz,

and afterwards at the neighbouring town of Prachaticz.

At, or only a very little beyond, the usual age he entered

the recently (1348) founded university of Prague, where

be became bachelor of arts in 1393, bachelor of theology in

1394, and master of arts in 1396. In 1398 he was chosen

by the Bohemian " nation " of the university to an

examinership for the bachelor's degree ; in the same year

he began to lecture also, and there is rea.son to believe that

the philosophical writings of Wickliff'e, with which he bad

been for some years acquainted, were his text-books. In

Oi:tober 1401 he was made dean of the philosophical faculty,

and for the half-yearly period from October 1402 to April

1 403 he held the office of rector of the university. In 1402

also he was made rector or curate (capellarius) of the

Bethlehem Chapel, which had in 1391 been erected and

endowed by some zealous citizens of Prague for the purpose

of providing good popular preaching in the Bohemian

tongue. This appointment, which, bo far as the aims of

the pious founders were concerned, proved a singularly suc-

cessful one, had a deep influence on the already vigorous

religious life of Huss himself; and one of the effects of the

earnest and independent study of Scripture into which it

Boun led him was a profound conviction of the great value

not only of the philosophical but also of the theological

writings of Wiokliffe.

This newly-formed sympathy with the English reformer

did not, however, in the first instance at least, involve Huss

in any conscious opposition to the established doctrines of

Catholicism, or in any direct conflict with the authorities

of the church; and for several years he continued to act

in full accord with his archbishop (Sbynjek, or Sbyiiko, of

Hasenburg). Thus in 1 406 he, along with other two masters,

was commissioned to examine into certain reputed miracles

at Wilsnack, near Wittenberg, which had caused that church

to be made a resort of pilgrims from nil parts of Europe. The

result of their report was that all pilgrimage thither from

the province of Bohemia was prohibited by the archbishop

on pain of excomnmnication, while Huss, with the full

sanction of his superior, gave to the world his first published

writing, entitled De Omni Sawjiiiue Chrisli Glorifiado, in

which he declaimed in no measured terms against forged

miracles and ecclesiastical greed, urging Christians at the

same time to desist from looking for sensible signs of Christ's

presence, but rather to seek Him in His enduring word.

More than once also Huss, along with his friend Stanislaus

of Znaim, was appointed to be synod preacher, and in this

capacity he delivered at the provincial councils of Bohemia

many faithful admonitions. As early as May 28, 1403, it

is true, there had been held a university disputation about

the new doctrines of Wicklifl'e, which had resulted in the

condemnation of certain propositions presumed to be his ;

• From wliicli the name Ilusa, or more inoperly IIus, an abbrcvia-

Uou ndoptcit liy himself about 1396, ia deiived. Prior to that date

tie wu invariably know i u Johann Hussynecz, Hussuiccz, Ilusscnice,

Mr De Hu3i>yneez.

five y^ars later (May 20, 1408) this decision had been
refined into a declaration that these, forty-five in number,
were not to be taught in any heretical, erroneous, or ofl'ensive

sense. But it was only slowly that the growing sympathy
of Huss with Wickliff'e unfavourably affected his relations

with his colleagues in the priesthood. In 1408, however,
the clergy of the city and archiepiscopal diocese of Prague
laid before the archbishop a formal complaint against Huss,
arising out of strung expressions with regard to clerical

abuses of which he had made use in his public discourses ;

and the result was that, having first been deprived of his

appointment as synodal preacher, he was, after a vain

attempt to defend himself in writing, publicly forbidden

the exercise of any priestly function throughout the diocese.

Simultaneously with these proceedings in Bohemia, inter-

national negotiations had been going on which had for their

object the removal of the long-continued papal schism, and
it had in the interval become apparent that a satisfactory

solution of the difficulties iuvolved could only be secured,

if, as seemed not impossible, the supporters of the rival

popes, Benedict XIII. and Gregory XII., could 'oo induced,

in view of the approaching council of Pisa, to plidge them-
selves to a strict neutrality. With this end King Wenceslaua

of Bohemia had requested the co-operation of the archbishop

and his clergy, and also the supj'ort of the university, in

both instances unsuccessfully, although in the case of the

latter the Bohemian "nation," with Huss at its head, had
only been overborne by the votes of the Bavarians, Sasons,

and Poles. There followed an e.xpression of nationalist

and particularistic as opposed to ultramontane and also to

German feeling, which undoubtedly was of supreme im-

portance for the whole of the subsequent career of Huss.

In compliance with this feeling a royal edict (January 13,

1409) was issued, by which, in alleged conformity with

Paris usage, and with the original charter of the university,

the Bohemian " nation " received three votes, while only

one was allotted to the other three " nations " combined
;

whereupon all the foreigners, to the number of several

thousands), almost' immediately withdrew from Prague, an
occurrence which led to the formation shortly afterwards

of the university of Leipsic.

It was a dangerous triumph for Huss ; for his popu-

larity at court and in the general community had been

secured only at the price of clerical antipathy every-

where and of much German ill-will. Among the first

results of the changed order of things were on the one

hand the election of Huss (October 1409) to tie again

rector of the university, but on the other hand the

appointment by the archbishop of an inquisitor to inquire

into charges of heretical teaching and inflammatory preach-

ing which had been brought against him. Ho had spoken

disrespectfully of the church, it was said, had even hinted

that Antichrist might be found to be in Home, had
fomented in his preaching the quarrel between Bohemians-

and Germans, and had, notwithstanding all that had

passed, continued to speak of WickliU'o as both a pioi;

man and an orthodox teacher. The direct result of tl:;-

investigation is not known, but it is impos.siblo to disconnci i

from it the promulgation by Pope Alexander V., on Decembii

20, 1109, of a bull which ordered the abjuration of all

Wicklillite heresies and the surrender of all his books, while

at the .same time— a measure specially levelled at the pulpit

of Bethlehem Chapel—all prcacljjng was prohibited except

in localities which had been by long usage set apart for that

use. This decree, as soon as it was published in Prague
(March 9, 1410), led to much popular agitation, and
provoked an appeal by Huss to the pope's better informed

judgment; tho archbishop, however, resolutely insisted on

carrying out his instructions, and in tho following July

caused to be publicly burned, iii the courtyard of his owa
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i.iiucp, upwards of ^00 voluiris of tho writings of Wicliliffe,

•virile he pronounced solemn sentence of excommunication
ag.iinst Huss and certain of his friends, who had in the

meantime again protested and appealed to the new pope
(John XXIII.)- Again the populace rose on behalf of

their cero, who, in his turn, strong in the conscientious

conviction that " in the things which pertain to salvation

God is to be obeyed rather than man," continued ui. in-

terruptedly to preach in the Bethlehem Chapel, and in the

university began publicly to defend the so-called heretical

treatises of Wicklift'e, while from king and queen, nobles

and burghers, a petition was sent to Rome praying that the

condemnation and prohibition in the bull of Alexander V.

might be quashed. Negotiations were carried or. for some
months, but in vain; in March 1411 the ban was anew
pronounced upon Huss as a disobedient son of the church,

v.'hile the magistrates and councillors of Prague who had
favoured him were threatened with a similar penalty in case

of their giving him a contumacious support. Ultimately

the whole city, which continued to harbour him, wa.s laid

under interdict; yet he went on preaching, and masses were

celebrated as usual, so that at the date of Archbishop
Sbynko's death in September lill, it seemed as if the

utmost efforts of ecclesiastical authority had resulted in

absolute failure.

The struggle, however, entered on a new phase with the

appearance at Prague in May 1412 of the papal emissary

charged with the proclamation of the papal bulls by which

a religious war was decreed against the excommunicated
King Ladislaus of Naples, and indulgence was promised

to alJ who should take part in it, on terms similar to

those which had been enjoyed by the earlier crusaders

to the Holy Land. By his bold and thorough-going

opposition to this mode of procedure against Ladislaus,

and still more by his doctrine that indulgence could never

be sold without simony, and could not be lawfully granted

by the church except on condition of genuine contrition

and re;'ontance, Huss at last isolated himself, not only from
thearchiepiscopal party under .'Mbik of Unitschow, but also

from the theological faculty of the university, and especially

from .such men as Stanislaus of Znaimand Stephen Paletz,

who until then had been his chief supporters. A popular

demonstration, in which the papal bulls had been paraded

through the streets with circumstances of peculiar ignominy
and iinally burnt, led to intervention by Wenceslaus on
behalf uf public order ; threa young men, for ha\jf:ig openly
asserted the uniawtahiess of the papal indulgence after

silence had been enjoined, were sentenced to death (June

1412), the excommunication against Huss was renewed,

and tho interdict again laid on all places which should
give him shelter,—a measure which now began to be more
strictly regarded by the clergy, so that in the following

December be had no alternative but to yield to the express

wish of the king by temporarily withdrawing from Prague.

A provincial synod, held at the instance of ^Venceslaus

in February 1413, broke up without having reached any
practical result; and the labours of a commission appointed
shortly afterwards were equally unsuccessful in tho attempt
to bring about a reconciliation between IIuss and his ad-

versaries. The so-called heretic meanwhile spent his time
partly at Kozihradek, some 45 miles south of Prague, and
partly at Krakowitz in the immediate noighbourhooil of the

capital, sometimes varying the monotony of his life with an
occasional course of open-air preaching, but finding his chief

employment in maintaining with his numerous friends that
copious correspondence of which some precious fragments
still are extant, and in the composition of the largest and
most exhaustive of all his printed works, the De Ecdesia,
which subsequently furnished most of the material for the
capital charges brought against him.

During the year 1413 the arrangements for the meeting

of a general council at Constance were agreed upon between

Sigismund and Pope John XXIII. The objects originally

contemplated had been the restoration of the unity of the

church and its reform in head and members: but so great

had become the prominence of Bohemian affairs that to

these also a first place in the programme of the approaching

cecumenical assembly required to be assigned, and for their

satisfactory settlement the presence of Huss was obviously

necessary. His attendance was accordingly requested, and

the invitation was willingly accepted as giving him a lung-

wished-for opportunity both of publicly vindicating himself'

from charges which he lell to be grievous and of loyally

making confession fur Christ. He set out from Bohemia

on October 14, 1414, liot. however, until he had carefully

I

ordered all his private affairs, with a presentiment, which

Le did not conceal, that in all probability he was going to

his death. The journey, which appears to have been under-

taken with the usual passport, and under the protection

of several powerful Bohemian friends (John of Chlum,

Wenceslaus of Duba, Henry of Chlum) who accompanied

him, was a very prosperous one , and at almost all tha

halting places he was received with a consideration and

enthusiastic sympathy which he had hardly expected to

meet with anywhere in Germany. On November 3 he

arrived at Constance, and took up quarters in the hduse

which is still pointed out (Paulsgasse, 328); shortly after-

wards there was put into his hands the famous imperial

"safe conduct," the promise of which had been one of his

inducements to quit the comparative security he had enjoyed

in Bohemia. Of this sale conduct, the formal words of

which have often been quoted, it would be absurd to say

that it was intended to guarantee its holder against the

infliction of due punishment should he be convicted by

existing law of any crime ; but there can be no doubt that

both tho letter and the spirit of it were scandalously

violated, when on November 28 Huss was arbitrarily

seized and thrown into prison before any accusation what-

ever had been formulated. Sigismund himself never

sought to defend this act, which was not done with his

consent or authority , the only excuse he ever alleged for

having tolerated it was that otherwise in all likelihood tha

council would have been broken up. On December 4 the

pope appointed a commission of three bishops to investigate

the caso against the heretic, and to procure witnesses ; to

the demand of Huss that he might be permitted to employ

i
an agent in his defence a favourable answer was at first

i given, but afterwards even this concession to the forms of'

!

justice was denied. While the commission was engaged in

the prosecution of its inquiries, the ffight of Pope John

XXIII. took place on March 20, an event which furnished

a pretext for the removal of Huss from the Dominican

convent to a more secure and more severe place of con-

finement under the charge of the bishop of Constance at

Gottlieben on the Rhine. On May 4 the temper of the

council on the doctrinal questions in dispute w.as for the

first time fully revealed in its unanimous condemnation of

Wickhffe, especially of the so-called " forty-five articles " as

erroneous, heretical, revolutionary. It was not, however,

until June 5 that tho case of Huss himself came up for

bearing ; the meeting, which was an exceptionally full one,

took place in the refectory of the Franciscan cloister.

Autograph copies of his work De Ecdesia, and of the

controversial tracts which he had written against Paletz and

Stanislaus of Znaim, having been laid before him and duly

acknowledged, the extracted propositions on which tha

prosecution based their charge of heresy were read ; but as

soon as '.L, accused began to analyse them and to enter

upon his defence, he was assailed by violent outcries, amidst

vhich it Mas impossible for him to be heard, so that be
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was compelled to bring his speech to an abrupt close, which

he did with the calm remark ;
" la such a council as this I

had expected to find more propriety, piety, and order." It

was found necessary to adjourn the sitting until June 7,

on which occasion the outward decencies were bettet

obserred, partly no doubt from the circumstance that the

emperor was present in person. . The propositions which

had been extracted from *\e De Ecdesia were again brought

up, and the relations between Wickliffa and Huss were

discussed, the object of the prosecution being to fasten

upon the latter the charge of having entirely adopted the

doctrinal system of the former, including especially a

denial of the doctrine of tranBubstanCiation. The accused

defended himself by repudiating .the charge of having

abandoned the Catholic doctrine, while at the same time

he gave expression to his hearty admiration and respect

for the memory of Wickliflfe. Being next asked to make
an unqualified submission to the council,, he expressed

himself as unable to do so, while at the same time stating

his willingness in all humility to amend his teaching

wherever i^ had been shown to be false. With this the

proceedings of the day were brought to a close. On June
8 the propositions extracted from the Be Ecdesia were

once more taken up with some fulness of detail ; some of

these he repudiated as incorrectly given, others he

defended ; but when asked to make a general recantation

he steadfastly declined on the ground that td do so would

be a dishonest admission of previous guilt. Among the

propositions he could heartily abjure was that relating to

transubstantiation ; among those he felt constrained un-

flinchingly to maintain was one which had given great

offence, to the effect that Christ, not Peter, is the head of

the church to whom ultimate appeal must be made. The
council, however, showed itself inaccessible to all his

arguments and explanations, and its final resolution, as

announced by D'Ailly, was threefold :— first, that Huss

should humbly declare that he had erred in all the articles

cited against him ; secondly, that he should promise on

oath neither to hold nor teach them in the future ; thirdly,

that he should publicly recant them. On his declining to

make tliis submission he was removed from the bar, and it

was obvious that the end could not be far off. The em-

peror himself gave it as his opinion that it had been clearly

proved by many witnesses that the accused had taught

raauy pernicious heresies, and that even should ho recant

he ought never to be allowed to preach or teach again or to

return to Bohemia, but that should he refuse recantation

there was no remedy but the stake. During the next four

weeks no effort was spared to shake the determination of

Huss ; but the spirit of the martyr rose within him as he saw

his end approaching, and he steadfastly refused to swerve

from the path which conscience had once made clear. " I

write this," says he, in a letter to bis friends at Prague, " in

prison and in chains, expecting tomorrow to receive sentence

of death, full of hope in God that I shall not swerve from the

truth, nor abjure errors imputed to me by false witnesses
"

The sentence he expected was pronounced on July G in

the presence of the emperor and a full Bitting of tho

council; once and again ho attempted to remonstrate, but

in vairi, and finaUy he betook himself to silent prayer.

After he had undergone the cercmcmy of degradation with

ftll tho childi.sh formalities which are usual on such

occasions, his soul was formally consigned by all those

p' sent to the devil, while he himself with chi-spod hands

ai.d uplifted eyes reverently committed it to Christ. lie

K3H then hanileil over to the secular aim, and immediately

lod oir to the (ilace of execution, tho council meanwhile

proceeding unconcernedly with the rest of its business for

the day. Many touching incidents recorded in tho histories

make manifest the meekness, fortitude, and even cheerful-

ness with which he went to his dreadful death. After he
had been tied to the stake and the faggots had been piled,

he was for the last time urged to recant, but his only reply
was :

—' God is my witness that I have never taught or
preached that which false witnesses have testified against
me. He knows that the great object of all my preaching
and writing was to convert men from sin. In the truth
of that gospel which hitherto I have written, taught, and
preached, I now joyfully die." The fire was then kindled,

^nd his voice as it audibly prayed in the words of the
" Kyrie Eleisou " was soon stifled in the smoke. When
the flames had done their office, the ashes that were left

and even the soil on which they lay were carefully removed
and thrown into the Rhine.

Not many words are needed to convey a tolerably

adequate estimate of the character and work of the "pale
thin man in mean attire," who in sickness and poverty

thus completed the forty-sixth year of a busy life at the

stake. Hubs was much less remarkable for the amount
of his mental endowments and acquirements than for the

candour with which he formed hie convictions, the tenacity

with which he held them, the unselfish enthusiasm with

which he spoke them. He cannot be said to have added

a single new item to the intellectual wealth of the world,

but his contribution to its moral capital was immense. It

might not be easy to formulate very precisely the doctrines

for which he died, and certainly some of them, as, for

example, that regarding the church, were such as many
Protestants eten would regard as unguarded and difficult

to harmonize with the maintenance of external church

order ; but his is undoubtedly the honour of having been

the chief intermediary in handing on from Wickliffe to

Luther the torch which kindled the Reformation, and of

having been one of the bravest of the martyrs who have

died in the cause of honesty and freedom, of progress and of

growth towards the light.

The works of Huss are usually classed under four heads :—the

dogmatical ami polemical, the liorailetical, the exegetical." and the
epistolary. Of those belonging to the hrst category, the earliest

Av.-is that Dc Omni Sanguine Christi Glorijiaito, already referred

to ; others, besides the I)c Ecdesta, are a Qiutsliq dc Jndulgcntiis,

rel.iting to the bull of Pope John XXlll. against Ladislaus,

Rcsponsio ad Scripta A/. ^. PaleCz, Ji^spcnisio ad Scripla M. S. de
Znoyma, and a Ke/ulalion of the Writing of the Eight Doctors of

Prague. The sermons include several -tliscourses relating to Anti-

christ. It is worthy of note, in connexion with these^ that by
means of them and hie other public teaching Huss exercised a con-

siderable influenjce, pot only ou the religious life of his time, but

on the literary developnieut of his native tongue. His exegetical

writings include A HiMory of Jesus Christ according to the Four
Oosjiels, A History of the Passion, An Exposition of I Cor. i -vii..

Commentaries on tho epistles of .lames, Peter, John, and Jude, and

an Enarratio on Psalms cx.-cxviii The Letters are arranged in

two series, one of which, numbering fifteen, relates to the penod *.^^

lus exile under the interdict, while the other, filty-sii in all,

belongs to the time when he lived in Constance. The Ve Eccksla

was printed by Ulrich von Hutlen as early as Ifp'jO, others ol the

controversial writings by Otto Bruunfels in 15'24 ; and Liitherwrote

an interesting preface to Epistola- t^uadam pnbli.-.liej in 1537. The
earliest collected edition of the Latin works was that of Nuremberg
(Ilistoria et Monumenta Joh. }Iuss atque llicron. Pragcnsis), piib.

lishcd in 1058 in 2 vols, folio; this was reprinted w'itii a consider-

able quantity of new matter in 1715 The Bohemran works have

recently been edited by K. J. Krbeii (3 vols., Prague, 1866).

On nuas tho host and mnst eHsilv Accessible litformnllpn for tho Enpli^Ii

rcaili'13 Is to bo found In llic Cluiicli iHsiorits, c«|irci|illy In tli.il ot Ncandci (vol

Ix, KiiKl. trojis, ISiS). and i)ie-i-iulnciitly In Lcclilers U'ic/</' (1S731. liitiisIiiU'd

by Lorlmfir (1S7S). AmonR the cniller aulhoillk'S la JE.ncai Sylvius, De Bo/if-

titorum Olivine ac Otitic //iiif(>'rrt(H75>. Tho Arta of tho oouiicil of Constance

(Labbo Cone.,\o\ xvl.. 173l,oi Vi.nOci IIurdUCoHii^ium Co»i»tn»timJf. Il!li7- 17110).

us also Lenfflnfs Hittoiie, must of course be coiKsultvd. I'lilncky's Gtfeliichte

Hdhmrnr( (ia3(:-*:i) contains much vnlimblc nintorljl cuefiiny sifted. 'I he cnrllt^t

bl.'Kraphy Is that of ZItlc. LfUtiubmclinitung del Mitinsters Joti. //us (17S9-W).

Monoirrtiphs hnvo In recent ycais been vo'-y nlimeruus; aniMnc otliors may bb
mentioned Ilclfell. StJtfirn uliei- HuA u. f/ieranvniita llSiS; this woi k Is ultro-

Timnlauo In Its aymiiulliles); llccker. Hut ii. Iliervnnmus rm /'nt^ {Niirdllnten,

IS'.Sl; Friedrlcli. Joliiiim llus (IKfiS): Kramniel, Joli. IIm. tine Kvchnhia,

."J'/ir/iDdHC'D; Id.. Getrlilrhlf tier biHm. Hrfarnmlwa (ISCil): lliiller. /lui n. der

Al;uii Urr Utulirlira (ISISt); Id., Vie Geu-liichtscliitiher iter /luiilisrhm Ueierttunf

(is.'.d-fi.-.); Id., Fontet Renim //ittiliearum; Itcrirer. Jth //uj u. Kfinig Sigitmttnd

(lS;i); UcqH, Uuliel la Ouerri da //uslila d'aiu. 187S). (J. S.'DL.)
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HUSSITES. The crbitrary arrest and imprisonment

of Huss at Constance in November iilo created a very

painful impression among a.U classes in Moravia and

Bohemia, and called forth angry remonstrances as soon as

it was known. -While the nobles resorted to diplomacy,

the masses rioted and in many instances attacked the

clergy. The excitement was immensely intensified by the

tidings of his death, which was freely characterized as a

judicial murder; several priests weie put to death by the

infuriated populace, who cherished the memory of Huss as

that of a patriot and a saint ; and the archbishop himself,

after having been beset in his own palace, with diHlculty

saved his life by flight. Public feeling found its first

organized expression iu a diet which was hastily summoned
to meet at Prague early in Sci)tember; there a solemn

protest, ultimately signed by 452 magnates and barons,

was drawn up, in which the personal character of Huss as

man, teacher, preacher, and author was warmly upheld,

and the freedom of Bohemia and Moravia from error and

Iieresy was as energetically asserted. Three days later the

nobles who had signed this document formed themselves

into a league, headed by two Bohemian barons and one

from Mor.avia, by which they bound themselves to protect

liberty of preaching on their estates, and to yield obedience

to bishop or pope only in so far as might be in accordance

with Scripture and the will of God. Matters of dispute

were to be subjected to the arbitration of the rector and
doctors in theology of the university of Prague. Soon
afterwards a counter league was formed for the support of

the council and curia; and civil war appeared to be
imminent. The tension was further increased by the

arrival of the bishop of Leitomischl, long the enemy of

Huss, as leg.ite from the council for the extirpation of

heresy; and by the pressure of the iuterdict under which
the city of Prague continued to lie. In February 1416
the 452 nobles who had signed the protest in favour of

Huss were summoned to appear before the council, while

the anti-Hussite league was encouraged to prepare for a
crusade ; and the burning of Jerome of Prague in the

following May still further revealed the prevailing disposi-

tion of Catholic Christendom. Owing to the slowness,

however, with which matters moved at Constance, it was
not until February 1418 that the new pope, Martin V.

(Otto di Colonna), was able to issue various bulls and
briefs, in which he laid all obstinate Hussites under the

ban, and called upon all the ecclesiastical and civil

authorities to proceed against them The council also,

shortly before its dissolution, drew up twenty four articles

for withdrawing the Bohemians from the prevailing heresy,

bidding King Wcnceslaus protect the rights of the Romish
Church in his dominion, restore the banished clergy to

their benefices, repress the Hussite preaching and hymn
eiuging. dissolve the Hussite associations, and take the

ringleaders into custody. To this policy tlio king after

much vacillation began to give eflect early in 1419, and
forthwith the more prominent Hussites withdrew from
court ; among these wjro Nicolaus of Pistna, an able
statesman, and the famous John Zizka, a practised soldier,

who placed themselves at the head of the malcontents. By
the end of the year the war, though it is usually reckoned
from 1420, may be said to have begun. It divides itself

into two periods—the defensive, which lasted from 1420
to 1425, and the offensive, which began with Procopius's
invasion of Germany in 1427, and lasted until the com-
mencement of negotiations with the council of Basel in

1431. The struggle had not procee. td very far, however,
before it became manifest th:*t the Hussite i)arty was itself

eharoly divided in view.s and aims. All were agreed in
warm and tender reverence for the memory of Huss, the
evangelical preacher anil the faithful servant of Christ;

equally unanimous were they in holding the dislijictivo

doctrine of the supreme authority of Holy Scripture, and
in urging the reformation of the church. But all were

not prepared to go equally far in the amount of reform

they proposed. While the more radical section rejected

such doctrines as those of purgatory and of the mediatioa

of saints, held that priests in mortal sin could validly

administer no sacrament, disapproved of penances, images,

relics,'niass in a foreign tongue, maintained the right of

the pious laity, even of women, to preach, and regarded

every building as in itself at least suitable for acts of divine

worship, the more moderate or conservative section formu-

lated their much si.nipler programme in the famous four

articles of Prague (July 1420). These were—(1) free

preaching of the word of God throughout the kingdom of

Bohemia; (2) the administration of the eucharist to alt

believers not in mortal sin, under both species according

to the institution of Christ
; (3) deprivation of the clergy

of the secular lordship they had assumed and of the secular

property they had acquired to their own injury and to the

prejudice of the civil power
; (4) prohibition and repression

of all mortal sins and public scandals. The supporters of

these articles, who were led by Baron Czenko of Wartenberg,

and had in their number such men as Jakob von Mie.s,

were strong in the town and university of Prague, and
occasionally received the name of the Praguers, but

ultimately came to be more generally known as Calixtines

(from " calix ") or Utraquists (from their claim to receive

the communion "sub utraque specie"). The more radical

party, from having taken up their headquarters at a strong-

hold which had been fortified by Zizka and called Mount
Tabor, some 65 miles southwards of Prague, received the

name of Taborites. Whatever differences, however, may
have separated the Hussites, all were united in offering

resistance to the efforts made by Sigismund to crush them
;

and at Dentschbrod in 1422, at Aussigin 1426, and finally

at Taus (August 14, 1431), they inflicted signal defeats on
his troops. Negotiations begun in 1431 with the council

of Basel reached a termination only in November 1433,
when the so-called "Compactata" or articles of agreement
were signed by which the Calixtines were satisfied, com-
munion under both species being granted to all who desired

it, although the jther concessions in the direction of the

four articles of Prague were made in a somewhat illusory

manner. The Taborites, or "Orphans" (as the followers

of Zizka were sometimes called after his death in 1424),
failed, however, to find in the Compactata all that they

required, and they speedily took the field again in a

campaign which terminated disastrously for them at Hrib
near Bohmischbrod on May 30, 1434. In this battle both

Procopius and his brother perished ; and soon afterwards

the Taborites were compelled to surrender all the fortresses

to which they had betaken themselves. Thenceforward
they rapidly disappeared as a political party, although as a.

religious body they can be traced to about the middle of

the century, when they gradually became merged in the

so-called Moravians, or United Brethren of Bohemia. Tho
Calixtines obtained from Sigismund in 1436 the formal re-

cognition of the Compactata, which from that time had tha

force of law. Satisfied with this somewhat empty achieve-

ment (which, however, was jealously guarded against the

hostile attack of Pius II. in 1462), they graduelly subsided

into an inert conformity, so as to be but little distinguished

from the Catholics around them, At the time of the

Reformation .some returned to the Roman Church, whilo

the rest attached themselves either to the Lutheran or li>

the Reformed creed, and Hussitism as a distinct form of

Christian profession became extinct.

Hc.e Cochlffins, Hist. Uussitarum (1549); Palacky, Urhtndlxcht
Hcilraijc zur Gcsch. d. IlusUcnkritjcs (1872-74). (J. S. Et.)
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HUSUM, a town in the Prussian province of Schleswig-

Holstein, situated in a fertile district about 2i miles inland

from the German Ocean, on the canalized Husumer Au,

which forms its harbour and roadstead. It is a station on

the branch railway from Tunning which joins the main line

at Jiibek ; and it has eteam coniimmication with the North

Prisian Islands (Nordstrand, Pellworm, Fohr, Sylt) and

with England. Besides the old ducal palace and park, it

possesses two court-houses andagymnasmm, and its public

endowments are reckoned at £100,000. There is a con-

siderable local trade
,
gram and cattle are exported ; and

the oyster-beds in tlie neighbourhood yield during the

Season about 60,000 oysters daily The population of the

town in 1875 was 5765. Husum is first mentioned in

1252, and its first church was built in 1431. Wisby
rights (see voL xi. p. 4+9) were granted it in 1582, and in

1608 it was raised to the rank of a town by Duke
Adolphus, who was also the builder of tJie castle. Husum
is the birthplace of Forchhammer the archaeologist,

Forchhanimer the mineralogist, and Theodor Storm the

•pDot. •

HUSZT, a market-town in the county of MAramaros,

Hungary, is situated at the confluence of the Nagy- kg
with the Theiss, and about midway on the line of railway

from Szatm4r-N6meti to MAramaros-Sziget, 48' 10' N. la^,

23° 18' E. long. At Huszt there are Calvinist, Romap
Catholic, and Old United Creek churches, royal law courts,

and other Government offices. On an elevated and
picturesque position near the town are the ruins of an old

fortress. In the neighbourhood of Huszt flax and cereals

are largely grown, and many of the inhabitants find

employment in fishiug. The population in 1870 was
6413, consisting for the most part of Magyars and
Ruthenians.

HUTCHESON, FR.\NCi3 (1694-1 "46),an eminent writer

on mental and moral philosophy, was born on the 8th of

August 1694. His birthplace was probably the townland
of Drumalig, in the parish of Saintfield and county of

Down, Ireland.' Though the faniily had sprung from Ayr-

shire in Scotland, both his father and grandfather were

ministers of dissenting congregations in the north of Ireland.

Young Hutcheton was educated partly by his grandfather,

partly at an academy, where he is stated by his biogmphcr,

Dr Lcochman, to have been taught " the ordinary scholastic

philosophy which was in vogue in those days." In the

year 1710, at the age of sixteen, he entered the university

of Glasgow, where he spent the next six years of hia life,

at first in the study of philosophy, classics, and general

literature, and afterwards in the study o. theology. On
quitting the university, he returned to the north of Ireland,

received a licence to preach, und was just on the point of

settling down as the minister of a small dissenting congre-

gatiun. when it was suggested to him by some gentlemen
living in the neighbourhood of Dublin to start a private

academy in that city. At Dublin his literary accomplish-

ments soon made hira generally known, and ho appears to

have rapidly formed the ac<iuaintance of the more notable

persons, lay and ecclesiastical, who Uicn resided in the

metropolis of Ireland. Among these is specially to bo noted

Archbishop King, author of the well-known work De
Oriijhie Mali, who, to his great honour, steadily resisted

all attempts to prosecute Hutcheson in the archbishop's

court for keepin'; a school without having previously sub-

scribed to the ecclesiastical canons and obtained the epis-

copal liconcq. Hutchcson's rcl;itioii3 with the clergy of the

Established Church, especially with the archbishops of

Armagh and Dublin, Boulter and King, seem to have been
of the most cordial description; and "the inclination of his

I
JSee Belfast Magazine for August 1S13. '

friends to serve hnu, the siheinus proposed to him for
obtaining promotion," &c., of which his bin-.iiiher speaks,

probably refer to some offers of preferment, on condition

of his accepting episcopal ordination. These offers, how-
ever, of whatever nature they might be, were unavailing

;

" neither the love of riches nor of the elegance and grandeur
of human life prevailed so far m his breast as to make him
offer the least violence to his inward sentiments."

While residing in Dublin, Hutcheson published anony-
mously the four essays by which he still remains best

known, namely, the Inquiry concerning Beaut!/, Order,

Harmony, Desiyn, and the IiUjmry concer^nng Moral Good
and Evil, in 1725, and the Essay on the Nature and Con-
duct of the Passions and Affections, and Illustrations ttpoii

the Moral Sense, in 1728. The original title of the former
work (which reached a second edition in the next year) was

—

An Inquiry into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and
Virtue in two Treatises, in which the Principles of the late

Earl of Shaftesbury are explained and defended against the

A uthor of the -Fable of the Bees , and the Ideas of Moral
Good and Evil are established, according to the Sentiments

of tJte Ancient Moralists, udth an attempt to introduce a

Mathematical Calculation on subjects of Morality. The
alterations and additions made in the second edition of these

Essays were published in a separate form in 1726. To the

period of his Dublin residence are also to be referred the

"Thoughts on Laughter" (a criticism of Hobbes) and the
" Observations on the Fable of the Bees," being in all six

letters contributed to Ilibemicns' Letters, a periodical which

appeared in Dublin, 1725-27 (2d ed., 1734). At the end

of the same period occurred the controversy in the columns

of the London Joitrnat with Mr Gilbert Burnet (probably

the second eon of Dr Gilbert Burnet, bishop of Salisbury),

on v'he "True Foundation of Virtue or Moral Goodness."

All these letters were collected in one volume, and published

by FoJilis, Glasgow, 1772.

R P29 Hutcheson was elected as the successor of his

old master, Gerscliom Carmichael, to the chair of nuiral

philosophy in the university of Glasgow. Itis curious that

up to this t"me both his essays and letters had all been pub-

lished anon/'inously, though their authorship appears to

have been perfectly well known In 1730 he entered on

the duties of his oflice, delivering an inaugural lecture

(afterwards publislied), De Saturali Ilonnnum Soaalitnle.

"The pre jpect o' being delivered from the miscellaneous

drudgery of school work, and of securing increased leisure

for the piii:suit ot his favourite studies, occasions an almost

boisterous outburst of joy — " labonosissimis, iiiihi, atque

molestissimis ncgotiin implicito, exigua admodum crant ad

bonas literus aut meii'em colendam otia , non levi igitnr

l>"otitia commovebar cum alniam niatreni Academiam uie,

suum olim aluniuum, i^ libcrtatcm asseruisse audiveram."'

And yet the works on whi.h Hatcheson's reputation was io

rest had already been pubhshec.

The rest of Hutchcson's life, down to his death in 1746,

was mainly spent in the a.ssi.luous performance of the

duties of his protcssoiwhip, including, of course, the prepara-

tion of lectures for his cla.sses. Hi." reputation as a toacher

attracted many young men, belonging to dissenting faniiip:.-',

from England and lix-land, and he appears to have enjoyed

a well-do.served popularity among both his pupils and hia

colleagues. Though somewhat iiuick-tcn'pcicd, he was

remarkable fur his warm feelings and generous impt'lscs.

" He was all benevolence and affection," says Dr Lcci;hman
;

"none who .saw him could doubt of it ; his air and counte-

nance bespoke it. It was to such a degree his prevailing

temper that it gave a tincture to his writings, which were

perhaps as much dictated by his heart as his head ; and if

there was any need of au apology for the stress that in Ilia

scheme seems to bo laid upon the friendly and public affcc-
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'lions, the prevalance of them in his own temper would at

least form an amiable one."

In addition to the works already named, the following

were published during Hutcheson's lifetime:—a pamphlet
entitled Considerations on Patronage, addressed to the

Gentlemen of Scotland, 1735 ; Philosophvv Moraiis Insti-

tutio Compendiaria, Ethices et Junsprudentice Natvralis

Elementa continens. Lib. III., Glasgow, Foulis, 1742;
Metaphysirce Synopsis Ontologiam et Pneumatotogiam com-

plectens, Glasgow, Foulis, 17 i2. The last work was pub-

lished anonymously.

After his death, his sod, Francis Hutcheson, M.D., pub-

lished ia two volumes, quarto, what is much the longest,

though by no means the most interestiug, of his works,

A Si/ftem of Moral Pktlosojthy, m Three Books, London,

1755. To this is prefixed a life of the author, by Dr
William Leechman, professor of divinity in the university

of Glasgow The only remaining work that we are able to

assign to Hutcheson is a small treatise on Logic, which,

according to his biographer, was " not designed for the

public eye," but which was published by Foulis at Glasgow
in 1764. This compeudium, together with the C'<m;;fn(/iu;n

of Metaphysics, was republished at Strasburg in 1772.

Of all these works, however, those alone ou which Hut-
cheson's philosophical reputation rests are the four essays,

and perhaps the letters, all published during his residence

in Dublin. To the more distinctive features of his philo-

sophical system, so far as they may be gathered from these

and his other works, we now proceed to draw attention.

In the publication of the first two essays, Hutcheson acted

quite rightly in connecting his name on the title-page with

that of Shaftesbury. There are no two names, perhaps, in

the history of English moral philosophy, which stand in

a closer connexion. .The analogy drawn between beauty
and virtue, the functions assigned to the moral sense, the

position that the benevolent feelings form an original and
irreducible part of our nature, and the unhesitating adop-

tion of the principle that the test of virtuous action is its

tendency to promote the general welfare, or good of the

whole, are at once obvious and fundamental points of

agreement between the two authors.

According to Hutclieson, man has a variety of senses, internal as

well as exteroal, rellex as well as direct, the general definition of a
sense being "any determination of our minds to receive ideas inde-
pendently on our will, and to have perceptions of pleasure and
lain" {Essay on tht Nature aitd Conducive/ the Passions, sect. 1).

'e docs not attempt to give an exhaustive enumei-ation of these
"senses." but. in various parts of his works, he specifies, bc.'>idesthe

five external senses commonly recognized (which, he rightly hints,
might be added to),—(1) consciousness, by which each man has a
lerception of himself and of all that is going on in his own mind
"Sensus quidain internus, aut conscientia, cujus ope nota sunt ea

omnia, quae in mcnte gcruntur . hac animi vi se novit quist^ue,
suique sensum habet, " Mctapk. Syiu, pars i. cap. 2) ;.(2) the sense
of beauty (sometimes called specifically "an internal sense"); (3)
•a public s^nse. or sensus communis, " a determination to be pleased
with the happiness of others and to be uneasy at their misery ;

"
(4)

the moral sense, or " monl sense of beauty in actions and afTcctions,
by which we perceive virtue or vice, in ourselves or others ; " (5) a
sense of honour, or praise tind blame, "which makes the approbation
or gratitude of others the necessary occasion of pleasure, and their
dislike, condemnation, or resentment of injuries done hy us the
occasion of that uneasy sensation called shame"; (6) a sense of
the ridiculous. It is plain, as the author confesses, that there may
be "other perccptions,,distinct from all these classes," and, in fact,

there seems to t>e no limit to the number of " senses" in which a
psychological division of this kind might result
Of these "senses" that which plays the most important part in

Hutcheson's ethical system is the "moral sense." It is this which
pronounces immtdiately on the character of actions and affections,
approving of those which are virtuous, and disapproving of those
which are vicious. "His principal design," he says in the pre-
face to the two first treatises, " is to show that human nature vat^
not left quite indilferent in the affair of virtue, to form to itself
.Voservation > concerning the advantage or disadvantage of actions,
'-nJ accorJinsly tn regulate its conduct. The weakness of
vr reason, and the avocations arising from tho infinnity and

12—10*
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necessities or our nature are so great that very few men could eVer
have formed those long deductions of reason, which Jiow sons
actions to be in the whole advantageous to the" agent, and theii con-
traries pernicious. The Author of nature has much better furnished
us for a virtuous conduct than our moralists seem to imagine, by
almost as quick and powerful instructions as we have for the pre-
servation of our bodies. He has made virtue a lovely form, to excite
our pursuit of it, an.i has given us strong affections to be the
springs of each virtuous action." Passing over the appeal to final
causes involved in this and similar passages, as well as the assump-
tion that the " moral sense " has had no growth or history, but was
" implanted" in man exaetly in the condition in which it is now to
be found among the more civilized races, an assumption common to the
systems of both Hutcheson and Butler, it may be rtmarked that the
eniployment of the term "sense" to designate the approving or
disapproving faculty has a tendency to obscure the real nature of
the process which goes on in an act of moral approbation ot dis-
approli.uion. For, as is so clearly established by Hume, this act
really consists of two parts :—one an act of deliberation, more or less
prolonged, resulting in an intellectual judgment ; the other a rellex
feeling, probably instantaneous, of either satisfaction or repugnance,
—of satisfaction at actions of a certain class which we denominate
as good or virtuous, of dissatisfaction or repugnance at actions of
another class which we denominate as bad or vicious. By the in-
tellectual part of this process we refer the action or habit to
a certain class, and invest it with certain characteristics ; but no

I

sooner is the intellectual process comcletcd than there is excited in

I

us a feeling similar to that which myn.ids of actions and habits of the
same class, or deemed to be of the same class, have excited in us on

I

former occasions. Now, supposing the latter part of this process to
be instantaneous, uniform, and exempt from error, the foi-mer cer-

i
tamly is not. All mankind may, apart from their selfish interests,

approve of that which is virtuous or makes for the general good, but
surely they enteitain the most widely divergent opinions, and, if

left to their own judgment, would frequently arrive at directly
opposite conclusions as to the nature of the particular actions and
habits which fall nnder this class. This distinction is undou'utedly
recognized by Hutclieson, as it could hardly fail to bj, in his
analysis of the mental process preceding moral action, nor does he
invariably ignore it, pven when treating of the moral approbation or
disapprobation which is subsequent on action. Witness the follow-
ing passages :

— " Men have reason given them, to judge of the ten-
dencies of their actions, that they may not stupidly follow the first

appearance of public good ; but it is still some appea.-ance of good
which they pursue " {Inquiry concerning Moral Good and F'.il, sect.

4). " All exciting reasons presuppose instincts and afTectirns ; and
the justifying presuppose a moral sense "' {Illustrations upon the
Moral Sense, sect. 1). "When we say one is obliged to an action,
we either mean—(1) that the action is necessary to obtain happiness
to the agent, or to avoid mi.'^ery ; or (2) that every spectator, or
he himself upon reflexion, must approve his action, and disapprove
his omitting it, it he considers fully all its circumstances. The
former meaning of the word obligation presupposes selfish atfcctious,

and the sense of private happiness ; the latter meaning includes the
moral sense" {Ibid.). Notwithstanding these passages, however, it

remains true that Hutcheson^ both by the phrases which he emnloys
to designate the moral faculty, and by the language in which he
ordinarily describes the process of moral approbation, hasdone much
to favour that loose and popular view of morality which, ignoring
the difficulties that often attend our moral decisions, and the neces-
sity of deliberation and reflexio.i, encourages hasty resolves and
unpremeditated judgments. The term "moral vense" (which, it

may be noticed, had already been employed by Shafteshary. not
only, as Dr Whcwell appears to intimate in the margin, but also
in the text of his Enquiry), if invariably coupleJ with the term
"moral judgment," would he open to little objection; hut, taken
alone, as designating the complex process of moral approbation,- it

is liable to lead not only to serious misapprehension out to grave
practical errors. For, if each man's decisions are solely the result

of an immediate intuition of the moral sense, why be at any pr.ins to
test, correct, or review them ? Or why educate a faculty whose
decisions are infallible? The expression has, in fact, the fault of

most metaphorical terms ; it leads to an exaggeration of the truth
which it is intended to suggest

But though Hutcheson usually describes the moral faculty aa
acting instinctively and immediately, he does not, like Butler, con-
found the moral faculty with the moral standard. The t:st or
criterion of right action is with Hutcheson, as with Shaftesbury, it»

tendency to promote ilie general welfare of mankind. " In com-
paring the moral qualities of actions, in order to regub.te our elec-

tion among various actions proposed, or to find which of them has
the greatest moral excellency, we arc led by our moral sense of
virtue to judge thus— that, in equal degrees of happiness expected
to proceed from the action, the virtue is in proportion to the num-
ber of persons to whom the happiness shall extend (and here the
dignity or moral importance of persons may conipcns-ite numbers),
and, in equal numbers, the virtue is as the quantity of the bappi-
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ness or natural good ; or that the virtue is in a compound ratio of

-the quantity of good and number of enjoxers. In the same manner,

the moral evil, or vice, is as the degree of misery and number of

sufferers: 60 that that action is best which procures the greatest

lappiness for the greatest numbers, and that worst v hicli, in like

manner, occasions misery" {Inquiry concerning Moral Good ami

£ml sect. ' 3). What was subsequently called the utilitarian

standard is here unhesitatingly adopted by Hutcheson ; and it is

curious to notice that ho actually employs the very plirase which

teeame so celebrated in the mouth of Bentham, though afterwards

reduced by that writpr to the more simnle expression "greatest

lappiness.

'

The adoption of an external standard, requiring much care and

reflexion in its application, ou^ht to have led Hutcheson to see that

the moral faculty, by which the standard was to be applied, is by

no means so simple and instinctive as he imagined it to be, and

that, 'consequently, these two parts of his system are in realitv in-

consistent. '_",--
As connected with HutcTTeson's virtual aaoption of the utilitarian

standard, may be noticed a kind of moral algebra, proposed for the

purpose of "computing the morality of actions." This calculus

occurs in the Inquiry concerning Moral Good and Evil, sect. 3.

The most distinctive of Hutcheson's ethical doctrines, still remain-

ing to be noticed, is what has been called the " benevolent theory"

of morals. Hobbes had maintained that all our actions, however

disguised under apparent sympathy, have their roots in self-love.

Hutcheson not only maintains that benevolence is the sole and

direct source of many of our actions, but, by a not unnatnral recoil

from the repellent doctrine of Hobbes, that it is the only source of

those actions of which, on reflexion, we approve. " If we examine

all the actions which are accounted amiable anywhere, and inquire

into the grounds upon which they are approved, we shall find that,

in the opinion of the person who approves them, they always appear

as benevolent, or flowing from love of others and a study of their

happiness, whether the approver be one of the persons, beloved or

profited or not ; so that all those kind affections which incline us to

make others happy, and all actions supposed to flow from suchaft'ec-

tions, appear morally good, if, while they are benevolent toward

some persons, they be not pernicious to others. Kor shall we find

anything amiable in any action whatsoever, where there is no

benevolence imagined ; nor in any disposition, or capacity, which

is not supposed applicable to and designed for benevolent purposes
"

{Inquiry concerning Mm-al Good and Eml, sect. 3). Consistently

with this position, actions which flow from self-love only are pro-

nounced to be morally indifferent: "The actions which flow

solely from self-love, and yet evidence no wsst of benevolence,

having no hurtful effects upon others, seem perfectly indifferent

in a moral sense, and neitner raise the love or hatred of the

observer" {Ibid.). But surely, by the common consent of civilized

men. -prudence, temperance, cleanliness, industry, self-respect, and

in general, the "personal virtues." as they afe called, are regarded,

and rightly regarded, as fitting objects of moral approbation. This

consideration could hardly escape any author, however wedded to

his own system, and Hutcheson attempts to extricate himself from

the difficulty by laying down the position that a man may justly

regard himself as a part of the rational system, and may thus
*' be, in part, an object of his own benevolence" {Ibid.),—a curious

abuse of terms, which really concedes the question at issue. More-
over, he acknowledges that, though self-love does not merit approba-

tion, neither, exc»pt in its extreme forms, does it merit condemna-
tion. " We do not positively condemn those as evil who will not

sacrifice their private interest to the advancement of the positive

good of others, unless the private interest be very small, and the

puhlic good very great" {lllustrcUions upon the Moral Sense, sect.

6). The satisfaction of the dictates of self-love, too, is one of the

very conditions of the preservation of society. "Self-love is really

as necessary to the good of the whole as benevolence,—as that attrac-

tion which causes the cohesion of the parts is as neces.sary to the

regular state of the whole as gravitation " {Inquiry concerning

Moral Good and Evil, sect 17). To press home the inconsistencies

involved in these various statements would be a superfluous task.

Hutcheson's benevolent new of human nature is illustrated also

by his denying that malevolouco is an original principle in the con-

stitution of man " Perhaps our nature is not capable of desiring

the misery of any being calmly, farther than it may be necessary to

tlie safely of the innocent ; we may find, perhaps, that ther^ is no

quality in any object which would excite m us pure disinterested

maUce, or calm desire of misery for its own sake" {On the Nature
a-nd Conduct of the. Ptu<.*ion3, sect. 3). Against this position of

Hutcheson, propounded also by Butler (Serm. ix.), it might he

objected that, even amongst very young children, wo often find a

ainguJar and precocious love of cnielty. This is. undoubtedly, one

of the most curious facts in moral psychology, but it may perhaps

be acconntcil for bv suppo.sing it to originate in a combination of

morbid curiosity with an equally morbid love of power.

The vexed (|Uestion of liberty and necessity njipears tu bo carefully

•voided in Hutcheson's professedly ethical works. But, is the

Synopsis Metaphysical, he touches on it in no less than three places,''

briefly stating both sides of the question, but evidently inclining to

that which he designates as the opinion of the Stuic^ in opposition

to what he designates as the opinion of the Peripatetics. This is

substantially the same as the doctrine propounded by Hobbes and

Locke ito the latter of whom Hutcheson refers in a note), namely,

that our will is determined by motives in conjunction with our

general character and habit of mind; and that the only true liberty

is the liberty of acting as we will, not the liberty of willing as we
will. Though, however, his leaning is clear, he carefully avoids

dogmatizing, and speaks of the difficulty as "ardua qusestio,"

"qusestio vcxatissima, qua! doctorum et piorum ingenia semper

torserat, atque de qua utrinque frustra ad sjnsum cujusque intemmn
provocatur," earnestly deprecating the angry controversies and
bitter dissensions to which the speculations on this subiejit had
given rise ^

If our limits allowed us sufiicient space, it wonia be easy to trace

the influence of Hutcheson's ethical theories on the systems of Hume
and Adam Smith. The prominence given by these wTiters to the

analysis of moral action and moral approbation, with the attempt to

discriminate the respective provinces of the reason and the emotions

in these processes, is undoubtedly due to the influence of Hutcheson..

To a study of the writings of Shaftesbuiy and Hutcheson we might,

probably, in large measure, attribute the uneq«ivocal adoption of

the utilitarian standard by Hume, and, if this be the case, the name
of Hutcheson connects itself, through Hume, with the names of

Priestley, Paley, and Bentham, Butler's &rmi>M appeared in 1726,

the year after the publication of Hutcheson's two first essays, and

the parallelism between the "conscience "of the one writer and the
" moral sense " of the other is, at least, worthy of remark. —

In the sphere of mental philosophy and logic, Hutcheson's con-

tributions are by no means so important or original as in that of

moral philosophy. In the former subject, the influence of Locke is

apparent throughout. All the main outlines of Locke's philosophy

seem, at first sight, to be accepted as a matter of course. Thus, in

stating his theory of the moral sense, Hutcheson is peculiarly careful

to repudiate the doctrine of innate ideas (see, for instance. Inquiry

concerning Moral Good and Efil, sect. 1 adfin. , and sect. 4; and com-

pare Synojms Mctaphy.i-icw, pars i. cap. 2). At the same time, it may
be noticed that he shows more discrimination than does Locke in

distinguishing between the two uses of this expression, and between

the legitimate and illegitimate form of the doctrine {Syii. Metaph.,

pars i. cap. 2). All our ideas are, as by Locke, refeired to external

or internal sense, or, in other words, to sensation and reflexion

(see, for instance, Syn. Metaph., pars i. cap. 1 ; Logicce Compend.,

pars. i. cap. 1; System of Moral Philosophy, book i. ch. 1). It

is, however, a most important modification of Locke's doctrine, and
one which connects Hutcheson's mental -philosophy with that of

Held, when he states that the ideas of extension, figure, motion, and

rest "are more properly ideas accompanying the sensations of sight

mid touch than the sensations of either of these sen.ses ; " that the

idea of self accompanies every thought ; and that the ideas of num-
ber, duration, and existence accompany every other idea whatsoever

(see Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Pas.^ons, sect. i.

art. 1 , Syn. Metaph., pars i. cap. 1, pars iL cap. 1 ; Hamilton on
Peid, p. 124, note). Other important points in whicli Hutcheson

follows the lead of Locke are his depreciation of the importance of

the so-called laws of thought, his distinction between the primary and

secondary qualities of bodies, the position that wo cannot know the

inmost essences of things ("intimae rerum nirtura; sive cssentite "),

though they excite various ideas in us, and the assamption that ex-

ternal things are known only through the medium of ideas {Syn.

Metaph., pars i. cap. 1), though, at tne same time, we are assured

of the existence of an extern.al world corresponding to these ideas.

Hutcheson attempts to account for our assurance of the reality of an

external world by referring it to a natural instinct (" Idearum

plurimas ad res extcmas, tanuuam eariindem imagines aut repne-

sentationes, referre cogimur ab ii>sa natura," Syn. Metaph,, pari

i. cap. 1). Of the correspondence or similitude between our ideaa ^

of the primary qualities of things and the things themselves God V.

alone can be assigned as the cause. This similitude has been effected

by Him through a law of nature. " Ihrc prima qualitatumprimari-

arum pcrcoptio, sivo mentis actio quwdam sivo pi\ssio dicatur ; non

ilia siniilitudinis aut convenientia? inter cjusniodi ideas et res ii)sa.s

causa nssiguari posse videtur, nuam ipse Dons, qui certa natuno lej^

hooeflicit, ut notiono.s, quat rebus pTO.seutihus excitantur, sint ipau

•imiles, aut saltom earum hubitudines, si non venis quautitates,

depingant" (pars ii. cap. 1). Locke had repeatedly stated that

"tlio primary qualities of liodies are resemblances of them, and

their patterns do really exist in the bodies themselves" (see, for

instance. Essay, bk. ii. ch. 8, sect. 1.")), and he also speaks of God
"annexing" certain ideaa to certain motions of bodies {Ibid., aect

13, and elsewhere) ; but nowhere, wo lielicve, docs ho propausd ^

theory so precise and definite as that here propounded by Jlntcr.;,-

son, which reminds us at least as much o' the siiecii)»<'«r>r. r

Malebranche as of those of Locke.

Amongst the more important {loints in which natcbesoD-Ii;
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from hr<c'.!.i is his account of the i !ca of personal identity, wliich he
appears to have regarded as made known to us directly by conscious-

cess. " Mentera auam eandem manere, sibi conscius est quisque,

repetentiailla, aive perceptione interna, certissima, ast ineffabili, qua
novit 6uam mentem a mente quavis alia omnino diversara esse'*

{Sijn. Metcph.y pars. i. cap. ?.). The distinction between body and
mind, "corpus" or "materia" and "res cogitans," is more
emphatically accentuated by Hutcheson than by Locke. Generally,

he speaks as if we had a direct consciousness of mind as distinct from
body (see, for instance, Syn. Mctaph., pars ii. cap. 3), though, in the

posthumous work on Moral Philosophy, he expressly states that

we know mind as wo know body " by qualities immediately per-

ceived though the substance of both bo unknown" (bk. i. ch. 1).

The distinction between perception proper and sensation proper,

which occurs by implication though it is not explicitly worked
out (see Hamilton's Lectures on Metaphysics, Lect. 24 ; Hamilton's
edition of XH«/aW Sfewar/'s IForfo, vol. v. p. 4'20), the imperfection

of the ordinary division of the external senses into five classes,

the limitation of consciousness to a special mental faculty (severely

criticized in Sir W. Hamilton's Lectures on Metaphysics, Lect. sii. ),

and the disposition to refer on disputed questions of philosophy not
80 much to formal arguments as to the testimony ot consciousness

and our natural instincts ("ad gravissima quffidam in philosoplua

dogmata amplectenda, non argumentis aut ratiocinationibus, ex

rerum perspecta natura petitis, eed potius sensu quodam interne, usu,

atque naturae impulsu qnodam aut tnstinctu ducimur," pars ii.

cap. 3) are also amongst the points in which Hutcheson supple-

mented or departed from the pnilosophy of Locke. The last point

can hardly fail to suggest to our readers the "common-sense
philosophy" of Reid, ana here it may be remarked that the interest

attaching to Hutcheson's psychological and metaphysical views

consists very largely in the intermediate position which they
occupy between the system of Lock« and tnat of Rcid and the

later Scottish school. If we confine ourselves to merely enumerat-
ing detached questions, he perhaps stands nearer to Locke, but in

the general spirit of his philosophy he seems to approach more
closely to his Scottish successors.

The short Compendium of Logic, which is more original than such
works usually are, is chiefly remarkable for the large proportion of

psychological matter which it contains. In these parts of the book
Hutcheson mainly follows Locke. The technicalities of the subject

are passed lightly over, and the book is eminently readable. It may
be specialty noticed that he distinguishes between the mental result

and Its verbal expression [idea—term
;
judgment— proposition], that

he constantly employs the word "idea," and that he defines logical

truth as "convenientia signonim cum rebus significatis" (or "pro-
positionis convenientia cum rebus ipsis," Syn. Mctaph., pars i.

cap. 3), thus implicitly repudiating a merely formal view of logic.

HuScheson may claim to have been one of the earliest modem
writers on esthetics. His speculations on this subject are contained
in the Inquiry concerning Beauty, Order, Hartnony, and Design, the
first of tlio two treatises published in 1725. He maintains that we
are endowed with a special sense by which we perceive beauty,
harmony, and proportion. This is a reflex sense , because it pre-

supposes the action of the external senses of sight and hearing. It

may be called an internal sense, both in order to distinguish its

perccpticms from the mere perceptions of sight and hearing, and
becanso "in some other affairs, where our external senses are not
much concerned, wo discern a sort of beauty, very like, in many
respects, to that observed in sensible objects, and accompanied with
like pleasure" (.Inquiry, &c., sect. 1). The latter reason leads him
to call attention to the' beauty perceived in universal truths, in the
operations of general causes, and in moral principles and actions.

Thus, tlie analogy between beauty and virtue, which was so favourite
a topic with Shaftesbury, becomes also prominent in the writings
of Hutcheson. Scattered up and down the treatise, there are many
important and interesting observations which our limits prevent us
from noticing. But to the student of mental philosophy it may be
specially interesting to remark that Hutcheson both applies the
principle of association to explain our ideas of beauty and also sets
limits to its application, insisting on there being "a natural power
of perception or sense of beauty in objects, antecedent to all custom,
education, or example" (see Inquiry, he, sects. 6, 7 ; Hamilton's
Lectures on Metaphysics, Lect. H ad fin.).

Hutcheson's writings gave rise, as thoy could hardly fail to do,
to mnch controversy among those who were interested in ethical
speculations. To say nothing of minor opponents, such as
"Philaretus" (Mr Gilbert Burnet, already alluded to), Dr John
Balguy, author of two tracts on The Foundation of Moral Goodness,
and Dr John Taylor of Norwich, a Presbyterian minister of coBsider-
ablo repntatiou in his time, the essays appear to have suggested, by
antagonism, at least two works wliich hold a permanent place in the
literature of English ethics. One of these is Butler's Dissertation
on the NcUure of Virtue, which is, throughout, a criticism of the
main positions maintained by Hutcheson. The othi-r is an answer
of a far more complete and systematic character, Dr Kicliard Price's
Trcatist of Moral Good and '£vil, which first appeared in 1767. In

this work, the author maintains, in opposition to Hutcheson, that
actions are m themselves right or wrong (an ambiguous expression
which he is not sufficiently careful to explain), that right aud wrong
are simple ideas incapable of analysis, and tliat these ideas are per-
ceived immediately by the understanding. Price's work is remark-
able for the close similarity between many of the ideas and even
expressions contained in it and those which subsequently became so
celebrated in the speculations of Kant. We thus see that, not only
by its direct but also by its indirect influence, through the replies
which it called forth, the system of Hutcheson, or at least the
system of Hutcheson combined with that of Shaftesbury, may ba
regarded as having contributed, in very large measure, to the forma-
tion and development of some of the most important of the modem
schools of ethics.

The original editions of Hutcheson's various works have been already men-
tioned. Several additions and altciallons were made in the second edition (1726)
of the Inquiry mto Ihe Ontjinat of mi.' I,itai of Ikaulv and Virtue. This as weU
OS most of his other woiks. passed tlirough vaiious editions. Of the siislfm ofMoral Phtlostrphi/, however, puljlished after Hutcheson's death, tl'.ero Is wo
belUivo. one edition only. Notices of Hutcheson occur In mou hlstoncs, both of
general philosophy and of moial philosophy, as. lor instnoc*. In part vil of Adam
Smith's T/uorp of Moral Sentiments; MacklntObh's Progre)! of Ethical Philo-
iophy; Cousin, Cows d' Bistoire de la Pfitlosop'ne Morale du Xi'tlhemg SieclfW hewell'B Lectum on the History of Moral Philosophy in England: Bain's MmliU
and Moral Science; Dr Noah Porter's Appendix to the English translation of
Leberweg'a History of Philosophy: Mr Leslie Stephen's History of English
Thought in the Eighteenth Century, ic Of Dr Leechman's Biography o'f Huu:he-
son we have already spoken. Professor Veltch gives an Interesting account of
hlfl professorial work In Glasgow, Mind, vol, 11. pp. 209-211, (T, F,)

HUTCHINSON, John (1616-1664), a Puritan soldier,

son of Sir Thomas Hutchinson, was born at Nottingham
in September 1616. After completing his education at
Cambridge University he entered Lincoln's Inn, but soon
became tired both of the study of law and the amusements
of London, anH was meditating travel on the Continent
when he accidentally made the acquaintance of Lucy,
daughter of Sir Allan Apsley, whom he married in 1638.
After his marriage he returned to Owthorpe, where the
study of di'vinity and politics gradually led to a change of
his sentiments in regard to the dispute between the parlia-

ment and the king. At first he did not find a clear call to
join the Parliamentary army, but the efforts of the Royalists
to seize him as a disaffected person soon dissipated his
neutrality, and, becoming governor of Nottingham, he with
great firmness and courage held the town and castle against
internal treachery and external attacks till the triumph of

the parliamentary cause. Having been chosen to represent
Nottingham in the new parliament, he became a member
of the high court of justice for the trial of the king, and
gave his vote for his execution, but, disapproving of the
subsequent political conduct of Cromwell, he took no further
part in politics during the lifetime of the Protector. After
the Restoration he became member for the county of
Nottingham, and he was included in the Act of Amnesty
passed in favour of certain of the regicides. Subsequently,
however, he was arrested upon suspicion of being concerned
in a treasonable conspiracy ; and after an imprisonment of
ten months in the Tower of London, and of one month in

Sandown Castle, Kent, he died 1 1th September 1664. The
life of Colonel Hutchinson is now only of interest from
the manner in which it is narrated in the Memoirs written

by his wife, and first published in 1806, a work not
only valuable for the picture which it gives of the time in

which he lived, but for the simple beauty of its style,

and the naivet6 with which the writer records her senti-

ments and opinions, and details th« incidents of her private

life.

HUTCHINSON, John (1674-1737), the author of

Moses's Principia and other works in which the so-called

Ilutchinsonian system is expounded, was born at Spenni-

thorne, Yorkshire, in 1674, and after receiving an adequate

elementary education tuere, served as steward in several

families of position, latterly in that of the duke of Somerset,

who ultimately obtained for him the post of riding purveyor

to the master of the horse, a sinecure worth about .£200 a

year. In this employment he became acquainted with Dr
Woodward, physician to the duke, and author of a work
entitled Thi Natural History of the Earlk, to whom he
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enlrualed a large namber of fossils of his own collecting,

alor:g with a mass of mannscript notes, for arrangement and

pablicbtiOQ. A misunderstanding as to the manner in

which these should be dealt with was the immediate occa-

eion of the publication by Hutchinson in 1724 of Moses's

Princifiia, part i., in which Woodward's Natural History

was bitterly ridiculed, his conduct with regard to the

mineralogical specimens not obscurely characterized, and a

refutation of the Newtonian doctrine of gravitation seriously

attempted. It was followed by part ii. in 1727, and by

various other works published at frequent Intervals.

Hutchinson died in 1737. A complete edition of all the

publications of this author, along with his posthumous

pieces, edited by Robert Spearman and Julius Bate,

appeared in 1748 (12 vols.) ; an Abstract ol these followed

in 1753; and a Supplement, wi\h Life hy Q-p&arman pre-

fixed, in 1765.

Althoagh the crude idess of Hutchinson at the time of then first

promulgation were successful, by their seeming devoutness. In com-
mending themselves to some of the pious but dim-sighted and over-

timid souls of that period, who had taken alarm-at the atheistic

conclusions they believed to -be deducible from the Newtonian doc-

trines, they are now too uninfluential, as well as too glaringly incon-

sistent ynih the universally recognized principles of physics and
philology, to call for any detailed analysis. Their nature may be

ulnioBt sufficiently gathered from the titles of some of the works in

wliich they are set forth, such as Moses's Princijtia, Part I. ; of the

Invisible Parts of Matter, of Motion, of V-isihU Forms, a-nd of th^ir

DissolvXioa and Reformation ; Moses's Pri-ncipia, Part II. ; of ih£

Circulation of the Heavens; of the CaiLte of the Motion and Coicr.'e of
the Earth, Moon, <fcc ; of the Religion, Philosophy, and Embltma
of the Heatheiis before Moses writ, and of the Jews after ; in Con-

firmation of the Natural History of the Bible; Moses's Sine Prin-

eipio, represented by Names, Words, Types, Emblems; with an
imirodixii'M to show Oie Nature of the Fall, of Paradise, and of
th» Body and Soul ; The Confusion cf Tongues and Trinity of the

Gentiles {bei^ig an aeeounl of t/te origin of Idolatry) ; Poiccr Essen-

tial and Mechanical, or what power belongs to God and what to his

erecJnires, in which the design of Sir I. Newton arid Dr Samuel
Clarke is laid open ; Glory or Gravity, wherein the Objects and
Articles of the Christian Faith are exhibited ; The Relsffion ofSatan,

or Antichrist DeliiteaUd. Bishop Home of Norvrich, it may be

mentioned, waa dnrisg some of his earlier years an avowed Hutchin-
scoian ; and Jones of Nayland continued to be so to the end of hia

life.

HUTCHINSON, Thomas (1711-1780), governor of the

province of Massachusetts, son of a wealthy merchant of

Boston, was born there September 9, 1711. The son, being

unsuccessful in commerce, studied law, aud adopted it as

his profession. He was representative of Boston in the

general court for ten years, and was three times chosen

speaker. From 1749 to 1766 he was a counsellor, in 1752
he was appointed judge of probate, from 1758 to 1771 be
was lieutenant-governor, and in 1760 he became chief

justice. In 1743 he carried a measure to substitute gold

and silver for the paper currency, which had depreciated

one-eighth in value. Daring the Stamp Act riots of 1705
bis house was sacked by the mob ; and by his subsequent
support of the general policy of the British Government he

incurred increasing unpopularity. In 17G7 he laid claim

to a seat in the council on the ground of being lieutenant-

governor, but on account of his political views his claims

were set aside. On his appointment to the governorship

of Massachusetts.in 1 769, he used every method to support

the measures which the mother country sought to enforce

ogainst the colonists ; and in Duccinber 1773, on account

of hi.i refusal to permit the reshipment of teas on which a

duty had been laid by the Government, several of tlio

inhabitants of Boston emptied the tea into the bay. In

January 1774 Hutchinson asked leave to resign his office,

and in June he sailed to England, whore lie spent the

remainder of his life. As the result of ollicial inquiry into

Ilia conduct while governor of Massachusetts, he was re-

warded with a pension. Ho died at Brouipttin it> Juno

ITftO.

Hutchinson was the author of the following works:

—

A Brief
Statement of the Claim of the Colonies, 1764; Collection of Original
Papers relative to the History of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay,
1 769 ; History of the Colony of Massach usetls Bayfrom 1628 to 1750,
2 vols,, London, 1765-67; History of Massachusetts frotn 1749 to

1774, published posthumously in 1828.

HUTTEN, Uleich von (1488-1523), is one of those

men who, like Erasmus or Pirckheimer, form the bridge

between Humanists and Reformers. He lived with both,

sympathized with both, though he died before the Reforma-
tion had time fully to develop itself. His life may be
divided into four parts:—his youth and cloister-life (1488-
1504) ; his wanderings in pursuit of knowledge (1504—
1515); his strife with Ulrich of Wiirtemburg (15 15-1519)

;

and his connexion with the Reformation (1519-1523).
Each of these periods had its own special antagonism,

which coloured Hutten's career : in the first, his horror of

dull monastic routine ; in the second, the ill-treatment he
met with at Greifswald ; in the third, the crime of Duke
Ulrich ; in the fourth, his disgust with Rome and with

Erasmus. He was bom April 21, 1488, at the castle of

Steckelberg, near Fulda, in Frauconia, the eldest son of a

poor and not undistinguished knightly family. As he was
msan of statare and sickly his father destined him for the

doister, and he was sect to the Benedictine house at Fulda .

the thirst for learning there seized on him, and in 1504 ho

fled from the monastic life, and won his freedom with the

sacrifice of his worldly prospects, and at the cost of incurring

his father's undying anger. From the Fulda cloister ho

went first to Cologne, next to Erfurt, and then to Frank-

fort^on-the-Oder on the opening in 150C of the new uni-

versity of that town ; there in that year he appears to have

graduated in philosophy. When, however, the scholastic

party displaced the Humanists, he wandered forth again ; in

1508 we find him a shipwrecked beggar on the Pomeranian
coast. In 1509 the university of Greifswald welcouied

him; "Ulricus Huttenuspoeta clericus Herbipolecsis gratis

intitulatus quia spoliatus omnibus bonis" is the honour-

able record on the books of this his second Alma Meter.

Here too the friends who at first received him so kindly

became his foes ; the sensitive ill-regulated youth, who took

the liberties of genius, wearied his burgher patrons ; they

could not brook the poet's airs and vanity, and ill-timed

assertions of his higher rank. Wherefore he left Greifs-

wald, and as he went was robbed of clothes and hooks, his

only baggage, by the servants of his late friends ; in the

dead of winter, half starved, frozen, penniless, he reached

Rostock. Here again the Humanists, who were througliout

full of charity and sympathy towards the luckless young
scholar, received him gladly, and under their protection he

wrote against his Greifswald patrons, thus begmning the

long list of his satires and fierce attacks on personal or

public foes. Rostock could not hold him long ; ho
wandered on to Wittenberg and Leipsic, and thtJHce to

Viuiina, where he hoped to catch the emperor Maximilian'a

favour by an eloborate national poem on the war with

Venice. But neither Maximilian nor the university of

Vienna would lift hand for him, and ho passed into Italy,

that holy land of Humanist enthusiasm, where, at Pavi;i,

ho sojourned throughout 1511 and part of 1512. In the

latter year his studies were rudely iuterrupled by war; in

the siege of Pavia by papal troop,"; aud Swiss, ho was
plundered by both sides, and esciiped sick and penniless to

Bologna ; on his rcco\cry he even took service as a private

soldiiT in the emperor's army.
Thi.s dark period lasted no long time; in 1514 he was

again in Germany, where, thanks to his poetic gifts and
the friendship of Eitclwolf von Stein, he won the favour

of the elector of Mainz, Archbishop Albert of Brandenburg.

Here high dreams of a learned career rose on him ; Mainz
shoald be made the metropolis of a gmad Uumanist movQ-
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inent, the centre of good style and literary form. This

golden dream was scattered by the murder in 1515 of his

cousin John of Hutten by Ulrich, duke of Wiirtemburg.

This outrage changed the whole course of Hutten's life
;

satire, chief refuge of the weak, became his weapon ; with

one hand he took his part in the famous J'^pulotce Ohscuro-

rum Virorum, and with the other launched scathing letters,

eloquent Ciceronian orations, or biting satires against the

tluke. -Tliough the emperor was too lazy and indifferent to

smite a great prince, ho condescended to bestow on Hutten
tlie inexpensive honour of a laureate crown in 1517 ; as the

pM. t fells us with pleased pride, the wreath was woven by
,Lc hands of fair Constantia, Conrad Peutingor's daughter.

As recognized poet laureate of Germany, Hutten, who had

been to Italy, again attached himself to the electoral court at

Maiiiz; and he was there when in 1518 his true friend

Pirckheimcr wrote, urging him to abandon the court and

dedicate himself to letters. We have the poet's long reply,

in an epistle on his " way of li£e," an amusing mi.xture of

earnestness and vanity, self-satisfaction and satire ; he tells

his friend that his career is just begun, that he has had
twelve years of wandering, and will now enjoy himself a

while in patriotic literary work ; that he has by no means
deserted the humaner studies, but carries with him a little

library of standard books. Pirckheimcr in his burgher

life may have ease and even luxury ; he, a knight of the

empire, how can he condescend to obscurity 1 He must
abide where he can shine. And so, dazzled by his dream
of an intellectual reform, Hutten chose the path which
presently led him to his ruin.

In 1519 he issued in one volume his attacks on Duke
Ulrich, and then, drawing sword, took part in the private

war which overthrew that prince ; in this afl'air he became
intimate with Franz von Sickingen, the champion of the

knightly order (Ritterstand). Henceforth Hutten takes

part in the Lutheran movement, while he becomes mixed
i:p in the attempt of the "Ritterstand" to recover its posi-

tion, and to assert itself as. the militia of the empire against

the independence of the German princes. It was soon after

this time that he discovered at Fulda a copy of the mani^

festo of the emperor Henry IV. against Hildebrand, and
published it with comments as an attack on the papal claims

over Germany. He hoped thereby to interest the new em-
peror Charles V., and the higher orders in the empire, in

behalf of German liberties ; but the appeal failed. What
Luther had achieved by speaking to cities and common
folk in homely phrase, because he touched heart and con-

science, tliat the far finer weapons of Hutten failed to effect,

because he tried to touch the more cultivated sympathies
and dormant patriotism of princes and bishops, nobles and
knights. And so he at once gained an undying name in the

republic of letters and ruined his own career, lie showed
that the artificial verse-mal<ing of the Humanists could be
connected with the new outburst of genuine German poetry.

The Minnesinger was gone ; the new national singer, a

Luther or a Hans Sachs, was heralded by the stirring lines of

Hutten's pen. These form a distinct e])uc]i in the history of

German national literature ; they have in them a splendid

natural swing and ring, strong and patriotic, though unfor-

tunately addressed to knight and landsknecht rather than
to the German people.

The poet's high dream of a knightly national regeneration
had a rude awakening. The attack on the papacy, and
Luther's vast and sudden popularity, frightened Elector
Albert, who dismissed Hutten from his court. Hoping
for imperial favour, he betook himself tb Charles V. ; but
that cold young prince, who cared little for Humanists,
and was not a German, would have none of him. So lie

returned to his friends, and they rejoiced greatly to see

liim still iilive; for Pope Leo X. had ordered liim to bo

arrested aud sent to Kome, and assassins dogged bis steps.

He now attached himself more closely to Franz von
Sickingen and the knight!^ movement. This also came to

a disastrous end in the capture of the Ebernberg, and
Sickingen's deaih ; the higher nobles had triumphed ; the

archbishops avenged themselves on Lutheranism as in-

terpreted by the knightly order. With Sickingen Hutten
al:iO finally feU. He fled to Basel, where Erasmus refused

to see the sick hero, both for fear of his loathsome diseases,

and also because the beggared knight was sure to borrow
money from him. A paper war consequently broke out

between the two Humanists, which embittered Hutten's

last days, and stained the memory of Erasmus. From
Basel Ulrich dragged his limbs to Mulhausen ; and when
the vengeance of Erasmus drove him thence, he went to

Zurich. There the large heart of Zwingli welcomed him ;

he helped him with money, and found him a quiet refuge

with the pastor of the little isle of Ufnau on the Zurich

Lake. There the frail and worn-out poet, writing swift

satire to the end, fell a victim to his infirmities, and died

(29th August 1523) at the age of thirty-five. He left

beldnd him some debts due to compassionate friends ; he
did not even own a single book, and all his goods amounted
to the clothes on his back, a bundle of letters, and that

valiant pen which had fought so many a sharp battle, and
had won for the poor knight-errant a sure place in the

annals of literature.

Ulrich von Hutten is one of those men of genius at whom
propriety is shocked, and whom the mean-spirited avoid.

Yet through his short and buffeted life he was befriended,

with wonderful charity and patience, by the chief leaders

of the Humanist movement. For, in spite of his irritable

vanity, his immoral life and habits, his odious diseases, his

painful restlessness, Hutten had much in him that strong

men could love. He passionately loved the truth, and was
ever open to all good influences* He was a patriot, whose

soul yearned for what was high, and soared to ideal scheraea

and a grand Utopian restoration of his country. In spite

of all, his was a frank and noble nature ; his faults chiefly

the faults of genius ill-controlled, and of a life cast in the

eventful changes of an age of novelty. A swarm of writ-

ings issued from his pen ; at first the smooth elegance of

his Latin prose and verse seemed strangely to miss his real

character ; he was the Cicero and Ovid of Germany before

he became its Lucian.
His chief works were liis ^rs vcrsificandi (1511); tlic JUcmo,

(1518); a work on the Morbus Gallicns (l.'ilO) ; tlio volume of

StLxktlberg complaints against Duke Uliicli (incluiliiig liis fouf

Ciceronian Orations, his L':ltci-s, and ttio Phaluriyitnis) also in 1519
;

tlic Vttdistniis (15'20) ; and tlie controversy with Erasmus at the
eiij of his life. Besides these were many admirable pooms in Ij).tin

and German. It will never be known with certainty how far Hut ten

was the parent of the celebrated Epistola: Ohscurormn Vironim, that

lanious satire on monastic ignorance as refirescnted by tlie theo*

lo;;iaus of Cologne with which the friends of Reuchlin defended
Iiim. At first tho cloister-world, not discerning its irony, wel-

comed the work as a defence of their position ; thougli their eyes

were soon opened by the favour with which the learned world
received it. The Epistolcc were eagerly bought up ; the first jurt

{i\ letters) apjieared at the end of 1515 ; cany in 1516 there w.13 s
second edition; later in 1516a third, with an appendix of seven

letters ; in 151 7 appeared the second part (62 letter.'!), to which afresh

appendix orci;;lit letters was subjoined soon after, llutter.in letter

addressed to Kobeit Crocus, denied that he was the author, and is

follovved by Bnyle in his Didionary ; but there is no doubt a.s to

his direct connexion with the book. Erasmus was of opinion that

tliere were three authors, of whom Crotus Riibianus was the

iriginator of tho idea, and Ilutten a chief contributor. D. F.

Strauss, who dedicates to the subject a chapter of his odmirnble
work on Hutten, concludes that he had no share in the lirst part,

but that his hand is clearly visible in the second part, wliicn be
at ributes in the main to liim. To him is due tho more scriodsand
se> ere tone of that bitter portion of tho satire.

l*or a complete catalo^ie of tho writings of Hutten,-see Bockin^'a
/nd-.x Bibliographicus llultcniamis (1853). The best biograpny

(thcugh it is also somcwliat of a iwlitical pamjihlet) is tluit at
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Strcass (Ulrich von HuUen, 1357 ; 2d ei, 1871 ; English transla-

tion by Sturge, 1874), with which may be compared the monographs
by Potton (accompanying his tranaJation in French of the Morbus
Gallkus, 1865), Mohnicke, Wagenseil, Von Brannow, Burck, and
G<)hring. See also Panzer {Ulrich von Htitten in lilerariscJur

Einsicht, 1798); and K. Hagen ("Ulricb von Hutten in poli-

tificher Beziehung" in hia Zur -polUisdieTt. /^-'ichicfUe Dcutschltzjids,

1324). (G. W. K.)

HUTTOlSr, Chables (1737-1823), the youngest son of

Henry and Eleanor Hutton, was born at Newcastle-on-

Tyne, August 14, 1737. His father was an underviewer

in the coal-works in the neighbourhood, and died in June
1742 ; but his mother's second husband, Francis Fraim,

proved kind to the boy, and, in consequence of a slight

accident to the elbow-joint of his right arm, sent him to

school while his brothers worked in the pits. The most
of hia education he received in a school at Jesmond, kept

by Mr Ivison, a clergyman of the church of England.
There is reason to believe, on the evidence of two pay-biUs,

chat for a short time in 1755 and 1756 Hutton worked in

Old Long Benton colliery ; at any rate, on Ivison's promo-
tion to a living, Hutton succeeded to the Jesmond school,

whence, in consequence of increasing pupils, he removed to

Stote's HalL While he taught during the day at Stote's

Ha!I, he studied mathematics in the evening at a school in

Newcastle. In 1760 he married, and began the work of

tuition on a larger scale in Newcastle, where he had among
his pupUs John Scott, afterwards Lord Eldon, chancellor

of England. In 1764 ho published his first work. The
Scltoolmasier'i^ Guide, or a Complete System of Practical

Arithmetic, which in 1770 was followed by his Treatise on
Minsuralioii>,bothin, Theoryand Practice. In 1772 appeared
s tract on The- Principles of Bndges, suggested by the

destruction of Newcastle bridge by a high flood on 17th
November 1771. On a vacancy occurring in the professor-

ship of mathematics at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, in 1773, Hutton became a candidate, and after

I severe competitive contest was appointed to the post.

He was made a fellow of the Royal Society in 1774, and
at their request drew up an account of the calculations to

determine the mean density and ma.ss of the earth made
by him from the measurements taken in 1774-76 at

Schiehallion in Perthshire. This account appeared in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1778, was afterwards re-

printed in the second volume of his Tracts on Mathematical
and Philosophical Subjects, and procured for Hutton the

degree of LL.D. from the university of Edinburgh. He
was elected foreign secretary to the Royal Society in 1779,
but his resignation in 1783 was brought about by tho

president Sir Joseph Banks, whose behaviour to the mathe-
matical section of the society was somewhat high-handed
(see Kippis's Observations on the late Contests in the Royal
Society, London, 1784). After his Tables of the Products
and Powers of Numbers, 1781, and his Afathanatieal Tables,

1785, he issued, for the use of the Royal Military Academy,
in 1 787 Elements of Conic Sections, and in 1 798 his Course

of Mathematics. The last, at the time it appeared, was
much superior in mode of treatment to any existing work
on the subject, and in succeeding editions the author incor-

porated many new discoveries and methods. The two
Volumes of his Mathematieal atid Philosophical Dictionary,

a most valuable contribution to scientific biography, woro
published in 1795, and the four volumes of Recreations in

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, mostly a translation

from tho French, in 1803. One of the most laborious of

his works was the abridgment, in conjunction witk Drs
Shaw and Pearson, of tho Philosophical Transactions. This
undertaking, the mathematical and scientific parts of which
fell to Hutton 's share, was completed in 1809, and fillw'.

eighteen volumes quarto. Hutton's long-continued cor:-

tieti.m (it extended over fift}'-slx years) with the mathe-

matical periodicals of his time, whether as contributor or
editor, deserves a word of notice. His name first appears
in the Ladies' Diary (a poetical and mathematical almanac
which was begun in 1704, lasted on till 1S71, and which
" contributed more to the study and improvement of
mathematics than half the books professedly written on
the subject") in the year 1764; ten years later he was
appointed editor of the almanac, a post which he retained
till 1817. Previous to his editorship of the Diary, he had
begun a small periodical, Miscellanea Matkematica, which
extended only to thirteen numbers ; subsequently to it, he
published in five volumes The Diarian Miscellany, which
consisted of all the useful and entertaining parts of the
Diary down to 1773, with many additional solutions and
improvements. On the resignation, owing to failing health,

of his professorship in 1807, he was allowed a pension of

X500 a year. He died on 27th January 1823.

All the biographical notices of Hutton are unanimous
in describing him as one of the most skilful of teachers,

and the most amiable of men. His modesty and sim-

plicity were as remarkable as his intellectual gifts. To-

his friends and pupils he exhibited a warmth of personal

affection that attached both to him in a very rare degree.

It was also with him a sacred duty to seek out the poor
and unbefriended student of science, and promote and
otherwise assist him to the best of his power.

HUTTON, James (1726-1797), one of the great

founders of geological science, was born in Edinburgh on
3d June 1726. Educat€d at the high school and university

of his native city, he acquired while still a student a
passionate love cf scientific inquiry. It had been decided

that he should pursue a professional career, and he was
accordingly apprenticed to a lawyer. But as instead of

copying law papers he was sometimes found amusing bis

fellow-clerks with chemical' experiments, his employer with

much sagacity advised that a more congenial profession

than the law should be chosen for him. The young
apprentice, released from his engagement, chose medicine

as the pursuit nearest akin to his favourite study of

chemistry. He studied for three years at Edinburgh, and
completed his medical education by an attendance of nearly

two years at the medical classes in Paris, returning by the

Low Countries, and taking his degree of doctor of medicine

at Leyden in 1749. At the end of that year he came back

to England, only to find, however, that though he had

qualified himself to practise as a medical man there seemed

hardly any opening for him. In th° summer of the ensuing

year he definitively abandoned the idea of following out the

medical profession, and, having inherited a small property

in Berwickshire from his father, 'esolved to devote him-

self to agriculture. With the zeal and thoroughness

characteristic of his disposition, he then went to Norfolk

to learn tho practical work of farming. Thereafter he

extended his experience by a tour in Holland, Belgium,

and the north of France. During thes? years ho began to

study the surface of the earth, looking into every pit, ditch,

or riverbed that he saw, and gradually shaping in his mind

the problem to which he afterwards devoted his energies.

In the summer of 1754 ho established himself on his own
farm in Berwickshire, where he rasidcd for fourteen years,

and where he introduced the most improved forms of hus-

bandry. Ab tho farm was brought into excellent order,

and OS its management, becoming more easy, grew le.=s

interesting, he was finally induced to let it, and establish

himself for tho rest of his life in Edinbursh. This took

place about tlie year 1768.

From this period until his death in 1797 he lived

unmarried with his three sisters. Surrounded by congenial

literary and scientific friends, he devoted himself to those

researches which have had so important an influence upou
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the progress of science. . At that time geology in any proper

sense of the term did not exist. Mineralogy, however, had

niaJo con.siderable progress. Hutton's taste for chemistry

naturally led him into mineralogy. But ho had conceived

larger ideas than were entertained by the Biincralogists of

his day. He desired to trace back the origin of the various

minerals and rocks, and thu3 to arrive at some clear under-

standing of the history of the earth. For many years lio

continued to ponder over the subject, making during that

time many excursions to different parts of tlio country to

obtain materials for his researches, or to test the hypotheses

ho had been led to form. At last, in the spring of the year

1785, he communicated his views to the recently established

Royal Society of Edinburgh in a paper entitled Theory of

the Earth, or an Investigation of the Laios Observable in the

Composition, Dissolution, and Restoration of Land upon

the Globe. In this remarkable work the doctrine is ex-

pounded that geology is not cosmogony, but must confine

itself to the study of the materials of the earth ; that

everywhere evidence may be seen that the present rocks of

the earth's surface have been formed out of the waste of

older rocks ; that these materials having been laid down
under the sea were there Consolidated under great pressure,

and were subsecjuently disrupted and upheaved by the

expansive power of subterranean heat ; that during these

convulsions veins and masses of molten rock were injected

into the rents of the dislocated strata ; that every portion

of the upraised land, as soon a' exposed to the atmosphere,

is subject to decay ; and that this decay must tend to advance

until the whole of the land has been worn away and laid

down on the sea-floor, whence future upheavals will once

more raise the consolidated sediments into new land. In

some of these broad and bold generalizations Hutton was

anticipated by the Italian geologists; but to him belongs

the credit of having first perceived their mutual relations,

and combined them in a luminous coherent theory every-

where based upon observation.

It was not merely the ground beneath us to which Hutton

directed his attention. He had long studied the changes

of the atmosphere. The same volume in which his Theory

of the Earth appeared contained also a Theory of Rain,

which was read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in

February 1784. He contended that the amount of mois-

ture which the air can retain in solution increases with

augmentation of temperature, and therefore that on the

mixture of two masses of air of different temperatures a

portion of the moisture must be condensed and appear in

visible form. He investigated the data available in his

time regarding rainfall and climate in different regions of

the globe, and came to the conclusion that the rainfall is

everywhere regulated by the humidity of the air on the ono

band, and the causes which promote mixtures of different

aerial currents in the higher atmosphere on the other.

The vigour and versatility of his genius may be under-

stood from the variety of works which, during his thirty

years' residence in Edinburgh, he gave to the world.

In the year 1792 he published a quarto volume entitled

nisserlaiions on different Subjects in Natural Philosophy,

111 which ho discussed the nature of matter, fluidity, co-

• hesion, light, heat, and electricity. Some of these subjects

wore further illustrated by him in papers read before the

Royal Society of Edinburgh. He did not restrain himself

within the domain of physics, but boldly marched into that

of metaphysics, publishing three quarto volumes with the

title An Investiyalion of the Principles of Knuwledrie, and
of the Progress of Reason—from Sense to Science and Philo-

soph;/. In this work he develops the idea that the external

world, as conceived by us, is the creation of our own minds
influenced by impressions from without, that -there is no
resemblance betweeaour picture of the outer world and the

reality, yet that the impre.ssion8 produced upon our mind*;,

being con.stant and consistent, become as much realities lo

us as if they precisely resembled things actually existing,

and therefore that our moral conduct must remain the samo

as if our ideas perfectly corresponded to the causes

producing them. His closing years were devoted to the

extension and republication of his Tlieory of the Earth, "of

which two volumes octavo appeared in 1790. A third

volume, necessary to complete the work, was left by him ia

manuscript, and is referred to by his biographer P!ayfair,but

seems to have disappeared. No sooner had this task been

performed than he set to work to collect and systematize

his numerous writings on husbandry, which ho proposed

to publish under the title of Elements of Agriculture. He
had nearly completed this labour when an incurable disease

brought his active career to a close on 2Cth March 1797.

It is by his Theory of the Earth that Hutton will be remembered

with reverence wh e geology continues to be cultivated. Th»
author's style, 1 owevir, being somewhat heavy and obscure, the book,

did not attract durilighis lifetime so much attention as it deserved.

H.'ipi'ily for science Hutton numbered among his friends John
Playfair, professor of mathematics in the university of Edinburgh,

whose enthusiasm for the spread of Hutton's doctrine was combined

with a rare gift of graceful and luminous exposition. Five years

after Hutton's death he published a volume, Illustrations of llie

HuUonian Thetrry of the Earth, in which he gave an admirable sum-

mary of that theory, with numerous additional illustrations and

arguments. This work is justly regarded as one of the classical con-

tributions to geological literature. To its influence nnich of the

sound progress of British geology must be ascribed. In the year

1805 a biographical account ot Hutton, written by Playfair, was
published in vol. v. of the Transaclimis of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh. (A. GE.) .'

HUY, in Flemish Hoky, a town of Belgium, at the head

of an arrondissement in the province of Liege, situated ia

the most romantic portion of the Mouse valley near the

confluence of the Hoyoux, on the railway between Li^ge

and Namnr, and about 20 miles west of the former city.

It lies on both banks of the river, and the two portions are

united by a bridge about 460 feet long. Of best note

among the buildings are the town-house, the court-house,

the hospital, and the collegiate church of Notre Dame,
which is an excellent specimen of Gothic architecture, dating

originally from the 14th century, but restored in the course

of the IGth and the 19th. The citadel of Huy is now
demolished. It was a powerful fortress, constructed

between 1817 and 1822 on. the site of the older castle

dismantled by the Dutch in 1718. Part of the works were

excavated in the solid rock, and the whole building looked

down on the valley of the Mouse with picturesque defiance.

Of the industrial activity of the town the most important

results are paper, tin-plate, zinc, iron, earthenware, and

brandy ; and iron, zinc, and coal are extensively wrought

in the vicinity. The population in 1876 was 11,774.

Huy, in modern Latin Hoium, Hogum, IJuyum, and Uuun,,
existed at lea-st as early as the 7th century, and according to some
authorities it was founded in 148 by the emperor Antoninus.

Coins of Charles the Simple are extant with the legend in Vice

Uoio. The older name of the district in which it is situated

was the Condroz, or territory of the Condrosii. Uniler the prince-

bishops of Liege Huy was a prospdrous place, and it possessed no
fewer than fifteen churches, as well as a nuniberof monasteries, for a
population of about DOOO. It was in ono of its suburbs tl-.at th»

abbey of Neufmoustier waa founded by Peter the Hermit, wlio died

and was buried within its precincts (1115). Part of the cloisters

are still standing ; and a monument was erected iu 1858 by M.
Godin, the owner of the grounds, to mark the eito of the hermit's

tomb. Huy w.is captured by the Dutch in 1595, and in 1693 it

was taken and burned by the French. The Dutch were iu possessioa

from 1702 till 1718, when they restored the town to the emperor.

S<!0 Gorissen's edition of Melard, Hist, de la villc ft du cMteau dt-

Huy, Huy, 1839.

HUYOENS, Christiaan (1629-1695), mathematician,

mechanician, astronomer, and physicist, was bom at the

Hague, April 1 4, 1629. He was the second son of Constan-

tin Hiiygens, noticed below. From bis father Chriatiaac
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received the rudiments of his education, which was con-

tinued at Leyden under Vinuius aud Schooten, and com-

pleted in the juridical school of Breda. His mathematical

bent, however, soon diverted him from his legal studies,

and the perusal of some of his earliest theorems enabled

Descartes to predict his future greatness. In 1649 he

accompanied the mission of Henry, count of Nassau, to

Denmark, and in 1051 eutered the lists of science as an

assailant of the unsound system of quadratures adopted by

Gregory of St Vincent. This first essay {Exetasis quadra-

turas circuli, Leyden, 1C51) was quickly succeeded by his

Theoremaia de qitadratura hi/perboles, ellipsis, et circuli

;

while, in a treatise entitled De circuli magmtudiiie inventa,

he made, three years later, the closest approximation

hitherto obtained to the ratio of the circumference to the

diameter of a circle.

But another class of subjects was about to engage his

attention. The improvement of the telescope was then

justly regarded as a sine qua non for the advancement of

astronomical knowledge. Owing, however, to the difficul-

ties interposed by spherical and chromatic aberration, little

progress had been made in that directioa when, in 1655,

Huygens, working with his brother Cohstantin, hit upon

a new method of grinding and polishing lenses. The im-

mediate results of the clearer definition obtained were the

detection of a satellite to Saturn (the sixth in order of dis-

tance from its primary), and the resolution into their true

form of the abnormal appendages to. th"o planet Each
discovery in turn was, according to the prevailing custom,

announced to the learned world under the veil of an

anagram—removed; in the case of the first, by the publica-

tion, early in 1C5C, of the little tract Be Saturni luna

observalio nova ; but retained, as regards the second, until

1659, when in the Systema Salurninm the varying appear-

ances of the so-called " triple planet " were clearly explained

as the phases of a ring inclined at an angle of 20° to the

ecliptic. His application of the pendulum to regulate the

movement of clocks was another fruit of his astronomical

labours, springing, as it did, from his experience of the

reed for an exact measure of time in observing the heavens.

The invention dates from 1056 ; the Iloroloyium, contain-

ing a description of the requisite mechanism, was published,

in the following year, and on the 10th of June 1057

Huygens presented his first "pendulum-clock" to the

states-general.

Hi.s reputation now became cosmopolitan. As early as

1655 the university of Angers had distinguished him with

an honorary degree of doctor of laws. In 1063, on the

occasion of his second visit to England, he was elected a

fellow of the Royal Society, and imparted to that body in

January 1009 a clear and concise statement of the laws

governing the collision of elastic bodies. Although these

conclusions were arrived at independently, and, as it would

seem, several years previous to their publication, they were

in great measure anticipated by the communications on the

same subject of Wallis and Wren, made respectively in

November and December 1 608.

Huygens had before this time fixed his' abode in France.

In 1005 Colbert made to him on behalf of Louis XIV. an

offer too tempting to bo refused, and between the following

year and 1081 his residence in the philosophic seclusion

of the Bibliottiequo du Roi wa3 only interrupted by two

short visits to his native country. His mar/num op7is dates

from this period. The f/urolor/inm Oscilla/orinni, published

with a dedication to his royal patron in 107;!, contained

originiil diaenvcrics siilTicicnt to have furnished materials

for half a dozen striking disquisitions. His solution of the

celebrated problem of the " centre of oscillation " formed in

itself an important event in the history of mechanics.

.AsBuming as an axiom that the centre of f;ravit^ of any num-

ber of interdependent bodies cannot rise higher than the

point from which it fell, he arrived, by anticipating in tlic

particular case the general principle of the conservation oi

vis viva, at correct although not strictly demonstrated con-

clusions. His treatment of the subject is especially note-

worthy as being the first successful attempt to deal with

the dynamics of a system. The determiuation of the true

relation between the length of a pendulum and the time of

its oscillation ; the invention of the theory of evolutes ; the

discovery, hence ensuing, that the cycloid is its own evolute,

and is strictly isochronous , the ingenious although practi-

cally inoperative idea of correcting the " circular error " of

the pendulum by applying cycloidal cheeks to clocks—

•

were all contained in this remarkable treatise. The
theorems on the composition of forces in circular motion

with which it concluded formed the true prelude to the

Principia, and would alone sufiice to establish the claim of

Huygens to the highest rank among mechanical inventors.

In 1081 he finally severed his French connexions, and

returned to Holland. The harsher measures which about

that time began to be adopted towards his co-religionists in

France are usually assigned as the motive of this step.

He now devoted himself during six years to the production

of lenses of enormous focal distance, which, mounted on

high poles, and connected with the eye-piece by means of a

cord, formed what were called "aerial telescopes." Threa

of his object-glasses, of-respectively 1-23, 180, and 210 feet

focal length, are still id the possession of the Royal Society.

He also succeeded in constructing an almost perfectly

achromatic eye-piece, still known by his name. But his

researches in physical optics constitute his chief title-deed

to immortality. Alt;-ough Hooke first proposed the wave

theory of light, Huygens gave reality to the conception,

establishing it on a foundation so sure that it has never

since been shaken. His powerful scientific imagination

enabled him to perceive that an undulation may be broken

up into an indefinite number of parts, each of which is tho

origin of a partial wave, and that the aggregate eS'ect of

all these partial waves will reconstitute the primary wave nt

any subsequent stage of its progress. This resolution of tho

main undulation is the well-known "Principle of Huygens,"

and by its means he was enabled to prove the fundamental

laws of optics, and to assign the correct construction for the

direction of the extraordinary ray in uniaxial crystals.

These investigations, together with his discovery ot tho

" wonderful phenomenon " of polarization, are recorded in

his Traitcde lij X?(7?ii(?cc, published at Leyden in 1090, but

composed In 1078. In the appended treatise Sur la Cause

de la rhanteur, he rejected gravitation as a universal

quality of matter, 'although admitting tho Newtonian

theory of tho planetary revolutions. From his views on

centrifugal force he deduced the oblate figure of the earth,

estimating its compression, however, at little more than

one-half its actual amount.

Huygens was never married. He died at the Hague,

June 8, 1095, bequeathing his manuscripts to the university

of Leyden, and his considerable property to the sons of his

younger brother. In character ho was as estimable as ln^

was brilliant in intellect. Although, like most men of

strong originative power, he assimilated with dilliculty the

ideas (if others, his tardiness sprang rather from inability

to depart from the track of his own methods than from

reluctance to acknowledge the merits of his competitors.

In aililitioii to tlic works nlicnrly mciiliniioil, liis Cmnnolheorps—
asiiciiilation conccrninp; tlio inliiiliitnntsoriln; plnnots—wns i.riiitcd

poslliTimoiislynt tliellaKiic in lliSlS, anrl appcarcil nlninst.siimiltaiic-

ously in nn Kii^'lisl' translation. A volume inlitlcii V/tira I'lislhuma,

I.ijdi'U, iroii, con tainr(lliis"Dioptrica,"itr which tlic ratio between

tlie respective focal leiif;tlis of objcct-glas.s ami cyc-glass is given as

the measure of nmRnilying power, to);cther with tlic shorter essays

De citris figurandts, Dc corona et parlviiis, &c. An early tract Vt
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ratiocimis tit ludo aUa:, piiiiteJ in 1657 with Scliootcn s t-xercUa-

tiones Mathematxcae, is notable as one of the 6rst formal treatises on
the theory of jirobabilities ; nor should his investi".itions of the

properties of the cissoid, logarithmic, and catenary leTcft unnoliccJ.

His invention of the spiral watch-spring was explained in the

Journal J'^s Savants, February 25, 1675. An edition of his works

was published by 'S Gravesande, of which two quarto volumes
appeared under the heading Opera varia, Leydon, 172-1, and two
supplementary ones entitled Opera rcligua, Amsteulam, 1728. His

scientific correspondence, edited from manuscripts preserved at Ley-

den by P. J. Uyleiibroek, was published with the title C/irtsliani

Hugcnii aliorumque sccnli XVJI. virornm cclcbrtuin Excrcitatioucs

Mathcmalicm ct Philosophiccc, The Hague, 1833. (A. M. C.)

HUYGENS, Sir Coxstantijn or C.osstantin (150G-

16S7), Dutch poet and diplomatist, was born al tlie Hague
on the 4th of September 1596. His father, Christiaan

Huygens, was secretary to the state council, and a man
of great political importance. At the baptism of tlie

child, the city of Breda wiu one of his sponsor.s, and tlie

famous admiral Justinus van Nassau the other. From his

earliest childhood he was trained in every [jolite accom-

plishment, and before he was seven he could speak French

with fluency. He was taught Latin by Joliaimes Dedelus,

and soon became a master of classic versification. As he

grew up, he developed not only extraordinary intellect-ual

gift.s but great pliysical beauty and strength, and was one

of the most accom[j|ished Uvhletes and gymnasts of his age
,

his skill in playing the lute and in the arts of painting and
engraving attracted general attention before he began to

develop his genius as a writer. In lOlG he proceeded,

with his elder brother, to the university uf Leyden. He
stayed there only one year, and in 1G18 proceeded to

London with the English ambassador Carletun ; he re-

, jnained in London for some months, aad then went to

Oxford, where he studied for some time in the Bodleian

Lil;rary,and to Woodstock, Windsor, and Cambridge; he was

introduced at the English court, and played the lute before

James I. The most interesting feature of this visit was
the intimacy which sprang up between the young Dutch
poet and the famous Dr Donne, for whose genius Huygens
preserved through life an unbounded admiration. He
returned to Holland in company with the English con-

tingeat of the synod of Dort, and in 1G20 he proceeded to

Venice in the diplomatic service of his country; on his

return he nearly lost his life by a foolhardy e.\ploit, namely,

the scaling of the topmost spire of 'Strasburg cathedral.

In 1621 he published one of his most weighty and popular

poems, his Balava Temjje, and in the same year he pro-

ceeded again to London, as secretary to the ambassador,
Wijngaerdan, but returned in three months. His third

diplomatic visit to England lasted longer, from the 5th of

December 1621 to the 1st of March 1623. During his

absence, his volume of satires, Costelick Mai, dedicated to

Jacob Cats, appeared at the Hague. In the autumn of

1G22 he was knighted by James 1. He published a large

Tulume of miscellaneous poems in 1625 under the title of

Oliorum lil,ri tex ; and in the same year he v.ai appointed
private secretary to the stadholder. In 1G27 Huygens
married Suzanna van Baerle, and the young couple settled
in a handsome house in the best part of the Hague; four
sons and a daughter were born to them. In 1630 Huygens
was called to a seat in the privy council, and he continued
to exercise political power with wicdom and vigour for
many years, under the title of the lord of Zuylichem. In
1634 he completed his long-talked-of version oLthe poems
of Doime. In 1637 he had the misfortune to lose his
admirable wife, and he immediately began to celebrate the
virtues and pleasures of their married life in the remarkable
didactic poem called Darjwerck, which was not published
till long aflernards. From 1G3'J lo 1641 he occupied
himself by building a magnificent house and garden outside
the Hague, and by celebrating their beauties in a poem

entitled Hafiiijck, which saw tlic light in lC5-t. In 1G47

he wrote his beautiful poem of Ooacnlrcosl or " Eye Con-

solation," to gratify his blind friend Lucvetia van TroUo.

He made his solitary effort in the dramatic line in 1659^

when he brought out his comedy of I'rijnlje C. -uclis, wliich

deal.s, in rather broad humour, with the adventures of the

wife of a ship's captain al Zaandam. In 1 658 he rearranged

I his poems, and issued them witli many additions, under the

titlo of Corn Flowers. ' He proposed to tlie Government that

I

the present highway from the Hague to the sea at Scheven-

ihgen .should be constructed, and during his absence on a

diplomatic mission to the French court in 1666 the road

was made as a compliment to the venerable statesman, who
expressed his gratitude in a descriptive poem entitled

Zcslratl. Huygens edited his poems for the last time in

1672, and died in his ninety-first year, on the 28th of

March 1687. His second son, Christiaan, the eminent

astronomer, is noticed above.

Conslantijn Iluj'gens is the mo-st brilliant figure in Dutch literary

history. Otiier statesmen surpas,scd him iu political inlluencc, and
at least two othci poets sur[>nssed him in the value and originality of

their writings. But his figure was more dignified and splendid, his

talents were more varied, and his general accomplishments more
remarkable than those of any other person of his age, the greatest

age in the history of the Netherlands. Huygens is the grand
seitfncur of the re['ublic, the type of aiistocralic oligarchy, tiie jewel

and ornament of Dutch liberty. Wlien we consider his imposing
character aitd tlie positive value of his writings, we may well be
surprised that he has not found a modern editor. It is a disgrace

to Dutcli scholarsliip tliat no complete collection of the writings of

Huygens exists. His autobiogiajihy, Dc vita propria scrmonrs,

did not see the light until 1827, and his remarkable poem, Clinjs-

u'crck, was not printed until 1842. As a poet Huygens shows a
finer sense of form than any other Dutch writer ; the language, in

his hands, becomes as f.exible as Italian. His epistles and lighter

pieces, in particular, display his metrical ease and facility to perfec-

tion. (E. W. G.)

HUYSMANS. Four painters of this family matriculated

in the Antwerp guild in the 17th century. Cornelis the

elder, apprenticed in 1G33, passed for a mastership in 1636,

and remained obscure. Jacob, apprenticed to Frans
' Wouters in 1650, wandered to England towards the close

of the reign of Charles II., and competed with Leiy as a

fa-shionable portrait painter. He executed a portrait of the

queen, Catherine of Braganza, U')w in the national portrait

gallery, and Horace Walpole assigns to him the likeness

of Lady Bellasys, now catalogued at Hampton Court as a
work of LeIy. His porlrait of Izaak Walton in the National

Gallery shows a disposition to imitate the styles of Rubens
and Van Dyke. According to most accounts he died in

Limdon in 1696. Jan Baptist Huysmans, born at Antwerp

I

in 1654, matriculated in 1676-77, and died there in

I

1715-lG. He was younger brulhcr to Cornelis Huysnians

the second, who was born at Antwerp in 1648, and educated

I by Caspar de Wit and Jacob van Artois. Of Jan Bajilist

little or nothing has been preserved, except that he

registered numerous apprentices at Antwerp, and painted a

landscape dated 1697 now in the Brussels museum. But

for the signature critics would assign this piece to his

brother. Cornelis the second is the only master of the

name of Huysmans whose talent was largely acknowledged.

Ho chanced to receive lessons from two artists, one of whom
was familiar with the Roman art of the Poussias, whilst

the other inherited the scenic style of the school of Rubens.

He combined the two in a rich, highly coloured, and usually

effective style, which, however, was not free from monotony.

Seldom attempting anything but woodsido views with fancy

backgrounds, half Italian, half Flemish, he painted with

great facility, and left numerous examples behind. At the

outset of his career he practised at Malines, where he

married in 1682, and there too he entered iftto son.c busi-

ness connexion with Van der Meulen, U>t whom he painte4

eome backerounds. In 1706 he withdrew to Antwerp,
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whore he resided till 1717, returning then to Malines,

where he died on the 1st of June 1727.

Though most of his pictures were composed for cabinets rather than

ch'irches, he sometimes emulated A'an Artois in the production of

largo sacred pieces, and for many years his Christ on the Road to

Emmaus adorned the choir of Notre Dame of Malines. In the

gallery of Nantes, where three of his small landscapes are preserved,

there hangs an Investment of Lu.xembourg, by Van der Meulen, of

which he is known to have laid in the background. The two

national galleries of London and Edinburgh contain each one

example of his skill. Blenheim, too, and other private galleries in

England, possess one or more of his pictures. But most of his

works are on the Continent,—four a-piece in the Louvre, Augsburg,

and Stuttgart; three a-piece in Berlin, Brunswick, Cologne, apd

Munich ; two in Cassel and St Petersburg ; one at Antwerp, Bms-

eels, Carlsruhe, Copenhagen, Dresden, and Hanover.

HUYSUM, JiN VAN (1682-1749), was born at Amster-

dam in 1682, and died in his native city on the 8th of

February 1749. He was the son of Justus van Huysum,

whose practice remained entirely local, but who is said to

have been expeditious in decorating doorways, screens, and

vases. A picture by this artist is still preserved in the

gallery of Brunswick, representing Orpheus and the Beasts

in a wooded landscape, and here we have some explanation

of his son's fondness for landscapes of a conventional and

Arcadian kind ; for Jan van Huysum, though skilled as

a painter of still life, believed himself to possess the genius

of a landscape painter. Half his pictures in public galleries

are landscapes, views of imaginary lakes and harbours with

impossible ruins and classic edifices, and woods of tall and

motionless trees,—the whole very glossy and smooth, and

entirely lifeless. The earliest dated work of this kind is

that of 1717, in the Louvre, a grove with maidens culling

flowers near a tomb, ruins of a portico, and a distant palace

on the shores of a lake bounded by mountains. In the

picture market these landscapes are worth comparatively

little, whilst the master's fruit and flower pieces are all the

more appreciated, and good examples readilyfetchfrom£800

to £900. It is doubtful whether any artist in this peculiar

walk of art ever surpassed Van Huysum in representing

fruit and flowers. It has been said that his fruit has no

savour and his flowers have no perfume,— in other words,

that they are hard and artificial,—but this is scarcely true.

In substance fruit and flower are delicate and finislicd

imitations of nature in its more subtle varieties of

matter. The fruit has an incomparable blush of down, tlio

flowers have a perfect delicacy of tissue. Van Huysum too

shows supreme art in relieving flowers of various colours

against each other, and often against a light and transparent

background. He is always bright, sometimes even gaudy.

Great taste and much grace and elegance are apparent in

the arrangement of bouquets and fruit in vases adorned

with has reliefs or in baskets on marble tables. There is

exquisite and faultless finish everywhere. But what Van

Huysum has not is the breadth, the bold effectiveness, and

the depth of thought of De Hcem from whom he de.<u-eiids

through Abraham Mignon.

Some of the finest of Van Iluysum's fruit and tlowcr pieces hnvo

been in English private collections —those of 1723 in the earl of

Ellesmore'a gallery, others of 1730-32 in the collections of Hope

and Ashburton. One of the best examples is now in the Natioiml

Gallery (1736-37), which came from Mr Wells of Kfdloaf and

Abraham Darby. No public museum has finer and more nuuieroiis

specimens than tho Louvre, which boa-sts of four landscapes and

BIX panels with still life , tlien como Berlin and Amsterdam
with four fruit and Hower pieces; then St Petersburg, Munich,

Hanover, Dresden. The Hague, Branswick. Vienna, Carlaruho, and

Copenhagen.

HWEN T'SANO (Hiouen Thsano, Hiwen T'sano) is

tho most eminent representative of a remarkable and

valuable branch of ChineM literature, known during tho

hiBl half century, chiefly through the labours of Continental

tchobrs. It consiits of tho narratives of Chinoso Buddhists

who travelled to India, whilst their religion flourished

there, with the view of visiting the sites consecrated by the
history of Sakya Muni, of studying at the great convents

which -then existed in India, and of collecting books,

reliques, and other sacred objects. In short, their objects

and their narratives bear a strong analogy to the objects aud
narratives of the many pilgrimages to Palestine in the same
and later ages which have comedown to us in ecclesiastical

collections.

The importance of these writings as throwing light on

the geography and history of India and adjoining countries,

during a very dark period, is great, and they have been the

subject of elaborate commentaries by students in our own
day, some of the ciiief of which will be noted at tho end of

this article. Several Chinese memoirs of this kind appear

to have perished ; and especially to be regretted is a great

collection of the works of travellers to India, relignnis and
secular, in sixty books, with forty more of maps and illus-

trations, published at the expense of the emperor Kao-

T'song of the T'ang dynasty, 666 a.d,, with a preface from

the imperial hand. We will mention the clerical travellers

of this description who are known to us by name.

1. Shi-iao-'an (died 3S5) wrote a work on his travels to the
" western lands" (an expression applying often to India), which i»

supposed to be lost. 2. Fa-hian travelled to India in 399, and
returned by sea in 414. His work, called Fo-Ku-e-Ki, or Memmr^
on the Buddha, Jicuhtis, has been translated by Abel-Remusat and
Landresse, and agam into English by the Ivev. fc>. Beale ; Mr Laidlny

of Calcutta also published a translation from the French, with in-

teresting notes. 3. Btoai Seng and Sung-Vun, monks, travelled

to India to collect books and leliciues, 51S-521. Their short nar-

rative has been translated by the late Karl Fried. Neumann, and

also by ilr Beale (along with Fa-hian). 4. Uwcn Tsang, tho

subject of this notice. In relation to his travels there are two

Chinese works, both of which have been translated with an immense
appliance of labour and learning by M. Stanislas Julien. viz., (a>

the Ta-T'ang-Si-Vit-Ki, or Memoirs on Western Countries issued

btj the T'ang Dynasty, which was compiled under the traveller's

own supervision, by order of the great emperor Tai-T'sung ; and (6)

a Biography ofhwen Tsang by two of his contemporaries. 5. The
Itinerary of Fifty-six Religious Travellers, compdcd and published

under itnperial authority, "730. 6. The Hiw^-ary of Kht-Nie. vho
travelled (964-370) at- the head of a large body of monks to coUect

books, &c. Neither of the last two h.as been transhited.

Hwen T'sang was born in the district of Kcu-Shi, near

Honan-Fu, about C05, a period at which Buddhism a[)pciirs

to have had a powerful influence upon a largo body of

educated Chinese. From childhood grave and studious,

he was taken in charge by an elder brother who had

adopted the monastic lite, in a convent at the royal city of

Loyaug in Houan. Hwen T'sang soon followed his brother'.',

example. For some years he travelled over China, teach-

ing and learning, and eventually settled for a time at the

capital Chang-ngan (now Si-ngan-fu in Shensi), where his

fame for learning became great. The desire which he

entertained to visit India, in order to penetrate all the

doctrines of tho Buddhist philosophy, and to perfect tho

collections of Indian books which existed in China, grew

irresistible, and in Augimt 620 he started upon his sobtary

journey, eluding with diflicultytho strict prohibition which

was in force against crossing the frontier.

The "master of the law," as his biographers call hini.

plunged alone into tho terrible desert of tho Gobi, thor.

known as tho Sha-ho or " Sand River," between Kwa-chnu

and Igu (now Hami or Kamil). At long intervals he found

holp from tho small garrisons of the towers that dotted the

desert track. . Very strikin;; Ls the description, like that

given six centuries later by Marco Polo, of the qiiasi-super-

uatural horrors that besot tho lonely traveller in tho wilder-

ness—thj visions of armies and banners; and the manner

in which they are dissipated singularly recalls passages in

Hunyan's Pitfirim's Prot/ress. After great suffering Hwen
T'.saiig re.iched Igu, tho seat of a Turkish principality, and

pursued his way along the southern foot of the T'ion-shan,

which he crossod liv a clacior pass (vividly descril»ed) i:>.
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the longitude or Lake Issikul. In llie valley of the Talas

river he encounters the great khan of the Turks on a hunt-

ing party,—a rencontre which it is interesting to compare
with the visit of Zemarchus to the great khan Dizabulus,

sixty years before, in tlio same region. Passing by the

present Tashkenil, and by. Samarkand, then inhabited by
fire worshippers, he reached the basin of the Upper Oxus,

which had recently been the seat of the powerful dominion

of the Haiathelah, Ephthalites, or White Huijs, known in

earlier days to the Greeks as Tochari, and to Hwen T'sang

(by the same name) as Tu/iolo or Tukhara. His account

of the many small states into which the Tukhara empire

had broken up is of great interest, as many of them are

identical in name and topography with the high valley

states and districts on the Upper Oxus, which are at this

day the object of so much geographical and political

interest.

Passing by Bamien, where he speaks of the great idols

still so famous, he crosses Hindu-Kusb, and descends the

valley of the Cabul river to Nagarahara, the site of which,

still known as Nagara, adjoining JaUldbid, has recently

been explored by Mr W. Simpson. Travelling thence to

Pesh4war(Pit/-i<s^fr/>«ra), the capital of Gandhara, he made
a digression, through the now inaccessible valley of Swat
and the Dard states, to the Upper Indus, returning to

Peshawar, and then crossing the Indus (Si/thi) into the

decayed kingdom of Taxila (Ta-cha si-lo, TakshasilA), then

subject to Kashmir. In the latter valley he spent two

whole years (631-633), studying in the convents, and
visiting the many monuments of his faith. We cannot

follow his further travels in detail, and can only mention

some- of the chief points in his devious route. Such are

Mathura {Mot'ulo), whence he turned north to Thinesar

and the upper Jumna and Ganges, returning south down
the vaUey of the latter to Kanyikubja or Kanauj, then one

of the great capitals of India, The pilgrim next entered

on a circuit of the most famous sites of Buddhist and of

ancient Indian history, such as AyodhyA, Prayaga (AllahA-

b.W), KAusimbhl, Srivasti, Kapilavastu the birthplace of

Sikya, Kusinagara his death place, Pdtalipiitra (Patna,

the Falihothra of the 'Greeks), GayA, R.ijagrilia, and
N41anda, the most famous and learned monastery and
college in India, adorned by the gifts of successive kings,

of the splendour of which he gives a vivid description, and

of which traces hav« recently been recovered. There he

again spent nearly two years in mastering Sanskrit and the

depths of Buddhist philosophy. Again, proceeding down
the banks of the Ganges, he diverged eastward to Kiniarupa

(Assam), and then passed by the great port of Tdmralipli

(Tamluk, the misplaced Tamalitis of Ptolemy), and through

Orissa to Kanchip.ira (Conjeveram), about 640. Thence
he went northward across the Camatic and MnhAr.^shtra to

Barakach'eva (Bariich of our day, Barygaza of the Greeks).

After this he visited Malwa, Kach'h, Surishtra (peninsular

Guzerat, Syraslrene of the Greeks), Sindh, MultAn, and
Ghazni, whence he rejnmed bis former course in the basin

of the Cabul river.

ThiB time, however, he crosses Pamir, of which he gives a re-

m»rkableacconnt,and passes by Kashgar, Khotan (Kustana),

and the vicinity of Lop (Naoctpa) across the desert to Kwa-
chau, whence ho had made his venturous and lonely

plunge into the waste fifteen years before. He carried with

him great collections of books, precious images, and reliques,

and was received (April 645) with public and imperial

enthusiasm. The emperor Tai T'sung desired him to com-

<nit his journey to writing, and also that he should abandon

the eremitic rule and serve the state. This last he declined,

and devoted himself to the compilation of his narrative and

the translation of the books he bad brought with him from

India. Thfi former was completed 648 k.t>. In C61

Hwen T'sang died in a convent at Chang-ngan. Some things

in the history of his last days, and in the indications of

beatitude recorded, strongly recall the parallel history of the
saints of the Roman calendar. But on the other hand we
find the Chinese saint, on the approach of death, causing
one of his disciples to frame a catalogue of his good works,
of the books that he had translated or caused to be tran-

scribed, of the sacred pictures executed at his cost, of the
alms that he had given, of the living creatures that he had
ransomed from death. " When Kia-shang had ended writing
this list, the master ordered him to read it aloud. After
hearing it the devotees clasped their hands, and showered
their felicitations on him." Thus the " well-done, good and
faithful," comes from the servant himself in self-applause.

The book of the biography, by the disciples Hwae-li and
Yent'song, as rendered with judicious omissions by Sta<n.

Julien, is exceedingly interesting
; its Chinese style receives,

high praise from the translator, who says he has often had
to regret his inability to reproduce its grace, elegance, and
vivacity. We cannot here give any idea of the uses which
the accounts of Hwen T'sang have served in illustrating

geography and history, but must refer to the appended list of
works.

Fo-Koue-Ki, trad, du Chinois, par Abel-R(5musat, revu et com.
plete par Klapioth et Laiidresse, Paris, ]836; //. tie la Fie do
Hiouen-Thsang, kc, traJ. du Cliinoia par Stauislas Julien, Paris,
1853: Memoires sur tes Contrics OccideiUules . . . trad, du Chinoia
en Franjais (par le meme), 2 vols., Paris, 1857-58; iiamire
Aimlytiijiui, &c., attached to the last work, by L. Vivien de St
Jlartiii; "Attempt to identify some of the Places mentioned in the
Itinerary of Hiuan Thsang," by Major Wm. Anderson, C.B., in
Journ. A3. Soc. Bengal, xri. pt. 2, p. 1183 (the enunciation of a
singularly perverse theory) ; "Verification of the Itinerary of Hwan
Thsang," &c., by Capt. Alex. Cunningham, Bengal Engineers,
ibid., xvii. pt. 1, p. 476; Travels of Fah-hian an4 Sung-Yan,
Buddhist Pilgrims, &c., by Sam. Beal, 1869 ; The Ancient Qeography
of India, by Major-Gcn. Alex. Cunningham, R.E., 1871; "Notes
on Hwen Thsang's Account of the Principabtiea of Tokharistan,"
by Col. H. Yule, C.B., in Jounu Jioy. As. Soc, new ser., vol. vi.

p. 82 ; "On Hiquen Thsang's Journey from Patna to Ballabhi,"
by James Feigusson, D.C.L., ibid., p. 213. (H. Y.)'

HYACINTH, also called Jacinth, one of the most
popular of garden fiowers, " supreme amongst the flowers of
spring." It is no new favourite, having been in cultivation
prior to 1597, at which date Gerard records the existence of
six varieties, which are not indicated as particularly rare or
novel. Rea in 1676 mentions several single and double
varieties as being then in English gardens, and Justice ir>

1754 describes upwards of fifty single-flowered varieties
and nearly one hundred double-flowered ones, as a selection
of the best from the catalogues of two then celebrated Dutch
growers. One of the Dutch sorts, called La Reine de
Feiuraes, a single v!-hite, is said to have produced from
thirty-four, to thirty-eight flowers in a spike, and on its first

appearance to have sold for 50 guilders a bulb ; while one
called Oversvinnaar or Conqueror, a double blue, sold at
first for 100 guilders, Gloria Mundi for 500 guilders, and
Koning Saloman for 600 guilders. Several sorts arc at
that date mentioned as blooming well in water-glasses
Justice relates that he himself raised several very valuable
double flowered kinds from seeds, which many of the sorts
ho describes are noted for producing freely.

The original of the cultivated hyacinth, Ilyacinth-ut

orientalis, is by comparison an insignificant plant, bearing
on a spike only a few small narrow-lobed washy blue
flowers. So great has been the improvement effected by
the florists, and chiefly by the Dutch, that the moderc
hyacinth would scarcely be recognized as the descendant of
the type above referred to, the spikes being long and dense,
composed of a large number of flowers; the spikes produce*
by strong bulbs not unfrequently measure 6 or 7 incber
in length and from 7 to 9 inches in circumferecce wit)
the flowers closelv sft on ftori bottom to top. (jf laf
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years much improvement has been effected in the size of

the individual flowers and the breadth of their recurving

lobes, as well as in securing increased brilliancy and depth

of colour.

The peculiarities of the soil and climate of Holliind are

so very favourable to their production that Dutch florists

have made a specialty of the growth of those and other

bulbous-rooted flowers. An area of 125 acres is devoted

to the growth of hyacinths in the vicinity of Haarlem,

and is estimated to bring in a revenue of nearly £30,000.

Some notion of the vast number imported into England

annually may be formed from the fact that, for the supply

of flowering plants to Coveiit Garden, one market grower

alone produces from 00,000 to 70,000 in pots under glass,

their blooming period being accelerated by artificial heat,

and extending from Christmas onwards until they bloom
naturally in the open ground.

In the spring flower garden few plants make a more
effective display than the hyacinth. Dotted in clumps in

the flower borders, and arranged in masses of well-contrasted

colours in beds in the flower garden, there are no flowers

which impart during -their season—March and April—

a

gayer tone to the parterre. The bulbs are rarely grown a

second time, either for indoor or outdoor culture, though
with care they might be utilized for the latter purpose ; and
hence the enormous numbers which are procured each re-

curring year from Holland.

The first hyacinths were single-flowered, but towards the

close of the 17th century double-flowered ones began to

appear, and till a recent period these bulbs were the most
esteemed. At the present time, however, the single-

flowered sorts are in the ascendant, as they produce more
regular and symmetrical spikes of blossom, the flowers

being closely set and more or less horizontal in direction,

while most of the double sorts have the bells distant and
dependent, so that the spike is loose and by comparison

ineffective. For pot culture, and for growth in water-glasses

especially, the single-flowered sorts are greatly to be pre-

ferred. Few if any of the original kinds are now in cultiva-

tion, a succession of new and improved varieties having
been raised, the demand for which is regulated in some
respects by fashion. At the present day our nurserymen
offer in their annual catalogues of select sorts between two
aOd three hundred distinct varieties.

The earliest of all the hyacinths, and Oiie which is very
valuable for forcing into flower in winter, is called the

while Roman hyacinth. It is small-flowered, but very
sweet, and, if potted in September or October, as soon as

the bulbs can bo procured after importation, may easily

be had in blossom by Christmas, when white flowers are

60 much sought after. Of course tliis is done with the aid

of a forcing-house, but a very high temperature is not
required. The best soil for pot hyacinths is made up of

two parts turfy loam, one part decayed leaf-mould, and
one part well-decomposed cow dung, with sand enough to

make it porous, and with Buflicicnt drainage.

The name of hyacinth is applied to several other plants

having bulbous roots. The Capo hyacinth is Scil/a orym-
bosa; the grape hyacinth, Muscari lotrt/oides ; the tossci

hyacinth, MuscaH comosum, and the feathered hyacinth,

Muscari comosum moiuiCrosvm ; the starch hyacinth, Afuscari

ractmosum; the star hyacinth, Scilla amaiia; the lily

hyacinth, Scilla Litiohyacinthvs ; the hyacinth of Peru,

Scilla peruviana ; the wild hyacinth or bhic-bell, Ih/acin-

thui nan scriptus; the wild hyacinth of America, Camassia
esculenla ; the Missouri hyacinth, Uespcroscordum lacteum

;

and the native hyacinth of Tasmania, Thdymilra media.

IJYACINTHUS, a mythological figure connected with

the Hyacinthia, a festival celebrated by the Spartans in

huaour of Apollo of Amyclae, whose primitive image, stand-

ing on a throne, is described by Pausanias (iii. 19, 4). T^e
legend attached to the festival is to the effect that Hyacln-
thus, a beautiful youth beloved by the god, was accidentally

killed by him with a discus. From his blood sprang a dark-
coloured flower called after him hyacinth, on whose petals

is the word aiat, alas. The myth, like that of Linus (v.

Brugsch, Die Adonis-Klage und das Linos-Lied), is one of

the many popular representations of the beautiful spring

vegetation slain by the hot sun of summer (which is here
and in many other legends denoted by the symbol of a

discus). The sister of Hyacinthus is I'olyboea, the much
nourishing fertility of the rich Amycla;an valley ; while
his brother is Cynottas, the rising of the dog (the hot) star.

But with the death of the spring is united the idea of iti-

certain resuscitation in a new year ; like Dionysus, the hero

is not merely dead but elevated to heaven. The festival

took place on the three hottest days of summer, 7th io 10th
of the month Hecatombeus (which was called in Sicily

Hyacinthius), and its rites were a mixture of mourning
and rejoicing (Athen., iv. 17).

HYADES, five stars forming the head of the larger con-

stellation, the Bull. Their rising along with the sun marks
the opening of the rainy season, hence their name Hyades
—the Rainy. As mythological figures they were said to

be daughters of Atlas, who as a reward for some pious act

were translated to heaven. The nature of the deed is

variously stated: sometimes it is their long-continued

grief for their brother Hyas, who was slain by a snake
(or boar or lion) ; at other times it is their having acted

as nurses of Dionysus Hyes. In the latter case they are

counted as nymphs of Nysa. When their charge was
threatened by Lycurgus they fled with him to Thetis or

to Ino in Thebes. They are also described as nymphs of

Dodona, who acted as nurses of the infant Zeus. In any
case their character as clouds and rain-givers is obvious.

Their number is sometimes given as two, also as three,

especially in Attica, which leads Brunn to see them in the

pediment of the Parthenon in the figures usually spoken of

as " The Fates."

HY^NA {Hycenida;), a family of digitigrade carni-

vorous mammals, approaching the Felidce or cats in the

character of the dentition, while resembling the Viverridct

or civets in the possession of a glandular pouch beneath

the anus, and thereforeusually classed as a transitinn group

between these two families. It comprises a single genus

{Hywna), and thi'ee species, which resemble each other and

differ from all other carnivores in having both pairs of feet

with four toes each. They are further characterized by
the greater length of their fore legs as compared with thoso

behind, by their wcU-developed although non-retractile

claws, by their prickly cat-liko tongue, and by the

enormous strength of their jaws and teeth, which enables

them to break open the hardest bones, and to retain what

they have seized with the most unrelaxing grip.

The Striped Hyaena {/lytrna strirjla) is the most widely

distributed and best known form, being found throughout

India, Persia, Asia Minor, and the northern half of Africa,

while, if the strand wolf (//yir/ia villosa)of the Cape colonists

is only a varietyof this species, as many naturalists suppose,

its range will be thereby extended to the southern extremity

of the African continent. It resembles a wolf in size, and

is of a greyish-brown colour, marked with indistinct longi-

tudinal stripes of a darker hue, while the legs are trans-

versely striped as in the zebra. The hairs on its boily ore

long, especially on the ridgo of the neck and back, where

they form a distinct mane, which is conlinuoil along th«

tail. Tho liya;na is nocturnal in its habits, preferring by

day tho gloont of caves and ruins, or of tho burrows which

it occasionally forms, but connng forth at sunset to make
night hideous with its unearthly howling, which, when lh»,
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animal is excited, changes into what has been compared

to demoniac laughter, and hence the name of " laiigliing

hya;na," by which it is also known. The food of those

creatures consists chiefly of carrion, and they thus perform

a highly useful service iu hot countries by devouring the

remains of dead animals which might otherwise pollute the

air. So ravenous, however, are they that even the bodies of

the buried dead are not safe from their attacks, their power-

ful claws enabling them to gain access to the newly interred

bodies in the Eastern cemeteries, which they are said habit-

ually to frequent. They also feed on the flesh of animals,

which they hunt in packs. When driven by hunger they

have thus been frequently known to enter villages by night

and to carry off such domestic animals as they might chance

to find. Bruce, the African traveller, states that everywhere

in Abyssinia they were a plague. " Gondar," he says, " was

full of them from the time it turned dark till the dawn.

In short, the hyoena was the plague of our lives, the terror

of our night walks, the destruction of our mules and asses,

which above all others are his favourite food." Although,

in proportion to its size, possessing probably the most
powerful teeth and jaws in the whole mammalian series,

the pusillanimity of the hysna is such as to prevent its

attacking animals greatly inferior to itself in strength. The

Fio. 1.—Striped Hysena.

Arab, for this reason, holds it in contempt ; and, When he

condescends to hunt the hyrena, he does not waste his

ammunition upon it, but runs it down with dogs. It has

usually been regarded as untameable ; this, however, is not

the case, for when properly treated in captivity, it has been

known to exhibit the greatest docility and attachment to

its keepers; and Colonel Sykes states that in certain dis-

tricts of Central India where those creatures abound they

are as susceptible, of domestication as ordinary dogs.

The Spotted Hyaena {/Ii/cena crocuta) takes the place of

the striped species in the southern half of the African con-

tinent, to which it is confined. It resembles the other in

size, but diilers from it considerably in appearance, the

stripes of the one being replaced by dark brown spots on a
yellowish ground in the other, while in the " tiger-wolf,"

as this species is called at the Ca.pe, the mane is much less

distinct. According to Schweinfurth, who met with it in

the heart of Africa, it is a much more powerful and savage

animal than the northern form. Although averse to hunt-

ing living prey, it takes to the chase wiien carrion is not to

be had, and the same traveller was on one occasion startled

by a spotted hyajna which darted past him, like lightning,

in pursuit of an antelope. At the Cape it was formerly

very common, and occasionally committed great havoc

among the cattle, while it did not hesitate to enter the

Kaffre dwellings at nigb^ and carry off the child sleeping by

its mother's side. By persistent trapping and shooting, its

numbers have now been considerably reduced, with the
result, however, of making it, like the hippopotamus of the

same regions, exceedingly wary, so that it is not readily

caught in any trap with which it has had an opportunity

of becoming acquainted. Like the northern species, the

Fio. 2.—Spotted Hyaena,

spotted hyaena has been tamed, and has occasionally

been trained to take the place of the dog. Its skin ex-

hibits a considerable variety of colour and marking, fuid

Schweinfurth found many skins in use among the Niara-

niams of Central Africa, in the form of aprons. The brown
hyama {Ili/cena rvfa) is also a native of South Africa.

Although hytenas are now confined to the warmer regions

of the Old World, their fossil remains show that they had a

much more northerly range during Tertiary times. Abund-
ant remains of a larger species than any now living have
been found in the caves of England, France, and Germany.
This species, known as the cave hya;na {Hyccna spclcea), is

supposed to have been most nearly allied to the .'ipotted

hyosna of South Africa, but does not appear to have

extended farther south than the middle of Europe.

Remains whicli have been doubtfully identified as belonging

to the striped species have also been found in the south

of France, and others in Sicily and Algeria, undoubtedly

belonging to the spotted form of South Africa, which must
thus have had a much more northerly extension in Tertiary

times. No remains of the hya;na are known to occur in

the New World,

HYDLA is the name ot several cities in Sicily. A
Sicilian goddess was named Ilybln.-a (Pans. v. 23. 6) ; henca

doubtless the name was so common. The Ilybla of which

we hear most was founded by the Megarians, about the

year 726 b.c, and is probably the same as Megara Hybtea,

For some time it was a flourishing city ; a century after ils

foundation it founded in its turn the colony of Selinu-s.

But about the year 481 B.C. it was completely destroyed by

Gelon, tyrant of Syracuse. The 'mass of the inhabitant,"

were sold as slaves ; the richer were transported to Syra-

cuse and there admitted as citizens. Among these was
Epicharmus of Cos, who had been brought up in Megara.

During the Athenian expedition to Sicil)-, Lamachus urged

that they should occupy the deserted site. It must there-

fore have had a fine harbour, whence we may consider that

it probably lay beside the modern city of Agosta. A small

settlement seems afterwards to have grown up on the site.

An older city called Hybla, belonging to the native Sicnli,

lay not far 'off on the southern slope of Mount Etna, near

the river Symwthus. It is mentioned in the history of the

Second Punic War ; and in the time of Cicero (Ffr?-., iiL 43)

it was a flourishing place. It is exceedingly difficult to
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separata the hiitory of these two cities ; anj no doubt tbe

ancient writers themselves often do not clearly distinguish

lietween them. The Hyblaean honey, which was produced

on the hills beside them, is often celebrated by the Latin

poets. There was a third city of the same name on the

road from Syracuse to Agrigentum.

HYBRIDISM. The Latin word hybrida, or hihrlda,

a hybrid or mongrel, is commonly derived from the

Greek il/Spw, an insult or outrage, with special reference

to lust ; hence an outrage on nature, a mongrel
As a general rule animals or plants belonging to distinct

species are not able, when crossed with each other, to pro-

duce offspring. There are, however, innumerable excep-

tions to this rule ; and hybridism is the word- employed

to denote these exceptions. It is an abstract term which

signifies the more or less fertile crossing of distinct species.

In scientific usage, the term "hybrid" is exclusively

reserved to denote the result of a fertile cross between

two distinct species, while the term " mongrel " is the one

•which is as exclusively reserved to denote the result of a

•fertile cross between two varieties of the same species.

Until recently the interest attaching to hybridism was

almost entirely of a practical nature, and arose from the

fact, which is of considerable importance in horticulture,

that hybrids are often found to present characters somewhat
different from those of either parent species. But of late

years the subject has acquired a high degree of scientific

interest in relation to the theory of descent. On this

account it has been so carefully and thoroughly treated by

Mr Darwin that a brief exposition of its main facts and
principles must necessarily be little more-than acondensation

of his already closely packed material.

Looking first to the general facts and principles of

hybridism, apart from their bearing upon tbe theory of

descent, the following may be regarded as the most im-

portant :

—

\. The laws governing the pnidnction of hybrids are

identical, or nearly identical, in the animal and vegetable

kingdom,'

2. The sterility which so guneiully attends the crossing

of two specific forms is to be distinguished as of two kinds,

which, although often confounded by naturalists, are in

reality quite distinct. For the sterility may obtain between

the two parent species when first crossed, or it may first

assert itself in their hybrid progeny. In the latter case

the hybrids, although possibly produced without any
appearance of infertility on the part of their parent species,

nevertheless prove more or less infertile among themselves,

and also with members of either parent species.

3. The degree of both kinds of infertility varies in the

case of diS'erent species, and in that of their hybrid

progeny, from absolute sterility up to complete fertility.

Thu.s, to take the case of plants, "when pollen from a

plant of one family is placed on the stigma of a plant of a

distinct family, it exerts no more influence than so much
inorganic dust. From this absolute zero of fertility, the

pollen of different species, api)liedto the stigma of some
ont, species of the same genus, yields a perfect gradation

ill the number of seeds produced, up to nearly complete,

or even quite complete, fertility; so, In hybrids themselves,

there are some which never have jirodurnd, and probalily

never would produce, even with the pollen of the pure

parents, a single fertile seed ; but in some of these cases a
first trace of fertility may bo detected, by the pollen of

one of the pure parent species causing the flower of tlie

hybrid to wither earlier than it otherwise would have
done ; and the early withering of the flower is well known
to be a sign of incipient foitilizaliun. Frimi this extreme

dcgreeof sterility we have self- fertilized hybrids priiducing iv

greater and creator number of .seeds up to porfoct feitility."

4. Although there is, as a rule, a certain parallelisi:',

there is no fixed relation between the degree of stciiiu'.

manifested by the parent species when cros.sod ana tLiii

which is 'manifested by their hybrid progeny. There are

many cases in which two pure species can be crossed with

unusual facility, while the resulting hybrids are remark-

ably sterile; and, contrariwise, there are species which
can only be crossed with extreme difficulty, though the

hybrids, when produced, are very fertile. Even within

the limits of the same genus, these two ojiposite cases may
occur.

5. When two species are reciprocally crossea, i.e., male
A with female B, and male B with female A, the degree

of sterility often differs greatly in the two cases. The
sterility of the resulting hybrids may differ likewise.

6. The degree of sterility of hrst crosses and of hybrids

runs, to a certain extent, parallel with the systematic

affinity of the forms which are united. " For species

belonging to distinct genera can rarely, and those belong-

ing to distinct families can never, be crossed. The
parallelism, however, is far from complete ; for a multitude

of closely allied species will not unite, or unite with

extreme difficulty, whilst other species, widely different

from each other, can be crossed with perfect facility. Nor
does the difficulty depend on ordinary constitutional differ-

ences ; for annual and perennial plants, deciduous and
evergreen trees, plants flowering at different seasons, in-

habiting different stations, and naturally living under the

most opposite climates, can often be crossed with ease.

The difficulty or facility apparently depends exclusively on

the se.xual constitution of the species which are crossed,

or on their sexual elective affinity."

Such being the principal facts of hybridism, we may
next con.sider the relation which they bear to the theory of

descent. It is obvious that the most important point of

contact between the former and the latter consists in this

—that, although hybridism is occasionally possible as an

exception to the general infertility of species inter se, it is

only, as it were, a partial exception ; for, even when pro-

duced, the hybrid progeny almost invariably manifest some
greater or less degree of sterility, and this not only when
crossed among themselves, but even when crossed with

either of their parent species. The main facts of hybridism

thus at first sight seem to support the time-honoured

doctrine that there are placed between all species the barriers

of mutual sterility, for the purpose of preventing any
admixture of specific qualities by heredity, and so for the

purpose of maintaining the immutability of specific types.

And the apparent support w-hich this doctrine thus receives

from the main facts of hybridism is still further strengthened

when these facts are contrasted withthose which are supplied

by the breeding of our domestic " varieties." For, in the

latter case, and as an almost invariable rule, neither the

organisms wlicn crossed nor their resulting progeny show

any indications of sterility, although the two parent

varieties may differ from one another even more widely

than do many natural species which are wholly. infertiUi

when crossed. This very general distinction between

natural species and domestic varieties has appeared to many
competent persons in the present generation so profound

and significant that they deem it to bo in itself sufficient

to discredit, if not to negative, the whole theorv of the

transmutation of species.

Now, when this distinction is thus posited as an objection

to tlio thcoiy of descent, we must first of all rcniembcr that

this theory does not require the po-ssibilily of the com-

mingling of specific types ; it requires, indeed, that specific

types should not be iiiiimitably fixed, but it does not require

that tho causes of tlicir mutation should depend upon their

mutual crossinj. The whole difficulty, therefore, whieii
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•tlie .tlieory of descent Las here to meet is to explain why

it is that natural species are fenced about, as it were, with

the mysterious barriers of sterility, while no such seeming

care appears to have been taken in the case of our domestic

breeds—even though in the latter case artificial selection

ty the breeders may have produced more visible difference

between the two parent races .than that which natural

selection is supposed to have produced between two natural

species.

In answer to this difficulty, the most important con-

sideration to begin with is one that is very generally lost

sight of. The consideration is that mutual sterility between

-organic forms has been constituted by naturalists the chief

•criterion of specific distinction, and therefore it is merely to

argue in a circle to maintain that specific distinction is

of some transcendental nature because it is so invariably

associated with this mutual sterility. If it were not for

the fact of their mutual sterility, this and that species would

probably not have been classified as such; and therefore

it is now scarcely to be considered a matter of any great

significance that all species present more or less of the

peculiarity in virtue of which they are recognized as species.

Or, otherwise stated, on the supposition that species have

had a derivative origin, whenever the modification of a

specific type has proceeded sufficiently far to induce sterility

with allied types, the modified type is, for this reason,

classified as a distinct species ; otherwise, upon the sup-

position, the species could scarcely have become separated

out as a distinct type. The argument which points to such

sterility as evidence agamst this supposition is, therefore,

80 far inconclusive.
...

The case, however, ought not in fairness to be stated

quite eo strongly as this; for mutual sterility, afthoiigh

the chief, is not the only criterion of specific distinction.

In formmg their classifications, naturalists endeavour as

much as possible to have regard to organisms in the totality

of their structures and functions. It may therefore still be

maintained that, although the above consideration a.s to

mutual sterility being selected as the chief criterion of

speiafic distinction greatlymitigatesthe force of the argument

that natural species differ from artificial breeds in being

more or less sterile with one another, still this consideration

does not altogether destroy that argument. For, on the one

hand, it is not mutual sterility alone which is taken as a

test of specific distinction ; and, on the other hand, it

generally so happens that the other qualities distinctive of

any given species do not differ more widely from those

which are distinctive of allied species than is the case with

many of our domestic breeds. It therefore still remains a

significant circumstance that, alonff with the differences

distinctive of natural species, there almost invariably goes

the protective attribute of mutual sterility; while the

possibly greater differences distinctive of our domestic

breeds are unaccompanied by any such protective attribute.

But, again, this more refined objection can bo met and

satisfactorily excluded by the general consideration that " as

species rarely or never become modified in one character,

without being at the same time modified in many, and as

systematic affinity includes all visible resemblances and
dissimilarities, any difference in sexual constitution between
two species would naturally stand in more or less close

relation with their systematic position."

• But we are not confined to this general consideration

alone. There are several other general considerations

which tend still further to mitigate the difficult.V, and there

%re several particular facts wliich together prove that the

alleged distinction between natural species and domestic

varieties is one, not of kind, but of degree. We shall,

therefore, next proceed to ctate these general considerations

*_ 1 Darticular facts.

Upon the theory of descent, mutual sterility between
specific types is nothing more than the expression of some
certain amount of modification having taken place in the

reproductive system of a changing form, which up to that

time, and but for the fact of this modification, would have
been classified by naturalists as a mere variety. Nov the

causes which act upon the reproductive system, both of

animals and plants, and whether in the direction of sterOity

or prolificness, are at present hopelessly obscure. A^a
cannot, therefore, expect to distinguish the causes which in

the case of any given species have determined sterility.

Nor is it necessary, for the meeting of the present difficulty,

that this should be done ; it is enough for this purpose to

show that the causes which thus act upon the reproductive

system are much too indistinct to admit of any argument
being raised upon them. And this it is most easy to show;

for it is not too much to say that the reproductive sjstem

is, generally speaking, of all parts of an organism the most
delicately susceptible to slight changes in the conditions

of life. Mr Darwin has adduced a vast array of facts on

this head in his Variation of Anivials and Plants itnder

Domestication. 'As a result of this delicacy, there arises an

apparent capriciousness in the ways and degrees in which the

reproductive system is affected by slight changes in the con-

ditions of life, by too close interbreeding, by grafting, and
by many other causes Thus, for example, the influences of

domestication produce more or less sterility in numberless

species of wild animals and plants, while in other species

—

and this, as we shall presently see, is a matter of great im-

portance in the present connexion—such influences are

favourable to fertility. Now if we suppose, as in consistency

we must suppose, that throughout the course of evolution

the reproductive system has always been characterized by
a sensitiveness to slight changes similar to that which we
now observe, and if we remember that, in any case where

these slight changes were sufficient to cause mutual .sterility

between the modified descendants of a common progenitor,

a distinction of species must necessarily have arisen,—we
shall cease to regard the present sterility of species inter se

as anything more than what might be expected a priori,

supposing the theory of descent with gradual modification

to be true.

As evidence of the apparent capriciousness with which
sterility may be manifested, owing to the slight and
imperceptible causes on which it depends, special allusion

must here be made to a highly remarkable and significant

fact that has been brought to light by the direct experiments

of Mr Darwin. Tho following is his account of these

experiments:

—

" Several plants belonging to distinct orders present two forms,

which exist in about equal numbers, and which ililfer in no respect

except in their reproductive organs,—one form having a long pistil

with short stamens, the other a short pistil with long stamens;

both with difl'ercntly-sizeJ pollen grains. 'With trimorpbic plants

there arc three forms likewise difTei ing in the length of their pistils

and stamens, in the size and colour of the pollen grains, and in soma
othi'r respects; and, as in each of the three forms there are two sets

of stamens, there are altogether six sets of stamens and three kinds

of pistils. These organs are so proportioned in length to each other

that, io any two of the forms, half the stamens in each stand on a

level with the stigma of the third foim. Now I have si own, and
the result has been confirmed by other observers, that in order to

obtain full fertility with other plants, it is necessary that tho

stigmaof the one form should be 'ertilizcd by pollen taken from tho

stamens of corresponding height in the other form. So tliat with

dimorphic species two unions, which may be called legitimate, are

fully fertile, and two which may be called illegitimate arc more or

less infertile. With trimorjiliic opccics si.'c unions are legitimate ot

fully fertile, and twelve are illegitimate or more or less infertile.

The infertility which may be obsen-ed in various dimorphic and
Irimorphic plants when they aro illegitimately fertilized, that is,

by pollen taken from stamens not corresponding in height witfi ths

pistil, differs nmch in degree up to absolute and utter sterility,—

just in the same manner as occurs in crossing distinct siwcies,"
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In this case we appear to have actual evidence of

different stages of increasing sterility in transitu, and this

even within the limits of the same natural species. And
if even such evidence as this can be resisted, there still

remains one very important fact, which directly affects the

whole alleged distinction between the sterility of natural

Bpecies and the fertility of domestic breeds. This fact is

that plants belonging to several species of the genus Passi-

flora have bson amply proved, not only to be completely

fertile with plants belonging to other species, but even to

be as completely infertile with plants belonging to their own.

Thus fruit could not be obtained from P. alata and P.

racemosa except by reciprocally fertilizing them with each

other's pollen ; and similar facts have been observed by

several experimentalists with regard to four or five other

species of this genus. The fullest details on the subject

are those given by Mr Scott in the Journal of the Limiean

Society, vol. viii. p. 168. Plants belonging to three species

of the genus, viz., P racemosa, coerulea, s,n6.alata, flowered

for many years in Edinburgh, but, though repeatedly

fertilized by Mr Scott and others with their own pollen,

never produced seed. But when mutually crossed in

various way^ they all produced seed. After quoting this

case Mr Darwin adds ;

—

" R3t\iraiiii! to P. alata, I have received (1866) some interesting

details from Mr Robinson Munro. Three plants, including one in

England, have already been mentioned which were inveterately

self-3t«ri!e, and Mr Munro informs me of several others which, after

repeated trials during many years, have been found in the same
predicament. At some other places, however, this species fruits

readily when fertilized with its own pollen. At Taymouth Castle

there is a plant which was formerly grafted by Mr Donaldson on a
distinct species, name unknown, and ever since the operation it has
produced fruit in abundance by its own pollen, so that this small

and unnatural change in the state of this plant has restored its self-

fertility. Some of the seedlings from the Taymouth Castle plant
wpre found to be not only sterile with their own pollen, but with
each other's pollen and with the pollen of distinct species. Pollen
from the Taymouth plant failed to fertilize certain plants of the
aame species, but was successful on one* plant in the Edinburgh
Botanic Gardens. Seedlings were raised from this latter union,

and some of their flowers were fertilized by Mr Munro with their

own pollen ; hut they were found to be as self-impotent as the
mother plant had always proved, except when fertilized by the

f

[rafted Taymouth plant, and except, as we shall see, when ferti-

ized by her owu seedlings. Yet Mr Munro fertilized eighteen
flowers on the self-impotent mother plant with pollen from these

her own self-impotent seedlings, and obtained, remarkable as the
fact is, eighteen fine capsules fiill of excellent seed. 1 have met
with no case in regard to plants which shows so well as this of P.

alata on what small and mysterious causes complete fertility or

complete sterility deiends."

These cases in theTgenus Pasiiflora, although so highly

remarkable, are not wholly unique. There is not, indeed,

any other case of a natural species, the members of which
are only fertile with members of another species ; but
there are several cases of natural species, the ihcrabors of

which are self-impotent, though freely fertile either with

other plants of the same species, or with plants of diCTerent

though allied species. This may perhaps be regarded as a
transitional stage between the ordinary condition of plants

and the extraordinary condition that obtains among spec'es

of the genus Passiflora. It occurs in individual plants of

certain species of Lobelia and Vei bascum, and among several

genera of orchids. Tho cases of the latter are particularly

remarkable, inasmuch as Fritz Miiller found from numerous
experiments, not only that individual plants belonging to

the several species were not fertilized by their own pollen,

while freely so by pollen taken from distinct species, and
even from distinct genera, but that tho plant's own pollen

was positively deleterious to its stigma, and acted as a
poison to tho destruction of the flower.

So much, then, for tlio facts winch go to prove on what
slight constitutional dilfurences sterility may depend, and
the consequent probability there is that it should generally

be found to accompany a change of organization- which is

sufficiently great to be regarded by naturalists as a specilic

distinction. But the pleading must not end here. For
there still remains to be adduced the fact, already mentioned
as one of the general facts of hybridism, that " the degree
of both kinds of fertility varies in the case of difi'erent

species, and in that of their hybrid progeny, from absolute

sterility up to complete fertility." As a matter of fact, the

distinction between natural species and domestic varieties,

upon which the whole discussion has hitherto proceeded, is

in itself untenable ; the infertility of natural species when
crossed, although without question the general rule, is

nevertheless not the invariable rule. We need not point to

the highly anomalous case of Passiflora recently mentioned
in another connexion, and probably to be explained as

the result of cultivation ; for we appear to have sufficient

evidence without it. It is true that a great deal of negative

evidence has been published upon this point by very

competent experimentalists ; but it seems impossible to

resist the positive evidence of the Hon. and Rev. W.
Herbert, whose distinguished success in hybridizing Mr
Darwin attributes to "great horticultural skill, and to his

having hot-houses at his command." Of his many results,

which from being of a positive kind can scarcely be

suspected of inaccuiacy, it will be enough to quote the

following:—"Every ovule in a pod of Crinuni capense

fertilized by C. revolutiivt produced a plant, which I never

saw to occur in a case of its natural fecundation." Thus,

as Mr Darwin in alluding to this case remarks, " we have
perfect, or even more than commonly perfect, fertility in a

first cross between two distinct species."

So far, then, as one side of the question before us is

concerned, or that relating to the mutual infertility of

natural •species, enough has been said to show that it

presents no real difficulty to the theory of descent. Indeed,

in view of all that has now been said, the difficulty, as Mr
Darwin has observed, is not so much "to account for the

sterility of natural species, as it is to account for the con-

tinued, or even increased, fertility of our domestic varieties.

Turning, therefore, to this other side of the question, we
have to remember that the very same sensitiveness of the

reproductive system, which in .some cases leads to infertility

under a change in the conditions of life, in other cases leads

to increased fertility under an apparently similar change

in the conditions of life. Thus it is Ihat domestication

produces such apjiarently capricious results with regard to

fertility—inducing all degrees of infertUity in some wild

species, while not at all impairing, or even increasing,

fertility in others. Conse(iuently, when the question is as

to why our domestic varietieado not become sterile inter se

when so many natural species have become so, the answer

is that the mere fact of their domestication proves that

their wild or parent stocks must have been some of those

species whose reproductive systems were not highly sensitive

to changes in their condition of life, and therefore species

which " mig'-t be expected to produce varieties little liable

to have their reproductive systems injuriously aU'ectcd by

tho act of crossing with other varieties which had originated

in a like manner." Thus, on the inherently necessary view

that our domestic varieties have all proceeded from species

which were not easily afl'ectcd in the direction of sterility,

wo are not surprised that under variation their reproductive

systems should continue to manifest a high degree of

tolerance. ' To this must be added that domestication, if it

docs not produce sterility, seems well calculated to increase

fertility. For if tho causes inducing sterility (whatever

they may be) are absent, ample and regular nutrition,

combined with innumerable Ics.ser benefits attending

domestication, may well bo supposed to favour fertility.

And, as a matter of fact, accoriding to Pallas, there is a.
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great deal of evidence to indicate that prolonged domesti-

cation has a tendency to eliminate sterility ; so that wild

species which when tirst domesticated intercross with

difficulty, become in time able to intercross with facility.

Such, for instance, appears to have been the case with the

dog , for on the one hand all the domestic varieties of this

animal are now freely fertile among themselves, and, on

the other hand, there is independent evidence that these

varieties have sprung from more than one natural species.

Again, mention must not be omitted of the important fact

that, although in the case of none of our varieties of

•domesticated animals is there any evidence of mutual

sterility, yet among our varieties of domesticated plants a

few cases have been observed of complete mutual sterility,

which is in every way analogous to that which occurs

between natural species. Thus, Gartner observed this to

be the case with certain varieties of maize and Verbasctnn,

Kolreuter with one kind of tobacco, an<> other experiment-

alists with sundry varieties of gourd and melon. And here,

let it be observed, we have the exact counterpart that

evolutionists would desire to the experiments of Herbert

above mentioned ; for while he was able to break down
the general distinction between natural species and domestic

varieties on the side of proving perfect fertility between
certain natural species, these experimentalists have broken
down the distinction on the side of proving perfect sterility

between certain of our domestic varieties. Therefore, we
may conclude that this side of the question, or that as to

the fertility of our domestic varieties, presents as harmless
an aspect towards the theory of descent as we have already

seen to be presented by the other side of the question, or

that as to the sterility of natural species.

Finally, there are two complementary considerations to

be adduced, which may now be stated together. One is

that the general principles of hybridism, as briefly stated at

the beginning of this article, are really far fro.-n indicative

of having been instit«ted with any design of simply prevent-

ing species from intercrossi.ig. For. upon the view that

thoy were so instituted, scarcely any one of them admits of

a rational explanation. Thus, upon this view, no reason
can be assigned why the degree of sterility should be so
extremely variable in different species, when it must be
supposed equally important that all species should be kept
distinct ; nor can it be said why the degree of sterility

should vary even among individuals of the same species.

Neither can it be said why some species should cross with
facility, and yet produce sterile hybrid.?, while other species
cross with difficulty, and yet produce fertile hybrids. Why
should species living in countries remote from one another,
and therefore not able in a state of nature to come together,
nevertheless prove as sterile inter $e as species inhabiting
the same country ? Why, again, should there often be so
great a diflferenco in the result of a reciprocal cross between
two species ? Or why, indeed, should the production of
hybrids have been permitted at all t As Jlr Darwin ob-
serves, "to grant to species the special power of producing
hybrids, and then to stop their' further propagation by
dilfercnt degrees of sterility, not strictly related to the
facility of the first union between their parents, seems a
strange arrangement."

The other and complementary consideration which has
to be mentioned is that, on the counter supposition of all

these general principles of hybridism being "simply inci-

dental," or dependent on unknown differences in the repro-
ductive systems of species,—on this supposition we meet
with sundry ditlerences between wild species and domestic
varieties which are fully analogous to their difference of
fertility, and which yet cannot reasonably be supposed to
.serve any transcendental purpose. Thus, again to quote
ilr Darwin :

—

" Some allied species of Ireea cinuot be grafted ou cacli other

—

all varieties can be so grafted. Some allied animals are affected iu

a very different manner by the same poison, but with varieties no
such case until recently was known, but now it has been proved
that immunity from certain poisons stands in some cases iii correla-

tion with the colour of the hair. The peiiod of gestation generally
dilfer^ much with distinct species, but with varieties until lately no
such difference had been observed. The time ree^uiied for the ger-

mination of seeds differs in an analogous manner, and I am not
aware that any difference in this respect has as yet been detected
with varieties. Here >ve have various physiological differences, and
no doubt others could be added, between one species and another of

the .same genus, which do not occur, or occur with extreme rarity,

in the case of varieties ; and these differences arc apparently wholly
or in chief part incidental on other constitutional diUcrences, just
in the same manner as the sterility of crossed species is incidental
on differences confined to the se.\ual system. Why, then, should
these latter differences, however serviceable they may indirectly be
in keeping the inhaUtants of the same country distinct, be thought
of such paramount importance in comparison with other incidental

and functional differences ? No sutKcien* answer to this question
can be given."

Upon the whole, therefore, it may be concluded that the

difficulty which the facts of hybridism seem at first sight

to raise against the theory of descent may be explained

ill harmony with the main requirements of that theory.

Animal Hybrids.—A few words may here be added
with special reference to animal hybrids. As a general

statement it may be said that hybrids, not only between
specific but generic forms, are more easily produced in the

case of animals than in that of plants. The hybrids, how-
ever, when produced are, as a general rule, jnore sterile.

Indeed, it is doubtful whether there is any single instance

of a perfectly fertile hybrid having emanated from a cross

between two animal species. Mr Darwin, however, says

—

" I have reason to believe that the hybrids from Cervuiua

vaginalis and Reevesii, and from Phasianus colchicus with

P. torqttahis, are perfectly fertile." Also M. Quatrefages

states that the hybrid progeny of two moths (Bombyx
c>/nthia and B. arriiidia) showed themselves to be fertile

irifer se for eight generations. The hare and rabbit are

said occasionally to breed together, and their offspring to

be highly fertile when crossed with either parent species.

Lastly, Mr Darwin observes :

—

'

' The hybrids from the common and Chinese geese {A. ajgnoiics),

sjwcies v/hich are so different that they have sometimes been ranked
in distinct genera, have often bred in this country with either pure
parent, and iu several instances inter se. This was elfected by Jlr

Ey ton, who raised two hybrids from the same parents, but from differ-

ent hatches ; and from these two birds he rai'ied no less than eiglit

hybridj (grandchildren of the pure geese) from one nest. In India,

however, these cross-bred geese must bo far more fertile ; for I am
assured by two eminently capalde judges, namely, Mr Blyth and
Captain Hutton, that wliole flocks of these crossed goose are kept ia

various parts of tlie country ; and, as they are kept for profit where
neither pure parent-species exists, they must certainly be highly or

perfectly fertile."'

It is somewhat remarkable that hitherto direct experi-

ments on the hybridization of animals have been so few in

number as compared with those on the hybridization of

plants. This is the more to be regretted, because, as

already observed, animals appear to display a somewhat

greater aptitude, for hybridizing than plants, and conse-

quently furnish better material for ascertaining the furthest

limits of systematic affinity within which a cross may prove

fertile. But here direct experiments are wanting, and all

we can say with certainty is that in animals, as in plants,

no authentic instance is on record of progeny resulting from

a union of two individuals separated from one another by

more than a generic distinction.

' Since tlie above was publisl:cd, Mr Dar^vin has himself procured

two of these hybrid geese, and from tliem (brother aud sister) raised

five "extremely fine birds from two hatches." These five hybrids" re-

sembled in every detail their liybrij parents" (see jViKari, Jan. i,

I860).
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On^Byiridism.—The only other subject cf importance that

falls under thepresentheaaiag,' is thatwhich has been appropnati-ly

called •' graft-hybriilism." It is well known that, when two

varieties or allied species are grafted togetlier. each retains its dis-

tinctire characters. Bat to this general, if not universal, rule there

are on record several alleged exceptions, in which either the scion

ii said to have partaken of the qualities of the stock, the stock of

the scion, or each to have affected the other. Supposing any of

these influences to have been exerted, the resulting product would

deserve to be called a graft-hybrid. It is clearly a matter of great

interest to ascertain whether such formation of hybrids by grafting

is really possible ; for, if even one instance of such formation could

te nneq^uivocally proved, it would show that sexual and asexual

reproduction are essentially identical.

The cases of alleged graft-hybridism are exceedingly few, con-

sidering the enormous number of grafts that are made every year

by horticulturists, and have been so made for centuries. Of these

cases the most celebrated are those of Adam's laburnum {Cytisiu

Adami) and the bizzarria orange. Adam's laburnum is now flour-

ishing in numerous places throughout Europe, all the treea having

been raised as cuttings from the original graft, which was made by

inserting a bud of the purple laburnum into a stock of the yellow.

M. Adam, who made the graft, has left on record that from it there

sprang t^t existing hybrid. There can be no question as to the

truly hybrid character of the latter—all the peculiarities of both

parent species being often blended in the same raceme, flower, or

even petal ; bat until the experiment shall have been successfully

repeated, there must always remain a strong suspicion that, not-

withstanding the assertion and doubtless the belief of M. Adam,

the hybrid arose as a cross in the ordinary wav-of seminal repro-

duction. Similarly, the bizza.Tia orange, which is unciuestionably

a hybrid between the bitter orange and the citron, —since it presents

the remarkable spectacle of these two different fruits blended' into

one,—is stated by the pardoner who 6rst succeeded in producing it

to have arisen as a graft-hybrid; but here again a similar doubt,

similarly due to the need of corroboration, attaches to the statement.

And the same remark applies to the still more wonderful case

of the so-called trifacial orange, which blends three distinct kinds

of fruit in one, and which is said to have been produced by artifi-

cially splitting and uniting the seeds taken from the three distinct

species, the fruits of which now occur blended in the tnple hybrid.

The other instances of alleged graft-hybridism^ are too numerous

to be here noticed in detail ; they refer to jessamine, ash, hazel,

vine, hyacinth, potato, beet, and rose. Of these the cases of the

vine,' beet, and rose are the strongest a3 evidence of graft-hybrid-

ization, from the fact that some of them were produced as the result

of careful experiments made by very competent experimentalista

On the whole, the results of some of these experiments, although so

few in number, must be regarded as making out a strong case in

favour of the possibility of graft-hybridism. For it must always be

remembered that in experiments of this kind, negative evidence,

however gr«at in amount, may be logically dissipated by a single

positive result.
. , , , ,.

Biliary and Littrature.— From time immemorial the leading

facts of hybridism have been known in the case of the horse and •

the ass. The knowledge of corrcs(>onding facts as occurring in the

yegotable kingdom necessarily dates from a time subsequent to

that at which the sexual functions of plants became known, i.e.,

towards the end of the 17th century. The earliest recorded obser-

vation of a hybrid plant is one by Gmelin ; the next is that of

Thomas Fairchild, who in the second decade of the 18th century

produced the cross which is still grown in gardens under the tiiime

of " Fairchild's Sweet William." Later on in that century Linna;u9

made a number of experiments on the cross fertilization of jjlants,

end produced various hybrids , but it was reserved for the labori-

ous investigations of K6lreut«r, towards the end of that century

(1751-1799), to found and largely to build the existing structure

of aur scientific knowledge upon this subject. To him also belongs

the credit of first discovering the part played by insects in the fer-

tilization of flowers. He published most of his results at the St

Petersburg Academy of Sciences. Next m order of time deserve

mention the works of Oraf Uvola (Discono dr.ila Imtalnhta dal-

cujii Fiori nuommenle sciptrla, 1764), and of Conrad Sprengcl (IJM

tntdtckUOehmmniss der Nalur im Bau und in der Brfruchtungder

Blumm 1793). The latter work is full of interesting observations

on the connexion between the structure of flowcr.s and the visita-

tion of insects. Next wo come to the celebrated horticulturist,

Thora.-i8 Andrew Knight, who from 1787 for a number of years de-

voted an inunonse amount of labour, with a large measure of results,

to the improvement of fruit trees and vegetables by crossing. He

pubrrshed''in thr/'Aito.TO/-^iOT7 VmTiOTcd'uMBiid in the Trans, llmt.

K. », . ., i--'- '-" "^ *^" nrouiint. cpntlirv tn(

names that in the p

&oc7""Daring the first 'quarter of the present century the only

names that in the presen't connexion calf ro^^n-ention ar,. those of

J. E. Bmith (Kc-m BrUannvra, 1800), Villars {Ro. '^'' '
f

"'•;

1809), Hoppe {iV««« m. Tn.'^h-.nb.. 1810), Gu.l eniin "'•'l Dumas

("Obs. «ur rilybriditod. I'lant," in M^y. />«"•. ^or ",.LM.

1833), Henschel, and Oodron. During, this poiiod, besides knigl.t.

already mentioned, there were two other English experimental.sf»
at work, whose names deserve to be placed in the first rank among
those which are associated with this subject These are Sweet, who
published an important work on Geraniaceue, and Herbert^ whose
work on AinaryUidecs, together with sundry publications in the
Journal of thi Horticiiliural Society, very materially advanced both
the facts and the theory of hybridism. We say ** theory," because
it was in these publications that Herbert carried on his celebrated
controversy with Knight regarding the alleged sterility of hybiids.

In 1S2S there was published a prize essay by Wiegmann on a thesiB

which was set several years before by the Berlin Academy of

Sciences, and which embodied the question whether hybrid plants

are necessarily sterile. We next come, in the second quarter of

the present century, to the laborious researches of Giiitner, the
number of whose experiments in hybridizing has certainly not been
surpassed, and probably has not been equalled, by that of any other

experimentalist. His principal work is Versuche und Beobachtun^en
iiber die Bastardirzeugung ivi P/lanzenreiche. In connexion with

this period we may also mention the names of Braun, Waliroth,

Zuccarini, Meyer, Ziz, Koch, Schiede, Lasch, Reichenbach, A. P. de

Candolle, Winimer, Hornschuh, and Nageli. In 1854 a research

of value was published by Klotzsch { Verhandl. Kgl. Freuss. Akad.
Berlin), and others later by Kegel, Godron, and Jordon. In I860

a prize was offered by the French Academy of Sciences for the best

essay on hybridism, with special reference to three points,—the

fertility or sterility of hybrids, the cause of their sterility, and

the constancy of type manifested by fertile hybrids. In 1865

this prize was awarded jointly to Naudiu and Godron, the

latter name being identified with researches upon the charaiter

of hybrids which deserve to be considered among the most im-

portant of the present century. The next work of note appeared

in 1865, by Max Wichura, on Vie Bastardbe/ruchtimg in P/lan-

zmreich, kc. He combined, in one complex hybrid, six different,

species of Salix ; confirmed, in opposition to Godron, the doctrine

of Kolreuter, Herbert, Gartner, and Naudin, that a hybrid is best

fertilized by its own pollen ; and found, in opposition to Naudin,

that the progeny of hybrid willows retains its hybrid character.

In 1865-6 Nageli published his important observations on naturally

produced hybrids {Sdzungsber. Akad. Mimchen, Math. Phys.). The
highly important experiments of Darwin on dimorphic and trimor-

phic plants have been already alluded to. Those who within still

more recent years have contributed to the literature of hybridism

are Caspary, Mendel, Seden, Dominy, Kellermann, Fr. Schultz,

Timbal-Lagrave, Grenier, A. Kemer, Wirtgen, Michalet, Ritschl,

Beckhaus/P. Ascherson, R. von Uechtritz, J. Schmalhausen, C.

Haussknecht, V. vOn Borbas, Kuntze, Henniger, and W. 0. Focke.

The last-named author has just published an elaborate and valuable

work on hybridism in plants (/^tc/yVun^n-J/wcA/mje, Berlin, 1881),

giving a tabular series of all the known vegetable hybrids, and

treating the entire subject in a very comprehensive manner.

On the subject of animal hybrids there is vu-tually no literature,

save scattered records of fertile crosses among sundry species con-

fined in various menageries ; and these are without interest as

bearing on any of the principles of hybridism. (G. J. R)

HYDE, a township of England in the parish of Steele-

port, Cheshire, i8 situated near the river Tamo and the

Peak Forest canal, and on the Midland, and the Manchester,

Sheffield, and Lincolnshire llailways, 7i miles east from

Manchester and 6 north-east from Stockport. It is under

the govei-nment of a local board, and a county court is held

there every Wednesday. St George's church, in the Perpen-

dicular style, was erected in 183-2, and St Thomas, in the

Early English, was erected in 1868. The ])rincipal other

pul>lic Imildinps are the mechanics' institute, the temperance

hall, UBd the coiirt-houae The town owes its importance

to the cotton manufacture, ond possoeses weaving factories,

spinning-mills, print-works, iron-foundries, and machine-

works There arc extensive coal-mines in the vicinity.

The old family of Hydo, to which the line of carls of

Clarendon belouf^ .d, held possession of the township as

early as tho reign of John, but it was a mere village until

the establishment of the cotton manufacture at the bpgin-

ring of the present century. Tho population of the town

ship in 1861 was 13,7-22, and in 1871 it was 14,223.

UYDE, EDWAun, Earl of Clarendon. See Clarknbon

HYDE TnoMAs(163G-1703),adistinguished Orient^ist,

was bore 'at Billiiigsloy, near Bridgnorth, in Sliropshiris

,)une 29, 1636. Ho inherited his taste for bnguistio

studies, and received his first lessons in some of the Eastern

tongues, from his father, who was rector of th^ c^nsb
,

In
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his aixteenth year Hyde entered King's College, Cambridge,
where, under Wheelock, professor of Arabic, he made such

rapid progress in the Oriental languages that, after only

one year of residence, he was invited to London to assist

Brian Walton in his edition of the Polyglot Bible. Besides

correcting the Arabic, Persic, and Syriac texts for that

work, Hyde transcribed into Persic characters the Persian

translation of the Pentateuch, wliich had been printed in

Hebrew letters at Constantinople in 1546. To this work,

which Archbishop Ussher had thought well-nigh impossible

even for a native of Persia, Hyde appended the Latin

version which accompanies it in the Polyglot. Having
successfully accomplished these difficult tasks amidst the

flattering acknowledgments of the most learned men of the

day, Hyde entered Queen's College, Oxford, in 1658, where
he was chosen Hebrew reader; and in 1659, in considera-

tion of ills singular erudition in Oriental tongues, he was
admitted to the degree of M.A. In the same year he was
appointed under-keeperof the Bodleian library, and in 1665
he became librarian-in-chief. Next year he was collated to

a prebend at Salisbury, and in 1673 to the archdeaconry of

Gloucester, receiving the degree of D.D. shortly afterwards.

In 1691 the death of Pocock opened up to Hyde the

Laudian professorship of Arabic; and in 1697, on the

deprivation of AJtham, he succeeded to the regius chair of

Hebrew and a canonry of Christ Church. Under Charles

II., James II., and William III., Hyde discharged the

duties of Eastern interpreter to the court. Worn out by
his unremitting labours, he resigned his librarianship in

1701, and died at Oxford, February 18, 1703. Hyde was
an excellent classical scholar, and there was hardly an
Eastern tongue accessible to foreigners with which his

wide erudition had not made him familiar. He had even

acquired Chinese, while his writings are the best testimony

to his mastery of Turkish, Arabic, Syriac, Persic, Hebrew,
and Malay. His books are still valuable ; and, although

later investigaticns and additional authorities have par-

tially superseded and corrected his conclusions, he still

deserves respect as one of the first scholars to direct atten-

tion to the vast treasures of Oriental antiquity.

In his chief work, Mistoria RelujUmis veUrum Persarum, 1700,
Hyde made the firat attempt to correct from Oriental sources the
errors of the Greek and Roman histnrians who had described the
religion of the ancient Persians, but through ignorance of the an-
cient language of Persia he has been often misled by Mahometan
anthorities. His Qther writings and translations comprise TainUce

Ixmgiludinum U LatUudinum SUliarum Jhxtrum ex obstrvaXimu
yri-ncipis Ulujjh Beighi, 1665, to which his notes have given ad-
ditional value

;
QiuUuor Eva-iigelia U Acta Aposichrum, lingua

Mataica, caTocteribus Eurojxns, 1677 ; Epislola de Mtnsuris il

Ponderibus Strum nvc Sinen^um^ 1688, appended to Bernard's De
ifensuris el Ponderibus anliquis ; Abraham Peritsol Itinera Mundt^
1691 ; and De Ludis Orientalibus Libri //.,1694. With the excep-
tion of the Hisiwia Rcligitmis^ which was republished by Hunt
and Costard in 1760, the writings of Hyde, including some unpub-
lished JISS. , were collected and printed by Dr Gregory Sharpe
in 1767 under the \\t\t Syntagma Dissa-tatimiuvi quaj o'tim . . .

Tlutmas Myd< acparatim edidit. There is a life of the author
prefixed. Hyde also published a catalogue of the Bodleian Library
ic 1674.

HYDER ALI, or Haidar 'Ali, (c. 1702-1782), the

Mahometan soldier-adventurer who, followed by his son
Tippoo, became 'the most formidablo Asiatic rival the

English have ever had in India, was the great grandson of

a fakir or wandering ascetic of Islam, who had found his

Wiy from the Punjab to Kulburga in the south, and the
second son of the .-Vrab wife of a naik or chief constable at

Budikote, near Colar, in Mysore, and was born about the
beginning of the 18th century. The elder brother wlio,

like himself, was early turned out into the world to seek
his own fortune, became a naik, and ultimately rose to com-
mand a brigade in the Mysore army, whilo Hyder, who
uever learned to read cm- write, passed the first fortys"-'n

years of Lis life aimlessly in sport and sensuality, sometimes,
however, acting as the agent of his brother, and meanwhile
acquiring a useful familiarity with the tactics of the French
when at the height of their reputation under Dupleix. He
is said to have induced his brother to employ a Parsee to

purchase artdlery and small arms from the Bombay Govern-
ment, and to enrol some thirty sailors of different European
nations as gunners, and is thus credited with having been
" the first Indian who formed a corps of sepoys armed with
firelocks and bayonets, and who had a train of artillery

served by Europeans." At the siege of Deonhully (1749)
Hyder's services attracted the attention of Nunjeraj, the

minister of the mabarajah of Mysore, and he at once re-

ceived an independent command ; within the next twelve

years his energy and ability had made him completely
master of minister and maharajah alike, and in everything

but in name he was ruler of the kingdom. In 1763 the

conquest of Canara gave him possession of the treasures of

Bednore, which he resolved to make the most splendid

capital in India, under his own name, thenceforth changed
from Hyder Naik into Hyder Ali Khan Bahadoor ; and in

1765 he retrieved previous defeat at the hands of the

Jlarhattas by the destruction of the Nairs or military caste

of the Malabar coast, and the conquest of Calicut. Hyder
Ali now began to occupy the serious attention of the

Madras Government, which in 1766 entered into an agree-

ment with the nizam io hold the district known as the

Northern Circars from him, and to furnish him with troops

to be used against the common foe. But hardly had this

alliance been formed when a new and secret arrangement
was come to between the two Indian powers, the result of

which was that Colonel Smith's small force was met with

a united army of 80,000 men and 100 guns. British dash
and sepoy fidelity, however, prevailed, first in the battle of

Changama (September 3, 1767), and again still more
remarkably in that of Trinomalee, which lasted two days ;

and the nizam's own capital of Hyderabad was threatened

by Colonel Peach's expedition sent from Bengal. On the

loss of his recently made fleet and forts on the western

coast, Hyder Ali now began to make overtures for peace ;

on the rejection of these, bringing all his resources and
strategy into play, he forced Colonel Smith to raise the

siege of Bangalore, and brought his army within five miles

of Madras. The result was the treaty of April 1769, provid-

ing for the mutual restitution . of all conquests, and for

mutual aid and alliance in defensive war ; it was followed

by a commercial treaty in 1770 with the authorities of

Bombay. Under these arrangements Hyder Ali, when
defeated by the Marhattas in 1772, claimed English assist-

ance, but in vain ; this breach of faith stung him to fury,

and thenceforward he and his son did not cease to thirst

for vengeance. His time came when in 1778 the English,

on the declaration of war, resolved to drive the French out

of India. The capture of Maho on the coast of Malabar in

1779, followed by the annexation of lands belonging to a

dependant of his own, gave him the needed pretext. Again
master of all that the Marhattas had taken from him, and
with empire extended to the Kistnii, he now summoned the

French to his assistance, and, descending through the Chan-

gama pass amid burning vilKiges, reached Conjeveram, only

forty-five miles from Madras, unopposed. Not till the smoke
was seen from St Thomas's Mount, where Sir Hector Munro
commanded some .'5200 troops, was any movement made;
then, however, the British general sought to effect ajunction

with a smaller, body under Colonel Baillie recalled from
GuntooK The incapacity of these officers, notwithstanding

the splendid courage of their men, resulted in the total loss

of Baillie's force of 2800 (September 10, 1780). Hastings,

again appealed to, sent from Bengal Sir Eyre Coote, who,

though repulsed at Chillumbrum, defeated Hyder thrice
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aucossiively in the bittles of Porto Novo, I'ulUloci-, and

Sholingur, while Tippoo was forced to raise the siege of

Watidewash, ar.d Vellore was provisioned. On the arrival

of Lord Macartney as governor of Madras, the English fleet

captured Negapal^r.., look Trincoraalce from the Dutch,

ond forced Hyder AH to confess that he could never ruin

a power which had such command of the sea. He was

directing his attention to the west coast, where he sought

the assistance of the French fleet, when his death took place

suddenly at Chittore in December 1782.

For the personal character and administration of H3'der Ali see

the History of Hydcr Naik, written by Meer Hussein Ali Khan
Kirmani (ti-anslated from the Persian by Colonel Miles, and pub-
lished by the Committee of the Oiiental Translation Fund), and the

curious work written by M. I,e Maltre de La Tour, commandant
of his artillery {Histoirc d'Raydcr-Ali Khan, Paris, 1783). For
the whole life and times see Wilks, Histarkal Skxkkcs of the South

of India, 1810-17; Aitchison's Treaties, voh v. (2d ed.,i876); and
Pearson, Memoirs of Schwartz, 183-1.

HYDERABAD, or Haid.\rab.4d (" the Territory of the

Nizira "), an extensive realm of Southern India. This

territory, inclusive of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts,

linown as Berar, lies between 15° 10' to 21" 41' N. lat.,

and 74° 40' to 81° 31' E. long., and is *75 miles in

length from south-west to north-east, and about the same
distance in breadtli. The area of Berar is 17,'7_28 square

miles, and of the Nizira's Territories 80,000 square

miles,—the total area of the whole state being about

98,000 square miles. It is bounded N. and N.E. by the

Central Provinces, and S. and S.E. by territory subject to

the presidency of Madras, and \V. by territory subject to

the presidency of Bombay. The Country of the NizAm pre-

sents much variety of surface and feature. In some parts

it is mountainous, wooded, and picturesque, in others flat

and undulating. The champaign lands are of all descrip-

tions, including many rich and fertile plains, much good
l-.nd not yet brought under cultivation, and numerous
tracts too sterile ever to bo cultivated. The geological

formations are on a large scole : in the north-west the

formations are volcanic, consisting principally of trap,

bat in some parts of basalt ; in the middle, southern,

and south-w3stern parts the country is overlaid with

gneissic formations. In the valley of the VVardha there

are coal-fields; the quality of the joal is inferior, but good
enough for railway purposes. Quarries of excellent lime-

stone are worked for a considerable distance along the lino of

tha NizAm's State Railway. The territory is well watered,

rivers being numerous, and tanks or artificial pieces of

water very abundant. The principal rivers are—the

GodAvari, with its tributaries the Dudna, the Manjira, and
Pranhfta ; the Wardlia, with its tributaries the PengangA
and WaingangA; and the Kistna, with its tributary the Tun-
gabhadra. Many other streams (considerable rivers during
the annual periodical rains^ aro discharged into those main
channels of drainage. The climate may be considered in

general good ; and as there are no arid, bare deserts, the

hot winds are less felt. In the vicinity of Hyderabad city,

the annual mean temperature in the shade is 81° F., and
the annual rainfall is estimated at 28 to 32 inches.

The soil is in general fertile, though in .some parts it consists of
chilica, a red and gritty mould, liltlu fitted for imrposes of nRricul-

ture. A low junglo springs up in any Hiournl left uncultivated
even for a year or two, aiid in process of time is enlivened by the
growth of numerous trees. The principal cions are rice, wheat,
maize, jnilr, bdjra, rdgl, oil-seeds of various kincls, fruits and caidcn
produce in great variety, cotton, indigo, sugar-cane, and tonacco.

Silk, the material known as tnsser, the produce of a wild species of

worm, is utilized on n large scale. Lac, suitable for use ns a resin

or dyt, gums, and oils are found iu great ijuartitics. Hides raw
mnd tonueil, are articles of some importance m commerce. The chief

mart for Dccean-brcd horses, adapted tbr mditnry or general pur-
poses, is at n fair at Malegdon in the Bedar district. 'There is also

ft horse bazaar near the capital, which is resorted to hy merchants
from almost every (piarlor of Asia.

Thf principal expoits arc cotton, oil-Eeed.s, country clotli"', hides
inet.i! ware, and agricultuiri^l produce-; the :m]K>rts are salt; giain,

linsbcr, European piece goods, t.ud h.-^rdw.r.e. Among the miinufac.
tares of the country may be mentioned the ornamental ware of
Bedar, the gold embroidered cloths of Auraneubad, Gnlbargn, and
other towns, and the excellent paper of diflerent kinds wliicli is

made by the inhabitants of Kaghazpur, near the forti-css of Daulat-
abad. Several railway lines pass through the state. The line con-
necting Bombay w-ith Madras traverses the ..south-western part;
the Great Indian Peninsula Kailway runs the line as far as Ratchur,
where it is joined by the Madras Kailway ; and from Wadi tlie

Nizam's State Railway branches off to Hyderabad and Seciuider-

abad. The tliree principal roads in the state all pass through
Hyderabad city.

No census of the population has been attempted in Hyderabad
territory, with the exception of Berar or the Assigned Districts.

But the papulation in the Nizam's Territory has been estimated
at 9,000,000 persons. In the different parts of the territory the
MaratiU, the kar.aresc, and the Telugu Languages are spoken. The
Marhattis arc most numerous iu the west. The Musalmans are

chiefly to be met with in the capital, and eveiywhere in the service

of Government. In addition there is a large admi.xture of Parsis,

Sikhs, Arabs, Rohillas, aborigines, and otliers. The revenue of tlio

Nizam's Territories, including Berar, may be stated in round num-
bers at 40,000,000 rupees (say £4,000,000), including receipts from
all sources. About two-thirds of the above large sum is collected by
the nizam's own Government from tracts ujitkr British i-ule. The
remaining one-third is realized by British officers, principally from
Berar. The native Government has a mint situited at Hyderabad,
and a currency cf its own. It issues a nipee,—namely, the hali Sitca,

or " rupee of the period."

History. -*~Thii fortunes of tho family of the nizam were founded
by Kamr-ud-din Asaf Jab, a distinguished soldier of the emperor
Auraugzeb, who in 1713 was appointed Nizam-ul-I^Uilk (Regulator
of tile State) and Sulmhdar of the Decean, but eventually threw
off the control of the Delhi court. Asaf Jah died in 1748, and the
right of accession to his power and authority was contested by his

descendants. The claimants most favoui-ed were two ; the one,
Naar Jang, a son of the deceased rtder, secured the support of the
English, the other iluzaffar Jang, a grandson, was supported by the
French. After a brief period of contest Muzalfar Jang became the

prisoner of his rival, who, however, soon peiished by tho hands of

some of his followers, and Muzad'ar Jang was proclaimed subahdiirof
tlio Decean. He, too, soon perished in a fray with some Patlian chiefs,

so the seat of i>owcrw;is now unoccupied. Two brothers of Nusir Jang
now claimed the dignity, but the contest was averted bythesudvdeu
death of Ghazi-ud-diu, tlie elder brother. The English and French
continued a struggle for power aud intlueuce in the Decean, but the
latter had to withdraw fi om the support of Salabat Jang, through the

danger threatening their ow-n possessions from the victories gained
by ftlive. In 17fil this weak prince was dethroned by his younger
brother Nizam All, who afterwards put him to death. In 17fi5 he
ravaged the Caruatic, but retired on the approach of a Brilisli folt^

Still the British Government was anxious to be on better terms with
him, partly from a desire to obtain his concurrence to their reten-

tion of a maritime district known as the Northern Cirears, which
they now occupied. In 1706 a treaty was concluded by which, on
condition of a gift of the Cirears, the British Government agreed to

support the nizam, wlio on his part engaged to assist the British

with his troo])S. In 1790, on the oreaking out of a war with Tippoo,

son of Hyder Ali Khiin, a treaty of otlensive and defensive alliance

was concluded between the nizaui, tho pcshwa, and the British

Government Tippoo purcha.sed peace (17!''2) at tho price of halt his

dominions, and the nizam had no reason lo be dissatisfied with his

share of the spoil. On the fall of Seriugapatam and the death of

Tippoo Sultiln, the nizam participated largely in tho division of

territory, under the treaty of 1799, and his share was iucreasetl on
the peshwa's witlidrawal from tho treaty. In li*00 the subsidiary

force with the niz.im was furtlier augmented, and the pecuniary
iKiyment for its maiutenauce w.is commuted tor «ccssi(ui of terriioiy.

This territory is known to the present time under tlie title of ih*

Ceiled Districts. By the treaty of ISfiS the nizam still retained !!;,

full use of the subsidiary force and contingent, but waa released ii-jm

tho unlimited obligation of service in time of war ; and the coulin.

gent ceased lo be part of the ni.Tam's army, and became an auxili-

ary force kept up by tlie British Government lor the nizam's use.

In 1857, when the mutiny had broken out, thchtate of Ilyde!"abad

and the nizam's doniiiiious bec.-uue eritieal ; and an altiirk, which
was repulsed, was made upon the iijaideiicy. The llydeiabad con-
tingent disiilayed its loyalty in the Geld against the rebels. In
ISGU u frcs'.i treaty was mailo by which tho territorial aciiuisitions

of tho nizam »veie inereaf^cd. a debt of 50 Uklis of rupees wil9

cancelled, and assigned districis iu Berar, making up a gross

revenue of 8,200,000 rupees (siy £320,000), were taken In

trust by the British Government. Tho niz.-lm is the principal

Mahonu-lan ruler in India, ami i--, entitled to a salute of tiwaty.
ore cans.
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Hyderabad, the chief city ana capital of the above state,

is situated in 17° 21' 45 ' N. lat. and 78° 30' 10" E. long.,

on the river Musi, and stands at a height of abuut 1700
feet above sea level. No census of the population has
been taken, but it has been estimated at 200,000. The
scenery around Hyderabad is wild and picturesque, the

country being hilly and dotted with numerous granite

peaks aad isolated rocks. Approached frou the west, the

appearance of the city is very striking,—the palace, the

mosques, and the magnificent pileof buildings erected for the

British residency towering above the outer wall. A large

lake, a few miles south of Hyderabad, covering an area of

10,000 acres, supplies the town with water. The palace

of the nizAin, the mosques, and the British residency are

the principal buildings. The palace has no pretensions to

splendour, but is of considerable size. Hyderabad is a
great Mahometan stronghold, and contains several mosques.
The JamA Masjid or "cathedral " mosque, so called after

the one at Mecca from which it is designed, is large, and
is crowned by minarets of an extraordinary height. In
the environs of Hyderabad there are many fine gardens
with gorgeous pavilions ; that of tlia nizam's minister has

long beeu celebrated for its beauty. One of the most
interesting places is the college, or Chdr Mindv (so called

from its four minarets), built upon four grand arches at

which the four principal streets of the city meet. Above
are several stories of rooms, and formerly e^h story was
devoted to a science. On the north side of the Musi is an
e.xtensive suburb known as the Begam or "Princess" bazaar.

The British residency is in this quarter, and communication
between it and the palacs of the nizAm is maintained by a

fine bridge. The residency is a very handsome building, and
i.5 remarkable as having been raised entirely by native work-
men. It stands in omaraental pleasure grounds enclosed

by a wall with two gateways. The staircase is the hand-
somest in India, each step being a single block of the finest

granite. The principal private residence in the city is

the palace of the iVira Dari, or "Twelve Doors," which
is now occupied by the minister of the nizim, Sir Silar
Jang.

Hislor.j.—Hyderabad was founded ia 1580, by Kutab Sbah Mu-
hammad Kuli, a descendant of Sultan Kuli Kutab Shall, the founder
of the dyn.isty at Go'.conda in 1512. Muhammad Kuli removed
the seat of government on account of its want of water and conse-
quent unheallhiness, .ind built a new city on the banksof the Mu.si
river, 7 miles from his fonner capital.

' He called it BMrjnagar,
"Fortunate Citj'," from his favourite mistress, Bhagmati ; but after
her death he named it Hyderabad. The histon- of Goiconda and
of Hyderabad after 1539 are almost identical. Soon after estab-
lishing himself in his new metropolis, Muhammad Kuli carried
on an aggressive war with the neifrhbouring Hindu rajas. He ex-
tended his conquests south of the Kistna river ; the strong fortress
of Gandikota was captured ; and the town of Cuddapah wa.i sacked.
His troops penetrated to the frontiers of Bengal, and Muhammad
Kuli defeated the nija of Oris.sa and subjugated the Northern Circars.
In 1G03 an amba.ssador from the king of Persia arrived with a ruby
ntndded crown and other magnilicent gifts. When he returaed six
years afterwaids, he was accompanied by an officer of the court of
Hydoiabad.bcaringreturn presents. In ieil Muhammad Kuli died,
oitir a most prosperous reign of thirty-four years. The priucipal
moaiorials of this monarch are the palace and gardens of Ilahi
Mahal, the Muhammadi gardens, (ho palace of Kabat Ghat, and
the Jama Slasji'd or " cathedral " mosque. During his reign nearly
£3,000,000 was expended on public works, and *'''4.000 "-is dis-
tributed every year among the poor.
Muhammad Kuli was succeeded by his son, Saltan Abdullah

Kutab Shah. Mir Jumla, the prime mini.ster, whose eon h.i.d in-
volved him in a dispute with the court, finding liimsclf unable
to obtain favour from his own sovereign, determined to throw him-
self on the protection of the Mughal emperor. Shah Jahdn, espous-
ing his cause, issued a mandate to Abdullah to redress the complaints
ofliis minister

; but Abdullah was so incensed that he sc'iucstrated
Mir Jumli's property, niid committed his son to prison. Sh.ah
Jahan now despatched Aurangzeb, his son, to carry his demands into
effect by force of anus. Abdullah Kutab Shah was preparing an
entertainment for Aorangzcb'.s reception, when he suddenly ad-
vanced as an enemy, and took the king so completely by surprise

that he liad only time to tieo vo the hill-fort of Goicouda, wliUst
Hyderabad fell into the hands of the Mughals, and was plundered
and half burned before the troops could bo brought into order.
Abdullah did all in bis power to negotiate reasonable terms, but tho
Mughab were inexorable, and he was at last forced to accent the
severe conditions imposed on him.

Abdullah died in 1672, and was succeeded by his son-in-law Abii
Husiiin, who in his youth had been notorious for dissiiated habits.
He fell entirely under the infiuenee'of a Marhatti Brahman, named
Madhuna r.inth, who become his prime minister. During this
itign Auraagzeb again rap-rched ajran tlie city. The king shut
himself in the fort of Goiconda, and Hyderabad was again left open
to plunder. Madhuna Pniith was killed in a popular tumult, and
the king accepted such terms as he could obtain. A payment of
£2,000,000 steriing in money and jewels was demanded. In 1687
Aurangzeb formally declaroil war against Abii Uuiiin. The king
bravely defended the fort of Goiconda, but lost it by treachery, and
wa.s sent a captive to Daulatabad, where he resided until his death.
Abu Husaiii was a very pof^ilar monarch, and many anecdotes of
his virtue are still current in the Deccan. Aurangzcb immediately
took possession ol all the territories of Bijapur and Goiconda, but
his occupation was little more than military.
No event of any importance occurred at Hyduiabad until 1707,

the year of Auraugzeb's death, when a dispute for the crown took
place. His son. Prince Muazim, was victoriou.s, and a.wended the
throne a«_ Bahadur Shdh. After he made a ti uoe with the Msr-
hattas, affairs in the Deccan remained quiet until the end of his
reign, in 1712. His death was followed by str-.ggles amongst his
sons. A battle ensued ; Azin\-ush-Shin was slain, and Jalandhar
Shah remained master of the thione. Among those he coiJd not
get into his power was Farrakh Siyyar, the only son of Azim-ush-
Shan

; but the cause of this prince was espoused by the governor of
Behar, Sayyid Husain Alt. The rivals met near Agra ; and on the
1st January 1713 Fairukh Siyyar ascended the throne, and cou-
fcned dignities upon all his adherents. Among these was Chin-
Kilich Khan, to whom w:is given the title of Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf
Jah, and Sayyid Husaiii Ali was appointed viceroy of the Deccan.
In 1719 Husain AH and Say7id Abdullah Khaa, his brother, ad-
vanced upon Delhi, and soon their troops took possession of the
royal citadel and palace. F.-imikh Siyyar was decosed, and two
months later put to death. The Sayyids i!ow"(17iy) selected
Muhammad Shih, v.ho was the laot etni^ror thi.t sat on the Pea-
cock tliroae of Shah Jaluin. In 1720 Husain Ali was assassinated,
and at the end of the year .\bdullah Khaa was defeated and taken
prisoner by Muhammad Shah ; but the power of thia monarch was
fast declining. In 1722 Chi:;-Kilich Ehiii, also called Asaf Jah,
anived at Delhi, and assumed the cEcc of vjzic- !n 1723 he re-
signed his post, and set off for the Deccan, a proceeding amounting
to a declaration of indepeadenco. The emperor sent orders to
Mobariz, the locoi governor of Hyderabad to atsumo the govern-
ment of the entire Deccan. .-V'.iii was forced to oomc to opeu war,
and soon gained a decisive victory over Mobariz, who lo.st his life
in the battle, fought in October 172i. He then fixed his residence
at Hyderabad, and became the founder of an independent kingdom,
now ruled over by his desceodanis, who derive from him the title

of th" Nizams of Hvderabad st'.te.

IlVDERABAD, or Haipaeab.vd, a British district in
the ccmnussionerehip of Sind, Indi.% lying between 24° 13'

and 27° 15' N. lat., and between 67° 51' and 69° 22' E.
long., with an area ot 9053 square miles. It is bounded
N. by Kairpur state, E. by Thar and PArkar political

superintendency, S. by the same tract and the river

Kori, and W. by the river Indus and Karachi district.

The district is a vast alluvia! plain, 216 miles long and
48 broad. Fertile alo;;g the course of the Indus, it de-
generates towards the cast into sandy wattes, sparseiy
populated, and defying cultivation. The monotony is re-

lieved by the fringe of forest which marks the course of
the river, and by tho avenues of trees that line the irrigation

chauiiels which branch eastward from this stream. The
south of the district has a special feature in its large natural
water-coursos(calledrf/i<ira,'i)andbasin-li!is shallows (c/,AaKs),

which retain the rains for a long time. A limestone ranga
called the Ginga and the pleasant frequency of garden
lands break the monotonous landscape. 'The soil, wherever
irrigated, is very fertile. Very few species of the large
wild animals are found ; among birds, the bustard alone is

remarkable. Venomous reptiles abound. Tho Indus sap-
plies a largo variety of fish, one of which, tho pala, i»
peculiar to the river.
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Of tht! total area of the district about one-half is uucuUivable ;

2,300,000 acres are cultivable though not cultivated, and 566,800

are under irrigation. Agriculture is entirely dependent upon arti-

ficial irngation, and is looked upon aa a lottery, in which the culti-

vator stakes a certain amount of labour and seed, and take? his

chance of getting « return If the water rises either too high

or not high enough, be loses his crop. There are 317 canals,

fifty of which are main channels, and lap the Indus direct ,
the

remainder aro connecting branches. Tne principal crops ore

wheat, barley, oil-seeds, pulses, vegetables, jod-r, bajra, til. nee,

cotton, sugar-cane, chmui, hemp, tobacco, water-melons, and indigo.

The manui.ictures of the district maintain the excellence for which

they have been famous from early times, namely, that tor lacquered

work, gold and silver embroidery, striped and brilliant cloths know)i

ea susis ,iiid r/usis, and glazed pottery The manufacture of car-

fiets, silk thread, and gold and silver ornaments is earned on to a

arge extent; salt also is produced in such quantities a-< to allow of a

considerable exportation. The total number of fairs is 33, and the

average attendance about 5000. The roads of the district extend

t" 19*25 miles in length, of which 263 are metalled, bridged, and

marked with milestones. The ferries number 68 , the one at Gidu-

Bacdar (3^ miles from Hyderaba<l) is a steam ferry connecting

Hyderabad with Kotri, on Sind Railway. There are 10 tr*velleis'

bu'i;;alows, ISdharmsdliis, 4 dispensaries, a civil and police ho.«pital,

a convict hospital, and a charitable dispensary.

C'.nsidtrable variations of climate are found within the district.

lu the north, the hot season of April and May is followed by two

months of floods, the rest of the year being cold and dry. In the

ceutiid divisions, the cold season succeeds the hot without any in-

tervcaing inundations to graduate the transition . and the change

occurs sometimes with sucn suddenness that, to quote a local say-

ing, " sunstroke and frost-bite are possible in one and the same

day " In the south the tempeiature is more erjuable throughout

the year, 60° F. and 100° F representing the xtiemes. The rain-

fall is very moderate ; and the district is healthy as compared with

other parts of India.

Tho population is divided as follows —Mahometans, 560,349
;

Hindus, 118,652 ; other creedsand tribes, 44,882 .—total, 723,883.

Of the Mahometans 373.705, or more than three-tiftlis. are Sinds.

More important, however, as regards social status and personal

character, are the Pathins, found chiefly about Hyderabad and

Upprr Sind ; they number only 15.815 pei-sons. As regards occu-

pat'on, the Hindus of the district may be called the shopkeeping

cla-ss, the Mahometans the artisan and agricultural

The chief revenue and magisterial authority is vested in a col-

lector and magistrate He is assisted by the lour deputy collectors

of HAla, Tando Muhammad Khan. Naushahro, aud Hyderabad
(dluks, of which tho district is composed The police force is

under the charge of a European district superintendent, and com-

prises a total of 876 men, with 4 inspectors and 19 chief constables.

The average land revenue for 6 years (1868-74)was X111.655, drug

revenue (1873-74), £5304 ; receii>ts from the farming of liriuor-

shops (1873-74), £9640 , imperial revenue (1874). £144,944 ; local

revenue(1874), £12,434; forests yield an annual revenue of £11,216

The Government boys' schools numbered 55 m 1(^74. with 3227

pupils; the girls' schools 12. with 368 pupils. These figures in-

clude the returns for the high, normal, eiigiueenng, and Anglo-

vernacular schools in Hyderabad city.

The local history of Hyderabad district is so mixed up with that

of the province that little could be soid of it separately which will

not more properly find a place under the history of Sind The
battles of Miani (Meenneel and Dnlio, which dcci'.h'd the fate of

Sind in favour of the British, were fought within its limits.

Hyderabad, the chief town of the above <listri(~t, in

25' 23' 5" N lat and 08° 24' 51" E. long, had in 1872 a

population of 35.272, of whom 13.f>6.'i nerp Mahometans,

16,880 Hindus. 367 ChrLstians, and 4?51 "ofliera." The
municipal area is about 15 square miles Upon the site

of the present fort is supposed to have stood the ancient

town of NeriVukot. which in the 8th century submitted

to Muliammad KAsIm Suldfl Its situation near the apex

of the delta of tllo Indus had commended itself to in-

vndera and conquerors of still earlier date It is identified

with Patala, a town which his been connected with a

prehistoric Scythian migration into India (c. C2.') B.C. T).

Alexander the Great founded or refounded a city called

Patala in or near the same place, 325 ii c., and left in it

a military settlement The best archx'ological authorities

refciird tho modern Hyderabad as the representative of this

Patala of the Greeks. In 1708 the present city wixs

founded by GhuUro Sh,^h Kaliiora , and it remained tho

chi;f town of tho province until 1843, when, after the

battle of Sleeanee, it was surrendered to the British, and
the capital transferred to Kurrachee (KarAchi). The city

is built on the most northerly hill.s of the Gftnga range,

ft site of great natural strength. In the fort, which covers

an area of 30 acres, are the arsenal of the province, trans-

ferred hither from Kurrachee in 1861, and the residences

of the exmlrs of Sind. Hyderabad is the centre of all

the provincial communications—road, telegraphic, postal.

From the earliest times its manufactures—ornamented
silks, silver and gold work, and lacquered ware—have

been the chief of the province, and in recent times have

gained prizes at the industrial exhibitions of Europe. The
chief public institutions and buildings are the jail, Govern-

nieiit schools, post-office, municipal markets, courthouses,

civil and police hospital, charitable dispensary, library,

travellers' bungalow, and lunatic asylum. The barracks

—

occupied by artillery and infantry, European and native

—

are built in twelve blocks, with hospitals, bazaar, ic, to

the north-west of the city. The only noteworthy antiquities

arc the toinbs of the Kabhora and Talpur infrs.

HVDKA (the name is also found as Sidra, Nidra,

Idero, ikc, and the ancient form was Hydrea), an island

of Greece, lying about 4 miles off the southeast coast of

Argolis in the Peloponnesus, and forming along with the

neighbouring island of Dhoko the Bay of Hydra. The
length of the main axis of the island, winch runs from south-

west to north-east, is about 11 miles, and the area is about

21 square miles ; but it is little better than a rocky and tree-

less ridge with hardly a patch or two of arable soil. There

was little exaggeration in the reply made by Antonios

Kriezes to the queen of Greece; "The island produces

prickly pears in abundance, splendid sea captains, and
excellent prime ministers." The highest point, Mount Ere,

60 called (according to Miaoules) from the Albanian word

for wind, has an elevation of 1958 feet. The next in

importance is known as the Prophet Elias, from the large

convent of that name on its summit. It was there that

the patriot Theodorus Colocotronis was imprisoned, and a

large pine tree is still called after him. The fact that in

former times the island was richly clad with wood* is in-

dicated by the name still employed by the Turks, Tchamhzn,

the place of ptnes , but it is only iu some favoured spots

that a few trees are now to be found. Tradition also has it

that it was once a %vell-watered island (hence the designation

Hydrea), but the inhabitants are now wholly dependent on

tho rain supply, and they have sometimes had to bring water

from the mainland. This lack of fountains is probably

to be ascribed in part to the effect ot earthquakes, which

are not infrequent ; that of 1709 continued for six whole

days. Hydra, the chief tov.x, is built near the middle of the

northern roa.^t, on a very irregular site, consisting of three

hills and tho iniervening ravines. From the sea its white

and haudsomfe houses present a picturesque and noble

appearance, and its streets though narrow are clean and

attractive. liesidea the principal harbour, round which

the town is b;iili, there are three othei ports on tho north

coast— rvlandraki, Molo, Panagia, but none of them is

sufficiently sheltered. Almost all the popuUition of the

island is collected in the chief town, which is tho seat ot a

bishop, and has a local court, numerous churches, and a

high school. Cotton and silk weaving, tanning, and ship'

building are curried on, and there is a fairly active trade.

Tho population in 1877 was 6811.

ITydi'a was of no Importance in ancient times Th« only fact Id

its history is that the people of Horniione {a city on thi* neighbonrinu

mainland now known by the coinnion name of K'tstri) surrendered

it to Sanuan relugces, and that from these the people of Troezi'D

receiveil it in trust. 1^ appears to be completely ignored by th»

Hyzantino chroniclers. In 1580 it was chosen as a refuge by a body

of Albanians from ICokkinyas in Trcezenm
i and other emigriiiiia

fullottcd in 1690. 1C28. 1635, 1640. ic At the close of tho 17ib
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century tlie HyJrioles took p:iit in the reviving commerce of the

relopoancsus ; and in coui-se of time they extended their ranRC.

About 1716 they began to builil sa/:tiiria (of from 10 to 15 tons

burden), and to visit the islands of the vEyean ; not Ion;; after

They introduced the lalinadiha {40-50 tons), and sailed as far as

Alexandria, Constantinople, Trieste, and Venice ; and by an^l by

they ventured to Fiance aii'i even Aineiic.i. From the giain tiadc

..f South Russia more especially tlicy derived gro .t ueallh. In

1S13 there were about 22,000 people in the island, and of these

10,000 were seafarers. At the time of the outbreak of th^ war of

<»ro>ek independence the total population was 28,190, of whom
10,460 were natives and the rest foreinnera. One of their chief

families, the Konduriutti, was worth £2,000,000. Into the struggle

tlie Hvdiiotes flung liieinselves with r.iro enthusiasm and devotion,

un I the final deliverance of Greece was mainly due to tlie service

rcjidered by their fleets.

See Pouqueville. Voy. <U la Gricc, vol. vj. ; Antonios lliaoules,

TiTo/ii'Tj^a ffepi TTjs vftaou TSpas, Munich, 1834; Id., SvvovrtKri

iUTopta ruv vaviiax't^v Sta tuv TT\oiutv rtuv . iiuiv VTiauf, Topas,

flfTo-wk', Kat ^apwv, Naiiplia, 1833; id., Itrropia TTJS prjaov T5pav,

Athens, 1674, G. D. Kriejes, Icrropia t>)i mirov TSpas, Patias,

1860.

HYDRANGEA, a popular flower much in request for

the decoration of conservatories during the late summer
season, many thousands being annually produced for the

London market. Tlie plant to which the name is moat
• ommonly applied is the Hydninyea llorteksia, a low

leciduous shrub, producmg rather large oval strongly- veined

leaves in opposite pairs along the stem. It is terminated

by a massive globular corymbose head of flowers, which

.remain a long period in an ornamental condition. The nor-

mal colour of the flowers, the majority ot which have neither

stamens nor pistil, is pink ; but by the influence of

.sundry agents in the soil, sucli as alum or iron, they becoiue

changed to blue. The part of the inflorescence whii\

.-tppears to be the flower is an exaggerated expansion of

^ lie calyx-leaves, the other parts being generally abortive,

riie perfect flowers are small, rarely produced in the species

-'ibove referred to, but well illustrated by others. In which

tlicy occupy the inner parts of the corymb, the larger showy
neuter flowers being produced at the circumference. A
jmre white variety, named Thomas Hogg, has been recently

introduced, and is a very desirable plant.

There are upwards of thirty species, found chiefly in

Jnpan, in the mountains of India, and in Xorth America,

and mauy of them are familiar in gardens. H. J/or/eusia is

the most useful for decoration, as the head of flowers last.s

long in a fresh Etatc,and by the aid of forcing can behad for a

considerable period for the ornamenttilion of the greenhouse

tnnd conservatory. Their natural flowering season is towards

the end of the summer, but they may be had earlier by
«neans of forcing. H. japouica is another fine conservatory

plant, with foliage and habit much resembling the last-

iiamed, but this has flat corymbs of flowers, the central ones

^mall and perfect, and the outer ones only enlarged and
neuter. This also produces pink or blue flowers under
the influence of diS"erent soils.

The Japanese species of hydrangea are sufficiently hardy
to grow in any tolerably favourable situation, but except in

tbo most sheltered localities they seldom blossom to any
degree of perfection in the open air, the head of blossom
depending on the uninjured development of a well-ripened

terminal bud, and this growth being frequently afi'ected bj'

lite spring frosts. They are much more useful for pot-

culture indoors, and should be reared from cuttings of

shoots having the terminal bud plump and prominent, put
in during su..imer, these developing a single head of flowers

the succeeding summer. Somewhat larger plants may be
had by nipping out the terminal bud and inducing three
or four shoots to start in its place, and these, being steadily
<ieveloped and well ripened, should each yield its inflor-

escence in the following summer, that is, when two years
<dd. Large plants grown in tubs and vases are fine subjects
for large conservatories, and may be used for decoratinc

terrace walks and similar [daces during summer, being
housed in winter, and started under glass in spring.

The Indian and American sjtccies, esjiecialiy the latter,

are quite Imrdy, and some of them are extremely eri'ective.

The hnest of ibciie by far is tiio Jhjdrauyea pauictdata

r/iiiii(li;l'ira, the branched inflorescence of which is under

favourable circumstances a yard or more in length, and
consists of large spreading masses of crowded white

neuter flowers which completely conceal the few incon-

spicuous fertile ones. The plant attains a height of 8 to

10 feet, and when in flower late in siininier and in autumn
is a very attractive object in tbe shrubbery.

HYDRAULICS. See Hydromijch.v.vics.

HYDROCEPHALUS (v&wp, water, ^c^inX,;, the bead),

a term in medicine applied to two dill'erent forma of diseass

of the brain, both of which are attended with the efl"usion

of fluid into its cavities. They are named respectively

Acnle and Chronic Hydroccjihalus. They have different

pathological associations, and have no necessary connexion
with each other.

Aiute Hydrocephalus is the term still largely emjdoyed
to describe the disease now known to physicians as tuber-

cular cerebral meningitis, that is, inflammation of the

membranes of the brain produced by the presence of

tubercle. This disease is most common in children under

ten years of age, but is by no means limited to that period

of life, ai.d may afTect adults. The scr'fulous or tubercular

constitution is an imiiortant factor !p this malady, which
is admitted to be one of strongly hereditary tendency

;
yet

unquestionably there are many inslancei i'l which no such

taint can bo traced. In numerous cases it is manifestly

connected with bad hygienic conditions, with insufficient

or improper feeding, or with over exercise of the mental
powers, all of which will doubtless more readily exert their

influence where an inherited liability exists, and the same
may be said regarding its occasional occurrence as o.ie of

the after consequences of certain of the diseases of childhood,

especially measles and hooping-cough.

Acute hydrocephalus is usually described as passing

through certain stages ; but it must be ob.-:erved, as regards

ot least its earlier manifestations, that, so far from being

well defined, they are often exceedingly vague, and render

this disease in an especial manner liable to escape detection

for a length of time, or to he confounded with others to

which at its commencement it bears an acknowledged
resemblance, such, for instance, as typhoid fever or gastro-

intestinal derangements. Nevertheless, there are certain

typical features characterizing the disease in each of its

stages which it is important to describe, as in many instances

these present themselves with greater or less distinctness.

The premonitory symptoms of acute hydrocephalus are

mostly such as relate to the general nutrition. A falling

ofl^ in flesh and failure of strength are often observed for a

considerable time before the characteristic phenomena of

the disease appear. The patient, if a child, becomes listless

and easily fatigued, loses appetite, and is restless at night.

There is headache after exertion, and tho temper often

undergoes a marked change, the child becoming unusually

peevish and irritable. These symptoms may persist dur-

ing many weeks ; but on the other hand such premonitory

indications may be entirely wanting, and the disease be'

developed to all appearance quite suddenly.

The onset is in most instances marked by the occurrence

of vomiting, often severe, but sometimes only slight, and

there is in general obstinate constipation. In not a few

cases the first symptoms are convulsions, which, however,

may in this caily stage subside, and remain absent, or

reappear at a later period. Headache is one of the most
constant of the earlier symptoms, and is generally intense

.nnd accompanied with sharper paroxysms, which cause tho
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patisnt to scream, with a peculiar and eharaetenstic cry.

There ia grsat intolerance of light and sound, and generol

oervoos seasitiveneos. Fever is present to a greater or less

extent, the temperature ranging from 100° to 103' Fahr.;

yet the puiss ia not quickened in proportion, being on

the contrary rather slow, but exhibiting a tendency to

irregularity, and liable to become rapid on slight exertion.

The breathing, too, is somewhat irregular. Symptoms of

this character, constituting the stage of excitement, continue

for a period varying from one to two vs-eeks, when they are

succeeded by the stage of depression. There is now a

marked change in the symptoms, which ia apt to lead to the

beLiaf that a favourable turn has taken place. The patient

becomes quieter and inclines to sleep, but it will be found

on careful watching that this quietness is but a condition of

opathy or partial stupor into which the child has sunk.

The vomiting has now ceased, and there is less fever ; the

pulse is slower, and shows a still greater tendency to

irregularity than before, while the breathing is of markedly

unequal character, being rapid and shallow at one time,

and long drawn out and sinking away at another. There

is manifestly little suffering, although the peculiar

cry may still be uttered, and the patient lies prostrate,

occasionally rolling the head uneasily upon the pillow, or

picking at the bedclothes or at his face with his fingers.

He does not ask for food, but readily swallows what is

ofTered. The countenance is pale, but is apt to flush up

suddenly for a time. The eyes present important altera-

tions, the pupils being dilated or nnsqual, and scarcely

responding to light. There may Ve double vision, or partial

or complete blindr.ess. Squinting ia common in this stage,

and there may also be drooping of an eyelid, due to paralysis

of the part, and ono or more limbs may be likewise

paralysed.

To this succeeds the third or final stage, in which certain

of the former symptoms recur, while others become intensi-

fied. There is generally a return of the fever, the tem-

perature rising sometimes to a very high degree. The
pulse becomes feeble, rapid, and exceedingly irregular, as

is also the case with the breathing. Coma is profound,

but yet the patient may still be got to swallow nourish-

ment, though not so readily as before. Convulsions are

apt to occur, wh'de paralysis, more or le^i; extensive, affects

portions of tho body or groups of muscles. The pupils are

now widely dilated, and there is generaUy complete blind-

ness and often deafness. In th's condition the patient's

strength undergoes rapid decline, and the body becomes

markedly emaciated. Death takes place cither suddciily

in a fit, or more gradually from exhaustion. Shortly

before the fatal event it is not uncommon for the patient,

who, it may bo for many days previously, lay in a state of

profound stupor, to awake up, ask for food, and talk to

those around. But tho hopes which may thus bo raised

are quickly dispelled by the setting in of tho symptoms of

rapid sinking.

The duration of a case of aculo hydrocephalus varies

somewhat, but in general death takes place within three

v/ceks from the onset of tho symptoms. Tho disease msy
be said to bo almost invariably fatal, yet it must bo

admitted that cases presenting all tho principal symptoms
of acute hydrocephalus do occasionally recover, though

»uch instances are undoubtedly very rare. Indeed, the

condition of tho brain in this disease, as revealed on jx>sl

mortem examination, r!;nders its fatal character in no v.'ay

surprising. The peculiar formation called tubercle is found

deposited in tho membranes of the brain, more particularly

at its base. The irritation set up as a consequence of this

is accompanied with tho effusion of fluid into tho arachnoid

and ventricles, which by its pressure tcndsi to produce

softening and destruction of the brain substance, and hcnco

to abolish its functions. In many instances the brliin is

found to be reduced to a state of complete diaorgjjiizatlcn-

Besides this condition of the brain, there exists in most
cases deposition of tubercle elsewhere, as in the lunge and
abdominal glands, and this may have given evidence of itt

presence even before the head symptoms had appeared.

This is especially the case in adults, in whom acute hydro-
cephalus io more apt to arise as a complication in the course

of pulmonary or other disease of tubercular origin than in

the manner in which it occurs ii\ children as above described.

\Vith respect to treatment, little can be stated of an
encouraging nature. Still it must be observed that much
may be done in the way of prevention of this disease,

and, in its earlier stages, even in the way of cure. It is

most important in families where the history indicates a
tubercuhius or scrofulous tendency, and particularly where
acute hydrocephalus has already occurred, that every effort

should be used to fortify the system and avoid the causes

already alluded to a.', favouring the development of the

disease durhig that period in which children are liable

to suffer from it. V/ith this view wholesome food, warn
clothing, cleanlii'.eis, regularity, and tho avoidance of over-

exertion, physical and. mental, are of the utmost conse-

quence.

Although there is but little that can be dons wjien tlia

disease has set in, yet tho timely use of remedies may
n'.itigate and even occasionally remove the symptosus.

The severe headache may often be reiievcd by the applica-

tion of one or two leeches to the temples, ar.d by the frequent

use of cold water or ice applied to the head. The treat-

ment by blistering the scalp and administering mercury,

formerly so much practised, is now acknowledged to be of

no real efficacy ; and on the whole the maintenance of the

patient's strength by light nourishment and the u.'-e of

sedatives to compose the nervous system are the mea.'^ares

most likely to be attended with success. The bromide,

with which may be combined the iodide of potassium, ia

the medicinal agent of most value for this purpose.

Should convulsions occur, thev are best treated by cliloral

or chloroform.

Chronic Hydrocephalus is a dillereni lorm oi disease

from that last described, both as regards its [lathology and
its effects. It consists in an eflusion of fluid into th;

serous cavities (arachnoid and ventricles) of the brain, not

preceded by tuberculous deposit or acute inflammatioD,

but apparently depending on chronic inflammatory chr.ni:;cs.

affecting the membranes, and is to be regarded as a kind

of dropsy. The disease is frequently congenital, and its

presence in the foatus is apt to be a source of difSculty in

parturition. It is, however, more commonly developed iu

tho course of the first six months of life ; but it occiisionally

arises in older children, or even in adults, as in tho well-

known instance of Dean Swift, who died from this disease.

Chronic hydrocephalus affects mostly children who bear

evidence of a scrofulous, ricketty, or otherwise delicate

constitution. The chief symptoms observed are the

grsdu.i! increase in size of tho upper part of the head ouu

of all proportion to the face or the rest of tho bo'-.

Occurring at an age when as. yet the separate boucs c.i.-

stituting the skull havo not becomo welded, this enlnrc.'

mcnt may go on to a very considerable extent in all diri^-

tions, but chiefly in tho transverse and artero-postarior

diameters, tho spaces betwecju tho bones becoming more
and more expanded, though ultimately, should the child

survive, ossification takes place. In a well-marked cn.se

tho deformity is very striking. The upper part of the

forehead projects abnormally, and tho orbital plates of tlio

frontal bone being inclined forwards givo a downward

direction to tho eyes, which have also peculiar rolliiii;

movements. The face is small, and this, with the cnlarm J
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head, gives a remarkably aged expression to the child.

There is generally defective development ia other respects,

the body being ill nourished, the bones thin, the hair scanty

and fine, and the teeth carious or absent.

As illustrating the extent to which this disease may
proceed, it may be mentioned that the average circum-

ference of the adult head is about 22 inches, while in the

child it is of course considerably less. In chronic hydro-

cephalus the head of an infant three months old has been
known to measure 29 inches ; and in the well-known case

i)f the man Cardinal, who died in Guy's Hospital, the head
measured 33 inches. In the museum of the faculty of

medicine in Paris there is a hydrocephalic skull measur-

ing 39 inches. In aggravated cases the head cannot be

supported by the nock, and the patient has to keep in

the recumbent posture. The expansibility of the skull pre-

vents destructive pressure on the brain, yet this organ

is materially affected by the presence of the duid. The
cerebral ventricles are widely distended, and the convolu-

tions flattened, while occasionally the fluid escapes into the

savity of the cranium, which it fills, pressing down the

brain to the base of the skuU. As a consequence of such

changes, the functions of the brain are interfered with, and
in general the mental condition of the patient is impaired

to a greater or less extent. The child is dull and listless,

irritable, and sometimes imbecile. The special senses

become afTected as the disease advances, especially vision,

and sight is often lost, as is also hearing. Towards the

close [laralysis is apt to occur. Hydrocephalic children

rarely live long, generally dying from the malady in a few
years, or succumbing to some of the disorders of childhood,

which they are little able to resist. Nevertheless there

have been many instances of persons with this disease

reaching maturity, and even living to old age. It must
also be borne in mind that there are grades of this affection,

and that children may present many of the symptoms of

it in a comparatively slight degree, and yet recover, the

head ceasing to expand, and becoming firmly ossified.

Various methods of treatment have been employed in

this disease, but the results are seldom satisfactory. Com-
pression of the head by bandages, and the administration

of mercury with the view of promoting absorption of the

fluid, are now little resorted to. Tapping tbo fluid from
time to tim? through one of the spaces between the bones,

drawing off a little, and thereafter emi)loying gentle

pressure, has been tried, but seldom with permanent
benefit. On the whole, the plan of treatment which aims
at maintaining the patient's nutrition by appropriate food
and tonics, is at once the most rational and successful,

provided it be resorted to in time to admit of the arrest of

the progress of the symptoms. (j. o. a.)

HYDKOOEN (from ilowp, water, and ycvrao), to generate)

is a clieuiical element which in the free state occurs in

volcanic gases, but exists for the most part in combination
with oxygen as water. As its elemental characteristics

and the chief compounds of hydrogen have already been
Icscribed in the article CnEMisTKV, vol. v. pp. 478, 483,

191, 499, 544, &c., it is hero only necessary to refer to

tlio liquefaction of gaseous hydrogen.^

At the close of 1877 and in the beginning of 1878,
not only hydrogen, but all the so-called permanent gases,

were reduced to the liquid state, an achievement the more
remarkable as it was the result of the simultaneous but
entirely independent labours of two distinguished jhysi-

cisls, M. Caillctet of Chfitillon-sur-Scine and M. Pictet

of Geneva. The experiments of tba former, who clearly

demonstrated the possibility of liquefying acetylene, car-

bonic oxide, hydrogen, methane, nitric oxide, nitrogen,

' Tlio statement in tlic nrticle CnEMiSTnr, vol. v. p. 479, that
bydtogou lias never been liqiiefieO, \v;is true at tho date of imWication.

12—
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and oxygen, are described in detail in the Annales Je
C'himie et de P/iysique, ser. 5, vol. xv. p, 132 ; those of
M. Pictet, who operated only upon oxygen and hydrogen,
are detailed in the same journal, ser. 5, vol. xiii. p. 145.

The instrumental means employed by them were very dif-

ferent, as will be evident from the following description.

M. Caillotet's apparatus .i represented in the annexed sketch
(fig. 1). The gas under experiment is contained in a stout glass
tube of narrow bore of the form shown in ficr. 2.

Fig. 1.— Cailletet's Apparatus for Liquefaction of Gases.

To 6U this tube with gas, both ends being open, a globule of m^r.'
cury is first introduced at the lower curved extremity ; the tuba is

then placed iu a nearly horizontal position, the curved extremity is

connected with the holder containing the gas, or with the apparatus
in which the gas is being evolved, by riieaus of caoutchouc tubing,
and a current of the pure dry
gas is passed through the tube
until the air is entirely ex-

pelled ; this being effected,

the point opposite to the
curved extremity is scaled in

the blowpipe tlame ; the tube
is then brought into a vertic<il

position, so that the globule of

mercury closes the lower ex-

tremity, tho caoutchouc tube
is withdrawn, and tho tube
AA thus filled is screwed into

its place in the cylinder 15,

The lower part of the cylimii'r

contains mercury, the upper
part water. The' pressure is

exerted by forcing a plunger
into a massive steel cylinder

filled with water by means of

the screw and wheel seen on
the left in fig. I, the water
being forced from this cylinder

through the fine coiled tube
into tho upper part of the
cylinder in which the glass

tube is fixed ; by rapidly turn-

ing the wheel seen on the right

of the figure, a valve may be
opened, allowing of the escape

o( the water, and thus tho pres-

sure on the gas may bo sud-
denly withdrawn. The pressure

to which the gas is submitted
is measured by means of eitlicr

of the manometers seen on
tho right. The gas may be
cooled by surrounding the tube A with liquid sulphur dioxide, >,ui'»

bon dio.xide, or nitrous oxide, and the deposition of ice on the out-
side of tho cylinder containing the rcfri.geratiiig liquid is prcvonteil

by covering it wiiha glass cylinder or bell jar, under which is placed
some desiccating material. By strongly compressing a gas in this

apparatus, and tlien suddenly relieving it from jircssure, an enor-
mous reduction in its temperature ia elTected, owing to the silddcn

expansion of the gas, and it is under these circumstances that lique-

faction takes place in cases where pressure alone is inelTective. On
submitting hydrogen to a pressure of nearly 300 atmospheres, and
then suddenly withdrawing the pressure, M. Caillctet observed tho
formation of a fine mist in the interior of the tube ; the experimenta
of Andrews and his own previous observations liad shown that this

result afforded incoDtest''blc proof of the presence of liquid, if not
of solid, particles.
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The general disposition of M. Pictet's apparatus is seen in fig. 3..

It is of a much more complex cliaracter, but permits of the ex-

periment being made on a comparatively very large scale. The
condensation of the gas is effected in a copper tube of narrow bore,

Kio. 3.— Piotct's Apparatus for Liquefaction of Gases.

connected at the one end with a manometer capable of indicating

pressures up to 800 atmospheres, and with a fine steel stop-cock,

and at the other with a. very strong wroughi-iron vessel in which

the hydrogen is generated by heating a perfectly dry mixture of
potassium formate with potassium hydroxide ; these two su h.stances
enter into reaction in accordance with the equation HCOOK +
HOK = KjCIOj + H J,

the hydrogen being evolved in a perfectly regxiiar
manner when the temperature ismaintained at 225°. The dimensions
of the condensation tube are—internal diameter -001 metre, exter-
nal diameter 'OlS metre, length 4-16 metres ; and the retort has a
capacity of 1659 cubic centimetres. The charge introduced con-
sisted of 500 grammes potassium hydroxide and 1251 grammes
potassium formate. The condensation tube is surrounded with a
wider tube containing condensed carbon dioxide or nitrous oxide;
these tubes are enclosed in the lower box seen in the sketch.
The upper box contains a tubular arrangement in which carbon
djox.idfi Q.cnitrous oi-itie from the gasholder is reduced to the liquid
state. The pumps are such as are used in ice-making machines, one
of each pair being an exhausting, the other a condensing pump; one
pair of these pumps is employed in condensing and volatilizing tlie

sulphur dioxide, and the other in condensing and volatilizing the
carbon dioxide or nitrous oxide. Figs. 4 and 5 show the appa-
ratus in vertical section and in plan.

In working the apparatus, in the first place liquid sulphur dioxida
from the reservoir seen between the first pair of pumps is charged
into the outer tube of the condenser in the upper box, and is caused
rapidly to evaporate by the action of the exhausting pump in con-
nexion with the tube, while the other pump serves to recondense it

in the reservoir, which is a kind of tubular boiler provided with a
cold water circulation. The temperature of the liquid sulphur
dioxide is thus reduced to - 6o°C. ; on allowing the carbon dioxide or

FlO i.—Vertical Section of Pictet's Apparatus.

nitrous oxide to enter the inner tube of the condenser thus cooled,

it begins to liquefy under a pressure of about 4 atmospheres, and

the condensation of the wliole of the gas is effected at a pressure of

from 4 to 7 atmospheres, the temperature of the liquid sulphuF di-

oiide fluctuating between- 65° and - 50°. The liquid carbon dioxide'

(or nitrous oxide) thus obtained is then allowed to pnss into the tub«

suri'ounding the condensation tube, and by the actfon of the second

exhausting pump it is caused to evaporate so quickly that it solidi-

fies. The temperature may thus be reduced to - 120° or even - 140°.

" In describing his first experiment with hydrogun with this appa-

ratus, M. Pictet states that the pressure, having risen gradually

during about 40 minutes, became stationary at about 650 atmo-

sphores ; on then opening the stop-cock, the orificj being illumi-

natal by a powerful electric light, on opaque jet of a highly char-

acterintic steel-blue tint was seen to issue forth. At the same
moment, a sharp hissing noise like that produced on plunging.a red-

hot bar of iron into water was heard, and simultaneously a highly

-Plan of Piclcl's Apparatus

characteristic rustling noise on the ground, recalling the sound of

sniall seed falling. Moreover, the jet wn-s not continuous ms hi iho

cute of oxygen, but intermittent, each projection of ni;ill<T l.eiiig

otUindcd with the peculiar nistling noise alluded In; in f:icl. owing
to the great reduction in tenipcraturo.due to the sudden \'tiI;tlilizaliou

of the li(|uid, portions bocamo solidified in the tube. On rloMiitr the

»lop-cock after several seconds, the pressure being still aru :itiuo-

iplicrcs, the pressure fell to 320 atmospheres, then

slowly rose to 330 atmospheres, and remained constuni

for several minutes ; on now opening the stop-cock

again, a jet issued of extremely short duration, accom-

riiiniod with the violent projection of solid |iaiticlos,

mt thi'ii nothing escaped although the pressure wiis

315-alniosphcies, an indication that the hydrogen lind

solidified in the interior of the tube.'On censing to

aspirate from the tube surrounding the conden.sation tube, and thus

allowing the tempemtnre of the latter to rise somewhat, discharges

took pi.ice with increasing frequency, until after about a quarter of

an lioi; the prei.sure fell to zero.

Pictit thus succeeded in liquefying and solidifying lij-drogen on

January 10th, 1S78, Cailletet having demonstrated its liquefaction

on Decenibev 30tli previously.
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HYDKOMECHANICS
Historical Inteoduction.'

THE word Hydromechanics is derived from the Greek

vSpo-iirjxavLKo., meaning the mechanics of water and

fluids in general The science is divided into three

branches :

—

Hydrostatics, which deals with the equilibrium

of fluids; Hydrodynamics, which deals with the mathe-

matical theory of the motion of fluids, neglecting the

viscosity ; and Hydratdics, in which the motion of water

in pipes and canals is considered, and hydrodynamical

x-juestions of practical application are investigated.

The science of hydromechanics was cultivated with less

success among the ancients than any other branch of

mechanical philosophy. When the human mind had made

considerable progress in the other departments of physical

science, the doctrine of fluids had not begun to occupy the

attention of philosophers ; and, if we except a few proposi-

tions on the pressure and equilibrium of water, hydro-

mechanics must be regarded as a modern science, which

owes its existence and improvement to these great men
who adorned the 17th and 18th centuries.

Arclii- Those general principles of hydrostatics which are to

ciedei this day employed as the foundation of that part of the

science were fir-st given by Archimedes in his work Ilcpt

Tuiv oxovilIvidv, or De iii qxue vekunlur in humido, about 250

B.C., and were afterwards applied to experiments by Marinus

Ghetaldus in his Promottis Archimedes (1603). Archimedes

maintained that each particle of a fluid mass, when in equili-

brium, is equally pressed in every direction ; and he in-

quired into the conditions according to.which a solid body

floating in a fluid should assume and preserve a position of

equilibrium. We are also indebted to him for that in-

genious hydrostatic process by which the purity of the

precious metals can be ascertained, and for the screw engine

which goes by his name.

Met- In the Greek school at Alexandria, which flourished

aa'lrian under the auspices of the Ptolemies, the first attempts
•chool. ^gfg made at the construction of hydraulic machinery.

About 120 B.C. the fountain of compression, the siphon,

and the forcing pump were invented by Ctesibius and

Hero ; and, though these machines operated by the pressure

of the air, yet their inventors had no distinct notions of the

preliminary branches of pneumatieal science. The siphon

is a simple instrument ; but the forcing pump is a com-

plicated and abslru^s invention, which could scarcely have

been expected in the infancy of hydraulics. It was pro-

bably suggested to Ctesibius by the Egyptian Wheel or

^'oria, which was common at that lime, and which was a

kind of chain puinp, consisting of a number of earthen

pots carried round by a wheel. In some of these machines

tho pots have ft viilvcjn the bottom which enables them
to descend without much resistance, and diminishes greatly

the l.iad \ipon the wheel ; and, if we suppose that this valve

was introduced so early as the time of Ctesibius, it is not

difScult to perceive how such a machine might have led

that philosopher to the invention of the forcing pump.
Notwithstanding these inventions of the Alexandrian

school, its attention docs not seem to have been directed to

the motion of fluids. The first attempt to investigate this

fna- subject was made by Sestus Julius Frontinus, inspector of
''"^ the public fountains at Rome in the reigns of Ncrva and

Trajan ; and we may justly suppose that his work, entitled

De Aquceductihus Vrlns Romcc Commenlarius, contains all

fte hydraulic knowledge of the ancients. After describing

* Thi:< historical sketoli of the subject is a revised abridgment of
thnt written by David Buchanan, and prefixed to the article Htdbo-
STNAU1C3 in the 8th edition of Vaii work.

the nine - great Roman aqueducts, to which he himself

added five more, and mentioning the dates of their erection,

he considers the methods which were at that time employed
for ascertaining the quantity of water discharged from
ajutages, and the mode of distributing the waters of an
aqueduct or a fountain. He justly remarks that the
flow of water from an orifice depended not oiJy on the
magnitude of the orifice itself, but also on the height of

the water in the reservoir ; and that a pipe employed to

carry off a portion of water from an aqueduct should, as

circumstances required, have a position more or less inclined

to the original direction of the current But as he waa
unacquainted with the true law of the velocities of running
water as depending upon the depth of the orifice, we can

scarcely be surprised at the want of precision which
appears in his results.

It has generally been supposed that the Romans were

ignorant of the art of conducting and raising water by
means of pipes ; but it can scarcely be doubted, from the

statement of Pliny and other authors, not only that they

were acquainted with the hydrostatical principle, but that

they actually used leaden pipes for the purpose. Pliny

asserts that water will always rise to the height of its source,

and he also adds that, in order to raise water up to an
eminence, leaden pipes must be employed.^

Castelli and Torricelli, two of the disciples of Galileo, Caslelli

applied the discoveries of their master to the science of

hydrodynamics. In 1628 Castelli published a small work,

Delia Misura deW acque correnti, in which he gave a very

satisfactory explanation of several phenomena in the motion

of fluids in rivers and canals. But he committed a great

paralogism in supposing the velocity of the water propor-

tional to the depth of the orifice below tie surface of the

vessel. Torricelli, observing that in a jet where the water Toni-

rushed through a small ajutage it rose to nearly the same eelli.

height with the reservoir from which it was supplied,

imagined that it ought to move with the same velocity as

if it had fallen through that height by the force of gravity.

And hence he deduced this beautiful and important pro-

position, that the velocities of fluids are as the square root

of the head, allowing for the resistance of the air and

the friction of the orifice. This theorem was published

in 1643, at the end of his treatise De Motu gravium
Projectorum. It was afterwards confirmed by the ex-

periments of Raphael Magiotti on the quantities of water

discharged from different ajutages imderdifferent pressures ;

and, though it is true only in small orifices, it gave a new
turn to the science of hydraulics.

After the death of the celebrated Pascal, who discovered Psical.

the pressure of the atmosphere, a treatise on the equilibrium

of fluids {Sur l'£quilibre des Liqueurs) was found among

' These nine aqueducts delivered every day 14,000 quinaria, or about

50,000,000 cubic feet of water, or about 50 cubic feet for the daily

consumption of each inhabitant, supposing the population of Rome to

have been a million. From measurements of Krontinui at the closo

of the 1st century, the total length of channels of aqueducts was 285

Roman miles (Roman mile = 1618 Englifsh yards). The eupply mea-

sured by Frontinus amounted to 13,470 quinaries,—outride Rome
3164, inside 10,306. Measured at the head the sujply was 24,413

quinaries, the difference being duo to waste, and to some of the

channels having fallen into decay. Parker says :
— "It has been com-

puted by a French engineer that the supply to Rome waa 332,306,624

gallons daily. If we assume the population at a million, the rate wa."

832 gallons daily per person. Jn our day we consider 40 gallons sutB-

cient, and many think this excessive." Modem tupply varies from

24 to 50 gallons per head per day.
' Plin. nxvi. See also Palladius, De Re JRtutict^ ix. , xi. ; Uoraca.

£pist., i. 10, 20; Ovid, MO., iv. 122.
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his manuscripts, and n-as given to iho public in 1G63. In

the hands of Pascal hydrostatics assumed the dignity of

a science. The laws of the equilibrium of fluids were

demonstrated in the most perspicuous and simple manner,

and amply confirmed by experiments. The discovery of

Torricelli, it may be supposed, would have incited Pascal

to the study of hydraulics. But as he has not treated this

subject in the work mentioned, it was probably composed

before that discovery had been made public.

Mariutu. The theorem of Torricelli was employed by many succeed-

ing writers, but particularly by the celebrated Mariotte,

whose labours in this department of physics deserve to be

recorded. His Traite da .\[onvement des Eaux, which was

published after his death in the year 1686, is founded on

a great variety of well-conducted experiments on the motion

of fluids, performed at Versailles and Chantilly. In the

discussion of some points he has committed considerable

mistakes. Others he has treated very superficially, and in

none of his experiments does ho seem to have attended to

the diminution of efflux arising from the contraction of the

fluid vein, when the orifice is merely a perforation in a

thin plate , but he appears to have been the first who
attempted to ascribe the discrepancy between theory and

experiment to the retardation of the water's velocity arising

from friction. His contemporary Guglielmini, who was

inspector of the rivers and canals in the Milanese, had

ascribed this diminution of velocity in rivers to transverse

motions arising from inequalities in their bottom. But as

Mariotte observed similar obstructions even in glass pipes,

where no transverse currents could exist, the cause assigned

by Guglielmini seemed destitute of foundation. The
French philosopher, therefore, regarded these obstructions

as the effects of friction. He supposes that the filaments

of water which graze along the sides of the pipe lose a

portion of their velocity; that the contiguous filaments,

having on this account a greater velocity, rub upon the

former, aud su9"er a diminution of their celerity; and that

the other filaments are affected with similar retardations

proportional to their distance from the axis of the pipe.

In this way the medium velocity of the current may bo

diminished, and consequently the quantity of water dis-

charged in a given time must, from the effects of friction,

be considerably loss than that which is computed from
theory. Guglielmini was the first who attended to the

motion of water in rivers and open canals {La Misura
deW acrjue correnti). Embracing the theorem of Torricelli,

which had been confirmed by repeated experiments,

Guglielmini concluded that each particle in the perpen-

dicular section of a current has a tendency to move with

the same velocity as if it issued from an orifice at the same
depth from the surface. The consequences dedu:iblo from
this theory of running waters are in every respect repugnant

to experience, and it is really surprising that it should have

been so hastily adopted by euiceeding writers. Guglielmini

himself was suflSciontly sensible that his parabolic theory

was contrary to fact, aud endeavoured to reconcile them by
supposing the motion of rivers to bo obstructed by trans-

verse currents arising from irregularities in tlicir bed. The
solution of this dilliculty, as given by Mariotte, was more
satisfactory, and was afterwards adopted by Guglielmini,

who maintained al.su that tho viscosity of water had a con-

siderable share in retarding its motion.

Rewtoii. Tho effects of friction and viscosity in diniini.sliing the

Telocity of running water wpro noticed in the Ptitin/nn

of Sir Isaac Newton, who threw much light upon several

branches of hydrcunechanics. At a tiiiio when the Carte-

«9ian system of vortices universally prevailed, this great man
found it necessary to investigate that absurd hypothesis,

land in the course of his Investigations he showed that the

'velocity of any stratum of the vorfex is an uritliinetical

mean between the velocities of the str.nta which cncloso

it ; and from this it evidently follows that tho velocity of

a filament of water moving in a pipe is an arithmetical

mean between the velocities of the filaments which surround
it. Taking advantage of these results, it was afterwards
shown by Pitot that the retardations arising from friction

are inversely as the diameters of the pipes in which the

fluid moves. The attention of Newton was also directed

to tho discharge of water from orifices in the bottom of

vessels. He supposed a cylindrical vessel full of water to

be perforated in its bottom with a small hole by which the

water escaped, and the vessel to be supplied with water lu

such a manner that it always remained full at the same
height. He then supposed this cylindrical column of water

to be divided into two parts,— the first, which he calls the
" cataract," being an hyperboloid generated by the revolu-

tion of an hyperbola of tbe^l'th degree around the axis of

the cylinder which should pass through the orliice, and the

second the remainder of the water in the cylindrical vessel.

He considered the horizontal strata of this hyperboloid as

always in motion, w-hile the remainder of the water was in

a state of rest, and imagined that there was a kind of

cataract m the middle of the fluid. When the results cf

this theory were compared with the (piantity of water

actually discharged, Newton concluded that the velocity

with which the water issued from the orifice was equal to

that which a falling body would receive by descending

through half the height of water in the reservoir. This,

conclusion, however, is absolutely irreconcilable with the

known fact that jets of water rise nearly to the same height

as their reservoirs, and Newton seems to have been aware

of this objection. In the second edition of his Prnia/nd

accordingly, which appeared in 1714, he reconsidered

his theory. He had discovered a contraction in the

vein of fluid (vena contracta) which issued from tlie

orifice, and found that, at the distance of about a diameter

of the aiipvlure, the section of the vein was contracted in

the suliduiilicate ratio of two to one. He regarded, there-

fore, the section of the contracted vein as the true orifice

from which tho discbarge of water ought to bo deduced,

and the velocity of tho efllucnt water as due to the whole

lieight of water in the reservoir ; and by this means his

theory l-ecame more conformable to the results ofespericnce.

This theory, however, is still liable to serious objections.

The forfnation of a cataract is by no means agreeable to

the laws of hydrostatics , for when a vessel is emptied by

the efflux of water through an orifice in its bottom, all tlia

particles of the fluid direct themselves towa-d this orifice,

and therefore no part of it can be considered as in a stuto

of repose.

The subject of the oscilhUion of waves, one of tlie mosD

diffirult in tlie science of hydrodynamics, was first in.

vestigated by Newton In the forty-fourth proposition

of the second book of his I'niicipid, lie has furnished ua

with a method of ascertaining the velocity of the waves of

the sea, by observing the time in which they rise and faii.

If the two vertical branches of a siphon, which comniuiii-

cate by means of a horizontal branch, arc filled with a fluid

of known density, the two fluid columns, when in a stato

of rest, will bo in cqiiilibnuin and their surfaces horizontal.

But if the one column is raised above the level of the other,

and left to itself, it will descend below that level, and raiso

the other column above it, and, after a few oscillations,

they will return to a state of re|Hisc. Newton occupied

himself in rletermining the durafion of these oscillations,

or tho length of a pendulum isochronous to their duration
;

and ho found, by a simple process of reasoning, that,

allowing for tho effects of friction, the length of a "yn-

cliroiious pendulum is ccjiial lo one-hnlf of tli" length of

the siphon, that is, of tho two vertical branches ond t!ic
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liririzoDtai one, and hence he deduced the usochronism "of I

those oscillations. From this Newton concluded that the

velocity of waves formed on the surface of water, either by

the wind or by a body thrown iuto it, was in the sub-

duiplicate ratio of their size. When their velocity, there-

fore, is measured,, which can be easily done, the size of the

waves will be determined by means of a pendulum which

oscillates in the time that a wave takes to rise and fall.

liiixoulli. Such was the state of hydrodynamics in 1738, when
Datiiel Bernoulli published his Ilydrodynamka, sive de

Viribus et Mottbus Flaidorum. Cmnmenlarii. The germ

of Daniel Bernoulli's theory was first published in his

memoir entitled Theoria Nova de Mot-u Aquaruni per

Canutes quocunque Jluentes, which he had communicated

to the Academy of St Petersburg as early as 1728.' His

theory of the motion of fluids was founded on two supposi-

tions, which appeared to him conformable to e.xperience.

He supposed that the surface of a fluid, contained in a ves-

sel which is emptying itself by an orifice, remains always

horizontal ; and, if the fluid mass is conceived .to be divided

into an infinite number of horizontal strata of the same

liulk, that these strata remain contiguous to each other,

and that all their points descend vertically, with velocities

inversely proportional to their breadth, or to the horizontal

sections of the reservoir. In order to determine the motion

of each stratum, he employed the principle of the conservalio

vitium vivarum, and obtained very elegant solutions. In

the opinion of the Abbi Bossut, his work was one of the

finest productions of mathematical genius. The uncer-

tainty of the principle employed by Daniel Bernoulli,

which has never been demonstrated in a general manner,

deprived his results of that confidence which they would

otherwise have deserved, and rendered it desirable to have

a theory more certain, and depending solely on the funda-

mental laws of mechanics. Maclaurin and John Bernoulli,

who were of this opinion, resolved the problem by more

direct methods, the one in his Fluxions, published in 1742,

and the- other in his Hydrauliea nunc primum detecta, et

<femonstrata direde ex fundanienlis pure mechanicis, which

forms the fourth volume of his works. The method

employed by Maclaurin has been thought not sufficiently

rigorous ; and that of John Bernoulli is, in the opinion of

Lagrange, defective in perspicuity and precision.

D'Meiu. The theory of Daniel Bernoulli was opposed also by
^"^ the celebrated D'Alembert When generalizing James

Bernoulli's theory of pendulums he discovered a prin-

ciple of dynamics so simple and general that it reduced

the laws of the motions of bodies to that of their equili-

lirmm. He applied this principle to the motion of fluids,

nnd gave a specimen of its application at the end of his

Dynamics in 1743. It was more fully developed in his

Train des Fluides, which was published in 1744, where

lie has resolved, in the most simple and elegant manner, all

the problems which relate to the equilibrium and motion

of fluid.s. He makes use of the very same suppositions as

Daniel Bernoulli, though his calculus is established in a

very din"erent manner. He considers, at every in.stant, the

actual motion of a stratum as composed of a motion which

it had in the preceding instant and of a motion which it

has lost. The laws of equilibrium between the motions

lost furnish him with equations which represent the motion

of the fluid. Although the science of hydrodynamics had
tlicn made' considerable progres.s, yet it was chiefly founded

on hypothesis. It remained a desideratum to express by
equations the motion of a particle of the fluid in any assigned

<iirection. These equations were found by D'Alembert from
two principles,—that a rectangular canal, taken in a mass
of fluid in equilibrium, is itself in equilibrium ; and that

a portion of tlio fluid, in passing from one place to anotlicr,

preserves tlio same volume when the fluid isincompressibic.

or dilates itself according to a given law when the Iluid is

elastic. His very ingenious method was published in 1 752,

in his Essai sur la Jiest-staiice des Fluides. It \vas brought

to perfection in his Opuscules Matlianatiques, ajid was

adopted by Euler.

Before the time of D'Alembert, it was the great object of

philosophers to submit tho motion of fluids to general

formulae, independent of all hypothesis. Their attempts,

however, were altogether fruitless ; for the method of

fluxions, which produced such important changes in the

physical sciences, was but a feeble auxiliary in the science

of hydraulics. For the resolution of the questions concern-

ing the motion of fluids, we are indebted to the method of

partial diflerences, a new calculus, with which Euler enriched

the sciences. This great discovery was first applied to the

motion of water by D'Alembert, and enabled both him and

Euler to represent the theory of fluids in formulae restricted

by no particular hypothesis.

The most successful labourer in tlie science of hydro- Dm uat,

dynamics was the Chevalier Dubuat, engineer in ordinary

to the king of France. Following in the steps of the Abb(5

Bossut (NouveUes experiences sur la resistance des fluides,

1777), he prosecuted the inquiries of that philosopher with

uncommon ingenuity; and in the year 1786 he published,

in two volumes, his Principes dHydraulique, which

contains a satisfactory theory of the motion of fluids,

founded solely upon e:;periments. Dubuat considered that

if water were a perfect fluid, and the channels in which if

flowed infinitely smooth, its motion would be continuallj

accelerated, like that of bodies descending in an inclined

plane. But as the motion of rivers is not continually

accelerated, and soon arrives at a state of uniformity, it is

evident that the viscosity of the water, and the friction of

the channel in which it descends, must equal the accelerating

force. Dubu-^.t therefore assumes it as a proposition of

fundamental importance that, when water flows in any

channel or bed, the accelerating force which obliges it to

move is equal to the sum of all the resistances which it

meets with, whether they arise from its own viscosity or

from the friction of its bed. This principle was employed

by Dubuat in the first edition of his work, which appeared

in 1779, but the theory contained in that edition was

founded on the experiments of others. He soon saw,

however, that a theory so new, and leading to results so

different from the ordinary theory, should be founded on

new experiments more direct than the former, and he was

employed in the performance of these from 17S0 to 17S3.

The experiments of Bossu., having been made only on pipes

of a moderate declivity, Dubuat found it necessary to

supply this defect. Ho used declivities of every kind, and

made his experiments upon channels from a line and a half

in diameter to seven or eight square toises.

The theory of running water was greatly advanced by P'rour»

the researches of Prony. From a collection of the best

experiments by Couplet, Bossut, and Dubuat he selected

eighty-two (fifty-one on tho velocity of water in conduit

pipe.':, and thirty-one on its velocity in open canals) ; and,

discussing these on physical and mechanical principles, he

succeeded in drawing up general formula;, which afford a

simple cx[ r^ssion for the velocity of running waiei.

Eytelfrein of Berlin published, in 1801, a valuable com- Pt^*"

pendium of Hydraulics, entitled llandbuch der ilcclianik
*''^'''

iind der Ilydraulik, which contains an account of many
new and valuable experiments made by himself. He io<

vestigates the subject of tho discharge of water by cora<

pound pipes, the motions of jets, and their impulse*

against plane "and oblique surfaces; and he shows thco

retically that a water wheel will have its effect a maxL
mum when its circumference move.i with half the velocity

of the stream.
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A series of interesting hydraulic experiments was made
at Rome in 1809 by Mallet and Vici. They found that

a pipe whose gauge was five ounces French measure (or

0-03059 French kilolitres) furnished one-seventh more water

than five pipes of one ounce, an effect arising from the

velocity being diminished by friction in the ratio of the

perimeters of the orifices as compared with their areas.

Hachette, in the year 1816, presented to the National

Institute a memoir containing the results of experiments

which he had made on the spouting of fluids, and the

discharge of vessels. The objects he had in view were
to measure the contracted part of a fluid vein, to examine
the phenomena attendant on additional tubes, and to

investigate and describe the figure of the fluid vein, and
the result^ which take place when different forms of orifices

are employed. Hachette showed in the second part of his

memoir that greater or lesser volumes of water will be
discharged in the same time through tubes of different

figures, the apertures in all having the same dimensions.

He also gave several remarkable results respecting other

fluids issuing out of orifices into air or a vacuum.
Several very interesting experiments on the propagation

of waves have been made by the brothers Weber' and by
Bidone. Mr John Scott Russell performed a number of

experiments on waves, which are described in the Edin-
burgh Transactions, vol. xiv., and in the British Association

Report for 1837. The mathematical theory has been
worked out by Green, Stokes, Rankine, and other mathe-
maticians, but still offers an interesting field for the inves-

tigator. Stokes's Report of the British Association for

1846 on Recent Researches in Hydrodynamics gives an
account of the subject as it existed at that date.

In 1826 Bidone," besides his experiments on waves,

made a series on the velocity of running water at the
hydraulic establishment of the university of Turin, and he
published an account of them in 1829. After giving a

descfiption of his apparatus and method of experimenting,

he gives the figures obtained from fluid veins, sections of

which were taken at different distances from the orifice.

In the year 1827 Poncelet published a Memoire sur

Us Roues I/ydranlirjues cl Aubes Courbes, containing his

experiments on the undershot wheel with curved palettes,

which he had invented in the year 1824. The best

under.shot previous to the introduction of the Poncelet wheel
never developed more than 02.5 of the work of the water,

whereas this utilized 0-GO of that work, which is nearly

equivalent to the maximum effect of the breast wheel.

The principle on which the Poncelet wheel acts, and that

which makes it utilize so much of the work of the water,

is that tho water is received by the curved floats without
any shock, and is discharged finally with a small velocity.

This undershot wheel is much used in France.

Previous to the year 1827, the wheels required in the

mills and manufactories of Germany and France were
gnrerally those which worked with the axis horizontal, or

the tub and sjMion wheels with the axis vertical ; but in that

year a young mechanician named Fourneyron introduced a

wheel working with the axis vertical, yet wholly different

from tho latter kind. Fourneyron showed that in cxistirii;

wheels witli a vertical axis the water left tho wheel with

considerable" velocity in tho direction of the moticjn of the

wheel, and thus carried away and wa.stcd much of tho energy
of tliu fall. By the introduction of a series of fixed guide

blades, which gave tho water initially a backward velocity

of rotation, the water left the wheel with a much smaller

velocity of discharge. He thus invented the first complete
turbine, a kind of water motor which has largely superseded

' iVeWynlfhrc nitf Exixrimtnte gegrundd, Leipsic, 1825.
' TuiTin Memoirs, vol. xxv.

the more cumbrous water wheels previously in use
Shortly after the invention was made public, Fourneyro
was awarded the prize of 6000 francs which was offered bj

the Society for the Encouragement of National Industry.

The most extensive experiments on the discharge of water hetL-r.i

from orifices are those made under the direction of the in'^su-

French Government by Poncelet and Lesbros (Experiences S" "^"®'

Hydrauliques, Paris, 1851). Boileau {Traite de la mesure
des eaux courantes) has discussed these results and added
experiments of his own. Bornemann has re-examined all

these results with great care, and has been able to express

in formulae the variation of the coefficients of discharge in

different conditions {Cimlingenieur, 1880). Very valuable

experiments leading to a modification of the usual formula

for the discharge over weirs were made by Mr J. B. Francis

(Loivell Hydraulic Experiments, Boston, Mass., 1855),

Wiesbach also has made many experimental investigations

of the discharge of fluids.

The friction of water investigated originally by Coulomb
at "slow speeds has been measured for higher speeds by Mr
W. Proude, whose researches have very great value in the

theory of ship resistance (Report of Brit. Assoc, 1869).

The flow of air and steam from orifices has been measured

by many experimenters from Young to Saint Venant. Mr
Napier in some interesting experiments first pointed out

that when the ratio of the pressures on the two sides of an
orifice exceeded a certain limit the measured discharge waf
very different from that calculated by the accepted formula;.

Since then numerous experiments have been made, and the-

theory of the flow of elastic fluids has been discussed in

numerous memoirs. The valuable investigations of Fliegner

(Civilingenieiir, 1878) deserve special mention.

A most valuable investigation of the flow of water in

pipes and channels has been carried out with exceptionat

accuracy and on a very large scale by the late M. Darcy,
and continued by his successor the late M. Bazin, at the

expense of the French Government (Recherckes Ilydrau
liques, Vax\s, 1806). The measurement of the flow in riven'-

has been extensively carried out, especially by Germat.

engineers. Harlacher's Beilrdr/e zur I/ydrvgraphie dc
Kiinigreiches Bijhmen contains exceedingly valuable measure

meuts of this kind, and a comparison of the experimental

results with all tho formuI.-B of How which have been pro

posed. Messrs Humphreys and Abbott's gaugings of the

Mississippi for the United States Government, Mr Gordon'.-

gaugings of the Irrawaddi, and Captain Cunningham';--

experiments on tho Ganges Canal may be referred to aF>

having materially advanced hydraulic science.

The first adequate theory of turbines is that of Poncele*

in the Comptes Rendiis dc I'Acadcmie de Paris, 1838.

Redtenbacher's Tlieorie loni Ban der Turhinen vnd Ven-

?i7rttorf« (Mannheim, 1844) is the first complete treatise oi»

the subject. Girard's turbine, which was of an entirely new
typo, was discussed in Lc Genie iudustricUe, 1856-1857.
and lately by Fink (Cii'ilingenieur, 1880). Importan;

experiments on turbines were made by Francis (Loud*
IIydraul/ia Experiments, hoston, Mass., 1855).

General PniNcirLKs.

Hydromechanics is the science of the equilibrium and
motion of fluids, both clastic and ndn-elastic. A fluid if

defined to be a sub.stance which yields ccintinually to the

slightest tangential .stress; and, consequently, when the fluid

has come to rest, tho slress aa-oss any surface in the fluii)

must bo normal to the surface.

Tho stress considered in hydromechanics is always s

pressure, as fluids are in general capable of sustaining only

a slight tension without di.-iruption (seo CAPI^,I,AK^'AcTIO^).

The intensity of I lie pressure is measured, as in the subject

of elasticity, by tho number of units of force per unit of area.
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If an area a bo pushed by P units of force, then the mean

pressure p over tlio area a is — ; or, if p be variable, then

P '

. '

' •."
at any point ;j = It — , a being any small area enclosing the

a

point at which ;) is required, and P the number of units

of force with which a is pushed.

The pressure across any surface being normal to the

surface, it follows from the general equations of internal

stress (see Elasticity) that at a point the pressure is the

Baniu in all directions about the point. This may be proved

independently by considering the eijuilibrium of a tetra-

hedron ABCD, Let p, p' be the pressures on the faces

AP.C, BCD, and resolve the forces parallel to the edge AD
;

the face ABC will be pushed by a force jj x area ABC, and

the face BCD w ill be pushed by a force ;/ x area BCD ; and
the projections of the areas ABC, BCD on a plane per-

pendicular to AD being equal, it follows that p = p'.

If forces act throughout the fluid so that the pressure

varies, from one point to another, we must suppose the

tetrahedron taken indefinitely small, and then the impressed

forces, depending on the volume, may be neglected in com-
parison with the forces acting on the faces '^'hich depend
on the surface of the tetrahedron.

When fluids such as exist in nature are ifi motion, the

stresses across any surfaces arc no longer normal, but

tangential stresses are called into play, the intensities of

which depend upon the relative motion of the parts of the

fluid ; those tangential stresses are said to be due to the

viscosity of the fluid.

The difference between a solid and a fluid is that in a

solid the tangential .stress must exceed a certain amount
before permanent shearing takes place, otherwise the stress

being removed the solid regains its shape ; in a fluid the

slightest tangential stress produces apermanent deformation,

and if continued long enougti will cause a complete change

of form, however great the viscosity of the fluid may be.'

But little progress has been made in the theory of the

motion of viscous fluids, those cases which liave been

worked out mostly falling under the head of the practical

subject of hydraulics. In the Ihenretical subject of hydro-

dynamics the motion of thi' so-called pcrfml fluids only

is considered,— fluids in which no visco.sity is supposed to

exist, and in which thunjfore the pressure at a point is

the same in all directions

Fluids are di^'ided into two cissses, incompressible fluids

called liquid.-*, and conq^n.-.s-iiblu fluids called gases. The
so-called incomprcsib'ie llu:di> arc in reality compressible,

but the compressibility being small is neglected in ordinary

problems.^

The compf«ssion of a sub-'tance is defined to be the ratio

of the diminution of the volume to tho original volume;
and tho compressiiUili/ is defined to be tho ratio of the

compression to the pressure, producing it. The elasticily

or resilience of volume, is the ratio of the .pressure to the

compression produced, and is therefore tho reciprocal of tho

compressibility. Fluids, from tho definition, possess only
elasticity of volume; an elastic solid possesses in addition

an elasticity of figure, called also the rlyidlti/.

A table of the elasticities and compressibilities of liquids

is given in Everett's Uniis and I'liijskcil Constants, ex-

pressed in C. 0. S. units; for instance, at 8° C. the elasticity

of water is 2-08 x 10'°, and the compressibility per atmo-
sphere is 481 xlO-^ The elasticity of water is also

proved to exist, and can be determined from tho velocity

of sound in water ; for instance, in water of density unity,

the velocity is the square root of the elasticity, and there-

' For examples of the iliOcrcnce between a soft soliJ and a very
viscous lluid see Maxwell's Hcatt chap. x.xi.

fore 144,000 centimetres per second, which agrees closely

with the velocity determined by eiperiment.

Compressible fluids or gases are assumed to obey tho
two gaseous laws.

The fiftt gaseous law, discovered by Boyle, and gene-
rally called Boyle's law, asserts that thg pressure of a given
quantity of a gas at a given temperature varies inversely

as the volume, or directly as the density.

The density is defined to be the number of units of mass
in the unit of volume, and i\i& specific volume is the volume
of the unit of mass. Hence Boyle's law asserts that the

pressure of a gas at a given temperature varies as the

density, or inversely as the specific volume.

Dalton generalized Boyle's law. for a mixture of gases by
enunciating the law that the pressure of a mixture of gase?

is the sum of the separate pressures each gas would have if

it existed alone in the containing vessel.

If we suppose all the gases the same, we are led to
Boyie's law, since, if a gramme of air in a centimetre cube
produces a certain pressure, then two grammes will produce
double the pressure, three grammes treble the pressure,

and so on ; hence the pressure varies as the density. Thia
method of exhibiting Boyle's law is due to Eankine (Max-
well, Heat, p. 27).

The second gaseous law was discovered by Charles, but
it generally goes by Gay-Lussac's name. • It asserts that

under constant pressure the volume of a given quantity of

every gas increases by about j^l^ of its volume at 0° C. for

a rise of temperature of 1° C. Therefore, if v be the
volume at t° C. and )'„ the volume at 0" C., then /

t'o
~. 273 ~ 273

If we reckon temperature from - 273° C, and put
273 -I- T = ^, then t is called the absolute temperature, and
-273" C. is called the absolute zero; and the second
gaseous law asserts that at a constant pressure the volume
of a given quantity of gas is proportional to the absolute

temperature. . . -

• ^

Combined with Boyle's law, this leads to the result that

,i- J)Voc<, = Rj suppose,

where p is tlie pressure, v the specific volume, and t llio aDsolufd
temperature ; also, if p denote the density,

l>
=— , aiid^) = Rp/.

V

To determine the numerical value of^ = R, in C.G.S. units, sup-

pose at 80° C. a centimetre cube of air is '001 of a gramme, the
hciglit of tho barometer being 76 centimetres, and the numerical
value of g to be 981 ; then ^

p = 981 X 1342x76 = 10« very nearly,^
< = 273 + 80-353,
» = 1.

,,,R=|01 = 2833.^

If the temperature is' kept constant, then, an increment of pressure

dj> producing a compression—^, the elasticity of volume

dp '
, 3p

dv

and therefore at a constant temperature the elasticity is equal to>

the pressure.

Professor Maxwell {Heal, p. 171) has proved from first principles

that the ratio of tho elasticity of volume when no heat escapes is to

the elasticity at constant temperature as the spccilic heat at constant
pressure to the specific heat at constant volume.

Consequently if y denotoe tlic ratio of the specific heat at constant
pressure to the specific lieat at constant volume, and if the «is be
compressed and no heat allowed to escape, then

.v£^yp.

p ' V

or »u^— oonsfjint.
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Consequently, if p, p'be tha pressures, v, iS the specific volumes,

p, p' the dcnoities, and (, < the absolute temperatures at two dilie-

rent statea of a gas, when no heat has been allowed to escape, then

J-(t)'=(7)'=(«-^
. f pv t

pV e

The value of 7 for air is about Vi ; for instance, the velocity of

•ound t =—
; and, for dry air at t° C.

and tnererore the velocity of sound in centimetres per second

= 33240v[l + ^] = 33240 + 60t, nearly.

We have defined the density of a substance to be the
number of units of mass in the unit of volume ; for in-

stance, with Fnglish units the density is the number of

pounds in a cubic foot, and the density of water would be
G2-5, a cubic foot of water being 1000 oz. But the den-
sities of substances are generally tabulated relatively to

water, and the old-fashioned name for the density relative

to water was specific grmity. With French un."'s of the
centimetre and the gramme, a centimetre cube of water
being a gramme, the density of water is unity.

PART I—HYDROSTATICS.

Hydrostatics is the science of the equilibrium of fluids.

When a fluid has come to rest there can be no tangential

etress, and consequently the stress across any surface is

normal to the surface, and therefore the same in all direc-

tions about a point. We shall begin with a few elementary

prepositions about the equilibrium of liquids like water

under gravity, and afterwards proceed to the consideration

of the equilibrium of any fluid under any forces.

"^ Prop. I. The pressure is the same at all points in a horizontal

plane of a liquid at rest under gravity.

For, taking any two points in the same horizontal plane, and
ioiuing them, and describing about the joining liiie as axis an inde-

SDitely thin cylinder, then, since the weight and the pressures on the

aides of the cylinder aro normal to the axis of the cylinder, resolv-

ing parallel to the axis of the cylinder, the pressures on the ends
must be equal for equilibrum, and must therefore be of equal

intensity.

I Corollary.—It follows that the free surface must be a liorizontal

{>lano, supposing tho pressure uniform over it. and gravity to act in

Jiarallcl vertical lines.

, That the free surface is a plane is verified experimentally by
tho fact thM objects are seen by reflexion at the surface undisturbed

as in a plane mirror ; and that it is a horizontal plane is verified

by the fact that a plumb lino and its image by reflexion at the

aurfacc always appear in the same straight line.

I
Prop. II. The pressure at any point of a liquid at rest under

gravity is proportional to the depth.

For, let P (lig. l)be any point at a depth AP=2 in the liquid, and
about AP as axis describe a cylinder, of sectional area o suppose.

Then, considering the equilibrium of the liquid in this cylinder,

and resolving vertically, the pressure, p suppose, at P acting over

tho area a must balance the weight of the !u|uid in tlie cyhnder,

neglecting tho atmospheric prcMMre, and there-

fore

pa^pza t

or P"?^ I

t- .

p denoting the weight of the liquid per unit of
volume. ...

In practical hydrostatics the gravitation

treasure of forces is employed, aud p the

Vrfssure is generally estimated in ft per square
inch, and then, an inch being the unit of
length, z is given in inches, and p is the mini-

l)(.T of pounds to a cubic inch of *l)0 liauiJ cou-
Bidi'red. ...
Thus with water, taking a wbic fciot oV water

,to bo 62-4 m •

62-4

If, however, e be measured in feet and 7) in 11 per square inch,

p-^s-0-433xs.
i44

Consequently the head of each foot of water produccia pressure
of -OS It) to the square inch. ,,,

I
With the French inctiic system of units, a centimetre cube of

Water is one gramme, and therefore with the centimetre as tho
unit of length and gramme as unit of weight, using gravitation
Unit.i of force, p—1, and ;)-«.

Even if the point C considered (fig. 2) should not be vertically
*i>«low. the actual free surface, it still follows that the luessurc nl

C is proportional to the depth below the free surface. For th«
pressiu'e at C is equal to the pressure at D in the same horizontal
plane, and this is proportional to the depth
DE, that is. to the depth CF.

If the atmospheric pressure w be taken
into account, then

''

p = zr + pz,

and generally, at different depths s and «"

p-p' = p{z-z');

or the difference of the pressures at any two
points of a liquid at rest under gravity is

proportional to the difference of the depths.

Corollary.—It follows from this that a liquid rises to the same
level in a serie.s of comnmnicating vessels (fig. 3), since the fluid

must have one horizontal piano as the free surface.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

If liquids of different aensitics p and p' be poured into tho two
branches of a bent tube, the heights of the free surfaces above the

plane of separation will be inversely as the densities. For the pi'es-

sure at the level of the common sur- ^
face being constant, and in one case

due to a height h of liquid of density

p ami in the other case to a height h'

of liuiiid of density p', therefore

pk^p'h'

,

or h '. h' -^ p' : p

.

The barometer (fig. 4) is in reality an
instrument of this character, for a

coliinin of mercury, of density a ami
height h suppose, supports a column of

air, which is of density p sup]io.se, and,

if homogeneous, would reach to a

height H. Hence the pressure at tho

level of the common surface

p = ch — pH

,

estimated in gravitation measure.

If the tube AH should not be ex-

actly vertical, then h must be taken

to denote the vertical distance between

the level of tho mercury at P and Q,
which becomes dillicult to estimate at

|

sea when tho ship is rolling,

When A is obseiTcd the tempcrnlurc

must also be nb.servcd; for at the same
pressure the coeflicicii tot linear expan-
sion of A is the cocflicient of cubical

expansion of mercury. For, if the density of mercury wore halved.
Ihi' lKi;:lit h would bo doubled, and so on in any proportion,,

l'''g. 4.
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II is cnllcJ llic pressure bciglit (Everett, Units and Physical
Constants). For Jry air at 0° C,

H - 7 -988 X 10' centimetres.

Prop. III. To find the pressure on the bottom of a vessel of any
form containing li(iuid, the bottom of the vessel being supposed
a horizontal plane.

The pressure at any point of the base being the same and duo
to tlio depth below the free surface, whatever be the shape of the

sides of the vessel, as in Kg. 5, it follows that the pressure on tho
b.ise .XB is equal to the weif;ht of the liquid contained in an ini,agin-

nry cylinder, traced out by vertical lines round the base AB reaching
to the suifaco.

In order to illustrate this, let there be four vessels A, B, C, D
(fig. 6), having bottoms all of tho same area, and closed by
{dates E, F, G, H, of the same weight Let the plates also be
:ept in their places by means of strings passing over pulleys and
supporting equal weights ic,m',w",!o."' The weights will measure
the vertical forces acting on the plates, i.e., the bases of the vessels.

It will be found that water must be poured into each vessel to the
same height to cause the plates to descend. The same will be the
case whatever be the shapes of the vessels, and the extreme cases of

a very largo base acted upon by the pressure of water in a very con-

tracted vessel, and of a very small area kept closed by a very small
weight when the vessel is very much enlarged above, constitute what
used to be called the hydrostatic paradox. Another kind of hydro-

Fig. 6

static paradox is the hydraulic press, where water, pumped iTTwith

small exertion by a forcing purap of which the plunger is of small
diameter, causes a second plunger of very much greater diameter to

rise and produce a very great pressure.

Prop. IV. (^Archimedfs's Principle).—The resultant pressure of a
fluid on a body immersed in it acts vertically upwards through the
centre of gravity, aBd is equal to the weight of the displaced liquid.

For, suppose the l)ody removed and its place filled up with lluid

as it would be at rest, and imagine for clearness this fluid solidified.

The fluid pressures whic h act upon this solidified fluid .are the same
as before, and since the fluid is in equilibrium under its own weight
and the fluid pressures, the resultant of the fluid pressures must bo
a single vertical force equal to the weight of tho displaced liijuid,

and acting upwards through tho centre of gravity of the displaced
liquid.

CoroUary.—\i a body float at rest in fluid, tho weight of tho
body must be equal to the weight of the displaced fluid, and tho
C'.G.s of the body and displaced fluid must be in the same vertical
line. For instance, tho weight of water displaced by a ship is

C(iilal to tho weight of the whole ship, masts, rigging .and nil.

When a balloon ia at rest in the air, the weight of the balloon is
equal to tho weight of air displaced.

Archimedes'a principle is employed to determine the densities of
bodies; for, if to be the weight of a body weighed in a balance in
mr strictly speaking in vacuo), and if w' be its apparent weight
when immersed in water, then w-w', the resultant upward pres-
sure of tho watir, is equal to the weight of water displaced, and
the density relative to water is therefore

w-w'

In very accurate weighings the weight of air displaced must be

taken into account, the real weight of a body being its api^irent
weight in air plus the weight of air displaced. Thus, if in air a
pound of lead and a pound of feathers balance in a pair of scales, if

placed under a receiver and tho air exhausted the feathers woulJ
prepondeiate.

The densities of liq^uids and solids are also determined by hydro-
meters, for a description of which consult the article Hydrometer.
The numerical measure of tlic density of a substance being the

quotient of the number of units of ni,as3 (or weight) by the number
of uuits of volume, it follows that in a mixture of lluiils the density
of the mixture is the quotient of the number of units of mass i»
the component fluids by tlie volume of the mixture.
The volume of the mixture will in general be the sum of tho

volumes of the component fluids, except in some cases where the
fluids combine chemically with each other. If equal volumes of th&
component fluids be taken, (lie density of the mixture will therefore

be the arithmetical mean of the densities of the component fluids ;

but if equal weights be taken, the density of the mi.xture will be
the harmonical mean of the densities of the component fluids, no
change of volume being supposed to take place.

Prop. V. To find the resultant vertiial and liorizontal pressures on
one side of a portion of a surface immersed in fluid at rest under
gravity. '**'

The resultant vertical pressure is the weight of the superincum-
bent fluid contained by vertical lines drawn round the bounding
curve of the surface to the free surface. If, however, the free sur-
face docs not extend over the surface, we must suppose it made to
do so by filling up the empty space with fluid. The line of action
of the resultant vertical pressure passes through the centre of gravity
of this superincumbent fluid.

The resultant horizontal pressure in any direction is equal to the
re.sultant pressure on the plane area traced out on a plane perpendi-
cular to the given horizontal direction by horizontal lines drawn
through the bounding line of the surface in the given direction ;

this plane area is called the orthogonal projection of the surface on
a plane perpendicular to tho given direction. For, resolving in the
given direction the weight of the enclosed liquid and the pressures
on the cylindrical surface traced out by the horizontal lines acting
in a direction at right angles, the horizontal components of the
pressures ou the ends balance, which proves the proposition. The
line of action of this horizontal pressure passes tlirough the centre
of pressure of the plane area (vide "Centre of Pressure ").

If a plane area be immersed in homogeneous liquid at rest under
gravity, the resultant force acting on one side of the area will be
the product of the area and the pressure at the centre of gravity of
the area.

For, rfA denoting an element of the area, and z its depth, tho
resultant pressure

-/p.r/A-.p^A.

which proves the proposition.

General Equations of Equilibrinm of any Fluid at rest under niiy

Forces.

If we take any arbitrary origin 0. and three rectangular nxes ol

rcfiicnoe Ox, Oi/, Oc, then, Up be the pressure, p the density, ami
X, Y, Z the components of the impressed force per unit of m.nss

at the point xi/z, the equilibrium of the flniil in any closed suif«"»

S requires, resolving parrllcl to the axis of x,

fJlpdS,~/ffp\>lxd,jdz,

the integrations extending respectively over the surface anil OirongTi
the volume of the space S, ami I, iii, ii denoting the direction-cosines
of the outwiird drawn normal at the surface clement rfS.

But by Green's transformation

fJlpAS.^Jff^^dxdyd,,

and therefore f/T'^^ Axdydi -fffp^dsedydz.

leading to the differential relation

Similarly, %-^'t-'^-
The three equations of equilibrium obtained by taking moment*

about the axis will bo found to he satisfied identically.

Hence the space vari.ition of the pressure in any direction is equal

to the resolved force per unit of volumo tn that direction. The
resultant force is therefore in the direction of the greatest space

variation of the pressure, that is, normal to the surface of equal'

pressure ; and the lines of force must therefore be capable of being,

cut orthogonally by a .system of surfaces, wliich will be the surfacca

of equal pressure.
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If we neglect changes of tempeiature, then, the density at any

|.oint being a function of the [iiessure, it follows that surfaces of equal

I'l-rasure are also suifaces of equal density, anJ therefore — ^,

L '^ , J- ^ arc the partial diirercntial coefficients with respect

to !,»/,» of some function P of x,y,z such that P= / -^'i aud there-

fuio also X,Y,Z must bo the partial differential coefficients of some

function - V, called the potential, such that the force in any

direction is rate of diminution of V in that direction , and the con-

ditions of equilibrium— ^ = X, &c., are equivalent to
L p ax

dx ax ay ay dz dz

oi P + V = constant

.

If the temperature be variable, then the surfaces of equal pressure

and density need not be coincident ; but, since the pressure is a

fiiiittion of the density and temperature only, it follows that the

siirf.iccs of equal temperature and of equal density must intersect iu

curves which lie on surfaces of equal pressure.

As an example of the use of the general equations, take the

simplest case of a homogeneous liquid at rest under gravity; then,

ti.e axis of s being directed vertically downwards, the equations

become

i 'ZL' = 1 ^
p ilx ' p dy

and therefore ^ = w + ffp:,
=r being the piessnrc at the level of the

origin.

We are here employing a new unit of force—the absolute unit

—

which is defined as the force which causes unit acceleration in the

luiit of mass. With the same units of length, time, and mass,

(I.e »ravitation unit of force is y times the absolute unit of force
;
for

instance, in the equations /; = pi, andp = ^pj, thep in the first equa-

tion is measured in giavitation units of force per unit of area, and

in the second equation in absolute units of force per unit of area.

Again, suppose the density to vary as any power of the depth, and

put
p-^;» ;

dp

n 1 ''P

then

aud

^ = gp^giii';

n + \

If the fluid be clastic, and the tcinpcraturo uniform, p=ip, and

1 (Ipk dp

p dz

and integrating.

I-" p dz~'''

logii = 9-

?:

Consequently, as we go up in the air, if the temperature iHinniforni,

OS the heights increase in arithmetical progression, the pressures and

densities diminish in geometrical progression.

If U denote the pressure height, then

p = kp = gpH ,

aud thcrclore H ——
9

aud if;),,;), denote tlio pressures at levels z„ Cj, tlurn

t,-tj

.Pi

« j,-j,-niog
p̂%

-H X 2-3026 log,, £t,
Pt

Tir dry air at 0* C, laVing H-26,000 feet, '

s, - s,- 60,000 log,|,5j. nearly,
J)a

—(Maxwell, Heat, cliap. xiv.)

r/ic Figure ofthe Earth.

Suppose a fluid mass arranged under tho gravitation of its parti

•in concentric spherical strata, the drnsily incrrasing towards the

cirilre for stability of o<|uilibriuni, and p lu'ing the density at a

<li!,uuce i from the centro. If wo 8Mj-;"Ke liiis mass to be lotating

without relative motion of its parts about an axis, and to be slightly

disturbed in consequence of the rotation'fromthe spherical arrange-

ment of the strata, we can gain an idea of the figure of the earth on
the hypothesis of original tluiJity.

If oj be the angular velocity, we must suppose a disturbing

function, whose potential is ^w'-r^ sin ^6, added to the gravitation

potential, d being the angular distance from the axis of revolution

and of figure. Denoting the zonal surface harmonic of the second
degree i/j? - J, where /*= cos e, by Q.,, the disturbiiig function may
be written

and we shall assume in consequence that the disturbance of eacv

stratum from the spherical form is also a zonal harmonic of the second

degree, so that when disturbed the equation of a stratum will be

r=i-(l-^Q,);

and c, which is the ratio of the diderence of the equatoiial and polat

axes to the mean axis, is called the ellipticity of the stratum.

The gravitation potential of a homogeneous .spheroid of density p,

and bounded by
r= i(l-leQ,).

is the same as that of a homogeneous sjihcre of radius k and density

p, and of a distribution of matter on the sphere of radius k.
''

surface density - |teQ~p, neglecting f-.

Therefore, for an internal point the potential is

2iipk^ - lirpi-'^ - j^Tpir'Q^ i

and for an external point the potential is

Therefore, for the shell of density p, enclosed by the stralu""

r=.i-(l-l.Q.)

and the consecutive stratum, the potential dV

= Upkdk - -h^ppr'-Q^dk

for an internal point, and

= 4xp--. - ^\-,rp-{k^ IjQJk

for an external point ; and, therefore, for any point in the intenot

of the whole mass on the stratum

r = i-(l-l€Qj),

M denoting the muss enclosed by the stratum of mean radius k, auA

K being the mean radius of the exterior stratum. Neglecting •'

•K
- /-Krft

U 4 4^^ pkdk - ,\)rFQ^ p^dk

Uk't)dk.

The equation of equilibrium is, since tho force in any directio-

IS tlie rate of ' -.rcase of the gravitation potential,

dpA U _ JmV(1 -Qj) = constant

;

|^-l^i/%>-j|/*4ti^Orfi + i"V-o

ami, sujiposing surfaces of cfjual pressure to be also surfaces of cquat

density, we must have to our order of approximation

ir + ^a'k-{l - QJ = constant,

over a surface of equal density, or, equating to zero the coe£Eci'oB»

ofQ..

M.
k

Dividing by P, and diffcrejitiating with respect to k, «' disappeaw,

aud we obtliiii

and, dilTercntiating again with respect to k,

u^.ekU..i.k^.%.o.

a diirercntial equation of the second order to determine Mf, and'

thc'iefore (, proridcd wc know what function p and therefore M is

Properly speaking, from the elasticities of the s-ubstonoes of the

various strata wc should know the relation lietwccn the pressure and

the density, and then from the emiditi.ms of equilibrium of the

strata when unclislinl»d and in this spherical shape wc could de-

termine what fiii.cti'jn p is of /.—the pressure Kud density at ,i»
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stratum with our approximations being tlie same in the undisturbed

and disturbed states ; and therefore

dp
dk

M
~k-

L.i|ilaee, on the assumption that tlie cubical elasticity is double

thi' |)ressure, and therelore the pressure proportional to the srpiaie

of the density, has integrated the ditVerential equation for theellip-

licity,— his assumption amounting to putting

}', a constant .\

> " /

and

45^' lip

M ' dk

More generally, to make the equation for the elllpticity integrable,

>vo may put
4^;" df ( k

M n"

'

where o and n are constants, the negative sign being taken because

-''is negative for stabijity This assumption reduces the dilferential
dk
eipiations for p. M, and Mt to equations reducible to Vessel's

dillVrential equation, and therefore p, M, and i can be expressed by
Res^el's funttion.s.

I.;qilacc s assumption amounts to putting n — % and then the

Bessel< (unctions which occui are of the order i, J, and |

.

Then p-a^-''J- , where a is the density at the centre of the
qk

earth, and therefore

M „ i~'Sin ok - ok cos qk),

, , , (-51*- M sin 9*" .cosoi
J,u^ Sin J - COS ^ \f]^l_ J 9*

~intr 2 . - 1 .
~ ~ i ~ sinot-cicos 0*

'

where ^^-^K, and the value of (/ must be determined from the con*

dition tluit the mean density of the earth is twice the density at

the surface.

CitUre of PrcsfiUTe.

When a plane aret is exposed to fluid pressure on one side, the
resultant force 'jxperfenced by the area is a

singi-i force per]"»*jndicular to ttie area, the sum
oi ull the He;'arato piessures, and acts through
a dclinire point called the centre of vressurr,.

If p be the pressure at the point xy, the

axes being taker in the plaice of the area,

th*u the resultant force

and if f, i? denote the coordinates of the
centre of pressure,

ffxpdxdy _ fftrpdxdy

j'Jpdxdy '//f<i^dy

The centre of pressure is therefore the C.G.
of the plane area, supposed a lamina of vari-

able density p If /) is uniform, th<j centre of

pre«uie is obviously the C of the area.

Foi a hoinotjeueous liquid at rest under
»r."aviiv, p is proportional to the depth below
the 9Vir face, that is. proportioii.^1 to the perpen-
dicular distance.^ from the line of intersection

of thi- plane of thr area witli the free surface,

ef the liquid. U the equation of this line be

* cos a + 1/ sin a-;»~0 ,

fj^'\p
~ I <.os a - y sin a)dxdy

j'f{p
- X- cos a - y sin a)dx4y

jf'iip - z cos a - y sin CL)dxdy

Jjip - s. COS o - y sin a)dxdy

If the origin be taken at the eentre of gravity of the area, and if

the axes be the piincipnl axes of the area, then

Jfdidy — A , the area

,

ffxdxdy ~ f)
, ffydxdy = , f/xydxdy -

ffyHxay-ka?, //uPdxdy^Ab'
;

intersection with the free surface, withj'espect to the momentai
ellipse.

The centre of pressuie of a rectangular area, with a side in thf

free surface, is at § of th(f depth of the lower side ; of a triangle with

vertex in the free surface and base horizontal is J of the depth of the

base ; of a triangle with base in the surface is i the depth of the

vertex.

AletaccTiire.

We have found from Archimedes's principle the couuitions of

equilibrium of a floating body, and we must now examine whether
the equilibrium is stable or unstable.

Let ACB (tig. 7) represent the cross section of a floating body,

like a ship, and let G be the C.G. of the body, and H that of the

liquid displaced, supposed homogeneous. Let the body be turned
through a small angle in the plane of the paper, whose circular

measure is 0, so that the volume of liquid displaced remains the

same. Then, ifW denote the weight of the body, and therefore also

of the liquid displaced, the resultant force due to the liquid on the

body in the displaced position is a vertical force AV acting vertically

upwards through H', the new C.G. of the displaced liquid.

In order that the volume displaced may remain unaltered, it ia

necessary that the line of intersection of the two planes of flotation

AB and DE should pass through the C.G. of the area of the curve

of flotation. For d\ denoting an element of the area A of flota-

tion, and x its distance from the line of intersection of the planes

AB and DE, the element of volume traced out by dA when the

body is displaced being dxdA, we must have

fexdA = 0,

or JxdA = ;

which proves that the line of intersection of the planes of AB and
DE passes through the C.G. of the area of flotation.

The force W acting upwards through H' is therefore equivalent to

an equal force W acting upwards tlirough H, and a couple, due to

the moment of the weight of ADD upwards and BOE downwarda.
the moment of which is therefore, in gravitation units,

p/ex-dA = peAk^,

k denoting the radius of gyration of the area A about the line whose
projection on the plane is 0.

Since HH is the arc of a curve, such that the tangent at H 14.

^r~~——~-^
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Intercepted \>y ibe surfaces, and i„ k, the principal radii of gyration

of this area aocut the centre of Rravity of the area. The vertical

througli H' will intersect HG only when the plane of displacement

(3 a plane of symmetry, that is, if it is perpendicular to k^ or kn

.

Generally for finite displacements in a plane the locus of M will

be the evolute of the curve which is the intersection of the plane

with the locus of H.
The surface the locus of H is called the surface of buoyancy, and

the surface which is the envelope of the planes of flotation is called

the surface of flotation.

If r„ r.j be the principal radii of curvature of the surface of buoy-
wicy, then

A <. Ij^
.

AV I3

1 y"**y''*3™ Y ™y*
If R„ E, be the prineipal radii of gyration of the surface of flota-

tion, lions. E. Lcclert has proved that

dl, . Vrfr, „ rfl,
_ .

Vrfr,R

For small oscillations, if we suppose the liquid pressure the same
w if the liquid were at rest, the body oscillates as if the surface of

buoyancy moved upon a horizontal plane.

Fig- 8.

Next, suppose a body completely immersed in hcteroccncons
liquid, which must for equilibrium be arranged in horizont.-u strata

of equal density, and suppose p — /'{z)lhc density of the liquid nt any
depth 2 ; let G be the centre of gravity of the body and H that of

the liquid displaced (fig. 8). When the body is in equilibiium, wo
must nave G and H in the same vertical line, and

///pcUdydz^V/.

the weight of tho liquid displaced, using gravitation units of force

again.

Suppose tho axes of coordinates fixed in tho body, and take GM
fts the axis of z ; sujiposo tlie body turned through a small angle d
about the axis Oy, uud let 11' be tlie centre of gravity of tlie dis-

placed liquid in the new position. The density of the liquid dis-

placed at a point P, whose coordinates arc x, y, z, is now

/(NP)-/('C09e + a;ein 0)

-/iz + xB)

-/lz) + exr{z),

neglecting 0' ; ond; to the same order of approximation,

UH'-
fjfjfx{/{z) + 9x/(z)],lx<lydx

W
f//x'/{z)dxd,jdz

' w '

' Drawlnen of thocnrvca of buoynncy nnti of floutlon, And of tlir metnrcntric
rnrvc%. nrc cl\rn lr» Ilie pliitc* of llliiHtmtlon of a paper on tho "Calruliitlon of
lira -iiMlM. of .-ililp.." l.y w It WUIto 011(1 W. Juliii, read before the l"«UluUoD
of Kiral Aieliiteela, Murtli 167k

since J'jyx/{z)dxdydz=0,

H lying in the axis of z.

If the vertical through H' meet Os in M, M is called the meta-
centre, aud is the centre of curvature of the locus of H, and

a^,
VHM--'—mi" _///xY{z)dxdydz A^'rf?'^'

W W
if A^" denote the moment of inertia of a horizontal phme section of
the body at a depth z, about the line of intersection with the plaiio

olyz.

We have here supposed that H' lies in the plane o[ xz ; but tliis

will only be true for two directions of displacement.
In general for any displacement, ii I, y,z be the coordinates of 11',

. jXfy {A':) + exf{z)} dxdydz fffxur(z]dxdydz
y- w "^ ~w

and therefore y = 0, only when the axis of !/is a principal axis of the

body, supposed of density -j? .

When p is discontinuous, as in the case of the body floating in

homogeneous fluid, then tho integral yAi'-rfp will have a term Ai-p,

due to the discontinuity at tho surface, and the rest of the intcgnil

will vanish, because ^ = 0.
dz

For a body floating wholly immersed in two iiiiuicis, mo ujipct

of uniform density p and tho lower of uniform density p,

HM. . (p-p')Ai'

W

Tension of Flexible Surfaces e^i-pnscd to Pressure.

In hydrostatics it is usual to determine the circumferential and
longitudinal tension produeed in a thin circular cylinder, due to

uniform internal pressure, and also to determine the tension of a

spherical surface, lilce a soap-bubble, duo to the e.\j;css of the inter-

nal pressure over the atmospheric pressure.

Let r be the internal radius of the cylinder, e the thickness (sup-

posed small), p the internal pressure, and t,t't\\e circumferential and'

longitudinal tension per unit of area caused by tlie pressure jj.

If we suppose the cylinder divided into two halves by a diametral

plane, and consider the equilibrium of unit length of cither halt

under tlie resultant of the fluid pressure over the half-cylinder and
the tensions at the ends of the diameters, the resultant of the ten-

sions must balance the resultant of the fluid pressures, which is tlio

resultant pressure on the diametral plane, since the resultant of the

uniform pressure on a closed surface is zero. Therefore

2tc=-2pr:

t r
or — = —

p e

To determine the longitudinal tension (', consider that tho

resultant pressure on the cud of the cylinder, which is ;i. irr'-', i»

balanced by the resultant of the tensions round a circuniiercrilial

seam, which is i'c.2nr ; and therefore

.Zirt'er = wpr'

;

and therefore l! -\l.

Thus in a boiler, half an inch thick, and 3 feet in diameter,

a pressure qf 150 lb to the square iiuli makes (-5400, <'-2700.

For a sphere of internal radius r, and small tliiekness f. supposing

it divideil by a diametral jilanc, tlieii the resultant tension loiind

tile cireumferenee, (c. Sirr, must balance tile resultant fluid pressuru

;).7rr°, supposing }i tho e.\cess oftlie internal over tho external pros

sure ; and therefore

lnler-Tsiu"

< i""or — — A

—

P °e

In the experiment with the Magdeburg homisplierfs, where two
heinispheros wore joined by an air-tight joint and tho air say half

exhausted, then, with a pound and imli as units, ;)-7'.5, suppos-

ing 15 the atmospheric ])ressurc ; and if the diameter of th? heini-

BpTicrcs be 3 feet, then r- 18 ; and tho forco required to separate tho

hemispheres would be

TxlS''x7-C = 7t!31 It..

Tho tension of (lexiblo surfaces is considered moro fully in thfc

article Cai'ILIjvuy Action.
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PART II.—HYDRODYNAMICS.

In considering the motion of fluids we shall suppose

lliem non-viicous, so that whatever be the state of motion,

the stress across any section is normal to the section, and

therefore the stress is a pressure and the same in all direc-

tions about a point, as in Hydrostatics.

Two methods are employed in hydrodynamics, called the

Eulerian and Lagrangian, although both are due to Euler;

in the Eulerian we fix our attention on particular points of

.-(lace, and observe the changes of pressure, density, and
velocity which take place there, and in tlie Lagrangian we
fullow a particle of fluid and observe its changes. The
first may be called the statistical and the second the

historical method, according to Prof. J. C. Maxwell. The
Eulerian method is generally employed except where the

iluid has a moving boundary.

T!u Eulerian Form of the Equations of Motion.

The first Cfiuaticn to be established is the equation of continuity,

wliich expresses tlie fact that the increase of matter inside a fixed

sm-face is due to the flow of fluid across the surface into the in-

terior, supposing tliere are no hypothetical sources or sinks in the
interior of the surface.

Lemma.—Thequantity of fluid, estimated in units of mass, which
flows across a plane area in a given time is equal to the product of

tlic area, the den-
sity, the time, and
the resolved part

of the velocity per-

jicndicular to tlie

area.

For if q be the 9.

velocity, the quantity of fluid which flows across the area A in the
time t will form an oblique cylinder of length qt, with its generat-

ing lines in the direction of motion (fig. 9). If fl denote the anfjle

between the uorm;d to the area and the velocity, the mass of the

cylinder
•=.\plq cos 0,

which is therefore the flax across the area A in the time t.

Generally, if S denote any fixed surface, M the mass of the fluid

inside it, aiyj 6 the angle which the normal drawn outwards at any
point of the surface makes with the velocity q at that point, then

--^=rate of increase of quantity of fluid inside the surface per

>iuit of time
— flux across the surface per unit of time

= -/ Pi <^°5 * ''S
i

or ^-f/^jcosadS = - . . (1),

the integral equation of continuity.

la the Eulerian equations of motion u, v, w are taken to denote
-the components of the velocity q parallel to the coordinate axes
at the point xyz at the time ( ; u,v,w are therefore functions of

X, II, 1, 1 the independent variables, and d is used to denote partial

ditTerciitiation with respect to these four independent variables.

To transfer the integral equation into the differential equation of
continuity, we require Green's transformation, namely,

or, individually,

JJf%Utdydz =.//lidS ,j^p^dxd!/dz =//mr,dS

,

^^dxdydz-fACdS ;

where the integrations extend i-espectively through the volume and
over the surface of a closed space S ; l,')n,n. denote the direction-
cosines of the outward drawn normal at tho surface element dS,
"'"' f. ^1 fare continuous functions of x, y,s.
The integral equation of continuity may now be written

Jl^'-£dxdxdy +//{lpu + mpv + npi«)iS - 0,

which by Green's transformatioa bcTOmcs

/m

Mi

-.-. 1.2).

leading to the dilTcrential equation of continuity

dp dpu dpv dpw _ ,-
~77 T ~; i

—

z 1
'— =^0

at ax dy Oi

It is customary to establish the differential equation uf ooniinuity
immediately by considering the fluid which enters and leaves an
infinitesimal parallelepiped, whose edges are dx, dy, dz, in the time
dt, but this requires us to suppose in succession each of the elements
dx, dy, dz, though infinitesimal, to be infinite compared with the
other two, and with the infinitesimal element of time dt ; this viola-

tion of tho principles of the ditferential calculus is avoided by
establishing tlie equation in its integral form first.

Wo shall establish the equations of motion in a similar way by
considering the rate of increase of momentum in a fixed direction
of the fluid inside the suiface, and equating it to the momentum
generated by the forces acting throughout the space S and by the
pressures acting at the surface S.

Taking the fixed direction parallel to the axis of a, the rate of
increase of momentum in that direction per unit of time, due to the
fluid which crosses the surface, is ^-

ff{lpii^+mpuv -H nputo)(iS

,

which by Green's transformation

dpu"^

-JM dx ^ dy ^ dz
j'^-J'^'

and, adding this to the rate of increase of momentum per uuit of
time of the fluid inside the surface

/r'-§>"<"

f/M

we obtain, as the total rate of increase of momentum per unit oi

time of the fluid which fills the space S,

dpxi dpu' dpuv dpuw\ . j .

in the direction of the axis oi x.

The rate of generation of momentum in this direction by tho
forces of componeuts X,Y,Z per unit of mass in the interior is

fffpXdxdydz,

and by the pressures at the surface is

-flpdS.

,

which by Green's transformation is equal to

and therefore

#(dpu dpu^

dt '^lU
d_puv djum\^^
dy dz J '

leading to the differential equation of motion

dpu

It"'

dpu'

dx
dpuv

~dy

dpVAtt

~dz 'dx 9)i

with two similar equations in y and z.

These equations may be slightly simplified ; for

dpu dpu' dpuv dpuv)

dt dx dy dz

(du du du du\

^Jdp
I

dpu.
^

dpv
^

djiw

\dt dx dy dz )
which reduces to the first line, tho second line vanishing in conse.

quence of the equation of continuity ; and therefore the equations
of motion may be written

du du du rfu _ I dp ...

dt dx dy dz ^ f dx

with the two similar equations

dv dv rfi) rfii
' V 1 dp ,,,— +U-J- +i:— +u:-r- -Y ;/- . . . (5),

dt dx dy dz p dy

1 dpdw dw dio dw _
: + u-j- -f v-r- + lO-r- - Z

dl dx dy dz
f6;.

p di

As a rule these ei|uations are established immediately by deter-

mining the compoii»nt accelerations of tho fluid particle uhiihis
at xyz at the instant of time t considered, and saying tliat thcsu
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accelerations reversed, combined with the impressed forces per unit

of mass, will form a system in equilibrium according to D'AIera-

berc's j)rinciple.

To ufterraine the component accelerations, suppose F any function

of K, y, z, t, and determine the rate of change of F per unit of time
DP

for a moving particle ; denoting this change by ——
, we have

DF I.
F(z-tKit, y + vit, z + tt-Si, < + 80 - ¥{x,y,2,t)

St

so that

dF d? rfF rfF

at ax ay dz

at at dx ay dz

— is called particle differentiation, because we follow the rate of
ai

change of the particle as it leares the point xyz ; but —
,

ji,

—- —. are the rates of change of F at the time t at the noint
dy dz
xyz, 6xed in space. Consequently the component accelerations

parallel to the axes of coordinates of a particle of fluid are

dii du, du du
dt dx dy dz

dv dv dv dv
-r. + u-j- + v^ + w-r 1
dt dx dy dz

dw , dw dw dw
dt dx dy dz

leading to the equations of motion last established.

If F(i,i/,z,0 = be the equation of a surface containing always
the same particles of fluid, it follows from the creceding that

dF rfF

di dx

dt
"•

^ dF
, dF .

dij dz
a).

This is called the differential equation of the bounding surface,

as particles of fluid once in the bounding surface always remain in it.

To integrate the equations of motion (4), (5), and (6), suppose the
impressed forces due to a potential V, such that the force in any
direction is the rate of diminution of V in that direction, then

dx
'

dy
and putting

dw dv „. du dw „ dv du

dz

~ ilz"^^' "rf7"'rf7="2>»,dy dz dz dx
the equations may be written

du ^ .
-^-2vC+2u„l +

dt

dw
Tt

2ip{ + 2itf +

* dz

dx dy

dR'

dx'
dR_
dy

'

-a,

(8),.

C9)

(10),

where Ry^.v4,»
and ?'=«' + »' + «)' (Lamb, ifolUm 0/ Fluidi, Appendix D; also
Proc. London Math. Society, vol. ix. ).

A atream line is defined to be the actual path of a particle, and a
' live offlow to be s lino such that the tangent at every point is in tlie

direction of the velocity at the point ; the stream lines and lines of
flow are coincident.oiUy when the motion is steady ; and when the
motion is irrotational, the lines of flow are orthogonal to the surfaces
obtained by equating the velocity function to a constant.
A vorUx lint is defined to bo a lino whose tangent at any point

is in the direction of the resultant a of tbe component angular
velocities {, tj, f at that point ; and u is called the spin (ClilTord,

Kinmnatic).

(,7l,f are called the components of molccnlar rotation (or spin) at
xyz, for a reason to be explained aftcnvnrds; and when they vanish
the motion is said to be irrotational, and a function e.\ist9, called
the velocity function, such that

d0 d(t) dip
i--r-i v--y-i w--y-

dx dy dz

»nd, generally, the velocity in any direction is then the space varia-
tion of^.
When tho motion is irrotational, equations (8), (9), and (10)

bcecnis

a><t, dK . d'if' ,dR „ rP,p dK „
£cSt^ dx 'dydt dy 'dzdl dz '

f.R = H,

J p 2 dt

a constant throughout the fluid, which may, however, be a function
of the time.

If, however, the motion be .steady, that is, if the velocity at any
point of space does not change with the time, then

*i = -^ = "^'-O
dt ' dt ' dt '

and the equations become

^-2i'C+2w7, = 0.
dx
dR
dy
d&

2M){ + 2Mf-=0,

so that

-j--2«7i + 2rj= ;

dz
„dR dR dR „
u—r- + u-v- +,uv-3-=0;
dx dy dz

,dR dR ,dR „
«-nr + .-5^+f^ = 0;
' dx

A
and therefore the surface R, = constant, contains both stream lines

.-.nd vortex lines ; and therefore

-+ V + ^5^ = constant. . . (11)

along a stream line, and along a vortex line ; and if the motion is

irrotational, the constant is the same for all the space filled witli

the fluid
i

for then

^ = 0, 4^ = 0, ^=0.dx dy dz

Taking the ax's of x for an instant in the direction of the normal
to the surface R = constant, then i« = and { = 0, and (8), (0), and

dR
(lOj, if the.motion is steady, reduce to -7— =2i.J-2w7) = 2}ai sin 6,

where 9 is the angle between the stream and the vortex line.

It is sometimes convenient to use moving axes of coordinates in

Hydrodynamics, and the equations of motion then become

d«
,

,di4 , , u'lt
t'oj3 + icv^ + (Ji + 2/W3 - ~wa) 7- + (V + Sftij - xta^) -j-

. . du ^ 1 dp
dt

with two similar equations ; a,, <uj, B3 denoting tlie comjionent

angular velocities of the moviug axes, and u, v, w the components
of the velocity of the fluid in space at the point xyz at the time t

parallel to the axes.

For if q denote the component velocity of the particle r^/z at the

time < in a direction fixed in space whose direction-cosines are

I, m, n, then
q^lu-ymv-¥nxo

;

and in the infinitesimal element of time dt the coordinates of th»

particle will have become

a; ^ (li -H 1/H13 - 2U2)d<
, y + {v + zu^ -xu^ylt , z + [w + Xa^ - yu,)itt ,

Do dl dm dn

dt
so that

,(du , ,du , ,<'",, ,''" \*
d7

'"'"' '-""5" ""'^dl-'"
"'"'"'

"^"'' dp
'"'"»"•"'' dl I

+ ™ ;^ + (w + J/«3
- sa.j) 2^ -f (v -!- SOI, - 2:0.3) ^-^ + (

«' -f .r<^, - i/iu,
J ;g J

(dw , , d"' , ,*",,. .
''"'/

*
"jdJ'

"""'"*
^""s " '"»^ dc

^^ *""'"
^"'' dP

•
'"'''•"'' S

I

But, since i,»?i, »are the direction-cosines of aline fixed in spaoe,

dl dm , dn

dT "'"•'"'"«
dt dt

"/(tfj - tnu,
;

^ - ^
j ^ - ""a + Wwj -H (« + 3/«3 - -'"j)

,7;^
+ ( '' + ="1 -

•'".'Vj

+ {w+xu,-yut)-j:
j

du

d.V

[dv ,dv dv
,, U)oi, + i/o>3 -I- (tt -t- 2/013 - zu,)j- + (i) + :«, - xu,)—

f (io-t-a:oio-!/o>,)^
j

< dw , ,d»" , .«'"
+ 71

j
-- ~ UiD, + vui + {u + 7/013 - loij) -^ -Ki' + roi, - XOI3 )-

'du

+ (ki + X01j-7/01,)^

for all values of I, m, n, leading to the equations of inntiou./
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As ail example of the use ol moving axes in liydiodjnamica, con-

sider the liquid tilling the ellijisoidal case

+ ——1— = 1
•

b' c- '

«nd first suppose the liquid to be frozen, and to have component
angular velocities |, ij, f about the axes, then

If the liquid now be suddenly niefted, and additional component
lingular velocities fi,, n^, ^3 communicated to the ellipsoid about
the axes, then {vide infra)

' + i»
ft!/

and if U, V, W denote the component velocities of the liquid

relative to the axes,
0,(2 0(^2

' • * ii--f6- -"-^ c^ + a'

V-1
26- „ 2b'' r,

6- + t- ' a-+b^

2c"- 2(;2

b- + c^
'-^W =w -H aroij - i/io, = -Tji^n^x - .-T^—-JJiV

«iuce <o, = R, + {, a>j = fj.j + r), esj

•I,, wj, ttij being the component angular velocities of the axes.

We see that

ui:.HV.|?,+w4=o
w b- c-

80 that a liquid particle always remains on a similar ellipsoid.

The hydiodyuamical oinations with moving axes, taking into

nccuunt the mutual gruviiatioii of the liquid, are

+ i\x ¥
(III

di'

..dii .,du ,,,du .
vu. + WW., -H U -7- -t- V;j- + W-T- =

'' ax ay dz

1 dp' „ ^^ ,,dv .,dv ^,,dv .

P dij •' di ' > dx dij dz

dp dui (1x0 ,,dw ,,rdu) .

dz

•'hero

(U dz

(1),

(2),

(3);

K)\"

and

X)P'

With the above values of u. i; w, U, V, W, the hydrodynamical
equations are of the lorm

1 dp
,— ^-^Ax-^al:-^/lI/-^5f^ = u,

\ I + By -^ Ax + By -»./=, 0,

^-£ + Vz-^ffZ^fy+yZ~0

The component accelerations in space of the liquid particle at
jy; parallel to the axes arc therefore

ax + h]/ + gz, Jix-yBy^fz, gx+fy + yz;'

and by the dynamical equations the rates of change of angular
momentum about the coordinate axes are zero, and thercforo

I
(ire -t/y + y:)y -{/ix + ^y +/z}z } = ;

01 iy'-z') = n,

or /i;6»-<;') = 0;
and thercfoiu y„ ;

and similarly 3 and h vanish.

V. Thercforo tUc hydrodynamical equations become

1 dp- ^+(A-^a)x=0.

7£ + (C+»)*-05

where
^(.-^«-)- ^ Vcr' + o^ ^ 7

- •* Va' + i- /
2

/3 =
-'"- "

"

_£-).

(<s- + 4=)'

4a=(a^- 6=)

«»-(fc?«3-0^

7 = ?w-(£^ft-.;
{6- + c=)=

4a=(<;=- «=)„„• /c«-a'_ \-

Therefore, integrating,

„ — + 4 j
(A + a)r' + (B-hj3)y--h(C-f7);= ! =constant

;

and therefore the surfaces of equal pressure are the similar ^d
co-axial quadrics •

(A -t- a)!- -I- (B + $)y=-KC-f7)r'= constant.

If -we can make o, 0, y constant, aud (A -H a)a? = (B + /3)6' = C + 7)1^
the surfaces of equal pressure are similar to the external case, which
can tlierefore be removed without affecting the motion.

This is the case when the axis of revolution is a principal axis;

and, supposing it the axis of :, then
'_'

fii = 0, R.-O, 1 = 0, » = 0.

If in addition we put f2j = 0, or 013 = J, vpe obtain the solution of

the particular case considered by Jacobi, of a liquid ellipsoid of

three unequal axes, rotating about its least axis in relative equi-

librium ; or, putting a — b, we obtain Maclaurin's solution of the

equilibrium of a rotating spheroid (Cam. Phil. Soc. Proc, iii.).

Equation (U) is called Bernoulli's equation, and for homogeneous
liquids under gravity is a very useful principle in hydraulics ; the

eiiuation may be established from first principles by considering the

energy which enters and leaves a certain portion of a tube of flow.j

{L^mb, Motion 0/ Fluids, p. 23).
'

'

If homogeneous liquid be drawn off from a vessel, so large that

the motion of the free surface may be neglected, then Bernoulli's

equation becomes, P being the atmospheric pressure and h tha

height of the free surface,

P— + gz
P

and in particular, for a jet issuing into the atmosphere, where^ = P,

iq- = 'Ah-z);

or the velocity is duo to the depth below the free surface. This is

Torrieclli's theorem {Dc ilotu gravium Proj<xtorum, 1643).

If we suppose fluid to escape according to this law. from a large

closed vessel in which the pressure is p where the motion is insen-

sible, and neglect the variations of velocity due to variations of level,

p being sulliciently great, then

If A be the sectional area of the jet (at the vena ccmtracta), the

quantity of fluid which escapes per unit of time is

AM = Aj\2p{p-?)};

the momentum per unit of time is

Ap5' = 2A(;i-P);

and the energy per unit of time is

iApi,»-A{;,-F)'^-|

Suppose, for instance, two equal pipes leading One from the stears.

space and the other from the water space of a steam boiler at a

pressure;), and suppose Torricelli's theorem to hold for the rate of

efflux of thesteam and water, then, if denote tlie density ot steam^,

and p the density of water,

The velocity of steam jet _

The velocity of water jet
(1) y2
(2)

',3)

The quantity ot steam jet /_£
jet"' V p

W

The quantity of water jet

'The momentum of steim jet _
^

The momentum of water jet

The energy of steam jet

Tlie energy of water jet 'V <r

For instance, with steam at 8 atmospheres, or 120 B) to Ueil

square inch,

^,7^ -15 nearly

—(Raukine, Sleam Engine, appendix).

-/i
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These principles assumeil cnMe us to giro a general explanation

«f the working of Gillavd's injector. For, if the steam jet and water

jet be directed at each other, with a small interval between, the

superior energy and equal momentum of the steam jet will overcome

the water jet, and the steam will (low back into the boiler._ But the

steam jet, without losing its momentum, is capable of being mixed

with water to such an extent as to become a condensed water jet,

moving with the velocity of the water jet, and still entering the

boiler, a valve preventing the reversal of the motion. Conse-

quently, the amount of water carried into the boiler pei unit of tune

will theoretically be at most the difference between the quantities

which would escape by the water and the steam jets, and therefore

and the efficiency of the injector, that is, the ratio of the water

pumped in to the quantity of steam used, will bo

^] •1.

the efficiency of a pump being -£. ,

With C.G.S. units, and a pressure of 8 atmoapheros, Tor Instance,

p-P=.7xlO' very nearly,^ £- = }5, and p = l

.

Therefore, if the diameter of the nozzles of the injector be d centi-

metres, the delivery in grammes per second

~ i wdr s/Ti 10\1 - VS)
= 2180(p;

and since 1 gallon is 4541 cubic centimetres, the delivery in gallons

per minute
. 2180x60^

4541

-^S-TScP nearly.'

The Lagrangian Form of the Equaiionx

Here the independent variables which dofioe o particle are the

time-(, and a, b, c, the initial values of the coordinates x, y, z of a

particle of fluid (or else functions of the initial coordinates, but it

IS best to consider a, b, c as the initial coordinates themselves).

Here x, y, i do not refer to a fixed point in apace, but are the

variable coordinates of a fluid particle, and are functions of

a, b, c, I, the independent variables ; and consequently

dx dy dz
,

and the component accelerations of the fluid particle are

du dv dvi

dt' W dt

' Consequently the equation.') of motion, assuming the existence of

the potential V, and putting P=A— , and P + V - Q , ar

. (I);

• (2),

. (3).

Since the elementary parallelepiped whoso edges were initially da,

db, dc, becomes strained into a parallepiped of volume

^jM^dadlde
a(o,o,c)

thcrerore the equation of continuity is

d{x,y,z)

''dl^^c)"'''"

or, it the fluid bo o homogeneous liquid,

d{x,y,z)

d{d,b,c) * •

When o, t, e are not the coordinates of « foint actually occupied

by tho ftuid partiplo, this equation of continuity must be replaced by

di I '^d{a,b,c) )

dQ du

dx dt
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Caiichy's integrals reduce to tho singlo cquatioa

or

where
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0)1 Floxe, Circulation, and Vorlfx Moliim. _

The line integral of the tangential veloL-ity // u^ + 3^ + ^-^ ) <^

ae /{wix^-vdy + wdz), from one point to another of a curve, is

called tixefiow along the curve from the initial to the final point

;

and, if the curve be closed, the line integral round the curve is

called the circulalioii in the curve.

If a velocity function ip exist, then the flow =/dii>=(p„ - ij>,, where

^, and (f>.,
are the initial and final values of ;

and therefore the

flow is independent of the curve for all mutually reconcilable curves
;

and the circidation in any closed curve, capable of being reduced to

a poi.il without leaving space for which (p is single-valued, is

zero.

If through every point of a small closed curve the vortex lines be

drawn, a tube is obtained and the fluid contained is called a vartsx

jilavicnt.

By analogy with the spin of a rigid body the component spin

of the fluid in any plane at any point is defined as the circulation

round any infinitesimal area in the plane enclosing the point divided

by twice the area. For in a rigid body, rotating about the axis of

X with angular velocity J suppose, the circulation round a curve in

the plane of yz is ,

— » times twice tlie area of the curve.

Now if, in the fluid at the point ri/:, we take the circulation round
the elementary area dydt, it is equal to

vdtj-h[ w->r--pdy\dz-{v + -j-\dz-iod:

(dm dv\ J ,

'[TyZdir'-"''-

and therefore the component spin in the plane »/; is —I -r- - -r ) >

2 V dy dzj

which wo have denoted by |. Similarly the component spins in

the planes of zx and xy are ^ ('l!f-^"\ = , and If^ -'^') = C^ ^ 2\dz dx) ' 2 \dx dyJ ^

respectively.

Since the circulation round any triangular area is the sum of the

circulations round, the projections of the area on the coordinate

planes, the composition of the component spins {, ij, f is accord-

ing to the vector law. Hence in any infinitesimal part of the fluid

the circulation is zero roand everj small plane curve parsing

through a certain line, the resultant r.xis of spin of |, tj, fat that

point of the fluid. Consequently the'circulation round any closed

curve drawn on the surface of a vortex filament is zero ; and there-

fore, if at any two points of a vortex filament we draw the cross

sections ABC, A'B'C, joined by the line A.V, then, since the flow

in AA' in the complete circuit ABCAA'B'C'A'A is taken in opposite

directions, the resultant flow in AA' vanishes, and therefore the cir-

culations in ABC, A'B'C, estimated in the same direction, are equal.

This is expressed by saying that, at all points of a vortex filament,

ua is constant, whcro a is the sectional area of the filament, and oi

the spin (ClKTord, ATinci/uidc, Book iii.).

So far the theorems about vortox motion are kinematioal ; but,

introducing Euier's equation of motion

where

then

dt dx ' dl ~Sy

Ip

dt^ dz
"•

>-/• + V,

-r. {udx + vdy + wdz

.U—- + V-^_^ + W^^-¥-yrdx+-yrdy + -=-dt
dl dl di dl dl dt

, rfQ. rfQ, rfQ,
— udit + vdv + wdw- j-dx- -pdy- -^dz

-Jdj'-rfQ;

•nd therefore, by integration round a closed curve,

. - / {udx + vdy + vxlz) — ;

ftnd therefore the circulation in nnv circuit composed of the .same
fluid particles is constant, and, if the motion is dilferentially irro-

tational, is zero round all rcconcihiblu paths.

The circnlation round any small plane curve pitssing through the
axis of spin at any point being always zero, it follows conversely
that a vortex filament is always corr^poaed of the some fluid particles ;

am!, since the circulation round any cross section is constant for

dilTerent tmie«, it follows from the previous kinematical proposi-

tions that aa is constant for all the time, and the same at all points
of a vortex filament.

Professor Clitrord(/'r<ic. London Mathemai.ical'Soddy, vol. ix.) his
given a simple quaternion proof of the theorem—To determine lh«
velocity at any point of a fluid, when the spin is given.

If a denote the velocity and ai the spin at any point, then

2u. = Vw;
albo, if k denote the cubical expansion,

A-=-S^ir.

Hcuce the quaternion ? or - i + 2u is simply Va ; consequently the
problem to be solved is to determine a Irom the equatiou

q=Vii,
g being given.

Operating by v,

therefore tr is the potential of v? ; and therefore

. /"vyj dn

where a^ means the value ofo- at the point a, dvk means an element
of volume at the point 6j and UaS the distance between the points
a, b.

Returning to Euier's equatious of motion.

du dii du du rfQ

dt dx dy dz dx
0,

and eliminating Q,.

di~^d^"^dx'^di*\dx'*'d'y'^d^) '

and, since by the equation of continuity

_1_

P
therefore

and similarly

Dp du dv dw
dt dx dy dz

r du

p dx
n dv ( dw

.R(l)
dt\p /

D/'j^\_J_rfi(^j^rfti_^_frfio

dt \ p J p dy p dy p dy

t" \ P / p dz p dz p dlp J p az p az p

These equations, first given by Professor Stokes for homogeneous.
liquid, were generalized for any iluid by Professor Nanson, Messengi^

of Malhematics, 1873. They may also be obtained immediat>'ly
by the diUeieutiation of Caueliy's integrals (4), (5), and (6), given
above.

Plane Vortex Motion.

When a series of straight vertical vortices (called columnar vor-

tices by Sir W. Thomson) are present in honiogoncous liquid,

bounded by two horizontal planes, we can determine the motion of

any vortex by supposing it due to the remaining vortices.

A single vortex will remain at rest, and cause a velocity at any
point perpendicular to the plane through the point and the vortex

inversely as the distance from the vortex.

If m denote the strength of the vortex, i.e., the circulation in any
circuit enclosing the vortex once, then the velocity at a distance r

from the vortex will bo — , and the current function A will ha
2irr

— log r, and the velocity function f will be ^ 9, where Bis the

angle between any fixed plane and the plane through the vortex

and the point.

The surface of equal .pressure under gravity will bo of the form

the axis of the vortex being the axis of s.

When there are more than ono vortex present, each vortex moving
with the velocity duo to the other vortices will describe the curve

whose equation is

2 P- log r= constant,
2ir "

whore m is the strength of one of tho remaining vortices, and r

the distance between it and the vortex whoso motion is considered;

this equation may also be written

rir" - constant.

When the liquid is bounded by a vertical cylindrical surface, the

moliim of a vortex may W. determined as due to a series of vortices

considered ua images of the orij,inal vortex, and 80 arranged as to
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make the velocity across the bounJoiy zcio at every iioint of the

boiiiiJaiy.

When the boimJaries are nlanc surfaces, the images are tlie opti-

cal imager by reflexion of liie original voitex, considcied as posi-

tive or negative, aocoiiling as fonnej by an even or odd unmLier of

reflexions.

'fbus the curve described by a vortex inside the angle bounded

by the planes 0- ±— is the Cotes"s spiral

r cos n9 = C,

end inside the space bounded by the planes i-O, x-n, y-O, ;/-6

cot- ami K — I
^'

J
+ cot- am f K' -V .

^'
1
= constant

I
+ cot- am

K
K 4

(Qiidrferhj Journal of }fathcmatics^ vol. xv. ).

A single vortex of strength m in a circular cylinder of radius a

at a distance c from the centre will move with the velocity due to

an image of strength -mat a distance — from the centre, and
c

therefore describe a circle of radius c with velocity

2ir rt-

4t»
and therefore in the periodic time— (a- -en.

Ill

A single circular vortex in infinite fluid will move with a certain

velocity in the direct ion of its." xi3(" Vortex Motion," Trans. R.S.E.,

1869 ;
" Vortex Motion," Ileimholtz, Crelle, 1858) ; and, if another

e<)ual circular vortex be projected coaxially after the first, the mo-
tion of the 6r3t must be compounded with that due to the second.

Consequently the first vortex will dilate and move slower till the

second vortex passes through it, when it will contract and move
faster till it passes througli the second, and so on. This can be

verified experimentally with smoke rings projected from the same
circular hole, or with half vortex rings, formed on the surface of

water by drawing a semi-circular blade a short distance through the

water.

The motion of a vortex ring projected perpendicularly against a

plane boundary will be determined by compounding it with the

motion due to an equal and opposite vortex ring, its optical image
in the wall. The vortex ring will therefore spread out and move
more slowly in the direction of its axis as it approaches the wall

;

at the same time the molecular rotation, being inversely propor-
tioBal to the cross section of the vortex, will be seen to increase.

Plane Motion of Liquids.

When the velocity of the fluid is always parallel to a fixed plane,

we lake this plane as the plane oi xij, and then w;=0, and u and v
are functions of x and y, 4nd the stream lines are plane curves.

Ci-nsidering only the cases where the fluid is incompressible, the
equation of coutiuuity becomes

du dv

dx dy

and therefore a function i/. exists, culled the stream function,

such that
dti, dif- -zr- ,

"=-7-
idy ' dx

and 1^ ~ constant ii the equation of a line of flow.

The spin at any noint

Jl^ /dv du\
2 {di'd^J

2 \dx- dif J

If the motion ia irrotational, then f= 0, and a velocity function ij>

exists such that
dip dJ,

dx dy

„_^.+^;
dy dx

therefore i^ and <t> are conjugate functions of x and y, and

,l,
+ i,l,-J\z + iy).

By assigning particular values to this function, Helmholtj and
KirchhoiThave discovered the solution of various problems of dis-

continuous plane liquid motion, an account of which is given in
Lamb's Motion of Ftuids.

The kinetic energy of the liquid bounded by two planes perpen-
dicular to the axis of $ at unit distance is

Since

when -S. L^ are the rates of change of (b and li in the direction.
ait ' dn

of the outward draw n normal to the bounding curve at the clement
ds.

diji d4> dip rfifi

dit, ds ' dK di
'

therefore T= -— p /'P<1'^
" — pf

Wo can interchange if> and i)/, and make ^ the stream function and

if the velocity function ; thus from any given irrotational motion
in two dinieuaions another may be derived by turning the velocity

through a right angle without altering its magnitude.

For instance, if the axis of s bo aline source of delivery m, then,

since the flow across any cylinder of radius r is m, the velocity must

be — ; and therefore
2irr

,=£log.,and, = £e;

where 9 is the angle made by a plane through the axis of % and the
point with a fixed plane.

1 f tlie values of <p and -i/ be interchanged, we obtain a vortex round
the axis of 2, of strength m.

Plant Motion in a Liquid due to Ihe Motion of Pugid Cyliiidcrs

perpendicular to their Axes.

Suppose a rigid cylindrical surface moving in the direction of the

axis of X with velocity V, and other fixed rigid cylindrical surfacua

to be present in the liquid, which is supposed for simplicity to bo

bounded also by two fixed planes perpendicular to the axis of i at

unit distance tiom each other, the generating lines of the cylin;

ders being supposed parallel to the axis of z ; then at all points of

the boundary of the moving surface

-I = normal velocity of fluid
ds
= velocity of boundary normal to itself

=V^ •

ds
'

and therefore iJi
= .-Vj/-l-constant; and at all ppints of the fixed

surfaces -i-O, and therefore ii = constant.
ds

We must therefore discover a function i(/ which satisfies the

equation

. dx-dy^~'
and is equal to a constant round a fixed boundary, and equal to.

- Vi/ + constant round a moving boundary, moving ivith velocity

V in the direction of the axis of x ; and <p, the conjugate function,

can then easily be written down.
Ex. 1. The moving cylinder a circular cylinder of radius a, and

the fixed cylinder a circular cylinder of radius h, both having the

axis of I as axis. Then
V-

r

li- - Va sin 6 75
b'

and therefore

If ip' denote the velocity function of liquid filling the cylinder

T-a,
ip'-Vrcoa 0,

and therefore, when r = a,

(p' b'' - a'
'

In determining the kinetic energy rf the liquid intermediate to

a/^-^i and
dr dr '

therefore the kinetic energy of the liquid intermediate to thficylin.

the cylinders, j^-0 when T"b; and when r-a, ^"""^

ders is *i±5! of the kinetic energy of the liquid filling the cylinder
i^-oa

r-a. Consequently, if the cylinder r-a be moved, the inertia to.

be overcome will be its own inertia, together with the inertia of.*
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6= + o'
I of a liquid -g j times the volume of the cylinder ; this is

calleJ the effective inertia of the cylinder.

In particular, if 6 = 00, the effective inertia is the mass of the
cylinder, increased by a mass of liquid of equal volume with the
cylinder ; and then

- ain 9, ^^ -V ?L cos 9,

M> that

Va2

(i)

^ i{H- ly)

Ex. 2. The moving cylinder an elliptic cylinder, and tlie fixed

cylinder a confocal ellipti: cylinder.

IFsing elliptic coordinates {, »|, such that c cosh ij, c stnh >) are

the semi-axes of the confocal ellipse, c cos {, c sin f of the confocal

hyberbola passing through a point, 2c being the distance between
the foci ; then z » c cosh i; cos f, y = c .sinh tj sin {; and if 7; — a is the
equation of the moving ellipse,

7i
= /3 of the fixed ellipse, then

'

+ = -Vosinha^'"^'^-'''sin(

satisfies the conditions that

(ii) ii= - Vc sinh a sin (~ - Vy, wnen ij~a,

(iii) 'J
= 0, when n = fl.

Therefore the conjugate function

,, . , cosh iB - rt)

<p = v'c 8inb a . .
' —- cos t ,

sinh '..S - a) ^

CO that

4. + .4,^ Vc .

^'"^ "
^
cos ({ + t, - IB).

sinh (j3 - o)

If ij) denote the velooity function of the liquid filling the elliptic

cylinder rfa, then
0' = Vx = Vc cosh 1) cos J

;

and round the ellipse rj => a,

^ tanh a

^' " tanh (j8 - o)

while ^? is the same for each, and ^ vanishes when ii = fl; there-
dn an

torn the kinetic energy of the liquid between i|-a and n = B is

—^—?— of the kinetic energy of the liquid Inside ij = a. which is
tann (0 - a)

irpV'c" sinh a.cosh a

Hence the mass of the cylinder i| = o must be increased by

—r—; times the mass of an equal volume of liquid to pive
tanh (S- a)

^ t t,

the effective inertia for motion io the direction of the major axis,

the space between the cylinder 11 = a and a fixed cyhnder ii = j3

being filled with liquid

Similarly for motion parallel to the minor axis,

|-Vccoshtf^'"!''^-''>cost.
sinh (/3 - o)

-Vccoaha'-24(^^)siD{'
8inh(S-o)

(QttarUrly Journal tf Uathemalics, vol. xvi ).

Ex. 3. When the moving and fixed cylinders are any two
circular cylinders, not co-axial, the limiting points are taken js the
foci of reference j and, supposing 2c the distance between them, and
£ D the dipolar system of coordinates, wc have

x~c .,"'"'' ".
. i/

= c !il!J
"oen D - cos { cosh ij - coe {

and then i log (^-^"'^i/'
2 * (i-cl'-t;/'

{-tan •1 y -Un-'-JL
x + c

eft that (-constant Is the equation of a circle passing through the
two limiting 'points, and ij- constant is the equation of an ortho-
gonal circle.

If I) -a be the moving cylinder, moving in the direction of the
axis of a; (the line of centres) with velocity V, and if i)-fl be the
fixed cylinder, wa must make

i^. - Vc einh 1

cosh a - cos (

— + constant

when Ti
•

space.

'

i(.-Owhen ii-i3;and ^ + ?.*_0 in the iatcrvoning

> For vkrloui cxprrvslons for ijr, cnnsuU tbo aitldcc b; Ur W. M. HIrks fn the
Quarlfrli/ Jnuinat nf Untfuftnalict. vol. svl

Now, expanding.

and therefore

-r ; = 1 + 2 'jT e °» cos n{

,

cosh a - cos { ,^1

n== sinh nl-n - B)

and f = 2Vc'Se-- ''"^'""l-g)
si,, „,

sinh H(a-i8)

Similarly for a velocity V of the cylinder ij = a perpendiculai to the
line of centres, the cylinder ?) = j3 being fixed,

sinh n{a- 0)

^ .i\' t^ n« cosh n{n - S)
«> «= 2 V c>«-"« ^_—i-!

—

--' cos a{^ sinh n{a - B)

Next, suppose a rigid cylindrical surface to be rotating about the

axis of J with angular velocity a ; we must have - -X=. velocity of
as

boundary normal to itself

dx dy= - otc — - ,uy
—

ds ds'

and therefore i^ = 4 '^{^ + i/')
•• constant, at all points of the raovina

boundary, and i(< = constant, at all points of a fixed cylindrical

boundary.
Rt. i. Take the two elliptic cylinders of Ex 2, and suppose the

cylinder ti = a to be rotating with angular velocity w, and the

cylinder 11 = 6 to be fixed ; since

a?" + y- = ic^ (cosh 2ti -i- cos 2{)

if we put

, ,
^, sinh 2(B - 71) ,,

it = 1 (M>c' -r—;—^ ~ cos Z£,
' sinh 2(/3 - a)

then (i) when ij-u >( = Joiff' cos 2£

= 401(1- + y') + constant

;

(ii) when i) = iB , l^=0 j

and theietore ^^ satisfies the required conditions.

then
' sinh 2(fl - a)

and from tfio value of the kinetic energy of the intermediate UquiJ
the instantaneous value of the effective moment of inertia cao be
inferred.

If the cylinder s = fl be also rotating with angular velocity m,

the cylinders will rcjnnin confocal, and the values of i^and p will uot
change ; then

., si nh 2(„-,)-i sinh 2(6-1 )
^^^ 21

sinh 2(fl - a)
'

„^^^3COsh(2„-a-e)^^^3
cosh (S- a)

and * -
i .c»

^liiLtgn-g-fl) „ „
.2

J

*
coshifl-o)

To find the kinetic energy of the liquid, since

therefore

and when ii=» o, and T) = B,

^-ioiVtanh (fi- o)8in»2j;
01

sin »2Ci/{

u

- Jir^jwV tunh (fl - a) ;

ond, if k denote the effective radius of gyration of the liquid,

T- J»poiVi'(8inh H cosh fl - tinh a cosh o)

;

therefore
tanh (ff- g)

sinh B cosb /S- sinh - , hi

aft, -11^6

(fuij - i6,)(a,i, -ab)

where a,, 6, ore the scmi-nxcs of the ellipse i|-;3, and o, i of till

ellipse »i
- a.

Ex 5. Suppose a sector, bounded by r-o and 9-±a, rotating

nbout the axis tvith ancnlar vojocity u , we must put
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il- Awr- —
cos "2a n=0 •'nH\ a /

cos{2«+l)^.
2a

wliiili sutisfics tlio coniiilions ^-((/"O, and i^ - J cur- wlitii tf=-±ai
ill onlcr that i(i » Jopj'- when r-a, we imist hiU'c

"=" irO /, cos 29 \

2^ Ao„ + ,
cos (in + 1) .^^

=
i u,«^ (^1

-—
2-J

mid therefore, by Fourier's tlieoreni,

»™ + l * ' ( (2it+!)jr-4a {2<t + 1 )ir (2» + 1 )ir + 4a 1

When all the cylinders piesent rotate, as if rigidly connected,

nbout the axis of ; with angular velocity w at any instant, then

•Il — kuix' + y") + constu7it rounil the boundary of every cylinder;

and if we put X"^' i'*'(-^' + y^). then x i-s the stream function of

the relative motion, relative to tlie cylinders, and satisfies the con-

ditions —^ + ^= - 2w at every point of the liquid, and x = con-

8tant round the boundaries.

Since x involves u as a factor, which is a function of ^ only, it

follows that .^ = constant is the equation of a stream line of thercla-

live motion, and any alteration in u docs not affect the shape of the

relative stream lines, the liquid being frictionless, and the motion
generated from rest.

£* 6. Put

i 1

ax- dif-

and the relative stream lines are similar ellipses.

then

Then

and therefore

= X + -2 ('{x' + tf)

2 n-+h-
" - i^

a--^b^ "

f);

for the motion between two similar elliptic cylinders, rotatinR with
angular velocity id.

The velocity of any liquid particle is %^—„ of what it would be

if rigidly connected to the cylinders ; hence the effective radius of

gyration of the liquid is ^^^-7:; "f the radius of gyration of the

homogenous rigid body occupying the space.

Ex. 7. Put

then v^x" - 2iu, and x""" when
sji{x- - 1/2) + a:2 + y- - a' = 0,

V'2(.!;- -y")-x--y- + b''=0, ,

which may therefore be taken as boundaries of the liquid. This
problem is due to Mr Ferrers

Again put

X-J^-j5{2j(x-y)-a^} {2yix + y)-b'l:

then v'x" - 2ii>, and the hyperbolas

ar(r-i/)-a= = 0, 2i/(x + J/) - o- = u

may bo taken as boundaries, but these hyperbolas are only the
previous ones turned tbiongh a quarter of a right angle.

Ex. 8. When the liquid fills a rectangular cylinder bounded by
«— ±0, and y"-±6 the con<iitions

dx''^ dy' ^"^

and
dy'

when x= ±0,

an satisfied by putting

^ = Owhen y=±b,

dti <Px
' df'

— tan

icn^K|., k 1

fcnf

J . ja A *'cn| K'-r- , it' 1*'_?^x„_l^ , .1 V ftj
I

dx dx'
kcnfK^ ,i

)

where -,._

{Quarterly JuutimI 0/ Jllnt/iciiuitics, vol. XV.).

,. <=» cosh(2i + l)!!^cos(2i+l)—

Infact, if J. = <o-T;rt2 2.(-l) T—
" •=" '•-'( -Hj^ush (2j + 1)-"

r=,c cosh(2i + I)^cos(2c>l).'!5

hu-j6-2.( - 1)
-

"" 1=0 (2J+l)''cosh {2i-Hl)-

then (1)
dx- dy-

(2) ifi
=• \wib- - y") whcnx'=±rt;

(3) i;/-.5w(rt'-a:-) wheni/=±ij
and therefore 1^ satisfies the required conditions, and is thcreroifc

the value of ip required.

Ex. 9. Consider liquid filliiif; the interior of a ryliiuh'r, wlio^"
cross section is an equilateral triangle of altitude k, and let a, 0, f
denote the perpendicular distances of a poiut in the interior lioin

If we put

X =

the sides.

then

= 20,°-^

(Px^'fx.

''

dx^ dy-
-•^„=-2<.

theand x is the stream function of the relative motion, suppo-sing

cyliniler rotating with angular velocity u.

Therefore the cubic a/37 = constant is the equation of the palh

of a liquid particle relative to the cylinder, when it is moved
in any manner ; and also for the cylinder bounded by 0/37 = i;i and
oi8r=C3.'
We have supposed the liquid motion to have been generated from

rest by the motion of the moving cylinders, but we might also

have supposed the liquid to have been of infinite extent, and
streaming past the cylinders as fixed obstacles j in that case, tlie

stream function of the relative motion x = "I*
+ ^!/, *u^ X satisfies the

relations

dx^'^df- "•

and x = constant, the equation of a stream line, and therefore also

of a boundary ; also at infinity

dx ' dy

For instance, if in liquid, moving with velocity- V parallel to

the axis of x, the fi.xed circular cylinder r-n be Introduced, thei>

= _V — sin e + Vy
r

,y fr-~\ sin e.

If the elliptic cylinder 7) = a be introduced, tnen, since fl="oo.

sinh r} - cosh tj

X = Vj/ - Vc sinh a
'

sin 4
sinh a - cosh t

= Vc sinh 71 sin 4 - Vc sinh a c
"'"'"''

sin {

"Vce" sinh (>) -a) sin {
•= V((i + b) sinh (tj - a) sin (.

If the axis of 3 be horizontal, and the liquid .<;upiiosed of infinite

extent, and originally at rest, then a circular cylinder of density ir,

projected in any manner perpendicular to its length, will describe a

parabola with vertical acceleration ? y.

If, however, previously to projection, a vortex exist in the liquid,

co-axial with the cylinder and of streiir;th m, then any motion of

the cylinder will not affect the circulation of the liquid round the

cylinder due to the \ortex, and inequalities of pressure round the

cylinder will arise from the vortex motion.

Lord Itayleigh has shown (.\fcsscnricr of Maihimatics, vol. vii.)

that, if no forces act, the cylinder will descrilie a circle in the same
direction as the circulation of the vortex in the periodic tiuio

JL Sif , where the circulation of the vortex is 2tra^ai, a being the
0) p

radius of the cylinder.

If the axis of the cylinder be horizontal, and the influence of the

boundaries of the liquid neglected, then the cylinder will describe

a trochoid, and for a p.-irticular velocity of projection can be made
to describe a horizontal straight line {Messenger of Molhcmatics,

vol. ix. p. 113).

1 Fof the analogy between the motion of a I1 , Id In a cylinder and the (onloo
of an clastic bar. pointed out by St Vcnnct, consult Thon.wa and T.ut'n Xaturaif

Philolop^y, ; 704.
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On the Motion of a Solid thromjh a Liquid.

If «c take an origin O, and axes Ox, Oy, 0: Esed in the body.

then, if ii, t', w, p,'(/, r denote the conjponeijt linear and anguhir

Velocities of the body at any instant, the velocity function

= ufi + V+o + If l|/3 +pxi + ?X3 + '•X3.

where the ifs aud x's are functions ofx, y, :, deiiending only upon

the shape of the body.

To determine ij-j, we may suppose the velocity u only to exist,

aud thU3 t/zj must satisfy the conditions

—

(i) vVi = ;

(ii)
-Itis./, the cosine of the angle between the normal to

the surface and tlie axis ofx, at the surface of the moving body ;

(iii) ^' = 0, over a fixed surface
' an

Similarly for i/^ and +3.

To determine xi, we may suppose the velocity jt only to exist, and

and then, /, m, n being the direction-cosines of the norma! to the

surface, x\ satisfies the conditions

—

(i) v'xi=0;

(ii)
i-Xi = )iy - jres at the surface of tlic moving body ;

(iii) _^ = .at a fixed surface.
' dn

Similarly for xo and Xt
For a cavity filled with liquid in the interior of a moving tiody,

fiince the liquid moves as if solid when the moving body has a

motion of translation only, therefore

The only cases practically solved are those where the bounding

surfaces are similar or confocal surfaces of the second degiee,

Ex. 1. Consider the space between the ellipsoid ^ + 4- i _ « i

a- I- c-

«ud a similar and similarly situated ellipsoid rigidly connected with

It ; then obviously Xi — T5—-^y'i ^ for plane motion; and therefore

,
V'-c"- c'-a- a--b-0.,« + t.!, + «.=+p__ y,^g __ «: + r^5-^^,.-.

The liquid filling this space will behave therefore like a Imdy of

/i" — C C — (I, tt — ^*
fnaal mass, and of principal radii of gyration j^

—
-„ , -s ;, , -k—t,y i-c' c' + (r a- + (**

of the radii of gyration if the liquid were solidified.

J!x. 2. Consider the liquid filling the space between theelli

+ Z- + —
o^ i= c''

1

and r
"1' *i^

^
"^i'

the cIHpsoida being confocal, such that

M.l.ls

(1)

(2).

where

and _»»_ _y'_ _f_ J

o' + \ 6- + A c^+a"
(3),

Consequently, when ^ = 0, we must have

M-N(l',„ + C„)-1,
.iiid when \ = A,

,

M-N(B, + C,) = 0,

where A„, R,„ C„ are the values of A, ft, C, when A-^O, and A,
Bj, C'l wlieii A = Ai

Hence

and

Similarly

M =

*=-

*,

B,
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^wh similar uxprcssioRs for tlio cU'eclivc inuriia p.iinllcl In tlic axrs

ut If and z.

U llie outer ellipsoid be indefinitrly large, Ilion tlie clTct'livo

inertia of the liquid iiarullt;! to the axis of x Isiiice A, = l'», = C, = 0)

which, in the case of the. sphere, is half Ihc ellcctivc inertia of the
li<|uiii iDSiile the sphere, since in the sphere A|,= B(| = C'o.

For a rotation about the axis of s of tlic inner ellipsoid, it follows

in the same way tliat the elTective inertia of the liquid in '.he inter-

space is to the cflectivc inertia of the liquid filling the inner ellip-

soid in the ratio of the :^'s of the two motions, which, su['posing

ihe outer ellipsoid indefinitely large.

ii-i)(B,-C„)

(B„-C„)(t-fc')

Ir + c-

i- - c-

*nd therefore the ellcctivc moment of inertia of the licpiid about the
«xis of X

tvith similar expressions for the elTcctive moment of inertia about
tlie other axes.

Ex. 3. In the case of two spheres and the liquid between, the

x'a are all zero, and, if the s[thcres be instantaneously concentric,

*i-::3--ri Nc + ,

^ipposing a the radius of the moving, and a, that of the fixed

sphere.

This is a particular case of the confocal ellipsoids, when a = i=-c.

for then

•.!(A„-A,)ii-

and

Therefore

1 _2

'(a»+.A)r3»-»'

*i-

\a' a,')

Wlien the spheres are not concentiic, expresbions for the effective
Inertias have been obtained by the method of images by Mr W. M.
Hicks (Philosophical Transaclions, 1880).

The image of a »ource at P of strength /i outside a sphere is a

TOurce inside the sphere of strength ^^ at a distance — from

the centre, a being the radius of the sphere, and a line sink

reaching from the image to tlie centre of line strength - -^
; this

a
combination will be found to produce no flow across the surface
•of the sphere.

Again for a source P of strength /< inside the sphere, the images

will be a source of strength ^ at the inverse point of P, that is,

a'
at a distance gp from the centre, and a line siulc - — thence to

infinity.

In order that there should be no (low across thesplicrieal boundary,
another sink of equal strength must exist inside tlu; sphere, and the
infinite parts of the line sinks will tlien cancel.

The determination of the +'3 and x's is a kinematical problem, as
yet solved only for the cases we have mentioned, and the discovery
of the solution of fresh problems is at present engaging the attention
of mat hematician.s.

But supimsing them determined for the motion of a body through
Jiqnid, then T, the kinetic energy of tlic body and the liquid, will
\k a quadratic function of u, v, w, p. q, r ; so that we may fit

2T - e„«' t <•„»' -f cy,v? + c„pU c^f + r„r'
h2c,jVi<;+ .... +2c„qr+ .... -n>c„u;)+ ....

In all twenty-one terms ; and. io order to determine thec's. wc m.iv

siippoae all the velocities except one or two to vanisli, and then w*
see that

fii-M+P^/*,''?.

wlure M i^ the iruiss of the liciiy,

"^11 - A + pJJxA''U - .«0<'S,

where A is the moment of iiicitia of the bc'ly .il.ont the axts of it;

these are obtained by supposing all to vanish excq't « or J)i

If we suppose all to vanish excci)t v and w, wc find

and 2T = ^y^0l^</S-tM(tH«,')

Similarly the 5ther cocliicients may b* dclei mined (KirchholT,
yoilcsungcn Ubcr Mathtmatische Fhijiik, p. 2-10).

In particular cases of symmetry, the coelHcicBts of the products of

", ", ui, p, If, r can be made to vanish by a proper choice ot axes ; and
in the caie of the ellipsoid, the only case for which the cpefficieuts
have as yet been determined,

'^
It t I

•..c*<i)''

A + ,'5 "pabe

Bo + r.

(C„-C„)(6--c-r

( B<, - C„){4-^ + 1-') + (A„ + n„ + i'Mb' - C-)

while c,5 , . . . vanish, the origin O being at the centre of the
ellipsoid, and the axes of the ellipsoid its princijial axes.

In the case of a sphere of mean density a; projected in infinito
liquid of density p, and subjeet to gravity, the sphere will describe

a parabola, with vertical acceleration " ~''
g.

Having expressed T nowas a qiiailratic function of u, v, w,f.q, r.

the coefficients being functions of the shape but independent of
the position and orientation of the body, the Hamiltotuau ei^ustious
of motioQ lead to the equations

rf^/rfTN

^dl\ditj

rf /rfTN <n (TT ,ir dT ,

Si[c^)-'d:j*'>d?-"s^ + 'd:,'^

For if P denote the resultant linear impulse in the direction,
Jixcd ill spaa, whose direction-cosines are I, m, «, theu

p /iT ^ dT ^ rfT
1 ='3- +m-- -f ji— ;au av duj

and, differentiating with respect to the time, since

dndl _ dm. ,

dl

«iP

dl
, ! d(dl\ dT
^

\ li\Tu) -
'rf? + '

I dt\dw)

= 1q- mp,

rfT)

dw I

<rr rfTJ

'rf-i
* Pdv I

= /X-fmY-HnZ,
for all values of /, m, n.

Again, taking a fixed origiA, and supposing the impulsive
couple about a straight line through the origin fixed in spaos
whose direction-cosines are /, j»i, n :

'{«
rfT

'Jdi

^^/rfT _rfT _ rfT\

\dq ^da dwj

^ /rfT rfT rfT\

*''[rr*'di-ydu)
where t, y, z are the coordinates of the centre of the bojj
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Dilforcntiatiiig with respect to thu time, and supposing after-

wards thit the centre of the body and the fixed origin are coinci-

lU dij _ dz_

'

dt
dcnt,tbcn,since^lf = «, '^-v, 'ii^^w, buta:-0, y = 0, s = 0.

dt dt

<!0^d(<n\,fdT.T^^dT)
dt IdtXdpJ dq ^ dr dv dvi\

d/dT:\ (iT dT dT
^ dr dp dw du

( d(d1\
+ '"

I dt\Tq)

I fJ/rfTX rfT
,
dT rfT rfT

j

for all values of I, m, n.

If no external forces act, then three integrals of the equations of

motion are

(1) T = constant;

(3)'iIl5 + ?T:2:^.^iI^ = constant;
.
^ ' rfu dp dv.dq dw dr

expressing the fact that the energy is constant, and also the force

and couple constituents of the resultant impulse.

For a body like an ellipsoid, using single sufKxes,

T " i (c^u'^ + Cai'" + HW- + CjP= + c,/z' + c^r"-) ;

and the integration of the equations of rtiotion under no forces lends

to hyperelliptio and double fl functions (Weber, Mathematische

Anndleri, vol. xiv.).

The equations of motion become

AguiM, pui^ = o- cos 9 ,
5= -0- .si- y; then from (4) and (J)

V"^ = Ctipq -pq) = (c, - Cs)a-r + (c, - c^)(,up + vqyia

;

=(-?) Cj p' + q'

a rational tunction of w; and therefore g is expressed in tcniis oi

the time by elliptic integrals of the third kind.

In a state of steady motion, to is constant, and -i =. -2 ; als*^ '

dt ill

up + vq = S(T ; and therefore

and we must therefore have

iir

f — - c,vr + c^wq =
dt

dv
c^wp + C{U,r= fJ .

(1),

(2).

(3);Ca'^-huq + c.^vp^O

dp

*dt
'

<:i-£-{c,i-c,)rp-{Ci-c,)wu = . . (5),

dr
<'6-^-{Ci-C!,)pq-{Ci-c,)uv = (6).

Multiplying the equations by u, v, w, p, q, r, and adding,

du du dw dr> da dr n

or J (Cii4- + C3t)' + C3?y- + Ctp' + C5?- + C5r=) = T, a constant . . (7).

Multiply (1) by Ci«, (2) by c^v, and (8) by c^w, and add ; then

, du „ dv
, „ dw »

end c>' + e,V + C32«;2 = F2 .... (8),

F being a constant, the resultant linear impulse of the motion

Again, multiplying the equations (1 to 6) by c^p, c^q, Cf^r, c,n,

«,t), Cjio, adding and integrating,

CjCjWp + CjC,Dj + CjCjWr= G, a constant ( ).

Equations (4), (5), (6) shovv that the body is acted upon l>y cum.
ponent couples about the principal axes {c^-c^\\*u\ {c^-r.^)wu,

lc^ -c,)uv, tne priiicipal moments of inertia being supposed to he

^41 ^t* '^«-

If the body be of revolution, c,-6, and c^-c,, the motion can be

expressed by elliptic function.-). For eauation (6) shows that r is

constant, and equation (3) becomes

<','(^^J^c,''iuq-vp)<'-c,'' {(uUi'''){p^+o'\-{up + vq)^\

- J-(F' - c,'^'}{2T - ^' - c,r' - ^ (c, - r^)^.'!- - ^SL^^^. (10).

a biquadratic function of w, and IhtTefore w is an elliptic function
of t, the time.

Put u-j cos/, V- -J sin/; then from (1) and (2)

"''
dl

I (;,(kw - uv) — c^rs' - C:,{Kp + vq)w

df _ c, up + vq^

dt c, «- + «»

for the pots of this quadratic in s : o- to be real.

If we employ the Lagrangian coordinates x, y, z, 0, 4>, ^, and
take OZ in the direction of the resultant linear impulse F, thea

a rational function of w ; and therefore / is expressed in tormo nf

the time by elliptic iutcKralH of (he third kind.

A

Fig. 10.

(fig. 10) the eye being supposed at the centre of the sphert^

C|M~ component momentum in direction 0A= - F sin 8 cos^.
c^v= ,, ,1 OB = F sine ain^

,

C3!«= ,, „ 0C = Fe03e;
and therefore equation (10) gives C03 6 as an elliptic function of /.

Since

p " sin 0d - sin 9 cos ^i|>,

y = cos ip6 + sin fl sin 0i//,

equation (9) becomes
ij sin °ei(r + Cjr cos 8 = G . . . -nr . . (H):

dii G - CgT cos 9

dt C4 sin -6

J_
G - c,r 1

" 2

anil therefore i)/ will consist of elliptic integrals of the tliird kini}.

Equations (4), (5), (6) show that the body is acted upon at every

instant by a couple whose axis is OE, of magnitude

.ij(c, -Cj)iu- tan ,

Cj being supposed to be the equatorial moment of inertia of Ihn

body.

If OT bo the direction of motion of 0, then OT lies in the plane

ZOO, and

tan COT-fs tan 8.

'>

Wo may determine the steady motion from elementarv' reasoninp:

for if or. bo the axis of the resultant angular momentum (also lyinn

in the plane ZOC) making an angle 3 with OC, and if ^ be the cod-

Btant value of 1^, then

Ou sin (,$- B)" impressed couple

_ S (c, - Cj)!*' tan 8.

_1^ G + CflT 1
.

1 - cos 9 '2 c. 1 + cos 9
'

Rut
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Therefore

GfLSia{e-B)''Vf
sin {B- B)

cos j8

= Cgr^Csin e - cos 8 tnn g)
•= c^rii sin 9 - Cin° sin 9 cos B

= ^ (Cj - 63)10^ tan e
;

•nJ, dropping the factor sin 9,

a <|iiailratic eniialion in ft, the condition for steady motion.

Tlie least admissiblo value of r in order that the roots should be

real is given by

fj.v-4 -'[c^-^yy

or ,» = 4^(f, -C3)%t«'

(n an oblate solid of revolution c, - Cj is negative, and the roots

of the quadratic in ^ ar^ always real for all values of r In a prolate

solid c, - C3 is positive, and a certain spin r is required to keep the
motion stable

An interesting application is to determine the proper amount of

rifling of a gun The following table has been calculated, from the

formulsp given below, by Captain J. F Cundill, R. A. , and the re-

sults appear to agree very fairly with what is observed in practice

TaiiU cafculnUd /fyr Slabiliti/ of Rotation of Projectiles

l2

c s

20
2 1

2 2

2.3

2 4

2 5

26
2 7

28
2 9

3

3 1

3 2

33
3 4

3 5

3 6

3 7

3 $
3<>

4

Value of

49418
52032
54431
56643
58679
60561
62315
63938
65454
66368
68192
69434
70598
71693
72724
73697
74615
75483
76303
77082
77820

Miuimura twist at muzzle of gun ii-fiui^ite to give stability

of iOtation=I tunl in n calibi'cs.

Cast-iron com
cion sliell-

Cavit>' = ^t!i8
vQ] of slteH

Density or iron
= -i JO?

Value of n

63 87

59 84

56 31

53 19

50 41

47 91

45 65

43 Gl

41 74

40 02

38 45
36 99
35 64

34 39
33 22
32 13

31 11

30 15

29 25
28 40
27 60

Pallisersliell
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Denoting the velocity functious by <p and <p'
,

* = U COS a . a: + U sin o . >/ + A cosh m(; + A) cos (mx - «()

*' = U' cos a' . x+ U' sin a' . !/ + A' cosh m(2-A') cos {,mx-nV);

then* and <?' satisfy the equations of continuity, and the conditions

that^ = when? =

dz
- A, and — = when t =

Supposing the equation of the moving surface of separation to be

e — ft siu(i;u:-n/), then the direction of motion of each liquid, lelative

to the moving surface of separation, must be a tangent to the surface,

and therefore, when c==0,

<14 d<j>

dj-

or, Delecting A' and A'-,

A sinh »ih _ - A' sinh mk'

LOS a - V U' cos a' - V
dividing out by the common factor m cos (m.T- ii(), and therefore

.? - U cos B . a: + U sin a . 1/ + (U cos a - V)i SSiiilZiiilA'ooslmi - nl),
siuh mn

«.-= U'cos a'.x + Usin a'.y - (Ucosa - Vlt
™''''"'''

'

-^cos(wj - n!)-

dx

The dynamical equations are

di

"^<'di

p' + gp'z + p' -4-+ h pV-H'

dip , . ij
/I + !/P= + P ^ + i *>? = "

dt

and at the surface of separation, where 2 = 0, we must have

P-P ' -T --4, = 7«-Ti sin (mx- i/)
dx'

2irh

)
^"'^ X

and therefore

- H - H' - g(p ~ p')b sin {mx ~ nt)

~ p(U'co3 a - V) coth mh nb sin {mx- nt)

- p (U' cos o' - V) coth mh' . nb sin (mx - iii)

- 4 p ( U cos a - ( U cos a - V) coth vi/i mb sin {mx -«()}»

- J pU^ sin 'a - 4 p (U cos a - V)'»i-i- cos '(mx - nt)

+ ip'{V cos a' + (U' cos o' - V') coth mh' mb sin (»ix- ?i()}'

f i p'U'' sin V + i p'( U' cos a' - Vj'm'i" cos '(mx - «() ;

»nd neglecting t' and equating to zero the coefficient of sin (mi-7i(l,

m'T + (j{p~p')-(,V cos o- V){m\J cos a-n)p coth mA
- (U' cos o' - V)()nD' cos o' - n]p' coth mh' = 0,

which, Bince — = V, reduces to
m

m'T + j(p - p') - m(U cos a - V)»p coth mA
- m(U' coe «' - V)'p' coth mA' = 0,

2t
or, since m = —

,

\

*J^ T-^
j
(U cos a - V|V coth '^ H (U'cosa- - VJVcoth'^'

-<)(p-p') =

If U = 0, U'-O, p' = 0, we fm.l

VS„('?^ + 2jrT

\27r Ap
Mat first, if T-0.
A discussion of the different cases that can arise is given by

Lord Rayleigliin his papers on the " Instnbilily of Jots" published
Lu tho Procii'AUngs of ike Jloijal Societi/ and o( tlu- London Mathe-
matical Society ; also in a paper by Sir W Thomson m the J'hil.

Mag., 1871.

in the last-mentioned paper an interesting application of the
abovo equations is made to dctcrniiiK' the ripples jiroduced by wind
blowing over the surface ol still water.

Put U-0 , A-oo , A'-oo ;

then m'T + j(p - p') - m V'p - m( U' - V )V - 0.

If W bo the velocity of propagation of waves of the same length
with no wind, then

"ylp-p'J-'nW-lp + p'l-O;

or w=--2. er.?;+i2l,
m p^ p )} + p

the miDimutn value of which for ditfurent values of vi is given by

p t p

and thoD m-~ f,{p- p') .

But Vp + ! t" - V >-;.' " W-'i- + p )

r^-^'V: W=- pp ,{}•'

tunes the least vain

p + p- -v I ip + pr I

giving the velocities uf propagation of waves with and against tho-

wind.

Tlie least value of U'- is less than '£J!LSJ-"

op

of W, and is tlierefore

2V(jT)''-t£v(p-p)
pp

If tlie wind be blowing with a velocity greater than this nnni-
mum value of U', the surface of the water as a plane leicl surlaco

becomes uns-table, and rqqdcs are produced.
With C G S. units, 3 = 9S1. T = 81, p-1, p'- 001-27,'.9, amt

then the minimum vahie of U' is atioiit 6(34, equivalent to about
14 8 iniK-s an hour Tins velocity is ol couisc much greater th.iii-

wliat is required to ruffle thesuifaee of water in reality, the di3-

ciV[>aiKy being due to tlie viscosity of the air.

Ill the cJise of standing waves iii a circular tank-
oidinates r, iJ, c being used, where ,

x=r cos d, i/ = r sin 6,

the cqu.ition of continuity becomes

dr'
'^ 7 dr ^ r' 7l^ *

i/:'

"

If the liquid be of depth A, we must put

0-01 cosh A(z + A) cos iTnt,

wiierc n is the number of oscillations per second, and tliep

di-

If we put 01 = + cos

1 f/0,

. r dr

1 </•->,

dS-
lUk"ip, = Q

1

+ — {--'^y
then

df' ' r dr

Bessel's differential equation ; and lliercloie

<^ = M.,l.kr),

and = AJ„(iv) cos vid cosh k{z + A) cos lirnt

and k must be determined from the condition that

— =0, when r = a ;

«)•

or J;,(A(!) = 0.

At the free surface

rf0 drtp

or jt sinli i'A - 4 It'll' cosh Wi =

• "k
01 .1- = ^-

4jt'

For circular waves, 7n = 0. and the roots of J^ (Aa)"=0, are

i-a = 3S32, 7 Oie, 10 173, 13 323

(Rayleigh, Sound, p. 274).

Wlien the tank is limited by the r.idi;il plane fl-'O. then tbt

slowest oscillation corresponds to w- 4, and then

, ,,.,, sin kr

_ vi-c

sin ka

•0.

, tanh kh

—
f COS ka

fi \
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PART IIL-

I. THE DATA OF HYDRAULICS.

[t'niis.—Except where other units are given, the units throu;;hoiil

this article are feet, [toiinds, pounds j-cr s-j. tt., leet per second. J

1. Properties of Fluids.—The fluids to uhioh the laws

of practical hydraulics relate are substances the parts of i

which possess very great ini)bihty, or which oiler a very

small resistance to distortion iiulepencleutly of inertia.

Under tha general heading Hydromechanics a fluid 13
j

defined to be a substance which yields continually to the

slightest tangential stress, and hence in a lliiul at rest there

can bo no tangentwl stress. But, further, in fluids such 1

as water, air, steam, «tc., to which the pie.scni division of
[

the article relates, the tangential stresses that are called
|

iiiloactinn between contiguous portion^ during distortion or '

change of figure are always small compared with the weight,

inertia, pressure, lirc, which produce the visible motions it

is the object of hydraulics to estimate. On the other hand,

while a fluid pas.ses easily from one form to another, it

0|iposcs considerable resistance to change of volume.

It IS easily deduced from the absence or smallness of the

tangential stress that contiguous portions of fluid act on

each other with a [jressure which is esactly or very nearly

normal to the interface which separates them. The stress

must be a pressure, not a tension, or the parts would

separate. Further, at any point in a fluid the pressure in

all directions must be the same ; or, in other words, the

pressure on any small element of surface is independent of

the orientation of the surface.

2. Fluids are divided into liquids, or incompressible

fluids, and gases, or compressible fluids. Very great

changes of pressure change the volume of liquids only by

a small amount, and if the pressure on them is reduced to

zero they do not sensibly dilate. In gases or compressible

fluids the volume alters sensibly for small changes of

pressure, and if the pressure is indeflnitely diminished

they dilate without limit.

Jn ordinary Hydraulics, liquids are treated as absolutely

incompressible. In dealing with gases the changes of

volume which accompany changes of pressure must be taken

into account.

3. Viscous fluids are those in which change of form
under a continued stress proceeds gradually and increases

indefinitely. A very viscous fluid o[)poses great resistance

to change of form in a short time, and yet may be deformed
considerably by a small stress acting for a long period.

A block of pitch is more easily splintered than indented

by a hammer, but under the action of the mere weight of

Its parts acting for a long enough time it flattens out and
flows like a liquid.

All actual fluids are viscous. They oppose a resistance

to the relative motion of their parts. This resistance

diminishes with the velocity of the relative motion, and

Fig. 11.

-HVDRAULLCS.
11 wc suppose llic liiitMil between ao and erf divided into layers as

shuud in b^. 12, It will be clear that the siressR acts, at each divid-
ing taou, foi wards in

the dircL-tiun ol mo-
tion it' wo consider

the upper layei,

backwards ifwc con-
sidei the lower layer.

Now suppose the
original thickness ol

the l.iyerT increased

to /iT , if the bound-
ing plane in its new
iiositiun iias the ve-

locity nV, iht: shear-

ing at each dividing

face will be exactly

the same as bcloic,

and the resistance

must ihcreroic be
llio same. Hence,

R = «'wl«V) . . (2).

But equations (1)

and (2) may both
be expressed in one
Cfjnation if « and k
are replaced by a

constant varying in-

versely as the thickness of the layer

P
^'

Fig. 12.

Putting K^t., ic=4,

or, for an iDdelinitely thin layer,

dl
(3),

The coefficient n is termedan expression first proposed by Navier.

the coefTicioiit of viscosity.

According to Jlaxwell, the value of /u for air at,0° Falir. in pounds,

when the velocities are expressed in leet per second, is

/u»00000000256[46r + 9)i

that is, the coefficient of viscosity is proportional to the absolute

tciii[>eiature and iudc;iendent of the pressure.

The value of in for water at 77° F^ilir. is, according to Helraholtz

and riotrowski,

^ = 0-00000191,

the units being the same as before. For water fi decreases rapidly

with increase of tenipeiature.

4. When a fluid flows itl a very regular manner, as for

instance when it flows in a capillary tube, the velocities

vary gradually at any moment from one point of the fluid

to a neighbouring point. The layer adjacent to the sides

of the tube atiheres to it and is at rest. The layers more
interior than this slide on each other. But the resistance

developed by these regular movements is very small. If

in large pipes and open channels there were a similar regu-

larity of movement, tho neighbouring filaments would
acquire, especially near the sides, very great relative veloci-

ties. Boussinesq has shown that the central filament in a
scniicircular canal of 1 metre radius, and inclined at aslope

of only 00001, would have a velocity of 1S7 metres per
becomes zero in a fluid the parts of which are relatively at

j second,' the layer next the boundary remaining at rest.

rest. When the relative motion of dilTerent parts of a fluid But before such a difference of velocity can arise, the
is small, the viscosity may be neglected without introduc-

ing important errors. On the other hand, where there is

considerable relative motion, the viscosity may be expected
,
boundaries, and, revolving, form eddies traversing the fluid

to have an influence too great to be neglected.

McasuTcmenl of Viscosity. Ciirfjicktit of Viseosttij. —.Suppose iho
|il.ine ab, fig. 11, of area w.to move with the velocity V relntivilv lo

till' surface c</ .niid parallel to it. I,et the space betwwn lie lillcd

with lir|uid. The layers of lii|ui<I in contact with ab and cU adherx
lothem. Tho intennedialo layers iUi olferin;; an c(|iial resistance

lo shearing or diilortioii, the "reclaii;;Ic of finid abr.d will take the
form of the parallelogram a'b'cd. I'lirthcr, the resistance to tho
motion of oi may be exi>ressed in the form

S-icV ... (1).

where » is a cocdicient the nnture of which remains to be deter-

mined.

motion of the fluid becomes much more complicated.

Volumes of fluid are detached continually from the

in all directions, and sliding with finite relative velocities

against those surrounding them. These slidings develop

resistances, incomparably greater than the viscous resistance

due to movements varying continuously from point to point.

The movements which produce the phenomena commonly
ascribed to fluid friction must be regarded as rapidly or

even suddenly varying from one point to another. The in-

ternal resistances to the motion of the fluid do not depend

' Journal de M. Liouville, t. »iii., ISfi.'t ; Mfmoirri: de I'Acadlmie

dcs Sciences dc VlnsMnl Je France, t. xiiii., xiiv., 1877.
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'Ill tne general velocities of translation at different poiots vf
Ihc fluid (or what M. Boussinesq terms the mean local velo-

cities), but rather on the intensity at each point of the eddy-
ing ajjitition. The problems of hydraulics are therefore

much more complicated than problems in which a regular

motion of the fluid is assumed, hindered by the viscosity of

the duid.

Relation OF Pressube, Density, mid Tempekatcre of Liquids.

6. Dmsily of Water.—Water at ordinary temperatarc and pres-

sure contains 62 4 lb per cubic foot, or 1000 kilogrammes per cubic
metre. The density or weight per upit of volume aLLl be designated
by G. River and spring water is not sensibly denser than pure
water, being at most 1-lOOOOOth heavier. Sea-water may be taken
at 64 lb per cubic foot.

6. Compressihility of Liquids.—The most accurate experiments
show that liquids are sensibly compressed by very great pressures,

and that up to a pressure of 65 atmospheres, or about 1000 lb per
square inch, the compression is proportional to the pressure. The
thief results of experiment are given in the foUowing table. Let
Vj be the volume of a Hquid in cubic feet under a pressure p^ lb per
square foot, and Vj its volume under a pressure Pj. Then the
cubical compression is

v.-v.
V, •

and the ratio of the increase of pressure p^ - p, to the cubical com-

pression is sensibly constant. That is,
^^a'J'JVi jj constant.

This constant is termed the elasticity of volume, and is denoted by
* (Thomson). With the notation of the differential calculus.

dp

V

- via
dV
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II KINEMATICS OF FLUIDS

10. Moving tiuids as commonly observed are conveniently

classified thus'—
(1) Streams are moving masses of indefinite length,

completely or incompletely bounded laterally by solid

boundaries. When the solid boundaries are complete, the

flow is said to take place in a pipe. When the solid

boundary is incomplete and leaves the upper surface of

the fluid free, it is termed a stream bed or channel or

canal.

(2) A stream bounded laterally by differently moving

fluid of the same kind is termed a current

(3) A jet is a stream bounded by fluid of a diflerent

kind.

(4) .\n eddy, vortex, or whirlpool is a ma-ss of fluid the

particles of which are moving circularly or spirally.

(5) In a stream we may often regard the particles as

flowing along definite paths in space. A chain of particles

following each other along such a constant path may be

termed a fluid filament or elementary stream.

n steady and Uiistcadij, C'lti/orm and I'nrying, Motion. —There
are two quite distinct ways of treating liydrodynaniical questions.

We may either fi.t attention on a given mass of fluid and consider

its changes of position and energy under the action of the stresses

to wliicii it is subjected, or we may liave rugard to a given 6xed
portion of space and consider the volume and energy of the fluid

entering and leaving that space.

If, in following a gi' n path oi (fig. 14), a mass of water a has a con-

stant velocity, the motion is said to be uniform. The kinetic energy

of the mass o remains unchanged. If the velocity varies from point

to point of the path, the motion 'S called varying motion. If at a
given point o in space, the partiule^ of water always anive with the

same velocity ana in the same direction, during any giveu time,

then the motion is termed a.

steady motion. On the Q
contrary, if at the point a

~~ ~--—„^__^ (,

the velocity or direction

varies from moment to ''S- I'*-

moment the motion is termed unsteady. Steady motion is sometimes
termed permanent motion. A river which excavites its own bed is in

unsteady motion so long as the slope and form of the bod is changing.
It, however, tends always towaiJs a condition in which the bed
ceases to change, and it is then said to have reached a condition of

permanent regime. No river probably is in absolutely permanent
regime, except perhaps in rocky channels. In other eases the bed is

scoure-l more or less during the rise of a flood, and silted again dur-

ing the subsidence of the flood. But while many streams of a tor-

rential character change the condition of their bed often and to a
large extent, in others the changes are comparatively small and not
easily observed.

As a stream approaches a condition which would be strictly de-
fined as one of steaily motion, its regime becomes permanent Hence
steady motion and permanent regime are sometimes used as mean-
ing the same thing. The one, however, is a definite term appli-
cable to the motion of the water, the other a less defin'.te term
applicalde in strictness only to the condition of the stream bed.

12. Theoretical A'otioyis on the Muh'on of Ifalcr.—The actual
motion of the particles of water is in most cases very complex. Tu
simplify hydrodyuamic problems, simpler modes of motion arc
a.ssumed, and the results of theory so obtained are compared experi-
mentally with the actual motions.

Mo'iou 111 Plane Layers.—The simplest kind of motion in ft stream
is one in which the panicles initially situated in any plane cross
section of the stream continue to be found in plane cross sections
during the auhseriuent motion. Thus, if the particles in a thin
plane layer ;iJ (fig. 15)
are fouml again in n
thin plane layer «'6' after

any interval of time,
the motion is said to be
motion in plane layers.

In such motion the iuler-

Dal work in deforming ^8' '5.

the layer may usually be disregarded, and the resistance to the
motion is confined to the circumference.
Lamiimr Motion,— In the case of streams having sohd boundaries,

it is observed that the central parts move faster than the lateral
parts. To take account of these dilfurences of velocity, the stream
may bo conceived to bo divided into thin laminie, having cross
sections somewhat similar to the solid boundary of the stream, and
«liding on each other. Tlie different lamin.c can then be treated
aa having diA'cring velocities according to any law either observed

or deduced from their mutual friction A much closer approxi.

matioii to the real motion of ordinary streams is thus obtuincd

Stream. Li'U Motion.— In the preceding hypothesis, all the par-

ticles ill each lamina have tlie same velocity at any given cross sec-

tion of the stream. If this assumption is abandoned, the ciuss

section of the stream must be supposed divided into indcflnitely

small areas, each representing the section oi a fluid filament Then
these filaments may have any law of variation of velocity assign' d

to them. If the motion is steady motion these fluid filaments ("r

as they are then termed stream Wies) will have iixed positions in

space.

Periodic Unsteady Motion.—In ordinary streams with rough

boundaries, it is observed that at any given point the velocity vari^'s

from moment to moment in magnitude and direction, but that the

average velocity for a sensible period (say for 5 or 10 minutes)

varies very little either in magnitude or velocity. It has hence

been conceived that the variations of direction and magnitude "f

the velocity are periodic, and that, if for each point of the stream the

mean velocity and direction of motion were substituted fur the ac
tual more or lets varying motions, the motion of the stream might

be treated as steady stream line or steady laminar motion.

13. Volume of Flow.—Let A (fig. 16) be any ideal plane surface, "f

area », in a stream, normal to the direction of motion, and let V

•m»-

\A'

Fig la

Then the volume fluwing through lh«

V . .

be the velocity of the fluid

smface A in unit time is

Q = a,V . . (1).

Thus, if the motion is rectilinear, all the particles at any icstant in

the surface A will be found after one second in a similar surface A',

at ailistance V, and as each particle is fi^Ilowed by a continu-jtis

thread of other particles, the volume of flow is the right prism A A*

having a base u* and length V.

If the direction of motion makes an angle 9 with the normal to

the surface, the volume of flow is represented by ua oblique prism
AA'(fig 17), and in that case

Q = iuV cos 6

If the velocity varies at dillerent points of the surface, let the sur-

face he divided into very small portions, fur each of which the

velocity may be regarded as constant. If du is the area and v, or

V cos 9, thii normal velocitv for this element of the surface, tho
volume of flow is

Q =/vdu, orfv cos 6 du
,

as the case may be.

14. Principh vf CoMmuwj. —\( we consider any "complctily

bounded fixed space in a moving liquid initially ana tiiially filled

continuously with liquid, tho inflow must be equal to the outlh..*-.

Expressing the inflow with a positive and tho outflow with a ne^;a-

tivc sign, and estimating the volume of flow Q for all the boundaries,

In general the space will remain filled with fluid if the pressure

ot every point remains positive. There will be a break of con-

tinuity, if at any point the pressure becomes negative, indicating

that the stress at that point is tensile. In the case of ordinary

water this statement requires modification. Water contains a

variable amount of air in solution, often about one-twentieth

of its volume. This air is disefigagcd and breaks the continuity of

the liquid, if the pressure falls below a point corresponding to its

tension. It is for tliis reason that pumps will not draw water to

the fuU height due to atmospheric pressure.

Application of the Principle of Cuntinuity to tlie com of a Stream.

—If A, , Aj ore the areas of two normal cross sections of a stream

and V. , V, arc the velocities of the stream at those sections, th«n

from tlie principle of continuity.
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Vj.:

Vj
(2);

tbat is, the normal velocities are inversely as the areas of the cross

ae:cion8. This is true of the mean velocities, if at each section the

velocity of the stream varies. In a river of varying slope the

velocity varies with the slope. It is easy therefore to see- that in

parts of large cross section the slope is smaller than in parts of

Bxaall cross section.

Fig. 18.

If we conceive a space in a liquid bounded by normal sections at

A„ A. and between A,, Aj by stream lines (fig. 18), then, as there

is no now across the stream lines,

V,_A,
V^ A,'

a> is a stream with rigid bound.\ries.

In the case of compressible fluids the variation of volume due to

thu dlfTerence of pressure at the two sections must be taken into

a-jccirat. If the motion is steady the weight of fluid between two
cross sections of a stream must remain constant. Hence the weight
(lowing in must be the same as the weight flowing out. Let y,, p^
be the pressures, Vi, fj the velocities, G,, Gj the weight per cubic foot

of fluid, at cross sections c

"

of inflow and outflow aro

A,r, and AjJ'^
,

Olid, if the weights of these are the same,

GiAit'i-GjAjfj J

and h^noe, from (5«t) § 9, if the temperature is constant,

PiA^v^^Pi^i"! (3)-

III. PHENOMENA OF THE DISCHARGE OF LIQUIDS FROM
ORIFICES AS ASCERTAINABLE BY EXPERIMENTS.

15. When a liquid issues vertically from a small orificG, it forms

a jet which rises nearly to the level of the free surface of the liquid

in the vessel fi^ra

which it flows. The
difference of level 7i,

(fig. 19) is so small
that it may bo at onco
suspected to be due
either to air resistance

on tiie surface of the
jet or to the viscosity

of the liquid or to fric-

tion against the sides

ol the orifice. Neglect-

ing for tho moment
this small quantity,

we may infer, from
tho elevation of tho
jot, that each moleculo

on leaving tho orifice

I>os9essed the velocity

required to lift it

Ofjiiinrt gi'avity to the

height A. From or-

dinary dynamics, the

rclntion between the
velocity and height of

projection is given by ^'S'
»"•

the equation »— V2;y/4 (1).

As this velocity in nearly reached in tho flow from, well-formed

orifices, it is sometimes called the theoretical velocity of discharge.

This relation was first obtained by Torricclli.

If tho orifice is of « suitable conoidal form, tho water issues in

filaments normal to the piano of tho orifice. Lot u be tho area of

the orifice, then the discharge per second must be, fromcq. (1),

Q-aia-wv/2ffA nearly (2).

This is often termed the theoretical discharge.

Uae nf the trrm Jhad in ][iiihaulir!t.~-T\\is term head is an old

millwright's term, and meant prinmrily the heijlit through which a

-lass of water descended in actuating a hydraulic machine. Since
tlie water in fig. 19 ucscends through a height A to the orifice, we
may say there are h feet of head above the orifice. Still more gene-
rally any mass of liquid h feet above a horizontal plane may be
said to have h feet of elevation head relatively to that datum plane.

Further, since the pressure p at the orifice which produces outflow is

connected with h by the relation ^ = A, the quantity S. may bo
G -'

—

G
termed the pressure head at thB orifice. Lastly, tho velocity v is

connected with h by the relation j—— A, so that -rr- may be termed
2g ' 'in '

the head due to the' velocity v.

16. CocJicic7Us of Velocity and Resistance.—As the actual velocity

of discharge difiers from "\/2gh by a small quantity, let the actual

velocity

= t'a = C.V2c;A . (3),

where c» is a coefficient to be determined by experiment, called the

coefficient, of velocity. This coefEcient is found to be tolerably con-

stant for dirterent heads with well-formed simple orifices, and it very

often has the value 097.
The difference between the velocity of discharge and the velocity

due to the head may be reckoned in another way. The total height

A causing outflow consists of two parts,—one part A^ expended in

producing the velocity of outflow, another h, in overcoming the

resistances due to viscosity and friction. Let

where c, is a coefficient determined by experiment, and called the

coefficient of resistance of the orifice. It is tolerably constant for

different heads with \yell-formed orifices. Then

^a= V2^..=^/^^ • • • •

The relation between c, and c, for any orifice is easily found :

—

".- \/7^ ....... (5).

(i).

<v=-
1

{5o).-J

Thus if c = 0-97, then c, = 0-0628. That is, for such an orifice

about 6i per cent, of the head is expended in overcoming frictional

resistances to flow.

Coefficient of Conlraction—Sharp-edjcd Orifices in Plane Surfaces.

—When a jet issues from an aperture in a vessel, it may either

spring clear from the inner edge of tho orifice as at n or 6 (fig. 20),

or it may adhere to the sides of the orifice as at c. The former con-

Fig. 20.

dition will bo found if the orifice is bevelled outwards as at it, so m
to bo sharp edged, and it will also occur generally for a jirismatic

aperture liKe b, provided tho thickness of tho vessel round the aper-

ture is less than the diameter of tho jet. But if the thickness li

greater tho condition shown at c will occur.

When the discharge takes pl.vce as at a or b, tho section of th«

jet is smaller than tho section of tho orifice. This is due to th«

formation of the jet from filaments converging to the orilico in all

directions insido tho vessel. The inertia of the filaments opposes

sudden change of direction of motion at tho edge of the orifice, and

tho convergence continues for a distance of about half the diameter

of tho orifice beyond it. Let <•> bo the area of the orifice, and e,<a tb«

area of tho jet at the point where convergence censes ;
then c, is

a coefficient to bo dotermincd expcrimonfallv for each kind of

orifice, called the coefficient of contraction. When tho orifice is a

Bharp-edged orifice in a plane surface, the value of e, is on tho

avcr.igo Ofi<, or the section of the .let is very nearly five-eighths of

the area of the orifice.
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Ooeficknl of DiscJiargc.— In applying the general formula Q^ot)
to a stream, it is assumed that the filaments ba\'£ a common valocity

V normal to the section u. But if the jet contracts, it is at tlie con-

tracted section of the jet that the direction of motion is normal to

a transverse section of tho jet. Hence the actual discharge when
contraction occurs is

Qa = c.v X c,a = c^,u\'-2gh

,

or simply, if c = c, c„

Q,-ca.v'2jA,

where c is called the cocffiticnt of discharge. Thus for a sharp-

edged piano orifice c= 97 X 64 = 62.

17. Experimental cUlennin-

ation of «,, c„ and c.—The
coctiicient of contraction c,

is directly determined by
measuring the dimensions of

tho jet. For this purpose
lixed screws of fine pitch (fig.

•21) are convenient. These
:ire set to touch the jet, and
then the distance between
them can be measured at

leisure.

The coefficient of velocity

is determined directly by
ni^asuring the parabolic path
of a horizontal jet. .

Let OX, OY (fig. 22) be
horizontal and vertical axes, *^8* *^»

the origin being at the orifice. Let A-be the head, and x, y the

coordinates of a point A on the parabolic path of the jet. If v^

Fig. 22.

is the velocity at the orifice, and t the time in wiich a particle
moves from to A, then

= f.«; y=\gt}
Ehrainating t.

Then

W2gh A' 4yh
If the jet is not initially horizontal, let OB (fig. 23) be any hori-

lontal datum line, and let the vertical distances OC, AD, BE be
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rhe coefficient of discharge has teen determined for sharp-edged

xifices under a great variety of conditions. Its mean value, taking

-lie values of Cv and Ce given above, is 0'62.

For circular orifices, sharp-edged and with complete and perfect

oontioction, Weisbach found the following values :

—

CoeficiiTUs of Discharge for Sharp-edged Circular Orifices.

DfauoeKr of Orifice

In Inctiee.
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In so far as the vibrations may be considered isochronous, f-e

distance between consecutive corresponding points of the recurrent

figure, or, as it may be termed, the wave length of the figure, is di-

rectly proportional to the velocity of the jet, that is, to the sfjuare

root of the head of water. For low he ids the measurements confirm

this liw. For higher heads there is an increase of the wave lengths

in a liigher ratio than the velocity of the jet. This points to a de-

parture froni isochronous vibration, the nature of which is investi-

gated in Lord Kaylei^h's paper.

IV. THEORY OF THE STEADY MOTION' OF FLUIDS.

25. The general equation of the steady motion of a fluid given

under Hydrodynamics furnishes immediately three results as to the

distribution of pressure in a stream which may here be assumed.

(a.) If the motion is rectilinear and uniform, the variation of

pressure is the same .as in afiuid at rest. In astream flowinginan

open channel, for instance, when the effect of eddies produced by the

roughness of the sides is neglected, the pressure at each point is

simply the hydrostatic pressure due to the depth below the free

surface.

(<<.) If the velocity of the fluid is very small, the distribution

of pressure is approximately the same as in a fluid at rest.

(c.) If the fluid molecules take precisely the accelerations which
they would have if independent and submitted only to the external

forces, the pressure is uniform. Thus in a jet falling freely in the

air the pressure th' oughout any cioss section is uniform and equal

to the atmospheric pressure.

(rf. ) In any bounded plane section^traversed normally by streams
which are rectilinear for a certain distance on either side of the sec-

tion, the distribution of pressure is the same a£ in a fluid at rest.

DismiBUTioN o^Energv in Incompressible Fluids

26 Application of the Princijile of titc Cons'.r-"idion of Energy to

Cos's of Stream Line Motion.—The external and internal work
done on a mass is equal to the change of kinetic energy produced

In many hydraulic questions this principle is diflicult to apply, be-

cause from the complicated nature of the motion produced it is

dillicult to estimate the total kinetic energy generated, and because

in some cases the internal work done in overcoming frictional or

viscous resistances cannot be ascertained ; but in the case of stream

line motion it furnishes a simple aud important result known as

Bernouilli's theorem.

Let AH (fig. 30) be any one elementary stream, in a steadily moving
fluid mass Then, from the steadiness of the motion, AB is a ti-xed

A li at A. and (_,,,-,.- ,. , ,
. . _ _

in a short time t the m:iss of tliit-I initially occupying A 13 comes to

A IV Then AA', lilJ' are equtil to v/, v^t^ and the volumes of

X X
Fig 30

path in space llirough which a stroflin "f fluid is constantly flowing

Let 00 he the free surfiice and XX trny horizontal datum line. Let

w he the area of a normal cross section, r the velocity, }> the intensity

of pressure, and z the elevation above \X, of the cfeincntary stream

2, the same ((uuntities at B Suppose that
'

i"g

th(

fluid AA', BB' are the equal Inllow and outflow - Q/ = wW- wif/,

in th« given time. If we suppose the tiltim»;ut AB surrounded by

othM hUment.s moving with not very ditleient velocities, the fric

tional ot vl'jrou'; resistanco on its eurfaco ^i'l he small enough to

be neglected, an 1 if the fluid is iii^onipr*:--^il>N» no internal work is

done I'n change of vnluin** 'll-^n th»i w.irk diint- by external forces

will be equal to the kinetic euoigy f»r Muted in the lime con-

(hdered

The nornml pressures on the >«urrtr<« of thn mass (eKctuJing the

pndu A, b)'irf rtt '.ti^h point norm«l to the direction of mutiun, tnd
rto iio ttork. Iloncp ti,o vnly ttKlovuA foicea to he reckon-id are

privity Knd the pre^3<ir«:dOii tht* ends (.t tlm «treani.

'I liM wrutk of gtiivitv wh-Tt AH fiills" to A' Is' i« tbe aamo as that of

iriii.sfftrring A A' tn BB' ; ihut im. CQ/ («-«,). *J lie work of tiM

|)ri«ur»4 An ihu oi-ds, r'n-khnm^^ thnt ut B imgatlvf, IwraiiJit) it is

'ppogito to tho direction of tn'»l ion, ii (/>« x W) - (7',w, x t>,() —
'.V (p- p,). Tlw- chan^i of kineti-- *-ri"i>;y in tho time / in the difl'.r-

« n"o of th^ kinetic ennrpv orij^iniHy poMS*'Hsed by AA' uiid *,hnt

finally u^auired by UB', for in Liiu intKruH'diiite port A B thue is

no change of kinetic energj*. in consequence of the steadiness of tho

motion. But the mass of A A' and BB' is — Q^ and the change of

kinetic energy is therefore — Q^( !^ - J!_ \ Etiualing this lo UiO

work done on the mass AB,

Dividing by GQ« and rearranging the terms,

O);

(2).

— + -t_-t.z=_L+ .£11 J. 2,

or, a^ A and B are any two points,

^ ^ -f -£-
-i S'-constant=H

2j G

Now — is the head due to the velocity v, -2- is the Kead equiva-

lent to the pressure, and j is the elevation above the datum (see

§ 15). Hence the terms on tlie left are the total head due to velocity,

pressure, and elevation at a given cross section of the filament.

2 is easily seen to be the work in foot-pounds which would be done

by 1 lb of fluid falling lo the datum line, and similarly ^- and —
are the quantities of work which would be done by 1 lb of fluid due
to the pressure p and velocity v. The expression on tlie left of

the equation is, therefore, the total energy of the stream at the sec*

tion considered, per lb of fluid, estimated with reference to the

datum line XX Hence we see that in stream line motion, under
the restrictions named above, the total energy per lb of fluid is uni-

formly distributed along the stream line. If the free surface of the

fluid 00 is taken as the datum, and -h,~h^ are the dejtihs of A and
B measured down from the free surface, the equation takes the

form

or generally

21* 2?
(3);

2-/
A = constant (3a).

27 Second Form of tht Theorem of .ffrrTitmHi.—Suppose at the

two sections A, B (fig 31) of an elementary stream small vertical

pipes are introduced, which may be termed pressure columns

A
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U the sum of the elevation and nressiiro head at that point, and it

fills below a horizontal line A' B" drawn at 11 feet above XX by

the quantities o-"- and i-"-*-, when friction is absent.
2^ 2;/

23. niuitrati<ni3 of the Theorem of Bernou'.H.— \n a lecture to
the mechanical eeclion of the British Association in 1875, the late

Mr W. Froude gave some experimental illustrations of the principle
of Bernoulli. Mr .

Froude remarked that " "
if was a common but
ernmcous im^ir^fision

.h.-tt a fluid exeicises

in a contracting pipe

A (fig. 32) an excess

of pressure against

the entire converging

(jurface which it meet^,

and that, conversely,

as it enters an enlarge-

nient B, a relief of

pressure is exi»enenced by the entire diverging suiface of the pipe

Further it is commonly assumed that when passing througli a cou

traction C, there is in the narrow neck an excess of pressure due

to the squeezing together of the liquid at that point. These im

pressions are in no respect correct ; the pressure is smaller as the

section of the pipe is smaller and conversely.

Fig. .3.3 shnws 3 pipe so formed that a contraction is followed by

in onlargeraent, and fig. 34 one in which an enlargement is followed

L'y a contraction. Tlie vertical pressure columns show the decrease

if pressure at the contraction and increase of pressure at the en-

largement The line nbe in both figures shows the variation of free

turfaco level, supposing the pipe frictionless In actual pipes,

however, work is expended in friction against the pipe , the total

hcatl diminishes in proceeding along the pipe, and the free surface
level is a.line such aa afcjCj, falling nelow abc
Mr Froude further points out that, if a pipe contracts and enlarges

HgTiiu to the same size, the resultant pressure on the converging part

A

Simil.nrly the pressures on BC, CD balance those on GH, EG. In
the same way, in any combination of enlargements and contrac-
tions, a bulaiR-e of pressures, due to the How of liquid parallel to the
avis of the pipe, will be found, provided the sectional area and
di lection of the ends are the same.
The following experiment is interesting. Two cisterns provided

with converging pipes were placed so that the jet from one waa ex-
actly opposite the entrance to the other. The cisterns being filled

very nearly to the same level, the jet from the left hand cistern A
entered the right hand cistern B (tig. 36), shooting across the fre«

^^^=^te-

Fig, 36.

space between t.hem without any waste, except that due to indirect-

neas of aim and want of exact correspondence in the form of the
orifices In the actual experiment there was 18 inches of head
in the right and 204 inches of head in the left hand cistern, so
that about 24 inches were wasted in friction. It will be seen that
in the open space between the orifices there was no pressure, ex-

cept the atmospheric pressure acting uniformly throughout the
system.

29. Pressure, Velocity, and Energy in THffereiit Stream Lines —The
equation of Bemouilli gives the variation of pressure and velocity

from point to point along a stream line, and shows that the total

energy of the flow acrost any two sections is the same. Two other
directions may be defined, orie normal to the stream line and in

the plane containing its radius of curvature at any point, the othet

normal to the stream line and the radius of curvature. For tho
problems most practically useful it will be sufficient to consider
the stream lines as. parallel to a vertical or horizontal plane. If

the motion is in a vertical plane, the action of gravity must be

F.g 37

taken into the rcckonicg , if the motion is in a horizontal p'at e,

thelerms expressing variation of elevation of tho filament »ill di>

appear ' _
*

Let AB, CD (fig 37) be two consecutive stream lines, at present

_ assun,pd to be in a vcrtii:aJ

-* Fig. 3.1.

•exactly balances the resultant pressure on the diverging part eo
that there is no tendency to move the pipe bodily when water flows
through It Thus the conical part AB (fig. 35) presenta the fame
project«d surface as HI, and the pressures parallel to the axis of
the pipe, normal to these projected surfaces, balance each other.

plane, and PQ a noiTnal to

ihc'.e lilies making an angle
ip with the veitienl. Let
I*, Q be two pnrticlea mov-
ing niong these Imes at a
distance PQ-rf.*, and let i

be the height of Q nbo'vo the horizontal pUne with referenoo

to which the energy is m-a^ur-'d, » its V':l«city, nod p its

1 Thi foltjulnfl Hierni-m Is inVt-n frem a paixr lij* Fn-ftMof roII-alIl_ "0»
iho riiitlribulion of Eneigy in » Uau uf FIdi'I in StcAdy Muliun," /^AiV. 'Jj^o^...

Fcbiuary 1816.
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(jfessurc. Then, if H u the total energy at Q per unit of weight
of fluid,

OifTerentiatiifg, we get

rfH-<fe+fe+ii"
G g

for the incrementof energy between Q and P. But
&=• PQ cos c^ = ds cos

;

(1)

.dB.
dp vdv J ^ ,, .

= -;^ +— +ds cos (la),
tr g

where the last term disappears if the motion is in a horizontal plajie.

Now imagine a small cylinder of section u described round PQ
as an axis. This will be in equilibrium under tho action of its

centrifugal force, its weight ana the pressure on its ends. But its

Tolume 13 uds and its weight Gada. Hence, taking the com-
ponents of the forces parallel to PQ

—

G v'
adp--,— —uds~GaC03<t>ds.

9 P
where p is the radius of curvature of the stream line at Q. Conse-
quently, introducing these values in (1),

,
vdv!H-3L<fo+—_Jlj j:.+ "Mrfs (2).

gp 9 ? ' c "i* 1

Now it is already known that if, through any particle A, lines be
drawn through B and C two particles near to A, such that AB and
AC are at right angles at the instant considered, then the mean an-
gular velocity of these lines is tho same in whatever direction they
arc drawn, and is e/jual to the angular velocity with which a small
cylindrical element described round A woiUd rotate if supposed sud-
denly solidified. This mean angular velocity may be conveniently
called the molecular rotation, and will be denoted by (^. In the

present case — is the angular velocity of the tangent at Q, and y
p ds

Is the angular velocity, reckoned in the same direction, of a line per-

pendicular to the tangent through P and Q. The sum of these ia,

therefore, twice the molecular rotation, and

dH = 2l(iKfs .*...... (3).

e
Now vds is constant, being the flow in an elementary stream of
breadtti unity, and thickness ds. Therefore the difference of energy
between two consecutive elementary streamy is proportional to the

molecular rotation ot any point of either.

CURHENTS.

30. Rectilinear Current.—Suppose the motion is in parallel

straight stream lines (fig. 88) in a vertical plane. Then p is infinite,

tnd from cq. (2), § 29,

'J

Comparinj! this with (1) we see that

d' + '^- = 0;

« + .2. „ cDnsfant- (4);
Ct •

or the pressure varies hydroatatically as in a fluid at rest. For two
stream lines in a horizontal p
plane, t is "onstant, and <

—

therefore p is' constant. '
i

Radiating^ Current.—Sup-
[

'^,*

pose watct flowing radi.illy i

'

between horizontai parallel ~B ~

planes, at a: distance apart ^
-S. Conceive two cylin- ^'S- 38.

drical sections of the current at radii r, and rj,

velocities are f, and ti,, and the presfurcs p, and p,.

where the
Since the

Bow across each" cylindrical section of tho current is the same,

2irr,!i'i"2irrj5t',

The vclncitv wonld bo infinite at radius 0, if the current conld bo

conceived to extend to tho axis. Now, if the motion is steady.

(6).

"23 O 2<7

O r,» 2<7.

G 23 V r,'J

, H - -'- -'-

'(«);

.
(6a).

Hence tho pressure increases frpm the interior outwards, in a way
indicated by the pressure columns in fig. 39, the cuive tliruii^;!i th.

free surfaces of tho pressure columns being, in a radial seaiuti, ili .

Fig. »9.

quasi-hyperbola of the form xy'^c'. This curve is asymptotic to a

horizontal line, H feet above the line from which the pressures are

measured, and to the axis of the current.

Free Circular Vertex.—A free circular vortex is a revolving mass
of water, in which the stream lines are concentric circles, and in which
the total head for each stream line is the same. Heoce, if by any
slow radial motion portions of the water strayed from ono stream

line to another, they would take freely tho velocities proper to thoir

new positions under the action of the existing fluid pressuri's

only.

For such a current, tho motion being horizontal, we have for all

tho circular clomontary streams

PH.

,dH.

-^- + ^-constant

;

G 23

"5"
g

Consider two stream linesat radii rand r-\rdr (fig. 89).-

(2), §29, p = rand ds~dr,

gr g
dv dr

. (7)

Then in

r oc -L . . (t .

r

precisely ns in ft radiating current ; and hence tho distributiur

of pressure is tho same, and formula; 6, 6a are applicable to thi^

case.

Free Spiral Vortex.—As in a radi.iting and circular current the

equations of motion arc tho same, they will also apply to a vortex

in which the motion is colnnoundcd of these motions in any pro-

portions, provided tho rai]i;u component of tho motion varies in.

Verscly as tho radius as in a mdinl current, anil tho tangential

'component ^rics inversely as the radius as in a free vortex.

Then the whole velocity at any point will be inversely jiropor-

tional to tho radius of the puint, and the fluid will describe stream

lines having a norstant inclination to the radius drawn to l]\i\

axis of tho current. Tliat i.i, the stream linos will bo logn-illi-

mic spirals. When water is delivered from tho circumlervijix
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of a centrifugal jiump or turbine into a clinmber, it fonns n frce vor-

tex of this kind. Tlie water llo»s siiir.iily outwards, its velocity

di!''inishing and its pressure iuercasing uecordiiig to the law stated

above, and the head along each spiral stream line is constant.

31. Forced l^'orUx.—If the law of motion in a rotating current is

dilferent from that in a frce vortex, some force must be applied to

cause the variation of velocity. The simplest case is that of a ro-

tating current in which all the particles have equal angular velocity,

as for instance when they are driven round by i-adiatiiig paddles

revolving uniformly. Then in equation (2), § 29, considering two cir-

cular stream lines of radii r and r + rfr(fig. 40), we Iiavcf» = r, ds^dr.
If the angular velocity is a, then u — ar and dv~adr. lleucc

dH .?!rdr+?!^^ ^^dr.

Comparing this with (1), § 29, and putting (fe = 0, because the
motion is norizontal.

dp

G
dp

G

a^rrfr _2oVjj.

- + con."!tant (9).
P. ?!'

G " ig

Let p,, r,, f, be the pressure, radius, and velocity of one cyliu

drical section, p^, r,, r, those of another ; then
.8

G

G 2?
'

Es.
G 29

29
(10).

That is, the pressure increases from within outwards in a curve which
in radial sections is a parabola, and surfaces of equal pressure are
paraboloids of revolution (fig. 40).

\
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V. THEOEY OF THE DISCHARGE FROM ORIFICES AND
MOUTHPIECES.

83. Minimum Coefficienl of Cmitracticm. Rc-eniTanl Mouth-
pita of Borda. —In one special case the coefficient of contraction

can be determined theoretically, and, as it is the case where the

conrergeoce of the streams approaching the orifice takes place

througa the greatest possible angle, the coelfiiient thus determined
is the minimum coefficient.

Let fig. 42 represent a vessel with vertical sides, 00 being the free

water surface, at which the pressure is p^. Suppose the liquid

issues bv a hori- ^ ^
a -^mouth-

which is

re-entrant and of

tontal

piece,

the greatest length

which permits the
jet to spring clear

from tne inner

end of the orifice,

without adhering
to its sides. With
>uch an orifice the

velocity near the

pointa CD is neg-

ligible, and the

pressure at those

points may be *-

taken equal to the

hydrostatic pres-

sure due to the

depth from the free

surface. Let n be

the area of the

mouthpiece AB, u
that of the con-

tracted jet aa.

Suppose that in a
•hort time t, the
mass 00«a comes to the position CO' a'a' ; the impulse of the
horizontal external forces acting on the mass during that time is

&jual to the horizont.al change of momentum.
The. pressnre on the side OC of the mass will be balanced by the

pressure on the opposite side OE, and so for all other portions of the
vertical surfaces ot the mass, excepting the portion EF opposite the
mouthpiece and the surface AcmB of the jet. On EF the pressure is

eimply the hydrostatic pressure due to the depth, that is, (p^ + Gh)n.
On the surface and section AaaB of the jet, the horizontal re-

sultant of the pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure p.
acting on the vertical projection AB of the jet; that is, the resultant
pressure is-paf). Hence the resultant horizontal force for the
whole mass OOaa is {pa + Gh)n- p^n^Ghn. Its impulse in the
time ( is Ghllt. Since the motion is steady there is no change of
momentum between O'O' and aa. The change of horizontal momen-
tum is, therefore, the difference of the horizontal momentum lost
in the space OOO'O' and gained in the space aaa'a'. In the former
space there is no horizontal momentum.
The volume of the space aaa'a' is avt ; the mass of liquid in that

•pace is — uvt \ its momentum is —uv't. Equating impulse to

momentum gained.

Pm

9h

n'2""'*

k result conRrmcd by exporiment with mouthpieces of this kiml.
A similar theoretical investigation is not possible for orifices in
plao« surfaces, because the velocity along the sides of the vessel in
the neighbourhood of the orifice is not so small that it can be neg-
lected; The resultant horizontal pressure is therefore greater than
GAn, and the contraction is less. The experimental values of the
coefficient of discharge for a rc-cntrnnt mouthpiece ore 5149
(Borda), 5547 (Bidonc). 0'5324 (Wcishach), values which dilfer
little from the thi'oretioal value, 5, givon above.

^*- ydocUij of Filamtnila iaming t/i a Jrt.—A jet is com[iosi'(l
of fluid filaments or elementary streams, which start into motion at
•ome point in the interior of the vessel from which the fluid is dis-
charged, and gradiiiilly acquire the v<-lority of the jet. I,rt Mm,
Bg. 43, bo such a filament, the point M briiig taken wlicre the v.li.'
city 13 insensibly small, and ;n at the most contracted section of the

jet, where the filaments have become parallel and exercise uniform
mutual pressure. .Take the free surface AB for datum line, and let

Fig. 4S.

Pi. 1i, lit, be tne pressure, velocity, and depth below datum at M ;

p, V, h, the corresponding quantities at m. Then § 26, eq. (3),

^ + 9--K
2g G

(1)
2g ' G

But at M, since the velocity is insensible, the pressure is the hydro
static pressure due to the depth ; that is, fi — O, p^=p^\Gh^. At
'"> ?=?"• 'he atmospheric pressure round the jet. Hence, insert-

ing these values.

Ot§M, A.=f,.^

:,-' - .
(2);

or B=V2^ = 8 OaSVft (2a)

That is, neglecting the viscosity of the fluid, the velocity of fila-

ments at the contracted section of the jet is simply the velocity due
to the dilferencc of level of the free surface in the reservoir and
the 6riRce. If the ori--

fice is small in dimen-
sions compared with h,

the filaments will all

have nearly the same
velocity, and if h is

measured to the centie
of the orifice, the equa-
tion above gives the

mean velocity of the
jet

Case of a Suhirurged

Orifice.— Lettheorifice

discharge below the p.. ..

level of the tail water. '''^ **

Then using the notation shown in fig. 4 4, we have at M, f, = 0,

p, = GA,-fp„; at «i, p = Gk^ + pt Inserting these values in (3),

S 26,

23

.h.,-h

ih.-ha-¥-

(3),

0^A,-^^-^,.

29"

where h is the ditlVrence of level of the head and t*til water, and niny

be termed the elective head producing fiow

Case whire the Presmirrs are different mi the Free Surface and at

the Orifice.— Let the tluid How from a vessel in which the pressure ij

Pn into a vessel in

which the pressure

is p, fig. 45. The
pressure Pj will

produce tlie same
ctfect as a layer of

fluid of thickness

£^ added to tlio

G
head- water; and
the pressure p will

produce the same
effect as a layer

of thickness P—
O

added to tlio tail

water. Hence the

clfiH-tivo dillereneo

of level, or effec-

tive head producing
(low, will be

h-h.

Fig. 45.
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iiid the velocity of discharge will be

^/^A''^^''^\ w-

We may express tliis result by jaying that dilTorencea of pressure at

ihe free surlace and at the oriliee are to be reckoned as part of the

etfective head.

Hence in all cases thus fur treated the veloeity of the jet is the

velocity due to the effective lieud. and the disebargi', allouing for con-

traction of the jet, is

Q-cife-ewV-.yi (5),

whore w is the area of the oritice, cu tlic area of the contracted :"cc-

Uon of the jet, and h the elfeetive head measured to the centre of

the oritice. It h and w are tiken in feet, Q is in cubic feet per

second.

It is obvious, however, that this formija assume-* that all the

filaments have sensibly the same velocity. Tluit will be true for

horizontal oiitices, and very approximately trur in otiier i-nses, if the

dimeiisrons of the oritice are not iart^e coriipartii with tho head h

In lari;e oritiees in say a vertical surfa'e. the valiu: of h isditleient

for dilfereiit fil.tments. and then the velocity of dilfereiU hlanicnls is

not sensibly the same.

SiMi'LE OniFicRs— Hr.Au Co.fsTANr.

35. Large Rectangular J--ls from Orijire-^ in Vertical Platie Sur-

faces.— Let an oiihce in a vertical plane S'lit'ace be so formed that it

produces a jet

Diving a rect-

angular contract-

ed section with
vertical and buri-

zontal sides. Let

A (fig. 46) be the

breajlthof thejet,

ft, and Aj the

depths belo»v the

free surface ot it^

upp«r and lower
surfaces. Cob-
sid'.T a lamina of

tl», jet between
th'SdepKhs /i and F'S- *^-

li + (lh ll-i normal section is bdh, and the velocity of discharge

\/2'ih. The discharge per second in this lamina is therefore

bs/2<jh dh, and that of the whole jet is therefore

(C).

whiTe the 6rsi factor on the rigut is a coefficient depending on the

form of the oritice.

Now an orifice producing a rectangular jet must itself be very

approximately rectangular Let B be the breadth, H,, H,, the

ieplhs to the ujipcr and lower edges of the orifice Put

i
,.

•!,
»(A.

D(II./'-H,')

(7).

Then the discharge.Tn lennsof the dimensions of the orifice, instead

of those of thejet. i.s

Q- 5cB\/2</aia'- H.S (8),

the formula commonly given for the diseharge of rectangular orifices

Ttiecoelheieiilf is not, liov\ever, »*ira[ily the coellicieol ol contraction,
the value of which is

B(h,-h;)

und not that given in (7). It cannot he n'S.-nx.d. therefore, that c

m eiiuaiion (8) is constant, and in fact It is fouftd to vary fur djifereiit

II R
values of -- and q- , uiid must be ascertained experimentally.

Relation between the Expression.H (5) and (8) —For a rectangular
orifice the area of the onlice is w- Billj- H,), and the depth iiiea-

eured to ila centre is i (II, -t H,) Putting Ihcie values in (5),

Q,-cB(H,-II,)Vy(ll,-hH,)

From (8) the discharge is

Q.,-«cnV27;(ll,'-H,')

Hence, for tfie same value of e in the two cases,

Q.

H.,* - H,

lH.-H,)Vi(H,.^lI.)

0-9427

II, /Hj
H , VH.

•il:V(-S;)
(9)

If H, varies from to « , _! varies from to 1. The followiuis
H,

table gives values of the two eatiinates of the discharge for dilferent

values of jil.-

H,
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taincd as In the preceding, f 3CtioD. , TUU3 for a rectangular notch,

put Hi=0 in (8). Then

Q = icB\/2g H (11),

where H is put for the depth to the crest of the weir or the bottom
of the notch. Fig. 4S shows the mode in which the' discharge

occurs in the case of a rectangular notch or weir with a level crest.

As the free surface level falls very sensibly near the notch, the head
H should be measured at some distance back from the notch, at a
point where the velocity of the water is very small.

Since the area of the notch opening is BH, the above formula is

of the form
.

Q=cxBHxiV2srH,
where « is a factor depending on the form of the notch and express-

ing the ratio of the mean velocity of discharge to the velocity due
to the depth H. '

83. Frmicis's Formula 'for Rectangular Notches.—The jet dis-

charged through a rectangular notch has a section smaller than BH,
(a) because of the

fall of the water
surface from the

point where H is

measured towards
the weir, (fi) in con-
seijuence of the

crest contraction,

(c) in consequence
of the end,-contrac-

tions. U may be
pomtej cut that

wljile the diminu-
tion of the seciion

of the jet due to

the surface fall and
to the crest contrac-

tion is proportional

to tte length of the
weir, the end con-

tractions have near-

ly the same effjat

whether the weir is
•

wide or naiTow.

Mr Francis's ex-

periments showed
that a perfect end
contraction, when
the heads varied

from 3 to 24 inches,

and the length of

the weir was not less

tliao three times

the head, dimin-
ished the effective

length of the weir by an amount approximately equal to one-tenth
of the head. Hence, if 2 is the length ofthenotchorweir, and H the
head measured behind the weir wnere the water is nearly still, then
the width of the jet passing through the notch would bo /-0'2H,
allowing for two end contractions. In a woir divided by posts

there may be more than two end contractions. Hence, generally,

the width of the jot is i - InH, where n is the number of end con-
tractions of the stream. The contractions due to the fall of surface

and to the crest contrattion are proportional to the width of the jet.

Hence, if cH is the thickness of the stream over the weir, measured
at the contracted section, the section of tlie jet will be c{l - IhH)H
and (§ 37) t)ie mean velocity will be |v'2(/H. Consequently the
discharge will be given by an equation of the form

.|c(2-0 1nH)Hv'2^fl

-535e(i-01nH)H'

This is Francis's formula, in which the coefficient of discharge c is

much more nearly constant for different values of / and A than in

ri?. 49.

the offllnary formula. Francis found for c the mean value 0G2?,
the wcir beina sharp-edged.

39. Triangular Notch {Rg. 49).— Consider a lamina issuing be-
tween the depths A and A -KiA, Itsarea, neglecting cont'action, will

be MA, and the velocity at that depth is V2jA- Hence *' ' dis
charge for this lamina is

b\/2^dh
But

B H_
4 H-A

H-A6=b;

Hence discharge of lamina
H

= B5^^^/2iArfAi

and total discharge of notch

= ABV2^H3,

or, introducing a coefficient to allow for contraction,

Q = AcBV2iH3.

When a notch is used to gauge a stream of varying flow, the ratio

-fy varies if the notch is rectangular, but is constant if the aotch i«
n.'

triangular. This led Professor James Thomson to suspect that the
coetEcient of discharge, c, would be much more constant with differ-

ent values of H in a triangular than in a rectangular notch, and this
has been experimentally shown to be the case. Hence a triangular
notch is more suitable for accurate gaugings than a rectangnlat
notch. For a sharp-edged triangular notch Professor J. Thomson
found c = 0-617. It will be seen, as iu § 37, that since JBH is the
area of section of the stream through the notch, the formula i«

again of the form

Q = c>ciBHxit\/2pi,

where k^j^ is the ratio of the mean velocity in the notch to th(
velocity at the depth H. It may easily be shown that for all

notches the discharge can be expressed in this form.
40. /Fcir with iiBroad Sloping Crest—Suppose a weir formed with

a broad crest so sloped that the streams flowing over it have a move-
ment sensibly rectilinear and uniform {tig. 50). Let the inner edge

'

Fig 50.

so rounded as to preveut a crest contraction. Consider a filament

aa\ the point a being so far back from the weir that the velocity of

approach is negligible. Let 00 b« the surface level in the reservoir,

and let a be at a height A" below OO, and A' above o'. Lot A be the

distance from 00 to the weir crest and ctho thickness of the stream

upon it. Neglecting atmospheric pressure, which has no influence,

the pressure at a is GA"; at a' it is Gj. Iff be the velocity at a',

Jll-A'-t-r-t-A-o;
2?

Q-be\/2g{h-e)

Theory does not furnish a value for e, but Q — O for e — and for

— A. Q has therefore a maximum for a value of « between and h,

obtained by equating — to zero. This gives e-|A, and, inserting

this value,

Q-O-SSSJAV^,

as a maximum value of the discharge with the conditions assigned.

Expirimi'nt shows that the actual ilisohargo is very approximately

equal to this maximum, and the fornniU is more legitimately op-

plicabK) to the discharge over broad -crested weirs and to cases such

as the disclmrge with free upper surface through large masonry
sluice openings than the ordinary weir formula for sharp-edged

weirs. Jt should bo reniombcrcd, however, that the friction on

the sides and crest of the wiir has been n«gloctcd, and that this

tends to reduce a little the discharge. The formula is equivalent

to the ordiut.ry weir fnriniila with c-0*577.
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CotfficienlsfoT Che Discharge over Weirs, derived from the Experiments ofMr Block-well. When more than one erperimcnt was inadt

with the same head, and the results were pretty uniform, Uie resulting coefficients are marked with an (*) 'I'he effixl of the con-

verging wing-boards is very strongly marked.

He&dsio
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4S. Separating (feir^.—Many towns derive their water supply

from otreaniB in hij<h moorland districts, in which the flow is ex-

tremely variable. The water is collected in large storage reservoirs,

from which an uniform supply can be sent to the towu. In such

cases it is desirable to separate the coloured water which comes

down the streams in high floods from the purer water of ordinary

flow. The latter is sent into the reservc.rs ; the former is allowed

to flow away down the original stream channel, or is stored in sepa-

rate reservoirs and used as compensation water. To accomplish the

separation of the flood and ordinary water, advantage is taken of the

different horizontal range of the parabolic path of tha water falling

over a weir, as

the depth on

the weir and,

conacijuently,

the velocity

change. Fig.

54 shows one
of these sepa-

rating weirs

in the form in

which they were first introduced on the Manchester Waterworks ; fig

65 a more modem weir of the same kind designed by Mr Binme
for the Bradford Waterworks. When the quantity of water coming

Fig. 54

Piatt- of

Cast Iron

Fig, 55

down the stream is not excessive, it drops over tne weir into a trans-

verse channel leading to the reservoirs. In flood, the water springs

over the mouth of this channel and is led into a wa-ste channel.

It may be assumed, probably with accuracy enough for practical

purposes, that the particles describe the paranoias due to tne mean
velocity of the water passing over the weir, that is, to a velocity

where h is the head above the crest of the weir.

Let cJ — x be the width of the orifice and ae — y the diflerence of

level of its edges (fig. 6S). Then, if a particle passes from a to 6 in (

seconds,

"-is**.

a-- Ax-
which givps the width x for any given difference of level y and head
h, whicn the jet will just pass over the oritico. Set off ad vorti*

cally and equal to )^g on any scale; of horizontally and equal to

5\/gk . Divide a/", fe into an equal nainbor of eqnol parts.

oin a with the divisions on ef. The intersections of those linen

with verticals from the diviaioofl on rt/givu the parabolic path of

the jet

HPiEcEs—Heaj> Constant

44. Cylindrical Moulhpures. —When water issues from n short

cylindrical pipe or mouthpiece ofa lunf^h at least equal to I^ times
it-3BTDalle»t transverse dimension, thestream, after contraction within
the mouthpiece, expands to fill it and isauns full lx>re, or without
contraction, at the point of discburt^c. The dischaigc is found to

be about one-third greater than that from a simple onfice of the
same size. On the other hand, the energy of the fluid per unit of

weight is less than that of the stream from a simple orifice with the

same head, because part of the energy is wasted in eddies produced
at the point where tne stream expands to fill the mouthpiece, the

action being something like that which occurs at an ibrupt change
of section

i^gi^

\\\'*. "'
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Supposing the discharge into the air, so that Pi=f«i

23
1 +

v-*a-o'
. (1);

where the first term on the right is evidently the coefficient of

velocity for the cylindrical mouthpiece in terms of the coefficient of

contraction at EF. Let c, = 0'64, the value for simple orifices, then

the coefiBcient of velocity is

C ' ..-0 87

^•(^y
<2).

The actual value of c found by experiment is 82. wliioh does not

differ more from the theoretical^'aluethan might be •xp-xted if the

friction of the mouthpiece is allowed for. Hence, for aiuuthpieces

of this kind, and for the section at G\\,

C-082 c, = l 00 c = 082,

Q=.0 82n'\/2jS

It 19 easy to see from the equations that the pressure p at EF is

teas than atmospheric preo^uro. Eliminating v^, we get

?fj=^ = JA nearly. . .

y - />o - 1 GA lb per sq. ft

(3);

If a pipe connected with a reservoir on a lower level is introduced
mto the mouthpiece at the part where the contraction is formed
(tig. 58), the water will rise in this pipe to a height

EL ^SirP^jA nearly.

If the distance X Is less than this,' the water from the lower reservoir
»ill Im) forced continuously into the jet by the atmospheric pressure,

iiid discharged with it This is the cnidest form of a kind of pump
known as the jet pump

45. Convergent MotUhpicces.— With convergent mouthpieces
mere is a contraction within the mouthpiece causing a loss of head,
and a diminution of the velocity of discharge, as with cylindrical

roouthiiieces. There is also a second contraction of the stream out-
side the mouthpiece. Hence the discharge is given by an equation
of the form

Q = c.c,nV2^ . (4),

where n is the area of the external end of the mouthpiece, and Ccfl

the section of the contracted jet beyond the mouthpiece.

ConrtrgoU MouthpUces (CasUl's Experiments).—Smallest
diameUr of orifice = 05085 feet. Length of mouthpiece »
2 6 diameters.
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wtisuce we find tlut^ become zero or negative if

5T, potting ^-31 feet, if

In practice there will be an intcimption of the full bore flow with

t le3s ratio of— , because of the disengagement of ail from the water.
u

But, supposing this docs not occur, the maximumjdischarge of s

mouthpiece of ihia kind is

Q- ,A(*-t)'
that is, the discharge is the same as for a well-bellmouthed mouth-

piece of area m, and without the expanding part, discharging into

» vacuum,
4?. Jet Pump.— A. divergent mouthpiece may be arranged to act

ts a pump, as shown in fig. 61. The water which supplies the energy

ei

Fig. 6i.

•qnireJ for pumping enters at A. The water to be pumped enters

tt B. The streams combine at DD where the velocity is greatest

and the pressure least. Beyond DD the stream enlarges in section.

and its pressure increases, till it is sufficient to balance the head due
to the height of the lift, and the water flows away by the discharge

pipe C. •
'

Fig. 62 shows the whole arrangement in a diagrammatic way.

A is the reservoir which supplies the water that effects the pump-

i

_.L.v^

bit ; B Is the reservoir of water to bo pumped ; C is the reservoir

Into which the water is pumped

DiscHAnoE WITH Vabtino riEAn.

48. TUnofrom a Vcsucl when th* Efftd ive Head varies with the Time.
— Various useful problems ari'se relating to the time of emptying
and filling vessels, reservoirs, lock chambers, &c., where the flow
is dependent on a head which increases or diminishes duriitR tho
operation. The simplest of these problems is tho ca£e of fiJliug or
emptying a vessel of constant horizontal section.

Time of Emptying or Tilling a Kerticalsidal Lock Chamber.—
Suppose the lock chamber, which has a water surface of n squari
feet, is emptied through a sluice in the tail gates, of area «, placed
below the tail-water level. Then the effective head producing flow

through the sluice is the difference of level in the chamber and tai

bay. Let H (fig. 63) be the initial difference of level, A th" differenci

Eeaci viaJUr l£i/tl

Fig. 63.

of level after t seconds. Let - rfA be the fall of level in the chamber
during an interval dt. Then in the time dt the volume in the

chamber is altered by the amount -Ddh, and the outflow from the

sluice in the same time is ca'^2gh dt. Hence the differential

equation connecting A and t is

cu\/ig?idt+ah-0.

For the time (, during which the initial head H diminishes U> so.''

other value A,
•

dt.

i- 7= 2(VH- \/A)

^nt /2H_, /2A|

For the whole time of emptying, during which h diminishes fhim
HtoO.

Comparing this with the equation for flow under a consisot head,

it will be seen that the time is double that required for the

discharge of an equal volume under a constant head.

The time of filling the lock through a sluice in the head gates is

exactly the same, if the sluice is below the taU-water level. But if

the sluice is above the tail-water level, then the head is constant

till the level of the sluice is reached, and afterwards it diminishes

with the time.

Fractioal Use op Orifices in Gafciko WATEr.

49. If the water to be measured is passed through a known orifice

under an arrangement by which the constancy of tne head is ensured,

the amount which passes in agiven time can be ascertained by the

formulie already given. It will oljviously be best to make the ori-

fices of the forme for which the coefficients are must accurately de-

termined ; hence sharp-edged orifices or notches are most commonly
ttaed.

Water Indi.—For mfasuring email nnantitit.8 of water circular

sharp-edged orifices have been used. The discharge from a circular

orifice one French inch in diameter, with a head of one lino above the

top edge, was termed by tho older hydraulic writers a wati-r-

inch. A common estimate of its value was 14 pints per minute, or

677 English cnbic feet in 24 hours. An experiment by Bossutgave

634 cubic feet in 24 hours (see Navier's edition o( /ielidor'a Arch,

nyir., p. 212).

Weisbach points out that measurements of this kind would b«

made more accurately with a greater head over the orifice, and ho
proposes that the head should be equal to the diameter of the orifice.

Several equal orifices may be used for larger discliarKcs.

60. Pin Ferrules or pleasuring Coc^s.—To give a toleiubly definite

supply of water to houses, without the expense of a meter, a ferrule

with an orifice of a definite size, or a cock, is introduced in the service-

pipe. If the head in the water main is constant, then a definite

quantity of water would be delivered in agiven time.. Thj arrange-

ment is not a very satisfactory one, and acts chiefly as a check on

extravagant use of water. It is interesting here cliiolly as an ex-

ample of regulation of discharge by means of an orifice. Fig. 64

shows a cock of this kind used at Zurich. It consists of three cocks,

the middle one having the orifico of the predetermined size in a

small circular plote, protected by wire gavize from stoppage by im-

purities in the water. The cock on the ri«ht hand can be used by
the con.sumer for rniptying tlie pipes. The one on the left and
tho mcisuring cock are connected by a key which can .bo locked by

> padlock, which is under tho control of.the water company.
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01 Measurement of the Flow in Streams —To determine the

luantity of water flawing off the gronnd in small streams, which is

available for water supply or for obtaining water power, small tern-

W-BMM

Fig 64

jiorary weirs are often used. These mny bo formeil of planks supported

by piles and puddled to prevent leakage The measurement of the

head may be made by a thin-edged scale at a short distance behind tlie

weir, where the water surface has not beguu to slope down to the

weir and where the velocity of approach is not high. The measure-

ments are conveniently made from ashort pile dnven into the bed of

Scale Weir

Pig. 65

the river, accurately level wilh the crest of the weir (fig 65). Then
rf at any moment the heid is A, the discharge is, for a rectangular

Qotcb uf breadth t,

Cl-lchh^ifh
where c-u oi , or, better, the formula in § 38 may bn used

Gauging weirs are most commonly in the form of rectangular

notches . and caro should be taken that the crest is accurately hori-

^niital, and that tho wt-ir is norma] to the
direction of flow of the stream. If the planks
are thick, they should be bevelled (fig. 66),

and then the edge may be protected by a metal
plate about ^^^th inch thick to secure the

reiiuisite accuracy of form and sharpness of

edge In jiermanenl gauging weirs a cast

steel plate is sometimes used to form the edgo
of the weir c est. The weir should b« largo

enough to discharge the maximum Tolume
flowing in thostre.nm, and at the same time it

is desirable that the minimum head should
not be too small (say half a foot) to decrease
the ctTccts of errors of measurement. The section of the jet over
the weir should not exceed one-fifth the section of the stream
behind the weir, or tlie velocity of approach will need to be taken
into account A triangular notch is very suitable for measurements
of this kind.

If the flow is variable, the head h must bo recorded at equidistant
intervals of time, Say twice daily, and then for each 12 hour period
the discharge must be calculated for the mean of the heads at tlio

li.'ginning and end of the time. As this involves a good deal of
ticHiblesonic calculation, Mr Sang has proposed to use a scale so
graduated as to read offtho discharge in cubic feet per second. The
lengths of the principal graduations of such a scale are eftsilv calcu-
lated by putting Q -1, 2, 3 .... in the ordinary fomiulae. for
notches; the inlcrmertiote graduations may bo taken accurately
enough by subdividing equally the distances between the principal
graduations.

The accurate measurement of the discharge of a stream by me.ins
of a weir is, however, in prnrtice. rnther more dilhcult than might
be inferred from the simjilicity of the principle of tlic operation.

Fig 66

Apart from the difficulty of selecting a snItaWe coemcient of dis-

charge, which need not be serious if the form of the weir and the

nature of its crest are proj»erly attended te, other dithculttes of

inrasurenieiit arise. The length of the weir should be very accu-
rately detcrniMied, ami if the weir is rectangular its deviations from
exactness of level should bo tested. Then the agitation of the
wotor, the ripple on its surface, and the adhesion of the water to the
scale on which the head is measured, are liable to introduce errors.

Upon a weir 10 feet long, with 1 foot depth of water flowing over
an error of 1-lOOOth of a foot in measuring the head, or an error o(

1-lOOth of a foot in measuring the length of the weir, would cause
an error in computing the discharge of 2 cubic feet per minute.

52. Book Gauge.— For the determination of the surface level of

water, the most accurate instrument is the hook gauge used first by
Mr U. boyden of Boston, iu 1840.

It consists of a fixed frame with
scale and vernier. In the instru-

ment in fig. 67 the vernier is fixed

to the frame, and the scale slides

vertically. The scale carries at its

lower end a hook with a fine point,

and the scale can be raiseil or lowered
by a fine pitched screw If the

hook is depressed below tlie water

surface and then raised by the
screw, tlie moment of its reaching
the water surface will be very dis-

tinctly marked, by the reflexion from
a small capillary elevation of the
water surface over the point of the

hook. In ordinary light, differences

• if level of the water of -001 of a

foot are easily detected by the hook
gauge. -If such a gauge is used to

det.ermine the heads at a weir, the
hook should first be set accurately

level with tho weir crest, and a
reading taken Then the difference

of the reading at the water surface

and that for the weir crest will be

the head at the weir

63. Modules used in Irrigation. —
^

In distributing water for irrigation,

tho charge for the water may be
simply assessed on tho area of the
lana irrigated for each consumer, a
method followed in India; or a re-

gulated quantity of water may be
given to each consumer, and the
charge may be made proportional to

the <]uantily of water supplied, a

method employed for a long time in

Italy and other parts of Europe.
To deliver a regulated quantity of r- --

water from the irrigation channel,
*'

arrangements termed modules are used These are constructiona
intenued to maintain a constunt or approximately constant head
above an orifice of fixed size, or to regulate the size of the orific*

so as to give a constant discharge, notwithstanding the rariatioD
of level in the irrigating channel.

64 Italian Module.—The Italian modules are masonry constroc-
tions, consisting of a regulating chamber, to which water is admitted
by an adjustable sluice from the canal. At the other end of the
chamber is an orifice in a thin flagstone of fixed size. By means
of the adjustable sluice a tolerably constant head above the fixed

orifice is maintained, and therefore there is a nearly constant dis-

charge of ascertainable amount through the orifice, into tho channel
leading to the fields which are to be irrigated

In fig. 68 A is the adjustable sluice by which water la admitted
to the regulating chamber, R ia the fixed orifice through which the
water is (Iis''harg*jd. The sluice A is adjusted from time to time by
the canal officers, so as to bring tho level of the wat«r io the rcgiUa^
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ins chamber to a Bxed level marked on the wall of the chamber.

When adjusted it is locked. Let oij be the area of the orifice

through the sluice at A, and <uj that of the fixed orifice at B ; let

fc, be the difference of level between the surface of the water in the

canal and regulating chamber ; A, the head above the centre of the

discharging orifice, when the sluice has been adjusted and the flow

has become steady; Q the normal discharge in cubic feet per second.

Then, since the flow through the orifices at A and B is the same,

where ^ and c, are the coefficients of discharge suitable for the two

orifices. Henco / y rf /

««". 'V \\/
Suppose now that in the interval between the visits of the canal

officer the level of the canal rises h feet, causing the heads relativelj-

to the orifices A and B to become h[ and A J.
Since the areas of the

orifices are unchanged

and therefore \
'^*

,

h', h, ^
or the ratio of the effective heads above the orifices A andBis un-

affected by the change of level of the canal. 41so

t ./ A;+Ai = Aj + A,-l-A.'

Eliuiinating h[, we get
^ ''

' '^ ^^ {h, + h, + k)h,
.

and the discharge in the altered conditions is

^_.„ /\r.j.K+h,+m,

that is

;,Q°\/ ih+h^

'{•
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liameter, nnd the greatest head alove the fixed orifice is 1 melre.

The ase of this modulo involves a great sacrifice of level between

.he canal and the fields. The module is described in Lieutenant

Scott MoncrieiTs [rrijation in Southern Europe. 'i.

56. Reservoir Gauyijuj Basins.—In obtaining the power to store

the water of streams in reservoirs it is usual to concede to ripaiian

ownera 1 ' :

'''
reservoirs a right to a regulated .niji'.v through-

^^^^^SS1P5*^^^

out the year. Tliis compensation water re<j' ives to be measured in
such a way that the millowncrs and others interested in the matter
can.assuro themselves that they arc receiving a proper quantity, and
they are penerally allowed a certain amount of control as to the
times during which the daily supply is diKcliarged into the stream.

Figs.

ter

"igs. 72 and 73 sliow an arrangement de.'iigncd for the Manehcs
Water Works. The water enters from the reseri'oir a chambci

A, the object of which is to still the irregulair motion of thft iniiot.

The admission is regulated by sluices at 4, b, b. Tlie water is dis-
charged by orifices or notches at a, a, over which a tolerably con-
stant head is maintained by adjusting the sluices at b, 6, b. At
any time the millowners can see whether the discharge is given
and whether the proper head is maintained over the orifices. To
test at any time the discharge of the orififts, a gailging basin B i«

;itK;--:-,
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at J, S, b, beingsnfficient to secure a regular discharge. The arrange-

ment U then eqaivaleot to aa Italian module, but on a large scale.

57. Profeasar Fleeming Jenkin'a CimaUiTU Flow Valve.—In the
modules thus far described constant discharge is obtained by vary-

ing the area of the orifice through which the water flows. Professor

F. Jenkin haa contrived a valve in which a constant pressure head
is obtained, so that the orifice need not be varied (Roy. Scot. Society

tf Art), 1876). Fig. 74 shows a ralve of this kind suitable for a

Fig 74.—Scale ^.

6 inch water main. The water arriving by the main U passes

through an equilibrium valve D into the chamber A, and tnence
through a sluice 0, which can beset for any required area of opening,

into the discharging main B. The object of the arrangement is to

secure a constant difference of pressure between the chambers A and
B, so that a constant discharge flows through the stop valve O The
equilibrium valve D is rigidly connected with a plunger P loosely

fitted in a diaphragm, separating A from a chamber Bj connected by
a pipe B, with the discharging main B Any increase of the differ-

ence of pressure in A and B will dnve the pluijger up and close the

equilibrium valve, and conversely a decrease of the difference of pres-

sure will cause the descent of the pluuger and open the equilibrium
valve wider Thus a constant difference of pressure is obtained io

the chambers A and B. Let oi be the area of the plunger in square
feet, p the difference of pressure in the chambers A and B in pounds
per square foot, w the weight of the plunger and valve. Then if at
any moment pw exceeds w the plunger will rise, and if it is loss than
w the plunger will descend. Apart from friction, and assuming the
valve P to be strictly an equilibrium valve, since u and w are

constant, p moat bo constant also, and equal to ^ By making u>

small and w large, the difference of pressure required to ensure the
working of the apparatus may be made very small. Valves work-
ing with a difference of pressure of J inch of water have been con-
structed.

68. Appotd's Module —This acta on the same general principle
as the Spanish module, but it secures only an approximately constant
discharge. On the other hand it involves no great sacrifice of level,

and is not very likely to be affected by silting. It was contri\'ed

originally as an air regulator, Uut it has also been tried with success

u a water module. It consists simply of a horizontal pipe with an

Fig. 75.—Scafo ^
enlarged chamber, in which hangs a he.Tvy wedge-shaped pendulum.
The pressure of the water on tlic upstream aide of this pendulum
k'leps it in a position inclined to the vertical, ami partially closing
Ifio orifice 01 discharge as shown by the dotted linos in fig. 75.

Any increoae of pressure will cause a griMtcr inclination of the pen-
dulum and docR'uso the orifice of dischari;e. and vice vcratL

VI. STEADY FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS.

69. External Work duri-ng the Expansion of Air.—If air expandi
without doing any external work, its temperature remains constant
This result was first experimentally demonstrated by JuoJ^ I*

leads to the conclu-
sion that, however
air changes its state,

the internal work
done is proportional

to the change of

temperature. When,
in expanding, air does
work against an exter-

nal resistance, either

beat most be supplied
or the temperature
falls.

To fix the condi-
tions, enppose one
pound of air confined
oehlnd s piston of

one equsjQ foot area
(fig. 76). Let the
initial pressure be p,
and the volume of the .,
air r„ and suppose 8 'o

this to expand to the pressure p, and volume r,. If p and t» are tbt

corresponding pressure and volume at any intermediate point in the

expansion^ the work done on the piston during the expansion from
f to r-(-dv is pdv, and the whole work duririg the expansion from

Oi to r,, represented by the area aicd, is

/' piv

Amongst possible eases two may be selected
Cast 1 —So much heat is supplied to the air during expansion

that the temperature remains constant Hyperbolic expansion.

Then 7D-p,w,

Work dona during expansion per pound of air

.p,V, log, -3 , p,», log. --J.

P%

Since the weight per cubic foot is the recipror^ of the volume pei

pound, this may be written

(1*)

k''"l
Then the expansion curve a.b i.s a common hyperbola."

Ca^e 2. —N» heat is supplied to the air during expansion. Then
the air loses an amount of nent equivalent to the external workdoaQ
and the temperature falls. Adianatic expansion

In this ca^ it can be shown that

pv^— p,r,v
,

where > is the ratio of the specific heats of air at constant pressur»

and volume. Its value for air is 1 408, and for dry steam 1136.
Work done during expansion per pound of air

(2).

The volue of p^v, for any given temporaturo can bo found from the
data already given.

As before, substituting the weights C,, 0, per cubic foot for th»
volumes per pound, we get for the work of expansion

Pj. »

0,

.p,»,
.4,1

'-(r'l

iff
\tzJ

T

(2«).

(2»).

60. Modificalicm of the Theorem of Bernoulli for the Cate of a

Compresrible fluid.— In the application of the principle of work to a

filament of compressible (luiil. the internal work done by the cxpsn-
aioQ of the fluid, or absorbed in ita comprosaion, must be taken iut<
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acconnt Suppose, as bclbrc, tliat AB (6g. 77) comes to A'15' in n

short time t. Let ;>„ m,, r„ G, be the pressure, sectional area of

Ktrcam, velocity, and weight
,

of a cubic foot at A, Rnil A A
p.,, <Dp Tj, 0, the same quan-
titic.1 at 13. Then, from the

steadinesiS of motion, tho

weight of fluid jiassing A in

iiiygivcn time must bo equal

to the weight [mssin^ B

:

Fig. 77

(,ct c„ Sj be the heights of the sections A and B above any given

'l.itum. Then the wovk of gravity on tlic mass AB lu t seconds is

vhere W is the xveiglit of gas passing A or B per second. As in

'lie case of an incompressible fluid, the work of the pressures on the

nds of the mass AB is

p^a,r^t - p~utV,t

,

vo, gJ
The work done by expansion of \V< i>ounds of fluid between A and B is

Wl/^pdv. The change ofkinetic energy as before is — (u,'- r,')t

.

Hence, equating work to change of kinetic energy,

W
W(.,-=.)J + (|^-fJ ^H^mj;\^<^ = gcr,' • »,')«

.+£l^^=,,+&'Si-/> '"•
G, 2J -'"G,

>'ow the work of expansion per pound of fluid has already been

ijiven. If the temperature is coustaut, we get (oq. la, § 59)

2?

ft

.

G/
'' i„„ a.

2j"g;'°S'5:

or, neglecting the difTereuce of level,

^log.^^
G/"°'G,

But at constant temperature^ =

'*2F'
•-..+:

Vt

-2r G;'°S'i7/

Similarly, if tke expnnsien is adiabatic (eq. 2n, § 59),

or neglecting the difTerencc of level

(2);

(2o).

(3);

1 +
1

I- e)^l]-i:- '-'•
23 G,L • y-1

It will be seen hcivaftcr that there is a limit in the ratio ?l beyond
ft

which these expressions eease to be trae.

6 . Discharge of A irfrom an Orifice.— The form of the equation

of work for a steady stream of compressible fluid is

' G, 2^ » G, 23 G, 7 - 1 ( V ft / '

the expansion being adiabatic, because in the flow of the streams of

air through an orifice no sensible amount of heat can be communi-
cateil from outside.

Suppose the air flows from a vessel, where the pressure i.i p, and
the velocity sensibly zero, tluough an orifice, into a space where the

pressure is p,. Let *, be the velocity of the jet at a point where
the ctnvcrgencc of the streams has ceased, so that tlie pi-essure in

tlie jet IS also ;>,. As air is light, the work of gi-avity will be small
oohipared with that of the pressures ami cx)>aiision, so that ;„ ij

nay bo neglected. Putting these values in the equation above

—

^ G/2i, G.y-ll ' \pj !•

ig G. g/g,>-i f
^ [pj

G, f>-l y-ApJ " \ G,

nl'r

Rut
G,»
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were tmatworthy, when p, was taken to be the general external

pressnre, but that, iSE^ <^0i , then the pressure at the contracted

section was independent of the external press.ure and equal to 6pj.

Hence in siich cases the constant value 0^5 should be substituted

in the formula for the ratio of the internal and external pres-

Kures —3
Pi

It is easily deduced from Wetsbach's theory that, if the pressure

exlerual to an orifice is gradually diminished, the weight of air

di.scharged per second increases -to a maximum for a value of the

-(rJr)^
-0-527 for air

->0'58 for dry steam.

For a farther decrease of external pressure the discharge diminishes,

—a rc&ult no doubt improbable. The new view of Weisbach's

formula is that from the point where the maximum is reached, or

not greatly differing from it, the pressure at the contracted section

ceases to diminish.

FUegner has shown [Cimliiigenieur, xx., 1874) that for air flow-

ing from well-rounded mouthpieces there is no discontinuity of the

law of flow» as Napier's hypothesis implies, but the curve of flow

bends so sharply that Napier's rule may be taken to be a good
approximation to the true law. The limiting value of the ratio

^, for which Weisbach's formula, as originally understood, ceases

Pi . .

to apply, is for air 0^767 ; and this is the number to be substituted

for ^ in the fo? raulfe when ^ falls below that value. For later

P:
,

.Pi
researenes on the flow of air, reference may be made to Zeuner's
paper (Civilingenieur, 1871), and Fliegner'^ pai)ers {ibid., 1877»

1878).

VII. FRICTION OF LIQUIDS.

(53. When a stream of fluid flows over a solid surface, or con-

versely whea a solid moves in still fluid, a resistance to the motion
is generated, comnwnly termed fluid fnction. It is due to the vis-

cosity of tlie fluid, but generally the laws of fluid friction are very
different from those of simple viscous resistance. It would appear
that at all speeds, except the slowest, rotating eddies are formed by
the roughness of the solid surface, or by abrupt changes of velocity

dist-ributed throughout the fluid ; aud the energy ex[>ended in pro-

ducing these eddying motions is gradually lost in overcoming the

viscosity of the fluid in regions more or less distant from that

where they are first produced.

The laws of fluid friction are generally stated thus :

—

1. The frictional resistance is independent of the pressure between
the fluid and the solid against which it flows. This may be verified

by a simple direct experiment. Coulomb, for instance, oscillaXed a
disk under water, first with atmospheric pressure acting on the water
surface, afterwards with the atraospl>tiic pressure removed. No
difference in the rate of docreaso of the oscillations was observed.
The chief proof that the friction is independent of the pressure is

that no difference of resistance has been obsei-vcd in water mains
and in other cases, where water flows over solid surfaces under widely
different pressures. >

2. The frictional resistance of large surfaces is proportional to

the area of the surface.
,

.
,

-

3. At low velocities of not more than 1 inch per second for water,
the fnctional resistance increases directly as the relative velocity of
the fluid and the surface against which it flows. At velocities of

4 foot per second and greater velocities, the frictional resistance is

more nearly proportional to the square of the relative velocity.

In many treatises on hydraulics it is stated that the frictional

resistance is independent of the nature of the solid surface. The
explanation of this was supposed to be that a film of fluid remained
attached to the solid surface, the resistance being generated between
this fluid layer and layers more distant from the surface. At
extremely low velocities the solid surface does not .seem to have
much influence on the friction. In Coulomb's experinients a metal
BUrface covered with tallow, and oscillated in water, hud exactly the
eamo resistance as a clean metal surface, and when sand was
acatUired over tho tallow the rc.sistance was only very slightly
increased. The earlier calculations of the resistance of water at
higher velocities in iron and wood itipes and earthen channels
fleeined to give a similar result. These, however, were erroneous, and
it is now well understood that differences of roughness of tho solid
surface very greatly influei'co tho friction, at such velocities as uro

common ineriginrrring practice. Diucy's experiments, for instance,
tihowcd that in old and.incrusted water mains the resistance' was
twice or sonietinies thrice m great as in new and clean mains.

G4. Ordinary Expressions for Fluid Friction at Vch>citic3 not
Extremely Small.— Let /be the frictional resistance estimutod iu

pounds per sqhare foot of surface at a velocity of one foot per sei^ond
;

(V the area of the surface in square feet , and v its velocity in feet,

per second relatively to the water In which it is immersed. Then,
in accordance with the lafts stated above, the total resistance of tho

surface is-

R=/a,v3 . '. '.*
(1),

where/ is a quantity approximately constant for any given surface.

f M
G '

R = {Gc
2?

• (2),

wliere { is, like/, nearly constant for a given surface, and is termed
the coefficient of fiiction.

Tho following are average values of the coefficient of friction for

water, obtained from experiments on large plane surfaces, moved in

an uidefinitely large mass of water.
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tions ; DS is a graduated disk serving to measure the angles through
which the apparatus oscillatt's. To this the fnctiou disk is rigidly •

attached hangiiig in a vessel of water. The friction disks Were from
4 7 to 7 7 inclies diameter, and they generally made one oscillatiun

in from 20 to 30 seconds, through angles varying from 360' to 6°.

When the velocity of the circumference of the disk wa" less than 6
Inches per seoond, the resistance was sensibly proportional to the
velocity.

Bcau/oy's Experiments.—Towards the end of the last century
Colonel Beaufoy made an immense mass of experiments on the resist-

ance of bodies moved through water (.Vaulicat aiid Hydraulic
EjrpcTiments, London, 1S341. Of these the only ones directly bearing
on surface friction were some made m 1796 and 1798. Smootu
painted planks were drawn through water and the resistance
measured. For two planks differing in area by 46 square feet, at a
velocity of 10 feet per second, the difference of resistance, measured
nn the difference of area, was 0'339 lb per square foot. Also the
resistance varied as the 1 949th power of the velocity.

66. ^fr Froude's Ej-pcrimf.nts. —The most important direct ex-
periments on fluid friction at ordinary velocities are those made by
Mr Froude at Torquay. The method adopted in these experiments
was to tow a board in a still water canal, the velocity and tne resist-

ance being i;egistered by very ingenious recording arrangements.
The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in fig. 79. AA is

the board the resistance of which is to be determined. B is a cut-

water giving a fine entrance to the plane surfaces of the board. CC
is a bar to which the board AA is attached, and which is suspended
Ry a parallel motion from a carriage running on rails above the still

water canal. G is a link by which the resistance of the board is

transmitted to a spiral spnng H. A bar I rigidly connects the other
end of the spring to the carnage. The dotted lines K, L indicate the
position of a couple of levers by which the extension of the spring
IS caused to move a pen M, which records the extensions on a greatly

increased scale, by a line drawn on the paper cylinder N. This
cylinder revolves at a speed proportionate to that of the carriage, its

motion being obtained from the axle of the carriage wheels. A
second pen 0, receiving jerks at every second and a quarter from a
clock P, records time on the paper cylinder. The scale for the line

of resistance is ascertained by stretching the spiral spring by known
weights. The boards used for the experiment were ^5 inch thick,

19 inches deep, and from 1 to 50 feet in length, cutwater included.

A lead keel counteracted the buoyancy of the board. The boards
were covered wnth various substances, such as paint, varnish. Hay's

composition, tinfoil, &i:., so as to try the effect of different degrees

(3) The average resistance per square foot of surface was much
greater for short than for long boaras ; or, what is the same thing,

the resistance per square foot at the forward part of the board
was greater than the friction per square foot of portions more stem-
ward. Thus,

Mean Resistance In

lb per sq. [L

Varnished surface 2 ft long 041
50 „ 0-25

Fine sand surface r.'. 2 ,, 081
50 ,, 0-405

This remarkable result is explained thus by Mr Froude :—
"The portion of surface that goes first in the line of motion, in
experiencing resistance from the water, must in turn communicate
motion to the water, in the direction in which it is itself travelling.

Consequently the portion of surface which succeeds the first will be
rubbing, not against stationary water, but against water partially

moving in its own direction, and cannot therefore experience so

much resistance from it."

67. The following table gives a general statement of Mr Froude's
results. In all the experiments in this table, the boards hacj a fine

cutwater and a fine stem end or run? so that the resistance was
entirely due to the surface. The table gives the resistances per
square foot in pounds, at the standard speed of 600 feet per minute,
and the power of the speed to which the friction is proportional, so
that the resistance at other speeds is easily calculated.
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VIII. STEADV FLOW OF WATER IN FIPKS OF
UNIFORM SECTION.

68. The ordinary theory of the flow of water in pipes, on which

all practical formulae are based, assumes that the variation of velocity

at different poiBts of any cross section may be iieglcclod. The
water is considered as moving in plane layers, which are driven

through the pipe against the frictional resistauce, by the difference

of pressure at or elevation of the ends of the pipe. If the motion
is steady the velocity at each cross section rempins the .same from
moment to moment, and if the cross sectional area is constant the

velocity at all sections must be the same. Hence the motion is

uniform. The most important resi.stance to the motion of the water

IS the surface friction of the pipe, and it is convenient to estimate
this independently of some smaller resistances which will be
accounted for presently.

In any portion of a uniform pipe, excluding for the present the
ends of the pipe, the water enters and leaves at the same velocity.

For that portion therefore the work of the external forces and of the
surface friction

must be equal. .^

Let fig. 80 repre-

sent a very short

portion of the pil»e,

of length fil, be-

tween cross sec-

tions at 2 and
2 + dz~ feet above
any horizontal da-

tum line XX, the

pressures at the
cross sections being i j .*._^..

p and p-i-dp tb per ^
square foot. Fur- Fig. 80

ther, let Q be tho volume of flow or discharge of the pipe per

second, Cl the area of a normal cross section, and x the penineter of

the pipe. The Q cubic feet, which flow through the space considered

per second, weigh GQ tb, and fall through a height -d: feet. The
work done by gravity is then

-GQdz;
a positive quantity if rf: is negative, and na rersa. The resultant

pressure parallel to the axis of the pipe is ;i- ip-t-dp)— - rfp lb per
square foot of the cross section. The work of this pressure ot the

volume Q is

-Qdp.

The only remaining force doing work on the system is the friction

Q^'-iinst the surface of the pipe. The area of that surface is x '^'

Tho work expended in overcoming the frictional resistance per
second is (sec § 64, eq. 3)

<r—

~

j-,d2

(Gxdl

or, since Q = flf,

2i»

-COiQ-Ilrf/
;

thfl negative sign beina taken because the work is done against a

resistance. Adding all these portions of work, and equating the result
to zero, 8ino» the motion ir uniform,—

GQdz-Qdp

Dividing by GQ,

IntegratiDif

.(G^Q^dl-i,
2-7

'<= + $'* f^ '-dl~0.

' + — + (-- —-'"CO'istant
G n 2^

Horitontai

(1).

Fig. 8J.

59. Let A »nd B ffig. 8U bo any two sections of the pir>.s for

»hich D. J, 1 have tho values p,. »,, l„ and p„ z„ /, r«spcciivolv.

Then "-^^<'. tJ- •'*G*^n "2^'"

(2)

Tfie water

or. if 'j - /, — L, rearranging the terms.

^S-r!(-&)-(-9)i?
Suppose pressure columns intro-Iuceil nt A and B

will rise ID those columns to tht heights ^ Knd ^ Jut to tlie

G G

pressures p, and jk at A and B Hence
| j, Z!l

J

_
|

- * ?; | i.-,

the quantity represented m the fi^rure hy OE. the lall of level of

the pressure columns, or virtual fuU of the pipe II there were no
friction m the pipe, then by Bernoulh's equation there would hf

no fall of level of the pressure ''oinnins. the vplority ^ipinp the

same at A and B. Hence DE or h is> the head Jo^l in Inction in

the distance AB The quantity — - -_ i.s termed thf virtual sJop«
A B L

of the pipe or virtual fall per foot of length. It is sometimes
termed vtry '-onvenieotly the relative fall. It will be denoted by
the symbol i.

The quantity — which appears in many Iiydraulir equations ii

called the hydnuhc mean radius of the pi|)e. It will be denoted
by m.

Introdr.cing these values.

For pipes of circular section, and diameter rf.

Then

—d'-
n A

*2si
'

'
4

L "
4

^ d 2q

M);

(4ai.

which shows that the heail lost in fncnon is proportional to the

head due to tho velocity, and is found by multiplying that head bv

the coelhcicnt f—

—

d
70. Ilydrnnhc Gradient or Line of I'lrtiml Sl/>pe —Join CD

Since the head lost in friction is proportiouiil to L. any iiiteimcdiate

pres.sure column between A and B will have its free surface on the

line CD, and the vertical distance between CD and the pi|H- at any

lioint measures the pressure, exclusive of atniospheric pressure, in

the pipe lit th.it point If the pipe were laid ^loiig the lino CD
instead of .\B. the water would flow at the .sumo vdm iiy by gravity

without any change of pressure from section Io.^ectlon. Hence CD
IS termed the virtual slope or hydraulic gradient of the pipe. It i»

the line of free surface level for each point of the pi|K'

If an ordinary pipe, connecting res<-rvoirs open to the .nr, rises at

any point above tho line of virtual slope, the pp'ssuro at that point

is less than the atmospheric pressure tran^nlltte^l through the pii>e

At such a point there is a liability that air may he diseiiyngeil frmn

the water, and the flow stopped or imj^'dcd by tho aeeuinulition of

air. If the pipe rises more than 34 feet ahoie tho line of virtual

slope, the inessure is negative. But a>i this is ini|>o.ssible. the ron-

tinuity of the How will be broken.

If the pipe IS not straight, the line of virtual sloj* l*cotnes a

curved line, but since in actual pipes the verlionl alterntious of lovol

are generally small, compared with the li-iigtb of the jupe, distances

mca3ure<l along the pipe are sensibly proportional to distance*

measured along the horizontal projection of the pipe. Hence the

line of hydraulic gradient may be taken to be a straight hoe without

error of practical importance.

'Q*^yh

F g. 82.

71. Cnst of a Omfom Pipe connecting two fUservcirs, wnenatl ihi

H''xistnnfes are tnkr.a into aceonnt.— Lot h (fig.'82) be the difference

i.f lev..! ..f'the reservoirs, and e tho velocity, in a iiipc of len^^tli L
iih'l Ji.irnotor d The wh(»h. work done per secomi is vir(u.illy tli«

reinoval of Q cubic feet of water horn tho surface of the upper
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reservoir to the surfaceof the lower reaervoir, that is GQIi foot-pounds.

This is expended in three ways. (1) The head — , corresponding
. _, ^ . - . - . 9

to an expenditure ofGQ— foot-pounds of work, is employed in giving

energy of motion to the water. This is ultimately wasted in

eddying motions in the lower reservoir. (2) A portion of head,

which experience shows may be expressed in the form (^, corre-

iponding to an expenditure of GQC.^- foot-pounds of work, is em-

[iloyed in overcoming the resistance at the entram.'e to the pipe. (3)

As already shown the head expended in overcoming the surface fric-

tion of the pipe 19 f J- „-— corresponding to GQf-^ - -^j- foot-pounds

of work. Hence

485

GQA-GQ2^-^GQf„

.4L\

--^GQf
4L v^

d ig

(l + fo ^^V)E'

. 8-025 / M
V (WC)rf-h4a

(5).

If the entrance to

f„-108 to 1-505.

4L

M the pipe is l>ellmouthed. („ is about - 08.

the pipe 13 cylindrical.
f(|
= 0'505 Hence 1-

In general this is so small compared with ('*— that, for practical
a

calculations, it may be neglected ; that is, the losses of head other

thau the loss in surface friction are left out of the reckoning. It

IS only in short pipes and at high velocities that it is necessary to

take account of the first two tt-rius m the bracket, as well as the

third For instance, lu pipes for the supuly of turbines, i' is usually

limited to 2 feet per second, and the pipe is bellnioutlied. Then

1 08 — «0^067 foot In pipes for towns' supply v may range from
-9

2 to 4i feet per second, and then 15— -O^l to 05 foot. In
•2g

either case this amount of head is small compared with the whole
virtual fall in tl^j^ases which most commonly occur.

When d and v or d and h are given, the equations above are solved

(juite simply When vand h are given and d is required, it is better

to proceed by approximation. fiuJ an approximate value of d bj

assuming a probable value for fas mentiouea' below. Then from

that value of d find a corrected value for ( and repeat the calculation.

The equation above may be [lut in the form

-^r-^F-Mt-. • • •

^^-^

• from which it is clear that the head expended at the mouthpiece

is equivalent to that of a length

(1-t-f.W

of the pipe. Putting 1 -t-f„ = l 505 and f-O'Dl, the length of pipe

eqiiiv.ileiit to the mouthpiece is 37 6 d nearly. This may be aadcd
to the actual length of the pipe to allow for mouthpiece reastance

in approximate calculations.

72. Coefficient of Friction for Pipes THschargi-ng Water—From the

average of a large number of experiments, the value of f for ordinary

iron pines is

f =0-007567 (7).

But practical experience shows that no single value can be taken

applicable to very dilfcient cases. The earlier hydraulicians occupied

themselves chiefly with the dependence of i on the velocity. Hav-
ing regard to the difference of the law of resistance at very low and
at ordinary velocities, they assumed that C migh* be expressed in the

form

The following are the best numerical values obtained for ( so ex-

pressed —
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a = 001W2
o, = OOOSuo
= OU-Jutf

01= 00001042

74. Scraping Water Jifaitts.—The influence of the condition of tlio

surface of a pipe on the friction is shown by various facts l^nown to

the engineersof waterworks. Pipes are very often heated and dipped

in pitch, which gives them asuiuothbard surface-and protects them
from oxidation Such pipes are known to give a discharge larger

than that calculated by the ordinary formuls. In pipes which

convey certain kinds of water oxidation proceeds rapidly, and the

disch.irge is very perceptibly and sometimes very greatly diminished.

In a main laid at Torquay the disobarge diminished from this cause

more than 50 per cent., and the suiiply became insufficient for the

town. Mr A |>pold suggested an apnaiatus for scraping the interior

of the pipe, and this was constructed and tried under the direcl inn of

Mr Froude. It was found that by scraping the interior of the pipe

the discharge was increased 56 per cent. Tlie scraping requires to

be repeated ut intervals. After each scraping the discharge diniin-

ishea rather rapidly by 10 percent, and afterwards more slowly, the

diminution iri a year being about 25 per cent.

Fig. 83 shows a scraper for water mains, similar to Mr Appold's

but modified in details, as constructed by the Glenfield Company, at

Kilmarnock. A is a longitudinal section of the pipe, showing the

Scraper in place ; B is an end view of the plungers, and C, f) sec

tions of the boxes placed atintervals on the main for introducing or

withdrawing the scraper. The apparatus consists of two plungers,

facked with leather so as to fit the main pretty closely. On the

li,r the suicessivo portions, and let t, d, v, and i be corresponding
qu;imita's for the equivalent uniform main U. Tho total loss ui

licid 111 A due to liiciiun is

'.'i + 'A<-

^•JV d, "^^igd,*

Fig. 83 -Scale j'j.

spindle of these plungers are fixed eight steel scraping blades, with
curved scraping edges fitting the surface of the main. The appa-

ratus is pla-.ed in the main by removing the cover from one of the

boxes shown at C, D. The cover is then re|ilaced, water pressure

is admitted behind the plungers, and the apparatus driven through
the main. At Lancaster, alter twice scraping Ihe discharge was
increased 5f>i per cent., at Oswestry 54 4 pt^r cent. The increased

discharge is due to the diminution of the friction of the pipe by re-

moving the roughnesses due to oxidation.

75. Reduction of a long Pipe of Varying Diomrter to an Equiva
trnt Pipe of Uniform. Diameter. Dupuit's Eqiiation — Water mains
for the supply of towns often consist of a series of lengths, the dia

meter being the same for each length, but dillVri^^g from length to

length. In approximate calculations of the head lo.st in such mains,
it is generally accurate enough to neglect the smaller losses of head
and to have regard to the pipe friction only, and then the caloula-

ti^)QS may bo facilitated by reducing the main to a main of uniform
diameter, in which there would be the same loss of bead Kuch a

oniform main will be termed an equivalent main.

-li -»i«- ll-- U

B y
K,g. ,H1

In fi-^ 84, let A bo the main of variable diameter, and B the

cquivaji-nl uniform main. In the given main of variable diameter

A, let

'i.

»i.

be the lengths,

. . the diameters,

,
tht: vi-lncities,

the slopes,

and in the unifoim maib

^2g d

If the mains are equivalent, os defined above,

^Ig'd ^2g ~d\ *^2.jd, •
•

But, since the discharge is the same for all portions,

d' d-

Also suppose that f may be treated as constant for all the pipes.

Then

d'^d} d, * d,* d,

, d' d^
,

which gives the length of the equi

valent uniform raaiu which would
have the same total loss of bead fui

any given discharge

76 Case of a Pipe of UniforM
Diameter uvth Discharge drminishing

uniforiati/ aliyng it^ Length. — In the

case of a branch main the water is

delivered at nearly equal dismoces to

servic« pipes along the route Such

a mnin approx'niat«'S to the case <if a

main of uniform diarncter. with a

discharge ut euih point dini-oishe-l

by an aiuount proportional to the

disliuce from the ongio Let AH
(fig 85) be a main of diumeter d and

length L ; let Q„ cubit feet pet second

enter »t A. and let j cubic feei be

delivered to ser^'ice pipes per foot

of lU length Then bt any poiat

C, / feet from A. the discharge i»

Conbider a short leiiRlh di at c Th- loss of bead idQ-Qo-9'
that length is

. »• idl

'2? d

4i/'
64 (

QV/ 641

'rf» rV
(Q„-9'i'rf'

16

Hence the whole head Inst in the length AB »i be

j
Q„' - 9Q„L * Jv'L'

j

(I).

or, putting P-?L, the total discharge through the service pipe*

between A and B,

1

The discbarge at the

end B of the pipe is 4_ll

Q,-Qo-P If Q'
:

is put for the dis- ,*-•-•-

charge of the pipe '» —
/,

when the flow into '.

F c 85
tho service pipes is " ° '

slopped, under tho same head h, it may be shown thai

Qi-Q' 55 P nearly

If tho pipe is so long that

Qi-Qo P-0,

all tho water passina into service pipes «n routt.

h- 1 64 f I
'Q,,' (8).

3 ir'-J*

77. Other t.iiisi-1 of llrnd in Pipes — Most of the losses of head in

jiipes, other than that due to ^urta.:eliiclll•u against tho ()ipe, are duo
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to abrupt cliangca in the velocity of the stream iiroduciu" cilillcs.

The kinetic energy of the;* is deducted from the general energy
of translation, and practically ^^^^^^^^^^
wasted.

^^^^^^^^^^^^
Sudden Enlargement of Sec- ^laaiBB^iM

dan.—Suppose a pipe eul/irges t -y, _v, rf,

ill section from an area w^to an ;" "* *" "*" ^
J

area u, (fig. 86] ; then ^B^a^^^B
;

sr, if the section is circular. Fig. 86

The hoad lost at the abrupt change of velocity has already been
sliown to be the head due to the relative velocity ol the two parts
of tlie stream. Hence be;id lost

h.-c.p^

if i, IS I'ut for the expression in brackets.

a)
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. Sluice tn Cylindrical Pipe (fig. 92).
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sad

«/32a "/Q"'
001667 (9a);

?B

Eji()anding llic Icrni in brackets,

(\ _L\* t J.JL 1

\ * 12ti/ " COu!" 1800(i*

NoglcctiDg the terms after the second,

yssa yQ!/i^ JL\

?'
*

-— = 0-219 for new pipes

= 252 for incrusted pipes

79. Arrangement ofa Pipe Kettnorkfor Town's Sk;););i/.—Exclud-

ing the service pipes wlucli directly supply the houses, the smallest

branch water niairis are made 3 to 4 inches in diameter. For the

sraallestdistricts supplied, those are sufficient or more than siitRcicnt

to 'onvey the neces- q
sary supply, and in

~

that case the only

question arising is, to

lay them out so that

their total length is

as small as possible.

Thus if there are two places of consiunption A and B there is

choice of any of the three arrangements shown in fig 95, the prin-

cipal main oein<; shown by the dark line, and the branch mains

by the thinner olies If liowevcr, the supply through tlie br.anch

mams requires p.pes of more tiian the minimum diameter, then the

condition to be fulliUed is that tlie sum of the products of the

lengths and dia a
meters should be a

minimum, because

the cost of the mams
when laid in place

is very approximate-

ly proportional to

their length and
diameter

For a main de-

livering water to

branch mains on

each side, the best

position is that

which makes -the

branch mains of *'6' ^

equal diameter. Suppose water is to be supplied from an inter-

mediate mam along bianch mains to a and b (hg. 96). Let Qa, Qt
^^ the quantities to be delivered at a and b, and ba, ^6 the virtual

fall of the two branch mains. Then, according to Dnpuit, tlie lest

position for the intersection M is that for which

y fuQk_« .

or, if the consumption of water occurs uniformly throughout tho

length of the branch mains, then

In this way various points MN may be determined giving the posi-

tion AMN for the main, and afterwards the nearest convenient

position ABC may be fixed.

In determining the consumption of water Q for any given locality,

the mode of supply must be taken into account. On the inlrr-

mittent system, water is supplied for a period of t seconds daily.

Then the discharge per second is —yi , where N is the number of

inhabitants, and Qj the daily supply to each in cubic feet. With
a constant supply tho rate of flow is variable at diU'crcnt periods of

the day, and tho maximum rate of flow may be taken at 21 tunes

the moan rate. Hence in this case the discharge to be provided for

in the mains is
2lNQj The daily supply to a district NQj

24 X 00 X 60

Is sometimes taken proportional to the area supplied, sometimes

to the length of house lioiitasc in the district.

Dctcrviination of the Diameters of Different Parts of a JVatcr Main.

When the plan of tho arrangement of mains is determined upon,

and the supply to each locality and tho pressure required is ascer-

tained, it remains to deterniiue the diameters of the pipes. Let fig.

97 show an elevation of a main ABCD . ., R being the reservoir

from which the supply is derived. Lot NN be the datum line of

tho levelling operations, and H., fU . . the heights of the main

above the datum line, Hr being the height of the water surface in tha

reservoir from the same datum. Set up next heights AA,, Bl?„ . . .

representing the niininuim pressure height necessary for the adequ.ita

supply of each locality. Then A,BjC,D, . . . isa line wliicli should

form a lower limit to the lino of virtual slope. Then if heights

Ma, ib. ()<-- are taken representing the actual losses of head in each

length 7a, 7», ;, . . of the main, AdBjCo will be the line of virtual

slope, and it will be obvious at what points such as D<, and Ej,

the pressure is deficient, and a dilTerent choice of dianietm- of main

is required. For any point z in tlie length of the main, we liavo

Pressure height = Hr-H,- (ft. f-f)i+ S,).

Wliere no other circumstance limits the loss of head to bo

assigned to a given length of main, a consideration of the safety of

the main from fracture by hydraulic shock leads to a limitation of

the velocity of flow. Generally the velocity in water maj— "-p-

Between IJ and 4^ feet per second. Occasionally tho velocity in

pip'js reaches 10 feet per second, and in hydraulic machinery work-

ing under enormous pressures even 20 feet per second. Usually

tho velocity diminishes along the main as tho discharge diminishes,

@o as to reduce somewhat the total loss of head which is liable to

render the pressure insufncient at the end of the main.

Mr Fanning gives the following velocities as suitable in pipes

for towns' supply :

—

Diameter in inches 4 8 12 18 24 30 36

Velocity in foot per sec. .. 2 5 8 3 '5 4 5 5-3 6 '2 7

80. Branched Pipe connecting Reservoirs at Different Levels.— Let

A, B, C (fig. 88) be three reservoirs connected by the arrangement of

pipes shown,—i„ d^, Q,, r, ; 7j, d„ 0,, v^; /„ rfj, Qj, Uj being the

length, diameter, discharge, and velocity in tho three portions of

tho main pipo. Suppose tnc dimensions ana positions of tbc pipes

known and the discharges required.

If a pressure column is introduced at X, tho water wiH rise to a

height XR, measuring the pressure at X, and ali, lil>, Re will be tho

lines of virtual slope. If the free surface level at R is above b, tho

reservoir A supplies B and C, and if R is below 4, A and B supply

C. Consequently there are three cases;

—

I. R above*; Qi-Q,+ Qi.
IL R level with 6 , Q,-Qj; Q3-0.

in. R below 6; Q,-(-Q.j-Q3.

To determine which case has to be dealt with in the given condi-

tions, suppose tho pipe from X to B closed by a sluice. Then there

is a simple main, and the height of free surface h' at X can be deter-

mined. For this condition
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A. ^ = ^2?-

h'-h. ioj dj Jir'o(3'

where Q* is the conunon discharge of the two portions of the pipe.

Hence

h'-h,~ hd^^

from which h' is easily obtained. If then h' is greater than hb,

opening the sluice between X and B will allow flow towards B, and
the case in Land is case I. If A' is less than ht, opening the sluice

will allow flow from B, and the case is case III. lfk' = hi, the case

is case II., and is already completely solved.

The true value of A must lie between h' and hi. Choose a new
value of h, and recalculate Q,, Qo, Q^. Then if

-Qj in case I.,

-Qj in case III,,

since the work done by g-aviry on the air diuing its (low through
a pipe due to variations of its level ? generally small compared with
the work done by changes ^^^^^ _
o€ pressure, the fornter ti^^^WM^n^^^BBM^nSJB^^WB
may in many cases be , !

;

neglected; '
• :

'
'.

Consider a short length < r--dl ^
dt of the pipe limited by • I 1

sections Aj, A, at o dis- : I 1

tance di (6g. 99). Let j^-—^^,^-,^--^^--——,-—-—
p, u be the pressure and ^^^"^^"^""^""''"'^'^^"^^^r
velocity at A„ p + dp and
« + d« those at A,. Fur-

rig. jj.

ther, suppose that in a very short time dt the mass of air between
A|,A, comes to AjA,' so that A|,AJ = i<rf( and A,A| =(1/ + rf«)d(

Let n be- the section, and m the hydraulic mean radius of the

pipe, and W the weight of air flowing through the pipe per second.

From the steadiness of the motion the weight of air between th«

sections AjAj, and A,a; is the same. That is,

^Vdl = Gnudi = Gn[u + du)dt

.

By analogy with liquids

the head lost in friction is,

for the length dl (sec § 69,

eq. 3),

the value chosen tor A is too small, and a new value must be chosen
If

'Qi-cQj + Qs in case I.,

or Q, + Qj-eQj in caso III.,

the value of h is too great.

Sipce the limits between which k can vary are in practical cases not
very distant, it is easy to approximate to values sufficiently accurate.

IX. FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS IN PIPES.

81. Flowof Air in Long Pipes.''—When air flows through a long
pipe, by far the greater part of the work expeuded is used in over-

commg frictional resistances diie to the surface of the pipe. The
work expended in friction generates heat, which for the most part
must be developed in and given back to the air. Some heat may
be transmitted through tne sides of the pipe to surrounding
materials, but in experiments hitherto made the amount so con-
ducted away appears to be very small, and if no heat is transmitted
the air in the tube must rcniain sensibly at the same temperature
during expansion. In other words, the expansion may be regarded
83 isothermal expansion, the heat generated by friction exactly
neutralizing the cooling duo to the work done. Experiments on the
pneumatic tubes used for tlic transmission of messages, by Messrs
CuUey i Sabine, show that the change of teraperntiire of the air

flowing along the tube is much less tlian it would lie in adiabatic
expansion. .

-

82. Differential Equation of Ihe Slrady Molinn of Air Flowing in
a Long Pipe of Uniform Section.—When air expamls at ft constant
absolute temperature t, the relation between the pressure p in

pounds per square foot and the density or weight per cubic foot G
13 itiven by the equation

^- "),

whcroc-5315.
60° Fahr.,

Taking t — 521. corresponding to a temperature of

tT- 27090 foot-pounds (2).

Phe equation of continuity, which expros.se.s the condition tlial in

steady motion the same weight of fluid, W, must pass thrnugli each
oross section of the stream in the unit of time, is

Gnu-W -constant (3).

where n is the section of the pipe and u the velocity of the nir.

Combining (1) and (3),

Ciiip

W " CT- constant ["«)

1 This Investigation was flrtl given In llie Proc imtt. •f Civtt Sngin^crt, VoL
nil.

expended in friction is

. (E.Wdl dl

.

The change of kinetic energy in dt seconds is the difference of tr-
kinetic energy of A»Ai and A,a;, that is.

»

—

ududt

2

= WdHd«.

Idpdt

The work ol exjiansion when CiudL cubic feet of air at a pressura

p expand to !Hu + d\i)dl cubic feet is,

n pdudt

.

But from (Sa)

CtW

du crVf

dp np'

And the work done -by expansion is

P

The work done by gravity on the mass between A„ and A", iszits

if the pipe is horizontal, and may in other cases be neglected with-

out great error. The work of the pressures at the sections AjA, i»

pnudt- {p + dp)n{u + du)dt
— - (pdu + udp)[lU .

But from (Sa)
^H — constant,
pdu -t- udp — ,

and the work of the pressures is zero. Adding together the quan-

tities of work, and equating them to the i hango of kinetic energy,

WdHd«- - — dj)dt- f —Wd/dt
p in

dH + —dp + <—dl~0.
p ^ ' m

dH ,
CT . ^ .dl

ctW
Bill u~—.

2g~2gaij,''

dH Iga'p . .dl~ .

H * c.tNV'
'"

and H.
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For tubes of uniform section m is constant ; tor stcaay motion %v

> uoDstant , and for Isotbennal expansion t is constanL Intcgrat-

logH g»>' I
.constant

rui

auvl for

W'CT

l-O, let H = H(„ and jl- Pi,;

I- 1, let H-H„ And p=p,.

(5);

(5a),

wliere p„ is the greater pressup' and p, the less, and the flow is from

A,, towards A,.

By rei)ljoiiig W and H,

log ^.W-P.'Hi- ._.^. (6).

Hence the initial velocity in the pipe is

O^f.Po' - Pi'
1

1 ffi^npo'-p,) --.'- (7).

Wheu I iJ great, log ^ is comparatively small, and then

Pi

Po' i
-

a very simple and easily used expression,

section m — — , where d is the diameter;

—

/ S
gcrm

V i CI

aa).

For pipes of circular

or approximately

(>

/ i 3£«f Po'-Pi' I

07264^
Po

d

(7b):

no.

83. C»efficienl of Frict'on for Air.—A discussion by Professor

Uowin of thi- experiments by Messrs Culley & Sabine on the rate

of transmission of light carriers through pneumatic tubes, in which

there is steady flow of air not sensibly alTected by any resistances

other than surface friction, furnished the value f= "007. The pipes

were lead pipes, slightly moist, 2} inches (0"187 ft.) in diameter,

and in IcngtLs of 2000 to nearly GOOO feet.

Some experiments on the flow of air through cast-iron pipc6 have

been made by M. Arson. He found the coeflicientof friction to vary

with the velocity and diameter of the pipe. Putting

(-

he obtained the following values-

- + e. (8),

Dlamctei of Pipe
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a light felt carrier, the resistance of which in the tubes m London

ia only | 02. A current of air forced into the tube or drawn through

it propeb the carrier. In most systems the current of air is steady

and continuous, and the carriers are introduced or removed without

materially altering the flow of air.

Time of TranaU through <Ae TuJe.—Putting t for the time of

transit from to i,

<m
From da) neglecting ^, and putting m.

From (1) and (3>

-WCT

nut

!l T - 521°, corresponding to 60° F.,

- (14).

ft')
=1»

•001412
Chi Po-" -Pi

(15).

(15a);

«!iich gives the time of transmission in terms of the initial and
final pressures and the dimensions of the tube.

Ucan Velocity of Transmission.—The mean velocity is — ; or, for

.521°

The following table gives eorae results:-

•»V!'t'$^1 »«

Absolute Pres-
sures in Ih per

sq. Incli.
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This may bo jrnt in the form

II Y D 11 31 E C H A N I C if 40;)

v.: -cVmt (Ca);

> liore c is a coefficient dcpcuiling'on the rougliness and form of tlic

The coefEcicnt of friction ( varies greatly with the degree of

roughness of the channel slJcs, and somewhat also with the velocity.

It must also be made to do[)cnd on the absolute dimensions of the

section, to eliminate tile error of neglecting the variations of velocity

in the cross section. A common mean value assumed for ^ is

00757. The range of values will be discussed presently.

It is often convenient to estimate the fall of tliu stream in feet per

mile, instead of in feet [icr loot. If/ is the fall in feet per mile

/= 52S0 J

.

i'utting this and the above »ahie of f in (2u), we get the very

simple and long-known appio.viuinie formula for the mean vclociiy

of a stream

—

.""-HVl^ (3).

The flow down thestrcam per second, or discharge of the stream, is

Q-Ov~ik\/ml (1).

SO. Coefficient of Frklion/or 0})en ChaniKls.—Various expressions

have been proposed for tlio cocHicient of friction for channels as

for pipes. Weisbaoh, giving attention chiefly to the variation of the

coelticient of fi lotion with the velocity, proposed an expres!>ioQ of

the form

(5)c-.(..4)

and from 255 experiments obtained for the constants tlie values

O-0007409;' e»0-1920.

This gives the following-values at diflcKnt velocities :-^

01215
I
0-31307

\

0009« ! 06918

I

000683 00063C O-O0S12 I o-»c;s8

b

0-00760

7

ooo7(;i 00755 000750

In using this value of f when v is pot known, it is best to proceed

by approximation. Calculite a rough value of v by taking any
mc&ii value of ^, for instance the one given in the preceding section.

Then from this value of v calculate a revised value of f, and from
this a new value of v.

90. Darcy <t Barn's Expressionfor the Coefficient of Friction.—
Darcy & Dazin's researches have shown that f varies very greatly

for diflerent degrees of roughness of the channel bed, and that it

also varies with.the dimensions of the channel. They give for ^an
empirical expression (simQar to th:i. for pipes) of the form

(6);(-•( • iy
where m is the hydraulic v^can depth. For different kinds of clian*

ncis thpy give the following voJul-s of the coefficient of friction :

—

Kind of Ch&nncl.
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iVi equation to a straight line having —p= for abscissa, — for

ordinate, and inclined to the axis of absciss* at an angle the tan-

gent of which 13 —
a

Plotting the experimental values of — and -^==-. the points so

found indicated a curved rather than a straight line, so that B must
depend on a. After much comparison the following form was

turiv^d at

—

A + -5-

n

1 +
An

where n is a eoefficient depending only on the ronghness of the sides

tf the channel, and A and I are new coefficients, the value of which
remains to be determined. From what has been already stated, the

coefficient e dc(>ends on the inclination of the stream, decreasing as

the elope i increases.

Let -a + -?-.

I p

\ » J-Jm
the form of the expression for c ultimately adopted by Gangnillet
ti Kutter.

For the constants a, I, p Ganguillet & Kutter obtain the values

S3, 1, and 0'00155formetrical measures, or 416, ISll , aid O'OO'iSl

lor English feet. The coefficient of roughness n is 'ound to vary
from 008 to 0'050 for either metncal or English measures.
The most practically useful values of the coefficient of roughness n

ore given in the following table :

—

Coefficient of
Natnre of SIdea of Channel Roaghness n.

Well-planed timber 0009
Cement plaster O'OIO
Plas'er of cement with one-third sand ,. O'Oll
Unplatted planks 0'012
Ashlar and brickwork 0'013
Canvass on frames 0015
RuV-hle masonry .-O'Cl?

Conala in very firm gravel 0'020
Eivcrs and canals in perfect order, free from stones or

weeds
Rivers and canals in moderately good order, not quite

free from stones and weeds
''

Rivers and canals in bad order, with weeds and detritus 035
Torrential streams encumbered with detritus 0050

Gunguillet & Kutfer's formula is so cumbrous that it is difficult

to use without the aid of tables.

Mr Lowis D'A. .lackson

has published complete and
extensive tables for facilitat-

ic;^ the use of the Gan-
(TJillet & Kutter formula
{C%nal and Culvert Tables,

London, 1878). To lessen

calculation ho puts tho

formula in this form :

—

M - n( 41 -t- :

0-025

0-030

of the coefficient of roughnessf,- The difficultyis one which notneory
will overcome, because no absolute measure of the roughness of
stream beds is possible. For channels lined with timber or masonry
the difficulty is net so great. The constants in that case are few and
sutHcieiitly defined. But in the caseof ordinary canals and rivers the
case is different, the coefficients having a much greater range. For
artificial canals in rammed earth or gravel n varies from 0-0163 to
0-0301. For natural channels or rivers n varies from 020 to0035.

InMrJackson'sopinion even Kutter'snumerousclassesof channels
seem inadequately graduated, and afier careful examination he pro-
poses for artificial canals the following classification 7

—

I. Canals in very firm gravel, in perfect srder n— 0-02

II. Canals in earth, above the average in order n — 0'0226
III. Canals in earth, in fair order n = 0-026
I V. Canals in earth, below the average in order n = -0276

V. Canals in earth, in rather bad order.partially over-
|

grown with weeds and obstructed by detntus I

n = 0-03

Fig. 104.

92. Forms of Section of Oiannels.—The simplest form of section

for channels is the semicircular or nearly semicircular channel (fig.

104), a form now often adopted from the facility- with which it can Be

In Bank

y—^14.9"

Fig. 105.

executed in concrete. It has the advantage that the rubbing surbc*
is less in proportion to the area than in any other form.

1
In Cattinq

nUvt

» \ M + VwT/
y/mi

The following table gives a
selection of values of M, taken from Mr Jackson's tables :

—
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former being the section of a Navigation Canal and the latter the

dectioQ of an Irrigation Canal.

93. ChanneU of Circular Sediirn.—The following short table

facilitates calculations of tlie discharge with dilTerent deptljs of water

in the channel. Let t be the radius of tin. channel section ; then

for a deptb of water = /tr, the hydraulic mean radius is nr and the

area of section of the waterway yr*, where k, fi, and r have the

following values -

Depth of wal«r inj _
U;rms of radlQ* (
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* sin s
a=(Hb + d cot /3)

;

n— = 6 + cicot;3

2J = -^.+ COt0 .

. (1).

(2);

(3).

^.om (I) and (2).

This will be a minimum for

-*• '' am $

2^=^ + cot^--;-^=o,

or

From (3) and (4),

d'

d

• 2 cosec. /3 - cot 3 . (4).

/ n sin 3
2 - cos 3

_6_ 2(1- cos 3)

d MQ 3
2 tan I

Proportions of ChanneU of Afaximmn. Dischargefor given A rea avd

Side Slopes. Depth of channel = d ;
Uijdmulic mean depth — ^d

Area qf section - .
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the maximum velocity should be at the surface, aud then c-0, and

the equation becomes
1 Q<,,t

Aooming this for the present, the mean velocity is

rhe bottom yelodty is, putting the depth A for y in (2)

;

1 Gi.

(2).

(8).

ind thereton
(4).

It is now understood that the motion in a stream is much more
complete than the viscous theory just stated assumes. The retarda-

tion, of the stream is much greater than it would be in simple

motion of that kiud. This has already been partly explained in

the introduction to the present article. Nevertheless the viscous

theory may probably be so modified as to furnish ultimately a true

theory of streams.

99. Experimental ObservaOons an the Vertical Velocity Curve.—In

obtaining the vertical velocity curve from direct observations in

streams, a preliminary difficulty arises from the fact that the velocity

at any given depth is not constant, and hence the motion in the

strict sanse is not steady. The velocities taken on a given vertical

section at any given moment do not form when plotted any regular

curv*. But if a series of observations are taken at each depth and
the rosolts averftged, the mean velocities at each depth when plotted

give a regular curve, agreeing very fairly with the parabola, which
might be expected from the theory above. Hence it may be in-

ferred that the velocity at any given point fluctuates about a mean
value, tho fluctuations being due to irregular eddying motions
superposed on the general steady motion of the stream, and having

an offset which disappears in the mean of a series of observations.

For certoin purposes these irregular motions may be ignored, and
tho constant mean velocity substituted for the actual varying ve-

locities at each point. In the next place, all the best observations

show that the maximum velocity is to be found, not at the free

surface of the stream, but at some distance below it.

'

Influence of the Wind.—In the experiments on the Mississippi the

vertical velocity curve in calm weather was found to agree fairly

with a parabola, the greatest velocity being at Vcths of the depth
of tho stream from the surface. With a wind blowing down
stream the surface velocity is increased, and the axis of the parabola

approaches the surface. On the contrary, with a wind blowing up
stream tho surface velocity is diminished, and the axis of the para-

bola Is lowered, sometimes to half the depth of the stream. The
American observers drew from their observations the conclusion

that there was an energetic retarding action at the surface of a

stream like that duo to the bottom and sides. It there were such

n retarding action the position of the filament of maximum velocity

bolow tho surface would be explained.

It is not difficult to understand that a wind acting on surface

ripples sliould accelerate or retard the surface motion of the stream,

ana the Mississippi results may be accepted so far as showing that

tlto surface velocity of a stream is varinole when the mean velocity

of the stream is constant. Hence observations of surface velocity

by floats or otherwise should only be made in very calm weather.

But it isvery difficult to suppose that, m still air, there is a resist-

ance at the free surface of the stream at all analogous to that at the

sides and bottom. Further, in very careful experiments, Boileau

found the maximum velocity, though raised a little above its posi-

tion for calm weather, still at a considerable distance below the

surface, oven when the wind was blowing down stream with a ve-

locity greater than that of the stream, and when the action of the

air must have been an accelerating and not n rotonling action.

Professor James Thomson has given a much more probable explan-

ation of the diminution of tho velocity at and near the free sur-

face, lie points out that portions of water, with a diminished
velocity from retardation by the sides or bottom, ore thrown otf in

eddying masses and mingle with tho rest of tlio stream. These
eddying masses modify tho velocity in all p.arts of the stream, but
have their gi-catest intlucnco at tho free surface. Reaching the free

snrfacs thoy spread out and remain there, mingling with the water

at that level and diminishing the velocity which would otherwise

be found there.

100. Infllicfia of llie Wind m the Depth nt which the Marimum
Velocity ia found.—In the gaiigings of the Mississippi the vertical

volocity cnrvo was found to ngiee well with a parabola having a-

' ntot flr»t tnowed. In tT3?. thnt tho velocity In n sti-enm diminishes from tho

lurTi^ce •loT^wnrds; abotit sixty yeara afuv, Woltmuin couduilcd that the

vonlc^ velocity currs voa a. poralwlft.

I2-.19

horizontal axis at some distance below the water snr&ce, the ordi-

nate of the parabola at the axis being the maximum "elocity of the

section. During the gaugings the force of the wind was rpgistered

on a scale ranging from for a calm to 10 for a hurricane. Arrang-
ing the velocity cun'es in three sets—(1) with the wind blowing up
stream, (2) with the wind blowing down stream, (3) calm or wind
blowing across stream—it was found that an up stream wind lowered,

and a down stream wind raised, the axis of the parabolic velocity

curve. In calm weather the axis was at Atbs of the total iptn
from the surface for all conditions of the stream.

Let h' bo the depth of the axis of the parabola, m the hvdraulie
mean depth,/ the number expressing the force of the wina, which
may range from -I- 10 to— 10, positive if the wind is np stream,
negative if it is down stream. Then Messrs Humphreys and Abbot
find their results agree with the expression

— „0-317±0-06/.
m

Fig. 116 shows the parabolic velocity curves according to the
American observers for calm weather, and for an up or downstream
wind of a force represented by 4.

Fig. 115.

101. Barn's Farmulai for the Variation of Velocity in a Vertical

Longitudinal Section of a Stream.—M. Bazin assumes that the ver-

tical velocity curve is a parabola, and has investigated numerical

values for the constants from his own and other eipenments.

Assuming the general equation already found, S 98.

n\

V will nave the maximum value V, for a value of A' of j/ which tn»i-

^ zero. That is,

dy

Gi
or c^j-h-

and the mammnm velocity is

Inserting these values of r, and c in (1),

oT putting M--^ i
where A is tho whole depth of the seotioD,

A'\«

'--M (2),

whore M is constant for any given stream. Let ^-x and r - •

ti-V-M(x-o)' .;.... viu).

Then the mean velocity on tho vertical is

r.- /^|V-M(x-a)»}<ir-V-M(»- o + a*)

.

Let V, be the velocity at ni feet from the surface, ri_. mo velocity

at an equal depth from the bottom,

i{». + t>i..)-V-M(n'-n-ho«-o-fi),

• t).-M(n'-n-l-J) ,

Let n-i, end put nt for the velocity at mid depth, thet»

vi'v,-¥^li . . . . (8);

so that tho mid depth velocity difl'ers from the mean velocity bjr

the small quantity A M only, whatever bo the position of the axu

of the parabola. Messrs Humphreys and Abbot have based on this

property a method of rapidly gauging rivers which will be described

hereafter.
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From s discnBsion of experiments in wbicb the maximum velocity

was at the snrface, Bazin was led to taVa

M-36-3VAf (4) ;

and for that caae the equation to the vertical velocity curve is (a- 0)

p=V-36-3\/ftii>.

In tie cases in which the maximum velocity was below the surface,

Bazin found that the difference between the maximum velocity V
and the bottom velocity n remained constant.

But, putting a—— = 1 in the equation (2a), and », for the bottom

velocity,

r, = V-M(l-o)'
V - fs - M(l - a)' = constant,

for different positions of fhe axis of the parabola.

Let

(5);

Vrben S^ is a constant ; then
(1 - a)^

-^-K?^:y

ti-V-36-; m-

for any position of the axis of the parabola But this must agree

with the equation (4) above, for a-=0 ; hence,

^ ^ N = 36-3\/Ar;

and the general equation for all cases becomes

jBazin has shown that this equation agrees well with experiments

on artificial channels by himself, and on the Saone, Seine, Garonne,
V

and Ehine. In all these the ratio— ranged from riO to 1 'IS, ex-

cept in the case otthe Rhine at Basel, for which the ratio was 1 'l?.

"Che parameter ,^ ., lies between 13 and 20, and the ratio of

the depth at which the maximum velocity is found to the whole

oOpth, —a, ranges from zero to 0"2, except in sotoe of the artificial

fhanneLi, where it reached 0'35. The Mississippi experiments give

-iilTerent results, and Bazin inclines to believe that the method of

experimenting was untrustworthy.
The extreme difference V - n between the maximum and bottom

velocity is found by Bazin to range from J V to 4 V in artificial

channels, being- greater the greater the roughness of the sides. In

natural streams it is more generally J V, but in the Ehine at Basel

it reached JV, the bed being covered with boulders.

Boileau'a Formula.—Boilcau also assumes the vertical velocity

curve to be a parabola ; below the filament of greatest velocity the

curve is expressed by the relation

e- A-By». (1).

That is, the velocity curve is a parabola having its axis at the free

surface of the stream. Above the filament of greatest velocity this

law failsr and ,

the velocities it- P MC S T
minish instead

of increasing.

The vertical ve-

locity curve is

therefore such a

curve OS M'MM"
(fig. 116), where
the part MM" is

A parabola hav-
ing its vertex at

S, and DM is

the maximum
velocity. The
part M'M doea .

not follow the "t- "'•

parabolic law. LetVbe the maximum velocityDM, CMits depth — 8.

Drtw at M the tangent and normal to the parabola. Theo PC is

the h«ll parameter -i Let OS-V -he, then CT-2CS.
2B

2e.

B.-l pL.andCM.. PC- CT:

& 1 CT e_

2 CM'" (f
'

iMksubndsc— BS tobenearlyconstniit forvorydinerentstrcams
Thnnfroin twoenwrimentsof hisown on slr«ims0-2 ami 03 metres
deep, c— 0-01070 and O-01072. In Herinocque's exTwriments on tho
Hhiop, 2-45 metres deep, c — 0-0107

; nnd in the Mts-siss-

—

'

ments with a depth of 32 met^e^ c-OOOBS to 0113.

A and U in (I) by the values now giveu

6'
(2).

an equation which gives the velocity v at any depth y ttom tno sur-

face In the region below the filament of maximum velocity. For

the region above the filament of maximum ve'ocity Bolleau assumes

v.~T-c^+(V V' + c)4 (3),

where o is Ihp velocity at the depth tj and V is the surface velo-

city.

102. Ratio 0/ Mean to Greatest Surface Velocity, Jot t/u whole
Cross Section in Trapezoidal Channels.—It is often very important
to be able to deduce the mean velocity, and thence the discharge,

from observation of the greatest surface velocity. The simplest

method of gauging small streams and channels is to observe the

greatest surface velocity by floats, and thence to deduce the mean
velocity. Now, for channels not widely differing from those experi.

mented on by Bazin, the expression obtained by him for the ratio

of surface to mean velocity may be relied on as at least a good
approximation to the truth. Let Vj be the greatest surface velo-

city, v« the mean velocity of the stream. Then, according to Bazin,

nnd in the Mrs-Hiasippi experi-

Replacing

V.' r,- 25-4V''''*-

But «„
where c is a coefiScient, the values of which have been already given
in the table in § 90. Hence

Values of Coefficient

c-i-25-4

j^j:^5r^ in the Formula v„ -—o^l'"

Hydraulic
Mean Depth
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bend. Hence tho scouring at tiie outer side and the deposit at the

inner side of the bend are not due to mere difi't-rence ol velocity of

How in the general direction of the stream ; but, in virtue of the

centrifugal force, the water passing round the bend ]>res:ies outwards,

and the free surface in a radial cross section has a slope troin the

inner side upwards to the outer side (fig. 118). For the greater

part of the water flowing in curved paths, this difference of pressure

Sroducea no tendency to transverse motiob. But the water inime-

iately in contact with the rough bottom ajid sides of tlie ehaunel

is retarded, and its » o , n i

centrifugal force is
J^nner Sank OuterBank

insufficient to bal*

ance the pressure

due to the greater

depth at the out-

tide of the bend.

It therefore flows Section at MK.
inwards towards _
the inner side of ''8' !'*

tho bend, carrying with it detritus which is deposited at the inner

bank. Conjointly .with this flow inwards along the bottom and
sides, tho general mass of water must flow outwards to take its

place. Fig. 117 shows the directions of flow as observed in a small

artibcial stream, by means of light seeds and specks of aniline

dye. The lines CC show the directions of flow immediately in con*

tact with the sides and bottom. The dotted line AB shows the

direction of motion of floating particles on the surface of the stream.

Steadv Motio.v of Water in Opes Channels of Vaeyino
Cross Section and Slope.

104. In every stream tho discharge of which is constant, or may
be regarded as constant for the time considered, the velocity at

dilferent places depends on the slope of the bed. Eicept at certain

e.xceptianal points tho velocity will be greater as the slope of the
bed IS greater, and, as the velocity and cross section of the stream
vary inversely, the section of the stream will be least where the
velocity and slope are greatest. If in a stream of tolerably uniform
fclope an obstruction such as a weir is built, that will cause an altera-

tion of flow similar to that of an alteration of the slope of the bed
for a greater or less distance above the weir, and the O'iginally uni-

form cross section of the stream will become a varied one. In such
cases it is often of much practical importance to detennme tho
longitudinal section of the stream.

The cases now considered will be tliose in which the changes of

velocity and cross section are gradual and not abrupt, and in which
the only internal work which needs to bo taken into account is that

due to the friction of the stream bed, as in cases of uniform motion.
Further, th* nrotion will be supposed to be steady, the mean velocity

at each given cross section remaining constant, though it varies from
section to section along the course of the stream.

Let fig. 119 represent a longitudinal section of the stream, A,A,
being the wnter surface, BgBj the stream bed. Let A^B,, A,ll] bo

-Ap I „ ,

A A 4. c,

Fig. 119.

cross sections normal to e direction of flow. Suppose tho mass
of watL'r AoB„A,B, comes in a short time to C(,D|,C,Dj, and let the
work done on the mass bo equated to its change of kinetic energy
during that period. Lot I be the length A(,A, of the portion ofthe
stream considered, and : the fall of sui^ace level in that distance.

Let Q bo tho dischargo of tho stream per second.
Cluinge of Kinclic Enerm.—At the end of the time 6 there are as

many iiarticles possessing the same velocities in the space CqD(|A,B,
as at tiie beginning. Tho
change of kinetic energy
is therefore tlie difTorence

<<f the kinetic energies of

A„B„C„Do and A,B,C,D,.
Let fig. 120 represent

the cross section AjBj,
and let w be a small ele-

ment of its area at a ^^Z- 120.

iwint where the velocity is v. Let n„ be the whole area of the cross
•ection and «, the mean velocity for the whole cross section. From
the definition of mean velocity wo have

Let v-ui^ + w, where w is the difference between tho velocity at the
small eleiuciit w and the mcau velocity. Fur the wholi* crooa
section, 2uiwj = 0.

The mass of fluid passing through the element of section u, in (

seconds, is—uv$, and its kinetic energy is —av^S. For the whole
9 2y

section, the kinetic energy of the mass A„BjC„D, passing in 8 aecoLds
IS

2?

09
- -jT-JaW + 3ll„'l0 -h 3l<X Jr tt^)

,

Gfl

Th(> factor Suj-Hw is equal to 21/,, + r, a quantity necessarily
positive. - Consequently Scuri> n,,!!,', and consequently the kinetic
energy of AjBuCqDj is greater than

-2^"»"» or —QV,
which wonld be its value if all the particles passing the section had
the same velocity Uj. Let the kinetic energy be taken at

Ge,

where a is a corrective factor, the value of which hag been esti-

mated by Belanger at 11.' Its precise value is not ol gi-eat
importance.

In a similar way we should obtain for the kinetic energy of
A,B,C,D, the expression

GSn , G»rt J

where n,, «, are the section and mean velocity at A,B,, and where s
may be taken to have the same value as before without any import-
ant error.

Hence the change of kinetic energy in the whole mass A|,B^,B(
in Q seconds is

G8
Q("i' ,•) W.

Motive lyork of Hit WcighX and Pressura.—Consider a small
filament afa^ which comes in 9 seconds to <:„c,. The work done by
gravity during that movement is the same as if tho portion a^c^ were
carried to a,Cp Let dQfl be the volume of a^c^ or ax^, and y,, y. the
de|iths of a,, o, from the surface of the stream. Then the volume
dQe or GrfQs pounds falls through a vortical height i + i/j - y» ond
the work done by gravity is

GdQfl(j-h!/,-y„).

Putting Pa for atmospheric pressure, the whole pressure per unit of
area at a^ is Gi/p + p., and tliat at a, is - (Gy, -f/).). The wblk of
these prensurca is

-G(y<,-
.t).Q.

y,)rfQ9.

Adding this to the work of gravity, the whole work is GtrfQf ; or,
for the whole cross section,'

C:Q9 (2).

Work expended in (herrxnniiig the Fnciion of Iht Stream Bed.—

'

Let A'B', A"B" be two cross sections at distances a and s + di from
AgB(p Between these sections the velocity may be treated as
uniform, because by hypothesis the changes of velocity from section
to section are giadual. Hence, to this short length of stream the
equation for uniform motion is applicable. But in that case the
work in overcoming the friction of tho stream bed between A'B' and
A"B" is

where «, x. n are the mean velocity, wetted perimeter, snd e«ict)on
at A'B'. Heuce the whole work lost in iriction from AoBj to A,B,
will bo

Equating the work given in (2) and (8) to the change of kinetio
energy given in (1),

o^V,' -«„•)- GQ.-0 •- OQS^V^ fi<^>

•i9 .y. 2" n

' Couulneiq has aliown tbst thu eioilc o( ilclciTuluInc ilie coirectlve facur
li not •aiuractorj.
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105. FandameiUal Differential EqxuiCion ofSteady Varied .Voiion.

^^appose the equation just found to be applied to an indefinitely

•hort ^ngth ds of the stream, limited by the end sections ab, a,6„

takaa fcr simplicity normal to the stream bed (fig. 121). For that

Fig. 121.

short length of stream the fall of surface level, or difference of level of

a and Oj, may be written di. Also, if we write u for Ud, and u + rfu for

fi„ the term "° ~ "'
becomes

iidu

2? g
to an indefinitelv short length of the stream is

Hence the eomition applicable

dz
3 0^2?

(!)•

From this equation some general conclusions may be arrived at as

to the form of the longitudinal section of the stream, but, as the

investigation is somewhat complicated, it is convenient to simplify

it by restricting the conditions of the problem.

Modification of the Formula for the Hestricted Case of a Stream

fioufing in a Prismatic Stream Bed of Constant Slope.—Let i be

the constant slope of the bed. Draw ad parallel to the bed, and ac

horizontal Then dz is sensibly equal to a'c. The depths of the

stream, h and h+dh, are sensibly equal to ab and a'b', and therefore

dh-=ad. Also cd is the fall of the bed in the distance ds, and is

equal to ids. Henc6

dz''a'd=cd-a'c=-ids-dh (2).

Since tbo motion is steady

—

Q- flu •= constant

Diferentiating,

nrfa + urfn=0

;

. J udXl
.. du~--^

l/St X be the width of the stream, then dCi=xdh very nearly.

Inserting this value,

du' ..^dh
n

fsv

Putting the values of du and di found in (2) and (3) in equation (1 ),

ds

dh
ds'

n'^ If
(4).

3 n
Further Restriction to the Case of a Stream of lieelangular Section

ami of Indefinite Width.—The equation might be discussed in the

form just given, but it becomes a little simpler if restricted in the

way just stated. For, if the stream is rectangular, j;A = n, and if x

is large compared with h, — ~-z''^ nearly. Then ecjuation (J)

becomes

ds

1

'igih
(5).

gh

106. Oenerat Indications as to the Farm of Water Surface fur-
nished by Equation (5).

—

Ijei AjA, (fig. 122) bo the water surface,

BoB, the bed in a longitudinal section of the striam, and ab anv sec-

tion at a distance a from B,,, the depth ab being h. Suppose BoB,,

BuA« taken as rectangular coordinate axes, then —i is the trigono-

metric tangent of the angle which the surface of the stream at a

This tangent^ will bo positive, if the
ds

mokes w.th the axis B,B,.

stream is increasing in depth in the direction BgG, ; negative, if the

stream is diminishing in depth from Bg towards B,. I(— ^ 0, the

surface of the stream is parallel to the bed, as in cases of uniTorm

motion. But from equation (4)

"^2an

which is the well-known general equation for uniform motion, based

on the same assumptions as the equation for varied steady motion

now being considered. The case of uniform motion is therefore a

limiting case between two different kinds of varied motion.

Fig. 122.

Consider the possible changes of value of the fraction

1-?
2gih

1
gh

As h tends towards the limit 0, and consequently v, is large, tne
numerator tends to the limit - oo . On the other hand if ft= a> , in

which case u is small, the numerator becomes equal to 1. For a

value H of A given by the equation

H>

Hgin

we fall upon the case of uniform motion. The results just stated
may be tabulated thus :

—

For ft= H >H 00

the numerator has the value - oo >0 1

.

Next consider the denominator. If A becomes very small, in which
case li must be very large, the denominator tends to the limit - oo

.

As h becomes very large and u consequently very small, the

denominator tends to the limit 1. For h =—, or u=Vp, the
g

denominator becomes zero. Hence, tabulating these results as be-
fore :

—

For

the denominator becomes

h-O >-
>0'

9

107. Cajcl.—Suppose A>- , and also A>H, or the depth greater

than that corresponding to uniform motion. In this case — i»

ds
positive, and the stream increases in depth in the direction of doi'

In fig. 123 let BoB, bo the bed, C|,C, a line parallel to the bed ir.

Fig. 123.

at a height above it equal to H. By hypothesis, the surface AjA, o(

the str>,am is above C\,C,, and it has just been shown that the depth
of the stream incrensi's i'roin B,, towards B,. But going up stream

h approaches more and more nearly the value H, and theruforu —
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pproachea the limit 0, or the surface of the stream is asymptotic
to CoC,. Going down str«am h increases and u diminishes, the

Dumerator and aenominator of the fraction ^ both tend

dh 9"-

towards the limit 1, and j- to the limit i. That is, the surface of

the stream tends to become asymptotic to a horizontal line DoD,.
The form of water surface here discussed is produced when the

flow of a stream originally uniform is altered by the construction of

a weir. The raising of the water surface above the level CjC, is

termed the backwater due to the weir.

108. Case 2.—Suppose A>—, and also A<H. Then 3- is nega-

tive, and the stream is dim inishing in depth in the direction of flow.

In fig. 124 let p
B„B, be the

'^

Jtrcam bud as be-

fore ; CjC, a line

drawn parallel to

BjB, at a height
above it equal
to H. By hypo-
thesis the surface

A^.^jofthestream

is below C„C„
and the depth has
just been shown to diminish from Bj towards B;

approaches the limit H, and —. tends to the limit zero. That is, up
as

stream Aj.i, is asymptotic to CjCj. Going down stream h

dimiuishes and u increases ; the inequality A>— diminishes; the

Fig. 124.

Going np stream h

denominator of the fraction

dh

1-
"^'

tends to the limit zero, and

1-
gh

consequently -r- tends to « . That is, down stream AjA, tends to a

direction perpendicular to the bed. Before, however, this limit was
reached the assumptions on which the general equation is based
would cease to be even approximately true, and the equation would
cease to be applicable. The fllaments would have a relative motion,
which would make the influence of internal friction in the fluid

too important to be neglected. A stream surface of this form may
be produced if there is-an abrupt fall in the bed of the stream (fig.

125).

Fig. 125.

. On the Ganges canal, as originally constructed, there were abrupt
falls precisely of this kind, and it appears that the lowering of the
water surface and increase of velocity which such falls occasion, for

a distance of some miles up stream, was not foreseen. The result

was that, the velocity above the falls being greater than was
intended, the bed was scoured and considerable damage w.is done to

the works. "When the canal was 6rst opened the water was
allowed to pass freely over the crests of the overfalls, which were l.iid

on the level of the bed of the earthen channel ; erosion of bed and
sidea for some milts up rapidly followed, and it soon became apparent
that means must be adopted for raising the surface of the stream at
those points (that is, the crests of the falls). Planks were accord-
ingly hxed in the grooves above the bridge arches, or temporary
weirs were formed over which the water was allowed to fall ; in some
cases the surface of the water was thus raised above its normal
height, causing a backwater in the channel above " (Crofton's
Report on tht Ganges Canal, p. 14). Fig. 126 represents in an
exaggerated form what probably occurred, the diagram being
intended to represent some miles' length of the canal bed above the
fall. AA parallel to the canal bed is the level corresponding to
uniform motion with the intended velocity of the canal. In con-
sequence of the presence of the ojjee fall, however, the water surface
would tike some such form as liB, corrcspomling to Case 2 above,
and the vclo^;ity would be greater than the intended velocity, nearly
in the inverse ratio of the actual to the-intcnded depth. I5y con-
structing a weir on the (rest of the&ll, as shown by dotted line?, a

new water surface CC corresponding to Case 1 would be produced,
and by suitably choosing the height of the weir this might be uud*
to agree approximately with the intended level AA.

Fig. 126.

*":^

109. Case 3.—Suppose a stream flowing uniformly with a depth

H<— . Forastream in uniform motion f^— — mi,orif thestream

u'
is of indefinitely great width, so that m = H, then (-^ - t'H, and

u'
^

H^i-^ . Consequently the condition stated above involves that

'^2^<7'°'"'^*'>i-
If such a stream is interfered with by the constmction of a weii

u' -

which raises its level, so that its depth at the weir becomes A, >—

,

then for a portion of the stream the depth A will satisfy the con-

ditions A<;— and A>H, which are not the same as those assumed
9

in the two previous cases. At some point of the stream above the

weir the depth h becomes equal to — , and at that point — becomes
g ds

infinite, or the surface of the stream is normal to the bed. It is ob-
vious that at that point the influence of internal friction will be too

great to be neglected, and the general equation will cease to repre-

sent the true conditions of the motion of the water. It is known
that, in cases such as this, there occurs an abrupt rise of the free

surface of the stream, or a standing wave is formed, the conditions
of motion in which will be examined presently.

It appears that the condition necessary to give rise to a standing

wave is that C>9 • Now f depends for diflereiit channels on the

roughness of the channel and its hydraulic mean depth. M. Bajin
has calculated the values of ( for channels of diflerent degrees of

roughness and diflerent depths given in the following table, and the
corresponding minimum values of i for which the exceptional ca&e

of the production of a standing wave may occur.

Natnre o( Bed of Stream.
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the part nnaffected by the oostruction -nhs 5 54 feet ,/er secjiij.

Above the point where the abrupt change of depth occarred u' —
B-64'-307, and3A-32 2x 2 = 6 44 , hence -u' was >jA. Just be-

low the abrupt change of depth u = 5'54 x -^A_l-97; u«-3-88.

and yA = 32-2 X 056-18 03 ; hence at this point u'<jA. Between
these two points, therefore, u^gh ; and the condition for the pro-

duction of a standing wave occurred.

The change of level at a standing wave may be found thus.

Let fig. 127 represent the longitudinal section uf a stream and

Fig. 127.

al>, ea cross sections normal to the bed, which for the short distance
considered may be assumed horizontal. Suppose the mass of water
ahcd to come to dh'dd' in a short time t ; ami let Utj, Uj be the veloci*
ties at ab and cd, Oj.n, the areas of the cross sections. The force
causing change of momentum in the mass abed estimated horizon-
tally is simply the difference of the pressures on ah and cd. Putting
Aj, A, for the depths of the centres of gravity of ab and cd measured
down from the free water surface, the force is Q(h^^ - A,n,) pounds,
and the impulse in t seconds is G (AjRj - AiO,) i second pounds.
The horizontal change of momentum is the difference of the momenta
otfftc'd' and nbafb' -^ that is,

5.(n,u,'-n,.v)<.

UeDce, e<^uatuig impulse and change of momentum.

t{hfy-k,nt)t-^(n,u,' f!„"„')<

(1).

9
For simplicity let th<; section be rectangular, of breadth B and

depths Ho and H,, at the two cross sections considered ; then Aj — 1 Hj,

ami A,- — H,. Hence

H,'-H,'-|(H,.,,«-H„V)

But, since R,u,-n, II,, we have

,,>_,, slip.

H « - H ' - ^"o'/' Ms! _ H ^ (2).

This equation is satisfied if Hq — H,, which corresponds to the rnso

of uniform motion. Dividing by Hj - H„ the equation becomes

"i(H,-eH,)-?^' (3);

1H,-Vi'-^I.,*-H,.j--iH, (4).

In Bidone's experiment «,- 6 54, and H -02. Hence H.-O 52,
which agrees very well with the observed heiglit.

Fig. 128.

111. A standing wave is frequently produced at the foot of
« weir. Thus in tlie ogco falls originally constructed on tlio

Ganges canal a standing wave was observed as shown in fig. 128.

The water falling over the weir crest A acquired a very liigVi velo-

city on the steep slope AR, and the section of the stream at B
became very small. It easily happened, therefore, that at B tho

depth A < — . In flowing along the louxh anion of the ucir the

velociiy « diminished and the depth A increased. At a point C
where A became equal to -

, the conditions for producing the stand-

ing wave occurred. Beyond C the free surface abruptly rose to the
level corresponding to uniform motion with the assigned slope of
the lower reach of the canal.

A standing wave., is stmistime^ formed on the down stream
side of bridges the piers of which obstruct the flow of the water.
Soma interesting

cases of this kind
are described in

a paper on the
"Floods in the

Nerbudda Valley "

in the Proc. Inst

of Ciml EngiTieers,

vol. xxvii. p. 222,

by Mr A. C. How-
den. Fig, 129 IS

complied from the

data given in that

paper. It repre-

sent** the section

of the stream at

pier 8 of the Towah f
Viaduct, during the

flood b; 1865. The
ground level is not
exactly given by
Mr Howden, birt

Fig. 129.

has been inferred from data given on another drawing. The
velocity of the stream was not observed, but the author states

it was probably the same as at the Gunjal river during a similar

flood, that is 16'58 feet per second. Now, taking the depth
on the down stream face of the pier at 26 feet, the velocity

neceBs.iry for the production of a standing wave would be

u •= \/gh = \/(32 -2 X 26 ) = 29 feet pr second nearly. But the velo-

city at this point was probably from Mr Howden's statements

16 58x5; = 25 5 feet, an agreement as close as the approximate
character of the data would lead us to expect,

XI. ON STREAMS AND RIVERS.

112. Catchment Basin.—A stream or river is the channel for tho

discharge of the available rainfall of a district, termed its catchment
basin. The catchment basin is surrounded by a ridge or watershed

line, continuous except at the point where the river finds an

outlet. The area of the catchment basin may be determined ftom
a suitable contoured map on a scale of at least 1 in 100,000. Of
the whole rainfall on the catchment basin, a part only finds its way to

the stream. Part is directly re-evaporated, part is absorbed by vege-

tation, part may escape by ytercolation into neighbouring distiicta

The following table gives the relation of the average stream dis-

charge to the average rainfall on the catchment basin vTie^enbacher).
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It has been aUempted to express tin drci%a»e of the rate of flood

Hischar;;e with the increase of extent of the catchnieitt hnsin by

'mpihcal formulffi. Thus Colotiel OTonuell proposes the formula

^— M\/t, where M is a constant called the mutlulus of the river, the

value of which depends on the amount of raiitfall, the physical char-

acters of the basin, and the extent to which the floods arc moderated

by storage of the water. If M is boiall for nny given river, it shows
that the rainfall is small, orthatthepermeabilityor slope of the sides

of the valley is such that the water does not drain rapidly to the river,

or that lakes and river bed moderate the rise of the floods. .If

values of M arc known foi a number of rivers, they may be used in

inferring the probable discharge of other similar rivers. For British

rivertM varies from 43 fora small stream draining meadow land to

37for thoTyne. Generally it is about 15 or 20. For large European
rivers M varies from 16 for the Seine to 67 5 for the Danube. For
the Ni!e M — 11, a low value which results from the immense length

of the Nile throughout which it receives no affluent, and probanly

also from the itmuence of lakes For different tributaries of the

Jlississiripi H varies from 13 to 56. For various Ijidisn rivers it

varies from 40 to 303, this variation being due to the great

rariations of rainfall, slope, and character of Intlian rivers.

lu some of the tank projects in India, the flood discharge has

been calculated from the formula D-C ^/t?, where D is the dis-

charge in cubic yards per hour from n square miles of basin. The
constant C was taken — 61,523 in the de.signs for the Ekrooka tank,

-75,000 on Ganges and Godavery works, and- 10,000 on Madras
works.

114. Action of a Strenm on ii$ Bed.— l( the velocity of a stream

exceeds a certain limit, depending on its size, andon thesi^e, heavi-

ness, form, and coherence of the materinl of which its bed is com posed,

it scours Its bed and carries forward the materials. The quantity

of material which a given

'T

U f

Fig 130.

stream cao carry in suspt^osion

depends on the size anddensity

of the particK** in suspension,

and is greater as the velocity of

the stream is greater. If in

one part of ita rourse the vpIo-

rity of astTTam is gr^-at enough
to bcour tho bed and tlie water becomes loaded with silt, and in

a subsr'jucnt pajt of the rivtr's course the velocity is diminished,

then part of the truusported materiHl must be depositfd Piobably
depo^tit and Kcour

go on simnltane-

Ously over the wholw-

Viver bed, but Ih

bome parts the rate

of scour is in excess

of the mte of de-

posit, and in other
parts the rate of de-

posit is in excess ol

a
Fig. 131

c

the rate of scour. Deep streams appear to have the greatest scour-

ing power at any given v^-locity. It is po?K>ibIe that the ditJerence

is strictly a difft-rence of transporting, not of scouring action. Let
fi^. 130 represent a sectiim of a stret*in The material lifted nt a
will be dinused through the mass of the stream and deposited at

different dist«iices down stream. The average path of a particle

lifted at a will be some euch curve as o^c, and the average nislunce

of transport each time a particle is lifted will be represented by ac

In a deeper stream sut^h as that in fig 131, the average height to

which particles are lifted, and, ninre the rate of

vertical fdU through the water may be assumed ^_^
the same as before, the average distance aV of ^^
traijsj>ort, will be greater Consequently, nl- g»
though the scouring action may be identical in ^
the two Rtrftauis, the velocity of transport of

material down stream (s greater as the depth of

the fitteam is greater The effect is that the
deep stream excavates its bed more rapidly than
the shallow strenm.

and from this the following values of the mean Telocity art

obtained ;
—
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The decrease of the slope is due to two causes. (1 ) The action of

the transporting power of the water, carrying the smallest debris

the greatest distance, causes the bed to be less stable near the mouth
than in the higher parts of the river

;
and, as the river adjusts its

slope to the stability of the bed by scouring or increasing its sinous-

ness when the slope is too great, and by silting or straightenfng

Its course if the slope is too small, the decreasing stability of the

bed would coincide with a decreasing slope. (2) The increase of

volume and section of tiie river leads to a decrease of slope ; for

the larger the section the less slope is necessary to ensure a given

velocity.

The following investigation, though it relates to a purely arbitrary

case, is not without interest. Let it be assumed, to inake the con-

ditions definite— (1) that a river flows over a bed of uniform

resistance to scour, and let it be further assumed that to maintain

stability the velocity of the river in these circumstances is constant

from source to mouth (2) suppose the sections of the river at all

points are similar, so that, 6 being the breadth of the river at any
point, its liydraulio ^ D X
mean depth is ab

and its section is

c6', where a and c

are constants appli-

cable to all parts of

the river; (3) let us

further assume that

the discharge in-

Fig. 133.

creases uniformly in consequence of the supply from afHuents, so
that, if I is the length of the river from its source to any given
point, the discharge there will be kl, where k is another constant
applicable to all points in the course of the river.

Let AB (fig. 133) be the longitudinal section of the river, whose
source is at A ; and take A for the origin of vertical and horizontal
coordinates. Let C be a point whose ordinates are x and y, and let

the river at C have the breadth b, the slope i, and the velocity v.

Since velocity x area of section = discharge, vcb^'=kl, ort-A/— •

Hydraulic mean depth = aJ-=aA/ — ,

But, by the ordinary formula for the Bow of rivers, mi 'CV

J"''
J-

m a^ kl

But i is the tangent of the angle which the curve at C makes with

Also, as the slope is small.the axis of X, and is therefore—-^

t-AC-AD — I nearly.

.
dy 0^ / (_

• dx" a 'v kx
'

and, remembering that v is constant,

2fi>» /«

or y' - constant x x ;

so that the curve is a common parabola, of which the axis is hori-

zontal and the vertex at the source. This may be considered an
ideal longitudinal section, to which actual rivers approxin ate more
or less, with exceptions due to the varying hardness of their beds,

and the irregular manner in which their volume increases.

118. Surface Level of lUver.—the surface level of a river is a

plane changing constantly in position from changes in the volume
of water discharged, and more slowly from changes in the river bed,
and the circumstances affecting the drainage into the river.

For the purposes of the enginoer, it is important to determine (Ij

the extreme low water level, (2) the extreme high water or flood

level, and (3) the highest navigable level.

(1) Low Waiir Lcrd cannot be absolutely known, because a river

reaches its lowest level only at rare intervals, and because alterations

in the cultivation of the land, the drninogc, the removal of forests,

the removal or erection of obstructions in the river bed, ic,
gradually alter the conditions of discharge. The lowest level of
which records can bo found is taken os the conventional or approxi-

mate low water level, and allowance is made for possible clmn^^es.

(2) Uigh IVater or Flood Level.—The engineer a.wuniea os the
highest flood level the highest level of which records can bo ob-

tained. In forming a judgment of the data available, it must be
remembered that the highest level at one point of a river is not
always simultoncous with the attainment of the highest level at

other points, and that the rise of a river in flood is very different

in dtflercnt parts of its course. In temperate regions, the floods of
rivers seldom rise more than 20 feet above low water level, but in

the tropica the rise of floods is greater.

(3) Highest Nnvigablt Lend.—When the river rises above a
oertain level, navigation becomea difficult from the iocreoso of the

velocity of the current, or from submersion of the tow paths, Oc

from the headway under bridges becoming insufficient Ordinarily

the highest navigable level may be taken to be that at which the

river begins to overflow its banks.

1 19. Relative Value of IhffeTenl Materialsfor Submerged Works. —
That the power of water to remove and transport different materials

depends on their density has an important bearing on the selection

of materials for submerged works. In many cases, as in the aprons
or floorings beneath bridges, or in front of locks or falls, and in the
formation of training walls and breakwaters by pierres perdus,
which have to resist a violent current, the materials of which the

structures are composed should be of such a size and weight as to bo

able individually to resist the scouring action of the water. The
heaviest materials will therefore be the best ; and the different value

of materials in this respect will appear much more striking, if it is

remembered that all materials lose part of their weight in water.

A block whose volume is V cubic feet, and whose density in air is

M lb per cubic foot, weighs in air wV lb, but in water only
(w- 62-4) V tb.
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Jiminish. Tho one clianncl j^ra.lutilly absorbs the whole of the
watcrsupply, while the other branches silt up. But as the mouth
of tho new main channel extends seaward the resistance increases
both from the greater length of the channel ami the formatiou of
shoals at its mouth, and the river tends to form new bifurcations
AC or AD (fig. 135), and one of these may in time become the mam
channel of the river.

122. Field Operations preliminary to a Study of Riter Improve-
ment.—Tliero are required (1) a plan of the river, on which the
jiositions of lines of levelling and cross sections are marked

; (2) a
longitudinal section and numerous cross sections of the river ; (3) a
series ofgaugings of the discharge at different points and indifferent
conditions of the river.

LonijUudinal Section.—This requires to be carried out with great
accuracy. A line of stakes^is planted, following the sinuosities of
the river and chained and levelled. The cross sections are referred to
the line of stakes, both as to position and direction. To determine
the 8lo|)c of the water surface great care is necessary.'

123. Cross Sections.—A stake is planted flush With the water, and
its level relatively to some point on the line of level? is determined.
Then the depth of the water is determined at a scries of points (if

po;iible at uniform distances) in a line starting from the stake and
pe'nendicular to the thread of the stream. To obtain these, a wire
m-) be stretched across with equal distances marked on it by hang-
ing tags. Tho depth at each of these tags may be obtained by a
light woollen staff, with a disk-shaped shoe 4 to Sinches in diameter.
If the depth is great, soundings may h« taken by a chain and weight.
To ensure the wire bein^ perpendicular to the thread of tho stream,
it is desirable to stretch two other wires similarly graduated, one
above and the other below, at a distance of 20 to 40 yards. A
number of floats being then thrown in, it is observed whether they
pass the same graduation on each wire.

For large and rapid rivers tiie cross section is obtained by souiid-
Ing in the following way. Let AC (fig. 13(r) he the line on which
soundings aro recnured. A liase line AB is measured out at right
angles to AC, and ranging staves are set up at AB and at D in line
with AC. A boat is allowed to drop down stream, and, at the moment
it comes in line with AD, the
lead is dropjicd and an ob-

server in the boat takes, with
a txix sextant, the angle

AEB subtended by AB.
The soundilig line may have
n weight of 14 tb of lead,

and, if the boat drops down
stream slowly, it may hang
near the bottom, so that the
obscrvatioa is made instant-

ly. In extensive sur^'eys of

the Mississippi observers

with theodolites were sta-

tioned atA and B. The theo-

dolite at A was directed to-

wards C, that at B was kept
on tho boat. When the boat
came on the line AC, the

C
o-

1/

D—

o

Fig. 13G.

obsen'er at A signalled, the sounding linewasdropped, and the ob-
ser^-er at B read off the ancle ABE. By repeating observations a
number of soundings aro otitiineil, which can be plotted in their

proper position, and the form of the river bed drawn by connecting
the extremities of the lines. From the section can be mc-isiired

the sectional area of the stream Q and its wetted perimeter x ; iiuti

from these the hydraulic mean depth m can be calculated.

124. Meastircraenl of tlic Diicluirgc of Rivers.—The area of cross

section multiplied by the mean velocity gives tho discharge of the
stream. The height of the river with reference to some fixed mark
ebouM bo noted whenever the velocity is observed, as the velocity

and area of cross .section arc different in different states of the river.

To determine the mean velocity various methods may bo adopted
;

'\nd, since no method is free from liability to error, either from the
liilii'ulty of the observations or from uncertainty as to the ratio of
tlio moan velocity to the velocity observed, it is desirable tliat more
ihan one mothoa should be used.

Inbtihjmen'ts For. Mearcring the Vf.locitt of Water.
126. Surface FlorUs are convenient for determining the .surface

velocities of a sti-oam, though their use is dillicult near tho banks.
The floats may be small balls of wood, of wox, or of hollow metal, so
loaded as to float nearly flush with the water sv.jface. To render
them visiblo they may have a vertical minted stem. In cxperi-
moiits on tho Seine, cork bolls If inclu-s diameter were used, loaded
to float flush with tho water, and provided with a stem. In Captain
Cunningham's observations at Roorkee, the floats were thin circular
disks of English deal, 3 inches diamcti;r and \ imli thick. For
obsiTvatious near tho Ivanks, floats 1 inch diameter and i inch
thick were uikhI. To roiider them visiblo a tuft of cotton wool was
aaed loosely fixed in a hole at the centre.

12— r.i*

-C

Fig. 137

A.—t.

'--%

The velocity is obtained by allowing the float to be carried down,

and noting the time of p.issage overa measured length of tho stieuni.

If r is the velocity of any float, I the time of passing over a length

;, then " =Y To mark out distinctly the length of stream over

which the floats pass, two ropes may he stretched across the stream

at a distance apart, which varies usually from 50 to 250 feet. Accord-

ing to tho size aud rapidity of the river. In the Koorkec experi-

ments a length of run of 50 feet was found best for the central two-

fifths of the width, and 25 feet for the remainder, except vcMy clost

to the banks, where the run was made 12J feet only. The longei

the run the less is tlie proportionate error of the time observations

but on the other hand the greater the deviation of the floats from

a straight course larallel to the axis of the stream. To mark the

precise position at which the floats cross the ropes. Captain Cun-
ningham used short white rope pendants, hanging so as nearly to

touch the surface of the water. In this case the streams were 80 to

180 feet in width. In «idcr streams the use of i-o[)ea to mark the

length of run is impossible, and recourse must be had to box sex-

tants or theodolites to mark the path of the floats.

Let AB (fig. 137) be a measured base line strictly parallel to tha

thread of the stream, and AA,, BB, lines at right angles to AB-
marked out by ranging rods at A,
and B,. Suppose observers stationed

at A and B with sextants or theodo- A
lites, and let CD be the path of any '^"'

float down stream. As the float an- 1 \

preaches A A,, the observer at B
]
\

Kccrps it on the cross wire of his in- i \
strument. Theobserver at A observes

]

the instant of the flo.at reaching tho i

lino AA„ and signals to B who then
|

reads oft' the angle ABC. Similarly,
]

as the float approaches BB,, the ob-
]

server at A keeps it in sight, and i

,

when signalled to by B reads the angle '

/
BAD. The data so ol:'.ained are suf- ' /
ficient for plotting the path of the ;,'

float and determining t$e distances li—
AC, BD. B
The time taken by the float in pass-

ing over the measured distance may
bo observed by a chronograph, started

OS the float passes the upper rope or line, and stopped when it passea

the lower. In Captain C\inningham's observations two chrono-

meters were sometimes used, the time of passing one end of the run

being noted on one, and that of passing the other end of the ruu

being noted on the other. The chronometers were compared im-

mediately before the observations. In other cases a single chrono-

meter was used placed midway of the run. The moment of the

floats passing the ends of the run was signalled to a timekeeper at

the chronometer by shouting. It was found quite possible to count
the chronometer beats to the nearest half second, and in some cases

to the nearest fjuarter second.

126. Suh-snrface Floats.—Tbeve\oQ\Xy at different depths below

the surface of a stream may be obtained by sub-surface floats, used

precisely in the same way as surface floats. Tlie most usual arrange-

ment is to have a largo float, of slightly greater density than water,

connected with a small and very light surface float. The motion
of the combined arrangement is not sensibly different from that oi

the large float, and the small surface

float enables an observer to note the \

path and velocity of the sub-surface

float. The instrument is, however,

not free from objection. If tlie largo

submerged float is made of very

nearly the same density as water,

then it is liable to bo thrown up-
wards by very slight eddies in tho

water, and it docs not maintain its

position at the <lepth at which it is

intended to float. On tho other

hand, if the large float is made sen-

sibly heavier than water, the indicat-

ing or suiface float must be mado
rather large, and then it to some ex-

tent influenies the motion of tho

submerged float Fig. 138 shows
one form of siib-surface float. It con-

sists of a couple of tin plates bent at a right angle lyid soldered

together at the angle. This is connected with a wooden ball at tlie

surface by a very thin wire or cord. As the tin alone makes a heavy

submerged float, it is better to attach to the tin float some piecef

of wood to diminish its weight in water. Fig. 139 shows the form

of submcrgid float used by Captain Cunningham. It consists of •

hollow metal ball connected to a slice of cork, which serves as tlU

surface float
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117. Tiiyin Finals.—Suppose two equal and similar floats (fig. 140)

connected by a wire. Let one float be a little lighter anJ the other

a little heavier than water. Then the velocity of the combined

lloats will be the mean of the surface velocity and the velocity at the

[hvdrauucs.

^

%-S' diaJTi.^,

Fig. 139. Fig. 140.

aepth at which the heavier float swims, which is determined by the

length of the connecting wire. Thus if v, is the surface velocity

ana Vd the velocity at the depth to which the lower float is sunk,

the vslocity of the combined float!) will be

Tt + Vd"—2-
Consequently, if v is observed, and v, deteriDuied by an exp u-iraent

vith a single float,

Vd = 2v - r, .

According to Captain Cunningham, the twin float gives betteii suits

than the sub-surface float.

123. Velocity Rods.—Another form of float la shown in fig. 141.

This consists of a cylindrical rod loaded at the lower end so t s to

float nearly vertical in water. A
wooden rod, with a metal cap at the

bottom in which shot cau be placed,

answers better than anything else, and
sometimes the wooden rod is made in

lengths which can be screwed to-

gether so as to suit streams of different

depths. A tu/t of cotton wool at the

top serves to make the float more easily

visible. Such a rod, so adjusted in

length that it sinks nearly to the bed
of the stream, gives directly the mean
velocity of the whole vertical section

in which it floats.

129. Revy's Current Meter. — No
instrument has been so much used
in directly determining the velocity

of a stream at a given point as the

flcrow current meter. Of this there

ara a dozen varieties at least. As an
example of the instrument in its

simplest form, Mr Revy's meter may
be selected- This is an ordinary screw meter of a larger size

than uauaU more carefully made, and with its details carefully

•tudied (figs. 142, 143). It was designed aft«r e.Tperience in

gauging the great South American rivers. The screw, which
IS actuated by the wator^ is 6 inches in diameter, and is of the type
of the Griffiths screw used in ships. The hollow spherical boss
serves to make the weight of the screw sensibly equal to its dis*

placement, so that friction is much reduced. On the axis aa of

the screw is a worm which drives the counter. This consista

of two wonn wheels g and A fixed on a common axia The
worm wheels are carried on a frame attached to the pin /. By
roi>^ns of a string attached to I they can be pulled into gear
with the worm, or dropped out of gear and stopped at any instant.

A nut m can be ficrewod up, if necessary, to keep the count
manently in gear. The worm is two-thrradeti, and the worm
wheel g has 200 teoth. Consequently it makes one rotation for 100
rotations of the screw, and the number of rotations up to 100 is

marked by the nassagc of the graduations on its edge in front of a
fixed inilox. The second worm wheel has 196 teeth, and its t-dge is

divided into 49 divisions. Hence it falls behind the first wheel one
division for a complete rotation of the latter. The number of hundreds
of rotations of the screw are therefore shown by the nnmhrr of
divisions on h passed over by an index fixed to g. Onodilficulty in

the use of the ordinary screw m'-tor is that particles of grit, getting
into the working parts, very sensibly alter the friction, and therefore
the speed of the meter. Mr Revy obviates this by enclosing the
counter in a brass box with a glass face. This box is filled with pure

water, which ensures a constant coefficient of friction for the nibbm-
paits, and prevents any mud or grit finding its way in. Inoul

Scale i full size.

that the meter may place itself with the axis Parallel to the current.

It is pivoted on a vertical axis and directed Dy a large vane sbowo
in fig. 143. To give the vane more direct-

ing power the vertical axis is nearer the

screw than in ordinary meters, and the

vane is larger. A second horizontal vane is

attached by the screws x.a:, the object of

which is to allow the meter to rest on the

ground without the motion of the screw

being interfered with. The string or wire

for starting and stopping the meter is

earned through the centre of the vertical

axis, so that the strain on it may not tend

to pull the meter oblique to the current.

The pitch of the screw is about 9 inches.

The screws at x serve for filling the meter
with water. The whole apparatus is fixed

to a rod (fig. I43j, of a length proportionate

to the depth, or for very great depths
it is fijced to a weighted bar lowered by
ropes, a plan invented hy Mr Revy. The
instrument is generally used thus. The
reading of the counter is noted, and it is

put out of gear. The meter is then lowered

into the water to the required position from
a platform between two boats, or better from
a temporary bridge. Then the counter la

put into gear for one, two, or five minutes.

Lastly, the instrument is raised and the

counter again read. The velocity is deduced
from the number of rotations in nnit time

by the formulae given l>^low. For surface

velocities the counter may be kept por-

nianently in gear, the screw being started

and stopped by hand.

130. ThA Harla<hfr Current Mder.—A
very interesting modification of the current

meter is that made by Amsler Lafl^n of I

Schafl"hausen, which is described in lieu- \^

singer von Waldegg (//rt7i(fft dcr Jngrnxcur-

•unssenscka/ten, in. p. 284). In this the or- S- ^43.

dinary counting apparatus is abandoned. A worm drives a wontt
wheel, which makes an elertncal contact once for each 100 rotations

of the worm. This contact gives a signal above water. With
this arranKf'mont, a series of velocity observations can l>e made,
without removing the instrument from the water, and a number of

practical ditficnlties attending the accurate starting and stopping of

the ordinary counter arc entiivly pol nd of. Fig 144 f<how9 the

meter. Tlie worm wheel z niakra one rotation for 100 of the ecrpw,

A pin moving the ie/erar makes the electrical contact. The wires

b, c are led through a pas pipe B; this also serves to adjust the meter
to any rcquutd position on tha wooden lod dil. The rudder or
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vane is shown at WH. The galvanic current acts on the electro-

Dingnet m, which is fixed in a. small motal box containing also tho

battery. The magnet exposes nnd withdraws a coloured disk at an

opening in the cover of the box.

Fig. 144

^ff^ore's Currenl AfeUr —The dithcultics m using the ordinary

cnrrcnt metor have been overcome to a great extpnt by an arrange-

ment of another kind, mveiittd by Mr B. T. Mooro {Froc. Inst.

Scale g- Full Size.

Fig. 145

Civil Eng., xW. 220>. Thi<i instrument (fic. l4r)) can be lowered

into the wat^r to any required depth by t liL'lu cord or chain. The
counting arrangement inside the meter can dc started or stopped at

any instant. The instrument consists of a lipht brass frame onrrv-

ing an ogivnJ hend, and long rudder, cross-shaped in section. Tha
frame is suspended in a sttrrup, and if necessary a lead weight can
be suspended below tho metur. A rotating cylinder with screw
blades is placed behind the ogival head. The centra of gravity of

the instrument is accurately in the intersection of the axis of the
sLirrup-beanngs and the longitudinal axis of the insti-ument The
rotating cylinder is started by releasing a spring by a cord. The
recording mechanism IS insule the rotating cylinder. Tho instru-

ment is put in molion by a very small force. Some experiments
maiie by towing it m still wat«r gave the following equations:

—

For speeds giving more than sixty rotations per minute,

r-r2R,
where i- is the velocity of the water relatively to the instrument m
feet per minute, and R the number of rotations per minute. For
lower spreds,

t"R + 12.

It would appear therefore that the instrument will record velocitiea

down to 12 feet per minute, Mr Moore stales- tha^t a velocity at

any depth down to 20 feet can be taken m 6ve minutes, the meter
being raised and lowered much more easily than when it is attached
to a rod.

Determination of the Coe^icieTUs of the Current- Meter.—Suppose ft

series of observations have been made,- by towing the meter in still

water, at different speeds, and it is required from these to ascertain
the coefficients of tne meter. A formula must be assumed to con-
nect the observed velocities v with the number of rotations per
second n. Then, in determining the coefficientB of the formula
from the given observations, the condition to be fulfilled is that the
sum of the squares of the differences between the observed result*

and those given by the formula should be a minimum.
Let the formula assumed be of tho form

ii=an-\'Q . (]).

Then the difference in any case between the observed and calcul-

ated quantity is v- an- Q , and therefore 2(t) - on - $)^ is to be a

mininiura.

The coefficients bein^independent, we must equate separately to

zero thedifferentiil coefficients of the expression with respect to the
two coefficients.

whence

sT {v-au- fl)7i 1 -0;

2 [(u- an - B)'] -0;

from which a and B are easily determined. •

Exner has shown {Zcilschri/t fur Bavwcsen, 187.5) that the
relation between the velocity of the water and the number of rota-

tions of the meter is better expressed by the formulft

t'"V(«V2 + V) V^)

than by that generally used. Tq is sensibly equal to tho velocity

at which the meter ju-st ceases to revolve ; and a is a constant deter-

mined by experiments at different speeds. Other expressions have
been given, out they are more complicated and not more accurate
than (1) and (2}.

131. Darcy Gaugr. or Modijird Pilot Tube.—A very old instrument
for measuring velocities, invented or used by Pitot, consisted simply
of A vertical glass ._. __ __
tube with a right- J .^

j
angled bend, placed ill 7. 1 I

so that Its mouth
w-as normal to the
direction of flow (fig.

146).

The impact of the

stream on the mouth
of tlie tube balances

a column in the tube,

the height of which -

is aj'proxiniately

A — — , where v is

the velocity nt the depth x. Placofl \vith its month parallel to

the stream the water insido tho tube is nearly at the same level

as the surface of the stream, and turned with the mouth down

stream, the fluid sinks a depth ^'-n" nearly, though the tube in

that case interferes with the free flow of the liquid and somewhat
modifies the result. Pitot expftndcd tho mouth of the tube so as to

form a funnel or bell mouth. In that cose ho found by experiment

A =1:1 -5
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'Theobjecti'^u to thiais thatthe motion of the stream is interfered

with, and iv is no longer certain that the velocity in front of the

orifice is exactly the velocity of the unobstructed stream. Darcy
preferred to make the mouth of the tube very small, partly to avoid

interference with the stream, partly to check oscillations of the

column. In that case he found the differeuce of level of two tubes,

•uch as A and B, to be almost exactly

One objection to the Pitot tubo'in its original form was the grrat
difficulty and inconvonicnceof rending the Iwiglit h in the immwialo
neiji[hbourhood of the stream surface. Thi<iis obviated in the Darcy
gftiia:e, which can he removed from the stream to be read.

Fig. \M Bhowo n Darcy gauge. It cc^sists of two Pitot tubes
having their mouths at right angles, lu tue instrument shown, tho

two tubes, fuiToed of copper in tlie lower part, arc united into one for

strength, and the mouthsnf the tubes open vcrlically and horizontally.

The upper part of the tubes is of glass, and they are provided with

a brassscaleand two verniers ft, 6. The wholcinstiument issupported

on a vertical rod or small pile AA, the fixing at B permitting the

instrument to be adjusted to any height on the rod, and at the same
time allowing free rotation, so that it can be held parallel to the

cuirent. At c is a two-way cock, which can be opened or closed by

cords. If thisissliut, the instrument can be lifted out of the stream

for reading. The glass tubes are connected at top by a brass fixing,

with a stop cock a, and a flexible tube and mouthpiece tn. The Use

of this is as follows. If the velocity is required at a point near th<i

surface of the stream, one at least of the water coluuuis \ ould be

below the level at which it could be read. It would be in the copper

part of the instrument. Suppose then a little air is sucked out by

the tube m^ and the cock a closed, the two columns will be force.l

up an amount corresponding to the difference between atmospheric

pressure and that in the tubes. But the ditference of level wii'

remain unaltered.

When the velocities to be measured are not very small, this instru-

ment is an admirable one. It requires observation only of a single

linear quantity, and does not require any time observation. The
law connecting the velocity and the observed height is a rational

one, and it is not absolutely necessary to make any experiments on

the coefficient of the instrument. If we take

then It appears from Oarcy's experiments that for a weh-formed
instrument k does not sensibly differ from unity. It gives the
velocity at a definite point in the stream. The chief diflicuUy arises

from the fact that at any given point in a stream the velocity is

not absolutely constant, but varies a little from moment to moment,
Darcy in some of his experiments took several readings, and deduced
the velocity from the mean of the highest and lowest.

132. HydrodynamomeLer of M. Perrodil.— This consists of a frame
ahcd (fig. 148} placed vertically in the stream, and of a height not
less than the stream's depth.

The two vertical members of this

frame are connected by cross

bars, and united above water by
a circular bar, situated in the

vertical plane and cariying a

horizontal graduated circle ef.

This whole system is movable
round its axis, being suspended
on a pivot at g connected with
the fixed support mn. Other
horizontal arms serve as guides. ^^_
The central vortic^liud gr forms ~_rzz
a torsion rod, being fixed at r

to the frame abed, and, passing

freely upwards through the

guides, it carries a horizontal

ncndle moving over the gradu-
ated circle ef. The support g,

which carries the apparatus, also

receives in a tubular guide the

end of the torsion rod gr and a

set screw for fixing the upper
end of the torsion rod when
necessary. The impulse of the

stream of water is received on a
circular disk x, in the plane of
the torsion rod and the frame
abed. To raise and lower tho
apparatus easily, it is not fixed

directly to the rod nui, but to a tube H sliding on mn.
Suppose the apparatus arranged so that the disk x is at that love)

in the stream where the velocity is to bo determined. The plane
abed is placed parallel to tho tlirootion of motion of tho water
Then the disk x (acting as a rudder) will place itself parallel to tin-

stream on the down sti^oam side of the frame. Tho "orsion rod will

tw unstrained, and the needle will be at zero on the graduated circle.

If tiien the instrument Is turned by pressing the needle, till the plant-

olxdoi the disk and the zero of the graduated circle is at right anglei>

to tho stream, the torsion rwi will bo twisted through an angle which
nicii.sures the normal impulse of f^e stream on tno disk x. That
angle will bo given by the distance of the needle from zero. Observ-
ation shows that the velocity of the water at a given point is not
constant. It varies between limits more or less wide. When tho
nppnnitus is nearly in its right iiosition, the set screw at t; is made
to damp the torsion spring. Then tho needle is fixed, and tho

apparatus carrying the graduated nirclo oscillates- It is not then
dimcult to note tho mean angle marked by tho needle.

lid r be the rndius of the torsion rod, I lis length from the ncCdle

over <;/ to r, and a thcoli.served torsion angle. Then the momontof
tho coujdu due to tlie molecular foiccs in the torsion todia

Fig. 148.
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M = E,I

wh*re El is the modulns of elasticity for torsion, and I the polar
moment of inertia of the section of the rod. If the rod is of circular

section, I—kwr*. Let R be the radius of the disk, and b its lever-

age, or the distance of its centre from the axis of the torsion rod.

The moment of the pressure of the water on the disk is

F6
2g

where G is tlie hesriness of water and k an experimental coefficient

Then

For any giren instrument.

E,l4-W^irRV

v^csJl

where c is a constant coefficient for the instrument.

The rnstruraent as constructed -had three disks which could be

used at wilL Their radii and leverages were in feet

R= h~
1st disk 0052 16

2d 0105 32
3d „ 0-210 066

For a thin circular plate, the coefficient 4=1 12. [n the actual

Instrument the toraion anil was 9 brass wire 006 inch diimelci and

6i feet long. Supposing a measured in degrees, we get by calculation

r = 0S35Vi", 115V^, 0042^7
for the three disks.

Very careful experiments were made with the instrument. It

was filed to a wooden turning bridge, revolving over a circular

channel of 2 feet width, and about 76 feet circumferential length.

An allowance was made for the slight current produced in the

cliannel. These experiments gave for the coefficient c, in the formula

i>— cVo,
Ist disk, (; = 03126 for velocities of 3 to 16 feel

2d „ 01177 „ ,. Vi to3J „
3d „ 0349 „ ,, leas than 1^- ,-,

or values little different from the values calculated from the torsion.

The instrument is preferable to the current meter in giving the

velocity in terms of a single observed nuantily, the angle of torsion,

while the current meter involves the observation of two quantities,

the number of rotations and the time. The current meter, except
in some improved forms, must be withdrawn from the water to read
the result of each experiment, and the law connecting the velocity

and number of rotations of a current meter is less well-determined
than that connecting the pressure on a disk and the torsion of the
wire of a hydrodynamometer. At very low velocities the current
meter fails altogether.

The Pitot tube, like the hydrodynamometer, does not require a
time observation. But, where the velocity is a varying one, and
conse(jucntly the columns of water in the Pitot tube are oscillating,

there is room for doubfas to whether, at any given moment of clos-

ing the cock, the difierence of level exactly measures the impulse of

the stream at the moment. The Pitot tube also fails to give

measurable indications of very low velocities.

Peocesses foe Gauoino Streams.

1 33. Gauging by Oiservatimt of the Maximum Surfaet Velonly. —
The method of gauging which involves the least trooblo is to deter-
mine the surface velocity at the thread of the stream, and to deduce
from it the mean velocity of the whole cross section. The maximum
surface velocity maybe determined by floats or -by a current meter.
Unfortunately, however, the ratio of the ma-ximum surface to the
mean velocity is extremely variable. Thus pntting t;,, for the sur-

face velocity at the thread of the stream, and v. for the mean velocity

of the whole cross section, — has been found to have the following

values :

—

De Prony, experiments on small wooden channels,
Experiments on the Seine,
Destrem and De Prony, experiments on the Neva,
Boilcau, oxperimeuts on canals, ...

Bnuuigartner, experiments on the Garonne,
Bninings (mean), ..

Cunuisgham, Solani aqueduct.

Various formula?, either empirical or based on some theory of the
vertical and hoiizontal velocity tiurvcs, have been proposed for

dotermining the ratio t?
. Barin found from his experiments the

empirical expression

».-ro-25-4V^-i

0816*
0-62

078
0-83
0-80

0-85

0-823

where m is the hydraulic mean deptn ana i the slope of the stream.

lu article 101, it liasal.-cady been shown how from this formula the

ratio — can be obtained for different kinds of channels.

In the case of irrigation canals and nvers, it is often important to

determine the discharge either daily or at other intervals of time,

while the depth and consequently the mean velocity is. varying.

Captain Cunningham, R. E. (Roorkee Prof. Papers, vol. iv. p. 47),

has «ho\\-n that, for a given part of such a stream, where the bed is

regular and of permanent section, a simple formula may be found
for the variation of the ccDtial surl'aee velocity with the depth.

When once the constants of this fornrula have been determined by
measuring the central surface velocity and depth, in differout con-

ditions of the stream, the surface velocity can be obtained by sim]>ly

observing the depth of the stream, and from this the mean velocity

and discharge can be calculated Let z be the depth of the stream,

and Dj the surface velocity, both measured at the thread ofthe stream.

Then

where c is a constant which for the Solani aqueduct had the values

1 9 to 2, the depths being 6 to 10 feet, and the velocities 35 to 4 J
feet. Without any assumption of a formula, however, the surface
velocities, or still better the mean velocities, for dilTereut conditions
of the stream may be plotted on a diagram in which the abscissae are

depths and the ordinates velocities. The continuous curve through
points so found would then always give the velocity for any observed

depth of the stream, without the need of making any new float or

current meter observations

131 Mean Velocity determined by observing a Series of Surfaet
Velocities. —The ratio of the mean velocity to the surface velocity

in one longitudinal section is better ascertained than the ratio ol

the central surface velocity to the mean velocity of the whole cross

section. Suppose the river divided into a number of compartments
by equidistant longitudinal planes, and the surface velocity obser^-eJ

in each compartment. From this the mean velocity in each com-
partment and the discharge can be calculated. The sum of the
partial discharges will be the total discharge of the stream. When
wires or ropes can be stretched across the stream, the compartments
can bo marked out by tags attached to them. Suppose two such
ropes stretched across the stream, and floats dropped in above the

upper rope. By observing »-ithin which compartment the path oi

the float lies, and noting the time of transit between the ropes, the
surface velocity in each compartment can be ascertained Tht
mean velocity in each compartment is 85 to 91 of the surfacf

velocity in that compaitment. Putting k for this ratio, and
r,, 1/3 . for -the observed velocities, in compartments of area

f2i, fi,. , then the total discharge is.

Q = i(f5,i., + n,„j +

If several floats are allowed to pass over each compartment, the
mean of all those corresponding to one compartment is to be taken
as the surface velocity of that compartment.

This method is very applicable in the case of large streams 01

rivers too wide to stretch a rope across. The paths of the floats

are then ascertained in this way. Let fig. 149 represent a portion
of the river, which should be

straight and free from obstnic-

tions Suppose a base line AB
measured parallel to the thread

of the stream, and let the mean -"I"'"
'

cross section of the stream bo

I

...\.

a.scertained either by sounding
the terminal cross sections AK,
BF. or by sounding a scries of 1

equidistant cross sections. The i

cross sections are taken at right I

angles to the base line. Obscr.
vers are placed at A and B with I

theodolites or box sextants. The i

floats are dropped in from a boat I ,

above AE, and picked up by • /
another boat below BF. 'An i

,''

observer with a chronograph or nt...
watch notes the time in which
each float passes from AE to

BF The method of proceeding
is this. The observer A sets his

theodolite in the direction AE, Fig- 149-

and gives a signal to drop a float. B keeps his instrument on the

float as it comes down. At the moment the fl0.1t arrives at C in the

lino A E. the observer at A calls out. B clamps his instrument and
r«ads off tlio angle ABC, and the time observer begins, to note the

time of transit. B now- points his instrument in the direction BF,
and A keeps the float on t)ie cross wire of his instrument. At the

moment the float arrives at D in the line BF, the observer B calls

out, A clamps his instrument and reads off the angle BAD, and the

time observer notes the time of transit from C to D. Thus oU

D

-~B
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the data are det<nnined for plottinc; the path CD of tlie float and
detennining its velocity. By dropping in a scries ot floats, a n'un-

ber of aurfice velocities can be determined. When all these have

been plotted, the river can be divided into convenient compartraenta.

The observations belonging to each compartment are then averared,

and the mean velocity and discharge calculated. It is obvious that,

as the surface velocity is greatly altered by wind, experiments of

this kind should be made in very calm weather.

Xhe ratio of the surface velocity to the mean velocity in the same
vertical can be ascertained from the formulae for the vertical velocity

curve already given (§ 101). Exner, in Erbkam's Zdischri/t tor

1875, has given the following convenient formula. Let v be the

mean and V th» surface velocity in .ny given vertical longitudinal

•ection, the depth of which is h,

„ l + 0-H7Ss/h

V*'l + 0-22I6V^

If vertical velocity rods arc used instead of common floats, the

mean velocity is directly determined for the vertical section in

which the rod floats. No formula of reduction is then necessary.

The observed velocity has simply to bo multiplied by the area of

the compartment to which it belongs.

135. ^fean Velocity of the Streairi front a Scries of Mid Depth
Velocities.—In the gaugings of the MiRsissippi it was found that

thfi mid depth velocity differed by only a very small quantity from
thamean velocity in the vertical section, and it was uninfluenced by
wind. If therefore a series of mid depth velocities are determined
by double floats or by a current meter, they may be taken to be the

mean velocities of the compartments in which they occur, and no
formula of reduction is necessary. If floats are used, the method
is precisely the same as that described in the last paragraph for sur*

face floats. The paths of the double floats are observed and plotted,

and the mean taken of those corresponding to each of the compart-
ments into which the river is divided. Tlie discharge is the sum of

the products of the observed mean mid depth velocities and the
areas of the compartments.

136. Boilcau's Process for Gauging Sti-cams.—Let U be the mean
velocity at a given section of a stream, V the ma.ximum velocity, or

that of the principal filament, which is generally a little below the
surface, W and w tlie greatest and least velocities at the surface.

The distance of the principal filament from the surface is generally

less than ono-f>urth of the depth of the stream ; \V is a little less

than V ; and U lies between W and w. As t)ie surface velocities

change continuously from the centre towards the sides, there are at

the surface two filaments having a velocity equal to U. The deter-

mination of tlie position of these filaments, which Boileau terms the

gauging filaments, cannot be eflected entirely by theory. But, for

sections of a stream in wliich there are no abrupt chanjjes of dcptii,

their position can be very approximately assigned. Let A and I be

the horizontal distances of the surface filament, having the velocity

W, from the gauging filament, which has the velocity U, and from
the bank on one side. Then

^ . , W -t- 2itf

I
"<^ V7(W-tf)'

e boinj; a numerical constant. Fromgani;ing3 by Humphreys and
Abbot, Bazin, and Baumgarten, the values c — 0919, 0922, and
'925 are obtained. Boileau adopts as a mean value "922. Hence,

if W and w are determined by float gauging or otherwise, A can
be found, and then a single velocity observation at A feet from the

filament of maximum velocity gives, without need of any reduction,

the mean velocity of the stream. More conveniently W, w, and U
can be measured from a horizontal surface velocity curve, obtained
from a series of float observations.

137. Direct Determination of the Mean Vcloeily hj n Current Meter
or Darcy Oatige.—The only method of determining the mean velocity

at a cross section of a utream which involves no assumption of the

ratio of the mean velocity to other quantities is this—a plank
bridge isfixedacross the stream near its sni face. From this, velocities

are observed at a suflTtcicnt number of points in the cross section of

the stream, evenly distributed over its area. Tlie mean of these is

the true mean velocity of the stream. In Daicy and Bazin's experi-

ments on small streams, tho velocity was thus observed at 36 points

in the cross section.

When the stream is too largo to fix a bridge across it, the observa-

tions may bo taken fiom a boat, or from a couple of boats with a
gangway boC^vcon Ihem, anchored successively at a scries of points

across the width of tho stream. The position of the boat for each
Mrics of observations is fixed by angular observations to a base lino

on shore.

\33. /fnrlacher'a Grnphic Method ofdctermintHri the Disehnrgefrom,
a Series of CurretU Meter Observations.— Let AJIC (lig. 150) bo the
cross .section of a river «t which a complete series of current meter
ob3ervati«n3 have been taken. Let I., 11., IM. ... be the verticals
at didorent points of which the velocities were measured. Suppose
tho depths at I., II., Ill (fig. 150), set off as vertical ordinates
in fig. 151, and on thoso vortical ordinates suppose the velocities

set ofl' horizontally at their proper depths. Thus, if « is the
measured velocity at the depth A from the surface in fig. 150, oo
vertical marked III., then at IIL in fig. 151 take cd-h&ai ac-v.

[P ^

and so on..

Fig. 150.

'ITien rf is a point in the vertical velocity curve for the vertical III.,

and, all the velocities for that ordinate being similarly set oR', the
curve Q^n be drawn. Suppose all the vertical velocity curves I

. . . V. (fig. 151), thus drawn. On each of these figures draw
verticals corresponding to velocities of x, 21, Zx , . . feet per second
Then for instance cd at III. (fig. 151) is the depth at which a velo-

city of 2x feet per

second existed on
the vertical III. in

fig. 150, and if cd is

set off at III. in

fig. 150 it gives a

point in a curve
passing through
points of the section

where the velocity

was ix feet per second. Set off on each of the verticals in fig. 150
all the depths thus found in the corresponding diagram in fig. 151.

Curves drawn through the corresponding points cm the verticals

are curves of equal velocity.

The discharge of the stream per second may be regarded as a solid

having the cross section oftheriver'(fig. 160), as a base, and cross sec-

tions normal to tlie plane of fig. 150 given by the diagrams in fig.

151. The curves of equal velocity may therefore be considered as

contour lines of the solid whose volume is the discharge of the stream
per second. Let f),, be the area of the cross section of the river, 0,,

flg . . . . the areas contained by the successive curves of equal velocity,

or, if these cut the surface of the stream, by the curves and that sur-

face. Lot X be the difference of velocity for which th« successive

curves are drawii, assumed above for simplicity at 1 foot per second.

Then the volume of the successive layers of the solid body whose
volume represents the discharge, limited by successive pianos passing

through the contour curves, v ill be

iaKn, + n,), 4a;(fi^-Hn,),

Consequently the discharge is

The areas CJ(i,fJi . . . . are easily asceitained by means of the polar
planimctor. A slight difficulty arises in the part of the solid lying

above the last contour curve. This will have generally a heiyht
which is not exactly x, and a form more rounded than the other

layers and less like a conical frustum. The volume of thi.-i may tw

estimated separately, and taken to be the area of its base (the area

(5„) multiplied by J to i its height.

Fig. 152 shoivs the results of one ot Professor Harlacher's gaugings
worked out in this way. The upper figure shows the section of the

river and tho positions of tho verticals at which the soundings and
gaugings were taken. Tho lou'er gives the curves of eijiial veiocily.

worked out from the current meter observations, by the aid ofvertieal

velocity curves. The vertical scale in this figure is ten tiriies ««

great as in tho other. The discharge calculated from the contour

curves is 14 '1087 cubic metres per second. In the lower figure smu.

other interesting curves are drawn. Thus, the uppermost dotiiil

curve is the curve through points at which the maximum velocity

was found ; it shows that the maximum velocity was always i

little below the surface, and at a greater depth at the centre than al

the sides. Tho next curve shows the depth at which tho mean
velocity for each vertical was found. The next is the curve of equal

velocity corresponding to the moan velocity of the stream ; that is,

it passes through paints in the cross section where tho velocity waj
identical with tho mean velocity of tho stream.

XII. IMPACT AND REACTION OF WATEK.
When a stream of fluid impinges on a solid surface, it presae.<i on

tho surface with a force oqiiul and opposite to that by which the

velocity and direction ofnioliotiof the fluid are changed. Generally,

in problems on tho impact of fluids, it is necessary to ncglcot Ihc

effect of friction between th6 fluid and tho surfaco on which it

raovea.

139. During Tnpnet the Velocity of the Fluid relatively to the S-~
face »rt which it impinges remaitu unchanged inMagntlude,—Cc:

+ 0.-1
j
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aitlor a mass of fiuid flowing in contact with :i solid surface niso in

(notion, the motion of both nuid and solid hcing estimated relatively

to the earth. Then the motion of the fluid may be resolved into two

parts, one a motion equal to that of the solid, and in the same direc.

tiou, the other a motion relatively to the solid. The motion which

Left bank

the tluid has m comn.on with the solid cannot nt all be influcnccil

by the contact. The relative component of the motion of tht fluid

can only be altered in direction, but not in magnitude. The fluid

ntioving in contact with the surface can only have a relative motion

parallel to the surface, while the pressure between the fluid anJ

6S KS ss SS „. „... - . ,„
M8 Veo- 6-66 730 9SHS0 1182i:30-I»-« 14-80 IS 92 l)-30 19 JI i9S0 KM 22-30 21-80 27-30

Oisdiarge per Second' - 14-1087'='"''-^-

Curves of equal velocitu.
Transformation ratio }0:1 Htijhl tcalt'l'lS

Fig.

BoM, if friction is neglected, is normal to tha surface. The pressure

therefore can only deviate the fluid, without altering the magnitude

ot the relative velocity. The unchanged common component and,

combined with it, the deviated relative component give the resultant

final velocity, which may differ greatly in magnitude and direction

from the initial velocity.

From the principle of momentum the impulse of any mass of

fluid reaching the surface in any given time is equal to the change

of momentum estimated in the same direction. The pressure betwceu

the fluid and surface, in any direction, is equal to the change of

momentum in that direction of so much fluid as reaches the surface

in one second. If Pa is the pressure in any direction, m the ma-iis

of fluid imjiinping per second, !•„ tlie change of velocity in the

direction of !'« due to impact, then

P.-mf.

If r, (fig. 153) is the velocity and direction of motion before impact,

r., that after impact, then v is the total

change of motion due to impact. The
resultant pressure of the fluid on the

surface is in the direction of v, and is

equal to V multiplied by the mass im-

ingin;; per second. That is, putting
' for the resultant pressure,

P = mv,

Let P be resolved into two component.'!,

N and T, normal and tangential to the direction of motion of the

solid on which the fluid impinges. Then N is a lateral force pro-

ducing a pressure on the supports of the solid, T is an effort which
does work on the solid. If u is the velocity of the solid, Tu is the

work done per second by the fluid in moving the solid surface.

I.«t Q be the volume, and GQ the weight of the fluid impinging
per second, and let Hj be the initial velocity of the fluid before strik-

ing the surface. Then J—Qd,' is the original kinetic energy of Q

cubic feet of fluid, and the efTiciency of the stream considered as an
arrangement for moving the soliil surface ,3

T«1-

—

t;

HO. Jet deviated ciuircly in ont Direction—OemetHcal Solution

152.

\'

(fig. 154).—Suppose ft jet ot water impinges on a surface ac with a

velocity ab, and let it be wholly deviated in planes parallel to the

.^^^^S-- .l-._W_*V

-—- b

figure,

urface.

Also let at be the velocity and direction of motion of tlie

Join eh : then the water moves with respect to the sui-
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face in the airection and with tlio velocity el>. As this relative

velocity is nnaltereJ by contact with the surface, take cd=ch, then

cd is the relative motion of the water with respect to the surface ate.

Take d/ equal and parallel to ac. Then/c (obtained by compound-
ing the relative motion of water to surface and common velocity

of water and surface) is the absolute velocity and direction of the

water leaving the surface. Take a<; equal and parallel to /e. Then,
since ab is the initial and ag the final velocity and direction of

motion, gb is the total change of motion of the water. The resultant

pressure on the plane is in the diroction gb. Join eg. In the tri-

angle gac, ae is equal and parallel to df, and ag to/c. Hence eg is

equal and parallel to cd. But cd-cb = relative motion of water and
surface. Hence the change of motion of the water is represented

in magnitude and direction by the third side of an isosceles tri-

angle, of which the other sides are equal to the relative velocity of

the water and surface, and parallel to the initial and final direc-

tions of relative motion.

Speciax Cases

141 (1) ^ Jet impinges on a plane sicr/ace at rest, in a direction

normal to tkeplane (fig. 155).—Let ajet whose section is u impinge
wifh a velocity « on a plane surface at

cert, in a direction normal to the plane.

The particles approach the plane, are

gradually deviated, and finally flow away
parallel to the plane, having then no
velocity in the original direction of the

jot The quantity of water impinging
per second is oiv. The pressure on tlie v
plane, which is equal to the change of ^^

momentum per second, is — uv- =^a|
g

^^1

(2) J/ (he plane is moving in tin direc-

tion of the jet with the velocity ±u, the

quantity impinging per second is ai(t)T")-

The momentum of this quantity before

P
impact \3 — u{v'^u)v. After impact,

the waterstiU possesses thevclocityin in

the direction of the jet; and the inomen- _„ ,,

turn, iu that direction, of so much water S- '^o

as impinges in one second, after impact, is *— <«(tiT")«- The pres-

sure on the plane, which is the change of momentum per second, is

the difference of these quantities or — u[v^u)''. Thi« differs from
g

the expression obtained in the previous case, in that the relative

velocity of tlie water and p'lano V^u is substituted for v.

The expreasion may b« written P = 2 x G x " f^^^-' ) where the last

term is the volume of a nrism of water whose .section is the area of

the jet and whose length is the head duo to the relative velocity.

The pressure on the plane is twice the weight of that prism of

water. The work done on the plane in this case is Pu= — ai(»'Tw)^
3

foot-pounds p©r second. Thera Issue from the jet av cubic

feet per second, and the energy of this quantity before impact is

1 , , .,

-'"'"_. The
2?

The efficiency of the jet is therefore ij - 2 LJr_Lu.

value of u which makes this a maximum is found by differentiating

and equating the differential coefficient to zero :

—

dr,_ „/' i>'T4im-(-3u' \ Q.

« -> r or 4«.

The former gives a minimum, the latter a maximum efficiency

Putting «= Ju in the expression above,

D max. - A
(3) If, instead of one plane moving before the jet, a scries of planes

are introduced at short intervals at the same point, the quantity of

water impinging on the series will be uv instead of u{v - u), and the

whole pressure ——iuv{v-u). The work done is — iiivu{v-u). The

K^") This becomesefTicicncy i) — — uim{v

» niftxlnium for -r -2(ti - 2«) - 0. or u-}jj. This result is often used
dii

'

aa an approximate expression for the velocity of greatest ofTicicncy

when n jot of water strikes the floats of a water wheel. The work
wasted in this case is half the whole energy of the jet when the

floats run at the best speed.

H2. (4) Case of a ConcavcCnp Vane, velocity ofwater t>, velocity of

vane in the samo direction « (fig. 150).

If the CUD is hemisDhcricaL the water leaves the cup in a dircctioD

parallel to the jet. Its relative velocity isv-u when approaching
the cup, and -(?;-«) when leaving it. Hence its absolute velooitv
when leaving the cup is a - (u - «) = 2k - v. Tlie change of momen-

G C c
turn per second = — a(v-u)v w(v- u]{2u - v) = 2— mlv - «)'.

Comparing this *ith case

2, it is seen that the pres-

sure on a hemispherical
cup is double thaton a flat

plane The work done on
p

the cup •=2— ID (v-ufu
9

foot-pounds per second
The elliciency of the jet

is greatest when K = 2u ,

in that case the efficiency

If a series of cup vanes
are introduced in front of the jet, so that the quantity of water acted
upon IS uv instead oi u^v- u), then the whole pressure on the chain

of cups is — K«' uvl2u-v)= i — av[v-u). In this case the
H 9 V

efficiency is gi-eatest when ))=2«, and the maximum efficiency i^

unity, or all the energy of the water is expended on the cups.

143. (5) Case of a Flat Vayie oblique to the Jet {fig. 157).—This case

presents some difficulty. The water spreading on the plane in all

directions from the point of impact, different particles leave the plane
with different absolute velocities. Let AR = t!= velocity of water,

AC = h= velocity of plane Then, completing the parallelop'am,

AD represents in magnitude and direction the relative velocity of

water and plane. Draw AE normal to the plane and DE parallel to

Fig. 157.

the plane. Then the relative velocity AU may be regarded as con-

sisting of two components, one AE normal, the other DE parallel to

the plane On the assumption that friction is insensible, DE is

unaffected by inijiact, but A E is destroyed. Hence AE represents

the entire change of velocity due to impact and the direction of

that change. The pressure on the [rlane is in the direction AE,
and its amount is = mass of water impinging per second x AE.
LetDAE = 9, andlet AD = iv. Then AE = tv cos fl; DE = VrSinft

If Q is the volume of water impinging on the plane per second,

the change of momentum is — Q,v, cos 9. Let AC = u » velocity

9
of the plane, and lot AC make the angle CAE= 5 with the normal
to the plane. The velocity of the plane in the direction AE«»

ucos5 The work of the jet on the plane= — Qiv cos 9 w cos 8. The

same problem may bo thus trcuted algebraically (fig. 158). Let

BAF = a. and CAF-8. The velocity uof the water may be decom-

Pig. 158.

posed into AF — fcoso normal to the plane, and KB — « sin a parallel

totheplano. Similarly (hovelocity of the nlane-it — ACi-BD can
be decomposed into HG- FE — « cos 5 normal to the plane, and DG —
11 sin 8 parallel to the plane. As friction is neglected, the velocity

of the water parallel to the plane is unaffected by the impact, but
its component v cos a normal to the plane becomes after impact
the same as that of the piano, that Is, n cos 8. Ilcnco the change
of velocity during impact- AE-D coso-ttco3 8. The change of

momentum per sccomi, and consequently .the normal pressure on

the plane is N-—Q (t> cos a-u cos 8). The pressure in the
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in which tho jlanc is moving is P=N cos 5 =

- u cos 6) c»3 8, and the work done on the plana is

direction

— Q(v cos
9

Pu - - QCu cos a - u cos i)

9
u co3 5, which is the

iianie expression as before,

since AE = iv cos fl
—

V cos a-u cos 5.

lu one second the plane

moves so that the point

A (fig. 159) comes to C, or

from the position shown
in full linos to the posi-

tion shown in dotted lines.

If the plane remained sta-

tionary, a length AB = B

of the jet would impinge
on the plane, but, since

the piano moves in the same diTcction as the jet, only the length

HB=-AB- All impinges on the plane.

Fig. 159.

cos S
,ButAH-AC^-^ = u^2L?,andthereforeHB = »-u"-^. Let

cos 8

cos a cos a' cos a

sectional area of jet; volume impinging on plane per second

V cos a-u cos 8- / cos 8 \

^
V coso/

f'-»"il]ee above, we get

cos a
Inserting this in the

.kT Q w , -,.,N = (v cos o - w cos 8,'
g cos o

(1);

G ID cos 8

cos a

cos 8
Pu = -

g cos a

Three cases may be distinguished :—

(a) The plane is at rest. Then « =« 0, N

(i? cos o - tt cos S)' (2);

{v cos a-u cos 5)' . . . . (3).

n
t«i' cos a ; and tho

work done on Hie plane and the efficieucy of the jet are zero.

(6) The plane moves parallel to the jet. Then 8 = 0, and

Pu =— uu cos 'a (v-u)'' , which is a maximum when u — J».

AVhen u = Jp then P« max. =5V —««' cos 'a, and the efficiency

— ij=5 cos'o.

(c) The plane moves perpcndicnlarly to the jet. Then 8 -• 90° - a ;

cos 8 - sin a : and Pu - — aiu (» cos o - « siu a)*. This is a
g cos a ..^

mnximum when u— 4^' coso.
"" ~

Wlicn H-Ju cos a, the maximum work and the elTiclcncy are the

same as in the la^t case.

144. Best Form 0/ Vane to rcuive Water.—When water impinges

normally or obliquely on a plane, it is scattered in all directions

after impact, and tho work carried away by the water is then

generally lost, from the impossibility of dealing afterwards with

streams of water deviated in so many directions. By suitably

forming tho vane, however, the water may be entirely deviated in

one direction, nnd the loss of energy from agitation of the water is

tntircly svoided.

Let AI5 (fig. ICO) be a vane, on which a jet of water impinges at

the point A and in tho direction AC. Take AC-«- velocity of

water, and let AD represent in inagnitude and direction the velo-

city of the vane. Completing tho parallelogram, DC or AE re|>re-

^m^- >n » ' O

Fig. loa

up the vane in me direction AB. This is sometimes expressed lr-

savin" that the vane receives the water without shock.

145 Floats of Poncelet IVaUr Wlitels.—Ltt AC (fig. 161)repr-

sent the direction of a thin horizontal stream of water having tb-

velocity v. Let AB be a curved float moving horizontally with velo-

city u.
' The relative motion of water and float is then initially

hoi izontal, and equal to f - «.

In order that the float may receive the water without shock, it is

necessary and sufficient that the lip of the (loat at A should be

tangential to the direction AC of relative motion. At the end of

"" " seconds the float moving with the velocity u comes to the

g
position AiB|, and during this time a particle of water received at

A and gliding up tlie float with the relative velocity »-i4, attains a

height DE=^-i^\ At E the water comes to relative rest. It

then descends along the float, and when after
l{v-u)

seconds the

scnts tho direction In »hlch the water is moving rclativelv to the

vane. If the lip of tlw vane at A is tangential to AK, the water

Kill not have its difoction suddenly changed when it ijnninge,s on

the vane, and will therefore have no tendency to spread laterally.

On tlie contniy it will be so gradually deviated that it will nli4*

float has come to AjB, the water will again have reached the lip at

Aj and will quit it tangcntially, th.at i s, in the direction CA,, with

a relative velocity- (d-w)= - VvijUK acquired under the influence

of gravity. Tlie absolute velocity of the water Icaviii;; the float is

therefore u-(o- u)~2u-v. If u = J u, the water will drop off the

bucket deprived of all energy of motion. The whole of the woik

of the jet must therefore have been expended in driving the float

The water will have been received without shock and discharged

without velocity. This is the principle of the Poncelet wheel, but

in that case the floats move over an arc of a large circle ; the stream

of water has considerable thickness (about 8 inches) ; in order to

get the water into and out of the wheel, it is then necessary that

the lip of the float should m.ikc a small angle (about 15";.with the

direction of its motion. The water quiu the wheel with a little nf

its energy of motion remaining.

146. j'rcssure on a Curved Surface wlicn the Water is deviated

wholly in one Direction.—When a jet of water impinges on a curved

surface in such a direction that it is received without shock, the

pressure on tlie surface is due to its gradual deviation from its fii-st,

1 direction. On any portion of the area the pressure is equal and'

i opposite to the force required to cause the deviation of so much
water as rests on that surface. In common language, it is equal

to the ccnti ifngal force of that quantity of water.

Case 1. Surface Cylindncal and Stationary.—het AB (fig. 162)

bo the surface, having its axis at and its radius -r. Let the

WLtcr impinge at A tangcntially,

and quit tho surface tingenti-illy O
at B. Since the surface is at

rest, V is both the absolute velo-

city of the water and the velocity

relatively to the surface, and this

remains unchanged during con-

tact with the surface, because the

deviating force is at each point

perpendicular to the direction of

motion. The water is deviated

through an angle BCD - AOB - (^.

Each paiticlo of water of weight

p exerts radially a centrifugal

force £H. Let the thickness of
rg

the stream ->( feet. Then the weight of water resting on unit of

suffice -G( lb; and the normal pressure per unit of surface

„„_2f . IL. Tho resultant of tho radial pressures uniformly dis-

tributed from A to B will bo a force acting in tho direction OC
bisecting AOB, and its nmguitude will cqu.il that of a force of

intensity -n, acting 011 tho projection of AB on a plane l«r-

pcndicular to tho direction OC- Tho length of the chord

XB-2rsin-^ ; let 4 = breadth of the surface pcijicndiculaT to tho

[llano of tho figure. The resultant pressure on surface

Fig. 162.

-U-2ri sin
Ct . .

X — .
— — 2-

9 r
bfr SIC-J

which is independent of tho radins of curvature. It may be iii»

ferrad that the. resultant pressure is the same for an; curved sar«
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Face of the same projected area, which denatea the water through

the same angle.

Case 2. Cylindrkal Surface moving in the Direction AC wuh K«/o-

inly u.—The relative velocity ^v-u. The final velocity BF
(fig. 163) is found by combining the relative velocity BD — ti-u

whole energy due to the relative head being GQ|-, theloasot

energy due to Eriction will be GQ/—

.

•ig

Cylindrical Surface with Water deviated wholly in one JXrection^

Priction taken into account.— In Case 2, discussed in § 146, the
velocity of the water relatively to the surface is t) - u. The quan-
tity of water impinging per second is U{v-u). The loss of head

due to friction is/ „^ The loss of energy due to friction is

Gbtf\
u)'

2g

2?
The energy exerted on the surface, after deducting

the loss due to friction, is

-f-^C-

cos <p) - Gbtf i

!i(l - cos (f>) -f -

2g

I'lg. 103.

tan^eutial to the surface with the velocity BE=u of the surface.

The intensity of normal pressure, as in the last caee, is — —

The resultant normal pressure R-2— 6« (d-u)« sin-|- This

resnltaut pressure may be resolved into two coniponents P and L,

one parallel and the other perpendicular to the direction of the

vane 8 motion. The former is an effort doing work on the vane.

The latter is a lateral force which does no work.

(A C
-RsiQ ^«— 6((v-tt)'

^ 9
(1-cos.p) ;

L=Rcos —' bt{v - u)^ sin <p.

The work done by the jet on the vane 13 Pm ——btu{v^u)^{\ -cos^),

which is a maximum when u = ^v. This result can also be ob-

tained by considering that the work done on the plane must be
equal to the energy lost by the water, when friction is neglected.

If ^-180', cos ^- -1, 1- cos = 2 ; then P-2 — 6^{o-u)^

the same result as for a concave cup.

147. Position which a Movable Plane takes in Fldwing IVoier.—
When a rectangalar'pjane, movable about an axis parallel to one of

its sides, is placed \n an
indefinite current of fluiJ,

it takes a position such
that the resultant of the

normal pressures on tho

two sides of the axis passes

through the axis. If,

therefore, planes pivoted so

that the ratio ^ (fig. 164)

is varied are placed in

water, and the qngle they pig_ 554
make with the direction of

the stream is observed, tho position of the resultant of the pressures

on tho piano is determined for didercnt angular positions. Experi-

ments of this kind have been made by Ilerr Hagen. Some of his

results are given in the following tabic ;

—
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Jet Propeller.— \a the case of vessels propcUcJ by a jet of water

(fig. ICG), driven sternwards from orifices at the side of the vessel, the
water, originally at rest outside the
vessel, is drawn into the ship and
caused to move with the forward
velocity V of the ship. Afterwards
it is projected stemwards from the
jets with a velocity v relatively to the
ship, or»-V relatively to the earth.
If is the total sectional area of tho
iet8,.fiu is the quantity of water dis-
charged per second. The momcntom

generated per second in a stemwaid direction is —(lv{v-Y), and

this ia equal to the forward acting reaction P which propels tho
ship.

The energy carried away by the watec

ij.nv{v-V)' (1).

The osefol work done on the ship

PV=^nv(B-V)V (2).

Adding(l)and(2), we get the wlioFe work expended on the water,
neglecting friction :

—

Hence the efficiency of the jet propeller is

PV 2V
W "v+V

This increases towards unity as v approaches V. In other words,

the less the velocity of the jets exceeds that of the ship, and there-

fore the greater the area of the orifice of discharge, the greater is the
efficiency of the propeller.

In the " Waterwitch " v was about twice V. Hcnco in this case

the theoretical efficiency of the propeller, friction neglected, was.

about J.

151. Pressure of a Steady Stream in a Uniform Pipe on a Plane
turrmal to the Direction of Motion.—Let CD {fig. 167) be a plane

515

(3).

P I^J '.As

m

\A.Q A:

Fig. 167.

placed normally to tho stream which, for simplicity, may be sup.

fiosed to flow horizontally. Tlie fluid Claraciils are deviated in
ront of tho plane, form .1 contraction at A, A,, and converge again,
leaving a mass of eddyiiii; water behind the plane. Suppose the
section AjA, taken at a point where the parallel motion has not
begun to be disturbed, and A^A, wliore the parallel motion is rc-
cstablislu'd. Then, sinca the same qunntily of water with the
same velocity passes AjA,, A, A, in any given time, the external
foriLS piwluco no change of momentum on the mass AgAjAjA,,
and must tiifrefore be in equilibrium. If f) is the section of the
strcim at A„Ad or A,A„ and u the area of the plate CD, the area of
tho contracted section cf the sstre.im at A, A, will be c, (fi-i^),
where c, is the coefficient of contraction. Hcnco, if d is the velo-
city at AjA, or A,A„ and r, the velocity at A,A„

i-n - c,r,{n - a) ;

''"'VTiy^ "'

I^t;>„, p„ p, he the pressures at the three sections. Applying
nernoulli's theorem to the sections A(,A„ and A,A„

2jr G *
2?

Also, for tho sections A,A, ami A. A,, .allowing that tbche.id doe
to the rslative velocity r, - u is lost in shock :

—

2? G 2.7 2g

Pi + 1

G '

(«,-r)'

2-y

introducing tho value in (1),

-'^-ancTiii—rV'

f2);

(3).

Now the external forces in liio direction of motion acting on Iho
mass AjAjAjA, are the prcssujus ;)„«, - n,il at the ends, and llio
reaction - it of the planoon the water, which is equal and oppo«ito
to the pressure of the water on tho plane. As these are in
equilibrium,

(Po-.Pj)n-R = 0;— CTalb)-0'g
an expression like that for the pressure of an isolated jet on an in-'
definitely extended plane, with the addition of the term in brackets,
which duiwnds only on the areas of the stream and the plane. For
a given plane, the expression in brackets diminisbes as increases.

n
If — •=?, the equation (4) becomes

(4a),

which is of the form

R. Ga,=-xK,
2?

where K depends only on the ratio of the sections of the stream and
plane.

For example, let c, =0-85, a value which is probable, if wo allow
that the sides of the pipe act as internal borders to an orifice. Theo

K^pfim-e-j-iy

1

a
3
4
6
10
50

100

OO

3 66
1-75
1-29

110
-94

2 00
3-50

The assumption th.at the cocfBcient of contraction c, is constant
for UifTercnt values of p is probably only true when p is not very
large. Further, the increase of K for large values of p is contrary to
experience, and hence it may be iuferred that the assumption that
all the filaments have a common velocity v, at the section A, A, and
a common velocity rat the section AjAjis not true when the strci"
is very much hirger than the plane. Hence, in the expression

R = KG<„|-
2gr

K must be determined by experiment in each special case.
152. Pressure on a- Cylindrical Body of a Length aioui Ihref

tones lis Diameter.—A contraction of the stream is formed at A, A,

Fig. 16S.

(fig. IGS). Let the same notation be used, the subscript figures indi«
eating the section to which the quantities belong.

For sections AjA,, A,A„

2.7 G 2^
'

for sections A,A| and AjAj, allowing for tlic abrupt cnlaisemcnt
of the stream.

Pi .V-Pa ."»' (t'l-";)' .

G"^2? G'^2<;"^ 2y '

and for sections AjA„ AjAj, allowing for another abrupt enlarge'
ment,

''5 + !!=! _ ?» .1. 2l 4. ("a - ")*

"G'^2!7 G'^2y* 2-7 "

Adding tho three equations,

|(i>,-v.)' (r,-r)'

um,
iO-

From the principle of momentum,
(;'>,-;vO-/{=o
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Putting » for the section of the body, c. for the coefficient of con-

trattion, Ct (11 - <«) for the area of the stream at A,Ai,

or, puttiug p

"

«l=D

Then

whers

.„)

cAp-l)

R = K,Cm

.n

.-1

-ig'

«.-'i(Ara-)'*(F^-n
Taking e,-0-85 and p-4, K, = 0-467, a value less than beiom.

Hence there is less pressure on the cylinder than on the thin plane.

1 53. Distribution j/ Pressure cm a Surface an lohtch a Jel impinges

normally.—Tba principle of momentum gives readily enough the

total or resulUnt pressure of a jet impinging on a plane surface, but

in some ca.sc3 it is useful to know the distribution of the pressure.

The problem in the case in wliich the plane is struck normally, and

the jet spreads m all directions, is one of great complexity, but even

in that oa.se the maximum intensity of the pressure is easdy

assigned. . Each layer of water

Howmg from an orifice is gradu-

ally deflated (fig. 169) by contact

with tlie surface, and during

deviiition ex&cises a centrifugal

pressure towards the axis of the

Jet. The force exerted by each

small m.-ias of water is normal to

its path, and inversely as the

radius of curvature of the path.

Hence the greatest pressure on

the plane must be at the axis of

the jet, and the pressure must de-

crease from the axis outwards, in *''g- l^u.

some such way as is shown by the curve of pressure in fig. 170, the

briinchcs of the curve being probably asymptotic to the plane.

For simplicity suppose the jet is a vertical one. Let A, be the

depth of the orifice Irom the free surface, and u, the velocity of dis-

reversed, and there would be reflux. Hence the maximum intensity
of the pressure of the jet on the plane is A feet of water. If the
pressure curve is drawn with pressures represented by feet of water.
It will touch the free water surface at the centre of the jet.

Suppose the pressure curve rotated so as to form a solid of revolu-
tion. The weight of water contained in that solid is the total

pressure of the jet on the surface, which has already been deter-
mined. Let V-= volume of this solid, then GV is its weight ill

pounds. Conse<iueutly

QV =—wv.v
;

9

We have already, therefore, two conditions to be satisfied by the

pressure curve.

Some very interesting experiments on the distribution of pressure
on a surface struck by a jet have been made by Mr J. S. Beresford

{Prof. Papers on Indian £.iginecri7ig, No. cccxxii. ), with a view to

alford imformation as to the forces acting on the aprons of weirs.

Cylindrical jets J inch to 2 inches diameter, issuing from a vessel in

which the water level was constant, were allowed to fall vertically

on a brass plate 9 inches in diameter. A small hole in the brass

plate communicated by a flexible tube with a vertical pressure

column. Arrangements were made by which this aperture could
be moved ^ inch at a time across the area struck by the jet The
height of the pressure column, for each position of the aperture, gave
the pressure at that point of the area struck by the jet. When the

aperture was exactly in the axis of the jet, the pressure column was
very nearly level with the free surface in the reservoir supplying the

jet ; that is, the pressure was very nearly— As the aperture moved
^ . . .

away from the axis of the jet, the pressure diminished, and it became
insensibly small at a distance from the axis of the jet about equal to

the diameter of the jet. Hence, roughly, the pressure due to the jet

extends over an area about four times the area of section of the jet.

Fig 171 shows the pressure curves obtained in three experiments
with three jets of the sizes shown, and with the free surface level in

the reservoir at the heights marked.

Experiment 1.

Jet "475 )n. dittmeter.

Fig. 170.

charge. Tlicn, if u is the area of the orifice, the quantity of water

impinging on the plane is obviously

Q-o)V,-tiiV2jA, ,

that is, supposing the orifice rounded, and neglecting the coefficient

of liischarge.

The velocity with which the fluid reaches the plane is, however,

greater than this, and may reach the value

where A is the depth of the plane below the free surface. The

evtcrnal layers of fluid subjected llnoughout, after leaving tlio

orifice, to the atmospheric pressure will attain the velocity y, and

will flow away with tliis velocity unchan(»cd except by friction.

The layers tow.ard9 the intetior of the jet, being subjeelcd to

a pressure greater than atmospheric pressure, will attain a less

velocity, and so much loss as they arc nearer the centre of the jet.

But the pressure can ijD no case exceed the pressure jr ot h measured

Id feet ot water, or the direction of motion of the water would bo

43

£5
3*-

Experiment 2.

Jet 9.«S iQ. diameter.

40-5

39-40
37-5-39-5

35
335-37

31

21-27
21

14

8

35
1

05

42-15

42-25

4215

9 •*.

Experiment 3.

Jet 1'95 in. diameter.

42
41-9

41-5-41-8

41

40 3

89 2
37 5

34 8

27
23
18 5

13
8-3

5

3

2 2

16
\

27-15

27

£S

26 9
26-9

26 8

26 5-2C-6
-23 26-4-26-6

-28 26 3-26 6

20 6

33
-38

•43

-48

-53

-58

-63

-68

-73

•78

83
88
-93

-98

1 13
1-18

I 23
1-28

1-83

1-38

1-43

1-48

1 53

1 58

19

26-2

259
25-5

25
24-5

24

23 3
22-5

21 8
21
20-3

193
18

17

13 5

12 5
10-8

9 5

8

7
6 3
5

4 3

3 5

2

As the eonoral form of the pressure curve has been *Ir«ad)

indicated, it may bo assumed that its equation is o( tiio form

y-ab-'' (I)

But it has already been shown that tor *— 0, t/-A, hence o—

4
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To determina the remaining constant, the other condition may be

used, that the solid formed by rotating the pressure curve represents

the totai pressure on the plane. The volume of the solid is

. / 2itxydx
Jo

h xdx

log , tL
irh

~ log , 6

Using the condition already stated,

lcg,6-

logji

Z- /A <2).

2u \^ h^

Putting the value of 6 in (2) in eq. (1), and also r for the radius of

the jet at the oritice, so that »r-=irT^, the equation to the pressure

curve is

-hr h, 1^

164. Reaiatance of a Plane moving through a Fluid, or Pressure

of a Current on a Plane.—When a thin plate moves through the

air, or through an indefinitely large moss ol still water, in a direction

normal to its surface, there is an excess of pressure on the anterior

deliniteness to be moving through the fluid, receive from it forward

momentum, rortions of this forward moving water are thrown ofl'

lateially at the edges of tlic plate, and diffused through the surround-

ing fluid, instead of falling to their original position behind the

plate. Other portions of comparatively still water are dragged into

motion to fill the space left behind the plate; and there is thus a

pressure less than hydrostatic pressure at the back of the plate. The
whole resistance to the motion of the plate is the sura of the excess

of pressure in front and deficicncy.of pressure behind. This resistance

is ludependent of any friction or viscosity in the fluid, and is due
simply to its inertia resisting a sudden change of direction at the

edge of the plate.

Experiments made by a whirling machine, in which the plfne is

fixed on a long arm and moved circularly, gave the following values

of the coefficient/. The method is not free from objection, as tne

centrifugal force causes a flow outwards across the plate.

Approjtlmata
Arcaol Plate

in eq. (t.
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homontal and L the vertical component of too oorn-ai pres-

sure.

In experiments with the whirling machine it is the resistance to

motion, E, which is directly

measurei Let P be tlie ^

pressure on a plane moved
normally through a Cuid.

Then, for the same plane

inclined at an angle
(f>

to its

direction of motion, the re-

sistance was found by Button
to be

K-P(ain$)'"2"»*.
A simpler and more con-

Tc'-ent expression given by
'; ,.nel Duchemin is

K=P 2 sin-<p Fig. 172

1+ siuV

Cuiiscqnently, the total pressure between the fluid and plane Is

2 sin
<t>

2P
N = P

iiiL thd lateral force is

1 -^ sin*0 cosec -h am «

L-P 2 sin <p cos

1 + sin-0

In 1872 some experiments were made for the Aeronautical

Society on the pressure of air on oblique planes. These plates, of

1 to 2 feet square, were balanced by ingenious mechanism designed

by JIr,Wenham and Mr SpencerBrowning, in such a manner that

both the pressure in the direction of tho air current and the lateral

force wer? .separately measured These planes were placed opposite

a blast from a fan. issuing from a wooden pipe 18 inches square.

Tho pressure of the blast varied from A to 1 iix^h of water pres-

sure. Tho following are the restdts given in pounds per square

foot of the plane, and a comparison of the experimental results

with the pressures given by Duchemin's rule. These last values

arc obtained by taking P=-3'31, the observed pressure on a normal

surface :

—

Angle between Plane and
Direction of Blast.
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known, filr Froudc ha3, however, indicated a way in which experi-

taonU, on comparatively small iii'ulels, may be made so as to furnish

very useful data as to the rcsist.iiice of ships. In order that e.xperi-

meats on models may be serviceable, it is necessary that their

resistance should be measured at speeds for which the different

resistances bear the same proportion to each other as in the actual

ship. Let d be the ratio of tne dimensions of the model to that of

the ship. Let R,, Rj, R3 . . . be the resistances of the model at

speeds r,, v^, Vj . . . Then it may bo expected that the actual

siiip at speeds v^\/d, v^^/d, v^s/d . . . will have resistances

d'R,, cPR,, ePR,.

Tliis law, however, is not strictly applicable to that part of the

resistance which is due to friction, because of the diminution of the

coefficient of friction for a given surface as the length increa.ses.

Hence, when the resistance of the model has been ascertained, a

correction must be made to allow for the different coefficient of

friction of the ship. The frictional resistances of the model and of

the ship are calculated from their immersed surfaces, using the co-

efficients of friction suitable for their respective lengths. Deduct-
ing the former and adding the latter to the observed resistance

at the corresponding speedy the total resistance of the ship is ascer-

tained.

Xin. HYUKAULIC MACHINERY.

159. Hydraulic machinery may be broadly divided into

hydraulic motor machines and pump3. In the former

class, a quantity of water descending from a higher to a
lower level, or from a higher to a lower pressure, drives a

machine which receives energy from the water, and applies

it to overcoming the resistances of other machines doing

useful work. In the latter class, work done on the machine
by a steam engine or other source of energy is employed
in lifting water from a lower to a higher level. A few
machines such as the ram and jet pump combine the

functions of motors and pumps.

Water Motors.

Id every system of machinery deriving energy from a
natural water fall there exist the following parts :

—

(1).\ supply'channel or head race, leading the water
from the highest accessible level to the site of the machine.
This may be an open channel of earth, masonry, or wood,
laid at as small a §lope as is consistent with the delivery

of the necessary supply of water, or it may be a closed

cast or wrought-iron pipe, laid at the natural slope of the
ground, and about 3 feet below the surface. In some
cases part of the head race is an open channel, part a
closed pipe. The channel often starts from a small storage

reservoir, constructed near the stream supplying the water
motor, in which the water accumulates when the motor
is not working. There are sluices or penstocks by which
the supply can be cut off when necessary.

(2) Leading from the motor there is a tail race, culvert,

or discharge pipe delivering the water after it has done its

work at the lowest, convenient level.

(3) A waste channel, weir, or bye-wash is placed on or
at the origin of the head race, by which surplus water, in

floods, escapes.

(4) The motor itself, of one of the kinds to be described
presently, which either overcomes a useful resistance

directly, as in the case of a ram acting on a lift or crane
chain, or indirectly by actuating transmissive machinery,
as when a turbine drives the shafting, belting, and gearing
of a mill. With the motor is usually combined regulating
machinery for adjusting the power and speed to the work
done. This may bo controlled in some cases by automatic
governing machinery.

f^aler Motors with Artificial Sources of Enerffy.—The
great convenience and simplicity of water motors has led
to their adoption in certain cases, where no natural source
of water power is available. In these cases, an artificial

source of water power is created by using a steam engine
to pump water to a reservoir at a great clcvalioa, :t to

pump water into a closed reservoir in which there is great

pressure. The water flowing from the reservoir through

hydraulic engines gives back the energy expended, less so

much as has been wasted in friction. Such arrangements
are most useful where a continuously acting steam engine
stores up energy by pumping tbe water, while the work
done by the hydraulic engines is done intermittently.

160. Energy ofa Water Fall. —Let H, be the total fall of level from
the point where the water is taken from a natural stream to tha
point where it is discharged into it again. Of this total fall a por-

tion, which can be estimated independently, is expended in overcom-
ing the resistances of the head and tail races or the supply and dis-

charge pipes. Let this portion of head wasted be f),. Then the

available head to work the motor isH = Hi-^r. It is this available

head which should be used in all calculations of the proportions of

the motor. Let Q be the supply of water per second. Then

GQH font-pounds per second

is the gross available work of the fall. The power of the fall may
be rendered available in three ways. The GQ pounds of water may
be placed on a machine at the highest level, and descending in con-
tact with it a distance of H feet, the work done will be (neglecting
losses from friction or leakage)

GQH foot-pounds per second.

Or the water may descend in a closed pipe from the higher to the
lower level, in which case, with the same reservation as before, the
pressure at the foot of the pipe will be/?=-GH pounds per square
foot. If the water with this pressure acts on a movable piston like

that of a steam engine, it will drive the piston so that the volume
described is Q cubic feet per second. Then the work done will be

pQ — GHQ foot-pounds per second

as before. Or lastly, the water may be allowed to acquire the

velocity v=\/2g}i by its descent. The kinetic energy of Q cubio
G v^

feet will then be — Q =CQH, and if the water is allowed to im-
9 ^

pfnge on surfeces suitably curved which bring it finally to rest, it

will impart to these the same energy as in the previous cases.

Generally, if Q feet per second of water act by weight through a

distance ^„ at a pressure/) due to Ao feet of fall, and with a velocity

V due to Aj feet of fall, so that

then, apart from energy wasted by friction or leakage or imperfction
of the machine,

GQht+pQ

the work done will be

G
^''w

GQH foot pounds,

the same as if the water acted simply by its weight while descend-
ing H feet.

161. Site for Water Motor.—Wherever a stream flows

from a higher to a lower level it is possible to erect a water
motor. The amount of power obtainable depends on the
available head and the supply of water. In choosing a .site

the engineer will select a portion of the stream where there

is an abrupt natural fall, or at least a considerable slop^ of

the bed. He will have regard to the facility of construct-

ing the channels which arc to convey the water, and will;

take advantage of any bend in the river which enables him
to shorten them. He will have accurate measurements
made of the quantity of water flowing in the stream, and
he will endeavour to ascertain the average quantity avail-

able throughout the year, the minimum quantity in dry
seasons, and the maximum for which bye-wash channels
must be provided. In many cases the natural fall can be
increased by a dam or weir thrown across the stream. The
engineer will also examine to what extent the head will

vary in different seasons, and whether it is necessary to

sacrifice part of the fall and give a steep slope to the tail

race to prevent the motor being drowned by backwatc- io

floods.

In designing or selecting a water motor it is not sufficient

to consider only its efficiency in normal conditions of work-
ing. It is generally quite as important to know how it

will act with a scanty water supply or a diminished head-
The greatest difference in water motors is in their adapta-
bility to varying conditions of working.
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162. Action of Water in a Water Motor.—^aisi motors

may be divided into water-pressure engines, water wheels,

and turbines.
_

Water-pressure engines are machines with a cylinder and

piston or ram, in principle identical with the corresponding

part of a steam engine. The water is alternately admitted

to and discharged from the cylinder, causing a reciprocating

action of the piston or ram. It is admitted at a high

pressure and discharged at a low one, and consequently

work is done on the piston. The water in these machines

never acquires a high velocity, and for the most part the

kinetic energy of the water is wasted. The useful work

is due to the difference of the pressure of admission and

discharge, whether that pressure is due to the weight of a

column of water of more or less considerable height, or is

artificially produced in ways to be described presently.

Water wheels are large vertical wheels driven by

water falling from a higher to a lower level. In most

water wheels, the water acts directly by its weight loading

one side of the wheel and so causing rotation. But in all

water wheels a portion and in some a considerable portion

of the work due to gravity is first employed to generate

kinetic energy in the water ; during its action on the water

wheel the velocity of the water diminishes, and the wheel

b therefore in part driven by the impulse due to the change

of the water's momentum. Water wheels are therefore

motors on which the water acts, partly by weight, partly

by impulse.

Turbines are wheels, generally of small size compared

with water wheels, driven chiefly by the impulse of the

water. Before entering the moving part of the turbine,

the water is allowed to acquire a considerable -velocity
;

during its action on the turbine this velocity is diminished,

and the impulse due to the change of momentum drives

the turbine.

Rouglily speaking, the fluid acts in a water-pressure

engine directly by its pressure, in a water wheel chiefly by

its weight causing a pressure, but in part by its kinetic

energy, and in a turbine chiefly by its kinetic energy,

which again causes a pressure.

Water-Pressure Engines.

163. In these water acts oy simple pressure due to the

Jieight of the column in the supply pipe or the pressure in

the supply reservoir. Tbe water acts on a piston or ram

which it displaces. When tbe height of the column

exceeds 100 or 200 feet, or thcro is a pressure equivalent

to this, water wh' Ls are inapplicable, and turbines have the

disadvantage that in such circumstances their speed is very

great. Then water-pressure engines maybe veryconveniently

adopted. In other cases they arc generally too cumbrous.

When an incompressible fluid such as water is used to

actuate piston engines, two special difliculties arise. One is

that the waste of work in friction is very great, if the water

attains considerable velocity; another is that there is great

str.iining action on the machinery. Tho violent straining

iclion due to the more or less sudden arrest of the motion

jf water in machinery is termed hydraulic shock. For

those reasons the maximum velocity of flow of water in

hydraulic machines should generally not exceed 5 to 10

feet per second. Under very high pressure, where there

is less object in economizing energy, and it is very im-

portant to keep the dimensions of tho machinery small,

Mr Anderson gives 24 feet per second as tho limiting

velocity. In large water-pressure engines used for pump-

ing mines tho average piston speed does not exceed J to 2

feet per second.

Direct-Acting IIy(traulic Lift (fig. 17'1).—This is the

•Implest of all kinds of hydraulic motor. A cage W is

lifted directly by water pressure acting in a cylinder C, tho

length of which is a little greater than the lift. A ram or

plunger R of the same length

is attached to the cage. The
water pressure admitted by a

cock to the cylinder forces up
the ram, and when the supply

valve is closed and the dis-

charge valve opened, the ram
descends. In this case the

ram is 9 inches diameter, with

a stroke of 49 feet. It con-

sists of lengths of wrought-

iron pipe screwed together per-

fectly water-tight, the lower end

being closed by a cast-iron

plug. The ram works in a

cylinder 11 inches diameter,

of 9 feet lengths of flanged

cast-iron pipe. The ram passes

water-tight through tbe cylin-

der cover, which is provided

with double hat leathers to

prevent leakage outwards or

inwards. As the weight of

the ram and cage is much
more than sufficient to cause a

descent of the cage, part of

the weight is balanced. A
chain attached to the cage

passes over a pulley at the

top of the lift, and carries at

its free end a balance weight

B, working in T iron guides.

Water is admitted to the

cylinder from a 4-inch supply

pipe through a two-way slide,

worked by a rack, spindle,

and endless rope. The lift

works under 73 feet of head,

and lifts 1350 lb at 2 feet

per second. The efficiency is

given by Mr Anderson at 75
to 80 per cent.'

Thf principal pre-

judicial resistance to £cvet of
the motion of a rara ^^> '

of thia kind is the _ ."^it"

friction of the cup »<^'l/w/^e

leathers, which make *

the joint between •

the cylinder and '

ram. Some esperi-
J

ments by Mr John !

Hick give for the
friction of these

\

leathers the follow-

ing formula. Let '

F- the total fiic-

tion in pounds ; rf— [/.

diameter of rnin in
"

feet; p— water pres-

sure in pounds per
|

square foot ; k a ,

coeflicicnt. '

F-tpd
I

k~ 00393 if tho

leathers are new i

or badly lubri- '

catcd

;

j

-000262 if tho i
leathers are in

good condition

and well lubri-

cated.

JjSi'elof Jupply

W:

ft'.

Wr

m

\',<C.'>.-T '• •

Fig. 174.

t..

' Tho drawing and description of tliis ram aro taken from M>
Andcmou's Chatham f.ccturu on UydTaulie ilachincry.
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Since the total pressure on the ram ia — d^p, the fraction of the

total pressure expended in overcoming the friction of the leathers is

006
,

•0033—
-J— wv —-J— , d being in feet.

a a
Let H be the height of the pressure column measured from the

free surface of the supply reservoir to the bottom of the ram in its

lowest position, Wb trie height from the discharge reservoir to the

same point, h the height of the ram above its lowest point at any
moment, S ihe length of stroke, the area of the ram, W the weight
of cage, R the weight of raru, B the weight of balance weight, w
the weight of bilance chain per foot run, F the friction of the cup
leither and slides. Then, neglecting tluid friction, if the ram is

rifling the accelerating force is

P,-.G(H -A)n- R- W rD-w(S -h)*uh-?
.

ivnd if the ram is descending

P,- - G(H, - A)n + W t R - B t u(S - A) - li/i - F .,

Ifw-»iGn, P, and P, are constant throughout the stroke , and
the moving force in ascending and descending is the same, if

B-\V + R + uS-Cn?i^*
Using the values just found for u: and B,

P,-P,- JCniH-H.)-
Let \V R T 'v!' + B — L', and let P be the constant accelerating

force acting on the system, then the acceleration m

U 9

The velocity at Ttic end of the stroke is (assuitiing thelfriclion to be
coiistunl)

A'i")
and the mean velocity of asceut is

h"
164. Sel/Actiiig Hydraidic Engines.—The oflmission

nnd discbarge valve- in the lift just described is worked
by hand at the required times. It is easy to see that

mechanism like that used in steam engines can lie applied

to actuate the admission and discharge valves periodically,

and the lift is then converted into a continuously acting

engine.

Let H be the available tall to work the engine after deducting
the loss of head in the supply and discharge pipes, Q the supply
of water in cubic feet per second, and ij the elBcicncy of the engine
Then the horft-power of the engine is

nCQH
550

H P.

The efBcicncyof large slow-moving pressure engines is ?)- 66 to ?
In small motors ol thi.n kind probably ij is not greater than 5
Let D be the mean velocity of the pistun. then its diameter d is given
by the relation

Q— — (Pv in double artuif; engines.

- — f^v in sin;^lt--.ii.ting engnu-s
8

If there arc n cylinders put -^ for Q in these ei^uaiious

The mean velocity v is from ^ to 2 feet per second In
large engines. Smaller engines working on high iffls may
be run nt a greater speed, but with a sacrifice of efficiency.

The usual piston speed of Messrs Hastie's engines dc-
Bcribed below is 100 feet per minitle For pressures of
less than 200 feet of head, the speed is less. The velocity
of the water in the supply pipes may be 3 to 6 feet per
second.

In large engines the admission and discharge valves are
of very large size, and require very considerable force to
move them. It is iilso desirable that they should open
nnd close more rapidly than the eccentric-moved valves
used in steam engines. In these engines the valves are
made cylindrical, so that the water pressure causes no
friction of the valve on its seating. They are moved by a
weight which is released at the proper moment, or by a
subsidiary water-pressure engine, the valves of which being
small can bo actuated automatically. Tolerably full details

of engines with mechanism of this kind are to be found ia

Weisbach's Mechanics of Engineering.

Small pressure engines form extremely convenient motors
for hoists, capstans, or winches, and for diiving small

machinery. They are usually lotative engines, and may
be single or double acting. The single-acting engine has
the advantage that the pressure of the piston on the crank

pin is always in one direction ; there is then no knocking
as the dead centres are passed. Generally three single-

acting cylinders are used, so that the engine will readily

start in all positions, and the driving effort on the crank
pin is very uniform

Mr Brotherhood's well-known three-cylinder s t°am engine
has been modified so as to be used as a water pressure

engine. The three C)".nder3 are formed in one casting

The valve is a circular revolving disc with segmental ports,

which pass over corresponding apertures in the valve

seating during rotation. The val?e seating is of lignum
vitae.

Fig. 175 shows a similar engine made by Messrs Ha.stie of
Greenock 0. 0. G are the three plungers which pass out of

the cylinders through cup leathers, and act on the saitie crank
pin A Is the inlet pipe which communicates with the cock B
This cock controls the action of the engine, being so constructed
that it acts as a reversing valve when the handle C is in its extreme
positions and as a brake when in its middle position With the

Fig. 175

handle in its middle position, the ports of the cylinders are m com-
munication with the exhaust. l"wo passages are formed in the
framing leading from the cock B to the ends of the C)lindcis, one
being in communication with the supply pipe A, the other with the
discharge pipe Q. These passages end as shown at E The

• oscillation of the cylinders puts theni alternately in comtniini.-alinn

with each of these passages, and thus the water is alternately

admitted and e.xhausteti

In any ordinary rotative engine the K ngth of stroke is invorial-te

Consequently the consutni'tinn of watei dij'endssiuii'ly on the 9| erd

of the engine, iire-

speotire of the elibrt

overcome If the
power of the engine
itiiist be varied with-
out altering the

number of rotations,

then the stroke must
be made variable.

Messrs Ha.'stie have
contrived an exceed- Fig- 176

ingly ingenious method ot varying the stroke automaticnlly, in
proportion to the amount of work to be done (tig 176) The
crank pin I is Ci^rricd in a slide H moving in a disk .^l In this
it a double cam K acting on two small steel rollers J, L attached to
the slide H. If the cam rotates it moves the slide and increases
or decreases the radius of the circle in which the crank pin I rotates

The disk M is keyed on a hollow shaft surrounding the driving shaft
P, to which the cams are attached. The hollow shaft N ha.s two
snugs to which the chains Rli ore attached (fig. 177) The shaft P
carries the spring case SS to which also are attached the other ends
of tho chains. When the engine is at rest the spriiiga extend thcm-
si'Ives, rotating the hollow shaft N and the frame jf, so as to place
the crank pin 1 at its nearest position to the axis of rotation. WUcu
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a resiitanco has to be orercome, the shaft N rotaUs relatively to P,

compressing the springs, till their resistance balances the pressure

doe to the resist-

ance to the rotation

of P. The engine

then commences to

work, thccrank pin

being in the posi-

tion in which the

turning efTort just

overcomes the re-

sistance. It the

resistance dimin-

ishes, the springs

force out the chains

and shorten the

stroke of the plun-

gers,and vke versa.

The following ex-

periments, on an
engine of this kind
working a hoist,

•;hnw how the auto-

matic arrangement .__
Bdjnsle.d the water »ig. 177.

used to the work done. The lift was 22 feet and the water pressure

ill the cylinders 80 lb per square inch.

Wiightlifled,
j
Cham I ^27 633 746 857 969 1081 1193

in [Kiunds / only
)

WaU-ruseMn
^j j^ j^ ,g jj jO 21 22

gallons \
^

165. Acaimulator Madiinery.—It has already been

'pointed out that it is in some cases convenient to use a

steam engine to create an artificial head of water, which is

afterwards employed in driving water-pressure machinery.

Where power is required intermittently, for short periods,

at a number of different points, as', for instance, in moving
the cranes, lock gates, «tc., of a dockyard, a separate steam

engine and boiler at each point is very inconvenient ; nor

can engines worked from a common boiler be used, because

of tliu great loss of heat and the difficulties which arise

out of condensation in the pipes. If a tank, into which

water is continuously pumped, can be placed at a great ele-

vation, the water can then be used in hydraulic machinery

in a very convenient way. Each hydraulic machine is put

in communication with the tank by a pipe, and on opening

a valve it commences work, using a quantity of water

directly proportional to the work done. No attendance is

rwiuircd when the machine is not working.

A site for such an elevated tank is, however, seldom avail-

able, and in place of it a beautiful arrangement termed an

accumulator, invented by Sir \V. Armstrong, is used. Tlii.s

consists of a tall vertical cylinder ; into this works a solid

ram through cup leathers or hemp packing, and the ram is

loaded by fixed weights, so that the pressure in the cylinder

is 700 11) or 800 lb per square inch. The pumping engines

which sujiply the energy that is etored in the accumulator

should bo a \>i\\v coupled at right angles, so as to start in

any position. The engines pump into the accumulator

cylinder till the ram is at the top of its stroke, wh-en by a

cati-h arrangement the engines arc stopped. If the acciimu-

lat'ir ram descends, in consequence of water being taken to

work machinery, the engines immediately recomntencc

working. Pipes lead from the accumulator to each of

the machines requiring to bo driven. Thtso pipes do not

rcq,uira to be- of large size, as tlic pressure is so great.

Ti'iey arc generally flanged pipes about 1
.|

inches bore, the

joints being made by a gutta-percha ring.

Fig. 178 shows in a diagrnnimatic way the scheme of ft system of

accumulator machinery. A is the nccuniulator, with its ram carry-

ing a cylindrical wrought^iron tank W, in which wciglits aic placcil

to load the accumulator. At R is one of the picssuio ciigiins

worki'd from tlio accmimlator, discharging the water after use into

the lank T. In this case the pressure engine i.'* shown workini; a

6Pt of blocks, the fixed blockieing on the rnni cylirnler. the 1 uioiiiig

block on tho ram. The chain ninninij over those Irloeks works .a

lift cage C, tho epccd of wlcich is as ni.my limes greater thaii that uf

the ram as there are plies of chain on the block tackle. B is the

balance weight of the cage.

In the use of accumulators on shipboard for working gun gear
or steering gear. C

^ G',

the ;n.'curiiuljtoi

rani is louiled by
springs, or by
steam pressure

acting on a piston

much larger than
the ram.

Mr TweddeU has

used accumulators

with a pr ssure of

2000 lb per square

inch to work hy-

draulic riveting

machinery.
The amount of

energy stored in

tho accumulator,

having a ram d
iuches in dia-

meter, a stroke of

S feet, and work-

ing at p pounds
pressure persquare
inch, is

~ fxPS foot-pounds.
4

Thus, if the rara —
is 9 inches, the ^
stroke 20 feet, and
the pressure 800
lb per square iuch,

the work stored w ,, , ,,,,
—

in the accumula- W^l^^^i^^^^^^
tor when the ram
is at the top of

the stroke is

1,017,600 foot.

pounds, that

:-j

Fig. 173.

4=
1 I 1 HT

enough to drive amacnine requiring one horse power for about half

an hour. As, however, the pumping engine replaces water as soon

as it-is drawn ofT, tho working capacity of the accumulator is very

much greater tlian this.

?

Fig. 179.

Wnler Wheels.

1 fifi. Ovetsltot and lliyh Hrmsl IF/i«ffe—When a water

fall ranges between 10 and 70 feet, and the water supply
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id from 3 to 25 cubic feet per second, it is possible to coa-

btruct a bucket wheel on which the water acta chiefly by

its weight. If the variation of the head-water level

does not exceed 2 feet, an overshot wheel may be used

(fig. 179). The water is then projected over the summit

of the wheel, and falls in a parabolic path inCb .the

buckets. With greater variation of head-water level, a

pitch-back or high breast wheel is better. The water falls

over the top of a sliding sluice into the wheel, on the same
eiJe as the head race channel. By adjusting the height

of the sluice, the requisite supply is given to the wheel in

all poritions of the head-water level.

The wheel consists of a cast-iron or wrought-iron axle C
supporting the weight of the wheel. To this are attached

two sets of arms A of wood or iron, which support circular

segmental plates termed shrouds B. A cylindrical sole plate

dd extends between the shrouds on the inner side. The
buckets are formed by wood planks or curved "wrought-iron

places extending from shroud to shroud, the back of the

buckets being formed by the sole plate.

The efficiency m;iy be twkeo at 075. Hence, if h.p is the effec-

tive horse power, H the available fall, aod Q the available water

upply per second,

.GQH
hp -0 75

550
• 0085 QH

K the peripheral velocity of the water wheel is too great, water is

thrown out of the buckets before reaching the bottom of the fall.

In practice, the circunifcrentinl velocity of water wheels of the kind
now described is from 4^ to 10 feet per second, about 6 feet being the

usual velocity of good iron wheels not of very small size In order

that the water may enter the buckets easily, it must have a greater

velocity than the wheel. Usually the velocity of the water at the

point where it enters the wheel is from 9 to 12 feet per second, and
to produce this it must enter the wheel at a point 16 to 27 inches

below the head-water level Hence the diameter of an overshot

wheel may be

D-H - IJ to H-2i feet.

Overshot and high breast wheelswork badly in back. water, and hence

If the tail water level varies, it is better to reduce the diameter of

tlte wheel so that its greatest immersion in flood is not more than

1 foot The depth d of the shrouds is about 10 to 16 inches The
Dumber of buckets may be about

a

Let f be the peripheral velocity of the wlieel Then the capacity

»( that portion of the wheel which passes the sluice in one second is

-lid nearly,

h being the breadth of the wheel between thcslirouds If, however,

thij quantity of water were allowed to pass on to the wheel the

bu( kets would begin to spill their contents almost aj the top of the

fall To dimmish the loss from spilling, it is not only necessary to

give the buckets a suitable form, but to restrict the water supply to

one-fourth or one-third of the gross bucket capacity Let m be the

value of this ratio . then, Q being the supply of water per second.

Q— mQ, — m6rfi'

This gives the breadth of the wheel if the water supply is known
The form of the buckets should be deleriuiued thus. The outer

element of the
bucket should bo in

the direction of mo-
tion of the water
entering relatively

to the wheel, so that

the water may enter

without splashing or

ehoA. The buckets
should retain the

water as long as pos-

sible, and the width
of opening of the

buckets should be 2
or 3 inches greater

tli.in tho tliicknes.1

of the sheet of watei

entering.

For a wooden
biickttt(fig. 180, A), take ftB-» distance between tA,vobnckct3 on peri-

phery of wheel Make cd - 4 ci. and ic - 4 to | ai. Join erf. For

an iron bucket (fig. 180, B), take ed-=\ cb ; lc = f ab Draw cO
making an angle of 10° to 15* with the radius at c On Oc
take a centre giving a circular arc passing near d, ajid rotind tiie

curve into the radial part of the bucket de.

There are two ways in which the power of a water wheel
is given otf to the machinery driven. In wooden wheels
and wheels with rigid arms, a spur or bevil wheel keyed
on the axle of the turbine will transmit the power to the

shafting. It is obvious that the whole turning motnent
due to the jveight of the water is then transmitted through
the arms and axle of the water wheel When the water
wheel is an iron one, it usually has light iron suspension

arms incapable of resisting the bending action due to the

transmission of the turning effort to the axle. In that

case spur segments are bolted to one of the shrouds, and

the pinion to which the power is transmitted is placed so

that the teeth in gear are, as nearly as may be, on the line

of action of the residtant of the weight of the water in the

loaded arc of the wheel.

167 The Poncelet Water fFAee/.—When the fall does

not exceed 6 feet, the best water motor to adopt in many
cases is the Poncelet undershot water wheel In this the

water acts very nearly in the same way as in a turbine,

and the Poncelet wheel, although slightly less efficient

than the best turbines, in normal conditions of working, is

superior to most of them when working with a reduced

supply of water. A general notion of the action of the

water on a Poncelet wheel has already been given in § 145.

Fig. 181 shows its construction. The water penned back

Pig. 181

between the side walls of the wheel pit is aiiowca to flow

to the wheel under a movable sluice, at a velocity nearly

equal to the velocity due to the whole fall The water is

guided down a slope of ) in 10, or a curved race, and
enters the wheel without shock Gliding up the curved

floats It comes to rest, falls back, and acquires at the point

of discharge a backward velocity relative to the wheel ne;irly

equal to the forward velocity of the wheel Consequently

it leaves the wheel deprived of nearly the whule of its

original kinetic energy.

Takuig the efficiency at 0'60, and putting H for tho available I'all,

Kp for the horse- power, and Q for the water supply per second.

/(.;>. -0 063 QH
The diameter D of the wheel does not depend on the fall. With

a straight channel of approach the smallest convenient diaijietcr i»

about 1 i feet, with a curved channel 10 feet The diameter is oftcD

taken at four times the fall

Let H' be the fall measured from the free surface of the head-water
to the point F where tlie mc.Tn layer enters the w liccl ; then tho

velocity at wliich the water enters is v=\/2ijll', and l)io best

circumferential vclocitv of tho wheel is V-.0-55d to 0'6ii Th»
y

number of rotations of the wheel per second is N — -=

Tho thickness of the sheet of water entering the wheel is ftsy aa-
portint Tho best thicknrev" according to c:tpcr:ment is 8 to )0
inches. The maximum thickness should not exceed 12 ro ISioches,
when there is a surplus water supply. Ivct c be the thicknes.' of 111*

sheet of vtiar iiiitij-ing the wheel, and b its width ; then

6er-Qi orft.S
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Grashof takes e = JH, and then

6 = 6,-
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Allowing for the contraction of the stream,- the area of opening

tlirough the sluice may be 1 "25 be to 1 3 be. The inside width of

the wheel is made about 4 inches greater tlian i.

Several constructions have been given for the floats of Poncelet

wheels. One of the simplest is tliat shown in figs 181, 182.

Let OA (fig. 181) be the vertical radiusof the wheel. SetofTOB,

OD making angles of 15° with OA. Then BD may be the length of

Fig, 182.

tne close breasting fitted to the wheel. Draw the bottom of the

head race BC at a slope of 1 in 10. Parallel to this, at distances 4«

and e, draw EF and GH. Then EF is the mean layer and GH the

eurtace layer entering the wheel. Join OF, and make OFK = 23°.

Take FK = 0-5 to 7 H. Then K is the centre from which the

bucket curve is struck and KF is the radius. The depth of the

Bl'rouds must be sufScicnt to prevent the water from risingover the

top of the float. It is ^H to jH. The number of buckets is not

very important. They are usually 1 toot apart on the circumfer-

ence of the wheel.

The efficiency of a Poncelet wheel h:i3 been found in experiments

to reach 0'68. It is better to take it al 06 in estimating the power
of the wheel, so as to allow some uiari^in.

In fi". 182 n is the initial and iv the final velocity of the water,

c, parallel to the vane the relative velocity of the water and wheel,

and V the velocity of the wheel.

'J'urbines.

168. The name turbine was originally given in France

to any water motor which revolved m a horizontal plane,

the axis being vertical. The rapid development of this

cla.ss of motors dates from 1827, when a prize was
offered by the SocietiS d'Encouragemeut for a motor of

this kind, which should be an improvement on certain

wheels then in use. The prize was ultimately awarded

to M. Fourneyrnn, whoso turbine, but little modified, is

Btill constructed.

Classification of Turbines.— In some turbines the whole

available energy of the water is converted into kinetic

energy before the water acts on the moving part of the

turbine. Such turbines are termed Imjmlse Turbines, and

tlisy are distinguished by this that the wheel passages are

•icver entirely filled by the water. To ensure this condition

tliey must be placed a. little above the tail water and dis-

charge into free air.

Turbines in which part only of the available energy is

converted into kinetic energy, before the water onteis the

turbine wheel, may be termed Reaction Turbines. In those

the pressure is greater at the inlet than at the outlet ends

of the wheel passages. The wheel passages must therei'ore

bj entirely filled, and- the wheel may bo and geocrally is

pl.iced below the tail-water level.

Next lliefo is a diiTerenco of constructive arrangement
of turbines, which does not very cssciiti.illy alter the mode
of action of the water. In axial llnv/ or so called parallel

(Iiiw turbines, the water enters and leaves the turbine in a

direction parallel to the axis of rotation, and the [lallis of

the molecules lie on cylindrical .surfaces concentric with

that axis. In radial outward and inward lluw turbines,

the water enters and leaves the uurDine in directions

normal to the axis of rotation, and the paths of the

molecules lie exactly or nearly in planes normal to the

axis of rotation. In outward flow turbines the general

direction of flow is away from the axis, and in inward flow

turbines towards the axis. There are also mixed flow

turbines in which the water enters normally and is dis-

charged parallel to the axis of rotation.

Another difference of construction is this, that the water

may be admitted equally to every part of the circumference

of the turbine wheel or to a portion of the circumference

only. In the former case, the condition of the wheel

passages is always the same , they receive water equally in

all positions duriug rotation. -In the latter case, they re-

ceive water during a part of the rotation only. The former

may be termed turbines with complete admission, the latter

turbines with partial admission. A reaction turbine should

always have complete admission. An impulse turbine may
have complete or partial admission.

When two turbine wheels similarly constructed are placed

on the same axis, in order to balance the pressures and

diminish journal friction, the arrangement may be termed

a twin turbine.

If the water, having acted on one turbine wheel, is then

passed through a second on the same axis, the arrangement

may be termed a compound turbine. The object of such

an arrangement would be to diminish the speed of rotation.

Many forms of reaction turbine may be placed at any

height not exceeding 30 feet above the tail wafer. They
then discharge into an air-tight suction pipe. The weight

of the column of water in this pipe balances part of the

atmospheric pressure, and the dilTerence of pressure, pro-

ducing the flow through the turbine, is the same as if the

turbine were placed at the bottom of the fall.

II. Reaction Turbines.

(Wheel passages filled, dis-

charging above or below the

tail water or into a suction-

pipe.)

Alwayswith complete admission.

,1. Impulse Turbines.

(Wheel passages not filled, and
discharging above the tail

water.

)

(!
I
Complete admission. (Rare.)

(6 ) Partial aJnussiou. (Usual.)

Axial flow, outward flow, inward flow, or mixed flow.

Simple turbines ; twin turbines ; compound turbines.

1G9. 7'he Simple Reaction Wheel.—It has been shown, in § 151,

that, when water issues from a vessel, there is a reaction on tho

vessel tending to cause motion in a direction opposite to that of the

jet. This imiiciple was applied in a rotating water motor at a very

early period, and the .Scotch turbine, at one tiino much used, diireis

in riu essential respect from tho older form of reaction wheel.

The old reaction wheel consisted of a vertical pipe balanced on a

vertical axis, and supplied with water (fig. 183). From the bottom

of the vci Liial pipe t«o or more hol-

low hoiunntal arms extended, at tho

ends of which were orifices from

which the water was disch.^rii^ed. The
reaction of the jets caused tin rotation

of tlie machine.

r.et II be the avuilabla fall measured
fuiiii the level of the water in the ver-

tical pipe to the i'eiitros of the orifices,

r the radius from the axi«i of rot.ition

to the centres of tho orifices, v tli'

velocity of discharge tlirough the jets,

a the angular velocity of the machine.

When tho machino isat rest Ihewatcr

is.sues from the orifices willi tho

veloiity \/'2i/ri (friction being no-

gleeled). Cut when tho imuhino
lotiites tho water in the arms rotates a.so, and is in the condition

of a forced vortex, all the pai tides having; the same angular

velocity. Consenu.nllv the pressiiio in the aims at the oriljces U

"*-2,-

feet of water, and the velocity ot disch.irjo through tho orifices ii

Fig. 183.
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If the total area of the uriliccs is a, the quaatity discharged froa. the
wheel per second ia

Whtle the water passes thro\igh the orifices with the velocity v, the
orifices are moriog iu the opposite direction with the velocity or
The absolate velocity of the water is therefore

» - or — V'ij H + a'r" - or

CO
The momentum generated per second is — (n - or) , which i^ nu-

merically equal to the force driving the motor at the radius r. The
Itorkduueby themterio rotating the wheel is therefore, per second,

1» - ar)ar foot-pounds

The work expended by the water fall is ilQH foot-pounds per second.

(7oiise<iiiently the efficiency of the motor is

(r-Br)gr { sJigH gV - ir] or1--

then

i/H

V2gHt.M-.rtgg-g^'2?;'

2ar

which incresses towards the limit 1 as or increases towards Infinity

NogUottng friction, therefore, the maximum efficiency is reached

when the wheel has an infinitely great velocity of rotation. But
this condition is impracticable to realize, and even, at practicable but
high velocities of rotation, the friction would consnViably reduce

the efficiency. Experiment seems to show that th? best efficiency

ts reached when ar— V2^U . Then the efficiency apart from fiic-

tiou is

(V2a«i-«-ar)ar
1-

jH
4UaV

-0-828,

abotit 17 per cent of tfre energy of the fall being carried away by
the water discharged. The actual efficiency realized appears to be

about 60 per cent., so that about 21 per cent, of the energy of the

fall in lost in friction, in addition to the energy carried away by the

water.

170. Oeneral SUUemml of nydrodynamieal Principles nectasary for
Ike Theory of Turbines.

1. .When water flows through any pipe-shapc-d passage, such as

the passage between the vaues of a turbine wlieel, the relation be-

tween the changes of pressure and velocity is given by Bernoulli's

theorem (§ 26). Suppose that, at a section A of such a passage, Aj

is the pressure measured in feet of water, », the velocity, and z, the
elevation above any horizontal datum plane, and that at a seaion
" -^ • ' - - y J fijgj,B the same quantities are denoted by h,,

If the flow is horizontal, >, - e,

;

A, -A.

23

and

2?

U)

(la).

2: When there Is an abrupt change of Section of the passage, or
an abrupt change of section of the stream due to a'contraction, then^
in applying Kcrnoulli's equation allowance must be made for the
loss of head in shock (§ 32) Let c,, v, be the velociiies before and
after the abrupt change, then a stream of velocity 1>, impinges on a
stream at a velocity », and the relative velocity m v,- r,. The

head lost is 'T '
. Then equation (la) becomes

'i* - «'»* ("i - "t)* fad', - F,)

2? ig ' g
*,-*! (2).

To diminish a« ranch as possible the loss of energy from irregular
eddying motions, the change of section in the turbine passages must
be very gradual, and the curvature without discontinuity.

S. Equality of Anpdar hnpulse and Change of Angular Momtn-
/am.—Suppose that a couple, the moment of which is M, acts on a
bodv of weight W for t seconds, during which it moves from A, to
A, (fig. 184). Ut t). be the velocity of the body at A„ Tj its velocity
at A„ and let p,,pj be the perpendiculars from'C on r, and ti,. Then
M< IS termed the angular impulse of the couple, and the quantity

-(•'•i't-fi;'!)

is the change of angular momentum relatively to C. Then, from the
equality of angular impulse and change of angular momentum

WM(-- (i;,p, -,.,;,,), 4j,

or, if the change of momentom
is estimated for one second.

M .-
(''aPt-fiPi)

Let r,, r, be the radii drawn
from C to A„ A,, and let

u'i, u', be the components of
''!• t'>. perpendicular to these
radii, niaking angles B auJ s
with r,. fy Th.-u

f, - IT, sec fl ; tij - w, sec o -,

F, - r, cos fi , p, - r, cos a

„ W
"-J W'l'-. -"I'-il (31,

>U'i

f'g 184

where the moment of the couple is expressed in terms of the radii
drawn to the positions of the body at the beginning and end of a
second, and the tangential components of its velocity at those
points. -'

I

Now the water fluwipg through a turbine enters at the admission
surface and leaves at the discharge fsurface of the wheel with its
angular momentum relatively to ihr axis of the wheel changed It
therefore exerts a couple - M tending to route the wheel, equal and
opposite to the couple M which the wheel exerts on the water Let
y cubic feet enter and leave the wheel per second, and let w, w b.
the tangential components of the velocity of the water at the receiv-
ing and discharging surfaces of the wheel, r,. r, the radii of those
sorldces. Bv u\« ni-in,.,r*i.^ ..k»».,

•Bv the principle above

-M-f-Kr.- "•I'J (4).

/T o is the angular velocity of the wheel, the work done by the
water on the wheel is

T-Mo GQ~ (i^|r, - «',r,)o footpounds f^er second 16)-

171. Total andAiailatle Fall ^Let H, be the total difference of
level from the headwater to the tail-water surface Of this
toul head a portion is expended in overcoming the resistances of
the head race, tail race, supply pipe, or other channel conveying the
water. Let hp be that lose of head, which varies with the local con-
ditions in which the turbine is placed Then

H-H, -V
is the available head for working the turbine, arfd on this the cal
culatione for the turbine should he hosed In Some cases it is neces-
sary to place the tiiiliine nbove the tail water level, and there is then
a tail h from the centre of the outlet surface of the turbine to the tafl-
water level which is wnsted, but which is pr<i[»-rly one of the losses
belonging to the turbine itself In that case the v^u-Iiks oI the
water in the tilrbine should be calculnted for a bead H -

(). but the
eflficiency of the turbine for the head H.

172 Gross E,ffinniey and tfydraulie Effirimcy of a Turbine —Let
Tj be the useful work done by llie turbine, in foot.pounds per
second, T, the work ex|«nded^ in friction of the turbine shaft,
gearing, tc , a quantity which vanes with the local conditions in
which the turbine is placed Then the effective work done by the
water in the turbine if

T-Taf T,

The gross effi( iency of the whole arrangement of tarbine. races,
and transmiiksive machinery is

"'-gqh;
«<"

And the hydraulic efficiency of the turbine alone is

'-GQH •

'"'•

It is this last efficiency only with which the theory of turbines it

concerned.

From e^juations (S) and (7) we get

vGQH.^-^iw,r,

(«•,!

w,r,i«;

f,r,)a

yll
W).

This is the fundamental equation in the theory of turbines. In
general,' ui, and tr„ the tangential components of the water's motion

' In general, because when the water leaves the turbine wheel it

ceases to act on the machine. If deflecting vanes or a whirlpool aie
added to a turbine at the discharging side, then t>| may in part depend
on v^ and the statement above is no longer true.
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on filtering anJ leaving tlie wheel, are completely indeiwmlent

That the efficiency uiay be as great as possible, it is obviously

necessary that it^-O. In that case
«U

(9).

(ir, is the circumferential velocity of the wheel al the iulet sur»

i

lace. Callhn; 'his V„ the uiuatioii hceonio

I'i- KS
(he tli.-nry of turbines. It was hrst cnen by Herr v. ReicH*
( Til rhi lun-lxi imis, 1 .S 7 7 ).

173. Gfncial DesiTii>lionni'a Kcacliim Turtnne.— Profes-
Thi3 remarkably iimplc equyition is the fuuiUiriental cQuation in "iJr Jamcs Thomson's inwn il iKiw or vortct tui lune has been

tO'i).
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Belectea as tne type of reaction turbines. It is one of the

beat even in normal conditions of working, and the mode
of regulation introduced ia decidedly superior to that in

most reaction turbines , it might almost be said to be the

only mode of regulation which satisfies the conditions of

efficient working, and it has been adopted in a modi6ed
fnrm in the Letfel turbme,. which is now largely used in

America.

Figs. 185 and 186 are external views of the turbine case
,

figs 187 and 188 are the corresponding sections ; tig. 189 is

Fig 189

the turbine wheel. Jhe example chosen for illustration

has suction pipes, which permit the turbine to be placed
at any height less than 30 feet above the tail-water level.

The water enters the turbine by cast-iron supply pipes at

A, and is discharged through two suction pipes S, S. The
water on entering the case distributes itself through a
rectangular supply chamber SC, from which it finds its

way equally to the four guide-blade passages O, O, G, G
lo these passages it acquires a velocity about equal to that

due to half the fall, and is directed into the wheel at an
angle of about 10" or 12° with the tangent to its circum
ference The wheel W receives the water in egual propor
tions from each guide-blade passage. It consists of a centre

plate p (fig 189) keyed un the shaft aa, which passes through
stuffing boxes on the suction pipes On each side of the
centre plate are the curved wheel vanes, on which the

pressure ftt the water acts, and the vanes are bounded on
each side by dished or conical coverplates c, c. Joint-

rings J< J on the cover plates make a sufficiently water-

tight joint with the casing, to prevent leakage from the

guide blade chamber into the suction pipes. The pressure

near the joint rings is not very great, probably not one-

fourth the total head. The wheel vanes receive the water
without shock, and deliver it into central spaces, from
which it flows on either side to the suction pipes. The
mode of regulating the power of the turbine is very simple.

The guide-blades are pivoted to the case at their inner

ends, and they are connected by a linkwork, so that they

all open and close simultaneously and equally. In this

way the area of opening through the guide-blades ia altered

without materially altering the angle or the other conditions

of the delivery into the wheel. The guide-blade gear may
be variously arranged In this example four spindles,

passing through the case, are linked to the guide-blades

inside the case, and connected together by the links /, /, /

on the outside of the case. A worm wheel on one of the

spinules is rotated by a worm </, the motion being thus

sh)w enough to adjust the guide blades very exactly.

These turbines are made by Messrs Williamson Brothers

of Kendal, who supplied the drawing of the turbine.

Fig 190 shows another arrangement of the same turbine, with
some adjuni-ta not shown in tlie other drawings. In this case the
turbine rotjitos borizoulally, and ibe turbine case is placed entirely

below tbe lull water The water is supplied to the turbine by a

vertical pipe, over whiclcis a woodenpentrough, containing a strainer,

whicb prevents sticks and other aolid bodies getting into the turbino.

. ig 190

The turbine rests on three foundation ston(s, nnj, the pivot tor the

vertical shaft beinp under water, there is a screw and lever arrsnge-

meiit for adjusting it a.<> it wears The vertical shaft ffives motioo

to the machinery driven bj a pair of bevel wheela On ibe right

are the worm and «beel Tor working the guide-blade gear

Fig 191

1 74. Dtffermt Forms of Turbim Whul. —The wheel of a turbine or
pnrt of the machine on which the water acts U an annular space,
furnished with curved vanes dividing it into passages exactly or
roughly rectangular in cross section. For radial flow turbines the
wheel may have the form A or B, fig 191, A being most usual

with inward, and B with outward flow tiubines. In A the wheel
yanea are fixed on each aide of a centre plate keyed on the turbine
shaft. The vanea are limited by sligntly-concd annular cover
plates. In B the vanes are fixed on one side of a disk, keyed on tbe
shaft, and limited by a cover plate j)arallel to the disk. Parallel
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now or axial flow turbines have the wheel as in C. The vanes

are limited by two concentric cylinders.

Reaction Turbines.

175. Telocity o) Whirl and Velocity of Flow.—Lei acb (fig. 192)

be the path of the particles of water in a turbine wheel. That
path will be in

& plane normal
to the axis of

rotation in radial

flow .turbines,

and on a cylin-

drical surface in

axial flow tur-

bines. At any
point c of the

path the water
will have some
velocity v, in the

direction ef a

tangent to the
path. That velo-

city may beresolved into two components, a whirling velocity w in

the direction of the wheel's rotation at the point c, and a component
u at right angles to this, radial in radial flow, and parallel to the

axis in axial (low turbines. This second component is termed the

velocity of flow. Let Uq, Wq, v^ be the velocity of the water, the

whi;ling velocity and velocity of flow at the outlet surfaceof the wheel,

and v'yWi,ut the same quantities at the inlet surface of the wheel.

Let a and be the angles which the water's direction of motion makes
with the direction of motion of the wheel at those surfaces. -Then

Wj-t'd cos (3 ; «o = ''o
si" ^

Wt = V(, cos a ; Ui= Vi sin o

The velocities of flow are- easily ascertained independently from

the dimensions of the wheel.- The velocities of flow at the inlet

and outlet surfaces of the wheel are normal to those surfaces. Let

n„, iii be the areas of the outlet and inlet surfaces of the wheel, and

Q the volume of water passing through, the wheel per second ; then

(10).

"»-«;
Q

(11).

Using the notation in fig. 191, we have, for an inward flow turbinn

(neglecting the space occupied by the vanes),

n(, = 2Tr„rf„; a-2irrrf( .... (12a).

Similarly, for an outward flow turbine,

fi,-2»rorf; fi. = 2*r,ti . .
—

.
'. (126);

and, for an axial flow turbine,

Oo-fi(-ir^r,'-r,5J (12c).

Selative arid Common Velocity of Iht Water and Wheel.—There
is another way of resolving the velocity of the water. Let V be the

velocity of the
wheel at the point

c, fig. 193. Then
the velocity of the

water may be ro*

solved into a com-
ponent V, which
the water has in

common with the

wheel, .and a com-
ponent Vr, which
IS the velocity of

the water relatively

to the wheel.

Velocity of Flmo.

—It is obvious that

the frictional lossi-s Fig. 193.

of bead in the whtMil passages will increa.-^e as the velocity of flow is

p"eater, that is, the smaller the wlicel is nia»le. But if -the wheel
works under water, the skin friction of the wheel cover increases as

the diamebor of the wheel is made greater, and in any case the weight
of the wheel and conseoucntty the journal friction increase as the

wheel is made larger. It is therefore desirable to choose, for the

velocity of flow, as large a value as is consistent with the condition

that the frictional losses in the wheel passages are a small fraction

of the total head.
TTie values most commonly assumed in practice are these :

—

In axial flow tnrbincs, Uj-uz-O'lS to 0-2n/2jH ;

Vd outward flow turbines, in-0-2S\/2!7(H - h)
,

In inward flow turbines, u.

-0-21 toO-17V2;KII

-i((-0125v'2jll .

I));

176. Speed cf the Wheel.—The best speed of the wheel depend*

Sartly on the'frictional losses, which the ordinary theory of turbines

isregards. It is best, therefore, to assume for Vj and Vi values

which experiment has shown to be most advantageous.

In axial flow turbine's, the Circumferential velocities at the mean
radius of the wheel may be taken

Vj- V,=0-6V2^ to 0-66\/2ffB .

In a radial, outward flow turbine,

V,=0-56V2j(H-f))

V — V-
''»

n
where r^,, n are the radii of the outlet and inlet stirfacea^

I n a radial inward flow turbine,

V(=0'66VPJ.

Vo--^V(.

If the wheel were stationary and the water flowed throng>i ik, th«
water would follow paths parallel to the wheel vane curves, at least

when the vanes were so close that irregular motion was prevented
Similarly, when the wheel is in motion, the water follows paths rela-

tively to the wheel, which are curves parallel to the wheel vanes.

Hence the relative component, tv, of the water's motion at c is tan-
gential to a wheel vane curve drawn through the point c. Letv,,,

Vo, ivo be the velocity of the water and its common and relative

components at the outlet surface of the wheel, and Vf, V^, vh be
the same quantities at the inlet surface ; and let 9 and ip be the
angles the wheel vanes make with the inlet and outlet surfaces;
then

\/(»'ro'+V„«-2V„l.,oC03.).)
(13),

VI -v'(i'r.' + Vf'-2V,tvj cos fl)

equations which may be used to determine ^ and 9.

177. Condition determining the Angle of the Vanes at the Outlet

Surface of the

Wheel. — It has
been shown that,

when the wati.r

leaves the wheel,

it should have no
tangential velo-

city, if the effi-

ciency is to be as

great as possible;

that is, Wo— 0.

Hence, from (10),

cos /3-0, B = 90°,

Wj— Vfl,
and the

direction of the
water's motion is

normal to the Fig- ^^i-

outlet surface of the wliecl, radial in radial flow, and axial in axial

flow turbines.

Drawing t', or «,, radial or axial as the case may be, and V,, tan-

gential to the direction of motion, vr^ can be found by the parallelo-

gram of velocities. From fig. 194, ,

tan 0- v. (14):

but <p is the angle which the wheel vane makes with the outlet sur-

face of the wheel, which is thus dcterramed when the velocity ol

flow Kd and velocity of the wheel V, are known. When (p is thus
determined,

.

fro — "o <:oseo Ip

'

v»y 1+
V?-

(Hn).

Correction of the Angle </> to allow for Thicl-ness of J'anes.— In

determining f, it is most convenient to calculate its value approxi-

mately at first, from a value of «„ obtained bv neglecting the thick-

ness of the vanes. As, however, this angle is the most important
an^lo in the turbine, the value should be otterwaids corrected to

allow for the vane thickness.

Let

^'-tan"

bo the first or approximato value of <(:, and let t bo the thicltnesSi

ond n the number of wheel voiies which reach the outlet surface o(

the wheel. As the vanes cut the outlet surface approximately at

the angle 0', their width measured on that surface is t coser

Hence the space occupied by the vanes on the outlet surface is

Tor A, fig. 191, ntd,, cosec f
B, fig. 191, nW cosec (p

\
(IS).

C, fig. 191, nt ir,-r,) cosec if
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Call (bis area occupied by the vanea v. Than the true value of thu

clear discharging outlet of the wheel is fio ~ "> ^""1 t'>^ true yahio

of u, is — . The corrected value of the angle of the vanes will

be

»=.tan- ,„ Q.y (16).

178. Head producing Velocity with wliidi /'« Jl'aUT erUera Ihc

Wheel.—Consider the variation of pressuie in a wheel passage,

pwhich satisfies the condition that the sections change so gradually

that there is no loSs of head in shock. When the flow is in a hori-

lontal plane, there is no work done by gravity on the water passing

through the wheel. In the case of an axial flow turbine, in which

the flow is vertical, the fall d between the inlet and outlet surfaces

abould be taken into account.

Let V„ Vj be the velocities of the wheel at the inlet and
outlet surfaces,

t)i, Vq the velocities of the water,

«,, «„ the velocities of flow,

Vri, Vrj the relative velocities,

A(, Aj the pressures, measured in feet of water,

n, Tf, the radii of the wheel,

a the angular velocity of the wheel.

At any point in the path of a portion of water, at radius r, the

Telocity V of the water may be resolved into a component V — or

equal to the velocity at that point of the wheel, and a relative com-

ponent Vr. Hence the motion of the water may be considered to

consist of two parts :—(o) a motion identical with that in a forced

vortex of constant an^lar velocity o ; (6) a flow along curves

parallel to the wheel vane curves. Taking the latter first, and using

BerpouUi's theorem, the change of pressure due to flow through

the wheel passages is given by the equation

A'(+
2g

h'i-h\

aff

2?

The variation of pressure due to rotation in a forced vortex is

h"i - h"„ = -

2?

Consequently the whole difiference of pressure at the inlet and outlet

surfaces of the wheel is

ht-h„-=h'iAr h"i -h\- h'\

2? 2?
(17).

Case 1. Axial Flow Turhi-ms.—V, = V .; and the first term on the

right, in equation 27, disappears. Adding, however, the work of

eravity due to a fall of d feet in jiassiug through the wheel,

A,-A„ =
^''^'"^'"'°

-rf (17a).
2</

Case 2. Outward Flow Turbines.—The inlet radius is less than

The centrifugal head
V 2_ V -

the outlet radius, and ' „ ° is negative.
2y

diminishes the pressure at the iulet surface, and increases Uie velocity

with wliich the w.iter enters the wheel. This somewhat increases

the frictional loss of head. Furtlier, if the wheel varies in velocity

V'^- V 2

from variations in the useful work done, the quantity —1——2. in-

creases when the turbine speed increases, and vice vcrsn. Conse-
quently the How into the turbine increases when the speed increa.scs,

and dimini.sheswhen the speed diminishes, and this again augments
the variation of speed. The action of the centrifugal head in an out-

ward flow turbine is therefore prejudicial to steadiness of motion.

For this reason r^ : n is made small, generally about 5 : 4. Even
tlien a governor is sometimes rcquirccl to regulate the speed of the

turbine.

Case 3. Inward Flora Turbines.—The inlet radius isgrcaterthan
the outlet radius, and the centrifugal head diminishes the velo-

city of flow into the turbine. This tends to diminish the frictional

losses, but it lias a more important iiiflnenco in securing steadiness

of motion. Any increase of speed diminishes the flow into the tur-

bine, and vice versa. Hence the variation of speed is less than the
variation of resistance overcomy. In the so-called centre vent
\vhc«ls in America, the ratio r,- : r,, is about !j : i, and then the in-

fluence of tho centrifugal head is not very important. ProFcs.sor

James Thomson first pointed out the advantage of a much greater
diiriTCBcc of radii. By making r^ : r^-2 : 1, the centrifugal head
balances about half the head in the snpply chamber. Then the velo.

]-2— '0

city through the guide-blades does not ex<Mcd thc.velocity due to half

the fall, and the action of the centrifugal head in securing steadiness

of speed is considerable.

Since tlie total head producing flow through the turbind is H-f),
and of this Ai-A„ is expended in overcoming the pressuie in th»
wheel, the velocity of flow into the wheel is

where c, may be taken 96.

From (14a).

2.9 29 )! 08).

- = v„y(i.^)
It will be shown immediately that

tiri = « cosec S

;

or, as this is only a small term, and e is on the average 90°, wa
may take, for the present purpose, Vri=Ui nearly.

Inserting these values, and remembering that for an axial flo\«

turbine V[= V„, t) = 0, and the fall d in the wheel is to be added.

H II'
'

2g(-?JVf-')i,,-,.ytl.(

For an outward flow turbine,

For an inward flow turbine,

179. Anylo which the Ouide-Blades make with the Ciram/crenii

of the Wheel.—At the moment the water enters the vheel, thi

radial component of the velocity is ?n, and the velocity is vi

Hence, if y is the angle between the ^uide-blades and a tangent t»

the wheel

Tlii? angle can, if necessary, be corrected to allow for the thickness

of the guide-blades.

180. Condition Determining the Angle oftlie Vaiusai the Inlet Sur-

face of the Wheel.—Tlie single condition necessary to be satisfied at

tho inlet surface

of the wheel is

that the water
should enter the

wheel without
shock. This con-

dition is satisfied

if the direction of

relative motion of

the water and
wheel is parallel

to the first cle-

ment of the wheel
vanes.

Let A (fig. 195)
be a pt.int on the inlet surface of the wheel, and let vi represen*

in magnitude and direction the velocity of the water entering

the wheel, and V,- the velocity of the wheel. Completing th»

parallelogram, vh is tho direction of relative motion. Hence tho

angle between tvi and V, is the angle which the vanes should

make with the inlet surface of the wheel.

181. Example of the Method of Designing a Turbine. Profasirr

James Thomson's Inward Flow Turbine.—
Let H = the available fall afterdeductinglo.ss of head in pipes

and channels from the gross fall

;

Q = the suiiply of water in cubic feet per second ; and

71 " the ellicicncy of the turbine.

Tlic work done per second is

iGQH,

and thc'horse-powcr of the turbine is

, iGQH

If J) is taken at 0"5, an allowance will be made for the frictional

I03.SCS in the turbine, the leakage, and the friction of the turbine

shaft Then A.p.-0085QH.
Tho velocity of flow through the turbine (uncorrected for tin

space occupied by the vanes and guide-blades) may be taken

«'-teo-0-12.^V2^I,
XII. — 67
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in which case about ^tt of the energy cf tlie fall is cjiricJ away ly

the water diacharged.

The areas of the outlet and inlet surface of the wheel are then

If we take t„, so that the axial velocity of discharge from the central

orifices of the wheel is equal tq «„, we get

= 0-3984 /3
VH'

If, to oCtain considerable steadying action of the centrifugal head,

r, = 2ro, then dj^yrfi-

Speed of the Wheel.—Let V, = 0-66v'2jH, or the speed due to half

the fall nearly. Then the number of rotations of the turbine per

second is

also V,--^V.-.0-33\/2;^

Angle of Vanes with Outlet Surface.

3783 .Tan* = ^_?l'^.
V. 0-33

= 21° nearly.

If this value is revised for the vane thickness it will ordinarily

become about 25*.

Velocity with which the Water enters the Wheel.—The head pro-

ducing the velocity is

--a-
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arises in adopting the system of partial admission. But

if, as is more commonly the Case, the tail-water level varies,

then there is danger that the turbine will be drowned in

flood time, and the essential condition of the system that

the wheel passages should be empty wlieii they come in

front of the open sluices will not be satisfied. If' tbe fall

is considerable, a portion of it may be sacrifided without

much harm, and the wheel placed sufficiently high above

the tail water to secure it from being drowned ; but with

low falls this is impossible. The difficulty has been over-

come by a method invented by M. L. D. Girafd in 1849,

and termed the hydropneuniatic system. The turbine b

Fig. 190

placed bdlow the tail-water level in a casing snpplied with

air by a smifll air-pump. It thorofore always discharges

freely into an atmosphere of air, the pressure of which,

however, varies with the height of tlio tail-water level out-

side the 'neinff laiuilfi the eaaiac lie free' w.ntcr surface

is mnintained at an -invariable Iwel just below the. OIj

charge orifices Of ffio Vi'liccl

183. Cencral Di-smji/ioa of ail TKipu7!C -Turlinttv TurUne tBUJ.

Free i)o»m/h"£.— Fig. 30G sliows n gfrcml Rtctififial doVflrton Cl a

GirnrU turbine, in whit'h tlic flow Sijoslld. The watWj adjjiittsd
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(ibove a horizontal floor, passes down through the annular wheel con-

taining the 'guide-blades G, G, and thence into the revolving wheel
WW. The re-

volving wheel is

fixed to a hollow
shaft suspended
from the pivot p.

The solid inter-

nal shaft 5.S is

merely a fixed

column support-

ing the pivot.

The advantage of

this is that the
pivot is accessible

for lubrication

end adjuBtment.
B is the mortise'
bevel wheel by
which the power
of the turbine is "S- l^'-

given off. The sluices are worked by the hand wheel h, which raises

them successively, in a way to be described presently, a, a are the
sluice rods. Figs. 197, 198 show the sectional form of the guide-
blado chamber and
wheel and the
curves of the wheel
vanes and guide-
blades, when drawn
on a plane develop-

ment of the cylin-

drical section of the
wheel ; a, a, a are

the sluices for cut-

ting ofifj the water

;

6, i, b are apertures

by which the en-

trance or exit of air

is facilitated as the
tuckets empty and
fill. Figs. 199, 200
show the guide-
blade gear, a, a, a
are the sluice rods Fig- 198.

as before. At the top 0. each sluice rod is a small block c, havinj* a
projecting tongue, which elides in the groove of the circular cam
plato d, d. This circular plate is supported on the frame «, and

r

/ iT

ULU

Fig, 199.

iTBToIvoa on it by means of the flanged rollers/. Inside, nt tlic top,
the cam plate Ls toothed, and gears into a spur pinion connected
with the hand wheel h. At <}(j is an inclined groove or shunt.

^^^^^^
y u y yuffl

Fig. 20ft

V'hen tlio longiiM of the l.lockn c, r arrive at <], they slide up to .1

jccoud gioovc, or the reverse, ilccordiiig ns the cam plate is revolved

in one direction or in the other. As this operation takes place with
each sluice successively, any number of sluices can be opened or

closed as desired. TJie turbine is of 48 horse power on 5'12feet
fall, and the supply of water varies from 35 to 112 cubic feet per
second. The efficiency in normal working is given as 73 per cent.

The mean diameter of the wheel is 6 feet, and the speed 27 4 re-

volutions per minute.*

184. Theory of the Impulse Turbine.—The theory of the impulse
turbine does not essentially differ from that of the reaction turbine,
except that there is no pressure in the wheel opposing the discharge
from the guide-hlades. Hence the velocity with which the water
enterSi the wheel is simply

where ^ is the height of the top of the wheel above the tail water.

If the hydropneumatic system is used, then l) = 0. Let Q„ be tho
maximum supply of water, r,, r.j the internal and external radii of

the wheel at the inlet surface ; then

Q-
ir{r3=-r,=)

The value of u.m.iy be about '45v'2j(H -i)), whence r,, rj can be
determined.

The guide-blade angle is then given by the equation

«. 0-46 .0
sin y^—L^—— =» -48

,

7 = 29°

The value of u, should, however, be corrected for the space occupied
by the guide-blades.

The tangential velocity of the entering water is

lOi^Vi cos y = 0S2s/2g{H-i)).

The circumferential velocity of the wheel may be (at mean radius)

V, = 0-5V2sf{H-l)).

Hence the vane angle at inlet surface is given by the.equation

Wi-Vi 0-82 -0-5
cot e=

= 65°.

0-45
•71

The relative velocity of the water striking tho vane at tho inlet

edge is Vri = )(v cosec9=l-22ui. This relative velocity remains
unchanged during the passage of tbe water over the vane ; conse-
quently the rcl.itive velocity at the point of discharge is tiM=l'22«i.
Also in an axial flow turbine 'V(,='V'i.

If the final Velocity of the water is axial, then

COS tt>=-^
0-5

1 '22x0 -45
= 003 24° 23'.

This should be corrected for the vano thickness. Neglecting this,

u„ = Vn .'!in0 = tv.- sin^ = «i cosccfl sin(^ = 0'5Ki. The discharging
ni<ea of tlie wheel must therefore be greater than the inlet area in

tho ratio of at least 2 to 1. In some actual turbines th(> ratio is

7 to 3. This greater outlet area is obtained by splaying the wheel,
as shown in the section (fig. 198).

185. The Hydraulic Ram.—The hydraulic ram is an ar-

rangement by which a quantity of water falling n iHstanco

h forces a portion of tho water to ri.so to a height /(,, greater

than h. It consists of a supply reservoir (A, fig. 201), into

which tho water enters from some natural stream. A pipe

s of considerable length conducts the water to a lower level,

whore it is discharged intermittently through a self-acting

pulsating valve atrf. Tho supply pipe s may bo fitted with
a flap-valvo for stopping tho ram, and this is att.ached in

some cases to a Hoat, so that the ram starts and stops itself

automatically, accordingasthcsupply cistern fills or empties.

The pipe s should bo as long and as straight as possible,

and as it is subjected to considerable pressure from the

sudden arrest of tho motion of the water, it must bo .strong

and strongly jointed, d is an air vessel, and e tho delivery

pipe leading to tho reservoir at a higher level than A, into

which water is to bo pumped. Fig. 202 shows in section

the construction of tho ram itself, d is the puls^iting

discharge valve already menlioiicd, wliieh opens inwards
niid downwards. The stroke of the valve is regidatcd b^
tho cotlcr through tho spindle, under which are uashci.s by

' Tlic drawings iif lliis turbine Imve been l;.lien partly from Mciasiicr,
Lie llydraulU-, p.iitly froiii Uliland,' •V.iv.ciiOnch,
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which the amuiint of fall can be regulated.- At d is a

delivery valve, opening outwards, which is often a ball-valve

but sometimes a flap-valve. The water which is pumped
passes tluough this valve into the air vessel a, from which

it flows by the delivery pipe in a regular stream into the

cistern to which the water is to be raised. In the vertical

chamber behind the outer valve a small air vessel is formed,

Fig. 201

and into this opens an aperture | inch in diameter, made
in'tt bras9_screw plug 6 The hole is reduced to

^ j inch in

diameter at the outer end of the plug and is closed by a

small valve opening inwards. Through this, during the

febouud after each stroke of the ram, a small quantity of

air is sucked in which keeps the air vessel supplied with

its elastic cushion of air

The discharge valve d is of greater weight than the

statical pressure of the water on its under side. When,
therefore, the water is at rest in the supply pipe this valve

opens. In conse-

quence of the flow

through this valve,

the water in the

supply pipe ac-

quires a gradually

increasing velo-

city. The upward
flow o the water,

towards the valve

•t/, increases the

(pressure tending

to lift the valve,

and at last, if the

valve is not too

heavy, lifts and
closes it The
forward momen-
tum of the Column
in the supply pipe

being destroyed

by the stoppage of '

the flow, the water fig. 202.

exerts a pressure at the end of the pipe suflicicnt to open the
delivery v.ilvo o, and to cause a portion of the water to flow

into the air vesseh As the water in the supply pipe comes to

rest, the valve d opens again and the operation is repeated.

Part of the energy of the descending column is employed
in compressing the air at the end of the supply pipe and
expanding the pipe itself. This causes a recoil of the water
which momentarily diminishes the pressure in the pipe
below the pressure due to the statical head. This assists

in opening the valvo (/. Mr W. Anderson states that the
recoil of the water is sufliciently great to enable a pump to

be attached to the ram body instead of the direct rising pipe.
With this arrangement a ram working with muddy^watcr
ni.iy bo employed to raise dear spring water. Instead of
lifting the dolivoiy valvo as in the" ordinary ram, the
iiiomentuin of the column drives a sliding or elastic piston,

and the recoil brings it back. This piston lifts and forces

ulternatuly the clear water through ordinary pump valves.

PflMPS.

186. The different classes of pumps correspond almost

exactly to the different classes of water motors, although

the mechanical details of the construction arc somewhat
difTerent. They are properly reversed water motors.

Ordinary reciprocating pumps correspond to water-pressure

engines. Chain and bucket pumps
are in principle similar to water

wheels in which the water acts

by weight. Scoop wheels are

similar to undershot water wheels,

and centrifugal pumps to turbines.

Reciprocaliny Pumps are single

e or double acting, and difl'cr from

water-pressure engines in that the

valves are moved by the water

instead of by automatic machinery.

They may be classed thus ;

—

(1.) Lift Pump —The water drawn through a foot

valve on the ascent of the pump bucket is forced through

the bucket valve when it descends, and lifted by the

bucket when it reascends. Such pumps give an inter-

mittent discharge.

(2.) Plunger or Force Pumps, in which the water drawn

through the foot valve is displaced by the descent of a

solid plunger, and forced through a delivery valve. They

have the advantage that the friction is less than that ol

lift pumps, and the packing round the plunger is easily

accessible, whilst that round a lift pump bucket is not.

The flow is intermittent.

(3.) 7'ke Double-acting Force Pump is in princiijle a

double plunger pump. The discharge fluctuates from zero

to a maximum and back to zero each stroke, but is not

arrested for any appreciable time.

(4.) Bucket and Plunger Pumps consist of a lift pump
bucket combined with a plunger of half its area. The

flow varies as in a double-acting pump.

(5.) Diaphragm Pumps have been used, in which th«

solid plunger is replaced by an elastic diaphragm, alter-

nately depressed into and raised out of a cylinder.

The variation of velocity of discharge would cause great

waste of work in the delivery pipes when they are long,

and even danger from the hydraulic ramming action of the

long column of water. An air vessel is interposed between

the pump and the delivery [/ipes, of a volume from 5 to

100 times the space described by the plunger per stroke.

The air in this must bo replenished-from time to time, or

continuously, by a special air-pump. At low speeds not

exceeding 30 feet per minute the delivery of a pump ia

about 90 to 95 per cent, of the volume described by the

plunger or bucket, from 5 to 10 per cent, of the discharge

being lost by leakage. At high speeds the quantity pumped
occasionally exceeds the volume described by the plunger,

the momentum of the water keeping the valves open after

the turn of the stroke.

The velocity of large mining pumps is about 140 feet

per minute, the indoor or suction stroke being sometimes

made at 250 feet jior minute. Rotative pumping engines

of large sizo have a plunger, speed of 90 feet per minute.

Small rotative pumps are run faster, but at some loss of

efficiency. Fire-engine pumps havo a speed of 180 to 220

feet per minute.

The efllciency of reciprocating pnmps varies very greatly.

Small reciprocating pumps, with metal valves on lifts of

15 feet, were found by Morin to have an efficiency of 10

to 40 per cent., or on the average 25 \ieT cent. When used to

pump water at considerable pressure, through ho.se pipes, tho

efficiency rose to from 2f< to 57 per cent., or on the average,

with 50 to 100 feet of lift," about 00 percent. A large
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pump with barrels 18 inches diameter, at speeds, under 60

feet per minute, gave the following results :—
Liftirifeet Hi 34 47

Efficiency ,
-46 06 70

^ The very large steam-pumps employed for waterworks,

with' 150 feet or more of lift, appear to reach an efficiency

of 90 per cent, not including the friction of the discharge

pipes.

T/te Centrifugal Pump.

187. The efficiency of reciprocating pumps diminishes

with the lift. When large quantities of water are to be

raised on a low lift, no pump is so suitable as a centrifugal

pump. The first pump of this kind which attracted notice

was one exhibited by Mr Appold in 185J, and the special

features of his pump have been retained in the best pumps

since constructed. Mr Appold's pump raised continuously

a volume «f water equal to 1400 times its own capacity per
minute. It had no valves, and it permitted the passage of

solid bodies, such as walnuts and oranges, without obstruc-

tion to its working. Its efficiency was also found to be good.

Fig. 203 shows a centrifugal pump differing from ordinary

centrifugal pumps in one feature only. The water rises

through a suction pipe S, which divides so as to enter the

pump wheel at the centre on each side. The pump disk

or wheel is very similar to a turbine wheel It is keyed
on a shaft driven by a belt on a fast and. loose pulley

arrangement at P. The water rotating in the pump disk

presses outwards, and if the speed is sufficient a continuous

flow is maintained through the pump and into the discharge

pipe D. The special feature in this pump is that the

water, discharged by the pump disk with a whirling velocity

of not inconsiderable magnitude, is allowed to continue

rotation in a chamber somewhat larger than the pump.

The useof this whirlpool chamber was first suggested by

Professor James Thomsem. It utilizes the energy duo to

the whirling velocity of the water which in most pumps is

wasted in eddies in the discharge pipe. In the pump shown

guide blades ore Bl30.ttdde<l which have the direction of the

stream lines in a free vortex. Thoy do not therefore inter-

fere With the action of the water when pumping the normal

quantity, but only prevent irregular motion. At A is a plug

by which the pump case is filled before starting. It the pump
is above the water to be pumped, a foot valve is required to

permit the pump to be filled. Sometimes instead of the foot

valve a dolivcry valve is used, an air-pump or steam jet

pump being employed to exhaust the air from the pump case.

188. Design and rroporCions of a Ccntri/urial I'ump. —Tho design

of tho pnmp disk is very simple. Lot r,, r,, l>o the rnJii of the inlet

Bnd outlet surracesof the puinp disk, dt', d^ the clear axial width at

those radii. Tho velocity of flow through tho piitnp may bo taken

the same 03 for a turbine. IfQ is tho quantity pumped, and H tho

Uft,

lu-oasN/SgH (1).

2«-,*-i^

,

Also In piactico

Keoo*.

J,-l-2r,

f(- -2571 /i'%7u
(2).

203.

Usually T^=2ri

,

and d|)=rfi or Jrfi

according as tho disk is parallel-sided or coned. The water eat«r*

the tt-heel radially with the velocity «(v, and

«„ =_Q_ (S).
2rrorf|,

Fig. 204 shows the notation adopted for tho velocities. Suppose

tho water enters tho wheel with the velocity vi, while the velocity of

tho wiicel is V(.

Completing the
parallelogram, I'h is

Iho relative velo-

city of the water

nud wheel) and is

thcproperdiroction

of tiio wheel vanes.

Also, by resolving,

Vi and TO ajo tho

component velo.

cities of flow and
velocities of whir
of the velocity t'l of

tlio water. At tho

outlet surface, r^ is F* 204.

the final velocity of dischorgo, and tho rest of the notation is simllal

to that for the inlet surface.

Usually the Water flows coually in all dircotions in the oyo olQ-i

wlii'ol. in that case vi is radial. I'hen, (n pormol cottdilinilft of von-
iii;;, at the inlet surface.
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=

'
V.'

•-•

!(, cosec S' V;

If the punip is raisin" less or inoic- than its |Toi)crquant)ty, fl wil)

not satisiy the last conJitiOD, and tlier^ is then nome loss of h«ad in

jhoclc.

At the outer circumference of the wheel or outlet surface,

Un cosec

V(|-MjCOt
<f>

sj {»„ + ( V„ - «o cot (p)']

(5).

Variatiun of Pressure in. the Pavtp Disk.— Precisely os in the case

of turbines, it can be shown that the vanatioii of pressure between
the inlet anj outlet surfaces of the runi[i is

Inserting the values of wo. v,,

couJitioiis ol working
ia (4) and (5), we get for normal

V„' u^ cosec '<) !(.'

"2^ '"' (6).

2g 'iij

r Hydraulic Efficiency oj iht /"Hmjo.—Neglecting disk fnctioii,

Journal friction, and leakage, the efficiency of the pump can he found

lu the same way as that ot turbines (§ 172). Lpt M be the moment
of the couple rotating tho pump, and a its angular velocity; w„, r„

the tangential velocity of thfi water and radius at the outlet surface;

10", Ti the same quantities at the inlet surface. Q being the dis-

charge per secona, Ihe change of angular momentum per second is

g

g

WCTx).

Hence M-

In normal working,'u»j — tt Also, multiplyingbytheangular velocity,

the work dobe per second is

Ma
V

But the useful

eRlciency is

work done in pumpln,

w^r^ix

isGQH. Therefore the

GQH
' Ma

' (7).

189. Case 1. Centrifugal Pump with no Whirlpool Chamber. —When
no speci.il provision is made to utilize the energy of motion of tho

water leaving the wheel, and the pump discharges directly into n

cliamber in which the water is flowing to the discharge pipe, nearly

tho whole of the energy of the water leaving the disk is wasted. The
water leaves the disk with the more or less considerable velocity «;„.

Bnd impinges on a mass flowing to the discharge pipe at the much
Blower velocity i',. The radial component of v„ is almost necessarily

wasted. From the tangential component there is n gain of pressure

2j/

r.(Wn

which will be small, if v, is small compared with ir^. Its grenw'st

value, if ft — Jav is i
2g

which will always Ixia small part of the

whole head. Suppose this neglected. Tho wliolc variation of pressure

ill the pump, disk then balances tlio lift and tho head ^ necessary

to give the initial velocity o'f flow in the eye of the wheol

Uq- C0SCC-i» V,'

•0-4

»4-
cV) )

n,' C050C'^^

2(7

»t V„«.^(2jH+K,'.C0SCc'(

•ud the elDcicncy of the pump is, from (7),

Jl\\^_^ gU
"'Vo(V„-«„cot0)

Vq' - »„' cosfc tp

'SVotVj-KjCOt*)

'•TT.— --i

(8);

(0).

Tor 0-90'.
2V''

which is necessarily less than i Tli.nt is, half the work expended in
driving the pump is wasted. By recurving ihe vanes, a pfau iutio-
duccd by Mr Aiipold, the elhciency is inclined, because the velocity
tig of discharge from the pump is diuunishcd. If 0' is very small.

and then

cosec i^ = cot0

:

Vg2 + ?ii, coscc^
'°

2V„

v» hich may appronch the value 1 , as <p tends towards Equalioc 18)
shows that «„ cosec <t> cannot be greater theu Vj. Putting

«„ = 25\/2J^
we get the following numerical values of the efhciency and tin;
circumferential velocitv of the pump;—

f
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' HYDROMETER. The object of the hydrometer is the

determination of the density of bodies, generally of fluids,

but some forms of the instrument are adapted to the

determination of the density of solids.

It is shown in the article Hydromechanics that, when

a body floats in a fluid under the action of gravity, the

weight of the body is equal to that of the fluid which it

displaces. It is upon this principle that the hydrometer

is constructed, and it obviously admits of two modes of

application In the case of fluids : either we may compare

the weighlsol floating bodies which are capable of displac-

ing the same volume of different fluids, or we may com-

pare the volumes of the difi'erent fluids which are displaced

by the same veight. In the latter case, the densities of

the fluids will be inversely proportional to the volumes

thus displaced.

Perhaps the simplest • method of experimentally deter-

mining the densities of different liquids is aff'orded by the

series of areomstrical glass beads, or hollow balls, first

proposed by Dr Wilson, professor of astronomy in the

university of Glasgow. As subsequently improved by Mrs
Lovi, these beads were constructed in sets, each bead in

the set diff"ering in density from its predecessor by •002 (of

the density of water). Each bead is numbered according

to its density, and in order to determine the specific gravity

of a liquid it is only necessary to throw into it the set of

beads, or «o many of them as are known to include between

their extremes tne density of the Hquid, w-hen all the beads

whose densities exceed that of the liquid will sink, while

those whose densities are less than that of the liquid will

float. If there is a bead of exactly the same density as

the liquid, it will rest in any position, provided it is com-

pletely immersed. Failing this, all that is immediately

apparent is that the density is intermediate between that

of the lightest bead that sinks and that of the heaviest

that floats. For example, if all the beads numbered 1'466

and upward sink, while those below 1'46G float, it is

obvious that the density of the liquid is intermediate

between 1'464 and 1'4GG. In the case of most fluids the

intervals may be divided approximately by slightly warm-

ing the liijuid. Thus, if on heating the liquid 6° C. it is

found that the bead 1 466 begins to sink, and on heating

it still farther through 12° C. (i.e., through 18° C. altogether)

the bead 1468 begins to sink, then the density of the liauid

is approximately 1-465.

The hydrometer is said by Synesius Cyreneus in his fifth

letter to have been invented by Hypatia at Alexandria,'

but app?ara to have been neglected until it was reinvented

by Robert Boyle, whose " New Essay Instrument," as

described in the Phil. Trans, for June 1G75, differs in no
essential particular from Nicholson's hydrometer. This

instrument was devised for the purpose of detecting counter-

feit coin, especially guineas and half-guineas. In the first

section of the paper (Phil. Trans., No. 115, p. 329) the

author refers to a glass instrument exhibited by himself

many years before, and " consisting of a bubble furnished

with a long and slender stem, which was to be put into

80ver.ll liquors, to xomparo anfl estimate their specific

gravities." This seems to be the first reference to tho

liydrometsr in modern times.

In fig. 1 C represents the instrument used for guineas, tho

circular plates A representing plates of lead, which are used

as ballast when lighter <coins than guineas are examined.
B represents " a smoll glass instrument for estimating the

specific gravities of liquors," an account of which was

' In NichoUons Jotimal, vol. iii. p. 89, Citizen Ku.-ielie Salvcrte

calls attention to the poem " Do Pondirilms ct Mcnsuris " generally
(lAcribed to Ulnininiua Fannius Pnlicmon, and consequently 300 years
older timn Hypatin, in which tho hydiomoter is deacribcl, ami attri-

buted to Arcliinicdcs,

promised by Boyle in the following number of the PhiK
Trans., but did not appear.

The instrument represented at B (fig. 1), which is copied
from Robert Boyle's sketch in the Phil. Tmns. for 1675».
is generally known as the com-
mon hydrometer. It is usually

made of glass, the lower bulb
being loaded w-ith mercury or

small shot which serves as bal

last, causing the instrument to

float with the stem vertical.

The quantity of mercury or shot

inserted depends upon the den-

sity of the liquids for which the

hydrometer is to be employed, it

being essential that the whole

of the bulb should be immersed

in the heaviest liquid for which
the instrument is used, while

the length and diameter of the

stem must be such that the hy-

drometer will float in the lightest

liquid for which it is required

The stem is usually divided into

a number of equal parts, the

divisions of the scale being varied

in different instruments, according to the purposes for

which they are employed.

Let V denote the volume of the instniinent immersed {i.e., of
liquid displaced) when the surface of the liquid in which the hydr>
meter floats coincides with tlie /est division of the scale, A the
area of the transverse section of the stem, I the length of a scale

division, n the number of divisions on the stem, and W the weight
of the instrument Suppose the successive divisions of the scale to

be numbered 0, 1, 2 ... . n starting with the lowest, and let w,,,

M,, Wj . . . tt'„ be the weights of unit volume of the liquids in which
the hydrometer sinks to the divisions 0, 1, 2 ... . » respectively.

Then, by the principle of Archimedes,

^W = Vwo ;

or 'u-o-y.

Also W=.(V-ha)M
W

W

Fio. 1.— Boyle's New Essay
Instrument.

So

ami
V + n/A

'

or the densities of the several liquids vary inversely as the respec."

tive volumes of the instriiment immersed in them ; and, since the
divisions of the scale correspond to equal increments of volume
immersed, it follows that the densities of the several liquids in

which tho instrument sinks to the successive divisions form a
harmonic scries.

If V«=Ni.\ then N expresses the ratio of the volume of tho in-

strument up to tho zero of tho scale to that of one of tho scale-

divisions. If \vc suppose the lower part of the instriiment replaced

by a uniform bar of tiic same sectional area as the stem and of

volume V, the indications of the instrument will be in no respect

altered, and the bottom of the bar will be at a distance of N scale,

divisions below the zero Of the scale.

In this case wo have
W

'"'(.ii+}i)lA

or (he density of the liquid varies inver-sely as N+/>, that is, as tl.

whole number of scale-divisions between tho bottom of the iuU
mid the plane of dotation.

If wo wish the .successive divisions of the scale to correspond to

equal incieniciits in tlio density of the corresponding liquids, then
the volumes of tho instrument, measured up to the successivo

divisions of the scale, must form a serie.iin liarmoinoal progn'ssion,

the lengths of the divisions increa.'^irig as we go up the stem.

The greatest density of tho liquid for which tho inslnimeul do-

Gciibccl above can be^ employed is „, wiiiW the least density is

,-. —
. or i;— , where v represents tho volume of tho stem bot*ccn
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tlic cxlremo divisions of the scale. Now, by increasing w, leaving W
uiid V unchangitl, we may increase the range of the instrument in-

dcBnitcly Bui it is clcai'th.it ifwc increase A, the sectional area of

th« stem, wo shall diminish I, the length of a scale-division corre-

BiwnJing to a given variation of density, and thereby proportionately

diminish tlie sensibility of the instrument, while diminishing tlie

section A will increase I and proportionately increase the sensibility,

but will diminish the range over which the instrument can be em-

ployed, unless we increase the length of the stem in the inverse

ratio of the sectional area. Hence, to obtain great sensibility along

with a considerable range, we require very long slender stems, and

to these two objections apply in addition to the question of port;i-

bility ; for, in the fust place, an instrument with a very long stem re-

quires a very deep vessel of liquid for its com[iletc immersion, and,

in the second place, when most of the stem is above the plane of

Rotation, this uiminishcs or may destroy the stability of the instru-

ment when floating. The various devices which have been adopted

to overcome this difhculty will be described in the account given of

the several hydrometers which have been hitherto generally cm-

ployed.

The plan comtaonly adopted to obviate the necessity of incon-

veniently long stems is to construct a number of hydrometers as

nearly alike as maybe, but to load them diflerently, sothat the scale-

divisions at the bott,om of the stem of one hydrometer just overlap

those at the top of the stem of the preceding. By this means a set

of six hydrometers, each having a stem rather more than five inches

long, will be equivalent to a siuglo hydrometer with a stem of thirty

inches. But, instead of employing a number of instruments dilTer-

iogonly in the weights with which they are loaded, we may employ

the same instrument, and alter its weight either by adding mercury

or shot to the interior (it it can be opened) or by attaching weights

to the exterior. These two operations are not quite equivalent, since

a weight added to the interior does not affect the volume of liquid

displaced when the instrument is immersed up to a given division

of the scale, while the adilition of weights to the exterior increases

the displacement. Tlijs difliculty may be met, as in Keene's hydro-

meter, by having all the weights of precisely the same volume but

of different masses, and never using the instrument except with one

of these weights attached.

The first hj'drometor intended for the determination of

the densities of liquids, and furnished with a set of weights

to be attached when necessary, was that constructed by

Mr Clarice, and described by Dresaguliers in the P/nlo-

sophkal Transactions for March and April 1730, No. 413,

p. 278. Tho foHowing is Desaguliers's account of the

instrument (fig. 2) :

—

" After baring made several fruitless trials with ivory, because it

Imbibes spirituous liquors, and thereby alters its gravity, ho (Mr
Clarke) at last made a copper hydrometer, re-

presented in fig. 2, having a brass wire of about

1 inch thick going through, and soldered into

the copper ball Ftb. The upper part of this wire

is filed Hat on ono side, for the stem ofthe hy-

drometer, with a mark at m, to which it siniis

exactly in proof spirits. There are two other

marks, A and B, at top and bottom ofthe stem,

to show whether tho liquor be i\t.\\ above proof

(as when it sinks to A), or^'^th under proof (as

when it emerges to B), when a brass weight
such as C has been screwed'on to the bottom
at c. There are a great many such weights, ol

different sizes, and marked to be screwed on
instead of C, for liquors that differ more than

T^gth from proof, so nq to serve for the specific

gravities in all such proportions as relate to

the mixturo of spirituous liquors, in all the
variety made use of in trade. There are also

other balls for showing tho specific gravities

quite to common water, which make the instru-

ment perfect in its kind,"

Clarice's hydrometer, as afterwards con-

structed for the purposes of the excise, was provided with

thirty-two weights to adapt it to spirits of different specific

gravities, and eleven smaller weights, or " weather weights"

as they were called, which wero attached to blic instrument in

order to correct for variations of temperature. The weights

were adjusted for successive intervals of 5° Fahr., but for

degrees intermediate between these no additional correction

was applied. Tho correction for temperature thus afforded

was not sutGcicntly accurate for excise purposes, and Mr
Spcer in his essay on the hydrometer (Tilloch's I'M. Ma<j.,

voL xiv.) mentions cases in which this imperfect compensa-
12—20*

Fin. 2.—Clarke's

Uydromctcr.

tion led to the extra duty payable upon spirits which were

more than 10 per cent, over proof being demanded on

spirits which were purpo.sely diluted to below 10 per cent.

over proof in order to avoid the charge.

Dos'aguUers himself constructed a. hydrometer of tha

ordinary type for comparing the specific gravities of

different liinds of water (Deiaguliers's Experivientat Philo-

soplnj, vol. ii. p. 234). In order to give great sensibility

to the instrument, the large glass ball was made nearly 3

inches in diameter, while the stand consisted of a wire 10

inches in length and only -^ inch in diameter. The instru-j

mont weighed 4000 grains, and the addition of a grain

caused it to sink through an inch. By altering the quantity

of shot in the small balls the instrument could be adapted

for liquids other than water.

To an instrument constructed for the same purpose, but

on a still larger scale than that of Desaguliers, M. De
parcieux added a small dish on the top of the stem for

the reception of the weights necessary to sink the instru-

ment to a convenient depth. Tha effect of weights placed

in such a dish or pan is of course tho same as if they were

placed within the bulb of the instrument, since they do

not alter the volume of that part which is immersed.

The first important improvement in the hydrometer after

its reinvention by Boyle was introduced by Fahrenheit,

who adopted the second mode of construction above referred

to, arranging his instrument so as always to displace the

same volume of liquid, its weight being varied accordingly.

Instead of a scale, only a single mark is placed upon the

stem, which is very slender, and bears at the top a small

scale pan into which weights are placed until the instrument

sinks to the mark upon its stem. The volume of the dis-

placed liquid being then always the same, its density will

be proportional to the whole weight supported, that is, to

the weight of the instrument together with the weights re-

quired to be placed in the scale pan.

Nicholson's hydrometer (fig. 3) combines the character-

istics of Fahrenheit's hydrometer and of Boyle's essay in-

strument.i The following is the description given of it

by Nicholson in tho Manchester Memoirs, vol. ii. p. 374. ^

"AA represents a small scale. It may bo taken off at D.

Diameter Ii inch, weight 44 gtains.
" B a stem of hardened steel wire. Diameter yj^ inch.
" E a hollow copper globe. Diameter 2^ iuche.'" Weight with

stem 369 grains.
" FF a stirrup of wire screwed to the globe

at C.
" Ga small scale, serving likewise as a counter-

poise. Diameter IJ inch. Weight with stirrup

1634 grains.

"The other dimensions may be had from the

drawing which is one-sixth of the linear mag-
nitude ofthe instrument itself.

"In the construction, it is assumed that tho

iipiKr scale shall constantly can-y 1000 grains

when the lower scale iscmply, and the instrument

sunk in distilled water at the temperature of 60°

Fahrenheit to the middle of the wire or stem.

The length of tho stem is arbitrary, as is like-

wise the distance of the lower scale from the , Tr„,i,._„(„,

surface of tho globe. But, the length of the stem ^°" = Hjuromcier.

being settled, the lower scale may be made lighter, and, conse-

quently, tho globe less, the greater its distance is taken from th«

surface of the globe ; and the contrary.

"

Tn comparing the densities of different liquids, it is cleai

that this instrument is precisely equivalent to that of

Fahrenheit, and roust be employed in tho same manner(

weights being placed in the top scale only until the hydrc

meter sinks to tho mark on the wire, when the specifi*

gravity of the liquid will be proportional to the weight o|

the instrument together with the weights in the scale.

In tlio subsequent portion of tho paper above referred i<\

' A'icholton's Journai, vol. i. p. 1H, footnote.
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Nicholson explains how the instrument may be employed

BS a thermometer, since, fluids generally expanding more

than the solids of which the instrument is constracted, the

instrument will sink as the temperature rises.

To determine the density of solids heavier than water with

this instrument, let the solid be placed in the upper scale pan, and
'let the weight now required to cause the instrument to sink in

distilled water at stamlanl teiiipi'i-atui'c to tliu nmrk B bo denoted

hj w, while W denotes the weight requiied when the solid is not

present Then W-w is the weight of the solid. No\» let the

solid be placed in the lower pan, care being taken that no bubbles

of air remain attached to it, and let w^ be the weight now required

In the scale pan. This weight will exceed w in consequence of the

water displaced by the solid. &ud the weight of the water thus dis-

'placed will be w,-w, which is therefore the weight of a volume of

\vater' equal to that of the solid. Hence, since the weight of the
\V - W)

solid itself is \Y -to, its density must be

The above example illustrates how Kicholson'a or

Fahrenheit's hydrometer may be employed as a weighing

machine for small weights.

In all hydrometers in which a part only of the instrument

is immersed, there is a liability to error in consequence of

the surface tension, or capillary action, as it is frequently

called, along the line of contact of the instrument and the

surface of the liquid (see Capillary Action). This error

diminishes as the diameter of the stem in reduced, but is

sensible in the case of the thinnest stem which can be
employed, and is the chief source of error in the employ-
ment of Nicholson's hydrometer, which otherwise would
be an instrument of extreme delicacy and precision. Tiie

following is Nicholson's statement on this point:

—

" One of the greatest difficulties which attends hydrostatical
experiments arises from the attraction or repulsion that obtains at

the surface of the water. After trying many experiments to obviate
tile irregularities arising from this cause, 1 find reason to prefer the
simple one of carefully wining the whole instrument, and especially

thu stem, with a clean cloth. The weights in the dish must not
be esteemed accurate while there is either a cumulus or a cavity

In the water round the stem."

It is possible by applying a little oil to the upper part of

the bulb of a common or of a Sikes's hydrometer, and care-

fully placing it in pure water, to

cause it to float with the upper
part of the bulb and the whole of

the stem emerging as indicated in

fig. 4, when it ought properly to

sink almost to the top of the stem,

the surface tension of the water

around the circumference of the

circle of contact, AA', providing

the additional support required.

The universal hydrometer of Mr G.
Atkins, described in the Phil Mag. for

1808. vol. xxxi, p 254, is merely
Nicholson's hydrometer with the screw

at C projecting through the collar into

which it 13 screwed, and terminating
in a sharp point above the cup G. To
this point soft bodies lighter than water
(which would float if placed in the cup)
could be attached, and thus com-
pletely immersed. Atkins's instrument
was constructed 80 as to weigh" 700
grains, and when immersed to the mark
on the item in distilled water at 60"

F., it earned 300 grains in the upper dish. Tlie hydrometer
therefore displaced 1000 grains of distilled water at 60" F. , and
henco the specific gravity of any other liquid was at once indicated
by adding 700 to tne number of grains in the pan required to make
tjto instrument sink to the mark on the stem. The small divisions
on til* scale corresponded to da/lerences of ^'jth of a grain in the
weiffht of the instrument
Tne " Oravimeter," constructed by Citizen Ouyton and described

!n Nickolaon s Journal, 4to, vol. i p. 110, dilTer'9 from Nicholson's
Instrument in being constructed of glass, aud having a cylindrica.
bulbabout 21 centimetres in [ength and 22 millimetres in diuincicr
Its n»i|[>it is so adjusted that an additional weight ol tigraniniH»

must be placed in the upper pan to cause tlic instrameDt to sink
to the mark on the stem in distilled water at the standard tempera-
ture. The instrument is provided with an additional pfecc, or
"plongeur," whose weight exceeds 5 giaiiinios by the weight ol
water which it displaces ; that is to say, it is so constnicted as to
weigh 5 grammes 111 water, and eon.sists of a glass envelojie filled

with nieicuiy. It is clear that the elfcct of tins " plongeur," when
placed in the lower pan, is ex.ictly tlie same as that of the 5 giumme
weight 111 the upper pan. M'itiioiit tlie c.Mia 5 giiinimcs the in.stni-

meiit weighs about 20 gianinies. and theieioie Huats 111 a liquid of
specific gravity 'S Thus deprived of us additional weight it may
be used for spirits. To use" the instiumeiit lor liquids of much
greater density than water additional weights must be placed in tlie

upper pan, and the " plongeur " is then placed in the lower [lau for

the puriiose of giving to the instrument the requisite stability.

Charles's balance areometer is similar to Nicholson's hydrometer,
except that the lower basin admits of inversion, thus enabling the
instrument to be employed for solids lighter than water, the
inverted basin serving the same purpose as the pointed screw in
Atkins's modification of t'he instniment.

Adie's sliding hydrometer is of the ordinary form,- but can be
adjusted for liquids of widely differing specilic gravities bydrawin(j
out a sliding tube, thus changing the volume' of the hydiometer
wldle its weight remains constant.

Adie's statical hydrometer is really a specific gravity balance, one
of the arms of which is 2J inches in length, and the other 8 inches.

A brass ball, whose volume is '01 gallon, is susjicnded from the
shorter arm, and immersed in the liquid whose density ia to be
determined. The ball is balanced by means of a weight which
slides along the beam, and a smaller weight which also slides along
the beam serves to make the necessary correction for temperature.
The hydrometer of Beauni^, which has been extensively used in

France, consists of a common hydrometer graduated in the following
manner. Certain fi-xed points were first determined upon the stem
of the instrumeut. The first of these was found by immersing the
hydrometer in pure water, and marking the stem at the level of tho
surface. This formed the zero of the scale. Fifteen standard
solutions of pure common salt in water were then prepared, contain-
ing respectively 1, 2, 3, . . .15 per cent, (by weight) of dij

salt. The hydrometer was plunged in these solutions in order, ami
the stem having been marked at the several surfaces, the degrees
so obtained w"ere numbered 1, 2, 3 15. These degiccs
wei'e, when necessary, repeated along the stem by the employineiil

of a pair of compasses till 80 degrees were marked olf. The instru-

ment thus adapted to the determination of densities exceeding Unit

<4 water was called the hydrometer for salt*.

Tlie hydrometer intended for densities less thaiT that of water,

or the hydrometer for spirits, is constructed on a similar inincijilo.

The instrnmentr is so arranged that it floats in pure water with
most of the stein above the surface. A solution containing 10 per

cent of pure salt is used to indicate the zero of the scale, and the

point at which the instrument Hoats when immersed in distilled

water at 10* R, (54^" F.) is numbered 10. Equal divisions are tiicii

marked olT upwards along the stem as far as tne 60th dcgi«e.

The densities coire.sponding to the several decrees of neaiinie's

hydrometer are given by Nicholson (Jouninl o/PUilo} vol. i.

p. 89) as follows

—

Bcaumi's Ihjdromctcrfor Spirila Tcmpcratvre 10° R.

Degrees.
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*«»ing been employed by the latter to construct Iiis inttrumcnts for

the French reveuue. The point at which the instrument floated

ill distilled water was marked 10° by Cartier, and 30' on Carticr's

scale corresponded to 32° on Btaume's.

Though constructed upon a very different principle from ordinary

hydrometers, we may briefly refer here to Brewster's capillary hy-

drometer or staktometer, which is based upon the difference in the

surface tension and density of pure water, aud of mixtures of alcohol

and water in varying proportions. If a small piece of paper be bent

into such a shape as th'3, _/V it maybe made to rest upon the surface

of water without being immersed If now a drop of alcohol be

placed on one corner of the paper, it will rush violently away and
generally spin round, somewliat resembling the action of pieces of

camphor, indicating tliat the surface tension of the water is dimin-

ished by the presence of alcohol If the water be very pure it is^ufh-

cient to bring a drop of alcohol on the extremity of a pipette near to

the paper, without touching either it or the water, and the vapour

absorbed will produce the same effect. For otlier proofs of the same
actionseethearticleCAriLLARY Action. Now, if a drop of water be

allowed to form at the extremity of a fine tube, U will go on increas-

ing until its weight overcome.s the surface tension by
which it clings to the tube, aud then it will fall. Hence
any impurity which diminishes the surface tension of

the water will diminish the size of the di'op (unless the

density' is proportionately diminished). Now, according

to Quincke, the surface tension of pure water in con-

tact with air at 20° C. is 81 dynes per linear centimetre,

while that of alcohol is only 25 5 dynes. Also, a small

percentage of alcohol produces much more than a pro-

portional decrease in the surface tension when added
to pure water. The capUIary hydrometer consists

simply of a small pipette with a bulb iu the middle of

'the stem, the pipette termiuating in a very fine capillary

point. The instnimeat being filled with distilled water,

the number of drops required to empty the bulb and
pwtions ofthe stem between two marks m and n (fig.^ 5)

on the latter is carefully counted, and the experiments
repeated at different temperatures. The pipette having
been carefully dried, the process is repeated with pure
alcohol or with proof spirits, and the strength of any « ^

-

admixture of water and spirits is determined from the J^'"
^~

corresponding number of drops, but the formula gene- Brewster s

rally given is not based upon sound data. Sir David Stakto-

Brewster found with one of these instruments that the meter,

number of drops of pure water was 734, while of proof spirit, sp.

gr. 920, the number of drops required was 2117.

Perhaps the main object for which hydrometers have been con-
structed ie the determination of the value of spiritiious liquors,

chiefly for revenue purposes. To this end an
immense variety of hydrometers have been con-

structed, differing mainly in the character of their

ecalea.

In Speer's hydrometer the stem has the form of

an octagonal prism, and upon. each of the eight

faces a scale is engraved, indicating the percentage

strength of the spirit corresponding to the several

divisions of the scale, the eight scales being

adapted respec',.ively to the temperatures 35°, 40°,

45°, 50°, 55°, 60°, 65°, and 70'" F. Four small

pins, which can be inserted into the counterpoise

of the instrument, serve to adapt the instrument
to the temperatures intermediate between those

for which tiie scales are constructed. William
Speer was supervisor and chief assayer of spirits

io the port of Dublin. For a more complete ac-

count of this instrument see Tilloch's Phil. May,,
vol. xiv. p. 151.

The hydrometer constructed by Mr Jones of
Holbom, consists of a spheroidal bulb with a rect-

angular stem (fig. 6), Between the bulb and
counterpoise is placed a thermometer, which serves

to indicate the temperature of the liquid, and the
instrument is provided with three weights which
can be attached to the top of the stem. On the
four sides of the stem AD are engraved four scales

corresponding respectively to the unloaded instru-

ment, and to the instrument loaded with the re-

epective weights. The instrument when unloaded p,Q c jouci'
eerves for the range from 74 to 17 above proof; Hvdionieler
when loaded with the first weight it indicates from
46 to 13 over proof, with the second weight from 13 over proof to
2D under proof, and with the third fiom 29 under proof to pure
wiitor, the graduation corresponding to which is markedW at the
bottom of the fourth scale. One side of the stem AD is shown in
fig. 6, the other three in fig. 7. The thermometer is also provided
with four scales covrespoiijing to the scales above mentioned.
Each scale has its zero in the middle corresponding to 60° F. If

m

li)

the mercury in the thermometer stand above this zero the epiril
must be reckoned weaker than the hydrometer indicates by th«
number on the thermometer scale level with the top of the mercury,
while if the thermometer indicate a tem-
perature lower than the zero of the scale (o) ('^•^ Co\
(60° F. ) the spirit must bo reckoned V_y \Jy * ^

a
stronger by the scale reading. At the side
of each of the four scales on the stem of
the hydrometer is engraved a set of small
numbers indicating the contraction in
volume which would be experienced if the
requisite amount of water (or spirit) were
added to bring the sample tested to the
proof strength

The hydrometer constructed by Mr Dicas
of Liverpool is provided with a sliding
scale which can be adjusted for different

temperatures, and which also indicates the
contraction in volume incident on bringing
the spirit to proof strength. It is provided
with thirty-six diHcrent weights which,
with the ten divisions on the stem, form a scale from to 370. Th»
employment of so many weights renders the instrument ill-adapted
for practical work where speed is an object. It was adopted for
the United States reveuue by Act of Congress, August 10, 1790.

Quin's universal hydrometer is described in the Transactions oj
Ike Society o/ Arts, vol. viii. p. 98. It is provided with a sliding
rule to adapt it to different temperatures, and has four scales, ono
of wjiich is graduated for spirits and the other three serve to shovi
the strengths of worts. The peculiarity of the instrument con-
sists in the pyramidal form given to the stem, .which renders the
scale-divisions more nearly equal in length than they would be OD
a prismatic stem.

Atkins's hydrometer, as originally constructed, is described in
Xicholson's Journal, 8vo, vol. ii. p. 276. It is made of brass, and i«

provided with a spheroidal bulb whose axis is

2 inches in length, the conjugate diameter
being 1 J inches. The whole length of the in-

strument is S inches, the stem square of about

i inch side, and the weight about 400 grains.

It is provided with four weights, marked 1, 2,

3, 4, and weighing respectively 20, 40, 61,

and 84 grains, which can be attached to the
shank "of the instrument at C (fig. 8), and
retained there by the fixed weight B. The
scale engraved upon one face of the stem
contains fifty-five divisions, the top and
bottom being marked or zero, and the
alternate intermediate divisions (of which
there are twenty-six) being marked with
the letters of the alphabet in order The
four weights are so adjusted that, if the instru-

ment floats with the steni emerging as far as

the lower division with one of the weights
attached, -then replacing the weight by the
next heavier causes the instrument to sink
through the whole length of the scale to the.
upper division 0, and the first weight pro-

duces the same effect when applied to the
naked instrument. The stem is thus virtu-

ally extended to five times its length, and the
number of divisions increased practically to

272. When no weight is attached the in-

strument indicates densities from 806 to
843

; with No. 1 it registers from -843 to
880, with No. 2 from '880 to -918, with
No. 3 from -918 to -958, and with No. 4 frora^

958 to 1000, the temperature being 55° F.^
It will thus be seen that the whole length
of the stem corresponds to a difference ot

density of about 04, and one division to about
'00074, indicating a difference of little mora
than i per cent, in the strength of any
sample of spirits.

The instrument is provided with a sliding

rule, with scales corresponding to the several

weights, which indicate the specific gravity corresponding to the
several divisions of the hydrometer scale coiilpared with water at
55° F. The slider upon the rule serves, to adjust the scale for

different temperatures, and then indicates the slrengtli of the spirit

in percentages Ckvcr or under proof. The slider is also provided
with scales, marked respectively Dicas and Clarke, which serve to

show the readings which would have been obtained had the instru-

ments of those makers been employed. The lino on the scale

marked "concentration" indicates the diminution in volume con-
sequent upon fcdaciiig the sample to proof strength (if it is 0. P.)
or upon reducing proof spirit to the strength of tlie sample (if

Fio. 8.— Atkins'»

Hydrometer.
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it is U. P.). By applying tlie several weights in successiou in

addition to No. 4, the instrument can be employed foi- liqnids

heavier than water ; and graduations on the other three sides of

the stem, together with an additional slide rule, adapt the instru-

ment for the determination of the strength of worts.

Mr Atkins subsequently modified the instrument {Nicholson's

Journal, 8vo, vol. iii. p. 50) by constructing the different weights

of different shapes, viz. , circular, square, triangular, and pentagonal,

instead of numbering them 1, 2. 3 and 4 respectively, a.hgure of the

weight being stamped on the sliding rule opposite to every letter in

the series to which it belongs, thus diminishing the probability of

mistakes. He also replaced the letters on the stem by the corre-

eponding specific gravities referred to water as unity. Further
information concerning these instruments and the state of hydro-

metry in 1803 will be found in Mr Atkins's pamphlet On the Helation

between the Specific Gravities and the Strength of Spirituous

Liquors, 1803; or Phil. Mag., vol. xvi. pp. 26-33, 205-212, 305-
312 ; vol. xvii. pp. 204-210 and 329-341.

_

In Gay Lussac's alcoholometer the scale is divided into 100 parts
corresponding to the presence of 1, 2, . . . per cent, by volume of

alcohol at 15 C, the highest division of the scale corresponding to

the purest alcohol he could obtain (density 7947) and the lowest

division corresponding to pure water. A table provides the
necessary corrections for othei^ temperatures. -.••-,,,.. '

Tralles's liydrometer differs from Gay Lussac's only in being
graduated at 4° C. instead of 15° C. , and taking alcohol of density
•7939 at 15'5° C. for pure alcohol instead of '7947 as taken by Gay
iM^'iacCK.eene's Handbook of Hydromelry).

In Beck's hydrometer the zero of the scale corresponds to density
I'OOO and the division 30 to density '850, and equal divisions on
-the scale are continued as far as is required in both directions. The
following table serves to indicate the relation between the degrees
and the corresponding densities :— ,.

Relation between Degrees of Beck's Hydrometer and Densities.

\

t
i
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Table of Out DensiUa of Bodies {from Mr Tod'a series of Tables).
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Kdme ol Bodies.

Utiait.

Anllmony. ca^t
Zinc, caat

Iron, cast

Tin. cAit •.

Tin, hardened
Pewter ^..^
frun. bar
Cobalt, cist -
Steel. Iiard

Steel. «oIt

Iron, meteoric, faammerud .

Nickel. CMSt
Braa5, caat

Brass, nlro
Nickel, hamrtiered
Gun metal „
Copper, cast
Copper, wire
Copper/coin
Blsnjafb. cast

SHver, bamtnered
Silver, coin .»

Slker, pore, cast ,

Rhodium _
Lead, cast ..

, .

Palladium ..

Mercury (qulckallv^r). common
Mercury, „ pore
Gold, trinket
Gold, coin
Gold, pure, cast
Gold, haminercd .

Platioum, pore
Platinum, hamm&red
Plalljiam. wire
Platinum, laminated
Iridium, hammered .. ,

Earth, Stonti, ic.
Amber
CoaJ ....

Sand
Brick
Sulphur, native
Opal^
Clay
Gypsum
Porcelain, Llmoyea
Porcelain, China .

Stone, paving
Stone, common
fUnt
Spat
Pebble, English ,
Granite, Aberde«D
Quartz ,... .,

Glass, green
Crystal, rock
Granite, red Ectyptlaa ......
Granite, Cornisti . . . .

Marble, Esyplion
•Slato

Coral _

Pearl, Orlantal
Glass, bottle _

Marble, green Campanian
Emeiald of Peru
Chalk, British ... ,
tlartile, Parian
Basalt, Giants' Causeway
Class, wliito

Limestone
Asbestos...

Hornblende
White lead
Glass. Dillish flint

Diamond, average
, . .

Beryl, Oriental
Garnet, common
Topaz, average..
Sapphire, Oriental .. . ...

Garnet, precious
Ruby, Oricntat
Jargon of Ceylon.
Spar, heavy
IXKulstone
Tile eaitb (mean of the globe)

Retini, Ourtu, ±c
Gunpowder, lonae heap .

Living men

Name of Bodies

Weight of a cubic
toot in oz. and lb.

C702
7190
721)7

7?JI
7299
7471
7788
7811

7818
7833
796.;

8279
6399
8J44
86G6
8784
8783
8878
8915
9822

10.510

10534
10744
IIOOO
1 1.1.52

USOO
13568
14000
15709
17C47
19258
19310
19500
20336
21041
22069
23000

1078

;250
1500
2000
20.33

2114
2160
2280
2341
23S5
2416
2500
2594
2594
2619
2625
2640
2642
2653
2654
2662
2CS8
2072
2680
2684
2733
2742
2774
27S4
2837
2864
2892
2950
2996
3000
3160
3329
aj>36

3549
3576
S80O
8994
4230
4283
4416
4430
49.10

6210

836

691

Ottu
Hydrogen
AninionlH
.Mtrogen
I"ilefiaiit gns
AtniosphiTic air
Nitric osldc
Oxygen

Weight of a cubic
foot In oz. and lb.

lb.

4188750
4493750
4504375
455-6875
456 1876
-166 937.5

4867600
488 1875
4S85000
4895625
497-812.5

517 4375
624 6875
634 0000
64*6250
5490000
649-2500
654-8760

557 1873
ai3-8750
666 8750
658-3750
671-6000
687-5000
709-5000
737-5000
848-0000
876-0000

981 8125
1102-9375
1203-6250
1210-0625
1218-7500
1271-0000
1315-0025
13793125
1437-5000

67-37.50

78-7.500

93-;i00
125 OOOO
l->7 0625
132-1-250

135-0000

142-5000

14C3125
147-2500
151-4000
157-5000
1621-250
162-1250
163-0375
164 0625
165 0000
165 1200
105-8125
165 8750
ICG 3750
1C6-7500
167-0000
167-5000

1677500
170-8125
171-3750

1734375
174-OhOO
177-3125
179-0000
180-7500
1813760
187-2500
187-5000
197 -.5000

208-0625
221-0000
221 8125
2-23-5O0O
237-5000
243-3750
264-3760
2G7-C879
276-0000
276-8750
8-.>8-1250

325 62.50

62 250O
65 6875

Weight of,

a cubic In.

In oz.

Weight of

a cubic
Inch In oz.

Number of

cubic in,

JD a lb.

oz.

3-8748
4-1608
4-1797

42193
4 -iSlO

4-3231
4-5069
4-5-:02

4 5231
4-5329
4-6093

•i 7910
4S682
4 9444
60150
6-0833

6 0^66
6-1377

5-159J
6-6840

60821
6-0960
6-2175
6-3657
6-3694
6-8287
7-8.518

81018
9-0p08
1021-23
11-1446
11-2042

11-2847
11-7685
12-1765
12-7714

13-3101

0-62384

0-72337

e-86803
1-15740
1-17650
1-22331

1-2.5000

1-31914

1-35474

1 38020
I 39814
1-45833
1-50115
1-50115

I-515G2
I -51909
1-52777

1 -52893

1 53550
1-53587
1 -53935
1-51970

1-54C29
1 65092
1 -55321
1-58169

1 58735
1 60590
1 61111
1-64178

I -05740

1-67361
1-70717

1-73379

i-73611
1 •8l»S70

1-92660
20|i:-i9

2-05381

2-06914
2-19907
2-25347

2 14791
2-17858
2-5.5.-,55

2 56365
2 R5300
3 01501

48379
61562

cub. in.

3 -8866
3-8431
3-8364
3-79-20

3-7878
3-7007

3.5500
3-5398
3-6373
3-5296
3-4799
3-3395

3 2933
3-2359

3-1903

31476
3 1461
31140
30959
28149
2-6306
2-6216
2-5733

2-5134
S-4355
2-5134
2-0377
1-9748

1-7600
1-6124
1-43.56

1-4280
1-4178

1 -3595

1-3140
1-2523

12021

25-6174

21-9128
18-4320
13-8210
13-5996

13-0785

12 8000
12-1263

11 8103
11-7351

11-4137
10-9714

106584
10 6581
10-5566
10-5325

10-4--J7
10-4613
10-4214
10-1175

10.3861
103i;28
10-3173
10-3101

103010
10-1163

100831
9-3632

9 9310
9-7155

9-65:i0

9-5601
9-3721

9 2283
9-2160
8-7193

e-3052
78190
7-7903
7-7315
7-2800

71001
6-5.361

6-4590
6-2608
6-2410
6-0081

6 3067

33 0717
31 -0303

Kamc Of Bodies.

Resins, Oums, £e.

Wax „
Ice..., ^
Gunpowder, close ahalten...
Tallow _.
Butter _
BeeswBS
Sodium
Camphor
Rosin
PItcb.Ii
Opinm
Gum Arabic
Honey
Bone, of an ox
Bone, dry
PhosphorQS
Alum _ ._.

Gunpowder, solid ".

Nitre (saltpetre)

Ivory

Wtodi.
Cork
Poplar
Larch
Fir, Noithdl England
Mahogany, Hondtu-as
Codar, Amcricml
Ponn
Willow
Cedar
Cypress
Elm
Pitch pine
Penr-tree \

Walnut
Fir, Mar Forest
Elder-tree
Orange-lt-ee „.,..

Cheny-tree
Teak
Fir, Riga .

Maple
Oak, Dantzic
Yew, Dutcli
Apple-tree
Yew, Spanish
Ash
Beech
Oak, Canadian
Logwood •

Oak, English
Box, French
Brazil wood, red
Mahogatiy. Spanish
Oak, English, 60 yeaia old .

Ebony, Ameiican
LigQum-vitfe

Liquids.

Ether, sulphuric
Alcohol, absolute
Brandy
Bitumen, liquid
Turpentine, oil of
Ether, muriatic
OUveoil
Moselle wine
Whale oil

Pioof spirit...

Linseed oil

Castor oil '.

Wine, red port
Wirie of Burgundy
Wine of Bordeaux
Wine, whlt« Champagne
Water, distilled ,.

Tar
V'negai '

Sea-water..
Milk ;,..

Ale (average) ..

Blood, human
Mui^tlL- acid of commerce..
A'lua icgla
Water of Dead Sea
Nitrous acid
Nitric acid, oi aqtiafoiUs ....

Boincii- acid
Siilplninc acid
Q.iicksilvei. (Sec metals) ..

Weight of & cubic
foot ill oz. and lb.

oz.

897

930
937
942
942
956
972
989
1100
1150
1337

145-J
1456
1669
1660
1714
1714
1746
1900
1917

240
383
644
656
560
561
579
685
696
698
COO
660
661
681
694
695
705
715
743
750
755
760
788
793
807
845
852
872
913
970
1030
1031
1063
1170
1331

1333

720
796
837
818
870
874
915
916
923
930
940
970
990
991
994
997
1000
1015
1026
1028
1030
1035
1015
1218
1231

1210
11.52

1500
1830
1848

lb;

60 062.?

68-1250
68 5625
6s-875()

58-5750
6S-750U
CO 7600
618125
68-7000
718750
83-5625
90-7500
91-0000

103-6875

103 75Q0
107-1250
107-12.50

109-0025
118-7500

1I9-B125

15-0000
23-9375

31-0000
34-7.500

35 0000
35-0625
36-1875
36-5625
37-2500
37 37.50

37-5000
41-2600

413125
42-6626
43-3750
43-4375
44-0625

44 6676
46-5625
468750
47-1857
47-5000
492500
49-6625
50-4375

628125
532500
54-5000

67 0625
60-6250
64-3750
64-3125
66-4250
73-1260

831875
83-3125

450000
49-7500
62 3125
530000
64-3760
64-6250
67-1876
67-2500
57 -C875
58-1250
68 7600
60 6250
61-8750

CI -9375

02-1250
62 3125
62 5000
63-4375

61-1250

CI 2500
64 3760
64-6675

653126
76-1250
77-1250
77-5000
90-7500

93 "600

114 3750
126-0000

Weil .ht of

a c able

Inch inoz.

oz.

0009
0690
0973
0-982

I 000
1 042
Mil

Ib-

-00431-25

-0368750
0607500
0613760
-0625000
-0651250

-0694375

02-
-0000399

•6003414
-0005625
-0005682
-0005787
-0006030

-0006429

NuiiibiM (*f Numliei of
cubic In. cubic ft

n a lb. in a lb.

cubli In.

400095-6
40861
28441-4
28151-7
2'niH
26533 5

24885 6

cubic fl.

231-6810
27 1186
164600
16-2932

160000
16 11550

14 1014

Name of Bodies

GnstM.

Muriatic add....
Carbonic add..
Cyanogen
Sulphuious add
Chlorine
Fluosillrif acid.,
llydrltxilc acid..

Weight of a cubic
fool in oz. and lb.

Weight of

J ciiliic In.

Ill 0^.

oz.

1 280
15-21

1-805

2-222
2-444

3611
4 300

lb.

-0800000
-0952600
-1128125
•1386760
•1527.500

•2256675

-2687500

OZ.

-000;i07
•000.1819

•0010416

-Oai?8.5«!

-0OI1I43
C020S'.»6

-0021881

< t.

051909
0-S38I9
061221
061513
054513
0-55324

66260
0-506.55

0-68657

66550
0-77372
094027
0-84259

96006
0-96064
0-99184

099184
1-00983
1-09953

1 10937

C-13688
0-22164
0-31181

0.32175
0-32107

32165
0-33506

0-35661
034490
034664
0-34723

0-38194
0-38252

039467
0-40162

10219
0-4O798

041877
0-43113

0-4;H02
1.3692

0-43981

0-45590
0-45891
0-46701

018900
049.306
50694

053125
050134
59606

0-69664
0-61516
0-«7708
0^77025

077141

041666
046064
48437

0-49074
0-50347
0-60578

62961
63009

033414
063M9
0-54398
0-661.34

067291
0-67849
067523
0-57696

67870
0-66738

59376
0-69490
0-66606
0-59896
0-60(74

70486
7M12
71759

061021
0-86.<05

1 -05902

1 06944

Number o]

cubic In.

In a lb.

cub. In.

30-6227
29-7293
59-5069
20-3.503

29-2993

28-9205
26-4444
27-9555
26-0909
210417
20-0791
19-0413

18 9890
16-6654
16-6664
16-1307
16-1307

168441
14 5615

14 4422

1162000
71-7660
60-8236
49 72CC
49-5714
49 2833
47-7512

47 2615
46-3892

462341
460800
41-8909
41 8275
40-5991"

39 8366
39-7812
39-2170
38 6685
37-1114

36 6640
36 6198
36 3789
36 0863
31-8656
34-2603

82-7193
32-4507
31 7001
30-2625
26-6030
26-8427
26-6680
26-0148
23 6307
20 7723
JO -7111

36-4000
34-7187

33 0323
32 6087
ai !>B32

Er«S.-8
309163
80-1834
29-9544
29-7-290

294127
28-5030

J7 0273
27-8990
27-8148

277311
27-6180
27 239<
26 9173
268948
26 8127
367130
264574
226993
22-4051

22-2M0
19-IIU62

15 jOdJ
16 lu£|

13 6000

Number of Number of

cubic In cubic ft-

ID a lb. In a lb.

cubic lo.

216000
18141 7

I53I7 4

1.4428
113126
76.56-6

<M29 7

coble n,
I2 50a»
10 198(

8-H40
7 20«7
6 ,51iT6

4 430»
3 7209
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In the above table for Sikcs's IiyJronictcr two di-iisitics arc i^iveii

corrosiionding to eauh'of the degrees 20, 30, 40, 50, 00, TO, 80, aiij

80, indicating that the successive weights belonging to the j'arlicul.ir

instrument for whicli tlie table has been calculated Jo not quite

ogrce. The discreiiancy, however, does not produce any sensible

error in the strength of the corresponding spirit.

A table which indicates the weight per gallon of spirituous li'[Uors

for every degree ofSikes's hydrometer is printe<I in 23 and 24 Vict. c.

114, schedule B. This table differs slightly from that given above,

which has been abridged from the table given in Keene's Handbook

cf Hydronulry, apparently from the eqiuil divisions on Sikes's scale

having been taken as corresponding to eqaarinciements of density.

Sikcs's hydrometer was ebtablishe<i for the purpose of collecting

the revenue of the Uuited Kingdom by Act of Parliament, 56 Geo.

Ill c. 140, by which it was enacted that "all spirits shall be

deemed and taken to be of the degree of strength which the said

hydrometers called Sikes's hydrometers shall, upon trial by any
officer or officers of the customs or excise, deuote such spii its to be,

"

This Act came into force on January 5, 1817,and was to have remained
ID force until August 1, 1818, but was repealed by 58 Geo. [II. c.

28, which established Sikes's hydrometer on a permanent footing.

By 3 and 4 Wjll. IV c. 52, § 123, it was further enacted that the

same instruments and methods should be cmjiloycd in determining
the duty upon imported spirits as ^ould in virtue of any Act of

Parliament be erajiloyed in the determination of the duty upon
spirits distilled at home. It is the practice of tlie officers of the

inland revenue to adjust Sikes's hydrometer at 62" F , that being

the temperature at which the imperial gallon is defined as contain.

ing 10 lb avoirdupois of distilled water. The specilic giavity of any
sample of spirits thus deteinnned, when multiplied by ten, gives

the weight in pounds per imperial gallon, and the « eight of any bulk
of spirits divided by this number gives its volume at onoe lu iinpoiial

gallons.

Mr J B. Kceneof the Hydrometer Office, London, has con.strucied

an Instrument after the model of Sikes's, but piovided with twelve
weights of ditTerent masses but equal volumes, and the instturaeut

is never used without having one of these attached. When loaded
with either of thclightest two weights the instrument is specifically

lighter than Sikes's hydrometer when unloaded, and it niay thus be

used for specific gravities as low as that of absolute alcoliol. The
volume of each weight being the same, the wiiole volume immersed
IS always the same when it lloats at the same mark whatever weight
may be attached.

Besides the above, many hydrometers have been employed for

special purposes. Twaddell's hydrometer is adapted for densities

greater than that of water. The scale is so arranged that the read-

ing multiplied by 5 and added to 1000 gives the specific

gravity with reference to water as 1000. To avoid an
"^

inconveniently long stem, dilTerent instruments are

employed for different parts of the scale as mentioned
above.

' The lactometer constructed by Dicas of Liveipool

is adapted for the determination of the quality of milk.

It resembles Sikes's hydrometer in other rosiietts, but
is provided with ciglit weights. It is also piovided
with a tliermometer and slide rule, to rf-duce the
reailings to the standard temperature of 55" F

Thetnariue hydrometers, as supplicil by the British

Government to the royal navy and the merchant
marine, arc glass instruments with slender stems, and
generally S(-rve to indicate specifie gravities from I'OOO

to 1 040. Before being issued tlicy are compared with
a standard instrument, and their errors determined.

They are employed for taking observations of tho

density of sea-waler.

The saliiiomcter is a hydrometer intended to indi-

cate the strength of the bnuo in marine boilers in

which sea-water is employed. Saunders's snlinoinetcr

consists of an hydrometer which floats in a chamber
through which the water from the boiler is allowed to

flow in a gentle stream, at a temperature of 200" F.

The pecUi.arity of the iiistrumcrit consists in tho

stream of water, as it enters the hydrometer chamber,
being made to impinge against a disk of metal, by
which it is broken into drops, thus liberating the

steam, which would otherwise disturb the instrument.

Say's stereometer is an instrument for the deter-

mination of tho volumes, and hence^of tho densities,

of bodies which cniinot lie conveniently ineasureu by
tho ordinary hydiomet(;r, as, for cvaniple, soliihl.

and porous bnijics, powtlers, &c. The instninu'tit

tt'iiisists of n glass tune I'C (fig. 10), of unifurm bore, terminatiilg

ill a cup PK, the mouth of which can be rendrrcd air-tight by the

lilato of glass K. Tlic subRtance whuJie volume is to be determined
IS placed in the ctip PiO, and the tube I'C is immersed in the

vessel of mercury D, until the mercury readies the mark P. 'I'lie

plate E is then placed od the cup, and the tube PC raised until

Fin. 10.—
Say's

Stereometer.

the surface of the inercury iii the tube stands at M, that in tha
vessel D being at C, and the heigiiL MC is measured. Let k
denote this height, and let PM be denoted by I. Let « represent
the volume of air in the cup before tho liody was inserted, v the
volume of the body, a the area of the horizontal section of tha
tube PC, aod h the lieight of the mercurial barometer. Then,
by Boyle's law,

(ii - 1) -I- al)IJir- k) = (li - v)k,

. . V ,h-k

The volume u inay be determined by repeating the experiment
when only air is in the cup. In this case i;=0, and the equation
becomes

(ii -f nf)(A - i') = uh.

whence „ /' - f

Substituting this value in tlie expression for v, tho volume of the
body inserted in the cup becomes known, and if mrepi'esenta its

mass its density is— (W. G.)
V

HYDROPATHY is tho treatment of disease by water,

used outwardly and inwardly. Like many descriptive

names, the word " hydropathy " is defective and even

misleading, tlio active agents in the treatment being heat

and cold, of wliich water is little more than the vehicle,

and not the only one. Thorrno-therapeutics (or thermo-

therapy) is a term Jess open to objection. The name
" hydropathy," liowever, as being itself an advance on an
earlier and loss happy designation, " the water cure," as

having obtained general currency, is here employed.

Hydropathy, as a system, or mode of treatment complete

in itself, dates from about 1829, when Vincenz Pxiessnitz

(1801-51), a farmer of Grafenberg in Silesia, Austria, be-

gan his public career in the paternal homestead, extended

so as to accommodate the increasing numbers attracted

by the fame of his cures. Two English works, however,

on tho medical uses of water had been translated into

German in the century preceding the rise of the move-

ment under Priessnitz. One of these was by Sir John
Floyer, a physician of Lichfield, who, struck by the reme-

dial use of certain springs by the neighbouring peasantry,

investigated the history of cold batliing, and published in

1702 his " "J'lixpoXouo-c'a, or llie HUtonj of Cold Bathing,

bulk Ancient and Modem." The book ran through sis

editions within a few years, and tho translation was largely

diawn upon by Dr J. S. Hahn of Silesia, in a work pub-

lished in 1738, On, the Healing Virtues of Cold Water,

[nwardhj and Outwardly applied, as proved hy Experience.

The other work was that of Dr Currie of Liverpool,

entitled Medical Reports on the Effects of Water, Cold and
Warm, as a Jiemedi/ in Fevers and other Diseases, published

in 1797, and soon after translated into German by Michaelis

(1801) and Kcgewisch (1807). It was highly popular,

and first placed the subject on a scicntiCc basis. Halm's

writings had meanwhile created much enthusiasm among
his countrymen, societies having been everywhere formed

to promote the medicinal and dietetic use of water ; and

in 1804 Professor Oertel of Ansbach republished them and

qnickonod the popular movement by unqualified commen-
dation of water drinking as a remedy for all diseases. In

liim the rising Priessnitz found a zealous advocate, and

doubtless an instructor also. Tho origin of hydropathy is

thus to be traced to an English source and to the medical

profession. The broad conception that water had curative

relations to the whole realm of disease seems to have been

first gras|icd by a Oapiichin monk of Sicily, Father Hernardo,

who, at Miilla, in 172'1, obtained results by iced water

alimc.wliirJi, according to Hahn, caused a great stir through-

out Europe ; but, owing to tho excesses of his i^nitators, it

was of no long duration. With this exception there is,

as regards the remedial use of water, nothing in the histofy
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of meJioioe that approaches in completeness the system

of PriessDitz, though much leading up to it can be dis-

covered. Among most primitive peoples, indeed, both in

the Old and in thaNew World, the existence of one kind'

or another of hydropathic practice can be traced ; and the

fathers of medicide made frequent reference in their

writings to ths employment of water. The warm bath

came into U86 at an early period (see Baths, vol. iii,

p. 434) ; and the clyster, shower bath, douche, plunge, wet

compress, drop, bath, head and foot baths, are mentioned
from time to time, as also ooaibinations of heat and cold

^ind primitive piodes of sweating, until, before the end of

the I7th century, all the processes of modern hydropathy,

the' wet sheet pack and induced cutaneous crisis alone

excepted, had become known and were in a measure prac-

tised. Prominent in the roll of names associated more or

less with the advocacy of water in earlier times are those

of Asclepiados of Prusa (90 B.C.), surnamed >1'k;^poA.oi;t>;?

(" cold bather "), Antoninus Musa (30 b.c), famed for his

pure of Augustus by cold water (comp. Hor., Episl. i.. 15,

3-5), Galen (130 A.b.), Rhazes (923), Avicenna (1036),

Cardan, and Van der Hoyden;. Raymond of Marseilles

(1755) gained a prize for the best treatise on the applica-

tions of cold water in disease, and another prize essay by
Marteau shows wljat knowledge of the subject prevailed

in his time.

At Grafenberg, to 'which the fame of Priessnitz drew
people of every rank and many countries, medical men were

conspicuous by their nuchbers, some being attracted by
curiosity, others by the desire of knowledge, but the majo-

rity ly the hope of cure for ailments which had as yet

proved incurable. Many records of experiences at Grafen-

berg were published, all more or less favourable to the

claims of Priessnitz, and some enthusiastic in their esti-

mate of his genius and penetration ; and from these alone

can a knowledge of his practice and views be obtained, not

a line having ever been written by this singular man. To
Captain Claridge was duo tho introduction in IS 40 of

hydropathy to England, his writings and lectures, and later

those of Drs Wilson, Gully, and Edward Johnson, making
numerous converts, and filling the establishments opened

soon after ai Malvern and elsewhere. In Germany, France,

and America hydropathic establishments multiplied with

great rapidity. Antagonism ran high between the old prac-

tice and the new. Unsparing condemnation was heaped by

each on the other ; and a leg.il prosecution, leading to a

royal commission of inquiry, served but to make Priessnitz

and his system stand higher in public estimation.

But increasing popularity diminished before long that

timidity which hitherto had in great measure prevented

trial of tho new method from being made on the weaker

find more serious class of- cases, and had caused hydro-

pathists to occupy themselves mainly with a sturdy order

of chronic invalids well able to bear a rigorous regimen

and the severities of unrestricted crisis. The need of a

'

radical adaptation to the former class was first adequately

recognized by John Smedley, a manufacturer of Derbyshire,

who, impressed in his own person with the severities as

well as the benefits of ," the cold water cure," practised

among his workpeople a milder form of hydropathy, and
began about 1852 a now era in its history, founding at

Matlock a counterpart of the establishment at Griifenberg.

Whilst hydropathy as a system has been gaining favour

with the people, and receiving ample acknowledgment from
the more liberal members of the medical profession, indi-

vidual measures have from time to time been advocated in

the medical journals and adopted more or less widely in

particular diseases. Brand of Berlin, Raljen and Jiirgensen

of Kiel, and Liebermeister of Basel, between 1 860 and 1 870,

employed the cooling bath in abdominal typhua with results
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which, after every deduction on the score of defective dei-
fication had been made, were striking enough, and led to
its introduetion to England by Dr Wilson Fox, whose able
mftnograph commanded general acceptance. In the Franco-
German war tho cooling bath was largely employed, in
conjunction frequently wit"h quinine ; and it now holds a
recognized position in tho treatment of hyperpyrexia. The
wet sheet pack has of late been much used in fevers of all

kinds both in private and hospital practice; and the Turkish
bath, introduced about twenty-four years ago by Mr David
Urquhart on his return from the East, and ardently adopted
by Mr Barter of Cork, has become a public institution, and,
with the " morning tub " and the general practice of water
drinking, is the most noteworthy of the many contributions

by hydropathy to public health.

The theoretical basis of hydropathy is wide and funda-
mental enough to include within its scope all disease^

Each individual cell of the tfiasa constituting in various

forms and combinations the human body being in its growth
and function dependent on and regulated by tho nervous
and vascular systems, themselves cellular, and -every de-

rangement of these cells originating in or being attended
with a derangement of their nervous and vascular enpply,

and that supply being powerfully and in quite diverse ways
influenced by heat and cold,—all morbid conditions of tho
economy may be influenced materially by the regulated

employinent of heat and cold, which are entitled therefore

to rank as powerful factors in therapeutics.

Hydropathy insists in quite a special way on the necessity

of regarding disease first in relatiort to its cause. It next
requires that whatever assistance may be afforded to tho vii

viedicalrix 7ialurae should in the first place be similar in

kind {i.e., should be natural or . physiological), rather than
alien to it and drawn from sQuroes remote and strange

;

and, while proceeding on lines which have been common to
all medical practice from an early period, it does so by agents
hitherto strangely neglected, though not unknown, and
effects its purpose in ways less open to objection than
those it would displace. For example, when local deple-
tion is required, as of the lung in pneumonia, or the brain
in hoemorrhagic apoplexy, the final withdrawal from the
general circulation of a quantity of blood is deprecated as
unnecessary for the attainment of the object in view, and
prejudicial in the after period of convalescence. Hydro-
pathy substitutes a diversion to parts indifferent, as the
extremities and general cutaneous surface, and so miiterial

and sustained as to be much more effectual ; while at the same
time it holds in reserve the abstracted blood to perform its

part in the restoration of strength. Where purgation is

employed to derive blood from tho brain, liver, or kidneys,

a highly sensitive and vital membrane is more or less

injured thereby, and convalescence proportionately imper-
illed. Hydropathy selects the skin as more accessible than
the mucous membrane of the alimentary tract, more service-

able also, and less, if at all, susceptible of injury, cither

temporary or permanent. The skin can with safety be used
for counter-irritation, and is a reservoir of capacity almost
unlimited, into which to divert the excess of blood from
the brain or other part, while for purposes of excretion it

is not inferior to the bowels themsMves, and, unlike the

latter, is left even more efficient than before. In tho febrile

state, a reduction of pulse and temperature, and relief from
pain and sleeplessness, were coniinonly attempted, at the
period when hydropathy was introduced, by depressants, as

antimony, ipecacuanha, and perhaps large doses of alcohol,

in combination with sedatives, as opium and chloral. Im-
paired digestion and depressed vitality were results in some
mea.sure inevitable, and always of moment, especially in the
more protracted fevers, where recovery becomes a question

often of simple physical endurance. By means of the wet
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ebeet pack, cooling compresses, sponging?, and allied mea-
sures, these ends are attained with comparative ease, cer-

tainty, and simplicity, and with entire freedom from
objectionable secondary effects.

The agents of hydropathy are at once simple and
complex,—simple in their elements, and complex in their

combiBations and modifications. They afford the physician

a series of effects almost infinite in variety, both in kind and
in degree, both immediate and remote. According as heat

and cold' are used in their extreme or their intermediate

degrees, singly or in combination, successively or alter-

nately, momentarily or continuously, dry or moist, and
according as the primary action is utilized or the secondary,

do their effects differ. The direct or primary effect of cold

is to depress, cool and deplete the part concerned. If its

exhibition is brief, reaction (an important factor in hydro-

pathic practice) quickly establishes an opposite condition,

stimulating the part, and determining an increased flow

of blood to it, with increase of its temperature and vital

activity. If it is continuous, the primary depression is

naaintained, and the revulsive or secondary effect delayed

or averted. The direct effect of heat is to increase the

amount of blood present; but if the exhibition is brief,

and evaporation is permitted, the contrary effect is pro-

duced, viz., depression, coolness, and depletion ; if it is

continuous, the primary effect is preserved. Thus with truth

jt may be said that cold heats and heat cools, while the

converse holds good, and that by simple variations of

detail. From the intermediate temperatures (80° to 100')

simple sedative effects are obtained, with absence of second-

ary or revulsive effects in proportion as the temperature

of the part is approximated to. Results vary also accord-

ing to the heat of the subject. [n local inflammations,

continuous cold benumbs and contracts, continuous heat

Boolhes and relaxes. Momentary cold excites, heats by
reaction, and intensifies inflammation ; while momentary
heat soothes and ultimately cools the inflamed part by the

after evaporation. In the earlier stages and acute varieties

of inflammation, therefore, continuous cold or transient hot

applications are appropriate, and brief applications of cold

in the later, congestive, and chronic forms. But where the

local inflammation coexists with general fcverishness, con-,

tinuous cold as the local application is preferable, helping,

as it does, to reduce the general exaltation of temperature.

In collapse the low general temperature makes heat the

best local application. On internal parts tlie application

of heat and cold externally has definite therapeutic effects

cither identical or opposite (as remarked by John Hunter)

through reflex or sympathetic nervous action. Through
the vascular system also remote effects are produced, as

in heating the lower extremities to derive blood, from the

brain. The counter relation also of the entire cutaneous

Burface to the internal organs, as the kidneys and alimen-

tary mucous membrane, is, in hydropathy, largely utilized

for remedial purposes. This sympathy is familiar enough
in the etiology of disease, which may bo said likewise of

nil the physiological laws applied to curative purposes in

hydropathy.
' The appliancrs und arrangomcBt3 by means of which hcut .mil

cold aro brought to bear on tlic economy avn.^(rt) P.ickin^s, hot

and cold, cflneral and local, sweating and cooling; (li) hot air and
etcam batn.s ; (c) general batlis, of hot water and cold

;
(rf) eitz,

ftpinal, head, and foot baths ; (c) bandages (or compresses), wet and
dry ; also (/) fomentations and poultices, hot and cohl, sinapisms,

8t«p<'3, iTibbings, and Water potations, hot and cold.

(a.) Packings.—The full pack consists of a wet sheet enveloping

the body, with a number ofdry blankets packed tightly over it, in-

cluding a macintosh coverin" or not. In an hour or le« these are

rcmoced and ftgcncral bnth ndministered. The pack is a derivative,

' Roii£;hly, and for prartiral purposes, temperature lower tti.in 60°

may tto cnlUvl cold; from flO^ to 90". teinperAto or tepid ; from 90"

to 100", warm ; arid above 100", hot (compare vol. iii. p. 440).

sedative, sudorific, and stimulator of cutaneous excretion. Then
aro numerous modifications of it, notably the cooling pack, wlicr,
the wrappings are loose and scanty, permitting evaporation, and tin
a]iplication of indefinite duration, the sheet being rewetted as it dries;
this isof great value in protracted febrile conditions. There are also
local packs, to trunk, limbs, or head separately, which are derivative,
soothing, or stimulating, according to circumstance and detail.

(6.) Hot air baths, the chicfof which is the Turkish (properly, the
Roman) bath, consisting of two or more chambers ranging in
temperature from 120° to -'ra" or higher, but mainly used at 150° for
curative purposes. Cvposure is from twenty minutes up to two hours
according to the effect sought, and is followed by a general bath, and
occasionally by soapingand shampooing. It isstimulaling. derivative,
depurative, sudorific, and alterative, powerfully. promutiDt» tissue
change by increa.se of the natural waste and repair. It determines
the blood to the surface, reducing internal congestions, is a potent
diaphoretic, and, through the e.\tremes of heat and cold, is an effec-
tive nervous and vascular stimulant and tonic. Morbid growths
and secretions, as also the urainuc, gouty, and rheumatic diathesis,
aJ-e beneficially influenced by it. The full pack and Turkish bath
have between them usurped the place and bettered the function of
the once familiar hot bath. The Russian or steam bath and the
lamp bath are primitive and inferior varieties of the modern Turkish
bath, the atmosphere of wliich cannot be too dry and pure.

(c.) General baths comprise the rain Cor needle), spray (or rose),
shower, shallow, plunge, douche, wave, and common morning
sponge baths, with the dripping sheet, ami hot and cold sponj^ings,
and are combinations, as a rule, of hot and cold water. They are
stimulating, tonic, derivative, and detergent.

(rf. ) Local baths comprise the sitz (or sittm"), douche (or spoiit-
iog). spinal, foot, and head baths, of hot or cold water, singly or in
combination, successive or alternate The sitz, head, and footbaths

.are used " flowing " on occasion. Rapid alternations of hot and
cold water have a powerful etfect m vascular stasis and lethargy of
the nervous system and absorhents, yielding valuable results in
local congestions and chronic inllammations.

(c. ) Bandages (or compresses) are of hvo kinds,—coo/i'firjr, oC wet
material left exposed tor evaporation, ased in local inflammations
and fevers ; and henling, of the same, covered with waterproof
material, used in congestion, exterual or internal, for short or long
periods. Poultices, warm, of bread, linseed, bran, &c., chuiiged but
twice in twenty-four hours, are identical in action with the lieating

bandage, and superior only in the greater warmth and consequent
vital activity their closer application to the skin ensures.

(/. ) Fomentations and poultices, hot or cold, sinapisms, stupes,
rubefacients, irritants, frictions, kneadings, calisthenics. gymnastics,
electricity, kc , are ailjuncts largely employed in hydropathic
practice. Water drinking, while still an important factor lo hyilro-

pathy, has declined somewhat since the early times of the system
But that which has from the first distinguished modern hydro-

pathy, anil still makes its strict practice a thing apart, is the
"crisis" so called It is related of Priessnitz that," when a boy of
fourteen, and treating a sprain, as was the native custom, rtith wet
cloths, he observed an eruption appear beneath them, witli ininiedi-

atc recovery of the part Gradually the significance und wider
application of this eruption dawned upon him, until it came to hold
St) ['rominent a place in his practice as to be regaideii by iiianv as
his greatest discovery The eruption coinciding in point of time
with recovery as a riire, it was called the crisis, involving doubtless
a reference to the term as used by Hippocrates and his successors.

But with Priessnitz crisis attained a higher rank, a wider aj)plication,

and a more drfinitc character. He first showed it to be 'pioduciblo
at will under given conditions of the patient, and amennblc to
direction and control This eruption, it is claiined, ajipears only in
morbid states of the blood (cachexia) resulting from derangement or
defect in the organs of assimilation or excretion or both (c.j/.

, gout,
rheumatism), or from the presence of aspecilic poison {r.rf., syphilis).

The continuous ajiplication to a given tract of skin of the heating
bandage or poultice (mediums merely for the exhibition of warmth
and moisture) stimulates, in a cumulative way, its vascular ond
nervous activity, and leads, it may be in ft few days or weeks (in

some cases hours, in others months), to on eruption, pajmlar, then
pustular, and ultimately resolving itself into a suppurating surface

commensurate with the area covered by the bandage. There is, in

^

the latter stage, a copious discharge of yellowish-green pus, usually

fa-tid, varied occasionally with patches of brown, blue, or metallic
green, and accompanied with itehiiig, sometimes intense. The
general tempcratui-e is not, as a rule, disturbed ; tlie pulse, except
)icrha|i3 for tho first day or two, falls, if previously ipiick, to a
natural rate ; the weight and strength, in tho most favourable cases

from the outset, and m the rest later on, increase, and it is not un-
common to find the anomaly of a patient exulting in freedom from
Riillei ingaiiil a return of the im[uilses of health sinniltinieoiisly with
the appearance of an extensive inflammation of the skin. Tho
appli(;at,ion9, continiicil without intermission and unaltered (save os

cleanliness requires) for weeks or nioulhs, according to the nature
of the case, nio at last no more stained with pus but with eeru.i>
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iliiiply ; and finally, still without change of application, the skin

Till hoal, or, at most, show a little psonasis, pityriasis, or eczema,

ir, it may be, but a faint tinge of red. The bandages arc then

Tithdrawn. The original symptoms meanwhile have disappeared

with more or less celerity and completeness ; and with the eruption

haa departed the disease that called for it and made it possible.

Strength grows apace, no longer taxed by disease or crisis, until

recovery in appropriate cases is ab.iolute and secure.

Occasionally the cutaneous inflammation extends in the form of

psoriasis, eczema, sudamina, a papular rash, or a succession of boils,

invading parts untouched by the wet compress. This is called a

general crisis ; it usually occurs in the last stage of the local ouo,

sometimes after it has ceased, and is advantageous and transient.

Debility, whether pre-existing or consequent on the crisis, may call

for some modification of its severity and duration, whether by

instalments at proper intervals, or curtailment in the later stages,

the natural emunctories being relied on to complete the work of

purification at greater leisure. A residuum of incurable organic

degeneration, as of the kidneys or liver, may likewise put limits to

recovery, and provide perpiitual material for crisis until the patient

is worn out in a vain and ignorant attempt at cure. It was the

failure of the earlier hydropathists—through inexperience, default

of medical education, or inordinate enthusiasm—to recognize these

limitations, that brought crisis into its present discredit and com-

parative desuetude. Where it is necessary from these or other

causes to relieve the patient of the eruption, the substitution of

simple ointment, unsalted lard, or other oleaginous or viscid

material for the stimulating bandages or poultices, permits the

excitement to subside, and, with occasional exceptions, the skin, in

s few days, it may be hours, bears little trace of the eruption.

In the course of hydropathic treatment there occur, though rarely,

attacks of diarrhoea, sickness, diuresis, or diaphoresis, whicn, having

been observed frequently to mark the turning point in the history

of the case, are held to be varieties o^ crisis, disturbances attendant

on the expulsion of the materies morbi from the system.

The theory of crisis may be stated thus. The digestive and
assimilative organs are, as is well known, involved, whether

primarily or secondarily, in by far the majority of morbid conditions.

Thcirproduct, the blood, undergoingconstant renewal, becomesneces-

earily more or less impaired,—deprived of the blandness that pertains

alone to a pure and perfect condition, with what may be termed an
inflammatory disposition as the result. The most familiar, because

pronounced, forms are the gouty, rheumatic, tubercular, and
strumous diatheses. Later the excretory organs, in common with

the whole economy, must more or less become deranged, with
ftdditiona, in consequence, to the sum of morbid elements in the

bluod, such as ursemic and biliiry matters. A vicious circle of action

and reaction is established from which escape is difficult, if not im-

possible, in its more pronounced developments. The digestive dis-

order begets imperfect and impure blood, and the morbid blood

keeps up, and caUeris paribus increases, the initial and originating

digestive disorder. In all but its most advanced stages ordinary

measures, hydropathic or other, may suffice to break this chain, 'and,

by eliminating one or more of its links, render recovery possible,

or accomplish it. It is when the complication is beyond their reach

that the domain peculiar to crisis begins. The superior vascularity

and vitality of the digestive organs—the alimentary tract of mucous
membrane, the pancreas, and the liver—is what makes them (in

addition to their susceptibility to injury through errors in diet) so

commonly the seat of diseased action. The highly nervous and
vascular structure of the skin makes easy its elevation to at least an
equality in vital actirity with the mucous membrane. Warmth
and moisture continuously applied to a given portion will, in time,

effect this, aided doubtless oy maceration and denudation of the
cuticle and exposure of the sensitive cutis vera. It thus becomes
the seat of greatest vital activity

;
pre-eminence in morbid activity

naturally follows, and a genuine metastasis is effected, such as tho
natiHTil history of disease is rich In examples of. There is a decline,

pro Unto, of the primary internal disoider under this combined
pressure, first by the diversion of morbiSc elements, and then by
tho divei-sion of an appreciahle quantity of the blood itself, and by
counter-irritation, when the site of the vicarious inflammation has
been selected with that in view. Tlie aid of a sustained derivation
to the entire cutaneous surface and tho extremities is at the same
time secured by means of the Turkish bath, full packs, and other
stimulating agents, while, at the same time, due care is taken to
eliminate and negative the (Jriginal causes of disease. The sum of
morbid activity is for the timelwing increased and intensified ; but,
in the new location, no longer self-supporting and self-perpetuating,
it is sooner or later exhausted. The ehango in the relation of the
materies morbi to the digestive system puts an end at one and tho
same time to the originating and sustaining conditions. The feiluro

of simple counter-irritation (where, as by sinajiisms, vcsicatories,

&c., the irritant is derived from without) to effect the same result
in many of the cases afterwards cured by crisis negatives of itself

the view that the results of the latter are to be attributed to the
clement in it of couuter-irritatioa alone.

BMio^aphy.—t^moit, IndigutUm and iti Treatment by the total Apfra-
lion 0/ Heal and ifoisture, 1847; Balbimic, Water Cure in Contumption, 1&I7,

J[ydropaUiie Aphoritmt. 1846, Mid A Plea /or the Turtuh Bath, 16021

Baynsrd. //ol and Cold Batht. 1715; Benl-Barde. Traili (tUydrothfrapie, 1874)

Bushnui, Objerpti/iofu on Hydropathy, 1846 ; Clarfdge, Cold Water Cure, or

Hydropathy (passed through nineteen editions In 18 monttis). 1841, Facu and
Evidence in Support of Hydropathy, 1843, and Cold Water, Tepid Water, and
Friction Cure, 1*43 ; Colin, Kaltuatser-Heitiunde, Leipsic ; Crcsccnzo, Ragiona^

menti intorno alia nuova itedicina delV Acqua, 1727 ; Ciirrie, Medical Reportt

on the Effects of Water, &c, 1797 ; Duiilop, Philosophy of the Bath, 1873;
East, Principlet and Practice of the Water Cure, 1850. and Hydropathy in tht.

Diseases of Wom^n, IS50 ; Floyer, Psyehiolousia. or the History of Cold-Bathing,

Ac. 1702; File, itanual of the Turkish Bath, iin,6 ; Glbbs, Ltttersfrom Ordfen-
berg, 1S47; R. H. Graham, Ordfenberg, or a True Account of the Water Cure,

1844; T. J. Graham. Cold Water System, 1843; Gully. The Simple Treatment of

Disease, 1842, Exposition of the Sympton^, A-c., of yeurcrpathy, 1842, Water Cur«
in Chronic Disease. 1S47. and Water Cure in Acute Disease, 1663 ; J. G. Haha
(Breslaa). Cold Affusion in Fevers, 1737. and Cold Sponging in Fever (in Acta Oer-

ntanica), 1736; J- S. Hahn (Schweldnitz). Obserrations on the Healing Virtue*

of Cold Water, 1733 ;S. Hahn. Psyehrolusia Veterum Jtenocata, nS& ; Hancocke,
Febrifugum Magnum, or Common Water the Cure of Fevers, 1700; Henderson,
Treatment of Disease by mearts of Water, 1859 ; Hunter, Hydropathy for Horn*
Use, 1873 ; Jackson. Exposition of Practice of Cold Affusion in Fexen, 1808 ; E.
Johnson, Hydropathy, its Theory, Principles, and Practice, 1S43, Theory and Prin-

ciples of the \t=ater Cure, 1852, Domestic Pi-actice of Hydropathy, 1849. and Hydro-
pathic Treatment of Diseases of Women, 1849; FT. F. Johnson. Researches into the

Effects of Cold Water, 1850 ; Johnson, Results of Hydropathy, 1S46 ; W. Johnson,
Hydropathic Treatment of Children. lS4fi. and Journal of Health, 1852; King,

Hot and Cold Bathing. 1738 ; E. W. Lane, Hydropathy, or the Satural System of

Medical Treatment, 1357 ; R. J. Lane, life at the Water Cure, 1S51 ; Sir E. B.

Lylton. Confessions of a Watei- Patient. 1831 ; Macleod. Tlicory of the Treatment

of Disease, 1663; Mayo, Cold Water Cure, its i'se and Misuse Examined, 1846

;

Richajdaou, Fourteen years' Experience of Cold Water, 1857 ; Romford, Salubrity

of Warm Bathing, 1S02; Shew, Hydropathic Family Physician, 1S57; Short, On
the Inuard Use of Cold Walet^; Schwertner, Medtcina Vera Universalis; Simpson,

obserrations on Cold Bathing; Sm&licy, Practical Hydropathy. \&'5; Smethoist,

Hydrolherapia, or The Water Cure. 1843 ; SmitJl. Curiosities of Common Water;

Spcnce, Constipation Cured by Cold Water, 1784; Todaro, De Acgua Frigida:

Trail. Hydropathic Encyclopctdia ; Van der Heydcn. Arthritifugum Magnum^
Ghent, 1649 ; "Wainwright, In-juiry into the Mature and Use of Baths, 1737 ; WeL^
Handbook of Hudropathy, 1844 ; WUmot. Tril'Ute to the Cold Water Cure, 1843;

WUson, Principles and Practice of the Cold Water Cure. 1854, and The Water Cure,

1659 ; Wright, Memoir on Cold Affusion in Feveis, 1786. (W. B. H.)

HYDROPHOBIA, from ^Siop, water, and t^o/Jc'tu, to fear

(Syn. Rabies, Lyssa), an acute infectious disease, occurring

chiefly in certain of the lower animals, particularly the can-

ine species, and liable to be communicated by them to other

animals, and to man. The main features of the disease are

similar alike in the lower animals and men, but that peculiar

symptom from which the malady derives its name, viz., the

dread of water, appears only to affect the latter. Kabies

as it manifests itself in animals belongs to the subject of

veterinary medicine; the present notice refers only to hydro-

phobia occurring in man. The disease has been knownirom
early times, and is alluded to in the works of Aristotle, Xeno-

phon, Plutarch, Virgil, Horace, Ovid, and many others, as

well as in those of the early writers on medicine. Celsua

gives detailed in.structions respecting the treatment of men
who have been bittenby rabid dogs, and dwells on thedangera

attending suci; wounds. After recommending suction of

the bitten part by means of a dry cupping glass, and

thereafter the application of the actual cautery or of strong

caustics, and the employment of baths and various internal

rcmcdie.5, he says: " Idque cum ita per triduum factum est,

tutus esse homo a periculo videtur. Solet autem ex eo

vulnere, ubi parum occursura est, aqucC timor nasci, iSpo</>o.

Plav Gra;ci appellant Miserrimum genus morbi ; in quo

Bimul reger et siti et aqnse metu cruciatur
;
quo opprcssis in

angusto spes est." Subsequently Galen described minutely

the phenomena of hydrophobia, and recommended the ex-

cision of the wounded part as a protection against the

disease. Throughout many succeeding centuries little or

nothing was added to the facts which the early physicians

had made known upon the subject. Tho malady was

regarded with universal horror and dread, and tho unfortu-

nate sufferers were generally abandoned by all around them

and left to their terrible fate. In later times the investiga-

tions of Boerhnave, Van Swieten, Joh» Hunter, Magendie,

Breschet, Virchow, Reder, as also of Youatt, Fleming,

Meynell, Hertwig, and others, have furnished important

information ; nevertheless much remains obscure as to the

nature and pathology of this formidable disea.se.

Wlmtever may be said as to the spontaneous development

of rabies in animals—a view which is now generally dis-

credited—there can be no doubt that in man the disease is

in every instance the result of the inoculation of the viruA

XII. — 6o
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contained in tlie secretions of the mouth of the affected

animal into a wound or abrasion of the skin or mucous

membrane. In the great majority of cases (90 per cent.)

this is due to the bite of a rabid dog, but bites of rabid cats,

wolves, foxes, jackals, &c., are occasionally the means of

conveying the disease. There is no evidence that the poison

can be introduced into the system without an abrasion of

the surface. But it must be observed that even of those

who have undoubtedly been bitten by rabid animals, only

ft proportion subsequently suffer from hydrophobia. Thus

where the bite has been inflicted on a part of the body pro-

tected by clothing, the virus may be wiped from the teeth

of the animal before they penetrate the skin. Hence it is

found that bites on exposed parts such as the face are very

much more dangerous than on other parts which are ordin-

arily covered. But further, individual susceptibility must

be taken into account, for it is undeniable that many
persons in whom the virus of rabies has been inoculated

escape -hydrophobia. John Hunter mentions one remark-

able instance in which of twenty-one persons bitten by a

rabid dog only one subsequently died from hydrophobia

;

and a comparison of the best authorities would seem to

show that the proportion of those who are attacked with

the disease to those who are bitten is less than one-half.

Numerous popular fallacies prevail on the subject of hydro-

phobia. Thus it is supposed that the bite of an angry dog

may produce the disease, and all the more if the animal

Bhould subsequently develop symptoms of rabies. The

ground for this erroneous notion is the fact, which is

unquestionable, that animals in whom rabies is in the stage

of incubation, during which there are few if any symptoms,

may by their bites convey the disease, though fortunately

during this early stage they are little disposed to bite. The

bite of a non-rabid animal, however enraged, cannot give

riso to hydrophobia. Another fallacious notion, not alto-

gether of popular origin, but maintained by a few eminent

professional authorities, is to the effect that there is no such

disease as hydrophobia at all, but that the symptoms desig-

nated by that name are entirely mental phenomena produced

by the effect of fear of the consequences following a bite.

It might be su6Scient as a reply to this to point to the uni-

form sequence of terrible symptoms which mark the pro-

gress of the malady when it has commenced, and to its

acute course and invariably fatal termination ; but there is

the additional fact that very young children, in whom this

feeling could scarcely be expected to operate, may suffer

and die from hydrophobia.

The period of incubation of the disease, or that time

which elapses between the introduction of the virus and the

development of the symptoms, appears to vary iu a remark-

able degree, being in some cases as short as a fortnight, and

in others as long as several months or even years. On an

average it seems to bo from about six weeks to three

month.s. The rare instances of the appearance of hydro-

phobia many years after the introduction of the poison are

always more or less open to qiiestion as to subsequent inocu-

^lation. During the period of latency, in which the patient

seems perfectly well, it is supposed that the poison is under-

going a sort of multiplication, both in the previously

wounded part and in the i^ystem at large, somewhat analo-

gous to the fermentive p-ocess, and that ultimately it comes

to tell with deadly effect upon certain portions of the

nsrvous system.

When the disease is about] to declare itself it not unfre-

quently happens that the wound, which had quickly and

entirely healed after the bite, begins to exhibit evidence of

irritation or inflammatory action, or at least to be the scat

of morbid sensations such as numbness, tingling, or itching.

The symptoms characterizing the premonitory stage arc great

mental depression and disquietude, together with re«tlofs-

ness and a kind of indefinite fear. There is an unusual

tendency to talk, and the articulation is abrupt and rapid.

Although in some instances the patients wiU not acknow-
ledge that they.have been previously bitten, and deny it

with great obstinacy, yet generally they are well aware of

the nature of their malady, and speak despairingly of its

consequences. There is in this early stage a certain amount
of constitutional disturbance showing itself by feverishness,

loss of appetite, sleeplessness, headache, great nervous

excitability, respiration of a peculiar sighing or sobbing

character, and even occasionally a noticeable aversion to

liquids. These symptoms—constituting what is termed the

melancholic stage—continue in general for one or two days,

when they are succeeded by the stage of excitement in

which all the characteristic phenomena of the malady are

fully developed. Sometimes the disease first shows itself

in this stage, without antecedent symptoms.

The agitation of the sufferer now becomes greatly in-

creased, and the countenance exhibits anxiety and terror.

There is noticed a marked embarrassment of the breathing,

but the most striking and terrible features of this stage are

the effects produced by attempts to swallow fluids. The
patient suffers from thirst and desires eagerly to drink, but

on making the effort is seized with a most violent suffocative

paroxysm produced by spasm of the muscles of swaUowing

and breathing, which continues for several seconds, and is

succeeded by a feeling of intense alarm and distress. With
great caution and determination the attempt is renewed,

but only to be followed with a repetition of the seizure,

until the unhappy sufferer ceases from sheer dread to try

to quench the thirst which torments him. Indeed the

very thought of doing so suffices to bring on a choking

paroxj'sm, as does also the sound of the running of water.

The patient is extremely sensitive to any kind of external

impression; a bright light, a loud noise, a breath of cool

air, contact with any one, are all apt to bring on one of

these seizures. But besides these suffocative attacks there

also occur general convulsions affecting the whole muscular

system of the body, and occasionally a condition of tetanic

spasm. These various paroxysms increase in frequency

and severity with the advance of the disease, but alternate

with intervals of comparative quiet, in which, however,

there is intense anxiety and more or less constant difficulty

of breathing, accompanied with a peculiar sonorous expira-

tion, which has suggested the notion that the patient barks

like a dog. In many instances there is great mental dis-

turbance, with fits of maniacal excitement, in which he

strikes at every one about him, and accuses them of being

the cause of his suflerings,—the-se attacks being succeeded

by calm intervals in which he expresses great regret for

his violent behaviour. During all this stage of the disease

the patient is tormented with a viscid secretion accumulat-

ing in his mouth, which from dread of swallowing he is

constantly spitting about him_. There may also be noticed

snapping movements of the jaws as if ho wercattempt-

ing to bite, but these are in reality a manifestation of

the sjiasmodic action which affects the muscles generally.

There is no great amount of fever, but there is constipa-

tion, diminished flow of urine, and often sexual excitement

After two or three days of suffering of the most terrible

description the patient succumbs, death taking place either

in a paroxysm of choking, or on the other hand in a tranquil

manner from exhaustion, all the symptoms having abated,

and the power of swallowing returned before the end. The

duration of the disease from the first declaration of the

symptoms is generally from three to five days.

Post-mortem examination has not hitherto thrown much

light upon this makdy, but the subject is at the present

time engaging the special attention of certain eminent

pathologists, and important and valuable information may
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be anticipated. The chief morbid changes which have been

described are evidences of congestion and inflammatory

action in certain portions of the brain and spinal cord, but

more particularly in the locality known as the " respicatory

centre " of the medulla oblongata, where the accumulation

of " leucocytes " around the small blood-vessels and in the

surrounding nervous substance are a prominent phenomenon.

Similar changes have been found in the salivary glands.

On the whole, however, it can scarcely be said that the

iorniidable array of symptoms above narrated are accounted

for by these appearances, which in the opinion of some are

ill all likelihood merely the results of antecedent processes

of an occult nature affecting the nerve centres and forming

,the essence of the disease.

That emotional disturbance is present is undeniable, for

it is found that those cases of- hydrophobia are less severe

where there is no suspicion on the part of the sufferer of

the nature of his complaint
;
yet this only represents one of

many elements. The function of the eighth pair of nerves

(which aie largely concerned in the processes of respiration

and deglutition) is disturbed in a marked degree, and it is

probable that this is the portion of the nervous system

upon whicn the poison most powerfully exerts its specific

action. But that the great nerve centres, viz. , the brain and
spinal Cord as a whole, 'qre profoundly affected, is manifest

in the tendency to general convulsion, the remarkable

hypen'esthesia, and the mental perturbation of the patient.

The treatment of most avail in this disease is that which

is directed towards preventing the absorption of the poison

into the system. This may be accomplished by excision

of the part involved in the bite of the rabid animal, or,

where this from its locality is impracticable, in the appli-

ilion to the wound of some chemical agent which will

'^slriiy the activity of the virus, such as potassa fusa, lunar

uistic (nitrate of silver), or the actual cautery in the form
iif a red-hot wire. The part should be thoroughly acted

on by these agents, no matter what amount of temporary

suffering this may occasion. Such applications should bd.
' resorted to immediately after the bite has been inflicted,

or as soon thereafter as possible. Further, even though

many hours or days should elapse, these local remedies

should still be applied ; for if, as appears probable, some
at least of the virus remains for long at the injured part,

the removal or effectual destruction of this may prevent

the dread consequences of its absorption. Every effort

should be made to tranquillize and reassure the patient.

When once the symptoms of hydrophobia have declared

themselves, little can be achieved by the resources of the

physician beyond palliating the agonizing sufferings and
rendering easier the inevitably fatal event.

Medicines cannot be administered by the mouth, owing to

the impossibility of swallowing and the distress occasioned

by the effort to do so ; they must tuerefore be given

either by the bowel in the form of enema, by hypodermic
injection, or by inhalation. The most approved and potent

agents are opium, belladonna, curara, chloral, and chloro-

form inhalation. The vapour bath is also recommended.

It need scarcely be said that those coming in contact with

the patient should guard against the risk of being bitten

during the paroxysms of excitement, or of being inoculated

by the saliva, for although there are few if any well-authen-

ticated cases of the disease being communicated in this

way, yet the possibility must be admitted.

It should be remarked that occasionally an individual

who may have- at some time been bitten by a non-rabid dog
manifests symptoms strongly resembling in many poip*a

tlpse of hydrophobia. These are often simply the effect

of 'fear, and have much of the hysterical element mixed
up with them. They are generally of much less severity

in every way than those of the true disease, and yield

readily to treatment appropriate to the disturbed nervous

condition. (J. o. a.)

HYDROZOA
THE Hydrozoa foi'm one of the three classes into

which the Co'lealera nemalophora (distinguished from

the Ca-lenttra porifera, or Sponges) have been divided,

—

recognized as such in the article Ccelentera, to which the

reader is referred. It results from observations made by

Ernst Haeckel, since that article and the article Acti.vozoa

were penned, that the Ctenophora should not be regarded as

a class equivalent to the Hydrozoa and Acttiw:oa, nor as a

subdivision of the latter class, but that tlioy must be con-

sidered as a peculiar modification of the medusiforra

Hydrozoa (see final paragraph). U this xonclusion be

accepted, it will bo necessary to divide the Hydrozoa into

two primary groups or grades, for which the names Polypo-

morpha and Cteuopkora are proposed.

The Hydrozoa correspond to the Linnsean genera Hydra,
Tahularia, Serlularia, and Medusa. The name was applied

by Huxley in 1856 to a group corresponding to that termed
HydromeduuB by Vogt (1851) and Mednue by Leuckart
(1S53), and embracing the forms placed by Gegenbaur in

his EUments n/ Comparative A iiatomy (181 8) in four classes,

viz., J/ydromedus(v, Calycozoa, ThccomeduMf, and Afedusa:

Our knowledge of the structure and life history of the

Hydrozoa, many of which, on account of their delicacy and
oceanic habits, are excessively difficult to obtain in a state

Gt for investigation, has greatly extended within the last.

five years. Whilst in the two decades preceding this period

the admirable researches of Huxley, Gegenbaur, A^assiz,

and Allnian had brought to light and systematized a vast

mass of Information witn regard to these organi.sms, the

later observations of Claus, the Hertwigs, Haeckel, and

Metschnikoff, have corrected, extended, asd addad to

their history, especially in respect of embryologica! and

histological detail. An epitome of the present condition

of our knowledge of the group is afforded by the subjoined

tabular classification of its families, orders, and subclasses.

The definition and synonymy of the divisions recognized

will be entered into, after a sketch has been given of the

common structural features of typical Hydrozoa.

Class HYDROZOA.
Sub-Class 1 Scyphomedass (syn. Ephyroraednsie),

Onler I Lickiisarij! Eicmpln

rum 1 Eleolhcrocarpldre .. ^ llaliclystuj

. ? Clelslocan.Ul.i;
| Munanla.

OTJpr 2 Discomt:dcs.k {Hncchel).

Sub Onlcr 1 Ciiboslonin?

Fom 1 Piolfpliyildffi.

„ J. Kniulilioiilx Nau»Uh«.
„ 3. Epiiyicllldre.

„ 4 Alollldic.

.. 6. Cycloiclildie.

Sub-Ordei- 2, Semoslomffi.
, _,^ ,. ., .

( Chr^'saora (flg, 24, 6;
Fam. 1. PelnRlda

) PelaRla

„ 2 Cynnitldio Cyanipa.

.. .1 Schoiionldm Sthcnonla.

., 4. Aurclldio AurcUa (Ogs. 20-31).

Sub-Order 3, Hlilzostomie.

Fam 1. Tetragamdlao tcaMiopcla.

„ ., „ I RhliOJtoma(ng. 24,a).
„ 2 Monogamdlro ( Crambcssa.

Order 3 CoNOireDDa.* (Haeckel).

Fun, 1 CharybilcldK CharybdaMflgn. JO-JS).

2. Biii-aaridav

3 ClilrnijsalrnldfB.

Order 4. PEROMKr»c.v« (HaCL-kel}.

Fam. 1. Pcillihyllldlt.

., 2. Ptrlci-jTJlhUB.
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fiut-'^a?8.n. Hydromedusae.

Order 1. GrwNOBLASTEA-AiJTHOstEDnsA.
(Tubalaiia (fig. 35).

Fam. 1. Tubularidffi { Hybocodun.
(.Curymorpha (flg. 34).

- _ ., ( Pennana.
• 2- Pennanda

| Vort.clava.

( BoucainvilUa (figs. 36. 37).

„ 3. Endendridx < Pcngoiimm,
(. Llzzia (fig. «).

, ™ . .J t Cladoncma.
. t CladdnemidiE

\ Clavatella.

- n. _ij ) Garveja.
- " Bimerida: ^stylactis.

„ G. Dicorynidae Dicoiyne (flg. 40).

ISarsiadje (fig. 45).

Corync.
Svncoiinc (fics. 41. 46).

, anydractiaida { P^J^fjl^
"^^ ''*

..oc-'^ - \?X^!^^''^-
- '" Hydndffi ., protohydiaCO.

Order 2. CALTPTOBLiSIIiA-LEPrOHEDCS^.

Fam.l.Plumu,a,.id. {^=11^=.
" ^.Sertularid.

{f^-^
/ Eiicopidffi,

_ ^ i„^^„ J Campaiiulnria (fiff. 43)

( Obt-lia.

/Tliaumantlas.

• I.Thaumantiada; •^M'^.i^cmuni.

(Tima. -

{.^quorea.
Zytiodactyla.

Rlicgmauidca.

Ordar 3. TRAcno>reDua« (Hacckcl).

Pam. 1. Petasidie Pctasns.

„ 2. Trachynemidx Rhonalontma.

,. 3. Aglauridffi Aclnuia.

.. 4. Geryonldffl .
[ clViXina (figs. 48, 49).

Order 4. VAncoMEDus.« (Haeckcl).

Fam. 1. Cunanthitlse Cunina (figs 50,51).

„ 2. PeganthidflB Polyxenia.

- a.^ginids ]ISnoV.3

" 4. Solmanda
j Solmaris.

Orders. Htdrocorai.lin.;e (Moseley)..

Fani. 1. MiUepoiidas MiHcpora (figs. 5?, 53)

iSpomdopoifi.
Dlstwhopoia.
Astylusttig, 54).

Or'lcr 6. S^pnoxopnoRA.
Sub-Order 1. Fhysophoridffi.

fen. 1. Athopyljiadai Athorybla.

„ 2. Physophorjd« Phyaophora (fig. 57, C)

p 3. Agalmidffl < Ualistcinina.

(Acalnia(fig, C7. E).

„ 4. Apnlemiadre Apolcmia.

.,.
' 6. Ithizophysidas Rhizophysa.

Sub-Order 2. Phybalidse.

Fam 1. Pby-tabdre « Physalla.

Sob-Order :i, Calycophorida).

Fain. 1. HlppopodildiC ' Glebn.

( Pnivfl.

2. DiphySdm ...\ U.phyes (fig. 57. A).

( Abvln-

., 3 MnnophySdiB Splia;ronoct<».

Sub-Order 4. Discoideae.

F»n>l-Velcm..a, {^^^
The ITi/drozoa present a greater simplicity of ultimate

e'.ructure than do any animal organisms possessed of as

great a complexity of external form. As in all Afetazoa or

JJnterozoa, the life cycle of a hydrozoon starts with an egg

which is at first a single cell or unit of protoplasm, but

proceeds after fertilization to multiply by transverse fission

in such a way that the resulting cells or units arc arranged

in two layers, each one cell deep, disposed around a central

cavity—the onteron or archenteron. The sac thus formed

is known as a diblastula (figs. 1, 2, and 25). By the forma-

tion' of a mooth to the sac, the cnteron acquires the functions

of a digestive retort in • which food matters taken in at

the mouth are brought into a chemical condition suitable

for the Hiltrition of the surrounding cells. The two layers

of cells (of which the outer only acquires additional layers'
*

' In nylrtmedvim the inner layer of cells forms' by dclcmination,

in Scyph&meditxr by invitginntion. In tho latter caso tho sac closes

tij>, and the mouth in formed by a new opening.
• It is probable .that tho numerous rows of ccllfl dMcribo'' 'o the

«ndodftnn of TuMtlaria and Corymorpha by Allinan, In hl.s grfeat mono.
gTftplt of the TtJmlarian lijfdroids, are due to a plication o' v>^»

Z O A
by the division of the primary cells, and that by no

means in all cases) received from Allmau (Phil. Trans.,

1855) the names respectively of the a

ectoderm and the endoderm, having

previously been shown by Huxley

(1849) to be the fundamental mem-
branous constituents of which the

most varied parts of the more cojn-

plex Hydrozoa—such as tentacles,

swimming bells, and air-bladders

—

are built up in the adult condition.

Huxley also pointed out the iden-

tity of these membranes with the

two primary layers of the vertebrate

embryo. The endoderm and the

ectoderm, which present themselves,

as is now known, in the diblastula (or

gastrula) phase of all Enterozoa, re-

main in//j/rf;-OMa(and alsoin the allied

groups of Coclentera) as permanently distinguishable ele-

ments of structure. This important disposition is associ-

ated with and dependent on the simple character which the

archenteron or primitive digestive spacerctains. Into what-

ever lobes or processes tlifj sac-like body may be, so to

Fig. 1.—Diagiam of a DH
blastxila. a. ftrlfice of In-

vagination (blastopore)

;

6. archcnterlc cavity ; e,

cndoderra : d, oclodenn.

(From Gegenbaur'a Ele-

tnenls of Contparativt

Anatomy )

:^%

I;

.j^

Fio. 5.—Formatlnn of the Dlblnsttila of Fvrcji^ (one of the CaU iilol.lujiic tlijirif.

nudHMX) by dolainiiiaiinn. (i'rom BaJfuiti . iifler Kowalewsk.y ) A, li. C, threa

aucousaivy'atages. fp, ectoderm; /Ij/, endoderm ; rt/. enteric cavity.

speak, moulded, whether tentacles^ or broader expansion.',

into these the cavity of the archenteron is extended in the

first instance ; and where the actual ca\-ity is obliterated

the endodermic cell-layer remains to represent it (GefSss-

plattc or endederm-lamella, see figs. 7 and 16).

Conversely, whatever canals or spaces are discovered in

tho substance of a hydrozoon (excepting only the cavity of

ectodermal otocysts) arc simple and direct continuations

of the one original enteric cavity of the diblastula, and all

such spaces are permanently in free communication with

one another.''

The whole of tho Hydrozoa seem to present a lower grade

of structure than the Actiaozoa, in so far as the latter,

-whilst retaining permanently free communication between

all parts of tho archenteric space, yet exhibit a dili'erentid-

tion of this space into an axial and a periaxial portion—

a

digestive tube and a body cavity. Tho dilfercutialion has

only to proceed a step further, namely, to tho closure or

shutting off of the axial from tho periaxial portion of

the archenteric space, and we obtain tho condition which

characterizes the adult forms of the Ccettnnata, or animals

original eniloilernial cell-layer. The two kinds of cells iji two layot

figured by tho same authority in tho cndoilcrni of Gcmmellaria implexa,

pi. vii. fig. 6, cannot, however, bo thus explained. <

• Some aoliil tentacles, with a single axial row of ondodomial cell'

form an exception to this statement.

* Tho observations of Eilhard Schulie Cited in the article CcTXBUT)

do not form any r«al exception to thli ttatemrau
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with blood-lymph space distinct from digestive canal'

With the attainment of the ccelomato condition, the two

fundamental cell-layers, ectoderm and endodcrm, which still

appear in the embryo, become so far interwoven, and their

products so highly differentiated, that it is no longer possible

to recognize them as anatomical structures in the adult.

The only deep-seated distinction between Ilydrazoa and

Aittliozoa (the Actinozoa being thus termed when the

Ctmnphora are detached from them) appears to be the

particular difTerentiation of the archetitcric space mAvlhixoa

which has just been noted. It is no longer possible to

separate the two groups from one another as Kxoarii and

Eiidoarii, as was proposed by Rapp (
Ueber die Polypen im

Allgemeinen nnd die Adiiiien inshesondere, Weimar, 1&29)

—the first term indicating the Ilydrozoa as possessed of

external generative organs, whilst by the latter term the

Anthozoa are pointed to as having internal generative

organs.2 This distinction breaks down com))letely in the

case of Luceniaria, and even in that of the so-called phanero-

carpous and some other medusa which discharge their

genital products by the mouth, and quite rarely by rupture of

the outer body-walL The tendency to form calcareous

deposits in the deep layers of the ectoderm, or mesoderm,

as it has been termed, exhibited almost universally by the

Ant/to:oa (whence the name Coralligeua applied to them),

is distinctive of them, though it has been shown first by
Louis Agassii, and more fully and recently by Moseley, to

bo paralleled among Ili/drozon, by the external calcireous

deposits of the abundant and widely distributed Millepores

and Stylasterids. A minute distinction between Ilydrozoa

and AnlUozoa, which does not, however, hold good uni-

versally, is found in the form of the barbed threads ejected

by the nematocysts. Instead of the complicated forms

present in the latter group, the Hydrozoa are usually pro-

vided with either an unbarbed thread or one in which the

barbs arc confined to three at the base and a few minute
barblets (Kg. 5).

Fundomeutal Forms of tk« Hydrnzon.—The diblastula

derived from the egg of a hydrozoon, when provided with

a mouth, may be spoken of (as are the equivalent forms
in other animals groups) as a person. Either this person

elongates and develops tentacles in a circlet around or near

the mouth, and usually becomes fixed by the aboral pole of

the sac-like body, or the sac gradually assumes the form

of a clapper-bell or of an umbrella with greatly thickened
handle, the mouth being placed at the free end of the handle
or of the clapper, and the animal freely swimming by the

^contractions and expansions of the dome of the bell (disc

of the umbrella). The two forms of persons are known,
—the former as the "hydriform" (2, 3 in fig. 16), the

latter as the "medusiform" (4, 5, 6 in fig. IG). .

The HYDRIFORM PERSONS Usually occur as fixed branching
colonies or trees(figs. 36 and 37)produced by lateral budding
from an original hydra-form developed from a diblastula.

The hydriform person in its most fully developed state

Is seen in the colonies of Tuhularia. In such a colony a
number of hydriform persons are united like the flowers of

e plant on its branches (whence AUman's terms hydranlh,
hydrophyton). Each hydriform person (fig. 35) has an
elo.igated body with oral and aboral pole. The mouth is

placed centrally at the oral pole, which is somewhat enlarged
and conical. At the apex of the cone, immediately around
the mouth, is a circlet of smali tentacles ; at the base of

the cone is a second circlet of larger tentacles ; the surface
of the oral cone is termed the hypostome. In other genera

' The F.nteroma or Metazoa admit of divission into two gi-ades

—

(ll
tlie Caientrra, iocludinf; sponges, polyps, jelly-fisli, and corals, and
(2) the Crclomala, iDcludJog all reni.iinmg forms.

• See, however, note to the paragraph headed Definition of the
Sijdrmoa, p. 555.

(e.g., I/yilra, fig. 42) the smaller circle of tentacles ii

wanting ; in others, again, the tentacles are irregularly

placed and not concentrated into one circlet (fig. 38).

We regard the former as the typical condition. In the

hydriform persons of the Scyphomedusts (figs. 26 and 27)

the vertical axis is cauch shortened, the hypostome is flat,

and the whole body cup like or hemispherical.

The tentacles of the hydriform person are sometimes
hollow {Hydra, Garveia nntaris, Ilydrocorallina), being

mere prolongations of the sac-like body ; but usually,

though the endodermal cell-layer is continued into them,

they are solid (2 in fig. 16). Very generally the tentacles

of the hydra-form are indefinite in number, but in thoiS

belonging to the group of ScypJiom^dusa: a primary series

indicating four radii (perradial) can be distinguished, to

which are added four intermediate to these, marking four

secondary radii (interradial), whilst eight more placed

between the eight of the perradial and interradial series-

are known as adradial tentacles. The surface of the hydra-

form may be entirely naked, or encased in a horny tube-

(perisarc) formed by the ectoderm : this may be confined

to the aboral portion of the hj-dranth and to the common
stem which unites the persons of a colony, or it may rise

up and form a cup (or hydrotheca) around the oral region

of the hydranth (tigs. 32 and 33).

The bodies of all hydriform persons, as well as the ten-

tacles, are excessively contractile, and when hydrothecre are

present can be withdrawn into them.

The ectoderm or outer cell-layer furnishes the protective

and contractile tissues of the hydra-form. Very usually

it is not more than one or

two cells deep, and is sepa-

rated from the endodenii by

a structureless lamella of

firm consistence. In Hydra
large cells of the ectoderm r,„*^_Epiacrn,o-m,„cui»rceii,of«,rfr,.

(neuro-muscular cells of m, miistuiai-fibie procusts. (inter

Kleinenberg) bound the ^'""'"^'^B. '™n GegeuDam

)

external surface (fig. 3) and give off horizontal muscular
processes which lie .side by side on the structureless Iftmella

—

forming thus a deep muscular coat, the fibrous elements of

mwm&Mm

F,c. «.—ron{nn of the body-wall o( HjiJro, nhowini: i»-(i>,lerm c^lls '*<";'.

Bcl.uratc.l by - firuciurolc.<.« ramclta" Irani Ihroc flaRelliUi mdodi rm ccto

below The Imter are vacuolated, and rontain each a nucl.'os ar.O ^veral il«rli

Kranule« In the middle eiun'nm cell ore seen a nucleus .iiid three uemato-

cjsta. with triitcer liairs projectinE beyond the cuticle. A large neoiUMrrt.

with everted tliie.id. is seen in Oic right-hand cctwlcrmal ccU. (Alter t. t

Schulze.)

which are not independent cells. In luigsr species some of

the iibres may become separated from the segumentary or

superficial cells, and acquire the character of independent

nucleated corpuscles {Hyiractinia, Van Beneden). No
nervous elements nor sense-organs occur in any hydra-form

(except perhaps the Luremariw).' In Antinnularia scv^e

ectoderm cells are ama'biform, and project procc^es whith

change shape (nematophors). Tactile hairs (palpociU),
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however, occur on the ectodermal cefls, and the solid ten-

tacles are essentially tactile organs. Placed in and between

the large cells of the ecto-

derm (Hydra, Cordylophiyia,

Allman, Kleinenberg, F. E.

Schalze) are small nncleated

cells which become con-

verted into vesicles contain-

ing a three-barbed (figs. 4

and 5) or simple filament

(nematocysts). These are

frequently grouped on the

surface in wartlike pro-

cesses or " batteries." Ne-
matocysts also are found in

the endoderm; but it is prob-

able that their presence

there is due to their having

been swallowed.

The endoderm is usually

but one cell deep, and lines fio. 5—xematocyw oi audrt, sjiowing

the entire cavity of the body «u-?"'""i>« anj nociens, ost, tng-
. ; . •'. eer hair, and everted tluead. (.\/ter

starting from the margin of f e schoue >

the mouth. In the region of the body proper, and in hollow

tentacles, the cells are ciliated (Eg. 4). In this region they are

concerned in the secretion of digestive fluids and in absorp-

tion, and sometimes contain coloured granules (hepatic^). All-

man found in Myrwthela (Phil. Trans., 1875) that the endo-

derm cells project processes

like the pseudopodia of Pro-

tozoa,and suggests th at solid

food particles are incepted

by them. T. J. Parker has

published similar observa-

tion on /^^/rfj-a (1880). In

the solid tentacles the en-

dodermal cells are greatly

modified, forming a kind
of skeletal tissue, each cell recalling by its vacuolation

and firm cetl-waU the characters of vegetable parenchyma
(fig. 6). In the stems of Siphonophora endoderm cells give

origin to muscular processes like those of the ectoderm
(Claus). This latter fact has a morphological significance

which cannot be too gravely estimated.

Generative products are not developed by any hydrlform
persons (excepting the Lnctrnaricr), theaexual process being

carried od by a distinct set of buds developed on the sides

of hydriform persons. These buds cither become medusi-
form persons, or are degenerated representatives of such
persons (sporosacs) (figs 17 and 18). Even the fresh water
Hydra (fig, 42) does not appear t^ be an exception to this

geneializatloD. The single egg -cell of Hydra projects at

the breeding season in an ectodermal covering, as a wart,

from the lower part of the body. A conical eminence or

two nearer the mouth contains the spermatozoa. Euch
ovarium and each spermarinm represents an aborted gene-

rative person. According to Kleinenberg the egg-cell and
the sjxirm-cells are both derived from the ectoderm. The
Lucrnarirx develop internal generative organs (fig. 10)
which correspond closely with those of the niedusiform

persons of I le gronp Sryphnmediisc^ (sec below), with which
they arc cla.s.'^ficd. Both ova and testis are cndodcrmal in

origin in Ltneriwji.i and in the medusiform persons of the

Scyphomedusrt; whilst they appear to be ccto<lcnnal in

origin in the complete niedusiform persons of Hydro-
mfduxcE, though in the degenerate medusiform persons

known as sporosacs they niav cither or both have an
endodermal origin.

Medusifor.m persons usually present themselves as

• solatcd freeswimiuiii;; individuals, but like liyJrifi>rni

Fic. H- VAeiifiJuled endoderm celU of carti-
Ug'notfs Odtrt'stencc fronn the axis of llie

(onmcle of a Medusa (Cunina). (Fiom
Gfjronbaur's £tfmetil» of Compasalive

persons they have the power of producing new persons >^,

budding (figs. 44, 45, and 46), which may become detached

or may remain connected with the primary person (fig. 57)
to form a freely swimming colony (Siphonophora) compar-

able to the fixed colonies of hydriform persons. Medusi
form persons are often produced as the immediate result of

the development of the diblastula without any intermediatt

hydriform phase (Pelagia among Si-yp/homedusw, Trachn

medHSce, A'aycnmediisce,&t\d \iroho.h\y some Atuhomfdnsct arU'

Ltpiomedusa:), but quite as frequently originate as lateral

buds upon the body-walls of hydriform persons (figs. 34,'

37, and 43), or of other medusiform persons (see below), or

as metameric fission-products of hydra forms. The typical

medusa-form is a hemispherical cup (the neclocalyx, or

umhrdla, or disc), from the centre of which rises up &

cylindrical or conical process (the manubrium, erroneously

polypite) at the summit of which is the mouth (4, 5 in fig.

16). Four perradial (see above for use of this term) teu

tacle-like lobes very commonly surround tlie mouth, 01

numerous small tentacles (fig. 58), whilst the margin o(

the disc is beset with tentacles four in number, or a mul
tiple of four (sometimes six, or one only, or indefinite)

Theaboral pole is dome like, and is never attached except

in those forms which take their origin as buds on a hydri-

form colony when the connexion exists at this point. Thi
tentacles are, as in the hydriform persons, some «t>lid. some

hollow : both occur in the same individual.

Fio 7 —Portions of sections tliiough the disc of mednsip,— the nppCTOne olLirria,

the lower uf Aurelia el, endodeim lanieMa. or vascular lamella; m. muscular
processes of llie ectoderm cells In cross section ; rf, eclodeim; ftr, cndodcim
lining (he enlei-ic cavity ; f, wandering endoderm cells of Ihc getatinons sub-
stance (After Mertwig >

The body is not so completely hollowed out as in the

hydriform persons The mouth leads into a straight tubs

(the stomach) which occupies the axis of tho manubrfum,
and expands at its insertion into the disc. The disc, even

when thick and fleshy, is not fully excavated by the cnterio

cavity. In young forms the cavity does occupy it right uji

to the margin, but gradually the lumen disappears (fig 29),

leaving a sories of canals and a continuous plate of e^ido'

derm (fig. 7) formed by the coalesced walls of the spare (vh«

endoderralamella of the Hertwigs, see Organiftus der

Medusen, 1878; the vascular-lamella of Claus, " Pulypen

und Quallcn der Adria," Wiener Dfukuh., 1278). Tht
peripheral portion of the lumen of the original enteric cavitj

forms the ring-canal, which runs all round f!ie margin ol

the disc, and is continued into the hollow tentacles Th«

lumen is further retained at intervals in the forni ot radiat

ing canals connecting the axial enteric cavity with the ring,

canal. These may be perradial, inlcrradial, and adradinl

(see above as to tentacles of hydra-form), and may biancfc

dirhotomously in the disc or form networks.

The mcdu.sa.' arc thicker and more lloshy to tho tourli

than are the hyilra-fornis, and are at the same time trans

parent. This is entirely due to the enormous development

iif astrui turclcss substance between ectoderm and cudodorni,

corresponding to the " Slntz-lnmclla" or structureless lainclln

of the hydra-fiirms. (See figs. 49 and 51, representing

sfTtiiuis of Carmarinrt and of Cuninv )
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' The rcniftrkable development of this substanee in a hyaline con-

ditiou has led to the description of canals and spaces where none
cxiit—the supposed spaces being really occupied by this hyaline

substance. F. E. Schulzc's statements as to extra-enteric spaces in

Sarsia are thus explained—and more decidedly the supposed circular

and longitudinal canals attributed by some authors to the seyphi-

ttoma phase of Discomcduscc. In the same manner (aceordinj; to

Claus) Allman's observations on Stcphfrnoscyphits are re^'onciled

Willi those of F. E. Scliulze on Sponjicola—clearly the same fomi.

Sd'/iliniiosajphus is devoid of either circular or longitudinal canals,

nnd though it has four remarkable ridges on the enteric wall like

thobe of the scyphistoma of Sctjphomcd iLstt (sec fig. 26) stands in all

(iiobabllity very close indeed to the Tubularian genus, Pcrigonimus.

In a large number of medusa-forms the hyaline gelatinous

'substnnce is structureless, but in many of the larger Scy-

phon'/xlusa; it is occupied by in-wanderingamoeboid cells de-

rived from the endoderm and by fibrous trabeculaj (fig. 8).

Fio ft —GflQtiDous Mibstnnce of the disc ot Aurcfid, sliowing—^. flbious Ira.
bccuL-c, and ft, waiidcrinc tndodeim cells, with amarboid movcmenla. <From
Ocgcnbaui )

The wandering endodermal cells are nutrient in function,

'and represent so far isolated elements of the enteric canal
,system.

, The medusiforni person is fundamentally adapted to

Rwimming movements. The muscular fibres are mostly
transversely striated, and are as a rule outgrowths of eupcr-

,fic fl — :\Iiii.:iiMt cells ot mcdus.T iU::ta) The uppermost fs a purely miisciilnr
ctll fiom the fiub iimbrcll.i; the two lower arc epidcrmo-inusculai- cells from
tlio b.'sc of a tcntOLlc; the upst.Tnrtinc nucleated ponlon forms part of the
epidermal Diosjiic on tl'c free surface of the body. (After Ilertwlg)

ficial ectoderm cells as in Hydra (fig. 9), (though in some
cases distinct cells) ; they are confined to a sheet spread on
the oral face only of the disc or swimming-bell (sometimes
called subombrclla), to the extensile manubrium and
tentacles, and to an inwardly directed flap of the margin of

the disc known as the vdnm (Ve in 4 of fig. IC), which is

present in those medusre tliat are not flattened but conicil

(bell like). The tnuscular fibres on the oral face of the di.sc

and on the velum have a circular direction, interrupted
in some cases by radiid tracts. The direction of the swim-
ming movements is obvious from this arrangement.

The velum is nut a constant element in the medusa's
dire , it serves to contract the sjntco by which water is

exiielled fium beneath the bell in the act of ewimminK.

All fully-developod lli/drumcdusw jjossess the velum. Lilt

only a few of the Scypftomednsw {Charyhdaa). In tho

former the endoderm plate (va.scular lamella) is not con-

tinued into it; in the latter vessels of the enteric .system arc

present in il (fig. 21), and, being probably morphologically

distinct, it has been here termed the "pseudo-velum."
Unlike the hydra-forms, the medusa-forms of J/ydru:u<i

possess in addition to the tentacles highly-devclqicd sense-

organs and ganglionic nerve-centres and nerves. The sense-

organs appear to be either eye-.spots, or else otocysls, or

to combiuc the fuiiction.s of both. In addition to theso

a-c olfactory tracts or pits connected with the preceding.

The sense organs are placed along the margin of the disc

(hence called marginal bodies), and are of three kind.s:

—

(1) ocelli—rounded pigment spots, rarely provided with a

\
i

N

'm:s£^\

Fis. 10. Fig. n.
Fig 10.—Occllusofamcdusa {Lizzia Koellikcri). oc, pij^mented cctodefmol cells;

/, Icus. (After Hcrtwip.)
Ftc. II.—(Hocyst (fonncd ontlvcly by cctodeini) of Pliinlklium, one of iho

veslcnlate mtilus:e. f/', stipcrlicial layer of ectoderm; d-, deep layer of ccto-
dcim; h, andilory cells of ectoderm; IJt, auditoiy hairs; »/', nerve body;
li'i, upper uci \-c-iiiiR ; r, endoderm cells of the circular- canal. The otoliltt

cavity is seen above /'.

lens {Litzia) (fig. 10), always placed at the base of a tentacle

or in the radius of one on the oral surface {Li::i<i), entirely

ectodermal in origin ; (2) vesiculi or otocysts—formed (as

discovered by the Herlwigs, 1878) by an invagination of the

ectoderm (fig. 11) containing concretions and hair cells;

either open or entirely closed, generally numerous, and
placed between tentacles, sometimes at the bas;cs of tentacles

(Obelia)
; (3) tentaculocysts—which are reduced and modi-

fied tentacles; into them alone of the three kinds of mar-

\

Flo. 12,—Simple tcnt.iculooyst of one of the T'-nchowrOin'r {Rhopstotttma

veJalum). The process csirymc the otolith or conciction /**, formed by
cndodenn ccll.s, is enclosed by un upcvowlh fornjmg the "vesicle,* which la

not yet quite closed in at the lop. (Aftci lleitwig )

ginal bodies do the endoderm and, in tho more complcK,

the enteric canal system enter (figs. 12, 13, and 30). The
endodermal sac forms the a.xis of the tentaculocyst, its cells

secrctccrystalline concretions.and it functions as an otocyst;

pigment spots, which may have coiiica, lens, anil retina

well developed, are furiucd .sometimes to the nuiubci of

six {Chari/bdiiu) on the cctodnrni of the tentaculocyst (fig.

13). The olfactory .seitscepitlieliiiin (fig. 14) is cither dis-

tributed in a contimioiis hand on the iniitgin of the disc

(//ydionu'dii!s(r, dincovered litre by tin: Heilwig ), or it is
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confined to deep pits (foveae nervosae) from eacn of whicb

a tentaculocyst arises (discovered in the Scyphomedusoe in-

dependently by Schafer and Glaus). With some exceptions,

meduase provided with ocelli are destitute of vesiculi, which

sleae occur in the vesiculate Leptomedusw. Tentaculocysts

Fig, 13. Fig. 14.

Fio. 13.— TentacQlocyats of raeausx {A, of Pelagia; B, of Charybdaa).

a, the free tentacle hanging In the notch of tbe disc; b, etalk; c, enteric

canal continued into it; d, enlarged portion of the canal; e, concretiona

on endoderraal cells; /, pigmented ectodenn; g, lena. (From Gegenbaur )

Fifl 14.—CcUsfiom the olfactory pita (fove^Eoe^vo^Je)of Auretia. (After Sciiafei-.)

characterize to the exclusion of the ocelli and vesiculi the

TrachomeduscE and Narcomedusos among Hydrumedusas and

all the Scyphamedusce, except Lucernaria, where they are

replaced by •' colleto-eystophors."

The nervous system has only recently been correctly

recognized in medusas, though seen by Agassiz as long ago

as 1849, and described both by Fritz MUller and Haeckel

in certain forms {Geryonidte) -more recently (1860). It

differs remarkably in the two great groups into which the

llydrozoa are divisible. In the Scyphomedusoe there is

no continuous nerve-centre, but around and about each

tentaculocyst nerve-fibres and cells are grouped in such a

way as to divide the disc into zones of nerve supply corre-

sponding to the number of tentaculocysts (usually eight).

Flo. 16.—.Scattered Derrc ganglion cclla. r. fiom the sub-umbrella of Auretia
aurita. (After Schiifer.)

Both the Hertwigs (Nerven-System der Meditsen, 1878) and

Eimer {Die Medusen, 1879) entirely n issed in their re-

gearches tb« large nerve-fibres and protnlncnt ganglion cells

(fig. 15) v»hich were discovsred by Professor Schafer of

University College, London (Plat. Trans., 1879), m the

Scypkomedusa:. The writer can confirm Schafer's observa-

tion ol the existence of such fibres and ganglion cells in

the region of the circular muscular zone on the oral face

of the disc of Aurelia, immediately beneath the flattened

epithelium of the ectoderm. Professor Claus of Vienna

bos independently described (" Polyi)en nnd Quallon der

Adria," 1878) similar nerve-cells and fibres in C/try-

saora and Cluirybdaea. Professor Schafer failed to a-scer-

tein satisfactorily the origin and termination of the fibres,

which appear, however, to originate in superficial ecto-

dermal cells ("sense-epithelium") in the neighbourhood
of the teutaculocysts and in the cells of those organs,
and to terminate without any plexiform connexion with
one another in the muscular fibres. Eimer has described
very abundant and excessively fine fibres, often moniliform,
which extend from epithelial cells in the neighbourhood of
tentaculocysts and form a network traversing the gelatinous

substance of the disc in every direction. This observation,

though supported by the fact that such fibres are indi'

cated by the extended experimental investigation of EimeJ
and of Romanes (Eimer, Die Medusen ; Romanes, Phil.

Trans., 1876, et seq.), is not confirmed by other observers,

and the fibres described are regarded as skeletal tissue. If

Elmer's fibres do not exist, the muscular tissue of the
medusae must be regarded as acting to a large extent inde-

pendently of nerve-control ; and this is borne out by Claus's

observation of the absence of sense-organs and nerve-fibres

from the swimming-bells of the Siphonophora (compound
medusie). In the HydrovieduscB the nerve ganglion cells

are grouped in a continuous ring around the margin of the

disc, separated horizontally into an inferior and superior

portion by the insertion of the velum. The difference in

the form of the nervous system has led Eimer to propose

the names Cydoneura for the Hydromed^isie and Toponeura
for the Scyphomedusw, Amongst the latter, however,
Charyhdcea, having a continuous velum like IIydrumeduacB,

has also a continuous nerve-riiig. •

Comparison and Relations of Hydriform and Medusiform
Persons.—A simple shortening of the vertical axis, and a
widening of the hypostome, with obliteration of the lumen
(but not of the cells) of the endoderm over a considerable

region of the disc thus produced, suffice to convert the hydra-

form into the medusa-form.' This change of proportion

made (fig. 16), the sense-organs of the medusiform person

have to be added, and the change is complete. Thus it be-

comes clear that we have to deal with one fundamental form,

appearing in a lower, fixed, nutritive phase and a higher,

locomotor, generative phase in the two cases respectively.

The phytogeny of the Hydrozoa and the historical relation-

ship of the two phases (hydriforra and wedusiform) appears

to be as follows.

A two-cell-layered sac-like form, with mouth and with or

without tentacles, was the common ancestor of Hydrozoa,

Antkozoa, and Sponges. The particular form which the

proximate ancestor of the Hydrozoa took (1 in fig. 16) is

most nearly exhibited at the present day in Lucernaria

and in the scyphistoma larva (hydra-tuba) of Discomeduscr.

It was a hemispherical cup-Like polyp with tentacles in

multiples of four, with four lobta to the wide enteric

chamber. This polyp, after passing a portion of its life fixed

by the aboral pole, loosened itself and swam freely by the

contractions of the circular muscular fibres of its hypostome
(sub-umbrella), and developed its ovaria and spermaria on

the inner walls of the enteric chamber. This ancestor

l)08sesscd, like its descendants, a very marked power of

multiplication, either by buds or by detached fragments o"

its body. Accordingly it actjuired definitely the charactei'

of multiplying by butl-forniation during the earlier period

of its life ; each of the buds so formed completed in t!'«

course of tinie its growth into a free swimming persor.

We must suppose that the peculiarities of the two phasi

of development bucaiiic more and more distinctly developed,

the earlier butliling ph;ise exhibiting a more elongated form

and simple eulcric cavity (liydra-forni), which sub.sei)uently

* Tins rclfttionship, demonslniteci by Iho Hcrlwiga' discovery of tho

enilodcrin layer of the inedusa'a disc, ilitfers from that supposed to

obtain by Profes.^or AUmon. He supposed tlio iiieduKi's diac to

n^presool tho coalesced tA?iiUu:le8 of <i hydm-form, and cit«d the webbod

teiitneles of iMfmudoi jfejnutsa in support of the ideutilicAlioo, whltJ>

had at tUo time very much to commend it.
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became changed in the rourse of the ontogeny (develop-

ment of the individual) into the umbrella or disc-like

form, with f^oalesced enteric walls and radial and circular

surviving spaces (medusa form). And now the ancestry

took two distinct lines, which have given rise respectively

to the two great, groups into which the Ilydrozoa are divi-

sible—the Scyphomedxism and the I/;/dromednsce. In the

one set the hydriform persons of a colony, instead of each

becoming metamorphosed into a medusiform person, pro-

ceeded each to break up into a series of transverse divisions

;

each division became a medusiform person, and was

liberated in its turn as a free swimming organism (6gs,

26 and 27). We must suppose that this process began

historically by the outgrowth of new tentacles around the

point where the disc of a person fully transformed from the

f10 16.—Diagrams lo exhibit the plan of structure of hydriform and medaslfonn
persons (all except 5 are vertical sections). A, base of tentacles, margin of the
disc. B, oral margin; Ma, manubrium; Te, tentacle; CV, circular vessel;
£nL, endoderm lamella; ol, otocyst: oc, ocellus o//, olfactoiy pit; //, hood of
tentaculocyst; mj, genitalia developing In raanubilum; dg, genitalia develop-
inif in the disc (wall of a radiating canal); 01', sub-genital pita of the sub-
Umbri'lla. O/". gastral fllamentfl; Te, velum. 1, Form intcmiediate between
medusa foi-m and hydra-form. 2, }Iydra-form with wide disc, manubrium,
and solid tentacles iTubularian). 3, Hydra-form with nai-rower disc, and
hollow tentacles (f/ydra). 4, Medusa-foi-m with endoderm lamella on the
left, the section passing through a radiating canal on the right; a velum, two
possible positions of the genitalio, and two kinds of sense-organs are shown
l/fydromeduscr). 6. A similar medusa-form seen from the surface. 6, Section
of Aurelia aurila, to show especially the nature of the sub-genital pita, OP.
sutslde the genital frills, and the position of the gastral filaments OF, as well
iS the Qattencd form of the disc.

hydriform to the medusiform phase was loosened in its

attachment and about to separate from the colony. The
*' hastening of events," a well-known feature of organic
growth-sequences, would complete the development of the
newly sprouting person before the loosened medusa had
got well away, and so on with a third, fourth, and even
with twenty such successive buds. The separation of the
adult form from its fi.ijed larva by fission has been justly

compared by Louis Agassiz to the separation of the
ComaUda from its pentacrinoid larval stalk. If the stalk

could only produce new Comatuhe, tlie analogy would he
complete. Lucernariah in the same way comparable with
the stalked crinoids, being an adult form which retains the

characters exhibited by the immature phases of its congeners.

The Sryphomedusce do not, however, all exhibit a
hydriform phase, and a production oi medusa: by the

" strobilation " or " metamerizing " of a scyphistoma.

Some of them {Pelagia) "hasten events" 60 far that the

dibla-stula never fixes itself, but becomes at once a single

medusa, the hydriform phase of the ontogeny being alto-

gether omitted. Certain peculiarities of the medusa's struc-

ture, above all the possession of gastral filaments (solid

filaments like tentacles projecting in four interradial groups

near the genitalia into the enteric cavity), serve to nnite

Pelagia, which has no larval stage, and Lucernaria (which

is always of intermediate character between hydra-form

and medusa-form) with the numerous species which develop

by the strobilation of hydriform larva;.

The second line of descent which has given rise to those

Uydrozoa known as Hydromed-usae not only acquired at

the start a different mode of producing medusiform persons,

but the medusiform persons acquired characters differing

from those' of the Scypkoinedusce in important (but not

fundamental) features. The larval stage in this series

developed the property of budding to a very great degree,

so as often to form fixed tree-like colonies of considerable

size. Then the transformation of the identical colony-

forming persons into free-swimming persons was finally and

definitively abandoned, and only a late-appearing set of buds

proceeded to complete the typical changes and to become,

mednsse. The earlier-produced buds were thus arrested

in development, and became specially modified for the

purposes of a fixed life as members of a colony. Thus
they acquired the elongate form and the sporadic position

of the tentacles which we see in some hydriform persons of.

the I/ydromedusce group (figs. 38 and 40), and were adapted'

to nutrition solely (hence the term trophosome applied by
Allman to such colonies). The characters of the mature
generative person, with its power of detachment and free'

locomotion, being confined to the later buds borne on the

sides of the hydriform persons or on special portions of the

colony, we find that the former became more and more
specialized as sexual medusiform persons in proportion as"

the latter became specialized as asexual hydriform persons,

and thus it is that we have the remarkable phenomenon of

hydriform colonies, developed from the eggs of medusje.

producing as it were crops of medusje (figs. 34 and 37)
which detach themselves and swim away to deposit their

eggs (alternation of generations). The Ilydromedzisce never

produce medusa by strobilation or transverse division of a
hydriform person, although in rare cases the cicatrix left

by a detached medusa-bud has been observed to sprout

and produce a hydriform person. Neither medusiform
nor hydriform persons of the llydromedusce series ever

have gastral filaments (unless they are represented by the

"villi" of the Siphonopkora described by Huxley, Oceanic

Uydrozoa), whilst the medusa-forms always possess a velum
and a comparatively simple set (four, six, or eight) of radi-

ating canals in the disc, the remains of the enteric lumen.

The complete differentiation of hydriform and medusi-

form persons existing on one and the same colony having

been attained in the Hydromcdusce, further changes of a

most remarkable character were brought about in sonic of

the descendants of these forms. The condition which we
have so far noted is perpetuated at the present day in

Bougainvillia (Exidendrium), Cavipanularia, and a vast

number of the so-called hydroid polyps; others have

undergone further adaplational changes. We have to

notice at least four important additional modifications

independent of one another

(1.) The hydriform stage was suppressed altogether,

and, as in some Sey/Jtomcdusa', so here too the diblastula

developed directly into a medusa {Trachomcdusoc, Karcxh

medusa; and probably some Leplomedus'.e Wkc Tliaumaidiai

and yErjuoiea, and some Ai>thumcdns(e like Oceania and

Tarritopsis).
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(2.) The medusiform persons being early produced did not

separate tbeinselves from the colony, but the whole colony

became free (if it ever were fixed), the medusiform persons

carrying the hydriform persons away with them. Thus the

highly differentiated swimming and floating colonies of the

Siphonopluira originated.

. (3.) The medusiform persons ceased to detach themselves

from the fixed hydriform persons or colonies, and developed

the ova and sperm within themselves, whilst still small in

size and attached to the hydriform stock. Having once

abandoned the detached, free-swimming life, the medusse

underwent in difTerent genera a varying amovmt of degene-

ratioQ and atrophy, of which we have in existence all

Fro. 17.— Diagrams iUuatrating the gradual degeneration of the mednsa bud
Into the form of a sporoaac. The blaclt represents the enteric cavity and its con-

tinuations; the lightei- shading represents tlie genital products (ova or sperm),

A, medusiform person still attached by a stalk at the aboral pole to a colony

(phanerocodonic gonophor of Allman) : B, modified medusifoi-m person, with

margin of the disc (umbrella) united above and imperforate (mouthless) manu-
brium (adelocodonic gonophor of Allman); C, sporosac. with incomplete

extension of the enteiic ca\ity into the umbi-elta.—rudimentary invagination

above to foi-ra the sub-umbrtila cavity; D, sporosac with manubriai poition

only of the enteric cavity; E, sporosac without any trace of manubrium.

possible degrees, leading from the fixed " phanerocodonic

gonophors" (Allman, bell-like genital buds) of many
Siphonophora through the " adelocodonic gonophors

"

(genital buds with the bell no longer open but closed by the

union of the margins of the disc) of Cordylophora to the

sporosacs of Hydractinia, and even to the simple genital

warts of the little degenerate Hydra viridis of fresh waters

(see fig. 17, and explanation). By this process a large num-

B

Fio, 18,—Two female appiosacs (dcgcnerato tnednsas) of Tlydractinia echinata.

(From Gi^enbaur, after Van Iteneden,) a, cettiderm ; fr. endodenn; o. egg-
cells; g, enteric cavity. In A'^n invagination of the ectodei-m. which la

more cora[)icte in B, represents the rudiment of the sub-umbreila spuce,

ber of Ilydromedusoi (figs. 35, 38, 3'.^ 40, and 42) have lost

all evidence of the real characters of their medusa-forms, just

a^ others have suppressed the evidence of their hydra-forms

by direct development from the egg ; and inasmuch as both

these processes take place in genera having the closest aflJnity

with genera in which both hydra-form and medusa-form are

fully preserved, it i.s not possible to erect groups similar to

the llaplomorpha of Cams or the Monopsca of Allman for

their reception. The difficulty of classification is, however,

rendered very great, for a double system becomes necessary,

which shall deal with the characters of hydriform and
niedusiform persons in parallel equivalent scries. The
dilliculty is considerably enhanced when we find that iden-

tical medusa-forms may spring from unlike hydra-forms,

and, conversely, that closely allied hydra-fcirms may give

rise to very different mcdu.sa-forms. The character first

noticed by Rapp aS distinguishing the hyilroid polyps from

the coral -polyps, namely, that of devclii|iiiig their genitalia

a.H external bmiius (Kxoarii) instead of internally (/iHi/otiri/),

is seen by the considerations just adduced to be fullacioua."

The Hydroiaedvsiv, it is true, often (not always) develop
their generative products from the ectoderm, and the geni-

talia frequently project as ridges and discharge themselves
directly to the exterior in this division. The llydromedusce

contrast in this respect with the Scyphoi/iedusce and An-
thozoa, which develop their genitalia from the endoderm,
and are (to use Rapp's terms) Eududrii whilst the former

are Exofirii. But the bodies mistaken for external generative

organs by Rapp and other early observers in many hydroids,

and in Hydra itself, are aborted degenerate medusK.

(4.) A further set of changes, which have affected the

original hydriform colonies and their medusa-buds so as to

produce new complications of structure among the Hydro-
medusce, are summed up underthe head of " jiolymorphism,"

The differentiation of hydriform and medusiform persons is

a case of dimorphism; a further distribution of functions,

\<'ith corresponding modification of form, gives us "polymov-

phism," Polymorphism is unknown in the S(:ypho7nedusoe,

and it is chiefiy confined to two groups of Hydromedusce (the

Hydrocorallinas and the Siphonophora). In the hydriform

colonies of Hydractinia (one of the Gymnoblastea-Anthome-
dusce) the outer hydriform persons of the colony (fig. 39)

differ in form from the rest, and have wart-like tentacles. In

the same genus, and also in many Calyptohluslea, the hydri-

form persons which are destined especially to give origin

to medusa-buds are devoid of tentacles and mouth, and
are known as blastostyles (Allman). (fig. 43). In Hydra-

corallince (fig. 53) elongated hydriform persons (dacty-

lozooids) with no mouth and sporadic tentacles are set in

series around a central short mouth-bearing person (gastro-

zooids) forming the "<;yclo-sy.stems" of Mr Moseley (figs.

52 and 55). In the Siphonophora, in addition to nutritive

(hydriform) persons and generative (medusiform) persons,

there may be rows of swimming-bells (medusfe devoid ot

mouthandof genitalia), covering-pieces (flattened medusff),

and tentacle-bearers (hydriform personswith one lo/ig higblv-

developed tentacle), (see figs. 66 and 57).

Hypothesis of the Individuation of Organs.—The building

up of complex individualities, such as a hydrozoon colony,

a flowering plant. Or a segmented worm or arthropod—ia

any one of which a number of common units are repeated,

but with varied form and function in each part of the com-

pound b3dy—is generally admitted to be explicable in two

ways, and which of the two explanations may be adopted

in any one case must depend on the ultimate inference

from a wide series of observations. The first hypothesis,

which undoubtedly applies to the ordinary hydriform

colonies of Hydrozoa, to the segments of Ta'ma, and to

plants formed by the repetition of phyllomes, is that an

original unit like those which constitute the composito

organism has freely budded, and repeated its own structure

in the well-marked units which remain conjoined to form an

aborescent or linear aggregate. This is " cumerogencsis,"

and such aggregates may be termed eumerislic. By a

division of labour and consequent modification of form

among the units of a eumeristi : aggregate, such an aggregate

may (in the course of phylogcny) acquire varied shape and

definite grouping of its constituent units, and a high speci-

alization a-s an individual, ''^he high degree of individua-

tion which may bo thus attained is due to the more or

less complete synthesis of a iumeristic colony. The more

highly indiviiluated Cha^topods and Arthropods arc syn-

thesized Linear colonics. The cyelo-systcms of the J/ydro-

corallinw dre undoubted examples of synthesized colonies.

The second hypothesis is one which is applicable to cases

wliich, in the absence of special evidence to the contrary,

might bo regarded as highly synthesized colonics. Accord-

ing to this second hypothesis, such highly individuated

composite organisms iiavc not (in their phylogcny) passed
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througli a eumeristic pliase in which the units were well

developed and alike, but the tendency to bud-formation

(whether lateral, linear, or radial) has all along acted con-

earrently with a powerful synthetic tendency, so that new
units have from the first made but a gradual and disguised

appearance. This is " dysmerogenesis," and such aggregates

as exhibit it may be called dysmeristic. In dysmeristic

forms the individuality of the primary unit dominates from

the first, and the merogenesis (segmentation or bud-forma-

tion) cau only show itself by partially here and more com-

pletely there compelling (as it were) the organs or regions

of the body of the primary unit to assume the form of new
unite. The arms of star-fishes are, when we consider them

as derived from the autimera of a Holotliurian, explained

as examples of dysmerogenesis. So, too, the series of

segments constituting a leech, and probably also the

segments of a vertebrate. Eumerogenesis and dysmero^

genesis are only variations of one process, merogenesis, and

no sharp line can be drawn between them. Individuation

may appear at any period in the phylugeny of a eumeristic

aggregate and sjTithesize its units. On the other hand, in-

dividuation is more or less completely dominant throughout

the history of a dysmeristic aggregate, and is gradually

broken down as a more and more complete analysis of the

primary unit into new units is effected. It will be observed,

however, that in dysmerogenesis, the /orm which individua-

tion tends to preserve is that of the primary unit (notably

the case in leeches as compared with the ameristie flukes),

whereas when we have eumerogenesis followed by synthesis

the resulting form-individuality is something absolutely

new. Thus, using the terms eumeroraorph and dysmero-

morph, we have—(1) synthesized eumeromorph simulates

normal dysmerombq^h
; (2) analysized dysmeromorph

simulates normal eumeromorph.
Wliether the fixed hydriform colonies of the Eydrozoa,

with their more or less complete medusiform buds, and
further, the floating colonies of Siphonophora, with their

polymorphous units, are to be regarded as synthesized

eumeromorphs or as dysmeromorphs, more or less analysed,

is perhaps still open to discussion. The former view (that

adopted here) is that held by Allman {Monograph oj the

Tubuiarian Hydroids, 1874), by Leuckart (1851), by
Gegenbaur (Grundriss, 1874), by Claus (Grundziige der

Zoologie, 1876), and by the Hertwigs {Organismus der

Medium, 1878). On the other hand, Huxley (Oceanic

Hydrozoa, 1856), formerly Gegenbaur {Zur Lehre der Gene-
ratiotis- Wechsel, 1 854), and, more recently, Ed. Van Beneden
(" De la distinction originelle du testicule et de I'ovaire,"

Bull Acad. Roy. Belg., 1874) have held that the medusi-
form person is a generative wart which has gradually

assumed the characters of a bud, and that the various

phases presented by it in difi"erent genera are so many more
or less successful strivings after complete assumption of the

hydra-form (from which the medusa-form is thus secondarily

derived). Similarly the variously modified units of the

siphonophorous colony have been regarded as the organs of

a parent unit which have each more or lew completely
acquired the form of that parent unit, or, in other words,
the colonies in question have been held to be dysmero-
morphs. Keccntly ascertained facts a.i to ihe polymorphism
of Ilydrocorallina; but more especially the demonstration
of the identity of structure of the meduss of the Scypho-
medusan and Hydroniedusan groups.and, further, the mode
•i development of the StyphomednscE from the acypliistonia

iftd the relations of the generative products to tlie enteric

cavity, combine to render the view tliat the polymorphous
aud dimorphous colonies of Hydrozoa are synthesized

eumeromorphs more prouable, in the judgment of the

present writer, than that which would explain them as

dysraeromorphs.
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The term " merogenesis," and its subordinate terms,

"eumerogenesis, dysmerogenesis," kc, are applicablo to

units of the first order, namely, cells, as well as to the
" persons " which are built up by them. Ordinary cell-

division is an example of eumerogenesis; free -formation of

nuclei, as in the fertilized ovum of Arthropods, is dysmero-

genesis. A syncytium is usually a synthesized eumero-^

morph, but may be a dysmeromorph.

Definition oftlie Hydrozoa.—The Hydrozoa are Coelentera

'

nemalophora, distinguished from the fellow-group Antltozua-.

(the name applied to Adinozoa when the Ctfnophora are

removed from them) by not possessing the latter's constant

and sharp differentiation of the arch-enteric cavity into

axial digestive and periaxial septate portions, usually by a

simpler form of nematocyst, and generally by lower histo-

logical differentiation.'

The following is a brief summary of the chief characters

of the large'r divisions of the Hydrozoa:—
Sub-class I. SCYPHOMEXHJS.E.—These are Hydrozoa which

in the adult condition al-

ways have four or eight

interradial groups of

gastral filaments (" pha-

cellse" of Haeckel)(fig3. 16

(6), 23, and 26). Thegeni-

talia (ovaria and sper-

maria) are developed from

endoderra, and are always

interradial (in the four

radii formed after the first p,o 19—Diap-ammatic rertlcal «ection of »
Lutxmai-ta in the plane of ao interTodioa.

a, ooe of the interradial aogles of the

disc giving rise at </ to two groups of

tentaclea adrodial in position ; b, axial eo-

teric cavity; c, endoderm; d, band-like
genital gland (ovai^- or testis), adi^ial in

position, and attached to the interradial

septum which tuns along the angnUr pro-

cess of the fiisc, to wtiich the ietlera c. d
point ; p, aborai n?g1on or " foot"; r, the
Interradial gasti^ tilaments or phacelts
(After Allman )

four). The hydra-form

is not a " hydroid," but a

short polyp with broad

hypostome—the "scyphi-

stoma,"which gives rise to

medusa-forms by trans-

verse fission (strobilatiou),

or itself develops genitalia

(Lucemarioe). Combined visual and auditory organs in

the form of modified tentacles (tenlaculocysts) to the

number of four, eight, or more occur on the edge of the

disc (except in Lucemarice, where they are represented

by the "colleto-cystophors"). The medusa-form in some'

cases develops from the egg without the intermediate

scyphistonia-stage {Pelagia, CharybdceaVj. The edge of

its disc is provided with lappets, which cover the sensorial

tenlaculocysts (hence Steganophtluitmia of Forbes), and is

not provided with a velum (hence "Aa-aspeda" of Gegen-

baur), excepting the rudimentary velum of Aurelia (fig. 31)

and the well developed vascular velum (pseudo-velum) of

Charyhdoea (fig, 21). There is no continuous marginal

nerve-ring (except in Charyhd'na), but several separate

marginal nerve centres (hence Toponeura of Eim6r). The

' Qiijte recently the Hertwigg {Jenaische ZeiL^chr., bd ri., new
series, 1879) have insisteti that in the Uydromedusae the genitalia

(both ova anti testes) are develuped fT«m the ectoderm, whilst id the

ScyphcmidiLsa ar.d in the A-nthozoa they develop from the endoderm.

On ih-.s account they propose to abandon the ^ouping Into Uydrmoa
and Anliumyi of CftUntera nenatophora, arid suggest two groiips,"the

Kc(ocarpf0; and the Endocarpe/c—the former equivalent to UyUro-

TneitiLS(e, the latter enibraciog Scyphamedusce aDd Anthozna. Tlid

Ant!tozoa exhibit a further predoniinancc of the endoderro •! its ex-

tensive origination in them of muscular fibre, which but larely and io

small quantity develops from endoderm in the nydrmtduscc or in Iho

Sc'jphnmfitustr. The Heitwgs base their gcneriliration on their own
stii.lies of incdiis.T. but they have ignor-ri Ihe observations of Van
Beneden on llijdractinia ,ind of Ciamician on variou.s Tubulaiians, in

wliidi the origin of either spe-H ce ova from endoderra is established.

Recently Fraipont li.aa "jpeatcd un observation of Van Benedon's oD

C(impanulo~*, Kti shown conclusively that the ova in that form arise

from e»^/oderm, Weisniann {Zoologischer Anuuja-, May 1880) show*

the same for PlumtUandcc and Scrtularidce; the reader is referred ttt

hi* paper.
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diblastula m all cases, as yet observed, is forcierl by in-

vagination, tlie blastopore closing up (Balfour). ~v

Fio. 20

—

Cfiai'yt/Jtea mnrsitpitiHt {natural size, ftftcr CInus). TIio four annululcil

tcntndL-9 aw ecen <ICDC-n(liiit; from tliu four lappcls placed at the fouicoincrstjf
tliu (luuiliunuiiljii- iimbrcllu. These me inteiradjul. Two of the four ]ieii'a<liiil

enteili' pour)ic:i0f Ihcuinliielln, repicscntini; rii<llatii<p riintil!*, uretii'cn of a pule

tint, /V> Rnslrul ntamenlH (IntL-irihtUl): tt. (In-- inoililivil peiiii(Uol tcniHclcH

fnrlPltiK li'ntiiculniysl:!; O, rornei' viduc fiiclDi; the obscivcr anil dividinf;

ndjiicciit pouches of Die unll>rcll;i ; OF, position of one of the Kcoilul bands
Flo. 'JI.'-VI< wnf the maicni of the tiinbiellu of Cfrai t,i,l,ta niai^u/'Uili^ (natninl

Hizc, uflei CliiU!!}. At the four comers nic seen the luppel-i which !>uiipoit tlie

lone tcM'nHcs. and in the middle of each of the ffiui- sides U sci n u tcntuculy-

cysl. IVV. the viiscuhli- velum 0|- psoudo-vLlum. wllh lis brtinthcd vivm N
Fic. 2j.— lltiilzonlaUeclton thionuh Iho Ulltbiellu and manubiluni of CfmnjO'l-ni

iiiartufjinfiiii)ttniiC\ii\ fioin Cluiis). Afu, mimuhiium; ^'//, hide riilue (pcriudlul);

C7/,coinei* ihlu'ex hi|i.miltd tiy CO, the Inletradial cornei ttioove; 6>, Ihu
Cenil.'il t.itnella- in setlmn. pH.jcclinn fiom Ihe iiittrmtllul uoKh-i on cuth ".Ide

into (//;'. Ihe eiiieile iioinln-H id the iiiiibrellu; .*iU, the Hub unibielhi Mpiiee

/ic. V'l,— Vcilkal nedhnis of t'/mrt/h'taii marsvfiitlit, to Ihe Itll in Ihe pluno of

An Intenaillus, lo the iiiiht In llie idune of n peiiadius i)/ii, muniibiiiiin;

j;.1T. asliil Ciitiinn; O/i. tinttul (llMinrnls ( /</mi. c//cf ) ; CO, toriier K'onve;
alt, side ihl|;e; A'nA, eiidndeiin Ijinulhi (line rif roncicsccnce of Hie walls of

4 he elileiie cavity of the onilorltii, wheicliy Its single iliamhoi ishioki-n lip into

/•'III piUKhes}; Oi', line of allarhtlieiit of a cciiiliil lininl; /;7/, entcilr noudi of

the lunliiella. In Ihu lifl-hinid fli;iii points In llie ca^ily umlini; iioKhbouiinK
p<>U( lies near the illar(;ln of Ihe linih. . lia and Rl vine orlKlo lo 7'C''i, the lelltaculur

-caii.il; tV.V'lum; /''j-, frenuni of the velum ; TV, tenluculocyst.

Tin- liiiiary ilivisinii of llii' ifiplro:oa was cslablislicil by E'iili.

biliiiltz (.V^vfci'i i/cr Aitff'jt/tcii, 1820) wliosti Dhi\>}<liotiv p/uintro-

ou/iii: ('uii'uf>|ioiid to tlir: .Vi7/;'/(y»t(rfu5U', wliilst Iiis l)iwo}ihnrii

cry/'tocitr/ni: leiiri'Sciit lliu n>j\iro)tn'diisa'. The ti'iiiis |niiiil to tlis-

tiiR'tioiib wlik'li (iiu nut vulij. lu 18013 UuUiki-'l useU the tetiii^ii'

cophora for the Scyphomcditsce alone, an illegitimate limitation of
tliu term wliich was followed by Louis Agassiz in 1860. Nichol-
son has used the term in the rcvcise sense for a heterogeueoua
assemblage of those mcdusic not classified by Huxley as Lucernaridce,
nor as yet recognized as derived from hydioid tropLosonies. This
use of tite term adds to the existing confusion, and renders its

abaiiilonincnt iiecessaiy. The term Uiscoincdttscc was used for the
Sci/phomcdustc by Haeckel in his Generctle ilorpholorjic {excUul-
iiig C/tar^MoM)—whilst Carus (Ilandbudi, 18C7) confines the toiin
" Mcdiiscc " to them alone, which is objectionable, since it belongs
as justly to the N>jdromcdus(r. Forbcs's term for them, SUganojjIi-
Ihalmia, indicates a true characteristic, failing only in the Lvcer-
nnriK, but its comi>lenicntary term Gymnophtlialmia is inaccurate.

Similaily the terms Acraspcda and its com[ilement Ciaspcdola ore
iiiacccptable. Eimer has inojiosed to use the terms Toponeura ami
Cijdoncura for the two divisions—but Charyhdcca appears to break
down this division as so many others. The old teim Acalq>hie,
which is retained by Gcgenbaur in its proper sense for all tlie

Calenlcra ncmaiophoru, is used as the designation of the Scypho-
mcdusuc alone by Claus (Grundziiyc dcr Zoul., 1878), which cannot
fail to produce confusion. The tcim Luccvyinrida:, proposed so long
ago as 185G by Hu.>:ley (Med, Times and Gazelle), most truly indi-

cates the relationships of these organisms which he was the first to
recognize, but it seems desirable to restrict this term to the limited
Older ill which Luccniaria is placed, and to employ for the larger

group

—

Scijphomcduscc—a term which is the true complement of

the convenient name assigned to the other division ot Hijdmoa,
viz., ll'jdtoinedusec.^

Order 1. Lucernarice,—Scyphomedus(e devoid of tenta-

culocysts, witli the aboral pole of the body produced into

an adliesive disc by which the organism (which possesses

the power of swimming by contraction of the circular

muscular zone of the hypostome) usually affixes itself. The
enteric cavity is divided into four perradial chambers by
four delicate interradial^ septa. The genitalia are developed

as four-paired ridges at the sides of the interradial septa

on the oral wall of the chambers (fig. 19). No reproduc-

tion by fission nor "alternation of generations" is known
in the group. At the edges of the disc capitate tentacles

are developed in eight adradial - groups ; between these are

modified tentacles in some genera,— the marginal anchors

or coUeto-cystophors. The canal system which has sometimes
been described in them is a product of erroneous observation.

A very few genera and species of this order are known.
They iio' be justly called the ccenotypo of the medusoe
(.James dark), and their relationship to the free swiniining

forms may bo compared, as was done by L. Agassiz, to the

lelationship of the stalked Crinoids to such forms as Coma-
tula. Three species are not uncommon on the British coasts.

By Milne Edwards the animals forming this group were termed
Podaetinnriet :3.]A associated with i\\fi Antltozou. By Lcuckart they
were termed Cahjcozoa \ it is only of laic that the closeness of their

rclationshi)t to Ihc Seyphomedustc has been fully rceogtiizcd, though
long since insisted on by Huxley ami by Jaities Clink. Haeckel in

his new system of the niedusa? {.Sitzuncisber. derjcuaischc Gcselisehit/t

fill- Mcdtciii tiiid Naluriviss., July 2G, 1878) adopts for them the

term Scyit/iumcdusain allusion to their permanently maintaining the

distinctive features of the sey|ihistoiiia larval form of tlie /ternsjiedoc,

the tt^rm which lie adopts from Cegcubaur for our Seyphoincdttsa'.

Order 2. Discumediisa;.—These ore Sci/iAmneJusw dc-

velopifig as sexual inedusiforui per.sons by transverse fission

from a scyphistouia, or else directly from the egg. They
have eight tentaculocysts, four pcrmdial, four interradial,

and sometimes accessory ones (adradial). Fmir or eight

genital lobes (ovaria or s[)crmaria or lierniaphroditc) aro

developed from tlie ciidoderni forming the oral floor of the

central region of the enteric cavity, which is produced into

a corresponding number of pouches. The mouth is either

a siniplo opening at the termination of a rudimentary

manubrium (suborder Cul^osloma), or it is proviiled with

four or eight arm like processes (.suborders ,yi;«o,'.7ym<c and
Jihi:osfoma'). In the sub-order Ji/ii;osli)mic (lig. 24, ii), the

* Se>Jithomedns(t (ffKixfto^, n cup) arc inedti^a; wliitli are related liy

stiiiliilation to Seypkistuniii,—a vviJe-iiinutlied polyp with four gasli.tl

liilj;es. Ut/dnniictlitsw ale lliediisiu relateil lo a //i/(/r«,—a ll.lrrowe'

polyp, devoid of gastral riiigcs,—by lateral geiiiination.
'•*

i'*of use of these teiiiis see paragraphs ou ,1«/<;/('a bcll3^v,
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edges of the oral opening fuse together at an early age

and leave several sucker-like secondary mouths, which were

formerly mistaken for independent persons. The central

enteric chamber is continued through the disc by a com-

plicated often reticulate system of radiating canals, which

excavate the eododerm lamella.

In the SemostomcE and Rhizoatomce (not in the Ciibostomoi)

four remarkable (respiratory) sub-genital pita (fig. 28) are

hollowed out in the gelatinous substance of the sub-umbrella

(oral face of the umbrella). These do not communicatej as

development have recently formed the subject of investiga-

tion by Claus, Einier, and others. As the current account?

Fio. 25—Four stftgos In the development of Chrj/taora. A, Diblastula stjiRi-.

B, stage after closure of blastopore, C, fixed larva with commencing atomodffum
or oral Ingrowth ; D. fixed larva wltii mouth, ahnrt tentacles, 4c. ; ep. ectoderm ;

Ay. endodena ; at. atomodietim : in. mouth : bi. blastopore. rProm Balfotir, afu-r
. aaos.)

has been erroneously supposed, with the genital organs, the

products of which normally are evacuated by the mouth.
Id the Tetragameliiin Rhizostomce these pits remain distinct

from one another aa in Semostonue, but in the Monogamelian
Rhnostiymce they unite to form one continuous sub-genital

cavity placed between the wall of the enteric cavity and
the polystomous oral disc. The common English forma,

AurtUa, Chrysaora, and Cyamxa, are tjrpes of the Semo-
ttonuje, the somewhat less common Rhizostoma of the
Monogamelian Rhuostomcc, whilst Nausii/ioe and Disco-

medusa represent the simple Cuhostomoe.

The writer has adoptcti the term used by Haeckel for this order,

and is indebted in his prelim iuary notices of a larf;e work on the
Afedusx, now in the press, for outlines of the classification and dc-

Enitions which have been introduced with modifications in relation

to these and the other ihduace. The term Discuphora is used by
Claus {GrundzUgc) for tho Dhcomediisa. It is quite dear from the
varied and inconsistent use by different authors of that term, and
»Uo of the terms Acalrphcc and Mcdiisa, that they wnst, be ejected
iltogether from use in systematic treatises.

The structure of the cummon Aurclia aurita and its

Fio 26 —Later development of Chryia&ra and Aureiia (after Clans). A. Scyphl-
st^ma of ChrytatfTn, with four perradial tentacles and homy banl perlsarc
B, Oral sniiace of later stage of scyphisiomaof Awfiii, with commeocexDent
of (our Interradial ti?nLacle» The quadrangular mouth is seen In the centre;
the outline of the stomach wall, seen by transparency around it, is njpped ia

four places Interradially to form the four gastric ridges. C, Oral sorface of

a slxteen-tentaded scyphistoma of Aurelia. The four gastric mterrsdiAl
lidges are seen through the mouth D. First constriction of the Ato'tJia

scyphistoma to form the pile of ephjTte or y.oung meduaa (see flg 27). Tha
alngle eph>Ttt carries the sixteen scypliistonia tentacles, which will atrophy
and disappear The four longitudinal gastric lidgcs are seen by ti ansporency.
E, Young ephj-ra jost liberated, showing the eiglit bifurcate arms of tlie dls«

and the inU:mthal ningle gastral lilamenta Jf, Ephyra developing Into a
medusa by the growth of the udradi^ regions. Ibe gastral filaments Have
increased to three in each of the foijr Beta. A, margin of the mouth; Ad,
adradial radius; K gastral fllsment; /n, interradial radius J", al.-ad;i«l

gastral canal ; jk—h^, adradial lobe of the disc; fi", lappet of a perradial arm
;

i/, stomach wall; ifst, muscle of the gastral ridge; i/w, gastral ridge;
ifs, mesoderm ; 0. tcntsctilocyst ; P. perrailiul radius ; li^, ioterradiat radius;

R^. adradial radius, SO. commencement of lateral vessel.

in text-books are very inadeijuate, a short sketch of the

morphology of that form is appended here.

From the egg, according

to the researches of Claus

(whose figures, here repro-

duced, refer more especially

to tho closely allied genus

Chrysaora, up to the comple-

tion of the scyphistoma), a

single-cell-layered blastula de-

velops which forms a diblastula

by invagination (fig. 25, A, B,

C), The orifice of invagination

closes up, and the ciliated

"planula"(a3 this stage used

to be termed in all Ccetentera),

after swimming around for a

time, fixes itself, probably by p,„ j, -Development .1 .,.rd„
the blastoporal pole. The true a''?", w wt, yonng scj-phinorm

mouth then forms by inruption

at the oppo.sitc pole. Two ten-

tacles now grow out near the

mouth opposite to one another

(fig. 25, D), and are followed

by two more (fig. 26), these

indicating the four primary

radii of the body which pass

through the angles of the four

sided mouth, and are termed perradial. Nfeanwhile

the aboral pole narrows and forms a distinct stalk,

which in Chrysaora secretes a horny perisarc (fig. 25,

witj) four perradial tentacles. Be-
low to left, scyphistoma with six.

teeo tentacles and &n^ consti ictioD

To the righr. strobila condition of

the scyphistoma. conslitlng of ihlr-

teen metamertc strgmects . the up-
permost stilt poMcasek the siatefn
tentacles of the scyphistoma; tlie

icmatnder have no tentaclea, but
are eph>'nr, ea£b with eight bifid

arms (proccascs of the disc). Each
segment when dct^jchi'd become*
an rpbyrs, such a:, that drawn la

Ug. 26, E, F. (Frpm Orgcnbaur )
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D). Four new tentacles, those of the intennediate or

eecondary radii, oow appear between the 5rst four, aod

are termed interradial. At the same time four longi-

tudinal ridges grow forward on the wall of the enttnc

"Avity (6g 26). These interradial ndges have sometimes

of tentacles and completion of the constriction will becoma
a separate medusa (in its young state called " ephyra ").

The tentacles of the AuTcUa and the structure of the
margin of its hypostnme are very different from those of

the scyphistoma. They are exhibited in their earliest

condition (wheu the /l7tre/io-medusa is first liberated from
Its attachment aud is an ephyra) in fig. 26, E, F The
margin of the hypostome is drawn out into eight arms
{which are not to be confused with tentacles) . the end of

each arm is bifid, carrying a pair of lappets—the marginal

lappets which persist in the adult (see figs 30 and 31). Be-

tween the lappets is placed a short and [lecuhar tentacle, the

tentaculocysl or sense-organ The eitrht arms of the disc

and their tentatulocysts are perradial and interradial. As
the organism grows, a set of eight adradial tentacles appear

tn the notches between the eight arms, but never attain any
relatively large size in Aurehn The asteroid arm-bearing

SnA

p,n Ta—Snrfru-p ne» n( Ific Bab-oinDreMa OI oral asvci -^ An'rlta nunfn lo

"ho^life w^^tloTot the openme. of .he ,uh-fe»,..l p.. '.f n >•» centre

?; «, The loo, ,„b-/.n,.al p... .re -e. Co he lo.errad.a) ' '"^7;"'-
,u.l.i.e »t the rool (.l>o,.l limili ol , ,ub-jen,.al p.t !/

he uuihne of .1, ll.,..r

SI oral limlr in wliicb 1> the openloB .compare 6 ol ng HI

beeo erroneously described as containing each a longitudinal

ctaal connected with a circular canal at the base of the

tentacles. They are in reality solid, as is the margin of the

hypostome from which the tentacles spring. It is in con-

nexion with these four

ridg«3 that the gastral =r=;r=|Pf^.
filaments will subse- | f i| ![ !/y>

quently appear, as also , V

the genital orjans either ^J)

alung their middle line

or adradially to them

The ridges correspond

to the mesenteries of ^
the Anthir.oa Eight

additional tentacles

placed one on each side

of the perradial ten-

tacles (or ot the inter-

radial, according as we
may choose to regard

the matter) next appear,

and are distinguished as

lulraduit. All the ten

tacles reaching an eqoal

size, we obtain the ap

pearance seen in fig. 26,

when the young scyphi-

stoma is looked at from
above. Looked at from

the aide, with its wide

hypostome and short

vertical axis, the scy-

phistoma differs widely from an ordinary hydra-form, and
approaches the medusa-form, to which its four longitudinal
gaatral ridges further assimilate il The little crcntiire is

DOW about an eighth of an inch ii> heiiiht , in "tlier genera,
but not in Chrijsaorn, it may now multiply bv the produc-
tion of a few budo from it; fi.\?d ba.tal disc After iu)uri,>;h-

ing itself for a penod, and increasing to lour or five times
the size just noted, the vertical axis elongates and a series
of transverse constrictions appear oo the surface, marking
off the body of the scyphLstoma into a series of disci
figs. 36 and 27), each of which by the development

tic 29.—Rnlf of tlie lower sorfare of Aurflm
luinta The lianspment iissucs allow the
entenc cac.nes iinrt cnnnis lo be seen ihroiiirli

triem a mftrpinal Inppels hldlnc leniarulo-

CM(| 6 oral ann^i > a^ial or castrtc portion
of the enii-nc cbmh oi (adlarintr and ana-
<[ooio*ihK ti»nai» of 'he eriierlc »> «iern , on

ocaries T7ie ta-"«l lllnrneni* near lo Ihejie

are nor fllawQ iliorD (jeirellbauj )

Fio 30 —Tentaculocysl and inar^naJ lappets oi Aurctia aunta. In the left-

hand fipure

—

ML, marginal lappers. 7". tentaculocyst ; A. soperior or aboral

ollaclory pit; MT. tnarginal tentaclea of the disc. The view la from (be aboral

ouiiace. ma^oiUcd about oO diameters In the nght-hand fifjure

—

A. supeno:
or abontl olfactory pit; B iDfunor or adurai olfaclot-y pit, //. bridge betwe.jn

the two tnarglBa! lappets formlDg the hood . T. tentaculocyst
; £nd endtxleno

Alt canal of the entunc system cononned Into the tentaculocyst: Con end-
dcnoal concretion (auditory), oc. ectodermal pigment (ocellus). TliedraMiij.
represent* a section, taken in a radial vertical plane so as to pass through (b,

long axis of the lentaculocysl (After Elmer 1

character of the margin of the disc is soon obliterated by

the relative growth of the intermediate adradial areas, which

become quite filled up, so that in the adult the tentaculocyst

IS carrieii in a notch mstead of on a prominence, and is

concealed by the two lappets

(figs, 28 and 30) The margin

of the disc between adjacent

pairs of lappets gives rise to

a fold which grows inwards

(toward the mouth) during

an early stage (hg 31), and

numerous small tentacle.- (the

fringe) appear along the

margin of the disc, which

.sotm equal in size the first I

adradia tentacle The in- ^„, ,k. „.„Fio 31 — Pan of ;he (narcih of the disc

growing fold is the velum or ol « rooht .Ice/ja lox.o,, theiml.-

•• pseudo-velum,- and neve, ^::'Z^::;^J^,^'TT^:::
increases in size, so that in »i'lt !" Uie sman temacio Inngmc

I , , * V ihe disc

the adult It IS not ob.serv- .

able. The tentacles also remain very small ami fine in

Anichii. forming a continuous fringe along the edge ot

the disc/ interrupted only t'\ the eight notches for tht

tentaculocysts (fig. 29)

The sixteen tentacles of the scyphistoma are necessarily

attached to the most anterior of the pile of medusw
,
they

atrophy, hut to what extent they may be nietiiiiiorphosed

to form the parts of the cplijia oi voiiiig niedusa Ims not

been determined The scyphistoma. having given rise to

Its pile of ephyr.T, may (in some genera, Amriia))

redevelop its own kind of tentacles belcw the constriction

marking off the last ephyra. Honce scyphistoma tentaclfes

appear sometime? et the top and sometimes at the bottom
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t>f tbo pile, wLich has led to diverse accounts of the mode

of development of the cpliynv.

Wliilst cliaiigra are going on in llie eonliguratioii of the

in;iigin of the disc of :in cpliyra on its way to tho perfect

lorni of the iidnit A uirha, the enteric cavity has also under-

gone moat iinporliiiit cli:inges. Torcinost in importance is

the dcvolopiuciit of a single gastral fdament on each of tho

four giistr.il ridgus which nocussirily arc present in tho

transverse slice (so to cjll it) of a scyphistoina, which

becomes an cpliyra (fig. 26). These rapidly increase in

number as the c|>liyra grows. Further, the enteric cavity

at first follows the outline of tho ei)hyra, sending a process

into each arm. but ihcu by adhesion of its walls is converted

into a four-lobed central chamber, a marginal canal, and an

endoderin lamella. A system of canals, tho arrangement of

which is seen in figs. 2i) and 31, subsequently opens out again

certain lines and tracts of the conjoined endoderm walls.

In the adult Anrelia we find the mouth surrounded by
four large arm like perracJial processes (figs. 25 and 29)

(not tentacles), and leading through a short manubrium
into a flattened fourlobcd chamber, the lobes being inter-

radial, and having on their oral floor numerous gastral

fdaments (rich in thread cells) (0 in fig. 16). Each pouch
or lobe gives off a canal, which runs towards the circular

canal at the margin of the disc, but breaks up into three or

four secondary canals on its way Between the pouches

come off eight other "radiating" oauals (adradial), which
do not branch, but go straight to ihe circular canal.

Tho oral floor of the concavity of each lobe of the enteric

cavity is occupied by a horse-shoc-shaped frill (fig. 29, ov),

either testis or ovary (the sexes beihg in separate indi-

viduals). The open arms of tho horao-shoe aro turned
towards the centre of the disc, and the folds of the genital

frill are so deep as to show themselves on tho outer ecto-

dermal wall of the disc. Here, however, vhere is a very

remarkable arrangement, which ha.s rarely, if ever, been
correctly described and figured in our common Aurella.

The gelatinous substance of the disc is holloivcd out on
that part of the oral face corresponding to the position of

the genital frills, so as to form four sejjarate e.xtousive pits

or chambers. Each of these sub-genital pits has iij Amelia
a small round opening on the oral face of the disc (fig. 28,

GP), but is otherwise entirely closed, having >io com-
munication with the. genital tissues, from which it is

separated ; by a delicate layci of ectoderm (6 in fig. 16).

Tho pits probably serve to acmit water for respiratory ^lur-

posos into close proximity with tho genital tissues.

The whole enteric surface, including canals, is ciliatc.l,

whilst the ectoderm is not ciliated, but provided with
grnui>s of ncmntocysts.

Tie tcntaculocyst in the adult Anrelia is relatively an
extremely minute body, com jlctely hiddcji by the two largo

marginal lappets (fig. 30, T). Above it (th.'U is, on the
aboni surface, as tho Aiirtlia swims) is a deep pit (A),

Schiller's fovea nervosa superior, sunk in a sort of bridge
whicl connects the two lappets and overhangs the tenia-

culDcyst. A similar pit (the fovea inferior) exists on tijo

oral surface. These have been recognized by Glaus, Eimer,
ami the Hertwigs as olfactory organs. Tho tcntaculocyst
is seen in section in fig. 30 (right-hand figure), which ex-
hibits its central cavity continuous'vith the enteric cavity,

its ectodermal |ugnient spot (eye), and its cndodermal nia.ss

of concretions (auditory organ).

The chief muscular mass of Aurclia, except that of tho
oral arms, is a circular zone on tho oral face of the disc.

Tho muscular fibres aro not distinct cells, but transversely-

striated processes of the epidermic cells (cpidcrmo-muscular
cells) (fig. 9). In the "arms "of other mcdus:c, and pre-

sumably of Aiurlia, tho muscular dhva is formed by inde-
pendent nucleated cells (fig. 9).

The nerve-epithelium from the olfactory pits of Anrelia is

drawn in fig. 14. Starting from this and from the cells of

the tentaculocysts are nerve-libres, which spread themselves
on the surface of the circular muscular zone in tho neigh-
bourhood of the tentaculocysts, and these aro connected each
and separately with large isolated nerve-ganglion cells (fig.

15). Tho nerve-fibro is continued beyond the cell, and
in some instances has been traced into a broadened ex-
pansion lying on a muscular fibre (SchUfer). The nerve-
ganglion cells lie very superficially immediately below the
flat epithelium of the body surface and between it and its

muscular processes.

Tho ova and epermatozoa of Anrelia develop in the
genital frills from endoderm cells in separate individuals.
They pass to the exterior through the mouth.

Order 3. Coiiomedusw,—Scypliomedusa; with only four
tentaculocysts, and these perradial. A broad veium (so-

called pseudo-velum) of complete circular form is present,

differing from that of the Ilydromedusx in the fact that it

is penetrated by canals of the enteric system (Ckarybdcea).
Tho whole umbrella is bell-shaped. The genital organs are
four pairs of lamclliform ridges (fig. 22) which are attached
to tho four narrow interradial septa that divide the large

enteric cavity of tho umbrella into four perradial gastro-

canal pouches. The lamelliform genital glands hang freely

in these pouches. At the edge of the umbrella aro four
interradial lappet-like prolongations of the gelatinous sub-
stance of the disc, which support each a long tentacle (fig.

20). Tho nerve-ring is complete, like that of the Hydro-
medusa;.

There is now no Jouht that Chanjhdica, which has been pla'ccj in
each of the two large divisions ol' the liydrozoa, must be classed
with the Sajpliomcdusa:. The recent investigations of Claus
(Arhcitcn arts dcin Zuot. Jnstilut ni Wicn, BJ. i. Hft. ii., 1878), as
well as those of Haeckel and Fritz MiiUer, lead to this conclusion.
Tlio term Canomcdusa is adopted from Haeckel, who places here,
besides Clmrybdaa and Tammja, other forms, a fuller description of
wliich m.iy he expected in liis l'oithcoming5i/sfeni dcr Meduscn. In
many respeels— its quadrangular form, its marginal lappets, its

bread enteric pouches in pl.ace of fine canals, its vascular veium, and
its highly complicated tentaculocysts (fig. 13, B}—Charyhdaa
is peculiar. The simplicity of the enteric system and the arrange-
ment of the genital glands brings it near to Luccrnaria. The ex-
istence of four interradial gioups of ga.stral filaments, and the dis-

position of the paired genital glands at the sides of the iuten'adial
septa, determine its position to be among tlic Scyphomcdusas. Its
development is not known. Figs. 20 to 23 illustrate the structure
of Chanjhdaca.

Order 4. Pej-omedusw,—Scyphoniedusw w-ith four inter-

radial tentaculocysts. The enteric system consists of three
divisions,—an aboral main stomach with four interradial

gastral ridges and filament groups ; a mid-slomach, which
communicates by means of four perradial slits with a very
largo ring-sinus (occui)ing two-thirds of tho umbrella) ; and
thirdly, an oral portion or pharynx, with four wide per-

radial pouches. The genital organs are four pairs of

.sausage-shaped interradial ridges lying on the oral floor of

ihe ring-sinus.

This is a new gioup founded by Haeckel, of which we have at
pieseiit no further details.

Sub-cIassII. Hydromedus.f.—Tlicscare//j/</rojoa devoid
of ^astral filaments ; the sexual persons are always mcdusi-
form, the genital glands are developed sometimes from ecto-

dcri/i.al cells, sometimes from endoderm, aud arc always pcr-

radiil (in tho radii of the first order). The medusiform per-

sons always possess a muscular non-vascular velnra (hence
Cruxjisdola) and a complete nerve-ring (hence Cycloneura of

Eimer). Tho marginal sense-organs aro either ocelli or oto-

cysts 01 tentaculocysts. The diblastula, in all cases as yet
observed, is formed by delamination (Balfour). The sexual
medusiform persons may develop directly from the egg, but/

more usiudly the egg gives rise to a h^-driform jierson—thq
Iiydroid— which difl'cr.s from a scyphi.-itoma in its elungatft
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yerxiial axis, the indefinite number (often also position) of

its tentacles, and its frequent formation of a colony of large

6ize by lateral budding. By lateral budding (not by

h

The meJusiform persons of this group are the Discopharcc cryptO'

carpal of Eschscholtz, the Craspcdola of Gegenbaur (1854), and the
Eydromcdusida of KbUiker (1853)—the last two authors at that
time separating the hydriform persons as Hydroidea. Louis
Agassiz (1860) includes both sets of persons under the term

rO-

Fio. 82.—Diagram showing possible modlflcatlona of persons of a (rymnoblastlc

Hydromeduta. a, hydrocaulus (at^m); 6, hydrorhlza (root); c, enteric cavity;

d, endodenn; e, ectoderm; /, perlsarc (horny case); g. hydranth (hydriform
person) espanded; gr', hydranth (hydriform person) contracted; /i, hypostome,
bearing mouth at its extremity; *. sacclfonn gonophor (sporosac). springing

from the hydrocaulus; ^, eporosac springing from m. a modified hydriform
person (blastostyle): the genitalia are seen surrounding the spadix or manu-
briom; I, medusiform person or medusa; m, blastostyle. (After AUraan.)

metameric fission) medusiform persons wLich alone develop

sexual glands are produced on the hydriform colonies

;

h

Z^'^
ftQ. 83.—Diagram showing possible modiflcotlons of the persons cf a Calypto-

blflBtic IJydromfdusa, Letters a to A aamo an In flg. 32. i, the homy cup or
hydrotheca of the hydriform persons; /, mrdnslform person sjiringing from m,
a modified hydriform person (blastostyle); n, the horny case or gonanglum
enclosing tho blastostyle and ltd buds. This and the hydrotticca i give origin
to tho name CalyptoblaiUa. (After Allman.)

these may separate from the colony, or may bo retained in

a more or less degenerate form adherent to it, as generative
budfl or warta.

Fig. 34. Fig. 35.

Fio. 34.—Wft^am of Corymorpha. A, a hydriform person gnlnc rise to
iTiednsifonn peiiMDS by bnddlDK from tbe mavftin of tbe disc ; B, free swim*
mln^ medusa (Stoenilntpia of Forbes) detached fiom the same, with manu*
brialgenltalia {Anthomedutxy and only one tentacle. (After Allman.)

Fig. 35.—Diagram of Tubularia indivita, A single hydriform person a bearing a
static carrying niunerous degenerate medtiaiform persons or sporosacs b. (After

Allman.)
. ,

Hydroida (together with Lucemaria), which also is the term adopted
hy Allman in his beautiful monograph (1871-74). J. V. Cams, amend-
ing the limitations given by Carl Vogt, was the first to use the term
Eydromedusce in the sense here adopted (Uandbuch dcr Zoolngu,

1863), and it is now employed in tne same sense by Gegenbaur
{Elements of Comparative Anatomy, London, 1878), namely, to em-
brace both the cryptocarpous medusie of Eschscholtz and th»

Flo. 36.—Colony of PougaiTiv\lten /rvticosa, nolural size, attached to the

'indereldo of a piece of floating timber. (After AUman.)

hydroids related to them. The term Uijdromedtisa! is used unwisdj

by Claus {GrundzUge d. Z.) for tho whole group of ITydrozoa. It

has been the practice of some authors to give a double classification

of tho group—ono based on tho characters of the medusiform per-

sons, the other on that of the hydriform persons. In tho present

artido a double name will in some cases bo assigned to a group

—

but tho attempt is made to bring both sets of persons under one

system.

Order 1. Gymnohlastca-Anthomeihisa:—Ihnmivo Hydro-

meiliisa; which all, a.s far vm is known, pa.ss through a

hydriform phase, but. in which tho niodusiform pcrsotis

may either reach full development or exhibit the extremest

degeneration (Hydra). The ectoderm of the hydriform
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porsnns may 6"cr6te a hoiny tubular pruteclive case

(perisarc), but this does not form cups for the reception of

the tentacular crown nor cases enclosing groups of medusi-

forin buds (gonangia). The fully -developed mcdusiform

Pio 37 — P^irtion of colony of B&u^ainnUfa{En4frulrium)/rutt«i<ia(Anthomeaut{r-
cal^lQtitOitca) more magnified. (Fiom Lubbock, after AlimaD.)

persons never possess otocysts nor tcntaculocysts, but always

ocelli at the base of the tentacles. The latter are usually

four or six, corresponding to the same number of simple

radiil enteric canals, but may be more numerous or reduced

tn one or to two ; rarely they are branched (Cladonema).

Fig. 3S.

Fio 33—Dinitraiii of Cf<ir.i, Bhowlnc n hv.hlfomi por«on sunoiindcd by a
verticil of ilegen' rate iiioliis'fnmi p.r.oin (uporiMcs) (Allor Altman )

.
'''—DlBginm of .colony .,( //yi/i <..-(,, ^.'showing foiii fomn ol iicisons. n

liyililform person; b. moiliUcd liydiif.nni p,.5..n. or blriM..alylc binrnig r
dei,-.ner«.c medn.lfomi pei->nn» or sporowK; d. m..d,(ied hvdi iromi person
sllunt.:d at the inaiKin of the colony (ilnculo^oold). (Aficr Allmiin )F c. 411.— Oininiira of a colony of /Hrorvnf, shnnlni; llin:c foinu of pemoi.!. a
normal liydrifotm pcr»..n

; 6. raodiflrd badb.aring hyd. ifoi-m pci.son (bluslo-
MylL); c, degenerate mcdusiform persons (sporoMcs). (After ilUnan.)

The sexual glands are placed in the wall of the manubrium,
either equally distributed all round it or in four sepantc
perradial grou|w, which are often divided into eight ad-
radial groups by the perradial longitudinal muscles.

This i3 a very well dcliued group, since the GymnoblasUa o!
Allman, based on the characters of the hytli-iforra persons—also
known 113 Tuinilaria and GjfmnoUfka—corre.^ipoinl exactly with the
Antka7nediu,'jh^ of Hacckers new system. Hydra is included here,

thoii^^h placed in a separate order by Allman. Some of the leading
forms of hydriform and medusifonn persons are given in the cuts
(fi(^. 34 to 42). The greatest range in the amount of degenera-
tion of the meflnsiform persons is seen even in genera of the same
family

—

c.g.^ Turris and Clava— the former producing free

medusae, the latter sessile sporosacs. The Oceanulce of Gegen'iaur
(excluding the ^'illiada:, which Haeckel assigns to the next grouji)

correspond on the whole to the medusa-forms of this o.-der.

Fig. 4 Fig. 42.

Fig 41.—Hydriform person of Simeorynf, n Itli iDedoslfoi-m persons budding IrolB
it. and shoim to various stages ofdeveUtpment, a, 6, e^rf, e. '(From Gegenbaur,
after Dcsor

)

Fig 42.

—

Hydra viridis. oe, ovary; te, tcstif

Order 2. CalyptohlasteaLeptomedusw.—These are Hydro-
meduscE of which the hydriform phase is known in a
large number of cases, whilst of others only the medusa-
forms are known

; none are kiioitm to develop directly from
the egg to the medusa-form. As in the preceding group,

the medusiform persons may reach full development or

Fig. 43. Fig 44.

Fig. 43 — Dingiam of a colony of rti> uii'drm. slioHing four fui-ms of p«*
sons A. poilion ol a fisrd colony; a. hydiifomi plr^on ; 6. bud L^aiin^f
hyd'ifoim prrsun (blustostylc) ; B. ficc-swlniinliig col ny. being a s>.-]tlcss

inc-lusiforiMiH'i'On (M.-istorliemc of AMinun). Willi moililicd nu:dUMfunn persona
biiitiling fioni lis rniliiillng cni<nls, as spoiosacs. (Aftci Allninn.)

Fig. 44 — MC'lui-ifnitii person iLinia), one ol llie Anilioitteilutar. detached from a
hydini.l colony ol Hie f.imily EmfriiitriJtr. Oeclli are seen at tbe b.isc of tlie
tcnla-lrs, an>l Iwo niedusirurui buds on the sides of llie m >nubriuni. (After
Allninn.)

exhibit themselves as degenerate sexual sacs on the hydri-

form colonics. The ectoderm of the hydra-forms always
secretes a perisirc which forms a cup-like protection (hydro-

tlieca) to the tentacle-crown, and which also encloses the
group of medusabuds in peculiar horny cases (gonangia).

The fully-develt>ped medusiform persous (fig. 47) either
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have no otocysts, but only ocelli (Ocellatce), or they have

otocysts (fig. 1 1 )
(ectodermal sacs), four, eight, or over a

hundred, not homologous with tentacles, and sometimes in

addition ocelli
(
Vesiculatce). The radial enteric canals are

usually four or eight in number, but may be more numerous,

whilst the marginal tentacles of the disc are either few or

Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

f10. 45.—Meduiifona person (Sdrita), one of the Aruhomedtisct, detached from a
hydroiil colony of the family Corynid.v. 6, the long manubrium, bearing (as
an exception) meduslforra buds; a, mouth.

Flo. 4^.—Msdusifona person, one of the Anthomeduais, detached from a hydro.-
colony of Si;iKoryne. Ocelli are seen at the base of the tentacles, and also (as
an exception) groups of mcdusiform buds.

very numerous. The genital glands always are placed in

the course of the radial canals of the disc (not in the manu-
brium), and stand out as groups of wart-like processes on
the Bub-umbrellar surface (fig. 43). Their mode of dis-

sharge is uncertain.

Flo. 47.—View o( Itic oral surface of one of the Liploni^diuix (Inne pfUuctdct,
Haeckel), to show llie niiincruus tentacles and Uie titocys'.s. pt*. gt-nital Klands:
//.manubrium; o/. otocysts; re. the four radiating canals; tV, the velum.

Tho Catyptoblastca of AUman, Skcnoloka of Cams, mid Cam]mnu-
laria: of authors form a well-m.trkcd group of liyilroiils which, when
they give rise to froo tncdiisrc, give rise to tlioso'termed Lrplomcdusm
by Hoeckel, concsponding to tlie Thaumnntiada: and Eucopida of
GogBiiliaiir's system. The calyptoblastic hydroid Leptosciiplnis,v<h'K\\,

sccording to Allinnn, gives rise to a ii;;i«-lil»c medusa (Antho-
medttsa:), is tho only recorded cxceiition to this correspondence.
The jlU'juoridwiind oUkt medus.'c of similar structure have not been
traced into connexion witli any hydriform trophosome, but we are

aot justitied tlieruforc in concluding that they develop diriilly from
the (j;g without hydriform pha.sc. Tho chief point distirinnishiiig

tlto Lcptomcdn.icr n» n lot from tho Antkomcdnsu: is the development
of the generative liodies in the r.idial c.inaU. This position is simi-
tir to that occupiirt by the came organs in Trachomcdusa and
S'-.i/phomerlusa:. Alltnan, however, considers tlic genital glands of
lh« LrptomediiiKv, not as mere glands like those of Aurclia or
Charijbdaa, but as a series of buds—a generation of aborted
medusae or npor.isacs. In conse(jucnce he terms the tn»'dus;i of the
I.-"tomeduea a Wastochcine {or bud-producer), as distinguished from
a v'onneheme (or genital-producer). In support of this view,

Allman {Monograph, 1874) adduces the various remarkable caset

of production of buds by medusa; which have been recorded (fig.

ii, 45, 46), and, further, the very striking similarity between th<

structure of a lobe of the genital gland of Obclia and a sporosa<

such as we find in Hydractinia. It seems necessary to accept
AUman's riew on this matter, unless we are prepared to abandon
the homology of sporosacs with medusee in the case of hydriform
persons.

The colonies of hydriform persons of the present group differ inlet

sc according to, the aiTangement of the cups or hydrothecse. It

Plumularidce they are sessile, and all on one side of a branch ; in

Scrtutaridrcthey are sessile, and alternately placed on either side ; ii

Campanularidm each cup is raised on a pedicel or. stalk. Th(
medusiform persons sometimes remain abortive and sessile in theii

pouangia.

FlG.48.

—

Carmanna{0eryonia)hastala,oxieo[i\ic7rachomcdusv. (.'VfterHaCckel.]

a.Hcrve-ring; a*, radial ner\'e ; fr.tontatulocyst; c, circular canal; eradiating

canal; ^', ovary ; h, peronia or cartitaB'nous process ascending fiom the carti-

laginous margin of the disc centiipotaliy in tjic outer surface of the jelly-hk(

disc; six of these are pcvradial. six intcrradial, coi responding to the twelve solid

larval tentacles, resembling those of Cunina; k, dilatatior (stomach) of thi

manubrium; f, jelly of the disc;p, manubrium; t, tentacle (hollow and

tei1iar>',t.e., preceded by sispcrradiai.ind six interradlni solid larval tentacles)

:

u, carliiaginous margin of the disc coveied by tlu-ead-cella ; r, velum.

Order 3. Trachomedus(v,—Hydromedvsce which have as

sense-organs tentaculocysts. The otoKths (fig. 12) are

Fto. 4(1.—I)lQgT.im 01 n vertical section of Cnrmarina hastnut, pa.wlnp on th(

right through the whole length of n ludlating canal, and on the left thruugl
the ouuspread lobe of an ovary, f, gelatinous substance of the disc and gastrli

stalk (maniitiriurn); t; initiating canal; r$, Its outer, W, Its Inner wall; if

ovaries; A-. stomach (dilatJitlon of tho manubrium); Z. tongue. like pim-ess o
the gelatinous substance; It, cartilaginous piocoss oscunditii; fiom lite iiuu-gina

ring at the silc of a tcntaculocvst; f, circular canal; b. tentaculocyst; »

velum ; uk, cartllaglnuua nuirginal ring. (Fiom Gcgcnbaui.)

formed by endodermic cells as in Sq/p/iomedusce, and

ycclli may or may not be present on the tcntaculocyp'
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The genital glands bave the form of wide outgrowtlis or

liinieliiform enlargements in tlie course of the radial canals

(figs. 48, 49). No hydriforrn phase is known in any

member of this group, and one at least (Gcri/onia) lias been

observed to develop from the egg directly into the medusa-

form.

Order 4. A^arcomedusiv.—These have the same characters

as the I'rachomednsce, excepting that the genital glands are

in the wall of the manubrium or in pocket-like radial out-

growths thereof (figs. 50 and 51). Further, the marginal

tentacles of the disc possess peculiar " roots," which can be

traced upwards into the gelatinous substance of the body.

No hydriforrn phase has been observed in this gruup,'

vhiUt A^yiua and A^i/ino/jsis have been shown to develop

directly from the egg to the medusa-form.

'FlO. fiO.'-Ciinina rhoihJarti/la. one of tlic Xarcoiiiedusv. e, cl.ciUtlr rnn.ll; ft,

• otoporjiaj"" (L'Jii-rivcI'^) or ccntripelal process of tlic niar;zliiril canilaciiioiis

linj; connecled withlcntaculocy^t; /, slomacli; /. jelly of tlie (fit:c; r, raili.it-

IngCiinal (poucli of stomach); //.tentacles; /(c, tcnt.idc inoi. (,\ii\;r ll.uckci

)

Tlie lappets of tiie maigin of the (Use, scpniutcd l>y tlci-p iH'icUes. alioic
whith {nearer the aborul pole) the tentacles project fmni the oisc (not ni.^r-

gini^ therefore), are cluractcrislic of many A'ttrcoiiicdnXiC ami TnKhuu'edu^iv.
Ciiriilayinous slrantls {the inanttc rivets or peionix) connect the tentacle loot
>vlth llie solid marginal ring.

Tlie two orders Trachomahism and Narcomditsa: are established

by Haeckel in liis new " .system " for the peculiar forms cl.isscd by
Carus as J/aplonwrjilia, and by Allinaii as Monnpsca. Tlioso latter

jiames liave rcfeieiiee to the fact that no liydiilonii pliasc i-> knoiini

(to occur in tlio life-history of these organisms, a fact which is not
peculiar to them, and, if it should prove to be not universal amongst
them, would by no means inv.alidate their claim to a distinct posi-.

tion on the giouiids afforded by the characters above jjivcn They
are lemarkalde for a certain hardness and sliirncss of the Kcl.ifiuous

substance of the disc, or at any rate of the cellulir avis of the
tentacles, on accoiit of which the oiders are contrasted by Ilacckel

as TTUchylince with Anlhomcdnsts and LcplonuUtisa, which arc

is fully givc'n in Hncckel's memoirs in tlie Jninische Zcilschi-ifl, vols,

i. and ii., 1SG'1-G6 ; also finthcr details as to Cannanna arc given id

ICimor's Mcdnscn, 1878.

Order 5. J/i/drocoya/ltiia:—These are I/i/dimnednsce i^

which the hydrilorm phase forms large colonies, presenting

a copious calcareous deposit ^-rvr-r,

in the ectodermal tissue (etc- [••,y*J''*''..
'

.iiV^

nostcum of Mosoluy), loav- ( ,•;

hig only the hydraiiths or ten- g,'

tactilar region fice from such Ni"

hardening. The medusiform \:
persons are, at present, only

known in the degenerate

form of sporosacs, which
occupy cavities (amiiulhe

of Moscley) in the har-

dened base of the colony

{Stiilasterida). No such

cavities have been detccteil '" i---i'"i";n of me cahauoii.

, I ,r-,i ! , 1-1 C.I. riimiii .! .l/'".7)0rd i,o,/„..,i. show-
in others [M ll/fpOI-iaw), WlWCh in? n.e cmIk.iI nii:inj;e..icl.l of the

mav thorpfriip civf rise ,,, .
V"!'-- «<'"l'".i by n.c iki^.oi.s- ormaj, lULlciulc, gn c ll^C lU imiranih.* 1 .-lie the naliii.ll size

complete medusiform persons, (iiom Moseicy.)

In all a marked polymorphism has been observed (fig. 53),
consisting in the diHcrentiation of longer tentacle-like

persons (dactylozooids) and shutter mouth-bean ng persons

(gastrozuoids). The persons of both kinds aie either

scattered irregularly or the dactylc;.iooids are arranged
around the gastrozooiUs in cyclosystems nf greater or less

definileness, or in distinct rows (Jig. 5.j). The pc>sition oi

these two kinds of hydriforin pcisuiis is marked by definite

groups of [lits (cyclosystems) in the dried calcareous skeleton

of the colunies, which simulate the calyclet of the stony

corals (Aiil/iozoa).

Fio 51.—Diagram nf n vevlic.il section tlironph n yoiinp; Cutitnn rlioc/odnavla,
passing on the right sitle throngh a radiating pouch, ft, tcnlnciilocysr; e,

cliculiir canal; y, ovary; h, marginal cartilage and connecting piocCiS
spiincliig from a tcntaculo«jst (otnporpa) ; it. stomach; /. jelly of the disc;
r. r<i(liatinR canal or pouch; //, tentacle (solid, cartilaginous); tw, tentacle
rout; V, velum. (Fiom Gegenbaur.)

termed Leplolina
; a curious narallclism as to the position of the

sciiilalia exists between Anthortudusn and NaTcomcdusic on the
cne hand and Lcplomcdusic and Trachomcdiism, on the other.
The orders nrcsciit a very high degree of development, botli in
coarser and nistological difTcrentiation. At one time it was sup-
posed, in accoidaiieo with llaeckel's observations, that Gcrjonia
iCarmarina, fig. 48), one of the Tracliomcihisu:, gave li.'^e by buds
from its ciitciic walls to young Ciottiia; [Xnrcomcd ii$ce, fi". 5fl),

but this li.is been cxiihiiiicd by the observations of Franz Scliuhe
and of Uljanin as due to parasitism, ycung CiniiuK ill the condition
of ciliated Pin i/w entering Ihc moiilh and enteric chamber of Ihe
Curmai-ina. The s.ime cxil.iuaiion pioliably npplies (Cljus) to tlie

su/po.sed inteni.al buds of Ciiniun observeil by Gegeiibaut, Fritz
Muller, and Metsclinikow. The piocess is snllicieiitly icinr,i liable

accordiiig to the last olwervcr, for Ihc liibt geiicnttion of liuds ]iin.

<Iuec a second genciatiou by e.\teinal gemuinlioii, before altaiiitng

the cliuiaclvrs of the iraient Cnuiiiii. The anatomy of these fiirm.ii

.,<^

^

Fio .'>3.—Enlarged view of Ihc suifacc cf a living Afilli-jti.rfi ,
showing ftv»

dactylozooids surrounding a ccr,tr.al gasliozuold (From Mi.-sclcy.)

Louis Agassiz was the first to recognize the tiue nature of the

Millcpoiida:, and his imperfect observatii'iis have been fully con-

firmciland greatly cxti-nded by MrMoseley (Phil. Tmns., 1878) who
added the Sljlailcrii-'-i; previously regaided as /l>itho:oa to the

category of calcigcitous hydroids, and founded the order of

llildrocoratlinm. The Slijlaxlciidx dillei from Ihe ilillcporida in

possessing a calcified axial style at the base of the diluted portion of

c.ich gastrozooid, and fiirlher in Ihc ascerlaiiicd development ••'

.sporosacs, and in the gieater complication of their cyclosystems.

These ft/niis ate abundant in tropical seas, and contribute; with tlio

Aniltotoii and Coralliues to Hie lormation of coral reefs. ytUopora

and Sli/luslif occur olf the Norwcgi.Tii coast. The woodcuts illii.'..

tialing the structure of this group arc borrowed from Mr Jloselty's

Au/cs of a Xidiiicihsl ci (ic " C'liallcnijo:"

The nearest alHis of the lliidrocomllina arc such polymoiphic

O'jiiifiobUiitm as llijihiuliniv (lig. 39) ; Ihc di finite divisi.m ol lal«ui

and the polymorphism in lliii former, together with ilieiv c.alci-

21II0US jii-niiiarity, eiilille Ihcin to rank as a distinct order.
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Order 6. Siphonophora.—Tliese are Hydromedusae ia

which hyrlriform persons alone (Velella) or hydriform

persong and sterile medusiform persons are united, under

many special modiScations of form, to constitute floating

colonies of very definite shape and constitutiLin. In

addition to these are developed medusiform sexi;al persons

which usually are sporosacs and

only exceptionally attain full de-

velopment so as to be liberated

from the colony as free-swimirang

medusae {Velella, as Chrysomilra;

Physalia, only liberating female

meduBEe). The medusiform persons,

where sufficiently developed, ezhibit

the velum characteristic of Hydro-

Tnediisce, the larger mouth-bearing

hydriform persons, which are some-

times the only representatives of

their kind, are remarkable for

differentiation into four regions,—

a proboscis, a stomach, a basal ring,

and a short stalk on which the

tingle tentacle of great length is

situated (fig. 56, J). In the sub-

order Physophcrridce (fig. 57, C) the

persons are united by a short or

long and spiral stem, terminated

at one end by a flask-like air-sac

(pneumatocyst) ; below the air-sac a.
p,„ '5, _p„rtioT> of the comi.

biserial or multiserial range of swim- lum of .^Kjrfiu •vSnrWu

ming-bella (nectocalyces = medusae

with suppression of manubrium,

tentacles, and sense-organs) aro

placed. Covering pieces (hydro-

phyllia, reduced medusae) and dactylozooids are afBxed

to the succeeding region of the stem, and alternate in

definite order with the mouth-bearing hydriform persons

(polyps or nutritive persons) and generative medusiform

persons. In the sub-order Physatidoe the stem is con-

verted into an air-sac, enormously enlarged, and the necto-

(one of the SIt/laeleridtr),

showing cyclosysteins placetl

ai intervals on the branches,

each with a centrai ga.stio-

poic and zone of sht-lilie dac-

tylopores (After Moseley

)

Fta. 55.~Dlairrams lUoatratinff the successive stages In (hcdcvclopment of the

cydosyitems ot the Slt/failtrtda, 1. Spnriutitjuira titcholomn. 7.3. Aflopnra
notntii. A, Ali'pora pro/<tnda, h, Altirpoiti mtniacea. *J. Attylus tubvindis.

1, Oiituhoporn fortijtfa. i. style: rfp, dartyliipore ; ^, RHStroporu ; &, In dg. C,

Inner horscshoc-shnped month of gaslropoic. (After Mo.Hiley.)

calyces and hydrophyllia aro absent. In the sub-order

Calycophoridiu the air-sac is not developed, the nectocalyces

are in a bi.serial group, or reduced to two or to one.

Cactylozooida are wanting. The modified persona (append-

ages, Huxley) arise froiii the stem in groups, and can be

withdrawn into the cavity of a iiwimiiiiiig bell (fig. 57, 15).

Each, group consists of a nutritive person, with long teo
tacl^of generative raedusoids, and usually also an umbrella-
shaped or funnel-like covering piece. The latter separate
in some Diphyidiv, and lead an independent life ao
Eudoxii^.

In the suborder DiscoidcE the stem is converted into a
flattened disc with a system of canalicular cavities. Above
this lies the air sac, a flattened reservoir of cartilaginous

consistence. The hydriform persons depend from the ixs^c.

centrally a large nutritive person surrounded by smaller

similar persons carrying at their bases the generative

medusoids ; near the edge of the disc are d.ictyloziHiids.

The medusoids develop into complete medusiform pei.'ions,

and develop the genital products after liberation from the

colony, when they are known as Chrys'.mitra.

Fio. 66—rinprani showing possible mortifications of medBslfomi and hydri-

fonn persons of a colony of Siphonophora. n, pneomatocyst ; *. necto-

calyces (swiminlnft bells); I, hydiopbyllium (covering-piccej ; », geneiutivfr

medUHlform [lei-son
; g, daclylozooid with attached tentacle, h; e, niitntite

hydriform person, with branched prappliiifi tentacle, /; fn, stem. The thick

black Una represcDts endoderm, the thinner line ectoderm. (After Altnian )

The SiphimophoTa&\!>r\t, amongst the colonics formed by Hydro:na,

exhibit a high degree of division of labour and consequent individua-

tion. The mode of origin of such colonies ha.s been di-scussed above.

The locomotive habit, aa contrasted with the sessile habit of oilier

colonies, is no doubt correlated with the sharply defined individuality

which they attain (compare Cristaltlla among Polyzaj). Vthllrt

and Physalia are occasionally seen on the southern mid weslei'n

shores of Enghind, but as a rule the Siphonophora arc met with only

in the open ocean and in tlie Mediterranean. By .wme authorities

Ihe Siphonophora arc assigned a distinct position among llie Hydro-

Toa, side by side with the UydromcditscK nnd Sn/phomcdiwar ; their

interpretation as lloating colonies of UydromcAv^ir, an interpre-

tation ni-'TSsilated by the slnielure of Ihcir medusiform pel-sous,

forbids their si paration from that group.

Fossil Hvdrozoa.—The researches of ^fo9cIcy have neces-

sitated a redistribution of the group of Aiitlio:r,n known as

the Tdhvldlii. Among ihcic appear to be a few Ilydio-

coraUimv, which occur in the fossil stale. The PaliCDZoic

forms known as graptcilitcs are by some authors assigned

to the IlydrozMi, but the grounds for placing them in this

position are very slight, owing to the imperfect natuic of

the remains. A di.scusslon of the small amount of structure

which they present would be out of place here.

Remarkable &yphomedusti: have been olil.titicd from the

Solenhofen slates (.Jurassic); excepting llicso, no miteworthy

cxtinvt //ydru:<Hi are known (sec liaeckel n Zcilsch. tvUs.
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:Zool., vols. XV., six., and Jenaiscke Zeitsch., vol viii.,

1874).

lidationship of the Ctenophora (o the Hydrozoa.—The
remarkable medusa-form recently described by Haeckel

{Sitzungsber. Jenaiuhe Geselhch., 1878) as Ctenaria cleno-

phora, and classed by him amongst \hfi Anthomedusa;, seems

to furnish a very direct transition from the structure of a

tnerlusa to that of such a ctenopbor as Cydippe (Pleuro-

f IG 57.—Floatlnp colonics of Stphcmophora. A^ Diphyet campanuJata B, A
(Troup of iippendages from the stem of the same Oiphyes. C, Physophora
hydrostacica. h. Separate ntctocalys of Iho same. £, Cluster of female
sporosacs (aborted medusa) of Ai/ahna tareit. a, stem or axis of the colony;
n\ pneumatocyst '-•ir-tiladdcr) ; m. necfocalyx; c. sutt-umbrcllar cavity of
ncctiicalyi ; r, radljting canals of the umbrella of the ncctocaly:^ : o, orifice
formed by the marRin of the umbrella ; t. h>drciphyllla ia B. dactylozoolda In
C; fi. stomach; i, tentacles; g, sporosacs (From Gegenbaur.)

brachia). The woodcut and appended cicplanation (fig. 58)
copied from Haeckel's memoir will render the relations

of the two forms clear. Ctenaria has the margin of its

disc narrowed so as to give the organism a spherical form.

The approximated margins bound an orifice leading to the

sub-umbrella space. This orifice corresponds to tho so-

called mouth of a Cydiijpe. Further, Ctenaria has two,

and only two, long-fringed tentacles, like those of Cydippe,

and each springing from a pocket as in that genus, and
on the surface of its spheroidal umbrella eight rows of

difFtjrentiated ectodermal cells, which though not ciliated

Fig. 58.

—

Ccevaria C^encphora iUaeckil), one of the ATit''Om(dus<x, connecting
that croup with the Cumphora. A, lateral view of the entire medusa ; D, two
horizontal views, that to the left representing the surface of the aboral heml-
spheie, that to the light a section passing nearly equatorlally. a, the eight

(ciliated?) rows of thread-cells, adradial in position ind con-espondlng to the
eight ctenophoral zones of Pleurobiacfiia; b, jelly ot the umbrella; c, circular

muscle of tlie sub-umbrella : (/.longitudinal muscles of the sub-umbrella; e.

stomachal ritlalatlon of the enteric cavity; /, the %ixicen oral tentacles; g, the

four perihdial generative gl.inds in tlie stomach wall (manubrium); A. the

four pciradial primary radiating canals; i, the eight adiadial bifurcations of

the prcreriini,' . *. ring cannl in the margin of the umbrella; /, velum; fii. th«

tw-o lateral tentacle pouches; n. the two lateial unilatciully filnged tentacles.

0. the ajiicnl cavity (infundibulum) above the stomach. The canal system,
with its four primary and eight secondary rami agrees in Cleiiarta and Plcin'c^

brnehia. The mouth of the latter is homologous witli ttie margin of the

umbrella of the loimer. The mouth of Ctrtiaiia is homologous with the

junction of the so-calK'd funnel of Pli'urobracfiia with Its so-called digestive

cavity This last is the hnmolopue of the sub-umbrellar cavity of Clrnaria.

The apical opening or openings of the funnel of Ctenophora is paralleled by
the stalk canal of medusse, whilst the agreement between the tentacles anil

thfii pouches in Ctenaria and Pttvrobrachta is complete,

correspond closely in position with the eight ctenophoral

ambulacra of Cydippe. The disposition of the enteric canal-

system of Ctenaria is, as shown in the cut, also transitional

in the direction of Cydippe. Apart from the existence of

Ctenaria, the homologies suggested by Haeckel between

Hydromedusce and Ctenophora are such as to commend
themselves very strongly to acceptance. (e. r. l.)

HYDRUNTUM. See Otranto.
HYERES, a town of France, in the department of Var

and arrondissement oi Toulon, about 3 miles from the
coast of tL. Mediterranean. It is connected by a branch
line with the railway from Toulon to Cannes, and by dili-

gences with the neighbouring towns. The town proper is

situated on the south-eastern side of a steep hill (650 feet

high) which forms one of the hst buttresses of the
Maurettes, a group of picturesque hills covered with olive,

pine, and cork trees, and underwood of myrtles and other
shrubs. In front, towards the south and south-east, a
fertile plain, once famous for its orange groves, and now
mainly occupied by vineyards and farms, stretches to the
ioa, while towards >.he south-west, across a narrow valley,

rises a cluster of low but well-clad hills. The older part
of the town, still on its eastern and northern sidus sur-

rounded by its ancient and dilapidated w.ill, is a labyrinth

of steep dirty streets • but the new quarters which have

grown up .it the foot of the hill have handsome boulevards

and villas, many of them with beautiful gardens full of

semi-tropical pl;ints. Of best note among tlie objects of

interest at Hyeres are the house (Rue Rabaton, No. 7)

where Massillon was born , the cathedral or church of St

Loui.5, a low building of the 12th century (restored, in

1840), which belonged to the Cordeliers; and the ancient

castle, crowning tho highest part of the hill. Tho Place

dc3 Palmiers takes its name from the seven palm trees

planted there in 1834. On the plain between the town
and tho sea are large nurseries, an excellent jardin d'ao-

climatation, and the famed kitchen gardens which supply

Paris with early fruits and vegetables and with roses in

winter. There are extensive salt-beds on the peninsula of
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Giens, which juts due south info the Mediterranean, where

salt is made by the exposure of the sea-water to tlie siiu

Up to the 14th century Hyeres was a larger and more im-

portant town than Toulon; and in the lOtb century it

became famous as a winter resort. Catherine tie' Medici at

one time thought of making it the seat of a royal residence.

At present the more brilliant social attractions of some

of the neighbouring watering-places of the Riviera divert

the more fashionable visitors from Hyeres. In climate it

differs little from its more favoured compeers. From the

east and north east winds it is completely sheltered, but it

lies open to the ravages of the mistral. The population

r 1872 was returned at 5381 for the town and 11,212 for

the commune, in 1876 the corresponding tigures were

9797 and 12,289. The islands of Hyeres (the'Stoechades

—at Sroixu^ts vTJfToi—of the classical geographers), other-

wise called Les lies d'Or, lie to the east of the peninsula

of Giens, and form a protection to the roads of Hytjres, one

of the great rendezvous of the French fleets. The principal

islands are Por«[uerolles, which rises to a height of 600
feet, Port-cros, and Titan The population is scanty. A
marquisate of the lies d'Or was created by Francis I.

See Alphonse Denis, Pi-omcnades piHorcsques rt Hyirf^s, 1842;

Engine Farenc, tcs rei-its da tourist': Proven^nl, 1859; Aufauvie,

Hyirei H sa ralUe, 1802, Joanne, Hytm H 2'oulon, 1870; Len-
theric. La Provcnct maritime, ISSO.

HYGIENE is the science, Pkactical Hygiene the art,

of preserving health The name has been adopted from the

French, from which language it has also been introduced

into most other tongues; it is derived from the G'eek

tyi'fia or iryeia, health. Writings on health are among the

oldest in the world, for the subject has engaged the attention

of the profoundest thinkers and the must renowned leaders

of men. We have only to point to the elaborate directions

in the Mosaic laws for the preservation of health through

scrupulous attention to cleanliness, the isolation of the sick,

and extreme care in the use of wholesome articles of food

and drink. Throughout the whole of their history the Jews
enjoyed a remarkable immunity from epidemic disease, the

most of the instances in which such disease occurred being

represented as those in which tlioy departed from the law

and doubtless relaxed the wholesome vigilance enjoined

by it. In medieval and modern history they have often,

even down to our own time, been spared the ravages of

epidemics, when their Christian neighbours were perishing

around them. Ignorant superstition often gave rise to tho

idea that they had poisoned the wells, and they fell victims

to the fanaticism of the times. It is highly probable that

the periodical cleansing of their dwellings, involved in

tho thoroiigh search for tho leaven which preceded the

yearly passover {}lK':/inn, Pcsachim, i. II), had a notable

influence in preventing that continuous deposition of organic

matter, which is no doubt one most powerful factor in the

prodnclion of zymotic disease. On the other hand, the filthy

habits of the Christian populations offered a premium to

plagues of every kind ; for there is no parallel in ancient

history to the terrible invasions of disease which from time

to time ravaged Europe down to quite recent times.

It is the province of hygiene to seek out and determine

the causes of disease, and to formulate rules for their

prevention and removal. It may thus be called also

preventive medicine, although this term docs not quite

express all that must be included. The progrc-^s of liygieno,

such as it was, rested for many ages upon an empirical

ta-'is, and indeed to .i largo c.ftcnt this is still the case.

Tlic subject has, however, in later times at least, been

eludiod to«onsidcrable advantage, allhi>ifj;h much ruiunins

fo be.dono. Two tenturics ogo the nioit.ilily of London

was 80 j>cr }000— at the jircsent day it is under 23. A
century ago sliips could biif ly koej) the sua for scurvy, whilst

jails and hospitals were in many cases the hotbeds of fataJ

diseasi;
,
now those conditions are rectified, or at least the

means of rectifying tlieni are known. Thirty yeai-s ago the
English troops at home died at the rate of 20 per 1000-.
now their death-rale is less than one-half of this. A know.

'

ledge of the causes and modes of propagation of disease

being necessary in i)rder to provide rules lor its prevention,

it IS obvious that hygiene must be largely dependent upon
the advances made iii pathology and aetiology , hence the

impossibility of any very marked progress in former times,

by reason of the iniperlcctiou of the collateral sciences, and
the want of the appliances more recently made available

for inquiries of such a difficult and recondite character.

Within this century, however, and especially within the last

forty or fifty years, it has been possible to follow out the-

subject on a more strictly scientific basis, and so to lay a
foundation, at least, on which to build a structure, winch
may one day entitle hygiene to a place among the more
exact sciences.

The special subjects which hygiene embraces are the fol-

lowing:— 1. Those which concern the surroundings of man;
such as meteorological conditions, roughly included under
the head of climate ; the site or soil on which his dwelling

is placed , the character, materials, and arrangement of his

dwelling ; the air he breathes ; the cleansing of his dwell-

ing, and the arrangements for the removal therefrom of

e.xcreta and other effete matters.

II. Those which concern the personal care of health ; such

as the food he eats and the water and other beverages he
drinks; clothing; work and exercise; personal cleanliness;

special habits, such as the use of tobacco, narcotics, Jtc. ,

control of sexual and other passions.

III. Certain points not directly included in the above y

such as the management of infancy ; the prevention of

disease; the hygiene of the sick-chamber; and the disposal

of the dead.

It is obvious that it is impossible to draw any iiard and
fast lino in these divisions, and that they must constantly

run into and overlap each other. Such a division, howuver,

gives a general idea of the scope of the science, and a lirief

consideration of the different sections will enable us to

furnish a slight sketch of tho nature of the subject.

1. .l/cte'(T;/o</i'cYi/ or (so-called) c/imntii' conditions. Here

temperature and humidity are the two points that obviously

present themselves for consideration, but it is very diflicult

indeed to separate their influence from those of soil or >ite.

It is also certain that much that has been attributcl to

climate is really due to other causes. It may be laid d.'Wii

as a general principle that, if moderate care be taken, tiiau

may preserve his health in almost any part of the ttoild,

although it must be admitted that in some places, such as

hot and moist climate's, disease causes np[)car to be more

easily called into action than under colder or driercouditious.

Some diseases, such as yellow fever, appear to rcqune a

certain temjicrature for their ilcvelopiiicnt and propagation
,

others, such as enteric (commonly called "typhoid") fever,

appear to exist indiscriminately under any metcoroloi;icul

conditions; others, such as cholera, although undoubiedly

originating in hot and moist countries, appear caimble of

being propagated in most parts of the world. In some

cases great heat and dryness arrest disease, as used to be

observed in Egypt, where the plague was comnmnly said to

ccjise after St John's day. During the hot harniaftan wind

of tho west coast of Africa unall-pox is arrested, and

successful vaccination becomes impossible. To the sick or

delicate, meteorological conditions are of great importance,

but thi.s part of the subject beloivgs luoro to the treatment

of disease than to general hygiene. To the healthy,

meteorological conditions, however iiiucli they may alTcct

personal comfort, are of coiiiparatively little moment as
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regards healtb, bu long as ruasunablo care is observed. In

(1 healthy body an adaptation to circumstances rapidly takes

place, and an equilibruini is soon established Thus, it used

to be supposed that great heal increased the tempeniture

of the body, but later observations Lave shown this to be

erroneous, and that the balance is soon re-established by the

prouess of transpiration,—should this, however, be arrested,

then a rise of temperature may take place, and disease of a

febrile character be established.

2. The soil or sUr. of the dwelling is, however, of greater

iiiomciit, and much that has been attributed to climate has

been more truly due to locality. Soils are generally divided

into moist and dry, permeable and impermeable, and again

subdivided according to formation, composition, slope, Ac.

Healthy soils aro those which aro dry and permeable, or

which have such a slope as renders drainage easy , on the

other hand, soils which are flat, moist, and im|)ermeableare

generally unhealthy. Soilscontaining muchorganic matter

are to bo avoided, such as alluvial soils generally, as well

as all marshy districts. The air in soils is generally more

or less impure, hence the unadvisability of occupying

-iwellings below the ground level or situated immediately

on its surface. The water in the soil is a question of great

importance, apart from the mere moisture. .\t varying

tlistances from ths surface, but everywhere, tnrie exists a

great subterranean lake or sea, known as the grounJ-tvafer

or water-tahle, which is constantly in motion, both vertically

and horizontally. Its horizontal movement is towards the

nearest water-cour.se or towards the sea ; its vertical move-

ment is determined by rainfall chiefly. Much importance

has been attached to it, and llio following points may be con-

sideredas accepted by most hygienists :—(1) a permanently

high ground-water, that is, within 5 feet of the surface, is

bad, while a permanently low ground-water, that is, more
than 15 feet from the surface, is good; and (2) violent

ftuctuations arc bad, even with an average low ground-water;

a comparativT;ly high ground-water with moderate and slow

fiiictuatuins may be healthy. According to the school of

Pettenkofer, it is the groundwater which determines the

spread of certain forms of disease, such as cholera and
enteric fever. A previously high level, succeeded by a fall,

with a certain height of temperature in the soil-air, is the

condition believed by them to be the one most favourable

for disease production. Healthy soils aro tho granites,

metamorphic rocks, clay-slate, limestone, sandstone, chalk,

gravel, and sand ; unhealthy are—clay, sand and gravel

with clay subsoil, alluvial soil, and marshlands, with the

exception of pcatlands. Among the unhealthy soils ought
also to be included all "made" soils, particularly those

th it are formed so often in towns from rubbish of all sorts.

Such soils ought not to be occupied as building sites for at

least two years.

3. The sanitation of dweUinrjs Involves numerous points.

The site has been considered in tho previous section, but
the importance of excluding soil emanations must boinsistcd
upon Tho placing of a dwelling in any spot of ground
tends to exert an extractive force upon tho soil, because tho
air of tho dwelling is almost always warmer than tho
external air, and there is therefore a constant danger of
sucking up the more or less impure soil-air into tho dwell-
ing. Not only is this a recognized source of disease, but
fatal cases of direct poisoning have sometimes resulted, as
when coal-gas hxs escaped into thij soil below or near a
dwelling. An impervious foundation is thep.'forc necessary,
although this precaution is too often neghcted, even in

higU-cla-ss dwellings. Houses ought to be so arranged that
they m.ay receive plenty of light, not merely for work or
convenience, but a.s a Diatter of health. Sunlight, for full

health, 18 as neci\<;.sary as air, and this is now so strongly
recoguized in America that in nnny of the hospitals in

that country rooms are provided where |)aticnts may tako

a "sun-bath."

The materials of which houses are built are various.

Wooden dwellings have advantages, but there is always the

danger of fire. Brick or stone is most commonly used, but
very good dwellings may be made of concrete or even of

mud. Probably the best material is good, sound, well-

burnt brick. Dryness must be secured by means of damp-
proof coui'ses along tho foundations, hollow walls, and
cementing or slate-hanging externally. Non-absorbent
surfaces internally are important, although some writers,

such as Pettenkofer, ifcc, have been inclined to attribute

the unhealthiness of dwellings to the impermeability ot the

walls obstructing air change. But where air can pass,

organic matter can lodge and become a source of danger.

It i.s better, therefore, to have non-absorbent surfaces as

much as possible, and to provide for ventilation in other

ways. Paint that can be washed is therefore better thau
paper ; if the latter is used it had better be glazed. Care
should be taken to scrape off all old papers beneath, as they

and the paste used with them tend to decomposeand become
injurious to health. Ceilings ought to be impervious as

well as walls, and floors ought to be made of well-fitting

seasoned %vood, caulked, and oiled or varnished so as to

make them water-tight.

Proper cubic space is a matter of great importance, for

upon it depends the renewal of air. The air of an air-space

can seldom be changed oftener than three times an hour,

hence the space ought to bo large enough to allow of such
rate of change providing enough of air for respiratory

purposes. Tho furniture of rooms, especially sleeping rooms,

ought not to be too massive ; whilst curtains and hangings
too often form traps for dust and organic matter
The warming of houses is important, and is generally

badly and wastefully dona The open fireplace has great

advantages, but it is in many cases insufficient. Where
any general system is employed it is better to warm the air

in tho room itself, as by pipes conveying hot water or

steam, than to warm it before delivery. Overheated rooms
are a source of ill-health. For sitting-rooms 60° to 65° is

quito enough ; for a study or n-ork-room 60" is sufTicient,

even in some cases less than this. A sleeping-room need
never bo above 60°, often with ;ulvantage below it. Fresh
air ought not to be sacrificed to tempcratUFo, except under
extreme circumstances. Dwellings should not be occupied

for some time after building, till they are thoroughly dry.

Rheumatism, chest diseases, itc, are very apt to arise from
neglect of this precaution.

Scrupulous attention to cleanliness is necessary in

dwellings, and there is wisdom in their periodical vacation

for a certain time, so as to let them lie fallow, as it were,

and interrupt tho continuity of deposit of organic matter.

Dwellings ought to be scattered over as wide an area ai

possible, for statistics show that sickness and death-rate are

often inversely proportional to the amount of area per head
occupied by a community. The area per head in London is

estimated at double that of Paris and many other cities,

whilst at the «ame time its death-rate is smaller than that

of any other largo city in Europa
4. /li> is the prime necessity of life. Food or water

may be abstained from for a considerable time, and wu may
thus have an opportunity of replacing cither should we
doubt its purity or whole.someness, but the atmosphere

around us we must breathe or die. Hence the paramonni
necessity for having it pure. But, although this is apparent Ij

so obvious, attention to its importance has been very

generally omitted. Air consists of a mechanical mixturt

of oxygen and nitrogen, in the proportion of nearly 21 per

cent, of tho former to 79 of tho latter, with small quantili--;!

in addition of carbonic acid, moisture, organic matter.
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ice. By respiration and combustion air becomes vitiated,

ths oxygen diminishing end the carbonic acid and. organic

and suspended matter increasing. Within certain limits

the amount of carbonic acid is in itself immaterial to health,

but it is important as a measure of the amount of organic

matter, which is really the dangerous impurity. Air
vitiated by respiration is also much more dangerous than
when tho carbonic acid is partly the result of combustion.
'' is now pretty generally admitted that air cannot be con-

sidered as really good and fat for respiration in which the
respiratory impurity reckoned as carbonic acid much ex-

ceeds two parts in 10,000 by volume. On the other hand,
if air can be kept down to this point, the condition may
be looked upon as satisfactory. The amount of impurity
given off by living beings varies of course with size, weight,

age, se^t, and work, but it may be allowed that under ordi

nary circumstances it amounts to about six cubic feet of

carbonic acid per head in ten hours during repose. This
requires an hourly supply per head of 3000 cubic feet of

fresh air for its dilution, and this amount should be largely

increased during work or in sickness (see Hospital). The
diseases which have been shown to arise from the effects of

vitiated air are widely prevalent, including such as con-

sumption and other forms of scrofulous disorders, bronchitis

and pneumonia, sore throat, &c. Crowded and illveuti-

lated places also tend to increase the virulence end the

rapidity of spread of the various communicable diseases.

5. Cleansing, including tie removal of slops, excreta, (fcc,

fo:ins one of the most important and also most difficult

of qneations. The main principle is that all should be

immediately and eiiectually removed from the house and
its neighbourhood, and that tfcere should be no possibility

of reflux of foul air from drain or cesspool. The system of

water-carriage is certainly the cleanest and most convenient,

especially among large communities, but other systems find

advocates. In villages oad isolated houses the earth

system and other dry methodis have many advantages. The
question of the disposal of sewage is a very large one, into

which it is impossible to enter here. Hitherto all or almost

all the material has been wasted by being poured into

rivers or the sea, the streams being thus polluted and the

shores rendered offensive. The object to be aimed at is to

utilize a product of undoubted fertilizing influence, without
endangering the health of tha com jiunity. The diseases to

bo apprehended from imperfect methods of sewage removal
are enteric fever, cholera, diphtheria, sore tb oat, and an
aggravation of most other diseases, especially those of an
eraptiTs chiracter. Ashpits ought to be especially attended

to, their neglect tcisg attended with much danger.

6. Waler-aujyply, althongh includcti under tbe head of food

and beverages, merits special consideration, so important

is its rtlition to health, both directly as a drink and indi-

rectly with reference to its many other uses. It is required

for drinkiuiT, cooking, the cleansing of person, clothes, and
dwelling, end the flushing of closets, sowers, and dreina.

The hygienic reqnirementa are that water ehoiiid be good
in quality and sufficient in quantity. Good water shoui.I

be clear, colourloss, quite free from suspended matter, of a

good lastro, and should have a pleasant sparkling taste, the

latter qualities being duo to the carbonic acid and atmo-

spheric air dissolved in it. In its chemical conifKisition it

ought to bo as free as possible from organic matter. The
evidence in favour of communication of disease by means
of drinking water is now very extensive, and wo may cite

dinrrhcea, dyeentery, ague, enteric fever, and cholera as

among the diseases which may be conveyed through this

ebanneL Numerous parasites also find tboir way into tho

hnman body by this means. Hard water is objectionable

for cooking and washing, nor can it be recommended for

drinkinK. aUliough socue insist upon a certain amount of

hardness being eaaentiai. In the case of water being

impure, boiling, distilling, or filtering may be resorted to.

Tho two former are the most efficacious, but the last has
advantages of convenience if properly carried out. Char-
coal filters, if properly cleansed, or renewed sufficiently

often, are useful, but it is better to have a material that

purifies without risking any deterioration of the water itself.

Such filters as the spongy iron and the carferal effect this.

All filters, however, require the medium to be cleansed cr

renewed periodically. In a house the chief dangers are

from dirty cisterns and from pipes being connected with

drains and closets. AU supply should be on the coustart

system, and no pipe supplying a closet should be resortc.l

to for drinking purposes. AU overflow pipes should deliver

in the open air. The quantity of water requL'ed per head
may be stated at a minimum of 12 to 16 gallons per diem
where there is no general system of drainp.ge, and about 25
gallons with drainage. In towns more than this is neces-

sary, and from 30 to 50 gallons are desirable. In sickness

generally double the amount is necessary that is required

in health. The source of the water ought- to be pure,

—

springs, deep wells, and upland surface water bfing the

best Shallow wells and rivers to which sewage gaine

access are most to be avoided.

7. For/ooiiand beverages the reailer is referred to the

article Dietetics.

8. Work and Exercue.—The kinds of work performed

by man are of course very various, but they may be reducod

more or less to a uniform standard, which is usually reckoned

as so many tons (or pounds) raised through on? foot, o;,

tersely, as foot-tons or ton feet. A fair day's work is

generally taken at 300 foot tons, a laborious day's work at

450, and the maiimum to be expected, except under very

special conditions, at 600. For this work a certaui time

should be allowed, as the strain increases (almost in a

geometrical ratio) with the velocity. Usually speaking 50
foot-tons an hour is a fair amount, and this ratio is equil

to a walk of three miles for an average man. The amount
for mental work has not been accurntely calculated, but it

may be safely assumed that a man of sedentary occupation

ought to take exercise of a physical kind vcrying from 50
to 100 foot-tons per diem. In all cases his food ought to

be proportioned to his work, for it is now recognized that

man is a machine, whoso work depends upon the energy

derived from the food he eats.

9. Clolhing arnJ Personal Cleanliness.—(Clothing should

fulfil the functions of preserving warmth in cold weather,

providing covering without being 'roo oppre.'isive in hot

wsather, keeping out wet in wet weather, and yet allowing

sufficient transpiration for health. At the same time it

ought to admit of frequent change and cleansing. Dr
Parkes has pointed out that it is probably duo in some

measure to cleaner habits with reference to clothmg tl t

tho ()iminution of typhus fever should have been .so marked

in recent times. Personal cleanliness is also a matter of

great importance, a daily general bath being advisable for

every one For animals as well as human beings it has

been shown that cleanliness is conducive to improved

appetite and general health. Filth is ono of tho prime

factors in tho production and propagation of most of the

devastating plagues known lo mankind.

10. Prevnition of Disease.—This is a large (;ue8tion, on

which we can only briefly touch. Much depends upon our

knowledge of isliology or tho remote caii.scs (if disease.

The best rule for preventing disease is to follow out corc-

fully tho principles of general liyt;icne, laid down with

reference to pure air, I'ure water, pro])cr food, clennliness,

(ic. Some diseases may bo more specinlly provided against,

such as paroxysmal fevers by ihn uso nl quinine, and sniull-

poi by vaccination, but fo.- tho j;;oat majority of diseases
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no such si'ccial jireveiitive is kiiuwn. Sumo diseases, such

as typhua fever and plague, are successfully combated by

scattering; the populatiun over a large area and inducing

the freest ventilation, and to all diseases this plan may be

a{)plied with more or less effect. In those diseases which

are known to bs communicable, such as scarlet fever,

isolation of the patients is an etTectuil means of arresting

the spread ; but the poisons of others, such as measles and

liooping-cough, are so subtle that isolation can only be

looked upon as a meJisuro of doubtful success. Much stress

Ins been laid upon disinj'cctiijn as a means of preventing

uisease, an_d if properly carried out it has some efficacy.

I'ut it is a mistake to place too implicit reliance upon it as

ordinarily prictised. In dealing with clothing, bedding,

itc. the best method is the application of heat, at or above

the boiling point of water, which may be done by means
i)f dry heat, superheated steam, or boiling water. In

fumigating places, burning sulphur or the vapour of chlorine

or nitrous acid is used, but to be effectual the air must be

rendered for the time irrespirable. The solid and liquid

disinfectants (so-called) are chloride of lime, the perman-

ganates, carbolic acid, and a great many similar substunces,

iiuny of which have been made the subjects of patents. A
large number of tlicm are merely deodorants. It may be
stated generally that disinfectants are useful as adjuncts to

other hygienic measures, but that they cannot replace them,

except to a small extent, and in a very imperfect way.

11. Dispoml of the Dead.—The most frequent plan is

interment in the earth, but it may well be a question if

Ibis be the best plan ; it has certainly led to much evil

when carried out near habitations. Two other plans have

been suggested, viz., burial at sea (suggested by the late Dr
Parkes) and cremation. The former is hardly likely to be

resorted to, but the latter wouhl,be effectual in preventing

the evil consequences of ordinary interment. At the same
time the danger that it might too effectually conceal much
secret crime has to be takeu into account.

Dibhograjthj.—E. A. Parkes, Manital of Practical IlyjicnCy
clitcj by F. de Cliaumont; G. Wilson, Handbook of Hygiene; A.
Wyiilcr Blytli, Dictionary of Uygienc (rifte:- Tardieu); V. do Cliau-
mont, Lectures on State Medicine; A. H. Buck, Hyeiciic and Public
llmlth. New York; Miclicl I.evy, Traitt d'Hygiene Publiqiw et

I'rieie; Von Pappenhcirn, Uandhuch der Sanitdls-Polizei; Rotli and
Les, Handbnch dcr Militarisehc Gcsnndkcitspflcge ; and numerous
works auJ inoiioyraplis on special departments. (F. DE C.

)

HVGIXUS, Cail's Julius, a native of Spain, and the
frcodman of Augustus, by whom he was made chief of the

I'alatino library. He is said to have fallen into great
poverty in his old age, and to have been supported by one
0. Licinius. He was a voluminous author, and his works
Included topographical and biographical treatises, common-
tiries onCinna and on Virgd, and disquisitions on agricul-

ture, bee-keeping, and the military art. All of these are
lost. But tliore have come down under his name two
school treatises on mythology, which have produced much
discussion. They are entitled {\) Fahularum Lificr, con-
taiiiing 277 mythological legends, and valuable for the use
made of the Greek tragedians; and (2) Podicon Aslrono-
vikoii LiLri IV., an astronomical treatise of little value,
r.oth are abridgments; both are by the same hand; but
:iom the "tjTo-liko mistakes" in both they have been
ihought unworthy of the librarian of Augustus. It is not,

however, impossible that they are early compositions of his,

written before ho had gained full command of the Latin
Imguage. A suggestion has also Icm made (Bursian in

Fleckeisen's Jahrhuch, xciii. p. 773) that a work of Hy-
ginus, named Geueahfjiiv, was abridged by a grammarian
of the latter half of the 2d century, who appended a
treatise on the whole mythology arranged according to my-
thological views. This text book, retaining the name of
Llyginus, would be '-ied i" Ihe schools, and would be from

time to time altered and augmented. But in these, as in

the many other opinions that have been advanced, there is

nothing beyond conjecture.

HYGINUS (surnamed GnoMATicus, from griimtt, a sur-

veyor's measuring rod), a writer on land surveying and

castrametation, who flourithed in the reign of Trajaa

(98-117 A.D.). There survive fragmeuls of a comi>relien-

sive treatise De munitioniOus caslrorum or De ca^tramcta-

tione, and of a work De timililus coustitneudis, which may
bo found in Lachinann's edition of tho works of iLe

Roman Gromatics (1S4S), i. IOS-134.

HVGROMETRy. In the British Islands all are familiar

with the arid character of the east winds of spring, and not

a few are only too painfully aware of the discomfort

experienced while under their influeuce; and all are like-

wise familiar with the opposite stale of the atmo.^phcre,

most frequently aud unmistakably occurring also with east

winds, wlien every object feels damp and clammy to tha

touch, and horses on the streets are teen each with a steam-

ing cloud of dense mist around it. In certain other

climates, such as are met with in India and South Africa,

these effects are greatly intensified, so that on the one hand

the ivory scales of thermometers, quill pens, and other

objects curl up, articles of furniture open at the joints and

split up, and th.; grass which covers the soil is reduced

to a state of tinder ; and on the other hand, everything

becomes so permeat»d->^'ilh nKiisture that, even in the

interior of houses, furnitui-e,' books, aud wearing apparel

become sodden with wet. , These different effects depend

on the statis of the air Us regards the quantity of aqueous

vapour diffused through it'taken in connexion with the

temperature, these varying from the completest possible

saturation of the air, which is of occasional occurrence in

the rainy s'cason of some tropical climates, tp tliat extreme

desiccation of _the air which sometimes happens in Great

'Britain in spring, but more completely and frequently in

such dry summer climates as that of the Punjaub.

A largo number of substances, such as sugar, flour, ana
bread, possess the property of absorbing moisture, and most
gases, as well as air, absorb and retain aqueous vapour.

The term kygromelry is employed to signify the measure-

ment of the degree of dampness ^f substances, and to denote

the processes by which their hum.dity is ascertained. The
term, however, may be considered as restricted to the

humidity of the atmosphere, owing to the paramount im-

portance of that branch of the subject, and the slight and
unsatisfactory knowledge we yet possess of the liws of

hygrometry of other substances.

All organic substances contain poi'es for the conveyance

of their juices, and are influenced by the accession of mois-

ture, some of them very markedly so. Every species of

wood is liable to these hygrometric changes, the amount of

contraction and expansion being much greater across the

grain of the wood than lengthways. Hence the panels of

doors are fitted into grooves so as to allow of shrinkage, for,

if secured at the edges, the panels must inevitably split.

The hair of animals is also eminently hygrometric, cuiling

and uncurling as tho air becomes drier or moister, and it

is because of the peculiar sensations accompanying thesu

hygrometric changes that the cries and behaviour of many
of the lower animals furnish valuable prognostications of

weather changes. Similarly many manufactured objects,

such as paper, cordage, ikc, vary in weiglit, bulk, form, and

elasticity with the varying degrees of humidity of the ali,

and other interesting prognostics have been '" • ii from

these hygrometric changes.

In the earlier stages of the investigation oi llir hygro-

metry of the air, the hygrometric properties of several sub-

stances were made use of a.s instruments uf observation.

Of these may be uamed the twisted Indian sjrass ff- '-•.•
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IIooloo), employed by Captain Kater on 'account of its

ismarkable property of twisting and untwistiBg according

to the dampness of the air ; a slip of whalebone cut across

tha fibres, used by De Luc ; and the hygrometer of Sauasure,

which was formed of a hair from which the oily matter had

been previously removed, and which stretches when moist

find contracts when dry. Eiperience has, however, shown

that none of these hygrometers are satisfactory instruments,

seeing they give inconsistent results, and are liable when

in tie to great and uncertain changes. Hence, while they

serve to give the roughest idea of the state of the air as

regards moisture, they have fallen into disuse as accurate

instroments of observation of the hygrometry of the atmo-

sphara But in the intensely cold climates of Russia and

Siberii, the hair hygrometer still continues to be used as

an instrument of obeervation ; and when wo consider the

tediousne»s and difficulty of making hygrometric observa-

tions with tie hygrometer in most general use when the

temperature of the air descends below the freezing-point of

water, the hair hygrometer should perhaps be considered

a^ good an instrument as is available to put into the hands

of ordinary observers in times of low temperature.

The most accurate hygrometers are tliose which are con-

structed, not as the above, on the principle of absorption of

vapour, but on the principles of

coodensaiion or evaporation. The
well-known fact that the tempera-

ture of a wet body is lower than

that of a dry one when under the

same atmospheric conditions was

applied by Sir John Leslie to mea-

sure the humidity of the air.

Leslie's hygrometer (fig. 1), which

is an adaptation of his differential

thermometer, is formed by uniting

two tubes having a ball blown on

the end of each, into which some
coloured sulphuric ether has been

previously introduced. NThen both

bulbs are at the same temperature,

the fluid stands at the zero of the

scale, bnt when one of them is

covered with wetted paper or

muslin the instrument shows the

depression of temperature of the

•wetted bulb. In order to ascer-

tain the quantity of moisture -cor-

responding to the reading of a

Loslia's hygrometer, we must de- ^^
duct from the total quantity of flSff

moisture which the air of the tern-
i r •

perature at the time of observa-
HyCTMjeter?

'

tion is capable of holding the

deficiency due to the degree of cooling shown by the

hygrometer.

As no air is ever absolutely dry, but contains more or

less moisture, it is evident that if any mass of air be cooled

suiEcienlly it may be mado to deposit its moisture. A
familiar example of the condensation of vapour is seen in

the formation of dew on a tumbler filled with cold water

and brought into a warm room. This dew is caused by the

deposition of moisture from the air in contact with the cold

Burfaco of the glass, which is cooled down below the poiul

ot saturation. The temperature of the glass at the instant

dew begins to form on its surface is termed the dew-point,

which corresponds with the point of .saturation of the air.

Daniell'a and Ucgnault's hygrometers are constructed on

the principle of this .simple phenomenon, various contriv-

ances being used for lowering the temperature ([uickly to

-any point that may be desir.'d, and for observin.T with

requisite precision the temperature a'. whi"h the dew begins

to form. In both cases ether is employed to lower the

temperature.

Daniell's hygrometer consists of a glass tube bent at right

angles at two points with a bulb at each extremity, one

bulb being of black and the other of clear glass, the latter

covered with muslin. Tlie liquid within the bulbs is ether,

which at the time of being sealed is made to boil for the

purpose of expelling the air. If the temperature of the

two bulbs be made to differ from each other, all the ether

is transferred from the warmer to the colder bulb. In

making an observation the whole of the ether is first trans-

ferred to the blacli bulb, and ether is then dropped on the

muslin covering outside the clear bulb. This ether quickly

evaporates, and in doing so rapidly lowers the temperature

of the clear bulb so that the ether inside the black bulb

distils over into the clear bulb. The result is a lowering

of the temperature of the black bulb, and, as soon as this

falls to the temperature of the dew-point of the air where

the experiment is conducted, a ring of vapour begins to be

formed outside the black bulb, more or less dulling its

surface. At this instant a thermometer placed inside the

tube with its bulb immersed in the ether filling the blaok

bulb is read, and the reading gives the dew-pcint of the

air at the time.

Regnault's hygrometer is a little more complicated thar

Daniell's, but its indications are much more trustworthy

It consists (fig. 2) of a glass tube or cap-

sule A, having on the bottom and a little

way up a highly polished silver surface,

and closed by a cork with two holes.

Through one of these holes the stem of a

thermometer B passes, having its bulb at

the bottom of the silvered capsule, while

through the other hole passes a narrow

metallic tube C, one end of which opens

close to the bottom of the capsule, and the

other end may, if desired, 'oe connected

with an aspirator or air-pump. In makiug
an observation as much ether is introduced

into tlie capsule A as will cover the bulb

of the thermometer, and then by trans-

mitting air tlirough the tube C the ether

vapour is withdrawn from the capsule A
through another tube D. By this means
the temperature of the ether is very rapidly

reduQed, and since the whole mass of the

ether is agitated by the air-bubbles which

rise through it from the bottom of the

capsule, the cooling of the ether is equal

throughout. The thermometer is thc-n

read quickly, but to ensure an accuracy to

the tenth of a degree a second and a tliird

experiment, conducted more slowly, should

bo made. As showing the rapidity with

which observations can be made with this

hygrometer, Henry F. Blanford on one

occasion made six observations in six

minutes in the dry climate of Secundera-

bad, when the temperature of the air was 93°, the dew-

point ol°, and tlie relative humidity consequently 24°. The
tenipcniture of the air at the time of observation may be

ascertained in the usual way, or by means of the thermo-

meter E, if care be taken that its temperature is unaffected

by the proximity of the person of the observer.

Owing to the expi'ii.se and groat trouble attending the use

of hygrumetera which give the dew-point directly by con-

densation, another hygrometer has come into extensive use

by which the dew-point is dc'erniined indirectly by evapo-

ration. This is Au;ru3l"s hygromcfer, sometimes called

^

Fia.2. Regiiaulfs]

Ilygronieter.
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Tic. 3 —Dry aiij Wet
Bulb Hygit3meter.

Mason's hygrometer, but more generally known as the dry

end wtt bulb hygrometer, which has the strong recoin-

nioodation of being self-acting, and requiring only the read-

ings of the two thermometers in making air observations.

Thifi hygrometer (fig. 3) consists

of two thermometers a and b

similar to each otlicr in all rc-

gpects except tliat one of them
has a. piece of muslin tied closely

over the surface of its bulb c,

and kept con.stantly wet by a
few threads of cotton which con-

nect it with the water in the

vessel (/. T!ic water then which

rises from the vessel by capil-

lary attraction spreads over the

muslin, and evaporates from its

surface with more or loss rapiclity

according to the dryness or moist-

ness of the air ; and the greater

thedrj'iiess of the air the greater

is the dilTerence between the

.<>b£er\cd readings of the dry and
the wet thermometers.

The foi-mula for deducing the

liygrometric state of the air from

tlicse two observations has been

investigated by Professor Apjohn
{'/'rant. Jioy. Irish AccuL, voL
xvii.), and has been already de-

s»cribcd (see ATJlosri:i;i;p, vol.

iii. p. 32). As- it is very

troublesome to go through the calcidations for each fresh

ob.'ervution, tables have been prepared which give the dew-
point by inspection. The best of these tables in English

mea.'iurcs arc those of Glaisher, fifth edition, constructed

empirically from direct experiments carried on at Green-

wich, combined with Rognaults last revised tables relat-

ing to aqueous vapour. There can be but one opinion

as to the great service rendered to meteorology by Glaisher

in the preparation of these tables, which give results

approximately correct for high and moderate humidities

niid fi>r situations at no great height above the sea; in other

words, tlicy may be regarded as accurate for at least such
coiiditieins as arc presented by the climates of tlie British

Islanils. They arc, Iniwever, insufficient, owing to the com-
paratively large eiroi-s attending their use, for the reduction

of observations made in elevated situations and in such
arid states oi tlic atmr.s'phere as arc of frequent occurrence

in India and South Africa. The preparation of such tables

iTinains still a -serious desideratum in meteorology; and
Bnutlier desfdemtum C'lually important is the introiiuction

nf a .simple, liandy, and accurate method of obseiving the

liygrometry of the air when its temperature descends below
the freezing-point of water, some method which would in^

volve only a minimum of manipul.itive skill and trouble in

making an observation. See AT.MosininRK. (a. b.)

HYMEN, or Hvmi;n-T:is, wa.s C)riginally the name of the
song sung at marriages among the Greeks. As usu.il the
name gradually produced llie idea of an actual person wliose

adventure.s gave rise to the, custom of this song. He occurs
often in a.ssociation with T^inus and lalomu-s, who represent
siniil.ir personifications, and is generally called o son of

Apollo and a Muse. In Attic legend he was a beautiful youth
who, being in love -vjth a girl, followed her in a procession to

Eleusis disguised as a wnman, and saved the whole band
from pirates. As reward he obtained the girl in marriage,
and his h.appy married life caused him ever afterwards to
be invoked in marriage s imgs. At other times the tale is

of an opposite diameter; Hymen was unftPitunntc t-iiii. r

by dying on his marriage day or in some other way, and ho
was invoked to propitiate him and avert a similar fate. Ho
occurs often in the train of Aphrodite, along with Eros,

Himerus, Pothus, Ac. According to Orchic legend he was
restored to life by Asclepius.

HYMENOPTERA (the Piezata oiTahricms, Ilavtjliiff/r

or Adajliijc>- in German), an order of Inseiia (so named
froii) their wings being joined, as hereafter described)

containing the insects commonly called bees, wasps> ants,

ichneumons, gall-flies, saw-flics, and others less known
which have received no English names. The main charac- Ge:ienil '

teristics of the order are these :—the possession of four cliaracter-

wings, of whicli the anterior are always larger than the"'"'"

posterior, always of the same texture, and mostly with
nervures' arranged in regular patterns; a dense hard skin,

smooth, shining, or very hairy ; a mouth always provided
with mandibles adapted for biting, though the'other mouth
parti may be so modified as to serve for mastication, or for

the sucking, or rather lapping, of liquids. The female is

provided with an anal instrument connected with oviposi-

tion, and sometimes serving for defence, in which case it

is in ccwimtinication with a poison gland. They undergo a
regular transformation, and have lai-v^ provided with legs

on the thorax and abdomen, or on the former part only, or

(as is more often the case) entirely footless.

The wings have few nervures, and may be even entirely Wing
devoid of them; when present they proceed from the base of

the wiug, OP from the costa (the part which bounds the wing
in front) towards the apex, which they may or may not
reach. Connected "with the lateral ner\-ures are others

(recurrent nervures) which unite them together, and form
in this way regular cellules. The first two lateral nervures
(those nearest the top) are the most important, and are

called the "marginal" and "submarginal" respectively.

The cellules which they form by means of the cross or re-

current nervures are called the "marginal" and "sub-
marginal cellule-?." Kot unfrequently there is, towards tho
apical third of the costa, a thickened spot (considered by
some to act as a counterpoise when the insect is flying)

termed the "stigma" or "pterostigma." It is not always
present, however, and when present may be very small,

or, as iu Poxht/loslica, very large and projecting. In a
similar way the hind wing may contain lateral and cross

nervures, but they are fewer in number and in importance,
and may be entirely absent, although present in the larger

pair. The arrangement of the nervures in the I/ymeiinj./fra

undergoes, in the various families, great diversity ; and, wliat

is of great importance in classification, their form, in the

difiercnt families, and even genera, is, within certain limits,

remarkably constant. On this account great attention has
been paid Uj them ; and each nervure and cellule has
received a ofistinct name. The use of the nervures and
cellules does not lead to the formation of artificial groui>s

;

for wa find that the existence of a particular arrangement
of the nervures in a hymenopterous insect denotes the pre-

sence of other characters. Each family indeed has its own
form of wing, is will be seen from the accompanying figures.

The relative value, however, of tl-.e ceuration in classifica-

libn is not always the same. It is of much greater import-

ance, for instance, with saw-flies than with bees. The
wings are usually shorter than the body, and may be so

short as to be useless for flight ; they m.ay be even entirely

ab-scnt. Apterous species are found in alnif^st ail the fami-

lies. In most cases it is the females only which nve l!ins

deprived of the power of P.ight. Bet the opposite of this

ni.iy exist ; as, for instance, with a curious SDtcics of

Cluilcididm whicIi lives in the nest cf bees as a panisitc.

With ants, again, the neuters arealwuys wing'icss ; and the

females' lose their wings whci, they commence the formation
nf .1 Colony. It i-i wcithy of ronark, too, that .some Cholri-
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didos and Oxyura, wLah are uormally winged, occasionally

appear in an apterous or semi-apterous condition. On the

anterior margin of the hind wings ars placed a number of

Very minute hooks, which fit into a thiclcened rim on the

posterior margin of the front wings, so that the two

become united, and strike the air as one whole. The wings

are usually transparent, a.nd, in certain arrangements of

tha light, are seen to be highly iridescent Occasionally

they are coloured in patches, or are entirely black or blue
;

in the latter case, they are not unfrequently of a thickish

texture and have a metallic lustre, as, e.g., in Hylotoma.

The smaller forms [CkalcididcB and Oxyura) have few or no

nervures. Some of these have the wings deeply fringed

;

st

Wings of Hymenoptera.

I. T^nthrwllnldtt (//y7ofoma)—1, marginal ; 2, appcndlcnlQr; 3, 4, 6, 6. snD-

mirKlrml; 7, 8, 9, dbc-ldol; 10. costal; II. 1'^, branchial-, and 13, lanceolate

eelliilc/i ;*«, 6, c, cubmaiulnal nervuics; d. busal nervurco; J, /, rccuiTcnt ner-

vurvE ; It, alljrma ; CO, co«a. 2. Cyitpldie (fVni^i). 8. Ch-'lclJ.dBe {Ptri-

lampij). 4. Oxyuni (Coc/ru*). ft. Oxyura (UyniiX 6. Druconlrtar ifirac.m).

7. IcIinouinonldB (TVo^u-). **. Chi^flldldte (Cltpui). 0. Fai-mldOft: {Formica).

10. DIploptL-ra (F«ipa;. 11. Ajitliophilla (.Iprt/AuJ).

and Mymar and Flahrinus have the wiiigfi as it were cleft and

stalked ; that is to say, there is a long, thin stalk projecting

from the thorax for a certain distance ; then it dilates into

a number of deeply fringed branches (see fig. C).

Heai The haad is seldom broader than the thorar. It is

usually of a more or le.ns globular shape, but m!\y be much

flattened Snd long. The compound eyes are pkccod alo.ng

the aides, while the simple eyes, or ocelli, are arranged in

a triangle on the vertex. Certain ants and Chalddidx are

blind. Others have eyes, but want the ocelli. The mouth

organs are, except with bees, adapted solely for mastication

or for prehension; while, in addition to perfi inning these

functions, wasps use them for building up or digging out

their nests in the ground or wood. Some worker ants and

other aculcatcs (especially males) have the mandibles cnor-

mouily developed. Jilciitoph'i;/n, an in.sect found in figs,

has a curious mandible, remarkable, not in itself, but by
luving attached to it an appendage whose ur,c is supposed

to be to clean away the juice of the fig from the mouth.

(The maxilla and labium are prcvido.l with joiuted palpi.

The number o*" joints in the maxillary palpi is usually
five, hut may be more or less than that ; the labial palpi

are two- to four-jointed. It is with bees that the mouth
parts (and especially the ligula) have their greatest

development and specialization. With them the various

parts (except the mandibles) are elongated to form a
sucking tube, by means of which they lap up the nectar

of flowers.

The form of the antennae is very variable. They may Anteniue

have three (Hylotoma) to sixty joints (ichneumons); may be
very long and thin as in ichneumons, or scarcely projecting

beyond the liead as in Perga ; of uniform thickness, or dis-

tinctly elavate as in Cimbex; bare, or very hairj'. Then tiiey

often differ very much in tlie males. Lophy-ms {Taithre-

dinidce)and manyCAo/ci^irfcihavethem pectinated in various

degrees ; they are deeply forked in Schizocera ; and many
others have them covered with long hair, although they are

quite bare in the other sex. In some families the number
of joints varies very much, but most Aculeata have tlie

sama number, namely, 13 in the male and 12 in the

female. These appendages serve as sense organs, especi-

ally for the discovery of food, and, in the male, for finding

the female. At any rate an ichneumon (for instance)

when searching for a larva in which to lay its eggs (and

this has especially been noticed with those which oviposit

in concealed larvae) keeps them in a state of continuous

trembling motion, and males have also been observed to

do the same when searching for the females.

The three divisions of the thorax—pro-, meso-, and meta- Thorax,

thorax—have pretty much the same relative proportions in

all the families. The prothorax is smalL The upper part

is strongly articulated to the mesothorax, while the lower

is freer ; and it is by means of this lower part that the head

is united to the thorax. The metathorax is very large, as

might be expected, from its having to take such an import-

ant part in flight. As for the scutellum it varies more than

any other portion of tlie thorax. Mostly it is flat, or at

least only slightly raised above the mesonotum ; but in

the smaller groups {Oxyura, Clialddidce, Cyn'/>idce) its

form is sometimes very curious. In jEgilips {Cynipidiv)

and Agriotypes {Ichneumonidct) it is produced into a sharp

more or less curved spine ; in Eucotla it is cup-shaped, that

is to say, it is raised up, and has the centre hollow. It

undergoes, however, its greatest development with some

ChalcuUdtv. In Chirocerua, for example, it is lengthened

so much that it reaches the middle of the abdomen. Tho
metathorax is never very large, nor doia it exhibit any

marked peculiarities.

The legs show the same nmuiioid diversity in form that Leg*,

we found tc exist with the other appendages. The br^al

parts—thecoia; and trochanters— are not usually of any size,

except in the lower tribes, e.g., ChalddUUv. In c):iasifica

tion the trochanters are of value, for wo find v.itb the

Acukata they are joined to tho femora by a sinplc joint,

whereas in all tho other IJymenoptrra there are t\\ o joints.

Hence tho bees, waaps, Ac, form the division Mvnotrocha
;

and tho ichneumons, saw-flics, Ac, arc denominated

DilTvrJia. Some ChalddiJce have tho femora greatly

thickened, and toothed on the under side ;' but as a rule

it docs not show any striking peculiarity unless it be with

some male insects. As might be eipecteii from their more

intimate connexion with the habits of the insects, the tibias

and tarsi vary according to tho uses they are put to, ajmrt

from locomotion. With bees (at least with the non-parasitic

species) they are employed to carry tho pollen ncceB.iary for

the nourishment of the young ; for this purpu;ic they are

' Tlie etioriiious development of tlio hind femom in Chulc.ii and

Lfucmp's docs not aj.peor to give tlicso inoccta citra looping power.

Other CluiMdiiia! which have not thiclicnod teniora can leap coniidar-

able dijitonccs
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provided with liairs, or llie apex of ilie tibiae and base of

die tarsi are flattened out to form a plate on which the

jjiillen is stored for its easier and more economical convey-

ance to the hive. They are richly spined in the sand-wasps,

and are thus useful to the animals in digging out the nests

wl,;=h they form in the earth. At the base of the tibice are

placed two spurs (calcaria), which, however, may be absent.

Finally the tarsi are provided with plate-like processes

termed patella^ which may be very largply developed,

especially with males ; and the front pair may terminate in

large jointed raptorial claws, as is the case with Chdogynua
{Oxyura).

Ab- The abdomen may be united to the metathorax in two
domen. ways: it may be joined to it by its entire width, or by a

narrow pedicle only. In the former case the thorax and
abdomen form as it were one whole, so that the body has

the appearance cf being composed of only two parts;

whereas in the other section the three divisions, head,

thorax, and abdomen, are clearly separated, or specialized.

It is only the Siricidcc and l^enthredinidcE which have the

abfiomen united by the whole width. Thus the order

becomes divided into two well-marked di\'isions, one repre-

sented by the Tenthrediuidce (having the abdomen sessile)

and the other by the Aculeaia, Ichneumonidtx (having it

appeudiculated). The abdomen shows little variation in

structure or form in the Tentkredinidie ; but does so to a

large extent with the others. Usually more or le^s globular

and rounded, and not of any great length compared to the

head and thorax, it is often very much compressed and
sabre-like, as in Ophion, or very long and thread-like as in

Feleciiius; then it may be joined to the thorax in such a

way as to be .serai-sessile, or by a very long, thin, thread-

like peJic'e (Pelopmtis, many Chalcididw, and Cyniptdrr).

Between these two extremes there are all gradations, the

form of the abdomen depending on the habits of the insect,

upon its manner of self-defence or of oviposition. As re-

gards the number of the segments, it varies. It is 8 with the

Tenlkredinidce and with thi Siru-idcr, hut in other groups

it is less. Through one or other of the basal segments

leing greatly developed, and the terminal ones correspond-

ingly reduced in size, sorje groups appear to have only 3 or

4 {Chrysididce). The Aculeaia have always the same num-
ber, namely, 7 in the males end 6 in the females. Some
bees (Ca'lioxyt) and Chrysididce have the abdomen armed
with spines or teeth at the apex.

RepTo- The male and female organs are situated at the end of
ductiva ijje abdomen. They are rarely conspicuous externally
organs,

^j^j^ ^^^ males ; but in some females they are of great

length, and may indeed exceed considerably the length of

the body. However different in the various groups of

Ilymenoptera the organs connected with the laying of the

eggs may be, they are fundamentally constructed on the

same plan in all of them, no .oiatter how different they may
appear or how various the ways in which they may lie used.

A typical ovipositor in the Hymenoptera may be described

ns being composed of three bristle-like organs,—one placed

i-bove, and the others below. Th is upper bristle is channelled

throughout, and boa (when in use) the others pressed to it

in Buch. a way that the three together form a narrow tube,

through which the egg passes. The two lower bristles are

tiothed at the lower end. These three parts are enclosed

bi'tween a couple of two-jointed valves, situated at their

tasc, which serve them as supports. Thus the ovipositor

•consists of five different parts. It exists under two forms.

In the bees and wasps [Aculeaia) it takes the form of a

sting, or weapon of defence ; and it is connected with a

glar.d secreting a poison (the principal constituent being
foiruic acid) which the insect injects by means of the sting

into any thing that atucks it. Besides this defensive

(or oJensive) use to which it b put, it is emi)loycd by the

sand-wasps to benumb the larvae and ottier insects or spiders

with which they store their nests for the use of their young,
in such a way that they remain to all intents and purposes
lifeless, yet still keeping fresh, until such time as the wasp-
larva; escape from the eggs and arc ready to feed on them.
In the rest of the order—with ichneumons, saw-flies, Ac.

—

it is not used as an instrument of defence (some ichneu-

mons, irideed, will attempt to pierce the hand with it

when caught, but they are never able to do any harm) ; it

is simply an instrument for laying the eggs, and is not
connected with a poison gland, or at any rate with a gland
secreting a poison similar to that of a wasp. A poison

gland exists, for instance, with saw-flies, but its purpose
and also the manner of its use are different from what
they are in the ca*e of the aculeates. Its function is to

act on the plant in which the eggs are laid,—cither to raise

galls in which the larvae will find food and shelter, or to

prevent the hole made by the ovipositor for the receptioQ

of the egg from closing in on the egg, and thereby cmsh-
ing it ; for we find that eggs laid, for example, on leaves

are not closely pressed by the substance of the leaf, but
have a more or less open space surrounding them.
From the observations of Kraepelin on the development

of the ovipositor, it seems clear that the grooved central

bristle and the two basal sheaths arise in the larva from
papillae situated on the under side of the ninth abdominal
segment, while the two Literal (or rather lower) bristlea

have their origin in similar papillae on the eighth. It

would appear also highly probable that the parts are true

appendages of the abdominal segments, rather than modi-
fied portions of the body walls.

The ovipositor is cither hidden (as is mostly the case) or

may be exserted to a greater or less extent. Its length

varies with tlie habits of the species ; that is to say, the

longer it is, the deeper, in wood, or in any other substance,

does the larva, on which the ichneumon is a paratite, live.

Species with long ovipositors occur in all the parasitic

families, except the Oxyura and C/irysididie. With the

last-mentioned family it is tubular. It is strangely modified

with the saw-flies. With them it forms a veritable sawing
apparatus (hence the name of these insects), being broad,

plate like, and toothed in various ways and degrees accord-

ing to the habits of the insects ; according as the eggs are

laid in leaves or in bark it is slender and thin or broad
and thick. In the pupa state Hymenoptera with long
ovipositors have them curled up on, and closely pressed t<>,

the back. It is a curious circumstance that this embryonic
condition of the ovipositor is retained in the perfect state

by a few forms, as, e.ff., Leucaspis.

Am rfcmarked at the beginning of tlii:4 article, the ffymerwptera go Mctamc
through a rcj^ular niolariiorphosis—appearing in four distinct forms, phosei.
The cgK ia ccuerally longer than it is broad, and rounded nt both The CRg
ends. The sKin isalways tliin, nevcrsoiilptnrcd.and rarely coloured

;

the only inst-ince of colour in any of their eggs known to llie writer
being in those of certain saw-flie.i which are more or lew greenish, and
this colour may have been imbibed from the leaf. Many parasitic

species [Ophion, Cynips, Mywar) have pedunculated egga,—eggs
provided with a long iicdicle or stalk, by means of whicli they are

attached to the plant or insect, as the case may be. A Tryphon, for

example, attaches her stalked eggs to the larva's skin ; it hangs by
the sttlk; and when the young trj'plion-larva'a development in the
egg is matured it leaves it by the lower end, and then pro<reedB to
bore its way into the inside of its victim. A curious phenomenon
has been ob.^erved to take place in Iiymenopteroua eggs shortly after

being laid ; it ia that they an-ell up (jterhaps by imbibing moi.iture,

although this cannot be the sole cause of the swelling) to double or
more than double the size they were when l&id. The number of

eggs laid by a female varies of cour.ic with the species. Colonial
spei ies lay the greatest number ; but with them the ecg« are not
laid all at once, as is the case with soliury Bpecies. Some social
lorms lay comparatively few eggs, while, on the other hand, many
saw-flies and ichneumons must lay some hundreds. Solitary bees
and wasps do not lay many ; but it must be remembered that the
storing of food and the building and digging of the nest arc works
of labour and time
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ij'ne Tlie larvae are of two oorts. Those of species with a petiolated

^srvt. abdomen are white, footless grubs, incapable of any extended

motion ; nor is this necessary, for they liave not to seek their food,

which is provided for them by tlieir mothers,—either collected and

stored up for them in nests made by the female, as with bees and
wasps, or by the eggs being placed in the bodies of other insects on

which they live as parasites, or in galls upheaved on plants. It is,

however, of interest to note that, while the larva after leaving the

egg shows no trace of logs, yet they were present when it was in the

egg. This shows clearly tliat the legs were lost through disuse.

And this view is confirmed by the fact that the iarvte of the lowest

division of the ffymenoptcra, those with a sessile abdomen, have

jointed thoracic legs, and often abdominal legs as well, while they,

tor the most part, lead a free existence. In the lowest group of

this division, the Sirkidcc, as well as in those Tenihrcdinidte most
nearly allied to them, the larvce have only the thoracic or true legs.

They live either boring in wood, as ISirex, or in stems of plauts,

as Ccphus, or in leaves rolled together by silken threads, as Lyda.

Except Lydfi, Cepktis, and Xyela, all the saw-Ily larva? have the

as>ial thoracic and a variable number of false or abdominal legs,

which arc in fact merely prolongations of the ventral surface of the

body, as with many phytophagous ColeoiAcra ; nor have they any-

thing like the claspers of lepidopterous caterpillars. With their

similar habits and the presence of these ventral legs, saw-fly larva:

have a considerablS resemblance to the caterpillars of Lejndoptcra,

but they may be known from them in two ways,—by always having
more than five pairs of ventral legs (eight in Cimhcx, seven in A'e-

maius, and six in some Hylotomides), and never having more than

two ocelli—one on each side of the head—instead of six on each side

as in Li-pidopUra. 'As with lepidopterous caterpillars, green is the

prevailing colour of saw-fly larvx. They agree with them, too,

in their general habits : they live on the leaves of various plants,

devouring them in dilferent ways, roll down leaves, raise galls, and.

mine leaves. It is interesting to note further that, as with lepi-

dopterous caterpillars, larvae wliich are innoxious and eaten by birds

ire either entirely green, or green with black, pink, or white stripes

ilong the sides and back, while noxious larvse—those with bad
smells or secretions which render them unpalatable to birds—have
bright contrasting colours with irregular markings, tubercles, &:c.,

and they feed exposed, so that they may be readily seen and avoided.

Some hymenopterous larva; before becoming pupn: moult a certain

number of times. According to Packard, a Bovibus casts oil its

skin ten times ; Tcnthredinidcc do it five times ; but many (all

parasitic, and most aculeates) do not moult until they become pups;
nor do they empty the contents of the stom.och till then. The
period during which a hymenopteron remains in the larva state is

seldom long ; it may be eight or nine days, or a month or two, but

this depends on the season of the year; for many larv.-e, which havo

Eot bc-en able to reach maturity in the autumn, remain in the same
condition until the following spring, when they pupate. In order

that this period may be passefl in quietness, a cocoon is usually

spun by the larva. For this purpose it is provided with a spinning
apparatus, and a gland for secreting the silk recpired for the con-

struction of the cocoon. With the Aculcala it is thin and almost
transparent ; it is of a firmer consistency with ichneumons, and is

often coloured black, brown, or grey. Mieroynstcr and other Bra-
coni'Ur spin their cocoons in company, and often around the dead
body of tlie larva which they have devoured. They may be placed

tog(;ther without any regularity, or closely pressed in regularly ar-

ranged rows like tlie cells in a hive. Some ichneumons suspend
their cocoons from twigs, &c. , by means of a silken thread. Gene-
rally the cocoon is single, but certain saw-flics (e.g., Cimbex) spin

double ones,—a thin inner one (which may bo separated <from the
outer one by a considerable space) placed inside an outer, harder,

and more tenacious covering. A cocoon, however, is not always
spun. Cynifida never spin one, nor apparently do Chalcidida nor
some ants, e.g., Myrmica. The empty skin of the' caterpillar which
they have devoarrd is utilized by some ichneumons imtcad of a co-

coon
:
galls serve the same purpose with others ; while Eviphytiis

and other Tenthredimda bore into pitliy stems, where they pass into

puprc without any other protection. Finally, others make a cell in

the earth for the same purpose.
Tlic The pupa resembles very closely the perfect insect, save that the

•yuiii. wings are not developcii, although visible as pad-liko structures

along the sides. The le^ and autcnna; are laid along the front of

the body, enclosed in thin .pellicles. In certain Chah-idid(r. {Etdo-
phus) the pup* is of that form called " coorccate "

; that is to say,

the entire body is enveloj*d in aea.se which conceals its form, and
this case is hard and of some thicknes.'J, inste;id of being a mere
thin trftnsjKarent skin. When the insect le.^ve-^ this pupal covering
the latter ii'taiiis its fonii intacL Most pupa; are white. Many
gnw-fly piipaj ape preen, with orange spots on the abdomen. A few
BracoHitiit {Apdnlckn) have orangc-cnlnured piip;c.

In tho pupa state II>ptunoi>tcra remain but a .short time,—as a
rule, not more than seven to ten day.s. They arc not entirely quies-

c*^t irf this condition, Init have considei-ablo power of motion,
c'^ij-^naily if o;;po.'ied V» the !«ylit. or disturbed in any way. As the

insect gradually reaches maturity, the pupa becomes more or less
black,—at first on the back of the thorax, then on the abdomen and
limbs. When maturity is gained, the insect splits the pellicles

which so closely envelop its body; the limbs are freed; the wings
spread out and lose their flabby consistency ; the nervures become
hard and firm ; the insect moves about, ejects from tho anus a
coloured liquid, and enters on its new mode of existence.

Hj'menopterous insects procreate by the union of the The
two se.Kes. This takes place usually in the sunshine, sexes.

Sometimes the connexion does not last more than a few

seconds, and is not preceded by any preliminary courting.

On the other hand many bees remain united for hours, and
the genital parts of th'e male get torn and raptured, so that

it dies immediately after. Some species of Chalcidida
have been observed coquetting together for more than an
hour before uniting. Generally copulation takes place on
the ground ; but a few forms pair on the wing. The male
Antkophora, for instance, carries the female with him into

the air for the marriage flight. This is the reason why
the male Antkophora is largerthan the female, instead of
being smaller, as is usually the case.

While, as has been said, Hymenoptera reproduce by the
union of the two sexes, yet parthenogenesis or virgin repro-

duction is of not uncommon occurrence, and has been
observed in all the families whose development for more
than one generation can be traced with sufficient facility and
accuracy. AVe meet with this phenomenon under (broadly

speaking) two or three phases. Many females, if they

cannot get access to males, will readily lay eggs, which are

fertile and give issue to larv:B ; but these larvse, when they

reach maturity, yield invariably males. Any one can test

this for himself with the too common gooseberry grub,

Nematus ribesii. The same thing occurs with wasps, ants,

and bees. With saw-flies, again, there are some species

whose males are quite unknown, although the species have
been caught and bred from the larvae in hundreds, e.(j.,

Eriocampa ovaia. Others have males, but they are ex-

tremely rare, e.g., H'eviatus ijallicola. It has been shown,
too, that the species just mentioned and some others {Phyl-

loloma nemorata, PoecHosoma ptitveralum, &.c.) with males

unknown readily lay fertile eggs. The queen bee can lay

eggs which will produce males or females, by opening or

closing the spermatic sac, and letting the eggs come in con-

tact or not with the spermatic fluid. In the former case

females will be the result, in the latter males. Worker
bees, wasps, and ants deposit eggs which produce, however,

only males. A still more curious phenomenon in connexion

with tho reproduction of some gall-insects {Cynipidai}

requires to be mentioned. In early spring will be found

on oak leaves and Qowcrs soft, juicy, greenish, globulur

pea-shaped galls. Out of those come in summer the gall-

flies represented by both sexes. In the autumn (also on

oak leaves) are found those curious Hat brownish gulls

commonly called " oak spangles," which by many are taken

for fuiiiji, and have indeed been de.scribcd as such.

These " spangle galls " retain very much the same fornv

during the autumn and winter ; then in March they swell

up and become juicy, and a larva makes its appearance

;

this soon becomes ft pupa and finally ft tly, but only in one

sex, the female. It was long supposed that these two in.sccts

had no relation.ship with each other, that they belonged in

fact to two distinct genera, for not only did tlie galls dill'er,

but the i.isects themselves dillered in the form of the body,

tho wings, ic. But it has recently been shown by Ur Adler

that the two are forms of the same spccica, that there is an

altenifttion of a, spring bisexual form, with an autumnal

unisexual one.

A dimorphism of another kind exists among the sociat

bees, wasp.s, and ants. An ordinary colony of these

insects consists of three sorts of individimls. There is-

the large fenialo wliich founded tho colony ; then there
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arc tlic workers o.- ncuttrs, undeveloped females on whom
the v.oik of the cjlony depends ; and, lastly, there arc

the males. It is i/ith ants "that the workers are most pro-

foundly modified. They are wingless, and there may be

in a colony several sorts, each kind performing different

duties, and Laving the body modified in accordance with the

worl: it has to do. Those which act as soldiers (when a

special kind is set apart for this work), for instance, have

the mindibles enormously developed ; another set may
secrete honey for the benefit of the other.', &c.

I .. .f The lli/menoplera must be regarded as one of the most
t.-oi-.w:! beneficial and useful to man of the insect orders. The pro-

I man. ^^^g ^j. jj^^ j^j^g j^^g

—

^,^^ ^^^ honey—has been employed

byman since the earliest ages, and forms an extensive article

of commerce. The curious structures raised by Cynipitke

on the oaks of eastern Europe—galls—have long been used

in the manufacture of ink. But, whatever the bee may
have done in contributing ti^ ou»- luxuries, and the gall-fly

in rendering easier the advance of knowledge, these are

small benefits compared to the indirect advantages we de-

rive from the labours of the parasitic species through the

havoc they make among the insects which devour the pro-

duce of our fields and gardens, and too often destroy the

labours of the farmer and gardener. When we remember
that there are vast numbers of insects which destroy plants

;

that many of these are so minute and obscure in their mode
of life as to escape ordinary observation, save when the in-

jury is done; and that others appear in enormous numbers,

—it becomes evident that an insect which causes the

dnath of a single caterpillar does good service, since that

caterpillar would have (if left undisturbed) given, in all

probability, origin to an imago which might give birth to

hundreds of others. It is this which the ichneumons do,

—

they destroy the larv» of plant-devouring insects. Another
division oiHymenoptera do equally good service. It has

been shown by modern researches that without the aid of

bees many flowers would never yield seed. Many plants

cannot fertilize themselves, so that if bees did not carry the

pollen from one plant to another, and thus effect fertiliza-

tion, no seed would be produced. The red clover, for

instance, tiould -never produce seed if it were not for the

humble bees fertilizing it in their visits in search of honey.

It must, however, be confessed that some Uymeiioptera do
very considerable damage to vegetation, especially saw-flies

and ants. Of injurious saw-tlies the most destructive are

Eriocampa adumbrala, on fruit trees ; Jfemaim ribesii,

which is 60 destructive to the gopseberry and red currant

;

Alludia spinarum, at one time so destructive to the turnip

(probably when it first took to feeding on it) ; and Ccphus,
in the stems of corn. The damage done by ants in Europe
is small ; but in the tropics the leaf-cutting ants do enor-

mous damage by cutting down the leaves of trees (especially

cultivated ones), which they convey into their nests, where
they are used (according to Belt) to rear fungi upon which
the ants feed.

The Hyuiennplera are almost exclusively dwellers on land,

and are essentially sun-loving insects. Two or three only
live an nquraic or quasi-aquatic mode of life. Sir John
Lubbock discovered tv.-o miuute species of Oxyura [Poly-
nema) which descend into the water for the purpose of

depositing their eggs in the eggs of aquatic insects. They
use the wings as oars to swim in the water, and can remain
in it for two hours. An ichneumon {Agriotypes) has long
been known to live as a parasite in the bodies of caddis-
worms ; and it has been observed to go down into the water
to find the worms, which are, .said, when infested by the
ichneumons, to anchor themselves by means of a silken
thread. ...

Emiwion Many tlymenoptera give origin to sounds. The humming
of sound, of bees is one of the most familiar and delichtful of country

&qnatic

•pedes.

sounds. It is not yet quite clearly understood how it is

caused, but there is evidence enough to show that the

buzzing originates by the air impinging against the lips of

the metathoracic and abdominal stigmas ; although it is

possible, too, that the rapid vibration of the wings {i'2\ per

second with \\ia BombusmtmcorumanA 410 with the honey

bee) may also have something to do with the production of

sound, for a bee can give out differently pitched notes

according to its mood, as it is pleased or angry. Besides

the buzzing sounds, a few other species chirp by means of

the abdomiual segments. MutUla stridulates by diawing

in and out the raised striated surface of the third under the

edge of the elongated second segment. The workers of

ilyrmka stridulate in pretty much the same way.

The internal anatomy of the Ilymenoptera presents some Internal

interesting features. Their organs of secretion are nun-.er- »nato"if.

ous. The poison is secreted in two long ramose tubes; and

from them it goes into a sac situatqd near the base of the

sting. Wax is made in some of the abdominal scgmf nt-i.'

The salivary glands in the hive bee (worker) are very large

and complicated. They are three in number, two (an i--pper

and a lower) placed in the head, and the other in the front

region of the thorax. Each gland is different, and his

excretory ducts of its own. In the queen bee these are not

nearly so much developed as in the worker, and they are

even less in the drones. Many saw-fly larvae secrete fluids

for purposes of defence. Some species of Tentkredo secrete

a blackish liquid, which they eject from the mouth; Pirga
throws out a gummy matter from the same orifice, and
Cimbex an acid liquid from lateral pores. Then there are

the silk-secreting glands which most larvte possess. The
urinary vessels are alwaj-s present, and may be as msny
as 150. According to Von Siebold, the aciileates have a
long intestine and a stomach with many convolutions,

while they are short in the tercbrant forms. The tr&cbeiB

are well developed. Many dilatations are given ofi^ from
the main stems, a pair at the base of the abdomen being

exceptionally large. In connexion with the fennale organs

of generation, it is worthy of remark that sebaceous glands

and a copulatory pouch are absent in the Aculeata, although

present in the other section. The ovariea are two in num-
ber, and consist of a number (it may be as many as a
hundred) of distinct many-chambered tubes. Eack tube

in Atkalia, for instance, contains 7 eggs, and, as there are

18 of such tubes in each ovarj-, there will be thus 250 eggs

in all. In PlutyyasUr the ovary is of a very exceptional

nature, inasmuch as the egg tube is a close sac, so that it

is burst when the egg is laid.

The most noteworthy and exceptional features in the Special

developmental history of the Hymenopfera are those shown ^« "»

by some very minute species of Oxyura, which live in thoif"7''P"

bodies of Diptera (Cecidomyia), and in the eggs of beetles

and dragon-flies. After the eggs of Platygasler have

undergone segmentation, and the embryo has been formed,

there leaves the egg a larva of a very unusual form. It Ls

broad and rounded at the head, but contracted towards the

tail, which terminates in four spined, bristlo-Iike appendages,

so that the larva has a considerablo resemblaiics to a

copepod. It is provided with a mouth and hook-like trax^

dibles, by fhe aid of which it anchors itself inside th* body
of its host (the larva of a Cecidomyia) ; there are • nidi

mentary stomach and antennae, but no trace of ncrviea

trachea;, or organs of circulation. Soon it changes its

form: the tail with its bristles is thrown off; it hccoaies

shaped somewhat like a hen's egg ; the nervous, circulatory,

and reproductive organs become visible, whUo the alimen-

tary organs show an advance in structure. This seccud

' The wax is secreted on the ventral surrace of the hive bee, but
the dorsal surface v^itb the stingkss bee of America {Mtlipmn i.

,al,

.anla-
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larva is succeeded by a tli'iid, uLich differs from it in being

Ijuger and thinner, while the various organs have reached

a further stage of advancement in complexity of structure.

The after course of its development does not differ from

that of other Utjmeiioptera. Folynema and Mt/mar (egg-

parasites) go through somewliat simdar changes in their

early embryor.ic life.

Clasaifi- Classification.—As regards the classification of the HymenopUra,
catjoa. the order divides itisolf naturally into tuo great division^, as has

been already indicated. The Aculcatn lorra u division distinguished

alike by the form of the sting, with its connected poison-bag, nnd
by the trochanter being joined to the femur by a single joint The
other division {that usually called Terebrantia or Dilrocha) has a

double joint to the trochanter, and the ovipositor is never used as

a weapon nf otTence.

The Dilrocha are a^ain divided into two spctions, well distin-

guished by the form of the abdomen, by the laiva, and by habits:

the one (the Sccurifera) has the abdomen sessile, tlic lurvte have legs,

and they are phytophagous ; while the other (tlie Sjucuh/iTa] has

the abdomen petiolated, the larvae are apodal, and tliey are (except

^avt o{ the Cyiipida^) animal feeders. The Secur ifera ^rc further

distini;uished from all others by the form of the ovipositor, which
forms either a short '*saw," as ia the Tcnthrcdinulie, or a stout

exserted *' borer," as in the SiricUa: \ and they have another

peculiarity in having at the bottom of the anterior wing a cellule,

termed the " lanceolate cellule '* (see tig 1, above}, which is found

in no other family, and is of great use in classification. The
Secniri/era embraces the families Tcvthrcdinidoc and Siricidce {by

borae Cephus is made into a third family, while by others it is

placed amon^ the TenlhredinidiE, owini^ to its agreeing with the

saw-flies in the form of the thora.^ and ovipositor, and by others

with the Hincidcc, because it has only one spiuc in the anterior leg,

while the saw-flies have two). Tlto species of Siricidce are few

in number, and have a very wide distribution. They are larger

than any Tcnlkrediiiidce, and arc indeed among the. giants of the

Older. All live in wood, especially in Conifcree, and have occasion*

ally done great damage ti the forests in Geimany. As they are

easily imported along with timber, they veiy olten make their

appearance in out-of-the-way places and frighten ignorant people,

althouj^h, of course, they are perfectly harmless.

The Spiadifcra contain the families Ci/nipidtr, Chalcididcc, Prnc-

(otrjipidce, Evanidce, Braconidcc, and IchneHmonidce.

The C'jnipidcc, or gall-flies, are small insects, rarely exceeding two

lines iu length. The antenna; are straight, inserted in the middle

of the face ; tliejoints are variously shaped, and do not exceed lt> in

number. The thorax is large ; the scutelhun always forms a con-

spicuotis object, and its form is very varied. The abdomen is much
compressed, especially with the males; curled up over the apii-al

scgTueuts is the long thin bristle-like ovipositor. A few species are

apterous. There is always a radial cellule in the anterior wing,

but few nervures and there is never a stignia. \Vhatdi^tinguishes

the CynipidiF, more especially is tlieir habit of raising galls on phints

to serve as food and lodgings for their young.' These galls have tlie

most diversified shapes, and arc raised on all parts of a plant— the

buds, leaves, roots, flowers, and fruit all being used by tlie gall

insects. A gall may serve to shelter a solitary larva, or it ni»y be

60 large as to contain many hundreds. The oak is the principal

Irco used by the Cij»ipidic ; next is the rose, upon wliich is found

the well-known *' bedeguargall " of Rfwdil''S rosx^ oucc used medi-

cinally ; the maple, poppy, bramble, hawkweed, and some other

plants have likewise their galls. All Cynipidre, however, are not

gall-makers. One group deposit their eggs iu the gulls raised by

the true t^all-makcis, wlicn they are soft and younf;, and the larva

of Mie cuckoo-liy lives on the gall at the expense of the legitimate

owner, which is killed by the more energetic intruder. Another
group contains pure aniinul feeders, parasites which live at tho

expense of other insects {especially plant lice).

Closely allied to tiie Cynipidfc is the family Chafcidida:, an

immense tribe of very minute insects wiili brilliant metallic green

bodies. Their wings have few nervures, and they never form closed

ccUuley, but a stigma is always piesent. The antenna' are always

vlbowed ; thpy Iravo never moro than 13 joints, and nny have as

few a.s 6. With the males tliey nrcstimeliiucs tViljcllatc, or covered

with tufts of hair. Generally tin* ovipositor is short and concealed,

but it may be exserted and nnicli lon;^rr than the cntiic body. In

oitlicr case it issues from the lower side of the belly. Ai)tproua and
fliimi'upterous species are not uncommon. In haliits the t'knkidida:

* There Is ft rmllctil ili^tinctinn lictwcrn Ilic cnll-mnli'nc C>/>tipi'l<r an<\ llu- ciiM-

fl'nUlllR »aw-tlte<l. Tlic littlfl- fceil nn tlic flull llself. Hr> Hull In fuiir^c of time It

lii'comcil I'Ciliuuil loo ntcic liliitl'k-r; an<l the «iill li liillv fomicij lul-.ic iliC

liirv* k'ltvei lliu CI.-I:. On tlicolln-i- Iinml. Ilic tlcvtlopment of C^ntp* iiml ilie

lltttwtli or lite t'lill no (m 111 Ihc same Mntr,— llir ri'iixon ot llih Iicltiu lt<ut tt fe><l?<

t)ii;y im Ijic juice ti( ilic full, whlrli lianti-ii* omit; lc» veiy augn nfiei II tiwltt^

'Is fiiipuAi'Aiii'O, HO tliiiL nrrcKHitilly tlm l^nvii tnin lo Tceil up iH|iUlly. •Mk-r llic

y\in till! <lrlcd tt)L' Uwn o<\-ii)ilcn u cell o( liuidcr nwltcr tlian ihc uat of Uiu ^ull.

yA much laiKL'i lliu" Its own bnlli.

are very diversified. They are parasites on insects of all orders and
iu all stage-s. While no definite line can be drawn, yet particular
jitoups in the mass con line their attacks to certain families of insects.
Thus Lcucospi^ and Vhalcis are atiached to bees and other ncst-
buildingaculeales. the long-tailed Torymidcs io o^k and other galls,
the Eiu:rijtidos to llomoptcra (Cocc^'i-espeeially). Speciesof Isosoma
appear to be herbivorous, and one in America is destructive to corn,
by raising galMike structures at the joints and tlius causing the
plant to wither. Giraud has lik*euise described Isosovia to be a
vegetable feeder, at any rate during a considerable porlionof its lifn,

as well as another species {Aidogymnus accns) wliirh live-* in galls

on the maple. Those cuiious Ioitms, Siicophoija and l:la.\(ophaju,

which live in figs, appear undoubtedly to feed on their seeds.

The t>peeies of Proclulrypiihz (called also Oxijura), unlike tho?:e

of the Chulcididtv, are dull-coloured insects, usually entirely black,
or at best relieved by brown or Ted. They are distinguished frot.

the last family by tlte non-elbo'^cd antenu.^, uhieh are 8- to 1:1

jointed. The uings in the sniailer foims nmy t)e without nrrvures.

wldle in the higher they are much uiuie developed than in ti'e

CkaUididic. The edges of the wings are deeply fiinged with son e

species ; and other species have dense patches of hair on the thorax
aud abdomen. One group bears raptoiial claw* on the front tarsi;

and, in comie.\jon witli this sliuctuie, it is wnrihy of notice that the

late A. H lialiday observed one species to kill and deposit in an
empty straw a caterpillar, apparently for the purpose of laying its

eggs in it ; so that in habits it upi'iuximates to the fossorial

Hytvenoptcnt, whith some of them undoubtedly do in sliuctuie.

The tJj;/«ra are paiasites. Someaie atiached Lo gall insects, others

to aphides, while D'ptera and eggs of insects of all oideis atTord

nouri.-iliment to many.
Tlie insects usually called " ielineumons " belong to two families

— the /' luieinnuiiidcc and Braconidcc. both are readily distinguished

from the families already mentioned by the wings being well pro-

vided with nervures, which form regular celluh-s, by the greater

iiuinber of joints in the antennie, and generally by their much
gieater size. The only radical distinctions between the gioups are

that the Ichnetnnonidte have two recurient nervures, and a little

joint in fiont of the second antenna! Joint, whereas this is absent in

the Braconidcc, which have besides only one recurrent nervnre. In

habits there is no broad disiinition between tlicin. They are paia-

sites on insects of all orders The Ecunidic are a small and some-

what heterogeneous assemblage of insects, which do not agree very

well in their structure ; but the tyj'lcal species may be known by the

abdomen being inserted in the middle or above tlie middle ol the

metalhorax. As far as is known the family arc parasitic on cock-

roaches, and appear to be not very nunieiuusin species.

In some respects the Chrysididtc are intermediate between the

Acidcala aud the TcrchranHa, for they have the single-jointed tio-

clianter of the former, while in the sliucUire of the oviposiioi, in

having theantennie 13-jointed in both sexes, as well as in habit,

they agree with the latter. Tln-y aie exceedingly biilliaiit insects;

tlteir bodies are metallic, with shining green, ['urple, or gnldeii hue.s.

The abdomen hangs as it were from the tliorax, and is somewhat
concave on the underside. It can be bent under the thorax, so that

the insect can roll itself up into a ball, uhich is its way of protect-

ing itself when attacked— its haid metallic coat of mail being im-

pregnable against the mandibles of otlicr insects. These insects

dilVer f:om other terebrant flymcnoptcia in the structme of the

abdomen, for it has never more than four segments visible in the

female and live iu the male, while tlie ichneiimotis have always moie.

The terminal segments form a tube, ^vhieh is used in ovi[.oMlion.

In habits the Chrysrdidit do not differ fiom (he ichneumons, being

parasites. They prey principally on bees and vasps. whose nests

they enter when the owners are ab.'^eut. biuI sliould t.hey be dis-

covered their hard skin saves them fmm scuons injury Indeed

tlie only pnitions of their bodies uliiili tan bo muiilated are iho

wings. St rsrgcau observed a bee do thi.s lo a chrytK ; slie bit olF

the lour wings, but did not thereby save her >oung, for as soon as

the bee left, the now wingless parasite cruwh-d into the nest and

laid her eggs therein.

As has oeen stated, the Aadeata are distinguished from all otl,. r

//ijmcneptcra by having a sting, a singlc-joinlcd trochant'-r, and ih-

antenme with 12 joints in the female mid 13 in the male. Th<y

dilicr, too. in habitsfrom the '/Vrc^/idt/^o. for, altliough mnnyof thiin

are parasites, their parasitism is unlike that of the ichneumons.

Parasitic Aculmla earn their bread dilVeienily they enter the nesli

of other aculeate species and lay their eggs in the food stored nn

there ror the henelit of the young of llic builder, which are starved

or destroyed by the more v'igoions hiivaoflhe parasite. In oidor

to carry out tin ir ciuls with greater ease, some parasites mimic tlio

forms of the species iipini which they prey. Thus A}>atl>us rupfsin's

is ci.hunvd exactly like UnmOt's lapidarius, iLs host. On the otlier

hacid the speciesof ,\'iwiiid'i, an extensive genua of par.nsitic bcca,

dn nut resemble in the least the bees on which they piey
.
they hove

instead gaudily cuh.-.iivd, liaiih-ss bodies. One of the most interest,

ingehapleia ill tlic bi>lniy <i|' tlie Acnlfata is th. ir m\st building

The nests arc built in all suits of places and of all kinds of materials.
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Many, like Jndrcna, dig in light soils n Imrrow, consisting of n

narrow jtassage going down somti inches, and Laving at eaeli side of

it at intervals colls in wliich the food is stured. Wood is used by
others to form somewhat similar cells, which may be lined wiiU
{lieces of leaves or flowers. Tlic stems of brambles are utilized by a

;trgc number of species of bees and fossorial Hymawptcra. Osmia
uses empty sht-lls for its habitation. Then others build up nests.

Chalkodoma and other bees, with many wasps, construct cells by
cementing together bits of mud and clay. Social wasps form t' eir

large nests of paper made of masticated wood ; humble bees and the

)iivcbeedosobyasecrelioncalied wax. Some ants build up from tlie

ground, of leaves, &c., nests shaped like a hay-stack, whicli in size

thry may almost equal. Au Indian species builds, at the ends of

branches of trees, large nests of dead aud living leaves matted
to;:.'tUcr with a white web. Finally, the thorns of Acacia are

Imllowcd out by otiiers to serve as a residence.

The Acnleata iti:iy be divided into five families—the Formicid<je^

or ants, i\fiUilli(/iE (commonly called "solitary outs"), Fotkiorcs

(saud-wasp'*, &c.), Dipli/pUra, or true wasps, and Aril/uphila, or

bees. The ants arc, .is u rule, social insects, and their workers differ

from those of wasps and bees in being always winj^less.' What mor-
phologically morc especially distinguislics ants from otlier aciileates

IS the structure of the ab<louien, which at tlie base (on the puduncle
or petiole) is provided cither with a flattened plate-like projection

or with two nodea. In the former ca.se, there is, as in Formiai,

only ft rudimentary atirig, whih in the latter there is an eflieient

one, a3 iu Afynnica ; but thTe are excrplions to Iwith rules. A few

Ruts are solitary and panisitic in habits, and in this case the female
is wingless. Closely allied to the ants are the AfulilluhE (by some
authors the two are pl.iced in one ^roup, IleUrog^na), which, how-
ever, ditfer from Ihent in being solitary, in having neither a scale nor
node, whihi the tibia? arc s[nned, and the tai-si ciliated. It is only
the males which are win;n>d, and they have the abdomen spincd and
curved at the apex. They are brightly coloured insects, and are

very numorous in speciea. So far as is knuwu they arc parasites on
hurr;hle beea. The group of Fossorcs is a very extensive one. Their
habits arn very interesting and varied even in the same gf-nus. They
arc carnivorous, storing up (after having benumbed but not killed)

CHterpi]Ia:-s, beetles, flies, aphides, &c., iu cells formed or dug out
of wood or of bramble stems, in the ground, or built up of mud or

Band. Some build no nests, and store u[) no food for their young,
but live, cuckoo fjLshiun, on other Fossorcs or bees. In general
structure the DiplopUra do not itiffcr essentially from the Fossorcs

;

but tiiey ni:iy be readily known from them by the wings being
folded longitudinally in repose, while the eyes are rcnil'orm and
reaeh to nr near to the base of the mandibles. They dilfer too from
the Fossorcs in some of them bting social, as is the case with Polistes

nnd i^fspx. In habits the solitary wasps agree more or less with
the Fo.tsvrcs. While tho above-mentioned tribes are carnivorous,
the iK-'es, on tho otlier hand, arc entirely vegetable feeders, living on
the pollen or nectar of flowers. As might be exi>ected, we find with
them certain pcculiariti-.-s of structure in connexion with their habits.

The grr-at business of a bee is the storing up of food, for its own use
or (a:id more esjiccially) for that of its young. To do this to the
best advautage certain parts of the body are adapted for the carry-
ing home of poUco. This is done more especially on the lej^s. Tho
basfil joint of the tarsus is, for this purpose, flattened and com-
*>re.sGed, and covered (at least oii the inner side) with hair. This
then, la a character which distinguishes them from all otlier

acuh'atcs. Tho least specialized bees carry home tho pollen loose,

but Apii mi-xes it into a paste in the field. To serve the same end
tlu- mouth parts are profoundly modified for the lapping of nectar.

Jlany bees are parurtites on other bees. Those want the pollen
colU'i ting apparatus, and many of them have bright-coloured hair-

less billies, as already remarked.
The earliest IlymniopUra known belong to the upper Oolitic

foriniiiion ; but, aa they are Apuivt, it is certain that the order must
have appeared much earlier iu time than that At the present day,

representatives of the order are found in all parts of the world, cvi-n

as far north as 78° to 83" N. lat., where Bombi and icliueumons
were found by the naturalists attached to the Arctic expedition of
1S75-76. Many genera in all the families have a very wide dis-

tribution, f.f/., Ophion and Pnnpla among the ichneumons, Oihj'

nevus with "the wasps Mcffuchih with bees. Humble bees aud
saw-flies are cliaracteristic of temperate, if not northern, latitudes;

MiUilla of warm regions, althougli it also appears in arctic regions,

Vcspa is more limited in its range thau the solitary wasps (0(/^;it*rvj,

&c.), being absent from Africa, Au;»lralia, and Suutii America.
Many individual species have a very extensive range. This has
been brouglit about in some cases bv the aid of man. In this way
many pc.'its have been carried over the globe, €.<j., Knnatus riUsii,

the gooseberry grub, whicli is now spieading over the American
gardens; Friocampa adiunhrala, the blug wurm of British, fruit

trees, has reached New Zealand ; while, among ants, the house ant
of Madeira (PhcidoU pusilia) is now cosmopolitan. Many species
are common to the Pahearctic and Nearctic regions, e.g., McyachiU
(xntuncularis, Vespa vulgaris, Ucmichroa m/a. Others have a
widergeo^raphical range. The ant Solcnopsis geuivwia, for instance,
is found in India, the Eastern Archipelago, South Amerirn, and the
Hawaiian I.'ilands. Hylotowa paijana, a<;ain, occurs in tlie Southera
States ofAmerica, and all over hiurojtcandcxtends to I ndfa and Japan.
There being no complete list of Hyjuaioplcra, it is not easy to give Xnml-or

the number of described species, but jrrobably it is not much over of
17,000. The actual number, however, must be very much greater ; spcciefc
probably it will be found to reach 70,000 or 80,000 ; for in those
countries wheie anything like the same attention has been paid to
them aa to beetles they are nearly as numerous ; and in no country
have they received so much attention as Colcoptera. As regards
the number of British species, there are recorded in the catalogues
published by the Entomological Society of London, in 1S71-2, 378
Aculcata, 1654 Ic/nicumo7iidcc and Fraconida:^ and 325 Oxyura;
while 325 saw-flies were catalogued in 1878—in all about 2700.
Besides these there. arc about 150 Cynijjidce, and upwards of 1200
ChalcididcE have been described by Francis Walker ; but that uum-
Der may safely be reduced to 600 or 700.

r.it>!iogi-aphy.—\. Ststfuatic—'Wcsiwrofl. An Introduction to the Modern
C'asfi/ualton of /n$iicts, 1840; lA-pclletit^i dc Sjiini FuiceiiU and liiulltj, J/txtoiit
Aafurdlt dcs Instctes Jiytii^nopti'vesAMO: Cuitis. Britiih Entotiw'O'jt/ ; Sieplicna,
IHustvaiions o/ British Entomology, vol. vii. and Siiiijilement, IS.J.'»: Fabruiua,
Sijticma I'tftatnt-vm, 180-1; Cuitfl, Fauna del regnQ rfi //upoli. 18<il ; Dahltjom,
J/>iT7ienoj>tera Europcea prtrapue boraUia, 1S43-1S4.'. : C. G, Tlionis<.n, Hf/mrrnh
piera -Scnndmaricp, if^li et «</.: Jiiriiic. ^'ouvrlle V'vthodt dc clatter U$ J/i/weno-
pfh-es. 1S07; Kiiliy. iSovo^aphia apum AnglicF, 1802; Mayr, Die Europaisthi
I-ormtcidfn. 1801; ^luukaid. Ei^an on the Imtigmous Fosioiiat //•jmcvfpKra,
1837; Smiili. Catalogue.* of //iiiiiitinptefoux Inserts m the Co>'frtion of the liritxsh
ifustitm. 18i3 ei scq . Saussuie. Afonttyiapfiie des Gur'p^s focinles, I>^.''3. and Mon.
rfc5 Oufpes solitaires, 185"^; KirthiKT. Cti:ulo(iiiS Jlytiim. Eiiroptr, ]8tJ7 ; Kotster,
J/r/rneiioptnologisrhe Sludien, ISiU; Giuvintirtist. IcUtiruntonologia Europa-a,
1S;.'9; IlHlidny, "An Essoy on llie Clnssificulion of Ihe Pjnnsitic H vnicnnpiein of
Great liiltHin." in f'n/wnio/, Ma<j , 1833 « .<ry.. UnrtiR. Die Fumiltrn der Walltrft-
pen vnd //oiuespen, 1837 ; nohncicn, Mouoijnijdiia Tiupl'oriidum SHeritr. 185R

;

M. Afon Ophiontdurn SvecifF, ISfil ; Id., fi/on. piiiipliarum Sufitt, 18^0; Id,,
I'-hneum. Surcica, 1871 ; King. A/ongr. Siricmn Grrthnnne, 1803; '•

|.it- HlaUwc.-i-
pen nuch Itncit Galiungfii, Ac ," m Mag. drr Geseihclntfi tYttturf. Frfunde lu
Kalm. ISOJ ; Rul^bniK, Die trl,ti,-u>,>ouin drr Fori-tnmeetnt. IM-t-ls:,-!, WcMnHel,
Monogrnpfite des Bracouidts de /i-^'gt^ue. Sec (Uso nuiiiy iiai'Ci> It) We^iWdoU
and SinUli in Traritacltons of Linn cat, and Ettlonio'oguul Soirietie> *•! Lvndoti; by
Mijyr and (Jiraud. on Chnlcidida- nuii CKnipfdar, in'l'rrh d. Xuof. C-l. \'creins tn
i\ien. by Fuialei in the sarr.t Tinns-octluos utid tn Ver/i.dcs naturhitt. I'ertitis
d- frtussischm Hbein'finde u Wrstphaifns , by IlniUB.oii C^ni/iidic in Gcnnai'a
Zeit. f. Ent.; as veil as popci> by vm u.Ub auiln.ii In ll>c Sutlwrr Entom,
Zfttung. the lierliner Evt. Zeitichri/t. the Atiua'es de In Soci^ti Eutnm. deFranre,
*c.— II. Anatomicai..— Diifour, Heehtrchrs sur ranalmuic des /t'lt'iem-pirres, Ac,
Talis. 1841; Gamn. * Ufbtr dcr Embn or.aUiiille (lur Hymen u. Lej-Uh-pf J/cju.
df i'Acad. deSt Pttersbvurg, 18fiy; Kdisclili, -'/aw EnlwU keliini,'hKeMliH hie der
liiene." Z'ttse/u . tcifs. Zwl , xx.; Cariln, " HclniiRe 7ui Kikt-niilniM dcr t'litHivk,
der \mcV\tn," Zeitf^chr.trifs. Zool., 18ti9; KiaepilJn. " t'nlei-siicb. iibci d. Iiau,
Ac., des Stnrhrl-. der bnncnj»rliKcn Ihicrc." ^'f/.vAj-. ifM.t. Zoo! , 1873; t.-irni-e-

DulUlcrs. "M^nioirc mii rniijiaicil ponilal fcnitllc des HvnnJnop.," An. drt ^Sc.

yat.. J849; Newport, '\l\izc E&aay i.n Athaltn Spmarum,'' aitd vjiioiis Mt-inolra
on Clialcididcp. Ac. In P/til. Trans., 185i-.'i3: Wultl. Dts /iic,-/«.i./.in d. JSiene u.
Besc/a d J'cfpirationsueriei d. Ilytiirnop., 1876; Sicbold. Wahre l'arthenogene$i*
b Stfmetteriwgen u. i/ifflcn, IWC; iSeitr. t. Parlhaiogtaciis J. AHhtopodent

II Y M N S
1. Classical IIymnodp.

THR wnrd "hymn" {'ixvo<;) was cmiiloycd by the
ancient Greeks to signify a song or poem composed

in lionour of gods, heroes, or famous men, or to be recited
on some joyful, mournful, or solemn occasion. Polyninia
was the name of their lyric muse. Homer makes Alcinoiis
entertain Odysseus with a " hymn " of the niin.slrcl Demo-
clocus, on the capture of Troy by the wor.den horse. Tho
M'liiks and Days of Hcsiod begins with an invocation to tlie

' Tliu wings, however, may hn ilistinguishcil in the pii|',r of tlie

neuters, thus showing clcail^ ih.-it they liavc leca lost through disuse.

Muses to address hymns to Zeus, and in his Thcnrjonia he
speaks of them as singing or in.spiring")iymns" to all tha
divinities, and of the bard as "their servant, liymning llio

glories of men of old, and of the gods of Olympii.s." I'indar

calls by this name odes, like liis own, iu praise of con-
querors at the public ganie.^ of Greece. The Athenian
drcmatist.s (Euripides most frequently) use the word and ita

cognate verbs in a similar manner; they also describe by
them metrical oracles and apo])htliegn)s, martial, festal,

and hymenoeal songs, dirges, and lamentations or incanla-
tioiis of woo.
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Hellenic hymns, according to this conception of them,
have come down to us, some from a very early and others

from a late period of Greek classical literature. Those
which passed by the name of Homer were already old in

the time of Thucydides. They are mythological poems
(several of them long), in hexameter verse,—some very in-

teresting. That to Apollo contains a traditionary history

of the origin and progress of the Delphic worship ; those

on Hermes and on Dionysus are marked by much liveliness

and poetical fancy. Hymns of a like general character, but
of less interest (though these also embody some fine poetical

traditions of the Greek mythology, such as the story of

Tirosias, and that of the wanderings of Leto), were written

in the 3d century before Christ, by Callimachus of Cyrene.
Clcanthes, the successor of Zeno, composed (also in hexa-

meters) an "excellent and devout hymn" (as it Is justly

called by Cudworth, in his Intellectual System) to Zeus,

which is preserved in the Eclogce of Stobsus, and from
which Aratus borrowed the words, " For we are also His off-

spring," quoted by St Paul at Athens. The so-called Orphic
hymns, in hexameter verse, styled rtXttcu, or hymns of initia-

tion into the "mysteries" of the Hellenic religion, are

productions of the Alexandrian school,—as to which learned

men are not agreed whether they are earlier or later than
the Christian era.

The Romans did not adopt the word "hymn ;" nor have
we many Latin poems of the classical age to which it can
properly be applied. There are, however, a few,—such as

the simple and gracefuh " Dianas sumus in fide " (" Dian's

votaries are we") of Catullus, and "Dianam tener;e dicite

virgines" ("Sing to Dian, gentle maidens") of Horace,

—

which approach much more nearly than anything Hellenic

to the form and character of modern hymnody.

2. Hebrew Hymnody.

For the origin and idea of Christian hymnody we must
look, not to Gentile, but to Hebrew sources. St Augustine's

definition of a hymn, generally accepted by Christian an-

tiquity, may be summed up in the words, " praise to God
with song" ("cum cantico"). Bede understood the "can-

ticum " as properly requiring metre ; though he thought

that what in its original language was a true hymn might
rAain that character in an unmetrical translation. Modern
u.ie has enlarged the definition : Roman Catholic writers

extend it to the praises of saints ; and the word now com-
prelierids rhythmical prose as well as verse, and prayer and
spiritual meditation as well as praise.

The modern distinction between psalms and hymns is

arbitrary (see Psalms). The former word was used by the

LXX. as a generic designation, probably because it implied

an accompaniment by the psaltery (said by Eusebius to

have been of very ancient use in the East) or other instru-

ments. The cognate verb " psallero " has been constantly

applied to hymns, both in the Eastern and in the Western
Church ; and the same compositions which they described

generically as " psalms " were also called by the LXX.
"odes" (i.e., songs) and "hymns." TIic latter word occurs,

«.^., in P.s. l.x.<ii. 20 ("the hymns of David tho son of Jesse"),

in P«. Ixv. 1, and also in tho Greek titles of tho Gth, .'ilth,

65tli, OTtli, and 7Gth (this numbering of the psalms bein;;

that of the Engli.sh version, not of tho LXX.). The 44th
chapter of Ecclcsiasticus, " Let us now praise famous men,"
ifec, is entitled in the Greok imTtpinv r/n-o?, "Tho ratlicrs'

Hymn." Bede .speaks of tlie wlmlo bonk of Psalms as called
" liber hymuonim," by tho universal consent of Hebrews,
Greeks, and Latins.

In tlio New Testament we find our Lord and His apostles

flinging a liymn (i>/xi'r;tmi'T«i: (^r^AOoc), after the institutitm

of the Lord's Supper; St Paul and Sil;is doing the same
(vfirow Tw Oiw) in their prison at Philippi ; St James re-

commending psalm-singing (i//a\A.tToi), and St Paul " psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs " (i//aA/io"s icai v/xvot5 (tat

<i&at<; TTvivfiaTiKah). St Paul also, in the 14th chapter of

the first epistle to the Corinthians, speaks of singing

(i/iaXw), and of every man's psalm (eKao-ros v/i^v tj/aXixov

iX^t), in a context which plainly lias reference to the assem-

blies -of the Corinthian Christians for common worship.

All vhe words thus used were applied by the LXX. to the

Davidical psalms ; it is therefore possible that these only

may be intended, in the different places to which we have
referred. But there are in St Paul's epistles several

passages (Eph. v. 14 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; 1 Tim. vi. 15, 16
;

2 Tim. ii. 11, 12) which have so much of the form and
character of later Oriental hymnody as to have been sup-

posed by Michaelis and others to be extracts from originad

hymns of the Apostolic'age. Two of them are apparently

introduced as quotations, though not found elsewhere in

the Scriptures. A third has not only rhythm, but rhyme.

The thanksgiving prayer of the assembled disciples,

recorded in Acts iv., is both in substance and in manner
poetical ; and in the canticles, " Magnificat," " Benedictus,"

&.C., which manifestly followed the form and style of

Hebrew poetry, hymns or songs, proper for liturgical use,

have always been recognized bj' the church,

3. Eastern Church Hymnody.

The hymn of our Lord, the pre'cepts of the apostles, the

angelic song at the nativity, and " Benedicite omnia opera,"

are referred to in a curious metrical prologue to the hymnary
of the Mozarabic Breviary, as precedents for the practice

of the Western Church. In this respect, however, the

Western Church followed the Eastern, in which hymnody
prevailed from the earliest times.

Philo describes the " Therapeutae " of the neighbourhood Ther»«

of Alexandria as composers of original hymns, which (as pent*

well as old) were sung at their great religious festivals,—the

people listening in silence till they came to the closing

strains, or refrains, at the end of a hymn or stanza (the
" acroteleutia " and "ephyrania"), in which all, women as

well as men, heartily joined. These songs, he says, were

in various metres (for which he uses a number of technical

terms) ; some were clioral, some not ; and they were

divided into variously constructed strophes or stanzas.

Eusebius, who thought that tho Tlierapeuta; were com-

munities of Christians, says that the Christian practice of

his own day was in exact accordance with this description.

Gibbon considered it to be proved, by modern criticism,

that theTherapeut;e were not Christians, but Essene Jews
;

but ho recognized in their customs "a very lively image of

primitive discipline
;

" and he states that the Christian

religion was embraced by great numbers of them, and that

they were probably, by degrees, absorbed into the church,

and became the fathers of the Egyptian ascetics. Apollos,
" born at Alexandria," may possibly have been one of them.

Tho practice, not only of singing hyums, but of singing And-

them antiphonally, appears, from the well-known letter of P'"".'-^'

Pliny to Trajan, to have been established in the Pithynian *"'S"*

churches at the beginning of the 2d century. They were

accustomed "stiito die ante luccm convenire, carnicnque

Cliristo, (luasi Deo, diccre seciim iiivicon." This agrees

wi'll, in point of time, with tho tradition recorded by tlio

historian Socrates, tliat Ignatius (who suffered martyrdom
about 107 A.o.) was led by a vision or dream of angels

sillying hymns in that manner to tho Holy Trinity to intro-

duce anti|ilional singing into the church of Antioch, from

which it (|uicl<ly spread to other churches. There seems

to be an allusion to choral singing in the epistle of Ignatius

himself to tho Homan.s, where ho exhorts them, " xopoi

ytvofifvoi." (" iniving formed themselves into a choir"), lu

"sing praise to the Father in Christ Jesus." A statement
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of Tlicodorct has somclimes been supposed to refer the

origin of aiitiphonat singing to a much later date ; but this

6CCIU3 to relate only to the singing of Old Testament Psalms
{tijv Aai'i&«i;i' ^fXwSi'ar), the alternate chanting of whidi,

by a choir divided into two parts, was (according to that

Btatement)_tirst introduced into the church of Antioch by
two monks famous in the history of their time, Flavianus

and DioJorus, under the emperor C'onstantius II.

2d Other evidence of the use of hymns in the 2d century is

•.ontury contained in a fragment of Caius, preserved by Eusebius,

which refers to " all the psalms and odes writ-ten by faithful

brethren from the beginning," as " hymning Christ, the

Word of God, as God." TertuUian also, in his description

of the " Agap;e," or love-feasts, of his day, says that, after

washing hands and bringing in lights, each man was in-

vited to come forward and sing to God's praise something

either taken from the Scriptures or of his own composi-

tion ("ut (juisiiue de Sacris Scripturis vel proprio ingenio

potest"). Bishop Bull believed one of those primitive

compositions to be the hymn appended by Clement of

Alexandria to his Pasdagogus
-,

and Archbishop Ussher

considered the ancient morning and evening hymns, of

wliich the use was enjoined by the Apostolical Constit ulions,

and which are also mentioned in the "Tract on Virginity"

printed with the works of St Athanasius, and in St Basil's

treatise upon the Holy Spii'it, to belong to the same family.

Clement's hymn, in a short anapaestic metre, beginning

oTUfLinv TTuiKdiv aS,uuiv (or, according to some editions,

/Sao-iAfO ayiwv, \6yi 7ra^ Oa/idrwp—translated by Mr Chat-

field, " O Thuu,.the King of saints, all-conquering Word "),

is rapid, spirited, and well-adapted for singing. The Greek
" Morning Hymn " (which, as divided into verses by Arch-

bishop Ussher in his treatise De Symbolis, has a majestic

rhythm, resembling a choricor dithyrambic strophe) is the

original form of " Gloria in E.xcelsis," still said or sung,

with so.me variations, in all branches of tlio church which

have not relimiuished the use of liturgies. The Latin form

of this hymn (of which that in the English communion
otBce is an exact tran.'.lation) is said, by Bedo and other

ancient writers, to have been brought into use at Rome by
Pope Telesphonis, as early as the time of tho emperor
IT.adrian. A third, the Vesper or " Lamp-lighting " hymn
(' <^cu? [\apov aytai oof-j;?,"—translated by Canon Bright
" Light of Gladness, Beam Divine "), holds its place to this

3d day in the services of the Greek rite. In the 3d century
ceotiuy. Origen seems to have had in his mind the words of some

other hymns or hymn of like character, when he says (in

his treatise AgainM Celsua) ;
" We glorify in hymns God

and His only begotten Son ; as do also the Sun, the Moon,
the Stars, and all the host of heaven. All these, in one

Divine chorus, with the just among men, glorify in hymns
God who is over all, and His only begotten Son." So
highly were these compositions esteemed in the Syrian

churches that the council which deposed Paul of Samosata
from the see of Antioch in the tijno of Aurelian justified

that act, in its synodical letter to the bishops of Rome and
Alexandria, on this ground (among others) that he had
prohibited the use of hymns of that kind, by uninspired

writers, addressed to Christ.

After the conversion of Constantine, the progress of

hyranody became closely connected with church controver-

Bies. There had been in Edessa, at the end of the 2d or

early in the 3d century, a Gnostic writer of conspicuous

ability, named Bardesancs, who was succeeded, as the

head of his sect or school, by his son Harmonius. Both
father and son wrote hymns, and set them Ui agrceoblo

melodies, which acquired, and in the 4th century still

EfLracm retained, much local popularity. Ephraem Syrus, the first

Sjitu. voluminous hymn writer whoso works remain to us, think-

ing that the same mclodira might \>f rnade useful to the

faiOi, if adapted to more orthodox words, composed to
them a largo number of hynms in the Syriac language,
principally in tetrasyllabic, pentasyllable, and hci-ta-syllabic

metre.s, divided into strophes of from 4 to 12, 1 G. and even
20 lines each. When a strophe contained five lines, the
fifth was generally an "ephyninium," detached in Benso,
and consisting of a prayer, invocation, doxology, or the
like, to be sung antiphonally, either in full chorus or by
a separate part of the choir. The Si/riac Vlircsti/nuttliy of
Ilahn (published at Lcipsic in 1820), and the third volume
of Daniel's Thesaurus IIyimioloyicux, contain specimens of
tlieso hymns. Some of them have been tran.slated into

(unmetrical) English by the Rev. Henry Burgess {Select

Metrical Hymns of Ephrem Syrvs, Ac, 1863). A con-

siderable number of those so translated are on .suljec's

connected with death, resurrection, judgment, (tc, and
display cot only Christian faith and hope, but mucli sim-

plicity and tenderness of natural feeling. Theodoret speaks
of the spiritual songs of Ephraem as very sweet and profit-

able, and as adding much, in his (Theodorct's) time, to the
brightness of the commemorations of martyrs in the Syrian
Church.

The Greek hymnody contemporary with Ephraem fol-

lowed, with some licence, classical models. One of its

favourite metres was the Anacreontic; but it also made
use of the short anapaestic, Ionic, iambic, and other lyrical

measures, as well as the hexameter and pentameter. Its

principal authors were Methodius, bishop of Tyre (who died

about 311 A.D.), Synesius, who became bishop of Ptole-

mais in Cyrenaica in 410, and Gregory Nazianzen, for a
short time (380-381) patriarch of Constantinople. The
merits of these writers have been perhaps too much depreci-

ated by the admirers of the later Greek " Melodists." They
have found an able English translator in the Rev. Allen

Chatfield (So?igs aiul Hymns of Earliest Greek Christian

Poets, &c., London, 1876). Among the' most striking of

their w-orks are /xvoico Xpto-rl (" Lord Jesus, think of me "),

by Synesius; (fk tw a^jjOiTov /jLovdp^^rjv (" Thou, the One
Supreme") and n' tro* OcKtK yevtaOai ("O soul of mine,

repining "), by Gregoi-y ; also avu>d(v wapOivoi (" The Bride-

groom cometh^'), by Methodius. There continued to be
Greek metrical hymn writers, in a sin-.ilar style, till a much
later date. Sophronius, patriarch of Jerusalem in the Tth

century, wrote seven Anacreontic hymns ; and St John
Damascene, one of the most copious of the second school

of " Melodists," was also tho author of some long composi-

tions in trimeter iambics.

An important development of hymnody at Constantinople period

arose out of the Arian controversy. Early in the 4th 'c Anm
century Athanasius had rebuked, not only the doctrine of '•''">

Arius, but the light character of certain hymns by which
'^*'^^'

he endeavoured to make that doctrine popular. When,
towards the close of that century (398), St John
Chrysostom was raised to the metropolitan sec, the Arians,

who were still numerous at Constantinople, had no places

of worship within the walls ; but they were in the habit of

coming into the city at sunset on Saturdays, Sundays, and
the greater festivals, and congregating in the porticoes and
other places of public resort, where they snng, all night

through, antiphonal songs, with " acroteleutia " (closing

strains, or refrains), expreasive of Arian doctrine, often

accompanied by tounts and insults to the orthoUoJC

Chrysostom was apprehensive that this music might draw
some of the simpler church people to the Arisn side ; he
therefore organized, in opposition to it, nnder tho i>atronnge

and at the cost of Rudoxi.-!, tjic cmi>reR8 of Arradius (then

his friend), a system of niL'htly processional hjmn-singing,

with silver crosses, wax-lights, and other circumstances of

ceremonial pomp. Riots followed, with bloodshed on both

sides, and with some personal injury to the empress's chiei
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eunuch, who seems to have ofBciuted as conductor or director

of the church musicians. This led to the suppression, by
an imperial edict, of all public Arian singing

; whde in the

church the practice of nocturnal hyfnn -singing on certain

solemn occasions, thus first introduce!.' remained an estab-

lished institution.

It is not improbable that some rudiments of the peculiar

ofsy.stem of hymnody which now prevails throughout the

Greek communion, and whose alBnities are rather to the

Hebrew and Syriac than to the classical forms, may have

existed in the church of Constantinople, even at that time.

Anatolius, patriarch of Constantinople in the middle of the

Sth century, was the precursor of that system ; but the

reputation of being its proper founder belongs to Romanus,

of whom little more is known than that he wrote hymns
still extant, and lived towards the end of that century.

The importance of that system in the services of the Greek
church may be understood from the fact that the late Dc
Neale computed four-fifths of the whole space (about 5000
pages) contained in the different service-books of that

church to be occupied by hymnody, aU in a language or

dialect which has ceased to be anywhere spoken.

Tho system has a peculiar technical terminology, in wlilch the

worJs "troparion," "ode," " canon," and "hinnua" (tr^/ios) chiefly

reqiiiro explanation.

The troparioii is the unit of the system, being a strophe or

6tar./.a, seen, when analysed, to be divisible into verses or clauses,

with regulated Citsuras, but printed in tho books as a single prose

sentence, without marking any divisions. The following (turned

into English, Irom a " canon " by John Mauropoa) may be taken
as an example:—"The never-sleeping Guardian,

]
the patron of

my sou],
I

the guide of my life,
j
allotted me by God,

|
I hymn

thee. Divine Angel
|
of Almighty God." Dr Neale and most

other writers regard all these " troparia" aa rliytlimical or modu-
lateii prose. Cardinal J. B. Pitra, on the other hand, who in 1S67
and lS7tJ published two learned works on this subject, main-
tains that they are really metrical, and governed by definite rules

of prosody, of which he lays down sixteen. According to him,
each " troparion " contains from three to thirty-tliree vei"ses ; each
verse varies from two to thirteen syllubU-s, oltcn in a contiiuious

series, uniform, alternate, or reci])rocaI, the metre being always
syllabic, and depending, not on tlie quantity of vowels or the position

of consonants, but on an harmonic series of accents.

In various parts of the services solitary troparia are sung, under
variousnaracs, "coutwion," "cccos," *'cathisrna,''&c., wliich mark
distinctions either in their character or in their use.

An ode i& a song or hymn compounded of several ^simil.-.r

"troparia,"—usually three, four, or live. To these is alway.s l>rc-

fixcd a typical or standard " troparion," culled the fUrmus, by
which the syllabic measure, the periiwlie series of accents, and in

f.ict the whole structure and rhythm of the stanzas which follow it

are regtdated. Each succeeding " troparion " in tho same "ode "

contains the same number of verses, and of syllaV)li!S in each verse,

niiH similar accents on the a;Mne or pquivalcut syllidiles. The
" liirmus" may either form the first st.m/.a of the "ode " itself,

or (as is more frecpiently the ca.sc) may be taken from some otlier

piece ; and, when so taken, it is often indicated by initial words
only, without being piintcd at length. It is generally printed

within commas, after the proper rubric of tho "oile." A hymn in

irregular " bticliera " or stanzas, without a " hirnius," is called
" i.liomelon." A system of three or four odes is " triodion " or
" trtraodion.''

A canon is a. system of eight (theoretically nine) connected
o.lca, the second being always suppressed. Various pauses,

rtdieved by the interposition of other short chants or readings, occur
<liMing the singing of a whole "canon." The final " trojiarion

"

in each ode of the series is not unfroijuently detached in sense (like

tho " ejjliymnia " of Ephraeni Syrits), particnl.'irly when it is in

the (very common^ form of a " theotokioii," oi' ascription of praisi!

to the mother of our Lord, and when it is a recurring refrain or

burden.

There were two principal periods of Greek hynmograiihy
tonstnictcd oil these princiidcs,—tho first that of Koinumis

and his followers, extending over the Glh and 7tli centuries,

the second that of tho schools whi<'h arose during the

Iconoclastic controversy in the 8th century, nnil which
continued for some centuries aftcrward.s, until tho art itself

died out.

Tho works of the writers of the former i>criod were

collected in Trujio/nju), or church hynin-buoks, wdiich School «l

were lield in high esteem tdl the 10th century, when they Rou.avm

ceased to be regarded as church-books, and so fell into

neglect. They are now preserved oidy in a very small

number of manuscripts. From three' of these, belonging

to public librapies at Moscow, Turin, and Kouie, Cardinal

Pitra has lately printed, in his Analecla, a number of

intcrgsting examples, the existence of which appears to

have been unknown to the late learned Dr Neale, and
which, in the cardinal's estimation, are in many respects

superior to the "canons," itc, of the present Greek

service-books, from which all Dr Neale's translations

(except some from Anatolius) are taken. Cardinal Pitra's

selections include twenty.nine works by Romanus, and

some by Sergius, and nine other known, as well as some

unknown, authors. He describes them as having generally

a more dramatic character than tho "melodies "of the

later period, and a much more animated style ; and he

supposes that they may have been originally sung with

dramatic accompaniments, by way of substitution for the

theatrical performances of Pagan times. As an instance

of their peculiar character, be mentions a Christmas or

Epiphany hymn by Romanus, in twenty-five long strophes

in which there is, first, an account of the Nativity and its

accompanying wonders, and then a dialogue between the

wise men, the Virgin mother, and Joseph. The magi

arrive, are admitted, describe tho moral and religious con-

dition of Persia and the East, and the cause and adventures

of their journey, and then offer their gifts. The Virgin

intercedes for them with Ler Son, instructs them in some

parts of Jewish history, and ends with a prayer for tho

salvation of the world.

The controversies and persecutions of the Slh and sue Meio<l-

ceeding centLries turned the thoughts of the " melodists " ists

of the great monasteries of the Studium at Constantinople

and St Saba in Palestine and their followers, and those of

the adherents of the Greek rite in Sicily and South Italy

(who suflered much from the Saracens and the Normans),

into a less picturesque but more strictly theological course
;

and the influence of those controversies, in which the final

success of the cauoo of "Icons" was largely due to the

hymns, as well as to tho courage and sulieriiigs, of these

confessors, was probably the cause of their su|iiilanting, as

they did, the works of the older school, Cardinal Pitra

gives them the praise of having discovered a graver and

more solemn stylo of chant, and of having done much to

fix the dogmatic theology of their church upon its present

lines of near approach to the Roman.
Among the " melodists "of this latter Greek school there

were many saints uf the Greek church, several patriarchs,

and two emperors,— Leo the PhiIoso[dicr, and Constantino

Porphyrogcnitus, his son. Their greatest poets were

Theodore and Joseph of the Studium, and Cosmas and

John (called Damascene) of St Saba. Dr Neale has translated

into English verso several selected portions, or ccntoes, from

the works of these and others, together with four selections

from earlier works by Anatolius. Some of his translations,

—particularly "Tho day is past and over," from Anatcdius,

and " Christian, dost thou see them," from Andrew of Crete,

have been adopted into hynmbooks used in many English

churches; and the hymn "Art thou weary," &c., which is

rather founded upon than translated from one by Stephen

the Sabaite, has obtained still more general popularity.

The older learning on the subject of Greek hy^nnody nml ehnrcli

nnisic is collected in a dissertation prefi.sed to the second volume

for June of the liollamlists" Ada Snucloriim ; the more recent jn
Cardiind I'ilm's //tnnuiujrapliicdis l'i:ijlisc Orriqiie (Honu', 1SG7),

and Aiialcda Snna, &e. (Paris, :876), in the jliilhnhvjia Oruca

Vitntiinum C'lirislinnor':vi (l.eipsic, 1S71), and in Hr Duniel's

TlifsniiruH llinmuilmjini!!. There is also nn able paper on Cardinal

I'ltra's works, by M. E. Miller, in \.\\<iJountal dcs Huvants for 187(i.
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4. Western Church IFijmiioili/.

It W.13 not till the 4th century that Greek hymnody was

imitated in the West, where its introduction was due to

two great lights of the Latin Church,— St Hilary of

Poitiers and St Ambrose of Milan.

Hil»rj Hilary was banished from his see of Poitiers io 35G,

und was absent from it for about four years, which he

spent in Asia Minor, taking part during that time in one

of the ciiuncils of the Eastern Church He thus had full

opportunity of becoming acquainted with the Greek church

music of that day ; and he wr'>te (as St Jerome, who was

thirty years old when he died, and who was well acquaiuted

with his acts and writings, and spent some time in or near

his diocese, informs us) a "book of hymns," to me of

which Jerome particularly refers, in the preface to the

secon i book of his own commentary on the e[nstle to the

Galatians. Isidore, archbishop of Seville, who presided

over the fourth council of Toledo, in his book on the offices

of the cliurcli, speaks of Hilary as the fint Latin hymn-
writer ; that council itself, in its 13th canon, aud the pro-

logue to the Mozarabic hymnary (which is little more than

ft versification of the camm), associate his name, in this

respect, with that of Ambrose. A tradition, ancient and

widely spread, ascribed to him the authorship of the remark

able " Hymnum dicat turba fratrum, hyninum cantos

personet" ("Band of brethren, raise the hymn, let your

song the hymn resound "), which is a succinct nar-

rative, in hymnal form, of the whole gospel history; and

is perhaps the earliest example of a strictly didactic

hymn. Both Bede and Hincmar much admired this com-

position, though the former does not mention, in connexion

with it, the name of Hilary. The private use of hymns of

such a character by Christians in the West may probably

have preceded their ecclesiastical use; for Jerome says

tint ill his day those who went into the fields might hear
" the ploughman at his hallelujahs, tlie mower at his hymns,
and the vine-dresser singing David's psalms." Besides

this, seven shorter metrical hymns attributed to Hilary

are still extant

Ambrose Of the part taken by Ambrose, not long after Hilary's

death, in bringing the use of hymns into the church of

Milan, we have a contemporary account from his convert,

St Augustine. Justina, motherof the emperor Vatentinian,

favoured the Arians, and desired to remove Ambrose from

his see. The " devout people," of w horn Augustine's niolhcr

Monica was one, combined to protect him, and kept guard

in the church "Then," says Augustine, "it was fiist

appointed that, after the manner of the Eastern churches,

hynms and psalms should bo sung, lest the people should
grow weary and faint through sorrow , which custom has

ever si;ice been retained, and has been followed by almost
oil congregations in other parts of the world " He describes

himself as moved to fears by the sweetness of these " hymns
and canticles ":— " The voices flowed into my ears , the

truth distilled into my heart, I overflowed with devout
affections, and was happy " To this time, jrcording to an
uncertain but n-jt im|irobable tradition which ascribed the
composition of the "Te Deum " to Ambrose, and connected
it with the conversion of Augustine, is to be referred the

commencement of tho use in the church of that sublime
iinmctrical hymn

It is not, however, to be assumed that tho hymnody thus
introduced by Ambrose was from the first used according
to the precise order and method of the later Western ritual

To bring it into (substantially) that order and method
appears to have been the work of St Benedict. Walafridus
Strabo, the earliest ecclesiastical writer on this subject (who
lived .It the beginning of the 9th century), says that
Benedict, on the constitution of the religious order knov< n

by his name (about 530), appointed the Ambrosmrv
hymns to be rcg'.darly sung in his ollire,? loi the cammical
hours. Hence probably originated the practice of llio

Italian chuiches, and of others whidi followed their

example, to sing ccitiin hymns (.Vmbri'Sian, or by the curly

successors of the Ambrusian school) daily throughout the

week, at " Ve-sjiers," " Lauds," and " Nocturus," mid on
some days at "Ciuiipline" also—varying them with the

ditft-rent ecclcsi.asiical seasons and festivals, conimcmoia-
tions of saints and iiiartyi.o, and other special olliccs.

Diliercnt dioceses artd religious houses had thclTiOwn pecu-

liarities of ritual, including such hymns as were appiuvcd
by their several bislmps or ecclesiastical superiors, vaiying

in detail, but all tnllowingthe same general method. 'I'lie

national rituals, which were lirst reduced into a form sub-

stantially like that which has since prevailed, were prubuMy
those of Loiiibardy and of Spain, now known as the
" Ambrosian " and the " Mczarabic." That of Spain was
settled in tho 7lh century by Lcander and Isidore, brothei^,

successively archbishops of Seville. It contained a copious

hymnary, the original form of which may be regarded as

canonically approved by the fourth council of Toledo (03^).

By the 13th canon of that council, an opinion (which even

then found advocates) against the use in churches of any

hymns not taken from the Scriptures,—apparently the same
opinion which had been held by Paul of Samosata,—was
censured ; and it was ordered that such hymns should be

used in the Spanish as well as in the Galilean churches, tho

penalty of excommunication being denounced again.st aP
who might presume to reject them

The hymns of which the use was thus established and

authorized were those which entered into the daily and

other offices of the church, afterwards collected in the

"Breviaries," in which the hymns " proi>er " for "tho
week," and for "the season," continued for many crnluiics,

with very few exceptions, to be derived from the eailicst

epoch of Latin Church poetry,— reckoning that ejioch as

extending from Hilary and Ambrose to the end of tho

pontificate of Gregory the Great. The "Ambrosian"
music, to which those hymns were generally sung down to

the time of Gregory, was more popular and congregational

than the " Gregorian," which then came into use, and after-

wards prevailed In the service of the mass it was not

the general practice, before the invention of sequences in

the 9th century, to sing any hymns, except some from tho

Scriptures esteemed canonical, such as tho "Song of tho

Three Children" (" Bcnedicite omnia opera"). .But to

this rule there were, according to Walafridus Strabo, soma
occasional exceptions; particulaily in the case of Paulimis,

patriarch of Aquileia \indcr Chailcmagne, himself a hynin-

writer, who frequently u ed hymns, composed by himscK

or others, in the eucharistic office, especially in jirivats

masses

Somu of the hymns called "Ambrosian'' (nearly 100 in Ani-

number) are beyond all question Viy Ambrose himself, and 'ro^im.

the rest probably belong to his time or to the following
^^''"'*

century Four, those beginning "yEterne rerum condilor"

(" Dread Framer ol the e,'..th and sky '),
" Deus Creator

omnium" ("Maker of all things, glorious God"), " Vcni

liedemptor Gentium " (" Redeemer of the nations, come "),

and "Jam surgit Lora tertia" ("Christ at this liour was
crucified "), are (|Uotcd as works of Ambrose by Augustine.

These, and others by the hand of the same ma-ter, Lave

the qualities most valuable in hymns intended for congrc-

gatiimal use They are short and complete in themscKcs
;

ea-;y, and at tl c same lime elevated in their exjircsion atid

rhythm, tir<;c ai.d ma.sculinc in thought and l.'.nguage
;

and (though soni'-times criticized as deficient in thcoloj^ical

prccisicjn) simple, pure, nnd not technical- in their rendeiing

of the j;ieat facts and uoctiines of Clnis'. ianity, which they
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5th &nd
6th

present in an objective and not a subjective manner. They
have exercised a powerful influeoce, director indirect, upon
many of the best works of the siame kind in all succeeding
generations. With the Ambro&ian hymns are properly

clasiod those of Hilary, and the contemporary works of

Pope Damasas (who wrote two hymns in commemoration
of saints), and of Prudontiua, from whose CcUke>ncrinc
(" Daily Devotions ") and Peristepkcm, (" Crown-songs for

Martyrs "), all poems of conaidsrable, scmo of great length,

—about twenty-eight hymns, fonad in v?riona BreTiaries,

were derived. Prudentiua was a laymaa, a native of Sara-
gosaa, and it was in the Spanish ritual that his hymns
were most largely u£e<3. In the Mozarsbic Breviary almost
the whole of one of his finest poems (from which most
churches took one part only, beginning "Corde natus ex
parentis ") vras appointed to bo sung between Easter and
Ascension-Day, being divided into eight or nice hymns

;

and on some of the commemorations of Spanish saints long
poems from his Peristcpltaiia were recited or »ung at large.

He is entitled to a high rank among Christian poets, many
of the hymns taken from his works being full of fervour
and sweetness, and by no means deficient in dignity or
strength.

These writers were followed in the 5th and early in the

6th century by the priest Sedulius, whose reputation per-
ctDtunw.

j^j^pg exceeded his merit ; Elpis, a noble Roman lady, wife

of the philosophic statesman Boetius ; Pope Gelasius ; and
Ennodius, bishop of Pavia. Sedulius end Elpis wrote very
little from which hymns could be extracted ; but the small

number taken from their compositions obtained vside popu-
larity, and have since held their ground. Gelasius was of

no great account as a hymn-writer; and the works of

Ennodius appear to have been known only in Italy and
Spain. The latter part of the 6th century produced Pope
Ciregory the Great, and Venantius Fortunatus, an Italian

poet, the friend of Gregory, and the favourite of Radegunda,
queen of the Franks, who died (609) bishop of Poiti-jrs.

Eleven hymns of Gregory, and twelve or thirteen (mostly

taken from longer poems) by Fortunatus, came into general

use in the Italian, GaUican, and British churches. Those
of Gregory are in a style hardly distinguishable from the

Ambrosian ; those of Fortunatus are graceful, end some-
times vigorous. He does not, however, deserve the praise

given to him by Dr Ncalo, of having struck out a new path
in Latin hymnody. On the contrary, he may more justly

be described as a di.sciple of the school of Prudontius, and
as having affected ihe classical style, at least as much as

any of his predecessors.

Tho poets of tliis primitive epoch, which closed with the ech
century, wroto in the old classical metres, and made use of a coti-

sirlcmble variety of them—anapaestic, anacreontic, hendocaayllaltic,

asclepiad, hexainelcra and pentameters, and others. Gregory and
some of the Ambrosian authors occasionally wrote in Sapphics

;

but the most frequent measure was the iambic dimeter, and, next
to that, the trociioic. The full alcaic ataiua does not appear to

have been u.sed for church purposes before tho IGth century, though
some of its elements wore. In the greater number of theac works,
a general intention to conform to the rules of Roman jirosidy is

manifest ; but even those writers (like Prudentiua) in whom ihat
conformity was most decided allowed themselves much liberty of

deviation from it. Other works, including some of the very earliest,

and some of conspicuous merit, were of tho kind dc.s(;ribeil by Rede
OS not metrical but " rhythmical,"

—

i.e. (iis he explains the term
"rhythm"), "modulated to the car in iniit.'ition of ililTerent

metres." It would bo more correct to call lli<rm metrical— ((.«.,

fetill trochaic or iambic, &<:. , but, according to new laws of syllabic

quantity, depending entirely on accent, and not on tho power of
vowels or the iif)silion of consonants,—laws by which the future

proHoily of all modern European nations w.as to Iks Roverned. There
are also, in tho hymns of the primitive p-riod (even in those of
Ambioie), ajitieipiitnons,—irregular indeed and ijieonst,int, but
certainly not uecidcnt.al,—ol another gri'at innovation, de.'<tijied to
receive important developments, that of assonance nr rhyme, in
the final letters or syllables of verses. Archbishop Tri*neh, in the
iattoductiou to bis Sacred Latin J'octrji, has traced tho whole course

of the transition from the ancient to tlic modern forms of versifica-
tion, ascribing it to natural and necessary causes, whicli made
such changes nc«dfid for the due development of tho new forms of
spiritual and intellectual life, consequent upon the conversion of
the Latin sp^eating nations to Christianity.

From the 6th century downwards we see this transfurnia- 6tli

tion making continual progress, each nation of Western eentut

Christendom adding, from time to time, to the earlier
''"*""

hymns in its service-books others of more recent and fre-
"" '^

quently of local origin. For these additions, the com-
memorations of saint.s, itc, as to which the devotion of one
place often differed from that of another, offered especial

opportunities. This process, while it promoted the develop-
ment of a mediiEval as distinct from the primitive style,

led also to much deterioration in the quality of hymns, of

which, perhaps, some of tlie strongest esaniples may be
found in a volume published in 1865 by the Irish Archaeo-
logical Society from a manuscript in the library of Trinity

College, Dublin. It contains a number of hymns by Irish

saints of tho 6th, 7th, and 8th centuries,— in several

instances fully rhymed, and in one mixing Erse and Latin
barbarously together, as was not uncommon, at a much
later date, in semi-vernacular hymns of other countries.

The Mozarabic Breviary, and the collection of hymns used
in the Anglo-Saxon churches, publisheil in 1851 by the

Surtees Society (chiefly from a Benedictine MS. in the
college library of Durham, supplemented by other MSS. in

the British Museum), supply many further Ulustrations of

the same decline of taste :—such sapphics, e.g., as the
" Festum insigne pro<liit coruscum " of Isidore, and the
"O veneraada Trinitas laudanda" of the Anglo-Saxon
books. The early uediaival period, however, from the time
of Gre.go.-y the Great to that of Hildebrand, was far from
deficient in the production of good hymns, wherever learn-

ing flourished. Bede in England, and' Paul " the Deacon,"
—the author of a fairly classical sapphic ode on St John
the Baptist,—in Italy, were successful follow^ers of the
Ambrosi.in and Gregorian styles. Eleven metrical hymns
are attributed to Bede by Cassander ; and there are also in

one of Bede's works (CotUctanea et Flares) two rhythmical
hymns of considerable length on the Day of Judgment, with
the refrains "In tremeudo die" and "Attcndo homo,"
both irregularly rhymed, and, in parts, not unworthy of
comparison with the " Dies Ira." Paulinus, patriarch of

Aquilcia, contemporary with Paid, wrote rhythmical tri-

meter iambics in a manner [jeculiar to himself. Theodulph,
bishop of Orleans (793-835), author of tho famous pro-

cessional hymn for Palm Sunday in hexameters and penta-
meters, "Gloria, laus, et honor tibi sit, Kex Christe
iledomptor" ("Glory and honour and laud be to Thee,
King Christ the Redeemer"), and Hrabanus Maunis, arch-
bishop of- Mainz (847-85G), the pupil of Alcuin, and
the most learned theologL'in of his day, enrii hed the church
with some excellent works. Among the anonymous liynins

of tho same period there ore three of great beauty, of

which the infiaonco may be tnicod in most, if not all, of

the "New Jerusalem" hymns of later guneratiMns, includ-

ing those of Germany and Great Britain:—"Urbs boata
Ilicrusalem" ("Blessed city, heavenly Salcm") ; "Alleluia
piis edito laudibus" (" Allc^luias sound ye in strains of holy
prai.sc,"—called, from itslnirden, "Alleluia perenne") ; and
'•Alleluia dulce carmen" ("Alleluia, song of Bv.ectncss "),

which, being found in Anglo-Saxon hymnarius certainly

older than the Conipiesl, cannot be of the late date assigned

to it, in his Mnlm-vnl Ilyvtiis and Siqiicncfs, by Dr Neale.

These were followed by the "Chorus nov.-c Ilicrusalem"

("Ye Choirs of New Jerusalem") of Fiill)crt, bishop of

Chartres (1007-1028). This group of liynius is remarkable

for an attractive union of melody, imagination, poetical

colouring, and faith. It re)iroBcntt>, («rhaps, the best and
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*otker.

highest typd of the middle school, between the severe Am-
brosian siirplicity and the florid luiuriance of later times.

Vent Another celebrated hymn, which belongs to the first

Creator, mediaeval period, is the " Veni Creator Spiritus " (" Come,
~Holy Ghoit, our souls inspire"). The earliest recorded

occasion of its use is that of a translation (898) of the

relics of it Marcellus, mentioned in the Annals of the

Benedictine order. It has since been constantly sung
throughout Western Christendom (as versions of it still are

in the Church of England), as part of the appointed ofEccs

for the coronation of kings, the consecration and ordination

of bishops and priests, the assembling of synods, and ether

great ecclesiastical solemnities. It has been attributed—
probably in consequence of certain corruptions in the text

of Elikehard's Life of Xotl-er (a work of the 13th oentury)

—to Charlemagne. Ekkehard wrote in the Benedictine

monastery of St Gall, to which Notker belonged, with

full access to its records ; and an ignorant interpolator,

regardless of chronology, added, at some later dite, the

word " Great " to the name of " the emperor Charlef;,"

wherever it was mentioned in that work. The biographer

relates that Notker,—a man of a gentle eontempUtive
nature, observant of all around him, and accustomed to find

Bpiritual and poetical suggestions in common sights »nd
Bounds,—was moved by the sound of a mill-wheel to

eompose his " sequence " on the Holy Spirit, " Sancti

Spiritus adsit nobis gratia" ("Present with us ever be

the Holy Spirit's grace ") ; and that, when finished, he
sent it as a present to " the emperor Charles," who in

return sent him back, "by the same messenger," the hj'nin

"Veni Creator," which (says Ekkehard), the same "Spirit

had inspired him to write" (" Sibi idem Spiritus inspira-

verat"). If this story is to be credited,—and, from its

circumstantial and almost dramatic character, it has an
air of truth,—the author of " Veni Creator " was not

Charlemagne, but his grandson Charles the Bald, who
succeeded to the royal crown in 840, about the time when
Notker was born, and to the imp>erial in 875. Notker
himself long survived that emperor, and died in 912.

The invention of " sequences " by Notker may bo regarded

as the beginning of the later mediaeval epoch of Latin

hymnody. In the eucharistic service, in which (as has

been .stated) hymns were not generally u.sed, it had been

the practice, except at certain seasons, to sing "laud," or
" Alleluia," between the epistle and the gospel, and to till

up what would otherwise have been a long pau.se, by extend-

ing the cadence upon the two final vowels of the " Alleluia
"

into a protracted strain of music. It occurred to Notker
that, while preserving the spirit of that part of the service,

the monotony of the interval might be relieved by intro-

ducing at that point a chant of praise specially composed
for the purpose. With that view he produced the peculiar

species of rhythmical composition whicli obtained the name
of " sequentia " (probably from following after the close

of the "Alleluia"), and al.so that of " prosa," because its

Btructure was originally irregular and unmetrical, resembling
in this respect the Greek "troj.aiia," and the "Te Deum,"
" Lenedicite,"and canticles. That it was in some measure
suggested by the forms of the later Greek hymnody seems
probable, both from the intercourse (at that time frsqucnt)
between the Eastern and Western churches, and from the
application by Ekkehard, in his biography and elsewhere
(e.ij., in Lyndwood's Promncwk), of some technical terms,
borrowed from the Greek terminology, to works of Notker
and his school and to books containing them.

Dr Nealc, in a loamcd <lis.sertalion prefixed to his Collortion oT
8C<iiicncos from meJiicval Miss.ils, ami ciilnrsed hi a Latin etter lo
l)r Daniel (prinleil in thn fifth volunie of Daniel's Thtsauius), has
investigated the laws of cxsura ami iiKjiluljliun which ani ilisciiver-

,-ihle in these works. Those first biouj^hl into use wore sent by
Uicir author to Niuhol.as I., pojic from 8^3 to 8C7, who aulliorizeU

Se.

quencesi.

their use, and that ol others composed afior the same model
by other brethren of St Gall, in all cluuclies of the West.
Although the sequences of Notker and his school, whicli then

rapidly pa.sscd into most German, Ficnch, and British Jli-s^ils,

were not metrical, the art ot "assonauce" was much practised iu
them. Many of those in the Sarum and Kicnch Jlissals have every
verse, and even every clause or divi.siou of a verse, emling with tho
.same vowel " a,"—pcrliaps with some reference to the t?rniiii.il

letter of " Alleluia." Artifices such as these r.ifu-.-ally led tho way
to the adaptation of the same kind of composition to regular metre
and fully developed rhyme. Dr Ncale's lull and large collection,
and the second volume of Dr Daniel's Tlusatirus, contain iimueroua
examples, both of the "proses," properly s» calleii, of the 'Not-
kerian typs, and of those of the later school, which ((roiu the
rolig'otu hor.60 to which its chief writer belonged) h.as be^n called
" Victorine." Most Missals appear to have contained sonic »f
b<th kinds. In the majority of those from which Dr JJcale'.s speci-

mcno ore taken, the metrical kind largely prevailed ; but in some
(cj., those of Saium and Liege) the greater number were Not-
kerian.

Of the sequence on the Holy Ghost, sent by Notker
(according to Ekkehard) to Charles the Bald, Dr iSeaie

says that it " was in use all over Europe, even in those

countries, like Italy and Spain, which usually rejected

sequences"; and that, "in the Missal of Palencia, tho

priest was ordered to hold a white dove in his hands,

whUe intoning the first syllables, and then to let it go "

Another of the most remarkable of Notker's sequences,

beginning " Media in vita " (" In 'he mid.st of lift we are

in death"), is said to have be^n suggested to him while
observing some workmen engaged in the construction of a
bridge over a torrent n£ar his monastery. Miss Winkworth
states that this was long used as a battle-song, until the

custom was forbidden, on account of its beirg supposed to

exercise a magical influence. A translation of it (" Mitten
wir im Leben sind ") is one of Luther's funeral hymns

;

and all but the opening sentence of that part of the burial

service of the Church of England which is directed to be
"said or sung "at the grave, "while the corpse is mode
ready to be laid into the earth," is taken from it.

The "Golden Sequence," " Veni, saucte Spiritus " ("Holy
Spirit, Lord of Light "), is an early example of the transi-

tion of sequences from a simply rhythmical to a metrical

form. Archbishop Trench, who esteems it " the loveliest ol

all the hymns in the whole circle of Latin sacred poetry,"

is inclined to give credit to a tradition which ascribes its

authorship to Robert II., king of France, son of Hugh
Capet (997-1031). Others have assigned to it a latet

date,—some attributing it to Pope Innocent III., and some
to Stephen Langton, archbishop of Canterbury. Jlany
translations, in German, English, and other languages,

attest its merit. Bereugarius of Tours, St Bernard of

Clairvaux, and Abelard, in the 11th century and early

in the 1 2th, followed in the sam.e track ; and the art of

the Victorine school was carried to its greatest perfection

by Adam of St Victor (who died between 1173 and
1191),—"the most fertile, and" (in the concurrent judg-

ment of Archbishop Trench and Dr Ncalc) "the greatest

of the Latin hymnographers of the Miildle Ages." The
archbishop's selection contains many excellent specinicna

of his works.

But the two most widely celebrated of all this class ol

compositions,—works which have exercised the talents of

the greatest musical composers, and of innumerable trans-

lators in almost all languages,—are the "Dies Irx"I'i«iIn»

("That day of wrath, that dreadful day"), by Tlijmas do
Celano, the compaiuon and biographer of St Fiu'ucis of

Assisi (who died in 122C), and the "Stabat Matci stahst

dolorosa" (' By the cross sad vigil keeping ") of .lacopone J'"'

or Jacobus do Benedictis, a Franci.scan humorist and
reformer, wiio was persecuted by Pope Boniface VIII. fo

his satires on the prelacy of the time, and died very clfi

in l.'iOG. Besides these, the 13th century produced tho

famous sequence " Lauda Sion Sahatorcm " ("Sion, li''*
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thy voice apd sing "),'and the four other well-known sacra-

Aotluas. mental hymns of St Xhomas Aquinas, viz., " Pange lingua

gloriosi corporis mysterium " {" Sing, my tongue, the

Saviour's glory"), " Verbum eupernum prodiens " ("The
Word, descending from above "—not to be confounded

with the Ambrosian hymn from which it borrowed the first

line), " Saeris solemniis juncta sint gaudia " (" Let us with

hearts renewed our grateful homage pay "), and " Adoro

Te devote, latens Deltas " (" Godhead hid, devoutly I

adore Thee "),—a grcup of remarkable compositions, written

by him for the then new festival of Corpus Christi, of which

he induced Pope Urban IV. (1261-1265) to decree the

observance. In these (of which all but "Adoro Te devote,"

(fcc, passed rapidly into Breviaries and Missals) the doctrine

of transubstantiation is set forth with a wonderful degree

of scholastic precision ; and they exercised, probably, a

not unimportant influence upon the general reception of

that dogma. They are undoubtedly works of genius,

powerful in thought, feeling, and expression.

M.»ViT7al Those and other medijeval hymn-writers of the 12th and
ii,aiaa. I3tij centurie.s may be described, generally, as poet-school-

tnen. Their tone is contemplative, didactic, tbeolugical
;

they are especially fertile and ingenious in the field of

mystical interpretation. Two great monasteries in the East

had, in the 8th and 9th centuries, been the principal

centres of Greek bymnology ; and, in the West, three

monasteries,—St Gall, near Constance (which was long

the especial seat of G»rman religious literature), Clunv in

Burgundy, and St Victor, near Paris,—obtained a similar

distinction. StOall produced, besides Motker, several dis-

tingubhed sequence writers, probably his pupils,— Hart-

mann, Hermann, and Oottschalk, —to tho last of whom
Dr Neale ascribes the " Alleluiatic Sequence" ("Caiite-

mus cuncti melodum nunc Alleluia"), well known in

England through his translation, " The strain upraise of

joy and praise." The chief poets of Cluny were two of

its abbots, Odo (who died in 947) and Peter the Venerable

(1122-1 156), and one of Peter's monk-., Bernard of Morlaix,

who wrote the remarkable poem on " Contempt of the

V/orld " in about 3000 loagrolling "leonine dactylic " verses,

from parts of which Dr Neale's popular hymns, " Jerusalem

the golden," ifec, are taken. The abbey of Si Victor,

besides Adam and his follower Pistor, was destined after-

warils to produce the most popular church poet of the 17th

century.

There were other distinguished Latin hymn-writers of

the later mediaeval period besides those already mentioned.

Pumanl Tlio name of St Bernard of Clairvaui cannot be passed
oi <'lair- over with the rncre mention o( the fact that he was tho
^•'"'- author of some metrical eequencea. He wa.s, in truth, the

father, in Latin hyniniHly, of that warm and pa.ssionale

form of devotion which some may consider to apjily too

freely to Divine Objects the language of human affection,

but which has, nevertheless, been popular with many devout

jicrsons, in Protestant as well as llornan Catholic churches.

Spec, "Angclua," Madame Ouyori, P.i.-iiop Ken, Count Zin-

zendorf, and Frederick William Fabor may bo regarded as

disciples in this school. Many hymns, in various lan-

guages, have been founded upon St Piuriiard's ".Jcsu dulcis

meinoria" (" Jesu, tho very thought of Thee"), "(Jcsu

dulccdo cordiuin" (" Jcsu, Thou joy of loving hearts "), and
"Jcsu Rex admirabilis " (" O Jesu, King most wonderful "),

—three portions of one poom, nearly 200 lines long.

Cardinal Damiani, tho friend of Pop.o Gregory VII.,

Marbode (bishop of Ucnnes) in tho 11th, llihlebcrt (arch-

bishop of Tour.s) in tho 12lh, and Cardinal Bonnvoritura

in tho l.^th centuries, are other eminent men, who added
pooticiil fame, ns liymnngraiiljors, to high public distinction.

I'L-fuio llie time of tho Keformntion, tho miiUiplicalion

of Bcqucuccs (often as uucdifyin;^ in matter as unpoetical

in style) had done much to degrade the comnlon conception

of hymnody. In some parts of France, Portugal, Sardinia,

and Bohemia, their use in the vernacular language had
been allowed. In Germany also there were vernacular

sequences as early as the 12th century, specimens of which
may be seen in the third chapter of Miss Winkworth's
Christian Singers of Geymaiii/. Scoffing parodies upon
sequences are said to have been among the means used in

Scotland to discredit the old church services. After tho

15th century they were discouraged at Rome. They
retained for a time some of their old popularity among
German Protestants, and were only gradually relinquished

in France. A new "prose," in honour of St Maxenlia, is

among the compositions of Jean Baptiste Santeul
; and Dr

Daniel's second volume closes with one written in 1855

upon the dogma of the Immaculate Conception.

The taste of the Renaissance vrtm ofTendcd by ail deviations from RoniaD re-

classical prosody and Lalinity. Pope Leo X. directed the whole visioc of

body of the hymns in use at Rome to be refornnd
; and a volume byimia

of " new ecclesiastical hymns, " prepared by Ferreri, a scholar ot

Vicenza, to whom Leo had comroilted that task, appeared in 1523,
with the sanction of a l.-iter pope, Clement VII. The neit fit«p

was to revise the wJiok* Uoinan Breviary. That undertaking, alter

passing throu;;h several st.iges under different popes (particuli.riy

I'ius V. and Cienn-nt Vlll.), was at last brought to a conclusion i.y

Urban VIU., in 1631. From thh revistrd Breviary a large num-
ber of mediaeval hymns, both of the earlier and the later jHTimls,

were excluded ; and in their places many new hymns, ineludmg
some by Pope Urban himself, and some by Caro nal Bellarmine
and aiiollier cardinal (tjilvius Antonianus) were introduced. The
hymns of the primitive epoch, from Hilary to Gregory the Great,

for the most part retained their places (especially in the offices for

everyday of the week); and there remained altogether from sevrnty
to eiglity of earlier date than the llth century. Those, however,
which were so retained were freely altered, and by no means generully

improved. The revisers appointed by Pope Urban (three learned

Jesuits,—Strada,Gallucci, and Petrucci), professed tohavemade '* as

few changes fls possible " in the works of Ambrose, Gregory, Pni-
deiitius, Sedulius, Fortunatus, and other " poets of great name."
liut some changes, even in those works, were made with consider-

able boldness; and the pope, in the ''constitution" by whieh his

new book was promulgated, boasted that, "with the exception of

a very small number (* pcipaucis'), wliich were either piose rr

merely rliythmical, all the hymns had been made cojiformablc to

the laws of prosody and Latiiiit}', those wliich could not be correeti *1

by any milder nielbod being entirely n^writtcn," The latter falo

befel, among others, the beautiful " Urbs beata llierusalem,"

which now assumed the form (to many, jieihaps, better known),
of '* Crelestis urbs Jerusalem." Of tho "very few" which wcrb
spared, the chief were " Ave maris steHa"(*' Gentle star of ocean "),

" Dies Ir;c, " " Stabat Mater dolorosa," the hymns of Thomas
Aquinas, twoof St Bernard, and one Ambrosian hymn, "Jesu nos-

tra Redemptio" (" O Jcsu, our I\edem]itiun "), which apprt>a<:he»

nearer than others to the tone of St Bernard. A then recent hymn
©f St Francis Xavier, with scarcely enough ro»;rit of any kind to

atone for its neglect of prosody, " O Deus, egoamo To" (" O God, I

love Thee, not because 'J, was at tho same time introduced without
change. Tiiis hymnary of Pope Urban VIU. is now in general
use tiiroughout the Roman Communion.
The Parisian hymnary underwent three T«visions—tho first in Parinimn

in27, when a new " Psaltery with hymns" was issued. In this revisions.
such changes only W(;re made as tho revisera thought justifiablo

u[ion the principle of correcting supposed corruptions of the original

tctt. Of these, the transposition, " Urbs JeriLsalein beata," instead
of " Urbs beatJi Hierusalcm," may he taken as a typical example.
The next revision was in IGTO-IGSO, under Cardinal Peiefixe, pre-

ceptor of Louis XIV., and Francis Harlay, sucee^sivcly ftrchbishops

of Paris, who employed for this pur[iose Claude Santeul, of tlio

monastery of St Magloiro, and, through him, obtained the assist-

ance of other French scholars, including his more celebrated

brother, Jean Baptiste Santeul, of the abbey of St \'ictor.— better

known as " Sautolius Vietorinus." The third and tinal revision

was completed in ]7'i^, under'the primacy of Cardinal ,*\rclil'ishop

(Ic Vintimille, who engaged for it tho services of Charles Collin,

then rector of the university of Paris. Many old hymns woro
omitted in Archbishop Ilarlay's Breviary, and a large number ot

new compositions, by the Santeuls and others, was introduced. It

still, howex'er, retained in their ohL-idaces (without further cluiuges

tJian had been made in l.')'i7) about seventy of earlier dale than tho

llth century,— ineluding thirty-one Ambrosian, one by Hilary,

eight by Prudentius, seven by Fortunatus, three by I'liul tho Deacon,

two each by ScdiiliMB, F.lpis, Or.-gory, and Ilrabanus iMaurus, " Veni

Cnator," nuJ " Urbs Jerusalem beata." Most of these disappeared
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in 1735, althongh Cardinal Vintiinillc, in Iiis preface, profosscil to

have still admitted the old hymns, except when the new were btltcr

—(" veteribus hymnis locus datus est, nisi quibus, ob seutoiiliarum

vim, elegantiam verboruni, ct tcueriorcs pietatis scnsus, rocenliores

atiteponi salius visum est"). Thenumber ol'thencw was, at the same
time, very largely increased. Only twenty-one niore ancient than the

IGth century remained, of which those belonging to the primitive

«poeh were but eight, viz., four Ambrosian.two by Fortunalus, and
one each by PruJentius and Gregory. The number of Jean Bapliste

Sanleul's hyrans (who had died in 1697) rose to eighty-nine ; those

by Collin,—including some old hymns, e.j., "Jam lucisortosidere"

<"Once more the sun is beaming bright"), which hesubstanlially re-

wrote,— were eighty-three; those of other modern French writers,

ninety -seven. Whatever opinion may be entertained of the principles

on which these Roman and Parisian revisions proceeded, it would
he unjust to deny very high praise as hymn-writers to several of

their (locts, especially to Collin and Jean iiaptiste Saateul. The
ooble hymn by ColTin, beginning

—

luce qui moTt.l1ibu3
l-,tlc3 iiiucccssiv, Ociis.

I'lU-scnlc quo sanrti ttemunf
Nubuiuquc vultus angcli,"

" O Tiiou wno ni tlie lijjht dost dwell.

To mortnis unapproaciialile,

WhcrcflngL-Iaveil tht-iii fi'om Thy ray.-"

And tremble as tbcy gozc,"

ftud several othei-s of his works, breathe the true Ambrosian spirit
;

«nd though Sauteul (generally esteemed the better poet of the two)

delighted in alcaics; and did not greatly ntfcct the primitive

manner, there can be no question as to the excellence of such hymns
as his " Fumant Sabiis templa vaporibus" ("Sweet incense

breathes around"), '* Stupetc gentes, fit Deus hostia " (*' Tremble,

ye Gentile lands"), " llyujnis dum resonat curia cfelitiim " ("Ye
in the house of heavenly morn "), and " Templi sacratas panje,

Sion, fores" ("0 Sion, open wide thy gates"). It is a striking

testimony to the merits of those writers that such accomplished
translators as the Rev, Isaac Williams and the Rev. John
Chandler appear (from the title page of the latter, and the prefaces

of both) to havo supposed their liymns to be "ancient" and
** primitive." Among the other authors associated with thcni,

perhaps the first place is due to the Abbe Ucsnault, of Sens, who
CODtrilmtedito the book of 1735 the " Urbs bcata vera pacis Visio

Jerusalem," i;i the opinion of Dr Ncalc "much superior" to the

"Cofdestis urbs Jerusalem)" of the Roman Breviary. This stood
Bide by side with the " Urbs Jerusalem beata" of 1527 (in the office

for the dedication of churches) till 1S22, when the older form
was at last finally excluded by Archbishop do Quelen.
The Parisian Breviary of 1735 remained in tise till the national

French service-books were superseded (as they have lately been,
Cenerally, if not universally) by the Roman. Almost all French
dioceses followed, not indeed the Breviary, but the example, of
Palis ; and before the end of the 18th century the ancient Latin
hyiinody was all but banished from France.

In some parts of Germany, after the Reformation, Latin hyrans
continued to be used even by Protestantii. This was the case at

Halbcrstadt until quite a recent date. In Enghnd, a fcrf are still

occasionally used in the older universities and colleges. Some, also,

have been composed in both countries since the Reformation. The
"Carmina Lyrica " of John Jacob Balde, a native of ALsace, and a
Jesuit priest in Bavaria, have received high coinmendalion from
very eminent German critics, particularly Herder and Augustus
Schlegel. Some of the Latin hymns of William Alard, a Protestant
refugee from Belgium, and pastor in Holstein (1572-16I5), have
been thought worthy of a place in Archbishop Trench's selec-

tion. Two by W. Petersen (printed at the end of Habcrl;orn's
supplement to J.acobi's Psalmodia Gcrrhiniai) arc good in different

ways.—one, " Jesu dulcis amor mens" ("Jesus, Thee my soul
doth love"), being a gentle melody of spiritual devotion, and the
other, entitled Spts Sionis, violently controversial against Rome.
An Knglish hymn of the 17th century, in the Ambrosian style,
" Te Ueum Patrem colimus " ("Almighty, Father, just and good "),

is sung on every May-Day morning by the choristers of JIagdalen
College, Oxford, from the top of the tower of their chapel ; and
onolhcr in the style of tho Renaissance, of about the same date,
"Te dc profundis, summe Rex" ("Thee from the depths,
Almighty King"), is, or until lately was.sung as part of a grace by
the scholars of Winchester College.
The principal ancient authorities on Latin hymnody are the 25th

chapter ("Dc hymnis et cantilenis ct incrementis corum ") of the
tie.iliseof W.alafridus Strabo, and a treatise of the ;4th century
{•[): Psalterioobservando"), by Radulphus, dean of Tongres in the
Netherlands. Next to those are- the first hook of Clichtoveus'a
Eluadatorium Ecdcsiaslicum (Paris, 155G) ; tho chapter on
Ambrosian and other hymns in the works of George Cassander
(Paris, 1616) ; the Psalkrium, kc, in the second volume of the
works of Cardinal J. M. Thomasius (Rome, 1747) ; and the treatise
"Do Hymnis EcclesiasticLs," prefixed io \\\o 11ymTiodia Hispanica
of Faustinus Arevalns (Rome, 1786). The present century, more
especially within the last fifty years, has added much to the stores
of learning accessible on this subject. In Germanv, Ramkach's
'Jhristian Anthology; Moae's i/ytnni Zo^iiii mcdii j:vi; Daniel's

Tlicsatirus ITtjmnologkus ; and Mohnike's ffymnoloffisehe ForscK-

vngm
;
—and in England, Archbishop Trench's Sacred Zatin Poetry

;

Dr Ncale's two collections of Latin Hymns and Sequences (Oxford,

1851 and 1S52), and his Essays on Lilurgiology and Church Uis-

lory ; the Oxford collection of Hymns from tho Roman, Sarum,
York, and other Breviaries (1838) ; the Psalter, ic, according to

Sarum use, of Mr J. D. Chambers (1S52) ; and the two volumes
already referred to of .-Vnglo-Saxon and Irish hymns, puhlisheri iu

1851 and 1865 by the Surtcca Society and the Irish Arcliaological

Society, have left little to be added by any future labourers in

this field. The same period has also produced numerous English

translations of Latin hymns, many of which arc good and interesting,

though perhaps few of the translators have overcome the inherent
dilficulties of their task sufficiently either to represent the char-

acteristic merits of the originals, or to add to our vernacular hymns
many adaptations really well-suited for popular use. The most
important are—Mr Isaac Williams's Hymns fnmi the Parisian
Breviary (1S39), and Mr Chandler's i/2/ni?i.s of tlie Primitive Church
(1837) ; Bishop Mant's volume of 1837, and tlie Kev. Edward
Caswall's Lyra Cathulica (1849), both from the Roman Breviary

;

the versions of Mr Chambers, in his Sarum Psalter, ic. ; Dr Neale's

Mcdimval Hymns and Scquaiccs (1862), with his versions, sepw
atcly published, of some other works ; and Hyrnns of th£ Lotin
Church, translated by David T.' Morgan, with the originals

appended (privately printed in 1871). The first lines, in English,

given iu this article, are generally adopted from some of these.

5. German HyrMiody.

Liitber was a jirofieient in atid a lover of music. lie Luther;

desired (as he says in tlie preface to bis hymn-book of 1540)

that this "beautiful ornament " might "in a right manner
serve the great Creator and Uis Christian peopk." The per-

secuted Bohemian or Hussite Church, then settled on tho

borders of Moravia under the name of "United Brethren"

(which their descendants still retain), had sent .to him,

on a mission in 1522, Michael Weiss, who not long after-

wards published a number of German translations from

old Bohemian hymns (known as those of the " Bohemian
Brethren"), with some of his own. These Luther highly

approved and recommended. He himself, in 1522, pub-

lished a email volume of eight hymns, which was enlarged

to 63 in 1527, and to 125 in 1545. .He had formed what

he called a " house choir " of musical friends, to select such

old and popular tunes (whether secular or ecclesiastical)

as might be found suitable, and to compose new melodies,

for church use. His fellow labourers in this field (besides

Weiss) were Justus Jonas, bis own especial colleague ; Paul

Eber. the disciple and friend of Melanchthon ; John
Walther, choirmaster successively to several German
princes, and professor of arts, ic, at Wittenberg ; Nicholas

Decius, who from a monk became a Protestant teacher in

Brunswick, and translated the "Gloria in Excelsis,"ite.; and
Paul Speratus, chaplain to Duke Albert of Prussia in 1525.

Some of their works are still popular in Germany. Wciss's

" Kuneral Hymn," " Nun lasst uns den Leib begrabcn "

(" Now lay we calmly in the grave ") ; Eber's " Herr Jcsu

Christ, wahr Meiisch und Gott" (" Lord Jesus Christ,

true Man and God "), and " Wenn wir in hochsten Nothcri

sein" ("When in the hour of utmost need ") ; Walther'a
" New Heavens and new Earth " (" Now fain my joyous

heart would sing") ; Decius's "To God en high be thanks

and praise ;" and Speratu.s's " Salvation now has come for

all," are among those which at the time produced the

greatest effect, and are still best remembered.

Luther's own hymns, thirty-seven in num.ber (of which

about twelve are translations or adaptations from Latin

originals), are for the principal Christian seasons ; on the

sacraments, the church, grace, death, ic; and paraphrases

of seven psalms, of a passage in loaiali, and of the Lord's

Prayer, Ten Commandments, Creed, Litany, and "Te
Deum." There is also a very touching and stirring song

on the martyrdom of two youths by rire at Brussels, in

1523-21. Homely and sometimes rugged in form, and
for the most part objeclivo in tone, they are full of lire,

manly simplicity, and strong faith. Three rise above the
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rest. One for Christmas, "Vom Himmel hoch da komiu

ich her" ("From Heaven above to earth I come"), has a

reverent tenderness, the influence of which may be traced

in many later productions on the same subject. That on

salvation through Christ, of a didactic character, " Nun
freuet euch, lieben Christen g'mein " (" DearChristian people,

now rejoice "), is said to have made many conversions, and

to have been once taken up by a large congregation to

silence a Roman Catholic preacher in the cathedral of

Frankfort. Pre-eminent above all is the celebrated para-

phrase of the 46th Psalm :
" Ein' feste Burg ist unser Cott "

(" A sure stronghold our God is He ' ),
—"the production

"

(as Fianke says) "of the moment in which Luther, engaged

in a couBict with a world of foes, sought strength in the

consciousness that he was defending a divine cause which

could never perish." Carlyle comi^ares it to "a sound of

Alpine avalanches, or the first murmur of earthquakes."

Heine called it "the Marseillaise of the Reformation."

Luther spent several years in teaching his people at

Wittenberg to sing these hymns, which soon spread over

Germany. Without adopting the hyperbolical saying of

Coleridge, that " Luther did as much for the Reforma-

tion by his hymns ai by his translation of the Bible," it

may truly be affirmed that, among the secondary means
by which the success of the Reformation was promoted,

none was more powerful. They were sung everywhere,

—

in the streets and fields as well as the churches, in the

workshop and the palace, " by children in the cottage and
by martyrs on the scallbld." It was by them that a con-

gregational character was given to the new Protestant

worship This success they owed partly to their metrical

Bt'.ucture, which, though sometimes complex, was recom-

mended to the people by its ease and variety ; and pvartly

to the tunes and melodies (mnny of them alieady well

known and popular) to which they were set. They were

used as direct instruments of teaching, and w^ere therefore,

in a large measure, didactic and theological ; and it may
bo partly owing to this cause that German hymnody came
to deviate, so soon and so generally as it did, from the

simple idea expressed in the ancient Augu.stinian definition,

and to comprehend large classes of compositions which, in

most other countries, would be thought hardly suitable

fill church use.

The piincipnl hymn- writers of the Lutheran school, in
lowers of

^ij;, latter part of the 16th century, were Selnecker, Nicholas

Hermann, and Hans Sach.s, the shoemaker of Nuremberg,
also known in other branches of literature. All these

wrote some good hymns. They were succeeded by men of

another sort, to whom Cunz gives the name of " niaster-

aingcrs," as having raised both the poetical an.d the musical

standard of German hymnody :— Ringwaldt, nelmbol'd,

Pappus, Schalling, Rutilius, and Weingartner. The prin-

cipal topics of their hymns (as if with some foretaste of

the calamities which were soon to follow) were the vanity

of eartlily things, resignation to the Divine will, and pre-

paration for death and judgment. The well-known English

Iiyiun, " Great God, what do I see and hoar," is fo-unded

upon one by Ringwaldt. Of a ipiite different character

were two of great beauty and universal popularity, com-

posed by Philip Nicolai, a Weslphalian pastor, during a

pestilence in 1597, and published by him, with fine chorales,

two years afterwards. One of these (the " Sleepers wake !

a voice is calling," of Mendelssnlin's oratorio, .Si Paul)
belongs to the family of .\dvcnt or New Jerii.'ialcm hymns.
The other, a "Song of the believing soul concerning the

Heavenly Bridegroom" ("Wie scliiin leucht't uiis der

MorgeiKtcrn,"— •'O morning Star, how fair and bright"),

beciimc the favourite iniirriage hymn of Germany.
The hynin.-i produced during the Thirty Years' War are

characteristic of that unhai'iiy time, which (as Miss

Fol-

Luther.

Winkworth saj-s) "caused religious men to look away Period of

from this world," and made their songs more and more TJiiny

expressive of personal feelings. In point of refinement u-"^'*

and graces of stylo, the hymn-writers of this period cx.celled

their predecessors. Their taste was chiefly formed by the

influence of Martin Opitz, the founder of what has been
called the " first Si'esian school " of German pioetry, who
died comparatively young in 1639, and who, though not

of any great original genius,, exercised much power as a
critic. Some of the best of these works were by men who
wrote little. In the famous battle-song of Gustavus
Adolphus, puhliehod (1631) after the victory of Leipsic,

for the use of his array, " Verzage nicht du Hiiuficin klein
"

("Fear not, little flock, the foe"), we have almost
certainly a composition of the hero-king himself, the

versification corrected by his chaplain Fabricius, and the

music composed by AUenburg, whose name has been given

to the hymn. This, with Luther's paraphrase of the 67th
Psalm, was sung by Gustavus and his soldiers before the

fatal battle of Lvitzen. Two very fine hymns, one of prayer

for deliverance and peace, the other of trust in God uiTTler

calamities, were written about the same time by Lbs.'en-

stern, a saddler's son, poet, musician, and statesman, \' ho
was ennobled after the peace by the emperor Ferdinand 11 L
Martin Rinckhart, in 1636, wrote the "Chorus of God's
faithful children" ("Nun clanket alle Gott,"—"Now
thank we all our God"), introduced by Mendelssohn in his
" Lobgesang," which has been called the " Te Deum " of

Germany, being usually sung on occasions of public thanks-

giving. Weissel, in 1635, composed a beautiful Advent
hymn ("Lift up your heads, ye mighty gates"), and
Mtyfart, professor of theology at Erfurt, in 1643, a fine

adaptation of the ancient "Urbs beata Ilierusalem." The
hymn of trust in Providence by Neumarck, librarian to

that duke of Weimar who was a distinguished general in

the war (" Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst walten "—" Leavo

God to order all thy ways "), is scarcely, if at all, inferior

to that of Paul Gerhardt on the same theme. Paul

FIcmming, a great traveller and lover of nature, who died

young in 1631), also wrote excellent compositions, coloured

by the same tone of feeling; and some, of great merit, were

composed, soon after the close of the war, by Louisa

Henrietta, electress of Brandenburg, granddaughter of the

famous Admii-al Coligny, and mother of the first king of

Prussia, With those may be classed (though of later dale)

a few striking hymns of faith and prayer under mental

anxiety, by Anton Ulrich, duke of Brunswick, whoso

nominal conversion to Romanism cast o shade over the

close of a life otherwise conscientious and honourable.

The most copious, and in their day most esteemed, hymn- Ilccr

writers of this first half of the 1 7th century, were Heermann """"i

and Rist. Heormann, a pastor in Silesia, the theatre (in a

peculiar degree) of war and persecution, experienced in his

own person a very largo share of the miserii-s of the time,

and several times narrowly escaped a violent death. His

D'-in/i M.(fica Cordis, publishccl in 1C30, rcC.ects the feel-

ings natural under siuh circumstances. With a correct

style and good versification, his tone is subjective, and the

burden of his hymns is not praise, but prayer Among his

works (which enter largely into most German hymn-books),

two of the best arc the " Song of Tears," and the " Song
of Comfort," translated by Miss Winkworth in her C/irii-iinii

Sniffers of German?/. Rist published about 600 hymns, Rist.

" pressed out of him," as ho said, " by the crftss." Ho
wns a pastor, and son of a pastor, in Holstein, and lived

after the peace to enjoy many years of iirosjicrity, buing

appointed I'oetlnurcatu to the emiieror, and finally ennobled.

The bulk of his hymns, like those of other copinua writers,

are of inferior quality ; but some, particnlarly those for

Advent, Eiiiphany, Easter Eve, and on Angols, are very
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good. Tbey are more objective than those of Hcermann,

and written, upon the whole, in a more manly spirit.

Next to Heermann and Rist iu fertility of production, and

D».n above thera in poetical genius, was Simon Dach, pro-

" fessor of poetry at Konigsberg, who died in 1059. Miss

Winkworth ranks him high among German poets, •' for the

sweetness of formand deptli of tender contemplative emotion

to be found in his verses."

The fame of all those writers was eclipsert in the latter

part of the same century by three of the greatest hymno-

graphers whom Germany has produced,—Paul Gerbardt

(160-1-1G76), John Franck (1G1S-1C77), and John

Schefller (1624-1677), the founder of the "second Silesian

Oerhaid, school," who assumed the name of "Angelas." Gcrhardt

is by universal consent the prince of Lutheran poets.

His compositions (which may be compared, in many respects,

to those of the Chrutian Year) are lyric poems, of consider-

hble length, rather than hymns, though many hymns have

been taken from them. They are, with few exceptions,

subjective, and speak the languagu of individual experience.

They occupy a middle ground between the masculine sim-

plicity of the old Lutheran style and the highly wrought

religious emotion of the later Pietists, towards whom they

(on the whole) incline. Being nearly all excellent, it is not

easy to distinguish among the 123 those which are entitled

to the highest praise. Two, which were written one during

the war and the other after the conclusion of peace,

" Zeuch ein zu deinen Thoren " (" Come to Thy temple

here on earth "), and " Gotllob, nun ist erschollen,"

("Tbank God, it hath resounded"), are historically in-

teresting. Of the rest, one is well known and highly

appreciated in England through We.sley's translation,

" Commit thou all thy ways," <Src. ; and the Evening and

Spring-tide hytons ("Now all the woods are sleeping," and

"Go forth, my heart, and seek delight ") show an exquisite

feeling for nature ; while nothing can be more tender and

pathetic than " Du bist zwar mein und bleibest mein

"

("Thou'rt mine, yey, still thou art mine own"), on the

Prsnck. death of his son. Fianck, who wus burgomaster of Guben
in >Lusatia, has been considered by some second only to

Gerhardt. If so, it is with a great distance between them.

His approach to the later Pietists is closer than that of

Gerhardt. His liymnj were published, under the title of

Spiritual Zion, in 1674, some of them being founded on

Ambrosian and other Latin originals. Miss AVinkworth

gives thera the praise of a condensed and polished style

and fervid and impassioned thought. It was after his

sfchcfUer. conversion to Romanism that Scheffler adopted the name
of " Angelus," and published (1637) his hynms, under a

fantastic title, and with a still more fantastic preface.

Their key-note is divine love ; they are enthusiastic, in-

tense, exuberant in their sweetness, like those of St

Bernard among mediaeval po.ets. An adaptation of one of

them, by Wesley, " Thee will I love, my Strength, my
Tower," is familiar to English readers. Those lOr llie

first Sunday after Epiphany, Sexagesima Sunday, and
Trinity Sunday, in Lpa Germanida, are good examples of

his excellences, with few of his defects. His hymns are

generally so free from the expr«sion, or even the indirect

suggestion, of Roman Catholic doctrine, that it has been

supposed they werv' written before his conversion, though
published afterwards. The evangelical churches of Germany
found no difficulty in admitting them to that prominent
place in their services which they have ever since retained.

Pictista. Towards the end of the 17th century, a new religious

school arose, to wfaich the name of " Pieti.sts" was given,

and of which Philip Jacob Spcner was esteemed the founder.

He and his pupils and successors, August Hermann Francko
anil Anastasias Freylii.ghausen, all wrote hymns. Spener's

hymns are not reraarkabli, and Francke's are not numer-

ous. Freylinghausen was tdeir chief singer : bis rhythm

is lively, his music florid; but, though his book attained

extraordinary popularity, he was surpassed in soliil merit

by ot.Her less fertile writers of the same school. The " Anf

hinauf zu deincr Freude " (" Up, yes, upward to thy glad-

ness") of Schade may recall to an English reader a hymn
by Seagrave, and more than one by Lyte ; the " Malabarian

hymn " (as it was called by Jacobi) of Schiitz, " All glory

to the Sovereign Good," has been popular in England

as well as Germany ; ami one of the most exquisite strains

of pious resignation ever written is " Whate'er my God
ordains is right," by Rodigast.

Joachim Neander, a schoolmaster at Diisseldorf, and a Neandw,

friend of Spener and Schutz (who died before the full

development of the " Piotistic " school), was the first man.

of eminence in the "Reformed" or Calvinistic Church wh<.

imitated Lutheran hymnody. This he did, whUe suffering

persecution from the elders of his own church for some

other religious practices, which he had also learnt from

Spener's example. As a poet, he is sometimes deficient in

art ; but there is feeling, warmth, and sweetness in many of

his " Bundeslieder " or " Songs of the Covenant," and they

obtained general favour, both in the Reformed and in

Lutheran congregations. The Summer Hymn (" O Thou
true God alone ") and that on the Glory of God iu Creation

(" Lo, heaven and earth and sea and air ") are instances of

his best style.

With the "Pietists" may be classed Schmoke and

Deisler, representatives of the "Orthodox" division of

Spener's school ; Hiller, their leading poet in South Ger-

many ; Arnold and Tersteegen, who were practically inde-

pendent of ecclesiastical organization, though connected, one

with the "Orthodox" and the other with the "Reformed"

churches ; and Louis Count Zinzendorf. Sehmo'ke, a Schmoike

pastor in Silesia, called the Silesian Rist (1672-1737),

was perhaps the most voluminous of all German hymn-

writers. He wrote 1188 religious poems and hymns, a

large proportion of which do not rise above me-iiocrity.

His style, if less refined, is also less subjective and more

simple than that of most of his contemporaries. Among
his best and most attractive works (which, indeed, it would

be ditlicult to praise too highly) are the " Hosianoa David's

Sobn," for Palm Sunday,—much resembling a shorter

hymn by Jeremy Taylor ; and the Ascension, Whitsuntide,

and Sabbath hymns,—" Heavenward doth our journey

tend," " Come deck our feast to-day," and " Light of light,

enlighten me." Dessler was a greater poet than Schmolke. Dessler.

Few hymns, of the subjective kind, are better than his

" I will not let Thee go, Thou Help in time of need ;" "O
Friend of souls, how well is me ;

" and " Now the pearly

gates unfold," ic. Hiller was a pastor in Wiirtemberg Hiller..

(1699-1769), who, falling into ill-health during the latter

part of his ministry, published a Casket of Sjnrilvcl <S»n^s,

in a didactic vein, with more taste than power, but (as Miss

Winkworth says) in a tone of "deep, thoughtful, practical

piety." They were so well-adapted to the wanti of his

people that to this d.iy Hiller's Cad-et is prized, iie.xt to

their Bibles, by the peasantry of Wiirtemberg ; ;\nd the

numerous emigrants from that part of Germany to America

and other foreign countries generally take it with them

wherever they go. Arnold, a professor at Giesaen, and AmoU,

afterwards a "pastor in Brandenburg, was a man of strong

will, uncompromising character, and austere views of life,

intolerant and controversial towards those whose doctrine

or practice he disapi'rovcd, and more indifferent to scpa-

rati.'^m and sectarianism than the "Orthodox" gonerallj

thought right. His hymns, like those of our own Toplady

(whom in these respects he resembled), unite with con-

siderable strength more gentleness ami breadth of sympathy

Ihau uii^'ht be expected Irom a man of such a character.
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Tersteegen (1697-17G9), wlio never formally separated

himaelf from the " Reformed " communion, in which he was

brought up, but whose sympathies -.vti-e with the Moravians

and Count Zinzendorf, was, of all the more copious German

hymn-writers after Luther, perhaps the most remarkable

man. Pietist, mystic, and missionary, he was also a

great religious poet. His 1 ! 1 hymns vzers published iu

1731, in a volume called l^he Spiritual Flower-(;arden.

They are inte::so!y individual, meditative, and subjective.

Wesley's adaptations of two—" Lo ! God is hero ; let us

adore," and " TUou hidden Love of God, whose source

"

—are well bnowii. Ainon^ those translated by Miss

Winkworth, " O God, O spirit. Light of all that live," and

"Come, brethren, let us go," are specimens which exhibit

favourably his manner and power. Miss Cox speaks of

him as "a gentle heaven-inspired soul, whose hymns are

the refiexioa of a heavenly, happy life, his mind being full

of a child-lika simplicity ; " and his own poem on the child-

character, which Miss Winkworth has appropriately con-

nected with Innocents' day (" Dear Soul, couldst thou

oecome a child ')—one of his best compositions, ex-

quisitely conceived and expressed—shows that this waj

in truth the ideal which he sought to realize. The
hymns of Zinzendorf are often disfigured by excess in

the application of the language and imagery of human
affections to Divine Objects ; and this blemish is also found

in many later Moravian hymns. But one hymn, at least,

of Zinzendorf may be mentioned with unqualified praise,

as uniting the merits of force, simplicity, and brevity,

—

"Jesu, geh vorau" ("Jesus, lead the way"), which is

taught to most children of religious parents in Germany.
Wesley's "Jesus, Thy blood and righteousness" is a

translation from Zinzendorf.

The transition from Tersteegen and Zinzendorf to Gellert

and Klopstock marks strongly the reaction against Pietism

which took place towards the middle of the 18th century.

0«llert The Spiritual Odes and Son^/s of C. F. Gellert were pub-

lished in 1757, and are said to have been received with an

enthusiasm almost like that which "greeted Luther's hymns
on their firet appearance." It is a proof of the modera-

tion both of the author and of his times that they were

largely used, not only by Protestant congregations, but

in those German Roman Catholic churches in which ver-

nacular services had been established through the influ-

ence of the emperor Joseph II. They became the model

which was followed by most succeeding hymn-writers, and

exceeded all others in popularity till the close of tho

century, when a new wave of thought was generated by

the movement which proiluced the French Revolution.

Since that time they have been, perhaps, too much depre-

ciated. They are, indeed, cold and didactic, as compared

with SchefBer or Tersteegen ; but there is nevertheless in

them a spirit of genuine practical piety ; and,.if not marked

by genius, they are pure in taste, and often terse, vigorous,

and graceful.

Klip- Klopstock, the author of the Zfesdah, cannot be con-

<tocli. Bidercd great as a bynn-writer, though his "Sabboth
Hymn" (of which there is a version in Ili/mns from tJic

Land of Lulher) is simple and good. Generally his hycur.s

(ten are translated in Mr Sbcppard's Ford-jn Sacred Lyre)

are artificial and much too elaborate.

Of the "romantic" nchool, which came in with the

French Revolution, the two leading writers are Frederick

'on Uardenbcrj, called "Novalis," and Frederick do la

Motte Fouqui, tho celebrated author of Undine and

Sinlram, — both romaneo-writera, aa well as poeta.

Kovolln. Tlie genins of Novalis was early lost to the wold : ho

died in ir<02, just thirty years old. S"mfi of his hniins

are very bea'itiful ; but even in such works as Th-.ioli i

all to Thee were faithless," and "If only He is niin:;."

there is a feeling of insulation and of despondency as to

good in the actual world, which was perhaps inseparable

from his ecclesiastical idealism. Fouqu6 survived till 1843. Fouqafc

In his hymns there is the same deep flow of feeliug, ricliness

of imagery, and charm of expression, which distinguishes

his prose works. The two missionary hymns—"Thou,
solemn Ocean, rollest to the strand," and " In our sails all

soft and sweetly,"—and the exquisite composition which
finds its motive in the gospel narrative of blind Eartimeus,
"Was du vor tausend Jairen" (finely translated bpth by
Miss Wiukworth and by Miss Cox), are among the best

examples.

The later German hymn-sinters of the present century

are numerous, and belong, generally, to the revived
" Pietislic " school. Some of the best, e.g., Arndt,Albcrtmi,

Krummacher, and especially Spitta, have produced RoiksSpitti.

not unworthy of the fame of their nation. Mr Massic, the

able translator of Spitta's Psaltery and Harp (published at

Leipsic in lcS33), speaks of it aa having "obtained for

him in Germany a popularity only second to that of Paul

Gerhardt." Such praise is hyperbolical
;
posterity alone

can adjust the relative places of the writers of this and of

former generations. In Spitta's poems (for such they

generally are, rather than hymns) the subjective and
meditative tone is tempered, not ungracefully, witli a
didactic element ; and they are not, like some contemporary

hymns, disfigured by' exaggerated sentiment, or by a too

florid and rhetorical style.

T'oe best ami fullest, modem collection of choice German hymns is Ant>\oH-

tbat of Baruu von Bunsen, in his Vcrsuch einfs allgcvieinen Gt-^ang- tiea.

und Gelclhuclis of 1S33, unfortunatelv-uot reprinted after the first

edition. Tbis contains about 900 bynins. In his later Allgeincincs

evangclischc-! Gesang--iaid Gebetkuch of 1846 the number was reduced

to 4-10. Many other authors, besides those who have been here

mentioned, ai'e represented in these collections, and also in the
excellent English translations contained in the Lyra Gi~rmaiiica

of Misa Wijikworth ; Miss Cox's Sacred Hymns /rani the Ger~

wan ; Miss Fry's Hymns of the Reformation ; Hiss Dunn's Hymns
from the German ; the Misses Borthwick's Hymns from the Land
of LxUhir ; and the Rev. Arthur T. Russell's Hymns for the

Church of England. In Cunz's Qcschichle des dmlschcn KircJtcjt-

^:'.y/^5 (Leipsic, 1S55), tho number of German hymn-writers named
considerably exceeds 300. Besides the volumes of mi.\ed trans'

lations from dilTerent authors just enumerated (of which the earliest

is that of Miss Co.-j, 3 841), translations of Luther'shynms were pub-
lished by Mr John Hunt, of Preston, in 1S63, and by Mr Massie,

of Eccle'ston, in 1S54. The Lyra Domestica of Mr Massie (which

appeared in 1860) contains his translations from Spitti. A much
earlier scries of English versions of ninety-three mixed German
h}Tnn.s was puiilished in 1722, 1725, and 1732, by John Christidn

Jaeobi, under the patronage of Carohne, queen of George H. .To

this ooUtction, entitled PsaltnoJia Germanica, a supplement, eon-

t;:inin" thirty -one more, and al.'io two I.atin hymn.') by Petersen, was
added by Jolm Haberkom in 176r>, with a dedication to the mother

of Ceorge HI. Some of these are now sung (though not wiibout

coiisiiU'rabla alteration) in English churches.

Much of the bi.storieal and critical informntion contained in

tho foregoing account of German hymr.ody has been taken from

Miss Wrnkworth's book, cutillcd Christian Singers of Gcrivany

(Maemillan, 1869); and to her also we are in most instaiires in-

debted for our English renderings of the first lines of hymns. The
principal German autiiorities on the subjict, Wackemagel's /).i»

Deutsche JCircJunlied, Koch's Gtsrhickte. dcs Kirchnlicdcs u Kirch-

engetanye.1, kc, arc mentioned in ber preface; to which may be

added the work already mentioned of F. A. Cunz.

C. British Ilt/mnody.

After the Reformation, the development of hymnndy

W.J retarded, in both parts of Great Uritain, by the

exau'ple and influence of Geneva. Archbishop Cranmer

appears at one time to have been disposed to follow

Luther's course, and to pre.'scnt to the people, in aa

English drct-s, some at least of tho hymnB of tlie. ancient

church. In a letter to King Henry VIII. (7lh October

1544), an-jon^ some new "processions" which he had him-

Bolf tran.sltlcd into English, he mentions tho Easter hymn,

"Sri'vi-. fcstadics, toto memorabilia ffivo" ("Hail, glad day,
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Marot's

Psalms.

to be joyfully kept tlirough all generations"), of Fortunatus.

Ill the two " Primers " of 1535 (by Marshall) and of 1539
(by Bishop Hilsey of Rochester, published by order of

the vicar-goneral Cromwell) there had been several rude

English hymns, none of them taken from ancient sources.

King Henry's "Primer" of 1515 (commanded by his

injunction of the 6th May 1515 to be used throughout his

dominions) was formed on the model of the daily oflices of

the Breviary ; and it contains English metrical translations

from some of the best-known Ambrosian and other early

hymns. But in the succeeding reigu different views pre-

vailed. A new direction had been given to the taste of

the " Reformed " congregations in Franco and Switzerland

by the French metrical translation of the Old Testament
P.-nalras, which appeared about 1510. This was the joint

work of Clement Marot, valet or groom of the chamber to

Francis 1., and Theodore Beza, then a mere youth, fresh

from bis studies under Wolmar at Orleans.

Marot's Psalms vs'ere dedicated to the French king and

the ladies of France, and, being set to po[iular airs, became
fashionable. They were sung by Francis himself, the queen,

the princesses, and the courtiers, upon all sorts of secular

occasions, and also, more seriously and religiously, by the

jitizen;) and the common people. They were soon perct'.vcd

to be a power on the side of the Reformation. Calvin, who
bad settled at Geneva in t'ue year of Jlarot's return to Paris,

was tlien organizing his ecclesiastical .system. He rejected

the hymnody of the Breviaries and Missals, -and fell back

upon the idea, anciently held by Paul of Samosata, and
condemned by the fourth council of Toledo, that whatever

was sung in churches ought to be taken out cf the Scrip-

tures. Marot's Psalter, appearing thus opportunely, was
introduced into his new system of worsKp, and appended

to his catechism. On the other hand, it was inttrdicted

by the Roman Catholic priesthood. Thus it became a

badge to the one party of the " Reformed " profession,

and to the other of heresy.

The example thus set produced in England the transla-
hcjlii and

( j^,,-, tummo!;ly Known as the " Old Version " of the Psalms.
"'' ""

It was begun by Thomas St?rnhnld, whose position in the

household of Henry VIII., and afterwards of Edward VI.,

was similar to that of Marot with Francis I., and whose
services to the former of those kings were rewarded by

a substantial legacy under his will. Sternhold published

versions of thirty-seven Psalms in 1519, with a dedication

to King Edward, anil died soon afterwards. A second

edition appeared in 1551, with seven more Psalms added,

by John Hopkins, a Suffolk clergyman. The work was
continued during Queen Mary's reign by British refugees

at Geneva, the chief of whoni were ^ViHiaIU Whittingham
(afterwards dean of Durhairi ), who succeeded John Kno.\

as minister of the English congregation there, and William
Kctho (or Keith), said by Strypo to have been a Seotcliman.

They published at Geneva in 1556 a service-book, contain-

ing fifty-one English metrical P.ialms, which number was
increased, in later editions, to eighty-seven. On the acces-

sion of Queen Elizabeth, this Genevan Psalmody was at

once brought into use iu England,—first (according to a

letter of P.ishop Jewell to Peter Martyr, dated 5th March
1560) in one London church, from which it quickly spread
to others both in London and in other cities. Jewell
describes the effect produced by large congregations, of as

many as 6000 persons, young and old, women and children,

singing it after the sermons at St Paul's Cross,—adding, "Id
sacrificos ct diabolum a;gro habet ; vident enim eacras

tonciones hoc pacto profundius descendcrc in hominum
nnimos." The first edition of the completed " Old Version "

(containing forty Psalms by Stcnihold, sixty-seven by
Hopkins, fifteen by Whittingham, six by Kethc, and the

rest by Thomaa Norton, a barrister, Pvobert Wisdom,

Btem-
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Churchyard) appeared iuJohn Mardley, and Thomas
1062.

In tlio meantime, the Books of Common Pr.iyer, &c., of 15!9,

1562, and 1559 had been successively established as law by llio

Acts of Uniformity of Edw.aul VI. and Quten Elizabeth. In tliesc

no provision was made lor the use of any metrical psalm or lijn'n

on any occasion whatever, except at the consecration of bislinps and
tlie ordination of priests, in which cilices (first added in 1552) an
Krigiish version of " Veni Creator" (the long'jr of the two now in

use) was ajipointed to bo "said or sung." The canticles, "T«
Deum," " lienedicitc," &c., the Nicone and Athanasian Creeds,

the "Gloria in Excelsis," and some other pails of the comniunio:i

and other special oflices were also directed to be "said or iui'g ;

"

and, by general rubrics, the chanting of the whole service waj
allowed.

The silence, however, of the rubrics in these books as to any
other singing was not meant to exclude the use of psalms nut ex-

pressly appointed, when they could be used without interfering with

the [ircseribed order of any ervice. It was expressly provided by
King Edward's First Act of Uniformity (by later Acts made api>li-

cable to the later books) that it should be lawful " for all men, as

well in churches, chapels, oratories, or other places, to use ojienly

any psalms or pr.ayers taken out of the Bible, at any due lime, not
letting or omitting thereby the service, or any part thereof, men-
lioncd in the book." And Queen Elizabeth, by one of the injunc-

tions issued in the first year of her reign, declared her desire that

the provision made, " in diveis collegiate and also some parish

churches, for singing in the cliurcb, so as to promote the laudable

service of music," should continue. After allov-'ing the use of " a^

modest and distinct song in all parts of the common jir.iyers of the

church, so that the same may be as plainly understanded as if it.

were read without singing," the injunction procei.ded thus—"And
yet, nevertheless, for the oomforting of snoh that delight in music,

it may be permitted that in the beginning or In the end of the

Common Prayer, either at morning or evening, there m:iy be sang
an hymn, or Buch like song to the praise of Almighty Cod, in tho

best sort of melody and music that may be conveniently devised,

having respect that tho sentence " (i.e.. sense) "of hymn may bo
understanded and perceived."

The "Old Version," when published- (by John D ye, for tho
Stationers' Company, " cum gratia etpiivilegio RcgiajMajcstatis"),

bore upon the face of it that it was "newly set forth, and allowed
to be sung of the people in churches, before and after morning and
evening prayer, as also before and after the sermon." The q\i"sliuu

of its authority has been at different times much debated, claelly

I'y Heylin and Thomas Warton on one side (l>oth of whom disliked

and disparaged it and by Bishop Heveridge and the Rev, H.
J, Todd on the other, Hcylin s.ays, it was "permitted rather than,

allowed," which seems to be a distinction without much difference.
" Allowance," which is all that the book claimed for itself, i9

authorization by way of permission, not of commandment. Its

pililiea'tion in that form could hardly havS been licensed, ncr
could it have passed into use as it did without question, throughout
the churches of England, unless it had been " allowed " by somo
nuthoiity then esteemed to be sufficient. Whether that authority

was royal or ecclesiastical does not appeal nor (considering tho
proviso in King Edward's Act of Uniformity, anil Queeu Elizabeth's

injunctions) is it very important. No inference can justly bo
drawn from the inability of inquirers, in Heylin's time or since, to

discover any public record bearing upon this subject, many publio

documents of that period having been lost,

fn this book, as published in 1562, and for many years

afterwards, there were (besides the versified Psalni.s) eleven

metrical versions of tho "Te Denni," canticles, Lord's

Prayer, ite., &c, (tho best of which is that of tho "Bene-

dicite ") ; and akg " Da pacem, Domine," a hymn euitabla

to the times, rendered into English from Luther ; two origi-

nal hymns of praise, to be sung before Morning and Evening

Prayer ; two penitential hymns (one of them the " Humble
Lamentation of a Sinner"); and a hymn of faith, begin-

ning, " Lord, in Thee is all my trust," In these respects,

and also in tho tunes which accompanied the words (stated

by Dr B.urney, in his J/istort/ nf Mnsic, to be German, and

not French), there was a departure from the Genevan

platform. Some of these hymns, and some of the psalms

also (e.y., those by Robert Wi-sdom, being alternative

versions), were omitted at a later period ; and many
alterations and supposed amendments were from time to

time made by unknown hands in the P.salms which

rcimincd, so that the text, as now printed, is in many-

places different from that of 1562.
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Scotch In Scotland, the General Assembly of the kirk caused to
Pi.alni3.

|jg printed at Edinburgh in 1564, and enjoined the use of,

a book entitled The Form of Prayers and Ministry of the

{Sacraments need in the English Church at Geneva, approved

and received by the Church of Scotland ; whereto, besides

that was in informer books, are also added sundry other

prayers, ttfith the whole Psalms of David in English metre.

This contained ali the Psalms of the " Old Version " by

Sternhold, Whittingham, aud Kethe, but only thirty-seven

of those by Hopkins, and none by any of the other English

translators. Instead of those omitted, it had nineteen more

by Eethe and Whittingham ; one by John Pulleyn (one of

the Genevan refugees, who became Archdeacon of Col-

chester) ; six by Robert Pont, Knos's son-in-law, who was

a minister of the kirk, and also a lord of session ; and

fifteen signed with the initials I. C, supposed to be John

Craig.

So matters continued in both churches until the Rebellion.

During the interval, King Jamas I. conceived the project of

himself making a new version of the Psalms, and appears

to have translated thirty-one of them,—the correction of

which, together with the translation of the rest, he entrusted

to Sir William Alexander, afterwards earl of Stirling. Sir

William having completed his task, King Cliarles the First

{after having it examined and approved by several arch-

bishops and bishops of England, Scotland, and Ireland)

caused it to be printed in 1631 at the Oxford University

Pres.s, as the work of King James ; and, by an order under

the royal sign manual, recommended its use in all churches

of his dominions. In 1G34 he enjoined the Privy Council

of Scotland not to suffer any other Psalms, " of any edition

whatever," to be printed in or imported into that kingdom.

In 1636 it was republished, and was attached to the famous

Scottish Service-book, with which the troubles began in

1637. It need hardly be added that the king did not

succeed in bringing this Psalter into use in either kingdom.

When the Long Parliament undertook, in 1642, the task

of altering the liturgy, its attention was at the same time

•directed to psalmody. It had to judge between two rival

translations of the Psalms—one by Francis Rouse, a member
of the House of Commons, afterwards one of Cromwell's

councillors, and finally provost of Eton ; the other by
William Barton, a clergyman of Leicester. The House of

Lords favoured Barton, the House of Commons Rou.se,

who had made much use of the labours of Sir William

Alexander. Both versions were printed by order of parlia-

ment, and were referred for consideration to the Westminster

Assembly. They decided in favour of Rouse. His ver.sion,

as finally amended, was published in 164G, under an order

of the House of Commons dated 14th November 1645.

In the following year it was recommended by the parliament

to the General Assembly at Edinburgh, who appointed a

committee, with largo powers, to prepare a revised Psalter,

recommending to their consideration not only Rouse's book

but that of 1564, and two other versions (by Zachary Boyd,

and Sir William Mure of Rowallati), then lately executed

io Scotland. The result of the labours of tliis committee

was the "Paraphrase "of the Psalms, which, in lG}y-16.')0,

by the concurrent authority of the General Assembly and

the committee of estates, was ordered to be exclusively used

throughout the church of Scotland. Some use was made
in the preparation of this book of the versions to which

the attention of the revisers had been directed, and also of

Barton's; but its basis wa.s that of Rouse. It was received

in Scotland with great favour, which it has ever since

retained; and it is fairly entitled to the praise of striking a

tolerable medium between the rude homeliness of the
" Old," and the artificial modernism of the " New " English

veniioiia—|)crhapK as great a success as was possible for

such an nadertaking. Sir Walter Scott is .said to have dis-

suaded any attempt to alter it, and to have pronounced it,

" with all its acknowledged occasional harshness, so beauti-

ful, that any alterations must eventually prove only so many
blemishes." No further step tov.-ards any authorized

hymnody was taken by the kirk of Scotland till the follow-

ing century.

In England, two changes bearing on church hymnody
were made upon the revision of the Prayer-book after the

Restoration, in 1661-1662. One was the addition, in the
offices for consecrating bishops and ordaining priests, of the
shorter version of " Veni Creator " ("Come, Holy Ghost,
our souls inspire "), as an alternative form. The other, and
more important, was the insertion of the rubric after the

third Collect, at Morning and Evening Prayer :
" In quire's

and places where they sing, here followeth the Anthem." By
this rubric synodical and parliamentary authority was given
for the interruption, at that point, of the prescribed order of

the service by singing an anthem, the choice of which was
left to the discretion of the minister. Those actually used,

under this authority, were for some time only unmetrical

passages of Scripture, set to music by Blow, Purccll, and
other composers, of the same kind with the anthems still

generally sung in cathedral and collegiate churches. But
the word "anthem" had no technical signification which
could be an obstacle to the use under this rubric of

metrical hymns.
The "New Version" of the Psalms, by Dr Nicholas Tate and

Brady and the poet-laureate Nahnm Tate (both Irishmen), Brady.

appeared in 1696, under the sanction of an order in council

of William III., "allowing and p'^rmitting" its use "in
all such churches, chapels, and congregations as should

think fit to receive it." Dr Compton, bishop of London,
recommended it to his diocese. No hymns were then

appended to it; but the authors added a "Supplement" in

1703, which received an exactly similar sanction from an
order in council of Queen Anne. In thtit Supplement thero

were several new versions of the canticles, ic, and of

the "Veni Creator;" a variation of the old " Ilumblo

Lamentation of a Sinner ;
" six hymns for Christmas, Easter,

and Holy Comnmnion (all versions or paraphrases of

Scripture), which are still, usually printed at the end of the

Prayer-books containing the new version ; and a hymn "On
the Divine use of Music,"—all accomjianicd by tunes. The
authors also reprinted, with very good taste, the excellent

version, of the " Bcnedicite" which appeared in the book of

l.'J62. Of the hymns in this " Siii'pleinent," one (" While
shepherds watclied their flocks by night ") greatly exceeded

the rest in merit. It has been ascribed to Tate, but it has

a cliiiracter of simplicity unlike the rest of his works.

The relative merits of the " Old " and " New " versions OUl nni.

have been very variously estimated. Comjietent judges '"'''.

have given the old the praise, which certainly cannot be
^^|,|.

accorded to the now, of fidelity to the Hebrew. In both, porcil.

it must be admitted, that those parts which have poetical

merit are few and far between ; but a reverent taste is likely

to bo more olVended by the frequent sacrifice, in the new,

of dc['th of tone and accuracy of sense to a Ihiont common-
place correctness of versification and diction, than by any
excessive homeliness in the old. In both, however, soma
Panlms, or portions of Psalms, are well enough rendered to

entitle them to a pcrinanent place in our hymn-books,

—

es])ecially the 8th, and parts of the ISth Psalm, by
Sternhold; the f)7th, S4th, .and 100th, by Hopkinsj the

2:!d, 34lh, and 36lh, and part of the 14t>th, by Tate and
Brady.

The judgment which a fastidious critic might be disposed

to pass upon both these books may perhaps be considerably

mitigated by comparing them with the works of other

labourers in the same field, of wlmm Mr Holland, In his

iiiferc.-iting vohimca entitled Psalmists of Ureal Jlritain,
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enumerates above 150. Some nf tlicm liavc been real

[luets— lliC celebrated carl of Siiiroy, Sir Pliilip Sidney

and Ills sister the countess of Pembroke, George Sandys,

George Wither, Julin Milton, and John Keblc. In their

versions, as might be expected, there are occasional

gleams of power and beauty, exceeding anything to be

found in Sternhold and Hopkins, or Tate and Brady; but

even in the best tlicse are rare, and chiefly occur where

the strict idea of translation has been most widely departed

from In all of them, as a rulo, the life and spirit, which

in [jrosc versions of the Psalms are so wonderfully preserved,

have disapiiearcd. The conclusion practically suggested by
so many failures is that the diflicultics of metrical transla-

tion, always great, arc in this case insuperable; and that,

while the Psalms (like other jiarts of Scripture) are abund-

antly suggestive of motive and material for hymnographers,

it is by assimilation and adaptation, and not by any attempt

to transform their exact sense into modern poetry, that they

may be best used for this purpose. "

The orJ>r in council of 1703 is the latest act of any public aiitlio-

lily I>y wliir'li an cxproiss sanction has been given to the use of

ps;ihns or hymns in the Churcli of lin^^Iaiul. At tlie end, indeed,

vi iii.uiy inotlciii Prayer-books, llicrc will be founj, bcsiilcs some of

IIh- liynihs sanctioned by that order in council, or of those contained
ill the book of 1002, a Sacramental and a Christmas hymn by Dod-
dii>li<c ; aCluistmas hymn (varied by Martin Madan) IVom Charles
Wi'sley ; an Ivister hymn of the ISlh century, beginning *'.Icsus

Ch*ist has risen to day ;" and abrid;;ments ol Dishop Ken's Morn-
in;^ and I'ivenin^ Hymns. These additions lirst bcj;an lo be made
in oi abont 1791, in London editions of the Trayer-book and
I'siillcr, at the mere will and pleasure (so far os appears) of the
printei^. They have no sort of authority.

Ill the state of authority, o[>inion, and practice disclosed

liy tlie preceding narrative may be found tlie true explana-

tion of the fact that, in the country of Chaucer, Spcn.ser,

Slr'.kespcare, and Milton, and notwithstanding the example
of Germany, no native congregational liymuody worthy of

the name arose till after the commencement of the 18th
century. Vet there wxs no want of appreciation of the

power and value of congregational church music. Millcjn

could write, before 1C15,

—

*' 'i'heie let the pealing organ blow
To the full-voiced <|uire below
In service high, and anthems clear.

As may with sweetness thiough mine car
Dissolve me into ecstasies.

And bring all Heaven before mine eyes
"

Thomas Mace, in his Afiisics Jlfoiiitnienl (1C7G), thus

described the effect of psalm-singing before sermons, by the

congregation in York Minster on Sundays, during the siege

of 101 1 :
" When that v.ast concording unity of the whole

congicgational chorus came thundering in, even so as it

made the very ground shake under u4 oh, the unutterable
ravishing .soul's delight ! in the which I was so transported

and wraiit uji in high contemplations that there was no
room left in my whole man, body, soul, and spirit, for any-

thing below divine and hcavoidy raptures ; nor could there

possibly be anything to which that very singing might be
truly compared, except the right apprehension or coiiceiving

of that glorious and miraculous quire, recorded in the
Scriptures at the dedication of the Temple." Nor was
there any want of men well-riualified, and by the turn of

their minds predisposed, lo shine in this branch of litera-

ture. Some (like-Sandys, Boyd, and Carton) devoted them-
selves altogether to paraphrases of other Scriptures as well

as the Psalms. Others (like George Herbert, and Francis
and .lohn Quarlcs) morali^cil, meditated, soliloquized, and
nlligorizeil in verse. AVilhout reckoning these, there were
a few, even before the Itcstoiation, who came very near to

the ideal of hynnioily.

I'lrst in time is the Scottish poet .John Wedilcrburn, who
translated several of Luther's hymns, and in his Cumueiuli-

oiis Tiooh of Godly and Spirihtal Soiiffs added others of his

own (or his brothers') composition. Some of these poems,

published before 15G0, are of uncommon excellence, uniting

case and melody of rhythm, and structural skill, with grace

of expression, and sinqdicity, wariutli, and reality of

religious feeling. Those entitled "Give me thy heart,"

"Go, heart," and "Leave me not "(which will be found in

a collection of 18G0 called Sacred Soiif/s of Scoltand),

require little, beyond the change of some archaisms of

language, to adapt them for cliurcb or domestic use at the

present day.

Next come the two hymns of " The New Jerusalem," by
an English Roman Catholic priest signing himself F. B. 1*.

(supposed by the late Mr Sedgwick to be " Francis Baker,
Presbyter "), and by another Scottish poet, David Dickson, Dicks<»>

of which the history is given by Dr Bonar in his edition

of Dickson's work. This (Dickson's), which begins " O
mother dear, Jerusalem," and lias long been popular in

Scotland, is a variation and amplification (by the addition

of a large number of new stanzas) of the English original,

beginning "Jerusalem, my happy liome," written in Queen
Elizabeth's time, and printed (as appears by a copy in the

British Museum) about IGIC, when Dickson was still young.
Both have an easy natural flow, and a sinqde happy render-

ing of the beautiful Scriptural imagery uiion the subject,

with a spirit of primitive devotion uncorrujitcd by mediaeval

peculiarities. The English hymn (of which some stanzas

are now often sung in churches) is the true parent of the

several shorter forms,—all of more than common merit,

—

which, in modern hymn-books, begin with the same first

line, but afterwards deviate from the origiual. Kindred
to these is the very fiite and faithful translation, by
Drummond of Hawthornden (who was Dickson's contcm-

pmary), of the ancient " Urbs beata Hierusalem " ("Jeru-
salem, that i]lace divine"). Other ancient hymns (two of

Thomas Aquinas, and the " Dies Ir.-c ") were also well

trauslatcil, in IG'IG, by Crashav/, after he had become a

Pioinan Catholic, and liad been' deprived by the i>arliameut

of his fellowship at Cambridge.

Conspicuous among the sacred poets of the first two Wither

Stuait reigns in England is the name of George Wither,

an acconqdishcd layman, of strong church i)rinciples, whose
fate it was to bo opposed and slighted while he was a staunch

churchman and Uoyalist, and afterwards to be driven into

the pailiamontary and Puritan ranks ; for which cause,

probably, recognition was denied to his genius as a poet

by Drydcn, Swift, and Pope. He had almost fallen into

oblivi(ni, when attention was recalled to his merits by the

more discerning criticisms of Charles Lamb and .Southcy
;

and, wiien his llalklvjiih was republished in 18.57 by Mr
Farr, oidy two copies of it were known to exist, (uie in the

British Museum, and another which had been in Mr Heber'.s

library. His //>/>iuis ami Smrz/s nf (/(e Clinrc/i apiieared in

1622-1C'23, uudcra patent of King James I., by which they

were declared " worthy and profitable lo be inserted, in

convenient manner and due [dace, into every English Psalm-

book to metre." This patent was opposed, as inccuisistent

with their |)rivilegc to print the "singingp.salms," by the

Stationers' Conqiany, to Wither's great mortification and
loss. His f/al/eliijnli (in which some of the former Hymns
ami Soups were repeated) followed, after several intermediala

publications of a difl'eient kind, in 1G41. The //i/mns and
Souf/s were set to music by Orlando Gibbons, and those in

both books were written to be sung, though for the most
part privately, there being no evidence that the author

conlcmplalcd the use of any of them in churches. They
incluilcd, liowcver, hymns for every day in the week
(f-)undeil, as th().;c contributed nearly :i cenlury afterwar.ls

by Collin to the Parisian Breviary also were, ujion Iho

successive works uf the days of creation) ; hymns for all
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Coiln.

MiUon.

Jereiry

Taylor,

the church seasons and festivals, iacluding saints' days

;

hymns for various public occa:5io[is ; and hymns of prayer,

meditation, and instraction, for a great number of ditferent

sorts and conditions of men and women, in a variety of the

circumstances incident to humao life,—being at once a

" Christian Year" and a manual of praclicai piety. Many
of them rise to a very high point of excellfinoc,—particularly

the " general invitation to praise God " (" Come, O come,

in pious lays "), with which Hallelujah opens ; the Thanks-

givings for Peace and for Victory, the Coronation Hymn,

a Christmas, an Epiphany, and an Easter Hymn, and one

for St Bartholomew's day (Hymns 1, 74, 75, and 84 iu

part i., and 26, 29, 36, and 54 in part ii., of nalUlujah).

All these are properly entitled to the desiguation of hymns,

which can hardly be conceded to some others, of singular

beauty, viz., the Cradle-song ("Sleep, baby, sleep, what

ails my dear"), the Anniversary Marriage Song ("Lord,

living here are we "), the Perambulation Song (" Lord, it

hath pleasi;d Thee to say "), the Song for Lovers (" Come,

sweet heart, come, let us prove"), the Song for the Happily

Married (" Since they in singing' take delight"), and that

for a Shepherd (" Renowned men thoir herds to keep '')

—

(No3, -50 in the first part, 17 and 24 in the second, and

20, 21, and 41 in the third). There is also in the second

part a fine song (No 59), full of historical as well as

poetical interest, upon the evil times in which the poet

liyed, beginning.—

Now are the times, these are the days,

Which will those men approve

Who take delight in honest ways
And pious courses love ;

Now to the world it will appear
That innocence of heart

Will keep us far more free from fear

Than helmet, shield, or dart."

Wither wrote, generally, in a pure nervous English idiom,

and preferred the reputation of "rusticity" (an epithet

applied to him even by Baxter) to the tricks and artifices

of poetical stylo which were then iu favour. It may be

partly on that account that he has been better appreciated

by posterity than by his contemporaries,

Cosin, afterwards bishop of Durham, published in 1G27

a volume of " Private Devotions," for the canonical hours

and other occasions. In this there are seven or eight

hymns of considerable merit,—among them a very good

version of the Ambrosian " Jam lucis orto sidere," and the

shorter version of the " Veni Creator," which was introduced

after tbo Restoration into the consecration and ordination

serviccB of the Church of England,

The hymns of Milton (on the Nativity, Passion, Circum-

cisiou, and "at a Solemn Music"), written about 1G29, in

his early manhood, were probably not intended for singing;

but they are odes full of characteristic beauty and power.

During the Commonwealth, in 1654, Jeremy Taylor pub-

lished, at the end of his Goldfii Grnvi^, twenty-ono hymns,

described by himself xs " celebrating the mysteries and chief

festivals of the year, according to the manner of the ancient

church, fitted to the fancy and devotion of the yourfger and

Ijiotis persons, apt for memory, and to be joined to their

other prayers," Of these, his accomplished editor, Bishop

lleber, justly says :

—

"They are in themselves, and on their owa ncnount, very inter-

estin;; compiwitiona. Their metre, indeed, which is that species of

(i|.urious I'indaric which was fashionaldo with his contemporaries,

is an olistaele, and nuist always have heen one, to their introduction

into public or private psalmody ; and tlie mixture of that alloy of

conceits and quihblcs which was an equally frenuent and still greater

dcrdcmcnl of Some of the finest poetry of the 17th century will

niateriallv diminish their effect as dcvotiomil or descriptive odes.

Yet, with nil these faults, they are powerful, alTeetinf;. nml often

harmonious ; there are many passaj^es of which Cowley need nut

hava boon ashanu;d, and .smne which remind us, not disadvantaRe-

ously, of the corresponding productions of Alilton."

He mentions particularly the Advent hymn (" Lord, come
anay "), part of the hymn "On Heaven," and (as "more
regular in metre, and in words more applicable to public

devotion ") the " Prayer for Charity " (" Full of mercy, full

of love "),

The epoch of the Restoration produced in~lG64 Samuel Rcstora-

Grossman's Young Mans Calling, with a few " Divine ''"°

Meditations" in verse attached to it; in 1G68 John ^'^"

Austin's DevoiioHS in the Ancient Way of Offices, with

psalms, hymiis, and prayersfor every day in the u'C'k.and

every holyday in the year; and in 1C81 Richard P<axter's

Poetical Fragments. In these books there are altogether

seven or eight hymns, the whole or parts of which are

extremely good:— Crossraan's "New. Jerusalem" ("Sweet
place, sweet place alone "), one of the best of that class, and
" My life's a shade, my days ;" Austin's " Hark, my soul,

how everything," " Fain would my thoughts fly up to Thee,"

"Lord, now the time returns," "Wake all my hopes, lift

up your eyes;" and Baxter's "My whole, though 'oroken

heart, O Lord," and " Ye holy angels bright," Austin's

Offices (he was a Roman Catholic) seem to have attracted

much attention, Tbeophilus Dorrington, in 1680, and

afterwards Hickes, the non-juror, published variations of

them under the title of Reformed Devotions ; and the

Wesleys, in their earliest hymn-book, adopted hymns from

them, with little alteration. These writers were followed

by John Mason in 1G83, and Thomas Shepherd in 1692,—

•

the former, a country clergyman, much esteemed by Baxter

and other Nonconformists ; the latter himself a Nonconfor-

mist, who finally emigrated to America, Between these

two men there was a close alliance. Shepherd's Penitential

Cries being published as an addition to the Spiritual So?tgs

of Mason, Their hymns came into early use in several

Nonconformist congregations ; but, with the exception of

one by Mason ("There is a stream which issues forth"),

they are not suitable for public singing. In those of Mason

there is often a very fine vein of poetry ; and later authors

have, by extracts or centoes from different parts of his

works (where they were not disfigured by his general

quaintness), constructed several hymns of more than average

excellence.

Three other eminent names of the 17th century remain

to be mentioned, John Dryden, Bishop Ken, and Bishop

Simon Patrick ; with which may be a.ssociated that of

Addison, though he wrote in the 18th century,

Dryden's translation of " Veni Creator " (a cold and Dryden.

laboured performance) is to bo met with in many hymn-

books. Abridgments of Ken's ^^o^ning and Evening Kcil

Hymns are iii ail. These, with the Midnight Hymn (not

inferior to them), first ap[)earod in 1C97, appended to tbo

third edition of tho author's Afanuat of Prayers for

n'i7i.chester Scholars. Between these and a largo number

of other hymns (on tho Attributes of God, and for

the Festivals of tlie Church) published by Bisliop Ken

after 1703 tho contrast is remarkable. The universal

acceptance of tho Morning and Evening Ilynms is due to

their transparent simplicity, warm but not overstrained

devotion, and extremely popular style. Those afterwards

published have no such qualities. Tliey are mystical,

llorid, stiir, didactic, and seldom pcictical, and deserve the

neglect into which they have fallen. Bishop Patrick's Patiicu

hymns were cliiefly translations from the Latin, most of

them from Prudentius, The best is a version of "Alleluia

dulco carmen," Of tho five attributed to Addison, not Addison,

more than three are adapted to [lublio singing; one ("Tho

spacious firmament on high ") is a very perfect and finished

comiwsition, taking rank among the best hymns in the

English langunge^"

' The authorship of this and of one other, " Wlien all Thy mercion,

niv God," has been made a subject of control cr!tf,—bumK dainiod
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r>.«i."

From tlie prcf.ice to Simon Browne's hymns, published

(1 1720, wo learn that down to the time of Dr Watts the

only hymns known to bo " in common use, either in private

families or in Christian assemblies," were those of Barton,

Mason, and Shepherd, together with " an attempt to turn

some of Mr Herbert's poems into common metre," and a

f i;w sacramental hymns by authors now forgotten, named
Vincent, Boyse, and (Joseph) Stennett Of the 1410 authors

of original British hymns enumerated in Mr Sedgwick's

ritalogue, published in 18G3, 1213 are of later dato than

1707; and, if . any correct etumeration could be made of

tlio total number of hymns of all kinds published in Great

Britain before and after that date, the proportion subse-

cjiifut to 1707 would be very much larger

Tho English Independents, as represented by Dr Watts,

have a just claim to be considered the real founders of

modern English hymnody. Watts was the first to under-

stand the nature of the want, and, by the publication of

his /Tymnsin 1707-1709, and Psalms (not translations, but

hymns founded on psalms) in 1719. he led tho way in pro-

viding for it. His immediate followers were Simon Browne

and Doddridge. Later in the 18th century. Hart. Gibbons,

Grigg, and Mrs Barbauld (the two first Independents, the

two last Presbyterians), and Miss Steele, Medley, Samuel

Stennett, Ryland, Eeddome, and Swairie (all Baptists),

succeeded to them.

Among these writers (most of whom produced some
hymns of merit, and several are extremely voluminous).

Watts and Doddridge are preemineut. It has been the

fashion with some to disparage Watts, as if ho bad never

risen above the level of his Hymns for Little Children. No
doubt his taste is often faulty, and his style very unequal,

but, looking to the good,and disregarding the large quantity

of inferior matter, it is probable that more hymns which

approach to a very high standard of excellence, and are at

the same time suitable for congregational use, may be found

in Lis works thin m those of any other English writer.

Such are " When I survey the wondrous cross," " Jesus

shall reign where'er the sun " (and also another adapta-

tion -of the same 72d Psalm), " Before Jehovah's awful

throne " (which first line, however, is not his, but Wesley's),

" Joy to the world, the Lord is come," " My soul, Tepeat

His praise," " Why do we mourn departing friends," " There

is a land of pure delight," "Our God, our help in ages

paf t," " Up to the hills I lift mine eyes," and many more.

It is true that in some of these cases dross is found in

the original poems mixed with gold ; but the process of

Bcparation. by selection without change, is not difficult.

As long as pure nervous English, unaffected fervour, strong

simplicity, and liquid yet manly sw-cetness are admitted

to bo characteristics of a good hymn, works such as these

iiust command admiration

Doddridge is, generally, much more laboured and arti-

ficial , but his place also as a hymn-writer ought to be

-Jeterrained, not by his failures, but by his successes, of

'ir Aailrt-.v Marvcll (who dic<; in 167S), in the prpface to Cnptain
rhonrsnirscdition(1776)of MarvpH'a ll'.rrLs But thi« cl.iiniilocs not
iippcar 10 be substnntiatcJ. Tho editor ilnl not givp Ins rcnlers llie

inonns of judging a« to the re.il age, character, orvahieof a nmnuscript
ti> which he referred ; Tie did not say that thc.-ie portion<» of it x%-cre in

Man'i-Il's hand\vhtiDg ; he did not even himself incluih- them among
.Marvill's poems, as pubbshcd in the hody of his edition . and he
i.!van'-od a like claim on like gronmls to two other poems. ii> vcvy
'ilfcrcul stylos, which h.ld Ixcn puhlishcd asi tlieir own by Tickoll ind

'diet. It is certain thai nil Ihf live livmns were lirsl maile public

1712, in i>apcrs coiitnhuled by Addisim lo ihc .S'/«-f/(i(nr(Nos. 4tl.

!, -Id.'i. 4.S9, 5131. in wldch they were introdiiceil in a xvay w-hiih

M^bt have been cxi>ccted if lliey were by the hand which wrote those

|i|»i-rs, Vat which would have been inipmttnble, ami nnworthy
vti A-UiisOR, if they were uiijuiblishod woikk of a writer of so miicli

(^''iiiii^, and ftiu-h note in his day, as .Marvell 'They are all pnnlcd an

.''.j.luou't iu,Dr JoliQsDii's edition of the linloU fmis.

which the number is not inconsiderable. In his better

works ho is distinguushed by a graceful and pointed, some-

times even a noble slyle. His " Hark, tho glad sound,

the Saviour comes " (which is, indeed, his masterjiiece), is

as sweet, vigorous, and perfect a compositipn as can any-

where be found. Two other hvmns, " How gentle God's
commands," and that which, 'i a form slightly varied,

became the " O God of Bethel, by whose hand," of the

Scottisli " Paraphrases," well represent his softer manner.

Of the other followers in the school of Watts, Miss Steele

(1780) is the most popular and perhaps tho best. Her
hymn beginning " Far from these narrow scenes of night

"

deserves high praise, even by the side of other good perfor-

mances on the same subject.

The influence of Watts was felt in Scotland, en-, among
tho first whom it reached there was Ralph Erskine. This

seems to h.ave been after the publication of Erskine's Gosjtel

Son7iels. which appeared in 1732, five years before hojoined
bis brother Ebenezer in the Secession Church. The Gospel

Sonnets became (as some have said) a " people's classic ";

but there is in them very little which belongs to the category

of hymnody. More than nineteen-twenticths of this very

curious book are occupied with what are, in fact, theological

treatises and catechisms, mystical meditations on Christ as

a Bridegroom or Husband, and spii itual enigmas, paradoxes,

and antithetical conceits, versified, it is true, but of a

quality of which such lines as

—

" Faith 'a certain by fiducial acts, ^
Sense by its evidential facts,'*

may be taken as a sample. The grains of poetry scattered

through this largo mass of Calvinistic divinity are very

few
; yet in one short passage of seven stanzas ("O send

me down a draught of love"), the fire burns with a bright

ucss so remarkable as to jus.tify a strong feeling of regret

that the gift which this writer evidently had in him was

not more often cultivated. Another passage, not so well

sustained, but of considerable beauty (part of the last piece

under the title "The Believer's Soliloquy"), became after-

wards, in the hands of Berridge, the foundation of a very

striking hymn (" O happy saints, who walk in' light").

After his secession, Ralph Erskine published two para-

phrases of the " Song of Solomon," and a number of other

"Scripture songs," paraphrpsed, in like manner, from the

Old and New Testaments. In these the influence of Watts

became very appaient, not only by a change in the writer's

general style, but by the direct appropriation of no small

quantity of m.-.tter from Dr Watts's hymns, with variations

which were not always improvements. His paraphrases

of 1 Cor. i. 21, Gal. vi. 14, Ileb. vi. 17-19. Rev. v II,

12, vii. 10-17, and xii. 7-12 are little else than Watts

transformed. One of these (Rev. vii. 10-17) is interesting

as a variation and improvement, intermediate between the

original and the form which it ultimately assumed as the

OGtIi " Paraphrase " of the Church of Scotland, of Watts's

"What happy men or angels these," and "These glorious

minds, how bright they shine." No one can compare it

with its ultimate product, "How bright these gloriou.-»

spirits shine," without perceiving that Cameron followed

Erskine, and only added finish and grace to his work,

—

both excelling Watts, in this instance, in simplicity as well

as in conciseness.

Of the contributions to tlie authorized "Paraphrases"

(with the settlement of which committees of the Oencial

Assoinlily of the Church of Scotland were occupiwl from
174.") or earlier till 1781), the most noteworthy (besides

the two already rncntiniicd) were those of John Morrison

and those claimed for Michael Bruce. The obligations of

these " Paraphrases" to English hymnody, already tracci

ill some instances (to which may bo added tho adoption-

Iroiu Addison of three out of the five "hymns" aiipundBdi

Mi.ss

Steele,

Ralph
En>kiD4a

.voiiiih

]\ira- -

phraiM.
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to them), aie perceptiblo in the vividness ana force with

which these writers, while adhering with a severe simplicity

to the sense of the passages of Scripture which they under-

took to render, fulfilled the conception of a good original

hymn. Morrison's " The race that long in darkness pined "

and "Come, let us to the Lord our God," and Bruce's

"Where high the heavenly temple stands " (if this was really

his), are well entitled to that praise. The advocates of

Bruce in the controversy, not yet closed, as to the poems
said to have been entrusted by him to John Logan, and
published by Logan in his own name, also claim for him the

credit of having varied the paraphrase " Behold, the moun-
tain of the Lord," from its original form, as printed by the

committee of the General Assembly in 1745, by some excel-

lent touches.

Metbw Attention must now be directed to the hymns produced
'at by the "Methodist" movement, which began about 1738,
hymns

^^^^^ which afterwards became divided, between those

esteemed Arminian, under John Wesley, tjiose who adhered

to the Moravians, when the original alliance between that

i)ody and the founders of Methodism was dissolved, and

he Calvinists, of whom Whitfield (himself no poet) was the

.eader, and Selina, countess of Huntingdon, the patroness.

Each of these sections had its own hymn-writers, some of

whom did, and others did not, secede from the Church of

England. The Wesleyans had Charles Wesley, Seagrave,

Olivers, and BakeweU; the Moravians, Cennick and Ham-
mond (with whom, perhaps, may be classed John Byrom,

who imbibed the mystical ideas of some of the German
schools) ; the Calvinists, Toplady, Berridge, WUliam
Williams, Madan, Batty, Haweis, Rowland Hill, John
S^ewton, and Cowper.

.

Charles Among all these writers, the palm undoubtedly belongs

Wesley, to Charles Wesley. In the first volume of hymns published

by the two brothers are several good translations from the

German, believed to be by John. Wesley, who, although

he translated and adapted, is not supposed to have written

any original hymns ; and the influence of German hymnody,

particularly of the works of Paul Gerhardt, Scheffler,

Tetsteegen, and Zinzfendorf, may be traced in a large pro-

portion of Charles Wesley's works. He is more subjective

and meditative than Watts and his school ; there is a

Jidactic turn, even in his most objective pieces (as, for

Bxampie, in his Christmas and Easter hymns) ; most of his

works are supplicatory, and his faults are connected with

the same habit of mind. He is apt to repeat the same
thoughts, and to lose force by redundancy—he runs some-

times even to a tedious length ; his hymns are not always

symmetrically constructed, or well balanced and finished

tiff. But he has great truth, depth, and variety of feeling;

bis diction is manly, and always to the poiut ; never florid,

though sometimes passionate and not free from exaggera-

•ion ; often vivid and picturesque. Of his spirited stylo

iLoro are few better examples than "0 for a thousand

tongues to sing," " Blow yo the trumpet, blow," " Rejoice,

ilie Lord is King," and "Come, let us join our friends

ibave ;" of his more tender vein, " Happy soul, thy days

iro ended ;" and of his fervid contemplative style (without

going beyond hymns fit for general use), " O Thou who
: .mest from above," " Forth in thy name, O Lord, I go,"

:,nd " Eternal Beam of Light Divine." With those whose
taste is for hymns in which warm religious feelings are

•warmly and demonstratively expressed, "Jesus, lover of

ray soul," is as popular as any of these.

Ollton. Of the ether Wesleyan hymn-writers, Olivers (originally

a Wcl.th shoemaker, afterwards a preacher) is the moat

remarkabla He is the author of only two work.s, both

odes, in a stately metre, and from their length unfit for

congregational singing, but one of them, " The God of

Abraham praise," an ode of singular power and beauty.

The Moravian Methodists producea few hymns now Connlcio

available for general use. The best are Cennick's " Children
of the heavenly King," and Hammond's " Awake and sing Ham-
the song of Moses and the Lamb," the former of which ™oni
(abridgeJ;, and the latter as varied by Madan, are found
in many hymn-books, and are deservedly esteemed. Byrom, Byrom.

whose name we have thought it convenient to connect with
these, though he did not belong to the Moravian com-
munity, was the author of a Christmas hymn (" Christiana

awake, salute the happy morn ") which enjoys great popu
larity in the county (Lancashire) of which he wag a native

,

and also of a short subjective hymn, very fine both, in feel-

ing and in expression, " My spirit longeth for Thee within

my troubled breast."

The contributions of the Calvjnistic Methodists to English Tcplady.

hymnody are of greater extent and value. Few writers of

hymns had higher gifts than Augu-ilus Montague Top-
lady, author of " Rock of Ages," by some esteemed the

finest in' the English language. He was a man of ardent
temperament, enthusiastic zeal, strong convictions, and
great energy of character. " He had," says one of his

biographers, " the courage of a lion, but his frame was
brittle as glass." Between him and John Wesley there

was a violent opposition of opinion, and much acrimonious
controversy ; but the same fervour and zeal which made
him an intemperate theologian gave warmth, richness, and
spirituality to his hymns. In some of them (particularly

those which, like " Deathless principle, arise," are medita-
tions after the German manner, and not without direct

obligation to German originals) the setting is somewhat too

artificial ; but his art is never inconsistent with a genuine
flow of real feeling. Others (e.ff., "When languor and
disease invade," and " Your harps, ye trembling saints ")

fail to sustain to the end the beauty with which they begaa,
and would have been better for abridgment. But in all

these, and in most of his other works, there is great force

and sweetness, both of thought and language, and an easy

and harmonious versification.

Berridge, Williams, and Rowland Hill (all men remark- Berridge,

able for eccentricity, activity, and the devotion of their WiUimnj

lives to the special work of missionary preaching), though ^"^„
n

not the authors of many good hymns, composed, or adapted
from earlier compositions, some of great merit. One of

Berridge, adapted from Erskino, has been already men-
tioned ; another, adapted from Watts, is " Jesus, cast a
look on me." Williams, a Welshman (who wrote " Guide
me, Thou great Jehovah "), was especially an apostle of

Calvinistic Methodism in his own country, and his hymns,

are still much used in the principality. Rowland Hill

wrote the popular hymn beginning ".Exalted high at Ood'p
right Land."

If, however, the number as well as the quality of good Con-pei

hymns available for general use is to be regarded, the
"JJ"^

authors of the " Olney Hymns " are entitled to bo placed

at the head of all the writers of this Calvinistic school.

The greater number of the Olney Hymns are, no doubt,

homely and didactic ; but to the best of them (and they an
no inconsiderable proportion) the tenderness of Cowpei
and the manliness of Newton give the interest of contrast,

as well as that of sustained reality. If Newton carried to

some excess the sound principle laid down by him, that

"perspicuity, simplicity, and case should bo chiefly attended

to, and the imagery and colouring of poetry, if admitted

at all, should bo indulged very sparingly and with great

judgment," if he is often dry and colloquial, he rises at

other times into "soul-animating strains," such as "Glorious

things of thee are spoken, Zion, city of our God;" and

Buinetinics (as in " \pproach, my sold, the mercy seat")

rivals Cowper himself in depth of feeling. Cowper'i

> hymns iu this book are, almost without exception, worthy

MewtoD
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•f his name. Among them are "Hark, my son], it is the

..ord," "There is a fountain filled with blood," " Far from

the world, O Lord, I tlec," " God moves in a mysterious

way," and " Sometimes a light surprises.'' Some, perhaps,

even of these, and others of equal excellence (such as " O
for a closer walk with God "), speak the language of a

special experience, which, in Cowper's case, was oniy too

real, but which could not (without a degree of unreality

not desirable in exercises of public worship) be applied to

themselves by aU ordinary Christians.

i9th During the first quarter of the present century there
:entur7 ^era not maay indications of the tendency, which after-
lymna- wards became manifest, to enlarge the boundaries of British

hymnody. A few, indeed, of Bishop Heber's hymns, and
R.GraDt. those of Sir Robert Grant (which, though offending rather

too much against John Newton's canon, are weD known and
popular), appeared between 1811 and 1816, in the CAm<(an

8o».lUr. Observer. In John Bowdler's Remains, published soon after

his death in 1815, there are a few more of the same, perhaps

too eoholarlike, character. But the chief hymn-writers of

that period were two clergymen of the Established Church

—ono in Ireland, Thomas Kelly, and the other in England,

William Hum—who both became Nonconformists, and the

Moravian poet, James Montgomery, a native of Scotland.

j.eiiy. Kelly was the son of an Irish judge, and in 1804 pub-

lished a small volume of ninety-sis hymns, which grew in

successive editions till, in the last before his death in 1854,

they amounted to 765. There is (as might be expected) in

this great number a large preponderance of the didactic and
commonplace. But not a few very excellent hymns may
be gathered from them. Simple and natural, without the

vivacity and terseness of Watts or the severity of Newton,
Kolly has solne points in common with both those writers,

and he is less subjective than most of the " Methodist

"

school. Hia hymns beginning " Lo ! He comes, let all

adore Him," and " Through the day Thy love hath spared

us," have a rich melodious movement ; and another, " We
sing the praise of Him who died," is distinguished by a

calm subdued power, rising gradually from a rather low lo

a very high key.

Hum. Hurn published in 1813 a volume of 370 hymns, which

were increased after his secession to 420. There is little

in them which deserves to be saved from oblivion ; but ono

at least, " There is a river deep and broad," may bear com-
parison with the best of those which have been produced
upon the same (and it is rather a- favourite) theme.

.Umii- The Psalms and Hymns of James Montgomery were
••^"•'T- published in 1822 and 1825, though written earlier. More

cultivated and artistic than Kelly, he is less simple and
natural. The number of his valuable contributions to our

hymnals is, upon the whole, cousiderable ; and, though it

may be doubted whether ho ever attains to the first rank,

all must acknowledge that he stands high in the second.

His " Hail to the Lord's Anointed," " Songs of praise the

angels sang," and " Mercy alone can meet my case " are

among his most successful efforts.

CoMcc During this first quarter of the present century, the
lions i^t collections of miscellaneous hymns for congregational use,
Uymus.

of yfi\^\f.\^ xhe example was set by the Wesleys, Whitfield,

Toplady, and Lady Huntingdon, had greatly multiplied
;

and with them the practice (for which, indeed, too many
precedents existed in the history of Latin and German
hymnody) of every collector altering the compositions of

other men without scruple, to suit his own doctrine oi

tiiote, with the effect, too generally, of (latching and dis-

lijuriug, spoiling, and emasculating the works so altered,

substituting neutral tints for natural colouring, and a dead
fi.r a living sense. In the Church of England, the uso of

tuese collections had become frequent in churches and
chapels (principally Id cities and towns) where the senti-

ments of the clergy approximated to those of the Noncon-
formists. In rural parishes, when the clergy were not of

the " Evangelical " school, they were generally held in

disfavour; for which (even if doctrinal prepossessions had
not entered into the question) the great want of taste and
judgment often manifested in their compilation, and perhaps
also the prevailing mediocrity of the bulk of the original

compositions from which most of them were derived, would
be enough to account. In addition to this, the idea that

uo hymns ought to be used in any services of the Church
of England (except prose anthems after the third Collect),

without express royal or ecclesiastical authority, continued

down to that time largely to prevail among churchmen of

the higher school.

Two publications, which appeared almost simultaneously '.!<<»;.,

in 1827,—Bishop Heber's Hymns, with a few added by M-ima^

Dean MiJman, and KMt's Christian yea?-(not ahymn-book, '-""•'

but one from which several admirable hymns have been

taken, and the well-spring of many streams of thought and
feeling by which good hjTiins have since been produced),

—introduced a new epoch, breaking down the barrier as

to hymnody which had till then existed between the

different theological schools of the Church of England. In Mini,

this movement Bishop Mant was also one of the first lij

cooperate. It soon received a great additional impulse from

the increased attention which, about the same tiiie, begar.

to be paid to ancient hymnody, and from the publication

in 1833 of Bunsen's Gesangbuch. Among its earliest fruits

was the Lyra Apostolica, containing hymns, sonnets, and

other devotional poems, most of them originally contributed

by some of the leading authors of the Tractsfor the I'imes to

the "British Magazine"; the finest of which is the pathetic
" Lead, kindly Light, amid th' encircling gloom," by John
Henry (now Cardinal) Newman,—well known, and uni Kci. man

versally admired. From that time hymns and hymn-
writers rapidly multiplied in the Church of England, and

ill Scotland also, and their number is still on the increaise.

Nearly 600 authors, whose publications were later than

1827, are enumerated in Mr Sedgwick's catalogue of 1863,

and many more have *nce appeared. Works, critical and
historical, upon the subject of hymns, have also multiplied

;

ajid collections for church use have become innumerable,

—

several of the various religious denominations, and many
of the leading ecclesiiastical and religious societies, having

issued hymn-books of their own, in additii«i to those com-

piled for particular dioceses, churches, and chapels, and to

books (like Hymns Ancient and Modem) which have become
popular without any sanction from authority. In these

more recent collections, an improved standard of taste has

become generally apparent. Tlicre is a larger and more
liberal admission of good hymns from all sources than might

have been expected from the jealousy, so often felt by
churches, parties, and denominations, of everything which

does not bc;ir their own mint-mark ; a considerable (perhaps

too large) use of translations, especially from the Latin; and

an increased (though not as yet suflicient) scrupulousness

about tampering with the text of other men's works. To
mention all the authors of good hymns since tlie commence-

ment of this new epoch would be impossible ; but probably

no names could be chosen more fairly representative of its

characteristic merits, and perhaps also of some of itsdefeclr,

than those of Josiah Conder and James Edmeston amoiii;

English Nonconformists; Henry Francis Lytu and Charlot'e

Elliott among evangelicals in the Church of England ; Jo'in

Mason Neale and Bishop Christopher Wordsworth among
English churchmen of the higher school ; and, in Scotland,

Dr Horatius Bonar. Criticism, in this place, of the works of

those and other living or recent authors, or of those of Hebcr

niid Keble, which are on everybudy's lips, and in every-

body's hands, v mid be at once premature and superfluous.
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Ameri-
can

What has been said of British hymnody during the last

fifty years is equally true of American. The American

hymn A-riters belong to the same schools, and have been

iffected by the same influenees. Some of them enjoy a

jast reputation on both sides of the Atlantic. Among
those best known are Bishop Doane, Dr Muhlenberg, and

\f r ThomM Hastings , and it is difficult to praise too

highly s'juh works as the Christmas hymn, " It came upon

ihe midoight clear," by Mr Edmund H. Sears, the As-

:en?ion bymn, "Thou, who didst stoop below," by Mrs

3 E Miles , and two by Dr Ray Palmer, " My faith looks

ap to Thee, Thou Lamb of Calvary," and "Jesus, Thou joy

»f -loving heirts," the latter uf wbi'^h is the best among
le'eral good English versions of " Jesu, duicedo cordium

"

AmoDg the .aalhonties of which use has been made in the fore-

joiQg acii'jot of British Hymnody are the AppeDdix on Scottish

Paalmo-iy in Mr Lying's edition of Bdilhe's lAilen avd JourJiatt

,

Mr Hoilaud'a Psalmt^U of Britain (1^43) , Mr Josiah Miller's ^>ur

ffymnf, thftr Authors and Ongtn MSS*?), Mr John G^sby's
i{erru}\rs of ifif Prinmp'it Uynin urHUra, jto 3d e<J , 1861) , the
" Annotations " of the Rev Louis Coutier Biggs to Byin-nj Arui^rU

and Af>>'Urn ilS67l, and the lut* Mr Daniel Sedgwick's V(*n,.fyre-

hentive Indtx of Sa-mAs of 'ynq\na.l Authors of ffymru, &c. {24 ed.,

1863). Mr Sedgwick's name cannot be ineutioned without special

honour, as one of the most pain.'ttaking, sympathetic, and accurate

of aU modera .students of British hymns

7 Conclusion.

The object aimed at m this article has been to trace the

general history of the principal schools of ancient and

modem hymnody, and especially the history of its use in

the Christian church For this purpose it has not beet

thought necessary to give any account of the bymns ul

Racine, Madame Guyon, and others, who can hardly bi

cla.-ised with any school, nor of the works of Ossar Mulau

and other quite modern hymn-wnters of the Reformed
churches in Switzerland and France.

On a general view of the whole subject, bymnody is

seen to have been a not inconsiderable factor in religious

worship. It has been sometimes employed to dis

seminate and popularize particular views, but its spirit

and influence has been Catholic, On the wh"le. It has

embodied the faith, trust, and hope, and no small part of

the inward experience, of generation after gint-ration of

men, in many different countries and climates, of many
different nations, and in many varieties of circumstance*

and condition Coloured, indeed, by these differences,

and also by the various modes in which the same truths

have been apprehended by different minds (and sometimes

reflecting partial and imperfect conceptions of them, and
errors with which they have been assuciated in particular

churches, times, and places), its testimony is, nevertheless,

generally the same. It has upon it a stamp of genuineness

which cannot be mistaken. It bears witness to the force

of a central attraction more powerful than all causes of

difference, which binds together times ancient and modern,

nations of various race and language, churchnieo and noncou

formists, churches reformed and unreformed, toatruefunda

mental unity among good Christians, and to a substantial

ideulity in their moral and spiritual experience (s
)

HYPATIA ('YTOTia or 'Yrrd-rtia), mathematician, philo

sopher, and 6oally one of the martyrs of paganism, was

the daughter and tiisciple nf the nialhinnticnn Hnd philo-

sopher Theon,' and was born in .Alexandria not earlier

than 3.50 a d7 Afle.r a long permd nf study (partly,

perhaps, in .Athene) she became a distinguished lecturer

on philosophy in her nativi- town, and ultimately became

the rccogniz'.'d head of the Neo I'lalonic school there (<-.

400) The fdscitntion of her great oloquence fehe i» suid

on more than one occasmn tn have proved an effective

odvocate in the courts of law), und the cbarra of a rare

mod'.isty and beauty, c'tmbined with her remarkable in

lellectual gifts to attract to her clasN room a large

number of duiciples. ovnr snme of whom her intiueuce was
very great Among the-^^e wa.^ SyneMus, who afu-rwards

[r. 4 I fl) became bshop of I'tuletnais. si'veral of wliobe letters

addre*sed to b'T ( rij JuArHfo-^uj). full of chivalrous ailiuira

lion and reverence, arc still i-vtaiit {Ep/> 10, 16. IC, 33.

90. 121. l.')3) In the contlirta between the various

elements of Alexandrian society which took place shortly

ifter the accession of Cyril to the patriarchate in 4 I '2, she

became rl.'.'ely ideiitifind as i-ounsi-llor and friend with the

prefect Orcites, and in the same degree mad" herself an

>bject of fear and hatn-d to the Nitrian monks and the

fanatical Cfinatiao mob, by whom she wu» ultimately

nurdered under circumstaiiciis of revolting barbarity

[Lent, 41.')) Rorrates has related how (.he wiw lorn from
iier chariot, dmgged to the Cdfsareuni (then a Christian

;hurch), stripped naked, cut to piecfs with oyster shells

oi7Tp<£<coK ivuXoi'), and linully liiriil pieionieal Most pro

ninent among the actual pcrpt-tralors of the crime was one
feter, a reader; but there seenm little reason to doubt
Pheodorct's assertion of Cyril's r«al complicity

Hypatia, according to Suidns, was the author of corn-

Fur some ai-count of whom si'<» a-ililan . compare Fatincius, 8M.
'/r.ix \7H m/q (1801) He ol.«.:rv,;.i nil eclipl.. in .Sfi.'.

'The lUte as.iiguod liy Wcmsdorf {IHss. AraU. IV dt Uiiiiat%».

Vitleub«rg, 1747V lloche {PhUoloj/w, xv.) givos 870

I mentaries on the mathematician Diophanlus and on th»-

I

Comes of Apollonius of Perga, and also of an astronomical

1 canon. None of these works have come down to our time
,

i

but their titles, combined with expressions in the letlt-rs

I

of Synesius, who consulted her about tbe construction

;
of an astrolabe, would seem to indicate that she dt-voled

;
herself specially to astronomy and mechanics Of her

]

philosophical opinions nothing is knowr, except that Ibey
' shared the gent-ral eclectic feature^ of the AlMXundrian Ncu-

I

Platoiusm A Latin letter to Cyril on behalf of Nestorius,

i
which has sometimes been attributed to her, is undoulnedly

1
spurious It can be road in Baluze The sicry of flypatia

appears in a considerably disguised yet still recognisable

I form 10 tbe legend of St Cnthiriiie as recorded in ti.e

Roman Bret-tury (Nov 25), and still mere fully m the

Miirii/rolofjies (see JamesoD, Sacrrd and Legendary An,
I p 4fi7 »y5 )

' The '-hief soufL-e for the little we know at'out Hypatia is tb»

1 arcoiMit giren hy Soc.-utefl (W F . vii 15i The attirU in Suidaa,

which Gibbon )ias characten/ed as " i-uru>us and original,'' roust he

,
lecfivi'd wiih some caution It is on his aoth*>rity thHt tJie sonie

v.hat doubtful stateriieol l.-* luadt- Ihiit t.he was the wife ql IsidoMts

tlif philosopher She is the eul-jtcl of on epigram by Kallada-s lo

the ,4>i/*n/.i(/;/ (IX 400 . ed .'a. obs) See Meli.igc, //«/ A/ul Fh>l

p 6'2 Fubriotus. liihl Or
, IX 187 .*i/i/ . \\'erri8d«>rf. op nt . and

the exhaustive itionogrftph ,f llm-lu-ln ['hiivUnju^^.w 4115 *^tf (1860)

An anonymous wora eiitillt-d llyjM'xa, o* th* hu^tory qf a m,i,v/

hfiioliful. inosf iii'/i")u.«, tfu'.it irarnrii, and every v>ay (uctrnipiish^d

littiy. ivho wna '>*rii lo yif(t--i r-j, tAr clerf/p of Alrxandria U> grat\fytlit

,
prtrif ftntilation ,i>t<t cruelty o/ tknr ariftt'uihop Oyr^l, commmily I'nt

uniif.tcririHy ntyttd Sii>nt <^y^\l. was publislmd in London in 17'.^0.

The hisiory of Ilypalia ^la^ iilso been made the liosia of an attractive

[
hit-toncal rernaiice by Cliarles Kiugwley (1863).

• H YPEI^l PES ('Y>r,p<,S,,s), one of tho ten Attic orators,

was sou of Glaucippus, of a uoblo family of the tribe il'.'jtcis

nod the dcmc Collylus. He was probably younger tli.iii

l.ycurgiis (born about S'Jf) B.i; ) and older than Demosthciu-s

(born about .'iS.'i bo.). Having studied under Isocrales, l-"

began life as a writer of speeches for the courts, and in

SfiO n.o. he prosecuted Autoclos, a general charged with

troosoo in Thrace. From tho end of the Sacred War, 34(i -
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324 B.C., Hyperidcs su^portod DemostLenes in the struggle

against Macedon ; but in the affair of Harpalus lie waS one
of the ten [lublic prosecutors of Demostbeni-s, and on the

exile of hia former leader he became the head of ihe patriotic

party (see Demosthenes^. He wa;3 the chief promoter

of the Lamian War against Antipatcr and Craterus. After

the deciiive defeat of Crannon, 322 b.c, Hyperides with

the other orators demanded by Antipater was condemned
to death by the subdued Athenians, but fled to jEgina and
theuce into sanctuary in the temple of Demeter at

Hermione. Antipater's emissaries dragged him forth to be

put to death at Athens. Hyperides was an ardent pursuer

ff " the beautiful," which in hia time generally meant
pleasure and luxury. Hia temper was easy-going and

humorous ; and hence, though in his development of the

periodic sentence he followed Isocrates, the essential ten-

dencies of his style are those of Lysias, whom he surpassed,

howaver, in the richness of his vocabulary and in the

variety of his powers. His diction was plain and forcible,

though he occasionally indulged in long compound words

probably borrowed from the Middle Comedy, with which,

and with the everyday life o/ his time, he was in full

sympathy. His composition was simple. He was specially

distinguished for subtlety of expression, grace, and wit, as

well aa for tact in approaching his case and handling hia

subject matter. Professor Jebb sums up the criticism of

Longinus in the phrase—" Hyporidea was the Sheridan of

Athens. " Of his lost speeches we should perhaps regret

most the AtjXiokos, on the presidency of the Delian temple
claimed by Athens and Delos, which was adjudged by the

Amphictyona to Athens.

The extant works of Hvperidea are— 1, Fragment of the
Atro.Koyla vrip AuK6<ppot'os, Fro Lycophrone^ dclivercj before 349
B.C., incijcntally interesting &?i throwing light on the order of

marriage processions and ofher details of Athenian life, and on the
Athenian government of Lemnos ; 2, 'Tirip 'Ei/^e^lTiroi/ eiVay/sAlcs
^icoXoyia irphi XioKvfvitTov^ Fro Eujxnippo, about. 3130 B.C., nearly
perfect (a loau classicus on eiVavyeXlm) ; 3, fragments of Iha
Kard ^ijfioaBtvovs, In DcmostA^nem, see above ; 4, a considfrdble
portion of the \6yos ^-wndtpio^t Oralu) Furiebris^ over Leosthenes
and his comrades who fell in the Lamian war, 322 D c. , after

Antiphilus's victory over Leonnatus at Melitea. This is an elevated
panegyric in the style of Isocrates, but in invention and sentiment the
best specimen we have of epidcictic oratory. Of the tinlogue a portion
Ls preserved by Stobaus only. The MSS. are papyri—those of tho
first two speeches found by Joseph Ardcn, January 1847, that of

the third speech by A. C. Harris, 1847, of the last by the Kev 11

Swbart, 18.56, all at Thebes in Egypt. They arc among the oldest
eiiant MSS., dating within the hmits 300 B.C. and 300 a.d.

Frinfipal Editions.—AH the remains, F. Blasa, Leif-sic, 1869 ; Aoy. imrajb nnd
iwia 'Enf*,-., J. C. Cubel. Ltyden, 1877 ; Kara iyi,*. (with /aaxmiie of MS.),
A C. H«m«, London, 1877 ; Kara a^m., Professor CburchiU Hablngton, London,
H.'rO ; Orationi for Lyz. and for Euxen. (wlth/iwjimtVe of MS.), fd., Cambridge,
1853; TV Fantral Oration, Id., it., 1859. See also Oralorei Altici, J. G. Bailer
• nd n, Sauppe, 1850, Tranj/atiow.—German, W. S Tcuffcl, Stuttgart, 18fi5-C0 ;

Frcr.ch. Euxen., 1860, Or. Fun,, 1858, H. Cafflaax, Valenciennca.
j'-f: EgKcr in Sf*^m. tU t'Acad. dti Inscr.pt, et Bftlfs Uttres, 1870; W, Tibbflt

In y'eui JaJxrb, f, ctasl, fhilot,, 187(3; Heno. Hager In Curtlus'B Oram. Stud.,
187n; Joui-n, of PMlolnfjy, Cambridge, 1872-73 : Miihl)- in A'ew Jahrh, f, clan,
fktlol, u Fadaf/oy,, 1872; Professor R. C Jebb, The Allic Oratori (vol. il., cti.

nil., pp. 381-92), London, 1876; G. Boehnecke, Demosthenes, lykurgos, Hp.
prides, und ihr Zeitatter, Berlin, 1874. There is a Russian study by A. N.
Schwan, on ibe speech for Euzenippus. published at Moscow, 1875.

HYPERTROPHY (from uTrc'p, over, and Tpo<f>rj, nourish-
ment), a term in medicine employed to designate an
abnormal increase in bulk of one or more of the organs or

component tissues of the body. In its strict sense this

term can only be applied where tho increase affects the
natural textures of a part, and is not applicable where the
enlargement is due to the presence of some extraneous
morbid formation. Hypertrophy of a part may manifest
itself either by simply an increase in the size of its

constituents, or by this combined with an iucrea,se in their

number (hyperplasia). In many instances both are as-

sociated.

The conditions giving rise to hypertrophy arr> the reverse

of those already described as producing ATuorriY (v.v.).

They are concisely stated by Sir James Paget as being

chiefly or only three, namely :— (I) the increased exercise

of a part in its healthy functions
; (2) an increased accu-

mulation in the blood of the particular materials which a

part appropriates to its nutrition or in secretion ; and (3)

an increased afliux of healthy blood.

Illustrations are furnished of the first of these conditions

by the high development of muscular tissue under habitual

active exercise ; of the second in the case of obesity, which
is an hypertrophy of the fatty tissues, the elements of

which are furnished by the blood ; and of the third in the
occasional overgrowth of hair in the neighbourhood of

parts which are the seat of inilammation. Obviously there-

fore, in many instances, hyjiertrophy cannot be regarded

as a deviation from h«alth, but rather on the contrary as

indicative of a high degree of nutrition and physical jiower.

Even in those cases where it is found associated with dis-

ease, it is often produced as a salutary effort of nature to

compensate for obstructions or other difficulties which have
arisen in the system, and thus to ward off evil consequences.

No better example of this can be seen than in the case of

certain forms of heart disease, where from defect at some
of the natural orifices of that organ the onward flow of

the blood ia interfered with, and would soon give rise to

serious embarrassment to the circulation, were it not that

behind the seat of obstruction the heart gradually becomes
hypertrophied, and thus acquires greater propelling power
to overcome the resistance in front. Again, it has been
noticed, in the case of certain double organs such as the

kidneys, that when one has been destroyed by disease the

other has become hypertrophied to such a degree.as enables

il to discharge the functions of both.

Hypertrophy may, however, in certain circumstance
con.stitute a disease, as in Goitre and Elephantiasis
{q,i'.), and also in the case of certain tumours and growths

(such as cutaneous excrescences, fatty tumours, mucous

I

polypi, (fee), which are simply enlargements of normal
textures. Hypertrophy does not in all cases involve an
increase in bulk ; for, just as in atrophy there may be no
diminution in the size of the affected organ, so in liyper-

trophy there may be no increase. This is apt to bo the

case where certain only of the elements of an organ

undergo increase, while the others remain unaffected or

are actually atrophied by the pressure of the hypertro-

phied tissue, as ia seen in the disease known as cirrhosis

of the liver.

A spurious sort of hypertrophy is observed in the rare

disease to which M. Duchenne has applied. the name of

pseudo-kypertrophic paralysis. This ailment, which ap^

pears to be confined to children, consists essentially of

a progressive loss of power accompanied with a remarkable

enlargement of certain muscles or groups of muscles, more
rarely of the whole muscular system. This increase of

bulk is, however, not a true hypertrophy, but rather an

excessive development of connective tissue in the substance

of tho muscles, the proper texture of which tends in con-

sequence to undergo atrophy or degeneration. The appear-

ance presented by a child suffering from this disease ia

striking. The attitude and gait are remarkably altered,

the child standing with shoulders thrown back, small of

the back deeply curved inwards, and legs wide apart, while

walking is accompanied with a peculiar swinging or rock-

ing movement. The calves of the legs, the buttocks, the

muscles of the back, and occasionally other muscles, ore

seen to be unduly enlarged, and contra-st strangely with

the general feebleness. The progress of the dl.icase is

marked by increasing failure of locomotory power, and

ultimately by complete paralysis of the limbs. The malady

is little amenable to treatment, and, although often pro-

longed for years, s'ii'.-rally pio^cs fata! b.fore the period

of maturity.
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HYrOCHONDRIASIS (synonyms—the spleen, the

vapours). As the name implies (from to vTroxovSpiov, to.

i-TToxovSpia, the soft port of the body immediately under

the xofS/jos or cartilage of the breast-bone), hypochondriasis

and its symptoms were referred by the ancients, and indeed

by physicians down to the time of CuUen, to diseases or

derangements of one or more of the abdominal viscera.

Cullen classified it amongst nervous diseases, and Falret

more fully described it as a morbid condition of the nervous

system characterized by depression of feeling and false

beliefs as to an impaired state of the health. The subjects

of hypochondriasis are for the most part members of fami-

lies in which hereditary predisposition to degradation of

the nervous system is strong, or those who have suffered

from morbid influences affecting this system during the

earlier years of life. It may be dependent on depressing

disease affecting the general system, byt under such cir-

cumstances it is generally so complicated with the symp-

toms of hysteria as to render differentiation difficult (see

Hysteria). Hypochondriasis is often handed down from

one generation to another in its individual form, but it is

also not unfrequently to be met with in an individual as

the sole manifestation in him of a family tendency to

insanity. In its most common form it is manifested by

simple false belief as to the state of the health, the Intel-

leci, being otherwise unaffected. We may instance the

"vapourish" woman or the " splenetic " as terms society

has applied to its milder manifestations. Such persons are

constantly asserting a weak state of health although no

palpable .cause can be discovered. In its more definite

phases pain or uneasy sensations are referred by the patient

to some particular region, generally the abdomen, the heart,

or the head. That these are subjective is apparent from the

fact that the general health is good : all the function* of

the various systems are duly performed ; the patient eats

and sleeps well ; and, when any circumstance temporarily

overrides the false belief, he is happy and comfortable. No
appeal to the reason is of any avail, and the hypochondriac

idea so dominates his existence as to render him unable to

perform the ordinary duties of life. In its most aggravated

form iiypochondriasis amounts to actual insanity, delusions

arl-iing as to the existence of living creatures in the in-

testines or brain, or to the effect that the body is materially

changed, e.ff., into glass, wood, <tc. (see Insanity). The
symptoms of this condition may bo remittent; they may
oven disappear for years, and only return on the advent of

some exciting cause. Suicide is occasionally committed in

order to escape from the constant misery. As there is

nothing to treat, medication is of no avail, and recovery
can only bo looked for by placing the patient under .such

morally hygienic .conditions as may help to take his miud
off himself. More generally he lives through the attack
rather than is cured of it.

See Cullen, Clinical Lectures, pp. 39-57 (London, 1777); Gcorgct
Vc la Phys. du Syst. A'cri). (P.iris, 1819); Iteynolds, System of
Medicine, vol. ii. p. 293 (London, 1868); Gricsinger, Mental PaDio-
togpand Tlurapculics (18G7); Nicraeyer, Practical Medicine {ISTl).

HYPOTHEC {Ilypotheca), in Roman law, is the most
advanced form of the contract of pledge. A specific thing
maybe given absolutely to a creditor on the understanding
th;it it is to be given back when the creditor's debt is paid

;

or the property in the thing may be assigned to the creditor
while the debtor is allowed to remain in po.sses.";ion, the
creditor as owner being able to take possession if his debt
is not discharged Here wo have the kind of security
known as pledge and mortgage respectively. In the
hypoOieca, tho property does not pass to the credibor, nor
rl<)C8 ho get pos3(».siot], but ho acquires a prefernntini right
ti> have his debt i)aid out of the hypothecated property •

Ihat is, ho can sell it and i>ay himself out of the procced.H,'

or in default of a purchaser he can become the owner
himself. The name and the principle have passed into the

law of Scotland, which distinguishes between conventional

hypothecs, as hoilomry and respondentia, and tacit hypo-
thecs established by law. Of the latter the most im
portant is the landlord's hypothec for rent (corresponding

to distress in the law of England), which extends over

the preduce of the land and the cattle and sheep fed

on it, and over stock and horses used in husbandry.

The law of agricultural hypothec has long caused much
discontent in Scotland ; its operation was restricted by
30 & 51 Vict. c. 42, and finally by 43 Vict. c. 12 it has

been enacted that the "landlord's right of hypothec for

the rent of land, including thejent of any buildings thereon,

exx;eeding two acres in extent, let for agriculture or pasture,

shall cease and determine." As a set off the landlord is

to have the same rights and remedies against a tenant

when six months' rent or twelve months' rent is due and
unpaid as he had formerly against a tenant when twelve

months' rent or two years' rent respectively was due and
unpaid.

HYRAX, a genus of diminutive plantigrade mammals,
the position of which in the mammalian series has, owing

to their apparent affinity with several widely different

groups, given rise to considerable controversy. Approach-
ing the hare in their eitcrnal appearance and habits, the

rhinoceros in their molar teeth and much of their skeleton,

the hippopotamus in the form of their lower incisors, and
the sloth in the great number of their dorsal vertebrae,

they wero at first classed with the rodents, and afterwards,

by Cuvier, with the pachyderms, where they remained until,

on the breaking up of that most heterogeneous of groups,

%v:,!, \u^^'^
Cnpo Hyrax,

Professor Huxley established tho order Ifijracoidea for
their recci)tion. They are small, rabbit-like creatures, the
largest not exceeding IS inches in length, covered with a
thick soft fur with numerous bristles interspersed. Their
cars and legs are short; tlie tail is represented only by
a small tubercle; and their toos, of which they havefoui
on each foot in front and three behind, are, with the excep-
tion of tho inner one on each hind foot, provided with fiat

hoof like nails. Thoy have twenty-one pairs of ribs—

a

larger nnniber than is possessed by any other mammals
except the sloths, which have twenty-three pairs. They are
gregarious animals, dwelling in colonics in the crevices ol
rocks and in the caverns which abound in the liilly regions
they freiiucnt, and feeding on grass and other herbage, on
roots, fruits, and tho tender shoots of plants. There are
accoixling to Dr Gray, thirteen .<;pecics of llvrax, many of
whu h are, however, regarded by other authorities as nie'rely
varieties. They are all confined to the African continent
with the exception of tho Syrian hyrax or daman {Ilvrax
s,vnaa,s), whose range extends faun Abyssinia into Arabia,
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Syria, and Palestine. This species is generally regarded

as tbe "shaphan," rcndere<i " conies" in the English Bible,

which "arc but a feeble folk, yet make their houses in

the rocks " (Prov. xxx. 20). They nioa-sure about a foot in

length and 1 1 inches in height, and are of a greyish-brown

colour above, fulvous on the flanks, and white beneath.

They are active little creatures, darting in and out of their

rocky shelters with remarkable agility. Bruce, who ob-

served their habits in Abyssinia, states that large numbers
of them were frequently to be seen sitting on great stones

at the mouths of caves, basking in the sunshine, or enjoying

the coolness of the summer evening. Of timid and gentle

disposition, they can be readily taraod, although when
roughly handled at first they are said to bite severely. The
Cape hyrai (Hyrax capensis) or " badger" (dasse ; Dutch,

Das , German, Dachs) is the largest known species, measur-

ing about 18 inches in length, [t frequents situations

similar to those occupied by the Syrian form, and is exceed-

ingly shy, peeping out of its rocky hiding places with a

circumspectiiin which is by no means uncalled for, as it

forms a favourite foiid of hons, hyaenas, and the larger birds

of prey The latter, it is said, may often be seen perched,

for hours, like statues on the rocks, watching their oppor-

tunity to dart upon the luckless " badger." To guard

again.st such surprises, they are said, when feeding, to

|i!ace one of their number, usually an old male, as a
sentinel, whose shrill prolonged cry gives timely notice

of approaching danger. Like the " conies," they are

readily tamed, and seem capable of considerable attach-

ment, although their natural timidity and suspicion

cause them to hide themselves on fhe appearance of a

stranger. There are two species of hyrax, one in the

south and tbe other in the west of Africa, which aro said

to be arboreal in their habits, making their abode in the

holes of trees. Dr Gray has placed these in a separate

genus

—

Dendrohyrax. The island of Fernando Po possesses

a species peculiar to itself, while the genus is entirely

wanting m Madagascar. No fossil remains of the hyrax

have yet been found.

HYRCANIA, a province of Asia, south of the Caspian

Sea, and bounded on the E. by the river Oxus. It was,

however, a wide and indefinite tract, the extent of which
is variously conceived. Its chief city is called Tape by
Strabo, Zadracarta by Arrian. The latter is evidently the

same as Carta, mentioned by Strabo as an important city.

Some parts of the country were fertile, but the general idea

prevalent among the classical writers is that it was a rude

region of forests full of dangerous wild animals. Little is

known of the hisfoiy of the country, as it seldom came into

connexion with the better known races. Xenophon says it

was subdued by the Assyrians ; Curtius says that GOOD
Hyrcanians were in the army of the last Persian king
Darius. Two towns named Hyrcania are mentioned, one
in the country of Hyrcania, the other in Lydia. The latter

is said to have derived its name from a colony of Hyr-
canians, transported thither by the Persians.

HVKC.'VNUS ("Y/jKai'u?), a Greek surname, of unknown
origin, borne by several .lews of the Maccabsian period.

John Hvrcanus I., high priest of the Jews from ISf) to
10.") n.c, was the youngest son of Simon Maccabneus. In

1,^7 n c. he, along with his brother Judas, commanded
tlio force which repelled the invasion of Jiul.Ta led by
Ccndebeus the general of Antiochus VII. (Sidctes). On the

assassination of his father and two elder brothers by
Ptolemy, governor of Jericho, his brother-in-law, in Feb-
ruary 135, lie succeeded to the high priesthood and the

supreme authority in Jud.xa. While .still engaged in the

Ntnig-lc with Ptiilciny, he was attacked by AnUochus with
a largo army (l.'M), and compelled to shut hiin.sclf up in

Jerusalem ; after a severe siege peace was at last sccurcil

only on condition of a Jewish disarnwmcnt, and thf pay.

meiit of an indemnity and an annual tribute, for which

hostages were taken. In 129 he accompanied Antiochus

as a vassal prince on his ill-fated Parthian expedition ; re-

turning, however, to Juda'a before winter, he escaped the

final disaster. By the judicious mission of an embassy to

Rome ho now obtained confirmation of the alliance wliich

his father had previously made with the growing western

power; at the same time he availed himself of the weak-

ened state of the Syrian monarchy under Demetrius II. to

overrun Samaria, and also to invade Iduma;a, which ho

completely subdued, compelling its inhabitants to leceivo

circumcision and accept the Jewish faith. After a long

period of rest he directed his arms against the town of

Samaria, which, in spite of the intervention of Antiochus,

his sons Antigonus and Aristobulus ultimately took, and

by his orders razed to the ground (c. 109 n.c). lie died

in 105, and was succeeded by Aristobulus^ the eldest of his

five sons. The external policy of Hyrcanus was marked

by considerable energy and tact, and, aided as it was by

favouring circumstances, was so successful as to leave the

Jewish nation in a position of independence and of infiu-

ence such as it had not known since the days of Solomon.

During its later years his reign was much disturbed, how-

ever, by the contentions for ascendency which arose be-

tween the Pharisees and Sadducees, the two rival sects or

parties which then for the first time (under those names

at least) came into prominence. Josephus has related tlw

curious circumstances under which he ultimately transferred

his personal support from the former to the latter.

John Hvrcanus II., high priest from 78 to 40 n.c, was

the oldest son of Alexander Janna:us by his wife Alexandra,

and was thus a grandson of the preceding. When his father

died in 78, he was by his mother forthwith appointed high

priest, and on her death in G9 he claimed the succession to

the supreme civil authority also ; but, after a brief and

troubled reign of three mouths, he was compelled to abdi-

cate both kingly and priestly dignities in favour of hi.i

more energetic and ambitious younger brother Aristouuais

II. In 63 it suited the policy of Pompey that he should

bo restored to the high priesthood, with some semblance o(

supreme command, but of mucli of this semblance even hu

was soon again deprived by the arrangement of the pro-

consul Gabinius, accoriling to which Palestine was in 5? u.c.

divided into five separate circles (o-tVoSot, awihpia). Fot

services rendered to C;csar after the battle of Pharsalia, he

w.as again rewarded with the sovereignty (Tpotrraaia roij

lOvov^, Jos., Aiif., XX. 10) in 47 B.C, Antipatcr of Iduira^a,

however, being at the same time made procurator of

Judica. In 41 n.c. he was practically superseded by

Antony's appointment of Herod and Pha.sael to be tctrarchs

of Judiea ; and in the following year he was taken prisoner

by the Partliians, deprived of his ears that he niighi be

permanently disqualified for priLstly office, and carried to

Babylon. He was permitted in 33 B.C. to return to Jeru-

salem, where on a charge of treasonable correspondence with

Malclius, king of Arabia, he was put to death in 30 B.c.

See Josipluis {Ant., xiii. 8-10; xiv. 5-13; Bell. Jiid., i. 2; i.

8-l;l), upon whoscnairativo oil the modem accounts, as, e.g., tliosB

by CwaKI, Gratz, ami Hitzig in their Histories, are based.

HYSSOP {//i/xsopiis oJlicniati.<), a garden herb belonging

to the natural order Lnblula-, cultivated for use in domestic

medicine. It is a small perennial plant about 2 feet

high, with slender, quadrangular, woody stems narrowly

elliptical, pointed, entire, dotted leaves, about 1 inch long

and \ inch wide, growing in jiairs on the stem ; and long

terminal, erect, halfvcrticillate, leafy spikes of small violet-

blue (lowers, which are in bhissom from June to September.

Two varieties of the plant occor in gardens, one having

variegated leaves and the other reddish flowers. The
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leaves have a warm, aromatic, bitter taste, and are believed

to owe their properties to a volatile oil which is present in

the proportion of i to ^ per cent Hyssop is a native of

the south of Europe, its range extending eastward to

Siberia; it was introduced into England by Gerard in

the year 1596. A strong tea made of the leaves, and

sweetened with honey, was formerly used in pulmonary-

and catarrhal affections, and externally as an application

to bruises and indolent swellings.

The Hedge Hyssop {Gratiola oficinalis) belongs to the

natural order Scrophulariaceoe, and is a native of marshy

lands in the south of Europe, whence it was introduced

into Britain nearly 300 years ago. Like Hyssopus offici-

nalis, it has smooth opposite entire leaves, but the stems

are cylindrical, the leaves twice the size, and the flowers

solitary in the axils of the leaves and having a yellowish'-

red veined tube and bluish-white limb, while the cap-

sules are oval and many-seeded. The herb has a bitter,

nauseous taste, but is almost odourless. In small quan-

tities it acts as a purgative, diuretic, and emetic when

taken internally. It was formerly official in the Edin-

biirgh Pharmacopoeia, being esteemed as a remedy for

dropsical and scrofulous affections. It has also been given

in the form of wine for hypochondriasis. It is said to

have formed the basis of a celebrated nostrum for gout,

called Edu medicinale, and in former times was called

Gratia Dei, on account of its medicinal properties. When
growing in abundance, as it does in some damp pastures in

Switzerland, it becomes dangerous to cattle, G. peruviana

U known to possess similar properties.

Tho hyssop ('ezob) of Scripture (Ex. xii 22 ; Lev. xiv. 4, 6
;

Numb. xix. 6, 18 ; 1 Kings v. 13 (iv. 33); Ps. li. 9 (7) ; John xix.

29), a wall-growing plant adapted for sprinkling purposes, has loog

been the subject of learned aisputation, the only point on which
til have agreed being that it is not to be identified with the Hys-
topus officinalis, which is not a native of Palestine. No less than

eighteen plants have been supposed by various- authors to answer

Iho conditions, and Celsius has devoted more than forty pages to

the discussion of their several claims. By Tristram {Oxford Bible

for Teachers, \%iO) and others tho caper plant (Capparia spinosa)

is supposed to be meant ; but, apart from other difficulties, this

identincation is open to tho objection that the caper seems to he,

at least in one passage (Eccl. xiL 6), otherwise designated ('abiy

ytnah). Thenius (on 1 Kings v. 13) suggests Ortholrichum scucaiile.

Tho most probable opinion would seem to be that found in Maimo-
niJes and many later writers, according to which the Hebrew 'ezob

Is to be identified with the Arabic sa aiar, now understood to be

Satureja Thymus, a plant of very frequent occurrence in Syria and
Palestine, with which Thymits Serpylhun, or Wild Thyme, and
Satureja Thymbra are closely allied. Its smell, taste, and medi-

cinal properties are similar to those of II. oj/ieinalis. In Morocco
the sa atar of tho Arabs is Origanum ccmpactum, Benth. ; and it

appears probable, as suggested by Mr W. Carruthcrs, that several

plants of the genera Thymus, Origanum, and others nearly allied

In form and habit, and found in similar localities, were used under
the name of hyssop.

Sec Gerard, Uerball, p. 678-582 ; Stilli and Maisch, National Dis-

'cnsatory, p. 7512; Carruthers, in Bible Educalor, vol. iv. p. 226-27
;

'homson, The Land and the Book, p. 112 ; J. Smith, Bible Plants,

p. 214 ; Furror, art. " Ysop," in ScncDkcl's Bibcl-Lexicon, vol. v.

' HYSTERIA, a term applied to a disordered condition of

the nervous system, the anatomical seat and nature of which

ore unknown to medical science, but of which the symptoms
consist in well-marked and very varied disturbances of nerve

function. By tho ancients arid by modern physicians down
to the time of Sydenham its symptoms were suppo.sod to be

duo to disturbances of the uterus (io-repa, whence tho name),

but it is now universally recognized that they are dependent
on a variety of causes with which that organ has no ncces

sary connexion. Tho causes of hysteria may be divided

into the predisposing, such as hereditary predisposition to

nervous degeneration, sex, age, occupation, and national

idiosyncracy^" and the immediate, such as mental and
physic il exhaustion, fright, and other emotional influcucos,

pregnancy, tho puerperal condition, diseases of the uterus

^:

and its appendages, and the depressing inSuence of injurj

or general disease. Each and all of these causes may acl

and react in any given case ; in fact, it is nearly alwayi

impossible to assign a particular cause in a particulai

instance. Perhaps, taken over all, hereditary predispositioB

to nerve-instability may be asserted as the most prolifie

cause. It is often noticed in families in which this insta-

bility exists that hysteria presents itself to a greater or lesi

extent in a considerable number of its members aa the sol(

indication of the diathesia As regards age the condition

is apt to appear at the evolutional periods of life-^puberty,

pregnancy, and the climacteric—without any further assign'

able cause except that first spoken of. It is very frequent

in girls between the ages of twelve and fifteen, and in

women on the cessation of the menstrual flow. It is much
more common in the female than the male,—in the proper

tion of 20 to 1,—which circumstance points to the important

influence of the uterus in causation, but definitely places

hysteria in the category of nervous diseases. It has been

asserted that certain races are more liable to the disease

than others—that for instance the Latins and the Slavs

are more prone to it than other inhabitants of Europe.

This, however, is doubtful ; in the more excitable races we

find on the whole a greater tendency to hysterical excite-

ment, in those whose national characteristic is calm and

impassionateness a tendency to hysterical depression ; and

it is probable that the greater prominence of the symptoms

in the former may have masked the more subtle yet

not less important manifestations of the disease presented

in the latter. Occupation, or be it rather said want of

occupation, is a prdlific cause. This is noticeable in all

classes of society : in the higher the idle luxurious woman
concentrates herself upon herself, and the frivolity of her

existence helps to aggravate the evil which may be innate

in her constitution ; in the lower classes the disease is not

so prevalent except among women who live a vicious and

excited life. The experience of prison authorities shows

not only that women of the criminal classes are individually

liable to the hysterical paroxysm, but that it is very apt to

assume an epidemic form amongst them. There is no proof

that any particular legitimate occupation tends to its develop-

ment. The depressing effects of almost any disease may
be directly productive of hysteria, more especially those

accompanied by pain and loasof sleep. There can be little

doubt, however, that disease of the uterus and its append-

ages has a greater tendency towards its production than

disease of any other system. At tho same time, hysteria

seems to follow more frequently on the less severe than on

the graver forms of uterine complaints.

In point of duration hysteria may be transient or chronia

la the first phase it consists of an explosion of emotionalism,

generally the result of mental excitement, to which tho

popular term "hysterics", is applied. Such attacks are

generally preceded and accompanied by a sensation of a

lump in the throat (the " globus hystericus "), a flow of

limpid urine, violent outbursts of alternate laughter and

weeping, and sometimes even convulsion. In the chronic

condition we find an extraordinary complexii. of symptoms,

both physical and mental. These are contiLuous, constitut-

ing the " status hystericus," and paroxysmal. The physical

symptoms are extremely diverse: there may bo a pseudo-

para!y.sis, tho patient lying palsied whollv or partially, or

there may bo rigidity of one or more linios, in either case

the symptom pereisting for weeks or months or even years

;

there may be flushing or pallor of the face, an increase or

decrease of tcmperuture. Perversions of sensation are

frequent symptoms ; these consist in complaint of pain,

generally of a local character: a conininii instance is tho

sensation of a nail being driven through the vortex of tlio

head (" clavus hystericus "), or of increased sensibility of
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f.arv.-ular parts. On ihe other n^nd loss of sensation may
be complained of, or, as occasionally happens, hyperesthesia

and anaesthesia may be stated by an individual to exist in

different parts of the body. The region of the spine is a

very frequent seatof hysterical pain. Pain, more especially

when referred to a joint, is apt to be accompanied by swell-

ing. Both the motor and the sensory symptoms are in

every Instance out of all proportion to any assignable cause,

and for the most part disappear suddenly, leaving the

patient in perfect health. It is to such cases that the

wonderful cures effected by quacks and charlatans may
be referred. The mental symptoms have not the same
tendency to pass away suddenly. They may be spoken of

as interparoxysmal and paroxysmal. The chief character-

istics of the former are extreme emotionalism combined
with a curious obstructiveucss, a desire to be an object of

importance, and a constant craving for sympathy. This is

sought to be procured at an immense sacrifice of personal

comfort, and to this may be referred a very large proportion

of the motor and sensory symptoms above spoken of. The
paroxysmal condition does .not materially differ from the

transient hysteric attack, except that convulsion is more
common and more violent. The special senses of taste,

sight, and hearing may be affected, sometimes temporarily

obliterated. Hysteria may pass into absolute insanity.

Treatment consists in attention to the general health,

and to such special symptoms as may arise, notably those

connected with the function of menstruation. The submis-

sion of the patient to the best moral influences is of no

mean importance. But it may be admitted that the results

are generally unsatisfactory so far as medication is concerned,

aa the cure is usually spontaneous or dependent on some
sudden mental influence.

See Zicmssen's Cyclopedia of the Pradice of Medicme, vol xiv ,

Reynolds's System of Medicine, vol. ii. 'J. B. T)

HYSTERO-EPILEPSY, a nervous disease of women,
occurring during the fertile period of life, first observed

and described by Professor Charcot-of Paris. As yet it

has been rarely observed In Great Britain. Its phenomena
are very extraordinary, and serious doubts have been en-

tertained by eminent authorities as to their substantiality,

it being asserted that they are merely manifestations of

ordinary hysteria, intensified by a process of education.

But the.se doubts are being rapidly dissipated by the

observations of competent observers. The disease is of a

paroxysmal nature, and its symptoins may be divided into

inter-paroxysmal and paroxysmal. The former consist of

extreme sensitiveness over the region of one or (less fre-

quently) both ovaries, and loss of tactile sensihilily and

complete insensibility to pain in one lateral half of the

body, the side on which ovarian tenderness exists. Sight

is sometimes implicated, manifested by a peculiar form of

colour-blindness. Perhaps the most remarkable pheno-

menon presented in this disease is that all these impair-

ments of sensation may be shifted to t' 3 otbcr side of the

body on the application of magnets and plates of metaU.
the originally affected side regaining sensibility so long as

the opposite one is insensible. In some cases the symp-
toms arc permanently bilateral. The [laroxysm consists in

?iolent general convulsion, epileptiform in character, which
Is at once checked by pressure over the tender ovary. The
mental faculties are generally weakened, and the disease

is for the most part incurable. (See Charcot, Lectures on
Dheises of the N-rvom Si/stem, New Sydenham Soc, 1877.)
HYTHE, a municipal and parliamentary borough of

Kent, England, and one of the original Cinque Ports, is

'leautifully situated at the foot of a steep cliff near the

istern extremity of Romney Marsh, about half a mile
iim the sea, on a branch line of the Soulh-Eastern Hail-

vay. 66 miles ES.E. of London, 10 S.W. of Dover, and

5 W. of Fulkeatuue. «i consists ,.riociiiaiiy of one long

handsome street running parallel with the shore. On the

slope of the hill above the town stands the fine old church

of St Leonard, partly Late Norman and partly Early

English, with a tower rebuilt about 1750. In a vault

under the chancel there is a collection of human skulls and
bones supposed to be the remains of ancient Britons and
Saxons slain in a battle which took place near Hythe in

456. Of late the church has been undergoing restoration

at a considerable cost, and it is proposed to complete the

chancel, which was originally left unfinished. At Lympni
there are the remains of a Roman castrum, and excavationi

made some years ago brought to light many interesting

remains of the old Roman town, the Partus Lemanus.

The site of the castrum is now occupied by the fine old

castellated mansion of Studfall Castle, at one time the

residence of the archdeacons of Canterbury, but at pre-

sent used as a farm house. Norman portions of tha

Lympne church originally built by Archbishop Lanfranc

are still standing ; and a small distaL e Ut from it ii

Shipway or Shepway Cross, where the great assemblies

relating to the Cinque Ports used to bo held until they

were removed to Romney. Several bronne implementa

and weapons were discovered near Hythe in 1873, during

the excavation of the railway line from Hythe to Sand-

gate. A mile north from Hythe is Saltwood Castle, of very

ancient origin, but rebuilt in the time of Richard II.

Hythe possesses a guild hall founded in 1794, and two

hospitals, that of St Bartholomew founded by Haimo,
bishop of Rochester, in 1336, and that of St John, of still

greater antiquity but unknown date, and founded origin-

ally for the reception of lepers. A Government school

of musketry, in which instructors of musketry for the

army are trained, was established in 1854 ; and the Shorn

cliffe military camp is within 2i miles of the town. On
account of its pleasant situation and its picturesque and

interesting neighbourhood, Hythe has become a favourite

watering-place. Baths were erected in 1854 at a cost of

£2000, and the sea wall and parade has lately been ex-

tended eastwards to Sandgate, the total length being 3

miles. From the town to the seashore there is a stately

avenue of wych elms. The area of the municipal borough

is 1744 acres, and of the parliamentary borough 3571

acres. The population of the municipal borough in 1871

was 3383, and of the parliamentary borough 24,078.

The latter includes the municipal borougb of Folkestone.

Hythe occurs iu old documents a$ Ilethe, and Ln Domesday Book
as Hede Tlie word is derived from the Saxon I/ylh, meaning a

harbour. The iire.sent town of Hytfie roso to imiiortance aft>-r tlie

decay of West Hythe by the withdrawal of the sea, West Hythe
having previdusly succeeded to the Partus Lemattus, whose decay

had been due to a like cause Since the reign of Elizabeth the

harbour has been choked up with aaud. It is a theory of some
writers that the landing place of Julius Cfesar on his first invasion

of Britain was in the vicinity of Lympne. Aucicntly Hythe,

with the pari.sh of West Hythe, was within a "hundred"
of its own. Along witli Saltwood it was given in 1026 by

Halfdan, a Saxon thane, to Christ Church in Canterbury; and
it was afterwards held for knight's sernce by K.iil Godwine.

According to Lcland, it at one time had a fine abbey and four parish

churches. It succeeded to the ancient privileges which West
Ilytlie enjoyed as a Ciiifiue Port, its quota being 5 ships, 105 men,

and 5 boys When Earl Godwine ravaged the coast of Kent in

1052 he took several ships from the harbour of Hythe. In 1293

the inhabitants with great valour repulsed the attacks of the sea-

men of a French manof war who had disenib.Tiked in the haibuui

and were beginning to plunder the town In the reign of Richaid

II. a great condagration destroyed 200 of tne houses and 5 of Ihe

ships in the harbour. Hythe and Saltwood were given by Arcb-

bishop Cranmer to Henry VIII in lieu of other estates, and they

•continued vested in the crown until the 17th year of Elizabeth, when

the town received a charter of incorporation. It is now governed

by i aldermen and 12 councillors, one "fwhotu is mayor. From the

42d year of Edward 111. it i>osscssfd Ihe [irivUegeof returning two

members, to parliament, but since 1832 it lus n-tumcd only one.
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Iia one of tbo3e eymbols which the Greeks employed

diftrently from the Phoenicians. In Phoenician it

denoted the palatal semi-vowel y, called in Hebrew yodh.

The Greeks disliked this soond, and it vanished at an early

time out of their language. Consequently they needed no

symbol to represent it, and could use the PhoBnician symbol

to denote that for which the Phoenician alphabet gave them

no help, namely, the vowel i. The symbol, however, had

not at that time.its present simple form, as may be seen by

reference to the table at the end of the article Axphabet.

It was made up of several lines, and so it. appears in the

oldest Greek inscriptions, e.g., in those of Thera, about the

40th Olympiad, in which it is not unlike the later form of

signaa (2). In the old Corinthian alphabet it sometimes

has this fo,rm ; sometimes the angles to the left are rounded,

80 that it resembles an t. Generally, however, we find it

in Greek simplified into the single straight line with which

we are familiar. It has no other form in the Latin alphabet.

In the last century before Christ, the Romans sometimes

lengthened the symbol to denote the long vowel, so that it

reached above the top of the line, while the short vowel

was expressed by a line of the usual length. This took the

place of the older method by which the symbol was doubled

to denote the long vowel ; as aa, ee, ii. But it never

became universal, nor was the lengthened symbol always

put to the same use ; for about the same time we find it

used to denote the y sound in words like Maia, cuius,

where the Romans rightly thought it expedient to have a

distinct mark for the semi-vowel. But this also was not

permanent.

The value of the symbol la generally constant in all

European languages, ancient or modern, with the exception

of English. It is the vowel sound produced by raising the

front of the tongue towards the palate, as high as it can be

raised without touching. The lips are not rounded ; by

rounding them, when the tongue is in this position, we
should produce the sound of the French u or the German
u. The vowel may, however, be cither open or close, and

in either of these cases it may be short or long. Therefore

we have four variations, of which, however, probably not

more than two are found in any spoken language :— (1) the

short open i, heard in English "sin"; (2) the long open i,

which is not one of our spoken sounds, but can bo produced

in singing
; (3) the short close i, which again is not English,

but is the Italian short i
; (4) the long clo.se i, which is the

Italian long i, and is also common in English ; but we
denote the sound, not by i, but by c, as in "seen." It is

generally supposed that the sound of ee stands to that of i

in English as a long vowel to the corresponding short

;

but this is not so ; there is a difference in quality as well
;

te denotes (as has been just e.xplained) a close vowel,

whereas t is open. It is true that in ordinary English the

open vowel i only occurs short, and the close vowel long,

therefore the confusion is natural. A Scotchman, however,

finds no difficulty in pronouncing "seen" short.

It is practically nocessary in English to denote the simple

long i sound by ee, because the English language Ims

habitually altered the simple sound into a dijihthong, and

has retained for that diphthong the originiil spelling i.

Thus in words like " pride," " mine," " fire," &c., the vowel

had once in England the same sound as it lias on the Con-

tinent ; but now it is sounded as the diphtliong ai, thon^lf

the spelling has not been changed. It appeal's from Mr
Alexander J. Ellis's investigiitions into the history of

English pronunciation that i had become a diphthong in

the 16th century; but the exact date of the change must
remain uncertain. There can be little doubt that its nature

has been correctly explained by the same philologist. It

consists in pronouncing the long vowel without sufficiently

raising the tongue at the beginning of the sound ; hence

the sound is at first too open, and is modified into the

proper i sound before it is terminated. Changes of this

sort are natural in long vowels, because there is time to

vary the original sound, either as a refinement, or, more
probably, through mere inattention and laziness.

lAMBLICHUS, the chief representative of Syrian

Neo-Platonism, is only imperfectly known to us in the

events of his life and the details of his creed. We learn,

however, from Suidas, and from his biographer Eunapius,

that he was born at Chalcis in Coele-Syria, the scion of a

rich and illustrious family, that he studied under Anatolius

and afterwards under Porphyry, the pupil of Plotinus, that

he himself gathered together a large number of disciples of

difi'erent nations with whom he lived on terms of genial

friendship, that he wrote " various philosophical books,"

and that he died during the reign of Constantine,—accord-

ing to Fabricius, before 333 a. D. Ilis residence (probably)

at his native town of Chalcis was varied by a yearly visit

with his pupils to the baths of Gadara. Of the books

referred to by Suidas only a fraction has been preserved.

His commentaries on Plato and Aristotle, and works on the

Chaldaean theology and on the soul, are lost For our

knowledge of his system we are indebted partly to the

fr.agments of these writings preserved by Stobsus and

others, and to the notices of his successors, especially

Proclus, partly to his five extant books, the sections of a

great work on the Pythagorean philosophy. Besides these,

Proclus (412-485) seems to have ascribed to him' the

authorship of the celebrated book On the Egyptian Mysteries

(so-called), and although its differences in style and in somi

points of doctrine from the writings just mentioned make
it improbable that the work was by lamblichus himself, it

certainly emanated from his school, and in its systematic

attempt to give a speculative justification of the polytheistic

cultus of the day, marks the turning-point in the history of

thought at which lamblichus stood.

As a speculative theory Neo-Platonism had received its

highest development from Plotinus. The modifications

introduced by lamblichus were the elaboration in greater

detail of its formal divisions, the more systematic application

of the Pythagorean number-symbolism, and chiefly, under

the influence of Oriental systems, the thorough-going mythic

interpretation of what the previous philosophy had still

regarded as notional. It is on the !a.st account, probably,

that lamblichus was looked upon with such extravagant

veneration. As a pliilosopher he h.id learning indeed, but

little originality. But by using what he had to throw a

haze of philosophy over the popular superstition, he acquired

his fame. By his conteniporarics he was accredited with

miraculous powers (which he, however, disclaimed), and by

his followers in the decline of Greek philosophy, and his

admirers on its revival in the ISth and IGlli centuries, his

nanio was scarcely mentioned without the e]ijtliet "divine"

or "most divine," while, not content with the more modest

eulogy of Eunnpins that lie was inferior to Porphyry only

in stylo, the emperor Julian regarded him n.s not even

^ Besides tlio nnoiiyinou.T tcsliniony iirdixed to lui ancient MS. nf

Proclus, l)e Mysl. viii. 3 seems to be (|uotoil by tlie l:itter n.i

lamliliohus'a, ('/. Mcinera, " Jmliriiim ile Libro t\m iW Myst. yEg.

inscribilur," \a Coininenl. &x. Jtej dci. Golt., vol. iv., l"81,p. (7,
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second to Plato, and said that he would give all the gold of

L . t(.ia for one episile of lamblichus.

Theoretically, the philosophy of PJotinus was an attempt

tt) harmonize the principles of the varioua Greek schools.

At the head of his system he placed the transcendent

incommunicable one (tV aniBeKrov), whose first-begotten is

intellect (vovs), from which proceeds soul (<l'vxv)y which in

turn gives birth to (/ivVi?, the realm of nature. Immediately

after the absolute one, lamblichus introduced a second

Euperexistent unity to stand between it and the many as

the producer of intellect, and made the three succeeding

moments of the development (intellect, soul, and nature)

undergo various modifications. He speaks of them as

intellectual (Oeol i-otpoi'), supramundane (iJrfpKoo-/ni'oi), and

mundane gods (iyKixr/xLoi.). The first of these^which
Plotinus represented under the three stages of (objective)

being (w), (subjective) life (iu>y), and (realized) intellect

(i-oiJs)—is distinguished by him into spheres of intelligible

gods (deoi vorjToi) and of intellectual gods (6<ol votpoQ,

each subdivided into triads, the latter sphere being the

place of ideas, the former of the archetypes of these ideas.

Between these two worlds, at once separating and uniting

'.hem, some scholars think there was inserted by lamblichus,

as afterwards by Proclus, a third sphere partaking of the

'r.ilure of both (6ioi vorp-ol Koi voepoi). But this supposition

depends on a merely conjectural emendation of the text.

We read, however, that " in the intellectual hebdomad he

assigned the third rank among the fathers to the Demiurge."

The Demiurge, Zeus, or world-creating potency, is thus

identified with the perfected 10C9, the intellectual triad

being increased to a hebdomad, probably (as Zeller sup-

po-ses) through the subdivision of its first two members.
As in Plotinus toCs produced nature by mediation of ifrvx^,'

so here the intelligible gods are followed by a triad of

psychic gods. The first of these is incommunicable and
supramundane, while the other two seem to be mundane
though rational. In the third class, or mundane gods {6(ol

(/Koaixioi), there is a still greater wealth of divinities, of

various local position, function, and rank. We read of

gods, angels, demons, and heroes, of twelve heavenly gods
whose number is increased to thirty-six or three hundred
and sixty, and of seventy-two other gods proceeding from
them, of twenty-one chiefs (^yc/ioVes) and forty-two nature-

gods (^coi yivfcnovpyoC), besides guardian divinities, of

particular individuils and nations. The world is thus

peopled by a crowd of superhuman beings influencing

natural events, possessing and communicating knowledge of

the future, and not inaccessible to prayers and offerings.

The whole of this complex theory is ru'ed by a mathe-
matical formulism of triad, hebdomad, ic, while the first

i
rinciple is identified with the monad, voDs w-ith the dyad,

and 'liv)0 with the triad, symbolic meanings being also

assigned to the other numbers. " The theorems of mathe-
matics," he says, "apply absolutely to all things," from
things divine to original matter (^A.i?). But though he thus
subjects all things to number, he holds elsewhere that

numbers are independent existences, and occupy a middle
place between the limited and unlimited.

Another difficulty of the system is the account given of
r. iture. It is said to be " bound by the indissoluble chains
of necessity which men call fate," as distinguished from
divine things which are not subject to fate. Yet, being
itself the result of higher powers becoming corporeal, a
continual stream of elevating influence flows from them to

it, interfering with its necessary laws and turning to good
ends the imperfect and evil. Of evil no tatisfactory account
is given : it is said to have been generated accidentally.

In his doctrine of man lamblichus retains for the soul
vbe middle place between intellect and nature it occupies
la the universal order. He rejects the popsionless and

purely intellectual character ascribed to tlie human soul

by Plotinu.^ distiTiguishing it sharply both from those abovo

and those below it. He maintains that it moves between

the higher and lower spheres, that it descends by a neces-

sary law (not solely for trial or punishment) into the body,

and, passing perhaps from one human body to another,

returns again to the supersensible. This return is efTected

by the virtuous activities which the soul performs through

its own power of free will, and by the assistance of the gods.

These virtues were classified by Porphyry as political,

purifying (KaSapnica!), theoretical, and paradigmatic ; and
to these lamblichus adds a fifth class of priestly virtues

{UparLKoX apt-ai), in which the divinest part of the soul

raises itself above intellect to absolute being.

lamblichus does not seem ever to have attained to that

ecstatic communion with and absorption in deity which

was the aim of earlier !Xeo-Platonism, and which Plotinus

enjoyed four times in his life. Porphyry once. Indeed
his tendency was not so much to raise man to God as to

bring the gods down to men—a tendency shown atill more
plainly in the " Answer of Abamon the master to Porphyry's

letter to Anebo and solutions of the doubts therein

expressed," afterwards entitled the Liber de Mysterii$, and
ascribed to lamblichus.

In answer to questions raised and doubts expressed by
Porphyry, the writer of this treatise appeals to the innate

idea all men have of the gods as testifying to the existence

of divinities countless in number and various in rank (to

the correct arrangement of which he, like lamblichus, at-

taches the greatest importance). He holds with the latter

that above all principles of being and intelligence stands tho

absolute one from whom the first god and king spontaneously

proceeds ; while after these follow the etherial, empyrean,

and heavenly gods, and the various orders of archangels,

angels, demons, and heroes distinguished in nature, power,

and activity, and in greater profusion than even the imagi-

nation of lamblichus had conceived. He says that all the

gods aro good (though he in another place admits the

existence of evil demons who must be propitiated), and
traces the source of evil to matter ; rebuts the objection

that their answering prayer implies passivity on the part

of gods or demons ; defends divination, soothsaying, and
theurgic practices as manifestations of tho divine acti-

vity ; describes the appearances of the different sorts of

divinities; discusses the various kinds of sacrifice, which

he says mu«t be suitable to the different natures of the

gods, material and immaterial, and to the double condition

of the sacrificer as bound to the body or free from it

(differing thus in his psychology from lamblichus) ; and,

in conclusion, states that tho only way to happiness ia

through knowledge of and union with the gods, and hat
theurgic practices -alone prepare the mind for this tnion

—again going beyond his master, who held assiduous con-

templation of divine things to be suflicient. It is the

p.assionless nature of the soul which permits it to be chus

united to divine beings,—knowledge of this mystic union

and of the worship associated with it having been derived

from the Egyptian priests, who learnt it from Hermes.

On one point only does the author of the Dc Mysterii)

seem not to go so far as lamblichus in thus making philo-

sophy sub'.rvient to priestcraft. He condemns as folly

and impiety the worship of images of the gods, though hi.j

master held that these "simulacra" were filled with divine

power, whether made by the hand of man or (as he believed)

fallen from heaven. But images could easily be dispensed

with from the point of view (^f the writer, who not only

held that all things were full of gods (TniiTa TrAijpij diwv,

as Thales said), but thought that each man had a special

divinity of his own—an iStos ha.lii.uiv—as his guard and
coniiwiion.
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BibliogTupLy.—Of the live cxtint books of lambUchus referred

to above, (1) that On the Pythagorean Life (irepi toC nt/9a7o()iifoD

/Bio5) was first edited, in Greek and Latin, by Arcerius Theodorctus,

1598; again by Kuster, 1707; and by Kieasling, Leipsic, 1815-16;

while a new edition is promised by E. Rhode, wh6 discusses the

sources, &c., of the work in the Ehcin. Museum, vol. xxvi., 1871,

pp. 554 3q. ; cf. voL xx\iv. ,1879, pp. 260 sq. (2) The Exhortation

to Philosophy {\6yot vporpeirTiKoi eh (piKoffo(piav) was edited first

along with the former in 1598, and again by Kiessling, Leipsic,

18l3. (3) The treatise On the General Scie-nce of ifatheinatics (ir.

tSs Koigijs liaBrtfiaTiKris) was edited by ViUoison, Anecd. Oraeca,

ii 188-225. Venice, 1781; and a useful account of the same is given

ty J. G. Friis in Iiis Iniroductio in Libnim lamblichi Tertium,

1790. (4) The book On the Arithtnetic of Nicojnachus {ir. rris Ntwo-

^dxou &pidtirirtKris fltrayuyTis), along with fi-agments on fate (ir.

flliapnivrn) and prayer (ir. elixris), was edited in Greek and Latin

by S. Tennulius, 1668 ; and (5) the Theological Priitdples of Arilh-

metic {6io\oyo6fifvti ttjs ip(0;t7jTt«>}y)—the seventh book of the

series—by Ast, Leipsic, 1817. Two lost books, treating of the

physical and ethical signification of numbers, stood fifth and sixth,

whiile books on music, geometry, and astronomy followed.

The so-called Liber de ilysteriis was rendered into Latin by
Marsilius Ficinus, Venice, 1497, fol.,—several times reprinted,—and
again by N. Scutellius, Rome, 1556, 4to. The original Greek was
edited, with Latin translation and notes. Erst by T. Gale, Oxford,

K73, fol., and more recently by G. Parthey, Berlin, 1857, 8vo.

There is a monograph on lamblichus by Hebenstreit (De lam-
blichi, phihsophi Syri, doclritM Christiarue religioni, quam imitari

itttdet, noxia, Leipaic, 1764), and one on the De Myst. by Harless {Daa
Bitch V. d. Sgyp. Myst., Munich, 1858). The discussion by Mciners

on the genuineness of the De Myst. has been already referred to,

and seems to be conclusive against attributing it to lamblichus.

Thomas Taylor, the English Platonist, translated the Life of Pytha-

goras and the Egyptian Mysteries (London, 1818 ; Chiswick, 1821).

The best accounts of lamblichus are those of Zeller, Phil. d.

Oriechai, iii. 2, pp. 613'«j. , 2d ed., and Vacherot, Hist, de l'£cole

d Alcxandrie, ii. 67 sq. (W. R. SO.)

' IBADA^^, a large and flourishing town of West Africa,

in the Yuruba country, about 80 miles inland from Lagos,

end about 50 miles to the north-east of Abeokuta. It

occupies the slope of one of the hills of the Kong range,

and stretches down into the valley through which the river

Ona flows. The site is well drained by natural streams,

but their waters are often polluted by the dead bodies flung

out to the valtures. The mud walls by which the town is en-

closed haye a circuit of 18 miles, and it is encompassed by a

cLrcle of cultivated land about 5 or 6 miles in breadth. The
houses are all low thatched structures, enclosing a square

cmut, and the only break in the mud wall is the door
;

but the monotony of the streets is relieved by orishas or

idol-houses, and open spaces shaded with trees. Most
of the population are engaged in agriculture ; but for a

West-African town there is a great variety of handicrafts.

The town is subject nominally to the king of Oya ; but in

reality it is not only an independent state but has a number
of vassal towns. The government is in the hands of two

chiefs, a civil and a military, the bale and the balogun

;

these together form the highest court of appeal. There

is also an iyaloda or mother of the town, to whom are

submitted all the disputes of the women. Any one causing

a fire in the town, whether intentionally or by accident, is

deprived of liis possessions and put In jirison. Ibadan has

long had a feud with Abeokuta ; and the two towns often

engage in war with each other. In 1802 the people of

Ibadan destroyed Ijaya, a neighbouring town of 00,000
inhabitants. Mr Hinderer, a missionary of the Church
Society, established a station at Kudati on the outskirts of

the town in IS.'iS, and laboured there for seventeen years.

The native church is still in a flourishing state. Tlie

population of ibadan is not less than 100,000. The
great bulk of the population consists of slaves. There
are twenty four mqsquesand several Mahometan schools in

tlia town.
'ieo Seventeen Years in tlw. Voruba Country; Memorials of Anna

J/inderer, Lori'lon, 1877, wIum'o a view of the town is given.

IRAHilA, a r[)y of Kcnador in South America, the

capital of the province of Imbabura. is situated ou a plain

about 2000 feet lower than Quito, from which it is ^^l

miles distant. Before the earthquake of 1808 it was a
place of considerable prosperity, with regular streets and
well-built houses, and about 13,000 of a population, but
in that terrible disaster it is estimated that no fewer than
10,000 of its inhabitants perished. Cotton and woollen
stuffs, laces, hats, brandy, cordials, sugar, and salt were
among its industrial products. Ibarra was founded in

1697 by Alvaro de Ibajra, the president of Quito. About
a league distant was Carranqui, the birthplace of Atahu-
allpa, the last of the Incaa.

IBERIANS (Iberi, 'IjS^pcs). To the question. Who are

the Iberians ? it is impossible to give a satisfactory answer
in the form of a concise definition. While our knowledge
of their actual history is comparatively slight, the position

which they have acquired in modem ethnographical theory

is at once a prominent and a perplexing on& It is almost
impossible to hazard any statement in regard to them which
will not find an impugning voice from one quarter or other.

Historical, numismatical, linguistic, and anthropological

evidences have been brought to bear on the problem of

their afianity, and the result is on the whole not so much
light as darkness visible.

The name Iberians seems to have been applied by the

earlier Greek navigators to the peoples who inhabited the

eastern coast of Spain ; and there is considerable probability

in the suggestion that it originally meant the ripuarians of

the Iberus or Ebro.' On the other hand, the term Iberia

is said to have embraced in older Greek usage the country

as far east as the Rhone (see Herodorus of Heraclea,

Fragmenta Historiarum Grcecarum, torn. ii. p. 34), and by
the time of Strabo it was the common Greek name for the

Spanish peninsula,—-Iberians meaning sometimes theinhabi-

tants of the peninsula in general, and sometimes, it would
appear, the peoples of a definite race or yo-os. Of the

tribal distribution of this race, of its linguistic social and
political characteristics, and of the history of its relation to

the other peoples of Spain, we have only the most general,

fragmentary, and in part self-contradictory accounts. On
the whole our historical evidence authorizes the assertion

that in Spain, when it first became known to the Romans
and Greeks, there existed a large number of separate and
variou.sly civilized tribes connected with each other by at

least apparent identity of race, and by similarity (but not

identity) of language, their general characteristics sufficiently

differencing them from Phoenicians, Romans, and Colts.

The statement that the mingling of these Iberians with the

immigrant Celts gave rise to the Celtiberians (Kelliberians)

is in itself sufficiently probable, and has been impugi.ed

by nothing more precise than the general untrustworthinoss

of the author by whom it is made (Diodorus Siculus).

Varro and Dionysius Afor went so far as to identify the

Iberians of Spain with the Iberians of the Caucasus, the one

regarding the eastern and the other the western settlements

as of earlier date.

The only material relics which have come down to us

with tho imprint of the ancient Iberian or Celtiberian

civilization are a variety of coins and a few inscriptions

of dubious interpretation. So difficult has the reading of

the legends of tho coins been found that tho Spanish

numismatists have regularly catalogued them as the

desconociilas or unknown ; and the explanation of them
has boon sought now in Visigothic runes (Olaus Wormius
and Olaus liudbeck), now in Hebrew (L. J. Velasquez),

now in Latin, and now in Celtic, liy the general consensus

of more modern investigators, however, tlieir Iberian

character is recognized, though the methods and results ot

' A very different otyniology is offered by Basque. Iherinit t.hroriiits

;

M. Houdiu'd, for example, derives tlio name from ibay-erri, the country

of the rivoi.
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infcrpretiitioD have been sa£ScieDtly various.* According to

M. Heiss, the Celtiberian coins are found most frequently

in the north-east and east of Spain, in smaller numbers in

the centre, rarely m the south, and more rarely still in

Portngal and Asturias. The legends, he maintains, belong

to peoples who inhabited the country at the time when the

Greeks were still coining pieces with the type of Apollo

and the wheel,—that is, before the completion of the Roman

Fio. I.—Coin of niiberis or Granada.

conquest. Their monetary system seems to have been
imitated from that of the Roman republic, having a division

analogous to that of the denarii and quinarii. The principal

ty-pe on the reverse is either a horseman galloping with
/ance in rest or bear-

ing a palm-branch or

laurel-branch, or a man
leading two horses and

brandishing a sword or

a bow. The Latin

coins of Bilbilis, Osca,

Segobriga, <tc., retain Fro. 2.-Com of Narbonne.

the type of the galloping horseman. Pieces with inscrip-

tions in the same alphabet and similar images are found

in the district of Narbonne.

The following is a list of M. Heiss's proposed identifications, and
the accompanying alphabet is that which he has compiled from the

coins:

—

OvEIASAV, Turiaso ; KLAQRIQS, Kalaquri-qo9, Calagorris; lAK,

Jaca; PLPLrs, Pilpilis, Bilbilis; ilovre, lluro ; NERENCON, Narbo;
PAVRp, Perpinianum ; clse, CeUa; seqbrics, Segobrica; alaavn,
Alavona ; SETISCON, Setisacon ; OLIOEM, Oligitoj OLI, Gili ; AAVSES-
CON, Ansa, Ausensea ; avsecbt, Osicerda; laavhh, Laurona ; CSE,

Cose; QNTRBA, Contrebia; 6EQTZAS, Segontia; brirltz, Bebryces;
IIRNESQN, Hucrnes; HLSCAN, Iliosca, Osca; SECISA, Segisa;

TMANiAv, Dumania; arciliqs, Arcocili, Ocili ; oelieqs, Belioues;
VKSONES, Balsiones.

A
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moantain ranges of Germany, Switzerland, and the Ural,

but has since disappeared from the greater part of this

area, being now almost wholly confined to the Alps which

separate Valais from Piedmont, and to the lofty peaks of

Savoy, where its continued existence is mainly due to the

action of protective game laws. The ibex is a handsome

flimai, measuring about ih feet in length and 2i feet

high ; its skin is covered in summer with a short fur

of an ashy grey colour, and in wmter with much longer

yellowish-brown hair concealing a dense fur beneath. A
short beard is present in the male in winter, but, as it dis-

appears altogether in spring, Darwin regards this appendage

as rudimentary. The horns, especially in the male, form

a striking feature : rising from the crest of the skull, they

bend gradually backwards, attaining a length in old

specimens of about 2 feet ; they are thick and flat, and

have the anterior face ridged with knotty transverse bands.

In the female the horns never exceed half a foot in length,

and are much less rugose than in the male. The front legs

are somewhat shorter tha'n those bcliir,'^, which enables the

Ibex.

Ibei to ascend the mountain slopes with more facility than

it can descend, whUo its hoofs, according to Tschudi, are
" as hard as steel, rough underneath, and when walking
over a flat surface capable of being spread out." These,

together with its powerful sinews, enable it to take

prodigious leaps, to balance itself on the smallest foothold,

and to scale almost perpendicular rocks. The ibex lives

liabit"ally at a greater height than tho chamois or any other

fo Ihe Alpine mammals, its vertical limit being the line of

perpetual snow. There it rests in sunny nooks during the

day, descending at night to the highest woods to graze, and
retiring at sunrise to its snowy fastnesses. This return

journey forms tho ibex hunter's opportunity. To get

within gunshot tho huntsman has usually- to approach
from above ; accordingly he ascends to tho limit of per-

petual snow, and there passes tho night among the daily

Daunts of the ibex, lying in wait from early dawn for

its return. The ibexes are gregarious, feeding in herds of

ten to fifteen individuals ; the old males, however, generally

livo apart from, and usually at greater elevations than, tho

females and youni;. They are said to give out a shiirp

whistling sound not unlike that of the cliamois, but when
greatly irritated or frightened they make a peculiar snorting
noise. Tho period of gestation in the female is ninety days,

after which «ho produce*—usually r.t ili^ ;:;il of Juno—

«

smgie young one, wnich is able at once to follow its mother
These when caught young and fed on goat's milk can, it

said, be readily tamed ; and in the 1 6th century young tame,
ibe.xes were, according to Tschudi, frequently driven to the

mountains along with the goats, in whose company they
would afterwards voluntarily return. Even wild speci-

mens have thus been known to stray among the herds of

goats, although, strange to say, they at all times shun the
society of the chamois. The ibex was formerly hunted
largely for its flesh and skin ; but, although the latter,

owing to its scarcity, now commands a high price, the
difficulty arising from the operation of the game laws, and
above all the difficidty and danger inseparable from the

spurt, have reduced the number of hunters to a few
hardy mountaineers, who find in the pursuit of the ibex

the keenest enjoyment of life. For weeks the sportsman
will follow a track across fields of ice, along narrow ledges,

over precipices, and across chasms, nearly frozen to death

at night, and often with little more than a crust of bread

for sustenance, yet considering himself more than repaid

by the sight at last of his prey grazing within range of

his rifle. Its flesh is said to resemble mutton, but has a
flavour of game.

IBIS, one of the most sacred birds of the ancient

Egyptians, which in modern times was identified by Bruce
(Travels, v. p. 173, pi.) with the Abou-Hanncs or "Father
John" of the Abyssinians, and in 1790 received from
Latham (Index Omithohfficus, p. 706) the name of

Tantalus oethiopicus. This determination was placed

beyond all question by Cuvier (Ann. du Museum, iv. pp.
116-135) and Savigny (Hist. Nat. et Mythol. de I'lbis) in

1805. They, however, shewed the removal of the bird

from the Linnaean genus Tantalus. to be necessary, and,

Lac(5pede having some years before founded a genus Ili.s

it was transferred thither, ^nd is now generally known as

/. cethiopica, though some speak of it as /. relipiosa. No
useful purpose would be served by dwelling on the vain

attempts of older writers to discover what the much vene-

rated bird wa.s, or on the other synonyms applied to it by
later ornithologists, some of whom (and among them the

most recent) have shewn little acquaintance with the litera-

ture of the subject. Nor can the Ibis be here treated froir

a mythological or antiquarian point of view. Sa\'igny'E

memoir above noticed contains a great deal of very interest-

ing matter on the subject. Wilkinson (Ancient Egyptians,

ser. 2, ii. pp. 217-224) has thereto added some of the

results of modern research, and latest of all Mr Renouf in

his Ilibheri Lectures concisely explains the origin of the

myth.
The Ibis is chiefly an inhabitant of the Nile basin in

Nubia, from Dongola southward, as well as of Kordofan
and Scnnaar; whence (according to Savigny, whose oppor-

tunities for observation seem to have been greater than
those enjoyed by any European since his time) about mid-
summer, as the river rises, it moves northwards to Egj'pt,

and reaches the delta,' passing over the intermediate dis
tricts, in a way not unknown elsewhere among migrator\

birds. In Lower Egypt it bears the name of Abou-men(ii
'

or " Father of the Sickle," from tho form of its bill, but i

does not stay long in that country, disappearing by all

accounts when tho inundation has subsided. Hence doubt-

less arises the fact that almost all European travellers have
failed to meet with it therc,^ since their acquaintance with

' It lias been t.iid to occur occusioiially iu Europe (Greece ami
soutliBvn Rus.«ia), but further cvidcuco is nociicd bcfora the assertion

can l>e tnkon as proved.
' Mr E. C. Tnylor romnrkod some yc.nrs ago (This, 1S59, p. .Mi

lliattlie UutT-backuil Heron, Ardca l^iiftu/cus, was made by tho toun.st>

dr.-iRonians to do duty for the " Sacred Ibis," aud this seems to be r

novel pr.vtice, .since by it, or something liko it, Ilassclqvist was ii:ii

led. and through him LiuuBua,
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. ^j Diiuo o. A:.gypt is mostly limited to those which frequent

the country •n winter, and consequently writers have not

been wanting to deny to this species a place in its mudern
fauna (<•/. Shelley, Birds of £gypt, p. 201); but, in

December 18G4, Von Heuglin (Journ. fiir Ornilholoyie,

1365, p. 100) saw a young bird which had been shot at

Gata in the delta, and subsequently Mr E. C. Taylor f^lbis,

1878, p. 372) saw an adult which hail been killed near

Lake Menzaleh in November 1877. The uld slury tuld to

Herodotus of its destroying snakes is, according to Savigny,

devoid of truth,' and that naturalist found, from dissection

of the examples he obtained, that its usual food was fresh-

water univalve mollusks ; but Cuvier asserts that he dis-

covered partly digested remains of a snake in the stomach

of a n(ummied Ibis which he examined, and there can be

little doubt that insects and crustaceans, to say nothing of

other living creatures, enter on occasion into the bird's diet.

The Ibis is somewhat larger than a Curlew, Numenius
arquata, which bird it in appearance calls to mind, with a

much stouter bill and stouter legs. The head and greater

part of the neck are bare and black. The plumage is

white, except the primaries which are black, and a black

plume, formed by the secondaries, tertials, and lower

scapulars, and richly glossed with bronze, blue, and green,

which curves gracefully over the hind-quarters. The bill

and feet are also black. The young lack the ornamental

plume, and in them the head and neck are clothed .with short

black feathers, while the bill is yellow. The nest is placed

in Dushes or high trees, the bird generally building in com-

panies, and in the middle of August Von Heuglin (Orn.

^ord Ost Afrika's, ji. 1138) found that it had from two to

four young or much incubated egg.s.''' These are of a dingy
white, splashed, spotted, and speckled with reddish-brown.

Congeneric with the typical Ibis are two or three other

species, the S. melanocepkala of India, the S. molucca, or

»§. strictipcnnis, of Australia, and the S. bernieri of Mada-
gascar, all of which closely resemble S. (st/tiopica ; while

many other forms not very far removed from it, though
placed by auth<>r3 in distinct genera,' are also known.
Among these are several beautiful species such as the

Japanese Geronticiis nippan, the Lophotilns crislala of

Madagascar, and the Scarlet Ibis,'' Euducimus ruber, of

America ; but hero there is only room to mention more
particularly the Glossy Ibis, Pleyadis falcinellus, a species

of very wide distribution in both hemispheres, being found
throughout the West Indies, Central and the south-eastern

part of North America, as well as in many piarts of Europe
(whence it not unfrequently strays to the British islands),

Africa, Asia, and Australia. This bird, which is no doubt
the second kind of Ibis spoken of by Herodotus, is rather

smaller than the Sacred Ibis, and mostly of a dark chestnut
colour with brilliant green and purple reflexions on the

upper parts, exhibiting, however, when young little of this

glossiness. One of the most remarkable things about this

i-jiecies is that it lays eggs of a deep sea-green colour, having
« holly the character of Heron's eggs, and it is to be noticed
iliat it often breeds in company with Herons, while the eggs
of all other Ibises whose eggs are known resemble those
of the Sacred Ibis. Congeneric with the Glossy Ibis, some

' Tho hUggestioD that the '* flying serpents" whose remains were
•eon hy Herodotus were locusts is perhaps plausible, Init there is con-
siderable difficulty in accepting it,

' Tho Ibis has raoro than once nested in the gardens of the Zoolo-
gical Society, and even reared its young there (/dns, 1878, pp. 44S-451,
pi. xii.).

" For some account of these may be consulted Dr Rcichenow's p.aper
in Jmm. fir Ornithotogie, 1877, pp. 143-156; Mr Elliot's in Proc.
Zool. Society, 1877, pp. 477-510; .and th.at of M. Oustalet in iVouv.
Arch, du Afus/um, ser. 2. i. pp. 167-184,

* It is a popular error—especially among paintori—that this bird
was thi' Sacred Ibis of the Egyptians, It w^is of rourae utterly un-
known ia the Old World until the dr^-ouery of the New.

three or four other species, all from South America, have
been described ; but the propriety of deeming them distinct

is questioned by some authorities.

Much as tho Ibises resemble the Curlews externally,

there is no real affinity between them. The Ihididce are

more nearly related to the Storks, Vtomiidir, and stUl mor»
to the Spoonbills, I'lataleidce, with which latter many'
systematists consider them to form one group, the Hemi-
•jtultides of Nitzsch. They belong to tho 1'elarnom.orplias of

Professor Huxley, ono of the divisions of his Desmognalliar,

while the Curlews are Schizognathous. The true Ibises

above spoken of are also to be clearly separated from tho

Wood-Ibises, Taulalidoe, of which there are four or five

species, by several not unimportant structural characters,

which cannot hero be particularized for want of space.

Fossil remains of a true Ibis, /. pagana, have been found
in considerable numbers in the middle Tertiary beds of

France.' (a. n.)

IBN BATUTA (1304-78), whose proper name was
Abu-Ahdullah Mahomraed, one of the most remarkable of

travellers and autobiograpliers, was born at Tangier in 1304.

He entered on his travels at the age of twenty-one (1325),
and closed them in 1355. Their compass was so vast

that we can but give the barest outline of them.

He began by traversing the whole African coast of the
Mediterranean from Tangier to Alexandria, finding time to

marry two wives on the road. After some stay at Cairo,

then probably the greatest city in the world (excluding
China), and an unsuccessful attempt to reach Mecca from
AidhAb on the west coast of tho Red Sea, he visited

Palestine, Aleppo, and Dama.scus. He then made the
pilgrimage to the holy cities of the Hedjaz, and visited the

shrine of Ali at Meshed-Ali, travelling thence to Bussorah,

and across the mountains of Khuzistan to Ispahan, thence
to Shiraz, and back to Kufa'and Baghdad. After an excur-

sion to Mosul and Diarbekr, he made the A4/ a second time,

staying at Mecca three years. He next sailed down the

Red Sea to Aden (then a place of great trade), the singular

position of which he describes, noticing its dependence for
water-supply upon those great cisterns for preserving the-

scanty rainfall which have been cleaned out and restored ia

our own time. He continued his voyage down the African
coast, visiting, among other places, Mombas, and Quiloa
in 9' S. lat. Returning north ho passed by the chief cities

of Oman to New Hormuz, as he calls the city which had,
not rany years before, been transferred to the island where
it became so famous. After visiting other jiarts of the
gulf, he cro.ssed the breadth of Arabia to Mecca, making
the /idj for the third time. Crossing the Red Sea he made
a journey of great hardship to Syene, and thence along the
Nile to Cairo. After this, travelling through Syria, he
made an extensive circuit among the petty Turkish sultan-

ates into which A.iia Minor was divided after the fall of

the kingdom of Riim (or Iconium). He now crossed the

Black Sea to Caffa, then mainly occupied by the Genoese,
and apparently the first Christian city the Moor had seen,

for he was much perturbed by the bell-ringing. He next
travelled into Kipchak, or the country of the Mongol khans
on the Volga, and joined the camp of tho reigning khan
Mahommed Uzbek, from whom the great and helerogenpous
body that we know as Ihbcks is believed to have taken a

name. Among other places in this- empire he travelled to

Bolgar (or 54' N. lat. ) in order to witness the shortness i.(

the summer night, and desired to continue his travels north

into the " Land of Darkness," of which wonderful things

were told, but was oliligcd to forego this. Rejoining the

• It will explain what to the uninitiated may bo a puzzle to st«t»
that the name " Jbis" w.as wiected as the title of an orniiliolnciral

magazine, frequently referr(.d to in this and other nrtirle«, which made
lis first appearnuce iii 1850, and has slnca cootiuued l6 be uublished.
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sultan's camp, he was allowed to join iLo cortege of one of

;he Khitiins, who was a Greek princess by birth (probably

in illegitimate one), and who was about to visit her own
people. In her train he travelled to Constantinople, where

he had an interview with the emperor Andronicus the

Elder, whom he calls Jh-jis (George). He tells us how,

as he passed the city gates in the lady's train, he heard the

fuards muttering Sarakinu I Sarakinu ! Ket irning to the

court of Uzbek, at Sarai on the Volga, he took his way
across the steppes to Khwarizm and Bokhara, and thence

through Khorasin and Cabul.' On this journey he crossed

the Hindu Kush {q.v.), to which he gives that name, its

first occurrence. Travelling on, he reached the Indus,

—

according to his own statement, in September 1333. This

closes the first part of his narrative.

From Sind, which he traversed to the sea and back

again, he proceeded by Multan, and eventually, on the

invitation of Mahommed Tughlak, the reigning sovereign,

to Delhi. Mahommed was a singular character, full of

pretence at least to many accomplishments and virtues,

the founder of public charities, and a profuse patron of

scholars, but a parricide, a fratricide, and as madly

capricious, bloodthirsty, and unjust as Caligula. As Ibn

liatuta pithily sums up the contradictions of his character,

" there was no day that the gate of his palace failed to

witness alike the elevation of some object to affluence and

tue torture and murder of some living soul," He appointed

the traveller to be kAzf of Delhi, with a present of 12,000

silver dinars (rupees) and an annual salary of the same

a/nount, besides an assignment of village lands. In the

(it Itin's service he remained eight years ; but his good

fortune only stimulated his natural extravagance, and at

an early period his debts amounted to four or five times

his salary. At last he fell into disfavour, and retired from

the court, only to be summoned again on a congenial duty.

The emperor of China, the last of the Mongol dynasty, had

sent a mission to- Delhi which was to be reciprocated, and the

Mojr was to go as one of the envoys. The account of the

journey through Central India to Cambay is full of interest.

T'jence the party went by sea to Calicut, which is classed

by the traveller with the neighbouring Kaulam (Quilon),

Alexiiiidria, Sudik in the Crimea, and Zayton (or

Chi.vchew, 7.1'.) in China, as one of the greatest trading

h^ivens in the world,—an interesting enumeration from

one who had seen them all. The mission party was to

embark in Chinese junks (the word used) and smdler

vessels, but that carrying the other envoys and the presents,

which started before ho was ready, was wrecked totally

;

the vessel that ho had engaged went off with his property,.

and he was left on the beach of Calicut. Not daring to

lelurn to Delhi with such a tale, ho remained about Honore

and other cities of the western coast, taking part in various

ailvontures, among others the capture of Sind.'djur (or Goa),

till lie took it into liis head to visit the Miildive Islands.

Tlicre lie was made welcome, w.is nominated k.-lzi, married

four wives, and remained some months. l')iit before long he

wjs deep in quarrels and intrigues, and in August 1314

he left for Ceylon. In this island he made the pilgrimage

til Adam's Peak (" The Footmark of our Father Adam,"

he calls it), of which he gives an interesting account.

Thence he betook himself to Ma'abar (the Coromandel coast),

where he joined a Musulman adventurer who had made

himself master of much of lliat region, with his residence

nt Ma<hira. After once more visiting Malabar, Caiiara,

and the Maldives, lie departed for Bengal, a voyngo of

forty throe days, landing at Sadk:lwAn (Chittagong). 'fhc

chief circumstinco of his snjo\irn in Bengal was a visit

made to a Musulman K;iiiit of singular clmracter and pr:-

tensions. Shaikh Jal.'duddin, wk) dwelt in a hermitage

amon); tV.e Siliiet hills, and where his shrine (at Silhet) is

still maintained as a place oi sauctity uader the namo nt

Shah Jcddl. Returning to the delta, he took ship '^

SunArgdnw (near Dacca) on a junk bound for Java (i.t.

Java Minor of Marco Polo, or Sumatra). Touching on

the coast of Arakan or Burmah, he reached Sumatra in

forty days, and was hospitably received at the court cf

Malik al-Dh4hir, a zealous disciple of IsUm, which had
then recently spread among the states on the northern

coast of that island. The king provided him with a junk

in which to prosecute his vo3'age to China. Some of ths

places which he describes on this line are hard to identify,

but apparently one of them was the coast of Camboja.

The port which received him in China was Zayton, famous

in Marco Polo's book, and identified with the modern
Chinchew. He also visited Sln-Kal4n ("Great China" or

M.^chfn), a name by which Canton was then known to the

Arabs, and professes to have visited also Khansd {Kinsay

of Marco Polo, i.e., Hangchau), and KhdnbAlik (Cavihaluc

or Peking). The truth of his visit to these two cities, and

especially to the last, is very questionable. The travelled

own history singularly illustrates the power of the free-

masonry of Mahometanism in carrying him with a wel-

come over all the known world, and some anecdotes of his

adventures in China illustrate this even more forcibly.

We cannot follow in detail his voyage back, or tell how
he saw the great bird Rukh (evidently, from his descrip-

tion, an island lifted by refraction). Pievisitiug Sumatra,

Malabar, Oman, Persia, Baghdad, he crossed the great

desert to Tadmor ani Damascus, where he got his first

news of home, and heard of his father's death fifteen years

before. Diverging to Hamath and Aleppo, on his return to

Damascus he found the Black Death raging, so that two

thousand four hundred died in one day. Eevisiting Jeru-

salem and Cairo, he made the ndj for a fourth time, and

finally turned westward, reaching Fez, the capital of his

native country, 8th Novembei 13-19, after an absence of

twenty four years. It was, he says, after all, the best of

all countries. "The dirhems of the West are but Uttie

ones, 'tis true ; but then you get more for them."

After going home to Tangier, he crossed into Spain and

made the round of Andalusia, including Gibraltar, which

had just then stood a siege from Alphonso XI. (whom the

traveller calls " the Roman tyrant Adfunus"). In 13&2

the restless man started for' Central Africa, passing by the

oases of the Sahara (where the house's were built of rock-salt,

as Herodotus tells, and roofed with camel skins) to Tim-

buctoo and Gogo on the Niger, a river which he calls tlji'

Nile, believing it to Dow down into Egypt, an opinion

maintained by some up to the date of Lander's discovery.

Being then recalled by his own king, ho returned by

Takadda, Hogar, and Tawat to Fez, which ho reached in

the beginning of I3.'5». This is the end of his recordcil

wanderings, which extended over a space of twenty-eight

years, and in their main lines alone exceeded 75,000 miles

By royal order his history was written down from his

dictation by Mahommed Ibn Juzai, the king's secretary, >\

work concluded on the 13th December 1355. This editor

ends the work with this appropriate colophon :
—

" Hero

ends what I liave put into shape from the memoranda of

the Shaikh Abu-Abdallah Mahommed Ibn Batiita, whom
may God honour 1 No person of sense can fail to see

that this Shaikh is the Traveller' of Our Ago ;
and ho

who should call him The Traveller of the whole Body of

IslAm wcnild not exceed the truth I" The traveller died

in 1377-78, aged seventy-three.

Ibn Uiitutii's travil.s li.ivc only ln'cn known in Europe during Iho

]ivc.sciit century, iiiul wiTc known then for many years only by

Ai;ibic abriilgnu-nls existing in the Gotba and Cambridge libraries,

NoUcea or extracts liad liein inibli.sbed by Seetzen (c. 1808).

Ko/eftnlten (1SI8), Apetz tlSlO), and liuirklmnlt (1819), when in

182S DrS. Leu published for tlicOiiculal Translation Fuod n vcisi./i
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trim tlio abridged MSS. at Cambridge, wliicliQltvactedraucli interest,

riie Krench capture of Constantina at last afforded MSS. of tho

complete work, one of them the autograpli of Ibn Juzai. And from
these, after versions of fragments by various French scholars, was
derived at last (1858-59) a careful edition and translation of tho
whole by JI. Defremcry and Dr Sanguinetti, with a valuable index
and other apparatus, in 4 vols. 8vo.'

Though tl>ere arc some singular chronological difficulties in tho
narrative, and a good many cursory inaccuracies and exaggerations,

tliero is no part of it except the voyage to China in wliicli its sub-
stantial veracity is open to doubt. Nor cm it bo questioned, we
•hink, that he really visited China, though it is probable that liis

visit was confined to tho ports of the south. The whole of the

second part of liis story especially is full of vivacity and interest.

His accounts, e.g., of the Maldive Islands, and of tho Negro
countries on the Niger, are replete with interesting particulars, and
ippear to be accurate and unstrained. The former agrees sur-

prisingly with that given by the only other foreign resident we know
if, viz., PjTard do la Val, two hundred and fifty years later. His
uU and curious statements and anecdotes regarding tho showy
virtues and very solid vices of Sultan Mahommed Tughlak are in

entire agreement with Indian historians, and add many fresh details.

To do justice to the traveller's own character, as he has uncon-
iciously dcawn it, would require the hand of Chaucer and his freedom

of speech. Not deficient either in aeuteness or in humanity ; full

of vital energy and enjoyment ; infinite in curiosity ; daring, rest-

less, impulsive, sensual, inconsiderate, extravagant ; sujicrstitious

in his regard for the Jloslem saints and quacks, and plying devout

observances when in difficulties ; an agreeable companion, for he is

always welcomed at first, but clinging like a horseleecli when he
finds a full-blooded subject, and hence apt to disgust his patrons,

and then to turn to intrigue against them,—such is the picture wo
Conn of this prince of Moslem travellers.

IBN EZRA. See Abenezr.a..

IBN KHALDOUN (1332-1406), a celebrated Arabic

historian, poet, and philosopher, was born at Tunis on the

1st Raraadhan 732 a.u. (February 8, 1 332). His name was
Abu Zeid AbdarrahmAn, that of Ibn Khaldoun being a

patronymic derived from an ancestor Khaldoun ibn Othniin,

who came over with a band of Arab warriors and settled

ot Carmona in Spain. The family afterwards established

itself in Seville, which it quitted for Tunis on tho approach

of Ferdinand III. Ibn Khaldoun at an early age applied

himself to the study of the various branches of Arabic

learning with very great success, and entered the employ-

ment of the sultan as private secretary at the age of twenty-

one. Not believing, however, in the stability of his master's

throne, he soon afterwards took refuge with and obtained

employment under tho Merinide sultan Abu Ein.in at

Fez. In the beginning of the year 135G, his integrity

having been suspected, he was thrown into prison until the

death of Abu EinAn in 1358, when the vizier El Hasan
ibn Omar set him at liberty, and reinstated him in his rank

&nd offices. Ho hero continued to render great service to

Abu Salem, Abu EinAn's successor, but, having offended

the prime minister, his position became less pleasant at

court, and he sought and obtained permission to emigrate

!o Spain, where, at Granada, he was received with great

cordiality by Ibn el Ahmer, who had been greatly indebted

to his good offices when an exile at the court of Abu Salem.

The favours and honours he received from the sovereign

soon, however, excited the jealousy of the vizier, and he was
driven back to Africa, where he was received with great

cordiality by the sultan of Bujaiye, Abu Abdallab, who
had been formerly his companion in prison. Jealousies

and intrigues again drove him forth, this timo to take

refuge with the lord of Biskera, Ahmed ibn el Mozni. In
answer to an appeal from tho sultan of Tleracen, Ibn
Khaldoun raised a largo force amongst the desert Arabs of

tho district, and passed over to the service of that prince.

A few years later ha was taken prisoner by Abd el Aziz,

who had defeated tho sultan of Tlemcen and seized upon
the throne. He then entered a monastic establishment,

' P Jose do S. Antonio Moura previously published at Lisbon a
rortTiguese traosktion from a MS. obtained by bim at Fez many yours

before.

and occupied himself with scholastic duties, until in the

year 1370 he was sent for to Tlemcen by tho new sultan,

Abd el Aziz. After the death of Abd el Aziz he resided

at Fez, enjoying the patronage and confidence of the regent.

After some further vicissitudes ha entered the service of

the sultan of his native town of Tunis, where he devoted

himself almost exclusively to his studies. Having received

permission to make the pilgrimage to Mecca, he set ontand
reached Cairo, where his reputation had already preceded

him, and was presented to the sultan. El Melek ed Dhalur
Berkouk, who insisted on his remaining there, and in tha

year 1384 promoted him to the high rank of grand cadi cf

the ilalekite rite for Cairo. This office he filled with great

prudence and probity, and succeeded in removing a mass
01 abuses with which the administration ofjustice in Egypt
was overgrown. A terrible misfortune now fell upon him

;

the ship in which his wife and family, with all his property,

were coming to join him, was shipwrecked, and every one

on board lost. He endeavoured to find consolation in fresh

devotion to his studies, and to the completion of his great

work the History of the Arabs of Sjxiin, in which he had
long been engaged. At the same time he was removed

from his office of cadi, which gave him still more leisure

for his work. Three years later he made the pilgrimage

to Mecca, and on his return lived in strict retirement at

the village of Faiyoum until 1399, when he was again

called upon to resume his functioris as cadi He was
removed and reinstated in the office no less than five times.

In the month of Rabia I. 803 a.h. (October to November
1400 A.D.), he was sent to Damascus, in connexion with

the' expedition intended to oppose the celebrated Timur
or Tamerlane. When Timur had become master of the

situation, Ibn Khaldoun let himself down from the walls

of the city by a rope, and presented himself before the

conqueror, who, charmed with his dignified appearance

and his learned discourse, permitted him to return to

Egypt. Ibn Khaldoun died on tho 25th Eamadhan 808
A.H. (IGth March 1406), at the age of sixty-four,

The great work by which he is known is a " Universal History,"

but it deals more particularly with the history of the Arabs of Spain
and Africa. Its Arabic title is Kit<ib el 'Iter, wa dacdn el Muhiadd
wa 'I KJiabcr, fi aiijim el 'Arab wa 'I 'Ajam wa 'I Berber ; that is,

"The Book of Examples and the Collection of Origins and Informa-

tion respecting the History of the Arabs, Foreigners, and Berbers."

It consists of three books, an introduction, and an autobiography.

Book i. treats of the influence of cirilization upon man ; book ii.

of the history of the Arabs and other peoples from the remotest

antiquity until the author's own times; book iii. of the history of

the Berber tribes and of tho kingdoms founded by that race in

North Africa. The introduction is an elaborate treatise on the

science of history and the development of society, and the auto-

biography contains the history, not only of the author himself, but
of his family and of the dynasties which ruled in Fez, Tunis, and
Tlemcen during his lifetime. An admirable edition of the Arabic

text has been printed at Boulak (Cairo), and a part of the work
has been tnanslated by the late Baron do Slane under the title of

Bistoire-dcs iJcrWrtj (Algiers. 1852-56); it contains an admirable

account of the author and analysis of his work. (E. H. P.

)

IBN KHALLIKAN (1211-1282). Abu '1 AbbAa Ahmed,
bctl;er known as Ibn Khallikan,^ author of the celebrated

Arabic biographical dictionary, was bom at Arbela on the

22d September 1211. Some of his biographers trace his

descent to Jaafer tho Barmecide, the well-known unfor-

tunate friend and vizier of Haroun Alraschid. His life

was that of a scholar and literary man, and he was promoted

in his later years to the office of cadi of Damascus. He
died in theNajibiyeh College of that city on tho 29tb

October 1282. His great work is the Kitdb Wafaydt d
'Ahjdn, "The Obituaries of Eminent Men," and contains

brief sketches of tho lives of all the most important

' By some scholars this sumamo is WTitten Ibn Khillikan ; but his

own autograph signature recently found upon a manuscript in th»

University Library, Cambridge, gives the usually accvpleU form.
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poreonages of Muslim bistor>- znd literature, with many

appropriate onecdotes illustrative of their personal character,

and extracts from the works of such of them as were authors

or poets. It is the most complete and at tho same time

the most universal and comprehensive biographical dic-

tionary in the Arabic language, and ia the indispeiisaljle

companiou of the student of Mahometan literature. Ibn

Khalhkan has many imitators, the best-known work of tho

kind being the Fuwdl el' Wa/ayat, "Omissions of the

Wafayat," by Saldh ed din Muhammed ibn Shikir, which

has been published, as well as the work which it is intended

to supplement, at the Boulak press.

Ibn Khftllikan'a work has been publiaheJ in Arabic with an

English translation by Baron MacGuckin de Slane for the Oriental

Translation Fund of Great Britahi and Ireland (Paris, 1342), and tliis

edition, whidi is found in most public libraries, is the best and tho

most accessible oue extant.

IBNSINA. See AvicENNA
IBO, Ibu, Igbo, or Eboe, a district of West Africa,

situated in the delta of the Niger, and mainly on tho left

or eastern bank of the river. The chief town, which is

frequently called by the same name, but is more correctly

designated Abo or Aboh, lies on a creek which falls into

the main stream about 150 miles from its mouth, and con-

tains from 6000 to 8000 inhabitants. The Ibo are a strong

Well-built Negro race. Their women are distinguished by

tlisir embonpoint, which is considered by tho people them-

selves an the perfection of beauty. The language of the

Ibo is one of the most important in tho Niger delta, and is

gradually extending its area. The Rev. J. F. Schbn began

its reduction in 1841, and in 1861 he published a grammar
of it (Oku Ibo Grammatical Elements, London, Church

Miss. Soc). Isoama is the dominant dialect, being spoken

by the Aboh, Elugu, Aro, and Abadja tribes.

See Captain \V. Allen's Narrative, London, 1848 ; M. Burdo,

yigcr et Bmui, Paris, 1830 (English trans, by Mrs Strange, 1880).

IBRAHIM PASHA (1789-1848), viceroy of Egypt,

a real or adopted son of Mehomet Ali, was born at Cavalla

in Roumolia in 1789. Early associated with the Egyptian

army, he won a name for himself by successful operations

nt;ainst the rebel tribes of Upper Egypt and the fugitive

Mamelukes in Nubia, before he entered his twenty-fifth

year. In iiu expedition which he led in 1816 against tho

Wahhibeos of Arabia, the young general was seriously

hampered by the want of organized discipliiio among his

troops, and on his triumphant return to Cairo in 1819 he

eagerly availed himself of tho services of some French

officers in his efTorts to convert the Oriental turbulence of

his forces into the discipliuod steadiness of the West.

Ibrahim's next campaign was in Greece, whither he was
ordered in August 1824 to support the Turkish sultan's

attempts to restrain the risings of Hellenic nationality.

The defeat of tho Turkish and Egyptian fleet at Navarino

(October 20, 1827) by tho united English, French, and
Russian squadrons was tlio signal for Ibrahim's recall from

the Morea, which had suflfered keenly at tho hands of the

cruel Oriental. In Egypt ho at once set himself afresh

to tho work of reorganization in army and navy, and in

1831, when Mehomet Ali ordered an almo.st unprovoked

invasion of Syria, Ibrahim was again at the head of the

Egyptian army. Unchecked by the loss of .0000 men from

cholera beforo leaving Egypt, ho appeared suddenly on tho

Syrian coast, took Gaza, .falfa, and Kaiffa by surprise, '"•d

by tho 29th of November had invested Acre. Thero ho

met with a stubborn resistance ; twice in vain ho attenqited

to carry tho seaport by storm, and in the midst of tho siege

he was called away, to meet an army of relief, commanded
by 'Osmin Pnaha, governor of Aleppo. Near Trijioli lio

surprised 'OsmAn, who decamped without fighting, and
returning hastily to Acre, Lo throw Lis whole force on tho
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place, carrying it (27lh May 1832) with a loss of 1*ul>

men. Without a pause he marched on Damascus, which
offered no resistance. At Hims (July 28) he encountered

and defeated a Turkish army of 30,000 men, with a force of

16,000, and passing swiftly through the defiles of Beylkn,

overtook and completely roated tho retreating enemy at

Adaneh. Another victory followed at Oulou-Kislak, and

then, near Kouieh, Ibrahim was met by tho vizier Resheed

Pasha at the head of 60,000 men. Favoured by a murky
day—an advantage which helped to counterbalance the

great disparity of his forces—ho contrived to throw the

Turkish army into confusion, and, by tho capture of the

vizier, converted an impending disaster into the most

brilliant of his victories. Meantime his fleet, equally

successful, had chased that of the sultan back to tho

Boaphorus, and the \ictor, without an army to oppose him,

was within six marclics of Constantinople. At the critical

moment the order caiue from Mehemct Ali to await rein-

forcements. But before these arrived the golden oppor-

tunity was lost. The Russian army and fleet ailvanccd to

the protection of the Ottoman capital ; the other Western

powers combined in the effort to effect peace ; and by

treaty in February 1833 Syria and Adana were handed

over to Mehemct on the condition of his paying tribute for

them. As governor, Ibrahim reduced the new territory to

order, and gave a strong impulse to industrial enterprise.

But war again broke out in 1839, and at Nezeeb (24th

June) Ibrahim dealt a second deadly blow to the Turkish

power. Again the commands of Mchcmet forbade him to

follow up his success, and the campaign, cut short by the

interference of the British, ended in the restoration of Syria

to the Porte in 1841. After his retreat from Damascus,

achieved with martial skill, although accompanied with

.serious losses, Ibrahim laid down his sword. Retiring to

his estates in the plain of llcliopolis, he occupied himself

in establishing cotton and olive plantations, till in 1844 he

was called to succeed his father as viceroy. Ho died at

Cairo, 9th November 1848, only a few months after tho

formal confirmation of his rank of viceroy. The finest

qualities of a great commander were his, who out of semi-

barbarous hordes fashioned a fiirniidable army, and twice

by his individual prowess threatened the overthrow of thf

Ottoman empire. His cruelty, tho one blot on his valour

m.ay be regarded as an accident of his life rather than ai

a fixed trait in his character. In times of [peace, at least,

he displayed the sagacity as well as the firmness of an en-

lightened administrator. See Ec.Vf'T, vol. vii. p. 764.

IBHAILA, BuMLA, Bi; vHiLDW, or Brailovv, a town,

formerly of Wallachia, now of Koumania, situated on

tho left bank of tho Danube, about 9 miles south of

Galatz aud 102 miles from tho Sulina mouth of tho river.

It has a railway station within a quarter of a mile to tho

north-west ou tho Bucharest and Galatz line—a branch lino

coming down to the harbour; and it is the scat of a cham-

ber of commerce, a tribunal of commerce, and an agency

of tho Danube Navigation Company. Most of the town

lies about 45 or 50 feet abovo the level of tho sea, thero

being only a very narrow strip of low-lying ground (soma

60 or 100 feet) between the edge of the river an<l the steep

and lofty bank by which at this part its course is defined.

Ibraila is one of the most regular places in Roumania, stand-

ing, indeed, in this lerpect, next after Bucharest itself.

Few of tho hou.ses, however, arc more than two stories

high. Towards the land it has tho shape of a crescent,

tho curvo of tlie outer streets being controlled by the

direction of the old forlilications, which were dismantled

in 1828. A wide and tree-planted boulevard—the Strada

Bulivardului—separates the town proper from the suburban

portion. There is a public garden along the brow of the

innk towards tho river. Besides the cathedral of St

I
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.\[ichael, a l;irgc but utigiinly btiiiJing of grry j:,-u;'l.i'om\

there are seveu Greek churcriM, a Rnnian Catliolic church,

i Protestant church, a Jewish synagogue, and ii church

belonging to tlie strange Russian sect of tlie Lipovani or

Skoptsi. Ibraili has lung had a large share in the trade of

the Danube. In ISii) it was visited by 3S2 ships. In
|

1870 there entered 493G vessels and 0097 cleared, with a

respective total burden of 807,139 tens and 821,274 tons.

In 1877 the exports included 87,002 quarters uf wheat,

87.314 of mai?.e, 80,938 of barley, 11,964 of rye, besides

a large quantity of grain which appears under the returns

fur Galatz. The railway between Ibraila and Galatz takes

: wide circuit, instead of following the direct line of the

iver The population, according to Henkc (Jiiimrimen :

Laud und Votk. Leipsic, 1877), is 42,000, of whom 53 per

cent, are Roumanians, 20 per cent. Greeks, 15 per cent.

Jews, and the remainder Germans, <tc According to the

Bulet. Hoc. Geogr Jiomane, 1876, the total is 28,000.

In the Utter part of the I8th century Ibraila was .several times

taken by the Russians, and on one occasion (177')) it was burned.

By the peace of Bucharest (181.) the Turks retained the ri^Iit of

garrisoning the fortress In 1828 it was gallantly defended by
tollman Pasha, who. after holding out from the middle of May till

the end of June, w.as allowed to inarch out with the honoursof war.

At the peace of Adnanople the place was definitively assigned to

W'allachia. It was tho spot chosen by Gortschakolf for crossing

lUe Danube with his division in 18.'>4.

IBYCUS, a Greek lyric poet, who flourished about the

GOth Olympiad—-540 B.C.—was a native of Rhegium in

Italy, but spent the greater part of his life at the court of

Polycrates. tyrant of Sanios. A curious story, not always

accepted, is tuld in connexion with his death. While
travelling in the neighbourhood of Corinth, the poet was

waylaid and mortally wounded by robbers. As be lay dying

on the ground, he saw a Hock of cranes flying overhead,

and called upon them to avenge bis de_ch. The murderers

betook themselves to Corinth, and soon after, while sitting

in the theatre, saw the cranes hovering above. One of

them, either m alarm or jest, ejaculated, " Behold the

avengers of Ibycua," and thus gave the clue to tho detection

of tho crime. The phrase, " the cranes of Ibycus," passed

into a proverb among tho Greeks. Of the seven books of

lyrics by Ibycus, which Suidas mentions, only a few frag-

ments have come down to us, but these afford sufficient

jvidenco to support Cicero's estimate of the author whom
he pronounces (Tusc, iv. 33) from his writings " maximc
vero omnium flagrasse amore." Even from his mythical

and heroic pieces, in which he was less successful, Ibycus

did not exclude the erotic element. The dialect in which

he wrote partook both of the Doric and of the /Eolic

peculiarities. Tho best edition of the fragments is Jbyn
lihegini Carminum RcHqma:, edited by Schneidewin, and
published at Giittingcn in 1833.

ICA, Yc.\, or EccA, an inland city of Peru, capital of a

district in the department of Lima, situated 170 miles

south-south-east of tho city of Lima, and 48 miles south-

south-west of Pisco on the Pacific Ocean, with which it is

mnected by a railway. Betwceii .""i-sco and lea the country
. a desolate and barren desert, but lea itself lies in a fruitful

illey surrounded by corn fields and vinej'ards. On account
if the frequent earthquakes the town has a very ruinous
;i;i[.jiranco, but it enjoys considerable pro.spcrity, and ex-
perts by way of Pisco largo quantities of wheat, maize,
cotton, cochineal, wine, and spirit.s. Originally the city,

when founded in 1563, was built 4 miles south-east from
where it now stands, the change of site taking place after

a great earthquake in 1571. Another severe earthquake
in 1664 led to a new town being built close to the old one.
The population is .about 7000.

ICE is the solid crystalline form wl..ch water assumes
whan exniiatxl to .1 sufliciontly low tetnoerature. ''

frcnut'iilly precipitated from the air as hoarfrost, snow, oi

hail ; and in the glaciers and snows of lofty mountain fys-

tems or of regions of high latitude it exists on a gigantic

scale, being especially characteristic of the seas and lands

around the poles, which consequently have hitherto been
practically inaccessible to man. Also in various parts of

the world, especially in Fiance and Italy, gieit quantities

of ice form in caves, which, in virtue of their depth below
the earth's surface, their height above the sea-level, or their

exposure to suitable winds, or to two or more of thes

;

conditions in combination, are unaffected by ordinary

climatic changes, so that the mean annual temperature

is sufficiently low to ensure the permanency of the ice.

Tho great ice supply for the island of Tencritie is obtained

from such a cave, which is 100 feet lung, 30 feet broad,

and from 10 to 15 feet high, and which is situated on
the Peak some 10,000 feet above the sea-level. Accord-

ing to the Rev. S. Browne (Bnt. Ass. Re)Mrt, 1864),

such cave-ice is generally peculiar in its columnar appear-

ance, and apparently less easy to melt than ordinary surface

ice.

In the mutual transformations of water and ice, many
remarkable physical phenomena occur. 1 hus, during the

process of melting a block of ice or of freezing a quantity

of water, no change of temperature can take place so long as

there is a thorough mixture of water and ice. Consequently,

the " freezing-point" or temperature at which water freezes

is a temperature so readily determined that it is conveniently

employed as one of the standard temperatures in the gradua-

tion of ordinary thermometer scales, such as the centigrade,

the Fahrenheit, and the R(5aumur. The centigrade scale,

whose zero corresponds to this freezing-point of water,

is the temperature scale that is employed throughout this

article. In the act of freezing, water, though its tempera-

ture remains unchanged, undergoes a remarkable expansion

or increase of bulk, so that ice at 0° C. is less dense than

water—a fact demonstrated at once by its power of floating.

"Ground-ice" or "anchor-ice," which forms in certain cir-

cumstances at the bottom of streams, is only an apparent

exception to this relation between the densities of water

in its solid and liquid states, being retained"there by fhe

cohesion between it and the stones or rocks whicli compose
the river's bed. When forcibly released from this contact

with the bottom, the ice at once ascends to the surface.

Ground-ice may thus be the lowest stratum of the once

completely frozen mass of water, adhering to the bottom
during the thawing and melting of the ice at the surface;

or it may even be formed under favourable conditions beiow

briskly flowing water, probably by the action of eddies,

which draw the surface water down through the warraei

but denser liquid, and thus cool the stones and rocks at

tho bottom. As water then expands on freezing, so con-

ver-sely ice contracts on melting; and the ice-cold water thus

formed continues to contract when heated until it lias

reached its point of maximum density. Joule, from a series

of careful experiments, determined the temperature at which

water attains its maximum density to be SO"'! Falir., ci

very nearly 4° C. Hence water contncts as its temperature

rises from 0" C. to- 4° C. ; but at higher temperatures i;

behaves like the great majority of other sub.stances, expand

ing with rise of temperature. At no temperature, howevf-r,

does water in the liquid state become less dense than ice

OS the following table of relative densities shows :

—

Density of ice at 0° f - -9175

.,
' water at 0° 0. - -99988

4*C. - 100000
,, 10° C. - -99976

„ 100° C. - -96866

Under the influence of heat, ire i'splf behaves n' nm-

•clids do, coutractinu when cooled, expanding when \\k-^'
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According to Pliicker, the coefficient of cubical diliitaiiuii

at moderately low temperatures ia -0001585. From a

aeries of elaborate experiments, Person deduced '505 as the

specific heat of ice, or about half that of water ; in other

words, the heat required to raise 1 lb of water 1° C. will

raise 2 ft) of ice through the same range of temperature or

1 tb of ice through 2° C.

Though no rise of temperature accompanies the melting

of ice, there is yet a definite quantity of heat absorbed,

and a corresponding amount of work done—mainly in

altering the physical condition of the suljstance. The heat

which disappears is transformed into other and less evident

forms of energy,—as, for example, the energy of translatory

motion, which is the chief characteristic, according to the

recognized molecular theory of matter, of the molecule in

the Uquid as compared with the molecule in the solid. The
heat which is thus absorbed during the melting of unit

mass of ice is called the latent heat of water, and its value

in ordinary heat-units is 79 25, according to the determina-

tion of Person. Hence as much heat is required to trans-

form 1 lb of ice at 0° C. into water at the same tempera-

ture as would raise in temperature I 5) of water through a

range of 79°-25 C, or 79 '25 lb of water through a range

of 1° C. The same amount of best which is absorbed

when ice becomes water is evolved when water becomes ice,

so that the melting of ice is accompanied by the abstraction

of heat from surrounding objects, that is, by a cooling

effect ; and the freezing of water by a heating effect.

These thermal effects are generally masked by the pro-

cesses whereby the change of state is effected ; but the

cooling which accompianies the melting of ice may be

observed when pressure is used as the agent for accom-

plishing the change. That ice can be so melted by increase

of pressure was first pointed out by Professor James
Thomson (now of Glasgow) in a paper published in the

Trmisaclioiis of the Royal Societt/ of Edinburgh for 184!)

;

previous to that time the temperature of melting ice was

believed to be absolutely constant under all conditions.

Thomson showed that, since water expands on freezing,

the laws of thermodynamics require that its freezing-point

must bo lowered by increase of pressure ; and, by an ap-

plication of Carnot's princijile, he calculated that for every

additional atmosphere 'of pressure the freezing-point of

water was lowered by "0075 of a degree centigrade. This

remarkable result was soon after verified, even to its

numerical dotail-s, by his brother. Sir William Thomson
(Proceediur/s of the Royal Society of Ediidmrr/h, 1850). The
Thomsons and Ilelmholtz have since then successfully ap-

plied this behaviour of ice under pressure to the explanation

of many curious properties of the substance. When two
blocks of ice at 0" C. are pressed together or even simply

laid in contact, they gradually unite along their touching

surfaces till-they form one block. This regelation, as it is

called, is due to tlio increased pressure at the various points

of contact causing the ice there to melt and cool. The
wiiter so formed tends to escape, thus relieving the pres-

sure for an instant, refreezing, and returning to the original

temperature. This succession of melting and freezing, with

their accompanying thermal effects, goes on until the two
blocks are cemented into one. Thus it is that a snowball

is formed ; and in virtue of the same succession of pliono-

I icna does the glacier mould itself to its rocky bed and
How down the valley, behaving in many rcsjjects like a
viscous fluid.

Ico forms over fre.sh water if the temperature of the air

liiis been for a sufficient time at or below the freezing-point

;

Imt not until the whole mass of water has been cooled down
to its point of maximum density, so that the subsequent
cooling of the surface can give rise to no convection currents,

i-i tbc freezing po.ssiblc. Sca->vatcr, in the most favourable

cii'cumstances, does not freeze till its temperature is rsducp.
*

to about - 2° C. ; and the ice, when formed, is found to

have rejected four-fifths of the salt which was originally

present. In the upper provinces of India, water is made
to freeze during cold clear nights by leaving it overnight

in porous vessels, or in bottles which are enwrapped in

moistened cloth. The water then freezes in virtue of the

cold produced by its own evaporation or by the drying of

the moistened wrapper. In Bengal the natives resort to a

still more elaborate forcing of the conditions. Shallow pits

are dug about 2 feet deep and filled three-quarters full with

dry straw, on which are set flat porous pans containing the

water to be frozen. Exposed overnight to a cool dry gentle

wind from the north-west, the water evaporates at the

expense of its own heat, and the consequent cooling takes

place with sufficient rapidity to overbalance the slow influx

of heat from above through the cooled dense air or from
below through- the badly conducting straw.

The growing demand for ice for domestic, medicinal, and ic^.

other purposes has led, not only to the development of ara.i-'f'r,>

regularly organized ice-trade, but also to the invention of

machines for the manufacture of ice in countries which do

not possess a sufficient home supply. The various types of

machines which have been or are in use call for a brief

description. Freezing-mixtures, such as the familiar snow
and salt or the mixture of sulphate or phosphate of sodium
and dilute nitric acid, may be dismissed with a word, since

they are restricted in use to the production of intense cold

for a brief period of time, and are incapable of economic

application to the formation of large quantities of ice.

All ice-machines which have proved of practical utility

may be grouped under two great classes :—those whicii

utilize the lowering of temperature that accompanies tlie

rapid expansion of a compressed gas, and those which malce

use of the like thermal effect that results from the voLi-

tilization of some liquid. In machines of the first type,

the gas usually employed is atmospheric air, which is

first compressed to three or four atmospheres, and kejit

cool by circulating water or by other suitable means. It is

then allowed to expand, and the heat necessarily absorbed

during the expansion is drawn either from the water to be

frozen or from a solution of brine which does not freeze at

the ordinary freezing temperature, and thus becomes, so to

speak, a vehicle for the cold. In 1819 Gorrie constructed

such a machine, which, however, was unsatisfactory in its

action, probably because the compressed air was not

sufliciontly cooled and dried. More ofliciont in their action

were Kirk's machine (patented in 18G3), and Windhauseu's

(1870), one of which at the Vienna exhibition produced 30

cwts. of ice per hour, at the cost of la. per cv-'i. The mode
of action of Windhauseu's is as follows. A piston works

to and fro in a cylinder, compressing the air in the one end

"and allowing it to expand in the other. The compre.'^sud

and therefore heated air forces its way through a valve to

the cooling chambers, from which it is led towards the other

end of the cylinder. Here the inlet valve is so arranged

that it closes at a certain position of the receding piston,

thus permitting what air has entered to cxjiand and cool.

At the return stroke this cooled air is forced out through

easily opening valves,—part going to cool the chambers

into which the heated compressed air enters from the

cylinder, and part passing to the refrigerator, from which

after serving its jiurposo it is pushed on by the fresh supjjly

of cooled air to the compres.sing end of the piston chamber.

Such machines, to work economically, rcquirolargo cylinders,

tight-fitting pistons working with little friction, and perfect

regulation in the motions of the various parts—conditions

so dilticult to fulfil that rcfiigpration by means of compressed

air may be regarded a.s a practical failure. The machines

constructed by the P.ell-Colcm.iii Mfichanical Refrigeration
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Company (Glaagow) utilize as the cooliug agent a mixture

111 certain hydrocarbon gases which are obtained from the

distillation of carbonaceous shale. The gas is compressed

to a pressure of about 8 atmospheres, and, after being cooled

by expansion, is carried off and consumed as fuel These

machines are not specially intended for the production of

ice ; but, as refrigerators, they are successfully employed

fur preserving meat on board ship.

Among machines of the second group there is a great

variety of construction, because of the great differences

which exist in the properties of the liquids used. Thus

water, sulphuric ether, bisulphide of carbon, ammonia,

n.ethylic ether, sulphurous acid, and other substances have

b-en employed as refrigerating agents. In all cases, it is

the so-called latent heat of vaporization that is utilized

;

and did the efficiency of the method depend only on this,

water would undoubtedly be the best material on account

of the great latent heat of its v^apour. But as important

from a practical point of view are the vapour pressures

that come into play throughout the range of temperature

employed. Thus at 10' C. the pressure of water vapour

is so small, only "012 of an atmosphere (and at lower tem-

peratures of course it is still sttialler), that, to make the

evaporation of water an efficient means of refrigeration, the-

process must be conducted under a very much diminished

pressure. As early as 1755, Dr CuUen managed to freeze

water by its own evaporation in a vacuum ; but this

method, though greatly developed by Nairnc, Leslie, and
Vallance, can be applied to the production of ice in small

quantities only.

The same objection applies, of course, to sulphuric ether,

bisulphide of carbon, or any substance which boils under

ordinary atmospheric pressure at a temperature above that

of the air. Ether boils at 34''8 C, and bisulphide of

carbon at 46°'2 C. ; and their vapour pressures at 10' C.

are respectively "377 and '267 of an atmosphere. They
thus volatilize much more readily than water, and require a

comparatively slight vacuum to render their evaporation

sufficiently rapid for refrigerating purposes. In the ether

machine, which may be taken as a t^-pe, the ether, on being

vaporized in the refrigerator under a partial vacuum, is

drawn over and compressed to the liquid state in the con-

denser, which is kept cool by ciixulating water. From the

condenser it is then led back to the refrigerator, to be re-

evapjrated. Perkins's machine (1834), Twining's patent of

1850, Harrison's machine ^1857), Siebe's machine (1862),

and Siddeley and Mackay's apparatus are ether-machines
;

and all except the first, which is hardly adapted for exten-

sive freezing, surround the refrigerator with brine, which
when cooled flows easily around and between the cases

containing the water to be frozen. Van der Weyde (1SC9)

substituted naphtha, gasolin, or chimogene for the ether

;

and in Johnston and Wliitelaw's machine bisulphide of

carbon is used somewhat similarly. The great difficulty

in machines of the ether type 's to prevent leakage, so as

to keep the partial vacuum reau/ efficient ; and moreover
ether, which is in most respects superior to all the other

•ubatances employed, has an awkward tendency, under
the influence of frequent condensations and rarefactions,

to transform itself into less volatile isomers.

The great characteristic of ice-machines which employ
ammonia, methylic ether, or. sulphurous acid, as compared
with those of the ether type, is that they work at increased

instead of diminished pressures, since these substances are

gaseous at ordinary temperatures and pressures, and require

for their liquefaction cither the production of a low tem-

perature or the application of a high pressmc. For facility

of reference the boiling points and vapour pressuns at throe

different temperatures for these substances are given in the

following tabic

Name of Subetaoe
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ating agent by Piatet of Geneva (iei76), and thereafter

applied by Garagee to the formation of his glaciarium or

artificial skating rink, is in many respects far superio:

to any other known refrigerator. Thus it is more easily

liquefied than ammonia and mothyHo ether, exertmg a

vapour pressure of only 4J atmospheres at 30° C. ; it has

no chemical action upon motals or fats ; it is incombustible
,

it is obtainable at small expense ; and it has, besides, good

lubricating properties ;—m short, it seems to possess all

the essentials of an efficient and economical refrigerator.

In Pictet's machine, the liquid sulphurous acid passes under

pressure from the condenser to ths refrigerator, where on

the pressure being relieved it vapoiizes, cooling to -7° C.

a current of brine which then Hows round the tanks

containing the water to be frozen. The sulphurous acid

gas in the refrigerator is drawn over by an aspirating force-

pump and recondensed m the condenser, which is kept

cool by an ample supply of cold water By a special

modification of the sulphurous acid machine, Pictet obtained

as low a temperature as -73' C. , under this low tempera-

ture he then compressed carbonic acid gas to a liquid, by
|

the evaporation of which he produced such intense cold as to
j

enable him to liquefy the so-called permanent gases under

a pressure of several hundreds of atmospheres (BihUotkeque

(Iiiiverselle, 1878). Gamgee uses as his congealing liquid

a solution of 4 parts of glycerin in 6 parts of water, which

is conveyed in pipes beneath the water-surface to be frozen.

Machines which are capable of freezing water may in

certain circumstances be much more efficiently employed to

produce cooling without freezing. For instance, in curing-

houses, breweries, sugar refineries, provision stores in hot

climates, and in ships engaged in the transport of meat,

where it is of importance to have the temperature

moderately cool, it is usually by no means necessary to

obtain ice. In many such cases, indeed, the production of

ice would be a mere waste of labour. In tropical and
subtropical climates refrigeration is of high importance from

a sanitary point of view , and there seems little doubt that

if a simple, economical, and thoroughly efficient means of

cooling were discovered, houses would be cooled in warm
weather with the same care and regularity with which they

are when necessary heated. At present, however, the

manufacture of ice and the artificial production of cold are

arts still in their infancy, which have a powerful rival in

the extensive and increasing ice-trado that has sprung up
within the List half century.

Ic« trade. The idea of trading in ice first occurred to a Boston

merchant, named Tudor, who in 1805 shipped ice to

Martinique. In 1833 American ice began to bo imported

into Calcutta, where it was sold for 3d. per iiouiid—exactly

half the price of the Bengal manufactured ice. In America,

which was for long the great ice-exporting country of the

world, supplying especially the West Indies, India, and
China, the cutting and storing of ico form an inijiortant

industry during the winter months. When the ice is suffi-

ciently thick, 9 to \2 inches for home consuniptioll, 20
inches for exportation, the surface is scraped free of all

porous ice, and is marked out into squares of t*) feet each

way. Along these lines the ice is grooved to a de]jth of 3

inches by means of a plough. An instrument like a harrow is

drawn over the grooves ho as to deepen them , and, after the

hurfaco has been divided into smaller squares, the ice js cut

up into blocks by moans of handsaws. The blocks arc then
removed to large double-walled storcliouses, many of which
arc capable of containing thousands of tons of ice It is

estimated that, in America, 2,000,000 tuns of ice are cut

and stored annually by companies .supplying New Vuik and
the middle States. New York city alone consumes as much
nn 000 000 tons per annum. A considerable quantity of ice

/om Weiihum Lake uear Boston wos at one time imported

into Britain, but now the whole supply comes from Drobak
near Christiania in Norway, lihe Norwegian ice is remark-
ably solid and pure, and is superior in its staying power to

English ice or to manuiactuied ice. The total quantity

imported into the United Kingdom may be estimated

roughly at 150,000 tons per annum, of which the greater

part IS consumed in London, where it is retailed at fmm
2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per cwt. At present Norway is undoubtedly
the great ice-store for the Old World ; and quite recently

(1880) Norwegifsi ice has been sold in the United States

more cheaply than native ice. The transport on board ship

offers practically no difficulty, since, as long as the hold is

kept dry and cool, there is very little loss, and in the lading

no special care need be taken. For the storing in houses,

see IcE-HousE. (c. G. K.

)

ICEBERG, a floating mass of ice, which has broken off

from such ice-sheets as cover Greenland, Spitzbergen, and
other polar lands, constituting vast glacier systems ever

creeping out and down from the central heights to the

shores. As the glacier is pushed out to sea, the lower

margin is exposed to the destructive action of the waves,

and breaks up into fragments of endless variety of form
These severed blocks, many of which are hundreds of millions

of tons in mass, drift to lower latitudes under the intiuence

of polar currents, and gradually melt away in the warmer
water. .,Such is the natural history of icebergs, which,

in their freshwater origin, are to be distinguished from the

ice-fields, ice-tloes, pack ice, and ice-hummocks, so familiar

to the polar voyager. The iceberg, as it drifts along,

melts must rapidly under water ; and this unequal wasting

must be accompanied by a change m the position of the

centre of mass and a con.scqu<'iit shifting of the iceberg

into its new position of equilibrium. Undermining and
fracture also result , so that at length the mass of ice,

however square-shaped or symmetrical it may have been

originally, assumes a form irregular and fantastic in the

extreme. The densities of ice and sea-water are nearly '92

and 1-03 respectively, so that only ^ijj or nearly ith of

the iceberg is above water and visible. An iceberg

observed by Sir John Ross and Lieutenant Parry was 2

A

miles long, 2^ miles broad, and 153 feet high. Assuming
the form to have been approximately a cone erected upon
an elli]itic base, the mass above water would be roughly

150 million tons—givinga total mass of nearly 15 hundred
million tons. This iceberg, however, was by no means of

extraordinary dimensions. In the southern seas, great

fleets of icebergs have been observed as far north as the

latitude of Cape Horn ; and some of these ice masses have

towered to a height of 700 or 800 feet. The limiting

latitude to which icebergs drift is lower in the southern

than in the northern hemisphere, probably because of the

comparative scarcity of laml in the south i>o!ar regions.

Thu.-i, icebergs have been observed off the Cape of Good
Hope in 34° S. lat., while none has been noticed in the

northern hemisphere lower than the 3Gth parallel.

Generally speaking, the limiting latitudes may bo fixed at

40° N. lat. and 35° S. lat. In the North Atlantic the

distribution of icebergs is very remarkable, and indicates,

in Its peculiar way, the general set of ocean currents. Ice-

bergs, of course, can only drift along with some polar

current,—such, for example, as the Labrador current, which

Hows in a generally .southerly direction round the coasts of

Newfiumdland ami Nova Scotia. To the cast of this track,

in which icebergs abound during the early summer months,

lies the region which is warmed by the waters of the Gulf

Stream as it (lows to the - Scandinavian coast, and here

floating ice is rarely seen. The same considerations regard-

ing iirevailing currents determine fho di^tributlon and

limit of icebergs in the southern oceans, the great antarctic

<:uno«it tliQi cools the coasts of Chili and Peru bcarmi.' uiH>n
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its brofifl ex]ianso tno trnKnK..ts ui tlio bhiiunL; icc-clitis of

.South Victoria. Tbc climatic cirect of uii iceberg is somo-

t,irnc3 very marked ; and not uiifrequently the loiveriug of

tliu temperature indicates to the mariner the presence cf

filiating ice even before it ia near enough to be visible,

ecologically considered, icebergs, like glaciers, are great

transport'ng agents, bearing away to the deep sea rocks,

boulders, ind .stones, whicli are strewn along the ocean bed

as the ic() gradually melts. By this cause, rather than by

the glacier in its integrity, some erratic blocks may doubtless

h:ive been transported at a liaio when the land was under

vater and exposed to ice-drift.

ICE-HOUSE. An ice-house, to'supply ice for domestic

use during tho sunuucr months, i^ jno of the desirable

adjuncts of a country rcbidence. Tlis old form of icc-

liouse was a well several feet deep, dug out on sloping

grouiul or agiinst a bank. The bottom was made to slopj

towards a sunk drain, covered by an iron grating, to per-

mit tho water from tho melted ico to pass away quickly ;

wliile a dip in the drain or a bend in tho pipe prevented

air from entering at the bottom of the well. The ice was
filled in through an opening in the dome, which had to

be carefully closed.

A good form of ice-house is that recommended many years

ago by Mr Bailey, gardener at Nuneham Park, Oxford,
and described iu the Ounlfiiei-'s .\{<t<j(tziiie uj Bulaiiy (i. 82).

This house is shown in section and plan in fig. 1, where the

doited line indi-

cates the ground
level. Tlio well

or receptacle for

the ice a is 10

feat G inches wido

at the base, and
3 feet wider near

tlio top ; the walls

are hollow, tho

outer piirtion be-

ing built of dry

rough stone, and
the inner wall and
*lome/ of brick.

The outer wall o

might be replaced

by a puddling of

clay, carried xi])

as tho work pro-

ceeds. Over tho

top is a mound
of chiy and soily

which is pliinted

with shrubs to

keep the surface
°

cool in summer. Tlie dram i c. Ties olT tho water formed

by the melted ice, and is provided with a trap h to pre-

vent the ingress of air through the drain. There is

a porch or lobby b provided willi an outer and an inner

door <?, c ; and there are apertures .it </, d, to get rid of

the condensed moisture, which, if not removed, would

waste the ice. These ventilating doors should be opened

every night, and closed again early in tho morning. The
most important conditions to be secured are dryness

of the soil iind of the enclosed atmosphere, compactness

in tho body of ice, which should bo broken lino and
closely rammed, and tho exclusion as far as possible of air.

^ Tho Americans, who use largo quantities of ice, always

Store it above ground. One of their icehouses, of \i hich

tho elevation is shown in fig. 2 and the plan in tig. 3,

described in Allan's Rural Architecture, is both simple and
ornament j1 in character. The house may be 12 feet sf|uarc,

or any larger size a series or posts in pairs are set up
1

J

feet apart and 8 feet high, about 1 foot being inserted firmly

in tho ground ; the distance between each pair is 3 feet

The tops being cut level all round, a plate 6 inches wide

and ! to 6 inches deep is sjiiked on to each line of posts,

tho two plates being strongly stayed by cross pieces so as

to form a double frame. The inner face of each line of

posts is now boarded up closely, leaving a space 6i feel

by 3 feet at the sides, which are also boaidod, to form a
do'ir-casing on

each side. Tlra

spaces between

tho two linos

of boards thus

furniacontinu-

ous box, which

IS to be cnm-

pletelytillcdup

with moist Ian,

bark, or saw-

dust, well pack-

ed throughout.

There must ba

a drain tocarry Fy. 2,

off all water from the interior. Within tho enclosed space

some level joists are laid down, and on them loose planks to

form a floor, which when covered 1 foot thick with straw

is ready to receive tho ice. The roof is formed of rafters,

4 inches by 3, long enough to project at least 4 feet

outside the plates, to w1m"Ii thfv must bo well socired by

.s[jikcs. The
rafters are tobo

boarded over

and covered

with shingle,

and a small

opening left

at the top to

admit a pipe

8 inches in

diameter for a

ventilalor,over

which a small

ornamental
cap, supported i-i_

on four little F'g- 3.

posts, is to be placed. As a finish to the projectung roof,

brackets of 3 by 4 inch scantling, if the joLsts are of sawed

stuir, or of rough limbs of trees to match the posts, if these

are rough, may be introduced. After the ice is stored, a

close floor of boards should be laid on joists resting

loosely on the wall plate (to admit of this upper floor

being removed while ihe house is being filled), and they

must be covered with G inches of tan or sawdust, or

failing these with straw. A good layer of tan or sawdust

should also bo placed on the top of the ice when it is

jnit in. There should be two doors, inside and outside

the lining, both opening outwards, A shady place io

desirable, but not essential.

A still less expensive way of storing ice has been de-

scribed by the lato Mr Pearson of Kinlet in the Gardener's

Journal (iii. 10). In this case the ice-stack was made on

sloping ground close to the pond whence the ice was derived.

The ice was beaten sm.all, well rammed, and gradually

worked up into a cone or mound 15 feet high, with a base

of 27 feet, and protected by a compact covering of fern

3 feet thick. A dry .'^iluation with a sloping surface is

necessary where this plan is adopted, and a small ditch

should surround the heap, to drain away any water that

niny come from melted ice or from other sources.
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ICELAND
»">«.<: 1 •• TCELAND (in Danish, Island) is an island in the North

X Atlantic Ocean, immediately to the south of the polar

circle. It extends from 63° 23' to 66° 33' N. lat, and from

13° 22' to 2t° 35' W. long. Its distance from the north of

Scotland is 500 miles, from Norway 600 miles, and from

Greenland 250 miles. The greatest length of the island is

300 miles, from east to west, and its greatest breadth 200

miles. The area is estimated at 39,200 square miles, 7000

more than that of Ireland.

The geological formation of the island is throughout vol-

canic. It rests on a foundation of palagonite, or palagonite

tufa, called in Icelandic " m6berg" ; aud on this foundation

are raised plateaus of basalts, and mountains of trachyte

and other volcanic ejections. The whole island seems to

have been filled up by volcanic agency. In some of the

mountains the lavas occur in tolerably regular parallel strata

or terraces, separated here and there by layers containing

lignite, as in the similar volcanic plateaus of Faroe and

Greenland.
-

->rt The whole of the south coast, from HornafjbrSur in the

south-east to Reykjanes in the south-west, is entirely un-

broken by bays or firths. If such ever existed, they have

been filled up by the glaciers and the sand and mud carried

down from the volcanic ice-mountains situated close to the

south coast. The coast-line is not, however, a straight line,

but a broad arch, as the land swells out in the middle south-

yards to a considerable extent. On the north of Reykjanes

a broad bay called Faxaflbi (Faxi's Bay) cuts into the land
;

it is bounded on the north side by Snsefellsnes, and has

an area of 54 miles by 30. On the north side of Sns-
fellsnes the long BreiSifjortSur (Broadfirth) nearly cuts off

the north-west peninsula from the rest of the island ; it

is 80 miles long and 40 broad. The BreiSifjorSur is noted

for its great number of small islands, most of them in-

habited, and all of them affording breeding places for the

eider duck. To the north of the Brei*5i^orSur, innumerable

bays cut into the peninsula at every turn, giving it some-

what the look of the outstretched hand of a man; the

longest of these is IsafjarSardjup (Icefirthdeep), 45 miles

long. On the north side of the island, between Horn
(Cape North) on the west and Melrakkasl^tta (Fox Plain)

on the east, there are several large firths. Furthest to the

west is Hiinafl6i (Bearcubs' Bay), about 60 miles long,

which nearly meets the BreiSifjurSur running in from the

west ; the tongue ef land which separates them and con-

r.ficln the north-west peninsula with the rest of the island

is hardly 5 miles broad. The other firths on the north aide

are SkagaljiJrtSur, EyafjortSur (Firth of the Isles) 36 miles

long, SVjAlfandafjorSur, and AxarfjOrSur (Axefirth). The
MelrakkasliStta is separated from Langaues, the uorth-cast

point of Iceland, by the pistilfjorfiur (Thistlefirth). The
whole of the oast coast of the island is iiidcrtted by numer-

ous narrow firths like those found in the north-west

peninsula, but none of them are of any great length.

Sailing round the island from point to point, the distance

is 000 miles, but if we follow the coast line it is not less

than 2000 miles.

Inii-r. r. The centre of the island is a table-land, or rather abroad

flattened ridge, sloping down to the north and the south, the

average height of which above the level of the sea is about

2000 feet. It consists of arid sands and rugged tracts of

lava, the most important of which boar the names of

OdASahraun (the Lava of Evil Deeds), Sprcngisandur

(Bursting Sand), and Stirlsandur (Big Sand). Tliis wilder-

ness is frequently broken by high and extcneivo ice-hills

ailed jukull (plur. juklar). The ice hills rise to the •"•' •'

height in the soutn-east, where the most extensive ice-field

in the island, called VatnajukuU, covers about 4000 square
miles. The outliers of this ice-field come close down to

the water, hardly leaving room for passage between them
and the sea ; some of these are the loftiest summits in the

island, as Orjefajokull, which is 6466 feet high. South
of the west end of the Vatnajbkull, called Skaptiirjokull,

stretches an inhabited slope, interrupted by several small

hills, and intersected by considerable streams. The east-

most part is called SiSa ; then follow Landbrot, MeSal-

land, and Alptaver. West of this the land rises again in

the MyrdalsjokuU and the EyafjallajukuU, the latter being

5593 feet high, and here again the mountains come close

down to the sea. West of the EyafjaUajokull is the largest

plain in the island, stretching westward to the mountain
chain terminating in the low cape of Reykjanes, and backed
on the north side by several isolated mountains, among
which the far-famed Hecla is prominent; its height ap-

proaches 5000 feet. This plain onsists of stretches of grass

land and marshes, affording abundance of grass for pasture

and haymaking.

The southern and part of the eastern coasts of Faxafl6i,

as far as Reykjavik, are very barren and desolate, being

almost entirely ragged lava tracts ; but the lower parts

of the hills then begin to be clothed with grass, affording

pasture for sheep, cattle, and horses. North of Reykjavik

is a long and narrow firth called HvalfjbrSur (Whalefirth),

and further on a shorter one called BorgarfjorSur (Burgh-

firth). Between the extremity of the latter and the central

highlands there is a large and fertile district, consisting of

grassy valleys, divided by low hills, and an extensive plain

covered with marshy grasslands. This district is a fair

specimen of many of the inhabited parts of Iceland. The
level land, the valley bottoms along the river banks, and
in many cases the slopes of the hills, are covered with

grass, but the soil is too frequently boggy and marshy.

The hills are partly covered with heather, and in a few

places with stunted dwarf birch. Districts similar in

character to BorgarfjorSur are the Dalir (Dales) on the

south side of BreitSifjbrSur, the Hilnavatnssysla on the south

side of Hiinaflbi, the SkagafjorSur, the Flj6tsdalshi}ra5 on

the east side of the island, and the western half of the plain

lying between EyafjaUajokull and the Reykjanes range of

mountains. The north-west peninsula consists, as already

stated, of narrow firths divided by high and narrow mountain

ridges, seldom lower than 2000 feet. In some places the top

is a thin rocky edge ; in others it consists of sharp-pointed

peaks, denuded of all vegetation. Even at a consider-

able distance the different rocky strata may be distinguished.

Sometimes these hills, or rather cliffs, rise perpendicularly

out of the water to a height of a couple of thonsand feet,

affording breeding-places to an immense number of sea-fowl.

More frt(]uently the lower parts of these razor-backed

hills 9lo|)e towards the firths, the stony slopes being partly

covered with grass or heather. The farms are therefore

found along the shores and in short valleys cutting into

the hills from the ends of the firlh.s. The east coasts of

Iceland present exactly the same character as that of the

north-west peninsula. From the end of EyafjbrJ^ur a long

and fertile valley, bounded on both sides by lofty moun-

tains, runs due south into the country for about 25 miles.

The north-east corner of the island, called pingcyarsysla,

has good sheep pasturage, although its hills and slopes are

covered with hcallicr instead of grass to a greater extent

than most other districts of the island. It will thus be

• ;i tl'.at the inhabited tiort:! run rounil the coasts, aud from
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the end of the bays into tlip intericr, tLc farms farthest

ialand being about 50 uiilcs Irom the sto.

Mono. A3 the snow-line is at an altitude of from 2500 to 3000
t^"""- feet, all the highest mountain-tops are cones covered with

perpetual snow. Besides the ice-mnuntains already men-

tioned, there are several on the western part of the central

highlands, such as Hofsjokull, Langjokull, Eirlksjukiill, ic;
SiiasfellsjokuU, at the point of the peninsula separating the

Faxafl6i and BreitSifjorSur, reaches tbe height of 4713 feet.

All these mountains are snow-capped. Most parts of the

island are studded with lulls ranging in height from 2000 to

3000 feet. The tops are usually bare and rocky, but the

slopes are to some e.iitent covered with gra<;s and heather.

Most of the mountains of Iceland have been volcanoes,

and at least twenty-five of them have been active witliin the

historical period of the island, that is, the last 1000 years.

It was observed by Mackenzie that there are two volcanic

formations in the island, one consisting of flat sheets of

basalt, the other of more irregular hilly accumulations of

tracliyte, obsidian, ashes, and other volcanic masses. The
former of these, there can be little doubt, is of Tertiary

age—a part of the great Miocene volcanic plateaus, which

on the one hand extend southwards through the Faroe

Islands and the west of Scotland to the north of Ireland,

and on the other stretch northwards and westwards far

into Greenland. The other volcanic masses are of recent

date. Iceland has thus been the theatre of volcanic activity

at two widely separated periods, though we do not yet

know whether during the interval the activity was wholly

dormart. Of the existing volcanic mountains the best

known is Hecia, from which eighteen eruptions have
been recorded; the last took place in 1845-46. The
intervals between the eruptions have varied greatly ; some-
times it has remained quiet for six years only, at other times

for se.-enty-two years. As with most other volcanoes, the

height of this mountain varies with the eruptions. Thus
before the eruption of 1845 its height was given on

Ounlaugsson's map as 4951 feet, while Kjerulf measured the

mountain in 1850, and found it to be only 4532 feet. The
earliest historical eruption, that of 1 104, is celebrated as the

"sand-rain winter," the second, in 1158, as the "great
darkness," from the quantity of ashes ejected. One feature

of the Icelandic eruptions, not from Hecla only, but from
other orifices in the island, has been the prodigious quan-
tity of fine dust discharged and the great distance to which
this material has been carried. Thus in the year 176G a

column of ashes rose out of the crater of Hecla to a height
of 10,000 feet into the air. Volcanic dust from the

Icelandic vents has frequently been borne by upper air

currents so as to fall upou the Fame Islands, and has even
been carried in considerable quantities as far as Norway
on the one side and the north of Scotland on the other.

Next to Hecla, the Katia, or Kutluirj.^, in Myrdalsjiikull may
be mentioned ; its last eruption (the thirteenth known) took

place in 18G0. The most tremendous volcanic outbreak
in Iceland was that which took place in 1783 in or near
tbe SkaptArjokull, on the northwest border of the Vatiia-

jiikull. Two principal lava streams flowed from it : one
of theni was 50 miles in length, from 12 to 15 miles in

breadth, and 100 feet deep, and the othiy was 40 miles in

length. It has been calculated that these two streams
cover an area of 420 square miles. This eruption de-

stroyed directly or indirectly one-sixth of the inhabitants

of the whole island, or one-half of all the livestock. From
nearly all the outliers of the Vatnajbkull eruptions now and
then take place. To the north of Vatnajdkull a range of

volcanic centres extends as far as Myvatii The last out-

break here took place in 1875, when fine volcanic dust was
discharged in great quantity, some of it being carried as

far as Norway. The sea around the coasts of Iceland has

been frequently disturbcJ ly volcanic ontDreaks, especially

off Cape Reykjanes.

On account of the same volcanic activity, hot springs are

frequently met with throughout the island. The common
name for them in Icelandic is " hverr " (cauldron). Tho
chief of these hot springs is Geysir (Gusher). See
Geysers.

The only mineral worked to any extent in Iceland is Jlinerilt,

,

sulphur; the principal mines are those of Krisuvik and
Myvatn. Of the Iceland spar used for polarizing optical

instruments, only one mine has been worked, that of

IlelguslaSir in the cast of the island. Limestone is found
near Reykjavik, and has been worked a few years. Iron-

ore is found in many parts of the island, but not in paying
quantities, as suitable fuel is wanting. Aluminium occurs

near Cape Reykjanes, but no attempt has been made
to work the mine. Coal has also been found in one place,

but has not been worked. There are considerable quan-
tities of lignite, called in Icelandic surtarbrandur, in the

north-west peninsula ; some successful attempts have been
made to use it as fuel, but it has not been worked to any
extent. Peat is found, and is used as fuel, in most parts

of the island.

Iceland is rich in streams and rivers, some of them Rivera

carrying a large volume of water ; as, however, the fall is

steep in every case, they are not navigable even by small

boats. The longest are pji'irs.-i, running southwards from
the central highlands, and Skj.'tlfandafljiit and .lokulsA li

Fjolhim in the north-east, running northward. The last-

named river is 113 miles in length, the other two 108

miles each. Of other rivers may be mentioned the Hvltfi,

part of which is called OlfusA, running nearly parallel with

pjorsi, Hviti in EorgarfjiJrSur, Blanda running into Hiiua.

flui, HiiratSsvdtn in SkagafjdrSur, and LagarHjdt in the

east. There are several rivers named HvitA (white river),

so called from their milky waters, caused by the glacial

mixtures carried down from the highlands. The principal

waterfalls are—Skdgafoss and Seljalandsfoss, sojith of

EyafjallajokuU, Godafoss in SkjAlfandafljat, and Cettifoss

in JoknlsA A Fjollum. Of the lakes pingvallavatn, about
25 miles north-east of Reykjavik, and Myvatn in the

north-east of Iceland are the largest. The former is 25

miles in circumference, and the latter 36 miles ; its waters

are studded with thirty-four small islands, afTording breed-

ing-places to a large number of water-fowl.

The climate of Iceland is not nearly so severe as might Climtta

be supposed from the latitude. At Reykjavik the mean
temperature of the year is 39° Fahr., of the summer 53°

and of the winter 29° 18'. The temperature of Akureyri

is 32° for the year, that of the summer 45° 5' and the

winter 20° 7'. There is therefore great difTerence between

the north and the south of the island. Another difference

may also be noticed ; while the climate of the south is wet

and variable, that of the north is dry and regular. The
mean temperature of dilTerent years sometimes varies as

much as 10°, and the mean temperature of the same month
has been known to vary as much as 27°. One feature in

the climate has been noticed by all travellers, that is, the

clearness and purity of the atmosphere, rivalling that ol

Italy, mountains being seen distinctly at a distance of 100

miles. The rainfall is considerable in the south and the

east of the island, and snow-storms and gales are frequent

in winter. Thunderstorms occur mostly in winter.

No cereal is grown in Iceland, but in some places there ^fgetv

is found a kind of wild oats (Avma arenaria), called in'"'"

Icelandic " melnr." Potatoes, carrots, turnips, and several

kinds of cabbage have lately been cultivated with consider-

able success. Tlie grasse.i, wild and cultivated, are of the

greatest importance to the inhabitants. The only trees

found are the dwarf birch, rarely higher than 1 2 feet- and
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eonre wilier and juniper bushes. Tiie wild flora of Ice-

land is small and delicate, with bright bloom, the heaths

being especially admired. Wild crowberries and- bilberries

are the only kind of fruit found in the island.

;\niinali!. The only wild animal in Iceland is the fox, of which

both white and blue varieties occur ; they are hunted for

theb skins, and also because they often attack, the sheep.

The domestic animals are the cow, the horse, the sheep,

the dog, and the cat The cows are of a small breed,

resembling English shorthorns in general, and especially

Aiderneys. The horsp^s are also of a small breed, the average

height being twelve hands ; they are hardy and enduring

;

many of them are never housed, and forage for themselves as

best as they can throughout the winter. They are exported

to Great Britain in considerable numbers, for use in the coal

nines. The sheep generally are of nearly the same size as

the Scotch blackfaced sheep; they are not unfrequently

sevn with three or four horns. The genuine Iceland dog,

with his pointed snout, short ears, curled tail, and short legs,

has some resemblance to the Esquimaux dog and the Scotch

collie. Reindeer were imported- in the last century, but

they fled to the mountains and became wild ; they are now
nearly estirict. There are said to be ninety different species

of birds, fifty-four of them being water-fowL The most

remarkable of the birds of prey are the Icelandic falcon

{Falco idandicus) and the eagle. The only game bird

is the ptarmigan, which is brown in summer and white in

winter. Of the water-fowl the eider duck is of the greatest

importance on account of its valuable down ; the. killing of

it is therefore forbidden by law. Immense numbers 'of

gulls, puffins, and guillemots are seen near their breeding

places on the small islands and on the cliffs round the

coasts. The hooper, or whistling swan is found in large

numbers in Iceland. The sea round the coast teems with

cod, haddock, holibut, and the basking shark ; the fin-

backed-whale and seals of various kinds are also met with,

but in smaUer numbers. In the lakes atid rivers salmon

and trout are caught in considerable quantities.

Tillage. As no corn is grown, there is no agriculture to.speak of,

and only a little spade husbandry connected with the

cultivation of kitchen gardens, where potatoes, turnips, and

carrots are grown. The area thus under cultivation covers,

according to the latest official returns, about 215 English

acres throughout the island. The cultivation of the soil

in Iceland can hardly indeed bo said to have been at-

tempted ; such experiments, however, as have boen made,

have given good hope of success. Around every farmhouse

is afield called " tiin," which is but rarely enclosed or fenced.

This is the only part of the land which is cultivated at all,

and all that is done there is to spread dung on the top of

the soil in autumn and scrape it off in spring. Even this

most primitive cultivation makes the grass twenty-five to

fifty per cent better than elsewhere. The haymaking

season extends from tho middle of July to the 20th of

September. Tho grass is cut with small scythes, first in

the homo field, and then on tho uncultivated grass-lands

boloBging to tho farms. Many of tho fishermen hire

themselves to the farmers during the haymaking season

;

and during the fishing season the farmers send their servants

to tho sea-coast to fish.

Live According to tho latest official returns the cattle in tho

stock island numbered 20,378; tho horses (ponies) 31,312, and

tho sheep 415,339. It is obvious, however, from the

quantities of wool exported that tho number of sheep must

bo at least double that stated in the returns.

Mar.u- The manufactures ore confined to spinning, weaving, aiTd

factares. knitting the wool of the sheep. A sort of tweed, called in

Icelandic "vaSnii'd," is tho principal cIotKiiig of tho inha-

bitants. Tho spinning of the yarn is dcino by the women
iu winter, and almost every iatin has an uldfashioncd loom.

In the north considerable quantities ofjickcts and Blockings

are knitted and exported.

The trade with Iceland is entirely in the hands of Danish T'^Ae.

traders and a few Icelanders—who mostly reside an Copen-
hagen. It consists almost entirely in exchange, or barter.

The principal exports of the Icelanders are cod fish, aVout

6,000,000 lb annually; train oil, 9500 barrels; wool,

1,500,000 5); eider down, 7000 lb; and feathers, 20,000 lb.

Ponies are now exported to Scotland,—about 2000 a year;

and a few cargoes of live sheep have been sent over during

the last two years. All bread stuffs have to be imported,

as well as groceries, spirits, wines, and beer, tobacco, salt,

building materials, and other items. Since 1854 the trade

has been open to all nations ; but any vessel trading with

Iceland had to take out a sea pass at the cost of 2s. 3d.

per ton down to 1879, when this duty was abolished. On
the other hand, a trifling duty has been laid on spirits and
tobacco.

There being no roads in the island, but merely tracks Coramu-

tro3den down by the feet of the ponies, there are no carts nicatioii.

nor carriages of any description. In the firths boats are

chiefly used for' conveying goods and passengers ; but all

inland communication and conveyance is by ponies. These

hardy animals carry each a burden of about 200 lb weight,

under which they walk about 25 miles a day. All travel-

ling is also on ponies ; two are considered necessary for

every traveller, and on them ho can make from 30 to 40

miles a day.

Formerly Iceland was divided into four quarters, the riivi-

east, the south, the west, and north. Now the north and sion*.

tho east are united under one governor, and the south and

the west under another. Tho island is further divided into

18 syslur (counties), and these again into 169 hreppur

(rapes) or poor law districts. Ecclesiastically Iceland con-

stitutes one bishopric, divided into 20 deaneries, and these

again into 290 parishes.

Iceland is-subject to tho king of Denmark. According Govctu'

to tho constitution granted to Iceland in 1874, the king meat,

shares the legislative power with the Al-thing, an assembly

of 36 members, 30 of whom are elected by household

suffrage, and 6 nominated by the king. The Al-thing meets

every second year, and sits in two divisions, tho upper and

the lower. The upper division consists of the 6 members
nominated by the king and 6 elected by the representatives

of the people out of their own body. Tho lower division

consists of the remaining 24 representative members.

The secretary for Iceland, who resides in Copenhagen, is

responsible to tho king and tho Al-thing for the maintenance

of the constitution, and he submits to the king for confirma-

tion the legislative measures proposed by the Al-thing. The
king appoints a governor-general, who is resident iu the

island and carries on the government on the responsibility of

tho secretary in Copenhagen. Under tho governor-general

(l.andshofSingi) arc two under governors, one for tho south

and west, another for the north and east Under these are

the sheriffs (syslumenn), who act as tax gatherers, notaries

public, and judges of first instance ; tho sheriff has ii;

every "hreppur" an assistant, called " hroppstj6ri." In

•every hreppur there is also a representative committee,

consisting of from three to five members, who administer the

l)oor laws, and look after tho general concerns of the hrCjipur.

These committees are controlled by the committees of tho

syslur (county boards), and these again are under tho control

of tho amtsr.aS (quarter board), consisting of three mombors.

The administration of justice is carried out in the first justi>-

Snstauco by the sherifl'a. From the sheriff courts appeals

lie to tho superior court at Reykjavik, con.sisting of thr<8

juili,'cs. Appeals may bo token in all criminal cases and

most civil cases from this court to tho supreme court at

Coiicnhagen.
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The state church of Iceland is the Lutheran; and all the

tceliinders, without exception, belong to it. One bishop

and 141 clergymen minister to the spiritual wants of the

islanders. The bishop is appointed by the king. The
parishes are 290, but the livings are only 141, from which

it may be seen that many ministers have to serve two, and

gome even three parishes. The king appoints some of the

ministers, and the governor-general others, with the advice

of the bishop. The ministers are paid partly from the

revenues of church property, and partly from tithes.

The Icelanders have long been famous for their education

and learning, and it is no exaggeration to say that in no

other country is such an amount of information found

among the clas-ses which occupy a similar position. A
child of ton unable to read is not to be found from one

end of the island to another. A peasant under3tanding_

several languages is no rarity, and the amount of general

information which they possess might be envied by many
who have had greater facilities for acquiring knowledge.

Till within the last few years there were no elementary

schools in the island ; all children were taught by their

parents or near neighbours. Now a few elementary

schools have been started, but their number is still too

small to make any general difference in tho education.

For classical and general education there is a college at

Reykjavik, with seven professors and about one hundred

students. There is also a college for ministers, with three

professors. Tho general physician of the island, assisted by

two medical men, gives lectures to medical students ; but

those who propose to enter the legal profession have to

attend the university of Copenhagen.

There is less difference in the material prosperity of the

Icelanders than in that of the inhabitants of more advanced

countries. One does not find the abject poverty so often

seen in large towns and among the agricultural population

of some of the most civilized countries of Europe. On the

other hand, wealthy men, or owners of extensive properties,

are unknown, the richest man in Iceland deriving only

£300 a year from his property. Although no abject

poverty is seen, there are more paupers compr "^tively than

in more populons countries, and the poor-rates in many
parishes exceed all the other t^ixcs pnt together. The
Icelanders are often too liberal in granting relief, which

in many cases breeds idleness, carelesaaess, and want of

forethought. It is also to be noticed that in few countries

is it so easy to live with as little labour as -in Iceland.

On account of the climate, out-of-door work cannot be
conducted for more than five months of the year at most,

but even this time is not used with so much energy and
skill as it might be. The haymaking, carried on for two
months in the year, is the only work which is prosecuted

with anything like energy. Fishing is" prosecuted not

continuously but periodically. The want of activity among
the Icelanders is to bo a,scribed partly to their slow tem-

perament, and partly to their utter want of training. They
are very fond of gathering any amount of miscellaneoua

information, but their want of training prevents them
from turning it to practical account. There is no doubt

that they are endowed with intellectual faculties of a
superior kind, and, vfith proper training, might make far

more of their country than they do at present. It appears

that ths island could easily support eight times the numbar
of the present population, if its resources were properly

developed. Crime is rare ; and the moral character of the

Icelanders is about the same as that of the other countries

of the north.

The census of 1870 returned the population of the island

as 09,763. In 1801 the population was only 46,240; in

1880 it is estimated to have increased to 73,000. The
birth-rate is about 33 per thousand, and the death-rate 24.

Nearly the whole of the population live on isolated farms,

the number of each family, including servants, being on an

average seven. The chief town or village is Reykjavik,

with about 2500 inhabitants. It is the seat of the

governor-general, the bishop, the colleges, and the superior

court. In the north-west is IsafjiirSur, with about 400
inhabitants, and in the north Akureyri, with the same
number. A. H.)
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the " literary eras " of England or Germany, a brilliant penoJ of

intellectual life produced and elaborated in its own distinct form oi

expression a literature sujierior to any north of th» Alps. before

the Renaissance since the downfall of Old Koine in power, purity,

and life. . . »

Settle- To begin with history, in which we are chiefly concerned with

•nenL the first and fourth periods of the island's inhabited existence, and

first the "settlcmont" Shortly after the discovery of Iceland by

-, the Scandiuavian, c. 850 (it had lonj; been inliabited by a small

colony of Irish Culdees), a stream of immigration set in towards it,

which lasted for sixty years, and resulted in the establisliment of

some 4000 homesteads scattered round the habitable fringe about

tlie great bays and firths.

In this immigration three distinct streams can be traced. (1)

About 870-890 four great noblemen from Norway, Ingolf, Ketil

Haing, Skalla-Grim, and Thorolf, settled with their deiwndants in the

sout!i-*rest of the new found land. (2) In 890-900 there came from

the Western Islands Queen Aud, widow of Olaf the White, king of

Dublin, preceded and followed by a number of her kinsmen and

relations (many like herself being Christians), Helgi Biolan, Biorn the

Ea.stern, Helgi the Lean, Ketil the Foolish, kc, who settled the best

land in the island (west, north-west, and north), and founded fami-

lies who long swayed its destinies. Besides this most important

immigration of all there came from tlio Western Islands a fellowship

of vikings seeking a free home in the north They had colonized

the west in the viking times; they had "fought at Hafursfirth,"

neipingiheir stay-at-home kinsmen against the centralization of the

great head^jting, who, when he had crushed opposition in Norway,

sailed after these turbulent colonists across the North Sea, and

followed up his victory by compelling them to bow to his rule or

fly again to fresh haunts whence they could not so easily interfere

with his projects. Such were Ingiraund the Old, Geirmund Hellskin,

Thord Beardie (who had wed St Edmund's grand-daughter), Audun
Shackle, Bryniulf the Old, Uni, to whom Harold promised the earl-

dom of the new land if he could make the settlers acknowledge him
as king, a Iiopeless project, and others by whom the north-west,

north, and east were almost completely "claimed." (3) In 900-930

a few more incomers direct from Norway completed the settlement

of the south, north-east, and south-east. Among them were Earl

Hrollaug (half brother of Hrolt Ganger and of the first earl of

Orkney), Hialti, llrafnkell Frey's priest, and the sons of Asbiorn.

i'"ully three fiuarteis of the land was settled from the west, and
among these immigrants there was no small proportion of Irish

bl.iod. In 1100 there were 4500 franklins, i.e., about 50,000 souls.

Orgaiii- The unit of Icelantlic politics is the homestead with its fiankiiii-

eation. o\viier (bncndi), its primal organization the hundred-moot {tfiuui), its

tic the r/oSoiS or chieftainship. The chief who had ltd a hand of

kinsmen and ilejiendants to the new land, taken a "claim " there, and
parcelled it out freely among tlicm, naturally became their lender,

jirciidiiig as priest at the temple feasts and sacrifices of heathen times,

flctiiig a^ iiresitient and speaKcr of their moot, and as their res]ton-

sible representative toward 3 the neighbouring chiefs and tlieir clients.

He was not a feudal lord nor a local shcrifl, for any franklin could

"hangehis go'SorS when ho would, ami the lights of "judgment by

peers " were in full use ; moreover, the othco eoiiKI bo bequeathed,

sold, divided, or pledged by the possessor ; still the go^i had con-

siderable power and inllucnco as long as the comiiioov.caltli la.sted

At first there was no higher organization, but disputes between

neighbouring chiefs and their clients, and uncertainty as to the law,

brought about the Conatilnliim of VUliol, c 930, which apjiointed a

central moot for the whole island, the Al-thing, and a speaker to

speak a single " law " (principally that followed by the Gula-moot in

Norway); the Rfjonna of Thord QcHir, 964, settling a fixed num-
t'cr of local moots and chieftaincies, dividing the island into four

craiters (thus characterized by Ari ;—north, thickest settled, most

f tmous ; east, first completely settloil , south, best land and greatest

chiefs ; west, remarkable for noble families), to each of which n licad-

court, the" quarter-court," was o.ssigncd; nu\\thc Iiiuoi-nfionsof^k-npfi

(ascribed in the saga to Nial) (Ac Lnii'-Spndcr (d. 1030), who set up
a "fifth court" a>* the ultimate tribunal in cuminal iii;ittei-s, and
strengtheneii the community agiun.st the chiefs. But heiecoiistitii-

tiooal growth ceased : the law-making Iwdy made few and unimport-

ant modifications of custom ; the courts were still too weak for the

chiefs who misused and defied them; the sjieaker's power was not

sufficiently supported to enobic hini to be any more than a highly

respected lord chief justice, whereas he oiiglit to hove become a

justiza if anarchy was to be avoided , even the ecclesiastical

ioDOvatioDS, while they secured peace for a time, provoked in the

end the struggles which put an end to t)ie commouwealth.
Christianity waa introduced c. 1000 Tithes were established in

1096, and an ecclesiastical code mark- r. 11*25

The first disputes about the jurisdiction of the clergy were moved
by Oudmund in the 13tli century, bringing on a civil uai, wliile the

<jue>itioDS of patronage and rights over glelic and mortiiiainlaiid occu-

j)i'(l Bishop Ami ami his adversaries fifty years afterwards, when
iho Innil was under Norwegian viceroys and Noiwegi.iii law Foi

<b« civil war* of the 13th ccnturv broke down and extermiiialed

tlie great houses who had monopolized the chieftaincies anJ
abused their power for their own ends ; and after violent struggle.-

(in which the Sturlungs of the first generation perished at OilygstaJ.

1238, and Rcykiaholt, 1241. while of the second generation Thord
Kakali was called away by the king in 1250, and Thorgils Skardi

slain in 1258) the submission of the island, quarter after quarter,

took place in 1262-64, under Gizur's auspices, and the old Common
Law was replaced by the New Norse Code " Ironside" in 1271-

The political life and law of the old days is abundantly illustrated

in the sagas (especially Eyibyggia, Hiensa-Thori, Reyk-deela,

Hiafnkell, and Niala), the two collections of law-scrolls (Codex
lleguis,c. 1235, anA Stadarkol' s, Book,c. 1271), the Libellus, the Liber,

fragments, and the Landnamabok of Ari, and the Diplomatarium.
K. Maurer has made the subject his own in his Beitragc, Island,

Grdijcis, &c.

The medieval Icelandic church had two bishoprics, Skalholt

(S.,W., and E.) 1056, and Holar (N.) 1106, and about 175 parishes

(two-thirds of which belonged to the southern bishopric). They
belonged to the metropolitan see of Bremen, then to Lund, lastly to

Nidaros, 1237. There were several religious foundations: Thingore
(founded 1133), Thwera (1155), Hitardale (c. 1166), Kirkby Nunnery
(1184), Stad Nunnery (1296), and Saurby (c. 1200) were Bene-

dictine, while Ver (1168), Flatey after Holyfell (1172), Videy (1226),

Madderfield Priory (1296), and Skrid Priory (14th century) were

Augustinian. The bishops, elected by the people at the Al-thing

till 1237, enjoyed considerable power and influence, and were most
of them distinguished men ; two, Thorlak of Skalholt and John of

Holar, were publicly voted saints at the Al-thing after due ex.

amination of their claims to that distinction, and one, Guilmund,
received the title of " Good " by decree of the bishop and chapter.

Full details as to ecclesiastical history will be found in the Bishops'

Lives (edited by Dr Vigfusson).

Iceland was not agricultural but pastoral, depending upon flocks M-k
and herds for subsistence, for, though rye and other grain would hie.

grow in favoured localities, the hay, self-sown, was the only regular

crop. In some districts the fisheries aud fowling were of importance,

but nine-tenths of the population lived by their sheep and cattle,

which gave them food, clothing, and such products for export as

enabled themlo import wood for building, iron for tools, and a few

luxuries, as honey, wine, grain for brewing, and foreign clothes, fur,

&c. Life on each homestead was regularly portioned out :—oiit-door

occuiiutions— fishing, shepherding, fowling, and the important hay-

making and fuel-gathering—occupying the sumniei ; while in-door

business—weaving, tool-making, kc, filled up the long winter.

The year was broken by the spring feasts and moot-, the gicsl

Al-thing meeting at midsummer, the marriage and orv.il gatherings

after the summer, and the long yule feasts at midwinter There
weie but two degrees of men, free and unfiee, though only the

franklins had any political power ; ond, from the very nature of the

life, social intercourse was peculiaily uniestrained and unfettered
,

go5i and thrall lived the same lives, ate the same food, spoke the

same tongue, and differed little in clothing or habits. The
poorest fianklin was the social equal of the proudest chief, and ip

a few generations the freed man or landless depciulant might bi-

come liicir peer in public estimation, provided he got a bomeste;.'!

of ins own The thrall had ft house of his own and w-ns rath'-r

villein or serf than slave, having rights and a legal price by law

Puling the heathen days many of the great chiefs passed part "I

their lives in Norway at the king's court, but after the establish

ment of Christianity in Iceland they kept more at home, stil'

visiting the Continent, however, for purposes of state, suits with

clergy, &c. But the trade was from the first In foreign (Norse)

hands almost entirely.

The inti eduction of a church system brought little change. The
great families put their members into orders, and so continued

to enjoy the profits of the land which they had given to the church
,

the priests married and otherwise behaved like the fianklms around

them in every-d«y matters, farming, trading, going to law like

laymen ; so that, in siiitc of the efforts of the more earnest church
reformei'3, the church was powerless to promote centralization

against the feuds and jealousies of the great houses.

The old life in the commonwealth was turhulent and anarchic, lifer;*

but free and varied ; it produced men of mark, and fostered bravery, of 11. >•

adventure, and juogress The great chiefs were indeed only greater union

fmnklins ; but their wealth and comparative luxury gave them »nd

leisure and oiiportiinities for culture which raised them as examples chanp*

and leaders nl)o\e their fellows; the pride of birth preserved a^Ha''

nobility of feeling and high standard of honour amid much of

violence and chicane But all this now ceased, and there wos left

but a low deiid level of poor peasant proprietors without pride ir.

the past, pohticiil iiiti'iest iii the present, or arnliition of the future

coiclcss ol all save how to live by as little labour as possible, am
pay us few taxi's us they could to their foreign rulers. The islam

received a foreign governor ilCnrl, ](irdst.jnri, or Shjitnmtsmndr \v

he h.is been succcssivilv culled), mid wus parcelled out into local

cciiiilinv {yiislui). minilliislcied by .sherills (xiishimmlr) appointed

by the king. A loyal court took the ploce of thu Al-thing coiirln
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ilie local l.'.i^in-'ss of the local things was carried out by tlic

[hnjmsljun) balliir, a, subordinate of the sheriff ; and the go'SorS,

things, quarter-courts, trial by jury, &c., were all completely swciit

*\vay by these innovations, which liave continued with mere changes
of detail till the present century. The power of the crown was
increased by tho confiscation of the great Sturlung estates, which
were under-leased to farmers, while the early falling otlof the Norso
trade threatened to deprive tho island of the means of existence

;

for the great epidemics and eruptions of the 14th century had
gravely attacked its pastoral wealth and ruined much of its pasture

and fishery, for the time at least. The union of the Three Crown-s

transferred the practical rule of Iceland to Denmark in 1280, and
the old Treaty of Union, by which the island had reserved its csssn-

tial rights, was disregarded by the absolute Danish monarchs ; but,

•hmtgh new ta.\ation was imposed, it was rather their careless

.'gleet than their too active interference that damaged Iceland's

..t;rcst3. But for an English trade, which sprung up nut of the

lialf-smuggling, half-buccaneering enterprise of the Bristol mer-
chants, tho island woulil havo fared badly indeed, for during the

whole I5th century their trade with England, exporting sulphur,

eider down (which the English taught them the value of), w-ool, antl

salt stock-fish, and importing as oefore wood, iron, honey, wine,

fmin, and flax goods, was their only link with the outer world,

'his pvriod of Iceland's existence is torpid and eventless : she had
got [>eace bnt with few of its blessings; all spirit seemed to have dicil

with the commonwealth ; even shepherding and such agriculture as

there had been sank to a lower stage ; waggons, ploughs, and carts

went out of use and knowledge; arcliitecture in timber becfuiic a lost

art, and the fine carved and painted halls of the heathen ifiiys were
-t-placed by turf-walled barns half sunk in the eartli, and lasting at

oest a generation ; the large decked luggers of the old days gave way
to small nndecked fishing-boats ; it is needless to add that lettcre

were neglected, and that all remembrance of the commonwealth
perished utterly.

The Reformation here as el^whcro had a one-sided effect : it

ivakencd men's minds, opening new vistas of hope and new fields of

thought, but it left their bodies and circumstances little changed,
or, if at all, for the worse. Its necessary complement, a social and
pi>litical revolution, never came to Iceland. Tho Hanse trade

replaced the English for the worse ; and the wretched Danish
monopoly which succeeded it when the Danish kings began to out

again with vigour, under the stimulus of European changes, was
still less profitable. The glebes and hospital lands were a fresh

power in the hands of the crown, and the subservient Lutheran
clergy became the most powerful class in the island, while the bad
system of under-leasing at rackrent and short lease with unsecured
tenant right extended in this way over a great part, at least a quarter,

of the better land, stopping any possible progress. The details of

the religious change are uninteresting : nearly all who took active

part in it on either side were men of low type, moved by personal
motives rather than religious zeal ; and, though it should be noticed
that the fires of martyrdom were never lighted in Iceland* the story

of the easily accepted Reformation is not altogether a pleasant one.

When it w;i3 once accomplished, the little knot of aole men who
came to the front for two or three generations, stirred by the new
life that had been breathed into the age, did nobly in preserving
the rcconls of the past for a later time to value and appreciate, while
Odd and Hallgrim exhibit the noblest impulses of their time.

A new plague, that of the English, Gascon, and Algcrine pirates,

marked the close of the 16th century and openings of the 17th,
causing widespread panic and some devastation in 1579, 1613-16,
and 1627. Nothing points more to the helplessness of the natives'
condition than their powerlessness against these tiresome foes. But
the ISthcentury is the most gloomy in Iceland's annals. Small-pox,
famine, sheep disease, and the awful eruptions of 1765 and 1783
follow each other in terrible succession. Against such feajfiil

viiitation.i, which reduced the population by about a fourth, little

.-..iild be done, and when the only man who might have roused the
l.clmdersfrom their misery, distress, and impoverishment, the noble
ml patriotic Eggert Olafsson, a hero of the old tvpe, was drowned
T full career in 1768. it is hardly to be wondered at that things
;rew from 1 ad to worse, and that a listlessness and torpidity crept
)vcr the national character, the effects of • hich it is only beginning
:o shake off. The few literary men, who.5e work was done and
JvhosB books were published abroad, were only concerned with the
|'a«t, and Jon Widalin is the one man of mark, beside Eggert
OLifsson, who worked and wrote for his own generation.'

Gradually tho ideas which were agitating Europe crept through
: indin lyia into Iceland, and, now that i-tholars and travellers of
n, .rk an ' infiuence had drawn attention to the island, its claims
were more respectfully listened to. The Continental system, which,
by lis leading to the blockade of Denmark, threatened to starve
Iceland, was neutralized by special action of the British Government
:'.'ade and fishery gien a little brisker, and at length the turn came.
The rationalistic movement, an unlovely attempt at reform.

1 For lii-j perta*;* 5KCCti:itln^ the tii-.iyi!. l.*.lrllfJl^l.,^^

A^a Jonncn arc iiie bu; ctuhont v.

•iiipcisaati thfl History tjt

headed by Miignus Sftphenson, a pafiioii', ti.ir:ow-nnnded lawyer,
did little good as far as church reform wjnt, but was accomp.iiii'-d

by a more successful eflurt to educate the •ico)>le by means of brin;.'] i.;;

within their reach the [uaclical knowhdge of the day. A lj.sii;il

Knowledge Society, such as Brougham 'iclightcd in, was foimcdarid
didsome honest tt-oik. Ne\vs[»apeisand iici iodicals were published,
ond the very stir which the ecclesiastical disputes encouraged (\\\

good. When free trade came, and when the free constitution of

L'enmark had produced its legitimate efTccU, the intelligent and
able endeavours of a few patriots such as Jon Siguidsson wereable to

push on the next geneiation a step further, in spite of such physical
of'staclesas the sheep JiseA.se Questions of a modern [lolitical com-
plexion arose ; the cattle export controversy and the great home
nile struggle began The intelligence of a people whose lovi- i.r

knowledge and mental attainments have always been high seeon.i--d

its leadci> will, and after thiity years' agitation home rule u.u
conceded in 1874. The absolute 5j/.«/iiMi«rfi- and Airrfs(/o/t becano
popular officials .issistcd by elected boards. The ylZ-Wiiuj, a mcio
council of powerless delegates, was replaced hy a representative

assembly of two chambers (composed of thirty members chosen by a

a popular and wide suffrage, and six crown nominees) with legislative

powers, and other reforms were comprised in this grant, fuither
political changes, such as the introduction of a jury system to replace

the Danish umpire-and-assessoi procedure, are now being consiileied

by tlie liberal party. There are many peculiar circumstancci

I)re3ent in the condition of Iceland, the absence of towns, equality

of society in a sense which exists in no other European community
difficulty of communication, and the intense conservatism and dis-

like of activity or change which must necessarily cluiracterize a com-
munity so long isolated and ** forced into lazy habits for lack of

opportunity." But that emigration should have begun, and fami-

lies left the old home for Can.ada and the United .States to seek n

better climate, a richer soil, and the ho[H'S of progress which are so

distant ^.tlionie, is certainly remarkable ; and, if the difhcultieswhich
must surround emigrants who have never seen a road, a tree, or i

plough, on their first taking up an agricultural life, are overcome
tlio results may be very important to the mother country.

Literattjre.

PiKtry.— Iceland has always bonie a high renown for song, but Poctrv.

has n«ver produced a poet of the highest order, a fact fo- which one
can only account by noticing th.at the qualities which iu other lands

were inostsought for and admired in poetry were in Iceland lavished

on the saga, a prose epic, and that Icelandic poetry is to be rated veiy

high for the one quality which its authors have ever aimed at

—

melody of sound. Tothcse generalizations there arc but few excep-
tions, albeit, in considering the history of this branch of Icelandic

literature, we arc at once met by an apparent contradiction to them,
a group of poems uliich iHJSsess the very qualities of high imagina-
tion, deep pathos, fresh love of nature, p.assionate dramatic power,
and nofjlesimiilicity of language which Icelandic poetry la. ks. The
solution is that these poems do not belong to Iceland at all. They
are the poetry of the "Western Islands."

It «a3 among the Scandinavian colonists pf the British roasts that Poctij
in the first generations after the colonization of Iceland therefrom a of the

magnificent school of poetry aro.se, to which we owe works that for Wcstcro
power and beauty can be paralleled in no Teutonic liingii.ige till cen- Islauda,

turies after their date. To this school, which is totally distinct

from the Icelandic, ran its own course apart, and perished before

the 13th century, the follo\ving works belong (of their authors wo
have scarcely a name or two ; their dates can be rarely exactly fixed ;

but they lie between the beginning of the 9th and the end of tho
loth centuries), classified into gioups:

—

a. The Hclgi trilogy (last third lo t save a few verses, but pii,-

served in prose in Hiomund Gripsson's Snga), the J!nisvij of A.i-

ganty and Death, of I/ialmar (in Hennrnr Sogn), the fi-agments "f

a Wolswxg Lay (part interpolated in earlier )>oems, part underlying

the prose in Volsuiiga Saga), all by one poet, to whom Di 'V'ig.

fiisson would also ascribe yoliispd, VcgtamskviSn, ThrtjntsKiiSi,

GrSUa Song, and Volnndar-kviSa.

b. The Dramatic Poems:

—

Flyting of Loki, the in;/ ofStinii, tho

Lay of Harhard, and several fragments, all one man's work, lo

whose school belong, proUably, the Lay underlying the story of

Ivar's death in SHoldunga i'sga.

c. The Didactic Poetry ;

—

Grimnismal, Vafihrudnismal, Alvia-

mat, kc.

el. The Genealogical and llythological Poems :

—

Hymila-LioS,
written fornneof tho llaurda-Kari family, so famous in the Orkneys;
Yngliuga-lal and Nnusl-limg, by Thiodulf of Hvin ; Jl^'s Tliul, iic

c. The Dirges and Battle Songs,—such ns that on Itafm-ftlh
EiMU, by Thiodulf of Hvin or Homkloti, shortly after 870; £iVii'j

Dirge, between U50 and 909; the Vorl-Lay on Clonturf linUk,

101 1 ; ISiarkn-mal (I'lngmcnts of which we have, and |iaraplinise tl

more is found in Mrvlf Kxili's Saga ami in Saxo).

There arc also fragments of poems In y/c/sSni/o, Asmyiwl Kn]^"'-
nnnn's !Miiin, in the Latin >'crs<.5 uf Sax'>, .uid ilic Hhitld Lout i.y
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Bragi, &c. , of this school, which closes with the Sun-Song, a power-

mlChriatian Daiitesque poem, recalling some of the early composi-
' tions of the Irish Church, and vith the 12th century Lay of

Jiagnar, Lay of Starkad, The Proverb Song (Havamal), and A'ra-

!:umal, to which we ma/ add those singular Gloss-poems, the

Thutur, which also belong to the Western Isles.

Poetry To Greenland, Iceland's farthest colony, founded in the 10th

ot'Green- ""cntury, wo owe the iw^oXays of Atli, and probably Hyviiskvida,

land. which, though, aj was to be expected, of a weirder harsher cast,

yet belong to the Western Islas scnool and not to Iceland. In form

all these poems belong to two or three classes :

—

IcviSa, an epic

"cantilena"; tal, a genealogical poem; i:?raj5ffi, songs of praise, &c.,

written in modifications of the old Teutonic metre which we know
in Beowulf

;
galdr and lokX'r, spell and charm songs in a more lyric

measure ; and mal, a dialogue poem, and liod, a lay, in elegiao

measure suited to the subject.

The characteristics of this Western school are no doubt the result

•)f the contact of Scandinavian colonists of the viking-tide, living

lives of the wildest adventure, tossed by war and storm, with an
imaginative and civilized race, that exercised upon them a very

?trong and lasting influence (the effects of which were also felt in

Iceland, but in a different way). The frequent intermarriages

which mingled the best families of either race are sufficient proof of

the close communion of Northmen and Celts in the 9th and 10th

centuries, while there are in the poems themselves traces of Celtic

mythology, language, and manners.'

Poetryoi When one turns to the early poetry of the Scandinavian conti-

the com- nent, preserved in the nme-staves on the memorial stones of

nnn- Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, in the didactic Havamal, the

uvalLh. Oreal Wolsung Lay (i.e., Sigurd II., Fafnis's Lay, Sigrdrifa's Lay),

and Hamdisnuil, all continental, and all entirely consonant to the

remains of our own Old English poetry in metro, feeling, and treat-

ment, one can see that it is with tliis school that the Icelandic

''makers" are in sympathy, and that from it iheir verso naturally

descends. The only difference between them is that, while the

fundamental characteristics of shrewdness, plain straightforward-

ness, and a certain stem way of looking at life are common to both,

the Icelandic school addsacomplexity of structure and ornament, an
elaborate mythological and enigmatical phraseology, and a regularity

ofrhyme, assonance, lu.turiance, quantity, and syllabification, which
it caught up from the Latin and Celtic poets, and adapted witli

exquisite ingenuity to its own main object, that of securing the

greatest possible beauty of sound.

The first generations of Icelandic poets were very remrtrkablo

m«n, and resemble in many ways the later troubadours ; the books

of the kings and the sagas are full of their strange lives. Afen of

good birth (nearly always, too, of Celtic blood on one side at least),

they leave Iceland young and attach themselves to the kings and
earls of the north, living in their courts as their henchmen, sharing

' their aflvcntures in weal and woe, praising their victories, and
hymning their deaths if they did not fall by their sides—men of

quick passion, unhappy in their loves, je.alous of rival poets and of

tneir own fame, ever ready to answer criticism with a satire or with a

3Word-thru."it, but clinging through all to their art, in which they

attained most marvellous skill.

Such men were Egill, the foe of Eirik Bloodaxe anil the friend of

/Etholstan ; Kormak, the hot-headed champion ; Eyvind, King
Hakon's poet, culled Skalds|)oiler, because he copied in his dirge

over that king the older and tincr £irik-s-7>ial; Gunnlaug, who sang

at yEthelred'a court, and fell at the hands of a brother bard Hrafn
;

Hallfreil, Olaf Tryggvason's jrioet, who lies in lona by the side of

Macbeth ; Sighvat, Saint Olafs henchman, most prolific of all his

comrades ;Thorniod,Coalbrow'3 poet, who died singing after Sticklo-

Btad battle; Kef, OtUr tho Black, Amor the carls' poet, and, of

those whoso poetry was almost confined to Iceland, Gretti, Biom
the Hitdale cnanipion, and the two model Icelandic masters, Einar

Skulaaon and Markus the Lawman, both of tho 12th century.

It is impossible to do moro hero than mention tho names of tho

most famous of tho long roll of poets which are noted in tho works
of Snorri and in tho two SkaUla,-tal. It Ls evident that they
raUHt differ greatly in stylo and tone, as they range from tho rough

and noble pathos of Egill, the mystic obscurity of Kormak, tho

pride nnd grief of llallfred, and tho marvellous fluency of Sighvat,

U> tho florid intricacy of Einar and Markus.
Tho art of )K>etry, which stood to tho Icelanders in lieu of music,

wa.s, nnd is still, much cultivated in tho island ; scarcely any pro-

minent man but knew how to turn a mocking or Iniidatory stanza,

ind down to the fall of tho conimonweaUh tho accomplishment
ivas in high request. In the literary ago tho chief poets belong to

tho groat Sturlung family, Snorri and his two nephews, Sturla nnd
Olaf, tho White I'oct, being the most famous "niakors" of their

'* Mftny of Ihcso pocmn were EnRllHliod In proflc by the trnnshif or of Mnllet, by
II. Ttiorpc In Ills Hamunifi E<Uta, ftnd two or three by Mcsarn Morria and Mn(<-

niiAson, OS uppcndlrcB to ttirlr tninHlfttlon of Voltunga Xaga. (-'.iirMer tTAnnla.

tldriB In vi-ne iiro tho.-tfi tn prydon's Afixrrllitttj/ (vol. vt.). A. t'dtllc'fl Ktbtn,

Matliln-i> T>-nnitltilt<)n.<', nnil W HoiljiTt'H lllii /rrlavtic I'oftry. (jniy'H vitmc-hs

of UarrafUr-Uod and Vfftamtkvida nro wvll known.

day. Indeed, it is in Snorri's Edda, a poetic grammar of a very
perfect kind, that the best examples of the whole of northern poetry
are to be found. The last part, Haiiatal, a treatise on metre, was
written for Earl Skuli about 1522, in imitation of Earl Kognvald
and Hall's Sattalykilt (Clavis meirica), of 1150. The second part,

Skaldska-par-mal, a gradus of synonyms and epithets, which con-
tains over 240 quotations from 65 poets, and 10 anonymous lays

—

a treasury of verse—was composed c. 1230. The first part, an ex-

quisite sketch of northern mythology, Gylfa-ginning, was probably
prefixed to the whole later.' Theio is some of Sturla's poetry in

his hlmdinga Saga, and verses of Snorri occur in the Gram-
maticdl Treatise on figures of speech, &c., of Olaf, which contains

about one hundred and forty quotations from various authors, and
was WTitten about 1250.

Besides those sources, the Kings' Lives of Snorri and later authors /

contain a great deal of verso by Icelandic poets. King Harold
Sigurdsson, who fell at Stamford Bridge 1066, was both a good
critic and composed himself. Many tales are told of him and his

poet visitors and henchmen. The, Icelandic sagas also comprise
much verse which is 'partly genuine, partly the work of the r2th

anji 13th century editors. Thus there are genuine pieces in Nial's
Saga (chaps. 34, 78, 103, 126, 146), in Eyrbyggia, Laxdwla, Egil's

Saga (part only), Greltla (two and a half stanzas, ef. Laiidnamabok),
Biom's Saga, (Tunnlaug's Saga, Havard's Saga, Konnak^s Saga,
Viga-Olums Saga, Erik the Red's Saga, and Foslhrwdra Saga.

In Nial's, Gisli's, and Droplaug's Sons' Sagas there is good verse of

a later poet, and in many sagas worthless rubbish foisted in as

ornamental wherever there was a chance of doing so.

To these may be added two or three works of a semi-literary kind,

composed by learned men, not by Iieroes and warriors. Such are

Kanunga-tal, Uugsrinnsmai (a paraphrase of Cato's Distiehs),

Merlin's Prophecy (paraphrased from Geoffrey of Monmouth by
Gunnlaug the monk), Jovisviking^-drapa (by Bishop Ketil), and
the Islcndiuga-drapa, which has preserved brief notices of several

lost sagas concerning Icelandic worthies, with which Oiulmwuiar-
drapa, though of the 14th century, may be also placed.

Just as the change of law gave the death-blow tq an already Meiii-

perishing commonwealth, so the rush of medi.Tval influence, which ievnl

followed the union with Norway, merely completed a process which poetry
had been in force since the end of the 11th century, when it over-

threw the old Icelandic poetry in favour of the Rimur.
The introduction of the Vanz, ballads {qtfornkvddif as they ore

now called) for singing, with a burden, usually relating to a love-

tale, which were nnmensely popular with tho people and performed
by whole companies at weddings, yule feasts, and tho like, had
relegated the regular Icelandic poetry to moro serious events or to

the more cultivated of the chiefs. But these "jigs," as the Eliza-

bethans would have called them, dissatisfied the popular ear in

one way : they were, like our own old ballads, which they closely

resembled, in rhyme, but void of alliteration, and accordingly they
were modified and replaced by the " Rimur," the staple literary pro-

duct of the 15th centuiy. These were rhymed but also alliterative,

in regular form, with prologue or mansang (often the prettiest part

of tho whole), main portion telling tho tale (mostly deri\'ed in

early days from the French romances of tho Carloviijgian, Arthurian,

or Alexandrian cycles, or from the mythic or «kr6k-sc)gur), and
epilogue. Their chief value to us lies in their having preserved
versions of several French poems now lost, and in their evidence

as to the feelings and bent of Icelanders in tho " Dark Age " of the

island's history. The ring and melody which they all possess is

their chief beauty.

Of tho earliest, Olafsrima, by Einar Gilsson (c. 1350), and the best,

the Aristophanic Skida-rima (c. 1430), by Einar Fostri, the mimes
may bo given. Rimur on sacred subjects was called " Diktur"; of

these, on the legends of the saints' lives, many remain. The most not-

able of its clas.s istheii/ia of Eystein Asgrimsson, a monk of lloly-

fell(c. 1350), a most "sweet sounding song. " Later the poems of the

famous John Arason, last Catholic bi,shop of Holar (c. 1530), Liomr
("Gleam ") and Pislargrdtr (" Pn.ssion-teivrs"), deserve mention.

Taste has sunk since the old days; but still thisliimur poetry is

pojiiilar and genuine, and in such hard ami evil days as came upon
Iceland after the fall of the old houses had destroyed such tradi-

tional history and civilization as had fostered tho saga, it is perhaps
rather a wonder that the torch was still alight than tiiot its glimmer
was feeble and smoky. Moreover, the very propaie and artificial

verse of Sturla ond tho last of tho old school certainly deserved the

oblivion which came over them, as a casual perusal of tho stanzas

scattered tlirough Islcndinga will surely prove. It is interesting to

notice that a certain number of kcnningar (poetical paraphrases)

have survived from the old school even to tho present day, though
tho mass of thom have happily perished. Tho change in Wwphonesia

^Tlda proRO Eitda (from wblch tho Fddic Layi got tholr nnmo) hiiB bcpn
partly turned into En^hah liy Sir G. W. Diiwnt, by tho tranidntor of Mullet, and

by Mr Anderson, •nd will Iw foniid treated of more Ht lenclh nndei- KnoA
MallofB /forlhent Afi'lhohyjy, n book wlileh Hist drew EnKtiHlnoenn attention to

the rellKloilH idean n'r tli4-lr forefdihers. Is mil to bo dopended on lo any way. 1)6.

bmuloK, an It (l..es, to tlie pre-scliiitlllc ogu. llunsoo's Bltcculutloos at u Iftti" I

diito nro' untlrcly fuiiclful and visionary.
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KC(or-

TTxntion

period.

Modsrn

^f tlio laogua^ is well illustrated by the ucw metres as compared
witti the old Icelandic Drott-kvaxLi in its varied forms. Most of

the older Kimur and Diktur are as yet unprintcd. . Many of the

fornhxedi are printed in a volume of the old Nofdiske LiUralur-
Samfund.
The effects of the Reformation was deeply felt in Icelandic litera-

ture, both prose and verse. The name of Hallgrim Petersen, whose
Passioji-hj/mns, '* the flower of all Icelandic poetry," have been the

most popular composition in the lanj^agc, is foremost of all writers

since the Second Change of Faith. T'ae guntle sweetness of thought,

and the exquisite harmony of wording in his poems, more tiian

justify the popular verdict. His Hymiis were finished in 1660, and
published in 1668, two great Protestant poets thus being contem-
poraries. A collection of Reformation hymns, adapted, many of

them, from the Gorman, the Ifolar-boot, had preceded them in

1619. There was a good deal of verse-writing of a secular kind,

far inferior in every way, during this period. In spite of the many
physical distresses that weighed upon the island, ballads (fornkvicdi)

were still written, ceasing about 1750, Rimur composed, and more
elaborate compositions published.

The most notable names are those of the improvisatore Stephen
the Blind ; Thorlak Gudbrandsson, author of Ul/ar-Iitmur, d. 1707

;

John Magnusson, who wrote Hristajta, a didactic poem ; Stefan

Olafsson, composer of Psalms, Rimur, &c., d. 1688 ; Gunn.ir
I'ilsson, the author of Oumiarslag, often printed with the Eddie
poems, c. 1791 ; and the famous Eggert Olafsson, trateller, naturalist,

.and patriot, whose untimely death in 1768 was a great loss to his

country, which his energy and talents might have roused from its

torpor. His Bunadar-bcilhr, a Georgic written, like Tusser's Points^

with a practical view of raising the state of agriculture, has always
been much prized. Paul Widalin's ditties are very naive and clever.

The Reformation had produced a-real poet, but the material rise

of Iceland has not yet done so. Many have written, but few have
shown any groat talent

;
perhaps the best has been Sigurd of Broad-

firth, many of whose prettiest poems were composed in Greenland,
like those ofJon liiarnisson before him, c. 1750 ; John Thorlaksson's
translation of Milton's great epic into Eddie verso is praiseworthy
in intention, but, as may bo imagined, falls far short of its aim. Ho
also turned Popo's Essay on Man and Klopstock's Messiah into
Icelandic. Benedikt Grondal tried the same experiment with Homer
in his Ilion's JCvfedi, c. 1825. There is a fine prose translation of the
Odyssey by Sweinbiorn Egillson, the lexicographer, both faithful and
poetic in high degree. Many poems of var)"ing but little merit
will be found in the periodicals of this and last century, the serious

verse being pseudo-classic for the most part and falsetto in tone.

The satiric verse, such as John Thorlaksson's on Magnus Stephen-
son's projects and " reforms," and the ditties on all Kinds o( sujcls

cCoccasion, are better, but much of their meaning is lost to a stranger.
With the latest school of poets who have begun to imitate foreign
metre3(unalliterative)andto translate foreign poets, it is hardly worth
while to linger. A translation of Shakespeare and of several of
Byron's poems may be noticed as curiosities. Of minor poetry there
s.stiU an abundant crop ; even in Gimli, the far-off Canadian colony,
' In Memoriam'' verses and wedding-hymns of irreproachable foVTn,

but wooden thought, are printed and admired. That Iceland, most
idyllic of modern lands, is capable of supplying subject and material
for something higher than all this there is no doubt ; but, before any-
thing of real worth can bo wTitten, the old stock-in-trade of worn-out
mythology and pseudo-patriotism must be thrown aside for ever.

rhos.irv History aiul Biography.—The real strength of Icelandic litera-

ture is shown in its most indigenous growth, the "Saga." This
is, in its purest form, the life of a hero, composed in regular
form, governed by fi-xed rules, and intended for oral recitation.
It bears the strongest likeness to the epic in all save its unver-
sified form ; in both are found, as fixed essentials, simplicity of
plot, chronological order of events, set phrases used even in
describing the restless play of emotion or the changeful fortunes
of a fight or a storm, while in both the absence of digression,
comment, or intrusion of the narrator's person is invariably
maintained. The saga grew up in the quieter days which followed
the Change of Faith (1002), wiien the deeds of the great families"
heroes were still cherished by their descendants, and the exploits
of the great kings of Norway and Denmark handed down with
reverence from the mouths of those that had fought and sung by
their side. Telling of stories was a recognized form of entertain-
ment at all feasts and gatherings, and it was the necessity of the
reciter which gradually worked them into a regular form, by which
tho memory was relieved and the artistic features of the story
ollowed to be more carefully elaborated. That this form w:is so
perfect must be attributed to Irish influence, without which indeed
there would have been a s,aga, but not the same saga. It is to the
west that the best sagas belong ; it is to the west that nearly every
classic writer whose name we know belongs ; and it is precisely in
the west that tho admixture of Irish blooj is greatest In compar-
ing tho Irish tales with the saga, there will be felt deep divergencies
in matter, style, and taste, tho richness of one.contrastilig with the
chastened iimplitity qf the other ; the one's half-comic half-ciirncst

boml>ast is wholly unlike the other's grim humour; the marvellous,
so unearthly in the one, is almost credible in the other ; hut in botli

are the keen grasp of character, the biting phrase, the love of action,
and the delight in bbod which almost assumes the garb of a roligjr

ous passion.

When the saga had been fixed by a generation or two of oraj

reciters, it was written down ; and this stereotyped the form, so that
.afterwards when literary works were composed by learned men
(such as Abbot Karl's Swcrri's Saga and Sturla's Jstaidinga) the
same style was adopted.

Taking first the sagas relating to Icelanders, of which some thirty- Uelandio
five or forty remain out of thrice that number, we find that they were :;ag.ui.

first written down between 1140 and 1220, in the generation which
succeeded Ari and felt the impulse his books bad given to writing, on
Separate scrolls, no doubt mainly for the reciter's convenience ; that
they then went through all the diflerent phases which such popular
compositions have to pass in all lands,—editing and compounding
(1220-1260), padding and amplifyingC1260-1300), and finally collec-

tion in large MSS. (14th century). Sagas exist showing all these
phases, some primitive and rough, some refined and beautified, some
again diluted and weakened, according as their copyists have been
faithful, artistic, or foolish ; for the first generation of MSS. have
all perished. We have also complex sagas put together in tlie 13th
century out of the scrolls relating to a given locality, such a group
as still exists untouched in Vapnfirdinga being fused into such a
saga as Niala or LaxcUela. Of the authors nothing is known ; W(
can only guess that some belong to the Sturlung school. According
to subject they fall into two classes, those relating to the older
generation before Christianitj' and those telling of St Olafs contem-
poraries ; only two fall into a thiixl generation.

Beginning with the s.Tgas of the west, most perfect in style and Of th«
form, the earliest in subject is that of Gold-Thon (c. 930), whose v.;st

adventurous career it relates ; Ucn-Thori's Saya tells of the burning
of Blund-Ketil, a noble chief, an event which led to Thord Gelli's

reforms next year (c. 954) ; Gidi's Saga (960-80) tells of the career

and death of that ill-fatod outlaw ; it is beautifully written, and the
verses by the editor (13th century) are good and appropriate ; it has
been Englished by Sir G. Dasent ; Herd's Saga (9S0) is the life of

a band of outlaws on WhalesRrth, and especially of their leader
Hord. Of later subject are the sagas of Havard and his revenge
for his son, murdered by a neighbouring chief (997-1002) ; of the
Heath Slaughter (990-1014), a tj-pical tale of a great blood feud,
written in the most primitive prose; 'of Gunnlaug and Hrafn
(980-1008), the rival poets and their ill-starred love. The verse in
this saga is important and interesting. It has been Englished by
Messrs Morris and Magnusson. To the west also belong the three
great complex sagas Egla, EyrhyggiO; and Laxdccla. The first

(870-980), after noticing the migration of the father and grand-
father of the hero poet Egill, and the origin of the feud between
them and the kings of Norway, treats fully of EgiU's career,
his enmity with Eirik Bloodaxe, his service with ^thelstan, and
finally, after many adventures abroad, of his latter days in Ice-

land at Borg, illustrating very clearly what manner of men those
great settlers and their descendants wore, and the feelings of pride
and freedom whicli led them to Iceland. The style is that of Snorri,
who had himself dwelt at Borg, and Dr Vigfusson is inclined to refer

it to him. Eyrbyggia (890-1031) is the saga of Politics, tho most
loosely woven of all the compound stories. It includes a mass of
information on the law, religion, traditions, &c., of tho heathen days
in Iceland, and the lives of Eirik, the real discoverer of Greenland,
Biom of Broadwick, a famous cliief, and Snorri, the greatest states-

man of his day. Dr Vigfusson would ascribe its editing and comple-
tion to Sturla the Lawman, c. 1250. It is kno^vn to many English-
men from Sir Walter Scott's paraphrase. Laxdccla (910-1026) is

tho saga of Romance. Its heroine Gudrun is the most famous of all

Icelandic ladies. Her love for Kiai-tan tho poet, and his career
abroad, his betrayal by his friend BoUi, tho sad death of Kiartan at

hia hands, the revenge taken for him on Bolli, whose slayers are

themselves afterwards put to death, and tho end of Gudrun, who
becomes an anchorite after her stormy life, make up the pith of the
story. Tho contrast of tho characters, the rich style and fint

dialogue which are so remarkable in this saga, have much in

common with tho best works of the Sturlung school. Mr Morris's
Lovers of Gudrun is founded upon it.

Of the north there are the sagas of KormaJc (930-60), most primi- Of the
tive of all, a tale of a wild poet's love and feuds, containing many uonb.
notices of the heathen titnes ; of Watcrdalc (890-980), relating to tho
settlement and the chief family in Watcrdalo ; of Hallfred the Poet
(996-1014), narrating his fortune at King Olafs court, his love affairs

in Iceland, and finally his death and burial at loiia ; of Jleek-daU
(990), which preserves the lives of Askell and his son Viga-Skuti

;

of Swarf-dalc (980-20), a cruel coarse story of the old days, with
some good scenes in it, unfortunately imperfect, chapters 1-10
being forged ; of Viga-Glvm (970-90), a fine story of a heathen
hero, brave, crafty, and cruel ; it has been Englished by Sir Edmund
Hea<l. To the north also belong the sag.as of Grdti the Strong
(1010-31). the life and death of tlic most famous ul Icelandic out-,
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laws, £hc real t*-rv rf v.aose crr^cr i.s mixed up with the mythical
aJvcnturea of iieowulf, here put down to Gretti, and with late

romi-iitic episodes and fabulous folk-tales (Dr Vigfusson would
ascribe the best parts of this saga to Sturla ; its last editor, whose
additions would be better away, must have touched it up about
1300 ; Messrs Monis and Magnusson have Englished it), and the
stories of the Lightwater Men a.nd Hot 0* Fh^i (1009-60). Gud-
mund the Mighty and his family and neighbours are the heroes

of these tales, which form a little cycle. The Baiida-manna Saga
(1050-60), the only comedy among the sagas, is also anorthern tale;

it relates the struggles of a plebeian who gets a chieftaincy against

t lie old families of the neighbourhood, \vhom he successfully outwits
;

Vl-kofra Thattr is a later imitation of it in the same huniorous
strain. The sagas of the north are rougher and coarser than those

of the west, but have a good deal of individual character.

Of tl-e Of tales relating to the east there survive the Weapon-firth
on>t cyle,— the tales of Tkorstein the White (c. 900), of TJwrstein the

ataffstaittcn (c. 985), Englished by Mr Morris, of Oimiiar
Thidrand'$ Baiie (1000-1008), and of the Wcapon-Jirth Men {975-

990), all relating to the family of Hof and their friends and kin for

several generations,—and the story of Hrafiikell Preys Priest (c.

9G0 ), the most idyllic of sagas and best of the eastern tales. Of later

times there are Droplajig's Sqtis' Saga (997-1007), written probably

about 1110, and preserved in the uncouth broken style of the

original (a brotlier s revenge for his brother's death is the substance

of It ; Brand'krossa Thattr is an appendix to it), and the tales of

^ horsttin Hall of Side's Son (c. 1014), and his brother Thidrandi
(c. 996), which belong to the cycle of Hall o' Side's Saga, unhappily
Icist ; they are weird tales of bloodshed and magic, with idyllic and
pnthetic episodes.

O' a.-i The sagas of the south are eithar lost or absorbed in that of Nial

s-uth. {r'70-1014), a long and complex story into which are woven the

tales of Gunnar, Nial, and parts of others, as Brian Boroimke,
I'all o' Side, kc. It is, whether we look at style, contentsX or

legal and historical weight, the foremost of all sagas. It deals

especially with law, the sole bond of a rough heathen community,
and contains in itself, as it were, at once the pith and the moral of

all early Icelandic history. Its hero Nial, type of the good lawyer ,\

is contrasted with its villain Mord, the ensample of cunning, chicane,

anil legal wrong-doing ; and a great part of the saga is taken up
Mich the three cases and suita of the divorce, the death of Hoskuld,
and the burning of Nial, which are given with great minuteness
and care. The number and variety of its dramatis personse give

it the liveliest interest throughout. The women Hallgerda, Berg-

thora, and Ra^ahild are as sharply contrasted as the men Gunnar,
Skarphedin, t losi, and Kari. The pathos of such tragedies as

the death of Gunnar and Hoskuld ana the burning is interrupted

by the humour of the Al-thing scenes and the intellectual interest

of the legal proceedings. The plot dealing first with the life and
dtat-h of Gunnar, type of the chivalry of his day, then with the

buining of Nial by Hosi, and how it came about, and lastly with

K-id'e revenue on the burners, is the id^l saga-plot, and affords

ample room for the finest treatment of incident. The author must
have been of the east, a good lawyer and genealogist, and have
composed it about 1250, to judge from various internal evidence.

U has been overworked by a later editor, c. 1300, who inserted

many spurious verses. It has been translated by Sir G. Dasent.

or r-',en* Relating partly to Iceland, but mostly to Greenland and Wine-
lai<; ;jd land (N. America), are the sagas of the Ploe-Men {9S5~90), a good

b^o.'f; story of the adrentures of Thorgils and of the struggles of sliip-

Auis.ica. wrecked colonists in Greenland, a graphic and terrible picture ; and
of Eirik Die Red (990-1000), two versions, one northern (Flatcy-

book), one western, the better (in Hawk's Book, and AM. 557,

trnnslttted by the Rov. J. Sephton), the story of the discovery of

Greenland and Wineland (America) by the IcidandtTS at the end of

the 9th century. LAter are the story of Thormod and Thorgcir,

thf Foster Br^Xhren (1015-30), a very intort.sting story, told in a

quaint romantic style, of Thorj^eir, the reckless henchman of King
OUf. and how his death was revenfjicd in Greenland by his sworn
lirnther the truo-heartrd Thormod Coalbrow's poet, who afterwards

il'»-s fit Sticklcfrtad. The tale of Einar Sookisson (c. 1125) may also

bo noticed. The loat aaga of Poet Helgi, of which only fragments
remain, was also laid in Greenland.

Besides complete Bogaa, Bunh as have been noticed, there are

eml)edded in the ICings Lives numerous small thivUir or episodes,

Finall tUcs of Icetandent' advnnturos, often relating to poets and
their lives at the kings' courts ; one or two of these seem to be frag-

ments of sagos now lost. Among the more notable are those of

Orm Storolfsson, Ogmuvd fhjft, Halldor Snorrason, Thorstein

Ox/oot, Hromuiul Halt, t'ltorwald Tasaldi^ Svadi and Armrr Htr-
Utujar-iie/, Awinnn of Westfirth, Svegiii- Haiti, Hrafn of Hritt-

jiord, Hrcidnr Heimski, Oisli Hlugis&n, Ivar the poet, Oull-jfEstt

Thord, Eijuir Skulason the poet, Mani the poet, &c.

TIio forged Icelandic sagoa appear as early as the 13th century.
Tlioy are very poor, and cither worked up on iiints piven in genuine
stones, or altogether opocryphnl. Some of them navo been com-
posed within tQo pvesout c(uUui7.

About the year of the battle of Hastings was born one of the HisiuHi
blood of Queen And, who founded the famous historical school of
Iceland, and himself produced its greatest monument in a work
which can only be compared for value with the English Domesday
Book. Nearly all that we know of the heathen commonwealth
may be traced to the collections of Ari. It was he too that fixed Art.

the style in which history should be composed in Iceland. It was
he that secured and put into order the vast mass of fragmentary
tradition that was already dying out in his day. And perhaps it is

the highest praise of all to him that he wrote in his own " Danish
tongue," and so ensured the use of that tongue by the learned and
cidtured of after generations, when, had he chosen to imitate the
lejrned of other lands, not only would the freshness and life of
the northern history as we have it have been crushed out, but
the vernacular literature (heightened and purified by his influence as
it has now been) would have sunk and disappeared. Ari's great
works are Konungab6k, or The Book of Kings, relating the history
of the kings of Norway from the lisft of the Yngling dynasty down
to the death of Harald Sigurdsson in the year of his own birth.
This book he composed from the dictation of old men such as Odd
Kolsson, who had preserved traditions in their family and got
information from contemporaries, from the genealogical poems, and
from the various dirges, battle-songs, and eulogia of the poets. It

is most probable that he also compiled shorter Kings' Books relating
to Denmark and perhaps to England. The KemungaMk Is pre-
served under the Kings Lives of Snorri, parts of it almost as tney
came from Ari's hands, "for example, Tnglinga and Harold Fair-
hair's Saga, and the prefaces stating the plan and critica' founda-
tions of the work, parts of it only used as a framework for the
magnificent superstructure of the lives of the two Olafs, and of
Harald Hardrada and his nephew Magnus the Good. The best
text of Ari's Konnngabdk { Ynglinga, and the sagas down to but nof
including Olaf Trj'ggvason's) is that of Frisb6k.
The Book of SeltlcmeTds {Landnamahdk) is a most wonderful per-

formance, both in its scheme and carrying out. It is divided into five

part3,the first of whichcontalusabrief account of the discovery of the
island ; the other four, one by one taking a quarter of the land, de-
scribe the name, pedigree, and history of each settler in geographical
order, notice the most important facts in the history of his descend-
ants, the names of their homesteads, their courts and temples, thus
including mention of 4000 persons, one-third of whom are women,
and 2000 places. The mass of information contained in so small
a space, the clearness and accuracy of the details, the immense
amount of life which is somehow breathed into the whole, can
hardly fail to astonish the reader, when he reflects that this colossal

task was sketched out and accomplished by one man, for his
coUaborateur Kolskegg merely filled up his plan with regard to
part of the east coast, a district with which Ari in his western
home at Stad was little familiar. Landnamabdk has reached us in
two complete editions, one edited by Sturla, who brought down
the genealogies to his own grandfather and grandmother, Sturla
and Gudny, and one by Hawk, who traces the pedigrees still later

to himself.

Ari also wrote a Book of Icelanders (Islendingahdk, c. 1127),
which has perished as a whole, but fragments of it ar*" embedded
in many sagas end Kings' Lives ; it seems to have been d complete
epitome of his earlier works, together with an account of the con-
stitutional history, ecclesiastical and civil, of Iceland. An abridg-
ment of the latter part of it the little Libelliis Islandirrum (to whic'i

the title of the bigger Liber—Ishndingabdk— is ofter* given), maiiu
by the historian for nis friends Bishops Ketil and Thorlak, to horn
he wrote the Liber {c. 1137). This charming little book is, with tho
much later collections of laws, our sole authority for the Icelandic
constitution of the commonwealth, but, " much as it telle, the lost

Liber would have been of still greater importance." Kristni-Saga,
the stor^ of the christening of Iceland, is also a work of Ari'ti,

"overlaid" by a later editor no doubt, but often proservmg
Ari's very words. This saga, together with several scatteretl

tales of early Christians in Iceland before the Change of Faitl

(1002), may have made up r section of the lost Liber. Of tlie

author of these works little personal is known. He lived in quiet
days a quiet life ; but he shows himself in his works, as SnoiTi
describes him, " a man wise, of good memory, and a speaker of the
truth." Surely, if Thucydides is justly acoounted the first political

historian, Ari may be fitly styled tin- tiret of scientific historians.

A fanioua contemporary and friend of Ari is Siemund (1056-Sa.-t

1133), a gi-eat scholar and churchman, whose learning so im-
pressed his age that he got tho reputation of a magician. He was
the friend of Bishop John, the founder of the great Odd-Verjur
family, and the author of a Book of Kings from Harald Fairliair

to Magnus the Good, in whirh he seems to have fixed *Se exact
chronology of each reign. It is most prt>bablo that he wrote in

Latin. The idea that he had anything to do with the poetic Eddn
in general, or the Suns Song in particular, is of course unfounded
and modern.

Tlio fiame which Ari had kindled was fed by his successors in the

I2th ceutury. liirik Odds.son '-v 1150) wrolo the Uvea of Siirurd
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Cat- Evil-Jeacon and tlie sons of HaroM Gillo, in his Hryggiar-Stijkki

ceu9n (Sheldrake), of which parts remain in tlie MSS. collection's of

of An. Kvigst Lirca, iforkin-skiniia, kc. Karl Jonsson, abbot of Thiiigore

tho Benedictine minister, wrote {c. 1184) a, Life nf Swcrri from the

lips of that great king, a fine racy biography, with a style and spirit

of its own. Biglunga-Sogur tell the story of the civil wars which

followed Swerri's death. They are probably by a contemporary.

Tho Latin Lives of St Olaf, Odd's in Latin (c. 1175), compiled

from original authorities, and the Legendary Life, by another

monk whoso name is lost, are of the medieval Latin school of

SiEmund to which Gunnlaug belonged.
fi)*''»^!. Snorri wa-s known to his contemporaries as a statesman and poet

;

to us he is above all an historian. His position as a jwet and his

Authorship of tho prose Etlda have been noticed above. Snorri ivas

lorn in 1178, being on his mother's side sprung from tlio Myra
.ainily of Borg ; he w.as brought up in fosterage wilh Saniund's great

51-andsoii Jon Loptsson, a great chief. His career begins with his

marriage, 1199, which made him a wealthy man. In 1205 he moved
from Borg to Ket-kholt. He was twice lawman, and twieo visited

Norway, where ho gained great influence witli the kin" ; but when
the civil war broke out ho sided with Duke Skuli and disobeyed tho

king s oiders, whereupon letters were sent out to his euenucs to slay

him \Skuli his patron having fallen), wliich command was carried

out on the night of 22d Sept. 1241, his own friends and kins-

men being his murderers. Snorri wrote the Lives of the Kings, from

Olaf Tryggvason to Sigurd the Crus;idcr inclusive ; and we have them
aubstantially as they came from liis hand in tho Great King Olafs
Saga, which has been interpolated with th.-cttir and bits of other

Ragas in such a way as that they can be easily omitted ; St

Olafs Sagii, as in Ilciinskringla and the Stockholm MS. ; and tho

Bucceoding iTiny^ ifrcj, as in Hulda and llrokkiaskinna, in which,

however, a few episodes have been inserted.

These wo.ks were no doubt indebted for their facts to Ari's

labours, and to sagas written since Ari's death ; but the style and
treatment of them areSnorri's own. The fine Thucydidcan speeches,

the dramatic power of grasping character, and the pathos and poetry

that run through the stories, along with a humour such as is shown
in the Edda, and u varied grace of style that never Hags or palls, make
Snorri one of tho greatest of historians.

Here it should he noticed that //ci'm-sATin^/a and itsclassof MSS.
{Eirspcnnil, Jofraskinna, Uullinskinna, Fris-bok, and Kringla) d^
not give tho full text of Snorri's works. They are abrhlgments
made in Norway by Icelanders for their Norwegian patrons, the

Life of St O/a/ alone being preserved intact, for iJie great interest

of the Norwegians lay in him, but all the other Kiiigs' Lives being
more or less cut down and mutilated, so tiiat they cannot be trusted

for historic purposes ; nor do they give a fair idea of Snorri's style.

As Englishmen s knowlcjdgo of thcso works is often derived from
Mr Laing's translation of a Danish version ol MciJinJcringta ("Sca-
Uings of Norw.ay "), this caution is needed.

A"*"i.'.'' Agrip is a 12lh century compendium of the Kings^ Lives it'om
tivu Harold Fairhair to Swcrri, by a scholastic writer of the scliool of
by^.tlicr S-.cmund. As the only Icelandic abridgment of Norwegian history
tuthrr,. taken not from Snorri but sources now lost, it is of woitlu Its real

title is Kemunga-tal.
A'arcg'5A'(mun(7a-to?, now called /b^ritmiwz, is aNorse compendium

of the Kings' Liv^s from Halfdun the Black to Swerri's accession,

probably written for King Hakon, to whom it was read on his death-

bed. It is an original work, and contains much not found else-

where. As non-Icelandic it ia only noticed here fur comidetcneas.

Styrmi Karason, a contemporary of Snorri's, dying in 1245, was a

distinguished churchman (lawman twice) and scholar. Ho wroto
a Life of St Olaf, now lost ; his authority is cited. He also copied

out Lajidnamabok and Su-errCs Life, froni iiis il.SS. of which our
surviving copies were taken.

Sturla, Snorri's nephew, of whom more must be said below, wToto
tho Livis of Kings Iliikon and Magnus at the request of the latter,

finishing tho first e. 12C5, the latter c. 1280. King JlaJcon's Life
is preserved in full ; of the other ouly fragments remain. These ai-e

the last of the long and valuable series of historic works which Ari's

labours began, from which tlie history of Norway for 500 years must
be gathered.

A few books relating tho history of other Scandinavian realms
will complete this survey. In Skioldunga-bok was told the history
of the early kings of Denmark, perhaps derived f»oni Ari's collec-

tions, and running parallel to Vnylinga. The earlier part of it has
perished save a fragment Sogii-brot, and citations and paraphrases
in Saxo, and tlie mythical Jlagnar Lodbrok's and Oougu-J/rolfs
Satjas; the latter part, Lives of Harold Jllue-loolh. and'the Kings
down, to Swegn IL, is still in existence and known aa Skiuldnnga.
The Lives of St KniU and his Brethren aro of later origin and

separate authorships, parallel to Snorri's Lives of the great Noru-egiaii
King's, but earlierm date. The Lives of King If^aldimar r.-.td his Son

,

written c. 1185, by a contemporary of Abbot Karl's, aro the last of
this series. The whole were edited and compiled into one book,
often q»ot«d aa Skiotdunga, by a 13th century editor, possibly Olaf,

the White Poet, Sturla's brother, guest and friaid ef King Waldinar
12—2a

II., as Dr Vigfusson has guessed. Jomsvikinga Saga, the history of
tho pirates of Jom, down to Knut tlic Great's days, also relate

to Danish history. Several versions of it exist.

Tlie complex work now known as Orkncyinga is made up of the
Earls' Saga, lives of the first great carls, Turf-Einar, Thorlinn, ie.

;

the Life of St Magnus, founded partly on Abbot Eobcifs Latin lifo

of him, c. 1150, an Orkney work, partlyon Norse or Icelandic bio"-

graphics ; a Miraelebaok of the same saint ; the Lives of Earl
JiCgnwald and Swcyn the last of the vikings, and a few episodes
such as the Burning of Bishop Adam. A scholastic sketch of the
rise of the Scandinavian empire, Xhc Foundation of Norway, dating
c. 11"0, is prefixed to the whole. The Flatey-book text of this
work has been translated by llr HJaltalin in Mr Aiideisou'»
Orkneyinga Saga.

Fa-reyinga tells the talc of tho conversion of the Fa^reys or Farooe,
and the lives of its chiefs Sigmund and Leif, composed in the ISth
century from their separate sagas by an Icelander of the Sturfiuig
schooL
The saga has already been shown in two forms, its original epic Bicgni'

shape and its later development applied to the lives of Norwegian pbies,

ami Danish kings and carls, as heroic but deeper and broader sub-
jects than before. In the 13th century it is put to a third use, to

tell the plain story of men's lives for their contemporaries, after
satisfying which demand it dies away for ever.

Those uiographies are more literary and mediaeval and less poetic Lives oX
than the Icelandic s.agas and king's lives; their simplicity, truth, chiefs,

realism, and purity of style aro the same. They run in two parallel

streams, somo being concerned with chiefs and champions, soma
witli bishops. The former, as more important, will bo taken first.

They arc mostly found embedded in the complex mass of stories

known as Sturlunga, from which Dr Vigfusson iias extricated them,
and fur the first time set them in order. Among thera aro the sagas
of Thorgils and Haflidi (1118-21), the feud and peacemaking of two
great chiefs contemporaries of Ari; oiSlurla (1150-83), the founder
of the great Sturluug family, down to the settlement of his great
lawsuit by Jon Loptsson, who thereupon took his son Snorri the his-

torian to fosterage,—a humorous story but with traces of the de-
cadence about it, and glimpses of the evil days that were to come ;

of the Burning of OnuTtd (\\i:f>-\1<i'd), a talo of feud and fire-raising

in the north ol the island, the hero ol^ which, Gudmund Dyri, goes
at last into a cloister; of Hrafn, Stveinbicrnsson (1190-1213), tho
noblest Icelander of his day, warrior, leech, seaman, craftsman, poet,
and chief, whose life at lioniCj travels and pilgrimages abroad (llrarii

was one of the first to visit Becket's shrine), and death at the Iiandu

of a foe whom he had twice spared, are recounted by a loving friend

in pious memory of his virtues, c. 1220 ; of Aaron Iliorleifsson

(1200-55), a man whoso strength, cour.ige, and adventures befit

r.ither a henchman of Olaf Tryggvason than ono of King Hakon a

thaues (the beginning of the feuds that rise round Bishop Gudmund
are told here), of the Swinffell-mcn (124S-52), a pitiful story of a
family feud. in the far east of Iceland.

But the most important works of this class aro the Islcndinga Stnr!a
Saga and Thorgils Saga of Lawman Sturla. Sturla and his brother ThoMs
Olaf were the sons of Thord Sturlason and his mistress Thora. He son thtj

was born and brought up in prosperous times, when all was fair for his

the Sturlungs, but his manliood was passed in tho midst of strife and torj.a^.^

war, in which his family fell one by one, and he himself, though a
peaceful man who cared little for politics, was more than once forced
to lly for his life. 'While in refuge with King Magnus, in Norway, lie

wrote his two sagas of that king and his father. After his first

stay in Norw.iy no came back in 1271, with tho new Norse law-
book, and served a second time as lawman. The Mcndinga must
have been the work of liis later years, composed at Fairey in Broad-
firth, where lie died, 30th July 1284, aged about seventy years. The
saga of Thorgils Skardi (1252-til) stems to have been the first

of his works on Icelandic contemporary history ; it deals with the
life of liw own nephew, especially his career in Iceland from 1252
to 1258. The second part of Islcndinya (1242-1262), which relates

to the second part of the civil war, telling of the careers of Thord
Kakali, Kolbein the 'Voung, Earl (jizur, and Hrafn Oddiison. Tno
end is imperfect, there being a blank of some years boforc tho frag-

mentary ending to which an editor has affixed a notice of tho
author's death. The first part of /j/cnJin^a (1202-42) tells of tho
beginning and first part of the civil wars, the lives of Snorri and
Sighvat.Sturla's uncles, of his cousin and namesake Sturla Sighvats-

son, of Bishop Gudmund, and Thorwald Gizursson,—the fall of tho
Sturlungs, and with them tho lost hopes of the great houses to main-
tain the commonwealth, lieiug tho climax of the story.

Sturla's power lies in his faithfulness to nature, minute observ-

ance of detail, and purity of style. The great extent of his mbject,
and the difficulty of dealing with it in the saga form, aro most skil.

fully overcome ; nor docs he allow prejudice or favour to stand n,
the way of the tmth, a thing hartl to avoid for ono writing of con-
temporary events in which his own kinsmen have been concerned.

He ranks below Ari in value and below Snorri in power ; but no ono
eke can dispute his place in the first rank of Icelandic writers.

Of the ccclciiastical biographers, on anonymous Skalholt clerk is
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'Bisiops' the best. He wrote ffunger-waker, lives of the first fivetishops of

lijea. Skalholt, and biographies of liis patron Bishop Paul, and also of St

Thorlak. They are full of interesting notices of social and church

life, Ifiorlak was a learned man, and had studied at Paris and
Lincoln, which he left in 1161. These lives cover the years 1056-

1193. The Life of St John, a great reformer, a contemporary of

Thorodd, whom he employed to build a church for him, is by
cnotlier author (1052-1121). The Life of Qudmund, as priest,

Tecouats the early life of this Icelandic Beoket till his election as

tishop (1I60-I202) ; his after career must be sought out in IsUnd-

iwj(u It is written by a friend and contemporary. A later Lfe by
Aingrim, abbot of Thingore, written c. 1350, as evidence of his

Biiliject's sanctity, tells a good deal about Icelandic life, &e. The
Lives of Biihops Ami and Laiorcnce bring down our knowledge of

Icelanjio history into the 14th century. The former work is un-

Jiaj -. ly imperfect; it is the record of the struggles of church and
state over patronage rights and glebes, written c, 1315; it now
covers only the years 1269-91 ; a great many documents are given

in it, after the modern fashion. The latter, Lawrence's Life, by his

disciple, priest Einar Hallidason, is a charming biography of a

good and pious man, whose chequered career in Norway and Iceland

is picturesiiuely told (1324-31). It is the last of the sagas.

jBishqp Jon's Table-Talk (1325-39) is also worth noticing; it con-

tains many popular stories which the good bishop, who bad studied

at liologna and Paris, was wont to tell to his friends.

Annals. The Annals are now almost the sole material for Icelandic his-

tory ; they had begun earlier, bnt after 1331 they got fuller and

richer, till they end in 1430. Tlie best are Annalcs Kcgii, ending

1306, Einar HajUdason's Annals, known as " Lawman's Annals,"

reaching to 1392, and preserved with othexs in Flateij-book, and the

Ifew Annals, last of all. The Icelandic DiploTncUarium, edited by

Jon gigurdsson, contains what remains of deeds, inventories, letters,

&c., from the old days, completing our scanty material for this dark

period of the island's history.

liitera- After the union and cliango of law genuine tradition died ont

ture of >with tlie great houses, and tlie kings' lives and biographies cea.sej

foreign to please. The ordinary medieval literature reached Iceland through

irigiu. Norway, and every one began to take delight in it and put it into a

vernacular dress, so ueglectiug their own classics that but for a few

collectors like Lawman Hawk they would have perished entirely.

Roman- The Norwegian kings, Hakon Hakonsou, e. 1225, and Hakon V.,

tic c. 1305, employed Icelanders at their courts in translating the

ea''as. French romances of the Alexander, Arthur, and Charlemagne
"

cycles. Some forty or titty of these Riddara-S'igur (Homanccn of

Chivalry) still remain. They reached Iceland and were eagerly

re.id, many Rimur being founded on them. Norse versions of

iVarij of lirittanys Lays, the stories of Brutus and of Troy, and

Scien- part of the Pluirsalia translated are also found. The Speculum

tific Regale, with its interesting geographical and social infonnation, is

works, also Norse, written «. 1210, by a HalogaUnder. The computistic

and arithmetical tieatisesof Stiorn-Odd, Biarni the Number-skilled,

d. 1173, and Hawk the Lawman, d. 1334, and the geography of

Ivar Bardsson, a Norwegian, e. 1340, are of course of foreign origin.

A few tracts on geogiaphy, tc, in Hawk's book, and aGuide to the

iloly Land, by Nicliolas, abbot of Thwera, d. 1153, complete the

list of scientific works.

Mythical The Tories which contain the last le«3 of the old mythology

eagas. and pre-history seem to be also non-Icelandic, but stuffed ont and

amplilieJ by Icelandic editors, who probably got the plots from

the Western Islands. Wolmnga Saga and Ilervarar Saga contJiin

quotations and |iaraphrnses of lays by the Helgi poet, and JIalfs,

liagnar's, and Asmund Kappabana's Sagas all have bits of Western

poetry in them. Hrolf Kratci's Saga paraphraws part of Biarka-

mal ; Ilromund Gripsson's gives the story of Hclgi and Kara (the

lost third of tlic Hclgi trilogy); Gautrck's, Arroio-Odd's, Frithiofs

Sagas, fcc, contain sluods of true tradition amidst a mats of later

fictitious matter of no worth. With the Uiddara-Sogur they

enjoyed great popularity in the 15tli century, and gave matter for

miuiy Rimur. Thidrek's Saga, a late version of the Wolsung story,

is of Norse comprsition, c. 1230, from North German sources.

R4- Tho mcdiicTal religious literature of Western EiirotK; also reached

ligious and inlluenccd Iceland, and the Ifmnitics (like the Laws) were,

works, according t» Thorodd, tho earliest books written in the vernacular,

antedating even Ari's histories. Tlio lives of tho I'irgin, tht

Apostles, !m<\ the 5aiH(3 hll many MSS, (edited in four largo volumes.

by Professor Unger), and are tho works of many authors, chiefly of

the 13th and 14th centuries (of course they wcio known in Latin

long before) ; amongst them are the lives of SS. Kiluard the Con-

fcmor, OsviaUl of NorlkumbrUi, Vunstnn, and Thomas of Canterbury.

Of tlio auUiors wo know Priest Berg Ounstcinsson, d. 121 1 ; Kypri-

IVioro.bishop-elcCt.d. 1237; Bishop Uiand, d. 1264 ; Abbot Runolf,

tl. 1307 ; Bishop Lftwscnce'a son Ami, c. 1S30 ; Abbot Hcrg, c.

1340, ftc. A paraplwaBC of the historical books of the IJiWo wai

midc bjTlialiop Brand, d. 1264, called Oydinga Siiqur. lt>out 1310

Kwig iTukon V. onlered a cgmmcntary on the liiblo to b« made,
whi'^b wa.s completed down to Exodus xix. 'fu this Hrnnd'swork was

ofterwanls aQIxcd, and tho whole is known as Sliom. The Morse

version of the famous Barlaam and Josaphal, made for Prince
Hakon, c. 1240, must not be forgotten.

The post-classical literature tails chiefly uuder three heads,— Post.

religious, literary, and scientific. Under the first comes foremost classica

the noble translation of the New Testament by Odd Gottskalksson, litera-

son of the bishop of Holar. Brought up in Norway, he travelled ture.

in Denmark and Germany, and tooK upon him the new faith before Re-
he returned to Iceland, where he became secretary to Bishop ligiou.

Ognuind of Skalholt. Here he began by translating the Gospel of worka
Matthew into his mother-tongue in secret. Having finished the
remainder of the New Testament at his own house at Gives, he took
it to Denmark, where it was printed at Koskild in 1540. Odd
afterwards translated the Psalms, and several devotional works of

the day, Corvinus's Epistles, &c. He was made lawman of the
north and west, and died from a fall in the Laxa in Kios, June
1556. Three years after his death the first press w.is set up in

Iceland by John Matthewson, at Breidabolstad, in Hunafloe, and a

Gospel aiid Epislle Book, according to Odd's version, issued from
it in 1562. In 1584 Bishop Gudbrand, who had brought over a
splendid fount of type from Denmark in 1575 (which he completed
with his own hands), printed a translation of the whole Bible at

Holar, incorporating Odd's versions and some books (Proverbs
and the Son of Sirach, 1580) translated by Bishop Gizar, but
supplying most of the Old Testament himself. This fine volume
has been the basis of every Bible issued for Iceland till 1826, when
it was replaced by a bad modem version. For beauty of language
and faithful simplicity of style the finer parts of this version,

especially the New Testament, have never been surpassed in ::Dy

tongue; they stand worthily beside the- work of Tyudale, Luther,
and Ulfila, foremost monuments of the Teutonic tongues.

The most notable theological work Iceland ever produced is

the Postill-Book of Bishop John Widalin (1666-1720), whose
bold homely style and stirring eloquence made "John's Book," aa

it is lovingly called, a favourite in every household, till in the

present century it has been replaced for the worse by the more
sentimental and polished Danish tracts and seiinons. "Theological

literature is very popular, and many works on this subject, chiefly

translations, will be^found in the lists of Icelandic bibliographers.

The Renaissance of Iceland dates from the beginning of the 17th Literary

century, when a school of antiquarians arose and betook themselves work-.
to the task of reconstructing their country's history from the

remains their pious care gathered and preserved. Arugrim Jons-

son's Brevis Commentaritis, 1593, and Crymoga:a, 1609, were the

first-fruits of this movement, of which Bishops Odd, Thorlak,

and Bryniulf (worthy parallels to Parker and Laud) were the wiso

and earnest supporters. The first (d. 1630) collected much material

for church history. The second (d. 1656) saved Slurhmga and tho

Bishops Lives, encouraged John Egilsson to write his New Hunger-
wakcr, lives of tho bishops of the Dark Ages and Reformation, and
helped Biorn of Skardsa (d. 1655), ahold and patriotic antiquiiry

(whose Annals continue Einar's), in his researches. The last

(d. 1675) collected a fine library of MSS., and employed the famous
copyist John Erlendsson, to whom and the bishop's brother, John •

Gizurarsson (d. 1643), we are much beholden for transcripts ot

Biany lost MSS.
Torfaius (1636-1719) and Bartholin, a Dane (d. 1690), roused the

taste for northeni literature in Europe, a taste which has never

einco flagged ; and soon after them Arni Magnusson transferred all

that remaineil of vellum and good paper M.SS. in Iceland to Den
mark, and laid the foundations of the famous library and bequest,

for which all Icelandic students are so much beholdea. For over

forty years Arni stuck to his task, rescuing every scrap he could

lay hands on from the risks of the Icelandic climate and careles,s-

ness, and when he died in 1730, aged fifty-seven, only o'le good

MSS. remained in the island. Besides his magnificent cDcction,

there are a few MSS. of groat value at Upsala, at Stoi-khula?, and ii

tho old rOyal collection at Copenhagen. Those in the univei.sit)

library in the latter city perished in the fire of 1728. Bugas wen
printed at Upsala and Copenhagen in the 17th century, ard th»

Ania-Magna;an fund has been working sineo 1772. In that ycrr

appeared also the first volume of Bi.sbop Finn Johnsson's Uislorin

Erj:lesiastica Ishmdiw, a work of high value and much oruilition,

containing not only ccclcsiaBtical but civil and literary history,

illustrated by « well-chosen mass of documents, 870-) 740. It has

been contin»ed by Bishop P. Peterson to inodiru times, 1710-1840.

The results, however, of modern observers and schol.us must be

sought for in the periodicals, Stifn, Eclagsrit, Ny El.igsril, aipl

others. John Espoliu's Arbickr is very good up to its ilite, 1821.

By far tho best history of Icelandic classic literature I's llie bril-

liant sketch by I)r Vigfu.vxin, Prolegomena to Sturln'tya Saga,

O.xford, 1878, to which we must bore acknowledge our f.lOigations.

It replaces much earlier work, cspccia-lly the Scinrit iphia of

HalfJan Eiuarson, 1777, and the Saga-IUbliotek of Miill.T. The
numero«s (MitioHs of tlw claseics by the Icelandic so»Ufi.ies, tlir

Danish feocielt^des Anli.inite.s, Nordiskc Litcratur Samfund, undHi.

new G.immel Nonliwk Litcnitur Samfund, Ih" splendid Nort^i^ir'

cditiona of Uijj{«r, tiio kbouia of tho Icelanders gigurdsson an.
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Gislftson, ttiid of llioao foreign scholars in Scandinavia and
Germany wbo hare thrown themselves so h«artily into tho work
i{ illustrating, publishing, and editing the sngas and poents (men
like Munch, Bugge, Bergmann, Mobius, and Maurer, to name only

a few), can only be referred to here.

Scien- The first modern scientific work is the lUr per patnam of Eggert
tific Olafsson and Biarni Paulsson, which gives a careful and coric-cl

wofK$. account of tho physical peculiarities—launa, flora, &c.—of the

island as far as could be done at the diite of its appearance, 1772.

The island was first made known to " the worlii ' by this book
and by the sketch of Unno von Troil, a Swede, who aceonipanied

Sir Joseph B.inks to Iceland in 1772, and al'lerwai-ds wrote a scries

of ''letters" on the land and it.s literature, &c. This tour was
the forerunner of an endless senos of " travels," of which those of

Hooker (1809), Mackenzie OSIO). Henderson (1818). Gaimard
(1838-43), Paijknll (1867), and, lastly, that of Captain Burton, an

excellent account of the land and people, crammed with informa-

tion of every kind (1S75), are the best.

The maps by Olson and his colleagues, by Gunnlaugson, and by

ihe French Aamiralty are good. Kalund's work on the historical

geography of the island is taluable and init-restrng. Safn and
otlier poriodirals above mentioned contain mMuy able papers on

scientific and sociological matters Iceland is an mteresting field

for the pathologist and physician, and numerous medical treatises,

Icelandic and foreign, have attacked it Dr Hjaltalin, the present

medical director, is perhaps the best modern authority.

The cathedral hign school merged into a college in 1801, which
was fixed at Bessastad during its palmiest days (1805-46), and is

now at Reykjavik, Among its lists of masters several distin-ruished

names figure, for example, Sweinbiorn Egilsson, whose Homeric
translations were issued as college "programs" A law school

has been recently formed at Reykjavik and a technical school at

Mbdruvellir. The museum and library, both at Reykjavik, still

in the rudimentary state, are to be newly housed and extended.

Miscei- Iceland is emphatically a land of proverbs, which occur on

laneous. 'iimost every page of the dictionary, while of folk-tales, those other

keys to the people's heart, there is plentiful store. Early work in

this direction was done by Jon Gudmnndsson, Olaf tlie Old, and
John Olafsson in the 17th century, who all put traditions on
paper, and their labours have been completed by the magnificent
collection of Jon Arnason (1862-64), who, inspired by the example
of the Grimms, spent great toil on his self-imposed task Many
t*les are but weak echoes of the saga.s ; many were family Icpends,

many the old fairy talcs we all know so well, dressed in a fresh p;arb

suited to their new northern home; but, besides all tht*.se, there

are a number of traditions and superstitions not found elsewhere,

the mass of which is of indigenous growth and origin. Some of

Amason's collections have been put into English by Messrs J. G. G.
Powell and E. Magnusson, and Sir G. Dasent.

A few translations of popular and famous books, such as the

Arabian NiglUs, one or two classics, and a tale. Piltr og Stiilka

("Lad and Lass"), 1850, complete the notabilities of Icelandic biblio-

craphy. Mr Lidderdale has prepared a list of Icelandic-printed

books, which it is hoped may he published ; the cxcclWnl Catalogus

of Mobius is of use for dates, tec, of editions.

Unlike England and France, Iceland has had but one golden age
of literavuro u[>on which all her fanie must rest. Of its creations

it has Ixen truly said that they fill a j-lace none others could ta,ke

in the high ranks of Aryan classics. fhc noblest of them are dis-

tinguished by pure and strict form, noble heroic subject, and simple
truthful self-control of style and treatment, free alike from over-

wrought sentiment or extravagant passion, and raised equally
above euphemism and commonplace, but ever inspired by a weird
^.schylean power, gnm and tender, and splendid aa that which
breathes through those historical books of the Old Testament, to

which alone should tho masterpieces of Iceland's greatest writers

bo compared.

Language

The relations of Icelandic to the other Teutonic tongues may be
beat shown by a chronological treatment It presents ine following
Qnomalies;—on the one hand, it has a highly inflexional grammar.
a pure %-ocAbulnry, and a simple syntax, points which would place it

fiitle byside with Gothic; but, on tlie other hand, it shovs such strong
marks of contraction and such deep phonetic changes, especially in

the vowels, as can only be paralleled in the modern English. It

is Yurther noteworthy for its unity or lack of dialectic variation,
ina possesses exceptional advantages for the philologist in the com-
plete series of documents dating from the 1 1th century downwards
tn which its history may be most accurately and mumtely studied.

There is little doubt but that the Teutonic tribes of the 4th cen-
tury all spoke one language, that, in fact, of which the remains of

Ulfila (which may be supplo*icnted by a few inscriptions, such
as those of the Golden Horn and the earliest Danish rune-stones,
and a few stray words preserved in classic authors) iifford us such a
noble specimen. The fir-'^t differentiation occurred when the English
colony separated in the 5th century from the parent stock, and,

following its own course of development, already by the time of

Bede presented many new and peculiar characteristics in form and
vocabulary. With the changes which produced vhn High German
dialects it does not behove us to deal here, so we may pass on to

the Viking Tide (775-1*25), the results of which were Ie!t over a
wide area, nnd are evidenced by the changes which gave to tho
tongue of iho.'ie tribes that look part in it a distinctly Scandinavian
character.

Just as the earlier movement left itsmaik in Old English, so this

one IS clearly seen in the speech of the Scandinavian colonies of t)ie

West, especially in Icelandic, but it is still well marked in the
Eastern Scandinavian dialects—Swedish, Danish, &c., as the fol-

lowing points common to all east and west, and marking them off

clearly from all other Teutonic tongues, will show :—strong stem-
contraction reducing all words as far as possible to a trochaic form;
t- lanlnul carncii out very fully and consistently ; the suffixing of
the article , antl a peculiar vocabulary which has cIk sen out of the
rommoii Teutonic stock certain words for daily use, rejecting others
winch are common to all the other sister tongues—e.^., dd tor Jirtf

ckkia for iculoio, gamol for o/rf, cigi for not, ok for and, gbra for rfo,

tnka for ra7nan, &c. The later Dani.'^h rune-stones and those of
Sweden, published by Wimmer, Save, Dybeck, &c.. will be the bust
documents for this stngc o( the Scandinavian tongue.
We may now leave the Eastern Scandinavian dialects to follow

their own course, which has led them through a path not entirely

dissimilar to that which English has taken, and confine ourselves

to the Western Colonial dialects. Those in their earliest monu-
ments, the rune-stones of Man, the coins o! the " Danish*' kings
and earls in Ireland and England, the lays of the Western poets ill

the Edda collection^ and the earliest poetry of such Icelandic bards
as Egill and Kormak, exhibit certain idiosyncrasies which show
them to havi; already started on their own career. Such are tho
u-umlaiU, the loss ol w before rand /, the simplification of the vowel
system (all aggravations, as it were, of the Scandinavian pcculi*

antics noticed above, whfle their vocabulary is, as one would expect,

affected by the introduction of many English, Gaelic, and Latin
words, especially those relatiug to ideas unknown lu earlier heathen
days, ecclesiastical terms, ice). Of these western colonics we are

only concerned with the most important, Iceland; the Orkneys
and Hebrides have no linguistic monuments later than the Edda
lays of the 10th and 11th. and epigonic poetry and rhymed gradus*

jin"lcs of the 12th century; the infiuence of the Danes on our
dialects and book-Lnglis.h must be left to English philologists;

while in Ireland only a few personal and local names now betray to

thp ear the former presence of the Ostinan.

The fact th.at one of the first Icclandie writers, c. n'20. Ari's Earlieas

contemfforary, Thorodd, is a grammarian, and one of no mc.in power, stA^e of

is our greate.si help towards ascertaining the phoiie.sis of the tongue Ice-
during the heroic age , and his evidence is supj-Iemented by the laudic,
Icelandic poets, whose strict adherence to metres, winch depend for

their effect on a delicate harmony of sound and a rigid observance
of quantity, is absolutely to be trusted. Thorotlds scheme for the
proper phonetic representation of Icelandic (which the English
student may contrast with that of Orm, our first spelling reformer)

is briefly as follows. The letters t>,c,d^f,gj,m,n,p,r,s,t, are used in

their ordinary classic values (c always hard),^the capitals B,K,n.y,
o.L,M,N,p,R.s,T, being employed for the doubled letters Lb, f<c.

(each consonant of these doubles was of course separately and dis-

tinctly pronounced as in Italian now, and, as Mr A. J. Ellis has
proved, in Latin formerly),

l^
is used as in Old English for /A; A for

the aspirate pure or combined hi, hn. (cc. ; both these are of unvary-
ing form ; X for cs, gs, and r) for ng can only lie found in medial and
final positions. Thus we get twenty-eight consonants The vowels,

a,e,i^o,ii,y,(z,cs long and short, have their ordinary values [pal.

a,(;,i,o,u,i,B,>i and oa, ec, &c.], and to them Thorodd has added ao[c£]

\oi\f* and short. All these vowels may also be nasalized, d,e, &c.,

making twenty-seven in all ; i and u, whether consonantal or vocal,

do not vary in form. The following points char.aeteiizc the tongue
at this period;—adherence too in the terminations, right employ-
ment ol the subjunctive, which has since gone completely out ol

use. retention of s in inflexion and the substantive verb. Quantity
was strictly observed in speakiug, and also accent, and no doubt
people, as in Old England, spoke much more clearly, slowly, aud
energetically than they do now The introduction of quantitative

metres measured by syllables is no doubt to be ascribed to Celtic

influence, tis are the line-rhymes and assonances and rhyme-endings,
which, as any reader of Snoni's Hatta-tal oi Earl Rognnald'a
J/afta-hjkill will see at the first glanee, completely sei>.nruted Ice-

hmdrc poetry from the original Teutonic metric of the Contiirciital

rune-stones, of Beowulf, and of Havamal.
Thorodds scheme was unfortunately never used in its strict

completeness, but it is partly employed in the following MSS.j
which are of the highest authority for this era of the Icelandic :

—

Elucidarius, e, 1130, ed. /acsivtiU; LilcJha, c. ll&O, ed. Mobius;
the Law ScreU-fragmcnts afhxcd by W. Finscn to the end of his

ed. of Cod. /Icgtus Ordgiis; tho Stockftohn Homilies, c. 1H5, ed.

Wisen ; ^hynologua^ AM. 673, ed. facsimile \ Agrip^ c. 1185, cd.
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16th
ccQtcry

changes.

DsUernp. For others see Table II. rrolcgomena to Siurlunga

Saga, Oxford, 1879.

13th The first era of change, ascribed by Dr Virfusson to about the

wntory lifetime of Snorri, is the mark left by the civil wars and the con-

chf.ages, neiion with Norway (our Hth century Wars of the Roses transition
'

is in many respects its parallel). It is Been in the normal spelling of

the editions of tho sagas, &c. , and is beat exemplified by the famous

AM. 132, c. 1300, and the Annales Regit, 1290-1306 (accurately

firinted in pp. 31S-91, vol. ii., Slurlunga Saga, O.tford, 1879),—tho

OSS of the 5 replaced by r, .the Tanishing of the u-umUzuted A, tho

confusion of a and cc, ce and e, (co and co (the lattt-r of each couple

prevailing), the hardening of the dental finals and the blurring of

st, sk, &C. into ». This stage of spelling and pronunciation is that

which should be adhered to in all works which must be piiuted in

an uniform way, dictionaries, grammars, classic editions, &c. Tho
student may be cautioned not to take the vagaries of Norse scribes,

or Noricizod Icelanders (such as Hawk) for important phonetic

variations.

The second era of change is that which accompanied tho Refor-

mation, and witnesses to the mental and physical stir produced by
that movement. It is only heard in the spoken tongue (for all

books, savo a few printed daring the last few years, follow tho
nonnaltypoof the 14 th and 1 5 Ih century MSS. with few variations),

but it is none the less deep and important. Its leading featares

are the loss of quantity and intonation, tho confusion of tho

vowels y and w, a: and ai, ey and au, aic and rf, ei i i and nj y y
(the latter taking the "sound of the former in each case), the diph-

thongization of the long vowels I, c, 6, u,—all changes which from
their symmetry must have taken place at one date,—the differentia-

tion of doubled and touching consonants, //, nn, gn, &c. , and of

final r. The vocabulary, which during the connexion with Norway
and England through the "Dark Age " had been enriched with many
French and English words, now received an important augmentation
in a new rehgious terminology fi-om Germany, while tho intercourse

with Denmark began to leave its mark in loan-words and Danicisms,

the stock of which tended greatly to increase, till a reaction arose in

liie present century, which, though excusable, has been carried to

laughable lengths. The metro of Icelandic poetry had begun to

show signs of medixval influence (of French origin) even before tho

death of Snorri, as a ditty in Sturlitnga shows. During the Dark
Age the Rimur metric system, depending largely on time-ending and
burden for now effects though still retaining line rhyme and-allitera-

tion (tho latter being absolutely essential), rt^volutionized poetry,

and later the hymns of the Reformation, shaking themselves free

from the somewh;it monotonous '>eat of the Riraur, contain examples
of many new and ingenious metres.

Absence The absence of di:Uccts in Iceland resulto j'rom the essential unity
of of 'life in that island, and the lack of any of the conditions which
diolMts. during tho Middle Ages produced dialects in England, Germany,

and France, such as town-life with it3 guilds and varied interests,

the great corporations, ecclesiastical, legal, and medical, which by
their necessary use of Latiu cut off tho most 'highly educated
classes from exercising any influence on the vernacular, and tho

casto influences of chivalry, &c., which sometimes, as in England,
allov/ed the upper clas-ses Xa use a separate foreign language. In

early times before tho Danish conquest there were no d:alect,i,

because, life being single, king and serf, soldier and peasant, mer-

chant and priest must live and speak alike. So wo aea in our own

days the newspaper, the state school, the railway, the oonscriptioD,
and the theatre, all tending to bring about in each great European
state a sameness of life, thought, and speech through every nook
and comer of its area.

The general characteristics of the Icelandic tongue are those of a

spoken speech, par eKxHcTue,—a pure and correct vocabulary well
suited to the every-day needs of a pastoral life, a pithy and homely
vigour of idiom (this shows especially in tho saws and proverbs
which often recall those of Spain), a delicacy and regularity of
syntax, which can express much with few and simple means, and an
accuracy of terminology well becoming a legal-minded people. All
these salient characters strike every oboerver, but the full beauty
and power of tho tongue as a vehicle of the highest expression can
only bo tested by a careful study of the masterpieces written in it.

No one that has not read tho finest chapters of Niaia or Olof
Tryggvaason's Life, the Talcs of Snorri, or a Gonpel in Odd's trans-

lation, not to speak of other works almost equally worthy of
mention, can judge fairly of the capacity, force, and sweetness of
this most classic language.

A few words are due to those whose labours have rendered the Philo-

tisk '>r mastering it easy and pleasant. The oldest philologist, logical

Thorudd, has been noticed ; an anonymous grammarian of the works.

next generation, c. 1175, attempted a classification of letters and
sounds; Sturla's brother Olaf, tho Whits Poet, applied the figures,

kQ., of Donatus and Priscian to Icelandic, in which task he w&o
followed by a contiuuator. All these treatises were published along
with the Thutur, rhymed glossaries (compiled in' the "Wcateru

Islands, probably in the Orkneys), in vol. ii. of the AM. edition

of tho Edda, to a MS. of which they are found affixed, Copenhagsu,
1832.

Of modem works, those of Rask, tho founder of modem Icelandic

philology, Egillson, tho learned author of the Poetic Lexicon, other-

wise Weil known by his translation of Homer, and Fritzner, the

first real Icelandic lexicogi-a^iher, deserve reverent mention. But
for all practical purposes their labours have been superseded and
their designs fnltilled by Dr Gudbrand Vigfusson, whose Jcclandic-

Englisk Dictionary, Oxford, 3869-75, must, whether one looks to

its scientific philology, completeness, accuracy, or arrangement, be
pronounced the host existing dictionary of any Teutonic tongue.

It comprises a grammar and phonology, &c. The university of
Oxford has recently published, under the editorship of Messrs
Vigfusson and Powell, a very complete Icelandic Prcsc lUadcr. In
the scattcR'd opuscida of Dr P,ugge, as well as in his notes to tho
poetic Ediia, aro to be fo.iud many interesting " equations " and
observations on tho langauge and comparative iiiythologj' of

Scandinavia.
To Er'glish philologists tho study of Icelandic is of high import-

ance, as bearing upon th'e grammar and vocabulary of our most
i[ii}x)i tant dialfct, the Northumbrian, to a scientific knowledge of

which it is absolutely necessiu"y. A list of words occurring in

every-day English which we owe to the Scandinavian settlers of the

Danelaw will be found in the Oxford Icelandic Reader. To Irish

scholars the old northern tongue is also of interest, as not only did

those who spoke it borrow much from their Celtic friends and foes,

but there was also a ccrt;un amount of reflex action which it would
he desirable to fully trace out. As tho most regular and pare ol

the Teutonic dialects, its value to the comparative philologist is

sufficiently obvious.

ICELAND MOSS, a lichen, Cetranaislanatca{Kchti.r.),

who.sa erect or ascending foliaccous habit gives it something

ot tho appoaraoco of a moss, whence probably tho name.
The thaLlus has a palo chestnut colour, and grows to a height

of from 3 to 4 inches, tho branches being channelled or

roHed into tubes, which tcrniiiiato in flattened lobes with

fringed edges. It grows abundaully in tho mountainous

regions of northern countries, and specially it is char-

acteristic of the lava slopes and plains of the wesi and north

of Iceland. As met with in commerce it is a lighl-grcy

liirsh cartilaginous body, almost destitute of odour, and
having a slightly bitter taste. It contains about 70 per

cent, of lichcnin or lidionstarch, a body isomeric with

common starch, but wanting any appearance of structure.

It aLso yield.i a peculiar modification of chlorophyll, called

ihallochlor, fumaric acid, liolicno-stcaric acid, and cotraric

acid, to which la.-tt it owes its bitter taste. In medicine
it is used as a mild tonic, and at tho same time it forms a
nutritious and easily digested amylaceous food, being used
in place of starch in some preparations of coeoa.

however, in great request, and even in Iceland it is only

habitually resorted to in seasons of scarcity.

I-CIIANG, or Y-cnANG, also called Y-lin in some maps,

a town of China, in tho province of Hoo-pih, one of tlic

four new ports opened to foreign trade by treaty in 1877.

It is situated in 30' 42' N. lat. and (approximately)

111° 20' E. long,— 3(33 geographical niilos ui> the Yangtze-

Keaug from Hankow. Built on the loft bank of the river

just where it escapes from the ravines and gorges which fot

3-')0 miles have imprisoned its channel, I-chang is exposed

to considerable ri.sk of floods; in 1S70 the waters rosu a?

much as 20 feet in one <lay, and the town had many of Its

houses and about half of its wall swept away. Tlio first

English vessels to make tho ascent of tho river as far as

I-chang were those of Admiral Sir James Hope's expedition

in 18G1. In 1878 tho pori was visited by IG Chineso

steamers with a burden of 5410 ton.s, and tho net value

of tho trade was 71,011 Ilk. tacls (of about 63.); in the

following year Ihe net value had increased to 612,008 Ilk.

taels. Trepaug was one of tlio principal articles. The
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Chinese populatioa is estimated at 33,560 (DejUsches

Ilandeh Archiv, 1880); and in 1873 there were fifteen

foreign reeidentfi.

Soa Joum. of R. Oeogr. Soe., 1862; and Blakiston, Fivt Months
on the I'ang-tse-Kcang, 1862.

ICHNELTMON (IlerpesUa), a genus of smaU carnivor-

ona mammals belonging to the family Yiverrid^e, and

resembling the true civets in the elongated weascllike

form of the body and in the shortness of the limbs. There

are, according to Gray {British Museum Calalorjue, 18G9),

2- species of ichneumons, the groat majority of which are

confined to the African continent, the remainder occurring

in Peisia, Xndia, and the Malay archipelago, and one, the

Andalusian ichneumon (//. Widdringlonii, Gray), in the

Sierra Morena of Spain, the la.st probably au African

straggler. The Egyjitiau ami Indian ichneumons are the

forms best known. The former {llerpestts ichneumon, L.)

isaninhabitant

of Egypt and
the north of

Africa, where it

is known to

foreign resi-

dents as ' Pha- Egyi'tian Iclmfumon.

raoh's ral " \Vlien full grown it is about tho size of the

domestic cat. It is covered with a fur of long har.sh hairs

of a tawry grey colour, darker en tho head and along tho

middle of the back, its legs reddish and its feat and tail black.

It feeds on rats and mice, birds and reptiles, and for this

reason is occasionally domesticated. Its fondness for eggs

leads it to search for those of tho crocodile, buried as these

usually are beneath a thin covering of sand on the river

banks; and its services in thus checking the multi[ilication

of those reptileswcre so appreciated bytho ancient Egyptians

that they regarded the ichneumon as a sacred animal, and
when it died buried it, says Herodotus, "in holy roposi^

tories." It is, however, equally fond of poultry and their

cgg.s, and its depredations among fowls considerably detract

from its undoubted merits as a vermin-killer. During tho

inundations of the Nile it is said to approach the habitations

of man, but at other seaiions it keeps to the fields and to

the banks of the crocodile-frequented river. The Indian

ichneumon or mungoos {Ilerpestes griseus, Dcsni.) is coii-

aiderably smaller than the Egyptian form ; its fur .is of a
palogrey colour, the hairs being largely white-ringed, while

the cheeks and throat are more or less reddish. Like tho

preceding species, it is frequently domesticated, and is then

put to a similar use. It is especially serviceable in ludia

as a ecrpont killer, destroying not only the eggs and young
of these creatures, but attacking without hesitation and
killing the most venomous adult snakes. The fact that it

invariably survives those encounters has led to the belief

that it either enjoys .immunity from the effects of snake
poi-son, or that after being bitten it has recourse, as the

Hindoos have always maintained, to the root of a plant as

an antidote. Neither of these suppositions has stood tho

test of scientific examination, for it has been found that

when actually bitten it falls a victim to the poison as

rapidly as other mammals, while there is no trustworthy
evidence of its seeking a vegetable antidote. The truth

seems to be that tho raungoos by its exceeding agility and
([uickuess of eye avoids the fangs of the snako while fixing

its own teeth in the back of the reptile's neck. The whole
Thanatophidia of India stand in awe of this tiny but
tenacious mammal, and seek to escape from its pre. •; nee.

Tho mungoos, on the other hand, never hesitates to attack

;

the moment ho sees his enemy, "his whole nature," says
a recent spectator of one of those fights, " appears to be
changed. His fur stands on end, and he presents the
i ncarnation of intense rage. The snake invariably at ! i "" • ' -

to escape, but, finding it impossible to evade the rapid

onslaught of the mungoos, he raises his crest and la.shes out

fiercely at his little persecutor, who eeems to delight in

dodging out of the way just ia time. This goes on until

tho mungoos sees his opportunity, when like lightning ho

rushes in and seizes the snake with his teeth by the back

of tho neck close to the head, shaking him as a terrier does

a rat. These tactics are repeated until the snake is killed."

Tho mungoos is equally dexterous in killing rata and other

four-footed vermin.

ICHNEU.MON-FLY is a general name api)licd to

parasitic insects of the section Pupivora (or Entomophaga),

order Ilymenoptcra, from the typical genus Ichneumon,

belonging to the chief family of that section,—itself fanci-

fully so called after the Egyptian mammal {Herpesiei),

notorious for its habit of destroying the eggs of reptiles.

The species of tho families Jchneumonidw, Braconidcp,

Evaniida:, Prodotrvpid(e, and Chalcidida: are often indis-

criminately called " Ichneumons," but the term is perhaps

properly applicable only to the first and second of these,

which are respectively equivalent to the Ichneumones genuini

and /. adsciti of older naturalists, chiefly differing in the

former having two recurrent nerves to the anterior wing,

whilst tho latter has only one such nerve. The Ichneumo-

nidct proper are one of the most extensive groups of insects,

and have been much studied by entomologists since the

time of Linna;us and Gravenhorst. Their sexual differences

of colour, <tc., are, however, often so great that fresh

discoveries are constantly being made with regard to their

true specific relations, as well as new species detected by

biological observers. Gravenhorst described some 1650
European species, to which considerable subsequent addi-

tions have been made ; and at the latest computation of

the English IcfineymonidiV (in 1872, by the Eev. T. A.

Marshall), 1180 epecies, contained in 136 genera, were

recognized,—439 Braconidcp being also enumerated. There

are 6 subfamilies of the Ichnevmonidce, viz., the Ichneu-

monides, Cryptides, Agriotyjndes, Ophionides, Trjfphonides,

and Pimplides, ditTering considerably in size and facies,

but united in the common attribute of being in their earlier

stage parasitic upon other insects. They have all long

narrow bodies; a small free head with long filiform or

setaceous antenna;, which are never elbowed, and have

always more than sixteen joints ; the abdomen attached

to the thorax at its hinder extremity between tho base

of the posterior coxa;, and provided in the female with a

straight ovipositor often exserted end very long ; and

the wings veined, with perfect cells on the disk of the front

pair.

The parasitic habits above alluded to render these flics

of very great importance in the economy of nature, as they

elTectually serve to check any inordinate increase in tho

numbers of injurious insects. Without their aid, indeed,

it would in many cases be impossible for the agriculturist

to hold his own against the ravages of his minute hexapod

foes, whose habits are ) ot sufficiently known to render

artificial checks or destroying agents available. Tho
females of all the si)ecies are constantly on the alert to

discover the proper living food for their own larvse, whith

are hatched from the eggs they deposit in or on tho eggs,

larv;c, or pupx of other insects of all orders, chiefly

Lcpidoplera, the caterpillars of butterflies and moths being

specially attacked (as also are spiders). Any one who has

watched insect life, even in a suburban garden, during

summer, can hardly hive failed to notice the busy way in

which the parent ichneumon, a small four-winged fly, with

constantly vibrating antennie, searches for her prey ; and
the clusters of minute cocoons round tho remains of some
unfortunate cabbage-butterfly catcrjiillar, which has had jost

enough vitality left in it to crawl instinctively to a proper
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[ilacB fur undergoing that cliange to pupa which it will

never make, must also have been observed by many. This

13 the wort of Apanteles (or Microgasier) glomeratns, one

of the Braconidie, which in days past was a source of

disquietude to naturalists, who believed that the life of the

one defunct larva had transmigrated into the numerous

smaller flies reared from it. Ichneumon-flies which attack

external feeders have a sliort ovipositor ; but those attached

to wood-feeding insects have that organ of great length,

for the purpose of reaching their concealed prey. Thus a

apecias from Japan ( Dracon penetrcUor) has its ovipositor

uine times the length of the body ; and the large species

of Rkyssa and Ephialtes, parasitic on .Str&rand large wcod-

boring beetles in temperate Europe, have very long instru-

ments (with which when handled they will endeavour to

sting, sometimes penetrating the skin), in order to get at

their secreted victims. Tins length of ovipositor is, in the

female of a species of Pe/ecinus, common in the boreal parts

of North America in pine forests, replaced by an excessively

attenuated developmeut of abdomen, causiug the inaect to

resemble a small dragon-fly, and fulfilling the samtj

mechanical purpose. A common reddish-coloured species

of Ophion {0. ol/sairum), with a sabre-shaped abdomen, is

noteworthy from the fact of its eggs being attached by
stalks outside the body of the caterpillar of the puss-motli

{Diranura rimtla). Lepidopterists wishing to breed the
latter cut ofl' the eggs of the parasite with scissors.

The larvse of the ichneumon-flies are white fleshy

cylindrical footless grubs ; the majority of them spin silk

cocoons before pupating, oftei in a mass (sometimes almost
geometrically), and sometimes in layers of diflerent colours

and texture,

T1)C lender desirous of invcstif.'atiiig more fully the structure ami
habits of this interesting family will, in addition to the older works
of Gra^'cnhorst, Esenbeck, ^^'esmael, and Haliday, find much Matter

in tlie recent writinn;s of Brischke, Crosson, I'rovancher, Holmgren,
Wnldstedt, Tischbein, YoUenlioven, Fbrster, Kriechbaumer, Tascli*

cnberg, F. Smith, C. G. Thomson, and Rondani. The last-men-

tioned author has published (in the Bulletin of the Italian Ento-
mological Society, 1871-78) av.-iUiable list of Jiarasitic insect' and
the species to which they are attached. (E. C. R.)

ICHTHYOLOGY
ICHTHYOLOGY' is that branch of zoology which treats

of the internal and external structure of fishes, their

mode of life, and their distribution in space and time.

According to the views generally adopted at present, all

those Vertebrate animals are referred to the class of Fishes

which combine the following characteristics:—they live

in water, and by means of gills or branchia; breathe air

dissolved in water ; the heart consists of a single ventricle

nnd single atrium ; the limbs, if present, are modified into

Gns, supplemented by unpaired median fins ; and the skin

is either naked, or covered with scales or with osseous

plates or bucklers. With few exceptions fishes are ovipar-

ous. There are, however, as we shall see hereafter, not a

fesv members of this class which shov/ a modification of

one or more of these characteristics, and which, neverthe-

less, cannot bo separated from it. The distinction between

the class of Fishes and that of Batrachians is very slight

indeed.

HlSTORV AND LiTER.VTURE.

. T)io commencement of the history of ichthyolog>' coin-

Arislotlc. cides with that of zoology generally. Aristotle (364-322

B.C.) had a perfect knowledge of the general structure of

fishes, which he clearly discriminates both from the aquatic

animals with lungs and raammK, i.e.. Cetaceans, and from

the various groups of iquatic invertebrates. According to

him, " the special characteristics of the true fishes consist in

the branchi;o and fins, the majority having four fins, but

those of an elongate form, as tho eels, havirg two only.

Some, as the J/io-irna, lack the fins altogether. The rays

5wim with their whole body, which is spread out. Tho
branchi-jo arc snmctimos furnished with an operculum, some-

times tliey arc without one, as in tho cartilaginous fishes.

... No fish has li.iirs or feathers ; most arc covered with

scales, but some have oiily a rough or a smooth skin. The
tongtio is hard, often toothed, and sometimes so much
adlicront that it seems to bo wanting. The eyes have no

lid.'s, nor are any cars or nostrils visible, for what takes tlie

place of nostrils i.s a blind cavity; nevertheless they have

tho senses of tasting, smelling, and hearing. All have

blood. All scaly fishes are oviparous, but the cartilaginous

fishes (with tho exception of the sea-devil, which Aristotle

places along with them) arc viviparous. All have a heart,

liver, and gall-bladder; but kidneys and urinary bladder are

' Frcra l](9is, Osh, aud^^or, dnctrino or treatise.

absent. They v.iry much in the structure of their intes-

tines : for, whilst the mullet has a fleshy stomach like a

bird, others have no stomachic dilatation. Pyloric caeca

are close to the stomach, and vary in number; there are even

some, like tho majority of the cartilaginous fishes, which

have none whatever. Two bodies are situated along the

spine, which have the function of testicles ; they open to-

wards the vent, and are much enlarged in the spawning

season. The scales become harder with age. Not being

provided with lungs, fishes have no voice, but several can

emit grunting sounds. They sleep like other animals. In
most ca.ses the females exceed the males in size ; and in the

raj-s and sharks the male is distinguished by an appendage

on each side of tho vent."

Aristotle's information on tho habits of fi?hes, their

migrations, mode and time of propagation, and economic-

uses, is, so far as it has been tested, surprisingly correct.

Unfortunately, we too often lack the means of recognizing

the species of which he gives a description. His idens of

specific distinction were as vague as those of the fishermen

whose nomenclature he adopted ; it never occurred to him
that vcrnacidar names are subject to change, or may be

entirely lost in course of time, and the difficulty of identify-

ing his species is further increased by the circumstance that

sometimes several popular names are applied by him to the

same fish, or different stages of growth are designated by

distinct names. The number of fishes known to Aristotle

seems to have been about one hundred nnd fifteen, all of

which arc inhabitants of the .iEgean Sea.

That one man should have discovered so many truths,,

and laid so sure a basis for future progress in zoologj-, is

less surprising than the fact that for about eighteen centuries

a science which seemed to olTe'r particular attractions to

men gifted with power of observation v.-as no farther ad-

vanced. Yet such is the case. Aristotle's disciples, a.>'

well Ds his successors, remained satisfied to be his copiers

or commentators, and to collect fabulous stories or vagne

notions. AVIth very few exceptions (such as Ausonius, who
wrote a small poem, in which he describes from his own
observations tho fishes of the Moselle) authors cutirely ab-

stained from original research; and it was not until about

the middle of tho IGth centurj- that ichthyology made n

new stop in advance by tho appearance of Relon, Rondelet,

and Salvlani, who almost sinudtaneously published their

great works, by which the idea of species was established

dofiiiltcly and for all time.
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Beloa P. Belon travelled in the countries bordering on the

eastern pnrt of the Mediterranean, in the years 1547-50
;

he collected rich stores of positive knowledge, which he

embodied in several works. The one most important for

the progress of iciithyology is that entitled De aqmUilihus

libri Jim, Paris, 1553. Belon knows about one hundred

and ten fishes, of which he gives rude but generally recog-

nizable figures. In his descriptions he pays regard to the

classical as well as to the vernacular nomenclature, and

states the outward characteristics, sometimes even to the

number of fin-rays ; frequently also he gives the most

conspicuous anatomical peculiarities. Although Belon but

rarely gives definitions of the terms used by him, it is not

generally very difficult to ascertain the limits which he

intended to assign to each division of aquatic animals. He
very properly divides them into such as are provided with

blood and those without it,—two divisions corresponding in

modern language to vertebrate and invertebrate aquatic

animals. The former are classified by him according to

sixe, the further subdivisions being based on the structure

of the skeleton, mode of propagation, number of limbs,

form of the body, and physical character of the habitat.

8e\.laLL The work of the Roman ichthyologist, H. Salviani

(1514-72), bears evidence of the high social position

which the author held as physician to three popes. Its

title is Aqualilium animalium liistoria, Rome, 1554-57,

ful. It treats exclusively of the fishes of Italy. Ninety-

two species are figured on seventy-six plates, which, as re-

gards artistic execution, are masterpieces of that period,

although those specific characteristics which nowadays

constitute the value of a zoological drawing were entirely

overlooked by the author or artist. No attempt is made
at a natural classification, but the allied forms are generally

placed in cluse proximity. The descriptions are quite equal

to those given by Belon, entering nmch into the details of

the economy and uses of the several ppocies, and were

evidently composed with the view of collecting in a read-

able form all that might prove of interest to the class of

society in which the author moved. Salviani's work is of

a high order, very remarkable considering the age in which

he lived. It could not fail to convey valuable instruction,

and to render ichthyology popular in the country to the

fauna of which it was devoted, but it was not fitted to

advance ichthyology as a science generally; in this respect

Salviani is not to be compared with Eondelet or Belon.

Romldet. G. Rondelet (1507-57) had the groat advantage over

Belon of having received a medical education at Paris,

and especially of having gone through a complete course

of instruction in anatomy as fi pupil of Guontherus of

Andernach. This is conspicuous throughout his works—
Libri de piscibiis marinis, Lyons, 1554 ; and Universa;

aquatilium histories pars altera, Lyons, 1555. Neverthe-

less they cannot be regarded as more than considerably

enlarged editions of Belon's work. For, although he worked
independently of the latter, and differs from him in nume-
rous details, of which he had a much more extensive know-
ledge, the system adopted by him is characterized by the

same absence of the true principles of classification. His
work is almost entirely limited to European and chiefly

to Mediterranean forms, and comprises no less than one
hundred and ninety-seven marine and forty seven fresh-

water fishes. His descriptions are more complete and his

figures much more accurate than those of Belon ; and the

.specific account is preceded by introductory chapters, in

which he treats in a general manner of the distinctions, tho
external and internal parts, and the economy of fishes.

Like Belon, he had no conception of the various categorieo

of classification—confounding, for instance, throughou'. his

work the terms "genus" and "species"; but he had an
intuitive notion of what his successors called a "species,"

and his principal object was to collect and giva as much
information as possible regarding such species.

For nearly a century the works of Belon and Rondelet

continued to be the standard works on ichthyology; but tho

science did not remain stationary during that period. The
attention of naturalists was now directed to the fauna of

foreign countries, especially of the Spanish and Dutch
possessions in the New World ; and in Europe the estab-

lishment of anatomical schools and academies led to careful

investigation of the internal anatomy of tho most remark-

able European forms. Limited as these efforts were as to

their scope, being restricted cither to the fauna of some par-

ticular district or to the dissection of a tingle species, they

were sufficiently numerous to enlarge the views of naturalists,

and to destroy that fatal dependence on preceding author

rities which had continued to keep in bonds the minds of

such men even as Rondelet and Belon. The most note-

worthy of thase engaged in tlicse .inquiries in tropical

countries were W. Piso and G. Margrav, who accompanied

as physicians the Dutch governor. Prince Maurice of

Nassau, to Brazil (1637-44).

Of the men who left records of their anatomical re-

searches, we may mention Borelli (1008-79), who wrote a

work De motu animalium, Rome, 1C80, 4to, in which ho

explained the mechanism of swimming and the function of

the air-bladder; M. Malpighi (1028-1)4), who examined

the optic nerve of the sword-fish ; the celebrated J.

Snammerdam (1037-80), who described the intestines

of numerous fishes; and J. Duverney (1048-1730), wbo
investigated in detail the organs of respiration.

A new era in the history of icbthyulogj' commences with

Ray, Willughby, and Artedi, who were the first to recog-

nize the true principles by which the natural affinities of

animals should be determined. Their labours stand in so

intimate a connexion with each other that they represent

but one great step in the progress of this science.

J. Ray (1628-1705) was the friend and guide of F. Hnyafla

Willughby (1035-72). They found that a thorough Willi>«Si'

reform in the method of treating the vegetable and animal
^'

kingdoms had become necessary; that the only way of

bringing order into the existing chaos was by arranging the

various forms according to their structure; that they must

cease to be burdened with inapplicable passages and quo-

tations from ancient writers, and to perpetuate the vague

and erroneous notions of their predecessors. They therefore

substituted facts for speculation, and one of the first re-

sults of this change, perhaps the most important, was that,

having recognized " species" as such, they defined tho term,

and fixed it as the starting point of all sound zoological

knowledge.

Although they had divided their work so that Ray

attended to the plants principally, and Willughby to the

animals, the liistoria x>isdtim, Oxf., 1080, which bears

Willughby's name on the title page, and was edited by

Ray, is clearly their joint production. A great part of tho

observations contained in it were collected during tho

journeys they made together in Great Britain and in tho

various countries of Europe ; and it is no exaggeration to

say that at that time these two Englishmen knew tho

fishes of the Continent, and especially thoso of Germany,

better than any native zoologist.

By the definition of fishes as animals with blood,

breathing by gills, provided with a single ventricle of tha

heart, and either covered with scales or naked, the Cetaceans

are excluded. The fishes proper are arranged primarily

according to the cartilaginous or tho osseous nature of tho

skeleton, and then subdivided according to the general

form of the body, the presence or tho absence of ventre!

fins, the soft or the spinous structure of the dorsal rays,

the number of dorsal fins, &c No fewer than four
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hundrcil and twenty species arc thus arranged and described,

of which about one hundred and eighty Were known to

the authors fiom personal examination,—a comparatively

sniall proportion, but descriptions and figures still formed

in great measure the substitute for our modern collections

and museums. With the increasing accumulation of forms,

the want of a fixed nomenclature had become more and

more felt.

ArtwlL Peter Artedi would have been a great ichthyologist if

Ray or Willughby had not preceded him. But he was

fully conscious of the fact that both had prepared the way

forbim, and therefore he did not fail to reap every possible

lid vantage from their labours. Born in 1705 in Sweden,

he studied with innoeus at Upsala ; from an early period

bo devoted himseif eutirely to the study of fishes, and was

engaged in the arrangement and description of the collec-

tion of Soba, tt A'ealthy Dutchman who had formed what

was perhaps the richest museum at that time, when ho was

accidentally drowned in one of the canals of Amsterdam

in the year 1734, at the age of twenty-nine. His mauu-

scripts were fortunately secured by an Englishman, Count

Clili'ord, and elited by his early friend Linnceus. The
work is divided into the following parts :—

(1) In the Bibliotluxa Ichthyologica ArteJi gives a very coiapietc

list of all preceding authors who had written ou iisliea, with a

critical .inalysis of their works. (2) The Philosophia Jchlhyologica

\s devoted to a description of the external and internal parts of

fishes ; Artedi fixes a precise terminology for all the various modifi-

cations of the organs, distinguisliing between those characters which

determine a genus and such as indicate a species or merely a variety
j

ill fact he establishes the method and principles which subsequently

have guided every systematic ichthyologist. (3) The Genera Pisciiwi

contains well-defined diagnoses of forty-five genera, for which he haa

fixed an unchangeable nomenclature. (4) In the Specks Piscium de-

scriptions of seventy-two species, examined by himself, are given,—

descriptions wliich even now are models of exactitude and method.

(5) Finally, in the Synonymia Piscium references to all previous

authors are arranged for every species, very muf^h in the ruanner

whicli is adopted \n the systematic worl<a of the present day.

Artedi has been justly called the Father of Ichthyology.

So admirable was his treatment of the subject, that even

tlnn*Q«. Linna;u3 could only modify and add to it. Indeed, so far as

ichthyology is concerned, Linnaeus has scarcely done any-

thing beyond- applying binominal terms to the species

properly described and classified by ArtedL His classifi-

cation of the genera appears in the 12th edition of the

Syslema thus :

—

A. Amphibia Nantes.—ij/nmculis composiiis.—Petromyzon, Eaia,

Pqualus, Chiraaira. Spiraculis solitariis.—Lopbius, Acipenscr,

Cyclopterus, Balistes, Ostracion, Tetrodon, Diodon, Contriscus,

Syngnatlms, Pegasus.

B. Pisces Apoilcs.—Murjena, Gymuotus, Trichiurus, Anarrhichas,

Amniodytes, Ophidium, Stroniateus, Xipliias.

C. Pisces Jugularcs.—Callionymus, Uranosoopua, Trachinus,

Gadus, Blennius.

D. Pisces Thoraeici.—Cepola, Echenois, Corypha?na, Gobius,

Cottus, Scorpxna, Zeus, Pleuroncctes, Cliatodon, Sparus, Labrus,

Scixna, Perca, Gastorostcus, Scomber, MuUus, Trigla.

E. Pisces Ahduminales.—Cobitis, Amia, Silurus, Teuthis, Lori-

caria, Salmo, Fistularia, Esox, Elops, Argentina, Athcrina, Mugil,

Mormyrus, Exocretus, I'olyncmus, Clupca, Cyprinus.

Two contemporaries of Linnaeus, L. T. Gronow and J.

T. Klein, attempted a systematic arrangement of fishes

;

both had considerable advantages for the study, especially

in possessing extensive collections ; but neither exercised

any influence on the progress of ichthyology.

The works of Artedi and Linna;us led to an activity of

research, especially in Scandinavia, Holland, Germany, and
England, such as has never been equalled in the history

of biological science. Whilst some of the pupils and
followers of Linnaju devoted themselves to the examina-

tion and study of the fauna of their native couDtries,

others proceoded on voyages of discovery to foreign

and distant lands. Of those latter Iho fullowins may bo

especially mentioned :—O. Fabriclus worked out the

fauna of Greenland ; Kalm collected in North America,
Hasselquist in Egypt and Palestine, Briinnich in tho

Mediterranean, Osbeck in Java and China, Thunberg
in Japan ; ForskSl examined and described the fishes of

the Red Sea ; Steller, Pallas, S. T. Gmelin, and Guldenstedt
traversed nearly the whole of the Russian empire in Europe
and Asia. Others attached themselves as naturalists to the

celebrated circumnavigators of the last century, such as tho

two Forsters (father and son) and Solander, who accom-

panied Cook; Commerson, who travelled with Bougain*

ville; and Sonnerat. Numbers of new and remarkable forms*

were discovered by those men, and the foundation was
laid for a knowledge of the geographical distribution of

animals.

Of those who studied the fishes of their native countries,

the most celebrated were Pennant (Great Britain), O. F.

Miiller (Denmark), Duhamel (France), Meidinger (Austria),

Cornide (Spain), and Parra (Cuba),

The mass of materials brought together by those and
other zoologists was so great that, not long after the death

of Linnaius, the necessity made itself felt for collecting

them in a compendious form. Several compilers under-

took this task ; they embodied the recent discoveries in

new editions of the classical works of Artedi and Linnccus,

but, not possessing either a knowledge of the subject or

any critical discernment, they only succeeded in burying

those noble monuments under a chaotic mass of rubbish.

For ichthyology it was fortunate that two men at least,

Bloch and Lacupide, made it a subject of prolonged original

research.

Mark Eliezer Bloch (1723-1799), a physician of Berlin, Bloch.

had reached the age of fifty-six when he commenced to

write on ichthyological subjects. To begin at his time of

life a work in which he intended not only to give full de-

scriptions of the species known to him from specimens or

drawings, but also to illustrate each species in a style truly

magnificent for his time, was an undertaking the exe-

cution of which most men would have despaired of. Yet

he accomplished not only this task, but even more than ho

at first contemplated.

His work consists of ^wo divisions :— (1) Oeconomische

NuturgesrJiichU der Fische Deutschlands, Berl., 1782-84;

(2) Nalurgeschkhte der ausldndkchen Fische, Berl., 1785-

95. The fir.=t division, which is devoted ^o a description of.

the fishes of Germany, is entirely original, and based upon
|

tho author's own observations. His descriptions as well

as figures were made from nature, and are, with but few

exceptions, still serviceable ; indeed many continue to bo

the best existing in literature. Bloch was less fortunate,

and is much loss reliable, in his natural history of foreign

fishes. For many of tho species ho had to trust to moro

or less incorrect drawings and descriptions by travellers

;

frequently, also, ho was deceived as to the origin of

specimens which he acquired by purchase. Hence hi*

accounts contain numerous confusing errors, which it

would have been difficult to correct had not nearly tho

whole of the materials on which his work is based been

preserved in tho collections at Berlin.

After the completion of his great work Bloch occupied

himself with systematizing. He prci>ared a general system

of Cshea, in which ho arranged not only those do-

scribed in his great work, but also those with which ho

had afterwards become acquainted from tlio descriptions of

others. The work was ably edited and published after

r.Ioch's death by a philologist, J. G. Schneider, under tho

title M. E. Dlocliii Hi/slnna khthyologiw iconibiis CX. illvi-

Iraliim, Berl., 1801. The number of epecics enumerated

in it amounts tj 1519. Tho system is based npon tho

number of tho fins, tho various orders bcins termed Uendc
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eapterygii, DecapUrygii, <tc. We need not add that aa
artlScial mstkod like tbis led to the most uonatural com-

binations and distinctions.

Bloch's Naiurgeschiclile remaincJ for many years the

standard work, and, with its great number of excellent

illustrations, proved a most useful guide to the student.

But as regards originality of thought Bloch was far sur-

Licef.We. passed by his contemporary, B. G. E. de Lac(5pede, born

at Agen, in France, in 1756, a man of great and general

erudition, who iucame professor at the museum of natural

history in Paris, where he died in 1S26.

Lacepide had to contend with great difficulties in the

preparation of his Ilistoire des Foissons, Paris, 1798-1803,

5 vols., which was written during the most disturbed

period of the French Revolution. A great part of it was

composed whilst the author was separated from collections

and books, and had to rely on his notes and manuscripts

only. Even the works of Bloch and other contemporaneous

authors remained unknown, or at least inaccessible, to him
for a long time. We need not therefore be surprised that

his work abounds in the kind of errors into which a compiler

is liable to fall. Not only does the same species appear

under two or more distinct specific names, but, it sometimes

happens that the author so little understands tlie source

from which he derives his information that the description

is referred to one genus and the accompanying figure to

another. The names of genera are unduly multiplied; and
the figures with which the work is illustrated are far

inferior to those of Bloch. Thus the influence of Lacdpide
on the progress of ichthyology was vastly less than that

of his fellow-labourer ; and the labour laid on his succes-

sors in correcting the numerous errors into which he had
fallen probibly outweighed the assistance which they de-

lived from his work.

The work of the principal cultivators of ichthjology

in the period between Ray and Lacfipide was chiefly

systematizing and describing; but the internal organization

of fishes also received attention from more than one
preat anat.miist. Haller, Camper, and Hunter examined
the nervous sj'stem and the organs of sense ; and above
all Alexander Monro, sccunJus, published a classical work,

The Structure and P/ii/siology of Fishes explained and
compared with 'hose of Man and other Animals, Edin.,

1785. The electric organs of fishes (Torpedo and Gymno-
/(«)«were examined by Rdaumur, Allamand, Bancroft,

Walsh, and still more exactly by J. Hunter. Tho mystery
<if the propagation of the eel called forth a large number
of essays, and even the artificial propagation of Salinonidfe

was known and practised by Gleditsch (1701).

Bloch and Laciipude's works were almost immediately
succeeded by the labours of Cuvier, but his early publi-

cations were of necessity tentative, preliminary, and frag-

mentary, so that some little time elapsed before the spirit

infused into ichthyology by this great anatomist could exer-

cise its influence on all the workers in this field. Several
of suchante-Cuvierian works must be mentioned on account
of their importance to our knowledge of certain faunas.

The Descriptions and Figures of Two Hundred Fishes

collected at Vizagapatam on the Coast of Coromandel, Lond.,

1803, 2 vols., by Patrick Russel, and An Account of the

Fishesfound in the River Ganges and its Branches, Edin.,

1822, 2 vols., by F. Hamilton (formerly Buchanan), were
works distinguished by greater accuracy of the drawings
(especially the latter) than was ever attained before. A
jVutural History of British Fishes was published by E.
Donovan, Lund., 1802-8; and the Med crranean fauna
formed the study of the lifetime of A. Passo (Ichlhyologie

de Nice, Paris, 1810; and Ilistoire natkrelle de (Europe
Mcridionale, Paris, 1827). A slight beginning in the

description of the fishes of tho United States was made
12—it*

by S. L. Mitchell, who published, besiaes various papers,

a Memoir on the Ichthyology of New York, in 1815.

G. Cuvier (1769-1832) did not occupy himself with the Cunec.

study of fishes merely because the class formed part of the

Regne Animal, but devoted himself to it with particular

predilection. The investigation of their anatomy, and
especially of their skeleton, was taken up by him at an
early period, and continued until he had succeeded in com-
pleting so perfect a framework of tbe system of the whole
class that his- immediate successors required only to

fill up those details for which their master had had no
leisure. Indefatigable in examining all the external and
internal characters of the fishes- in a rich collection, he

ascertained the natural affinities of the infinite variety of

forms, and accurately defined the divisions, orders, families,

and genera of the class, as they appear in the various

editions of the Regne Animal. His industry equalled his

genius : he formed connexions with almost every accessible

part of the globe ; not only French travellers and natu-

ral istSj but also Germans, Englishmen, Americans, rivalled

one another in assisting him with collections ; and for many
years the museum of the Jardin des Plautes was the centre

where all ichthyological treasures were deposited. Thus
Cuvier brought together a collection the like of which had
never been seen before, and which, as it contains all the

materials on which his labours were based, must still be

considered as the most important. Soon after the year

1 820, Cuvier, assisted by one of his pupils, A. Valenciennes, \ ...en.

commenced his great work on fishes, Histoire naturelle des cieane*

Poisscns, of which the first volume appeared in 1828. The
earlier volumes, in which Cuvier himself took his share,

bear evidence of the enthusiasm with which both authori

devoted themselves to their task. After Cuvier's death

in 1832, the work v.as left entirely in the hands of Valen-

ciennes, whose energy and interest gradually slackened,

rising to their former pitch in some parts only, as, for

instance, in the treatise on the herring. He left the work

unfinished with the twenty-second volume (1848), which
treats of the Salmonoids. Yet. incomplete as it is, it is

indispensable to the student.

The system finally adopted by Cuvier is the following :

—

A. POISSOXS OSSEUX.
t. A Br.vnchies e.s Peiones ou en Lames.

]. A Mdchoire SiipOicurc Libre.

a. AcanthO}>linjgicns.

SparoiMcs. Brancliics lahyrinthiqucs,

ClietodonoVJcs. Loiihioldcs.

ScomberoiUcs. GobioiJes.

Jlugts. Labroidcs.

Pcrcoirlos.

Polyntines.

Millies.

Jones cnirassecs.

ScienoiJcs.

Ahdominaxix.

CyprinoiJcs.
Si'mroulus.

Salmoiionlcs.

Clupeoulcs.

Lucioidcs.

b. ^falltcopl(l^ygicns.

Subbrachiais. Apodes.

G.-idoiVlcs.

Pleiironcctes.

Discoboles.

Murcuoides.

. A Miickoirc Suviricure Fixie.

Sclcrodernies. Gymnodontes.

II. A Euaxcuies e.v Fop.me de Houppes.
Lopliobranches.

£. CARTILAGISEUX OU CHONDROPT^RYGIEKS.
Sturioiiions. Pliigiostomes. Cyclostomcs.

We have only to compare this system with that of Linnsus

if we wish to measure the gigantic stride made by ichthy-

ology during the intervening period of seventy years. The
various characters employed for classification have been

examined throughout the whole class, and their relative

importance has been duly weighed and understood.

Though Linnaius had formed a category of " Amphibia
Nantes" for fishes with a cartilaginous skeleton, which

should coincide with Cuvier's " Poissons Cartilagineux,"
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Le had failed to understand the very nature of cartilage,

apparently comprising under this term any skeletal frame:

•work of less firnmess than ordinary bone. Hence he con-

sidered LojMvs, Ciicloplerits, Syngnalhus to be cartilaginous

fishes. Adopting the position and development of the ven-

tral fins as a highly important character, he had been obliged

to associate fishes having rudimentary and inconspicuous

ventral fins, like Trichiurus, Xiphias, &c., with thg true

eels. The important category of " family " appears now

in Cuvier's system fully established as intermediate between

genus and order. Important changes in Cuvier's system

Lave been made and proposed by his successors, but in the

main it is still that of the present day.

Cuvier had extended his researches beyond the living

forms, into the field of paleontology ; he was the first to

observe the cloie resemblance of the scales of the fossil

FalcEoniscvs to those of the living Polyptervs and Lepidos-

teus, the prolongation and identity of structure of the upper

caudal lobe in Palceoniscus and the sturgeons, the presence

of peculiar " fulcra " on the anterior margin of the dorsal

fin in Palceoniscus and Lepidosleus, and inferred from these

facts that the fossil genus was allied either to the stur-

geons or to Lepidosleus. But it did not occur to him that

there was a close relationship between those recent fishes.

Lepidosleus and, with it, the fossil genus remained in his sys-

tem a member of the order of Matacopterygii abdominales.

iigasslz. It was left to L. Agassiz (1807-73) to point out the

importance of the structure of the scales as a characteristic,

and to open a path towards the knowledge of a whole new
subclass of fishes, the Ganoidei.

Impressed with the fact that the peculiar scales of Pobj-

pterus and Lepidosleus are common to all fossil osseous

fishes down to the Chalk, he takes the structure of the

ecales generally as the base for an ichthyological system,

and distinguishes four orders :

—

1. Placoids.—Without scales proper, but with scales of enamel,

sometimes large, sometimes small, and reduced to mere points (Rays,

Sharks, and Cyclostomi, with the fossil Hybodontes). 2. Ganoids.

—With angular bony scales, covered with a thick stratum of

enamel : to this order belong tlie fossil Lepidoides, Sauroides,

Pycnodontes, and Ccclacanthi ; the recent Polypterus, Lepidosteus,

Sclerotlcrmi, Gymnodontes, Lophobranches, and Silui'oides ; also

the Sturgeons. 3. Clcnoids.—With rough scales, which have their

free margins denticulated : CliKtodontidie, Pleuronectid;e, Percidro,

Polyacanthi, SciienidK, Sparidie, Scoipa^nid.-e, Aulostomi. 4. Cyc-

Itrids.—With smooth scales, the hind margin of which lacks denti-

culation : Labridae, Mugilidie, Scombriitce, Gadoidei, Gobiidaj,

Mui-senidai, Lucioidei, Solmonidse, Clupcida>, Cyprinida.

We have no hesitation in affirming that if Agassiz had

had an opportunity of acquiring a more extensive and

intimate knowledge of existing fishes before his energies

were absorbed in the study of fossil remains, he would

himself have recognized the artificial character of his

classification. The distinctions between cycloid and ctenoid

scales, between placoid and ganoid fishes, are vague, and

can hardly be maintained. So far as the living" and post-

Cretacean forms are concerned, he abandoned the vantage-

ground gained by Cuvier ; and therefore his system could

never suporscdo that of his predecessor, and finally shared

the fate of every classification based on the modifications

of one organ only. But Agassiz has the merit of having

opened an immense new field of research by his study

of the infinite variety of fossil forms. In his principal

work, Rccherclies sur Ics Poissons fossites, Neuchatel, 1833-

43, 4to, atlas in fol., ho placed them before the world

arranged in a methodical manner, with excellent descrip-

tions and illustrations. His power of discernment and
penetration in determining even the most fragmentary
remains is truly astoni.shing ; and, if his order of Ganoids
is on asjemblago of fohns very different from^what is now
Understood by that term, ho was at any rate the first who
Tccogoized that such an order of fishes exists.

The discoverer of the Ganoidei was succeeded by their J. Miiltor.

explorer, Johannes Miiller (1801-58). In his classical

memoir Ueber den Bau mid die Grenzen der Ganoiden,
Berl., 1846, he showea that the Ganoids difl'er from all

the other osseous fishes, and agree with the Plagiostomes,

in the structure of the heart. By this primary character,

all heterogeneous elements as Siluroids, Osleoglossidte, &c.,

were eliminated from the order as understood by Agassiz.

On the o,ther hand, he did not recognize the affinity of

Lepidosiren to the Ganoids, but established for it a distinct

subclass, Dip7ioi, which he placed at the opposite end of

the system. By his researches into the anatomy of the

lampreys and Arhphioxus, their typical distinctness from
other cartilaginous fishes was proved; they became the

types of two other subclasses, Cycloslomi and Leptocardii.

Miiller proposed several other not unimportant modificii.

tions of the Cuvierian system ; and, although all cannot be

maintained as the most natural arrangements, yet his

researches have given us a much more complete knowledge
of the organization of the Teleosteous fishes, and later

inquiries have shown that, on the whole, the combinations

proposed by him require only some further modificatior

and another definition to render them perfectly natural

The discovery (in the year 1871) of a living representa-

tive of a genus hitherto believed to be long extinct, Cera-

todus, threw a new light on the affinities of fishes. The
writer of the present article, who had the good fortune to

examine this fish, was enabled to show that, on the one

hand, it was a form most closely allied to Lepidosiren, and,

on the other, that it could not be separated from the Ganoid
fishes, and therefore that Lepidosiren also was a Ganoid,—

a

relation already indicated by Huxley in a previous paper on

"Devonian Fishes." This discovery led to further considera-

tion' of the relative characters of M tiller's subclasses, and

to the system which is followed in the present article.

Having followed the development of the ichthyological

system down to the most recent date, we have to retrace

our steps to enumerate the most important contributions to

ichthyology which appeared contemporaneously with or sub-

sequently to the publication of the great work of Cuvier and
Valenciennes. As in other branches of zoology, almost

every year was marked by increased activity. For the sake of

convenience we may arrange these works under three heads^

I. VOTAOES, CONTAINING GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF ZOOLOOICAl. ' BiW***
Collections. * grapWy.

A. French.—1 . Voyage autour du mmtdc sur Ics Corvettes dc S. M.
V Uranie cl la Physicmtiui, sotis le commandcmcnt de M. Freycinct,

"Zoologie— Poissons," parQuoyetGaimard, Paris, 1S24. 2. Voyag»
rfc to Coy la'Wf, "Zoologie," par Lesson, Paris, 1S2C-30. 3. Voyagt

dc VAstrohthc, sous Ic commandcmcnt de M. J. Dumont d' Urvillc,

"Poissons," par Quoy et Gaimaid, Paris, 1834. 4. Voyage au P6U
Slid par M. J. Dumonl d'Uniille, " Poissons," par Hombron et Jac-

quinot, Paris, 1863-4.

15. English.— \. Voyage of H.M.S. Sulphur, "Fishes," by J.

Richardson, Loud., 1844-45. 2. Voyage of Jf..V.SS. Erebus and
Terror, "Fishes," by J. Kichardson, Lond., 1846. 3. Voyaga

of H.M.S. Seagk," Fishes," by L. Jenyns, Lond., 1842. 4. Voyagi

of II. M.S. Challenger, "Fishes," by A. Giiuthcr.

C. Ocrnian.— 1. Kcisc dcr Dslcrrcichischcn FrcgaUe Korara,
"Fischi;," von K. Kner, Vienna, 1805.

II. FAUN.E.

A. Great BrUain.—\. R. Parncll, Tlie Natural History of thi

J'ishcs of the Firth of Forth, Ed in., 1838. 2. W. Yarrcll, A His-

tory of British Fislus, 3d edit., Lond., 1859. 3. J. Couch, History

of the Fishes oftlie British Islands, Lond., 18G2-C5.

P. Denmark and Scandinavia.—1. H. lirtiyoT, Danmark'sPiske,
Copenhagen, 1838-63. 2. S. Nilsson, Skandinavisk Fauna, vol. iv,

" Fiskarna," Lund, 1865. 3. Fries och Ekstrbm, SianrfiiKitiKm*

Fiskar, Stockh,, 1830.

C. Au.ma.—1. Nordmann, "Ichthyologio Pontiniie," in Demi-
doir's Foyage darts la Jtwisie ni/ridiojinle, torn. iii. , Paris, 1840.

D. Germany.— 1. Ilcckol und Kucr, Vic Siissicasscr-Jiselie der

> " nawriotion of Ceratodus," Phil. Trans., 1871, ii.
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(wtoTeicAiscA<:n.i/iniar<;Aic, Lcips., 185S. 2. C. T. E. Sicbold, Z)ic

Siissvxisscr-JiMhe von MiUdcuropa, Lcips., 1363.

E. Itxdy <iJid ilaiiUrranruK.— 1. lionapnrtc, Iconoffrafia dcUa,

Fauiui Italka, torn, iii., "Pcsci," Rome, 1S3'2-4I. 2. Costa, Fauna
del Hefpio rfi i^'apoli, " Pcsci," Naples, about 1S50.

F. France.— 1. E. BluncliarJ, Lcs Foissoits dcs caux douccs dc la

Fritnce, Paris, 18G6.

G. S/MuUh Peninsula.—The fi-cslnvalcr fish fauna of Spain

and Portugal was almost unknown, until F. Stcindachner paid

some visits to those countries for the purpose of exploring the prin-

cipal rivers. His discoveries are described in bcveral papers in the

Siliungslericltlc dcr Akndcmie zu IVicn. B. du Bocage and F.

Capello made contributions to our knowledge of the marine fishes

on the coast of Portugal {Joi-n. Scicuc. Acad. Lish,\

H. North America.—l.J. U\(Ai!iTi%on, Fauna BorcaU-AneriOina,
part iiL, "Fishes," Lond., 1836. The species described in this work
arc nearly all from the British possessions in the north. 2. Dekay,
Zoology ofNao York, part iv., "Fishes," New Yolk, 1814. 3. Re-
ports of the United StaUs Commission of Fish and Fiihcries, 5 vols.,

Washington, 1873-79, contain much valuable iuformation. Besides

these works, numerous descriptions of North American freshwater

fishes have been published in tne rcportsof the various U. S. Govern-

cncht expeditions, and in North American scientific journals, by
Storer, Baird, Girarf, W. 0. Ayres, Cope, Jordan, Blown Goode,

&c.,but a good general, and especially critical, account of the fishes

of the United States is still a desideratum.

I. Japan.— 1. Fauna Japoniea, " Poissou.%" par H. Schlcgel,

Leyden, 1850.

j. East Indies ; Tropical parts of Ike Indian and Pacific Oceans.

— i. E. Kuppcll, Atlas zu dcr Rcise im i\'6rdliehen Afrika, Fiankf.,

1828. 2. E Riipirell, New JKiiWMicrc,'." Fischo,"Fi-ankf., 1837.

8. R. L. Flayfair .ind A. Gunthcr, The Fishes of Zanzibar, Lonl,
1876. 4. C. B. Kiunzm^ei, Synopsis dcr Fischc dcs Hothcn Mccrs,

Vienna, 1870-71. 5. F. Day, The Fishes of India, Lond., 1865, 4to,

•contains an account of the freshwater and marine species. 6. A.

Ciinther, Die Fische dcr Siidscc, Hamburg, 4to, from 1873 (in

progress). 7. Unsurpassed in aetivity, as regards the exploration

of the fish fauna of the East Indian archipelago, is P. Blocker

(1819-78), a surgeon iu the service of the Dutch East Indian
Government, who, from the year 1840, for nearly thirty ycare,

amassed immeiiso collections of the fishes of the various islands,

and described them in extremely numerous papers, published chiefly

in the journals of the Balaviaii Society. Soon after his return to

Europe (1S60) Bleckcr comuienccd to collect the final results of his

laboura in a grand work, illustrated by coloured plates. Atlas Ich-

ihyologiqitedcs Indcs Orientates Neerlandaiscs, Amstcrd., fol., 1862;
the publication of which was interrupted by the author's death iu

1S78.

K. Africa.—\. A. Giinthcr, "The Fishes of the Nile, ' in Pethe-

rick's Travels in Central Africa, Lond., 1869. 2. W. Petcn.,

Nalurwisscnsehaftliche licisc naeh Mossanibiqne, iv., "Flussfischc,

"

Berl., 1S68, 4to.

L. West Indies and South America.— 1. L. Agassiz, Sclccta

genera et species Piseium, quce in itinerc per Brasiliuni collcgit J.

B. de Spix, Munich, 1829, fol. 2. F. de Casteliiau, .,4iiii)iaio;)io«-

veatu oti rarcs,Teeucillis pc)ulantl'cx]icditi<iii da^is Icsjiarliescaitralrs

<le VAmiriqutdu Sud. " Poissons," Paris, 1855. 3. L. Vaillant and
F. Bocourt, Mission scicntifiquc nu Mexiquc ct dans I'Amtnquc ccn-

Irak, "Poissons," Paris, 1874. 4. F. Poey, the celebrated naturalist

of Havana, devoted many years of .«tudy to the fishes of Cuba.

His papei-s and memoirs me published partly in two periodicals,

issued by himself, under Ihe title of Mcniorias sobrc tu Ilisloria

jiatnrat de la Isla de Cuba (from 1851 ), and Pcpcrtorio Fisicv-7ialural

de la Isla de Cuba (from 1865), partly in North American scientific

journals. And, finally, F. Steindaehuer and .\ Gnntlicr have pub-
lished many contributions, accompanied by excellent figures, to

our knowledge of the fishes of Central and South America.
M. New Zciil'ind.—I. F. W. Huttoii and J. Hector, Fishes of

New Zealand, Wellington, 1872.
N. Arctic Pegioiis.— 1. C. Lutkcn, "A Revised Catalogue of the

Fishes of Greenland," in Manual of the Natural History, Geology,
and Physics of Greenland, Lond., 1875, 8vo. 2. Tho fishes of

Sjiitzbergcn were examined by A J. Mrdmgicn (l865).

UI. A.NATOMICAL Wouks.

Tho number of authoi-s who have investigated the anatomy of fisnes

is iilmoiil ns gi-cat ns that of faiinidts ; nnd wu should go beyond the
limits of the lUTsent aiticlc if «o mentioned more tlian the most
frominent .and successful. M. H Ratlike, J. Mullor, ,1 Hyill, and

1 Staniiias left scaixvly any organ unexaniiiiol, and their reseaix-hes

h.id a direct bearing cither on the relation of the class of fishes to

the other vertebrates, or on the systematic arrangement of tho
fishes tliciiisclves E. E. xoii Han, F. du Filippi, C. Vogt, W.
nil, W K. Pniker, and F. M Balfour invrstigKtcd their embry-
ology , A. Kolliker and G. ?nuclict (heir histology. The osteology
wiis specially lieatfd by G. Bakkei, F. C liosentlial, L Agassiz,

and C. Gei.'cnbaur ; ihu nervous system bv Gotl>e)|f, I'hilijteaux.

Stannius, L. do Sanctis, L. Sticda, Baudelot, and Miclucho-Macl.iyj
the organ of hearing by E. H. Weber, C. H.-i*s«, and G. Rctzius.

The electric fishes were examined by E. Geoffroy, C Jlatteuci, P.

Pacini, T. Bilharz, and Max Schuitzc. The development and
metamorphosis of the lamf)crns was made the subject of research
by H. Midler, M. Schuitzc, and P. Owsjannikow ; Jluller's f.\aiiii.

nation of Pranehiostoma was continued by J. Jlarcuscn, A. Kova-
levsky, L. Sticda, W. Muller, C, Hasse, T. H. Huxky, and F. M.
Balfour. Tlic most comprehensive accounts of the anatomy o(

fishes arc contained in tho subjoined works, which liave been chiefly

followed in the following anatomical description :

—

1. H. Stannius, Zootomie der Fische, 2d edit., Berl., 1S54. 2. R.
Owen, Anaiomy of Vertebrates, vol. i., Lond., 1866. 3. R. Owen,
tceturcs on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of the Vertex

braie Animals, parti., "Fishes," Lond., 1846. 4. 1. H. Huxley,
MaiivM oftht Anatomy of Vcrtcbrulcd Animals, Lond., 1871.

It has been mentioned above that the great work of

Cuvicr and Valenciennes had been left incomplete.

Several authors, tliercfore, have supplied detailed accounts

of the orders omitted in that work. Miiller and Ilenla

published an account of the Plagiostomes, and Kaup of

the Murcsnidce and Lopliohranchii ; while A. DuratSril com-

menced an Ilisloire nalnrdU des Poissons ou Ichlliyologie

ycnirale, of wliich, however, only two volumes appeared,

containing a complete account of the Plagiostomes (Paris,

18G5) and of the Ganoids and Lophobranchs (Paris, 1870).

The activity which had prevailed in ichthyologj- since the

publicition of the Ilisloire naturcllc by Cuvier and Valen-

ciennes had been so gi'cat, and tlie results of the numerous
investigations were scattered over such a multitude of

publications, that it ultimately became imperative to collect

all these materials in one comprehensive work. This was

done in the Ckttalomte cif Fishes, published by the trustees

of the British Museum, iu eight volumes (Lond., 1859-70).

Besides the species previously described, many new forms

were added, the total number of species referred to in

those volumes amounting to 8525. As regards the sys-

tematic arrangement. Mailer's system was adopted in the

main, but the definition of the families was much modified.

Tliis, however, need not be further entered on now, as it

will become sufficiently apparent in the systematic portico

of this article.

For fuller details than can be given here regarding the

structure, classification, and life-history of fishes, tlie reader

is referred to the Introdudion to ihe Study of Fishes, by

A. G-iUtlier, Edin., 1880.

E.vTERNAL Parts.

In the body of a fish tour parts are distinguished,—the

head, trunk, tail, and fins; the boundarj- between the

first and second is generally indicated by the gill-open-

ing, ai.d that between the second and third by the vent

The form of the body and the relative proportions of these

piincipal parts are subject to greater variation than is to bo

found in any other class of vertebrates. In fishes which

are endowed with the power of steady and more or less

rapid locomotion, a deviation from that form of body

which we ob.^erve in a perch, carp, or mackerel is never

excessive. The body is a simple, equally-formed wedge,

compressed or slightly rounded, well fitted for cleaving the

water. In fishes which are in the habit of moving on the

bottom, the whole body, or at least the head, is vertically

depressed and flattened ; and the latter may be so enor-

mously enlarged that the trunk and tail appear merely m
an appendage. In one family of fishes, the Pleuronedidte

or llat-fislie.'T, the body is compressed into a thin disk ; they

swim and move on one side only, which remains constantly

directed towards the bottom, a peculiarity by which the

symmetry of all parts of tho body has been affected In

fishes moving comparatively slowly through the water, and

able to remain (.is it were) suspended in it, a lateral

compression of the body, in conjunction with a lengtneu-

in" of tho vertical and a shortening of the longitudinal
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axis, is found. This tieviiition from the typical form may
lirococd so far that the vertical axis greatly exceeds the

longitudinal in length
;
generally all the parts of the body

participate in this furin, but in one kind of fish (the Ortha-

r/nri.scits or sun-tish) it is chiefly the tail that has been

shortened, that being reduced so much as to present the ap-

pearance of being cut off. An excessive lengthening of the

longitudinal axis, with a shortening of the vertical, occurs

in cols and eel-like fishes, and in the so-called band-fishes.

They are bottomfish, capable of insinuating themselves into

narrow crevices and holes. The form of the body in these

long fishes is either cylindrical (snake-like), as in the eels and

many codfishes, or strongly compressed, as in the band-fishes

{Trir.hiurus, Refjalecits, ikc). It is chiefly the tail that

U lengthened, but frequently the head and trunk partici-

pate more or less in this form. Every possible vacation

occurs between those and other principal types of form.

The old ichthyologists, even down to Linnseus, depended
in great measure on them for classification ; but, although

tKe same form of body often obtains in the same groups of

fishes, similarity of form by no means "indicates natural

affinity ; it only indicates similarity of habits and mode of

life. ^
Ui-ai The External Parts of the IJend.—The eye divides the

head into the ante-orbital and post-orbital portions. In

most fishes, especially in those with a compressed head, it

is situated on the side and in the anterior half of the length

of the head ; -in .many others, chiefly those with a do-

pressed head, it is directed upwards, and sometimes
situated quite at the upper side ; in a very few, the eyes

look obliquely downwards. In thj fiat-fishts both eyes

are on the same side of the head, either the right or the

left, always on that which is directed towards the light, and
coloured.

Fishes in general, as compared with other Vertebrata,

have large eyes. Sometimes these organs are enormously
enlarged, indicating either that the fish is nocturnal in its

habits, or lives at a depth to which only a part of the

sun's rays penetrate. On the other hand, small eyes occur

in fishes inhabiting muddy places, or great depths, to which
scarcely any light descends, or in fishes in which the want
of an organ of sight is compensated by the development of

other organs of sense. In a few fishes, more particularly

those inhabiting caves or the greatest depths al the ocean,

• he eyes have become quite rudimentary and hidden imdor
the skin.

In the ante-orbital portion of the head, or the snout, are

sitr.atcd the moutli and nostrils.

Jd jiilli. The mouth is formed by the intermaxillary and maxillary

bones or the intermaxillary only in the upper jaw, and
by the mandibular bone in the lower These bones are

cither bare or covered by integument, to which frequently

litiial folds or lips are added. As regards form, the mouth
offers as many variations as the,l)ody itself, according

to the nature of the food, and the mode of feeding. It

may bo narrow, or extremely wide and cleft nearly to the

liind margin of the head ; it may be semi-elliptical, semi-

circuLir, or straight in a transverse line ; it may be quite

in front of the snout (anterior), on its upper siu'face

(si!p:'rior), on its lower (inferior), or extending along each

side (lateral) ; sometimes it is subcircular, organized for

Bucking. The jaws of some fishes are modified into a
special weapon of attack (sword-fish, saw -fish) ; in fact,

throughout the whcjlc class of fishes the jaws are the only

organ over si)ecializcd for this purjiose, weapons on other

parts of the iody being purely defensive.

Both jaws may be provided with skinny appendages,
barbels, which, if developed and movalile, are sensitive

organs of touch.
Hojirili. 1,1 the majority of fishes the uootrils exhibit a doublv

opening on each side of the upper surface of the snout,
the openings of each side being more or less close together.
They lead into a shallow groove, and only in one family
(the Myxinoids) perforate the palate. In this family, a»
v/ell as in the lampreys, the nasal aperture is single. In

Fic. 2.—Confluent nasal nnti buccal CAVitlcs

of C/tilosci/Uium trispccutare; tooth o( tlio

natural size.

Fig. 1.— ITcad of ifordacta mordax, showinjt the single noiitril and seven
bianchiul openings.

many eels the openings are lateral, the lower perforating

the upper lip. In the sharks and rays (figs. 2, 3, 4) thej
are at the lower surface

of the snout, and more
or less conHuent. And,
finally, in the Dipnoi

(fig. 35) ami other Ga-

noids, one at least is

within the labial bound-

ary of the moutli.

The space across the

forehead, between the

orbits, is called the inter-

orbital space; that below

the orbits, the infraorbi-

tal or suborbital region.

In the postorbital part

of llie head there are

distinguished, at least in most Teleosteous fishes and many
Ganoids, the pneoperculura, a sub-semicircular bone, gene-

rally with a free and

often serrated or vari-

ously-armed margin
;

the operculum, form-

ing the posterior mar-

gin of the gill-open-

ing; and the snboper-

culum and intcro[ier-

culum along its in-

ferior margin. AH
these bones, collec-

tively called opcrcula,

form the gill-cover,

a thin bony lamella

covering the cavity

containing the gills.

The gill-opening is

a foramen, or slit, be-

hind or below the head, by which the water that has been

taken up through the mouth for the purpose of breathing

is again expelled. This slit may extend from the upper

end of the operculum all round the side of the head to the

symphysis of the lower jaw; or it maybe shortened and

finally reduced to a small opening on any part of the mar-

gin of the gill-cover. Sometimes {Siimbramlms) the two

openings, thus reduced, coalesce, and form what ccternally

appears as a single opening only. The margin of the gill-

cover is provided with a cutaneous fringe, in order more

efi'octually to close the giU-oiicning; and this fringe is sup-

ported by one or several or many bony rays, the liranchio-

stegals. The space on the chest l.ictwccn the two rami of tho

lower jawand between thegill-openings is called the isthmus.

The sharks and rays (liU'cr from the Teleosteous and

Ganoid fishes in having five branchial slits (six or seveu

i;i Jfixaiirhiis and Ifi-/^aiirhiis), which are lateral in tho

rliaika. and at the- lower surface of the head in the rajs

Fia 3.—Nostrils of fiaia la/'j-rieri, wUh nasal

tlai)3 reverted.

G111&
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(fig. 4). In Myxine only the gill-opening is at a great

distance from the head ; in that family {Cydoslomi) it is

either single or there are six or more on each side

(fig. 1), as in the lampreys.

fiC. 4 —Lower nspcct of head of Raia Icmprieri.

True'!. T/ie Tnnk and Tail.— In the trunk are distinguished the

back, sides, and abdomen. It gradually passes in all fishes

into the tail, the termination of the abdom.inal cavity and

the commencement of the tail being generally indicated by
the position of the vent. The exceptions are numerous :

not only may certain abdominal organs, such as the sexual,

extend to between the muscles of the tail, but the intestinal

tract itself may pass far backwards, or it may even be

reflected forwards, so that the position of the vent may be

either close to the extromity of the tail or to the foremost

part of the trunk.

In many fishes the greater part of the tail is surrounded

by fins, leaving finless only a small portion between the

dorsal, caudal, and anal fins ; this finless part is called the

free portion or the peduncle of the tail.

'i''». The Fins. —The fins are divided into vertical or unpaired,

and horizontal or paired fins. Any of them may be pre-

•,8ent or absent; and their position, number, and form are

Vnost important guides in determining the affinities of

fishes.

The vertical hns are situated in the median dorsal line,

from the head to the cxtretnity of the tail, and in the

ventral lino of the tail. In fishes in

which they are least developed or most
embryonic, the vertical fin appears as a

simple fold of the skin surrounding

the extremity of the tail. In its

further progress of development in the

scries of fishes, it gradually extends

further forwards, and it may reach

even the head and the vent. In this

embryonic condition the fin is generally

supported by fine rays, whiih are the

continuations of, or articulated to,

other strongef rays supported by the

processes or apophyses of the vertebral Fio. s.-i, simple ray .5,

column. This form of the vertical fin :Ci'iic/'r„;'"''to;°i;

is very common,— for instance in the iirnnciicu ray (sodj.

eels, and many Gadoid, Blcnnioid, and Ganoid fishes, in

which the rays liive ceased, besides, to be simple rods, show-
ing luore or loss numerous joints (simple articulated rays,

fig. 5). Branched rays are dichotomously split, the joints

increasing in number towards the extremity.

The continuity of the vertical fin, however, is interrupted

in the majority of fishes, and three fins are then distiiv-

guisheJ ; one in the dorsa. line—the dorsal fin ; one in

the ventral line beliind the anus— the anal fin ; and one

confined to the extremity of the tail—the caudal fin.

The caudal fin is rarely symmetrical so that the upper

half is equal to the lower; the greatest degree of asym-

metry obtains in fishes with a hetcrocercal termination of

the vertebral column. In fi.shcs in which it is nearly sym-

metrical it is frequently prolonged iuto an upper and lower

Fig. 6.—Hetcrocercal tall of Aciycnser. a, fulciti b, osseous bucklere.

lobe, its hind margin being concave or more or less deeply
excised

; in others the hind margin is rounded, and, when
the middle rays greatly exceed in length the outer ones,

the fin assumes a pointed form.

Many and systematically important differences are ob-

served in the dorsal fin, which is either spiny-rayed (spinous)

(Acanlhopteryrjian), or soft-rayed {Malacoptenjginn). In

the former, a smaller or greater number of the rays are

simple and without transverse joints ; they may be

flexible, or so much osseous matter is deposited in them
that they appear hard and truly spinous (fig. 7) ; these

'Labrax lupus (Dqss). an AcanthoptcryRlan with anterior spinooQ onj
postGiior Eoft dorsal tin.

spines form always the anterior portion of the fin, which

is either detached from or continuous with the remaining

jointed rays. The spines can be erected or depressed at

the will of the fish ; if in the depressed position the spines

cover one another completely, their points lying in the

same line, the fish is called homacanth ; but if the spines

are asymmetrical, alternately broader on one side than on

Fio. 8.- Saurus undcsquami*. n Maljicoptcrj-t-lan wltn anterior GDit dorsal

nil additional adipose tin.

the Other, the fijh is called heteracanth. The spinous

division, as well as the one consisting of juinfcd rays, m.iy

again bo subdivided. In the Malacoptcrygian typo all iho
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rays remaia jointed ; indeed, sometimes the foremost ray,

with its preceding short supports, is likewise ossified, and
ite hard spine, but the articulations can nearly always be
distinctly traced. Sometimes the dorsal fin of Malaco-
pterygian fishes is very long, extending from the head to

the end of the tail ; sometimes it is reduced to a few rays

only; and in a few cases it is entirely absent. In addition

to the rayed dorsal fin, many Malacopterygian fishes (as

the Salmonoids, many Siluroids, Scopeloids; &c.) have
another of greater or lesser extijnt, without any rays ; and
as fat is always deposited within this fold, it is called a

fatty fin (pinna adiposa) (figs. 8 and 9).

Fig. 9.—iJaVmo txilar (Stilinon), witli ftMomiaftl ventral flns.

The anal fin is built on the same plan as the dorsal ; it

may be single, or there mr y be more than one; it may also

be long or short, or entirely absent ; in Acanthopterygians
its foremost raya are frequently simple and spinous.

Fio. ID.—UuIIm barbalui (Red Mullet), olth thoraeic nmtral fliis.

The honVoDtal or paired fins consist of two pairs, the

pectorals and ventrals.

The pectoral fins (with their osseous supports) are the

homologues of the anterior limbs of the higher Vertebrata,

They are always inserted immediately behind the gill

opening,—either symmetrical, with a rounded posterior

Fio. II.— Bortxjt {lota vuli^nrii). with Jugular ventral flna.

margin, or asymmetrical, with the upper rays longest and

strongest; in Malacopterygians with a dorsal spine the

apper pectoral ray is frequently developed into a similar

defensive weapon.

The ventral fins are the homologues of the hind-limbs,

and are inserted on the abdominal surface, either behind the

pectoral.^ (Pisces or I'inme abdominn/es) (fig. 9), or below

them (Places or Fimug thorarircc) (fig. 10), or in advance

of them (Piscff or Pinntv jur;ul<ires) (fig. 11). They are

generally narrow, and composed of a small number of rays,

the outer of which is frequently osseou.s.

For the definition of the smaller systematic groups, and

the determination of species, the numbers of the spines and

raya are gRneralljr of the greatest importance. This holds

good especially fur the ventral rays, by the number of

which the Acanthopterygiau alBnities of a fish Can nearly

always be determined. The numbers of the dorsal and
anal rays generally correspond to the number of vertebrae m
a certain portion of the spinous column, and are therefore

constant specific, generic, or even family characters ; but
when their number is very great, a proportionally wide
margin must be allowed for variation, and the taxonomic
value of this character becomes uncertain. The numbers
of the pectoral and caudal rays are rarely of any account.

The fins are organs of motion, but it is chieHy the tail

and the caudal fin by which the fish impels itself forward.

To execute energetic locomotion, the tail and caudal fin are

strongly bent with rapidity, alternately towards the right

and left ; whilst a gentle motion forwards is eflfected by a

simple undulating action of the caudal fin, the lobes of

which act like the blades of a screw. Retrograde motions
can be made by fishes in an imperfect manner only, by for-

ward strokes of the pectoral fins. When the fish wants to

turn towards the left, he gives a stroke of the tail towards
the right, the right pectoral acting simultaneously, whilst

the left remains pressed close to the body. Thus the

pectoral fins assist in the progressive motions of the fish,

but rather by directing its course than by acting as power-
ful propellers. The chief function of the paired fins is to

maintain the balance of the fish in the water, which is

always most unsteady where there is no weight to sink it:

when the pectoral of one side, or the pectoral and ventral

of the same side, are removed, the fish loses its balance and
falls on the side opposite; when both pectorals are removed,
the fish's head sinks ; on removal of the dorsal and anal

fins the motion of the fish assumes a zigzag course ; de-

prived of all fins, it floats like a dead fish, with the belly

upwards, the back being the heavier part of the body.

In numerous groups of fishes which live in mud, or are

able to pass a longer or shorter time in soil periodically

dried and hardened during the hot season, forms occur en-

tirely devoid of, or with only rudimentary, ventral fins

(Cypritwdon, Opkiocephalidce, Galaxiidce, Sihiridce). The
chief function of these fins being to balance the body of the

fish whilst swimming, it is evident that in fishes n>oving

during a great part of their life over swampy ground, or

through more or less consistent mud, this function of the

ventral fins ceases, and nature can readily dispense with

these organs altogether.

In certain fishes the shape and function of the fins are

considerably modified; thus, in the rays, locomotion is almost
entirely effected and regulated by the broad and expanded
pectoral fins acting with an undulalory motion of their mar-
gins, similar to the undulations of the long vertical fins of the

Hat fishes ; in many blennies the ventral fins are adapted for

walking on the sea-bottom ; in sonic Gobioids (Periophtkal-

t^v

mus), Trigloids, Scorpronioids, and Pediculati the pectoral

fins are perfect ongaiis of walking ; in the gobies, Cyclojjieri,

and Diecoboli tho ventral fins are transformed into an ad-

hesive disk (see fig. 13); and finally in the flying-fish the

pectorals act as a parachute. In the eels and other snake-

like fishes, the swimming as well us tho gliding motions ura

efl'ected by several curvatures of the body alternately to-
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, 13.— Ventralsof
Qoiius.

wards theright and left, resembling the locomotion of snakes.

In the Synjnaihi (pipe-fiahes) and Flip-

pommpi (sea-horses), whose body admits

of but a slight degree of lateral curvature,

and whose caudal fin is generally small if

present at all, locomotion is very limited,

and almost wholly dependent on the

action of the dorsal fin, which consists of

a rapid undulating movement.
Skii The Skin and Scales.— The skin of

fishes is either covered with scales, or naked, or provided

with more or less numerous scutes of various forms and sizes.

Some parts, like the head and fins, are more frequently

uaked than scaly. All fishes provided with electric organs,

the majority of eels, and the lampreys are naked. Scales of

fishes are very different from those of reptiles,—the latter

being merely folds of the cutis, whilst the former are

distiuct horny elements, developed in grooves or pockets

of the skin, like hairs, nails, or feathers.

Bcules Very small or rudimentary scales are extremely thin,

homogeneous in structure, and more or less imbedded in the

skin, and do not cover each other. When more developed,

they are imbricated (ar-

..r

/

/

\
ranged in the manner of

tiles), with the posterior

part extruded and free,

'.he surface of the anterior

portion bein^' usually

'.yvered by the skin to a

gn^ater or less extent. On
th«ir surface (fig. 14) may
be observed a very fine

striation concentric with

and parallel to the margin,

and coarser strife radi-

ating from a central point

towards the hind margin.

Scales without a covering of enamel, with an entire (not

denticulated) posterior margin, and with a concentric stria-

tion, are called cycloid scales. Ctenoid scales (figs. 15, 16)

A^

Fio. 14.—CjcliiSd scale of ScqjhIu$
respkiu'tru (mago.)

Pru 15—Ctenoid scale of Oobiu$ Fio. 16.—Ctenoid scale ot irtArinu)

ommalurui (mago.). (magn.).

ure generally thicker, and provided with spinous teeth on

the posterior edges of the layers of which the scale con-

sists. In some species, only the layer nearest to the margin

is provided with denticulations (fig. 15). Scales the free

surface of which is spiny, and which have .lO denticulation

on the margin, have been termed sparoid scales ;
but their

distinction from ctenoid scales is by no means sharp, and

there are even intermediate forms between the cycloid and

ctenoid types. Both kinds of scales may occur, not only

in species of the same genus of fishes, but in the same fish.

Ganoid scales are hard and bony, covered with a layer of

enamel ; they are generally rhombic or quadrangular, rarely

rounded and imbricate, and are arranged in obli(iue rows,

those of one row being linked together by an arliculary

process. This type of scales, common in fossil Ganoid

fishes, occurs among recent fishes in Lejridosteus and
Polyptcrus only.

Finally, in sharks, the Balistidae, and others,,true scales

arfi absent, and are replaced by the ossified papillse of the

cutis (fig. 18), which give the surface the appearance of fine-

FlG. 17.—Ganoid scales of Dapediut.

grained shagreen. These generally small bodies, as well ns

the large osseous scutes (figs. 6 and 20) of the rays, stur»

Fio. 18,—Dermal papills of Monacanlhus irostutus.

geons, <tc., have been comprised under the common name pla.

coid scales, a term which is being deservedly abandoned.

FiO. ID.—Deimol popillaa of ifonacanthui /ifppocrepis (magn.).

Along the side of the body of osseous fishes runs a series

of perforated scales, which is called the lateral lino (fig.

23). The perforating duct is simple at

its base, arid may be simple also at its

outer opening (fig. 'Jl), or (a frequent

case) the portion on the free surface of the

scale IS ramified (fig. 22). Tne lateral lino ,

runs from the head to the tail, sometimes

reaching the caudal fin, sometimes stopping

short of it, sometimes advancing over its

rays. Some species have several lateral

lines, an upper one following the dorsal,

a lower the abdominal outline, while a

third runs along the middle as usual. The 'of a maiTThom.
scales of the lateral line are sometimes back. Rain ciarafo.

larger than the other.'!, sometimes smaller; sometimes they

are modified into scutes; sometimes there are no other scales

besides these, the rest of the body being naked. The
foramina of the lateral

line are the outlets of a

muciferous duct which

is continued on to tlio

head, running along the

infraorbital bones, and

sending off a branch

into the prxopercular

margin and mandible. Fio. 21.—Cyclold »rnlc from the lateral Uno

The muciferous system (w.u f.«a/i,. <m™gn ).

is abundantly provided with nerves, and has thereiore

been considered to be the seat Of a sense peculiar to fisheS,
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but there cannot be any doubt that its function is the

excretion of mucus, although probably mucus is excreted

slso from the entire surface of the fish.

The scales, their structure, number, and arrangement,

constitute an important character for the determination of

Tic. 2-i.—CydoIJ 6tale from the lateral line of Lahrichthys laticlavius (raagn.).

fishes. la inost scaly fishes they are arranged in oblique

transverse series ; and, as the number of scales in the lateral

line generally corresponds to the number of transverse

Eeries, it is usual to count the scales in that line. To
ascertain the nnmber of longitudinal series of scales, the

Tie.. 23.—An-ancoirtent of scales In the Roach (leuciscus rutilm). i/=tntcral
line ; t r=: tranavcrse line : a, trauveisc line from lateral line to ventral tin.

Mules are counted in one of the transverse series, generally

Jn that running from the commencement of the dorsal fin,

or the middle of the back, to the late.ral line, and froin

the lateral line down to the vent or ventral fin, or the

middle of the abdomen-

V

Osteology.

In order readily to comprehend the following account
of the modifications of the skeleton in the various sub-
classes and groups of fishes, the student should acquaint

himself with the terms used for the numerous bones of the

fish skeleton, as well as with their relative position. For
this purpose we cortimence this section with an account of

ihe skeleton of the Teleostei, which is composed of the

greatest number of specialized bones, and is most readily

accessible. The skeleton of any of the more common kinds

of osseous fish may serve for this purpose ; that of the perch

was chosen by Cuvier, and is employed here (fig. 24), as it

was in the last edition of the present work.

In the Teleosteous fishes the spinous column consists of vertel

completely ossified amphiccclous vertebraj ; its termination

is homocercal—that is, the caudal fin appears to be more
or less symmetrical, the last vertebra occupying a central

position in the base of the fin, and being united to a

Hat fan-like bone, the hypural (70 in fig. 24), on the hind

margin of which the fin-rays are fixed. The hypural is but

a union of modified hoDinapophyses which are directed

backwards, and the actual tenuiuation of the notochord is

bent upwards, and lies along the upper edge of the

hypural, hidden below the last rudimentary neural

elements. In some Toleosteans, as the Salmonidce, the

List vertebrae are eonspicuously bent upwards : in fact,

strictly speaking, this homocercal condition is but one of

the various degrees of heterocercy, different from that of

many Ganoids in this respect only, that the caudal fin itself

has assumed a higher degree of symmetry.

The neural and haemal arches generally coalesce with

the centrum, but there are many exceptions, inasmuch as

some portion of the arches of a species, or all of them,

may show the original division.

V

Fio. 54.—Skeleton ot the Perth.

Tlio vertebra; arc generally united with one another by

zygnpopltyscs, and frequently similar additional articu-

lations exist at the lower parts of the centra. Parapo-

physcs and ribs are v^ry general, but the latter are inserted

on tlie centra and the base of the processes, and never on

tbeir cxtrcmitiea.

The spinal column consists of abdominal and caudal

Tertcbra;, the coalescence of the parapophy.scs into a com-

plete lucnial ring and the suspcntiion of tha anal Cu
generally forming a suiriciciitly well iiiarUcd boundary ho-

vcrtebrie. The centrum of the first vertebra or ntlas is very

short, with the apophyses scarcely indicated; neither the first

nof the second vertebra has ribs. All the other abdominal

vcrtebr;e, with the exception ol the last or the two hist, are

provided with ribs, many of which are bifid (72). A series

of flat spines (74), callod inlnncuials, to which the spines

and rays of the dorsal fins are iirticulaled, are supported by

the neural spines, tha strength of the ncurals and inter-

neurals corrssponding to th;it of the dermal spines (75).

The caudal vertebra; ililTcr fiom the abdominal in having;

twccn the aWiiiiiiii;il and caiidiil regions (fig. 24). Ih the i the htnmapophyr.cal elements converted into siiincs siniilii

iwrch there are twenty one abdominal and as many caud il ' to the ncurals, the anterior being likewise dcstiacd to sup-
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port a series of interhjemalB (79), to which the anal rays

are articulated.

fikulL There is a great amount of variation as regards the

degree in which the primordial cartilaginous cranium per-

sists ; it i» always more or less replaced by bone ; fre-

quently it disappears entirely, but in some fishes like the

Salmoiiidce or Esocid<e, the cartilage persists to the same or

even to a greater extent than we shall find in the Ganoidei

holostei. Besides the bones preformed in cartilage there are

a great number of membrane-bones, that is, bones originating

in membranous or tegunientary tissue. The different kinds

of these membrane-bones occur with greater or less con-

stancy throughout the subclass TeUosfei ;
they often

coalesce with and are no longer separable from the neigh-

bouring or underlying cartilage-bones.

1. Cartilage-Bones of the Primordial 5/.«M.—The basi-

occipital (5 in figs. 25-27) has retained the form of a

vertebral centrum ; it is generally concave behind, the

Fio. 25.—Skeleton of Perch's Skull.

concavity containing remains of the notochord. The ex-

occipitals (10) are situated on the side of the basioccipital,

and contribute the greater portion of the periphery of the

foramen magnum. The supraoccipital (8) is intercalated

between the exoccipitals, and forms a most prominent part

by its median crest, which sometimes extends far forward

on the upper side of the skull, and offers attachment to the

dorsal portion of the large lateral muscle of the trunk. A
transverse supraoccipital ridge, coming from each side of the

base of this crest, runs outward to the external angles of

the bone. When the interior portion of this bone remains

cartilaginous, some part of the semicircular canals may be

lodged in it.

The region of the skull which succeeds these bones en-

closes at least the greater portion of the Ubyrinth, and its

component parts have been named with reference to it by

some anatomists.* The alisphenoids (II) (jyi-oolicum) form

euiures posteriorly with the basi- and ex-occipitals, and
meet each other in the median line at the bottom of the

cerebral cavity ; they contribute to the formation of a

huU»w in which the hypophysis cerebri and the saccus

v;isculosus are received ; in conjunction with the exoccipital

they form another hollow for the reception of the vestibulum;

generally they are perforated by the trigeminal and facial

nerves. The paroccipitals (9) {epioticum) lodge a portion

of the posterior vertical semicircular canal, and form a pro-

jection of the skull on each side of the occipital crest, to

which a terminal branch of the scapular arch is attached.

The mastoid (12 -)- 13) (o/^u(/io(tVH?;i) occupies the postern-

external projection of the head ; it encloses a part of the

external semicircular canal, is generally united to a

membrane-bone, the superficial squamosal, which emits a

* As first proposed by Hnxley.

process for the suspension of the scapular arch, and ia

frequently, as in the perch, divided into two separate

bones.

The anterior portion of the skull varies greatly as regards

form, which is chiefly dependent on the extent of the cere-

Fig. 26.—Hyoid arch, branchial apparatus, and scapulary arch of ibe Perch.

bral cavity ; If the latter is advanced far forwards, the

lateral walls of the primordial cranium are protected by

more developed ossifications than ia the case if the

cerebral cavity is shortened by the presence of a wide and

deep orbit. In tl;e latter case parts which normally

form the side of the skull are situated in front of the

brain-case, between it and the orbit, and, being generally

reduced in extent, are often replaced by membranes \ the

interorbital septum especially may thus be reduced to a

membrane. The most constant ossifications of this part

of the skull are the orbitosphenoids (14), which join the

upper anterior margin of the alisphenoids ; superiorly

the olfactorj' and inferiorly the optic nerves pass between

them out of the cranium. They vary much with regard

to their development : they are small in Gadoids; larger in

the perch, pike, Salmonoids, Macrodon, and the Clupeoids;

and very large in Cyprinoids and Siluroids, in which

they contribute to the formation of the side of the brain-

case. The single Y-shaped sphenoideum anterius (15)

(ethmoid of Owen and basisphenoid of Husley) is as

frequently absent as present ; each lateral branch is con-

nected with an orbitosphenoid, whilst the lower branch

rests upon the long basal bone ; it forms the anterior mar-

gin of the fossa for the hypophysis. Finally, to this

group of cartilage-bones belongs also the postfrontal (4), a

small bone from which the infraorbital ring is suspended.

The centre of the foremost part of the skull is occupied

by the ethmoid (3), which shows great variations as regards

its extent and the degree of ossification ; it may extend

backwards into the interorbital septum, and reach the

orbitosphenoids, or it may be confined to the extremity of

the skull ; it may remain entirely cartilaginous, or it may
ossify into a lamina which separates the two orbits and

encloses an anterior prolongation of the brain-case, along

which the olfactory nerves pass,—^modifications occurring

again in higher vertebrates. A paired ossification attached

to the forepart of the ethmoid is the prefrontals (SJ), which

form the base of the nasal fossa.

2. Meiubraitc- Boxes attached to the Primordial Skull.—
To this group belong the parietals(7) and frontals(l). The

latter form ''-e upper margin of the orbits, and extend from

the nasal cavities to the occipital. They are enlarged at the

expense of the parietals, which are of much smaller extent

XII. — 8i
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than in higher vertebrate3, and are separated from each

other by the anterior prolongation of the supraoccipital.

The squamosal (12) has been mentioned above in connexion

with the mastoid. The prefrontal (2) and supraorbital

are always small, and the latter is frequently absent. The

lower surface of the skull is protected by the basisphenoid

(parasphenoid) (6), a very long and narrow bone extending

from the basloccipital beyond the brain-capsule to between

the orbits, where it forms the support of the interorbital

septum. Anteriorly it is connate with another long

hammer-shaped boae'(16), the vomer. Both these bones,

especially the latter, may be armed with teeth.

3. Cartilage-Bones of the Alivunlary Portion of the

Vitceral Skeleton of the Shull.—The suspensorium consists

of three cartilage-bones, and affords a base for the opercular

apparatus as well as a point of attachment to the hyoid,

whilst in front it is connected with the pterygopalatine

arch (fig. 27). These are the hyomandibular (23), sym-

Fio. 37.—Lower view of SkuU of Perch.

plectic (31), and quadrate (26) ; they are connected by

means of the metapterygoid (27) with the pterygoid (24)

and entopterygoid (25), the foremost bone of the arch

being the palatine (22). Of these bones the uppermost,

the epitympanic or hyomandibular (23), is articulated by

n double articulary head with the mastoid and posterior

frontal. Another articulary head is destined for the

opercular joint. The mesotympanic or symplectic (31)

appears as a styliform prolongation of the lower part of the

hyomandibular; it is cartilaginous in the young, hut almost

completely ossified in the adult. The position of this bone

is noteworthy, because, directly inwards from its cartila-

ginous junction with the hyomandibular, there is situated

the uppermost pioco of the hyoid arch, the stylohyal. The

next bone of the series is the prctympanic or metapterygoid

(27), a flat bono forming a bridge towards the pterygoid,

and not rarely absent in the subclass. Finally, the largo

triangular hypotympanic or quadrate (20) has a large

condyle for tho mandibular joint. The palatine arch

proper is formed by tlireo bones : tho entopterygoid (25)

is an oblong and thin bono attached to tho inner border of

the calatino and pterygoid, and increasing tho surfnro r.f

the bony roof of the mouth towards the median line ; it

constitutes also the floor of the orbit ; the pterygoid (or

oi transversum) (24) starts from the quadrate, and is joined

by suture to the palatine, which is toothed in the perch

and many other fishes, and reaches to the vomer and
anterior frontal. The piece of the mandible which

articulates with the quadrate is the articulary bone (35),

distinctly part of Meckel's cartilage ; it sends upwards a

coronoid process to which the masticatory muscles, as well

as a ligament from the maxillary, are attached ; it also

sends forwards a long-pointed process to be sheathed in s,

deep notch of the denlary piece. Frequently another por

tion of cartilage below the articulary remains persistent, or

is replaced by a separate membrane-bone, the angular.

4. Membrane-Bones of the Alimentary Portion of the

Visceral Skeleton of the Skull.—The suspensorium has one.

tegumentary bone attached to it, vie., the prsoperculum

(30) ; it is but rarely absent, as for instance in ilurcenophis;

as it is quite a superficial bone, and frequently armed with

spines (as in the perch), its form and configuration constitute

an important item in the description of many fishes. Tho
premasillary (17) and maxillary (18) of the Tdeostei appear

to be also membrane-bones, although they are clearly

analogous to the upper labial cartilages of the sharks. The
premaxLllaries sometimes coalesce into a single piece (as in

Diodon, ilormyrns), or they are firmly united with the

maxillaries (as in all Gymnodonts, Serrasalmo, kc). The
relative position and connexion of these two bones difler

much, and form a valuable character in the discrimination of

the various families. In some, the front margin of the jaw

is formed by the premaxillarypniy, the two bones having a

parallel position, as in the perch, in which case the maxillary

is constantly toothless; in, others, the premaxillary is

shortened, allowing the maxillary to enter, and to complete,

the margin of the upper jaw ; and finally, in many, no part

of the maxillary is situated behind the premaxillary, but

the entire bone is attached to the end of the premaxillary,

forming its continuation. In the last case the maxillary

may be quite abortive. The mobility of the upper jaw is

greatest in those fishes in which the premaxillary alone

forms its margin. The form of the premaxillary is subject

to great variation : the beak of Belone and Xiphias is

formed by the prolonged and coalesced premaxillaries.

The maxillary consists sometimes of one piece, sometimes

of two or three. The principal membrane-bone of the

mandible is the de'ntary (34), to which is added the

angular (36) and rarely a smaller one, the splenial or oa

opercnlarc, which is situated at tho inner side of the

articulary.

5. Cartilage-Bones of the Respiratory Portion, of the

Visceral Skeleton of the Skvtt.—With few exceptions all the

ossifications of the hyoid and branchial arches belong to

this group.

The hyoid arch is suspended by a slender styliform bone,

the stylohyal (29), from the hyomandibulars ; it consists

of three segments, the epihyal (37), the ceratohyal (38),

which is the longest and strongest piece, and the basihyal,

whic"h is formed by two juxtaposed pieces (39, 40). Be-

tween the latter there is a median styliform ossicle (41),

extending forwards into tho substance of tho tongue, called

the glossohyal or os linguale.

Tho branchial arches (figs. 2G and 28) are enclosed

within tho hyoid arch, with which they are closely con-

nected at the base. In the porch and in tho majority of

Telcosteans they are five in luimbor, of which four bear

gills, whilst tho fifth (56) remains dwarfed, and is beset with

teeth ; it is called the lower pharyngeal bono. Tho arches

adhere by their lower extremities to a chain of ossicles

(53, 54, 55), tho basibranchials, and, curving as thoy

ascend, nearly meet at tho base of tho cranium, to which they
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are attached by a layer of ligamentous and cellular tissue.

Each of the first three branchial arches consists of four

[jiecfs movably connected with one another. The lowest is

the bypobranchial (57'* the next, a much longer one, the

.#

Fio. 58.—Hyoid bone of the Pcidi.

ceratobranchial (58), and, above this, a slender and short

irregularly-shaped epibranchial. In the fourth arch the

bypobranchial is absent. The uppermost of these segments,

especially of the fourth arch, are dilated, and more or less

confluent ; they are beset with fine teeth, and generally

distinguished as the upper pharyngeal bones. Only the

ceratobranchial is represented in the fifth arch or lower

pharyngeal. On their outer convex side the branchial

segments are grooved for the reception of large blood-

vessels and nerves ; on the inner side they support horny

processes, called the gill-rakers, which do not form part of

the skeleton.

6. Membrane- Bones of the Respiratory Portion of the

Visceral Skeleton of the Skvll.—These include the oper-

cular pieces, viz., the operculum (28), suboperculum (32),

and interoperculum (33). The last of these is the least

constant ; it may be entirely absent, and represented by a

ligament extending from the mandible to the hyoid. The
operculum is the principal piece, situated behind, and
movably united with, the vertical limb of the proeoperculum.

There is an articulary cavity at its upper anterior angle for

its junction with the hyomandibular. The interoperculum

is connected by ligament with the angular piece of the

mandible, and is also attached to the outer face of the

hyoid, 80 that the gill-covers cannot open or shut without

the hyoid apparatus executing a corresponding movement.
The remaining membrane-bones are the urohyal (42),a single

bone, which is connected by ligament with the anterior

extremity of the humeral arch, and separates the musculi
sternohyoidci, serving as an increased surface for their

insertion ; and, finally, the branch iostegals (13), which vary

greatly in number, but are always fixed to the ceratohyals

and epihya's by ligaments ; »he branchiostegal membrane
is extended between them.

7. Dermal Bone$ of the Skull.—To this category aia

referred some bones which are ossifications of, and belong
to, the cutis. They ar,e the turbinals (20), the sulinrbitula i

(19), and the snpratemporals. They vary much with

regard to the degree in which they are developed, and are

seldom entirely absent. Nearly always they, are wholly oi

partly transformed into tubes or hollows, in which the

muciferous canals with their numerous nerves are lodged.

Those in the temporal and scapulary regions are not always

developed ; on the other hand, the serieS of those ossicles

may be continued on to the trunk, accompanying the lateral

line. The foremost suborbital is termed the praeorbital.

The pectoral arch or shoulder-girdle of the Teleosteous Pectoral

fishes exhibits but a remnant of a primordial cartilage,
'"''''

which is replaced by two ossifications,^ the caracoid (51)

and scapula (52) ;
posteriorly they offer attachment to two

series of short rods (53), of which the proximal are nearly

always ossified, whilst the distal frequently remain small

cartilaginous nodules hidden in the base of the pectoral

rays ; they have been termed carpals and metacarpals.

The bones by which this portion is connected with th,

skull are membrane-bones, viz., the clavicle (48), with the

postclavicle (49 -I- 50), the supraclavicle (47), and tha

post-temporal (46). By this last bone the shoulder-girdle

is suspended from the skull ; it is attached, in the perch,

by a triple prong to the occipital and mastoid bones. Th^
clavicle completes the arch below by the symphysis or

natural connexion of the bones of each side. Many Tele<

osteons fishes lack pectoral fins, and in them the pectoral

arch is frequently more or less reduced or rudimentary, af

in many species of Mur<enidce. In others the membrane-

bones are exceedingly strong, contributing to the outer

protective armour of the fish, and then the clavicles are

generally suturally connected in the median line. Th.

postclavicula and the supraclavicula may be absent. It is

only exceptionally that the shoulder-girdle is not suspended

from the skull, but from the anterior portion of the spinous

column {5t/miranchid(e, Murasnidce, Notacanthida:). The
number of elements in each of the two series of basalia

never exceeds five, but may be emaller; and t.he distal

series is absent in Siluroids.

The pubic bones (80) of the Teleosteous fishes undergo Pubio

many modifications of form in the various families, but
°

they are essentially of the same simple type as in the

perch, viz., a pair of flat or styliform simple bones, to

which the ventral fins are articulated.

The bones of the sknll of the fish have received so many
different interpretations that no two accounts agree in

their nomenclature, so that their study is a matter of con-

siderable diSiculty. The table of synonyms given on p.

644 will tend to overcome difScuUies arising from this

cause ; it contains the terms used for the different bones

of the skeleton by Cuvier, those introduced by Owen, and

finally the nomenclature of St.anuius, Huxley, and Parker.

Those adopted here are printed in italics. The numbers

in the table are those used in the preceding pages and in

figs. 24-28.

Modifications of the Skeleton.

We now proceed to pass briefly in review' the modifi-

cations of the skeleton in the principal types of fishes,

commencing at the lowest, and pointing out its gradual

development in the other three subclasses

bones.

Fio 29

—

Branchiostoma lanuolatum, a, iiiotitli; e, rent; i, abdomiDal poras.

The lowermost subclass of fishes, which comprises one

form only, the Lancelet {Branchiostoma [s. Amphioxus']

lanceolatum), possesses the skeleton of the most primitive

* Parker's nomenclature is adopted hci-e.
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Table of Nomenclature used by Cumer, Owm, Stannivs, Ruxicij, dkc, to indicate the Bones in the Skeleton ofa Fish.
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type. The vertebral column is represented by a simple

chorda dorsalis or notochord only, which extends from one

extremity of the fish to the other, and, so far from being

expanded into a cranial cavity, is pointed at its anterior

end as well as at its posterior. It is enveloped in a simple

membrane like the spinal cord and the abdominal organs,

Flu. «v*—Aaterlor end of body of Branchiostoma (magn.). rf, chorda dorsalis ; e,

spinal cord : /, cartilaginous rods ; g, eye ; h, branchial rods ; i, labial carH-
Iftgo; t, oral cirrhi.

and there is no trace of vertebral segments or ribs ; a

series of short cartilaginous rods, however, above the spine

evidently represent apophyses. A maxillary or hyoid

apparatus, or elements representing limbs, are entirely

absent.

The skeleton of the Cyclosiomata (or Marsipohranchii)

(lampreys and sea-hags) shows a considerable advance of

development. It consists of a notochord, the anterior

pointed end of which is wedged into the base of a

cranial capsule, partly membranous, partly cartilagin-

ous. This skull, therefore, is not movable upon the

6pinal column. No vertebral segmentation can be

distance along the lower side of the spinal column, and a.

lateral, which is ramified into a skeleton supporting the

branchial apparatus. A stylobyal process and a suboculai

arch with a palato-pterygoid portion may be distinguished

The roof of the cranial capsule is membranous in Myxiue
and in the larvaj of Petroviyzon, but more or less cartilagin

ous in the adult Pdromyzon and iu Bddlostoma. A car-

tilaginous capsule on each side of the hinder part of the

skull contains the auditory organ, whilst the olfactory

capsule occupies the anterior upper part of the roof. A
broad cartilaginous lamina, starting from the cranium and
overlying part of the snout, has been determined as repre-

senting the ethmo-vomerine elements, whilst the oral organs

are supported by large, very peculiar cartilages (labials),

greatly dift'ering in general configuration and arrangement

ill the various Cyclostomes. There are three in the sea-

lamprey, of which the middle one is joined to the palate

by an intermediate smaller one ; the foremost is ring-like,

tooth-bearing, emitting on each side a styliform process.

The lingual cartilage is large in all Cyclostomes. There

is no trace of ribs or limbs.

The Chondropterygians exhibit a most extraordinary

diversity in the development of their •vertebral column ;

almost every degree of ossification, from a notochord

without a trace of annular structure to a series of com-

pletely ossified vertebra;, being found in this order. The
sharks in which the notochord is persistent are the

llolocephali (if they be reckoned as belonging to this order)

and the genera Notidanits and Echinorldnus. In the other

sharks the segmentation is complete, each

vertebra having a deep conical excavation

in front and behind, with a central canal

through which the notochord is continued

;

but the degree in which the primitive car-

tilage Is replaced by concentric or radiating

lamella of bone varies greatly in the various

genera, and according to the age of the

individuals. In the rays all the vertebras

are completely ossified, and the anterior

ones confluent into one continuous mass.

In the majority of Chondropterygians the

extremity of tho vertebral column shows
a decidedly heterocercal condition, and only

a few, \\\.QSqua(itia and some rays, possess

a diphycercal tail.

The advance in the development of

the skeleton iii Chondropterygians beyond
tho primitive condition of the previous

subclasses manifests itself further by tho

presence of neural and ha;mal elements,

extending to the foremost p^^rt of the axial

column ; but of these the ha;mal form a
closed arch in the caudal region only, whilst

on the trunk they appear simply as a lateral

longitudinal ridge. The neural and haemal

apophyses are either merely attached to tho

axis, as in Chondropterygians with persis-

tent notochord (the rays and some sharks)

;

or their basal portions penetrate like wedges
into the substance of the centrum, so that,

in a transverse section, in consequence (f

the diflcronce in their texture, they appear
rto. 81.—Ulipcr (.1) and sido {,B) vlon'S, and vcrllcal section (O, of the skull of Pcliomyz6n martnus. \n tlio fnrni nf in X ^fir>Q .'?''_'?1\ Thn in

a. notochord; 6. basis cvonll; c. Inferior, and </, Uleral process of basis; r, auditory cnpsulc;/, sub-"'
''"'' '""," " an A (n^S. Ow 0-i). inoin-

ocular orch ;
ij. stj-ioliyal process; h. olfactory capsule; (. elhmo-vomcilne plate; k. palato-pten'coid tCrspaCCS bctWCen the nCUrapOphvseS of tho

(nrtion of suljocular arch; (. m, ti, accessory labial or roilral cartilaBcs, with o, oppfiidace: p. llnsuul ,,„,.tri1,_„ nra r^» RlUrl k,. <;K..n.,o mn.nV,..»„„
cartilage : q. neural arches; r, branchial skeleton; s, blind termination of the nasal duct between tho ^61 tl^jniO are POt llUca by llbroUS membrane.
notochord and (csopliagus.

observed in the notochord, but neural arches are repre-

sented by a series of cartilages on each side of tho spinal

chord. In Petromy:on (fig. 31) the basis cranii emits two
prolongations on each side, an inferior, extending for .some

as in other fishes, but by separate cartilage:*

(laminDe or cartilagines intercrurales), to w-hich frequently

a series of terminal pieces is superadded, which must be
regarded as the first appearance of the interneural spines

of the Telcostei and many Ganoids. Similar terminal pieces
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are Eoinetimes observed on the hoBmal arches. Ribs are

either absent or but imperfectly represented (Carcharias).

The substance of the skull of the Chondropterygians

is cartilage, interrupted especially on its upper surface

^y more or less extensive fibro-membranous fontanelles.

Superficially it is covered by a more or less thick shagreen-

Fig. 32. Fig. 33. Fig. 34.

VlG< 32, 33, 34.—Lateral view, Iongitudin:il sectinn. and transverse section of
caudal veitcbra of Backing Stiaik iSelache inajcima). (After HdSse.) a, cen-
tnjm; b, neurapophysls; c, inlercrural cartilage; d, hsemapophysis; fi. spinaj

canal: /, interveitebral cavity; g, central caual for persisteiit portion of
otochord ; h, hscmal c^ntUs for blooU-vesaels.

like osseous deposit. The articulation with the vertebral

column is effected by a pair of lateral condyles. In the

sharks, besides, a central conical excavation corresponds

to that of the centrum of the foremost vertebral segment,

whilst in the rays this central excavation of the skull

receives a condyle of the axis of the spinous column.

The cranium itself is a continuous undivided cartilage,

in which the limits of the orbit are well marked by an

anterior and posterior protuberance. The ethmoidal region

sends horizontal plates over the nasal sacs, the apertures

of which retain their embryonic situation upon the under

surface of the skull. In tbe majority of Chondropterygians

these plates are produced conically, forming the base of

the soft projecting snout; and in some forms, especially

in the long-snouted rays and the saw-fishes (Pristis), this

prolongation appears in the form of three or more tubi-

form rods. As separate cartilages there are appended to

the skull a suspensorium, a palatine, a mandible, a hyoid,

and rudimentary maxillary elements. The suspensorium

is movably attached to the side of the skull. It generally

consists of one piece only, but in some rays of two. In

the rays it is articulated to the mandible only, their hyoid

posses.sing a distinct point of attachment to the skull. In

the sharks the hyoid is suspended from the lower end

of the suspensorium together with the mandible. What
i'' generally called the upper jaw of a shark is, as Cuvicr

has already stated, not the maxillary, but the palatine.

It consists of two simple lateral halves, each of which arti-

culates with the corresponding half of the lower jaw, whicli

is formed by the simple representative of Meckel's cartilage.

Some cartilages of various sizes aro generally dovelojied

on each side of the palatine, and one on each side of tlio

mandible. Tliey are called labial cartilages, and seem to

represent maxillary dements. The hyoid consists geccrally

of a pair of long and strong lateral pieces, and a single

mesial piece. From the former, cartilaginous filaments

(rtpresenting branchiostegals) pass directly outwards,

liranchial arches, varying in number, and similar to tlie

liyoid, succeed it. They are suspended from the side of

the foremost part of tho spinous column, and, like the

hyoid, bear a number of filaments.

The vertical fins aro supported by interneural and inter-

lixmal cartilages, each of which consists of two or more
jiicccs; to theso fins tho fin-rays aro attached without

orticultttion. The scapular arch of the sliarks is formed

by a single coracoid cartilage bent, from the dorsal region

downwards and forwards. In sonio genera {Sryllium,

Squatina) a small separate scapular cartilage is attached

to the dorsal extremities of the coracoid ; but in none of

the Elasraobranchs is the scapular arch suspended from
the skull or vertebral column ; it is merely sunk and
fixed in the substance of the muscles. Behind, at the

point of its greatest curvature, three carpal cartilages are

joined to the coracoid, which Gegenbaur has distinguished

as propterygium, mesopterygium, and metapterygium, the

first occupying the front, the last the hind margin of

the fin. Several more or less regular transverse series of

styliform cartilages follow. They represent the phalanges,

to which tho horny filaments which are imbedded in the

skin of the fin are attached. In the rays, with the excep-

tion of torpedo, the scapular arch is intimately connected

with the confluent anterior portion of the vertebral columa
The anterior and posterior carpal cartdages arc followed by
a series of similar pieces, which extend like an arch for.

wards to the rostral portion of tho skull, and backwards

to the pubic region. Extremely numerous phalangeal

elements, longest in the middle, are supported by the

carpals, and form the skeleton of the lateral expansion

of the so-called disk of the ray's body, which thus, in

fact, is nothing but the enormously enlarged pectoral fin.

The pubic is represented by a single median transvei-se

cartilage, with which a tarsal cartilage articulates. The
latter supports the fin-rays. To the end of this cartilage is

also attached, in the male Chondropterygians, a peculiar

accessory generative organ or clasper.

The Hi '.ocephali differ Jrom the other Chondropterygians

in several important points of the structure of their skeleton,

and unmistakably approach certain Ganoids. That their

spinal column is persistently notochordal has been men-

tioned already. Their palatal apparatus, with the suspen-

sorium, coalesces with the skidl, the mandible articulating

with a short apophysis of the cranial cartilage (autostyUc

.skull). The mandible is simple, without anterior symphysis.

The spine with which the dorsal fin is armed articulates

with a neural apophysis, and is not immovably attached

to it, as in tho sharks. The pubic consists of two lateral

halves, with a short, rounded tarsal cartilage.

The skeleton of the Ganoid fishes presents extreme varia-

tions with regard to the degree in which ossifications replace

the primordial cartilage. Whilst some exhibit scarcely any

advance beyond the Plagiostomes with persistent cartilage,

others, as regards the development and specialization of the

several parts of their osseous framework, approach, the

Teleosteans so closely that their Ganoid nature can be

demonstrated by, or inferred from, otlier considerations

only. All Ganoids possess a separate gill-cover.

The diversity in the development of the Ganoid skeleton

is well exemplified by the few representatives of tho order

in the existing fish fauna. Lowest in tlie scale in this

respect are those with a persistent notochqid, and an

autosiylic skull, that is, a skull without separate suspen-

sorium—the fishes constituting the suborder Dipnoi, of

which the existing representatives are Lcpidosireit, Proto-

ptcrus,t).\\A Ct')'(i^rfK>«,and the extinct (so far as demonstrated

at present) DipUrus, Chirodus (and Pliaua-opleuron T). In

these fishes tlio notochord is persistent, passing uninter-

ruptedly into the cartilaginous base of tho skull. Some
Dipnoi arc diphy-, others hctero-ccrcal. Neural and hiemal

elements and ribs aro well developed.

The primordial crauium of the Dipnoi is cartilaginous,

but with more or less extensive ossifications in its occipital,

basal, or lateral portions, and with largo tcgumcntary

bones, which, from this suborder upwards in tho series, will

bo found to exist throughout the remaining forrnscf fishes.

A strong process descends from the cranial cartilage, and

olTers by means of a double condyle (fig. 35, ,?) attachment to

corrosnonding articulary surfaces of tho lower jaw. ^laxil-
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lary and intermaxillary elements are not developed, but are

perhaps represented in Ceratodns by some inconstant rudi-

mentary labial cartilages situated behind the posterior nasal

opening. Facial cartilages and an infraorbital ring are de-

veloped, at least in Ceratodus. The presence of a pair of

small teeth in front indicates the vomerine portion (v) which

remains cartilage, whilst the posterior pair of teeth are im-

planted in a pterygo-

palatine ossification (/),

which sometimes is

paired, sometimes con-

tinuous. The base of

the skull is constantly

covered by a large basal

ossihcation (o). Tho
hyoid is well developed,

sometimes reduced to

a pair of ceratohyals,

sometimes with a basi-

hyal and glossohyal.

The skeleton of tho

branchial apparatus ap-

proaches the Telensteous

type, less so in Lqndo-
tiren than in Ceratodus, ?'<= as—P^Jwai view of skuii of Cemiodus.

in which five branchial arches are developed, but with the

("ateral and mesial pieces reduced in number. A large oper-

culum, and a smaller sub- or inter-operculum are present.

The acapular arch consists of a single median transverse

cartilage, and a pair of lateral cartilages which bear the

articular condyle for the pectoral

timb. The latter cartilages form
the base of a large membrane-bone,
and the whole arch is suspended
from tho skull by meansof an osseous

supraclavicle. The fore-liinb of tho

Dipnoi (fig. 36) greatly differs ex-

ternally from the pectoral fin of other

Ganoid fishes. It is covered with

small scales alon^ the middle, from
the root to its extremity, and sur-

rounded by a rayed fringe similar

to the vertical fin (crossopterygian

type of fin). A muscle split into

numerous fascicles extends all the

length of the fin, which is flexible

in every part and in every direction.

The cartilaginous framework sup-

porting it is joined to the scapular

arch by an oblong cartilage, followed

by a broad basal cartilage (a), gene-

rally single, but sometimes showing
traces of a triple division. Along
the middle of the fin runs a jointed

axis (/>), the joints gradually be-

coming smaller and thinner towards
the extremity ; each joint bears on
each side a three-, two-, or one-

jointed branch (c, d). This axial

arrangement of the pectoral skeleton,

which evidently represents one of

its first and lowest conditions, has
been termed the archipteri/giam by
Gegenbaur. It is found in Ceratodus and other genera,

but ia Lepidosireii the jointed axis only has been preserved,

while rudimentary rays are added in Protopterns.

The pubic consists of a single flattened subquadrangular
cartilage, produced into a long single anterior process.

Posteriorly it terminates on each side in a condyle, to

which tho basal cartilage of the ventral paddle is joini-d.

FlO. 3f!.—Fore-Mmb o,

Cti'atiKtiii,

The endoskeleton of the paddlo Is almost identical with thai

of the pectoral.

The Ganoid fishes with persistent notocliord, but with ?

hyostylic skull (that is, a skull with a separate siis-

pensorium), consist of the suborder Chondrostei, of which

the existing representatives ore the sturgeons (Acipenser,

Sciiphirhijuchiis, Futyodoii), and the extinct tlia Chon-

dro!,leida;, FaUeoniscida; and (according to Traquair) Flat}/-

somidoe.

Their spinal column does not dilTcr essentially from that

of the Dipnoi. ,Segmentation is represented only so far as

the neural and haemal elements are concerned. All are

eminently heterocercal. Ribs are present in most, but

are replaced by ligaments in Polyodon.

The primordial cranium of the sturgeons consists of per-

sistent cartilage witliout ossifications in its substance, but

superficial bones are still more developed and specialized

than in the Dipnoi ; so it is, at least, in the true sturgeons,

but less so in Polyodon (fig. 3-7). The upper and lateral

Fio. 37 Shnll of /"o/yorfon. (After Triiqumr.) n. nnsal cnvliy, i«. squamMiLj
77>A. hvomaiidibular ; jw. symplpctic; ;.u. palflto-pleiyjioitl; m. Meckt-lian carii-

lat'*; "".r.maxillHiy ; rf.dcniury; /i.Iiyoid; c;). cpei cullini ; ir. brancliinstegall

i.ct, supraclavicular ;
p.cl, poslclaviculur; d, ila\icle ; ixl, Infiaclavicular.

parts of the skull are covered by well-developed membrane-

bones. Tho lower surface of the skull is covered by an ex-

tremely large basal bone, which extends from the vomerine

region on to the anterior part of the spinal column. The
nasal excavation in the skull is rather lateral than inferior.

The ethmoidal region is generally much produced, forming

tlio base of the long projecting snout. The suspensorium is

movably attached to the side ef the skull, and consists of

two pieces, a hyomandibular and a symplectic, which now
appears for the first time as a separate piece, and to which

the hyoid is attached. Tho palato-maxillary apparatus is

more complex than in tho sharks and Dipnoi ; a palato-

pterygoid consists of two mesially-connected rami in

Polyodon, and of a complex cartilaginous disk in Acipenser,

being articulated in both to tho Mcckelian cartilage. In

addition, the sturgeons possess one or two pairs of osseous

rods, which, in Polyodon at least, represent the maxillary,

and therefore must bo tho representatives of the labial car-

tilages of the sharks. The Jleckelian cartilage is more

or less covered by tegumentary bones. In the gill-cover,

besides the operculum, a sub- and inter-operculum may be

distinguished in Acipenscr. The hyoid consists of three

pieces, of which the posterior bears a broad branchiostegal

in Polyodon.

In the scapulary arch the primordial cartilaginous

elements scarcely differ from tho.so of tho Dipnoi. Tho
membrane-bones are much expanded, and sliow a continu-

ous series suspended from the skull. Their division in the

median ventral line is cotnplete. The pector.il is supported

by a cartilaginous framework (fig. 38) similar to that of

Ceratodns, but much more shortened and reduced in it?

periphery, the branches being absent altogether on one

side of the axis. This modification of tho fin is analogous

to the heterocercal condition of the end of tho spinous

coliftnn. To the inner corner of a basal cartilago (a) a

short axis (6) is joined, which on its outer side bears a
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few branches (rf) only, the' remaining branches (c) being

fixed to the basal cartilage. The dermal fiu-rays are

opposed to the extremities of the

branches, as in the Dipnoi.

The pubic consists of a paired

cartilage, to which tarsal pieces

supporting the fin-rays are attached.

The other existing Ganoid fishes

have the spinous column entirely or

almost entirely ossified ; these have

beetf comprised under the common
name Holoslei. They form, however,

three very distinct types ; several

attempts have been made to co-

ordinate with them the fossil forms,

but thi« task is beset with extreme

difiiculties, of which no satisfactory

solution has as yet been advanced.

The Pobjpteroidei have their

spinous column formed by distinct

osseous amphiccclous vertebrs, that p^^ ss.-Fore-iimb of

is, vertebrae- with concave anterior Acipenser.

and posterior surfaces. It is nearly diphycercal. The

neural arches, though ossified, do not coalesce with the

Pma

Fin. 35.—Skull o( Potypiem. (Alter Tiaqunlr.) I. Upper nipcct of Iho primor-

dial omnium, with tho mcmbrniip-boncs removed, II. Lower aspect of tho

same. in. Side view, with tho incinbronc-boncs. IV, Lower aspect of tho skull,

part of tho tjonos tjclnc icmovcd on one side. The parts ahatlcd with obllquo

linn arc cartlluco of the prhnordliil skull. An, noRlilnr; do, antcorbitiil; At\

.irlliulary; li. baiial; D, dentnryi E, cthmoldt F, fiontal; Ma, mastoid; Mp,
m.'tjptei-ycoid : Mr, maxillary; JV, nasal; 0, opeicilliim ; Oc, occipital; I'a,

parietal; /'/.palatine; PiiiT, piremnxlllary ; po, poslorbltal ; Pi'/, prefrontal;

/'t. post-tcniporals ; I*'/, postfrontal ; /*/r, ptei'ygold ; Q, fjuadrate ; S, suspense-

ilnni ; S.j, subfperculum ; Sp, sphcntld ; Spl, splcnial ; St, aupratcmporals ; T,

tyniyaDic lanilim ; Tu, turbinal ; v, vomer; x x, small ossicles ; x' x', spiraculars.

centrum, and form one canal only for the niyolon. Tliere

arc uo iutormci.liate clfim^nt.s between the neural .st.ines.

Interneurals are developed, but are simple, articulating

with the dermoneurals. The abdomipal vertebrae have

parapophyses developed with epipleural spines. Only

the caudal vertebrae have haemal spines, which, like the

interhaemals, agree in every essential respect with the

opposite neurals. Ribs are inserted, not on the para-

pophyses, but on the centra, immediately below the para-

pophyses.

The skull of Polyplerus (fig. 39) shows a great advance

towards the Teleosteous type, the number of separable

bones being greatly increased. They are arranged much in

the same fashion as in Teleostd, but a great portion of

the primordial cranium remains cartilaginous. The m?m-
brane-bones which cover the upper and lower surfaces of

the brain-case are so much developed as to cause the under-

lying cartilage to disappear, so that a large vacuity or

fontaneUe exists in the substance of the upper as well as

of the lower cartilaginous wall. Of ossifications belonging

to the primordial skull must be noticed the single occipital

with a mastoid on each side. They are separated by

persistent cartilage from the sphenoids and postfrontals

;

the former, which are the largest ossification of the prim-

ordial cranium, enclose the anterior half of the brain cavity.

Finally, the nasal portion contains a median ethmoid and

a pair of priefrontal bones. Only a very small portion

of the bones described are visible externally, nearly the

whole of the primordial cranium being covered by the

membrane-bones. Of these are seen on the upper surface

a pair of parietals, frontals, " nasals," and turbinals ; on

the lower surface a largo cross-shaped basal, anteriorly

bordered on each side by a pterygoid, parallel to a palatine

which forms a suture with the double vomer. The
suspensorium has in front a metapterygoid and quadrate

bone, and .an operculum and suboperculum are attached

to it behind. Prajmasillaries and maxillaries are now
full^' developed, but immovably attached to the skull.

The lower jaw is ossified, and consists of an articulary,

angular, dentary, and splenial. Of labial cartilages a rudi-

ment at the angle of the mouth has remained persistent.

The side of the skull, in front of the operculum, is

covered by a large irregularly-shaped bono(r) (correspond-

ing to the " tympanic lamina" of Ceratodus, fig. 35,5),

held by some to be the pr«operculum ; along its upper

circumference lies a series of small ossicles, of which two

may be distinguished as spiraculars, as they form a valve

for the protection of the spiracular orifice of these fishes.

An infraorbital ring is represented by a praeorbital and post-

orbital only.

Each hyoid consists of throe pieces, none of which beai

branchiostegals, tho single median piece being osseous in

front and cartilaginous behind. Four branchial arches are

developed, the foremost consisting of three, tho second and

third of two, and tho last of a single piece, There is no

lower pharyngeal. Between the rami of the lower jaw tho

throat is protected by a pair of large osseous lanunte (gular

plate.s), which have been considered to represent the

urohyj of osseous fishes. The scapulary arch is almost

entirely formed by tho well-developed membrane-bon»s,

which in the ventral lino aro siiturally united. The

pectoral fin is supported by three bones, pro-, meso-, and

meta-pterygium, of which tho dilated middle one alone

boars rays, and is excluded from tho articulation with the

shoiddcr-girdlo.

Tho pubic consists of a paired bone, to which tarsal bones

supporting tho fin-rays aro attached.

In tlio Lepuhsleoidei tho vertebra; are completely ossified

and opisthoctelous, having a convexity in front and a con-

cavity behind, as in somo amphibians. Though the end

of tho body externally appears nearly diphycercal, the

termination of the vertebral column is, in fact, distinctly
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"heterocercal. The caudal' fin is suspended from faxma-

pophysea only, and does not extend to the neural side

of the vertebral column. Tiie neural arches coalesce with

the centram ; the interneurals are simple. The abdominal

vertebra have parapopliyses, to which the ribs are attached.

Only the caudal vertebrae have hasmal spines.

In the skull of Lepidosleus the cartilage of the eu;lo-

cranium is still more replaced by ossifications than in Ptli/-

plerus, those ossifications, moreover, being represented by a

greater number of discrete bones. The membrane-bones

in particular are greatly multiplied : the occipital, for

instance, consists of three pieces; the vomer is double, 'as

in Polypteriis ; the maxillary consists of a series of pieces

firmly united by suture. The symplectic reaches the lower

jaw, so that thearticulary is provided with a double joint.viz.,

for the symplectic and quadrate ; the component parts of the

lower jaw are as numerous as in reptiles, a dentary, splenial,

articulary, angular, supra-angular, and coronary being dis-

tinct. The sides of the head are covered with numerous

bones, and a praeoperculum is developed in front of the

gill-cover, which, again, consists of an operculum and sub-

•oijerculum.

Each hyoid consists of three pieces, of which the middle

is the longest, the upper bearing the largest of the three

iiranchiostegals which Lepidosleus possesses ; a long and

Urge glossohyal is intercalated between the lower ends of

the hyoids. There are five branchial arches, the hindmost

of which is modified into a lower pharyngeal ; upper

pharyngeals are likewise present as in the majority of

Teleosteous fishes, but there is no gular plate.

Of the scapulary arch the two halves are separated by a

suture in the median line ; the membrane-bones are well

developed, only a remnant of the primordial cartilage

remaining; the supraclavicle is very similar to that of

Teleosteous fishes, and in a less degree the post-temporal.

The base to w-hich the limb is attached is a single os.seous

plate, supporting on its posterior margin semi-ossified rods

in small number, which bear the pectoral rays. The

pubic consists of a paired bone. The elements representing

a tarsus are quite rudimentary, and reduced in number
(two or three).

The vertebral column of the A mioidci shows unmistakable

characters of the Palaeichthyic type. The arrangement of

its component parts is extremely simple. The centra- of

the amphicoelous verCebrie are well ossified, but the neural

and hKmal arches do not coalesce with the centra, from

which tliey are separated by a thin layer of cartilage.

All the vertebrae do not possess apophyses : in the caudal

portion of Amia only every alternate vertebra is provided

with them. The heterocercal Condition of the spinous column

is well marked ; as in the other Ilolostei, the hindmost

vertebra; are turned upwards, become gradually smaller in

size, and lose their oeural arches, the htemals remaining

developed to the end. Finally, the column terminates

in a thin cartilaginous band, which is received between

the lateral halves of the fifth or sixth upper caudal ray.

The interneurals and interha;raals are simple. Only the

abdominal vertebrce have parapophyses, with which the

ribs are articulated.

The configuration of the skull, and the development and

arrangement of its component jiarts, approach so much
the Teleostean type, that perhaps there are greater dif-

ferences in skulls of truly Teleostean fishes than between

the skulls of Amia and of many Physoslomi. Exter-

nally the tranium is tntirely ossified ; the remains of the

cartilaginous primordial cranium can only be seen in a

section, and are of much less extent than in many Physo-

stomous fishes. The immovable intermaxillary, the double

vomer, the double articulary cavity of the mandible fur

junction with the quadrate and .symplectic bones, remind

us still of similar conditions in the skull of LcpUosleus ;
but

the mobility and formation of th» maxillary, the arrange-

ment of the gill-covers, the development of a prfeoperculum,

the suspcnsorium, the palate, the insertion of a number of

branchiostegals on the long middle hyoid piece, the com-

position of the branchial framework (with upper and lower

pharyngeals), are as in the Teleosteous type. A gular plate

replaces the urohyal.

The scapular arch is composed entirely of the membrane-
bones found in the 2'deostei, and the two sides are loosely

united by ligament. The base to which the limb is attached

is cartilaginous ; short semi-ossified rods are arranged along

its hinder margin, and bear the pectoral rays.

Myology.

In the lowest vertebrate, Branchiustoma, the whole of

the muscular mass is arranged in a longitudinal band

running along each side of the body ; it is vertically divided

into a number of flakes or segments (myocommas) by apo-

neurotic sepia, which serve as the surfaces of insertion to

the muscular fibres. 'But this muscular band has no con-

nexion with the notochord except in its foremost portion,

where some relation has been formed to the visceral skeleton.

A very thin muscular layer covers the abdomen. In the

Cyclostomes also the greater portion of the muscular

system is without direct relation to the skeleton, and, again,

it is only on the skull and visceral skeleton that distinct

muscles have been difl'erentiated for special functions.

To the development of the skeleton in the more highly

organized fishes corresponds a similar development of the

muscles : the maxillary and branchial apparatus, the

pectoral and ventral fins, the vertical fins and especially

the caudal, possess a separate system of muscles. But

the most noteworthy is the nmscle covering the sides of

the trunk and tail (already noticed in Bianchiostoma),

which Cuvier described as the "great lateral muscle,"

and which, in the higher fishes, is a compound of many
smaller segments (myocommas), corresponding in number

with the vertebra;. Each lateral muscle is divided by

a median longitudinal groove into a dorsal and ventral

half ; the depression in its middle is filled by an embryonal

muscular substance which contains a large quantity of fat

and numerous blood-vessels, and therefore diti'ers from ordi-

nary muscle by its softer consistency, and by its colour,

which is reddish or greyish. Superficially the lateral muscle

appears crossed by a number of white parallel tendinous

zigzag stripes, forming generally three angles, of which

the upper and lower point backwards, the middle cue for-

wards. These are the outer edges of the aponeurotic septa

between the myocommas. Each septum is attached tn

the middle and to the apophyses of a vertebra, and, in

the abdominal region, to its rib ; frequently the septa

receive additional support by the existence of epipleural

spines.

In connexion with the muscles reference has to be

made to the electric organs with which certain fishes aro

provided. That these have been developed out of

muscular substance is more than probable, not only from

the e.-amination of peculiar muscular orgails (the function

pf which is still conjectural) occurring in the rays, and

in MoTtnyrus and Gymnarchvs, but especially from the re-

searches into the development of the electric organ of

Torpedo. The fishes possessing fully developed electric

organs, with the power of accumulating electric force and

communicating it in the form of shocks to other animals,

are the electric rays (Torpedinida), the- electric sheath-fish

of tropical Africa (Malaptervrus), and the electric ccl of

tropical America (Gymnotus). The structure and arrange-

ment of the tlectrrc organ are very diHcrcnt in these

fishes.

xn. — 82
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In Torpedo the electric organs are large, flat, ' uniform bodies,

lying one on each side of the head, bounded behind by the scapular

arch, and laterally by the anterior crescent-shaped tips of the pectoral

fins. They consist of an assemblage of vertical hexagonal prisms,

whose ends are in contact with the integuments above and below
;

and each prism is subdivided by delicate transverse septa, forming

cells filled with a clear, trembling, jelly-Uke fluid, and lined within

by an epithelium of nucleated corpuscles. Between this epithelium

and the transverse septa and walls of the prism there is. a layer of

tissue on which the terminations of the nerves and vessels ramify.

Hunter counted four hundred and seventy prisms in each battery

of Tmyedo marmorata, and demonstrated the enormous supply of

nervous matter which they receive. Each organ receives one

branch of the trioominal nerve and four branches of the vagus, the

former, and the three anterior branches of the latter, being each as

thick as the spinal chord (electric lobes).

In Malapterurus the electric organ extends over the whole body,

but is thickest on the abdomen ; it lies between two aponeurotic

membranes below the skin, and consists of rhomboidal cells which
contain a rather firm gelatinous substance. The electric nerve takes

its origin from the spmal chord, does not enter into connexion with

ganglia, and consists of a single enormously-strong primitive fibre,

which distributes its branches in the electric organ.

The electric eel is the most powerful of electric fishes. Its

electric organ consists of two paire of longitudinal bodies, situated

immediately below the skin, above the muscles,—one pair on the

back of the tail, and the other pair along the «nal fin. Each
fasciculus is composed of flat partitions or septa, with transverse

divisions between them. The outer edges of the septa appear in

nearly parallel lines in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the

body, and consist of thin membranes, which are easily

torn ; they servo the same purpose as the columns in the

analogous organ of the torpedo, making the walls or

abutments for the perpendicular and transverse dissepi-

ments, which are exceedingly numerous, and so closely

aggregated as to seem almost in contact. The minute

prismatic cells, intercepted between these two sorts of

plates, contain a gelatirous matter ; the sej^ta are about

lArth of an inch from each other, and a lengtn of one inch

contains a series of two hundred and fort;y cells, giving Fig. 40.-Dmn of Perch. I- tjpper aspect II. Lower aspect a cerebellum; 6 optic.

- .. XV 1 i • rr. ° u \ Ujhcs; c, hemispheres; e, lobi inferiores
; /. hj-pophysis; g. lobl postonores; i, olfactory

an enormous surface to the electric organs. Itie whole i^tes; n, nervus opticus; o. nervus olfactorius; p, nervus oculo-motorius; q, nervui
apparatus is supplied with more than two hundred nerves, trochlearis; r, nervus trigeminus; «, nervus acousticus; t, neiTus vagus; «, nen'us-

which are the continuations of the rami anteriores Of the nbJucens

spinal nerves. In their course they give out branches to the muscles

of the hack, and to the skin of the animal. In the Gymnotes, as in

a dorsal and a ventral branch, as in other fishes. The two
anterior pairs pass to the membranous parts above the

mouth, and supply with nerve filaments a ciliated depression

near the extremity of the fish, which is considered to be an
olfactory organ, and two pigment spots, the rudiments of
eyes. An auditory organ is absent. The spinal cord
of the Cyclostomes is flattened in its whole extent, band-
like, and elastic ; also in Ckimccra it is elastic, but
flattened in its posterior portion only. In all other
fishes it, is cylindrical, non-ductile, and generally extend-

ing along the whole length of the spinal canal. The-

Plectognaths offer a singular exception in this respect,

that the spinal cord is much shortened, the posterior

portion of the canal being occupied by a long cauda equina
;

this shortening of the spinal cord has become extreme in

the sun-fish {Orthagoriscus), in which it has shrunk into

a short and conical appendage of the brain. In the

devil-fish {Lophius) also a long cauda equina partly -con-

ceals the cord which terminates on the level of about
the twelfth vertebra.

The brain of fishes is relatively small ; in the burbot
{Lota) it has been estimated to be the y^th part of the

weight of the entire fish, in the pike the j^'^^ th part, and
in the large sharks it is relatively still smaller.

the torpedo, the nerves supplying the electric organs are much
larger than those bestowed on any part for the purposes of sensation

or movement.

The phenomena attending the exercise of this extra-

ordinary faculty closely resemble muscular action. The

time and strength of the discharge are entirely under the

control of the fish. The power is exhausted after some

time, and needs repose and nourishment to restore it.

If the electric nerves are cut and divided from the brain,

the cerebral action is interruptec', and no irritant to the

body has any effect in exciting electric discharge ; but if

their ends bo irritated tho discharge takes place, just as a

muscle is excited to contraction under similar circumstances.

Singularly enough, also, the application of strychnine causes

simultaneously a tetanic state of tho muscles and a rapid

succession of involuntary electric discharges. The strength

of tho discharges depends entirely on the size, health, and

energy of tho fish, an observation completely agreeing with

thai made on the eflicacy of snake-poison. Like this latter,

the property of the electric force serves tv,-o ends in the

economy of tho animals which are endowed with it : it is

necessary to them for overpowering, stunning, or killing

tho creatures on which they feed, whilst incidentally they

use it as the means of defending themselves from their

enemies.

Neurology.

The most simple condition of the nervous central organ

known in vertebrates is found in IJra7ichios(o>na. In this

fish the spinal cord tapers at both ends, no anterior cerebral

swelling, or anything apiiroaching a brain, being present.

It is band like along its middle third, and groups of darker

cells mark tho origins of tho fifty or sixty pairs of nerves

which accompany the intermuscular septa, aud divide into

V, fouith ventricle.

The brain of osseous fishes (fig. 40) viewed from above,

shows three protuberances, respectively termed the prosen-

cephalon, mesencephalon, and metencephalon, the two-

anterior of which are paired, tho hindmost being single.

The foremost pair are the hemispheres, which are solid in

their interior, and provided with two swellings in front,

the olfactory lobes. The second pair are the optic lobes,

which generally are larger than tho hemispheres, and
succeeded by the third single portion, the cerebellum.

The optic lobes possess a cavity (ventriculus lobi optici),

at the bottom of which some protuberances of variable

dev'-'opment represent the corpora quadrigemina of higher

animals. On the lower surface of the base of the optic

lobes, behind the crura cerebri, two swellings are observed,

the lobi inferiores, which slightly diverge in front for tho

passage of the infundibulum, from which a generally large

hypophysis or pituitary gland is suspendcii The rclativ&

si/.oof the cerebellum varies greatly in the ditlerent osseous-

fishes : in tho tunny and silurus it is so largo as nearly

to cover tho optic lobes ; sometimes distinct transverse-

grooves and a median longitudinal groove aro visible.

The cerebellum possesses in its interior a cavity v;hich

communicates with the ajitorior part of the fourth ventricle.

The medulla oblongata is broader than the spinal coVd,.

and contains the fourth ventricle. In most fishes a perfect

roof is formed over the fourth ventricle by two longitudinal

pads, which meet each other in tho median lino (lobl

posteriores).
'

-
-

The brain of Ganoid fishes shows great similarity to

that of the Tdeostei ; thoro is, however, considerable

diversity in tho arrangement of its various portions in the

difl'erent typos. In the sturgeons and Poli/plerus (fig. 41)

tho hemispheres are more or less remote from tho mesen-

cephalon, so that in an upper view the crura cerebri, with

the inluimctliatc entrance into tho third ventricle (fissura
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cerebri 'magna), may be seen. A vascular membranous

>;ac, epiphysis, containing lymphatic fluid, takes its origin

irom the third ventricle, its base being expanded over the

anterior interspace of the optic lobes, and the apex being

..^^>-

Fio. 4L—Brain o( Polvp'erus. (Alter Miiller) I. Upper. IT.. Lateral, III.

Lower a5pect. a, medulla; 6. corpora lestiformia; c, cerebellum; rf. lobl

opticl; e. hypophysis; /, fissura cerebii magna; g, nervus opticus: /. chiasma;

A, hemispheres ; i, lol>u3 olfactorius ; *, sinus ihomboidalis ((ourih ventricle).

fixed to the cartilaginous roof of the cranium. This struc-

ture is not peculiar to the Ganoids, but is found in various

stages of development in Teleosteans, marking, when pre-

sent, the boundary between the prosencephalon and mesen-

cephalon. The lobi optici are essentially as in Teleosteans.

The cerebellum penetrates into the ventriculus lobi optici,

and extcnc's thence into the open sinus rhomboidalis. At
its upper surface it is crossed by a commissure formed by

the corpora restiformia of the medulla.

As regards external configuration, the brain of Lepid-

osteus and Amia approach still more the Teleosteous type.

The prosencephalon, mesencephalon, and metencephalon

are contiguous, and the cerebellum lacks the prominent

transverse commissure at its upper surface. The sinus

rhomboidalis is open.

The brain of Chondropterygians (fig. 42) is more

developed than that of other fishes, and is distinguished

by well-marked cha-

racters. These are

—

first, the prolonga-

tion of the olfactory

lobes into pedicles

of greater or less

length, which dilate

into great ganglionic

masses, where they

come into contact J^'^- *''—''"''".
.""^"f"'"'''"-

with the olfactory

sacs ; secondly, the

space which gene-

rally intervenes be-

tween the prosencephalon and mesencephalon, as in some
Ganoids ; thirdly, the large development of the meten-
cephalon.

The cerebellum is very large, overlying a portion of

the optic lobes and of the sinus rhomboidalis, and is

often transversely grooved. The side-walls of the fourth

ventricle, which are formed by the corpora restiformia, are

singularly folded, and appear as two pads, one on each side

of the cerebellum (lobi posteriores or lobi nervi trigemini).

The brain of the Cyclostomes represents a type difTerent

from that of other fishes, showing at its upper surface

three pairs of protuberances in front nf the cercbcllmn

;

(After Owen ) ac,

nervus acoustlcus ; 6, coi-pu9 i^stitorme ; c. cere-
bellum ; rf, lobus opticus ; e, hypophysis

; g, oervus
opticus; ft. hemisphere ; i. lobns olfactorius ; i'.

olfactory pedicle ; *. nerrus olfactorius ; /. epi-
physis ; m. nervus oculo-motortua ; tt\ nervus
trigcmlDus ; v, nervus vagus.

they are all solid. The foremost pair are the large

olfactory tubercles, which are extremely large in Petro-

myzon. They are followed by the hemispheres, with a

single body wedged in between their posterior half ; iu

Pctromyzon, at least, the vascular tissue leading to an
epiphysis seems to be connected with this body. Then
follows the lobus ventriculi tertii, distinctly paired in

Myxinoids, but less distinctly in Petromyzoit. The last

pair are the corpora quadrigemina. According to thi's in-

terpretation, the cerebellam would be absent in Myxinoids,

.ind represented in Petromyzon by a narrow commissure
only, stretching over the foremost part of the sinus rhom-

boidalis. In the Myxinoids the naedulla oblongata ends

in two divergent swellings, free and obtuse at their ex-

tremity, from which most of the cerebral nerves take their

origin.'

Two very important conditions require mention. The
first relates to the optic nerves, viz., to their mutual
relation immediately after their origin, which is very

characteristic of the subclasses of fishes. In the Cyclo-

stomes they have no further connexion with each other,

each going to the eye of its own side. In the Teleoslei (fig.

40, n) they simply cross each other (decussate), so that the

one starting from the right half of the brain goes to the

left eye and vice versa. Fin-Uy, in the Paloeickthyes (fig.

41,^') the two nerves are fused together, immediately after

their origin, into a chiasma,

The second noteworthy peculiarity occurs in the distri-

bution of the nervus vagus ; it emits a strong branch,

called nervus lateralis, which accompanies the lateral

mucous system of the trunk and tail. This is either a

single longitudinal stem, gradually becoming thinner

behind, and running superficially below the skin [Sal-

monidw, Cydopterus) or deeply between the muscles

(sharks, Chimcera), or is divided into two parallel branches

(most Tekostei) ; thus in the perch there are two branches

on each side, the superficial one supplying the lateral line,

whilst the deep-seated branch communicates with the

spinal nerves and supplies the septa between the myocom-
mas and the skin. In fishes which lack the lateral

muciferous system and possess hard integuments, as the

Ostracions, the lateral nerve is more or less rudimentary.

It is entirely absent in Myxinoids, but the gastric branches

of the vagus are continued, united as a single nerve, along

the intestine to the anus.

Fishes possess all the spino-cerebral nerves of the

higher Vertebrata, with the exception of the nervus acces-

Eorius. A separate nervus hypoglossus is also absent, but

elements from the first spinal nerve are distributed over

the area normally supplied by this nerve in higher ver-

tebrates. The number of spinal nerves corresponds to

that of the vertebrae, through or between which they pass

out.

A syropathic nervous system appears to be absent in

Branchiostoma, and has not yet been clearly mad© out in

the Cyclostomes. It is well developed in the Paltsiddhyes,

but without the cephalic portion. This latter is present in

all osseous fishes, in which the communication of sympathy
has been found to exist between all the cerebral nerves,

except the olfactory, optic, and acoustic. The sympathic

trunks run along each side of tho aorta and the back of

the abdomen into the hxmal canal, communicate in their

course with tho ventral branches of each of the spinal

nerves, and, finally, often blend together into a common
trunk beneath tho tail. At the points of communication
with the cerebral and spinal nerves ganglia are frequently

developed, from which nerves emerge which are dietri-

buted to the various viscera.

' For a luore detailed account of tho epino-ccrebral nerves, s^o '•v

Iroduclion U) the Sttidy oj Fishes, by A. Gunthe"-.
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Obgans of Sensk

Organ of Smell.—It is characteristic of the organ of

smell in fishes that it has no relation whatever to the re-

spiratory function, with the exception of the Dipnoi, in

which possibly part of the water received 'for respiration

passes through the nasal sac.

The olfactory organ is single in Branckiosioma and the

Cyclostomes. In the former a small depression on the front

end-of the body, clothed with a ciliated epithelium, is re-

garded as a rudimentary organ of emell. In the adult

Petromyzon a membranous tube leads from the single

opening on the top of the head into the cartilaginous olfac-

tory capsule, the inside of which is clothed by membranes

prolonged into a posterior blind tube (fig. 31, s), which

penetrates the cartilaginous roof of the palate, but not the

mucous membrane of the buccal cavity. In the Myxinoids

the outer tube is strengthened by cartilaginous rings like

a trachea; the capsule is lined by a longitudinally folded

pituitary membrane, and the posterior tube opens backwards

on the roof of the mouth, the opening being provided

with a valve. In all other fishes the organ of smell is double,

there being one on each side ; it consists of a sac lined with

a pituitary membrane, and may be provided with one or

with two openings, or may have none. The position of

these openings is very different in the various orders and

suborders of fishes.

It is certain that fishes possess the faculty of perceiving

odours, and that various scents attract or repel them. A
mangled carcase or fresh blood attracts sharks, as well

as the voracious Serrasalmonoids of the South American

rivers. There is no reason to doubt that the seat of that

perception is in the olfactory sac ; and it may be reasonably

conjectured that its strength depends mainly on the degree

of development indicated by the number and extent of the

interior folds of the pituitary membrane.

Organ of .Siffht—The position, direction, and dimen-

sions of the eyes of fishes vary greatly. In some they have

an upward aspect, and are often very close together ; in

others they are lateral, and in a few they are even directed

downward.s. In a very few this organ appears to bo entirely

absent. In some Gobioids and Trachinoids {Periophthal-

mu$, Boleophtkalmus, Uranoscopns, ttc.) the eyes, which are

on the upper side of the head, can be elevated and de-

pressed at the will of the fish. In the range of thcii-

vision and in their acuteness of sight, fishes are very in--

ferior to the higher classes of vertebrates, yet at the same

time it is evident that they perceive their prey, or approach-

ing danger, from a considerable distance ; and it would

appear that the visual powers of a Periojihthalmns (fig. 12),

when hunting insects on the mud-flats of the tropical coasts,

are i.,uite equal to those of a frog.

The eye of Branchiosloma (fig. 30, f/) is of the most rudi-

mentary kind. It is simply a minute speck coated with

a d.ark pigment, and receiving the end of a short nerve.

In Myxinoids tho minute rudiment of the eye is covered by

skin and muscles. This is also the case in many of the blind

Teleosteous fishes ; whilst in the former fishes, however,

the organ of eight has not attained to any degree of

dovclopmont, the rudimentary eyo of blind Tdeostei is a

retrogressive formation, in which a lens and other portions

of the eye can often be recognized. In fi.shes with a

well-developed eye it is imbedded in a layer of gelatinous

nnd adipose substance, which covers tho cavity of the orbit.

A lachrymal gland is absent. In the Chondropterygians the

tyeball is supported by and moves on a cartilaginous

peduncle of the orbital wall. In tho ninjority of Tclcostcans,

and in Ariprnser, a fibrous ligament attaches the seh^rotic

to the wall of the orbit. Tho proper muscles of the eyeball

ore always present. In all fiflica the general inlegiinicnt

Bcctlon

through eye of Xiphiai.

(Aftci Owen.) CO, cornea;
ic, sclerotica ; o. neiinis

opticus ; c.sclerotlccapsule;

a, membruna argentea; b,

membruna vasculosa ; u,

mcnibranK uvea ; cA, eho-

roitl gland; r, retina; /,

processus falcifomits; A,

humor vilreus; I, lens; t.

his.

of the head passes over tbe eye, and becomes transparent

where it enters the orbit ; sometimes it simply passes

over the orbit, sometimes it forms a circular fold. The
anterior and posterior portions may be specially broad,

becoming the seat of an adipose deposit (adipose eyelids),

as in Scomber, Caranx, Mugil, Ac. In maiiy of these

fishes the extent of the eyelids varies with the seasons

;

during the spawning season they are so much loaded with

fat as nearly to hide the whole eye. Many sharks possess a

nictitating membrane, developed from the lower part of tho

palpebral fold, and moved by a proper set of muscles.

The forin n( the bulbus (fig.. 43) is subhemispherical, the cornea

(m) being fiat. If it were convex, as in higher vertebrates, it would
be more liable io injury ; but, as it is level

with the side of the head, the chances of

injury by friction arc diminished. The
sclerotica {sc) is cartilaginous in Chon-
dropterygians and Acipensers, fibrous and

of varying thickness in Teleosteans, in the

majority of which it is supported by a

pair of cartilaginous or ossified hemi-

spheroid cups (c). In a few fishes, as in

Ccratodus, Xiphias, the cups are confluent

into cue cun, which possesses a foramen

behind to allow the passage of the optic p,g 43 _vertlcal
nerve (0).

The membranes situated between the

sclerotica and retina are collectively called

choroidea, and are three in number. The
one -in immediate contact with the sclero-

tic, and continued upon the iris, is by no

means constantly present ; it is the mem-
brana argentea (a), and is composed of mi-

croscopical crystals reflecting a silvery or

sometimes golden lustre. The middle layer is the membrana vas-

culosa or Halleri (v), the chief seat of the ramifications of the choroid

vessels ; the innermost layer is the membrana Ruyscheana or uvea

{u), which is composed of hexagonal pigment-cells, usually of a deep-

brown or black colour.

lu many Tdeostei a rete mirabile suixoirnds the entry of the optie

nerve ; it is situated between the membrana argentea and vascnlosa,

and called the choroid gland {ch). It receives its arterial blood

from the artery issuing from the pseudobranchia, tho presence of a

choroid gland being always combined with that of a pseudobruaichia.

Teleosteans without pseudobranchia have no choroid gland. In tho

Palaichlhyes, on the other hand, the pseudobranchia is present and

a choroid gland absent.

The iris (i) is merely the continuation of the choroid membrane :

its capability of contractmg and expanding is much more limit'

than in higher vertebrates. The pupil is generally round, some-

times horizontally or vertically elliptical, sometimes fringed. In

the rays anil Flcnrmieetida: a lobe descends from the upper margin

of the pupil, .nnd the outer integument overlying this lobe is

coloured and non-transparent,—a structure evidently preventing

light from entering the eye from above.

In most Tdeostei a fold of tho choroidea, called the processus

falcifonnis (/), extends from the vicinity of the entrance of the

optic nerve to the lens. It seems to be constantly absent in

Ganoids.

The vitreous humour {h), which fills the posterior cavity of

tho eye-ball, is of a firmer consistency than in the liigher verte-

brates. The lens is s|'licrioal, or nearly so, firm, denser towards

the centre, and lies in a hollow of tho vitreous huinonr. When a

falciform process is present, it has one cnil attached to the lens,

which is thus steadied in its position. It is composed of concentric

layers consisting of (ibrcs, wliich in the nucleus of the body have

marginal tcclh, by which thc-y are interlocked together. In Petro-

myzon this serrattirc is absent, or but faintly indicated.

"The anterior cavity of the eye is vciy small in fishes, in conse-

quence of the small degree of convexity in the cornea ; the quantity

of the aqueous humour, therefore, is very small, just sullicient to

float the free border of the iris ; and tho lessened refractive power

of tho aqueous humour is compensated by the greater convexity of

tho lens.

Organ of Hewing. —No trace of an organ of hearing has

been found in Branehinstnma. In tlio Cyclostomes the

labyrinth is enclosed in externally visible cartilaginous

capsules laterally attached to the skull ; it consista of b

single spmicirctilar canal in tho Myxinoids, whilst the

Petromy.nntes possess two semicircular canals with »

vestibuhun.

Ill all I'llier lislies the labyrinth consists of a vestibult
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and three semicircular canals, the vestibule dilating into

one or more sacs, which contain the otoliths. A tympanum,
tympanic cavity, and external parts are entirt'.y absent in

the class of fishes.

In the Chondroptcrygians and Dipnoi, the labyrinth is

enclosed in the cartilaginous substance of the skull. In

tlie former the excavation in the car-

tilage is larger than the membrannus
labyrinth, but nearly corresponds to it in

form ; the part which receives the mcm-
braiious vcstibulura is called vestibulura

cartilagineum, from which a canal is.sucs / 'v u

and penetrates to the surface of the Fio. «.—otolith oi

skull, where it is closed by the skin in f^i!°'ToZ^f{{.
sharks, but opens by a minute foramen innev aspect.

in rays. The otolithic contents are soft and chalklike.

In the Teleosteans the sac which contains the otoliths

lies on each

side of the

base of the

cranial cavitj',

and is often

divided by a
septum into

two compart-

ments of un-

equal size, each

containing a

firm and solid

otolith (fig.

44) ; these

bodies possess

indented mar-

gins, frequent-

ly other im-

pressions and
grooves, in

which nerves

from the N.
acousticus-are lodged; they

vary much in size and form,

but in both respects show a

remarkableconstancyin the

same kind of fishes. Out-

wards the vestibule is in

contact with the osseous

eide wall of the skull, in

wards with the metenco

phalon and medulla ob-

longata; it contains another

firm concretion, and opens

by five foramina into the

three semicircular canals.

The tejmiuations of the

acoustic nerve are distri-

buted over the vestibular

concretion and the ampulli-

form ends (fig. 45) of the

semicircular canals, without

being continued into the

latter, which are filled with oi-Ran andnir-bludJerlntheCarp. (After

semicircular £ " Weber.) », bnjb,.her,oid; ;., occl-

Flo. 45.—Communlcftdon between auditor?

fluid. The
canals (fig. 45) are some-

times lodged in the cranial

boties, sometimes partly free

in the cranial cavity. Many
Teleostei have fontanelles

pltal; c. supraoccll'itul ; (/. cxoccipilal ; «,

paroccipitjil
; /. hlisplionoiil

; g, neural
atctl of lirHt vertebra; A. i. A'. BOConil.thtrtl,

and fourth vertibric ; A', t', parapophyscs
of sceoml and third verlcbrie; i", process
of the third vertebra for the altacliincnt of

the air.bladdcr ; i, I, tn, chain of o^slcles
;

. nlr-bladder ; o. vcatibulum
; p, p, am.

puUx; ?, 7, canales soiDicircu^arcs; r,

in the roof of the skull, bM.uaimpar.

closed only by skin or very thin bone at the place where

the auditory organ approaches the surface, by which mean.s

sonorous undulations must be conducted witli greater ease

to the ear.

In many Teleostei a most rem.irT!abIe relation obtains between
tlie organ of liearing ami the air-bladtlcr. In the most simple form
tliis connexion is established in Percoids and the allied families, in

which the two anterior horns of the air-bladder are attaclied to fou*

t.inelles of the occipital region of the skull, the vcstibuhim occupy*

ing the opposite side of the membrane by whicli the fontaucUo is

closed. The condition is similar, but more complicated, in many
Clujieoids. The anterior narrow end of the air-bladder is jModuced
into a canal at the base of the skull, and divided into two vei'y

naiTow branches, which again bifurcate and terminate in a globular

swelling. An appcnd.igc of the vestibuhim meets the anti-rior of

these swellings, and comes into close contact with it In addition,

the two vestibules communicate willi each other by a transversa

can.al, crossing the cranial cavity below the brain.

TIio connexion is effected by means of a chain of ossicles ia

Silaridir, Characinidcc, Cyprinickc, and Gymiwtidm. A canal issues

from the communication between the vestibule, and its sac, and
meeting that from the other side forms with it a common sinus

impar (fig. 45, r), lodged in the substance of tho basioccipital

;

this communicates on each side by a small orifice with two sub-

spherical atria, on the body of tho atlas, close to the foramen mag.
num. Each atrium is supported externally by a small bone (m) ; a

a third and larger bone (A-) completes the communication with the

anterior part of tho air-bl.idder. From the siuus impar a bifid canal

penetrates into the alisphenoids, in which it terminates. In Cohitu

and several loach-like Siluroids the small air-bladder consists of two

globular portions placed side by side, and wholly included within

two bullaa formed by the modified parapophyses of the second and
third vertebra;. The three ossicles on each side are present, but

concealed by the fore part of the osseous bullx

- Organ of Taste.—Some fishes, especially vegetable

feeders, or those provided with broad molar-like teeth,

masticate their food ; and it may be observed in carps and

other Cyprinoid fish tTiat this process of mastication

frequently takes some time. But the majority of fishes

swallow their food rapidly, and wit«hout mastication, and,

therefore we may conclude that the sense of taste cannoi

be keen. Tho tongue is often entirely absent, and, eveU'

when it exists in its most distinct state, it consists merely

of ligamentous or cellular substance, and is never furnished

with muscles capable of producing the movements of exten-

sion or retraction as in raosfof the higher vertebrates. A
peculiar organ on the roof of the palate of Cyprinoids is per-

haps adapted for the perception of this sense; in these fishes

the palate between and below tho upper pharyngeal bones

is cushioned with a thick, soft, contractile substance, richly

supplied with nerves from the nervus vagus and nervua

glosso-pharyngeus.

Orgam of Touch.—Tho faculty of touch is more de-

veloped than that of taste, and there are numerous fishes

which posse.ss special organs of touch. Most fishes are

very sensitive to external touch, although their body may
be protected by hard horny scales. They perceive impres-

sions even on those parts which are covered by osseous

scutes, in the same manner as a tortoise perceives the

slightest touch of its carapace. The seat of the greatest

sensitiveness however, appears to bo the snout and the

labial folds surrounding the mouth. Many species pocsesa

soft and delicate appendages, called barbels, which are

almost constantly in action, and clearly used as organs of

touch. Among tho Triijlidw and allied families, there oro

many species which have one or more rays of the pectoral

fin detached from the membrane, and supplied with strong

nerves. Such detached rays (also found in the I'olynemidee

and in Bathypteroi.'.) are used partly for locomotion, portly

for exploring the ground over which the fish moves.

Some fishes appear to be much less sensitive than others,

or at least lose their sensitiveness under peculiar circum-

stances. It is well known that a pike whose month

has been lacerated and torn by the hook continues to

yield to the temptation of a bait immediately afterwards.

The Greenland shark, when feeding on the carcase of a.

whale, allows itself to be repeatedly stabbed in tho head

without abandoning its prey. A pair of congers are so
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dead to external impression at tbe time of copulation, and,

as it were, so automatically engaged, that they have been

taken by the hand together out of the water.

Oeoans of Nuteition and Digestion.

Fishes are for the most part either exclusively carnivorous

or herbivorous, but not a few feed on vegetable as well as

animal substances, or on mud containing alimentary matter

in a living or decomposing state. Generally they are very

voracious, especially the carnivorous kinds, and the rule of

"eat or be eaten" applies to them with unusual force.

They are almost constantly engaged in the pursuit and

capture of their prey, the degree of their power in these

respects depending on the dimensions of the mouth and

gullet and the strength of the teeth and jaws. If the teeth

are sharp and hooked, they are capable of securing the

most slender and agile animals ; if with teeth of this kind

are combined a wide gullet and distensible stomach, the

fish is able to overpower and swallow others larger than

itself ; if the teeth are broad, strong molars, they are

able to crush the hardest alimentary substances; if they are

feeble, they are only serviceable in procuring some small or

inert and unresisting prey. Teeth may be wanting altogether.

V/hatever the prey, in the majority of cases it is swallowed

whole ; but some of the most voracious fishes, like some

sharks and Characinid-.e, are provided with cutting teeth,

which enable them to tear their prey to pieces if too large

to be swallowed whole. Auxiliary organs, similar to the

claws of some carnivorous mammals and birds, for the

pvirpose of seizing and overpowering their prey before it is

torn by the teeth, are not found in this class ; but in a few

fishes the jaws themselves are modified for that purpose.

In the sword-fishes the bones of the upper jaw fcrm a long

dagger-shaped weapon, with which they not only attack

large animals, but also frequently kill fishes on which they

feed. The saw-fishes are armed with a similar but still

more complex weapon, the saw, which is armed on each

side with large teeth implanted in deep sockets, specially

adapted for killing and tearing the prey before it is seized

.ind masticated by the .'^mall teeth within the mouth.

Fishes show but little choice in the selection of their food,

and some devour their own offspring indiscriminately with

other fishes. Their digestive powers are strong and rapid,

but are afi'ected in some degree by the temperature, which,

when it sinks below a certain point, lowers the vital powers

of these cold-blooded animals. On the whole, marine fishes

are more voracious than those inhabiting fresh waters ; and,

whilst the latter may survive total alsstinence from food

for weeks or months, the marine species succumb to hunger

within a few days.

The organs of nutrition, manducation, and deglutition

are lodged in two large cavities—an anterior (the mouth or

buccal cavity), and a posterior (the abdominal cavity). In

the former the alimentary organs are associated with those

fulfilling the respiratory functions, tbo transmission of food

to t.ho stomach and of water to the gills being performed by

similar acta of deglutition. The abdominal cavity com-

mences immediately behind the head, so, however, that an

extremely short thoracic cavity for the heart is partitioned

off in front. Besides the alimcntjiry organs it contains also

those of the urogenital system and the air-bladder. Tho
abdominal cavity is generally situated in the trunk only,

but in numerous fishes it extends into tho tail, being con-

tinued for some distance along each side of the haemal

apophyses. In numerous fishes tho abdominal cavity opens

outwards by one or two openings. A single porus abdominalis

in front of the vent is found in Lfpidosiren and some slur-

.geons ; a paired ono^ opening on each side of tho vent, in Ce-

raiodut, some opecies of sturgeon, Lcpidosteus, Polypterus,

Ainia, and all Chondropterygians. As in these fishes

semen and ova are discharged by their proper ducts, the

abdominal openings may serve for the expulsion of semen,

and of those ova only which, having lost their way to the

abdominal aperture of the oviduct, would be retained in the

abdominal cavity. In those Teleosteans which lack an
oviduct a single porus genitalis opens behind the vent.

Mouth.—'^he mouth of fishes shows extreme variation

with regard to form, size, and position. Generally opening

in front, it may be turned upwards, or it may lie at the lower

side of the snout, as in most Choidropterygians, sturgeons,

and some Teleosteans. In most fishes the jaws are covered

by the skin, which, before passing over the jaws, is often

folded, forming more or less fleshy lips. In the sharks the

skin -etains its external charactor even within the teeth, but

in other fishes it changes in,-^ a mucous membrane. A
tongue may exist as a more or less free and short projec-

tion, formed by the glossohyal and a soft covering, or may
be entirely absent. Salivary glands and a velum palati are

absent in fishes.

Teeth.—With regard to the dentition, the class of fishes

ofTers an amount of variation such as is not found in any of

the other classes of vertebrates. As the teeth form one of the

most important elements in the classification of fishes, their

special arrangement and form will be referred to in the

account of the various families and genera. Whilst not a

few fishes are entirely edentulous, in others most of the

bones of the buccal cavity, or some of them, may be

toothed, as the bones of the jaws, the palatines, pterygoids,

vomers, basi-sphenoid, glossohyal, branchial arches, upper

and lower pharyngeals. In others teeth may be found

fixed in some portion of the buccal membrane without being

supported by underlying bone or cartilage ; or the teeth

have been developed in membrane overlying one of the

dentigerous bones mentioned, without having become
anchylosed to the bone. When the tooth is fixed to the

bone the attachment has generally been effected by the

ossification of the bone of the tooth, but in some fishes a

process of the bone projects into the cavity of the tooth
;

in others the teeth are implanted in alveoli. In these,

again, frequently a process of bono rises from the bottom,

on which the tooth rests.

Many of the class, especially predatory fishes, with long;

lancet-shaped teeth, have all or someofthesecapable of being

bent towards the interior of the mouth. Such " hinged "

teeth resume at once the upright position when pressure is

removed from them. They are, however, depressible in one

direction only, thus offering no obstacle to the ingress, while

they oppose the egress of prey. Mr C. S. Tomes has shown
that the means by which this mechanism is worked are

difl'erent in different fi-shes , for, whilst in the Pediculati

and Gadoids (hiike) the elasticity resides solely in th«

tissue of the hinge (the tooth being as resilient as evei

after everytliing else is severed), in the pike the hinge ic

not in tho least endowed with elasticity, but thel bundles of

fibres proceeding from the interior of tho dentine cap are

exceedingly clastic.

Tho teeth may be, and generally are, very different a,i

regards size or form in tho different parts of the mouth
;

thuy may bo also different according to tho age or sex of

the fish (Rain). The teeth may be few in number and iso-

lated, or [ihiccd in a single, double, or triple scries, distant

from one another or closely set ; they may form narrow or

broad bands, or patches of various forms. As regards form,

they may bo cylindrical or conical, jiointed, straight, or

curved, with or without an angular bend near their base;

gome arc compressed hitcrally or from tho front backwards

(the latter may be triangular in shape, or truncated at the

top like the incisors of mammals) ; thoy may hove ono apex

(cusp) only, or be bi- or tri-lobate (hi- or tri-cuspid), or may
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have tlio margins denticulated or serrated. Compressed

teeth may be confluent, and form a cutting edge in both

jaws, which assume the shape of a parrot's bealc In some

the apex is hooked or provided with barbs. Again, some

teeth are broad, with flat or convex surface, like molar

teeth. With regard to size, the finest teeth are 'ike fine

flexible bristles, ciliiform or setiform ; or, if very short

and anchylosed to the bone, they appear only as inconspic-

uous asperities of the bone. Very fine conical teeth

arranged in a band are termed villiform teeth ; when they

are coarser, or mixed with coarser teettf, they are cardlike

(dents en rape or en cardos) ; molar-like teeth of very small

size are tern.ed granular.

In all fishes the teeth are shed and renewed during

the whole course of their life. In fishes which have com-

-pound teeth, as the Dipnoi, Chimsroids, Scari, Gymno-
donts, as well as in those, which have apparently perma-

nent teeth, as in the saw of Prislis, the detrition of the

surface is made np by a constant growth of the tooth from

its base. When the teeth are implanted in alveoli, they

are generally succeeded by others in the vertical direction;

but in other forms they succeed one anether side by side. In

tlie majority of fishes the new tooth is not developed (as in

reptiles and mammal.'s) in a diverticulum of the sac of its

predecessor, but, like it, from the free surface of the buc-

cal membrane. Generally there are more than one tooth

growing which are in various stages of development, des-

tined each to replace the others in function. This is very

conspicuous in sharks, in which the whole phalanx of their

numerous teeth is ever marching slowly forwards (or in

eon: 1 backwards), in rotatory progress, over the alveolar

border of the jaw, the teeth being successively cast oif

after having reached the outer margin and fulfilled for a

longer or shorter period their special function.'

Intestines.—The intestinal tract is divided into four

portions,—the oesophagus, the stomach, the small and th&

large intestine ; two or more of these divisions may coalesce

in fishes and become indistinguishable. But it is char-

acteristic of the class that the urinary apertures are con-

stantly situated behind the termination of the intestinal

tract.

In Branckiostoma the whole intestinal tract is straight,

and coated with a ciliated mucous membrane. The liver

Js represented by a green-coloured coecal diverticulum of

the stomachic iliUtation. In the Cyclostomi the intestinal

tract is likewise straight, and without clearly defined

•livisions.

The Palcdcldhyes show difTerences in the structure of their

intestinal tract as considerable as are found among the

TeUosiei, but they have this in common that the absorbent

eurface of their intestine is enlarged by the development

of a spiral valve, evidence of the presence of which in

extinct Faloeichthyes is still preserved in the fossilized

fa;ces or coprolites, so abundant in some of the older strata.

In Chondroptierygians (fig. 46) the stomach is divided

into a cardiac and a pyloric portion, the former frequently

terminating in a blind sac, and the latter varying in length.

The p3doric portion is bent both at its origin and its end, and
is separated from the short duodenum (called Bursa entiana

in these fishes) by a valve , the ductus hepaticus and ductus
pancreaticus enter the duodenum. This is succeeded by
the straight intestine, provided with the spiral valve, the

coils of which may either be longitudinal and wound verti-

cally about the axis of the intestine, as in Carckarias,

Galeocerdo, TItalassorhinus, and Zygcena,' ov they may be
transverse to that axis, as in the other genera. The
number of gyrations in the latter case varies ; there may
be as many as forty. The short rectum passes into a

' The richest materials for oxir knowledge of the teeth of fiabes are

containedjn Owen's OdttUvgraphy, Loni, 1840, 8va.
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cloaca, which contains also the orifices of the urogenital

ducts. Only tho beginning and end of the intestinal tract

are fixed by mesenterial folds.

Fig. 4C.—Siphonal stomach onfj spiral valve of Basklng-Shnrk iS^taeht). (After

Home and Owen.) a, asophacus; 6, cardiac poillon of stomach; r. pyiorlo

portion ; d, pouch Intermediate between stomacli and duodeimm. \vlth clicular

valves at both ends , e, duodenuui ; /, vulve of Intestine; j/, ductus hepaticus;

h, spleen.

The structure ot the intestinal tract of Teleosteous fishes

is subject to so numerous modifications that we should go

beyond the limits of the present article were we to attempt

to enter into details. Great differences in this respect may
be found even in groups of the same natural families.

Frequently the intestinal tract remains of nearly the same
width throughout its course, and only tho entrance of tlie

various ducts serves as a guide for the distinction of its

divisions. An intestine of such uniform width may be

straight and short, as in Scomlresocida;, Syvihratchidce, or

it may be more or less convoluted and long, as in many
Cypruiiiae, Doradina, itc. On the whole, carnivorous

fishes have a much shorter and simpler intestinal tract than

the herbivorous.

In tho majority of Teh^ostcaiis, however, the oesophagus,

stomach, duodenum, small intestine, and rectum can be

more or less clearly distinguished, even externally.

There are two predominant forms of the stomach, inter-

mediate forms, however, being numerous. In the first,

the siphonal, it presents the form of a bent tube or canal,

one-half of the horse-shoo being the cardiac, the other the

pyloric portion. In the second, the CKcal, the cardiac

division is prolonged into a long descending blind sac, the

cardiac and pyloric openings of the stomach l}'ing close

together {Clvpea, Scomber, Thi/nnn^, (fee.).

The duodenum always receives the hepatic and pancreatic

secretions, and also those of the appendices pylorica;,

which, in varying numbers (from 1 to 200), are of very

common occurrence in Teleosteans. They vary also in

length and width, and whilst the narrowest serve only as

secretory organs, the widest are frequently found filled with

tho same contents as tlio intestine.

Glands.—Tlic liver of fishes is distinguished by the great

quantity of fl'uid fat (oil) which it contains. The gall-bladder

is but rarely absent; it is attached to tho right lobe, or

towards the centre ; in some fishes, however, it is detached

from the liver and connected with it by the cystic duct

only. The bile may be conveyed by one or more hepatic

ducts into a common duct which is continued towards the

gall-bladder aa iuctus cysticus, and towards the duodenum
as ductus choledochas ; or some of the hej^tic ducts enter

the gall-bladder directly, or the duodenum directly, without

communicating with the common duct. Individual tiiria-

tions in this respect are of common occurrence. •'
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A pancreas has beeu found hitherto in all Chondro-

pterygians, in Acipenser, and in many Teleosteans.

The spleen, which is substantially a lymphatic gland,

may be mentioned here, as it is constantly situated in the

immediate vicinity of the stomach, generally near its cardiac

portion. With the exception of Branchiostoma, it is found

in all fishes, and appears as a rounded or oblong organ

of dark red colour.

Organs of Respiration.

Fishes breathe the air dissolved in water by means of

gills or branchiae. The oxygen consumed by them is not

that which forms the cheinical constituent of the water, but

that contained in the air which is dissolved in the water.

Hence fishes transferred to water from which the air has

been driven out by a high temperature, or in which the air

absorbed by them is not replaced, are speedily suffocated.

The absorption of oxygen by fishes is comparatively small

;

it has been calculated that a man consumes fifty thousand

times more than is required by a tench. Some fishes, how-

ever, evidently require a much larger- supply of oxygen

than others : eels and carps, and other fishes of similar

low vitality, can survive removal from their element for

days, the small quantity of moisture retained in theii^gill-

cavity being sufficient to sustain life, whilst other fishes,

especially such as have very wide gUl-openings, are immedi-

ately suffocated after being taken out of the water. In

somfi fishes noted for their muscular activity, like the

Scojnbridce, the respiratory process is bo energetic as to

raias the temperature of their blood far beyond that of the

medium in which they live. A few fishes, especially such

as are periodically compelled to live in water thickened

into mud by desiccation and vitiated by decomposing

substances, breathe atmospheric air, and genetally have

special contrivances for this purpose. Tliese are so much
habituated to breathing air that many of them," even when

brought into pure water of normal condition, are obliged

to rise to the surface at frequent intervals to take in a

quantity of air, and, if they are kept beneath the surface by

means of a gauze net, they perish from suffocation. The

special contrivances consist of additional respiratory organs,

lodged in cavities either adjoining the gUl-cavity or com-

municating with the ventral side of the cesophagus, or of

the air-bladder which enters upon respiratory functions

(Dipnoi, LepidosUus, Amia).

The water used by fishes for respiration is received by

the mouth, driven to the gills by an action similar to,

that of swallowing, and expelled by the gill-openings, of

which there may be one or several on each side behind

the head, or rarely one only in the median lino of the

ventral surface.

The gills or branchias consist essentially of folds of the

mucous membrane of the gill-cavity (laminoo branchiales),

in which the capillary vessels are distributed. In all fishes

the gills are lod'jed in a cavity, but daring the embryonic

ttage the Chondroptorygians have the gill-lainmse extended

into long filaments projecting beyond the gill-cavity, and

in a few young Ganoids external gills are superadded to

the internal.

In liranchiostoma the dilated pharynx is perforated by
numerous clefts, supported by cartilaginous rods (fig. 30,

h). The water passes between these clefts into the peritoneal

cnvity, and makes its exit by the porus abdominalisi, situated

considerably in advance o the vent. The water is pro-

pelled by cilia.

In the Cyclostomes the gills of each side are lodged in a

series of six or more antero-posteriorly compressed sacs,

separated from each other by intervening septa. Each sac

communicates by an inner duct with the oesophagus, the

water being expelled by an outer duct. In Bdellostoma

each outer duct has a separate opening, but in Myxine all

the outer ducts pass outwards by one common gill-opening

on each. side. In the lampreys the ducts are short, the

outer ones having separate openings (fig. 1). The inner

ducts lead into a single diverticulum or bronchus, situated

below the oesophagus, blind behind, and communicating

in front with the pharynx, where it is provided with two
valves by which the regurgitation of the water into thd

buccal cavity is prevented.

The satne type of branchial organs persists in Chondro-

pterygians, which possess five, rarely six or seven, flattened

pouches with transversely plaited walls. The septa between

them, are supported by cartilaginous filaments rising from

the hyoidean and tranohial arches. Each pouch opens

by a cleft outwards, and by an aperture into the pharynx,

without intervening ducts. The anterior wall of the first

pouch is supported by the hyoidean arch. Between tho

posterior wall of the first and the anterior of the second

sac, and between the adjacent walls of the succeeding, a

branchial arch with its two series of radiating cartilaginous

filaments, is interposed. Consequently the first and last

pouches have one set of gill-laminae only, viz., the first on

its posterior and tho last on its anterior wall. The so-called

spiracles on the upper surface of the head of Chondroptery-

gians must be referred to in connexion with the respira-

tory organs. They are the external openings df a canal

leading on each side into the pharynx, and situated generally

close to and behind the orbit. They frequently possess

valves or an irregularly indented margin, and are found in

all species during tho embryonic stage, but it is only ia

some that they remain persistent. The spiracles jre tho

remains of the first visceral cleft of the embryo, and in the

fcEtal state long branchial filaments have been observed to

protrude as from the other branchial clefts.

The Ilolocephali and Ganoidei show numerous deviations

from the Chondropterygian type, all leading towards the

Teleo8tean.s. As a whole they take an intermediate posi-

tion between the preceding types and tho Teleosteans,

but they show a great variation among themselves, and

have in common only the imperfect separation of tha

branchial sacs and the presence of a single outer bran-

chial aperture.

, In the Teleosiei iho gills with their supporting branchial

^rches lie in one undivided cavity ; more or less wide clefts

between the arches lead from tho pharynx to tho gills, and

a more or less wide opening gives exit to the water after

it has washed the gills. The interbranchial clefts have,

sometimes nearly the same extent as the branchial arches
;

sometimes they are reduced to small openings, the integu-

ments stretching frcm one arch to the other. Sometimes

there is no cleft behind the fourth arch, in which case this

arch has only a uniserial gill develoj^ed. Tho gill-opening

likewise varies much in its extent, and when reduced to a

foramen may be situated at any part of tho posterior

boundary of tho head. In tho Si/mhranc/iidii: the gill-

openings coalesce into a single narrow slit in the median

liiie of tho isthmus. In tho majority of Teleosteans the

integument of tho concave side of the branchial arches

develops a series of homy protuberances of various form,

tho so-called gill-rakers. Those serve to catch any solid

corpuscles or substances which would bo carried into the

gill-cavity with tho water. In some fishes they are soti-

form, and make a complete sieve, whilst in others they are

nieroly rough tubercles, the action of which must be very

incomplete if tliey have any function at all.

The majority of Teleosteans possess four complete gilK

Tho Rills of tlio Telcostcsn.i, as well lu of tho Ganoids, ere eup-

portoii hy a aorics of solid cartilu^'noiis or lioriiy i>ointcJ rods,

ftrruiiHcJ uloii^; llio couvcx cil;;c8 ui tlic Wimchial arcUi'3. Arcbjj
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(magnified) of the
Perch, a. biamh
of mtena bianchi-
ahs : 6. flsceniling

brunch of the same;
f. branch of vena
branchlahs; d. de-

acendinc branch of

the same ; e, tians-

vcrse section throngh
tire brandilal nrchl

bianng a complete gill have two series of those roJs, one along

path e>!ge ; those with unisenal gills bear one row of rods only.

The rods are not part of the arch, but fixed in its integument, the

several rods of tne one row corresponiiin*; to

those of tho other, forming pairs (feuillet,

Cuvier) (lig. 47). P^ach rod is covered by a loose

raucous luemlirane p;issiug from one rod to

its fellow opposite, winch again is finely plaited

transversely, the extent of surface being f^reatly

mcreased by these plaits. In most Tclcostci

tlie branchial lainellie are compressed, and taper

towards their free end, but in the Lopho-
btanchs their base is attenuated and the end
enlarged. The mucous membrane contains the

finest terminations of the vessels, which, being

Very supertici.il, impart a bloo^l.red colour

to living gills. The arteiia brancliialis, the

course of which lies in the open canal in the

convexity of the branchial arch, emits a branch

(a) for every pair of l.-imellce, which ascends

(h) along the inner edge of the lamella, and
supplies every one of the transverse jdaits with

« branchlct. The latter break up into a fine net-

work of capillaries, from which the oxygenized

blvod is collected into venous branchlets, return-

ing by the venous branch (rf), which occupies

the outer edge of the lamella.

The so-called pscudobranchi.-e (fig. 48) are the

remains of an anterior gill which had respira-

tury functions during the embryonic life of

the individuals. By a change in the circulatory

system these organs have lost those tUnctions,

«iid appear in the adult fish as retia mirabilia, f,n, n.—\ pair ot

as they receive oxygenized blood, which, after branchial iamellffi

having passed through their capillar^ system,

1^ carried to other parts of the head. In

Palxicluhijcs the pseudobranchia is a rete mira-

bile caioticum for the brain and eye; in Tele-

osteans a rete mirabile ophthalmicum only.

Pseudobranchioe are as frequently absent as

present in Choiidroptcrygians as well as Tele-

osieans. Among the Ganoids, the organ, occur in

Oratuilus, Acipenscr, PohjOiton, andLcpidosteus,

and are absent in Lcpidosircn, Protoftcrus, Scaphirhipichus, Poly-

plTus, and Amia.
In Chondi'optcrygians and sturgeons the pseudobranchiie are

situated wiihiu the spiracles ; in those in which spiracles have be-

come obliterated, the pseudo-

branchiae lie on the suspcn-

sorium, hidden below cellular

tissue ; but pseudobranchiie arc

not necessarily coexistent with
spiracles. In the other Ganoids
and Teleosteans the pseudo-

branchi.? (fig. 4S, h) ore within

the gill. cavity, near the base of

the gill-cover ; in Ceralodus
even rudiments of the gill-

rakers iif, x") belonging to this

embryonic gill arc preserved,

part of them (x") oeing at-

t.ached to the hyoid arch

I'seudobranchijE are frequently

hidden below the integuments
of the gill-cavity, and have the

appearance ot a glandul.ar body
rather than of a gill.

Accessory respiratory

organs for retaining water

or breathing air are found

in the Lalyrintkici, Opldoce-

fihalidce, certain Silundw,

and Lnlodira.

Air-bladder.—The air-

bladder, one of the most

eharact eristic organs of fishes, is a liollow sac, formed of

several tunics, containing gas, situated in the abdominal

cavity, but outside the peritonenl sac, entirely closed or

coninuinicating by a duct with the intestinal tract. Being

c(iinpri»,«iible, its special functions consist in altering the

specific gravity of tlie fish or in changing the centre of

gravity. In a few fishes it assumes tlic function of tho

or"au of Lii;her vertobratos of which it is the homologue

12-24

Fio. 49.—Gills of Cfralcdui. x. arctis

aoito?
;

gl, elossohyal ; ch, ceralohyal

;

II, attachment of the flrst e.\\\ to tho
walls of the EllI.CBVlty ; A, pseudo-
branchia : r*. X". two aeries of cill-rakeis

beloiiginf-'lo the pseudobranchia

—viz., of a lung. The gas contained in tho cr bladder is

secreted from its inner surface. In most freshwater fishes

it consists of nitrogen, with a very small quantity of o.xygeu

and a trace of carbonic acid ; in sea-fishes, especially those

living at some depth, oxygen predominates, as much as 87

per cent, having been found. Davy found in the air-

bladder of a fresh-run salmon a trace of carbonic acid and

10 per cent, of oxygen, the remainder of the gas being

nitrogen.

An air-bladder is absent in Leptocardii, Ci/clostomi,

Chi>ndropteri/tjn, and I/olucrphali, but occurs in all

Ganoids, in winch, besides, its respiratory functions mora
or less clearly manifest themselves. Its occurrence in Tele-

osteans is very irregular, closely allied species sometimes

differing from each other in this respect; it shows in this

subclass the most extraordinary modifications, btit ha3 no

respiratory function whatever.

Constantly situated within the abdominal cavity, below

the vertebral column, but outside the sac of the peritoneum

which covers only its ventral portion, the air-bladder is fre-

quently prolonged into the tail, the prolongation being

either single and lodged between the non-united parapo-

physes, or double and penetrating between the muscles and

hsemapophyses of each side. In the opposite direction [uo-

cesses of the air-bladder may penetrate into the skull, as

has been mentioned above (p. 653). In some fishes tho

air-bladder is almost loose in the abdominal cavity, whilst

in others it adheres most intimately by firm and short tissue

to the vertebral column, the walls of the abdomen, and the

intestines. In the Cohitina and many Siluroids it is moro

or less completely enclosed in osseous capsules formed by,

the vertebriB.

There are two tunics in the greater number of air-

bladders,—an extremely thin internal one, frequently shin-

ing with a silvery lustre, containing crystalline corpuscle.s,

sometimes coveredwitha pavement-epithelium, and a thicker

outer one of a fibrous texture, which sometimes attains

to considerable thickness and yields isinglass. The outer

wall is strengthened in many fishes by muscular layers

for the compression of the whole organ or of some portion

of it.

A distinction has been made between air-bladders whicli

communicate by a duct with the intestinal tract and those

which are entirely closed. It is to be remembered, however,

that at an early stage of development all air-bladders are

provided with such a duct, which in some fishes is more

or less completely obliterated, being then represented by a

fine ligament only. Air-bladders without duct arc found

in Acarthopterygians, Pharyngognalhs, Anacaiiths, and

Lophobranchs. They may consist of a single cavity, or

may be divided by constrictions into two or three chambers

situated behind one another ; they may consist of fwo

lateral divisions, assuming a horseshoeliko form, or of

a single sac with a pair of simple or bifid processes in front

or beliind. The families of Saamdic and Pu/t/nnnidie

possess air-bladders with a most extraordinary develop-

ment of appendages rising from each side. Air-bladders

with a pneumatic duct are found in Ganoids and Thysn-

stonies, the duct entering the dorsal side of tho intestinal

tract, with the exception of Pvli/ptenis and the Dipnoi,

in which it enters on tho ventral side of the oesophagus.

In most cases the orifice is in the eesophagus, but in some

it is in the cardiac portion of the stomach, .a-s in Aa}>f7is(r,

or ill its blind sac, as in many Clupeoids. The air-bladder

may be single, or may consist of two divisions situated one

behind the other (fig. 45) ; its inner surface may be per-

fectly smooth, or it may form manifold pouches and cells.

If two divisions arc present the anterior possesses a middle

elastic membrane which is absent in the posterior
;
each

division has a muscular layer, by which it can be separately

XII. — &x
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compressed, so that part of the contents oi the posterior

may be driven into the elastic anterior division, and liee

versa. The posterior division being provided with the

ductus pneumaticus does not require the elasticity of the

anterior

Some Siluroids possess a peculiar apparatus for volun-

tarily exercising a pressure upon the air-bladder. From
• the first vertebra a process takes its origin on each side,

expanding at its end into

a large round plate ; this is

npplied to the side of the

air-bladder, and by pressing /f Wi/m ^i

upon it expels the air

through the duct ; the small

muscle moving the plate

rise* from the skull. The
connexion of the air-bladder

with the organ of hearing

in some Pbysostomes has

been described above, p.

653.

; In the modifications of

ithe air-bladder hitherto

mentioned, the chief and

most general function is a

mechanical one : this orgaif

serves to regulate the speci-

fic gravity of the fish, to

aid it in maintaining a par-

ticular level in the water,

in rising or sinking, in

raising the front part of its

body or depressing it, as E/i\C&r:iSr}\ |h/j

occasion may require. Yet

a secretion of gas from the

blood into its cavity must

take place ; and if this he

so, it is not at all impossible

that an exchange of gases

between the two kinds of

blood is also effected by

means of the extraordinary

development of retia mira-

bilin in many air-bladders.

In all fishes the arteries

of the air-bladder take their

origin from the aorta or the

syetem of the aorta, and its

veins return either to the

portal, the vertebral, or the

hepatic veins ; like the other

organs of the abdominal l v^ja^y j

'

cavity, it receives arterial
'

blood and returns venous

blood. ' •

Whilst the air-bladders

of some Ganoids, anatomi-

cally as well as functionally,

closely adhere to the Tele-

osteous type, that of Amia
is more cellular and lung-

like m its interior than the )„„cri,nir to »i.ow lucoiiuior pouches.

Teleosteous air-bladder, and "^ '''b''' •"""; ' '•'" "'": " ccumnr
-, , L 41 pouches; f, vtna puhiioiiiiUs

; /, niic-
I'olijpteTus approaches tlio iiuiiji(H><t-vciioi:oc.u3ophugu>, opened

rHjmti, not only in having a " "">" 8"""' '"'•'•

laterally divided airbladJer, but also in its pneumatic duct

t'tering the ventral side of the cesophajus. The air-

b'lrider of the Dipnoi possesses still further tlie anutomical

characteristics of a lung and assumes its functions, though,

tt' it coexists with gills, only periodically or in an auxiliary

manner. The ductus pneumaticus is a membranou-
bronchus, entering the ventral side of the oesophagus, anil

provided at its entrance with a glottis. In Ceratodtis (fig.

49) the lung is still a single cavity, but with a symmetrical
arrangement of its intsrnal pouches ; it has no pulmonary
artery, but receives branches from the arteria cceliaca.

Finally, in Lepidosiren and Protoptems the lung is com-
pletely divided into lateral halves, and by its cellular

structure approaches most nearly that of a reptile ; it is

supplied with venous blood by a true pulmonary artery.

Organs of Cieculation.

The blood-corpuscles of fishes, with one exception, are

of an elliptic shape ; this exception is Petromyzon, which
possesses circular, flat, or slightly biconvex blood-corpuscles.

They vary much in size; they are smallest in Teleosteans

and Cyclostomes, those of Acerina ofmaameasuring -s-jVr

of an inch in their longitudinal, and ^^rinr '" their transverse

diameter. So far as it is known at present the Salmonidce

have the largest blood-corpuscles among Teleosteans, those

of the salmon measuring j-g^r ^J TsVtr ^"-i approaching

those of the sturgeon. Those of the Chondropterygians

are still larger ; and finally, Lepidosiren has blood-corpuscles

not much smaller than those of Perennibranchiates, viz.,

YTv ^y TiT '"i- Branchiostoma is the only fish which
dues not possess red blood-corpuscles.

Fishes, in common with the other vertebrates, are pro-

vided with a complete circulation for the body, with
another equally complete for the organs of respiration, and
with a particular abdominal circulation, terminating at' the

liver by means of the vena pertse ; but the peculiar char-

acteristic consists in this, that the brcinchial circulation

alone is provided at its base with a muscular apparatus or

heart, corresponding to the right half of the heart of mam-
malia and birds. . ^ .

The heart is situated between the branchial and abdo-

minal ?avities, between the two halves of the scapulary

arch)—rarely farther behind, as in Symhranchidce. It is

enclo.sed-in a pericardium, generally separated entirely from

the abdominal cavity by a diaphragma, which is, in fact,

the anterior portion ef the peritoneum, strengthened by
aponeurotic fibres. In some fishes, however, there is a

communication between the pericardial and peritoneal sacs,

viz., in the Chondropterygians and Acipenser, whilst in the

Myxinoids the pericardial sac is merely a continuation of

tl.i peritoneum.

Relatively to the size of the body, the heart is very

3mall. It consists of three divisions :—the atrium, with a

large sinus venosus into which the veins enter ; the ven-

tricle ; and a conical hollow swelling at the beginning of

the arterial system, the structure of which forms one of the

most important characters used in the classification of fishes.

In all Palcsichthy<$ (figs. 50 and 51) this swelling is still a

division of the pulsating heart, being provided with a thick

muscular stratum ; it is not separated from the ventricle

by two valves opposite to each other, but its interior i.-

fitted with a plurality of valves, arranged in transvcrc^t

series more or less numerous in the various groups o!

the subclass. Lepidosiren ani Protoplerm offer an exauiplb

of a modification of this valvular arrangement, their valves

being longitudinal, each valve in fact being formed by the

confluence of .several smaller ones situated behind one

another. This Pahciclithyau type is called conus arteri-

osus.

In Cyclostomes and Teleosteans (fig. 52) the enlargement

is a swelling of the artery, without muscular stratum and

without contractility ; with the exception of the Myxinoids,

its walls are thick and fibrous witli many trabectloe ami

pouches, but ii has no valves in its interior, and is separated
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from the ventricle by two valves opposite to each other.

Vhis Teleostjan type is callf.d bulbus aorts.

The sinua venosus sends the whole of the venous blood

,y a single orifice of its anterior convexity into the atrium
;

two thin membranous valvules turned

nyf^^ towards the atrium prevent the blood

from re-entering the sinus, A pair of

other valves between the atrium and
ventricle have the same function. The
walls of the ventricle are strong, and,

Fig. 50. Fig. 51.

.10. 50 —Heart of i»»piJo5/^us ojst'uj. T. Externa! pspcct. II. Conu3 arteriosus
opened, a, atrium; 6. conua arreriosus ; v, vtntilcle; h, bianchiol artery for
third and fourth gill ; t, foi the second ; /. for the flrbt ; m, brunch for the
opercular gill ; d, single yalvo at the base of the conus ; ej,<i, transverse rows
of Ganoid valves.

f10. 51.—Heart of Ceratodus. a, atrium ; b, conus arteriosus ; d, papillary
valve within the conus ; ej,g, transverse rows of Ganoid valves ; h, i, anttnor

• arcus ttoitai
; k, I, posterior aicus aortie ; v, ventricle.

internally, it is furnished with powerful fleshy trabeculas.

The bulbus or conus arteriosus is prolonged into the
branchial ar-

tery, which soon
divides, sending
off a branch to

each branchial

arch. On re-

turning from
the respiratory

organ the

branchial veins

assume the

structure and
functions of ar-

teries. Several

branches are

sent off to dif-

ferent portions

of the head and
to the heart, but.

tlie main trunks

unite to form
the great artery

wliich carries

the blood to the

viscera and tOF.o. W.-Bnlbu, .ort^ of X.pft.V,, gtadim. opened. <..

all the parts of f"""""',''""":!' P""ol iho .all of ventricle; 6. section

.!,„ »..„. I. .„J '"J°"B'' "10 liulbus; (.Tekosteoiis valves of li.eosti.im
ine trunU ana "''••''"uin

;
J. acccssorv valvc», of rudhnenliny nature

tail, and which
inconstant; t. Irabcculo; caiucx of tlie bulbus.

therefore, represents the aorta of higher animals.
The circulatory system of liranchinstoma and of the

Dipnoi, shows essential diflercnccs from that of other fishes.

Branchiostoma is the only fish which does not possess a

muscular heart, several cardinal portions of its va-scular

system being contractile. A great vein extends furwards

along the caudal region below the notochord, and exhibits

contractility in a forward direction ; it is bent anteriorly,

passing into another tube-like puLsatory trunk, the branchial

heart, which runs along the middle of the base of the

pharynx, sending off branches on each side to the branchiaB

;

each of these branches has a small contractile dilatation

(bulbillus) at its base. The two anterior branches pass

directly into the aorta ; the others are branchial arteries,

the blood of which returns by branchial veins emptying

into the aorta. The blood of the intestinal veins is col-

lected in a contractile tube, the portal vein, below the in-

testine, and distributed over the rudimentary liver. Of all

other fishes, the portal vein is contractile in Mysinoids

only.

In Dipnoi a rudimentary partition of the heart into a

right and a left division has been observed ; this is limited

to the ventricle in Ceratodus, but in Lepidosiren and Pro-

topterus an incomplete septum has been observed in the

atrium also. All Dipnoi liave a pulmonal vein, which

enters the atrium by a separate opening, provided with a

valve. The pulmonal artery rises in Lepidosiren and Pro-

topUrus from an arch of the aorta, but in Ceratodus it ia

merely a subordinate branch, rising from the arteria cceliaca.

Ukinaey Oegans.

In Branchiostoma no urinary organs have been found.

In Myxinoids these organs are of very primitive struc-

ture ; they consist of a pair of ducts, extending from the

urogenital porus through the abdominal cavity. Each
duct sends off at regular intervals from its outer side a

short wide branch (the uriniferous tube), which communi-
cates by a narrow opening with a blind sac. At the bottom
of this sac there is a small vaso-ganglion (Malpighian
corpuscle), by which the urine is secreted.

In the lampreys the kidneys form a continuous gland-

like body, with irregular detached small portions. The
ureters coalesce before they terminate in the urogenital

papilla.

In Chondropterygians the kidneys occiipy the posterior

half or two-thirds of the back of the abdominal cavity,'

outside the sac of the peritoneum (as in all fishes), which
forms a firm tendinous horizontal septum. The kidneys
of the two sides are never confluent, and generally show a

convoluted or lobulated surface. Tha ureters are short

;

each is dilated into a pouch, and communicating with its

fellow terminates by a single urethra (which also receives

the vasa deferentia) behind the end of the rectum in tht

largo common cloaca.

In Ganoids the kidneys occupy a similar position as in

Chondropterygians, but these fishes dilTcr considerably
with regard to the termination and the arrangement of tha
ends of the urogenital ducts.

The kidneys of Teleostoans are likewise situated outside
the peritoneal cavity, immediately below .wrae part of the
vertebral column, and vary exceedingly with regard to form
and extent. Sometimes they reach from the skull to

between the muscles of the tail, sometimes they are limited

to the foremost part of the abdominal cavity (in advance
of the diaphragm), but generally their extent corresponds
to that of the abdominal portion of the vertebral column.
Tlie ureters terminate, eitliorscixirat« or united, in aurin.iry

bladder, varying in shape, which opens by a short urethra
behind the vent. The urinary opening may be separate from
or confluent with that of the genital ducts, and is frequently
placed on a more or less prominent papilla (p»pillaurogcni-
talis). If separate, the urinary opuiing is behind the
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genital; anil if a papillii is develope_, 1^=, extieuity .s

perforated by the urethra, the genital opening being situated

nearer the base. A few Teleosteans show an arrangement

Blmilar to that of Chondropterygians and Dipnoi, the

urogenital openings being in the posterior wall of the

rectum [Symbranchidce, Pediculati, and some Plectognathi).

Organs of Repkoduciion.

All fishes are dioecious, or of distinct sex. Instances of

so-called hermaphroditism are, with the exception of

Serranus, abnormal individual peculiarities; such have been

observed in the cod-fish, in some Pleuronedidce, and in

the herring. Either the generative organ of one side was

found to be male and that of the other female, or the organ

of one or both sides was observed to have been developed

partly into an ovary, partly into a testicle. In the European

species of Serranus a testicle-like body is attached to the

lower part of the ovary ; but many specimens of this genus

are undoubtedly males, having normally developed testicles

only.

The majority of fishes are oviparous (comparatively few

viviparous), the embryos being developed either in the

ovarium or in some dilated portion of the oviduct. In

viviparous fishes actual copulation takes place, and the males

of most of them are provided with copulatory or intromit-

tent organs. In oviparous fishes the generative products

are, during sexual excitement, discharged into the water, a

very small quantity of semen being sufficient for effectual

impregnation of a number of ova dispersed in a considerable

quantity of water,—circumstances which render artificial

impregnation more practicable than in any other class of

animals.

In Branchiostonia the generative organs occupy the

ventral side of the abdominal cavity, into which they dis-

charge their contents. No ducts are developed in either

Bex.

In the Cyclostomes the generative organ is single, and
fixed to or suspended from the median line of the back of

the visceral cavity by a duplicature of the peritoneum

(mesop.rium), the testicle and ovary being distiaguisbable

by their contents only. These escape by dehiscence of the

cells or capsules and rupture of the peritoneal covering into

the abdominal cavitv.and are expelled, by reciprocal pressure

of the intertwined sexes, through the porus genitalis.

The ova of the lampreys are small and globular, like those

of Teleosteans. Those of Myxine have a very peculiar

shape when mature; they are of an oval form, about 15
miULmetres long and 8 millimetres broad, enveloped in a

horny case, which at each end is provided with a bundle
of short threads, each thread ending in a triple hook.

Whilst in the mcsoarial fold, the eggs arc attached to one
anothf !.y raeana of these hooks, and after being expelled

they pr; iiably fix themselves by the same means to other

objects. As in all fishes producing ova of large size, the

number of ova matured in one season is but small.

In Teleosteans tlio generative organs are comparatively
large. In some fiiinilies the ovaries arc without a closed

covering and without oviducts, as in Salmonidfe, Galaxiidip,

Notopteridce, Mur^inidce, and others. The surface of such
an open ovary— .-is, for instance, that of the salmon—is

transversely plaited, the ova being developed in capsules

in the stroma of the lamina: : after nii)ture of the capsules

the mature ova drop into tne abdominal cavity, and arc

expelled by the porus genitalis. The ovaries of the other

Teleosteans are closed sacs, continued into oviducts. Fre-

quently such ovaries coalesce into a single body, or one in

which the division is cfTectcd internally only by a more or

less complete septum. In the vivipanms Teleosteans the

en>bryoa are developed within the ovary, notably in the

Embiotocidic, muLiy Blenniidae, and
Sebastes viviparus, &c.

[bRGAXs or

Cyprinodontidce,

Fig. 53.

—

Ditrema argcvlcum, with fully developed young, ready for expulsion
by tlie genit\il oiiticc, o; a, foMs of Ihe ovaiian sac ; r, venL

The ova of Teleosteous fishes are extremely variable io

size, quite independently of the size of the parent species.

The ova of large and small individuals of the same species,,

of course, do not differ in size ; but, on the whole, larger

individuals produce a greater number of ova tlian smaller

ones of the same species. The larger the size of the ova is

in a species, the smaUer is the number produced during one
season. The ova of the eel are almost micro-

scopic. The numbers of ova in the small-sized

roe of the herring, lump-fish, halibut, and cod-

fish have been estimated resfiectively at 25,000,
1 55,000, 3,500,000, and 9,344,000. Larger in

size tend fewer in number are those of Anteji- oviim oriTu»
Jiarins, Salmo, Aspredo, Lophobranchs, <fec. ^o"*" (Ci-t-

Those' of Gastrostms are comparatively the lar- Jng 't-aAjyo.

gest; and the Siluroid genus Arius, the males N«»i"^-

of which take care of their progeny, produces ova from

5 to 10 millimetres in diameter. The ova of all Teleosteans

are perfectly globular and soft-shelled. Teleosteans with-

out oviduct deposit them separated from one another;

whilst in many Teleosteans with an oviduct, the ova are

enveloped in a glutinous substance, secreted by its glands,

swelling in the water and forming lumps or chords, ii>

which the ova are aggregated.

Instances of the female taking care of her progeny are ex-

tremely rare in fishes. At present only two examples are

known, that of the Siluroid genus Aspredo, and the Soleno-

stoma. In the former (fig. 55), during the time of propagation,

the integuments of the lower side of the flat trunk of the

female assume a soft and spongy texture. After having

deposited the eggs, the female attaches them to and presses

them into the spoi»gy integument, by merely lying over

them. She carries them on her belly, as the Surinam toao

(Pipa) carries her ova on her back. When the eggs are

hatched the excrescence on the skin disappears, and the al>

domen becomes as smooth as before. In Solenostoma the

inner side of the long and broad ventral fins coalesces with

the integuments of the body, a large pouch being formed

for the reception of the eggs. There is a peculiar provision

for the retention of the eggs in the sac, and probably for

the attachment of the embryo. The inner walls of the sac

are lined with long filaments, arranged in series along the

ventral rays, and more numerous and longer at the base ol

the rays than in the middle of their length, behind which

they disappear entirely.

The testicles of the Teleosteans arc always paired, and

occupy the same position asi-the ovaries. Their size varies

extraordinarily at the different seasons of the year. Vnsa

deferentia are constant. In the males of viviparous TeleO'

steans the urogenital papilla is frequently enlarged, and

clearly serves as an iiitroniittRnt organ.

Many Tdcostd take care of their progeny, but with tb»

exception of Aspredo and Holawsloma. as meutioncd abovi
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it is the male on which thia duty devolves. In some, as in

Coitus, Gastrosteiis, Cycloplerus, Anteunarius, Ophiocepha-

lus, Caliichthys, the male coustructs with more or less skill

a nest, and jealously guards the ova deposited in it by the

female. The male of some species of Arius carries the ova

(fig. 54) about with him in his capacious pharyn.^:. The
species of Chromh inhabiting the sea of Galilee are said

to take care of their ova in the same manner. And, finally,

in the Lophobrauchs, nature has aideil this instinct by the

development of a pouch on the abdomen or lower side of

the tail. In the Syngnallddm this pouch is formed by a

fold of the skin developed from each side of the trunk and
tail, the free mfirgins of the fold being firmly united in the

median line, whilst the eggs are being hatched in the inside

of the pouch. In Hippocampus the pouch is completely

closed, with a narrow anterior opening.
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Fio. 65.—Abilomon of Aspre'o hntrachtii, witli (he ovn attftchcfl ; at rt the ovji
uro lomovcd. to show the spoiicy stnictuvi: o( t)io skin, and the processes filling
the Inteisi-accs between the ova. (Xatuial Size.)

_
The genital organs of Ganoids show diversity of structure

similar to that found in Teleosteans, but on the whole they
Bpproach the Batrachian type. The ovaries are not closed,

except in Lepidosiren ; all Ganoids possess oviducts. In
the sturgeons the oviduct as well as the vas dcjerens-is repro-
sonted by a f'lnnel-shaped prolongation of the perttoncum,
which communicates with the wide ureter. The inner
aperture of the funnel is on s, level with the middle of the
testicle or ovary, while the outer is within the ureter; and it

is a noteworthy fact that only at cci tain periods of the life

of the fish is this outer aperture ic-w-M to ou c.i-c<i.— at other
times the peritoneal funnel appears as a closed blind sac

within the ureter. The mode of passage of the seraeu into

the funnel is not known.,,

In Polypterus ami Amia proper oviducts, with abdomi-
nal apertures in about the middle of the abdominal cavity,

are developed ; they coalesce with the ureters close to the
common urogenital aperture.

In Ceralodm a long convoluted oviduct extends to the
foremost limit of the abdominal cavity, where it opens by
a slit at a considerable distance from the front end of the
long ovary ; this aperture is closed in sexually immature
specimens. The oviducts unite close to their common
opening in the cloaca. During their passage through the
oviduct the ova receive a gelatinous covering secreted by
its mucous membrane. This is probably also the case in

Lepidosiren, which possesses a convoluted oviduct with
secretory glands in the middle of its length

The ova of Ganoids, so far as they are known at present,

are small, and enveloped in a gelatinous substance. In the
sturgeon as many as 7,035,200 have been counted. Those
of Lepidosteus seem to be the largest, measuring 5 mdli-

metres in diameter with their envelope, and 3 millimetres
without it. They are deposited singly, like those of newts.

In Chondropterygians (and Ilolocephali) the organs of re-

production assume a more compact form, and are more free

owing to a lengthened attachment to the back of the abdo.
minal cavity. The ovaries of the majority are paired (single

in the Carckariida and Sc>/lliidw, one remaiiiiiig undevel-
oped). But the oviducts are always paired, with a common
aperture beginning immediately beliind the diaphragma.
They consist of two divisions, separated by a circular valve

;

the upper is narrow, and is provided within its coats with
a gland which secretes the leathery envelope in which

Flo. 60.— Ventral fins and claspers of Chilosci/llii^m trispeculare.

most of the Chondroptcrygian ova are enclosed ; the lower

forms the uterine dilatation in which the embryos of the

viviparous species are developed. Generally the vitelline

sac of tho embryos is free, and has no connexion with

the uterus, wtich in these cases has merely the function of

a protecting pouch-, but in Carcharias and Mustetus Ictvis

a placenta uterina is formed, the vascular walls of tho vitel-

line sac forming plaits fitting into thoSse of the membrane
of tho uterus. Tho ends of the uteri open into the cloaca

by a common aperture behind the ureter.

The testicles are always paired, rounded, and situated in

the anterior part of tho abdominal cavity, covered by the

liver. The vas deferens opens with the urethra in a uapilla

within tho cloaca.

TFre so-called claspers of Chondropterygians (fig. 5ij)

are characteristic of all male individual.^ They are scmi-

ossified appendages of the pubic, with which they are
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movably joined, and special muscles serve to regulate their

movements. Sometimes they are armed with hook-like

osseous excrescences {Selache\ They are irregularly convo-

luted longitudinally, and, when closely pressed to each other,

form a canal open at their extremity. A gland, which

discharges a secretion abundantly during the season of

propagation, is situated at the base of the canal, and opens

into it. It is still doubtful

whether the generally adopted

opinion that their function con-

sists in holding . the female

during copulation is correct, or

whether they are not rather an

intromittent organ, the canal of

which conducts, not only the

secretion of their proper gland,

but also the impregnating fluid.

The ova of the oviparous

Chondropterygians are large,

and few in number ; they are

successively impregnated, and

the impregnation must take

place before they are invested

with a tough leathery envelope,

which would be impenetrable to

the semen, that is, before they

enter the uterus ; therefore,

copulation must take place in

all these fishes. The form of

the egg-shell differs in the

various genera; usually (fig.

57) they are flattened and
quadrangular, with each of the

four corners produced, and fre-

quently prolonged into, lengthy

dlaments which serve for the Magellan's "^traits (? 'sc. chUcme).

attachment of the ova to other "'"''"' ''"•

fixed objects. In Notidanus the surfaces are crossed by

numerous ridges. In Cestracion the egg is pyriform, with

two broad ridges or plates wound edgewise round it, the

two ridges forming five spires. The eggs of Caltorhynchus
have received a protective resemblance to a broad-leaved

fucus, forming a long depressed ellipse, with a plicated

and fringed margin.

Growth and Variation of Fishes.

Changes of form normally accompanying growth (after

absorption of tho vitellino sac) are observed in all fishes,

but in the majority these afi'ect only the proportional size

of tho various parts of the body. Relatively to the size of

the head, the eyes in young fishes are always larger than

in tho adult ; and again, tho head is relatively larger than

tho body. Changes amounting to metamorphosis have

been hitherto observed in Petromyzon only. In tho larval

condition (Aramocixleii) the head is very small, and the

toothless buccal cavity is surrounded by a semicircular

upper lip. The eyes are extremely small, hidden in a

shallow groove ; and the vertical fins form a continuous

fringe. In the course of three or four years the teeth are

developed, and the mouth changes into a perfect suctorial

organ ; the eyes grow ; and the dorsal fin is separated into

two diviaion.s. In Malacopterygians and Anacanths the em-

bryonal fringe from which the vertical fins are developed is

ranch longer persistent than in Aeanthopterygians. A meta-

morphosis relating to tho respiratory organs, as in Eatra-

chian.s, is indicated in the class of fishes. by the external

ffills with which fatal I'lagiostomcs and tho young of .«omc

Ganoids, viz., the Prolopterus and Pott/ptcnm, are proviilfd,

v. Quo of the most extraordinary changes by which, during

Fm. .'!7.

—

Epg of a ScyHium fron-

growth, the form and position of several important organs
are aS"ected, occurs in flat-fishes {PUuronedidoe) ; their

young are symmetrically formed, with a symmetrical mouth,
and with one eye on each side, and therefore keep their

body in a vertical position when swimming. As they grow
they live more on the bottom, and their body, during rest,

assumes a horizontal position ; in consequence, the eye of

the lower side moves towards the upper, which alone is

coloured ; and in many genera the mouth is twisted in the

opposite direction, so that the bones, muscles, and teeth

are much more developed on the blind side than on the

coloured. In a great number of other Teleostei certain

bones of the head show a very difl'erent form in the young
state. Ossification proceeds in those bones in the direction

of lines or radii which project in the form of spines or pro-

cesses ; as the interspaces between these processes are filled

with bone, the processes disappear entirely, or at least

project much less in the older than in the younger indi-

viduals. The young of some fishes may be armed with a

long powerful prseopercular or scapular spine, or may show a

serrature of which nothing remains in the adult fish except

some ridges or radiating lines. These processes seem to

serve'as weapons of defence during a period in the life of

the fi.sh in which it needs them most. In not a few in-

Fig. 5S.—Tholiehlhps oneus (six times the natural size).

stances a portion of this armature is so much developed that

the disappearance of its most projecting parts with the

growth of the fish is not only due to its being surrounded

by other bone, but partially, at least, caused by absorption.

The Carangida:, Cyttidcs, Squamipinnes, Xiphiida:, offer

instances of such remarkable changes. A fish described

as Tkolichlhya osseus (fig. 68) is probably the young of a

Cyttoid, the suprascapula,

humerus, and pr^operculum

forming enormously enlarged

plates. In another fish (fig.

59) these bones appear still

enlarged, and the frontals de-

velop a remarkably long and

curved horn above the orbit

In the Tholk/ithyx-stago of

Pamacanthus (specimens 10

millimetres long), the frontal

bono is prolonged into o

straight lancet-shaped process,

nearly half as long as tho body ; tho suprascapular and

praioporcular processes cover and hide tho dorsal and

ventral fins. The plates attached to the shoulder-girdle re-

main persistent until the young fish has assumed the form

of the adnlt ; thus they arc .still visible in young Cfmlo-

don cUrindlus, 30 inillimetros long, in which the specific

characters are already fully developed (fig. 60). Tho sword-

fishes with ventral fins (Ilisliophonis) belong to the Tolf

osteans of the largest size; in young individuals, 9 milli

metres long ((ig. 01), both jaws are produced, and anna!

Fio. CO.—Thollfhthy«-stnf
Ilcniocrnii (?).
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with pointed teeth ; the supraorbital margin is ciliated
;

the parietal and piceoperculum are prolonged into long

spines ; the dorsal and anal fins are a low fringe ; and the

TEDtrala make their appearance

as a pair of short buds. When
14 millimetres long the young
tisb has still the same armature

on the head, but the dorsal fin

has become much higher, and
the ventral filaments have grown
to a great length. At a third

stage, when the fish has attained

•o a length of 00 millimetres,

-!ie upper jaw is considerably prolonged beyond the lower,

;''sing its teeth ; the spines of the head are shortened, and
(.be fins assume nearly the shape which they retain in

K'l. 60.—Yonnft Chxl'^^n
citrirteHus (30 mill. Ions).

Fia 61.—Young SwonJ.flsh (mjfiopAorw), 9 mill. long. Atlantic. Olagn )

mature individuals. Young sword-fishes without ventral
fins (A'tpAi'os) undergo similar changes ; and, besides, their

skin is covered with small rough excrcs''''n''"3 Kmgitudin-

Fto 62—ToQng Swotd-flsh {//Ij((opAore*). 60 nriHl. lonfT MiJ.Atlantlf.

ally arranged, which continue to be visible after the young

fish has in other respects assumed the form of the mature

(fig. 63)

Ftc 63 —Xiphiat g'adlua, young, about 8 Inchirs lOQg

The Plectogiiatlis show changes no less extraordinary :

ft remarkable form caught in the South Atlantic, and
named Ostracion hoops, is considered by Liitken to be the

young of a sun-fish (Ortka-

goriscui). In still very /T"-^^'''&i»..-^'^j

young but more advanced
6un-fishes (18 to 32
millimetres) the vertical

diameter of the body is

not much less than the

longitudinal, and may
even exceed it ; and small

conical spines are scattered

over its various parts. Fm ©4— ^'i/i«CfOn*oo;>j{fnucli magnified).

The caudui fin is developed long after the other vertical fins.

Similar changes take place in a nvmber of other fishes,

and in many cases the young are sodinerentthat they have
been described as belonging to distinct genera : thus

PriacaMichlhys has proved to be the young of Serranus,

Tic C5.- -Young of Orthogonscut. 18 aod M mill. Ion0
(atuiiil i\zv).

Rhynchichthys that of Hococmtrum, Cep/ialacanlJuii ot

Dactylopteriis, Dicrotus of Tliyrsites, Naucleriis of Nau*
crate}, Forthmens of Chorincmxis, Lnmpur/vs of Cor'iphama,

Acronnrits o[ Acanthvrui, Keiis oi Aasnts. PirohroucUna

of Fiera^fcr, Couchia of ilutdla, Sloiniasiiiicvli<j ol

Slomias, ic.

Tlie fins are mo.st frequently subject to changes during

growth ; but, whilst in some fishes parts of them ;ue [iro

longed into lila-

meuts with age,

in others the

filament.- exist

durijig L'.
" early

life-periousonly;

whilst in some
a part of tho

dorsal or of, the

ventral fins is

normally de-

veloped in the

young only; in others those very parts are peculiar to the

mature age. The integuments are similarly altered : ir>

some species the young only have asperities on the skin, in

others the young are smooth and the old have a tubercu*

lar tkin ; in some the young only have a hard bony head,

in others (some Siluroids) tlie osseous carapace of the

head and neck, as it appears in the adult, is more or less

covered with soft skin whilst the fish is young. ''

In not a few fishes the e.vternal changes bear a relation

to the se.\ual development (Callionynuis, many l.ohy>

rint/iici Cyprinodonts). These secondary sexual dilTev'

cnces do not show themselves in the male individual till

it commences to enter upon its sexual functions, and
it may require two or more seasons before its externa'

characteristics are fully developed. .Immature males do not

ditfer externally from the old female. The secondary sexual

characters of the male consist principally in the prolonga>

tion of some of the fin-rays, or of entire fins, and in Sal'

monidw in the greater development of the jaw-bones. The
coloration of the male is in many fishes much brigliter and
more variegated than that of the female, but is permanent in

comparatively few (as in some Cvllionymus, Labrus Jti-Uius);

generally it is acquired immediately before and during

the season of propagation only, and lost afterwards.

Another periodical change in the integuments, also dua
to sexual influence and peculiar to the male, is the

excrescence of wart-like tubercles on the skin of many
Cyprinoids ; they are developed chiefly on the head, but

sometimes extend over the whole body and all the fins.

With regard to size, it appears that in all Teleosteous

fishes the feniali is larger than the male ; in many Cyprino-

donts the male may be only one-sixth of the bulk of the

female or even less; In Palivichtl-yes we possess few ob-

servations on the relative size of the sexes, but such as have

been made tend to show that, if a difference exists at all,

the male is generally the larger (L'-pidosl-ns). In the ra^s

(Raifi) the sexes, after they have attained maturity, dilfer

in the development of dermal spines and the form of the

teeth, the female being frequently much rougher than the

male.' There is much variation in this respect in ths

difl'erent species ; but the males are constantly distinguitihcd

by an oblong patch of erectile clawlike spines on each

pectoral fin, and by having the teeth (all, or only a portion)

pointed, and not obtuse, like those of the females. In

sharks no secondary sexual difl'erences have been observed
;

the male Cldmccridce possess a singular comb-like cartila-

ginous appendage on the top of the head, which can be

erected or depressed into a groove, both the appendage

and the anterior part of the groove being armed with

booklets. The use of this singular organ is not known.
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The majority of Tehostei are mixogamoHS—that ia, the

males and females congregate on the spawning-beds, and,

the number of the former being in excess, several males

attend to the same female, frequently changing from one

to another. The same habit has been observed in Lepi-

ilosteus. G'lstrosUus is truly polygamous, several females

depositing their ova in the same nest, guarded by one male

only. Some Teleostei (Op/nocephalus), and probably all

Chondropterygians, are monogamous ; and it is asserted

that the connexion between the pair is not merely tem-

porary, but lasts until they are separated by accident. All

iho-se Teleosteans also are probably monogamous which

bring forth living young.

Hybridism is another source of changes and variations

within the limits of a species, and is by no means so rare

as has been hitherto believed ; it is apparently of excep-

tional occurrence, merely because the life of fishes is more
withdrawn from our direct oliservation than that of ter-

restrial animals. It has been observed among species of

Serranus, Pleuronectidce, Cyprinidce, Clupeidce, and especi-

ally S'tlmonidee. As with other animals, the more certain

kinds of fishes are brought under domestication, the more

readily do they interbreed with other allied species. It is

characteristic of hybrids that their characters are very vari-

able, the degrees of affinity to the one or the other of the

parents being inconstant; and, as these hybrids are known
readily to breed with either of the parent race, the variations

of form, structure, and colour are infinite. Of internal

organs the teeth, the gill-rakers, and the pyloric appen-

dages are those particularly affected by such mixture of

fipecies.

Some fishes are known to grow rapidly (in the course of

from one to tliree years) and regularly to a certain size,

growth being definitely arrested after the standard has been

attained. Such fishes may be called " full-grown," in the

sense in which the term is applied to warm-blooded verte-

brates ; the sticklebacks, most Cyprinodonts, and many
C'lupeoids (herring, sprat, pilchard) are examples of this

regular kind of growth.' But in the majority of fishes the

rate of growth is extremely irregular, and it is hardly

possible to know when growth is actually and definitely

arrested. All seems to depend on the amount of food and
the more or less favourable circumstances under which the

individual grows up. Fishes which rapidly grow to a de-

finite size' are sliort-lived, whilst these, Teleosteans as well

OS Chondropterygians, which steadily and slowly increase

in size attain to a great age. Carp and pike have been

a.sccrtaincd to live beyond a hundred years.

Abundance or scarcity of food, and other circumstances

connected with the localities inhabited by fishes, affect

considerably the colour of their muscles and integuments

;

the periodical changes of colour in connexion with their

sexual functions have been referred to above. The flesh of

many Tilcn:tei is colourless, or but slightly tinged by the

blood ; that of Sajmliridie, and most Oannids and Chon-
dropterygians, is more or less red ; but in badly-fcd fi.shos,

ns well as in very young ones, the flesh is invariably while

(anaimic). Many fishes, like the Sidnumithr, feed at times

f^xclusivcly on crustaceans, and the colouring substance of

these invertebrates, which by boiling and by the stomachic

necrction turns red, seems to pass into their llcsh, impart-

ing to it the well-known "salmon" colour. The colora-

' This ni>))lie>j only tu iiidivitliKils growing up unilcr iior«i.il coniU-

lious. Dr H. A. ^^^;y^.r li.is inatle observations on ynnng heriings.

Iniliviiln.'il.'l living in tho wi lm>I att.iineil at the cnil of tlio lliivil niontli

R length of 45 to 50 inillitnetres, wliilst tltose reared from nrtili' ially

»miir(';:nateil ova were <uily from 30 to 35 niilhmctres long. Wlicn
llie laller hail been .'*upplie<l witli more abunilant fooii, they grew prn-

porlion.illy ninro rapidly in tlie following mouths, so that at the end

;
of the liftli n)onth they had leaehcil the flame longlli as their brethren

.10 the sea, viz., 05 to 70 hiillifnetre.i

tion of the integuments of many marine fishes, again, i*

dependent on the nature of their surroundings. In tho.si

which habitually hide themselves on the bottom, in sand,
between stones, or among seaweed, the colours of the body
readily assimilate to those of the vicinity, and are thus an
important element in the economy of their life. The
changes from one set or tinge of colours to another may be
rapid and temporary, or more or less permanent; in some
fishes—as in the Pediculati, of which the seadevil, or
Lopkius, and Antennarius are members—scarcely two
individuals are found exactly alike in coloration, and such
differences are only too frequently mistaken for specific

characters. The changes of colour are produced in two
ways,—either by an increase or decrease of the pig

ment-cells, or chromatophors (black, red, yellow, &c.),

in the skin of the fish, or by the rapid contraction or

expansion of the chromatophors which happen to be
developed. The former change is gradual, like every kind
of growth or development ; the latter, owing to the groat

sensitiveness of the cells, is rapid, but certainly involuntary.

In many bright-shining fishes—as mackerels, mullets— the

colours appear to be brightest in the time intervening

between the capture of the fish and its death, a pheno-

menon clearly due to the pressure of the convulsively-

contracted muscles on the chromatophors. External
irritation readily excites the chromatophors to expand—

a

fact unconsciously utilized by fishermen, who, by scaling

the red mullet immediately before its death, produce the

desired intensity of the red colour of the skin, without
which the fish would not be saleable. It does not, how-
ever, require such strong measures to prove the sensitiveness

of the chromatophors to external irritation, the mere
change from darkness into light is sufficient to induce them
to contract, the fish appearing paler, and vice versa. In

trout which are kept or live in dark places, the black

chromatophors are expanded, and, consequently, such

specimens are very dark-coloured ; when removed to the

light, they become paler almost instantaneously.

Total absence of chromatophors in the skin, or albinism,

is very rare among fishes ; much more common is incipient

albinism, in which the dark chromatophors are changed

into cells with a more or less intense yellow pigment.

Fishes in a state of domestication, like the crucian carp

of China, the carp, the tench, and the ide, are particularly

subject to this abnormal coloration, and are known as the

common goldfish, the gold-tench, and the gold-orfe. But
it occurs also not rarely in fishes living in a wild state, and

has been observed in the haddock, flounder, plaice, carp,

roach, and eel.

It will be evident from the foregoing remarks that the

amount of variation within the limits of the same species

—duo either to natural growth and development, or to

external physical conditions, or to abnormal accidental

circumstances— is greater in fishes than in any of the

higher classes of vertebrates. The amount of variation ia

greater in certain genera or families than in others, ajid

it is much greater in Toleostcans and Ganoids than ir

Chondropterygians. Naturally, it is greatest in the fc

species that have been domesticated, which wo shall m
tion in the following section. ,

Domestication, Tenacity ok Life, Hidernation, &.c.

Only a few fishes are thoroughly domesticated— that is, Pomatii.

bred in captivity, and cnpable of transportation within eolioi..

certain climatic limits— \iz., the carp, crucian carp

(European and Chinese varieties), tench, orfe or ide, and

goramy. The first two have occonipanied civilized man
almost to every part of the globe where he has effected a
pcrinaiicnl settlement.
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tuition.

Attempts 10 acclimatize [iai{iL'uli.rIy useful species in

countries in which they are not indigenous have been made
from time to time, but Lave been permanently successful

in a few instances only, the failures being duo partly to

the choice of a species which did not yield the pn-fitable

return expected, partly to utter disregard of the ditl'ereuce

of climatic and other physical conditions between the

original and the now ho>nes of the fish. The first success-

ful attempts at acclimatization were made with domestic

species, viz., the carp and goldfish, which were transferred

from Eastern Asia to Europe. Then, in the early part of

the present century, the Javanese goramy was acclimatized

m ^Iauritius and Guiana, but no care seems to have been

taken to insure permanent advantages from the successful

execution of the experiment. In those cases fully developed

individuals were transported to the country "in which they

were to bo acclimatized. The most successful attempt of

recent years is tha acclimatization of the trout and sea trout,

and probably aUo of the salmon, in Tasmania and New
Zealand, and of the Californian salmon {Salmo quiiinat .?),

in Victoria, by means Of artificially-impregnated ova. In

transporting ^hese ice was employed, in order to retard

their development generally, and thus to preserve them
from destruction during the passage across the tropical zone.

Artificial Artificial impregnation of fish-ova was first practised by
iinpreg- J. L. Jacobi, a native of Westphalia, in the years 1757-C3,
iwt.oa of ^},Q employed exactly the same method which is followed

now ; aud there is no doubt that this able observer of

nature conceived and carried out his idea with the distinct

object of advantageously restocking water-courses that

had become unproductive, and increasing production by
fecundating and preserving all ova which, in the ordinary

course of propagation, would be left unfecundated or

might accidentally perish. Physiology soon turned to

account Jacobi's discovery, and artificial impregnation has

proved to be one of the greatest helps to the student of

embryology.

Tenncity Fishes ditfcr in an extraordinary degree with regard to

tt life, tenacity of life. Some will bear suspension of respiration

—caused by removal from water, or by exposure to cold

or heat—fur a long time, whilst others succumb at once.

Nearly all marine fishes are very sensitive to changes in

the temperature of the water, and will not bear transporta-

tion from one climate to another. This seems to be much
less the case with some freshwater fishes of the temperate

zones ; the carp may survive after being frozen in a solid

block of ice, and will thrive in the warmest parts of the

temperate zones. On the other hand, some freshwater fishes

are so sensitive to a change in the water that they perish

when transplanted from their native river into another
apparently otlering the same physical conditions (gray-

ling, Salmo hucho). Some marine fishes may be trans-

ferred at once from salt into fresh water, like sticklebacks,

3om6 blennies, and Cottiis, &c. ; others survive the change
when gradually effected, as many migratory fishes ; whilst

withers, again, cannot bear the least alteration in the

composition of the salt water (all pelagic fishes). On the

. vvhole, instances of marine fishes volantarily entering

brackish or fresh water are very numerous, whilst fresh-

water fishes proper but rarely descend into salt water.

Abstinence from food affects different fishes in a similarly

liffereiit degree. Marine fishes are less able to endure hun-
ger than freshwater fishes,—at least in the temperate zones,

no observations having been made in this respect on tropical

Sshes. GoIdHshes, carps, and eels are known to be able to

Jubsist without food for months, without showing a visible

decrease in bulk ; whil.st the Trigloids, Sparoids, and other

marine fishes surrivo abstinence from food for a few days
mly. In freshwater fishes the temperature of the water

has great influence on their vital functions generally, and
12-21*

consequently on their app lite. Many cease to feed alttv

gcthcr ill the course of the winter; a few, like the pike,

are less inclined to feed during the heat of the suiniiiur than
when the temperature is lowered.

Captivity is easily borne by most fishes, and the appliances

introduced in modern ac]uaria have rendered it possible

to keep in confinement fishes which formerly were con-

sidered to be intolerant of captivity, and even to induce
them to propagate

Wounds affect fishes generally much less than higher

vertebrates. A Greenland shark continues to feed though
its head is pierced by a harpoon or by the knife, so long

as the nervous centre is not touched ; a pike will survive

the loss of its tail, or a sea-perch that of a portion of it,

and a carp that of half its snout. Some fishes, however,

are much more sensitive, and perish even from the super-

ficial abrasion caused by the meshes of the net during

capture {Mullvs).

The power of reproduction of lost parts in Teleosteout

fishes is limited to the delicate terminations of their fin-rays

and the various tegumentary filaments with which some
are provided. These filaments are sometimes developed in

an extraordinary degree, imitating the waving fronds of

the seaweed in which the fish hides. The ends of the fin-

r.iys and also the filaments are frequently lost, not only by

accident, but also merely by wear and tear ; and, as these

organs are essential for the preservation of the fish, their

reproduction is necessary. In Dipnoi, Ceralodus, anil Pro-

{(pterin-; the terminal portion of the tail has been found to

have been reproduced, but without the notochord.

Hibernation has been observed in many Cyprinoids and
MurKnoids of the temperate zones. They do not fall into

a condition of complete torpidity, as reptiles and mammals
do, but their vital functions are simply lowered, and they hide

in sheltered holes, and cease to go abroad in search of their

food. Between the tropics a groat number of fishes (especi-

ally Siluroids, Labyrinthici, Ophiocephaloids, the Dipnoi)

are known to survive long-continued droughts by passing

the dry season in a perfectly torpid state, imbedded in tho

hardened mud. Proloptcrus, and probably many q{ tlie

other fishes mentioned, prepare for themselves a cavity large

enough to hold them, and coated on the inside with a layer

of hardened mucus, which preserves them from complete

desiccation. It has been stated that in India fishes may
survive in this condition for more than one season, and
that ponds, known to have been dry for several years and
to a depth of many ieet, have swarmed with fishes as soon

as tho accumulation of water released them from their

hardened bed.

The principal benefit derived by man from the class of

fishes consists in the abundance of wholesome and nourish-

ing food which they yield. In the polar regions especially,

whole tribes are entirely dependent on this class for

subsistence ; and in almost all nations fishes form a more
or loss essential part of food, many, in a preserved con-

dition, being most important articles of trade, Their use

in other respects is of but secondary importance. Cod-

liver oil is prepared from tho liver of some of the Gadoids

of tho northern hemisphere and of sliarks, isinglass from

the swim-bladder of sturgeons, Scirenoids, and Polynemoids,

and shagreen from tho skin of sharks and rays

The flesh of some fishes is constantly or occasionally

poisonous. Wjien eaten, it causes symptoms of more or

less intense irritation in the stomach and intestines, inflam-

mation of the mucous membranes, and not rarely death.

The fishes which appear always to have poisonous proper,

ties are— C'lupea thrism, Cliipea vencnosa, and some

species of Scanis, Tctrodon, and Diodon. There are many
others which have occasionally or frequently caused symp-

toms of poisoning. I'ocy enumerates no less than seventy
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;wo different kinda from Cuba; and various species of

Sphyr<sna, BalisUs, Ostracion, Caranx, Lachndaemus,

Tetragonurut, Tkpmus, have been found to be poisonous in

ill 8888 between the tropics. All or nearly all these fishes

acquire their poisonous properties from their food, which

consists of poisonous Medusa and corals, or of decomposing

Bubatanoes. Frequently the fishes are found to be eatable

if the head and intestines are removed immediately after

capture. In the West Indies it ias been ascertained that

all the fishes living and feeding on certain coral banks are

poisonous. In other fishes the poisonous properties are

developed at certain seasons of the year only, especially the

season of propagation ; as the barbel, pike, and burbot,

whose roe causes violent diarrhcea when eaten during the

season of spawning. .< »

Poison-organs are more common in the class of fishes than

w43 formerly believed, but they seem to have exclusively

the function of defence, and are not auxiliary in procuring

food, as in venomous snakes. Such organs are found in

the sting-rays, the tail of which is armed with one or more

jiowerful barbed spines. Althougli they have no special

'
Fio. 66.—Portion of tail, with 6pliie8,>bf AetoiatU narinari, a Stiog-ray trom

ibe Indian Ocean, a, natnral bIzo of spine.

organ secreting poison, or caoiJ in or ou the spine by
which the venomous fluid is conducted, the symptoms
caused by a wound from the spine of a sting-ray are such

as cannot be accounted for merely by the mechanical lacera-

tion, the pain being intense, and the subse-

quent inflammation and swelling . of the

wounded part terminating not rarely in

gangrene. The mucus secreted from the

surface of the fish and inoculated by the

jagged spine evidently possesses venomous
properties. This is also the case in many
Bcorpsenoids, and in the weever {Trachinus),

[n which the dorsal and opercular spines

have the same function as the caudal spines

of the stingrays ; in the weevers, however,

tae spines are deeply grooved, the groove

oeing charged with a fluid mucus. In

S^nanceia the poison-organ (fig. 67) is Ti^
still moro developed : each dorsal spine is

iu its terminal half provided with a deep "^"pi^"* ^Th
trroove on each side, at the lower end of poiBon-bags, of
^ , . , ,

.

, 1 1 ... Synaneeia ver-

which lies a pear- shaped bag containing rumm (Indian

the , milky poison ; it is prolonged into a Ocean).

Membranous duct, lying in the groove of the spine, and

open at its point. The native fishermen, well acquainted

Fio. ^^—Ttintaiinphrync retteulata,

Mr\th the dangerous natuio of tlicso fishes carefully avoid

iandiing them ; but it often hap])ciis tb.it persons wading

••ilU naked feet in the sea step upon the fish, which scuu-

LUBOLOOICAl

rally lies hidden in tte sand. One or more of the erecter

spines penetrate the skin, aad tLe poison is injected ini.'

the wound by the pressure of the foot on the poison-bas--

Death has frequently been the result. • -
The most perfect poison-organs litherto discovered in

fishes are those of Thalassophryne, a Batrachoid genus ol

fishes from the

coasts of Central

America. In these

fishes again the

operculum and the

two dorsal spines

are the weapons.

The former (fig.

69) isverynarrow,

vertically styli-

form, and very

mobile; it isarmed
behind with a

spine, eight lines

long, and of the

same form as the

hollowvenom-fang -> ^
of a snake, being V >J^\ y
perforated at its

base and at its

extremity. A sae

covering the base

of the spine dis-
1 ., Fio. 69.—Opercnlar part of the poison-apparatus of

CnargeS its con- Ma/aJsopAryse (Panama). 1. Hinder hal.toC llic lu-ad,

tents thrOUfih the ^'*^ ^^^^ venom-sac" insUu. a, lat€ra] line luid its

o brandies; 6, gili-opening ; c, ventral fin; rf, base ol

apertures and the pectoral tin ; e, base of dorsal. 2. Operculum wltfl

canal in the inte- "" Perforated spine,

rior of the spine. The structure of the dorsal spines is

similar. There are no secretory glands imbedded iu the

membranes of the sacs, and the fluid must be secreted by

their mucous membrane. The sacs have no external mus-

cular layer, and are situated immediately below the thick

loose skin which envelops the spines to their extremity

;

the ejection of the poison into a living animal, therefore,

can only be effected, as in Synanceitx, by the pressure to

which the sae is subjected the moment the spine enters

another body

GEOLOGICAL DISTKIBtJTION.

Of v/hat kind the fishes were which were the first to

ftiake their appearance on the globe, whether or not they

were identical with or similar to any of the principal types

existing at present, arc questions which probably will

for ever remain hidden in mystery and uncertainty. The

supposition that the Pharyngobranchs and Cyclostomes,

the lowest of the vertebrate series, must have preceded

the other subclasses, is an idea which has been held by

many zoologists, and, as the horny teeth of the Cyclostomes

are the only parts which under favourable circumstances

could have been preserved, palaeontologists have ever been

searching for this evidence.

Indeed, in deposits belonging to the Lower Silurian fi :

Devonian, in Russia, England, and North America, minu'a,

slender, pointed horny bodies, bent like a hook,

with sharp opposite margins, have been found A
and described under the name of "conodonts." «
Moro frequently they possess an elongated
, , ,, . 1 ,1 .1 • 11 „ Fio, 70.—Rlgtil

basal portion, in which there is generally a jp,,,,,! ,,i.(,

larger tooth with rows of similar but smaller ^„,,;''''-""'

denticles on one or both sides of the larger

tooth, according as this is central or at one end of th«

base. In other examples there is no prominent central

tooth, but a series of more or less similar teeth is implanted
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on a straiglit or curved base. Modificatious of these ar-

rangements are very numerous, and many paleontologists

still entertain doubts whether the origin of these remains

is not rather from annelids and mollusks than from fishes.

The first undeniable evidence of a fish, or, indeed, of a

vertebrate animal, occurs in the Upper Silurian rocks, in

a bone-bed of the Downton Sandstone, near Ludlow. It

consists of compressed, slightly curved, ribbed spines, of

less than 2 inches in length (Onclius) . small shagreen-

ecales (Tkelodns) ; the fragment of a jaw-like bar with

pluricuspid teeth (Plectrodus) ; the cephalic bucklers of what

seems to be a species of Pteraspis , and, finally, coprolitic

bodies of phosphate and carbonate of lime, including

recognizable rsTiains of the mollusks and crinoids inhabit-

ing the same waters. But no vertebra or other part of

the skeleton has been fonnd. The spines and scales seem

to have belonged to the same kind of fish, which probably

was a Plagiostome. It is quite uncertain whether or not the

jaw (if it be the jaw of a fish) belonged to the buckler-

bearing PleroApis, the position of which among Ganoids,

with which it is generally associated, is open to.doubt.

No detached undoubted tooth of a Plagiostome or Ganoid
ecale has been discovered in the Ludlow deposits ; but this

much is certain, that those earliest remains in Palieozoic

rocks belonged to fishes closely allied to forms occurring

in greater abundance in the succeeding formation, the

Devonian, where they are associated with undoubted
Pcud-ichih/es, Plagiostomes as well as Ganoids.

These fish-remains of the Devonianor Old Red Sandstone

can be determined with greater certainty. They consist of

spines, the so-called "ichthyodorulites," which show suffi-

ciently distinctive characters to be referred to several

genera, one of them, Oiichus, still surviving from the

Silurian epoch. All these spi nes are believed to be those

of Chondropterygians, to which order some pluricuspid

tejth (Cladodus) from the Old Red Sandstone in the

vicinity of St Petersburg have been likewise referred.

The remains of the Ganoid nslies are in a much more
perfect state of preservation, so that it is even possible to

obtain a tolerably certain idea of the general appearance

and habits of some of them, especially of such as were

provided with hard carapaces, solid scales, and ordinary or

bony fin-rays A certain propoi tion of them, as might
have been expected, remind us, as regards their external

form, of Tcleosteous fishes rather than of any of the few
Btill existing Ganoid types but it is contrary to all analogy

and to all pala;ontologicaI evidence to suppose that those

fishes were, in their int'>rnal structure, more nearly

allied to Tcleosteans than to Ganoids. If they were not

true Ganoids, they may justly be supposed to have had
the essential characters of Pdrnir.htkyes Other forms
even at that remote geological epoch exhibit so unmistak-
ably the characteristics of existing Ganoids that no one
can entertain any doubt with regard to their place in the

Bystcra In none of these fishej is there any trace of verlo-

bral segmentation.

The PalwicMt/cs of the Old Red Sandstone, the

systematic position of which is still obscure, are the

CephalaspiJce from the Lower Old Red Sandstone of

Great Britain and Eastern Canada. Plerichthys, Coccos-

lats, Dinichlhys, and Asterc^epis (genera which have
been combined in one group, Placodermce) , and Aran
thodei and allied genera, which combined numerous
branchiostegals with Chondropterygian spines and a

shagreen-like dermal covering.

Among the other Devonian fishes (and they form the

majority) two types may be recognized, both of which
are unmistakably Ganoida The first approaches the still

living Polyptents, with which some of the genera like

Diplopterus singularly agree in the furm and armature ui'

the head, the lepidusis of the body, the lobate pectoral

fins, and the termination of the vertebral column. Other
genera, as Holoptycldus, have cycloid scales , many have
two dors.al fins (Iloloptychms), and, instead of branchio-

stegals, jugular scutes , others have one long dorsal con-

fluent with the caudal (Phaneroptairon). In the second

type the principal characters of the Dipnoi are maniiest

;

and some of them—for example, Dipterus, Pah^darkus,
Uolodus—approach so close?^' the Dipnoi which still sprvive

that the differences existing between them warrant a sepa-

ration into families only.

Devonian fishes are frequently found under peculiar

circumstances, enclosed in the so-called nodules. These
bodies are elliptical flattened pebbles, which have resisted

the action of water in consequence of their greater hardness,

whilst the surrounding rock has been reduced to detritus

by that agency Their greater density is due to the dis-

persion in their substance of the fat cf the animal which
decomposed in them Frequently, on cleaving one of

these nodules with the stroke of the hammer, a fish is

found embedded in the centre. At certain localities of

the Devonian, fossil fishes are so abundant that the whole
of the stratum is afTected by the decomposing remain.',

emitting a peculiar smell when newly opened, and acquir-

ing a density and durability not possessed by strata with-

out fishes. The flagstones of Caithness are a remarkable
instance of this.

The fish-remains of the Carboniferous formation show a

great similarity to those of the preceding. They occur

throughout the series, but are very irregularly distributed,

being extremely rare in some countries, whilst in others

entire beds (the so-called bone-beds) are composed ol

ichthj-olites. In the ironstones they frequently form the

nuclei of nodules, as in the Devonian.

Of Chondropterj-gians the spines of Onchus and others-

still occur, with the addition of teeth in cative of tht

existence of fishes allied to the Cestracion type (Cocldiodus,

Psamviodus), a type which henceforth plays an important,

part in the composition of the extiuct marine fish faunse

Another extinct Selachian family, that of the Hybodonta
makes its appearance, but is known from the teeth only

Of the Ganoid fishes, the family Palceoniscidce (Traquair)

is numerously represented ; others are Coelacanths {Col-

'acanthus, Phizodns), and Saiirodipterini (MegalichtJtys'i

None of these fishes have an ossified vertebral column, but

in some Okgalichthijs) the outer surface of the vertebrae

is ossified into a ring ; the termination of their tail is

heterocercal. The Carboniferous Uroneniiis and the Dev-

onian Pkaneropleuron are probably generically the same
and the Devonian Dipnoi are continhed as, and well repre-

sented by, Ctenodus

The fishes of the Permian group are very similar to thosf

of the Carboniferous A type which in the latter was bul

very scantily represented, namely the P/atysomid(e, is much
developed. They were deep-bodied fish, covered with hard

rhomboid scales possessing a strong anterior rib, and pro

vided with a heterocercal caudal, long dorsal and anal, shor:

non-lobate paired fins (when present), and branchiostegals

Pala:oniscus appears in many species , the Sauridit are

represented by Pygoptems and Acrolepis, and Cestracinnts

by Janassa and Strophodus.

The passage from the Palaiozoic into the Mesozoic era if

not indicated by any marked change so far ns fishes are

concerned. The more remarkable forms of the Trias are

shark-like fishes represented by ichthyodorulites, like

Nemacanthus, Liacanfhus. and llybodus ; and Cestracionts

represented by species of Aa-odus and Strophx>dus. Of

the Ganoids, Ccelacanthus, Amhlypterus {Pohvonisc>dce),&Dd

Savri^/il 'lys pemai from the Carboniferous epocli. Cera-

ir ''jv n;i;iears for the first time(Muschd-Kalkof Germanyj
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Tlianks to tue researcbes of Agassiz, anu especially of bir

V. Egerton, tbe ichthyological fauna of the Lias is perhaps

the best known of the Mesozoic era, one hundred and fifty-two

species havingbeen described. Of the various local! ties, Lyme
^egis has yielded more than any other, nearly all the Liassic

genera being represented there by no fewer than seventy-nine

species. The Hybodonts and Cestracionts continue in their

fullest development. Holocephales (Is<-h>/odus), true sharks

(Palceosci/Uium), rays {Squahraia, Arthropterus), and stur-

geons (Chondrosleus) make their first appearance ; but they

are sufficiently distinct from living types to be classed in

separate genera, or even families. The Ganoids, especi-

ally Lepidosteoids, predominate over all the other fishes :

Lepidotus, Seniionotus, Pholidupkorus, Pachycormus, Eugna-

'iiis, Teiragon'olepis, are represented by numerous species;

other remarkable genera are Aspidorliynchus, Belonoslomus,

Saurostomxis, Sauropsis, Thrissonottis, Conodus, Ptycholepis,

Endactis, Ceutrole/ns, Leffnonotus, Oxygnathus, Heterolepi-

dolus, Isocolum, Osleorhachis, Mesodon. These genera afford

evidence of a great change since the preceding period, the

majority not being represented in older strata, whilst, on the

other hand, many are continued into the succeeding Oolitic

formations. The homocercal termination of the vertebral

column begins to supersede the heterocercal, and many
of the genera have well-ossified and distinctly segmented

spinal columns. The cycloid form of scales also becomes

more common,—one genus (Leplolepis) being, with regard

to the preserved hard portions of its organization, so similar

to the Teleosteous type that some palaeontologists refer it

(with much reason) to that subclass.

As already mentioned, the Oolitic formations show a

great similarity of their fish fauna to that of the Lias; but

still more apparent is its approach to the existing fauna.

Teeth have been found which cannot even generically be

distinguished from Nolidamis. The rays are represented

by genera like Spathohatts, Behmnohatis, Thanmas ; the

ffolocephaliavemoTe numerous than in the Lias (IscAyodus,-

Ganodus). The most common Ganoid genera are Caturns,

Pycnodus, Photidophonis, Lepidotus, Leptolepis, all of which

had been more or less fully represented in the Lias. Cera-

todus also is continued into it.

The Cretaceous group gives clear evidence of the furttier

advance towards the existing fauna. Teeth of sharks of

existing genera, Carcharias (Corcix), Scyllinm, Notidanns,

and Galeocerdo, are common in some of the marine strata,

whilst Hybodonts and Cestracionts are represented by a

small number of species only ; of the latter one new genus,

Ptychodus, appears and disappears. A very characteristic

Ganoid genus, ifacropoma, comprises homocercal fishes

with rounded ganoid scales sculptured externally and

pierced by prominent mucous tubes. Catnrus becomes

extinct. Teeth and scales of Lepdilitus (with Spka:rodiis

as subgenus), clearly a freshwater fish, are widely distri-

buted in the Wcaldcn, and finally disappear in the Chalk ;

its body was covered with large rhomboidal ganoid scales.

Gyrodus and Ax/tidorhynchtis occur in the beds of Voirons,

Ccelodus and Aminpsis (allied to Amia) in tliose of Comcn,
in Istria. But the PaUcichthyis are now In the minority

;

undoubted Teleosteans have appeared for the first time on

the stage of life in nujicrous genera, many of which are

identical with still cxi-ning fishes. The most of these are

Acanthopterygians, but Physoatomca and I'lectngnnths are

likewise well represented, most of them being marine. Of
Acanthopterygian families the first to appear are the

Berycidrr, represented by several very distinct genera:—
Beryx ; Pseudubi'ryx, with abdominal ventral fins; Berycop-

lii, with cycloid scales; Ilomonofus, Slenostoma, ,Spliei\o-

crphalus, Acnn^is, Jfophpln-y.r, Plntyromin, with granular

scales ; Podorys, with a dorsal extending Ui 'u>o neck
;

Acrogruter. Mncrolepis, Rharolepis, from the Chalk of Brazil.

The position of Pyaiosterynx is uncertain ; it approaches

certain Pharyngognaths. True Pircidm are absent, whilst

the Caraiiffidce, SphyrcEiiidif, Cataphracti, Gobiidce, Cot-

(idee, and Sparidae are represented by one or more geiiera.

Somewhat less diversified are the Physostomcs, which belong

principally to the Clupeidae and Dercelidce, most of the

genera being extinct; Ctnpea is abundant in some localities.

Scopelid<e {Hemisaurida and Saurocepkalus) occur in tlig.

Chalk of Comen in Istria, and of Maestricht. Of all Cre-
taceous deposits none surpass those of the Lebanon for

the number of genera, species, and individuals ; the forms

are exclusively marine, an4 the remains in the most perfect

condition.

Li the Tertiary epoch tlie Teleosteans have almost entirely

replaced the Ganoids ; a few species only of the latter make
their appearance, and they belong to exi.sting genera (Lepi-

dosteus, Acipenser). The Chondropterygians merge more
and more into recent forms ; Ilolocepliali continue, and still

are better represented than in the present fauna. The
Teleosteans show even in the Eocene a large proportion of

existing genera, and the fauna of some localities' of the

Miocene (Oenlngen) is almost wholly composed of them.

Of the whole more than one-half have already been found

to belong to existing genera, and there is no doubt that the

number t>i distinct genera now, seemingly extinct w-ill bo

lessened as the fossils come to be examined with a better

knowledge of the living forms. The distribution of, the

fishes ditfered widely from that of our period, many of our

tropical genera occurring in localities which are now in-

cluded within our temperate zone, and being mi.xod with

others that nowadays are restricted to a colder climate,—

a

combination which continues throughout tlie Pliocene.

A few families of fishes, like the freshwater Salmonidcp,'

seem to have- put in their appearance in Post-Pliocene

times ; not much attention, however, has been paid to fish-

remains of these deposits ; and such as have been incident-

ally examined furnish evidence of the fact that the distrl-

bution of fishes has not undergone any further essential

change down to the present period.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

In on account of the geographical distribution of fishes the

freshwater forms are to be kept separate from the marine.

When we attempt, however, to draw a line between these

two kinds of fishes, wo meet with a great number of species

and of facts which would seem to render that distinction

very vague. There are not only species which can gradu-

ally accommodate themselves to a sojourn in cither salt or

fresh water, but there are also some that seem to be quite

indifferent to a rapid change from the one Into the other

;

so that individuals of one and the same species (Gastrosteus,

GoOiiis, Blouiiiis, Osmeriis, Rclropinna, Chipca, Syngna-

t/iiis, ikc.) may be found some distance out at sea, whilst

others live in rivers far beyond the influence of the tide,

or even In inland fresh waters without outlet to the sea.

The majority of these fishes belong to forms of brackish-

water fauna ; and,- as they are nut an inslgirificant portion

of the fauna- of almost every coast, we shall have to treat

of them in a separate- chapter.

Almost every 'largo, river olfers instances of truly marine

fishes ascending for hundreds of miles of their cour.-;e,

and not periodically, or fron\ any apparent physlologiral

necessity, but sporadically throughout the year. This is

evidently the commencement of a chnnge in a fish's habits;

and, indeed, not a few of such fishes have actually taken

up their permanent residence in fresh waters, as species

of Ambassis, Apm/on, Dales, Tlierapon, Sciayna, B/fiiiiiis,

Gohitis, Al/ioinn, Mii^iit, ii'yxiis, Ilcmirhmnphis, C/iipea,

Aiimtilla, Tctrodon^ Trygon,—o.\\ forms originally mafino.
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On the other hand, we find fishes belonging to fresh-

water genera descending rivers and sojourning in the sea

(or a more or less limited period ; but these instances are

much less in number than those in which the reverse

obtains. We may mention species of Saimo (the common
trout, the northern charr), and Siluroids (as Arms,
Ptotosus). CoregoHus, a genus so characteristic of the

inland lakes of Europe, Northern Asia, and North America,

nevertheless offers some instances of species wandering by

the effluents into the sea, and taking up their residence in

salt water, apparently by preference, as Coregonus oxy-

rhynchus.
^

But of all the freshwater families none exhibit

80 great a capability of surviving the change from fresh

into salt water as the Gasirosteidx (sticklebacks) of the

northern hemisphere, and the equally diminutive Cypnno-
dontidce of the tropics ; not only do they enter into, and live

freely in, the sea, but many species of the latter family

inhabit inland waters, which, not having an outlet, have

become briny, or impregnated with a larger proportion of

salts than pure sea-water. During the voyage of the
" Challenger " a species of Fundutus (F. nigrofascialtis)

which inhabits the fresh and the brackish w.aters of the

Atlantic States of North America was obtained, with

Bcopelids and other pelagic forms, in the tow-net, midway,
between St Thomas and Teneriffe.

Some fishes annually or periodically ascend rivers for the

purpose of spawning, passing the rest of the year in the sea,

as sturgeons, many Salmonoids, some Clupeoids, lampreys,

(tc. The first two evidently belonged originally to tho

freshwater series, and it was only in the course of their

existence that they acquired the habit of descending to the

Bea, perhaps because their freshwater home did not furnish

a sufficient supply of food. These migrations of freshwater

fishes have been compared with the migrations of birds
;

but they arc much more limited in extent, and do not,

as is the case with birds, impart an additional element to

the fauna of the place to which the fishes migrate.

The distinction between freshwater and marine fishes is

further obscured by geological changes, in consequence of

which the salt water is gradually being changed into fresh,

or vice versa. These changes are so gradual, and spread

over so long a time, that many of the fishes inhabiting

Buch localities accommodate themselves to the new con-

ditions. One of the most remarkable and best studied

instances of such an alteration is the Baltic, which, during

the second half of the Glacial period, was in open and
wide comuiunication with the Arctic Ocean, and evidently

bad the same marine fauna as the White Sea, Since then,

by the rising of the land of Northern Scandinavia and
Finland, this great gulf of the Arctic Ocean has become
an inland sea, with a narrow outlet into tho North Sea,

ond, in consequence of the excess of fresh water pouring
into it over the less by evaporation it has been so much
diluted as to be nearly fresh at its northern extremities

;

and yet nine species, the origin of which from the Arctic

Ocean can be proved, have survived the changes, propa-

gating their species, and agreeing with their brethren in the

Arctic Ocean in every point, but remaining comparatively
smaller. On the other hand, fishes which we must regard

as true freshwater fishe.s, like the rudd, roach, pike,

perch, enter freely the brackish water of the Baltic. In-

stances of marine fishes being permanently retained in

fresh water in consequence of geological changes are well

known : as Coitus qxiadrkornis in the large lakes of

.Scandinavia ; species of Gobius, Blennius, and Atherina in

llie lakes of northern Italy; Comephorus, which seems to

bo a dwarfed Gadoid, in the depths of Lake Baikal. Car-
clmrias gangetktts in inland lakes of tho Fiji Islands,

is anot>icr instance of a marine fish which has permanently
established itself in fresh water.

Thus there is a constant interchange of species in pio-

gress between the freshwater and marine faunas, and in not

a few cases it would socm almost arbitrary to rufur a genus

or even a larger group of fishes to the one or the othei ; yet

there are certain groups of fishes which entirely, or with

but few exceptions, arc» and apparently during the wholo
period of their existence have been, inhabitants either of

the sea or of fresh water; and, as the agencies operating

upon the distribution of marine fishes difler greatly from
those influencing the dispersal of freshwater fishes, the two
series must be treated separately. The most obvious fact

that dry land, which intervenes between river systems, pre-

sents to the rapid spreading of a freshwater fish an obstacle

which can be surmounted only exceptionally or by a most

circuitous route, whilst marine fishes may readily and
voluntarily extend their original limits,- could be illustrated

by a great number of instances. Without entering into

details, it may suffice to state, as the general result, that no

species or genus of freshwater fishes has anything like the

immense range of the corresponding categories of marine

fishes, and that, with the exception of the Siluroids, no

freshwater family is so widely spread as the families of

marine fishes. Surface temperature or climate, which is,

if not the most, one of the most important physical factors

in the limitation of freshwater fishes, similarly affects the

distribution of marine fishes, but in a less degree, and only

in the case of those which live near the shore or the surface

of the ocean ; it ceases to exercise its influence ic proper,

tion to the depth, the true deep-sea forms being entirely

exempt from its operation. Light, which is pretty equally

distributed over the localities inhabited by freshwater

fishes, cannot be considered as an important factor in their

distribution, but it contributes to the formation of the

impassable barrier between the surface and abyssal forms

of marine fishes Altitude has stamped the fishes of the

various alpine provinces of the globe with a certain

character, and limited their distribution ; but the number
of these alpine forms is comparatively small, ichthyic life

being extinguished at great elevations even before the

mean temperature equals that of the high latitudes of the

Arctic region, in which some freshwater fishes flourish,

On the other hand, the depths of the ocean, far exceeding

the altitude of the highest mountains, still swarm with

forms specially adapted for abyssal life. That other

physical conditions of minor and local importance, under

which freshwater fishes live, and by which their dispersal

is regulated, are more complicated than similar ones of tho

ocean, is probable, though perhaps less so than is generally

supposed ; for the fact is that the former are more acces-

sible to observation than the latter, and arc therefore

more generally and more readily comprehended and

acknowledged. It will thus be necessary to treat of the

two series separately, not only because many of tho most

characteristic forms of the marine and the freshwater series

are found, on taking a broader view of the subject, to ba

sufficiently distinct, but also because their distribution

depends on causes difTorent in their nature as well as in the

degree of their action. Whether the oceanic areas corre-

spond in any way to the terrestrial will be seen in tho

sequel.

Freshwater Fishes.

Having shown above that numerous marine fishes enter

fresh waters, and that some of them have permanently

established themselves therein, we have to eliminate from

the category of freshwater fishes all snch adventitious

elements. They are derived from forms the distribution of

which is regulated by other ag^encies, and which therefore

wou\d obsciue the relations of the faunae of terreRtrial

regions if they were included in them. They will bo
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mciitionod with greater propriety along with tlic fiabcs

cnnstiluting the fauna of br.icl<ish writer.

Tlio true fro<lnvatcr fislios are all cmbracerl in the fol-

lowing families and groups :

—

Pipnoi, with 4 species; Acipcnscricloo and PolyoclontidE, 2G ;

Aiuiiilre, 1 ; Poly])tiMiJiC, 2 ; Lepidostcida;, 3 , IVrein^, 46 ;

GrymiiM, 11; Alilucdodcridn;, 1, Centrarchina, 20; Diilcs, 10;
Naridid.T, 7 ; PolycciilridiC, 3 ; Labyiiiitliici, 30 , Luciocei'Iialidfc,

I ;
Castioslcus, 10 ; Opliioce^ilialido;, 31 ; Mastaccnibclida?, 13

;

Cliromides, 105 ; Comepliorldrc, 1 ; Gadopsidx, 1 ; Silurida;, 572 ;

Cliaraeinidn:, 2(31 ; Haplocliitonidw, 3 ; Salmonidx (3 genera ex-

cepted), 135; Percopsida;, I; Calaxud.-e, 15, Mormyiida; (and

Gymnarcliida:), 52 ; lisorida?, 8 ; Unibiida;, 2 ; Cypiinodontidi-e,

112; Hcteiopygii, 2 ; Cy|iiiriid;c, 724 , Kneriido", 2; Hyodontida.%

1 ; Panlodontida;, 1; Osteoglossidic, 5 ; Notoptenda;, 5 ; Gymno-
tldic, 20 ; Symbraneliida;, 5 ; Petromyzontidae, 12. Total, 2270
species.

As in every other class of animals, these freshwater

genera arid families vary exceedingly with regard to the

extent of their geographical range,—some extending over

more than the half of the continental areas, whilst others

are limited to one continent only, or even to a very small

[lortion of it. As a general rule, a geniis or family of

freshwater fishes is regularly dispersed and most developed

within a certain district, the species and individuals

becoming fewer towards the periphery as the type recedes

more from its central home, some outposts, however, fre-

quently being pushed far beyond the outskirts of the area

occupied by it. At the same time remarkable instances

exist of closely allied forms occurring, almost isolated,

at most distant points, without being connected by allied

species in the intervening space, and of members of the .same

family, genus, or species inhabiting the opposite shores of an

ocean, and separated by many degrees of abyssal depths.

The dispersal of freshwater fishes has been effected in

various ways
;
probably all the causes are still in operation,

most of them working so slowly and imperceptibly as to

escape direct observation. From the great number of fresh-

water forms which we sec at the present day already

acclimatized or gradually becoming acclimatized in the aea,

or periodically or sporadically migrating to it, we must
conclude that, under certain circumstances, salt water may
cease to be an impassable barrier at some period of tho

existence of freshwater species, and that many of them have
passed from one river through salt water into another.

Secondly, the headwaters of some of the largest rivers,

the mouths of which are at opposite ends of the continents

which tbey drain, are sometimes distant from each other a

few miles only; tho intervening space may easily have

been bridged over for the passage of fishes by a slight

geological change afTccting the level of the watcrslied, or

even by temporary floods; and a communication of this

kind, if existing for a limited period only, would afford tho

ready means for an exchange of a number of species previ-

ously peculiar to one or the other of those river or lake

systems. Some fishes provided with gill-openings so

narrow that the water moistening the gills cannot readily

evaporate, and ci^lowed, besides, with an extraordinary

degree of vitality, like many Siluroids (Clarias, Catlicluhi/s),

eelH, &c., are enabled to wander for some distance over land,

and thus may reach a watercourse leading them thousands

of miles from their original home. Finally, fisbes or their

ova may be accidenlally carried by waterspouts, or by
aquatic birds or insects, to considerable distances.

Freshwater fisbes of the present fauna wcro already in

existence when the great changes in the distribution of

hind and water took place in the Tertiary epoch, aTid,

having seen that salt water is not an absolute barrier to

the spreading of freshwater fisbes, wc can now moio easily

account for those instances of singular disconnexion of

certain families or genera. It is not necessary to assume
that iLcro was n continuity of land Klretcliing from ihn

present coast of Africa to South America, or from South'

America to New Zealand and Australia, to explain tho

presence of identical forms in localities so distant ; it sudioes

to assume that tho distances were lessened by intervening

archipelagoes, or that an alteration has taken place in tho
level of tho land area.

Dispersal of a type over several distant continental areas

may bo evidence of its great antiquity, but does not prove

that it is of greater antiquity than another limited to one
region only. Geological evidence is the only proof of the

antiquity of a type. Thus, although the Dtpnoi occur in

the continonta of Africa, South America, and Australia, and
their present distribution is evidently the consequence of

their wide rango in Palajozoic and Secondary epochs, tho

proof of their high antiquity can be found in their fossil

remains only. The Siluroids, for exann>}e, hax-E a still

grea'.er range, but their wide distribution is of compara-
tively recent date, as the few fossil remains that have been
found belong to the Tertiary epoch. The rapidity of dis-

persal of a typo depends entirely on its power to accoinino-

dato itself to a variety of physical conditions, and on the

degree of vitality by which it is enabled to survive more or

less sudden changes under unfavourable conditions
;
proof

of this is afforded by tho family of Siluroids, many of

which can suspend for some time the energy of their re-

spiratory functions, and readily survive a change of water.

To trace the geologicalsequence of the distribution of au
ichtbyic type, and to recognize the various laws which have
governed and are still governing ite dispersal, is one of

the ultimate tasks of ichthyology. But the endeavour to

establish by means of our present fragmentary geological

knowledge the divisions of the fauna of the globe leads us
into a maze of conflicting evidence; as Mr Wallace truly

observes, "any attempt to exhibit the regions of former

geological ages in combination with those of our own
period must lead to confusion." Nevertheless, as the

diR"erent types of animals found at the present day witbir»

a particular area have made their appearance therein at

distant periods, wo should endeavour, in giving an account

of the several zoo-geographical divisions, to decide, .so. far

as we can, the following questions :

—

1. Which' of the fishes of an area should be considered

to be the remnants of ancient types, probably spread over

much larger areas in preceding epochs

!

2. Which are to be considered tobe autochthonous species,

that is, forma which in the Tertiary epoch or later came into

existence within the area to which tbey are still limited, or

from which they have since spread 1

3. Which are the forms which must bo considered to be

immigrants from sorne other region ?

It is the aim of every philosoiiliical classification to

indicate the degrees of allinity which obtain between Ilia

various categories. In dividing tho earth's surface into

zoological regions, tho two families, CyjrriniiUc and SitnriJa;

the former of which yields a contingent of one-third and

the latter of one-fourth of all the known freshwater species

of our period, afford most important guidance for the estima-

tion of those degrees of affinity. The Cypriuoids may be

a.ssumed to have originated in tho alpine region dividing

tho temperate and tropical parts of Aoia ; endowed with a

greater capability tkan any other family of freshwater

fisbes of acclimatizing themselves in a temperate as well

as in a troi)ical region, tbey spread north and south as well

as east and west; in the Pre-Olacial epoch they reached

North America, but tbey have not bad time to penetrate-

into South America, Australia, or the islands of the Pacific.

Tlio Siluroids, principally fishes of tho sluggish waters of

the plains, well adapted for surviving changes of tho water

in which tbey live, and for living either in mud or in sea-

walor nourish most in the tropical climate in wliick this
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V'^e evidently had its origin. They. came into existence

'ifrsr the Cyprinoids, their fossil remains being found only

,1 Tertiary deposits in India, none in Europe. They
.-apidly spread ever the areas of land irithin the tropical

Zone, reaching Northern Australia from India, and one
species migrating even into the Sandnich Islands, pro-

bably from South America. The coral islands of the

Pacific still remain untenanted by them. Their progress

into temperate regions was evidently slow, only very few

species having penetrated into the temperate parts of Asia

and Europe, and the North American species, although

more numerous, showing no great variety of structure, all

belonging to the same group {Amiui-ina). Towards the

south their progress was still slower, Tasmania, New Zea-

land, and Patagonia being without any representative, whilst

the streams of the Andes of Chili are inhabited by a few

dwarfed forms identical with such as are characteristic of

similar localiiies in the more northern and warmer parts of

the South American continent

These remarks may serve to introduce the following

division of the fauna of freshwater fishes :

—

I. The Nortuebs Zone.—Characterized by Acipenseridce. Few
Siluridce. Numerous Cyprinidae. Salmonidae, Esocidte.

EuropifAsiatic or Palaarctic Region.—Characterized by
absence of osseous Ganoidei ; Cobitidae and Barbus
numerous.

2. Korth American Region.—Characterized by osseous Ganoi-

dei, Amiimijci, and Catostomina ; but no Cobitidae Jr

Barbus.

II. TuE- Equatorial Zone.—Characterized by the development
of Siluridse.

A. Cyvrinoid DiviTion.—Characterized by presence of Cypri-

uidae and LabyrinthicL

1. Indian Region.—Characterized by [absence of

Dipnoi'] Ophiocephalidse, Mastacembelidffi. Co-
bitidae numerous.

2. African Region.—Characterised by presence o(

Dipnoi and Polypterid:e. Chromides and Chara-
cinidae numerous. MorirtjTidae. Cobitida absent

A. Acyprinoid Division.—Chancterized by absence of Cypri-

nidae and Labyrinthici.

1. Tropical American or Neotropical Region.—Char-
acterized by presence of Dipnoi. Chromides and
Characinidae omnerous. Gyranotids.

2. Tropical Pacific Region.—Characterized by pre-

sence of Dipnoi. Chromides and Characinida;
absent.

Ill The Soothers Zo.se.—Characterized by absence of Cypri-
nidae, and scarcity of Siluridae. Haplochitonidae and Ga-
laxiida? represent the Salmonoids and Esocesof the northern
lone. Ono region only.

Antarctic Region.—Characterized by the small number of

species ; the fishes of

—

a. TheTaaraanian sub-region,

b. The New Zealand sub-region, and
c. The Patagoniau sub-regiou,

being almost identical'

, In the following account we begin with a description

of the equatorial zone, this being the one from which the

two principal families of freshwater fishes seem to have
spread.

EQUATOtiiAL Zone.—Roughly speaking, the borders of

iliis zoological zone coincide with the geographical limits

• f the Iropics of Cancer and Capricorn ; ita characteristic
f.irms, however, extend in undulating lines several degrees
l>oth northwards and southwards. Commencing from the
west coast of Africa, the desert of the Sahara forms a
well-marked boundary between the equatorial and northern
zones ; as the, boundary approaches the Nile, it makes a
sudden sweep towards the north as far as northern Syria
(ifoftacembelus, near Aleppo and in the Tigris; Clarias
and Chromidet, in the Lake of Galilee), crosses through

' These will probably be found.
° We distinguish these sub-regions, because their distinction is iin-

tJfied by oilier classes of animals ; as regards freshwater flt,hi;S they Brtj

tven leaa distinct than Kurope and northc-rn Asia.

Persia and Afghanistan (Ophiocephalus) U> the southern

ranges of the Himalayas, and follows the course of the

Yaug-tse-Keang, which receives its contingent of equatorial

fishes through its southern tributaries. Its continuation

through the North Pacific may be considered as indicated

by the tropic, which strikes the coast of Mexico at the

southern end of the Gulf of California. Equatorial types

of South America are knowTi to extend so far northwards;

and, by following the same line, the West India Idands,

are naturally included in this zone.

Towards the south the equatorial zone embraces the

whole of Africa and Madagascar, and seems to extend still

farther south in Australia, its boundary probably following

the southerri coast of that continent; the detailed distribu-

tion of the freshwater fishes of south-western Australia has

been but little studied, but the few facts which we know
show that the tropical fishes of that region follow the

principal water-course, the Murray river,- far towards the

south and probably to its mouth. The boundai7 line

then stretches to the north of Tasmania and New Zealand,

coinciding with the tropic until it strikes the western slope

of the Andes, on the South American continent, where it

again bends southward to embrace the system of the Rio

de la Plata.

The four regions into which the equatorial zone is

divided arrange themselves into two well-marked divisions,

one of which is characterized by the presence of Cyprinoid

fishes, combined with the development of Labyrinthici,

whilst in the other both these types are absent. Tho
boundary between the Cyprinoid and Acyprinoid division

seems to follow Wallace's line,—a line drawn from the

south of the Philippines between Borneo and Celebes, and

farther south between Bali and Lombok. Borneo abounds

in Cyprinoids ; from the Philippine Islands a few only are

known at present, and in Bali two species have been found
;

but none are known from Celebes or Lombok, or from

islands situated farther east.

Taking into consideration the manner in which Cypri-

noids and Siluroids have been dispersed, we are obliged to

place the Indian region as the first in ths order of our

treatment ; and indeed the number of freshwater fishes

which appear to have spread from it into the neighbouring

regions far exceeds that of tho species which it has

received from them.

The Indian Region comprises the whole continent of Asia

southof the Himalayasand the Yang-tse-Keang,and includes

the islands to the west of Wallace's line. Towards tho

north-east the island of Formosa, which also by other parta

of its fauna shows the characters of the equatorial zone, has

received some characteristic Japanese freshwater fishes, for

instance, the singular Salmonoid Plccoglossus. Within the

geographical boundaries of China the freshwater fishes of

the tropics pass gradually into those of the northern zone,

both being separated by a broad dcbatsable ground. Tlie

affluents of the great river traversing this district are more

numerous from the south than from the north, and carry

the southern fishes far into the temperate zone. Scarcely

better defined is the boundary of thi? region towards the

north-west Before Persia passed through the geological

changes by which its waters were converted into brine and

finally dried up, it seems to have been inhabited by matiy

characteristic Indian forms, of which a few still survive in

the tract intervening between Afghanistan and Syria

;

Ophiocephalus and Discognathus have each at least one

representative, Maa-ones has survived in the Tigris, and

Maslaccmhehis has penetrated as far as Aleppo. Thus

freshwater fishes belonging to India, Africa, and Europe

arc intemiingled in a district Hliicb forms the connecting

link between the three continents. Of the freshwater

fivhe.s of Arabi:. wu arc almost entirelv icuorant ; we-only
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know that the Indian Disco<jn(ttJius lamia occurs in the

reservoirs of Aden (having also fuund its way to the oppo-

site African coast), and that the ubiquitous Cyprinodonts

thrive in the brackish pools of northern Arabia.

In analysing the list of Indian fishes, we find that out of

40 families or groups of freshwater fishes 12 are represented

in this region, and that 625 species are known to occur in

it, or two-sevenths of the entire number of freshwater

fishes known. This large proportion is principally due

to the development of numerous local forms of Siluroids

and Cyprinoids, of which the former show a contingent of

about 200, and the latter of about 330 species. The
combined development of those two families, therefore,

and their undue preponderance over the other freshwater

types, is the principal characteristic of the Indian region.

The second important character of its fauna is the appar-

ently total absence of Ganoid and Cyclostomoiis fishes.

Every other region has representatives of either Ganoids or

Cyclostomes, some of both.
' Of the autochthonous freshwater fishes of the Indian

region, some are still limited to it, viz., the Nandina, the

Ludoctphalidce (of which one species only exists in the

archipelago), of Siluroids the Chacina and Bagariina, of

Cyprinoids the Semiptotina and Homalopterina ; others are

very nearly so, such as the Lahyrinthici, Opkio<^phaHd(ie,

Moilacembelidae, of Siluroids the Silurina, of Cyprinoids

the Rasborina and Danionina, and the Symbranchidee.

The regions to which the Indian has least similarity

ore the North American and the Antarctic, as they are the

most distant. Its affinity to the other regions is of very

different degrees :

—

t 1. Its affinity to the Europo-Asiatic rcginn is very slight, and
13 indicated almost solely by three groups of Cyprinoids, viz., the

Cyprinina, Ahramidina, and Cobitidina. The development of

tliese groups north and south of the Himalayas is due to their

common origin in the highlands of Asia ; but the forms which
descended into the tropical climate of the south are now so djiferent

from their northern brethren that most of them are referred to dis-

tinct genera. The only genera whicli are still common to both regions

are (1) the true barbels (Barbus), a genus which of all Cyprinoids

has the largest range over the Old World, and of which some one

hundred and sixty species h.ive been described, and (2) tlic moun-
tain barbels {ScMzothorax, &c. ), which, peculiar to the alpine

waters of Central Asia, descend a short distance only towards tlie

tropical plains, but extend farther into rivers within the northern

temperate districts. The origin and the laws of the distribution of

the Cobitidina appear to have been identical with those of Barbus,

but they have not spread into Africa.

2. There exists a great affinity between the Indian and African

regions; seventeen out of the twenty-six families or groups found

in the former are represented by one or more species in Africa, and

many of the African species ore.not even gencrically different from

tile Indian. As the majority of' these groups have many more
representatives in India than in Africa, wo may reasonably assume
that the African species have been derived from tho Indian stock

;

but probably this is not the case with the Siluroid group of Clariina,

which with regard to speciea is nearly equally distributed between

the two regions, the African species being referable to three genera

{Clariatt, Ilderobranchits, Oyvmallabes, with tho snb-genus Chan-
natlabes), whilst the Indian species t)eloDg to two genera only, viz.,

Clarias&ai lleUrobranchus. On thoothor hand, the Indian region

has derived from Africa one freshwater form only, viz., Etroplu.i, a

member of the family of (fhromides, 60 well represented in tropical

Africa and South Aniorica. Elraplus inhabits southeru and western

India and Ceylon, and has its nearest ally in a Madagascar freshwater

fish, Parelropliis. Considering that otncr African ChTomid^s have

Bcclimatizcd themselves at the present day in saline water, we think

it more probable that Etropbta should have found its way to'Iudia

through the ocea'i than over the connecting land area, where,

besidea, it does not occur.

3. No closer alBuily exists between the Indian and Tropical Ameri-

can regions than is indicated by the character of theequotorial zone

g(n<;rally. With two exceptions, no genus of freshwater fishes

otc'ira m India and South Auienca without being found In tho in-

termediate African region. Four small Indian Siluroids (Sisor,

ErdhisUs, Pimdahcucis, and Exostomn) have been referred to

the South American Ilypostomntina; but it remains to be seen

^vhnthcr this combination is bascci unori a suiuiici.t •w^ocmcnt of

tLeir ixiteraol Btrocture, or whether it is not ratlier artih>.i::l.' On

the other hand, tho occurrence .and wide distribution in tropical
America of a fish of the Indian family Symbranchida: (Symbranchtia
marmoratus), which is not only congeneric with, but also most
closely allied to, the Indian Syvibranchus bengalensis, furnishes one
of those extraordinary anomalies in the distribution of animals
of which no satisfactory explanation can at present be given.

4. The relation of the Indian to the Tropical Pacific region con-
sists only in its having contributed a few species to the poor
fauna of the latter. This immigration must have taken place
within a recent period, because some species now inhabit the fresh
waters of tropical Australia and the South Sea Islands without
having in any way changed their specific characters, as Zates calca-

ri/er, species of i)uZt:s, Plotostis anguiilaris; others (species of ^riU5)
ditier but little from their Indian congeners. All these fishes

must have migrated by the sea, a supposition which is supported
by what we know of tlieir habits. We need not add that India
has not received a single addition to its freshwater fish fauna from
the Pacific region.

It may be mentioned, before concluding these remarks on
the Indian region, that peculiar genera of Cyprinoids and
Siluroids inhabit the streams and lakes of its alpine ranges

in the north. Some of them, like the Siluroid genera

Glyptostermtm, Euglyptosternum, Pseudecheneis, have a

folded disk on the thorax between their horizontally spread

pectoral fins ; by means of this they adhere to stones at the

bottom of the mountain torrents, and without it they

would be swept away into the lower courses of the rivers.

The Cyprinoid genera inhabiting similar localities and the

lakes into which alpine rivers pass,—such as Oieinus,

Schizothorax, Ptychobarbus, Schizopyyopsis, Diptyclius,

Gymnocypris,—are distinguished by peculiarly enlarged

scales near the vent, the physiological use of which has nut

yet been ascertained. These alpine genera extend far into

the Kuropo-Asiatic region, where the climate is similar to

that of their southern home. No observations have been

made by which the altitudinal limits of fish life in the

Himalayas can be fixed, but it is probable that it reaches

the line of perpetual snow, as in the European Alps, which

at that height are inhabited by Salmonoids. Griffith found

an Oreinus and a loach, the former in abundance, in the

Helmund at Gridun Dewar, altitude 10,500 feet, and

another loach at Kaloo at 11,000 feet.

The African Region comprises the whole of the African

continent south of the Atlas and the Sahara. It might

have been conjectured that the more temperate climate of

its southern extremity would have been accompanied by a

conspicuous difference in the fish fauna. But this is not

the case ; tho difference between the tropical and southern

parts of Africa consists simply in the gradual disappearance

of specifically tropical forms, whilst Siluroids, Cyprinoids,

and even Labyrinihici penetrate to its southern coast ; uo

new form has entered to impart to South Africa a character

distinct from the central portion of the continent. In th-s

north-east the African fauna passes the Isthmus of Suez

and penetrates into Syria ; the system of the Jordan pre-

sents so many African types that it has to bo included

in a description of the African region as well as of thi^

Europo-Asiatic. This river is inhabited by three species

of Chromis, one of Uemichromis, and Clarias macracanlhuf,

a common fish of tho upper Nile. Madagascar clearl-

belongs to this region. Besides some gobies and Dul-

which are not true freshwater fishes, four Chromides are

known. To -judge from general accounts, its freshwater

fauna is poorer than might bo expected ; but, singular

as it may appear, collectors havo hitherto paid but little

attention to the freshwater fishes of this island. The
fishes found in tho freshwaters of the Seychelles and

^Ta3carene3 are brackish-water fisbcii, such as Fundulus,

llaplcK-hilus, Flops, Miigil, Ac.

Out of tho 40 families or groups of freshwater fishes 16

are represented in tho African region, or three more than

in tho Indian region ; of two of thcni, however, viz, the

Ophiocephalidcc and Maslacembelidae, a few speciea only
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have found their way into Africa. On the other hand, the

number of species is much less, viz., 25o, being only

two-tiflhs of the known Indian species. The small de-

gree of specialization and localization is principally due to

the greater uniformity of the physical conditions of this

continent, and to the almost perfect continuity of the great

river systems, which take their origin from the lakes in its

centre. This is best shown by a comparison of the fauna

of the upper Nile with that of the West African rivers.

The number of species known from the upper Nile

amounts to 5C, and of these not less than 25 arc absolutely

identical with West African species. There is an uninter-

rupted continuity of the fish fauna from the wvst to tho

north-east, and the species known to be common to both

e.xtremities may be reasonably assumed to inhabit also the

great reservoirs of water in the centre of the continent. A
greater dissimilarity is noticeable between the west and

north-east fauna on the one hand and that of the Zambezi

on the other ; the affinity between them is merely generic,

and all the fishes hitherto collected in Lake Nyassa have

proved to be distinct from those of the Niie, and even from

those of other parts of the system of the-Zambezi.

Unlike India, Africa does not possess either alpine

ranges or outlying archipelagoes, the fresh waters of which

would swell the number of its indigenous species ; but,

when its fauna becomes better known than at present, the

groat difference in the number of species between this and

the Indian regions may possibly be somewhat lessened.

The most numerously represented families are the Silu-

roids, with 61 species ; the Cyprinoids, with 52 ; the

Mormyri'lce, with 51 ; the Characinidm, with 35 ; and the

Chromides, with 29. There is not, therefore, that great

preponderance of the first two families over the rest

which we noticed in the Indian region ; in Africa there

is a comparatively greater variety of distinct freshwater

types, making the study of its fauna an unflagging plea-

sure such as is scarcely reached in the study of the other

region. With the forms peculiar to it there are combined

those of India as well as of South America.

In tropical Africa there are still renmants of Ganoids,

—

Protopterus (Lepidosireit) amudens and Polr/pU'rits bichir,

with the singularly modified Calamoic/dlajs. The first

two range from east to west, and are accompanied by an

Osteoglossoid (Heterotis), which has hitherto been found

in the Nile and on the west coast only. Autochthonous

and limited to this region are the Morviyridcc, Fan-
todonlidce, and Kneriidic, a singular type somewhat akin

to the loaches. Of Siluroid genera tho most charac-

teristic are Syiiodoii.tis, lihinoylcmis, and tho electric

Jfataptenirus ; of Characinoids, Citharinns, Atesles, A'cuo-

cluirai, llijdrocyoH, Distichodoit, IcJdhi/boriis.

The regions to which Africa (I'ks India) has least

similarity are again the North American and Antarctic.

Its allinity with the Europe-Asiatic region consists only in

its having received, like the latter, a branch of the Cypri-

noids, the African carps and barbels, which on the whole
resemble Indian more than Europo-Asiatic forms. Its

similarity to Australia is limited to the two regions possess-

ing Dijinoous and Osteoglossoid types. But its relations

to the other two regions of the equatorial zone aro near
end of great interest.

1. Afric.i his ill common with InJi.T the Siluroid proum of the
Clariiiin, Siliniiiri, nnJ Liitjrina, nnd more especially tlio siunll

but very iiiitiuvil fumilyot A'olOjilaidK, roprcifnted liy lliice spccii/s

in liiili.i, and by two on the wust coast of Africo. It would be
h.iz.ndoiis to state nt present in which of the two legions these fishes

first m.ido their nppeainiice, but the discovery of reinnins of Nolo-
):lcrid<c and SiluiiMi in Tertiary deposits of Sumatra points to tho
Indian region .-^s their original home. We are in loss doubt about
tho other fishes common to the two regions ; they arc clearly im-
iiiigraiits into Africa from tho east, and it is n rcmark.iblo fad that
these inimijjiants have peuetiattd to iha most distant liini's of

ATrica in the west as well .as in the south, viz., the Lubyrinlhici,

represented by two genera closely allied to tho Indian Anabas ; tho

Opluoccphalidx and Mastaccmbclid(v, a lew species of which havy
penetrated to the west coast, while, singularly enough, they are

absent from tho eastern rivers; the Ariina, lepiesiulcd by sevcKil

species, of which one or two arc identical with Indian, having Ix-

tended their range along the intci vcning coasts to the east eoa>t \lt

Africa. The Cyprinoids alsoaflonl an instance of au IlKlian spiei" a

ranging into Africa, viz., JJisco'jiuUhus UrruUi, wiiicli seems to ha\o
ciosscd at the southern e.Mrcmity of the l.Vd Sea, as it ia fouiul in

the reservoirs at Aden and in the lull-streams of tie opposite cuoal-

region of Abyssinia.

2. No such direct influx of fpecies and geneva has occurred from
South America into Africa, yet tho afTinity of their freshwater

fishes is striking. Two of the most natural families of fishes, tho

ChrO'Hidcs and C'haracinidcc, arc peculiar and (uilli tlic exception

of £lrvphis) restricted to them. The African and South American
Dipnoi are closely allied to each other. Tho Piwclodina, so char-

acteristic of tropical America, have three representatives iu Africa,

viz., Fimclodus platychw\ J', balaiji, and A uchcuoijlftuis bisculatus
;

the Doradina aie another Siluroid group restiicted to these two
continents.^ Yet, with all theso points of close rcsembhinee, tho

African and South American series arc, with the exception of tho

two species of /^tmc/(j(/u5, generii ally distinct,—which shows that

the separation of tlie continents nui^t have been of old date. On
the other hand, the existence of so many similar forms on both sidis

of the Atlantic nd'ords much support to tlie snp|iosition that at a

former period the distance between the present Atlantic continents

was much less, and that tlic fishes vdiich have diverged tow.-irds tlio

cast and west are descendants of a coniinon stock which had its homo
in a region now submerged under some intervening part of that

ocean. Be this as it may, it is evident that the physical conditions

of Africa and South America have remained unchanged for a. con-

siderable period, and are still sufiiciently alike to preserve the iden-

tity of a number of peculiar freshwater forms on both sides of tho

Atlantic. Africa and South America arc, moreover, the only con-

tinents which have produced in ficsh'vator fishes, though in ve;y

different families, one of the most extraordinary modifications of an

organ—the conversion, that is, of muscle into an apparatus creating

electric force. _|

The boundaries of the Keotropiccd m Tropical American

Rcfjion have been sufTiciently indicated in the definition of

the equatorial zone. A broad and most irregular band of

country, in which the South and North American forms

are mi.\ed, exists in the north, offering some peculiarities

which deserve fuller attention in the subsequent descrij)-

tion of the relations between the South and North Ameri-

can t'aunre.

Out of the 40 families or groups of freshwater fishes, 9

only are represented in the tropical American region. This

may be accounted for by the fact that South America is

too much isolated from the other regions of the equatori.il

zone to have received recent additions to its fauna. Oa
the other hand, the number of species (C72) exceeds that

of every other region, even of tho Indian, with which, in

regard to the comparative development of families, tlio

neotJ-opical region shows a close analogy,' as will be seen

froii" tho following table :

—

IwUnii. —Silurid.e, 200 specie-. ; Cypiinida', 320 ; Labyrinthiei,

25 ; Ophiociphalid.v, 30; Jl.istaccmbelid.x, 10.

A'ro(io/viai(.—Siluriihe, 270 species; Chai.acinidx, 220; Chro-

mides, 80 ; Cyprinodontidoi, CO ; Cymnotida:, 20.

In both regions the great number of species is du9 to tho

development of numerous local for-ns of two families, tho

Characiidda' in the New World taking tlie place of tho

Ci/priiiida- of the Old. To these aro added a few smaller

families with a modcvately large number of species, which,

however, is only a fraction of that of tho leading .famj-

lies, the remainder being represented by a few species

only. The number of genera within each of the two re-

gions belonging to the two principal families is also

singularly alike ; the Indian region having produced about

45 Siluroid and as many Cyprinoid genera, whiUt the Neo-

tropical regif^'i is tenanted by 54 Siluroid -and 40 Cliara-

' We liavo loft out of consideration here the Jl riina and Cyfrino-

rtonts, which can pass with imouuity through salt water, and are spreaJ

over much larger areas.

XII. — Si
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cinoid gencn. These points of similarity between the two

regions cannot be accidental ; they indicate that agreement

in their physical and hydrographical features which in

reality exists. Of Ganoids, we find in tropical America one

species only, Lepidosiren paradoxa, accompanied by two

OsteoD'lossoids (Osleor/tosswn bicirrhosum and Arapaima
e/igas). Autochthonous and limited to this region are the

Pulycentrida;; all the non-African genera of Ckromides and

Characiuidfe ; of Siluroids, the Hy}wpldhalmina, Aspredi-

nina, and Stcf/ophilina, and the majority of Pimclodina,

Ilyjwslomatina, and Doradina ; the herbivorous Cypcino-

donts or Livuviphagix, and numerous insectivorous Cypri-

nodonts or Carnivorw ; and the Gijmnotidce (electric eel).

The relations to the other regions are as follows :-

1. The rcscmU.mccs to tlie InJian and Tropical Pacific regions

partly ilatc from remote geological epochs, or are partly due to that

Biiiiilarity of pliysical conditions to which we have already referred.

We iiavc again to draw atteution to the unexplained presence in

South .\inciica of a representative of a truly Indian type (not found

in .\fii<;a), viz., Sijinbravchvs viaryixoratiis. On tlic other hand, a

direct genetic alliiiity exists between the Neotropical and African

regions, as has heeu noticed in tlic description of the latter, a great

part of their freshwater fauna aonsisting of descendants from a
common stock.

2. A comparison of the specifically Neotropical with the' spec i-

fically North American types shows tliat no two regions can be more
ilissirailar. It is only in the intervening borderland, and in the

large Wc^t Indian islands, that the two faun.-e mix with each

other. We need uot enter into the details of tlie physical features of

C'ential America and Mexico ; the brohen ground, the diversity of

climate (produced by dilferent altitudes) within limited districts,

•.lie Iiot and moist .alluvial plains surrounding the Mexican Gulf,

nller a variety of conditions most favourable to the intermixture

•)f the types from the north and the south. Still the interchange of

|n-culiar forms a)'pcars to be only beginning ; none have yet i>cne-

trated beyond the debateable ground, and it is evident that the

land connexion between tlie two continents is of comparatively
recent date,—a view wliich is con firmed by the identity of the inaiine

'islics on both sides of Centr.al America.

Cuba—which is the only island in the West Indies

that has a number of freshwater fishes sufficient for tlie

'letcrmination of its zoo-geograiihical relations—is inhabited

by several kinds of a perch (Centropomus), freshwater

•Mullets, Cyprinodonts, one species of Cliromid (an Acara),

and Symbraaclius marmoratus. All tliesc (ishes are found

in Central America, and, as they belong to forms known to

«ntcr brackish water more or less freely, it is evident that

they have crossed either from that region or from the main-

land of South America. 'But with them there came a re-

markable North American type, Lepidosleus. Lepidosleus

viridis, which is found in the United States, has penetrated

Dn the mainland to the Pacific coast of Guatemala, where it

is common at the mouth of the rivers and in brackish-water

lakes along the coast ; it probably crossed into Cuba from
Florida. A perfectly isolated type of fishes inhabits the

subterranean waters in the caves of Cuba (two species of

Lucifuga). The eyes are absent, or quite rudimentary, as

In most other cave animals. Singularly, it belongs to a

family (Opliiiliid:!;) the members of which are strictly

ni-rinc ; and its nearest ally is a genus, iJro?K/a, the species

of which are distributed over the Indo-l'acific Ocean, one
only occurring io the Caribbean Sea. This type must have
witnessed all the geological changes which have taken

place since Cuba rcwe above the surface of the sea. A
BiiBLlar mixture of forms of the tropical and temperate
types of freshwater fi.shcs takes place in the south of South
America ; its details have not yet been so well studied us

in the north, but this much is evident, that, whilst in the

Cast tropical forms follow the Plate river far into the tcm-
petftto region, in the west the temperate fauna firuls still

orongcnial climate in ranges of the Andes, situated close

to, or even north of, the tropic.

Like the Indian region, the Tropical American has a
l>cculiar alpine fauna, the freshwater fishes of which, Iiow-

cver, belong to the Siluroids and Cyprinodonts. The
former are small, dwarfed forms {Argts, Slygogencs,

Brollies, Astrohlepu$, Trichomycterus, Eremnphiliis), and
have a perfectly naked body, whilst the representatives in

the lowland" of at least the first four genera are mailed.

The alpine Cyprinodonts, on the other hand (Orestias), ex-

ceed the usual small size of the other members of this

family, and are covered with thick scales, but have lost their

ventral fins. Some of these alpine forms, like Trichomyc-
terus, follow the range of the Arnles far into the Southern
Temperate region. The majority are found at a height of

15,000 feet above the level of t-he sea, and a few still

higher.

The Tropical Pacific Region includes all the islands east

of Wallace's line. New Guinea, Australia (with the excep-

tion of its south-eastern portion), and all the islands of the

tropical Pacific to the Sandwich group. Comparing the

area of this region with that of the others, we find it to be

the poorest, not only in point of the number of its species,

generally (30), but also in the possession of peculiar forms.

The paucity of freshwater fishes is due, in the first place,

to the arid climate and the deficiency of water in the Aus-

tralian continent, as well as to the insignificant size of the

freshw-ater courses in the smaller islands. Still this can-

not be the only cause ; the large island of Celebes, which,

by its mountainous portions, as well as by its extensive

plains and lowlands, would seem to oflTer ' a favourable

variety of conditions for the development of a freshwater

fauna, is, so far as has been ascertained, tenanted by seven

freshwater fishes only, viz., 2 Arins, 2 Plotosus, 1 Anabas,

1 Ophiocephalus, I Monopterus, all of which are the com-

monest species of the Indian region. New Guinea has not

yet been explored, but, from the faunae nearest to this

island, we expect its freshwater fishes will prove to be

equally few in number, and identical with those of Celebes

and North Australia,—a supposition confirmed by the few

small collections which have reached Europe. Finding,

then, that even those parts of this region which are favour-

able to the development of freshwater fishes have not pro-

duced any distinct forms, and that the few species which

inhabit them are unchanged or but slightly modified

Indian species, we must conclude that the whole of this

area has remained geologically isolated from the other

regions of this zone since the commencement of the exist-

ence of TcUosUi, and that, with the exccpticni of CeraloduM

and Osteoglossum, the immigration of the other species is

of very recent date.

Fossil remains of Ccratodus have been found in the

Liassic and Triassic formations of North America, England,

Germany, and India; it is, therefore, a typo which was

widely spread in the Mesozoic epoch. Although it would

be rash to conclude that its occupation of Australia dates

equally far back, for it may have reached that continent

long afterwards, yet it is evident that, as it is one of the

most ancient of the existing types, so it is certainly the

first of the freshwater fishes which appeared in Australia.

Osteoglossum, of which no fossil remains have yet been

found, is proved by its distribution to be one of the oldest

Teleostcous types. There must have been a long gap ol

time before these ancient types were joined by the other

Tdcosici. All of them migrated through the intervetiing

parts of the ocean from India. Most of the Plotosina,

some of the Arii, Dulcs, and Atkerinichthys, also Naniio-

prrra (allied to Apogon), were among the earliest arrivals,

being sulliciently dilTcrcntiatcd to be specifically or even-

gonerically (Cnidoglanis, A'annopcrca) distinguished ; but

some others, like Atiabas scandeiis, Lales calcari/er, Dultr

margiiialus, must Iiave reached the Australian continent

(piitc recently, for they are uudistinguishable from Indiaii

specimens.
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In south-western Australia a mingling of the scanty

fauna with that of the southern temperate parts takes

ploce. Oligorus macquariensu (the Murray cod), which

has a congener ou the coast of New Zealantl, ascends hii;h

up the Murray river, so that we cannot decide whether this

Percoid should be located in the tropical or tlio temperate

part of Australia. Several Galaxtas also extend to the con-

Ciies of Queensland, and will probably some day be found

members of this region.

In the smaller Pacific inlands the freshwater fishes exhibit

a remarkable sameness ; they comprise two or three species

of Dules, several eels, an atherine, and some gobies, mul-

lets, and other fishes which with equal readiness exchange

fii;sh for salt water, and which would at once reach and

occupy any streams or freshwater lakes that might be formed

oQ an island.

Tbe Sandwich Islands are the only group among the

smaller islands which aro tenanted by a Siluroid, a species

of Arius, which is closely allied to Central American

jpecies, and therefwo orobably migrated from tropical

America.

NoRTHEEN Zone.—The boundaries of the northern zone

coincide in the main with- the northern limit of the equa-

torial zone ; but, as has been already indicated, they over-

lap the latter at three different points. This happens in

Syria, as well as east of it, where the mixed fauna; of the

Jordan and the rivers of Mesopotamia demand the in-,

elusion of this territory in the northern zone as well as iri

the equatorial ; in the island of Formosa, where a Sal-

monoid and sevtral Japanese Cyprinoids flourish ; and in

Central America, where a Lepidosteus, a Cyprinoid [Sclera-

qnathus meridionali's), and an Amiiirus (A. meridionalis)

represent the North American fauna in the midst of a host

of tropical forms.

There is no separate arctic none for freshwater fishes;

. ichthyic life becomes extinct towards the pole wherever

the fresh water remains frozen throughout the yeal-, or

thaws for a few weeks only ; and the few fishes which ex-

tend into high latitudes, in which lakes are open for two or

three months in the year, belong to types in no wise differ-

ing from those of the more temperate south. The higiest

latitude at which fishes have been obtained is 82" N. lat.,

whence the late Arctic Expedition brought back specimens

of charr (Salmo arctitrus and Satmo naresii).

The ichthyological features of this zone are well marked.

The Chondrosteous Ganoids or sturgeons, and the families

oi Salmonidi'! and Esocidce, are limited to and characteristic

of it ;
Cyprinoids flourish with the Salmoiioids, both

families prcpdnderating in numbers over the others, whilst

till-- Siluroids are few in number and in variety.

The two regions into which this zone is divided are very

closely related to one another, and their afiinity is not

•inlike that which obtains between the sub-regions of the

southern zone. Several species are common to both, viz.,

Acijyenser siurio, A. niaculatus, Pfrca^/luviatilis, Gastrosteus

pitngitms, Salmo salar, Esox Indus, Lota vul^jaris, Petro-

VII/20H mariniis, P. Jluviatitis, and P. hranc/nalis ; and all

recent investigations have resulted in giving addiliunal

evidence of the affinity and not of the diversity of the two
regions.

In Europe and temperate Asia, as well as in North
America, mountain ranges elevated above the line of per-

j)Ctual snow would seem to offer physical conditions favour-

able for the development of a distinct alpine fauna. But
this is not the cose, because the difference of climate

between the mountain districts and the lowlands is much
less in this zone than in the equatorial. Consequently the

alpine freshwater fishes do not essentially differ from those

<if the plains ; they are principally Salmonoids, and in

Asia there are also u^ountaiu barbels and loaches. Satmo

onentalis was found by GrifTitb to abound in the tribu-

taries of the Batnian river at an altitude of about 1 1 000
feet.

The Palfrarctic or Europo-Anatic Regioiu—The west-

ern and southern boundaries of this region coincido

with those of the northern zone, so that only those

which divide it from North America need to be in-

dicated. Behring's Strait and the Kamtchatka Sea
have been conventionally taken as the boundary, but this

is shown to be artificial by the fact that the animals of

both coasts, so far as they are known at present, are not

suiBciently distinct to be referred to two difl'erent regions.

As to the freshwater fishes, those of north-westerri America
and of Kamtchatka are but imperfectly known, but there

can be little doubt that the same agreement exists betweea

them as Is the case with other classes of animals. The
Japanese islands exhibit a decided Pala;arctic fish fauna,

which includes Barbus and Cobitioids, forms strange to tho

North American fauna. A slight influx of tropical forms

is perceived in- the south of Japan, where two Ba'jrina,

(Pseudobagrus auraK^i'acui and Liocassis longiroslris) have

established themselves for a considerable period, for both

are .peculiar to the island, and have not been found eBe-

-where.

In the 'east, as well as in the west, the distinction be-

tween the Europo-Asiatic and the North American regions

disappears almost entirely as we advance farther towards

the north. Of four species of the genus Salmo known from

Iceland, one (S. salar) is common to both regions, two are

European {S.fario and S- alpinns), and one is a peculiarly

Icelandic race {S. nivalis). So far as we know the Salmo-

noids of Greenland and the tract adjoining Baffin's Bay,

they are ail very closely allied to European species, though
they may be distinguished as local races.

Finally, as we have seen above, the Europo-Asiatic fauna

mingles with African and Indian forms in Syria, Persia,

and Afghanistan. Capoeta, a Cyprinoid genus, is charac-

teristic of this district, amd well represented in the Jordan
and the rivers of Mesopotomia. Out of the 40 families of

freshwater fishes 13 are represented in this region; the

number of species is comparatively small, viz., 360.

Assuming that the distribution of Cyprinoids has takfn

its origin from the alpine tract of country dividing the

Indian and Palsarctic regions, we find that this type

has found in the temperate region as favourable con-

ditions for its development as in the tropical. Out of the

3G0 species no less than 215 are Cyprinoids. In the

countries and on the plateaus immediately adjoining the

Himalayan ranges thase mountain forms which we men-
tioned as peculiar to the Indian Alps abound, and extend

for a considerable distance towards the west and east,

mixed with other Cyprinina and Cobitidina. The repre-

sentatives of these two groups are morp numerous in Cen-

tral and Eastern Asia than in Europe and the northern

parts of Asia, where the Leuciscina predominate. Ahra-

midimi or breams are more numerous in the south and
east of Asia, but they spcead to the extreme north-westero

and northern limits to which the Cyprinoid type reaches.

The Rhodeina are a small family especially characteristic

of the Ea.st, but with one or two offsheots in Central

Europe. Very significant is the appearance in China of a
species of the Catoslomina, a group otherwise limited to

North America.

The Cyprinoids, in their dispersal northwards from the

south, are met from the opposite direction by the freshwater

Salmonoids. These fi.shcs are, without doubt, on.i of the

youngest families of Telcosfci, for they did not appear before

the Pliocene era; they flourished at any rate during tho Glacial

period, and, as is testified by the survivors which we find

in isolated elevated positions, like the trout of the Atlas,
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of the mountiins of Asia.Minor, and of the Hindu Kusn,

they spread to the extreme south of this region. At the

present day they are most numerously represented in its

northern temperate parts ; towards the south they become

fewer, but increase again in numbers and species where-

tver a great elevation offers them the snow-fed waters

which they affect. In the rivers of the Mediterranean,

Salmonoids are by no means rare, but they prefer the

upper courses of those rivers, and do not migrate to the

eea, with the exception, perhaps, of some species in the

rivers of the North Adriatic..

The pike, Umhra, and several species of perch and stickle-

back are also clearly autochthonous species of this region.

Others belong to marine types, and seem to have been re-

tiined in fresh water at various epochs,—as the freshwater

Coitus (miller's thumb) ; Cottus quadricornis, which in-

habits lakes of Scandinavia, whiUt other individuals of

the same species are strictly marine ; the burbot (Lota

vulgaris) ; and the singular Comephorvs, a dwaried and

much changed Gadoid which inhabits the greatest depths

of Lake Baikal
Remnants of the 'PaL'eichthyic fiuna exist in the stur-

geons and lampreys. The former inhabit in abundance

tlie great rivers of eastern Europe and Asia, periodically

ascending them from the sea; their southernmost limits

are the Yang-tse-Keang in the east, and towards the centre

of this region the rivers flowing into the Adriatic, Black, and

Caspian Seas, and Lake Aral None are known to have

gone beyond the boundaries of the northern zone. If the

lampreys are justly reckoned among freshwater fishes,

their distribution is unique and exceptional In the

Palsarctic region some of the species descend periodically

to the sea, whilst others remain stationary in the rivers

;

the same has been observed in the lampreys of North

America. They are entirely absent in the equatorial zone,

but reappear in the temperate zone of the southern hemi-

sphere. Many points in the organization of the Cyclo-

etomes indicate that they are a type of great antiquity.

The remaining Palaiarctic fishes am clearly immigrants

from neighbouring regions: thus Silurus, Macrones, and

Pseudobagrui have migrated from the Indian region,

Amiurus and, as mentioned above, Catosfomus from

North Amorica. The Cyprinodonts are restricted to the

southern and warmer parts, and all belong to the carni-

vorous division. The facility with which these liahes

accommodate themselves to a sojourn in fresh, brackish,

or salt water, and even in thermal springs, renders their

general distribution easily comprehensible, but it is impos;

sible to decide to which region they originally belonged
;

their remains in Tertiary deposits round the Mediterranean

are not rare.

The boundaries of the North American or Nearctic

Jiegionhavo been sufficiently indicated. The main features

and the distribution of this fauna are identical with those

of the preceding region. Out of the 40 families of fresh-

water fishes 19 are found in this region. The proportion

of Cyprinoid species to the total number of North Ameri-

can fishes (135 : 339) appears to bo considerably less than

in the Paluarctic region, but we cannot admit that the,se

fii^ures approach the truth, as the Cyprinoids of North

America have been much le.ss studied than those of Europe;

of many scarcely more than the name is known. This also

applies in a great measure to theSalmouoiils, of which only

half as many as are found in the I'alaiarclic region have

been sufliciently described to be worthy of consideration.

North Americji will, without doubt, in the end show as

many distinct races as I'^urope and Asia,

Cyprinoids belonging to living as-well as extinct genera

existed in North Ainurica in the Tertiary period. At
present the Cyprinina, Leucisciiia, and Ahramidina are well

.^presented, but there is no representative of the Old

World genus Barhus, or of the Cobitidina ;
' Rhodexna

are also absent. On the other hand a well-marked Cypri-

noid type is developed—the Catostomina, of which one

species has, as it were, returned into Asia. Verj' charaU

teristic is the group of Centrarchina, allied to the perch,

of which there are some thirty species ; there are two

Grystina. Of the sticklebacks there are as many species

as in Europe, and of pike not less than seven species have

been distinguished. Umbra appears to be as local as in

Europe. Some very remarkable forms, types of distinct

families, though represented by one or two species only,

complete the number of North American autochthonous

fishes, viz., Aphredoderus, Percopsis, Hyodon, and the

Heteropygii ( imblyopsis and Chologaster). The last ar?

allied to the Cyprinodonts, differing from them in some
points of the structure of their intestines. The two genera

are extremely similar, but Chologaster, which is found in

ditches in the rice-fields of South Carolina, is provided with

eyes, and wants the ventral fins. Amhlyopsis is the cele-

brated blind fish of the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky,
it is colourless and eyeless, and has rudimentary ventral

fins, which occasionally maybe entirely absent.

A peculiar feature of the North American fish fauna is

that it has retained, besides the sturgeons and lampreys,

representatives of two Ganoid families, Lepidosteus aud

Amia. Both these genera occur in Tertiary formations;

whilst the former is represented in Europe as well as

in North America, fossil remains of Amia have been found

in the western hemisphere only.

It is diflScult to account for the presence of the Amiu-

rina in North America. They form a well-marked division

of the Bagrina, which are well represented in Africa and the

East Indies, but are absent in South America ; it is evident,

therefore, that they should not be regarded as immigrants

from the south, as is the case with the Palrearctic SiUiroids.

Nor again, has the connexion between South and North

America been established suflSciently long to admit of the

supposition that these Siluruids could have spread in tho

interval from the south to the northern parts of the conti-

nent, for some of the species are found as far north as Pino

Islands Lake (54° N. lat.).-

SouTHERN Zone.—The boundaries of this zone have been

indicated in the description of the equatorial zone ; they

overlap the southern boundaries of the latter in South

Australia and South America, but we have not at present the

means of exactly defining the limits to which southern types

extend northwards. This zone includes Tasmania, with at

least a portion of south-eastern Australia [Tixsmanian sub-

region), New Zealand and the Auckland Islands (^\w
Zealand sub-region), and Chili, Patagonia, Tierra del Fucgo,

and the Falkland Islands (Fiiegiaii sub-region). No fresh-

water fishes arc known from Kerguelcn's Land, or from

islands beyond 55° S. lat The southern extremity of Africa

has to be excluded from this zone so far as freshwater fishes

are concerned.

With regard to its extent as well as to the number of

species, this zone is the smallest of the three, the number

of species known lx;ing 1 1 in the Tasmanian, 8 in the

New Zealand, and 18 in the Fuegian sub-region. Yet the

ichlhyological features of this zone are well marked ; they

consist in the presence of two peculiar families, each of

which is analogous to a northern type, viz., the Nnpbwhi-

tonidtv, which represent the S^rlmonidiv (llaploch,lnn being

' Cupe lias (liscovcri'tl in ft Tertiary frcsliwater deposit at Malio nn

extiiii't penus of tills group, Dinsttchus. lie i-onsidt'rs tliis iuteresting

fact to l>f strnngly suiTK^'^tive of continuity of territory lictween Asia

and Nortti Atnerica.

—

Proc. A^n. Phit. Soc, 1873, p. /•.'>

' l.eiily desi'ril>es a Sduroid (I'imrlmttis) from 'iie Tertiary dcp^i.-.i

of Wyoming; territory.

—

Conlrib. to the Er'.mct Vfrt. I'aulia i)/ tin

yVcstcm Tcrrit, 1873, p. 193.
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tlic analogue of Sahno, and Prototroctes that of Coregomis),

BuJ the Galaxiidn', which are the pikes of the southern

heuiisphere.

Although geograiilucally widely separate from each oi

the freshwater fishes of the three divisions are nevertheless

so closely allied that conclusions drawn from this group of

animals alone would hardly justify us in regarding these

divisions as sub-regions. One species of Galaxias {G. at-

leiiitatus) and throe of lampreys are found in all three, or at

least in two of the sub regions. Percichthys is in Chili the

Jiutochthonous form of the cosmopolitan group of Pcrcina.

.Diplomystax, an Arioid fish of Chili, and Nemator/enys

seem to have crossed the Andes from tropical America at

a comparatively early period, as these genera are not repre-

sented" on the eastern side of South America ; Trichomyc-

ieriiia occur on both sides of the Andes, which they ascend

to a considerable height. Retropinna is a true Salmonoid,

allied to the northern smelt (Osmcrus), and representing it

in the southern hemisphere. In both these genera part of

the sjweimens live in the sea, find ascend rivers periodically

to spawn ; another part remain in rivers and lakes, where
they propagate, never descending to the sea, this freshwater

race being constantly smaller than their marine brethren.

That this small Teleosieaa of the northern hemisphere

should reappear, though in a gonerically modified form, in

New Zealand, without having spread over other parts of

the southern zone, is one of the most remarkable and at

present inexplicable facts of the geographical distribution

of freshwater fishes.

Brackish-Water Fibhes.

On those parts of a coast at vyhich there is a mixture of

fresh and salt water, either in consequence of some river

emptying itself into the sea, or from accumulations on
the land-surface forming lagoons which are in uninter-

rupted or temporary, communication with the sea, there

flourishes a peculiar brackish-water fauna characterized by
the presence of fishes found sometimes in the sea, and
sometimes in pure fresh water.

This fauna can be somewhat sharply defined if a limited

district only is taken into consideration ; thus, the species

of the brackish-water fauna of Great Britaiil, of the Pacific

coast of Central America, of the larger East India islands,

A-c, can bo enumerated without much hesitation. But
difficulties occur when we attempt to generalize in the

enumeration of the forms referable to the brackish-water

fauna, because the genera and families enumerated include

certain species and genera which have habituated them-
selves exclusively either to a freshwater or a marine exist-

ence, and also because a species of fish may be at one

locality an inhabitant of brackish water, at another of the

sea, and at a third of fresh water. The circumstance that

those fishes can live cither in the sea or in fresh water has

enabled them to spread readily over the globe, a few only

being limited to particular regions ; in dividing the earth's

surface into natural zoological legions, therefore, the

taxonomist receives no assistance from the brackish-w-ater

forrss. The following fishes may be referred to this fauna:

—

1. SiKdca o[ Uniida: (^Haia, Trygon). 2. Amhassis. 3. Thcrapm.
4. Niimprou9 ScHciiitlw of thoeijuatorial zone. 5, 7'ohjncmidrc.

6. Numerous species of Caraiix {or liorse mackerels) of the cciu.itori.il

eone. 7. Species of Oaslrostcus. 8. The raost inniortant Kinoiaof
the gobies (Oobiina) ; Oohiiis (nearly cosmopolitan), SicyiUu7n,
Jiokophlhalmus, Perinphlhalmus,Eleotris{ei\\ia.tora\). 9. Awblyo-
Vina. 10. l'r>jpanchcnina. 11. Many spceics of Ilhnmus. 12.

The majority of y/(/(cri'n lite. 13. Most Mutjiliilcc. U. ilmy Plcuro-
ncclidoc 15. Several Silurida, as especially the genera Plolosus,
Ciiidoglanis, 4rius. 16. JIany Cyprinoduntida:. 17. Species of
Cliipca. 18. Chatocssus. 19. Mcjalops. 20. Atiguilla (eels).

21. Numerous Synqnathida;. >
_

This list could be considerably increased if an enume-

ration of species, especially of certain localities, were at-

tempted ; but this is more a subject of local interest, and
would carry us beyond the scope of a general account of

the distribution of fishes.

Marine Fishes.

Marine fishes fall, with regard to their mode of life and
distribution, into three distinct categories:

—

1. Sh'jre Fishes—that is, fishes which chiefly inhabit

parts of the sea in the immediate neighbourhood of land

either actually raised above, or at least but little submerged
below, the surface of the water. They do not descend to

any great depth,—very few to 300 fathoms, and th»

majority live close to the surface. The distribution of

these fishes is determined, cot only by the temperaturb

of the surface water, but also by the nature of the

adjacent land and its animal and vegetable products,

—

some being confined to flat coasts with soft or sandy
bottoms, others to rocky and fissured coasts, others to

living coral formations. If it were not for tlie frequent

mechanical and involuntary removals to which these fishes

are exposed, their distribution withiii certain limits, as it

no doubt originally existed, jvould resemble still more that

of freshwater fishes than we find it actually does at the

present period.

2. Pelagic Fishes—that is, fishes which inhabit the

surface and uppermost strata of the open ocean, and
approach the shores only accidentally, or occasionally (in

search of prey), or periodically (for the purpose of spawn-

ing). The majority spawn in the op3n sea, their ova and
young being always found at a great distance from the shore.

With regard to their distribution, they are still subject to

the influences of light and the temperature of the surfice

water ; but they are independent of the variable local con-

ditions which tie the shore fish to its original home, and
therefore roam freely over a space which would take a
freshwater or shore fish thousands of years to cover in its

gradual dispersal. Such as are devoid of rapidity of motion

are dispersed over similarly large areas by the oceanic cur-

rents, more slowly than the strong swimmers, but not less

surely. An accurate definition, therefore, of their, dis-

tribution within certain areas equivalent to the terrestrial

regions is much Jess feasible than in the case of shore

fishes.

3. Decp-Sea Fishes—that is, fishes which inhabit such

depths of the ocean that they are but little or not at all

influenced by light or the surface temperature, and whicli,

by their organization, are prevented from reaching the sur-

face stratum in a healthy condition. Living almost under

identical tellurian conditions, the same type, the samo
species, may inhabit an abyssal depth under the equator

as well as one near the arctic or antarctic circle ; and all

that we know of these fishes points to the conclusion that

no separate horizontal regions can be distinguished in the

abyssal fauna, and that no division into bathymetrical

strata can be attempted on the base of generic much less

of family characters.

Chondropteryfjii, Acanthopterygii, Anacanths, My.xi.

noids, and Pharyngohranchii furnish the principal contin-

gents to the marine fauna ; whilst the majority of Physo-

stomes, the Ganoids, and Cyclostomes are freshwater

fishea

Shore Fi.thcs.

The principal types of shore fishes arc the following :—

.

CiiONDnoi'TEUTfiii.

—

JMiivphuln, i ."species. Plugioslmnala—

Carcliariiil.-e(part), 12; Scylliiihe, 30 ; Ccstraciontiil.-c, d ; Spinaci.la

(part),8; Uliinidx.l; rristioplioiiJ;r, 4 ; PristidiC, 5 ; Uliiuobatidx,

14 ; Torpediniilx, 15 ; Kaiiilie, 31 ; Trygonida;, 47.

AcANTiioi'i ERVClf.— IVrcida: (part, inelud. Piibtii>nmatid;c). 625
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Species; Mullida;, 35; Spariilm, 130; Squamipinnes, 130; Cir-

rliitidjB, 40 ; Hcterolepidina, 12 ; Scpiprcnidcc, 120 ; Cottid.-c (part),

100; CatJiphracti (part), 20; Tracliiiiidx, 100; Scixnidx, 100;
Sphyrjeiiidoe, 15 ;

Trichiuridx, 17 ; Elacatc, 1 ; Nomcidse (part),

6 ; Cyttidi, 8 ; Stromat«us, 9 ; Jlenc, 1 ; Carangida- (part), 130
j

Kurtida:, 7 ; Gobiodon, 7 ; Callionymina, 30 ; DiMbboll, 1 1
;

Batraohidflc, 14; Pefiicirlati (part), 11; Blonniidre, 90; Acantho-

cliiiid.'e, 1 ; Teuthididas, 30 ; Acroniiridx, 60 ; Hoplogiiathida;," 3 ;

Malauanthida;, 3 ; Plesiopina, i ; TrichonotidK, 2 ; CepoliJse, 7 ;

GoliicsocidiE, 21 ; PsychrolutiJffi, 2 ; CentriscidK, 7 ; Fistulariidae, 4.

ACA^T1I0PTERTGII PuARYNGOGNATHi. — PomacentridsE, 150
species; Labridae, 400 ; Embiotocids, 17.

Anacanthini.— GadopsidiE, 1 species ; Lycodida;, 15 ; Gadidae

(part), 50 ; Ophidiidre (part), 40 ; Pleuronectidai, 160.

Pkysostomi.—Saurina (part), 16 species ; Salmonid.'C (part), 7 ;

Clupeidx (part), 130 ; Ourocentridx, 1; Cliilobranchus, 1 ; Muracn-
idse (part), 200 ; Pet;.asidffi, 4

LopHOBUANCHii, 120 species.

Plectognatiii, 178 species.

Ctclostomata.—Myxinidm, 5 specica.

Leptocardh, 2 species

Total number, 3587 species.

These types of shore fishes are distributed over the fol-

lowing oceanic areas :

—

1. The Arctic Ocean.

IL The Northern Temperate Zone.

A. The Temperate Nortli Atlantic.

1. The British district.

2. The Mediterranean district.

3. The North.American district.

B. The Temperate North Pacific.

1. The Kamtchatltan district.

2. The Japanese district.

3. The Californian district

III. The Equatorial Zone.

A. The Tropical Atl.antic.

B. The Tropical .Indo-Pacific.

C. The Pacific coast of Tropical America.
1. The Central American district

2. The Galapagos distiict

3. The Peruvian district.

IV The Southern Temperate Zone.

1. The Cape of Good Hope district

2. The .South Australian disU'ict.

3. The Chilian distric't

4. The Patagonian district

V. The Antarctic Ocean.

As with freshwater fishes, the main divisions of the

shore-fish fauna; are determined by their distance from the

equ.ator, the equatorial zone of the freshwater scries corre-

sponding entirely to that of the .shore-fish series. But as

marine fishes e.\tend farther towards the poles than fresh-

water fishes, and as the polar types are more spcci.alizcd, a

distinct arctic and antarctic fauna may be separated from

the fauna; of the temperate zones. The two 'subdivisions

of the northern temperate zone in the freshwater series aro

quite analogous to the corresponding divisions in the coast

series. In the southern hemisphere the shore fi.shos of the

e.Ktrcmity of Africa form a separate district of the temper-

ate Kono, w'hilst the freshwater fishes of South Africa were
found to bo tropical types. The marine series of the

soutliern temperate zone is also much more diversified than
the freshwater series, and admits of further subdivision,

which, although in some degree indicated in the freshwater

eeriea, does not entirely correspond to tliat proposed for the
latter

Arctic Ocean.—Tlie shore fishes clearly prove a con-
tinuity of the arctic circumpolar fauna, as tlio southern
limit of which we Inay indicate the southern extremity of

Greenland and the Aleutian Archipelago, or C0° N. lat
Towards the north, fishes become' less in variety of

Bpocics and fewer in number of individuals, and only very
few genera are restricted to this fauna.
Tha ^lighcst latitude at which shore fishes have been

observed ia 83° N. The late Arctic Expedition collected
at and near that latitude specimens of Coitus fjmidncorvis,
Jccliishaniafus, C'/dnpfcrus spimsns, JJ/iiiris/alincii, Gijm-
ndis viridis, and Gadus fabricii. The number would

p.'obably have been larger were it not that the dTfficuItiea

ot collecting fishes in these high latitudes are alr,»ost in-

superable fur the greater part of the year.

So far as we know, the fishes north and south of

Behring's Straits belong to the same generic or family types'

as those of the corresponding latitudes of the eastern hemi-
sphere, though the majority are specifically distinct But
the information we possess of the fishes of the northern-

most extremity of the Pacific is extremely scanty and
vague. Farther south, whence now and then a collection

reaches Europe, we meet with some European species, as

the herring, holibut, apd hake.

Chondropterygians are very rare. Of Acanthoptery-

gians the families of Coitidce, Cataphracti, DUcoholi, and
Blenniida are well represented, and several of the genera

are character'stic of the arctic fauna. Characteristic also

is the development of Gadoid fishes, of which some
thirteen species, belonging to Gadus, Merluccius, and
Molva, form one of the principal articles of food for tho

inhabitants of the coasts of the Arctic Ocean. The Blen-

noid Anacanl/dni or Lycodidce are limited to the Arctic

and Antarctic coasts. Ammodyies and a few fiat-fishes

(Uippoffhssoides and Pleuronectes) are common in the mora
temperate parts. Labroids only exceptionally penetrate

so far towards the north. Physostomes are very rare, and

are represented only by a few species of Cltipca and' by
Mallotus. The arctic climate is still less favourable to

the existence of Lophobranchs, only a few of Syiiyna-

thiis and Nerojikis being present in the more southern

latitudes, to which they have been carried by oceanic

currents from their more congenial home in the south.

Scleroderms and Plectognaths are entirely absent Tho
Gadoids are accompanied by Myxine, which thrives in

them as a parasite.

NoKTHERN Temperate Zone.—Temperate NorfK At-

lantic.—This part of the fauna may be subdivided into

three districts :

—

1. The fishes of the northeastern shores, viz., of tlip

British Islands, of "Scandinavia so far as it is not included

in the arctic fauna, and of the continent of Europe south-

wards to about 40° N. lat : Briti.sh district

2. The fishes of the Mediterranean shores and of tlie

adjoining shores of the Atlantic, including the Azores,

Madeir.a, and the Canary Islands : Mediterranean district.

3. The fishes of the western shores, from CO" to about
30° N. lat : North American district.

1. The'British district shows scarcely any marked distinctive

features ; the ch.iracter of its fauna is simply intermediate helwccn
that of the i.'Vrctic Ocean and tlie Mediterr.uiean distiict; truly

arctic forms disappear, while such as are also found in the Mediter-

ranean maliC tlieir appeal ance. With reganl to the ahundance ot

individuals and variety of fishes also, this dibtiict forms a transitiua

from the north towards the south.

Besides the few arctic Chondropterygians, idl of which extend

into this district, the small shure dog-lislies are WLdl leprescntud

{Miistelus, Galcus, Sci/llium, I^slinms); tliD nhiqiiitous y^Aiiui or

monk-fish is common ; of rays, Jttiia predominates in a variety of

species over Torpeilo and Tryijon, which are still laVe.

Of Acanthopterygiaiis, CcnlriilcrmicltHiys, Irdiis, Triatops, nnd

Asjiidophowidi:s d'o'iiot e.<tenil from the north into this district;

and Coitus, /luari-hidias, CcntroiiOliif,' SIh-Ihciis, and the Ztiscolmli

disappear within its liniils.i N.arly all (lie remaindir are geners

w;liicli are also found in the Mediterranean distiict llie following

are the ]irincipal forms known to propagate on tlivso shores;

Lnbriii ; Scrriunis, Potyprioii, Dcnlcx ; MiUliis; eoiillmrus, Vugrtts,

I'nfjdlus; SchasUs; Coitus, Triijla, ylgomis;-Trncliin.Ks ; Scitina{1)f

Zeus ! Trachitrus, Ca/iros ; Cii'tioiii/vuis ; Discolioli ;
Lophius-;

Anarrkkhas, Cnitronotus, Stk'liiriis , SlAmioiis, Zoarccs (not in

tho Mediterranean) ; Cepoln ; LcvadiMjastcr.

Of tho Anacanthini \.\k Gndoins ore asjiumcrous tit in tho Arctic

Ocean, must being connnnn to both districts ;
but, whilst tho

nviimity sliow their northern origin by not extending into th»

i\Ied iterraiiean, .•(;nmo('i/(i"« and most /Veil ruiici^iVte prove theniselTO
to !•. the more tonthern representatives of this order. In the

L.mi;h district wo find IlipjW'jlosius, Ilii'poylo&soidcs, l:!tinr,lius.
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Phryiurrhombits, Pleuronecla, Solca, anJ only llie first two arc not
met with ip the Mediterranean.

LabroiJs nro common ; with the exception of the North American
Tautoga, all the other genera are met with.

Physostomes are not well represented, viz., by one species of

Osmcras, one of Engraulis, one of Conger, and about five of Clupca.

SyngnalKus and Ncrophis become more common aa we proceed

southwards ; but the existence of Scleroderma and Plectognaths

(a indicated by single individuals only, stragglers from their south-

ern home, unable to establish themselves ia a climate ungenial to

them.
Till". Gadoids are accompanied by ityxine; and Branchiostoma

may be found in all suitable localities.

2. The Mediterranean district is distinguished by a great variety

i/f forms
;
yet, with the exception of a few genera established for

single species, none of the forms can be considered peculiar to it
;

and even that small number of peculiar genera is more end more
diminished as our knowledge of the distribution of fishes advances.
Some genera are identical with those found on the western coasts of

the Atlantic and in tho West Indies ; but a most feraarkablo and
Qnexpectcd affinity obtains with another very distant fauna, viz.,

that of Japan. Tho number of genera common to the ilediterranean

district and the Japanese coasts Js larger than that of the genera
coniraou to the Mediterranean and the opposite American coasts.

Thy Chondropterygians found in the British district continue
in tlic Mediterranean, their number being increased by Centrina,

Spinax, FUroplatea, and some species of Jihiiiobatu3, a genus more
numerously represented in the tropics. Torpedo and Trygon are

common.
The greatest variety belong to the Acanthopterygians, which are

represented by fifty-seven genera.

The Lnbridie are as common as in the British district, or even
more so, and are represented by the same genera. But, besides these,

some other Pharyngognaths, properly belonging to the tropical

Atlantic, have fully established themselves, though only by a few
epecies, viz., Glyphidodon and Helicales, Cos^p/iua, Novacula,
V ulis, Coris, and Scants.

The Gadoids show a marked decrease of development ; and the
species o{-0(uius, Gculicuhca, Mora, Sirinsia, Phycis, and Molva
which are peculiar to tlie Mediterraneau seem to inhabit rather the

eoldor water of moderate depths tlian the surface near the sliore.

Motella, however, proves also to be a true shore fish in the Mediter-
• ranean, at least in its adult state. Ophidimn and Fierasfer appear
now besides Ammodytcs. As the Gadoids decrease, so the Pieuro-
ntciid^x increase, 9 genera being found in this district.

The variety of Physostomes Is small, tho following only having
to be added to those of tho British district ; Sauna (a tropical

genus), Aulopus ; Congromurcena, Heteroconger , Myrus, Ophichthys,
ijurxna.
The Lo;)hobranchs are more numerous in species aud individuals

than in the British district ; and, besides Syngnathus and Nerophw,
several species of Hippocampus are common. A few species of
Balustes also occur.

Myxin« is lost in this district, whilst Sranchioslama is abundant.
3. Tho shore fishes of the North American district consist, as on

the eastern coasts of the North Atlantic, of northern (about 50 genera)
and southern (about 30) elements ; but they are still more mixed
with each other than on tho European coasts, so that a boundary
line cannot be drawn between them. The affinity to the fauna of

the eastern shores is great, but almost entirely limited to the genera
composing the fauna of the British district. British genera not
found on tho American coasts are

—

Oalcus, Sn/llium, Chima^a,
Mullus, Pagcllus, Trigla, Trachinus, Zew>, Callionymus. Tho
southern elements of North America are rather derived from the
West Indies, and have no special affiirity to Mediterranean forms

;

very few of tho non-British Mediterranean forms extend across tho
Atlantic ; instead of a Mediterranean wo find a West Indian element.
Many of the British species range across tho Atlantic, and inhabit
in an unchanged condition the northern parts of this district ; and
from tho frcnuent occurrence of isolated specimens of other British
epecies on the North American coast, we may presume that many
more occasionally cross tho Atlantic, but without being able to
obtain a permanent footing.

Tho genera peculiar to this district arc few in number, and com-
posed of very few species, viz., Uemiiripkrus. Pammelas, Chasmodca,
Cryptacantluxles, and Tauloga.

• Temperate North Pacific—T\m fauna shows a great
affinity to that of the Temperate North Atlantic, not only
in including a considerable proportion of identical genera,
ond even of species, but also in having its constituent parts
Biuiilarly distributed. Ourknowledge of tho ichthyology
of tills fauna, however, is by no means complete, and the
details of tJic distribution of the fishes of these shores have
still to be worked out ; nevertheless, three divisions may bo

recognized which, for the present, may be defined as fol-

lows :

—

1. The fishes of the north-western shores, to about 37*

N. lat., including the corresponding northern parts of

Japan : Kamtchatkan district. This corresponds to the
British district of the Atlantic.

2. The fishes of southern Japan and the corresponding

shores of the continent of Asia, between 37° and 30' N.
lafc. ; Japanese district, which corresponds to the Medi-
terranean.

3. The fishes of the eastern shores southwards to the

latitude of San Francisco : Californian district. This corre-

sponds to the North American district of the Atlantic.
~

Too little is known of the shore fishes of the coasts be-

tween San Francisco and the tropic to enable us to treat of

it as a separate division.

The shore fishes of the North Pacilic generally are com-
posed of the following elements :

—

a. Arctic forms which extend into the Arctic Ocean, and
the majority of which are also found in the British district.

b. Peculiar forms limited to the North Pacific, like the

Heterolepidina, Embioiocidce, and certain Cottoid and Blen-

nioid genera.

c. Forms identical with fishes of the Mediterranean.

d. Peculiar forms limited to the southern parts of Japan.

e. Tropical forms which have entered the North Pacific

from the south,

1. To the Kamtchatkan district we can assign hut a small list of
fishes, probably because of the imperfect manner in which its fauna
has been explored. At present wo have positive knowledge of th«
occurrence of only two Chondropterygians, viz., Chimara and llaia;
the species of the latter genus seem to be much less numerous than
in the Atlantic. Of Acanthopterygians 15 genem are known.
Labroids are absent ; they are clearly a type unable to e!idure great
cold ; of the Embiotocoids which represent them in the Pacific, one
species only (a species of Ditrema) is known from this district.

The Gadoids are, so far as we know at present, sparsely repre-
sented, viz., by isolated species of Gadus, Motella, and Lotella, t!i«

last being an inhabitant of moderate depths rather than of the
surface. Bippogloss'.is, Pleuronectcs, and Parophrys seem to occur
everywhere in suitable localities.

The Physostomes are nearly the same as in the British district,

viz., a smelt {Ilypoviesus), probably also the arctic Mallotus, an
anchovy, several species of Clupca, and the conger-eel. A very
singular Salmonoid fish, SalaK:, which is limited to the north-
western Pacific, occurs in great abundance. The Lopliobranchs
also correspond in their development to those of the British district,

Nerophis being replaced by l/rocampus. Neither Myxiuoids not
Branchiostoma have as yet been found.

2. The Japanese district is, like the Mediterranean, distinguished
by a great variety of forms. Of 102 gcneraknown to inhabit these
coasts, 1.3 are peculiar to it, 53 occur in the Mediterranean, though
also in other districts. This resemblanco to the' Mediterranean la

even greater than would appear from a comparison of the genera,
inasmuch as a considerable number of species are identical in both
districts. Three of the Berycoid genera have hitherto been found
in the Japanese and Mediterranean districts and nowhere else.

Another very singular fact is th.it some of tho most characterislio

genera, like Mullus, Zeus, Callirniymus, Ccntriscus, inhabit ths
Mediterranean and Japanesediatrict-s, but have never reached the op-

positeAmerican coasts, cither in the Atlantic or thePacific; although,
at least in the latter, the oceanic currents would rather favour than
obstruct their disjiersal in the direction of America. Bold as tho
hjTjOthesis may appear, wo can only account for the singular dis-

tribution of these shore fishes by assuming that the Mediterranean
and Japanese seas were in direct and open commuuicatit)n with each
other within tho period of the existence of the present Telcostcous
fauna.

Gadoids have disappeared, or are represented by forms inhabiting
moderate depths. Neither Myxinc nor BranchiostoJita aro as yet
known to have been found.

3. The Californian district includes a marked northern clement,
the principal constituents of which are identical with types occurring
in the corresponding district of tho Atlantic, viz., tho 'North
American, as exemplified by Discoboli, Anarrhichas, Ccntronoius^

Coitus, JlippoglosAiLS, Clupca {karcngus), kc. But it possesses also,

in tho greatest degree of development, some types almost peculiar

to itself,' as tho Heterolepidina, some remarkable Cottoid and
BIcnnioid genera, and more especially tho Embiotocoids—viviparons
Pharyngognaths—which replace the Labroids of tho other hcmi'
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sphere. Gadoids are much less numerous than in the North Ameri-
can district. The southern forms are but little known, but it may
be ant'.cipated that, owing to the partial identity of the fauns of

'.he two coasts of the isthmus of Panama,'' a fair proportion of West
Indian form^ wiU be found to have entered this district from the
south.

Equatoeial Zone.—As we approach tKe tropic from
the north, the types characteristic of the arctic and tem-

perate zones become rarer, and disappear altogether, to

be replaced by the greater variety of tropical types. Of
Chondropterygians, the Chiwsridce, Spinacidce, Alusteiits,

ind Rata do not pass the tropic, or appear in single species

only; and of Teleosteans, the Berycidce, Pagrtis, the Betero-

lepidina, Cotlus and allied genera, Lophms, Anarrhichas,

Stichceus, Lepadogasier, Psychrotutes, Centriscus, Notacan-
thus, the Labridce and Embiotocidce, the Lycodidce, Gadidce,

and marine Salmonidce either entirely disappear, or retire

from the shores and surface into the depths of the ocean.

With regard to variety of forms, as well as to number of

individuals, this zone far surpasses either of the temperate

zones ; in this respect, the life in the sea is like that on the

land. Shore fishes are not confined to the actual coast line,

but abound on the coral reefs with which some parts of the

Atlantic and Pacific are studded, and many of which are

below the surface of the water. The abundance of animal and
vegetable life which flourishes on these renders them the

favourite pasture grounds for the endless variety of coral-

fishes {Squamipinnes, Acronuridce, Fuviacentrida;, Julidae,

Plectognaihi, etc.) and for the larger predatory kinds. The
colours and grotesque forms of the fishes of the tropics

justly excited the admiration of the earliest observers.

Scarlet, black, blue, pink, red, yellow, &«., are arranged

in patterns of the most bizarre fashion, mingling in spots,

lines, or bands, and reminding us of the words of Captain
Cook when describing the coral-reefs of Palmerston Island:
" The. glowing appearance of the moUusks was still inferior

to that of the multitude of fishes that glided gently along,

seemingly with the most perfect security. The colours of

the different sorts were the most beautiful that can be
imagined—the yellow, blue, red, black, iSrc, far exceeding

anything that art can produce. Their various forms, also,

contributed to increase the richness of this submarine
grotto, which could not be surveyed without a pleasing

transport.

"

Of Chondropterygians the ScylliUcp, Pristis (saw-fishes'),

Rhinohatidrt, and 'Vryyonidce attain to the greatest develop-

ment. Of Acanthopterygians Centropristis, Serranus,

P/ectropoma, Mesoprion, Priacanlhus, Apogon, Pristipoina,

Ucemtilon, Diagramma, Gcrres, Scolopsis, Synagris, Ccesio,

Midiidce, Lethrinus, Squamijnnnes, Cirrhite.i, some genera

of Scorpaenidce, Platycephalus, Sci/jeniJ<e, Sphyrcpnn,

Caranx, Equula, Callionymms, Teuthis, Acaiilkurus, Na-
teus, are represented by numerous species ; and the majority

of these genera and families are limited to this zone. Of
Pbaryngognaths the PonuKxiitridte, Jnlidina, and Scarina
are met with near every coral formation in a living con-

dition. Of Gadoids, a singular minute form, Bre.gmaceros,

is almost the only representative, tho other forms belonging
to deep water, and rarely ascending to the surface. Flat-

fishes (Pleuroncr.lidtr) are common un sandy coasts, and the

majority of the genera are peculiar to the tropics. Of
PkysoHomi only the Saurina, Clupeidw, and Mtmcnidce are

represented, the Chtpeidie being exceedingly numerous in

individuals, whilst tho Mitrccnida: live more isolated, but
show a still greater variety of species Loplmhraiidai and
Sclerodermi are generally distributed Branchiostoma has
been found on several coast.s.

Geographically it is convenient to describe tho coast
fauna of tho tropical Atlanta separately from that of the
Indo-Paeific Ocean. The (lifTcroiices between them, how-
ever, aio far less numerous and important than between the

freshwater or terrestrial faunie of continental regions. The
majority of the principal types are found in both, many of
the species being even identical ; but the species are far

more abundant in the Indo-Pacific than in this Atlantic,

owing to the greater extent of the archipelagoes in the
former. But for the broken and varied character of the

coasts of the West Indies, the shores of the tropical

Atlantic would, by their general uniformity, afford but a

limited variety of conditions for the development of specific

and generic forms, whereas the deep inlets of the Indian

Ocean, with the varying configuration of their coasts and
the different nature of the bottom, its long peninsulas,

and its archipelagoes, and the scattered- islands of the

tropical Pacific, render this part of the globe the most per-

fect for the development of fish life. The fishes of the

Indian and Pacific Oceans (between the tropics) are almost
identical, and the number of species ranging from the Red
Sea and the east coast of Africa to Polynesia, even to its

most westerly islands, is very great indeed. This Indo-Pacific

fauna, however, does not reach the Pacificcoast of South
America. The wide space devoid of islands east of the

Sandwich Islands and the Marquesas group, together with,

the current of cold water which sweeps northwards along the

South American coast, has proved to be a very efi"ectual

barrier to the eastward extension of the Indo-Pacific fauna

of coast fishes ; and, consequently, we find an assembliige

of fishes on tho American coast and at the Galapagos
Islands, sufficiently marked to constitute a distinct zoologi-

cal division.

Tropical Atlantic.—The boundaries of the tropical

Atlantic extend zoologically a few degrees beyond the

northern and southern tropics, but, as the mixture with tho

types of the temperate zone is very gradual, no distinct

boundary line can be drawn between the tropical and tem-

perate fauna?.

Types almost exclusively limited to it and not found
in the Indo-Pacific are few in number, as Centropristis,

lihypticus, Hcermdon, Malthe. A few others preponderate

with regard to the niunber of species, as Plectropoma,

Surgus, Trachynoius, BatrachiJcc, and Gobiesocidce. The
Sciainoids are equally represented in both oceans. All the

remainder are found in both, but aro in a minority in the

Atlantic, where they aro sometimes represented by one or

two species only (for instance, Lethrinus).

Tropical Indo-Pacific Ocean.—The ichthyological bouft-

daries of this [lart of the tropical zone may bo approxi-

mately given at 30° N. and S. lat. ; on tho Australiiin

coasts it should probably be placed still farther south, viz.,

at 34°; it includes, as mentioned above, the Sandwich
Islands, and all tho islands of the South Sea, but not the

American cofists.

Some eighty genera of shore fishes are peculiar to the

Indo-Pacific, but the greater number consist of one or a few

species only ; comparatively few have a plurality of specie.%

as Diagramvm, Lethrinus, Eqvvla, Teuthis, Amphiprivn,

Dascyllus, Choerops, Chilinus, Anampses, Slethojulis, Cons,
Coilia.

The sea-perches, large and small, which feed on crusta-

cian.'i and on other small fi:ilios,and the coral feeding Pbaryn-

gognaths, are tho types which show the greatest generic ai;d

specific variety in tho Indo-Pacific Then follow tho

iS'i/uiimipiunes and Mura-nidw, tho Clupeidir and Car^in-

yidtr,—families in which tho variety is more that uf species

than of genus. Tho Scorpmiida', Pleuroiiectidiv, jicrn-

nvridir, i^ria-nida;, Hyt)gualhi<he, and Teuthyea aro those

which contribute the next largest contingents. Of slmre-

loving Chondropterygians the Srylliidw and 7'i ygonidie

only are represented in moderate numbers, though thcyaie

more numerous in this ocean than in ony other.

Pacific Coasts of Trvrical America.—As boundarii.3
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wUhin wliich this fauna is comprised may be indicated 30°

N. and S. lat., as in the Indo- Pacific. Its distinction from

the Indo-Pacific lies in the almost entire absence of coral-

feeding fishes. There are scarcely any Sijicamipinues,

PharyJigognaths, or Acronuridce, and the Teiilhycs are

entirely absent. The genera that remain are such as are

found in the tropical zone generally, but the species are

entirely different from those of the Indo-Pacilic. They are

mixed with a sprinkling of peculiar genera, consisting of

one or two species, like Discopyge, lloplopagrus, Doy-

dixodon, but they are too few in number to give a strik-

ingly peculiar character to this fauna.

Three districts are distinguishable, viz., the Central

\merican, the Galapagos, and Peruvian. We add a few

emarks on the first only.' That district shows so close an

iflinity to the Tropical Atlantic that, if the two were not

«eparated by the neck of land uniting North and South

Inierica, they would most assuredly be regarded as em-

bracing a single fauna. With scarcely any exceptions

liie genera are identical, and of the species found on the

Pacific side nearly one-hnlf have proved to bo the samo
AS those of the Atlantic. The explanation of this fact hus

Wen found in the existence of communications between the

wo oceans by channels and straits which must have been

roen till within a recent period. The isthmus of Central

/.merica was then partially submerged, and appeared as a

chain of islands similar to that of the Antilles , but as the

reef-building corals flourished chiefly north and east of

those islands, and were absent to the south and west of

them, reef fishes were excloded from the Pacific shores

when the communications were destroyed by the upheaval

of the kind.

Southern Temperate Zone.—Tliis zone includes "the

coasts of the southern extremity of Africa from about
30° S lat., of the south of Australia, with Tasmania, and
of New Zealand, and the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of

Smith America between 30° and 50° S lat.

The most striking character of this fauna is the reappear-

ance of types inhabiting the corresponding latitudes of the

northern hemisphere, and not found in the intervening

tropical zone. This interruption of the continuity in the

geographical distribution of shore fishes is exemplified by

species as well as genera, for instance

—

Chimara monstrosa,

Galeus canis, Acanlhias vnli/aris, Aranl/uas blainvillii,

Rhina sqnatina, Zeus faher, Lophins pixcatorius, Centriscus

Bcolopax, Eugraulis encrasicholus, Cliipen spraltiis, Conner
vuli/arts. Instances of genera are still more numerous :

—

Cestiacion, S/iinax, Pristiophorxis, Raia ; Callanthias,

Polyprion, Hislioptenis, Cantha>-us, Box, Giielta, Pa-

gelt us, Chilnd'ictyliis, Sebastes, Aploactis, Agomts, Lepuhpns,
Cyllus, Pxi/chrolnlirlce, Socacantlius ; Lycodcs, Mfrlitccins,

Lotetla, Phyds, Motdla ; A alopus ; Urocampus, Solcnu-

gnathus , Myxine.

Naturally, where the coasts of the tropical zone are con-

tinuous with those of the tcmperan . a number of tropical

genera cntur the latter, and genera which we have found

between the tropics, as well as in the temperate zone of the

northern hemisphere, extend in a similar manner towards

the south. But the truly tropical forms are absent ; there

are no Srjuamipinn.es, scarcely any ^fuUid<.e, no Acroiivri,

no Teut/iycs, no Pomacenirida: (with a single exception

on the coast of Chili), only one genus of Jididiwi, no
Scaiiuo, which are replaced by another group of Pliaryn-

gognaths, the Odacina. The Lahrina, so characteristic of

the temper.ate zone of the northern hemisplrere, reappear in

a distinct genus (Malacoptenis) on the coast of Juan Fer-

nandez.

The family of BcryHdce, equally interesting with regard

' For the othf^rs tlic re.i>lcr is ix-len'cJ to Guaiucr :« JiUivUmUuh Co
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to their distribution in time and in sp.acc, consists of tem-

perate and tropical genera. Tlie genus by which this

family is represented in the southern temperate zone

{Tracldchthys) is much more nearly allied to the norlliern

than to the tropical genera.

The true Collina and Ileterolepidina (forms with a bony
stay of the prreoperculum, which is generally armed) have

not crossed the tropical zone , they are replaced by fishes ex-

tremely similar in general form, and having the same habits,

but lacking that osteological peculiarity. Their southern
analogues belong chiefly to the family Traclauulcv,a.nA are

types of genera peculiar to the southern hemisphere.

The Discoboli of the northern hemisphere likewise have

not penetrated to the south, where they are represented by
Gobiesocidcp. These two families replace each other m
their distribution over the globa

Nearly all the Platronectidce (but they are not numer-
ous) belong to distinct genera, some, howeve', being

remarkably similar in general form to the northern Pleuro-

nectes

With Gadnids lifyxundae reappear, one species being

extremely similar to the European Myxine. Bdellostomo

is a genus peculiar to the southern temperate zone.

As in the northern temperate zone, so in the southern

the number of individuals and the variety of forms is much
less than between the tropics. This is especially apparent

on comparing the numbers of species constituting a genus.

In this zone genera composed of more than ten species are

the exception, the majority having only from one to five.

The proportion of genera limited to this zone is very

high, about 65 out of a total number of 170 being peculiar

to it.

1. The C'.ipc of Good Hope district. Many of tlie genera
fouiid in this (iislmt are nortliern forms (Chiniccra, Galeus,

ScylHum, AcanVdas, Torpedo, Jiaia, Deiitcx, Caniharus, . Box,
Scup-us, Pagncs, PagclhiS, Chrysophrys ; Scbastcs, Splt'jr(Cfia

\

Lcpidopus, Thyrsitcs ; Zeus ; Lophius ; Motdla), wliirli in con*

jujiction with tlie {jcculiurly soutliern types {Callorhijnchus, C'hilo-

deiclylus, Arjriopvs, Cliyins, Gen!/plcrtiS, Bdellosloma) leave no
doubt th.it this district belongs to the southern temperate zono,

whilst tlic freshw.Tter fishes of South Africa are mnmbcrs of the

tropical fauna. Only n few {RItinohatus, Narcinc, Astrnpe, and
SphyrtxTut) have entered from the neighbouring lro]>ic.il cousts. The
development of Sparoids is greater tli.in in any of the other districts

of this rone, and may be regarded as one of its distinguishing

features.

2. The .^outh Australian district comprises the southern coasts

of Australia (nortluvnrds to about the latitude of Sydney),

Ta=.mania, and New Zealand. It is the richest in the southern

temperate zone, partly in consequenco of a considerable iiiOux of

tropical forms on the eastern coast of Australia, where they pene-

trate farther southwards than would be expected from moiely

geographical considerations, partly in consequence of the thorough

manner in which the ichthyology of New South Wales ami Kew
Zealand h.is been explored. Of the 120 genera hitherto found in

this district 42 are peculiar.

The shore fishesof New Zealand are not so distinct from tliose cf

south-eastern Australia as to deserve to be placed in a separate dis-

trict. W'iih thocxception of the genera which enter thiszonc from

the tropics, and wliicli are more numerous on the Australian coast

than on that of New Zealand, and a/ew very local genera in addition,

the remainder are identical. Many of the South Australian species,

too, are found also on the coasts of New Zealand. The principal

points of dilferencc are the extraordinary development of Mon-

acaiUUus on the coast of South Australia, and the apjKirently total

absence in Australia of Gadoids, which in the New Zealand fauna

arc represented by C genera.

3. The Cliilian district extends over 20 degrees of l.alitmle only,

and is nearly straight. In its northern and warmer [arts it is ol a

very nnifoim char.icter ; it is there exposed to hiph and irrrgul.ar

tides, and to remarkable and sudden cnanges in tlie levels of land

anil water, which niuvt seriously interfere « ith fishes living and jiro-

p.ignling near the shore. No river of considerable size int*riupts

the monotony of the physical conditions, to olTer an additional

element in favour of the develnpnient of littonal anim.als. In the

southern parts, where the co.ast is lined with archipelagoes, the

climiite is too severe for most fishes. All these conditions combine

to render this district ccniparatively poor a.s regards variety of shon

fishes ; tlicy belong io 45 genera, of nliicli 6 only arc not found il
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other districts of this zone. Three are peculiar, viz. , Mendosama,

Myxodes, and Malacopter^' : Porichthys and Agonusha.vu penetrated

thus far southwards from the Peruvian and Californian districts
;

end Pohjprian is one of those extraordinary instances in which a

very specialized form occurs at almost opposite points of the globe,

without having left a trace of its previous existence in, or of its

passage through, the intermediate space.

4. Our knowledge of the fauna of the Patagonian district is,

with the exception of the neighbourhood of the mouth of the Rio

de la Pkta, in too fragmentary a state to deserve further notice

here.

Antarctic Ocean.—To this fauna we refer the shore

fishes of the southernmost extremity of South America,

from 50° S. lat., with Tierra del Fuego and the Falkland

Islands, and those of Kerguelen's Land, with Prince

Edward's Island. No fishes are known from the other

oceanic islands of these latitudes.

I In the southern hemisphere surface fishes do not ex-

tend 80 far towards the pole as in the northern ; none are

known beyond 60° S. lat., and the Antarctic fauna which

18 analogous to the Arctic inhabits coasts more than ten

degrees nearer to the equator. It is very probable that the

shores between 60° and the Antarctic Circle are inhabited

by fishes sufficiently numerous to supply part of the means

of subsistence for the large seals which there pass at least

some portion of the year, but hitherto none have been

obtained by naturalists ; all that the present state of our

knowledge justifies us in saying is, that the general char-

acter of the fauna of Magellan's Straits and Kerguelen's

Land is extremely similar to that of Iceland and Greenland.

As in the Arctic fauna, Chondropterygians are rare, and

are represented by Acanthias vulgaris and species of Raia.

Holocepluili have not yet been found so far south, but

Callorhynchus, which is not uncommon near the northern

boundary of this fauna, may prove to extend into it.

As to Acanthopterygians, Cataphracli and Scorpcenidce

are represented as in the Arctic fauna, two of the genera

{Sebastes and Agonus) being identical The CoUidce are

replaced by six genera of Trachinidce, remarkably similar

in form to Arctic types; but Discoboli and the characteristic

Arctic Blennioids are absent.

Gadoid fishes reappear, but are less developed ; as usual

they are accompanied by Mi/xiiu. The reappearance of so

specialized a genus as Lycodes is most remarkable. Flat-

fishes are few as in the north, and belong to peculiar genera,

Physostomcs are probably not entirely absent, but

hitherto none have been met with so far south. Lopho-

branchs are rare, as in the Arctic zone ; it is noteworthy,

however, that a peculiar genus, with persistent embryonic

characters (Protocamp^is), is rather common on the shores

of the Falkland Islands.

Pelagic Fishei

Pelagic fishes,—that is, fishes inhabiting the surface of

mid-ocean, —belong to various ordci-s, viz., Chondropter-

ygians, Acanthopterygians, Physostomcs, Lophobranchs, and
Plectognaths. Neither Anacanths nor Pharyngognatlis con-

tribute to this series of the marine fauna, 'fho following

genera and families are included in it ;

—

/^Ao?K/rop<cry(/u.—Carcharia.s, Galeocerdo, Tlialasso-

rhinu!), Zyga;na, Triajnodon, Lamnidic, Rhinodon, Notiila-

nidx, Lnsmargus, Euprotomicrus, Echinorhiiiu.'!, Isistius ;

Myliobatidae.

Acanthopterygii.—Dactylopteru.i, Micrnptoryx, Scuni-

brina, Gastrochisma, Nomeus, Centroloplius, Coryplueinii*,

Seriota, Temnodon, Naucratcs, Psencs, Xiphiida', Anten-

nariuB.

Physostomi.—Stcmoptychid», Scopelus, Astronesthes,

Scombresocidaj (majority).

Lopliobranchii.— HIppocam pus.

Pledognalhi.—Orthagoriscus, and some other Uymno-
dnnts. •

Pelagic fishes diSfer much from one another in their

mode of life. The majority are excellent swimmers, which

not only can move with great rapidity, but are also possessed

of great powers of endurance, and are thus enabled to con •

tinuo their course for weeks, apparently without the neces-

sity of rest ; such are many sharks, scombroids, dolphins,

pilot-fish, sword-fishes. In some, as in Dojctylopterus and
Exor.oetus, the ability to take flying leaps out of the water

is superadded to the power of swimming (flying-Sshes).

But in others the power of swimming is greatly reduced,

as in Antennariiis, Hippocamp^is, and Gymnodonts ; they

frequent places in the ocean covered with floating seaweed,

or drift on the surface without resistance, at the mercy of

wind and current. The Echeneis or sucking-fishes attach

themselves to other large fishes, ships, or floating object-,

and allow themselves to be carried about, unless change of

climate or want of food obliges them to abandon their

temporary carrier. Finally, another class of pelagic fishes

come to the surface of the ocean during the night only ; in

the day time they descend to some depth, where they are

undisturbed by the rays of the sun or the agitation of the

surface-water ; such are Brama, the Stemopfychidfe,

Scopehis, Asl7-(mestk<:s,—fishes the majority of which are

provided with those extraordinary visual organs that we
find so much developed in the true deep-sea fishes. Indeed,

this last kind of pelagic fishes constitutes a connecting link

with the deep-sea forms.

Pelagic fishes, like shore fishes, are most numerous' in

the tropical zone ; and, with few exceptions {Echinorhimis,

Psenes, Stenioptyclddce, Astronesthes), the same genera are

represented in the tropical Atlantic as well as in the

Indo-Pacific The number of identical species occurring

in both these oceans is great, and probably still greater

than would appear from systematic lists, in which there

are retained many specific names that were given at a

time when species were believed to have a very limited

range. The pelagic fauna of the tropics gradually passes

into that of the temperate zones, only a few genera,

like Cybium, Psenes, A7itennarivs, being almost entirely

confined to the tropics. All the other tropical genera range

into the temperate zones, but their reprefsentativcs become

fewer with the increasing distance fruin the equator.

North of 40° N. lat many genera have disappeared, or are

met with in isolated examples only, as Carcharias, Zygivna,

Nvlidanns, Myliobatidix, Dadylopterus, Echeneis; Nomeus,

Coryphesna, SchedopMlus, Seriola, Temnodon, Antcntiarius,

Sternoptychidcc, Astronesthes, ExocoUus, Tetrodon, Diodon
;

and only oiio genus of sharks, Galeoeerdo, approaches the

Arctic Circle. Some few species, like AiUennarius, Scopelus,

arc carried by currents near to tlio farther confines of the

temperate zones ; but such occurrences are accidental, and

these fishes must be regarded as entirely foreign to the

fauna of tho;to latitudes. On the other hand, some pelagic

llancs inhabit tlio temperate zones, whilst their occurrence

williin the tropics is very problematical ; thus, in the

Atlantic, I'halassorhinus, Sclache, Lcemargvs, Centrotophus,

Diana, Ausonia, Lampris (all genera composed of one or

two species only). Besides the shark mentioned, no other

pelagic fishes are known from tiic Arctic Ocean.

Vl'o possess very little information about the pelagic fish-

fauna of the southern oceans. This much only is certain,

that the tropical forms gradually disappear; but it would

bo hazardous, in tlu present state of our knowledge, to

state even approxinu. lely the linuts of the southward range

of a single genu.s. Scarroly more is known about the

appearance of types peculiar to the southern temperate

zone,—for instance, the gigantic shark Phinodon repre-

senting the northern Sclachi; near the coast.s of South

Africa, and the Scombroid genus Gastrochisma^ in the

South Prtcilic.
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The largest of marine fishes, Rhinodon, Sdaclix, Car-

eharoJon, Myliofxilidce, Thynnus, Xiphiidce, Orthngorisats,

belong to the pelagic fauna. Young fishes are frequently

found in mid-ocean, which are the offspring of shore fishes

normally depositing their spawn near the coast The
manner in which this fry passes into tho open sea is

unknown ; for it has not yet been ascertained whether it

is carried by currents from the place where it was deposited

originally, or whether shore fishes sometimes spawn at a

distance from the coast. We may remember that shore

Gshes inhabit not only coasts but also submerged banks

with some depth of water above, and that, by the action

of the water, spawn deposited on these latter localities is

very liable to bo dispersed over wide areas of the ocean.

Embryos of at least some shore fishes hatched under

abnormal conditions seem to have an abnormal growth up

to a certain period of their life, when they perish. The
Leptocepliali must be regarded as such abnormally developed

forms. Fishes of a similar condition are the so-called pelagic

Plagusice, young Pleuronectoids, the origin of which is still

unknown. As already mentioned, flat-fishes, like all the

other Anacanths, are not otherwise represented in the

pelagic faunx

Deep-Sea Fishes.

The knowledge of the existence of deep-sea fishes is one

of the recent discoveries of Jfchthyology. It was only about

twenty years ago that, from the evidence afTorded by the

anatomical structure of a few singular fishes obtained in

the North Atlantic, an opinion was expressed that these

fishes inhabited great depths of the ocean, and that their

organization was specially adapted for living under the

physical abyssal conditions. These fishes agreed in tho

character of their connective tissue, which was so extremely

weak as to yield to, and to break under, the slightest

pressure, so that the greatest difficulty was experienced in

preserving their body in its continuity. Another singular

circumstance was that some of the examples were picked

up floating on the surface of the water, having met their

death whilst engaged in swallowing or digesting other

fishes not much smaller in size if not actually larger than

themselves.

The first peculiarity was accounted for by the fact that, if

those fishes really inhabited the great depths supposed, their

removal from the enormous pressure under which they
lived would be accompanied by such an expansion of gases

within their tissues as to rupture them, and to cause a
separation of the parts which had been held together by
the pressure. The second circumstance was explained thus.

A raptorial fish organized to live at a depth of between
500 and 800 fathoms seizes another usually inhabiting a
depth of between 300 and 500 fathoms. In its struggles

to escape, the fish seized, being nearly as large or strong as

the attacking fish, carries the latter out of its depth into a

higher stratum, where tlie diminished pressure causes such
an expansion of gases as to make the destroyer with its

victim rise with increasing rapidity towards the surface,

which they reach dead or in a dying condition. Specimens
in this state are not rarely picked up ; and as, of course,

it is but comparatively few that can by accident fall into

the hands of naturalists, occurrences of this kind must
happen very often.

Tho existence of fishes peculiarly adapted for the deep
sea has thus been a fact maintained and admitted fur some
time in ichthyology ; and as the same genera and .species

were found at very distant parts of the ocean, it was further

stated tliat tlioso deep-sea fislies were not limited in their

range, and that, consequently, tlic physical conditions of

the depths of tlie ocean nmbt be tlie same or nearly tho

same over the whole globe. That decp-se.i fishes weie nob

of a peculiar order, but chiefly modified forms of surface

types, was another conclusion arrived at from the sporadic

evidence collected during the period which preceded sys-

tematic deep-sea dredging.

Nothing, however, was positively known as to tne exact

depths inhabited by those fishes until observations were

m .de during the voyage of H.M.S. "Challenger." The
r.aalts obtained by this expedition afTorded a surer and

more extended basis for our knowledge of deep-sea fishes.

The physical conditions of the deep sea, which must affect

the organization and distribution of fishes, are the follow-

ing:—
1. Absence of sunlight. Probably tho rays ol tne sun

do not penetrate to, and certainly do not extend beyond, a

depth of 200 fathoms, therefore wc may consider this to bo

the depth where the deep-sea fauna commences. Absence

of light is, of necessity, accompanied by modifications of the

organs of vision and by simplification of colours.

2. The absence of sunlight is in some measure compen-

sated by the presence of phosphorescent light, produced by
many marine animals, and also by numerous deep-sea fishes.

3. Depression and equality of the temperature. At a

depth of 500 fathoms the temperature of the water is

already as low as 40° Fahr., and perfectly independent of

the temperature of the surface-water ; and from the greatest

depth to about 1000 fathoms beneath tte surface the tem-

perature is uniformly but a few degrees above the freezing

point Temperature, therefore, ceases to off'er an obstacle

to the unlimited dispersal of the deep-sea fishes.

4. The increase of pressure by the water. The pressure

of the atmosphere on the body of an animal at the level

of the sea is 15 lb per square inch of surface ; but under

water the pressure amounts to a ton weight for every 1000
fathoms of depth.

5. With the sunlight, vegetable life ceases in the depths

of the sea. All deep-sea fishes are therefore carnivorous,

—

the most voracious feeding frequently on their own
offspring, and the toothless kinds being nourished by the

animalcules which live on the bottom, or which, " like a

constant rain," settle down from the upper strata towards

the bottom of the sea,

6. The perfect quiet of the water at great depths. Tha
agitation of the water caused by the disturbances of the air

does not extend beyond the depth of a few fathoms ; below

this surface-stratum there is no movement except the

quiet flow of ocean-currents, and near the bottom of the

deep sea the water is probably in a state of almost entire

quiescence.

The effect upon fishes of the physical conditions described

is clearly testified by the modification of one or more parts

of their organization, so that every deep-sea fish may be

recognized as such without the accompanying positive

evidence that it has been caught at a great depth ; and, vice

versa, fishes reputed to have been obtained at a great depth,

and not having any of the characteristics of the dwellers of

the deep sea, must be regarded as surface fishes.

The most striking characteristic found in many deep-sea

fishes is in relation to the tremendous pressure under

which they live. Their osseous and muscular systems are, as

compared with the same parts of surface fishes, very feebly

developed. The bones have a fibrous, fissured, and cavern-

ous texture ; they are light, with scarcely any calcareous

matter, so that the point of a needle will readily penetrate

them without breaking. The bones, especially the vertebra:,

appear to be very loosely connected with one another ; and

it requires the most careful handling to avoid the break-

ing of the connective ligaments. The muscles, especially

the great lateral muscles of the trunk and tail, are thin, the

fascicles being readily separated from one anotlier or torn,

and the corneciive tissue bei.ng extremely loose, feeble, or
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apparently absent. This peculiarity has bi ?n observed in

the Trachypteridce, Plagyodus, Chiasmodus, Melanocetzis,

Saccopharynx. But we cannot assume that it actually

obtains whilst those fishes exist under their natural con-

ditions. Some of them are most rapacious creatures, which

must Ije able to execute rapid and powerful movements to

catch and overpower their prey j and for that object their

muscular system, thin as its layers may be, must be as firm,

and the chain of the segments of their vertebral column as

firmly linked together as in surface fishes. It is evi^ient,

therefore, that the change which the body of those fishes has

undergone on tteir withdrawal from the pressure under

jwhich they live is a much aggravated form of the affection

that is experienced by persons reaching great altitudes in

their ascent of a mountain or in a balloon. In every living

organism with an intestinal tract there are accumulations

of free gases ; and, moreover, the blood and other fluids,

which penetrate every part of the body, contain' gases in

solution. Under greatly diminished pressure these gases

expand, so that, if the withdrawal from a depth is not an

extremely slow and gradual process, the various tissues must
be distended, loosened, ruptured ; and what is a vigorous

fish at a depth of 500 fathoms or more appears at the

BU-'race aa a loosely-jointed body which, if the skin is not

of sufficient toughness, can only be kept together with

difficulty. At great depths a fibrous osseous structure and

o thin layer of muscles suffice to obtain the same re5ulj;3

for which, at the surface, thickness of muscle and firm

osseous or cartilaginous tissue are necessary.

The muciferous system of many deep-sea fishes is de-

veloped in an extraordinary degree. We find in fishes

which are comparatively little removed from the surface

(that is, to depths of from 100 to 200 fathoms) the lateral

lino much wider than in their congeners or nearest allies

which live on the surface, as in Trachichthys, Hoplostetkus,

many Scorpcenidce. But in fishes inhabiting depths of 1000
fathoms and more the whole muciferous system is dilated

;

it is especially the surface of the skull which is occupied l)y

largs cavities {Macruridce, deep-sea Ophidiidce), and tho

whole body seems to bo covered with a layer of mucus.

These cavities collapse and shrink in specimens which have

been preserved in spirit for some time, but a brief re-

immersion in water generally suffices to show the immense
quantity of mucus secreted by them. The physiological

use of this secretion is unknown ; it has been observed

to have phosphorescent properties in perfectly fresh

epecimens.

The colours of deep-sea fishes are extremely simple, their

bodies being cither black or silvery ; in a few only are

some filaments or the fin-rays of a bright scarlet colour.

Among tho black forms albinoos are not rare.

The organ of sight is the first to bo affected by a sojourn

in deep water. Even in fishes which habitually live at a

depth of only 80 fathoms, wo find tlie eye of a propor-

tionally larger size than in their representatives at the

surface. Ir such fishes tho eyes increase in size with tho

depth inhabited by them, down to the depth of 200 fathoms,

the large organs being necessary to collect as many rays

of light as possible. Beyond that depth sniall-cycd as well

08 large-eyed fishes occur, the former having their want of

vision compensated by tentacular organs of toucli, whilst

the latter have no such accessory organs, and evidently seo

only by tho aid of phosphorescence. In tho greatest depths

blind fishes occur, with rudimentary eyes and without

special organs ot touch.

Many fishes ot the deep sea are provided with more or

less numerous, round, shining, mollier-of-poarl-colourod

bodies, imbedded in tho skin. Tlicsesocullcil phosphores-

cent or luminous organs are either larger bodies of an oval

or irregularly elliptical shape placed on tlic hcnd, in the

vicinit V of the eye, or smallerround globular bodies arranged

symmetrically in series along the sid ) of the body and tail,

especially near the abdominal profile, less frequently along

the back. The former kind of organs possess in the interior

a lenticular body, like the lens of an eye, and are considered

by some naturalists true organs of vision (accessory eyes),

the function of the'latter, which have a glandular structure,

being left unexplained by them.

There is no doubt that the functions of these org'ins

have some relation to the peculiar conditions of light under

which the fishes provided with them live, these fishes being

either deep-sea forms or nocturnal pelagic kinds. And it i.i

highly probable that all produce and emit phosphorescent

light, enabling the fishes to see in the darkness of the night

or of the depths of the sea.

Whenever we find in a fish long delicate filaments de-

veloped in connexion with the fins or the extremity of the

tail, we may conclude that it is an inhabitant of still water

and of quiet habits. Many deep-sea fishes (Trachyplerid<.e,

Macruridce, Ophidiidce, Bathypterois) are provided with

such filamentous prolongations, the development of which is

perfectly in acconiancewith their sojourn in the absolutely

quiet waters of abyssal depths.

Some of the raptatorial deep-sea fishes have a stomach so

distensible and capacious that it can receive a fish of twice

or thrice the bulk of the destroyer {Melanoceius, Chiasmodus,

Saccopharynx). Deglutition is'performed in them, not by
means of the muscles of the pharynx, as in other fishes, but;

by the independent and alternate action of the jaws, as in

snakes. These fishes cannot be said to swallow their food ;

they rather draw themselves over their victim, after the

fashion of an Actinia.

Before the voyage of H.M.S. " Challenger," scarcely

thirty deej sea fishes were knov\Ti. This number is now
much increased, six times as many new species and gener.i

having been discovered. Modifications of certain organs,

perfectly novel, and of the greatest interest, were found ;

but, singularly, no new types of families were discovered,

—nothing but what might have been expected from our

previous knowledge of this group of fishes.

The fish fauna of the deep sea is chiefly composed of

forms or modifications of forms which we find represented

at the surface in the cold and temperate zones, or which

belong to the class of nocturnal pelagic fishes. The Chon-

dropterygians are few in number, not descending to o

greater depth than 600 fathoms. The Acanthopterygians,

which form the majority of the coast and surface faunas,

are also scantily represented; genefa identical with surface

types are confined to the same inconsiderable depth as the

Chondropterygians, whilst those Acanthopterygians which

are so much specialized for a life in tho deep sea as to

deserve generic separation range from 200 to 2400 fathoms.

Thrco distinct families of Acanthopterygians belong to the

deep-sea fauna, viz., Trncltypleridiv, Lop/iotidw, and I'-'ota-

canlhidiv ; they consist of three, one, and two gener.i

respectively.

Gadidcc, Ophidiidce, and Macruridce are very numeroui!,

ranging through all depths,; they constitute about one-

fourth of the whole docp-sea fauna

Of Physosto^ni, tho families of Sternoptychidm, Scopelidae,

Slomialidc, Salmonidiv, Bathythrissidce, Alepocephatida:,

Halosaunda', and Muranldm are rcpresentod. Of these

the Scopcloids are tho most numerous, constituting nearly

another fourth of tlio fauna. Salmonido) aro only repre-

sented by three small genera. Bathi/lhrisnida: include one

species only, which is jirobably confined in its vertical os

well as its horizontal range ; it occurs at a depth of about

3f)0 fathoms in the sea of Japan. Tho Alcpociphalida: anti

//ii/o,«(/H?i(/rr, known before tho "Challenger" expcd'tioa

friin isolated examples only, prove to bo true, widely-
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Bprend, deep-sea types. Eels are well represeuted, and seem

to descend to the greatest depths. Myxine has been ob

tained from a depth of 345 fathoms.

The greatest depth hitherto reached by a dredge in which

fahes were enclosed is 2900 fathoms. But the specimens

thus obtained belong -to a species (Gonostovia microdoii)

which seems to be extremely abundant in upper strata of

the Atlantic and Pacific, and v^ere therefore most likely

caught by the dredge in its ascent. The next greatest

depth, VIZ., 2750 fathoms, must be accepted as one at

which fishes do undoubtedly live, —the fish obtained from

this depth of the Atlantic, Bathi/ophis ferox, showing by

its whole habit that it is a form living on the bottom of

the ocean.

CL.A.SSIFICATION. -

The class of fishes is divided into four subclasses :

—

I. Falcekhthyes.—Heart with a contractile conus arte-

riosus ; intestine with a spiral valve ; optic nerves non-

decussating, or only partially decussating.

II. Telf.ostei.—Heart with a non-contractile biilbus

arteriosus ; intestine without spiral valve ; optic nerves

decussating. Skeleton ossified, with completely separated

vertebrje.

III. C'jclostornata.—Heart without bulbus arteriosus;

intestine simple. Skeleton cartilaginous and notochordal.

One nasal aperture only. No jaws ; mouth surrounded

by a circular lip.

IV. Lcptocardii.—Heart replaced by pulsating sinu.ses :

intestine simple. Skeleton membrano-cartilaginous and
notochordal. No brain ; no skull.

Subclass I.—Pal(Bichihi/es.

This subclass comprises the sharks and rays and the

Ganoid fishes. Though it is based upon a singular con-

currence of most important characters, its members exhibit

as great a diversity of form, and as manifold modifications

in the remainder of their organization, as the Teleostei. Tho
Palceidithjes stand to the Teleostei in the same relation as

the Marsupials to the Plac.enialia. Geologically, as a sub-

class, they were the predecessors of Teleosteous fishes ; and
it is a remarkable fact that all those modifications which
show an approach of the ichthyic type to the Batrachians

are found in this subclass. It is divided into two orders,

—the Ckondropterygii and the Ganoidei.

OKDEa I.

—

Chimdroptcrycpi.

Skeleton cartila^nous. Rody with medial and paired fins, the
hinder pair abdominal. Vertebral column generally heterocercal,

the upper lobe of the caudal fin produced. Gills attaelied to the
Bkin by the outer margin, with several intervening gill-openings

;

rarely one external gill-opening only. No gill-cover. No air-

I ladder. Two, three, or more series of valves in the conus
arteriosus." Ova large and few in number, impregnated and, in

some species, developed within a uterine cavity. Embryo with
deciduous external gills. Males with intromittent organs attached
to the ventral fins.

This order, for which, also, the name Elasmobratichii has been
proposed (by Bonaparte), comprises the sharks, rays, and chimeras.
It is divided into two subordei-s,

—

Phgiostotnata and Holoccphaln.
Suborder I. Plagiostomata.—From five to seven gill-openings.

Skull with a suspensorium and the palatal apparatus detached.
Teeth numerous.
The Plagiostomes differ greatly from each other with regard to

the general form of the body. In the sharks, or Sclachoidd, the
body is oloiigatc, more or less cylindrical, gradually passing into
.the tail; the gill-opcnings arc lateral. In the rays, ov Batoidci,
the gill-openiugs arc always placed en the abdominal aspect of the
fish ; the body is dcpros.sed, and the trunk, which is surrounded by
tha immensely developed pectoral fins, forms a broad flat disk, of
which the tail appears as a thin and slender appendage. Spiracles
lire always present ; the number of gill-openings is constantly five

;

there is no anal fin ; the dorsal fins, if present, are situated on the
tail. Some of the rays, however, approach the sharks in having th->

caudal portion less abruptly contracted behind the trunk.
Fossil Plagiostomcs are very numerous in all formatiooa. .I'.mo

of the earliest determinable fish remains arc, or are believed to oe,

derived from Plagiostomcs. Those which can be referred to any of
the families specified -below will bo mentioned in due course; but
there are others, esiiecially fin-spines, which leave us in doubt to
which group of Plagiostomcs their owners had affinity: as Oncktis,

from the Upper Silurian, continuing to Carboniferous formations

;

Diineracanlktis, Homncanthiis, from the Devouian ; Oracanllms,
Gyracanthus, Tristychius, Astroptyckius, Ptychacanthiis, Sphciia<
cant/ncs, &c., from Carboniferous Ibrmations ; Leptaca)dhus^ from
the Coal to the Oolite ; CladacaiU/ms, Ciicaca^Uhtis, Gyropristis, and
Lcpracanthiis, from the Coal-measures ; A'cmacauthus, Liacanthun,
from the Trias ; Astracanthus, llyriucaiUhus, PriUacanihus fioui

the Jurassic group.

A. Sclachoidd, Sharks.

Family 1. Carchariidn:.— E,ye with a nictitating membrane.
Mouth crescent-shaped, inferior. Anal fin present. Two doisa)
fins, the first opposite to the space between the pectoral and ventral
fins, without spine in front.

Genera: CfircAarMW (Blue Shark), Galcocerdo, Gnleus (Tope),
Zygmn'a (Hammerhead), Miislclus (Hound), Hcmigalcu.1, Loxodon,
Tludassoi-hinus, Tri(€nodon, Lcplocarclianas, and Triads. Fossil;
Corax and Hemipristis.

Family 2. ZamJiirfw. —Eye without nictitating membrane. Anal
fin present. Two dorsal fins, the first opposite to the space between
the pectoral and ventral fins, without spine in front. Nostrils not
conduent with the mouth, which is inferior. Spiiaelcs abscut or
niiuute.

Genera : Lamna (Porbeagle), Carcharodon, Odmitaspis, Alopecias
(Fox-Shark), and &VfKAc (Basking Shark). Fossil: Carcharopsis,
Oxylca, Splicnodus, Gomphodiis, and Ancistrodon.

Family 3. Rhiiwdoniida.—No nictitating membrane. Anal
fin present. Two dorsal fins, the hi-st nearly opposite to the
ventrals, without spine in front. Mouth aud nostril near tha
extremity of the snout.

This small family comprises one species only, FJiinodon typicus,

a gigantic shark, which is known to exoetd 50 feet in length.

Family 4. Notidanidcc.—No nictitating membrane. One dorsal

fin only, without spine, opposite to the anal. Dentition unequal
in the jaws ; in the upper jaw one or two pairs of awl-shaped teeth,

the following six being broader, and provided with several cusps,

one of which is much stronger than the others^ Lower jaw with
six large comb-like teeth on each side, besides the smaller posterior

teeth. Gill-openings wide, six in number in Hcxanchns, seven in

Hcptaiichus. Fossil teeth belonging to this type have been found
in Jurassic and later formations [NotUhinus ana u-Ellopos).

Family 5. Scyllii<l<e.—Two dorsal fins, without spine, the first

above or behind the ventrals ; anal fin present. No nictitating

membrane. Spiracle always distinct. Mouth inferior. Teei.h

small, several series generally being in function.

Genera : Scyllium {Dog-Fishcs)i Pristiurus, Parascylliwn, Ghl*
glymostorna, Siegostoma, CkiloscyUinvi, Crossorhinus. Fossil ; Scyl'

liodiis, Palocoscylliuin, ThyeUina.
Family 6. Ilybodontidie.—Two dorsal fins, each with a serrated

spine. Teeth rounded, longltudinnlly striated, with one larger

and from two to four smaller lateial cusps. Skin covered with
shagieen.

Extinct. From Carboniferous, Liassic, and Triassic formations.

Several genera have been distinguished j and, \i.Clai)oiiiiS belongs to
this family, it was represented even in the Devonian.

Family 7. Cesiradonlidcc.—No nictitating membrane. I'vio

dorsal fins, the first opposite to the space between the pectoral and.

ventral fins ; anal fin present. Nasal and buccal cavities conllucnt.

Teeth obtuse, several series being in function.

This family is one of particular interest, because representatives

of it occur in numerous modifications in Primary and Secondary
strata. Their dentition is uniformly ad.aptud for the prehension anil

mastication of crustaceous and hard-shelled animals. The fossil

forms far exceeded in size the species of the only surviving genus,
Ccstracion (the Port Jackson Shark) ; they make their a|ipearance

with CUnopiychiua in the Devonian ; this Is succeeded in t]ie Coal-

measures by Psammodus, Cliomatodits, Pclrodns, Cochliodns, J'oly-

rhizodus, &c., and in the Tri.as and Chalk by Slrophodus, AaoduSi
T/Kctodtis, and Ptychodas. Of the 25 genera known, 22 bavo
lived in the periods preceding the Oolitic.

Family 8. Spinacidcc.—No membmna nictitans. Two iorsal

fins ; no anal. Mouth but slightly arched ; a long, deep, straight,

oblique groove on each side of the mouth. Spiracles present
j
gill-

openings narrow. Pectoral fins not notched at their origin.

Genera : Ccntdna, Acantkias (Spiny Dog-Fls^h), Ccntrophtynts^

Sinnax, Ccntroscyllimn, Scymnus, Zatnargus (Greenland Shark),
Echinorhinxis, Euprotomia-us and Jsistiiis. The largest of thcso
fishes is the Greenland shark, which attains to a length of 15 feet,

and is common in the Arctic regions. Fossil genera ; Pal(X0spinax
and DrcjHin/^phoriLs, from Cretaceous and Jura.ssic formations.

Family 9. Rhinid<^—No anal fin ; two dorsal fins. Spirad';?

Dresonl. Pectoral fins large, with the basal portioa X'rolosKvi.
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forwards, bat not gTown to the head. Gill-openings rather wide,
lateral, partly covered by the base Oi' the pectoral. Spiracles wide,
behind the eyes. Teeth conical.

One genus only: the * Angel-Fi.sh," or *' Monk-Fish " (Rhina
sqvMtina), which approaches the rays as regards general form and
habits. Extinct forms, closely allied to the "Angel-Fish," are
found in the Oolite, and have been described as Thaumas. The
Carboniferous genus Orthacanthus may have been allied to this
family, but it was armed with a spine immediately behind the head.

Family 10. PristiopfwridcE.—The rostral cartilage is produced into
an exceedingly long, flat lamina, armed along each edge with a
series of teeth (saw).

These sharks so greatly resemble the common saw-fishes as to be
easily confounded with them, but their gill-openmgs are lateral,

and not inferior. Only one genns is know^ , Pristnypkorus, which
occurs in the Australian and Japane.se seas. Squaloraia, from the
Lias, is supposed to have its nearest affinities to this family.

B. Baloidci, Rays.

Family 1. Pristidce.—The snout is produced into an exceedingly
long flat lamina, armed with a scries of strong teeth along each
edge (saw).

One genus only : Pristis (Saw-Fislics).

Family 2. Rhinohatidee. —I^W strong and long, with two well-
developed dorsal fins, and a longitudinal fold on each side ; cauilal

developed. Disk not excessively dilated, the rayed portion of the
pectoral fins not being continued to the snout Teeth obtuse,
granular, the dental surfaces ot the jaws being undulated.

Genera : PJujnchohatiis, Jihiiwbatiis, and Tryyoitorhnui Fossil :

S}>athobatis and Trigorhnia.

Family 3 I'orpcdinidm ((Electric Rays).—Trunk a broad, sraootli

disk. Tail with a longitudinal fold on each side ; a rayed dorsal

fin is generally, and a caudal always, present. Anterior nasal valves

confluent into a quadrangular lobe An electric organ composed of

vertical hexagonal prisms between the pectoral fins and the head.

Genera Tor-pcdo, Narcnic, Hypiws, Discv])y(jG{{\o\n Peru), Astrape,

and Temcra. A large fish, with the general appearance of a torpedo,

has been found at Monte Bolca ; and Cyclobalis, from the Upper
Cretaceous Limestone uf Lebanon, is probably another extinct repre-

sentative of this family.

Family 4. llaiidcc.— Disk broad, rhombic, generally with asperities

or spines ; tail with a luugitudinal fold on each side The pectoral

fins extend to the snout. No electric organ ; no serrated caudal

spine.

Genera r Rata (Rays and Skates), Psammobatis, Symplerygia,
Phttyrhhia. Fossil : /Irihroptenis.

Family 5. Tryijonidee.—The pectoral fins are uninterruptedly
continued to, and are confluent at, the extremity of the snout. Tail

long and slender, without lateral longitudinal folds ; vertical fins

none, or imperfectly developed, often replaced by a strong serrated

spine

Genera Urogymnus, Trygon (Sting-Rays), Urolophus, Ptero-

fi/ntca.

Family6. Afyliobatidm (*^ VevW-Vishea," '*Sea-Dcvils," or '*Eagle-

Rays").—The disk is very broud, in consequence of the groat de-

vtdopment of the pectoral fins, which, however, leave the sides of

tlio head free, and reappear at the extremity of the snout as a pair

of detached (cephalic) fins. Viviparous

Genera : Myh'obatis, AcfofxUis, Rhiimptfra^ Dicerobatis, Cerato-

ptiyra. Fragmentary portions of their tessellated dentition are com-
mon in Tertiary formations

SuBonDEii II. IFoloccph/ila.—One external gill-opening only,

covered by a fold of the skin, which encloses a rudimentary cartila*

piiiousgill-fover ; four branchial clefts within the gill-cavity. The
in;ix!llary and palatal apparatus coalesccnt with the skull.

This suborder is represented in the living fauna by one family

only, Chimccrid'V. ; it forms a connecting link with the following

order of fishes, the Ganoids In external appearance, and as re-

gards the Rtructure of their organs of propagation, the chinueras aio

Rharka. The females are provided with "Claspers" in connexion
with the ventral fins, and the ova are large, encased in a horny
capsule, and few in number ; there is no doubt that they are im-
pregnated within the oviduct, as in sharks. The males are pro-

vided with a 8ingular erectile appcmlage, spiny at its extremity, and
ri'crivfd in a groove on the top of the head. On the other hand,

the relations of the chima;ras to the Ganoid, and, more espocially,

to the Dipnoous typo become manifest in their notochordal skeleton

and continuity of cranial cartiloj^o, The spine in front of the first

dorsal fin is articulated to the neural apophysis, ancl not merely im-
planted in the soft parts ; it is immovable as in sharks. A cartila-

ginous operculum makes its appearance, and the external gill-opening

IS single The dentition is that of a Dipnoid, each '*jaw' bciny
armed with a pair of broad dental plates, with tho addition of a pair

of smaller cutting teeth in tlio upper ''jaw." Fossils of similar

dental combination are not rare in strata commencing witli the

Lias an<l the bottom of the Oolitic scries ; hut it is impossihlo to

decide iu every case whether the fossil should be referred to tliy

[CLASSIFlCATlOPf.

Holocephalous or the Dipnoous type. According to Newl)erry.

Ohimseroid fishes commence in the Devonian with Rhyiichodvs,

the remains of which were discovered by him in Ohio Undoubted
Chimaeroids are Elas-modtiSt Psaliodus, Ganodus, Iscfiyodus, Edaph
odon, and Elastnognathus, principally from Mesozoic and Tertiary

formations. Very simiUr fossils occur in the corresponding strata

of North America, A single species of CallorhyiichiLS has been ilis-

covered by Hector in the Lower Gieensand of New Zealand
The living chimeeras are few in number, and remain within verv

moderate dimensions, probably not exceeding a length of 5 feet,,

inclusive of their long filamentous, diphycercal tail. They are-

referred to two genera, Chimcera and Callorkynchua.

Order II.

—

Oanoidei.

Skeleton cartilaginous or ossified. Body with medial and pairea

fins, the hinder pair abdominal. Gills free, rarely partially

attached to the walls of the gill-cavity. One external gill-opening'

only on each side ; a gill-cover. Air-bladder with a pneumatic due

Ova small, impregnated after exclusion. Embryo sometimes witl

external gills.

To this order belong the majority of the fossil fish remains ot

Palaeozoic and Mesozoic a^e. whilst it is very scantily rei»resented in

the recent fauna, and evidently verging towards total extinction.

The knowledge of the fossil forms, based on mere fragments, of the

hard parts of the body only, is very incomplete, and therefore their

classincation is in a most unsatisfactory state. In the foUowini?

list only the most important gioups will be mentioned '

Eight suborders may be distinguished at preseuL

Suborder I. Placodcnm.—Extinct. The head and pectoral region

of the body encased in great bony sculptured plates, with dots of

enamel ; the remainder of the body naked, or with ganoid scales
,

skeleton notochordal.

Comprises the oldest vertebrate remains, from Devonian and Car-

boniferous formations.

Genera : PtcrichthySy Coccosteus, Dinichthys, Cephalaspis, Auchcn-

aspis, Vidymaspu, Pteraspis, Scaphaspis, CyaXhasjns, Asirolcpis.

Suborder II. .^ca7((/to^i7u. — Extinct. Body oblong, compressed,

covered with shagreen , skull not ossified ; caudal fin hcterocercal.

Large spines, similar to those of Chondropterygians, in front of

some of the median and paired fins. The spines are imbedded be-

tween the muscles, and not provided with a proximal joint.

Genera : Acanthodes, ChiracaiUhus, from Devonian and Car-

boniferous formations.

Suborder III. Dipnoi.—Nostrils two pairs, more or less with-

in the mouth ; limbs with an axial skeleton. Lungs and gills.

Skeleton notochordal. No branchiostegals.

Family 1. Sircnidce.—Caudal fin diphycercal ; no gular plates,

scales cycloid. A pair of molars, above and below, and one pairol

vomerine teeth.

Genera : Lcpidosircn and Ceratodus.

Lepidosiren (including ProtopUrus) has the body eel-shniied, witti

one continuous vertical fin. The limbs are reduced to filaments.

Vomerine teeth conical, pointed. Each dental lamina or molar with

strong cusps, supported by vertical ridges. Conus arteriosus with two

longitudinal valves. Ovaries closed sacs. Two species are known
— i. paradoxal from the system of the river Amazon, and L.

{Protopterics) aimedens, which abounds in many localities of the west

coast of AJ'rica, is spread over the whole of tropical Africa, and in

many districts of the central parts forms a regular article of food.

Ceratodus has tho body elongate, compressed, with one continu-

ous vertical fin. The limbs are i^)addle-shai>ed, with hiuad, rayed

fringe. Vomerine teeth iijtisor-like
;
molars with flat, undulated

surface, and lateral prangs. Conus arteriosus with transverse scries

of valves. Ovaries transversely lamollated.

Two species, C. forstcri and C. miolepis, arc known from fresh

waters oi Queensland. The specimens obtained hitherto have come

from the Burnett, Dawson, and Mary rivers, some from the fresh

waters of the upper parts, others from tho lower brackish portions

The fish is said to grow to a weight of 20 lb and to a length of C feet

Locally, tho settlers call it "Flat-head," "Burnett-Salmon," or

'• Dawson-Salmon," and tho aborigines " Barramnnda," a name
which they appear to apply also to other large-scaled freshwalei

fiblies, as the Osteoglossum Icichardti. In the stomach there is gene

rally found on enormous ouantity of the leaves of plants growiup

on the banks of rivers, evidently eaten after they had fallen into tlif

water and when in a decomposing condition. The flesh of the Mmi

is salmon-coloured, and is much esteemed as foud. The bairn-

munda is said to bo in the habit of going on land, or at least on

mud-flats, and this assertion. appears to be borne out by the fart

' For a «tiiily of dotnlls wt- hiive l«. refer to Afiiisslz, Poissurts Fmsitf$
;
Owen.

Pahvontologr/, Edtii.. ISUl. Hvn. Iluxlcy. *' rmnmliiHry Eewy iip*^' the Systt-mntlc

Arninm-mcnl of the Flfllny. tJ ihr IHvonlnii fc;i>och.'* In Mem. Ww/wy, 5Hnry,

Decoinher U), IHfil, und " llhi«tnituiii» of the Stnicturu of rr»)»«n]iteiyirlrtn

<;uiiiililn."i7»((/., Deconil)rr Vi, lH(itJ; TruQUiilr, TV-c Onno/rf.' «///)' lintish Varbuni-

/'iToui /•'oimittioiis, jmrt \., " Pulftttnlecljai," FiiIaMiiilupJ Soc t-*"(V. 117'
,
mij

" On the Structure iu'\ AaiulMua of the MalyttomMii:." I) '^—
: .?(•» &k. LVi.v

vul X.\li.
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tliat it is jirovided vfith a lung. It is much more probable, how-
evift, that It rises now and then to the surface of the water in

order to fill its lung with air, and descends again until the air is so

much deoxygenized as to render a renewal ot it necessary. As the

barramunda has perfectly developed gills, as well as the lung, we
can hardly doubt that, when it is in water of normal composi-
tion, and puro enough to yield the necessary supply of o-vygen,

these organs are sufficient for the purpose of breathing, and that the

respiratory function rests with them alone. But when the fish is

compelled to sojourn in thick muddy water charged with gases

which are the products of decomposing orgrinic matter (and this

must very frequently be the case during the drojghts which annu-
ally exhaust the creeks of tropical 'Aostralia), it commences to

breathe air with its lung in the way indicated above. If the

Titedium in which it happens to be is altogether unfit for breathing,

the gills cease to have any function ; if it is irrespirable in a less

degree the gills may still continue to assist the lung. The barra-

munda, in fact, can breathe by either gills or lung alone, or by
both simultaneously.

The discovery of Ceratodus does not date farther back than the
year 1870. It proved to be of the greatest interest, not only on
account of the relation of this creature to the other living Dipnoi
and Qanoidei, but also because it threw fresh light on those singu-

lar fossil teeth which are found in strata of the Triassic and Jurassic

formations in various parts of Europe, India, and America. These
teeth vary greatly in general shape and size ; they are sometimes
2 inches long, much longer than broad, depressed, with a flat or
slightly undulated always punctuated crown, with one margin con-
vex, and with from three to seven pro»gs projecting on the opposite
margin.

Family 2. Ctetwdodipteridce.—Caudal fin heterocercal ; gular
plates ; scales cycloid. Two pairs of molars and one^pair of vome-
rine toeth.

Extinct. Dipterus (Clcnodus), Heliodus, from Devonian strata.

Family 3. Phaneropleuridae.—Caudal fin diphycercal; vertical

fin continuous
;
gnlar plates j scales cycloid. Jaws with a series

of minute conical teeth on the margin.
Extinct. Fhaneropleuron, from Devonian and Carboniferous for-

mations.

SuBOEDER IV. Chondrostd.—Skeleton notochordal; skull cartila-

ginous, with dermal ossifications ; branchiostegals few in number
or absent. Teeth minute or absent. Integuments naked or with
bucklers. Caudal fin heterocercal, with fulcra. Nostrils double,
in front of the eyes.

Family 1. Acipenscridm.-^^oiy elongate, sub-cylindrical, with
five rows of osseous bucklers. Snout produced, subspatulate or
conical, with the mouth at its lower surface, small, transverse, pro-

tractile, toothless." Four barbels in a transverse series on the lower
side of the snout Vertical fins with a single series of fulcra in

front. Dorsal and anal fins approximate to the caudal. Branchio-
stegals none. Air-bladder large, simple, communicating with the
dorsal wall of the cesophagus.

Genera : Aciptnser and Scaphirhynchns (Sturgeons, Hausen,
Sterlet).

Family 2. Potyodcmlidae.—Body naked, or with minute stellate

ossifications. Mouth lateral, very wide, with minute teeth in both
jaws. Barbels none. Caudal fin with fulcra. Dorsal and anal
fins approximate to the caudal.

Genera : Polyodon and Psephurus. Fossil : dtondrostcus.
Suborder V. Polypteroidei.—Paired fins with axial skeleton,

fringed ; dorsal fins two or more. Branchiostegals absent, but
generally gular plates. Vertebral column diphycercal or heterocer-
cal. Body scaly.

Family 1. Polypteridce.—Scales ganoid ; fins without fulcra. A
series of dorsal spines, to each of which an articulated finlet is

attached ; anal placed close to the caudal fin, the vent being near
the end of the tail. Abdominal portion of the vertebral column
much longer than the caudal.

Genera: Polypkrus and CalamoidUhys. Polypterus is confined
to tropical Africa, occurring in abundance in the rivers of the west
coast and in the upper Nile; it is rare in the middle and lower Nile.
There i» only one species known, Polypterus buMr {" Richir " being'
its vernacular name in Egypt), which varies, in the number of tho
dorsal finlets, the lowest being eight, tho- highest eighteen. It
attains to a length of 4 feet Nothing is known of its mode of
life, observations on which are very desirable. CalaTnoicJilhys (from
Old Calabar) is distinguished from .Polyptcna by its grea'ly elon-
gated form and the absence of ventral fins.

Family 2. Saurodiplrridtc.—Scales ganoid, smooth like tho sur-
face of the skull. Two dorsal fins

; paired fins obtusely lobate.
Teeth .conical. Caudal fin heterocercal.

Extinct. Dipt^pUrus, Mer/alkhlhys, and OsUohpis, from Devon-
ian and Carbonifeious formations.

Family 3. CoYuc/iiiMiWir.— Scales cycl.iij. Two dorsal fins,

each supported by a single two-pronged interspinous bone ; p-iircd

tins obtusely lobate. Air-bladder ossified
i
notochord ;>'rK!si^i:t,

diphycercal

Extinct. Calatanlhua, from Carboniferous strata. Several other
genera, from the Coal formations to the Chalk, have been associated
with it:

—

Undina, Graphiurus, MacTopama, Bolophagus, Uopliy^

pyffu^t Rhuodus,
Family 4. UoToplychidcc.—Scales cycloid or ganoid, sculptured.

Two dorsal fins ;
pectorals narrow, acutely lobate ; dentition deu-

drodont.

Extinct. Genera : Holoplychius, Saurichthys, Glypiolcpis, Den-
drodus, Olyptolmmus, Glyptopomus, Tristichnplcms, GijToptychiui,
Strepsodus, from Devonian and Carboniferous strata.

Suborder VI. Pymodtmtoidei.—Body compressed, high and short
or oval, covered with rhombic scales arranged in decussating plcuro-
lepidal lines. Notochord persistent. Paired fins without axial

skeleton. Teeth on the palate and hinder part of the lower jaw
molar-like. Branchiostegals, but no gular plates. Extinct.

Family 1. Pleurotepidce.—Homocercal. Body less high. Fins
with fulcra.

Genera: PleuroUpis and Borrmolepis, from the Lias.

Family 2. Pycnodontidce.—Homocercal. The neural arches and
ribs are ossified ; tke roots of the ribs are but little expanded in the
older genera, but are enlarged in tho Tertiary forms, so as to simulate
vertebra. Paired fins not lobate. Obtuse teeth on the palate and
the sides of the mandible ; maxilla toothless ; incisor-like teeth
in the intermaxillary and front of the mandible. Fulcra absent in

all the fins.

Genera : Oyrodus, Afesturus, Mierodon, Calodus, Pycnodvj,
Mesodon, from Mesozoic and Tertiary formations.
Suborder VII. Lepidoslem'dei.—Scales ganoid, rhombic ; fins

generally with fulcra
;

paired fins not lobate. Praeoperculura
and interoperculum developed

; generally ' numerous branchio-
stegals, but no gular plate.

Family 1. LcpidosUidcz.—Scales ganoid, lozenge-shaped. Skele-
ton completely ossified ; vertebrae convex in front and concave be-
hind. Fins with fulcra ; dorsal and anal composed of articulated
rays only, placed far backwards, close to the caudal. Abdominal
part of the vertebral column much longer than caudal. Branchio-
stegals not numerous, without enamelled surface. Heterocercal.

Lepidostcus.—This genus existed as early as Tertiary times; their
remains have been found in Europe as well as in North America. In
our period they are limited to the temperate parts of North America,
Central America, and Cuba. Three species can be distinguished,
which attain to a length of about 6 feet. They feed on other fishes

;

and their general resemblance to a pike has gained for them the
vernacular names of "Gar-Pike" or " Bony Pike."

Family 2. SauTidce.—Body oblong, with ganoid scales ; verte-

bne not completely ossified ; termination of the vertebral column
homocercal ; fins generally with fulcra. Maxillary composed of a

single piece
;
jaws with a single series of conical pointed teeth.

Branchiostegals numerous, enamelled, the anterior forming broad
gular plates.

Extinct. Genera : Scmionohts, Eugnalhus, Ccp!unop!osui, Ma-
croscmivs, Proptcrus, Ophiopsis, PhoUdnpkorus, PkuTopkolis,
Pachycormus, Ptycholepis, Conodiis, £ulcpidotiui, Lophiostomui,
&c.

Family 3. Stylodmlidtr.— 'Body rhombic or ovate, with ganoid
scales

; vertebrae not completely ossified ; termination of the verte-
bral column homocercal ; fins with fulcra. Maxillary composed of
a single piece

;
jaws with several series of teeth, the outer ones

equal, styliform. Doi-saJ fin very long, extending to tho caudal.
Branchiostegals numerous.

Extinct- Tclragonolepis, from the Lias.

Family 4. Sphocrodontidm.—Body oblong, with rhombic ganoid
scales ; vertebra; o.ssified, but not completely closed ; homooercal

;

fins with fulcra. Maxillary composed of a single piece
, teeth in

several scries, obluse ; those on the palate globular. Dorsal and
anal fins short. Branchiostegals.

Extinct Tho type genus of this family is Lfpidolua.
Family 5 AsrpidoTliynchid<r.— Body cloni'ate, with ganoid

scales
;
jaws prolonged into a beak ; termination of the vertebral

column homocercal. Fins with fulcra ; a series of enlarged scales
along the side of the body. Dorsal fin opposite to the anal.

Extinct: Mesozoic. Genera: AspidoThY"chu$ti,ni\ BctoTiostomvj.

Family 6. Palcccfniscidcc.— Body fusiform, with rlionibic ganoid
scales. Notochord persistent, with tho vertebral arches ossified

Heterocercal. All the fins with fulcra ; dorsal short BrancliiO'

stegals numerous, tho foremost pair forming broad gulars. Teeth
small, conical, or cylindrical.

Extinct (jenera : from the Old Rod Sandstone—CAiro/<;)w and
AcTolepis ; from Carboniferous TOcVs—Cosnuiptyi-Kins, Ktmkhlhys,
Nemaloplychius , Cycloplychius, Minoconndtts, Gn-nnimlus, Rliadin-
ichlhys, Myriolcpis, UnsUimu ; from the Pormiau

—

I:linldnlepi»,

Palacmiscvs, Amblypterus, and Pygnpirm.i
;

• from the Lius

—

Centrolcpis, OxygTiathus, Coxrtmlrpis^ and Thrissonotus.

Family 7. Plalysomida.— Boily generally high, compressed,
•covered with rhombic ganoiil scales arranged in dorso-vcntnil hands.
Notochf>nl persistent, witli tlic vciiphml ar.li.''* ossifird Hetero-
'• T<:\\ ; tins with fulcra ; dors.d fin long, occupyiny tlie pnsterioi
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Qairof the back. BranCuicstegcii numerou.. Veein laot'icuiaror

abtuse.

Extinct. Genera : from Carboniferous anj Permian formations
—EurynotiiSt Bcmdcnius^ Mcsotepis, Ettrysomus^ IVardichthijs,

Vhirodus {M'Co^), Platysomus.

SnBOUDEii VIII. Amioidci. —Vertebral column more or less com-

jletely ossified, heterocercal. Body covered with cycloid scales.

Branchiostt'gals present.

Family 1. Caturidce.—Notochord persistent, with partially

>s3ified vertebrse ; hDmocercal ; fins with Tulcra. Teeth in a single

(eries, small, pointed. - '--

Extinct. Catums, from the Oolite to the Chalk.

Family 2. Lcplolqiida.—Scales cycloid. Vertebne ossified;

homocercal ; fins without fulcra ; dorsal short. Teeth minute, in

bands, with canines in front.

Extinct, but leading to the living representative of this suborder.

Genera: irAmso/?5, ie/j(o/^pi5, from the Lias and Oolite. These fishes,

so far as the preserved parts are concerned, cannot be distinguished

from Teleosteous fishes, to which they are referied by some palason-

tologists.

Family 3. .^miitte.—Skeleton entirely ossified ; a single large

pular plate ; homocei-cal ; fins without fulcra ; a long sott dorsal

fill. Abdominal and caudal parts of the vertebral column subequal

in extent. Braiichiostegals numerous.
Amta.—The "Bow-Fin" or "Mud-Fish" (.i. m/tJa) is not uncora-

Diou in many of the fresh waters of the United States ; it grows to

1 length of 2 feet. Little is known about its habits ; small fishes,

crustaceans, and aquatic insects have bci-n found in its stomach.
Wilder has observed its respiratory actions ; it rises to the surface,

ind, without emitting any air-bubble ^vliatever, opens the jaws
widely, and apparently gulps in a large quantity of air ; these acts

jf respiration are more frequently performed when the water is foul

3r has not been changed ; and there is no doubt that a conversion

»f oxygen into carbonic acid is effected, as in the lungs of aerial

rertebrates.

Fossil remains occur in Tertiary deposits of North America, which
have been distinguished as frotamia aud Hypamicu

Subclass II.— Teleostei.

Heart with a non-contractile bulbus arteriosus ; intestine

without spiral valve; optic nerves decussating; skeleton

ossi6ed, with completely formed vertebrae ; vertebral column
diphycercal or homocercal ; branchiae frea

The Teleostei form the majority of the fishes of the

present fauna, and are the geological successors of the

Palmichthi/es, undoubted Teleostei not ranging farther back
than the Chalk period- This subclass comprises an infinite

variety of forms ; and as, naturally, many Ganoid fishes

lived under external conditions similar to those of certain

Teleostei, and led a similar mode of life, we find not a few

analogous forms in both series,—some Ganoids resembling

eiternally the Teleosteous Siluroids, others the Clupeoids,

others the Chaetodonts, others the Scombresocea, &c. But
there is no direct genetic relation between these fishes, as

Bome naturalists have been inclined to believe.

The Teleostei are divided into six orders :

—

I. Acanthopterygii.—Part of the rays of the dorsal, anal,

end ventral fins nnn-articulated spines. The lower pharyn-

geals separate. Air-bladder, if present, without pneumatic
duct in the adult. • <

II. Acanthopterygii Pharyngognathi.—Part of the rays

of the dorsal, anal, and ventral Cns non-articulated spines.

The lower pharyngeals coalesced Air-bladder without

pneumatic duct.

III. Anncanthini.—Vertical and ventral Cns without

ipinous rays. Ventral fins, if present, jugulor or thoracic.

Air-bladder, if present, without pneumatic duct. Lower
pharyngeals separate.

IV. Physostomi.—All the fin-rays articulated ; only the

first of the dorsal and pectoral fins is sometimes ossiBed.

Ventral fins, if present, abdominal, without spino. Air-

bladder, if present, with a pneumatic duct
V. Lophnhranchii.—Gills not laminated, but composed of

small rounded lobes, attached to the branchial arches. Gill-

cover reduced to a largo simple plate. A dermal skeleton

replaces more or less soft integuments.
VL Pleeloonaihi i—A ftoft dorsal fin oDDOaito t/> this anai ;

Bo.ueiiiiies eiemeunsoi a spinous dorsal. Ventral fins none,

or reduced to spines. Gills pectinate ; air-bladder without
pneumatic duct. Skin with rough scutes, or with spine*
or naked.

Order I.

—

AcanUwpterygii.

Part of, the rays of the dorsal, anal, and ventral fins are nom
articulated, more or loss sharp-pointed spines. The lower pliaryn-

geals are generally separate. Air-bkdJer, if present, without
pneumatic duct in the adult.

Division 1. Acanthopterygii Pcrrijanncs.—UoJy more or less

compressed, elevated or oblong, but not elongate ; the vent '\f

remote from the extremity of the tail, behind the ventral fins if

they are present. No prominent anal papilla. No superbranclii;i'.

organ. UorsalAfin or fins occupying the greater portion of tl.t

back ; spinous florsal well developed, generally with stiff spines, oi

moderate extent, rather longer than, or as long as, the soft ; the su't

anal similar to the soft dorsal, of moderate extent or rather short.

Ventrals thoracic, with one spine and with four or five rays.

Family 1. Perddce.—The scales extend but rarely over the vertical

fins, and the lateral line is generally present, continuous from th«

head to the caudal fin. AU the teeth simple and conical ; no
barbels. No bony stay for the praeoperculum.

A large family, represented by numerous genera and species in

fresh waters, and on all the coasts of the temperate and tropica]

regions. Carnivorous.

Fossil Percoids abound in some formations, for instince, al

Monte Bolca, where species of LaOrax, Laics, Smtrdis and Cydopoma
(both e.xtinct), Dules, Serrnnus, Apogcm, Thmrapon, and Pristipovia

have been recognized. Paraperca is a genus recently discovered

in the Marls of Aix-en-Provence. A species of Perca is known
from the fresHwater deposits of Oeningen.

The living genera are

—

Perca (Perch), Siniperca, Percichthyi,

Labrax (Bass), LcUes, Psammopcrca, Percalabrax, Acn-i-na (Pope),

Lucioperca, Pilcmna, Bolc'-vxa, Aspro, Caitropomiis, Enoplostis,

Ccntroprisli3, Anthias, Oallu.Ukias, Serranus (Sea-Perch), Anyper.

odo7i, Prionod^, Ptcctropoma^ Trachypoma, Polyprion, Gravnnist£St

Rhypticus, Aulac*Kcphatu3, Myriodon, JXploprion, ilesoprifyn,

GlaMosoma, Dules, Thcrapcm, Udotes, Prislipoma, Concdon,

Hccmulon, Hapalogenys, Diagramma, Hyperoghjphe, Lobotcs, Hislio-

pteriis, Gcrres, Scolopsis, HcUrognathodon, VcnUx, Syinphorus,

Synagris, itccna, Smaris, Casio, ErythridUhys, Oliyoriis (Murray-

Cod), Grystcs, Arripis, Euro, Ambas-tis, Apogon, Chilodiptcrus,

LaniopcTca, Acro/joiua, Sccmbrops, Pamatomus, Priacanlhus, Ccn-

trarclius, brytttis, Pomotis, Elelis, Niplum, Apt-imi, Apsilus, Peuta-

ccros, Vdifcr, Datnioidcs, Pcrcilia.

Family 2. Squamipinncs.—Body compressed and elevated,

covered with scales, either finely ctenoid or smooth. Lateral

line continuous, not continrjd over the caudal fin. Mouth in

front of the snoutf generally small, with lateral cleft. Teeth

villiforra orsetiform, in bands, without canines or incisors. Dorsal

fill consisting of a spinous and soft portion of nearly equU develop'

ment ; anal with three or four spines, similarly developed as th«

soft dorsal, both being many-rayeo. The vertical fius more or lesi

densely covered with small scales. The lower rays of the pectoral

fin branched, not enlarged ; ventrals thoracic, with one spme and

five soft rays. - •-
Genera: Chatodon, Clielmo, BenuKhus, Bolacanthus, Pmnnean'

thus, Scatophagus, Ephippits, Drejiane, Hypsinotus, Scorpis,

Alypichlhys, Toxotes. Some of these genera occur also in Tertiarj

formations. The majority of these fishes are inhabitants of thi

tropical seas, and abound chiefly in the neighbourhood of coral-reefi

(Coral-Fishes). The beauty and singularity of distribution of th«

colours in some of tho genera, as Chcctodon, Hmioc.htis, IJolacanthus,

is scarcely surpassed in any other group of fishes. They are o!

small size, and are carnivorous, feeding on small invertebrates.

F.amily 3. MuUidce.—Body rather low and slightly compressed,

covered with large thin scales, with or without an extremely fim

serrature. Two long erectile Imrbels are suspended from the liyoid,

and are received between the rami of the lower jaw and the o[)ercula.

Mouth in front of the snout, with the cleft lateral and rather short

teeth very feeble. F,yo lateral, of moderate size. Two short dorsa!

fins remote from each other, the fir^t with feeble spines ; anal similai

to the second dorsal. Ventrals with one spine and five ray*.

Pectorals short.

Genera ; Mullus and U/Kneus (Red Mullets).

Family 4. Spari/ia (Sea-Breams).— Body compressed, oblong,

covered with scales, the sirraturu of which is very minute, anil

Bonietiincs altogether absent. Mouth in front of the snout, with

cleft lattral. Either cutting teeth in front of the jaws, or niolai

teoth on the side; p,ilate generally toothless- Onedonsalfin, formed

by a spinous and soft |H)rtion of nearly equal development. Anal

fin with three spines. Tlic lower rays of the pectoral tin aro gene-

rally branched, but in one genus simple. Ventrals thoracic, with

one spine ami fivo raya.

Gouera : Con/Aurui. JJux. Scatharu*. Oblata. Orenidmi, Tri-
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pterodon, Paehymclapon, DipUrodon, Symnocrotaphus, Girclla,

TcphrccopSf Doydixodon, HaplodactyluSf Sarffics (Sheep's Head),
Lclhrinm, Spharodon, Pagrus, Payellits, Chnjsophrys, ami Pimc-
Icptcriu.

The extinct forms found hitherto are rather numerous ; the oldest

come from the Cretaceous formation of Mount Lebanon ; some
belong to living genera, as Sargics, Pagcllus ; of others from Eocene
*nd Miocene formations no living representative is known

—

Sparii-

adus, Sargodon, CapitodiiSf Soricidats, Asima.
The noplogruUhida are a very small family distinguished by

confluent teeth, and allied to the sea-breams.

Family 5. Cirrliilidic.—Body oblong, compressed, covered with
cycloid scales ; lateral line continuous. Mouth in front of the snout,

with lateral cleft. Cheeks without a bony stay for the pr<xoper-

culum. Dentition more or less complete, composed of small pointed

teeth, sometimes with tho addition of canines. One doisal fin

formed by a spinous and soft portion, of nearly equal development.
Anal with three spines, generally less developed than the soft

dorsal. The lower rays of the pectoral fins simple and generally

enlarged j ventrals thoracic, but remote from tho root of tho
pectorals, with one spine and five rays.

Genera : CirrhilcSf Chironemus, Ckilodacti/lus, Mciidosoma^ Nema-
dadyhis, and Latris.

"Family 6. Scorpmnidm.—Body oblong, more or less compressed,
covered with ordinaiy scales or naked. Cleft of the mouth lateral

or subvertical. Dentition feeble, consisting of villiforrn teeth,

and generally without canines. Some bones of the head armed,
especially the angle of the pra;operculum, its armature receiving

additional support by a bony stay, connecting it with the infraorbital

ring. The spmous portion of the dorsal fin equally or more de-
veloped than the soft and the anal. Ventrals thoracic, generally
wil|tone spine and five soft rays, sometimes rudimentary.
4^era : Schnstci, Scorpccna, Glyplanc/icn, Lioscorpius, Selarchfs,

Ptirow, ApUtus, Agriojms, Synanceia, Micropits, Charmnodactylus,
Tcenianohis, Centropogon, Pcnlarogc, Tdraroge, Prosopodasys, Apia-
adis, Trickajileiira, Hcmitriplcrus, Minmis, and Pelar.

Family 7. Nandidcc.—Body oblong, compressed, covered with
scales. Later.il line interrupted. Dorsal tin formed by a spinous
and soft portion, the number of spines and rays being nearly equal

;

anal fin with three spines, and with the soft portion similar to the
soft dorsal. Ventral fins thoracic, with one spine, and five or four
rays. Dentition more or less complete, but feeble.

Genera : Plcsiops, Trachinops, Badis, Nandns, and Catopra.
Family 8. Polyccnlridte.—Body compre^ed, deep, scaly. La-

teral line none. Dorsal and anal fins long, both with numerous
spines, the spinous portion being the more developed. Ventrals
thoracic, with one spme and five soft rays. Teeth feeble. Pseudo-
branchiae hidden.

Genera ; Polyccntriis and Monocirrhns.
Family 9. Teuthidida;.— Body oblong, strongly compressed,

covered with very small scales. Lateral line continuous. A single
series of cutting incisors in each jaw

; palate toothless. One dorsal
fin, the spinous portion being the more developed ; anal with seven
spines, ventral fins thoracic, with an outer and an inner spine, and
with three soft rays between.
Genus : Teuthis.

Division II. Acanthopkrygii Bcryci/ormes.—Body compressed,
oblong, or elevated

; head witli large muciferous cavities, which are
covered with a thin skin. Ventral fins thoracic, with one spine
and more than five soft rays (in Mommitris with two only).
The family of Bcryeidcs has a very remarkable geographical dis-

tribution, which has been noticed at pp. 679, 681. Members of this
family belong to the oldest Teleosteous fishes, the m.ijority of the
Acanthopterygians found in the Chalk being Berycoids. Beryx,
Holocenlrum, and Myripristis have been found in several species,
with other genera nowextinct:

—

Pscudoberyx, Berycopsis, Hammolus,
SUnosloma, Sphmoccphahts, Acanus, HuplopUryx, Platycomvs,
Podocya, 4cogasUr, MaeroUpu, and Phacokpis.

Living genera : Monountris, Soploslethu3, Trachichthys, Anoplo-
gastcr, Beryx, Melamphaes, Polymixia, MyripridU, and Ilolocenlnim.

Division III. Aainlhoptcrygii KurHforma. —One dorsal fin only,
much shorter than the anal, which is long and many-rayed. No
supcrbranohial organ.

One family, Kurlida:.

Genera: Pcmphcria and KuHus.
Divisiox IV. Acantkoplcrygii Polynemifarmcs.—T'xo rather

short dorsal fins, somewhat remote from each other ; free filaments
at the humeral arch, below tho pectoral fins ; inucifcrous canals of
the head well developed.

Family. Polynanidai.—lioiy (Mams, rather compressed, covered
with amooth or very feebly ciliated scales. Lateral lino continuous.
Snout projecting beyond the mouth, which is inferior, with lateral
cleft. Eyo lateral, large. Villiform teeth in the jaws and on the
palate. Ventrals thoracic, with one spine and five rays.
Genera : Polynemus, Pentanemua, and Qaleoidts.
Division V. AcanthopUrygii Sciamiformes —The soft dorsal is

more, generally much more, developed than the spinouj and the
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anal. No pectoral filaments ; head with the muciferous canals well
developed.

Family. Scimiidte.—Body rather elongate, compressed, covered
with ctenoid scales. Lateral line continuous, and frequently
extending over the caudal fin> Mouth in front of the snout.
Eye lateral, of moderate size. Teeth in villiform bands, some-
times with the addition of canines ; no molars or incisor-like
teeth in the jaws

;
palate toothless. Pra:operculum unarpied, and

without bony stay. Ventrals thoracic, with one spine and five soft
rays. Bones of the head with wide muciferous channels. Air-
bladder frequently with numerous appendages.

Genera
: Larimus, Pogonias (Drum), Micropogon, Umbrina,

Equcs, Nebris, Lonchuriis, Sciwna (Meagre), Pachyurus, OtolUhm,
Ancylodon, and CoUidUhijs.

Division VI. Acanl/wptcrygii Xiphii/ormcs. - The n'ppeT j&w ia

produced into a cuneiform weapon.
One family, Xiphiida: (Sword-Fishes), with the genera Xiphicrt

and Ilistiophorits.

Division VII. AcanthopterygiiTHchiuriformes.—Body elongate,
compressed or band-like ; cleft of the mouth wide, with several
strong teeth in the jaws or on the palate. The spinous and soft
portions of the dorsal fin and the anal are of nearly equal extent,
long, many-rayed, sometimes terminating in finlets ; caudal fin
forked, if present.

The faniily of Trichiuridcs is composed of the following living
genera: Nealotus, Nesiarchus, Aphanopus Euoxymetopon, Lepidopva
(Scabbard-Fish), Trichiurus (Hair-Tail), Epinnula, Thyrsiles, and
Gempylii^. It was well represented in the Chalk and later forma-
tions by Etwkodics, AnemMmn, A'cmojtkrtjx, Xiphoptenis, Hcmi-
thyrsitts, and Trichiurichthy$. Two other genera, PulccorhymJitia
and Hemirhynchtis, belong to a distinct though allied family.

Division VUI. AcanthopUrygii Cotto-scmibri/ormas. —Spiwea
developed in one of the fins at least. Dorsal fins either continuous
or close together ; the spinous dorsal, if present, always short

;

sometimes modified into tentacles, orinto a suctorial disk ; soft dorsal
always long, if the spinous is absent ; anal similarly developed as
the soft dorsal, and both generally much longer than the spinous,
sometimes terminating in finlets. Ventrals, thoracic or jugular, if

present, never modified into an adhesive apparatus. No prominent
anal papilla.

Family 1. Acronuridce.—'Body compressed, oblong or elevated,
covered with minute scales. Tail generally armed with one or
more bony plates or spines, which are developed with age, but
absent in very young indi\iduals. Eye lateral, of moderate size.

Mouth small ; a single series of more or less compressed, sometimes
denticulated, sometimes pointed incisors in each jawj palate tooth-
less. One dorsal fin, tho spinous portion being less developed than
the soft

; anal vrith two or three spines ; ventral fins thoracic.
Nine abdominal and thirteen cidal vcrtcbr.-e.

Genera : Acanthurus (Surge>..i), Xascus, and Prionurtis.
Extinct species of Acanthurus and Na^cus have been discovered

iu the Monte Bolca formation.
Family 2. Carangidm.—^ody more or less compressed, oblong

or elevated, covered with small scales or naked ; eye lateral.
Teeth, if present, conical. No bony stay for the prseoperculum.
The spinous dorsal is less developed than the soft or the anal,
either continuous with, or separated from, the soft portion ; some-
times rudimentary. Ventrals thoracic, sometimes ri dimentary
or entirely absent. No prominent papilla near tho veaU Gill-
opening wide. Ven abdominal and fourteen camdal vertebra.

Genera; Cara-na (Horse-Mackerel)^ -Jr/rjyriosus, Mi-.roptcriir
Seriola, Seriolclla, SerioHcMkiiP (Fellow-Tails), NaucmU' ,Vllot-
Fish), Chvrinem-M, Lichia, Tcmmvinv ^WiVie-fish), Laclariue,
Paropsis, Trachynotus, Pnmvulas, Pscltus, PleUax, Zanclus,
Anomalops, Capros (Boar-Fish), Antigonia, Dirctmus, Equida,
and Qazza.—Members of this family appear first in Cretaceous
formations, where they are represented by Platax and some caranx-
like genera (Ki,..((?r and v4!>(c/irti/s). They are more numerous in
Tertiary formations, especially in tho strata of Monte Bolca, where
some still existing genera occur, as Zanclus, Platax, Caranx
(Carangopsis), Argyriosus {Vomer), Lichia, Trachyiiotiis. Of
extinct genera the foUoiving belong to this family -.—Pseudovomcr
(Licatu), Amphistium, Archants, Dudar, Plione7nus{l), and Semio-
phorus.

Family 3. Cytlidce.—Body elevated, compressed, cot jred with
small scales, or with bucklers, or naked ; eyo lateral. Teeth conical,
small. No bony stay for the prseoperculum. Dorsal tin composed
of two distinct portions. Ventrals thoracic. No prominent papilla
near the vent. Gill-opening wide. More than ten abdominal and
more than fourteen caudal vertebrae.

Genera : Zcvs (John Dory) and Cyllus.

Family 4. Stromatcidoc.—Body more or less oblong and com-
pressed, covered with very small scales ; eye lateral. Dentition
very feeble ; oesophagus armed with numerous horny, barbed pro-
cesses. No bony stay for tho pneoperculum. Dorsal fin single,
long, without distinct spinous division. More than ten abdominal
and more than fourteen caudal vertebrae.

XII. — s?
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Genera : Stromateus and CcTiirclopkus.

Family 5. Coryphanidx.—Body compressed ; eye lateral. Teeth

small, conical, if present ; oesophagus Bmooth. No bony stay for

the prsoperculum. Dorsal tin single, long, without distinct

spinous division. More than ten abdominal and more than four-

teen caudal rertebrse.

Genera : Coryphctna (Dolphin), Brama, Taractes, Lamjrris

(Sun-Fish), PteracUs, Schedophilus, Diana, Austmia, Maie. Fossil

:

Ooniognalhu^.
Family 6. No-neidcc,—Body oblong, more or less compressed,

covered -ivith cyeloid scales of moderate size ; eye lateral. No bony

stay for the prajoperculum. Dorsal fin with a distinct spinous

portion separated from the soft ; sometimes finlets ;
caudal forked.

Slore than ten abdominal and more than fourteen caudal vertebrae.

Genera : Oastrochisma, Aomem, Paencs, and Cubiceps.

Family 7. Scambridce.— Body oblong, scarcely compressed,

naked or covered mth small scales ; eye lateral. Dentition well

developed. No bony stay for the pra;operculum. Two dorsal fins ;

generally finlets. Ventrals thoracic, with one spine and five rays.

More than ten abdominal and more than fourteen caudal vertcbi-ie.

Genera; 5coJ/ifer (Mackerel), r/ii/Hnits (Tunny, Bonito, Alhacore),

Pelumys, Aux-is, Cybium, Elncn''', and Echcneis (Sucking-Fish).

Family 8. Trachinidce.— Boclj elongate, low, naked or covered

with scales. Teeth small, einical. No bony stay for the prKoper-

culum. One or two dorsal fins, the spinous portion being always

shorter and much less developed than the soft ; the anal similarly

developed as the soft dorsal ; no finlets. .Ventrals with one spine

and five rays. Gill-opening more or less wide. Ten or more than

tsn abdominal and more than fourteen caudal vertebrae.

Genera : Uranoscopits, Lcploseopus, Agntis, Arumci, KiXthdostfffita,

Trachinus (Weever), Champsodon, Percis, Sillago, Bmiclithys,

Bathydraco, Chtcnichlhys, Aphritis, Acanthaphritis, Bkginus, Chi-

marrhiclUhys, Cottuperca, Percophis, Trichodon, Pinguipcs, Lalilus,

Opisthognalhus, Pscudochromis, Cichlaps, Pseudoplesiops, Nolotlicnia,

and Harpagifer. Fossil : CallipUryx, Traclmiopsis, and Psctuioelc;

ginus.

Malacanthits is the type oi" a family allied lo the Trachinidce.

Family 9. Batrachidce.—Ueixi broad and thick ; body elongate,

compressed behind ; ekin naked or with small scales. No bony

stay for the prseoperculum. ' Teeth conical, small or of moderate

size. The spinous dorsal consists of two or three spines only ; the

soft and the anal long. Ventrals jugular, with two soft rays;

pectorals not pediculated. Gill-opeuing a more or less vertical slit

before the pectoral, rather narrow.

(Jenera : Eatrachiis, Tlialassophryne, and Porichlhys.—Psychro-

luies and Neophrynichihys are allied forms.

Family 10. Pediculali,—Head and anterior part of the body very

large, without scales. No bony stay for the. ;)raeoperculum. Teeth

villiform or rasp-like.
' The spinous dorsal is advanced forwards,

composed of a few more or less isolated spines, often transformed

into tentacles, or entirely absent. Ventral fins jugular, withfouror

five soft rays, sometimes absent. The carpal bones are prolonged,

forming a sort of arm, terminating in the pectoral. Gill-opeuing

reduced to a small foramen, situated in or near the axil. Gills two

and a half, three, or three and a half
;
pseudobranchise generally

ubsent. -* ' C--

Genera : Lophius (Fi.ihing-Frog, Angler), Ceralias, Ei'mmdo-

lophiis, Melatwcclus, Oncirodes, Antennarius, Brachionickiliya,

Saccarius, Chaunax, Malthe, /{alieutaa, Haliculichihys, Dibmnchtis,

nnd ^gceonichlhys.

Family ll'. CoUidoc.—Form of the body oblong, sub-cylindrical.

Cleft of the mouth lateral. Dentition feeble, generally in villiform

bands. Some bones of the head are armed ; and a bony stay con.

jiects the pr*opercular spine witli the inrr.iorbital ring. Two dorsal

fins (rarely one), the spinous being less developed than the soft and

the anal. Ventrals thoracic, with five or less soft rays.

Genera : Ccfthu (Bull-head, Miller's Thumb), Centridermicltthys,

IceJun, Plalycephaltis, Hoplicldhys, BiniocolJvs, lihamphocoUus,

Triglops, Podabrus, Blepsiaj, Nuutichthys, ficnrpwiiichllii/s, Ilnni-

UpidoUcs, Arlsdiua, Plyonotus, Polyouulus, Bcmbras, nnd Trigla

(Gurnards).

Family 12. Cataphracti.—Form of the body elongate, snli-rylindri-

e.-il. Dentition feeble. Body completely cuirasscd wi:h o.semis

keeled scales or plates. A bony stay connects the r- lo of the

prtcopercidum witn the infinorbital ring. Ventrals tl. 'ii. ic.

Genera : Agonus, Axpidophoroides, Sipkagonva, J'crisletku^,

DortyZtmicruj (Flying Gurnard).
Family 13. Pcgasidm.—liody entirely covered with bony plates,

nnchylosed on tlio tnink und movable on the tail. Burbcls none.

The margin of the uiiper jaw is formed by tlie intunnaxillarica and
their outancous prolongation, which extcmls downwards to tlio

oKtremity of Uic maj(illarii;s. Gill-eovcr formed by a largo plate,

liomoUigous to th4 operculum, pi;eo)ierculiim, nnd eubopcrculum :

iiiterop-irculum a long (inu buiie, huldrii below the gill-plute. One
1 iiiilmcntary branchiostogal. The gill-plate Is united to the isthmus
by .^ nirrow membrane ; jill-openings narrow, in fifint of the bum
ot the iwttoml fill. Gills foul', lunioll.itcd. rseuilobrmfliKi- and
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air-bladder absent. One short dorsal and a similar anal fin, oppo-

site to each other. Ventral fin present. Ovarian sacs closed.

One genus only is known, Pegasus.

Division IX. Acanthopicryii GobiiforTnes.—The spinous dorsal,

or spinous portion of the dorsal, is always present, short, either

composed of flexible spines, or much less developed than the

soft : tlio soft dorsal and anal of equal extent. No bony stay for

tilt! angle of tint piicoperciilum. Ventrals tlioi-acic or jugular, il

present, comjiosed of one sjiine and five, rarely four, soft rays. A
prominent anal papilla.

Family 1. JJi.^coboli (Lump-Suckers).—Body thick or oblong,

naked or tubercular. Teeth small. Ventral tins with one spiih-

and five rays, all being rudimentary and forming the osseous sup-

port of a round disk, which is surrounded by a cutaneous liingi-

Gill-openings narrow, the gUl-niembraues being attached to th-

isthmus.

Genera ; Gycloptcrus and Liparis.

Family 2. Qobiidm (Gobies).—Body elongate, naked or scaly

Teeth generally small, sometimes with canines. The spinous dors.T!

fin, or portion of the dorsal fin, is the less developed, and coraposed

of flexible spines ; anal similarly developed as the soft dorsal.

Sometimes the ventrals are united into a disk. Gill-opening more
or less narrow, the gill-membranes being attached to the isthmus.

Genera : Gobius, Latruncul us, Euctcnogobius, Lophiogobius, Do-

liichthys, Apocrypt.es, Evorthodus, Gobiosovxa, Gobiodon, Tricetw-

phor-ichlhys, Sicydium, Periophtluilmus, Bolcophlhalmus, Eleolris,

Lentipcs, Trypauchcn, CallionymiLS (Oragonet), Benthophilus, Ain-

blynipiLS, Orthostoinus, Platyptera, Lu.ciogobiics, Oxyvictopcyji, aud,

perhaps, Oxuderccs.

Division X. Acanlhopterygii Blennii/ormes.—t5ody low, sub-

cylindrical or compressed, elongate. Dorsal fin very long ; the

spinous portion of the dorsal, if distinct, is very long, a|k well

developed as the soft, or much more ; sometimes the entire^n is

composed of spines only ; anal more or less Ion" ; caudal fin sub-

truncated or rounded, if present. Ventral fins thoracic or jugular,

if present.

Family 1. Cepolidee.—dbdy very elongate, compressed, covered

with very small cycloid scales ; eyes rattier large, lateral. Teeth

of moderate size. No bony stay for the angle of the prajoperculum.

One very long dorsal fin, which, like the anal, is composed of soft

rays. Ventrals thoracic, composed of one spine and five rays.

Gill-opening wide. Caudal vertebra exceedingly numerous.

Genus: Cepola (Band-Fishes). An allied famdy are the Tricho-

notidie, with Trichoiwhts and Hcmcroccetcs.

Family 2. Hcterolepidotidcc.— Body oblong, compressed, scaly;

eyes lateral ; cleft of the mouth lateral ; dentition feeble. The
angle of the praeoperculum connected by a bony stay with the

intraorbital ring. Dorsal long, with the spinous and soft portions

equally developed ; anal elongate. Ventrals thoracic, with one

spine and five rays.

Genera : Chirus, Ophiodon, Agramm-iis, Zaniotepis.

Family 3. Blenniid,cc.—Body elongate, low, more or less cylindrical,

naked or covered with scales, which generally are small. One, two,

or three dorsal fins occupying nearly the whole len^h of the back,

the spinous portion, if distinct, being as much developed as tha

soft, or more ; sometimes the entire fin is composed of spines ; anal

fin long. Ventrals jugular, composed of a few rays, and sometimes

rudimentary or entirely absent. Pseudobranchia; generally pro-

sent.

Genera ; Anan-h'khas{\>'o\!-Y\s\\), Bknnius (Bleniiy ;, Clmsviodes,

Petroscirtes, Salarias,Clinus,Crisliceps, Cremnobates, Triptcrygiuvt,

Stichaus, Bleiiniops, Cenironoius, Xiphidion, Cryptacanthodes,

Paloscus, Zoarces, Blennophis, A'ctnophis, Plagiotrcmus, Ncoclinvs,

Ccbidichthys, Myrodt^, Hctcrostichus, Dictyosoma, Lepidoblcnnius,

Daclyloscopus, Gunclliehthys, Uroccntrus, Sticliaopsis, Sticharimii,

Notograptits, Pholidichthys, and Pscudobltnitius

.

—Closely allied i»

Acnntlwclinus.

Family 4. Mastaccmiclidfe.—Body elongate, oel-like, covorrd

with very small scales. Mandible long, but little niovabl.*

Dorsal fin very long, the anterior portion composed of numerou-

short isolated spines ; anal fin with spines anteriorly. Vcntrii!.-

none. The humeral arch is not su.iipcndMl from tljo skull. Gill

openings reduced lo a slit at the lower part of the side of the head.

Genera : li/iynchobdcila and Mnstaccmbctus.

Division XI. Acantlwptmjgii Miigili/ormts.—Two dorsal fins

more or loss remote from each other ; tho anterior either sliorl,

like the posterior, or composed of feeble spines. Ventral lini

with Olio spine and five rays, abdominal. • "'

Family 1. Sphyra-iiidw.—Body elongate, sub-cylindrical, covered

with small oyoloid scales; lateral lino continuoua. Cleft ot tin

mouth wide, armed with strong tenth. Eye lateral, ofmodercu

size. Vertebrre twenty-four.

. Genera : 5?)Ai/>"a'»(t(BarnK'uda), Fossil; Sphyramodus.Hypsodon.

PoTthfus, SanrocepliahiH. '

Family 2. y(Wioi«u/c'.—Body more or loss olongafo, sub-cylin-

dricol, covered with scales of moderate size ; lateral line indistiiu'l.

i;'kft of the mouth of moderate width, with the dentition re-jlilo.
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Eye lateral, large or of moderate size. Gill-opdnings \vide. Verte-

brae very numerous.
Genera; AlAerina, Atherinichlhys, and Tetragimurua.

Family 3. Uugilidte (Grey Slullets)'.—Body more or less oblong

and comprea&cd, covered with cycloid scales of moderate size; lateral

line none. Cleft of the mouth narrow or of moderate width, with

or without feeble teeth. Eye lateral, of moderate size. Gill-op«n-

Ing wide. The anterior dorsal fin composed of four stiif spines.

Vertebrae twenty-four.

Genera : Murfil, Agonostama, and Mijxvs.

Division XII. AcanthopUrygii Ga^trostet/armcs.—The spinous
dorsal is composed of isolated spines, if present; the ventrals are

either thoracic or have an abdominal position in consequence of the

prolongation of the pubic bones which are attached to the humeral
arch. Mouth small, at the end of the snout, which is generally

more or less produced.

Family 1. Gastrosteidm.— Body elongate, compressed. Cleft of

the moufb'oblique ; villiform teeth in the jaws. Opercular bones
not armed ; infraorbitals covering the cheek

;
parts of the skeleton

forming incomplete extemil mail. Scales none, but generally

large scutes along the side. Isolated spines in front of the soft

dorsal fin. Ventiul fins abdominal, joined to the pubic bone, com-
posed of a spine and a small ray. Branchiostegals three.

One genus only : Gasirostens (Sticklebacks).

Family 2. Fistulariidix.— Fishes of greatly elongated fonn ; the
anterior bones of the skull are much produced, and form a long
tube, terniinati iig in a narrow mouth. Teeth small ; scales none,
or small. The spinous dorsal fin is either formed by feeble isolated

spines or entirely absent ; the soft dorsal and anal of moderate length;
ventral fins thoracic or abdominal, composed of five or si-x rays.with-

out spine; if abdominal, they are separate from the pubic bones,

which remain attached to the humeral arch. Branchiostegals
five.

Genei^ : Fistularia, Aulostoma, AuUscops, and Atdorhynchtts,

The first three occur also in Eocene formations. Other fossil genera
are Urosphen and Rhamplwsiis.

Division XIII. Acanlhopterygii Ce-niriscifomus.—Two dorsal

fins ; the spinous short, the soft and the anal of moderate extent.

Ventral fins truly abdominal, imperfectly developed.

One family, CaUriscida:, with two genera, Ccnlriscas (Trumpet-
Fish, Bellows-Fish) and Amphisile.

Division XIV. Acaidhopierygii Gobicsociformes.—No spinous
dorsal ; the soft and the anal short or of moderate length, situated

on the tail ; ventral fins subjugular, with an adhesive apparatus
between them. Body naked.
Genera : Chorisochismua, Colylis, Sicyases, Qohiesox, Diplocrepis,

Crfpidogaster, Tracficlochismus, Lcpadogaster, and Lepiopterg^us.
Division XV. Acanlhopterygii Channiformes.—Body donate,

covered with scales of moderate size ; no spine in any of the hns
;

dorsal and anal long. No superbranchial organ, only a bony pro-
minence on the anterior surface of the hyomandibular.
Genera : Ophioccphalus and Oianna.
Division XVI. Acanlhopterygii Lab>frinthibranchii.—Body com-

pressed, oblong or elevated, with scales of moderate size. A
superbranchial organ in a cavity accessory to that of the gills.

Family 1. Labyrinlhici.— Dorsal and anal spines present, but in

Tariable number ; ventrals thoracic. Lateral line absent, or more
or less distinctly interrupted. Gill-opening rather narrow, the
-gill-membranes of both sides coalescent below the isthmus, and
scaly

;
gills four ; pseudobranchiae rudimentary or absent.

Genera : Anaba3, Sirirobranchit^, Cteiiopoma, Polyacanthns,
(Paradise-Fish), Ospkrommxts (Goramy), Trichngasier, Belta, and
MicracanthM.— Allied to this family is Luciocephaliia.

Division XVII. Acanlhopterygii Lophotiformcs.—Body ribbon-
shaped, with the vent near its extremity ; a short anal behind
the vent ; dorsal fin as long as the body.
Only one genus is known of this division or family, Lophates.
Division XVIII. Acanlhopterygii recnu/ormM (Ribbon Fishes).

—Body ribbon-shaped; dorsal fin as long as the body; anal absent;
caudal rudimentary, or not in the longitudinal axis of tho fish.

Genera : Trathypttras, Slylophorus, and Regalcctts.
Division XIX. Acanthopterygii A^otacanlhi/armcs.—'DoTsal fin

short, composed of short, isolated spines, without a -soft portion.
Anal fin very long, anteriorly with many spines; ventrals abdo-
minal, with more than five soft and several unarticulated rays.

One genus only : Nolacanthua.

Order II.

—

AeaiUhoplen/gii Pharyngognathi.

Part of the rays of the doi-sal, anal, and ventral fins are non-
articulated spines. Tho lower pharyngeals coalesced. Air-bladder
without pneumatic duct.

Family 1. Pomac-nlrida:.—Body short, compressed, covered with
ctenoid scales. Dentition feeble

; palate smooth. Tho lateral line
docs not extend to tho candal fin, or is interrnptcd. One dorsal
fin, with the spinous portion as well developed as the soft, or more.
Two, sometimes three, anal spines ; tho soft anal similar to tho
soft dorsal. Ventral fins thoracic, with one spine and five soft

rays. Gill* three and a half; pseudobranchioe and air-bladder
present. Vertebra;, twelve abdominal and fourteen caudal.

Genera : Amphiprion, Premnas, Dascyllus, Lcpidonigxis, Prniu
acciUrus, Ghjphidodon, Parma, and Ileliastes. Fossil :' Od<tnlcus.

Family 2. Labridce.—Body oblong or elongate, covered with
cycloid scales. The lateral line^xtends to the caudal, or is in-

teri-uptcd. One dorsal fin, w'ltn the spinous portion as well
developed us the soft, or more so. The soft anal similar to tho
soft dorsal. Ventral fins thoracic, with one spine and five soft
rays. Palate without teeth. KranchiosleK^s five or six

;
gills

three and a half; pseudobranchi.'e and air-bladder present.
Pyloric appendages none ; stomach without cscal sac.

Genera : Labrus and Crenilabrus (Wrasses), Ta^Uoga, Clcnclabnit,
Acanlholabriis, CenlrolatriiSi Lachmloemus, MalacnpUrus,Cossyphus,
Chilinua, Epibulus, Anampscs, Platyglossus, Ncnacuia, Jutis, Uoris,
Charops, Xipkochihcs, Semicossyphus, Trochocopus, Bccodon, Plfr-
agogus, Clcpticiis, Labrichlhys, LabroicUs, Duynucria, Cirrhilabnta,
Dwaionotxis, Psetuiochilimu, Hemigymnu3, Gomphosus, CheiHo,
Cymolulcs, Pscudodax, Scams, Scarichthys, Callyodon, Pseii4e-
scarus, Odax, Coridodax, Olistherops, and Siphoncgnathtis. Fossil

:

Nummopaiatus, Phyllodus, Taurinichthys, and Egertonia.
Family 3. Embiotocidce.—Body compressed, elevated or oblong,

covered with cycloid scales ; lateral line continuous. One dorsal
fin, with a spinous portion, and with a scaly sheath along the base,
which is separated by a groove from the other scales ; anal willi
three spines and numej;ou3 rays ; ventral fin thoracic, with one
spine and -five rays. Small teeth in the jaws, none on the
palate. Pseudobranchiie present. Stomach siphonal

;
pyloric

appendages none. Viviparous.
Genera : Ditrema and Byslerocarpiis.

Family 4. Chrmnidcs.—Body elevated, oblon" or elongate, scaly,
the scales being generally ctenoid. Lateral line interrupted or
nearly so. One dorsal fin, with a spinous portion ; three or more
anal spines ; the soft anal similar to the soft dorsal. Ventral fin.!

thoracic, with one spine and five rays. Teeth in the jaws small,
palate smooth. Pseudobranchiae none. Stomach caecal

;
pylorio

appendages none.
Genera : Etroplus, Chromis, Hemichromis, Parelroplus, Acara,

Heros, NcctToplu3, Mesonauia, Pctenia, Uarv^ Hygrogonus, Cickla,
Crenicichia, Cha^tobranchus, Mesops, SatanopercUj Gcophagw, Sym^
physodon, and Pterophyllum.

Order III.

—

Anacanlhini.

Vertical and ventral fins without spinous rays. The ventral
fins, if present, are jugular or thoracic. Air-bladder, if present,
without pneumatic duct.

Division I. Anacanlkini Oadoidei.—'RtaA and body symmetric-
•ally formed.

Family I. Zycwfirfir. —Vertical fins confluent Ventral fin, if

present, small, attached to the humeral arch, jugular. Gill-opening
narrow, the gill-membrane being attached to the isthmus.

Genera ; Lycodcs, Gymnelis, Vronectcs, Microdcsmus, Sim-
nodesmics, and Maynca.
Family 2, Oadida:.—Body more or less elongate, covered with

small smooth scales. One, two, or three dorsal fins, occupying
nearly the whole of the back ; rays of the posterior dorsal weU
developed ; one or two anal fins. Caudal free from dorsal and
anal, or, if they aro united, the dorsal with a separate anterior
portion. Ventrals jugular, composed of several rays, or, if thoy
are reduced to a filament, the dorsal is divided into two. Gill-

opening wide ; the gill-membranes generally not attached to tho
isthmus. Pseudobranchite none, or glandular, rudimentary.
An air-bladder and pyloric appendages generally present.

Genera : Oadus (Cod-Fish,Haddocl:,\Vhiting, Pollack, Coal-Fish),
Gadiadus, Mora, Striiisia, Ealargyrevs, Mclanoiius, Mcrluccius
(Hake), Pscudophycis, Lolella, Physiculus, Uralcptus, Lccvwiuma,
Phycis, Haloporphyrus, Lota (Burbot), Molva (Ling), MoUlla
(Rockling), Kaniceps, Brcgmaccros, Mura^wlcpis, Chiasmodus, and
Erosmiics. Fossil remains are rare : Nemopicryx and Palccogad-ua

from tho schists of Glarus, a formation believed to have been the
bottom of a very deep sea. In the clay of Shcppey species occur
allied to Oadita, Merluccius, and Phycis.

Family 3. Ophidiidce.—Body more or lesselongato, naked or scaly.

Vertical fins generally united* ; no separate anterior dorsal or anal;
dorsal occupying the greater portion of tho back. Ventral fins

rudimentary or absent, jugular. Gill-ojicnings wide, the gill-mem-
branes not attached to tho isthmus.

1. BrotuUna: Ventral fins present, attached to the humeral aiclii

Genera : Brotula, Lucifnga, Bathyncctcs, Acanthonus, Typhlonua,
Aphyomus, Hhinonus, Sirembo, Ptcridium, Brotulophis, Halidfsmtts,
Dincmalichthys, and liythiUs.

2. Ophidiina: Ventral fms replaced by a pair of bifid filaments

(barbels) inserted below the glossohyol. Genera: Ophidium and
Genyjitcrus.

3. FicTOsfcrina, r No ventral fins whatever ; vent at the throai.

Genera : Fitrasfer and Enchcliophis.

4. Ammodytina: No ventral finswhatever ; vent remote from the
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head
;
gill-openinga very wide, the gill-membranes not being united.

Genera: Ammodijlcs (Sand-Eels) and Bleeko-ia.

5. Congrogadina : No ventral fins whatever ; vent remote from

the head ; eill-openines of moderate width, the gill-membranes

being united below the tluoat, not attached to the istJunus.

Genera ; Cong^-ogeuiu'i and HaHophis. •

Family 4. Macrurida.—Body terminating in a long, compressed,

tapering tail, covered ivith spiny, keeled, or striated scales. One

short anterior dorsal ; the second very long, continued to the end

of the tail, and composed of very feeble rays ; anal of an extent

similar to that of the second dorsal; no caudal. Venti-al fins tho-

racic or jugular, composed of several rays. Deep-sea Gadoids.

Genera: Macrurus, Conjphceuuidcs, Macruroniis, Malacocephalus,

and Bathygadus.
Division II. Anacanlhini Pleuroncdoidei.—Head and part of the

body unsymmetrically formed. This division consists of one family

only: Pleuronectidce (Fiat-Fishes).

Genera : Paeltodes, Hippoglossiu (HoUbut), Hippoglossoides, Te-

phritis, Rhombus (Turbot, Biill, Whiti'), Phrynorhombua (Top-

Knot), Amoghssiwi, Pseudorhombtis^ Jikomboidicklhys, Citliarus,

AnticWuirits^ Brachyplewa, Samaria, Psettichthys, Citharichtliys,

HeviirhombuSy ParalkhtKy^, LiopscUa, Lopkoncctcs, LepidopscUa,

Thysaiiopsdtci, Pleuroncctes (Plaice, Dab, Flounder), Rhombosol-a,

Parophrya, PsaMmodiaciis, Ammotrclis, PeUorlmmphiis, Kematops,

Lmopa, Pacilopactta, &/ra(Sole), Sytiaptura, jEsopia, Gymnachirus,

Cynoglossus, SoUotalpa, Apionicldhya, Ammopkuropa, Aphoristia,

and Ptagusui

Ordek IV —Physoslomi.

All the fin-rays articulated, only the first of the dorsal nnd pec-

toral fins is sometimes ossified. Ventral fins, if present, abdominal,

without spine. Air-bladder, if present, with a pneumatic duct

(except in Scombresocida^).

Family 1. Siluridm.—Skin nak^d or with os.seou3 scutes, but
without scales. Barliels always present; maxillary bone iMdinien-

tary, almost always forming asupjwrt to a maxillary barbel. Mar-
gin of tlie upper jaw formed by the interniaxillaries only. Sub-
operculum absent. Air-blailder generally present, communicating
with the organ of hearing by means of the auditory ossicles. Adi-

pose fin present or absent.

A large family of freshwater fishes, represented by numerous
genera, which exhibit a gre.at variety of form and structure of the

tins. Their first ajipearance is indicated by some fossil remains in

Tertiary deposits of the highlands of Padang in Sumatia, where
Ps€MdeiUropius and Bagarius, typos well represented in the living

Indian fauna, have been found. In Nortli America also sjiincs

referable to " Cat-Fishes " have been found in Tertiary formations.

From the great number of different generic types this family has
been arranged under eight subdivisions :

—

^ 1. Siluridoe HomalopUrrc.
A. Clariina : Clarias, Hetcrobranchus.
B. Ploloaina : Plotosus, Cnidoglanis, Copidoglanis, Chaca.

•2. Siluridce Hderoptcrm.

A. Silurina : Saccobranchus, Silurus, Schilbe, Eutropius,
Silurichthys, Wallago, Belodontichthys, Eutropiichthys,
Cryptonterus, Callichrous, Hemisilurus, Siluranodon,

Ailia, Schilbichthys, Lais. Pscudeutropius, Pangasius,
Helicophagus, Silondia.

3. Siluridw AtwrnatopUi-K.

A. IlypoplUlmlmiua : Hypoplitlialinus, Helogenes,

4. Siluridie Protcroptcrcc.

A. Bagrina : Bagrus, Ghrysichthys, Clarotcs, Macrones,
Fseudobagrus, Liocassis, Bagroides, Baginchthya, Rita,
Acrochordonichthys, Akysis.

B. Amiurina : Amiurus, Hopladelu.s, Noturus.
C. Pimelodina : Platystoma, Sorubim, Hemisorubim,

Platystomatichthys, PhrnctoccphaUis, Pirnmutana, Platy-
nematichthys, Pirating.a, Bagropsis, Sciades, Pimolodus,
Pirinampus, Conorhynchus, Notoglanis, Callophysus,
Lophiosilurus, Auchenoglnni.s.

D. Ariiiui: Arius, Oalcichtliys, Gcnidens, Pnradiplomystax,
Diplomystax, ^Ivlurichthys, Hemipimelodus, Ketcugus,
Osteogeniosus, Ratraeliorcpiialu.s, Atojiorhilus.

E. JJngariina: Bagnrius, Euglyptosteiniuii, (ilyptosternuin.

fi. Siluridw Stmiobranchia;.

A. Varadina Ageniosus, Tetranematichthys, Euanemns,
Aucheninterus, Glnnidiuni, Ccntromochlus, Trachelyo-
pterus, Cctopsis, Astrophysus, Doras, Synodontis.

B. Rhinoglanmn : Uhinoglanis, CallomystttX..

, C. Malaptcrurina: Malaptcrurus,
6. Siluridm Prolcroptidea.

A. llypnatomatina : Rtygogcnes, Arees, Brontes, Astroplo-
bus, Callichthys, Chtetostomufl, Plcco'ftomus, Hypopto-
poma, Loricaria, Accstra, Sisor, Erethi&tos, Exoctoma,
Pacudccheneifl.

B. AaprcdinUia
: Aspredo. Batiocophalus, Bunocephal-

ichthys, Harttio.

7. Siluridce Opisthoptcrce.

A. Ncmatogciiyina: Heptapterus, Nematogenys.
B. TrichomycUri-na: Triohomycterus, Ercmophilus, Pari-

odon.
8. Siluridoi Branchicolm : Stegophilus, Vandellia.

»

Family 2. Scopdida.—Body naked or scaly. Margin of the
upper jaw formed by the intermaxillary only ; opercular apparatus
sometimes incompletely developed. Barbels none. Gill-opening
very wide

;
pseudobranohiffi well developed. Air-bladder none.

Adipose fin present. The eggs are enclosed in the sacs of the ovary^
and excluded by oviducts. Pyloric appendages few in number or

absent. Intestinal tract very short.

Genera : Saitrus, Bathysaurus, Bathypterois, Harp<jdon, Scopihts^

Ipnops, Paralepis, Sudis, Plagyodits, Aulo2}iiS, ChlorophtkalmuSj
Scopdostturus, Odontostomiis, and Nannobrachium. Fossil : Osmc-
roidcs, Hemisaurida, Parascopelus, and Anaptenis.

Family 3. Cyprinida:.—Body generally covered with scales;

head naked. Margin of the upper jaw formed by the interniaxil-

laries. Belly rounded, or, if trench.int, without ossifications. No
adipose fin. Stomach without blind sac. Pyloric appeiulsges

none. Mouth toothless ; lower pharyngeal bones well developed,

falciform, subparallcl to the branchial aichcs, pronded with teeth,

which aie arranged in one, two, or three scries. Air-bladder large,

divided into an anterior and posterior portion by a constriction, or

intoa rigktora left portion, enclosed iu au osseous capsule. Ovarian
sacs closed. • ..

The family of
'

' Carps " is the one most numerously represented in

the fresh waters of the Old World and of North America. Numerous
fos.fil remains arc also found in Tertiary freshwater formations;

the majority can be referred to existing genera : Barbus, Thynn-
ichthya, Gobio, Lcncisciis, Tinea, Amblypharyngodoii, }ihod>.^us,

Cobilia, Arnnlhopsis ; only a few showing charactejs different from
those of living genera : C'ydunis, Jfexap'iC2ihics, Mylocyprinus.

There is much less diversity of forms and habits in this family

tlijin in the Siluroids ; but the genera are sufficiently numerous
to demand a further subdivision "f the family into groups,

1. Calostomiua : Catostonuis, Moxostoma, Solerognathus, Car-

piodes.

2. Cyjrrininn : Cyprinus (Carp), Carassius, Catla, Cirrhina,

Dangila, Osteochilus, Labeo, Barynotus, Tylognathus, Abrostomus,
Discognathus, Crossochilus, Gymnostomus, Epalzeorhynchns,

Capoeta, Barbus (Barbel), Thynnichthys, Barbichthys, Ambly-
rhynchichthys, Albulichthys, Oreiuus, Scliizothorax, Ptychobarbus,

Gyinnocypris, Schizopygopsis, Diptychus, Aulopyge, Gobio (Gud-
geon), Cerntichthys, Bungia, Pimephales, Hyborliyncbus, Cara-

postoma, Hybognatiius, Ericymba, I'seudorasbora, Cochlognathus,

Exogloss\mi, Rhinichthys.

3. Rhoirichthyina : lihoteichthys.

4. Lfptoharbina : Lcptobarbus.

5. Rasborinu : Rasbora, Luciosoma, Nuria. Aphyocyprw, Ambly-
pharyngodon.

6. Scviijdotiiia : Cyprinion, Semiplotus.

7. Xenocypridina : Xenocypris, Paracanthobrama, Mystaco-

lencus. ^
8. Leuciacina: Leuciscus (Wldte-Fish, Roach, Chub, Dace, Rudd,

Minnow), Myloleucus, Ctenopharyugodon, Mylopharodon, Para-

phoxinus, Meda, Graodus, Tinea (Tench), Leucosomus, Chondro-

stoma, Orthodon, Acrochilus. > •

9. Rhodcina : Achilognathns, Rhodeus, PseudoperilamTius.

10. Danioninn: Danio, Pteropsarion, Aspidoparia, Barilius, Bob),

Schacra, Opsariichtliys, Siiualiobarbus, Ochctobius.

11. IlypoplUhabnichtliyiita: Hypophthalmichthys.

12. Abramidina: Abramis (Bream), Aspius, Aiburnus (Bleak),

Lcucaspius, Kasboriohthys. Elopichtliys, Pelotroiduis, Acantlio-

hrnma, Osteobrnma, Chanodichthys, Smiliogaster, Culter, Pelccus.

Eiistira, Chela, Pseudol.ibuca, Cachius.

13. llomnhipterina : llomaloptera, Psilorhynchus.

14. Cobiiidina (Loaches): Misgurnus, Nemachilus, Cobitis,

Lepidoceplialichthys, Acanthopsis, liotia, Oreoncctes, Lepido-

ccphnlua, Acanthophthalnuis, Apua, Piiramisgurnus.

Y'amily 4. A'Hoi/ite.—Body scaly, head naked. Margin of tho

npjicr jaw formed by tho intcnnaxillaries. Dorsal and anal fins

short, the former belonging to tlic abdominal portion of the vertebral

column. Tcelh none, eitlicr in tho mouth or pharynx. Barbel*

none. Stomnclifiipbonal; no pyloric nppendngca. Pauudobranchia)

none. Branehiosttgals three ; air-bladder long, not divided.

Ovaries closed.

One genus : Kncria-

Family .">. Chamcinidce.—Body covered with scales, head naked

;

barbels none. Margin of tho upper jaw formed by tho intcrnmxil-

larica in tho middle nnd by the ina.xillaries laterally. Generally a

small adipose fin liebind tlie dorsal. Pyloric appendages more or

less numerous ; nir-bladiler transversely divided into two portions,

nnd communicating with the organ of hearing by means of the

auditory ossicles. Paeudobranehire none.

I. Sr'yihrinitui : llacrodon, Erythriuus, Lcbiasina, Nannostomus,

Pyrrhulijia, and Coryuopoma.
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2 Curimalina : Curimatus, Prochilodus, Csnotropus, Hemiodus,
6ac(rdon, Parodon.

3. Cilkarinina : Citliarmus.

4. Anastomaliiia : Leporinus, Anostomus, Rhytiodus.

5. Xaunoeharacina : Ninnocliarax.

6. Te'.ragonoptcrina : Alcstes, Tctragonoptorus, Cliiiodon, llcgalo-

brycon, Caslropelecus, Piabncina, Scissor, Psoudoclialceus, Apiiyo-

-liarax, Chalccus, Brycon, Clialcinopsis, Biyconops, Crcagiutus,

Chalcinus, I'iabuca. Paragoniates, Agoniates, Mannaetbiops, and
Biyconwthiops.

7. Htjdrocyonina : Hydrocyon, Cynodon, Anacyrtus, Hystii-

co'lon, Salminus, Oligosarcus, Xiphnrliainphus, Xipliostcma, and
Syrcodacos.

8 Dislichodonthia : Distichodiis.

9. Idilliijbo, .'-a ; Iclitliyborus and Pham.
10. Crenuchina : Crenuchus and Xenocnarax.
11. Serrnaalmonina : Mylesinus, Serrasalmo, Mylele.i, ond Cato-

prion.

Family 6 Cyprinodontidte.— Head and body covered with scales;

barbels noHC. Margin of the upper jaw formed by the intermaxil-

laries only. Teeth in both jaws
, upp^r and lower pliarynfjeaU

with canliform teeth. Adipose fin none , dorsal fin situated on

the hinder half of the body. Stomach without blind sac, pyloric

appendages none. Pseudobranchia; none, air. bladder simple, with-

out ossicuta anditiis.

1. C Carnivora:: Cyprinodon, Characodon, Fitzroyia, Haplochilus,

Fundulus, Limnurgus, Lueani.T. Rivulus, Cynolebias, Orestias,

Jcnynsia, Gambusia, Pseudo.\i|Wx)phonis, Belone.sox, Anableps.

2. C Limnophaga:: Pcecilia, Mollienesia, Platyptecilus, Girardinus.

Fosiil remains are referable to Cyprinodon and Poecilia.

, Family 7. lltUropygii.— Head naked , body covered with very

small scales ; barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed by
the intormaxillaries. V'illiforin teeth in the jaws and on the palate.

Adipose fin none. Dorsal fin belonging to the caudal portion of

the vertebral column, opposite to the aiial Ventral fins rudimen-
tary or absent. Vent situated before the pectorals. Stomach
caical ;

pyloric appendages present. Pseudouranchia none ; air-

blarlilcr deeply notched anteriorly.

Genera : Ambhjopsis {Blind-Fish of the Mammoth 'Cave) and
ChologasUr,

Family 8. Vmbridce.—Head and body covered with scales ; barbels

nniie. 5largin of the upprt' jaw formed, by the intermaxillaries

Tnrsially and by the maxillaries laterally Adipose fin none ; the

(lors.il fin belongs partly to the abdominal portion of the vertebral

< olumn. Stomach siphonal ;
pyloric appendages none

,
pseudo-

bi.iiii'hi^ glandular, hidden ; air-bladder simpje.

One "enus • Umbra.
Family 9. Scombicsocida: —Body covered with scales; a series of

kc'-led scales along each side of the belly. Margin of the upper jaw
formed by the intermaxillaries mesially and by the maxillaries

laterally. Lower pharyngeals united into a single bone. Dorsal

fin opposite the anal, belonging to the caudal portion of the verte-

bral column. Adipose fin none. Air-bladder generally present,

simple, sometimes cellular, without pneumatic duct. Pseudo-
branchi^ hidden, glandular. Stomach not distinct from the in-

testine, which is quite straight, without appendages.

Genera- Bctone (Gar-Pike), Scombrcsox, HcniirUamphus^ Ar-
rluimphus, fjrorffidis (Flying. Fish). Fossil: iMox'cus.

Family 10 ^socirfa;. — Body covered with scales; barbels none.
Margin of the upi)cr jaw formed by the intermaxillaries mesialiy
and by the niaxillaiies laterally. Adipose fin none ; the dorsal fin

belongs to the caudal portion of the vertebral column. Stomach
without blind sac ;

pyloric appendages none. Pseudobranchite
glandular, hidden ; air-bladder simple

, gill-opening very wide.
One genus only : iioa; (Pike).

Family 11. Galcunidie — Body naked ; barbels none. Margin of
the upper jaw chiefly formed by the intermaxillaries, which are
short, ami continued by a thick lip, behind which are the maxil-
laries Belly rounded ; adipose fin none ; dorsal opposite to anal.
Pyloric appendages in small number. Air-bladder large, simple

;

iiscudobranchia; none. The ova fall into the cavity of the abdomen
before exclusion.

i Genera: (7nlax!as ani ycochanna.
Family 12. jl/urmi/ricte— Body and tail scaly ; head scalelcss

;

barbels none. The margin of the upper jaw is formed in the
middle by the intermaxillaries, which coalesce into a single bone,
and laterally b" the maxillaries. Suboperculum and intcropercu-
luni present, the latter very small. On each side of the single
parietal bono a cavity leading into the interior of the skull, and
covered with a thin bony lamella. All the fins arc well developed
(.Vonnyi-us) ; or caudal, anal, and ventr.il fins are absent (Oi/m-
narclius). No adipose fin. Pseudobranchiaj none

;
gill-openings

reduced to a short slit. Air-bladder simple. Two ca;ca pylorica
behind the stomach.
Genera : Mormyrus and Gijmnarchua.
FamKy 13. Slcrnoptychida:.—Body naked, or with very thin

deciduous scales ; barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed

by the maxillary anJ intermaxillary, both of which are toothed ;

opercular apparatus not comjiletely developed. Gill-opening very
wide

;
pseudobranchia; prcfcril or absent ; air-bladder simple, i(

present. Adipose fin prpscn-., but generally rudimentary. Series

of phosphoiesoent bodies alon ;he lower parts. The eggs ar»

enclosed in the sacs of the ova,inm, and excluded by oviducts.

Genera: Sternoplyx, Argyropclccus, Polyipnus, Coccia, Maura-
licuSf ChauliodnSf Goiiostoma^ Fhotichthys^ and Dipiophos.

Family 14. St07niaUdie.—Skin naked, or with exceedingly delicate

scales ; a hyoid barbel. Margin of the upper jaw formed by the

intermaxillary and maxillary, which are both toothed ; opercular

apparatus but little developed. Gill-opening very wide
;
pseudo-

bianchi* none. The eggs are enclosed in the sacs of the ovarium,
and excluded by oviducts.

Genera Aslrmieslhes, Stomias, Echiosloma, Afalacostcu:,; and
Bcithyophis.

Family 15. Salmonidce.— Body generally covered with scales;

head naked , barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed by
tt>e intermaxillaries mesially and by the maxillaries laterally.

Belly rounded. A small at^ipose fin behind the dorsal. Pylorio

appendages generally numerous, rarely absent. Air-bladder large,

simple
;
pseudobranchiiB present. The ova fall into the cavity of

the abdomen before exclusion.

Genera Salmo (Salmon, Trout, Charr), Oncorhynchas, Brachy-
mi/s/dx, LitciolriiUa, Plccoghssiis, Osmcrus 'Smelt), Eetropinna,
ffypoincsus, Thalcichthys, Mallotus (Capelin), Corcgomis (Gwyniad,
Pollan), Thgmallns (Grayling), Halanx, Argentina, Microstoma,
Bathylagus. Fossil : Osmcroidcs, Acrognntlius, and Aulokpis.

Family 16. Pcrcopsidic.— Body covered with ctenoid scales; head
naked. Margin of the upper jaw formed by the intermaxillaries

only; opercular apparatus complete. Barbels none. Gill-openinga

wide. Adipose fin present.

One genus only : Pcrcnpsis.

Family 17. Hajylochitunidcc.— Body naked or scaly (cycloid).

Margin of the upper jaw formed by t^ie intermaxillary ; opercular
apparatus complete. Barbels none Gill-opening wide

;
pseudo-

branchi*. Air-bla*lder simple. Adipose fin present. Ovaries

laminated; the eggs fall into the cavity of the abdomen, thera

being no oviduct. Pyloric ajipendages none.

Genera : Uaplochiton and Prototroctcs.

Family 18. Gonorhynchida:.—Head and body entirely covered

with spiny scales ; mouth with barbels. Margin of the upper jaw
formed by the intermaxillary, which, although short, is continued
downwards as a thick lip, situated in front of the maxillary Adi-

fiose fin none ; the dorsal fin is opposite to the ventrals, and short,

ike the anal. Stomach simple, without blind sac ; pyloric appen-
dages in small number. Pseudobranchite ; air-bladder absent.

Gill-openings narrow.

One genus only : Oonorhynchus.
Family 19. Hyodontidcc.— Body covered with cycloid scales;,

head naked ; barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed by
the intermaxillaries mcsiilly and by the maxillaries laterally, the
latter being articulated to the end of the former. Opercular appa-
ratus comidete. Adipose fin none ; the 'lorsal fin belongs to the
caudal portion of the vertebral column. Stomach horseshoe-shaped,
without blind sac; intestine short; one pyloric appendage. Pseudo-
branchia; none ; air-bladder simple. Giil-openii.gs wide. The ova
fall into the abdominal cavity before exclusion.

One genus only : Hyodon (Moon-Eye).
Family 20. Pantodontida.— Body covered with large cycloid

scales ; sides of the head o.sseous. Margin of the upper jaw formed
by the single intermaxillary mesially and by the n.axillariea

laterally The dorsal fin belongs to the caudal jortion of the verte-

bral column, is short, and opposite and similar to the anal. Gilt-

openings wide
;
gill-covers consisting of a pr;eoperculum and oper-

culum oply. Branchiostegals numerous. Pseudobranchia! none

;

air-bladder simple. Stomach without crecal sac ; one pyloric ap-

pendage. Sexual organs with a duct.

One genus : Panloclon.

Family 21. Ostcoglosstdw.—Boiy covered with large hard scales,

composed of pieces like mosaic. Head scalcless ; its integuments
almost entirely replaced by bone ; lateral line composed of wide
openings of the mucous duct, ilargin of the upper jaw formed by
the intermaxillaries mesially and by the maxillaries laterally. The
dorsal fin belongs to the caudal portion of the vertebral column, is

opposite and very similar to the anal fin ; both approximate to the
rounded caudal (with which they are abnormally confluent). Oilli-

openings wide
;
pseudobranchia; none ; air-bladder simple or celli^

lar. Stomach without ca;cal sac
;
pyloric appendages two.

Genera : Ostcoglossum, Arapaivia, and Hdcrolis.

Family 22. CTupcirfo;.— Body covered with scales ; head naked;
barbels none. Abdomen frequently compressed into -a serrated

edge. Margin of the upper jaw formed by tlie intermaxillaries

mesially and by the maxillaries latemlly ; maxillaries composed of

,

at least three movable pieces. Opercular apparatus complete.
Adipose fin none ; dorsal not elongate ; anal sometimes very lona
Stomach with a blind sac ; pyloric appendages uumcrous. GiU-
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a^naratas mncli dcvpIopcJ, the gill-oiieniugs being gpnenilly very
wide. Pseudubiaucliis generally present. Air-bladder more or

less simple.

Genera : Ev/p-avUs (Anchovies), Coilin, CJtfiiocssif^, Clnpca (Her-

ring. Sprat, Shad, Mosslianker, Menhaden, Ale- Wife, Pilchard, Sar-

dine), Clujxoidrs, Pdlonula, Clupcickchys, Ptltmia, Prislit/astcr,

AlbtUat Elvps, Mcgalops, Chanos, Diissumicria, Etrumciis. Several

of these genera have been found in Tertiary formations ; other fossils

nrc : ThrissoptUn-, Lcptosoviics, OpistUopUrip:, Spanityion, llnlce^

PlalitiXt Caslogastcr, RhiJicUiis, Scmnhvctupca^ Crossorpinlhtis,

SptUhodactyltiS, Ckiroccnl ritcs^ and Nonihic/ias.
_

Family 2-3. Balhythrisidm.—Allied to the henings

—

BaJhtjlhrissn.

Family 24. ChirocaUrida.—Body covered witli thin, deciduous
scales ; barbels none. Margin of tlie upper jaw foi-nied by the

intermaxillaries mesially and by the maxillaries laterally, both
liones being firmly united in juxtaposition. Opercular apparatus

complete. Adipose tin none; the dorsal fin belongs to the caudal

portion of the vertebral column. Stomach with a blind sac ; intes-

tine short, tne mucous membi-ane fonning a spii-al fold
;
pyloric

nppcndagcs none. Pseudobranchife none ; air-bladder incompletely
divided into cells

;
gill-opening wide.

One genus only: Chirocentrxts.

Family 25. Alcpoccphalidce.—Body with or without scales ; head
naked ; barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed by the

intermaxillaries and maxillanes, the former being placed along the

itjiper anterior edge of the latter. Opercular apparatus complete.

Adipose fin none ; the dorsal fin belongs to the caudal portion of

die vertebral column. Stomach curved, without blind sac ;
pyloric

appendages in moderate number. Psendobranchiae ; air-bladder

ttljsent. Gill-openings very \»ide.

Genera: AUpocephalus, BcUhylToctes, PleUylrocles, and A'CTiodcrm-

ichthys.

Family 26. Notnpterid(r.—Head and bo<ly scaly ; barbels none.

Margin of tlie upper jaw formed by the iutennaxillaries mesially

andTiy the iiia.xillaries laterally. Opercular apparatus incomplete.

Tail prolonged, tapering. Adipose fin none. Dorsal short, belong-

ing to the caudal portion of the vertebral column ; anal very long.

Stomach without blind sac ; two pyloric appendages. Pseudo-

branchiae none ; air-bladder present, divided in the interior. The
ova fall into the cavity of the abdomen before exclusion. On each

side a parieto-mastoid cavity leading into the interior of the skull.

One genus only : NoiopUriLS.
*

Family 27. Halbsauridce. — Body covered with cycloid scales ;

head scaly ; barbels none. Margin of the upjper jaw formed by the
intermaxillaries mesially and by the maxilKaries Literally. Oper-

cular apjiaratus incomplete. Aui]iose fin none. The short dorsal

belongs to the abdominal part of the vertebral column ; anal very

long. Stomach with a blind s.ic ; intestine short
;
pyloric appen-

ilages in moderate number. Pseudobranchiie none. Air-bladder

large, simple ; "ill-openings wide. Ovaries closed.

One genus only ; /{alosaunts.

Family 28. Hoplopleuridm — Body generally \vith four series of

subtriangular scutes, and with intermediate scale. like smaller ones.

One (?) dorsal only ; he.a<l long, with the jaws produced.

Extinct. Genera ; Dcircti-j, Lcptotrncfietiis, Pelavfjorhynchiis,

PliHtkophonis, Saurorfuimphita, Eurypholis, Ischyroccphalus.

Family29. GymnotiAce.— Headscaleless ; barbels none. Body elon-

gate, eel-shaped. Margin oftheupperjaw formed in themiddle by the

intermaxillaries and laterally by tlie maxillaries. Dorsal fin absent

or reduced to an adipose strip . caudal generally absent, the tail

terminating in ft point. Anal fin exceedingly long. Ventrals«one.

Exti'emity of the tapering tail capable of being reproduced. Vent
situated at, or at a short dist.uice behind, tlio throat. Humeral
arch attached to the skHll. Kibs well developed. Gill-openiiigs

rather narrow. Air-bladiler present, double. Stomach with a

cecal sac and pylaric appendages. Ovaries with oviducts.

Genera : SteniarchiLs, BainphichihySf SUrnopygus^ Carapus,
Gymnotris (Electric Eel).

Family 30. Syml>ram:hi/ia;.— Body elongate, naked or covered

with minute scales ; barbels none. Margin of the upper jaw formed
by the intermaxillaries only.'tlie wcfl-developcd maxillaries lying

behind and parallel to them. Paired fins none. Vertical fins nuii-

mentary, reduced to more or less distinct cutaneous folds. Vent
sitaatcd at a great distance behind the head. Ribs present. Gill-

openings confluent into one slit situated on the ventral surface.

Air-bladder none. Stomach without, csecal sac or pyloric append-
ages. Ovaries with oviducts.

Genera : Amphipntnis, MmiopUnts, Sifmhranchiu, Cliilohrnnchiijj.

Family SI. ^fura:nidle (Kvla).—Body elongate, cylindrical or band-
shaped, naked or with rudimentary scales. Vent situated at a

great di^tancQ from the hcacL Ventral fins none. Vcrticjil fins, if

present, confluent, or separated by tlio projecting tip of the tail.

Bides of Iho upper jaw formed by the tooth-bearin" maxillaries,

tho fore parfby the intermaxillary, which is more or less coaJesccnt

with I ht vomer and ethmoid. Humoral arch not attached to the

tkull. Stomach nith a blind sac ; no pyloric appendages. Organs
tf rei>ro(luctiun without efferent ducts.

Genera ; XcmicJUkys, Cycmn, SaccophnmniT, Synaphobrnvchus,
A'iguilla, Conger, Coitgxwiiurania, Muranc^QX^ XcttasComn, SaureU'
ch£lys, Oxycoitycr, Hvphcnnis, Myrtis, Myrophis, Paramynis, ChUO'
rhiniis, Muramichtkys, Ophichthys, Moringua, MxuoMa, Etic/ielvcore

Okuer V.— Lophobranchii.

The gills are not laminated, but composed of small rounded lobes

attached to the branchial arches. Gill-cover reduced to a large

simple plate. Air-bladder simple, without pneumatic duct. A
dermal skeleton, composed of nuineious pieces arranged in segments,
replaces more or lesssoft integuments. Muscular system not much
developed. Snout prolonged. Mouth terminal, small, toothless,

formed as in .\cantliopterygians.

Family 1. S'.'mwsiomida:.—Gill-openingswide. Two dorsal fin.s,

the rays of the anterior not articulated. All the other fins well

developed.

One genus only : Sohiwatcrma, which was preceded in theTertiai'y

epoch by Soleiiorhy^ichus [Clonic Postale).

Family 2. SyyigjicUhUlAis.—Gill-openings reduced to a very small

oiieniiig near the upper posterior angle of the gill-cover. One soft

dorsal fin ; no ventials, and sometimes one or more of the other

tins are also absent.

Pipe-Fishes and Seahorses. Fossil remains occur at Monte Bolca.

Besides species of Siphc/nostonia and SyngiuUhus {Psciidosyitgiialhi(s),

remains of an extinct genus, Calamoatoma, allied to Hippocaviptta,

but with a distinct caudal fin, have been found.

Genera : Siphonostoina, Syiignnlhus, Doryichthys, NcrophiSt

Pi-otocavipns, Ichihyocampus, Kam.ocamptcs, Urocampus, Lepto-

iclithys, Calamlus, SliymcUopIurra, Gaitiolokexis, SolatOgneUhtu,

Pkylloptcryx, Hippocampus.

Order VI.

—

Plcctognathi.

Teleosteons fishes with rough scales, or with ossifications of the

cutis in the form of scutes or spines ; skin sometimes entirely

naked. Skeleton incompletely ossified, with the vertebrae in small

number. Gills pectinate ; a narrow gill-opening in front of tho

pectoral fins. Mouth narrow ; the bones of the upper jaw generally

firmly united. A soft dorsal fin, belonging to the caudal portion

of the vertebral column, opposite to the anal ; sometimes elements

of a spinous dorsal besides. Ventral fin none, or reduced to spines.

Air-bladder without pneumatic duct.

Family 1. Sc'erodermi.—Snout somewhat produced
;
jaws armed

with distinct teeth in small number. Skin with scutes, or rough.

The elements of a spinous dorsal and ventral fin generally present.

Genera: Triacanihus, J?ahsfes (File-Fish), Monacanlhtis, Anicaii-

t!nis, Ostracion (Cofl'er-Fish). Fossil: Acanthodcnna, Acantko-

plaints, Glyptocephalus.

Family 2. Gyvmodontcs.—Body more or less shortened. The
bones of the upperaud lower jaw are confluent, forming a beak with

a trenchant edge, without teeth, w*h or without median suture.

A soft dorsal, caudal, and anal are developed, approximate. Xo
spinous dorsal. Pectoral fins ; no ventrals.

Genera : Triodon, Tclrodon (Globe-Fish), I/iodm (Sea-Hedge-

hog), Orthagoriscits (Sun-Fish).

Subclass III.

—

Cyciostomala.

Skeleton cartilaginous and notochordal, without ribs and

without real jaws. Skull not separate from the vertebral

column. No limbs. Gills in the form of fixed sacs, with-

out branchial arches, six or seven in number on each side.

One nasal aperture only. Heart without bulbus arteriosus.

Mouth anterior, surriHindcd by a circular or subcir-

cular lip, suctprial. Alimentary canal straight, simple,

without caecal appendages, pancreas, or spleen. Generative

outlet peritoneal. Vertical fins rayed.

The Cyclostomes are most probably a very ancient type.

Unfortunately the organs of these creatures are too soft to

be preserved, with tho exception of the horny denticles with

which the mouth of some of them is armed.

Family 1. Petromyzontida: (Lampreys).—Body eel.slmped. naKca
Rubjeii to a metamorphosis ; in the perfect stage with a suctorial

mouth armed xvith teeth, simple or multicuspid, horny, sitting on a

soft papilla. Maxillary, mandibulary, lingual, nnd suctorial teclh

ni.iyDe distinguished. Eyes present (in mature animals). External

nasal aperture in the middle of the upper side of the head. Tho

nasal duct terminates without pi^forating tho palate. Seven

branchial sacs and opcrtnrcs on each side behind the liead ; the

inner branchial ducts terminate in a separate common tube. Inlcs-

tino with a spiral valve. Eggs small. The larvm without tcethV

and with a single continuous vertical fin.

Genera : Petromyzon, Mordacia, and Gcotria.

Family 2. Myxinido!.—Body oel-shapcd, naked. Tho singl*

nasal aperture is above tho mouth, quite at tho extremity of tn»
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head, which is proviilcd with four pairs of barbels. Month mthout

lips. Nnsiil duL-t without cartilaginous rings, penetrating iho

palate. One median tooth on the palate, and two comblikc series

of teoth ou the tongue. Branchial apertures at a great distance

Irom the head ; the inner branchial ducts lead into the oesophagus.

A series of raucous sacs along each side of the abdomen. Intestine

without spiral valve. Eggs large, with a horny case provided with

Ihreads for adhesion

Conera : Xyxine and Ddcllostoma (Hog Fish).

Subclass 1 V.

—

Lep(o<fa rjii.

Skeleton nienibrano-carlilaginous and notocbordat, rib-

less. No brain. Pulsating sinuses in place of, a heart.

Biood colourless. Re-'piratory cavity confluent with the

abdominai cavity ; branchial clefts in great number, thp

water being expelled by an opening in front of the vent.

Jaws none.

This subclass is represented by a single family (Ctrro-

stomi) and by one or two genera {Branchiostoma ani
Epigionichlhys) ; it IS the lowest in the scale of fishes, and

lacks so many characteristics, not only of this class, but of

the vcrtebrata generally, that Haeckel, with good reason,

separates it into a distinct class, that of Acrat\ia. Tho
various parts of its organization have been duly noticed

in the former parts of this article. (a. C. o.)

ICHTHYOS.\URUS (from
x^'-'':.

a fi.sh, and <raCpo?, a

lizard), a genus of extinct reptiles, the species of which are

the only known representatives of the order Ichtliynpterygta.

Upwards of thirty of theso have been described, all of

.Mesozoic age, the genus so far as is certainly known
appearing for the first time in the Liassic formation where

it most abounds, continuing throughout the Oolitic, and

disappearing before the close of the Cretaceous period. In

Britain its remains have been found in greatest abundance

in the Lias of Lyme Regis, altliough it occurs more or less

commonly throughout the whole of that formation from

the south of Dorsetshire through SomBrset and Leicester

to the Yorkshire coast. They are found in rocks of similar

age in France and Germany ; and Sir Edward Belcher ob-

tained remains of a Liassic ichthyosaur from an island in

77' 16' N. lat.,—one of many proofs that in Mesozoic times

a comparatively warm climate must have prevailed within

tbe Arctic Circle. Remains of true iclithyosaurs have

not yet been found on the American continent, although

Professor Marsh lately (1877) described portions of the

skeleton of a saurian obtained from strata of "Jurassic ago

in the Rocky Mountains which seems to have differed

from Old World ichthyosaurs chiefly in the absence of

teeth, the jaws being " entirely edentulous and destitute

even of a dentary groove." For the reception of this form

Professor Marsh proposes to institute a new order

—

Sauranodonta ; but it has been suggested, on the other

hand, that Sauravodon should rather be regarded as the

type of a new family of the old order Ichthyopterygia.

Owing to the comparative abundance and excellent

preservation of ichthyosaurian remains, the hard parts of

those creatures have been studied under exceptionally

favourable circumstances, and much has thus been learnt

ti their structure and, by inference therefrom, of their

life history. They were large marine reptiles, measuring
in some instances 30 feet in length, and somewhat re-

tembling in a|jpearanco the dolphins of the present day.

Like these they were air-breathers, and must therefore

lave come to the surface to breathe, although being cold-

jlooded they were no doubt able, like the aquatic saurians of

lur own period, to remain much longer under watat than
,be warmblooded Cetacea. The ichthyosaurian head was
arge, and was prolonged into a more or less elongated
mout, certain species rivalling in this respect tho gavial of

.he Ganges. The brain cavity, on the other hand, was
emarkably small. Tho eyes were enormously large, tho
>rbil in Ichlhynaaurus platyodon—the largest known species
-having been found to measure 14 inches in long diameter,
fills huge eyeball was protected by a ring of bony sclerotic

dates similar to those found in rapacious birds and in

urtles and lizards on tho present day. The jaws, which
n Iihthyosnurui platyodon have been known to measure
; feet in length, were rendered still more formidable by
heir array of strong, conical, pointed teeth, numbering
n some instances over one hundred and eighty, and

placed not in distinct sockets, as in the crocodile, but in a

common alveolar groove. These, as they became worn, were

replaced by a succession of young teeth, which budded up
at the base of the old. The neck in the ichthyosaurus was
extremely short, and not marked by any constriction.

The vertebriB resembled those of fishes in being deeply

biconcave. The tail was long and tapering , in many
specimens this organ has been found to be fractured at

about a fourth of its length from the extremity, and, a.s the

vertebrae of the same region seem to have been flattened

vertically, Professor Owen regards it as probable that these

I reptiles were provided w'lth a tegumentary caudal fin like

that of the Cetacea, only vertical instead of horizontal

;

the sole evidence of tho presence of such a horizontal fin in

extinct whales would be the horizontally flattened condition

of the last caudal vertebrae, should any of these chance

to bo preserved. Ichthyosaurians were provided with two

pairs (if limbs in the form of paddles, which externally

must have borne considerable resemblance to the anterior

limbs of dolphins and other Cetacea. They differed, how-

ever, very markedly from these in the possession of a bony

apparatus, stretching, in the case of the front pair, from one

shoulder joint to the other, on which the anterior paddles

were supported. This "scapular arch," according to

Professor Owen, resembled, " in the number, shape, and

disposition of its bones," the same parts in the Australian

Ornithorkynchus, a mammal which leads, as Ichihyosanrus

did, an aquatic life, obtaining its food at tho bottom of

lakes and rivers, but having to rise frequently to the sur-

face to breathe. The hind limbs were in almost all the

species much smaller than tbe pair in front. The skeleton

of each of the paddles consisted mainly of a large number
—in some species exceeding a hundred—of small poly-

gonal bones arranged in more than five closely packed

longitudinal rows, tbe whole covered with skin, and form-

ing a highly elastic organ of locomotion. The ichthyo.saur

was provided with slender ribs along the vertebral column

from tbe anterior part of the neck to the tail ; a sternum,

however, was wanting, tbe abdominal walls being strength-

ened by the development of transverse arcuated bones.

As no trace of horny scales or bony scutes has ever been

detected in connexion with those reptilian remains, it

may be assumed that these sea-saurians, as they have

been called, were, like the Cetacea of the present day.

covered with a smooth or wrinkled skin unprovided with

any of those dermal ajipendagcs.

From a study of their bony structure it may be inferred

that these huge aquatic reptiles inhabited the open sea,

occasionally visiting tbe shores, where their powerful

paddles enabled them to crawl on land, and where, like

seals, they probably loved to bask in the sunshine. That

they were predatory in their habits— the tyrants indeed

of Mesozoic seas—might be inferred from our knowledge

of their jaws and teeth; and this is amply confirmed by aii

examination of the half-digested conleiits of their styiuachs.
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Their food seems to have consisted chiefly of ganoid fishes

and the smaller reptiles, and as the vertebra; and other

remains of young ichthyosaurs Iiave occasionally been found

mixed with these, there is reason to believe that they, like

many other marine animals, did not hesitate to devour the

weaker members of their oivn species. In several instances

tolerably complete skeletons of small ichthyosaurs have

thus been found enclosed within the ribs of larger indi-

viduals of the same species, and their occurrence gave rise

to the evidently erroneous conjecture that those reptiles

mit'ht have been viviparous. The fad that the entombed

specimens have in almost every case been found with the

head turned towards the tail of the enclosing animal was

supposed to favour this view ; the discovery, however, of

additional specimens may at any time deprive this argument

of the little value it has, and recently Professor Merian

described a specimen from the Upper Lias of Wurtemberg

in which the included ichthyosaur lay with its head towards

that of the enveloping specimen. The nature of their food

is indicated, not only by the occurrence, in what from its

position must have been the stomach, of the half-digested

remains of fishes and reptiles, but also by the presence of

similar reHcs, and especially of the scales of fishes, in their

fa;ces. The coprolites of the ichtbyosaurians are oval bodies

measuring usually from 2 to 4 Inches in length, and

exhibiting on their surface the impression of the spirally

convoluted internal surface of the intestine. These copro-

lites consist chiefly of phosphate of lime, and occur in

great abundance in certain Llassic beds, where, says Buck-

land, they it-jk "like potatoes scattered on the ground."

The species of the genus Ichtkr/osaurus dlfi'er from each

other chiefly In the proportion of certain parts of the body

and of the teeth. Professor Huxley has divided them
into two groups :—(1) those which "have relatively short

snouts and short paddles, with four carpalla, including

therein such forms as /. intermedins and /. communis, the

(after remarkable as having its anterior paddles three times

the length of the pair behind; and (2) those with longer snouts,

long paddles, and three carpalia, including such forms as

/. lonyiroslris and /. tentdrostris, which in the length of

their snouts rival the gavlal of the Ganges, and /. ijlalt/odon,

in which the fore and hind limbs arc of equal length.

ICOXIUM (Greek 'Ixdiioi'), an ancient city of Asia

Minor, now, under the name of Cognl, Konleh, Koniyeh,

Konijah, or Konia, the capital of the Turkish vilayet of

Caramanla, is situated 310 miles east from Smyrna, at the

entrance to an extensive and elevated plain which forms

the centre of Asia Minor. To the eastward this plain

stretches beyond the horizun, bnt the city Is enclosed on

other sides by a semicircle of snow-covcrod mountains. It

lies at the foot of Mount Taurus, and the country immedi-

ately around it, watered by streams from the surrounding

mountains, is occupied by fruitful gardens and orchards,

forming an oasis in the midst of wIde-stretchIng barrenness

and desokitlon. The numerous richly adorned mosques,

chapels, shrines, and monuments attest the former import-

ance of the city when In the zenith of its power and pro-

sperity, and lend additional brightness and picturesqueness

to its appearance as scon from a distance ; but on closer

inspection the splendour is seen to be so intermixed with

squalor and decay as to degenerate into tawdrincss. Ancient

walls about 2 miles in circumference surround the older

part of the town, but one half of the inhabited ])ortlon is

outside their boundaries. These walls were built by the

Soljuk sultans In the 13th ce.itury of largo square blocks

of stone which have evidently formed part of more ancient

edifices ; and they are flanked by square towers richly

adorned with cornices, dcmillonr couchant, eagles with

outspread wings, and Arabic in.scriptions. The gateways
are ornnnifiilcd with alto-riliuvos represcntiug figures in

procession. Great part "of the space inside the walls is

occupied by crumbling ruins of houses, and by dilapidated

mosques half-buried in rubbish and overgrown by weeds.

Of the ancient Greek city there are now no remains, but
Greek inscriptions are to be found in the ancient walls

erected by the Turkish conquerors, and bas-reliefs and
other relics have been dug up at various periods. Modern
Konleh lies to the south-west of the old town^ half of

it being outside the walls. The houses are one-storied,

unplastered, and built mostly of sun-dried bricks and wood.

Among the numerous monuments of saints and sheiks is

the famous green monument of Mevlana-Djelal-eddln-Rumi,

the poet and founder of the spinning dervishes, large

numbers of whom have taken up their quarters in the

surrounding gardens. The most beautiful building of

the city is the court mosque, with a lofty and finely

taperi-g minaret glittering with porcelain. Of the old

residence castle situated on the hiil within the bound-

aries there are now only a few remains, great part of It

having been used in building the Konak or palace of the

pasha. Adjoining the ruins of the castle there is au

old Byzantine chapel dedicated to St Thecla. Below

the castle, and forming part of the western wall of the

town, there is another fortress in a pretty good state of

preservation, and for many years used as a state prison.

The bazaar has a miserable appearance, and the principal

goods exposed for sale are English and Swiss cottons and

Nuremberg wares, the oppressive regulations of the Turkish

Government in regard to the importation of salt having

rendered the rearing of sheep wholly unprofitable, and thus

entirely destroyed the native cloth-weaving industry. The
number of dwelling-houses is about 7000, of which 150

are Armenian ; and the population numbers in all proba-

bility between 40,000 and 50,000,

Iconium was situnted on the milit.iry road between Antioch of

Pisidiix ami Dcrbe. By Strabo (.xii. 6, 1) it is spoken of as a small

town (ttoAixi'iok). hut by Pliny (//. A'., v. 25) as n very celebrated

city. Xenoplion {Annb., i. '2, 19) mentions it as the nearest

town to I'hiygia ; but Cicero (Ad Dw., in. 6-S ; .w. 4) calls it

the capital of I.ycaonia; while Ammianus JIarcellinus (xiv. 2)

reckons it as belonging to Pisidia. In the time of Tliny its terri-

tory formed a tetiarcny which embraced fouiteen cities, many of

them of considerable size. The a]iostle Paul visited Iconinm on
his first mis.sionary tour from Anlioch, and founded a Christian

community there, but on account of the hostility of the Jews he
deemed it expedient to retire to Lystra. Subsequently he twica

visited the city ; and it is the scene of the apcriyplial story of Paul

and Thecla, mentioned by many of the early f.ithers. About
this time it became a Roman colonia, its Homan name being

Claudia or Claudiconinin. A Christian synod met at Iconium

in 23.5. Under the rule of the Byzantine emperors tho city con-

tinued to nourish, but in 708 it was conqiicrcd by the Arabs and
incorporated in the caliphate. Having been conquered by the Sel-

juk Turks in 1071. Kilidj Arslan 1. in ,1097 made it hia resir

dence, and the capital of a kingdom whose rulers were reined

sultans of Iconium, and which may be regarded as tho cradle of

the Ottoman power. On May 18, 1190, Fiederick Rarbarossa, after

a victory over the Turks on the 7th, raptured the town, but failed to

storm tho castle. Prom 1214 the sultans were alternately deposed

and reinstated by the kh.ins of the Mongols, until tho dismember-

ment of the sultanate on the death of Ma.soud II. in 129-1, when
their territories were added to Caramania, wjiieh in 1392 acknow-

ledged the sovereignty of tho Porte, and in I-ISG was incor-

porated with the Ottoman empire. On SOth December 1832 tho

city was tho scene of a victory over the Turks by Ibrahim Pnsha.

Sec Kinneir, Travels in Asia Minor; Hamilton, licscnrdics in Asia

Minor ; Leake, Ocograplai of Asia Minor ; Chesney, Euphratrs

Jixpcdition ; Texicr, Asie Mineurc ; and E. Sherliiig in tho .Berlin

Zcilschrift far allgcmeine Erdkundc for 1804.

ICONOCLASTS. See Image WoRsnn-.

ICTERUS, a bird so called by clossical authors, and

supposed by Pliny to bo tho same as the Galgidus, which

nearly all writers agree in considering to bo what we now

know 03 the Golden Oriole (Oriulus galbida)} At atiy

' The number of names by which this species was known In ancient

times— C/i;'jns or dihrivn, Gulbtda {nkiu to Gdli/idus), Pajra, ailU
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rate it signified one in the plumage of which yellow or

green predominated, and hence Brisson did not take an

unhappy Ifberty when he applied it in a scientific sense

to some birds of the New World of which the same could

1)6 said. These are now held to constitute a distinct

Family) Icteridce, intermediate it would seem betwei.ii the

BuMTiNGS (vol. IV. p. 523) and St.^rlings (q. v.) ; and,

while many of them bear the vulgar name cf Troopials

(the English equivalent of the French Troupiales, first

used by Brisson), others are known as the American

Gr.\ckles (vol. xi. p. 26). The typical species of

Icterus is the Oriolus icterus of Linriieus, the Icterus

vulgaris of Daudin and modern ornithologists, an inhabi-

tant of northern Brazil, Guiana, Venezuela, occasionally

it is said visiting some .of the Antilles and of the United

States, but without much apparent proof. Thirty-three

species of the genus Icterus alone, and more than seventy

others belonging to upwards of a score of genera, are

recognized by Messrs Sclater and Salvin (iVomenc/alor, pp.

35-39) as belonging to the Neotropical Region, though a

few of them emigrate to the northward in summer. It

would of course be impossible hete to dwell upon them,

but Cassiciis and Osiinops may perhaps be named as the

most remarkable. They are nearly all gregarious birds,

•many of them with loud and in most cases, where they
have been observed, %vith melodious notes, rendering them
favourites in captivity, for they readily learn to whistle

simple tunes, which are admirably reproduced by their

clear voice. Some have a plumage wholly black, others

are richly clad, as is the well known Baltimore Oriole,

Golden Robin, or Hangnest of the United- States, Icterus

baltimore, whose brightly contrasted black and orange have
conferred upon it the name it most commonly bears in

North America, those colours being, says Catesby (Birds oj

Carolina, i. p. 48), the tinctures of the armorial bearings of

the Calverts, Lords Baltimore, the original grantees of Mary-
land, but probably more correctly those of their liveries.

The most divergent form of Iclendw seems to be that known
in the United States as the Meadow-Lark, Sturnella marina
or .?. ludoviciana, a bird which in aspect and habits has
considerable resemblance to the Larks of the Old World,
Alaudidi^, to which, however, it has no near affinity, while
Dolichonyx ort/zivorus, the Rice-bird, with its very Bunting-,
like bill, is not much less aberrant. (a. n.)

IDAHO, a north-western territory of the United States,
was originally a part of Oregon, from which it was separated
in 1863. It lies on the Pacific slope, with the e.'tception

of a small portion in its south-eastern corner, which is

drained into the Great Salt Lake of Utah. It is bounded
on the N. by British Columbia and N.E. by Montana ; on
the E. by Wyoming

; on the S. by Utah and Nevada ; and
on the W. by Oregon and Washington. The boundaries
are the meridians (llTand 117°"w. long.) and the 42d
and 49th parallels of N. lat., e.\cept that in the N.E. the
Bilterroot range separates the territory from Montana, and
the Snake river forms part of the western limit. The
area of the territory is impcri'ectly known, but'may be
set down approximately at 86,300 square miles. The mean
elevation is about 4700 feet. The lowest point, which is on
Snake river, at the mouth of the Clearwater, is about 1000
feet above the sea, while the highest mountains rise nearly
to 1 0,000 feet. The surface is very diversified ; the northern
portion is largely mountainous, with several fine broad
valleys. In the southern portion a large area within the

V.reo—may be readily, explained by its being s very common and con-
•picuous bird, as well as ono wliioh varied in plumage according to
age and sex ((y-. Oriole). Owing to its general colour, Chloris vL in
time transferred to tbe GnEENFiNxn (vol. xi. p. 165). while the names
UcMula, Parra, and Vireo have since been utilized by ornitholosists
W- JAOiMiB and JaCama). '

12—2.j»

gr-at bend of the Snake river is occupied by an immense
plaiu of basalt. South of tbe Snake the country is an
alternation of broad valleys and narrAw abrupt mountaia
ranges.

The principal mountains are the Bitterroot and Salmon
River chains, with their spurs and subordinate ranges.
They attain a height of from 8000 to nearly 10,000 feet.

The Snake River plain lies south of these mountains, ex-
tending east and west nearly across the territory. This is

a field of basalt, seamed and crevassed, with little vegeta-
tion, and that consisting principally of Artevusia. The
soil here is a shifting sand , and there is little surface
water, as the streams sink and flow underneath.
The principal river is the Snake, the south fork of the

Columbia. It is a rapid stream with numerous falls, three
of which, the American, Shoshone, and Salmon or Fishing,
are very considerable. It is navigable only in its lower
course. Several of the branches of the Snake, the Salmon,
Clearwater, and Spokane, are large streams, but are not
navigable, and are of value only for irrigation and mining
purposes.

Map of Idaho.

The climate, like that of other portions of the north-

western United States, is characterized by great aridity of

atmosphere and slight rainfall In the south the aridity

is such that large areas are almost desert ; but in the

mountainous regions of the north the rainfall i.- much
greater, and agricultural operations can bo corrica on to

some extent without irrigation. The northern part, being
principally mountainous, is covered with forests of conifers,

chiefly species of pine, spruce, fir, and tamarack. In the
open vallcjs the vegetation consists mainly of the various

kinds of grasses known collectively as "bunch grass."

On the Snake Ilivcr plains there is little vegetable growth
XII. — 88
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except Artemisia, while tlie country south and east of the

Snake is covered with this and with grasses, with a little

scattered timber {Coniferoe and aspens) on the mountains.

A rough estimate gives as the area covered by forest

.40,000 square miles, by useful grasses 25,000 square miles,

and by Artemisia 21,300 square miles.

Though the bison formerly ranged over this whole region,

it is now practically extinct. The moose is still occasionally

seen, and, rarely the Rocky Mountain goat (Aploceras

mantamis). The wapiti, the mountain sheep (Ovis mon-

tana), and various species of deer ere still abundant in

the mountains, while the antelope or pronghorn abounds

in the plains. Grizzly, black, and cinnamon bears, the

American panther, the wild cat, and the wolverine are not

unfrequently met with in the unsettled regions. Among
the smaller quadrupeds, the prairie dog and gopher are

abundant in the valleys and on the plains. Birds of many
species are plentiful, especially in the mountain regions.

Of reptiles, several species of rattlesnakes- and fizards,

including horned toads (Phrynosoma), are characteristic of

the arid plains, where they are numerous.

The southern portion of this territory has been the scene

of comparatively recent volcanic action, which has covered

enormous areas with basalt. The mountains of this portion

ere mainly of the Silurian and Carboniferous ages. The
ranges of the northern portion are known to be mainly

Eozoic; but tife geology of that section has yet to^be

investigated.

The administration of the territory is in the hands of a

governor, secretary, and chief justice, all appointed by tne

president of the United States, and a treasurer, comptroller,

and superintendent of public instruction, who, as well as

the members of the two houses of the legislature, are elected

by the people. The territory is represented in Congress by
a delegate, also elective. The population in 1880 was

32,946, distributed thus in the several counties :

—

Connty. Population.

Nc'Z l'crc« 4483
Oneida C952
Owyhee 14-27

Slioslionc 469
Washington 877

Total 32,9JG

County. rojnilfition,

Ada 4674

Alturas — 1C93
Bwr Lake 3242
Eoiso 3213
C'assiiu 1315
M,-iho 2371
Kootenai' ,.-

Lemhi 22,'«)

The principal settlements are Malade, Bois6 (the capital of

the territory), Idaho, Buenavista, and Silver City.

The agricultural, grazing, and mining interests of Idaho

are but commencing their development. In the valleys

of the southern portion the Mormons are raising abund-

ant crops of cereals, with the aid of irrigation. In the

valleys of the lower Snake, the Boisii, Clearwater, Salmon,

and Spokane rivers, wheat, oats, rye, and other grains are

cultivated to some extent. Large portions of the territory

are well adapted for grazing, and this is now being turned

to account.

The mineral wealth has not yet, owing to difficulty of

transportation, been developed to any great extent ; but it

is known to be important. Gold and silver are found, the

former both in vein and in placer deposits. The principal

vein deposits now being worked are in the Salmon River

and Owyhee mountains. Placers have been worked in

nearly every county of tho territory, and have paid well.

During the year 1880 many now and rich deposits have

been discovered in tho Wood River district, in tho Salmon
River mountains, and there has been a considerable influx

of mining population.

The Utah and Northern Railroad crosses tho south-

eastern poilion of the territory, from Utah to Montana.

Tte total number of Indians in Idaho is- about COOO,

' Unorj»iini7.cd, and attached to Nei PerciS county.

consisting of the tribes known as the Nez Perc^ Ban-
nack, Shoshone, Cceur d'Alfene, Spokane, Fend' Oreille,

and Kootenai. They are under the control of the Govern-
ment, and most are settled on reservations. (h. g.*")

IDIOCY. See Insanity.

IDLE, a town of the West Riding of Yorkshire, in the
parish of Calverley, is pleasantly situated on an eminence
near the river Aire, on the Great Northern Railway, 9

miles north-west of Leeds and 3 north of Bradford. The
staple manufacture is woollen cloth ; there are also

worsted mills, and a cotton-warp factory. There are

several stone and slate quarries in the neighbourhood.

The church of the Holy Trinity, erected in 1830 in the

Later English style, is a handsome structure with
embattled tower crowned with pinnacles; and there are

national and other schools, an oddfellows' hall, a mechanics'

institute, and a church institute. The population (includ-

ing Windhill, which is a separate vicarage) in 1861 was
9155, and in 1871 it had reached 12,036. .—'.,...-.-.

\

. IDOLATRY. The word elSwXoXaTpti'o (idololatria,

afterwards shortened occasionally to elSokarpda, idolatria)

occurs in all four times in the New Testament, viz., in 1

Cor. s. 14, GaL v. 20, 1 Pet. iv. 3, Col. iii. 5. In the last

of these passages it is used, obviously in a typical sense, to

describe the sin of covetousnoss or " mammon-worship."
In the other places it Is employed in its natural sense, but

with the utmost generality, to indicate all the rites and
practices of those special forms of Paganism with which
Christianity first came into collision. It can only be

understood by reference to the LXX., where {rSuXof (like

the word " idol " in A.V.) occasionally translates indiffer-

ently no fewer than sixteen words by which in the Old
Testament tho objects of what the later Jews called

"strange worship" (^11 •^'P^V.) are denoted (see Trom-
mius, CoiKordantia:). In the widest acceptation of the^

word, idolatry in any form is absolutely forbidden in

the second commandment, which runs " Thou shalt not

make unto thee a graven image
;
[and] to no vi.siblc shai^e

in heaven above, or in the earth beneath, or in the water

under the earth, shalt thou bow down or render service
"

(see Decalocue, vol. vii. p. 15). For some account of

the Various interesting questions connected with the many
practical departures from this law which are recorded in

the history of the Israelites the reader is referred to the

article Jews ; those differences as to the inteq'rctation of

the prohibition which have so seriously divided Cbristendora

are discussed under the head of Imacie AVorsiiip.

In the ancient church, idolatry was naturally rsckoned

among those magna crimina or great crimes against the

first and second commandment;, which involved the highest

ecclesiastical censures. Not only were those, who had gone

openly to heathen temples and partaken in tho sacrifices

(sacrificati) or burnt incense (thuri8cati)held guilty of this

crime ; the same charge, in various degrees, was incurred

by tho libellatici, whoso renunciation of idolatry had been

private merely, or who otherwise had used unworthy
means to evade persecution, by those also who had feigned

themselves mad to avoid sacrificing, by all promoters and
cncouragers of idolatrous rites, and by idol makers, incense

sellers, and architects or builders of structures connected

with idol worship. Idolatry was made a crime against tho

state by the laws of Constantius (CoJ. Theod., xvi. 10. 4, 6)

forbidding all s.icrifices on pain of death, and still more by
tho statutes of Theodosius (Cod. Theod., xvi. 10. 12)
enacted in 392, in which sacrifice and divination were
declared treasonable and [punishable with death ; the use of

lights, incense, garlands, and libations was to involve the

forfeiture of house and Land where thoy weVe used ; and all

who entered Leatlien temples wore to be Cued. See Bing-
ham, Aniiqq., bk. xvi. c. 4.
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IDRIA, a mining town in Austria, in the duchy of

Carniola and circle of Loitsch, situated in a narrow

AJpine valley on the river Idrizza, 28 mUes north-north-

east of Trieste. It is the seat of a circle court aud of an

oftice of mines, the building used for which is the old castle

of Gewetkencgg or Gewerkenburg, built in IS?? by the

miners during the lordship of the Venetian repubUc. The
town also possesses a handsome church, a high 'school, a

mining school, and a theatre. Linen weaving, lace making,

and gin distilling employ a considerable number of the

inhabitants, but the origin and prosperity of the town are

due to the rich mines of quicksilver which were accidentally

discovered in 1497. Since 1580 they have been under the

management of the Government. The mercurial ore lies

in a bed of clay slate, and is found both mingled with

schist and in the form of cinnabar. A special excellence of

the ore is the guatness of the yield of pure metal campared

with the amount of the refuse. The mine is reached by a

shaft 150 fathoms, deep, and the descent is accomplished

partly by means of ladders and partly by steps cut out of

tbe solid rock. The number of miners employed is about
five hundred ; they wear a peculiar uniform. Formerly the

mines were wrought by etate prisoners, but notwithstanding

the unhealthiness of the employment it is now largely

sought after on account of the high wages offered to the

workmen, as well as the pension allowed them when
du^abled, and the provision that is made for their widows
and oqjhaji.s. In 1870 improved ovens for smelting the

ore were erected.- The yearly yield of. the mines is about
290 tons. The population of Idri* in 1869 was 3813.

IDfllSI. SeeEoRisi.
IDUMEA ClSov/tai'a) is the Greeli form of the Bcbrew

Edom (Qi.X), a district south of the- Holy Land. The
name Edom is restricted in the Biblo to the mountain
country south-east of the Dead Sea, and- to the chain of

Mount Hor near Petra. The word means " red," and the

title was no doubt derived from the red colour of the cliffs

of Nubian sandstone, which form the greater part of this

chain. The coast or desert of Edom was bounded by the

desert of Zin (the present 'Arabah) on the \V., by tbe

desert of Paran on the S.W., and extended as far as Ezion-.

geber and Eloth, at the head of thepulfof Akabah. It is

identified with Mount Seir, the possession of Esau (Gen.
xxxii. 3). In later times, however, we find that the term
Idumea receives a considerable extension, embracing all the

pastoral country south of Judjea, and extending even
within the borders of Phihstia. Bethsura {Beit Sur), Acra-

battioe (Acrabbim), and Hebron are in 1 Mace. iv. and v
alluded to as within or near its limits

By Josephtts the term Idumea is used with this more
extended meaning, embracing an area of 3000 square
miles. It answers to the Biblical term Negcb ("dry")
applied to the south country, where the formation is a soft

chalk, and which is inhabited by nomadic pastoral tribes

J^sephus divides the Idumean district into minor divisions,
viz., (1) Gobalitis ("mountains"), the original Seir or
Edom

; (2) Amalekitis (" the land of Amalek "), west of

the former; (3) Acrabattine ("the scorpion land"), the
ancient Acrabbim south-west of the Dead Sea. The
frontier towns on the north were Tekoa, Bethsur*, and
Bethgubrin (Bekji'Mn), and among the more important
places within the district were Hebron, Petra, Arad, Malatha
(Tell el^ Milk), Beersheba, Rehoboth, Elusa (A'/4atea/(),

Eboda {'Abdeh), Ice. Josephus speaks of Upper Idumea,
apparently the district round Hebron, and enumerates
Begabris {Beii jibr'm) and Caphar Topha (Tufuh, near
Hebron) among its towns.

In the Talmud Elcutheropolis (Beii jibrtn) is placed in

Idumea {.Viilrash Yalkut, Gen. xxxiii., and Dereshilh
Jiubba, ch. vL): Jerome defines Idumea as extending from

Eleutheropolis to Petra and Eloth. The south boundary
of the Holy Land, as defined in the Tahuud, included
Idumea, the reason being that the Idumeans had embraced
Judaism about 140 B.C. (Joseph., Ant., xiii. 9, 1). Strabo
(lib. xvi.) speaks of the Edomites as of Nabathean or Arab.
origin. Pliny {II. A\, v. 12) makes the country extend
southwards to the Serbonian bog (near the present Port
Said). Ptolemy (v 15), in the middle of the 2d century,
restricts the name to a district west of Jordan, including
Elusa {Khatasah) and Geramaruris=i[probably Jtmrdrah in

the Hebron hills). The original Edom is called by this

geographer Arabia Petrsea.

The aboriginal inhabitants of Idumea were the Borim
or " cave dwellers " expelled by Esau. Mount Seir is said
to have been named after one of their chiefs (Gen. xxxvi.

20, Deut. ii. 1 2). Jerome speaks of tbe natives of this

country as still dwelling in caves, and in common with tbe
Talmudic writers attributes to them the great caverns at

Eleutheropolis. The inhabitants appear to have been
always nomadic and pastoral, they were mingled with the
Jews (tribe of Simeou) and with the Hittites. At the
time of the great siege of Jerusalem the Idumeans fought
in concert with the Jews (Jos., B. J., vL S, 2), and the

Romans applied the name Idumea very loosely to the whole
of southern Palestine, including even Jerusalem. At the

present day the habit of living in caverns is very marked'in
this district, the rock being soft and easily excavated. The
soil is generaOy a soft white marl, producing a rich herbage
in sfning, and supporting numerous flocks. (c. R. c.)

IFFLAND, August Wilhelm (1759-1814), a Ger.

man actor and dramatic author, was born in Hanover
on the 19th of April 1759. His father was registrar at

the war office of Hanover, and intended that his son should
be a clergyman. Young Iflland, however, preferred the

stage to theology, and at the age of eighteen went to Gotha
in order to prepare himself for a theatrical career. At that

time the greatest actor in Germany was Eckhof, a man of

undoubted genius, for whom Lessing repeatedly expressed
the warmest admiration in his Hambur^isc/ie Dramalurgie.
Iffland was fortunate enough to receive instruction fron.

him in Gotha, and under his guidance made such rapid

progress that he was able in 1779 to accept aa engagement
at the theatre in Mannheim, then the most famous of the
German theatres. He soon stood high in his profession,

and extended his reputation by frequently apjiearing at the

leading theatres in differen^ parts of the country. In 1796
he settled in Berlin, where he became director of the

national theatre of Prussia; and in 1811 he was made
general director of all representations before royalfy. On
the 22d of September 1814 he died. His plays are

almost entirely destitute of imagination ; but they display

a thorough mastery of the technical necessities of the

stage, and a remarkable power of devising effective situa-

tions His best characters are simple and natural, fond of

domestic life, but too much given to the utterance of sea-

timental commonplace. His best known plays are Di«
Jaijer, Dieastpflicht, Die Advocaten, Die MUndel, arid Die
Ilixgestohen, all of which ar£ still occasionally represented.

Iffland was a dramatic critic as well as a dramatic author,

and German actors place high value on the reasonings and
hints respecting their art which are to be found in his

Almanachfur das Theater. As an actor he fell far short of

his master, Eckhof, whose style was marked by spontane.i-y

and passion, while IfBand's acting always bore traces of

elaborate study. Hence he failed in great tragical parta

;

but he was unexcelled in his day in the skill with which
he interpreted dramatic conceptions representing the course
of ordinary middle class life. Within these limits he was
almost •qually distinguished in his cajiacity for rendering
comic and pathetic effects. In 1798-1802 Iffland issued
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his Dramatic Worl;s (with an autobiography) in 16 volumes,

to which, ia 1807-9, he added 2 volumes of New Dramatic

Works. Two selections from his writings were afterwards

published, the one in 10, the other in 11 volumes.

See K. Duncker, Iffland in scincn Schriflcn als KiinsUer, Lehrcr,

und Director der bcrlinor Biihne ; and Koffka, Inland undJDalberg.

IGLAU, or JiHLAVA, one of the oldest towns of Moravia,

and second only to Briinn in respect of size and population,

is situated about 50 miles west-north-west of that city,

and on the right bank of the Iglawa, close to the Bohemian

frontier, in 49° 25' N. lat. and 15° 3-4' E. long. Iglau

is the capital of a circle of the same name, the seat of tlie

judicial authorities, and the military headquarters of the

district. It consists of the town proper and the suburbs

of Frauen, Pirnitzer, and Spital. Among the principal

buildings are the churches of St James, St Ignatius,

St John, and St Paul, the town-hall, a gymnasium, a liigh

school, a military seminary, civil and criminal courts,

several hospitals, and the barracks formed from a monastery

abolished by order of the emperor Joseph II. There is also a

fine cemetery, containing some remarkable monuments. The

industrial establishments comprise cloth and linen weaving,

paper, earthenware, and glass factories; potash, vinegar, and

dye works ; tanneries, iron foundries, a large brewery, and

an extensive cigar factory, employing over 2000 hands.

Fairs are periodical!'- held in the town; and the trade in

timber, cereals, and linen and woollen goods is generally

brisk. The population in 1870 amounted to about 20,200,

most of whom were Germans or of German extraction.

At a very early date Iglau enjoyed exceptional privileges, and

they were confirmed by King Wenceslaus III. in the year 1250.

Tlie town-hall contains a collection of municipal and mining laws

dating as far back as 1389. At Iglau, oa July 5, 1436, the treaty

was made with the Hussites, by wliich Sigisniund was acknow-
ledged King of Bohemia. A granite column near the town marks
the spot where Ferdinand I., in 1527, swore fidelity to the Bo-

hemian states. During the. Thirty Years' War Iglau was twice

captured by the Swedes. In 1742 it fell into the hands of tli«

Prussians, and 'n December 1805 the Bavarians under Wrede were

defeated near the town by the archduke Ferdinand d'Este.

IGLESIAS, a town of Sardinia, capital of a district in

the province of Cagliari, is beautifully situated amongst
limestone hills about 3 miles from the west coast, and at

the terminus of a railway line from Cagliari, 34 miles west-

north-west from that town. It is the seat of the suffragan

bishop of Cagliari, and possesses a cathedral, an episcopal

palace, four convents, a Jesuit college, and the ruins of

old fortifications. The town is abundantly supplied with

water from various spring.?. The surrounding country is

highly productive, and there is an active trade in wine, oil,

fruits, cheese, corn, and other agricultural products. Lead
and zinc are obtained in the neighbourhood. The popula-

tion of the town in 1871 was GUSO.

IGL6, formerly Neudoef, a mining town of North
Hungary, in the county of Szepes or Zips, is pleasantly

situated on the Herndd, and on the Kaschau-Oderberg lino

of railway, about 5 miles south of LiJcso (Leutschau), in

48° 56' N. lat. and 20° 33' E. long. Among tho few public

buildings are Lutheran and Roman Catholic churches, a

gymnasium, a teachers' seminary, a circuit court, and tho

usual Government offices. There are, moreover, factories

for the manufacture of stoneware, fuller's earth, linen, and

paper ; also sawmills, steam flour mills, and iron foundries.

In the vicinity are extensive iron and copper mines and
Btov quarries. Tho inhabitants of the town and neighbour-

hood arc chiefly employed in mining, bee-keeping, flax-

growing, agriculture, and trade. The [lopulation (including

that of Great and Littlo Igl6-IInilecz) amounts to GG91,

mostly German by nationality and Lutheran by creed.

Igl6 was formerly tho capital of the sixteen privileged Zips

towns, and its origin may be traced to Saxon colonists of

the 12th century.

IGNATIUS, St. See Apostolic Fathers, vol. ii. p. 19G.

IGNATIUS DE LOYOLA, St. See Lovola.
IGNOKANTINES {Freres Ignoranlins), as the Brethren

of the Christian Schools [Freres des Fcoles Chrctiennes) are

commonly though improperly called, are a religious frater-

nity founded at Kheims in 1679, and formally organized

in 1683, by the priest Jean-Baptiste de La Salle, for the

purpose of affording a free education, especially in religion,

to the children of the poor. Tlie name Iguorantine was
given either on account of the low class of the pupils, ur

from a clause in the rules of the order forbidding its

members to learn or teach Latin. Other popular names
applied to tho order are Freres de Saint-yon, from the

house at Rouen, which was their headquarters from 1705
till 1770, Freres d, quatre bras, from their hanging sleeves,

and Freres Fouetteurs, from their former use of the whip

(J'ouet) in punishments. The brethren, although nut

allowed by their rules to enter holy orders, take the usual

vows of chastity, poverty, and obedience. They are dis-

tinguished by a peculiar coarse black dress, con.sistiiig of a

cassock, a hooded cloak with hanging sleeves, and a broad-

brimmed hat. The order, approved by Pope Benedict

XIII. in 1725, rapidly spread over France, and although

expelled after the Revolution of 1789, was recalled by

Napoleon in 1803, and formally recognized by the French

Government in 1808. Since then its members have pene-

trated into nearly every country of Europe, and into

America, Asia, and Africa. In Franco alone they number
more than 1300 schools for young and old, attended by

upwards of 300,000 pupils, taught by some 8000 masters.

See Histoire da VbierabU J.-B. de la Salle, by A. Ravelct,

2d ed., Paris, 1874.

IGUALADA, a town of Spain, in the province of Bar-

celona, is situated on the left bank of the Noya, in a rich

agricultural and vinebearing country, 32 miles north-west

of Barcelona. It consists of an old and a new town, tho

former dilapidated and dirty, with narrow and irregular

streets and the remains of a fortress and ramparts, while

the latter possesses regular and spacious streets and many
fine houses. Among the public buildings are an old Gothic

church, a town-hall, two conventual buildings, a clerical

college, a hospital, and military barracks. The former

commercial prosperity of Igualada has now much declined,

but its industries are still considerable, and comprise cotton

spinning, cotton and woollen weaving, and ihe manufac-

ture of firearms, leather, hats, and brandy. There is also

some trade in corn. Population in 1877, 11,883.

IGUANA (Ifjuanidw), a family of lizards belonging to

the suborder Pachyglossce or " thick-tongued," and compris-

ing 56 genera and 236 species. With a single undoubted

exception, all the genera of this extensive family belong

to tho New World, being specially charooteristic of the

Neotropical region, where they occur u3 far south as

Patagonia, while extending northward into tho warmer

jiarts of the Nearctic region as far as California and British

Columbia. Tho single non-American genus —Braeliylojihus

—occurs in the Fiji Islands. The iguanas are characterized

by tho peculiar form of their teeth, these being round at

the root and blade-like, with serrated edges towards tlie

tip, resembling in this respect the gigantic extinct reptile

iguanodon. The typical forms belonging to this family

are distinguished by the large dewlap or pouch situated

beneath the head and neck, and by the crest, composed

of slender elongated scales, which extends in gradually

diminishing height from the nape of tho neck to the

extremity of the tail. The latter organ is very long,

slender, ond compressed, while its vertebra\ in common

with those of certain other lizards, possess thin unossified

septa traversing their centres. It is owing to tho weakness

thus produced in their vertebral column that, when caught
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by tlie tail, they are able to part so readily with the

portion seized. The tongue is generally short and not

deeply divided at its extremity, nor is its base retracted into

a sheath; it is always moist and covered with a glutinous

secretion. The prevailing colour of the iguanas is green

;

and, as the majority of them are arboreal in their habits,

such colouring may be generally regarded as protective.

Those on the other hand which reside on the ground have

much duller, although as a rule equaUy protective hues;

th"us Darwin observed oi\ the shore at Bahia a terrestrial

member of this family, which from its mottled appearance

could hardly be distinguished from the surrounding surface.

Iguanas, however, possess to an extent only exceeded by
the chameleon the power of changing their colours, their

brilliant green becoming transformed in an instant, under

the influence of fear or irritation, into more sombre hues

nud even into black. They differ greatly in size, from a

few inches to several feet in length. One of the largest

and most widely distributed is the common iguana (Iguana
tuherculata), which occurs in South America and the West
Indies. It attains a length of 5 feet, and is of a greenish

"^"P^m^

Igii^na.

colour occasionally mixed with brown, while the tail is

surrounded with alternate rings of those colours. Its food
consists of vegetable substances, which it obtains from the
forest trees among whose branches it lives and in the
hollows of which it deposits its eggs. These are of an
oblong shape, about an inch and a half in length, and are
said by travellers to be very pleasant eating, especially
when taken raw, ns they usually are, and mixed with
farina. They are timid, defenceless animals, depending
for safety on the comparative inaccessibility of their arboreal
haunts and their protective colouring, which is rendered
even more cfTectivo by their remaining still on the
approach of danger. Otherwise they exhibit few signs
of animal intelligence. "The iguana," says Bates (The
i\ aluralisl cm the A mazon), " is one of the stupidest animals
I ever met. The one I caught dropped helplessly from a
tree just ahead of me ; it turned round for a moment to
have an idiotic stare at the intruder, and then set off run-
ning along the path. I ran after it and it then stopped ns

a timid dog would do, crouching down and permitting nie

to seize it by the neck and carry it off." Along with several

other species- the common iguana is much sought after in

tropical America; the natives esteem its flesh a delicacy,

and capture it by slipping a noose round its neck as it sits

in fancied security on the branch of a tree. Although -

chiefly arboreal, many of the iguanas take readily to the

water ; and there is at least one species, Oreocephalm
cristaUts, which leads for the most part an aquatic life.

These marine lizards occur only in the Galapagos Islands,

where they are never seen more than "20 yards inland,

while they may often be observed in companies several

hundreds of yards from the shore, swimming with great

facility by means of their flattened tails. Their feet are

all more or less webbed, but in swimming they are said to

keep these organs motionless by their sides. Their food
consists of marine vegetation, to obtain which they dive
beneath the water, where they are able to remain, without
coming to the surface to breathe, for a very considerable

time. Though they are thus the most aquatic of lizards,

Mr Darwin, who studied their habits during his visit to those
islands, states that when frightened they will not enter the
water. Driven along a narrow ledge of rock to the edge
of the sea, they preferred capture to escape by swimming,
while if thrown into the water they immediately returned
to the point from which they started. A land species

belonging to the allied genus Traclujcephalus also occurs
in the Galapagos, which differs from most of its kind in

forming burrows in the ground.

IGUANOPON, a genus of extinct Dinosaurian reptiles,

the remains of which have been found in greatest abund-
ance in the Wealden, a delta formation of the south-east of
England. They also occur, though more sparingly, in the
Lower Greensand, where lately (1879) Professor Prestwich
announced the discovery in the " Kimnieridge Clay" of

what are as yet the earliest known remains of these reptiles.

Although no complete skeleton of the iguanodon has been
found, such bones of it as have been obtained prove it to

have been one of the largest terrestrial animals known.
Thus its femur in one instance measured from 4 to 3 feet

in length, with a circumference of 22 inches at its

narrowest part. These and other measurements led Dr
Mantell—the original discoverer of It/uanodoH—and others

to conclude that it probably attained a length of from 50
to 60 feet. Its front limbs appear to have been small,

while the hind pair attained enormous development, and
from the structure of the latter, which may be regarded
as intermediate between those of existing reptiles and of

birds, the iguanodon is supposed to have either habitually

or occasionally walked on its hind legs like a bird. This
supposition is rendered all the more probable by the
discovery in the same strata of gigantic three-toed footsteps

in pairs such as might have been formed by the iguanodon
had it walked in this bipedal manner. The teeth of these

animals formed one of their most marked characteristics,,

—

bearing a striking resemblance to the teeth of existing

iguanas in their blade-like form and serrated edges, but
differing from these as well as from those of all other known
reptiles in internal structure. Like existing iguanas they
were probably herbivorous, using their teeth for cutting

and tearing their tough vegetable food ; unlike these,

however, they appear to have used their teeth also for the

purpose of mastication. This is shown by the deeply worn
condition in many cases of the crowns of their teeth, which,

from being sharp and incisor-like, gradually assumed a
molar-like form. As the old teeth were thus reduced by
" tear and wear," they were gradually replaced by a fresh

dental crop. The front portion of the jaws was destitute

of teeth, the upper part being beak-like, while the lower
was hollowed out like the same region in the ))arrot.
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Professor Owen regards this as an arrangement to facilitate

the protrusion of what was probably a long prehensile

tongue—an organ which the iguanodon may be supposed

to have employed in stripping the foliage from the trees.

There is no fos^U ever nee to show that it possessed either

scutes, scales, or any other form of dermal armour.

IGUVIUM. See Eugvbink Tables and Guudio.

ILCHESTER, formerly Ivelchester, a market-town of

Somersetshire, is situated in the valley of the river Ivel or

Yeo, 33 miles south -south-west of Bath, and 5 miles uorth-

nurth-east of Yeovil- railway station. It is connected by a

stone bridge with the village of Northovcr on the other

side of the river. The principal buildings are the parish

church of St Mary, an old edifice in the Early English

style, with a small octagonal tower, and the town-hall.

It possesses almshouses, founded in 1426, and national

schools. -There are no manufactures or trade, and the

importance of the town belongs wholly to the past. Under
the Romans it was a military station, arid bore the name
of Ischalis. Anciently it was a place of considerable es-

tent, and was defended by walls and a deop moat. Traces

of these furtifications are still to be found, and numerous
Roman remains have been discovered at difl'erent periods.

During a rebellion against William Rufiis in 1088, the

town was successfully defended against Robert Mowbray,
one of the leaders of the insurgents. Before the Reform
Act of 1832, when it was disfranchised, Ilchoster returned

two members to parliament. The county jail was there until

1846 The population of the town in 1871 was 751.

"

ILE-DE-FRANCE, an old district of France, forming a

kind of island, bounded by the Marne, the Seine, the

pise, the Aisne, and the Ourcq. Until the end of the

Carlovingiaa dynasty it was included in the domains of

the crown. The government of Ilede-France, named after

this district, now embraces the department of the Seine,

together with the greater part of Seine-et-Oise, Seine-ct

Marne, Oise, and Aisne, and a small part of Loiret and

Nifevre. It was bounded on the N. by Picardy, on the \V.

by Normandy, on the S. by Orlciannais and I^ivernais, and
on the E. by Champagne. Its capital was Paris.

ILFRACOMBE, a market-town, seaport, and watering-

place of Devonshire, is picturesquely situated on the

Bristol Channel, and at the terminus of a branch of the

London and South-Western Railway, 1 1 miles north by
west of Barnstaple, and 50 miles north-west by west of

Exetsr. The parish is under the government of a local

board of health, established in 1857. The old town, built

on the cliffs above the harbour, con.sists of a principal

street about a mile in length, with smaller streets branching

off from it. Behind the old town many fine villas and

marine residences rise in beautiful terraces commanding
picturesque and magnificent views. The heights or torrs

overspread with foliage form a sort of semicircle round

the town, stretching westwards to a considerable distance
;

and it is sheltered from the sea by the Capstone Rock.

Hillsborough Rock, on the east side of the harbour, wilh'a

height of about 500 feet, has near its summit some remains

supposed to be of Celtic origin. On Lantern Rock, at tho

west sido of tho harbour, a lighthouse has been erected.

For access to the bathing ground, which is confined to a

few small coves at the foot of tho rocks, threo tunnels have
been cut through tho solid rock. Inland the country pre-

sents a beautiful variety of hill and dale, clothed with

woods and possessing a rich and luxuriant vegetation.

The principal public buildings are the jmrish church, dating

from the 12th century, and recently restored, and St

Philip and St James's. Church, recently erected at a cost of

over XIO.OOO, the townhall erected in 1800, tho market-
house of the same date, the baths, and the assembly rooms
Waterworks were completed iu 1806 al a cost of «C7000.

The harbour, formed wholly of a natural basin, admits
vessels of- more than 200 tons burden, and there is a pier

850 feet in length. Herring fishing is prosecuted, but the
shipping trade has considerably declined. The population
of the parish, which in 1861 was 3851, was 4721 in 1871.

.The name of the toivn is differently spelt in old documents, the
variations being HfordscomV, Alfredscoiube, Alfrincombe, Ill'ar-

coml>e, and Ilfvidcombe. In the latter part of the 13th century it

obtained a grant for holding a fair and market, aud iu the reign of
Edward III. it was a place of sucli importance as to supply hiia
witli six ships and ninety-six men for his armament agaiHst Calais
During tho Parliamentai-y war, being gairisoned for the Round-
heads, it was in 1644 captured by the Royalists, but in 1646 it fell

into the bauds of Fairfj

ILHAVO, a town of Portugal, province of Beira and dis-

trict of Alveiro, is situated on the Atlaqtic Ocean, 8 miles
south-west of Alveiro and 34 north-west of Coimbra. It is

inhabited chiefly by fishermen, but has a celebrated manu-
factory of glass and porcelain, the Vista-Alegre, at which th-i

art of glass-cutting has reached a high degree of perfection.

Salt is largely exported. The population is about 6000.
ILI, one of the principal rivers of Central Asia, in what

is now the Russian province of Semiryetchensk. The
head-stream, called the Tekes (French form, Tekesse), rises

at a height of 11,600 feet in the Ulabas mountains, which
lie to the E. of Lake Issyk-kul, about 79° 50' E. long, and
42° 40' X. lat. At first it flows eastward and north-

eastward through a mountainous gorge which gradually
widens into a- valley of considerable breadth between the

Tian-Shan range on the south and the Kara-Tau and tha

Temur-likor Nan-Shan on the north. Meeting the Kunges
(French form, Koungesse) from the east, the river takes a
westerly direction ; and under the name of Hi it continue*

to hold westward for about 300 miles, to the neighbour-

hood of the mihtary post of Hi or Ilijsk iu 77° 5' E. long.

The valley between^79° 30' aud 82° E. long, is about 50
miles wide, and the portion above tho town of Kuldja (Old
Kuldja) is fertile and populous, Tarantchi villages following

.each other in rapid succession, and the pastures being well

stocked with sheep and cattle and horses. At Hysk the

river turns north-west, and at length, after traversing a
district of desert and marsh, it falls by at least seven

mouths into the Balkhash Lake, tho first bifurcation of

the delta taking place about 115 miles up the river. From
Old Kuldja te New Kuldja, according to Captain Fischer

(1871), the Ili is navigable for only two and a half

months at most, and even then considerable difiicnlty is

occasioned by the shoals and banks. From New Kuldja

to Ilijsk (280 miles) navigation is ca.sy when tho water is

high, and practicable even at its lowest condition. The
section from Ilijsk to Lake r.ulkhash (about 240 miles)

was explored in 1856 nt the inetanco of Mr Kutznezoff,

who had a boat built on the lake and towed up stream
;

he found a passable channel all the way, but no practical

use has since been made of it. E.xcept in tho deltaic portion,

tho river has a rapid current and the water is turbid. At
Ilijsk there is a ferry on the road from Kopal to Vyonioe.

Tho principal tributaries of tho Ili are the Kash, tho

Belluluko, and the Kiir-Tcharyn. A vast number of

streams flow towards it from the mountains on both sides,

but the great proportion of them are used np by the irri-

gation canals, and never reach their natural goal Tho
wealth of coal in tho valley is said to be great, and the

Chinese worked gold and silver with profit. Fort Ili sr

Ilijsk, a modern Russian establishment, must not he con-

founded with Ili, the old capital of the Chinese piovinco

of tho same name. The latter, otherwise known as lioi-

yuan-tchen. Now Kuldja (Oulia), or Mantchu Kuldju, vas

formerly -n city of 70,000 inhabitants, bnt now lies com

l.k'lcly deserted. Old Kuldja, Tatar Kuldja, or Nin Yuar

is now the principal town of tho district; See Kuldja-
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Sec iR.icrand Hclmerscn, Bnlragesnr l\oin(nisst!es Hii'^s^Hcirlirs,

ix.\ Senu-now in Petcrniann's .\fitth<-ilunge)if ISfiS , Shuar Jio^s.

hup. ; K;ullnir, '*Pas Ui-Thal und soiite Bewohner," in Petermann's
ijitthfiluntjcn, 1S66 ; Hellwald, Die Jiiisscn in Ccntmlnsicn ; Vam-
»ory, "The Tekes Ynlley," in Ocean Highiidys, rol. i. ; Scwci^o*-,

Cr/orschiinq dcs TMan-Shan-Ocbirgssgstcm (1875); A. W. Dilki?,

' On the Valley of the Hi," in Proc. Roy. Gcog. Soc., If71.

ILIOS, or ILILi^^ Seo Troy.

ILKESTOX, a market-town of Derbyshire, is situated

Dn a bill commanding fine views of tlic Ercwasli valley,

and on the Erewash branch line of tlie Midland Railway,

8 miles west by north of Nottingkun, and 9 oast-north-

east of Derby. The town is under the government of a

local board of health, and has a county court. The prin-

cipal buildings are the parish church of St Mary's in the

Norman and Early English style, with lofty pinnacled

tower; the town-hall erected in 186S; and the mechanic's

institute. National schools have been recently erected.

The manufactures of the town are principally hosiery and

lace, and various kinds of stoneware. Coal and iron are

wrought in the neighbourhood. An alkaline mineral spring,

resembling the seltzer water of Germany, was discovered

in 1S30, and baths were thou erected, which were after-

wards extended. The waters are used both externally

and internally, and are eilicacious in rheumatism, gout,

spinal affections, liver complaints, and kindred ailments.

The principal constituents of the water are carbonic acid,

sulphuric acid, muriatic aciJ, lime, magnesia, and soda.

The town, which is very ancient, obtained a grant for

a market and fair in 1251., It was formerly the scat

of *ho assizes, which were transferred to Nottingham on
account of the jilague. The population of the parish

in 18C1 was 8374, and of the town 3330, and the popu-

lation of the parish and local board district in 1871 was
9602.

ILLE-ET-VILATNE, a maritime department of France,

formed out of part of the old province of Brittany, is

situated on the north-west coast, between 47° 38' and 48"

37' N. lat. and 1° and 2° 14' W. long. It is bounded on

the N. by the sea and the department of Manche, on the

E. by Mayenne, on the S. by Loire-Infiirieure, and on the

W. by Morbihan and Cotes du-Nord. *It takes its name
from its two principal rivers, the Ille and the Vilaino.

The former joins the Vilaine at Rennes after a course of

18 miles through the department, and the latter, which
rises in Mayenne, flows ]);ist the towns of Vitr(5, Rennes,

end lledon. The stream is tidal up to the port of Redon,
and is navigable for barges as far as Rennes. -The Vikine
receives the Mcu and the Seiche, which are both navigable.

There are two other navigable streams, the Airon and tho

Uance. The Ille-et-Ranoe canal connects the town of

Rennes with those of Dinan and St Malo. The depart-

ment forms one vast plateau, broken by ranges of low
hills, which decline on the one side to the English Channel
and on tho other to the Bay of Biscay. The sea-coast line

Is partly rocky and partly marshy, the marshy portions

being in many places defended against the encroachments of

the sea by artificial dams. There are also morasses in many
parts of the interior, with a number of stagnant lako.% a
circumstance which renders the atmosphere very humid.
The sky is seldom bright, for the south-west wind.s, while

they keep the temperature mild, also bring frequent
showers, and in sjiring and autumn thick fogs prevail.

The soil is thin and not very fertile, but lately has been
improved by tho use of arlifirinl manure. The only truly

fruitful portion is that round Dol. About two-thirds of

the soil is under culture, one-ninth in meadows, one-fifteenth

fn wood, and one-sixth waste. Cereals of all kinds are

grown, but. the piincipal are- wheat, rye, and barley.

Potatoes, flour, and hemp are also largely grown, and
tobaccj is cultivated to some extent. Apples anrl pears

arc the principal fruit, and the cider of t?iO Mnton of Ool
has a high reputation. The vine is cultivated in tho
southern districts. Cheese, said to equal (iruyerc, is made
in considerable quantities, and the butter of Rennes has a
reputation equal to that of the best in France. Largo
numbers of horses and cattle are raised. The Jiorses

belong to tho small hardy Breton breed, and are much iu
demand as post and artillery horses. Notwithstanding tho
extent of heath land very few sheep arc kept. The principal

manufactures are leather, sea-salt, glass, paper, and li.nen.

Iron ore is obtained in coasidcrable quantities, and thcro
are also lead and zinc mines as well as slate quarries. Tho
population is of Celtic origin, and the dialect is a mixture
of Celtic and French. Ilfe-et Vilaine is divided into the
arrondissements of Fougeres, St Malo,' Montfort, Redon,
Rennes, and Vitre, with 43 cantons and 350 communes.
The chief town is Rennes, and the principal seaport St
Malo. The dejiartment has an area of 2.597 square miles.

The population in 1872 was .')S9,532, and in 1870 it hact

reached 602.712..

ILLINOIS.

ILLINOIS, one of the United States of America, is

Ibe eighth state admitted to the Union atler the
.
adoption of the federal constitution, and by the

census of 1890 is the third in rank of population. It
extends from 36° 56^ to 42° 30' N. lat., and 87° 35^ to
91° 40^ W. long. It is 388 miles long and 212 wide, and
contains an area of 56,650 square miles, or 36,256,008
acres. -It is bounded on the north by 'Wisconsin, oa
the east by lake Michigan and the state of Indiana,
from which it is separated in part by the Wabash river,
on the Boulh by tlie conHueni rivers Missis'-ippi and
Oliio. which separate it from ihe stales of Kentucky
and Missouri, and on ihe west by Ihe river Mississippi,
which sepiirales itfroin the slates of Missouri and Iowa.

I'opDifraphy.—The slate of Illinois is in the main
level, with few hills and no mountains The surface is
an inclined plane gently descending from the north-
east in a sonlhwest direction toward the Mississippi.
Along the river tioltomii tbe soil is of vegetable
mold 40 feet in depth. On these bottoms heavy crops
of maize have been raised for many years without
manuring. Geologisis are now quile unanimously of
the opinion that the whole state was once the bed of an
immense freshwater lake. The theory is also advanced
that in former ages the waters of the great lakes flowed
into the Gulf of Mexico through the channels of the
Illinois and Ihe Mississippi rivers The soil is of el

diluvial character, formed of the decayed vegetation,
and (he loam and mold which form the surface are
underlaid by an almost solid bed of clay. "This bed of
clay at varying dcpths--ofien 25 feet, sometimes even
40 feet—keeps the moislure in tbe boH from wasting,
and thus coniributesindircctly to the richness of the soil,
which seems inexhaustible in fertility. TTie plough may
be run for hundreds of miles over these extensive prai-
ries without ever touching even a pebble or a grain
of sand. The plowing is still very, shallow, owing to
the richness of the soil, and in the greater portion of
the state no lotation of crops nor manuring is necessary.
If the soil shows signs of exhaustion, all that is required
to restore its productiveness is deeper plonghing, fal-

lowing, grassing or manuring. ' Crops have not failed
in a period of fifty years. Rains have been abundant
and evenly distributed. The rainfall has been insufl3-

cient only two or three seasons, and as many seasons
too great. There has once been a frost in the summer.
But from no one of these causes has widespread suSer.
ing been inflicted upon the fanners of the state. • .

Oeology. --The entire surface of the state is of limestone
formation, and the larger part belongs to tbe carbon-
iferous era. The extensive coal bed stretches 375
miles in length from northwest to southeast, and SOC
miles in breadth from Sk Louis toward tbe northeast.
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These coal beds are a part of the great bituminous
coal formations lying in this and the adjoining states.

The coal strata vary in thickness frora 3i to 8 feet,

which is much less than the thickness of the coal

measures of the same formation in Ohio and Pennsyl-
vania. As the strata in the state are undulating, the

limestones and sandstones of the formations below are

i>ften brought to the surface. In the northwestern part

of the state around Galena are rich lead deposits, lying

at the southern end of the great western lead bearing
belt. In the northeastern corner of the state for quite

a distance back from Lake Michigan, the district

belongs to the Post-tertiary formation, and in the
southeastern part evidences of the Permian group have
been found in strata overlying the coal measures.
From the lower Silurian limestones the argentiferous

galena is mined in such quantities as '.o form quite an
important item in the products of the state.

"leralogy.—Bituminous coal is first among the
minerals of the state. The coal beds imderlie over
two-thirds of the surface of the state. The estimated
coal area is 36,800 square miles. The product in 1880,

according to the U. S. census, was 6,089,514, and the
value was $8,730,755. By Saward's estimate the num-
ber of tons produced in 1886 was 9,250,000. Some
cannel coal is also found in the state. Besides this

Bource of supply, bituminous coal is brought by rail

from Indiana and Ohio, and anthracite coal by
water from Pennsylvania. Some iron is found in

the state, although it acquires value only when
mixed with the haematic, specular and spathic ores

brought into the state from the Lake Superior iron

region and from Missouri. Lead ore is found in Jo
Daviess Co., and to this the city of Galena owes its

name. Quite a percentage of silver is found in this

lead ore.

Zinc is mined in the northern part of the state, and
excellent veins of copper ore are also found there,

along Plum creek and the Pecatonica river. Lime-
stone of good quality for burning and building, free-

stone, gypsum and variegated marble, are foMnd in

some places. Salt springs exist in Vermilion, Jack-
son and Gallatin counties, and Sulphur and Chalybeate
springs in Jefferson county. Other medicinal springs
are scattered between Peru and Ottawa.

Vegelation.—Oak and other forest trees sparsely dot
the prairies, and here and there wooded areas are
found, where the sandstones and limestones above the
coal formations appear on the surface. Trees have
been extensively planted along the rivers. About one-
sixth of the surface of the state is woodland. The
trees most abundant are oak, black walnut, ash, sugar
maple, locust, elm, hickory, linden, pecan, persimmon,
Cottonwood, buckeye, sycamore, tulip, poplar, beech
and black birch. In the neighborhood of the Ohio
river are found the yellow pine, cypress and cedar
trees. On the ridge extending across the lower end of
the state called " Egypt," because of its never-failing
fertility, are grown apples, peaches, plums, cherries,

apricots, grapes of all varieties, the smaller fruits, as

raspberries, strawberries, blackberries, and all kinds of
vegetables in great profusion.
Streams and Laken.—The rivers of Illinois, with the

exception of a few short streams in the northwestern
part of the state, which flow into Lake MichiRan, empty
directly or Indirectly into the Mississippi. The largest

river wholly within the state is the Illinois. It is formed
by the junction of the Kankakee river from Indiana, and
the Des Plaines from Wisconsin, and is 500 miles in

length, of which 245 miles are navigable. Ittlowsintothe
Mississippi river 15 miles above Alton. In Peoria and
Woodford counties it expands into Peoria lake. The
Chicago river which emptied, formerly, into Lake Michi-
gan, now Hows out of that lake by an artiflcially deep-
ened channel into the northern branch of the Illinois.

Ti>c iiiti'm iitlluents of the Illinois are Fox, Spoon and

La Main rivers and Crooked creek from the north and
west, and Vermillion, Mackinaw and Sangamon rivers

and Macoupin creek fi'om the south and east. The
Kajkaskia river rises in Champaign county, and flows

parallel to the Illinois for 250 miles, emptying into th«
Mississippi near the south border of Randolph county.
Rock river flows into the state from Wisconsin, and
enters the Mississippi at Rock Island. The Wabash,
which separates the state from Indiana on the east foi

some distance, has, as tributaries, the Big Vermillion,
Embarras and Little Wabash, and empties into the Ohio
in Gallatin county. The Saline and Cash rivers flew
into the Ohio. The Big Muddy, a tributary of tha
Mississippi between the Ohio and the Kaskaskia, drains
quite an extent of territory. The only lake of any
size is Pishtaka, in the northeastern part of the state.!

Climate.—The climate of the state varies according
to the degree of latitude. As Illinois stretches over

"'

degrees of latitude, this variation is considerable, i^
the northern part the summer heat is intense, and the
winter cold severe. The piercing winds at Chicago and
in the northern part of the state generally are from the

southwest and south, although the north and west
winds are not infrequent in summer. The air is rarely

in a calm condition, for the wind blows almost con-
stantly in some direction. About two days in three are

clear, taking the average by years. The mean annual
temperature in the extreme southern part of the state

is 58i°, in the extreme northern part, 47^°, and in the
center 54°. The mean annual temperature for the

entire state is 50°. The climate is generally favorable

to health except in the low and swampy bottom lands,

where bilious and intermittent fevers and diseases of
the bowels prevail. At Sandwich, DeKalb county, the
average rainfall for sixteen years was 50. 17 inches. The
rainfall seems to be greatest in this part of the state.

At Evanston, near Chicago, 644 feet above sea level,

the rainfall is the least, averaging about 24.78 inches.

History.—The French from Canada, following the

explorations of Marquette and La Salle, made tne first

while settlements in the state. La Salle, after crossing

the great lakes in 1679, descended the river, which he
called the Illinois, and built a fort at the lower end of
lake Peoria, formed by the expansion of the river.

After exploring the Mississippi for some distance down
its course, he went back to Canada. In 1682 he returned

with a colony and founded Kahokia, Kaskaskia and
some other towns. When in 1762 Canada and the

American territory cast of the Mississippi passed under
British rule, the Illinois settlements were not disturbed.

This territory was ceded to the United States by the

treaty of 1783, and in 1787 the whole national possession

north of the Ohio was organized under the name of the

Northwest territory. InlSOO, Ohio was organized as a
separate territory, in 1805 Michigan followed suit, and
in 1809 the territory of Indiana was organized. Then
what was left of the original Northwest territory was
soon organized under the name of Illinois. In addition

to the state itself as at present bounded, it included

Wisconsin and a part of Minnesota. The entire white
population was then hardly more than 12,000. The
growth of the territorj- was hindered by the Indian war-
fare; but after the war of 1812, the Indian hostilities

ceased, and immigraiit.s began to pour in from the east-

ern states. In 1818, Illinois, with its present boundaries,

was admitted as a state to the federal union. In 1820,

the population was 55,162. In 1850, it had increased

to 851,470. In 1831, after the Black Hawk war, all of

the Indian tribes were removed from the state.

The Mormons came to Illinois in 1840 and estab-

lished themselves at Nauvoo. which they purposed to

make their "Jerusalem." But their teachings and
habits of living soon became very obnoxious to their

neighbors. The founders of the set, Joseph Smith and
his brother Ilyram, were put under arrest at Carthage,

for destroying a press that had been set up by u party
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of Mormons to oppose polygamy They would not

submit to the civil law, and their followers, to the

number of 20,000, organized t<} protect them. At last

they surrendered to the militia, but the police had
become so angered that they broke into the jail, and
before the two brothers could be tried they were killed

by the mob. The Mormons .loon after this left Illi-

nois and went to Utah. In 1856. the Illinvis Central

railroad wa-s completed, with the aid of Congress,

which granted large tracts of the public lands to assist

the company in the construction of the road This

railroad was the means of drawing thousands of people

to that part of the state through which it ran, and
m!ui.y towns and villages soon sprang up along its path.

In a few years every acre of government land bad
lieen sold.
The territorial capital was Kaskaekia. FmrnlSISIo I83« thestalc

capital way Vandalia. Id tbe latter year it was removed It) Spring-

field, llie present capital.
Agrirnititral Produclt.—WbeAt, Indian com and hay are the

principal crpps of Illinol^i. The raising of live stock also forms an
imponEnt industry.
Following is a table showing the principal cereal productions of

tbeetate, compiled from the I'. S. census for IS8U.

I'RODDCTIOKS. BlTsBELB.

Indian com 325.T9a.1«l

Wheat 51,110,502

Oats 13.189.200

Barley l.aw.fiffl

Rye 3,21,78.i

Buckwheat lTS.8.i9

In the same year. 5,612 acres of land yielded ,1,933.h2!) |H>aiids of

OobaCco. The aggregate of some of tU6 leading farm products for

1880 is as follows:
Hay 3,280.319 ions

Hope 7.»88 pound<
Potatoes - lO.'iO.'i.'IO', bnslu-ls

Milk 4'.4i9.'l!"s:all<>ns

Bolter _ 53,1 57.94.S pounds
Cheese I, U:i->,cr,si pounds

Kor 188S, the leading commercial crops in Ihi siuie were as given
below

:

CROPS. ACI^ES. arsBELS. VALUIE.
Indian com 7.789 000 278.qCuOUO SHO.eViT.OOO

Wheat _. .2.4I9.IXX) 33.5:.<.,000 S3i,-.-O7,000

Tfctf value of orchard products for tbe year 1880 was J3..'02.J)83.

in the t-smeyear ]0..3*i.^.7O7 bu^helaof Irish, and 2I9,4(,7 brishuls of
9weet poliiLoes were rai-^ed.

In IHHt). tbe number of faj-nis in the state was 2.'>.i.741. The area
it the farms wis ;I2.402.31.S acres; of theseSU.l l.^i, 151 were improved
[and. The value of the farms, including lai d. fencer- nnd build-

ings, was $l.O09..59-1..58O. The value of farming implements and
liachinery vta? J3;t.7.39.9.">1. The value of live stock wus-f l.«.4;{7.71"i:;.

In 1K79 the eost of building and repairing fem-es was f.'v9-.i5.2V.'>.

rhe cost of fertiliztrs purchased the same year was $174.l?77. The
jstimaled value of ail farm productions (sold, consumed or on
baud), in 1879. was *iO3.'.lK0,l.'i7.

Manu/actuHng JjiduMry -—Cre&l progress in manufacturing
nas been made by the state during the last twenty years, espe-
clally in the cities and prc-cinineutly in Chicago.
Tbe following table shows the capital invested, the number of

bantis employed, tbe amount of waj-'cs paid, the \ alne of materials
used, and the ^alue of proiiucts for all tbe esiablishments of
manufacturing industry (gas excepiidl, in llliitiis, for ibe years
1850, 1860, 1870 and 1880. as given in ibcV. S. census of 1«0.
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m I89f, tbe amoanl raised by taxation for the state waA

13,000.000. The amount or taxable property as assessed was, real
$576.5»i,907i personal, $281,188,095; total. S797.T7aC)03. The state,
tax on ilOO was &3 cents. It now receives aboat $500,000 annually
from ibe Illinois Bailroad company.
Pauperitm and Crime.—The state penitentiary is at Joiiet. For

many years It was managed at a beavy loss, bnt s nee 1872 it has
more tbanj>ald expenses. In IfSO tbere were 3.?2I& prisoners, of
whcm 1,838 were penitentiaries. The state prison contains an
excellent library. Instruction in elementary branches is given,
and religions exercises are held at stated times. In 1880 there
were 4,275 paupers in the state, and 728 in the workhouses.

Charities.—The state muintaine four hospitals for the insane.
The one at Jacksonville, founded in 1847. has an average of 4W
patients, and lis current expenses amount to about SUO,0Ou per
annum. The Southern Hospital for the Insane is situated at Anna,
It will accommodate 2oO patients. Tbe annual expenses are about
862,500. The Norlbem Hospital and Asylum for the Insane is at
Elgin. It was founded in iWJS, and has accommodations for 200
patients. The annual expenditure is about -ioO.OOO. A fourth hos-
pital for tbe insane is located at Kankakee, somewhat smaller
than the other three, and tbere is also an insane asylum connected
with tbe Cook county almshouse, accommodating seO patients.
The state also maintains, under tbe supervision of a Board of
charities, an institution for educating the blind, and one for edu-
cating the deaf and dumb, both at Jacksonville, an asylum for
imbecile children, a home for soldiers' orphans, an eye and ear
Infirmary and a reformatory school for boys. About Jl, 000,000 is
annually expended in tbe nia ntenance of these institui ioud. Two
Insane asylums are maintained at private expense. In 1880 there
were 6,134 Insane persons in Ibe state.
Education.—An excellent system of free school education is pro-

vided by tbe state, and tbe legislature and counties, rilies or towns,
are forever prohibited by tbestate constitution from making any
appropriation, or paying from any public fund whatever, anything
In aid of any college, seminary, literary or scientific institution
which Is controlled by any cburch or sectarian denomination what-
ever. Two normal universities have been established bv the state,
one at Carbondalc, Jackson county, the other at Normal. McLean
county. Tbe state maintains an industrial university at Cham-
paign. There arc also many private schools, universities, and col-
leges, both medical and theological, scattered through the elate.
7he school age in Illinois is from 6 to 21 years. In 1880 the num-
ber of children between 5 and 17 years of age in the state was
943,653; the nniober between 9 and 14 years, in 1885-1886, was
644.9TO.

In 1880 the ncmberof public schools was 15,203; of these 113 were
reported as high Mhools. The number of school buildings was
11.880, Tbe total >-ilDe of school properly was J 1.5, 876 572 The
total receipts were $9,850,011; tbe total expenditures, $7,536(682.
The whole number of teachers was 15,912, of whom 6,148 were male
and9,7istemaie. The average amount per month paid each teacher
was*38,/8. The number of scholars enrolled was 704 OH Th,ere
was an average daily attendance of 431,613.
In 1885-86 tbere were 743.345 pupils enrolled, with an average

daily attendance of .'OS,?!^. The average duration of school in
days was isa For the same year the salaries of teachers were
6,i:S.S«6; tbe total expenses, $10,136,a')8. The total annual cost per
scholar, including tuition, incidental expenses and 6 per cent inter-
est upon tbe esiimaied valuation of school property is, upon the
numberenrolled. abontSO; on the average daily attendance, abont
JI8. Tbe per cent of illiteracy for ihe state, on the basis of reading
Is 4 3; on the basis of writing, 6.4, /

nfulalwnand Pnncipal Ctlie!.—Tb& rUtXe is now divided into
lOi connties. The population of the slat- In 1380 was as follow.--'
Males, 1,586.523: female.^. 1,491,3)8; total, 3,077,871; native horn

».49l,295; foreign bom, 58.3,576; white, .3,031,1.52; colored, 46,368
The per cent of increase, 1870 to 1880, was 21.1 Following isa
table giving dates and population for every ten years sir.cc 1800-

1800 , 2,458
1810 12^2^^ k:163
Jg55 157,445
WO 476,183
l^JO 8S1,470
WO 1,711.951
ISJO 2,539,891l™ 3,077,871
1890 3,80>,93iJ

By !he census of 1880 the state was fourth in rank, in point of
population. Tbe density of the population woa 65.6 persona in a
eqoare mile.
_The largeat city is Chicago, the second city in the' United StatcR
with apopolntlon in I8»0or I.IOO.O^ Itc popnlallon in IffW was
SW1H77. and In 19«. 603,30' Its growth has been simply marvelolij.
iiotwlthstandiiig the terribly destructive fires of IWI and IK74

(K. U. F.)

ILLUMINATI, or " Enliglitcned," isa title which at

different limss ha.s been given to, or assumed by, variou.s

B6ct3 or orders of mystics, on the ground of the superior

knowledge of Ood and of divine things which they claimed,

AmonjT tbesQ may bo mentioned that of the Spanisli

"Alombiados" or " Alumbrados," which arose about the

year 1520, and which before its final disappearance about a
century later afforded numerous victims to the Inquisition,

especially at Cordova. Ignatius Loyola, while u studout
at SaLuiianca (ID27), v/aa 'clod by an ecclesiastical coin-

mission for alleged sympathy with its views, hut vms
acquitted with an admonition. Under the name «
Illuminds a similar sect appeared in Picardy in 1C-J3,

and afterwards entered into close relations with tlio

Guerinets or followers of Pierre Guerin; but by its anti-

nomianism it soon provoked repressive measures, to which
it finally succumbed in 1C35, The history- of another
Eei:t of lllumini';s, which appeared in .the south of P'rance

about 1722, is very obscure, but it is said to have subsisted

until 1794. The title of lUuminati has often been popularly
bestowed also on Rosicrucians, Martinists, and Sweden-
borgians ; but one of the most recent as well as most
important applications of this elastic word has been to

denote a secret .society, or semi-political semi-religious order,

which mads some stir in Germany, especially in the

southern' and Catholic portions of it, from 1770 to 1781.

It was founded on May 1, 1776, by Adam Weishaupt,
proTei^sor of canon law at Ingolstadt, and an ex-Jesuit, and
set before it as its general purpose the discouragement of

tyranny, superstition, and ignorance, and the furtherance

of the cause of reason, freedom, and virtue. - The name
originally assumed for the order was the Society of tbe

Perfectibdists (Gesellschaft der Perfectibilisten). Politi-

cally its tendencies were republican, and in religion it

was free-thinking, having a distinct avereion to Christian

ritual and Christian dogmas alike. The entire subserviency

,of its members (who on admission were pledged to blind

obedience to the orders of their superiors) was secured by
a strict system of secret confessions and monthly reports,

checked by mutual espionage. Beginning with a narrow
circle of disciples carefully chosen from among his own
students, Weishaupt gradually extended his propagandi^

from Ingolstadt to Eichstiidt, Freising, Munich, and else-

where, special attention being given to the enlistment of

young men of wealth, rank, and social importance. As
tho order increa.sed in numbers its organization naturally

became more conijilicated, and was ultimately considerably

influenced by the intimate relations which were established

with masonic lodges at Jlunich and Freising in 1780.

About the same time an important impulse was given to its

prosperity in middle and northern Germany by the ambition

and energy of a newly acquired member. Baron Adolf von

Knigge, who had his headquarters at Frankfort-on-the-Main,

It was to him that tho society was indebted for the

extremely elaborate constitution (never, ho—ever, actually

realired) according to which the entire membership wa.s

divided into three great classes, in the first of which were

to bo included tie " novice.s," the "niinerv.ils," and the

"lesser illuminati," while the second consisted of "free-

masons" ("ordinary," "Scotch," and "Scotch knights"),

and the third or "mystery chiss" was subdivided into the

two grades of prie.sts and regents and of magus and king.

Each member of the order had given him a spiecial

name, generally classical, by which alone he was referred

to in otricial communications; all correspondence was con-

ducted iu cipher ; to incrcaso tho mystification, towns and
provinces wera invested with new and altogether arbitrary

designations. At its period of greatest development tho

order included in its openitions a very wide ai'c;i, extending

from Italy to Denmark, and from Warsaw to Paris ; at no

time, however, do its numbers a]ipear to have exceeded two
thousand. Its aims and method, which, as plainly appears

in portions of Goethe's Wilhclm Mdstcr, were somewhat
in accordance with the taste of tho period, met with more
or les.s sympathy and approval from (Joethe himself and

from Herder,' from the gnind dukea Ernest PI. of GotLa
anil Karl August of Weimar, as well as from other persons

of intluenco and repute (Bode, Nicolai). A ruiituro which

' I'ortbos, Das Deulscbe SiaaUlcben wr dcr RevoluUon, p. 2C2.
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took place between Weishanpt and Knigge in 1784 greatly

accelerated the public expression of a counter feeling of

Buspicioo and dislike which had been slowly gathering

strength, and in 1785 the Bavarian Government issued an

edict which proved fatal to tho order. Many of its

members were imprisoned or compelled to leave their

liomes ; Weishaupt himself was deprived of his chair and

banished the kingdom.

See Grosse Ahsicldtn, dcs Ordcits der Illuntinaten (with Appen-

dices, Munich, 1786); and Weishaupt's Vollstilruiige Qcsch-khU dir

Verfolgutig dcr niuminakn (1787), ani KuneJiecht/crtiffungrnciiur

Absichlen (1787).

ILLUMINATION is a term which has long been used to

signify the embellishment of written or printed text or do-

sign with colours, and especially with gold, more rarely also

with silver. Tho lustre of the former metal may probably

have led to the adoption of the word in this sense. The

Latin verb illuminare, with the meaning of " to decorate,"

occurs as early as the 8th century; and in the first portion

of the Roman de la Rose, composed before 12G0, enluminer

is found with a similar meanings while Dante {Purgat., si.

79) alludes to this kind of painting and its French desig-

nation as "quell' arte, cho alluminar 6chiamatain Parisi."

In Early English we find the forms etilomyne, luminen,

limnen, whence limn. Of synonymous use with these terms

we find in the Middle Ages the words miniare and niinia-

tura, from minium, a red pigment, in early use for decorat-

ing MSS. Miniature employed in connexion with the art

of illumination now, however, generally signifies a picture

or portrait as diotinghished from mere ornament or ornate

lettc

Tho research into tho past which has characterized ttio

present century has extended to tho art of illuminalBon,

and, following the lead of D'Agincourt, Mabillon, and
others, has by tho examination of mediaeval decorated

manuscripts thrown, a vast amount of light upon the arts

of the past. In spite of iconoclasm in the East, tho burn-

ing of Arabic MSS. in Spain, and the destruction and

dissipation of libraries which unhappily accompanied tho

Reformation, a considerable number of beautiful and

elaborate volumes have come down to us where larger and

more exposed works of art have perished. They therefore

supply many a lacuna in art history. Conformably to tho

unity which pervaded all art work in tho Middle Ages, a

close correspondence in style has been recognized between

the ornamentation of MSS. of different periods and contem-

poraneous architecture and other arts. The architect, tho

decorator, tho glass-stainer, and other artists have conse-

quently learned, and with great profit, to search their

pagaB for ornamental motives, details, and colouring, in

thorough harmony with ancient stylos, which no other

source supplies so copiously. Invaluable materials too for

tho history of costume are found in tho miniatures with
which they abound.

r The earliest writing of which monuments exist, tho

Egyptian, was often enhanced by the use of colour. In
the ritual papyri, directions, &c., are written in red to dis-

tinguish them from the main test, just as was subsequently

done in mediaeval liturgical MSS.—a practice from which
the. term rubric is derived. A few scattered passages in

Latin classic authors (notably Ovid, Seneca, Varro,

Martial, Pliny the Elder, J. Capitolinus) prove tho occa-

sional use of rubrication and of pictorial embellishment of

MSS. among the Romans. Tho earliest decorated MSS.,
at least of European execution, which have reached us date

from the 4 th and 6th centuries of our era, and are of ex-

treme »arity. Of these one of the most celebrated is tho

Virgil written in elegant capitals preserved in tho Vatican,

in which tho adornment is limited to rectangular pictures

(miniatures) painted in the antique manner seen in tho

Pompeian frescos, the body colour laid on with a freo

brush and without black outlines. It may be taken as the

typo of a class of MSS. of which very few specimens are

extant. A different type of early calligrai)hy, which was
much esteemed, is found in the Codex Argenteus, now
at Upsala, written about 360, containing Ulfila's Moeso-

Gothic version of part of the Scriptures. It is written ia

gold and silver letters on vellum stained a red purjile.

The art of thus staining vellum, perhaps with tho murex,
was afterwards lost, and in the 8th and 9th centuries was
imitated by painting the vellum.-

After tho 2d century art rapidly declined in the West,
owing to the corruption and anarchy of the empire. It

found a home, however, at Constantino] ile, where inter-

course with Persia resulted in a style which blends Oriental

magnificence with Western vigour and variety, and is de-

stined, as wo aro about to see, to exercise a doiuinant in-

fluence upon the art of Europe for many centuries. This

style, known as the Byzantine, is distinguished by very

characteristic details, and by its lavish use of gold.

especially in backgrounds.
,
Meanwhile Christianity had

been planted in remote Ireland, which proved such favour-

able soil that the isle was already at the beginning of the

Cth century renowned for its learning and sanctity, and wa*

the seat of numerous monasteries and seminaries, where a

native style of art was developed, wholly distinct from any-

thing else which the world has seen. Its principal features

are spirals, extremely ingenious plaits, and interlacement?

of attenuated lacertino animals and birds of conventional

form. The human figure is sometimes- introduced, but

becomes objectionable, through the ignorance of drawing

and of anatomy usually characteristic of. semi-civilized

attempts to portray the higher organisms. The work is

further distrnguished by a degree of minuteness, intricacy,

and precision bafiling to the modem draughtsman. Jt is

seen in its highest perfection in the Book of Kells, pre-

served in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, and in the

LindLsfarne Gospels in the British Museum. This stylej

known as tho Celtic or Anglo-Celtic, was transplanted by
Irish missionaries to Lindisfarnc, Bobbio, St Gall, Wiirz-

burg, Luxeuil, and other places, where volumes displaying

this peculiar ornamentation are still treasured. The'influ-

cnco of Anglo-Celtic art is very apparent in tho subsequent
" Cafiovingian stylo " which arose in Franco and Germany
under tho fostering care of Charlemagne, and of Aicuin,

whom he had invited to Franco to direct tho progress of

learning and the arts. Tho gospels found upon the knees

of the great emperor when Ms tomb at Aix-l^-ChapeUe

was opened, the gospels of St Servin do Toulouse, those

of St Medard do Soissons, tho Bible of San Calisto

monastery at Rome, and the Harleian Codex aureus of the

British Museum are justly renowned examples of this

majestic and magnificent style, in which the pages glow

with gold and purple, and the Roman acanthus, Celtic in-

terlacements, and Byzantine detaOs combine in harmoni-

ous variety. A test written wholly or partially in gold ink

is another characteristic of the epoch. About this period

too are found those gigantic initials which from containing

figures relating to the test have been called in France

llislorices. A new stylo had also arisen in England, in

which the debased Roman acanthus was largely developed.

This conventional foliage is here seen skilfully combined

with gold bars, which surround tho page, and forma border

at the commencement of books, &c. This style lias been

called the Opus A nglicum. It often displays a masterly free-

dom and spirit, and a peculiar "fluttering outline," which

also characterizes tho spirited pen-drawings frequently

found in MSS. of tho period. Tho finest specimens of this

stylo, among which are tho bonedictioual of St Ethelwold,

belonging to tho duke of Devonshire, and a couple of vol-
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Hmss in the public library, Kouen, were probably executed

at Hyde Abbey, Winchester.

The apprehensions of the year 1000 as the end of the

world tended greatly to paralyse art. As these fears died

away, however, the Romanesque style of architecture was

being developed, especially in the Rhine-lands. This was

favoured by numerous Greek artists who, deprived of their

livelihood by Eastern iconoclasm, had migrated westwards,

and deeply impressed the Byzantine character upon the

architecture of central and western Europe. Simultane-

oiisly there arose a bold sweeping style of ornament,

characterized by fine rounded curves and Byzantine details,

but also by a tendency to naturalism, and, in books, by

arge initials. The Byzantine gold backgrounds were still

1 glowing feature, which indeed continued through the

ivhole subsequent progress of illumination. From the

Ilth ct-ntury gold leaf was applied to the vellum upon a

substratum of fine plaster, and could be so highly bur-

nished as to exhibit the rich lustre of a polished lamina

of the solid metal. As skill in drawing increased, nature

was more copied, and towards the 14th century natural

foliage, conventionally treated, constitutes the main portion

of the ornament. The oak, the vine, and especiaUy the

ivy, are frequent, springing in free spirited curves from

decorated initials, or extending into a border round the

whole or part of the page. The initials decrease in size

whilst they gain in exceUence of execution, and illumination,

considered as decorative design, is generally considered to

have reached its highest perfection about this period. The
pictures of sacred subjects gradually lose Byzantine rigidity

and assume dramatic expression, pose, and grouping. And
towards the 15th century the blue or gold background

begins to be abandoned for natural scenery and acces-

sories. Towards the commencement of the 15th cen-

tury illumination was liberally fostered by John, duke
of Borri, brother of Charles V. His magnificence in this

branch of art awoke the emulation of Philip tho Bold,

duke of Burgundy, and of the duke of Bedford, the regent

of France, in the same direction. For the last-named was
painted the celebrated Bedford Hours, now in the British

Museum, part of the workmanship of which has been

ascribed to Jan, Hubert, and Margaretta van Eyck. As
perfect mastery of drawing and facility of realistic execution

were gained, illumination as adecorative art became debased
in design. Borders of gold or richly coloured grounds,

over which are scattered exquisitely painted flowers, fruit,

and insects, surround pages of text or miniatures wrought
with supreme manual dexterity, but not unfroquently of

meretricious composition. In juxtaposition with this rich

and copious ornanjentation (the primary end of the book),

the text, already less black and massive than in preced-

ing centuries, too often dwindles into insignificance. The
Hours of Anne of Brittany, preserved at the Louvre, is one

of the most celebrated specimens of 16th century illumina-

tion of this style.

The character of Italian illumination differs considerably

from that which marked the art in central or northern

Europe. It had arisen by slow degrees from the devasta-

tion which Italy had eiiiBered in the early centuries of

the Christian era. The scriptoria of Ravenna, Siena,

Florence, Bologna, Perugia, Ferrara, in the 13th and 14th
tenturies, produced illuminated Tolumes worthy of their

growing schools of painting, and were especially celebrated

for the elaboration of large choral books.

The Repaissance, with its revival and enrichment of

classical forms, wa.! fully reflected in tho illumisator's art,

which was largely employed in smaller volumes for secular

subjects, and was patronized by tho Italian princely fatniliw),

and finally reached its culmination in the hands of such
artists as Oirolamo dci Libri, whose drawing is very

accurate, and attains a microscopic delicacy of stippling,

and his pupil Giulio Clovio, who in his composition makes
large use of the human figure, and with an imitation of

Michelangelo's manner combines unrivalled minuteness

of execution. Long after the invention of printing the

popes and doges retained official illuminators in their

service ; and some of the most elaborate and costly

volumes were executed subsequently to the introduction

of the press. The typographical multiplication of books,

however, proved fatal to the art. The early productions

of the press, indeed, had blank spaces left for initials and
miniatures, which were jiainted in by hand, often very

roughly. These were soon replaced by printed designs in-

tended to be gilt and coloured, which reflected the character

of contemporaneous art, as far as the technical difliculties of

the yet imperfect press allowed. The custom of adorning

sumptuous volumes with engraved initials and other

ornament has continued to the present time, with an

increasing tendency to naturalism.

The visitor to the public libraries and museums of

Moscow and St Petersburg will have there admired the

rich display of Slavonic illuminated MSS. of peculiar style,

intricate design, careful execution, and frequently fine

colour. The leading features of Russian art were derived

from Byzantium, but, as Russian archsologists maintain,

were blended with a native element, and a true national

style arose in the 12th and continued to the ICth century,

when the influence of the Renaissance began to be felt.

The fecund art of Constantinople was also the parent of

another style—the Arabian or Mahometan—which, how-
ever, contains a previously existing Oriental element. The
style began to develop in the 7 th century. It is geome-

trical or constructive in charrcter, the use of symbolism or

representations of animals or plants being fcrbidden in the

sect of Omar. Inscriptions in cufic chara^ers are often

happily used ns a decorative feature ; rich colouring of red

blue and gold prevails. The Turkish and Moresque styles

are modifications of the Arabian. Illumination was carried

in this style to the highest degree of splendour. Casiri's

Bibliotheca Arahico-Hispana jEscurialmsis conveys some
idea of tho former magnificence of the Moorish libraries in

Spain.

In India illumination, though of great antiquity, does

not present those transitions of style which mark the

development of western art. Like Indian art generally,

its special characteristics are profusion, richness, harmony,

repose, and perhajis monotony, with very extensive em-

ployment of flowers. Persian art was derived from India.

It reflects the Persian love of flowers and symbolism, and

the treatment is more free and natural than in India, It

seems to have reached its highest jierfect ion about the loth

and IClh centuries of our era, but is still continued. The
execution of a magnificent MS. of tho Thousand and One
Nii/hts was undertaken under tho auspices of the present

shah. Tho absence of any attempt to shade or give relief to'

the design is, it shoul.' here be mentioned, a characteristic

of all Oriental design.

During the earlier part of the Middle Ages the art of

illumination was in Europe mostly practised in the scrip-

torium or apartment devoted to the elaboration of MSS.
which was attached to each monastery. In later times \ha

art was practised by lay artists. Illuminators as well na

patrons of iHumination were occasionally found among the

highest ranks; Saint Dunstan and King Rcni may bo

instanced. And some distinguished painters were also

illuminators. .All Western MSS. of fine quality were

executed upon vellum. Materials were mostly prepared

with great care by tho artists themselves, or under their

direction, and as a rule ore found to hove 'Wcli i stood the

test of time.
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TliD price given in recent years for MS. volumes valuable

for their beauty or antiquity often reaches many hundreds

of pounds sterling. A folio Vulgate of the 9th century

was purchased by the British Museum in 1836 for j£750.

The Bedford Hours, acquired with other MSS. for the same
establishment, has been valued at over £2000. At the

Didot sale in Paris a MS. executed in the highest style of

French art fetched above £3000.
Bibliography.—Among a large number of works on the subject

the following may here bo mentioned :—C. G. Schwarzius, Dcoma-
nicjUis librorum, Lcipsic, 1756; N. Humphreys, llltim^iraUd Books

of the Middle Ages ; Silvestre auJ Cham[)olliou, Universal Palaeo-

graphy ; Westwood, Palaograpkia Saa'a Pictoria ; Madden, Illu-

minaied Omnmmis ; Tymns, The Art of Itluminaling ; Ba.stard,

Peinlures dcs Mannscrits ; Westwood, Facsimiles of Anglo-Saxon.

and Irish MSS. Information upon E-istern styles, with coloured

piiites, will be found in Racinet, Polychromatic Ornament, and 0.

Jone.i, Grammar of OritameiU, and upon Russian art in V. Bou-
towsky's Histoire de I'Ornement Iliisst, d' aprls les Mamtscrits, Paris,

1870. For the technieal part of the subject, see Theophilus, Dc
divcrsis artibus, several editions, with translation and notes

;

Original Treatises from the llth to \&ih Centuries on Ike Arts of
Miniature, <tv., edited, with translation and notes, by Mrs Mevri-

field : Bradley, Manual of Illuminalion ; Shaw, Art of Illumi^ut-

lion. H. B. W.)

ILLYRIA is the niime applied to the country that lies

to the east of the Adriatic Sea. The usual Greek name
is Illyris, though the older writers generally use the

expression o! 'IXXvpioL The common name in Latin is

lUyricum. The term lUyria is occasionally used in both

languages, and has become the recognized name in English.

The boundaries of the country thus known varied very

much at different periods, and can be described only

along with its history. For'a short time, in the 4th and
3d centuries B.C., there was some .=light government under

monarchs whose power was acknowledged by the whole

country ; but in general the land was either a province of

some conquering race or the abode of isolated tribes with

little or no common feelings or aims.

The origin and character of its oldest inhabitants are

involved in the obscurity that still shrouds the ethno-

logy and early history of all south-eastern Europe.

The Greeks acknowledged some affinity of race between

themselves and the Illyrians in the legend that Cadmus
retired from Thebes with his wife Harmonia and settled

in Illyrla, where he became the father of Illyrius, the

eponymous ancestor of the whole race. In harmony with

this myth, the general consensus of modern investigation

tends to the view that at an early period the whole

of Europe south of the Danube, together with the

centre and west of Asia Minor, were peopled by kindred

races, some of whose names are preserved to us a.s Leleges,

Thracian.s, Pelasgi, Illyrians, Ac. If we divide the Indo-

European tribes that peopled Europe into two great

families, the northern and the southern, we shall find that

the Thraco-IUyrian tribes must bo distinguished from the

Slavonic tribes who dwelt immediately north of them,
and who are closely akin to the Lithuanian and other tribes

of the northern family. On the other hand, it would not

be easy to draw any line of demarcation at this early time
between the lUyriaus and their neighbours on the west,

Boulh, and east. Separation of nationalities was produced
afterwards by growing civilization, which developed dis-

tinct national characters and well-dcfiaed countries.

At this early period then we may say that the Danube,
as the boundary between the northern and the southern
family, was the limit of the Illyrian tribes towards the

north. In other directions they shaded o6f into kindred
tribes of similar manners and language. Various causes

led to a very unequal development of civilization among
these tribes. Intercourse with stranger races like the
Phoenicians, and amalgamation with kindred immigrant
races, such as the lonians and Dorians, raised some of these

tribes rapidly to the highest stage of civilization. But
these new races were attracted by the more favourable

conditions of the Greek peninsula, and few of them found
their way to the northern countries. Some traces of early

Ionian settlers in Illyria are found (see Curtius, Die lonier

I

vor der ionisrhen Wanda-ung, p. 46) ; but they do not
seem to have permanently atlected the character of the

natives. As Greece becanrs civilized, it sent forth its

own colonists to occupy most of the favourable sites

along the Mediterranean coasts. But, whereas Thrace with
its rich mines had a line of Hellenic colonies along its

southern shore, very few were planted in Illyria. Accord
ing to Strabo, the shore was full of fine harbours

' and the coast land was very fertile ; but he adds that

the people were barbarous and warlike. On this account
it was that Greek colonization never spread on tlie lUyriat

coast. Dyrrachium or Epidamnus was almost the onl)

Greek colony, and its history for centuries showed oni

continuous conflict with the barbarous natives, which pre

vented its growth. Macedonia again found a family ot

Greek refugees who established themselves as petty chiefs,

and gradually spread their power, with civilization anci

settled rule, over the whole country. Nothing of the kind

happened to Illyria ; the chiefs wlio rose at times to powei
were always apparently as barbarous as their followers.

In these unpropitious circumstances, the Illyrian tribes

remained in their primitive barbarous condition later than
almost any of their neighbours, and when many of the

surrounding states had become civilized, Illyria was divided
from them by the line separating barbari.sm from civiliza-

tion. Naturally their characteristics resembled closel_7

those of the ruder Thracian tribes, and both arc describeo

by the Greek historians as tattooing their bodies and offer

ing human victims to their guds. Their women seem tc

have had a high position .socially, and to have even exer

cised political power. Queens are mentioned more thati

once as their rulers. This reminds us of the German
tribes, whose women also were much respected ; and wf
know that among the Greeks women were much freer

and more respected in the older time before Orienln'

influence had affected native customs. It is said tha:

chastity was not held in much account by the women o'

Illyria; but it must be remembered that people wbost
women are kept more secluded are very apt to ascribe

such a character to the freer life of other races.

The Illyrians are said by Herodotus (is, 43) to have
attacked the temple of Delphi. Brasidas with his small

army of Spartans was assaulted by them on his adventurous
march (424 B.c.) acro.ss Thessaly aud Macedonia to attack

the Athenian colonies in Thrace. The earlier history of

the Macedonian kings is one constant struggle against the

Illyrian tribes. The migrations of the Gauls at the

beginning of the 4th century disturbed the country between
the Danube and the Adriatic. The Scordisci and other

Gallic tribes settled there, and forced the Illyrians toward;

the south. The necessities of defence seem to have united

the Illyrians under a chief Bardylis (about 383 d.c) antv

his son Clitus. Bardylis nearly succeeded in destroying

the rising kingdom of Macedonia ; King Amyntas wa«

defeated, and a few years later Perdiccas was defeated ano
slain. But the great Philip crushed them completely,

and annexed part of their country. During the next

century we hear of them as pirates I.'ssuing from the

secluded harbours of the coast, they ravaged the shore.-

of Italy and Greece, and preyed on the commerce of the

Adriatic. The Greeks ajiplied to Rome for help. Hcl
lenism had proved too weak to civilize the northeri;

races ; it was left to the stronger organization of Rome tc

absorb them. Teuta, the Illyrian queen, at first scorned
the Roman demands for redress, and even murdered the
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embassadors; but the two Illyrian wars ('J29 and 219

B.C.) ended in the Bubmission of the Illyrians, a consider-

able part of their frontier being annexed by the conquerors.

In 168 C.c. Gentius, the Illyrian king, provoked the third

Illyrian war, the result of which was the annexation of the

whole country by the Romans. Frequent rebellions oc-

curred, but at last the natives accepted the Roman civiliza-

tion. During the empire, the country was one of the best

recruiting grounds for the Roman legions; and in troubled

times many Illyrian soldiers fought their way up from

the ranks to the imperial purple. Claudius, Aurelian,

Probus, Diocletian, and Maximian were all sons of Illyrian

peasants.

In the time of the republic Illyricum comprised the

country betweon the Liburnians, a kindred raco,^ on the

north and Epirus on the south. Under the emj)ire the

importance of the country made its name spread over

all the surrounding districts. In the 2d century after

Christ, the Illyricus Limes included Noricum, Pannonia,

Mcesia, Dacia, and Thrace Constantine added Greece,

Epirus, and Macedonia, taking from it Thraci; and part of

Mocsia, and made it one of the four divisions of the Roman
empire governed by a " prsfectus preetorio." When the

empire was divided, Illyricum was halved. Illyris Barbara

or Romana, including Noricum, Pannonia, &c., was an-

nexed to the Western empire; while Illyris Grsca, includ-

ing Macedonia, Epirus, and Greece, formed part of the

Eastern empire. The Via Egnatia, the great line of road

which connected Rome with Constantinople and the East,

led across Illyricum from Dyrrachium to Thessalonica.

In the wreck of the Roman empire lUyria suffered

severely. la the 4th century the Goths ravaged it

repeatedly, but these, the most civilized of the barbarian

invaders of Rome, with their warlike aristocracy, passed

on, and were succeeded by wilder tribes. Slavs, as also

Huns and other nomadic races from the East, in succession

devastated ^he country. An agricultural population could

no longer maintain itself, and all the elements of civilization

disappeared. Justinian (527-5G5) tried in vain to defend

the country by a series of forts; his armies were defeated

time after time, and at last he allovyed the Huns to make
settlements south of the Danube. Rome gave up the

defence of civilization against the inroads of barbarism, and

bribed the barbarians to be quiet. Still the Via Egnatia

was defended, as the artery of communication and the

highway of commerce between Constantinople and the

west. The open country, however, even south of the great

road, was abandoned to the Slavs and Huns. The older

lUyrians partly united with these races, partly went farther

south, encroaching on the Greek people, and the name of

one of their tribes, Albani, is preserved in the modern

name of their descendants, the Albanians.

Heraclius (610-G-il a.d.) settled Slavonic peoples all

along the coast of Illyria as far south as Dyrrachium. The
states which were thus created were of great importance

in the Dark Ages. The republic of Narcnta vied for a

time with that of Venice ; and the commerce of Ragusa

was so rich that it has given its name to all wealthy

merchant vessels or "argosies." The name of Illyria had

by this time disappeared from history ; and the country

was now divided between these powerful merchant cities

and the states of Rosnia, Croatia, Servia, Rascia, and

Dalmatia. In literature the name was preserved, and the

scene of Shakespeare's comedy Twelfth Nk/hi is bid in

Illyria. Politically the name was revived in the beginning

of this century, when the small kingdom of Illyria to the

north of the Adriatic was constituted at the peace of

Vienna, 1809. In 1849 the territorial distribution of the

Austrian empire was remodelled, and Illyria again disaj)-

pearcd. 'w. m. ka.')

ILORI, or Iloein (the Alourie of the Landers' expedi-
tion), an important town of the Yoruban territory of

Western Africa, situated about 60 or 70 miles south of the
Niger, and about 1 60 miles north-north-east of Lagos. The
wall has a circuit of 12 miles, bnt is badly kept in repair.

Along the south-eastern side flows a small stream which
joins the Asa, a tributary of the Niger. The inhabitants

are Yorubas, Fellatah (Pullo), Houssas, Gambarees,
Bornuese, and Nufes or Papas. Most of them speak
Yoruban. An extensive native trade is carried on at

Ilorin, the Houssa caravans importing manufactured goods
of various sorts, not only from Central Africa, but eyen

from the coasts of the Mediterranean. The trade from^he
Guinea coast on the other hand is confined to brandy,

guns, and powder. The variety of local industries is very

considerable ; Rohlfs mentions beautiful leather goods,

carved wooden vessels, finely plaited mats, embroidered

work, pottery of various kinds, shoes of yellow and red

leather, and, what was unique in his experience of Negro
tribes, the manufacture of cheese. The population is

estimated at from 60,000 to 70,000, exclusive of the

resident traders from foreign parts. There are a number
of mosques in the town, and the Mahometans are the

dominant power, but the lower classes maintain their pagan
customs. About 1820 Ilori declared itself independent of

Yoruba, and assisted in the lestruction of Oyo.

See R. F. Burton, Aheokuta and ths Camcrocms Mountains,
Lond., 1S63 ; G. Eolilfs, Quer durch Afrika, Leipsic, 18(4.

IMAGE WORSHIP. In the present article the word
" image " will be employed to denote any artificial repre-

sentation, whether pictorial or sculptural, of any person or

thing, real or imaginary, which is used as a direct adjunct

of religious services. This definition of the word shuts

out from present consideration, though at some points by
an almost imperceptible boundary, the worship of all

merely natural symbols, whether animate or inanimate,

conventional or the reverse. Thus, for example, every

form of animal worship is excluded by it, and also the

eultus connected with memorial stones of which traces so

unmistakable are found in the Old Testament and in almost

every other ancient literature (the kidoi Xvaapoi or

iXTjXififiivoi, ftaiTvXoi, lapidcs vncti, bceti/ti, of classical

writers). So far as images (eiVoi'e?, imagiyies) are merely

more or less perfect productions of pictorial or plastic art,

they fall to be treated under Paiktino, Sculpture,

Mosaic, &c. ; so far as they have been regarded as aids to

devotion and spiritual instruction, or made the objects of

religious veneration, the history of their introduction and

of the various aspects under which they have been viewed

forms a largo and not unimportant chapter in the history of

religion in general and of the Christian church in particular.

Only the outlines of that history can be indicated here.

Mo.st religions of which the history has been traced give

distinct indications of a primitive period in which "idols"

were unknown. Thus in India" the worship of idols is a

secondary formation, a later degradation of the more

primitive worship of ideal gods" (M. MiiUer). In the

Vedic hymns it is the appearances of nature themselves

that are worshipped as symbols of unseen deity ; and the

present image worship of the Hindus is most probably

Post-Buddhistic in its origin. The testimonies of the

Greek historians (Herod., i. 131; Strabo, p. 732; Diog

Lacr., Dc Vil. Phil., proocm. C) as to the absence o(

religious images from the worship of the ancient Persians

isconfirmcdby all the more recent direct investigations into

the primitive life of that branch of the Aryan race. There

is the same concurrence of testimony as regards the ancient

Greeks ;' the powers of nature were in the first instance

'ScC SchocmanD, Oritch. Allcrihiimcr. U. 197 f'ji.
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worshippad through natural symbols,—such as serpents,

trees, meteoric stones,—and in some cases temples occurred

which contained no visiblo symbol at all. Even in the

Homeric poems, the allusions to images of the go!s are but

few : where an image is mentioned (as in II. vi. 301), it is

evident that it was of the rudest description, and but little

indebted to human art. The same remark applies to the

cultus of ancient' Rome. It was carried on without the

use of images until the comparatively late period at which

the stato'entered into relations with Etruria, Magna Grajcia,

and Sicily.i The date of the oldest statue in Rome, that

of Diana on the Aventine, can be given with considerable

precision as between 577 and 531 B.C. As regards the

ancient Germans also, we have the testimony of Tacitus

that down to his time at least their gods were still invisible

and liad neither temples nor images.^ And, whatever bo

our construction of the primitive history of the Semitic

race* there can be little doubt, so far as the Jews at

least are concerned, of the correctness of their own impres-

sion that " idolatry," in the strict etymological sense of that

word, was not the most primitive form of religion practised

among them.

The decalogue contains a direct precept against the

making of any "graven image" {pesd or pasit), for

religious uses at least (Ex. xx. 4, 5 ; Deut. v. 8, 9 ; with

which compare Deut. iv. 15-18). The "graven images"
contemplated in the passage last cited are images of men,

quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, and fishes ; and the manner in

which the prohibition is made is fitted to suggest that all

these " likenesses " had made their appearance and already

become objects of religious veneration prior to its pro-

mulgatioB. Nothing certain, however, is known as to tho
" strange gods " alluded to in Gen. xxxv. i as having been

buried by Jacob under the oak at Shechem ; nor can much
be said with regard to the " teraphim " which are first

mentioned as having been worshipped in one of tho

branches of the family of Terah (Gen. xxxL 19), but arc

often subsequently referred to as having been used in the

time of the judges (Judg. xvii. 5 ; cf. xviii. 30), and at

various stages throughout the history both of the northern

and of the southern kingdom (Hos. iii. i ; Zech. x. 2 ; 2

Kings xxiii. 24). Sometimes they must have been but

small ; but from other passages it may be inferred that

they may have bean, occasionally at least, of human form

and size (1 Sam. i\x. 13, IC). Much obscurity attaches

also to the calf worship of which an instance occurred in

the wilderness (Ex. xxxiL 4), and which was a prominent

feature in the religion of the northern kingdom from the

days of Jeroboam to the etid ; it is a disputed question

whether the cult was of Egyptian or of purely Semitic

origin. Tho difficulty in Lev. xvii. 7, and perhaps also in

Deut. xxxii. 17, Ps, cvi. 37, is by some interpreters

explained by a reference to tho Egyptian goat worship

(Mendes) ; if so, these passages contain no allusion to

image worship. The various forms of the Baal cultus s.)

often referred to jn the Old Testament were no doubt
Semitic ; there are no explicit references to any images,

hawever, in this connexion ; and in p(.)int of fact (»oe

B^vAJt.) that deity was gonorally represented in his "high-

places," not by images, but by obelisks or pillars. That
the plastic arts, even in a religious connexion, were not

wholly discouraged among the 'Jews, appears from what we
read, not only about the brazen serpent in tho wilderness,

but also about the existence in tabernacle and temple of

euch figures as cherubs (Ex. xxv. 18-20; xxvi. 1 ; xxxvi.

^
• See Pi-oller, It'Jir^ Myllwlogie, p. 10, &c. The statement of Phit-

*rch (tfuma, 8). that for I7i) years after tho foundation of tho city

Images were unknown, recurs in many later writers.

* The statements of Tacitus on this head, as well as tliose of later

historians arc discussed very fully in Grinini's Deutsche MytholoQic^ i.

p. 93 tqq.

35 ; 1 Kings vi. 23, 32, 35) executed in various materials^

lions, oxen, lotus flowers, and pomegranates (cf. Ex. xxxi.

4, 5). The graphic descriptions of tho process of idol-

making, both "graven images" and "molten images" in

Isa. xl. and xliv. (with which may be compared VVisd. xv.;

see also the reference in Isa. xxs. 22 to molten images

overlaid with a precious metal) show that the exercise of

those arts was far from being confined, at the periods to

which these passages relate, within the limits fixed by tho

second commandment. After the captivity, however, there

developed itself among the Jews a steadily growing

tendency to interpret the language of the law with the

most stringent literality ; and at the time of the Roman
occupation the masses, under I'harisaio influences, showed
a sensitiveness on the subject of images which in certain

recorded instances led to very iitriking results. Thus, tho

existence of trophies in tho theatre at Jerusalem was

violently objected to; Vitellius found it necessary to avoid

Judsea in his march from Antioch to Petra, lest the Holy
Land should be defiled by the presence of the Roman
eagles ; at the outbreak of the Jewish war the house of

Antipas at Tibefias was destroyed because it was adorned

with sculptures (Joseph., Ant., xv. 8. 1,2; xviii. 3. 1 ; Vit.,

12). This aversion to every exercise of the imitative arts,

as regards living things at least, passed over from Judaism

to Mahometanism.'
As regards the attitude towards religious images assumed

by the primitive Christian church, several questions have

often been treated as one which cannot too carefully be

kept quite apart. There can be no doubt, for example, that

the early Christians were absolutely unanimous in utterly

condemning all heathen imagn-worship and the various

customs, many of them obviously immoral, with which it

was associated ; it is needless to multiply citations from

the fathers in proof of so undisputed a fact. A form of

iconolatry specially deprecated in the New Testament was

the then prevalent adoration of the images of the reigning

emperors (see Rev. xv. 2). It is also tolerably certain

that, if for no other reasons besides the fewness, obscurity,

and poverty of the early converts to Chriiitianity, the works

of art seen in their meeting houses cannot possibly at first

have been numerous. Along with these reasons would

certainly cooperate towards the exclusion of visible aids to

devotion, not only the church's vivid recollection of what

Christ had been, and its living sense of His continued real

though unseen presence, but also, during the first years, its

constant expectation of His second advsnt no imminent.

In point of fact it was a common accusation brought

against the Christians by their enemies that they had " no

altars, no temples, no knon-n images" (Min. Fel., Oct., c,

10), that "they set up no image or form of any god " (se#

Arnob., Adv. Gent., vi. 1 ; similarly Celsus) ; and this charge

was never denied. At a comparatively early date indeed

wo read of various Gnostic sects calling in the fine arts to

aid their worship ; thus Irena;us {Ihvr i. 25, 6), speaking

of the followers of Marcellina, says that " they possess

images, some of them painted, and others formed from

different kinds of material ; and they maintain that a

likeness of Christ was made by Pilate at that time when

Jesus lived among men. They crown these images, and

set them up along with the images of the philosophers of

the world; that is to say, with the image? of Pythagoras

and Plato and Aristotle and tho rest. They have also

other modes of honouring these images after. tho same

manner as the Gentiles" (cf. Au&i D^ //nr., c. 7). It is

' On tho pre-TsIamitic polytheism of Arabia, and tho extent to which

it consisted in the worship of living animals or their images, see a sup-

gcstive paper by Prof. W. Robertson Smith on " Animal Worship and

Animal Tribes among the Arabs aud in tlie OKI Testament "in Uw
Juurnal oj Vhilclng]!, vol. i.t. p. 75-100 (1880).
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also well known that the emperor Alexander Severus round

a place for several Scripture characters and even for Christ

in his lararium (Lamprid., Vit. Alex. Sev., c. 29). But

there is uo evidence that such a use of images extended

itself at that early period to orthodox Christian circles

;

and the presumption is all the other way. The first

unmistakable indication of the actual public use of the

painter's art for directly religious ends does not occur

indeed until the year 306 a.p., when the synod of Elvira,

Spain, decreed (can. 36) that "pictures ought not to be in

a church, lest that which is worshipped and adored be

pointed on walls."' The scope of this prohibition has been

very diBerently viewed by interpreters,—some thinking

that all that is forbidden is any attempt at delineating the

divine ; others considering that the synod contemplated

frescos only and not pictures, which could be more readily

hidden from profanation in times of persecution ; others

t iking the canon in the broadest sense as directed against the

exhibition in churches of pictures of sacred subjects. In any
case, and particularly if the last theory be adopted, it is

evident that the use of sacred pictures in public worship

was not at the beginning of the 4th century a thing wholly

unknown within the orthodox church in Spain ; and the

presumption is that in other places, about the same period,

the custom was looked upon with a more tolerant eye.

Indications of the existence of allied forms of sacred

Cliristian art prior to this period are not wholly wanting.

It seems possible to trace some of the older and ruder

frescos in the catacombs back to a very early century ; and

it is certain that Bible manuscripts were often copiously

illuminated and illustrated even before the middle of the

4th century. An often-quoted passage from Tertullian

(De Pudic, c 10, cf. c. 7) shows that in his day the com-

munion cup was wont to bear a representation of the Good
Shepherd. Clement of Alexandria (Pixdag., iiL 11) men-

tions the dove, fish, ship, lyre, anchor, as suitable devices

for Christian signet rings.

During the 4th and following centuries the tendency to

enlist the fine arts in the service of religion and the church

may be said to have steadily advanced ; not, however, so

far as appears, with the forsial sanction of any regular

ecclesiastical authority, and certainly not without strong

protests raised by more than one powerful voice. From a

passage in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa {Oiat. de

Laudibua Tkeodmi Afartyris, c. 2) it is easy to see how
the stories of recent martyrs would otfer themselves as

tempting subjects for the painter, and at the same time bo

cinsidered to have received from him their best and most

permanent expression ; that this fcelijg was very wide-

spread is shown in many places by Paulinus of Nola (ob.

431), from whom we gather that not only martyrdoms, and
Bible histories, but also symbols of the Trinity were in his

day freely represented pictorially. Au^ustino {De Cons.

EiK, i. 10) speaks less approvingly of those who look for

Christ and His apostles "on painted walls" rather than in

His written word. How far the Christian feeling of the

4 th and 5th centuries was from being thorouglily settled

in favour of the employment of the fine arts is instructively

shown by such a case as that of Eusebius of C.esarea, who
in reply to a request of Constantia, sister of Constantino,

ifiir u picture of Christ, wrote that it was unlawful to

possess images pretending to represent tha Saviour cither

in His divine or in His human nature, and added that to

avoid the reproach of idolatry ho had actually taken away
from a lady friend the pictures of Paul and of Christ which

she had.- Similarly Epiphanius in a letter to John, bishop

* PIftCuit pictiiraa in ccclcsia case non tlclifre, ne (jnod colittir tt

odor.itiir in parictilms tk'iiingatur. See Ilefflf, Concilu'iu/rsch., i. 170.
' Tlio letter, w)iieli is most prubalily, tdoiigli not certainly, geriuiiu',

Appears in the Acta of the secoud co ucil of Nice.

of Jerusalem, tells how in a church at Anabiatha near
Bethel he had found a curtain painted with the image " of

Christ or of some other saint," which he had torn down
and ordered to be used for the burial of some panper. The
passage, however, reveals, not only what Epiphanius
thought on the subject, but also the fact that such pictures

must have been becoming frequent. Nilus, the disciple

and defender of Chrysostom, permitted the symbol of the

cross in churches and also pictorial delineations of Old and
New Testament history, but deprecated other symbols,

pictures of martyrs, and most of all the representation of

Christ. In the time of Gregory the Great the Western
Church at last obtained something like an authoritative

declaration on the vexed question about images, but in a

sense not quite the same as that of the synod of Elvira.

Serenus of Marseilles, on account of what he considered to

be flagrant abuses, had ordered the removal and destruction

of all sacred images within his diocese ; this vigorous

action called forth several letters from Pope Gregory (viii.

2, 111 , ix. 4, 11), in which he utterly disapproved of thnt

violent course, and, for the first time clearly drawing the

distinction which has ever since been authoritative for the

Roman Church, pointed out that " it is one thing to worship

a picture and another to learn from the language of a picture

what that is which ought to be worshipped. What those

who can read learn by means of writing, that do the

uneducated learn by looking at a picture. , . That,

therefore, ought not to have been destroyed which had

been placed in the churches, not for worship, but solely

for instructing the minds of the ignorant." Here it may
be mentioned with regard to the symbol of the cross, that

its public use dates from the time of Constantino, though,

according to many Christian archceologista it had, prior to

that date, a very important place in the so-called "dis-

ciplina arcani." The introduction of the crucifix was

decidedly later, and originally the favourite combination

was that of the figure of a lamb lying at the foot of the

cross ; the Trullan council in 692 by its 82d canon enjoined

that this symbol should be discontinued, and that where

Christ was shown in cunnexion with His cross He should

be represented in His human nature.

It was not until the 8th century that the religious and

theological questions which seem naturally to connect

themselves with image worship were at last distinctly raised

in the Eastern Church in their entirety, and argued in what

from some points of view might fairly be called an exhaus-

tive manner. The controversy began with the edict by

which Leo the Isaurian, in the tenth year of his reign

(720), sought to deliver the church from what he called

" tho idolatry of image worship." The text of that edict

is not extant, but it seems to have been directed exclusively

against such "idolatrous" homage as appeared to bo

involved in the established custom of prostration beforu

thorn. The use of the strong word "idolatrous" at once

led to a keen controversy, in which it was urged by tho

theologians that a " relative worship" (7rpo<TKvn)o-is o^fiKiJ)

might, without idolatry, bo given to the image of Christ.

Among thoso who took this ground was tho famous John

of Damascus, who retorted upon tho iconoclastic emperor

w ith charges of Judaizing and even of Manich.Tan leanings.

Leo, unconvinced, but finding that his first edict had been

wholly iiicfToctual, four years later (430) issued a second

decree, of a more sweeping character than tho first, inasmuch

as all the holy images were ordered to be removed, and all

recalcitrant bishoi)s summarily ejected from their posts.

This proceeding called forth further arguments from the

theologian of Daina.scus, through whose influence tho

iconoclasts were anathematized in such churches as were

not too directly and entirely under the political influence

of Constantinople. At the same time (730) Pope Gregory
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n. addressed to llio cnipoior two important controversial

letters in favour of images. They are preserved in the

Ada of tlio second council of Nice. Apart from tlieir

dirott liislniical importance, they are of considerable interest

35 literary and theological curiosities. To the objcctioi^

which had of course been, urged from the decalogue, he
replied that the prohibitioli there was directed simply

against llie idolatry of Canaan, and could not have. been

intended in a sense inconsistent with ths facfthat- Moses
had b;en commanded to make cherubim and the like.

Christ Himself was an image, the image of God. The
charge that the iconoduli prayed to stones, walls, and
pictures was easily met ; and the further difliculty that sis

cccumenic.al councils had met and separated, but enjoined

nothing about images, it was held, told distinctly against

the iconoclasts, for t!ie same councils had equally failed to

urge upon men the duty of taking their necessary food.

Heedless of Gregory's remonstrances, the emperor continued,

during the remaining twelve years of his life, to carry on
tlio struggle with but little effect ; the religious use of

images was too intimately intern-oven, not only with the

cluirch life, but also with the domestic habits of his people,

to yield even to the most determined efforts of r.n arbitrary

despotism. In 7-il Leo was succeeded by Constantine

Copronymus (741-775), who fully shared the iconoclastic

views of his father, and in 75'! convoked a council, attended
by three hundred and thirty-eight bishops, but never

recognized as oecumenical, which under his influence declared

all reverencers of images to be men who liad lapsed into

idolatry ; decreed that " Christ in His glorified humanity,

though not incorporeal, was yet exalted above all the limits

and defects of a sensuous nature, too exalted therefore to

be figured by human art in an earthly material after the

analogy of any other human body " ; and pronounced
anathema on all who attempted to express by visible colours

the form of the Logos in His incarnation, and on all who
delineated dumb and lifeless pictures of the saints, which
could never serve any profitable end. All images whatso-

ever of sacred persons or things were ordered to be ejected

from ChristLan churches ; and to set them up either in

public or in private buildings was furbidden under the

gravest ecclesiastical penalties. The stringency of these

decrees was justified by arguments drawn from reason and
Scripture, as well as by appeals to such names as those of

Gregory, Chryso3tom,Ath3nasius, Epiphanius, and Eusebius.

The attempt to enforce the decisions of the council as

imperial laws was in many instances marked by oppres-

siveness and cruelty, and the general feeling of the com-

'

munity, fostered diligently by a numerous class of its most
energetic and pious members, the monks, continued
unchanged in its aversion to iconoclasm ; and, although at

the end of his reign Constantine .succeeded in imposing
upon every citizen of Constantinople an oath never again
to worshipan image, there can belittledoubt that in a vast

number of households secret leanings to image worship
had been intensiBcd rather than weakened by repressive

measures. During the early part of the brief reign (775-
779) of Leu IV. Chazirus, the stringency of the law was
somewhat relaxed, until it was discovered that the empress
(Irene) was herself a secret iconolater, when she was brought
into disgrace, and numbers df her accomplices were seized

and imprisoned. On the death of Leo, Irene became regent
for her infant son Constantine, and, as was to bo expected,

used the power which she now possessed in favour of the

cause she had long had at heart. With the assistauce of

the monks, after an abortive attempt to hold a synod at

Cunstantinoph in 7SG, th.ere met at Nice in 7S7 a general

council (die seventh oecumenical), the proceedings of which
arc of considerable historical importance. It was there

decided that, not only the figure of the cross, but also other

holy images (Christ, the Virgin Mary, angels, and saints),

whether painted or executed in mosaic ur other material,

might be set up in churches, placed on holy vessels and
vestments, on-walls and panels, in houses and by highways,
and were to be honoured with doTfocr/xds and n-pcoKvi'rjcri.s,

though not with Aarpcia, •which is 'giveti to the divine

nature alone. The decrees, which were signed by all present,

were afterwards solemnly ratified at a final sessiort ^the

eighth) held in Constantinople, and thus, after a struggle

of sixty-one years, the worship of images asserted in the

Greek Church that ascendency which, with only one bri£f

interruption of a few years, it has ever since maintained.

The decisions of this Eastern council were in full harmony
with the personal views and practices of the popes, who,
however, were compelled to show considerable moderatioa
in the attitude they assumed. The Latin Church also, as

is shown by the writings of Agobardof Lyons and Claudius
of Turin, contained strongly iconoclastic elements, which, if

full scope had been given them, might conceivably hava
altered very considerably the current of Western opinion.

On political as well as on religious grounds, however^ it

was felt to be inexpedient tft push matters on either side

to extremes ; very important therefore at this juncture \fas

the step taken by the emperor Charlemagne in the publi-

cation of his De Impin Imayinnm Cullu Libfi IV., com-
monly called the Lihri Carolini, in which, condemning
alike the fanaticism of iconoclasts and the superstition of

iconoduli, he maintained the right of images to exist for pur-

poses of commemoration and ornament (propter memoriam
rerum gcstaruni et ornamentum). At 'the synod of Frank-
fort-on-iiie Main, held in 794, his general position was
maintained, and adoration of images {adoraiio el servitus

hiuigimim) was wholly condemned. Great injustice -was
done, however, to the fathers of the second Nicene council

when they were accused of maintaining that the same
worship ought to be given to images of saints as to the

Holy Trinity,—a doctrine which they had been at special

pains to repudiate. The settlement . which had been
obtained in 787 did not subsist entirely undisturbed even
in the Eastern Church. In 815, two years after Leo the

Armenian liad ascended the thfone, a council convoked
by him at Constantinople formally abolished the decrees

of Nice, and again banished the images from the churches.

The new controversy, with which the name of, Theodore
of the Studium is still more prominently. associated than
was that of John of Damascus with its previous phase,

went on with vicissitudes very similar to those which had
formerly occurred during the reign of Leo and his suc-

cessors Michael (820-830) and Theophilus (830-842).
At length, during the regency of the empress Theodora,
the decrees of Nice were reaffirmed by a synod at Con-
stantinople, and the banished images were triumphantly
and finally reintroduced into the metropolitan church on
the day which on the first Sunday in Lent is still cele-

brated throughout the Greek Church as a great festival

under the name of icprij or Travyyx'pi^ rrj'S 6p$oSo$t'a<;.

One incident in this second iconoclastic controversy had
been the mission of an embassy by Michael Balbus to Louis
the Pious in 825. » 'The reply was given through the synod
of Paris, held in tliat year : in open disagreement with the

opinions of Pope Hadrian I., the relatively neutral ground
taken up at the synod of Frankfort was maintained.

Down to the. close of this period the "images" spoken
of in ecclesiastical '•ontroversy are almost entirely pictures

or mosaic's—llic religious use of sculptures, and particularly

of statues (dytt/Vara, mSptdvTc;, cmJAat), being little known,
and, so far as known, disapproved. This distinction does
not indeed appear in the actual decrees of the council of
Nice ; but it is clearly drawn in the statements of the

patriarch Garmaniis and by Stephen BostrenuS, as quoted
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in the proceediags (Ad. iL). Such remains of Christian

antiquity as the statue of HIppolytus, recently dug up at

Ostia, and usually assigned to a date not later than the 5th

century, as alio the sitting figure of St Peter, dating from

the same period, now seen in St Peter's, Home, have no
immediata connexion with the subject of this article. The
same remark applies to the still earlier statue at Paneas

referred to by Eusebius {H. E., vii. 18), said to have been

raised in honour of Christ by the woman mentioned in

Matt. is. 20 ; if it was really intended to represent Christ

at all and not rather the emperor Hadrian, it was, at all

events, obviously no object of special veneration. About
the 9th century, however, "graven images" seem to have

become more common. Thus in the treatise De Imaginibm
(c. 31) of Agobard of Lyons (oh. 840), there is an obvious

controversial allusion to molten or moulded statues of

angels or holy men. With the gradual introduction of the

architecture commonly known as Gothic, there came in a

great advance in plastic art. The new cathedrals gave
scope for and even demanded a wealth of decoration

formerly unknown, until it seemed as if, not only the entire

Biblical history, but all the Acta Sanctorum, were to l.e

artistically told in wood and stone. The earliest extant
sculptures in stone or stucco cannot be carried farther back
than the' 1 Uh century. But the discussion of their date

and character belongs to the artistic rather than to the

religious side of thn subject.'

At the period of the Reformation it was unanimously
(e)t, by the reforming party that, with the invocation of

saints and the practice of reverencing their relics, the

adoration of images ought also as matter of course to cease.

The leaders of the movement were not all, however, per-

fectly agreed on the question as to whether these might
not in some circumstances be retained in churches. Luther,

it is well known, bad no sympathy with the iconoclastic

outbreaks which history mentions as having taken place

with some frequency at this period ; he classed images in

themselves as among the "adiaphora," and condemned only

their cultus ; so also the "Confessio Tetrapolitana" leaves

Christians free to have them or not, it only due regard be
had to what is expedient and edifying. The "Heidelberg
Catechism," on the other hand, emphatically declares that

images are not to be tolerated at all in churches. This
position, which is that of all the reformed churches, has an
obvious connexion with their view as to the division of the

decalogue, they following Origcn on this question while
the Lutherans adhere to the Philonic arrangement (see

Decalooue).
At the council of Trent (session xxv.) the Church of

Rome finally formulated the doctrine on the subject of

images which is still of authority within its communion.
That doctrine is avowedly based on the decrees of the
second council of Nice. It is declared that images of

Christ, the Virgin Mary, and other saints are to be set up
and retained, especially in churches, and that "due"
honour and veneration ore to be accorded them by kissing

and prostration. Warnings are appended, however, against
their superstitious abuse somewhat in the spirit of Gregory
the Great's letter and of the decision of the P'rankfort
synod.

The Greek Church continues tenaciously to adhere to the
decrees of the second Niceno council, and has not yielded
to any of the artistic impulses which have elsewhere made
themselves so powerfully felt. The sacred pictures which
abound everywhere, and are treated with extraordinary
reverence and affection, are for the most part very defective

icsthotically. Indeed the preference seems to be given to

' Such works fH Lubke's Kunstgeichichtc moy bo ronsultoil In tliis

conneiion
; tiso Didron'a tconoaraphie and Jamcaon's Sacred and

Lfl/cndarj/ Art,

those executed in rude archaic style, and even now the-

painter of pictures intended for religious uses must bear in
mind the monk's famous criticism on Titian. Nude or
incompletely draped figures are forbidden, and only half
lengths are permitted " ut omnis stult« cogitationis occasio
tollatur." No representation of the Godhead or of the
Trinity is attempted. Although it is in the records of a
Constantinopolitan council that the earliest extant notice of

the cruaifix occurs, that symbol is not now used in the East.
The literature of the subject is immense. The most important

monographs are—from the Catholic point of view, JIaimbourg,
Histcire de VHirhie des Icorwclastes (Paris, 1679-82); from the Pro-
testant, Daille, De Imaginibm (Leyden, 1642), and Spanheim,
Histcria Jmagirmm restituta (Leyden, 1686). For the acts of tl/c

councils, Labbe or Mansi must be consulted ; the learned compila-
tion of Goldast, Jjnpcrialia dccre/a dc citltu imaginum in utroqv.c

imperio promulgata collccta et illuttraia (Frankfort, 1608), will also

be found useful. Compare Schlosser, Gesch. der bildcrstiimcnden
/iTaiser ( Frankfort, 1812). The sections relating to image worship in

the great work of (!;h(»mnitz [Examcn Cone. Trid.
,
pars 4) are charac-

terized by learning ai^d moderation. The whole subject is treated,

of course, in all the church histories ; with most fulness and in-

sight in that of Neander. The iconoclastic controversy is dealt with
also in the histories of Gibbon and Milman. Copious archseo-

logical details are also given iu Augusti's Oenkwiirdigkeiten, vol.

xii. (Leipsic, 1831). (J. S. BL.)

IMAM is the name given to the priest who leads the

prayers of a Mahometan congregation, and is exactly

equivalent to Antistes. In the Koran, chap. ii. v. 118, it is

said of Abraham, " Verily, I will set thee as an imim (high

priest or model) for men." In Turkey the imAm, besides his

function as a minister, performs the rites of circumcision,

marriage, and burial. He is distinguished only by avoid-

ing gay colours in his dress and wearing a white turban.

In Persia the imAm is also called a mujtahid ; he has no
secular duties. The title has been always borne by the

caliphs or successors of Mahomet, the earlier ones having,

like the Prophet himself, conducted the services in person,

and addressed the people in a k/ndbah or homily on the

great weekly gathering on Fridays. The title thus cams
to signify head of the faith, and as such is claimed and
used by the present sultans of the Osmanli dynasty in

Turkey, the last of the legitimate caliphs. El Mutawakkel,
having in 1517 a.d. ceded his prerogatives to Selim I., the

first Ottoman sultan, and his heirs. The caliphate (see

Caliph) is also called El Jmdmah, the imamate. "The

Shiah sect hold that the office of iniiUu was specially

assigned by Mahomet to Ali i))n Abi T.Mib, his cousin and
son-in law, and passed from him to his legitimate male
issue by Fatima Mahomet's daughter. The first im.im

then was Ali; the next two were All's sons Hasan and
Husein (see Hasan); then came Ali Zein el 'Abidin, son of

Husein. His son Zeid founded the sect called the Zeid-

iyeh, who recognized him as inL-ln). This sect split into

two subdivisions, one of which declared that the imAm
ought to be designated by his predecessor, the other that the

imamate was elective, but must be confined to the descen-

dants of Fatima. The twelve im.Ams generally received by

the Shiahs do not, however, include Zeid, but are the

following ;—(1) Ali ibn Abi TAlib
; (2) El Hasan his son,

(3) El Husein, All's other eon
; (4) Ali Zein el 'Abidin,

son of Husein
; (5) Mohammed cl Baldr, son of Zein el

Abidin
;
(C) Jaafer cs S.Adik, son of El Bakir

; (7) Musi
el Kadliim, son of Jaafer; (8) Ali cr Ridhii, son of Musa

;

(9) Mohammed ct Takf, son of Er Ridh.A
; (10) Ali cl

HAdI, son of Et Taki; (11) Hasan cl A.skarl, son of El

ILAdi. Hero the chain of succession breaks off, the tw elfth

im.'lm being Mohammed cl Mehdi, surnainod Abu Kosiin,

who was i)redictod by the Prophet, and who is yet to come.

The title imAm is also applied to the founders of the four

great orthodox sects of Mahometans.
IMBKOS, or Imvuo, an island in the yiCgcan Sea,

lying west of the southern cud of the Thracian Chersonese.
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about 1-t milc3 from tbe mouth of ilia Duraanelles. To
the north-west, ut a distance of 17 miles, lies the island of

Samathraki; and about the same distance to the soulh-

eaal is Lemnos. The area of Imbros is estimated at 105

square miles, and its population, which is mainly of Greek

origin, is about 10,000. With its bare mountain ridges

and sides it has no small similarity to Attica. Ilagios

IlittS, or St Elias, is the highest summit, 1859 feet above

the sea-level. According to Franz von Loher about a third

of the island could be turned into a very garden by an

industrious and skilful race; but at present not more

than one-tenth is under cultivation. Wheat, barley, and

oats are grown, as well as a dye-plant locally called bouia.

A German company is working lignite in the island. The
only stream of importance has surrendered its ancient name
of Ilissus for the simple appellation of /ncyaAo? Trora/ios

or Big River. The valley through which it flows is the

only considerable tract of arable land in the island, and

contains the four villages of Theodoro, Kastro, Gliki,

and Panagia- Kastro, which lies on the coast, is the

site of the ancient town which bore the same name with

the island ; but the only remains of antiquity are part

of the mole, portions of the town-wall, and a number
of tombstones. A hill above the town presents with its

summit so great a likeness to a mediieval castle that it has

frequently been described as such. The archteological

investigations of Conze have brought to light a few inscrip-

tions of secondary interest, which mainly serve to confirm

the Attic character of Imbrian civilization. Attic and

Trojan coins are not unfrequent ; and traces are found of

the worship -of the Cabiri, Cybele, and Zeus Hypsiotes,

Itntiros plays no great part in history ; though the name
occurs as early as the Iliad and the Homeric IJymns.

Herodotus mentions its subjugation to the Persians by

Otanes. In later times it was distinctly recognized as an

Athenian colony. The numerous watch-towers and diminu-

tive strongholds observed throughout the island would

indicate that it had its share in the busy warlike existence

of the Middle Ages. Along with Samotbraki, Lemnos,

and Hagiostrati, Imbros belongs administratively to the

Vilayet of the Islands, or Jcsair bahr i Safid of Asiatic

Turkey. It is the seat of a metropolitan of the Greek
Church, with the title of exarch of the iEgean.

Sf'e Richter, U'allfahrten nach dan Morgentandf, Berlin, 1822
;

Mustoxides, t-wotxtn)fia'ra itrropiKa irepi Tijj vijffov \fx$pov, Conatallti-

nople. 1845, Louis Lacroix, Lis tla de la Or^e, 1803 ; Blau and
Schlottmann, in Benchtm dcr KOnigl. preuss. Akad, der IVi^scnsch.,

1856 : Conze, Re^se auf den Jjischi rfr,9 Thrakiachen Afc&rf^, Han-
over, 1860 ; Von LoboV, Griechischt A'iis(CT/aArfcn, 'Bielefeld, 1876.

IMERITIA, a district in Transcaucasia, extends from

the loft bank of the Tzhenys-tzkalys to the range of hills

that separate it from Georgia on the east, and is bounded
on the south by Aklialzikh. Anciently a part of Colchis,

and included in Lazia during the Roman empire, Imeritia

was nominally under the dominion of the Greek emperors.

In the early part of the 6lh century it became the theatre

of wars between Justinian and Chosroes, and was devast-

ated by subsequent hostile incursions, reviving only, on
becoming united to Georgia. It flourished until the reign

of Queen Thamar, but after her death (1212) the country

became impoverished through strifeand internal dissensions.

Reunited to Georgia, it became known in 1259 as Imier,

whence Imeritia (1469). In 1621 was made the earliest

appeal to Russia for aid ; in 1650 the first Russian envoys

were received at Koutais, the capital ; and in 1769 a

Russian force expelled the Turks. In 1604 the monarch
declared himself a vassal of Russia, and in 1810 the little

kingdom was definitively annexed to that ompiro. Imeritia,

Mingrelia, and Gburia, provinces not officially recognize<l

as distinct, are now included in the Russian government
«f Koutais. See Geoboia.

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. The dogma of the

immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary, as held by the

Church of Rome, is to the effect that "the most blessed Virgin

was, in view of the merits of Jesus Christ the Saviour of the

human race, by the singular grace and favour of Almighty
God, from the first moment of her conception in the womb
of her mother, preserved free from all taint of original

sin." The " pious opinion " that the mother of Christ had
during her life been preserved from sin in a way in which
no othei human being ever had been may be traced back to

a comparatively early period : indeed, without it her cultus

(for some account of the growth of which see Mary) as it had
developed itself long before the 9th century, would hava
been impossible. The actual history of an explicit doctrine

of her immaculate conception, however, so far as has hitherto

been discovered, may be said to begin, in the year 1140,'

with the letter of remonstrance which Bernard of Clairvaux

wrote to the canons of the cathedral at Lyons (Ep. 174),

wh , without consulting the Roman see, had recently intro-

duced into their church a festival in celebration of that doc-

trine. Bernard argued vigorously against this on the ground

of its novelty, its unscripturaluess (Ps. li. 5), and its ab-

surdity :

—" On the same principle," said he, " you would

be obliged to hold that the conception of her ancestors, in

an ascending line, was also a holy one, since otherwise she

could not have descended from them worthily, and therp

would then be festivals without number." How the recipi-

ents, who, it is stated, claimed to have learned their pecu-

liar rite from a document communicated by the Virgin her-

self, were afifected by this letter, is not recorded. Among
controversial treatises which appeared shortly afterwards

are mentioned those of Potho of Priim and the Abbot de la

Celle against the doctrine, ond that of the English monk
Nicolas in its favour. In the 13th century all the leiading

theologians, such as Alexander Halensis (p. iii., qu. 10,

membr. 2), Albertus Magnus (Ccmm. in Sent., iii. 3), Eona-

ventura (Comm. in Sent., iii. 3. 1, 2), and Thomas Aquinas

(Summa, p. iii., qu. 27, art. 1-3), took the viev7 of St

Bernard, their contribution to the theology of the subject

consisting in an accurate definition of the moment at which

the Virgin's sanctification in the womb must be held to have

taken place. During the same century the feast of the

Conception became very popular, and in 1263 it was ac-

cepted by a general chapter of the Franciscans at Pisa,

jwithout reference, however, to the question of immaculacy.

Of great importance to the subsequent history of the dogmn

was the appearance in the theological world, towards the

beginning of the 14 th century, of Duns Scotus, the "subtle

doctor " of the Franci.scans, who, as in so many other points,

so also in this, came into conflict with the still more illus-

trious " Doctor Angelicus," the Dominican Aquinas. In

one part of his Commentary on the Sentences of Peter of Lom-

bardy (lib. iii., dist. 3, qu. 1, sec. 9) he declares for thethink-

ableness and even probability of Mary's having been pre-

served intact from original sin ; in a later passage (dist 18,

qu, 1, sec. 13) the doctrine is categorically stated. It was

upon this disputed point that the long and bitter contro-

versybetween the two great mendicant orders chiefly turned.

In 1389, the Spanish Dominican Joannes de Montesono

having maintained in n disputation at Paris that the. view

of the Scotists was unscriptural and heretical, the university,

without committing itself on the main point, condemned his

violent theses, and this condemnation was concurred in by

the Avignon pope, ClementVII. The members of the entire

' The allegation that it wa-s taught by Anaelm of Canterbury ia

based paitly upon a spurious tract attributed to hjm and partly on un-

authentic legend. His actual opinion is explicitly enough stated in

the treatise Cur Deia Homo, c. 18:—" Virgo Uroen ipsa, unde as-

eumptus est, est In iniquitatibus conccpta, ct in peccatis conccpit earn

mater eius."
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Dominican order, for their refusal to acquiesce, were for

several years excluded from the privileges of the university.

In the beginning of the 15th century the famous chancellor,

John Gerson, accepted the new dogma, and applied in its

favour the well-knosvn doctrine of development. At the

council si Easel (in the 36th session, held September 17,

1439) it was defined auJ declared that tho doctrine was con-

Biatent with faith, reason, and Scripture, and therefore to be

approved and embraced ; the contrary doctrine was not con-

demned, but it was forbidden to preach or to teach it. The

university of Paris now made subscription to the doctrine

of the Immaculate Conception acondition for its degrees, and

various other universities entered into a solemn compact to

us? every exertion for its spread, but the controversy was far

from having been brought to a close even by the action of

Pope Sixtus IV., who in 1483 published a bull threatening

with excommunication any one who should accuse of heresy

either the advocates or the irapugners of the doctrine, the

point having not yet been decided by the apostolical 'see.

In its fifth session (154C) the council of Trent, after formu-

lating its decree on the subject of original sin, sought to

effect a compromise between Dominicans and Franciscans

by appending a declaration that it did not intend that this

doctrine should be applied to the blecsed and immaculate

Virgin Mary, but that the constitutions of Sixtus IV. were

still to be observed. In the beginning of the 17th century

the field of battle was transferred to Spain, where, under

the predominant influence of the Franciscans and Jesuits,

medals were struck, pictures painted, statues erected, and

persecutions set on foot in honour of the Virgin "sin pe-

cado concebida " ; and embassies were sent to Rome, both

by Philip III. and by Philip IV., to obtain more explicit

recognition of the popular doctrine. The popes continued

for a long time, however, to maintain their attitude of re-

serve. Paul V. (1617) forbade all public dispute on the

subject, and Gregory XV. (1622) extended the prohibition

even to private discussions, except in the case of Dominicans-

" inter se." But gradually the papal sympathies- became

more pronounced under Jesuit influences ; Clement I.K.

gave the feast of the Conception an octavo ; Clement XL,

in 1703, made it a festival " de prajcepto " for all Christen-

dom ; while Benedict XIV. endeavoured to reconcile St

Bernard with the more modern tendencies of Roman
Catholic theology, by insisting upon subtle distinctions be-

tween the " conccptio activa " and the ." conccptio passiva"

of Mary. In the pontificate of Gregory XVI. several pre-

lates received papal permission to describe her conception

as immaculate; and in 1849 Pius IX. was induced to ad-

dress to his bishops from Gaeta an encyclical, inviting them

to state how far tlie dogmatic definition of the dogma would

meet their wislies and the wishes of those under their charge.

A large majority declared themselves strongly in favour of

the proposal, and the ullimato result was that in December

8, 1S54, the pope, in presence of a numerous concourse of

cardinals, patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops assembled

in St Peter's, Rome, solemnly promulgated the bull " In-

cffabilis Deus," by which the doctrine of the Immaculate

Conception finally became for the Roman communion an

article of faith, the denial of which is accounted to bo

heresy.'

The feast of the Immaculate Conception is observed in

the Roman Church on December 8. In the Greek Church

there is a festival in honour of the conception of St Anne

' TLd wonhnro " A-ii-toiltatc Pomini No^lri JcMi Cliiisti, bcilonim

Apoitolonim IVlri ct Tiiuli, no Nostr.T, dccliranivia, iiroiuinUniiiiis ct

deimimu!), doclrinam, qii.TS toiift Bcilissimnm Virgincni Mnriani in

priino inslanti sua; Conccplionia fuisscsiiiRulan Oninipotcutis Dei gratia

ct privilrgifi, jnliiitii mcritonim Clirisli Jcau, Salvatoris liumaiii gcnc-

rts, all omni origiiialis culp.x labc pra'scrvatain iiiwininurii, esse a l>i'0

revKlatam, ntquo iiltitco ab omnibus luklibiis liiinitcr coiistanttniuc

credtililain.

(the mother of Mary), for which December 9 was fixed by
a constitution of the emperor Emmuel Comnenus in the

12th century. Her deliverance from the reproach of

sterility is what is celebrated ; there is no reference to

anything analogous to the Roman doctrine. It may be re-

marked that strong expressions as to the absolute purity of

Mary are found in the Koran (iii. 37), and still more in

later Mahometan writings ; but the Christian doctrine of

sin is so utterly foreign to Islam that no precise theological

construction of these expressions is possible.

IMMER.MANiV, K.\rl Lederecht (1796-1840), dra-

matist and novelist, was born April 24th, 179G, at

Magdeburg. From the gymnasium of his native city he

passed in 1813 to study law at the university of Halle,

but his career there was interrujited by the commotions

consequent upon Napoleon's escape from Elba. Immermann
was prevented by illness from taking part in the earlier

campaign, but he served in the Prussian army in 1815,

was present at I-igny and Waterloo, and marched Into

Paris with Bliicher. He went back to Halle to finish his

studies, and held official positions at Oschlrsleben, Munster,

and Magdeburg successively, before he became judge of a

district on the Rhine, near Diisseldorf. The attention

which his writings had already excited won him a warm
welcome from the artistic circle which then made Diissel-

dorf famous, and there he spent the rest of his life, dividing

his time amongst his judicial duties, his unsuccessful

attempt to raise the theatre there to a permanent classic

level of art and refinement, and a platonic literary friend-

ship with the countess of Ahlefeldt. The last, begun at

Munster and terminated only at his marriage with a

granddaughter of the chancellor Niemeyer in 1839, ex-

ercised a marked influence over his genius. Immermann
died at Diisseldorf, August 25, 1840. His dramas are

perhaps better suited for the stirdy than for the stage.

Though sometimes rough and forbidding, they are marked

by considerable insight into character; the comedies are

by no means destitute of comic force. Signs of a close

study of Shakespeare are abundant. In his semi-humor-

ous romances Immermann is at liis best, and it is by those

that ho will be chiefly remembered.
His cliicl' works are the following: tlie trugeiies— Vale of Son-

ccval, Edwin, rdrarca, 1822; King Pcriundcr, 1823; Cardaiio and

Cclinde, 1826; Fmlcruk //., 1828; and Ghismmda, 1839; and

the comcMci— Princes of Sijraaise, 1821 ; Kyc of Lore, 1824; Dis-

guises, 1828 ; Sehool of tlw Pious, 1829. besides tlicsc be wrote

the mytbiial jilay. Merlin, 1831 ; the trilogy of ytlex-is, 1832 .

the dramatic ]iocm. The Tragedy in the T'jrol, 1827 ; and the

romances— r«/i/(Mi((;/if;!, 1827, Die Epigonen, 1836 (perhaps his

best work), and Miinehliausen, a Slorg in Jrahcsques, lS3St. He
published two volumes of poems (1822 and lS;)2),'aud began Trislan

ami Isolde, 18'12. His miscellaneous writings include a translation

of Ivanhoc ; On the Mad Ajaj:<f Sovhocles, 1826 ; Miscellcn, 1830 ;

The Jlcrmil's Wintlew, 1822 ; Journal of a Traveller, 1833 ;

Memorubilien (unliuished), 1810; and Theaterhriefc, 1851. Tho

collected works wcro published in 14 vols, in 183!)—13. Sec rullitj's

Karl Jmmermunn, scin Leben und seine Werkc, 1870.

IMMORTELLE, or Everl.\stino. The immortelle

plant belongs to the division Tubulijiora: of the natural

family CompofUa;, and' is scientifically known as Gnap/ia-^

Hum {flclicl(ri/stim) oricntak of Linn^us. It is a native of

North Africa,"Crete, and the parts of Asia bordering on the

Mediterranean ; and it is cultivated in many parts of

Europe. It first became known in Europe about the year

1629, and has been cultivated since 1815. In common with

several other plants of the same group, known as "everlast-

ings," the immortelle plant possesses a largo involucre of dry

scale-like or scarious bracts, which preserve their appearance

when dried, i)rovided tho i>hnt bo gathered in jiroper

condition. The chief sup|ilics of J/elu/iri/siim vrintiale

come from Lower Provence, where it is cultivated in largo

quantities on tho ground sli)[iing to the Mi<lilorraiican, in

iMwitions well exposed to the sun, and usually in jilotssur-
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rounded by dry stone watiJs. The finest flowers are grown

on the slopes of Bandolsand Ciutit, whore the jilant begins

to flower in June. It requires a light sandy or stony soil,

and is very readily injured by rain or heavy dews. It

can be propagated in quantity by moans of otTsots from the

old?r stems. The flowering stems are gathered in Juno,

when the bracts arc fully developed, all the fully expanded

and immature flowers being pulled off and rejected. After

being dried, they arc sent to Paris in bo-tes containing 100

bundles, with the flowers placed outwards and the stems in

the centre. The imniortollo is sold by weight or by the

bundle, tho price varying from Hd. to 3d. per bundle,

according to size, or from lis. to ISs. per hundredweight,

according to quality. A well-managed plantation is pro-

ductive for eight or ten years. The [ilant is tufted in its

growth, each plant producing GO or 70' stems, while each

stem produces an average of 20 flowers. About 400 such

stems weigh a kilogramme. A hectare of ground will pro-

duce 40,000 plants, bearing from 2,400,000 to 2,800,000

stems, and weighing from 5i to Gi tons, or from 2 to 3 tons

per acre. Tho colour of the br.acts is a deep yellow. The
naturaf flowers are commonly used for garlands for the

dead, or plints dyed black are mixed with the yellow ones.

The plant is also dyed green or orange-rod, and thus em-

ployed for bouquets or other ornamental purposes.

Tho following is alist of tlio more important cverl.-isting (lowers:

—

Acrodiniuiii 7vsetim ; Animohiitm alatiun ; 0'naj>halitiin oricnlalc

anil other spocics; /{elichrijsum hractmtum, macranlkum, luul com-
priaitum, from Australia, and //. valitiim, from tlie Cape of Good
Hope; Hdipterum cnncsccus and Sandforti, from Soiitli Africa;

JiliodanUic Manylcsii, naciilala, and atrosaiiguinca, from Swan
Kiver ; IVaUzia nilida and nivca, from Swan Kiver ; and Xcrun-
tltcmum annuiim. Frcqnently these cvcrlastinits are mixed with
bleached grasses, as Lngurus oivtus, Bflza viaxima, Broiiius briztc-

/ormis, or witli the leaves of the Cape silver tree {Lcucadmiiion
argenleum), to form bomiuets or oriianiental groups.

IMOLA, the ancient Furum Cornelii, a town of Italy,

capital of a circle in tho province of Bologna, is situated

in a fruitful and charming plain on the old /Emilian way,

near tho river Santerno (ancient Vaircuus), 21 miles south-

east of Bologna and 46 north-west of Rimini, on the rail-

way connecting those towns. It is the scat of a bisho|)

and of a subprcfecture. Tho town is surrounded by walls

flanked with towers, and its streets are spacious and
lined with arcades. It possesses a cathedral with an
octagonal tower, an old caslio, a gymnasium, a technical

school, a school of music, a public library, orphanages for

boys and girls, a hospital, and a corn exchange. The manu-
facture of wine is tho principal industry, but a special kind

of cream of tartar is also made, and thero is cunsidorablo

trade in corn, liemi), flax, rice, and silk. The population

of the town in 1871 was 93.55 and of tho commune 2S,39S.

In 1870 tho population of the commune was 28,G78.

Tho ancient Forum Corndii is said to have derived its name
fi'oni its found'')' tlic dictator Sulla. According to Cicero, it was
occnpied by Octavian durin;^' the civil war which followed the death
of Cxsar, and Martial mentions it in tho third book of his epigrams
Bs the place where he was at that time rcsidiirg. The modern name
of tho town is, accordin;; to I'auhis Diaconns, derived from
that of tlio old citadel. Tho town, after its dcsti notion in 533
by Narscs, general of the emperor justiiiian I., was rebuilt by
the Lombards, after which it remained under the lordship of
Bolotjna till the end of tho 1.3th century. In 1272 it w.is taken
possession of by tho Pagani, and in 1292 by tho Alidosii, from whom
It was soi.;od in 1472 by Duke Philip Maria. Visconti of Milan.
Umhr the pontilitatc of Alexander VI. it was incor|)oiatcd with (ho
States of the Cliurch. In 1703 it was captured by the imperialists,

nud in 1797 by the French.

IMPEACHMENT, an exceptional, and now rare, form
of procedure against criminals in England, in which the

House of Commons arc the prosecutors and tho House of

Lords the judges. It differs from procedure by bill of

attainder, which follows tho ordinary forms of legislation

in both Houses, and takes effect in an ^t of Parliament.

In impeachment the form of procedure is strictly judicial

When tho House of Commons has. accepted a motion for

impeachment, the mover is ordered to proceed to the bar

of the House of Lords, and there impeach the accused "in
the name of the House of Commons, and of all the Com-
mons of the United Kingdom." The charges are formu-

lated in articles, to each of which the accused may deliver

a written answer. The prosecution must confine itselt to

the charges contained in tho articles, though further articles

may be adhibited from time to time. The Commons ap-

point managers to conduct the prosecution, but the

wliolo House in committee attends the trial. The defen-

dant may appear by counsoL The president of the Houso
of Lords is the lord high steward, in the case of peers im-

peached for high treason ; ia other cases the lord chan-

cellor. The hearing takes place as in an ordinary trial, tho

defence being allowed to call witnesses if necessary, and the

prosecution having a right of reply. At the end of the case

the president " puts to each peer, beginning with tho junior

baron, the questions upon tho first article, whether tho

accused be guilty of the crimes charged therein. Each
peer in succession rises in his place when the question is

put, and standing uncovered, and laying his right hand
up'jn his breast, answers, 'Guilty' or 'Xot guilty,' as the

case may bo, ' upon my honour.' Each article is proceeded

with separately in the same manner, the lord high steward

giving his own opinion tho last" (May's Parliamentari/

Pradice, c. xx'iii.). Should the accused be found guilty,

judgment follows if tho Commons move for it, but not

otherwise. The Commons thus retain the power of pardon
in their own hands, and this right they have in several cases

expressly claimed by resolution, declaring that it is not par-

liamentary for their lordships to give judgment "until tho

same be first demanded by this House." An impeachment,
unlike other parliamentary proceedings, is not interrupted

by prorogation, nor even by dissolution. Proceedings in

tho House of Commons preliminary to an impeachment are

subject to the o"dinary rules, and 'in the Warren Hastings

case an Act wa? ,)assed to prevent tho preliminary proceed

ings from disi-jntinuance by prorogation and dissolution.

A royal pardon cannot be pleaded in bar of an impeach-

ment. The point was raised in tho case of the earl oi

Danby in IG79, and the rule was finally settled by the Act
of Settlement. Persons found guilty on impeachment may
be reprieved or pardoned like other convicts. Impeachment
will lie against all kinds of crimes and misdemeanours,

and against on"ciulers of all ranks. In the case of Simon
de, Bercsford, tiied before the Houso of Lords 4 Edward
III., the House declared "that the judgment be not drawn
into example or consequence in time to come, whereby tho

6aid peers may bo charged hereafter to judge others than

their peers," from which Blackstone and .others havo

inferred that "a commoner cannot be impeached before the

Lords fur any capital otVence, but only for high mis-

demeanours." In the case of Pitzharris in 1C8I, the Houso
of Commons in answer to a resolution of the Lords suspend-

ing t!io impeachment, declared it to be their undoubted
right " to impeach any peer or commoner for treason or any
other crime or misdemeanour." And the House of Lords

has in practice recognized the right of the Commons to im-

peach whomsoever they will. The procedure has, however,

been reserved for great political ofienders whom tho ordi-

nary powers of the law might fail to reach. It has now
fallen into desuetude. The last impeachments were tho.so

of Warren Hastings (1788-95) and Lord Melville (1805),

but an unsuccessful attempt was made by Mr Anstcy to im-

peach Lord Palmcrston in 1848. The earliest recorded in-

stances of impeachment are those of Lord Latimer in 137C,

and of Pule, carl of Suflolk, in 138G. From the time

of Edsvard IV. to Elizabclh it fell intj disuse, "partly,''
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8ay3 Hallam, " from the loss of that control which the

Commona had obtained under Richard II. and tlie Lan-

castrian kings, and partly from tlie preference the Tudor

-princes had given to bills of attainder or pains and

penalties when they wished to turn the arm of parliament

against an obnoxious subject." Revived in the reign of

James I., it became an instrument of parliamentary resist-

ance to the crown, and it was not unfrequently resorted to

in the first three reigns after the Revolution.

In the constitution of the United States the procedure

of impeachment is an almost exact copy of that described

above. The House of Representatives are the accusers, and

appoint managers to conduct the prosecution at the bar

of the senate. The vote of the senate is taken by putting

the question separately to each member, and a majority of

two-thirds is required for a conviction. In the separate

States it partakes of the same quasi-political character —
neither the prosecutors nor the judges being the same as in

ordinary criminal offences. The most noted instances of

impeachment in the United States are those of Associate

Justice Chase in 180t, of President Andrew Johnson in

1868, and of Judge Barnard, New York, in 1872. The

object of impeachment is tlie removal of public officers for

malversation in office, which is followed sometimes by dis-

qualification for any future appointment.

INCENSEi is the perfume (fumigation) arising from

certain resins and gum-resins, barks, woods, dried Howers,

fruits, and seeds, when burnt, and also tiro substances so

burnt. In its literal meaning the word "incense" is one

with the word "perfume," the aroma given off with the

smoke (per fiimum^) of any odoriferous substance when

burnt. But, in use, while the meaning of the word " per-

fume" has been extended, so as to include everything sweet

in smell, from smoking incense to the invisible fresh fra-

grance of fruits and exquisite scent of flowers, that of the

word "incense," in all the languages of modern Europe in

which it occurs, ha.s, by an opposite process of limitation,

Ijeen gradually restricted almost exclusively to frankincense

(see Frankincense). Frankincense has always been ob-

tainable in Europe in greater quantity than any other of

the aromatics imported from the East ; it has therefore

gradually come to be the only incense used in the religious

rites and domestic fumigations of many countries of the

West, and at last to bo popularly regarded as the only

"true" or "genuine" (i.e., "fr.anc") incense (see LittriS's

Fr. Did., and Skcat's £ti/m. Diet, of litgl. Lang.).^

Tlie following is probably nil exliaustlve list of tlie siibstiuccs

available for incense or perfume mentioned in the Hebrew Scrip-

tures:—Algiim or alnuig wood (alniug in 1 Kings x. 11, 12 ; algiim

in 2 Chron. ii. 8, and ix. 10, 11), generally ideiitilied with sandal-

wood {Santalum album), a native of Malabar and Malaya ;
aloes, or

^ /ncensum (or inccnsmn thuris) from inccndfre ; Ital. and Portup.

incmso; Span, incioiso ; Fr. eiiceus. Tlic substantive occurs in an

inscription of the Arvalian brotherhood (Marini, Gli Atti e UonumeiUi

de frateUi Arvali, p. C39), but is frequent only in ecclesiastical Latin.

Compare the classical siiffimentum and Buffitim from sitffio. For

"incense" Ulfila (Luke i. 10, 11) has retained the Greek flujifoiia

(thymlama); all the Teutonic names (Germ. Weihraurh; Old Saxon

\Vlr6c\ Icel. Reijkchi; D.in. li'i'jehe) seem to belong to the Christian

period (Grimm, Deutsche Mythohfjit, i. SO).

' The etymological airniiticsof Si/u, 6uoi, thus,fiiffio,fumv.', and the

Sanikr. dhuma, arc well known. See Max Miillcr, Chips, i. 99.

* Classical Latin has but ono word [thiut or tu.-i) for all sorts of in-

cense. LibanjLi, for frankincense, occurs only in the Vulfjate. Even

the "ground frankincense " or "ground ^\no" {AJur/a Chain/rpU)/.i)

was known to the Uomans as Ttt3 Urrtc (Pliny), although they called

some plant, from its smelling like frankinceose, Libanotis, and a kind

of Thaskn wino, also from its fragrance, Lifxinios. The Latino-

barbaric word Olihanum (quasi Oleum Lihani), the common name for

frankincense in nio<lerii commerc*, is used in a bull of Pope lieneilict

IX. (1033). It may here be rcniarke4 that tlio name " Europe.in

frankiucenso " is applied to Piniis Tir^a, and t(» the resinous exudation
('* Burgundy pitch") of the Norwegian spruce lira {Abies exceba).

The " incensrt tree" of America is tlie fcka ffuiatiensis, and the "in-

Cttiue wood " of tlie same continent I. hcptitj/hylla.

lign aloes (Hcb. ahdlim, aMUth), produced by Aloexyhn AgaU
lochum, a native of Cocliin-China, and Aquiluria Agallucha, a

native of India beyond the Ganges (compare vol. i. p. 597)

;

balm (Heb. Isorl), tiie oleo-resin of Balsamodcndron Opobalsamum
and B. gUcadcm ; bdellium (Heb. bdOlah), the resin produced

by Balsamodcndron foxburghii, B. Mukul, and B. pubcsce7i3, all

natives of Upper India (Lassen, however, identifies bdClah with

musk) ; calamus (Heb. kanch ; sweet calamus, Iccnr.h boscm, Ex.

XXX. 23, Ezek. xxvii. 19 ; sweet cane, Icanch hatlob, Jer. vi. 20,

Isa. xliii. 24), identified by Royle with the Andropogon Calamus
aromaticus or roosa grass of India ; cassia (Heb. kiddah) the Cinita-

^nomum Cassia of China (see vol. v. p. 184) ; cinnamon (Heb.

kinnamon), the Cinnamomum zeylanicum of the Somali country,

but cultivated largely in Ceylon, where also it runs wild, and in

Java; costus (Heb. kelziolh), the root of the Aucklandia Coslxs,

native of Cashmere ; frankincense (Heb. IMnah), the gum-resin

of Boswcllia Frcrcana and B. Bhau-Dajiana of the Somali

country, and of B. Carterii of the Somali country and the op-

posite coast of Arabia (compare vols. viii. p. 122, and ix. p. 709) ,

gallMinum (Heb. helbenah), yielded by Ophoidia galbanifera of

Kliorassan, and Galbanum officinale of Syria ; ladanuin (Heb. ICI,

transhited "myrrh" in Gen. xxxvii. 25, xliii. 11), the resinous

exudation of CisUis crcticus, C. ladaniferus, and other species of

"rock rose" or "rose of Sharon"; myrrh (Heb. on6r), the gum-
resin of the Balsamodcndron Myrrha of the Somali country and

opposite shore of Arabia ; onycha (Heb. shchclclh), the celebrated

odoriferous shell of the ancients, the operculum or "nail" of a

species of Slrombus or "wing shell," formeriy well-known in

Europe under the name of Blalta byzantina ; it is still imported

into Bombay to burn with frankincense and other incense to bring

out their odours more strongly ; saffron (Heb. karkCvi), the stig-

mata of Crocus sativus, a natiye origiually of Cashmere ; spikenard

(Heb. Tierd), the root of the Nardostachys Jatamansi of Nepal and
Bhutan ; stacte (Heb. nataf), generally referred to the Slyrax

officinale of the Levant, but Hanbury has shown that no stacte or

storax is now derived from S. officinale, aud that all that is found

in modern commerce is the product of tii& Liqiddambar oricnlale of

Cyprus and Anatolia.

IJesides these aromatic substances named in the Bible, the follow-

ing must also be enumerated on account of their common use as

incense in the East ; benzoin or gum benjamin (see vol. iii. p. 581 ),

first mentioned among Western writers by Ibn Batuta (1325-1349)

under the name of lubun d' Javi (i.e., olibanum of Java), cor-

rupted in the parlance of Europe into benjamin and benzoin ;

camphor, produced by Cinnamouium Camphora, the "camphor
laurel" of China and Japan, and by Dryobalanopsaromatica, a native

of the Indian Archipelago, and widely used as incense throughout

the East, particularly in China (compare vol. iv. p. 761) ; clemi, the

resin of an unknown tree of the Philippine Islands, the clemi of old

wiiters (sec vol. viii. p. 122) being the resin of Bosivellia Prercana
;

gum-dragon or dragon's blood, obtained from Calamus Draco, one

of the ratan palms of the Indian Archipelam), Draccena Draco,

a liliaceous plant of the Canary Islands, and Ptcrocarpus Draco, a

leguminous tree of the island of Socotra (see vol. vii. p. 3S9) ; rose-

inalloes, a corruption of the Javanese rasamala, or liquid storax,

the resinous exudation of Liquidambar Altingia, a native of the

Indian Archipelago (an American Liquidambar also produces a rose-

malloes-like exudation) ; star anise, the stnrlike fruit of the Illicium

anisatum of Yunan and south-western China (compare vol. ii. p.

58), burnt as incense in the temples of Japan ; sweet Hag, the root of

Acorus Calamus, the bach of the Hindus, niucli used l^or incense in

India (see vol. ix. p. 280). .\n aromatic earth, found on the coast

of C'utcli, is used as incense in the temples of western India. The
animal excreta, musk and civet, also enter into the composition of

modern European pastils and clous fumants. Balsam of Tolu, pro-

duced by MyroTylon loluiferum, a native of Venezuela anil New
Granada ; balsam of Peru, derived from Myroxylon Pcreine, a native

of San Salvador in Central America ; Mexican aud Brazilian clemi,

produced by various siiecies of Jcica or "incense trees," and the

liquid exudation of an American species of Biquidmytbar, are all

used as incense in America. Hanbury quotes a lacnlty granted by

Pope PiusV. (August 2, 1571)to the bishops of the West Indies per-

mitting the substitution of bal.sainof Peru lor the balsam of the East

in the preparation of the chrism to be used by the Catholic Church

in America. The Sanijrc dil drago of the Mexicans is a resin

resembling dragon's blood obtained from a euphotbiaccous tree,

Croton Draco.

Probably nowhere can the actual historical progress from

the primitive use of animal sacrifices to the later refinement

of burning incense bo more clearly traced than in the pages

of the Old Testament, where no mention of tlio latter

solemnity occurs before the period of tlio Mosaic legisla-

tion ;^but ill the monument- of ancient Egypt the autlicnlic

traces of the use of incense which still exist carry us back

to a much earlier date. From Meroo to Mempbi.s tlie
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commonest subject carved or painted in tlie interiors of the

temples is that of some contemporary Plirah or Pharaoh

worshipping the presiding deity with oblations of gold and

silver vessels, rich vestments, gems, the firstlings of the

flock and herd, cakes, fruits, flowers, v7ino, anointing oil,

and incense. Generally he holds in one hand the censer,

and with the other darts the pastils or osselets of incense

into it ; sometimes he oflfera incense in one hand and makes

the libation of wine with the other. One of the best

known of these representations is that carved on the

memorial stone placed by Thothmes IV. (1533 B.C.) on the

breast of the Sphinx at Gizeh.' Tlio tablet represents

Thothmes before his guardian deity, the sungod Ra, pour-

ing a libation of wino on one side and oflfering incense on

the other. The ancient Egyptians used various substances

as incense. They worshipped Ha at sunrise with resin,

at mid-day with myrrh, and at sunset with an elaborate

confection called htphi, compounded of' no fewer than

eiiteen ingredients, among which were honey, wine, raisins,

resin, myrrh, and sweet calamus. While-it was being mixed,

holy writings were read to those engaged in the operation.

According to Plutarch, apart from its mystic virtues arising

from the magical combination of 4 x 4, its sweet odour had

a benign physiological efl'ect on those who offered it.- The
censer used was a hemispherical cup or bowl of bronze,

supported by a long handle, fashioned at one end like an

open hand, in which the bowl was, as it were, held, while

the other end within which the p.^tils of incense were kept

was shaped into the hawk's head crowned with a disk,

as the symbol of Ra,^ In embalming their dead the

Egyptians filled the cavity of the belly with every sort

of" spicery, except frankincense (Herod., ii. 86), which

was regarded as specially consecrated to the worship of

the gods. In the burnt offerings of male kine to Isis, the

carcase of the steer, after evisceration, was filled with fine

bread, honey, raisins, figs, frankincense, myrrh, and other

aromatics, and thus stuffed was roasted, being basted all

the wliile by pouring over it large quantities of sweet oil,

and then eaten with great festivity.

How important the consumption of frankincense in the

worship of the gods beer,mo in Egypt is shown by two of its

monumento, which are of the greatest interest and value for

the light they throw on the early history of the commerce of

the Indian Ocean. One is an inscription in the rocky valley

if Hammamat, througli which the desert road from the Red
Soa to the valley of Egypt opens on the green fields and
palm groves of the river Nile near Coptos. It was cut on
•lio rocks by an Egyptian nobleman named Hannu, who
slates that he was sent by Pharaoh Sankhara, 2500 B.C.,

vvitli a force gathered out of the Thebaid, from Coptos to

the Red Sea, there to take command of a naval expedition

to the Holy Land of Punt, " to bring back odoriferous

gums." Punt is identified with the Somali country, which
is now known to bo the native country of tbo trees that

yield the bulk of the frankincense of commerce. The
other bears the record of a second expedition to the same
land of Punt, undertaken by command of Queen Ilasop,

1600 b'.c. It is preserved in the vividly chiselled and
richly coloured decorations which portray the history of

the reign of this famous Pharaoh on the walls of the
" Stage Temple " at Thebes. The temple is now in ruins,

but the entire serios of gorgeous pictures recording the

expedition to "the balsam land of Punt," from its leaving to

Its returning to Thebes, still remains intact and undefaced.*

' Brugsch, Bgypfunder the Pharaoht, I. 77-81, 414-419.
' Plutarch, Dc Iside el Osiride, c. 52. In Parthey's edition

(Berlin, 1850) other recipes for the manufacture of hiphi, by Galen
and Dioscoridcs, are given ; also some results of the editor's own «•
perimehOi.

'Wilkinson, Ancient £/7yp«<Mi»,!. 498; ii. 19, 398-100,414-410.
' Brugacb, Jir/ypt unckr the Pharaohs, i., 303-312.

Tliose are the only authenticated instances of the export

of incense trees from the Somali country until Colonel

Playfair, then political agent at Aden, in 1862-64, col-

lected and sent to Bombay the specimens from which Dr
Birdwood prepared his descriptions of them for theLinnean
Society in 1868. King Antigonus is said to have had a

branch of the true frankincense tree sent to him.

Homer tells us that the Egyptians of his time were

emphatically a nation of druggists {Od. iv. 229, 230).

This characteristic, in which, as in many others, they

remarkably resemble the Hindus, the Egyptians have

maintained to the present day ; and, although they have

changed their religion, the use of incense among them
continues to be as familiar and formal as ever. The kohl

or black powder with which the modern, like the ancient,

Egyptian ladies paint their languishing eyelids, is nothing

but the emeeth of charred frankincense, or other odoriferous

resin, which is brought with frankincense, and phials of

water from the well of Zem-zem, by the returning pilgrims

from Mecca. They also melt frankincense as a depilatory,

and smear their hands with a paste into the composition of

which frankincense enters, for the purpose of communi-
cating to them an attractive perfume. Herodotus (iv. 75)

describes a similar artifice as practised by the women of

Scythia (compare also Judith x. 3, 4). In cold weather the

Egyptians warm their rooms by placing in them a brazier,

" chafing-dish," or "standing-dish," filled with charcoal, i;i

which incense is burnt ; and in hot weather they refresh

them by occasionally swinging a hand censer by a chain

through them—frankincense, benzoin, and aloe wood being

chiefly used for the purpose.^

In the authorized version of the Bible, the word "incense
"

translates two wholly distinct Hebrew words. In various

passages in the latter portion of Isaiah (xl.-lxvi.), in Jere-

miah, and in Chronicles, it represents the Hebrew Ubunah,

more usually rendered "frankincense"; elsewhere the

or?ginal word is ketoreih (Ex. xxx. 8, 9, Lev. x. 1, Num.
vii. 14, ic), a derivative of the verb kilter (Pi.) or Mkiir

(Hiph.), which verb is used, not only in Ex.- xxx. 7, but

also in Lev. i. 9, iiL 11, ix. 13, and many other patsoges,

to denote the process by which the " savour of satisfac-

tion " in any burnt offering, whether of flesh or of incense

is produced. Sometimes in the authorized version (as in

1 Kings iiL 3, 1 Sam. iL 28) it is made to mean ex-

plicitly the burning of incense with only doubtful pro-

priety. The expression "incense (ketoreth) of rams" in

Ps. IxvL 15 and the' allusion in P.s. cxli. 2 ought both
to bo understood, most probably, of ordinary burnt

offerings.' The " incense " (ketoreth), or " incense of eweet

scents" (ketoretE sammim), called, in Ex. xxx. 35, "a
confection after the art of the apothecary," or rather "a
perfume after the art of the perfumer," which was to be

regarded as most holy, and the imitation of which wa.9

prohibited under the severest penalties, was compounded of

four "sweet scents" (sammim),^ namely stacte (nataph),

onycha (sheheleth), galbanum (helbenah), and " pure " or

"fine" frankincense (lebonah zaccah), pounded together in

equal proportions, with (perhaps) an admixture of salt

(memullah).^ It was then to be "put before the lepti-

mony" in the "tent of meeting." It was burnt on the

altar of incense (see Altar, vol i. p. 640) by the priest every

morning when the lamps were trimmed in the holy place,

» See Lane, Mod. Egyptians, pp. 34, 41, 139, 187, 438 (ed, 1860).

'See Welliiausen, Oc3ch. Isratls, i. '0 aqq., who from philological

and other data infers the late date of the iutroduclion of incense into

the Jewish ritual.

' According to Philo {Opera, i. 504, cd. Mangey), they symboHicd
respectively water, earth, air, and fire.

° Other accounts of its composition, drawn from Babbinical sotffces,

vill be found in various works on Jewish antiquities ; see, for example,
Reland, Antig. Sacr. Vcl. Jlcbr., pp. 39-41 (1712).
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nnrl every evening wlien tliey were lighted or " set up

"

(Ex. XXX. 7, 8). • A handful of it was also burnt once a

year in the holy of hoUes by the high priest on a pan of

burning coils taken from the altar of burnt-offering (Lev.

xvi. 1-, 13). Pure frankincense (lebonah) formed part

of the meat offering (Lev. ii. IC, vi. 15), and vras also

presented along with the shew bread (Lev. xxiv. 7) every

babbath day (probably on two golden saucers ; see Jos.,

Ant., iiL 10, 7). The religious significance of the use of

incense, or at least of its use in the holy of holies, is

distinctly set forth in Lev. xvi. 12, 13.

. Tiie Jews were also in the habit of using odoriferous

substances in connfexiou with the funeral obsequies of

distinguished persons (see 2 Chron. xvi. 14, xxi. 19; Jer.

xsxiv. 5). In Am. vi. 10 "he that burneth him "probably

means " he that burns perfumes in his honour." References

to the domestic use of incense occur in Cant. iii. 6, Prov.

xxvii. 9, c/. vii. 17.

The "marbles" of Ninsveh furnish frequent examples

of the offering of incense to the sun-god and his consort

(2 Kings xxiii. 5). ' The kings of Assyria united in them-

selves the royal and priestly offices, and ou the monuments

they erected they are generally represented as offering

incense and pouring out wine to the tree of life. They
probably carried the incense in'the sacred bag which is so

frequently seen in their hands and in those also of the

common priests. According to Herodotus (i. 183), frank-

incense to the amount of 1000 talents' weight was offered

every year, during the feast of Bel, on the great altar at his

temple in Babylon.

The monuments of PersDpolis and the coins of the Sas-

sanians show that the religious use of incense was as com-

mon in ancient Persia as in Babylonia and Assyria. Five

times a day the priests of the Persians (Zoroastrians)

burnt incense on their sacred fire altars. In the Avesta

(
Vciididad, Fargard xix. 24, 40), the incense they used is

named vohu gaono. It has been identified with benzoin,

but was probably frankincense. Herodotus (iii. 97) states

that the Arabs brought every year to Darius as tribute

1000 talents of frankincense. The Parsces still preserve in

western India the pure tradition of the ritual of incense as

followed by their race from probably the most ancient times.

I Tho Ramayana and Mahabharaia afford evidence of

the employment of incense by the Hindus, in the

worship of the gods and the burning of the dead, from

tho remotest antiquity. Its use was obviously continued

by tho Buddhists during tho prevalence of their religion

in India, for it is still used by them in Nepal, Tibet,

Ceylon, Burmah,- China, and Japan. These countries

oil received Buddhism from India, and a largo propor-

tion of tho porcelain and earthenware articles imported

from China and Japan into Europa consists of in-

numcrablo forms of censors. Tho Jains all over India

burn sticks of incense before their Jinx Tho commonest
incenso in ancient India was probably frankincense. The
Indian frankincense tree, Boswetlia thurifera, Colebrooke

(which certainly includes B. plahra, Roxburgh), is a doubtful

native of India. It is found chiefly where the Buddhist re-

ligion prevailed in ancient times, in Bihar and along the foot

of tho Himalayas and in western India, where it particularly

flourishes in the neighbourhood of the caves of Ajanta. It

ia quite possible therefore that, in tho course of their widely

extended commerce during tho one thousand years of their

ascendency, tho Buddhists imported tho true frankinccnso

trees from Africaand Arabia into India, and that tho accepted

Indian species are merely varieties of them. Now, however,

tho incenso in commonest use in India is benzoin. But tho

consumption of all manner of odoriferous resins, gum rcsin.^,

roots, woods, dried leaves, flowers, fruits, and seeds in India,

in social as well as religious observances, is enormous.

The gr,\teful perfumed powder ahir or rauda is compoted
either of rice, flour, mango bark or deodar wood, camphor,

and aniseed, or of sandalwood or wood alues, zerunibct,

zedoary, rose flowers, camphor, and civet. The incenso

sticks and pastils known all over India under the names
of ud-hitti ("benzoin-light") or aggarki-buti ("wood
aloes light ") are composed of benzoin, wood aloes, sandal-

wood, rock lichen, patchouli, rosemalloes, Flacourlia leaf

{talisput-iree), mastic, and sugnr candy or gum. The abir

and aagir hutis made at the Mahometan city of Eijarpur in

the Mahratta country are celebrated all over western India.

The Indian Mussulmans indeed were rapidly degenerating

into a mere sect of Hindus before the Wahnbi revival, and

the more recent political propaganda in support of the

false caliphate of the sultans of Turkey; and we therefore

find the religious use of incense among them more general

than among the Mahometans of any other country.

They use it at the ceremonies of circumcision, hismiUak

(teaching the child "the name of God"), virginity,

and marriage. At marriage they burn benzoin wit;i

nim seeds to keep off evil spirits, and prepare the bride-

cakes by putting a quantity of benzoin between layers

of wheaten dough,, closed all round, and frying them
in clarified butter. For days the bride is fed on

little else. In their funeral ceremonies, 'he moment the

spirit has fled incense is burnt before the corpse until it is

carried out to be buried. The begging fakirs also go

about with a' lighted stick of incense in one hand, and

holding out with the other an iucense-hohlcr (literally,

"incense chariot"), into which the coins of the pious

are thrown. Large "incense trees" resembling our Clirist-

mas trees, formed of incense-sticks and pastils and ossdcts,

and alight all over, are borno by the Shiah Mussulmans in

the annual procession of the Mohurrum, in commemoration

of the martyrdom of the sons of Ali. The worship of tlie

tuld plant, or holy basil, by tho Hindus is popularly

explained by its consecration to Vishnu and Krishna. It

grows on the four-horned altar before the house, or in

a pot placed in ono of tho front windows, and is

worshipped every morning by all the female members

of every Hindu household. It is possible that its adora-

tion has survived from the times when the Hindus buried

their dead in their houses, beneath tho family hearth.

When they came into a hot climate tho fire of tho sacrifices

and domestic cookery was removed out of the house ; but

the dead wore probably stiU for a while buried in or near

it, and the lulsi was planted over their graves, at once for

the salubrious fragrance it diffuses and to represent the

burning of incenso on the altar of the family lar.

As to the tfi'ca mentioned in Homer (//. ix. 499, and

elsewhere) and in Hesiod {Works and Days, 338), tJicrc is

some uncertainty whether they were incenso oll"cring5 at

all, and if so, whether they were ever offered alone, and

not always in conjunction with animal sacrifices. Tliat the

domestic use, however, of the fragrant wood OCw (tho

Arbor vihv or Callitris fjuadrivahis of botanists, which

yields the resin sandarach) was known in tho Homeric oge,

is shown by the case of Calypso [Od. v. GO), and the very

similarity of tho word OCov to tfi'o? may bo taken ns almost

conclusively i>roving that by that time tho same wood was

also employed for religious purposes. It is not probable

that- tho sweet smelling gums and resins of tho countries

of tho Indian Ocean began to bo introduced into Orecco

before tho 8th or 7th century n.c, and doubtless Ai'/Javot

or ,\t/3ai'u)T05 first became an article of extensive commerce

only after tho Mediterranean trade with the East had been

opened up by tho Egyjitian king Psamnictichus (G70 B.C.).

The ncwOrientalword is frcquentlyemployed by Herodotus;

and there are abundant references to the use of tho thing

omong tho writers of tho golden ago of Attic litcraturo (see.
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or example, Aristophanes, Plut., 1114 ; i^rogs, 871, 888
;

Clouds, 426; Wasps, 90, 861). Frankincense, however,

thoagh the most common, never became the only kind of

incense offered to the gods among the Greeks. Thus tho

Orphic Hymns are careful to specify, in connexion with

the several deities celebrated, a great variety of substances

appropriate to the service of each ; in the case of many of

these the selection seenw to have been determined not at

all by their fragrance but by some occult considerations

which it is now diflRcult to divine.

Among the Romans the use of religious fumigations long

preceded the introduction of foreign substances for the

purpose (see, for example, Ovid, Fast. L .337 sq., " Et non
exiguo laurus adusta sono "). Latterly the use of frankin-

cense ("mascula thura," Virg., Ed. viii. 65) became very

prevalent, not only in religious ceremonials, but also on

various state occasions, such as in triumphs (OviJ, Trist.

iv. 2, 4), and also in connexion with certain occurrences of

domestic life. In private it was daily oBFered by the de-

vout to the /ar/amiVi'aris (Plant., AuluL, •gvo\., 23); and
in public sacrifices it was not only sprinkled on the head
of the victim by the pontifex before its slaughter, and

afterwards mingled with its blood, but was also thrown

upon the flames in which it was roasted.

No perfectly satisfactory traces can be found of the use

of incense in the ritual of the Christian Church during the

first four centuries. It obviously was not contemplated by
the author of the epistle to the Hebrews ; its use was foreign

to the synagogue services on which, and not on those of

the temple, the worship of the primitive Christians is well

known to have been originally modelled ; and its associa-

tions with heathen solemnities, and with the evil repute

of those who were known as " thurificati," would still

further militate against its employment. Various authors

of tho ante-Nicene period have e.xpresscd themselves as

distinctly unfavourable to its religious, though not of

course to its domestic, use. Thus Tertullian, while {De
Cor. Mil., 10) ready to acknowledge its utility in coun-

teracting unpleasant smells ("si ma odor alicujus loci

offenderit, Axabise aliquid incendo "), is careful to say

that he scorns to oflfer it as an accompaniment to his

heartfelt prayers (Apol., 30, cf. 42). Athenagoras also

{Legal., 13) gives distinct expression to his sense of the

needlessness of any such ritual (" the Creator and Father

of the universe does not require blood, nor smoke,

nor even the sweet smell of flowers and incenso ")

;

and Amobius (Adv. Gent., vii. 26) seeks to justify the

Christian neglect of it by the fact,- for which he vouches,

that among the Romans themselves incense was unknown
in the time of Numa, while the Etruscans had always

continued to be strangers to it. Cyril of Jerusalem,

Augustine, and tho Apostolic* Constitutions make no
reference to any such feature either in the public or

private worship of tho Christians of that time. The earliest

mention, it would eeem, occurs in tho Apostolic Canons
(can. 3), where the 6i/ii'a/xo is spoken of as one of the re-

quisites of tho eucharistic servica It is easy to perceivo

how it should inevitably have come in along with the whole
circle of ideas involved in such words as " temple," "altar,"

"priest," which about this time came to be so generally

applied in ecclesiastical connexions. Evagrius (vi. 21)
mentions the gift of a ^u^tiarijpioi' by Chosroes the king of

Persia to the church of Jerusalem ; and all the Oriental

liturgies of this period provide special prayers for tho thu-

rification of the eucharistic elements. The oldest Ordo
Romanm, which perhaps takes us back to within a century
of Gregory tho Great, enjoins that in pontifical masses a
snbdeacon, with a golden censer, shall go before tho bishop
as ho leaves tho secretarium for the choir, and two, with
censers, before tho deacon gospeller as he proceeds with the

gospel to the ambo. And less than, two centuries after-

wards we read an order in one of the capitularies of Hinc-
mar of Rheims, to the effect that every priest ought to be
provided with a censer and incense. That in this portion

of their ritual, however, tho Christians of that period were
not universally conscious of its direct descent from Mosaic
institutions may be inferred perhaps from the " benediction

of the incense " used in the days of Cliarlemagne, which
runs as follows :

" May the Lord bless this incense to tho
extinction of every noxious smell, and kindle it to tho

odour of its sweetness." Even Thomas Aquinas (p. iiL

qu. 83, art. 5) gives prominence to this idea.

The character and order of these historical notices of

incense would certainly, were there nothing else to be con-

sidered, justify the conclusion which has been generally

adopted, that its use was wholly unknown in the worship of

the Christian Church before the'Sth century. On the other

hand, we know that in the first Christian services held in

the catacombs under the city of Rome, incense was burilt

as a sanitary fumigation at leftsL Tertullian also distinctly

alludes to the use of aromatics in Christian burial : " the

Sabffians will testify that more of their merchandise, anu
that more costly, is lavished on the burial of Christians,

than in burning incense to the gods." And the whole ar-

gument from analogy is in favour of the presumption of

the ceremonial use of incense by the Christians from the

first. It is natural that little should be said of so obvious

a practice until the fuller development of ritual in a later

age. The slighting references to it by the Christian fathers

are no more an argument against its existence in the pri-

mitive church, than the similar denunciations by the

Jewish prophets of burnt offerings and sacrifices are

any proof that there were no such rites as the offering

of incense, and of the blood of bulls and fat of rams,

in the worship of the temple at Jerusalem. There
could be no real offence to Christians in the burning of

incense. Malachi (i. 11) had already foretold the time
when among the Gentiles, in every place, incense should

be offered to God. Gold, with myrrh and frankincens*

were offered by the Persian Magi to the infant Jesus
at his birth ; and in Revelation viii. 3, 4 the image of the

offering incense with the prayers of the saints, before the

throne of God, is not without its significance. If also the

passage in Ambrose of Milan (on Luke i. 11), where he
speaks of " us " as " adolentes altaria " is to be translated

"incensing the altars," and taken literally, it is an
unequivocal testimony to the use of incense by the

Christian Church in, at least, the 4th century.

The Missal of the Roman Church now enjoins incensa-

tion before the introit, before the gospel, and again at the

offertory, in every high mass ; the use of incense also

occurs when the sacrament is exhibited, at consecrations of

churches and the like, in processions, in the office for the

burial of the dead, and at the exhibition of relics. On high

festivals tho altar is censed at vespers and lauda^

In the Church of England tho use of incense was gradu-

ally abandoned after the reign of Edward VI., until the

ritualistic revival of the present day. Its use, however, has

never been abolished by law. A " Form for the Consecra-

tion of a Censer " occurs in Bancroft's Form of Dedication

and Consecration of a Church or Cflapel {16S5). In various

works of reference (as, for example, in A'^otes and Queries,

3d ser., vol. viii. p. 11) numerous sporadic cases arc men-
tioned in which incenso appears to have been burnt in

churches ; the evidence, however, docs not go so far as to

show that it was used during divine service, least of all

that it was used during tho communion office. At the

coronation oL-,George- III., one of tho king's groocu

appeared "in a scarlet dress, holding a perfuming j^n^

burning perfumes, as at previous coronations."
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For the manuiacmre oi the incense now used in the

j

Christian cLurches of Europe there is no fixed rule. The

books of ritual are agreed that Ex. xxx. 34 should be taken

as a guide as much as possible. It is recommended that

frankincense should enter as largely as possible into its

composition, and that if inferior materials be employed at

all they should not be allowed to preponderate.
, In Rome

olibanum alone is employed; in other places benzoin,

storax, aloes, cascarilla bark, cinnamon, cloves, and musk
are all said to be occasionally used. lu the Russian

Church, benzoin is chiefly employed. The Armenian

liturgy, in its benediction of the incense, speaks of _^' this

perfume prepared from myrrh and cinnamon."

v.; The preparation of pastils of incense has probably

come down in a continuous tradition from ancient

Egypt, Babylonia, and Phanicia. Cyprus was for cen-

turies famous for their manufacture, and they were still

known in the middle ages by the names of pastils or

osselets of Cyprus.

Maimonides, in his More Nevochim, states that the use

of incense in the worship of the Jews originated as a corr

rective of the disagreeable odours arising from the slaughter

and burniflg of the animals offered in sacrifice. There can

be no doubt that its use throughout the East is based on

sanitary considerations ; and in Europe even, in the time

when the dead were buried in the churches, it was recog-

nized that the burning of incense served essentially to

iprescrvo their salubrity. But evidently the idea that the

«dour of a, burnt-ofTering (cf. the Kviut]-; i]hv% diir/i?; of

\Odyss. xii. 369) is grateful to the deity, being indeed

the most' essential part of the sacrifice, or at least the

|Vehicle by which alone it can successfully be conveyed

to its destination, is also a very early one, if not abso-

lutely primitive ; and survivals of it are possibly to bo

met with even among the most highly cultured peoples

where the purely symbolical nature of all religious ritual

is most clearly understood and maintained. Some such

idea plainly underlies the familiar phrase "a sweet savour,"

more literally "a savour of satisfaction," by which an

acceptable offering by fire is so often denoted in the Bible

(Gen. viii. 21, Lev. i. 9, el passim; cf. Eph. v. 2). It is

easy to imagine how, as men grew in sensuous appreciation

of pleasant perfumes, and in empirical knowledge of the

sources from which theso- could bo derived, this advance

iwould naturally express itself, not only in their domestic

habits, but also in the details of their .religious ceremonial,

so that the custom of adding some kind of incense to

their animal sacrifices, and at length that of offering it pure

and simple, would inevitably arise. Ultimately, with the

development of the spiritual discernment of men, the

•'offering of incense" became a mere symbolical expres-

sion for prayer (see Rev. v. 8, viii. 3, 4). Clement of

.Alexandria expresses this in his well-known words: '" The
:rue altar of incense is the just soul, and the perfume from
it is holy prayer." (So also Origcn, Cont. Cels., viii. 17, 20.)

The ancients were familiar with the sanitary efficacy of

lumigations. The energy with which Ulysses, after the

slaughter of the suitors, calls to Eurycloa for '"
fire and

sulphur" to purge (literally " fumigate ") the dining-hall

from the pollution of their blood {Od. xxii. 481, 482)
would startle those who imagine that sanitation is a

ueculiarly modern science. There is not the slightest

doubt that the ceasing of things and persons was first

practised for acts of purification, and thus became sym-

bolical of consecration, and finally of the sanctification of

the soul. The Egyptians understood the use of incenso

as symbolical of the purification of the soul by prraycr.

Catholic writers generally treat it as typifying contrition,

tho preaching of the gospel, the prayers of the faithful, and
the virtues of the saints. (a. D )

INCEST, carnal connexion between pereons so related

that marriage could not take place between them according

to the Levitical rules. In England incest has not generally

been treated as a crime, although, along with other offences

against morals, it was made punishable by death in 1G50.

'^ince the Restoration it has, to use Blackstone's phrase,

been left to the " feeble coercion of the spiritual courts."

Under the divorce law, incest is one of the aggravations of

adultery which entitle a wife to divorce her husband. In
the law of Scotland, it is a crime nominally punishable with

death, but the penalty usually inflicted is penal servitude

for life. This sentence was actually pronounced on a man
in 1855. In the United States, as in England, incest is

not an indictable offence at common law, but it has been

made so by the legislation of some of the States.

INCHBALD, Mks Elizabeth (1753-1821), an English

actress, dramatic author, and novelist, was born 15th

October 1753. She was the daughter of a farmer al

Standingficld, near Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, her maiden
name being Simpson. On account of the death of her

father in her eighth year, she and her sisters never

enjoyed the advantages of school training or of any
regular supervision in their studies, but they nevertheless

seem to have acquired at an early period refined and
literary tastes. A favourite amusement of the family

was readings, chiefly of a dramatic kind, and Elizabeth,

notwithstanding that she was afflicted with an impedi-

ment of speech, which drove her into solitude, soon

conceived a strong desire, not only to see the great world,

but to become an actress. After making an attempt with

little success to secure an engagement in a Norwich
theatre,she in April 1772 left secretly for London, where

she made the acquaintance of several managers and actors,

but with no better fortune. In June she, however,

married Mr Inchbald, a comedian in Drury Lane Theatre,

and in September following she made her debut as an

actress in the character of Cordelia, her husband taking

the part of Lear. For several years she acted along with

her husband in the provinces, but notwithstanding her

great beauty and her good mental aptitude for acting, the

impediment in her speech, by rendering rapidity and easo

of utterance impossible, prevented her from attaining to

more than very moderate excellence. After the death of

her husband in 1778 she continued for some time on tho

stage, but her success as a dramatic author led her to

retire in 1789. She died at Kensington, August 1, 1821.

Mrs Inch bald's plays amount to nineteen in all. Some of them
were for a time veiy successful, especially iHves ns they were and
Maids as they are. Among the others may be mentioned Such
Things Are; The Married Man; The Wedding Day; The Mid-
night Hour ; Everyone has his Fault ; and Lovers' Vows. She also

edited a collection of the British Theatre, with bioK^aphical anil

critical remarks, 25 vols., 1806-1809 ; a Collection of Farces, 7 vols.,

1809 ; and The Modem Theatre, 10 vols., 1809. Her fame, liow-

ever, now rests chiefly on her two novels, A Simple Story, and
Nature and Art. These works possess many minor faults and in-

accuracies, but on the whole their style is easy, natural, and grace-

ful ; and if they arc tuintcd in some degree by a morbid ami

exaggerated sentiment, and display none of that faculty of creatior

possessed by the best writers of fiction, the pathetic situations, ai:.

the deep and pure feeling pcrv.iding tliem, secured for thorn a wide

but now a waning popularity. Souio timo before her deatli Mr.^

Inchbald 'destroyed nu autobiography for which sho had bien

offered £1000 by Phillips the publishor; but her jVcnioi>j,»conipiii.d

by J. Boaden, chiefly from her private jourual, appeared in 1833 in

two volumes. An interesting account of JIrs Inchbald is containoJ

in Itccords of a Girlhood, by Fn^ces Ann Kemble, 1678.

-. INCUBATION. See Bir.Ds, vol. ill. p. 775, and Re-

pnoDucTioK. Tor Artificial Incubation, see Poultuv.

.' INDErENDENTS, a religious denomination whoso

di.stinctivo occlcsiustiial princijilo is that the individual

rungrcgatiiui or iluirch is a society strictly voluutarv and

nuloiu>nuuis,*stMiuliiig directly under tho authority of

'"sus Christ, livinrj in immedinto denendcncc ou Him, and
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rasponsiblo to Him olono for ita beliefs and acts as a

Christian society. Its ideal stands distinguislied, on tho

una hand, from Episcopacy by having no gradations of

ministerial or ^'°rical orders, or persons above tho indi-

vidual congreguuon invested with administrative or

judicial authority, and, on the other liand, from Presbytery

by having no gradation of courts or representative bodies

possessed c' legislative and judicial functions. These

distinctions imply others. Episcopacy and Presbytery

are essentially organized and incorporative systems, build-

ing all the societies they comprehend into a political unity,

but Independency is essentially voluntary and individual-

izing, satisfied with a. spiritual unity, refusing to permit

ita various societies to bo built into a political organism,

lest it sliould do violence to tho rights of conscience, or

prevent or even supersede the duty of the exercise by the

individual of his own judgment in matters of religion.

Episcopacy and Presbytery regard the collective organiza-

tion as tlie church, but Independency the individual

congregation, investing it with the attributes and pre-

rogatives the other systems reserve for the organized whole.

Its members possess equal rights, and are bound by

equal obligations. They constitute a state whoso citizens

are all enfranchised, and are so because citizenship is

limited to the qualified, who, having sought it voluntarily,

voluntarily retain it. Independency may be said to afilrni

its ecclesiastical in order that it may realize its religious

principle, that religion is purely a matter of the conscience,

not to bo created, extended, or reformed by any political

mechanism or agencies, but by moral means, through men
who seek to have it believed and embodied by men for

reasons that commend themselves to the conscience, free

and unconstrained. It thus holds that the best service

the state can render to religion is to leave it free to

live and act according to its own nature, in obedience to

its own laws, prompted by its own impulses, guided by
its own spirit and judgment.

Independency rose in tho reign of Elizabeth, and may be

saiil to have been born of the despair of seeing religion

reformed and vivified on any one of the then followed lines.

The peculiar condition of tho Anglican Church at this

period is well enough known. There were men in it who
wished it to be independent of Rome, but to remain as far

as possible Catholic while Anglican, and there were men
who wished it to bo conformed in doctrine and polity to

those churches of the Continent that were by pre-eminence

the Reformed. Those latter were tho Puritans, and their

endeavour was to reform tho church through the state,

to persuade or compel tho constitutive and sovereign

will to make it such as they could conscientiously approve.

But it was inevitable in a time of strong religious feeling

that some more daring spirits should >;ndeavour to break
through the anomalies of tho Puritan position. If their

consciences demanded, and the civil authority refused,

reform, was it either right or dutiful to submit to the civil

authority as against the conscience^ Was there no other
way of reformation than by its consent? Was the Chris-
tian man relieved from all responsibility and obligation
to obey conscience when tho magistrate forbade Lim to do
sjo? In so forbidding, was not the magistrate stopping
out of his own province ? Was tho church ho could so
rulu as to prevent tho realization of the Scriptural ideal a
rightly conceived and constituted church t Was it tlic

upostolical way so to work as to plant, to purge, to otganizo
churches only as Cxsar gavo consent? And could any
but the apostolical way be ri!;hU

These were the questions that created Independency.
In the writings of the first Independent, Robert Browne
(see Brown, Rodert), lies tho first crude attempt at an
answer. He is possessed with the idea tliat reformation

is necessary, and is to bo accomplished, not by the Rtato,

but by the action and cooperation of men who are them-
selves reformed and renewed. The Puritans have committed
two great mistakes : they have imagined that reformation

is a thing of polity only, to bo carried out by cbajigCs in

the organism, as it were, or structure of the church,

leaving many, perhaps llie immense majority, of the

individuals who constitute it unreformed ; and they hav»,

waited and are waiting to have the work done through
and by the magistrate. Browne sets himself absolutely

against both positions. " The kingdom of God," he savj,

" was not to be begun by whole parishes, but rather of

the worthiest, be they ever so few."' This means that a

church cannot be created by any political act out of such

material as it finds in a parish, but only of the godly, men
who are consciously and sincerely Christian. So ho defines a

church as " a companie or number of Christians or believer.-:,

who, by a willing covenant made with their God, are under

the government of God and Cliiist, and kepe his lawes in one

holie communion."- This idea of a church was as unlike

as possible to the Church of England ideal, and made it

as it actually existed so offensive to Browne that he hold

Communion with it to bo a cardinal sin. But it also made
liim particularly impatient with what ho called tho
" wickednosse of those preachers which will not reforms

themselves and their charge, because they will tario till tao

magistrate commaunde and compell them."-" This led

him to discuss principles and state positions that curiuusly

anticipate some of tho most modern views as to the relation

of tho civil authority to religion and tho church.* But tho

times \vore not ripe for either tho criticism or the realization

of Browne's ideas. They were extravagances to his own
' day; failure attended him everywhere—due partly, perhaps,

to the angularities of tho man, and partly to the prematurity

of tho system ; his name was covered with ridicule ; and
Brownist became the epithet tlie early Independents most
disliked alid resented.

But the problems that nad exercised Bx'owne were too

vital to religion to be his alone. • They occupied many
minds, and of these not a few looked in a similar direction

for a solution. Geneva was at once the strength and tho

weakness of the Puritans ;—their strength, because it gavo

them their ideal realized ; their weakness, because it made
thom think that the only method of realization was in and

through the state. The Puritan leaders were mainly

scientific theologians, like Caj'twright and Travers, Perkins

and Rainolds, men who strenuou.'ily adhered alike in

doctrine and polity to tho principles and methods of their

school. But the earliest Independents were men of simpler

minds, educated indeed as well as the English universities

could educate them, but of less specific and elaboralo

training. They studied their own times and interpreted

their own duties in the light of the New Testament, and

* A Tmc and Short Dctlaratiun, Hvth of the Gathering and Joyii-

ing together of certain Persons, and alfioof the LnmentnhU Breaeh and
Dinision w** feU amongst them, p. G. Tliis is to ft certain degree

autobiogiapliical, .a &tory of Bn^wiic's struggled and failuro to rcalizo

liij iJeal. But see Dextcr's CongregnlioHuliam of the Last Three

Hundred Years, XX.. SI, mff.
See A Dooke 7i/' Shencth tho life and Manners of alt trna

Christians, and hoive vnlike thcg are vnto Ti'.rUs aiul Pajnstes and
llcatJien Folke, ic. (.Miildlcbvrgli, 1532), dennition 35.

^So runs the fiub-title of one of ItiOktractif he jiublished while aft

.Midiilcburg

—

A Treatise of lirformution without Tarying for Ante
(15S-2).

"Tlius," ho says, "lliey (tlie magistrates) may Joo notbiog con-

cerning the Cliurch, but onelio civilio, and as civile M.igislratcs ; that

is, they have not that nulhorilic ouer tho church, as to bo Prophetcs

or Priestos, or spirituall Kings, .15 Ihcy are Magistrates over the same
;

but onelie to rule the common wealth in all outwarde Juslic«, to main-

tnine tho riglit welfare and honor thereof with outwarde power, bodily

puDishmont, and civill fortiug of men."

—

A Treattst of R^ormatim
p. 12.
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mferred that as the apostl'.s had proceeded they ought to

proceed, that the methods proper to the apostolic age were

also the methods proper to their own. These methods

were iDdividual, not national; churches were founded,

religion created and reformed, not by civil authorities or

ogencies, but by preachers who persuaded men to believe,

gathered the believers into communities or brotherhoods,

each standing in a fraternal relation to all the rest, none

occupying a position of political superiority or dependence.

The early Independents believed that in this way only was

it possible to reform religion in England, and they acted on

their belief, separating themselves from the Anglican Church,

forming themselves into communities on what they regarded

as the Scriptural model, and working in what was conceived

to be the apostolic method. But separation from the church

was a capital crime, equal to a denial of the royal supremacy

;

and so every inveterate separatist became liable to death.

And early Independency was not without its martyrs. In

the summer of 1583 two men, Thacker and Coppin, were

executed at Bury St. Edmuads for refusing to conform to

the church, and "dispersinge of Brownes bookes and
Harrisons bookes." They justified their refusal on the

ground that " her Majestie was chieffe ruler civilie, but no
further." Two much more remarkable men, who met with

B similar fate, were John Greenwood and Henry Barrowe.

Both were graduates of Cambridge ; Greenwood had been

ordained a priest ; Barrowe was a barrister, a member of

Gray's Inn. " He made," as we know on the authority of

Lord Bacon.i " a leap from a vain and libertine youth to a

preciseness in the highest degree, the strangeness of which
alteration made him very much spoken of." Both became
Beparatists, and were very active in the numerous conven-

ticles that were then being held in and about London.

Their principles were not so extreme as Browne's, their

position being, as it were, intermediate between his and
tho Puritan. In his notion of the church as a society of

the godly or the converted, politically independent alike as

regards other churches and the state, they agree with him

;

in his notion of its rigidly democratic constitution, they

differ, inclining more to leave its government in the hands
of certain specially chosen men. Their ideal is a sort of

Presbyterial Independency. They think of the church as
" A companie of Faithfull people ; separated from the

vnbolieversand heathen of the land : gathered in tho name
of Christ, whomo they truelie worship, and redily obey as

their only King, Priest, and Prophet : ioyned together as

members of one bodie : ordered and gouerned by such

officers and lawes as Christ in His last nil! and Testament
hath thereunto ordeyned," ic.^

Of course, this conception placed them in direct anta-

gonism to both the Genevan and Anglican ideals and
methocte. They condemn "Mr Calvine" because "ho
made no scruple to receive all tho whole state, even ail tho

profane ignorant people, into the bozome of the church, to

adni in ister the sacramentes vnto them."^ They condemn
' " Observations on a Libel "

; Lelters and L\fe, by Siieiiding, vol.

1. y. 165.
' A Collrction of cerlaint tellers and Conference}, latdy passed be-

tinxl eertaine Preachers and Two Prisoners in the Fleet (1590), p.

67. Those letters were addressc ito the Puritan loaiicrg, and stale tho
radical point of divergence of the two systems. This was tho church
Idea; Ciecnwood and Barrowe, in all their prison Conferences, which
were many, fall back cm this idea:— " Christ's church always consisleth
of a holy frco people, separate from the world, rightly called and
gathered unto Christ, walking forth in faith and olwdience.''

•Barrowe, A Brief Discauerie of the False Church (1590), p. 33.

This is Barrowe's principal work, but he and Greenwood wore both
prolific and vigorous writers. They had a lengthy controversy with
Mr George Oifford, a "Conformable Puritan," who charged them with
being tho " Oonatista of England." They and the Puritans were
:uriou*y most deeply at feud. Yet it was only natural. Tho Puri-
Uni were anxious to show that they had no kir.ship with tho
liruwniiit*, the Browaist< were anxious to drive Uio I'uritaoa to tho

the Church of England because it comprehends "all the

profane and wicked of the land,"* and maintain that

"Christ is onely head of His church, and His lawes may
no man alter " ; that the prince is no more than a mere

member of it ; that, if he sin, not to excommunicate him is

to neglect "God's judgmentes, their dutie and the prince's

salvation." The Anglican Church was thus conceived as

founded on a wrong principle, worked in a wrong method,

and hindered rather than helped by its dependence on tho

state. Whitgift asked Barrowe whether, if the prinrn

delayed or reftised to reform abuses, the church should

proceed without him; and his answer was, "it might and

ought, though all tho princes of the world should prohibit

the same upon pain of death." Ideas like these logically

involved separation as a duty ; the ideas they contradicted

as logically made it a crime. The age was not without the

courage of its convictions ; and Barrowe and Greenwood

died for theirs, April 6, 1593. Shortly afterwards (May

29) John Penry or Ap Henry, a friend and associate,

expiated the same sin in the same way.

In spite of the severely repressive measures ot the

Governmeut, the Independents continued to multiply. In

the last decade of the 16th century numerous separatist

communities were formed,^ especially in London and the

eastern and north-eastern counties. Their conventicles

were often surprised, and in 1596 it was reckoned that as

many as twenty-four had died in prison, representing of

course but a small proportion of those actually confined.

Plainly England had as yet no room for Independency, and

the Independents who wished to keep a good conscience

were forced to think of seeking a home elsewhere. Cer-

tain of their leaders had, indeed, in 1592 organized a

church in London, with Francis Johnson as its pastor, and

Greenwood as its teacher ; but they were so watched and

hunted and harassed— fifty-six of its members having been

seized at one time and imprisoned—that they resolved, con-

vinced by the fate of Barrowe, Greenwood, and Penry

that a peaceable life in England was impossible, to emigrate

in a body. Holland was then the common refuge of the

distressed for conscience' sake, the place where the outcasts

alike of France and Spain and England found a free and

even generous home. The Independents, after trying

Campen and Naarden, settled finally at Amsterdam. There

they completed their church organization, appointing

Francis Johnson pastor and Henry Ainsworth teacher.

Johnson was a native of Richmond in Yorkshire, had been

a fellow o.' Christ's College, Cambridge, had been expelled

the university for publicly teaching the Presbyterian polity,

and had become pastor of the English merchants' church at

Middleburg. There ho had been zealous against the Inde-

pendents, had helped to seize and destroy an edition of one

of Barrowe's works, but, preserving a copy, had read it ond

been persuaded to adopt its views. Ho returned to Eng-

land, associated himself with tho author, and became, as

we have seen, tho pastor of tho first Independent church in

England. Ho was a pragmatic man, self-willed, empha-

sizing his separatism, easily drifting into controversies and

consequent divisions on minute questions alike of conduct

and opinion. Ainsworth (see Ainsworth, Henry) was an

logical outcome of their position—separation. Barrowe's first reply to

Gifford was tho "Plain Refutation, wherein is di.scovered the Forgery of

the whole Ministry; the Confvsion; False Worship ; and Anti-CJirislipa

Disorder, of those Parish Assemblies culled tho Church of England
"

(1591). «/}.rf.,p. 9.

' In 1593, in a debate on a Bill to explain the statute 23d of Ei t

15S0, and for the further reducing "disloyal subjects to obedionce,
'

Sir Walter Raleigh declared that there were "as many as twenty

thousand " Brownists in England. Ho was anxious that they should

bo " rooted out of tho commonwealth, " but was alarmed lost the law

that was needed to do so should turn out to bo capable of nao against

liberal-miadcd Conformista liko himself. Sm D'Ewea, p. 617, An. 36

EUi.
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altogether nobler spirit, devout, simple-minded, erudite,

one who " had not his better for the Hebrew tongue in the

uuiveraity (of Leyden) nor scarce in Europe," anxious only

to be allowed to search out the meaning of Scripture and

teach it to his people. The church under these two men
had a somewhat troubled history, and divided at length,

part going with Johnson, part with Ainsworth, the cause

of the division being as to the office and power of the

elder. The former held that the church had power to

elect, but not to depose, the elders, who were its real gov-

ernors, but the latter held that the elders were responsible

to the church, which had the power, as to appoint, so also

to depose and excommunicate them. Johnson was moving
away from Independency, as it is now understood, but

Ainsworth towards it. Their church is significant as an

attempt to realize the ideal of r.arrowe and Greenwood, a

provisional or tentative Independency, but no more.

A much more successful attempt at realizing the Indepen-

dent ideal was made at Leyden under the leadership of

John Robinson (see Robinson, John). He and his people

came from Scrooby, in Nottinghamshire. Their head-

quarters had been at first at Gainsborough-on-Trent. In

1G06 one section of the church under John Smyth—who
was to become the most extreme of separatists, tliscovcring

that baptism by a corrupt church was none, to rebaptize

himself and become founder of the General Baptists

—

emigrated to Amsterdam; the other organized themselves

under Robinson at Scrooby. But peace was impossible
;

flight became necessary. So in 1G07 and 1C08 they suc-

ceeded in escaping in detachments to Holland, settling first

in Amsterdam, ultimately in Leyden. There the fine

qualities of Robinson found a congenial soil, and developed

as they could not have done in the less generous air of

England. Leyden helped to make English separatism into

Independency. What is developed in antagonism is ill de-

veloped, full of exaggerations, undue emphases, antitheses

so sharply stated as to be almost, even when true, danger-

ously near the false. A proscribed faith may be strong,

but can never be sweet; and the strength tiiat is bitter is

not a purely religious strength. So Independency in Eng-
land in the days of Whitgift aud Bancroft was too much
hated and hunted to be able to say the best word and do
the best thing for itself. But Independency in Leydei.,

—

breathing the free air of the Dutch republic, living in open
fellowship with all its institutions, braced by its strong en-

thusiasm for liberty, its robust religious faith, its brilliant

and fruitful intellectual activity, then at its best and
brightest in the young university of the city,—was Inde-

pendency planted where it could do appr»ximate justice to

its own ideal. The infiuence of the changed conditions

soon became manifest in ils happier spirit. The church at

Leyden lost the narrow and ungenerous spirit of sepa-

ratism, pleaded for the duty of communion with the godly
in the Church of England and the other reformed churches.
On this point Robinson wrote with eloquence and acted
with courage, Lis spirit growing the larger the longer ho
lived. While professing "a separation from the Engli.sh

national, provincial, diocesan, and parochial church, and
churches, in the whole former state and order thereof," he
yet confessed and declared that ho had still " the same
faith, hope, spirit, baptism, and Lord " as in the Church of
England, that ho enjoyed fellowship with her "many
thousands" of godly sons, aud that occasional "hearing of
the word of God as there prciched " was both lawful
and necessary to him as a Christian man.' This most
generous spirit and conduct involved Robinson in a long
and bitter controversy with Ilelwys and other extreme
eeparatisU), who held approval of anything or any one

' Kobioion. Wm-ks. Ul. 377-«

connected with the Anglican Church to be altogether aeio;

but it in no way modified the rigour of his Independency.

His definition of a church is almost identical with

Barrowo's :
'• A company, consisting though but of two nr

three, separated from the world, whether unchristian nr

anti-christian, and gathered into the name of Christ by a

covenant made to walk in all the ways of God known unto

them, is a church, and so hath the whole power of Christ"*

Its independence, its sufficiency as a church alike in what
concerned idea and reality, he strenuously maintained.

Thus " neither was Peter or Paul more one, whole, entire,

and perfect man, consisting of their parts essential and
integral, without relation unto other men, than is a parti-

cular congregation, rightly instituted and ordered, a whole,

entire, and perfect church immediately and independently,

in respect of other churches, under Christ. "' Above u

church so conceived there could be no authoritative person

or court, ecclesiastical or civil ; it was armed with all the

powers necessary to do the will of its Head, and to interfere

with it was an unlawful interference with rights jt Lad
received from Him. Office did not exalt a man above the

brotherhood ; the clergy were but Christians, and gooc
only as Christians. To saintship, and not to office, was
promised the forgiveness of sins. "The estate of a saint i.'

most happy and blessed, though the person never so much
ns come near an office ; but, on the contrary, an officer, if he

be not also and first a saint, is a most wretched and

accursed creature."* Acts to be acts of the church must be

collective, done, not by the clergy or the officers only, but

by the brethren as well.^ The church was, indeed, an

ecclesia, an assembly, called out and called together by the

public preaching of the word, but forming in its collective

and corporate character a body possessed of supreme
authority, of all the attributes, rights, and prerogatives that

belong to those who rule. It is evident that a conception

of this kind was full of promise. It showed a firm trust

in the capabilities of individual Christian men to exercise

the rights of citizenship within the kingdom of God. It

made it in the highest degree wrong for any ruler or

body of rulers to enforce their own belief on the people.

And it was as opposed to ecclesiastical as to civil tyranny,

whether in its Episcopal or Presbyterial form. Robinson,
indeed, was far from seeing or courageously deducing aH
the consequences implied in his Independency. He was
even illogical enough to state, though in a hesitating way,

principles radically incompatible with it. He concedes
" that godly magistrates arc by compulsion to repress

public and notable idolatry," by some penalty " to provoke

their subjects universally unto hearing for their instruction

aud conversion "
; but he denies that any king is at liberty

to inflict death upon all that refuse to be drawn into

covenant with God, or remain wicked and unrepentant.'

He knows well enough the utmost coercion can do. "By
this course of compulsion many become atheists, hypocrites,

and familists, and, being at first constrained to practise

against conscience, lose all conscience afterwards." Liberty

is too complex a notion to bo easily and in all its

bearings grasped ; and liberty in religion too great n

thing to be suddenly and all at once understood and

realized.

The Leyden church is the parent of Independency alike in

England and America. In IC16 Henry Jacob, a native of

Kent, a graduate of Oxford, one of Johnson's converts,

pastor awhile of a church at Middleburg, then a resident

with Robinson at Leyden, returned to England, and founded

an Independent church at Southwark. In 1620 n' little

company led by Elder Brewster and Deacon Carver sailed

from Delfthaven, landed in the-midst of a severe and stormy

• Robinson, VTorki, U. 132.

ftii..li. 228. *Jlrid..U<i.

* Ibid., ill. 18.

' lUd.. Ji. 31 J, Ci3.
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winter on tho Nortli American coast, and there laid the

foundations of the New England States, with all they were

to bo and to create. Jacob had been all through his exile

(>nxiously looking towards England. In 1609 he had

iddressed to King James " An Humble Supplication for

Toleration,"' in which he begs that "each particular

church may be allowed to partake in tho benefifof the

said toleration, may have, enjoy, and put in execution and

practice this her right and privilege, " viz., " to elect,

ordain, and deprive her own ministcrj, and to exercise all

the other points of lawful ecclesiastical jurisdiction under

Christ." This may be regarded as a clear and explicit

statement of the early Independent position, its claim for

toleration based on its conception of the Christian church,

its plea for liberty of worship based on its principle of

individualism and the rights of the individual conscience.

With what was here asked it would at any time in

tho 17th century have been satisfied, but the Anglican

policy of Elizabeth, and James, and Charles I. proceeded

on this principle, that to allow diversity was to destroy

unity, to permit the growth of elements that would prove

fatal to the church, involve tho denial of the royal authority

and the break-up of the state. Yet the very severity of the

Anglican policy strengthened Independency. It helped to

ide".tify th? struggle for liberty of conscience with the

struggle for English liberty.

Up to 1610 little formal progress was made. Churches
did not multiply ; Laud was too active, and the Star

Chamber too vigorous. But the real progress was immense.

Statesmen were persuaded that a system which required so

harsh a policy could not be right. Religious men who
could not conform went to live in lands and under laws

where obedience to conscience was possible. There was a

double emigration, to the Continent and to New England.

In Arnheim, Thomas Goodwin and Philip Nye ministered

to a small congregation ; in Rotterdam, Hugh Peters and
William Ames, the most skilled, scholastic, and disputatious

theologian of the early Independents, who came from his

professorial chair at Franeker in 1682 to die at Rotterdam

a year later. Here, too, when Ames was dead and Peters

gone to New England, came Jeremiah Burroughs, William
Bridge, and Sidrach Simpson, all of them names that were

to be conspicuous and influential in days to coTie.

But tho emigration to New England was much the more
important alike as regards its influence on Independency
and English history. It has been calculated that in the

period 1620-1G40 upwards of 22,000 Puritan emigrants

(the figures have been placed as high as 50,000) sailed from
English and Dutch ports. The reasons that compelled

their departure determined their quality; they were all

men of rigorous consciences, who loved their fatherland

much, but religion more, not driven from home by mercan-

tile necessities or ambitions, but solely by their determina-

tion to be free to worship God. They wore, as Milton

' An Uumlle Supplication for Toleration, and Liberty to enjoy cmd
observe the Ordinances of Je3iis Christ in the Administration of his

Churches in lieu of Human Constitutions (1 G09 ; no \ lace or priuter).

In tho following >e,^r Jacob publi-^iheda work on The Divine Beyinning
ami Institution of CkrisCs true Visible or Ministerial Church ; and in

1612 a sequel to tho above, A Declaration and Plainer Openiny of
tertain Points (published at Middlcburg). This latter is rcmaikabfo

V containing tho earliest me, in tho ecclesiastical sense, of tho word
" lodnpendcnt." "Where each ordinary congregation giveth their frco

tonAcnt in their own government, thcro certainly each is an entire

«nd indcpo ulent body-politic, and endued with power inimcdiatoly

nnder and fiom Christ, as every proper Church is, and ought to be,"

r. 13, It is interesting to nuto that tho above Supplication is tho
earliest plea for toleration in the English language, but a few years

lator appeared a much more thoroughgoing worl<, Hcliyious Peace, or

a Pleafor Liberty of Conscience (1614). This w.as by Leonard Buslior,

» Baptist, and to this body belongs the honour of being tho first to de-

velop the liberty implied in Independency. See Btisher's nnd other tracts

on "Liberty of Conscience" in publications of Hansen! Knollys Society,

said," " faithful and freeboru Englishmen and good
Christians constrained to forsake their dearest home, their

friends, and kindred, whom nothing but the wide ocean

and the savage deserts of America could hide and sheltei

from the IVry of the bishops." Men so moved so to act

could hardly be commonplace; and so among them we find

characters strong and marked, with equal ability to rula

and to obey, as Bradford and Brewster, Winslow and
Standish, Winthrop and Dr Samuel Fuller, and men so

inflexible in their love of liberty and faith in man as Roger
Williams and young Harry Vane. And as were the people

so were their ministers. Of these it is enough to name
John Cotton, able both as a divine and as a statesman, potent

in England by his expositions and apologies of the " New
England way," potent in America for his organizing and
administrative power ; Thomas Hooker, also famed as an

exponent and apologist of the "New England way," whose
book was commended to theologians at home by Thomas
Goodwin, and whose early death was lamented by Cotton

in lines which told how
" Zion's beauty did most clearly shine

In Hooker's rule and doctrine, both divine ;"

John Eliot, famous as the " apostle of the Indians," first

of Protestant missionaries to the heathen ; Richard Mather,

whose influence and work werj carried on by his distin-

guished son. and his still more distinguished grandson. Cotton

Mather. The motives and circumstances of the emigrants

determined their polity ; they went out as churches and
settled as church s'ates. They were all Puritans, but not

all Independents—indeed, at first only the men from

Leyden were, and they were throughout more enlightened

.and tolerant than the men of the other settlements.

Winthrop's company were noncomformists but not separat-

ists, esteemed it " an honour to call the Church of England,

from whence we rise, our dear mother, '-' emigrated that they

might be divided from her corruptions, not from herself.'

But the new conditions, backed by the special influence of

the Plymouth settlement, were too much for them ; they

became Independent,—first, perhaps, of necessity, then of

conviction and choice. Only so could they guard their

ecclesiastical and their civil liberties. These, indeed, were

at first formally as well as really identical. In 1631 tho

general court of the Massachusetts colony resolved, " that

no man shall be admitted to the freedom of this body
politic, but such as are members of some of the churches

within the limits of the same."* Church and state,

citizenship .r. the one and membership in the other, thus

became identical, and tho foundation was laid for those

troublas end consequent severities that vexed and shamed
tho early history of Independency in New England,

natural enough when all their circumstances a.ro fairly

considered, indefensible when we regard their idea of the

relation of the civil power to the conscience and religion,

but explicable when their church idea alone is regarded.

And this latter was their own standpoint ; their acts were

more acts of church discipline than those 'of civil penalty.

Meanwhile, the growth of thu New England States and

their Independency in religion exercised extraordinary

influence in England. It encouraged the Puritans, Opened

to them a refuge from tho Anglican tyranny, showed them

an English state whore tho bishop had ceasctl to trouble

and where their own principles were active ami realized.

Laud thoroughly comprehended the situation, saw that

Independency in tho colonies must bo struck down if

Anglican policy was to succeed at horns. They woro a

' " Of Hcformation in England," bk. ii., n'orks, p. 14 (cd. 1834).
' "The Humble Request of His Majesties Loyall Subjects, lheOove^

nour and tho Company Itito gone for New England," 1630 ; referred tc

in Young's Chron. Massach., pp. 295-2[>9 (1846).

Dexter, Conyreyationat'tm </ the Last Three Hundred i'cari

p. 420.
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fOLiptaclo for schismatics, " frnm whence, as iiom lue boweis

of the Trojaa horse, so many incendiaries might break out

to inflame the nation ;" and so it would be necessiry to send

tliem a bishop " for their better government, and back him
with some forces to compel, if he weie not otherwise able

to persuade, obedience.'"' But home politics alone were too

much for Laud ; and on his downfall and the outbreak of the

civil war New England Independency became, on account

of its influence on the ecclesiaslicopolitical question, still

more potent in English affairs. Tlio Independent iiarty in

the Westminster Assembly—which had been called to advise

parliament—was small, but influential. Its ministerial

members were Thomas Goodwin, a ponderous but learned

and conscientious man ; Philip Nye, a skilful debater and

adroit man of business ; Jeremiah Burroughs, a man of

Bweet manners and gentle disposition, but great prudence

and firmness ; William Bridge, and Sidrach Simpson. These

wore all marked by conspicuous moderation of view, but

the lay members, liko Lord Saye and Selo and Sir Harry

A'ane, were more advanced, especially on the cardinal

questioa of toleration. The importance of the New
England States was at ones recognized by the parliamentary

Independents, who made an efi'ort to bring over their three

most eminent ministers, John Cotton, John Davenport,

and Thomas rHooker. The efl"ort failed ; but in place of

ttie men books and pamphlets, expository and defensive of

the " New England way," were discharged in quick

succession upon the English public. What gave New
England its importance was this—it was the first realization

on a largo scale of the principles of Independency. Here
they had been tried under most difficult conditions, and
liad proved thoroughly successful, capable of maintaining

order in the churches, religion in the state, purity of

aoctrino, and efficiency of discipline. What Geneva had

been to tho Puritans under Elizabeth New England was now
to the Independents—it was their religious ideal realized,

their polity commended by an illustrious example. They-

-vero no longer, as in the days of John Robinson or Henry
•Jacob, tho apologists of an unpopular and strange theory,

hitherto unrealized save on a scale and under conditions

ihat made it ridiculous, charged with all the evils that could

be proved logically certain to follow from it. On the

-contrary, they had now behind them the church-state beyond

•he ocean, and'they could proudly tell how men of English

iilood, who had fled from the Anglican oppression, had tried

Independency and prevailed. So there was the amplest

controversy on the points at issue, the Scotch divines being

epecially active on the one side, and American divines, pre-

faced and introduced and explained by English, on the

other. The controversy did something to lessen the distance

between Presbyterians and Independents, and did much to

strengthen the position of the latter in England. It showed
that independence did not mean isolation, that churches
that refused to be organized into a political unity still

constituted a Christian brotherhood, that societies that were
so jealous of their freedom and rights as to deny to every
external authority judicial and legislative functions could
vet seek and follow fraternal advice, and meet in common
councils to advise and be advised. But tho Westminister
Assembly and the English parliament did not approve the
" New England way," and the Independents had to be con-
'tented to plead for toleration. This, indeed, became their
great demand—the point on which they and the Presby-
terians dififered radically. Here the Presbyterians were
inflexible. Toleration was to them the very man of sin.

But to the Independents it was the very condition of
continued existence. Without it England would be no
better for them under Presbytery than it had been under
Episcopacy. As to the n.iture and degree of this toleratiim,

' Hcylyii, Life of Laud, r.~2li»^

luey were divided into two sections, one moderate, tho

other more advanced. To the former belonged the

ministerial members of the assembly, who wished only a

limited toleration. They did not desire all views to be

tolerated, but only the views of good men, men of pious,

tender consciences, not those of infidels or blasphemers

But the more advanced section courageously advocated

absolute toleration, denied that so long as a man was a

peaceable citizen the magistrate had any right to interfere

with his conscience or conscientious beliefs. To this section

belonged Harry Vane, Henry Burton, •John Goodwin of

Coleman Street, ablest and most restless of controversial-

ists in that controversial age ; Roger Williams, now a

Baptist, but still an Independent, home from America,

bringing with him the MS. of a great book on this very

subject ; final!}', above all, John Milton. -' These were the

advanced guard, and theirs was the section that made
Independency so immense a political power in the England

of the Commonwealth.
This is not the place to inquire into the causes of the

sudden and extraordinary ascendency of the Independents

in the time of the Commonwealth. Enough to say, it was

due to causes both political and religious—to what may
be termed the transmutation of a great religious into a

great political question. The men Independency formed
and forced to the front were remarkable men, strong of

will, clear of eye, mighty through faith in their principles.:

And their principles were precisely of the kind suited to

the emergency, republican and revolutionary, but steeped

in the commanding emotions and enthusiasms of religion.

They were principles that ennobled man, that asserted the

rights of the individual, that made it an easy matter to

deal with the divlna rights of kings, or kings too assertive

of their rights and forgetful of their duties. So the Inde-

pendents had the incalculable advantage of always seeing

clearly before them, knowing their end and never being in

any doubt about the way to it. Besides, their theory of

the ehurch fell in with the spirit of the Commonwealth.
It made but small distinction between clergy and laity, and
tho man with the gift of speech could easily exercise it in

preaching. So the army when new modelled, formed of

men of spirit and conviction, became quite a nursery of

Independents, and men like Richard Baxter found that in

it there were quite as many ready to edify as wishful to bo
edified. Religion thus became, not a matter for the clergy,

bat the possession of the people, not simply the concern of

the church, but the business of the whole nation. There
was considerable diversity in theological opinion. The
moderate men were Calvinists, but among the extreme
men were Arminians, like John Goodwin, and men as yet

of no recognized school, liko John Milton. Independency,
in short, meant tho equal concern of every man in religion,

alike in its deepest Ithysteries and most practical precepts

;

and so in a period of religious enthusiasm and ferment it

naturally came to the front and took the lead. But tho

extent of its power under tho 'Commonwealth was tho

measure of the disfavour that came to it aftci the Restora-

tion. The Presbyterians had been mainly instrumental in

the bringing back of Charles, and so it had been indecent

had no attempt been made to comprehend them within tho

church. But in tho case of tho Independent? there was
not even an abortive attempt at comprehension. And they

did not ask what they knew they would not receive. They
only wished to bo tolerated, to bo allowed to live, and no

more. At first they thought that this luight be. Philip

Nye had seen the king, and was hopeful. But ihoir illusions

were soon dispelled. In ICGl the Corporation Act was
passed, which disqualified Nonconformists for municipal

ofiiccs ; in 1GC2 the Act of Uniformity, which drove

upwards of two thousand ministers out of the church, anci
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silenced all who did not conform ; in 1663 the Conventicle

Act, which prevented Nonconformist congregations meeting,

not allowing in houses more than fi :e persons beyond the

family to be present at once. In 1665 the Five Mile Act

forbade nou-conforming ministers to come within 5 miles

of any corporate borough; in 1C70 the Conventicle Act

was made more rigorous; and in 1673 the Test Act made
Nonconformists ineligible for offices, civil, naval, or military,

under the crown. Charles, indeed, in his weak way, tried

to be more generous than his church or parliament, wished

to tolerate the Nonconformists that he might the better

tolerate the Roman Catholics. Out of this feeling came

the Declaration of Indulgence in 1672,—which was, inciden-

tally, the means of proving the strength of dissent, three

thousand applications being made for licences to use or

erect places of worship ; but parliament resisted, and

Charles gave way.

In the dark days that had now come to them, the Inde-

pendents, it may well be said, lived with patient courage,

and learned through their sufTerings. They had men among
them thut adorned their adversity, and made even their

sudden obscurity illustrious. John Owen, late vice-

chancellor of Oxford, massive, erudite, the ideal of the

scholastic theologian, building up with patient skill his

loved science and fencing it round with the sort of argu-

ments his age understood ; Thomas Goodwin, less varied

but more subtle, not to broad but quite as analytic as

Owen, dealing with rich delight in the dialectical subtleties

that pleased his age ; John Howe, with a soul above the

narrowness and bitterness of his day, serene in the midst

of his troubles, living in sublime contemplation on " the

Living Temple," or the " Vision of God "
; Joseph Caryl

and William Greenhill, quaint expositors, rich in the lore

then used to explain the Old Testament; Theophilus Gale,

the equal of Cudworth in his knowledge of the ancient

world, full of the great and fruitful idea ho has embodied

in his Court nf tin Gentiles,—the.-.e were some of the ejected

from church or university, and they may help to show the

quality of the men who were now, because of their Inde-

pendency, outcasts from the Church of England, and for it

deprived of their common rights as citizens. Their conduct

under James showed that they would not purchase their

own privileges at the expense of the public safety, and
under William their fidelity to the constitution and liberties

of England had itsfirst reward in the Actof Toleration. This

was but a small concession, and one that by the Occasional

Conformity Act of Anne was almost as good as repealed.

But what had been done could not be altogether undone.

The coming in of the Hanoverian dynasty brought a more
liberal spirit into politics, and history has ever since, with

an occasional period of declension, been a progressive

movement towards freedom. As one by one its principles

and claims have been admitted by the state, England has

become a roomier and healthier place for spirits who feel

that for religion to bo religious it must be free.

In estimating the work dono in England by the Indepen-

dents, it is necessary to bear in mind the extent to which
they have supplemented the deficiencies of tho Anglican

Church. But for them religion in many jilaccs would
have almost, perhaps altogether, died out. They have
helped to quicken and deepen tho religious consciousness

and life of the English people. Their preachers, too, have
not been without influence, which is the more remarkable

03 from the time of tho Act of Uniformity till a few years

ago they were excluded from the national universities.

Soon after tho passing of tho Act of Toleration we find

Independent preachers rising to eminence. Tho Foster

vho was celebrated in Pope's couplet

—

" Let modest Foster, if ho will, oxco
Ton mctropolitaiu m preaching woll->

was an Independent, and as vigorous as a thinker as he was
eloquent as a preacher, his answer to Tindal anticipating

in its leading lines the celebrated argument of Butler in

his Analogy. Isaac Watts is a name that must still be
honoured, and I'hilip Doddridge a name that must be
mentioned with respect. Edward Williams did much to

revive the study of theology in the end of last century and
early years of thi?, and Dr Pye Smith showed that within

dissent scholarship and theological learning were still

possible. The last generation had not a few men of distinc-

tion. The names of Henry Rogers, Joseph Gilbert, J.

Angell James, Dr Winter Hamilton, Dr Ralph Wardlaw,
Dr Robert Vaughan, his distinguished son Alfred Yaughan,
Dr Halley, the historian of Nonconformity in Lancashire,

and Thomas Binney of London are names representative of

the kind of men that Independency can still produce.

But to complete this sketch of the Independents we must
add one other element—the work done by their academies

and colleges. They have always believed in an educated

ministry, and when cast out of the universities one of their

very first acts was to found academies. These they had
great difficulty in maintaining, because of the operation of

the oppressive acts passed in Charles II. 's reign ; but in

spite of the difficulties they contrived to do so. Theophilus

Gale had an academy; so had Samuel Cradock, Thomas
Doolittle, Richard Frankland, and others of the ejected

ministers. It was possible to keep these only by the

most frequent changes of place, so as to elude the

vigilance of the authorities. When toleration was granted,

the academies were able in tho greater quiet they now
enjoyed to do better work. One of these may serve as a

sample. At Gloucester and then at Tewkesbury was an

academy conducted by the Rev. Samuel Jones. Here
were educated Thomas Seeker, afterwards archbishop of

Canterbury; Joseph Butler, bishop of Durham, and author

of tho Analogy ; Samuel Chandler, one of the finest

scholars of his day, who remained in poverty the scholar

and the Christian Nonconformist still ; and Jeremiah

Jones. We know, on the authority of an early letter of

Seeker's, the method of education followed in Tewkesbury,

and certainly, measured by the standard of the day, it

was as thorough as the education was ample. Out of

these academies the present Congregational colleges have

grown.

It is unnecessary to attempt any exposition of the

principles of Independency. These have been made ap-

parent in the progress of this sketcL It may simply

be said here tliat the Independents conceive their church

order as the primitive and apostolic, and that out of their

idea of the constitution and order of the primitive Christiar,

churches their own system has grown. They believe that

their conception of the church necessarily involves freedom

of conscience, the interference with no man's belief, the

concession*of equal rights to all churches or religious

societies by tho state, and they may well remember with

pride that John Locko based his plea for toleration on a

conception of the church essentially akin to theirs.* Their

notion of the pastoral office is in no respect sacerdotal, but

is based on the Old Testament idea of the prophet, on the

New Testament idea of the preacher—the man who by

help or inspiration of God speaks for God to men. And
tho call to his office comes through the people ; tho divine

choice is cxprc8.<;ed tlrrough tho men tho divine wi.rd

enlightens and the divine Spirit guides. Their theology

has been predominantly Calvinistic, though of the more

moderate type ; but there hua always been variety of theo-

logical opinion, subscription and the uniformity it attempt!>

to secure being aliko impossible to Independency.

Mr«rii, ii. 245 (od. 1760),
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ror statistics ol tne aenoramation and tbe reasoriB which

have induced it to assume the name Coagregationalist,

Bee CONOEEOATIONALISM.
Authorities.—Fletcher, History of Tndtpendcnq/, i vols. 1847-9

;

Heywood *nd Wright, Cambridge University Transactions, 2 vols.

,

1854 ; Vaaghan, Manoriak ofthe Stuart Dynasty, 2 vols. , 1 831 ; Roger

Williams, TA* Bloudy TenaU of Persecution, ed. Underhill, 1848;

Han bury, Historical Memorials relating to the Independents, 3 vols.,

1839-41; Carlyle, Cromwell's Letters and Speeches, 1845; Under-

hill, Tracts on Liberty of Conscience and Persecution, 1846 ; Mosson,

Life of MMon, 6 vol.,., 1859-80; Vaughan, The ProlectoraU of

CromxoeU, 2 vols , 1839 ; Stoughton, Church and Slate Two Hun-
dred Years Ago, 1862; Underhill, Broadmead Mecords, 1847;

Gould, Domments relating to Act <if Uniformity, 1862; Calaray,

Koacon/ormisls' Memorial, 3 vols., 1802; Toutoin, Protestant

Dissenters in England, 1814 ; Stoughton, Jieligion in England under

Queen Anne and the Georges, 2 vols., 1878; Bennet, History of

Dissenters during the last Thirty Years, 1839; Barclay, Inner Life

of the Religious Societies of the Commonwealth, 1877; Vaughan,

English Nonconformity, 1862 ; Price, History of Protestant Noncon-

formity in Engiind, 2 vols., 1836-38; Bogus aud Bennet, History

of Dissenters, 4 vols., 180S-12; Wilson, History and Antiquities of

Dissenting Churches, kc, 4 vols., 1803-14; Stoughton, Ecclesias-

tical History of England, 5 vols., 1867-74 ; Dexter, The Congregn-

tionalisM. of the Last Three Hundred Years, 1880; Neal, History

^ the Puritans, 6 vols. ; Waddington, C(mgrcg<ftional History, 5

vols., 1869-80. (A. M. F.)

INDEX is a word that may be understood either

specially as a table of references to a book or, more gene-

rally, as an indicator of the position of required information

on any given subject. According to classical usage, the

Latin word index denoted a discoverer, discloser, or

informer ; a catalogue or list ; an inscription ; the title

of a book ; and the fore or index-finger. Cicero also

used the word to express the table of contents to a book,

<ind explained his meaning by the Greek form syllabus.

Shakespeare uses the word with the general meaning of a

table of contents or preface—thus Nestor says {Troilua

and Cressida, i. 3)

—

" And in aneh indexes, although small pricks

To their subsequent volumes, there is seen

The baby figure of the giant mass."

Table was the usual English word, and index was not

thoroughly naturalized until the beginning of the 17th

century, and even then it was usual to explain it as " index

<ir table." By the present English usage, according to

which the word table is reserved for the summary of the

contents as they occur in a book, and the word index for

the arranged analysis of the contents, we obtain an advan-

t ige not enjoyed in other languages ; for the French (Me
is used for both kinds, ns is indice in Italian and Spanish.

There is a group of words each of which has its distinct

meaning but finds its respective placo under the general

heading of index work; these are calendar, catalogue, digest,

inventory, register, summary, syllabus, and table.' -The

value of indexes was recognized in the earliest times, and
many old books hive full and admirably constructed ones.

A good index has sometimes kept a dull book alive by
reason of the value or amusing character of its contents.

Mr Carlyle refers to Prynno's Ilislrio-ilastix ns " a book
still extant, but never more to be read by mort.il ;" but the

index must have given amusement to many from the

curious character of its entries, and Attorney-General Noy
particularly alluded to it in his speech at Prynne's trial.

Indexes have sometimes been used ns vehicles of satire,

and the witty Dr William King was the first to use them
da a weapon of attack. His earliest essay in this field w.is

the index added to the second edition of the Unn. Charles

Boyle's attack upon Bentley's Dissertation, on the Epistles

qfPkaUtris, 1G08.

' Another old word occaiionallyuscd in the sense of an index i8"pye."
T)ie late Sir T. Duffus Hardy, in »ome observations on the derivation
of the word " Pyc-Book " (which ISoat probahly conies from the Latin
pica), remarks that the earliest use lie hart noted of pye in this

sense is dated 1547—" a Pyo of all the names of such lialives as been
'0 accorapte pro anno rcgni regis Eilw.irdi Scxti primo."

To serve its purpose well, an index must be compiled

with care, the references being placed under the heading

that the reader is most likely to seek. An index should be

one and indivisible, and not broken up into several alpha-

bets ; thus every work, whether in one or more volumes,

ought to have its complete index. This important rule

has been often neglected in English books, and is almost

universally rejected in foreign ones, to the great incon-

venience of readers. The mode of arrangement calls for

special attention ; this may be either chronological, alpha-

betical, or according to classes, but great confusiim wilt be

caused by uniting the three systems. The alphabetical

arrangement is bo simple, convenient, and easily under-

stood that it has naturally superseded the other forms,

save in some exceptional cases. Much of the value of an

index depends upon the mode in which it is printed, and

every endeavour should be made to set it out with clear-

ness. In old indexes the indexed word was not brought to

the front, but was left in its place in the sentence, so that

the alphabetical order was not made perceptible to the eye.

There are few points in which the printer is more likely to

go Wrong than in the use of marks of repetition, and many
otherwise good indexes are full of the most perplexing cases

of misapplication in this respect. The oft-quoted instance-
Mill on Lilierty

on the Floss

actually occurred in a catalogue. There appears now to

be a revived interest in indexes, and aa books daily increase

the need of some satisfactory digest of information becomes

more keenly felt. In 1877 the Index Society was formed

with the object of making and printing indexes of books

unprovided with them, of compiling and printing indexes

of particular subjects, and of gradually preparing a

universal index for reference. In order to obtain uni-

formity in the compilation of indexes a series of rules for

indexing have been drawn up by the society. Several

publications have already been issued to the subscribers.

The following is a list of some of the most import.int indexes, both

of words and of subjects. The chief indexes of words are dictionaries,

but these a'V a special class by themselves. Next come concord-

ances : the first one to the Bible was compiled by Hugo of St Cher

in 1247, the first English concordance to the New Testament was

published in 1536, and to the whole Bible in 1 550, compiled by John
Marlieck. Other Biblical concordances are those of R. F. Hervcy,

1579 ; C. Cotton, 1622 (frequently reprinted) ; J-. Downame, 1632
;

R. Wickens, 1655; S. Newman, 1650, 3d cd. 1682; A. Crudeii,

1737 (this superseded all works of tho same character) ; and R.

Voung, 1880. The following concordances may also be mentioned :

—to the Psalter, 1834 ; to tho Prayer Book, 1851 ; to tlio Iliad,

by G. L. Prendergast, 1875 , to Shakespeare, by S. Ayscough

(1790), by F. Twiss (1805), by Mrs Cowdcn Clarke (1845), by J.

0. Halliwell {Handbook Index, 1866), and by A. Schmidt (1874),

and to Shakespeare's Poems, by Mrs H. H. Furness, 1874; to

Milton's Paradise Lost (1741), and to his Poetical Works, by H. J.

Todd (1809), byG. L. Prendergast (1857), and byC. D. Cleveland

(1867); to Pope's R'orfo, by £. Abbott, 1875 ; to Tennyson's H'ork-s,

by n. B. Brightwell, 1869, and another published byStrahan, 1870;

to In Mcmuriam (1862); to Keble's Christian Year, 1871; and to

Watts's Psalms, by D. Guy, 1774. A large number of historical

works have been supplied with indexes in separate volumes. Among
the more important indexes of prose writers are those of the work s of

Samuel Richardson (1755), Joanna Southcott(n. d., and 1815). John

Strype (1828), and T. Carlyle (1874); Tlus IVcllington Despatches

(1839) ; Wesley's Journals (1872). A largo number of series of

piihlications of societies and of periodicals have been supplied with

general indexes.

The Indexes to tho Statutes and to the Journals of tho Hou.scs

of Parliament are perhaps tho most elaborate works of tho kind

ever published. In 1778 a sum of £12,900 was voted for indexes

to the Journals of the House of Commons. Few parliamentary

papers aro issued without a s!iti.5factory index being added. Most

of the indexes mentioned above refer to particular books, but

in 1848 Mr W. F. Poole published in New York an index to sub-

jects treated in reviews and other periodicals ; a tccond edition was

published in 1853 as An Index to Periodical Literature. A greatly

enlarged edition is now in preparation with the co-operation o(

English and American librarians. A larger work of a similar char-

acter for scientific literature, but arranged under authors' names

XII. — Q2
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instead of sabjects bas Deen compiled by the Royal Society and
is entitled Catalogue of Scientific Papers (1800-73), 8 vols. 4to, 1867-

1S79. (H. B. W.*)

INDEX LIBRORUM PROHIBITOEUM is the title

borne by the official list of those books which on doctrinal

or moral grounds the Roman Catholic Church, under penalty

of ecclesiastical censures, authoritatively forbids the

members of her communion to possess or to read. Most
Governments, whether civil or ecclesiastical, have at all times

in one way or another acted on the general principle that

some control may and ought to be exercised over the

literature circulated among those under their jurisdiction j

for various examples, both in ancient and in modern times,

reference may be made to the article Bibliography (vol

liL p. 658). The earliest known instance of a list of pro-

Scribed books being issued with the authority of a bishop

of Rome is sometimes assigned to the pontificate of

Gelasius (494) and sometimes to that of Hormisdas (514),

but most probably ought not to be dated earUer than the

8th century. The document is for the most part, as its

name implies, a Notitia Librorum Apocryphorum qui ntin

recipiimtur, and chiefly consists of an enumeration of such

apocryphal works as by their titles might be apt to mis-

lead the unwary into attaching an undue weight to their

teaching (the " Acts " of Philip, Thomas, Peter, Philip, and
the Gospels of Thaddceus, Matthias, Peter, James the Less,

end others). Its concluding paragraph, however, sweep-

ingly declares all the writings of Simon Magus and of

many other heretics who are mentioned by name, as also

of many more whose names have been completely forgotten

(minime i-elhtentur), to be repudiated, eliminated entirely

from the Roman Catholic and Apostolic Church, and
eternally condemned.^ Subsequent pontiffs continued to

exhort the episcopate and the whole body of the faithful

to be on their guard against heretical writings, whether
old or new ; and one of the functions of the Inquisition

when it was established was to exercise a rigid censor-

ship over books put in circulation. The bishops in their

dioceses had always, however, a considerable discretion.

With the discovery of the art of printing, and the wide
and cheap diffusion of all -sorts of books which ensued, the

need for new precautions against heresy and immorality
in literature made itself felt, and more than one pope
{Sixtus I\^ in 1479 and Alexander VI. in 1501) gave
special direction to the archbishops of Cologne, Mainz,
Treves, and Magdeburg regarding the growing abuses of

the printing press ; in 1515 the Lateran council formulated

the decree De Impressione Librorum, which required that

no work should be printed without previous examination

by the proper ecclesiastical authority, the penalty of

unlicensed printing being excommunication of the culprit,

and confiscation and destruction of the books. The
council of Trent in its fourth session, 8th April 1546,
forbade the si^e or possession of any anonymous religious

book which had not previously been seen and approved by
the ordinary ; in the same year the university of Louvain,

at the command of Charles V., prepared an "Index" of

pernicious and forbidden books, a second edition of which
appeared in 1550. In 1657, and again in 1559, Pope
•Paul IV., through the Inquisition at Rome, published what
may be regarded as the first Roman Lidcx in the modern
ecclesiastical use of that terra {Index auctorum ct librorum

yi tanquam hocretici aut suspecCi aul perversi ab Officio S.

-?. Itiquisilionis reprobantur el in universa Christiana

mpublica interdicuntur). All anonymous works published

^ inco 1619 were condemned without exception in tliis

index, which directed its hostility chiefly against works

' nardouin, Cnnc, ii. 940 ; Labbe, Cone, ii. 938-041. The whole
• locament has also been reprinted in Smith's Diet, oj Chr. Antiq., art.

" Prohibited Boolu."

that seemed unfavourable to.the claims of the Roman Mirla

or 'maintained the superiority of councils over popes. A
list of sixty-two printers of heretical books was appended
At the 18th session of the council of Trent (26th February
15G2), in consideration of the great increase in the numbei
of suspect and pernicious books, and also of the ineflicacy

of the many previous " censures " which had proceeded
from the provinces and from Rome itself, certain fathers

were appointed to enquire into these " censures," and to

consider what ought to be done in the circumstances. At
the 25th session (4th December 1563) this committee of

the council was reported to have completed its work, but
as the subject did not seem (on account of the great

number and variety of the books) to admit of being
properly discussed by the council, the result of its labours

was handed over to the pope (Pius IV.) to deal with as he
should think proper. In the following March accordingly

were published, with papal approval, the Index librorum

prohibitorum, which continues to be reprinted and brought
down to date, and the "Ten Rules" which, supplemented
and explained by Clement VIII., Sixtus V., Alexander
VII., and finaUy by Benedict XIV. (10th July 1753), stUl

regulate the preparation of that catalogue. By the first of

these rules the condemnation of all books already con.

demned by pope or council prior to 1515 is renewed ; by
the second the works of " heresiarchs " (Luther, Zwingli,

Calvin, Schwenkfeld, Hubmaier) are condemned whatever

be their subject, but it is provided that the non-religious

works of those who are heretics merely may on examina-

tion and approval be permitted ; the third and fourth

relate to translations of the Bible; the fifth orders the

expurgation of lexicons, concordances, and similar com-

pilations by heretics ; the sixth discourages the circulation

of books in the vulgar tongue about controversies between
Catholics and heretics; the seventh, eighth, and ninth relate

to obscene or grossly superstitious publications ; the tenth

contains various details of procedure about the licensing of

books, and concludes with the declaration that the possessor

or reader of heretical books is forthwith to be excommuni-
cated, while the possessor or reader of books prohibited

on other grounds falls into mortal sin, and is to be dealt

with severely at the discretion of the bishop. The business

of correcting tho Index to date is now in the hands of an

ecclesiastical board known as the " Congregation of the

Index," which consists of a prefect (who is always a

cardinal) and other cardinals, with whom are associated

the " consulters " and " examiners of books " {qualijicatores).

Tho Index Librorum Expurgandorum or Expuryaloriua

catalogues the works which may be read after the deletion

of specified passages. Bishops have the power of granting

at their discretion the right to read forbidden books, except

in some reserved cases, where the papal dispensation is

required. The Roman Index is unfortunately very far from

being an exhaustive catalogue of works inconsistent with

Catholic orthodoxy, and tlius lacks the interest and vast

importance it would otherwise have hasi for the biblio-

grapher.

The early Reformers, by their attitude towards writings

which from their point of view seemed objectionable, fur-

nished many an anjiimenlvm ad hominem to the Catholics

(see Oretsor's learned work, De Jure el More prohibendi,

expurgandi, ct abulendi libros kaTcticos el jwxios, 1603);

thus we find Calvin writing to the ministers at Frankfort

about one of the books of Scrvctus, with a view to its being

burnt (Ep. 153). Gradually, however, all the Protcstuut

churches have recognized the expediency of leaving indi-

viduals and communities practically free to select for their

instruction and amusement the works vvliich in the coneci-

ciitioiis exercise of their own responsible judgmeot they

may find best adapted to their waut.,.
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INDIA
PUta TNDIA is a great empire of Asia, composed of twelve
VI J, provinces under direct British administration, and

about one hundred and fifty feudatory states and princi-

palities, which equally with the British provinces acknow-

ledge the paramount sovereignty of the British crown.

G«Dsr«l The whole empire contains close on 1^ million square

leacnp- miles, and 240 millions of inhabitants. The area, there-

""'' fortf, ia almost equal to, and the population is just equal

to, the area and population of all Europe, less Russia. The
people exactly double Gibbon's estimate of 120 millions for

all the racas and natious which obeyed Imperial Rome.

The Name.—The natives of India can scarcely be said

to have a word of their own by which to express their

common country. In Sanskrit, it would be called

" Bhirata-varsha," from Bharata, a legendary raonarch of

the Lunar line , but Sanskrit is no more the vernacular of

India than Latin is of Europe. The name " Hindustdn,"

which was at one time adopted by European geographers,

is of Pecsian origin, meaning " the land of the Hindus," as

Afghanistan means " the land tf the Afghans." According

to native usage, however, " Hindustdn " is limited either

to that portion of the peninsula lying north of the Vindhyi
mountains, or yet more strictly to the upper basin of the

Ganges where Hindi is the spoken language. The " East

Indies," as opposed to the " West Indies," is an old-

fashioned and inaccurate phrase, dating from the dawn of

maritime discovery, aod still lingering in certain parlia-

mentary papers. ' India," the abstract form of a word
derived through the Greeks from the Persicized form of

the Sanskrit sindhu, a "river," pre-eminently the Indus,

has become familiar since the British acquired the country,

and is now officially recognized m the iigperial title of the

sovereign.

The Countet.

General Outline.—India, rs thus defined, is the middle
of the three irregularly shaped peninsulas which jut out

southwards from the mainland of Asia, thus corresponding

roughly to the peninsula of Italy in the map of Europe.

Position Its form is that of a great triangle, with its base resting
""I npon the Him.'ilayan range, and its apex running far into
' '"^

the ocean. The chief part of its western side is washed
by the Arabian Sea, and the chief part of its eastern side

by the Bay of Bengal. It extends from the 8th to the 35th
degree of north latitude, that is to say, from the hottest

regions of the equator to far within the temperate zone.

The capital, Calcutta, lies in 88° E. long. ; so that when
the sun sets at six o'clock there, it is just past midday in

England, and early morning in New York. The length
of India from north to south, and its greatest breadth from
east to west, are both about 1900 miles ; but the triangle

tapers with a pear-shaped curve to a point at Cape Comorin,
its southern extremity. To this compact dominion the

English have added, under the name of British Burmah,
the strip of country on the eastern shores of the Bay of

Bengal But on the other hand, the adjacent island of

Ceylon has been artificially severed, and placed under the
colonial office. Two groups of islands in the Bay of Bengal,
the Andamans and the Nicobars ; one group in the Arabian
sea, the Laccadives ; and the outlying station of Aden at
the mouth of the Red Sea, are all politically included
within the Indian empire ; while dots on the shore of the
peninsula itself, representing Portuguese and French settle-

ments, break at intervals the continuous line of British
territory.

India is shut oET from th.a rest of Asia on the north by

a vast mountainous region, known in the aggregate as the Bom.
Hirailayas, amid which lie the independent states of Bhutan 111'"='-

and Nepal, with the great table-land of Tibet behind. The
native principality of Kashmir occupies the north-western
angle of India, with Eastern Turkestan stretching to the
north beyond it. At this north-western angle (in 35" N.
lat., 74" E. long.) the mountains curve southwards, and
India is separated by the well-marked ranges of the Sufed
Koh and Sulaimin from Afghdnistdn ; and by a southern
continuation of lower hills (the H41a8,<fec.) from Baluchistan.

The last part of the western land frontier of India is formed
by the river Hab, and the boundary ends at Cape Monze,
at the mouth of its estuary, in 24" 50' N. lat., 66° 38' R
long. Still farther southwards, India is bounded along

the W. and S.W. by the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean.
Turning northwards from the southern extremity at Cape
Comorin (8° 4' 20" N. lat., 77° 35' 35" E. long.), the long

sea-line of the Bay of Bengal forms the main part of its

eastern boundary. But on the north-east, as on the north-

west, India has again a land frontier. The Himdlayan
ranges at the north-eastern angle (in about 28''N. lat., 97°

E. long.) throw off spurs and chains to the south-east.

Th«e spurs, which have been but imperfectly explored,

and may possibly constitute an independent mounlaia
system, separate the British provinces of Assam and
Eastern Bengal from Independent Burmah. They are

known successively as the Abar, Nigi, Patkoi, and Barel

ranges. Turning almost due south in 25° lat., they culmi-

nate in the Blue Mountain (7100 feet), in 22° 37' N. lat,
93° 10' E. long., and then stretch southwards under the

name of the Arakan Yomas, separating British Burmah from
IndependeutBurmah, until they again rise into the mountain
of Myeng-mateng (4700 feet), in 19i° of N. lat. Up to this

point, the eastern frontier follows, generally speaking, the

watershed which divides the river systems of the BrahL-'x-

putra, Meghna, Knladan (Koladyne), kc, in Bengal and
British Burmah, from the Irawadi basin in Independent
Burmah. But from near the base of the Myeng-mateng
Mountain, in about I9J° lat., the British frontier stretches

almost due east, in an artificial line which divides the lower

districts and delta of the Irawadi in British Burmah fron

the middle and upper districts of that river in IndependenI
Burmah. Stretching south-eastwards from tho delta of tha
Irawadi, a confused succession of little explored ranges
separates the British province of Tenasserim from the native

kingdom of Siam. "The boundary line runs down to Point
Victoria at the extremity of Tenasserim (9° 59' N. lat., 98°
32' E. long.), following in a somewhat rough manner tho

watershed between the rivers of the British territory on
the west and of Siam on the east.

The empire included within these boundaries is rich inThi««
varieties of scenery and climate, from the highest mountains rfgions

in the world to vast river deltas raised only a few inches

above the level of the sea. It forms a continent rather

than a country. But if we could look down on the whole
from a balloon, we should find that India consists of tlireo

separate and well-defined tracts. Tho first includes the

lofty Himalaya mountains, which shut it out from the rest

of Asia ; and which, although for the most part beyond the

British frontier, form an overruling factor in the physical

geography of northern India. The second region stretches

southwards from the base of the Himalayas, and comprises

the plains of the great rivers which issue from them. Tho
third region slopes upward again from tho edge of the river

plains, and consists of a high three-sided tableland, sup-
ported by the Vindhyd mountains on the north, and by the
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Eastern and Western GbAts, which run down the coast on

either side till they meet at a point near Cape Comorin.

The interior three-sided tableland thus enclosed is broken

by peaks and r&nges, interspersed with broad expanses of

level uplands, and covers the whole southern half of the

peninsula.

Kiini- The first of the three regions is the Himalaya mountains
••y** and their offshoots to the southward. The Himalayas

—

hterally, the " Dwelling-place of Snow," from the Sanskrit

hima, frost (Latin, hiems, winter), and dlaya, a house

—

comprise a system of stupendous ranges, the loftiest in the

world. They are the £modus of Ptolemy (among other

names), and extend in the shape of a scimitar, with its edge

facing southwards, for a distance of 1500 miles along the

northern frontier of India. At the north-eastern angle of

that frontier, the Dihang river, the connecting link between

the Tsan-pu (Sangpu) of Tibet and the Brahmaputra of

Assam, bursts through the main axis of the range. At the

opposite or north-western angle, the Indus in like manner
pierces the Himalayas, and turns southwards on its course

through the Punjab. The HimAlayan region has been

fully described in a separate article, vol. xi. p. 821.

This wild region is in many parts impenetrable to man,

and nowhere yields a passage for a modern army. It

should be mentioned, however, that the Chinese outposts

extend as far as a point only 6000 feet above the Gangetic

plain, north of Khatmandu. Indeed, Chinese armies have

seriously threatened Khatmandu itself ; and Sir David

Ochterlony's advance from the plains of Bengal to that city

in 1816 is a matter of history. Ancient and well-known

trade routes exist, by means of which merchandise from the

Punjab finds its way over heights of 18,000 feet into

Eastern Turkestan and Tibet. The Muztagh (Snowy
Mountain), the Karakoram (Black Mountain), and the

Changchenmo are the most famous of these passes.

The Himdlayas not only form a double wall along the

north of India, but at both their eastern and western

extremities send out ranges to the south, which pro-

tect its north-eastern and north-western frontiers. On the

north-east, those offshoots, under the name of the Nagi
and Patkoi mountains, &c., form a barrier between the

civilized British districts and the wild tribes of Upper
Burmah. The southern continuations of the.se ranges,

known as the Yomas, separate British from Independent

Burmah, and are crossed by parses, the most historic of

which, the Aeng or An, rises to 46C8 (formerly given at

4517) feet, with gradients of 472 feet to the mile.

On the opposite or northwestern frontitr of India, the

mountainous offsiio.)t3 run down the entire length of the

British boundaries from the Him.ilayas to the sea. As
they proceed southwards, their best marked ranges are in

turn Known as the SufeJ Koh, the SulAimAn, and the HAla

mountains. These massive barriers have peaks of great

height, culminating in the Takht-i-SulAimdn or Throne of

Solomon, 11,317 feet above the level of the sea. But the

mountain wall is pierced at the corner where it strikes

southwards from the Himalayas by an opening through

which ihe K.Abul (Cabul) river flows into India. An ad-

jacent opening, the Ivhyber Pass (rising to 3373 feet), the

Kuram Pass to the south of it, the Gwalari Pass near

DerA IsmAil Kh.ln, the TAl Pass debouching near DerA

OhAz( KhAn, and the famous BolAn Pass (5800 feet at top)

still farther south, furnish the gateway.s between India and

AfghAnistAo. The HAla, Brahui, and Pab mountains form

the southern hilly offshoots between India and Buluchistdn,

and have a much less elevation.

Hi»«r The wide plains watered by the IliniAlayan rivers form
yUliis. the second of the three region< into which wo have divided

India. They extend from the Bay of Bengal on the cast

lo the AfghAn frontier and the Arabian Sea on the west,

and contain the richest and most densely crowded provinces

of the empire. One set of invaders after another has from
prehistoric times enterSd By the passes at their eastern

and north-western frontiers. They followed the courses of

the rivers, and pushed the earlier comers southwards before

them towards the sea. About 150 millious of people now
live on and around these river plains, in the provinces

known as the lieutenant-governorship of Bengal, Assam,
the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, the Punjab, Sind,

EAjpuUlna, and other native states.

The vast level tract which thus covers northern India is River

watered by three di.stinct river systems. One of these «ystemi

systems takes its rise in the hollow trough beyond the

HimAlayas, and issues through their western ranges upon
the Punjab as the Sutlej and Indus. The second of the

three river systems also takes its rise beyond the double

wall of the HimAlayas, not very far from the .sources of the

Indus and the Sutlej. It turns, however, almost due east

instead of west, enters India at the eastern extremity of

the HimAlayas, and becomes the Brahmaputra of Assam and
Eastern Bengal. These rivers collect the drainage of the

northern slopes of the HimAlayas, and convey it, by long

and tortuous although opposite routes, into India.

Indeed, the special feature of the HimAlayas is that

they send down the rainftiU from their northern as well as

from their southern slopes to the Indian plains. Of the

three great rivers of northern India, the two longest,

namely the Indus with its feeder the Sutlej and the

Brahmaputra, take their rise in the trough on the north

of the Him.^layas. The third river system of northern

India receives the drainage of their southern slopes, and
eventually unites into the mighty stream of the Ganges.

In this way the rainfall, alike from the northern and
southern slopes of the HimAlayas, pours down iuto the

river plains of Bengal.

Throughout the river plains of northern India, two Crop*

harvests, and in some provinces three, are reaped each

year. These crops are not necessarily taken from the same
land ; but in many districts the best fields have to yield

two harvests within the twelve months. In Lower Bengal,

pease, pulses, oil-seeds, and green crops of various sorts

are reaped in spring ; the early rice crops in September
;

the great rice harvest of the year, and other grains, in

November and December. Before these last have been

gathered in, it is time to p-Jpare the ground for the spring

crops, and the Bengal husbandman knows no rest except

during the hot weeks of May, when he is anxiously waiting

for the rains. But it should always be remembered that

rice is the staple crop in only a limited area of India, and

that it forms the everyday food of only a comparatively

small proportion of the population. It has been estimated

that, in the absence of irrigation, the rice crop requires an

annual rainfall of at least 36 inches ; and an Indian pro-

vince requires an average fall of not less than fiO or 60

I

inches in order to grow rice ns its staple crop. A line

' might almost be drawn across Behar, to the north of which

I

the food of the people cea.ses to be rice and becomes wheat

and millets, A-c. There are, indeed, great rice-growing tracts

in irrigated or low-lying districts of north western Indir,

but their produce is cunsumed by the riaher classes or

exported.

A detailed account of the most important products will br ScMr^
found under the heading of "Agriculture," farther on iu the

present article. They are here alluded to only so far as ><.

necessary to give a general idea of the scenery of the river

plains. In the northern and drier regions along the upper

courses of the rivers, the country rises gently from their

channels in fertile undulations, dotted with mud village*

ond adorned with noble trees. Mango groves scent the aif

with Ihuir blossom iu spring, and yield their abundant fruit
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iu summer. The spreading banyan, with its colonnades of

hanging roots ; the stately pipal, with its green masses of

foliage ; the leafless wild cotton-tree, glowing with heavy

crimson flowers ; the tall, feathery tamarind, and the

qaick-growing bdhut, rear their heads above the fields. As
the rivers approach the coast, the palms begin to take

possession of the scene. The ordinary landscape in the

delta is a flat stretch of rice-fields, fringed round with

evergreen masses of bamboos, cocoa-nuts, date-trees, sreca,

and other coronetted palms. This densely peopled tract

seems at first sight bare of villages, for each hamlet is

hidden away amid its own grove of plantains and wealth-

giving trees. The bamboo aud cocoa-nut play a conspicuous

part in the industrial life of the people ; and the number
of products derived from them, including rope, oil, food,

and timber, has been dwelt on with admiration by many
writers.

The crops also change as we sail down the rivers. In

the north, the principal grains are wheat, barley, Indian

corn, and a variety of millets, such as jodr {Holcua

Sorghum) and fx^ra {Holcus spicatus). In the delta, on

the other hand, rice is the staple crop and the universal

diet. In a single district, Rangpur, 295 separate kinds of

rice are known to the peasant, who has learned to grow
his favourite crop in every locality, from the solid field,

which yielils the dman harvest, to the swamps 12 feet deep,

on the surface of whose waters the rice ears may be seen

struggling upwards for air. Sugar-cane, oil-seeds, flax,

mustard, sesamum, palma-christi, cotton, tobacco, indigo,

safUower, turmeric, ginger, coriander, capsicum, cummin,
and many precious upices and dyes are grown both in the

Northwestern or Upper Provinces, and in the moister

valleys and delta of Lower Bengal. A whole pharmacopoeia

of native medicines, from the well-known aloe and castor-

oil to obscure but valuable febrifuges, is derived from shrubs,

herbs, and roots. Resins, gums, varnishes, scents, and a

hundred articles of commerce or luxury are collected in

the fields or forests. Vegetables of many sorts, both

indigenous and imported from Europe, form a largo part

of the food of the people. The melon and huge yellow

pumpkin spread themselves over the thatched roofs ; fields

of potatoes, yams, and brinjal are attached to the home-
steads. The tea-plant is reared on the hilly ranges that

skirt the plains both in the northwest and in Assam ; the

opium poppy about half down the Ganges, around Benares

and PatnA ; the silk-worm mulberry still farther down in

Lower Bengal ; while the jute fibre is essentially a crop of

the delta, and would exhaust any soil not fertilized by
river fiood.s. Even the jungles yield the costly lac dye and
tusar silk cocoons. The viahiui, also a product "of the

jungle, produces the fleshy flowers which form a staple

article of food among the hill tribes, and when distilled

supply a cheap spirit. The sdl, sissii, tun, and many
other indigenous trees yield ««ccil'jiit timber. Flowering
creepers, of gigantic sire and gorgeous colours, festoon the

jungle; while each tank bears its own beautiful crop of the
li>tus and water-lilies. Nearly every Vegetable product
thiit feeds and clothes a people, or enablfs it to trade
with foreign countries, abounds.

i rtJi-.m We come now to the third division of Inaia, namely the
ubir. three-sided table land which covers the southern half or
'*^'' more strictly peninsular portion of India. This tract,

known in ancient times a.s the Deccan (Dakshin), literally

" the right hand or south," comprises the Central Provinces,

Rerar, Madras, Bombay, Mysore, and the native territories

of the nizAm, Sindhia, Holkar, and other feudatory states.

It had in 1872 an aggregate population of over 90 millions.

For the sake of easy remembrance, therefore, we may take
the inhabitants of the river plains in the north to be now
nearly 150 millions, and those of the southern three-sided

table-land at nearly 100 millions. The Deccan, in its local Tho

acceptation, is restricted to the high tract between the Deccja

Narbadi (Nerbudda) and the Kistni rivers; but it is

popularly understood to include the whole country south
of the Vindhyia as far as Cape Comorin. It slopes up
from the southern edge of the Gangetic plains. Three
ranges of hills support its northern, its eastern, and its

western side ; and the last two meet at a sharp angle near
Cape Comorin.

Tho northern side rests on confused ranges, running
with a general direction of east to west, and known in the

aggregate as the VindhyA mountains. The VindhyAs,
however, are made up of several distinct hUl systems.

Two sacred peaks guard the flanks in the extreme cast

and west, with a succession of ranges stretching 800 miles

between. At the western extremity, Mount Abu, famous
for its exquisite Jain temples, rises, as a folitary outpost of

the Aravalli hills, 5650 feet above the RijputAna plain,

like an island out of the sea. Beyond the southern limits

of that plain, the VindhyA range of modern geography t\ios

almost due east from Guzerat, forming the northern wall

of the NarbadA valley. The SAtpura mountains stretch

also east and west to the south of that river, and form the

watershed between it and the TApti. Towards the heart

of India the eastern extremities of these two converge in

the highlands of the Central Provinces and their lofty level

plains. Passing still farther east, the hill system finds a

continuation in the KAimur range and its congeners, which
eventually end in the outlying peaks and spurs that form
the western boundary of Lower Bengal, and abut on tho

old course of the Ganges under the name of the RAjmahAl
hills. On the extreme east. Mount PArasnAth—like

Mount Abu on the extreme west, sacred to Jain rites

—

rises to 4400 feet above the level of the Gangetic plains.

The various ranges of the VindhyAs, from 1500 to over

4000 feet high, form, as it were, the northern wall and
buttresses which support the central table-land. Though
now pierced by road and railway, they stood in former

times as a barrier of mountain and jungle between northern

and southern India, and formed one of the main obstruc-

tions to welding the whole into an empire. They consist

of vast masses of forests, ridges, and peaks, broken by
cultivated valleys and broad high-lying plains.

Tho other two sides of the elevated southern triangle are Ghit«,

known as the Eastern and Western GhAts (Ghauts). These
start southwards from the eastern and western extremities

of the VindhyA system, and run along the eastern and
western coasts of India. Tho Eastern Gh.^t3 stretch in frag-

mentary spurs and ranges down the Madras Presidency,

here and there receding inland and leaving broad level

tracts between their base and the coast. The Western GhAts
form the great sea-wall of the Bombay Presidency, with

only a narrow strip between them and the shore. In many
parts they rise in magnificent precipices and headlands out

of the ocean, and truly look like colossal " passes or landing-

stairs" (ghdt.%) from the sea. The Eastern GhAts have an

average elevation of 1500 feet. The Western GhAts ascend

more abruptly from the sea to an average height of about

3000 feet, with peaks up to 4700, along the Bombay coast,

rising to 7000 and even 8760 in the upheaved angle which

they unite to form with the Eastern GhAts, towards their

southern extremity. ,

The inner triangular plateau thus enclosed lies from

_1000 to 3000 feet above the level of the sea. But it is

dotted with peaks and seamed with ranges exceeding 4000
feet in height. Its best known hills are the Nllgiris

(Neilgherries), with the summer capital of Madras,

Utakamand, 7000 feet above the sea. The highest point

is DodAbetta Peak (g760 feet), at the upheaved southern

angle. The interior platear. is approached by several
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vrestem famous passes from the level coast-strip on the western
Ghats, side. The Bor-GhAt, for example, ascends a tremendous

ravine about 4C miles south-east of Bombay city, to a height

of 1798 feet. In ancient times this pass was regarded as

the key of the Deccan, and could be held by a small band
against any array attempting to penetrate from the coast.

A celebrated military road was constructed by the British

up the Bor-GhAt, and practically gave the command of

the interior to the then rising port of Bombay. A railway

line' has now been carried up the pass, twisting round the

shoulders of mountains, tunnelling through interve^iing

crags, and clinging by a narrow ledge to the face of the

precipices. At one point the zigzag is so sharp as to render

a circuitous turn impossible, and the trains have to stop

and reverse their direction on a levelled terrace. The
Thall GhAt, to the north of Bombay, has in like manner
been scaled both by road and railway. Another cele-

brated pass, farther down the coast, connects the military

centre of BelgAum with the little port of Vingurla. These
" landtng'-s'fairs " from the sea to the interior present scenes

of rugged grandeur. The trap rocks stand out, after ages

of denudation, like circular fortresses flanked by round
towers, from the mass of hills behind,—natural fastnesses,

which in the MarhattA times were rendered impregnable

to Oriental warfare. To the south of Bombay, the passes

climb up from the sea through thick forests, the haunt of

the tiger and the stately bison. Still farther down the

coast, the -western mountain wall dips down into the

PalghAt valley, a remarkable gap, 25 miles broad, and
leading by an easy route, only 1500 feet above the sea at

its highest point, from the sea-board to the interior. A
railway now extends by this passage from Beypur across

the peninsula to Madras.

Eastern On the eastern side of India, the Ghdts form a series of
Ghdts. gpurs and buttresses for the elevated inner plateau, rather

than a continuous mountain wall. They are traversed by
a number of broad and ea.sy passages from the Madras coast.

Through these openings the rainfall of the southern half

of the inner plateau reaches the sea. The drainage from

the northern or VindhyAn edge of the three-sided table-land

falls into the Gange.s. Tho NarbadA (Nerbudda) and
TApti carry the rainfall of the southern slopes of the

VindhyAs and of the SAtpura hills, in almost parallel lines,

into the Gulf of Cambay. But from Surat, in 21° 9' lat.,

to Cape Comorin, in S" 4' lat., no large river succeeds in

reaching the western coast from the interior table-land.

The Western GhAts form, in fact, a IcJfty unbroken barrier

between the waters of tho central plateau and the Indian

Ocean. The drainage has therefore to make its way across

India to the eastwards, now turning sharply round project-

ing ranges, now tumbling down ravines, or rushing along

the valleys, until the rain which the Bombay sea-breezo

has dropped upon the Western GhAts finally falls into the

Rivers of Bay of Bengal. In this way the three great rivers of the
Southern Madras Presidency, viz., the GodAvari, tho Krishna, and

J*^' the KAveri (Cauvery), rise in the mountains overhanging

the western coast, and traverse the whole breadth of the

cent.al table-land before they reach the sea on the eastern

shores of India.

The physical geography and tho political destiny of the

two sides of the Indian peninsula have been determined by

the characteristics of the mountain ranges on cither coast.

On the east, the country is comparalivcly open, and was

everywhere accessible to the spread of civilization. On
the east, therefore, the ancient dynasties of southern India

fixed their capitals. Along the west, only a narrow strip

c' lowland intervenes between tho barrier range and tho

seaboard. The inhabitants of those tracts remained apart

from the civilization of tho eastern coast. To this day

one of their ruling races, the Nairs, retain land-tenures and

social customs, such as polyandry, which mark a much
ruder stage of human advancement than Hinduism, and
in other parts of India only linger among isolated hill

tribes. On the other hand, the people of the western
coast enjoy a bountiful rainfall, unknown in the inner
plateau and the east. The monsoon dashes its rain-laden Ii«inf»ll

clouds against the Western GhAts, and pours from 250 to of «<">'>>•

100 inches of rain upon their maritime slopes from KhAn- f"/^'^'*'

desh down to Malabar. . By the time that the monsoon
has crossed the Western GhAts, it has dropped the greater

part of its aqueous burden, and central districts, such as

Bangalore, obtain only about 35 inches. The eastern coast

also receives a monsoon of its own ; but, except in the

neighbourhood of the sea, the rainfall throughout the

Madras presidency is scanty, seldom exceeding 40 inches

in the year. The deltas of the three great rivers along
the Madras coast form, of course, tracts of inexhaustible

fertility ; and much is done by irrigation on the thirsty

inland plateau to husband and utilize both the local

rainfall and the accumulated waters which the rivers bring

down.
In tho valleys, and upon the elevated plains of the central Crop»

plateau, tillage has driven back the jungle to the hilly recesses,

and fields of rice and many kinds of smaller giain or millets,

tobacco, cotton, sugar-cane, and pulses spread over the- oper
country. The black soil of the Deccan is proverbial lor its fer-

tility ; and the level strip between the Western Ghdta and tho sea

rivals even Lower Bengal in its fruit-bearing palms, rice harvests,

and rich succession of crops. The deltas on the eastern side have
from time immemorial been celebrated as rice-bearing tract.s.

Tlie interior of the table-land, as may be inferred froni the scanty
rainfall, is liable to drought. Tho people contend against the
calamities of nature by varied systems of irrigation,—drawing
their water-supply in some districts from wells, in others from
tanks and reservoirs, or from large artificial lakes formed by dam-
ming up the ends of river valleys. They thus store the rain

brought during a few months by tho monsoon, and husband it for

use throughout the whole year. The food of the common people

consists chiefly of small grains, such tisjodr, bdjra, and rdgi. The
great export is cotton, with wheat from the northern districts of

Bombay. The pepper trade mth Malabar dates far beyond |he ago

of Sindbad the bailor, and probably reaches back to Koman times.

Cardamoms, spices of various sorts, dyes, and many medicinal
drugs are also grown.

It is on the three-sided table-land, and among the hilly spui-s Mincr»b

which project from it, that the mineral wealth of India lies hid.
,

Coal-mining now forms a great industry on tho north-eastern side

of the table-land, in Bengal, and also in tho Central Provinces.

Tho commercial aspects of this and similar undertakings will be

dealt with in a later section of the present article. Beds of iron-

ore and limestone have been worked in several places, and hold out

a possibility of a new era of enterprise to India in the future.

Many districts are rich in building stone, marbles and the easily

worked laterito. Copper and other metals exist in small quantities.

Gold dust has from very ancient times been. Washed out of the

river-beds, and gold-mining is being attempted on scIuntiQc prin-

ci[ilcs in Madras and Mysore.

Of the three regions of India, now briefly surveyed,

the first, or the IlimAlayas, lies for the morit part beyond

the British frontier, but a knowledge of it supplies tho

key to the ethnology and history of india. The second

region, or the great river plains in the north, formed tho

theatre of the ancient race-movements which shaped tho

civilization and the political destinies of the whole Indian

peninsula. The third region, or the triangular tabie-lund

in the south, has a character quite distinct from cither of

the other two divisions, "and a population which is nnw
working out a separate development of its own. Broadly

speaking, the IlimAlayas are peopled by Turanian tribe
;

the great river plains of IlindustAn are still the home of tliu

Aryan race ; tho triiwigular table-land lins formed on nrctia

for a long struggle between' that gifted race frvm tho north

and what is known as tho Dravidian stock in the south.

To this vast empire the English have addoJ British IiriiUh

Burmah,, consisting of tho lower valley of tiio Irawadi I^""""''

(Irrawaddy) with its delta, and a long Hat strip stretching

down tho eastern side of the Bay of Bengal Between tllo
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QBrrow maritime tract and the Irawadi run8 a backbone of

lofty ranges. These ranges, known as the Yoma (Roo)^)

mountains, are covered with dense forests, and both his-

torically and geographically separate the Irawadi valley

from the strip of coast. The Yoma (Roma) ranges have

peaks exceeding 4000 feet, and culminate in the Blue

Mountain (7100 feet). They are crossed bypasses, one of

which, the An or Aeng, rises to 4668 feet above the sea-

leveL A thousand creeks indent the seaboard ; and the

whole of the level cotmtry, both on the coast and in the

Irawadi valley, forKs one vast rice-field. The river floats

down an abundant supply of teak and bamboos from the

north. Tobacco, of an excellent quality, supplies the little

cigars which all Burmese (men, women, and children)

Bmoke. Arakan and Pegu, or the provinces of the coast

strip and the Irawadi valley, contain mineral oil-springs.

Tenasserim forms a long narrow maritime province, which

runs from the mouths of the Irawadi southward to Point

Victoria, where the British territory adjoins Siam. It is

rich in tin mines, and contains iron-ores equal to the finest

Swedish, besides gold and copper in smaller quantities,

and a very pure limestone. Rice and timber form the

staple exports of Burmah ; and rice is also the universal

food of the people. British Burmah, with Tenasserim, has

an area of 88,556 square miles, and had a population, in

1676, of just under 3 millions of persons.

Geologv.

For geological purposes India may be mapped out into

the three geographical divisions of the Himalayan region,

the Indo-Gangetic plain, and Peninsular India.

Hiioi- The Himdlayan Region.—The geology of this district is

Uyaa. fjr more complex and less fully known than that of the

Peninsular area. Until the ground has been carefully gone

over by the Geological Survey, many points must remain

doubtful
;
probably even then the problems will not be

fully solved, as large areas of the Himalayas (Nepil and

Bhutin) are at present inaccessible to Europeans. The
ODeiJi oldest rock of the HimAlayas is gneiss, but its age is quite

unknown. It generally differs in character from the gneiss

of the Peninsula, and also from that of Assam and Burmah.

The Himdlayan gneiss is usually white and grey, its

felspars being orthoclase and albite ; it contains much
mica and mica schist, and is generally much more uniform

in character than the gneiss of the Peninsula. The latter

is U8ua41y pink, its felspar being orthoclase and oligoclase
;

it contains little mica schist, but often has quartzite and
hornblendic rock. Hornblende occurs in the syenitic

gneiss of the Northern HimAlayan (or Ladikh) range. The
Central Central Himilayan region may be roughly described as

gneissic consisting of two gneissic axes, with a trough or synclinal
""• valley between them, in which fossiliferous beds have been

' deposited and are now preserved. The gneiss of the

southern or main axis (the " central gneiss " of Dr
Stolicrka) is the oldest ; that of the northern or LadAkh
axfe «)mes next in age. The gneiss of the LaaAkh axis is

generally syenitic, or is that variety of the Himilayan
gneiss already described as containing hornblende. It is

probably an extremely altered condition of ordinary marine
sediment. The gneiss of the central axis is the ordinary

kind ; it is penetrated by granite, which ranges along some
of the highest peaks. Between these two gneissic axes
occurs the basin-shaped valley, or the Hundes and Zanskar
eynclinal. In this valley fossiliferous rocks are preserved,

giving representatfves of the Silurian, Carboniferous, Trias-

Bic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous formations. All these seem
thete to have followed each other withour important breaks

or unconformities ; but after the deposition of the Cretaceous

Tocks of the UimAlayan ttteion, there appear to have been

important changes in physical geography. The Nummulitic
(Eocene) strata were laid down on the eroded edges of

some of the older beds, and in a long trough within the

Silurian gneiss of the LadAkh axis. On the south of this

true Himilayan region there is a band of country known
as the Lower Himilaya, in which the beds are often greatly f.owni

disturbed, and even completely inverted, over great areas, Uinid-

the old gneiss apparently overlying the sedimentary rocks.
'''^**'

This Lower Himilayan region is about 50 miles wide, and
consists of irregular ridges, varying from 5000 to 8000 feet

in height, and sometimes reaching 12,000 fee_t.

Resting upon the gneiss, but often through inversion

apparently underlying it, in the neighbourhood of Simla,

is a series of unfossiliferous beds (schists, quartzites, sand-

stones, shales, limestones, itc.) known in descending order

as the Kr61, Infra-Kr61, Blaini, and Infra-Blaini beds. la

the Kr<il beds is a massive limestone (Kr61 limestone)

probably representing the limestone of the Pir Panjdl

range, which is most likely of Carboniferous age The
Blaini and Infra-Blaini bed."* are probably Silurian.

The Lower Himilayan range ends at the Sutlej valley,

we.it of which the continuation of the central range is

followed immediately by the third or Sub-Himalayan Sub-

range. This occurs almost always on the south of the H'"'^

Lower Himalayas ; it is coniposed of later Tertiary
*^*°

rocks (SiwAJiks, &c.), which range parallel with the

main chain. Generally the Sub-HimAlayas consist of

two ranges, separated by a broad flat valley (" diin " or

" doou ") ; the southern slope, overlooking the great

Indo-Gangetic plain, is usually the steepest. Below NAiui

Til and Dirjiling (Darjeeling), the sub-Himilayan range

is wanting ; on the Bhutin frontier the whole range

is occasionally absent, and then the great plain slopes

up to the base of the Lower Himilayan region. It is

within the Sub-Himilayan range that the famous SiwAlik Siwilii*

beds occur, long since known for their vast stores of extinct

mammalia. Of about the same age are the Manchbar
beds of Sind, which also contain a rich mammalian fauna.

The Lower Manchhars probably correspond to the Nihan
beds, the lowest of the Siwiliks ; they rest upon the Gaj

beds, which are probably Upper Miocene. From this it

would seem that the lowest Siwiliks are not older than

Upper Miocene. The higher Siwilik beds are considered

by Mr W. T. Blanford to be Pliocene, and to this later

period he also refers the mammalian beds of Fikenni in

Greece. These have a large number of fossils iuconurja
with the Siwiliks ; but they contain, at their baso, amarine

band with Pliocene shells. The Manchhar and Siwilik

beds are chiefly of freshwater origin.

The Salt Range in the north-west of the Punjab has, in Salt

addition to its economic value, a special geological im- Ranga

portance ; and from that point of view it is one of the

most interesting districts in India Representatives of

most of the great European formations of Silurian and later

epochs are found there ; and throughout all the vast length

of time represented by these formations there is here no

direct evidence of any important break in succession, or

unconformity. The lowest beds (salt marl, probably

Silurian) and the highest (Siwiliks) are found throughout

the range. But the others cannot all be traced con-

tinuously throughout; some occur well developed in one

pla'oe, some in another. All the principal fossi!iferou=; beds

of the Jurassic, Triassic, and Carboniferous fbrmalions are

confiued to the -western part of the range.

The Ii'da-Gangetic Plain covers an area of about 300,000 lodo-

square miles, and varies in width from 90 to neatly 300 Gangetio

miles. It rises very gradually from the sea ot either end ;

^''""•

the lowest point of the watershed between the Punjab rivers

and the Ganges is about 924 feet above' the sea. This

point, by a line measured down the valley, but not foJ
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lowing the winding of the river, ia about 1050 miles from
the mouth of the Ganges and 850 miles from the mouth of
the Indus, so that the average inclination of the plain, from
the central watershed to the sea, is only about 1 foot per
mile. It is less near the sea, where for long distances
there is no fall at all. It is generally more near the
watershed ; but there is here no ridge of high ground
between the Indus and the Ganges, and a very trifling

change of level would often turn the upper waters of one
river into the other. It is not unlikely that such changes
have in past time occurred ; and if so an explanation is

afforded of the occurrence of allied forms of freshwater
dolphins (Platanisia) and of many other animals in the
two rivers and in the Brahnifiputra.

*u nge. There is no evidence that the Indo-Gangetic plain existed
as such in Pre-Tertiary times. It is highly probable that the
Jurassic and Cretaceous coast-line ran across the northern
part of the Bay of Bengal, and that most of the area now
occupied by the Gangetic plain was then above the sea.

Probably the Jurassic traps of the RijmahAl hills, west of

the delta of .the Ganges, were continuous with those of

Sylhet, east of the delta. Marine Jurassic and Cretaceous
. beds are absent from the margins of the true Gangetic
plain ; so too are marine Eocene beds. In Eocene times
the sea spread up the Punjab; but that too was land only
in Miocene times.

Anuvial The alluvial deposits of the plain, as made known by
deposits, the boring at Calcutta, prove a gradual depression of the

area through the later Tertiary times. Xhere are peat

and forest beds, which must have grown quietly at the

surface, alternating with deposits of gravel, sand, and
clay. The thickness of the delta deposit is unknown

;

481 feet was proved at the bore hole, but probably this

represents only a very small part of the deposit. Outside

the delta, in the Bay of Bengal, is a deep depression known
as the " swatt-h of no ground "

; all around it the soundings

are only of 5 to 10 fathoms, but they very rapidly deepen

to over 300 fathoms. Mr J. Ferguson has shown that the

sediment is carried away from this area by the set of the

currents
;
probably then it has remained free from sediment

whilst the neighbouring sea bottom has gradually been

filled up. If so, the thickness of the alluvium is at least

1800 feet, and may be much more.

The Indo-Gangetic plain dates back to Eocene times ; the

origin of the Himilayaa may be referred to the same period.

Numerous minor disturbances occurred in the area which

is now northern India during Paleozoic and Secondary

times, but the great disturbance which has resulted in the

formation of the existing chain of the Himdlayas took place

after the deposition of the Eocene beds. Disturbances

even greater in amount occurred after the deposition of the

Pliocene beds. The Eocenes of the Sub-Him41ayan range

were deposited upon uncontorted Paleozoic rocks, but the

whole ha-s since been violently contorted and disturbed.

There are some indications that the disturbing forces were

more .severe to the eastward during middle Tertiary times,

and that the main action to the westward w.os of later

date. It seems highly probable that the elevation of the

mountain ranges ami the depression of the Indo-Gangolic

plain were closely related. This view gains some support

from a' glance at the map, where we see that the curves of

the great mountain chains aro strictly followed by tliose of

the great alluvial plain. Probably both arc duo to almost

contemporary movements of tho earth's crust ; these move-

ments, though now of vastly diminislved intensity, liavo not

wholly ceased. The alluvial deposits prove depression in

c|uite recent geological times; and within tho HimAlayan
rep:ion earthquakes are still common, whilst in Peninsular

India they are rare. i
•

FenintvJar India.—Tho oldest rocks of this area c»m-

sist of gneiss, which occurs in three districts :—a very Peninsn{
large part of Bengal and Madras, extending to Ceylon ;

lai-lnrti*-

the Aravalli ; and Bundelkhand. Of these formations^
the gneiss of Bundelkhand is known to be the oldest, '

because the oldest Transition rocks rest upon it ; whereas
|

the same Transition rocks are altered and intersected
by granitic dykes which proceed from the gneiss of the !

other districts. The Transition rocks are of great but
unknown age. The Vindhyan rocks which succeed them vin.ihy-.

are of very old Paleozoic age, perhaps Pre-Silurian. But
'

long before the earliest -Vindhyan rocks were laid down ]

the Transition rocks had been altered and contorted
j

The great movements of the' earth's crust which produced
'

that contortion are the latest which have taken place to any
'

great extent in the Indian Peninsula. In more recent
times there have been local disturbances, and large faults 1

have in places been found ; but the greater part of the

Peninsula rocks are only slightly disturbed, and the most
I

recent of the great and wide-spread earth movements of '

th's region date back to Pre-Vindhyan times. The Vind-
hyan series are generally sharply marked off from older '

rocks ; but in the Goddvari valley there is no well- ;

defined line between these and the Transition rocks. The .;

Vindhyan beds are divided into two groups. The lower,
,

;

with an estimated thickness of only 2000 feet, or slightly '

more, cover a large area,—extending, with but little change
'

of character, from the Son valley in one direction to
j

Cuddapah, and in a diverging line to near BijApur— in

each case a distance of over 700 miles. The upper Vind-

hyans cover a much smaller area, but attain a thickness

of about 12,000 feet. The Vindhyans are well-stratified i

beds of sandstone and shale, with some limestones. As
j

yet they have yielded no trace of fossils, and their exact '

age is consequently unkpown. So far as the evidence 1

goes, it appears probable that they are of very ancient I

Palaeozoic age, perhaps Pre-Silurian.. The total absence of I

fossils is a remarkable fact, and one for which it is difficult
I

to account, as the beds are for the most part quite unaltered.
'

Even if they aro entirely of freshwater origin, we should

expect that some traces of life it'^m the waters or neigh-

bouring land would be found.
i

The Gondwdna series is in many respects the most Oond- ;

interesting and important series of the Indian Peninsula. w4na

The beds are almost entirely of freshwater origin. JIany scries.
,

subdivisions have been made, but here we need only note the

main division into two great groups :—Lower Gondv\-dnas,

13,000 feet thick ; Upper GondwAnas, 11,000 feet thick. I

The series is mainly confined to the area of country between I

the Narbadd and the Son on the north and the Krishna on
|

the south ; but the western part of this region is in great

part covered by newer beds. The lowest Gondwdnas aro
,

very constant in character, wherever they are found ; tho i

upper numbers of the lower division show more vari.Uion, '

and this divergence of character in different districts
j

becomes more marked in tho Upper Gondwdna series.
j

Disturbances have occurred in the lower series before the
;

formation of the upper.

The Gondwdna beds contam fossils wnicn are of very .

great interest. In large part these consist of plants
^

which grew near tho margins of tho old rivers, and

which were carried down by floods, and deposited in

the alluvial plains, deltas, and estuarino areas of tho
|

old Gondwdna period. So vast was tho time occupied ,

by tho deposition of tho Gondwdna beds that great changes
^

in physical geography and in tho vegetation repeatedly

occurred. The plants of tho Lower Gondwdnas consist
i

'

chiefly o{ acrugcns {I<:<]msetace(T and ferns) and gymuogens

(cycads and conifers), tho former being the more abundant.
i

The same closses of plants occur in tho Upper Gondwdnas ; ;

but there the proportions ore reversed, tho conifers, and still
;
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more the cycads, being more uumerous than the ferns, whilst

the EquxselaceoB are but sparingly found. But even within

the limits of the Lower G"nii"'4na series there are great

diversities of vegetation, three distinct lioras occurring in

the three great divisions of that formation. In many
respects the flora of the highest of these three divisions

Pinchet (the PAnchet group) is more nearly related to that uf the

group. Upper Gondvvinas than it is to the other Lower CJ«ndwAna

floras.

One of the most intere.«.ting facts in the history of the

CondwAna series it the occurrence near the base (in the

Tilcher Tilcher group) of large striated boulders in a 6ne mud or

group, silt, the boulders in one place resting upon rock (of

Vindhyan age) which is also striated. There seems good

reason for believmg that these beds are the result of ice-

action. They probably nearly coincide in age with the

Permian beds of Wcsteru Europe, in which Professor

Ramsay long since discovered evidence of glaciation. But

the remarkable fact is that this old ice-action occurred

within the tropics, and probably at no very great height

above the sea.

Dimodsr The Dimodar series, the middle division of the Lower
series GondwAnas, is the chief source of coal in Peninsular India,
«iiJ coal-

yi^ijjng more of that mineral than all other formations

taken together. I'he Karharbiiri group is the only other

eoaJ-bearing formation of any value. The DAmodars are

8100 feet thick in the RAniganj coal-field, and about 10,000

feet thick in the SAtpura basin. They consist of three

divisions ; coal occurs in the upper and lower, ironstone

R.>iiiganj (without coal) in the middle division. The PiAnlgaiij coal-
toal-tielJ. fielj ig the ,f,ost important in India. So far as is yet known,

it covers an area of about 500 square miles, extending about

18 miles frum north to south and about 39 miles from

east to west ; but it extends further to the east under the

lateritc and alluvium. It is traversed by the DAmodar
river, along which run the road from Calcutta to Benares

and the East Indian Railway. From its situation and im-

portance this coal-field is better known than any other in

India. Much has been learnt concerning it since the last

examination by the Geological Survey, and our remarks are

in great part based on recent reports by Mr H. I'auerman.

The upper or RAnlganj series (stated by the Geological

•Survey to be 5000 feet thick) contains eleven scams, having

a total thickness of l^^^ feet, in the eastern district, and
thirteen seams, 100 feet thick, in the western district. The
average thickness of the seams worked is from 12 to 18

feet, but occasionally a seam acquires a great thickness

—

20 to 80 feet. The lower or BarAkhar scries (2000 feet

thick) contains four scams, of a total thickness of G9 feet.

Compared with English coals those of this coal fitld are of

but poor quality ; they contain much ash, and are generally

non-coking. The seams of the lower series are the best,

and some of these at SAnktoria, near the BarAkhar river,

are fairly good for coke and gas. The best coal in India

Karhar- is in the small coal-field at KarharbAri. The beds there are
haricu*' lower in the scries than those of the RAniganj field ; they
"'''* Irlong to the upper part of the TAlchi r group, the lowest

of the GondwAiia series. The coal-bearing beds cover an
area of only about 11 square miles ; there are three searas,

varying from 9 to 33 feet thick. The lowest seam is the

best, and this is as good as English steam ccal. This
coalfield, now largely worked, is the property of the East
Indian Railway, which is thus supplied with fuel at a
cheaper rate than any other railway in the world. Indian
coal usually contains phosphoric acid; which greatly lessens

its value for iron-smelting.

D.i.r.odar The DAmodar series, whiih, as we have .seen, is the chief
""" source of coal in India, is also one of the most important
"""' sources of iron. The ore oecurs in the middle division,

coal ill the highest and lowest. The ore is partly a clay

ironstone, like that occurring in the Coal-measures of

England, partly an oxide of iron or hoeraatite. It generally

contains phosphorus, which prevents its use in the pre-

paration of the finer qualities of steel. A similar difficulty

attends. the use of the Cleveland ore of North Yorkshire.

Experiments have been in progress for years in 6carcl»

of a process which shall, in an economical manner, obtain

iron from Cleveland ore free from phosphorus, latterly,

it is hoped, with some success. If this be so, India will

be a great gainer. Excellent iron-oro occurs in the Meta-
raorphio rocks south of the DAmodar river. Laterite (see

below) is sometimes used as ore. It is very earthy and of

a low percentage ; but it contains only u comparatively

small proportion of phosphorus.

The want of limestone for flux, within easy reach, is

generally a great drawback as regards iron-emelting in

India. Juinkar or ghutin (concretionary carbonate of

lime) ts collected for this purpose from the river beds and
alluvial deposits. It sometimes contains as much as 70
per cent, of carbonate of lime , but generally the amount
is much less and the fluxing value proportionally diminished.

The real difficulty in India is to find the ore, the fuel, and^
the flux in sufiiciently close proximity to yield a profit.

The enormous mass of basaltic rock known as th? Deccan Deccan

trap is of great importance in the geological structure of trap,

the Indian Peninsula. It now covers an area of about

200,000 square miles, and probably 'jrmerly extended
over a much wider area. Where thickest, the traps are at

least 6000 feet thick. They form the most striking

physical features of the country, many of the most promi-
nent hill ranges being the denuded edges of the basaltic

flows. The great volcanic outbursts which produced (his

trap commenced in the Cretaceous period and lasted on
into the Eocene period.

LatTite is a ferruginous and argillaceous rock, VaryiiiL' Latent*

from 30 to 200 feet thick, which often occurs over the tra^

area, but is also found in other districts. As a rule it

makes rather barren land , it is highly porous; and the rain

rapidly sinks into it. Laterite may be roughly divided

into two kinds, high-level and low-level laterites. 'J'iio

former, which covers a large area of the high biwaltic

plains, is believed by Mr R. P. Foote to bo very fre-
'

quently the product of decomposition of the trap, and to

have been thus formed in the place in which it is now
found. Sometimes the high-level lateritc overlies gneiss

or other rocks , and in these cases it has probably been
transported. The low-level laterite is generally more
sandy in character, and is often associated with gravels.

In most cases this has cleaily been carried down to its

present position, probably la'-gely by subaeiial action,

aided by rains and streams. Possibly in some cases it has
been spread out along the co.ists by marine action. The
low-level laterite fringes the coast of the Peninsular more
or less from near Bombay on the west and Orissa on the

east to Cape Comorin. It is not continuous throughout
these districts ; and it is of very varying width and eleva-

tion. The age ot the high-level laterite is unknown. Its

formation probably extended throughout a long period ut

time, much of which must be of very ancient date ; for

the laterite, together with the underlying basalt, has

sufl'ered eKtensive denudation.

The mercantile aspects of the coal, iron, and other mineral

products of India will be fully treated of under n subsa

quent section (pp. 7CI-C6). The geologist comes in thi^

matter to the same conclusion as the economist, vii:., that the

mineral wealth of India, as represented by its precious stones,

was the product of forced labour, and that the search for

them in our days can scarcely repay the working expense--.

(For the nitovc section on Geology wc ore Indebted to Hi W. Toplcy of ttic F.i-t;-,

lull Gcolugical Survey.)
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The great peninsula of India, with its lofty mountain

ranges behind and its extensive seaboard exposed to the

6rst violence of the winds of two oceans, forms an excep-

tionally valuable and interesting field for the study of

meteorological phenomena. But only within the last few

years have trustworthy statistics been obtained for some

of its most important registration stations.

Meteorological Geography.—After the general description

of the country which has been given at the beginning of

this article, it is only necessary here to sketch very briefly

the meteorological geography of the peninsula. The follow-

ing sentences are condensed from an interesting account in

the first Report on the Meteorology of India (for 1875), by

Mr H. F. Blanford. From the gorge of the Indus to that

of the Dihong (Brahmaputra), a distance of 1400 miles,

the Himalayas form an unbroken watershed, the northern

flank of which is drained by the upper valleys of these two

rivers ; while the Sutlej (Satlaj), starting from the southern

foot of the Kailas Peak, breaks through the watershed,

dividing it into two very unequal portions, that to the

north-west being the smaller. The average elevation of

the Himalaya crest may be taken at not leas than 19,000

feet, and therefore equal to the height of the lower half of

the atmosphere ; and indeed few of the passes are under

16,000 or 17,000 feet. Across this mountain barrier there

appears to be a constant flow of air, more active in the

daytime than at night, northwards to the arid plateau of

Tibet. There is no reason to believe that any transfer of air

takes place across the Himalayas in a southerly direction,

unless, indeed, in those most elevated regions of tha atmo-

sphere which lie beyond the range of observation ; but a noc-

turnal flow of cooled air, from the southern slopes, is felt as

a strong wind where the rivers debouch on the plains, more

especially in the early morning hours ; and this probably

contributes in some degree to lower the mean temperature

of that belt of the plains which fringes the mountain zone.

At the foot of the great mountain barrier, and separating

it from the more ancient land which now forms the high-

lands of the peninsula, a broad plain, for the most part

alluvial, stretches from sea to sea. On the west, in the

dry region, this is occupied partly by the alluvial deposits

of the Indus and its tributaries and the saline swamps of

Kahhch (Cutch), partly by the rolling sands and rocky

surface of the desert of J^isalmfr and Blkanir, and the

more fertile tracts to the eastward watered by the Lilnai.

Over the greater part of this region rain is of rare occur-

rence ; and not infrequently more than a year passes with-

out a drop falling on the parched surface. On its eastern

margin, however, in the neighbourhood of the Aravalli

hills, and again on the northern Punjab, rain is more fre-

quent, occurring both in the south-west monsoon, and also

at the opposite season in the cold weather. As far south

as Sirsa and MiiltAn (Mooltan), the average rainfall does

not much exceed 7 inches.

The alluvial plain of the Punjab passes into that of the

Oangetic valley without visible interruption. Up or down
this plain, at opposite seasons, sweep the monsoon winds,

in a direction at right angles to that of their nominal course
;

and thus vapour which has been brought by winds from
the Bay of Bengal is discharged" as snow and rain on the

peaks and hillsides of the Western Hirailayas. Nearly the

whole surface is under cultivation, and it ranks'among tho

most productive as well as the most densely populated
regions of tho world. Tho rainfall diminishes from 100
inches in tho south-east comer of the Oangetic delta to less

than 30 inches at Agra and Delhi, and there is an average
difference of from 15 to. 25 inches between the oorthern
aad BStttbern borders of the plaia

Eastward from the Bengal delta, two alluvial plains Eastern

stretch up between the hills which connect the Himalayan Bengal.

system with that of the Burmese peninsula. The first,

or the valley of Assam and the Brahmaputra, is long and
narrow, bordered on the north by the HimAlayas, on the

south by the lower plateau of the G4ro, Khisl, and N4g4
hills. The other, short and broad, and in great part occu-

pied by swamps and jhils, separates the G4ro, KhAsl, and
Nigi hills from those of Tipperah and the Lush4i country.

The climate of these plains is damp and equable, and the

rainfall is prolonged and generally heavy, especially on the

southern slopes of the hills. A meteorological peculiarity

of some interest has been noticed, more especially at the

stations of Slbs4gar and SilchAr, viz., the great range of

the diurnal variation of barometric pressure during the

afternoon hours,—which is the more striking, since at

Riirki (Roorkee), Lahore, and other stations near the foot

of the Western Himilayas, this range is less than in tSie

open plains.

The highlands of the peninsula, which are cut off from cx-mtral

the encircling ranges by the broad Indo-Gangetic plain, are table-

divided into two unequal parts, by an almost continuous '^"'^

chain of hiUs running across the country from west by
south to east by north, just south of the Tropic of Cancer.

This chain may be regarded as a single geographical feature,

forming one of the principal watersheds of the peninsula,

the waters to the north draining chiefly into the Narbadi
and the Ganges, those to the south into the Tdpti, the

Goddvari, the Mahdnadi, and some smaller streams. In a

meteorological point of view it is of considerable importance.

Together with the two parallel valleys of the Narbadi
(Nerbudda) and TApti (Taptee), which drain the flanks of

its western half, it gives, at opposite seasons of the year, a

decided easterly and westerly direction to the winds of this

part of India, and condenses a tolerably copious rainfall

during the south-west monsoon.

Separated from this chain by the valley of the Narbadi
on the west, and that of the Son on the east, the plateau

of M4lw4 and Baghelkhand occupies the space intervening

between these valleys and the Gangetic plain. On the

western edge of the plateau are tho Aravalli hills, which

run from near AhmadabAd up to the 'neighbourhood of

Delhi, and include one hill. Mount Abu, over .5000 feet in

height. This range exerts an important influence on tho

direction of the wind, and also on the rainfall. At Ajmfr

(Ajmere), an old meteorological station at the eastern foot

of the range, the wind is predominantly .south-west, and
there and at Mount Abu the south-west monsoon rains are

a regularly recurrent phenomenon,—which can hardly be

said of tho region of scanty and uncertain rainfall that

extends from the western foot of tho range and merges in

the Bikanir desert.

The peninsula south of tho SAtpura range consists chiefly Soutbera

of the triangular plateau of the Deccan, terminating pUtaao.

abruptly on the west in tho SahyAdri range (Western

GhAts), and shelving to tho east (Eastern OhAts). This

plateau is swept by tho south-west monsoon, but not until

it has surmounted the western barrier of the GhAts ; and

hence the rainfall is, as a rule, light at Poona and places

similarly situated under tho lee of the range, and but

moderate over tho more easterly parts of the plateau. The
rains, however, are prolonged some three or four weeks

later than in tracts to the north of the SAtpuras, since they

aro also brought by the easterly winds which blow from the

Bay of Bengal in October and tho early part of November,

when the recurved southerly wind 'ceases to blow -up tho

Oangetic valley, and sets towards the south-cast coast.

This was fcvrmorly thought to be a north-eust monsoon,

and is still so spoken of by certain writers ; but the rainy

wind is really a di^tcrsioD of the sout'<-west monsoon.
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Southern At the junction of the Eastern and Western Ghits rises

India, tijo bold triangular plateau of the Nilgiris, and to the south

of them come the Anamalais, the Palnis (Pulneys), and the

hills of Travancore. These ranges are separated from the

Nilgiris by a broad depression or pass known as the

PAlghAt Gap, some 25 npilcs wide, the highest point of

which is only 1 500 feet above the sea. This gap affords a

passage to the winds which elsewhere are barred by the

hills of the GhAt chain. Tho country to the east of the

gap receives the rainfall of the south-west monsoon ; and

during the north-east monsoon ships passing Beypur meet

with a stronger wind from the land than is felt elsewhere

on the Malabar coast. According to Captain Newbold,

this gap "affords an outlet to those furious storms from,

the eastward which sweep the Bay of Bengal, and, after

traversing the peninsula, burst forth through it to the

neighbouring sea."-

In the strip of low cuuntry that fringes the peninsula

below the Ghats, the rainfall is heavy and tho climate warm
and damp, the vegetation being dense and characteristically

tropical, and the steep slopes of the GhAts, where they have

not been artificially cleared, thickly clothed- with for-^st.

Bo.'Bi.'wb. In Burmah, the country around Ava, as well as the hill

country to the north, has suffered from severe earthquakes,

one of which destroyed Ava in 1839. The general meri-

dianal direction of the ranges and valleys determines the

direction of the prevailing surface winds, this being, how-

ever, subject to many local modifications. But it would

appear, from Dr Anderson's observations of the movement
of the upper clouds, that throughout the year there is,

with but slight interruption, a steady upper current from

the south-west, such as has been already noticed over the

Himilayas. The rainfall in the lower part of the Irawadi

valley, viz., the delta and the neighbouring part of the

province of Pegu, is very heavy ; and the climate is very

mild and equable at all seasons. But higher up the valley,

and especially north of the Pegu frontier, the country is

drier, and is characterized by a less luxuriant vegetation,

and a retarded and more scanty rainfall.

Observatories.-—^Meteorological observatories have been

established at one hundred and three stations -in India

(including British Burmah and the Andamans). These

observatories are situated at all elevations, from the highest,

Leh (1 1,538 feet above mean sea-level) and ChakrAta (7051

feet), to Ncgapatam (15 feet) and Sdgar Island, the lowest,

which is only G feet above mean sea-level.

Tciapera- Temperature of the Air.—From the average annual mean tempera-

iiire. tares of 83 stations (derived from tlie means of three or more years)

the following figures are taken. In the following four stations in

this list, the average mean yearly temperature was over 82° F. :

—Trichinopoli, 82-8°; Vizagapatam, 8-2-7°; Madras, 82-4''; and
Madura, 82'2.° All of these stations are in the Madras Presidency.

The- next highest means are returned by Negapatam (also in

Madras), 81 -9^
; Cuttack and Port Blair, each 80-5''

; False Point,
80-20°; Goa, 79-9'; Cochin, 79-8°; Sagar Island, 79-5°; Deesa,
79-4°; and Calcutta, 79-2°. The nJean annual temperature of

Bombay is 78-8°, so that it is the coolest of the three presidency
towns. Tho lowest means are obtained at the hill stations of
D.^rjiling, 63-9°; Simla, 54-4°; Murree, 55-8°; and Chakrdta,
iie-l". Between these and the next coolest stations is a great gap,
Uanikbet following with 60-4°, Pachmarhi with 68-7°, and Rawal
Pindi with a yearly mean of 69 -4°. The highest mean montlily
temperatures given are :—95° at Multan, in June ;

94-3° at Delhi,
in June ;

94-1° at Jhdnai, in May ; 93 6° at Lucknow, in June.
Tho lowest monthly means are returned by the four coldest liill

etatioBS mentioned above, the figures being ;—Murree—January
37-7°, February 39-4°; Simla—January S9"-6°, February 41-1°;

Chakrita—January 40-8', February 42-9° ; Darjilinfj—January
40-7°, February 43-2'. The mean temperature at Leh in January
is 17-6°, and in December 24-4°.

Atmospheric Pressure.—The meteorological report for 1877 con-
tains, a table showing the annual mean pressure at 72 stations, cor-

rected (except in the case of Madras) to the Calcutta standard, which
reads 0-011 inch liigber than that of Kew. From that table tho
foUowbg figures aro obtained. Th<? mean yearly prishurc at tlio

highest sttttioBs is—23-274 at Chakrita, 23-371 at D,i:-iaiua, 24-058

at Ranikliet, 26-416 at Pachmarhi, and 26-932 at Bangalore. The
greatest annual mean pressures returned are—29 862 at Ncgapatam,
29-856 at Madras, 29-822 at Bombay, and 29-821 at False Point.

Main/all.—The average annual rainfall at 294 stations is recorded Rainf..!t.

in the 1877 meteorological report, from which the following figures

have been obtained :

—

In the Punjab the highest average fall (123-21 inches) is at
Dharmsala, which is situated on the face of the hills, and exposed
to the full force of the monsoon ; the next highest recorded is little

more than half that amount, or 68-61 inches at Simla. The lowest
average falls in the Punjab are—6-16 inches at Muzaffargarh, 6-93

at Multan, 7 -35 at DeraGhdzi Khan, and 8-23 at Deri Ismail Khan.
All these stations are protected by the Sulaiman range from the
monsoon.

~

In Rajputana and Central India the maximum average is 20-27
at Jaipur (Jeypore), and the minimum, 60-85 at Mount Abu, the
highest point in this part of India.

In the North-Western Provinces tho heaviest average falls are at

TS^aini Tal (94-17 inches) and Dehra (70-06), both of which lie high ;

the minimum average fall is 24 32 at Aligarh, the next lowest
figures being 26-18 at Muttia (Mathura), 26-46 at Agra, and 26-74

at Etah—all stations on the plains.

In Oudh the maximum rainfall is at Sultanpur, 4)5-72 iuchcs;
and the minimum at Rai Bareli, 39-99 inches.

The following stations of Bengal have an average rainfall of more
than 100 inches :—Jalpdiguri, 122-16 ; Darjiling, 119-25 ; and Kuch
Behar, 119-05—all at the base of the hills ; Nodkhali, 107-52, and
Chittagong, 105-61, both on the north-east coast of the Bay of

Bengal. The lowest averages are returned by Chapra, 37-06 inches
;

Patna, 38-21 ; and Gdya, 41-38. The average rainfall for Bengal is

67 inches.

Assam possesses in Cherra Poonjee (Chara Punji) the station with
the largest recorded rainfall in tho world. The registered fall

during the three years ending 1876 averaged 368 - ' inches. A total

fall of 805 inches was reported in 1861, of n-hich 366 were assigned

to tho single month of July. In 1850 Dr Hooker registered 30
inches in twenty-four hours, and returned the fall from June to

November of that year at 530 inches. In the four days 9th to 12th

September 1877, 56-19 inches were registered. The following

stations in Assam J r.ve also a very high rainfall :—Silchir, 121-07
;

Sylhet, 153-80 ; Dibrugarh, 116-43 ; andTura, 115-76. The lowest

recorded averages in Assam are at Samaguting (52-58 inches) and
Gauhati (69-23 inches), both on the northern side of the hills separ-

ating Cachar from Assam.
In the Central Provinces the highest average falls are at Pach-

marhi (82-20 inches) and Bdldghdt (64-11 inches) ; lowest averages,

Khandwa, 32-26 inches, and Bednur, 41-21 inches.

In Bombay, three stations on the Ghdts are recorded as having an
average rainfall of over 250 inches, viz. :—Matheran, 256 -75 inches

;

Malcolmpet (Mahableshwar), 252-25; and Baura (Fort), 251-80.

The lowest average rainfalls recorded in Bombay are—12-99 inches

at Mandargi ; 1725 at Dhulia ; and 1993 at Gokak. Tho avcrags

rainfall for Bombay is 67 inches.

In Sind the average rainfall is very low, varying from 16-31

inches at Na^ar, and 11-78 at Umarkot, to 5-09 at SEikdrpur, and
4-28at Jacobabad.

In Madras the highest averages recorded arc—135-60 inches at

Cannanore ; 131-91 at Mangaloro ; 125 63 at Tellicherri ; 113-62at
Calicut ; and 112-15 at Cochin—all on tho west coast. Tho lowest

falls recorded are—at Bellary, 16-06 ; Tuticorin (sheltered by the

Ghdts), 18-50 ; Guti (Gooty), 20-85 ; and Coimbatore, 20-90. All

these stations- lie low. The average fall at tho stations on the e.i.st

coast is about 41 inchea. The average rainfall for Madras is 4 J

inches.

The rainfall along tho coast of British Burmah is heavy, as might
bo expected, the' following averages being recorded :—Sandoway,
218-58 inches; Tavoy, 195-47; Maulmain, 191-34 ; Akyab, 189-23

;

Khyoiik-hpyu, 170-76. Tho smallest rainfall is at Thayet-myo

(51 -04) and Prome (59 -46), sheltered by the Yoma ran^e.

The rainfall at Port Blair, in the Andamans, is also naturally

heavy, the average being returned as 118-25 inches.

Sun-spot Cycles.— Theconclusions arrivedat by thelndian sun spot

meteorological department on tho subject of the snn-spot cycl,;s

cycles, which have been engaging the attention of scientific *".'',

men, are thus summed up in the 1877 report :
—"In con-

clusion, the following aro the more important inferences

that the meteorology of India'in the years 1877 and 1878

appear to suggest, if »ot to establish. There is a tendency

at the minimum sun-spot periods to .prolonged excessive

pressure over India, to an unusual development of the

winter rains, and to the oceurrenco of abnormally heavy

snowfall over tho HimAlayan region (to a greater extent

probably in the western than the eastern Himilayas).

i This appears also to be usually accompanied by a weak

rainfall.
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south-west monsoon The characteristics of a weak mon-

soon are—great irregularity in the distribution of the raiafall

over the whole of India, and the occurrence of heavy local

rainfalls, which tend, by a law of rainfall and of air-motion,

to recur over the same limited areas. The irregularity of

rainfall distribution is often shown by the persistent and

prolonged absence of rain over considerable areas. These

areas of drought and famine are partly marked off by

nature, depending to a certain extent on the geographical

features and position of the district Thus the rams are

lore likely to fall below the amount necessary for cultiva-

i»n in the dry region of the Deccan or in Upper India,

than over the Malabar coast area or the province of

Bengal."

Flora.

y\an. Unlike many other large geographical areas, India is

remarkable for having no distinctive botanical features

peculiar to itself. It differs conspicuously m this respect

from such countries as Australia or Soutn Africa. Its

vegetation is in point of fact of a composite character, and

is constituted by the meeting and more or less blending of

adjoining floras,—of those of Persia and the south-eastern

Mediterranean area to the north-west, of Siberia to the north,

ef China to the east, and of Malaya to the south-east.

Our space does not admit of any minute discussion of

tlie local features peculiar to separate districts, but regarded

broadly, four tolerably distinct types present themselves.

eim4. Ilimdlayan.—The base of the Him.'ilayas is occupied
Uy3& by a narrow belt forming an extreme north-western

extension of the Malayan type described below Above

that there is a rich temperate flora which in the eastern

chain may be regarded as forming an extension of that

of northern China, gradually assuming westwards more

and more of a European facies. Afagnolia, A ucuba, Abelia,

and Sl-immta may be mentioned as examples of Chinese

genera found in the eastern HimAlayas, and the tea-tree

grows wild in Assam. The same coniferous trees are

common to both parts of the range. Pima tougifoUa

extends to the Hindu-Kush ; P. exalsa is found universally

except in Sikkim, and has its European analogue in P.

Peiice, found in the mountains of Greece. Abies smithiana

extends into AfghAnistdn ; Abies webbiana forms dense

forests at altitudes of 8000 to 12,000 feet, and ranges from

BhutiVn to Kashmir ; several junipers and the common yew

(Taxus baccata) also occur. The deodar (Ccdrus Deodara),

which is indigenous to the mountains of AfghAnistAn and

the north-west Himilaya is nearly allied to the Atlantic

cedar and to the cedar of Lebanon, a form of which lins

recently been found in Cyprus. A notable further in-

stance of the connexion of the western UimAlayau flora

with that of Europe is the holm oak (Queicns Ilex), which

is characteristic of the Mediterranean region

The upper levels of the UimAIayaa slope northwards

gradually to the Tibetan uplands, over which the Siberian

tdmperate vegetation ranges. This is part of the great

temperate flora which, with locally individualized species,

but often with identical genera, ranges over the whole of

the temperate zone of the northern hemisphere. In the

western Uimilayas this upland flora is marked by a strong

&dmixture of European species, such as the columbine

(Aquilegia) and hawthorn (Cralirgus Oxi/aeanllia) These

disappear rapidly eastward, and are scarcely found beyond

Kumdun.
Korth- Norlh-Wcslern.—This is best marked m SInd and the

«Mt Punjab, where the climate is very dry (the rainfall avcnig-

ing loss than 15 inches), and where the soil, though fertile,

is wholly dependent on irrigation for its cultivation. Tho

flora is a poor one in number of species, and Is essentially

identical with that of Persia, southern Arabia, and Egypt.

The low scattered jungle contains such characteristic species

as Capparis aphylla, Acacia arabica (babul), Populus euph-

ratica (the " willows " of Ps. cxxxvii. 2), Salvadora persica

(erroneously identified by Royle with the mustard of Matt,

xiii. 31), tamarisk, Zizyphus, Lotxis, &c. More than nine-

tenths of the Sind vegetation is estimated to be indigenous
|

to Africa. The dry flora extends somewhat in a south- i

east direction, and then blends insensibly with that of the
]

western peninsula ; some species representing it are found '

in the upper Gangetic plain, and a few are widely distri- I

buted in dry parts of the country.
;

Malayan.—This Sir Joseph Hooker describes iu> form- AKsam

ing "the bulk of the flora of the perennially humid and

regions of India, as of the whole Malayan peninsula, the M^ii'.f'^"

Upper Assam valley, the Khisl mountains, the forests of ^^
the base of the Himalaya from the Brahmaputra to Nepal,

j

of the Malabar coast, and of Ceylon " It is not of course .

intended that over this wide and disjointed area there is an '

actual identity of species , but the otfinities and general

agreement of facies are eufiBciently close to leave no doubt

that they belong essentially to one and the same flora. A
few illustrations must suffice :—pitcher-plants (Nepenthes),

\

so richly developed in Borneo, occur at Singapore, on the
j

Khasl mountains, and in Ceylon, while they are absent
]

from the western peninsula , wood-oil trees (Dipterocarpece),

which abound in the forests of the Malayan archipelago,

are well represented by species individualized by isolation i

in the Malayan peninsula, Ceylon, and southern India , the
'

gamboge of Singapore is scarcely distinguishable botani-
,

cally from the Ceylon species ; rubber-yielding trees are
1

characteristic, such are the climbing Apocynacece found in •

the Malayan peninsula and Borneo, and the well-known
]

Ficus elastica, indigenous to Assam and Java ;
numerous

j

palms and several species of Cycas also distinguish this '

flora trom that of the western peninsula Teak (Tecionau
j

gramlii), which is indigenous to the Malayan archipelago,
j

is native to both peninsulas as far as 25° N lat., and
j

is more tolerant of a dry climate than most of its -

associates.
j

Western Peninsula.—This type is difficult to characterize, Westni
and is in many respects intermediate between the two just India.

]

preceding. It occupies a comparatively dry area, with a
^

rainfall under 75 inches. Ir respect to positive affinities,
\

Sir Joseph Hooker has pointed out some relations with
j

the flora of tropical Africa as evidenced by the prevalence i

of such genera as Greicia and Im/xittms, and the absence,
]

common to boih countries, of oaks and pines which abound .;

in the Malayan archipelago. The annual vegetation which

springs up in the rainy season includes numerous genera, 3j

i such as Sida and /iidigofcra, which are largely represented ^
both in Africa and Hindustan. Palms also in both countries '5

are scanty, the most notable in southern India being the

wild date {P/urnix st/lveslris) , B/^rassus and the cocoa-

nut are cultivated The forests, though occasionally very

dense, as in the western Gh.its, are usually drier and more

open than those of the Malayan type, and ore often

scrubby. The most important timber trees are the toou

{Cedrela Toona), sAl {Shnrea robusia), llie present area of

which forms two belts separated by the Gungetic plain,

satin wood {Chloroxylon Suietema), common in the drier

parts of the peninsula, sandalwood, especially charac-

teristic of Mysore, iron-wood (Mesua ferrea), and teak,

which has already been nlludcd to.'

' For n gPTior.il skctcli of tho flora of Iiidi.1 recourso musl still ha

had to thi) iTitiiiductory c.w.iy to tho f/ora indica, published l>y

Hooker and Thomson lu IS.ID ' Tho Flora o/ ISritish India, tlio

preparation of which 18 (1S8I) tn progro.ts ut Kcw, will corapriso

brief descriptions of all the siiecici known to sculue up to the d«l«

of publication. But nlthouRh no complete nnnly.'iis of the vegctatior

13 yet poiisible, its general futures arc now tolerably well nnderslood

(for the above sccMon on the Flora wo ore lndct>tcil to Mr W. T. T. Dy«r of Ktvi.l

I

1

i

ri
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Wild Animaub.

Mammals.—First among the wild animais of India must

be mentioned the lion (Felts leo), which is known to have

been not UQCommoa within historical times in Hindustdn

Proper and the Punjab. At present, the lion is supposed

to bo confined to the sandy deserts of Guzerat. A peculiar

variety is there found, marked by the absence of a mane

;

but whether this variety deserves to be classed as a dis-

tinct species naturalists are not yet determined. Tlie

former extent of the lion's range, or at least the degree

to which its presenr? impressed the imagination, may be

iuferred from the coimnon personal names, Siuh or Sing,

Sher, and Hyjer, wliich all signify "lion." The charac-

teristic beast of prey in India is the tiger (F. tigrU), wliich

is found in every part Of the country from the slopes of the

Himalayas to the Sundarban swamps. Sir Joseph Fayrer,

the highest living authority on this subject, believes that

VI feet is the maximum length of the tiger, when measured

from nose o tip of tail immediatp'.y after death. The
advance of cultivation, even more than the incessant attacks

of sportsman, has gradually caused the tiger to become a

rare animal in large tracts a( country ; but it is scarcely

probable that he will ever be exterminated from India. The
malarious tardi fringing the HimalAyas, the uninhabitable

ewamps of the Gangetic delta, and the wide jungles of the

ceutral plateau, are at present the chief home of the tiger.

His favourite food appears to be deer, antelope, and wild

hog. When these abound he will disregard domestic cattle.

Indeed, the natives are disposed to consider him as in some
sort their protector, as he saves their crops from destruction

by the wild animals on wliich he feeds. But when once he

develops a taste for Iiuman blood, then the slaughter he

works becomes truly formidable. Tho confirmed man-eater,

which-is generally an old beast, disabled from overtaking his

nsual prey, seems to accumulate his tale of victims in sheer

crueltyrather than for food. A single tiger is known to

have killed 108 people in the course of three years.

Another killed an average of about 80 persons per

annum. A third caused thirteen villages to be aban-

doned, and 250 square miles of land to be thrown out

of cultivation. A fourth, so late as 18C9, killed \'ll

people, and stopped a public road for many weeks, until

the opportune arrival of an English sportsman, who at

last killed him. Such cases are, of course, exceptional,

aad generally refer to a period long past, but they explain

and justify the superstitious awe with which the tiger is

regarded by the natives. The favourite mode of shooting

the tiger Ls from the back of elephants, «r from elevated

iilatforms (machdns) of boughs in the jungle. In Central

iidia they are shot on foot. In Assam they are sometimes
speared from boats, and in the Himdlayas they are said to

be ensnared by bird-lime. Rewards are given by Govern-

ment to na'tive shikdrU for the heads of tigers, varying in

time and place according to the need. In 1877, 819
persons and 16,137 cattle were reported to have been
killed by tigers; on the other side of the account, 1579
tigers were reported slain, andX3777 was paid in rewarda

Uopud. The leopard or panther (F. parjiis) is far more common
than the tiger in all parts of India, and at least equally

destructive to life, and property. The greatest length of

the leopard is about 7 feet 6 inches. A black variety, as

beautiful as it is rare, is sometimes found in the extreme
south of the peninsula, and also in Java. The cheetah or

hunting leopard (Oneparda jubala) must bo carefully dis-

tinguished from the leopard proper. This animal appears
to be a hativo only of the Deccan, where it is trained for

hunting the antelope. In some rospect-s it approaches the
dog more nearly than the cat tribe. Its limbs are long, its

hair rough, and its claws blunt and only partially retractile.

The speed with which it bounds upon its prey, when loosed

from the cart, exceeds the swiftness of any other mammal
If it misses its first attfck, it scarcely ever attempts to follow,

but returns to its master. Among other species of the
family Felidce found in India may be mentioned the ounce
or snow leopard {F. nncia), the clouded tiger {F. macroscelis),

the marbled tiger cat (F. marmoratu), the jungle cat

(F. chaus) and the common viverriuo cat (F. vivenuia).

Wolves (Canis tu/nis) abound throughout the open Wolf

country, but are rare in the wooded districts. Their '"be.

favourite prey is sheep, but they are also said to run down '

antelopes and hares, or rather catch them by lying in

ambush. Instances of their attacking man are not uncom-
mon. In 1827 upwards of thirty children were carried

off by wolves in a single pargaiid ; and the story of

Romulus and Remus has had its counterpart in India

within recent times. The Indian wolf baa a dingy red-

dish-white fur, some of the hairs being tipped with black.

By some naturalists it is regarded as a distinct species,

under the name of Cams paliipes. Three distinct valicties,

the white, the red, and the black wolf, are found in the

Tibetan HimAlayas. The Indian (ox {Vulpes Ijeiignlengi.t)

is comparatively rare, but the jackal (C. aureus) abounds
everywhere, making night hideous by its never-to-be-

forgotten yells. The jackal, and not the fox, is usually

the animal hunted by the packs of hounds occasionally

kept by Europeans. The wild dog or dhole (C. fiholn) is Doit

found in all the wilder jungles of India, in. jding Assam
and British Burmah. Its characteristic is that it hunts

in packs, sometimes containing thirty dogs, and does not

givo tongue. When once a pack of wild dogs has put up
any animal, whether deer or tiger, that animal's doom is

sealed. They do not leave it for days, and finally bring it to

bay, or run it down exhausted. These wild dogs havo
sometimes been half domesticated, and trained to hunt for

the use of man. A peculiar variety of wild dog exists in

the Karen hills of Burmah, thus described from a specimen
in confinement. It was black and white, as hairy as a skye-

terrier, and as largo as a medium sized spaniel. It had an
invariable habit of digging a hole in the ground, into which
it crawled backwards, remaining there all day with only
its nose and ferrety eyes visible. Among other dogs of

India are the pariah, which is merely a mongrel, run nild

and half starved ; the poligar dog, an immense creature

peculiar to the south ; the grey-hound, used for coursing ;

and the mastiff of Tibet and BhutAn. The striped hy;ena

{Hyaena striata) is common, being found wherever the wolf

is absent. Like the v/olf, it is very destructive both to

the flocks and to children.

Of bears, the common black or sloth bear (C'ism laliuUi(f) Dear

is common throughout India wherever rocky hills and
forests occur. It b dislinguisliud by a white horse-shoe

mark on its breast. Its food consists of ants, honey, and
frtit. When disturbed it will attack man, and it is a

dangerous antagonist, for it always strikes at the face.

The Him/ilayan or Tibetan sun bear {U. lihrimins) is

found along the north, from the Punjab to Assam. During
the summer it remains high up in the mountains, near the

limit of snow, but in the winter it descends to 5000 feet

and even lower. Its congener, the Malayan sun bear

(I/elarctos malai/anun), is found in British Burmah, where
also there is a smaller species (//. riiri/spilus), and a very

large animal reported to be as big as the American grizzly.

The elephant (Flcp/ias imlicus) is found In many parts ei,.

of India, though not in the north-west Contrary to wti.nt pl.ant.

might be anticipated from its size and from the habits of

its African cousin, the Indian elephant is now, at any rate,

an inhabitant, not of the plains, but of the hills; and even

on the hills it is usually found among the higher ridges and
plateaus, and not in the valleys. From the peninsula of
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India the elephant has been gradually exterminated, being

only found now in the primaeval forests of Cuorg, Mysore,

and Travancore, and in the tributary states of Orissa. It

still exists in considerable number along the tardi or sub-

montane fringe of the Himalayas. The main source of

supply at the present time is the confused mass of hills

which forms the north-east boundary of British India, from

Assam to Burmah.- Two varieties are there distinguished,

the gunda or tusker, and the mahia or hine, which has no
tusks. The reports of the height of the elephant, like those

of its intelligence, seem to be exaggerated. The maxi-

mum is probably 12 feet. If hunted, the elephant must
be attacked on foot, and the spsrt is therefore dangerous,

especially as the animal has but few parts vulnerable to a

bullet. The regular mode of catching elephants is by
means of a kkeda or gigantic stockade, into which a wild

herd is driven, then starved into submission, and tamed
by animals already domesticated. The practice of captur-

ing them in pitfalls is discouraged as cruel and wasteful.

Elephants now form a Government monopoly everywhere in

India. The shooting of them is prohibited, except when
they become dangerous to man or destructive to the crops

;

and the right of capturing them is only leased out upon
conditions. A special law, under (fhe title of " The Ele-

phants Preservation Act " (No. VI. of 1879), regulates ttis

licensing system.' Whoever kills, captures, or injures an ele-

phant, or attempts to do so, without a licence, is punishable

by a fine of 500 rupees for the first offence ; and a similar

fine, together with six months' imprisonment, for a second

offence. In the year 1877-78 a total of two hundred
and sixty-four elephants were captured in the province of

Assam, yielding to Government a revenue of £3600. In
the season of 1873-74 no less than fifty-three were captured

at one time by Mr Sanderson, the superintendent of the

Kheda Department in Mysore, who has made a special

study of the Indian elephant, as Sir S. Baker has of the

same animal in Ceylon. Though the supply is decreas-

ing, elephants continue to be in great demand. Their

chief use is in the timber trade, and for Government trans-

port. They are also bought up by native chiefs at high

r-inoceros. prices for purposes of ostentation. Of the rhinoceros, four

distinct varieties are enumerated, two with a single and two
with a double horn. The most familiar is the Rhinoceros

unicornis, commonly found in the Brahmaputra valley

and in the Sundarbans. It has but one horn, and is

covered with massive folds of naked skin. It sometimes

attains a height of 6 feet ; its horn, which is much
prized by the natives for medicinal purposes, seldom

exceeds 14 inches in length. It frequents swampy, shady

spots, and wallows in mud like a pig. The inveterate

antipathy of the rhinoceros to the elephant seems to bo

mythical. The Javan rhinoceros {R. sondaicus) is found

in the same localities. It also has but one horn, and
mainly differs from the foregoing in being smaller, and
having less prominent " shields. " The Sumatran rhino-

ceros (R. sumatreiisis) is found from Chittagong southwards

through Burmah. It has two horns and a bristly coat.

The hairy-eared rhinoceros i^R. lasioiis) is only known
from a specimen captured at Chittagong.

Willi The wild hog (Sus scrofa, var. indica) is well known as

•">?• affording the most exciting sport in the world—" pig-

sticking." It frequents cultivated situations, and is the

most mischievous enemy of the villager. A rare animal,

called the pigmy hog (Porculia aahiania), exists in the

tard of Nepil and Sikkim, and has been shot in Assam. Its

height is only 10 inches, and its weight does not exceed 1 2 II).

Wild Q5J. The wild ass (Asinus onager) is confined to the sandy
deserts of Sind and Kachhch (Cutch), where, from its speed

and timidity, it is almost unapproachable.

Manv wild species of the sheep and goat tribe are to he.

found in the Himalayan ranges. The Ovis. amnion and S^-»r
0. poli are Tibetan rather than Indian species. The urial '""^

and the shapu are kindred species of wild sheep, found •^''*'*-

respectively in T.addkh and the SuUim;in range. Tha
former comes down to 2000 feet above the sea, the latter

is never seen at altitudes lower than 12,000 feet. The
barhal, or blue wild sheep, and the markhur and tahr (both
wild goats) also inhabit the Himdlayas. A variety of the

ibex is also found there, as weU. as in the highest ranges of

aouthern India. The sarau {Nemorhoedus ruhidd), allied

to the chamois, has a wide range in the mountains of the

north, from the Himdlayas to Assam and Burmah.
The antelope tribe is represented by comparatively few AnU'.i^-

species, as compared with the great number peculiar to

Africa. The antelope proper (Antilope bezoarlica), the
•' black buck " of sportsmen, is very geherally distributed.

Its special habitat is salt plains, as on the coast-line of

Guzerat and Orissa, where herds of fifty does may be seen,

accompanied by a single buck. The doe is of a light fawn
celour, and has no horns. The colour of the buck is a deep
brown-black above, sharply marked off from the white
of the belly. His spiral horns, twisted for three or four

turns like a corkscrew, often reach the length of 30 inches.

The flesh is dry and imsavoury, but is permitted meat for

Hindus, even of the Brihman caste. The nili/ai or blue

cow (Portax pida) is also widely distributed, but specially

abounds in Hindustan Proper and Guzerat. As with
the antelope, the male alone has the dark blue colour. The
nilgai is held peculiarly sacred by Hindus, from its fancied

kinship to the cow, and on this account its destructive

inroads upon the crops are tolerated. The four-horned

antelope (Tetraceros nuadricornis) and the gazelle (Gazella

bennetti) are also found in India. The ckiru {Pautholops

hodgsoid) is confined to the Himalayan plateaus.

The king of the deer tribe is the samWtar ovgerau {Rasa Deet.

aristotelis), erroneously called " elk " by sportsmen. It is

found on the forest-clad hills in all parts of the country.

It is of a deep-brown colour, with hair on its neck almost

like a mane; and it stands nearly 5 feet high, with spread-

ing antlers nearly 3 feet in length. Next in size is the

swamp deer or bara-singha, signifying " twelve points"

{Rucervus diivaucelli), which is common in Lower Bengal

and Assam. The c/titdl or spotted deer (Axis- mcicidata)

is generally admitted to be the most beautiful inhabitant of

the Indian jungles. Other species include the hog deer

{Cervus porcinus), the barking deer or muntjac (Cervidus

vaginalis), and the mouse deer '{Meminna indica). The
musk deer {iloschus moschiferus) is confined to Tibet.

The ox tribe is represented in India by some of its Bison

noblest species. The gaiir [Bibos gaums), the " bisou " of

sportsmen, is found in all the hill jungles of the country,

in the Western GhAts, in Central India, in Assam, and in

British Burmah. This animal oometimcs attains the height

of 20 hands (close on 7 feet), measuring from the hump
above the shoulder. Its short curved horns and skull are

enormously massive. Its colour is dark chestnut, or coffee-

brown. From the difficult nature of its habitat, and from

the ferocity with which it charges an enemy, the pursuit

of the bison is no less dangerous and no less exciting than

that of the tiger or the elephant. Akin to the gaitr, though
not identical, aro the gaydl or mithan (D. /runtatis), con-

fined to the hills of tlio north-east frontier, where it is

domesticated for sacrificial purposes by the aboriginal tribes,

and the tsine or banting {B. sondaicus), found in Burmah.
The wild buffalo [Buhalus ami) differs from the tame Bulft

buffalo only in being larger and more fierce. The finest

specimens come from Assam and Burmah. The horns of

the bull arc thicker than tho.sc of the cow, but the horns

of tho cow are larger. A head has been known to measure

l.T I'i'ct G inches in circumference, and 6 fc:t 6 inches

.
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between the tips. The greatest height is 6 feet. The

colour is a slaty black ; the hide is immensely thick,

with scanty hairs. Alone perhaps of all wild animals in

India, the buffalo will charge unprovoked. Evten tame

buffaloes seem to have an inveterate dislike to Europeans.

Rat The rat and mouse family is only too numerous. Con-
tnb«. gpicuous in k. is the loathsome bandicoot (jI/jm handicota),

which sometimes measures 2 feet iu length, including its

tail, and weighs 3 tt). It burrows under houses, and is

very destructive to plants, fruit, and even poultry. More

interesting is the tree rat (il/. arboretis), a native of

Bengal, about 7 inches long, which makes its nest iu

cocoa-nut palms and bamboos. The voles or field mice

(genus Arvkola) occasionally multiply so exceedingly as to

diminish the out-turn of the local harvest, and to require

special measures to be organized for their suppression.

B>td<. Birds.—The ornithology of India, though it is not con-

sidered so rich in specimens of gorgeous and variegated

plumage as that of other tropical regions, contains many
splendid and curious varieties. Some are clothed in

nature's gay attire, others distinguished by strength, size,

and fierceness. The parrot tribe is the most remarkable

for beautv. So various are the species that we cannot

even enumerate them, and must refer for details to the

scientific works on the subject.^ Among birds of prey,

four vultures are found, including the common scavengers

(Gt/iM indicus and G. henjalensis). The eagles comprise

many species, but none to surpass the golden eagle of

Europe. Of falcons, there are the peregrine {F. pere-

grinus), the shain (F. peregrinator), and the lagar (F.

jvgger), which are all trained by the natives for hawking

,

of hawks, the shikara (Astur hadius), the sparrow hawk
(Accipiter nisus), and the crested goshawk (Astur trivir-

gatus). Kingfishers of various kinds, and herons are

sought for their plumage. No bird is more popular

with natives than the matna {Acridotheres iristis), a

member of the starling family, which lives contentedly

in a cage, and can be taught to pronounce the name of

Krishna. Water-fowl are especially numerous. Of game-

birds, the floriken {Sypheotides auritus) is valued as much
for its rarity as for the delicacy of its flesh. Snipe (Gal-

linago scolopacina) abound at certain seasons, in such

numbers that one gun has been known to make a bag of

eighty brace in a day. Pigeons, partridges, quail, plover,

duck, teal, sheldrake, widgeon—all of many varieties

—

complete the list of small game. The red jungle fowl

(Gailus ferruginesis), supposed to be the ancestor of our

own poultry, is not good eating ; and the same may be

said of the peacock (Pavo cnstatus), except when young.

The pheasant does not occur in India Proper, though a

white variety is found in Burmah.
Reptiles Reptiles.—The serpent tribe in India is numerous , they

iswarm in all the gardens, and intrude into the dwellings

of the inhabitants, especially in the rainy season. Most

are comparatively harmless, but the bite of others is

peedily fatal.- The cobra di capello {Naga tnpudians)—
/he name given to it by the Portuguese, from the appear-

ance of B hood which it produces by the expanded skin

about the neck—is the most dreaded. It seldom e-^ceeds

3 or 4 feet in length, and is about an inch and a quarter

thick, with a small head, covered on the forepart with

large smooth scales ; it is of a pale brown colour above,

and the belly is of a bluish-white tinged with pale brown
or yellow. The Russelian snake (Daboia russellii), about

4 feet in length, is of a pale yellowish-brown, beautifully

variegated with large oval spots of deep brown, with a

white edging. Its bite is extremely fatal. Itinerant

showmen carry about these serpents, and cause them to

' See especially Jcrdon and Gould.
' See Sir J. Fajrer"* Tluinalophidia

assume a dancing motion for the amusement of the spec-

tators. They also give out that they render snakes harm-

'

less by the use of charms or music,— in reality it is by
extracting the venomous fangs. But, judging from the

frequent accidents which occur, they sometimes dispense

with this precaution. All the' salt-svater snakes in India

are poisonous, while the freshwater forms arc wholly

innocuous. Sir J. Fayrer has demonstrated that there is

no cure for the bite of the cobra, if the snake is full-

grown, and if its poison fang is full and is not interfered

with by clothing. The most hopeful remedy in all cases

of snake bite is the injection of ammonia. The loss of

life from this cause in India is painful tu contemplate,

nor does any means of diminishing the evil seem feasible.

It is impossible to exterminate poisonous snakes altogether,

even in England. In India the impossibility is yet more
evident, from the greater number of the snakes, the

character of the country, and the scruples of the people.

Something, however, is being effected by the offer of

rewards. In 1877 a total of 16,777 persons are reported

to have been killed by snakes, as compared with only 819
by tigers. In the same year, rewards to the amount of

£811 were given for the destruction of 127,295 snakes.

The other reptiles include two varieties of crocodile

(C. porosus and C. biporcatus) and the gavial (Gavialia

gangeticus). These are more ugly in appearance than de-

structive to human life. Scorpions also abound.

Fishes.—All the waters of India—the sea, the rivers, Fishea

and the tanks—swarm with a great var..ity of fishes,

which are caught in every conceivable way, and furnish

a considerable proportion of the food of the poorer classes.

They are eaten fresh, or as nearly fresh as may be, for the

art of curing them is not generally practised, owing to the

exigencies of the salt monopoly. In Burmah the favourite

relish of nga-pi is prepared from fish , and at Goilandi, at

the junction of the Brahmaputra with the Ganges, an

important station has recently been established for salting

fish in bond. The indiscriminate slaughter of fry, and the

obstacles opposed by irrigation dams to breeding fish, are

said to be causing a sensible diminution in the supply

in certain rivers. Measures of conservancy have been

suggested, but their execution would be almost impractic-

able. Among Indian fishes, the Cyprinidis or carp family

and the Siluridce or cat-fishes are best represented. From
the angler's point of view, by far the finest fish is the

makitir, found in all hill streams, whether in Assam, tho

Punjab, or the South. One has been caught weighing

60 It), winch gave play for more than seven hours. Though
called the salmon of India, the mahsir is really a species

of barbel. The most recent authority on Indian fishes

and their economic aspects is Dr Francis Day.

In this connexion may be mentioned the s?«?i or

Gangetic dolphin (Platanista gangetica), which is often

erroneously called a porpoise. Both the structure and
habits of this animal are very singular. It measures from

6 to 12 feet in length, and in colour is sooty-black. Its

head is globular, with a long, narrow, spoon-shaped snout.

Its eyes are rudimentary, like those of the mole ; and its

aar-orifices are no bigger than pin-holes. Its dentition, ako,

is altogether abnormal. It frequents the Ganges and Indus

from their mouths right up to their tributaries within the

hills. A specimen kas been taken at least 1000 miles above

Calcutta. Ordinarily its movements are slow, for it wallows

in the muddy bed of the river, and but rarely comes to the

surface to blow. The susu belongs to the order Cetacea
;

and inquiries have recently been directed to the point

whether its blubber might not be utilized in commerce.

Insects.—The insect tribes in India may be truly said to ]::itetm.

be innumerable , nor has anything like a complete classi-

fication been given of them in the most scientific treatises.
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The beat ani Iha rssns give mcredifcle activity to noxious

or troublesome insects, and to others of a more showy class,

whose large wii.gs surpass in brilliancy the most splendid

coloure of art. Stinging musquitoes are innumerable,

and moths and ants of the most destructive kind, as vfell

B3 others equally noxious and disagreeable. Amongst

those which are useful are the bee, the silk-worm, and the

insect that produce."* lac. Clouds of locusts occasionally

appear, which leave no. trace of green behind them, and

give the country over which they pass the appearance of a

desert. Dr Buchanan saw e mass of these insects in his

journey from Madras to the Mysore territory, about 3

miles in length, like a long narrow red cloud near the

horizon, and making a noise somewliat resembling that of

n cataract. Their size was about that of a man's finger, and

their colour reddish. They are swept north by the wiud

till they strike upon the outer ranges of the Himalayas.

The People.

Popnls- The population of India, with British Burmah, amounts
ticu. to 240 millions, or, as already mentioned, exactly double

the number which Gibbon estimated for the Roman empire

in the height of its power. But the English Government,

like the Roman, has respected the rights of native chiefs

who are willing to govern peaceably and well, and one-third

of the country still remains in the hands of hereditary

rulers. Their subjects (including Mysore) make up 54

millions, or over one-fifth of the whole Indian people. The

British territories (including Mysore, temporarily under

British administration), therefore comprise only two-thirds

of the area of India, and less than four-fifths, or 191

millions, of its inhabitants.

CeDsi\! For the first time in the history oi India an attempt was

hnaJe in the years 1871-72 to ascertain the population of

the country by actual counting. The results obtained on

that occasion, though in certain points they leave much to

be desired, may be accepted generally as a tolerable

approximation to the truth. Prior to this census, occasional

enumerations had been made, with varying degrees of

accuracy, in some of the provinces'; while in others mere

conjectural estimates had been allowed to pass uncriticized.

In Bengal, for example, where statistical inquiry was in a

backward state, the Government had year by year accepted

a loose estimate of 42 millions for the population under

its control, and based upon this all its calculations for

legislation and finance. The census of 1872 disclosed

a total of nearly 67 millions for Bengal and Assam, being

on increase upon the estimate of mure than one-half. In

Berar, or the Assigned Districts of Hyderabad, a census

had been taken in 1867, in the Punjab in 1868, and in

Oudh in 1869. In- these provinces, therefore, it was con-

sidered impolitic to trouble the people by a fresh enume-
ration. Throughout all tho rest of India under British

adminii'tration, including the native state of Mysore, a

general census was elTccted on uniform principles, which

may be said to have begun in November 1871 and ended

in August 1872. So far as possible, the work was done

in a single night ; but in certain remote and uncivilized

tracts it was of necessity prolonged over several months.

Considering the absolute novelty of the undertaking, at

least in some provinces, and tho scanty means at the dis-

posal of the authorities, the general accuracy of tho results

may bo regarded with not a little satisfaction. Subsequent

local investigations tend to show that tho sumbers were

under rather than overstated. In a few cases paid enume-
rators were engaged ; but generally the work was left to

tho ordinary staff of each district, assisted by the police, the

landlords, and their agents. The total expenditure through-

out all British India was only X82,203, being at tho rate of

less than half n farthing per head. Tho suspicions of the

Ignorant villagers viere naturally aroused by the counting,

which they imagined to be preliminary to some fresh exac-

tion by the-jSarkdr or Government. Only in two or three

cases was any real opposition offered ; and there is little

reason to believe thatany material evasion was accomplished.

The total population of British India was ascertained to General

amount to 191,096,603 pereons, on an area of 898,381 results,

square miles, being an average of 212 persons per square

mile. Deducting the frontier province of Assam and
British Burmah beyond the sea, the average is 243 persons

per square mile. The population of Ihe several native

states is returned, partly from actual enumeration and
partly from mere guessing, at 49,155,746 persons, on an

area of 575,265 square miles, being an average of 85 persons

to the square mile. The French possessions have an area

of 178 square miles and a population of 271,460 persons
;

the Portuguese possessions, 1086 square miles and 407,712

persons. The aggregate figures for all India, therefore, are

1,474,910 square miles and 240,931,521 persons, or an

average of 163 persons per square mile.

The following tables exhUbit the results of the census of

1872 in a tabular form, arranged according to provinces

and aggregates of native states, as presented to Parliament

in 1879 in the Statistical Abstract for British India,

No. XIII. for 1877-78. For certain details the Memo-
randum on the Census of 1872 presented to Parliament in

1875 has been used. No really important changes in the

returns will be made till the next census, but slight alter-

ations or adjustments are from time to time effected

Area and Population of India under British Administration .
•

Dnder Govenior-Guiierul

—

Ajrair

Berar

Mysore'
Coorg

Under Governors^
Mndras
Bombay (including Sind)...

Under Lieutenant-Goveinors-
Bengal
Noith-Western Provinces ..

Punjab
Under Chief-Comniissionei-s

—

Oudhs
Central Provinces

British Burmah
Assam

Total

.

Area In

Sq. Miles. Population.

2,711

17,711
29,325

2,000

138,856
123,H2

156,200
81,403

104,975

23,992
84,208

68,556
45,302

898,381

396,889

2,227,654
5,065,412
168,312

31,672,013
16,349,205

60,502,897
30,781,204
17,611,498

11,220,232
8,201,519

2,747,148
4,162,019

191,096,003 212

Perpons
per

Sq. Mile.

146

126
172
84

228
132

380-

378
168

468
97
31

9fl»

Area and Popntntion of Native States iv India.

Under Governor-General

—

Central India and Bundcl-

khand
P.ijputana
HyJcrabail (Haidardbad,

Nizim'.H Dominions)
Baioda
Mnnipur

Under Bengal ...

,, North-Wcbtcrn Provinces

,, Punjab

,, Central Provinves

,, Madras
,. Bombay

Total > 575,265 49.155.740

Aim In

Sq. Miles.

89,098

130,989

80,000

4,399
7,584

37,988
5,125

114,742
29,112
9,818

60,410

ropulation.

Persoiifl

pel-

Sq. Mile.

8,360,571

10,192,871

9,000,000

2,000,225
126,000

2,328,440
657,013

6,867,042
1,049,710

3,289,392
6,784,482

93

77

112

464
16

61

128
46

. 36
33r.

1112

85

' Mysovo will be hnndi'tl brtck In 1881 to the ndmlnlstratton of Us native riljii

-' OuJli Is Incnrporated (or mo-t purposes with the N.W. rinvlnces.

» Tho nica of the wild cnuntry In which the iiopuliitloii Is not reckoned hii

hecn c.xcluded III ciilcnlatlng these nvernfio'
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Total Area ami Population of All India.

D'nsity

01 popU'

'itioa.

tJrhan

poiiula-

tioQ.

In.

hiliited
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nay perhaps be disputed. Sven the so-called RAjputs

have probably a considerabi admixture of Scythic blood.

The Vaisya or third caate of Manu's eystem is admitted

to be almost extinct, while his Siidras are to be foond

in the pre-existing non-Aryan population.

Principal JXvmons of the Popula'ion.

Race. Ac.
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liowevei, are here given lor what they may ue north. Out or a

classified totel of about 62,000,000 adult males, 2,232,000, or S-6

per cent., were returned as professional or in Government service ;

3,844,000. or 62 per cent., as in domestic service ; 34,844,000, or

56-2 per cent., as agricultural ; 3,224,000, or 52 per cent., as com-

mercial ; 8,122,000, or 131 per cent., as industrial ; 7,626,000, or

123 per cent., as labourers ; and 2,108,000, or 3'4 per cent., as in-

dependent and non-productive.

«peci(lr All attampt was also made to collect statistics of persons afflicted

itilirinl- Kith certain specific infirmities, but here again the results possess

ties. little value. The number of insane persons and idiots was returned

at 67,000, or 1 in 2700 of the population, being less than Jth of the

•ate jirevailing in England. The deaf and dumb numbered 134,000,

or 1 in 1340, a proportion about half as great again as in Englaud ;

the blind numbered 354,000, or rather less than 1 in 500. which is

double the English rate ; the lepers numbered 96,000. or 1 in 1875.

Vital ata Returns of both births and deaths are now regularly collected

:istic«. over almost the entire area under British administration. In towns

the returns are furnished through the municipalities, while in the

rural tracts the agency employed is the police. The figures thus

obtained are for the most part so evidently inadequate that it

would only be misleading to reproduce them in this place. Suffice

it to say that the sanitary commissioner accepts as approximately

correct a calculation whioh estimates the average duration of life in

India at thirty years and eight months, which is equivalent to an

annual death-r»t« of 82'57 per thousand. During 1877, the year of

famine, the ascertained death-rate in Madras rose to 53'2, while the

ascertained birth-rate fell to 163 per thousand. Both the.se rates

are. of course, mere approximations to the trmh, but they serve to

indicate how famine attacks a people from two aides. In 1877 the

death-rate among European troops in India was 1271 per thousand,

being the lowest ever recorded ; among native troops. 13'38 per

thousand ; and in the public jails, 6195 per thousand, rising to

176 '01 per thousand in the jails of Madras.

Ageicultuee.

The cultivation of the soil is the occupation of the

Indian people, in a sense which is difficult to realize in

England, and which cannot be adequately expressed by

figures. As the land tax forms the mainstay of the im-

perial revenue, so the rdyat or cultivator constitutes the

unit of the social system The organized village commu-
nity contains many other members besides the cultivators,

but they all exist for his benefit, and all alike are directly

maintained from the produce of the village fields. Even in

considerable towns, the traders and handicraftsmen almost

always possess plots of land of their own, on which they

raise sufiBcient grain to supplytheir families with food. THe
operations of rural life are familiar to every class. They

ere enveloped in a cloud of religious sanctions, and serve to

mark out by their recurring periods the annual round of

common life. According to the returns of the general cen-

sus of 1872, the number of adult males engaged in agricul-

ture amounts to nearly 35 millions, or 56 '2 per cent, of

the total. To these ought to bo added almost all the

labourers, an additional 74 millions, or 12 3 percent.,

—

thus raising the grand total of persons directly supported

by the land to more than two-thirds of the entire number
of adult males, besides those indirectly or incidentally con-

nected with it.

But though agriculture thus forms the staple industry of

the country, its practice is pursued in different provinces

with infinite variety of detail. Everywhere the same per-

petual assiduity is found, but the inherited experience of

generations has taught the cultivators to adapt their simple

methods to differing circumstances. For irrigation, native

patience and ingenuity have devised means which com-

pare favourably with the colossal projects of Government.

Manure is copiously applied to the more valuable crops

whenever manure is available, its use being limited by

poverty and not by ignorance. The rotation of crops is not

adopted as a principle of cultivation ; but in practice it is

well known that a succession of exhausting crops cannot be

;;iken in consecutive seasons ' rom the same field, and the ad-

- antage of fallows is widely , cognized. The periodicity of

'he seasons usually allows t "O, and sometimes three, har-

vests in the year, but not necessarily, nor indeed usually, on

the same fields. For inexhaustible fertility, and for reten-

tiveness of moibture in a dry year, no soil in the world

can surpass the regar er " black cotton-soil " of the Deccau.

In the broad river basins, the inundations deposit annually

a fresh top-dressing of silt, thus superseding the necessity

of manures.

The name of rice has from time immemorial been so Rica,

closely associated with. Indian agriculture, that it is diffi-

cult to realize how comparatively small an area is planted

with this crop. If we except the deltas of the great rivers

aud the long strip of land fringing the western coast, rice

may be called an occasional crop throughout the remainder

of the peninsula. But where rice is grown, it is grown to

the exclusion of all other crops. In British Burniah, out

of a total cultivated area of 2,833,f)20 acres in 1877-78, as

many as 2,554,853 acres, or 90 per cent., were under rice.

Independent Burmah, on the other hand, grows no rice,

but imports largely from British territory. For Bengal,

unfortunately, no general statistics are available. But
taking Rangpur as a typical district, it was there found

that 1 i million acres, out of a classified total of a little over

IJ million acres, or 88 pei cent., were devoted to rice.

Similar proportions hold good for the province of Orissa,

the deltas of the Godivari, Kistna, and Kdveri (Cauvery),

and the lowlands of Travancoie, Malabar, Kdnara, and ttie

Concan. For the North-Western ProWnces and Oudh,

again, no agricultural statistics are available ; but though

rice, grown in damp localities, or with the heir of irriga-

tion, forms a favourite food for the upper classes, the local

supply requires to be supplemented by importation from

BengaL Throughout the remainder of the country, except

in Assam, which is agriculturally a continuation of the

Bengal delta, the cultivation of nee occupies but a subor-

dinate place. The average out-turn per acre m Bengal has

been estimated at 15 maunds, or 1200 lb, of cleaned rice.

In the years 1877-78, when famine was raging in southern

India, the total exports of rice from Calcutta amounted to

more than 1 6 million cwts. In Briti.sh Burmah there is but

a single rice harvest in the year, corresponding to the dman
of Bengal. The grain is reddish in colour and of a coarse

quality ; but the out-turn is much higher than in Bengal,

reaching in some places an average of 2000 and 2500 ft>

per acre. The annual exports of rice from Burmah amount

to about 12 million cwts. Besides being practically the

solo crop grown in the deltaic swamps, rice is raised in

patches in all the hill-valleys, from Coorg to the Hini.'ilayas.

Wheat is grown to some extent in almost every district ; Vheai
but, broadly speaking, it may be said that wheat does no',,

thrive where rice does, nor, indeed, anywhere south of tho

Deccan. The great wheat-growing tract of India is the

Punjab, where, in 1877-78, nearly 7 million acres, or 37

per cent, of the total cultivated area, were under this crop.

For the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, in default of

actual statistics, it has been estimated that the total

area under wheat is as large as in the Punjab, though

the relative proportion is less. Wheat is also grown in

Behar and in the districts of Bengal that lie south of the

Ganges. In the Central Provinces, in 1877-78, wheat

was grown on 23 per cent, of the cultivated area, being the

chief crop in the districts of HoshangAbAd, Narsinhpur,

and S.Agar. In Bombay tho corresponding proportion was

less than 5 percent., and in Sind 12 per cent. It has

been conjectured that the total area under wheat in India is

equal to the area under tho same crop in tho United States.

Nor is the general out-turn contemptible, averaging about

13 bushels per acre in the Punjab, as compared with an

overage of 15i bushels for the whole of France. The

quality, also, of the grain is high enough to satisfy the

demands of English millers ; and " Calcutta Club No. 1
"

commands a price in Mark Lane not much below that of the

'11
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finest Australian or Calirornian produce, c uiortunateiy,

tkhena prosperous trade with Europe seemed on the point

of establishing itself, the terrible year 1877-78 supervened,

and India will now have to fight against the position of

vantage occupied by the United States. According to the

system of classification in' Upper India, wheat ranks as a

raOi or spring crop, being reaped at the close of the cold

weather in April and May. Wherever possible, it is irri-

gated ; and the extension <)f canals through tlie Gangetic

Doab has largely contributed to the substitution of wheat

for inferior cereals.

MiUei. Taking India as a whole, it may be afiBrmed that the

staple food grain is neither rice nor wheat, but millet, whi'jh

is probably the most prolific grain in the world, and the

best adapted to the vicissitudes of a tropical climate. Ex-
cluding the special rice-growing tracts, varieties of millet

are grown more extensively than any other crop from
Madras, in the south, at least as far as Hiijputana, in the

north. The two most common kinds are great millet

(llolcus S'jrghum or Sorghum vulgare), known as jodr or

jatodri'in the languages derived from the Sanskrit, asjuiina

in Telugu, and as cholavi in Tamil; and spiked millet

{IIolcus spicatu) vel Penicillarici spicata)^a\\t'\ bi'ijia in

tha north and kambu in the south. In Mysore and the

neighbouring districts rdr/i (Eleusine coracana), called

ndc/iani in Bombay, takes the first place. According to

the Madras system of classification, these millets all rank

83 "dry crops," being watered only by the local rainfall,

and sown under either monsoon ; farther north, they are

classed with the kharif or autumn harvest, as opposed to

wheat. Indian corn is cultivated to a limited extent in all

parts of the country ; barley, in the upper valley of the

Ganges, throughout the Punjab, and in HimAlayan valleys

;

oats, only as an experimental crop by Europeans. Jodr
and rd'ji, but not bdjra, are invaluable as fodder for cattle.

Oil-seeds also form an important crop in all parts of the

country, being perhaps more universally grown than any
other, as oil is necessary, according to native customs, for

application to the person, for food, and for burning in

lamps. In recent years the cultivation of oil-seeds has re-

ceived an extraordinary stimulus owing to the demand for

export to Europe, especially to France ; but as they can be

grown after rice, «fec., as a second crop, this increase has

hardly at all tended to diminish the production of food

grains. The four chief varieties grown are mustard or

rape seed, linseed, i'd or gingelly (sesamum), and castor-oil.

Bengal and the North-Wcslorn Provinces are at present the

chief sources of supply for the foreign demand, but gingelly

i') largely exported from Madras, and, to a smaller extent,

IroniBurmnh.
Vcgo. Vegetables are everywhere cultivated in garden plots for
tatilM. household usj, and also on a larger scale in the neighbour-

hood of great towns. Among favourite native vegetables,

tiie followHig may bo paentioned •— the egg-plant, calle.l

brinjaloT baijnn (Solarium Mclonoemi), potatoes, cabbages,

cauliflower, radishes, onions, garlic, turnips, yams, and a

preat variety of cucurbitaceous plants, including Cucumis
taCivut, Cticurbitu maxima, Lagenaria vntgaris, Trichus-

mtfies di"ica, and I'enincasa cerifera. Of these, potatoes,

cabbages, and turnips are of recent introduction. Almost
uU Eng'ish vegetables can bo raised by a careful gardener.

Potatoes thrive best on the higher elevations, such as tho

Khdsf hills, the jVilgiris, the Mysore uplands, and the

slopes of the HimAlayas ; but they are also grown even in

lowland districts. They were first introduced into tlio

KhAsl hills in 1830, and they now constitute the principal

CTop, the annual export to the Calcutta market being more
than 7000 tons, valued at .£00,000.

fruit! Among cultivated fruits are the following :—Mango
IMangiffra injica), plantain (il/usa paradiiiaca), pine-apple

Ui(-

{Ananassa saliva), pomegranate {Panica O'ranaiwn), guavj
(Psiditim povtijham et P. pyriferum), tamarind {Tama
rindas j«rfiea), jack (.^rtocarpiw infe^W/Wia), custard-apple
{Aiioiia squamosa), papaw (Carica Papaya), shaddock {Cit-

rus decumana), and several varieties of fig, melon, orange,
lime, and citron. According to the universal verdict of

Europeans, no native fruits can compare with those of Eng-
land. But the mangoes of Bombay, of Miiltin, and o(

Maldah in Bengal, and the oranges of the Kh4si hills, enjoy

a high reputation ; v.hile the guavas of Madras are made
into an excsllent preserve.

Among spices, for the preparation of curry and other f ri"*-

hot dishes, turmeric and chillies hold the first place, being
very generally cultivated. Next in importance come
ginger, coriander, aniseed, black cummin, and fenugreek.

Pepper proper is confined to the Malabar coast, from
Kdnara to Travancore. Cardamoms are a valuable crop ir

the same locality, and also in the NepAlese Himdlayas.
Pdn or betel-leaf is grown by a special caste in most parts

of the country. Its cultivation requires constant care, but
is highly remunerative. Betel-nut oraicra is chiefly grown
in certain favoured localities, such as the deltaic district;

of Bengal and the highlands of southern India.

Besides betel-nut (i'lreca Cato/(w), the palms of India in- Piln".

elude the cocoa-nut {Cocos nucifera), the bastard dato
{Phceiiix syhestris), the palmyra {Borassus flabelli/ormif),

and the true date {Phomix dactyli/era). The cocoa-nut,

which loves a sandy soil and a moist climate, is found
in greatest perfection along the strip of coast-line that

fringes the west of the peninsula, where it ranks nexi

to rice as the staple product. The bastard date, grown
chiefly in the country round Calcutta and in the north-

east of the Madras presidency, supplies both the jaggery

sugar d commerce and intoxicating liquors for local con-

sumption. Spirit is also distilled from the palmyra, espe

cially in the neighbourhood of Bombay and in the soulli

east of Madras. The true date is almost confined to Sind
Sugar is manufactured both from the sugar-cano and t'ufai

from the bastard dater-palm, but the total production is in-

adequate to the local demand. The best cane is grown in

the North-Western Provinces, on irrigated land. It is an
expensive crop, requiring much attention, and not yielding

a return within the year , but the profits are proportion-

ately large. In Bengal the manufacture of sugar for

exportation has declined during the century; but in Jessor

district the preparation of date-sugar is a thriving and
popular industry. The manufacture of sugar is everywhere

in the hands of natives, except in the case of the Aska
factory in the Madras district of GanjAm, and the Ashtagram
factory in Jlysoro. Both these factories, which use sugar-

cane and not date, have received honourable notice at

exhibitions in Europa
Cotton liolds the first place among agricultural products Cotu

grown for export. From the earliest times, cotton has been

grown in sullicient quantities to meet the local demand,
and even in the last century there was some slight export

which was carefully fostered by the East India Company.
But the present importance of the crop dates only from

the crisis in Lancashire caused by the American War.

Prior to 18G0 the exports of raw cotton from India used

to average less than 3 millions sterling a year ; but after

that date they rose by leaps, until in 1SG6 they reached

the enormous total of 37 millions. Then came the crash,

cau.sed by the restoration of peace in the United Sutes,

and the exports- fell, until they now average little more
than 8 millions a year. Th'> fact is that Indian cotton

has a short sta[)le, and ci "inot compete with the best

American cotton for spinni g the finer qualities of yarn

But while the cotton famine was at its height, the cnlti

valors were intelligent enough to make the most of tbci'
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opportunity. The area under cotton mcreased enormously,

and the growers managed to retain in their own hands

a fair share of the profit,

cotton- Tho principal cotton-growing tracts are the plains of Guzcrat

growing and Kathiaw.-ir, whence Indian cotton hiis received in the Liverpool

iracta market the historic name of Surat ; the highlands of tho Deccun
;

(inii the deep valleys of the Central Provinces and Berar. The best

native varieties are ibund in the Central Provinces and Berar,

pas-sing under the trade names of Hinganghat and Amnioti. These
varieties have been successfully mtroiiuced into the Bombay district

of Khandesh. Experinn-ntswith seed from New Orleans have been

conducted for several year.-* past c>n the Government larnis in many
parts of India , but it cannot be said that they have resulted m
success except in the Bombay district of Dliarwiif, where exotic

otton has now generally supplanted the indigenous staple In

1875-76 the total area under cotton in the Bombay presidency,

cncludiug Sind and the native states, amounted to 4,516,587 acres,

with a yield 012,142,835 cwts. Of this total, 583,854 acres, or 13

percent., were sown with e.xotic cotton, including tliat from tho

rentr.ll Provinces and also that from New Orleans, with a yield of

218.767 cwts. The average yield was about 53 lb of cleaned cotton

per acre, the highest being in Sind and Guzerat, and the lowest in

the soutliern Marhatta country In the same year the total exports

wore 3,887,808 cwts., valued at £10,673,761 In 1877-78 the area

under cotton m the Central Provinces was 837,083 acres, or 5 per
cent, of the total cultivated area, cliiefly m the districts of Wardlii,
Nagpur. and R.iipur ' The average yield was about 69 lb per acre.

The total exports to Bombay, includiug reexports from Berar, were
nliout 300,000 cwts., chiefly in compressed bales, valued at

1*672,000. In the samo year the area under cotton id Berar was
2,078,273 acres, 32 per cent, of the total cultivated area, chiefly

in the two districfs of Akola and Amraoti. The average yield was
as high as 67 lb of cleaned cotton per acre. The total expoit was
valued at £2,354,946, almost entirely railway-borne. In Madras
tho average area under cotton is about 1,500,000 acres, chiefly in

the upland districts of Bellaiy and Karnul, and the low plains of

Kistna and Tinnevelli The total exports in 1875-76 were 733,420
cwts., valued at £1,652,849 In Bengal the cultivation of cotton

is on the decline. Tho local demand is satisfied by imports from
the North-Western Provinces and from the bordenc" hill tracts,

where a very short-stapled variety of cotton is extensively cultivated.

,The total area under cotton in Bengal is estimated' at only 162,000
acres, yielding 138,000 cwts. of cleaned cotton. Of this, 31,000
acres were in Siran, 28,000 in the Chittagong hill tracts, and 20,000
ill Cuttack. Throughout the North-Western Provinces, and also

the Punjab, sufficient cotton is grown to meet the wants of the
village weavers. ' The total exports of raw cotton from Indian
ports in 1878-79 were 2,966,569 cwts., valued at £7,914,091, besides

cotton twist and yarn to the value of £937,698, and cotton manu-
factures valued at £1,644,125.

Jul Jute rank.5 next after cotton as a fibre crop. The exten-

sion of its cultivation has been equally rapid, and it is yet

more limited in its area, being confined to northern and
eastern Bengal. In this tract, which extends from Pur-

luah to Godfp.-ir.'l, north of the Ganges for the most part,

and along both banks of the Brahmaputra, jute is grown
on almost every variety of soil. The chief characteristic

of the cultivation is that it remains entirely under the con-

trol of the cultivator. Practically a peasant proprietor, he

increases or diminishes his cultivation according to the state

o( the market, and keeps the profits in his own hands. Tho
demand for jute in Kuropo has contributed more than any
administrative reform to raise the average standard of com-
fort throughout eastern Bengal. In 1872, when specula-

tion was briskest, it is estimated that about 1 million

ncres were undsr jute, distributed over .sixteen districts,

which had a total cultivable area of 23 million acres. The
tuiat export from Calcutta in that year was about? million

cwts, valued at £4,142,548. Both quantities and prices

have since somewhat declined, but the business remains
oa a stable footing. In 1878-79 the total export of raw
jute from India was 6,021 ,382 cwts., valued at .£,3,800,426,

besides jute manufactures to tho value of £1,098,434.
m.i.j Indigo, though relatively of less hnportancothan formerly,

is still the foremost staple grQwn by European capital In
Bengal Proper its cultivation has greatly declined since the
eirly years of this century. English planters have aban-
doned the districU of Hiigll (Hooghly),the Twenty-f:iur Par-

gauAs, Dacca, Faridimr, Hangpur, and Pabn.\ which are

dotted with tho sites of ruined factories. In Nadiy.^,

Jessor, MuishidAbAd, and Maldah, the industry is still

carried on, but it has not recovered from tho depression

caused by tho indigo riots of 18G0, and the emancipa-

tion of tlie peasantry by the Land Act of 1859. Dya
of superior quality is manufactured in Midnapur, along

the frontier of the hill tracts. But indigo cultivation

on the old scale still flourishes in North Behar, from which
IS derived one-half of tho total exports from Calcutta. No
accurate statistics of area are available, but in Tirhiit

alone there are fifty-six principal concerns, with seventy

outworks, producingannually about 20,000 ma!«irfs of dye;
in Sdran, thirty principal concerns and twenty-five out-

works, producing about \2ftOO mawids , in Champiran,
seven large concerns, producing also 12,000 mamtds.^ It

has been estimated that the total amount of money annu-

ally distributed by the planters of North Bchar cannot

be less than I million sterling. Across the border, in the

North-VVestorn Provinces, indigo is grown and manu-
factured to a considerable extent by native cultivators.

In the Punjab, also, indigo is an important crop, especially

in the districts of MiiltAn, Muzaffargarh, and Deri Ghazi

Kh.^n. In Madras, where it is grown and manufactured

entirely by the natives, the total area under indigo is about

300,000 acres, chiefly in the north-east of the presidency,

extending along the coast from Kistna to South Arcot, and

inland to Karniil and Cuddapah. Tho exports of indigo

from all India in 1878-79 amounted to 105,051 cwts., of

the value of £2,960,463.

The opium of commerce is grown and manufactured in Opiuia

two special tracts,—(1) the valley of the Ganges round

Patna and Benares, and (2) a fftrlile table-land in Central

India, corresponding to the old kingdom of Mdlwd, for the

most part still under the rule of native chiefs, among whom
Sindhia and Holkar ranjc first. In the latter of these two
regions the cultivation of poppy is free, and the duty is

levied as the opium passes through the British presidency

of Bombay; in the former, the cultivation is a strict Govern-

ment monopoly. Opium is also grown for local^ionsumption

throughout R.'ijpuUlha, and to a very limited extent in the

Pnnj lb and the Central Provinces. Thro.ughout the rest

of India it is absolutely prohibited. In the Ganges valley,

the cultivation is supervised from two agencies, with theii

headquarters at Patni and Gh.^zlpnr, at which two towns

alone the manufacture is conducted. In 1872 tho total

area under poppy was 560,000 acres ;, the number of chests

of opium sold was 42,075 ; and tho sum realized was

£6,067,701, giving a net revenue of £4,259,376. The
whole of this was exported from Calcutta to China and fjie

Straits Settlements. Tlie amount of opium grown in native

states and exported from Bombay is about equal, thus

raising tho average exports of opium to about 12 millions

sterling, of which about 7J millions represent net profit to

Government. In 1878-79, 91,200 chests of opium were ex-

ported, of tho value of £12,993,985, of wliicli £7,700,000
represented the net profit to Government.

Under the Bengal systejii annual engagements are entered into Btng.il

by the cultivators to sow a certain quantity of land with poppy ; syntem
and it is a fundamental principle that they may agree or refuse to

cng.age as they please. As with most other Indian industries, a

pecuniary advance is made to the cultivator before he commences
operations, which is balanced when ho delivers ovpr the opium at

the subordinate agencies. Ho is compelled to deliver his whole
iirodiice, being paid at a fixed rate nccoidiiig to quality In tho

beginning of April the cultivators bring in their opium to the

snbordinato Government agencies, wliero il is examined and
wei;;hed, and the accounts are settled. Tho final process of pic-

paring the drug in balls for the Chinesemarket is conducted at the

two central Government agencies at Patiii and Chazfpur. This
generally lasts until the end of Jiily» but tho bolls are not dry

enough to be psckud in chests until Octobor.

' The factory maund of indigo weighs 74 lb 10 ol
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Tobacco. Tobacco is grown in every district of India for local

consumption. The soil and climate are favourable ; but

up to the present time the quality of native-cured tobacco

is so inferior that it finds no market in Europe. The prin-

cipal tobacco-growing tracts are Rangpur and Tirhut in

Bengal, Kaira in Bombay, and the delta of the GodAvari and

Coimbatore and Madura districts in Madras. The two

last-mentioned districts supply the raw material for the

well-known " Trichinopoli cheroot," almost the only form

j)i Indian tobacco that finds any favour with Europeans

;

the produce of the Idnkds or alluvial islands in the Godi-

vari is manufactured into "coconadas." The tobacco of

northern Bengal is largely exported to British Burmah,

for the- Burmese, who are great smokers, do not grow

sufficient for their own needs. In the year 1876-77 the

total registered imports of tobacco into Calcutta were

400,000 cwt., valued at £261,000, of which more than

half came from the single district of Rangpur. Tobacco is

also grown for export in the hill tracts of Chittagong. The
tobacco of Tirhut is chiefly exported towards the west.

The total area under tobacco in that district is estimated

at 40,000 acres, the best quality being grown in pargand
Saressa of the Tijpur subdivision.

Since 1875 a private firm of capitalists, backed by Governinent
support, ha."! began to grow tobacco and manufacture it for the

European market. The scene of operations is two abandoned stud-

farms at Ghazipur id the North-Western Provinces, and at Pusa in

the Bengal district of Tirhut. In the year 1878-79 about 240
acres in all were caltivated with tobacco, and the total crop was
about 160,000 lb. No less than five English or American curers

were employed. Some of the produce was exported to England as

"cured leaf"; but the larger part was put upon the Indian market
in the form of " manufactured smoking mixture." This mixture
is in demand at regimental messes and canteens, and has already

found its way to Australia. The enterprise may now be said to

have passed beyond the stage of experiment, and has probably
opened a new sphere alike for Indian agriculture and European
capital. The one essential condition of success is skilled super-

vision in the delicate processes of tobacco-curing. Tobacco to the
value of £128,239 was exported from India in 1878-79.

Coflee. The cultivation of coffee is confined to southern India,

though attempts have been made to introduce the plant both

into British Burmah and into the Bengal district of Chitta-

gong. The coffee tract may be roughly defined as a section

of the landward slope of the Western Ghits, extending from

KAoara in the north to Travancore in the extreme south.

That tract includes almost the whole of Coorg, the districts

of K.idur and Hassan in Mysore, and the Nllgiri hills, en-

larged by the recent annexation of the Waindd. Within the

last few years the cultivation has extended to the Shevaroy

bills in Salem district, and to the Palni bills in Madura.

Unlike tea, coffee was not introduced into India by European
enterprise ; and even to the present day its cultivation is largely

followed by the natives. The JIalabar coast has always enjoyed a

direct commerce with Arabia, and at an early date gave muny con-

verts to Isldm. One of these converts, Bdba Budan by name, is

eaid to have gone on a pilgrimage to Mecca and to have brought
back with him the coffee beriy, which he planted on the hill range

in Mysore still called after him. According to local tradition this

Happened about two centuries ago. ' The shrubs thus sown lived

on, Dut the cultivation did not spread until the beginning of the

present century. The state of Mysore and the Bdba Budan range
also witnessed the first opening of a coffee-garden by an English
planter about 1840. The success of this experiment led to the ex-

tension of coffee cultivation into the neighbouring tract of Mnnjara-
bid, also in Mysore, and into the Wainid subdivision of the Madras
district of Malabar. From 1840 to 1860 the enterprise made slow

progress ; but since the latter date it has spread with great rapidity

along the whole line of the Western GnAts, clearing away the

liriniteval forest, and opening a new era of prosperity to the labour-

ing classes. The following statistics show the area under colTeo

for the year 1877-78 ;— in Mysore, 128,438 acres, almost confined

to the two districts of Maaiian and Kddur: in Madras, 68,988 acres,

:hicny in Malabar, the Nilgiris, and Salom ; in Coorg, 4&,1D0
acres ; total, 232.576 acres, exclusive of Travancore. The average
rate of produce is estimated at about 3 cwla. per aero of mature
plant. The total export of coiTee in 1878-79 was 342,268 cwts.,

ralurd at £1,648,481

The cultivation of tea in IndiA commenced within the

memory of men still living in 18& I, and the industry now
rivals indigo as a field for European capital. Unlike coffee-

planting the enterprise owes its origin to the initiation of

Government, and has never attracted the attention of the
natives. Early travellers reported that the tea-plant was
indigenous to the southern valleys of the HimAlayas ; but
they were mistaken in the identity of the shrub, which was
the Osyris nepalensis. The real tea(7'Aea viridis), a plant

akin to the camellia, grows wild in Assam, being commonly
found throughout the hilly tract between the valleys of the

Brahmaputra and the Birak. There it sometimes attain-:

the dimensions of a large tree ; and from that, as well as

from other indications, it has been plausibly inferred that

Assam is the original home of the plant, which was thence

introduced at a prehistoric date into China. The real pro-

gress of tea-planting in Assam dates from about 1851, and
w as greatly assisted by the promulgation of the Waste-land

Rules of 1854. By 1859 there were already fifty-one

gardens in existence, owned by private individuals ; and
the enterprise had extended from its original headquarters

in Lakhimpur and Slbs4gar as far down the Brshmaputra
as Kimriip. In 1856 the tea-plant was discovered wild in

the district of C^chdr in the BArak valley, and European
capital was at once directed to that quarter. At about the

same time tea-planting was introduced into the neighbour- Tea-

hood of the sanatorium of DArjfling (Darjeeling), among the growing

Sikkim Himdlayas. The success of these undertakings ^™''^-

engendered a wild spirit of speculation in tea companies

both in India and at home, which reached its climax in

1865. The industry recovered but slowly from the effects

of this disastrous crisis, and did not again reach a stable

position until 1869. Since that date it has rapidly but

steadily progressed, and has been ever opening new fields

of enterprise. At the head of the Bay of Bengal in Chitta-

gong district, side by side with coffee on the Nilgiri hills,

on the forest-clad slopes of ChutiA NAgpur, amid the low-

lying jungle of the BhulAn Dwars, and even in Arakan,

the energetic pioneers of tea-planting have established their

industry. Different degrees of success may have rewarded

them, but in no case have they aband ned the struggle.

The market for Indian tea is practically inexhaustible,

There is no reason to suppose that all the suitable localitiefl

for its growth have yet been tried ; and we may look for-

ward to tho day when India shall not only rival but super-

sede China in her staple product.

The following statistics, unless it is otherwise stated,

refer to the year 1877-78 :

—

The total area taken up for tea cultivation in Assam, including Area and

both the Bralimaputra and the Barak valleys, was 736,082 acres, ol P «t-tuni

which 538,961 acres were fit for cultivation ; the total number of sepa- jMfa.

rate estates was 1718 ; tho total out-turn was 23,352,298 lb, at the

average rate of 286 lb per acre under mature plant. lu Bengal, the

area taken up was 62,642 acres, of which 20,462 acres were under
mature plant, including 18,120 acres in the single district ol

Darjiling ; the number of gardens was 221 j tho out-turn was

5,768,664 lb, at the rate of 282 lb per acre under mature plant. In

the North-Western Provinces, there were, in 1876, 25 estatesinthe

districts of Kumdun and Garhwil, with an out-turn of 578,000 lb,

of which 350,000 lb were sold in India to Central Asia merchants
;

and in 1871, 19 estates in Dchra Dim, with 2024 acres under tea,

and an out-turn of 297,828 tb. In the Punjab, there were 10,046

acres under tea, almost entirely confined to Kangrd districif, with

an out-turn of 1,113,106 lb, or 111 lb per acre. In Madras, tho

area under tea on the Nilgiris was 3160 acres ; the exports from tho

presidency wcro 183,178 lb, valued at £19,308. Excluding tho

figures just given for Madras, tho whole of the Indian tea is shipped

from the port of Calcutta, and almost the whole is sent to tho

United Kingdom. The total exports for 1878-79 were 34,800,027 rt,

valued at £3,170,118. Of tho total supply, about 26,000,000 »
came from Assam, about 8,000,000 lb from Bengal, 787,000 tb fron

tho North-Wcstern Provinscs, and 084,000 lt> I'rum tlie Piuijob. In

the previous year tho exports of tea from the Punjab to Central

Asia were returned ol 1,217,840 lb, valued at £181,634, being aeon-

siderablo deirease on tho year before.

I
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^j-g, 3( Approximate Area in Acres occupied by the Principal Crops in some Indian Provinces in 1877-1878

princijiiil I

crop'

751

(So-

obooi.

Rice

Wheat
Millets and iDferior grains .

Pulses

Oil-aeeda

Cotton
Tobacco
Indigo

Sugar-cane ...

Madra:*. Bombay
(ezclud.Siad)

4,600,000
16,000

10,600,000

1,600,000

800,000
1,000,000

60,000
120,000
21,000

1,195,000
561,000

5,800,000
830,000
628,000

1,350,000

35,000
14,000

50,000

Sind.

512,000
354,000
934,000
115,000
180,000
70,000
6,000
10,000

4,000

Punjab.

400,000
7,000,000
6,000,000
3,200,000

800,000
660^00
80,000

110,000
380,000

Ct^ntial

Provinces.

4,550,000
3,600,000

' 5,110,000

1,.360,000

840,000
48,000

100,000

Biiilsh

buimal].

2,555,000

15,000
10,000

17,000
700

• 4,000

Mysoio.

540,000
11,000

3,400,000

130,000
15,000
19,000

13,000

31,000
525,000

i 2,760,000

I

180,000
460,000

2,080,000
17,000

5,000

The introduction of the quinine-yielding cinchona into

ladia is a remarkable example of success rewarding the

indefatigable exertions of a single man. When Mr
Clements Markham undertook the task of transporting the

seedlings from South America in 18G0, cinchona had
never before been reared artificially. But the novel experi-

ment in arboriculture has not only been successfully con-

ducted, but has proved remunerative from a pecuniary

point of view. A cheap febrifuge has been provided, in

the form of the mixed cinchona alkaloids, for the

fever-stricken population of the Indian plains, while the

surplus bark sold in Europe more than repays interest

upon the capital expended. These results have been pro-

duced from an expenditure of about £100,000. The head-

puarters of cinchona cultivation are on the Nflgiri hills,

v.here Government owns several plantations covering an
aggregate of about 1000 acres, with about 570,000 full-

grown plants. From the Government plantations cin-

chqna seeds and plants are annually distributed to the

public in large quantities ; and there are now several

private plantations rivalling the Government estates in

area, and understood to be very valuable properties. The
varieties of cinchona most commonly cultivated are C.

officinalis and C. succirubra ; but experiments are being con-

ducted with C. C(ilisat/a, C. pubescens, C lanceolata, and
C. pitayensis. When the success of the enterprise was
secure, Government somewhat curtailed the extent of

its owa operations. No fresh land was taken up, but
the plantations were kept free from weeda The quino-

logist's department was abolished, and the bark sold

in its raw state. From the central establishment on the

Nilgiris cinchona has been introduced into the Palni

hills in Jfadura district, into the WainAd, and into the

state of Travancore. Plantations have also been success-

fully opened by Government near Merkara in Coorg, on

,
the Biba Budan hills in Mysore, and in Sitang district in

British Burmah. Failure has attended the experiments
made at Mahibaleshwar in the Bombay presidency, and at

NoDgklao in the KhAsf hills, Assam. But the success of

the Oovernment plantation at Dirjiling, in northern
Bengal, rivals that of the original plantation on the

Nilgiris. The area has been gradually extended to more
than 2000 acres, and>the bark is manufactured into quinine
on the spot by a Government quinologist. The species

mostly grown is C. succirubra, which supplies a red-coloured
bark, rich in its total yield of alkaloids but comparatively
poor in quinine proper. Efforts are being made to increase

the cultivation of C. Calisaya, which yields the more
valuable bark, but is difficult to propagate.

The following are tho financial result-o of the two Government
plantations in 1877-78. On the Nilgiris the crop was 138,808 lb,

of which 132,951 11) were shipped to England, and the rest supplied
to tho Madras and Bombay medical departments. The total receipts
were £35,875, and tho total expenditure £6977, thus showing a net
prout of £28,898. At Darjiling the crop amounted to 344,225 lb of
kark, which was all handed oV(>r to the quinologist, and yielded
5162 lb of the febrifuge, Tho total receipts were £9707, of which
£6188 represents the amount debited to Government departments
for the sale of febrifuge and baik, while £3619 wa« derived from
siles to tho public. The total expenditure was £8554, of which

£5790 was expended upon the plantation, and £2764 on the quino-

legist's department. The net profit, therefore, was £1153, whicl
is expected shortly to rise to £4000 a year, as more of the young
plants couie into bearing.

Sitk.—Sericulture in India is a stationary, if not a declin-

ing, industry. The large production in China, Japan, and gilk.

the Mediterranean countries controls the European markets,

and on an average of years the imports of raw silk into India

now exceed the exports. The East India Company from
the first took great pains to foster the production of silk.

Ai early as 1767, two years after the grant of the financial

administration of Bengal had been conferred upon the

Company, we find the governor, Mr Verelst, personally

urging the zaminMrs, t,-athered at MurshidAbAd for the

ceremony of the piinyd, "to give all possible encourage-

ment to the cultivation of mulberry." In 1769 a colony

of reelers was brought from Italy to teach the system
followed in the filatures at Novi. The first .ilk prepared

in the Italian method reached England in 1772, and Bengal
silk soon became an important article of export. Similar

efforts started at Madras in 1793 were abandoned after a

trial of five years. Sericulture is said to have been intro-

duced into Mysore by Tipil Sultin, and for many year?

continued to prosper. But recently the worms have beea
afflicted by a mysterious epidemic ; and despite the enter-

prise of an Italian gentleman who imported fresh broods
from Japan, the business has dwindled to insignificance.

Bengal has always been the chief seat of mulberry cultiva-

tion. When the trading operations of the Company ceased

in 1833, they owned eleven head factories in that province,

each supplied by numerous filatures to which the culti-

vators brought in their cocoons. Tho annual export of raw
silk from Calcutta was then about 1 million lb. But in

those days tho weaving of silk formed a large portion of

the business of the factories. In 1779 Rennel wrote that

at KaslmbAzAr (Cossimbazar) alone about 400,000 lb were
consumed in the several European factories. In 1802
Lord Valentia describes Jangipur as "tho greatest silk

station of the Company, with 600 furnaces, and giving

employment to 3000 persons."

When theCompasy abandoned trade on its own account,

sericulture was forthwith taken up by private enterprise,

and it still clings to its old headquarters. At the present

time the cultivation of the mulberry is rrrainly confined to

the RAj.'ihAhi ari BardwAn divisions of Lower Bengal.

That br<inch of agriculture, together with the rearing of the

silk-worms, is conducted by the peasantry themselves, who
are free to follow or abandon the business. The destina-

tion of the cocoons is twofold. They may either be sent

to small native filatures, where the silk is roughly wound
before being consumed in tho hand-looms of the country

;

or they may bo brought to the great European factories,

which generally use steam machinery and consign their

produce direct to Europe.

The cultivation of the mulberry is chiefly carried on in

the districts of RAjshAhi, BogrA, Maldah, MurshidAbAd,

Blrbhum, BardwAn, and Midnapur. No accurate statis-

tics are available, but in RAjshAhi alone the area under
mulberry is estimated at 80,000 acres. The varietv
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grown 4s food for the eilk-worms is not tlie fruit-tree

that is commun in England, but a comparatively small

shrub.

flUk- BesiJps the silk-wonn proper (Domhjx mori), fed npon the

•morm mulberry, several other species of silk-yielJing worms abouDd in

the jungles of India, and are utilized, and in some cases domesti-

;ated, by the natives. Throughout Assam especially, an inferior

rilk, produced in this way, has from time immemorial furnished

the common dress of the people. These " wild silks" are known

to commerce under the generic name of tasar or tiisser, but they

are really the produce of several distinct varieties of worm, fed on

many different trees. The worm that yields tasar silk in CbutiA

Nagpnr has been identified as the caterpillar of Anlheram paphia.

When wild, it feeds indiscriminately upon the sal {Shorea robusla),

biier {Zizyphus Jujitha) , and other forest trees ; but in a state of

lemi-domestication it is exclusively reared upon the dsan {Ter-

minalia alata), which grows conveniently in clumps. The cocoons

sre sometimes collected in the jungle, but more frequently bred

from an earlier generation of jungle cocoons. The worms require

constant attention while feeding to protect them from crows >and

other birds. Thev give three crops in the year—in August,

November, and May—of which the second is by far the most im-

portant. The <cw(ir silk-worm is also found and utilized throughout

the Central Provinces, in the hills of the Bombay presidency, and

along the southern slope of the Himalayas. During the^ast

twenty years repeated attempts have been made to raise this in-

dustry out of its precarious condition, and to introduce lasar silk

into the European market. That the raw material abounds is cer-

tain, but the great difficulty is to obtain it in a state that will be

acceptable to European manufacturers. Native spun silk is only

fit for n.ative hand-looms. In Assam two distinct qualities of silk

are made, known.a3 erid and mugd. The former is obtained from

the cocoons of Phalxna cynihia, and the worm is fed, as the native

name implies, upon the leaves of the castor-oil plant (Ridims

communis). This variety may be said to be entirely domesticated,

being reared indoors. Mugd silk is obtained from the cocoons of

Saturnia assamungis. The moth, which is remarkable for its size,

is found wild in the jungle, but the breed is so far domesticated

that cocoons are brought from one part of the province to another,

and the sim tree is artificially propagated to supply the worms
with food. Raw silk was exported in 1878-79 to the extent of

1,534,715 Ih, valued at £623,871, besides manvfactured silk of

the value of £195,897.

Lac. The collection of lac is in a somewhat similar position

to that of tasar silk. The lac insect abounds on certain

jungle trees in every part of the country, and from time

immemorial it has been collected by the xvild tribes in

order to be worked up into lacquered ware. European en-

terprise has tried, with small success, to place the industry

upon a stable and remunerative basis. Though lac is to be

found everywhere, the foreign exports are almost entirely

confined to Calcutta, which draws its supplies from the

hills of Chutii NAgpur, and to a less degree from Assam

and Mlr/ipur in the North-Western Provinces. Lac is

known to commerce both as a gum (shellac) and as a dye.

The total exports in 1879 were 91,983 cwts., valued at

.£300,072.

Fnrralnj Farming.—The efforts of Government to improve the

native methods of agriculture, by the establisliment of

model farms under skilled European supervision, have not

been generally successful.'

Cattle. Stock.—Throughout the whole of India, except in Sind

»nd the western districts of the Punjab, horned cattle arc the

jiily beasts used for ploughing. The well-known humped

breed of cattle predominates everywhere, being divided

* Mo^lcl farmi have been abandone^l in Bengal, in Assam, and in

the Punjab. Id tlio North- Western Provinces valuable experiments

tre prosecuted. In Bombay there are three model farms, and in tlie

Central Provinces one, on which the common cropi of the country are

raiwJ at a I043. The Saidapot farm, near the city of Madras, is the

only estahliKlmientat which important experiments have been conducted
oil a scale and with a perseverance sufficient to yield results of value,

riiis farm w.as started by the governor, Sir Wiltinm Dcnison, in 1805,

Rnfl has been for 111© past nine years under Ihe niaimgement of Mr
Hohcrtson. It now (1831) covers an area of 2.^0 acres in a ring foiico.

Many important experiments have been m.ide, nf which some have pro-

Juced encouraging rosuHs, indicating the general direction in which im-

provpnionU may be effected in the agricultural practice of the nrcsi*

dency. It has been proved that many of the common " rirv crons ' .••n

into many varieties. Owing partly to unfavourable con-

ditions of climate and soil, partly to the insufhciency ol

grazing ground, and partly to the want of selection ii.

breeding, the general condition of the cattle is miserably

poor. As cultivation advances, the area of waste land

available for grazing steadily diminishes, and the prospects

of the poor beasts are becoming worse rather than better.

Their only hope lies in the introduction of fodder crops as

a regular stage in the agricultural course. There are, how-

ever, some fine breeds in existence. In Mysore the amrn
mahdl, a breed said to have been introduced by Hydci

All for military purposes, is still kept up by Government.

In the Madras districts of Nellore and Karnul the indi-

genous breed has been greatly improved under the stiroulus

of cattle shows and prizes, founded by British officials. In

the Central Provinces there is a peculiar breed of trotting

bullocks which is in great demand fof wheeled carnages.

The large and handsome oxen of Guzerat in Bombay and

of HariinA in the Punjab are excellently adapted for draw-

ing heavy loads in a sandy soil. The worst cattle are to

be found always in the deltaic tracts, but there their place

is to a large extent taken by buffaloes. These last are BuB»!m»

more hardy than ordinary cattle; their character is main-

tained by crossing the cows with wild bulls, and their mill;

yields the liest ghi, or clarified butter. In British Burmah,

the returns show that the total number of buffaloes is just

equal to that of cows and bull6(is, being about 700,000.

Along the valley of the Indus, and in the sandy desert Camei<

which stretches into RdjputAna, camels supersede cattle ,.

for agricultural operations, In -the Punjab, the total

estimated number of camels is 1 70,000. The breed of Horse*

horses has generally deteriorated since the demand for

military purposes has declined with the establishment of

British supremacy. In Bengal Proper, and also in Madras,

it may be broadly said that hoi-ses are not bred. The chief

breeds in Bombay are those of the Deccan and of

Kithiiwdr, in both of which provinces Government main-

tains establishments of stallions. The Punjab, however,

is the chief source of remounts for the cavalry regiments,

the total number of horses in that province being returned

at 80,000, in addition to 50,000 porics. About the

begianing of the present century, a stud department was

organized to breed horses for the use of the Bengal army,

but this system was abolished as extravagant and inetii-

cient under the governor-generalship of Lord Mayo.

Remounts are now obtained in the open market ; but the

Government of the Punjab still maintains about 130

stallions, including GO imported fiom England and 40

Arabs. The best horses are bred by the Baluchi tribes

along the western frontier. The best ponies come from

Burmah, Manipur (the original home of the now well-

known game of polo), and BhutAn- Four great horse

fairs are held in the year—at RAnal Pindf, Ileri ChAzl

Kh.4n, Jhang, and DerA IsniAil KhAn—at which about 4.'J00

horses were exhibited in 1877-78, and a total sum iif about

£1300 was awarded~1n prizes; the average price given

for native cavalry remounts was only £17. In recent

years much attention has been paid in the Punjab to the

breeding of mules for niilit:iry purposes ; and the value of MnWa

these animals was conspicuously proved in Ihe course of

be profitably cultivated for fodder at all season.' of the ycur. Those most

strongly recommended are yellow cholani [Sorg/ium it/yorf). guinea

grusi (Panicum JuTnmtaceum), and hor.'e-proni (/A./i<*i/.< <ini/tnriis).

Sugar cane and rice also yield excellent fodder wheu cut green Atten-

tion has also been given to subsoil drainage, deep pWiiigl'ing, the

fertilizing powers of various ninnures, niid the proper utiliiiilion ol

iiiiRotion water. It has been decided to establi>h a school of ogii-

cuJturo at Saldapet in connexion with the model farm, with

subordinate branches in the district.*, so as to diffu-sc as widely ••

possible the apriciiltunil lessons (* it have been already learned. In

the year 1877-78 the total expcnililure at Saidapet on both farm tnd

«»i.nni ..f ffq^imliiiro was about £0000.
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the operations in AfghdiiistAn in 1879-SO. Government

maintains about fifty donkey stallions, of which four

were imported from Spain, twentyuight from Arabia, and

twelve from Bokhara. Some of the mules bred reach the

height of 15 hands. The catching of elephants is now a

Government monopoly or under Government supervision,

except in Malabar and Travancore where the old proprie-

tors retain the right. The chief source of sup[iiy is the

north-east frontier, especially the range of hills running

between the valleys of the Brahmaputra and the Barak
(see ante, p. 742). Sheep and goats aie commonly jeared in jhoep

the wilder parts of the country for the sake of their wooL '°<'

Both their weight for the butcher and their yield of wool ""*'

are exceedingly low. In Mysore, and with considerable

success at the Saidapet farm, attempla have been made to

improve the breed of sheep by crossing with merino rams.
Pigs of great size and mnaf repulsive appearance are reared,
and Kiiten by the 'owest of out-caates.

n^'tum of

•look.

Approximate Numbers of Agricultural Stock and IrntilemeTUs m some Indian Provinces in 1877-1S78.

Bullocks ..

Cows
Btilfaloes.

.

Horses. ..

Ponies . ...

Donkeys .

Camels .

.

Elephanta
Sheep
Goats
Pigs
Carts

Plouslis

3,500,

3,000,

1,332,

21

18,

128,

4,600,

2,700,

250,

284,

2,023,

000
000
000
500
000
000
45

604
000
000
000
000
000

Bombay
and Siiid.

3,300,000
2,380,000

1,630,000

150,000

90,000

3,300,000

880^000

1,080,000

Punjab.

6,570,000

85,000
52,000

290,000

170,000

3,850,000'

98,000
"47,000

Central
Provinces.

5,200,000

12,000
82,000
22,000
'

7

641,000

132,000
286,000
764,000

British

Buimah.

714,000

662,000

5,800

1,324

20,000

102,000
194,000
293.000

Uyaore.

2,300,000

4,900
14,000

37,000

1,590,000

32,000
83,000

558,000

Berar.

1,400.000

6,Eoo
26,000
a7,ooo

386,000

2,700
89,000

115,000

forosts. The forests of India, both as a source of natural wealth

and as a department of the administration, are beginning

to re:eive their proper share of attention. Up to a re-

cent date^he destruction of forests by timber cutters, by
charcoal burners, and above all by nomadic cultivation,

was allowed to go on everywhere unchecked. The 'ex-

tension of cultivation was considered as the chief care

of Government, and no regard was paid to the impro-
vident waste going on on all sides. But as the pressure

- of population on the soil became more dense, and the con-

struction of railways increased the demand for fuel, the

question of forest conservation forced itself into notice. It

was recognized that the inheritance of future generations

was being recklessly sacrificed to satisfy the immoderate
desire for profit. And at the same time the importance of

lorests as aflfecting the general meteorology of a country
was being learned from bitter experience in Europe. On
many grounds, therefore, it became necessary to preserve

what remained of the forests in India, and to repair the

mischief of previous neglect even at considerable expense.

In 1844 and 1847 the subject was actively taken up by
the Governments of Bombay and Madras. In 1864 Dr
Brandis was appointed inspector-general of forests to the

Government nf India, and in the following year an act of

the legislature was passed (No. VII. of 1SC5). The regular

training of candidates for the Forest Department in the

Bchools of France and Germany dates from 18G7. In the

short interval that has since elapsed, sound principles of

forest administration have been gradually extended. In-

discriminate timber-cutting has been prohibited, the
burning of the jungle by the hill tribes has been confined
within bounds, large areas have been surveyed and demar-
cated, plantations have been laid out, and, generally,

forest conservation has become a reality.

From the point of view of administration, the forests are ckassi-

fied as "reserved" or "open." The reserved forests are those
under the immediate control of officers of the Forest Department

;

tlicy arc manjged as the p«-opcrty of the state, with a single eye to
conservancy and their future development as a source of uationol
wealth. Their limits aro demarcated after survey, nomadic culti-
vation by the hill tribes is prohibited, cattle aro excluded from
crazing, destructive cn;ep«rs aro cut down, and the hewing of tim-
Eer, if permitted at all, is placed under stringent regulations. Tho
open forests are less carefully guarded ; bit in them also certain
kinds of timber-trees are presflved. A third class of forest lands
consists of plantations, on which large sums of money are spent
unMually. It is impossible to present in a single view the e.ntiro

result ol the labours of tho Forest Department.

12—-27

la 1872-73 tho

total area of reserved forests in India^was estimated at more tha»
6,000,000 acres ; and the area has probably been doubled .sint»

that date. In the same year the total forest revenut'was£477,O0O,
as compared with an expenditure of £295,000, thus showing a sur-

.

plus of £182,000. By 1877-78 the revenue '--.d increased to
£004,102, of which £160,308 was derived from British Bunnah,
and £126,163 from Bombay. The foiest exports in that year in-

cluded—teak, valued at £406,652; lac and lac-d.ve, £362,008;
caoutchouc, £89,381 ; and gums, £183,685. But no figures that
can be given exhibit ade<juately the labour and the benefits of tha
Forest Department, which is gradually winning back for tho
country the fee-simple of her forest wealth, when it was on th«
point of being squandered beyond possibihty of redemption.

The practice of nomadic cultivation by the liill tribee Ncucitlo

may conveniently be described in connexion i^ith forest nda»»tio

conservation, of which it is the most formidable enemy. In
all the great virgin forests of India, in Arakan, on tho
north-east frontier of Assam and Chittagong, throughout
the Central Provinces, and along the line of the Western
Ghdts, the aboriginal tribes raise their crops of rice, cotton,

(tc, in this manner. A similar system has been found
to prevail in Madagascar ; and indeed, from its simplicity

and its appropriateness it may fairly be called the most
primitive mode of agriculture known to the human race.

Known as loungya in Burmah, jum on the north-east fron-

tier, dahya in Central India, kil in the Himalayas, and
lumdri in the Western Ghdts, it is practised, without any
material differences, by tribes of the most diverse origin.

Its essential features are the burning down of a patch ol

forest, and sowing the crop with little or no tillage on the

clearing thus formed. The tribes of the western coast break

up the cleared soil with a sort of hoc-pick and spade or

even with the plough ; in other parts the soil is merely
scratched with a knife, or the seed is scattered oitits sur-

face without any cultivation at all. In some cases a cropi

"is taken off the same clearing for two or even three years

in succession, but more usually tho tribe moves off every

year to a fresh iield of operations. To these nomad culti-

vators the words rhetorically used by Tacitus of the primi-

tive Germans are strictly applicable

—

Arva per annos
mutant ; et siiperesi agcr. The wanton destruction thus
wrought in the forests is simply incalculable. In additieo

to tho timber-trees deliberately burned down to clear tht)

Boil, tho fire thus started not unfroquently runs wiM
through tho forest, and devastates many square miles.

Wherever timber has any value from the proximity of e.

market, the first care of the Forest Department is to pro-

XIL — oi
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Libit thesB fires, anci to assign heavy penalties for any
iafringcment of its rules, Tlis success of a year's operations

is mainly estimated by the degree in which the' reserves

have been saved from the flame.

Bnt vast tracts of country yet remain in wMcli it would be
?i\iially Ci«lesa and impossible to place restraint upon nomad cul-

MvBtion, which is admitted to yield a larger profit than ordinary

caltivation with the plough. A virgin soU, manured many -inches

deep with ashes and watered by the full burst of a tropical rain-

fall, returns forty and fifty-fold of rice, which is the staple grain

thus raised. In addition to rice, Indian com, miUet, cU-seeds,

and cotton are sometimes grown in the same clearing, the seeds

being all thrown into the ground together, and each crop ripening

in successioB at- its own season. Except to the eyes of a forest

officer; a patch of jtim cultivation is a very picturesque sight
Men, women, and coildren all work together with a will, for the

trees mnst be felled and burned, and the- seed sown, before the
:iion30on breaks.

Intga '^ Irrigation is everywhere dependent upon the two supreme
Can considerations of water supply and land level. The sandy

desert that extends from the hills of Riijputana to the basin

of the Indus is more absolutely closed to irrigation than

the confused system of hill and valley in Central India.

Farther west, in the Indus valley, irrigation becomes

ipc'ssible, and in no part of India has it been conducted

with greater perseverance and success. The entire province

•of Sind, and hardly less the lower districts of the Punjab,

lEiTe absolutely dependent upon the floods of the Indus,

find has been compared to Egypt, and the Indus to the

Nile ; but, in truth, the case of the Indian province is the

kaa favoaiable of the two. In Sind the average rainfall is

tirely 10 inches in the year, the soil is a thirsty sand,

j.iid, above all, the river does not run in confined banks,

but wanders at its will over a wide valley. The rising of

the Nile is a beneficent phenomenon, whose effects cjn be

calculated with tolerable precision, and which the in-

dustry of countless generations has brought under control

for the purposes of cultivation. In Sind the inundation is

$13 uncontrolled torrent, which oftentimes does as much
harm as good. Broadly speaking, no crop can be grown in

S:nd except under irrigation, and therefore the total culti-

vated area of about 3 million acres may be regarded as

entirely dependent upon artificial water-supply. The sup-

ply is derived from the river by two main classes of canals

—-(1) inundation channels, which only fill when the Indus

is in flood, and (2) perennial channels, which carry off

water by means of dajois at aU seasons of the year. The
former are for the most part the wjrk of ancient rulers of

the country, or of the cultivators themselves ; the latter

Lave been constructed since the British conquest. In both

cases care has been taken to utilize abandoned channels of

the river. It is impossible to present a complete view

of the results of irrigation, for in some provinces, as in

Sind, it is treated as a department of land administration,

while in others it is almost entirely conducted by private

enterprise.

In 1876-77 about 900,000 acres in Sind were returned as irrigated

from works for which capital and revenue accounts are kept, the
chief being the Gb&r, Eastern and Wcstora Nici, Sakhar (Sukkur),

Phuleli, and Pinysri ; the total receipts were obont £190,000, almost
entirely credited under the head of land revenue. Iq the same year
cbont 445,000 acres were irrigated from works of which revenue
acccnnta only are kept, yielding about X7r>,000 in land revenue.

Throughout the remainder of the Bombay presidency irrigation is

conducted on a comparatively small scale, and mainly by private

enterprise. In the Concan, along the coast, the heavy local rain-

fall and the annual flooding of the numerous small creeks ponriit

rice to be grown without artificial aid. In Guzerat the sujiply is

drawn from wells, and in the Reccan from tanks ; but both tlicsD

are liable to (ail in years of deficient ruinfull. Government has now
undertaken a few comprohonsiTo schemes of irrigation, whicli mostly

oonfefm to s common type—damming up the end of a bill valley

so u to form an immense reservoir, and then conducting the watrr
ovf'r the fields by chtinnels, which are in some cases of considerable

length. In 1876-77 the total area in Bombay (enclnding Sind)

irrigated from Government works was about 180,000 acres, yielding

. a revenue of about £42,000. In the same year thu total expenditure

on irrigation (inclusive of Sind) was £235,00(.i,—£65,000 under tuo
herid of errraordinur>- and £170,000 of ordinary outlay.

In some parts of the Punjab irrigation is only one degree less

necessary than in Sind, but the sources of supply are more nume.
reus. In the northern tract, under the Himalayas, and in the upper
valleys of the rivers, water can be obtained by digging wells from
10 to 30 feet below the surface. In the south, towards Sind, in-

undation channels are usual ; while the upland tracts that rise

between the basins of the main rivers are now in course of being
supplied by the perennial canals of the Government. According to
the returns for 1877-78, out of a grand total of 22,640,894 acres
under cultivation, 5,000,481 were irrigated by private individuals
and 1,618,854 by public channels, giving^ total under irrigation of

6,619,335 acres, or 29 per cent of the cultivated area. The principal
Government works are the Western Jumna canal, the Ban f)o4b
canal, and the Sirhind, the last of which, with the largest

expenditure of all,-i3 still incomplete. Up to the close of 1877-78
the total outlay had been £3,645,189 ; the total income in that year
was £263,053, of which £171,504 was classified as direct and
£91 ,549 as indirect ; the tot-il revenue charges on works in operation
were £224,316, of which £146,419 was for maintenance and £77,897
for interest, thus showing a surplus of £38,737. On the Western
Jumna canal alone the net profit was £83,112.
The NoAh-Westcm Provinces present in the great dcdb, or high

land between the Ganges and the Jamua, a continuation of the

physical features to bo found in the Upper Punjab. The local rain-

fall, indeed, is higher, but before the days of artificial inigation
occasional deficiency repeatedly resulted in terrible famines. It ia

in this tract that the British Government has been perhaps most
successful in averting the calamity of drought. In Sind irrigation

is an absolute necessity ; in Lower Bengal it may be regarded
almost as a luxury ; bat in the great river basins of Upper India

it serves the twofold object of saving the population from the
vicissitudes of the season and of introducing more valuable crops

and a higher stage of agriculttire. Concerning private irrigation

from wells in the North-Westerii Provimces no information is

available. The great Government works are the Ganges canal, the
Eastern Jtimna canal, the Agra canals, and the Lower Ganges
canal, the last of which is not yet complete. Up to the close o(

1877-78 the total outlay had been £5,673,401. The gross income
in that year was £438,136, of which £337,842 was derived from
water rates and £100,294 from enhanced land revenue ; the work-
ing expenses amounted to £143,984, leaving £294,152 for surplus

profits, or 6 "77 per cent, on the total capital expended on works in

operation. The total area irrigated was 1,461,428 acres, of which
more than two-thirds were supphod by the Ganges canaL Of the

tot.ll area, 415,659 acres were imder wheat and 139,374 under
su»ar-cane;

Into Oudh DO irrigation works have yet been introduced by
Government. A tolerable local rainfall, the annual overflow of the
rivers, and an abundance of low-lying swamps combine to furnish

a water supply that is ample in all ordinary ye.irs. According to

the settlement returns, out of a total cultivated area of 8,276,174
acres, 2,957,397 acres, or nearly 36 per cent., are irrigated by private

individuals ; but this figure must include low lands watered by
natural overflow.

Throughmit the greater part of Bengal there is no demand for

artificial irrigation, but the solicitude of Government has undertaken
to construct works in those exceptional tracts where experience has
shown that occasional drought is to be feared. In the lower valleys

of the Ganges and tho Brahmaputra, and along the deltaic seaboard,

flood is a more formidable enemy than drouglit, and embankments
there take tho place of canals. The Public Works Department has

altogether about 2300 miles of embankments under its charge, upon
which £79,105 was expended in 1877-78, either as direct outloy ot

in advances to landowners. The broad strip of northern Bengal

and Bchar, stretching between the Ilimalayas and the Ganges, is

alSD rarely visited by drought ; though, whcu drought does come,

tho excessive density of the populatiou brings the danger of famine

very near. In Saran alone it has been found necessary to carry out

a comparatively stiiall scheme for utilizing the discharge of tho

river Gandak. The great irrigation works in Bengal are two in

number, and belong to two diUerent types. (1.) In the delta ol

Orio-sa an extensive system of canals has been constructed on the

pattern of those lower down on tho Coroniandel coast, which are

intended to avert the danger of both drought and flood, and als<i

to be uschil for navigation. In average seasons, !.«., in fivo year*

out of six, the local rainfall is sufficient for the rice crop, which ia

there tho solo staple of cultivation ; and therefore it is not to bo

expected that these canals will bo directly remunerative. But
on tho other hand, if they save tho province fi-om a repetition

of the disastrous year 1865-66, the money will not have been
expended in vain. (2.) In South Bohar the flood discharge of tha

Son has been intercepted, after the system of engineering followed

in the NorMi-Wcst, so as to irrigate a comparatively thirsty strip of

land extending along tho south uank of the Ganges, where di^tr^in

bus ero now been severely felt lu this case also, tho cxpondi!ur»

/S
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mast be regarded latfier as an insuitmco fond against famine than
IS rcprodactive outlay. Tho works are not yet complete, but the
jxperience already gained proves that irrigation is wanted even in

ordinary seasons. Up to tho close of 1S77-73 the total expendi-

ture on capital account for all the irrigation works in Bengal was
£4,653,903; the gross income for the year was £49,477; tho

iporking expenses were £70,280; and the estimated interest on
Kipital, at 4i per cent, amounted to £203,971, thus showing a net
leficit of £2-24,780. The area irrigated was about 400,000 acres.

In the Madras presidency, and generally throughout southern

[ndia, facilities for irrigation assume a decisive importance in

jctermiuing the character of agriculture. Crops dependent on the
rainfall are distinguished as " dry crops," comprehending the large

dass of millets. Kice can only be grown on " wet land," wluch
ueans land capable of being irrigated. Except on the JIalabar or

western coast, the local rainfall is nowher*' sulliciently ample or suffi-

:icntly steady to secure an adequate water supply. Everywhere
else water has to bo brought to the fields from rivers, from tanks,

or from wells. Out of tho total cultivated area of Madi-as, only 15

per cent, is classified as "wet land ;" the rest is at the mercy of

the monsoons. From time immemorial an industrious population

has made use of ail the means available to store up the rainfall

and direct the river floods over their fields. The upland areas are

studded with tanks, which sometimes cover square miles of ground;
tho riveis are crossed by innumerable anicuts, or dams by which
the floods are diverted into long aqueducts. Most of these works
are now the property of Government, which annually expends large

sums of money in maintenance and repairs, looking for remunera-
tion only to the augmented land revenue. The average rate of

assessment is Os. 6d. per acre on irrigated laud, as compared with
only 2s. 3d. per acre on unirrigated land. It is, therefore, not only
the duty but the manifest advantage of Government to extend tho
facilities for irrigation wherever the physical aspect of the cotmtry
will permit. Tho deltas of the Godavari, the Kistna, and the Kaveri
(Cauveiy) have within recent years been traversed by a network of

canals and thus guaranteed against any risk of famine. Smaller
works of a similar nature have been carried out in other places

;

while a private company, with a Government guarantee, has under-
taken the moro difficult task of utilizing on a grand scale the waters
of the Tungabhadra amid the hills and vales of the interior.

According to tho latest statistics, tho total irrigated area of tho
presidency is about 5 million acres, yielding a land revenue of about
2 millions sterling. Of this total, 1,080,178 acres, with a revenue
of £739,778, are ii-rigated by eight great systems, for which revenue
and capital accounts are kept. The minor works consist of about
35,000 tanks and irrigation canals, and about 1140 anicuts or dams
across streams.

In Mysore, tanks, anicuts, and wells dug in the dry beds of

rivers atford the means of irrigation, but wet cultivation is there

even rarer than in Madras. After the disastrous famine of 1876-78
some comprehensive schemes of throwing embankments across

river valleys were imdertaken by Government. In tho Central
Provinces irrigation still remains a matter of private enterprise.

According to the settlement returns, out of a total cultivated area of

13,610,503 acres, 804,370 acres, or 6 per cent., are irrigated by
private individuals. The only Government work is a tank in the
district of Nimar. In British Burmah, as in Lower Bengal, em-
bankments take the place of canals, being classed as "irrigation

works " in tho aimual reports. Within the last few years Govern-
ment has spent about £318,000 under this heading, in order to save

the low rice-fields along the Irawadi from destructive inundation.
The following figures, applying to India as a whole, partially

show how the Government has performed its duty as a landlord in

undertaking productive public works. During the ten years ending
March 1878 a total sum of £10,457,702 was expended on irrigatiou

under the budget heading of " extraordinary, as compared with
£18,636,321 expended on state railways in tho same period. In
the twelve months ending at the same date irrigation yielded a
gross income of £495,142, as compared with £548,528 denved from
state railways; while £370,747 was charged to revenue account
(gainst irrigation and £420.754 against state railways.

InTEENAI. CoiLUtJKICATION.

Railways.—The existing ej-.^tem of railway commmuca- Railwayi

tion in India dates from ths administration of Lord
Dalhousie, who brought to bear upon tiiis question an
experience gained at the Board of Trade when railway

speculation iu England was at its height. The first Indian

line was prejected in 1843 by Sir Macdonald Stephenson,

who was afterwards active in formingthe East India Railwaj

Company ; but that premature scheme was blighted by the

finaccial panic that followed soon afterwards in England.

Bombay, the city that has most benefited by railway ejiier

prise, saw the first sod turned in 1850, and the first line oi

3 miles to ThanA (Tanna) opened in 1803. The elaboriti

minute drawn up by Lord Dalhousie in the latter yea-

still faithfully represents the railway map of India at tht

present day, though modified in detail by .Lord llayo'i

reform of 1869. Lord Dalhousie's scheme consisted of a

few trunk lines, traversing the length and breadth of tht

peninsula, and connecting all the great cities and military

cantonments. T'lese trunk lines were to be constructed

by private companies, to whom Government shovdd

guarantee a minimum of 5 per cent, interest on their

capital expended, and from whom it should demand in

return a certain measure of subordination. Tho system

thus sketched out was promptly carried into execution,

and by 1871 Bombay was put into direct railway com
munication with the sister presidencies of Calcutta and

Madras. The task Lord Mayo had to undertake was the

development of traffic by means of feeder which should

tap the districts of production and thus open up tjSe entire

country. The means he determined to adopt was the con-

struction of minor lines by tho direct agency of the stWo,

on a narrower gauge, and therefore at a cheaper rate, than

the existing guaranteed railways.

The guaranteed lines, including the East Indian, which was
transferred to Government in 1879 in accordance with terms
applicable to .lU alike, comprise the following:—the East Indian,

running up tho valley of the Ganges from Calcutta (Howrah) as

far as Delhi, with a branch to Jabalpur; the Great Indian Penin-
sular, which starts from Bombay and sends one arm north-east to

Jabalpur, with a branch to Nagpur, and another south-east to

the frontier of Madras ; tho Madras line, with its terminus similarly

at Madnis city, and two arms running respectively to the Great

Indian Peninsular junction at Raichur and to Beypur on the oppo-

site co.-vst, with branches to Bangalore and Bellary ; th(*^udh and
Rohilkhand, connecting Lucknow and Moradibad with Cawnpur
and Benares j the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India, which runs

due north from Bombay through the fertile plain of Guzerat, and is

destined ultimately to be extended across Eajputina to Delhi; the

Sind, Punjab, and Delhi, consisting of three sections, one in Lower
Sind, another from Delhi to Lahore, and the third from Lahore

to MulU^n ; the South Indian (the only one on the narrow gauge),

in the extreme south, from Cape Comorin to Madras city; and the

Eastern Bengal, traversing the richest portion of the Gongetic delta.

Tho state lines are too numerous to be described singly. They in-

elude tho extension from Lahore to Pcshiwar on the norlh-wcst

frontier, which at present slops short at Jhelum; the "missing

link," from Miiltan to Hyderabad, thus bringing the Punjab intc

direct connexion with its natural seaport at Karachi (opened

throughout in 1878); the line up the valley of the Irawadi from

Rangoon to Prome ; and several short lines which have been con-

structed entirely at tho expense of native states.

Slalistics of Indian Railwaysfor 1878.
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diminishes. From a military point of view, rapid communi-

cation by rail has now superseded the old marching routes

»3 completely as in any European country. Like Portsmonth

in England, Bombay in India has become the national har-

liour for the embarkation and debarkation of troops. On
landing at Bombay, all troops proceed for a short rest to the

bealthy station of DeolAli on the plateau of the Deccan,

whence they can reach their ultimate destinations, however

remote, by easy railway stages. The Grand Trunk Road,

running up the valley of the Ganges from Calcutta to the

north-west frontier, which was first planned in the IGth

century by the AfghAn emperor Sher ShAh and was brought

to completion under the administration of Lord George

Bentinck, is now for the most part untrodden by troops.

But though the railway system occupies the first place

for military and commercial purposes, the actual mileage

and economic importance of roads have greatly increased.

They do not figure in the imperial balance-sheet, nor do

they strike the popular imagination, but their construction

and repair constitute two of the most important duties of

the district official. A few lines, such as the continuation

of the Grand Trunk Road in the Punjab, are still substi-

tutes for the railways of the future. Others, which climb

the passes of the HiraAlayas, the Western GhAts, or the

Nilgiris, will probably never be superseded. The great

Majority, however, are works of local utility, serving to

jTomote that ease and regularity of communication upon

which the existsnce of civiliffltion so largely depends.

The substitution of the post-cart for the naked runner, and

that of wheeled traffic for the pack-bullock, are silent

revolutions effected under British rule.

- The more important roads are all carefully metalled, the

, materi'll employed in most provinces being kankai\ or

calcareous limestone. In Lower Bengal and other deltaic

tracts, whe're no* kind of stone exists, bricks are roughly

'burnt and then broken up to supply metal for the roads.

The minor streams are crossed by permanent bridges, with

foundations of stone, and not unfrequently iron girders.

The larger rivers have temporary bridges of boats thrown

across them during the dry season, which give place to

ferries in -time of flood. Avenues of trees afford shade

and material for timber. Most of these main lines are

under the charge of the Public Works Department.

The burden of maintaining tlio minor roads has, by a

recent administrative reform, been thrown upon the local

authorities, who depend for their pecuniary resources upon

district committees and are often compelled to act as their

own engineers. No Statistics are available to show the

total mileage of roads in British India, or the total sum
expended on their maintenance. .

~

Inland navigation is almost confined to the four'great

- rivers, the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, the Indus, and the

Irawadi. These all flow through broad valleys, and from

time immemorial have been the chief means of conveying

the produce of the interior to the sea. South of the

Gangetic basin there is not a single river that can be called

navigable. Most of the streams in that tract, though

mighty torrents in the rainy season, dwindle away to mere

threads of water and stagnant pools during the rest of the

year. The Oodivari and the NarbadA, whoso volume of

water is ample, -are both obstructed by rocky rnpids which

engineering skill has hitherto been unable to ovcrconio. A
total sura of

1
J millions sterling has been in vain expended

upon the former river. Indeed, it may bo doubted whether

water carriage is able to compete, as regards the more valu-

able staples, with communication by rail. After the East

Indian Railway was opened, steamers ccasdd to ply upon

the Ganges; and the steam flotilla on the Indus simi-

larly fihrank to insignificanca when through conimunica-

lioii by rail became possible between MiiUAn and KarAchi.

On the Brahmaputra and its tributary the BArak, and ow
the Irawadi, steamers still run secure from competition.

But it is in the Gangetic delta that river navigation attain*

its highest development. There the population may be
regarded as half amphibious. Every village can be reached

by water in the rainy season, and every family keeps its

boat. The main channels of the Ganges and Brahmaputra
and their larger tributaries are navigable ' all the year

through. During the rainy months road-carriage is' al-

together superseded. All the minor streams are swollen

by the rainfall on the hills, and the local downpour; while

fleets of boats sail down with the produce that has accumu-
lated in warehouses on the river banks. The statistics nf

this subject belong rather to the department of .internal

trade; but it may be mentioned here that the number of

laden boats registered at certain of the nver-stations in

Bengal in the year 1877-78 was 401,729.

The great majority of the Bengal rivers require no

attention from Government, but the system known as tho

three NadiyA rivers is only kept open for traffic by close

supervision. A staff of engineers is constantly employed

to watch the shifting bed, to assist 'the scouring action of

the current, and to advertize the trading community of the

depth of water from time to time. In the year 1877-78

a total sum of .£0522.was expended on this account, while
,

an income of X32,494 was derived from tolls.

The artificial water channels of India may be divided into two CanaljC

classes—(1) those confined to navigation, and (2) those primarily

constructed for purposes of irrigation. Of the former class the

most important examples are to be found in the south of the pen-

insula. On both the Malabar and the Coromandel coasts the strip

of lowland lying between the mountains and the sea alFords natural

facilities for the construction of an inland canal running parallel to

the shore. In JlaKibar the salt-water lagoons or lakes, which form

such a prominent feature in the local geogrnj>hy, merely required

to be sujiplcmented by a few cuttings to sup[ily continuous water

communication from the port of Calicut to Cape Comorin. On tlie

cast coast, the Buckingham canal, running north from Madrar

city as far as the delta of the Kistna, has been corhpleted with-

out any great cngiuecrins difficulties. In Beng.il there are a few

artificial canals of old date, but of no great magnitude, in the

neighbourhood of Calcutta. The principalof these form the system

known as the Calcutta and Eastern canals, which consist for tlio

most part of natural clianneU, artificially deepened in order to all'onl

a safe boat route through the Sundarbans. Up to the close of tho

year 1877-78 a capital sum of .£360,^32 bad been CNpcnded by
,

Government on these can,ils, and the gross income in that year was

A'N.r^O ; after deducting cost of rep;drs, kc, charged to rcvcniio

account, aud interest at the rate of -ii per cent., a net profit was

left nmoiiiiting to £8748. Tho Hijili tidal canal in Widnnpur

district, which cuts off a difficult corner of the Hugh (Hoogldy) (

river, yielded a net revenue of £3171 in the same year.

Most of the great irrigation works, both in northern and southern

India, have been so constructed as to be available also for navign-

tion. The general features of these works have been already de-

scribed. The works of the Madras Irrigation Company on tho

Tungabliadva were not made available for navigation until 1S79.

A scheme is now under the consideration of the Bengal Government

for joining the Midnapurand Orissa canal systems, and extending

the lino of wate'r coniniunication farther southward through tho

Chilka Lake as far as Canjdm, 400 miles from Calcutta,
;

Commerce.
;

The trade of India may be considered under four heads :

—(1) sea-borne trade with foreign countries; (2) coasting

trade; (3) frontier trade, chiefly across the northern moun-

tains ; (4) internal traflic within the limits of the empire. \

Sia-bofne rrac/c—With an extensive seaboard, India Scn-l"P>«

has but few ports. Calcutta monopolizes thecommcrco, nott"'lc.

only of Lower Bengal, but of tlie entire basins of the Ganges

and Iho Brahmaputra. Bombay is the sole outlet for the

agricultural wealth of Guzorat, the Deccan, and the Central

Provinces; while KarAchi (Kurrachcc) performs a simiUir

office for the Indus, and Rangoon for the Irawadi. Thg

natural value of those four ports has been permanently

confirmed by tho construction of the main lines of railway

comuiunieation. In the south of India only is sca-bwno
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trade distributed along the coast. Tlio western side has a

succession of tolerable harbours, from Goa to Cochin. On
the east there is not a single safe roadstead nor a navigable

river, but ships anchor some distance ofT the shore at

Madras, and at other points, generally near tho mouths of

the rivers. Of the total foreign trade of India, Calcutta

and Bombay control about 40 per cent, each; Madras has 6

per cent., Rangoon 4 per cent., and Kar.'ichi 2 per cent.,

leaving a balance of only 8 per cent, for all the remaining

ports of the country. Calcutta and Bombay may be called

the two centres of collection and distribution, to a degree

without a parallel in other countries; and tho growth of

their prosperity is identical with the development of Indian

commerce.

Growth Foreign Trade of India for Forty Years, eUusified according to

«f traue. Quinquennial Periods, in Millions Sterling.

Period!.
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machinery ard mill-work, tnd manufactured silk. It will

thus be seen that, with the single exception of Manchester

goods, no articles of European manufacture are in demand

for native consumption, but only for the needs of the civi-

lized administration, and no raw produce, except copper,

iron, and salt.

Considering that England's export trade with India thus

mainly depends upon piece-goods, it is curious to recollect

he history of cotton manufacture. In the beginning of the

J 7th century the irtdustry had not been introduced into

England, and whatever demand there was for cotton in

that country was satisfied by circuitous importations from

fjidia itself, where cotton-weaving is an immemorial
industry. In 1641 " Manchester cottons," in imitation of

Indian calicoes and chintzes, were still made of wool.

Cotton is said to have been first manufactured in England
in 1676. To foster the nascent industry, a succession of

statutes were passed prohibiting the wear of imported

cottons ; and it was not until after the inventions of Ark-
wright and others and the application of steam as a motive
power had secured to Manchester the advantage of cheap
production that these protective measures were entirely

removed. In the present century Lancashire has rapidly

distanced her instructors. During the five years 1840-45
the annual import of cotton manufactures into India aver-

aged a little over £3,000,000 sterling. In each subse-

quent quinquennial period there has been a steady in-

crease, until in the year 1877-78 the import reached the

unprecedented total of £20,000,000 sterling, or an increase

of more than sixfold in less than forty years.

Treasure The importation of treasure is perhaps still more extra-

ordinary, when we bear in mind that it is not consumed in

the using, but remains permanently in the country. Dur-
ing the same period of forty years the net import of trea-

sure, deducting export, has reached the enormous aggregate

of just 319 millions sterling, or more than £1, 63. 6d. per

head of the 240 million inhabitants of the peninsula. Of
course, by far the larger portion of this was silver, but
the figures for gold are by no means inconsiderable. Dur-
ing the ten years ending with 1875, when the normal value

of silver in terms of pold was but little disturbed, the total

net imports of treasure into India amounted to just 99
millions ; of this total 62| millions were in silver and 36J
millions in gold, the proportion of the latter metal being
thus considerably more than one-third of the whole. On
separating the re-exports from the imports, the attraction

of gold to India appears yet more marked. Of the total

imports of gold only 7 per cent, was re exported, while for

silver the corrosponding proportion was 19 per cent.

Roughly speaking, it may be .concluded that India then
absorbed about £3,000,000 sterling of gold a year. The
supply Ls drawn chiefly from China, Ceylon, Great
Britain, and Australia. The depreciation of silver that

has since taken place has caused an enormous increase in

the import of silver and a corresponding inctease in the
export of gold. The figures since 1876 do not show the
normal state of things. But even in 1877-78, when the
value of silver was at its lowest, though India drew upon its

hoards of gold for export to the amount ofmore than 1 million

sterling, it yet imported more than 1 i millions, showing a
net import of half a million of gold. It has been estimated
that the gold circulation of India amounts to about
1,620,000 gold moharii, aa compared with ,£158,000,000
of silver and .£2,960,000 of copper. In addition, 10
million sovorcigns are said to bo hoarded in India,

mainly in the Bombay presidency, whore the impression
of St Oeorgo and the Dragon is valued on religious

grounds.

topoits. When we turn to the exports, the chr.npcs that have
taken place in relative magnituilo demand ilotice.

In 1877-78 raw cotton for the first time for many years falls into
the second place, being surpassed by the aggregate total of food
grains ; oil-seeds show as a formidable competitor to cotton

;
jute

surpasses indigo, and tea comes close behind ; while cotton manu-
factures are nearly as valuable as coffee. The imports 01 sugar, in

value though not in quantity, exceed the exports ; the trade in

raw silk is about equally balanced ; while spices, once the glory
of Eastern trade, were exported to the value of only £226,515, as

compared with imports more valuable and also twofold larger.

The export of raw cotton has been subject to excessive variatioHS. l'-"*'

At the close of the hist century cotton was sent to England in cultoD,

small quantities, chiefly the produce of the Central Provinces, col-

lected, at Mirzapur and shipped at Calcutta, or the produce of

Guzerat, despatched from Surat. In the year 1805 the total

export of cotton from Surat waa valued at £108,000 ; in the
same year the English returns show only 2000 bales of East
Indian cotton imported into Great Britain. But this figur>>

was far-below the average, for by 1810 the corresponding number
of bales had risen to 79,000, to sink again to 2000 in 1813, and
to rise to 248,000 in 1818. Bombay did not begin to participate

in this trade until 1825, but has now acquired the practical

monopoly, since the railway has diverted to the west the produce
of the Central Provinces. In 1834, when the commerce of India
was iirst thrown open, 33,000,000 lb were exported. Analysing
the exports of cotton during the forty years since 1810, we find

that in the first quinquennial period they averaged 2^ millions
sterling in value, and did not rise perceptibly until 1858, when they
first touched 4 millions. From that date the increase was steady,

even heforo the American exports were cut off by war in 1861.
India then made the most of her opportunity, though quantity and
quality did not keep pace with the augmented price. The highest
figures of value was attained with 37i millions sterling in 1865;
and the highest figure of quantity with 803,000,000 lb iu 1866.

Thenceforth the decline has been constant, though somewhat irregu-

lar, the lowest figures both of quantity and value being those of

1878-79. The most recent feature of the trade is the comparativel.-/

small amount shipped to the United Kingdom, and' the even distri-

bution of the rest among Continental ports. The export of raw
cotton in 1878-79 amounted to £7,914,091, and of twist and
cotton' goods to £2,681,823.

Second in importance to cotton as a raw material of British mnnu- Jotc
facture comes jute„ the trade in which is a creation of less than thirty'

years. At tho time of the London Exhibition of 1851 jute fibre was
practically untried and unknown, while attention was even then
actively drawn to rheaor China grass, which remains to the pre: eat
day unmanageable by any cheap process. From time immemorial
jute has been grown in the swamps of Eastern Bengal, and has been
woven into coarse fabrics for bags and eveu clothing. As early a.s

1795 Dr Roxburgh called attention to the commercial value of tho
plant, which he grew in the Botanical Gardens of Calcutta and
named '*jute," after the language of his Oris?a gardeners, the Ben-
gali word being pdi or koshta. In 1828-29 the total eyports of
juto were only 364 cwts., valued at £62. From that date t+ie trade
steadily grew, until in the quinquennial period ending 1847-48 the
exports averaged 234,055 cwts. Tho Crimean war, which cut off the
supplies of Russian flax and hemp from the Forfarshire weavere,
made tho reputation of jute. Taking quinquennial periods, the e.t-

port of jute rose from an average of 969,724 cwts. in 1858-63 to
2,628,100 cwts in 1863-68 and 4,858,162 cwts. in 1868-7.3. The
highest figures reached were in tlio year J872-73, with 7,080,912
cwtc, valued at £4,142,548. The export of raw jute in 1878-79
reached £3,800,426, and of manufactured jute £1,098,434.
The export of grain, as already norieed, is now in the aggregate

larger than that of cotton. The two chief itenjs are rice and wheat, Hice ftn<T

Rice is exported from British liurmah, from Bengal, and from wheat.

Madras, From the point of view of tho Engli-sh produce m,arket
rice means only Burnipso rice, which is annually exported to tho
large amount of about 12 million cn-ts. , valued at 3 millions ster-
ling. In tho Indi.in tables this is all cutered as consigned to tho
United Kingdom, thou"l], as a matter d fact, tho rice fleets from
Burmah only call for orders at Falmouth, and are thence diverted to
various English or C^onrinenta! ports. India has a practical mono-
poly of the European market. An e jport duty is levied on rico in
India at tho ratn of 3 rfnnrfj per naunil, or about 6d. per cwt A
sirailarduty on wheat wa.1 repeal-d in 1875, and th«t trade has SIDCO
conspicuously advanced. In 1874-75 the export of wheat was
about 1 million cwts. Forthwith it iucrea.sed year by year, until
in 1977-78 it exceeded 6J million cwts., valued at nearly 3 niillions

sterling. In tho fnllov.-ing year Iho quantity fell away to almost
nothing, owing to tho general failure of the harvest in tho woduc-
ing districts. The Punjab is the principal whcat-moWLn(( tract in
India, but hitherto the chief supplies liavo come Irom tho North
\Vestcrn Provinces and Oudh, being collected at Cawiipnr ami
thenee dciqiateheil by rail to Calcutta, llio total export of graina
1:1 1879 waa valued at £9,802,363.

Oil-8c«d», also, were freed in 1876, the duty jireviona to that d.itc Oldca-
having been 3 pel cout. ad valm-cm. Ten years bcforn, the O'-. lajje
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export was only about 4 million cwts. a year ; but the fiscal change,
coinciding with an augmented demand lu Europe, has caused an in-

crease of threefold. In 1877-78 the total export amounted to

12, 1 ?7,020 cwts. , valued at more than 7J millions sterhug. Of this

Bengal contributed 7,799,220 cwts., and Bombay 3,179,475 cwts.

Linseed and ra|>e are consigned mainly to the United Kingdom,
while France takes almost the entire quantity of Itl or gingclly.

The e.vport of oil-seeds in 1878-79 was valued "at £4,682,512.

in'tgo In actual amount, though not m relative importance, ir.digo holds

anUdyes its own in the face of competition from aniline dyes. The c.vport

of 1377-78 amounted to 120,605 cwts., valued at £3,494,334, being
the highest figures on record Of this total Bengal yielded

99,402 cwts., and Madi-as 16,899 cwts. In 1878-79 the export

of indigo amounted to 105,051 cwts., valued at £2,960,463.

The most noticeable feature in this trade is the diminishing
proportion sent direct to England, and the wide distribution

of the remainder. Of other dyes, safflower has greatly fallen

otr, being now only in demand for a rouge in Chijia and Japan

;

the expnrt in 1877-78 was 3698 cwts., valued at £14,881. The
export of myrobalans, on the other hand, was greatly stimu-
'tated by the Russo-Turkish war, which interrupted the supiily

of valonia and galls from Asia Minor. The quantity rose from
286,350 cwts. in 1875-76 to 537,055 cwts. in 1877-78, valued

in the latter year at £230.526. Practically the whole is sent
to the United Kingdom. Turmeric, also, exhibits an increase to

146,865 cwts. in 1877-78, valued at £123.766. of which the

United Kingdom took about one-half Lac-dye. like other kinds
of lac. shows a depressed trade, the exports in 1877-78 having
been 9.">70 cwts., valued at £29,009.

T«». No other export has made such steady progress as tea, which has
.nultipliedmore than fourfold in the space of ten years. In 1867-68
the amount was only 7,811,429 lb; by 1872-73 it had reached

,920.439 lb , and in 1878-79, without a single step of retrogres-

on, it had furtlier risen to 34,800,027 lb, valued at £3,170,113.
-ndian tea hns now a recognized position in the London market,
generally averaging about 4d. per lb higher in value than Chinese
tea, but It has failed to win acceptance in most other countries,

.^ffee. excepting Australia. The exports of coffee from India arc stationary,

if not declining. The highest amount during the past ten years
was 507,296 cwts. in 1871-72, the lowest amount 298,587 cwts.

in 1877-78, valued at £1,338.499. In 1878-79 the export was
342,268 cwts., valued at £1,548,481.

Cotton Of manufactured goods, cotton and jute deserve notice, though

and juic by far the ercater part of the produce of the Indian mills is con-

manufac- sumed locally. The total value of cotton goods exported in 1878-79

tuns. was £1.644,125. being an increase of nearly tlircefold as compared
with 1874-75. The exports of twist and yarn, spun in the Bombay
mills, increased from 3 million lb in 1874-75 to 15^ million lb in

1877-78. valued in the latter year at £632.0.58. The chief places of

destination were—China, 13.762,133 lb ; Aden. 1.181.120 lb . and
Arabia, 393.871 lb. The export of twist and yarn in 1878-79 w.as

valued, at £937.698. Piece-goods belong to two classes. Coloured
goods, woven in hand-looms, are exported from Madras to Ceylon
and the Straits, to the annual value of about £230,000, the quantity

being about 8 million yards; while in 1377-78 gr:y g.od:
from the Bombay mills were sent to Aden, Arabia, Zau:;ta',

anil the Mckran coast, amounting to over 10 million yards, and
valued at £141,509. Jute manufactures consist of gunny big^i,

gunny cloths, and ixjpe and twine, almost entirely the produce ol

the Calcutta mills. In all of these the value of the exports is in-

creasing faster than the quantity, having multiplied nearly four-

fold in the last tivs years. In 1877-78 the total export .{

jute niauufactui-es was valued at £771,127, and in 187S-79 .iS

£1,098,434. Gunny bags, for the packing of wheat, rice, cirl

wool, were exported in 1877-78 to the number of more thaa

26J millions, valued at £729,669. Of this total £298,000 (includ.

ing by far the most valuable bags) was sent to Australia, £162, O&O
to the Straits, £80,000 to the United States, £77,000 to Egyiii.

£32,000 to Chiu.i, awl £81,000 to other countries, this comprising
a considerable quantity destined for England. In 1378-79 thi
export of gunny hags had increased to 45i millions, valued at a
million sterling. Of gunny cloth in pieces nearly 3 million yards
were exported in 1877-78, almost entirely to the United States,

valued at £35,610 ; in 1878-79 these exports had increased to up-
wards of 45 million yards. Of rope and twine 4428 cwts. wero
exported, valued at £5443.

The following tables, being taken from Indian returns, do not
in all cases show the real origin of the imports or the ultimate desti-

nation of the exports, but primarily the countries with which India
has direct dealings. London still retains its historical pre-eminenco
as the first Orienlal mart in the world, whither bTiyers flock from the
other countries of Europe to satisfy their wants. Germans go thera
for wool. Frenchmen for jute, andallnatiousahke for rare dyes, spices,

and drugs. Though the opening of the Suez Canal has rcstcr*^d to

the maritime cities of the Jlcditerranean some share of the business

that they once monopolized, yet, on the other hand, the advantage
of prior i>ossession, the growing use of steamers, and the certainty

of being able to obtain a return freight, all tend to favour trade with
England carried in English bottoms. As the result of these con-

flicting influences, the trade of India \sith the L..itcd Kinjidoui,

while in actual amoniit it remains pretty constant, shows a rclattva

decrease as compared with the total trade.

Di-ilnTiution of Principal Exports of Baw Prothue in 1877-78',.

in CwU.
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Fnjntier

-cade.

£9d0,000. The trade in betel-nuts amounted to nearly 44 million

It), valued at over ^£500,000. Burmah consumes most of these,

obtaining its supplies from Bengal ; .wliile Bombay gets considerable

quantities from Madras, from the Concan and Goa, and from

Bengal. Sugar (refined and unrefined) figures to the large amount of

£900,000, ot which the greater part came from Bengal. The move-

ments of treasure coastwise show a total of just 5 millions sterlin",

being exceptionally augmented by the conveyance of silver to Burmah
in payment for rice supplied to Madras.

The following table exhibits the totals of the trade conducted

along th" landward frontier of the Indian empire, so far as figures

are available:— , ' -

Registered Manlier i'rade of India in 1877-187S.

Internal

trade

Trading
lasses.

Afghanistan and adjoin--)

ing lull tribes
\

Kashmir, Ladakh, and

)

Tibet
Nepal ,

North-East Frontier tribes

ln.i°^endcnt Burmah
Siam

Imports.

671,000

630,000

1,054,000
77,000

1,664,000
69.000

Total 4,165,000 3,574,000 7,739,000

Exportfl.

B
718,000

374,000

633,000
30,000

1,762,000

57,000

1,389,000

1,004,000

1,687,000
107,000

3,426,000
126,000

In any community raised above primi'ive barbarism

the aggregate volume of its iuternal trade must be far

greater than that of- its foreign commerce; but, from

the nature of the case, it is impossible to estimate its

imount or even to describe adequately its general charac-

ter. On the cme band, there is the wholesale business

connected with foreign commerce iu its earliest stages—the

collection of agricultural produce from a thousand little

villages, its accumulation at a few great central marts, and

its despatch to the seaboard ; in return for which manu-
factured articles are distributed by the same channels,

though in the reverse direction. On th% other band, there

is the interchange of commodities of native growth and

manufacture, sometimes between neighbours, but also be-

tween distant provinces. With a few unimportant excep-

tions, free trade is the rule throughout the vast peninsula

of India, by land as well as by sea. The Hindus possess

a natural genius for commerce, as is shown by the daring

with which they have penetrated into the heart of Central

Asia, and to the east coast of Africa. Among the benefits

which British rule has conferred upon them is the removal

of the innumerable shackles that a short-sighted despotism

had imposed upon their talents.

Broadly speaking, the greater part of the iuternal trade

remains in the hands of the natives. Europeans control

the shipping business, and have a share in the collection of

some of the more valuable stales of e.'iports, such as

cotton, jute, oil-seeds, and wheat. But the work of distri-

bution and the adaptation of the sujjply to the demand
of the consumer naturally fall to those who are best

acquainted with native wants. Even in the presidency

towns the retail shops are gefierally owned by natives.

The Vaisya, or trading casto of Manu, has no longer any

separate existence ; but its place is occupied by several

well-marked classes. On the western coast the Pirsis, by
the boldness and extent of their operations, tread close

upon the heels of the most prosperous English houses. ' In

the interior of the Bombay presidency, business is mainly

divided between two classes, the Baniyas of Guzcrat and

the Mirwdrls from RAjputAna. Each of these profess q

peculiar form of religion, the former being Vishnuvitcs of

tlio VallabhichAri sect, the latter Jains. In the Deccan

their place " taken by LingAyats from the south, who again

follow tbei" own form of Hinduism, which is an heretical

species of 5' va worship. Throughout Mysore, and in the

north of Madra."t, LingiAyats are still found, but along the

eastern seaboard tho predominating classes of traders are

those nam) d Chcltics and. Komatis. In Bengal many of

the upper castes of Siidras liave devoted themselves to

general trade ; but there again the Jain M.ArwArls from UAj-

putAna and the North-West occupy the front rank. Their

head-quarters are in MuiBhidAbAd district, and their agents

are to be found throughout the valley of the Brahmaputra,

as far up as the unexplored frontier of China. They pene-

trate everywhere among the wild tribes ; and it is said that

the natives of the KhAsl hills are the only hillmen

who do their own busvness of buying and selling. In the

'

North-Western Provinces and Oudh the traders are generi-

cally called Baniyas ; and in the Punjab are found the

Khatris, who have perhaps the best title of any to regard

themselves as descendants "of the original Vaisyas.

According to the general census of 1872, the total number
of .persons in all India returned as connected with com-

merce and trade was 3,224,000, or 5'2 per cent, of the

adult males.

Local trade is conducted either at the permanent bdzdn r/>L-al

of great towns, at weekly markets held in certain villages, '"^i*

at annual gatherings primarily held for religious purposes,

or by means of travelling brokers and agents. The culti.

vator himself, who is the chief producer and also the chief

customer, knows little of the great towns, and expects the

dealer to come to his own door. Each village has at least

one resident trader, who usually combines in his own per-

son the functions of money-lender, grain dealer, and cloth

seller. The simple system of rural economy is entirely

based upon the dealings of this man, whom it is the fashion

sometimes to decry as a usurer, but who is really^the ono

thrifty person among an improvident population. Abolish

the money-lender, and the general body of cultivators

would have nothing to depend upon but the harvest of a

single year. " The money-lender deals chiefly in grain and
in specie. In. those districts where the staples of export

are largely grown, the cultivators commonly sell their crops

to travelling brokers, who re-sell to larger dealers, end so

on until the commodities reach the hands of the agents of

the great shipping houses. The wholesale trade thus rests

ultimately with a comparatively small number of persons,

who have agencies, or rather corresponding firms; at the

great central marts. Buying and selling iu their aspects

most characteristic of India are to be seen, not at these

great towns,- nor even at the weekly, markets, but at the

fairs which are held periodically at certain spots in most
districts. Religion is always the original pretext of these

gatherings or melds, at soiuo of which nothing is done be-

yond bathing in the river, or performing various supersti-

tious ceremonies. But in the majority of cases religiot

has become a mere excuse for secular business. Crowds
of petty traders attend, bringing all those miscellaneous

articles that can be packed into a pedlar's wallet ; and the

neighbouring villagers look forward to tho occasion

to satisfy alike their curiosity and tlieir household

wants.

It is, of course, impossible to express accurately in figures the Provia

extent of intern'al trade, but the following statistics will serve in clal

some measure to show both its recent dcvi lopment add its actual trado.

amount. They are based upon the registration returns that have
been collected for some years past in certain provinces. In 1863-64
the total external trade of the Central Provinces, both export and
import, was estimated to amount to 102,000 tons, valued at

£3,909,000. By lSCS-69, after tho opening of the Jubalpur
llirough rnilwiiy, it had increased to 209,000 tons, valued at

£6,795,000. In 1877-78, tho year of famine in southern India, tlia

corresponding figures wore 635,000 tons and £9,373,000, show-
ing an increase in fourteen years of more than sixfold in quantity,

and ronsiderably more than twofold' in value. The comparatively

SiiiiiU increase in value is to bo attributed to the exclusion from the

later returns of opitim, which merely passes through in transit

from Mi'ilwii. In 1874-75 the total external trade of tho Punjab
amounted to about 600,000 ton.i, valued (but probably ovcrva.Jed)

at about £16,000,000. . In -1877-78 it had increased to nearly

900,000 tons, valued at £17,500,000. The total trado of Bcliur iu
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1877"8 was valucJ at £16,000,000. But perhaps the signiBcanco

of such enormous totals will become plainer if wc take tlic case of

« single mart, Patna, whicli may claim to be considered one of the

most important centres of inland trallic in the world. Favourably

eituateJ on the Ganges, near tlie coiilluonce of the Son and the

Cogra, where tlie principal trade routes branch olf to Nepal, it

has becomf a guat changing station for the transfer of goods from
liver to rail. In the year 1676-77 the total registered trade of

Patna (excluding the Government monopoly of opium, nnd pro-

bably omitting a good deal besides) w.as valued in the aggregate at

'\ millions sterling. Many articles are included twice over, both
fis exported and imported, but the imports alouc amounted to more
than 4 millions. Among the principal items on one siile or the

olhermay be mentioned— European piece-goods, £1,217,000; indigo,

£789,000; oil-secils, £5D7,000 ; salt, £389,000; sugar, £274,000;
food grains, £253.000 ; hides, £185,000 ; saltpetre, £156,000.

iSlANUFACTUEES

Though India may be truly described as aii agricultural

and not a manufacturing country, yet it would be errone-

ous to infer that it is destitute of the arts of civilized life.

It has DO swarming hives of industry to compare with

the factory centres of Lancashire, nor a large mining
population, living under the soil rather than on it. In

short, it has not reached that modern stage of industrial

development which is based upon the use of coal and the

discoveries of physical science. But in all manufactures
requiring manual dexterity and artistic taste India may
challenge comparison with England in the last century.

The organization of Hindu society demands that the neces-

sary arts, such as those of the weaver, the potter, and the

smith, should be practised in every village. The pride

and display of* the rival kingdoms, into which the country

was formerly divided, gave birth to many arts of lu.^iury

that have not yet been entirely forgotten in the decayed
capitals. When the first European traders reached the

coast of India in the 16th ceiitury, they found a civilization

among both "Moors" and "Gentoos" at least as highly ad-

vanced as their own. In architecture, in fabrics of cotton

and silk, in goldsmith's work and jewellery, the people

of India were then unsurpassed. But while the East has
stood still, or rather retrograded (for, in the face of keen
competition, to stand still is to retrograde), the West has
advanced with a gigantic stride which has no parallel in

'.he history of human progress. On the one hand, the

downfall of the native courts has deprived the skilled

workman of his chief maiket, while, on the other,- the

English capitalist has eslisted in his service forces of

iiaturc against which the village artisans in vain try to

compete. The fortunes of India are bound up .. tth those

of a country whoso mamifacturing supremacy depends upon
» great export trade. The tide of circumstances, more in-

;xorable than artificial enactments, has compelled the
B-eaver to exchange his loom for the plough, and has
crushed out a multitude of minor handicrafts. Political

economy, judging only by the single test of cheapness, may
approve the re5ult ; but the philosopher will regret the in-

creasing uniformity of social conditions, and the loss to the
world of artistic tendencies which can never be restored.

Village Historically the most interesting, and still the most im-
Indus- porUant in the aggregate, of all Indian indu.stries arc those
-"" conducted in every rural village of the land. The Hindu

village system is based upon division of labour quite as
much as upon hereditary caste. The weaver, the potter,

the blacksmith, the brazier, the oil-presscr, are each mem-
bers of a community, as well as inheritors of a family
occupation. On the one hand, they have a secure market
for their wares, and, on the other, their employers have a
guarantee that their trades shall be well learned. Sim-
plicity of life and permanence of employment are hero
happily combined with a high degree of excellence in

design and honesty of execution. The stage of civilization
bolnw these village ind'.islrics is represented by (he hill

12—27*

trilc?, especially those on the northeast irontier, where l!ie

weaving of clothes is d6ne by the women of the family,—

a

practice which also prevails throughout Btirmah. A higher

stage may be found in those villages or towns which pos-

sess a little colony of w'eavcrs or braziers noted for some
specialty. Yet one degree higher is the case of certain

arts of luxury, such as ivory carving or the making of gold

lace, which chance or royal patronage has fixed at some
capital now perhaps falling into decay. One other form of

native industry owes its origin to European interference.

Many a village in Lower Bengal and on the Coromandel
coast still shows traces of the lime when the East India

Company and its European rivals gathered large settle-

ments of weavers round their little forts, and thus formed
the only industrial towns that ever existed in India. But
when the Company abandoned its manufacturing business

in 1833, these centres of industry rapidly declined; and
the once celebrated muslins of India have been driven

out of the market of the world by Manchester goods.

Cotton weaving may be called the oldest indigenous in- Cotton

dustry of India. The Greek name fur cotton fabrics, sin- weaviD^

don (o-ii'Sdv), is etymologically the same as that of India

or Sind ; in later days Calicut on the Malabar coast has

given us " calico." Cotton cloth, whether plain or orna-

mented, has always been the single material of clothing for

both men and women, except in Assam and Burmah, where
silk is preferred, perhaps in reminiscence of an extinct

trade with China. When European adventurers found the

way to India, cotton and silk alw.ays formed part of tho

rich cargoes they brought home. The English, !n especial,

appear to have been careful to fix their earliest settlements

amid a weaving population—at Surat, at Calicut, at Ma-
sulipatani, at Hooghly. In delicacy of texture, in purity and
fastness of colour, in grace of design, Indian cottons may
still hold their own against the world ; but in the matter of

cheapness they have been unable to face the competition

of Manchester.,^

In 1870 the JIadras Board of Revenue published a valuable
report upon hand-loom weaving, from which the following local

figures are taken. The total number of looms at work in that
presidency, with its general population of 31 millions, was returned

at 279,220, of which 220,015 were in villages and K,205 in towns,

showing a considerable increase upon the corresponding number iu

1861, when the mohlar/a or assessed tax upon looms was abol-

ished. The total estimatea oousumption of t«ist was 31,422,712 ft',

being at the rate of 112 It) per loom. Of this amount, about one-

third was imported twist and the remainder country-made. Tho
total value of the cotton goods woven was returned at 3.J millions

sterling, or £12, 10s. per loom, but this was believed to be much
under the truth. The export of country-made cloth in the samo
year was about £220,000. In the Central Provinces (population 8
millions), where hand-loom weaving is still fairly maintained, and
where statistics arc more trustworthy than iu other parts, the num-
l.KTof looms is returned at 87,588, employing 145.896 weavers, with
an annual out-turn valued at £828,000.' In 1878-79 the export
of Indian piece-goods from the Central Provinces was valued at

£162,642. As regards Bengal, hand-loom weaving is generally an
the decline. The Average consumption of piece-goods throughout
the province is estimated at about 5s. per head, and the returns of

rcgibtiMed trade show that European jiiece-goods are di.stributed from
Calcutta at the rate of about 2s. 5d. per head. In Midnapur, NadiyA,
nnd Buidwan the native weavers still hold their own, appears

from the large imports of European twist ; but in the eastern

districts, which have to balance their large exports of jute, rice, and
oil-seeds, the imports of European cloth rise to the high figure of

2s. 7d. per head. No part of India has suirered more from English

competition than Bombay, where, however, the introduction of steam
niacnincry is beginning to restore the balance. Twist from tho
lioinbay mills is now generally u.scd by the hand-loom wearers, of

the presidency, nnd is largely exported to China. But it is in tho

finer fabrics produced for export that the west of India has sulfercd

most. Taking Surat alone, the export by sc-i of piece-goods at th»
beginning of the century was valued at £300,000 a year. By 1845
the value had dropped to £67,000, rising again to£134,000 in 1859
but in 1874 it was only £4188.

Silk weaving is also a common industry everywhere, silk gi'Ic

i fabrics, or at least an admixture of silk in cotton, being vi^avioi,

XIL — o6
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universally affected as a mark of wealth. Throughout

Biitish Burmah, and also in Assam, silk is the common
material of clothing, being made up by the women of the

household. In Burmah the bulk of the silk is imported

from China, generally in a raw sfate ; but in Assam it is

obtained from two or three varieties of worms, which are

generally fed on jungle trees and may be regarded as

semi-domesticated. Bengal is the only part of India where

sericulture, or the rearing of the silk-worm proper on mul-

berry, can be said to flourish. The greater part of the silk

is wound in European filatures, and exported in the raw

state to Europe. The native supply is either locally con-

sumed, or sent up the Ganges to the great cities of the

North-West. A considerable quantity of raw silk, especially

for Bombay consumption,,is imported from China. Tasar

silk, or that obtained from the cocoons of semi-domesticated

worms, does not contribute much to the supply. As com-

pared with cotton weaving, the manufacture of silk fabrics

may be called a town and not a village industry. These

fabrics are of two kinds—(1) those composed of pure silk,

and (2) those with a cotton warp crossed by a woof of silk.

Both kinds are often embroidered with gold and silver.

The mixed fabrics are known as mashru or sufi, the latter

word, meaning "permitted," being used because the strict

ceremonial law will not allow Mahometans to wear clothing

of pure silk. They are largely woven in the towns of the

Punjab and Sind, at Agra, at Hyderabad in the Deccan,

and at Tanjoro and TrichinopolL Pure silk fabrics ^re

either of simple texture, or highly ornamented in the form

of kinkhabs or brocades. The latter are a specialty of

Benares, Murshiddbid, Ahmaddbid, and Trichinopoli.

Printed silks are woven at Surat for the wear of Pirsl and
Guzerati women. Quite recently mills with steam

machinery have been established at Bombay, which weave
silk fabrics for the Burmese market, chiefly lungy'is,

(amains, and patsoes. The silk manufactures exported

from India consist almost entirely of the handkerchiefs

known as bandannas and corahs, with a small proportion

tif tasar fabrics. The trade appears to be on the decline,

the total exports having decreased from 2,468,052 yards,

valued at £238,000, in 1875-76 to 1,481,256 yards, valued

at £147,000, in 1877-78. But in 1879 the value had
%gain risen to £195,897; and the returns for 1874-77
were unusually high.

_uii- Embroidery has already been referred to in the two prc-
^lroi^;.;r>^ ceding paragraphs. The groundwork may be either silk,

cotton, wool, or leather. The ornament is woven in the

loom, or sewn on afterwards with the needle. Muslin is

embroidered with silk and gold thread at Dacca, Patn.'l,

and Delhi. Sind and Cutch (Kachhch) have special

embroideries of coloured silk and gold. Leather-work is

embroidered in Ouzerat. In some of the historical capitals

of the Deccan, such as Oulbargah and Aurangdbid, velvet

\makfimal) is gorgeously embroidered with gold, to make
canopies, umbrellas, and housings for elephants and horses,

for use on state occasions. Not only the goldsmith, but
also the jeweller lends his aid to Indian embroidery.

C»rp- V Carpets and rugs may bo classified into those made of
•reav.ug cotton and those made of wool. Tlio former, called

satranjis and dnris, arc made chiefly in Bengal and nor-

thern India, and appear to bo an indigenous manufacture.
The woollen or pile carpets known as kalin and kalicha

are those which have recently attained so much popularity

in England, by reason of the low price at which the out-

turn of the jail manufactories can bo placed in the market.
The art was probably introduced into India by tho

Itahoraetanri The historical seats of tho industry are

in Kashmir, tho Punjab, and Sind, and at Agra, MfrzApur,

Jabalpur, Warangal in the Deccan, Malabar, and Masuli-

pa: am. Velvet carpets are also made at Bonarcs and

ilufaL.ddbid, and silk pile carpets at Tanjore and Salem.

At the London Exhibition of 1851 the finest Indian ruga

came from Warangal, the ancient capital of the Andhra
dynasty, about 80 miles east of Hyderabad. Their char-

acteristic feature was the exceedingly fine count of the

stitches, about 12,000 to the square foot. "They wero

also perfectly harmonious in colour, and the only examples

In which silk was used with an entirely satisfactory eti'ect

"

(Birdwood). The price was not less than £10 per square

yard. The common rugs, produced in enormous quantities

in the jails at Lahore, Jabalpur, Mirzdpur, Benares, and

Bangalore, sell in England at 7s. 6d. each.

Gold and silver and jewels, both from their colour and .ipvuBer

their intrinsic value, have always been the favoarite

material of Oriental ornament. Even the hill tribes of

Central India and the Himalayas have developed som(

skill in hammering silver into brooches and torques

Imitation of knotted grass and leaves seems to be tht

origin of the simplest and most common form of gold

ornament, the early specimens consisting of thick gold

wire twisted into bracelets, kc. A second archaic type of

decoration is to be found in the chopped gold jewellery of

Guzerat. That is made of gold lumps, either solid or

hollow, in the form of cubes and octahedrons, strung

together on red silk. Of artistic jeweller's work, the best

known examples come from Trichinopoli, Cuttack, Delhi,

and Kashmir. Throughout southern India the favourite

design is that known asswdmi, in which the ornamentation

consists of figures of Hindu gods in high relief, either

beaten out from the surface or fixed upon it by solder oi

screws. The hammered repousse silver work of Cutcb

(Kachhch), though now entirely naturalized, is said to

be of Dutch origin. Similar work is done at Lucknow
and Dacca. The goldsmith's art contributes largely to

embroidery, as has already been mentioned. Gold and

silver thread is made by being drawn out under the appli-

cation of heat. The operation is performed with such

nicety that one rupee's worth of silver will make a thread

nearly 800 yards long. Before being used in the loom

this metallic thread is generally twisted with silk

Precious stones are lavishly used by Indian jewellers,

who care less for their purity and commercial value than

for the general effect produced by a blaze of splendour.

" But nothing can exceed the skill, artistic feeling, and

effectiveness with which gems are used in India both in

jewellery proper and in the jewelled decoration of arms and

jado " (Birdwood).

Iron Work— TliQ chief duty of the village smith is, of

course, to make the agricultuhul implements for his fellow

villagers. But in many towns in India, often the sites

of former capitals, iron work, especially in the manufacture

of arms, still retains a high degree of artistic excellence.

Cullerij.—The blade of the Indian laludr o( sword is

sometimes marvellously watered, and engraved with dale

and name, sometimes sculptured in halfrchef with hunting

scenes, sometimes shaped ahmg the edge with teeth or

notches like a saw. .Matchlocks and other firearms are

made at several towns in the Punjab and Sind, at Mongliyi

in Bengal, and at Vizian-'igaram in Madra.-*. Chain armour,

fine as lacework and said to be of Persian origin, is

still manufactured in Kashmir, RAjputina, and Cutch

(Kachhch). Ahmadnagar in Bombay is famous for its

spear-heads. Both firearms and swords are often dama-

scened in gold, and covered with precious stones. In fact,

tho characteristic of Indian arms, as opposed to those of

other Oriental countries, is the elaborate gohhvork hammered

or cut upon them uud tho unsparing use of gems Dama-

scening on iron and steel, known as kii/t. is chiefly [iractised

in Kashmir, and at Guzerat and .Si.^lkot in the Punjab.

Damascening in silver, which is chiefly dune vpon bronze,

Irnl
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Brass

.•.,l.l>er

Pol-.orr.

t^COlp

4iir«- uru,

--arving

is Kiiown as bidan worK, from the ruinea capital of Bidar

:ii the nizAm's dominions, wliere it is still chiefly carried on.

Brnss and Copper.—The village brazier, like the village

smith, manufactures the necessary vessels for domestic use.

Chief among these vessels is the tota, or globular bowl,

iniversally used in ceremonial ablutions. The form of the

Si'?a, and even the style of ornamentation, has been handed

d )wn unaltered from the earliest times. Benares enjoys

He first reputation in India for work in brass and

copper. In the south, Madura and Tanjore have a similar

fame ; and in the west, AhmadAbAd, Poena, and NAsik.

At Bombay itself large quantities of imported copper are

wrought up by native braziers. The temple bells of India

are well known for the depth and purity of their note. In

many localities the braziers have a special repute cither

for a peculiar alloy or for a particular process of orna-

mentation. Silver is sometimes mixed with the brass, and

in rarer cases gold. The brass or rather bell-metal ware of

MurshidAbAd, known as khdgrai, has more than a local repu-

tation, owing to the large admixture of silver in it.

Pottery is made in almost every village, from the small

vessels required in cooking to the large jars used for storing

grain, and occasionally as floats to ferry persons across a

swollen stream But, though the industry is universal, it

has hardly anywhere risen to the dignity of a fine art.

Sind 13 the only province of India where the potter's craft

is pursued with any regard to artistic considerations; and

tliere the industry i.» said to have been introduced by the

Mahometans. Sind pottery is of two kinds, encaustic

tiles and vessels for domestic use. In both cases the

colours are the same,—turquoise blue, copper green, dark

purple, or golden brown, under an exquisitely transparent

glaze. Tlie usual ornament is a conventional flower

pattern, pricked in from paper and dusted along the prick-

ing. The tiles, which are evidently of the same origin as

those of Persia and Turkey, are chiefly to be found in the

ruined mosques and tombs of the old MusalmAn dynasties
;

but the industry still survives at the little towns of Saidpur

and Bubri Artistic pottery is made at Hyderabad,

Karachi, Tatta, and IlAla, and also across the border, at

Lahore and MiiltAn in the Punjab. The Madura pottery

alsii deserves mention from the elegance of its form and
I lie richness of its colour. The North-Western Provinces

liHvt, among other specialties, an elegant black ware with

dcsi!;ns in white metal worked into its surface.

Can'ing and Inlaylny.—Stone sculpture is an art of the'

. oigliest antiquity in India, as may be seen in the early

memorials of Buddhism. Borrowing an impulse from

Greek exemplars, the Buddhist sculptors at the commence-
nient of our era freed themselves from the Oriental tradition

which demands only the gigantic and the grotesque, and
imitated nature with some success. But with the revival

of P>rAhnmnism Hindu sculpture again degenerated ; and
BO far OS the art can still be said to exist, it possesses a

religious rather than an a;sthetic interest. In the cities of

Uuzerat, and in other parts of India where the houses are

built of wood, their fronts are ornameutC'd with elaborate

carving. Wood-carving, an impoitant industry in Western

India, is said, perhaps erroneously, to owe its origin to

Dutch patronage, though the models of the carvers are evi-

dently tai:en from their own temples. The favourite

materials are blackwood, sandal-wood, and jack-wood. The
supply of sandal-wood comes from the forests of the

Western Ghita in KAnara and Mysore, but some of the

finest carving is done at Surat aad AhmadAbAd. Akin to

sandalwood carving is the inlaying of the miscellaneous

articles known as " Bombay boxes." This art is known to

be of modern date, having been introduced from Shiraz in

Versia towards the close of the last century. It consists of

''inding together in ceometrical ijatterns strips- of tin-vrin.

sandal-wood, ebony, ivory,and stag's hom. AtVizagapatam,

in Madras, similar articles are made of ivory and stag's

horn, with scroll-work edged in to suit European taste.

At MAinpuri, in the North-Western Provinces, wooden boxes

are inlaid with brass wire. The chief seats of ivory-carving

are Amritsar, Benares, MurshidAbAd, and Travancore, where

any article can be obtained to order, from a full-sized

palanquin to a lady's comb. Human figures in clny,

dressed to the life, are principally made at Krishnagar ia

Bengal, Lucknow, and Poona.

It remains to give some account of tnose manufactures proper. Cottoi

conducted by steam machinery and under European supervision, tuilla.

wliich have rapidly sprung up in certain parts of India during the

past few years. These comprise cotton, jute, silk, and beer.

The first mill for the manufacture of cotton yam and cloth by
machinery worked by steam was opened at Bombay in 1554.

The enterprise grew with scarcely a check, until by 1879 the

total number of mills throughout India was 58, with about IJ
million spindles and 12,000 looms, giving employment to

upwards of 40,000 persons—men, women, and children. Of this

total. 30 mills, or more than half, were in the island of Bombay,
which now possesses a busy-raanufacturingquarterwith tall chimney
stalks, recalling the aspect of a Lancashire town ; 14 were in the

cotton-growing districts of Guzerat, also in the Bombay presidency ;

6 were in Calcutta and it.n neighbourhood ; 3 at Madras ; 2 ut

Cawnpur in the North-Western Provinces ; 1 at Ndgpur in the

Central Provinces ; 1 at Indore, the capital of Holkar's dominions .

and 1 at Hyderabad, the residence of the nizam. Like the jute

mills of Bengal, the cotton factories of Bombay have suffered of lata

years from the general depression of trade.

The Indian mills are, almost without exception, the property of

joint-stock companies, the shares in which are largely taken up by
natives. The overlookers are skilled artisans bi\ ,ght from England,

but natives are now beginning to qualify themselves for the post.

The operatives are all paid by the piece ; and, as coinpared with

other Indian industries, the rate of wages is high. In 1S77, at

Bombay, boys earned from \is. to £1 a month ; women, from 16a.

to £1 ; and jobbers, from £3 to £6, 10s. Several members of oni

family often work together, earning among tliem as much as £10
a month. The hours of work are from six in the morning to six at

night, witk an hour allowed in the middle of the day for meals and
smoking. A Factory Act, to regulate the hours of work for children

and young persons and to enforce the fencing of daitgerous

machinery, &c., is now (1881) under the consideration of the

legislative council.

Besides supplying the local demand, these mills are gradually

beginning to find a market in foreign countries, especially for their

twist and yarn. Between 1872-73 and 1878-79 the export of twist

from Bombay, increased from 1,802,863 lb, valued at £97,162, to

21,271,059 tb, valued at £883,665, or an increasfe of nearly

twelvefold in quantity and ninefold in value. Within the same
period of eight years tho export of grey ]iiece-goc"Js increased from

4,780,834 yards, valued tit £75,495, to 14,993,336 yards, valued at

£198,380. The twist and yarn are mostly sent to China and Japan,

the piece-goods to tho coast of Arabia and Africa. The figures for

th« coasting trade also show a corresponding growth, the total value

of twist carried from port to port in 1878-79 having been £804,996.

and of piece-goods (including hand-loom goods) £654,553. Mi
O'Conor, who has devoted much attention to the matter, thus

summarizes his opinion regarding the future of tho Indian cotton

mills in his Keview of Indian Trade for 1877-78 :
—" Whether wo

can hope to secure an export trade or not, it is certain that there is

a sufficient outlet in India itself fot tho manufactures of twice fifty

mills ; and, if the industry is only judiciously managed, the manu-
factures of our mills must inevitably, in course of time, supersede

Manchester goods of the coarser kinds in the Indian market."

Tho jute mills of Bengal have sprung up to rival Dundee, just as Jnf»

Bombay competes with Manchester; but in the former case the capi- milUu
tal is mostly supplied by Europeans. They clust.'^r thickly round

Calcutta, extending acress the river into Hooghly district ; and ono

has been planted at Sirajganj, far away up tho Brahmaputra iu

tho middle of tho jute-producing country. In 1879 tno tota!

number of jute mills in India was 21, of which all but two were in

Bengal, and tho number is annually increasing. The weaving of

jute into gunny cloth is an indigenous industry throughout northern

Bengal, chiefly in tho district of Pumiah and Diniijpur. Tlio

gunny ia made by tho semi-aboriginal tribe of Koch, Kijhansi or

Pali, both for clothing and for bags ; and, as with other indusfrioa

practised by non-Hindu races, tho weavers are tho women of the

family, and not a distinct caste. In 1 877-78 just three million bags

were imported into Calcutta from PAbnA district, being tho product

of tho Sirajganj mills. The total exports by sea avd land of both

power-loom and hand-modo bags numbered SO millions, of which

not more than 6 miUiona were haud-miuie. The E^t Indian Kail-
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way took 20 millions for the gram marts of Bchar and the North-
Western Provinces (chiefly Patnd and Cawnpur) ; and 1 millioQ

went as far as Ludhiana in the Punjab. The tot:J exports l>y sea

exceeded 57 mQlions, of which 32 millions represent interportal,

and 25 millions foreign tiade. Bombay took as many iis 16 mil-
lions", and British Burmah 12 millions. In fact, Calcutta supplies

bagging for the whole of India. The foreign trade may be given
in greater detail, for gunny wearing is perhaps the single Indian
industry that aims at a foreign market. The total (export of jute
manufactures (both bags and cloth) in 1872-73 was valued at

£200,669. -By 1878-79 the value had risen to £1,038,434, or an
increase of fivefold in six years. Within the same period the ex-

ports to the United Kingdom alone increased from 21,200 bags,

valued at £585, to 7 million bags, valued at £184,400. The other
countries which take Indian gunny bags arc tlie following with tljc

values for 1877-78 :—Australia, £298,186; Straits SeftlemenLs,
£161,772; United States. £79,795; Egypt, £76,726; China,
£32,121.

Bre*. Brewing has recently become established as a prosperous business
tag. at the large hill stations on the Himalayas. There are now a!«iut

twelve breweries in India, including five in the Punjab and North-
Western Provinces, at Marl (Murree), Simla, Kasauli, Masuri(iMus-
eoorie), and Ndini Tal, and two in the Madras presidency, at Utaka-
mand and Bellary. The total quantity of beer brewed was returned
at 2,162,888 gallons in 1877 and 1,522,769 gallons in 1878, the
diminution being due to the termination of a contract between the
Commissariat Department and one of the Masuri breweries. The
total quantity of beer imported in 1878-79 was 2 million gallons by
Government and 1 million gallons on firivate account, so that the
Indian breweries now satisfy just one-third of the entire demand.
At Simla imported beer sells at over ISs. per dozen, while that
from the local brewery can be obtained for Il.s. per dozen. Tlic

hops arc entirely imported, for the experimental plantation of loO
acres established by the raja of Kashmir has not yet proved a ]irac-

tical success. The imports of hops show a steady increase from
1529 cwts. in 1875-76 to 1807 cwts. in 1876-77, and 2135 cwts.
in 1877-78.

Paper, The steam 'paper-mills established in the neighbourhood of Cal-
cutta and at Bombay have almost entirely destroyed the local

manufactures of p.aper which once existed in many parts of tbo
country. The hand-made article, which w.as strong though coarse,

and formed a JIahometan specialty, is now no longer used for

oflicial purposes. Besides manufacturing munitions of war, the
Leather. Government possesses a large leather factory at Cawnpur, wlinh

turns out saddlery, &c., of excellent (piality. Indeed, leather manu-
factures arc an important local industry in Oudh and the North-
Western Provinces, and are conducted on such a scale as to pre-

clnde the import from England, except in the case of articles de liixc.

Minerals.

The Indian peninsula, with its wide area and diversified

features, supplies a great store of mineral wealth, charac-

terized both by variety and unusual richness. In utilizing

this wealth, English enterprise has met with many rebuff-s.

Much capital has been expended with no other result in

many cases than disappointment. But the experience has
not been thwiwn away; and the mining industry, now
established on a sure basi.s, is rising into an important
position in a country which ought gladly to welcome any
employment other than the universal pursuit of agriculim-e.

I)-on.—In purity of ore, and in antiipiity of working,

the iron deposits of India probably rank first in the woild.

They are to bo found in every part of Iht country, from
the northern mountains of Assam and Kuniaun to the
extreme south of the Madras presidency. Wherever thfe
are hills, iron is found and worked to a greater or less ex-

tent. The indigenous methods of smelting the ore, which
are everywhere the same, and have been handed down un-

changed through countless generations, yield a metal of the
finest quality in a form well suited to native wants. Bit
they require an extravagant supply of charcoal ; and eve i

with tho cheapness of native labour the product canno-.

compote in price with imported iron from England. Euro
pean enterprise, attracted by tho richness of tho ore anc
the low .rate of wages, has repeatedly tried to establish iron
works on a largo scale; but hitherto everyone of these
attempts has ended in failure, alike in Madras, in tho
Central Provinces, in tho Uilnlganj coal-field, and in
Kumilun. A^ the present time iron is manufactured only

by peasant families of smelters, each working on a very

small scale ; and even this industry is languishing undei

the competition of English imports. The initial difficultj

in India is to find the three elements of iron working—

.

namely, the ore, the flux, and the fuel—sufficiently neat

to each other ; the second difficulty is the choking of the

furnaces from the excessive quantity of ash in the coaL

Coal has been known to exist in India since 1774, and is Coat
said to have been worked as far back as 1775.^ There are now
altogether fifty-eight collieries in the copntry, with an annual
out-turn of about 1 million tons. In India, as elsewhere,

coal-miniiig and railway extension have gone hand in hand.

Coal is comparatively worthless unless it can be brought to

market by rail ; and the price of coal is the chief element
in determining the expenses of railway working. The his-

tory of coal in India has, on the whole, been cne gf con-

tinual progress. The first mine, at RAniganj, dates from
1820, and has been worked regularly up to the pre-

sent time. In 1878 its output was 50,000 tons. For
twenty years no new mine was opened ; but the com-
mencement of the East India Railway in 1854 gave
a fresh impetus^ to the industry, and since that date
collieries have been opened at the rate of two or throe

every year. The largest number of additions was seven, in

1874. By 1878 the total number of collieries in connexioi>

with the East Indian system was fifty-siv. From tlie.se

are supplied, not only the railway itself, but also the jute mills

of Calcutta, and the river steamers of Lower Bengal. In
1877-78 the railway used .105,000 tons of coal from its

own collieries at Karharbari and Srir.'impur, and sent

exactly the same quantity to Calcutta. In that year tho
imports of coal into Calcutta by sea were only 80,000 tons,

so that Calcutta now uses about 80 per cent, of Indian to 20
per cent, of foreign coal. Bombay, on the other hand, and
also Madras are entirely supplied with c<.)al from England.

The collieries in the Central Provinces, which are the only
others worked on a large scale, are limited to the supply

of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. They are two in

number,—(1) the Warora colliery, under the management
of the Pulilic Works Department, and (2) the MohpAnl
colliery, which has been leased to the NarbndA Coal Com-
pany. The total area of the R4nfganj coal-field has been
estimated at 500 square miles. In this " black country

"

of India, which is dotted with tall chimney-stalks, six Euro-

pean companies are at work, besides many native firms. At
first coal was raised from surface quarries, but regular

mining is now carried on, according to the system of
" pillar and stall." The seams are cntirejly free from gas,

so that the precautions usual in England against explosion

are found unnecessary. The miners are all drawn from the

aboriginal low-castes, chiefly SantAls and Bauri«, who ara

noted for their endurance and docility. Baurls work with

the pick, but Santdls will consent to use no other toot

than the crowbar. Wages are high, and tho men look

well-fed, though they waste their surplus earnings in drink.

The great drawback of Indian coal is its large proportion

of ash, varying from 14 to 20 per cent., as against 3 to 6

per cent, in English coal. This places it at a great dis-

advantage alike for iron-smelting and locomotive pur-

poses. But it has been proved that, with efficient fire-

grates and proper manipulation, 135 lb of Warora coal

will do the work of 100 lb of English coal.

Salt, an article of supremo necessity to the Indian Salt

peasant who eats no meat, is derived from three main
sources, exclusive of importation from Europe:— (1) by
evaporation from sea-water along tho entire double line of

seaboard from Bombay to Orissa, but especially in Ouzerat
and on the Coromandcl coast; (2) by evaporation from in-

land lakes, (if which tho S.'lmbliar Lake in PiAJinitina affords

the chief example
; (3) by quarrying solid hills of salt ia
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'.he north-east of the Punjab. The last is the only case in

jrhich salt can be said to exist as a mineral. It occurs iu

Bolid cliffs, wliich for extent and purity are stated to have

no rival elsewhere in the world. The chief of these has

Rock fjiven its name to the Salt Range, running across the dis-

s»lt- Iricts of Jhelum (Jhilam) and ShAhpur, from the bank of

llie Jhelum river to KAlibigh in Bannu district. Similar

deposits are found beyond the Indus in Kohdt district,

where the salt is of two kinds, red and green, and in the

bill state of Mandi bordering on KAngrA district. The
salt is found in the red marls and sandstones of the

Devonian group. In some eases it can be obtained from

open quarries ; but more generally it is approached by
regular mining by pick and blasting, through wide galleries.

The principal mine is at Keora in Jhelum district, now
called after Lord Mayo. The total annual out-turn in the

Punjab is returned at about 50,000 tons, yielding a revenue

to Government of more than £400,000. In 1877-78 the

actual figures of revenue were—(1) from the Salt Range,

X426,000, (2) from Kohat, £8000, (3) from Mandi,

XGOOO
I

In southern India salt made by evaporation is almost

universally consumed. Lower Bengal, especially eastern

Bengal, uses salt imported from Cheshire at low rates

of freight, and paying the excise duty at Calcutta or

ther port of entry. In Orissa and south-western Bengal
both imported salt and salt made by solar evaporation are

consumed, the latter being alone considered pure for

religious purposes or for the priests

8»It- Saltpetre.—At one time India had almost a monopoly of
p«tre the supply of saltpetre upon which Europe depended for

its gunpowder. In combination with other saline sub-

stances it occurs as a white -efflorescence iipon the surface

of the soil in many parts of Ihe country, especially in the

upper valley of the Ganges. Its preparation leaves common
salt as one of the residuary products: and consequently

fiscal reasons have tended to limit the manufacture to the

most remunerative region, which i» found in North Behar.

The manufacture is simple, and entirely in the hands of a

special caste of natives, called NuuiyAs, who are conspicu-

ous for their capacity of enduring hard work. As is the

case with most Indian industries, they work under a system

of money advances from middle-men, who are themselves

sub-contractors under the largo houses of business,, In
former times the East India Company engaged in the

manufacture on its own account ; when it abandoned all

private trade, its works were taken over by European'

firms, but these have iu their turn retired f(om the busi-

ness, which is now in a state of decline, partly owing to the

general fall in price, and partly to the restrictions imposed
by the salt preventive department. The exports of salt-

petre from Calcutta are fairly constant, averaging about
456,000 cwls. a year, of which one-half goes to the United
Kingdom. More than two-thirds of the total comes from
Behar, chiefly from the districts of Tirhut, SAran, and
ChampAran, though PatnA is the railway station for de-

spatch to Calcutta. • Cawnpur, GhAzipur, AlluhAbAd, and
Benares, in the North- Western Provinces, send small
quantities, while a little comes from the Punjab. .-

Colli. Gold exists in many parts and probably in considerable
quantities. Herodotus affirms that the Indians were the

only nation who paid their tribute to Darius in gold ; and
there is some reason for believing that the " Ophir " of King
Solomon is to be identified with the Malabar coast. Nearly
every hill stream is washed for gold, whether in the extreme
south, in the central plateau, or on the north-east and north-

west frontiers. It is true that gold-washing is everywhere
a miserable business, affording tlie barest livelihood ; but
yet the total amount of gold obtained in this way cannot
be insignificant. , In recent years attention has been

prominently drawn to the possibility of extracting gold from
the quartz formation of southern India, which bears many
points of resemblance to the auriferous quartz reefs of

Australia. The principal localities are in the AVainAd
(Wynaad) subdivision of the Nilgiri district and in KolAr
district-of Mysore. Gold-washing has always been prac-

tised there ; and the remains of old tvorkiogs show tiiat at

some unknown period operations have been qpnducted on a
large scale.

From about 1875 to 1880 individual pioneers wcro prospecting
iu that region. Crushing the quartz by rude native methods, they
f)roved that it contained a larger proportion of gold than is known
to yield a profit in Australia. These experiments on the soutlicrn
ends of six reefs yielded an average of 7 dwts. per ton of quarts,
rising in one case to 11 dwts. The best a.ssay of the gold snowed
a fineness of slightly over 20 carats. In 1S79 Government sum-
moned a practical raining engineer from Australia, whose report
was eminently hopeful. He described tho quartz reefs as of great
extent and thickness and higlily auriferous. One reef in Kolar,

.

laid bare 100 fcct longitudinally, gave an average of 1 02. of gold
per ton. In order to attract capital. Government proposed to grant
milling leases at a dead rent of Rs. 5 (10s.) p acre, subject to no
royalty or further tax. Up to 1880 the cnterprLsa had scarcely

jiasscd beyond the stage of laboratory expcrimenls. If the results

of actual working with elaborate machinery realize the promise held
out by competent investigators, gold-miniag will be established as
au important industry in southern India.

Copper is known to exist in many parts of the country Coppet.

in considerable quantities. The richest mines are in the

lower ranges of the HiraAlayas, from DArjiling westw^ard to

KumAun. The ore occurs in the form of copper pyrites,

often accompanied by mundic, not in true lodes, but dis-

seminated through the slate and schis' The miners are

almost alwa3's NepAUs'', and the remoteness of the situation

has deterred European capital. The extent of abandoned
workings proves that these mines have been known and
worked lor many years. The best seams show a proportion

of copper slightly above the average of Cornish pre, but the

ordinary yield is not more than about 4 per cent. The
mines resemble magnified rabbit-holes, meandering passages

being excavated through the rock with little system. The
tools used are an iron Tiammor and chisel, and sometimes a
small pick. After extraction, the ore is pounded, washed,
and smelted on the spot. The price obtained for the metal
is Rs. 2.8.0 per 3 sers, or at tho rate of about lOd. a
pound. Copper-ore, of fair purity and extending over a
considerable area, also occurs in Singbhiim- district of

ChutiA NAgpur, where there are many deserted diggings

and heaps of scoricB. In 1857 a company was started to

re-open the workings at these mines ; but, though largo

quantities of ore were produced, the enterprise did not prove

remunerative, and -was finally abandoned in 18C4. A
similar attempt to work the copper found in Ncllore district

of Madras also ended in failure.

Lead occurs in the form of sulphurct or galena along LeaJ^

the llimAlayas on the Punjab frontier, and has been worked
at one place by an English company.

Tin is confined to tho Burmese peninsula. ' Very rich

deposits, yielding about 70 per cent, of metal, occur over

a largo extent of country in Mergui and Tavoy districts of

the Tenasseriin region. The ore is washed and smelted,

usually by Chinese, in u very rough and unscientific way.

Recent experiments made by a European firm seem to show
that the deposits, though rich and extensive, are not sufTi-

ciently deep to repay more elaborate processes.

Antimony, in the form of surma, which i.s largely used

by tho natives as a cosmetic, is chiefiy derived from the moDy*

liill states of the Punjab. It is also found in Mysore and
Burrnah. The minerals of R.AjputAna, which have not yet

been thoroughly ascertained, include an ore of cobalt used.

for colouring enamel.

Petroleum is produced chiefly in Independent Burm MiooraJ

but it has also been found on British !-o:ritorv ifv Pegu
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ABsam, and in the Punjab. Near the village of Ye-nang-

vaung in Upper Burrnah, on the banks of the Irawadi,

there are upwards of one hundred pits or wells with a depth

of about 250 feet, from which petroleum bubbles up in in-

exhaustible quantities. The annual yield is estimated at

11,000 tons, of which a considerable quantity is exported.

Petroleum wells are also found in the British districts of

Akyab, Kyouk-hpyu, and Thayet-myo, which first attracted

British capital with most promising results in 1877. Id

Assam petroleum occurs in the neighbourhood of the coal-

Celds in fhe south of Lakhimpur district, and was worked

in conjunction with the coal by a European capitalist in

1866. In the Punjab petroleum is worked- by the Public

Works Department at two spots in Rawal Pindi district.

In 1873-74 the total yield was only 2756 gallons.

Stone.—The commonest and also the most useful stone

of India is kankar, a nodular form of impure lime, which

is found in almost every river valley, and is used uni-

versally for metalling the roads. Lime for building is

derived from two sources,—(1) from burning limestone

and kankar, and (2) from the little shells so abundantly

found in the marshes. Calcutta derives its chief supply

from the quarries of the Khisl hills in Assam, known as

" Sylhet hme," and from the Susunia quarries in Bankura

district. The Gangetic delta is destitute of stone, nor does

the alluvial soil afford good materials for brick-making or

pottery. But a European firm has recently established

. large pottery-works at Rinlganj in BardwAn, which employ

about five hundred hands, and carry out contracts for drain-

age pipes and stoneware. The centre of the peninsula and

the hill country generally abound in building-stone of excel-

lent quality, which has been used locally from time imme-

morial. Among the finest stones may be mentioned the

pink marble of RAjputdna, of which the historical buildings

at Agra were constructed, the trap of the Deccan, the

sandstone of the GodAvari and the Narbadi, and the

granite of southern India. Quarries of slate are scattered

through the peninsula, and are sometimes worked by Euro-

pean capital. Mica and talc are also quarried to make
ornaments. Among the hills of Orissa and ChutiA Nigpur
household vessels and ornaments are skilfully carved out

of an indurated variety of potstone.

Precious Stones.— Despite its legendary wealth, which is

really due to the accumulations of ages, India cannot be

said to be naturally rich in precious stones. Under
the Mahometan rule diamonds were a distinct source of

state revenue ; and Akbar is said to have received a royalty

of £80,000 a year from the mines of Panna. But at the

present day the search for them, if carried on anywhere in

British territory, is an insignificant occupation. The name
of Oolconda has passed into literature ; but that city, once

the MusalmAn capital of the Deccan, was rather the home of

diamond-cutters than the source of supply. It is believed

that the far-famed diamonds of Golconda actually came

from the sandstone formation which extends across the

Bouth-east borders of the nizAm's dominions into the Madras

diiitrieta of GanjAm and GodAvari. A few worthless stones

are still found in that region. Sambalpur, on the upper

channel of the MahAnadi river in the Central Provinces, is

another spot once famous for diamonds. So late as 1818

Q gtono is said to have been found there weighing 8 1 grains

and valued at £500. The river valleys of ChutiA NAgpur

are also known to have yielded a tribute of diamonds to

their Mahometan conqueror. At the present day the

only place where the search for diamonds is pursued as a

regular industry is the native state of Panna (Puimah) in

Bundolkhaml. The stones are found by digging down
through several strata of gravelly soil and washing the

earth. Even there, however, the pursuit is understood to

be unromunerative, and has failed to attract European

capital. About other gems little information is available O'.ler

Turquoises are said to be found near MiiltAn in the Pun gf
'
*

jab, though far inferior to the Persian stones. Independent
Burmah yields many valuable gems ; and some excitement
has been caused by the discovery of sapphire mines
just across the Siamese frontier. Poor pearl fisheries

exist off the coast of Madura district in the extreme south,

and in the Gulf of Cambay ; but the great majority 'of

Indian pearls come either from Ceylon or from the Persian

Gulf. In the year 1700 the Dutch obtained a lease of all

the pearl fisheries along the Madura coast, and sublet the

right of fishing to native boatmen, of whom seven hundred
are said to have taken licences annually at the rate of CO
ems per boat. The town of Cambay in Guzerat is cele-

brated for its carving in carnelian, agate, and onyx. The
stones come from the neighbourhood of Ratanpur, in the

state of RAjpfpla. They are dug up by Bhll miners, and
subjected to a process of burning before being carved.

The most valued colour for camelians is red, but they ars

also found white and yellow. Lapis lazuli is found in the

mountains of the north, and freely used in the decoration

of temples and tombs.

Famines.

As the agriculture of India is mainly dependent upon
the bounty of nature, so is it peculiarly exposed to the

vicissituties of the seasons. In any country where the

population is dense and the means of communication back-

ward, the failure of a harvest, whether produced by drought,

by flood, by blight, by locusts, or by war, must always

cause much distress. Whether that shall develop into famine

is merely a matter of degree, depending upon a combination

of circumstances—the comparative extent of the failure,

the density of the population, and the practicability of

imports.

Drought, or an inadequate supply of rain, is undoubtedly Caui>e o(

the great cause of wide-spread famine. No individual famine,

foresight, no compensating influences, can entirely prevent

those recurring periods of continuous drought with which

large provinces of India are afllicted. An average rainfall,

if irregularly distributed, may afi"ect the harvest to a
moderate degree, as also may flood or blight. The total

failure of a monsoon may result in a general scarcity,

sufficiently severe to arouse the solicitude of Government.

But famine proper, or wide-spread starvation, is caused

only by a succession of years of drought. The cultivators

of India are not dependent upon a single harvest or upon

the crops of one year. In the event of a partial failure,

they can draw for their food supply either upon their own
grain pits or upon the stores of the village merchants.

The first sufierers, and those who suffer most in the end,

are the class who live by daily wages. But small is the

number that can hold out, either in capital or credit, against

a second year of insuflicient rainfall ; and not impossibly

a third season may prove adverse. All the great famines

in India of which r.e have record have been caused by
drought, and usually by drought repeated over a series of

years.

This being so, it becomes necessary to inquire into the W.iter

water supply, which varies extremely in different parts of -^'TP'T

the country. It can be derived only from three sources—

(1) local rainfall, (2) natural inundation, and (.3) artificial

irrigation from rivers, canals, tanks, or wells. Any of

these sources may exist separately or together. In only a
fi'w parts of India can the rainfall be entirely trusted, as

both Rufllcicnt in its amount and regular in its distribu-

tion. Those favoured tracts include the whole strip of coast

beneath the Western GhAts, from Bombay to Cape Comorin

;

and the greater pari of the provinces of Assam and Burmah,

tof'clher with the deltaic districts at the head of the Bay
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of Bengal There the annual rainfall rarely, if ever, falls

below 100 inches ; artificial-irrigation and famine are alike

unknown. The whole of the rest of the peninsula may be

described as liable, more or less, to drought In Orissa,

the scene of one of the most severe famines of recent times,

the average ramfall exceeds GO inches a year; in Sind,

which has been exceptionally free from famine under

British rule, the average falls to less than 10 inches. The

local rainfall, therefore, is not the only element to be con-

sidered. Broadly speaking, artificial irrigation has pro-

tected, or is now in course of protecting, certain fortunate

regions, such as the eastward deltas of the Madras rivers

and the upper valley of the Ganges. The rest, and by far

the greater portion, of the country is still exposed to

famine. Nor is it easy to see any remedy. Meteorological

science may teach us to foresee what is coming ; but it

may be doubted whether it is in our power to do more than

alleviate. Lower Bengal and Oudh are watered by natural

inundation as much as by the local rainfall ; Sind derives

its supplies mainly from canals filled by the floods of the

Indus ; the Punjab and the North-West Provinces are

dependent largely upon wells; the Deccan with the entire

60Uth is the land of tanks and reservoirs. But in all these

cases, when the rainfall has failed over a series of years,

•the artificial supply must likewise fail after no long interval,

60 that irrigation becomes a snare rather than a benefit.

Water works on a scale adequate to guarantee the whole

of India from drought are not only above the possibilities

of finance; they are also beyond th6 reach of engineering

skill.

Taking the example of the famine of 1876-78, the most
wide spread and the most prolonged that India has yet

known, we may say that the drought commenced in Mysore

by the failure of the monsoon in 1875, and that all fear

of distress in the North-West Provinces did not pass away
uotil 1879.' But it will always be known in history as the

great famine in the south. Over the entire Deccan, from

Poena to Bangalore, the south-west monsoon failed to

bring its usual rainfall in the summer of 1876. In the

autumn of tjje same year the north-east monsoon proved

deficient in the south-eastern districts of the Madras presi-

dency. The main food crop, therefore, entirely perished

throughout an immense tract of country ; and, as the

harvest of the previous year had also been short, prices

rapidly rose to famine rates. In November 1876 it was

first officially recognized that starvation was abroad in the

Und, and that Government must adopt measures to keep

the people alive. From that time until the middle of 1878,

a period of more than eighteen months, the campaign

against famine was strenuously conducted, with various

vicissitudes. The summer monsoon of 1877 proved a

failure; some relief was brought in October of that year

by the autumn monsoon ; but all anxiety was not removed
until the arrival of a normal rainfall in June 1878. Mean-
while the wave of drought had reached northern India,

where it found the stocks of grain much depleted to meet

the famine demand in the south. Bengal, Assam, and
Burmah were the only provinces that escaped scot free in

that disastrous year. The North-West Provinces, the

Punjab, RijputAna, and the Central Provinces alike suffered

from drought through all the summer of 1877, and from

its consequences well into the following year. When once

famine gets ahead of relief operations, all is over. The
flood of distress bursts through the embankment. Starva-

tion and all the attendant train of famine diseases sweep
away their thousands. The total expenditure of Govern-
ment upon famine relief on this occasion may be estimated

at about 8 millions sterling, not including the indirect loss of

revenue nor the amount debited against the state of Mysore,

for this large sum of money there is but little to show in

the way of works constructed. The largest number of

persons in receipt of relief at one time in Madras was
2,51 '.OOO in September 1877; of these only 634,581

weio nominally employed on works, while the rest were

gratuitously fed. From cholera alone the deaths were re-

turned at 357,430 for Madras, 58,648 for Mysore, and

57,252 for Bombay. Dr Cornish, the sanitary commissionei

of Madras, well illustrated the efiocts of the famine by con-

trasting the returns of births and deaths over a series of

years. In 1876, when famine with its companion cholera

was already beginning to be felt, the births registered in

Madras numbered 632,113 and (he deaths 680,381. In

1877, the year of famine, the births^fell to 477,447, whde
the deaths rose to 1,556,312. In 1878 the results of the

famine showed themselves by a still further reduction ol

the births to 348,346, and by the still high number ol

810,921 deaths, In,1879 the births recovered to 476,307,

still considerably below the average, and the deaths

diminished to 548,158. These figures are, of course, not

accurate ; but they servo to show how long the results of

famine are to be traced in the vital statistics of a people.^

The first great famine of which wo have any trustworthy re- PrerioBs

cord is that which devastated the lower valley of the Ganges in famines.

1769-70. One-third of tlie population is credibly reported to have

perished. The previous season had been bad ; and, as not uncom-
monly bappcns, the break-up of the drought was accompanied by
disastrous noods. Beyond tlie importation into Calcutta and Mur-
shidatfad of a few thousand maunds of rice from the fortunate dis-

tricts of Bakarganj and Chittagong, it does not appear that any
public measures for relief were taken or proposed. T' i next great

famine was that which afflicted the Carnatic from 1780 to 17S3,

and has been immortalized by the genius of Burke. It waS'

primarily caused by the ravages of Hyder AJi's army. A public

subscription was organized by the Madras Government, from which
sprang the " Monegar Choultry," or permanent institution for tho

relief of the native poor. In 1783-84 Hindustan Proper suffered

from a prolonged drought, which stopped short at the frontier of

British territory. "Warren Hastings, then governor-general, advo-
cated the construction of enormous granaries, to be opened only
in times of necessity. One of these granaries or golds stands to

the present day in the city of Patni, blit it was never used until

the scarcity of 1874. In 1790-92 Madras was again the scene of a
two years' famine, which is memorable as being the first occasioa

on which the starving people were employed by Government ou
relief works. No useful lesson of administrative experience is to bo

learned from the long list of famines and scarcities which afflicted

the several provinces of Injdia at recurring periods during the first

half of the present century. In 1860-61 a serious attempt was
made to alleviate an exceptional distress in the North- Western Pro-

vinces. About half a million persons are estimated to have been

relieved at an expenditure by Government of about three quarters

of a million sterling. Again, in 1865-66, which will ever be known
as the year of the Orissa famine, the Government attempted to

organize relief works and distribute charitable funds. But on
neither of these occasions can it be said that the cITorts were si;c-

cessful. In Orissa, especially, the admitted loss of one-fourth of

' With regard to the deaths caused by the fainine and the diseases

connected with it, the Famine Commissioners thus report:
—"It has

been estimated, and in our opinion on substantial grounds, that the

mortabty which occurred in the provinces under British administration

during the period of famine and drought extending over the yeare 1877

and 1878 amounted, on a popuhation of 197 millions, to 5^ milhonsin

excess of the deaths that would have occurred had the seasons been

ordinarily healthy ; ami the statistical returns have m.ide certain what

has long been suspected, that st.arvation and distress greatly check th«

fecundity of the population. It is probable lliat from this cavusc tha

number of births during the same period has been lessened by 2
millions ; the total reduction of the population would thus amount to

about 7 millions. Assiuning the ordinary dc.ith roll, taken at the rate

of 35 per miV/c, on 190 millions of people, the abnormal mortality ol

the famine period m.iy be rrg.-irdcd as having increased this tc'al by
about 40 percent. " But when estimated over a period of years the effect

of famine as a check upon the population is small. The Famine Com-
missioners calculate that, taking the famines of the past thirty j-cara, a»

to which alone an estim,atcof any value can be made, the .abnormal deaths

caused by famine and its disc.vses hare been less than 2 per milk ot

the Indian population per annum. As a matter of fact cultivation

quickly «xtcndcd after the famine of 1877-78, and there were in Bom.

loy and Madras 120,000 more acres under lilbi;e after the long pro
tractc<l scarcity than before it.
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the population proves the danger to whicli an'isolated province is

exposed. The people of Orissa died because they had no surplus

stocks of grain of their own, and because importation was absolutely

impracticable. Passing over the prolonged drought of 1868-70 in .

the North-West Provinces and Riijputana, we come to the Bebar
scarcity of 1873-74, which first attracted the interest of England.
Warned by the failure of the rains, and watched and stimulated by
the excited sympathy of the public at home, the Government carried

out in time a comprehensive scheme of relief. By the expenditure
of 6^ millions sterling, aud the importation of one million tons of

rice, all risk even of the loss of life was prevented. The compara-
tively small area of distress, and the facilities of communication by
rail and river, alone permitted the accomplishment of the feat, whicli

remains unparalleled in the annals of famine. During the recent
famine in southern India the authorities worked with no less

energy, and charitable bounty was far more conspicuous, yet the con-
ditions of the case prede tined failure. The stricken tract was many
times larger than IJehar. No early warning wa» given. The rain-

fall failed, not once, but for three successive seasons, and, above
all, adequate importation and distribution of grain were physical
impossibilities. The people were dying while the grain that
could have kept them alive was rotting on the beach of Madras
or on the railway sidings of Upper India. What administrative
enterprise can accomplisli where the circumstances are within the
compass ofhuman control may be learued from the case of Bombay.
In that presidency tho famine affected about 34,000 square miles
c.( country, with a population of about 5,000,000 souls. The
highest number of persons in receipt of relief at one time was
529,000 in June 1877, of whom the great majority were employed
on remunerativB works. The importation of grain was left entirely

free ; and within twelve months 268,000 tons were brought by rail

and 166,000 tons by sea into the distressed districts. The total

gross cost to Government was estimated at IJ mijlions, of which
.about 1 million will be returned.

Administration.

/The supreme authority over all British India, both for

executive and legislative purposes, is vested by a series of

Acts of Parliament i in the viceroy or goveraor-general-

in-council, sulyect to the ultimate sanction of the secretary

of state in England. Every executive order and every legis-

lative statute runs in the name of the " Governor General-

in-Council";^ but in certain exceptional classes of cases^

a power is reserved to the viceroy to act independently of

his council This council is twofold. First, there is the

ordinary or execmtive council,* usually composed of about

six ofiBcial members besides the viceroy, which may be

compared with the cabinet of a constitutional country. It

meets regularly at short intervals, discusses and decides

upon questions of foreign policy and domestic administra-

tion, ancf prepares measures for tho legislative council. Its

members divide among themselves tho chief departments

of state, such as those of foreign affairs, finance, war, public

works, &c ; while the viceroy combines in hi.s own person

the duties both of constitutional sovereign and prirao minis-

ter. Secondly, there is the legislative council,* which is

constituted by tho same members as tho preceding, with
council, tije addition of the governor of the province in which it

may be held, and official delegates from Madras and Bom-
bay, together with certain nominated membcra represent-

ing tho non-official native and European communities.

The meetings of tho legislative council are held when and

' The chief of these Acts are 13.Gco. III. c. 03 ; S3 Geo. III. c. 52;
3 and .4 Will. IV. c. 85; 21 and 22 Vict, c 106 ; and 24 and 25

Vict. c. 67.

> i. stylo first authorized by 33 Geo. III. c. 62, § 39.
' " Casea of high importance and essentially adccting tho public

interest ond welfare" (33 Geo. III. c. 52, § 47) ;
*' when anyniuiusuro

is proposed \* hereby tho safety, tr-mquillity, or interest* of the British

posse-isif^ns in India may in the judgment of the govcmor-gcncrnl bo
essentially affected" (3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 85, § 49) ; " cases of tmor-

goncy " (24 and 25 Vict. c. 67, § 23),
* The iiuQal de&CAndant of tho original council organized unJer the

charltjra of the Company, first constituted by parliamentary sanction

In 177.' (IS 0^0. III. c. 63, S 7).

» Oiginaily identical with tho executive council, upon which Icgis-

loti'apowarj were conferred by 1 3 Ceo. HI. c. 63, § 36. Thodistinc-

tir'd between tho two councils was firut rtcouuized in tho appoiutoivut
4.f " the fourth member" (3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 86, S 1").

Eiecn-
tlva

eooncil

legisla-

tive

as required. They are open to the public ; and a further

guarantee for publicity is insured by the proua& that draft

bills must be published a certain number of times in the
Gazette. As a matter of practice, these draft bills have
usually been first subjected to the criticism of the several

provincial governments. In regard to the supreme judicial

authority there is no such uniform system. The presidencies

of Madras aud Bombay, and also two of the three great

provinces which have been created out of the old presidency
of Bengal, and are now known as the lieutenant-govcrnor-

sliips of Bengal and the North-Western Provinces, have
each a high court,^ supreme both in civil and crimir .

business, with an ultimate appeal to the judicial committtj
of the privy council in England. Of the subordinate pro-

vinces, the Punjab has a chief court, with three judges
the Central Provinces, Oudh, Mysore, and Berar have each

a judicial commissioner, who sits alone ; while in Assam
and British Burmah the chief commissioner, or supremo
executive officer, is also the highest judicial authority.

The law administered in the Indian courts consists

mainly of (1) the enactments of the Indian legislative

councils above described and of the' bodies which pre-

ceded them, (2) statutes of the British parliament which
apply to India', (3) the Hindu and Mahometan laws on
domestic inheritauce or other cases affecting the Hindus
and Mahometans, and (4) the customary law affecting

particular castes and races. Much has been done towards

consolidating individual sections of ther Indian law ; and
in the Indian penal code, together with the codes of civil

aud criminal procedure, we have memorable examples of

such efforts.

But, though the govemor-general-in-council is theoteti- Provin.

cally supreme over every part of India alike,^ his actual'^'?',

authority is not everywhere exercised in the same direct
f^txation

manner. For ordinary purposes of administration British

India is partitioned into provinces, each with a government

of its own ; and certain of the native states are attached to

those provinces with whith they are most nearly connected

geographically. These provinces, again, enjoy various

degrees of independence, in accordance with the course of

their historical development. The two sister presidencies

of Madras and Bombay still retain many marks of their

original equality with BengaL They each have an army
and a civil service of their own. They are each adminis-

tered by a governor appointed direct from England, with

an executive and a legislative "council, whose functions

are analogous to those of the councils of the governor-

general' They thus possess a domestic legislature ; and

in administrative matters, also, the interference of the

viceroy is a somewhat rcmoto contingency. Of the other

provinces, Bengal, or rather Lower Bengal, occupies a pecu-

liar position. Like tho North-Western Provinces and tho

Punjab, it is administered by a single official, with the stylo

of lieutenant-governor, who is controlled by no executive

council ; but, unlike those two provinces, Bengal has a
legislative council, so far preserving a sign of its early pre-

eminence; The remaining provinces, whether nilcd by a
lieutenant-governor or by a chief commissioner, may be re-

garded from an historical point of view as fragments of tho

original Bengal presidency, which as thus defined would be

co-cxtensive with all British India that is not appropriated

either to Madras or to Bombay. Tho lieutenant-governors

and most of the chief commissioners are chosen from tho

covenanted civil service. In executive niatlers they are

the practical rulers ; but, excepting the lieutenant-governor

of Bengal, they have no legislative authority. To com-

• First constituted out of tho Supremo Courts aad the Sadder (Sacli)

Courts in 1801 (21 and 25 Vict. c. 104).

' 3 anil 4 Will. IV. c. 85, §§ 39 and 65.

» 21 aud 25 Vict. c. 67, § 42.
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Nod
regula-

olete the total area of territory under British adminis'-.-a-

tion, it is necessary to add certain juasi provinces, under the

immediate control of the viceroy. These consist of Ajmir

(Ajmore), transferred from riAjputAnu; Berar, or the dis-

tricts assigned by the nizim of Hyderabad; the statoof

Mysore, to be restored in ISSl upon terms to its native

rij4 ; and the tiny territory of Coorg, in the extreme south.

Another difference of administration, tliough now of less

importance than in former times, derives its name from the

old regulations, or uniform rules of law and practice which

preceded the present system of acts of the legislature.

These regulations, originally intended to be universal in

their application, have been from lime to time withdrawn

80 far as. regards cerUin tracts of country which from their

backward state of civilization or other causes eeemed to

require exceptional treatment. In non-regulation territory,

broadly speaking, a larger measure of discretion is allowed

tion te^ to the officials, both in the collection of revenue and in the
"'"'y-

administration of civil justice; strict rules of procedure

yield to the necessities of the case, and the judicial and

executive departments are to a great extent combined in

the same hands. Closely connected with this indulgence

in favour of the personal element in administration, a wider

field is also permitted for the selection of the administrative

Btaff, which U not conCned to the covenanted civil service,

but includes military officers on the staff and also uncove-

nanted civilinns. The title of the highest authority in a

non-regulation district is not that of collector-magistrate,

but deputy commissioner ; and the supreme authority in a

non-regulation province is usually styled, not lieutenant-

governor, but chief commissioner. The Central Provinces

end British Burmah are examples of non-regulation pro-

vinces ; but non-regulation districts are to bo found also in

Bengal and the North-Western Provinces, where their

existence can always be traced by the office of deputy

commissioner

Alike in regulation and in non-regidation territory the

nnit of administration is the district,—a word of very

definite meaning in official phraseology. The district

officer, whether-known as collector-magistrate or as deputy

commissioner, is the sole responsible head of Lis jurisdic-

tion

Upon his energy nnJ character rests ultimately the efficiency of

the Indian Govcrument Not only ai-e his o\vn special duties so

nomcroua and so vast as to be bewildering to the outsider, but the

work of his subordinates, European and native, larj/ely depends

upon the stimulus of bis persona! example. His position has been

compared to that of the French pri/ct ; but such a comparison is

unjust in many ways to the Indian district ofDcor : he is not a

creature of the Uome OfBoe, who takes his colour from his chief and

represents only officialism, but an active worker in cvenr depart-

moDt of popular well-being, with a large measure of individual initi-

ative. As the very name of collector-magistrate implies, his main

lunctions are twofold. He la a fiscal officer, charged with the col-

lection of the rovthuo from land and other sources; and ho is a civil

and criminal judp; of first instance. But this explanation of his

title by no means exhausts his multifarious duties. Ho does in his

local sphere all th.-.t the home 8ecrctai7 is supposed to do in Eng-

land, and a great deal more ; for he is the ropicsentativo of a pater-

nal and not of a couatitutional govcmment.' Police, jails, education,

municipalities, roads, sanitation, dispensaries, ore all to hira

matters of daily concern; while, in addition, he is expected to make
himself acquainted with every phase of the social life of the natives

Rnd with each natural aspca of the country. Besides being a

lawyer, an accountant, and a. clerk, he ought olso to possess no

mean knowledge of agriculture, political economy, and engineering.

Diiitrlcts The total number of districts in British India is two
and sub- hundred and thirty-eight. They vary greatly in size and in
districts,

immijijf q[ inhabitants. . The average area is 3778 square

miles, ranging from an average of CGI 2 square miles in

Madras to an average of 1909 square miles in Oudh.

The average population is 802,927, similarly ranging

from an average of 1,508,219 in Madras to an average

of 1G1,'&97 in Burmah. The Madras districts are tluxi

bo'Jii tlio largest and tuo most populous. In every pro-

vince but Madras, the districts are grouped into larger

areas, known as divisions, each under the charge of a com-

missioner. But these divisions are not properly units of

administration, as the districts are. They are aggregates

of units, formed only for convenience of supervision, bo

that an intermediate authority may exercise the universal

watchfulness which would be impossible for a distant

lieutenant-governor. The districts are again partitioned

out into lessor tracts, which are strictly units of adminis-

tration, though subordinate ones. The system of parti-

tioning, and also the nomenclature, vary in the different

provinces ; but generally it may be said that the sub-

division or la/isll is the ultimate unit of administration.

The double name indicates the twofold principle of separa-

tion : the subdivision is properly the charge of an assistant

magistrate or executive officer, the tahstl is the charge of

a deputy-collector or fiscal officer ; and these tw6 offices

may or may not be in the same hands. Broadly speaking,

the subdivisidh is characteristic of Bengal, where revenue

duties arc in the background, and. the tahsU ol Madras,

where the land settlement requires attention year by yea;-.

There is no administrative unit below the subdivision cr

tahsil. The iMnd, or police division, only exists for pclica

purposes. The pargand, or fiscal division under native

rule, has now but an historical interest. The village still

remains as the agricultural unit, and preserves its indepen-

dence for revenue purposes in certain parts of the country.

The township is peculiar to Burmah.

The judicial jurisdictions coincide fti the most part

with the magisterial and fiscal boundaries. But, except in

Madras, where the districts are large, a single civil and

sessions judge, i.e., the supreme judicial officer under the

high court, sometimes exercises jurisdiction over more than

one district. As has been already mentioned, in non-regu-

lation territory judicial and executive functions are com-^

bined in the same hands.

The preceding sketch of Indian administration would bo incom-
plete without a reference to tho secretariat, or central office, which
in some sense controls and gives life to the whole. From the secre-

tariat are issued tho Orders which regulate or modify tho details of

administration; into the secretariat come all the inultlf.irious reports

from the local officers, to be there digested for future reference. But
though the secretaries may enjoy the advantages of life at tho

presidency capitals, with higlior salaries and better prospects of

promotion, it is recognized that the efficiency o.f tho empire rests

Ultimately upon tho ehouldcrs of tho district officers, who bear

the burden and heat of the day, with few opportunities of winning
fame or reward

.

Land Settlement.—As the land furnishes the main source tana

of Indian revenue, so the assessment of the land tas is the settl»

main work of Indian administration. No technical term "*"*>

is more familiar to Anglo-Indians, and none more strange

to the English public, than that of land settlement, No
subject has given rise to more voluminous controversy. It

will be enough in this place to explain the general piincipbs

upon which tho system is based, and to indicate the chief

differences of application in tho several province*. That
the state should appropriate to itself a direct share in the pro-

duce of the soil is a fundamental maxim of Indian finance.,

that has been recognized throughout the East from time

immemorial. The germs of rival systems can be traced

in the old niilitary and other service tenures of Assam, and
in the poll tax of Burmah, Jtc. Tho exclusive development

of tho land system is duo to two cotiditions,—a compara-

tively high state of agriculture and an organized plan of ad-

ministration,—both of which are supplied by tho primiiivo

village community. During the lapse of untold genera-

tions, despite domestie anarchy and foreign conquest, the

Hindu village bus in many parts preserved its simple cus-

toms, written in the imperishable tablets of tradition. The
land was not held by private owners, but bv occupiers under

Xil - 97
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the petty corporation ; the revenue was not due from indi-

viduals, but from the community represented by its head-

man. The aggregate harvest of the village fields was thrown

into a common fund, and before the general distribution

the head-man was bound to set aside the share of the state.

No other system of taxation could be theoretically more

just, or in practice less obnoxious to the people. Such is

an outline of the land system as it may be found at the

present day throughout large portions of India both under

British and native rule ; aqd such we may fancy it to have

been universally before the Mahometan conquest. The
Musalm4ns brought with them the avarice of conquerors,

and a stringent system of revenue collection. Under the

Mughal empire, as organized by Akbar the Great, the share

of the state was fixed at one-third of the gross produce of

the soil ; and a regular army of tax-collectors was permitted

to intervene between the cultivator and the supreme govern-

ment. The entire vocabulary of the present land system is

borrowed from the Mughal administration. The zaminddr
himself is a creation of the Mahometans, unknown to

the early Hindu system. He was originally a mere tax-

collector, or farmer of the land revenue, who agreed to

furnish a lump sum from the tract of country assigned to

him. , If the Hindu village system may be praised for its

justice, the Mughal farming system had at least the

merit of efficiency. ShAh JAhAn and Aurangzeb extracted

a larger land revenue than the British do. When the

government was first undertaken by the East India Com-
pany, no attempt was made to understand the social

system upon which the land revenue was based. The
zaminddr was conspicuous and useful ; the village com-
munity and the cultivating rdyat did not force tliem-

Belves into notice. The zaminddr seemed a solvent

person, capable of keeping a contract ; and liis official

position as tax-collector was confused with the proprietary

rights of an English landlord. The superior stability of

the village system was overlooked, and in the old provinces

of Bengal and Madras the village organization has gradu-

ally been suffered to fall into decay. The consistent aim
of the British authorities has been to establish private pro-

perty in the soil, so far as is consistent with the punctual

payment of tlie revenue. The annual Government demand,
like the succession duty in England, is universally the first

liability on the land ; when that is satisfied, the registered

landlioldcr has powers of sale or mortgage scarcely more re-

Btricted than those of a tenant in fee-simple. At the same
time the possible hardships, as regards the cultivator, of

this absolute right of property vested in the owner have
been anticipated by the recognition of occupancy rights or

fixity of tenure, under certain conditions. Legal rights

are everywhere taking the place of unwritten customs.

Land, which was before merely a source of livelihood to

the cultivator and of revenue to the state, has now become
the subject of commercial speculation. The fixing of the

revenue demand has conferred upon the owner a credit

Avhich he never before possessed, by allowing him a certain

share of the unearned increment. This credit ho may use

im[)rovidently, but none the less has the land system of

India been raised from a lower to a higher stage of civiliz-

ation.

The means by whifl> the l.intl i-cvcnuo is nssossed is known ns

icttlcmcnt, (ind the assessor is styled n settlement otticer. In Bcn-
p;il llic assessment has been aceomplishcd onco and for all, but
tlironf;hout the greater part of tlio rest of India the process is con-

. tinually going on. Tlie details vary in tlie different provinces ; but,

[

broadly sneakinij, a settlement may bo described ns tho nsccrtain-
nient of ^Iic agricnltural cnpiicity of the land. Prior to the settle-

mont is tho work of snrvey, uhich first dctcrniinos the area of every
irillago and frequently of every field also. Then comes the settle-

ment officer, whofe duty it is to estimate the character of the soil,

the ki'id nfcioo, the oppoitunities for irrigation, tho means of com-
Uua'.ciilion and their jirobable development in tho fttturc, and all

other circumstances which tend to affect the value of the produce.
With these facts before him, he proceeds to assess the Government
demand upon the land according to certain general principles,

which may vary in the several provinces. The final result is »

settlement report, which records, as in a Domesday Book, the eU'

tire mass of agricultural statistics concerning the district.

Lower Bengal and a few adjoining districts of the

North-Western Provinces and of Madras have a perma-

nent settlement, i.e., the land revenue has been fixed in

perpetuity. When tho Company obtained the diwdtii or

financial administration of Bengal in 17C5, the theory of a

.settlement, as described above, was unknown. The exist-

ing Mahometan system was adopted in its entirety. En-
gagements, sometimes yearly, sometimes for a term of

years, were entered into with the zamiiuldrs to pay a lump
sum for the area over which they exercised control. If the

offer of the zaminddr was not deemed satisfactory, another

contractor was substituted in his place. But no steps wore

taken, and perhaps no steps were possible, to ascertain ia

detail the amount which the country could afford to pay.

For more than twenty years these temporary engagements

continued, and received the sanction of Warren Hastings,

the first titular governor-general of India. Hastings's

great rival, Francis, was among those who urged the

superior advantages of a permanent assessment. At last,

in 1789, a more accurate investigation into the agricultural

resources of Bengal was commenced, and the settlement

based upon this investigation was declared perpetual by
Lord Cornwallis in 1793. The zaminddrs of that time

were raised to the status of landlords, with rights of transfer

and inheritance, subject always tothe payment in perpetuity

of a rent-charge. In default of due payment, their lands

were liable to be sold to the highest bidder. The aggre-

gate assessment was fixed at sikkd Rs. 26,800,989, equi-

valent to Co.'s Rs. 28,587,722, or say 2| millions sterling.

By the year 1871-72 the total land revenue realized from

the same area had increased to Es. 35,208,866, chiefly

owing to the inclusion of estates which had escaped the

original assessment for various reasons. W'hile the claim

of Government against the zaminddrs was thus fi.\ed for

ever, it was intended that the rights of the zaminddrs over

their own tenants should be equally restricted. But no
detailed record of tenant-right was inserted in the .settle-

ment papers, and, as a matter of fact, the cultivators

lost rather than gained in security of tenure. The same
English prejudice which made a landlord of the zaminddr
could recognize nothing but a tenant-at-will in the rdyat.

By two stringent regulations of 1799 and 1812 the tenant

was practically put at the mercy of a rack-renting landlord.

If he failed to pay his rent, however excessive, his property

was rendered liable to distraint and his person to im-

prisonment. At tho same time the operation of tlie

revenue sale law had introduced a new race of zaminddrs,

who were bound to their tenants by no traditions of

hereditary sympathy, but whose sole object was to make a

profit out of llieir newly purchased property. The rack- Lana

rented peasantry found no protection in the law courts until l"""

1859, when an Act was passed which restricted the land-

lord's powers of enhancement in certain specified cases.

Tho zaminddr is tho only person recognized by the revenue

law ; but in a large number of cases the zaminddr has in

effect parted with all his interest in tlio land by means of

the creation of perpetual lenses or palnis. These leases are

usually granted in consideration of a premium or lump sum
paid down, and thero is nothing to prevent the patniddr

from creating an indefinite scries of sub-tenures beneath hi»

own. The permanent settlement was not preceded by aiy

systematic survey. But in the course of the past tliirty

years tho wliolc of Bengal has been subject to a iprofe.isional

survey, wliich determined the boundaries of every village^

ai)d issued maps on tlie scale of 4 inches to the mila
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Tllis Burvey, however, has only a topographical value.

No statiatioil inquiries were made, and no record obtained

of rights in the soil. Even the village landmarks then set

u|> have fallen into decay.

The permancjit settlement was confined to the three pro-

vinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, according to their

boundaries at that time. Orissa Proper, which was con-

quered from the MarhattAs in 1803, is subject to a tem-

porary settlement, of which the current term of thirty years

will not e-xpire until 1897. The assessment is identical

with that fixed in 1838, which was based upon a careful

field measurement and upon an investigation into the rights

of every landholder and under-tenant. The settlement,

however, was made with the landholder, and not with the

tenant, and in practice the rights of the cultivators are

no more secure than in Bengal. In Assam Proper, or the

valley of the Brahmaputra, the system of settlement is

simple and effective. The cultivated area is artificially

divided into maiims or blocks, over each of which is placed

a native official or manzdddi; Every year the mmadddr
ascertains the area actually under cultivation, and then

assesses the fields according to their character, at a certain

prescribed rate.

The prevailing system throughout the Madras presidency

is the rdyatwdri, which takes the cultivator or peasant

proprietor as its rent-paying unit, somewhat as the Bengal
ystem takes the zaruiidar. This system cannot be called

indigenous to the country, any more than the zapunddri of

Bengal. If any system deserves that name, it is that of

village assessment, wliioh still lingers in the memories of

the people in the south. WTien the British declared therr

selves heir to the nawAb of the Carnatic at the opening of

the present century, they had no adequate experience of

revenue management. The authorities in England favoured

the zaminddri system already at work in Bengal, which
appealed at least calculated to secure punctual payment.
The Madras Government was accordingly instructed to

enter inio permanent engagements with zaminddrs, and,

where no zaminddrs could be found, to create substitutes

out of enterprising contractors. The attempt resulted

in failure in every case, except where the zaminddrs
happened to be the representatives of ancient lines of

powerful chiefs. Several of such chiefs exist in the

extreme south and in the north of the piraidency. Their

estates have been guaranteed to them on payment of a
peshkash or permanent tribute, and are saved by the custom
of primogeniture from the usual fate of subdivision.

Throughout the rest of Madras there are no zaminddrs
either in name or fact. The influence of Sir Thomas
Munro afterwards led to the adoption of the rdyiitwdrl

system, which will always be associated with his name.

According to this system, an assessment is made with the

cultivating proprietor upon the land taken up for cultiva-

tion year by year. Neither zamhular nor village officer

intervenes between the cultivator and the state, which
takes directly upon its own shoulders all a landlord's respon-

sibility. The early rdyaliodri settlements in Madras WQre
based upon insufficient experience. They were preceded
by no survey, but adopted the crude estimates of native

olTicials. Since 1858 a department of revenue survey has
been organized, and the old assessments have been every-

where revised.

Nothing can bo more complete in theory and moro difficult of
exposition, than a Madras rdyativdrl settlement. First, the entire
area of tlie district, whether cultivntcj or uncultivated, anil of each
field within the district is accurately measured. The ne.\t step is

to calculate the estimated produce of each field, having regard to
tvery liind of both natural and nitilicial advantiigc. Lastly, a rate

is 6xed upon every 6eld, which may bo regarded as rt)Ugli"ly equal
to one-third ot the gross and one-half of the net produce. The
elaborate nature oC tlicse inquiries and calculations may be mferred
from the fact that as many as thirty-five difTeieut rates arc sonie-

iimes struck for a single district, ranging from 6J. to £1, 43. per
acre. The rates thus ascertained arc fixed for a term of thirty years;
but during that period the aggregate rent-roll of a district is liablo
to be affected by several considerations. New laud may be taken
up for cultivation, or old land may be abandoned ; and occasional
remissions are permitted under no less than eighteen specified

heads. Such matters are discussed and decided by the collector at
l)\i jamabatidi or court held every year for definitely ascertaining
the amount of revenue to be paid by each rdyat for the current
season. This annual inquiry has sometimes been mistakeii-by care-
less passers-by for an annual reassessment of each rAyat's holding.
It is not, however, a change in the rates for the land which he already
holds, but an inquiry into and record of the changes in liis former
holding or of any new land which he may wish to take up.

In the early days of British rule no system whatever
prevailed throughout the Bombay presidency ; and even at

the present time there are tracts where something of the
old confusion survives. The modern " survey tenure," as it

.3 called, dates from 1838, when it was first introduced
into one of the tdlukas of Poona district, audit has since
been grad"ally extended over the greater part of the presi-

dency, i its name implies, the settlement is preceded
by survey. Each field is measured, and an assessment
placed upon it according to the quality of the soil and the

crop. This assessment holds good, without any possibility

of modification, for a term of thirty years. The averaga
rate varies from a maximum of 4s. 6d. an acre in the rich

black soil lands of Guzerat to a minimum of lOd. an acre

in the barren hills of the Concan.

The primary characteristic of the Bombay system is its sim-
plicity. The field is the unit., and its actual occupier is the only
person recognized by the revenue law. He knows e-^actly what ha
will have to pay, and the state knows what it will rec ve, during
the currency of the term. The assessment is, in fact, a rent-charga
liable to be modified at intervals ot thirty years. Secondly, the
system is characterized by its fairness to the tenant. He possesses
"a tr?"sferable and heritable property, continuable without ques-
tion a .le expiration of a settlement lease, on his consenting to the
revised rate." To borrowa metaphor from English law, his position
has been raised from that of a villein to that of a copyholder. In
exchange for the mere leave to exist and till the soil he has received
a right of property in the soil he tills, and he stands forth a free

man. If the Bombay peasants have not reaped all the advantages
from this system that might have been hoped for, the fault rests, not
with the system, but with themselves. They were unequal to the
responsibilities of property which they had not won by their own
exertions, but which the state (perhaj>s prematurely) cast upon
them.

The North-Western 'Provinces and the Punjab have a
similar land system. In that part of India the village

community has preserved its integrity more complete^
than elsewhere. Government therefore recognizes tho

village, and not the zam'mddr's estate or the rdyat's field,

as the unit of land administration. Tliroughout the North-
western Provinces, indeed, the village is commonly oi-'ned

by proprietors with the title of zamlnddr, whereas in the

Punjab the community is still the proprietor. But this is

a distinction of tenure rather than of administration. In

both cases alike the state recognizes only tho vijlage, and
makes its arrangement with the owners of 1 the nllage,

whethei' they be one or many, whether they be individuals,

a corporation, or a hhdydchdra (brotherhood). The survey

there becomes a moro comprehensive undertaking than ia

JIadras or Bombay. In addition to measurement, and agri-

cultural appraisement and calculation, it includes tho-

duty of drawing up an exhaustive record of all rights and
sab-tenures existing in every village. The proprietors are

alone responsible for the revenue ; *but, when the state

limits its claims against them, it is no less careful to define

at the same time the rights of other parties interested ia

the soil. The term of settlement both in the North-

western Provinces and in the Punjab is thirty y^ars. The
principle of assessment is that the Government revenue

shall bo equal to one-half of the improved rent, leaving tho

other half as the share of the landlord, who is liable for

due payment, and has the trouble of collecting it from the
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cultivators. ' The average rate of assessment is about

23. Hi per acre in the North-Western Provinces, and

Is. 4d. in the Punjal

The Cudh t4lnid4rs resemble English landlords even

more closely than do the zamindars of Bengal. In origin

the majority were not revenue-farmers, but territorial mag-

nates, whose influence was derived from feudal authority

as much as from mere wealth. Their present legal status

dates from the pacification that followed on the mutiny of

1857. The engagement then entered into has been

described as "a political treaty rather than a revenue

assessment. The great tdlukddrs wers invited to become
responsible each for a gross sum payable from the territory

over which he exercised feudal rights. This sum was fixed

in perpetuity; and the exceptional position of the tdlukddrs

was recognized by conferring upon them, not only the right

of succession by primogeniture, but also the privilege of

bequest,—a privilege unknown alike to Hindu and
Mahometan law. Land not comprissd in idlukddri

estates wcs settled in the ordinary way with its proprietors

or zaminddrs for a term of thirty years. The whole "^

Oudh has since been accurately surveyed.

The Central Provinces contain many varieties of land

tenure, from the feudatories, who pay only a light tribute,

to the village communities, Who are assessed in the usual

manner after survey. Population is sparse and agriculture

backward, so that the incidence of land revenue is every-

where low. The survey was conducted generally on the

Punjab system, adopting the village and not the field as the

auit of measurement. The current settlernent for a term
of thirty years will expire in 1897. -

Laud In 1873-74 the total land revenue realized from territory

revenue, under British administration in India amounted to

£20,919,256, which is raised to £22,7CS,144 by the in-

clusion of certain local lates and cesses levied on land.

This latter figure shows an average of 9'4d. per acre of gross

area and 23. 4'7d. per head of total population. The
highest rate of assessment appears to be that in Bombay,
which is 33. 10'4d. per head : the lowest, Is. 2'7d. per head
in Bengal and Assam, ^,

Salt ad- Salt Adrr.inistrcUion.—Next to land, salt contributes the
"^'^'^^ largest share to the Indian revenue; and, where salt is locally

manufactured, its supervision becomes an important part of

administrativednty. Up towithinquite recent times the tax

levied upon salt varied extremely in different parts of the

country, and a strong preventive staff was required to be
stationed along a continuous barrier hedge, which almost cut

the peninsula into two fiscal sections. The reform of Sir

J. Strachey in 1878, by which the higher rates wore reduced
and the lower rates raised, with a view to thtir ultimate

equalization over the whole qountry, effectually abolished

this old engine of oppression. Communication is now
free; and it has been found that prices are absolutely

lowered by thus bringing the consumer nearer to lis

market, even though the rate of taxation bo increased.

In the Punjab and rtdjput4,na salt administration has thus

become, as in Lower Bengal, a simple luatter of weighing
quaulities and levying a uniform tax. In Bomb.-iy, also,

the manufacture is now conducted with a minimum of

expense at largo central depots in Guzerat under a thorough
system of oxciae. supervision. Along tho western coast,

however, from Orissa to Cape Comorin, tho process of
evaporating sea-water is everywhere carried on ;is a private

in'Iuatry, though on Government account. As w ith poppy
cultivation in Bengal, tho manufacture of suit is a monopoly,
which can only bo defended by the peculiar circumstances of
the case. No one is compelled to manufacture, and rights

of property in a saltpan are strictly respected, while the
state contrives, by means of a careful staff of supervisors,
to obtain the maximum of profit with a minimum of iuter-

ticn.

ference. The system as at present carried on has been
giadually developed out of the experience of nearly a cen-

tury. The manufacturers belong to the same class as
ordinary cultivators; and, as a rule, their condition is

somewhat more prosperous, for they possess an hereditary
privilege with a conimercial value. They do not work upon
a System of advances, as is the case with so many other
Indian industries ; but they are paid at a certain rate when
they bring their salt to the Government dep6t. This rate
of payment, known as kudivaram, is at present fixed at an
average of 1 dnnd 5-8 pies ^pe.vmaund ot 82| ft ; the other
expenses of the salt department, for supervision, ifcc, raise

the total cost to 3 dnnds 5 '6 pks per maund. The price
now charged to the consumer by the Madras Government
is Es. 2.8.0 per maund, the balance being net profit. The
equal rate of salt duty which will ultimately prevail

throughout alMndia is Es. 2.8.0 per maund, or 7s. a cwt
This rate is. already (1881) levied in Madras, Bombay, the
North-Western Provinces, and the Punjab, but in Bengal a
higher rate is provisionally in force of Es. 2.14.0 per maund,
or 8s. a cwt. In British Burmah only 3 dnnds per maund,
or 6d. a cwt., is charged for local consumption, and a transit

duty of 1 DC" cent, ad valorem for salt sent across. the
frontier.

Excise.—Jticise, mce salt, is not only a department oi revenue Excise^
collection, but also to a great extent a branch of the executive.
In other words, excise duties in India are not a mere tax upon the
consumer, levied for convenience through tho manufacturer and
retail dealer, but a species of Government monopoly. The only
excisable articles are intoxicants and drugs ; and the avowed object
of the state is to check consumption not leas than to raise revenue.
Details vary in the different movinces, but the general plan of
administration is the same. The right to manulacture and the
right to retail are both monopolies of Government permitted to
private individuals only upon terms. Distillation of oountry spirits
IS allowed according to two' systems,—either to the highest bidder
under strict supervision, or only upon certain spots set apart for the
purpose. The latter is known as the sadr or central distillery
system. The right of sale is also usually farmed out to the highest
bidder, subject io regulations fixing the minimum quantity of
limior that may be sold at one time. The brewing of beer from
rice and other grains, which is universal among the hill tribes an 1
other aboriginal races, is practically untaxed and unrestrained. Tho
European breweries recently established at several hill stations pay
a tax at the rate of 6d. a gallon. Apart from spirits, excise dutiea
are levied upon the sale of a number of into.xicating or stimulitDt
drugs, of which the most important are ojiium ami gdnjA or thang.
Opium is issued for local consumption in India from the Govern-
ment manofactorics at Fatna and Benares, and sold through private
retailers at a monopoly price. This drug is chiefly consumed in
Assam, Burmah, and the Punjab. Gdnjii is an intoxicating pre-
paration made from the flowers and leaves of Indian hemp {Cannabii
saliva, var. indica). *Tiio cultivation of hemp for this purpose is

almost confined to a limited area in Eajahihi district, Bengal, and
to the farther valleys of tho Himalayas, whence the drug is imported
under tho name aicharas. Its abuse is sometimes a cause, not only
of crime, but also of insanity. Government attempts to check con-
sumption—first, by fixing the retail duty at tho highest rate that
will not encourage smuggling, and, secondly, by continually raising
that rate as experience allows. Scientifically speaking, gibijd con-
sists of the flowering and fruiting heads of the female plant ; bhang
or siddhi, of tho dried leaves and small stalks, with a few fruits

j

while charas is tho resin itself, collected in various ways as it

naturally exudes. No duty whatever is now levied upon tobacco
in any part of India. The plant is universally grown by the culti-

vators for their own smoking, and, like everything else, was subject
to taxation under native rule ; but the impossibility of accurate
excise supervision has caused the British Government to abandon
the impOMt.

Tho municipalities at piesenc existing in InJii: are a creation orMm
the legislature and a branch of the general system of uduiiuistration. }>aliti4

Their origin is to be traced, not in the native jtancAdi/at, but in

tlie necessity (or relieving the district officer of some of tho details

of his work. The panchdyal or elective council of five is one of

tho institutions most deeply rooted in the Hindu luiud. By it

the vilKige community was governed, the head-man being only the

executive ofiicial, not the legislator or judge ; by it all caste dis

putos wore settled ; by it traders and merclianta were organized into

powerful guilds, to the rules of which even European outsiders have

had to submit ; by it the Sikh army of the t/ullsd was dcspoticJIy

governed, when the centralized system of Raiijit Sinli fell to piucc.i

*
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Ot his death. Hut tlie Hindu village orgtuiizution had been ifreally

broken up under Mughal rule. The modern municipal committee 13

n body Rppoiut.-d l,y Government, on the nomination of the collector,

to assist liiiii in tlie discharge of his local duties, and to assess new

modes of ta.\ation. Police, roads, and sanitation arc the three mam

obiecU for which a municipality is constituted. Outside a inunici-

palitv these objects arc (in different provinces) the care of the col-

lector of some member of his subordinate staff, or of a local fund

board. Within municipal Umits tlicy are delegated to a committee,

who practically derive tlieir authority from the collector ssanchon,

implied or expressed. Except in the great towns, the municipalities

cannot be said to enjoy any of the attributes of corporate life. How-

ev, r as education advances, and with it the desire and capacity ct

scir-''Ovcrnm.mt, the municip.il committee will doubtless form the

Ecnnfrom which fieo local institutions will in the future be de-

veloped. In 1 876-77, excluding the three F^i^cncy capitals here

were altogether 894 municipalities in British India, with 12,331,053

inhabitants, or just 7 per cent, of the total population. Out of an

e^ereeato number of 751D members of municipal committees con-

cerning whom information is available, 1794 were Europeans and

5725 natives; 1S63 were ex-officio, 4512 nominated, and 1144

elected —the last class being almost confined to the North- \\ estera

and Central Provinces. The financial statistics of these municipali-

ties are given in a subsequent section. .
_
—

.

e. Imperial Finance.—\i is impossible to present a concise view

of Indian finance, such as shall bo at once accurate and intelligible.

In the first place, the aggregate figures of revenue and expenditure

are officially returned according to a system which, though necessary

for purposes of account, usually misleads the English financier.

The whole system of administration is based upon the view that the

British power is a paternal despotism, which owns, m a certain

sense, the entire soil of the country, and whose duty it 13 to perform

the various functions of a wealthy and enlightened proprietor. In

addition, it takes on itself the business of a manufacturer and trader

on a grand scale, as in the case of opium and salt. All these con-

siderations tend to swell the totals on both sides of the balance-sheet

with large items, which, on strict analysis, ought to bo eliminated

us mere matters of account. The actual taxation on the people of

British India for 1878, as will be shown below, was 34J millions,

or under Ss. 8d. per liead of the population. In the second place,

the methods of keeping the public accounts have been subjected to

frequent changes during recent years, to such an extent as to render

comparative statements of totals valueless. , , , „

"

The following table, which has been compiled from the Par-

'iammtary Abstract for 1877-78, exhibits the gross imperial

levenue and expenditure ot India for that year, according to the

system ot accounts adopted at the time. For the reasons already

given, it is practicaUv impossible to analyse these statements in

such a way as to show' the actual amount raised by taxation, and

the actual amount returned in protection to pei-son and property.

It is equally impossible to comr.ire the totals with those for

previous years. The only profitable plan is to take some of the

Items and explain their real meaning.

to just 20 millions in an exceptionally bad year, cannot bo pa'^'l

over so li-htlv. Whether it should be properly regarded as a Ux,

or only a? rout, is an abstruse problem for political economists to

settle 1 but, in any case, it is. paid without questi..n, as an im-

memorial perquisite of the state. It yields 34 per cent or more

than one-third of the gross revenue. The importance of the land

ta < from the point of view of administration has been considered m a

previous section. Setting aside provincial rates and assessed taxes

is insignificant in their amount and variable in their incidence, we

are left with four principal headings,—excise, customs, salt, and

-tamps,-which together constitute the indisputable taxation ol the

people. The total amount yielded by these four items is just 144

millions, being nearly 25 per cent., or one-fourth of the whole.

Salt alone yields CJ millions, or 11 per cent. On the total popula.

tiou of 191 millions, the gross revenue of 59 millions shows an in.

cidence of 63. 2Sd. per head. The land fax alone shows an incidence

of 2s. lid. per head, the four taxes proper of Is. 6Jd. per hcaiU

The whole revenue of British India of the nature of actual taxa-

Grois Kivcnue.

Lnnd revenue X20,0!e.03G

Tributes and contributions... 073,120

forest CCl.lOi

Excise 2,4.',7.070

Assessed taxes .' 8C.110

I'lOvlncllU raU3 23S,50»

Cusloms 8,C2.',2!ir,

Salt 0,400,082

Opinm 0.1»2,722

Stamps 2,093.483

Mint 443,8.50

Post offlcc 847,004

TclCBurll 3!k1,430

Lo" nnd Imtico 613,2.'l

public works (oi-dlii«ryJ 371,.530

Irrleallon „ 405,142

State rnilwnys C48.528

Gunrantecd roU««ys (nut) .... C.I29.7G5

Misccllsncoos 3.5&.!*,303

Tot«l £08,009.301

/•'.ficlcncy of (rross rcvcnno
118 cornpiired nlth gross
upendltura £3.943,037

Gro%% ^xpcndiiure.

Collection—Lnnd £2,531,32')

Salt 639,S,'i8

Opium; 2,601,200

Miscellaneous.... 2,330,002

Allownnccs under treaties ,... 1,640,093

Intei-cst on debt 5,028,318

Administration 1.80.5,303

T,riw nnd Justice 3,319.673

JIai Inc and inland navigation 542,202

Ecclesiastical liS.OSO

Mcdlcnl 611.319

Political ogcnjlcs 4e8.97.i

Police ' 2,158,237

r.<luc»llon 738,020

Stationery nnd pilntiii;; 42.',,fi44

Loss by exchange 1,653,377

Anny.. 16,639.761

Kninine relief 0,345,77.5

ProvinclAl pnymcnts 247,034

Public wovks (ordinary) 3,676,274

Productive public works

—

Mnlntcnnnco 791,601

Intcicsl snd surplus pi-ofits 6,572,9.55

MlsccUoneous 2,619,872

Total £62.512,383

tfV»Dnei JUvcn uc.—It will be scon from the above statement that the larger

jiortion of the gross revenue is not derived from taxation at all.

Public works, including railways, alone yield about 7i millions

sterling, or nc.ariy 13 per cent, of the total. If we add the itemsof

Sost ollicc and telegraphs, which also represent payment for work

one or 8cr\-ice3 supplied, the proportion rises to nearly 14 per

cent. Then the sum of 9 millions gross, or CJ millions net, derived

from opium, being somewhat more than an additional 15 per cent.

of the gioss revenue, is admitted to be no charge upon the native

tax-payer, but a voluntary conlributinn to the Indian exchequer by

the Chinese consumer of the drug. Nearly one-third of the total

gross revenue Is thus accounted for. The land revenue, amounting

ine wnoio revenue 01 uhlioj, ,.,vj.« «* u..« -- ----;

tion, including- land revenue, excise, assessed taxes, provincial rates,

customs, salt, and stamps, amounted in 1878 to £34,883,586, or

3s. 73d. per head. The rate was about 4s. per head in 18S0.

Of the four items, excise and stamps are both almost entirely

creations of British rule. Excise is simply a tax upon intoxicatiiitf

liquors and deleterious drugs, levied both on the man'ifaeturo^i.d

on the sale, according to different systems in different provinocs.

Like the corresponding duty in England, it is voluntarily incurred,

and presses hardest upon the lowest classes. But, unlike tho

En'dish excise, it cau5iardlv be called an elastic source of roveuue.

for°the rate is intentionally'kept so high as to discourage consump-

tion No duty whatever is levied upon tobacco, fatamps, as

in Ensland, is an ambiguous item. The greater part is denv.J

from fees on litigation, and only a comparaUvely trifling amouiil

from stamps proper on deeds of transfer, he. Customs are divided

into import and export duties, both of which have been so greatly

lightened in recent years that their permanent maintenance must

hi considerea doubtful. At the present time (1881) import duties,

usually at the rate of 5 per cent, ad valorem, are levied upon a

comparatively long list of commodities, of which the chiel are

cotton goods above a certain degree of fineness. AH .utics on ex-

ports liave now been removed, with the single exception of that oil

rice, which brings in about £500,000 a year. That is levied at

the rate of 3 dnnds&mnuml, or about 6d. per cwt., being equivaent

to an ad valorem rate of about 10 per cent. India, including

Burmah, possesses a practical monopoly of the supply ol rice to

Europe, and Uierefore the tax falls upon the consumer rather thai,

upon the native producer. The salt tax is a matter of more imporV-

anee and of greater difficulty. As an impost upon an article of

prime necessity, and as falling with greatest severity upon tho

lowest classes, it violates the elementary rules of political economy.

On the other hand, it may be urged that this tax is familiar, to the

people, and levied in a manner which arouses no disconteut, and

that it is tho only means available of spreading taxation proper

over the community. Recent reforms have tended to eq^ualize the

incidence of the salt tax over tho entire country, with the immediat^

result of abolishing arbitrary and vexatious customs lines, ami with ,

a view to its ultimate reduction.
, „ ,. j •> i?<r,on.

Expencliture.-l'uiling aside the cost of collection and civil ijspen

administration, which explain themselves, the most impor^nt item! nirre.

of expcnditui-e are army, interest on debt, famine relief, loss h>

exchan"e and public works, to which may be added the complc.M

item of payments in England. Military expenditure averages lullj

16 millions a year, being thus considerably more than the wliolo

amount obtained from taxation proi^er. Of this toUil, about 1^

millions represent payments in India, and 4 millions payments in

Eii-'land. On non-effective services nearly 2 millions are expended

in lin'-land and less than £700,000 in India. Regimental pay

accouirt.s for neaily 7 millions, the commissariat for about 2 '"'ll'on*

in Intli.a, and stores for another million in England. In '<>i1-/a

the total capital of the Indian debt was n'turned at over H6J

millions sterling, being just 15s. 4d. per head of the rop"""''""-

The total charge for interest w.as 5 millions, being nt the rate 01

£3 149 4d. percent. ; but this excludes the interest to be credited

against expenditure on reproductive j.ublic works, which is entered

tinder another heading. In 1840 tfie J'^'".,';!'"'"'".''^'','" <"'!}:. ?°

millions, but it gradually increased to 52 millions in 1857. Then

came the Mutiny, which added 42 millions of debt in our yrars.

The rate of increase was again gradu.al but slow till about 1874.

when famine relief conspired with public woiks to causi: a nipi.

augmentation, which ha.s continued to the present time, fho most

si "nificant feature in that augmentation is the larger proiiortion oS

de°bt contracted in England. During the bust ten ye«rs the silve,

debt has risen only 10 millions, whereas the go d debt has rijrfn 2S

millions. No charge has recently pres-sed har.lcr upon tho Inrtiaij

exchequer than that of famine relief. Apart from loss by rei^ucet

revenue the two famines of 1874 and 1877-78 have caused a direct

expenditure one haritable and relief works, amounting in the agere.

gate to nearly 16 mUlious. Loss by exchange is an item which ha.1
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only lately takt-n its place in the accounts, and is Juc to the circnm-

stanc* that large payments in gold require to be made in England
by means of the depreciatfd rupee. It is, of course, not a matter

of exi'enditure proper, but merely the result of a peculiar mode of

book-keeping, whicli estimates the rupee at the arbitrary value of

23. In 1869-70 the loss by exchange was more than balanced by

xn equally nominal entry of gain by exchange on tlie other side of

the ledger. In 1S76-77 this item attained its maximum of nearly

IJ million net. The expenditure on public works is provided from
three sources—(1) the capital of private companies, with a Govern-
ment guarantee, (2) loans for the construction of railways and
canals, (3) current revenue applied towards such wnrks as are con-
sidered to be not directly remunerative. In 1877-78 the total

capital raised by i he guaranteed railway companies was 95A millions,

and the net earnings were 5 millions, thus showing on the averaj^e

a satisfactory balance-sheet. In the ten years ending with 1878
29miUions were expended under the second head upon works classed

as reproductive or extraordinary, of which 19 millions were appro-
priated to state railways and 10 millions to irrigation. The amount
spent from revenue upon ordinary public works in 1877-78 was
nearly 3| millions. The division of the expenditure into that paid
in India and that paid in England becomes of importance when it

is rememljered that the latter portion requires to be provided in

gold. In 1877-78, out of the total cxix-nditure of 62^ millions,

48.^ millions, or 78 per cent, were paid in India, and 14 mtllions, or

22 ()er cent, , in England, including the guaranteed interest of the
railway companies.

Local /'t7ui7i(;4!'.—Independent of imperial finance, and like^nse

independent ol certain sums annually transferied from the iinperi.il

exchequer to be expended by the provincial governments, there it

another Indian budget for local revenue and expenditure. That
consists of an income derived mainly frotn cesses upon land, and ex-
pended to a great extent upon minor public works. In 1877-78 local

revenue and expenditure were each returned at about 3J millions.
Mu.nici}tal Finance.— Yet a third budget is that belonging to the

municipalities. The three presidency towns of Calcutta, Madnis,
and Bombay had in 1876-77 a total municipal income of £668,400,
of which £519,322 was derived from taxation, being at the rate of
Ts. per head of population. In addition, there were 894 minor
municipalities, with a total population of 12,381,059. Their aggre-
gate income was i'l, 246, 974, of which £979,088 was derived from
taxation, being at the rate of Is. 7d. per head. In the presidency
towns, ratfes upon houses, &c., are the cliief source of income ; but
in the district municipalities, excepting Bengal, octroi duties are

more relied upon. On the side of expiiuditure the chief items are

conservancy, roads, and police. _
Army.— At the present time (1881) the entire constitution of the

Indian army is under the consideration of a commission. The ex-

isting organization is based upon the historical division into the three

presidencies of Bengal, Madras and Bombay There aie still thre<

Indian armies, each composed of both European and native troops,

with their own commanders-in-chief and separate staff, though tht

commander-in-chief in Beneal exercises a supreme authority over thf

other two. There is also a fourth army, known as the Punjab fron

tier force, which, though on the Bengal establishment, is under th'

immediate orders of the lieutenant-governor of the j.'roviiice.

Local

iti'tuj-

cipal

h:iauce.

A,rmy.

Estahlishxd Strciigtk of the Indian Army in 1S77-78.
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extreme south, composed works iti lamii, which arc stiil

aoknowledged as classical by native authors, so did the

]ia[>ti3t mission at Scrampur, near Calcutta, first raise

Bcngdli to the rank of a literary dialect. The interest of

the missionaries in education, which has never ceased to

the present day, though now comparatively overshadowed

by Government activity, had two distinct aspects. They

studied the vernacular, in order to reach the people by

their preaching and to translate the Bible ; and tliey

taught English, as the chauncl of non-sectarian learning.

- At last the Government awoke to its own responsibility

in the matter of education, after the long and acrimonious

controversy between the advocates of English and ver-

nacular teaching had worn itself out. The present system,

dates from 1S54, being based upon a comprehensive

despatch sent out by Sir C. Wood (afterwards Lord Halifa.\)

in that year. At that time the three universities were

founded at Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay; English-teach-

ing schools were established in every district ; the benefit

of grants-in-aid was extended to the lower vernacular

institutions and to girls' schools; and public instruction was

erected into a department of the administration in every

province, under a' director, with a staff of inspectors. In

some respects this scheme may have been in advance of tho

time ; but it supplied a definite outline, which has gradu-

ally been filled up with each succeeding year of progress.

A network of schools has now been spread over the country,

graduated from the indigenous village institutions up to

the highest colleges. All alike receive some measure of

pecuniary support, which is justified by the guarantee of

regular inspection ; and a series of scholarships at once

stimulates efficiency and opens a path to tho university for

children of tho poor. In 1877-78 the total number of

educational institutions of all sorts in British India was

6C,202, attended by an aggregat* of 1,877,9'12 pupils,

showing an average of one school to every 14 square miles,

unci nine pupils to every thousand of the population. In tho

game year the total expenditure upon education from

all sources was £1,612,775, of which £782,240 was con-

tributed by the provincial governraent-s, £258,514 was

derived from local rates, and £32,008 from municipal

grants. These items may be said to represent state aid,

while endowments yielded£37, 2 18, subscriptions £105,853,
and fees and fines £277,039. Tho degree in which edu-

cation has been popularized and private efTort has been

stimulated maj' be estimated from the fact that in Bengal

the total of voluntary payments now exactly balances tho

total of Government grants.

V; iversi- Vniversitks.—The. three universities of Cakiitta, Madras, and
** '• Boqibuy were incorporated in 1857, on the model of thf university

of London. They are merely e.i;amining Ixidies, composed of <a

chancellor, vice-chancellor, and senate, with tho privilege of

<onfori'iii;^ degrees in arts, law, medicine, and civil enginceiing.

rh« governing body, or syndicate, consists of tho vicc-clian-

cellor and certain members of the senate. Quito recently a fourth

university, on the same plan, has been founded at Lahore lor

ihe Punjab. Though not themselves places of instruction, the

universities control iho whole course of higher education by meiina

of thfir examinations. The entrance examination lor matriculation
is o|ien to all ; but wh.'n that is passed candidates for higher
sta;;es must enrol themselves in one or other of the affiliated

colligcs. In the ten years emling 1877-78 9CS6 candidates success-

fully p.ijiscd tho entrance examination at Calcutta, 63S1 at Madrais,

and 2610 at Bombay. Many fall olT at that etage, and very few
prorei-d to the higher degrees. During the same ten years 952
OTjiduatod B. A.,and only 254 M. A., with honours, atCilcutta ; 49G
I! A. and 14 M.A. at ftliulra-s ; 217 B.A. and 28 M.A. at Bombay.
Calcutta possesses by far tho majority of graduates in law and
medicine, while Bombay is similarly distinguished in engineering.

In 1877-78 tho total expenditure on tho four universities was
X2-.i,093.

Tho colleges or institutions for higher instnirtion may be divided

into two classes,—those which teach tho arts coui"80 of the univer-

sities, and those devoted tospcci,al branches of knowledge. Accord-

ing to another principle, they arc chassified into those eiitirely sHp-

j"'i Led by Government and those uhi'jh only receive grants-in-aid.

riio latter class comprises the missionary colleges. In 1877-7S
the total number of coUegos, including medical and engineering

colleges and Mahometan inadrasas, was 82, attended by 8894 stu-

dents. Of these, 35 colleges with 3848 students were in Bengal

proper, and 21 colleges with 1443 stiKlents in Madra-s. In the

s.ame year the total expenditure on the colleges was £186,162, oi

at the Kite of £'2I per student.

Hoys' Sckouls.— This large cla.ss includes mivny varieties, whicH
may be subdivided cither according to the character of the instruc-

tion given, or accordiu" to the proportion of Government aid they
receive. The higher scliools are those in which not only is English
taught, but that language is also the medium of instruction. Tlu-y

educate up to the standard of the entrance examination at the

universities, and train generally those candidates who seek employ-
ment in the upper grades of Government service. As far as possible

one of these schools, known as the zild or district school, is estab-

lished by Government at th'i head-quarters of every district, ami
many others receive giaiits-in-aid. The middle schools, as their

name implies, are intermediate between the higher and the primary
schools. Generally speaking, they are placed in the smaller towns
and larger villages, and they provide tnat measure of instructioa

which is recognized to be useful by the middle classes theniselve.'^.

Some of them teach English, but others only the vernacular. This
class includes the lalisili scliools, established at tho Iieadquarters

of every lahsll or subdivision in tiie North- Western Pro\inces. In

1877-78 the total expenditure on both higher and middle schools

was £478,250. The lower and primary schools complete the series.

They present every degree of efficiency, from the indigenous and
unaided vill.ige school to tho vernacular schools in the presidency

capitals. Their extensiou is the chief test of the success of the

educational system. No uniformity prevails in this m.atter through-

out the several provinces. In Bengal up to the last few yuara

primary instniction was sadly neglected ; but, since the refoiiiis in-

augurated by Sir G. Campbell in 1872, by which the benefit of tho

grant-in-aid rules was extended to tho pdthsdlds or village schools,

this reproach has been removed. la 1871-72 the total number of

primary schools under inspection was only 2451, attended by
64,779 pupils. By 1S77-78 the number of sr ools had risen to

16,042, and the number of pujiils to 360,322, being an increiise ol

about sixfold in sLx years. In the latter year the total expenditure

from all sources was £78,000, towai'ds which Government contri*

buted only £27,000, thus showing how state aid stimulates private

outlay. The Norlh-Westem Provinces owe their system of primary-

instruction to their great lieutenaitt-^uicrnor, Jlr Thomasoi.,

whose constructive tident can be traced m every department of liio

odministr.ation. In addition to the tahstliot middle schools already

referred to, he drew up a scheme for establishing halkahandi or

primary schools in every central village (whence their name), to

which the children from tho surrounding hamlets might resort.

His scheme has since been laigely developed by means of the edu-

cational cess added to the land revenue. In Bombay the primary
schools aro mainly .supportwl out of local funds raised in a similar

manner. In British Burmah, on the other hand, primary education

is still left to a great extent in tho hands of Buddliist monk.s, who
receive no pecuniaiy support from Government. Tho monastic

schools arc only open to boys, but there are also lay teachers who
admit girls to mixed classes. Goveniment has hardly any schools

of its own in Burmah, tho deficiency being supplied by several

missionary bodies, who obtain state aid. In many parts of the

Madras presidency, also, the missionaries possess a practical mono-
poly of education at tho present d.ay. In 1877-78 the amount of

money expendcil upon lower and primary schools in Britisli linlia

was £406,135, or Just one-fourth of the total educational budget.

Girls' Sdicols.—Of late years something has been done, though
not much, to extend the advantages of education to girls. In thi.i,

as in other educational matters, the missionaries navo been the

pioiicere of progress. In a lew exceptional places, sueh as Tinne-

villi in Madras, the Kh^lsi hills of Assam, and among the Karen

tribes of Burmah, female education h;is a real existence, for in thcso

places the missionaries have inlluence enough to overcome the pre-

judices of tho people. But elsewhere, even in tlio large towns .^lul

among tho English-speaking classes, uU attempts to develop tho

intelligence of women are regarded with scarcely disguised aversion.

Throughout the Norlh-Wcstcrn I'lovinces, with their numerous and

wealthy citie~, and a total femalu population of 15 millions, only

6550 girls attended school in 1877-78. In Bengal, with iu.st

double the inhabitants, tho corresponding number was less than

12,000. Madras, British Burmah, and to a small depce Bombaj
and tho Punjab, are the only iirovinces that contribute to the

followingstalistics in any tolerable proportion;—Totalgirls' schools

in 1877-78, 2(102 ; number of pupils, 60,615; mixed schools forUiys

and girls, 2955; pupils, 90,915; total amount expended on girls'

schords, £78,729, of which £27,000 was devoted to tho 12,000 girb
of Fiengnl.

NoTvinl arul other Special Scliooh, kc.— In 1877-78 the normil
and technical schools numbereil 155, with a total of 6864 studei.i.
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tne total expenditure w.ia £5-!, 260, or an average o\ nearly £7 per

student. School mistresses, as well as masters, are trained in these

institutions; and there also the missionaries have shown themselves

active in anticipating a work which Government suhsiquently took

up Of schools of art, the oldest is that fouiiiloil by Dr A. Hunter
Bt Madras in 1850, .md taken in charge by the EJucalion Depart-

ment in 1856. This school, as also those at Cal.-utia .iml nnmbay,
has been very successful in developing the industrial cai-aeitics of

the people, and training workmen for public einph'ymcnt. Museums
have been established at the provincial capitals and many uth^T

large towns. Schools for European and other fort ign races have also

attracted the attention of Government. In 1^77-73 the number
of such institutions was 104, with 9121 pupiN ; the ixpi-nditure

from all sources was £80,197, or an average of neaily £9 pci pupil.

Foremost among these aro the asylums for the orphans of British

soldiers, established at hill stations (e.g. Utakamand and Sanawar)

in memory of Sir Henry Lawrence. ^
^ Newspajxrs aiul Books.—Closely connected with tne subject of

education is the steady growth of the vernacular press, which is

ever busy issuing both newspapers and books. Tlie missionaries

were the first to cast typo in the vernacular languages, and to cm-
ploy native compositors. The earliest newspaper was the Beng.ali

Sdmdchar Darjian, which was issued in 1835 oy the Baptist Mission

at Serampur. For many years the vernacular press preserved the

marks of^ its origin, by being limited almost absolutely to theo-

logical controversy. The missionaries continued their work ; and
they were encountered nith their own weapons by the thcistic sect

of the Brahma Samaj, and also by orthodox Hindus. So Iste as

1 350 the majority of newspapers were still sectarian rather than
political, but during the last twenty years the vernacular press has
gradually risen to become a powerful engine of political discussion.

The number of newspapers regularly published in the several Ver-

naculars at the present time is said to reach the formidable total oT

230. The aggregate number of copies issued is estimated by Mr
Koper Lethbridge at about 150,000; but the circulation proper, that

is, theactualnumberof readers, is infinitely larger. In Bengal the

vernacular press suffers from the coni|>etition of English news-
]iapers, some of which are entirely ownctl and written ty natives.

In the north-west, from Lucknow to Lahore, about 100 news-

iiapers are printed in Hindustani or UrdiH the vernacular of tho

Mahometans throughout India. Many of these are conducted with
considerable ability and enterprise, and may fairly be described as

representative of native opinion in the large towns. The Bombay
journals are almost^equally divided between Marathi and Guzerathi.

Those in the forfiier language are characterized by the traditional

independence- of the race of Sivaji; those in the latter language

are the organs of the Parsi's and of the trading community. The
newspapers of Madras printed in Tamil and Telugu are politically

unimportant, being still for tho most part devoted to religion.

As regards books, or rather registered publications, in tho ver-

nacular languages, B>'ngal takes the lead ; while the Punjab,
Hombay, the North-Westcrn Provinces, ami M.adras follow in order.

In 1877-78 the total, number of registered publications was 4890,

of which 544 were in English, 3064 in one of the vernaculars, 719
in a classical language of India, and 563 bilingual. Of the ver-

nacular works, 709 dealt with religion, 663 with poetry and the

drama, 330 with language, 195 with science, 181 with fiction, 146
with law and 95 with medicine.'

HiSTOR

Non-Aryan or Aboriyindt

Our earHest glimpses of India disrlose two races strug-

gling for the soil. The one was a fair-skinned people, who
had lately entered by the north-western passes—a people

of Aryan (literally "noble") lineage, speaking a stately

language, worshipping friendly and powerful gods. Tho
other was a race of a lower type, who had long dwelt in the

land, and whom the lordly new-comers drove back before

thera into the mountains, or reduced to servitude on the

plains. Tlie comparatively pure descendants of these tuo
races in India are now nearly equal in number, there being

about 18 millions of each ; their mixed progeny, sprung

chiefly from tho ruder stock, Make up tlic mass of the

presont Indian population.

Tho lower tribes were an obscure people, who. in the

absence of a race-name of their own, are called tlie non-

Aryans or aborigines. They have left no written records
;

indeed, the use of letters, or of tho simplest hieroglyphics,

* In the preparation of the adminiHtrative sectinna and statistics,

the writer B;:cciftlly iickiiowIcd^e» llie aa-^iHtanco of Mr J S. Cotton.

[mSTOEY.

was to them unknown. The sole works of their hana^.
which have come down to us are the rude stone circlca

and upright slabs or mounds beneath which, like tho
primitive peoples of Europe, they buried their dead.
From these we only discover that, at some far distant but
unfixed period, they knew how to make round pots o£
h.ird, thin earthenware, that they fought with iroi»'

weapons, and that they wore ornaments of copper and
gold. The coins of imperial Rome have been found in
their later graves. Earlier remains, lying in the upper
soils of large areas, prove that these ancient tomb-
buililers formed only one link in a chain of primaeval

races. Long before their advent, India was peopled, as far

as the depths of the Central Provinces, by tribes unac-
quainted with the metals, who hunted and warred with
polished flint axes and other deftly-wrought implements of
stone similar to those dug up in northern Europe. And
even these were the .successors of yet ruder beings, who
have left their agate knives and rough flint weapons in

the Narbad,1, valley. In front of this far-stretching back-

ground of the Bronze and Stone Ages, we see the so-called

aborigines being beaten down by the newly arrived Aryan
race.

The struggle is commemorated by the two names which
the victors gave to the early tribes, namely, the Dasyus, or

"enemies," and the DAsas, or "slaves." The last remains

to this day the family name of multitudes of the lower class

in Bengal. The new-comers from the north prided them-

selves on their fair complexion, and their Sanskrit word foi

" colour " (varua) came to mean " race " or " caste." Theii

earliest poet.s, at least three thousand and perhaps four

thousand years ago, praised in the Rig-Veda their gods,

who, "slaying the Dasyus, protected the Aryan colour,^

who "subjected the black-skin to the Aryan man." More-

over, the Aryan, with his finely-formed features, loathed

the squat Mongolian faces of the aborigines. One Vedic

singer speaks of them as " noseless " or flat-nosed, while

another praises his own "beautiful-nosed" gods. The-

same unsightly feature was commented on with •regard to a,

non-Aryan Asiatic tribe, by the companions of Alexander

tho Groat on his Indian expedition, at least a thousand

years later. The Vedic li_,mns abound in scornful epithets

for the primitive tribes, as " disturbers of sacrifices,"

"gross feeders on flesh," "raw-caters," "lawless," "not
sacrificing," " without gods," and " without rites." As
time went on, and these rude tribes were driven bach

into the forest, they were painted in still more hideoui

shapes, till they became tho "monstera" and "demons" of

the Aryan poet and priest. Thoir race-name Dasyu,

"enemy," thus grew to signify a goblin or devil, a") the old

Teutonic word for enemy has become the English " fiend."

Nevertheless, all of them could not have been savages.

We hoar of wealthy Dasyus, and even the Vedic hymns
speak much of their "seven castles" and "ninety fort.';.''

In later Sanskrit literature the Arjans make alliance with

aboriginal princes ; and when history at length dawns on

the scene, we find some of the most powerful kingdoms of

India ruled by dynasties of non-Aryan descent. Nor were

they devoid of religious rites, nor of cravings after a future

life. " They adorn," says a very ancient Sanskrit treatise,*

"ihe bodies of their dead with gifts, with raiment, with

ornaments, imagining that thereby they shall attain tha

world to come." These ornaments are the bits of bronne,

copper, and gold, which wo now dig up from beneath thoii

rutle stone monuments. In the great Sanskrit epic which

narrates the advance of the Aryans into southern India, e

non-Aryan chief describes his race as " of fearful swiftnca,

unyielding in battle, in colour like a dark blue-cloud."'

' Chandogya I'panishad, quoted in Muir's Sanskrit TcsU
' P»imlyana.
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'i'lii-ust back by the Aryans from tUe plains, these primi-

tive peoples have lain hidden away in the recesses of the

ciountains, like the remains of extinct animals which

zoologists find in liill-caves. India thus forms a great

museum of races, in which we can study man from his

'"vest to his highest stages of culture.

Aiuoiig the rudest fragments of mankind are the isolated Aiula-

man islanders in the Bay of Bengal. The old Arab and Europeuu
voyagers described them as dog-faced man-eaters. TUe English

ollicers sent to the iblands in 1S55 to establish a settlement found

themselves surrounded by quite naked cannibals of a ferocious type.

who daubed themselves when festivu with rod earth, and mourned
ill a suit of olive-coloured mud. Tliey used a noise hke weeping to

express friendship or joy, bore only names ofcommon gender, which
^hey received before birth ; and their sole conception of a god was
in evil spirit who spread disease. For five years they repulsed

every effort at intercourse by showers of arrows ; but the officers

slowly brought tliem to a better frame of mind by building sheds

«iear the settlement, where these poor beings might- find shelter from
the tropical rains, and receive medicines and food.

The Anamalai hills, in southern Madras, form tlie refuge of a'

ivholc sciies of broken tribes. Five hamlets of long-haired wild-

looking I'idiars live on jungle products, mice, or any small animals

<licy can catch, and woi-ship demons. Another clan, the Munda-
vars, shrink from contact with the outside world, and possesa no
fi.\ed dwellings, but wander over the innermost hills with their

cattle, shclteiiiig themselves under fittle leaf-sheds, and seldom re-

ma'ning in one spot more, than a year. The thick-lipped small-

bodied Kaders, " Lords of the Hills," are a remnaut of a higher
race. They file the front teeth of the upper jaw as a marriage cere-

mony, live by the chase, and wield some influence over the ruder
forest-folk. These hills, now very thinly peopled, abound iu the
great stone monuments (kistvaeiis and dolmens) which the primi-

tive tribes used for their dead. The Nairs of south-western India

btill practice polyandry, according to which a man's property de-

ecends not to his own but to his sister's children. That system also

appears among the liinialayaa tribes at the opposite extremity of

India.

In the Central Provinces the aboriginal races form a large pro-

portion of the population. In certain districts, as in the feudatory

Stat; of Bastar, they amount to three-fifths of the inhabitants. The
most important race, the Gonds, have made some advances in civi-

lization ; but the wilder tribes still clinz to the forest, and live by
the chaso, and some of them are reported to have used, within a few
years back, flint points for tlicir arrows. The Mari;b wield bows of

great strength, which they hold with their feet while they draw the

string with both hands. A still wilder tribe, the llaris, fly from
their grass-built huts on the approach of a stranger. Once a year
a messenger comes to them from the local raja to take their tribute

of jungle prodncts. He does not enter their hamlets, but beats a
drum outside, and then hides himself. The shy Man's creep forth,

place what they have to give in au appointed spot, and run back
again into their retreats.

Further to the north-east, in the tributary states of Orissa, theie

is a poor tribe, 10,000 in number, of Juangs or Patuas, literally the
•' leaf- wearers, "whose women formerly woie no clothes. Their only
vestige of covering was a few strings of beads round the waist with
a bunch of leaves tied before and behind. Those under the British

influence were clothed in 1871 by order of Government, and their

native chief was pc-rsnadcd to do the same work for the others. This
leaf-wearing tribe liad no knowledge of the metals till quite lately,

when foreigners came" among them, and no word exists in their
native language for iron or any other metal. But. their country
abounds with tliut weapons, so that the Juangs form a remnant to
our own dayof the .Stone Age. " Their huts," writes the officer

who knows them best, "are among the smallest that human beings
ever deliberately constrncted as dwellings. They incisure about 6
feet by 8. 1 he head of the family and all the females huddle together
in this one shell, not much larger than a dog-kennel." The boys
and the young men of the village live in one large building apart
by themselves ; and this Custom of having a common abode for

the whole male youth of the hamlet is found among many of the
aboriginal tribes in distant parts of India. The Kandhs of Orisso,
who kc[it up their old tribal ritual of human sacrifice until it was
put down by the British iu 1835-15, and theSantals in the west of
Lower Bengal, who rose iu 1855, are examples of powerful and
hi{;hly developed non-Aryan tribes.

Proceeding to the northern boundary of India, wo find the slopes
«nd spurs of the Himiilay.is pcopledby a great variety of rude tribes.

As a rule they are fierce, black, 'undersized, and ill-fed. They
formerly eked out a wretched subsistence by plundering the more
civilized hamlets of the Assam valley,—a means of livelihood which
they arebut slowly giving up under British rule. Some of the wild-
est of them, such as the independent Abars, are now emjiloycd as
« sort of irregular ixilice, to keep the peace of the border, in return

for a yearly gift of cloth, hoes, and grain. Their very names bear

witness to their former wild life. One tribe, the Akas of Asmb),
is divided into two clans, known respectively as " The eaters of a
thousand hearths," niid " The thieves who lurk in iha cotton-

field."

Whence came these primitive peoples, wliom the Aryan
invaders found in the land more than tliiee tliousand years

ago, and who are .still scattered over India, the fragments of

a pieliistoric world? Written records they do not possess.

Their oral. traditions tell us little, but such liinta as they

yield feebly point to the north. They seem to preserve

dim memories of a time when the tribes dwelt under the

shadow of mightier hill ranges than any to he found on
the south of the river plains of Bengah " The Great

Mountain " is the race-god of the Santdla, and an object of

worship among other tribes. The Gonds, in the heart of

of Central Ipdia, have a legend that they were created at

the foot of DewAlagiri Peak in the HimAlayas. Till lately

they buried their dead with the feet turned northwards, so

as to be ready to start agavn for their ancient home in the

north.

The language of the non-Aryan races, that record of a Non-

nation's past more enduring than rock inscriptions or tables .Aryan

of brass, is being slowly. made to tell the secret of their'"""

origin. It already indicates that the early peoples of India ^*^

belonged to three great stocks, known as the Tibeto-Tibeto-

Burman, the Kolarian, and the Dravidian. The Tibeto- Buime»

Burman tribes cling to the skirts of the Himalayas and'

their north-eastern oflfshoots.- They crossed over into India

by the north-eastern passes, and in some pr^'^istoric time

had dwelt in Central Asia, side by side with the forefathers

of the Mongolians and the Chinese. Several of the hill

languages in Eastern Bengal preserve Chinese terms, others

contain Mongolian. Thus the NAgAs in Assam still use

words for thi-ee and i^<ater which might almost be under-

stood in the streets of Canton.

The following are the twenty principal dialects of the

Tibeto-Burman group:— (1) CdchArl or Bodo, (2) Garo,

(.3)Tripura orMrung, (4) Tibetan or Bhutia, (5) Gurung,
(G) Murmi, (7) Newar, (8) Lepcha, (9) Miri, (10) Aka,

(II) Mishmi dialects, (12)Dhimal, (13) Kandwari dialects,

(14) Mikir, (ID) Singpho, (16) Ndga dialects, (17)ICuki

dialects, (18) Burmese, (19) Khycng, and (20) Manipuri.

" It is impossible," writes Mr Brandreth, "to give even an ap-

proximate number of the speakers included in this group, as many
of the languages are either across the frontier or only project a short
distance into our own territory. The languages included in this

group have not, with perhaps one or two exceptions, both acercbrnl
and dental row of consonants, like the South-Indian languages

;

some of them have- aspirated forms of the surds, but not of the so-

nants ; others have aspirated forms of both. The languages of this

group, even tho.ie which most diverge from each other, have several

words in common, and especially numerals and pronouns, and also

some resemblances of grammar. In comparing the resembling
words, the differences between them consist often less in any modi-
fication of the root-syllable than in the various additions to the
root. Thus in Burmese we have nti, 'car;' Tibetan, ma-ba;
Magar, iM-kq> ; Newar, nai-pong ; Dhimal, nd-kdihong ; Kironti
dialects, nd-pro, nd-rik, lui-pluik ; N.-iga languages, tc-7ia-ro, te-na-

rang ; Manipun, iia-kong ; Kupui, ka-nd ; Sak, aka-Txd ; Karen,
Tia-khn \ ona so on. It can hardly be dovibted that such additions

as these to monosyllabic roots are principally determinative svllables

for the purpose of distinguishing between what would otherwise
have been monosyllabic words having the same sound. These dc-

tcrminafives are generally aflixed in the languages of Nepill and in

the Dhimal language
;
prefixed in the Lepcha language, and ia tlie

languages of Assam, of Manipur, and of the Chittagong and Arakaii
hills. Words are also distinguished by difference of tone. The
tones aro generally of two kinds, described as the abrupt or
short, and the pausing or lieavy ; and it has been remarked that
those languages which are most given to adding other syllablea

to the root make the least use of the toues, and via versa; where
the tones most prevail the least iijcourso is had to determinative
syllables."

The Kolarians, the second of the three non-Arjan stocks, Koi

setim also to have entered Bengal by the north-eastcru *"*

XIL — rP
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passes. They dwell cliiefly iu the noitb, and along tlis

north-eastern edge of the three-sitled table-lfind which covers

the southern hilf of India. Some of the Dravidians, or

third stock, appear, on the other hand, to lave found their

way into the Punjab by the north-western passes. They now

inhabit the southorn part of the three-sided table-land, as

fir down as Cape Coniorin, the southernmost part of India.

It appears as if the two streams of the Kolarian tribes from

the aorth-east and the Dravidians from the north-west

had converged and crossed each other in Central India.

The Dravidians proved the stronger, broke up the Kolartans,

thrust aside their fragments to east and west, and then

rushed forward in a mighty body to the south.

It thus hippened that, while the Dravidians formed a

vast mass in southern India, tlie Kolarians survived only

as isolated tribes, scattered so far apart as soon to forget

their common origin. One of the largest of the Kolarian

races, the SantAls, dwells on the extreme eastern edge of

the three-sided table-land of Central India, where it slopes

down into the Gangetio valley of Lower Bengal. The

Kurkus, a broken Kolarian tribe, inhabit a patch of

country About 400 miles to the west, and have for perhaps

thousands of years been cut off from the SantAls by mmia-

tains and patldess forests, and by intervening races of the

Dravidian and Aryan stocka The Kurkus and SantAls

have no tradition of a common origin; yet at this day the

Kurkus speak a language which is little else than a dialect

ot SantAlL The Savars, once a great Kolarian tribe,

mentioned by Pliny and Ptolemy, are now a poor wan-

dering race of woodcutters of northern Madras and, Orissa.

Yet fragments of them have lately been found deep in

Central India, and as far west as llAjpulAna on the ot''er

eidc.

Thr nine princiiial languajes of 'the Kolarian group

are— (1) Santdli, (2) MundAri, (3) Ho, (4) Bhumij, (5)

Korwa, (6) Kharria, (7) Juang, (S) Kurku, and perhaps

(9) Savar. Some of them are separated only by dialpctical

differences.

"The Kolnrian group of kiigii.iges," wtitcs Mr Brandreth, "has
uoth tlio cerebral and dental row ot It-ttcrs, and also aspirated forms,

wliich last, nccoidiiig to Caldwell, did not belong to cavly Dravidian.

There is also a set of four sounds, wliich are perhaps peculiar to

SanUili, called by Skrcfsrud semi-consonants, and which, when fol-

lowed by a vowel, aio chanijed respectively into g, j, d, and fr.

Gender of nouns is animate and inanimate, and is distinguished by

difference of pronouns, by difference of suffix of a qualifying noun

In tlie genitive relation, and by the gender being denoted by the

verb. As instances of the genitive suffix, we have in Snntdli in-

rcn hopon, ' my son,' but in-nk orak, ' my house.' Tliere is no dis-

tinction of sex in the pronouns, but of the animate and inanimate

gender. The dialects genoi-ally agree in using a short form of the

third personal pronoun suffixed to denote the number, dual and

plural, of the noun, and short forms of all the personal pronouns

arc added to the verb in certain positions to express both number
and person, both as regards the subject and object, if of the animate

gender,—the inanimate gender being indicated by the omission of

these suffixes. No other group ot languages, apparently, has such

a logical classification of its nouns as that sliown by the genders of

both the South-Indi.->n groups. The genitive in the Kolarian group

Df the full personal pronouns-is used for the possessive pronoun,

which again takes all the post-positions, the genitive relation being

thus indicated by the genitive suffix twice repeated. The Kolarian

languages generally express grammatical relations by suffixes, and

add the post-positions directly to the root, without the intervention

of an oblique form or genitive or other suffix. They agree with the

Dravidian in having inclusive and exclusive forms for the plural

of the first personal pronoun, in using a relative pnrticiple instead

ef«frelative pronoun, in the position of the governing word, and in

the possession of a true causal foi iii of the verb. They h ivc a dual,

which the Dravidians have not, j^iit they hav& no negative voice.

Counting in by twenties instead of by tens, an in the Dravidian.

The Santali verb, according to .Skrcfsrud, has twenty-three tenses,

and for every teusc two forms of the participle and a gerund."

The compact Dr.ividians in the south, although in after-

d lya subdued by the higher civilization of the Aryan race

vhich prcas.d in among then-, were never thiiH broken

into fr:g:nout3. Their pure descendants consist, indeed,

of small and scattered tribes ; but they have given their

languages to 46 millions of people in southern India.

That some of tlie islands in the distant Pacific Ocean were
peopled either from the Dravidian settlements in India, or

from an earlier common source, remains a conjectural

induction of philologers, rather than an established ethno-

logical fact.i Tiie aboriginal tribes in southern and
western Australia use almost the same words for /, thou,

lie, we, yon, itc, as the fishermen on the JIadras coast,

and resemble in many other ways the Madras hill tribes,

as in the use of their national weapon the boomerang.

Bishop Caldwell recognizes twelve distinct Dravidian lan-

guages;—(1) Tamil, (2) MalayAlim, (3) Telugu, (4)

Kanare;e, (5) Tulu, (C) Kudugu, (7) Toda, (8) Kota. {y>

Gimd, (10) Khond, (11) UrAon, (12) RAjmahAL
" In the Dravidian group," writes Jlr Brandreth, " there is »

rational and an iriatioual gender of the nouns, which is distin-

guished in the plural of the nouns, and sometimes in the singular

also, by affixes which appear to be iVagmentaiy pronouns, by corre-

sponding pronouns, and by the ngi-eeir.eut of the veib with tlie

noun, the gender of the verb being expressed by the pronominal
suffixes. 'I'o give an instance of verbal gender, we have in T,ainll,

from the root SCI/, 'to do,' scyd-dn, 'he (rational) did;'—sqjd-Al,
' she (rational) did ;

* scyd-adu, ' it (irrational) did ; ' scyd-dr, ' they

(the rationals) did ;
' scyd-a, ' they (the irrationals) did ; '—the full

pronouns being avaji, ' he ;
* aval, * she ;

' adu, * it
;

' airir, ' they ;'

avci, 'they.' This distinction of gender, though it exists in most
of the Dravidian languages, is not always canied out to the extent

that it is in Tamil. Iu Telugu, Gond, and Khond it is preserved

in the plural, but in the singular the feminine rational is merged
in the irrational gender. In Gond the gender is further raarketl by
the noun in the genitive relation taking a different suffix, accoiding

to the number and gender of the nouu on which it depends. In

Ur,-von the feminine rational is entirely merged iu the irrational

gender, with the exception of the pronoun, which preserves the
distinction between rationals and irrationals iu the plural ; as ns,
* he,' referring to a god or a man ; dd, ' she,' or ' it,' referring to a

woman or ail irrational object ; but dr, ' they,' ajiplics to both nieo

and women ; abrd, 'they,' to irrationals only. The i-ational gen-
der, besides human beings, includes the celestial and infernal

deities ; and it is further subdivided in some of the languages, but
in the singular only, into masculine and feminine. An instance of

this subdivision in the Tamil verb was given above.

"The grammatical relations iu the Dravidian are generally ex-

pressed by suffixes. Many nouns have an oblique form, which is a

remarkable characteristic of the Drandian group ; still, with the

majority of nouns, the post-positions are added directly to the nomi-
native form. Other features of this group are— the frequent use

of formative.? to specialize the meaning of the root ; the absen'-' o.

relative pronouns, and the use instead of a relative participle, w nicli

is usually formed from the ordinary participle by tno same suffix as

that which Dr Caldwell considers as the oldest sign of the genitive

relation ; the adjective succeeding the substantive ; of two substan-

tives, the determining preceding the determined; and the verb being

the last member of the sentence. There is no true duel iu the D.-a-

vidian languages. In the Dravidian languages there are two forms

of the plural of the pronoun of the first person, one including, tlio

other excluding, the person addressed. As regards the verbs, tlitro

is a negative voice, but no passive voice, and there is a causal

form."

We discern, therefore, long bei.-.e the dawn of liistory,

masses of men moving uneasily over India, and violently

pushing in among still earlier tribes. They crossed the

snows of the HimAlayas. and plunged into the tropical

forests in search of new homes. Of these ancient races

fragments now exist in almost exactly the same stage of

human progress as they were when described by Vedic

poets over three thousand years ago. Some are dying out,

such as the Andaman islanders, among whom only one

family in 18G9 had so many as three children. Others

are increasing, like the SantAls, who have doubled them-

selves under British rule. Taken as a whole, and including

certain lialf-IIinduized branches, they number 17,716,825,

or say 18 millions, equal to three-quarters of the population

of England and Wales. But while the bolder or morii

> Sec the authorities in Bishop Caldwell's Comparaiiix Grammar "/

the Dravi^lian Languages, pp. 78-80, Jic. (ed. 1807).
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isolatod of ttie aboriginal races have tims kepi thuniselvcs

apart, by far tho greater portion submitted in ancient times

to tho Aryan invaders, and nowmake up tho mass of the

Hindus.'

In Bengal and Assam the aborigines aro divided into

nearly sixty distinct races. In tlie NortU-Western Pro-

vinces sixtesn tribes of aborigines are enumerated in

the census of 1872. In the Central Provinces they

number IJ millions,—the ancient race of Gonds, who
ruled tho central table-lmd before the rise of tho MarliattAs,

alone amounting to H millions. In British Eurniah tlie

Karens, whose traditions have a singularly Jewish tinge,

number 330,000. In Oudh tlio nationality of the abori-

ginal tribes has been stamped out beneath successive waves

of Bijput and Mahometan invaders. In centres of

the ancient Hindu civilization, tlie aboriginal races have

become the low-castes and out-castcs on which the social

fabric of India rests. A few of tliem, however, still

preserve tlieir ethnical identity as wandering tribes or

jugglers, basket-weavers, and fortune tellers. Thus the

N.^ts, Bediyas, and other gipsy clans aro recognized to this

day as distinct from the surrounding Hindu population.

The aboriginal races on th* plains have supplied the

hereditary criminal classes, alike under the Hindus, the

Mahometans, and the British. Formerly organized robber

communities, they have, under the stricter police adminis-

tration of our days, sunk into petty pilferers. But their

existence is still recognized by the Criminal Tribes Act,

passed in 1871, and occasionally enforced within certain

localities of northern India.

The non-Aryan liill races, who figured from Vedic times

downwards as marauders and invaders, have ceased to

1)3 a disturbing element. Many of them appear as pre-

datory clans in Mahometan and early British India.

They sallied forth from their mountains at the end of tho

Butumn harvest, pillaged and burned the lowland villages,

and retired to their fastnesses laden with the booty of the

plains. The measures by which many of these wild races

have been reclaimed mark some of tho most honourable

episodes of Anglo-Indian rule. Cleveland's Hill-Rangers

in the last century, and tho Bhils and Mhairs in more
recent times, are well-known examples of marauding races

being turned into peaceful cultivators and loyal soldiers.

An equally salutary transformation has taken place in

many a remote forest and hill tract of India. The firm

order of British rule has rendered their old plundering

life no longer possible, and at the same time has opened

up to them new outlets for their energies. Their char-

octer differs in many respects from that of the tamer
population of the plains. Their truthfulness, sturdy

loyalty, and a certain joyous bravery, almost amounting
to playfulness, appeal in a special manner to the English

mind. There is scarcely a single administrator who has

ruled over them for any length of time without finding his

h'"art drawn to them, and leaving on record his belief in

their capabilities for good.

Primitive Hinduism.

We have seen that India may be divided into three

regions. Two of these, the Him.'dayas in the north and
the three-sided table-land in the south, still form the retreats

of the non-Aryan tribes. The third, or the great river

plains, became in very ancient times the theatre on which
a nobler race worked out its civilization.

That raco belonged to tho splendid Aryan or Indo-

Ocrraanic stock, from which tho BrAhman, the Rijput, and
the Englishman alike descend. Its earliest homo seems to

have been in Central Asia. From this common camping-
ground certain branches of the race started for tlio cast,

others for the west. One of the western offshoots founded

tho I'ersian kingdom; another built Athens and Laced se-

mon, and became the Greek nation; a third went on to

Italy, and reared the city on the seven hills which grew
into imperial Home. A distant colony of tho same race

excavated the silver-ores of prehistoric Spain ; and, when
we first catch a sight of ancient England, we see an Aryan
settlement fishing in willow canoes, and working the tin-

mines of Cornwall. Meanwhile other branches of the

Aryan stock had gone forth from the primitive home in

Central Asia to the east. Powerful bands found their way
through the passes of the Himalayas into the Punjab, and
spread themselves, chiefly as BrAhmans and EAjputs, over

India.

The Aryan offshoots to the east and to the west alike

asserted their superiority over the earlier peoples wliom
they found in possession of the soil. The history of

ancient Europe is the story of the Aryan settlements

around the shores of the Mediterranean ; and that wide

term, modern civilization, merely means the civilizat:.in of

the western branches of the same race. The history and
development of India consist of tho history and development

of the eastern offshoots of the Aryan stock who settled in

that land. In the west, the Aryan speech has supplied

the modern languages of Europe, America, and England's

island empires in the southern Pacific. In the east,

Hinduism and Buddhism, the religions of the Indian branch

of the Aryans, have become the faiths of more than one-

half of the whole human race, and spread Aryan thought

and culture throughout Asia to the utmost limits of China
and Japan.

We know little regarding these noble Aryan tribes in Us home
their early camping-ground in Central Asia. From words "i *''":

preserved in the languages of their long-separated descend- '"' '^*'""

ants in Europe and India, scholars infer that they roamed
over tlie grassy steppes with their cattle, making long halls

to rear crops of grain. They had tamed most of the

domestic animals, were acquainted with some metals, under-

stood the arts of weaving and sewing, wore clothes, and
ate cooked food. They lived the hardy life of the temperate

zone, and the feeling of cold seems to be one of the earliest

common remembrances of the eastern and the western

branches of the race. Ages afterwards, when the Vedic

singers in hot India prayed for long life, they asked for

"a hundred winters." Tho forefathers of the Greek and
the Boman,^ of tho Englishman and the Hindu, dwelt

together in Asia, spoke the same tongue, worshipped the

same gods. The languages of Europe and India, although

at first sight they seem wide apart, are merely different

forms of the original Aryan speech. This is especially

true of the common words of family life. Tho names for

fatlicr, mother, brollier, sister, and uidoiv are the same in

most of tho Aryan languages, whether spoken on the banks

of the Gauges, of the Tiber, or of the 'I'hames. Thus tho

word (laughter, which occurs in nearly all of them, hcs

been derived from two Sanskrit roots meaning " to draw
milk," and preserves tlie memory of the time when the

daughter was the little milk-maid in the primitive Arj'an

household.

The ancient religions of Europe and India had a similar

origin. They were to some extent made up of the sacred

stories or myths which our commcm ancestors had learned

while dwelling together in Central Asia. Some of the

Vedic gods were also tho gods of Greece and Rome ; and

to this day the Deity is adored bj' names derived from the

same old Aryan root by Brihmans in Calcutta, by

Protestant clergymen at Westminster, and by Catholic

priests in Peru.

Tho Vedic hymns exhibit the Indian branch of tho Vein.

Aryans on its march to the south-east and in its new
homes. The earliest songs disclose the race still to the
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north of tho Khyber Pass, in Cabul ; tlie later ones bring ' chieftain acts as father and priest ti> tha tribe ; but at tlie

it 83 far as the Ganges. Their victorious advance eact-

wards through the intermediate tract can be traced in tlie

Vedic writings almost step by step. One of their famous

settlements lay between the two sacred rivers, the Saraswati

and the Drishadvati,—supposed to be the •modern Sarsuti

near Thdnesar, in the Punjab, and the Ghaggar, a day's

march from it. That fertile strip of land, not more than

CO miles long by 20 broad, was fondly remembered by

them as their Holy Land, "fashioned of God, and chosen

by the Creator." As thsir numbers increased, they pushed

eastwards along the base of the Himalayas, into what they

afterwards called the Land of the Sacred Singers {Brdk-

marshules/ia). Their settlements practically included the

five rivers of the Punjab, together with the other great

river system formed by the upper courses of the Jumna

and the Ganges. In them the Vedic hymns were com-

posed ; and the steady supply of water led the Aryans to

settle down from their old state of wandering pastoral

tribes into communities of husbandmen. The Vedic poets

praised the rivers which enabled them to make this great

change—perhaps the most important step in the progress

of a race. " May the Indus," they sang, " the far-famed

giver of wealth, hear us,—(fertilizing our) broad fields with

water." The Himalayas, through whose passes they had ,

reached India, and at wliose southern base they long
;

dwelt, made a lasting impression on their memory. The

.Vedic singer praised "Him whoso greatness the snowy

ranges, and the sea, and the aerial river declare." In all

its long wanderings through India the Aryan race never

forgot its northeriT home. There dwelt its gods and holy

singers, and their eloquence descended from heaven among
men.

The Rij-Veda forms the great literary memorial of the

early Aryan settlements in the Punjab. The age of this

venerable hymnal is unknown, The Hindus believe, with-

OBt evidence, that it existed " from before all time," or at

least 3001 years B.C.,—nearly 5000 years ago. European

scholars have inferred from astronomical dates that its

composition was going on about 1400 B.C. But these

dates are themselves given in writings of later origin,

and might have been calculated backwards. We only

know that the Vedic religion had been at work long before

the rise of Buddhism in the Gth century B.C. Ncvertho-

less, the antiquity of the Birj-Vtda, although not to be

expressed in figures, is abundantly established. Tho
earlier hymns- exhibit tho Aryans on the r. rth-westcrn

frontiers of India just starting on their long journey.

Before the embassy of the Greek Mcgasthencs, at the end

of the 4th century B.C., they had spread their influence as

far as the delta of Lower Bengal, 1500 miles distant. At
the time of the Peiiplus the southernmost point of India

had become a seat of their worship. "What a series of

centuries must have elapsed," writes Weber, " beforo this

boundless tract of country, inhabited by wild and vigorous

tribes, could have been brought over to Br.-lhmanism !"

The Br.yimans declare that tho Vedic hymns wero
directly inspired by God. Indeed, in our own times, tho

great thcistic church of Bengal, which rejects Br.'dimanical

teaching, was rent into two sects on the question of tho

divine authority of the Veda. As a matter of fact, the

hymns were composed by certain families of Bishis or

psalmists, eomo of whoso names are preserved. The lit;/-

Veda is a very old collection of 1017 of these short lyrical

poems, chiefly addressed to the pods, and containing 10,580

verses. Tlicy show us the Aryans on the banks of tho

Indus, divided into various tribes, sometimes at war with

each other, sometimes united against the "black-skinned"
oborigine.s. Caste, in its later sense, is unknown. Knch
father of a family is the priest of his own liouschold. Tho

g-eater festivals lie chooses some one specially learned in

holy offerings to conduct the sacrifice in the name of the

people. The chief himself seems to have been elected
;

and his title of Vis-pati, literally " Lord of the Settlers,"

survives in the old Persian Vis-paiti, and as the Lithuanian

Wii5z-patis in central Europe at this day. Women enjoyed

a high position, and some of the most beautiful hymns
were composed by ladies and queens. Jlarringe was held

sacred. Husband and wife were both " rulers ot the house"

{dampali), and drew near to the gods together in prayer.

The burning of widows on their husbands' funeral-pile was

unknown, and the verses in the Veda which the BrAhmans
afterwards distorted into a sanction for the practice have

the very opposite meaning. "Rise, woman," says tho

sacred text to the mourner ; "come to tlio world of life.

Come to us. Thou bast fulfilled thy duties as a wife to

thy husband."

The Aryan tribes in the Veda are acquainted with most E.irly

of the metals. They have blacksmiths, coppersmitli.s, and Aryan

goldsmiths among them, besides carpenters, barbers, and ''''^•

other artisans. They fight from chariots, and freely use

the horse, although not yet the elephant, in war. They
have settled down as husbandmen, till their fields with the

plough, and live in villages or towns. But they also cling

to their old wandering life, with their herds and " cattle-

pens." Cattle, indeed, still form their chief wealth, the

coin ( Latin, ;;<;c!(Hia) in which payments of fines are made;

and one of their words for war literally means "a desiro

for cows." They have learned to build "ships," perhaps

lirge river-boats, and seem to have heard something of

the sea. Unlike the modern Hindus, the Aryans of the

Veda ate beef, used a fermented liquor or beer made from

the soma plant, and offered the same strong meat and drink

to their gods. Thus the stout Aryans spread eastwards

through northern India, pushed on from behind by later

arrivals of their own stock, and driving before them, or

reducing to bondage, the earlier " black-skinned " races.

They marched in whole communities from one river-valley

to another, each house-father a warrior, husbandman, and

priest, with his wife, and his little ones, and cattle.

Tliesc frce-licartcJ tribes had n great trust in-tlicmselves and tlitir Early
gods. Like other conquering races, tlicy believed tliat both tlieni- iijjion.

selves and their deities were altogether superior to the people of tho

land and their poor rude objects of worship. Indeed, this noblo

self-confidcnco is a {;reat aid to tho success of a nation. Their

divinities— in Sanskrit, Dcvala, literally "the Shining Ones"

—

were the great powers of nature. They adored tho Fatlicr-heavcn,

{Dt/nusk-pitny, the Dics-piU'r or Jnjjiter of Kon^o, tlie /f(-?(s of Greece,

the Low German Duns, and, through the old French god-demou
iJus-iits, the Vcnce of English sl.ing), together with Mother-eartli,

find the Encompassing Sky [Fcniina in Sanskrit, Umnus in

Latin, Onmiios in Greek). India, or the aqueous vapour that brings

c.acli autumn tho precious lain on wliioh plenty or famine still de-

pends, received the largest number of hymns, liy degrees, as the

setilers renlijted more and more keenly the importance of tlie peri-

odical rains in their new life as husbandmen, he became tlie cliicf

of llio Vedio gods. "The gods do not reach unto tlieo, India,

nor men ; thou overconicst all creatures in strengtii." Agni, tho

God of lire (Latin igtti-s), ranks perhaps next to Indra in the num-
ber of hymns addressed to him as "the youngest of the god.s,"

" the lord and giver of wealth." The Mavuts are the Storm Goda,

"who make the roeks to tremble, who tear in iiicces the forest."

Ushas, "the lligh-liorn Dawn " (Greek, ^os), " sliines iiron usliko

a young wife, rousing every living being to go forth to his work."

Tlio Asviiis, or "Fleet Outriders ' of tlie Dawn, are the first rays

of sunrise, " Lords of Lustre." The Suu himself (Surjya), the Wind
(Vavu), the Friendly Day (Mitra), tho animating fermented ]uieo

of'thc Sacrificial Plant (Soma) and many others, arc invoked in the

I'eila,— in all about thirty-three gods, " who arc eleven in heaven,

eleven on cai-th, and eleven dwelling in glory in inid-air."

Tho terrible blood-drinking deities of modern Hinduism nro

scarcely known iu the Veda, nuir.iloes aro indeed ottered; oud olio

hymn points to a symbolism based on human naerilices, an early

iiraetice apparently extinct before the time of tho Vedic singers.

The great horse saerili.e was substitnteu fur tho fiesh and blood of

& man. But, a» a whole, the liyinna o»o addressed to bright,

1
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frienrlly goils. Riiiira, who was ilcsliiicJ to become t!ie Siva of the
liinJiis, niiJ the tliii J person, or Destroyer, in tliiir Triail, is only
tiicguj of KoaiinffTi'injiests in tlio Fcdti ; Vislinu. thcsecontl person,

or I'leservcr, in tlic Himlii Triail, is bnt slightly known as the Jvily

of the Shining Finnanicnt ; while Brahma, tlie first person, or

Creditor, has no sejtarate existence in these simple liyntns. I'lie

names of the ilrcailfnl Mali:iJeva, Ui'irga, Kali, and of the gentler

Krishna arnl R;inia, are eqnally uuknoivn in the Uig-V'cda.

( While the aboriginal r.iees biirieil their dead under rude stone

moiniments, t!ie Aryan— alike in India, in Greece, and in Italy

—

made use of the funeral-pile as the most solemn method of severing

the mortal from the immortal part of man. As he derived liis

natural birth IVoni his parents, and a partial regeneration, or second

birth, fionj tlie perlurmanco of his religious duties, so the firo, by

Getting free the soul from the boily, completed the third or heavenly

birth. Hi^ friends stood round the pyre as round a natal bed, and
commanded his eye to go to the sun, his breath to the wind, his

limbs to the earth,— the water and plants whence they had been de-

rived. Hut '* as for his unborn part, do thou. Lord { Agni), quicken

it with thy heat ; let thy fiame and thy brightness q\ucken it; con-

vey it to the world of the righteous." The doctrine of transmigra-

tion was unknown. The circle round the funerul-nile sang with an
assurance that their friend went direct to a state of blessedness and
reuuion with the loved oues who bad gone before.

Tlie hymns of tli8 Rig-Veda were composeil, as we have

seen, by the Aryans in their colonies along the Iniius, and
on their 'marcli eastwards towards the Jumna and upper

Ganges. The growing numbers of the settlers, and the

arrival of fresh- Aryan tribes from behind, still compelled

them to advance. From the Land of the Sacred Singers

Manu describes them as spreading through " The Middle
Land" (Madhyadesha), comprising the whole river systems

of Upper India as far east as Oudh and Allahibdd, with the

Himdiayas as its northern and the VindhyA ranges as its

southern boundary. The conquest of the vast new tracts

thus included seems not to have commenced till the close

of the Rig-Vedic er.i, and it must have been the work of

many generations. During this advance the simple faith

of the Rig-Vedic singers was first adorned with stately rites,

and then extinguished beneath them. The race progressed

from a loose confederacy of tribes into several well-knit

nations, each bound together by the strong central force of

kingly power, directed by a powerful prierthood and
organized on a firm basis of caste.

Cauc. Whence arose this new constitution of the Aryan tribes

into nations, with castes, priests, and kings? We h-ive seen

(liat, although in their earlier colonies on the Indus each

father was priest in his family, yet the chieftain, or lord of

the settlers, called in some man specially learned in holy

offerings to conduct tho gre.it tribal sacrifices. Such men
were highly honoured, and the famous quarrel which run.i

throughout the whole Veda sprang from the claims of two
rival sages, Vashishtha and VisvAmitra, to perform one of

these ceremonies. The art of writing was unknown, and
the hymns and sacrificial words had to bo handed down
Ijy word of mouth from father to son. It thus happened
that tho families who learned them by heart became, as

it were, tho hereditary owners of the liturgies required at

the most solemn offerings to the gods. Members of these

households were chosen agiin and again to conduct tho tribal

sacrifices, to chant the battle hymn, to implore the divine

aid, or to pray away the divine wratlt. Even the Rig-Veda
recognizes the importance of these sacrifices. " That king,"

Bays a verse, " before whom marches the priest, he alone

dwells well-established in his own house, to him the ^icople

bow down. The king who gives wealth to the priest, ho xvill

conquer, him the gods will protect." ,The tribesmen first

hoped, then believed, that a hymn or prayer which had once

acted successfully, and been followed by victory, would
Qgain produce the same results. The hymns became a

valuable family property for those who had composed or

learned them. The Rig-Veda tells how the prayer of

Vashishtha prevailed " in the battle of the ten kings," and
bow that of Visvdmitra "preserves the tribe of the Bhirats."

The potRiit prayer was termed hrdhma, and he who offereri

it brdliman. ^Yoo to all who desiiised either I
" Whoso-

ever," says the Rig-Veda, "scoffs at the prayer {brdhma)

which we have made, may hot plagues come upon him, may
the sky burn up that hater of Brdlimans " (briilima-dvish).

Certain families thus came to have, not only an hereditary

claim to conduct the great sacrifices, but also the exclusive

knowledge of the ancient hymns, or at any rate of tho

traditions which explained their symbolical meaning. They
naturally tried to render the ceremonies solemn and im-

posing. Dy degrees a vast array of ministrants grew u[)

around each of the greater sacrifices. There were first the

ofliciating priests and their assistants, who prepared the

sacrificial ground, dressed the altar, slew tho victims, and
poured out the libations ; second, the chanters of the Vcdic

hymns ; third, the reciters of other parts of the service
;

fourth, the superior priests, who watched over the wholo,

and corrected any mistakes.

Meanwhile other castes had been gradually formed. As
the Aryans moved eastwards from the Indus, some of the

warriors were more fortunate than others, or received larger

shares of the conquered lands. Such families had not to

till their fields with their own hands, but could leave that

work to be done by the aboriginal races whom they subdued.

In this way there grew up a class of warriors, freed from

the labour of luisbandry, who surrounded the chief or king,

and were always ready for battle. It seems likely that

these kinsmen and " companions of the king " formed an

important class among the early Aryan tribes in India, as

they certaitdy did among the ancient branches of the race

in Europe, and still do at the petty courts of India. Their

old Sanskrit names, Ksliattriya, Rdjanya, and Rdjbani-t,

mean "connected with the royal power," or "of the royal

lino" ; their usual modern name Rdjput means "of royal

descent." In process of time, when the Aryans settled

down, not as mere fighting clans, but as powerful nations,

in the middle land along the Jumna and Ganges, this

warrior class grew in numbers and in power. The black

races had been reduced to serfdom, or driven back into the

Himalayas and the VindhyA.s, on the north and the south

of that fertile tract The incessant fighting, which had
formed the common lot of the tribes on their actual migia

tion eastwards from the Indus, ceased. A section of the

people laid aside their arms, and devoted themselves to

agriculture or other peaceful pursuits. The sultry heats of

the Middle Land must also have abated their old northern

energy, and led them to love repose. Those who, from
family ties or from personal inclination, preferred a soldier's

life had to go beyond the frontier to find an enemy.

Distant expeditions of this sort could be undertaken much
less conveniently by the husbandman than in the ancient

time, when his fields lay on the very border of the enemy's

country, and had just been wrested from it. Such expedi-

tions required and developed a class of regular soldiers

whose presence was not constantly needed at home for tilling

the land. The old warrior companions and kinsmen of the

king formed a nucleus round which gathered all the more
daring spirits, and loid the foundation'of a military caste.

The Aryans on tho Ganges, in tho " Middle Land," thus'

found themselves divided into three classes—first, the

priests, or Brdhmans ; second, the warriors and king's com-

panions, called in ancient times Kshattriyas, at the present

day Rdjputs ; -third, the husbandmen, or agricultural

settlers, who retained the old name of Vaisyas, from the

root 2'i>, which in the Vedic period had included the whole

"people." These three classes gradually became distinct

castes ; intermarriage between them ceased, and each kept

more and more strictly to its hereditary employment. - But

they were all recognized as belonging to the " twice-bori)
"

or Aryan race, were all nresent at the great national
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Bicrifices, and all worshipped the Bau.e briglit goch.

Beneath them was a fourth or ssrvile class, called SCidras,

the remnants of the vanquished aboriginal tribes whose

lives h:id been spared. Those were " tlio slave-bauds of

black descent," the DAsas of the Veda. They were distin-

guished from their " twice-born " Aryan conquerors as being

only " once-born," and by many contemptuous epithets.

They were not allowed to be present at the great national

sacrifices, nor at the feasts which followed them. They could

never fise from their servile condition, and to them was

assigned the severest toil in the fields, and all the hard and

dirty work of the villaga community. Of the four Indian

castes, three had a tendency to increase. As the Aryan

conquests spread, more aboriginal tribes were reduced to

serfdom as Siidras. The warriors, or Kshattriyas, would

constantly receive additions from the more wealthy or

enterprising members of the cultivating class. When an

expedition or migration went forth to subdue new terri-

tory, all the colonists would for a time lead a military life,

and their sons would probably all regard themselves as

Kshattriyas. In ancient times entire tribes, and at the

present day the mass of the population throughout large

tracts, thus claim to be of the warrior or KAjput caste.

Moreover, the kings and chief fighting-men of aboriginal

races who, witliout being conquered by the Aryans,

catered into alliance with them, vrould likely assume

names of the warrior or Kshattiiya rank. We see this

process going on before our eyes among many of the abori-

ginal peoples. The Brahmans, in their turn, seem at first

to have received into their body distinguished families of

Kshattriyan descent. In later times, too, we find that

sections of aboriginal races were " manufactured " into

Br.'ihnians. The Vaisya or cultivating caste did not tend

in this manner to increase. No one felt ambitious to win

his way into it, except perhaps the poor Sudras, to whom
any cliange of condition was forbidden. Tho Vaisyas

themselves tended in early times to rise into the more
lionourabla warrior class, and at a later period to be

mingled with the labouring multitude of Sudras and mixed
descent. In many provinces they have almost disappeared

as a distinct caste from the modern population. In ancient

India, (18 at the present day, the three conspicuous castes

were (1) the priests and (2) warriors, of Aryan birth, and

(3) the serfs or Sudras, the remnants of earlier races. Tlie

Ksh.attriyas or Ri^jputs, at any rate in some parts of India,

ticem to represent a quite separate ethnical movement from

that of tiie Bralinians—that is to say, either a different

Aryan migration into India, or an altogether distinct race

of perhaps Scythic origin. The Sudras had no rights, and,

once conquered, ceased to struggle against thtir fate. But

a long contest raged between the priests and warriors for

!he chief place in the Aryan commonwealth.

In order to understand that contest, we must go back

lo the time when the priests and warriois were simply

fellow-tribesmen. The priestly or Br.'ihman caste grew

slowly out of the families of Rishis who composed the

Vedic hymns, or were chosen to conduct the great tribal

sacrifices. In after times the whole BrAhman population

of India pretended to trace their descent from seven

Itishis. But the composers of tho Vedic hymns were sonie-

tiiiius kings or distinguished warriors rather than priests
;

the Veda itself speaks of these royal Bishis (/I'^f/nis/n's).

When the Brihmans put forward their claim to tho highest

rank, tho warriors or Ksliattriyas were slow to admit it

;

and, when tho CrAhmans went a step farther, and declared

that only members of their families could be priests, or

gain admission into the priestly caste, the warriors disputed

their pretensions. In later ages tho Br-'thnmns, having

tlic c!tclusive keeping of the sacred writings, effaced from

them, as far as possible, all traces of the struggle. Thev

taught that their caste had come forth from the mouth of

God, divinely appointed to the priesthood from the begin-

ning of time. Nevertheless, a largo body of Vedic versos

and Sanskrit te.\t3 has now been brought to bear upon tho

struggle between tho Brahmans and Kshattriyas for the

highest rank.'

In many of tho Aryan tribes, however, the priests failed

to establish- themselve.s as an exclusive order. Indeed, tho
four castes, and especially tlie Br.Ahman caste, seem only to

have obtained then full development amid the plenty of

the Middle Land [Madhyadcslm), watered by tho Jumna and
the Ganges. The earlier Aryan settlements to the west of

the Indus remained outside tho caste system ; tho later

Aryan offshoots to the south and east of tbo middlo land

only partially carried that system with them. But in the

Middle Lind itself, with Delhi as its western capital and
the great cities of Ajodhya and Benares on its easteru

frontier, the Brihmans grew by degrees into a compac'',

learned, and supremely influential body, the makers of

San-skrit literature. Tlteir language, their religion, and
their laws became in after times the standards aiined at

throughout all India. They naturally denounced all who
did not submit to their pretensions, and stigmatized tho

other Aryan settlements vrho had not accepted their caste

system as lapsed tribes or outcastes (Vrishalas). Among
the li.sts of such fallen races we read the name afterwards

applied to tho lonlans or Greeks (Yavanas). . The Brah-

mans of tho middle land had not only to enforce theii*

supremacy over the powerful warriors of their own kingdoms,

but to extend it among the Aryan tribes who had never

fully accepted the caste system. That must have been the

slow work of ages, and it seems to have led to bitter feuds.

See Brauilvnism, vol. iv. p. 201.

Wliile the Brdhmans claimed religion, thoology, and philosopTiy Briii-

0.S their special domain, and the chief sciences ami arts as supple- maaieal
mrutary sections of their divijiely-iiispired knowlcclgo, they secured law
their social supremacy by codes of law. 'I'lieir earliest Dharnta- codes.
siistins, or legal writings, belong to the Siitia period, or scholastio

development, of the fcrfo. But their two great digests, upon whieh
the fabric of Hindu jurisprudenee has been built up, ore of later

date. The first of these, the code of Manu, is separated from the

Vedic era by a series of Brdhmaiiical dcVelopmcuts, of wliich we
|iosses3 only a few of the intcrmodiato links. It is a compilation of

the custoirinry law cuiTent probably about the 5lh century B.C., and
e.xhibits tho social organiAtion which tho Bnihmaus, after their

' Tlie quarrel between tho two sages Visv.imitra and Vashishtha,

wliich runs tliroiigli the whole f'etla, is typical of this struggle.

Visvi'uuitra stands as a representative of the royal -warrior rank, who
claims to perform a great public saciitice. The white-robed

Vashishtha represents the Br.Miinaiis or hereditary priesthood, and
opposes the w.trrior's claim. In the end Visviiinitra established his

title to conduct the sacritice; but the Bi-ahmans e.xplain thin by saying

that his Virtues and austerities won a<lniission for him into tho priestly

family of Bluigns. He thus became a BiiShraan, ond could l.iwfully

till the priestly oflice. Visvainitra serves as a typical link, not only

between the priestly and the woiUtly castes, but also between the

sacred and the profane sciences. Ho was the legendary founder of the

.irt of war, and his son Susru-fa is quoted as the earliest authority oa
Indian medicine. These two sciences of w.tr and medicine form wjtia-

l'i(/((5, or supplementary sections of the divinely inspired knowledge

of tho Bi-dhmans. Another ro) al Rislii, Vitahavya, " attained the con-

dition of Biiihinaidiood, venerated by mankind," by a word of tha

saintly Bhrigu. Paiaiu-IUnia, the divine champion of th» Brahmans,
was of warrior descent by his mother's side. Mann, their legislator,

sprang from tl.o warrior caste ; and Ills father is expressly called *' the

seed of all tlio Kshattriyas." But when the Biiihmans had firmly

established their supremacy they becanio reluctant to allow the possi-

bility of even princes fiiHling on entraiico into their sacred order. King
(ianaha was more learned than all the Bnihmaiis at his court, and per-

formed terrible penances to attain to Brdlimanliood. Yet tbo legend*

leave it doubtful whether he gained his desire. Tho still more holy but
probably later Matanga wore his body to skin and bono by u thousand

years of austerities, and was held from falling by tho hand of ludra

himself. Nevertheless, he could not attain to Brihmauhood. Th»
reformer, Gautama Buddha, who in tho 6th century before Christ

overthrew tho Br.ihnian supremacy, and founded ft new religion, was ft

prince of warrior desceht, perhaps bora in too late an age to b« adopted
into and uli'Jvd by tho Bv'-dhmf\u ;asto

I

i

i
i
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s.icci-ssful stiiiiiylu ffiv llii; sii|ir(ni;u'y, Iia<l Ci>t.iMisI'i-tl in UiC MliliUt:

LiiiJ of Ikiigiil, TliC IJr.iltmaiis, iinlcctl, chiimnvl I'lU' llicir laws a

• liv'iiir ori^^iu, tinil ascnbnl Llit-m to the iii.st Mann, oi Aryan iit.in,

3;) ijiilliuiis of ycnra ngo. IJiit, a.i a iiiattor nf fact, tlip laws ol M.inu

arc the result of a soiifS of allnniils to coilify tlio \is.-igLs of mhj.o

itot very cxtcii'-ivo centre of Bralinianisin in noilhern In«lia,—

a

inftrical iligcst of local cnstoins conilctiseil by ili*;^recs from a legeii-

il iry ni.oss of 100,000 ccni|ikts (s/fiv!?) into "21181. Tlicy may pos-

sibly have been reJnecil to their linal foiin of a written code with

a view to securing the system of caste ngainst tho iioi>ulur movement
of nutl'lhism, nnJ thus giving a rigiil tixity to the [irivileges of the

iir.ilinians.

The second great coJcol tlio Hindus, that of Yaj naval kya, belongs

to a period when liuddlrsm had established itself, and probably to

a territory where it was beginning to succumb to the Urahnianical

reaction. It represents tlie Brahmanical side of the great contro-

versy (although a section of it deals with the organization of mona-
steiies), refers to tlie ciecution of deeds on metal plates, and
altogether marks an advance in legal precision. Its compilation be-

longs to a period apparently not earlier than the 2d century A. D.

,

intl certainly not later than the 6lh or 7th.

These codes deal with Hindu law in three brandies, namely—(1)

domestic and civil rights and duties, ('2) the administration of

justice, (3) purification and penance. They stereotyped the un-

written usages wliich regulated the family life and social organiza-

tion of the old .\ry;in communities in the middle land. They did

not pretend to supply a body of law for all the numerous races of

India', but only for liindu communities of the Brahmanical type.

It is doabtful whether they quite accurately represent the actual

cnslomary law even in snch communities, for they were api>arently

drawn up with a view to asserting and maintaining the special pn-
vilege-i of the Hrahmans. Tins they effect by a rigid demarcation
of the employment's of the people, each caste or division of a caste

having its own hercditaiy occupation assigned to it ; by stringent

rul'is against intermingling the castes by marii.igo ; by foi bidding
the hi,'^ier castes, under severe penalties, to eat or drink or hold

social intercourse with the lower; and by punishing the lower castes

with still more cruel penances for dealing by their touch the higher
castes, or in any way infringing on their privileges. They exhibit

the Hindu community in the four ancient divisions of priests,

wiirrinrs, cultivators, and serfs (sudras). But they disclose that

thi.-? old Aryan cla.ssirtc^tion failed to represent the actual facts even
of the Aryan communities in northern India. They admit that the

ma.ss of the people did not belong to anyone of the four castes, and
asi'ribc its origin to mi.'ced concubinage or illicit conncvions. The
ancient Brahmanical communities in northern India, as revealed by
the codes themselves, consist-jd—fiist, of an Aryan clement divided

into priests, warnors, and cultivators, all of whom bore the prond
title of the twice-born, and wore the sacred threail ; second, of the

subjugated races, " the once-born " Sudras; and third, of the vast

residue of the Vama-sankara, literally the " mingled colours," a
great but uncertain number of castes to whom was assigned a mi.ved
deS'.'ont from the four recognized classes. The same division exists

to this day. According to the census of 1871, the separate tribes

and castes in Lower Bengal do not fall short of a thousand ; in the

North-Western Provinces the Hindu population \va3 arranged under
two hundred and ninety-one specifiea castes besides numerous sub-
'.ivisions. The distinctly recognized "mixed castes" throughout
British India cannot bo estimated at less than three hundred, and
probably amount to many more. -. .

As the Br.ihmans spread their influence eastwards and southwards
from the Middle Land, they carried their codes with them. Tho
number of their sacred law books {Dharma-idslras) amounted to at
least fifty-six, and separate schools of Hindu law sprang up. Thus
the Dayabhaga version of the law of inheritance prevails in Bengal
while the Mitakshari coramentai-y on YajnavalKya is current in

Madras and throughout southern and western India. But all

modern recensions of Hindu law rest upon tho ancient codes ; and
these codes, as we have seen, only recorded tho usages of certain
Bi-dhmanical centres in the north, and perhaps did not fairly record
even them. As the Brihmans gradually moulded the population
of India into Hinduism, such codes proved too narrow a basis for
dealing with the rights, duties, and social organ iiatirn of tho
people. The later Hindu legislators, accordingly, inculcated tbo
recognition of the local usages or land-law of each part of tho
country, and of each class or triljc. While binding together and
preserving the historical unity of the Aryan twice-born castes by
systems of law founded on their ancient codes, they made provision
for the customs and diverse stages of civilization of tho ruder peoples
of India, over whom they established their oscendcney. By such
provisions, alike in religion and law, the BrAhraans incorporated
the Indian races into that loosely coherent mass known as tho Hiudu
population.

It ia to this plastic element that Hinduism owes its success; and
it is an element which English administrators have sometimes over-
looked. The races of British India oxlibit maarstagos of domestic
un'.tilTtiotn from tho polyandry of tho Naira to tho polygamy of

tin; Kuliii l!i-.ihmans. Hie slriiclurc of their iiidusliiul oi:gajiizatioa

varie-s, from the nomadic husbandry of the I'urmesc to the long
cliaiit of tenures wliich in Ijeugal stretches from tho proprietor

tliroii^h a s('iii:.sof ntiddle-mcti to the actual tiller of the soil. Lveiy
st;igc 111 human progress is npicseiited, from the hunting tribes of

tho ccritKil |.lateau to the ri"id tiadcgiiilds of Guzerat. The
lliud'i legislatoi-s recognized that each of llicso divcreo stages ol

social development liad ils own usages and coiiimnn law. Vrili.a-

spati says :
" 'I'lie laws (ilhanna) practised by the various countries,

castes, and tribes, they are to he preserved; otherwise the people arc

agitated." Uevala says :
" What gods there are in any country,

. . . and whatsoever bo the custom and law anywheic, they are not
to be despised thtrc ; tho law there is such." Varahamihira says:

"The custom of the country is first to be considered; what is tlio

rule in each connlry, that is to bo done." The most learned Eng-
lish scholar in southern India has thus summed up the matter:
" liy custom only can the Dharma-sistra [Hindu law] be the rule

of others than Brahmaus [only one-thirtieth of tho population of

Madias], and even in the case of Bnihaians it is very often super.

sedi'd by custom."'
The English,-on assuming the jjovcrnmcnt of Inuia, wisely de-

clared that they would administer justice according to the customs
of the people. But the high courts enforce the Biahmanical codes
with a comprehensiveness and precision unknown in ancient India.

Thus in Bengal the custom o( sagai, by which deserted or divcrccj
wives among the lower castes marry again, was lately tried accord-

ing to " the spirit of Hindu lasv "; while in Madras learned judges
have pointed out a divergence between the Hindu law as now ad-

ministered and the actual usages of the people. Those usages are

unwritten and uncertain. The Hindu law is printed in many
accessible forms, and Hindu bari'isters are ever pressing its principles

upon the courts. Efforts at comprvhensive codification in Biitish

India .iro thus surrounded by special dilficulties, for it would be im-
proper to give the fixity of a code to all tho unwritten half-fluid

usages current among the three-hundred unliO!iuig.;neou3 castes of
Hindus, while it might be fraught with future injustice to exclude

any of them.. Each age has the gift of adjusting il .nstitutions to

its actual wants, especially omong tribes whose customs have not
been reduced to written law. Many of those customs will, if left to

themselves, die out; others of them, that prove suittd to the new
social developments under British rule, will live. But the process

of natural selection must be, to some extent, the work of time, and
not a single act of conscious legislation. This h.as been recognized

by the ablest of Anglo-Indian codifiers. They apply the word coda

to tlie systematic arrangement of the rules relating to some well-

marked section of juristic rights, or to some executive department
of the administration of justice. " In its larger sense," write ths

Indian Law Commissioners, 1879, " of a general assemblage of all

the laws of a community, no attempt has yet been made in this

country to satisfy the conception of a 6ode. The time for its reali-

zation has manifestly not arrived."

The Brahmans were not merely the depositaries of tho

sacred books, the philosophy, the science, and the laws of

the ancient Hindu commonwealth ; they were also tho

creators and custodians of its secular literature. They
had a practical monopoly of Vedic learning, nnd their

policy was to trace back every branch of knowledge and
intellectual effort to the Veda.

In order to understand the long aoroination of the

Brihmans and the influence which they still wield, it is

necessary to keep in mind their po.sition as the great

literary caste. Their priestly supremacy has been re-

peatedly assailed, and was during a space of several

hundred years overthrown. But throughout twenty-two Brdhmio

centuries they have been tho counsellors of Hindu princes eivilizo-

and the teachers of the Hindu people. They represent
'"^^

the early Aryan* civilization of India ; and the essential

history of the Hindus is a narrative of the attacks upon

the continuity of that civilization,—that ia to say, of

attacks upon the Brihmanical system of the Middle Land,

and of the modifications and compromises to which that

system has bad to submit. Those attacks range them-

solves under six epochs :—first, the religious uprising ol

tho half-Brdbmanized .\ryan tribes on the east of the

Middle Land, initiated by the preaching of Buddlia in the

6th century B.C., culminating in the Buddhist kingdoms

' Dr Burnell's DSya-Vilhigha, Introd. p. xv.; see also The Hindu
Law as administered I'j the High Court of Judicature at Mad-tit, by

J. Nelson, M.A., District Judee of Cu<!d".rab, chrri- iii- ond Lu
(Mo/lrns, 1977).
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aoout tuo c:inii,ieiiccinent of our ci-a, niiil molting into

nioclern Ilindiiism about the 8th century A.D. ; second,

warlike inroadj of non-Brahman ical Aryans or otLer races

from the west, commencing with the Greek invasions' in the

4th century B.C., and contiatiing under the GrMoo-Caetrian

empire and its successors to probably t!ie 3d or 5th century

A.D. ; third, the inlluence of the non-Aryan tribes of India

and of the non-Aryan low-castes incorpcnated from them,

—an influence ever at work, indeed by far the most power-

ful agent in dissolving BrAhmanism iiito Hinduism, but

represented in a special manner by the non-Aryan king-

doms about the 7th and 8th centuries a.d. ; fourth, the

reaction against the low beliefs, priestly oppression, and

bloody rites which resulted from this compromise between

ErAhmanisra and aboriginal worship, a reaction which re-

ceived an impetus from the preaching of Sankar-Acharjya,

who founded a philosophical Slvaite sect in the 8th or Oth

century, and rcceiverl its full development under a lino of

great Vishnuvite reformers from the r2th to the ICth cen-

turies A.D. ; fifth, Mahometan invasions and the rule of

Islam, 1000 to 17G5 a.d. ; sixth, the English supremacy,

and the great popular upheaval which it lias produced in

the 18th and 19th centuries.

Buddhid Period.

(Gth century u.c. to 8tb century a.d.)

The first great solvent of BrAhmanlsni was the teaching

of Buddha. The life of tliis celebrated man has three

sides,—its personal aspects, its legendary developments,

and its religious consequences upon mankind. In his own
person Buddha appears as a prince and preacher of ancient

India. In the legendary developments of history Buddha
ranks as a divine teacher among his followers, as an incar-

nation of Vishnu among the Hindus, and apparently as a

saint of the Christian church, with a day assigned to him
in both the Greek and Roman calendars. As a religious

founder he left behind him a system of beliefs which has

gained more disciples than any other creed in the world,

and which, after a lapse of twenty-four centuries, is now
professed by 500 millions of people, or more tlian one-

third of the human race.

The life of Buddha is related at length under Buddhism,
Vol. iv. p. 424. In this place it is unnecessary to give more
than a brief sketch of the history of Buddhism in India.

On the death of Buddha, five hundred of his- disciples

met in a cave near liAjAgriha, to gather together his

sayings. Tiiis was the first council. They chanted the

lessons of their master in three great divisions—the words

of Buddha to his disciples, his code of discipline, and
liis system of doctrine. These became the three collections

of Buddha's teaching, and the word for a Buddhist council

BQeaos literally " a singing togetlier." A century after-

wards, a second council of seven hundred was held at

Vaisali, to settle disputes between the more and the less

strict followers of Buddhism. It condemned a .system of

ten "indulgences" which had grown up, but it led to tho

separation of tho Buddhists into two hostile parties, who
afterwards split into eighteen or more sects.

During the next two hundred years Buddhism spread

over nortliern India, perhaps receiving anew impulse from

tho Greek kingdoms in the Punjab. About 214 B.C.

Asoka, the king of Magadlia or Behar, became a zealous

convert to Buddhism. He is said to have supported G4,000

Buddhist priests ; ho founded many religious houses, and

his kingdom is called the Land of tho Monasteries (ViliAra

or Behar) to this day. He did for Buddhism what Con-

Btantine afterwards cfTected for Cliristianity ; ho organized

it on tho fcasia of a stalo religion. This ho accomplished

hy five means—by a council to settle tho faith, by edicts

pcoHiulgating ita principles, by a state department to watch

over it-s ira'fity, by missionaries to spread it.s doctrines, a'.: J

by an autlioritative collection of its sacred bodks. hi 241
E.c. Asoka convened at Patni the third Buddhist council

of one thousand ciders. Evil men, taking on them tho

yellow robe of the order, had given forth their own opinions

as the teaching of Buddha. Such heresies were now
corrected ; and the Buddhism of southern Asia practically

dates from Asyka's council. In a number of edicts, both Asol;a'«

before and after the synod, he published throughout India 'dit's.

the grand principles of the faith. Such edicts are still

found graven deep upon pillars, in caves, and on rocks, from

the Yusafzai valley beyond PcsliAwar on tho north-western

frontier, through the heart of Hindustan, to KAthiAw.lr

And the Central Provinces on the south and Orissa in the

cast. Tradition states that Asoka set up 04,000 memorial

columns or topes ; and llie thirty inscriptions extant in

our own day show how widely these royal sermons wore

spread over India. In the year of the council, the king

also founded a state department to watch over the purity

and to direct the spread of tho faith. A minister of justice

and religion (Dharma MaliAinatru) directed its opcralions ;

and, one of its first duties being to proselytize, ho was
specially charged with the welfare of the aborigines amonjj

whom its missionaries were sent. Asoka did not think it

enough to convert the inferior races without looking aftet

their material interests. Wells were to be dug and trees

planted along the roads ; a system of medical aid was
established throughout his kingdom and the conquered pro-

vinces, as far as Ceylon, for both man and beast. Officers

were appointed to watch over domestic life and public

morality, and to promote instruction among the women as

well as the youth.

Asoka recognized proselytism by peaceful means as a

state duty. The rock inscriptions record how he sent

forth missionaries " to the utmost limits of the barbarian

countries," to " intermingle among all unbelievers '' for tha

spread of religion. They shall mix equally with BrAlimans

and beggars, with the dreaded and the despised, both

within the kingdom "and in foreign countries, teaching

better things." Conversion is to be ctTected by persuasion,

not by the sword. Buddhism was at once the most

intensely missionary religion in the world and the most

tolerant. This character of a proselytizing faith which

wins its victories by peaceful means, so strongly impressed

upon it by Asoka, has remained a prominent feature of

Buddhism to tho present day. Asoka, however, not only

took measures to spread the religion ; he also endeavoured

to secure its orthodoxy. He collected the body of doctrine

into an authoritative version, in the Mngadhi language ov

dialect of his central kingdom in Behar,— a version which

for two thousand years has formed the canon (jiita^as) of

the southern Buddhists.

The fourth and last of tlio great councils was Iicldundei

King Kanishka, according to ono tradition, four hundred

years after Buddha's death. The date of Kanishka is still

uncertain ; but, from the evidence of coins and inscriptions,

his reign has been fixed in tho 1st century after Christ, or,

eay, 40 a.d. Kanishk*, tho most famous of tho Saka

conquerors, ruled over north-western India and the adjoin-

ing countries. His authority had its nucleus in Kashmir,

but it extended to both sides of tho HimAliiyas, from

Yarkand and Khokan to Agra and Siiid. ,
His council d

five liundred compiled three commentaries on the Cuddiii.-l

faith. These commentaries supplied in jiart materials f-r

the Tibetan or northern canon, drawn up at a subsequent

period. ' Tho northern canon, or, as the Chinese proudly

call it, the "greater vdiido of tho law," includes many

later cnrruplioiis or developments of the Indian faith r:

originally embodied by Asoka (2U n.c.) in tho " le:;.i.i

vehicle," or canon of tlic southern Buddhists.
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The Kanishka commentaries were written in the San-

skrit language, perhaps because the Kashmir and northern

(riests who formed his council belonged to isolated Aryan
colonics, which had been little influenced by the gruwth

of the Indian \ macular dialects. In this way Kanishka

and his Kashmir council (I 40 a.d.) became in some degree

to the northern or Tibetan Buddhists what Asoka and

liis PatnA council (211 B.c) had been to the Buddhists of

Ceylon and the south.

Bud- The missionary impulse given by Asoka quickly bore

fruit. In the year after liis great council at PatnA. his

son Mahindo carried Asoka's version of the Buddhist

tffortj' scriptures in the Magadhi language to Ceylon. He took

with him a band of fellow missionaries ; and soon

afterwards his sister, the princess Sanghamitta, who had

entered the order, followed with a company of nuns. It

was not, however, till six hundred years later (410-132
A.D.) that the holy books were rendered into PAli, the

sacred language of the southern Buddhists, About the

s;ime time missionaries from Ceylon finally established the

f.iith in Biirmah(150 a.d.). The Burmese themselves assert

that two Buddhist preachers landed in Pegu as early as

207 B.C. Some indeed place their arrival just after the

Patni council (214 B.C.), and point out the ruined city of

Tha-ton, between the Tsi-tang and Salwfn estuaries, as the

scene of their pious labours. Siam was converted to

Buddhism in 633 a.d. ; Java received its missionaries

direct from India between the 5th and the 7th centuries,

and spread the faith to Bali and Sumatra. While southern

Buddhism was thus wafted across the ocean, another

stream of missionaries had found its way by Central

Asia into China. Their first arrival in that empire is said

to date from the 2d century B.C., although it was not till

65 A.D. that Buddhism there became an established religion.

The Gr.-eco-Bactrian kingdoms in the Punjab and beyond
it afforded a favourable soil for the faith. The Scythian

dynasties that succeeded them accepted it, and the earliest

remains which recent discovery has unearthed in AfghAn-

istiu are Buddhist. Kanishka's council, soon after the

commencement of the Christian era, gave a fresh impetus

to the faith. Tibet, south Central Asia, and China lay

along the great missionary routes of northern Buddhism
;

the Kirghis are said to have carried Buddhist settlements

AS far west as the Caspian ; on the cast, the religion was
introduced into the Korea in 372 a.d., and thence into

Japan in 552.

Bud- Buddhism never ousted Brilimanism from any largo part
dhism nf India. The two tystcnis co existed as popular religions

BraU-
during more than a thousand years (244 B.C. to about 800

oianisni. A.D.), and modern Hinduism is the joint product of both.

Certain kings and certain eras were intensely Buddhistic;

but tbs continuous existence of BrAhmanism is abundantly
-j)roved from the time of Alexander (327 B.C.) downwards.

The historians .who chronicled his march, and the Greek
ambassador Megasthenes, who succeeded them (300 B.C.)

in their literary labours, bear witness to the predominance

of the old faith in the period immediately preceding Asoka.

Inscriptions, local legends, Sanskrit litorrturc, and the

drama disclose the survival of Brdhman influence during

the next six centuries (244 b.c. "to 400 a.d.). From 400
A.D. we have the evidence of the Chinese pilgrims, who
toiled through Central Asia into India as the birth[)iaco

ot their faith. Fall ian entered India from AfghAnistAn,

and journeyed down the whole Gangctic valley to the Bay
of Bengal in 399-413 a.d. He found BrAhman priests

equally honoured with Buddhist monks, and temples to the

Indian gods side by side with the religious houses of his

own faith. Hwcn Tsong also travelled to India from
China by the Central Asia route, and has left a fuller record

of the state of the two religions in the 7th century. His

1-2—2s

journey extended from 629 to 645 a.d., and eyetywhere
throughout India he found the two faiths eagerly competing
for the sufl"rages of the people. By that time, indeed,

BrAhmanism was beginning to assert itself at the expense of

the other religion. The monuments of the great Buddhkt
monarchs, Asoka and Kanishka, confronted him fiom the

time he neared the Punjab frontier ; but so o^o did tb",

temples of Siva aiKi his "^read " queen Bhlmi. Through-
out north-western India ho found Buddhist conventa and
monks surrounded by " swarms of heretics." The poUtici3l

power was .also divided, although the Buddhist sovereiguf

predominated. A Buddhist monarch ruled over ten king-

doms in AfghAnistAn. At PeshAwar the great monastery
built by Kanishka was deserted, but the populace remained
failhful. la Kaslimir king and people were devout
Buddhists, under the teaching of five hundred monasteries

and five thousand monks. In the country identified with
JAipur, on the other hand, the inhabitants were devoted to

heresy and war.

Buddhist influence in northern India seems, during the

7th century A.D., to have centred in the fertile do4b or

plain between the Jumna and the Ganges. At Kanauj
(KanyAkubja), on the latter river, Hwen Tsang found a
powerful Buddhist monarch, SIlAditya, whose influence

reached from the Punjab to north-eastern Bengal, and
from the HimAlayas to the NarbadA. river. There flourished

one hundred Buddhist convents and ten thousand monks.
But the king's eldest brother had been lately slain by &

sovereign of eastern India, a hater of Buddhisr" ; and two
hundred temples to the BrAhman gods roared their heads
under the protection of the devout SilAditya himself. This
monarch seems to have been an Asoka of the 7th century
A.D., and he practised with primitive vigour the two great

Buddhist virtues of spreading of the faith and charity.

The former he attempted by means of a general council

in 631 A.D. Twenty-one tributary sovereigns attended,

together with the most learned BrAhman and Buddhist
monks of their kingdoms. But the sole object of the con-

vocation was no longer the undisputed assertion of the

Buddhist religion. It dealt with the two distinct phases

of the religious life of India. First there was a discussion

between the Buddhists and BrAhmans, especially of the

SAnkhya and Vaiseshika schools, and then followed a dis-

pute between the two Buddhist sects who followed respec-

tively the northern and the southern canons, known as " the

greater and the lesser vehicle of the law." The rites of the

populace were of as composite a character as the doctrines

of their teachers. On the first day of the council a statue

of Buddha was installed with great pomp ; on the second,

an imago of the sun-god ; on the third, a figure of Siva.

SilAditya held a solemn distribution of hia royal trea-

sures every five years. Hwen Tsang describes bow on the

plain near AJlahAbAd, where the Ganges and the ,; umna
unite their waters, all the kings of the empire, and a vast

multitude of people,-wero feasted for seventy-five daya
SilAditya brought forth the stores of his palace, and gave,

them away to BrAhmans and Buddhists, monks and
heretics, without distinction. At the end of the festival

he stripped off his jowels and royal raiment, gave them to

the bystanders, and, like Buddha of old, put on the rags of

a beggar. By this ceremony the monarch commemorated
the Great Renunciation of the founder of the Buddhist
faith, aud at the same time practised the highest duty

inculcated alike by the Buddhist and BrAhmanical religions,

namely, almsgiving. Hwen Tsang describes a ;distribu-

tion on a smaller scale in the western kingdom of Volabhf

(circa 636 A.D.). " For seven days every year the king

holds a great assembly at which ho distributes to the

multitude of recluses choice dishes, the three garments,
medicine, the seven precious things, and rare objects of

XII. — 99
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great value. After giving all these in alms he buys them

back at double price." The intellect of this king, we are

told, was weak and narrow.i Similar " fields of charity
"

seem to have been held by many Buddhist princes in

memory of the Great Renunciation. The vast monastery of

Nalanda in Behar formed a seat of learning which recalls

the universities of mediiieval Europe. Ten thousand monks
and novices of the eighteen schools there studied theology,

philosophy, law, science, especially medicine, and practised

their devotions. They were supported from the royal

funds. _ _ '
Hwen Tsang travelled from the Punjab to the mouth

of the Ganges, and made journeys into southern India.

But everywhere he found the two religions mingled.

GayA, which holds so high a sanctity in the legends of

Buddha, had already become a great BrAhman centre.

On ths east of Bengal, Assam had never been converted to

Buddhism. In the south-west, Orissa was a stronghold of

the faith ; at the seaport of Tamluk at the mouth of the

Hdgli (Hooghly ), the temples to the BrAhmau gods were five

times more numerous than the convents of the faithful.

On tho iladras coast Buddhism flourished ; and indeed

throughout southern India tho faith seems still to have

been in the ascendant, although struggling against Brdhman
heretics and their gods.

During the next two centuries BrAhmanism gradually

became the ruling religion. There are legends of persecu-

tions instigated by BrAhman reformers, such as Kumarila
Bhatta and Sankar-AchArjya. But the downfall of

Buddhism seems to have resulted from natural decay, and
from neW' movement* of religious thought, rather than from
any general suppression by the sword. Its extinction is

contemporaneous with the rise of Hinduism, and belongs

to a subsequent part of this sketch. In the 11th century,

only outlying stages, such as Kashmir and Orissa, remained

faithful ; and before the Mahometans fairly came upon the

scene Buddhism as a popular faith had disappeared from
India. During the last ten centuries Buddhism has been
a banished religion from its native home. But it has won
greater triumphs in its exile than it could ever have achieved

in the land of its birth. It has created a literature and a

religion for more than a third of the human race, arid has

profoundly affected the beliefs of the rest. Five hundred
millions of men, or 35 per cent, of the inhabitants of the

world, still follow the teaching of Buddha. AfghAnistAn,

NepAl, Eastern TurkistAn, Tibet, Mongolia, Manchuria,
China, Japan, tho Eastern Archipelago, Siam, Bnrmah,
Ceylon, and India at one time marked the magnificent cir-

cumference of its conquests. Its shrines and monasteries

stretched in a continuous line from the Caspian to the

Pacific, and still extend from the confines of the Russian
empire to the equatorial archipelago. During twenty-four

centuries Buddhism has encountered and outlived a series

of powerful rivals. At this day it forms one of the three

great religions of the world, and is more numerously
followed than citlicr Christianity or IslAm. In India its

influence has survived its separate existence. It not only

loft behind it a distinct sect, but it supplied a basis upon
which BrAhmanism finally developed from the creed of a

casto into tho religion of the people. This Buddhistic

influence on Hinduism will be afterwards noticed. The
distinct sect is known as tho Jains (q.v.), who number
about half a million- in India. Tlie noblest survivals of

Buddhism in India are to be found, not among any peculiar

body, but in the religion of the people; in that jjrinciplo

" Repo't n/ Arch. Survtij, IVesUrn India, for 1871-75. p. 63.
' Itcliimwl hy the ccnaua of 1S72 aa 485,020 " Burl.lhists" in Inilm,

bcsidoa thu 2,417.831 Buddhists in Bumi.ih Except in a few spot**,

fhipfly Among the Bpura of tho HimilAyos and in south-eastern Bengal,
the lofliaD Buddhists may be generally reckoned as Jains

of the brotherhood of man, with the reassertion of which
each new revival of Hinduism starts; in the asylum which
the great Hindu sects aflTord to women who have fallen

victims to caste rules, to the widow and the out-caste; in

that gentleness and charity to all men, which take the

place of a poor-law in India, and give a high significance

to the half-satirical epithet of the "mild" Hindu.

Greek-Roman Period.
*

The external history of India commences with the Greek Greek

invasion in 327 B.C. Some indirect trade between India
'''^'''*''^''

and the Levant seems to have existed from very ancient

times. Homer was acquainted with tin' and other articles

of Indian- merchandise by their Sanskrit names ; and a

long list has been made of Indian products mentioned in

tho Bible.* But the first Greek historian who speaks

clearly of India was HecatKus of Miletus (549-486 b.c.)
;

the knowledge of Herodotus (450 B.C.) ended at the Indus ;

and Ctesias, the physician (401 B.C.), brought back from
his residence in Persia only a few facts about the products

of India, its dyes and fabrics, monkeys and parrots. India

to the east of the Indus was first made known in Europe
by the historians and men of science who accompanied
Alexander the Great in 327 B.C. Their narratives, although

now lost, are condensed in Strabo, Pliny, and Arrian. Soon
afterwards Megasthenes, as Greek ambassador resident at

a court in the centre of Bengal (306-298 B.C.), had oppor-

tunities for the closest observation. The knowledge of the

Greeks and Romans concerning India practically dates from
his researches, 300 B.c'

Alexander the Great entered India early in 327 B.C., Ales-

crossed the Indus above Attock, and advanced, without a
^^'^'

struggle, over the intervening territory of the Taxiles * to

the JheUim (Hydaspes). He found the Punjab divided

into petty kingdoms, jealous of each other, and most of

them inclined to join an invader rather than to oppose

him. One of these local monarchs, Porus, disputed the

passage of the Jhelum, with .a force which, substituting

guns for chariots, exactly equalled the army of Ranjlt Sinh,

the ruler of the Punjab in the present century.' Plutarch

gives a vivid description of the battle from Alexander's

own letters. Having drawn up his troops at a bend of

the Jhelum, about 14 miles west of tho modern field of

* Greek, Kassiteros ; Sanskrit, Kastlra ; hence, subsequently, the

name uf Cassiterides given to the Scilly Ishnds. Stephas, ivory,

through tlie Arabian eleph (from Arabic el, the, and Sanskrit ibha,

domestic elephant), is also cited.
*'

* Dr Birdwood's Handbook to tht British Indian Section of the Pans
Exhibition o/1878, pp. 20-35.

^ The fragments of the Indica of Megasthenes, collected by Dr
Schwanbeck, with th« first part of the Indica of Arrian, the Pcriplus

Maris Erythran. and Arrian's Account oj the Voyage of Nearchus,

have been translated in two most useful volumes by Mr J. W.
M'Crindle, M.A. (Triibner, 1877 and 1879). The /nrfica of Cte-sias,

with the 15th Book of Strabo, is also promised; and the diOicult

sections referring to India in Ptolemy's Oeographia, properly anno-

tated, would complete a work of the highest valno to Indian history.

" The Takkas, swid to be a Turanian race, were the earlie.st inhabit-

ants of R.Awal Pindi district. They gave their name to the town of

Takshdsila or Taxila, which Alexander found *' a rich and large city,

the most pojiulous between the Indus and Hydaspes" (Arrian); it 'a

identified with the ruins of Deri Shahan. Taki or Asarur, on tho

road between Lahore and PiudI Bhatiyin, was tho capital of the

Punjab in 633 AD.
^ Professor Cowell, who thinks lh;it the Creeks probably exaggerated

the numbers of the enemy, judiciously remarks:— " I'onis, one of

several who occupied the Punjab, is saitl to have had 200 elephants,

300 chariots, 400 horse, and 30,000 cfiicient infantry ; winch, a»

observed by Sir A. Buroes, is (substituting guns for chariots) exactly

tho establishment of Rnnjit Sinh, who wa« master of tho whole Punjab

and several other territories'' (Cowell, Ajtp. iii. to EIl>hinslono'8

llisl. lad., p. 2C2, ed. 1866). (Jeueial Cunningham, who ba< given

a lucid account of the battle, with an excellent map, Anc. Oeott •>/

India, pp. 1.19-177 (ed. 1871), stateathearmy of Alexander at "about

50,000 men, including 6000 auxiliaries under Mophis of Taxila,"
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ChilianwAla,' the Macedonian general crossed under shelter

^if a tempestuous night. The chariots hurried out by Porus

stuck in the muddy bank of the river, and in the general

engagement which followed his elephauts refused to face

tlie Greeks, and, wheeling round, trampled his own army
under foot. His son fell early in the onset ; Porus him-

self fled wounded, but, on tendering his submission, was

confirmed in his kingdom, and became the conqueror's

trusted friend.

Alexander built two memorial cities on the scene of his

victory,—Bucephalia on the west bank, near the modern
J.ilAlpur, named after his beloved charger slain in the battle,

and Nica;a, the present Mong, on the east side of the river.

Alexander advanced south-east through the kingdom of

the younger Porus to Amritsar, and, after a sharp bend
backward to the west, to fight the Cath;ei at Sangala, he

reached the Beas (Hyphasis). There, at a spot not far from

the modern battlefield of Sobrion, he halted his victorious

standards.^ He had resolved to march to the Ganges ;

but his troops were worn out by the heats of the Punjab
summer, and their spirits broken by the hurricanes of the

Bouth-west monsoon.' The native tribes had already risen

in his rear, and the conqueror of the world was forced to

turn back before he had crossed even the frontier province

of India. The Sutlej, the eastern districts of the Punjab,

and the mighty Jumna still lay between him and the

Ganges. A single defeat might be fatal to his army ; if

the battle on the Jhelum had not gone in his favour, not

a Greek would have reached the Afghdn side of the

passes. Yielding at length to the clamour of his troops,

he led them back to the Jhelum. He there embarked
8000 of them in boats previously prepared, and floated

down the river; the remainder of his army marched in two
divisions along the banks.

The country was hostile, and the Greeks held only the

land on which they encamped. At Multdn (Mooltan), then

as now the capital of the southern Punjab, he had to fight a

pitched battle with the Malli, and was severely wounded
in taking the city. His enraged troops put every soul

within it to the sword. Farther down, near the confluence

of the five rivers of the Punjab, he made a long halt, built

a town,—Alexandria, the modern Uchch,—and received the

submission of the neighbouring states. A Greek garrison

and satrap, left there by Alexander, laid the foundation

of a lasting influence. Having constructed f, new fleet

suitable for the greater rivers on which he was now to

embark, ho proctieded southw-ards through Sind, and
followed the Course of the Indus until he reached the ocean.

In the apex of the delta he founded a city—Patala—which
remains to this day under the name of Hyderabad, the

capital of Sind. 5 At the mouth of the Indus Alexander
beheld for the first time the majestic phenomenon of the
tides. One part of his army he shipped otT under the
command of Nearclius to coast along the Persian Gulf

;

the other he himself led through southern BaluchistAn and
Persia to Susa, where, after terrible losses from want of

w,<>ter and famine on the march, he arrived in 325 B.C.

During his two years' campaign in the Punjab and Sind,
Alexander captured no province, but he made alliances,

founded cities, and planted garrisons. He had trans-

' And obout lliirty iiiileisouth-west of Jliclam town.
' The ch.ihge in tlio couree of the Sutlej lias altered the old position

of that river to tho Beas at this point. Tho best small map of
Alexaii.k-i's roulo is No. V. in General Cunningham's Anc. Gcop. of
/iirfiu, p. 104 (ed. 1871)—61 miles to tho inch. - - . "

*_For Us iuccesi.ive appearances in history, sec General Cunning-
lian'i's Am. Oauj. of India, pp. 270-287, under Patala or Niiankot.
He gives an excellent map of Alexander's rampaign in Sind at p. 243.
I'.ataia (PatUila, I'lt.isila, or Pattale) was formerly identified with
1'hatha, a town near to wlierc the western arm of the Indus bifurcates
vM'Crindlc, Commcrct and Naviaation of tha Erythraean Sea, p. 15C,
cd. 1879).

ferrcd much territory to chiefs and confederacies devoted
to his cause; every petty court had its Greek faction;

and the detachments which he left behind at various

positions, from the Afghdn frontier to the Beas, and from
near the base of the Himdlayas to the Sind delta, wero
visible pledges of his return. At Taxila (Deri-Shahan) and
Nicnea (Mong) in the northern Punjab, at Alexandria

(Uchch) in tho southern Punjab, at Patala (Hyderabad)
in Sind, and at other points along his route, he estab-

lished military settlements of Greeks or allies. ,A large

body of his troops remained in Bactria ; and, in the parti-

tion of the empire which followed Alexander's death lit

.323 B.C., Bactria and India eventually fell to Seleucus
Nicator, the founder of the Syrian monarchy. V

Meanwhile a new power had arisen in India. Among
the Indian adventurers who thronged Alexander's camp ift

the Punjab, each with his plot for winning a kingdota or
crushing a rival, Chandra Gupta,.an exile from the Gangeffc'
valley, seems to have p]ayed a somewhat ignominious part.

He tried to tempt tho wearied Greeks on the banks of the

Beas witL^ schemes of conquest in the rich south-eastern
provinces

; but, having personally offended their leader, Le
had to fly the camp (326 B.C.). In the confused years Ms^adh*
which followed, he managed, with the aid of plundering tir.gdom.-

hordes, to form a kingdom on the ruins of the Nand.i
dynasty in Magadha, or Behar (316 B.C.).* He seized
tho capital, Pataliputra, the modern Patni, establishei
himself firmly in the Gangetic valley, and compelled the
north-western principalities, Greeks and natives alike, to
acknowledge his suzerainty.^ While, therefore, Seleucus
was winning his voy to the Syrian monarchy during the
eleven years which followed Alexander's death, Chandra.^
Gupta was building up an empire in northern Incffa-'

Seleucus reigned in Syria from 312 to 280 B.C., .Chandra
Gupta in the Gangetic valley from 316 to 292 B.C. In
312 B.C. the power of both had been consolidated, and
the two ntvj sovereignties -were soon brought face to face.

*

In that year Seleucus, having recovered, Babylon, pro-
ceeded to re-establish his authority in Bactria and the
Punjab. In the latter province he found the Greek
influence decayed. Alexander had left behind a mixed
force of Greeks and Indians at Taxila. No sooner was ha
gone than the Indians rose and slew the Greek governor;
the Macedonians massacred the Indians; a hew governor,
sent by Alexander, murdered the friendly Punjab prince,
Porus, and was himself driven out of tho country by tha
advance of Chandra Gupta from the. Gangetic valley.

Seleucus, after a .war with Chandra Gupta, determined to
ally himself with the new power in India rather than to
oppose it. lu return for five hundred elephants, he ceded
the Greek settlements in the Punjab and the Cabul valley,

gavo his daughter to Chandra Gupta in marriage, and
stationed an ambassador, Megasthenes, .at tho Gangetic
court {circa 306-208 B.C.). Chandra Gupta became
familiar to the Greeks as Sandrocottus, king of the Prasii

;

his capital, Pataliputra,^ or Patn.^\, was rendered into Poli-

bothra. On the other hand, the names of Greeks and
kings of Grecian dynasties appear in the rock inscriptions,

under Indian forms.''

Megasthenes has left a life-like l>ii,tiiroot the Indian people. lfeg»
NotwitLstoiidin<; some striking errors, tho observations which lie cthucA
jotted down at Patna, three liundicd years before Christ, give as

* Corjjii3 Iiiscripiiouuiii /luUcanim, i. Pref. vii.

• • For tlio dynasty of Chandra Gupta 8Co !\'umis^natu Oriaitalia
(Ceylon fasciculus), pp. 41-50. . -^ , .. ^- --» •"*

' Tlio modem Pntn.i, or Patt.ana, means simply "tho city." For
its iilentification with Pataliimtrajiura and Mr Itavensliow'scrucial dis-
coveries sec General Cunningham's /Inc. Geog. India, p. 452 ecg.

* ' Tho Greeks as Yonas {Yavanas)ar« the '\iov*i or loniane. Id tlio

13th edict of Asoka live Greek princes appear: Antiochua (of Sjiia),
Ptolemy (Pliiladclphus of Egypt), Antigonus (Gonatus of Maccdon),
Magas (of Cyrcne), Alexander (IL of Epirus).
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accurate an account of the social organization in the Gangetic valley

S3 any which esisted when the Bengal Asiatic Society commenced
its labours at lll« end of the last century (1785). Up to the time

of Megasthenes the Greek idea of India was a very vague one.

Their historians spoke of two classes of Indians,—certain mountain-

ous tribes who dwelt in nortliern Afghanistan under the Caucasus

or Hindu Rush, and a maritime race living on the coast of P,alu-

cliistan. Of tlie India of modem geography lying beyond the Indus

they practically knew notliing. It was this India to the east of

tlie Indus that M^^gasthenes opened up to the AV'estern world. Ho
describes the classification of the people, dividing tliem, however,

into seven castes instead of four,'—namely, philosophers, husband-

men, shepherds, artisans, soldiers, inspectors, and the counsellors

of the king. The philosophers were the Brahmans, and the pre-

ecribcd stages of their life are indicated. Jlegasthenes draws a dis-

tinction between the Brahmans {Bpax/^afes) and the Sarmanse

iSap/idvai), from which some, scholars have inferred that the Bud-
dhist Sarmanas were a recognized class fifty years before the council

of Asoka. But the Sarmans also include Brahmans in the first

and third stages of their life as students and forest recluses.' The
inspectors' or si.tth class of Megasthenes have been identified with
Asoka's Mahdindtra and his Buddhist inspectors of morals.

The Greek ambassador observed with admiration the absence of

slavery in India, the chastity of the women, and the courage of the

men. In valour they excelled all other Asiatics ; 'they required no
locks to their doors; above all, no Indian was eVer known to tell a

lie. Sober and industrious, good farmers, and skilful artisans, they

•scarcely ever had recourse to a lawsuit, and lived peaceably under
their native chiefs. The kingly government is portrayed almost as

described in Manu, with its hereditary castes of councillors and
soldiers. Megasthenes mentions that India was divided into one

Iiundred ami eighteen kingdoms; some of which, such as that of the

Prasii under Chandra Gupta, exercised suzerain powers. The village

system is well described, each little rural unit seeming to be an in-

dependent republic. Megasthenes remarked the exemption of the

Iiusbandmeu (Vaisyas) from war and public services, and enume-
'rates the dyes, fibres, fabrics, and products (animal, vegetable, and
'•mineral) of India. Husbandry depended on the periodical rains

;

end forecasts of the weaiher, with a view to " make adequate pro-

vision against a coming deficiency," formed a special duty of the

Brahmans. " The philosopher who errs in his predictions obseiTes

£ilence for the rest of his life." •.,--rrj^.u»-',. .•.•'^x<A'^, •.''-^•-•.•

Before the year 300 B.C. two powerful monarchies had
thus begun to act upon the BrAhmanisra of northern India,

from the east and from the west: On the east, in the

Gangetic valley, Chandra Gupta (316-292 B.C.) firmly

consolidated the dynasty which during the next century

produced Asoka (264-223 ac), established Buddhism
throughout India, and spread its doctrines from AfghinistAn

to China, and from Central Asia to Ceylon. On the west,

the heritage of Seleucus (312-280 B.C.) diffused Greek

Influences, and sent forth Grieco-Bactrian e.xpeditions to

,the Punjab. ' Antiochus Theos (grandson of Seleucus

Nicator) and Asoka (grandson of Chandra Gupta), who
ruled tlvese two monarchies in the 3d century B.C., made
n treaty with each other (256). In the next century

Eucratides, king of Bactria, conquered as far as Alexander's

royal city of Patala, and possibly sent expeditions into

Cutch and Guzerat, 181-lCl B.C. Of the GrscoBactrian
monarchs, Jlenander advanced farthest into North-West^jrn

India, and his coins are found from Cabul, near which he

probably had his capital, as far as Muttra on the Jumna.
The Buddhist dynasty of Chandra Gupta profoundly

modified the religion of northern India from the east

;

the empire of Seleucus, with its Bactrian and later off-

shoots deeply influenced the science and art of Hin-

dusUAn from the west.

Brihman astronomy owed much to the Greeks, and
faifluence what the Buddhists were to the archilecturo of northern
*"'*'*• India, that the Greeks were to iU sculpture. Greek

faces and profiles constantly occur in ancient Buddhist

Blatuary, and enrich almost all the larger museums in

' Ancitnt India at described by Megaslhenea and Arrian, being

frtifrmenU of the Indika, by J. W. M'CrindIc, MA., p. -10 (cd. 1S77).

.
' BrahmacliArinsnod Vinaprasllia8(i\<j0io(). Wclicr very pinpcrly

declines to idenlify the Zapfidvai exclusively with the liudd'iist

Bonnann. ;/i«(. /m/. /,i(,, p. 23 (cd. 137S). ' .

' The iij>opot (Diodorue, Strabo), inlaKOiroi (Arrian).

8ir«o<r
Bactrian
)onquest3.

ar«cV

India. The purest specimens have been found in the
Punjab, where the lonians settled in greatest force. As
we proceed eastward from the Punjab, the Greek type
begins to fade. Purity of outline gives place to luscious-

ness of form. In the female figures, the artists trust more
and more to swelling breasts and towering chignons, and
load the neck with constantly accumulating jewels. Never-

theless, the Grecian type of countenance long survived in

Indian art. It is perfectly, unlike the present coarse' con- -

ventional ideal of sculptured beauty, and may even be
traced in the delicate profiles on the so-called sun temple

ait Kandrak, built in the 12th century a.d. on the remote
Orissa shore.
' It must, suffice to indicate the ethnical and dynastic Ethideal

influences thus brought to bear upon India, without i^'^"-

attempting to assign dates to the individual monarchs. ""**

The chronology of the twelve centuries intervening between
the Grseco-Bactrian period and the Mahometan conquest

still depends on a mass of coniiicting evidence derived

from inscriptions, legendary literature, unwritten traditions,

and coins.* Four systems of computation exist, based

upon the Vikramdditya, Saka, Seleucidan, and Parthian

eras. In the midst of this confusion we see dim masses
moving southwards from Central Asia into India, The
Grsco- Bactrian kings are traced by coins as far as Muttra
on the Jumna ; and Sanskrit texts have recently revealed

their advance through the Middle Land of the BrAhmans
(Madhyadesha) to Siketa (or Ajodhya), the capital of Oudh,
and to Patni in Behar.* The credentials of the Indian

embassy to Augustus in 22-20 B.C. were written on skins,

—

a circumstance which indicates the extent to which Greek
usage had overcome Brihmauical prejudices. During the

century preceding the Christian era Scythian or Tartar

hordes began to supplant the Grseco-Bactrian influence in

the Punjab.,

Scythic and Non-Aryan Influences.

About 126 B.C. the Tartar tribe of Su is said to have £zpal<

driven out the Greek dynasty from Bactria, and the Grseco- siou ol

Bactrian settlements in the Punjab were overthrown by the S"^*"
TueChi.^ The Scythian migrations towards India culmi- dynasty.

nated in the empire of Kanishka, who held the fourth

Buddhist council, circa 40 A.D., and practically became the

royal founder of northern Buddhism. The Scythic element Scy-

played an important part in the history of northern India, thian*.

Under Kanishka and his successors a connexion was estab-

lished with the Buddhist nations of central and eastern Asia,

traces of which survived to the time of Hwen Tsaug
(629-645 A.D.) in the name of China-pati, about 10 miles

to the west of the Beas river.' China-pati is said to have

been the town whicli Kanishka appointed for the residence

of his Chinese hostages. It has been suggested that the

Asicamedha, or great horse sacrifice, in some of its Indian

developments at any rate, was based upon Scythic ideas.

"It was in effect," writes Mr Edward Thomas, "a martial

challenge, which consisted in letting the victim who was
to crown the imperial triumph at the year's end go free to

wander at will over the face of the earth, its sponsor being

bound to follow its hoofs, and to conqueror conciliate"

the chiefs through whoso territories it passed. Such a

prototype seems to him to shadow forth the life of the

Central Asia communities of the horseman class, "among

* The evidence is well indicated in the Keport of the Archtrological

Survey of lI'Mdrn ;;irfio for 1874-76, p. 49 (Mr E. Thomas'*
monograph). -

, _

' Weber, Jlist. Ind. Lit., p. 251-62, with his valuable notes. Quot-

ing GoIdstUcker (ed. 1«7S). - -
• Do Guigncs, supported by Professor Cowcll on tlie evidence of

coins. Appendix to Elphinslono's History of India, p. 2G9 (ed. 18G0).

' General Cunningham 'a Ane. Geng. Ind., p. 200.
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whom a steed captured in hostile forays liad du frequently

•o be traced from Mmp to camp, and surrendered or fought

lor at last."

'

An cfTort lirxs boiin mado to trace CuilJha himself

to a Scytliic origin. IIo belonged to a royal stock of

Sikyas; and the Chinese records supply an iiitcrnicdiato

link between his birthplace in Dengnl and the supposed

home of his race in Central Asia. It ia inferred from iheni

that a branch of the Scythian hordes who overran western

Asia about 625 B.C. made its way to Patala on the Indus,

the site selected by Alexander in 325 B.C. for his head-

quarters in that delta, and still the capital of Sind under

the name of Hyderabad. One portion of these Patala

Scythians went westwards by the Pe/iian Gulf to Assyria
;

another section eventually moved north-east into the

Gangctic valley, and became the Sikyas of Kapilavastu,

among whom Buddha was born.- His dying command,
that he should be buried according to the old custom of

his race, and a mound erected over his remains, is opposed

to the Indo-Aryan form of obsequies by cremation ; but it

is essentially in accord with the Scythian mode of disposing

of the dead. In the topes or funeral mounds of Buddhism
is seen a reproduction of the royal Scythian tombs cf which

Herodotus speaks.^ It is therefore argued that the

Christian fathers trace back, by no accident, the Manichean

doctrine to one " Scythianus," whose disciple Terebinthus

took the name of Buddha.*
Whatever may be the value of this conjecture, the

influence of the Scythian dynasties in northern India is an

historical fact. The northern or Tibetan form of Buddhism,

represented by Kanishka and his council in 40 a.d., made
its way down to the plains of Hindust.^n, and during the

next six centuries competed with the earlier Buddhism of

Asoka. The Chinese pilgrim in 629-645 a.d. found both

the northern or Scythic and the southern forms of Buddhism
in full vigour in India. He spent fourteen months at

China-pati, the town where Kanishka had kept his Chinese

hostages in the Punjab ; and he records the debates between

the northern and southern sects of Buddhists in Oudh,
Behar, Kithiawir, and at other places. The Scythic

influence in India was a dynastic as well as a religious one.

Thoevidenceof coins and the names of Indian tribes of reign-

ing families, such as the Sikas, Huns, and Ndgas, point to

Scythian settlements as far south as the Central Provinces.^

Many scholars believe that the Scythians poured down
upon India in such masses aa to supplant the previous

population. The Jits or JAts," who form nearly one half

of the inhabitants of the Punjab, are identified with the

Oeta; ; their great subdivision the Dhe, with the Dahac,

Scythiin whom Strabo places on the shores of the Caspian. This
little- view has received the support of most eminent investigators,
(iieuts

(fQfn Professor H. H. Wilson to General Cunningham,
the director-general of the archsological survey.' The
existing division between the Eastern Jits and the Dhe
has, indeed, been traced back to the contiguity of the

Massa-geta; or Great Geta;^ and the Dah.-c, who dwelt by

Ibian

ilTtiaj

^ Ucporl of Arc/uEological Survey 0/ Western India, pp. 37, 38, 1876.

But see, in opposition to Mr Thomas's view, M. Senart in the French
/ourn. Asiatique, 1375, p. 12G.

' Catena of the Buddhist Scriptures /vom the Chinese, Tiy S. Bcal,

pp. 1215-130 (Tiiibner, 1871). ' Herod, iv. 71, 72, 217.
* " 1 believe," says tlio greatest living authority on Inilo-Chincse

Butltlliism, *' the legcud of SAkya was perverted into this history of

Scythianus."—S. Deal, Cataia, ut supra, p. 129, footnote.
» Muir's Sanskrit Texts, chap. v. vol. i,1868 ; C. Grant's Oazeltcer

»J the Central Provinces, Ixx. &c, Ndgpur, 1870; Reports oj the

Archccological Survey of India and of V/eslem India ; Professor II.

H. Wilson (and Dr F. Hall), Vishnu Pur/ina, ii. 134.
* The word occurs as Jits and Jata, but the identity of the two

forms has been established by reference to the Ain-i-Akl/ari. Some
are Hindus, others Mahometans.

' Sec, among other places, partiv. of lii3ilrcA«»fcj;«;aZyjfporf, p. 19.
' Miusa means " great '^ in Pchlevi.

tblap*.,

the side of each other in Central Asia, and who may have
advanced together during the great Scythian movement
towards India on the decline of tho Bactrian empire.

Without pressing such identifications ton closely in tho

.';crvico of particular theories, tho weight of authority is in

favour of a Scythian origin for this moot numerous anrj

most industrious section of the population of iho Punjab.*

A similar descent has been assigned to certain of the RAjpuk
tribes. Colonel Tod, still tho standard historian of

Il.ijAsthin, strongly insisted on this point. Some relation-

ship between the Jilts and the Pi.'ijputs, although obscure,

is acknowledged ; and, although the )us connvhii no longer

exists between thcni, an inscription shows that they

intermarried in the 5th century a.d.'" Professor Cowell,

indeed, regarded the arguments for the Scythic descent of

the Rijputsas inconclusive." But the whole evidence now
collected was not before him ; and authorities of great

weight have deduced alike from local investigation'^ and
from Sanskrit literature'^ a Scythic origin for the Jdts, and
for some at least of the RAjput tribes. Wo shall see that

the Scythian -hordes also supplied certain of the Non<
Aryan or so-called aboriginal races of India, .

"
•

The Scythic settlement was not cfl'ecled without a

struggle. As Chandra Gupta advanced from the Gangetic

valley, and rolled back the tide of Gra;co-Bactrian conquest

{circa 312-306 B.C.), so the Indian heroes of the first century

before and after Christ are native princes who stemmed tho

torrent of Scythian invasion. Vikramiditya, l•'^gof Ujjain, Eii»i}>

won his paramount place in Indian story by driving out "o" o*

the invaders. An era, the Say/imt, beginning in 57 B.C. ^'^
was founded in honour of his achievements. Its date"
seems at variance with his legendary victories over the

Scythian Kanishka in the first century after Christ; '^ but

his very name suffices to commemorate his struggle against

the northern hordes as Vikram.Aditya SakAri, or the enemy
of the Scythians. His reign forms the Augustan era of

Sanskrit literature; and tradition has ascribed the highest

efforts of the Indian intellect during many centuries to the

poets and philosophers, or nine gems, of his court. As
Chandra Gupta, who freed India from the Greeks, is

celebrated in the drama Mvdrd-rdkshasa, so VikramAditya,

the vanquisher of the Scythians, forms tho central royal

personage of the Hindu stage.

VikramAditya's achievements, however, formed no final

deliverance, but merely an episode in a long struggle

between the Indian dynasties and new races from the

north. Another popiflar era, the Saha (literally the

* It should be mfintioncd, however, that Pr Trunipp believes thei»,

to be of Aryan origin [Zeitsch, d. Dcutsck Morg. Gesellsch., xv. p
69U). Sec Mr J. Bcames's admirable edition ff Sir Henry Elliot's

Glossary of the Pace} of the Iforlh- WeslefTi provinces, vol. i. pp.

103-137 M. 1869).
'" Inscription discovered In Kotah state j No. 1 of Inscription Ap-

pendix to Colonel Tod's Annals and Antiquities qf Pij'isthUn, vol. L
p. 701, note 3 (Madras reprint, 1873).
" Appendix to Elphinstonc's Hist. Ind., pp. 250 seq. (ed. 1D6G).

" Tods Pdjisthin, pp. 52, 483, 600, ic, vol. i. (Aladras reprint,

1873).
" Dr Fitz-Edward Hall's edition oi Professor H. H. Wilson's Yishn*

PurCina, vol. ii. p. 134. The HiJnas, according to Wilson, ntre "thft

White Huns, who were established in the Punjab and along the fndus,

as we know from Arrian, Strabo, and Ptokniy, confirmed by recent

discoveries of their coins and by inscriptions." " 1 am not prepared,"

says Dr Fitz-Edward H,ill, •' to deny that the ancient Hindus when
they s|)oUe of tho lliinas included the Huns. In the Middle Ages,

however, it is certain that a Mce called Hiina was understood by the

learned of India to f"im a division of the K»hattriya3."—Profoswr

Dnwson's I)ict. Hind. Mythology, &e., p. 122.

" Samvatsara, " the year." The uncertainly which surrounds eren

this long accepted finger-post in Indian chronology may 1)C seen frora

Dr J. Fcr-^isHOn's paper " On the Saka and Sanivat and Gupta Eras,"

Jovmal hoy. As. Soc. , new scries, vol. x'\\., cspci-i.ally p. 172.

" The Hushka, Jiishka, •nd Kanishka family of tho Iliji Tar«nginl,

or chronicles of Kashmir, arc proved by inscriptions to belong to tha

4tli ccutary of the Scleucidan era, or the 1st ccolurj a.o.
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Bcythim), takes its commencement in 78 a.d./ and is

aapposed to commemorate the defeat of the Scythians by
BM4gr ' a king of southern India, Salivdhana.- During the seven
Itiilian centuries which followed, three powerful monarchies, the

i^*" SAhs, Guptas, and Valabhls, established themselves in

northern and western India. The Sdhs of Surishtra are

traced by coins and inscriptions from 60 or 70 B.C. to after

235 A.D.3 After the SAhs come the Guptas of Kanauj,* in

the North-Western Provinces, the Middle Land (Madhya-
deaha) of ancieut Brihmanism. The Guptas introduced an
era of their own, commencing in 319 B.C., and ruled in

E
arson or by viceroys over northern India during one
undred and fifty years, as far to the south-west as

K4thiiwir. The Gupta dynasty was overthrown by
foreign invaders, apparently a new influx of Huns or Tartars

from the north-west (-150-470 a.d.-). The Valabhis

succeeded the Guptas, and ruled over Cutch, the north-

western districts of Bombay* and Milwd, from 480 to

after 722 a.d.' The Chinese pilgrim gives a full accont
of the court and people of Valabhi (630-640 a.d.).

Buddhism was the state religion, but heretics (Brihmans')

abounded; and the Buddhists themselves were divided

between the northern school of the Scythian dynasties and
tho aoutheru or Indian school of Asoka. The Valabhls
aeem to have been overthrown by the early Arab invaders

«f Sind in the 8th century.

y The relations of these three Indian dynasties, the SAhs,

Guptas, and Valabhls, to the successive hordes of Scythians
who poared down on northern India are obscure. There
is abundant evidence of a long-continued struggle, but the

aitempt to assign dates to its chief episodes has not yet

j-^roduced results which can be accepted as final. Two
VikramSditya Sakdris, or vanquishers of the Scythians, are
required for the purposes of chronology; and the great

battle of Konir, near Miiltdn, at which the Scythian hosts

perished, has been shifted backwards and forwards from
78 to 544 A.D.^ The truth seems to be that, during tho

£rst six centuries of the Christian era, the fortunes of the

Scythian or Tartar races rose and fell from time to time in

northern India. They more than once sustained great

defeats ; and they more than once overthrew the native

dynasties. Their presence is abundantly attested during
the century before Christ, represented by Vikramdditya
(57b.c.); during the first century after Christ, represented

by the Kanishka family (2 B.C. to 87 a.d.) ; and thence
to the time of Cosmas Indicopleustes, about 535 a.d. The
latest writer on the subject ' believes that it was the White
Huns who overthrew the Guptas between 465 and 470 a.d.

He places the great battles of Koriir and Maushart, which
** freed India from the Sdkaa and Hiinas," between 524
and 544 a.d. Cosmas Indicopleustes, who traded in the
Red Sea about 535 a.d., speaks of the Huns as a powerful
nation in northern India in his days.'

• Monday, \Hh M.irch, 73 A.D., Julian style.

' General t'nnningliam. See also Mr E. Thomas's letter, datol
18th Scplcmbor 1874, to tlie Acaihmy, which brings this date wtliin
thi; period of the KauislikA family (2 B.C. to 87 a.d.).

• By Mr Newton. See Mr E. Tliomaa, "Oiv tlio Coins of the bah
Kings," Arch/xot. Hep. Western India, p. 44, 1870 ; and Dr J. Fcr-
gtusou, Jonrii. Roy. As. Soc, 1880.

• Now a town of only 17,000 iiiliahitanls in Farrakh^bad district,

tut v\l\i ruins extending over a semicircle of 4 miles in diameter.
• Lat-desa, including tho collectoratcs of Surat, Broach, Kaira, and

|»art« of Baroda territory.

• Tho genealogy io worked out in detail by Mr E. Thoma.i, ut svpra,
pp. 80-82.

' 78 A.D. w.as Uio popularly rcoeivwl date, conimcmomtod by tho
SAka era; "between 524 and 541 a.d." is suggested LyDv Fergusson
(p. 034 of /oiim. Hoy. As. Soc, vol. xii.) in tho latest discussion of
tho subject during 1880.

' Dr J. Fergusson, ut supra, pp. 282-284, &c.
• Topographia Christiaitia, lib. xi. p. 333, Paris, 1707; apud

FerBussoD, tU lupra.

While Greek and Scythic influences had thus been at Non-

work in northern India during nine centuries (327 B.C. to Aryan

544 a.d. ), another element was profoundly affecting the*^.^""

future of the Indian people. In a previous section we
have traced the fortunes, and sketched the present condition,

of the non-Aryan "aborigines." The Brihmanical Aryans
never efiected anything like a complete subjugation of these

earlier races. The tribes and castes of non-Aryan origin

still number about 18 millions in British territory; the

castes who claim a pure Aryan descent are under 17
millions. The non-Aryans have influenced the popular-

dialects of almost every province, and in southern India

liave given their speech to 46 millions of people. The
Vedic settlements along the five rivers of the Punjab were
merely colonies or confederacies of Aryan tribes, who had
pushed in among a non-Aryan population. When an'

Aryan family advanced to a new territory, it had often, as

in the case of the Pdndava brethren, to clear the forest and
drive out the aboriginal people. This double process con-

stantly repeated itself ; and so late as 1657 a.d., when the

Hindu rdjA founded the present city of Bareilly, his first

work was to cut down the jungle and expel the Katheriyas.

The ancient Brdhmanical kingdoms of the Middle Land, or

Madhyadesha, in the North-Western Provinces and Oudli,

were surrounded by non-Aryan peoples. All the legendary

advances beyond the centre of Aryan civilization, narrated

in the epic poets, were made into the territory of non-

Aryan races. When we begin to catch historic glimpses of

India, we find the most powerful kingdoms ruled by non-

Aryan princes. Thus the Nandas, whom Chandra Gupta
succeeded in Behar, were a S\idra or non-Aryan dynasty;

and, according to one account, Chandra Gupta and his

grandson Asoka came of the same stock.'"

The Buddhist religion did much to incorporate the non-

Aryan tribes into the Indian polity. During the long

struggle against Gra?co-Bactrian and Scythian inroads (327
B.C. to 544 A.D.), the Indian aboriginal races must have
had an ever-increasing importance, whether as enemies or

allies. At the end of that struggle we discover them in

some of the fairest tracts of northern India. In almost
every district throughout Oudh and the North-Western
Provinces ruined towns and forts are ascribed to aboriginal

races who ruled at different periods, according to the local

legends, between the 5th and 11th centuries a.d. When
the Mahometan conquest supplies au historical footing

after 1000 a.d:, non-Aryan races were in possession of

some of these districts, and had been lately ousted from
others.

The statistical survey has brought to light many trocoa

of these obscure peoples. It would be impossible to follow

that survey through each locality ; but we propose, with
the utmost brevity, to indicate a few of the results.

Starting from the west, Alexander the Great found RAwal
I'iudl district in the hands of the Tiikkas or Takshaks, from
whom its Greek name of Taxila was derived. This people
has been traced to a Scythian migration about the 6th
century B.C." Their settlements in tho 4th century B.C.

seem to have extended from the Paropamisan range '• in

AfghAnist.'ln deep into northern India. Their Punjab
capital, Takshdsila or Taxila, was tho largest city thati

Alexander found between the Indus and the Jhelum (327

" The Miidrii-rAkshasa represents Chandra Gupta as related to tho
last of the Nandas ; the commentator on tho Vishnu Purdna says ho
was the son of a Nanda by a low-caste woman. Professor Dowson'a
/lid. Hindu Uytholoay, &c., p. 68 (Tnibner, 1879).
" Such dales have no pretension to bo anything moro than intelligent

conjectures based on very inadequate evidence. With regard to th»
Takshaks, see Colonel Tod and the authorities, which he quoU'S, Rijis-
thAn, vol. i. '^Z passim', 93 scq. (Madras i-eprint, 1373).
' Where Alojiaudor found them as tho Psrie-taccc—ooAiin, or UiU

TacK (?).
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B.C.).' Salibivana, from wnom the Sika or Scythian era

took its commencement (78 a.d.), is held by some authorities

to have been a Takshak.^ In the 7th century a.d. Taki,'

perhaps derived from tjie same race, was the caiiital of the

Punjab. The Scythic Takshaks are supposed to have been

the source of the great serpent race, the Takshaks or NAgAs,

who figure so prominently in Sanskrit literature and art,

ond whose name is still retained by the NAgA tribes of

our own day. The words Nigi and Takshak in Sanskrit

both mean " a snake," or mythological tailed monster. The
Takshaks are identified with the Scythian Takkas, and the

NilgAs have been connected with the Tartar patriarch

Nagas, the second son of El-kh.'\n.'' The two names,

however, seem to have been applied by the Sanskrit writers

to a variety of non-Aryan peoples in India, whose religion

A'a.s of an anti-Aryan type. We learn, for example, how

the four PAndu brethren of the MahAbhdrata turned out

the snake-king Takshaka from his primaeval KhAadava

forest. The Takshaks and NAgAs were the tree and serpent

worshippers, whose rites and objects of adoration have

impressed themselves so deeply on the architecture and

sculpture of India. The names were applied in a confused

manner to difterent races of Scythic origin ; and the greatest

authority on tree and serpent worship in India has

deliberately selected the term " Scythian " for the anti-

Aryan elements which entered so largely into the Indian

religions both in ancient and modern tinies.^ The Chinese

records give a full account of the NAgA geography of ancient

India. They enumerate numerous and powerful NAgA
kingdoms, from which Buddhism derived many of its con-

verts. The Cliinese chroniclers, indeed, classify the NAgA
princes of India into two great divisions, as Buddhists and

non-Buddhists. The serpent worship which formed so

ty[7ical a characteristic of the Indo-Scythio races led the

Chinese to confound them with the objects of their adora-

tion ; and tho Indian NAgAs and their rites seem to have

supplied the Dragon races of Chinese Buddhism and

of religious and secular art in China.

As the Greek invaders found RAwal Pindl district in

possession of a Scythic race of Takkas in 327 n.c, so tho

MusalmAn conqueror found it inhabited by a fierce non-

Aryan raco of Ghakkars thirteen hundred years later. Tho
dhakkars for a time imperilled the safety of Mahmiid of

Ohazni in 1008 a.d. Ferishta describes them as savages

addicted to polyandry and infanticide. The tide of

Mahometan conquest rolled on, but the Ghakkars remained

in possession of their submontane tracti In 1205 they

Blow the second Mahometan conqueror of India, Muhammad
Gliori, in liis tent, and ravaged the Punjab to the gates of

Lahore; and, in spite of conversion to IslAm by the sword, it

was not till 1523 that they made their submission t^, BAbar
in return for a grant of country. During the next two cen-

turies they rendered great services to the Mughal dynasty
against the AfgliAn usurpers, and roso to high inQuence in

the Punjab. Driven from tho plains by the Sikhs in 17G5,
tho Ghakkar chiefs maintained their independence in the

Murrco (Marri) Hills till 1830, when they were crushed

' An-i.in. Tlic Bralini.-in luytlinlojisis, of course, founj nn Ary.in
(wiliprec fof so iinporlant a iwrscn as King Takslia, mid iii.-ikc ^m tho
ton of Bliar.-ita, ond nephew of R;ima-chaiiJr.'i I

• Tp<1, MjAtlhin, i, 95 (eO. 1S73).
' T.iki, or Asanir, 45 miles west of Lahore. General Cunningham,

Auc. (7r,^. Iml
, p. 191, .aiul niai> vi. (n<l. 1871). This Taki lies con-

.iih'ial.ly to Uic Boiilh eait of the T.nksli.isila of Alcxanilei's exncclilion.
• To.l, naJiU/ti,ht, i. .sn (e.l. 1S7-3).
• V)r J. Fergusson's Tne aw! Serpent Worship, p. 71-72. (Imiia

Musoiini. 4to, 18CS). For tlic lesiilts of more recent local research,
«ee Mr Uivett-Cainae's paj-era In tlie Joimi. of Hie As. Soc, Bengal,
"Tho Snake Symbol in In.lia," " Ancient Sculpturings on Rocks,"
"Stone Carvings at Mainpnri," &c. ; and the Hon. Rao Sdhib Vish-
vnn.iks Niray.an Man.lhU's "Serpent Worship iu Western India," and
oUjot cs«ii/«, ill tlic Domha'j As. Soc. Journal.

after a bloody struggle. In 1849 PiAwal Pindf passed,

with tho rest of the Sikh territories, under British rule.

But the Ghakkars revolted four years afterwards, and

threatened Murree, the summer capital of the Punjab, so

late as 1857. They now number only 10,153 persons,

described by the British officers as " a fine spirited race,

gentlemen in ancestry and bearing, and clinging under all

reverses to the traditions of noble blood."

We have selected the inhabitants of RAwal Pindl district

to illustrate the long-continued presence and vitality of the

non-Aryan races in India. We shall deal more briefly

with other parts of the country. Proceeding inwards to

the North-Western Provinces, we find traces of an early

Buddhist civilization having been overturned by rude non-

Aryan races. In Barcilly district, for example, the wild

Ahfrs from the north, the Bhils from the south, and the Bblto.

Bhars from the west seem to have expelled highly developed

Aryan communities not long before 1000 a.d. Still farther

to the east, all remains of prehistoric masonry in Ondh
and the North-Western Provinces are assigned either to

the ancient Buddhists or to a mcdixval race of Bliars. The Bbars.

Bbars appear to have possessed the north Gangetic plains

in the centuries coeval with the fall of Buddhism. Their

kingdoms extended over most of Oudh, and lofty mounds
covered with ancient groves still mark the sites of their

forgotten cities. They are the mysterious "fort-builders"

to whom tho peasantry ascribe any ruin of unusual size.

In the western districts their power is said to have been

crushed by the Shark! dynasty of Jaunpur in t'- ^ end of th«

14th century. In the eastern districts of the north Gan-

getic plain, the Bhars figure still more prominently in local

traditions, and an attempt has been made to trace their

continuous history. In Gorakhpur district a movement of

aboriginal Tharus and Bhars seems to have overwhelmed

tho early outposts of Arj-an civilization several centuries

before Christ. They afterwards became vassals of the

Buddhist kingdom of Behar on the south-east, and on the

fall of that power, about 550, tho Bhars regained their

independence. The Chinese pilgrim in the 7th century

comments on the large number of monasteries and towers in

this region—the latter probably monuments of thestruggle

with the aboriginal Bhars, who were there finally crushed

between the 7th and 10th centuries.

As we advance still farther eastwards into Bengal, we
find that the non-Aryan races have within historical timo

supplied a large part of the Hindu jiopulation. In tho

north the Koch established their dominion upon the ruins KikJj.

of the Aryan kingdom of KAmrup, which the AfghAn king

of Bengal bad overthrown in 1489. Tho Koch gave their

name to tho native state of Kuch (Cooch) Behar, and their

descendants, together with those of other non Aryan

tribes, form the mass of the people in the neighbouring

British districts. Some eluded the effects of their low

origin by becoming MusalmAns, and thus obtained that

social equality which IslAm grants to all mankind. The
rest have merged more or less into tho Hindu population

;

but masses of them claim, in virtue of their position as an

old dominant race, to belong to the Kshattriya caste.

They call themselves RAjbansis, a term exactly correspond

ing to tho R.Ajputs of western India. The r.Aj.as of Kuch
Behar lay claim to a divine origin, in order toconce.al their

aboriginal descent; and all remembrance of the Koch tribe

is carefully avoided at court.

Proceeding still eastwards, we enter the adjacent vaUey

of Assam, until last century the scat of another non-Aryan

ruling race. Tho Ahams entered Assam from tho south- Ahamt.

cast about 1350 (?), had firmly established their power

by 1CG3, gradually yielded to Hinduism, and were over-

powered by fresh invasions from Burmah between 1750
and 1820, when the valley was annexed to British Indiji,
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By the Burmese the Ahams have been completely crushed

as a -dominant race, and their national priests, to the

number of 179,000, have been forced to till the soil to gain

their living. But the people of Assam are still so essen-

tially made up of aboriginal races and their Hiuduized

descendants that not 65,000 persons of even alleged pure

Aryan de3cent can be found in a population exceeding 4

millions.

We liave hitherto confined our survey to the country on

the north of the Ganges. If we pass to the southern

Gangetic plain, we find that almost every tract has tradi-

tions of a non-Aryan tribe, either as a onco dominant race

or as lying at the root of the local population. Tlie great

division of Bundelkhand contains several ci-ushed peoples

of this class, and takes its name from the Bumielas, a tribe

of at least serai-aboriginal descent. As we rise from the

Gangetic plain into the highlands of the Central Provinces,

we reach the abiding home of the non-Aryan tribes. One
such race after another—GauUs, Nigds, Gonds, Aliirs—

ruled from the Sitpura pluteau. If we turn to the lower

provinces of Bengal we find the delta peopled by masses

of non-Aryan origin. One section of them has merged

into low-caste Hindus ; another section has sought a

pinre equal social organisation by accepting the creed of

Mahomet. But such changes of faith do not alter tlieir

ethnical type; and the Musalmdn of the delta differs as

widely in race from the Afghan as the low-caste Hindu of

the delta differs from the Br4hman. Throughout southern

India the non-Aryan elements make up almost the entire

population, and have supplied the great Dravidian family

of languages, spoken by 46 millions of people.

Maliometaa Period,

At the very time that Buddhism was being crusned out

of India by\he Brihmanic reaction, a now faith was being

born in Arabia, destined to supply a youthful fanaticism

which should sweep the country from the HimAlayas to

Cape Comorin, and from the western to the eastern sea.

Muhammad, commonly known as Mahomet, the founder

of Islim, died at Medina in 632 a.d., while the Chinese

Mihome- pilgrim Hwen Tsang was still on his travels. The first

tan in- Mahometan invasion of India is placed in 604, only thirty-
'uieiM. t^Q ygurs after the death of the prophet. The Punjab is

said to have been ravaged on this occasion with no per-

manent results. The first Mahometan conquest was the

outlying province of Sind, which from the point of view

of geology may be regarded as a continuation of the desert

A Baluchistdn. In 711, or seventy-nine years after the

death of Mahomet, an Arab army under Muhammad Kisim

invaded and conquered tlie Hindus of Sind in the name

of VValid I., caliph of Damascus, of the Benc-Umyyeh line.

In the same year Roderic, the last of the Gotlis, fell before

the victorious Saracens in Spain. But in India the bravery

of the Rajputs and the devotion of the BrAhmans soem to

have afforded a stronger national bulwark than existed in

western Europe. In 750 the Hindus rose in rebellion

und drove out tlie Muaalmin tyrant, and the land had

rest for one hundred and fifty years.

M»hm4d The next Mahometan invasion of India is associated with

'< the name of SultAn Mahmiid of Qhaznl. Mahmiid was
Gtiiunl.

fijg eldest son of Sabuktagfn, surnamed Nasr ud-din, in-

origin a Turkish slave, who had established his rule over

the greater part of modern Afghdnistiin and Khorasan with

Qhaznl as his capital. In 977 Sabuktagin is said to have

defeated jAipal, the Hindu rAjA of Lahore, and to have

rendered the Punjab tributary. But his son Mahmiid was

the first of the groat MusalniAn conquerors whoso names

6till ring through Asia: Mahmvid succeeded to the throuB

in 997. During his reign of thirty three years he extended

llio limits of his father's kingdom from Persia ou the ca:it

to the Ganges on the west ; and it is related that he le^

his armies into the plains of India no less than seventeeo

times. In 1001 he defeated RAjA JAipal a second time,

and took him prisoner. But Anandpal, the son of JAipal,

raised again the standard of national independence, and
gathered an army of PiAjput allies from the furthest comers
of HindustAn. The decisive battle was fought in the valley

of PeshAwar. Mahmiid won the day by the aid of his

Turkish horsemen, and thenceforth the Punjab has been a
Mahometan province, except during the brief period of

Sikh supremacy. The most famous of Mahmiid's invasions

of India was that undertaken in 1024 against Guzerat.

The goal of this expedition was the temple dedicated to Siva

at SonmAth, around which so many legends have gathered
It is reported that Mahmiid marched through Ajmfr.'to

avoid the desert of Sind ; that he found the Hindus gathered

on the neck of the peninsula of SomnAth in defence of their

holy city; that the battle lasted for two day.'! ; that in the end

the RAjput warriors fled to their boats, while the BrAhman
priests retired into the inmost shrine; that Mahmvid,

introduced into this shrine, rejected all entreaties by the

BrAhmans to spare their idol, and all offers of ransom ; that

lie smote the image with his club, and forthwith a fountain

of precious stonM gushed out. Until the British invasion

of AfghAuLstAn in 1830, the club of Mahmiid and the

sandal-wood gates of SomnAth were preserved at the tomb
of the great conqueror near GhaznL The club has now
disappeared, and the gates carried back to India by

General Nott are recognized to be a clumsy forgery. To
Mahometans Mahmiid is known, not only as a champion of

the faith, but as a munificent patron of literature. The
dynasty that he founded was not long-lived. Fourteen of

his descendants occupied his throne within little more than

a century, but none of them achieved greatness. A blood-

feud arose between them and a line of AfghAn princes who
had established themselves among the mountains of Ghor.

In 1152 BahrAm, the last of the Ghaznivide Turks, was

overthrown by AUah-ud-din of Ghor, and the wealthy and

populous city of Ghaznl was razed to the ground. But

even the Ghoride conqueror spared the tomb of Mahmiid.

Khusru, the son of BahrAm, fled to Lahore, and there

established the first Mahometan dynasty within India.' It

speedily ended with his son, also called Khusru, whom
Muhammad Ghori, the relentless enemy of the Ghaznivide

house, carried away into captivity in ll&O.

The AfghAns of Ghor or Ghur thus rose %o power on

the downfall of the Turks of Ghaznt The founder of tlie

family is said to have been Izzud-din al HusAin, whose son

Allah-ud-<Hn destroyed Ghaznl, as already mentioned.

Allah-ud-dlii had two nephews, GhlyAs-ud-dIn and Muiz-

ud-dln, the latter of whom, also called Shahab-ud-din by

MusalmAn chroniclers, and generally known in history ns

Muhammad Ghori, is the second of the great Mahometan

conquerors of India. In 1176 ho took MiiltAn and Uchch
;

in 1187 Lahore fell into his hands; in 1191 he was

repulsed before Delhi, but soon afterwards ho redeemed

this disaster. HindustAn Proper was at that period divided

between the two RAjput kingdoms of Kanauj and DclliL

Muhammad Ghori achieved his object by playing nff the

rival kings against each otlier. By 1 193 he had extended liiii

conquests as far cast as Benares, and the defeated R.Ajputs

migrated in a body to the hills and deserts now known

as RAjputAna. In 1199 one of his lieutenants, named

Bakhtiyar, advanced into Bengal, and expelled by an

audacious stratagem the last Hindu rAjA of Nadiyi Tlio

entire northern plain, from the Indus to tho Brahmaputra,

thus lay under tho Mahometan yoke. But MuhammadGhori

never settled himself permanently in India. His favourite

residence is said to have been the old capital of Ghaznf

while he governed his Indian conquests tlirough the agenor
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of a favourite slave, Kutab-ud-dfn. Muhammad Ghoridied

in 1206, iieing assassinated by some Ghakkar tribesmen

wbile sleeping in hia tent by the bank of the Indus ; on

his death both Ghor and Ohazni drop out of history, and

Delhi first appears as the Mahometan capital of India.

, . On the d«ath of Muhammad Ghori, Kutab-ud-din at once

laid aside the title of viceroy, and proclaimed himself

sultAn of Delhi. He was the founder of what is known. as

the slave dynasty, which lasted for nearly a century

(1206-1288). The name of Kutab is preserved in the

miliar, or pillar of victory, which still stauds amid the ruins

of ancient Delhi, towering high above all later structures.

Kutab himself is said to have been successful as a general

and ao administrator, but nonebf bis successors has left a

mark in history.

In 1291 Allah-ud-dln Khiljf, the third of the great

Mahometan conquerors of India, raised himself to the

throne of Delhi by the treacherous assassination of his

uncle Firoz II., who had himself supplanted the last of

the slave dynasty. AUah-ud-din had already won military

renown by his expeditions into the yet unsubdued south.

He had plundered the temples at Bhilsa in central India,

which are admired to the present day as the most interest-

ing examples of Buddhist architecture in the country. At
the head of a small band of horsemen, he had ridden as

'ar south as Deogiri in the Deccan, and plundered the

Marbatti capital. When once established as sultAn, he

planned more extensive schemes of conquest. One army
was sent to Guzorat under Alaf KhAn, who conquered and

e.\[ielled. the last Rajput king of Anhalwir or Pdtan.

Another army, led by the sultin in person, marched into

the heart of RAjputAna, and stormed the rock-fortress of

Chitor, where the RAjputs had taken refuge with their

women and children. A third army, commanded by Malik

Kafiir, a Hindu renegade and favourite of AUah-ud din,

penetrated to the extreme south of the peninsula, scattering

the unwarlikc Dravidian races, and stripping every Hindu
temple of its accumulations of gold and jewels. To this

day the name of Malik Kafiir is remembered in the remote

-district of Madura, in association with irresistible fate and
every form of sacrilege.

Allah-ud-dln died in 1316, having subjected to IslAm the

Deccan and Guzcrat. Three of his descendants followed him
upon the throne, but their united reigns extended over

only five years. In 1321 a successful revolt was headed

by Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlak, governor of the Punjab, who
is said to have been of Turkish origin. The Tughlak
dynasty lasted for about seventy years, until it was swept

away by the invasion of Timiir, the fourth Mahometan
conqueror of India, in 1398. Ghiyas-ud-din, the founder

of the line, is only known for having removed the

capital from Delhi to a spot about 4 miles further to the

east, which he called TughlakAbAd. His son and suc-

Muhiii- cessor, Muhammad Tughlak, who reigned from I32D to

luj.l 1351, is described by Elphinstono as "one of the most
1
igblak. accomplished princes and one of the most furious tyrants

that ever adorned or disgraced human nature." He wasted

the treasure accumulated by Allah-ud-dln in purchasing

the rstiremcnt of the Mughal hordes, who had already

made tlitir appearance in the Punjab. Wh^n the internal

circ-'.alion failed, he issued a forced currency of copper,

which is said to have deranged the whole commerce of

the country At one time he raised an army for the in-

vasion of Persia. At another he actually despatched an
expedition against China, which perished miserably in the

HimAlayan passes. When HindustAn was thus suffering

from his misgovcrnmenl, he conceived the project of trans-

ferring the scat of empire to the Deccan, uiid compelled
the inhabitants of Delhi to remove a distance of 700 miles to

r^ogiri or DaulalAbAd.- And yet during the reign uf this

sultin both the Tughlak dynasty and the city of Delhi

are said to have attained their utmost growth. Muhammad
was succeeded by his cousin Firoz, who likewise was not

content without a new capital, which be placed a few miles

north of Delhi, and called after his own name. Meanwhile

the remote provinces ef the empire began to throw off their

allegiance to the sulfAns of Delhi. The independence of

the AfghAn kings of Bengal is generally dated from 1336

when Muhammad Tughlak was yet on the throne. The com-

mencement of the reign of Allah-ud-dln, the founder of the

BAhmani dynasty in the Deccan, is variously assigned to

1347 and 1357. Zafar KhAn, the first of the AhmadAbAd
kings, acted as an independent ruler from the time of his

first appointment as governor of Guzerat in 1391. These

and other revolts prepared the way for the fourth great in-

vasion of India under Timiir (Tamerlane).

Accordingly, when Tiiiu'ir invaded India in 1398, he Timur's

encountered but little organized resistance. Mahmiid, the 'nvosioi.

last of the Tughlak dynasty, being defeated in a battle out-

side the walls of Delhi, lied into Guzcrat. The city was

sacked and the inhabitants massacred by the victorious

Mughals. But the invasion of Timiir left no permanent

impress upon the history of India, except in so far as its

memory fired the imagination of BAbar (Baber), the founder

of the Mughal dynasty. The details of the fighting and of

the atrocities may be found related in cold blood by Timiir

himself in the Malfuzal-i-Timiiri, which has been translated

in Elliot's History of India as told by its own Hietoriani,

vol. iii. Timiir marched back to Samarkand as he had

come, by way of Cabul, and Mahnuid Tughlak ^ntured to

return to his desolate capital. He was succeeded by what

is known as the Sayyid dynasty, which held Delhi and a

few miles of surrounding country for about forty years.

The Sayyids were in their turn expelkd by Beloli, an

AfghAn of the Lodi tribe, whose succfssors removed the

seat of government to Agra, which thus for the first tipie

became the imperial city. In 1525 BAbar (Baber), the fifth

in descent from Timiir, and also the fifth Mahometan con-

queror, invaded India at the instigation of the governor of

the Punjab, won the victory of PAnijiat over Ibrahim, the

last of the Lodi' dynasty, and founded the Mughal empire,

which lasted, at least in name, until 1857.

Before entering upon the story of the Mughal empire, it tA-nsitiei

is desirable to give a short sketch of the condition of ofsontl.

southern India at this period, which marks a turning

point in Indian history. The earliest local traditions?

agree in dividing the extreme south into four provinces,

Kerala, Pandya, Chola, and Cheia, which together made

up the country of Dravida, occupied by Tamil-speaking

races. Of these kingdoms the greatest was that of

Pandya, with its capital of Madura, the foundation of

which is assigned on high authority to the 4th century li.c.

Other early southern cities whose sites can be identified

are Combaconum and Tanjorc, the successive capitals of

the Chola kingdom, and Talkad in Mysore, now buried b^

the sands of the KAveri (Cauvery), the capital of the Chert

kingdom. The local Parana, or chronicle of MaduiB,

gives a list of two Pandyan dynasties, the first of which

has seventy-three kings, the second forty-three. Parakrama,

the last king of the second dynasty, was overthrown by

the Mahometan invader, MAlik Kafiir, in 1324; but the

MusalmAns never established their power in the extreme

south, and a series of Hindu lines ruled at Madura into

the 18th century. No other Dravidian kingdom can boast

such a continuous succession as that of Madura. The

chronicles enumerate fifty Chcra kings, ond no less than

sixty-six Chola kings, as well as many minor dynasties

which ruled at various periods over fractions of the south.

Little confidence, however, can be placed in Hindu gene-

alogies, and the early history of the Dravidian races yet

XII. — 100

em India.
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remains to be deciphered from mouldering palm leaves and

the more trustworthy inscriptions on copper and stone.

Authentic history begins with the Hindu empire of

Vijayanagar or Narsingha, which exercised an ill-defined

sovereignty over the entire south from the 12th to the

16th century. The foundation of the city of Vijayanagar

is assigned to the year 1118, and to an eponymous hero,

RAji Vijaya, the fifth of his line. Its extensive ruins are

etill to be traced on the right bank of the Tungabhadra
river within the Madras district of Bellary, The city itself

has not been inhabited since it was sacked by the

Mahometans in 1565, but vast remains still exist of temples,

fortifications, tanks, and bridges, haunted by beasts of

prey and venomous reptiles. The empire of Vijayanagar

represents the last stand made by the national faith in India

against conquering Islam. For at least three centuries its

6way over the south was undisputed, and its r4j4s waged
wars and concluded treaties of peace with the sultins of

'the Deccan on equal terms.

The earliest of the Mahometan dynasties in the Deccan
was that founded by Allah-ud-dfn in 1347 or 1357, which
has received the name of the BAhmani dynasty from the';

supposed BrAhman descent of its founder. The capital was
first at Gulbargah, and was afterwards removed to Bidar,

both which places still possess magnificent palaces and
mosques in ruins. Towards the close of the 14th century

the BAhmani empire fell to pieces, and five independent

kingdoms divided the Deccan among them. These were

—

(1) the Adfl Shihi dynasty, with its capital at Bijapur,

founded in 1-189 by a son of Amurath II., sultAn of the

Ottomans
; (2) the Kutab Shihi dynasty, with its capital

at Golconda, founded in 1512 by a Turkoman advent irer;

(3) the NizAm Shdhi dynasty, with its capital at Ahmad-
nagar, founded in 1490 by a BrAhman renegade, from the

Vijayanagar court
; (4) the Imad Shihi dynasty of Berar,

with its capital at Ellicbpur, founded in 1484 also by a
Hindu from Vijayanagar

; (5) the Barid ShAhi dynasty,

with its capital at Bidar, founded about 1492 by one who
is variously described as a Turk and a Georgian slave. It

ia, of course, impossible here to trace in detail the history

of these several dynasties. In 1565 they combined against

the Hindu rdjA of \'ijayanagar, who was defeated and slain

11 the decisive battle of Talikota. But, though the city

t>as sacked and the supremacy of Vijayanagar for ever

destroyed, the v Mahometan victors did not themselves
advance into the south. The Naiks or feudatories of

Vijayanagar everywhere asserted their independence. From
lliem are descended the well-known PAlegdrs of the south,

«nd also the present r.ijA of Mysore. One of the blood-

royal of Vijayanagar fled to Chandragiri, and founded a
line which exercised a prerogative of its former sovereignty"

by granting the site of Madras to the English in 1639.
Another scion claiming the same high descent lingers to

the present day near the ruins of Vijayanagar, and is

known as the r.ijA of Anagundi, a feudatory or the nizilm

of Hyderabad. Despite frequent internal strife, the

nultins of the Deccan retained their independence until

conquered by the Mughal emperor Aurangzob in the latter

half of the 17th century. To complete this sketch of India
at the time of Bihar's invasion it remains to say that an
independent Mahometan dynasty reigned at Ahmadibid in

Guzerat for nearly two centuries (from 1391 to 1573),
until conquered by Aklmr ; and that Bengal was similarly

independent, under n line of Afghin kings, with Ganr for

Mugful their capital, from 1336 to 1573 VVhon, therefore, BAbar
djruMty. invaded India in 1525, tho^rejtci- par of the country was

Mahometan, 'but it did not recotrnizt the authority of the
AfghAn sultan of the Lodi dynasty, who resided at Agra,
ond also ruled the historical capital of Delhi. After having
«0D the battle of P&nipat, Bibsr was do more acknowledged

as emperor of India than his ancestor Timiir had been
Bibir, however, unlike Tim\ir, had resolved to settle in the

plains of Hindustin, and carve out for himself a new
empire with the help of his Mughal followers. His first

task was to repel an attack by the Rijputs of Chitor, who
seem to have attempted to re-establish at this time a Hindu
empire. The battle was fought at Sikri near Agra, and is

memorable for the vow made by the easy living Bibar that

he would never again touch wine. Bibar was again

victorious, but died shortly afterwards in 1530. He was
succeeded by his son Huraiyiin, who is chiefly known as

being the father of Akbar. In Humiyiin's reign the-Afghao

subject Afghins rose in revolt under Sher Shdh, a native revuli

of Bengal, who for a short time established his authority

over all Hinidustin. Humiyiin was driven as an exile into

Persia ; and, while he was flying through the desert of

Sind, his son Akbar was born to him in the petty fortress

of Umarkot. But Sher Shih was killed at the storming

of the rock-fortress of Kilinjar, and Humiyiin, after many
vicissitudes, succeeded in re-establishing his authority at

Lahore and Delhi.

i'
Humiyun died by an accident in 1556, leaving but a Akbar

circumscribed kingdom, surrounded on every side by
active foes, to his son Akbar, then a boy of only fourteen

years. Akbar the Great, the real founder of the Mughal
empire as it existed for two centuries, was the contemporary

of our own Queen Elizabeth (1558-1603). He was born

in 1542, and his reign lasted from 1556 to 1605. When
his father died he was absent in the Punjab, fighting the

revolted Afghins, under the- guardianship of Bairim Khin,
a native of Badakshin, whose military skill largely con-

tributed to recover the throne for the Mughal line. For

the first seven years of his reign Akbar was perpetually

engaged in warfare. His first task was to establish his

authority in the Punjab, and in the country around Delhi

and Agra. In 1568 he stormed the Eijput stronghold

of Chitor, and conquered Ajmlr. In 1570 he obtained

possession of Oudh and Gwalior. In 1572 he marched in

persou into Guzerat, defeated the last of the independent

sultins of Ahmadibid, and formed the pruvince into a

Mughal viceroyalty or subah. In the same year his

generals drove out the Afghins from Bengal, and reunited

the lower valley of the Ganges t» Hindustin. Akbar was

then the undisputed ruler of a larger portion of India than

had ever before acknowledged the sway of one man.

But he continued to extend his conquests throughout his

lifetime. In 1578 Orissa was annexed to Bengal by his

Hindu general Todar Mall, who forthwith organized a

revenue survey of the whole province. Cabul submitted

in 1581, Kashmir in 1586, Sind in 1592, and Kandaliir

in 1594. At last he turned his arms against the Mahometan
kings of the Deccan, and wrested from them Berar ; but

th« pernwnent conqiiest of the south was reserved for

Aurangzeb.

If the history of Akbar were confined to this long list

of conquests, his name would on their account alone<(find

a high place among those which mankind delights to

remember. But it is as a civil administrator that his

reputation is cherished in India to the present day. With
regard to the laud revenue, the essence of his procedure

was to fix the amount which the cultivators should pay at

one-third of the gross produce, leaving it to their option

to pay in money or in kinJ. The total land revenue

received by Akbar amounted to about 16J million.i eterling.

Comparing the area of his empire with the corre-sponding

area now under the British, it has been calculated that

Akbar, throe hundred years ago, obtained 15J millions

where they obtain only 13J millions,—an amount re-

presenting not more than onohalf the purchasing po*or

of Akbar's 15^ millions. The distinction between t/idiM
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land, or the imperial demesne, and jagir lands, granted

revenue free or at quit rent in reward for services, ako
dates from the time of Akbar. As regards his military

system, Akbar invented a sort of feudal organization, by
which every tributary rAjA took his place by the side of his

own Mughal nobles. 'In theory it was an aristocracy based

only upon military command ; but practically it accom-

plished the object at which it amied by incorporating

the hereditary chiefships of KAjputAna among the mush-
rooa. ...eations of a Mahometan 'despotism. Musalmins
and Hindus were alike known only as mansabddrs or

commanders of eo many horse, the highest title being that

of amir (ameer), corrupted by European travellers into

umrah or omrah. The third and last of Akbar's char-

acteristic measures were those connected with religious

innovation, about which it is difficult to speak with pre-

cision. The necessity of conciliating the proud warriors of

RAjputana had taught him toleration from his earliest

days. His favourite wife was a RAjput princess, and
another wife is said to have been a Christian. Out of

four hundred and fifteen of his mansabddrs whose names
are recorded, as many as fifty-one were Hindus. Start-

ing from the broad ground of general toleration, Akbar
was gradually led on by the stimulus of cosmopolitan

discussion to question the truth of his inherited faith.

The counsels of hLs friend Abul Fazl, coinciding wRh
that sense of sup^erhuman omnipotence which is bred of

despotic power, led him at last to promulgate a new state

religion, based upon natural theology, and comprising the

best practices of all known creeds. In this strange faith

Akbar himself was the prophet, or rather the head of the

church. Every morning he worshipped the sun in public,

as being the representative of the divine soul that animates

the universe, while he was himself worshipped by the

ignorant multitude.

Akbar died in 1605, in his sixty-third year. He' lies

buried beneath a plain slab in the magnificent mausoleum
which he had reared at Sikandra, near his capital of Agra.

As his name is still cherished in India, so his tomb is still

honoured, being covered by a cloth presented by Lord
Northbrook when viceroy in 1873.

^«inglt. The reign of JahAngir, his son, extenaed from 1605 to

N 1627. It is chiefly remarkable for the influence exercised

over the emperor by his favourite wife, surnamed NiirMahAl,

or the Light of the Harem. The currency was struck in her

name, and in her hands centred all the intrigues that made
up the work of administration. She lies buried by the

side of her husband at Lahore, whither the seat of govern-

ment had been moved by Jahingfr, just as Akbar had
previously transferred it from Delhi to Agra. It was in

.the reign of JahAngfr that the English first established

themselves at Surat, and also sent their first embassy to

the Mughal court.

Shih JahAngfr was succeeded by his son ShAh JahAn,
Jahin. who had rebelled against his father, as JAhangfr had

'rebelled against Akbar. ShAh JahAn's reign is generally

regarded as the period when the Mughal empire attained

its greatest magnificence, though not its greatest extent of

territory. He founded the existing city of Delhi, which
is still known to its Mahometan inhabitants as JahAnAbAd.
At Delhi also he erected the celebrated peacock throne;
but his favourite place of residence was Agra, where his

name will ever be associated with the marvel of Indian
architecture, the TAj MahAl. That most chaste and most
ornamental of buildings was erected by ShAh .JahAn as the
mausoleum of his favourite wife Munitaz MahAl, and he
himself lies by her side. It is said that twenty thousand
workmen laboured on the work for twenty years. Besides
the TAj, ShAh JahAn also built at Agra within the old fort

the palace and the pearl mosque, both of which, like the

TAj, have been preserved to bo objects of aumiratiou to iiie

present day. ShAh JahAn bad four sons, whose fratricidal

wars for the succession during their father's lifetime it

would be tedious to dwell upon Suffice it to say that

Aurangzeb, by mingled treachery and violence, supplanted

or overthrew his brothers and proclaimed himself emperor

,

in 1658, while ShAh JahAn was yet alive. '

Aurangzcb's long reign, from 1658 to 1707, may be ^9mii>T«^

regarded as representing both the culminating point ox

Mughal power and the beginning of its decay. Unattrac-

tive as his character was, it contained at least some elements
of greatness. None of his successors on the throne was
anything higher than a debauchee or a puppet. He was
the first to conquer the independent sultAns of the Deccan,
and to extend his authority to the extreme south. But
even during his lifetime two new Hindu nationalities were
being formed in the MarhattAs and the Sikhs ; while im-

mediately after his death the nawabs of the Deccan, of

Oudh, and of Bengal raised themselves to practical in-

dependence Aurangzeb had indeed enlarged the empire,

but he had not strengthened its foundations. During the

reign of his father ShAh JahAn he had been viceroy of the

Deccan or rather of the northern portion only, which had
been annexed to the Mughal empire since the reign ol

Akbar. His early ambition was to conquer the Mahometan
kings of Bfjapur and Golconda, who, since the downfall of

Vijayanagar, had been practically supreme over the soutli.

This object was not accomplished without many tedious Hise of

campaigns, in which jSivajf, the founder of the Marhatti >'irlia*-ti

confederacy, first comes upon the scene. In n„me Sivaji T"*^"-

was a feudatory of the house of Bfjapur, on whoso behalf

he held the rock-forts of his native GhAts ; but in fact

he found his opportunity in playing ofl' the Mahometan
powers against one another, and in rivalling Aurangzeb
himself in the art of treachery. In 1680 Sivajf died, and
his son and successor, Sambhajf, was betrayed to Aurangzeb
and put to death. The rising MarhattA power was thus

for a time checked, and the Mughal armies were set free

to operate in the eastern Deccan. In 1686 the city of

Bfjapur was taken by Aurmgzeb in person, and in the

following year Golconda also fell. No independent power
then remained in the south, though the numerous local

chieftains, known as pdlegdrs and naiks, never formally

submitted to the Mughal empire. During the early yeai»

of his reign Aurangzeb had fixed his capital at Delhi, while

ho kept his dethroned father, ShAh JahAn, in close confine-

ment at Agra. In 1682 he set out with his army on hi»

victorious march into the Deccan, and from that time ui;tij

his death in 1707 he never again returned to Delhi. In

this camp life Aurangzeb may be taken as representative

of one aspect of the Mughal rule, which has been pictur-

esquely described by European travellers of that day. They
agree in depicting the emperor as a peripatetic sovereign;,

and the empire as held together by its military high-

ways no less than by the strength of its armies. Th»
great road running across the north of the peninsula,

from Dacca in the east to Lahore in the west, b generally

attributed to the AfghAn usurper, Sher ShAh. The other

roads branching out southward from Agra, to Surat and
Burhanpur and Golconda, were undoubtedly the work ol

Mughal times. Each of these roads was laid out with

avenues of trees, with wells of water, and with frequent

sarais or rest-houses. Constant communication between

the capital and remote cities was maintained by a system

of foot-runners, whose aggregate speed is said to bav©

surpassed that of a horso. Commerce was conducted by
means of a caste of bullock-drivers, whose occupation in

India is hardly yet extinct
T)ecKii»««

On the death of Aurangzeb in 1707, the decline of the Mughal
Mughal empire set in with extraordinary rapidity. Tei^ vmpii*. _'
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emperors after Aurangzeb are enumerated in the chronicles,

but none of them has left any mark on history. His son

and successor was Bahddur Shdh, who reigned only five

years. Then followed in order three sons of Bahadur

ShAh, whose united reigns occupy only five years more.

In 1739 NAdir Sh4h of Persia, the sixth and la?t of the

great Mahometan conquerors of India, swept like a whirl-

wind over Hindustan, and sacked the imperial city of

Delhi Thenceforth the Great Mughal (Mogul) became a

mere name, though the hereditary succession continued

unbroken down to our own day Real power had pa.ssed

into the hands of Mahometan courtiers and Marbatt4

geuerals, both of whom were then carving for themselves

kingdoms out of the dismembered empire, until at last

British authority placed itself supreme over all. From the

time of Aurangzeb no Miisalmdn, however powerful, dared

to assume the title of sultan or emperor, with the single ex-

ception of Tipu's brief paroxysm of madness. The name of

nawdb, corrupted by Europeans into " nabob," appears to

be an invention of the Mughals to express delegated autho-

rity, and as such it is the highest title conferred upon

Mahometans at the present day, as mahdrdjd is the highest

title conferred upon Hindus. At first nawAbs were only

found .in important cities, such as Surat and Dacca,

with the special function of administering civil justice

;

criminpl justice was in the hands of the kolwdl. The
corresponding officials at that time in a large tract of

country were the suhahddr and the faujddr. But the

title of subahddr, or viceroy, gradually dropped into

desuetude, as the paramount power was shaken off, and
nawAb became a territorial title with some distinguishing

adjunct. During the troubled period of intrigue and
assassination that followed on the dedth of Aurangzeb, two
Mahometan foreigners rose to high position as courtiers

and generals, and succeeded in transmitting their power
to their sons The one was Chin Kulich KhAn, also called

Asof Jah, and still more commonly Niz.imul-Mulk, who
was of TurkomAn origin, and belonged to the Sunni sect.

His independence at Hyderabad in the Deccan dates from

1712. The other was SaAdat AH KhAn, a Persian, and
therefore a Shii, who was appointed subahdAr or nawAb
of Oudh in 1720. Thenceforth these two important pro-

vinces paid no more tribute to Delhi, though their heredi-

tary rulers continued to seek formal recognition from the

emperor on their succession. The MarhattAs were in pos-

session of the entire west and great part of the centre of

the peninsula ; while the rich and unwarliko province of

Bengal, though governed by an hereditary line of naw.'ibs

founded by Murshid Kuli KhAn in 1701, still continued

to pour its wealth into the imperial treasury. The central

authority never recovered from the invasion of NAdir ShAh
in 1739, who carried off plunder variously estimated at

from 8 to 30 millions sterling The MarhattAs closed

round Delhi from the south, and the AfghAns from the

west. The victory of PAnipat, won by Ahmad ShAh
DurAni over the united MarhattA confederacy in 17G1,
gave the Mahometans one more chance of rula But
Ahmad ShAh had no ambition to found a dynasty of his

own, nor were the British in Bengal yet ready for territorial

conquest. ShAh Alam, the lineal heir of the Mughal lino,

was thus permitted to ascend tho throne of Dellii, where
Lo lived during fhe. great part of a long life na a puppet in

the hands of Mfthadajl Sindhia Ho was succeeded by
Akbarll., pho lived similarly under tho shadow of Biiiish

protection. Last of all came Bah.'tdur Shdh, who atoned
for his association with tho mutineers in 18.')7 by banish-
ment to Burmah. Thus ended the Mugh.al line, after a
hi.story which covor.s three hundred and thirty years.

Mahometan rule remodelled the revenue system, and lia.s

left behind forty millions of Musalmins in British Indiii.

Early European Settlements.

Mahometan invaders have always entered India from the

north-west. Her new conquerors approached from the sea

and from the south. From the time of Alexander to that

of Vasco da Gama, Europe had enjoyed little direct inter-

course with the East. An occasional traveller brought

back stories of powerful kingdoms and of untold wealth
;

but the passage by sea was unthought of, and by land

many wide deserts and warlike tribes lay between. Com-
merce, mdeed, never ceased entirely, being carried on

chiefly by the Italian cities on the Mediterranean, which

traded to the ports of the Levant. But to the Europeans

of the 15th century India was practically an unknown land,

which powerfully attracted the imagination of spirits stimu-

lated by the Renaissance, and ardent for discovery. All the

learning on this subject has been collected by Dr Birdwood

in his admirable Report on the Old Records of the India

Offi.ce (1879), from which the present section is largely

borrowed. In 1492 Christopher Columbus set sail under

the Spanish flag to seek India beyond the Atlantic, bearing

with him a letter to the great khan of Tartary. The expedi- Vasco At

tion under Vasco da Gama started from Lisbon five years Ganw.

later, and, doubling the Cape of Good Hope, cast anchor

off the city of Calicut on the 20lh May 1498, after a pro-

longed voyage of nearly eleven months. From the first

Da Gama encountered hostility from the " Moors," or rather

Arabs, who monopolized the sea-borne trade ; biit he seema

to have found favour with the zamorin, or Hindu rAjA of

Malabar. It may be worth while to recall the contem-

porary condition of India at that epoch. An AfghAn of

the Lodi dynasty was on the throne of Delhi, and another

AfghAn king was ruling over Bengal. AhmadAbAd in

Guzerat, Gulbargah, Bijapur, Ahmadn.igar, and Ellichpur

in the Deccan were each the capital of an independent

Mahometan kingdom ; while the Hindu rAjA of Vijayanagar

was recognized as paramount over the entire south, and was

perhaps the most powerful monarch to be found at that

time in all India. Neither Mughal nc/? MarhattA had yet

appeared above the political horizon.

After staying nearly six months on the Malabar coast,

Da Gama returned to Europe by the same route as he had

come, bearing with him the following letter from the

zamorin to the king of Portugal ;
" Vasco da Gama, a

nobleman of your household, has visited my kingdom and

has given me great pleasure. In my kingdom there is

abundance of cinnamon, cloves, ginger, pepper, and

precious stones. What I seek from thy country is gold,

silver, coral, and scarlet." The arrival of Da Gama at

Lisbon was celebrated with national rejoicings scarcely less

enthusiastic than had greeted the return of Columbus. If

the West Indies belonged to Spain by priority of discovery,

Portugal might claim the F^st Indies by the same right

Territorial ambition conspired with the spirit of proselytism

and with the greed of commerce to fill all Portuguese minds

with tho dream of a mighty Oriental empire. The early portu-

Portuguese discoverers were not traders or private adven- gues« ei-

turers, but admirals with a royal commission to conquer pwlition*

territory and promote the spread of Christianity A second

expedition, consisting of thirteen .ships and twelve hundred

soldiers, under the command of Cabral, was despatched iu

l.'iOO. "The sum of his instructions was to begin with

preaching, and, if that failed, to proceed to the sharp

determination of the sword." On his outward voyage

Cabral was driven by stress of weather to tho coast of

Brazil, intimately he reached Calicut, and established

factories both there and at Cochin, in tho face of active

hostility from the natives. In l.'iOS tho king of Portugal

obtained fnitn Pope Alexander VI. a bull constituting him
" lend of the navigation, conquests, and trade of Ethiopia,

i
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Arabia, Persia, and India." In that year Vasco da Oama
iailed again to the East, with a fleet numbering twenty

vesseU. He formed an alliance with the rdjils of Cochin

and Cananore against the zamorin of Calicut, and bora-

(• barded the latter in his palace. In 1503 the great

Aibo- Alfonso d'Albuquerque is first heard of, as in com-
querqttB mand of one of three expeditions from Portugal. In

1505 a large fleet of twenty-two sail and fifteen thousand

men was sent under Francisco do Almeida, the first

Portuguese governor and viceroy of India. In 1509

Albuquerque succeeded as governor, and widely extended

Oo« the area of Portuguese influence. Having failed in an

attack upon Calicut, he seized Goa, which has ever since

remained the capital of Portuguese India. Then, sailing

round Ceylon, he captured Malacca, the key of the

navigation of the Indian archipelago, and opened a trade

with Siam and the Spice Islands. Lastly, he sailed back

westwards, and, after penetrating into the Persian Gulf and

the Red Sea, returned to Goa only to die in 1515. In 152-t

Vasco da Gama came out to the East for the third time, and

be too died at Cochin.' For exactly a century, from 1 500 to

1600, the Portuguese enjoyed a monopoly of Oriental trade.

" From Japan and the Spice Islands to the Red Sea and the Cape
of Pood Hope, they were the sole masters and dispensers of the

treasures of the east ; while their possessions along tho Atlantic

coajitof Africa and in Brazil complete their maritime empire. But
they never commanded the necessary resources either of military

strength or personal character for its maintenance and defence.

They were also in another way unprepared for the commerce of

which they thus obtained the control Their national character

had been furmed in their secular contest with the Moors, and above
all things thoy were knights errant and crusaders, who looked on
every pagan as an enemy at once of Portugal and of Christ. It is

impossible for any one who has not read the contemporary narratives

of their discoveries and conquests to conceive the grossness of the
superstition and the craelty with which the whole nistory of their

exploration and subjugation of the Indies is stained. Albuquerque
alone endeavoured to conciliate the good will of the natives, and to

live in friendship with the Hindu princes, who were naturally better

pleased to have the Portuguese, as governed by him, for their neigh-

bours and allies than tho Mahometans whom he had expelled or sub-

dued. The justice and magnanimity of his rule did as much to extend
and confirm th'j power of the Portuguese in the East as the courage
ind success of his military achievements ; and in such veneration

K&a bis memory held by the Hindus, and even by the Mahometans,
tn Goa that they were accustomed to repair to his tomb, and there

jtter their complaints, as if in the presence of his shade, and call

.ipon God to deliver them from the tyranny of his successors. Tho
iruelties of Soarez, Sequeyra, Menezes, Da Gama, and succeeding
viceroys drove the natives to desperation, and encouraged tho

princes of western India in 1567 to form a le.igue against the

rortuguese, in which they were at once joined by the king of Achin.
Their undisriplined armies were not able to stand against tho
rct«ran soldiers of Portugal, 200 of whom, at Malacca, utterly

routed and put to flight a force of l.'),000 of the enemy.
When, in 1578, Malacca was again besieged by the king of Achin,-
tho small garrison of Portuguese succeeded in inflicting a loss on
him of 10,000 men and all his cannon and junks. Twice again,

in 1615 and for the last time in 1G28, it was besieged, and on each
oeossion the Achinese were repulsed with ennal bravery and good
fortune. But these incessant attacks on the Portuguese evinced tho
^•ciine of their empire, while the increased military forces sent out
t« the East proved an insupportable drain on the revenues and
population of Portugal.

' In 1580 the crown of Portugal, consequent on the death of King
^•aastian, became united with that of Spain, under Phi'.ip II.,—an
*"»iit which proved the last fatal blow to the maritime and commcr-
C)«i supremacy of Portugal. It proved fatal in many wofs, but
chiefly occause the interests of Portugal in Asia were subordinated
tc jhe European interests of Spain. In 1640 Portugal again became
a «eparate kingdom, but in tho meanwhile the Dutch and Englisli

had appeared in the Eostem Seas, and before their indomitable com-
pntltion the Portuguese trade and dominion of the Indies withered
away as rapidly as it had sprung up. Tho period of the highest
de»elopmeBt of Portuguese commerce was probably from 1590 to

1810, on the eve of the subversion of their political power by tho
Dutch, and when their political administi-ation in India was at its

lowest depth of degradation. At this period a single fleet of Portu-
guese merchantmen sailing from Goa to Cambay or Surat would
number as many as 150 or 250 'carracks.' Now only one Portu-
gue^ ship sails from Lisbon to Goa in tho year."

I'he only remaining Portuguese possessions in India are vioa,-,

Daman, and Diu, all on the west coast, with an area of 1086 square

miles and a population of 407,712 souls. The general census of

1871 also returned 426 Portuguese dwelling in British India, not

including those of mixed descent, of whom about 30,000 are fouoxl

in Bombay and 20,000 in Bengal, chiefly in the neighbourhood of

Dacca and Chittagong. Tho Tatter are known as Firinghis ; and,

excepting that they retain the Roman Catholic faith and European
surnames, are scarcely to bo distinguished either by uiloux or by
habits of life from the natives among whom they live.

The Dutch were the first European nation to break Patch

through the Portuguese monopoly. During the 16th cen- settle-

tury Bruges, Antwerp, and Amsterdam became successively """^

the great emporia whence Indian produce, imported by tha

Portuguese, was distributed to Germany and even to

England. At first the Dutch, following in the track of

the English, attempted to find their way to India by sailing

round the north coasts of Europe and Asia. William
Barents is honourably known as the leader of three of these

arctic expeditions, in the last of which he perished. The
first Dutchman to double the Cape of Good Hope waa
Cornelius Houtman, who reached Sumatra and Bantam iu
1596. Forthwith private companies for trade with the^

East were formed in many parts of tho United Provinces,

but in 1602 they were all amalgamated by the states-general

into "The Dutch East India Company." Within a few
years the Dutch had established factories on the continent

of India, in Ceylon, in Sumatra, on the Persian Gulf, and
on the Red Sea, besides having obtained exclusive possession

of the Moluccas. In 1618 they laid the foundation of the;

city of Batavia in Java, to be the seat of the supreme
government of the Dutch possessions in the E. t IndieSj,,

which had previously been at Amboyna. At about the
same time they discovered the coast of Australia, and inf

North America founded the city of New Amsterdam or
Manhattan, now New York. During the 17th century
the Dutch maritime power was the first in the world.

Tho massacre of Amboyna in 1623 led the English
East India Company to retire from the Eastern 8ea3

to the continent of India, and thus, though indirectly,

contributed to the foundation of the British Indian
empire. The long naval wars and bloody battles between
the English and tho Dutch within the narrow seas were
not terminated until William of Orange united the two
crowns in 16o^. In the far East the Dutch ruled

without a rival, and gradually expelled the Portuguesa
from almost all their territorial possessions. In 1635 they
occupied Formosa; in 1640 they took Malacca, a blow
from which the Portuguese never recovered ; in 1651 they
founded a colony at the Cape of Good Hope, as a half-way
station to tho East; in 1658 they captured Jafi'napatain,"

the last stronghold of the Portugu^e in Ceylon; in 1661
they wrested from the Portuguese all their earlier settlements

on the pepper-bearing coast of Malabar. The rapid and
signal downfall of the Dutch colonial empire ia to ba
explained by its short-sighted commercial policy. It was
deliberately based upon a monopoly of the trade in spices,

and remained from first to last destitute of the true imperial

spirit. Like the Phoenicians of old, the Dutch stopped
short of no acts of cruelty towards their rivals in commerce

;

and, like the Phoenicians, they fa'led to introduce a respect

for their own higher civilization among the natives with
whom they came in contact. Tho knell of Dntcb
supremacy was sounded by Clive, when in 1758 he
attacked the Dutch at Chinsurah both by land and water,

and forced them to an ignominious capitulation. In the

great French war from 1781 to 1811 England wrested from
Holland every one of her colonies, though Java was restored

in 1816 and Sumatra in exchange for Malacca in 1824.

At the present time the Dutch flag flies nowhere on the
mainland of India, though the quaint houses and regulai

canals at Chinsurah, at Negapatam, at Jaflfnapatani, and al
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siany petty ports on the Coromandel and Malabar coasts,

remind the traveller of familiar scenes in the Netherlands.

Ill the census of 1872 only seventy Dutchmen were

enumerated througho'ut the whole of India.

Eo^hli The earliest English attempts to reach India were
maritiim: fnj()e by the North-West Passage. In 1496 Henry VII.
exiietU-

grantgj letters patent to John Cabot and his three sons (of
'

' whom one was the better known Sebastian) to fit out two

ships fur the exploration of that route. They failed, but

discovered the island of Newfoundland, and sailed along

the coast of America from Labrador to'Virginia. In 1553

Ibe ill-fatetl Sir Hugh Willoughby attempted to force a

l)as;a^e along the north of E'.irope and Asia, the successful

accomplishment of which has been reserved for a Swedish

savant of our own generation. Sir Hugh perished miser-

ably, but his Second in command, Chancellor, reached a

harbour on the White Sea, now Archangel. Thence he

penetrated by land to the court of the grand-duke of

Moscow, and laid the foundation of " the Russia Company
for carrying on the overland trade between India, Persia,

'Bokhara, and Moscow." Many subsequent attempts were

made at the North-West Passage from 1576 to 1616, which

have left on our modern maps the imperishable names

of Frobisher, Davis, Hudson, and BafBn. Meanwhile, in

1577, Sir Francis Drake had circumnavigated the globe,

and on his way home had touched at Ternate, one of the

Moluccas, the king of which island agreed to supply the

English nation with all the cloves it produced. "The
first Englishman who actually visited India was Thomas
Stephens, in 1579, unless there be any foundation in fact

for the statement of William of Malmesbury, that in the

^ear 883 Sighelmus of Sherborne, being sent by King

Alfred to Rome with presents to the pope, proceeded from

thence to the East Indies to visit the tomb of St Thomas at

Mylapore (Mailapur, also called Saiut Thonid, a suburb

of Madras), and brought back w'ith him a quantity of

jewels and spices. Stephens was educated at New College,

Oxford, and was rector of the Jesuits' College in Salsette.

His letters to his father are said to have roused great

0»«t1.iml enthusiasm in England to trade directly with India. In
exi»di- 1583 three English merchants, Ralph Fitch, James New-
"o"^

berry, and Leedes, went out to India overland as mer-

cantile adventurers. The jealous Portuguese threw tlicm

into prison at Ormuz, and again at Goa. At length

Newberry settled down as a shopkeeper at Goa, Leedes

entered the service of the Great Mughal, and Fitch, after

a lengthened peregrination in Ceylon, Bengal, Pegu, Siam,

Malacca, and other parts of the East ladies, returned to

England."

The defeat of the "Invincible Armada" in 1588, at

which time the crowns of Spain and-Portiigal were united,

gave a fresh stimulus to maritime enterprise in England;

and the successful voyage of Cornelius Ho\Uman in 1596

showed the way round the Cape of Good Hope int>j waters

hitherto monopolized by the Portuguese

C*it The foundation of the English East India Company w.is on this

IntliA wise ;
— " In lf»99 the Dutch, wlio had now finnly cstablislied their

Colic trade in the East, having raised the price of pepper against us from
|Kuiy. 8s. porlt)to 63. and 8s. , the merchants of London lieUl a meeting on

th« 22<1 September at Founders' Hall, with the lord mayor in the

ch&ir, and agreed to form an association for the purpose of tradiim

aireclly with India. Queen Eli;iabcth also sent Sir John MildcnhaTl

by Constantinople to the Great Muglial to apply for privileges for

the Eiiglisii company, for which she was then preparing a charter,

ODil on the 31st December 1600 the English East Imha Company
was irKtorjwnited by royal ch^cr undci' the title of *The Oovemoi
«ind Company of Merchants of London trading to the East Indies.'

*'

The original company had oiilyone hundred and twcnty.nvo share.

lioMerti, aud a capital of £70,000, which was raised to jt4UO,noO in

ISl'i, wlien royoget woro first und«rtakonon the joint-stock account.

Conilon'sn.ssoeialion. known also as "The AssaJa Meridian ts," from
A (arXitry founded by them in Madaga.scar, \v.nB t-stirblished in 16:i.1,

t)ift, afu-ra period of iutcmcciue livilry, united with the Loudon

Company in 1650. In 1655 the "Company of Merchant Adven-
turers" obtained a charter from Cromwell to trade with India, but
united with the original company two years later. A more
formidable rival subsefiuently appeared in the English company, or
"General Society trading to the E-ast Indies," winch was incorpor-
ated under jKiwerful patronage in 1698, with a capital of 2
millions sterling. According to Evelyn, in his Diary for March 5,

1098, "the old East India Company lost their business against ths
new company by ten votes in parliament, so many of their fi lends
being absent, going to see a tiger baited by dogs." However, a coni-

promise was speedily effected through the arbitration of Loixl

Godolpliin in 1702, and the London and the English companies
were hnally amalgamated in 1709, under the style of "The United
Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies.

"

.it the same tinie the Company advanced a loan to the state of

£3,190,000 at 3 per cent, interest, in consideration of the exclusive

privilege to trade to all places between the Cape of Good Hope and
the Straits of Magellan.

The early voyages of the Comjwny, from 1600 to 1612, are distin-

guished as the "separate voyages," twelve in number. The sub-

scribers indiridually bore the expenses of each voyage, and reaped

the wdiole profits. With the exception of the fourth, all these

separate voyages were highly prosi^rous, the profits hardly ever

falling below 100 per cent. After 1612 the voyages were conducted
on the joint-stock account.'

^

The following cluonologieal sketch of the progress of the Company
in the East is quoted almost verbatim from Dr Birdwood's valuable

report :

—

"The English were everj^vhero opposed from the first, as the Eng'isb

Dutch had been, by the Portuguese ; but James Lancaster succeeded sell^e- •

in the first voyage (1602) in establishing commercial relations witlr nienta.

the fiing of Achiu, and at Priaman in the island of Sumatra, and
with the Moluccas, and at Bantam, where he settled a factory or
' House of Trade 'in 1603. In 1604 the Company undertook their

second voyage, commanded by Sir Henry Middleton, who extended

their trade to Banda and Amboyna. The success of these voyages

was so great that it induced a number of private merchants to

endeavour to obtain a participation in the trade ; and in 160fi

James I. gitinted a licence to Sir Edward Michelborne and others

to trade 'to Cathay, China, Japan, Corca, and Cambaya.'
Michelborne, however, on arriving in the East, instead of exploring

new sources of commerce as the East India (jompany were doing,

followed the pernicious example of the Portuguese in plundering

the native traders among the isl.ands of the Indian Archipelago. He
in this way secured a considerable booty, but brought great disgrace

on the British name, and much hindered the Company's business

at BantaiM. In 1603 Captain D. Middleton, in command of the

fifth voyage, was prevented by the Dutch from trading at Banda,

but succeeded in obtaining a cargo at PuIq Way. In that year also

Captain Hawkins in the third voyage, commanded by Captain

Keeling, proceeded from Surat as envoy from James I. and the East

IndiaCompany to the court of the Great Mughal. He wasgracioudy
received by the emperor (Jahangir), and remained three years at

Agra. In 1G09 Captain Sharpey, who Juad conducted the fourth

voyage, obtained the grant of free trade at Aden, and a caigo of

pepper at Priomau. In that year also the Company constructed

the dockyard at Deptford,—which was the beginning, obseivos Sir

William Monson, ' of the increase of great ships in England. In

1611 Sir Henry Middleton, in command of the sixth voyage, arrived

before Cambay, and resolutely fought the Portuguese, who tiicil to

beat him off, and obtained some important concessions from tho

native powers. In 1610-11 also Captain Hippon, commanding
the seventh voyage, succeeded in establishing agencies at Masuli-

patam and in Siam, and at Patania or Patany on the Malay pcnin-

6ida, and a factory at Pettipollee.

"In 161-1 tho Company's licet, of the tenth voyage, under

Captain Best, was attacked off Swalley, tho port of Surat, at tho

mouth of the river Tipti, by an overwhelming force of Portuguese,

who were utterly defeated in four successive engagements, to tliu

great astonishment of the natives, who had hitherto considered thcni

to be invincible. Tho first fruit of that deci.iive victory was the Sural \

settlement of a factoiyat Surat, with subordinate .agencies at Gogra, factory.

Ahmad.ibiid, and Cambay. Trade was also oiwned with the Fbraian

Gulf In lOH an agency was established by Mr Edwards of tho

Surat factory at Ajniir. In 1615 Sir Thomas Koo was sent out by

James I. as ambassador to the court of Juh;iiigir, and succeeded

in pl.acing the Company's trade in the Mughal dominions on a moro
favourable footing. The factoiy at Sural was the chief seat of tho

Company's government in western India until tho presidency was
transferred to Bombay in 168.5. In 1618 the English ostabfisheJ

a factory at Mocha, wliilo the Dutch com pel led the™ to resign all ]u-e.

tensions to tho Spice Islands. In that year also the Company failed

in its attempt to open a trade with Dabnl, liaticola, and Calii ut,

through a want of sincerity on the part of the zamorin. In 1619

it w.as pcrniittol to settle u factory and build a I01 1 at Jask, in tho

Persian Gulf.
" In 1019also the ' Treatyof Dufencn' with the Dutch, to prevent

i
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Dutch disputes Between the Euglish and Dutth companies, was ratified,

and When it was proclaimed in the East, hostilities solemnly ceascii for

Porta- the s[)ace of an hour, while the Dutch and English fleets, dressed

guese out in all their flags and with yards manned, saluted each other

;

rivalries but the treaty ended in the smoke of that stately salutation,

and perpetual and fruitless contentions between the Dutch and

English companies went on the same as ever. Up to that time the

English company did not possess ' any portion of territory in

sovereign right in the Indies, excepting in the island of Lantore or

Great Banda. That island was governed by a commercial agent of

the Company, who had under him thirty Europeans as clerks, over-

seers, and warehousemen ; and these, with two hundred and fifty

armed Malays, constituted the only force by which it was protected.

In Iho islands of Banda and Pulo Roon and Rosengyn the Company
possessed factories, in each of which were ten agents. At Macassar

and Achin also they poseessed factories or agencies, the whole being

subordinate to Bantam. Such was the precarious situation of the

English Company in the East at the commencement of their long

struggle tor commercial equality-with the Dutch, whose ascendency in

the Indian Archipelago was already firmly established on the basis of

territorial dominion and authority. In 1620 the Dutch, notwith-

standing the Treaty of Defence concluded the previous year, expelled

the English from Pulo Roon and Lantore, and in 1621 from Bant.im.

1 he fugitive factors attempted to establish themselves first at Pulicat

and afterwards at Masulipatam on the Coromandel coast, but were

elTcctuaUy opposed by the Dutch. In 1620 also the Portuguese

made an attack upon the English fleet -onder Captain Shillinge, but

were again defeated with great loss, and from that time the estima-

tion in which the Portuguese were held by the natives of India

steadily declined, while that of the English was proportionately

raised. In that year the Company established agencies at Agra and

Patna. In 1622 the English, joining with the Persians, attacked

and took Ormuz from the Portuguese, and obtained from Shah Abbas
a grant in perpetuity of the customs of Gombroon. This was the

tirst time that the English took the offensive against the Portuguese.

In the same year the Company succeeded in re-establishing their

factory at Ma.<iulipatam. '
' ' -^ '

"On the 17th February 1623 occurred the 'Massacre of

Amboyna ; ' and from that time the Dutch remained masters of

Lantore and the neighbouring islands, and of the whole trade- of

the Indian Archipelago, until these islands were recaptured by the

English in the great naval wars which commenced in 1793. In 1624

the English, unable to oppose the Butch, withdrew nearly all their

factories from the Archipelago, the Malay peninsula, Siam, and
Japan. Some of the factors and agents retired to the island of

Lagundy in the Strait of Sunda, but were forced, by its nnhealthi_-

ness, to abandon it. ' '•
Englis-h "In 1625-26 a factory was established at Arraagaon on the Coro-
(actones. tnandel coast, subordinate to Masulipatam ; but in 1628 Masulipatam

was, in consequence of the oppressions of the native governor, for a

tinje abandoned in favour of Armagaon, which then mounted twelve

guns and had twenty-three factors and agents. In 1629 the factory

at Bantam was re-established as an agency subordinate to Surat

;

and in 1630 Al'magaon, reinforced by twenty soldiers, was placed

under the presidency of Surat. In 1632 the factory was reestab-

lished at Masulipatam, by a firman, known as the 'Golden Firman,'

from the king of Golconda. In 1634, by a firman dated February 2,

the Company obtained from the Great Mughal liberty to trade

in Bengal, without any other restriction than that their ships

ffere to resort only to Pippli in Orissa. The Portuguese were in th(^

same year expelled from Bengal. In 1634-35 Bantam was again

raised to an independent presidency, and an agency was established

at Tatta, or 'Scindy.' In 1637 Courtcn's Association (chartered

1635) settled agencies at Goa, Baticola, Kdrwar (Canvar), Achin,
and Rajapur. Its ships had in 1636 plundered some native

TcaieU at Surat and Diu, which disgraced the Company with the

M^gtuil authorities (who could not comprehend the distinction

between the Company and the Association), and depressed the
English tride with Surat, while tbat«of the Dutch proportionately

increased. In 1638 Armagaon was abandoned as unsuited for com-
merce ; and in 1639-40 Fort St George, Madera-spatam ('Chincc-
jiatam '), was founded by Francis Day, and the factors'at Armagaon
were at once removed to it It was made subordinate to Bantam,
until raised in 1683 to tha rank of a presidency. In 1640 the

Company cstablLshed an agency at Bussorah, and a factory at

Karwfir. Trade having much extended, the Company's yard at

Dcptford was found too small for their ships, 'and they pur-

chased some copyhold ground at Blackwall, which at that time was
B waste marsh, without an inhabitant; and there they opened
another dockyard, in which waa built the ' Royal George,' of 1200

Iloipbly tons, the largest ship yet seen in England. In 1642 trie factories

factory, a* Bnlasore and Iltigli (Hooghly) were catablishcd. in 1645, in

consequence of services rendered by Dr Gabriel Broughton, surgeon
of the ' Hopewell, ' to the emperor Shah Jahan, additional privileges

wore granted to the Company ; and it 1646 the governor of Bengal,
xvlio had also been profesiiioaally benefited by Broughton, nindo con-

cessions which placed the factories at Balosore and Hooghly on a

more favourable footing. In 1647 Conrtcn's Association established

its colony at Assada, in Madagascar. In 1652 Cromwell declared war
against the Dutch on account of their accumulated injuries against

the Company. In 1653 the Company's factory at Luckuow was
withdrawn. No record has been found of its establishment In
1658 the Company established a factory at Kasinibazar (Cossim-
bazar, ' Castle Bazaar '), and their estiblishments in Bengal were
made subordinate to Fort St George instead of Bantam.

" In 1661 Bombay was ceded to the British crown as part of thelicquisl
dower of Catharine of Braganza. It was not delivered up by the tion of

Portuguese until 1665, and was transferred to the East India Com- Bombay
pany in 1668. The seat of the western presidency was removed to

It from Surat in 1685. At that time the Company's establishments
in the East Indies consisted of the presidency of Bantam, with its

dependencies of Jambee, Macassar, and other places in the Indian
Archipelago ; Fort St George and its de|KMident factories' on the
Coromandel coast and Bengal ; and Surat, with its aSiliated

dependency of Bombay, and factories at Broach, Ahmadabdd, and
other places in western India, and at Gombroon and Bflssorah in

the Persian Gulf and Euphrates valley. In that year also (1661)
the factory at Biliapatam was founded. In 1603 the factories

which had brer established at Patna, Balasore, and Kasimbdzar were
ordered to be discontinued, and purchases made only at Hooghly.
lu 1664 ^urat was pillaged by Sivaji, but Sir George O-xenden
bravely defended the English factory ; and the Mughal emperor,
in admiration of his conduct, granted the Company an exemption
from customs for one year.

" In 1681 Bengal was separated from Madras, and Mr Hodgej
appointed ' agent and governor ' of the Company's affairs ' in the
bay of Bengal, and of the factories subordinate to it at Kasinibazar,

Patna, Balasore, Maldah, and Dacca. A corporal of appioved fidelity,

with twenty soldiers, was to be a guard to the agent's person at the

factory of Hooghly, and to act against interlopers.* In 1683 Fort St
George (Madras) was constituted a presidency. In 1684 Sir John
Child was made 'captain-general and admiral of India,' and Sir

John Wyborne ' vice-admiral and deputy governor of Bombay
;

'

and in 1685 the seat of the presidency was transferred from Surat to.

Bombay. In 1686 thefactory atHooghly was muchoppre^-edbytlid'
governor of Bengal, and the Company's business in India generally

suffered from the wars of the Mughals and Marhattis. Sir John
Child was therefore appointed ' governor-general,' with full power
in India to make war or peace, and ordered to proceed to inspect the

Company's possessions in Madras and Bengal, and arrange for their

safet)'. Gn the 20th of December the Company's agent and council

quitted the opeh factory at Hooghly, and retired to Sutanati (Cal-

cutta). Tegnapatam (Fort St David) was first settled in this year

(£686), and definitivelyestablished in 1691-9'2. In 1687 the Company
retired from all il«i;factories and agencies in Bengal to Madras, but
established the settlement of Fort York at Bcncoolen. In 1689 the
Company's factories at Vizagapatjim and Masulipatam were seized

by the Mahometans, and4he factors massacred. It was in 1689
also that at last the C(Tmpauy determined to consolidate their posi-

tion in India on the basis of territorial sovereignty, in order to
acquire the political status of an independent power iatheir relation)

with the Mughals and Marhattas. To this end they"pa.wcd the

following resolution for the guidance of tho local government* ir.

India:—'The increase of our revenue is the subject of our care, a*

much as our trade ; 'tis that must maintain our force when twenty
accidents may interrupt our trade ; 'tis that must make us a nation

in India ; without that we are but a gi'eat numlwf of interlopers,

united by His Majesty's royal charter, fit only to trade where nobody
of power thinks it their interest to prevent us; and U[)on this account

it IS that the wise Dutch, in all their general advices that wo have
seen, write ten paragraphs concerning their government, their civil

and military policy, warfare, and tile increase of their revenue, for

one paragraph they write conccrniiTK^ade.'"

It will be convenient to refer in this place to tho other European
nations who attempted at various times to open trade with the East.

The Portuguese at no time attempted to found a company, but
always maintained their Eastern trade as a royal monopoly. The
first incorporated company was the English, established in 1600,

which was quickly followed by the Dutch in 1602. The Dutch
conquests, however, were made in tho name of the state, and rank

as national colonies, not as private possessions. Next came the French
French, whose first East India Company was formed in 1604, the and
second in 1611^ the third in 1615, the fourth (Richelieu's) in Danish
1642, tho fifth (Colbert's) in 1644. The sixth was formed by factorja

the union of the French East and West India, Senegal, and China
companies under the n.amc of "The Company of tnc Indies," in

1719. The exclusive privileges of tho company were, by tho

king's decree, suspended in 1769, and the company was finally

abolished by the National Assembly in 1796. The finit Danish
East India Conijiany was founded in 1612, and tho second in 1670.

The settlements of 'rronquebar ami Scrainpur were both founded in

1616, and acquired by the English by purchase from Denmark in

1845. Other I)anish settlementH on the mainlandof India wcrePorto

Novo, and Kddova and Ilolchcri on the Malabar couat The com-
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pany founded by the Scotch in 1695 may be regarded as having been

still-born ; and the " Royal Company of the Philippine Islands,"

incorporated by the king of Spain in 1733, had little to do with

India proper ; of more importance, though but short-lived, was "The
Ostend Company," incorporated by the emperor of Au»tria in 1723,

its factors being chiefly persons who had served the Dutch and

English com panics. But the opposition of the maritime powers forced

the court of Vienna in 1727 to suspend the company s charter for

seven years. The Ostend company, after passing through a very

trying' existence, prolonged through the desire of the Austrian

Government to participate in the growing East India trade, became

bankrupt in 1784, and was finally extinguished by the regulations

which were prescribed on the renewal of the English East India

Company's charter in 1793. The last nation of Europe to engage

in maritime trade with India was Sweden. When the Ostend

company was suspended, a number of its servants were thrown out

of employment, (rf whose special knowledge of the East Mr Henry
Koning, of Stockholm, took advantage, obtaining a charter tor

the " Swedish Company," dated June 13, 1731. This company
was reorganized in 1806. The extent to which foreign nations now

carry on direct dealings with India may be inferred approximately

from the following figures, taken from the census report of 1871.

There were then in British India about 8000 inhabitants of conti-

nental Europe ; but of these the nationality of only 2628 was more

particularly specified, chiefly in Bengal. Germans numbered 765,

French, 631 ; Portuguese, 426 ; Italians, 282 ; Greeks, 127; Swedes,

73 ; Russians, 72 ; Dutch, 70 ; Norwegians, 58 ; Danes, 45 ;

Spaniards, 32 ; Belgians, 20 ; Swiss. 19 ; Turks, 18.

Briiish Empire (1765 to 1881)

The political history of the British in India begins in

the 1 8th century with the French wars in the Carnatic.

Fort St George, the nucleus of Madras, was their earliest

territorial possession, properly so called, in India, having

bvw founded by Thomas Day in 1639. The land on which

it stood, with an area round of about 5 mfles in length by 1

inile in breadth, was purchased from the rij4 of Chandragiri,

who claimed to be the lineal descendant of the Hindu

emperors of Vijayanagar. The French settlement of.

Pondicherri, about 100 miles lower down the Coromandel

coast, was established in 1672, and for many years the

English and French traded side by side, without either

active rivalry or territorial ambition. The English, especi-

ally, appear to have been submissive to the native powers

at Madras oo less than in Bengal. JThey paid their annual

rent of 1200 pagodas (say £500) to the deputies of the

Mughal empire when Aurangzeb annexed the south, and

on two several occasions bought off a besieging army with

a heavy bribe.

On the death of Aurangzeb in 1707, the whole of

southern India became practically independent of DelhL

In the Deccsn Proper, the Nizim-ulMulk founded an

independent dynasty, with Hyderabad for its capital,

which exercised a nominal aovereignty over the entire

south. The Carnatic, or the lowland tract between the

central plateau and the eastern sea, was ruled by a deputy

of the nizim, known as the nawAb of Arcot, who in his

turn asserted claims to hereditary sovereignty. Further

south, Trichinopoli was the capital of a Hindu rdjA, and

Tanjore formed another Hindu kingdom under a d'egenerate

descendant of the line of Sivaji. Inland, Mysore was

gradually growing into a third Hindu state, while every-

where local chieftains, called pdlegdrs or naiks, were in

Bcmi-indepondent possession of citadels or hill-forta. '

In that condition of affairs the flame of war was kindled

between the English and the French in Europe in 1745.

Dupleix was at that time governor of Pondicherri, and

Clive was a young writer at Madras. An English fleet

first appeared on the Coromandel coai't, but Dupleix by a

jodicioos present induced the nawib of Arcot to interpose

and prevent hostilities. In 1746 a French squadron

arrived, under the command of La Bourdonnais. Madras

surrendered almost without a blow, and the only settle-

ment left to the English was Fort St David, a few miles

outb of Pondicherri, where Clive and a few other fugi-

tives sought shelter. The nawAb, faithful to his poUcj
of impartiality, marched with 10,000 men to drive the

French out of Madras, but he was signally defeated by a

French force of only four hundred men and two guns.

In 1748 an English fleet arrived under Admiral Boscawea
and attempted the siege of Pondicherri, while a land fores

co-operated under Major Lawrence, whose name afterwards

became associated with that of Clive. The French success-

fully repulsed all attacks, and at last peace was restored

by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, which gave back Madras
to the English (1748).

The first war with the French was merely an incident in

the greater contest in Europe. The second war had its

origin in Indian politics, while England and France were &»

peace. The easy success of the French arms had inspired

Dupleix with the ambition of founding a French empire
in India, under the shadow of the existing Mahometan
powers. Disputed successions at Hyderabad and at

Arcot supplied him with the opportunity that he lacked.

On both thrones he placed nominees of his own, and for a

short time posed as the supreme arbiter of the entire south

In boldness of conception, and in knowledge of Oriental

diplomacy, Dupleix has had probably no rival But he was
no soldier, and he was destined in that sphere to encounter

the " heaven-born genius " of Clive. For the English of Clivf

Madras, under the instinct of self-preservatiou. were com-

pelled to maintain the cause of another candidate to the

throne of Arcot in opposition to the nominee of Dupleix.

This candidate was Muhammad All, afterwards known La

history as W4la-jah. The war that then ensued between

the French and English, each with their native allies, has

been exhaustively described in the pages of Onne. The
one incident that stands out conspicuously is the capture

and subsequent defence of Arcot by Clive in 1751. This

heroic feat, even more than the battle of Plassey, established

the reputation of the English for valour throughout India.

Shortly afterwards Clive returned to England in ill-health,

but the war continued fitfully for many years. On the

whole, English influence predominated in the Carnatic, and
their candidate, Muhammad All, maintained his position

at Arcot. But the French were no less supreme in the

Deccan, whence they were able to take possession of the

coast tract called " the Northern Circars." The final

struggle was postponed imtil 17G0, when Colonel (after-

wards Sir Eyre) Coote won the decisive victory of

Wandewash over the French general Lally, and proceeded

to invest Pondicherri, which was starved into capitulation

in January 1761. A few months later the hill-fortress of

Gingee (Chenji) also surrendered. In the words of Orme,
" That day terminated the long hostilities between the two

rival European powers in Coromandel, and left not a single

ensign of the French nation avowed by the authority of its

Government in any part of India."

Meanwhile the interest of history shifts with Clive to

Bengal The first English settlement in that part of India

was Pippli in Orissa, to which the East India Company was
permitted to trade in 1633, six years before the foundalioi

of Madraj. The river on which Pippli stood has since

silted up, and the very site of the English settlement is

now unknown and undiscoverabla In 1642 factories were

opened at Balasore and HiigU (Hooghly), and in 1681

Bengal was erected into a presidency, as yet subject to

Madras. The name of Calcutta is not heard of till 168C, Calcutta

when Job Chflmock, the chief at Hooghly, was expelled by
the deputy of Aurangzeb, and settled lower down the river

on the opposite bank. There he acquired a grant of the

three petty villages of Sutanati, Oobindpur, and KilighAf

(Calcutta), and founded the original Fort William in 1696.

At the time of Aurangzeb's death in 1707 the naw&b or Bengal

governor of Bengal was Murshid Kull Kh&n. known also n««il>»-
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in European Listory as Jafar KhAii. By birth a BrAhman,

and brought up as a slave in Persia, he united the adminis-

trative ability of a Hindu to the fanaticism of a renegade.

Hitherto the capital of Bengal had been at Dacca on tlie

eastern frontier of the empire, whence the piratical attacks

of the Portuguese and of the Arakanese or Maghs could bo

most easily checked. Murshid KuK Kh;in transferred his

residence to MurshiddbAd (Moorshedabad), in the neighbour-

hood of KAsimbAzAr (Cossimbazar), the river port of all the

Ganges trade. The English, the French, and the Dutch
had each factories at KAsimbAzAr, as well as at DAcca,

PatnA, and Maldah. But Calcutta was the headquarters of

the English, Chandarnagar of the French, and Chinsurah

of the Dutch, all three towns being situated close to each

other in the lower reaches uf the Hooghly, where the river is

navigable for large ships. Murshid Kuli KhAn ruled over

bengal prosperously for twenty-one years, and left his

power to a son in law and a grandson. The hereditary

succession was broken in 1740 by AH Vardi KhAn, who
was the last of the great nawAbs of Bengal. In his days

the .MarhattA horsemen began to ravage the country, and

the English at Calcutta obtained permission to erect an

earthwork, which is known to the present day as the

MarhattA ditch. Ali Vardi KhAn died in 175G, and was
jucceisded by his grandson, SirAj-ud-DaulA ^Surajah

Dovvlah), a youth of only eighteen years, whose ungovern-

able temper led to a rupture with the English within two
moiilhs after his accession. In pursuit of one of his own
family who had escaped from his vengeance, he marched

upon Calcutta with a large army. Many of the English

fled down the river in their ships. The remainder sur-

rendered after a feeble resistance, and were thrown as

Black prisoners into the " black hole " or military jail of Fort
Mole William, a room about 18 feet square, with only two

small windows barred with iron. It was the month of

June, in which the tropical heat of Calcutta is most oppres-

sive. When the door of the prison was opened in the

morning, only twenty three persons out of one hundred and
forty-six were found alive.

The news of this disaster fortunately found Clive returned

to Madras, where also was a squadron of king's ships under
Admiral Watson. Clive and Watson promptly sailed to

the month of the Gangtjs with all the troops that could be

got together Calcutta was recovered with little fight-

ing, and the nawAb consented to a peace which restored to

the Company all their privileges, and gave them com-

pensation for their losses of property. It is possible that

matters might have ended here if a fresh cause of hostilities

had not suddenly arisen. War had just been declared

between the English and French in Europe, and Clive,

following the traditions of his early warfare in theCarnatic,

attacked and captured Chandarnagar. SirAj ud DaulA,

exasperated by that breach of neutrality within his own
dominions, took the side of the French. But Clive, again

acting upon the policy ho had learned from Dupleis, had

provided himself with a rival candidate to the throne.

Biitle of Undaunted, he marched out to the battlefield of Plassey
Plassey (PalAsi), at the head of about 1000 Europeans and '2100

sepoys, with 9 pieces of artillery. The Mahometan array

is said to have consisted of 50,000 foot, 18,000 horSe, and
50 pieces of cannon. But there was a traitor in the

Mahometan camp in the person of Mir Jafar, who had
married a sister of the late nawAb, All Vardi KhAn. The
battle was short but decisive. After a few rounds i!

artillery fire, SurAj-udDaulA fled, and the road to Murshid-
dbAd was left open.

The battle of Pla.=(sey was fought on Juno 23, 1757- an
anniversary afterwards remembered when the mutiny was
at its height in 1857. History ha-s agreed to adopt ihi.-<

date as the beginning of the British empire in the

East ; but the immediate results of the victory wera
comparatively small, and several more hard-won fights were

fought befure even the Bengalis would admit the superi-

ority of the British arms. For the moment, however, all

opposition was at an end. Clive, again following in the

steps of Dupleix, placed his nominee, Mir Jafar, upon the

masjiad at MurshidAbAd, being careful to obtain a patent

of investiture from the Mughal court. Enormous sums
were exacted from M(r Jafar as the price of his elevation.

The Company claimed 10,000,000 rupees as compensation

for losses ; for the English, the Indian, and the Armenian
inhabitants of Calcutta there were demanded the sums of

5,000,000, 2,000,000, and 700,000 rupees ; for the squad .

ron 2,500,000 rupees, and an equal sum for the army The.'

members of the council received the following amoanls
— Mr Drake, thegovernor, and Colonel Clii'e 280,00uiiipeG9

each ; and Mr Becker, Mr Walts, and Major Kilpatrick'

240,000 rupees each. The whole amounted to £2,097,750.
The English, deluded by their avarice, still cherished

extravagant ideas of Indian wealth ; nor would they listen

to the ungrateful truth. But it was found that there

were no funds in the treasury to satisfy their inordinate

demands, and they were obliged to be contented with on*
half the stipulated sums, which, after many diSiculties,*

were [laid in specie and in jewels, with the exception of

584,905 rupees. The shares of the council were, however,

paid in full At the same time the nawAb made a grant to

the Company of the landitJurl rights over an extensive

tract of country round Calcutta, now known as the district

of the Twenty-four ParganAs. The area of this tract was
about 882 .square miles, and it paid a permanent revenue

or quit rent of about £23,000. The gross rent-i at first

payable to the Company was £53,000, but within a period

of ten years it had risen to £140,000 Originally the Com-
pany posses.sed only the zaminddri rights, ie., revenue

jurisdiction. The superior lordship, or right to receive the

quit rent, remained with the nawAb; but in 1759 this also

was parted with by the Delhi emperor, the nominal suzerain

of the nawAb, in favour of Clivo, who thus became the

landlord of his own masters, the Company. At that time

also Clive was enrolled among the nobility of the Mughal
empire, with the rank of commander of COOO foot and 5000
horse. C\i\ e'sjar/ir, as it was called, subsequently became
a matter of inquiry in England, and on his death it passed

to the Company, thus merging the laminddrl In the pro
prietary rights.

In 1758 Cli^e was appointed by the court of directors

the first governor of all the Company's .settlements in Bengal.

From two quarters troubles thrcatenfed, which perhaps"

Clive alone was capable of overcoming. On the west the

shdhzdda or imperial prince, known afterwards as the

emperor ShAh Alam, with a mixed army of AfghAns and
MarhattAs, and supported by the nawAb wazfr of Oudh
was advancing his own claims to the province of Bengal

In the south the influence of the French under Lally and
Bussy was overshadowing the British at Madras. But

the name of Clive exercised a decisive effect in both

directions. Mir Jafar was anxious to buy off the shAhzAda,

who had already invested PatnA. But Clive in person

marched to the rescue, with an army of only 450 Europeans

and 2500 sepoys, and the Mughal army dispersed without

striking a blow. In the same year Clive despatched a force

southwards under Colonel Fordo, which recaptured Masuli-

patam from the French, and permanently established British

influence throughout the Northern Circars, and at the court

of Hyderabad. Ho next attacked the Dutch, the sole

European nation that might yet bo a formidable rival to

the Engli.sh. He defoateil them both by land and water

and from that time their settlement at Chinsurah existed

only on suQeranca
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•Influence From 1760 to 1765, while Olive was at home, the history

-at E.LC. of the English in Bengal contains little that is creditable.

Clive had left behind him no system of government, but

merely the tradition that unlimited sums of money might

be extracted from the natives by the mere terror of the

English name. In 1761 it was found expedient and

profitable to dethrone Mir Jafar, the English nawAb of

Murshidilhdd, and substitute his son-in-law, Mir Kdsim, in

his place. On that occasion, besides private donations, the

English received a grant of the three districts of BardwAn,

Midnapur, and Chittagong, estimated to yield a net revenue

of half a million sterliug. But Mir K4sim proved to possess

a will of his own, and to cherish dreams of independence.

He retired from MurshiddbAd to Monghyr, a strong position

on the Ganges, which commanded the only means of

communication with the west. There he proceeded to

organize an army, drilled and equipped after European
models, and to carry on intrigues with the nawib wazir of

Oudh. The actual outbreak of hostilities with the English

happened on this wise. The Company's servants claimed the

privilege of carrying on private trade throughout Bengal,

free from inland dues and all other imposts. The assertion

of this claim caused frequent affrays between the customs'

officers of the nawAb and those traders rt'ho, whether falsely

,or not, represented that they were acting on behalf of the

servants of the Company. The nawAb alleged that his civil

authority was everywhere being set at nought The
raBJority of the council at Calcutta would not listen to his

statements. The governor, Mr Vansittart, and Warren
Hastings, then a junior member of council, attempted to

effecli some compromise. But the controversy had become
too hot. The nawAb's officers fired upon an English boat,

MMsacTS a.nd forthwith all Bengal was in a blaze. A force of 2000
«f Pav.ta. sepoys was cut to pieces at PatnA, and about 200 English-

men in various parts of the province fell into the hands of

the Mahometans, and were subsequently massacred. But
as soon as regular warfare commenced Mir KAsim met with
no more successes. His trained regiments were defeated

in two pitched battles by Major Adams, at Gheriah and at

Udha-nAlA, and he himself took refuge with the nawAb
wazir of Oudh, who refused to deliver him up. This led to a

prolongation of the war. ShAh Alam, who had now suc-
ceeded his father as emperor, and ShujA-ud-DaulA, the

nawAb wazir of Oudh, united their forces, and threatened

Patn.i, which the English had recovered. A more formid-

able danger appeared in the English camp, in the form of the

first sepoy mutiny. This was quelled by Major (afterwards

Sir Hector) Munro, who ordered twenty-four of the ring-

leaders to be blown from guns, an old Mughal punishment.

In 1764 Major Munro won the decisive battle of BaxAr,

which laid Oudh at the feet of the conquerors, and brought
the Mughal emperor as a suppliant to the English camp.

Meanwhile tho council at Calcutta had twice found the

opportunity they desired of selling the government of

Bengal to a new nawAb. But in 1765 Clive (now Baron
Clivo of Plassey, in the peerage of Ireland) arrived at

Calcutta, as governor of I5engal for the second time, to

settle, the entire system of relations with tho native

powers. Two objects stand out conspicuously in his

policy. First, he sought to acquire the substance, though
not the name, of territorial power, by using the authority

of tho Mughal emperor for. bo much as he wished, and
for no more; and, secondly, ho desired to purify the

Company's BCrvieo by prohibiting illicit gains, and at the

same time guaranteeing a reasonable remuneration from
hontsst sourcoa In neither rcs[)oct were the details of his

plans carried out by his succcasora, Bnt the beginning of

our Indian odministration date>i from this second governor-

ahip of Clivo, just as tho origin of our Indian empire dates
from his victory at Plassey. Clivo'a first stop was to huiry

up froin Calcutta to AllahAbAd, and there settle in person
the fate of nearly halt India. Oudh was given back to the

nawAb waztr, on condition of his paying half a million

sterling towards the expenses of the war. The provinces

of AllahAbAd and Kora, forming the greater part of the

DoAb, were handed over to ShAh Alam himself, who in

his turn granted to the Company the diwdni or financial

administration of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and also

the territorial jurisdiction of the Northern Circars. A
puppet nawAb was still maintained at MurshidAbAd, who
received an annual allowance of about half a million

sterling ; and half that amount was paid to the emperor
as tribute from Bengal. Thus was constituted the dual

sj'stem of government, by which the English received all

the revenues and undertook to maintain an army for the

defence of the frontier, while the criminal jurisdiction

vested in the nawAb. In Indian phraseology, the Company
was diwAn and the nawAb was nizAm. As a matter of

general admipistration, the actual collection of the revenues

still remained for some years in the hands of native

officials. In attempting to reorganize and purify the

Company's service, Clive undertook a task yet more
difficult than to partition the valley of the Ganges. The
officers, civil and military alike, were all tainted with the

common corruption. Thair legal, salaries were absolutely

insignificant, but they had been permitted to augment
them ten and a hundredfold by means of private trade

and gifts from the native powers. Despite the united^

resistance of the civil servants, and an actual mutiny uf

two hundred militajy officers, Clive carried through his

reforms. Both private trade and the receipt of presents

were absolutely prohibited for the future, while a sub-

stantial increase of pay was provided out of the monopoly ,

of salt.

Lord Clive quitted India for the third and last time in Warren

1767. Between that date and the arrival of Warren Il->9iii'8»'

Hastings in 1772 nothing of importance occurred in

Bengal beyond the terrible famine of 1770, which is

officially reported to have swept away one-third of tho

inhabitants. The dual system of government, however,

established by Clive, had proved a failure. Warren
Hastings, a tried servant of the Company, distinguished

alike for intelligence, for prcibity, and for knowledge of

Oriental manners^ was nominated governor by the court of

directors, with express instructions to carry out a predeter-

mined series of reforms. In their own words, the court

had resolved to "stand forth as diwAn, and to take upon
themselves, by the agency of their own servants, the entire

caro and administration of the revenues." In the execu-

tion of this plan, Hastings removed the exchequer from

MurshidAbAd to Calcutta, and for the first time appointed

European officers, under tho now familiar title of collectors,

to superintend tho revenue collections and preside in the

civil courts. The urgency of foreign affairs, and subse-

quently internal strife at tho council table, hindered

Hastings from developing further the system of civil

administration, a task finally accomplished by Lord Corn-

wall is.

Though Hastings always prided himself specially upon
that reform, as well as upon the improvements ho in-

troduced into the collection of the revenues from salt

and opium, his name will be remembered in history for

tho boldncsH and success of his foreign policy. From
1772 to 1774 he was governor of Bengal; from 1774 to

1785 he was the first titular governor-gcnornl of India,

jiresiding over a council nominated, like himself, not

by the Company, but by an Act of Parliament, known as

the Regulating Act. In his domestic policy ho was'

greatly hampered by tho opposition of Francis; but, so

far as regards external relations with Oudh, with tho
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MarhaitAs, and with Hyder Ali, he was generally able to

compel assent to his own measures. His treatment of

Oudh may here be passed over as not being material to

the general history of India, while the personal aspects

of his rule have been fully discussed in a separate article

(vol. xi. p. 512). To explain his MarhattA policy, it will

be necessary to give a short retrospective sketch of the

history of that people.

Sivaji the Great, as already mentioned, died in 1G80,

while Aurangzeb was still on the throne. The family of

Sivaji produced no great names, either among those who
continued to be the nominal chiefs of the Marhatti con-

federacy, with their capital at SAtdrA, or among the rujAs

of Kolhapur and Tanjore. All real power passed into the

Lands of the peshwA, or BrAhman minister, who founded

in his turn an hereditary dynasty at Poona, dating from

the beginning of the- 18th century. Next rose several

MarhattA generals, who, though recognizing the suzerainty

of the peshwA, carved out for themselves independent

kingdoms in different parts of India, sometimes far from the

original home of the Marhatti race. Chief among these

generals were the gAikwAr in Guzerat, Sindhia, and Holkar
in MAlwa, and the BhonslA rAjA of Berar and NAgpur. At
one time it seemed probable that the MarhattA confederacy

would expel the Mahometans even from northern India;

but the decisive battle of PAnipat, won by the AfghAns in

17G1, gave a respite to the Delhi empire. The MarhattA
chiefs never again united heartily for a common purpose,

though they still continued to be the most formidable

military power in India. In especial, they dominated over

the British settlement of Bombay on the western coast,

which was the last of the three presidencies to feel the lust

of territorial ambition. For more than a hundred years,

from its acquisition in 1661 to the outbreal?of the first

MarhattA war in 1775, the English on the west coast

possessed no territory outside the island of Bombay and
their fortified factory at Surat.

Casions ' The Bombay Government was naturally emulous to

to Jiie follow the example of Madras and Bengal, and to estab-
^°™' lish its influence at the court of Poona by placing its
'"'

. own nominee upon the throne. The attempt took form

in 1775 in the treaty of Surat, by which RaghunAth
RAo, one of the claimants to the throne of the pesbwA,

agreed to cede Salsette and Bassein to the English, in

F.irst consideration of being himself restored to Poona. The
Marhat- military operations that followed are known as the first
ta w*r. MarhattA war. Warren Hastings, who in his capacity of

governor-general claimed a right of control over the

decisions of the Bombay Government, strongly disapproved

of the treaty of Surat, but, when war once broke out,

he threw the whole force of the Bengal army into the

scale. One of his favourite officers. General Goddard,
marched across the peninsula from sea to sea, and con-

quered the rich province of Guzerat almost without a blow.

Another, Captain Pophani, stormed the rock-fortress of

Gwalior, which was regarded as the key of HindustAu.

Those brilliant successes atoned for the disgrace of the

convention of Wargaum in 1779, when the MarhattAs

dictated terms to a British force, but the war was
protracted until 1782. It was then closed by the treaty

of Salbye, which practically restored the status quo.

RaghunAth RAo, the English claimant, was set aside

;

Guzerat was restored, and only Salsette and some other

Email islands were retained by the English.

First Meanwiile Warren Hastings had to deal with a more
Mysore formidable enemy than the MarhattA confederacy. The
*'" reckless conduct of the Madras Government had roused

the hostility both of Hyder Ali of Mysore and of the

oiiim of the Deccan, the two strongest MusalmAn powers

in India, who attempted to draw the MarhattAs into an

alliance against the fenglish. The diplomacy of Hastings
won over the nizAm and the MarhattA r.\jA of NAgpur, but
the army of Hyder Ali fell like a thunderbolt upon the
British possessions in the Carnatic. A strong detachment
under Colonel Baillie was cut to pieces at Pollilore, and
the Mysore cavalry ravaged the country unchecked up to

the walls of Madras. For the second time the Bengal
army, stimulated by the energy of Hastings, saved the

honour of the English name. Sir Eyre Coote, the victor

of Wandewash, was .sent by sea to relieve Madras with all

the men and money available, while Colonel' Pearso

marched south cerland to overawe the rAjA of Berar and
the nizAm. The war was hotly contested, for Sir Eyre
Coote was now an old man, and the Mysore army was
well-disciplined and equipped, and also skilfully handled
by Hyder and his son Tipii (Tippoo). Hyder died in

1782, and peace was finally concluded with Tipu in 1784,
on the basis of a mutual restitution of all conquests.

It was Warren Hastings's merit to organize the empire
which Clive founded. He was goverhor or governor-general

for thirteen years, a longer period than any of his successors.

During that time the English lost the American colonies,

but in India their reputation steadily ro.se to its highest

pitch. Within a year Hastings was succeeded by Lord Cnrn-

Cornwallis, the first English nobleman of rank who under- w^lli*.

took the office of governor-general. His rule lasted from
1786 to 1793, and is celebrated for two events—the intro-

duction of the permanent settlement into Bengal, and the

second Mysore war. If the foundations of the system of

civil administration were laid by Hastings, the superstruc-

ture was erected by Cornwallis. It was he who first en-

trusted criminal jurisdiction to Europeans, and established

the NizAmat Sadr AdAlat, or supreme court of „iiminal

judicature, at Calcutta ; and it was he who separated the

functions of collector and judge. The system thus organized

in Bengal was afterwards transferred to Madrasand Bombay,
when those presidencies also acquired territorial sovereignty.

But the achievement most familiarly associated with tbt Ten-.*,

name of Cornwallis is the permanent settlement of the ""'"'

land revenue of Bengal. Up to his time the revenue had ^'.J^
been 'collected pretty much according to the old Mughal
system. Zaminddrs, or Government farmers, whose office

always tended to become hereditary, were recognized as

having a right of some sort to collect the revenue from the

actual cultivators. But no principle of assessment existed,

and the amount actually realized varied greatly from year

to year. Hastings had the reputation of Ijearing hard upon

the zaminddrs, and was absorbed in other critical affairs of

state or of war. On the whole he seems to have looked

to experience, as acquired from a succession of quinquennial

settlements, to furnish the standard rate of the future.

Francis, on the other hand, Hastings's great rival, deserves

the credit of being among the first to advocate a limitation

of the state demand in perpetuity. The same view recom-

mended itself to the authorities at homo, partly because it

would place their finances on a more stable basis, partly

because it seemed to identify the zamlnddr with the more

familiar landlord. Accordingly, Cornwallis took out with

him in 1787 instructions to introduce a permanent settle-

ment The process of assessment began in 1789 and

terminated in 1791. No attempt was made to measure

the fields or calculate the out-turn as had been done by

Akbar, and is now done when occasion requires in the British

provinces ; but the amount payable was fixed by reference

to what had been paid in the past. At first the settlement

was called decennial, but in 1793 it was declared perma-

nent for ever. The total assessment amounted to sikka

Rs.26,800,989, or about 2J millions sterling. Though
Lord Cornwallis carried the scheme into execution, all

praise or blame, so fur as details are concerned, must
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belong to Sir John Shore, afterwards Lord Teignmouth,

whose knowledge of the country was unsurpassed by that of

any civilian of his time. Shore would have proceeded

more cautiously than Cornwaliis's preconceived -idea of a

proprietary body and the court of directors' haste after

fixity permitted.

feejoT J The second Mysore war of 1790-92 is noteworthy on
.\ry30re t„.g accounts: Lord Cornwallis, the governor-general, led
"'"'

.tlie British army in person, with a pomp and lavishness .of

supplies -that recalled the campaigns of Aurangzeb ; and

the two great native powers, the nizAm of the Deccan
and the Marhatti confederacy, co-operated as allies of

the British. In the result, Tipil SultAn submitted when
Lord Cornwallis had commenced to beleaguer his capital.

He agreed to yield one half of his dominions to be divided

among the allies, and to pay three millions sterling

towards the cost of the war Those conditionshe fulfilled,

but ever afterwards he burned to be revenged upon his

English conquerors

Wnlli3- ' The period of Sir John Shore's rule as governor-general,
ley- from 1793 to 1798, was uneventful. In 1798 Lord

Mornington, better known as the marquis of Wellesley,

arrived in India, already inspired with imperial projects

that were destined to change the map of the country.

Mornington was the friend and favourite of Pitt, from

whom he is thought to have derived the comprehensiveness

of his political vision and his antipathy to the French name.

From the first he laid down as his guiding principle that

the English must be the one paramount power in the

peninsula, and that native princes could only retain the

insignia of sovereignty by surrendering the substance of

independence. The subsequent political history of India

has been but the gradual development of this policy, which

received its finishing touch when Queen Victoria was
proclaimed empress of India in 1877.

To frustrate the possibility of a French invasion of India,

led by Napoleon in person, was the governing idea of

Wellesley's foreign policy; for France at this time, and for

many years later, filled the place afterwards occupied by
Russia in the imagination of English statesmen. Nor was

the possibility so remote as might now be thought -French

regiments guarded and overawed the nizAm of Hyderabad.

The soldiers of Sindhia, the military head of theMarhattd

confederacy, were disciplined and ledby French adventurers.

Tlpii Sultin carried on a secret correspondence with the
' French directorate, and allowed a tree of liberty to be

planted in his dominions The islands of Mauritius and
Bourbon afforded a convenient half-way house both for

French intrigue and for the assembling of a hostile

expedition. Above all. Napoleon Buonaparte was then in

Egypt, dreaming of the conquests of Alexander ; and uo
man knew in what direction he might turn his hitherto

unconquered legions. Wellesley first addressed himself to

the nizAni, where his policy prevailed without serious

opposition. The French battalions at Hyderabad were

disbanded, and the nizAm bound himself by treaty not to

take any European into his service without the Consent of

the English Oovernmcnt,—a clause since inserted in every

engagement entered into with native powers. Next, the

whole weight of Wellesley's resources was turned against

Tipu, whom Cornwallis had scotched but not killed. His
intrigues with the French were laid bare, and he was given

an opportunity of adhering to the new sub.sidiary system
Thirri - On his refusal war was declared, and Wellesley came dowh
Myso'o in state to Madras to organize the expedition in person,

and watch over the course of events. One English army
marched into Mysore from Madras, accompanied by a

contingent from the tiizAin. Another advanced from the

western coast. Tipi'i, after offering but a feeble resistanco

jn the field, retired into Sorin^apatam and', when his capital

was stormed, died fighting bravely in the breach. Sin.-o

the battle of Plassey no event so greatly impressed the

native imagination aa the capture of Seringapatam, which
won for General Harris a peerage and for Wellesley an

Irish marquisate. In dealing with the territories of Tipu,

Wellesley acted with unusual moderation. The centra!

portion, forming the old state of Mysore, was restored to

an infant representative of the Hindu rAjAs, whom Hyder
Ali had dethroned, while the rest was partitioned betweer

the-nizAm, the MarhattAs, and the English At about the

same time the province of the Carnatic, or all that large

portion of southern India ruled by the nawAb of Arcot,

and also the principality of Tanjore, were placed under

direct British administration, thus constituting the Madras
presidency almost as it has existed to the present day.

The MarhattAs had been the nominal allies of the English Marliatt*

in both their wars with Tipil, but they had never given "=""•

active assistance, nor were they secured to the English
'=""=''*)'-'

side as the nizAm now was. The Marhatti powers at this

time were five in number. The recognized head of the

confederacy was the peshwA of Poena, who ruled the hill

country of the Western GhAts, the cradle of the Marhatti

race. The fertile province of Guzerat was annually harried

by the horsemen of the gAikwAr of Baroda. In Central

India two military leaders, Sindhia of Gwalior and Holkar

of India, alternately held the pre erainency Towards the

east the BhonslA rAjA of NAgpur, sprung from the same
stock as Si aj(, reigned from Berar to the coast of Orissa.

Wellesley tried assiduously to bring these several MarhattA

powers within the net of his subsidiary system. At last,

in 1802, the necessities of the peshwA,' who Lad been

defeated by Holkar, and driven as a fugitive into British

territory, induced him to sign the treaty of Bassein, by
which he pledged himself to hold communications with no

other power, European or native, and ceded territory for

the maintenance of -a subsidiary force. This greatly ex-

tended the English territorial influence in the Bombay
presidency, but led directly to the secoiid Marhatti

war, for neither Sindhia nor the rAjA of NAgpur would

tolerate this abandonment of MarhattA independence. The \v»o

campaigns that followed are perhaps the most glorious »'i"'

in the history of the British arms in India. The general
Hofkar'

plan and the adequate provision of resources were due to ooriraji

the marquis of Wellesley, as also the indomltablo spirit of Nagpan

that could not anticipate defeat. The armies were led by

Sir Arthur Wellesley (afterwards duke of Wellington) and

General (afterwards Lord) Lake. Wellesley operated in the

Deccan, where, in a few short months, he won the decisive

victories of Assaye and Argaum, and captured Ahmadnagar.

Lake's campaign in HindustAn was no less brilliant, though

it has received less notice from historians. He won pitched

battles at AUgarh and LAswArl, and captured the cities of

Delhiand Agra, thus scattering the French troops of Sindhia,

and at the same time coming forward as the champion of

the Mughal emperor in his hereditary capitals. Before the

year 1803 was out, both Sindhia and the BhonslA r.AjA were

glad to sue for peace. Sindhia ceded all claims to the

territory north of the Jumna, and left the blind old

emperor ShAh Alam once more under Biiti»h protection.

The BhonslA forfeited Orissa to the English, who had

already occupied it with a flying column, and Berar to

the nizAm, who gained a fresh addition by every act of

complaisance to the British Government. 'The freebooter,

Jaswant RAo Holkar, alone romainul in the field, supporting

his troops by ravages through MAlwA and RAjputAna. The
concluding years of Wellesley's rule were occupied with a

series of operations against Holkar, which brought no credit

on the British name. The disastrous retreat of CohMKd

Monson through Central India recalled memories of the

convention of Wargaum, and of the destruction of Colonel
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Raillis's force by Hyder Ali. The repulse of Lake in

person at tlie siege of Bhartpur (I'Lurtporc) is memorable

as an instance of a British army in India having to turn

back with its object unaccomplished.

The ambitious policy and the continuous wars of Lord

Wellesley exhausted the patience of the court of directors

at home. In 1804 Lord Curnwallis was sent out as governor-

general a second time, with instructions to bring about

peace at any price, while Holkar was still unsubdued,

and Sindhia was threatening a fresh war. But Cornwallis

was now an old man and broken down in health. Travel-

ling up to the north-west during the rainy season, he sank

and died at Ghdzlpur, before he had been ten weeks in

B«j1ow the country. His immediate successor was Sir George

Barlow, a civil servant of the Company, who, as a locum

leiiens, had no alternative but to carry out faithfully the

orders of his employers. He is charged with being, under

these orders, the only governor-general who diminished

the area of British territory, and with violating engage-

ments by abandoning the H^ijput chiefs to the tender

mercies of Holkar and Sindhia. During his administra-

tion also occurred the mutiny of the Madras sepoys at

V'cllore, which, though promptly suppressed, sent a shock

»f insecurity throughout the empire.

Minto. Lord Minto, governor-general from 1807 to 1813, con-

solidated the corciuests which Wellesley had acquired.

His only military exploits were the occupation of the

island of Mauritius, and the conquest of Java by an ex-

pudition which he accompanied in person. The condition

of Central India continued to be disturbed, but Minto suc-

ceeded in preventing any violent outbreaks without himself

having recourse to the sword. The Company had ordered.

him to follow a policy of non-intervention, and he managed
to obey his orders without injuring the prestige of the

British name. In bis time the Indian Government first

opened relations with a new set of foreign powers, by
sending embassies to the Punjab, to AfgliAnisf.^n, and to

Persix The ambassadors were all trained in the school of

Wellesley, and formed perhaps the most illustrious trio of
" politicals" that the Indian service has produced. Metcalfe

was the envoy to the court of Ilanjit Sinh at Lahore;
Elphinstone met the sh4h of Afgh.^nistan at Peshdwar

;

and Malcolm v/as despatched to Persia. If it cannot be
said that any of these missions were fruitful in permantnt
results, at least they introduced the English to a new set

of diplomatic relations, and widened the sphere of their

influence.

M.ir<iuis The successor of Lord Minto was Lord Moira, better known
of riast- as the marquis of Hastings, who governed India for the long
ingi. period of nine years, from 1814 to 1823. This period was

marked by two wars of the first magnitude, the campaigns
against the Gurkhas (Goorkhas) of NepAl, and the third

CilrUia and last Marhalt.-l war. The Gurkhas, the present ruling
•^r race in Nep'il, are Hindu immigrants who claim a R'ljput

origin. The indigenous inhabitants, called Newars, belong
to the Indo-Tibetan stock, and profess Buddhism. The
sovereignty of the Gurkhas dates only from 17G7, in which
year they overran the valley of Khatmandu, and gradually
extended their power over all the hills and valleys of Nep4l.
Orgauized upon a sort of military and feudal basis, they
soon became a terror to all their neighbours, marching
east into Sikkim, west into Kum.''mn, and south into the
Gangetic plains. In the last quarter their victims were
British subjects, and at last it became imperatively neces-
sary to check their advance. Sir George Barlow and Lord
Minto had remonstrated in vain, and nothing was left to

Lord Moire but to take up arms. The campaign of 1814
wa« little short of disastrous. After overcoming the natural

difficulties of a malarious climate and precipitous hills, the
sepovs were on several occasions fairly worsted by the

unexpected bravery of the little Gurkhas, whose hocvy
knives or luhis dealt terrible execution. But in 1815
General Ochterlony, who commanded the army operating
by w.ay of the Sutlcj, stormed one by one the hill forts

which still stud the HimAlayan states, now under the
Punjab government, and compelled the NepAl darbdr to

sue for peace. In the following year the same general
advanced from PatnA into the valley of Khatmandu, and
finally dictated the terms which had before been rejected,

within a few miles of the capital. By the treaty cf Segauli,
which defines the English relations with NepAl to the present
day, the Gurkhas withdrew on the one hand from Sikkim,
and on the other from those lower ranges of the western
HimAlayas which have supplied tlie health giving stations
of Naini TAl, Massuri, and Simla Meanwhile the condition
of Central India was every year becoming more unsatisfac-

tory. Though the great MarhattA chiefs were learning to
live rather as peaceful princes than as leaders of predatory
bands, the example of lawlessness they had set was being .

followed, and bettered in the following, by a new set of Find-

freebooters, known as the PindhArls. As opposed to the ^''^^

MarhattAs, who were at least a nationality bound by some
traditions of a united government, the PindhArls were
merely irregular soldiers, corresponding most nearly to the

free companies of mediasval Europe. Of no common race

and of no common religion, they welcomed to their ranks
the outlaws and broken tribes of all India,—AfghAns,
MarhattAs, or jAts. Tbeir headquarters were in Milwd,
but their depredations were not confined to Central India.

In bands, sometimes numbering a few hundreds, sometimes
many thousands, they rode out on their forays as far as

Malabar and the Coromandel coast. The most powerful
of the PindhArl captains. Amir KhAn, had an organix,ti army
of many regiments, and several batteries of cannon. Two
other leaders, known as Chitu and Rarim, at one tLmo
paid a ransom to Sindhia of X100,000. To suppress the

PindhArl h«rdes, who were supported by the sympathy, more
or less open, of all theMaihatta chiefs, Lord Hastings (1817)
collected the strongest British army that bad been seen ip

India, numbering nearly 120,000 men, half to operate from
the north, half from the south. Sindhia was overawed,
and remained quiet. Amir KhAn consented to disband his

army, on condition of being guaranteed the possession of

what is now the principality of Tank. The remaining
bodies of PiiidhAris were attacked in their homes, sur-

rounded, and cut to pieces. Karim threw himself upon
the mercy of the conquerors. Chitu fled to the jungles,

and was killed by a tiger In the same year (1817) as Third .\ia

that in which the PindhArls were crushed, and almost in the '"""'

same month (November), the three great MarhattA powers at

Poona, NAgpur, and Inc'ore rose against the English. The
peshwA, BAji RAo, had long been chafing under the terms

imposed by the treaty of Bassein (ISO?), and the subsequent

treaty of Poona (1817), which riveted yet closer the

chains of dependence upon the paramount power. Elphin-

stone, then resident at his court, foresaw what was coming
and withdrew to Kirkce, whither he bad ordered up a

European regiment. The next day the residency wae
burned down, and Kirkee was attacked by the whole army
of the peshwA. The attack was bravely repulsed, and the.

peshwA immediately fled from bis capital. Almost thi;

same plot was enacted at NAgpur, where the honour of the

British name was saved by the sepoys, who defended tb«

hill of SitAbaldi against enormous odds. The army of

Holkar was defeated in the following month at the pitched-

battle of Mehidpur. All open resistance was now at an end
Nothing remained but to follow up the fugitives, and deter

mine the conditions of the general pacification. In both

these duties Sir John Malcolu played a prominent part

The dominions of the peshwi were annexsd to the Bombay
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Annexa- presidency, and the nucleus of the prese'Bt'.Centfal Fro-
lion of_ vinces was formed out of the territory saved from the
poahwis

pimjjj^ris. The peshwi himself surrendered, and was pef-

aunions. tnitted to reside at Bithur, near Cawnpur, on a pension of

£80,000 a year. His adopted son was the infamous Ndn4
Sdhib. To fill the peshw^'s place to some extent at the head

of the Marhatti confederacy, the lineal descendant of Sivaji

was brought forth from obscurity, and placed upon the throne

of SAtdri. An infant was recognized as the heii' of Holkar,

and a second infant was proclaimed r4j4 of NAgpur under

British guardianship. At the same time the several states

of RAjputAna accepted the position of feudatories of the

paramount power. The map of India, as thus drawn by

Lord Hastings, remained substantially unchanged until the

time of Lord Dalhousie. But the proudest boast of Lord

Hastings and Sir John Malcolm was, not that they had
advanced the pomcerium, but that they had conferred the

blessings of peace and good government upon millions who
had suffered unutterable things from Marhattdand Pin^'KArl

tyranny.

Araherst. The marquis of Hastings was succeeded by Lord Amherst,

after the interval of a few months, during which Mr Adam,
a civil servant, acted as governor general. Lord Amherst's

administration lasted for five years, from 1823 to 1828.

It is known in history by two prominent events, the first

Burmese war and the capture of Bhartpur For some
years past the north-east frontier had been disturbed by
the restlessness of the Burmese. The country that fringes

the we'stern shore of the Bay of Benjal and runs up the

valley of the Irawadi, with a people of Tibeto-Chinese

origin, has a history of its owa, parallel to, but not

altogether independent of, that of India. Tradition asserts

that its early civilization was introduced from the oppo-

site coast of Coromandel, by a people who still preserve

a trace of their origin in their name of Taiaing (cf. Telinga

and Telugu). However this may be, the ftiddhist religion,

professed by the Burmese at the present day,' certainly

came direct from India at a very early date. Many waves

of invasion from Siam in the south a'nd from the wild

mountains in the north have passed over the land. These
conquests were marked by that wanton and wholesale

barbarity which seems to characterize the Tibeto-Chinese

race, but the civilization of Buddhism survived every shock,

and flourished around the ancient pagodas. European
travellers in the 15lh century visited Pegu and Tenasserim,

which they describe as flourishing marts df maritime trade.

L)uring the period of Portuguese predominance in the East,

Arakan became the resort of loose European adventurers.

With their help the Arakaneso extended their power inland,

occupied Chittagong, and (under the name of the Maghs)
became the terror of the entire delta of the Ganges. About
1750 a new dynasty arose, founded by Alaungphaya or

Alompra, with its capital at Ava, wliich still rules over Inde-

pendent Burmah. The successors of Alompra, after having

subjugated all Burmah, and overrun Assam, which was then

an independent kingdom, began a series of encroachments
upon British territory in India. As all peaceful proposals

were contumeliously rejected. Lord Amherst was compelled

Fir<it to declare war in 1824. Little military glory could be
Burmoso gained by beating the Burmese, wlio were formidablo only
"" from the pestilential character of their country. One expe-

dition with gunboats proceeded up the Brahmaputra into

Assam ; another mai-ched by land through Chittagong into

Arakan, for the Bengal sepoys refused to go by sea ; a tliird,

and the strongest, sailed from Madras direct to the mouth of

the Irawadi. The war was protracted over two years. At
last, after the loss of about 20,000 lives and an expenditure
of £14,000,000, the king of Ava consented to sign the

treaty of Yandabu, by which ho abandoned all claim to

,
Assam, and ceded theproviucoa of Arakan and Tenasserim,

which were already in the military occupation of the British.

He retained all the valley of the Irawadi, down to the sua

at Rangoon. The capture of Bhartpur m Central Indi-a Capture

by Lord Combermere in 1827 wiped out the repulse which of Bhart

Lake had received before that city in January 1805. A P*"

disputed succession necessitated British intervention. Ar-

tillery could make little impression upon the massive walls

of mud, but at last a breach was effected by mining, and
the city was taken by storm, thus losing its general rcpu

tation throughout India for impregnability, which barj

threatened to become a political danger

The next governor general was Lord William Bentin.-k, BeoUDcii

who had been governor of Madras twenty years earlier at

the time of the mutiny of Vellore. His seven years' rule

(from 1828 to 1835) is not signalized by any of those

victories or extensions of territory by which chroniclers

delight to measure the growth of empire. But it forms an

epoch in administrative reform, and in the slow process by
which the hearts of a subject population are won over to

venerate as well as dread their alien rulers. The modern
history of the British in India, as benevolent administrators

ruling the country with a single eye to the good of the

natives, may be said to begin with Lord William Benlinck

According to the inscrijition uport his statue at Calcutta,

from the pen of Macaulay, " He abolished cruel rites ; lie

effaced humiliating distinctions ; he gave liberty to the,

expression of public opinion ; his constant study it was li>

elevate the intellectual and moral character of the nations

committed to his charge." His first care on arrival in

India was to restore equilibrium to the finances, which

were tottering under the burden imposed upon them by
•the Burmese war. This he effected by reductions in per

manent expenditure, amounting in the aggregate to I ^
millions sterling, as well as by augmenting the revenue from

land that had escaped assessment and from the opium of

MAIwA. He also widened the gates by which educated

natives could enter the service of the Company Some of

these reforms were distasteful to the covenanted service

and to the oflicers of the army, but Lord William was
always staunchly supported by the court of directors and
by the Whig ministry at home.

His two most memorable acts arc the abolitior of sc/i Sat!

(suttee) and the suppression of the Tfia(/s (Thugs). At this (sutteeX

distance of time it is difificult to realize the degree to which
these two barbarous practices had corrupted the social system

of the Hindus. European research has clearly proved that

the text in the Vedas adduced to authorize the immolation

of widows was a wilful mistranslation. But the practice

had been engrained in HinHu opinion by tho authority of

centuries, and had acquired the sanctity of a religious rite.

The emperor Akbar is said to have prohibited it by law,

but the early English rulers did not dare so far to violate

the traditions of religious toleration. In the year 1817

no less than seven hundred widows are said to have been
burned alive in the Bengal presidency alone. To this day
the most holy spots of Hindu pilgrimage are thickly dotted

with little white pillare, each commemorating a sati. In

the teeth of strenuous opposition, both from Europeans

and natives. Lord William carried the regulation in council

on December 4, 1820, by which all who abetted sati were

declared guilty of "culpable homicide." The honour of

8U[iprossing T/ia(ji must be shared between Lord William
and Captain Sleeman. Tliaiji was an abnormal excrescence Thngt

upon Hinduism, in so far as the bands of secret assassins O'liugp-

were sworn together by an oath based on tho rites of tho'*°

bloody goddess Kill. Between 1826 and 1835 as many as

15G2 Thftgs were apprehended in difl'ercnt parts of Britisb

India, and by the evidence of approvers tho moral plague

spot was gradually stamped out.

Tv.o other historical events are connected with ttit
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adininistration of Lord \yilliam Bentinck. In 1833 the

charter of the East India Company was renewed for twenty

years, but only upon the terms that it should abandon

its trade and permit Europeans to settle freely in the

country. At the same time a legal or fourth member was

added to the governor-general's council, who might not be

a servant of the Company, and a commission was appointed

to revise and codify the law. Macanlay was the firet legal

member of council, and the first president of the law com-

mission. In 1830 it was found necessary to take the state of

Mysore under British administration, where it has continued

to the present year (1881), and in 1834 the frantic misrule

of the rij4 of Coorg brought on a short and sharp war. The
rAj4 was permitted to retire to Benares, and the brave and

proud inhabitants of that mountainous little territory

decided to place theniseK-es under the rule of the Company,
so that the only annexation effected by Lord William

Bentinck was "in consideration of the unanimous wish of

the people."

Mcu-aifp Sir Charles (afterwards Lord) Metcalfe succeeded Lord

William as senior member of council His short term of

office is memorable for the measure which his predecessor

Lad initiated, but which he willingly carried into execution,

for giving entire liberty to the press. Public opinion in

India, aa well as the express wish of the court of directors

at home, pointed to ^Ietcalfe as the most fit person to

cairy out the policy of Bentinck, not provisionally, but as

Auck- governor-general for a full term. Party exigencies, how-
Una. ever, led to the appointment of Lord Auckland. From

that date commences a new erac^f war and conquest, which

may bo said to have lasted for twenty years. All looked

peaceful until Lord Auckland, prompted by his evil genius,

attempted to place Sbih ShujA upon the throne of Cabul,

an attempt which ended in the gross mismanagement and

annihilation of the garrison placed in that city. The
disaster in AfghdnistAn was quickly followed by the con-

quest of Sind, the two wars in the Punjab, the second

Burmese war, and last of all the Mutiny. Names like

Cough and Napier and Colin Campbell take the places of

Malcolm and Metcalfe and Elphinstone.

%^(Kan For the first timo since the days of the sulLlns of Ghaznl
'«T»"* and Ghor, Afghinist.in had obtained a national king in

1747 in the person of the Ahmad ShAh DurAni, who found

his opportunity in the confusion that followed on the death

of the Persian conqueror, NAdir ShAh. Before his death

in 1773 Ahmad ShAh had conquered a wide empire, from

Herat to PeshAwar and from Kashmir to Sind. His
intervention on the fidd of PAnipat (1761) turned back

the tide of MarhattA conquest, and replaced a Mughal
emperor on the throne of Delhi. But Ahmad ShAh never

cared to settle down in India, and kept alternate state at

bis two national capitals of Cabul and KandahAr. The
DurAni kings were prolific in children, who fought with

one another for the succession to the death. At last, in

1826, Dost Muhammad, head of the powerful BarakzAi

family, succeeded in establishing himself as ruler of Cabul,

with the subordinate title of amir (ameer), while two fugi-

tive brothers of the DurAni line were living under British

protection at LudhiAna, on the frontier of the Punjab.

The attention of the English Government had been
directed to AfghAn affairs ever since the time of Loi'd

Wellesley, who feared that ZamAn ShAh, then holding his

court at Lahore, might follow in the path of NAdir ShAh,

and overrun HindustAn. The growth of the powerful Sikh

kingdom of RAnjft Sinh effectually dispelled any such

alarms for the future. Subsequently, in 1809, while a

Frencli invasion of India was still a possibility to be
guarded against, Elphinstone was sent by Lord Minto on

a roission to ShAh ShujA to form a defensive alliance.

Before the year was out, ShAh ShujA had been driven

into exile, and a third brother, Mahmi'id ShAh, was on the

throne. In 1837, when the curtain rises upon the drama

of English interference in AfgliAnistAn, the usurper Dost

Muhammad BarakzAi was firmly established at CabuL
His great ambition was to recover PeshAwar from the

Sikhs ; and when Captain Alexander Burnes arrived on a,

mission from Lord Auckland, with the ostensible object of

opening trade, the Dost was willing to promise everything,

if only he could get PeshAwar. But Lord Auckland bad

another and more important object in view. At this time

the Russians were advancing rapidly in Central Asia, and

a Persian army, uot without Russian support, was besieging

Herat, the traditional bulwark of AfghAnistAn on tlie cast.

A Russian envoy was at Cabul at the same time aa

Burnes. The latter was unablo to satisfy tbc ienraVidi <A.

Dost Muhammad in the matter of PeshAwar, and returned

to India unsui,cessful. Lord Auckland forthwith resolved

upon the hazardous plan of placing a more subservient

ruler upon the throne of Cabul. ShAh Shuja, one of the

two exiles at LudhiAna, was selected for the purpose. At
this time both the Punjab and Sind were independent

kingdoms. Sind was tlie less powerful of the two, aud Fii-st

therefore a British army escorting ShAh ShujA made its Afgh»i»

way by that route to enter AfghAnistAn through the BolAn
^"

Pass. KandahAr surrendered, Ghazni v/as taken by stomr,

Dost Muhammad fled across the Hindu Kush, and SluUi

ShujA was triumphantly led into the Bala HissAr at Cabul

in August 1839. During the two years that followed

AfghAnistAn remained in the military occupation of the

British. The catastrophe occurred in November 1841,

when Sir Alexander Burnes was assassinated in the city of

Cabul. The troops in the cantonments were then under

the ccramand of General Elphinstone (not to be cor..ounded

with the civilian Mountstuart Elphinstone), with Sir William

Macnaghten as chief political adviser. Elphinstone was

an old man, unequal to the responsibilities of the position.

Macnaghten was treacherously murdered at an interview

with the AfghAn chief, Akbar KhAn, eldest son of Dost

Muhammad. After lingering in tjieir cantonments for two

months, the British army set off in the depth of winter to

find its way back to India through the passes. When they

started they numbered 4000 fighting men, with 12,000

camp followers. A single surnvor, Dr Brydon, reached

the friendly walls of JalAlAbAd, where Sale was gallantly

holding out. The rest perished in the defiles of Khurd,

Cabul, and Jagdalak, either from the knives and matchlock

of the AfghAns or from the effects of cold. A few prisoners,

mostly women, children, and officers, were considerately

treated by the orders of Akbar KhAn.
Within a month after the news reached Calcutta, Lord men-

Auckland bad been superseded by Lord Ellcnborough,'^^"»'a^

whose first impulse was to be satisfied with drawing off

in safety the garrisons from KandahAr and JalAlAbAd. But

bolder counsels prevailed. Pollock, who was marching

straight through the Punjab to relieve Sale, was ordered

to penetrate to Cabul, while Nott was only too glad not

to be forbidden to retire from KandahAr through Cabul.

After a good deal of fighting, the two English forces met at

their common destination in September 1842. The great

bdzdr at Cabul was blown up with gunpowder, to fix a

stigma upon the city ; the prisoners were recovered ; and
all marched back to India, leaving Dost Muhammad to

take undisputed possession of his thrnna Th» drama

closed with a bombastic proclamation from Lord Ellen-

borough, who had caused the gates from the tomb of

Mahmiid of Ghazni to be carried back as a memorial of

"SomnAth revenged."

Lord Ellenborough, who loved military display, had his

tastes gratified by two more wars. In 1 813 the Mahometsin

rulers of Sind, known as the " meets " or amfrs, whose only
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^'ault was that they would not surrender tlieir iadependence,

were crushed by Sir Charles Napier. The victory of Midni,

in which 3000 British troops defeated 20,000 Baluchfs, is

perhaps the most brilliant feat of arms in Indian history

;

but an honest excuse can scarcely be found for the annex-

ation of the country. In the same year a disputed succes-

gion at Gwalior, fomented by feminine intrigue, resulted

in an outbreak of the overgrown army which the Sindhia

family had been allowed to maintain. Peace was restored

by the battles of Maharijpur and Punneah, at the former

•of which Lord Ellenborough was present in person.

In 184-1 Lord Ellenborough was recalled by the court

of directors, who differed from him on mauy points of

administration, and distrusted his erratic genius. He was

succeeded by Sir Henry (afterwards Lord) Hardinge, who
had served through the Peninsular War and had lost a hand

at Ligny. It was felt on all sides that a trial of strength

between the British and the Sikhs was at hand.

The Sikhs were not a nationality like the Marhattds, but a

religious sect bound together by the additional tie of military dis-

cipline. They trace their origin to one Nanak, an excellent and

successful preacher, who was born in the neighbourhood of Lahore

in the latter half of the 15th century, before the arrival of either

Mughals or Portuguese in India. Nanak was a religious reformer,

like others that arose in the country about that time, who
pieaohsd the abolition of caste, the unity of the Godhead, and the

obligalionof leading a pure life. From Nanak Un gurus or apostles

are traced down to GovindSinh in 170S, w-ith whom the succession

stopped. Suffering continual persecution from the ruling Mahomet-
ans, which culminated in the reign of Aurangzcb, the Sikh religion

maintained itself with extraordinary tenacity. At last the down-

fall of the Mughal empire transformed it into a territorial power,

which possessed the only organization remaini.ig in tTie Punjab.

Even before the rise of Ranjit Sinh, offshoots from the Sikh 7nisls

or confederacies, each led by its elected sarddr, had carved out for

themselves feudal principalities along the banks of the Sutlej, some
of which have endured to the present day. Ranjit Sinh, tho

founder of the Sikh kingdom, was born in 1780. In his twentieth

year he obtained the appointment of governor of Lahore from the

Afghdn emperor, and from that time he set himself to the task of

basing a personal despotism upon the religious fanaticism of the

Sfkhs. The khdlsA or " the liberated " were organized into an army
under European officers, which tor steadiness and religious fervour

has had no parallel since the "ironsides" of Cromwell. From
Lahore as his capital he extended his conquests south to Mult.in,

west to -PeshAwar, and north to Kashmir. On the east side alone

he was hemmed in by the Sutlej, up to which river the authority

of the British Government was advanced in 1804. Till his death

in 1839 Ranjit Sinh was evqr loy.al to the engagements which he

had entered into with Metcalfe in 1809. But he left no son capable

of wielding his sceptre. Lahore was torn by dissensions between

rival generals, ministers, and queens. The only strong power was
the army of the khiUsd, which since tlie disaster in Afghanistain

burned to measure its streiigtli with tho British sepoys. Tlic

Trench generals, Avitable and Court, were foolishly ousted, and
tho supremo military command was vested in a scries o! pandidyuls

or elective committees of Hvc.

In 1845 the Sikh army, numbering GO.OOO men with

150 guns, crossed the Sutlej and invaded British territory.

Sir Hugh Gough, the cnrninandor-in-chicf, together with

the governor-general, hurried up to tho frontier. Within

three weeks four pitched battles wore fouglit, at Moodkcc,
Ferozshah, Aliwil, and SobrAon. The British loss on each

occasion was heavy ; but by the last victory the Sikhs wore

fairly driven into and across the Sutlej, and Lahore

surrendered to the British. By the terms of peace then

dictated the infant son of Ranjit, Dhulip Sinh, wa.i recog-

nized as r4j4 ; tho Jalandhar Do.'ib, or tract between tho

Sutlej and tho Riv(, was annexed ; the SIkli army was
limited to a specified number; Major Henry Lawrence
was appointed to be resident at Lahore , and a British force

was detailed to garrison tho Punjab for a period of eight

years. Sir II. Hardingo received a peerage, and returned

to England in 1848.

Lord Dalhousio succeeded, whoso cigtit years' adminis-

tration (from 1848 to 1856) was moro pregnant of results

than that of any govcnior-gencrol since Clivc. Though

professedly a man of peace, he was compelled to fight two
wars, in the Punjab and in Burrrlah. These both ended in

large acquisitions of territory, while Nagpur, Oudh, and
several minor states also came under British rule. But
Dalhousie's own special interest lay in the advancement of

the moral and material condition of the country. The
system of administration carried out in the conquered
Punjab by ihe two Lawrences and their assistants is

probably the most successful piece of difficult work ever

accomplished by Englishmen. British Burmah has pro-

spered under their rule scarcely less than the Punjab. In

both cases Lord Dalhousie deserves a large share of the

credit. No branch of the administration escaped his

reforming hand. He founded the public works department,

to pay special attention to roads and canals. He opened

the Ganges Canal, still the largest work of the kind in the

country, and he turned the sod of the first Indian railway.

He promoted steam communication with England via the

Red Sea, and introduced cheap postage and the electric

telegraph. It js Lord Dalhousie's misfortune that these

benefits are tod often forgotten in the vivid recollections of

the Mutiny, which avenged his policy of annexation.

Lord Dalhousie had not been six months in India before

the second Sikh war broke out. Two British officers were

treacherously assassinated at Milltdn. Unfortunatcily

Henry Lawrence was at home on sick leave. The British

army was not ready to act in the hot weather, and, despite

the single-handed exertions of Lieutenant (afterwards Sir

Herbert) Edwardes, this outbreak of fanaticism led to a

general rising. The khdlsd army again came together, and

oncB more fought on even terms with the British. On the

fatal field of ChilianwAla, which patriotism prefers to call a

drawn battle, the British lost 2400 officers and men, besides

four guns and the colour? of three regiments. Before

reinforcements could come out from England, with Sir

Charles Napier as commander-in-chief. Lord Gough had

restored his own reputation by the crowning victory of

Guzerat, which absolutely destroyed *he Sikh army.

MiiltAn had previously fallen ; and the Afghan horse- under

Dost Muhammad, who had forgotten their hereditary anti-

pathy to the Sikhs in their greater hatred of the British name,

were chased back with ignominy to their native hills. The
Punjab henceforth became a British province, supplying a

virgin field for the administrative talents of Dalhousie

and the two Lawrences. RAjA Dhulip Sinh received an

allowance of .£5(i,000 a year, on which lie retired as a

country gentleman to Norfolk in England. The first step

in the pacification of the Punjab was a general disarmament,

which resulted in the delivery of no le.'<s than 120,000

weapons of various kinds. Then followed a settlement of

the land tax, village by village, at an assessment much
below that to which it had been raised by Sikh exactions,

and the introduction of a loose but equitable cotle of civil

and criminal procedure. Roads and canals were laid out by

Colonel Robert Napier (afterwards Lord Napier of Miigdala)

;

and the security of British peace and the personal inlluenco

of British oflilcers were felt to the furthest corners of the

province. Thus it hajipencd that, when tho Mutiny broke

out in 1857, the Punjab remained not only quiet but loyal,

after only eight years' experience of English rule; while tho

North-Wcstern Province-^, whidi had been British territory

for more than half a century, rose in rebellion. The second

Burmese war of 1852 was causotl by the ill-treatment of

European merchants at Rangoon, and the insolence oficred

to the captain of a frigate u ho had been sent to remonstrate.

Tho whole valley of tho Irawadi, from Rangoon to Promo,

was occupied in a few months, and, as tho king of Ava
refused to treat, it was annexed, under the name of Pegu,

to the provinces of Arakan and Tenasserim, which had been

acquired in I82G. Since annexation tho inhabitants of
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Rangoon hive increased tenfnlJ in number, and tli^t port

now ranks third in British India, being surpassed only by
Calcutta and Madras. Lord Dalhousie's dealings with the

feudatory states of India can only be rightly appreciated

as part of his general policy. That rulers only exist for

the good of the ruled was his supreme axiom of govern-

ment, of wliich ho gave the most conspicuous example by
the practice of his own daily life. That British adminis-

tration W.13 better for the people than native rule followed

from this axiom as a necessary corollary. He was thus

led to regard native chiefs from somewhat the same point

of view as the Scotch regarded the hereditary jurisdictions

after 1745, as mischievous anomalies, to be abolished by

every means practicable. Good faith must be kept with

rulers on the throne and with their legitimate heir.'i, but

uo false sentiment should preserve dynasties that had for-

feited all consideration by years of accumulated misrule,

or prolong those that had no natural successor. The
" doctrine of lapse " was merely a special application of

these principles, though complicated by the theory of

(xdoption. It has never been doubted that, according to

Hindu private law, an adopted son entirely fills the place

of a natural son, whether to perform the religious obsequies

of his father or to inherit his property. In all respects he

continues the persona of the deceased. But it was argued

that the succession to a throne stood upon a diflferent foot-

ing The paramount power could not recognize such a

right, which inight be used as a fraud to hand over the

happiness of millions to a base-born impostor Here came
in the maxim of " the good of the governed." The material

benefits to be conferred through British administration

surely weighed heavier in the scale than a superstitious

and frequently fraudulent fiction of inheritance. The first

state to escheat to the British Government in accordance

with these principles was SAtArd, which had been recons

tuted by Lord Hastings on the downfall of the peshwaiii

1818. The last direct representative of Sivajf died without

a male heir in 1848, and his deathbed adoption was set

aside. In the same year the RAjput state of Karauli was
saved by the interposition of the court of directors, who
drew a fine distinction between a dependent principality

ond a protected ally. In 1S33 Jh.insi sutfered the same
fiteas SAtAr.l But the most conspicuous application of

the doctrine of lapse was the case of NAgpur The last of

the BhonslAs, a dynasty older than the British Government
Itself, died without a son, natural or adopted, in 185.3.

That year also saw British administration extended to the

Berars, or the assigned districts which the nizAra of

Hyderabad was induced to cede a-s a territorial guarantee
for the subsidies which he perpetually kept in arrear Three
more distinguished names likewise passed away in 1853,
though without any attendant accretion to British territory.

In the extreme south the titular nawAb of the Camntic
and the titular rAjA of Tanjore both died without heirs.

Their rank and their pensions died with them, though
compassionate allowances were continued to their families.

In the north of India, BAji RAo, the ex-peshwA who had
been dethroned in 1818, lived on till 1853 in the enjoy-

mcnt of his annual pension of £80,000. His adopted son,

NAna SAhib, inherited his accumulated savings, but could
obtain no further recognition.

Annua- The annexation of the province of Oudb is to be de-
lion of fended on very diiTerent ground.s. Ever since the nawAb
O"'"'- wazir, ShujA ud-DaulA, received back his forfeited terri-

tories from the hands of Lord Clive in 17C5, the very

existence of Oudh as an independent state had depended
only upon the protection of British bayonets. Thus, pre-

served alike from foreign invasion and from domestic
rebellion, the long lino of snlisequent nawAbs had given
way to that neglect of public alTairs and those private vices

which naturally flow from irresponsible power. Their only
redeeming virtue was steady loyalty to the British Govern-
ment. Oudh has been called " the Garden of India " by
an author' who endeavours to show th.at the evils of nativo
rule were never so black as they have been painted. But
at any rate that fair corner of the Gangetic basin, which
now supports a denser population than any eq lal area on
the surface of the globe, had been groaning for generation*
under anarchy for which each successive governor-general
admitted that he was partly responsible. Warning after

warning bad been given to the nawAbs (who had assumed
the title of shAh or king since 1819) that they must put
their house in order. What the ben.-vjlent Bentinck
and the soldierly Hardinge had only thieatened was re-

served for Lord Dalhousie, who united honesty of purpose-
with decision of character. In this determination he
had the full support of the court of directors at home.
In 1850, the last year of his rule, he issued orders to

General (afterwards Sir James) Outraui, then resident at

the court of Lucknow, to assume the direct administratioa
of Oudh, on tho ground that " the British Government
would be guilty in the sight of God and man, if it werf
any longer to aid in sustaining by its countenance ar

administration fraught with suffering to millions." Tht
king, WAjid AU, bowed to irresistible force, thpugh he eve» -

refused to recognize the justice of his deposition. Aftei

a mission to England, by way of protest and appeal, he

settled down in the pleasant suburb of Garden Reach nea>

Calcutt.a, where he lived in the enjoyment of a pension of

£120,000 a year. Oudh was thus annexed without a
blow ; bat it may be doubted whether the one measure of

Lord Dalhousie upon which he looked back himself with
the clearest conscience was not the very one th ', mos^
alarmed native public opinion.

The marquis of Dalhousie resigned office in March 1856,
being then only forty-four years of age ; but he carried

home with him the seeds of a lingering illness which resulted,

in his death in 1860. Excepting Cornwallis, he was the

first, though by no means the last, of English statesmen
who have fallen victims to their devotion to India's needs.

He was succeeded by his friend. Lord Canning, who, at Canainj

the farewell banquet in England given to him by the court

of directors, uttered these prophetic words :
" I wish foi

a peaceful term of office. But I cannot forget that in the

sky of India, serene as it is, a small cloud may arise, nc

larger than a man's hand, but which, growing larger and
larger, may at last threaten to burst and overwhelm us

with ruin." In the following year the sepoys of the Bengal

army mutinied, and all the valley of the Ganges from.

PatnA to Delhi rose in open rebellion

The various motives a.ssigned for the Mutiny appear Mullnjt

inadequate to the European mind. The truth seems to be

that native opinion throughout India was in a ferment,

predisposing men to believe the wildest sforie.', and to act

precipitately upon their fears. The influence of panic in-

an Oriental population is greater than might be readily

believed. In the first place, the policy of Lord Dalhousie,.

exactly in proportion as it had been dictated by the most
honourable considerations, was utterly distasteful to the

native mind. Repeated annexations, the spread of educa-

tion, the appearance of the steam engine nnd the telegraph

wire, all alike revealed n consistent determination to sub-

stitute an English for an Indian civilization Tho Bengal

sepoys, especially, thought that they could see into tho

future farther than tho rest •f their countrymen. Nearly

all men of high caste, and n\any of them recruited from

Oudh, they dreaded tendencies which they deemed to be de-

nationalizing, and they knew at first hand what annexation

' The Ganhti of India ^ or Chapien on Ouiih History and Affairt^

by II. C. Irwin, London, 1880.
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meant They believed it was by their prowess that the

"Punjab had been comiuered, and all India was held quiet.

The numerou3 dethroned princes, their heirs and their

widows, were the first to lear.i and take advantage of the

spirit of disaffection that was abroad. They had heard of

the Crimean w r, and were told that Russia was the per-

petual enemy of England. They had money in abundance

with which ihey could buy the assistance of skilful

intriguers. They had everything to gain, and nothing to

lose, by a evolution.

In this critical state of afikirs, of which the Government

had no official knowledge, a rumour ran through the can-

tonments of the Bengal army that cartridges had been

served out greased with the fat of animals unclean alike to

Hindu and Mahometan. After this, nothing could quiet

the minds of the sepoys. Fires occurred nightly in the

native lines ; officers were insulted by their men ; all con-

fidence was gone, and only the form of discipline remained.

On the afternoon of Sunday, May 10, 1857, the sepoys at

Meerut (Mirath) broke into open mutiny. Their 6i-st mad
freaz'; marked by its excess the change from their usually

quiet manners and orderly habits. They broke into the

jail and then ran through the cantonments, cutting down
every European they met. At last they streamed off to the

neighbouring city of Delhi, to stir up the native garrison

and the criminal population of that great city, and to place

themselves under the authority of the discrowned Mughal
:mperor Meerut was the largest military station in India,

with a strong European garrison of foot, horse, and guns, suf-

ficient to overwhelm the mutineers before ever they reached

Delhi. But just as the sepoys acted in irrational panic, so

did British officers in but too many cases act with equally

irrational indecision. The news of the outbreak was

t6l^raphe<l to Delhi, and nothing more was done that night.

The next morning the Mahometans of Delhi rose, and all

that the Europeans there could do was to blow up the

magazine. A rallying centre and a traditional name was

thus given to the revolt, which forthwith spread like wild-

fire through all the North-Westem Provinces and Oudh
down into Lower Bengal. The same narrative must suffice

for all, though each episode has its own peculiar story of

sadness and devotion. The sepoys rose on their officers,

without warning, and sometimes after protestations of

fidelity. Th« Europeans, or persons of Christian faith,

were massacred, sometimes also women and children. The
jail was broken open, the treasure plundered, and then all

marched off to some centre of revolt, to join in what had
now become a national war. Only in the Punjab were the

sepoys anticipated by the stem measures of repression and
disarmament adopted by Sir John Lawrence and his

lieutenants, among whom Edwardes and Nicholson were

lioyalty conspicuous. The Sikh population never wavered. Crowds
of afkha of willing recruits came down from the AfghAn hills. And

thus 'he Punjab, instead of being itself a source of danger,

was able to furnish a portion of its own garrison for the

eiege of Delhi. In Lower Bengal most of the sepoys

mutinied, and then dispersed in different directions. The
native armies of Madras and Bombay remained true to their

colours. In Central India the contingents of many of the

great chiefs sooner or later joined the rebels, but the

Mahometan state of Hyderabad was kept loyal by the

outhority of its able minister Sir S.ilar Jang.

The main interest of the sepoy war gathers round the

three cities of Cawnpur, Lucknow, and Delhi. The can-

tonments at Cawnpur contained the largest native garrison

in India ; and in the immediate neighbourhood, at Bitlnir,

was the palace of Dandbu Panth, tlie disinherited heir of

the laat peahwi, whose more familiar appellation of Nina
S.'lhib will over be handed down to the infamy of history.

At first the Niua was profuse in his professions of loyalty.

but as soon as the sepoys mutinied he put himself at their

head, and was proclaimed peshwa of the Marhattis. The
Europeans at Cawnpur, who numbered more women and
children than fighting men, shut themselves up in improvised
entrenchments, where they sustained a siege fof nineteen

days under the sun of a tropical June. At last, trusting Cawn.
to a safe conduct from the N4na as far as AUahibid, they pnrmu
surrendered their position, and to the number of four

*'"'°-

hundred and fifty individuals embarked in boats on the

Ganges. Forthwith a murderous fire was opened upon
them from the river bank. Only a single boat escaped,

and but four men, who swam across to the protection of

a friendly r4ja, ultimately survived to tell the tale. The
rest of the men were massacred on the spot ; the women
and children, numbering one hundred and twenty-five, were
reserved for the same fate a few days later, when the

avenging army of Havelock was at hand. Sir Henry
Lawrence, the chief commissioner of Oudh, had foreseen

the coming storm with a prophetic eye. He had fortified

and provisioned the residency at Lucknow in good time,

and thither he letired with all the European inhabitants

and a weak British regiment on July 2. Two days later

he was mortally wounded by a shell. But his example Siege of

inspired the little garrison to hold out under unparalleled L'"'^'''

hardships and against enormous odds, until relieved by
"°"

Havelock and Outram on September 25. But the relieving

force was itself invested by fresh swarms of rebels, and it

was not till November that Sir Colin Campbell, afterwards

Lord Clyde, cut his way into Lucknow, and eflfected the

final deliverance of the garrison. The siege of Delhi began
on June 8, just one month after the original outbreak

at Meerut. Siege in the proper sense of the word it was
not, for the British army, encamped on the historic ridge,

never exceeded 8000 men, while the rebels within the walls

were more than 30,000 strong. In the middle of August
Nicholson arrived with a reinforcement from the Punjab,

but his own encouraging presence was more valuable than

ihe reinforcement be brought. On September 14 the Storm ui

assault was delivered, and after six days' desperate fighting Delhi

in the streets Delhi was again won. Nicholson fell at the

head of the storming party. Hodson, the intrepid leader

of a corps of irregular horse, hunted down and brought in

as prisoner the old Mughal emperor, BahAdur ShAh, and
then in cold blood shot down the emperor's sons with his

own hand. After the fall of Delhi and the final relief of

Lucknow the war loses its dramatic interest, though fighting

went on in various parts of the country for eighteen months
longer. The population of Oudh and Rohilkhand,
stiunilated by the presence; of the begum of Oudh, the

nawAb of Bareilly, and NAna SAhib himself, had joined the

mutinous sepoys en masse. In this quarter of India alone,

it was the revolt of a people rather than the mutiny of an
array that had to be quelled. Sir Colin Campbell in

person conducted the campaign in Oudh, which lasted.

through two cold seasons. Valuable assistance was lant by
Sir Jang BahAdur of NepAl, at the head of a numerous
army of Gurkhas. Town after town was occupied, fort Siippro*

after fort was stormed, until at length the last gnu had been '"><">(

recaptured and the last fugitive hud fled across the ""'"y

frontier by January 1859 In the meanwhile Sir Hugh
Rose (afterwards Loril Strathnairn),witli another army from
Bombay, was conducting an equally brilliant campaign in

Central India. His most formidable antagonists were tho

disinherited rAnl of JhAnsf, and TAntia Topf, whose military

talent had previously inspired NAna SAhib with all the

capacity for resistance that he over displayed. Tho r.Anf

died fighting bravely at tho head of her troops in Juno
1858 ; TuntiA Topi, after doubling backwards and forwards

through Central India, was at last bjtrayod and run down
in Aprd 1S59.
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Tlie Mutiny sealed the fate of the East India Company,

after a life of more than two and a half centuries.

Com- The Company received its original charter of incorpora-

pa")'* tion from Elizabeth in 1600. Its political powers, and the
Uiar.^rs.

fonstitution of the Indian Government, were derived from

the Regulating Act of 1773, passed by the ministry of Lord

North. By that statute the governor of Bengal was raised

to the rank of governor-general ; and, in conjunction with

his c6uncil of four other members, he was entrusted with

the duty of superintending and controlling the governments

of Madras and Bombay so far as regarded questions of

peace and war ; a supreme court 'of judicature was appointed

at Calcutta, to which the judges were appointed by the

crown ; and a power of making rules, ordinances, and

regulations was conferred upon the governor-general and his

council. Next came the India Bill of Pitt (1784), which

founded the board of control, strengthened the supremacy

of Bengil over the other presidencies, and first authorized

the historic phrase "governor-general-in-council." The Act

which abolished the Company's monopoly of "trade (1S33)

also introduced several reforms into the constitution of the

Indian Government, and added to the council an additional

member, who might not be chosen from among the

Company's servants, and was entitled to be present only at

meetings for making laws and regulations ; it gave the

authority of Acts of Parliament to the laws and regulations

60 made, subject to the disallowance of the court of directors

;

it appointed a law commission ; and it gave the governor-

general-in-council a control over the other proiidencies in

all points relating to the civil or military administration.

The charter of the Company was renewed for the last time

in 1853, not for a definite period of years, but only for so

long as parliament should ordain. On this occasion the

number of directors was reduced, and their patronage as

regards appointments to the civil service was taken away, to

make room for the principle of open competition.

Transfer TheAct for the better government of India (1858), which
to crown, gnjiiy transferred the entire administration from the

Company to the crown, was not passed without an eloquent

protest from the directors, nor without acrimonious party

discussion in parliament. It enacts that India shall be

governed by, and in the name of, the sovereign of England

through one of the principal secretaries of state, assisted by

a council of fifteen members. The governor-general received

the new title of viceroy.' The European troops of the

Company, numbering about 24,000 officers and men, were

amalgamated with the ro3-al service, and the Indian navy

was abolished By the Indian Councils Act (1801) the

governor-general's council and also the councils at Madras
ond Bombay were augmented by the addition of nonoUicial

members, either natives or Europeans, for legislative

purposes only ; and by another Act passed in the same year

high courts of judicature were constituted out of the existing

supreme courts at the presidency towns.

It fell to the lot of Lord Canning both to suppress the

Mutiny and to introduce the peaceful revolution that

followed. As regards his execution of tho former part of

his duties, it is sufficient to say that he preserved his

equanimity undisturbed in the darkest hours of peril, and
that the strict impartiality of his conduct incurred alternate

praise and blame from the fanatics on cither side The
tpithet then scornfully applied to him of " Clemency

"

Canning is now remembered only to his honour. On
November 1, 1858, at a grand <A(;Mr held at Allah.*Ad

the royal proclamation was published which announced
that the queen had assumed the government of India.

This document, which has been called the Magna Charta of

the Indian people, went on to explain the policy of political

justice and religious toleration which it was her royal

pleasure to pursue, and granted an amnesty to all except

those who had directly taken part in the murder of British

subjects. Peace was proclaimed throughout India on July

8, 1859 , and in the following cold weather Lord Canning

made a viceregal progress tlirough the upper provinces, to

receive tho liomage of loyal princes and chiefs, and to

guarantee to them the right of adoption. The suppression

of the Mutiny increased the debt of India by about 40
millions sterling, and tho military changes that ensued

augmented the annual e.xpenditure by about 10 millions.

To grapple with this deficit, Mr James Wilson was sent

out from the treasury as financial member of council. He
reorganized the customs system, imposed an income tax

and licence duty, and created a state paper currency. The
penal code, originally drawn up by Macaulay in 1837,

passed into law in 1860, together with a code of civil and
criminal procedure.

Lord Canning left India in March 1862, and died before Recent

he had been a month in England. His successor, Lord adiiiinu-

Elgin, only lived till November 1863, when he too fell a^"'''""-

victim to the excessive work of the governor-generalship,

dying at the HimAlayan station of DharmsAlA, where he

lies buried. He was succeeded by Sir John Lawrence.'the

saviour of the Punjab. The chief incidents of his ad-

ministration were the Bhutdn war and the terrible Orissa

famine. Lord Mayo, who succeeded him in 18C9, carried

on the permanent British policy of moral and material

progress with a special degree of personal energy. The
AmbAU(Umballa) darb4r,at which Shore Ali was recognized

as amir of Afghinistdn, though in one sense merely the

completion of what Lord Lawrence had begun, owed much
of its success to the personal influence of Lord Mayo himself.

The same quality, combined with sympathy and firmness,

stood him in good stead in all his dealings both with native

chiefs and European officials. His example of hi..d work

stimulated all to their best. While engaged in exploring

with his own eyes the furthest corners pf the empire, he

fell by the hand of an assassin in the convict settlement of

the Andaman Islands in 1872. His successor was Lord

Northbrook,whose ability showed itself chiefly in the depart-

ment of finance. During the time of his administration a

famine in Lower Bengal in 187 1 was successfully obviated

by Government relief and public works, though at an

enormous cost; the gAlkwir of Baroda was dethroned

in 1875 for misgovernment. and disloyalty, while his

dominions were continued to a nominated child of the

family , and the Prince of Wales made a tour through the

country in the cold weather of 1875-76. Lord Lytton

followed Lord Northbrook in 1870 On January 1, 1877,

Queen Victoria was proclaimed Empress of India at a ddrbdr

of unequalled magnificence, held on the historic "ridge "

overlooking the Mughal capital of Delhi. But, while the

princes and high ollicials of the countiy were fiocking to

this gorgeous scene, the shadow of famine was already

darkening over the south of India Doth the monsoons of Funinf

1876 had failed to bring their due supply of rain, and the IbTo .'s.

season of 1877 was little better. Tho consequences of this

prolonged drought, which extended from the Decean • to

Cape Comorin, and subsequently invaded northern India,

were more disastrous than any similar calamity since the

introduction of British rule. Despite unparalleled importa-

tions of grain by sea and rail, despite the most strenuous

exertions of the Government, which incurred a total

expenditure on this account of 11 millions sterling, the lo.ss

of life from actual starvation and its attendant train of

diseases was lamentable. The total number of deaths from

disease and want in the distressed tracts in excess of tho

normal mortality for the two years 1876-78 is estimated

to have raiseJ i.ue death-rate by 40 per cent., or 5^ millions.

Ill tlie autumn of 1878 the affairs of Afghanistan again

forced themselves into notice. Shore All, the amir, who
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had been hospitably entertained by Lord Mayo, was

found to be favouring Russian intrigues. A British em-

bassy was refused admittance to the country, while a

Russian mission was received with honour. This led

to a declaration of war. British armies advanced by three

routes,—the Khaibar (Khyber), the Kuram, and the BoUn,

and without muchopposition occupied the inner entrances

of the passes. Shere Ali fled to AfghAn Turkestdn,- and

there died. A treaty waa entered into with his son,

YAkub KhAn, at Gandamak, by which the British frontier

was advanced to the crests or further sides of the passes, and

a British officer was admitted to reside at Cabul. Within

a few months the British resident. Sir Louis Cavagnari,

was treacherously attacked and massacred, together with

his escort, and a second war became necessary. YAkub KhAn
abdicated, and was deported to India ; Cabul was occupied

in force, and an Afghin chief of the DurAni line was placed

in the government of KandahAr with the title of wAlL At
that crisis of affairs a general election in England resulted

in a defeat of the ministry. Lord Lyttou resigned with

the Conservative ministry, and the marquis of Ripon was

nominated as his successor in 1880. Since then, a British

brigade received a defeat between KandahAr and the

Helmand river from the HerAti army of AyCib KhAn, a

defeat promptly and completely retrieved by the brilliant

march of General Sir Frederick Roberts from Cabul to

KandahAr, and by the total rout of Ayub KhAn's army

on September 1, 1880. Abdurrahman KhAn, the eldest

male representative of the stock of Dost Muhammad, has

now been recognized as amir of CabuL
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INDIANA is one of tbeci-ninil states of theAmericau
union, Ij'iug between the parallels of 37° 46' and 41°

46' north latitude and the meridians of 84° 49' and
88° 2' west longitude. It has a length of 275 miles, a

breadth of 135 miles and an area of 33,809 square miles

or 21,637,760 acres. It is bounded on the north by Lake
Michigan and the state of Michigan. The coast line is

about 60 miles long. On the east it is bounded by the

state of Ohio, from which it is divided by a Hue drawn
<iue north from the mouth of the Great Miami river; on
the south by the Ohio river, which separates it from
Kentuck}-; on the west by Illinois, the boundary extend-

ingalongthemeridianof 87°30' west, until that meridian

strikes the Wabash river, and thence through the middle
of the main channel of the Wabash river as far as its en-

trance into the Ohio. The slate is divided into 92 coun-

ties, containing each about 400 square miles. The cap-

ital is Indianapolis, near the center of the State. The
inv)st important towns are Evansville, of which the pop-
ulation in 1880 was 29.280; Fort Wa?ne, with 26,880;

Terre Haute, 26.040; New Albany, 16,422; Lafayette.

14.860; South Bend, 13.279; Richmond. 12.743; Logans-
port, 11,198; Jeilersonville, 10,422. Indianapolis con-
tained 75,074 inhabitants.

Surface.— The state is level, gently undulating or
occupying a broad table land, and containing no moun-
tains, nor hills of any considerable height, except
what are termed river hills, along the Ohio, where the

surface has been deeply cut by the affluent streams.

The highest elevation is 683 feet above the level of the
Ohio at the mouth of the Wabash river. This elevation

is in Randolph county, and is 1,253 feet above sea level.

Perhaps a butte in Brown county should be reckoned,
which is somewhat higher, but it is only an isolated

peak. The lowest altitude, at the mouth of the Wa-
bash river, is 370 feet above .sea level. The mean eleva-

tion is estimated at about 735 feet above sea level. The
highest parts of the state are on its west and east sides.

Some of the river hills along the Wabash reach the
lieight of 600 feet above the sea. From these hills the

elope is gradual down to the Ohio below the falls near
liouisvilie. The table lands of the interior are either

great level prairies, interspersed with groves of ash,

oak and other trees, or undulating, with occasional
bills. The coimtry is well watered, and the princi-

pal river valleys are exceedinglj' productive. The
Wabash, the largest river that flows mainly within
the slate, has a course of 600 miles. This river rises

in the western part of Ohio, and after flowing first

ip a northwest and then in a southwest direction,

turns south at the boundary of Illinois and empties
into the Ohio. The Waba.sh. with its affluents, drains
about three-fourths of the state, and the valleys of
these streams cover an area of over 12,000 square
tniles. The Ohio river valley, with that of the

White Water river, covers an area of about 5, .500 square
miles in the state. The length of the boundary of In-

diana along the Ohio river is 380 miles. It was origin-

ally lined with dense forests.

The other important rivers of Indiana are tributaries

to the Wabash. Of these the principal river is the
White, having a course of about 100 miles below the
junction of the east and west forks, which are respec-
•ively about 200 and 300 miles long. The valleys of
these rivers cover a tract of about 9,000 sipiare miles.

The valley of the Maumee river formed by the St.

Joseph and St. Mary covers an area of about 2,000 s<)uare

miles in the northeastern part of the state, and slopes
gradually toward Lake Erie into which the Maumee
empties its waters.

Oeolnay.—Fev geological formations are found in

Indiana. The lower Silurian strata are the oldest In the

etate. They arc seen in the extreme northwestern and
southeastern parts of the state, dippimr under the upper
Silurian and Devonian rocks, which occupy with their

A T^ A. -sia

formations aooc^ three-fifths of the surface of the
siale. The lower Silurian strata have a thickness of
800 feet; the upper Silurian, of 200, and the Devonian,
of 180 feet.

The coal measures cover an area of about 7,700gfiuare
miles, extending across the southwestern part of th%
state from the Wabash river to Crawford county. The
three principal kinds of coal mined are the cannel,
the bituminous and the block coal. The cannel coal is

found along the Ohio river in the southern pari of Perry
county, and at other points along the river. The bitu-

minous coal is found along the Wabash river and the
Erie canal, north of Evansville. The block coal is

mined from measures, covering about 600 square miles
between Spencer and Clay counties. This coal receives
its name from the quadrangular blocks in which it is

taken from the mines. Its quality is excellent, and it is

superior to any other coal now known, and even to
charcoal for use in smelting pig iron and steel, on ac-

count of the very small amount of phosphorus in the
coal and the entire absence of sulphur from it. This
renders the coal peculiarly fit for the production of the
best Bessemer steel. In iSSl the number of coal mines
was 216. The maximum capacity of yearly production
was 3,110.183 tons. The actual product of the mines
was 1.449,496 tons. The total depth of the coal meas-
ures is from 600 to 800 feet, and they present from
12 to 14 distinct seams, ranging from one foot to 11

feet in thickness. Bog iron ore, suitable for mixing
with the purer ores of Missouri, exists in the north-
ern part of the state. Peat is also found in the
northern part of the state and salt springs along the
borders of the coal measures.

Climate.—The climate of Indiana is liable to extreme and endden
changes, especially in the northern part, where the r.inge of the
thermometer each mouth is very great. In the southern portion
the climate is more equable, and t"hrou*:hout the ytate it is* generallj
healthful. The heat in summer, though at timcii intense, ie modified
by the winds which sweep over wide tracts without obstruction.
But the winds, for this reason so grateful in summer, are old and
piercing in the winter. In 1880 the mean annual barometer was
30.030 inches ; the mean annual thermometer was M.4°; the mean
annual relative humidity was 6.^.4 percent. The maximum tem
perature was iM^; the minimum temperature, —13°. The prevail-
ing direction of the wind was west. The number of days on which
rain or snow fell was 148. The total amount of rain and enow dur
in<: the year was fiO.JlQ inches.

iTegetalion and ^'oi^—Indiana was formerly largely covered with
forests. But tliey have been rapidly disappearing in late years, and
little is being done to preserve the forest trees o. to cultivate a new
growth. About one-third of the state is still in forest. There are
a few native pine, hemlock and spruce trees in the state, but for
the most part the trees are deciduous. Among them are the oak,
hickory, black walnut, beech, ash. sugar maple, sycamore, linden,
poplar, elm and the whitewood or tulip. About one-eighth of
the state is prairie land: the best laiKls are the bottoms on the
Wabash. White and Whitewater rivers. The soil of the state
IS rich and loamy, but a frequent rotation of crops is required
to yield best results. Both climate and soil are admirably
adapted for the cultivation of com. Good laud, with the proper
preparation and care, will in a fair season produce from seventy to
ninety busln-Is to the acre. All the cereals, fruits, grasses and vesj-

etatiles of the temperate zone are grown in Indiana. Tobacco 18

also extensively cultivated.
Agricultural Products.—Corn ie the great staple of Indiana, and

in its production the state takes k very high rank among the grain
growing states. In 1880 there were 1;14.013 farms in the state witi.
an area of 2ti.ii.'jG.2.'>0 acres. The area of improved lands was 13 Itro,-

7.'J8 acres. The value of farms, including laud, fences and build-
ings, was $G.'i*>.'i.3rt.lll. The value of farming iiv.ulcments and ma-
chinery was .^iU 476,988. The value of live stock was $71 UiK:.')a

The cost of building and repairing fences in 1879 was ?3..35-l.'24(5,

The cost of fertilizers purchased during the'samc year was $31(58^
The estimated value of all farm pro<luctioiis (sold or consumed oi
on hand) hi 187t» wasf 114.70T.(\82. In its farm productions the etate
took sixth rank among the states of the t'nion.
The following table gives the principal vegetable prodactione ioi

188t), as given by the United States census reports:
Aches. Busdels.

Barley 31,019 3.s3.K«
Buckwheat 80.701
Indian corn 3,1.30.845 115,-IH-.'.3

Oats lisn.noi 15.Mlfl..'il8

Hve I.VISS 30.1,inj

Wheat ,3,109.845 47,a*).8.'i!i

Tobacco 1 1.9.M 8,878,843 pounds.
Hay 1,361,083 tons
Hops 21,338 ponndt
Potatoes. Irish 6,832,846 bashcis
Potatoes, sweet 944,830 btishrla
\^alae of orcbard prodactt tZ.TS'l.nii
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The vrheat and com crop3, in 1887, were as follows:

Acres. Bcshels. Valub.
Com 3,5S0.Si;)4 T1.4lKi,iKlil J.39,1»,0IX)

Wheat 8,802,803 37,828,000 27,236,160

In .'388 the yield was as follows

:

Acres, Bushels. Value.
Com 3,606.000 125.478.(100 $38.8PR,I»0

Wheat 8,774,000 28.8T9,0iXi 87,206,000
Pounds.

Tobacto 18,000 16,153,000 1,131,000

iCannfactares.— Mannfacturing indcstry, although of slow
prowth iu Indiana, has steadily increased during the last forty

years, as is shown by the following table compiled from the United
States census of 1880:

1 JN 1^ I A ]^ A
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midfllc of the ground as the centre of the proposed capital,

Ralston l.iid out the tovn after the manner of Washington

city, which he had helped to survey.

Four avenues radiate from the centre to the four corners

of the city. The streets and avenues are 90 fe^' wide,

axcept Washington, the main street, which is 120. The
city has now outgrown it-< original limits, ard extends 4

miles in length and 3 in width. It is built upon a level

plain and surrounded by a fertile country. It was in-

corporated in 1836, and received a city charter in 1847.

Its growth is shown by the following table :
—

Ywr
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eame time the character of the scenery varies from
(island to islaud and even from district to district. The
mountains arrange themselves for the most part in lines

running either from northwest to south-east or from west

to east. In Sumatra and in the islands between Sumatra
and Borneo the former direction is very distinctly marked,
and the latter is equally noticeable in Java and the other

southern islands. The mountains of Borneo rise rather in

, short ridges and clusters from the plain, like islands from
the sea ; the arrangement represented on even what are

considered authoritative maps being, like much else in the

cartography of the archipeligo, the product of imagination.

Nothing in the general physiognomy of the islands is more
remarkable than the number and distributioi\ of the,

volcanoes, active or extinct.' Running south-east through
Sumatra, east through Java and the southern islands to

Timor, curving north through the Moluccas, and again

north from the end of Celebes through the' whole line of

the Philippines, they form as it were the rim of a great

atoll (to use Dr Schneider's phraseology), rudely resembling

a horseshoe narrowed towards the point. The loftiest

mountain in the archipelago would appear to be the

f imous Kipa Balu in Borneo ; the loftiest of the volcanic

peaks are Indrapura iii Sumatra (12,255 feet), Semeru
ill Java (12,238), Gunong Agong in Bali (11,726), and
Tamboro in Sumbawa (9324 feet).

An important tlct in the physical geography of the

archipelago is that Java, Bali, Sumatra, and Borneo, and
the lessef islands between them and the Asiatic mainland,

all rest on a great submerged bank, nowhere more than

iOO fathoms below the surface of the sea, which may be

considered_ a continuation of the continent; while to^he
east the depth of the sea has been found at various places

to be from 1000 to 2500 fathoms. As the value of this

fact has been particularly emphasized by Mr Wallace, the

limit of the shallow water, which passes through between
Biili and Lombok, and strikes north to the east of Borneo,

has rightly" received the name of Wallace's line. The
Philippines, on the other hand, "are almost surrounded
by deep sea, but are connected with Borneo by means of

two narrow submarine banks." ^

Otology. The geology of the archipelago has not been investigated

even with the completeness attained in regard to the zoology

and botany
; but there is a very considerable collection of

material in the publications of the mining engineers of the

Dutch Government {Jaarhoek Mijiiwezeii Ned. 0. Ind.),

end for the Philippines a valuable " Memoria geologico-

minera" has been printed in the Bolelino of the Commission
of the Geological Map of Spain (Madrid, 1876). The results

obtained by the Dutch engineers have been summarized
by Dr Schneider, "Geologische Uebeisicht iiber den
Holland. -ostind. Archipel," in Jahrbuck d. K K Geolog.

lieichsanslatl, Vienna, 1876, Bd. .\xvi. There is a wide
and varied representation of the azoic formations—gneiss,

nicaschist, hornblende, iSic, in Timor (which it may be
remarked is geologically one of the -best known of the

islands), Ceram, Billiton, Banka, <tc. Silurian rocks are

fi'iind in Banka (where they contain the famous tin-mines),

Bil'itnn, and the Linga and Riouw archipelago, car

boniferous limestone occurs in the north of Timor, the

coal of Batcliian is apparently similar to that of tho English

Carboniferous measures ; and the Coal-measures of Borneo
ore thought by Van Dyk to be also Pal.-cozoic. Tho
Sumatran coal is of unascertained age. Permian rocks

are present in Timor, Celebes, Pulo-Laut, and Sumatra.
Of Secondary formations we find both Triassicand Jurassic

' A valunble list of these will b« fouud iu Jiihglmhn'!i Java, a work
which co.iUin.i many details in regard to various parts of the ardii-

fMlafto,

' ••Vi.llace, /»/.!«</ Li/f. 188a

rocks, the latter represented by Oolites in Timor, by a
coralline limestone in Celebes. Cretaceous rocks occur in

bath these islands and in Celebes. Throughout the whole
archipelago the Tertiary formations have a wide develop-

ment bot^i in their Eocene and their Miocene divisions.

The latter is represented by furaminiferuus limestone, and
the former by uummulitio limestone. Lignite is freely

distributed throughout the Tertiary strata of JavaJ Sumatra,
and Nias. Amoug the rocks of economic importance may
be mentioned granite of uumerous kinds, syenite, serpientine,

porphyry, marble (at least in southern Java), sandstones, and
marls. Coal is worked successfully in Sumatra, Borneo,

and Labuan. Diamonds are obtained in Borneo, garnets

in Sumatra, Batehian, and Timor, and topazes in Batchian;

antimony in Borneo and the Philippines ; lead in Sumatra,
Banka, Flores, and the Philijipines ; and copper and
malachite in the Philippines, Timor, Borneo, and Sumatra.

Irori is pretty frequent in various forms, and in some places

might be successfully worked. Gold is not uncommon in the

older ranges of Sumatra, Banka, Celebes, Batchian, Timor,

and Borneo. Manganese could be readily worked in Timor,

where it lies in the carboniferous limestone. Platinum is

found in Landak and other parts of Borneo, and mercury

in small quantities in Java.

The meteorology of the archipelago has hithertp been Meuc"

studied only in a very vague manner. For Bataviti, in- '°?''

deed, there exists a mass of observations ; and theobaefVa-

torv there is extending the region of its investigations. At
the close of 1879 it had one hundred and twenty -five

rainfall stations A magnetic survey of the islands hnj

been made by E Van Rijckevorsel, whose report is pub'

lished by the Academy of Sciences of Amsterdam. The
most striking general fact is that, wherever that. part of

the southeast monsoon which has passed over Australia

strikes, the climate is comparatively dry, and the vegfeta-

tion is less luxuriant and luscious. The cast end of Java,

e.g , has a less rainfall than the west; the distribution of

the rain on the north coast is quite different from that

on the south, and a similar difTerence is observed between

the cast and the west of Celebes. According to Dr
Bergsma's Rain/alt of the East Indian Archipelago, Fiif

Year, 1879 (which, like other publications of the Bataviati

meteorological office, is printed in English), at thirty-three

stations out of fiftyjiine the annual rainfall exceeded 100

inches, and at five stations 200 inches. The highest regis-

tration via.a 282 inches, at Padang Pandjaug (Sumatra).

The northwest monsoon, beginning in October and lastiiig

till March, brings the princijial rain season in the archi-

pelago. The midday heat of the sun, it need hardly be

said, makes itself powerfully felt. Exjiosiire to its direct

rays in Timor, for example, "at any lime between 9 a.m

and 3 p.m.," says Mr Wallace {Tropical Nadcre), "would
blister the skin in a few minutes almost as effectually as

the application of scalding water," and Mr Moseley nien-

tions that on wading into the sea at the Aru Islands he

found the heat of the water actually greater than was at

all pleasant. But (i tho same time the general climate

cannot be said to be op|)res.'<ive or unhealthy.

Most of the islands of the archipelago belong to that Vogpta-

great forest-belt which, in the words of Mr Wallace, ''""

"girdles the earth at the equator, clothing hill, plain,

and mountain with an evergreen mantle." In islands

and districts where human civilization has been at

work for centuries, tho natural covering has in large

measure given place to artificial tilth ; and in Timor and

several of the south-eastern islands the characteristics of

New Guinea— luxuriant herbage and open park-like wood-

lands—arc more or loss strikingly predominant.' The

• Wallace, Malay Archiptlago, p. 8.
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field fur botanical rescaich in the archipelago is still vast

aad alluring. Among the very giants of the forest the

unregistered species must be numerous; and, if we descend

to the minor forms, it is a very poor collection that does

nwt yield something absolutely new to science. The ferns,

tiie pitcher plants, and the orchids are especially numerous,

and have attracted particular attention. " The volcano of

Pangerango in Java is said to have, for example, yielded

three hundred species of ferns ;" and Mr Burbidge, in a

short excursion in Borneo in 1879, found upwards of fifty

species that had not been previously obtained in the island.

For detailed infunnation in regard to the floni, the reader may
consult C. G. le Keinwardt, i'cber dim Character dcr ycgelalion on'
den Iiisdn dcs Ind, Archipch, Berlin, 1828 ; Belanger, Botaiiirjitc

du Voyage aiix Iiules OrieiUalcs, 1825-1829, Paris, 1832; the various

works of C. L. Iiluine(.I/«j'c«/)t botanicain Lngd.-Bat., Leyden, 1849-

51; Cotketion Jes orchidics, Anister., 1858, &c.); W. H. de Vricse,

KimxeUes Hechcrchcs snr ta fiorc dcs possessions Ncerland. aux Iiides

Of.f Anist., 1845; H^^akai], Catah'jus plnnfdnwi in korto boluuico

Bogorieusi cullaruin, Berl., 1844; F. Dozy and .I. H. Molkenboer,
Bnjologiti JoA-amca sen desenptio vntscoruiti frondosoruvi Arch,
/nt't, Lej'dcn, 1844-58; H. Zollinger, SysCcin. ycr:eiehniss der vii

Ind. Arch. 1842-1848 gesatnmelteii . . Pflantcn, Zurich, 1854;

Mitiuel, Flora van Kcdcrlninlsch Indie, Arast. , 1855, Amialcs Mnsci
Botiinici LugdunO'Bainvi, 1869, and JUnstrationsde lajiorc de VAr-
ckipel Indicn, 1871 (continued by Suriiigar).

If we turn to the economical aspect of the vegetation,

whether natural or cultivated, we cannot fail to be impressed

by its varied resources. The list of fruits is a very exten-

sive one ; though unfortunately it is only with a very few

)f them that the untravellcd European can have any
practical acquaintance. Besides the orange, the mango,
the mangosteen, the pomato or shaddock, the guava, the

papaw, and the jack fruit, we have the rambutan, the

tarippe or trap, the jintawan, the tampu, the bilimbing,

the mamhangan, the kingsat, the rambi, and the jambosa.

The name at least of the durian ia now well-known (see

Durian), and nearly as strange is the bawangutan {Scor-

doprasuni borneense), of which the fruit, the leaves, and
the branches have all a strong odour and flavour of

onions.' Of what more distinctively deserve the name of

food-plants the variety is equally notable. Not only are

rice and maize (usually called djayong in the archipelago),

sugar and coffee, among the widely cultivated crops, but

the cocoa-hut, the bread fruit, the banana and plantain

(usually called pisang in the archipelago), the sugar-palm

( .\ renga sricchari/era), the tea-plant, the sago-palm, thococoa-

tree (which curiously yields the favourite beverage of the

Sulu archipelago), theground-nut, the Caladium esculentum,

the yam, the cassava, and others besides, are of practical

inqjortance. The cultivation of sugar and cofTee owes its

development mainly to the Dutch; and to them also is due
the introduction of tea. They have greatly encouraged the

cultivation of the cocoa-nut among the natives, and it now
flourishes, especially in the coast districts, in almost every

island in their territory. The oil is very largely employed
in native cookery. The sago-palm is most abundant in the

island of Ceram, but is also found growing wild in Borneo,
Celebes, Timor, and other islands of the Moluccas, in the

I-inga archipelago, and in parts of Sumatra. The product
is mainly prepared for export. Pepper, nutmegs, and cloves

were long the objects of the most important branch of

Dutch commerce ; and camphor, dammar, benzoin, and
other products of a similar kind have a place among the

exports. India-rubber and^utta percha are no longer ob-.

tained to the same extent as formerly.-

To the naturalist the Indian archipelago is a region of

the highest interest ; and from an early period it has
ittracted the attention of explorers of the first rank. And

' Sec Burbidgo's interesting chapter ill \\\sGardenso/theSiin, 1880.
* ('onipare Musschenbrock, STedcdeitingen omtrenl grondstoffen uH

,.. »_j gedcctu van onzc>, Ittd. Archivil. Briel. 1880.

yet the list of its living forms is far from being completely

ascertained. The best known district is western Java, and
Timor, the Moluccas, and the Papuan Islands have for the

most part been well explored. Only parts of Sumatra,
Borneo, and Celebes have been worked, and most of the

other islands have yet to be dealt with.-' Zoologically tho

archipelago belongs to two distinct regions—tho eastern or

Papuan, and the western or Malay or Indian. This latter

region, according to August von Pelzeln (" Ucber dia

Malayische Siiugethiere-Fauna " in Fesisc/iri/t zur Feier

des Fiinfundzivamigjahrigen Bestehens der K.K. Zool.-Bot.

CeselUc/iaft in Wien, Vienna, 1870), comprises southern

China, Tibet, the Himalaya, and Further India, as well 83

the islands of the archipelago up to Wallace's line. He
finds six genera of the Quadrnviana, fourteen of the Chiro-

ptera, five of the Insectivora, fourteen of the Caniivora, six

of the Rodaitia, of the Edentata one only (Manis), five of
Ruminants, and three of Pachyderms. Sumatra indicates

a connexion with the Malacca peninsula by Nemorhoediis,

the elephant, Gymnura, and the tapir. Pithecus, Tarsins,

and Ptilocercits seem peculiar to the Sunda Islands. Tha
Philippines have Semnopithecus, Macacus, Cynojnlhecus,

Oaleo/nthecus, fterojms, Tajjhozoits, Vespertilis, Viverra,

Paraduxnrus, Pleromys, Mibs, Eusa, and Cervnhis.

In his variou.'> works Jlr Wallace has made the English reader

familiar with the most striking features of zoological distribution

in the archipelago; and in his Ista-iid Life, especially, the ornitho-

logy' receives particular attention. For details in regard to the mam-
mals and birds, see Horsfield, Zoological Rescarelics in Java and the

Neighbouring Islands, 1834 ; 'Vti\\Ttnin-imck,Monographiesde Mam-
viologie, 1827-1829 and 1835-1841; V'crhandelingcn over de naiuuT'
lijkc geschiedenis dcr Nedcrlandsche ovcncesche beziUingcn, contain-

ing papei^ by S. Muller and H. Schlegel ; zoological appendix lo

Belcher's Voyage of H. M. Ship " Samarang," Loud., 1850 ; H.

Schlegel, Mus4um d'hist. naturelle dcs Pays-Bas.: Heme vMh. ct

crit. dcs Collections, Leyden, 1863-76; \A.,Mim. surlcs qjtadrumanrs
el les cheiroptires de Varehipcl indicia, Amst., 1864; Id., Do
Vogds van S'iderlandsch Indie bcschreven en afgebceldj _eyden^
1876; Von Rosenberg, " Ovcrzichtstabellen voor de Oinithologio
van den Indischen Archipel" in Acta Sclent. Ind. I^^ccrland., pait

v.; T. Salvador!, " Catalogo sistematico degli uccelli di Borneo,"
in Annali di Geneva. To the herpetology of the archipelago valu-

able contributions have been made by P. Bleeker, A. C. J. EdeUng,
and A. B. Jleyer. Like so much else of value, their papers are

mainly to be found in the Nat. Tijds. van Ned. Ind. For the
fishes the great modern authority is Bleeker, whose principal work,
however, was left \iT\^\n\?=\\i^ii {Atlas ichthyologiqnc dcs Indes orien-

tates Ncerlandaises), and whoso smaller contributions are scattered

through more than a dozen periodicals.

The ethnology of the Indian archipelago does not lack Ei'mo

its diflicult problems; but some outstanding features arc '"S^'

easily described. There are at least two main native races,

the brown long-haired Malay and the darker-skinned

frizzly-haired Papuan. And to these more recent explora-

tions make it almost certain that a third and probably

more thoroughly aboriginal race—the Negrito—must bo

added, though even specialists who have had opportunities

of direct observation are not unanimous in regard to this

noteworthy element. The Malays are subdivided into an

immense number of tribes and peoples in the most various

stages of civilization, and broadly diS"ercnced from each

other by physical and linguistic characteristics. Of chief

note are the Malays proper, tho Javanese, the Bugis, tha

Tagalas, and Bisayas, the people of the Moluccas, the

Dayaks (mainly in Borneo), tho Battaks of Sumatra, the

Sulu islanders (closely similar to tho tribes of northern

Borneo). The Papuan race is chiefly to be found in the

eastern section of tho archipelago. Besides these three

races, whose first connexion with the archipelago dates from

before the dawn of history, we have a variety of intrusive

elements, traceable by more or less strictly historical

' See Professor Veth's valuable monograph, Overzicht van hxtgeen,

in hct bijzonder door Nederland, geilaftn is voor de Kennis d€r Fauna
van Nederlandsch Indie, Leyden, 1879.
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documents. A Hindu strain is evident in Java and others

of the western islands ; Moors and Arabs (that is, as the

names are used in the archipelago, Mahometans from

various countries between Arabia and India) are found

more or less amalgamated with many of the Malay peoples
;

and the Chinese form, in an economical point of view, one

of the most important sections of the community in many
of the more civilized districts. Chinese have been estab-

lished in the archipelago from a very early date : the first

Dutch invaders found them settled at Jacatra ; and many
of them, as, for instance, the colony of Ternate, have taken

60 kindly to their new home that they have acquired Malay

to the disuse of their native tongue. Chinese tombs are

emong the objects that strike the traveller's attention at

Amboyna and other ancient settlements.

For the ethnology of the archipelafjo, see Meinicke, " Ueber die

Volkerstamme de^ Ind. Archipelagus,'' in Annalen der Erdkunde^

1837; Spencer St John, "The Population of the Ind. Arch,," in Juur-

Halofthclnd. Archipelago, 1849; G, W. Earl, The Native Races of
the Ind. Arch.: Papuans, Lond., 18.53; Logan, " On the Ethnology
of the Ind. Arch.," in Jour, of Ind. Arch., 1847, 1850. 1851,

1853, 1854; and the lich collections in the Tijdschrifl v. Ind. T. L.

en V. Kumle. An excellent summary of the subject by A. H.
Keane will be found as an appendi.K to Wallace's Australasia {^tiiin-

{oT<y& Compendium of Geography and Travel), Lond. , 1879. See

also the same ^vlite^'s papers in Nature, 1881.

There is a vast field for philological explorations in the

archipelago. Of the very great number of distinct lan-

guages known to exist, few have been studied scientifically.

The most widely distributed is the Malay, which has not

only been diffused by the Malays themselves throughout

the coast regions of the various islands, but, owing partly

to the readiness with which it can be learned, has become

the common medium between the Europeans and the

natives. The most cultivated of the native tongues is the

Javanese, and it is spoken by a greater number of people

than any of the others. To it Soudanese stands in the

relation that Low German holds to High German, and the

Madurese in the relation of a strongly individualized dialect.

Among the other languages which have been reduced to

writing and grammatically analysed are the Balinese,

closely connected with the Javanese, the Battak (with its

dialect the Toba), the Dayak, and the Macassarese (see the

writings of R, van Eck, H. N. van der Tuuk, A. Harde-

land, and B. F. Matthos). Alfurese, a vague term mean-

ing ill the mouths of the natives Ihtle else than pagan, is

more particularly applied by the Dutch philologists to

the native speech of certain tribes in Celebes. The com-

mercial activity of the Buginese causes their language to

be pretty widely spoken,—little, however, by Europeans.

A general sketch of the languages of the archipelago will bo
found in Dc Oids, 1804, from the pen of Professor Veth. Sec also

Jlobert Cust, Sketch oj the Modern Languages of the East Indies,

1878. A bibliography of this department will be foumi in Boele

van Neusbroek, De beoc/ening der oostcrsche talen in Ncderlami en

tijne overzeesche tezittingcn 1800-74 (Loydcn, 1875).

The statistics of the population are, with the exception

of those for a few limited areas, such as Java, of the most

unsatisfactory character The estimate of Behm and
Wagner in 1880 has been already stated,—34,813,000.

This gives the comparatively sparse proportion of 45 to the

square mile. The distribution, too, is extremely unequal.

In Java we have as much as 3G4 to the square mile, and

in the Philippines abo^t 65, so that for the remaining

islands the average is only about 15. It would appear

that when loft in their natural savage or semi-savage con-

dition the natives increase very slowly in numbersi, and in

some cases hardly maintain their ground.

Politically the Indian archipelago is subject to a sixfold

division :—the independent native states and tribal terri-

tories, the Spanish possessions, the Portuguese possession.^,

the Duii-li possessions, the English possussions, and the

state of Sarawak. The Dutch are by far the most influen-

tial power in the archipelago. The Spanish ahthority ia

confined to the Philippines and the Sulu archipelago,—the

latter rendered tributary to them by the native sultan ia

August 1878 in return for an annual subsidy of 2400

dollars. The English, if the island of Singapore be con-

sidered as belonging rather to the Malacca Peninsula,

l)03sess only the island of Labuan (19,350 acres), acquired

in 1847,—though the establishment of the British Bornean

Comi)any in the north of the island may prove the begin-

ning of a new acquisition. To the Portuguese are subject

part of Timor and the island of Kambing, in all 6192
square miles. The Dutch on the other hand claim, besides

an area of 149,820 square miles in western New Guinea,

a total territory in the archipelago of 566,383 square miles,

or forty -four times as much as the governing country. Of
the really independent native states the largiist is that be-

longing to the sultan of Brunei (Borneo) ; it is estimated

to have an area of about 88,000 square miles

The Dutch divide their territory into two great divisions—(1) The
Java and Madura, and (2) the Outer Possessions. The former, Dutch

wliich comprises also Bali and Lombok, is administratively divided territory

into twenty-three residencies, which are subdivided into depart-

ments or assistant residencies. The Outer Possessions are organized

in a similar manner, but several portions of them—the West Coast

of Sumatra, Celebes and its dependencies, and Achin or Atjh—con-

stitute governments with residencies under them. Of the other

residencies the principal are those of the East and South-East coasts

of Sumatra, liiouw and its dependencies, the inland of Banka,
Western Borneo, Southcru and Eastern IJorneo, Menado in the

north of Celebes, Timor, Amboyna, and Ternate, the last being

nominally the most extensive of all, frpm including an unusually

large proportion of native territory.

The accusation frequently made against the Dutch that they fur-

nished little iuforniatiou about their East Indian possessions has

long ceased to have any foundation in fact. The Government pub-

lish at Batavia a large annual Rrgcrings Abna/nakvoor Nedcrlandsch

Indie (that of 1880 contains ui)waids of 12tX) pages) ; and every

year there is presented to the Dutch parliament a voluminous
Koloniaal Vcrslag, containing elaborate details on all de]iartHient3

of the administration. The Tijdschrifl voor Aedcrland.seh IndiH

of Dr W. R. Baron van Hoevell, continued by a society of st.atesmen

and scholars (Zaltbommel), the Bijdragem tot dc Taut- Land- en

Volkcnkunde van Nedcrlandsch Indie of the Royal Institute at the

Hague, the Indischc Gids (Amsterdam), and the Indische ilercuur

(H.iarlem), a monthly organ of trade, show the 'interest taken in

Holland in the East Indian possessions. . Of the niiraerous periodi-

cals published at Batavia it is enough to mention the Statistiek van
den Handel, the Vcrslag van's lands planlcntuin te £uiten:org, tho

Tijdschrift van het Kmi. Instituut voor Ingenieurs; the I'crhand-

lingcn of the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences, and the same
society's Tijdschrift voor Ind. Taal- Land- en Volkcnkunde ; the Ind.

Militair Tijdschrift, the Natuurkundig Tijdsch., ti\e Oenecskundig

Tijdsch., and Tijdseh. voor Nijvcrhcid en Landt'ouw. Another
Tijdschrift of the ind. Agricult. Soc. is published at Samaraug.

Tho population subject to the Dutch is partially indicated in tha

following table :—

Java and Madura.

European
Chinese
Arabs
Other Eastern foreigners ..

Natives

Outer Possessions.'

28.672
198.233

9,379

3,961
18,567,076

18,807,320

Europeans ,

Chinese ....

Arabs .

Other Eastern foreigners

7,688
126,710

4,634

7,405

Mules In

1S;7

is.-'ise

1.03,209

6,115
2,077

8,987,999

9,114,046

3,9S8

96,418
2,299

5,681

29,998
200,303

8,839

4,115

18,824,574

19,067,829

8,028
119,534

4,708

9,160

How rapidly tho Chinese element is increasing is shown by thi

fact that in the live years 1874-78 permission to reside within

Dutch territory was granted to 13,302 Chinese ; while similar per

' No accurate data are known for the native tribes of tit Out«f

Pns.scsjloUS.
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mission wafi obtained by only 719 " Euio]ierins"' (ineliidinj? Arme-
nians and IV-rsians) and 1421 Arabs. Slavery was abolislied iu the

Mrictly Uutcli portions of the Indies on the Is't of January 1860, and
under Dutch influence it is being abandoned by the native states.

The functions of tlie govcrnor-gcueral of the Dutch possessions

may brieJly bo described as those of a viceroy. He has command
over the land and sea forces, and supreme supervision of all parts of

the general administration. His also is the right of declaring war
ond peace, and of concluding treaties with the native princes and
peoples. No sentence of death can be executed in time of peace
without his autliority, and he enjoys the right of mercy and
amnesty within certain delinitc limits.

The governor-general is assisted by a council (,Ilaad ran Kcder-
tandich Indie), consisting of a vice-president and four members (all

named by the king), assisted by & secretary. In relation to the
executive the council isan advising body ; but in the exercise of the

legislative functions, and in certain definite cases, if the governor-
geiieral disagrees with his council, he must appeal to the king for

ilircetion. The council hasitsseatat Batavia,and meets every Friday.
The governor-general has besides a cabinet called the "general

8Ccrctaii.it," the head of which is the general secretary (assisted

by two Government secretaries), who acts as referee and adviser of

the administration. Besides his strictly secretarial duties ho com-
piles the Staatsbtad van Ncdcrlandsch Indie and the Hcgcrings
ytlmandk voor A'edcrlandsch Indie (published since 1816). A
general chamber of accounts for the Dutch East Indies, consisting

of a president and six members, has its scat in Batavia.

The administrative departments have undergone considerable
changes from time to time. Afpresent there arcfive directors—(1)
fit' in land ad niinUt ration, (2) of education, religion, and industry, (3)

• ofpiibliccivil works, (4) of finances, aiid(i)ofjustice, thc-listadded ir.

1869. To the department of justice belong, not only the supervision
of the courts and law business, but that of the wccskamcrs and hocdcl-

kumcrs or chambers of wardship and legacies, the granting of right
uf residence, tlic_ control of the press, and the right of public
meeting. Tlie supreme court has its seat at Batavia, and there is

iin elaborate and intricate system of subordinate courts of justice,

Kiiropeanand native. It is only the chief officials that are Europeans,
in accordance with the dominant policy in the whole constitution
of the departments of inland administration and justice, that the
relations of native with native should be left as much as possible

in tlie hands of native courts. In all about two hundred native
princes are tributary to the Dutch authorities.

To the department of finance belon" (1) the taxes and resources
of the colony, farmed or unfarmed, so far as they do not depend on
.some other department ; (2) the control of public auctions ; (3) the
mint ; and (4) various duties connected with the colonial budget
ond the colonial treasury. The custom of farming a large part of

the revenue has long been in vogue, and des;i;e the theoretical

objections to the system, it has one great advantage, it pays. The
sale of opium is one of the principal Governuient "farms." The
cultivation of the poppy is absolutely forbidden in the archipelago,
ond the demand is satisfied by imports from British India and the
Levant. From the Government supply so obtained the contractor
is obliged to take a certain definite qrlaiitity at a high fixed price

;

beyond this he may purchase at ordinary cost price what he finds

renuisito. The total igain from this monopoly was £1,259,212 in

1879, though the local authorities are instructed to do all in their
power to prevent the spread of opium-eating. The whole of what
010 called "the lesser resources " of the Government, consisting of a
curious miscellany of ta.xes, do not yield a thiid of the opium revenue.
Of the branches of the revenue not farmed, the chief ore the .ustoms
or import and export duties. The average these yielded for the five

years 1874-78 was £720,378. Two important taxes, known as the
[''rsonal ta.x and the income tax, both levied on Europeans, were
introduced in 1879.

The most striking feature in the administration of the Dotch^
Ea.st Indies is undoubtedly this that, instead of being a dr.ain ofi'

the resources of Holland, the colony paj-s anniuUy a most im-
portant contribution into the national exchequer. When these pos-
sessions were taken over by the mother country they were burdened
with a largo debt, and the financial state of the colony remained
very unsatisfactory for many years ; but on the introduction of the
culturi! system in 1830 the aspect of affairs was speedily changed,
nnd in the fourteen years from 1865 to 1878 there was a clear gain
of about £18,000,000 from the colonial administration
On December 31, 1878, the strengtirof the military forces in the

East Indies was 38,108 men, ofwhom nearly one half were Europeans.
This, however, docs not include the militia corps, which were estab-
lished in certain places. At the same date the East Indian navy
comprised 27 ships and 154 cannon The strength of the military
marine was 2934 Europeans and 969 natives, while the vessels were
manned by 2630 Europeans and 1012 native

Tlieio is on elaborate department of educatioVi, public worship.

' Tfjc technlcol use of this name cxtcmls it to hII except Arabs, Moors. Clilncse,
aoa goocrally all Muliometuis rniU pui;ans. who arccoUccUvely classed as natives

nnd industry ; but it is;astouishing how little has hitherto been
accomplished in the European instruction and Christianizing of the
natives.

The educational organization consists of two departments—a Educa-
European and a native

; but it is only within recent years that tion.
the latter has begun to attract the active interest of the Govern-

_1Ment. For secondary European education the great institution is

the Gymnasium Willem 111. at Batavia. In 1S78 there were 68
Government primary schools for Europeans in Java and Madura,
and 28 in the Outer Possessions, with a total attendance of 7223
children. With the exception of certain medical colleges, all th«
institutions in the native department are for primary instruction.
At the end of 1878 these schools numbered 376 ; 214 of them wer«
in the Outer Possessions.. In Java and Madura there is a grand
total of 28,000 native children receiving vemaoular education, and
if the Outer Possessions oto. included the number must be mori
than doubled. There are nine training schools for native teachers,
most of them established since 1870 ; and in 1879 four schools wen
opened for sons of IIk native princes and aristocracy.

The Protestant churches of the Dutch Indies compose a church Religion.
union, administered very much according to Presbyterian usage.
The number of preachers and assistant preachers is Umited oy
Government, the former to 35 and the latter to 21, by a royal
decree of '1SG3. The Roman Catholics are under a vicar-apostolic,
who is also bishop of Batavia, and 20 of their ecclesiastics arc paid
by the state. (Jhristianity has not as yet made much progress
among the natives, the returns for 1 878 showing only 174,462
native Christians, of whom 225 were Chinese. In Java and Madura
the (lliristians do not number so much as 1 in 2300 of tbe popuki-
tion. Mahoriietanism is the religion of a Jarge proportion of the
natives, and isat-present making more advances in relation to the
heathen population than Christianity. The Dutch Government
gronts passe-s for about a shilling each to those who wish to make
the pilgrimage to Mecca ; and the numbers who set out in 1877,
1S7S, and 1879 respectively .were 6893, 5632, and 5438, besides
about 1500 from the native slates.

The administration of tlie department of public works shows Public
that the Dutch have not belied their European reputation for civil workn.
engineering and industrial activity in their Indian colony. The
roads and bridges, canals and irrigation works, which they have
executed in their central island win the admiration of i eign
visitants. Java is the only island which has even the beginning
of a railway system, but considerable progress lias been made
there; and the postal and telegraph services ai'e being rapidly
developed.

The total imports of private trade (including specie) amounted Import*
in 1876 to 116,392,762 florins (1 florin = Is. Sd.). and in 1877 .

to 126,066,402; and at the same time 5,118,938 florins and
27,637,954 florins respectively were imported in name of the
Government. Of the 109, 177,424 florins of general imports (exclud-
ing specie) in 1S"6, 47,'694,270florinswere from Holland, 33,042,854
from other countries outside of the archipelago, and no less than
27,632,294 from Singapore alone ; and of the Government imports
2,207,611 florins were from Holknd and 2,033,910 from Singapore.
In 1877 cotton manufactures figure among the general imports for

43,566,127 florins, and yams for 3,325,323; ric« for 7,798,348 ;

'

petroleum, 5,430,103; cigars, 2,892,309; tea, 2,405,511; coals,

2,268,520; and iron and iron goods 2,362,525. The opium is the
most extensive of the Government imports. *
The general exports (specie excluded) were 154,229,384 florins for Export*.

187C and 161,863,4 49 for 1S77; thoseof the Government, 61,168,108
and 57,116,672. In 1876 the more important articles showed as
follows;—coffee (private trade) 34,347,870 florins, (Government)
54,208,868 florins; sugar, 62.583,164 florins; tobacco for the
European market, 27,794,755 florins

;
gambir, 2,036,592

;
gulta

pcrcha, 1,651,292; benzoin, 582.681 ; dammar, 1,025,737; india-

rubber, 83,171 ;
gum copal, 128,075; indigo forthe European market,

3,686,942; nutmegs, 2,815,787; cocoa-nut oil, 1,220,682 ; pepper,

M83,349 ; rice, 2,292,907 florins.

Tho Portuguese were the first Europeans to visit the Indian Histoiy,
orchipelago. Prior to their appearance off Sumatra in 1609
under Dio^o Lopez la Sequiera, a Hindu civilization, having its

chief seat in Java, had flourished and waned, and Mahomctanism
had succeeded to a considerable share of its inheritance. In 1521,
when the Portuguese name had become familiar in the islands, tho
Spaniards under Slagcllan made their appearance from the cast-

Hostilities ensued, which continued till the treaty of 1629, by
which tho boundory between Spaniards and Portuguese was fixed

at 1 7° E. of the Moluccas,—a line which afterwards proved matter
of dispute. The two powers were undisturbed except by an un-
important French expedition till 159(1, trhen the Dutch reached
what was destined to oo the scene of their greatest colonial achieve-

ments. In that year Cornelis Houtman appeared before Bantam,
the chief town of a powerful kingdom in J.avo, and his expedition
was but the precursor of many others from Holland. The com
nierrial success of these enterprises led in 1602 to the establishment
of the Dutch East Indian Company, which obtained by Govemmenl
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charUr tlie monopoly of the Dntch trade of the countries between

the Straits of Magellan and the Cape of Good Hope, with the right

of concluding treaties, appointing governors, ic. The first Beet

sent out by the new Company under Van der Hagen was instru-

mental in captuiing the Portuguese fortof Amboyna, and the peace

of Treves in 1609 set the Dutch free from interference on the part

of the Spaniards. In the same year the states-general appointed

ft governor-genefal of the East Indies, giving the Company the

rignt of appointing his successor, subject to their approval.

The instniclions given to Pieter Both, the first governor,

•truck the key-note of that policy which has brought so much
obloquy on the Dutch name, and prevented the better features of

their colonial administration from being appreciated. He was to

"give all endeavour in order that the commerce of the Moluccas,

Amboyna, and Banda should belong to the Company, and that no
other nation in the world should have the least part." When he

came into power there were already Dutch forta at Jilolo, Teruate,

and Batchian, and the people of Banda had granted the Dutch the

monopoly of nutmegs. It was to the fourth governor (J. P. Coen,
1619-23 and 1627-29) that the Company were most indebted for

their territorial aggrandisement. He was the founder of Batavia

(1620), and the first to introduce a regular system of accounts in the

affairs of the Company. During his rule a treaty was concluded
between the English and Dutch companies, but unfortunately the

goodwill which might have resulted from it was not of long dura-

tion. Specx (1629-32) gave a start to the trade with Japan,
Which aftenvards grew to vast and various issues. The governor-

Bhip of Van Diemen (1636-45) was signalized by a series of suc-

cesses over the Portuguese, and the introduction of the first code
of laws. The Dutch power in the archipelago extended rapidly

during the latter part of the century. Peace was made with
the Portuguese (1661), and various native kingdoms acquired.

In the beginning of the 18th century the expense of the necessary

military operations and general administration, with other causes,

brought the colony into financial difficulties, and in the latter

part of the century it waa greatly damaged by the rapidly glow-

ing predominance of the English in India and Ceylon. The loss

of their possessions in India, however, caused the Dutch to give
more attention to the archipelago, and they continued to increase

their territory. At the same time the state of the finances grew
worse and worse, leading to the complete abolition of the Company's
authority in 1800, when their possessions and liabilities were
both appropriated by the nation. During the term of office of

H. W. Daendels (1808-11), the Engtisk, who some years before had
threatened Batavia and captured Ternate, made themselves masters
of the Moluccas, and his successor Janssens was obliged in 1811 to

•urrender the colony and its capital to Lord Minto.' The Britisli

occupation lasted for five years, and during most of tliis time the
post of governor-general was held by Sir Sta iford Raffles, who
acted perhaps too much on the supposition that tlio English occu-
pation would be permanent, and was undoubtedly biased by strong

Erejudice against the Dutch, but at the same time did hot foiget
ord Minto's advice " to do as much good as he could." To tlie

Dutch thcmsolvtjs this temporary government by the English did
ultimate service. The example set by Raffles, when he showed so
keen an interest in all that related to the country and the people,
proved a stimulus to his Dutch succcssoi-s ; and the whole relation
of the Government to scholarship and investigation has been placed
on a more liberal and European footing. The restoration of the
East Indian possessions to the Dutch was decided by the treaty of
1814, but was not carried out till 181G, when Baron van derCanellan
became governor-general.' A variety of local disturbances followed
the change of government, and a more serious war in Java (1825-30)
required a special expedition from Holland. Tlie year 1830 saw the
beginning of that famous "culture" system, under Van den Boscli,
to which so much of the financial success and peaceful administration
of the modern Dutch government must be ascribed. In 1846 a new
code of laiys was introduced. The recent history of the colon v may
be briefly described as a gradual but steady extension of the autho-
rity of the Dntch Government, marked by a succession of revolts,
disturbances, expeditions, skinnishes, and subjugations ; a gradual
but steady endeavour to develop the resources of the country ; and,
it may happily be added, an endeavour growing ever stronger and
more enlightened to improve the condition of the subject races.

' Seo Lift of Lord ttinlo.
'Tholollowlng Is B lljtot the Dutch Kovcniors from thnt date :—Qwlort A.

O. p. Bjron »an dor CnpeUiin (Iflth Anifiut 181(1 lo l»t .Innunry I9JI1): nondrlkMwcuj da Kock (llcut.-gjv..(!oii,. 1820 lo lOth January 1830) ; CoLnt Joliiinnts v,in

???»? 1?
<,'"T> W, '<> July 18.13); JcMi Chr,<ll.n Bniid (1B.13 tc. JSIh Fcbniniy

1838)
;
Oomlnliiao JocquM dc Eli-rcns (IN3C to IRIO. dkil 30lli May) ; Ciirol S W

rSn'?' '"''"J'JlT^
""' •'""" "'^" '" ""' '""""y IMl); I'Ictci M.TI.11S (IHll 10IMh Fobruory 181.1. gnT..|?fn. till I814,,llrd M A.i|fU»t); .lonn Conirllj Itclliist

u .u","? J " ;'"" S»P'«mbcr ISI.'O; Jon Jorob II->chu»son (181.-. Ii. I'Jlh
•l«yl8Sl); Oivirgo Iruinc Ilruco (diod before his dcpnrtiirc); Albi-rliis Jncob
iJiilJrnnor rnn Twfrt (I2lh Mny 18,11 to 22d May I8M); Chnric K. I'akud (ls,-.r, to
2d Jteptjimbcr 1801); ArlJ Prlns <2d .Septcmbrr 1801); Ludolf Anno Jnn Wilt.
Boron S\on »«n de Hcclo (llllh ()ct..biT IBCn m 2}lh October 180(1) ; Aril I'llin c.'d

?S^ .1.'! I; ^t""' *"'" ''"'" "wenil.cr l«««|; Joraos London (1.1 J.uioi„y
1872 to VGlh Miirc^h 1875) ; J W von Lurubcruc (20ih Morrh lK^r,\

The llteratuie connected with the East Indian archipcmgo Is a vast and rapldljr
Incriiasiiig one, Vor general infoimation we have—J. Cmwfurd, Utsiory of the
Indian Archtpetago, l^dln,, 1820, 3 vols,; J, H, Moor. Notices of Ihe Indian
Archipelago, Singnpoic, 1S37 ; P. P. Roorda v.in Eysinga, Nandboek der Land- en
Volkeniunde van Nederl. Indie, ISll ; A, J. van del' Aa, Nederlandscfi i'ost-lndte,
AmsteidaiQ, lS45-,37, 4 vols. ; and Ihe Aardiijksknndig en s[a(islisc/i Woordenboek
van Nedertandsch Indie. Amsterdam, 1869, to which Etofessor Veth, Jonklieer
van Alphen, and other specialists were loiportant contnbutors. Of works which
contain the results of recent individual exploiations, the most Important ore-
Wallace, The Malay Archipelago^ 3i\ ed., London, 1S73; Rosenberg, Zl.e Indiiche
Archipel, Leipsic. 1678 ; backer, L'arc'apet indun, Paris, 1S74. Early notices
of the arcliipclago are found in several Arabic writers. The fiist European to
give any details is the Italian traveller Lodovico di Vai thema, but little conjidencc
can be placed in his narrative, NavaiTete's Coleccion de doeumentos ; Castan-
heda's NisCoria de descobrimcnto, Lisbon, 1333 ; Caspar Correa's Lendas or Le-
genda ; De Bancs, Asia ; Faria y Sousa, Asia Foi-tugnesa, Lisbon, 1666 ; and A.
de Morga, TTie Philippine Islands, Molnrcas, itc, at the close of the 16th centwy,
translated from the Spanish, Flakluyt Society, 1868, may be consulted for the
eaily hlstoiy ; a critical resume of which, fiom the pen of P. A. Tiele, is to be
found in Btjdragen tot de Taal- Land- en Volkenknnde van A'. /, The Hague,
1878, Facile piinceps among older Dutch works is Valentijn's voluminous
and well-known Oud en Nietna Oost Indie, Amsterdam, 1704-26. Dealing more
restrictedly with the Dutch colony are G, Laut's Oescltiedenis van de vestigitig,

d-c., in Jndie, Gron,, 1852-60; Saaifeld, Oeschichte des Holland. ColonialweJtens in

0. Ind., Giitt., 1812; Gerlach, Fastes militaires des In. Or., Zaltbommel, 1859 ; Du
Bols, Vies des gouvemeurs-g^neraui, Hague, 1763, with some good plans and
views ; Elout, Dijdragen tot de Kennis van het Kotoniaal beheer, 1851, and other
volumes of Bijdragen from his papers, published in 1863 and 1874; P. Myer.
Verzameling van instruafien, ordonnancien, ic, voor de regering r. i\'ed. Ind., Bat.,

1848; Boudewijnse and Van Gocst, De Indo-Nederlandsche Wetgeving, 1816-57,

Haarlem and Ilatavia, 1376-79; E. dc Waal, Nedertandsch Indie en de Staten-

Oeneraat sed. de grondwet c. 1814, Hague, 1860-61, A bibliography o( the Dutch
Indies was compiled by J. A, van der Chljs, Proeve eener Nedertandsch Indische

diSdOi/riuJe, 1659-1870, Batavia, 1875. m W)

INDIAN CORN. See Maize.

INDIAN OCEAN. This designatwn is given to the

portion of the oceanic area which extentis northwards from

the great southern water-zone, between the eastern coast

of South Africa and the western boundary of the partially

submerged Malayo-Australian continent. But whilst the

Atlantic aud Pacific extensions from the soutliern' water-

zone—the one dividing South Africa from South America,

and the other forming tlie wide expanse of ocean between

the western coast of Softth America and the eastern side of

the Malayo-Australian continent—are prolonged into tho

land hemisphere as far as the north polar area, the Indian

Ocean does not extend itself northwards beyond the Tropic

of Cancer, where it ia abruptly closed in by the great

lafid mass of the Asiatic continent. The north-western

boundary of its basin is formed by the south-eastern coast

of Arabia, its north-eastern by the western coast of Burniah.

But, between these two parts of its border, its basin is

encroached on by the southward projection of the Indian

peninsula, and is thus divided into two deep gulfs, of which

the western is distinguished as the Arabian Sea, and the

eastern as tho Bay of Bengal. Now, looking to the fact

that these gulfs must have been united, at no remote period,

by a transverse band of sea, covering what is now the con-

tinuous alluvial plain of Northern India, we may consider

the real northern border of this basin to be the great

Himalaya range, the southern slope of which must have

once formed its shore-line. It is remarkable that nearly the

whole of its land-border is of considerable elevation,—being

formed on the w'est by tho mountainous ridge that Hanks the

great table-land of South Africa, on the north-west by the

corresponding ridge which forms the south-eastern border of

tho elevated plateau of Arabia, whilst near its eastern margin

there is a nearly continuous mountain range, that extends

southwards from Assam to the extremity of the Malay Penin-

sula, and is thence prolonged through Suoiatra and Jayti.

Tho Indian Ocean has no definite southern limit, but '\t

considered to terminate at the parallel (about 38° S.) which

stretches between the southernmost points of tho African

and Australian continerft^,—near which, about miilwov

between these two extremes, lie tho volcanic islands iif !^,

Paul and Amsterdam, And this seems the natural boriler

of its basin, the sea-bed (as will presently appear) sluiwing

a distinct rise to the south of this parallel along a consider-

able part of it. Tho Indian Ocean is often spoken of as

divided by tho equator into a northern and a southern

portion ; and this division it will bo convenient to adopt

in the description of its c irrcnt-system.
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Depth and Islands.—The main basin of the Indian

Ocean has an average depth of about 2500 fathoms,

increasing to 3000 fathoms in the angle between Java

and north-western Australia, which is the deepest part

of it yet sounded. Its southern border is formed by a

submarine plateau, which rises in some parts to within

1500 fathoms of the surface, and which forms the

common foundation, not only of the islands already

mentioned, but also of the Crozets, the Kerguelen group,

Prince Edward's Islands, and the Heard Islands, all of

wliich seem to have had a volcanic origin. This plateau,

however, does not shut iu the south-eastern portion of the

basin ; for a southward extension of the depression already

described follows the trend of the western and southern

coasts of Australia and the western coast of Tasmania, and

is continuous with the deep channel (in some parts exceed-

ing 2500 fathoms) between Australia and New Zealand.

The western and north-western parts of the basin, on the

other hand—as the number of their island-groups would

lead us to anticipate— have a much less uniform depth.

In the first place, the western border of the basin is

encroached on by the great island of Madagascar, which

must be considered as an outlying extension of the conti-

nental platform of South Africa, the Mozambique channel

being comparatively shalloiv ; and, although the bottom, at

wing Depths of the Inflian Ocean.

To 10(10 fathoms, while ; 1000 to 2000 fathoms, light ehadlng
more than 2000 fathoms, daik shading.

no great distance from its eastern coast, rapidly deepens to

2000 fathoms or more, yet this is only in a channel tliat

separates Madagascar from a phitform of about half that

depth, on which are based the volcanic Muscarene Islands

(Mauritius, Bourbon, and Kodriguez), aud of which a
northern extension forms the base of the Seychelles group.

This platform then curves to the south-west, so as to pass

round the north of Madagascar, forming the base of several

coral islands, and thus comes into continuity with the bed
of the Mozambique Channel, from wliich the Comoro group
arises. To the north of this platform, the 2000 fathom
line follows the trend of the African coast as far as Cape
Gardafui, keeping outside the island of Sucotra ; and a
bottom of more than 2000 fathoms (crossed by the tele-

graph-c.ible between Aden and Bombay) extends into the

Arabian Sea as far as 15° N. Int. On the eastern side of

that gulf, however, the declivity from the Indian coast-lino

10 the deepest part of the basin is much more gradual ; the
Miildive and Laccadive groups of coral islands rising from
k comparative shallow, which extends itself a little to the

louth of the equator. And about half way between this

phitform and that of the Seychelles the bottom rises into,

the bank which bears the Chagos archipelago, and which
Ijvvles tlie communication between the deeper portion ol

the general basin and that of the Arabian Sea into two
channels of no great width. Though the 2500 fathom
line does not enter the Bay of Bengal, a considerable

portion of it has a depth exceeding 2000 fathoms. Here,

again, the declivity is more gradual along the eastern

margin of the gulf ; and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands

arise from a comparatively shallow platform that stretches

between the delta of the Irawadi and the north end of

Sumatra.

Surface and Bollom Temperature.—The surfac temperature ol

the Indian Ocean is higher than that of either the Atlantic or the
Pacific ; and this ditTerencc shows itself cepecinUy in its northern
division, on which the pro.ximity of tiopical land exerts an import-
ant thennal influence. For tlie mean annual temperature of the
portion which lies between the equator and the Tropic of Cancer,
including the Arabian Sea and tho Bay of Bengal, is con»idflrably
above 80°, whilst that of the corresponding part of the eonthcm
division—lying between the equntorand the Tropic of Capricorn-
ranges from 80° to 70°, the average masimnra temperature in the
centre of the Arabian Sea being 87°. In July the thermal equator
moves considerably to the north, and the surface-temperature
sonittimes rises in the Arabian Gulf and the Bay of Bengal to above
90°. In Janu.iry, when the thermal equator lies to the south of
the gco^aphical, the temperature of these two gulfs falls below 80°,

while that of the vast expanse which lies between the parallel of 10°

N. and 25° S. , has a temperature of 80° or upwards. In the southern
hemisphere the January (summer) isotherm of 70° and the July
(winter) isotherm of 60° correspond pretty closely with the border of
the Indian Ocean,—the range of its temperature being thus very
moderate.

The bathymetrical isotherms of the Indian Ocean have not yet
been systematically worked out by temperature-soundings ; but there
is adequate evidence of the e.vtension of the Antarctic underflow over
the deeper portion of its sea-bed, even to the north of the equator.
For the "Hydra" line of soundings between Aden and Bombay gave
a bottom-temperature of 36' at a depth of 1800 fathom;), the
surfaee-tempeiature being 75°, while in the deep depression on the
eastern side of the basin, almost immediately beneath the equator.
Commander Chimmo met with a bottom-temperature but little

above 32°.

Surface-Level.—A very remarkable efl"ect is produced upon the
coast-level of part of the northern division of the Indian C ".^n, by
the attraction of the great mountain-masses and high table-lands of

Central Asia, uncompensated by that of any elwated l.-nul-m.aM to

the southward, nearer than that which may lie behind the .•intarctie

ice-banier. From the results of the great geodetical survey of India
Archdeacon Pratt was able to deduce the very remarkable* fact that
the level of the sea at the mouth of the Indus is no less than 515
feet higher than at Cape Comorin.'

Currents.—The current-system of the Indian Ocean is clearly

dependent upon the winds which prevail over itssever.il parts,—the
seasonal reversal of the monsoons in tlie northern part of its area
producing a corresponding modification in the direction of the
surface-movement of its water, whilst in the southern division the
constancy of the south-east trade-wind keeps up through the whole
year a strong westerly equatorial current. The north-ea.st monsoon
has, of eourse, while it lasts, the same effect as a north-east trade-
wind would exert, in producing a general south-westerly drift over
the northern division of the liulian Ocean, which manifests itself

in a ,southcrly flow along nil the shores it meets, viz., the south-
e.'ist coast of the Indian peninsula, the south-east coast of Arabia,
and theeast coast of Central Africa. Besides this, a special current-
movement is produced by the action of the north-c.ist monsoon on
the surface-water of the China Sea, by the drift of which to the
southwest it is forced into the channel between the Malay Penin-
sula and Sumatra, whence it issues into the Indian Ocean, through
the Strait of Malacca, as a current that crosses tho Bay of Bengal
and impinges against the Coromandel coast of India, By this it is

deflected southwards, along with the general drift already mentioned,
and then courses round the southern angle of the great peninsula,

—

partly between Ceylon and the mainland, and partly along the
outer coast-line of Ceylon,— into the Arabian Sea, where it merges
into the general drift of the surface-water towards the African coast.

The average rate of this current, as it issues from the Strait o(

Malacca, is 30 miles per day ; along tho south-east coast of India, 24
miles ; on tho east coast of Ceylon, 40 miles ; and along tho
Arabian coast, 18 miles. But when the north-east gives place to

the south-west monsoon, about the vernal equinox, the whole of

this movement is reversed. The drift then commences from the
African and Arabian coasts, and sets across tho Arabian Sea, at tho
rate of about 24 miles a day- to the Malabar coast of India, along
which a current flows in a s-jutherly <]irection at the rote of about

Philosophical TTansactioiu, 1859, p 795.
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80 miles a day This onrrent rounds Cape Comorin and the

southern coast of Ceylon, where it eometime^ attains the rate *^f

46 miles a day, and passes into the Bay of Bengal, reinforcing the

general north-east movement of its own water, circulating round

the head of this gulf, and then undergoing a deflexion by the coast-

line towards the entrance of the Strait of Malacca, into which it flows

at the rate of from 20 to 24 miles per day When the sun crosses

the equator towards the south at the autumnal equinox, so that

its beatrng power is exerted on South Africa, the indraught of air

towards that continent reproduces the north-east monsoon ; and this

restores the westerly drift, which extends over the Indian Ocean as

far as 5° S. lat.
,
giving place at about that parallel to the equatorial

counter-current.

The surface of the southern Indian Ocean, between the parallel

of 10° S. and the Tropic of Capricorn (the precise limits varying

ftith the season), is pretty constantly traversed by the south-east

trade-wind, which gives a steady westward movement to its water,

Icnown as the south, equatorial current, whose average rate is about

14 miles per day. This meets the eastern coast of Madagascar, and

that of continental Afiica to the north and south of it ; and, its

onward flow being thus checked and deflected south wards by the trend

of the land, it forms a strong current which sets along the Natal coast

towards Cape Colony. The strength of this current varies according

as the north-east or the south-west monsoon is blowing ; for

the movement produced by the former reinforces it, while that pro-

duced by the latter weakens it, by deflectiug northwards a portion

of the water which the southern equatorial current brings to trie

coast of Africa, and drifting it towards the Indian peninsula,

When flowing with its greate-'^t force and velocity, the Natal

current' is scarcely, if at all, inferior to the Gulf Stream where it

issues from the Florida Strait. When passing Cape Corrientes, at

the southern extremity of the Mozambique Channel, it is said to

have a rate of 80 miles per day, and has been even said to rush, under
a rarfl combination of impelling forces, with a velocity of 140 miles

per day. Its rate gradually diminishes, however, until, off Cape
Colony (where it is known. as the Agulhas current), it has a Velocity

of about 60 miles per day. The warmth it carries has a very import-

ant influence in ameliorating the climate of Cape Colony ; for this

would otherwise sutfer from the importation of the low temperature
brought by the Antarctic current which there meets it.^ When the

Agulnas current is at its strongest, it carries a temperature of 79°

as far west as the meridian of 15° E. But when the drift of the

monsoon wind countervails that of the south-east trade, insttad of

reinforcing it, the teinperature of the Agulhas ctirrent is lower and
its force less. Whilst a portion of this current rounds the Cape and
becomes a tributary of the South African cuiTent of the Atlantic

(thus carrying away the excess brought into the basin of the Indian
Ocean by the Malacca current), the principal part of it is deflw^ted

to the south and east, partly by the agency of the Antarctic current,

but chiefly under the influence of the westerly winds or "anti-
trades," that prevail throughout the southern water-zono which
almost continuously girdles the globe between the parallels of 40°

and 60° S. Thus there is here a pretty constant retrograde set of

surface-water (corresponding with the southern connecting current

of the South Atlantic), at the rate of about 24 miles a day, towards
the western coast of Australia; and since, notwithstanding the re-

duction of its temperature, the water which has circulated in the

Indian Ocean is still much warmer than tliat which forms the

ffeneral mass of the easterly drift, it is probably through this excess

(imparting a corresponding excess of vapour to the atmosphere
above, which is condensed again by contact witii the colder laud)

the t the fogs are generated. Tor which the islands that lie in the

course of this flow are notorious. On arriving at the shores of

Australia, this drift is divided l>y the south-west projection of its

coast-lino into two streams, one of which continues its eastward

course along the southern coast, whilst the .^'.her, turning north-

wards, forms the West Australian current, of which the greater

part, when it reaches the head-water of the southern equatorial

current, is drawn into it, and thus completes the circulation of tho

eouthem Indian Ocean
Between the parallel of 5°, to which the influonco of tho monsoon

wind£ extends, and that of 10° S., which is the usual northern limit

of that of the southern trad>-, there is a "belt of calms," wherein
there runs an equatorial counter current, which corresponds to that

of the Atlantio, and is, like it, to bo considered as a back-water
flo^nt; towards tho source from which the currents to the north
and south of it derive their supplies. (W. B. C.

)

' This is commonly termed tho Mozambique current ; but, as tho
oanai aoutborly direction of tho surface (low in tho Mozambiquo
Channel ia liable to reversal with the change from the north-cast to tho
south-west monsoon, or even under tho influence ot local winds, the
term Natal cuiTent (suggested by Mr Laughton) seems decidedly pre-

ferable.

' Some very curions temporatare phenomena are produced on the
AguUios bank by the splitting up of the cold and warm cuiTents, which
form distinct bands and strata that do not mix for some time. . _

INDIANS, A-MEEICAN The application of the name
Indians to the native peoples and tribes of the New World
is an erroneous usage, originating in the belief of the

Spanish discoverers of AmeHca that they had reached tht-

eastern shores of Asiatic countries already partially known
As it happens, the name is now, even apart from the

addition of American, customarily applied to the abon
gines of the western hemisphere, while it is used with fai

less frequency as a collective name for the inhabitants of

the great country of the East known from the remotesl

times as India.

Various questions in regard to the American Indians have
been discussed in the article America It is here intended

to treat more particularly their ethnographical position, and

to give what may be called a working classification of the

races. This is followed by a separate notice of the

present distribution and condition of the North American
Indians.

It may be asserted with some confidence that there i.<

nothing in the physical and mental condition of the

aboriginal Americans which requires us to postulate for

them a foreign crigin. It man was evolved originally

from several centres, America assuredly included one at

least; if he sprang from a single pair, then we can even

conceive that pair to have been first estabUshed in the

New World, and the arguments brought forward in support

of an Asiatic origin of the American would not lose their

point if adduced in favour of an American origin of the

Asiatic peoples.

Andreas Retzius, the founder of scientific craniology,

arguing on insufficient materials, grouped all the American

aborigines in two great divisions— (1) a western or high

land, occupying the main ranges of the Rocky Mountains

and Andes, with the intervening lands thence to the Pacific .

and (2) an eastern, mainly lowland, whose domain stretchea

from the western uplands to the Atlantic seaboard The
former, being characterized by bracbycephalous or round

heads, he felt disposed to connect with the bracbycephalous

Mongolians and Malays of Asia and Australasia The
latter, being of a decided dolichocephalous or long headed

type, ho traced to possible Berber and Guanche migrations

from north west Africa and the Canary Island.'*, doubtless

because the historical arrival of the dolichv>cephalou»

Norsemen in the New World was of too recent date to serve

his purpose. But Vu-chow (" Anthropologie Amerika's,"

in Verhandhmgeii der Gcseli fiir Anthropologie, 187", p

144-56) has amply shown that this classification is untcn

able, and it will be seen further on that there are long and

round-headed types often intermingled in every part of the

continent. V'irchow himself, while denying tho claim of

the American race to bo considered autochthonous, declines

to commit him.self as to tho probable regions whence they

may have reached their present habitat The theory of an

Asiatic immigration ina Behring Strait has been somewhat

revived since ethnologists have, so to say, rediscovered the

lost Tchnktchis of the north-east coast of Siberia through

Nordenskjold's Swedish polar expedition of 187S-9 These

Tchuktchis are supposed to form the connecting link

between tho races of the two worlds, and the sufiposition

is strengthened by the invention of an American branch ol

the tribe. Professor Norden.skjiild himself remarks that

" this race, settled on the primeval route between the Old

and the Now World, bears nn unmistakable stamp of the

Mongols of Asia and Eskimo and Indians of America''

(Petermann's Mittheilungen, 1870, p. 330). But Lieutenant

Palander of the same expedition says that they undoubt-

edly descend from the Oreonland Eskimo ' (li. ), which

would at onco deprive them of all value as a connecting

Unk, while Peschel (Races o/ Man, p. 391) much more

probablv allies them to the Uelmes (Kamtcbadales), the
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two languages being "as closely related as is Spanish to

Portuguese." W. H. Dall {Cpnfriliulwns to American

Ethnology, vol. i., Washingtun, 1877) further points out

that the Ijnuit (Eskimo) tongue, said to bo spoken by the

Tchuktchis, is merely a trading jargon, a mixture of

Koriak, Tchuktchi, Innuit, English, Hawaiian, and others.

It is also to be noted that the Samoyedes and other

Asiatic Arctic peoples, assumed by many to be the pro-

genitors of the Eskimo, arc of Mongoloid stock and dis-

tinctly brachycephalous, while tho Eskimo are the most

dolicliocephalous race on the globe next to tho Kai Colos

of Fiji (Flower). Thus the Eskimo, instead of being a

connecting link, form an anthropological barrier between

the populations of tho two hemispheres at the very

point geogi'aphically most convenient for effecting the

transition.

Nor would the question be much furthered by allow-

ing the arrival of a few barbarous tribes w'a Behring Strait

in prehistoric times. Their presence would leave the

Aztec, Mayan, Peruvian, and other local cultures unex-

plained, except as independent developments. And more
recent historic migrations of Chinese, Japanese, and other

eivilizod peoples, otherwise involved in tremendous difficul-

ties, would leave equally unexplained the primeval mound-
building races of the Ohio valley and the still more ancient

Brazilian races of tho Santa Catliarina and Santos shell-

heaps. Because a stray vessel has been cast ashore on the

western seaboard since tho discovery of America, Virchow
suggests tho possibility of similar arrivals in remoter times.

But if the Chinese arrived so recently as even 8000 years

ago (an extreme supposition) in sufncient numbers to build

up a civilization in Central America, the Chinese origin of

such a civilization would to this day be as self-evident as

is tlio Chinese origin of the neighbouring Japanese civiliza-

tion. The foreign founders of these communities would
necessarily liave brought' with them their arts, their

domestic animals, their more useful plants and cereals,

without which they must liave themselves speedily perished

or been absorbed in the surrounding native population.s.

But no trace of these things was found in the New World
on its discovery. There was neither the rice of tho Chinese,

nor the wheat, barley, oats, or rye of the Western nations,

nor the iron now proved to have been known to the ancient

Assyrians and Egyptians, nor tho horse, camel, ox, sheep,

pig, dog, or poultry of the eastern hemisphere. Instead of

these, there wac little beyond one cereal (maize), one esculent

root (potato), one feeble beast of burden (llama), limited to

the uplands of the southern Cordilleras, one species of dog
elsewhere unknown. Most of the useful plants and animals
of the East have since been introduced, and flourish

vigorously even in the wild state, a sufficient proof that they
would have been propagated had they been introduced at an
earlier epoch. The knowledge of metals was limited to

copper, both wrought and, in Wisconsin, apparently cast

(J. S. Butler), bronze, lead, gold, and silver. Otherwise
most of the nations were at the discovery stiU in tho Stone
Age; and, although Virchow's assertion may be true that
the most practised archaeologist will fail to detect any
material difference between the stone implements of tho
two hemispheres, this merely implies that the arts of Pala;or

lithic and Neolithic man were pretty much the same every-
where.

Nor is there anything in the religions, systems of govern-
ment, architecture, and other arts of the native Americans,
by which they can be connected with the corresponding
systems of the East. That the Toltec builders of tho
low obtruncated Mexican pyramids were a ditTercnt people
from the pyramid builders of tho Nile valley, and that the
mummies of the Ancon necropolis and other parts of Peru
were of a different stock from tho Egyptian mummies, is

sufficiently evident Irom the texture of the hair alone. The
hair of the old cultured races of America was the same as

that of all the later American races, uniformly lank, because
cylindrical in section. The hair of the old Egyptians, lik»

that of the modern Fellahin, is, on the contrary, uniformly
wavy, because more or less oval in section. The religious,

again, of the Red Man, we are told by Carl Schultz-Sellack,

Oscar Loew, and other good observers, are "essentially

astrological, based on star, sun, and moon worship," wi*b
which was often associated an intricate method of measuring
time built on a series of twenty constellations" {Zdlschr.

far Ethnohgie, 1879, p. 209). "The sun," says Loew,
" is the god of most Indian tribes. ' lie diffuses warmth
and nourishment for us and our animals ; why shall ^e
not worship him ?

' observed to me on one occasion Masa-
yamtiba, » Moqiu Indian (New Mexico)" {ib. p. 2G5).-

This Masayamtiba was a better philosopher than those'

ethnologists who sock for the origin of such a simple cult

in the remote corners of the globe, rather than in the

bene6cial influence of the heavenly bodies which slyne

alike for aU mankind. The four great gods of the Mayas,
the " props of the heavens," answered to the four great

Mexican gods of the four quarters of the compas?, all being

associated with the four elements of wind, water, fire, and
earth. But to what does either system answer in th«

polytheistic creeds of the Hindus, AssyTians, Babylonians,

or other nations of antiquity ? There is something similar

in the Neo-Buddhistic teachings; but Buddhism, even of

the oldest type, is much too recent to explain anything in

the religious worlds of Mexico or Yucatan. The hare is

associated in America, in Asia, and even amongst the

Bushmen of South Africa with the moon. . But this

association was obviously suggested independently by tho

spots which, especially in the first quarter of the .lOon

seem to present the outlines of a hare on its form.

Waitz (Antliropology, p. 255) well observes that a common
belief in a universal Hood, or in the periodical destruction

of tlie world, whether by fire, water, storms, or earthquakes,

and analogous or [jarallel lines of thought—taken indi-

vidually—afford no proof whatever in favour of affinity,

and oven resemblances in several points possess only a

secondary importance ; for they may partly, under like

conditions, arise spontaneously among peoples who have
always lived _in a state of se[.iaration, or may have partly

resulted from periods of short intercou-^e between two
different peoples.

In any case, these slight coincidences are of little account
when weighed against tho argument based on diversity of

speech. The tremendous force of this argument, as applied

to the American aborigines, is scarcely realized by anthro-

pologists such as Waitz or Virchow, who have not culti-

vated philological studies, and it is significant that, in the

already quoted paper by Virchow on the " Anthropology of

America," the linguistic element is not even referred to.

On the other hand, it has been greatly depreciated and
even brought into contempt by the vagaries of certain

etymologists, who discover otfinities where there is nothing

but the vaguest verbal resemblance.' Science has demon-
strated beyond all cavil that, while differing widely among
themselves, the American languages not only betray no

' It may bo sufEcicnt to refer to tho series of papers by Mr .lolin

Campbell of Moutreal on the " Hittitcs' in America," which have
recently appeared in tho Canadian Quartcrhj Journal of Science, and
which on tlio most fanciful grounds connect tlie native icjioms not only
with each other but with most of the knowTi languages of tho uoiverse

Thus Iroquois and Peruvian are declared to be radically one. whilf

the former is connected with Basque, Dakotan with Circassian, Accad
with Japanese, and a general Khita linguistic family is made to in-

clude, besides all these, Choctaw, Cherokee, Aleutian, Fuegian, Aino,

Kamtchadale, Tchuktchi, Haussa, Bnrabra, and many others in evpry

part of the world.
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atBnily to any other tongues, but Detong to an absolutely dis-

tinct oriler of speech. They are neither isolating or mono-

syllabic like the Indo-Chinese group, agglutinating like the

Ural-Altaic, Bantu, or Dravidian, nor inflexional like the

Semitic and Aryan. They come nearest in structure to

the Basque, which is the only incorporating language of

tiie Old World, but differ from it essentially inasmuch as

iheir capacity of incorporating words in the sentence is

not restricted to the verb and a few pronominal elements,

but extends in principle to all the parts of speech. This

faculty, which, with one or two doubtful exceptions, seems

to be characteristic of every American idiom from Behring

Strait to Cape Horn, has received the name of polysyn-

thesis, literally "a much putting together." ' Hence, in a

comprehensive classification of articulate speech according

to Its inner mechanism, a special place must be reserved

for the American group , and, if we assume as the most

probable theory that all speech has slowly evolved from a

few simple beginnings, passing successively from the state

of crude roots to the isolating condition, and so onwards to

the agglutinating and other orders, then in such a scheme the

American will stand apart in some such position as under .

—

(Chinese, Anamese. ^
Slanieae, 4c ), '^^X .^

Agglutination

(Semitic, Aryan

}

locorporatlon.

(Bantu. Berber, Ac.) (Basque alone.)

Polysynthesis.

(American alone.)

Here it is not intended to imply that American derives

frum Malayan or Dravidian, but only from some now
extinct agglutinating forms of speech of whicl( Malayan or

Dravidian may be taken as still surviving typical instances.

The disappearance in America of all such assumed forms,

unless the Otomi of Mexico is to be accepted as a solitary

lingering specimen, argues both a very great antiquity and

an independent evolution of the American languages. And
as the course this evolution has taken differs entirely from

that pursued by the idioms of the Old World, it follows

that the first peopling of America, if from the Old World,

must be thrown back to a time when all speech itself was

ID its infancy, to a, time when slow diffusion might be

conceived as equally probable from an eastern or a western

starting point. It is this feature of polysynthesis that

gives the American race its first ftnd greatest claim to be

regarded as truly autochthonous, in the same sense that

we regard the Mongolian and Caucasian races as truly

Butocbth<mous in Asia.

There is a general consensus amongst anthropologists

that on the western continent we are in presence of two

(listinct original types, the brachycgphalous and dolicho-

cephalous. But these are no longer confined to separate

geographical areas, as Iletzius supposed The very general

practice of artificially flattening or otherwise deforming

the skull has naturally caused less value to be attached

to the craniological test in America than elsewhere.

The practice has been traced back even to prehistoric

times, and a clay figure recently found associated with

' Ab«I Hovelacquo (Linguialique, Paris, 1877) has eucloavouicd to

ro:, found polyHyntlicHii* with agglutination ; but A. H. Keane

I
' .ipomlii to Stanford's Central arul Smith America, 1878) haa

•Imwd tluit the dinurunco botweon the two ia funilaniBnlal, and Prof.

S,iycc (Sn-nn i,f Language, 1880) has finally odopted this view.

the remains of a child by Kciss and Stiibel in a gravs

in Ancon puts in a clear light the method adopted by th»

ancient Peruvians (The Necropolis of Ancoti, Berlin and
London, 1881, plate 90). Still, careful investigations

have placed it beyond doubt that the normal skull both in

North and in South America is now mesaticephalous, or of

a type intermediate between the two extremes, a fact sup-

posed to imply a general intermingling of the two primeval

stocks. On the other hand, Virchow (loc. cil., passim)

shows perfectly normal ancient and recent crania from both
sides of Greenland, from El Carmen on the Rio Negro,.

Patagonia, from the Botocudo tribe, East Brazil, from a

tumulus of Santa ¥i de Bogota, and even a Peruvian

mummy exhumed at Paiicatambo, all of which are distinctly,

in some cases extremely, dolichocephalic. In the same
way he produces brachycephalic skulls from the Brazilian

shell-mounds of Santos and Santa Catharina, from the

barrows of the Ohio valley mound-builders, from the Carib

and Araucanian tribes, and from the Pampas of La Plata,

the last mentioned of an extreme type, in close proximity

to the extreme dolichocephalous specimens from Patagonia.

Were it safe to argue from the analogy of Britain, where

the dolichocephalic builders of the long barrows seem to

have preceded and afterwards become intermingled with

the brachycephalic builders of the round barrows (Dr

Thurnam), the western continent might be supposed to

hajVe been successively occupied first by a longheaded and

then by a round-headed race, which kept aloof in a few

places, while more generally becoming fused in a normally

mesaticephalic type. But we have in America no guide

to the relative priority of the two forms of head, nor are

there now any long-headed races on the eastern Asiatic

seaboard whose ancestors might be taken as the precursors

of the cgrresponding element in the West. The obvious

alternative also remains, that the two forms may have

become differentiated on the American continent, just as

similar differentiations must, by those who do not accept

the doctrine of fixity of species, be assumed to have taken

place in Asia. For such an evolution America offered a

more ample field even than Asia, for it is not confined to

the northern hemisphere, but stretches from the Arctic

nearly to the Antarctic Circle, presenting in this wide

range almost every conceivable variety of climate, atmo-

sphere, soil, and temperature.

We thus see that the two cranial forms do not necessarily

militate against the possible primordial unity of the homo

Americaniis. This unity seems on the other hand implied

in certain physical ancl mental features, common to all

the native races. Of the physical traits the most im-

portant and uniform are— (1) the hair, which is always

black, coarse, glossy, and long, like a horse's mane, round

in transverse section and persistent to extreme old age ,*

(2) slight beard, but always straight, never wavy ;' (3) eyes

small, black, somewhat deep-set, always horizontal ;* (4) eye-

brows narrow, very arched, and black
; (5) promiii|^nt cheek

bones and nose, the latter often very long and aqUiline.'

The native American being popularly spoken of as " The
Red Man," it might be supposed that colour should bo

included in this brief list of common characteristics. But,

notwithstanding the general impression, there is perhaps n*

' During the many years that ho lived in South America, D'Orbigny

assures us that ho " never met a bald native of full blood " (L'Homnu
Amhicain, i, p. 128).

' The only known exception are the Guarayos, a Guarani tribe,

oiigiiially from Pai-apuay, now in the Mo.xos missions, altogether a

remarkable people, wlio.to quasi-European complexion and appearance

are heightened by a very full but always perfectly straight beard.

* Except amongst the Ouaranis, the outer angle of vhoeo eyea i*

generally jiointed upwards, giving them a Mongolian cast.

* IIul tiiis feature is not constant, for the nose of many Patji'" '

au'l (iuaraui tribes is often very short, broad, and Suf-

w
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ither region of the globe where so great a variety of colour

prevails. The more general tints are a copper or cinnamon

Srown, and olive yellow ; but the subjoined table of tribes,

jrouped according to their colour, shows that the extremes

of a deep brown almost approaching a true black, and of b
light or fair hue almost approaching a true white, also occur,

altogether independently of Irtitude, climate, or elevation

i

of ihe land :

—

Leather Brot^i. Copffy. Cinnamon.
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aboriginal population of aboul ibur millions. But the seven

millions of pure ind inised Indians occupying the remainder

of the land, 5 millions of square miles in extent, are divided •

into a multiplicity of tribes, whose racial and linguistic

affinities present problems the solution of which must long

tax the utmost ingenuity of science. The total number of

distinct languages alone is estimated at about 760, of which

430 are in the north and 330 in the south. In the northern

division Balbi reckons, exclusive of California, thirty-two

stock languages, far too low an estimate, while Rivero and

Tschudi consider that of the southern idioms as many as

four-fifths are radically distinct. But all such calculations

are mere vague guesses at the truth ; and in the present

etate of our knowledge it is impossible to form an estimate

of the actual number of languages still current in Gran
Chaco, Chiquitos, the Amazon valley. Central America,

Mexico, California, the Columbia basin, regions where an

extraordinary complexity of speech prevails. Nevertheless"

language forms on the whole perhaps the most convenient

basis of elassification, and without its aid it would have been

impossible to determine the affinities of many wide-spread

races, such, for instance, as that of the Arizona Apaches

with the Canadian Chippewyans, or on the other hand to

ssparate nations apparently closely related, like the Iroquo-ia

from their Algonquin neighbours, or the Araucanians'from

the Peruvians. The true relations of many tribes are, on

the other hand, still doubtful, because of uncertainty re-

garding the languages they speak. Such are the Cheyennes,

Blackfeet, and Arapahoes, classed by some with the Dakotas,

by others more probably with the Algonquins. Such also

ere the so-called Dieguenos (Kizh, Netela, and Kechi) of

Biiuth California, oscillating between the Shoshone (Snake)

and Yuma connexions, and the Pawnees of Nebraska and

Kansas grouped by Bancroft with the Shoshone, but by

Morgan regarded as an independent race. So close is the

physical resemblance in these and many other cases that the

question must ultimately be decided by a more exhaustive

study of their languages. .. ..

The American races may be conveniently grouped under

the following eighteen divisions :

—
'

^

I. Hijpcriorcan Races.—This division may on the whole be re-

gnrdcd as possessing a certain etlinical, linguistic, and geographical

unity. Still the Aleutians differ so greatly in language, and in

Bome respects iatvue-fiom the Eskimo proper that it seems desir-

itle to class them separately. Tlie EiHin<y(ot " Innuits," as they
call themsolTCs) arc thus distn'iuted by Dall :

—
Kopaffrnut, moath of 4ho .Macken.'c; KanKmaiigmut. thenrc to Manninc;

Point; NOwiikmut, about Point Barrow onil ley Cape: Kowagnmt, east end of
Ilotliam Inict; Salawicmut, at Sniawiit .iver; Ctiukliiiimut, G'Uf of Anndyi,
Asia, of I en confounded willi the Tcliuktcliis, from wliomtlieynie entirely distinct;

Okee-oRinut, the Isiands north of G:y N. lat. ; Kikhtotinmut. St Lawi-ence Island
;

Kaviaffmul, hctweon KotKebuc and Norlon Sounds; .Mahleniuf, neck of liafliaU

Peninsnla; UnaliKniut, from Norton Sound to mDUI!> of tlie Yukon ; Ekoirnuit,

Yukon Ddta; Macemut, from Yukon to Kiiskokwiin river; Kuskwopniut, Ivus-

kokwiin B;iy; Nustmga;;ninr. Bristol Bay, west to Cape Newenliani; 0(;ulmut.
north side of Aln>kn iteninsnla ; KaniaU'mut, sontii siil'.- of Aiaska peninsula and
Kadiak Island; ClMit;aehl(;mut, Prince Wlllium's Sound lo Atna river ; Ugalakinur,
from Atna river to Alount St fMnit.

The last-named, the Ugalenzes of the Eussi-ans, call themselves

Chilkhatinut, and are undoubtedly true Eskimo, although fre-

quently confounded with the Tlilinkects, on wlioso domain they
Donverge. The few Innuit tribes east of tlic Mackenzie liave not
boon classified, but two of tlicm, the Netchillik and Uquisiksillik,

Wei'O mot by Lieut. Schwatka in 1879, who receivctl from them some
particulars regarding the remains of the Franklin expedition.

Of the Aleuts, whose collective name, is " Ungungun," or
" People," there are two divisions :

—

•

1. UiintfuhJcani, wlio cnil themselves Kacataya Kunp'n ("Men of the East").
bmipyliiK ihc extremity of the Alaska Peninsula, as fur as l(!0' W.. and tlic Unn-
Ijulika or l-'ox Islands. 3. Atiftai, occupying all the oilier Aleutian Islands.

II. ThUnkccls.—These form a distinct ethnical and linguistic

group, occupying a compact geogranliical area along the Pacific

coast from about Mount St Elias to tiio Simpson river, and includ-

ln(j Sitka anil the otluT adjacent islands. Tlicy ai-o often called
'* Koloshcs," a term of douhtful oiigin, but the national name is

"T'linkct," "man," or "T'linketantukwan," Vmon bolonging fo

t\\ villages." Tho tribal divisions are :—

^

Vnkutftl, between Mounts St Kiias and Fiili-wcuther ; ChilkaMkwan,Chnuhnnt
fi.er vaiiey ; Silkakwan. Silka Islands and port of i'liiiec of Wales Islands;
Srakldnkwm, lower eourse of stlkinr Hver ; Taknkwan and Sknlkwan, Tnku inlet,

Alaaka; Iludsuuu, Uuud's Uay aod Uucliiuu iCapida ; lltknu uud I'uugiua, about
luupsoa river.

Tbe Tlninkeet language seems to be completely isolatfd, slowin"
nothing beyond the faintest verbal resemblance to the Aleut and
more southern Hydah. It has a plural in k, and an instrumental
form in tch or tsh, the combination of which produces a heaping up
of final consonants, which none but the natives can pronounce.
Thus ass, tree ; asstsh, by a tree ; isk, trees ; assklsh, by trees.

(See "Notes on the Sitkakwau Dialect," by J. Furnhehn, in Oon-
tributions to American Ethnology, vo\. \.)

'
{

IIL Columbian Maces.—The general grouping of these is purely
geographical, the main divisions largely ethnical and linguistic;

the area, British Columbia, Queen Charlotte and Vancouver Islands,

Washington, and Oregon. Here are five stock races speaking aa
immense number of dialects, which, owing to their extremely evan-
escent character, it is very ditiicult to classify. The Puget Sound
district, in the north-west of Washington, is in this respect speci-

ally remarkable. But great light has recently been thrown on tliia

Babel of t'ongues by the labours of G. Gibbs, published by Dall, in

^'orlh American Elhnoloijij, vol. i. p. 240. Tho live stock races with
their chief tribal subdivisions are as follows :

—

1. ffvd'^^^-
—"The Kaigani of Piince of Wales Islands and north coast of Qaeci*

Charlotte Islands; the Kluc, Kiddnn, N'instence. Skid-a-gate. Skid-a-gutee, Cum
she-was. and Chut-sin-ni of Queen Ciiariotte Islands ; and the Tsimsians, iueludirn

the Kispachliht of Fort Simpson, the Kl'kuskiinioluk of river Naas, and tht
Kittistzu, Hailtzukh, Biiik&la, and Kwa-Kiull of MUbaTik Sound. 2. Ntttkas.-,.

The .\hts, including PaiMnaiit, Kiiinaht, Oliyaht, Howchuklisaht, Klah-oh-quahe,

ilanohsaht, Nishquayaht, Ayhnttisaht, and Kiiahosaht, on the west coast of \'ap

cobver Island, in their order going noilhwards ; tlie Maka or Klaaset, about C?v«
Flattery ; and the Quoquoulth. Komu.x. Kowitchan, Klallum, Ukletas. Solt ?

Pachina, and Sankaulutuch, of the east coast of Vancouver Island; 3. Selish »
Flat Heads-—The KwanUum and Haitlin or Tait, Fraser liver below Fort Yale

tlie Kalispelm, Quarlpi, Spokane, Pisquouse, Soaiatlpi, of middle Columbia biisin

the Nisqualli (including the Skokoniish, S'hotlraamish, Sawamish, ^egwaljitsu

Puyoliupahmish, Dwaniish, Snohomish, Snokwainiu, Yaltama, Skagit, Luinmi,antf
S'klailam) of Puget Sound; the Chihalia or Tsihalis, Grey Harbour; and iht

Shushwaps(inc- SingShewhapmuch, Kutenais, andOkanagan)of Upper Col nmbli*

4. SafiapttJts or AVz Faciei.—The Taitinapam. right bank of Columbia to Adani'l

Mount; tiie Klikatat, about Mount St Helens; tire Yakima, Y'akiraa Valley ; tbi

Walla Walla, Palouse, Tairtla., Cayuse, and Mollale of upper Clear Water aii*

Snako rivers; and the Knmai and Lapwni of Idalio rcSierve. 5. Chinuks.—Th*
Watiala, Skdidt, Katlilamer, Wakiakum, Kiatsop, Klakama, Kalapuya, Y'amkallj

,

and Kiihimiik of lower Columbia basin, mostly e-xtincl. Speech radically distiuou

but now leprcscnted only by the Chuiuk jargon.

The names of Nos. 1 and 2 are purely conventional. Bydah at

Haida was originally applied by Francis Poole to the Queen Charlotiv

tribes, and was afterwards extended to all the members of thai

family. Kutka, from Niitka Sound, west coast of Vancouver Island,

came gradually into use as the collective name of the eastern Van-
couver tribes,' and of some peoples on the opposite mainland othni.

cally related to them. But the languages differ so widely that JJiej

cannot be reduced to a common root. Though possessing gvcal

intelligence and even considerable artistic skill, shown especially in

their wood and bone carvings and pbtstic works, these north-westeni

nations betray an absolute inrapacity for adapting themselves t«

civilized institutions. Sproat tells us that many of those who havt

been settled, under the most favourable circumstances, in dillVicnl

parts of Vancouver, simply die out through inanition, or from

sudden change of life.
•"

IV. California^ Races.—Tliis is mainly a geographical grouping,

but with three large ethnical and linguistic families—the Klamath,
Pomii, and Runsicn. Many of tho others belong to the Shoshone,

Athabascan, and Yuma connexions. But tho rest form a chaos oi

tribes, generally of a debased physical and moral type, and speaking

rude dialects which bailie all attempts at classification. They aio

all rapidly disappearing into the "reserves," or off the face of

the land. The Klamath family,- in the Klamath river basin,

and thcnco eastwards to Nevada, comprises the Lutuami or

Klamnths proper, the Cahrocs and Kurocs (" Upper and Lowei
Kocs "), tho Modocs, Yacons, Shastas, Weitspeks, Wishosks,

W.allios, Yukas, and others stretching south to the llunibi'ldt river.

South of them ai'O tho Pomos, or "People," mainly in the Potter

valley, including the Kalito, Choam, Chailela, Kalamct, Slicbahio,

lyama, Comacho, Socoa, Sanel, and tho "Gallinoinero of the Itussinij

Kiver. StiU further south are tho Runsic7t3 of Monterey Hay, with

linguistic alfinitics stretching all along tho coast northwards to Sar.

Francisco, anil southwards beyond Capo Concepcion to the islaiidj

of San Miguel and StaOniz. Thecbief members of the group are the

Eslenes, Olhones, JlinacmacS, Y'olos, Talluchos, Wachos, FowelN,

and others about Lake Tulare. In tho Napa valley is a siiial.l

family including the Ulukas, Suskols, Kalayomanes, Myaconias, and

Ciiymns ; and in the Sacramento valley aro tho Secumnc, Kosumre.
yasumiie, Ochecumne, Chupunine, and some twenty others, whoso

tribal names all end in mnnc, and who may pcihajis be regarded at

forming a distinct lingujstie group.;^ But they will have vanished

befoie tlie point can bo settled. '•i^^-
,. '

' In tlio eyes of certain ethnologists California has always been a favourit*

harbour of ntngc for distressed Cliinese or Jajinnese junks, whoso crews ure to

be rrgaided a.s the founders of Ilio arts, cultures, and empires of tlic New World

A recent attempt to revive this theory has been nindo by Lieutenant Wheehi
(Erpfititicn t/uou(t'i 5oMf/i Culi/ornin, 1S7.J), wlio fonndsonic appiiienity afvln.ii

Chinese hleioglypliiiis cut lito tfie basalt: rocks near Hentnii, South Oiillfoiula

Tlie^e linvo been pubiisiied in Petermann's Millhcilnnijm (vol. xxill. part 4. lH7r,

by Oscar Loew, wlio fancies lie can decipher tlie Chinese symbol for to, i.f.. earth

• 'in-nco draws un aiguuicut li« faiour of tiiuwUd theory bcrloualjf udvoci»tw^
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V Shoshane and Patmec Fnmilics.—Thcso form one clhnical, but

•pparently two linguistic yroujis, for L. U. Morgan rtgards the

I'awnec as distioct uot only from the Shoshone but from all other

languages.
. . , ,.

The Shoshone or Snake family occupies a wide domain, incluaing

most of Idaho, Uta'i, and Wyoming, besides parts of Oregon,

Nevada, West Montana, Arizona, North ToNas, South California,

jad New Mexico. There are six distinct grou[i3 :—

I. rinfn^ift/, or n-eslem Shoihotiej.ClrcKOn ond Miiho. J. Bann.7r*.<. Orccon,

l.laho. Noi.Oi. 3. Ulahi nr Ul<!. »llh numerous sutxilvisiiina (Utcs propi-r,

«'ii!lioes.Puli-t'tca. Gosh-l'tcs. I'i-Edcv ic), Color idn. Ululi. Nevada, Arizoun.onil

joath Calilomla. 4. Comanclies or ttlani. three Ijrancbes (I'uducus. 1 iimi>iir..ks.

inJ Tcnaivas). Nonh Texas. Now Mciico, North 5Ic.\ico, 5. lloi/ui. New S.exieo

;

111 the »c»en MoquI pueblos except the Orelbc (llaro). Id which iho Tefiia

mngaage li current. 6. Dietjueno (Klzh. Keclil. and Nelela). about S. Diego, tho

louih.west corner ot California, but by Gaiv.-het these are now alHWaied to tho

rami slock {Zattchr. 'lir Ethnol'Kjit. ISTJ. p. 3'i5). Tho &riem<r and Cuhaji ot

wuth-easi CallIoi:.la aio ol; ' liicluded by Gativhet In ihc Shoshone family.

The ratimce (Pani) area is conGned to Kansas and Texas, besides

the Pawnee reserve, Indiun territory, witli three main divisions :—

1. Patcnta proper. Including the Chiin<S. Kltkii, Skldl and Pelahdncrot. Kansas

in-l Pawnee itscive, Indian Ten-Uory 2. Arikarea Oi Kikarecx, fonnerly in the

MiMOurl Valley. 47* N 3. Wichitas. upper course of Red and Canadian Rivers.

fexaa. with wiiom should be proiiped the Kichel, Waccoe.and pcrh.ipsthe Towlnk.

fowakonl.Wacho. and Caddo of Texas and Louisiana. To th« same connexion pro-

bably belonged the extinct Adaize, Nacliltoch, Chetiraach, Attacapa, and others

>r Louisiana. tl>;urlng In Gallatin's synopsis as stock langoages tSchoolcraft. lit.

? 401).

VI. A'ao Mexican /'iwi/os. —This is a strictly ethnical family

occupying a compact area in New Mexico, but according to W, C.

Lane (Schooleraft. v. p. 689) speaking six distinct languages sprung

of one original stock, as under :

—

1. Queres. current In the Acoma. Co'chltlml, KIwoml. LfifTuna, and four other

Sueblos. 2- Te^jua or rayirawt'-''. cui rent In the Nambe.Tesugue. San Juan, and
ircc other pueblos, besides the Ilaio, a Moqul pueblo. 3. Ficori or Enaghma<jli,

cunent in the Ptcuri. Isletta. Taos, and five other pueblos. 4. Jemei, current in

Jemez and Pccos only. 5. ^uiii. current In Zuni only, und said to be a radically

llstinct language, fi. .V07U1. a Shoshone dialect (sec V above). current In alllhe

iloqui pueblos except Haro.

One of tho most remarkable of existing linguistic phenomena
Ib the number of widely diverging languages spoken in these twenty-

fix New Mexican pueblos, where tho uniformity of institutions,

tgricultural habits, town life, and social intercourse might be sup-

posed to establish a community of speech.

VII. Yuma Stock.—This linguistic and ethnical group in South
Arizona and South California is named from the typical Yuma
tribe formerly at the junction of the Gila and Colorado rivers The
family has been learnedly treated by A. S. Gatschet (Zcilsch. f.
Ethnologic, 1877, pp. 341 and 36C), who regards the Yuma as funda-

mentally distinct from all the surrounding forms of speech. The
tribes are now mostly gathered in the three reserves of the Colorado

oiver (right bank, 34° N.), San Carlos, Gila river, soutli-east

Arizona, and Pitiia and Maricopa, South Arizona, with a joint

population of 5249, to which must be added about 750 for those

who are still iodependeut, making GOOD for the whole race. Chief

tribes ;-

I t'livipol or jcimp^f. formeily west and north-west of tho Aztec Mounlains,
t Konino or Cajntno, San Fianels^o .>Iountains: said to be extinct. 3. 7'oi/oor
r-'frto-Apache, between the Green River and Aztpc Mouiitjiins, distinct from tho
r»nto-Apache9 of Athabascan stock. 4. ifaricopa or Coromarieopa, niiddlo

coui^c of tbo Gila. 6. Iluaifipai or Wattapai. between theColoiado and Black
llountalns. 6. itohavr or Mojavt. propeily Itumiikh-habi ("Three Hills"), largest

Bf all the Tama tnbes. both sides of the middle and lower Colorado. 7. Yuma
or Kutchan, at junction of Colorado and Gila rivers. 8. Cocopa or Ciicopa. at

mouth of the Colorado 9- Cornoitei or Qiiemtya, collective name of all the Vuina
Itlbcs bftween the lower Colorado and the Pacific. Includinc (according to Gat-
schet) tho bte/jueilci (see V , No, C).and the Kiliiri Ileal' Sun "Tomas mission, 10.

CocMmi. Fcrictii, and Guaictni of lowci California. Probably to the same
family belonged the e,\tinet Cujuencfif.*, Cucapar, Jaichtdurns, iiucfiei, Cawinas,
Ay/i/rat, and others of South and East Arizona.

VIII Atiw.basran or Tinney Family. —Tliis is the most wide-
«pread ethnical and linguistic group in North Anierien, comprising
most of Alaska and the Canadian Dominion from the Eskimo tlomain
to the Churchill river nortli and south, and from the Rocky Moun-
tains to Hudson Bay west and east, besides isolated enclaves in
Oregon, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and North Mexico. The
terra Atliabascan is geographical, from Lake Athabasca, a great
rallying point of the northern tribes, while Tinnni, suggested by
Petitot, variously pronounced Tinne, Thj-nn^, Dene, Teiia, Itynai,
Tanai, Dtinn^, &c., and meaning "People," is the genenl tribal
name. About the spelling, sound, and idcntifiration of the indi-
vidiial triliab-names, tho greatest confusion prevails. Thus Kcnai.
«sed by Francis Muller as the collective name of a distinct group, is

•upposcd to be an Innnit word bv Dall. who says that it should
consequently bo applied to no tribtJs of Tiniiey race. Kolchaina or
KOifhane, figuring in most tables 03 a speci.d tribe, appears to be a
term vaguely applied by the Russians to all the interior Tinneys of
Alaska, about whom they knew little or nothing. The Cliippcwyans
Of Lake Athabasca are constantly confused with the Algomiuin

Chippewas of Upper Canli(Ia,Just as tho Tonto-Apaches of Vunii

stoi K are with the Tonto-Apaches of Athabascan stock. The AIuNka

divisionjjspecially was in a chaotic state until Uall (0/;. cif.) suneicii

the field anew, and supplied the subjoined corrected and ajipareutly

complete list ;— .

Kaiyuhklioldna. lower Yukon and Kuskokwlm rivers; KoyGkukhotina and
t'nikholina, right bank of lower Yukon ; Kotchlns or " IVoide" (including: tho

Teniin-Kutchln.Tananah rlvtr watersheil; Itnnulh Kutchlnand Tausah Kutihin,
between Ihe Yukon rapids and mouth of the Porcupine, extinct ; Kuiclia-Kiitehin.

about junction of Yukon and Porcupiiie ; Natsit-Kulehln, from the Poieupine to

Homanzoff Mountains; Vunla-Kulchin. fiooi the I'oicupiue to the Aictic In-

iiults; Tukkutli-Kutcliln, head-waters of the Porcupine; llan-Kutcliln. Yukon
river above Kotlo nver; Tutchone-Kutcbin, about White River; Tchfinin-Kut^

cliin. Kcnal Peninsula; Abbato-Tena. I'clly and MacMillan rivers; ehaunces.

about souiee of Pellj river; Aclieto-Tinneh, head-waters of Hard river; Daho
TenaorSikances, Llan rlvoi ; Tjhko-Tlnneh. Lewis rivel buslD; ChUkalil-TeHa
Lewis and Lebarge livers; ALtcna. Alna river basiji.

The other members of the Tinney family may be grouped in foui

geographical divisions as under :

—

1. Mackemie Baiirr. Sawessaw Tinney (Chlppewjans). Lake Athaljasca; Tant-
eawhools of the Coppermine; Heavers, Dogiibs. Strongbow.*, Ited Knives. Haic&
Sheep, Braishwood. and otlieis enumerated by Peiitot. whuse theories are wild,

but whose facts form a substantial contribution to science. 2. A'ei* Ctitedonta 1

the Tahkali or Tacullics, Mackenzie's Nagailcrs, and Ihc Carriers of the Cana-

dian trappers Include the Naftcolln, Nathliaulln. Chilcotln. Tahofin. and seveial

others. 3, Ovcg<in : the Umpquas on the Umpqwa river, the Tluslianai of thj

lower Columbia, and the Hoopahsnear the noithfiontier of Califoinia. 4 Sovlh
Weitei-n Slates : the Apachi^ and Narajoa, wbo roam over the region betwceo
Utah and Sonera t

IX. Algonquin Family.—Thh ethnical and linguistic group,

next in extent to the Tinneys, but far mor^ important historically

and numerically, stretches from the Tinney domain soulliwards to

the latitude of South Carolina, and from the Atlantic to the Kockj
Mountains. Most of the tribes on the Atlantic seaboard have eithcl

disappeared, migrated westwards, or been collected into the reserves.

But many have acquired such celebrity in the stirring recoiils ol

Intlian warfare that the more noted with their original geographical

domain will bo included in tlie subjoined list of all the Algomiuin
races.

1, Noilhern Branch: Chippewas or Ojlbways. tjppor Canada and Mlchican.
Ottawas, Ottjiwa river valley (some now in ^IantlouIin Island. Lake lUiiun,

others In Indian Teiiitory); Nasquapocs. inteilorof Labrador; Mnn'agnals. south

coast of Labrador; Crees or Knisteneaux. between Lakes Winnipeg and Ailia

bjs^a north and south. lUld from Rocky Mountains to Hudson's Ray. west and
east. 2. Laslcrti Brtincli: Abenakis, Maine. New Ilumpshiie (later on, j-o*vei

Canada) ; Mikmaks, NovaSeotla, New Urunswick. and Lower Canada. Tan at lues

New Brunswick; Elchemlns or Mlllcotcs, New Brunswick and Mafhe; Penob
scuts, Penobscot river, Maine; Passamaquoddies, East Maine; Amariscopglns
New Hampshii-e; Mohicana or Mohegans. Connecticut and New Y'ork ; Nancs,
Massachusetts (speech survives In Eliot's Bible); Pequods. Massach ctts, wesiol

Cape Cod; Adirondacks. New York highlands; Maiihallans. Manhattan Island,

site fit present city of New York; I^iii-Lcnnappoa or Oelawaix:s, Delaware, no*
In Indian Teiritory 3. Soulhem Bntnch: Powhattiins, Virginia and Maryland-
Accomacs, Accomac riwr. East Virginia; Rappahannocks. Rappahannock ri%er

Virginia; Panticocs, North Carolina, southernmost of all the Algonquin inbes,

Shawnees, I'gnnsylvanla, Kentucky, and Ohio, now In Indian Territoiy, 4

nVifcrn Branch : Illinois, Illinois nver basin ; Muiinls. Great Miami river basin
1

Puttawattzimles, Michigan ; Kaskaskias, Kaskaskla rivei, Illinois, now in IndiaD

Tcriitory . Michigamies. south shore of Lake Michigan, named from them. Sael

or Sawkec and Foxes or Onttagauml. middle course of Mississippi, now In Indian

Territory and Nebraska reserves ; Clieyennes, Lake Winnipeg (later on. .Mis-sourl

and Platte rlvc-rs); Arapuhoes, upper Aikansas and Platte rivcis ; BlaekfiCl

Saskatchewan forlts, south to Maria's river ; Ahahnelins. Milk liver, Montana,

Tlie linguistic affinities of tho four last named are somewhat
doubtful, but Albert Gallatin shows good grounds for connecting

them with the Algonriuin group.

X- It-'yanrlot-Jroqiiois Family —This is a distinct and historical!)

famous group, oUieiletlinically to the Algonciuins, and linguistically,

Morgan thinks, remotely to the Dnkotas. Their area is Uppei

Canada, about the great lakes. New York, and the Viigiuiau high

lands ; they nowlicre reach the Atlantic coast, and are cverywher*

surrounded by tribes of Algonquin stock. There are three niai»

divisions ;

—

1. ll'j/ntKfori or Iluroni, including the Erics or Erlgas, Ahrcndoh^onon^ and
Attlwandoronk or "Neutral Nation." Canada. 2. Iioquois. or "Six Njtiona.'

chiefly in New- York, a famous political confederacy collectively knowii as llii

Ongaehonire, or " Superior Men," ond comprising the Mohawks. Oneldtis. Onon
dogas. Senccas, and (Tayugas, besides the Tuscnroras. who joimd the league from

Noith Carolina In 1712 3. ,t/onaciinj or .l/onoAoncj of Virginia, Including th«

Nottoways. Mchertlcs (Tutclos), and others, who latei on Joined the Iroquois

confederacy.

XI. Z)nJ-om or ftoKxfiimiVi/ —This is an independent and

spread ethnical and linguistic group, whose pioner domain is lh«

western prairies between the Mississippi and Rocky Mountains east

and west, and stretching from tho Saskatchewan southwards to the

Red River of Texas. The chief divisions are :
—

1 Dakolai proper, of tho Missouri h.Tsln. This lorm mrnns "AUlcs' and

Includes the Isauntloj. Yontons, Tcetnns. ond Slssctons, each with sevcro >ut>

divisions, 2 A-itmlMinet or Slnne /iiidnnj. known 10 tho Iiakolas as "Ilohn.'

or " Rebels." because they wlllidiew fioni the confederacy ,».out IGOO.nnd seitled

In Ihe Asslnlbolno river bnsin 3. Kinncl<i1oci (" Puans" of Ihe ConadlansX

tn Charles Lclan.l's Fulanri: or the niiorerf cf America \i\i Chinetr BiiMhlil
Pi-itilt in the Ftjlh Centura. He also compares words from various Catifoinldn
Mi-imi s-tth Jup.-inesc and Chinese. fiiri:ciilng thai these two langungcs them-
telvcs bnlnnc to two cnthcly different oi,i.-r» of speech, and have iiovIu.-k ;u
eommoii Kyond coincidences and borrowings

' ApacV. le. "the men" (root <i;iii, man). Is a Yumo woiil. applied to ih«

Bonthcrn Tinneys. whose true name Is S'^it /nila". or "men of the woods. From

the cndlijt chr. an ntlemiit has b-en made liyccnnln etymologists to connect

these people wllh the Puelcho. Ilullllche.andotlie. Piiiairimo-rbilian tnbes whosj

names end In the same syllable. But here Che la the Arnucnnlan ' inaii.

vshrreas In Tuma che Is the deflnltc nitlcle snltlxid Of the Apaches the elii.l

tub"" arc Ihc Coyoteros. Tuntos. Llpnns, M.sf.Tleros. Pinnh-nos. Lhineros. ontf

Cileilos. so named by the Snuiilaids. thu reul ulhai names arc undelerBilued.
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imrcnl plock or Ihe Omaliis. lowj!, Kansa!, Quappas or Arkansas, and 0:«ucs ot

ll.c iiijilOle and lower Missouri basin, 4. l/psjrotas or Crouds, ot the Ycllo«slono

>ulley. 5. ilinnttarus. /liJalaa, and Uandans, of the upper Missouri, of doubt-

ful lincuistic nrtimiks, but by Morgan regaidcd as Intermediate between ihc

lukotas and .Sppalaehlans. W. W. Matthews alsoamilatca tlie Uidatsa language

to the LMkota [ainily.

XII. Appalachian 7?a«s.—These form an ethnical and geo-

graphical grouping, including four ilistinct languages, which, how-

ever, according to Slorgan, are remotely related to the Dakota ; area, I

the south-cast comer of the United States, westwards to Arkansas

and Louisiana, northwards to Tennessee and South Caroliiia, all

inclusive ; name purely conventional, from the Appalachian or

Bouthern spurs of tho Allcghanies. Here was a large linguistic

f.imily forming a powerful confederacy, of which the Muscogecs or

Craks of Alabama were tho centre. The otlier members were the

tieminolcs oi South Alabama and Florida; the C/iiciasaws of Mis-

sissippi ; the Mobiles of FlorMa West ; the Choctaws of the lower

Mississi|ipi ; the Colusas or Coosadas, Alihamom, Appalaches, Uchcs,

and Z'imiii.-iiiM{') of South Carolina and Georgia. Of distinct speech

were the A'aukcz of the lower Mississippi, who were said to have

6|ioken three hinguages; the C/icrofecs oiChclckccs, of the Appalachian

blopes, and the Calawbas of South Carolina, supposed by some to

be the F.ries, or the neutral nation who disappeared from the lake

region about 1656. All these races are either e.ttinct, or have be. n

lo'niove'l to the reserves of Indian Teriitory, where two of tlie stock

languages (Cherokee and Cicck) are still current. Natchez and

Catawba are cvtinct. Special interest attaches to the extinct

Timucua language, formerly cuirent along the east coast of Georgia

and Florida southwards to and beyond Cape Canaveral.
_
It is a

liiglily synthetic form of speccli, regaided by Gatsehet (" Volk und

Spraclie der Timucua," in Zcilsch. f. Ethnologic, 1877, p. 243) as a

btock language, and possessing in the grammar, dictionary, and

catechisms of Paieja, published in 1612-13 in Mexico, the oldest

written records of any native tongue east of the Rocky Mountains.

Gatsehet gives a full account of its structure, which philologists

will Bud extremely interesting.

XUI. Mexican /Jaccs.—This is ft geographical grouping, the

region comprising an exceptional number of radically distinct

languages, and a]jpaiently three or four ethnical types. There is

one large and important linguistic family, the AztecSonora, which

stretches southwards to Nicaragua, and for which Buschmann lias

sought affinities as far north as the Shoshone group. Its chief

members are ;

—

1. AitfC OT Merican jiraper, widely diffused throuKhout the NahuR ciT.pire,

ovdTthrown by Cortcz. 2. Cma, In the atutc Jalisco. 3. Tarahumara, In Chihua-

litia and Sonora. 4. Ca/itfa, hi Slitaloa anil Sonorn. 5. A'i7Ul'(i/i, of Nicaragua.

6. TlQicatttc, of San S.ilvddor. With these are probably related the Pima and

Opata of Sonora and Siaaloa, the Acaxee of Durango, and the Tubat- of Chi-

huahua.

The other chief stock or at least not yet classified Mexican tongues

ore the Miztee and Zapotcc of Oajaca, Tarasco current in the old

kingdom of Michoacan, MatlaUinca north of Anahuac, Ceres and

Cochila of Sonora, Tepecano of Jalisco, Zacatec of Zacatecas, Tamu-
lipcco! Tumaulipas, and Olomi, an interesting form of speech still

almost in the monosyllabic state, current in the mountains enclos-

ing the Anahuac table-land. This is the more remarkable that most

of the other Mexican languages are highly polysynlhetie ; but tho

Mtempt mado to connect Otomi with Chinese has merely served to

place their fundamental dilTerenco in a clearer light.

XIV. Central American Itaccs.— Like the foregoing, this is a geo-

graphical grouping, with one wide-spread linguistic and ethnical

family, the .i)/ai/(i-§KuA^ of Yucatan and Guatemala with an outlying

branch in Vera Cruz and Tamaulipas. Of tliis family the chief

members are tho Maya, still generally current in Yucatan ; Zendal

and 2o(:<; of Chiapas; Mam and Pokomar.: of Vjra I'nz, Guatemala;

lluastec of Vera Cruz and Tamaulipas ; Toto'uxc of Vera Cruz
;

Quichi, Choi, and Zutugil of Guatemala. Tho Mayas, like the

Aztecs, posses.sed a \vTiting system, of which three documents still

survive,— tlio Dresden Codex, published in Lord Kingsborough's

collection as nn Aztec MS., the Mexican MS.. No. 2 of the Paris

National Library, and the Troano MS. in Madrid. Bishop Landa
even credited them with the invention of an alphabet; but all

attempts to interpret these documents by tho key left by him have

hitherto failed.

In Nicaragua and Honduras, besides the Aztec Niquiran, Squier

{Nicaragua, ii. p. 30?) reckons three distinct lingnistic groups :
—

1. Mtkhota, Includlnn the Wftlwa, Rama, Toaca. Povft. and Walkna oi Mosco
(Mosquito). coUecllvely knnwn as flravfii. piobably ul Canb iiock. but wirh a

tiitxturc of Negro bloi'd. 2. Choronl<yit. including the Dinan. between Lake Nicar-

agua and the Pacific; Nagiandan. iioith of I he DiiUn; Oifttlnan. about the Gulf of

Nk'oya. 3. Cho'niiat, Chondalcs highlands, north and east side of Lake NIcaiagua.

In Costa Rica and tho peninsula of Panama there are a multi-

tilicity of unclassified tribes, amongst whom arc current at least

five stock languages :

—

(I) D<traeru>oi Vornguas; (2) Sawinerle; f!l) fiavano, fllo Chapo. Pacific coait;

(4) Afantanillo (San Bias), Allunllc coast. Costa Rica; (ft) D'ibrt. a CosU Klco
ilalcct. has been compared, but on Blender grounds, with somo West African

tongues.

XV f!no Qranndn and Guinna Races —The rnnfusinn «f tribes

'M contiuued southwards into tlic Colombian and Venezuelan Cof

dilleras ; but, as we proceed eastwards along the Orinoco plains and
through the Guianas, greater order seems to prevail. In New
Granada itself there is at least one marked elhnic.al and linguistic

group, the C/ij^cAa or Muiseaol Bogota, a ci\ ilizcd people, noted

for tlieir renirrkable taste and skill in the execution of g'-Id orna-

ments. Some of these works recently discovered and exlul'ited by
(r Powles at a meeting of the Anlliropologioal Institute, London,

excited universal surprise and admiration. This little known but
extremely interesting people formed an important link in tlie chain

of civilized and agricultural nations stretching along the western up-

lands from tiie New Mexican Pueblos, through the Aztecs of Mexico,

Mayas of Yucatan, Dorachos of Veragiias, Chibchas of Bogota, and
Peruvian Quicliuas, to the Aymaras ot Bolivia. F.lscwlieie in New
Granada the tribes are almost past counting. In the Southern pio-

vince of Popayau alone ninety-fout distiinjt languages were reckoned

at the time of the conquest ; and, although most of these are ex-

tinct, tlio unclassified races both here and in the north are still

very numerous. The only large lingnistic group is that of tlio '

Salivi, including the Betois, Elcs, Y'aruras, Atures (extinct),

Quaquas, Macos, and others about tho western head-streams of the

Orinoco and in the Popayan highlands. Further east is the Barri

family, including the Maypuri, Baniwa, Achegua, and manyothers in

Venezuela aud Guiana, besides some tribes as far south as Moxos in

Bolivia. From the recent ethnological researches of Everard F. in>

Thurn {British Guiana Museum, Georgetown, 187S), there appear

to be at least four independent linguistic groups in the Guianas :
—

li^arau and Arawack in the coast region, ll'apiana or Wapisana,

with Atorais, in the savannah region, and Cart6 everywhere. At the

time of the discovery the Caiibs represented the conquering cle-

ment in the West Indies, whence they have since disappeared, unless

a few survive in Dominica (Vivien de Saint Martin). But tiny are

still numerous, either pure or mixed with Nejjrocs and others, from

Honduras round the coast to the Ainazon delta. They are repre-

sented in French Guiana chiefly by the Galibi, Oyapok, EmcriUon,

Nuragwe, and Rueuyenncs, the last-mentioned on both sides of tlio

Tumac-Humac range (Dr J. Crcvaux in Tour du Monde, June 28,

1879). In Biitish Guiana the Carib tribes are the Aekan-nis and
C'aribisi of the coast and forest regions, tlie Arecumas and Macusis

of the savannah region. On the upper Orinoco are the Ccriiias or

Calinas ; in Dutch Guiana the Kirikiricots, Acuria, Sammacca,
Aukan, and McUaarie; in Brazilian Guiana the Pianghottos, Parcchi,

ZJauraii (extinct ?), Mandaucas, Mamcas; in Venezuela the Tivcri-

goles, Guaraunos, Guayanos, Tamanacs, Avarigotcs, Aehcrigotcs,

Piritus, Palencas, Chaeopatas, and many others. On the aliinities of

the Carib race great uncertainty prevails, some regarding them as

an independent stock, some tracing them across the islands to the

Allighewis or AUeghans, who are supposed to have been driven by

the Algonquins from the Mississippi regions in the 10th century,

while others, with D'Orbigny (iViommc Jimcncain, vol. ii.). aliiliate

them with some show of probability to the Gmiranis of Brazil.

XVI. Peruvian and Bolivian Haccs.—Wen the grouping is

strictly ethnical and linguistic in the Cordilleras and upland

plateaus, which are mainly occupied by one great historical and

civilized race, with two wcll-delined branches

—

Quiehua of Peru

Mii Aymara of Bolivia. Undcrthe IneasQuichua, one of the most

highly cultivateil but also one of tho harshest of American tongues,

was current along both sides of tho Cordilleras, from Quito on the

equator southwards to the Arauc.anian domain about 30° S., but in-

terrupted between 13° and 20° S. by the Aymara, whirli, like tlio

northern Quiteilo, seems to be an older and ruder form of Ihe com-

mon stock language. Still more primitive forms were proliubly the

extinct Cara and Puritha of Ecuador. But in this northern pro-

vince, which was the last added to the empire (under the twelfth

Inca Huaina-capac), there were said to be at the conquest forty other

nations, speaking as many distinct languages, with three bundled

dilferent tlialccts. Of these a considerable number si 11! people th«

banks of the Yapura, Puluir.ayo, Pastassa, Napo, and other north-

western head-stieams of tho Amazons, the most noteworthy being

the Jivaros of tho Pastasia, the ZapAros of tli« uppei Napo, tho

Anguteras and Orejones of tho lower Napo, the Color.tdoi and

Capayas of the uplands east of Quito, and the Co.ron^of the upper

Aguarico. The secret language of tho Ineas was apparently the

Aymara of LakeTiticaca, theciadloof their race; and remotely con-

nected with the same branch are probably the Olipe or Atocamefto,

between 19° and 22° S., and the Cf.aiig'^, bctw;on22* and 21" S
,
al-

though R. A. Philippi {Rciscdurch du Il'„j/f Alacama, Halle, 1860)

regards this latter as fundanunlally duliuct both from tlie Quichua

and the Aymara.
Antisuyo, the eastern division of th»olJ empire, stretching a;on;j

the eastern slopes of the Peruvian and Fl.divian Andes between 10

and 19° S,, is occupied by five nations, the Yuraciir<3, Moctlcuc-, Ta-

ennas, Maropas.nml Apolistas. whom DOrbigny {op. cil., vol. i ) col-

lectively calls Antisians, affiliating llu-iii to the QuichuaAymaia

family from which, however, they diller in speech and physiciuo

OS profoundly as they do from each other. Hence tho so-called

Antis or Aniisiuns of naore recent anthropological works have no

ethnical or linguistic unity, and, like CVii/icAasi.t/o, Candtsuyo, and
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Collaauyo, i.f., northern, west-m, ond southern province, the term
Anlisuyo itself is purely geographical.

As we descend to the Bolivian lowlands, the confusion of races

reaches its climax in the provinces of Moxos, Chiquitos, and Gran
Chaco. Notwithstanding the disappearance of many tribes in recent

years. E. D. Matthews (Up the Amazon and Madeira, 1879) still

fuund in the Beni ^lissions, Moxos, besides the above-mentioned
Maropas, six distinct tribes

—

Cay^ibabas, Mobiritas, ^fojcnos, Cani-
chanas, Itonamas, and Bau.es—"each having a langua;^ of it3

own." But the Baures would seem to be a branch of tlie Mojeilos,

who are again affiliated to the Maypuri of the Barre family (see

XV.). Other nations in Mo.^os with distinct speech are the Chapa-
euras in the south-east, and the Pacaguaraa and Ilenes in the north.

Chiquitos is occupied by eleven distinct nations all speaking radi-

cally dilferent languages, but presenting a uniform physical type:

—

C/iiquUos in the centre; Samucus, Curavcs, Tapiis, and Corabccaa

originally in the south-east ; Saravecas, Otukes, Curuinin<u:aSf

Covarccas, Ourucanecas, in the north-east ; and Paiamccas in the

north-west The language of theChiquitos, ofwhom there are endless

subjinsions, is one of the richest and most widely diifused in South
America, serving, like the Tupi in the east, as a sort of lingua franca

in the''Bolivian lowlamls and the northern parts of Gran Chaco.

The numerous tribes of this latter region seem to form an ethnical

group related to the Chiquitos peoples, and like them speaking a

great variety of distinct languages. The greatest confusion still

prevails as to their mutual relations; hut the main linguistic groups
seem to be the Mocobi-Toha of the Salado and Vermejo rivers;

the Matagiuiya, includiug the Vilela, Lule, and Chains between
the Pilcomayo and Vermejo ; the Abipone, on the right bank of the
Parana, be*\vetn 28°-30° S. ; and the so-called Lcngua (properly
Jimaje) in the centre of Gran Chaco, surrounded by Mocobi tribes.

Here were also the extinct ffjMti/cunw (probably akin to theTohas),
noted for their skill in horsemanship. Hence the term Guaycuru
came to be applied generally to all the mounted Indians of Gran
Chaco, and, though no longer the name of any particular tribe, it

continues to figure in ithnographic works as a racial designation,
increasing the confusion in a region already overburdened with
obsolete or erroneous ethnical nomenclature.

XVII. Brazilian Paces.—Here the grouping, with one great ex-
ception, is still mainly geographical. The exception is the wide-
spread Tupi-Otutrani ethnical and linguistic family, rivalling in-

extent the Athabascan and Algonquin of the northern continent,
and including, besides a great part of Brazil, all Paraguay, about
half of Uruguay, large enclaves in Bolivia, and, if the Carib is to be
regarded as a branch,' nearly all the Guianas and Venezuela. Of
this race the two m.ain divisions are the Quarani, from about the
neighbourhood of Monte Video to Goyaz south and north, and
stretching west and east from the Paraguay to the Atlantic, and the
Tupi thence northwards to the Amazon and Rio Negro. The
southern division may be regarded as nearly compact, but the nor-
thern everyv^here encloses a number of races apparently of different

stocks, while along the Amazon and its great tributaries the tribes
are as numerous as they are diverse in speech and often in physique.
Over 15 distinct peoples are mentioned on the Xinga river alone,
20 on the Tapajoz, as many on the Ucayali, 60 on the Japura. R.
S. Clough ( The Amazons, 1872) gives lists of 33 on the Purus, and
of 37 on the Naupes, a tributary of the Eio Negro ; over 100 differ-

ent dialects are current on the Rio Negro itself (Marlins), and as
Di.iny as 234 tribal names occur in Milliet de Saint-Adolnhe's
Diecionario Ocographico do Tmpcrio de Brazil {Pans, 1863). Here
the only means of communication is afforded by the Lingoa Ooral,
or " general language," which is based on the Tupi, and which has
gradually become current throughout the empire.
Of the Guarani-Tupi stock the most representative races are the

Tapinambas, formerly dominant on the coast of Para ; the Tupini-
quins of Espirito Santo ; the Pctigiiarcs of the Paraiba ; the
Tupuiasof Bahia; the Tobajarcsot Maranhao ; the Caeles of Ceara;
the Obaeatuaras of the kio S. Francisco; the Uundrucus, Apiacas,
and ilauhds of the Tapajos; tho Tappis, Patos, and Minuanos of Kio
Grande do Sul

; tho Pituninas of tho river Curitiba ; the Ouan-
hanaris of the Parana; the Ouarayos and Chirigua-ios of the upper
Memori, Bolivia; the Omaguas of tho Yapurn; the Manaos, Juris,
Terccumas, Caripunaf, and nine others in the Rio Negro basin.
The Non-Guarani element in Brazil, often coUectivc'ly known to

tho Tnpis as Tapuyas, i.e., "stran^ra " or " enemies," has hitherto
baffled ail attempts at. chissiflcation. Tho best known groups,
mostly linguistic, are the Aimore or Boiocudo of the Aimore coast
range ; the Pamaean, widely diffused in Bahia and Minas-Geraes

;

the Curys, with many subdivisions in Rio Janeiro, Espirito Santo,
and Minas-Ger.iea

; the Canecran, with five branches in Para and
Goya.T; the Cairiri or Kiriri, a large nation In the Borborema moun-
tains, with two branches ( Velhos and Novos) in Pemnmbnco, Pari-
hiba, a!iH Ceara, grouped bv Martins with the Moxos of Bolivia, '.he
Cunamarcs of the Juma, tno Majuruntts of the Javary, tho Manaos
of the !',io Negro, ahd many others under tho collective name of .

eudc or Coco ; the Ot with diverse prefixes (Au-GA, CSnacata-G*,
Cnm-OJ. Pa/co-Gi, Pontuca-G^; ic) in Msranhoc and Para, with

whom must be grouped theTinibiras of „oy-, ("fullaviio o idl. ..iS

dos Gamclleiros ou Timbiras, " M. de S.aiiit-Adolphe, i. p. 384); the
Vouvi of Matto Grosso, now united with the Choco, iHpian, and
Uman, all of like speech ; the Carijos, formerly very powerful in

province Sao Paulo, now Inostly fused with others; the Carajas and
Chambioasol rivers Araguaya and lower Tocantins, Goyaz, and Para;
the Goya, very numerous in Goyaz, to which province they give their

name ; the Charruas, formeily very powerful in the extreme soutU
and in Uruguay, grouped by D'Orbigny with the Pampas Indians,
and described by him as " peut-etre la nation Americaine que Tin-
tensity i- la couleur rapproche le plus du noir" (ii. p. 85); the
BoroTos, formerly dominant over a vast region in Matto Grosso.

XVIII. Austral Paces.—These occupy four geographical areas, to
which correspond four distinct ethnical and linguistic groups:

—

1. Auea or Araxuanian, Chilian and Patagonion Cordilleras; type
very uniform, and by D'Orbigny affiliated to the Peruvian ; speech
entirely distinct from all others, and spoken with little dialectic
variety throughout the whole area. The numerous branches are
generally indicated by a geographical terminology, as Picunche,
"northern people," i^fcAc, "eastern feofXf," Huillichc, ''south-
cm people,' ^c, tlie final syllable ehe signifying "people." But
the official i,nilian divisions are :—(o) Moluche, or Arr^ibanos, i.e.,

" highlanders," and Abajinos or "lowlandcrs," between river3

Malleco and Cautin
; (6) Lavquenche or Costinos, i.e., "coast

people," between rivers Lebu and Imperial ; (c) Euilliche, or
" southerners," in two divisions, south of rivers Cautin and Tolten.
Total population, 24,360 unmi.xcd Araucaniaus (Edouard Sive, La
Chili lei qu'il est, Valparaiso, 1876).

2. Puclehc, occupying the Pampas region from the Saladillo to tho
Rio Negro ; hence known to the Spaniards as the Pampas Indians.
Puelche or eastern people is their Araucanian name, answering to
the Patagonian Yotux iiQ*\ Pcnek. There is great uniformity of typo
and speech, the latter, like Araucanian, being distinct from all

others. No well-recognized tribal divisions exist.' The race is dying
out or becoming absorbed in the general mass of tho Argentina
population.

3. Patagonian, the Tchiielche, Chuclche, or Builliche (i.e.,
" southerners ") of the Araucanians ; national name Tsoneca ; area,

Patagonia from the Rio Negro to MagcUaa Strait, and from the fcor-

diUaras to the Atlantic. This is the tallest race on the globe, with
mean height 5 feet 11 inches (Topinard, Anthropology, p. 320), and
otherwise differing widely from all tho American types, with which
they have nothing in common except the structure oi the hair and
the polysynthetic form of their speech. ' The present race again
eeems distinct from the prehistoric in this region as represented by
the skulls recently found by Moreno at El Carmen on the Rio Negro.
.These are highly Jolichocephalous. whilst Dr A. Weissbach {Zcilichr.

fiir Ethnologic, 1877, p. 8) represents the modem Tehuclches as
amongst the most brachycephalous on the globe, approaching io
this respect nearest to the chimpanzee type.

4. Fuegians, the Pcschcrais of some writers, Tierra" del Fuego ;

DO recognized collective national or tribal names ; one ethnical type,
entirely different from the Patagonian, and by D'Orbigny allied to
the Araucanian

;
two apparently distinct languages, a northern and

a southern variety, with no known affinities to any on the mainland
or elsewhere. They probably occupy the lowest scale of culture in
the American division of mankind,—in this respect corresponding to
the Negritos and Bushmen of the eastern hemisphere.
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Modern History ajsd Present Distribdtion op

North American Indians.

At the date of European settlement In the American
Continent, the Indian population of the present area of

the United States was variously estimated, and as low
as 1.0(iO,000. In Mr. Jefferson's time, it was thought

that there were 600,000 to 1,000,000; in 1822, Rev. d.

D Morse estimated them at 471,136; in 1832 Drake
placed the number at 313,000, and in 1840 at 400.000.

In 1855, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs reported

850,000 then in the United States; 306,475 in 18C6. By
the census of 1870 there were 383,577, and by that of

1880, 2.55,938. In 1886 the commissioner of Indian af-

fairs estimated the number at 247,761. The conclusion

is that the Indians are gradually decreasing in numbers.

For the last eighteen years the average decrease of the

"civilized" or "partially civilized" Indians has been a

little less than 2,000 a year. The number of Indians in

Canada at the present time is estimated at 130,000.

The following table, prepared from the report of the

commissioner on Indian affairs for 1884, shows the

Dumber and loca.ity of the present tribes, and may be

relied upoe rs being as correct as the nature of the

question, w^-11 permit:
Number of Popnla-

States and Territories. Ageucies. lion.

Arizonii 3 18,099

Calirornia 4 4,T36

Colorado 1 991

Dakota 9 32,111

Idaho 3 3.076

Intlian Territory 6 1H,.334

Indian Territory (five civilized tribes) 1 W.OllO

Iowa 1 3.T4

Kaii«a9 1 976
Maine 410
Mirlligan 1 6,577

Miiim-^ola 1 5,287

Moni.ina t 15,333

Netirnska, inrlndingSOl attached to KansBB,
but ^lill liviiiginNebrneka 2 3,602

Ncvmla 3 5,016

Hew .Mexico 3 30,ei03

New York 1 6,li07

North Carolina 1 310C
Oregon 5 4,255

TexiiH * V'

Utah 8 B,.%9

WashiiiKton 6 10,H46

'Wipronnin •..••••••••• ••• X 6,628

Wyoming 1 1.855

Indiana and Florida 892

Total 61 2JB.7U4

•Indians In charge of a United Stttee ofUcer.

BRITISH AHEIUCA. PoplllBnOD.
Ontario l«.w»t

Quebec 12,112;)

Nova Scotia ^197
New hruuhwlck 1.624

Prince Edward Inland 292
Peace River 8,038

Manitolm 33.0,59

AllinliaHra 8,000
IlrLtl>h Colnmbla 39,011

WcK.'iizic Dlntrlct IOC

Rniiert'B Land, Labrador and Arctic coast Slf

Total 131,B&a

When the Confederation of Slates was formed, ik i

Indians became a charge of the Congress, and passed
under its control. In 1785 an ordinance for the 'egula-

tion of Indian affairs was passed by Congress, iiy this

tordinance all the otBclal intercourse between the

Indian superintendents and the Indians was to be "held,

transacted and done at the outposts occupied b}' the

troops of the United Stales." The War Deiiariment
thus came in charge of Indian affairs. From 17ii8 to

1834 Indian superintendents, agents and traders were
appointed by the President. The act of 1818, how-
ever, ordered that they be confirmed by the Sen ale.

This form of management held in force unlil Martli 3,

1849, when the Indian office was transferred to the
newly created Department of the Interior. The Ii'dian

oftice is now in the Department of the Interior, with a
commissioner under the general charge of the secre-

tary. President U. S. Grant, during his first term, in-

augurated several changes in the Indian policy, fraught
with more good to the country and to the Indian than
all the measures of the years past. Under his admin-
istration the Indian Peace Commission was orgaidzed,

and Congress ordered, by act, that no more treaties

be made with Indians as Nations.
The system of contracts for supplies, the method of

distribution of both supplies and rations at the agencies
was changed and made more exact, and the Indian su-

perinteudencies of agencies in the states and territories

abolished. The agents were made to report directly to

the commissioner of Indian affairs, who was given a
corps of inspectors to observe their work. To Gen.
Grant the Indian of the United States is indebted for

his present advanced condition in the matter of his re-

lation to the nation. The policy of Gen. Grant became
known as the Peace Policy. He was aided in this

movement by various religious bodies, who first met the

Board of Indian Commissioners at Washington, on
January 13, 1880. The entire Indian population was
apportioned out, and the several religious denomina-
tions asked to name certain agents, who were then ap-

pointed by the President. These denominations' were
as follows; Friends, Methodist, Catholic, Baptist,

Presbyterian, Congregational, Protestant Episcopal,

Unitarian, United Presbyterian and Evangelical Luth-
eran. Accoriling to the existing Indian policy, an In-

dian is a person, withiii the meaning of the laws of the
United States. Still by law and by the Department of

the Interior, he is considered a ward of the nation, and
so treated. All Indians are to be placed on reserva-

tions, and rations are to be issued at stated times. All

the Indians are not. however, subsisted by the govern-
ment. Farming, manufacturing and herding are to be
encouraged as far as po.ssible, so as to make all the
Indians tventually self-supporting. To this end farm-
ing iMi|)lements. tools and cattle are purchased and
given into the charge of the Indians, under direction of

•he agents. Kducation. cleanliness, thrift and morality

a e also taught and enforced Alonogamy is insisted

upon. Clothing is furnished under judicious regula-

tions of the Indian Department. Schools for the young,
and uietlical attendance are provided by the govern-
ment, and the religious denominations are free to teach
xnd instruct them in their creeds.

l\ is the policy of Congress that the Indians shall be-

come citizens of the United Slates upon renouncing
their tribal relations. Depredations upon whites by
Indians are compensated for out of annuities. To the

Indian, also, has been extended the benefit of the

homestead law, but the liiiul so aciiuired can not be
alienated, without the consent of a United States judge,

for tweiily-tive years The United Sti.tes recognizes

no tribal government, and Ihe iippointinent or election

of chiefs must be approved by the agcntor Department.
There are also provided, by the government, Indian
courts and police. The purchase of supplies for the

Indian service is made in open market, and the con-

tracts are awarded to the lowest bidder. The proper
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placing and dlstrltiutioTi of siich supplies devolve on
Ibe CoinoiissiontT of ludian alTHirs.

• The ri'Iity ill Canada is similar in almost every re-

spect to that of the United Slates, but the results have
not been the same. Canada has never had any trouble

with the Indians, -;vhUe the relation between the United
Stales government and the red man has been one of al-

most constant warfare. This is in part due to the fact

that the agents of the Dominion of Canada remain in

office durint; life and are trusted by the Indians, while
under the United States government the airents are con-

stantly changing. Moreover in the Unitetl States they

are appointed by the churches, and aie often unfit for

the position.

Treaty after treaty, made with the Indians in the

past, has been violated byUhe government, and the In-

dians finding their confidence misplaced, have, on their

part, neglected to adhere to the requirements of the

laws. In Canada the aborigines have not been driven

from their hunting grounds. They have been treated

more humanelj', and in consequence of all this, they
have remained in or near their old homes. The land
which embraces their old hunting grounds has not been
in demand from the whites 3'et, nor are the Indians as

numerous as in America. They number only about
two fifths as many as are in the United States and are

over a larger territory, which has a white population of
only one tenth of that of the United States.

The Indian allies of Great Britain have beenmostde-
voted adherents of the crown, in war and peace. A
Btatf of dependence in many things seems to be con-
genial to the Indian character. Many of these Domin-
ion Indians were formerly residents of the lands now
embraced within the United Slates, and several of these
bands are offshoots from portions of tribes now resi-

dent within the Republic, notably the Six Nations,
Chippewas and Pottawatomies.
The Indian population of the Republic of Mexico in

1884 was about 3.500,000 and steadily on the decrease.

The}' are sometimes left to the control of the states in

which they reside, but generally are left to themselves,
as land is jtlenty and common. 1"he lack of immigra-
tion, the slight demand for land, and a bounteous Nature,
making food and clothing easily obtainable, are great
aids in Mexico in the control of the Indian. In the past,

the Roman Catholic church has been largely interested

in their management and imjir()vemrnt, and at the
present time different churches in the United States are
establishing missionary stations among them.

Location of Indians in the Dominion of Canada.—In
the province of Ontario there are the Alironquins.
Chippewas. Iroquois, Mohawks, Oneidas, Ojibbewas
md. Six Nations. In Quebec are Algonquins, Amalic-
t.ite-i. Hurons, Iroquois. Micmacs and Naskapees. In
Nova Scotia there are the Mi( macs. In New Bruns-
wick the Micnuics and Amaliciies; the Jlirmacs also
reside in Prince Edward Island. In Manitoba are
found jtrincipally the Chippewas and a few Sioux.

The DisTniEVTioss or Indians in the I'nited SxiXES.
Mohfgan8.~Th\9 tri'n*? arc the rcmnius nnd all that are left of the

onre TMiwcrful and ceh-brat^d triho of Pequots of Mappflchus-eite.
Id tli»-ir wars and di?«enf*ion!» with tlie whitca a conf«idernbI(' por-
tion of the tribe mowd off uiid'T the commaTid ur a rival chief, and
efltattli-hfd a pcjiarate tribe or band and took the iinme of Mo-hpc-
conia-nh*. which thi-y have pr*-servfd nmil the prt-pcnl day. the
rest of the tribe bavins; lent; Pince been extinct. They rce^ide on a
tract of land near Winnrbaco lakn. Wi«cnn8in, given them by the
govemnicnt. The tribe numbers 400 orSOO.
Pftpiods or Stockbridg^K.—Ot the five principal nntionfl of New

Enirhind in 1GT4. the Pi-qiiod-* or Molictrone, the two beinp con-
sidered a« one. were triben of considerable influence and etrentrth
of nuihh.Tw, clai^in? aothority over all the Indians of the C'onnec-
ticnt Vall-T. EIImt'B tranflaficn of the Bible is in a particular
dialect. The Stockbridces, no named from the placp of their recl-

flnce, were originally a part of the Hnu-atonic tribe of Massarho-
8ett«. to wlioin the IcL'i-'laiureof ihatBtuto granted a Peotlon ofland
In 1T3V Thov were pub-^equenily removed to New Storkbrldjro and
Bro herton. in WeHtrm Ni-w York. They had ^on\ lands and fine
farm'*, and were rapidly becomini; worthy of citlzenwhip, when, in
18^7. they were remo\ed to a reeervation near Oreen Bay, Winron-
ein, whore they now remain, on which their acent reported no
white man conld obtain a comfortable Uvclihood by farming. The
Kibe hae 136 members remaining.

Thi! Delawares HTQ the remains of a bold, daring [and numeroas
tribe, formerly of the states of Pennsylvania and Delaware, and the
terror of all the eastern tribes. In 1616, the Dutch be;;an trading
with them, buyin;: j-o much of their land that th>-y had to move
inland for ffame and furs. Afterwards William Penn bouj;ht large
tracts of land from them, but the Indians claimed to have oeen de-
frauded. With the assistance of the Indiausof the Six Nations, the
authoritie;- compellt-d the Delawares to retire, until in 1T76 there
were none east of the AlleKbanies. By treaty in 1789, lands were
reserved to them between the Miami and Cuyahoga rivere, and on
the Muskingum, in Ohio. In 1818, the Delawares ceded all their
lands tt) thy ^'overnment, and removed to White River, Missouri, to
the number of 1.800. In 1829, l.fiOO settled by treaty on the Kansas
and Missouri rivers; the rest went south to Red river. They fur-

nished 170 soldiers to the Union army in the civil war. In 1^06,

they sold their land on the White and Missouri rivers to the rnil-

road cro^<ini; it, and bought a tract of thcCherokees. In 1SK5 vuCj
numbered only 8^.
The JStiaivahees or Shawanoes are an erratic tribe of Alponquin

stock, supposed to have been one primarily with the Kickapoos.
They were first discovered in Wisconsin, but mo\ed eastward, and
were driven 10 the banks of the Cumberland rivtr. Some passed
thence into South Carolina and Florida, and by the early pan of the
eighteenth century bad spread into Pennsylvania and New York.
At the close of the English and SjianiPh wars, those in Florida emi-
grated and joined the northern bands, and were driven by the Iro-

quois, who had bcf.TC forced them south, into Onio. Thoy aided
the En:;li<b during the Revolutionary war. In 17!t.j, the main bo<iy
of the tribe were on the Scioto river; some had already cmssed the
Mississippi, and others weresouth. Those in Missouri ceded the;r

lands to the eovernnient in 1825. and those in (Hiio in 1831. for
homes in the Indian Territory. In 1854 they divided their lands in
severalty. The eastern Shawnees are those who pmi<;rated direct
from Ohio; Ibey number 97. The Absentee Shawnees are the Mie-
sonri branch, and number 563. Both divisions are iu a highly pros
perous condition
The Muskogee or Creek Indians, originally occupied the greater

part of Georgia, Alabama and Florida. They took an active j>art

in the war of Revolution against the American-*. Twenty four
thousand five hundred and niuel3*-rour were removed to the Indian
Territory, only 744 remainiut; on the old hunlini; pround. During
the civil war the tribe was divided in its allegiance [q the L'nicn,
and engaged in pitched battles with each other, the Unionists suf-

fering badly. They were brought to£i-ther attain aft- r the war on
a reservatitm of 3,fiO0.O.<"J acres in the Indian Territory. At present
they number about l4.fxX), including 3.00i> of mixed bloods, Th"f
rank among the first of the civilized tribes.

Cho^faivs.—At iUe time of DeSoto's visit hi 1540 the CboctD^v*
were living west of the Creeks. They were peaceably dii*po--< <1.

and w<-re a nation of farmers. During the civil war they jf>ir d
first the cause of the South and then of the Union, losing a L're^'

deal of property. They were afterwanls reduced \ popnlatio («

17.000. In 18.'?0"they exchaiiL'cd all their land for orher hind in the
Indian Territory. They now number 18.000. All are civilized and
belong to one of the ''Five Civilized Tribes."

The Dakotas or Sioux until within a few years occupied the
larger portion of the country bounded on the east by the great
lakes, on the north by the British Possessions, on the west by the
the Rnrky Mountains and on the South by the Platte river. Ac-
cording to their iraditions they came eastward from the Pacific.

Up to 18' the Dakotas were divided into two principal divisions,
which were known as the Minnesota nr Mississippi Da'-otas, com
posed of four bands: The M'dewakanlons. the Wa-pekntes. the
Wah-pe-tons and the Sissetons. The massacre of the whites in
1SG2 was inaugurated by the M'dewakanlons; the Wahpetons and
Sissetons afterwards joiu'ni; them.
Along the Missouri, but living mostly on the eastern side, were

the Shanklonwiins (Yanktons). inhabiting originally the valley i f

the Siocs, Des Moinos and Jacques rivers, and livintr now princi-

pa ly about the ninuth of tlie Ve million. All of the Sioux now
save a few strairglors, are on reservations. They are included
under twelve airencies, nine of which are in Dakota, two iu Mon-
tana and one in Nebra-ka. Si-veral bands of the Sioux are semi-
civilized. Some T' main "blanket Indians,' but few, if any, are
roamers. The civilizing process is progn'ssing fairly well. They
have been, in the past, the terror of the West and Northwest, but
are now far from the warlike savag< t* that they once were. Sioux
outbreaks siiue iR02 and up to ]87G were frequent, but arc now im-
probable. Sitiinj; Bull maintained a war against nil the forces
brought against him in 1875 and 1876. The bands of Sioux reside
on reser^ations adjacent to their oricinal country, and this has
probably aided in contenting them with the present system. They
now number 3.'i.G80 souls, but it is believed that they arc slowly de-

creasing in numbers.

The CAtfj/fnn^jj. a branch of the Algonquin fn.Tiily, arc a small
but vtry valiant tribe, which lived next to the Sioux on the west,
between the Black hills and Ibc Rocky mountain-*. They are f

very tall race of men. second in stature to the Osage . This na-
tion has received a variety of names from traveler** and the neigh-
boring tribe-*. as Shyennes, Shienns, Cheyennes. Cliayennes. Sharn?*,

Shawnays. Sbar-has, Shai-cn a, or Shai-ehi. Wiih the Blackfeet,
they arc the most western branch of the great A'^onouin fnmily.

When first known they were living on the Cheyenne river, but at

the close of the lasitentury were driven ^-.e^t of the Missouri bv
the Sioux. On November S9, lSf»4. cccurred (be memorable Sand
Creek or ChivinL'ton massacre. From 18*18 to 1860 Sheridan. Cneler,

Carr and others led troops against the southern Cheyennes. In the
military division of the Missouri. The northern Cheyeni.e« «

fierce and warlike band, were Cfin^ tantlv on raldsacainst ihe wh tes

In the years up to 1876. In 1876 Ibey joined Silting Bull and aide**

in the massacre of Custer and hie men on the Rose Bud. in .Inlv,

1876. In 1877 they surrendered to the United Slates, and were Mnil
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eeni l<t Fort Robiuson. Neb., aud finally placed on a reservation in

tht liidiau Territory, at Furl Keno, August 8, 1877. After eeveral

cui areuks. the ii.ot-t uoied of which was that of 1885, Ihey were set-

titii m Arapaho Agency, Indian Territory. On June 30, 1685, there

'\.ur. o.WoBOUtheru Cheyennes at this last named agency and at

CLty.uue. In 1864 there were 500 norlhein Cheyennes at Pine
Riujc Agency, Dak. They are uncivilized, with the manners,
wa>>, cubtomo and superstitions which have been attached to their

race fur generations. They are insolent, headstrong and doraiueer-

ing. '"They have never been whipped," eaye the agent, "iind boast
that they could defeat the Anieritan army at any time. The Ara-
pahos and Cheyennes, at the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency,
number y,600.

The Osages in 1673 lived on the Missouri. Near the close of the
last ceniury they were driven down to the Arkansas. At the open-
ing of the civil war 1,000 of them joined the Confederacy. Treaties
of 18(55, lo66 and 1870 provided for the conveying of their lands in
tru^t to the L'nited States, and their removal to the Indian Terri-
tory, where they have been placed under the care of the Society of
Frier.ds. In 1785 they numbered 1,547, of whom 1,170 were full

Wood.
The Kaw, Kansas or Konzas tribe of the Dakotas are an ofEshoot

of the Osage. In 1073 t ey were on the Missouri river. At the
time of the cession of Louisiana they were on the river Kansas, at

the mouth of the Saline, where they 'had been driven by the -'>ioux.

in 1H46 they were assigned a reservation of 80.0C<0 acres, and from
there were finally moved to a new home among the Osages in Indian
Terriiory. In 1850 they numbered 1.300; in 1860, 800; in 1875, 516,

and m 1885 they had dwindled to 225.

The Crows were onginally one with the Minatarees or Gros Ven
tres. In 1875 they were located on the Crow reservation, in Mon-
tana. They are now divided by local usage into the Mountain and
Kiver Crows. The River Crows were for a long time a separated
band, a portion of them being at or near Fort Belknap Agency,
while many roamed at large. They are now all on the Cvow reser-

vation. In IStSS they were removed from the western part of their
reservation to the valleys of the Big and Little Horn rivers. Many
hold thfir land in severalty. In 1875 they numbered 3.226. By oc-
cnpHiion they are farmers and herders, and own more than 15,000

horses,
'Vht: Sacs, Sauks OT Osaukea were first discovered settled about

Green Bay, \V 16. They aie now one nation with the Foxes, and,
broken in their tribal relations, are living on several different res

ervations. They occupy the Sac and Fox reservation in the Indian
Territory, Sac and Fox reservation. Iowa, Tama County, Pottawa-
tomie and Great Nemaha Agency reservation, Mo., and some are
wauaering bands in Kansas. In all they number 1,278.

The Gros Ventres and Mandans.—The Gros Ventres are undoubt-
edly a part of the tribe of Crows. At some time they became sep-

arated from them and joined the Mandans, retaining, however,
the ( 'row language, even to this day. They were made reservation
Intlians after lS'_i6, and located at Fort 'Berthold Agency, D.ik.

They are on both sides of the Missouri river, living with the MjiU-
aaiis and Arickarees. There is a band of 200 Gros Venires and
Mandans located at Bufford. and one of 852 at Fort Belknap
Agency, Mont. The total number represented by these three small
tribes was 1,2H7. in 1885.

The Winnebagoes area branch of the great Dakota family. In
1581 Marquette's journal pliices them near the end of \Vinneba'_'o
lake, Wisconsin, on the west side. In 1820 they numbered about
4,5<W, and were living in five villages on Winnebago lake and in
fourteen on Rock River. By a treaty in 1829 and 1832 they ceded
all their lands south of the VVisconsin and Fox rivers, for a reser-

vation on the Mississippi, above the L'pper Iowa. Afterwards they
were removed from this place to a reservation further up the river,

then to Crow river. In 18.^6 they were removed to Blut Earth.
Minn., I hence to Crow Creek, and finally to a reservation in the
Omaha landa and placed under the care fif the Friends. They oc-

cupy the northern portion of this Omaha reservation, and number
1,211.

The Otoes. calling themselves Watoohtatah, were originally a
part of the MiHMourias. and with tiielowas, claim to have migrated
to the Mis;*ouri with the Winnebaii:oes. They have long resided
wiUi the MiHwourias on the south tide of the Platte river.

The Aliitsourias are a tribe of Dakota descent. With the Otcs
thi-y iinmbcr about 274.

The Poncas wi-re originally piirt of tlie Omaha tribe, aud lived on
the lied Kiver of the I^orth. They were driven south across the
MisMJuri by the Siou.\. lu 1858 they sold their land and went on to

a reH'Tvalion near the Yanktons, in Dakota. I'nder a treaty of
18.MI they were removed to a permanent home at the mouth of the
Niotir ra river. In 1877 the Indian Department insisted upon reiiiov-

to^i the Poncas to the Indian Territory from Dakota without their
loii^rnt. They wen* civilized and objected lo giving up their land
Without being paid for it. They were removed however, and some
thirty of them with Standing Bear at their head, returned to the
Omaha reservation. For this he was arrested, but applied for a
writ of habeas corpus. At the trial Standing Bear testified in his

own l>ehalf, answering the United States District Attorney's plea
Ibul he was au Indian, and therefore not a man. by snyinglhat he
wfifi a roan, although (Jod had made his wkin of anotlier hue.
Blaiidiiig Bear was released, and he with 170 of his i)eopIe came
bai k from Indian Territory, and are now at Ponca Agency, in
Dakota. Some are located at Pawnee, Otoe agency, Indian Terri-

'1 he Oniahas helonc to the same linguistic family as the Poncas.
!ii .'66, Carver found them located on the Saint Peter's river. Since
IMI.'j many treaties iiavo been made with them, alw;iys accompanied
ry f cession of lands on their part in return for annunities and
an. ting Implements. In IRLI, they returned lo their village, which
hey had bumcd And deserted during a smallpox scourire. This
Milage la between the Mlesouri and tho Klkhoru. On June .'10, 1885,

there were 1,167 Omahas at Omaha and Winnebjgo agency, Ne-
braska, in the "Black bird" country.
//•05«oi«.—They were one of the most numerous and powcrfn]

tribes that ever existed in the northern part of the United States,
and now one of the most completely annihilated. The few remnanta
of them have long since merged into other tribes. The whole of the
Six Nations have by some been denominated Iroquois.
Six J^ationo. -¥\i^t. called the '•Five" and afterwards the "Six"

Nations. The Five Nations were the Senecas, Mohawks, Oneidas,
Onondagas and Cayugas. After 1712 the Tuscaroras became mem-
bers of the league, ana it became known as the Six Nations. Thej
fought against the colonies in the Revolutionary war. They livfl

now in New York, for the most part. A few are in Indian Terri-
tory, others in Wisconsin, at Green Bay, and quite a large portion
in Canada. They number In all about 5.110.

Chiijpewas.—lhi-i tribe migrated from the east about the opening
of the seventeenth century, settling first at the Falls of Saint Mary,
and then about the headwaters of tL.e Mississippi aud the Red rivei

of the north. They sided with the English in 17i6, and again ia

IS12. They are extensively intermarried with the Ottawa^, and ar<

thrifty and worthy citizens. They are scattered over thirteen roy

eervations in Wisconsin, Michigan and Minutsota. The total numi
berin iaS4 was 18,445.

The Menomonies were known to the French as early as 1640,

They were then living on the Menomonie river, in Wisconsin. Thif
is one of the few tribes in the United States which ha\ e never been
removed from their old home, and are still residing on the sam*
spot where they were first known. In 1831, they began ceding theii

lauds to the government for money payments until, in 1854. thej
were located in their present reservation, in Shawano county. Wis
consiu, consisting of 231,680 acres of very poor laud. August 1,

1885, they numbered 1,308.

The Oftatvas, when first discovered by the early French explorers,
were lesiding on the north shore of the peninsula of Michigan,
After the defeat of the Hurons in 1649 they tied betore the Iroquoi!
beyond the Mississippi, but were forced back by the Dakotas tc

Mackinaw. They fought with the English during the Revolution
and in 1812. In 1833 those in Michigan ceded their lands and moved
south to the Missouri river. In 1836 some who were in Ohio eoW
their land and removed to the Indian territory. They moved agaic
in 1870 to a new reservation of 25,000 acres, near the Shawnees,
where they now live. A large number of Ottawas are living on the
shores of Lake Superior. In Canada there are about 1,000 more.
The Pottanatomies are the remains of a tribe which was once

very numerous aud warlike. In 1600 they occupied the lower penin-
sula of Michigan. Their lands were conveyed away little by little,

until in 1838 a reservation was allotted them on the Missouri, tc

which 800 were removed. The whole tribe then numbered about
4,000. A portion of them left their reservation on the Missouri our
ing the civil war and went to Mexico, but returned to the Fox
agency, Indian Territory, in 1882, where there are at present 550.

There are 70 more under the care of the Indian Bureau, in Michi-
gan, some in Mexico, and a few are wandering about. On account
of their scattered condition it is hard to estimate their number.
The Sendnoles formerly inhabited the peninsuln of Florida, and

belonged lo the lamiy of Muscogees. In attemptiug lo nn>%e thera
westward a war was brouL:hi about which lasted from 1835 to 1.--40.

At that time nearly 2,(HX) of them had b.en removed, leaving 300 in
Florida. The e joined the western band in 18r>8. They had much
trouble in getting settled upon a reserv:ition, but finally located on
a tract of 2tXJ.U00 acres bought of the Creek-^ about 1842. The loca-

tion of the Suminoles is now known i»^ Union Agency, Indian Ter
ritory. Tliey iiumhcr 3,1>X).

Comanche's, Shoshones or Snakes are a roving, warlike and preda-
tory trilie (»f S oshone descent, who r.^anu-d over much of the great
prairie country fixim the Platte to Mexico. At one iMue they were
on a reservation in Texas, but were driven out of the state, and
since that time they have been unrelenting enemies of the people ol
that state. Under the treaty of 1867 the government set apart fo?

them a reservation in the westem part of the Indian Territory.

There has been a start made in farming, and a few have been in-

duced to send their children to school. On August 31, 1885. thera

were 1,544 Conianches at Kiowa, Comanche and Wichita a-iency,

Indian Territory, including; 165 Penetheka Comanches. Their num-
bers are gradually decren«nig.
The Pawnee Picts adjoined the Comanches on the north. They

are now at Kiowa. Comanche and Wichita agency, Indian Terri-

tory. Their numbers are few and gradually decreasing.
Tlio Kiotras, or "Prairie Men." are one of the tribes that compose

the Shoshone family. They are a wild and roving people, occupj-
ing the country about the headwaters of the Arkansas, but also

formerly ranging over all the country between the Platte and the
Rio (irande. The first knowledge of them was through Lewis and
Clarke, who found them on IhePaducah. Little intenourse wft«

had with them until 185:1, when they made a tn aty, and agreed to

izo on a rt-servation, but soon broke it and went rnidlng into Texas,
In 1H('p9 they were plac'd on a reservation in Indian Territory, of

over three and a half millions of acres, with some Comanches and
Apaches, but they were restive and un^»etlled. In 1871. undei
their great chief Satanta, they again raided Ti-xas. On June SQ
188.'), there were 1,152 Kiowas at Kiowa, Comanche and WichiU
agency, Indian Territory. They have been on their rcservatioi

ten years, hut are yet called Idanket Indians.
The Manilans oT Mi ahfa nees. have .t-sided on the npper Mia

souri for a long time, occupying successively several dilTereni

places along the river. In 1772 they were locate I l.-'iOO miles abovt

ihe mouth of the Missouri river. They then had nine vlllngei,

located (HI eilherside of tlie river. In IWM Lewis and Clark foun(

them HX» mile-* further up the river in only two vilWhreM. nud uea
them were three vlllagrs of Minnitarees and AhiuihuwavH. V
ia"i3 the tribe was In ev.-rv way prosperous, but In IKMH that sconr0

of tho ludian race, small pox, came among them ard alm'^st e^
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lemvicateo mem. "nie eurvivore took refuge wiib tiie Arickiireee.

rhtry au- now at or near Fort Bcrlhold aguucy, Uukoia, and niim-

btr ai>i>iit 41X1.

.\f.z I ero» or Sahapfins, inhabited Idaho, Oregon and ft aeMiig-
uu. toiiy 'w I'll* cfuiury they numbcrfd about S.UOO, and in \dS6,

u. It'll u miction was established among tlK*m, about 4,000. In 1877

ir.-uule bruke out between Ibis tribe and the whites. A i*aid was
I. .1 oy their chief Joseph, which, for itu length, the march of the
in.ops. uiid the tad dit^pliiyed by Joeepb, forms one of the moat
fv;raoid.uarv chapter^ in the long history of Indiuu oulbreaks.
•n-re are 1.^ "Svz I^^rces at Nez Perce agency, Sapwai, iiort.hern

iiiauo, and'>7at Pouca, Pawnee and Otoe ajjenty, Indian Territory
. ae Blarkfeet are a branch of the Algonkiu family. Tliey for-

01 rly iuhubited the whole of the country aboutthe sources oftbe
\ii-sour!, from this place to the Rocky Mountains. They are now
*ii '» ijservaiii n in the vicinity of their original roaming ground,
fci.d ue:ir British Columbia. Their history since the early part of
lUe century is embraced substantially in that of the Si(>ux tribes,

and Uie Crows and Fhitheads. The Bhickfeet Sioux have no con-
•lection with the Blackfeet here mentioned. The former ie a
Dakota tribe, the latter belong to Algonkin stock. They are lo-

cated at t.Iackfeet ugency, Montana, but tbeir number is uncertain.
Aa«/v«*-.tia.—This is the name of a branch tribe of the Algonkins,

which loimerlv occupied a vast tract of country lying on the east
-ide of ilie Missifisippi. and between its banks and the Ohio, and
now forming a couf^iderable portion of the state of Illinois. Per-
haps there has been no other tribe on the continent of equal power
With the Kaskaskias. which have so suddenly sunk down to com-
plete nothingness and disappeared. The remnant of this tribe
merged into the tribe of Peorias. of Illinois. It is doubtful whether
a siiigle Kaskaskifin Indian of pure blood is now living. The
united bloods are living at Quapaw agency, Indian Territory, con-
federatfd with the Peorias, Piankesharts and Weas.

The .yc/iccrt* belong to one of the live (afterward six) Iroqtioie
njitionsin western New York, comprising originally the Sinnekas.
as tlie Dutch call them (hence the word Senecasi, Onondagas, Mo-
hawks, Cayngas and Oneidfls. When tirst known to the French
they wercliving on the -ionlh >-ide of Lake Ontario, and engaged in
a tierce war with their Algonkin neiizhbors. By conquest several
other tribes became incorporated wi.h them. Slissions wereestab-
li-hed among them by the French as early as 1657. In 1763 the
Seuccas alone, of the Six Nations, joined in Pontiac's league to ex-
tirpate the English. During the Revolution they sided with the
KiiL^lisb. but made a peace in 1784. and during the second war re-
mained loyal. Early in the century part of the tribe settled in
Ohio, afterward removing to the Indian territory in 1877. where they
now are. to the number of 240 (in 1S^5. S-JTil. The new York Fene-
cas still occupy the .\llegb:iny. Cattaraugus and Tonawanda reserve
of t'rti.OOO acres, where Ihev all live in good houses (in 18,'!>5. about
2,1^0 in number), and have large, well culli\ated farms, and are in
every way a civiliz'-d and well regulated cla-^s of people. There
were at Quapaw agencv, Indian Territory, in 1«S4. 225: in 1885,
aitt; at Allegheny reserve, N. Y., in 18S4. 793; in lR-15. 8.t6; at Catta-
raugus reserve, N. Y.. in 1884. 1.310; in 1885, I,.393; Coniplanter re-
surve, N. Y*.. in 1884, 800. In all, in ISS4. 1.310; in 1885, 2.298. The
Senecae in New York stale arc civilized, and those at Quapaw
fairly so. They are farmers and herders. They arc annuity In-
dians; some few of them are of pure Seneca blood.

/OifflS are a tribe of Indians inhabiting originally the interior of
the ^tate by that name. The first treaty was made with them in
1815. In 1S36 the tribe numbered about 1,000. and were at this time
removed to the west bank of the Missouri. In 1861 the tribe, then
reduced to about :««). ceded all their land except 16,00>) acres. In
1869 they shared thi n-mainii g portion with their old friends, the
Stics and Foxes. They are now located at Pottawatomie and Great
Nemaha ai^ency. Kan. They are for the most part civilized, and are
farmers, mechanics and herders. They number in all about 226.

The Fire CirUized Tribes are under the charge of the
Union Agenc}'. which is located at Muskogee, as being
the nio.'^t central, easily accessible point in its jurisdic-

tion, which extends over the Creek, Cherokee. Chicka-
Baw and Seminole Nations, and the strip west of 96"^,

known as the "Cherokee Outlet:" the whole aggregat-
ing in round numbers 90,000,000 acres of land. This is

occupied by about 20,000 Indians of full blood. 32,000
of mi.xed blood, and 13.000 adopted whites and freed-
men. and a foreign population of more than 100,000
whites and other non-citizens, divided as follows:

Or ek^. natives and adopted freedmen 14,200
Che'-okefs, natives, adopted whites, other Indians and
fn-edmen 24.400

Choeijws, native?, adopted whites and freedmen 18,000
Chi(ka>&w«. natives, adopted whites and freedmen... 0.000
Scmiimles. nr.ti^ea. adonted whites-and freedmen 2,fi00

Total citi/.et. populatioc 6.'j,200

Farm laborers and mecbaDlca ciider permit, and
their families 4.^600

Lic'n'jed trader , eovenimer.t emp'.":''^?, emp^'^yes c'
railroads and mine-* and their families "

2.5,000
Intt-rl'-perrt and criminals, principally refugees froic
border Htnies, and their families, fully 35.039

Clnini mts to IVdinn citizcnf^hip 4.00^
Sojourners, pro*[>ector8 and visitors ^,0^

T.>t.<l population, fnlly 177.*^j

It would bf difficult, if not impossible, to find an
qual population anywhere with greater divirs-ty c,f

naliobality, education, occtipaiion tina creed, ana wf
fewer interests in common.

GOVERNMENT.
The political condition of the five tribes n complex,

and must necessarily so continue as long as the present

tribal autonomj^ exists. Each of the nations has it«

own local government, a constitution and laws, and L
divided into executive, legislative and judicial depart*

ments, each of which is in as perfect operation as tlie

average state goveruineni. Each nation has a princi-

pal and .second chief and treasurer, and the majority
have auditors, attorneys and secretaries.

Reliques of tfie Indians.—For the most part the Lq*

dians have vanished away and left scarcely a sigu of
their presence behind them. Along the Atlantic jind

Gulf coast there are often found heaps of shells, and
all over the country it is common to pick up arrow
heads and many rude implements of war. In the
southwest are found remains of once apparently popu-
lous cities. The houses are buill of stone and mortar,

and show signs of quite advanced civilization. These
towns are found in southwestern Colorado, northwest-
ern Xew Mexico, in Arizona and southern Utah.

INDIAN TERRITORY.
E. C. H.

INDIAN TERRITORY is a tract ofland reserved by
the government of the United Stales for the lu-

dian tribes which were removed west of the Mis-
sissippi river, and for those living there. It extends
between the parallels 33° and 37° north latitude, and
94'""' and 100" longitude west from Greenwich. It is

370 miles long, and 220 miles wide, with an area of
about 64.215 square miles. It is bounded on the noilti

by Kansas, on the east by Arkan.«a.s. on the south by
Texas, and on the west bj' Texcs. The Red river forms
the boundary line between Indian Territory and lesae
on the south.

Soil.—Indian Territory is abeautiful country, abound-
ing with vast and fertile plains. The eastern portion

is particularly rich, agriculturally, and well watered.
The average annual rainfall is about 45 inches, and the
mean temperature about 60° Fahr. The territory is

watered by the Red river and its branches, the Arkan-
sas and its branches, besides innumerable small
streams

Surface.—Through the western part of the Terri-

tory extends a belt of timber40 or 60 miles in breadth,
running its entire width. This belt, known "as the
"cross timbers." marks the outbreaking of the carbon-
iferous formation. As for the re.-.t of the Territory, the
surface presents, in the main, a rolling prairie. Along
the rivers there are broad stretches of fertile lands,

covered wiih a natural growth of timber. The south-
ern and southeastern parts of the Territory are cov-

ered with hills, which vary in lieight from 300 or 400
to 1,500 feet above the surrounding prairie. These
hills are, properly, branches of the Ozark Mountains,
and are known as the Wichita Mountains, Shawnee and
San Bois Hills.

In the eastern portion, there are outcroppings ol
granite; also, to some extent, in the Wicliita Mount-
ains. The eastern portion is, with this exception, tho
carboniferous formation. The central and western
parts of the Territory are covered, in the main, with
the triassic and Jurassic formations. While it is not
certainl}' known, there is every reason for believing

that there are extensive deposits of coal, ami, perhaps,
of the precious metals, in the bills and mountains of
this extensive Territory.

Climdte.—The climate is genial, and Gtied for the
production of cotton, tobacco, wheat and fruits. Th€
portion west of the "cross timbers" dilT'Ts v. ry mucD
fr'^m that on the east. The climate is drv. tl.p "veraffe
rainfall being only about 25 inches, as againsi 4.' iichee
ID tne east, while the mean annual tempera. uji j
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Rivers.—The principal rivers are the Red river and

the Wushita in the southern part of the state. The
Arkansas, with its branches, the Keosho. the Salt and

Bed Forks, the Canadian and the North Fork water

the northern and central portions. In the west, irriga-

tion must be practiced to make agriculture successful.

None of the rivers are of any consequence for naviga-

tion.
yegetation.—T'he vegetation differs as widely in the east from

that in the west as does the soil and climate. The western part is

covered with such flora as are peculiar to the extensive western

plains, while east of the "cross timllers" the vegetation is almost

subtropical, and is very abundant. Here are found the ouk, cy-

press, cedar, walnut and Kum trees. Among the wild fruits grow-

in"- plentifully are persimmons and grapes. In the west the

growth is mostly of the nature of buHalo grass, cactus, yucca and
artemisia, ^ .,j ^ ,

Animals.—\n the east are found deer, bears and wild turkeys.

These are becoming extinct as the country becomes more thickly

settled. In the west constantly diminishing herds of antelopeB

and bisou roam over the plains, and, in a few instances, wild

horses. Grouse, owls, sage hens, prairie dogs, rattlesnakes, and
gophers are numerous.
Inhabitants.—The white population in Indian Territory is very

email. It is made up. almost entirely, of the agents upon the dif-

ferent reservations, the garrisons at a few military posts, and em-
ployes of the railroads which cross the Territory. The larger por-

tion of the population is now made up of tribes or parts of tribes

which the United States government bis from time to time moved
there and placed upon reservations. These Indians are treated as

wards of the government, which holds in trust for them money
that has been realized from the sale of their former hunting
grounds. White men. unless husbands of Indian women, are not
allowed to settle in the Territory, nor are Indians allowed to go
away, except on a pass from the agent of the reservation. This

coui'itry is not an organized territory, and for judicial purposes it

is attached to the western district of \rkansa8. The Indians retain

their trib.al organization for the most part, though many have or-

ganized simple forms of local government, adopting codes of law
and courts to enforce them.
The Report on Indian Affairs for 1889 contains the estimates

given in the following table, which shows the condition of the

different reservations.

Chickasaws, natives, ad^pt^u whites and freedmen 6,000

Seminoles, natives, ad( oted whites and freedmen 2,600

Total citizen pui^uiaiion 6,5,200

Farm laborers and mechanics under permit and their families 45.600

Licensed traders, government employes, employes of rail-

roads and mines, and their families 25,000

Interlopers and criminals, principally refugees from border
states, and their families, fully 35,000

Claimants to Indian citizenship 4,0tlG

Sojourners, prospectors and visitors 3,000

Total population fully 177,200

The political condition of ihe'live tribes is complex, and must
necessarily so continue ae long as the present tribal autonomy
exists. Each of the nations has its own local government, a con-

stitution and laws, and is divided into executive, legislative and
judicial departments, each of which is in as perfect operation as

the average state government. Each nation has a principal and sec-

ond chief and treasurer, and the majority have auditors, attorneys
and secretaries.
The fo How ing statistics will give some idea of the growth of the

press in this country;
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4JplomAtic prepcntatlon of tn^'rr-iee tbe Creek nnd Seminolt Inic

i-Pl wii- -»> forcibly piesenttK. iJdt Ihf lut drrhiriii'^ ihem piiiilit

.iniis iiiclutlfti iiii'iiddilion&l *eq^ital of M'vcr:il miUioiis of dollart-.

Ttu* following lalilt* gh «».. eaacationnl idna of the echool ad
1 uiiHgee in the Territory, and tbe nee made of them.
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as a product of Asia until 1798, when a plant, afterwards

named Urceota etastica, Roxb., was discovered to yield it

by Mr J. Howison, a surgeon of Prince of Wales Island,

and soon afterwards Assam rubber was traced by Dr

Roxburgh to Fiais elaslica, Roxb. It was not, however,

until the beginning of the 18th century that the india-

rubber industry really commenced. The rapid progress

which this has made during the last twenty years may be

perceived by a glance at the following table —
Imported ioto England in the year 1830, 464 owts.

1840, 6,640 ,,

I-S50, 7,616 „
1870, 152,118 „
I8'9, 150.601 .,

It has been computed that in 1870 there were in Europe

and America more than 150 manufactories, each employ-

ing from 400 to 500 operatives, anci roc'suming more

than 10,000,000 tt of caoutchouc. The life-oKs into the

United States have largely increased during the last few

yea/

. Botanical Sources, i/ojes of Preparation, li'c.

Notwithstanding the fact that caoutchouc-yielding trees

are found in a large belt of countries around the globo, in-

cluding at least 500 miles on each side of the equator, yet

the demand for the best qualities of india-rubber is in

excess of the supply The varieties which are almost

exclusively used when great elasticity and durability are

required are the Pari, Ceara, and Madagascar rubbers.

The principal forms of caoutchouc which are imported

into Great Britain may be grouped under four heads, the

order in which they are here placed indicating their

respective values:

—

South American—Pari, Ceara, Per-

nambuco, Maranhao, Cartagena, Guayaquil; Central

American— West Indian, Guatemala; African—Mada-

gascar, Mozambique, West African ; Asiatic—Assam,

Borneo, Rangoon, Singapore, Penang, and Java. Of all

these, the most important is the Pari, the imports of

which, according to Messrs Hecht, Levis, & Kahn, have

increased from 1670 tons in 1857 to 8000 tons in 1879.

For this rubber and the Mozambique variety the demand in-

increases every year,—an unerring indication of their value.

V

Flo 1 —Itevtn bratllieittli

J. Porxn American.— /"(irrt rubber is oMninoJ diiedy from
fftvca '.ra.»i7iciisis. Mull. Arg. , a largo cupliorbiaceoiis tree

upwaril< of 60 luct in lieiglit, branching from the base, aiiJ having

i/

trifoliate leaves, the leaflets being lanceolate and tapering at

both ends (figs. 1, 2). Other species of Bevca, as well as Micrandra
siphonoidcs and Af. miner, Benth., all of which grow abundantly
in the moist steamy valleys of the Amazon and its tributaries, aro

also used indiscriminately by the natives to furnish Para rubber.

These trees are found in ditferent districts, but all flourish best on
rich alluvial clay slopes by the side of rivers, wliere there is a
certain amount of drainage, and the temperature reaches from Sd"

to 94° at noon and is never cooler than 73° at night, while rain ia

rarely absent for ten days together. The genus Hevea wa3 for-

merly called Siphoyiia, and the tree named Pao de Xerriuga hy tho
Portuguese, from the use by the Otnaqua Indians of squirts or

syringes made from a piece of pipe inserted in a hollow flask-shaped

ball of rubber.

The caoutchouc is collected in the so-called dry season between
August and February. The trcesare tapped in theevening, and tlio

juice is collected on the following morning. To obtain the juice a

deep horizontal incision is made near the base of the tree, ah i

then from it a vertical one, extending up the trunk, with others at

short distances in an oblique direction. Small shallow cups made
from the cliiyey soil and dried in the sun are placed below the in-

cisions to receive the milk, each cup being attached by sticking a

piece of soft clay to the tree and pressing the cup against it. The
juice, of which each tree yields only about 6 ounces in three days,

has a strong ammoniacal odour, which rapidly goes otf, and in

consequence of the loss of ammonia it will not keep longer than a

day unchanged, hence when it has to be carried to a distance from
the place of col

IcctionSpercent

of Uquid am
mooia is added
The juice is !>aid

by Bruce Warren
to yield half U-.

Weight of > loul

chouc, but 32 |
ti

cent appeals Ij

bo the Ubu il

quantity To ub

tain the rulbir

the juice is

heated in tho
following man
ner A pin.e of

wood about 3 feet

long, with a flat-
^

tciied clay mouM
|;

at one end of it,

is dipped in llie

milk, or this is

poured over it as

evenly as pos-

sible The milk

is llien c.-xrefiilly

dried by turning

the mould round
ami lOUrid in 8*^'° i—f^eiva braailnnfis. n, nialo m'wcr, iinU b. fcmi.Ie

, . , flower (botll enlarccd. and witll ttle .loral crvilope ro-
Willie vapour OO- moved); c, ripe fiult, and i(. seed (tiotli imtuiul i\zc)

tallied by hcatiiig

certain oily palm nuts, those of Alfalcci exalsa being much pre-

ferred, and the vapour lieing confined within certnin limits by tho

narrowness of the neck of the pot in which the nuts are heated.

Kacli layer of rubWr is allowed to Vx'-comc firm before adding an-

otliei , a practised haml can make 6 or 6 lb in an hour. From wh.at-

ovci cause, the rubbei thus prepared is the finest that can be obtained.

The cakes when completed are, ui order to remove them from tho

mould, slit open with a sharp knife, which is kept wet, and are hung
up to dry. The flat rounded cakes of rubber made in this manner
are known in the London market as " biscuits." They rarely con-

tain more than 15 percent of moisture. The scrapings from tlic tree,

which contain fragments of wood, are mixed with the residues of

the collecting jiots and the refuse of the vessels employed, and aro

made up into largo rounded balls, which lonn the inferior coni-

nioiTi.il quality called " negrohead," and often contain 25 to 35 per

cent of impurity. An interiiicdiatc quality is known as "entrc-

fine
' Para rubber is said to be sometimes ndultCTated with tho

juice of the Ma(,-andarnl>a tree {Mimusops clala), which might ac-

count for the great din'eicnces that have been occasionally observed

in the behaviour of Paia rubber in certain stages of manufacture,

the coagulated juice of the i/iinusopf genus resembling gutla percha

rather than caoutchouc
Previous to 1800 Pard rulibor wan exported only in small qrin-

titles, and thou chiefly in the form of shoes; tlii.^ variety cctscd
' to he sent over in IS.Vi Occasionally " negiohcad " has been im-

ported in grotesque forms of animals, &c, , and the better qualit' -f

in tho shape of small bottles moulded in soft clay which has bcif

nflcrwurds washod out by water.
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In British Guiana rubber is ohLiincJ from Ilevea pauci/olia, Mii!!.

A.rg. ; in French Guiana from H. (Juayanowis, Aubl., where it is

known as "hovo," **siringa," or "cahoutchou,"— tlie last beir.g the

probablo origin of the name caoutchouc; ami in Venezuela from
Jf. brasili€nsis, there called, dapi or dapiche. None is exported to

England from any of these localities. Small quantities of rubber
intermcdiato in character between that of Para and Pernambuco are

occasionally imported from Maranhao. On account of its great value

as a source of caoutchouc, the cultivation of the Tara rubttrtrce has

been attempted in India; but it has been found to be too tropical a

plant for cultivation in northern and central India, although suit-

able for Coylon, Malabar, and South Burmah, according to recent

reports. The seeds, which are about the size of a damson (fig. 2, rf),

soon lose their vitality, and cuttings do not thrive unless taken from
the young wood.

Ccara rubber is considered almost next to the Pari in value, as

it is a "dry" rubber, very ela-stic and free from stickiness; but
it often contains a o.^s~*

quantity of wood and
forei^i matter aris-

ing from tile mode
of collecting it, the

loss in washing pre-

vious to inaimfac- ^^
turonmountingsome- ^^
times to 25 per cent.

It is the produce of

Manihot Olaziovii^

Miill. Arg., a euph-
orbiaceous tree com-
mon in the province

of Rio Janeiro, about
30 feet high, with a

rounded head of foli-

age, and greyish-

green 3- to 7-lobcd

palmate leaves,some-
what resembling tho
leaves of tlie castor-

oil plant in sliapo

and size (figs. 3, 4,

5). The trees are

tapped, according to

Mr K. Cross, when
tho trunk attains a " "->-''
diameter of 4 to 5 F'O. Z.~ilanihot Olaiiovii. (Aftor n. Triincn, Joum.

inches, i.e., when ^o<., Nov. isso.)

they are about two years old. Tho mode of collecting the rubber is as

follows. After brushing away the loose stones and dirt from the root of

tho tree by means of a handful of twigs, tho collector lays down large

leaves for tlie milk to drop upon. He then slices off the outer layer

of tho bark to the height of 4 or 5 feet. The milk, which exudes
in many tortuous courses, some of it ultimately falling on the ground,
is allowed to remain on the tree for several days, until it becomes
dry and solid, when it is pulled olTin strings, which are either rolled

up'into balls or put into bags in loose masses, in which form it

enters commerce under tho name of Ceara '* scrap." The amount
of Ceara rubber imported in 1879 amounted to BOO cwt. The
attempts which have been recently mado to cultivate this rubber
ylant in India have been attended with signal .success. In Rio
aneiro it grows in a rocky or stony arid region, where a short under-

scrub is the only vegetation, and the atmosphere is hot and dry,

tho temperature ranging from 82° to 90° Fahr. It is, therefore,

suited for cultivation where the Hf-vcn will not grow. In Ceyl'.m

it has been found to thrive at an altitude of from 200 feet to 3000
feet above tho sea level. At Zanzibar and Calcutta also it succeeds
well. Tiie seeds (Dg. 5, c), which have a hard thick coat, take a
year iiv germinating, unless the edges near the end bearing the car-

uncular projection arc rasped off. Cuttings, provifled they havo a
single bud, strike readily.

Pernambuco or Mangahcira rubber is obtained from Hancomia
spceiosa, Com., ftn apocjTiaceous tree common on tho South
American plateau in Brazil from Pernambuco to Rio Janeiro, at a
height of 3000 to 5000 feet above the sea. It is about the size of
an ordinary apple tree, with small leaves like the willow, and a
drooping habit like a weeping birch, and has an edible fruit called
"manpaba," f9r which, rather than for the rubber, the tree is culti-

vated in some districts. Only a small quantity of this rubber comes
to England, and it is not much valued, being a "wet'' rubber.
•It occurs in "biscuits" or "sheets." The caoutchouc is collected
in the following manner. About eight oblioue cuts are made all

round the trunk, but only through the bark, and a tin cup is

fastened at the bottom of each incision by means of a piece of soft
clay. Tho cups when full are poured into a larger vessel, and solu-

tion of alum is addcil to coagulate the juice. In two or three
minutes coagulation takes place, and the rubber is then exposed to
the airoQ sticks, and allowed to drain for eight days. About thirty

days afterwards it is sent to market. Pernambuco rubber, as is tli9

case with most rubbers coagulated by saline solutions, contains »
large quantity of water.

Fig. 4 —HaniUot Claziovii. Young leaf (half natural size) ; InftorcfiCCDce (alMDt
half natural size); baU-rlpe capsule (real size).

Cartagena rubber comes from New Granada in tho form of black
sheets J inch thick, having a somewhat rough or " chewed " appear-
ance, and is more or less "tarry" or sticky. It also occurs in

tho form of strips or small pieces pressed together in ba^s. ltd

TtQ. 5.

—

itanthot Otaxiovii. a, male flower ; 6. female flower ; e, MCd ; rf, aectlon
of accJ. (All natural slic)

botanical source is not known, but is thought to be apiunato-lcavcd

tree, a portion at least being derived, it is supposed, from Castilloa

elastica. It loses 35 per cent, of moisture when dried. The importa-

tion of Cartagena rubber into Great Britain has declined from 351 &
cwts. in 1875 to 1679 cwts. in 1879.

Guayaquil rubber is imported from Ecuador in largo flakes or
lumps, of a whitish colour in the best kinds, the inferior sorts lieing

Sorous and fdled with a foetid black liquid, liavinjjan odour of cow-
ung, and staining the knife and hands. It is believed to bo

obtained from Castilloa elastica. The amount imported into Britain

has diminished from 3815 cwts. in 1876 to 482 cwts. in 1879.

In washing for manufacture it sometime* loses up to 40 percent, of

its weight. Tho bulk of the two last-mentioned rubbers is ex-

portej to the United States.

II. Ckntual Amkrican.—The source of all the principal rubber»
cxport<;d from Central America is Castilloa elastica, Cerv., a lofty
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artocarpaceoaa tree, with a trunk 3 feet or more in diameter, and krgo
haij7 oblong lanceolate leaves often ISinchcs Jong and 7 inches wide,
those subtending the young branches being much smaller and more
ovate (fig. 6). The treegrowa mostabundautly in a sporadic manner
in the dense moist forests of the basin of the Uio San Juau, where the
rain falls for nine mouths in the year. It prefers rich fertile soil on
the banks of watercourses, but does not flourish in swamps. It is

found also in Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Cuba, and
Hayti, and in Panama in company witli another species, C. Mark-
hami'j.na, Collins, and on the west coast of South America down to
the slojics of Chimbora20, the Cordilleras of the Andes separating
the C'astiltixe from the Hevea: of Brazil, according to Mr R. Spruce.

Nicaragua ruibcr.—In Nicaragua the juice is collected in April,

when the old leaves begin to fall and the new ones are appearing,
daring which time the milk is richest. The tree is tapped either m
the same manner as the Hevea, or by encircling the tree with a simple

FlO 8.

—

CasliHoa elaitica. a, young leaf CQ»artcr real size); 6. Rccds (natural
Bize); c, maigin uf leaf (eolargtUJ ; d, fciaulc Huwer and scctiun of It (ca-
Urged).

epiral cut at an inclination of 45°, or by two spirals in opposite
directions if the tree be large. At the bottom of the spiral an iron
spout about 4 inches long is driven into the tree, ond the milk is

received in iron pails. A tree 20 to 30 feet high to its first branches,
and about 4 feet in diameter, is expected to yield 20 gallons of milk,
each gallon giving about 2 lb of rubber. In the evening the milk
is strained through a wire oievo and transferred to barrels. The
milk is co.igiilatod by tho addition of the juice of the "achelii"
plant (//)()maM bona-nox, L. ) or ofanother pl.niit called "coasso. " 'i'ho

struineil juice of either of these plants, obtained by bruising tho
moistened herb and subsequent expi'cssion, is added to the milk in
the proportion of about 1 pint to tho gallon. If these plants are
not [irocurable, two parts of water arc added to one of the milk, and
the mixture allowed to stand for twelve hours. Tho coaguluiii is next
flattened out by a wooden or iron roller to get rid of tho cavities con-
taining watery liquid, and the sheets arc tlicn hung up for fourli rn
days to dry, when they weigh about 2 tb, the sheets being usually

i to Jth inch thick and 20 inches in diameter. When cuagulated
by water, tho ma.'is i.t placed in vats in tho ground and allowed
to dry, this taking place in about a fortnight. It is then rolled
into lulls. That wfiirh dries on tho incisions in the tree is called
tola (,r burucba, and is .said to be higlily prized in New York. Tho
loss of Niearajim nibl.<-r in drying is estiinateil at l.''p per cent. It

is cx]>ort«id chiufly from ban Juan del Norte, or Grey Town, uud the

larger proportion goes to tho United States. The Castilloa appears
to be suitable for cultivation only in districts where the Pari rubbei
would growequally well. The deciduous lateral shoots if planted will

never grow erect.

West Indian rubber is the variety usually imported into England,
but in comparatively small quantity only. It occurs in the form (rf

blocks, the finest quality consisting of thin separable sheets, and
the second of " scraps," usually conglomerated and containing frag-
ments of bark. It is the best description of Central American
rubber known. It is not, as its name seems to imply, produced
in the West Indies, but derives its appellation from being brought
over in West Indian steamers.

Honduras rubber rarely comes over to England ; it is of good
quality, and free from " tarry " matter.

Mcj:ican. rubber is imported into Liverpool in small quantity
only. The imports of Mexican caoutchouc decreased from 1295
cv(ts. in 1875 to 15S cwts. in 1879.

Guatemala rubber is a very inferior kind and very nnequ.al in
quality ; the best varieties are whitish, and the "lower" are black
with a "tarry" appearance. It occurs in the form of sheets com-
pacted together, from between which when pressed a thick resinous
fluid exudes. This when evaporated leaves a hard resinous sub-
stance unatfected by hot water or steam. The rubber is collected
from the trees as in Nicaragua, but it is poured on mats to dry, and
the thin sheets are subsequently peeled otf, folded into squares, and
subjected to pressure to remove as much as possible of the contained
moisture. The imports of india-rubber into England from the
whole of Central America amounted only to 2080 cwts. in 1879,
having decreased from 5809 cwts. in 1875. The greater proportion
of Central American rubber is exported to New York, especially

that from Nicaragua and Panama.
Siphocampijlus Caoutchouc, Don., and S. Jamcsanianus, D C,

Central American plants belonging to the natural order Lobctuicex,

are also stated to yield rubber of good quality , and at the Phil-
adelphia exhibition a rubber called Durango caoutchouc, obtained
from a composite plant, was exhibited.

111. Africam.—India-rubber is produced throughout equatorial

Africa, the chief districts of export being the Gaboon, Congo, and
Beuguela on the west coast,. and Madagascar, Mozambique, and
Mauritius on tho east. The Madagasc.ar, Mauritius, and Gaboon
rubbers are, it is believed, chiefly exported to France. Those which
enter into British commerce are known as Mozambique, Madagascar,
and African, although the imports are described as coming from
the follomng districts in the blue books :—Seuegambia and Sierra

Leone 3808 cwts.. West Coast 11,307 cwts.. East Africa 7621 cwts..

Cape of Good Hope 4241 cwts., Mauritius 570 cwts.. Gold Copst
12 cwts. The above imports, which arc for 1879, show an increase

during the past five years, except in the case of Mauritiu?, Mada-
gascar, and the Gold Coast. Africa, in respect of the large acao'uut

exported, may now be considered as taking the second place as an
india-rubber producing continent,

Moziimbique rubber, which is one of the most important varieties,

occurs in the form of balls about the size of an orange, and
"sausages," or spindle-shaixid pieces, made up of slender strings o(

rubber wound aroujid a piece of wood, which is eventually removed

;

or sometimes it occiirs in smooth pieces of irregular size known as
" cake " or " liver." Madagascar rubber consists of two qualities,

the best of a liink ond the inferior or "lower" of a black colour,

and occurs in snapele.ss pieces.

The other kinds included under tho general name of African are

amorphous lumps called " knuckles " irom Congo ; small "negro-
heads " or " balls " of scrap, and smooth cakes Irora Sierra Leone ;

small square pieces like dice called " thimbles," and otliers more
irregular in shape called "nuts," and "small negroheads" from
tho Portuguese colonics; "tongues," consisting of flat pieces,

usually wet and sticky, from the Gaboon ; and "balls "from Liberia

African rubber as a rule possesses more adhesiveness and less elas-

ticity than Pai-d rubber, and is inferior in value. Comparatively
little is known of the iilants yielding caoutchouc in Africa or of tho

mode of collection. In Angola, according to l)r Wehvitsch, the
natives either cut off a piece of bark, antl allow the milky juice to

run into a hole in the ground, or placing tho hand against the tnmk
of the tree penult tho milk to trickle down tlicir arms, going from
tree to tree until the arm is covered, kIicu tho rubber is rolled buck
towards the hand in the ftuin of a ring. Tho \vo;kI of some of the

trees, according to Mr Collin.s, contains a gum which, if the incision

penetrates bitlow the bark, mixes with the rubber and deteriorates

It. In Madagascar, accoi-ding to M. Coiguct, rubber is obtained from
tho " Vo.\-hert5 " or " Voi\-cauja," Vahea wadagascariensis, Boj.,

tho " VoN-hine, V. comorensis, Boj., ami from V. gumvnfcra, Lam,
In Senegainbia it is obtained IVom tho " Anjouan," Vahea sent-

galcnsis, A. I>. C. In Mauritius /f'i7/K(/Ateia cdulis, Roxb. (which
IS found also in Madagascar, and in Chittagong and Silhot in India),

appears to be the chidf source of iiibber. All the above are climb-

ing shrubs with opjiosite entire leaves and fleshy fruits.

In Central Africa, from Liberia on tho one side to Ziinzibar oi

the other, caoutchouc is colivctvd from jilauts of genera nearly allied
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to Vahca, a few only of the species King known to totanists. In
Angola, under the name of "Licomguo," in Golungo Alto and
Caiengo, it is collected froYn Landolphia oicariensis, Pal. do

.

Beauv. ; from L. florida, Benth. , in Angola and Liberia, and from

L. Ifcndtlolii, D. C, in Senegal. At Kew there also exists a speci-

men of india-rubber from the west coast of Africa obtained from an
undescribed species of Carpodiiuts with hairy leaves and stems. In

the basin of tlie Gaboon and Congo it is obtained, according to Du
Clmillu, from a climbing plant called TV'rfamio, which gives its name
to dambonite, a peculiar substance contained in this kind of rubber

(see p. 840). Tnat some African caoutchouc is yielded by species

of Ficus there can be no doubt. In Sierra Leone it is collected

from Ficiis Srasii, K. Br. In Liberia, according to Mr Thomas
Christy, the finest rubber is obtained from Urostlgma Vogdii, Miq.,

a tall tree with largo handsome leaves,- and lower qualities of

rubber from other species, and'from Landolphia fiorida^ Benth. In
Angola on the west, and at Inbambane on the east coast, rubber is

also obtained from species of Ficus. In tho island of Reunion
caoutchouc is said to do obtained from Periploca gmca^ L.

IV. Asiatic.-^The rubbers which enter English commerce from
Asia include tho Assam, Borneo, Rangoon, Singapore, Penang, and
Java kinds.

. .Assam rubber is imported chiefly from Calcutta in baskets made
of split rattans, weighing about 3 cwt. each, and covered with a

gunny bag. The rubber is glossy, of a bright pink colour and
mottled appearance, and occurs in. the form cither of small balls

pressed together or of irregular masses called "slabs" or "loaf"
rubber. The former, being more liable to adulteration, are less in

demand by manufacturers. The imports into Liverpool in f879
were 7000 cwts. Assam rubber is obtained from Ficus claslica,

Roxb., a plant too well known as a window ornament to need de-

scription. A portion also is collected from Urosiigma lacci/era,

Miq. Ficus elastica grows in the tropical rocky valleys of the
Himalayas, between TO' and 80° E. long., where tlicre is always a
hot moist atmosphere, the temperature rising to 9S° F. in th= shade.
The trees are tapped in tho most careless manner. In lower
portion of tho tree and in the largo aerial roots, diagonal cuts pene-
trating to the wood are made, from 6 to 18 inches long, and in an
elliptical form so as to be about 3 inches across tho centre. The
milk is received either in holes made in tho ground or in leaves
folded in the form of a funnel, that from tho smaller cuts on the
branches (for the collectors scarify every portion within read-- being
allowed to dry on the tree. About 50 oz. of the milk collected in
Augiist gives 15 oz. of caoutchouc, but tho percentage sometimes
foils as low as 10 per cent. From February to April the milk is

more scanty, but richer in caoutchouc, and is consequently Iwst col-'

lected at that time. The milk is coagulated by pouring it into boil-

ing water and stirrin" it until it is sulhciently firm to be carried
about without being clammy ; sometimes it is pressed, again boiled,

and dried in the sun. In this way tho "loaf" rubber in irregular
masses is formed. The small " balls " are formed of the strings of
rubber which have been allowed to diy on the tree.

Assam rubber, although fairly elastic, is much depreciated in value
by the careless mode of collection, and often loses, by washing at the
manufactory, as much as 35 percent, of dirt, consisting of clay, sand,
W bark. The exportation of caoutchouc from British India, exclu-
eiveof theStraits Settlements and Ceylon, in ]S79amounted to 9973
cwts., of which 7000 are estimated to have been produced in Assam.
About three-fourths of the rubber exported from India goes to Great
Britain, and tho remainder to tho United States.

In consequence of tho reckless destruction of the trees, the culti-

vation of Ficus elastica has been commenced in Assam. It is calcu-
lated that tho trees can be tapped at the ago of twenty-five years, and
that after fifty years they will yield 40 lb of caoutchouc eajh (worth
£3, 4s.) every three years, it being injurious to their health to tap
.them more frequently.

Palay rubber is the product of Cryptoslcgia grandiflora, R. Br.,
an asclepiadaccous plant common on tho coast of India ; and from
lyniughbcia edulis, Roxb., and W. martabanica, D. C, a rubber
is obtained in Chittagong ; neither of these, however, is known in
Britain as a commercial variety.

Borneo rubber comes to tho Liverpool market in tho form of balls
or shapeless masses, internally of a white or pinkish colour, and very
porous and spongy, tho pores being usually filled with salt water,
in consequence of which it often loses 20 to 50 per cent, of its
weight in drying. The imports into Great Britain amounted in
lS79_to 6000 cwts. Although Borneo rubber was first made known
in 1798, it was not imported into England as an article of trade till

1864, when it appeared under the name of gutta susu, i.e., in
Malayan, milk-gum. The plant which yields Borneo rubber was
identified by Roxburgh as Urccola elastica, Roxb., an apocynaccous
climbing plant with a trunk as thick as a man's body, and 'having a
soft thick bark. Mr F. W. Burbidge, who recently visited the
island, states that there are three varieties of the rubber plant,
known to tho natives as "petabo," which yields the finest caoutcho4c;
" menoongnn," which yields tho largest quantitv; and "serapit,"
from wliich the commonest rubber is obtained. The petabo vuncty.

according to specimens at Kew, is reTefred to a species ot Lexicorwtis.
The rubber is obtained by cuttin" tho plant into pieces varying
from a few inches to 2 or 3 feet long, and allowing the juice to
drain into buckets or jars, heat being sometimes applied to one end
of the pieces when tho juice flows slowly. The milk is coagulated
by salt water. The Borneo rubber plant is probably one of tho
plants that would repay cultivation, as it grows rapidly, yields a
supply of sap in three years, and after planting requires no atten-
tion.

In Sumatra, caoutchouc is obtained from ff'illughbeia firma, arti
is exported to Holland, hut this variety is not known in England.
Malacca rubber, which is not met with in English commerce, is

said to be obtained from Urceola elastica, Roxb.
Rangoon rubber, and those of Penang and Java, arc imported into

England in small quantities only, and are irregular in appearance.
From its physical charactei-s, a portion at least of Rangoon rubber
is believed to be the produce of a species of Ficus, probably F,
hispida, L. Another caoutchouc-yielding plant, i'rceola i^Ckavan*
ncsia) esculenta, Benth., belonging to the Apocynacew, has, how-
ever, been recently discovered in Burmah, some specinrens of which
at the age of five years have stems 6 inches in diameter, while the
crown covers an area of 200 square feet. It has been recommended
for plantations as an available source of rubber, the cost of cultiva-

tion being very slight after the first year, and the profit commenc-
ing in seven years, at which age the yii^d is calculated to be 3J lb.

Penang rubber in character resembles the Assam, and may be also

supposed to bo obtained from a species of Ficus. Dr Wallich, how-
ever, has stated that its source is an asclepiadaccous plant, Cynan'
chuvi ovalifoliuvi, Wright.
Java rubber is stated by Dr De Vrij to be obtained from Ficua

elaslictt. Like the Assam rubber it is dark and glossy, but it is of

a deeper tint, and has occasional reddish streakij. it is said to bo
prepared by allowing the juice to dry on the incisions made in the
tree. Singapore, Java, and Penang rubbers are much alike in char-

acter, and may be classed with the Assam rubber, having a firm
texture, mottled appearance, and bright polished surface, but vary-
ing in colour in a single sample from light yellowish-whito to dark
brown. Java rubber is also exported to France.

Caoutchouc is obtained in tne Malay archipclag'o from Alstonia
coslulata, Miq. ; and Atstcoiia schoiaris, R. Br., is likewise reported
to yield it. In Fiji it has been obtained from vf/stonia ;)/iimosff,

Labill. In Korth Australia caoutchouc has been prepared from
Ficus macrophylla, Desf. , and F. ruhiginosa, Desf. ; the last-named
plant has been recommended by Baron M filler as suitable for cul-

tivation, being a hardy species. None of the above rubbers are as

yet known in British commerce as regular articles of trade.

Bibliography.—Collins, \u Journal of Botany, 1868 ; Journ. Soe.

Arts, vol. wWx. p. 86 ; Bevan, British Manufacturing Industries,

1877, p. 97-105, and Report on Caou.tchoue,.'lS72 ; Markham, in

Journ. Soc. Arts, p. 475, 1876; L'Jngcnicur Univcrsel, vol. ii. p.

187 ; Bernardin, Classification de 100 Caoutchoucs ct GuUapcrchas,
Ghent, 1872 ; Christy, New Commercial Plants ; Kurz, Forest Flora

of British Burmah, vol. ii. p. 184. (E. M. H.)

Chemistry, Manufacture, and Indiistrial Uses.

Tho remarkable body known as india-rubber is com-
posed of carbon and hydrogen alone, but its exact chemical

nature is not by any means known with certainty. The
analyses of Faraday indicate that its ultimate composition

is 87 '5 per cent, of carbon and ISS per cent, of hydrogen
;

but there appears to bo good ground for regarding the

substance as a polymer of the group C,(,Hg, or as (CjoHg),.

There are, however, no data for estimating the value of x
in this case. It will be noticed, too, tliat the formula

given requires considerably less hydrogen than the propor-

tion indicated by Faraday's analysis; but tho difficultiea

of obtaining such a body as caoutchouc in a fit condition

for analysis are so great as to render this discrepancy a

matter of comparatively sm.iU import. The action of cold

and heat on india-rubber presents many points of interest.

When exposed to a temperature approaching 0° C, it

gradually loses its softness and ready extensibility, and

finally becomes rigid and inela-stic ; but its normal condi-

tion may be restored by submitting it cither to a tempera-

ture of 35° or 40° C, or to a tension suflicit:it to stretch

it to about twice its natural length. In tho latter case it

is probable that the change is really duo to heat arising

from tho physical disturbance consequent upon the act of

stretching. The effects of heat arc more complex and
varied than tboao of cold; and with caoutchouc at an
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ordinary temperature, say 15' C, the primary effect of

heat is to increase its flexibility and elasticity. Tliis is

well illustrated by the fact that a strip of rubber stretched

by a weight contracts when it is heated to a temperature

of about 40" C. This diminution as regards length is,

however, accompanied by a more than corresponding

increase in thickness, on account of the expansion in

volume due to an elevated temperature. When caoutchouc

is exposed to a temperature ranging between 100° and

120° C, it becomes considerably softened, and almost

entirely loses its elasticity; but, if of good quality, it

6lowly recovers its former condition under the inlluence of

a moderate degree of cold. When, however, the heat is

jiushed to 150°, it becomes viscous, and at 200° it fairly

melts, forming a thick liquid which possesses the same

compositiou as ordinary caoutchouc, but has no tendency

to resume its original condition even when exposed to cold

for a prolonged period. At a still higher temperature,

caoutchouc yields a variety of volatile hydrocarbons ; and,

on subjection to dry distillation in a retort, its conversion

into these bodies is tolerably complete, only a trifling

carbonaceous residue remaining behind. Among the most

notable volatile products resulting from the dry distillation

of caoutchouc may be mentioned caoiitchin, an oil-like body

having a composition and vapour volume corresponding to

the formula CmHg, and boiling at 171° C; and isoprene,

another hydrocarbon oil identical in composition with

caoutchin and with caoutchouc itself, and boiling at 38° C.

Other hydrocarbon oils are also formed, as, for example,

heveene and caoiitchene,—these being members of the C„H»„

series. The former boils at 228°, and the latter at l-l°-5.

The mixed products of the dry distillation of caoutchouc,

often described under the name caoutchoucin, form an

excellent but rather expensive solvent of this body. When
exposed to the air, caoutchouc gradually oxidizes and

undergoes deterioration ; the oxidation is often much
favoured by exposure to sunlight or to alternate conditions

of dampness and dryness. The deteriorated caoutchouc is

cither somewhat soft and deficient in tensile strength, or

brittle and resinous in its nature. Spiller found 27'3

per cent, of o.xygen in a resinous product resulting from

the decay of caoutchouc. Ozone rapidly attacks and

.destroys the sub.=itancc.

Dilute acids or alkalies have little or no action on

caoutchouc, but strong and hot sulphuric acid chars, and
Goncentrated nitric acid rapidly oxidizes and destroys it.

The moderate action of cither chlorine, bromine, or iodine

hardens or vulcanizes it ; but, if allowed to act freely, they

completely destroy it. The action of sulpliur will be con-

sidered below.

Caoutchouc, when pure, is odourless and nearly white,

and possesses a specific gravity of '915. It is porous and
cellular in texture, and absorbs from 10 to 25 per cent, by
weight of water when long soaked in it. Alcohol is

similarly taken up. Up to this point caoutchouc has been

rcfer.-cd to as if it consisted of one substance only; but as

a matter of fact all ordinary samples contain two distinct

modifications, viz., the hard or fibrous and the soft or

viscous. Thcso two caoutchoucs are identical in com-
position, and similar as regards general properties and
reactions. On subjecting a piece of raw caoutchouc,

however, to the action of such a solvent ns cold benzol, the

essential dilfercnce between the two forms manifests itself.

Tlio fibrous or hard constituent merely swells up to many
times its original bulk, but llic f'wcous yields a time solu-

tion. Tn a high class rubber, such ns that imported from
the province of Par.l, tho former modification is the prm-
cijial factor; in a caoutchouc of low quality, such as
" African tongue," the latter. Freshly cut surfaces of

caoutchouc unite together firmly, and this circumstance is

due to the presence of the viscous variety ; vulcanization,

by hardening this, destroys the adhesive property.

Certain liquids, such as benzol and its homologues, car-

bon disulphide, petroleum, ether, volatile oils, chloroform,

and melted naphthalene, dissolve caoutchouc more or less

perfectly ; but unless the substance has been subjected to

the process of mastication, its fibrous constituent appears,

not to dissolve in the strict sense of the term, but rather to

swell up, forming a paste analogous to starch which has

been acted on by hot water. Carbon disulphide and
chloroform, however, exercise a more powerful solvent

action on the fibrous parts of india-rubber than benzol or

essential oils ; and Payen has found that carbon disulphide

to which 5 per cent, of absolute alcohol has been added
forms one of the best solvents. One part of masticated

caoutchouc dissolved in thirty parts of this solvent forms

a liquid which can be filtered through paper, and which

leaves a film of exquisite tenuity and purity when allowed

to dry on a level glass plate.

Most fatty matters exercise a remarkable destructive

action on caoutchouc, causing it to become first soft, and
afterwards hard and brittle. It has often happened that

traces of fatty oils in the liquids employed for dissolving

india-rubber, or fatty matters in the textile basis, have

led to the destruction of waterproof goods. A like cause

has in many cases led to the rapid deterioration of the

caoutchoue threads in elastic webbing.

In the industrial working of india-rubber, the first

mutter to bo attended to is the removal of tho various

impurities present in the crude material. These are in

some cases natural products which have originated with

the caoutchouc, while in other cases they owe their

presence to careless collection or to adulteration. Among
the impurities of the former class may be mentioned

various gum-like or mucilaginous matters, and acid

products arising from their decay or oxidation. A
remarkable volatile body, which is probably of the nature

of a polyatomic alcohol, has been discovered by Gerard'

in the crude caoutchouc from the Gaboon. This substance,

called by the discoverer dambonite, has a composition

corresponding to the formula C^HgOs, is sweetish to the

taste and soluble in water, and crystallizes in needles

which melt at 190° C. and volatilize between 200° and
210°. The admixtures may range from fragments of bark

or wood to stones or large lumps of clay, su;h as are

sometimes introduced into negrohcad rubber,—hay or a

similar substance being also placed inside to make the

mass about equal in specific gravity to the genuine article.

Alum and sulphuric acid are often employed to effect the

coagulation of the juice; and traces of the latter remain-

ing in the rubber appear, in some instances, to work

mischief.

All tho above-mentioned impurities are in actual practice

very efficiently removed by the following process. Tbe

lumps of crude caoutchouc arc first softened by the

prolonged action of hot water, and then cut into slices by

means of a sharp knife,—generally by hand, as thus any

large stones or other foreign substances can be removed. Tlio

softened slices are now repeatedly passed between grooved

rollers, known as tho washing rollers (fig. 7), a supply

of hot or cold water being made to flow over them. Solid

impurities speedily become crushed, and are carried away

by the water, while the rubber takes tho form of on

irregular sheet perforated by numerous holes. The washed

proiluct contains in its pores a notable proportion of water,

which is removed by hanging the rubber for some days in

a warm room. It is now ready either for incorporatii'ii

> Compt. Jiatd., lx\ii. J).
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with sulphur and other solid bodies, or for agglomeration

into solid masses by means of the masticating machine,

—an apparatus which consists of a strong cylindrical cast-

iron casing, inside which there revolves a metal cylinder

with a fluted or corrugated surface. Some of the rub-

ber having been placed in the annular space between

the inner cylinder and the outer casing, the former is

made to revolve ; and the continued kneading action to

f 10 7 -rolk-i or Washing Macliinc

which the rubber is subjected works it into a solid mass,

something like a gigantic sausage. Before commencing the

mastication it is generally necessary to warm the apparatus

by means of steam; but as the operation proceeds the heat

produced requires to be moderated by streams of cold

water flowing through channels provided for tbe purpose.

The inner cylinder is generally placed somewhat excentric-

ally in the outer casing, in order to render the kneading
more perfect than would otherwise be the case.

To convert the masticated rubber into rectangular blocks,

it is first softened by heat, and then forced into iron boxes

or moulds. The blocks are cut into thin sheets by means
of a sharp knife, which, is caused to move to and fro

about two thousand times per minute, the knife being

kept moistened with water, and the block fed up to it by
mechanical means. Cut sheets are largely used for the

fabrication of certain classes of rubber goods,—these

being made by cementing the sheets together with a

solution of rubber in coal-naphtha or benzol. Most articles

made of cut sheet rubber would, however, be of very

limited utility were they not hardened or vulcanized by
the action of sulphur or some compound of that element.

After vulcanization, rubber is no longer softened by a

moderate hont, a temperature of 160° C. scarcely ati'ecting

it, nor is it rendered rigid by cold, and the ordinary

solvents fail to dissolve it. It must, however, be distinctly

understood that it is not the mere admixture but the actual

combination of sulphur with india-rubber that causes

vulcanization. If an article made of cut sheet be immersed
for a few minutes in a bath of melted sulphur, maintained
at a temperature of 120° C, the rubber absorbs about one-

tenth of Its weight of that element, and, although somewhat
yellowish in colour from the presence of free sulphur, it is

still unvulcanized, and unaltered as regards general proper-

ties. If, however, it be now subjected for an hour or so

to a temperature,of 140" C, true combination sets in, and
vulcanized caoutchouc is the result. When a manufactured
article has been saturated with sulphur in the melted-

sulphur bath, the heat necessary for vulcanization may be
obtained cither by high-pressure steam, by heated glycerin,

or by immersion in a sulphur-bath heated to about 140° C.

In this last case absorption of the sulphur and its intimate

combination with the rubber occur simultaneously. Cut
sheets, or articles made from them, may be saturated by
being laid in puwderej sulphur maintained for some hours

at about 110° C. Sheets sulphured in this way can be
made up into articles and joined together cither by warming
the parts to be united, or by means of india-rubber solution

;

after which the true vulcanization, or "curing "as it is

termed, can be brought about in the usual way. Another
method of vulcanizing article."! made from cut sheet rubber
consists in exposing them to the action of chloride of

sulphur. Either they are placed in a leaden cupboard into

which the vapour is introduced, or they are dipped for a

lew seconds in a mixture ot one part of chloride of sulphur

and forty parts of carbon disulphido or purified light

petroleum. Vulcanization takes place in this instance

without the action of heat; but it is usual to subject the

goods for a slwrt- time to a temperature of 40° C. aftei

their removal from the solution, in order to drive ofl' the

liquid which has been absorbed, and to ensure a sufficient

action of the chloride of sulphur. Treatment with a warm
alkaline solution is afterwards advisable, in order to remove

traces of hydrochloric acid generated during the process.

Another very excellent method of vulcanizing cut sheet

goods consists in placing them in a solution of the poly-

sulphides of calcium at a temperature of 140° C. Rubber
employed for the manufacture of cut sheets is often

coloured by such pigments as vermilion, oxide of chromium,

Fig. 8.—The Miiing Rollers

ultramarine, orpiment, antimony, lamp black, or oxide of

zinc, incorporation being eflfected either by means of the

masticator or by a pair of rollers heated internally by steam,

and so geared as to move in contrary directions at unequal

speed (fig. 8). Most of the rubber now manufactured Ls not

combined with sulphur when in the form of sheets, but

IS mechanically incorporated with about one-tenth of its

weight of that substance by means of the mixing rollers,—
any required pigment or other matter, such as whiting or

barium sulphate, being added. The mixed rubber thus

obtained is readily softened by heat, and can be very easily

worked into any desired form or rolled into sheets by an

apparatus known as the calendering machine. Vulcaniza-

tion is then ensured by exposure for half an hour or tiiore

to a temperature of 135°-150° C, usually in closed iron

vessels into which high-pressure steam is admitted (fig. 9).

Tubes are gene-

rally made up
around mand-
rels, and allowed

throughout the

curing to remain

imbedded in pul-

verized French

chalk, which af-

fords a useful

support for many
articles that tend

to lose their

shape during the

process. Of late

years a consider-

able amount of

seamless tubing i .r., i)-.\ VuUuniicr,

has been made, mucli in the same way as lead piping, by

forcing the mixed rubber through a die, and curing as

above. The calendered sheets are generally cured between

folds of wet cloth, the markings of which they re'.ain , ftno

hollow articles, such as playing balls or injecti- n bottle/,

are vulcanized in iron or brass moulds, tinned inside r:^;'

XII. — jo6
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rery slightly grossed. Before it is put in, the article is

roughly put together, and the expansion of the included

lir forces the rubber into contact with the internal sur-

face of the mould, or a little carbonate of ammonia is en-

closed. Belting intended for driving machinery is built up
of canvas which has been thornughly frictioned with the

soft mixed rubber, and is cured by placing it in a kind of

press kept by means of steam at a dry heat of about 1 40° C.

Packing for the stuiSng boxes of steam engines is similarly

prepared from strips of rubber and ffictioned canvas, as

also are the so-called insertion sheets, in which layers of

rubber alternate with canvas or even wire gauze. India-

rubber stereotypes are now extensively made use of as hand
stamps, and attempts have been made to introduce them
for press and machine printing. A'plaster cast of the type

is, when dry, saturated with shellac varnish and redried.

Rubber mixed in the usual way with about 10 per cent, of

sulphur is now softened by heat, forced into the mould,
and retained there by pressure during the operation of

curing, which is usually eflected in an iron Idox heated

over a gas Vjurner to 140° C.

The ordinary macintosh or waterproof cloth is prepared

by spreading on the textile fabric layer after layer of india-

rubber paste or solution made with benzol or coal-naphtba.

If Cotton or linen is used, it is usual to incorporate sulphur

with the paste, and to etTect vulcanization by steam heat

;

but, when silk or wool is employed, no sulphur is added to

the paste, the dried coating of rubber being merely brought
into momentary contact with the mixture of chloride of

sidjiburand carbon disulphide already mentioned. Double
texture goods are made by uniting the rubber surfaces of

two pieces of the coated material. Air goods, such as

cushions, beds, gas bags, and so forth, are made of textile

fabrics which have been coated with mixed rubber either

by the spreading process above described, or by means of

heated rollers, the curing being then effected by steam heat.

The manufacture of overshoes and Bshing boots is an
analogous process, only the canvas base is more thickly

Coated with a highly pigmented rubber of low quality.

The articles are first fashioned by joining the soft material
;

they are then varnished, and afterwards cured in ovens
heated to about 135° C. The fine vulcanized "spread
sheets" are maile by spreading layers of india-rubber solu-

tion, already charged with the recpiisite proportion of

sulphur, on a textile base previously prepared with a

mixture of paste, glue, and treacle. Vulcanization is then
effected by steam heat, and, the preparation on the cloth

being softened by water, the sheet of rubber is readily re-

moved. Tbo required thickness of the spread sheet is very

often secured by the rubber-faced surfaces of two cloths

beitig united before curing. The threads used in making
elastic webbing arc usually cut from spread sheets. The
manufacture of springs, valve-s, and washers does not re-

quire any very special notice, these articles being generally

fashioned out of mixed rubber, and vulcanized cither in

moulris or in powdered French chalk. Rollers are made
to adhere to their metal spindles by the intervention of a
layer of ebonite, and afttr vulcanization they are turned.

In order to make spongy or porous rubber, some material

is iui;or|ioratcd which will give oflf gas or vapour at the

vulcanizing temperature,—such as carDonate of ammonia,
crystallized alum, and finely ground damp sawdust.

Uncombincd sulphur is injurious, and often loads to the

decay of vulcanized goods ; but an excess of sulphur is

generally required in order to ensure perfect vulcanization.

Sometimes the excess is partially removed by boiling the

finished goods with a soUition of caustic soda, or some
other solvent of sulphur. In other cases the injurious

effects of freo sulphur are obviated by using instead of it

a metallic sulphide,—generally the orango sulphide of

antimony ; but, for the best results, it is necessary that

this should contain from 20 to 30 per cent, of uucombiutt.',

sulphur.

When the vulcanization of rubber is carried too far—say

from the presRnce of a very large proportion of sulphur
and an imduly long action of heat, the caoutchouc becomoa
hard, horn-like, and often black. Rubber hardened by
over-vulcanization is largely manufactured under the name
of ebonite or vulcanite. It is usually made by incorporat-

ing about 40 per cent, of sulphur with purified Borneo
rubber by means of the usual mixing rollers, shaping the

required articles out of the mass thus obtained, and heating
for six, eight, or ten hours to from 135° to 150° Ebonite
takes a fine polish, and is valuable to the electrician on
account of its insulating properties, and to the chemist and
photographer because vessels made of it are unafiected by
most chemical reagents. A. kind of vulcanite which
contains a very large proportion of vermilion is used,

under the name of dental rubber, for making artificial

gums.
Tlie following list of works and papers on the rubber industry

enumerates the \niUngs which are calculated to.be especially useful
to the enquirer;— Charles Goodyear, Oum Elastic and Us Varieties,

New Haven, U.S.A., 1853; FrieJrich Harzer, Gulta-Pcrchu uml
Knutschuk, ihr Vorkomvwn, &c., Weimar, 1453^ Paulin Desor-
nieaui", Nouveau manuei coinpht dit JabruATiieCohji^ts cji caoutchouc,

en (futta-pcrcha, et en gomme /aclice, 424 pp., Paris, 1S55: C. H.
Schmidt, Ber Fabncant von Kaut^chuk und Gutta-Percha IVaaren,
207 [ip., Weimar, 1856; Thomas Hancock, Origin and Prorjrcss of
the Indian-Rubber Manufacture inEngland, London, 1857 ; Heinricli

Keysserling's edition of Friedrich Uarzer's GuUa-Pen?ia und KaiU-
schuk, 273 pp. and atlas, Wuimar, 1864; Abridgmcids of Specifica'

tio7is relating to the Prepandion of Jndia-Kidibcr and Gutta-percha,
I791-1SG6, 262 pp., printed by order of the Commissioners of
Patents, London, 1875; '" India-Kubberand Gutta-Percha,*' a suriea

of articles in the Universal Engin^'cr^ vol. ii., Manohe.ster, 187d;
Franz Clouth, Die Kautickuk Industrie, 76 pp., Weimar, 1679;
T. liola-s. Cantor Lectures on t/ie India-Rubbcr and GuUa-Perc/ui
ItuIustrics, London, 1880; M. Maigne, Koureau minuel complet
du fabricant d'objets en camUchouc, &c, 2 vols., 306 pp., Paris,

1880. . (T. B.)

INDICTMENT, in English law, is a formal accusation

in writing, laid before a grand jury, and by them presented

on oath to a court of competent jurisdiction. It is thus

distinguished from a mere presentment by the grand jury

made on information within their own knowledge, and from

an 1nform.\tion (7.f.), by which a prosecution is instituted

at the suggestion of a public officer without the intervention

of a grand jury. The grand jury hears in private the

witnesses in support of tLe application, and, if it considers

that a prima facie case has been made out, it is its duty to

find the indictment "a true bill." Otherwise it sends the

indictment into court torn up, which is a finding of " no
bill." In this case the indictment is said to be ignored.

An iadictmcnt is said to consist of three parts—the com-

mencement or caption, the statement of the facts constitut-

ing the crime, and the conclusion. In each part appropriate

and highly technical language is still used, but verbal pre-

cision is not so essential as it once was, and departure from

the ordinary formalities, if it involves no misapprthon.'-ion

or mistake, does not make a flaw in the indictment. The
formal commencement of an indictment is after the follow-

ing style ;

—" Middlesex to wit. The jurors for our ludy

the Queen on their oath present," &c. The name of the

county and district in the margin is the " venue," and it

.should in general bo the county in which the oQ'cnce was

committed, or the district over which the jurisdiction of the

court extends. An indictment concludes with the words
" against the peace of our lady the Queen, her crown and

dignity," if the offence is a crime at common law. If the

olfenco is a crime by statute, the indictment must also use

the words " against the form of the statute in such case

made and provided." In the "statement " great care must

be taken to set forth the facts of the case with certainty
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and precision. It may be mentioned that in the Criminal

Code Bill, which has been drafted on behalf of the crown
by Mr Justice Ste[ihen, and revised by a judicial commis-
eion, it is proposed to substitute for the existing formalities

a simple statement of particulars, with a reference to the

section of the code defining the offence. An indictment

lies " for all treasons and felonies, for misprision of treasons

and felonies, and for all misdemeanours of a public nature

at common law." And if a statute prohibit a matter of

public grievance, or command a matter of public conveni-

ence, all acts or omissions to the contrary, being mis-

demeanours at common law, are punishable by indictment

if no other mode of proceeding is pointed out by the statute.

The statement of the offence is called a count, and an
indictment may consist of several counts. But only one
offence ought to be charged in each count, and offences of

a different nature, e.g., murder and burglary, should not be
charged in the same indictment. Until recently it was
thought improper to charge theft in one count and receiving

in another of the same indictment ; but that is now made
possible by statute. So a prisoner may bo charged as

accessory before the fact in one count, and as accessory

after the fact in another. At common law an indictment

may be preferred at any time after the offence committed ;

but various periods of limitation have been fixed by statute

in special cases. For example, certain kinds of treason

must be prosecuted within three years.

Prosecutions by indictment in the United States gene-
rally resemble those of English lav/, the ofl'ence being
charged as "against the peace and dignity of the state or

commonwealth," unless it is a statutory otfence, when the

conclusion "against the statute," (tc, is used.

INDIGO is a well known and exceedingly valuable blue
dyeir\g material. The substance has been known among
Western communities from an early period, being mentioned
by Dipscorides as li-Sixor, and by Pliny as Indicuni ; when
it made its appearance in England it was called indico.

As all these names show, the material in its origin and
production is closely related to India, among the commer-
cial commodities of which it has always occupied a distinc-

tive and important place. It was not, however, till after

the establishment of the Cape route to India that indigo
Came to be largely used in the dyeing establishments of

Western Europe, woad having in earlier times been utilized

for purposes to which indigo was subsequently applied.

As a commercial substance indigo is entirely obtained
from the vegetable kingdom, although it may be produced,
in minute quantity, from a principle contained in urine.
and its synthetical formation has also been accomplished.
The number of plants from which indigo may be procured
is known to be large, but only from a very few is it pre-

pared in practice These are various species of the
leguminous genus Indigo/era, especially the four species /.

tinrtonn, I. Anil, I disperma, and /. argenlea; and it is

said that in China Poli/gonum tiuclorixim and other non-
leguminous plants are used as the source of Ian or Chinese
indigo. The woad plant, hnlis tiiiHoria, owes its value as
a dye to the presence of indigo matter, although indigo is

not actually prepared from it. The most important
source of indigo, and that most generally cultivated, is /.

tinctoria, which is ah herbaceous plant growing 3 to 5 feet
high, and having bipinnate leaves. It is in the leaves that
the indigo-yielding principle chiefly resides, and these are
most gorged with it at the period when the flower-buds are
about to open. It is then that the plant is cut down ; and
in some regions the same stock yields in one year a second
and even a third crop of stems.
Two principal methods of preparing indigo are pursued,—dried leaves being operated on in the one, while the fresh

green stalks and leave) are used in the other. It will bo

sufBcient to describe the latter, the more important process,

as it is conducted in Bengal, where the most highly esteemed

varieties of indigo are made. The cut leaves and stems

are tied up into small bundles and conwyed at once to

the factory, in which there are two ranges of large tanks

or vats, one series being at a lower level than the other.

In the upper or fermenting vats the bundles are sub-

merged ; and cross-bars are fixed over the vats. A fermen-

tation more or less rapid ensues, its completion occupying,

according to the temperature, from nine to fourteen hours.

The progress of the operation is judged by the tint assumed

by the water, which under favourable conditions should

at the end of this stage be of a fine clear yellow colour.

In this condition the liquid is run off into the lower vats,

in which it is necessary to maintain it in a state of

violent agitation. For tliis purpose a number of men,

armed with long bamboos, enter the vats and lash the water

incessantly for two or three hours, thus constantly exposmg
new surfaces to the air. Gradually the liquid assumes a

green colour, and indigo appears in broadish flakes, which

as it forms begin to sink. After this transformation is

complete, the liquid is allowed to settle, and as the indigo

sinks the clear liquid is drawn off in a series of discharges

by pipes at different heights in the vat. The deposit of

indigo is then placed in a boiler, and, to prevent any further

fermentation, is raised to the boiling point. After resting

for about a day, it is boiled for three or four hours, and

then filtered over a thick filtering cloth, and the paste is

dried by pressure. The cakes formed during the pressing

are then put away to dry gently in the shade, and in a
few days are ready for packing.

Bengal indigo of good quality forms a porous eartfliy

mass, light and easily pulverized ; and when newly fractured

it has that brilliant purple-blue colour distinctively known
as indigo, with a kind of coppery lustre. Experts distin-

guish upwards of forty qualities of Bengal indigo, princi-

pally characterized by varying shades of colour.—the in-

ferior qualities being dull in hue, with greenish or greyish

tones, hard, dense, and not readily broken. The varieties

of indigo which come into the European markets are classi-

fied according to their sources : the classes most frequently

met with are Bengal, Oude, Madras, Manila, Java, Egypt,

Guatemala, Caraccas, Mexico, and Brazil. The best

qualities are the Bengal, Java, and Guatemala.

The condition in which the indigo-yielding principle

exists in the fiesh plants has been a subject of some
sjieculation and controversy. Dr Schunck has investi-

gated the leaves of the woad (Isalis liiicioria), the Chinese

indigo-plant {Polijgonxim tinctorium), and others, and from

nil these has isolated a glucoside body indican, which, under

the influence of dilute mineral acids, is decomposed, forming

indigotin or indigo-blue and a variety of glucose which he

calls indiglucin. It has been assumed that the same
principle resides in Indigofcra as in these other plants, and

is the efficient sowce of the dye-stuff from that genus. In

the decomposition of indican there are formed— in addition

to indigo-blue—indigo-red (indigo-rubin or indigo-purpurin)

isomeric with the blue, indigo-brown, and indigo-gluten, all

of which, forming part of the precipitate, modify the colour

of the product, and render commercial indigo a compound
body. Indigo also contains a certain amount of inorganic

matter and other non-tinctorial constituents, so that the

proportion of indigo-blue may vary from about 72 down to

12 or 14 per cent, of the mass. Pure indigo-blue or

indigotin, C,(.,H,(|N.,Op is a neutral body of a deep blue

colour, destitute of "t.aste and odour, and insoluble in water,

dilute acids, and alkalies, and in cold alcohol and ether.

Boiling alcohol, ether, and aniline dissolve it, as do also

petroleum, benzene, chloroform, and phenol, melted sperma-

ceti and stearic acid, and several oils. It sublimes at
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290°-300° C, giving off violet vapours which condense

into right rhomboidal prisms possessing a brilliant coppery

lustre. By destructive distillation, indigotLn yields, among
other products, anUioe,—a circumstance to which that now
well-known body owes its name (from the Sanskrit nili

through the Portuguese anil, indigo). Treated with

oxidizing agents, indigotin takes up oxygen, and b con-

verted into isatin, thus :

—

C,,H,„NjO, + 20 = C,sH,„N,04 ;

Indigotin. Isatlji.

and by further oxidation aitro-salicylic acid and picric

acid are evolved. The most valuable character, however,

of indigotin is found in its behaviour under the influence

of hydrogenizing or reducing agents. In the presence of

nascent hydrogen indigotin absorbs that element and is

converted into white indigo, a colourless body which is

readily soluble in alkaline or earthy alkaline solutions, and

by simple exposure to the air re-oxidizes and reverts to its

original blue condition indigotin. The reduction to white

indigo is thus formulated :

—

CuHioNjOj -H 2H - C.H.jNjO,.

Advantage is taken of these properties in dyeing with

indigo as detailed under Dyeing, vol vii. pp. 576-7. See

also Caijco-peintino, vol iv. pp. 689.-90.

Indigo when dissolved in strong sulphuric acid, forms

with it two acid compounds, both of which have limited

industrial applications. These are (1) sulphindigotic acid,

CigH8N204(S03H)2, known also as sulphate of indigo or

soluble blue indigo, and (2) sulphophoenicic acid, sul-

phopurpuric acid, or indigo purple, Cii3H9N202(S03H).

These bodies are formed together in the sulphiiric acid

sclution of indigo ; but, as the second is insoluble in weak

acids, it precipitates when the solution in which it is

formed is largely diluted with water. Both these acids are

soluble in water. The first was formerly used in dyeing

Saxon-blue on wool and silk, a style now little known
;

and the sodium salt of the second is known as red indigo

carmine.

The synthetical preparation of indigo is a subject which

bas long occupied the attention of chemists, as obviously

any means by .which the substance might be artificially

obtained on a commercial scale could not fail to be of

great industrial value. The numerous efforts made in this

direction appear at last (1881) to be crowned with success
;

and there is now little doubt that artificial indigo will soon

become a commercial product. It is to Professor Adolf

Baeyer of Munich that the. measure of success already

attained in manufacturing indigo ia due. For many years

he has patiently investigated the molecular constitution of

indigotin and its derivatives. From isatin, prepared by
the oxidation of indigotin, Baeyer and Knob produced

successively di-oxindol, C,gH,jN,204, oxindol, CjgH^NjO,,
and indol, C,i5Hi,N2. Baeyer at a later period, with the

assistance of Emraerling, succeeded in producing indol from

cinnamic acid, and as that body can be prepared from coal-

tar a new connecting chain was established between indigo

at one extreme and coal-tar at the other, meeting in indol

just as at a much earlier date they had similarly met in

aniliae. The task remained of reconverting these deriva-

tives of indigotin into that body, and towards that, in

1870, Baeyer and Emmerling, by heating isatin with

phosphorus trichloride, acetyl chloride, and phosphorus,

succeeded in obtaining a mixture of indigotin and indigo-

rubin. In 1878 the further steps necessary to complete

the cycle were accompli.'ihcd by Baeyer, when from phenyl-

occtic acid he prepared oxindol. Acting on oxindol by
nitrous acid ho produced nitrosoxindol, which in its turn,

by treatment with nascent hydrogen, was transformed into

omidoxindol, a body wliicli on oxidation yielded isatin.

Thus the series of transformations was co.^)plptc ; but thi;y

were effected by a process so roundabout and ekborate as

to preclude all hope of any commercial issue from the

method. Quite recently Baeyer, coming back to the
use of cinnamic acid, has devised the much simpler and
more direct process which now promises to become, and
indeed already is in operation as, a method for the com-
mercial preparation of indigo. By treating cinnamic acid

with nitric acid, ortho-nitro-cinnamic acid is prepared,

which on exposure to bromine vapour readily combines
with that body, forming ortho-nitro-dibrom-hydro-cinnamic

acid. This substance when treated with caustic alkali is

converted by the loss of the bromine into ortho-nitro-

phenyl-propiolic-acid, which, lastly, when heated in an
alkaline solution of grape sugar develops into indigotin

The steps in the process are therefore represented thus :

—

(n CeHsCjHjCOOH -t- NO,HO = C(,Hi(N0j)aH,CO0H + HjO .

Ciimamic add. Nitric acid. .Nitio-cinDamic acid. , Water.

(2) CsH<(NO,)C2HjCOOH-H2Br = CeH,(N05)CjHjBrXOOH
NitTO-ciDoamic acid. Bromine. Nitro-dibrom-cinDamlc acid.

(3) Co^^(N02)C^H^Br^COOH-^2NaO^=C8H^(NO,)C.;COOH^-2NaBr-l-2H,0.
Canatic Nitro-propiollc
soda. acid.

(4) 2C9H5NO, + 2H2= CeHioNjO. + 2C0j -h 2HjO
Nltre-propiolic Iffdigotio.

acid.
'

The nitro-propiolic a«id is now being manufactured by
the Badische Anilinfabrik as a material for indigo printing.

The acid has simply to be printed on the cloth with a

thickening containing grape sugar and alkali, and, by
steaming, indigo is developed in the fibre. This reaction

is in itself a matter of no small importance, seeing that

the printing of indigo direct is an extremely troublesome

operation. Hitherto indigo in mass has not been pro-

duced, but there can be little doubt that the remaining

difficulties, among which is the present expensiveness of

cinnamic acid, will soon be overcome, and that artificiiil

indigo will take its place among ordinary chemical manu-
factures, (j. PA.)

INDIUM, a metal discovered with the aid of the

spectroscope in 1863 by Reich and Richter when testing

certain specimens of Freiberg zinc-blende for thallium.

Instead of the brilliant green line characteristic of this

latter metal, they observed an intense iudigo-bluo Hue
occupying a position different from that of any known line,

and were thus at once led to suspect the presence of a

previously unknown eleraen;. The name indium was chosen

for the metal, when they succeeded in isolating it, on account

of this circumstance. It has since betn detected in

blendes from various sources, but always in extremely

minute amount, and still remains one of the rarest of the

elements. Indium is best prepared from crude zinc made
from indium-containing blendes. As it is less positive than

zinc, if the crude zinc is treated with insufhcieut hydro-

chloric acid to dissolve it completely, a residue Is obtained

cootaiiUngall the indium together with several other metals

also present in small quantity in the zinc. The properties

of indium have already been partially described (vol. v. p.

533). Its flame spectrum exhibits, besides theindigo-bluo

line (w. 1. 4509), a violet line of w. I. 4101. Lockyer has

stated (Ruyal Society PrvL-eedings, 1878, xxviii. p. 1 77) tha\.

the strongest line in photogi-aphs of the spectrum of indium

in the electric arc is, as already recorded by ThaWn, the h

line of hydrogen, the hydrogen line near G being, however,

absent. He argues that this is not to be explained by the

supposition that the indium contains occlnded hydrogen,

since none of the hydrogen lines become impressed on the

plate when palladium-hydrogen is volatilized in the arc.

Indium is commonly regarded ns closely allied to .iluniinium,

on account of the general resemblance of coricsponding

compounds of the two metals, and especially on account ol

the existence of^an indium alum isoriorphous with ordinary
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/ilum. Hence indium chloride is usually represented by

the formula In.CI^, the formula of aluminium chloride

being Al^Oa. V. and C. Meyer hive recently found,

however, that the density of its vapour at a bright red

heat corresponds with the formula InCl3, indicating that

indium is a triad and not a tetrad like aluminium and

iron. Aluminium and iron (ferric) chloride boil readdy

at a temperature below that at which sulphur or mercury

boil, but indium chloride does not volatilize in the vapour of

perchlorodiphenyl, which boils considerably above 440° C,
and only slowly sublimes in the vapour of phosphorus

peiitasulphide (b.p. 530'). It evaporates by no means

rapidly at a dull red heat, but is momentarily converted

into vapour at a bright red heat, furnishing a gas which

behaves normally. It is noteworthy that aluminium

chloride decomposes entirely at a temperature very little

above that at which it gasifies. The issue raised by the

Meyers' observation is of considerable theoretical interest,

and the subject demands further investigation.

INDOKE, or the Territories of the MahArAjA of Holkar,

is one of the principal native states in India, under the

Central India Agency. The name of the state is taken

from that of the capital Indore, 22° 42' N. lat., 75° 54' E.

long. The territory consists of many isolated tracts ; but

Bince 18C1 arrangements have been made to concentrate

the state as much as possible, and lands which were

formerly held by Holkar in Ahmednagar district and in

the Deccan have been exchanged for districts and pdrgdnds
bordering on the Nerbudda (Narbadi) river and the

tract in which Indore town is situated. The area of the

whole of Holkar's territories is estimated at 8075 square

miles. Of these districts, those situated to the north are

drained by the river Cham'^al and its feeders, those to the

south by the Nerbudda. The tracts are fertile, producing

in abundance excellent wheat and other grains, pulse,

siigar-cai>e, cotton, and opium. The poppy is so generally

cultivated that, when in bloom, it gives the country the

appearance of a vast garden. Tobacco is also grown to a

great extent, and is of admirable quality.

The great VitidhyA range traverses the southern division

of Holkar's dominions, in a direction from east to west, a

small portion of the territory lying to the north of the

mountains, but by much the larger part to the south. The
latter is a portion of the valley of the Nerbudda, and is

bounded on the south by the Sitpura mountains. Basalt

and other volcanic formations predominate in both ranges,

although there is also much sandstone. The Nerbudda
traverses Indore from east to west ; and llie valley at

Mandlesar, in the central part of the district, is between
600 and 700 feet above the sea. The general appearance
of the country is that of an undulating valley intersected

by low rocky ranges, in some parts thickly clothed with

stunted jungle, which also covers considerable tracts in the

plains. The forests of the state form two belts, the

southern and the northern. The former, which is con-

sidered unhealthy, borders x>n the Sitpura range, and the

latter, a healthy tract, on the VindhyA hills From its

inter-tropical position, the climate of Indore is sultry, the

thermometer ranging from C0° to 90" Fahr in the house.

For some months from the close of the periodical rains,

malaria is so deadly in the jungles that no European
ventures into them.

Besides the ruling tribe of MarhattAs, the population
comprises many other classes of Hindus, a few Mahome-
tans, and a cousiderable number of Gonds and Bhils. The
VindhyA and SAtpura ranges are peculiarly the country of

tha Bhih. who are considered to have been the earliest

occupiers of the soil. This race is one of the wildest in

India, its people living for the most part on vegetables and
S'tme, or on the plunder of their more civilized neighbours.

They have, however, of late years been brought into more
peaceful habits of life. The population of Holkar's

territories was estimated in 1875 at 635,450. The revenue

in 1875-76 amounted to £459,800, and the disbursements

to £405,100. The number of schools in 1876 was 77,

attended by 3235 pupils, costing the state £3000. The
principal educational establislirncnt is the RAjkumAr college,

for the education of the sons of the chiefs and nobles «f

Central India. The institution is maintained by the British

Government, and is located within the grounds assigned for

the purposes of the " Residency." The governor-general's

agent for Central India has his headquarters at Indore town.

A branch line from the Great Indian Peninsula Railway,

known as the Holkar State Railway, runs from Khandwa
junction to Indore. The principal engineering works are

the ascent of the VindhyA range and the bri.lge over the

Nerbudda river. From Indore the line is taken up by the

Neemuch Railway through part of Sindhia's dominions,

connecting Indore with NaslrAbAd, and finally with Delhi

and Agra. The chief means of communication are the

Bombay and Agra Trunk Road, which runs through Indore,

with branches at Mhow and Dhar, Ac. ; another road, 80
miles in length, joins Indore with Khandwa, crossing the

Nerbudda by ferry.

There are cotton mills at work in the state, which have

proved a regular source of income, as they turn out cloth

for which there is a ready market. In 1878 the number
of spindles was 10,000. Indore city contains a charitable

and leper's hospital, and a dispensary. Cholera frequently

prevails,

Histury.—The founder of this dynasty was Malhar RAo,

the son of a shepherd, who lived in the village of Hoi, in

the Deccan, whence he derived the surname of Holkar, the

adjunct " kae," " kar," or "kur" signifying inhabitant

Disdaining his father's occupation, he enlisted in a troop

of horse ; his rise was rapid, and he eventually became one

of the most distinguished leaders in the first MarhattA in-

vasion of northern India, and obtained many possessions

north of the Nerbudda and about Indore by grant from

the peshwA. At his death he was succeeded by his grand-

son Malli RAo, who died shortly after his accession. Alia

BAi, U>e mother of Malli RAo, then took the management
of af&irs, and appointed as commander of her army Malhar
Tukaji Holkar, a chief of the same tribe as, but in no way
related to, Malhar RAo. Alia BAi died in 1795, and was

not long survived by Tukaji RAo, after whose death the

power of the house of Holkar was nearly extinguished by
family quarrels and the dissensions which distracted the

Marhatta confederacy at the close of the last century.

The fortunes of the family were, however, restored I-y

Jeswant RAo, an illegitimate son of Tukaji Holkar, wh..^,

after a signal reverse from the army of Sindhia, employed

European officers to introduce their discipline into his

army, and in 1802 defeated the united forces of Sindhia

and the peshwa at the battle of Poena. Twice Holkar

attacked British territory, but was totally routed, and

finally was forced to sign a treaty on the banks of the

BiAs, by which he was stripped of many of his conquests.

He died insane in 181 1, and was succeeded by his eon

Malhar RAo, during whose minority the state was torn by
the most violent dissensions, and overrun by PindAris.

The army mutinied, and British intervention became
necessary to restore the governmjnt Malhar RAo dying

in 1833 without issue, his wife ind mother adopted

Martaud RAo Holkar as his successor. He was summarily

deposed by Harl RAo, a cousin of Malhar RAo, whose

accession was welcomed by the troops. His rule was a
tissue of intrigue and disorder. He died in 1843, and bis

adopted eon, who succeeded him, died in a few months,

leaving no heir. The succession was declared to rest with
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the Britist "Governmept, and Tiikaji Rio (the present

uiahAriji), at that time eleven years old, was selected and

placed on the yadi. .Holkar maintains a military estab-

lishment of 3100 regular and 2150 irregular infantry,

2100 regular and 1300 irregular cavalry, and 340 artillery-

men, with 24 field guns equipped.

INDRE, a department of central France, consisting of

parts of the old provinces BasBerry, OrliJanais, and Marche,

is bounded N. by the departments of Icdre-et-Loire and

Loir-et-Cher, E. by Cher, S. by Creuse, Haate-Vienne,

and Vienne, and W. by Vienne and Indre-et-Loire. It

lies between 4G° 22' and 47° 15' N. lat., and between 0°

52' and 2° 13'E. long., being 60 miles in length from north

to south and 54 miles in breadth from east to west It

derives its name from the river Indre, which flows through

it from south-east to north-^^est. The Creuse, Claise, and

Vienne, tributaries, like the Indre, of the Loire, are the

other principal streams. The surface forms a vast plateau,

eloping from south to north, and divided into three districts,

the Bois-Chaud, Champagne, and Brenne, varying with

the characteristics of the soil The Bois-Chaud is a largo

weil-wooded plain, comprising seveu-tentbs of the entire

area, and covered with a sandy and stony soil In the

river valleys, however, the soil is extremely fertile. The
Champagne, a bare though fertile district to the north-

west, produces abundant cereal cTOps, and affords excellent

pasturage for large numbers of sheep, celebrated for the

fineness of their wool. The Brenne is an unhealthy marshy

district to the south. The climate of Indre is mild and

temperate, though moist. On the southern heights the

cold is often severe, and throughout the department the

crops suSet much frogi hailstorms. The growth of cereals

in Indre eseeeds the requirements of the inhabitants
;

the pasturage is good and abundant ; and there are

numerous valuable forests of oak, elm, beech, and other

timber. Fruit-trees are plentiful, and market-gardening

is a flourishing industry. The vintjis cultivated to a email

extent, and yields a mediocre red wine. Chestnuts, potatoes,

turnips, beetroot, hemp, and colza are also grown. The
rearing of horses and horned cattle is carried on in the

Bois-Chaud, and of sheep in the Champagne. The mineral

resources of the department include large quantities of iron,

besides marl, sandstone, limestone, marble, lithographic

and mill-stones, granite, and other stones. The chief

industry is the working of the iron ; tobacco, paper,

parchment, cloth, woollen goods, leather, felt, pottery,

porcelain, bonnets, scythes, and tiles are also manufactured.

Indre has considerable trade in its natural productions and

manufactured articles, and in wool, horses, and oxen.

The department is divided into the arrondissements of

Chateauroux, Lc Blanc, La Chatre, and Issoudun, with 23

cantons and 245 communes. The chief town is Chiteau-

roux. The total area is 2624 square miles, aiid the popula-

tion in 1866 was 277,860, and in 1876 281,248.

INDRli-ET-LOIRE, a department of central France,

consisting of parts of the old provinces Touraine, Orlif'anais,

Anjou, and Marche, is bounded N. by the departments of

Sarthe and Loiret Cher, E. by Loir-et-Cher and Indre,

S. and S.W. by Vienne, and \V. by Maine-ot-Loire. It

lies between 46° 45' and 47° 43' N. lat., and between 0°

4 and 1° 18' E. long., being 70 miles in length from north

to south and- 59 in breadth from cast to west. It derives

its name from the Loire and its tributary the Indre, which
flow through it The other chief aflhicnts of the Loire in

the department are the Loir, Cher, and Vienne, Indre-ct-

_Lwiro is generally level, and conveniently divides itself into

the following districts, according to tlio characteristics of

the soil : the Gitino, a flat eterih) region to the north of

the Loire, with gomo forests; the Varenno, a rich and
fertile district between the Loire and Cher : the Chaui-

peigne, a chain of vino-clad slopes, separating the valleys

of tlie Cher and Indre ; the V6ron, between the Loire and
Vienne, the most highly cultivated district, but subject

to inundation by the former river ; the plateaus of Sainte- .

Maure, a bare hilly region, the most unproductive of the

department ; and the Brenne, between the Claise and
Creuse, forming part of the marshy territory which extends

under the same name into Indre. The valley of the Loire

in this department, from its beauty and fertility, receives

the name of the Garden of France. The climate of Indre-

et-Loire is singularly agreeable and equable, avoiding

extremes of both heat and cold. -About two-thirds of the

entire area is suited for cultivation, but the south for

exceeds, the north in fertility. Cereals of all kinds are

grown in greater abundance than is required by the

inhabitants. Vines are cultivated to a considerable extent,

^d yield excellent white and red wines, exported chiefly

to Holland and Belgium. Vegetables, potatoes, fruit*

(plums especiaUy being cultivated for the trade in prvneattx

de Touts), hemp, liquorice, coriander, anise, truffles, walnuts,

and mulberries are also produced. Owing to the deficiency

of well-watered pasture, domestic animals are fuw. Agrr'

culture has been for some time in a backward state, from

the conservative adherence to old systems and implements

by the small peasant proprietors, who hold much of the land.

The mineral resources of the department are unimportant.

Iron, marble, limestone, millstone, lithographic stone, and

various kinds of marl are worked. Copper, though found,

is not worked. The presence of clay, suitable for bricks

and pottery, has encouraged the manufacture of these

articles. The chief industry is the manufacture of gun-

powder at Ripaut near Tours. Silk-weaving, formerly very

flourishing, is again beginning to revive. The refining of

beetroot sugar and the preserving of fruits occupy many
hands. Cloth, carpets, files, woollen goods, paper, and basket

work are made in the department ;• and there is a consider-

ble trade in many of the manufactured articles. Indro-

et-Loire is divided into the arrondissoments of Tours,

Loches, and Chinon, with 24 cantons and 282 commnaes.

The chief town is Tours. The total aiea is 2360 Bquar^

miles, and the population in 1866 was 325,193, and in

1876 324,875

INDULGENCE, in Roman Catholic theology. Is defined

as the remission, in whole or in part, by ecclesiastical

authority, to the penitent sinner, of the temporal punish,

mentdue for sin.' The word (from indnlyeo, and perhaps

connected with dutcis) in its classical use has the meaning

which it still boars, in ordinary parlance ; but by post-

classical writers it is often employed in a more special sense

to denote a remission of taxation or of punishment. The

Codex Tlieodosianvs has two titles " Do indulgontiis

dobitorum " (lib. xi. tit 28) and " Dc indulgentiis

criminum " (lib. ix. tit 33). In this sense it was taken up

by ecclesiastical writers ; thus Ambrose says " nemo recte

egerit pa;nitentiam nisi a Deo per Christum sporavcrit in-

dulgentiam ;" and Augustine {Cm.JuJ.,i. 3) quotes Hetieius

of Autun (313 a.p.) to the eflect that "baptism if the

principal indulgence known to the church." The natural

and actual .synonyms of the word are "gratia," "v^nia,"

"relaxatio," and "Tcmi.ssio."

The penitential discipline of the ancient church was very

severe in its treatment of a large class of scandalous offences ;

and in the canonical punishments or penances (which from

a very early date began to bo determined with considerable

precision) time was always a prominent element But a

certain power of sluiwing leniency (tjttXavtipurm'a) or the

' " Est nutciu iniliilgcntia remiMio jxtn.-c temporalis mllmc port

aluolutioncjn sacronicntiilem pDccutis ilohitv, in foip iiilcmo coram Uoo

valiilii, fncta per applicatiom-ni thcwuri ocolr.'slx a «u|icrioro loglUmo
"

ir.i.onc, I'nil. Thtui, "Truct. (l(;Iiidulg.,"iirou:lo.).
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referee, in tho way of shortening or lengthening the

prescribed duration of the period during which ecclesiastical

penance was to be done, was always left to the discretion

of tho bishop. An early and ex|)licit proof of this is

found in the fifth canon uf the council of Ancyra (314).'

This discretionary leniency was sometimes, as appears from

the writings of Cyprian, granted by the bishop on the

intercession of those who were witnessing for the truth in

prison; sometimes also at the instance of the civil magis-

trate. Tho episcopal power was occasionally exercised, not

only in a shortening of the canonical duration of the penance,

but in some mitigation of the nature of the penalty itself

(Syn. AncjT., can. 2). We find indications at a very

early period that some of the minor ecclesia.'itieal otfences

could be readily and canonioally atoned for by almsgiving

(Aug., De Fid. H. Op., c. 19); thus gradually arose, by

steps which can readily bo conjectured, a regular system

of commutations (redemtiones, commutationcs), set forth

in "libri peniteutiales," ofl'uring striking analogies to the

provisions made by tho various criminal codes by which

the Theodosian was supplanted throughout Europe. In

the Penitential of tho Greek Theodore of Canterbury, for

example (G90), which is to bo found in Migne's Patrologia,

B canonical fast of days, weeks, or years may bo redeemed

by saying a proportionable number of psalms, or by paying

an adequate fine. For more than four centuries this work

held a position of great authority all over Europe. At the

time of the crusades, to go to Palestine and take part in

the struggle against the infidel was held to be a work of

such extraordinary merit as to render unnecessary any other

penitential act on tho part of the sinner who engaged in it.

Thus at the council of Clermont, held under Urban II.

(1095), it was decreed "iter illud pro omni poenilentia

reputetur." The great schoolmen were the first to reduce

to a theory the praxis which had gradually thus sprung up
within the Western Church. That theory may be .said to

resolve itself into the two positions— (1) that, after th6

remission of the eternal punishment due for sin, there

remains due to the justice of God a certain amount of

temporal pain to be undergone, either before death in this

world, or after death in pui'gator.y
; (2) that this pain may

be remitted by the application of the superabundant merits

of Christ and of the saints out of the treasury of the church,

the administration of which treasury is tho prcrogaiive of

tho hierarchy. A characteristically elaborate statement

and defence of these theses will bo found in the supplement

to the Summa of Thomas Aquinas (p. 3, qu. 25) and in

the Sinnma of Alexander Halesius (p. 4, qu. 23, art. 2,

raembr. 5). In their Tridentine form they occur in sess.

6, can. 30, and sess. 14, can. 12-14. VViththe.se passages

must be compared the condemnation of the synod of Pistoia

by Pius VI. in 1794.

Indulgences are either general or particular, i.e., cither

open to the whole church or confined to particular localities.

The most general of all is that which is procfaimed in the

year of jubilee. Indulgences again are either plenary or

noa-plenary, the former being a total remission of all the

temporal punishment which may have been incurred by
the recipient. It must carefully bo borne in mind that, in

lloman Catholic orthodoxy, indulgence is never absolutely

gratuitous, and that those only can in any circumstances

validly receive it who are in full communion with the

church, and havo resorted to the sacrament of penance, in

which alone, after due contrition and confession, provision

ia made for tho remission of tho graver penalty of sin.

The doctrine of indulgences, however, is singularly open to

misunderstanding; and in its practical applications it has too

' Sco Bingham, Antt., xviii. 4 ; and Uefelo, Cmciliaigesch. , L

226. &C.

often been used to sanction the most flagrant immorality.

The scandalous abuses connected with tho "pardoner's"

trade, and in particular the reckless conduct of the hawkers

of the papal indulgence granted to those who should con-

tribute funds for the completion of St Peter's, Rome, were,

as is well known, very prominent among the proximate

causes of the Protestant Ueformation. In the 14th article

of the Church of England the doctrine of the " thesaurus

meritorum " or " thesaurus supererogationis perfoctorum
"

is by implication rejected; and in art. 22 "the Romish
doctrine concerning purgatory and pardons " is expressly

condemned. It is hardly necessary to add that " tho power

of the keys " is inseparable from the idea of a church, and
that in this power is plainly involved a certain discretion

as to the time and mauner iir which discipline shall be

administered. This discretion is claimed by every organized

body of Christians.

Seo Amort, Dc Origitie, Progressu, Valore, et Pructu Ind.ul-

(/eiiliarum-, Vienna 1730 ; and Hirscher, Di£ Lchre voiii Ablass
Tubingen, 1844.

INDUS, one of tho three greatest rivers of northern

India, rises in unknown regions on the northern slopes of

the sacred Kailas Mountain in the HimAlayas. On the south

of this same hill rises the Sutlej, the great feeder of the

Indus, which unites with it after a separate course of about

1000 niiles. The Indus rises in 32° N. lat. and 81° E.

long., enters the Punjab in 34° 25' N. lat. and 72° 51' E.

long., leaves the Punjab in 28°' 27' N. lat and 69° 47'

E. long, enters Sind in 28° 26' N. lat. and 69° 47' E. long.,

and finally falls into the Arabian Sea in 23° 58' N. lat.

and 67° 30' E. long. The basin of the Indus is estimated

at 372,700 square miles, and its total length at a little over

1800 miles.

The first third of its course lies outside of British

territory. It at first flows north-west for about 160 miles

under the name of " Sinh-ka-bab," until it receives the Gar.

Shortly after this junction it enters Kashmir. Near
Iskardoh in Little Tibet is the wonderful gorge by which
tho river bursts through the western ranges of the

Ilimiilayas, .said to bo 14,000 feet in depth. For
about 120 miles the river passes south-west through tho

wilds of Kohistdn until it reaches the Punjab frontier near

Dcrbend. A little way above Attock, in RawAl Pindl

district, it receives the Cabul river, which brings down to

it the waters from AfghAnistAn via JalAlAbAd and the

Khyber Pass. The two rivers have about the same
volume ; both are very swift, and are broken up with rocks.

Their junction during floods is a scene of wild confusion of

waters. At Attock tho river has fallen from its elevation

of 16,000 feet at its source in Tibet to under 2000 feet.

After leaving Attock, the In<lus flows almost due south

down the western side of the Punjab, parallel to the

Sul<iim;'tn hill.s. Just above Mithankot, in the south of the

DerA Gh4zl Khiln district, the Indus receives the accumu-

lated waters of the Punjab. Between the Indus and the

Jumna (JamunA) flow tho five great streams from which

the Punjab (Panj-Ab, literally " The land of the five rivers ")

takes its namo. These are the Jhelum, the Chen.-lb, the

RAvi, the BiAs, and tho Sutlej. After various junctions

these rivers all unite to form tho Panjnad, Literally "The
five rivers." The Panjnad marks for a short space the

boundary between the Punjab and BahAwalpur, and unites

with the Indus near Mithankot, about 490 miles from the

sea. The breadth of tho Indus above the confluence is

about 600 yards, its velocity 5 miles an hour, its depth

from 12 to 15 feet, and its estimated discharge 91,719

cubic feet per second. The breadth of the Panjnad above

iho point of junction is 1076 yards, with a depth of 12 to

15 feet, but a velocity of only 2 miles an hour. Its

estimated discharge is 68,955 cubic feet per second.
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Below the junction the united stream, under tho name of

the Indus, has a breadth which varies from 2000 yards to

several miles, according to the season of the year. The
whole course of the river through the Punjab is broken up

by islands and sandbanks. The Indus enters Sind in 28°

26' N. lat. and 69° 47' E. long., and empties itself by

many mouths into the Arabian Sea, after a generally

south-westerly course' in this province of 580 miles. Its

average width during the low season is 680 yards ; it»

depth varies from 4 to 24 feet.. Its velocity in the freshes

averages 7 knots per hour, at ordinary times 3 knots.

The discharge per second varies at tho two periods from

446,086 cubic feet to 40,857. The average temperature

is 10° lower than that of the air.

The delta of the Indus covers an area of about 3000
eqaare mUes, and extends along the coast-line for 125

miles. It is almost a perfect level, and nearly destitute of

timber, the tamarisk and mangrove alone supplying fuel.

Ic the marshy portions good pasturage is obtained, and in

the drier rice grows luxuriantly. The climate of the delta

is cool and bracing in the " winter ".months, excessively hot

in the " summer," and most healthy during the floods.

The Indus begins to rise in March, attains its maximum
depth and width in August, and subsides in September.

The registered rise at Gidu-Bandar is 15 feet. Fish

abound,—at the mouths, the salt-water varieties, notably

the Clupea neowhii, a species of herring ; the chief of

the freshwater varieties is the pala. The local consump-

tion and export of the dried pala are both very large. The
boats of the Indus are the dundhiaxiA zaurak (cargo boats),

the kaunldl or ferry-boats, and the rfiinrfo tir fishing boats.

ITie aggregate burthen of the native craft on the nver in

1861-62 was as follows :—up-stream to Sukkur 20,232

tons, and beyond that town 16,317; down-stream to Sukkur
7694 tons, and beyond it 11,456. In. 1874 the number of

steamers plying was fourteen, and of barges forty-three,

with an aggregate burthen cf 10,641 tons ; the receipts

amounted to £83 70.

JND OF VOLUME TWKU'TH.
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American Revisions and Additions, Vol. XIL

HIPPURITES-HOAR

HIPPURITES, a remarkable genus of fossil

bivalves, peculiar to the Cretaceous strata,

and so abundant in some of the Lower Chalk beds
of the Pyrenees that the series has received the
name of hippurite limestone. The external form
of the shell is so anomalous that some have called

the genus a coral, others an annelid, others a bar-

nacle, and so on, though the majority held it to be
at least a mollusk. Investigation has shown that
the hippurites were divergent bivalves. The right

valve is very large, and elongated into a cone, while
the left valve is inconspicuous and perforated by
radiating canals. Including allied genera or sub-
genera—for example, RadioUtes and Caprinella—
there are over a hundred species, all restricted to

the Chalk and Chalk-marl.
HIRSCH, :Morris, Baron de, a Hebrew capital-

ist and philanthropist, born in Bavaria. Orig-
inally a cattle merchant, he gained a considerable
amount of wealth, and then associated himself
with the European banking-house of Bischoffsheim
& Goldsmidt. A large portion of his fortune was
made by his connection with the railroad leading
from Buda-Pesth, in Hungary, to Varna, on the
Black Sea. Baron Hirsch has founded and main-
tained many schools in Egypt, and in European
and Asiatic Turkey, and in 1890 established in the
United States the fund, known as the Hirsch Fund
(q. r.~i for the help of needy Hebrew immigrants.
HIRSCH FUND, Tue, was created by Baron

Hirsch, of Paris, France, who executed, before the
American Consul in February, 1891, a trust deed
to a ))oard of trustees in Xew York City, conveying
to them $13,400,000, to be invested in the United
States, and the net income (estimated to be iflO.OOO

a month) to be loaned to needy Hebrew immi-
grants from Russia and Roumania, who have come
to this country within two years. Baron Hirsch,
during the year 1890, contributed $10,000 monthly
for the benefit of such Hebrew families. The spe-
cific purpose of the fund is to furnish mechanics
with tools, teach them easy trades, pay their en-
trance fees into trades-unions, and, in exceptional
cases, to lend the immigrants small sums to help
them to become self-supporting. During the last

six months of 1890 the trustees of this fund provid-
ed situations in New York City for 2,888 immi-
grants.
HISCOCK, Fr.vnk". a United States Senator, born

in 18.34. He was admitted to the New York bar in

1855, and from 1860 to 18(53 served as district attor-

ney of Onondaga county. He was a member of all

the Congresses from the forty- fiftli to the fiftieth,

inclusive, and in 1887 took liis seat in the United
States Senate as a Republican. His term of serv-
ice will expire March 3, 1893.

HITCHCOCK, Etii.^n Ai,i,.\v (1798-1,870), an
American general and author, born at Vergennes,
Vt. After graduating at West Point in 1817, he
was assistant instructor in tactics there till 1829,

and from that time till 1833 he was commandant
of cadets. In the Meiican war he was inspector-

general under Scott. Becoming colonel in 1851, he
was placed in command on the Pacific coast. When
the civil war broke out he was appointed major-
general of volunteers in the Union army in Feb-
ruary, 18ti2, and soon afterwards made commissary-
general of prisoners. He retired from service in
October, 1867, and died at Sparta, Ga., Aug. 5,
1870,

HITCHCOCK, BoswELL Dwight (1817-87), an
American theologias, born at East IMachias, Maine.
He studied theology at Andover, and was ordained
pastor of the first Congregational Church at Exeter,
N. H., in 1845. Afterward he spent a year at the
Universities of Halle and Berlin in Germany. In
1852 he was professor of natural and revealed re-
ligion at Bowdoin College; in 1855 professor of
church history in Union Theological Seminary,
New Y'ork ; and in 1880 he became president of that
seminary. In 1866 he visited Italy and Greece; in
1869 Egypt and Palestine, and in 1885 he again
went abroad. He received the degree of D.D. from
Bowdoin College in 1855, and of LL.D. from
AVilliams College in 1873.

HITT, Robert Roberts, a United States Con-
gressman from Ohio, born in 1837. From 1874 to
1881 he was first secretary of legation at Paris, and
charg^ d' affaires ad interim; was assistant secretary
of State in 1881, and in 1882 was elected to the 47th
Congress. He was reelected a member of the 4Sth,
49th. 50th and 51st Congresses as a Republican.
HIVITES ("villagers," or '-midlanders"), a Ca-

naanitish people, the main body of which lived in

the region from Lebanon and Hermon to Hamath,
but who had colonies, apparently isolated, in south-
ern Palestine, as at Gibeon.
HOAR, EbenezeJ! Rockwood, an American jurist,

born at Concord, Mass.. in 1816. He was admitted
to the bar in 1840. In 1849 he became judge of the
court of common pleas, but resigned in 1855. Soon
after he was appointed a judge, of the Supreme
Court of ^Massachusetts, and held this office until
1869, when President Grant appointed him Attor-
ney-General of the United States. I\lr. Hoar was a
member of Congress from 1873 tolS75.

HOAK, George F., a United States Senator, born
in 1826. He was admitted to the Massachusetts bar
in 1848, and in 1860 was city solicitor of AVorcester.
In 1852 he was a member of the State house of rep-
resentatives, and of the State senate in 1,857. lie

was a member of the 41 st, 42nd, 43rd and 44th Con-
gresses, and in 1877 took his seat as a Republican
in the United States Senate. In 1883 and 1889 he
was reelected.
HOAR, S.\MrEi., an American statesman, born at

Lincoln, Mass.. in 1778, died at Concord, Mass., in

1856. Being admitted to t'he bar in 1805, he soon
became eminent in his profession, llew.^s a mem-
ber of Congress in 183.V,'?7, and a State councilor in

1845—46. The State of Massachusetts sent him to

South Carolina in 1844. to test the constitutionality
of acts (if the lat-ter State, by which free negro
sailors were seized and imprisoned on entering its

(846)
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ports. But on December 5th, of the same year he was
driveu from Charleston by a mob, and the State
legislature autliurized the governor on the same
day to expel him from the State.

UOBAKT, JoH.v IIexky, bishop in the Protestant
Episcopal church, bom at Philadelphia in 1775,

died at Auburn, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1S30. He studied
theology in 179&-98, while he was a tutor at Prince-

ton College. He was ordained deacon in 179S; priest

in 1801; assistant rector of Trinity church, New
York, in 1812, and rector in ISKi. In the latter year
he became bishop of New York, and in 1821 profes-

sor of pastoral theology and pulpit eloquence in

the general Theological Seminary of New Y''ork.

Bishop llobart published Coinjianlon for the Altar;

Apology J'or Apostolic Order; Slate of the'Departcd, and
left some memoirs which w-ere published in 1833,

and again in 1S34 and ISSG.

HOBAUT PASHA, the Honorable Augustus
Charles llobart Hampden, third son of the Earl of

Buckinghamshire, born at Waltham-on-the-Wolds,
in Leicestersliiro. Ajiril 1, 1822, died at Jlilau, June
19, 1886. He entered the British navy in 1836,

served first against the slavers in Brazilian waters,
then in the Baltic in the Crimean war, and at the
outbreak of the civil war in America became known
as the commander of a blockade-runner. In 18(i7

ho entered the service of Turkey, and for his distin-

guished services in checking the Greek blockade-
runners to Crete was raised to the rank of pasha,
and in 1874 made admiral of the Ottoman fleet. He
commanded the Turkish Black-sea fleet in 1878, and
was in 1881 made Turkish marshal. He wrote
Sketches from .1/;/ Life (edited by his widow, 1887)

;

and a book entitled Xever Couijht (1867), giving an
account of his exploits during the civil war in

America.
HOBHOUSE, .loHN' Cam, English statesman, born

June 27, 1786, died June 3, 1869. He was educated
at Cambridge, entered parliament in 1820 as an ad-
vanced Liberal, and was successively Irish secre-
tary, commissioner of woods and forests, and presi-
dent of the board of control. lie was created
Baron Broughton in 1851. Author of Journctj
Through Albiinia unci Other Prorinces of Turkey with
Lord Byron, 181:!; and //"/;/, 1859.

HOBOKEN, a city and port of entry of Hudson
county, N. J., on the west bank of the Hudson
River, opposite New York City, and immediately
above Jersey City. It has an extensive trade in coal,
being one of the principal depots from which New
Y'ork and its shippings are sup|)lied, and three
lines of European stoainsliips start from this port.
The principal industries of the place are connected
with these steamships and the coal docks. Popu-
lation, 1870, 20,297 ; 1880, .•!0,999; 1890,4.3,-561.

HOCHHEIM, a town of Prussia, in Hesse-Nas-
sau, on the right bank of the Main, three miles
east of ^lainz. Here is produced the white wine
known as Hnchheimer.
liOClIKIRCH, or HocnKiRcincx, a village in

Saxony, a few miles east by soutli from Bantzen,
was the scene of a battle between the Austrians and
Prussians, Oct. 14, 1758, during the seven years'
war.
HOCKTIDE, or HoKUTini:, a popular anniver-

sary formerly celebrated in England on the.Mon-
day and Tuesday following the second Sunday after
Easter. The custom goes back to the thirteenth cen-
tury, but authorities differ as to its origin.
HOn(<E, .\r( innvM) Alkxandkr, an American

theologian, born at Princeton, N. J., in 1823. He
graduated at Princeton Theological Semmary in
18-17, went as missionary to -Allahabad, India, but
returned in 1850 on account of his wife's impaired
health. After that he was pastor of a Presbyterian

church at Lower AVest Nottingham, Md., till 1855;
then at Frederickslnirg, Va., till 1861, and after-
wards at Wilkes Barre, Pa., for a year. In 1864
Hodge became professor of didactic, historical and
polemic theology in the AVestern Theological Semi-
nary at Alleghany, Pa. In 1872 he succeeded his
father as professor of dogmatic theology in the
Princeton Theological Seminary. He nas pub-
lished Outlines of Theology; The Atonement; Commen-
tary on the Coiifeision of Faith; Presbyterian Doc-
trine Briefly Stated; Life of Charles Hodge, and
Manual of Forms, all from 1860 to 1883.
HODGE, Hugh Lk.no.x-, an American physician,

born at Philadephia, in 1796, died there Feb. 23,
1873. He studied medicine at the University of
Pennsylvania, taking his degree in 1817. He ac-
quired an extensive practice in Philadelphia. In
1835 Doctor Hodge was made professor of obstetrics
in the University of Pennsylvania. After twenty-
eight years' service he became professor emeritus
in 1863. Hodge published System of Obstetrics, and
Diseases Peculiar to Women, both of which passed
through several editions. His son Hugh Lenox
Hodge (1833-82), was a noted surgeon.
HOFFMANN, Cuarlks Fenno, an American

author, born at New Y'ork City, in 1806, died at
Harrisburg in 1884. AA'hen 11 years old his leg
was crushed, and had to be amputated above the
knee. After studying law at Columbia College he
was admitted to the bar in 1827. In 1833 he was
the chief editor of the "Knickerbocker Jlagazine,"
After a trip through the AVest he wrote A Winter in
the West, and Wild Scenes in the Forest and the

Prairie, and a novel Greyslaer. He also wrote
poetry. The first volume is called The Vigil of
Faith, and the second, Burrowed Notes for Home Cir-
culiition A mental disorder, which attacked him in
1849, closed his literary career.
HOFFMAN, David, an American jurist, born at

Baltimore, in 1784, died suddenly at New York,
Nov. 11, 1854. He was an eminent lawyer, and in

1817 became ijrofessor of law in the University of
Maryland. In 1836 he resigned ; after that he went
twice to Europe for his health. His best writings
are: Course of Legal Study; Legal Outlines; Thoughts
on Men, Manners and Things, by Anthony Grum-
bler; l-iatur, or a Peep in My Note-book; Chronicles
Selected from the Originals of Cartaphilus, the Wan-
dering Jew (2 vols).

HOFFMANN'S ANODYNE LIQUOR, a mixture
of ether, alcohol, and ethereal oil. It is prescribed
with laudanum to prevent the nausea excited by
opium jireparations.

HOFJIANN, Augustus Wiliielm, a German
chemist, born at Giessen, April 8, 1818. After ob-
taining the degree of doctor of philosophy, he be-
came assistant to Liebig in the laboratory at Gies-
sen ; and, on tlie establishment of the Royal t'oUege
of Chemistry in London in 1845, he was made
superintendent of the new institution. From 1856
to 1865 he was cliemist to the royal mint, and in

1865 accepted an ai)pointment as professor of chem-
istry in the University of Berlin. He has made im-
portant discoveries in chemistry (see Aniline,
Britannica, A'^ol. II, p. 48), and has contributed
numerous papers to the transactions of scientific

societies—for the most part on the highest depart-
ments of organic chemistry. At Liebig's cfeath

he became editor of the "Annalen der Chemie."
He was ennobled on his seventieth birthday in

•1888.

HOG-GUJ[, or Gum-Hog, a kind of gum employed
in the AVest Indies as a substitute for pitch. It ia

of uncertain origin, being probal)ly collected from
various trees which yield resinous substanoes ol
similar qualities.
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HOGMANAY, a name applied in Scotland to the

last day of the year, often celebrated in connection
with Xew Year's Day. In the Scotland of former
days it marked the commencement of a holiday of

uproarious joviality.

HOG PLUM, a name given in the West Indies to

the fruit of certain species of Spondias trees and
shrubs of the natural order A7iacardiacse. S. pur-
purea and .S'. lulea are the species called hog plum
in the West Indies, because their fruits are a com-
mon food of hogs. The pulp of the fruit of <S'. tuber-

osa affords a beverage used in fevers.

HOGSHEAD, an old English measure of capacity
no longer in use, but equivalent for wine to six-

ty-three gallons, for ale and beer to fifty-one gal-
lons. In the United States the word now signifies

a large cask.
HOKIANKA, a river of New Zealand, enters the

Southern Ocean on the west coast of the North
Island, in lat. 35° 30' S., and long 173° 26' E.
HOLACANTHUS, a genus of fishes of the family

Chietodontidx, remarkable for the beauty and sym-
metry of their colors, and for their excellence as
articles of food. They have the compressed form
and other general characteristics of the Ch.xtodon-
tid.-e, a single dorsal fin, and a large spine on the
gill-cover. They are natives of the seas of warm
climates. H. imperator is one of the esteemed fishes

of the East Indies, rivaling the salmon in flavor.
HOLBROOK, John Et)w.\RDs, an American nat-

uralist, born at Beaufort, S. C, in 1794, died at Nor-
folk, Mass., Sept. 8, 1871. After receiving his de-
gree of M. D., from the University of Pennsylvania,
he went to Europe to continue his medical stud-
ies there, especially at Paris. In 1824 he was made
professor of anatomy in the Medical College of

South Carolina, which position he held for more
than 30 years. During the civil war he was com-
pelled to serve as surgeon in a South Carolina regi-
ment. His most important published works are
American Herpi'lology, or A Description of the Rep-
tiles of the United States (5 vols.) ; and Ichthyology of
South Carolina.
HOLD, the interior compartment of a vessel

throughout her lengtli which is nearest to the
keel. From the lowermost deck it extends to the
bottom of the sliip; it is always below the water-
line, and dependent on tlie hatchways for ventila-
tion and what little natural light it obtains. In
merchant-vessels tlie greatest portion of the cargo
is stored in the hold.
HOLDEN, a railroad junction of Johnson coun-

ty, Mo., where tinilior, building-stone and coal are
to be obtained in abundance.
HOLDER, Jo.sm-n Bassett (1824-88), an Amer-

ican zoologist. In ]8()0 he entered the United
States &rmy, and was surgeon -in -charge at the
United States military prison in Tortugas, Fla.,
until 1867, and then was assistant post-surgeon at
Fortress Monroe, Va. In 1870 he was made curator of
invertebrate zoology, ichtliyology, and lierpetology
in tlie Ani(!rican museum of natural liistory, Npav
York. He was the author of Jlintorii of the North
American Fauna (1882); History of the Atlantic
Riyht WhalcK (1883); and The Lirmg 'World (18.84).

HOLDING, a term used in Scots law to denote
the manner in whicli lieritatile estate is holden.and
corresponding to tenure in Englisli law.
IIOLI)RPU)GK, a city and county-seat of Phelps

county, Nel). It has water works, board of trade,
foundry, machine sliops and a tele|)h()ne exchange.
HOLIDAY, a holy day; a day set apart in

commemoration of some historical event, or in
honor of some person; a religious or secular fes-

tival, on which business is legally suspended, and
the time spent in relaxation and amusement.

Also a time when usual occupations are suspend-
ed ; a vacation.
HOLIDAYS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The general holidays in Great Britain and Ire-
land are as follows: Banks of England and
Ireland, and the Exchequer, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Whit Monday, First Monday in August,
Christmas- day and following day; or, if that
be Sunday, then the bank is closed on Monday.
The Stock Exchange, in addition to the Bank
holidays, is also closed on May 1st and November
1st. At the Custom-house, Inland Revenue Office,

and the Docks, the day appointed to be kept as the
Queen's Birthday ; and at the Docks, Coronation
Day (June 28) and the Prince of Wale's Birth-
day (November 9) in addition. In Scotland: New
Year's Day, Good Friday, First Monday in May,
First Monday in August, and Christmas-day.
HOLIDAYS, Legal, in the United States.

Jan. 1. New-Year's Day: Iu Alabama, Arkausas, CallfoV-
nia, Colorado,Counecticut, Florida, Georgia. Idaho, Illinois,
Indiaua, Iowa, Kansas. Kentucky, Louisiana. Maine. Mary-
land, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Jersey, 'New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina. Tennessee, Texas,
Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Washington and
Wyoming.
Jan. S. Anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans:

In Louisiana.
Jan. 19. Lee's Birthday : In Georgia and Virginia.
Feb. 10, 1891. Mardi-Gras: In Alabama and Louisiana.
Feb. 22. Washington's Birthday: In Alabama, Califor-

nia. Colorado, Connecticut, Florida. Georgia, Idaho. Illinois,
Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina. North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Wisconsin,
Washington and Wyoming,
March 2. Anniversary of Texan Independence: In

Texas.
March 4. Firemen's Anniversary: In New Orleans, La.
March 27, 1S91. Good Friday : In .\labama, Louisiana, Mary-

land, Pennsylvania and Tennessee.
April 1, 1891. .State Election Day: In Rhode Island.
April 21. Anniversary of the Battle of San Jacinto:

In Texas.
April 2G. Memorial D.iT : In Alabama and Georgia.
May 10. Memorial Day : In North Carolina.
May 20. Anniversary of THE SiGNiNCi of the Mecklen-

Bi'RG Declaration of Independence : In North-Carolina.
May 30. Decor-^tion Day : In California, Colorado, Con-

nccticiit. Dakota. Iowa, Illinois, Indiana. Kansas, Kentucky,
Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Ne-
braska. Nevada, New Hamiishire, New Jersey, New York,
North Dakota, Ohio. Oregon. Pennsylvania. Rhode Island,
Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Wisconsin, Washington and
Wyoming.
July 4. Independence Day: In all the States.
Sept. 7, 1S91. Labor Day ; In Colorado, Connecticut. Iowa,

Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio and
I'eunsvlvania.
NoviiMBER — . General Election Day: In .\ri2ona, Cali-

fornia. Kansas, Indiana. Maryland, Missouri. New Hamp-
shire, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio. Oregon,
South Carolina, Rhode Islantl, Tennessee, Texas, Wasliing-
ton. Wisconsin and Wvoming. In the States which hold elec-
tions in November. ]«il, election day falls on the :id instant.
Nov. 211, 1S91. Thanksgiving Day: It is observed In all

the States, though in some it is not a statutory holiday.
Dec. 25. CiiHISTMAS Day: In all the States, and in South

Carolina the two succeeding days in addition.
Sundays and f^ist Days (whenever appointed) are legal

holidays in nearly all the States.
-Vbbor Day is a legal holiday in Idaho, Kansas, and Wyo-

ming, the dav being set by the Governor, In Nebraska, April
22d.an<i in Colorado on the third Frlilay in April (April 17,

1X91). Arbor Day Is also a legal holiday in Rhode Island, on
a day set by the liovernor, but does not alTect the payment
of notes, etc.
In Minnesota. Washington's Birthday and Memorial Day

are the only general holidays exjiressly provided by law. As to
the maturity of bills and notes, the following days are by
Implication holidays: Thanksgiving Day, Good Friday,
Christnuts, January 1st and July lth:as to schools, Christ-
mas, January Jst, Jiily Ith and 1 hanksglving Day.
In New Mexico there are no legal holidays established by

statute, an<l in Delaware no State holidays.
Kvery Saturday after 12 o'clock noon Is a legal holiday in

New York.
There Is no natloiu\l holiday, not even the Fourth of July.

Congress has at various times appointed special holidays,
but there is no general law on the subject. The proclama-
tion of the President designating a day of Thanksgiving only
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makes it s holiday In those States which provide bv law
lor it.

HOLLAND. 8ee Britannica, Vol. XII, pp. 59-98;

also Netheih.a.nds. ill those Revisions and Additions.
HOLLAXl),cily of Ollawa county, Mich., in Hol-

land townshij), containing banks, oluirclies, schools,
Hope College and iron-smelting furnaces mills and
tanneries. The town is largely populated with
Hollanders, and four weekly newspapers in Dutch
are published.
HOLLAND, .losiAii Gilbekt, an American jour-

nalist and author, born at Belchertown, Mass., July
24, ISh), died in New York City, Oct. 12, 1S81.

After gradiuiling at Berkshire Aledioal C'ollege,

Pittslield, Mass., lie became superintendent of public
schools at Vicksburg, Miss. In KSIO Doctor Holland
was associate editor of the "Springfield Republi-
can." His publislied works are: llhluni of M'esl-

ern ^faKsachHsetts; The Baij-l'alh, a Puritan ro-

mance; Bittcr.iireet, a poem; Mix^ GilheH'K Career,

a realistic novel; 7'imntlni Titcmnh'ss Letters to Young
People; Golil Foil Hommered from Popnior Proverbs;
Leltera to the Jonenex; Arthur 7?()K»,i'ctf.s//c, published
in Scribner's Magazine, whose chief editor he was;
The .}fi.<itress of the Mnnxe, and Garnered Sheaves, a
collection of his poems.
HOLL.VND, New, the name formerly apjilicd to

the island or continent of .A.nstralia.

HOLLIDAY, Ben. (1819-87), an American ex-
pressman. During the Jfexican war he was an
army contractor, and a few years later established
Holliday's mail and overland express, wliich for

ten years was the connecting link between the
frontier States and the Pacific. He was also the
establisher of the fast pony express, and of a line
of steamers from Alaska to Mexico. He built in
Westchester county, N. Y., a house that cost
!fl,000,O00, but which he lost after several years of
litigation.

HOLLIDAYSBURG, the county-soat of Blair
county. Pa., on a branch of the .Juniata River, and
at tlie junction of several brancht^s of the Pennsyl-
vania railroad. It has furnaces, foundries, rolling-
mills, nail factories and a female seminary.
HOLLI.STKR, the county-soat of San Benito

county, Cal., 94 miles south of San Francisco. Much
tobacco is raised in the vicinity, while coal and
quick-silver are found in the surrounding moun-
tains.

HOLLISTON, a manufacturing town of Middlesex
county, Mass., 26 miles southwest of Boston. It
produces boots, shoes, nails, wrenches and pumps.
HOLLOWAY COLLEGE, an institution founded

in 1883 by Thomas HoUoway, dealer in patent medi-
cines. It is situated at Blount Lee, on the soutli-
eastern limits of Windsor Park, near London, Eng-
land. It was established for the purpose of afTord-
ing a suitable education to women of tlie middle
classes, and is the largest female university hitherto
founded. The building, which is constructed in the
French Renaissance style, was opened liy the Queen
in 188(;. It is of great arcliitectural nierit, and is

surrounded by extensive grounds. Tlie instittition
is liberally endowed, and the management is vested
in the hands of twelve trustees.
IKJLLY, a post-village and railroad junction of

Oakland county, Mich.. .')2 miles from Detroit. Ice is

shipped from here, and among the articles manu-
factured are furniture, flour and castings.
HOLLY SPRINGS, a city, railroad junction and

county-seal of Marshall county. Miss., noted for its

educational institutions. Rust University and the
State normal scliool and .it her schools are
located liere. It is a great cotton shii)ping point,
and manufactures hubs, spokes, wagons, and con-
tains potteries and marble works.
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HOLMAN, WiLi.nM S., a United States Congress-
man, born in 1822. He was admitted to the Indiana
bar, and from lS43to 184() was judge of the court of

probate. From 1847 to 1849 he was jirosecuting
attorney; was a member of the legislature in 1851,

and was a judge of the court of common pleas from
1852 to 185(5. He was a Democratic member of the
successive Congresses from the .%tli to the Slst,

except the 45th and 46th.
IIOLISI OAK, or Holly 0.\k, a beautiful ever-

green oak, Quemis ile.r, native of Southern Europe
and Northern Africa. It affords excellent timber.
HOLLIES, AniEL (17(53-1 837), an American cler-

gyman. In 1783 he became tutor at Yale, and in
1785 was made pastor in .Midway, Ga. From 1792
to 1832 he had charge of the first parish in Cam-
bridge, ^lass. He wrote Annals of Ameriea (1805).
HOLMES, George Fredeiuck, an American edu-

cator, born in 1820. He was a teaclier in Virginia,
Georgia and South Carolina, and in 1842 was admit-
ted to the South Carolina bar. In 1845 he became
professor in Richmond College, Va. ; in 1S4(! presi-

dent of Mississippi University; in 1847 professor
of political economy, history and international law
in William and JIary College, and in 1857 was made
professor of history and literature in the University
of Virginia. He has written a series of text books
used in Southern schools.

HOLJIES, Oliver Wendell, an American phy-
sician and author, son of Abiel Holmes, born in

1809. In 1839 he became professor of anatomy and
physiology at Dartmouth, and in 1847 was chosen
to a simiiar position in the Medical School of Har-
vard. He has contributed to many periodicals in

every kind of literature, and has published, among
other works: Tlie Autocrat of the Breakfast Table

(1859); The Professor at the Breakfast Ta'ble (1860);
The Poet at the Breakfast I'oWc (1872) ; Elsie Venner,
a Jiomance of Destiny (1801), and The Guardian Angel
(1868) ;

Soundings From the Atlanlie (1864); Mechan-
ism in Thouglit and Morals (1871); A Mortal An-
tipathy (1885); and Our Hundred Days in Europe
(1887).

HOLOPTYCTIIUS (Gr. holos, "all," and ptiiche,

"wrinkle"), an extinct genus of ganoid fishes from
Devonian and ('arboniferous strata, typ(> of a
family the members of which are remarkable for

their sculptured or wrinkled scales and labyrin-

thine tooth structure.
IKJLST, Hermann Eduard von, a German his-

torian, born in Fellin, Livonia, in 1841. and emi-
grated to the United States in 18(>9. In 1872 ho be-
came jn'ofessor of history in Strasburg University,
and in 1874 at Freiburg. Subsequently he ret urned
to the United States, and lectured at .Johns Hop-
kins University. He wrote iod/.f XIV (18(5!)) ; Ver-

fassung und Demokratie der Verein.igten Staaten von
'Amerika (1873) ; and The Constitutional Law of the

United States of America.
HOLSTERS, cases for pistols afTixed to the pom-

mel of a saddle. They were freipiently covered
with wool or fur, to prevent injury to the rider

in the event of his being thrown forward upon
them.
IIOT-STON RIVER, a branch of the Tennessee,

formed by the north and south forks, which rise in

Virginia and unite near Kingsport, Tenn. It flows

southwest to Kingston, where it unites witli the
Clinch. It is about 200 miles in length, and is navi-
gable for light-draft boats the entire disfanoe, and
for large steamers to Knoxville during the greater
part of the year.
HOLT, .TosEi-n, an .American jurist, born in 1807.

He was admitted to the Kentucky bar in 1828; in

1857 was appointed commissioner of patents; be-
came postmaster-general in 1859, and in 1860 as-
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sumed charge of the war department. In 1862 he
was made judge-advocate-geueral of the army, and
in 1864 was put at the head of the bureau of mili-

tary justice. In 1865 he was brevetted major-gen-
eral, United States army, for "faithful, meritorious

and distinguished services in the bureau of military

justice during the war," and in 1875, at his own re-

quest, was retired.

HOLTOX, a city and county - seat of Jackson
county, Kan., 56 miles west of Leavenworth. It

manufactures flour, and has excellent fruit, good
timber and building stone.
HOLTZENDORFF, Franz vox, a German jurist,

born at Vietmannsdorf, in Brandenburg, Oct. 14,

1829. Educated for the law, he practiced in the
dourts at Berlin till 1857, when he became a

lecturer on law at the University. Made professor

there in 1861, he was in 1873 called to Munich. He
is known as an able writer on several branches of

law, and especially as an advocate for the reform of

prisons and penal systems.
H0LTZ:MANN, Adolf, born at Carlsruhe, May

2, 1810, died at Heidelberg, July 3,1870. He first

studied theology at Berlin, then Old German un-

der Schmeller at Munich, and afterwards Sanskrit
under Burnouf at Paris. In 1852 he was appointed
professor of German language and literature at

Heidelberg. Among his numerous contributions

to philology are : Ueberden griech. Vrsprting des Ind.
Tierkreises (1844) ; Ind. Sagen (1845-47) ; Kelten und
Oermanen (1855) ; and Untersuchutujen dher das Nie-
belungenlied. After his death Holder edited from
his papers Gn-manen-Allertiniu-rilSTd) ; Deutsche My-
thologie (1874) ; and Die Altere Edda (1875).

HOLTZMAXN, Heixricii Julius, theologian, son
of the Germanist Adolf Holtzmann, born at Carls-

ruhe, May 17, 1832. In 1861 he became extraordi-

dary, in 1865 ordinary professor of theology at

Heidelberg, and in 1874 accepted a call to the theo-

logical faculty at Strasburg. Among his writ-

ings are Kanon und Tradition {lSo9) ; Die Synopli-

schea Evanqelien (1863); Kritik der Epheser und
Kolossrrbfiefe (1872); Die Pfi.vMra/irJc/e (1881) ; and
an introduction to the New Testament 1885.

Besides these he prepared the Xew Testament por-

tion of Bunsen's Bihelu-erk; and, in conjunction with
G. Weber, published Geschichte des Volkes Israel,

and, with Zopffel, the Lexicon fiir Theologie toirf

Kirchenioesen. He has also contributed extensively
to the theological reviews.
HOLY COAT OF TREVES. See Treves, Bri-

tannica. Vol. XXIII, p. 5.53.

HOLY CROSS, the name of several orders of the
Roman Catholic church, as the Congregation of

Canons Regular of the Holy Cross, founded by
Theodore de Celles in 1211 ; Congregation of the
Holy Cross, an association of regular clerks, found-
ed by the Abb*'' Moreau in 1834, and introduced
into the United States in 1842; and the Sisterhood
of tlie Holy Cross, also founded by Abbe Moreau
in 1834.

HOLY FAMILY, the name given, in the lan-
guage of art, to every representation of the In-
fant Saviour and hisattondants. In the early part
of the Middle .Vges, wlien the object in view was
to excite devotion, tlie Virgin and Child were
usually the only jiersons represented. At a later
period, .Joseph, Elizabeth, St. Anna (the mother
of the Virgin), and John the Baptist were in-

cluded.
HOLYHEAD ISLAND, lying west and forming

part of Anglesey, Wales, is eight miles long by
three and a halt broad. It is separated from Anglesey
by a narrow strait, crossed liy a causeway, along
which run the Holyhead road and llie Chester it

Holyhead I'ailway. The surface is mostly rocky

and barren. On the northwest coast are two islets,

the Xorth and South Stacks, the latter with a
light-house, whose light is seen tor twenty miles.
Area. 9,658 acres. Population (1881), 10,131.

HOLY LEAGL'E, a name applied to various
European alliances, as that of 1511, between the
Pope, Julius II, Spain and Venice against France,
or that of Nuremberg in 1538, between Charles V
and the Catholic princes of C-rermany against the
League of Schmalkald. For the league of 1576
against the Huguenots, see France, Britanniea,
Vol. IX, p. 562.

HOLYOAKE, Cteorge Jacob, an English reform-
er, born at Birmingham. April 13, 1817. He taught
mathematics at the Jlechanics' Institute in his na-
tive city, acted as secretary to the British contin-
gent that went to the assistance of Garibaldi ; was
for many years editor of "The Eeasoner ;" was
chiefly instrumental in securing the passage of the
bill legalizing secular affirmations, and has taken
a prominent part in various public movements.
Holyoake was the last person imprisoned in Eng-
land on a charge of atheism, 1841. He was presi-

dent of the Carlisle Congress of the Coojierative

Societies, 1887. On the subject of cooperation he
has written Historii of Cooperation in Roehdale, 2
parts (1857-72) ; Historii of Cooperation in England,
2 vols. (1875-79) ; and 'Self-Help a Hundred Years
Ago (1888). Other works" from his pen are: The
Limits of Atheism (1861); Trial of Atheism (1877);

Life of Joseph Mayner Stephens (,iSSl); Hostile and
Generoxis Toleration; SiHistoryofiliddlesborough, and
Sixty Years of An Agitator's Life (1890.)

HOLYOKE, a city of Hampden county, Mass.,

and a railroad center, 8 miles north of Springfield

and 9 miles south of Northampton ; finely situated
on the side of a hill, and surrounded by the Con-
necticut River on all sides except the west. The
river falls 60 feet in the course of a mile and af-

fords immense water-power. Large quantities of

paper are made here in 26 mills—120 tons daily.

There are also cotton, woolen, silk, lumber, cutlery,

wire, machine and other mills and shops. The
city is well lighted, and supplied with water ; street

railways run on the principal thoroughfares. Pop-
ulation in 1890, 35,637. See Britanniea, Vol. Xll,
p. 105.

HOLY ROOD, or True Cross. See Cross, Bri-

tanniea, Vol. VI, pp. 610-11.

HOLY SEPULCHER, Orders op the. (1) Can-
ons Regular and Canonesses of, an Augustinian
oijder, founded at Jerusalem in the 12th century,
spread throughout Europe, and ceased to exist in

the 17th century. (2) Knights of the Holy Sep-
ulcher, an order of kniglithood instituted, probably
by Pope Alexander VI, for the guardianship of

the Holy Scpulcher, and the relief and protection

of pilgrims. On the recapture of Jerusalem by the

Turks, the knights retired to Italy and settled at

Perugia. After a temporary union with the Hos-
pitallers the order was reconstituted in 1814 both
in France and in Poland.
HOLY SPIRIT PLANT, or Dove Plant, the

Peristeria eUila, an orchid of Central America, hav-

ing white symmetrical floral enveloi'es. and the

stamens and pistil unileil into a column which
curiously resembles a white dove with expanded
wings.
IIOMALOPTERA

order of insects whi
garded as a division of the order Diptera. Some of

Uw Homnhtplero are wingless, and all are parasites.

The torest-ny is an example of this order. See Bri-

tanniea, Vol. XIIL p. l.'")0.

HOM K( >1'ATI I Y. The membership of the Amer'
ican Institute ot Honueopathy, on Jan.l, 1891, num-

the name given to a small
uch has been more generally re-
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bered nearly one tliousand, and represented nearly
every State in the Union. The number of new
members received during the previous year was
U'S. At that date the statistical summaries were
reported as follows: Number of physicians (vari-

ously estimated), 10,000 to 12,500; colleges, 13; stu-

dents in attendance last year, 1,17"); number grad-
uated last year, 3611; alumni of 13 colleges, 8,4l'2

;

professors and lecturers, 254; value of college prop-
erty, $750,000 ; State societies, 29 ; aggregate mem-
bersliip, 3,0S0; local societies, 90 ; aggregate mem-
bership, 4,543; hospitals, general and special, (i2;

total number of beds, 5,897; patients treated last

year, 35,242; value of hospital property, if6,950,700

;

journals published, 25. The otficers of the Ameri-
can Institute of Ilomteopathy, at the opening of

1S91, were as follows :

President—Dr. A. I. Sawyer, Monroe, Mich.
Vice-President—Dr. Chester G. Higbee, St. Paul,

Minn.
Treasurer—Dr. E. M. Kellogg, New York city.

General Secretary—Dr. Pemberton Dudley, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Provisional Secretarij—Dr. T. M. Strong, Ward's
Island, Xew York.
The ollice of the general secretary was at the

southwest corner of Fifteenth and Master streets,
Philadeli)hia. Pa. The following were chairmen of
the scientific bureaus connected with the institute:
Materia Medica, Dr. E. O. Kinne, Syracuse, X. Y.

;

Clinical Medicine, Dr. .T. W. Dowling, New York
city; Obstetrics, Ur. T. Griswold Oomstock, St.

Louis, Mo.; Sanitary Science, Dr. T. Y. Kinne, Pat-
erson, N. J.; Gyn;¥Colo;^y ; Dr. S. P. Hedges, Clii-

cago; Piedology, Dr. Clarence Bartlett, Philadel-
phia; Surgery, Dr. Charles ^I. Thomas, Philadel-
phia ; Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology, Dr. .1. T.
O'Connor, New York city; Mental and Nervous
Diseases, Dr. A. P. Williamson, Middletown, N. Y.

;

Ophthalmology, Otology and Laryngology, Dr.
James A. Campljell, St. Louis, Mo. ; Organization,
Registration and Statistics, Dr. T.Franklin Smith,
New York city. For general history of Homo;-
opathy, see Britannica, Vol. XII, pp. 12(i-29;also
see I1ahnem.\.nx, Britannica, Vol. XI, p. 373.
HdMEK, a city of Champaign county, 111., 273

miles southwest of Toledo, Ohio. It has a flour mill
and is a shipping point for fruit and grain.
HOMER, a railroad junction of Calhoun county,

Mich., containing a furn:u'e and flour mills.
IK )."\IEK, a village of Cortland county, N. Y., 27

miles south of Syracuse. It contains foundries and
Hour mills.

HOMER, WixsLow, an American artist, born in
1830. From 1854 to 1856 he was a lithographer in

Boston, and then went to X'ew York, where he
made drawings for a publishing house. In 1860
he became interested in painting, and has since de-
voted his entire attention to that W(jrk. Among
some of his most/ popular pictures are-.IIome, Sir,:et

Home ; The Last Goose at Yuletown ; Snap the Whip;
The American Type; Country School Eoom; KoHnfj
Watermelon; Cotton Pickers; 'Song of the Lark; The
Four-Leaved Clover; Dad's Coming; In the Fields;
The Tryslinq Place; Flowers for the Teacher; The Life
Line, and Vndertow.
HOMESTEAD LEGISL.\TION. See Homeste.\d,

Britannica, Vol. XII, ])p. 122-24.
IIOMI.NE REPLEGIAXDO, an old writ in Eng-

lish law, meaning to bail a man out of prison ; now
disused.
HOMOGANGLTATA, the name given by Owen

to the .li-^iVi</r(?fi of (Juvier. Eacli segment of the
lowest hoiniKirniiiliatn contains a pair of ganglia
with nerves proceeding from them ; all, however,
communicating by nervous filaments, and consti-

tuting a continuous chain. In the higher forms
there is a more evident allotment of the ganglia of
particular segments to jnirticular functions.
HOMOLOGATIOX, a Scotch law term, denoting

an act which conllrms or approves of something
which otherwise might be invalid. Thus an infor-

mal deed, though useless in itself, yet if acted on
by one or lioth parlies will be set up and made
valid as against the party homologating.
IIO.MOLOGOUS CiUAXTITIES, or magnitudes in

geometry, are such as correspond, or are like to an-
other. For example, in similar triangles, the homol-
ogous sides are those which are opposite to corre-
sponding angles.
IIOXDURAS, BuiTisn. a crown colony on the

Caribbean Sea, south of Yucatan, and (iOO miles
west from .Tamaica. Area, 7,5(i2 sijuare miles. Popu-
lation in 1887, 27,452. Capital, Balize, with a popu-
lation of 5,800. IJalize is noted for its prodifction
of mahogany and logwood. Schools (1887), 27;
pupils, 2.tn2 (1,086 Roman Catholic, 1,199 Wes-
leyan); government grant, $11,023. Detachments
of the 2d West India regiment are stationed in the
colony.
Imports in 1889, £260,089; exports, £300,000;

revenue, £50,000; expenditures, £45,487.

Chief sources of revenue : Customs-duties, ex-
cise, licenses, land-tax, etc.; also sale and letting of
crown lands. Expenditure mainly administrative
and the various services. Debt, £16,ii50.

In 1887 mahogany exported, 4,191,264 cubic feet;
logwood, 20,018 tons ; fruit (chiefly to New Orleans),
£25,000 ; sugar, 953 tons. The transit trade greatly
increases the traffic of the ports, especially in India
rubber, sarsaparilla, coffee, etc. Besides the staple
products, mahogany and logwood, there are sugar,
coffee, bananas, plantains, cocoa-nuts, etc.

In 1888, tonnage of vessels entered and cleared,
253.152, of which 135,4(34 was British.

Xumber of letters, newspapers, etc., passed
through the post-office, 1887—international, 97,356;
inland, 22,697.

Currency, chiefly Central American silver dollars.
IIOXDURAS, B.\Y OK, a wide inlet of the Carib-

bean Sea, having Guatemala and Honduras on the
south, and Balize and Yucatan on the west. It re-
ceives many streams, of which Balize and Monta-
gua are tlie largest, and contains the Bay Islands,
and a multitude of islets and reefs.
HONEOYE F.\LLS,a village of Monroe county,

N. Y., 16 miles south of Rochester. Flour, plaster,
pumps, axe-handles, and woolen goods are made
here.
IKJNESDALE, county-seat of Wayne county, Pa.,

and railroad junction. Glass, edge- tools, boots,
shoes, pottery, leather, lumber, canal-boats and
steam-engines are made here.
HONESTY {Lunaria), a genus of plants of the

natural order Crueifer.r, of which two species, na-
tives of the south of Europe, X. fi)(»i(rt, or hiennis,

and L. redivivn, have long been cultivated in Bri-
tain. Their large flat seed-pouches (silicules),

which are very persistent, resemble polished film
of mother-of-pearl. and are frequently used as orna-
ments. The early English reckoned the plant
among herbs potent for magic.
IION'EV-ANT, an ant of the genus Myrmeroeys-

fK.s, inhabiting Mexico, New Mexico, and Arizona.
In one form of the workers the abdominal cavity is

found in summer distended witli honey until the
ants resemble small, spherical, pellucid grapes.
Later in the season, when food is scarce, these liv-

ing stores of honey are devoured by the other
members of the colony.
HONEY-P,UZ/ARD, or Bee-Kite (Pernis apivo-

rus), one of the Falconida;, allied to kites and buz-
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zards. It has a thick feathering on the sides of the
head down to the base of the bill ; it winters in

Africa, and breeds in the wooded districts of Xortli

Europe, ranging, however, as far east as China and
Japan. The honey-buzzard plunders the nests of

bees and wasps for the larvie, and also the honey.
The nest is situated on some leafy tree ; and the
eggs, usually two, are laid in June. The genus in-

cludes a few other species.

HONEYCOMB MOTH, or Bee-^Ioth, a moth of

the genus Galleria, which infests beehives. There
it deposits its eggs, and the larvaj when hatched
feed on the honeycomb. There are two broods in

the year, and the later pup;e sleep through the
winter. The best known species are G. ceranea and
O. alvearia. It appears that neither moths nor lar-

ViB are ever stung by the bees. When they occur
in numbers they are very injurious, or even quite
fatal to the hive.

HONEY-DEW, a viscid saccharine exudation,
often found in warm dry weather on the leaves
and stems of trees and herbaceous plants. It is

often, but not always, associated with the presence
of insects which feed on the juices of plants, and its

flow is ascribed to their punctures ; but the rupture
of the tissues from any other cause seems also to
produce it, and warm dry weatherseems to produce
in the sap that superabundance of sugar which is

thus thrown off. Aphides themselves exude a
fluid called honey-dew, which probably differs con-
siderably from the direct exudation of the plant,

but mingles with it where they abound. Different
kinds of manna are the dried honey-dew of certain
plants. But generally this exudation, as it dries,

coats the surface of leaves and tiranches with a
clammy film, on which molds and other small fungi
Boon grow, and thus the pores of the plant are
ch)gged and its health is impaired. Gardeners are
therefore careful to wash off honey-dew. Orange
and lemon plantations sometimes suffer great in-

jury from tlie abundance of honey-dew, as have
the coffee plantations of Ceylon.
HONG-KONG, a crown colony of Great Britain,

and formerly a part of China. For liistory, govern-
ment and early statistics, see Britannica, Vol. XII,
pp. 141, 14:!. The latest reported official census was
that of IStil ; but an estimated census of Dec. 31,1889,

gave tlie following ligures: Area, 29 squajre miles.
Population, 194.4S2. Of the colored population there
were 130,168 Chinese, one-third of the hitter beinp
British subjects l)y liirth. Tlie governor luis an an-
nual salary of .$32,000, including a "table allowance"
of $7,000. In I8S9 there were 100 schools ( subject to

government supervision) with 7,(559 pupils, involv-
ing an annual expenditure of $5.3,902; also 107
private schools, willi 2,022 pupils. The revenue in

1889 amounted to $1,823,549, and the e.\penditure
to .$1,459,167 ; the public debt, to about $1,000,000.

There was an imperial garrison of 1,300. Hong-
Kong is the licadiiuarlers of the (!hina squadron,
Consisting of 25 vessels in IS'.K). The number of
vessels entering that port in 1889 was 3,820, of

4,518,614 tons.

HOOD, John Bell (1831-79), a Confederate sol-

dier. See United States, Britannica, Vol. XXIII,
p. 789.

HOOF-AIL, Treatment or. Special care is need-
ed at certain times, to guard against the disease
of cows' feet known as huof-ail. This disease con-
sists of vesicular intlaiuniation of the skin between
the claws of the hoof, and if tliis is neglected ulcers
form, which at length liecome deep and penetrate
the foot, at times causing the hoofs to fall off. It

Jonietimos occurs, more so with sheep than with
•Aows, that the dis(!ase Ijecomes virulent, and the
pus escapiujf from the sores becomes contagious,

and the more severe foot-rot is established in the
herd or flock. The beginning of it occurs when the
animals ai-e forced to wade in swampy pastures
or in muddy yards. The mud excoriates the feet,

and causes the inflammation by which vesicles or
watery pimples are formed on the skin. The
cliafing of the sores by the grinding motion of the
claws in the acts of movement very goon produces
the deeper sores, and the lilth poisons the blood,
when in time the contagious form of the disease
occurs. Prevention is easy, while a cure is trouble-
some. Dry pastures and clean yards and stables
prevent the trouble. When, however, neglect has
produced its inevitable result, the sore feet must
be kept clean and dressed with some antiseptic
ointment, as a mixture of lard, eight parts; tur-
pentine, two parts, and acetate of copper one part.
HOOK, James Clakke, an English painter, was

born in 1810. He commenced his artistic career by
painting pictures based on Scriptural and poetical
subjects. Afterwards he produced many excellent
paintings, whose sulijects were jiastoral or modern.
In 1860 he was elected a Royal Academician. Con-
sequent upon the success of his well-known Luff,
Jioi/.' ilr. Hook has more recently devoted his
talents to marine pictures, and is a regular con-
tributor to the Koyal Academy. Three paintings
by 31r. Hook attracted much admiration at the
academy of 1890.

HOtJKEK, Charles E., aUnited States Congress-
man, born in South Carolina. After he was admit-
ted to the bar he returned to Mississippi. In 1850 he
was elected district attorney of River district, and
to the legislature in 1859. In 1865 he was made
attorney-general of the State, and reelected in

1868. He was elected to the 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th,

50th and 51st Congresses as a Democrat.
HOOKER, SiK .Iosei'h Dalton, a son of Sir W. J.

Hooker (1785-1865), was born at Ilalesworth, in

Suffolk, June 30, 1817, and was educated at the
High School and University of Glasgow, graduating
jM. D. in 18"9. He soon afterward joined tlie antarc-
tic expedition of the £rfbtis and 'J'n-nir. Returning
after four years' absence, he acted for some time
as substitute for Professor Graham in the chair of

botany at Edinburgli University ; in 1846 was ap-
pointed botanist to the geological survey of Great
Britain, and in the folloAving year undertook a
botanical exjiedition to the Himalayas, which occu-
pied him for lliree years. In 1871 he made an ex-
pedition to Moriicco, ascending tlie great .Vtlas.the
summit of which had never before been reached by
a European. In 1877 he accompained Doctor Asa
Gray in a scientilic tour through Colorado, Utah
and California. Doctor Hooker became director of

Kew Gardens in 1865, was president of t.ie British
Association in 1868, and from 1873 to 1878 was presi-

dent of the Royal Society. He was made C. B. in

181)9, and K. C. S. I. in 1877. H-^ has published a
number of valuable works, of which one of the best
known in !<titdetit's Flara af tlit' lirlllsli iKlaiids (1870);
and the most imiiorlant, the Genera Phtnlnriim, in
conjunction with George Bent ham (3 vols., 1862-83).

HOOKER, WoRTHiNGToN (1806-67), an American
physician. In 1829 he began the practice of nudi-
cine in Norwich, l\Iass.. and from 1852 to his death
was prof(>ssor of the theory iind practice of medi-
cine in Yale. Among his writings are several scien-

tilic books fi)r the young, and also professional
works, including Hiiisicimi uud Pnlinil (1849);
Hornceopathy: <in Examinatloii of its Doctnni'n mul
EvUhucen (1852); Hxminn I'Iiiis'wUhjii for Colleges aitd

&7ioo/.< (1854), and Hatioinil Therape iities (1857).

HOOKS AND EYES. These dress-f.-isteners were
formerly made by hand, but for niaiiy years t hey
have beou made by machine. By one kind oi
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machine the wire is first drawn off a reel, next cut

to the required length ; then by a sinker furced into

a slot, l)y which it is bent, and at the same time the

two ends are formed by cams into the lateral loops.

A hook requires an additional bend, and this is

produced by another slot and sinker.

IIOOK-SQUID, one of the cephalopod mollusks
of the family Oni/ckoleulhidiaa.', remarkalile for its

long hooked tentacles and suckers, wliich are em-
ployed to seize its prey. It sometimes attains a
length of six feet, and is much dreaded on account
of its voracious liabits. It ranges through most seas.

HOOPE8T0N, a village of Vermilion county, 111.,

situated at tlie junction cf the Chicago, Danville &
Vincennes Railroad, with the Bloomiui^ton division

of the Wabash Railroad, 104 miles south of Chicago.
It has elevators and cimsiderablo traffic in grain.

IIOO.S.VO RIVER rises in Lanesboro, Berkshire
county, Mass. ; Hows north, crosses a corner of Ver-
mont northwest into Xew York, entering the Hud-
son about 14 miles above Troy. It affords consid-
erable water-power, and in New York is called
Hoosick River.
HOOSICK FALLS, a village of Rensselaer

county, X. Y., 26 miles northeast of Troy. It has
manufactories of lumber and mov,'ing machines,
and contains malleable iron works.
HOl'E, a post-village and railroad junction of

Hempstead county. Ark., situated \V2 miles from
Little Rock, and 83 miles from Texarkana, on the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railroad.
HOPE-SCOTT, .Lv.uEs, third son of the Honorable

Sir Alexander Hope, and grandson of the second
Earl of Ilopetoun, born at Marlow in 1812, died
in London, .\.|)ril 2f>, 1873. He was educated at
Eton and at Clirist Cluirch, Oxford, and, admitted
to the bar in 183S, soon made'a great parliamentary
practice. His life, by Robert Ornsby (2 vols., 1884),

is specially interesting for the glimpses it gives of

men greater than himself, as Cardinal Newman
and Mr. Gladstone.
HOP-FLEA, or Tootii-Legged Beetle {Phyllo-

Iriitti, or Hnllica conrinna), a very small coleopt-
erous insect, wliich often in tlie spring devours the
tender tops of young shoots in hop plantations. It

is of the same genus as the turnip-tiy (Pkyllotreta
nemonim).
HOP-FLY (Aphis, or Phorodon hamuli), a species

of apliis, or plant-louse, important on account of the
injury it inflicts on the hop plantations. The
general c ilor is pale-green. Both larv;e and adults
ruin the plants. No elBcient method of preventing
the ravages of this pest has yet been discovered

;

but the beneficial service to man of lady-birds and
other natural foes of this fly has been long and
widely recognized.
HOPKINS, Albert ,T., a United States Congress-

man, Ijorn in 1834. He v.as admitted to the Illi-

nois bar, and began practice in .Vurora, 111. From
1872 to 187t) he was State's attorney of Kane coun-
ty, and from 1878 to l.SSO was a member of the Re-
publican State central committee. He was elected
as a Republican to the 4()th, 50th and 51st Con-
gresses.
HOPKINS, Edw.\bd (1600-57), an English

statesman. He emigrated to Boston, Mass., in 1637,
and shortly afterward removed to Hartford. From
1640 to 1654 he was governor of the colony every
even year, alternating with John Hayes. He then
returned to England and became warden of the
fleet, commissioner of the admiralty, and member
of parliament. At his death he left JtiSiOOO to edu-
cational institutions in New England.
HOPKINS, EsEK (1718-1802). an American naval

otBcer. In 1775 he was commissioned by the Con-
tinental Congress commander-in-chief of the navy,

and, in February of the following year, put to sea
with the first squadron sent out by the colonies.

He was officially complimented for his success in

several engagements, but in 1777 was dismissed
from the service for neglecting a citation to ap-
pear in Philadelphia. Subsequently he settled in

Rhode Island, and several times was chosen a niem^
ber of the general assembly.
HOPKINS, JoH.N- IIe-skv (17ii2-1868), an Ameri-

can P. E. bishop. In 1818 he was admitted to the
Pennsylvania bar, and gained an immense practice,
but five years later became a priest in the Protes-
tant Episcopal church. In 1832 he was made bish-
op of Vermont. Among his writings are : Christian-
ily Vindicated (1833); The Pi-iniitire Creed (1834);
The Primitive Church (1835); Essay on Gothic Archi-
tecture (1836); The Church of Pome in Her Primitive
Purity Compared With the Church of Rome at the

Present Da>i (ia37) ; The Norelties Which Disturb Our
Peace (1844); The History of the Con/CTSJonni (1850)

;

The End of Controversy Controverted ( 1854) ; A Scrip-
tural, Historical, and Ecclesiastical View of Slavery
(1864); The Law of liittialism (1866) ; The History of
the Church in Verse (1867), and The Pope A^ot the An-
tichrist flSGS).

HOPKINS, M.\RK (1802-87), an American edu-
cator. In 1830 he accepte<l the professorship of

moral philosophy and rhetoric at Williams College,
and from 1836 till he resigned in 1872 was president
of the college. He retained the pastorate of the
college church until 1883. Among other works he
is the author of The Law of Love, and Love as a Law;
or, Christian Ethics (1869); An Outline Study of Man
(1873) ; Strength and Beauty (1S74) ; Scriptural Idea of
Man (1883).

HOPKINS, Stephen (1707-85), a signer of the
Declaration of Independence. He was a states-

man of high rank, and held numerous important
public offices. For many years he was a member
of the Rhode Island assembly ; was justice of the
peace, and judge ,of the court of common pleas ; was
governor of the colony, and was a member of sev-
eral Congresses. He wrote History of the Planting
and Growth of Providence (1765).

HOFKINSON, .losEPn (1770-1842), an American
jurist. In 1791 he was admitted to the Pennsylva-
nia bar, and in 1814 was elected a representative
to Congress. In 1828 he was appointed United
States Judge for the eastern district of Pennsylva-
nia. Mr. Hopkinson was the author of the national
song. Hail, Columbia.
HOl'KINSVILLE, a city and county -seat of

(,'hristian county, Ky.. situated 71 miles northwest
of Nashville, Teiin. The locality is very fertile, and
produces tobacco, coal and iron. The city con-
tains South Kentucky College, two seminaries, a
State insane asylum, and manufactories of car-

riages and plows.
HOPLEGNATMID.E, a family of aeanthopter-

ous fishes, limited, so far as known, to the single

genus H(ipli(jiitilhiis. It is characterized by having
a continuous lateral line, perfect ventral fins, and
intermaxillary and maxillary bones pmvided with
a trenchant edge, with which the teeth are contin-

uous. Several species are known as inhabitants of

the Pacific Ocean.
HOPPIN, James M.\soN, an American educator,

born 1820. In l.'i42 he graduated at Harvard Law
School, and in 1845 from .\ndover Theological Sem-
inary. From 18.50 to 18.5!) he was pastor of the Con-
gregational church at Salem, Mass., and two years
later became professor of homiletics in Yale. He
published Xoles of A Tlieological Student (1854) ; Old
England, Its Art,' Scenery and People (1867); Office

ani Work of the Christian Ministn/ (\SG[» ; Homilet-
ics (1881), and Pastoral Tlieology (1884).
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HOPS, the produce of a perennial dioecious plant

of the natural order Cannabinacea;, the only species

of its genus. See Britannica, Vol. XII, pp. 156-58;

Brewing. Vol. IV, p. 272.

HOP-TREE, or Shrubby Trefoil, a North

American shrub, Ptelea trifoliata, belonging to the

Bue family. The leaves are trifoliate, with leaflets

ovate, pointed and downy when young. The flow-

ers, borne in terminal cymes, are greenish white

and not conspicuous. The fruit is two-celled and
two-seeded, having a broad wing; is intensely bit-

ter, and is a poor substitute for the true hop.

HORDEIN, a term that has been applied to a

substance which can be extracted from barley

(Lat., hordeum). It is merely a mixture of starch

cellulose and a somewhat nitrogenous matter.

behavior towards certain re-agents (as the caustic
alkalies and the mineral and acetic acids) and
their percentage composition.
HORODENKA, a town of Austria, in East Ga-

lieia, a hundred and six miles southeast of Lena-
berg. Population, 10,226.

HOROLOGY, the science which treats of the
construction of apparatus for measuring and tell-

ing the time. On the construction of ordinary
clocks, see Clocks, in Britannica, Vol. VI, pp. 13-

35; and on the construction of ordinary watches,
see Watch, in Britannica, Vol. XXIV, pp. 394-98.
The improvements in the escapement and the pen-
dulum of the clock bring the mechanical perfec-
tion of this time-keeping instrument to the point
which it has attained at the present day. But the

HORNED TOAD, a lizard of the genus Phryno-
sornn. See Britannica, Vol. XIV, p. 736.

HORNITOS, or IIounos, tlie name given to the
low oven-shaped hillocks which emit smoke and
vapors, and which occur in great numliers on the
sides and in tlic ueighl)orliood of the large volca-
noes f)f •Soutli America.
IIOKNY TISSUES were formerly regarded as

fc.xtrenicly simple in their structure. Recent in-

vestigations, liowever, show that the parts which
consist of horny tissue, as the persistent liorns of

the ruminants, the claw and hoofs, whalel)ono, tor-

toise shell, etc., have a somewhat complicated
structure, alMiough they are so far analogous to

one anotlier tliat they proceed from nucleated cells

wliicli are not morphologically developed like the
cells of most otlier urgans. In a chemical point of
view they also closely resemble one another ; for,

when compared with nt her tli«sues, they all contain
a large (|iianlily of sulphur, in combination with a
substance whose origin from or atlinity with the
proteine bodies is sulliciiMitly olivious from their

art of horology would be incomplete unless there

were some standard, independent of individual me-
chanical contrivances, by which the errors of each

may be daily corrected. This standard is supplied

by observatories. The big Naval Observatory at

Washington determines, and gives away to any
one who chooses to ask for it, absolutely C(UTCct

time at noon each day. Experts paid by Uncle

Sam make the computation aniliiressa button at

precisely 12 o'clock, thus communicating the hour

to the various departments in the city. The AVest-

ern Union Telegraph comiiany is iiermitted to

have its instruments in the room whence the mes-

sage is sent, with an attachment tothe button, so

that the news is Hashed directly from tlu> observa-

tory, without even the aid of an operator, all nver

the" United States, reaching even so distant a iionit

as San Francisco witliin the sjiaceof not more than

one 51 h of a second—for such is the utmost

twinkling renuired for the passage of an electric

spark through 3,000 miles of wire. To accomplislj

this the telegraph company is obliged to take all
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other business ofif the wires, each day just before
12 o'clock. Three minutes and a half before noon
arrives, operators in all parts of the country cease
sending or receiving messages and devote their at-

tention to attaching wires in such a manner as to

establish unbroken connections from Washington
with points in every section of the Union to which
the lines extend their ramifications. A dozen sec-

onds before the time-bell is to strike, a few warn-
ing ticks come Hashing along, and at the very mo-
ment when the sun passes over the seventy-fifth me-
ridian a current gives a single throb from Maine to
Florida, and from the Atlantic to the Pacific, in-

forming an expectant nation of the time of day.
The noon signals sent out from Washington serve
to indicate 11 A. .M. for Chicago, 10 .\. m. for Oma-
ha, and 9 a. m. for San Francisco. In this manner
the Western Union Telegraph Company keeps cor-

rected by electricity to absolute solar-time not less

than 7,000 clocks in the city of New York alone, and
in all the United States perhaps as many as 70,000-

As each clock is charged $15 a year for this ser-

vice, the company derives an income of about
one million of dollars from this source. The clocks
that are set every noon in a thousand cities and
towns by a single pressure of a button in Washing-
ton are equipped with a peculiar electrical contri-

vance by means of which the galvanic current
passing through it springs the hands of each time-
piece simultaneously to the point of 12, if in the
eastern time-belt; to the point of 11, if in the cen-
tral time-belt; to the point of 10, if in the mountain
section ; and to the point of 9, if in the Pacific sec-

tion. The United States Government avails itself

gladly of this chance to extend the courtesies
of the hour to 63 millions of people, especially
in all important seaport towns, where the noon
time balls are dropped in order that the mari-
ners may be able to correct their chronometers.
This last was from the start the prime object of

the entire service. The Naval Observatory does not
reckon its time by the sun, but by the fixed stars,

which are so far off that their position with re-

lation to the earth does not change appreciably
within a few months or even years. Star-time
is therefore, the only true time. The operator
looks through his large telescope and watches
for a given star which he knows to cross the
plane of the 75th meridian west of Greenwich.
Its time was adopted for the District of Columbia
by act of Congress, approved March 13, 1884. The
observer has a star-time clock and a printed table
that shows him at what second the star in ques-
tion must actually have crossed the meridian. He
corrects the observed time, if necessary, by the
table, which is always correct, and reduces it to

sun-time. Since the star-year is one day longer
than the sun-year, the reduction of the star-time
to sun-time requires considerable figuring. .\ sun-
time or "standard" clock stands close by, and by
the amount that this varies from the calculated or
true sun-time, the clock indications are at once
changed. The noon-stroke is sent all over the
country according to this corrected sun-time. At
the observatory all the chronometers made for
the navy are tested and regulated before they
are sent out on vessels. It takes 21 weeks of
testing to properly regulate and prove one of
them. .\ part of the trial consists in subjecting
the instrument to the action of cold in an ice-

box, and again to heat as communicated through
steam-pipes. Each chronometer, when given out
to the navy, is accompanied l)y acliart telling just
how much it will vary under certain temperatures.
The Xr.w Standard of Timk is the Unitkd

States is established in the following way : The

country is dividtd into four "time-belts," based
on the 75th, 90th, 105th and 120th degrees of longi.
tude. This makes just an hour's difference in
clock-time between any two nearest ones of the
four meridians mentioned. On each side of these
lines tlie same clock-time extends for about 73^ de-
grees longitude. This plan went into effect Nov.
18. 1883. The change to this new standard caused
but unimportant differences anywhere, save in
places where two belts meet. Thus, in Pittsburgh,
Pa., a passenger coming into the city on a train
from the east and going directly west, should his
train leave immediately, will find that there is just
one hour's difference in clock-time or train-time
between the moment of his arrival and that of his
departure; while in fact there is not a minute's
difference of real time. His watch will be an hour
ahead of the time used on his departing train. On
going east his watch will be an hour behind, as an
hour can be more easily reckoned than an uneven
number of minutes.

This plan of dividing the country Into belts about lb"
wide is more practicable than it would be to divide it into
narrower belts. Besides, a passenger from PortlBnd, Me., to
Chareston, S. C, for instance, or from Chicago to New Orleans
cau make the entire run without changing his watch. This
division into hour-belts has been adopted bv all Important
cities, and by the railroads throughout the United States.

1. The following cities have noon at the same moment • Al-
bany, N. Y. ; Augusta. Me.; Baltimore, Md.; Bangor. Me ;

Boston, Mass.; Brooklyn. N. Y.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Burlington,
Vt.; Charleston, S. C; Cleveland. O.; Concord. N. n. ; Hart-
ford, Conn.; New Haven, Conn.; New York, N. Y.; Philadel-
phia. Pa.: Pittsburgh, Pa.; Portland, Me.: Provldeuce. K. 1.;
Richmond, Va. ; Savannah, Ga. ; Washington, D. C; Wil-
mington. N. C.

2. When the cities mentioned under 1 have noon, the fol-
lowing have 11 o'clock, a.m.; Atlanta, Ga.; Chicago, 111.;
Cincinnati, O. ; Columbus, O.; Detroit, Mich.; Dubuque,
Iowa; Galveston, Texas; Hannibal, Mo. ; Indli«_..polis, Ind.;
Kansas City, Mo.; Little Rock, Ark.; Louisville, Ky.; Mem-
phis, Tenn.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Minneapolis, Minn.'; Mobile,
Ala.; Nashville, Tenn.; New Orleans, La.; Omaha. Neb.: Pen-
sacola. Fla. ; Quincy, 111.; St. Joseph, Mo.: St. Louis, Mo
St. Paul, Minn.; Terre Haute, Ind.; Vicksburg, Miss.

:;. When the cities mentioned under 1 have noon, the follow-
ing pbioes have 10 o'clock, a. M.: Denver. Col.: Salt Lake City;
I'tab City, Utah; Santa Fe, New Mexico; and

4. The following cities have9A. M.: Bois<:> City, Idaho: Port-
land, Oreg.; San Diego, Cal.; San Francisco. C'al.; Seattle,
Wash.; Virginia City, Nev.
The boundary lines of the time-belts coincide with the lines

of the meridians only in a very general wav. In the accom-
panying map the three heavy and irrtguhir north and south
lines are these dividing lines. The one dividing the eastern
and central belts passes through Detroit. Mich., Buffalo. N Y..
Pittsburgh, Pa.; through the western portions of Virginia,
West Virginia and North Carolina to the citvof Atlanta. Ga..
and thence eastward to Charleston, S. C. The boundary line
betwen the central and mountain belts runs nearly due south-
ward through Bismarck in North Dakota to Dodge Citv In
Kansas: and thence south-westward to El Paso. Texas. And
the dividing line between the mountain and Pacific belts runs
along the boundary line between the States of Montana and
Idaho, thence due south toOgden.Utah ; and thence to Yuma,
Arizona, at the head of the Gulf of California.

HORSE, a hoofed quadruped of the genus Equus,
and valuable to man for its strengtli. speed, docil-
ity and courage. See Britannica.Vol. X II, jqi. 1 73-205.
HORSE, a miner's term, applied to any intruded

material whicli is the apparent cause of a sudden
interruption in the continuity of a material that
is being quarried. With vein-uiiners, a detached
mass of rock or spar which fills the vein receives
this name, while colliers apply the term to the
shale which occupies a natural but sudden thin-
ning out of the coal-bed, as well as to such in-

terruptions as seem to have been the channels of
small streams, and which were subsequently filled

up bv the clav that formed the roof of the coal.

HORSEHRADS, a post -village and railroad
junction of Chemung cotinty, N. Y. It contains a
woolen mill, saw mill, and a very large brick yard.
HORSE ISLAND, an island in Lake Ontario, and

in Jefferson county. N. Y., two miles from Sackett'e
Harbor. It has a light- house. Area, 27 acres.
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HORSE-RACING. According to the " Baltimore

Sun Almanac" for 1891, the fleetest horses on
record are :

AT RCNNIXG ;

Miles. Time.

%. Jim Miller, 2, Deer Lodge (Mont.), Aug. 16,
188S 0:21U

%. Cycloue, a, Helena (Mont.) Aug. 29, 1889 0:ZV/i
^2. Geralfiine, 4, 122 lbs., at New York Jockey

Club, Aug. 30, 1889 0:«
f Britauuic, 6, 122 lbs., at New York Jockeyl

Club, Aug. 81, 18S9

5 . I Fordham. 6, 11.5 lbs., at New York Jockey I „ .„
'»•

'i
Club, Oct. 4, 1889 ,• o:aii

Sallie McClelland, 2, 115 lbs., at New York
L Jockey Club, May SI, 1890

,

34. Fides, 4, 116 lbs., at New York Jockey Club,
May 31, 1890 1:10>4

rBritanuic, 5, 110 lbs., at Sbeepshead Bay,
7 , I Sept. 5, 1S89 1 :26 2-5
-'8- ) Bella B.,5, 103 lbs at Monmouth Park, July

I 8, 1890 (straight course) 1:23'^

f
Salvator, 4, 110 ITis.atMoumouth Park, .Aug.

,
) as, 1890 (against time, straight course) l;35i^
\ Racine, 3, 107 lbs.. Chicago (Washington
L Park), June 28, 1890 1:45;4

Im.TOyds. Lizzie B.,5. 104 lbs., Chicago (Wash-
ington Park), July 2, 1890 , 1:39^

1 1-lfi. Prince Royal, 5, il6 lbs., at New York
Jockey Club, June 11,1890 1 4SK

IH- Tristan, 6, 111 lbs., at Jloiris Park. West
Chester Co., New York, June 2,1861 l:5i;4

13-16. Tristan, 5, 102 lbs., Sheepshead Bay, Sept.
4, 1890 2 :00 1-5

fSalvator, 4, 122 lbs., at Sheepshead Bay,
,,^ J June 25, 1890 2:05
"'•»

I

Banquet, 3, 108 lbs., at Monmouth Park,
I July 17, 1890 (straight course) 2:0^i

im. 500 yds. Beu d'Or, 4, 115 lbs., Saratoga, July
25,1882, •. 2:10^^

V/a. Ormie, 4, 105 lbs., at Chicago (Washington
Park), JulyT, 1890.> 2:20^

\%. Firenzi,6, 117 lbs., at Sheepshead Bay, June
26, 1890 2 ;33

lYi. Ilindoocraft, 3, 75 lbs.. New York Jockey
>-lub, Aug. 27, 1SS9 2:48

Va. Olidelia, 5, hi; lbs., Saratoga, Aug. 5, 1882 3:01
1%. Enigma, 4,90 lbs., Sheepshead Bay, Sept.

15,1885 3:20
( Ten Broeck, 5, 110 lbs., Louisville, May 29,

2. I 1877 (against time) 3:27'<
( Wildmoor (6),Kansas City, Sept. 29,1882, 3:28

2^. Monitor, 4, 110 lbs., Baltimore, Oct. 20.
1880 8 :14'.<:

f Springbok, 5, 114 lbs., Saratoga, July 29,1

^^i-
1 Preaknessi a',' 114 lbs.', Saratogai ' ju'l'v

'

29, f
^ '^"^

l 1875 ; J
i)4. Arlstldes, 4, 104 lbs., Lexington, May 13,

1876 4:27>i
25^. Ten Broeck, 4, 104 lbs., Lexington, Sept. 16,

1876 4:5SJi;
%. Hubbard, 4, 107 lbs., Saratoga, Aug. 9,

187.1 4:5^i
3. Drake Carter, 4, 115 lbs., Sheepshead Bay,

Seiit. 6,1884 . 5:24
fT<Mi Broeck, 4, 104 lbs., Louisville, Sept.

,
I 27, 1870 (against time) V:l^
) KcUowcraft, 4. 108 lbs., .Saratoga, Aug. 20,
I 1874 7:191^

When the question is asked how the " time " of races run
In England compares with that ol the races run in .\merica,
the only au.swer Unit can be given is that races are not oHi-
ciiilly timed In England, and that the di.stauoes are gcucr-
allv " about " one mile, and the Derby is about a mile and a
half. The time reported for eight years is as follows: 1888,
Ayrshire 2:i:i; l.s«7. Merry Hampton 2:4.1; 1886. Ormonde
2:4.5 2-5; 1885, Melton 2:45 1-5; Harvester and St. Gatinn(dead
heat) 2:16 1-5: 188.1, Saint Blaise 2:482-5; 1882, Sbotovcr
2:45 3-5; and 1881, Iroquois 2:50. The race has never been
timed faster than 2:13.

AT TROTTINll : BKST PEIIFORHANCES OF 1889.

Faustina, yearling, by Sidney, 'i::Vt.

Regal Wilkes, 2-vearoId, by Guv Wilkes, 2:20J<.
Sunol, 3- year-old, by KIcctfonee'r, 2:10U.
Axtell, K-year-old, by William L., 2:13.

A(jRr> nojtsES.

Guy, by Kentucky Prince, 2 :10-X.
Stamboul, by Sultan, 2:12' ;.

Palo Alto, by KlcctlonecT, 2:ia'4.
Belle Hamlin, bv Almont, Jr.. 2:13^'.;.

Bonnie McGri'^-or. by Robert McGregor, 2:13'!;.
Nelson, by Young Rolfc, 2:14.
NiiTE.—Immediately after Axtell had trotted in 2:12, ho

was sold to a syndicate at Terro Haute for $10.5,000. C. H.
Nelson has recently received and dvcllncd au nITcr of $1IHI,000
lor the stallion Nelson,' of which he owns three-quarters.

Maud S.. by Harold, at Cleveland. O., July SOfn. 1885. 2:0^
Note.—Wm. H. Vauderbilt owned Maud S., and sold her to

Robert Bouuer for $40,000, before she had made a record of
2:08?4; refusing au o*fer of $100,000 for her. because he did
not want her to go into the hands of those who would have
"hacked" her round the country at exhibitions. 2:08^ is
the best trotting time ever made.
Jay Eye See, by Dictator, at Providence, R. I., Aug. 1,

1884,2:10.
St. Julien, by Volunteer, at Hartford, Conn., Aug. 27,

18S0, 2:ll!i.
Guy, by Kentucky Priuce, at Cleveland, O., Oct. 29, 1,SS8.

2:12.

Maxie Cobb, bv Happy Medium, at Providence, R. I., Sept.
30.1881, 2:1314.
Rarus, by Conklin's Abdallah, at Buffalo, N. Y. , Aug. 31,

1878,2:13^.
Harry Wilkes, by George Wilkes, at Sacramento, Cal., April

2, 1887, 2:13!-4.

Belle Hamlin, by Almout, Jr., at Cleveland, 0., Sept. 16,
1887. 2: 13J^.
Phallas, by Dictator, at Chicago, 111.. July 14, 1884. 2:1%
Clingstone, by Rvsdyk, at Cleveland, O., July 28, 1882,

2:14.
Goldsmith Maid, bv Abdallah, at Bostou, Sept. 2, 1874,

2:14.
Trinket, by Princeps, at "New York City, Sept. 22, 1881,

2:14. '

Patron, by Pancoast, at Cleveland, 0., July 29, 1887,
2:1414.
Rosalind Wilkes, by Conn's Harry Wilkes, at Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.. Aug. 24. 2.5. 1888. 2:14l<.

Hopeful, bv Godfrey's fatchen, at Minneapolis, Minn.,
Sept. C, 1878,2:14^.
Prince Wilkes, by Red Wilkes, at Cleveland, O., Aug. 3,

1888,2:H?i.
Stamboul,by Sultan, at San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 24,1888,

2 :1434.

.-Vrab, by Arthurton, at San Jose', Cal. Sept. 29, 1888,
2:15.
Favonia, by Wedgewood, at Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 10, 1888,

2:15,
Lulu, by Alexander's Norman, at Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 9,

1875, 2 :15.

Majolica, bv Startle, at Providence. R. I., Sept. 5, 1885,
2:15.

TROTTING ET TEAMS.

Maud S., by Harold and Aldine, by Almont, driven by Wm.
H. Vanderbilt to road wagon over the then Fleetwood track.
New York, 1883, 2:1514.

Maxie Cobb and Netta Medium, both by Happy Medium, to
skeleton wagon, driven by John Murphy, Fleetwood track.
New York, 1884. 2:15^r.
Kdward.by Masterlode, and Dick Swiveller, by Walkill

Chief, to skeleton wngon, at Providence. R. 1.. 1884, 2:1014.
Aldine and Early Rose, both bv Almout, to road wagon, at

Fleetwood, New York, I.8S3, i:K)i.
Cleora, by Jlcuclaus. and Independence, by Gen. Knox, to

sulky, at Hartford, Conn., INSS, 2:16}2.

IS A E.\CE.

Arab, by .\rthurton, and Conde, by Abbotsford. driven by
(>. A. Hickok, in straight lieats.Sau Francisco, Cal., Nov. '26,

18S7. Time 2:;-;0!i;, 2:2:;, and 2:1854. The third heat is the best
time ever made by teams in a race.

AT FACI.NG.

Johnston, by Joe Ba.ssett, at Chicago, 111., Oct. 3, 1884,

2 MH-
Little Brown Jug, bv Tom Hal, at Hartford, Conn., Aug.

24, 1881,2:11?^.
Sleepy Tom, bv Tom Rolfe, at Chicago, 111., July 25, 1879,

2:1214.
Buffalo Girl, bv Pocahontas Boy, at Pittsburgh, Pa., July '11,

1883, 2 ;12i-!;.

Richball, by King Plviraoh, at Pittsburgh, Pa., Julv '27,

1883, 2:12i.<.

Brown Hal, bv Tom Hal, at Lexington, Ky., Aug. 81, 1887,
2:13.
Arrow, by A.W.Richmond, at Cleveland, O., Aug. 1,1888,

2:1:!':;.

Gossip, Jr., by Gossip, at Buffalo. N. Y., Aug. 8, 1S88,

2:]:1'4.

Flora Bell, by White Cloud, at Buffalo, N. Y Aug. 10,
18s:!.'i:i;!V,-.

Fuller, by Clear Grit, at Mavsville, Ky., May 17, 1883,

2:i:f':i.

(iem, by Tom Rolfe, at Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 17, 188S,

2:l.P;i.

Little Mac, by Kentucky Dan, at Detroit, Mich., July 23,
18X6, 2:1:84.
Rowdv Boy, by Bull Pup, at Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 14,

1874, 2:i:^!'i.

Westmont, by Almont, nt I'rovldeuce. R. I.. Sept. 11, 1884,
2 "lii'l

'

Jew'ett, bv Allle West, at Albany, N. Y., Aug. 27, 1S86,
2:14.
Sorrel Dan, by Red Buck, at Buffalo. N. Y., Aug. 6, 1880,

2:14.

Yolo Maid, by Alex Button, at San Frauclsco, Cal., Oct.
13,1888, 2:14.
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PACING BY TEAMS.

Daisy D., by Blacli Star, and Silver Tail, by Tempest, Jr.,nt
Ea.st siigiuuu', Midi., l»s", 'JilSW.

Kicliljall, by King Pliaraoh, and Westmont, by Almont, at
3;19.

PACI.S'G WITH KUNNING .1I.ITE, AGAISST TIME.

Westmont, Dv Almont, at Ctiicago, 111., July 10, 1864,

2K>l%i.
Minnie R, bv J. C. BrecJiinridge, at Chicaso. 111., Oct. S,

18»4, -i-.Un'i.

PACING UNDER SADDLE.

Billie Boyce, bv Corbeuu, at Buffalo, X. Y . Aug. 1, 1868,

2:14^4.

PACING TO WAGO.N: in A RACE.

Johnston, by Joe Bassctt, at Detroit. JIich.,Julv 31, 1887,

2:14',.
Pocahontas, bv Iron Cadmus, at I nion Course, 1j. I.. June

81, 1855, 2:17,'2.

AT HEAT KACIXG.

)4 Mile Heats.—Sleepy Dick, aged, at Kiowa. Kan.. Oct. 19,

18S'<,0:21'!;:0:22!4.
Suspender, aged, at Los Angeles, Cal., April 10, 1S83,0;23^,

0:JJ'4.
'4 -Mile Heats.—Bogus, aged, by Ophir, 113 lbs., at Helena,

Muut., Aug. 22. 1888, 0;4S; 0:48.

Lida Ferguson, at lone City, Cal., Aug. 8, 1888, 0:48;

0;18^4.
Gladstone, 4 years, by Keveille, at Sau Diego, Cal., Oct.

24, 18(S.S, \)AS%: li:48'2.

Red Oak, aged, 114 lbs., at Carson City, Nev., SeiJt. 16,

1879, 0:48',.;; 0:49.

Tvpe Setter, 3 years, bv Hock Hocking 106 lbs., at Los An-
gele.-i, Cal., April" 11, 18S8, 0:48?^: 0;4'J.

U. .Mile Heats; 3 in 5.—Haddmton.G years. 118 lbs., at Pota-
lumo. Cal.. Aug. 28. 1883. OMU'.^; 0;50\^; 0;49?:i.

%Mile Heats.—Kittie Pease, 4 years, by Jack Hardv, 82 lbs.,

at Dallas. Texas, Nov. 2, 1887, 1:00; 1:00.

Sadie McNairv, 3 vears, by Euquirer,98 lbs., at Chicago, III.,

Julv ->, 1S.«. ) :02>i; 1 :03;.i.

HVlda, 3 vears, bv Great Tom, 90 lbs., at Memphis, Tenn.,
April 17. IKvs. 1 :0*X; 1 :«2:'4'.

"m Mile Heats.—Lizzie S.. 5 years, by Wanderer, 118 lbs., at
Louisville. Kv., Sept. 18. 188.'!, 1:13'4; 1:13,'.2.

Grover Cleveland. 4 vears. by Monduv, 103 lbs., at Oakland,
Cal.. Sept. 10, 1887, 1:13^2; 1:14';.

Joe Howell, aged, bv Bonnie Scotland, 115 lbs., at San
Francisco. Cal., Nov. 15, 1S82, 1:UV..; 1:15'.,.

Bonnie Lizzie, 3 vears. by Hurran, 101 lbs., at Saratoga, N.
Y., Aug. 11-,, INSl. 1 :15'4; 1 ;14%.
Shotbver.4 vears. bv Planter, 113 lbs., at Washington Park,

Chicago, III., July 2. 1888, 1 ao%: 1:1.514.

Unite, 4 vears, by Longfellow, 103 lbs., at West Side Park,
ChicaTO, 111.. July as. 1S.-<S. 1 :15 ; 1 ;17.

?,•; mile heats, 3 in .5—tjleaner, aged, by Glenely, 112 lbs., at
Wa.ihingtouPark, Chicago, 111.. .Iuly5, IKm;. 1:15; l:14y>; 1:1.5!^.

Hindoo Rose. 3 years, bv Hindoo. 09 lbs., at Was"hingtou
Park, Cmcago. 111.. July 4,1887,1:17; l:li-.i4; 1:10'.^.

J.g mile heats—Hornpipe, 4 vears, bv St. Mungo. 1051bs.. at
West Side Park, Chicago. III., July 19, 1888, 1:30; 1:30.

Unite, 1 vears, bv Longfellow, 104 lbs., at West Side Park,
Chicago. III.. .Vug.a, 18SS,l:;W; 1:31.

Kstrella. 4 years, by Rutherford, 115 lbs., at Kansas City, Mo.,
Nov. 15. l.s.^7. 1:30; l:,34.

1 mile heats—Bounce, 4 vears, bv Bonnie Scotland, 90 lbs.,

at Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., Sept. 7. 1881. 1 :42; 1:41!^.
Kadi. 6 vears. by Lexington, about 90 lbs., at Hartford,

Couii.,Sept. 2,l*-«, l:42!<: l.M'4.
Gabriel, 5 vears, by Alarm, 115 lbs., at St. Louis, Mo., June

13. lh.M. 1:I2'»; 1:41:4,

Dan Sparling. 4 years, by Glenelg, lOfi lbs., at Sheepshead
Bav, X. Y.. Sept. 20. 1880. 1 :l-2; 1 :1 1-,^.

1' mile heats, 3 in 5—Thad. Stevens, aged, bv Longford. 100
lbs., at Saerameuto, Cal., July 8, 1873, 1:4:!',/,: 1 :40U; 1:4.5.

L. Argentine, li vears, bv War Dance, ifs lbs., at St, Louis,
Mo., June H, \S79, won the 1st, Srd and 4tb heats, 1:43; 1:44;
1:17;',,-.

1 1-ir. mile heats, Slipalong. 5 vears, by Longfellow, 115 lbs.,

at Wasliington Park, Chicago, 111., Sept. 2. 18,85, 1 :.50'.;; 1 -AS'i.

Ben d Or., ,5 vears, by Buckden, 117 lbs., at 1-ouisvllle, Ky",
May 25. 18*2. 1:49; 1:51U.

1 l-lii mile heats. 3 in 5—Dave Douglas. 5 vears, bv Leinstcr,
at Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 23, 1887, l:51Vi; l':51!i;; 1:51}^; 1:.54;

1 :.'>(!'
..:.

I'/i'mlle heat3—Gabrlel,4 vears, bv Alarm, 1121bs., at Sheeps-
head Bay, N. Y., Sept. 2:). 18.80, 1 ..W; 1 :.%.

Ferlda. 5 vears, bv Glenelg. 108 lbs., ot Sheepshead Bav,
N. Y.. Aug. 3/1. 1881. l:.5fi|i; IM^.

l'.i mile heats—Glenmore. .5 vears, by Glen Athol, 114 lbs.,

at ^h.eirihead Bay, K. Y., Sept. 25, 1880, 2:10; 2:14.
1',.; mill- bents— Keno.O vears, bv Chilllcothe, at Toledo, O.,

Sept., in, )ssii,2:13ii; •.•:4.5.

2 mile heals—Bradamante, 3 vears, bv War Dance, 87 lbs.,

at Jackson, Miss., Nov. 17, 1877, 3:32; 3:29.

Miss Woodford, 4 years, bv Billet, I07'< lbs., at Sheefwhead
Boy, N. Y., Sei>t. 20, 1kh4, 3:33; 3;31!>,,.

S mile heats—Norfolk , 4 years, by Lexington, 100 lbs., at
Sacramento. Cal.. Sept. 23,1865.5:37;^; 5:29;^.

2—18'

Browu Duke, 3 vears. by Margrave, 86Va lbs., at New
Orleans. La.. April 10. 18.J4, 5 iSO^'j : 5:28.

4 mile heats—Keridu. 4 vears. I>v Glenelg, 105 lbs., at Sheeps-
head Bay, N. Y., Sept. 18, 18S0,7.2oV3; 7:41.
Lexington, 4 years, by Boston, 1035^ lbs., at New Orleans,

La.. April 14, 1S55, 7:28?^.
Glenmore, 4 vears by Glen Athol, 108 lbs., at Baltimore,

Md., Oct. ,25, 1879, 7 :<»% ; 7 :31.

The weights mentioned under "heat racing" are loads
which the horses were made to carry in order to retard
their progress during the heats, and equalize the chances of
the competitors. Such a weight is called a "handicap." The
following table gives the present scale of weights for the
United States:

JANUARY.

DISTANCE.
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SEPTEMBER.
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The illustration will show the relative parts: Grouiul snr-

fiiee of bool,«,toe: 'i 1. inner toe:a2, outer toe; 01. inner

Suurter; h 2, outer quarter; r 1. inner heel; r 2, outer huel;

, (/. rf, sole; c. f, wall of the hoof;/./, the burs; </, f/, the com*
missures; ft, k, I, the froif; /*, part under the uavicular joint;

Jt, boundary of the eleft ; (, u the bulbs of the heels. The
wall Is divided into toe, quarters, heels and bars.

The toe oonstiniies Hbout two thirds of the Wiill, and is

sometimes subdivided into toe, itmer toe, and outer toe. It

Is the deepest and thickest part of the wall, and stands at an
angleof about forty-live degrees. When the nuaW of inclina-

tlou is much greater than rbis the feet are designated as flat

and weak. Klal and weak feet uswallv obtain in large and
heavy animals, and it has been thouglit that as tlie toot is

flattened the anterior wall will be drawn down by the
weight, at length becoming fixed.

The quarters are the portions on each side, midway be-
tween the toe and the heels, and are designated as the inside
and outside quarters. The fibers composing them run
obliquely upward and backward, parallel to those of the toe.

The quarters slope downward and backward, and become
thinner as they approach thi- heels.

The heels are the two protvibi-raut portions of the wall by
which it is terminated posteriorly. The wall here is short-
est and thinnest, the fibers being only about an inch in

length, and not exceeding the fourth of an inch in thickness.
While, in its natural state, there is some degree of elasti-

city in the entire wall,there is much more in the portion that
covers the heels.
The bars are reflections of the wall in toward the center of

the foot, on its groiind surface. They gradually upproach
each other, and come together a little in front of" the center
of the foot. In the natural, healthy foot, Chat has never
been shod, the bars ai"pear as sharpened prominences, like
braces, between the center of the foot and the heels. They
are well adapted to keep the heels opeu. and prevent con-
traction of the hoof. In the unsliod foot, the bars have a
beiiriug upon the ground second only to that of the edge of
the wall.
The sole fills the space between the wall and the bars. It

is in the form of an irregular arched plate, the concavity be-
ing toward the ground. It is firmly attached, by its outer
convex edge, to the inner border of the wivU. while its inner
straight edges are attached to the bars. Throughout its

whole extent the bars intervene between the sole and the
frog. The center of the sole is the thinnest portion of it, and
it also constitutes the summit of the arch. The lower cir-

cumference of the arch, which is also the thickest and
strongest, everywhere abuts against the sides of the wall.
The frog is a "wedge-like mass filling the angular space be-

tween the bars, and consists not of solid horn, as might at
first seem, but of a series of elastic arches. It has been not
inaptly compared to an elastic keystone received into an
elastic arch, communicating in some cases, and admitting
in all, the springing movements of which such an arch is

capable. The base of the frog lies between and connects the
posterior curved portions of the hoof, limiting to some ex-
tent their action. The sides are connected with the bars by
their upper edges, leaving ujion the ground surface two deep
channels between the lower border of the bars and frog,
which have been termed the commissures of the frog. The
horny material arching over these channels is called the
arch of the commissures. In the center of the frog as we
look ujion its ground surface, is a deep, narrow depression,
the cleft of the frog, which extends further into the soft tis-

sues of the foot than the commissures. This cleft is arched
over in a similar manner, and the cone-like mass, as viewed
on its inner upper surface, has received the name of frog.stav
or bolt. Looking upon both the exterior and interior surface
of the frog, we see that with the bars it forms three elastic
foldings, which act as springs to keep the heels apart and
the foot well sjtread. In the natural, unshod foot, the frog
though protected to some degree by the Inner border of the
wall ana by the sharp prominences of the bars, must still
receive yiressure at each step.
The lirst question in scientifichorse-shoeingis, "How must

the hoof be dressed in order to bring those parts of its in-
ferior surface upon the shoe, which are by nature Intended
to be the principal weight-bearers ?" ond the next question
Is, "How must the shoe be fashioned and applied to the
sole ?"

A leading French farrier. La Fosse, maintained that the
frog, or central jiromlnence oftliehoof, Is the main weight-
bearer, in connection with the wall, and shotild therefore be
placed snuarelv and firmly upon the ground, but the fore-
most Italian farrier, Fiaschl. savs the frog must not be
placed upon the ground on a levef with the lower surface of
the shoe at the heels, because it is not the primary weight-
bearer.

In the feet of colts running freely over unland pastures,
the hoofs are marked with quite a downward growth at the
heels, a less active growth at the mnirters, 1xlu^ a much mnrr
rapid (lowiuvard groirth at the tncs. The unturned hoofs show
plainly that the walls at theheelsbear tne weight on land-
ing, but on springing from the ground the wall at the toes
bears the weight at every step. The quarters are elevated, as
*,he hollow of the human foot Is arclu-d above the ground.
That the entire weight of the horse rests upon the toe-end of
•he hoof was demonstrated by Dr. Coleman, professor of tlie
Uoyal Veterinary Collcg ,of London, as early as 1799. He re-
moved the bottoms of ,. horse's front feet-soles,bars, and frogs

—and then walked ond trotted him, and even caused him to
kick Willi both hind feet in the air. so that the entire weight
of his body was violently concentrated upon the bared front
feet, yet tbe internal structure did not descend to the least
perceptible degree.
Subsequent examination of the feet of colts showed also,

that their frogs are more spongy and elastic than the front
and side walls. And it was also noticed that there is a
natural expansion of the hoofs at the heels when the feet
press upon the ground, and that a contraction to the normal
dimensions follows when the hoof is lifted and freed from
pressure. This lateral expansion of the hoofs at the heels
every time when a horse's foot is coming down upon the
ground breaks the force of the great concussion produced by
a run or gallop of the animal. While the hoofs expand the
slightly elevated frogs and soles descend far enough to come
fn contact with the ground, but with a gentle pressure
only.
Previous to these observations the walls of horses' hoofs

were often softened with lotions, poultices, or wet swabs. A
leather, rubber, felt sponge, or other cushion was sometimes
placed between the shoe and the bottom of the foot. This la
all wrong except in the case of bruised soles. As the wall in
front ana at the heels carries the entire weight of the animal
it must afford a firm, unyielding support for this weight;
whereas the frog is yielding by virtue of its spongy texture,
and thus neutralizes the last vestige of concussion.'
Modern farriery is guided by these observations and con-

siderations. They furnish the only correct datafor paring
and shoeing both the normal and abnormal hoof.

1. The wall should he perfectly level; that is, both heels
must measure the same distance from the ground surface to
the coronet, where the hair and hoof unite. Then, at equi-
distant points, on the ground surface of the wall, from the
heels, the quarters must measure the same height from the
ground to the coronet. Then the wall, anuind the forward
arches of the toe, must measure, at corresponding points, the
same from the ground surface to the coronet. Then, and
only then, will the foot wall be perfectly level, and the
action of the foot will be comfortable and correct. For then
will the hoof land squarely upon even heels, revolve evenly
over equal quarters, and spring straight and true from the
toes.

2. The hoof must be balanced, that is, the hoof and quar-
ters must be equidistant at corresponding points of the
frog. This balancing prevents undue weight on either side,
and therefore enables the tendons to carry the hoof straight
both in elevating it from the ground and carrying it out
straight and true without any interference with the other
foot and limb. Moreover, it equally distributes the pressure
by equalizing the sections of the foot on either side of the
frog.

3. It was found that most foot maladies resulting from horse-
shoeing are due to an uneven and unbalanced widl in connec-
tion with an undue height of the heels. If the heels are al-
lowed to grow too high, the greater part of the weight Is

thrown forward upon the bone structure of the limb, and
the bones of the foot are forced forward against the wall in
front. Inflammation of the feet and soreness in the joints
and boues soon follow such a course. If the toes, on the
contrary, are allowed to grow too long, then the preponder-
ance of weight is thrown upon the flexor tendons, which are
on the bark side of the foot, and these tendons become in-
flamed. The hoofs must therefore be pared in such a way
that the weight of the animal is et^ually distributed between
the bones and flexor tendons. It one heel is permitted to
grow higher than the other, bruises on the high heel, called
corns, with result.

4. Formerly farriers erroneously maintained that the
sole should be pared till It yields to the pressure of the
thumb. The sole is naturally only from J,^ to p^i of an inch
thick. It must in all cases, when in a natural condition, be
so pared as to approximate the concave form it possesses In
colt-hood. In no instance should it press upon the shoe, ex-
cept where the wall Is so thin and weak as not to be able to
bear the weight of the horse without pain. The frog must
only be pared to remove the ragged edges. Some prominent
farriers even maintain that the frog should never be
touched, alleging that nature sheds the surplusage of horny
material at the proper seasons.
Horses with weak, tender, or bruised soles may for a time

require leather or waterproof pads, but as the sole grows
these should be discontinued; they are never retiulred la
healthy foet where the sole, which Is the best and most nat-
ural protection, is allowed to grow undisturbed by the
knife. Horses with corns should have their shoes made
with a wide inside web, which rests upon the bars, or have
for a time a bar shoe. The last nail on the Inside should
also be dispensed with, and the scat of the corn or bruise
carefully pared o\it. but without Injuring either the frog or
bars. \t, from constant cutting, the bars are unfit to aid
the crust in carrying the shoe, it will be often advisable to
shoe for a time with tips or half-shoes keening the horse as
much as possible on soft ground, and waiting the healthy
growth 01 the foot. In troublesome cases of thrush such
tips are also most serviceable, allowing the frog the natural
healthy pressure for which it is intended, and with astring-
ents and cleanliness greatly expediting a cure. Groggy
horses should have the toe shortened, and turned up. nna
the shoes made light and nicely fitted. Overreach, or at-
tlug of the heel of the forefoot with the shoe of the hind. If
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remedied by filing round the posterior edge of the offend-

ing toe, and keei«ng that shoe as far back as possible on the

foot.

Of the mimv recent patterns of horseshoes we mention

the following;' The Pn-i-planUr of Charher is a narrow rim of

iron forged Just as wide as the wall The wall is cut away

at its lower margain to a depth equal to the thickness of this

iron rim, which is neatly inserted in the groove thus made.

Its design is to prevent the wear of the wall by the contact

with hard roads. It is based upon the theory that the entire

base of the hoof-walls, bars, frog, and sole should come upon

the ground at the same time. ,, „ , ^_ . „
^ „,

The four-calkin shoe, invented by Robert Bonner, is one of

the greatest improvements of modern farriery Two of the

calkin^, made oblong, are welded onto the web of the heels

of a plain shoe, while the other two are placed at the inner

edges of the forward arches of the quarters. It increases

the articulation of the foot, prevents the danger of slipping,

and protects the flexor tendons.
.

The rolling-ball shoe of Dr. David Roberge is another valu-

able hospital shoe. It is solid at the bottom, being round or

convex in shape at the base. If there is any soreness in the

joints, muscles or tendons, the rolling-ball shoe will enable

the horse to revolve and ease the foot in such a position as

will relieve the strain upon the injured part.

The cruel practice of overheating the shoes and burning
the hoofs for a close fit, has been mostly discarded as an in-
jury to the texture of the horn. The" shoes are now only
slightly heated, and in many cases, where they are carefully
made, they are fitted entirely cold.

A Sound Fore-foot Prepauko for the bnoE.

Copied from Stonehenge's Horse in the Stable and the Field.

A A, the heels of the crust ; B. the toe cut out to receive the

clip; C, C, the quarters of the crust; D, D, the bars as they

should be left, with the full frog between them; E, E. the

angles between the heels and burs, where corns appear:

F, P, the concave surface of the toe; G, G, the bulbous
heels; H, the cleft.

The wlngheeled centennial shoe follows the wall to the

heels, and then turns with the inflexion of the wall and cov-

ers the bars. It has been found to relieve horses with weak
heels or quarter-cracks and to be valuable for saddle-horses

that have to bear forehanded, the extra weight of the

rider.

There are many other patterns, especially of rimmed shoes,

some plain like the F.nglish blank, and some corrugated like

the American form of .Mr. (ioodeuough. But they iiresent

nothing novel either in theory or design.
The hoof-expander of F. P. Roberge, veterinary surgeon In

New York, consists of a peculiarly formed spring contrivance
which is Introduced into the under jiortlon of the hoof, ami
exerts a constant gentle pressure against the outer walls of

the hoof, thereby preventing contraction in form where
there Is a tendency in that direction. From contraction, or
wirlng-ln of the fiuarters. result shortness of gait, soreness,
corns, and frefjuently quarter-cracks. The hoof, or horny
box is npparentiv the same to the liorse as a slioe is to man.
When the horn of the sidowalls presses against the sensitive
parts within the lioof, corns are produced in the same way
an wlien we wcjir tight shoes. Rolierge's hoof-expander is

Intended to ])revetit this.

One of the main requisites in horso-shoefng is the greatest
pf)ssitde lightness of the shoes consistent with the use of tlie

horse, tlieir smallest size, and the least possible number of

nails consistent wltli their secure fastening to the wall of

the hoof. It was shown by a French hinpopatliologist,
Bonli''y, that an ounce of artiilcial weight at tne fctot is t'qual

to a pound at the siioulfier. Besides, It lias been found that
llgilt shoes not oidy wear as long as heavy ones, hut that tiny
ore mueh less apt to fail off the f*^et. The nails slif)ul<l also he
light ami smooth, anil must be driven so as to have a short,
thick, trnnsversc hold, rather than cxtendlngblgh up, which
splits tile wall.

Horseshoes made of rawhide, pressed into the
proper shape and dried, have been recommended.
Although they are hard enough to be serviceable
and lasting they have never come into extensive
use.
HORVATH, Michael, Hungarian historian, born

at Szentes, in the county of Csongrad, Oct. 2(), 1.S09,

died at Carlsbad, Aug. 19, 1878. He studied the-
ology at the seminary of Waitzen, took orders in

1830, in 184-1 became professor of the Hungarian lan-

guage and literature in Vienna, and four years
later bishop of Csanad. During the revolution of

1848 he held the appointment of minister of public
instruction and worship, and the defeat of the Hun-
garians drove him into exile. Under the amnesty
of 1867 he was permitted to return. Of several
historical works which he wrote, three deserve
special mention : HUlorii of Hungary to JS2S (4 vols.,

1842-46, and its continuations) ; Tweniii-five Years of
Hungarian Hutory (1823-18, 2 vols., 18(i8), and His-
tory of the Wur of Independence in Hungary (3 vols.,

1865).

HOSACK, David (1769-1835), an American scien-

tist. In 1791 he began the practice of medicine in

Virginia, and four years later became professor in

Columbia College, N. Y. In 1807 he was made jiro-

fessor of the theory and practice of medicine in the
College of Physicians and Surgeons, and in 1830 was
called to the medical department of Rutgers. He
wrote extensively on medical and otlier scientific

subjects.
lioSMER, Harriet, an American sculptor, born

in bSliO. She studied modeling for awhile in Bos-
ton, Mass., and in 1852 went to Rome, where she
entered the studio of John Gibson, the English
sculptor. Among lier most popular productions
are (Knone; I'uck; WiU-o'-the-Win]); Beatrice Cruel;
Zennhia; Sleeping Faun; Heroine ofGacta, and Wak-
ing Faun.
HOSPICE, the name given to estalilishments for

slieltering travelers maintained by monastic per-

sons, usually in connection with monasteries. ()ne

of tlie best known inhospitable regions is that
on the Alpine Pass of Great St. Bernard, of wliioh

mentitm is made in 1125. Travelers are lodged and
boarded gratuitously, liut lliosc who are able de-

posit a present in the alms-box. Similar establish-

ments are found on the Simplon, the Little St. Ber-
nard, and the Bernina.
IK )SI'IT.\LS IN TiiK Unitko Statks. See

Britannica, Vol. XII, pp. 301-307; Uisi'ENSAuy,
in tliese Revisions and Additions.
HOST (Lat. Ao.'i'/'i, "a victim "), the name given

in tlie Roman Catholic church to the consecrated
bread of tlie eueharist, so called in conformity with
the doctrine of that church that the ouoharist is a
"sacrilice," in the strict sense of the word, though,
in the common language of lioman (alhulics,
" hn«l " is used for the unooMsecrated altar-liread,

and even ho occurs in the otTertory of the loitnan

missal. The host in the liHtin cliurcli is a thin

wafer of unleavened broad, made of the finest Hour,
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and bearing upon it the figure of the Crucifixion or
soinp otiier emblematic device. In all aiieient li-

turgical rites the consecrated host was broken bc-
forelieingconsumed by the priest. In tlie Koman
church the celebrant first breaks it in two, and
then from one half detaches a fragment which he
drops into the chalice. In the (ireek and other
Oriental cliurehes, as well as in various Protestant
communities, the eucliarist is celebrated in leav-
ened bread. Tlie use of unleavened bread is found-
ed on the belief tliat Christ could only have used
such bread when instituting the eucharist at the
Paschal feast. Luther followed the Roman church
on this point, but did not break tlie host.

HOSTAGE, a person given to an enemy as a
pledge for the proper fulfillment of a treaty condi-
tion. Formerly the evasion of the terms of the
treaty by one of the contracting parties was re-

farded as entitling the enemy to put to death the
o-ita:.ces that had been given uj) to them.
HOTBED, a bed of fermenting vegetable matter,

usually surmounted by a glazed frame, employed
in gardening for cultivating melons and cucumbers,
and tender annuals, propagating greenhouse plants
by cuttings, seeds, or grafting, etc. It is inexpen-
sive and formerly it was an indispensable adjunct
to the garden, but the almost universal employ-
ment of hot wat er as a iieating agent for horticul-
tural purposes has latterly greatly circumscribed
its use. The size of the bed is regulated by the de-
gree of heat required for the purpose in view. A
Bed of stable-dung with or without leaves inter-

mixed, four feet thick, will for sometime after it is

built maintain a temperature of from 75° to 90°,

which is sutlicient for most purposes. As the fer-

mentation declines tiie bed cools down, but heat is

readily increased by adding fresh material to the
sides of it. The bed should be made a few inches
wider and longer than its frame, and from six to
nine inches iiigher at the back tlian the front, to
secure a better angle for light. The farmer's hotbed
is made, in its simplest and cheapest form, as fol-

lows: In northern climates choose early in the
year a dry place exposed to the south and pro-
tected from the north. Dig out a treneli IS inches
deep and five feet wide. Set stakes around it, and
nail boards for the frame as long as may bo needed
—nine or 12 feet perhaps, and cover with a fitting

sash. Then fill the pit with coarse horse manure;
bank the earth up against the frame and leave it

until about March, when it will 1)e time to finish

it. The end of the frame should be of this shape,
sloping to the south :

Pit.

HOTEL fFr. hi'Ad; Lat., hmpilale), a superior
kind of inn. One point of difference between the
European and the American "plant" is that under
the former, except in the case of a liMi- i/'hAl,', the
charge is for each dish ordered, while under the
American plan a fixed price is charged for the
whole meal. .

During the last few years, hotels of large size
and cost and many of them of much architectural
beauty liave been erected in large cities and towns
and pleasure resorts throughout the United States;
and since the introduction of jiassenger elevators
in American hotels, a considerable number of these
structures have risen to very great height. The
hotel " New Netherlands" now (May, 1891) in pro-

cess of erection, by Mr. AV. W. Astor, on the north-
east corner of 5tii Avenue and 5!)th street, New
York Oity, is the most lofty of any yet erected in
the world. The accompanying illustration will in-
dicate its exterior architecture.

THE NEW NETHERLANDS.

The plans were drawn by William II. Hume.
They represent a building that will not only be in-

teresting in its details, but more imposing than any
other structure in the city.

The site stand consists of five city lots, with a
moan depth of 125 feet in Fifty-ninth street and a
frontage of 100 feet in Fifth avenue. Above the
cellar and basement are to be erected 17 stories,
making it the highest building in the city.

The style of architecture is of the modern Konian-
esque order, highly ornamented. The first four
stories are to be of heavy rock-faced liellevillo

brown stone, forming a strong and massive base.
The superstructure is to be of buff brick, relieved
with stone and terra cotta trimmings. The 12th
story is to be entirely of stone, forming the main
cornice of the building and breaking the towering
appearance of the structure. In the treatment ol

the fronts, also, the architect has broken the ap
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pearance of too great height by horizontal lines, or

band courses, so disposed that while they separate

the several parts they do not affect the union or

disturb the blending of the various combinations.

The main entrances are to be through richly

sculptured Roman arched doorways in the Fifth

avenue front.

Mr. Astor intends to have the structure as nearly

firr-proof as modern ingenuity can make it. The

brick and stone walls are to be relieved of the

strain or weight usually imposed on them by the

use of heavy columns, which, with all the other col-

umns and framework in the building, are to be of

steel.

In designing the interior the requirements of such

an immense hotel were carefully studied. The boil-

ers of the steam plant are to be placed in a cellar

vault under Fifty-ninth street, the boiler room
proper embracing in height the cellar and base-

ment stories.

In the cellar is to be the larger machinery hall, which
Is to be an interesting feature. The rest of the cellar is

to be used for storage purposes, except a space for 09^1-

Ing allevs In the basement are to be the cafe, billiard

room, barber shop, toilet rooms, kitchen store-rooms, etc.

In the first storv is to be a magnificent dining room along

the entire southerly front on Fifty-ninth street and part

of the front on Fifth avenue. The usual offices, ladies

reception rooms, and reading rooms are also to be m that

story The main hall and offices are to be a notable feature.

Thev are to be covered bv a dome extending into the second

BtorV The grand staircase is to be of Numidian marble and

bronze, which are also to be the materials used in the finish

of the main hall and offices.

The parlors are to occupy a part of the second story. Ihe
plans for them show effective and convenient arrangements.

In that story also is to be a large private dining room, with

suites of rooms for guests at dinners and receptions. In the

upper part of the building large rooms are to be arranged

for the convenience of families.

HOT SPRINGS, a city and county-seat of Garland

county, Ark., 55 miles southwest of Little Rock. A
United States Army and Navy general hospital

and a Roman Catholic school and convent are lo-

cated here. In the vicinity valuable mines of gold,

silver and lead are worked. The city contains 72

thermal springs and these are visited by large

numbers of health-seekers.
HOTTENTOT'S BREAD, a kind of yam, Testudi-

niiria eleplunUipcs, native of South Africa.

HOT WALLS, or Flued W.\lls : in gardening,

walls furnished with furnaces and Hues, in order to

produce finer kinds of fruit than could otherwise

be ex|)ected in the climate. The fines are led as

obliquely and make as many turns from right to

left as are consistent with their drawing well, so

that as little heat as possible may escape from the

chimney, and as much as possible may be expended
on the wall. The heat is applied chiefly during
spring.
HOUDIN, RonEKT, French conjurer, born at Blois

in 1805, died tliere in 1871. He studied mectiaiiies,

and, after winning a medal for his toys and auto-

mata at tlio l':iris Exhibition of 1844, opened a

series of exliibitioiis, whieli he continued for ten

years, retiring in 1855 with a large fortune. In

1850. at tlie invitation of the French government,
he wont to Algeria and entered into competition
with the miracle-working priests. He was com-
pletely successful, and did much toward destroy-

ing their intliionce.

IIor(iII, Fha.nki.in Ben.i.\min (1822-1885), an
American author. From 1848 to ISfiO he practiced

medicide in Sommerville, and in Albany, N. Y. At
tlie beginning of the civil war he entered the U. S.

volunteer service as a surgeon and served nine

months. He then settled in Lowville, N. Y., and
devoted the remainder of his life to literature.

Among liis published works are A Catalogue of

Plants in Lewis and FrajiMiyi Counties, N. Y. (1847);
History of St. Lawrence and Franklin Counties, X. Y.
(,lSb3) ; Plan for Seizing and Carrying to Xew York
William Goffe, the Regicide {ISoo); Tlie Dvty of Gov-
ernment iti the Preservation of Forests (1873) ; and Re-
port on Forestrii (1880).

HOUGHTON, the county-seat of Houghton
county, Mich., on Lake Portage. It is a copper-
mining center.
HOUGHTON, Richard Moncton Milxes, Lord,

an English author, born at Pontefract, June 19,

1809, died at Vichy, Aug. 11, 1885. He was edu-
cated at Cambridge, graduating in 1831. From 1837
to 1863 he represented Pontefract, first as a Con-
servative, but latterly as an Independent Liberal.
In 1863 he was raised to the peerage. He cham-
pioned oppressed nationalties, lil>erty of con-
science and the rights of women ; and secured the
passage of a bill for the establishment of reforma-
tories. Author of several volumes of poetry and
travels, among them Memorial of a Tour in Greece

(1833); Poems of Many Years (1838); Palm Leaves

(1844); Good Night and Good Morning (1859) ; and
Monor/raphs, Personal and Social (1873),

HdUGHTON-LE-SPRIXG, a town of England,
in the county, and six-and-a-half miles northeast of

the city of Durham. Its growth is mainly due to
the neighboring collieries. The parish church con-
tains the altar tomb of Bernard Gilpin, who
founded a grammar school here. Population
6,041.

HOUK, Leonid.^s Campbell, a United States
Congressman, born in 1836. In 1859 he was ad-
mitted to the Tennessee bar and practiced until

the iDeginning of the war, when he entered the
Union army. He served till April, 1863,' when he
resigned on account of ill health. From 1866 to
1870 he was judge of the 17th judicial circuit of

Tennessee, and in 1872 became a member of the
legislature. He was elected as a Republican to tlie

47th. 4Stli, 49th, 50th and 51st Congresses.
HOULTON, the oounty-seatof Aroostook county,

in the eastern part of Maine. The chief produc-
tions of the vicinity are potatoes, hay, starch, cedar
shingles and hemlock bark.
HOUMA, a post-village, capital of Terre Bonne

parish. La., on a branch of the Texas A Louisiana
railroad, 70 miles from New Orleans. It has a con-
vent and an academy.
HOUND'S TON(;UE {Cynoglossum), a genus of

plants of th(^ natural order Jborraginece, of wliich

there are many species, all witli small flowers.

The common hound's tongue (C. ojficiiiale) is a na-
tive of Europe, Asia, Africa and' North America.
It lias downy leaves of a dull green, purjilisli red
flowers, and a stem about two feet liigh. Its odor
is very disagreeable. The root was formerly ad-
ministered in scrofula, dysentery, etc., and is said

to he an anodyne.
HOUR, a measure of time equal to one twenty-

fourth part of an astronomical day. Hour circles,

in astronomy, are any great circles whieli cut the

poles.
HOUR-GLASS, an instrument for measuring in-

tervals of time. II is made of glass, and consists of

two luilbs united by a narrow neck. One of the

bull>s is nearly filled with dry sand, line enougli to

run freely through tlie orifice in tlie neck, and the
quantity of sand is just as mucli as can run through

the orifice in an liour. The expansion or contrac-

tion of the orifice, produced by heat or cold, and
the variations in the dryness of the sand, all pro-

duce deviations from the true measurement of the

time. The liour glass was almost universally em-
ployed in churches during the ICth and 17tli cen-

turies.
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HOURI, among the Mohammedans, a nymph of

Paradisu, whose companionship is to be one of tlie

great felicities of the true believers.
HOURS, The : in Greek mytliology, the goddesses

of nature and the seasons of the year. They were
believed to especially personify the pleasing char-
acteristics of the seasons. In art and poetry they
were represented as blooming nymphs, decked
with flowers and jewels.
HOUSATOXIC RIVER, The, rises in Berkshire

county, Mass., follows a southerly course througii
Connecticut amid beautiful, wild scenery, and en-
ters Long Island Sound after a course of 150 miles.

Tide-water ascends the river for 14 miles.

HOUSE DOVES, in the laws of England
and America, are protected like domestic ani-
mals.
HOUSEHOLD TROOPS: in Great Britain, troops

wliose special duty it is to attend the sovereign and
to guard the metropolis. They comprise three
regiments of cavalry : the First and Second Life
•Guards and the Royal Horse (Tuards; and three
regiments of foot : the (Jrenadier Guards, of three
battalions, and the Coldstream and Scots Guards,
of two battalions each. See Army, in Britannica,
Vol. II, pp. 578. 580.

HOUSEMAID'S KNEE, the term commonly ap-
plied to an acute or chronic inflammation of the
l)ursa, or sac between the knee-pan and the skin.
Housemaids were considered especially liable to it

from their kneeling to scrub on liard floors. In its

acute form it causes considerable pain, swelling
and febrile disturbance, the swelling l)eing very
superficial and in front of the patella. The treat-

ment in the acute form consists essentially in rest,

and the use of leeches, fomentations and purga-
tives; if suppuration take place the sac must be
freely opened and the pus evacuated. The chronic
iorm may subside under rest, blisters, etc., or it

Tiiav r<'i|uire incision or excision for its cure.
liorSE OF COKRECTIOX, a jail not under the

ordinary charge of tlie sheriff, l)ut governed by a
keeper. The houses were originally intended for

the detention of vagrants and convicted persons,
compelling them to work. The persons who may
be committed to them are prisoners convicted of

felony or misdemeanor; persons committed on
charge or suspicion of felony, or of misdemeanor,
and vagrants. Any justice may commit to the
house of correction persons awaiting trial and
persons convicted of small offenses.
HOUSTON, a city and tlie county-seat of Harris

county, Texas, on IJuffalo Bayou, 49 miles north-
west of Galveston, 1G4 miles east-southeast of

Austin, and 152 miles south of Palestine. It con-
tains many religious and educational institutions,
and manufactories of engines, machinery, car-
riages, etc., besides cotton factories, machine shops,
and planing mills. Large quantities of cotton,
maize and other products are shipped here. Popu-
Iati.)n, 1S80, irv513; 1800. 27,411.

HOI •TZDALK, a post-village of Clearfield county,
Pa., situated on a branch of the Tyrone A Clear-
field Railroad. It has a lumber mill, and much coal
is mined in the vicinity.

HOVEV. .Vi.v.Mi, an .Vmerican clergyman, born
In 1820. In 1848—4!) he was i)astor of flie Baptist
church in New Gloucester. Me., and from 1.S4!) to
IHDS held a professorship in Newton Theological In-
stitution. Since the last-named year he has been
president. Among his writings are: The Slate of
thr [mprniti'nt Dead (18.50) ; Tin' Miraclfs of Christ as
A'.testcd h\i thi' fCinngilixIs (18C)4); The ' Scriptural
Luiv of Dirorir {XSIMy); God With Us; or, the Person
and Work of Christ (1S72); Religion and the Slate

(1874), and The Doctrine of the Higher Christian

Life, Compared with the Teachings of the Holy Scrlp-
tu'rfs (1876).

HOWARD CITY, a post - village and railroad
junction of Montcalm county, Mich., 33 miles north
of Grand Rapids, where lumber and shingles are
manufactured.
HOWARD UNIVERSITY. See Colleges, in

these Revisions and Additions.
HOWARD, .loHN E.vGER, an American soldier

and statesman, born in P>altimore county, Md., in

1752, died at Ball imore, (")ct. 12, 1827. He fought in

the battle of AVhite Plains, N. Y., in 1776 as captain
in a Maryland regiment, and in 1777 he dislin-

guislied himself at Germantown, where he com-
manded a regiment. At the battle of Cowpens,
Jan. 17, 1781, Col. Howard commanded the Conti-
nentals, and led them in a bayonet charge which
decided the fortunes of the day. At Eutaw Springs
he was severely wounded. After the war he was in

Congress 1787-88, and governor of Maryland from
1789 to 1792. From 1705 to 1803 he was United
States Senator from ^laryland.
HOWARD, Oliver Otis, an American general,

born at Leeds, 'Me., in 1830. After graduating at
West Point in 1854 he was made instructor in

mathematics there. In 1861 he became colonel of

a regiment of Elaine volunteers; and at the battle
of ISuU Run, July 21, of the same year, he com-
manded a l)rigade, and was soon after made briga-
dier-general. At the battle of Fair Oaks, June 1,

1862, he lost his right arm. Gen. Howard took
part in the battles of Antietam, Chancellorsville,

Gettysburg, Lookout Valley, Jlissionary Ridge,
Chattanooga ; commanded the right wing of Sher-
man's army during its march to the sea and
through the Carolinas; was made commissioner of

the Freedmen's Bureau, May 12, 1865, and held that

office until June 30, 1872, when it was closed. In
1869 he was made president of Howard University,
which had been established in Washington for the
higher education of the colored people, but re-

signed in 1873. In 1877 he conducted a campaign
against the Nez Percys Indians, and pursued them
for 1,.300 miles, as related in his book, Chi<f Joseph.

He also defeated the Bannacks and Piutes in 1878.

In March, 1886, he was promoted to be major-gen-
eral, U. S. A., and succeeded Gen. Hancock in com-
mand of the Division of the .\tlantic.

H(JWE. Elias, an American inventor, born at

Spencer, Mass., in 1819, died at Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Oct. 3, 1867. While working in a machine-shop at
Lowell, JNIass., and afterwards in one at Boston, he
developed his invention of the sewing macliine,

and, having constructed the first machine in IMay,

1S45, obtained a United States patent Sept. 10, 1846.

He tried in vain to introduce his invention in Eng-
land. On his return to Boston in 1847 he found
that his patent had been infringed. For seven
years he had to litigate to protect his patent
rights, until, in 1854, the principal manufacturers,
after being defeated in the courts, agreed to pay
him royalties on the sewing machines made by
them. His yearly income from this source increased
to $200,000, and the total fort une derived from his in-

vent ion amounted lotwo millions of dollars. He re-

ceived many marks of distinction for the invention.
HOWE, .losKi'ii. governor of Nova Scotia, born at

Halifax in 1804. died there June 1, 1873. He was
originally a printer. In 1828 he became editor and
proi)rietor of the " Nova-Scotian." In 1810 he was
a member of the provincial cabinet, but resigned
the secretaryship in 1854 to superintend the con-
struction of the first railroad in Nova Scot ia. After
1872 he became lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia.

His Speeches and Public Letters appeared in tw«
volumes in 1858.
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HOWE, Jl'lia Ward, an American poetess, wife
of Dr. S. G. Howe, born at New York in 1S19. She
took a deep interest in her husband's philanthropic
labors, and was a warm friend o£ the anti-slav-

ery cause. During the civil v.ar she worked zeal-

ously with the United States sanitary commis-
sion. By voice and pen she eontrilmted to many
social reforms. At the New Orleans AVorld's Fair
in 1S8-5 Mrs. Howe was the chief of the women's de-
partment. Her poetic spirit found expression in

Passion Flowers (1^4) ; Words for the Hour (1856);
The World's Oivn, and Hijypolylus, two tragedies

;

Later Lfirics (1866), which comprised "Poems of the
AVar, Lyrics of the Street, Paraljles and Poems of

Study." The most memorable of her poems is the
"Battle Hymn of the Republic," which gave ex-
pression to the deep moral purpose of tlie war.
Mrs. Howe is also a zealous worker in the cause of

woman sufifrage.

HOWE, Samuel Geidley, an American philan-
thropist, born at Boston in 1801, died there in 1876.

After studying medicine he went to Greece in 182-1,

where he served as surgeon in the war for inde-
pendence, and was placed at the head of the surgi-

cal service. In 1S31 he assisted in establishing an
asylum for the blind in Boston ; was appointed su-

perintendent of the institution, and went after-

wards to Europe to examine the schools for the
Ijlind. He also assisted in founding a school for

training idiots, which was organized as the Massa-
chusetts School for Idiots. In 1871 he was sent by
President Grant as a member of the commission to

visit San Domingo and report upon the advisability
of its annexation to the t'niled States. Howe pub-
lished a Historical Skitdi of the (rrrek RerohUion
and a Reader for the Blind.

HOWELLS, AViLLiAM Deax, an American author.
was born at ^lartinsville, Ohio, in 1837. He learned
the printer's trade, but he soon began to write
for the papers, Inirh prose and verse, and in 1858 he
was editor of tlie " Ohio State .Journal." In 1860 he
was appointed l-'nited States Consul at Venice, and
there he remained until ]8(i."i. His Italian experi-
ences are expres-sed in his Venetian Life and Italian

Journeiis. After his return to the United States
Mr. Howells became editor-in-chief of tlie " Atlan-
tic Monthly " (lS71),and is noted for the faithful

portrayal of American character of the present
day. A collection of his poems was published in

1873. In 1.SS5 he removed to New York City to take
charge of an editorial department in " Harper's
Magazine."
UOWI.KK. . IIowLi.NO ^loxKKY. or Stentok

{^f!/r.etes). a genus of Central and South -Vmerican
monkeys, reniarkalile for tlie dilation of the hyoid
bone into a hollow drum wliicli communicates with
the larynx and gives prodigious power to the voice,

which can be heard two miles off. They live chiefly

among the branches of trees, and take extraor-
dinary leaps from one to another, taking hold by
the tail as readily as by the hands. They are gre-
garious, and according to Huinbokil, unite their

voices in concert, producing a most deafening noise.

The monkeys of I his genus have a low intelligence.

See P.ritantiica. Vol. II, pp. 15.S, l.")»i, 158.

HOY, a small coasting vessel, dilTering little

from Ilie sloop or smack, and often used for convey-
ing goods from a large vessel to the shore.
HOV.\, a genus of tropical plants of the order

Asctrpiailareir, having a (ive-clefl wheel-shaped cor-

olla, and a live-leaved spreading tleshy corona.
Some of the species are common in hot-houses, and
from the appearance of their flowers they arc
called wnx-]ihinU.

MIAXCO DYING PLACE, a name given to cer-

tain "spots" at the southern extremity of Patago-

nia, to which the inhabitants of the surrounding
plains repair on the approach of death to deposit:
their bones. Darwin and Fitzroy first recorded this
strange instinct of the people. The best known of

these dying places are on the banks of the Santa
Cruz and Galleos rivers, where the river valleys-
are covered with dense thickets of bushes and trees
of stunted growths.
HUBERTSBUKG, a village and castle, formerly

a royal hunting-seat of Saxony, 25 miles from
Leipzig, built in 1721 by Prince Frederick Augus-
tus, afterwards King Augustus III. of Poland. It
was much injured during the Seven Years' V.'ar;

and there, Feb. 15, 1763, was signed the treaty by
which that war was ended. Since 1840 the castle
has served a« a prison, a hospital, an asylum for the-

insane, and a refuge for idiot children.

HUEXER, Joseph Ai.e.vaxder, baron, born at
Vienna, Xov. 26, 1811. He was educated at Vienna,
subsequently traveled in Italy, and on his return
in 1833, entered the service of the government. His
diplomatic career began at Paris in 1837. After
several minor appointments, he was ambassador
there from 1849 to 1859, and was at the head of the
Australian embassy at Rome, from lSii6 to 1867.

Possessed of consummate ability and tact, he has
managed many delicate and difhcult matters. He
has twice visited the L'^nited States, the second
time in 1871, when he went around the globe.
Author of a work on Pope Sixtus V., Si.ctus der
Fi'infle (1871; English translation 1872), and an en-
tertaining account of his trip around the globe.
Promenade Autour du Monde (1873; English trans-
lation, 1874).

HUBXER, Rudolf Julius Bexxo, a German
l)ainter, born at Oels, in Silesia. Jan. 27, 1806, died
at Loschwitz, near Dresden, Nov. 7, 1882. II&

studied at Diisseldorf, in 1841 ; was appointed pro-
fessor of painting in the academy at Dresden, and
was director of the picture gallery from 1871.

Among his pictures are: Job and his Friends; Charles
U. in San I'ustc; Frcderirl-theGrealinSans-sotwi; The
Golden Age, and The Dispute Betiveen Luther and Dr.
Eek. He also designed glass paintings, including
some for the crvptof Glasgow Cathedral.
HUCKABACK, often shortened to "huck." a

coarse kind of linen cloth, figured somewhat like

damask, and used especially for table-cloths and
toweling.
IIUDSOX', a post-village of Middlesex county,

Mass., 17 miles northeast of AVorcester. Shoes and
piano-fortes are manufactured here.
HUDSOX, a jiost-village of Lenawee county,

Jlich., 50 miles west of Toledo, Ohio. Carriages,
spokes and butter-tubs are manufactured here.
IlflDSOX, a city and county-seat of St. Croix

county, AVis., on St. Croix Lake, 18 miles east of

St. Paul. Minn. It contains wheat warehouses,
fiour-mills, machine-shops, and manufactories of

plows and wagons.
HCDSOX, lli'NKY Xormax, an American essayist,

born at (Cornwall, .\ddison county, A't., in 1814. died
.'it Camliridge, Mass., in 18,86. He graduated at
Aliddlebury in 1840, and taught school in Kentucky
and .Alabama for some time. .At Ilunlsville, .Ala.,

a

liidy teacher from Xew England advised him to

road Shakespeare. and his cnlhusiasni eventually re-

sulted in the endowmonl of a jirofessorship of Shake-
speare in Boston University. In 1848 -Mr. Hudson
published his Lectures on Shakespeare. In 1849 he
was ordained deacon of the Protestant Episcopal
church, and from l,'^i8 till 186() he was rector i.f a
church at Lilchtield, {'onn. During the late war
he was chaplain in a corps of engineers, and after

the war professor of Shakespejire in Boston Univer-
sity. Of his later published works we mention, j'I
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Chuptain's Campaign with General Buller; Studies
in Wvrilfiii/rlli; A Schnul .Shaktupeare, and Shake-
spent\\ his Lit'f, Art (tad ( 'ha rafters.

HUD.SON BAY, a gulf or inland sea, in tlu> north-
east of Xorth America. It is completely landlocked
except on the north, where Southampton Island and
Fox Channel lie between it and the Arctic Ocean,
and where Hudson Strait, running otH) miles south-
east, connects it with the Atlantic. Including its

southeastern extension, .James's Bay, it measures
about 1,000 miles in length, .and (il)o in average
width, and has an area of some 500,000 square miles.

The eastern shore, called the East Main, is for the
most part rocky, and is fenced with several small
islands; the western shore, the West Main, is gen-
erally flat. This sea is the great drainage reser-

voir of the Canadian northwest territories. Of late
years a movement has been on foot for opening up
a direct communication from England with Mani-
toba, and the northwest of Canada by way of Hud-
son Bay and strait. The scheme provides for a rail-

way from Winnipeg to Fort Nelson, on the bay, a
distance of 650 miles, of which 40 miles were con-
structed by the end of 1890. The chief objection to
the project is tliat the strait is only navigable for

about tliree months annually. This route would
effect a saving of 775 miles as compared with the
route by way of Montreal, and of 1,130 as compared
with that by New York.
HUDSON STRAIT joins the Atlantic Ocean and

Hudson Bay. It is 450 miles long, and 60 miles
wide.
HUERT.A, Vicente G.vrci.v de l.\, a Spanish

poet and critic, born in 1730 at Zafra, in Estrema-
dura. He spent the greater part of his life in Ma-
drid, where he was head of the royal lilirary, and
where he died .March 12, 17S7. His tragedy of Ra-
quel (1778) was very poi)ular, and is still esteemed
one of the best of modern Spanish tragedies. His
poems were published in two volumes in 1778-79,

ajid again in mhUoteca de Autores Espa Holes. IIu-
erta edited the Tcatrn Espanol (17 vols.. 1785-86), a
collection of the best works of the older Spanish
dramatists.
HUOER, BEN.r.\MiN-, an American general, born

at Charleston, S. C, 1S06. After graduating at
West Point, he became a cajitain of ordnance in

1832, and was made chief of ordnance to Gen. Scott's

army in the Mexican war. In 1855 he became
major U. S. A.; but in 1861 he entered the Confed-
erate service as brigadier-general and rose soon to

be major-general. As siich he commanded at Nor-
folk when tlie National forces captured the place,
May 10, 18(52. linger quickly withdrew, after hav-
ing fired the navy-yard, the Mcrrhnar, and some
other vessels. Subsequently he led a division in

the seven-days' (ight in front of Richmond. After
the war he became a farmer in Virginia.
HUOER, FRANfis KiXLoru, an American i)atriot,

born at Charleston, S. C, in 177:>.died therein 1855.

He studied medicine and surgery in England un-
der the celel>rated Dr. ,Tohn Hunter ; became a sur-
geon, and was for a short time attached to the
inedical staff of the British army. M'hile at Vienna
in 1798, he took part in Dr. BoUmann's attempt to
lilierate (Jen. Lafayette from imprisonment in the
.'Vustrian fortress of Olmiitz. The rescue was suc-
cessful, though Lafayette was recaptured near the
frontier. Huger himself was ariested and taken
to(Vlmutz, where he was harshly treated. After
sight months' imprisonment he was sent across the
frontier and returned to the United States. In the
same year he was made a captain in the United
cjtates army. In the war of 1812 he served on the
rftafT of <ien. I'inckney, and on April 6. 1813, he be-
oume adjutant-general, with' the x-.w.k of colo-

nel. Subse()ueiilly he served in both branches of

the South Cnrulina ."^tate legislature.
Hl'CiER, Is.\.\e, a Revolutionary soldier, born on

Limerick plantation, S. C, in 1742, died in 1797, In
1760 he served as lieutenant in a battalion of
colonial troops against tlie Cherokee Indians. In
the Revolutionary war he liegan as lieutenant-
colonel of a South Carolina regiment, but was in

1779 commissioned a brigadier-general, and partici-

pated in every battle fought liy tlie Southern army.
I>nring the siege of (Charleston lie was employed to

cut olT supplies from the enemy, but his force was
defeated and dispersed, lie then joined the army
of Gen. Green, and commanded the Virginians at
the battle of Guilford Court-house (1781), where
he was severely wounded.
HUGGINS, Wii.Li.\M, an English astronomer

and spectroscopist, born in London, Feb. 7, 1824,
and educated at the city school and by private in-

structors, giving much attention to the experimen-
tal study of the physical sciences and to astrooomy.
In 1852 he was elected a member of the^Iicroscopi-
cal Society, and was for several years engaged in

the study of physiology, animal and vegetable,
with the microscoiie. In 1855 he built a private ob-
servatory at Upper Tulse Hill,near London, and
began what proved to be the principal work of his
life- time—his well-known spectroscopic observa-
tions and photographing of stellar spectra, the solar
corona, etc. Mr. liuggins is a member of various
scientitic societies; was president of the Royal As-
tronomical Society from 1876 to 1878, and president
of the British Association for 1891.

HUGHES, ,JonN (1797-18G4),an American Roman
Catholic archbishop, born at Annalioghan, County
Tyrone, Ireland, in 1797. After immigrating to
America he worked first as a gardener; then stud-
ied theology at Blount St. Mary's College, Emmits-
burg, Md., where he supported himself by taking
care of the college garden, and afterwards by teach-
ing in the college. As priest lie had charge of
some churches in Philadelphia till 1S:)8, founded
St. .lolin's Orphan Asylum, and established the
"Catholic Herald." In 1,S42 he l>ecame bishop of
New York. He now organized the Roman Catholics
against New York's public school system, and in-

stituted a system of parochial schools. In 1850 the
diocOi'ie of New Y'ork had so increased by immigra-
tion that Hughes was made archbishop. During
the war he used his influence in behalf of the in-

tegrity of the Union. Secretary Seward sent liim
and Thurlow Weed to Europe in 1861, to set before
the foreign governments the true object in con-
ducting the war, and during the draft riots in 1863
he urged upon the excited jiopulation of New York
the duty of submission to the United States Gov-
ernment.
HUGHES, TnoM.vs, author of Tou) Brown's School

Dni/s, born at Uflington, Berks, England, Oct. 23-

1823. He was educated at Rugby under the c« le-

brated Dr. .Vmold, and at Oxford. Called to the
bar in 1848, he became queen's counsel in 1869, and
was in parliament from Lambeth from 18ii5to]868,

and from Frome in 1869 to 1874. He became early
associated with the work of social and sanitary re-

form among the London ])oor, and took a prominent
part in the debates relating to trades-unions an^
the law of master and servant. Ills best known
work. Toil) Urown'.t Srhool f)a]is (1856), is a trnlliful

picture of lite at Rugby, written from (he author's
own boyish impressions. It was followed by Tl4
Seoiirhig of the ]M))te Tlfirsr 0858); Tom Brown nt

Oxford \\kA); Alfred the f.'jvrj^ (1869). In 1880 he
assisted in founding a settlement in the United
States, an account of which he published under the
titieolRugby, Tennessee (1881). He has also written
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lives of Daniel ilacmillan (1SS2), and Bishop Fraser
(1887

K

HUGHES, Rev. Hugh Price, M. A., the leader

of tlie " Forward Movement," of "Wesleyan Method-
ism, a native of Wales, born in 1S47. He was edu-

cated at the Richmond Theological College, and
graduated M. A. at London University. Hughes
held appointments at Dover, Brighton, Tottenham,
Dulwich, Oxford, and Brixton. He has edited the
" Methodist Times" since 1885, and is the superin-

tendent of the new London Mission to the AVest

End. Recently he has published some of his St.

James' Hall discourses in two volumes, entitled

Social Chrislianity, and the Philanthwpji of God.

HUGO, YicTOK M.\RiE, VicoMTE, a French poet
and romance writer, born at Besanyon, Feb. 26,

1802, died May 22, 1885. His father being a general
in Napoleon's army, young Hugo's childhood was
chiefly spent in moving from France to Italy, and
from Italy to Spain, but he received, nevertheless,

an excellent education. At fourteen he produced
a tragedy ; at twenty published his first set of Odes

et Ballade.^, and with the publication of CronnreU, in

1827, his reputation was established throughout
France. In 1831 he published Ndtre Dame de Paris,

and his best play, Marion Delorme. These were fol-

lowed by Le Roi s'amuse (1832); Lucrice Borgia,

(1833); Buy Bias nSoS); and Hernani (1839); and
the two celebrated volumes of lyric verse, Les Feti-

iUi's (r,lM(0()!(!e (1831), and Les Toi'.r Inthieures, in

1837. After the publication of Les Bayous et les Om-
bres, in 1840, Hugo attempted but little in pure art

for a number of years, devoting liimself to the pur-
suit of politics and the practice of oratory, journal-

ism, and pamphleteering in prose and verse. Un-
til 1830 he was a royalist; between 1S.S0 and 1848 he
was a Napoleonist with a turn for liumanitarian-
ism ; and later, as a memberof the Asseniblee Legis-

lative, threw in his lot with the Democratic Repub-
licans. In 1852, after the coup d'etat, he withdrew
to Jersey, and in his exile wrote Xapoleon le Petit;

Les Chdtiineuts, a great achievement in political

and personal satire ; Les Contonplations; Legende
des Slides; and in 1802 his masterpiece in prose,

Les Miserables. These were followed by William
Shakespeare, 1864; Les Chansous des Bues et des Bois,

1865; Les Travailleurs de la Mer, and Le Homme qui
Bit. After the 4th of September, 1870, Hugo re-

turned to France, and a few months later was
chosen to represent the department of the Seine, but
soon resigned his seat. In 1870 he was made a sen-

ator. Among his later works are L'Anm'e Terrible,

1872; Qnalre-Viurit-Treize, 1874; Historie d'un
Crime, W"; Z.<? /V;;»', 1878-79; L'Ane, 1880; Lis
Quatre Vntis de VEsprit,' 1881, and Torcjuemada,
1882. Victor Hugo's writings are open to the criti-

cisms of want of humor, and of dealing with abnor-
mal situations, peculiar personages, and interests
remote from experience ; but genius is always gen-
ius, and the linal impression is one of unsurpassed
accomplislimeiit. He died the foremost man of

letters of liis time, and was iionored witli a funeral
whicliwasa vast public pageant. For furtlier de-
scription of his works, see Britannica, Vol. IX, pp.
676-7H.

HULDA, or Hold.^, the friendly: in old German
legend a goddess of marriage ; also the patroness
of agriculture and domestic life. See Britannica,
Vol. XXIII, p. 40.

HULL, IsA.vc (1773-1843), a United States naval
odicer. See United St.vtes, Britannica, Vol.
XXIII, p. 780.

HULL, William, an American general, l)orn at
Dcrliy, Gonn., in 1753, died at Newton, Mass., in
IH-'."). lie studied law and was admitted to the bar
in 1775. lie joined the American army at Gam-

bridge as captain, fought at AVhite Plains, Trenton
and Princeton, and was then promoted to be major.
Afterwards he was engaged at Ticonderoga, Still-

water, Saratoga, Monmouth and Stony Point.
After the war he practiced law at Newton, Mass.,
and was prominent in the Massachusetts legisla-

ture. In 1798 he was appointed judge of the court
of common pleas, and in 1805 he became governor
of ^lichigan Territory. At the outbreak of the war
of 1812 Hull commanded the northwestern army,
consisting of raw militia. He had to yield up De-
troit and the entire Northwest to the English. For
this he was court-martialed and sentenced to be
shot, but President Madison pardoned him on ac-

count of past services. In 1824 lie published the
Campaign of the Xortlurest Army. His Life was pub-
lished by his daughter, Mrs. IM. Campbell.
HULLAH, JoHX Pyke, an English musical com-

poser, born at AVorcester,June 27, 1813, died in Lon-
don Feb. 21, 1S84. He studied at the Royal Acad-
emy of INIusic, and in 1840 began popular singing-

classes in London, continuing the work lor over 20
years. He was for some time professor of vocal
music in King's College, and from 1874 to 1882 was
inspector of training-schools for the United King-
dom. His comic opera. The Milage Coquette, was
published in 1830. Of his songs. The Three Fishers

and The Storm attained wide popularity. He also

published a Histoni of Modern Music (1S02), and
The Third Period of Musical History (1865).

HUMANISTS (-Lat. /(>?-.t huinaniores, "polite
letters "^whence the title Humanity for the pro-

fessorship of Latin in Scottish universities ; Ital.

umuuista), the name assumed at the revival of

learning by those who looked upon tlie cultivation

of classical literature as the most valuable instru-

ment of education, opposing those who clung to the

ancient methods of the Scholastics. In their modes
of thought also the tendency of the humanists was
to exalt paganism at the expense of Christianity.

In the ISth century the name became a word of

reproach for those who showed a Vilind zeal for the

classics as the sole educational subject.

HUMBERT I, Renier Chari.es E.mmanuel Jean
Marie Ferdinand Eugene, King of Italy, Ijorn

March 14, 1844, being the son of Victor Emmanuel.
He attended his father during the war of Italian

independence in 1859. In 1860, when Italy fought
with Austria, tlie prince took the field as com-
mander of a division in Gen. Cialdini's army, and
was present at the disastrous l)attle of Custozza,

June 23, ISOO. .\fter Rome was occupied in 1870 by
the Italian troops, he took u|i his residence there,

and upon the death of his father, Jan. 9, 1878, suc-

ceeded to llie tliroiieof Italy. In November of the

^ame year an attempt was made to assassinate

him, but failed. Wlien the would-l)e assassin was
condemned to death IIum))ert commuted his sen-

tence to imprisonment at liard labor. During thu

cholera eiiideniic at Naiiles he expi>sed himself frt-

fluently in his endeavors to alleviate tlie sulTerings

of the sick and dying. By tliese and otlier actions

of kindness and sympatliy llie king won tlie affec-

tion of the Italian i)eople.

IIUMI'.DLDT, a post-village of Humboldt county,
Iowa, tlie seat of Humboldt College. Liquor and
gambling saloons are rigidly excluded from the
village.
HUMBOLDT, a city of Allen county, Kan., situ-

ated on Neosho River, 80 miles from Lawrence. It

is a railroad junction and has various manufac-
tories.

Hl^Mr.Ol.DT, a city of Richardson county. Neb.,

on the liig Nemaha River and on the .Mcliison A
Nebraska Railro.id. 21 miles iiorlhw.'st of FalU
City.
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HUMBOLDT, a railroad junction of Git)Son
county, Tenn., situated 12S miles west of Nashville.

It lias mills and a foundry, and educational insti-

tutions supervised by Odd Fellows.
HUMETTY, in lieraldry, a cross or other ordi-

nary which is cut oflf and nowhere reaches the edge
of the shield.

HUMMELER, an implement or machine for re-

moving the hummel or awn from the grain, partic-
ularly barley, after it has been thrashed. See
Thrasiiixi; M.vciiinks, Britannica, Vol. I, p. 325.

HL'Mt'IlHF^Y, Hem.\x, an American clergyman,
born at West Simsbury, Conn., in 1779, died at
Piltslield, Mass., in ISGl" He studied theology at
Yale College, and was a Congregational pastor at
Fairlield, Conn., from 1807 to 1817, and then in

Pittsfield. From 1S2H to 184.5 he was president of

Amherst College, to whose character, growth and
prosperity he largely contributed. He was an
earnest worker in the temperance cause and a pro-
moter of religious revivals. Among his tracts were
Parallel between Intemperance and the Slave Trade,
which was a strong indictment of slavery; Essays
on the Sabbath; Tour in France, Great Britaiii and
Belgium; Domestic Education; Sketches of the History
of lievivals; Letters to a Sem inihe .yfinistry; and Life
and Writitigs of Prof. Xathan W. Fiske.
HUMPHREYS, "AxDREw Atkinson (1810-83). an

American general and engineer, born at Philadel-

Ehia. As lieutenant of artillery he distinguished
imself in the Florida war in 1835. In 1838 he be-

came first-lieutenant of Topographical Engineers.
From 1845 to 1849 he had charge of the Coast Sur-
vey otlice, and afterwards began the topographic
and hydrographic survey of the delta of the Jlis-

sissippi. Tliis work he resumed in 1857, after he
had examined the river deltas in Europe and
studied the means employed there for protection
against inundations. During our civil war he be-
came a brigadier-general, was engaged at the bat-
tles of Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville and Get-
tysburg, and commanded a corps in the siege and
capture of Petersburg, and in the pursuit and cap-
ture of Lee's army. In 18(16 Gen. Humphreys, now
chief of Engineers, was again engaged in engineer-
ing work on the Mississippi. He published The
Physics and Hydraulics of the }fississippi River in
1867, and other valuable reports.
HUMPHREYS, David, an American general

born at Derby, Conn., in 1752, died at New Haven
in 1818. In the Revolutionary war he was aid-
de-camp to Gen. Putnam, and then to Gen. ^Vasl^-
ington. He distinguished himself at the siege of
Yorktown in 1781. In 1784 he went to Paris and
London as secretary of legation to Benjamin
Franklin, .lohn Adams and Thomas Jefferson, who
negotiated treaties of commerce and amity with
European powers. In 17!)0 President Washington
appointed him minister to Portugal, where he
remained till ]7!14. In 1707 he was transferred to
the court at Madrid as minister plenipotentiary,
where he stayed till 1802. On his return from
Spain he imported 100 merino sheep, and for
some lime thereafter he engaged in the manu-
facture of woolens at Derby. In the war of 1812,
Humphreys commanded the Connecticut troops
as brigadier general. Humphreys was noted as
a poet and wit. He helped in producing the
Anarchaid, and other satiric verse; he also pub-
lished An Address to the Armies of the United States,
and other poems.
HUNGARIAN POLITICAL PARTIE.^. The leg-

islative power of Hungary is vested in the em-
peror of Austria as king of Iluncary, the dele-
gations and a Reichstag, consisting of a house
of magnates and a house of representatives.

The former comprises 286 hereditary peers, some
50 high ecclesiastical dignitaries of the Koiuan
Catholic. Greek and Protestant churches, 82 life-

peers, all the archdukes who have attained their
majority, delegates from the diet of Croatia-Sla-
vonia, and others—160 magnates in all. The house
of representatives contains 453 members, elected
by open voting and limited suffrage for periods
of five years. The present house was elected in
June, 18S7. The parties are distinguished as Liberals,
Moderates, Indei)endents, the Croatian delegates,
who usually vote with the Liberals, and Nation-
alists, who vote now with one party and now
with another. The Liberals number 2*50; the In-
dependents, who aim at the liberation of Hun-
gary from all but the monarchical tie Avith Aus-
tria, are 80; and the Moderates, numbering 56,
accept the constitution of '67. LTntil last year
M. Tisza commanded the support of the majority
in the chamber, but finding his authority wan-
ing after fifteen years' leadership he has now re-
tired, and sits as a simple deputy, his place at
the head of the ministry being taken by his col-
league. Count Szapary, who was minister of ag-
riculture in the Tisza cabinet.
HUNGARY WATER, a celebrated perfume made

of rosemary blossoms and sage blossoms, with rec-
tified spirit. A hermit is said to have given the
original receipt to a queen of Hungary.
HUNINGEN (Fr. Huniufjue), a town of Alsace,

on the left bank of the Rhine, two and a half
miles north of Basel, celebrated for its fish breed-
ing establishment. It was fortified by Van ban
in 1679-81, but the works were destroyed in 1815.
Population, 1,704.

HUNT. Ricii.\RD MoRBis, an American archi-
tect, born at Brattleboro, Vt., in 1828. He stud-
died at the Ecole des Beaux - Arts at Paris in
1843. Then he made a tour through Greece, Asia
iMinor, Egypt, and visited most of the art cen-
ters in Europe. After his return in 1855 he was
engaged on the extension of the Capitol at AVash-
iugton. Among the structures since designed by
him are the Lenox library, the Stuyvesant build-
ing, the Presbyterian hosjiital and the 'Tribune
building, all in New Y'ork ; the Yale Divinity
School, New Haven ; and many of the finest res-
idences in Boston, Kewport, and other American
cities.

HUNT, S.\XDF0RD, an American M. E. clergy-
man, born in western New York in 1825. lie
graduated at Allegheny College in 1847, and in 1871
received the degree of I>. D. from the same institu-
tion. During the war he was secretary of the Unit-
ed States Christian commission for Western New
York, and twice went to the army for work among
the soldiers. He spent nearly ten years in the of-

fice of presiding elder. He was trustee of Genesee
College until its removal to Syracuse, and since
then has been a trustee of the Genesee AVesleyan
Seminary. In 1879 he was chosen one of the "book
agents," in charge of the Methodist publishing in-

terests at New York—a position in which he has since
been retained (1891) by successive elections of the
General Conference. For a number of years Dr.
Hunt has been the general treasurer of the mis-
sionary society of the Methodist Episcopal church.
HUNT. TiioM.\.s Sterry, an American chemist

and geologist, born at Norwich, Conn., in 1826. He
studied chemistry under Prof. Benjamin Silliman
at Yale College. In 1847 he entered upon (he
duties of geologist and mineralogist in the geolog-
ical survey of Canada under Sir William Logan.
While holflinij this position he w.ts for some years
also professor of chemistry in Mctrill College.Slont-
real. In 1872 he became professor of geology in
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the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Prof.

Hunt has published many important papers on
chemistry, mineralogy, and geology, which have
appeared in the "American Journal of Science, "and
m other scientific periodicals of both Europe and
America.
HL'XT, WiLLi.\.M H0LJ1.A.X, an English painter,

born in London in 1827. Admitted a student of

the Koyal Academy in lS4o, he exhibited his

lirst picture in the following year. In his earlier

work he generally took his subject from one of

the poets. The first of his work executed in the
pre-Kaphaelite manner was A Converted British

F'linilij Shelteriti// a Oiristian Missionary from the

Persecution of the Druids. Other works are : Our
Eivjllsh Coasts (1853.) ; Tlie Light of the World
(1852-54), and The Awakened Conscience (1854).

The result of several prolonged visits to the East
appeared in The Finding of Christ in the Temple
(1854); The Shadow of Death (1874), and the Tri-

umphs of the Innocents, executed in two versions
(1875-85). In 1888-89 he painted Tlie Choristers

of Magdalen College, 0:rford, Singing the May-day
Hymn. An important mosaic by Jlr. Hunt, en-
titled The Child Jesus in the Temple, intended for

Clifton College chapel, was exhibited in 1890.

HUNT, WiLLi.vjr Morris, an American painter,
born at Brattleboro, Vt., in 1S24, died at Isles of

Shoals, N. H., in 1879. In 1S4(> he entered the
Koyal Academy at Diisseldorf, for the j^urpose of

studying sculpture. But after a few months he
removed to Paris to become a pupil of Couture
in painting. Having returned to America in 1855,

he opened studios both at Boston and Newport,
settling finally at Boston, where he taught paint-
ing with great success. Among his works we
mention the portraits of Chief Justice Shaiv and
Juil'ie Horace Gran; The Drummer Boi/; Tlie Bnr/le

Cad; The Fortune Teller; The Bathers, and the two
allegorical mural paintings for the State capitol
at Albany, entitled The Flight of Night, and The
Discorerer.

HUNTEU, David, an American soldier, born at
"Washington, D. C, in 1802, died there in 1886.

After he became a captain of dragoons in 1833,

he was assigned to frontier duty, and twice
crossed the plains to the Rocky iMountains. In
the .Mexican war (1842) he was chief paymaster
of Gen. Wood's command. AVhen President-elect
I.,inooln went to Washington in February, 18(il,

Hunter accompanied him, and at Buffalo his col-

lar Ijone became dislocated by the pressure of

the crowd. During the war he commanded a di-

vision at Bull Run, where he was wounded. In
August, 18(i2, he became major-general of volun-
teers, an<l successively commanded the Western
and Southern inililary de))arl merits. To provide
for the fugitive slaves, Gen. Hunter organized
tlie 1st South Carolina volunteers, which was
the first regiment of black troops in the National
service. Upon tliis. .TefTerson Davis issued a proc-
lamation declaring Hunter an outlaw, who, if

captured, slunild not be treated as a prisoner of
war, but held in close confinement and executed
as a felon. In May, ISOl, Hunter was placed in

command of tlic department of West Virginia. He
defeated a Confederate force at Piedmont on June
5, 18(14.

HUNTER,RonERT Merc-eu TAi.iAFEiiRo,an Amer-
ican statesman, born in E.ssex county, \n., in 1809,
''ii'd there in 1887. After studying li'iw at the Vir-
fi.iia University, he was elected to (Jongress in 18.S7

6'i(i vvas cliosen speaker in 18.'i9. In 1845 he was
nL'iiin returnea to Concress. and in 1847 he entered
tlic'i'iiitud States Sen.'ite. wiH're lie was a leading
ailviic;ate of Stales' rights till July 18{tl, demanding

the right of the slaveholder to carry his slaves to
any United States territory. Being an active
secessionist he became secretary of State in the
Confederate cabinet, but was soon superseded by
J. P. Benjamin. After this he was elected to the
Confederate Senate, and became an opponent of
Jeff. Davis's administration. In 1885 he was ap-
pointed a collector of customs by the United States
Government.
HUNTER, Sir William AVilson, born July 15,

1840 ; educated at the Universities of Glasgow, Paris
and Bonn ; in 1862 entered the civil service of India,
and, after filling the offices of secretary to the gov-
ernment of Bengal and to the supreme government
of India, was in 1871 appointed director-general of
the statistical department of India. He was one
of the first recipients of the order of the Star of
India, in 1878, and in 1887 was knighted. He pub-
lished ,4 wnaZs of Rural Bengal a.nd Comparative Dic-
tionary of the Non-Aryan Languages of India and
High Asia {IS6S) ; Orissa (1872); Famine Aspects of
Bengal Districts (1874); Imperial Gazetteer of India
(1881) ; 77ic 7»dia». Empire: Its People, Ilistori/ and
Pco(?i(e(s (1886). In 1890 he undertook the editor-
ship of a series, 7?;(/("rs of India, to which he himself
contributed a Life of Dalhousie.
HUNTING. Stag-hunting, at one jieriod so com-

mon in England, is now confined to twelve packs,
with the addition of four in Ireland. It cannot be
said that fox-hunting has increased in popularity^of
late, notwithstanding that every hunt now has a
fund to reimburse farmers for any losses they may
experience through the depredations of Reynard.
Hunting men strongly resent the barbed wire
fencing which many farmers have lately adopted;
and. as a matter of fact, several lives have been lost

through the "thin line," whilst a number of valua-
ble liiinters have also prematurely journeyed to
the "happy hunting grounds" through the same
cause. In England there are 154 jiacks of fox-
hounds, in Ireland 10, and in Scotland 9. England
also boasts of 101 packs of harriers and 19 packs of

beagles; Ireland possesses 25 packs of harriers;
Scotland is content with 6.

HUNTING AND GAME L.\WS OF THE UNIT-
ED STATES. The "open seasons" for hunting the
various kinds of game in the several Stales.as given
in tlie following paragraphs, have been carefully
compiled from the latest published reports of the
State laws.*

ALABAM.V. (ThrouRliout the St«te. cxceiit in the counties
named liolow.) llcor Octol)cr 'JO to Februiu'.v 14: wild tiir-

kuys. Octobov 20 to May 1; tiii'tU' doves. ..\ni;nst ltoAi>vill;
qninl. St'i'tfrnlicr 15 to Miuch 1.'); wild diiclcs. Oolober 1 to
May 1. In Perry coniuy—lU'er. ttctober "JO to Foljrnary 14;

wild t\irl:oys. October ItoiMayl; doves, .\UKUst 1 to Miirch
1; quiiil, October If) to Miircb I: wild dncks, October 1 to
May 1; siiii)e and robin, not i»rotected. In Green and IMckens
con'nties— I^eer, September l.'j to Kebrnary 1; wild turkeys,
Scitteniber 1.3 to .\]'ril 15: doves, .Vugust 1 to .Vv'i'il 1: ([uail,

October 15 to Marcli 15: wild ducks, Oetoberl 10 .Vinil 1. In
I.amar county—Deer, October 1 to April 1: wild turkeys,
October 1 to May 1. In Itarliour county (beat 5)—\\'ild tur-
keys. Oc^tober L'O' to May 1; luiail, September 15 to Jlayl;
do\H^s, Aupiist 1 to May i. In I>u\vreuce county—Deer, i>nrt-

ridge, tiuiill. iabbit,.Septenilier 1 to .\pi'il 1. Possession and
transportation of wauie limited to open season.
Nlijnt-shootinK and use of sneak-boats in Inuiting wild

duelcs forbidden.
ARKANSAS. Wild (luck, doe. fawn, September 1 to Feb-

ruary 1; wild turkeys. Seiitember 1 to May'l; niunatod
protise, Septemt>er 1 to February 1: quail. Octobci- 1 to
March 1. I'osscssiiui of Kame durluK close season proiiibited.
Takinfr (jrrouse, (|Uail or prairie cliickens with nets, etc.. ex-
cept on one's own laud, lorliiddcn. Use of nets at mouths
of streams, etc. (except minnow seines), I'rohiblted.
t'.\I,IFOIlNIA. Qiniil, piinrldge. grouse, rail, September

10 to March 1: dovea. June 1 to .lanunry 1; male antelope,
deer, .Inly 1 to December 15; female antelope, elk, mountain

•The reader s also referre<l to an extended work on Tlir Imv
nf h'irld >!jturts pTCvarcd bv Uuu. Putnam Smith, of thi* Now
Yori Si.-.
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sheep, doe. spotted imvu.alisohuuly protected ; netting quail,
partridge or grouse, proliibited; speckled tront. brook or
salmon trout. April 1 to November 1; salmon, except when
caught with net oi" seine, between suuri-se on featuruny and
noon on Sundny, which is. in that event, close season. Sep-
tember 1 to July »1 ; slnid, December :il to April 1. Posses-
sion of eanie tluring clo^^c season prohibited.
COLOUAUO. Partridge, pheasant, prairie chicken and

eronse, October 1 to November 15; elk, deer, buffalo, antelope,
October 15 to J an miry 1: mountain sheep, protected until April
7, isaj; trout, or otiier food lish. July I to November 1. Posses-
sion of game restricted to open season, but dealers may im-

Eort from other States. Netting or trapping game animals or
sh forbidileu; also the killing of any wild animal merely

for its skin, forbidden; also the killing of more animals llnin

arc needed for food, forbidden. Uirds, except the above
uamed four, are protected.
CONNECTICUT. Wood-cock, nnail, partridge, gray squirrel,

October 1 to .lauuaryl; wild duck, geese, brant. September
1 to Mavl; boliolink. ricc-l)ird. robin, lark, Septeml)er 1 to

Februarv I ; rail, .September 1 to January 1. In New Haven,
Fairlield and Litchfield counties, August 20 to January 1;

trout. July 1 to April 1. Possession of game restricted to

the open season. HOOd-cock. ruffed grouse and quail mtist
not be carried outof the State. It is unlawful to hunt with gun
and dog within tlie inclosed premises of smother, whether
persons or corporations, without permission from the owner,
agent or occupant thereof, provided such owner shall have
placed six printed signs or notices, in six different conspic-
uous places on said premises, each board notice to be at
least one foot square, and the letters to be plainly made. $ U.

Any person violating section five of this act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and slnill lie (iucd not less than $7,
uor exceeding .$i"). exclusive of any damage by trespass.
Insectivorous birtls, incltiding robin^and lark, can be killed

onlv on one's own laud.
DELAWARE. Ortolan, rail, reed-bird, September 1 to

January 1; pheasants, quail, wood-cock, hares, rabbits, Novem-
ber 15 to February 15. In Kent, Sussex and Newcastle
counties, November 15 to January 15. Possession of game
limited to 0]>en season. Transportation of ]i;Lrtridges. quail,
wood-cock or rabbits, killed in the Slate, for sale but of the
State, forbidden. Night-shooting, netting or trapping game;
use of ferrets, or of artificial light to catch niuskrats, forbid-
den. Non-residents may not kill game or game fish without
license from the Delaware Game Protective Association. Any
non-resident found trespassing upon any private property
with eitherdog or gun, not having license from the Delaware
Game Protective Association, is liable to be arrested wlicre
found trespassing, on a clmrge of misdemeanor, and fined .$20,

and in default of payment, imprisoned not less than ten nor
more than tweutv days.
DISTKICT OF COLUMBIA. Partridge and quail, Novem-

ber 1 to February 1 ;
pheasant. August 1 to February 1 ; wood-

cock, July 1 to February 1; ju-airie cliickeu, September 1 to
February "l; snipe and plover, .September 1 to -Slay 1; wild
duck, wild goose, and wild I)raut, September 1 to April 1;
water-rails, ortolan, reed-bird au<i rice- bird, September 1 to
February 1 ; fleer. .Vugust 15 to January 15; shad and her-
ring. January 1 to Junel. Possession of game during close
eca-son prohibited. Duriug fishing season, viz., from Jan-
uary 1 to .May :i(). there is a close season e\ery week, be-
ginning at sundown on Saturday and ending at midnight on
Sunday—during which time all nets, seines, etc., must be
taken from tlie water. Tra]>ping and snaring of wild birds
and water fowl; use of gun other than shoulder gun for
shooting and killing wild thick, wild goose, and wild brant;
killing or shooting any bird or wild fowl in the niglit-Lime:
shooting or carrying a gun in the open air on Sunday ; taking
black Ijass and salmon by other means than by hook and line,
proliibited.*
FLOKID.V. Deer, wild turkeys, quail, partridge, in all the

counties wherein the county commissioners have pul>lished
the law, .Sei>tember 1 to April 1. Sea-birds and birds of

Elumc. protectetl at all times. Non-residents desiring to
nut game of any kind, must obtain license from clerk of

county where they wish to hunt, paying therefor $*J5. Not
more than six persons may be included in one license. Fee
for each additional person, fe. No oue, except a citizen of the
Gnited States, can kill birds for their plumage on any lauds
or waters of tiie State or within a marine league o{ the coast.

*Thc Act of Congress of June 15, 1S78, olso provides as
lol lows

:

Sec. 15. Enacts that any person who shall knowingly tres-
pass on the lamis of another for the lutrpose of shooting or
hunting thereon, after due notice, or notice as j.rovii.'ed for in
the following section liy theowneror occni>ant of lands.shall
be liable to such owner or occupaulin exemplary damages to
au ataount not exceeding $PH),and shall also be liable to a fine
<3f $10 for each and every tresi>ass so committed. The iiosses-
fiion of implements ofshooting on such lands shall ue pre-
sumptive evidence of the tresjmss.

Sec. Hi. That the notice referred to In the preceding sec-
tion shall be given i)y erecting and maintaining sign boards
at least S by I'J inches In dimensions on the borders of thn
premises, and at leiust two such sign boards for e\'ery 50 acres.
Penalty forlearlngdown.lnjurlugordefaclngsuch sign boards
iiot less than $5 or more than :f'J.5 for each. Inseciixoroua
.birds and the eggs, nests and voung of wiUl birds protected.

It is unlawful to hunt or fish upon the lands of another,
without permission of the owner or occupant, under a pen-
alty not to exceed $aO, or imprisoumeul, though ten days'

notice bv poster must be given, and such notice must be
posted "in three conspicuous places around the premises
sought to be protected.
GEORGIA. Wild turkey, partridge, October 15 to April 1;

summer ducks, doves, August 15 to April 1; wood-cock,
August 15 to Jauuarv 1; insectivorous birds, October 1 to

April 1 ; buck, November 1 to .March 1, and May 1 to Septem-
ber 1; doe, fawn, July 1 to January 1; suiiie, October 1 to

March 1. Possession of game during close season, prohibited.
Trapping or snaring of game or birds, prohibited. In

this State there are numerous local laws which affect par-

ticular counties, and which vary considerably in their j.ro-

visions—so much so as to make it important that hunters
should examine the local law of the county embracing their

selected huntiug ground.
ID.-VHO. Wild duck and goose, August 1 to April 15; prairie

chicken, sage-hen, grouse, pheasant. July 15 to February 1;

buffalo, elk; antelope, mountain sheep, Sci>tember 1 to Janu-
ary 1. In Ada county, grouse, prairie chicken and duck,
September 1 to March 1. Taking fish, except with rod or pole
and hook and line, prohibited.
ILLINOIS. Deer, wild turkeys, September 1 to January 15;

pinnated grouse, .Vugust 15 to Deeemlier 1: ruffed grouse,

quail, October 1 to Januarv 1; wood-cock, July ! t<S January 1.

Possession of game limited to five days utter season closes.

Black and other bass, salmon and other game fish can be
caught with hook and line only from I'ebruary 15 to June 15.

Use of explosive or medicinal compounds to catch fish, net-

ting and trapping gome birds (except wood-cock), night
shooting of wild fowl forbidden. No j^erson who has not re-

sided (jO davs in the State may kill wild game. None but res-

idents of 'Bend, Fayette, Efllngham, Marion, Clay, RicU-
moud, Hamilton, Wayne, Warren, Henderson and Jersey

counties may kill deer or game "cirds for sale out of these

counties.
INDIANA. Deer, October 1 to January 1 ; quail or pheas-

ant, October 15 to December 20: wild turkeys, November 1 to

February 1; prairie hens or chickens, September 1 to Febru-

ary 1; wood-cock, July 1 to January 1; wild duck, September 1

to April 15; fish (with gig or spear), January 1 to March!.
Fishing with hook and line allowed at all times and all

places. Possession of game limited to ojien season. Fishing

in the St. Joseph and Kankakee Rivers alloweii in any man-
ner between April 1 .and June 1. In the Ohio River without
any restrictions. Netting or trapping quail, i>heasant,

prairie chickens or wild duck of any kind or variety prohib-

ited. Taking fish with net or seine, gun or trap of any kind,

or set-net, wire, or pot in any of tlie laiies, ponds, rivers or

small streams (except in the Ohio, St. Joseph and Kankakee
Rivers) prohibited. Shooting at wild pigeons at or within
half mile of any pigeon roosting or nesting (when they are

nesting) prohibited. Trespass on inclosed lands is punish-
able by a line. ^
IOWA. Pinnated grouse, September 1 to December 1;

wood-cock, July 10 to January 1; ruffed grouse, quail, wild
turkeys, October 1 to January 1; wild ducks, geese, brant,

Augu,st 15 to May 1; deer and elk, September 1 to January 1:

beaver, mink, otter, muskrat, November I to Aiu'ill;bass
and wall-evcd pike, June 1 to April 1; salmon and tront, F"eb-

ruary 1 to November 1. No fish but minnows may be caught
from July 1 to October 1. Twenty-five of each kind of game
may be had lor five days after season closes. Transportation
of game restricted to within the State, and oue dozen in any
one day from any one person to any other one. Trapping
game, birds, deer or elk; nse of any but shoulder gnu; use of

poison for birds or fish ; spearing or galling fish from Novem-
ber 1 to May .SI are forbidden. No one shall in one day kill

more than 25 each of quail, wood-cock, prairie chickens and
pheasants.
KANS.\S. Pinnated grouse, September 1 to January I:

quail, November 1 to January 1. Insectivorous birds—Wild
geese, ducks, hawks, harrier, blue-jay, crow, sniiic, ciniew,
plover, piper, bittern, heron, crane and wood-pecker not )iro-

tected. Possession of game allowed ten days after season

closes. Snaring quail or grouse; hunting on occupied or im-
proved premises without owner's consent; killing fish by ex-

plosive substances forbidden. All birds protected except
wild geese, ducks, hawk, harrier, blue-jay, crow, sniire, cur-

lew, plover, piper, bittern, heron, crane and wood-pecker.
KENTUCKY. Deer, September 1 to March 1 ; quail, part-

ridge, pheasant, October 1 to March 1; wild geese, wood
duck, teal or other duck, Seidember 15 to May 1: wood.cock,
June 1 to January 1; wild turkey, September 1 to February 1;

squirrels, January 15 to February 1. Taking lish by any other

contrivance excef't hook and hand-line jirobibiicd. Posses

sion of game limited to close season. Trapping game ani-

mals; taking fish with net or other contrivance (except trot-

line* and gigs and minnow-nets), or by use of any deleterious

substanceor explosive agent, except in the Ohio and Cum-
berland Rivers, below the mouth of Koekcastle River, and
lakes in the Ohio and Mississippi River bottoms prohibited.

•Tlie Kentucky law also enacts that any person knowingly
trespassing npoii the land of another for the purpose of hunt-
lug or fishing, after public notice by the owner or oecuimnt,
is lialde to sm-h owner or occupant to an amount not exceed-
ing $25, besides all actual damage said owner or occuiiant
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LOUISIANA. Buck, doe, fawn, Octjober 1 to March 1 ;

wild

turkev, October 1 to April 15: quail, partridge, pheasant. Oc-

tober 1 to April 1. Possession and transportation of game
during closo season prohibited. Insectivorous and song

birds protected, unless they prove destructive to iruit or

CTTSJU crops.
M UXE. Moose, deer, caribou, October 1 to January 1;

mink beaver, s.ible, otter, fisher, muskrat. October 15 to May
1- wild ducks, September 1 to May 1; ruffed grouse, wood-

cock, September 1 to December 1; quail, pinnated grouse,

September 1 to Januarv 1 ; plover, .\ugust 1 to May 1 ; salmon,

April 1 to Julv 15; with hook and line, to September lo;

sinelts, except' bv hook and line, October 1 to April 1; land-

locked salmon, trout, toguo. May 1 to October 1; black bass,

Osweao bass, white perch, July 1 to April 1. Possession o!

ruffed grouse, or partridge, aud wood-cock allowed during
September, October and November to be consumed as food;

of laud-locked salmon, trout and togue during February,
March and April. No person shall have in possession in

open season more than one moose, two caribou or three deer.

Possession of over 50 pounds of land-locked salmon, trout or

togue at any one time for purpose of transportation prohib-

ited. Transportation of game, birds or fish during close sea-

son prohibited. In Maine there are local laws which apply

to particular lakes, ponds and rivers, and which require at-

tention onlv in those localities. Hunting or killing moose,
deer or caribou with dogs ; taking of mackerel, herring, por-

gies and menhaden by use of purse or drag-seines m small

bays, inlets, harbors or rivers, and other objectionable

methods of taking other kinds, mentioned in detail In the

statutes, prohibited. Xo weir, hedge or set-net shall extend
more than two feet depth of water at ordinary low
water. Between Anril 1 and July 15 there shall be a weekly
close of IS hours between sunrise on each Saturday morning
and sunrise on the ensuing Monday morning, during which
time no salmon, shad, slavines or bass shall be taken. Dur-

ing the close time all seines or other movable apparatus

shall be removed from the water; but this does not apply to

the Kennebec, Androscoggin or Penobscot Rivers, or their

tributaries, or to St. Croix River below the breakwater at the

led<'e. Private fishing grounds may be protected by posting

notices in the manner specially prescribed. Insectivorous
birds are protected.
MAKYLAND. Quail partridge, November 1 to December

24; wood-cock, June 15 to February 1; pheasant, August 15 to

Januarv 1; rabbit, October 15 to January 15; squirrel, Sep-

tember"! to December 25; plover, sand piper, November 1 to

Januarv 1; mink, otter, muskrat, December 15 to March 15;

wild turkev, Januarv 1 to September 15. Wild Water Fowl-
No person shall, at anv time, in, on or over the waters of the

State of Marvland, shoot at, or shoot any water fowl bedded
in flocks, eitlier upon the feeding or roosting grounds of said

water fowl, or elsewhere, or from any vessel, boat, float, ca-

noe or any craft of anv kind whatever; nor shoot at any wild
water fowl from anv booby blind, or artificial point erected

at a greater distance than lOO yards from the natural shore

from which the same be c.vtended; nor shoot any water fowl

while flviug above their feeding grounds, or elsewhere over

the waters aforesaid, from any vessel, boat, float, canoe or

craft of any kind—reserving, nevertheless, to any citizen of

anv county bordering on the waters aforesaid, and to whom-
soever thev inav extend the privilege, the right to shoot from
boats other than sink boats or sneak boats. Possession of

game limited to open seiuson. The above are State laws.

There are in addition many local regulations, varying in the

different counties.
MASSAClllSKTTS. Wood-cock, August 1 to January 1;

rufled grouse. October 1 to January 1; email, October 15 to

Januarv 1; wood, or summer duck, black duck, or teal, or

anv 01 the so-called duck species. September 1 to April 15;

pinnated grouse, jirotected at nil times ; plover, snipe, sand
piper, rail or anv of the so-called shore, n.arsh or beach
birds, Julv I.') to May 1; wild, or passenger pigeon, gull and
tern, Octo'lier 1 to Mav 1 ;

gray squirrel, hare, rabbit, Septem-
ber 1 to .March 1 ; salmon, Mav 1 to August 1; trout, April 1 to

October 1; smelts, June I to March 15; land-locked salmon,
lake trout, .\prll 1 to September 1 ; black bass, July I to De-
cember 1. Kxception is made in the application of these re-

strictions to the Connecticut River and Its tributaries. Posses-

sion of the above animals and birds prohibited during close

season, except in case of iiuall, which may be held iu posses-

sion from October 15 to May 1, and pinnated grouse, wild
pigeons, and anv of the so-called shore, marsh, or bench
birds, or anv of the so-called duck species, at any season, if

not taken of killed within the State. Use of ferrets, battery

or swivel guns, torch or jack-lights; netting or trapping game
(except jinrtridges, hares or rabbits, between Sei>temlier 1

and Januarv 1, on one's own laud or by leave of owner) ; kill-

ing deer In or within 20O yards of pond or river; killing at

may suffer by such trespnas—presence on the lands of an-

other with dogs or Implements of hunting or fishing Is evi-

dence of the purpose of trespass. The notice referred to shall

be given by erecting nnd maintaining sign bonrds at least

one foot iquare In at least two conspicuous places on each
slile of the i)remlses Intended to be protected, such sign

bonrds to have thereon the word posted, and the name of the

owner or occupant of the lands. Any person who shall tear

down, destroy or deface any such sign board shall be fined

not lesH than $6 njr more than $25.

anv time prairie chicken, except on one's own land. an<J

placed there by land-owner: use of deleterious substances or
other means tfian i:od aud line to catch salmon, trout or bass,

are forbidden. Owners of land may be protected by posting
notices in the manner prescribed bv statute.
MICH1G.\X. Deer (in upper peninsula), August 15 to

November 15; deer (lower peninsula), November 1 to Decem-
ber 1 ; wild turkevs, October 1 to January 1 ; wood-cock, -Au-

gust 1 to Januarv 1 ; ruffed grouse, wood, teal, mallard and
gray ducks. September 1 to January 1; water fowl, snipe,
September 1 to Mav 1 : quail, November 1 to January 1 ; pin-
nated grouse, September 1 to November 1 ; trout. May 1 to

September 1; grayling, June 1 to November 1." Possession of

game allowed for eight days after season closes. No deer in

red, or fawn in spot'ted coat, or any such skin of deer or fawn,
can lawfully be possessed. Deer, ruffed and pinnated grouse,
quail, and wild turkev, cannot be carried out of the State.

Fish cannot be taken" from fish lakes. Diamond and Stone
lakes, or iu anv lake in Westervelt township from November
1 to Mav 1: no"r in laud lakes of Oceana county from January
1 to .\pril 1 : nor in lakes of Kalamazoo county from March 1

to Julv 1; nor in Devil's Lake. Round Lake, Whitmore and
Brace "Lake, from December 1 to April 1. Spearing or shoot-

ing fish in these mentioned lakes ; killing deer in the water
or in trap or pit-fall: netting or trapping game birds; use of

swivel or punt gun ; shooting wild pigeons within five miles
of pigeon nesting, forbidden ; trespass on inclosed lands pun-
ishable. ., „ ,
MINNESOTA. Elk, moose, deer, November: quail, nillea

grouse. September 1 to December 1 ; wild duck, goose, Sep-

tember 16 to Januarv 1; wood-cock. July 4 to Novemlwr 1;

prairie chicken, white breasted or sharp-tailed grouse, August
15 to October 1: aquatic fowls, September 1 to May 15;

speckled trout, April 1 to October 1. Possession of game lim-

ited to open season. Night shooting prohibited. Transpor-
tation of game out of State forbidden. Deer in Stearns

countv can be taken onlv from November 15 to December la.

Fish c"an be taken in Stevens county by hook and line only,

and-in Lake Riplev bv hook and line only from March 1 to

June 1. In Loon, "Crvstal. Lily, Madison and Miles lakes by
hook and line onlv 'from March 15 to June 1. Game birds

must be killed onlv bv shooting; speckled, river, and brook
trout must be taken with hook and line. No fish except
white fish from any waters in the State except Lake Superior,

the Mississippi, Minnesota, and St. Croix rivers can be taken
except bv hook aud liue. shooting or spearing.
MISSISSIPPI. Deer, September 15 to February 1; wild tur-

kev, ruffed grouse, quail. October 1 to April 1: turtle doves,

starlings, September 15 to February 1. In Tate county, opett

season'for all game November 1 to March 1: iu Jasper, and
some other counties, wild turkey unprotected. Possession

and trunsi.ortation of game restricted to open season. In

Jasper and some other counties wild turkeys are unprotected.

In Madison and Jeffersou counties, netting and trapping

MISSOVEI. Peer.Sei.temberl to January 15; wild turkey,

September 15 to March 1; pinnated grouse, ruffed grouse,

quail. October 15 to Februarv 1 ; wood-cock, July 1 to January

1 ; turtle dove, meadow lark, plover. August 1 to February 1.

Possession of game during close season, forbiddini. lnsecl>

ivorous birds protected. Taking with traps, nets, pens or

pits, piunated grouse and quail; or disturbing the eggs ot

wild birds or their nests (except by owner on his own prem-
ises during open season); or poisoning waters: or using ex-

plosive substances for the purpose of taking fish; or taking

fish bv means of seine (except a very small one). net. gill-net,

trammel-net, set-net. bag, weir, bush-drag, any fishnet or
dam, or anv other device or obstruction (unless by owner in

waters whollv on his own premises), prohibited. Non resi-

dents are forbidden to bunt or trap deer, fawn, wild turkey,

pinnated grouse, ruflVd grouse, quail, wood-cock, goose, brant,

duck or snipe for purpose ot marketing or removing same
out of State. . Trespass bv any one on closed laud nunishnble.

MONTANA. Buffalo, moose, elk, black or white tailed

deer antelope, monutaiu sheep. Rocky Mountmu goat,

August 15 to December 1 ; grouse, prairie chicken, pheasant,

fool-hen, sage-hen, partridge, quail, August 15 to November
15 • beaver, otter, marten, or lisher, October 1 to .\pnl 1 ;

wild

geese and ducks. August 10 to May 15., Killing any of the

above birds tor sale prohibited. Hounding deer, elk. moose,

or mountain sheep; catclilug llsh with other means than

hook and line (except In Misiourl River below Three Jorks
and the Yellowstone River below mouth of (. larke s l-ork)

and >ise of explosive or poisonous substances, forblddeu.

Game animals can be killed only tor food, ana their skins

cannot be taken oul of the territory.
. . ,

NEBRASKA. Buffalo, elk, deer, antelope, mountain sheep,

turkevs. and quail, October 1 to January 1; grouse, Septein-

ber 1 io Januarv 1; inink and muskrat, February l.> to .\prll

15- pinnated grouse. September 1 to January 1. Possession

of game restricted to open season. Transportation of giouno,

quail turkevs, deer. bulTalo. elk. aud mountain sheep, at ailjr

tiiueprobihited. Insectivorous birds protected. Deer hound-

ing forlihlden In Hurt. Washington. Dougln.s, Sarpey, Casa,

SauiuUrs and Dodge counties. Fishing, except with hook
and line, use ot other than shoulder guns for wild (owl, or-

bldden Tivspass on laud to kill or take any aninnil or bird,

and catchiinr llsh In any private pond not more than ten acre*

in area, punishable.
, ,,

-

NEVADA. Partridge, pheasant, wood-cock, qunil, wll*
goose, wood duck, leal, mallard, or other ducks, sand hlU
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cranes, brant, swan, plover, curlew, suipe. grouse, robin,
meadow lark, yellow bamiiier, biltern, September 1 to April
1; sage-eoek, hen. eliickeri (oouuties of Huinboldt, Klko,
Eureta. and Lauder, excepted). August 1 to April 1; deer,
antelope, elk. niDuntaiu sheep, goat, August 1 to Seiitember
1 ; trout, June 1 to January 1 ; but between April 'JO and Octo-
ber L cannot be taken for purpose of sale. l*03sessiou of
game during close season lu-ohibited. lusectivoroiis birds
protected. Trapiiing or netting quail ; catching any tish
otherwise than with hook and line (except for scientific pur-
poses) prohibited. Protection to owner of grounds may be
secured by i>ostiiie notices in two places in town.
NICW HAMPSHIKK. Deer, moose, caribou, September 1 to

Decemlier 1 ; mink, beaver, sable, otter, or fisher, October 15
to April 1; raccoon, gray squirrel, September 1 to January 1;
hares, rabbits, muskrats, September 1 to April 1; plover,
mellow leg. sand piper, wood-cock, duck, rail, August 1 to
'ebruary 1; ruffed grouse, partridge, quail, September] to
February 1 : lan<l-Ioeked salmon, lake trout, brook or speckled
trout. April 30 to Septeiiilier 30; but during January, Febru-
ary and March, lake trout mav be taken with single hook and
line only; pike, perch or white perch, July 1 to Mav 1 ; black
bass, June 15 to April 30; muscalonge, pickerel, pike, or gray-
ling, June 1 to Ajiril 1; possession of game during close sea-
son prohibited; insectivorous birds protected.
Taking of any fish from the Peniigewasset river near the

State hatching-house in Holderness, anvwhere between the
abutments of the upper dam of L,ivermo"re Falls in Coniptou
and extending one-half mile below the same, prohibited.
Taking of grouse, partridge, quail, with trap or siuire ; of

salmon trout, lake trout, land-locked or fresh water salmon,
grayling, bass, pike, pike perch, white perch, idckerel, mus-
calonge, fn any manner other than bv ordiuarv wav of ang-
ling with single hook and line witli bait, artificial llv or
spoon; of any fish from ponds or streams used for breeding
purposes, or i>oisoning the waters thereof, or placing therein
without permission of owner or lessee any fish, or the roe,
spawn or fry of the same; of white lish, black bass, land-
locked salmon, grayling, pike, perch, or aiiv other variety of
fish from any of the waters of the State, and which have been
placed or introduced therein by the fish commis.sioners, tor
five years after the same have been so placed therein; of
brook or speckled trout less than five inches, and of striped
b«33 less than fifteen inches in length, prohibited. Non-
residents are forbidden to take by seine or net any herring,
hard-heads or mackerel from the waters of the Sta'te for tile
purpose of salting or barreling the same.
Owners of any lands may be protected bv posting written

or printed notice; ofTenders subject to flue of $1 per bird;
fine to be jiaid to owner of ground.
NliW JERSliY. Hare, rabbit, ruffed grouse, November 1 to

December 15; gray squirrel, November 15 to December 15-
rail, reed-blrd. September 1 to December 15; wood-cock, July
1 to 31, and October I to December 15 ; English snipe, March I
to April 31, and October 1 to December 15; marsh-hen, Sep-
tember! to December 15; deer, October 31 to December l-
wood duck, Septemlierl to December .SI; grass plover, August
1 to December It!: prairie chicken, November 1 to December
31; black bass and Oswego bass Mav 30 to Decemberl; brook
trout, April 1 to J\ily 1.5. Song birds, and insectivorous birds,
excepting English sparrows, are protected. Possession ofgame restricted to the open season, except quail and pheas-
ants, which may be retained five davs after season closes
Transportation of game in close season forbidden, unless
killed In another State. In liarnegat has- and its tide-water
tributaries north of line from Good Luck Point to Bund-house
dui'k. geese, closed until October 15 to Mav 1. Night shoot-
ing, sailing for wild fowl, or shooting I'rom boat staked
on said water, forbidden. In Mosquito Cove and its inlets
ducks and brant can be shot only between sunrise and sun-down on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridavs from September
1 to May 1. Shoulder guns only to be used; trapping deer,
hares, rabbits, squirrels, quail, pheasants, wood-cock, rail,
reed-blrd, prairie chlcheu, plover or ducks; shooting within
quarter of a mile of wild-pigeon nest ; catching trout or black
bass, except w th hook and line ; using deleterious substances
In fishing, forbidden. Non-residents must obtain a licensefrom the Game Protection Society, if there be one whose
jurisdiction covers the county wherein they Intend to hunt
(except for wild fowl), or to (ish tor trout, black bass or sal-mon. Owners of grounds may be protected by posting
notices. J t n

NEW MEXICO. Elk, buffalo, deer, antelope, mountain
sheep, wild turkey, grouse, quail, September 1 to May 1;trout. May 1 to December 1. Possession of game limited toopeu season, unless brought from another Stale. Game may
also be killed tor subsistence by travelers and others in

*^'""C-
.",''>'"'"" t>e taken only by hook and line. No flshcan be taken by poisonous substances. Taking flsh from aprivate lake, pond, or streom used tor propagation of fishwithout the owner's consent, punishable

^fV ^''.""^- Deer, August 15 to November 1. hares and
rabbits, November I to lebruary 1; moose, absolutelv pro-tected

;
ducks, gceso, brant, September 1 to .May 4;« squirrels

•Except In Long Island waters, October 1 to Mav 1. andChautauqua county. September 1 to Febriiar>- 1. Cannot bekilled between sunset and daylight, nor with any net, deviceor other Instrument than guns flrcd from the shoulder, butlantern or other light must be used.

August 1 to February 1 ; quttll, November 1 to January 1, and
cannot set net, trap, or snare for them; wood-cock, A'ugust I

to January 1. except In Oneida and Delaware counties, .'-•p-

tember 1 to January 1; nilTed grouse. September 1 to Jaiuiury
1, except In (iueens and suflolk counties, November I to Jim-
nary 1; pinnated grouse, September 1 to January 1, netting
prohibited; spruce grouse, uo close season; wild birds, scag
birds, absolutely protected, except English sparrow; trout,
April 1 to September 1;+ bass. May 30 to January I ;J salt
water striped bass, no restriction; muscalonge, Mav 30 to
January 1. except in certain localities it is Mav 20 to January
1: pickerel, bull heads, no restriction, except Lake George,
which is closed between February 15 and July 1; pike, perch.
May 30 to January 1; shad, March 15 to June 15. In Hudson
River none may be taken above the Northern line of West-
chester county, from sunset Saturdav, to sunrise Monday.
No one person shall take more than three deer during the open
season. Hares and rabbits shall not be killed or hunted by
ferrets. Shooting on Sunday; fishing within eighty rods of
State fisheries and tish ways; drawiug off water to catch fish,
pollution of water, and stocking the Adirondack waters with
any flsh except of the salmon, and trout familv, prohibited.
Game killed in Rockland county cannot be carried out of It.
Speckled salmon and California trout caught in Forest Pre-
serve can be taken between May 1 and Sejitember 1. Tres-
passers on private grounds liable for damages, and exem-
plary damages, not exceeding $25, nor less than $15. Owners
protected by posting notices.
NORTH CAROLINA. Deer, August 15 to February 15. In

Clay, Cherokee, Macon, Jackson, Haywood, Transylvania,
Stokes, Forsyth, Surrey, Yadkin, Cravin, Green and Rock-
ingham counties, partridge, quail, doves, robins, mocking
birds, larks, wild turkeys. October 15 to April 1. In Curri-
tuck county, partridge and <iuall, December 1 to April 1; wild
fowl, November 10 to March 10. In New Hanover county,
partridge, quail, marsh hen, wood-cock, suii>e, doves, curlew,
October 15 to April 1; trout, in counties West of Blue Ridge,
December ,30 to October 1,5. In Clav, Cherokee, Jackson,
Swain, Macon, Graham, Transylvania and Henderson
counties, game birds are not protected. Shoulder gun only
to be used for wild fowl, except in Pamlico, Dare, Carteret,
Johnston. Tyrrell, Onslow and Columbus counties. Fire-
hunting and night-shooting prohibited. Suudav-sbootlng of
wild fowl In Currituck and Dare counties, prohibited. Shoot-
ing wild fowl from floating battery forbidden in Carteret
county. Non-residents shall not use or build blinds, boxes,
batteries, or any wood decoys (ducks or geese), or live ducks
orgeese for decoys in Currituck, Dare or Hide counties, for
killing wild fowl; violations of statute punishable bv fine
not exceeding $100. or imjirlsonment not less than 30"davs,
Grounds protected by posting notices.
NORTH DAKOT.V. Deer, buffalo, elk, antelope, mountain

sheep, September 1 to January 1; prairie chickens, grouse,
snipe, plover, curlews, August 15 to Januarv 1; bass, musca-
longe, pike.pi<-kerel and perch,Mayl to Februarv I. KlUingor
having forsale.or for anypurpose but consumption within the
State, any plover, snli)e or curlew forbidden. Fishing, ex-
cept with hook and line, except In Missouri ond Red Rivers,
and any inlet or outlet of a lake, forbidden from March 1 to
October 1.

OHIO. Muskrat, mink, otter, March 1 to April 15; quail,
prairie chicken, November 10 to January 2; wild turkey,
October 31 to January 15; ruffed grouse, pheasant, blue
winged teal, September 1 to January 1; anv wild duck, Septem-
ber 1 to April 10; wood-cock, Julv i to Januarv 1 ; turtle dove,
August 1 to January 1; squirrel, June 1 to January 1; rabbit,
October 1 to ITebruary 1; deer, October 15 to No'vember '20;
brook trout, salmon, land-locked salmon, California trout,
March 15 to December 11. Possession of game during close
season, prohibited. Insectivorous birds protected. Traiiplng
or snaring of quail or Virginia partridge; killing wild fowl
l>y aid of swivel or punt gun, or anv other gun than a com-
mon shoulder gun, or by aid of artificial light, or sink-boat,
battery; taking any fish, except minnows, otherwise than by
hook and line from any of the waters of the State, except in
private fishing waters. Lake Erie, Mercer and SIking county
reservoirs, or waters of Lake Erie West of Ann Point between
June 1 and October 1. and East of Ann Point, between June
10 and October 10; in Mercer county reservoir with trammel
or picket net; shooting at wild pigeons within one-half mile
of nesting grounds, or taking or destrovlng their eggs ; use of
ferret tor catching rabbits, prohibitefl. Whoever discharges
any ftre-arms oh any lawn, |)ark or pleasure ground
directly appurtenant to or within gun-shot of any occupied

tExcejit in the counties included In the Forest Preserve
(which are Clinton, Franklin, St. Lawrence, Essex, Warren,
Herkimer. Hamilton, Lewis, Fulton, Saratoga, Washington,
Greene, Delaware, Ulster and Sullivan), wherein it is from
May 1 to September 15. Cannot be caught except with
hook and line, except In Lake Ontario, Niagara River, and
wholly private waters No net, seine, set-line, or set-pole can
be used, except In Lakes Ontario and Keuka. Cannot bo
caught through the ice nor be disturbed In their spawnlnc
beds, except in Lake Ontario.
(Except in certain localities, where It Is from May 20 to

.Tauuarv 1; In Schroon Mahopae. Paradox and Skaneatles
lakes. July 1 to January Land Lake George and Brant lake,
August 1 to January 1. Cannot be caugnt of less than a half
pound weight or less than 8 Inches long.
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dwelling-house, the property of another, or any charitable
institntiou. shall be fiuetl no't more thau $20 nor less than $6,

or imprisoument not more than thirty days, or both.
OREGON. Deer. July 1 to November 1 : snotted fawn, abso-

lutely protected. No deer shall be killea except for food.
Elk, moose and mountain sheep. August 1 to January 1 : kill-

ing them for their skins and hams^ forbidden; swan and
duck, September 1 to April 1; prairie chicken and sage-hen,
June 15 to April 1; grouse, pheasant, quail, July 15 to Jan-
uary 1; brook trout, April 1 to November 1. Possession of
game limited to open season. Trapping game birds; catching
trout, except with hook and line, forbidden.
PENNSYLVANIA. Turkey, October 15 to January 1; duck.

September 1 to May 15; plover, July 15 to January 1; wood-cock,
July -i to January i; quail, November 1 to December 15: rutlevi

cro'use, pinnated grouse, Octolier 1 to January 1; rail, reed-
l)irds, September 1 to December 1; snipe, wild pigeons, any
time; elk, deer, October 1 to December 15; squirrels, September
1 to January 1 ; hare, rabbit, November 1 to January 1 ; speckled
trout, April 15 to July 15: shad and herring. January 1 to
June 20; lake trout, January 1 to October 1; pickerel', June
1 to December 1; black and rock bass, pike, May 31 to Jan-
uary 1. Possession of elk. deer, antelope, October 15 to
November 30; pinnated or ruffed grouse, quail and wood-
cock, 15 days after season closes. Sunday-hnocing; hounding
deer, killing deer in the water if driven there by dogs; use
of ferrets; of guns other than shoulder guns; of nets and
traps for game and wild fowl; night-hunting for ruffed and
pinnated grouse: use of nets to catch trout, bass or pickerel;
shutting off water; use of explosive, etc., substances; taking
trout less than five inches long, are forbidden. Non-resi-
dences must not trap or net wild pigeons without license of
countv treasurer.
KHODE ISLAND. Wood-cock. July 1 toJammryl; ruffed

grouse, robin, lark, wood-duck, black duck, gray duck, Sep-
tember 1 to February 1; rabbits, hares, gray s(iuirrels, Sep-
tember 1 to January 1; grouse, heath hens, November 1 to
January 1; quail. October 15 to January 1; swallow, or box
marten', October 1 to May I ; grass plover. August 1 to May 1

;

dusky, or black duck, summer duck, blue, dr green winged
teal, September 1 to March 1; wild pigeon (netted or
trapped), August 10 to January 1; trout, March 1 to Augu.^t
15;ulack bass, July 15 to March 1; insectivorous birds pro-
tected except from' owner of land, Trap[>iug quail and par-
tridges; hunting rabbits with ferrets or weasels ; using punt,
battery, swivel, or pivot guns for wild fowl ; fishing in stream
or fresh pond except on one's own iand otherwise than with
hook and line; catching black bass except with hook and
line, forbidden. Trespass punishable.
SOUTH CAROLINA. Deer, August 1 to February 1; wild

turkey, partridge, dove, wood-cock, pheasant, October 1 to
March 15; fishing in Black River, August 15 to June 1. Fire
hunting prohibited. All persons who have not lived a year
in the State, forbidden to hunt or fish; but land owners may
authorize hunting or fishing on their own land.
SOUTH DAKOTA. Deer, buffalo, elk, antelope, mountaiu

sheep, September 1 to January 1; prairie chickens, grouse,
snipe, plover, curlews, August 15 to January 1 ; bass, musca-
louge, pike, pickerel, and perch. May 1 to February 1. In Clay,
Union and Yankton counties, quail, August 15 to January 1.

In Clay, Union, and Lincoln counties, deer, October l to Jan-
uary 1. Killing or having for sale, or for any purpose but
consumption within the territory, any plover, snipe or cur-
lew forbidden. The same nrovi'sions as in North Dakota,
with respect to filching with nook and line.
TEXNKSSKE. In Henry. Dyer, Giles, Maury, Davidson,

Madison, Hamilton, Bedford, and Wilson counties, deer, Sep-
tember 1 to March 1 ;

pheasant, grouse, quail, partridge,wood-
cock, lark, and snipe. September 15 to March 1 ; wild turkey,
Sept. 15 to .May I. In Montsjomery and Cheatham counties in-
sectivorous birds, partridge, 4iUfiil. grouse, pheasant, lark,
October 15 to March 1 ; wood-cock, dove, wild turkey, August
1 to .March 1: snii«e. plover, duck, September 1 to May 1. In
Robertson, Daviason. Manry, Lincoln, and Sheltiy counties,
deer, wild turkey, partridge, quail, grouse, pheasant, wood-
cock, snipe, lark'aud inseetivorous birds, September 1 to Feb-
ruary 1. In Rutherford, Fayiitte, and Tipton counties, qunll
and partridge. October 1 to .Vprll 1. In Lake county, deer and
insectivorous birds. Sentemlier 1 to February 1; wild-turkey
hen. October 1 to Marcli 1; wild turkey, September 1 to May
J: quail, September 1 to .\nril 15, No persons except citizens
of certain conntie;* naniea in statute permitted to hunt game
therein for profit. Taking fish otherwise thau l)y hook and
line, except in Cumberland. Tennessee, and Big Ilatchle
Rivers, prohibited. Owners' grounds protected, by posting
notices.
TEXAS. Doer. June 1 to December 1; y>ralrie chickens,

August 1 to March 1; quail, partridge, September 1 to March
liwlld turkey, September] to Mayl; fishing at all times
with nets, seines, trjips. or explosives, prohibited, excei»t in
counties especially named i^n statute. Huuterrt In Texas
should consult statutes with reference to exemptions.
UTAH. Elk, mountain sheep, tleer. nateh>pe, September 1

to DecemVer 1 ; beaver and otter. ,\prll 1 to Noveniberl : quail,
partridge, grouse, August 1 to March 15. PossesHlon limited
to open season. Niuht-luuiting for ducks; catching fish by
nol-tonort)y other means than hy hook and line (except in
Bear and Utah lakes), prohibited.
VE U.MONT. MInk.beaver. fisher, otter. November I to April

1; woofl-eock. August 15 to Februnrv 15; quail, wood-duek,
partridge, September 1 to February 1 ; wild geese uud ducks.

September 1 to May 1; trout, land-locked salmon, salmon troatr
September 1 to May 1; black bass, wall-eyed pike, pike perch^
June 15 to September 1; white fish or lake shad, any time from
November 1 to 10 ; taking trout, laud-locked salmon, siilmoit
trout, salmon, and pond pickerel, except by hook and hand,
line, prohibited. Possession of game restricted to open sear
son. Transportation of gajne for sale out of State forbid-
den. Insectivorous birds protected. In Lake Chainplain.
and its inlets for ten miles from mouth, fishing with hook
and line allowed at any time. Persons engaged in artiticial
raising of fish may take them in his own waters when and
how he pleases, but must not sell them for food in close sea-
son. Use of explosives or deleterious substances to catch
fish ; use of nets or traps to catch trout, salmon or bass; tak-
ing black bass less than ten inches long, forbidden. Local
restrictions affect fishing in Perch. Royal, Tuells. Lud-
low, and Plymouth ponds, Rhines cove and Lake Bornoseen,
VIRGINIA. West of Blue Ridge Mountains, pheasants^

wild turkeys, September 15 to February 1; ptartridges, Octo-
ber 15 to January l;deer. August 15 to January 1; elsewhere
in the State, partridges, pheasants, wild turkeys, October 15
to January 1 : deer, August 15 to January 1 ; applying to whole;
State; wood-cock. July 1 to February l;'robin, November l to
April 1: wild water fowl, except wood aud summer ducks,
and sora. September 1 to Mayl; marsh hens, killing or taking
its eggs later in the season than June 20, prohibited; willct,
January 1 to July '20; guU, or striker, September 1 to January
l;its eggs. January 1 to JiUy 1; mountain trout, April 1 to
December 15; black bass, pond bass, July 1 to May lb. Posses-
sion of game during close season prohii>ited. Insectivorous
birds protected. Netting or trapping of pheasants, wild tur-
keys, partridges, aud all wild waterfowl, except wood duck
and sora, prohibited; also taking mountain trout otherwise
than by hook aud line, shooting or spearing black bass or
pond bass; also netting and trapping quail, prohibited, ex-
cept in counties especially exempted by statute. Non-resi-
dents are forbidden to fish 'in Cliesapeake Bay. Hunters itt

Virginia should examine local laws.
WASHINGTON. Deer, elk. moose, August 15 to January 1;

mountain sheep, prairie chickens, sage-hens, swans, wild
ducks. August 15 to April 15; grouse, pheasant, partridge,
August 1 to January 1 : brook trout, April 1 to November 1.

Possession of game' liniited to open season. Deer must not
be killed except for food. Killing elk, moose or niountain
sheep for their skins, luims or cutlets forbidden. Hounding
deer in Thurston. Cowlitz. Whatcoiue Island aud Lewis
counties: taking mountain brook or bull trout, except with
hook and line ; duck-shooting between 8 P. m. aud 5 a. M.; use
of sink-boats, batlerv, swivel or punt gun forbidden.
WEST VIRGINIA.* Deer. September 1 to January 15; quail,

October 15 to January 1; wild turkey, ruffed and pinnateo,
grouse, September 1 to February l;"wild ducks, geese aud
brant, November 1 to April 1 ; Jack salmon, white salmon,.
June 15 to May 1; brook trout, land-locked salmon, January 1
to September 1. Possession of giime restricted to open sear
sou. Insectivorous birds proteeted. Fish can be caught
only by hook and line from March 1 to November 1. Explo-
sive and poisonous substances in fishing; snaring cjuail ; use
of any but shoulder gun for wild fowl; shooting within gun-
siiot of occupied house are forbitlden. Trespass on inclosed
grounds punishable.
WISCONSIN. Deer. October 1 to November 10; otter, mink,

marten, fisher, nmskrat, November 1 to Mayl; wood-cock,
July 10 to December 1; quail, partridge. i>heasant. prairie
ehicken. grouse, snipe, plover, wild fowl. September 1 to De-
cember 1. Possession of game limited to open season. Kill-
i:iK deer, except for food, and transporting lliem out of State
forbidden. In Green Lake county It is unlawful to use. in
wild-fowl shooting, any cover, blind or boush-house over 18
inches high. Trnppiug or netting deer, ^ame birds or wild
fowl ; using any but shoulder guns; use of tloat. sneak-boat,
sail or steamboat or floalitig box or any ambush located in
open water beyond the natural cover of reeds, etc.. in any
lake, river, bay or inlet; hounding deer; catching trout, ex-
cept with hook and line, forbidden.
WYOMING. Deer, elk, moose, mountain sheep, mountaia

goat, antelope, buffalo, September 1 to December 1. Killing
or capturinu same by means of pit, pit-fall or trap prohibit-
ed at ail times. Ptarmignu. pinnated grouse, sluirp-tailed

grouse, nage-grouse or any other grouse or sage-hen, ,\ugust 1

to November 15. Killiup" in one day more than ten of any of
the game birds above mentioned i»rohibited. Avocet or other
wader, or plover. August ]5 to April 1: wild duck, trout,

goose, AuKUst 15 to May 1; fish of all kinds, except trout,
July 1 to November 1. All the above animals and birds may
be taken at uuv time for breeding purposes. Possession aud
transportation" of «ame or game birds is limited to 80 day»
after season closes. After expiration of ."0 days after close
of open sea-ton prohibited, except game In transit through
the territory from other States aud Territories. Netting and
trapping of 'k'anu' and game birds, use of explosive, j'oison-

ous aud deleterious Kul)stiiuces lor the jnirpose of tukiiig

lish, or of weir, dam or other artificial obstruction, or of net,

suino or other device, except hook and line, prohibited.
Fishing In streams or ponds stocked by fish commission pro-
hibiten for three years after publicatfcui of notice of stock-
ing same.

TirXTINOnrRG, a post-villa.freof Dvilmis coun-
ty, Intl., situated in a. region where tobacco is
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raised extensively, and where l)lock and cannol
coal, plumbago, iron ores, potter's clay, mineral
paints, lime and sandstoue are obtained. Car-
riages, wagons, lumlier, furniture, and saddlery
are here maiuilactured.

IH'.\TI.NtTl>')N, a post-borough, county-seat of

Huntingdon, county, I'a., located on the Juniata
Hiver. Jjead, coal, iron, fireclay, limestone, and tim-

ber abound in the region, lirooms, boots and shoes
and furniture are manufactured, and tliere are
planing mills, a brick yard and several printing

oUiees in the vicinity.

HUNTING HORN, or Bugle IIokn, is a frequent
bearing in heraldry.
HUSri.\(;ToN,"a city and county-seat of Hunt-

ington couuty, Ind., built on both sides of Little

River. This is the center of a large lime-liurning

region. There are several factories for working
wood into various shapes, a woolen mill and other
manufactories.
" HUNTINGTON, a post-village of Suflfolk county,

N. Y., on the Atlantic Ocean, 38 miles from New
York City. Bricks, pottery and thimbles are made
here, and the |ilace is a fashionable summer resort.

HUNTlNtiTuN, a city of Cabell county, W. Va.,

on the Ohio River. It has several manufactories,
a State normal scliool, and is the seat of Marshall
College.
HUNTINGTON, Daniel, an American painter,

bora at New York in 1810. He studied painting
under Prof. S. F. B. Morse at the National Acad-
emy of Design, and jirodiieed ttie Hdr-Jiimiii Puliti-

r,ian, A Tnjier .l.s/c/y), and somt^ landscapes in 1835.

In 183U he went to Italy. There he painted The.

Sihi/l, Early ( 'hrintiaii Pi-imiierK, and other works.
After returning to New York he painted many
portraits and some historical scenes, such as Queen
M'lni Signing the Denlh Warrant af Loilji Jane Ore;/.

He has worked in several departments of paint-

ing, and in all of them has shown great skill, true
feeling and rare simplicity.
HUNTINGTON, Fkf.of.hiok

. Dan, a Protestant
Episcopal I)ishop, born at Hadley, Jlass., in 1819.

He was at tirst a Unitarian pastor of a church at
Boston. In 18.')5 he was chosen professor of Chris-

tian morals at Harvard College. His theological

views then underwent a gradual change, and
(inally in LSiiO he, entered the Ejiiscopal church.
In IStU he became rector of Emmanuel church in

Boston, and in ISiil) he was elected and cunse-
oral,('il bishop of tJeritral New York. .Mr. Huntington
was one of the founders of the "Church Monthly,"
and has published some volumes of sermons: IIu-

man S'lcifli/; Le-iHons on tlie ParaltUn, and Steps to

Liiimi Faith.

HUNTINGTON, S.imuel, an American states-

man, born at Windham, Conn., in 1732, died at
Norwich, (Jonn., in ITDii. He learned the trade of a
cooper, but l)ecame a lawyer in 1758, when he was
made king's attorney and also associate judge of

the superior court of t'onneclicut. In 177(> he was
a delegate to the Continental Congress, and as
such he signed the Declaration of Independence.
From 1779 to 1781 he was president of the Con-
gress, and in 1784 he became cliief justice of Con-
necticut. In 17S5 Huntington was elected lieu-

tenant-governor of Connecticut, and in 1786 he
became governor of that State, which ollice he re-

tained till his death.
HUNTLY, a town of Scotland, county of Aber-

deen. In the vicinity is the ruin of Huntly castle,

the seat of the earls and maniuises of Huntly.
Population,.3,519.
HUNTSVIUUE, a city and county-seat of Mad-

ison county, Ala., called the "Queen City of the
Mountains." It kae a brass aud iron foundry,

railroad machine shops, a female seminary (Pres-

byterian), a female college (Methodist), and a nor-

mal school for colored pupils.

HUNTrtVILLE, the county-seat of Randolph
county. Mo. It has a college for both sexes, and
in the vicinity are flour-mills, a woolen mill, ma-
chine shops and coal mines.
HUNTSVILLE, acity and county-seat of Walker

county, Tex., 200 miles southeast of Austin. It

contains a State penitentiary, Austin College (Pres-

byterian), Andrew Female Seminary and Sam
Houston Normal Institute. It is a cotton-shipping

point, and manufactures furniture, cotton and
woolen goods, boots and wagons.
HURA, a genus of tropical American plants of

the natural order Enphorhxacex. H. crepitans, the
sand-box tree, is a large tree, having glossy leaves,

inconspicuous flowers and fruit about the size of

an orange. It is remarkable for the loud report

with which the woody capsule bursts when the seed

is ripe.

HURDLES : in mUitary affairs, straight flat rec-

tangles of strong wicker-work, about six feet long,

and two feet nine inches high. They are useful as

fencing, as barriers, or, in fortification, in the con-

struction of hurdle batteries. These last can be con-

structed to any ground-plan, and with their aid a
body of soldiers can entrench themselves in a few
minutes.
HURDY-GURDY'', a very old musical instrument

of the stringed kind, something between a guitar

and a lute in appearance. It has four or six cat-

gut or wire strings attached to screw-pegs in the

head; two of the strings stretch over the sounding-
board to the tail-piece, and are sounded by a wooden
wheel (under the cover a in the figure) charged
with rosin, which is turned by means of a handle
with the player's right hand. The strings are

"stopped" by an ingenious arrangement of keys,

b, manipulated with the left hand. The remaining
strings are stretched out of reach of the keys, and
are tuned as drones. The instrument has a range

of two octaves from the tenor G upwards. The
rustic simplicity of its music made it at one time a

great favorite among the peasantry of a great part

of Europe (see Engel's Musical Instruuients). The
name hurdy-gurdy is also sometimes applied to the

meclianical pianos familiar on the streets. The
word was probably coined to express contempt of

the instrument.
HURON, the county-seat of Beadle county, S. D.

On account of its situation and railroad facilities it

is a leading commercial center of the State. The
region is rich and pmsperous. The city has an ex-

cellent system of ))ublic schools, a complete eiiuip-

ment of water works and electric lights, and many
handsome commercial buildings and private resi-

dences.
HURON. L,\KE, remarkable for the number and

size of its islands, which are mostly Canadian and
very rofky, but well timbered. The commerce of

the'lakeis facilitated by a number of good harbors

and roadsteads. At Sand I'.eacli, Mich., the Unjted

States (Jovernment has constructed an artificial

harbor of refuge, having a breakwater parallel to
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the shore and a pier or mole reaching out from the
land at the north side. The principal natural ports

on the United States side are those of Hammond's
Bay, Michael Bay, Presque Isle, Thunder Bay and
Saginaw Bay. Among the towns on the lake are
Mackinaw (jity, Cheboygan, Alpena, Bay City and
Port Huron, all in Jtichigan. On the Canadian
shore are Collingwood, Southampton, Kincardine,
Port Albert and (joderich. See St. LaVkexce,
Britannica, Vol. XXI, pp. 178, 182.

HUROX IXDIAXS, or Wyaxdots. See Indians,
Americ.ix, in these Revisions and Additions.
HURST, John Fletcher, a 3Iethodist Episcopal

bishop, born in Dorchester county, near Salem,
Md., in 1S34. He studied theology at the Universi-
ties of Halle and Heidelberg, in Germany. Hav-
ing returned home in 1858 he was pastor of Metho-
dist churches in Passaic and Elizabeth, X. J., till

1866, after which he took charge of the Methodist
missionary institute at Bremen, Germany. Here
he remained for three years as teacher and direc-

tor of the institute. In 1871 he again returned to

the United States, became professor of historical

theology at the Drew Seminary in Madison. X. J.,

and in 1873 was made president of that institution.

In 1880 he was elected bishop at the General Con-
ference at Cincinnati. He has published a History

of Rationalism; Outlines of Blhle History; Martyrs

of the Tract Cause; Life and Literature in the Fa-
therland, and Jlilillotheca Theologlca.

HUSBAXD AXD WIFE, L.\w Relating to.

See Vols. XII, p. 400; XV, p. 56-5. In America a
husband has no right to enforce his will against the
will of his wife. He is not allowed to restrain her
movements and actions by force, or to forcibly

compel her to reside with him against her -will.

The laws recognize the existence of two wills in

husband and wife, neither of which can lie subordi-
nated to the other and forced into sulmiission Iiy

legal compulsion or penalties. Although the old
common-law rule, that the services of the wife be-

long to the husband, remains in force in some of

the States, yet it is practically obsolete, because the

wife employs her services in his behalf only as she
may choose. As the wife has the power to make
contracts on her own account, she may also make
contracts with her husband, and may in some of

the States sue him at law upon such contracts. She
may also receive conveyances directly from her
husband. But this rule is not without exceptions.
As to the custody of the children in case of disa-

greement, the mother has acknowledged claims to

all female children up to a certain age, the limit of

which differs in dilfcrent States. Infants belong to

her by nature. A married woman's right to con-
trol her property independently of lier husband's
influence, to employ her services as she may choose
regardless of his wishes, and to have the custody of

her children up to a certain age, removes her disa-

bilities so effectually that she is her husband's
eijual in every point of law, and has in addition a
rightful claim to his protection and her support,
even if she should not choose to conlribnte at all to

her own persona! mainteiuvnce.
HUTCillXSON, a city, railroad center and

county-seat of Rent) county, Kan., situated on the
Arkansas River. It has a State reformatory, elec-

tric lights. Holly water works, street railroads and
a telephone system. It was founded in 1871. I'op-

ulation in iwio, S,(iK2.

HUTCHINSON, Anne (1591-164.3), an American
religious enthusiast, born at Alford, Lincolnshire,
England, in I.V.tl. Slie was the daughter of a
clergyman, and married Edward Ilulcliinson. In
16:54 she removed to New England. Anne main-
tained that those who were in the covenant of

grace were entirely freed from the covenant of
works. She gave lectures twice a week, which were
well attended. Her adherents were called "Anti»
nomians," and included many prominent men, as
Sir Harvey Vane, the governor, and the powerful
preacher. Cotton. Boston was soon divided into
two hostile theological camps. Mrs. Hutchinson
was then tried for heresy and sedition and ban-
ished from Massachusetts, along with several of
her followers. She then bought for forty fathom*
of wampum the island of Aquidneck from the Xar<
ragansett Indians, and founded the town of Ports-,

mouth. After the death of her husband in 1642,
she left Rhode Island and settled upon some land
to the west of Stamford, Conn., then supposed to
be within the territory of the Xew Xetherlands.
There, in the following year, she was cruelly mur-
dered by Indians, together with her family, 16 vic-

tims in all.

HUXLEY, Thomas Henry, an English biologist,

born at Ealing, Middlesex, May 4, 1825 ; commenced
his education at the school in that place, and after-

wards studied in the Medical School of Charing
Cross hospital. In 1846 he entered the medical
service of the royal navy, and in the following year
was appointed assistant-surgeon of H. I\I. S. Rattle-
snake, which was commissioned for surveying ser-

vice in Australasia. Huxlpy devoted himself to
the study of the marine animals collected during
the service, making them the subjects of scientific

papers, which were publisfied by the Royal and
LiniKcan societies. Soon after his return to Eng-
land in 1850 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society, and in 1854 was appointed professor of nat-
ural history, including palaeontology, in the Royal
School of Slines, and held that office, combined
with the curatorship of the fossil collections in the
museum of practical geology until his retirement
from the public service in 1885. After his appoint-
ment to the school of mines his attention waa
chiefly directed to vertebrate morphology and to

palaontology. In 1856 he accompanied Dr. Tyndall
on a visit to the glaciers of the Alps, and his name
appears as joint-autlior of Observations on Glaciers

(']85V). In 1859 his large work on Tlie Oceatilc Hy-
drozoa was pulilished by the Ray Society. He is

author of numerous papers on the invertebrata,
vertebrate morphology, paL'eontology, and of essays
on topics of a philosophical and general character.
Huxley has greatly interested himself in educa-
tional questions, and especially in scientific and
medical education, and strongly advocated Dar-
win's views. He has held the offices of examiner in

the University of London, of Fullerian professor at
the Royal Inslituticm, of Hunterian professor of

comparative anatomy at the Royal College of Sur-
geons, of president of the Ethnological Society and
of tlie British Association. He has been president
and secretary of the Geological Society and of the
Royal Society, and is a member of the American
ami I'.russels Academies, a corresponding member
i>f the Institute of France, of tlie Berlin Academy,
and of manv other foreign societies.

HYACINTH. See Britannica, Vol. XII, pp.419, 256.

HYACINTH K, VkRV.. See Loysox, Charles, in

these Revisions and Additions.
HYANNIS, a post-village and seaport of Barn-

stable county, Mass., on the south side of Cape Cod,
and on a branch of the Cape Cod (<^ld t'olony)

Railroad, 79 miles from Boston. It has a high-
school, an iron foundry, a shoe factory and several

churches. Its outer harbor is jirotected by a break-
water, and has a tixed light with an elevation of 70

feet al)ove llu> level of the sea.

HYD.VTII) (from (ir. hydatls. "a watery vesi-

cle"), a term applied to the bladder-worm stage of
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certain tapeworms, particularly to that of Tienia

t:rhi,iacuccus. The term hydatid is sometimes
ap|)lied in medicine to serous cysts wliich have
nothing at all to do witli parasites.

HYDE PARK, ail iuclosure of nearly 400 acres
bstending from the western extremity of London,
Englund, to Kensington Gardens. It derives its

name from liaving been tlie manor of Jlyde, belong-
ing to the Abbey of Westminster. See Britannica,
Vol. XIV, p. 824.

HYUE P.VRK, a village of Norfolk county, Mass.,
on the Xeponset River, and on the Boston, Hart-
I'lrd A Erie and Boston & Providence railroads,

7 miles from Boston. It has excellent graded
schools, a public library and various manufactories.
It is cliietly a place of residence for persons who
carry on business in Boston.
HYL).VOK.\, a genus of parasitio plants belong-

ing to the order Cijntinncex, which consists entirely
of root-parasites. Hi/dnora aj'ricana is a South
African species, parasitic on the roots of fleshy

Ennh'irhix and other succulent plants; it has a
putrid smell, but is roasted and eaten by the
natives, and is also used for tanning.
HYDNU.M, a genus of fnngi belonging to the

sub-order lIi/iartwHi/riiten, order DiDiidwiiii/cfli'ti, and
having the under side of the pilen-^ covered with
soft spines which bear the spores. The species are
numerous, one of them, H. /••i>iiiiiinin, being common
in some parts of Europe. It grows chiefly in pine
and oak woods. See Fvsr.v^, Britannica, Vol. IX.

IIY'UR.V, a fabulous morisfer of the ancient
world, said to have inhabited the marshes of

Lern:ea, in Argolis. Accounts vary as to its origin

and appearance; some make it the issue of Styx
and the Titan Pallas. It is represented as having
several heads, which immediately grew n[) again as
often as they w'ere cut off. The nmnl),'r generally
ranged from seven to nina, though some historians
give it a hundred and more.
HYDR.VSTI.S, a genus of Xorth American plants,

of the natural order Raiiniicalacex. H. (niKi.densh,

the only known species, is a small perennial herb,
sometimes used in dyeing yell )W; hence the com-
mon names yellow-root, golden-seal and yellow
puce >on. It is also used to some extent in medi-

HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS are employed to lift

pers')ns by hydraulic pressure from one story of a
building to another. The essential parts are a
cyliiid;'r sunk in the earth, with a plimger descend-
ing inti it and packed wat;^r-tig!it at the top. be-
low which witer is admitted by a valve, when the
piston rises to t'le required height, and remains
there by the closing of the valve. The car for the
conveyance of passengers rests upon the top of the
piston.

HYDRAULIO FORGING, shaping wrought iron
and steel by the continnoits power of the hydraulic
press, instead of the repeated blows of a hammer.
See Hammku. Britannica, Vol. XI, p. 42i>.

HYDROCELE (Gr. /u//?f),-, "water," and krU', "a
swelling"), a dropsy of the tunica vaginalis, tlie

serous membrane investing the testis. It occurs
as a smootli, p'>ar-shapod swelling, painless, but-
sometimes causing uneasinisss from its weight.
The (juantity of fluid in the sac nniy amount to
forty ounces. Hydrocele most commonly comes on
without any apparent local cause, and is most fre-
quently met with about or beyond the middle
period of life, .and generally in persons of feeble
power; sometimes, however, it occurs in young
children. . The treatment may be palliative or
curative. The palliative treatment consists in the
use of suspensory bandages, and tapping from time
to time. The curative treatment consists in set-

ting up inflammation in the tunica vaginalis by
the injection of tincture of iodine, so as to obliterate
the cavity, or by excision (A the whole or part of

the sac.

HYDROCOTY'LE, a genus of umbelliferous
plants, having simple umbels, entire acute petals,

and fruit of two ilat orbicular carpels, with five

thread-like ribs, and no vittie. The species are nu-
merous, generally more or less aquatic, and widely
distributed.
HYDRODYNAMIC ENGINES. See Britannica,

Vol. XII, pp. 520-21.

HY'DROMYS, a genus of water mice found in

Australia, Tasmania, and New Guinea, distin-

guished from all other rodents by the small num-
ber (2-2; of molars. They are called beaver rats in

Tasmania; are noctural and very shy; inhabit the
banks of fresh and salt water, and swim well, with
the help of partially webbed hind feet. The larg-
est species is twice the size of a ccnnnion rat.

HYDROPHOBIA .\nd RABIES are fully treated
in Britannica, Vols. XII, pp. 545-547, XX, liK)-202;

and the reader is referred to those volumes for ex-
haustive accounts of the diseases and their effects
on man and beast. The researches of M. Louis
Pasteur in connection with fermentation, the pres-

ervation of wines, and the propagation of zymotic
diseases in silk worms and domestic animals, led
him to a series of experiments on the result of

which he based his announcement to the French
academy in 1884, that by inoculation with jire-

pared virus absolute protection against rabies and
hydrophobia could be secured. He considers
rabies a disease of parasitic origim, although the
particular parasite has not yet been securely iso-

lated. His method of treating people bitten by
mad dogs is as follows:
He has found that, if he inoculates a number of

rabbits from one to another in series with the virus
from a mad dog—that is, if he inoculates one rab-

bit from the dog's virus, a second rabbit from the
virus of the first, a third rabbit from the virus of

the second, and so on—and then exposes the spinal
cords of these rabbits in glass jars which have been,

free from all moisture by caustic potash, and are
kept at a constant temperature of 23° C, these
spinal cords lose in virulence with each day of such
exposure until, after a period of 14 days, no poison-
ous effect results from their inoculation into a
healthy rabbit or dog. They will jn-oduce milder
and milder symptoms the longer these spinal cords
have been kept as above described, till at last, when
they have been kept for 14 days, they will upon in-

oculation produce no sym|itoms whatever. Next
he has found that, if he daily inoculates the same
rabbit with the virus of the moditied siiiiial cords,
beginning with the weakest virus and using a
stronger one each succeeding day, at the end of the
series of inoculations the strongest virus will have
no ill effects whatever. The strongest virus is that
from the cord of a rabbit just dead of rabies. It

will cause rabies in healthy animals in 7 days, if in-

oculated when fresh.

An animal bitten by a mad dog, if inoculat'-d

daily with gradually stronger and stronger virus
taken from the spinal cords of rabbits, was, there-

fore, proof against the outbreak of hydrophobia.
Pasteur concliided that a person thus treated must
likewise be proof against the disease. On July 7,

1KS5. when a boy, .Joseph ^leister, who had been re-

cently bitten by a mad dog, presented himself at
his laboratory, he inoculated him first with weak
virus. Each succeeding day he inoculated him
with a gradually stnuiger virus, ending tliis treat-

ment on the llith of June. The same virus that
was used on the boy was tried every time on a
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fresh, healthy rabbit, in order to test or "control"

the inoculations. It produced rabies in the rabbits,

which died in a few days ; but it had no effect upon
the boy, so that Pasteur considered him proof

against hydrophobia from mad dogs. No delete-

rious effects of these graduated inoculations of the

boy have since been reported.

Since that time Pasteur has performed hundreds
of similar preventive inoculations. Many cases

were sent to him from America, and still more
from the various states of Europe. It is generally

stated that, of one hundred persons bi'tten by ma-d

dogs, about 18 or 20 become rabid and die of hydro-
phobia. By Pasteur's treatment this percentage
was reduced to '.^ or even less. Some physicians who
are opposed to Pasteur, have maintained that there

is danger of death being caused by his inoculations

without reference to the effect of the dog's bite.

An English commission has invest^ated this

point, but could not find a single case of death
from this cause alone. A numlier of wolf-bitten

Eussians have been sent to Paris to be treated by
Pasteur. But it was found that the wolf-virus is

much stronger than that of mad dogs ; and sev-

eral of the patients, therefore, died of rabies in spite

of Pasteur's treatment. These cases must be con-

LSidered as exceptional.
During the last few years a large hospital, called

the Pasleur Instilute, has been established in Paris,

where dog-bitten patients are treated under Pas-

teur's personal supervision. In this institute hun-

dreds of victims have already been saved from a

horrible death. Of the few who have succumbed
to the disease it is asserted that there were other

complications involved. In London a fund was
raised in 1S89 to enable indigent English patients

to be taken to Paris for treatment at the Pasteur

Institute. In ISOO, a Pasteur institute was opened

in New York city for the preventive treatment of

dog-bitten persons by the same method of graduat-

ed inoculations.
HYDKOPHYLLACE.E, a natural order of ex-

ogenous plants, containing about 80 known spe-

cfes, natives chiefly of the colder parts of America.

The order includes smne small trees and bushes as

well as herbacemis plants. They are often hispid,

like the Bon-aginrtcrse.

IIYGIERA, or Hygei.v: in Greek mythology, the

goddess of health. She was worshiped at Athens,

Corinth, Argos, and other important cities, and in

works of art is usually rei)resented as a virgin with

a snake, the symbol of health, which drinks from a

cnp held in her hand.
IIYCtIENK .\nd DEMOGRAPHY Ixtkrn.vtion-

AL Co.vdREHS OK. Arrangements are now in prog-

ress (June 1891) for holding this congress in Lon-

don, from August lOtli to 15th, 1891. The call was
issued by tlie Duke of Westminster and the presi-

dents of leading scieiititic bodies in England. The
Prince of Wales promised to preside.

The object of tlH> congress is to promote the in-

terchange of knowledge between those persons in

different countrii's interesled in the study of

hygiene and demography. The Duke of Westmin-
ster gives six branches of inijuiry : (DThe means
of preventing communicable diseases; (2) the sci-

ence of bacteriology in relation thereto; (3) in-

dustrial questions "from a health point of view;

(4) the hygiene of childhood; (5) the hygiene of

houses and towns; 'li) slate liygiene, or the duty
of the governinent toward the nation in regard to

health, and th(' machinery necessary for exercising

that duty.
"Demography" is a word of modern coinage, in-

tended to represent and include such themes as are

liere indicated.

The London "Times" speaks of this congress, and
says it is likely to be useful, because some of the
delegates to it will be sent by governments possess-
ing power to carry into effect any reforms of the
necessity of which their representatives may be-
come convinced.
Delegates are to be se«it to it from the United

States by various scientific, collegiate and other
corporate bodies. At the last session of this con-
gress (held in Vienna, Austria) about 2,000 mem-
bers were present.
HYLID.E, the family to which the tree-frog be-

longs. See Britannica, Vol. IX, p. 796.

HYilNS. For the general history of hymns and
hymnody, see Britannica, Vol. XII, p. 577. In Amer-
ica comparatively little has been done in this field.

Having the literature of England to draw from,
there has seemed to lie little need. Some of the
productions of Bishop Doane, Dr. IMiihlenberg, Mr.
Thomas Hastings, Mr. Edmund H. Sears, Mrs. S. E.
Miles, and Dr. Ray Palmes will, however, compare
favorably with those of other countries. Among
modern American hymn-writers may be mentioned
Bishops Coxe and Burgess, and Dr. Crosswelhof the
Protestant Episcopal church ; Drs. W. Hunter, T.

O. Summers, and T. H. Stockton, of the ilethodist,
and Dr. S. F. Smith, of the P.aptist churches; L. W.
Bacon, E. Nason, and Profe^^o^s Mead and Rice,
of the Congregationalists; and the Presbyterians
have Drs. Robinson, Hatfield, Hitchcock, Schaff
and Eddy. The popular Gospel irymiis fall under
no denominational head. They gave currency to

the productions of P. P. Bliss, Fanny Crosby ( Jfrs.

Van Alstyne), and many others. Formerly our
collections for public worship were largely com-
posed of British hymns, but of late years
hymns Ixirn on American soil occupy larger and
larger places in the hymnals. Jlore attention is

being jiaid to hymnology, and the improvement in

this department of knowledge and worship 13

alreadv a|)parent.
HYPEK.KSTHESIA (Gr. hyper, "over," aisthesis,

"a sensation," in the general sense of the word,
denotes an excessive excitability of the parts of the
nervous apparat us which have to do with sensation.

Abnormal sensibility to pain is, however, more cor-

rectly called hyperalgia, or hyperalgesia. See
Touch, in Britannica, Vol. XXIII, and Nkik.\i.oi.\,

Vol. XVII. In this condition, aa in ticdouloureux,
the slightest stimulus may cause a ]K»roxysni of

pain, even a current of air, oi a noise bringing on
an attack; while, in hyperirstliesia of the special

senses, flaslies of light may be seen, sounds may be
heard, and even smells and taste experienced, in

the absence of any objective cause. Of the diseases

predisposing to hyplieriesthesia, hysteria is far the

most frequent. The treatment is that of the morbid
change on which it depends; but the local applica-

tion of anodynes, ipe, or warm poultices, and some-
times the "use of ele<'tricity, nuiy diminisli the

patient's suffi>ring for the time.

IIYPEUHOKKANS (dwellers beyond the north

windi.a name given liy the ancients to a mythical
people supposed to dwell in the extreme ni>rthern

parts of the world. As the favorites of Ap<illo, they

enjoyed an earthly jiaradise and everlasting youth
and health. In the modern science of anthropol-

ogy, the term Hyperboreans is sometimes nseil to

designate certain people, who dwell in the north-

east of .Vsia ami the northwest and north of North
America, and who cannot be classed either with

the Indians or the people of the Asiatic plateau.

HVPEKICACE.i;. or HveKKieiN.K, .H natural

order of about tlirei> hundred species, trees, shrubs

and herbaceous plants, widely distributed and in

very different clinuUes, but particularly numerous
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in North America. The species of Vismia yield a
substance resembling gamboge. Many of tlie Hii-

perirnrt'ir belong to tlie genus Jli/jHrinim.

IIYl'NOTISM (from the Greek hi/piion, sleep;, a
condition of mental insensibility to some sense im-
pressions combined with excessive sensibility to

other impressions, and total absence of self-con-

sciousness. It is similar to somnambulism, but is

artificially induced. In order to hypnotize a per-
son the hypnotizer or "mesmerizer" concentrates
the attention of the subject upon some bright ob-
ject of vision, as a shining piece of glass, or upon
the operator's eye, while the operator makes a few
gentle strokes over the subject's hair from the top
of the head to the front, or makes some passes with
his hand before the eyes of the subject. Some mes-
merizers merely fix their eyes firmly and steadily
upon the subject's eyes, while they hold the subject
by the hands. Each hypnotizer has his own par-
ticular method of producing the hypnotic state.

AVhen a person becomes hypnotic he gradually
loses the sense of taste, touch and color. lie can-
not distinguish between hot and cold, nor between
white and black, etc. Next, the forms of objects
become indistinct, and can no more be distin-

guished. Lastly, the eyes become immovable, and
notliing is seen even if the eyes are open. But,
curious enough, the ear never sleeps. The subject
lie.us and believes everything said by the operator,
and finally jierforms every act the operator com-
mands him to do.

Magnets have often been used as aids in bringing
about the hypnotic condition, especially permanent
horse-shoe magnets of steel. They were apparently
quite efficacious. But a French mesmerizer made
lately wooden horse-shoe magnets of the same size

and shape as the steel magnets, and painted them
exactly like the genuine ones. Upon making his
strokes and passes with these pseudo-magnets he
was able to produce the hypnotic state in sensitive
subjects just as easily as with steel magnets. This
proves clearly that magnetism has nothing to do
with hypnotism, and that it is merely the Ijellef of

the person operated upon, and the submission of a
weak will to a powerful will, that brings about the
hypnotic effect.

A parallel case taken from the lower animals is

reported by Professor J. Czermak,of Leipzig, in the
'"Popular Science Monthly, " of September, 1.S73, pp.
(il8-27. lie there relates the following incident:
.•Vthanasius Kircher, of Fulda, a celebrated savant
and .lesuit, tied the feet of a hen together with rib-

bon, and laid the animal on theground, where, after
many cries and violent struggling, it became <|uiet.

Tlicn Kirclier drew on the ilnor a chalk line diago-
nally from one eye of the hen to the other, loosened
the ribbon ; and the hen, although loft perfectly
free, remained immovable, even wlien he attempted
to rouse her. Kircher attributed this immovability
to the force of the hen's imagination.
Professor Czermak repeated the experiment first

by tying a hen's legs with a ribbon and making a
chalk line on the floor, as Kircher had done. It

succeed(>d. Then he licld di>\vn a hen's neck and
head upon a taljlc, until the friglitene(l bird became
quiet,and drew a chalk 11 neon the dark surface of the
table, beginning at the end of the hen's beak, and
left the hen after this entirely free. .Mlhough
breathing heavily, she remained motionless on the
table. an(l even allowed herself to be turned over
upon her back. Lying on her back she remained
quiet vintil the close of the lecture during which
the experiment had been perfornu'd.

-Afterwards Professor (.'zermak performed the
fame experiment with wild hens, geese, ducks,
turkeys, and even with a timid, unruly swan ; and in

every case he dispensed with the use of a chalk line,

and also with the ribbon around the bird's feet. It

consisted simply in holding down the neck and head
of the bird fast upon the talilc, until the bird became
quiet and convinced that all its struggling to escape
was fruitless. The subject must be convinced that
it has found its master.
Professor lleidenhain conducted numerous ex-

periments with medical men and students as his sub-
jects. He found that, in the first or last profound
stage of hypnotic sleep, the subject on being awak-
ened can remember all that has happened during
that sleep. On awakening from the second or more
profound stage, the patient can only partially recol-
lect what has ha])pened; while, in the third or most
profound stage, all power of subsequent recollection
is lost. During the most iirofound stage he hears
sounds and sees sights, etc that is, the power of sen-
sory perception remains), without kumrinij that he
hears the sounds and sees the sights, and he can
therefore afterwards not recollect the impressions of
sounds heard or sights seen. He is like a man whose
attention is alisorbed or distracted. The less pro-
found stages of hypnotism are paralleled by the con-
dition of reverie, in which a passing sight or sound,
although not particularly noticed at the time, may
be subsequently recalled by an effort of will.

Heidenhain also found that, even when all mem-
ory of what has passed during the hypnotic sleep
is absent on awakening, it may be aroused l)y

giving the subject a clew—just as in the case of a for-

gotten dream. This clew may consist of a single
word. Again, he found that actions which have
been previously rendered mechanical by long
habit, as piano-playing, can in the hypnotic state
be performed automatically upon the command of

the hypnotizer. AVhen Heidenhain held his fist be-
fore the subject's face the subject immediately per-
formed a like movement ; when he opened his hand,
the subject did the same.
Awakening from the hypnotic sleep may be

effected by suddenly blowing upon the face of the
subject, slapping the hand forcibly, screaming into
the ear, or by any siKiden change in the stimula-
tion of the subject's nerves. For further informa-
tion on the subject of hypnotism the reader is re-

ferred to ^I.\(;.NKTisM, A.viM..\L, Britannica, Vol.
XV, pp. 277-S3, and .Vpi'.\iutioxs. Vol. II, p. 205.

IIYODONTID.E, a family of fishes represented
by the toothed herrings or moon-eyes.
HYOG.VXOID.E, an order of fishes represented

by the Antinidci a.nA Lepidoftoidei. See Britannica,
Vol. XII, pp. 6S7, l>f«.

IIYPNl'M, a genus of mosses belonging to the
order liriiim :r. .\rchegonia and capsules are borne
on special lateral branches. The sexual organs are
formed in August and September, and the capsules
take from ten months to a year to ripen. .Many
species are remarkable for their beauty, and are
often used for decorative purposes. Their distri-

bution is universal. See Miscixe.e, Britannica,
Vol. XVII. pp. 70-73.

HYPOUII.EKIS. a genus of plants of the natural
order ('oinjxmihc, of wliich one species, //. rn<li<aln,

is common in meadows and pastures in Britain.
Its rough leaves spread on the ground, and resem-
ble in form those of the dandelion; the st°m is

branched; the flowers are like those of the dande-
lion, but smaller.
HVP( (CYCLOID, a curve whoso course is gener-

ated by a |ioint in the circumference of a circle
rolling on I ho roncive side of a fixed circle.

IlYl'ol'llosPlllTK.^. polassium, sodium and
calcium combined with hypophosphorous acid.

HYPOSTATIC rXIOX, a union of natures or

substances so intimate as to constitute one undi-
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vided person. The term is used to describe the
mysterious union of the divine and human natures
in Christ. See Moxarchi.\nis.m, Britannica, Vol.

XVI, p. 719.

HYPOSTASIS, the Greek term used to designate
the distinct subsistence of the three persons of the
Trinity.
HYPOSULPHITE, a salt of hyposulphurous

acid. See Britannica, Vol. XXII, p. (i.S6.

HYPOSULPHUROUS ACID, called also Hydro-
sulphurous Acid, is obtained by the reduction of

sulphurous acid. See Britannica, Vol. XXII, p. 63G.

HYPOTHEC.A.TIOX, the mortgaging or pledging
of property or goods to raise money for some criti-

cal emergency.
HYPOTHENUSE, the name of that s.de in a

right-angled triangle M'hich is opposite to the right

angle. The well-known property of the hypothe-
nuse, that the sijuare described on it is equal to the
sum of the squares described on the other two
sides, is proved 'in the forty-seventh proposition of

the first book of Euclid.
HYPOTHESIS, a supposition ; a proposition sup-

posed, or taken for granted, in order to draw a con-

clusion or inference for proof of the point in ques-
tion.

HYPOXAXTHINE, called also S.vrcine or Sar-
KiNE, a white crystalline powder found in the
spleen, liver, muscles and other organs of man and
in the spleen and blood of the ox.

HYRACEUM, a blackish-brown viscid material,
not unlike soft pitch, found in the crevices of the
rocks of Table Mountain, Cape of Good Hope. It

has an offensive taste, and is not unlike castoreum,
for which it has served as a substitute in medi-
cine.

HYRACID.E, the only existing family of the
order Hyracoidea, of small size and rabbit-like
form; the "'cony" of the Bible. Hyrax Sinaiticus
is the best known species.
HYRACOTHERIUM, a genus of fossil ungu-

lates, established in 1839 by Owen for a small
Eocene animal about the size of a hare, to which he
afterwards gave the name of I'lioloplnis.

HYRIA, or Hyrium, an ancient city of Calabria
in South Italy, spoken of by Herodotus as the me-
tropolis of the Messapians, also mentioned by
Strabo.
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lABADIUS-IDAHO

lABADIUS, a large fertile island in the East In-
dies, described by Ptolemy. It was said to be near
the Golden Chersonesus, and it jiroduced much
gold and grain. It is now tliought to be indentical

with Java, but Humboldt took it to lie Sumatra.
lACCHUS (6r)-. I.\KLiio.s), a name for the god

Dionysus at Athens and Eleusis. On the sixth day
of the Eleusinian Mysteries a decorated statue of

lakchos was carried from Athens to Eleusis, where
the votaries were initiated into the last myste-
ries. Some think that lacchus is identical with
the Roman Bacchus, the son of Zeus and Semele.
IBAGUE, or Ii!.\(ji'e, a town of the United States

of Colombia, in the department of Cundinamarca,
70 miles west of Bogota. Population, 6,000.

IBERA, or Yber.\, a cluster of marshy lakes in

the province of Corrientes, Argentine Republic,
between the rivers Parana and Uruguay.
IBERVILLE, d' Pierre le Moyne, Sieur, founder

of Louisiana, born at Montreal, Canada, July 16,

16Cl,diedat Havana. Cuba, July 9, 170(1. He en-
tered the French navy as midshipman when 14 years
old. In 1690 he was one of the leaders in the retalia-

tory expedition against Schenectady. In October,
1694, he captured Fort Nelson, on Hudson Bay. In
1696 he took nearly all of Newfoundland from the
British, whom he defeated in the naval fights of

1697. In iNIarch, 1699, he entered the Mississippi
River, and ascended it as far as the mouth of the
Red River. He then built old Fort Biloxi at the
head of Biloxi bay. This was the first post estab-
lished in Louisiana. After going to France and re-

turning to Louisiana in 1701 he found the settle-
ment reduced by disease, and thereupon trans-
ferred it to Mobile, thus beginning the colonization
of Alabama. He also occupied Dauphin or Mas-
sacre Island. After being made captain of a line-

of-battle ship, he captured, in 1706, the island of
Novis from the English. He was suddenly struck
with a malady of wiich he died.
IBSEN, Henrik, poet and dramatist, born at

Skien in South Norway, March 20, 1828. In 1S42 he
was apprenticed to a chemist at Grimstad, but
abandoned that business to devote himself to
literature. His earlier efforts were of little im-
portance. In 1850 he became a student in Chris-
tiania University, l)ut did not remain to complete
the course. After two years of journalistic work
he was ajjpointed director at Ole Bull's tlieater at
Bergen, for which he wrote 77ic BaiKiuft at Snihatig,

(1856), and Lady Inger at Ostrat (1857), his first

works of note. In 1857 he undertook similiar
duties for the national theater in Christiania. His
next dramas. The Warriors in IMgolnnd (1858),
Love's Conxedy (1862) and The RiraJ' Kings (1864),
placed him in the first rank of Scandinavian dram-
atists. He left Norway in 1864, and has lived abroad
since that time, chiefly iti Rome, Dresden and Mu-
nich. The Norwegian Parliament granted him a
pension in 1866. In that and the following year
appeared the lyric dramas, lirandnnA Peer Gtint, in
many respects the finest things he has done. Other
works are: The Young Men's League; Emperor and
Galilean; Pillars of Society; A Doll's Home; Ghosts,
An Enemy of the People; The Wild Diirk; Rosrnersholm
and The Lady from the Sea. His later [days aroused
a storm of controversy in England in 1S89, as they

had done shortly before in Germany and in the Scan-
dinavian countries. An English translation of
Ibsen's prose works in 4 vols, was edited by Mr.
Archer in 1890. See Britannica, Vol. XVII, p.
591.

ICELAND. Our latest information from Iceland
IB to Feb. 1, 1892. Since 1387 the King of Denmark
has been the acknowledged sovereign of Iceland.
The island has its own constitution and adminis-
tration under a charter dated January 5, 1874. by
which the legislative power is vested in the Althing,
which is composed of thirty-si.x members, of whom
thirty are elected by the people and six appointed
by the crown. The highest local authority is the
governor or stiftamtmand. At the head of the
administration is a minister appointed by the King
of Denmark. This minister resides at Copenhagen
and is responsible to the Althing.
ICHTHYODORULITE (Gr. Fish-Spear Stone),

the name given to fossil fish spines, not uncommon
in stratified rocks.
ICICA, a genus of plants of the natural order

Biirseracr;e. The species are mostly natives of
South America. I. altissima, the Guiana cedar-
wood, attains a great size, and is valued by the
Indians for making canoes. It is also used by "cabi-
net-makers in the construction of Imokcases, its

odor i)rotecting the books from being injured by
insects. Another species, /. heptaphilla, yields a
balsam similar to elemi.
ICY CAPE, a headland of Alaska, discovered by

Cook in 1778. Lat. 70° 21' N.; long. 161° 46' \V.

IDAHO SPRINGS, a post-town of Clear Creek
county. Col., on the Colorado Central Railroad, .34

miles west of Denver. It is surrounded by beauti-
ful scenery, and is well known for its hot and cold
mineral springs, which attract a large number of
visitors in summer. Gold and silver are found in

the vicinity.

ID.VHO, St.\te of. For general article on Id.mio
see Britannica, Vol. XII, pp. 697, 698. Idaho is an
Indian word, meaning "Gem of the Jlountains."
The first white man known to have set foot upon
its territory was Captain Lewis, of Lewis and
Clarke's expedition. He crossed the main range
of the Rocky IMountains from Horse Plains (Horse
Prairie), Beaver Head county, Jlontana. Aug. 12,

1805. "The jNIissouri Fur Company in 1810 estab-
lished a trading post on Snake River, but soon
abandoned it. Fort Hall was established as a trad-
ing post liy a party of traders under Nathaniel I.

Withe in 1834. (iold in paying quantities was dis-

covered in Idaho in 1860 by Captain James Pierce
of Washington Territory, and the first location was
on Oro Fino Creek. The first permanent settle-
ment was made at Mount Idaho in May, 1861.

Idaho was created a Territory by act of Congress
March 3, 186.!. and admitted 'as "a State July 3,

1890. Its t^^rritcry was originally taken from parts
of Dakota, Neliraska, and Wasliington Territories.

Later the Territories of Montana and Wyoming
were organized by act of Congress, subtracting
from Idaho large portions of its territory and re-

ducing its area to 84,8(X1 sfjuare miles, as oflicially

reported in the census of 18,90. Idaho extends from
the British Possessions on the north to Utah and
Nevada on the south, a distance of about 410 miles,
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and has a width from last to west of from 44 to

306io miles.

The poiHilation in 1880 was 32,610; in 1890, 84,385,

an increase during the decade of 51,775. Its capi-

tal and chief city is Boise City.

The following figures give the population of the

State by counties, as shown by the census of 1890:

Counties.

Ada
Alturas
Bear Lake..

.

Bingham—
Bois6
Cassia
Custer
Elmore
Idaho
Kootenai...

.

Latah
Lemhi
Logan
Nez Perce...
Oneida
©wyhee
Shoshone....
Washington.

1890.

•2,6-29

6,057
13,575
3,S42
3,1-13

2,176
1370
2,955
4,108
9,173
1,915
4,169
2,847
6,819
2,021
5382
3,836

84,385

188«.

4,674
1,693

3,235

'

3,214

1,312

2,031
518

2,230

3,965
6,964
1,426
469
879

32,610

In-
crease.

Name.

3,694
936

2,822
13,575

12S
1,831

2,176
1,870
924

3,590
9,173

4,169

595
4,913
2,957

Of the rugged mountains of the Bitter Root,

Rocky and Wasatch ranges, the Bitter Root occupy
the northern, the Rocky the central, and the Wa-
satch the southern links in the eastern boundary.
The "spurs" of these ranges, especially the Wasatch,
extend well over into Idaho, and they contain some
of the best mineral belts. Their highest peaks
reach altitudes reaching from 9,000 to 13,000 feet.

On the south and southwest are the Owyhee Moun-
tains, which form an important link in the great

divide between the waters of the Columbia and
those of the Humboldt. The Sawtooth, Salmon
River, Wood River and Bois6 are among the prom-
inent mountain ranges in Central Idaho. On the

West are the Blue Mountains of Oregon and Wash-
ington. The interior of the State is a vast plateau,

varying in altitude from 600 feet above the sea in

its lowest valleys to 10,000 on the tops of its highest

peaks. The average elevation is from 2,000 to 3,000

feet less than that of Wyoming, Utah, Nevada or

Colorado. Its numerous mountain ranges run in a

variety of directions, the trend of the principal

ones, however, being southeast to northwest. In

the interior ranges are the mineral belts, -which
first attracted general attention to the territory.

Tlie figures showing the principal elevations have
been talnilated as follows:

Name.

AIMon
Altunis Lake
American Falls
Atliinta
Bear Lake
Bc'lluvue
BIttckfoot City
Blr>omington
Bolai^ City
Big (janias Prairie
Bltr Camas Prairie
Bonanza City
Burke
Camas Station
CoMir d'AkMie MlsslOD
Craig Mouiitaln
Custer Mountain

Caribou Mountain
Centerville
Challis
Clawson Toll Gate
Custer City
Dry Creek Station
Eagle Rock
Estes Mountain
Fort Hall
Fort Lapwai
Franklin City
Florida Movintain
Florence
F'ish Haven
Forks of Lolo
Gentile Valley (head)
Galena City..".

Gladiator Mine
Henry Lake
Hailey
Idaho City
Junction Station
Jackson Lake
Ketchum
Lewiston. ...

Lake Pend d'Oreille
Lake Cceur d'Alene
Long Valley
Murray
Malad City
Market Lake
Montpelier
Mouth of Port Neuf River.
Mount Idaho City
Montana Mine
MeiuU- Mountain
Malad I>ivide
(in.'ida Saltworks
Oneida (town)
Oxford
Paris .

Pocatello
Paris Peak
Plnctrvilte
Putnam Mountain
Quartzlturg
Kathdrum
Ross Fork Station
Red Rock Branch
Rock (.'reek

Rockv Bar
Red Fish Lake .•

Sawtell's Peak
St. Charles
St. George
Sal mon City
Soda Springs
Silver City
Sawtooth City
Slkoshone
Summit, between Challis and Bonanza
Summit, between Boise City and Idaho
Summit, between Idaho City and Centerville.
South Mountain City

^

Salmon Falls '

War Eagle Mountain
Weston
Wciser City

Eleva-
tion.

Feet

9.854
4,825
5,400
4.300

6,560
6.6S9

4,720
10,050

4,783
2,000
4.516

7,750
8.000

5,932
4,450
5,245

7,900
9,700
6,443

5.350
4,263
6,329
6,806

5,700
680

2,003
2,150
3,700
2,750
4,700

4,795
5,793

4,522
3,480

9,500
10.540
9,220
6,.-»0

5,700
4,S6S

5JS36
4,512

9522
5,100
8,933
5.115
2,000
4,394

4,792
4,513
5,200
6,600

9.070
5,9.37

5 771

4,030

5,779
6,680
7,000
4,,'«7

9.100
4,815
4.813
6,450
S226
7.980
4.1.00

2,340

Idaho has numerous and rapid rivers. With the
exception of a oompiiratively small portion of
southeastern Idaho, whose waters liow into the Ba-
sin of Great Salt Lake, the river system is entirely
tributary to the valley of the great ('olumbia Riv-
er. There are three important rivers in Idaho
which empty directly into the Columbia—namely,
the Spokane, Clark's Fork, and the Siuike. Snake
River meanders through the eastern, tj»iut horn and
western jtarts of the Slate for overl.OOO miles, and,
next to Niagara, boasts th(> most imposing cataract
on the continent—the great Slioshone Falls. It

rises among the most marvelous scenes of the Yel-
lowstone National Park, within a few feet of the
crystal founts from wliicli sjirings that great tribu-
tary of the Mississippi, the Yellowstone, and with-
iti sight of the headwaters of tliat grand inlet <vf the
(iulf of California—the Kio Colorado. Hero, at ita
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rijinaiiiie start, tlie .Snake is alsci only a day's ride

from its twin torrent of the North, C'larli's Fork,

.hut soon sweeps southward oW miles, as if to

gather in the waters of wider and richer tields.

Again, flowing majestically northward to mark the

boundary between Idaho and Oregon, it unites,

when within 400 miles of the l\acilic, with the

Clark's Fork system to form the Columbia. Sound-
ings of the Snake Kiver in eastern Idaho, near the

crossing of the Utah Northern Railway, fail to dis-

ooTer bottom at 240 feet.

Governor Shoupin, in his report for 1889, says that

conservative estimates give Idaho 13,000,000 acres
of agricultural lands. Others place the amount at

20,OtX),000. It is safe to estimate it at 15,000,000 to

lt),000,000 acres. Industrious pioneers have already
brought under cultivation about 4 percent., or 000,-

000 acres, expending .'fL',000,000 in irrigating canals
alone.
The altitude of the land governs, to a large ex-

tent, the character of its productions. The valleys
of Bear Lake, Lemhi, and Custer counties are prof-

itably cultivated at an elevation of 6,000 feet above
tide water, and at 5,000 feet, oats, wheat, potatoes,
turnips, etc., are raised abundantly. Timothy and
a few hardy grasses flourish at these altitudes. At
4,0(X» to 4,500 fe«t all kinds of grain and vegetables
are profitable, except a few tender garden prod-
ucts. In some localities fruit is grown success-
fully at 4,000 to 4,.S00 feet, and berries are abundant
at 4,500. The Bois6 Valley, so prolific of all kinds
of fruit, is 2,800 feet above the ocean, while the val-
leys of the Clearwater and Snake rivers, near
Lewiston in the northwest, with an altitude of but
680 feet, revel in tropical vegetation. Thus Idaho,
in addition to its invaluable mineral wealth, pos-
sesses a share of the best climatic influences of ev-
ery portion of the I'nion.

The soil in the valleys and on the plateaus, in the
eastern and southern i)arts of the State, is com-
posed of vegetable matter mixed with mineral, and,
in some localities, with sand and clay. On this
class of soil sage-!)rush grows extensively. In the
northwestern counties, dark loam of great depth
prevails. In the gulches and near the mountains
the soil is mixed with decayed rock. Alkali soil is

limited to narrow strips, in widely separated local-
ities, and rarely interferes with agriculture.
The yield of all kinds of cereals, when land is

irrigated, is most gratifying, and is not surpassed
by any State or Territory. The same can be said
of ail kinds of vegetables, while in many parts of
the State tender vines produce abundantly. Fruits
are excellent in ijuality and flavor. Apples, pears,
peaches, plums, prunes, apricots, grapes, and all

small fruits and berries are raised in great abun-
dance. Huckleberries, gooseberries, and wild
cherries grow wild in profusion on the mountain-
sides and foot-hills. The canias, which gives a
name to several prairies in the State, is found in all
sections. It is a bulb which is highly prized by the
Indians for food.
Alternating and nestling among the mountain

ranges are many valleys, large and small, affording
in tne aggregate avast area of agricultural lands
not exceeded in fertility by any in the world. The
arable portions of the valleys lie from 600 to 6,000
feet above the sea, and they range in size from one
to twenty miles in width, and from twenty to one
hundred miles in length.
Traversing southern Idaho is the extensive vol-

canic belt on the basin of Snake Kiver, This basin
Stretches far into neighboring territories, being 800
miles in length. In Idaho it averages about fifty
miles in width. Some of the best valleys traverse
it, but it is more noteworthy as the great winter

2— ly

grazing region of Idaho and adjacent territories.
Its nutritious herlis and grasses fatten thousands
of cattle and sheej) annually.
Idaho is in the same latitude as France, Sw itzer-

land, and portions of Italy, Spain and Portugal.
It is subject to oceanic influences very similar to
those countries, and necessarily has a somewhat
similar climate. All this region is near enough to
the Pacific Ocean to be very noticeably effected by
its currents. By reference to any map whereon
these ocean currents are shown, it will be seen that
the great Japan current (Kuro Siwa)—that mighty
stream of warm water—bears directly against the
western shores of America. The temi)prature of
the winds blowing over it is, of course, affected by
its heat, and they carry their modifying influences
inland hundreds of miles, even extending their ge-
nial influences upon the climate of Slontana. The
average or mean annual temperature at Lewiston

—

in northern Idaho—is 56<=, a milder showing by five
degrees than is made by Ohio, milder by ten de-
grees than Iowa, and milder by twelve degrees than
Elaine and New Hampshire. Bois6 City, in western
central Idaho, with a much greater altitude than
Lewiston, has an average temperature of 51°, the
same as Ohio, and four degrees warmer than Con-
necticut.*
At this writing (1891) mining is a very large in-

dustry in Idaho. The total value of the metals
produced in the State since 1862 is reportsd at
$157,720,962,84. The statistical returns, for the ten
years closing with 1889, were as follow:

1880 l,f>34,637.1»
1881 4,915,100.00
1882 6,500,000.00
1883 5,000,000.00
1884 6,.'')00,000.00

1885 6.755,602.00
1886 9,i;79.500.00
1887 9.245,589.00
1888 8.905,136.00
1889 17 ,344,600.00

Total for 10 years 74,480,164.09

The rapid increase of the mining industry in this
new State will be specially noted.
The values of the several metals mined in 1889

were: Gold, ))i3,204,500
; silver, .$7,503,500; lead, at

4 cents per pound, .');6,490,000; cojiper, at 10 cents
per pound. $.S5,600; total, .$17,.344;600.

Wool-growing in the State is also largely on the
increase. In 18.S0 there were about 50,000 sheep in
Idaho ; in 1,S88 the number was over 350,000. Other
industries also show large progress.
By the act of February 18, 1881, Congress granted

to Idaho seventy-two sections of i)ublic lands for
school purposes, under certain restrictions. These,
with the 3.000,000 acres of school lands (sixteenth
and thirty-sixth sections) allowed under the gen-
eral law, form the basis of a sound, substantial
school system. The reports of 1.S89 showed a total
to date of 3.'?7 school districts, with 305 schools, and.
a school population of 18,506. The Methodists,,
Presbyterians, Episcopalians and Catholics have
also establis<ied academic schools and numerous
private schools; some of a high grade of excellence
are reported.
The following is a list of theGovernors, with their

dates of service

:

Wm. H. Wallace 18CS-64
Calel) Lvon 1864-66
David \V. Halliird 1866-67
Isaac L. Gll>t)s 1867-68
David \V. Ballard l.'i6.s-70

Oilman Mar.^ton 1870-71
Thomas W. Bennett 1871-75

John P. Hoyt 1875-7K
Mason Brayman 1876-8#
John N. Irwin 1880-84
Kdw. II. .Stevenson.... 1884-88
(eorRe L. Shoup 1888-90
Norman I), Wilfcy MsgO-ga

* Term expires Jan. 1, 1893.

The salary of the Governor of Idaho is $3,000.

•For a list of the mineral sprlnRs and pleasure resorts ol
Idaho, see those topics In these Revisions and Additions.
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IDDESLEIGH, Earl of, an English statesman,

better known as Sir Stafford Northcote, born in

Devonshire, Oct. 27, 1818, died in London, Jan. 12,

1887. He was educated at Eton and at Oxford, and
began puplic life in 1843 as private secretary to Mr.
Gladstone. In 1847 he was called to the bar, and
four years later succeeded his grandfather as
eighth baronet. In 1855 he entered Parliament as
Conservative member for Dudley, was elected for

Stamford in 1858 and in 1806 for North Devon, rep-
resenting the latter constituency until 1885. He
was financial secretary to the treasury in Lord
Derby's ministry of 1859, and in 1866 was appointed
by the same prime minister president of the board
of trade. While at the India office in 1868 Sir Staf-
ford Northcote had cliarge of the Abyssinian expe-
dition, which under his management was carried
to successful issue. In 1871 Mr. Gladstone appoint-
ed him British commissioner to the United States
for the adjustment of the Alabama difficulty. He
was chancellor of the exchequer in 1874, and when
Mr. Disraeli went to the Upper House Sir Stafford
succeeded to the leadership in the Commons. In
1885 he was raised to the peerage and appointed
first lord of tlie treasury. He was foreign secre-
tary in Lord Salisbury's second ministry, but re-
signed the post a few days previous to his death.
IDE, or Id, a small fresh-water cyprinoid fish,

LeuciscHS idus or Idus melanotns of Europe. Its flesh

is esteemed. A domesticated variety, colored like

the gold-fish, is known in northern Europe as the
Orfe.
IDEALISM, the modern philosophical doctrino

which maintains that all conceptions proceed from
golf-consciousness as distinguished from the doc-
trine that all knowledge begins witli sensations. It

is the opposite of "realism" and "sensationalism ;"

for it denies the reality of the outer world and its

impressions, and maintains that all our knowledge
finds its starting ground in abstract conceptions.
Tlie idealist doubts the existence of an external
world,and relies solely upon an analysis of self {Ego).
Subjective Idealism makes the innate faculties

of the human mind the primary subject of investi-
gation, and predicates a philosophical system from
their intuitions and relations.

Modern' Idealism started witli Descartes (1596-
1650), was pushed forward by Baruch Spinosa
1632-1677), and was carried to e.xtreme conclusions
by Bishop Berkeley (1684-1753). The latter declared
that the supposed existence of a material world
was not only incapable of proof, but was also posi-
tively false. Idealism was borne to its highest vis-

ions and most perfect realizations in Germany.
The most noted philosophers of tliis school are G.
W. Leipnitz (1646-1710), Immanuol Kant (1724-
1804), Fichte (1762-1814), K. W.J. Scholling ( 1775-
18.54), and G. W. F.Hegel (1770-1831). Kant, how-
ever, insisted that the material of our thoughts is

in the external world.
IDEI.,ER, Christian Ludwkj, astronomer and

chronologist, born near l'erlel>erg. in Prussia, Sept.
21, 1760, died .-Vug. 10, 1846. After liohling various
offices he received a professorsliip at tlie University
of Berlin in 1821. He was author of several valu-
able works, which include I[lst(}r!!iclif UnterKudinn-
gi'n iilx'r die aatronomisrhrn lii'ohachlimgi'n der Alti'n

(Leipzig. 1806), nniMfrnidhiicli der riwthrmatUrhen und
lechiiinrhrn Chronologii' (Horlin, 1825-26).

IDIOCY. See Lnsamty, in these Revisions and
Additions; also Britannica, Vol. .XIIl, pp. 9.5-113.

IDIOSYNCKASY, a peculiarity of physical or
mental constitution or temperament. See Antii-
ATHY, in these Revisions and Additions.
IDUN, or Idi'n.v, the name of a goddess of Norse

mythology. She was the duugliter of the dwarf

Svald, but, being received among the .lEsir, she be-
came the wife of Bragi.
IGLOOLIK, an island near the east end of Fury

and Hecla Strait, in the Arctic Ocean, the place'
where Parry passed the winter of 1822-23.
IGNATIEFF, Nicolaus Paulovitch, a Russian

diplomatist, born at St. Petersburg, Jan. 29, 1832,
and educated in the corps of pages. In 1849 he en-
tered the guard, and in 1850 exchanged from the
military to the diplomatic service. Appointed mil-
itary attach(5 of the Russian embassy at London, he
won the emperor's approval by a report on Eng-
land's military position in India, and was in 185S
sent on a special mission to Khiva and Bokhara.
In 1860, as ambassador at Peking, he negotiated a
treaty advantageous to Russian interests. From
1864 he represented Russia at Constantinople, and
in 1867 was made ambassador there, in which capac-
ity he took a principal part in the diplomatic pro-
ceedings before and after the Russo-Turkish war of
1878. After the accession of Alexander III. Igna-
tiefif was appointed minister of the imperial do-
mains, and in 1881 succeeded Prince Loris Jlelikoff
as minister of the interio^•. In this capacity he en-
deavored to stamp out Nihilism by forcible meas-
ures. He was dismissed from office at the end of
the year.
IGNORAMUS (Lat., we do not know), the word

formerly written by a grand-jury on the back of an
indictment, meaning that they rejected it. The
word is now used most commonly as a synonym
for a blockhead.
IGNORANCE {Ignorantia juris) is held in law to

be no excuse for any breach of contract or duty,
nor for crime or other offense. It is absolutely
necessary to start with this basis; otherwise, it

would be quite impossible to administer the law,
for if once a contrary maxim were allowed it would
offer a premium to ignorance and would lead to
endless and abortive inquiries into the interior of a
man's mind. Ignorance of a fact is a different
thing. In the case of petty offenses, however, and
even in crimes, a judge always takes into consider-
ation, when passing judgment, whether the pris-

oner or defendant is an ignorant or intelligent per-
son. Another kindred maxim of the law is that
every man intends the consequences of his own
act. Thus, if he shoot at or give poison to a person
it is presumed he intended to kill such person. So,

, if he leave a trap-door open in a street or thorou^fh-
fare it is held he intended that people should tall

into it and be injured.
IKROPA, or Ikioi'a, a river of Madagascar, about

270 miles long, rising in the province of Ankova,
and falling into Bembatooka bay, on the north-
west coast. It is navigable for about twenty-five
miles from the sea.

ILICIN, the bitter principle of the holly. Hex
aiinifulinm. It forms in yellowish-brown crystals, '

and is extremely bitter.

ILION, a thriving village of Herkimer county,
N. Y., on the Jlohawk Rirer. Here is located a
factory w'here firearms, type-writers, sewing-ma-
chines and farming implements are made.
ILIX.VNTHIN, a yellow coloring matter con-

tained in the leaves of the holly. It is used for

dyeing cloth prepared with alumina or iTtyn mor-
dants.
ILLICIUM, a genus of trees of the natural or-

der Magii()llaci-:v. The species are few, but widely
distributed. The seeds of I. (niistUtim (Chinese
anise) are useful in medicine; and /. ri'ligiosum is

held sKicred by the Japanese. I.floridannm,Ti ta\\

evergreen shrub with large fiowers and leave*
ratlier fleshy, and /. ]iariijli)rum, are found in the
south of the United States.
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ILLIXOIS IXDi:STKIAL UNIVERSITY (since
July 1, 18S5, University of Illinois), at Urbana,
capital of Champaign county, was established under
acts of Congress of July, l.Sti2, and July, ISIiti, and
under acts of the legislature of Illinois Jan. 25,

Feb. 28, and .March 8, 1807, to " teach in the most
thorough manner such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in-

cluding military tactics, and not excluding other
scientific or literary studies." The University was
opened in 18iiS, and three years later women were
admitted as students. It includes the following
colleges and schools: College of agriculture and
horticulture; college of civil, mechanical and min-
ing engineering, and arcliiteeture ; college of natural
sciences, chemistry, and natural history ; college of

literature and art ; school of military science; and
school of industrial art. The assets of the Univer-
sity are about $1,000,000, with an income of about
$25,000.

ILLIXOIS RIVER, the largest stream in Illinois,

formed by the Des Plaines and Kankakee Rivers,
which unite in Grundy county, and flow southwest,
entering the Mississippi a few miles above Alton.
The main stream is about 350 miles in length, and
is navigable in favorable seasons as far as Peru, a
distance of 250 miles. It is connected by canal
with the lake navigation at Chicago.
ILLINOIS, St.\te of. For early history, gov-

ernment, productions and earlier statistics of Il-

linois, see Britannica, Vol. XII, pp. 703-06. The
census of 1890 reports the area as 56,650 square
miles. Population, 3,826,351 ; capital, Springfield,
with a population of 24,842. The population of the
State by counties in 1890 was as follows

:

Counties.

Adams
Alexander..
Bond
Boone
Brown

Bureau
Ciilhoun
Carroll
Cass
Champaign..

Christian ...

Clark
Clay
CllDtOD
Coles

Cook
Crawford ..

.

Cumberland
De Kalb
De Wilt

Douglas
Du rage
Edgar
Edwards . .

.

j££Qngham..

.

Favette
Ford
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin

Greene
Grundy
Hamilton...
Hancock
Hardin

Henderson.

.

Henry
Irennnis
Jackson
Jasper

Jefferson. . .

.

1890.

61.888
ir...5lvt

12,20.3

11,951

35.014
7.652
18;W0
15.96:!

42,159

30331
21,899
16,772
17.411
30,093

1.191.922

17.283

15,448
27,066
17,011

17,669
22,551
26,787
9.444
19,V)8

23,367
17.0.^5

17,1:18

4.3.110

14,935

23.791
21.024
17.S(H)

si.;«i7

7,2:w

9.876
S3.3.38

35.167
27*09
18,188

2-:.590

1880.

59.135
14.808
14.866

11,508

13,041

.33.172

7,467
16.976

14,493

40,863

28.227
21.894
16.192

18.714

27,042

607 /i24

16.197

13.759
26.76K
17.010

15353
19.161

25.499
8,.597

18.930

2.3.241

15,099
16.129
41.240
12,801

23J)10
16.732

16.712
.^'i,.3:37

6.024

10.722
86..597

39,4.^1

14,515

20,686

Counties.

Jersey
Jo Daviess .

Johnson
Kane

Kankakee.
Keniall...
Knox..
Lake
La Salle...

Lawrence. .

.

Lee
Livingston..
Logan
McDonough.

McHenry..
McLean....
Macon
Macoupin.
Madison..

.

Marlon...
Marshall.
JIason.. .

.

Massac. .

.

Menard...

Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery.
Morgan
Moultrie

Ogle
Peoria.
Perry.

.

Piatt ..

Pike...

Pope
Pulaski
Putnam . .

.

Randolph.
Richland..

Rock Island.
Saint Clair...
Saline
Sangamon
Schuyler

Scott
Shelby
Stark
Stephenson.
Tazewell

Union
Vermilion....
Wabash
Warren
Wnshiugtan.,
Wayne

White
Whiteside..

.

Will
Williamson.
Winnebago .

Woodford. ..

1880.

14,810
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The complete list of governors of the State, with
their dates of official service, is as follows

:

Territorial.
Ninian Edwards 1809-1818.

St.\tb.

Shadrack'Bond 1818-22
Edward Coles 1822-26
Kiuian Edwards 1826-30

John Keynolds 1830-34
Joseph Duncan 18^1-38
Thomas Carlin 1838-42
Thomas Ford 1812-46
Augustus C. French.. . 184t>-53

Joel A. Mattison 1853-57
William H. Bissell.... 1857-60

Richard Yates 1861-65
Richard J. Oglesby 1865-69
John M. Palmer 1809-73
Richard J. Oglesby.... 1873
John L. Beridge 1873-77
Shelbv M. Cullom 1877-83
John il. Hamilton 1883-85
liichard J. Oglesby. . . . 11*5-88
Joseph W. Filer *1888-93
*Term expires Jan. 19., 1893.

Illinois was the second State in rank in the United
States in the production of steel in 1880 and in

1890, Pennsylvania being the first. In Illinois the
increase during the decade was 241 per cent. The
production in 1880 was 254,569 tons; in 1890 it was
868,250 tons.

The number of pupils enrolled in the public
schools of the State in 1890 was 778,319, a gain of

10.55 per cent, in ten years. In addition to those in
the public schools there were 105,232 pupils in

private and parocliial schools. In the latter there
were reported ahout 47,000 Catholic, 24,000 Lutheran,
4,000 German Evangelical pupils and small num-
bers of Protestant Episcopal, Holland Christian Re-
formed, Dutch Reformed and German Presbyterian
children.
The State reform school is located at Pontiac,

and reported, in 1890, 383 inmates.
The coal products of the State in 1890 were

12,104,272 tons, valued at $11,755,203, and were near-
ly double the products of the year 1880. The coal
area of the State embraces about 37,000 square miles.
The employes during 1890 numbered 24,323; the
wages aggregated $8,694,347, and the grand total of
expenditures in the coal business in that year
amounted to $10,.S66,069. The coal is bituminous
and is found in 19 counties; it is used for steam
and heating purposes. Coke is manufactured in
Gallatin and La Salle counties.

In the value of the output of sandstone the State
ranked 12th in 1880 and 25th in 1891—the State of
Ohio in both cases ranking the highest of all the
States.

Illinois is a small producer of petroleum, the out-
put being 1,400 barrels in 1SS9, all of it ranking as
lubricating oil.

ILMENIMM, a name given by R. Hermann to an
element wliich lie supposed to be jiresent in ore
found in the Ilmen mountains in Siberia; he also
supposed it to be present in some other minerals.
His conclusions have not been admitted by other
chemists.
ILMINSTEK, an ancient market-town of Somer-

setshire, England, on the river Isle, eleven miles
southeast of Taunton. The church in Ilminster is

a noble e.xample of perpendicular architecture.
Some manufactures of ropes, bricks and tiles are
carried on. Population of parish (1S81 ), 3,281.

ILSLKY, E.\sT, or Makkrt Ti.si.kv, a market-
town of Herkahiro, Knghind, situated amid bleak
downs, nine miles north of Newbury and six and a
half miles south of Didcol. Its sheep markets are
among the most important in the kingdom. Popu-
lation, 577. Archbishojide Dominis {see Britannica,
Vol. VII, p. 355) was rector of West Ilsley, two
miles northwest. Population, 377.
IMIT.VTION : in the science of musical composi-

tion, the repeating of the same passage, or ttie fol-

lowing of a passage with a similar one, in one or
more of the other parts or voices, and it may be

either strict or free. When the imitated passage is
repeated note for note, and every interval is the
same, it is called strict, and it may take place in
the unison or octave, or in any other of the degrees
of the scale, either above or below the original
passage. Canon (see Britannica, Vol. XVII, p. 82)
is strict imitation carried on to some length. The
progression of a passage may also be imitated by
an inversion, or by reversing the movement of the
original, also by notes of a greater or of a lesser
value.
I.MMIGRATION INTO THE UNITED STATES

OF .-VilERICA. For general article on this sub-
ject see Emigratiox, Britannica, Vol. VIII.pp. 173-
177; and United States, Vol. XXIII, pp. 731, 754-
821. The official returns made to the commissioners
of immigration at the office of the superintendent
up to June, 1891, furnish the data for the following
figures

:

The nationality of immigrants to the United
States for the year ending June ."0, 1890, was as fol-

lows: Germans, 92,427; English, 57,020; Irish,

53,024; Italians, 52,003; Swedes, 29,632; Scotch,
12,041; Norwegians, 11.370; Danes, 9,,366; Swiss,
6,993; French, 6,585; Europe, not specified. 112,764;
total—Europe, 443,225; all others. 12,077. Of the
whole number of immigrants who arrived within
the above-named period, 364.086 came through the
customs district of New York, 27,178 through Balti-
more, 29,813 through Boston, 22,658 through Phila-
delphia, and 11,567 through all others.
The reported occupations of immigrants who ar-

rived during the year ending June 30, 1889, were as
follows: Laborers, 110,809; farmers, 28,962; serv-
ants, 30,220; carpenters, 4,373; miners, 5,505;
clerks, 4,005; tailors, 3,809; shoemakers, 2,065;
blacksmiths, 2,185. The total number of profes-
sional immigrants was 2,815; of skilled laborers,
50,457 ; of miscellaneous, 182,394.

The following are the yearly official summaries
since and including 1820:

Year.

1820...
1821 . .

.

1822...
1S23. .

.

1824.

Total
Immigrants.

S.S85
9.127

6,911

6,351
7,912

1825 10,199
1826 10,8:57

1827 18,875
1828 27,:«2
1829 22,.520

lS:tO 23,322
1831 22,633
1832 60,482
1833 58,640
18.34 65.:i65

183.5 45,:i74

1.S.36 7i;,212

1837 79,:'>-10

1S38 3.S.914

18.39 68,069
18-10 84,066
1841 S0,2,S9

1812 lOtJJOS

1843 52,496
1844 78,615
1815 114.S71

1841! 1.M.416
1847 2:«,96S
1818 22Ci,.527

1819 297.024
lH.-)0 .369,986

1851 379.466
18.V2 .371.603

18,53 .S6S,r>45

18.54 427.8.'«

1,8.55 2(10.877

IK\R 195,8,57

18,57 246,945

Total
Year, Immigrants,
18.58 119,,501

1859 118.616
1860 150J37
1861 89,724
1862 89.110T
1863 174.524
1864 19;).I95

1865 247.453
1866 163.594
Fiscal year ending June .SO.

1867 298,961
1868 282,189
1869 352,369
1870 8«7,20S
1871 321,350
1872 404,806
1873 469,803
1874 313,3,39

1875 227,498
1876 169,98<
1877 141,857
1878 1S8,46»
1879 177,826
1880 457,257
18,81 669,431
1882 788,999
1883 603.:!2J

1884 518,592
18.S5 SX>.M6
1886 3.34,20.'»

1887 490.109
18.88 546,889
1889 444,427
1890 4.55,308

Total 15,381,009
From 17.89 to 1820, es-
timated ... 250,009

In the above table immigrants from the British
North .'Vmerican Poss(>ssions and Mexico are not
included since July 1, 1885.
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With regard to insane persons, the new imraigra-

lion law says lliat "all idiots, insane persons, pau-
pers, or persons likely to become a piililic charge,
shall be excluded from admission into the United
States." This provision is a rei-nuctmeiit of the

law of Aug. 3. 1S82, which iirovided I hat "no con-

vict, lunatic, idiot, nor any person unable to take
care of himself or herself, without bi'comiiig a pub-
lic charge, shall be permitted to land."

Now, there is ample proof that since 18S2 hun-
dreds of persons have gained admission who ought
to have been excluded according to the last-men-
tioned act. They were shipped to this country
from Europe by the authorities of cities and towns,
or by so-called benevolent societies. By the same
agencies convicts Iiave also lieen sent to us. A
convicted murderer, Nicholas Hader, arrived ai the
port of New York on Ajiril li3, lSi)l, having been
shipped to America by the authorities of a town in

Germany, where he had been confined in prison for

one year and in an asylum for the insane for 24 years.

This case is now under the consideration of the
Treasury Department. In a similar way European
eity and town authorities have for years unloaded
paupers and lunatics upon the taxpayers of this

country, and especially upon those of the State of

New York. In Austria, many persons con-
victed of crime have been given the alternative
of either going to prison or emigrating to Amer-
ica.

Since 1884 the Board of Charities of the State of

New York has sent back to Europe more than 000

lunatics, iml)eciles, and feeble-minded persons who
had been shipped to America by the authorities of

their native cities or towns, by immigration socie-

ties, and " benevolent " organizations, often also by
relatives, guardians, and friends. Two-thirds of

these persons entered the State by way of the port
of New Y'ork. They were afterwards found in the
asylums, hospitals, and almshouses of the State.

Ih many cases they had come with through tickets

to interior towns, where they at once became pub-
lic charges. In many instances the senders of such
persons even selected the asylum or almshouse in

this State to which they should be consigned. Of
the GOO persons sent back to their homes in Europe
there was no complaint made in any single instance
by the authorities into whose charge they fell after
their return home. This shows that the action of

the Board of Charities had been proper and jus-
tified.

According to official statements the number of
insane persons in the institutions of the State of

New York were on Oct. 1, I.SSO, 9,537, and on Oct. 1,

1890, 16,022. This is an increase of 0,485 persons in

)0 years, or (58 per cent. In the same 10 years the
increase of the population of the State was only 18

per cent. It is therefore the belief of the Board of

Charities—and this belief is based upon close in-

quiries—that by far the greater part of this in-

crease is due to the shipment of insane persons to
this State from the countries of Europe.
No attempt to enforce the law of ls,S2 on the Ca-

nadian boundary has been made, nor was it effect-
ively enforced at the seaports. Hut there is a
commendable energy shown to enforce the new law
at the seaports, and especially at the port of New-
York, where the evasion of the former law has im-
posed so heavy a burden on (he taxpayers and
Board of Charities. In view of the bearing the new
Congressional act has uiion the general question
of immigration, as well as in view of the relief

which it promises to bring to the country from the
perils incident to indiscriminate and unrestricted
immigration, we make room for full text "1 the act
which is as follows:

AN .\CTliiniiiendnu'nt to the various acts rtilutive to tiinnigra-
liou aud tlic imptjMutiou of aljtus uudcr coutract or at;ree-
nient to perform labor.

Hr it fiinrittl hij tin' Senate and House of Representativey of the
Viiilfit .sttftts of Ami'ricti in Coufjrens .-l^scmoitrf. That the ft:!-

lowing c!a?,rfi'S of aliens shall fje e.xeluded from adminsiou
into the Umied State.s, in accordance with the existing acts
ret'iilating immigration, other than those concerning Chinese
laljorers: All idiots, insane jier.sons. panpers or nersons like-

ly to become a public charge, jjursons suffering from a loath-
some or a dangerous contagions disease, persons who have
heeu convicted of a felony or other infamous crime or mis-
demeanor involving moral turpitude, polygamists. and also
any person whose ticket or jiassage is paid for \\\i\\ the
money of another or who is assisted by others to come, un-
less it is athrmativety antl satisfactorily shown on special in-
quiry that such person does not belong to one of the fore-
going excluded classes, or to the clas.": of contract laborers
excluded by the act of February twenty-sixth, eighteen hund-
dred and eighty-five: hut this section shall not be held to ex-
clude persons fiving in the United States from sending for a
relative or friend who is not of the excluded classes under
such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may pre-
scribe: i-*;'of/V/r(/, That nothing in this act shall be construed
to apply to or exclude persons convicted of a political
offense, notwithstanding said political offense may be des-
ignated as a "felony, crime, infamo s crime, or misdemeauor,
involving moral turpitude" hy the laws of the land whence
he came or by the court convicting.
Sec. 2. That no suit or proceeding for violation of said act

of February twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and eighty-five,
prohibiting the importation and migration of foreigners tin-

der contract or agreement to jterform labor, shall be settled,
compromised, or discontiiuied without the consent of the
court entered of recorded with reasons therefor.
Sec. 8. That it shall be deemed a violation of said act of

February twenty-six, eighteen hundred and eighty-five, to
assist or encourage the imx>ortation or immigration of any
alien by promise of employment through advertisements
jirinted'aud published in any foreign country: and any alien
coming to this country in consequence of such an advertise-
ment sliall be treated as coming under a contract as contem
plated by such act: and the penalties by said act im]>osed
shall be applicable in such a case: Prnviihtl, This section
shall not apply to States and immigration bureaus of States
advertising the inducements they offer for immigration to
such States.
Skc. 4. That no steamship or transportation company or

owners of vessels shall directly, or through ageius, either by
writing, printing, or oral representations solicit, invite or
encourage the Immigration of any alien into the United
States except by ordinary commercial letters, circulars, ad-
vertisements, or oral rey)resentatious. stating the sailings of
their vessels and the terms and facilities of trans|>ortation
therein : and for a violation of this provision any such steam
shii* or transjiortation company, and any such owners of ves-
sels, and the agents bv them employed, shall be subjected to
the penalties imposed by the third section of said act of Feb-
ruary twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and eighty-five, for
violations of the provision of the first section of said act.

Sec. .'i. That section five of said act of February twenty-
sixth, eigliteen hundred and eighty-five, shall be, and hereby
Is. amended bv adding to the second proviso in said section
the words "nor to ministers of any religious denomiuation,
nor jtersons belonging to any recognized profession: nor pro-
fessors for colleges and seminaries." and by excluding from
the second proviso of said section the words "or any relative
or iiersonal friend."
Sec. G. That any person who shall bring Into or land in the

t.'nited States by' vessel or otherwise, or who shall aid to
bring into or land in the t^nited Slates by vessel or other-
wise, any alien ni»t lawfully entitled to enter the I'nxted
States, shall l)e deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall.

on conviction. l>e imuished' by a fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars, or bv imprisoinneut for a term not exceed-
ing one year, or by both such fine and imjirisonmeiit.
Sec. 7." That the office of siiperiuteiulent of Immigration la

hereby created and established, anil the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, is authorized and
directed to appoint such othcer. whose salary shall be four
thousand dollars perannum. payable monthly. The sujierin-

tendent of immigration shall be an ofiicer lu the Treasury
Dei>artmeiit. under the control and supervision of the Secre-
tary of the Treasurv, to whom he shall make annual reports
in writing of the transactions of his oilice, together with
such special reports. In writing, as tlie Secretary of the Treas-
urv shall require. The Secretary shall provide the siijierin-

telidelit with a suitable furnisheil olllce In the citv of Wash-
ington, and with such books of record and facilities for the
discliarce of ihe dHties of his office as may he necessary. He
s;uill have a chief clerk, at a salary of two thousand dollars
per annum, and two first-class clcrfcs.

Sec. h. That upon the arrival by wiUer at any place withia
the Ignited States of any iilieii immigrants it shall be the
duly of the commandiiigoftlcer and the agents of the steam
or sailing vessel bv which they came to report the name, na-
tionalitv. last residence, and destination of every such alien,

before any of them are landed, to Ihe proper inspection otTi-

cers wlio shall thereupon g.-or send eoiniietellt assistants
en hoard siicli vessels and there inspi'ct all such aliens, or
the Inspection oflicera may order a temporary removal ol
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such aliens for examination at a designated time and place,
and then and there detain them until a thorough iuspec-
tion is made. But su«h removal shall not be considered a
landing during the pendency of such examination. The med-
ical examination shall be made by siirgeous of the Marine
Hospital Service. In cases where the services of a Marine
Hospital Surgeon cannot be obtained without causing un-
reasonable delay the inspector may cause an alien to be ex-
amined by a civil surgeou and the Secretary of the Treasury
shall fix the cowpensatiou for such examination. The in-

spection officers and their assistants shall have power to ad-
minister oaths, and to take and cousider testimony touching
the right of any such aliens to enter the United States, all of
which shall be entered on record. During such inspection
after temporary removal thesuperiuteudeut shall cause such
aliens to be properly housed, fed, and cared for, and also, in
his discretion, such as are delayed iu proceeding to their
destination after inspection. All decisions made by the in-
spection officers or their assistants touching the right of any
alien to land, when adverse to such right, shall be final un-
less appeal be talcen to the superintendent of immigration,
whose action shall be subject to review by the Secretary of
the Treasury. It shall be the duty of the aforesaid officers
and agents of such vessel to adopt due precautions to pre-
vent the landing of any alien immigrant at any place or time
other than that designated by the inspection officers, and

any siKh officer or agent or person in charge of such vessel
who shall either knowingly or negligently land or permit to
land any alien immigrant at any place'or time otner than
that designated by the inspection offieers, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdem'eanor and punished by a fine not exceeding
one thousand dollars, or by imprisonme'nt for a term not ex-
ceeding one year, or by both such fine and Irsprisonment.
That the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe rules for

insnection along the borders of Canada. British Columbia,
and Mexico so as not to obstruct or unnecessarily delay, im-
pede, or annoy passengers in ordinary travel between said
countrifs: Pru v ided, th&t not exceeding one inspector shall
be appointed for each customs district, and whose salary
shall not exceed twelve hundred dollars per year.
All duties imposed and powers co»ferred by the second

section of the act of August third, eighteen hundred and
eighty-two, upon State commissioners, boards, or officers
acting under contract with the Secretary of the Treasury
shiall be performed and exercised, as occasion may arise, by
the Inspection ofhcers of the United States.
Sec. 9. That for the preservation of the peace and In order

that arrests may be made for crimes under the laws of the
States where the various United States immigrant stations
are located, the officials in charge of such stations as occa-
sion may require shall admit therein the proper State and
municipal officers charged with the enforcement of such

(i«sun * PtuTu Cm K T. OwmnvT IMl, a* r * m«ft

laws, and for the purposes of this section the jurisdiction of
Buch officers and of the local courts shall extend over such
stations.
Sec. 10. That all aliens who may unlawfully come to the

United States shall. If iiractlcable. bo Immediately sent back
on the vessel by which thev were brougiit in. The cost of
their maintenance while on land, as well as the expense of
the return of such aliens, shall be borne by the owneror own-
ers of the vessel on which such aliens came: and if any roas-
ter, agent, vonHlguee. or owner of such vessel shall refuse to
receive back on board the ve•*^el such aliens, or shall neglect
to detain them thereon, or shall refuse or neglect t(t return
them to the port from which they canic. nr to pay the cost of
their maintenance while on hind, snch ma-^ter, agent, con-
signee, or owner shall bw (ka-incd guilty fifii misaenu-anor,
and shall be punished by a tliu* not U-'^m tlinu three hundred
dollars for each and every fiffensf; Hn4i iiny such vessel shnl]
not have clearanri' from any port of the United States while
any such fine Is unpaid.
Sbc. 11. That any alien who sIihII come Into the Ignited

States In violation of law may be returned as by law provid-
ed, at any time within one year Ihi-ri'iiftcr. at the expense of
the person or persona, vessel, transportation company, or
corporation brlnglnt; atich alien into the United States,*,and

If that cannot be done, then at the expense of tlio United
States; and any alien who becomes a public charge within
one year after liis arrival in the United States from causes
existing prior to his landing therein shall be deemed to have
coDte in violation of law nnd shall be returned as aforesaid,
Sfc. 12. That nothing contained in this act shall be con-

strued to affect any prosecution or other proceeding, crlml-
mil or civil, begun under any existing act or any acts hereby
amended, but such prosecution or other proceetUugs, crimi*
nal or civil, shall proceed as if tht act had not been passed.
Skc. i;i. That the circuit and dMrict courts of the I'nitcd

States are hereby Invested with full and concurrent jurisdic-
tion of all cntises, civil and criminal, arising under anv of
tiie nrovisions of this act; luul this act shall go into effect
on tne f\rst dav of Ajtrll, eighteen hundred and ninetv-oue.
Approved, March 3, l?*i>l.

TheU' subjoined chart, prepared by Rev.
Michigan ( author of .VT;7jNrr".v Stnti.^tin

F. W. Hcwcs, of
iral Atlas o/ thf VnHed

Stnd s, Sliiiitiiiiij by (iraphii' .\fftfiodii thr Prcftrtit Cimditiou n/
Tilt ii- Piilitirnf, Soriiil nmt Imtustrial Drvflopinriit). furnishes,
In a graphic form, instructive statistics of Immigration to
the United States durlug the decade wudiug with the y«ar
1890.
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Notes ON THE Chakt by Kev. A. W. UKws.—P*ri(Kiiritij.—
The culminating years of the wist decade are 1H82 and 1888,

as Indicated in the diagram uy the general trend of the
charting lines.
The chief causes producing fluctuations iu the stream of

Immigration itfa undouhtcdly the comparative condi-
tions affecting labor in thU country and that from which
the Immigrant conied. and it i^ remarkable that a knowledge
of favorable or uufavorabk* conditions becomes so quickly
and generally known iu tht; laboring communities of the Old
World, from which the mass of immigration Hows.
Look at the chart and see how true it is that LJie principal

Buropean countries reduced their exodus very greatly in
1SS3, The two exceptions are Italy and Hungary, and in the
following year Hungary and Russia. What else than the let-

ters 8o friends iu the old country can give the impulse that
Increases or decreases this living tide? How these chart
lines portray the judgment of fort^igu peoples as passed upon
labor coudilious here

!

At the same time these chart lines serve to compare the
various labor conditions of Europe. Since 188;J the Russian
line shows a constant increase, indicating that, whatever the
contemplating immigrants from other countries may have
believeu to be to their advantage or disadvantage, those iu
Russia have seen advantage ojily, and have continued to
come in undiminished numbers to a country which they be-
Jieved would give them better conditions The year 1S90 fur-
nishes two oth«r examples of the same kind ; for while most
countries decreased their contribution to our population,
Italy and Hungary greatly increased theirs.

Increasf.—It needs but a brief study of the chart lines to
see that the three countries which are at present most per-
sistent in their increase are the three just noted : viz., Italy,
Russia and Hungary. The sons, clerks, miners, carpenters
and joiners, and tailors.
Of the unskilled or "miscellaneous" occupations :>S are re-

ported, ranging from three "bird dealers" to 13il.;^;5 laliorers.
Others reportiiig at over 2,000 each are: 3,437 peddlers, ti.707

merchants, dealers : 28.625 servants (of which number Ire-
land sends 10.113), and 29,2% farmers i,of which number Ger-
many sends 8,4(39.

Among the more numerous "professional occupations" are
reported 491 clergymen, 578 musicians, 261 physicians and
surgeons, 484 teachers, 109 sculptors, 158 lawyers, 105 engra-
vers, 271 artists, 169 actors, and (the least number) 5 lin-
guists.
One of the surprises coming to many who examine the

chart will be the discovery *hat England alone (not even in-
cluding Wales) has, since 1S85, sent a larger number of immi-
grants than Ireland.
A few points showing what occupations these two nation-

alities bring with them are given:

Country.
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IMPUTATION, a common technical expression
in Christian theology. It denotes the transference
of guilt or of merit, of punishment or reward. The
doctrine of the imputation of sin, for example, is

that all manlvind are sharers in the fact and conse-
quences of Adam's fall from innocence, and the
correlative doctrine of tlie imputation of Christ's

righteousness is that the merit or righteousness of

Christ is transferred to those who believe in Him;
in other words, that they become sharers in His
righteousness.
IX ARTICULO MORTIS (at the moment of

death), a legal phrase used in connection with the
execution of deeds by persons at the point of death.
INCARNATION, a term used in theology to de-

note the union of the Divine nature of the Son of

God with human nature in the person of Christ.

See Jesus Christ in these Revisions and Additions

;

also Britannica, Vol. VIII, pp. 656-672.

INCLINED PLANE, The, is reckoned one of the
mechanical powers because a man may, by rolling

it up a plane, raise a weight, which he could not
lift. The figure ABD represents an inclined plane,
AD is the plane properly so called ; DB the height
of the plane, BA its base, and BAD the angle of

inclination or elevation. The power necessary to

sustain any weight on an inclined plane is to the
weight as the height of the plane to its length ; or
as DB to DA. Hence a force which would, if applied

vertically, just lift 300 pounds will keep a rolling

mass of 780 pounds in position upon a smooth in-

clined plane, whose i/radioit is five 'height) in thir-

teen (sloping length) ; and a force exceeding this

would pull the mass up the slope. In every prac-

tical case, however, there is a certain force expend-
ed in overcoming friction, even on a dead level;

in railway trains this is equivalent to vertically lift-

ing about 50 pounds for every ton of dead weight

;

and when a train leaves a level run to go up a
slope of, say, one in eighty, the engine has for every
ton of weight to do work equivale-nt to vertically

lifting fifty pounds plus one-eightieth of a ton, or
seventy-eight pounds instead of the former fifty.

IN CCENA DOMINI, a celebrated papal bull,

which, with additions and modifications at various
times, dates back to the Middle Ages. Its present
form, however, is received from Popes .fulius II,

Paul III, and, finally, in lii'_'7 from L'rban VIII,
from wliich year it continued for a century and a
half to be published annually on Holy Thursday.
It is a summary of ecclesiastical censures against
heresy, schism, sacrilege, etc. It also denounces
piracy, plunder of shipwrecked goods, and forgery.

This bull encountered in the seventeenth century
the oi)position of nearly all tlie courts, and in 1770

Clement XIV, discontinued its publication.
IN'COME T.\X, a tax levied in some countries

on income. During and following the civil war, the
United States (xovernment levied (from 1861 to

1872) a tax onincome»at the following rates: Dat-
ing in 1862, incomes under if."),0()0 a year the tax was
5 percent, (exempting ifdOO and paid house-rent);
on incomes of .f5,0(l0 and not over $111,000, 7K. per
cent, and on those over .•( 10,00(1, Id per cent, without
exemptions. There were several inodilicit ions : in

18(>5 the exemption limit was li.xed at $1.0(10, and in

lH70Mt $2,000. In bH72 the income tax in the Knited
States was abolished. In the United Kln:;doin the

rate of income tax in 1890 and 1891 was rated as
follows

:

In the £
Schedule ,\, lands, tenements, etc 6
Schedule B, occupiers of farms, etc 3

Scotland and Ireland 2J^" Nurseries and market gardens 6
Schedules C, D, and E, income 6

If under £150, exempt; if under £400, the tax is not charge-
able upon the first £120.

INCUMBENT, the rector, parson, or vicar holding
an ecclesiastical benefice.
INDEBTEDNESS OF FOREIGN NATIONS.

The figures and facts here given (and designed to
present a comparative view of the indebtedness of
nations in 1890), have been compiled from the de-
tailed statements and reports furnished by the
proper financial officers of the United States, as col-

lated and published in the census bulletins of 1890.

No special report from Spain and Mexico, and from
some of the Southern States had been received up
to the date of sending these pages to press. In
some cases where an increase of the indebtedness
of a nation is shown, such increase is due to aid
given to private corporations, or the direct expen-
ditures in the constructions of railways or other
public improvements, the value of which improve-
ments may be equal to that of the expenditures
therefor, or perhaps in excess, but of which no ac-
count can well be taken in a summary of this

character. (See table on following page.)
To show changes in the debt in any country be-

tween the two periods in question it has \>een
found necessary to adopt a like standard of value
for each period, and for that purpose a nominal
value in gold of the currency in which the debt
was stated, has bi^en used whenever know n. Owfng
to the delay in making up the accounts some of the
debts reported for ISOO were, in fact, for 1889, and
in a few cases for 1S8S; Imt in every case the latest

date for which a report of the debt has been re-

ceived has been taken. See United St.^tes, Debt
OF, in these Revisions and Additions.
INDENTURE, the technical name for a deed,

under seal, entered into between two or more par-
ties with mutual covenants. The edges were
formerly indented, or notched, to correspond, for

identification and security. Imlniltirfs of appren-
llci ship refer to the contract between an apprentice
and a master.
INDEPENDENCE, a city and county-seat of

Buchanan county, Iowa, on Wapsipincon River. 65
miles west of Dubuque. It has a State insane asy-
lum, three parks, expensive scliool-buildings. Pop-
ulation in 1890, 4,120.

INDEPENDENCE, the county-seat of Montgom-
ery county, Kan., located on the Verdigris River,

134 miles, by rail, south of Lawrence.
INDEPENDENCE, a city and county-seat of

Jackson county. Mo, 10 miles east of Kansas City,

and three miles from the Mississippi. It contains
two colleges and several other institutions of learn-

ing. It was formerly the headquarters of the over-

land routes to New jlexico, Oregon and California.

Population in 1S90, 6,.S73.

INDl.V. For general article on this great Brit-

ish empire, giving in i.rlntm) its geography, history,

government, productions, commerce and earlier sta-

tistics, see Britannica, A'ol. XI I, pji. 731-812. The
present area of the empire, without reckoning in

Baluchistan (130,000 square miles), which is to

some extent deiieiuh^nt on, or feudatory to, India,

reaches from the Sth to the 35th degree of north
latitude, and from the(i7th to the KMlth degree of

longitude east of (ireenwicli ; Calcutta itself lying

in 8S^ K. loncitude. The areas of t'ashmere. >lani-

jmr. and of the recently annexed jirovince of Up-
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Names of Countries.

Arccntlne Republic
A\i3tria-Hungary
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Chill
Colombl*
Denmark
France
Dependencies—Africa.
Madagascar
Tuuis

German Empire ( proper)
States of Germany

:

Alsace-Lorraine
Baden
Bavaria
Bremen
Brunswick
Hamburg
Hesse
Lippe
Liibeck
Mecklcnburg-Schwerin
Mecklenburg-Streiitz
Oldenburg
Prussia
SaxeWeimar
Saxony
Schauni burg-Lippe
Thuringian States:
Keuss, E. B
Reuss, Y. B
Saxe-Altenburg
Saxe Coburg-Gotha
Saxc-Meiniugeu
Schwarzburg-Iiudolstadt
Schwarzburg-Soudersbausea..

Waldeck
Wilrtemberg

Great Britain and Ireland
Dependencies

—

Asia:
Ceylon
India

Africa:
Cape of Good Hope
Mauritius
Natal

America:
Bermudas
Canada

Australasia and Oceanlca

:

Fiji
New South Wales
New Zealand
Queensland
South .Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Greece
Guatemala
Havti
Hawaii
Honduras
Italy
Japan
Liberia
Mexico
Montenegro
Netherlands
Dependency—Dutch East Indies.

.

Nicaragua
Paraguay
Peru
Koumania
Russia
Salvador
Santo Domingo
Scrvia
Spain—
Sweden and Norway:
Sweden
Norway

Switzerland
Turkey;
Dependency—Egypt

Grand total.

Debt Less Sinking Fund.

$117,165,852
2,»1,.509,57-2

272,24'.l.276

29,100,000
445,225,934
85.7li2,6l)5

14,7Ui;,(179

27,1US,982

4,274,782,478

3,937,265

67,953.404
283,r)M,534

6,459,025
6,507 .S56

84.394,003
o.ii'.v.sai;

3111.200

3.73,s,S17

10,500,000
,57.775

9,2.57,787

344,115,551
222,102

152,5.39,705

350,000

85,650
170,319
150,968
947,340

2,418,340
521,550
80(i,9I9

623,175
91,564,500

3,577,746,690

1,750,000
671.574,652

55,0:)4,660

3,888,000

7,132,180

74,519,595
128,085,565
66.245,430
49,:!:!0,0OO

8,68:1.848

102.5:;8,500

1.692,161

51,079.192
4,241.055

16,223.263
:!,S8.9(HI

29,111,925
2,014,237,9:12

345,073,805
.500.000

117,193,728

382,440,317

229 ,.392 ,000

265,0.50,000

74,189,C>.52

8,318,953,000
2,078,885
3,682,422
7,000.000

2.583,209,2.52

,56 ..551 .435

17,543.s:i7

5ji73,299

491,520.600

23,481,572,185

1890.

$284,867,009
2,866,3;iy,.5:i9

380,.504 ,099

14.763,:i67

585,:!-15,927

a5,l'.12,:«9

63,451,583
33,004,722

4,446,793,398

2,827,900
»! ,881,500

77,577,719

3,837,:<73

71,165,2.52

835,503,105
16,217,400
4.87C.I74

59,202.916
7,562.763
220.725

335,709

9,211,095
1,109,.384,127

425,l>62

143,897,747
1.50,000

70,687
63,540

158,853
955,311

2,550,698
743,800
842,6'31

568,200
107,7.35.500

3,350,719,663

11,184,400
881,003,592

110,817,720
8,4i;4.662

22,028,424

41,864
2.37,533,212

678,800
233,28'.l,245

181,898,305
129.201,7.50

202,177..500

22,:«5,:'rl5

179,614,005

6,.509,7:J6

107,.W.,518
10,S25,s:l6

13.500,000
2,:!I12.235

03,394,267
2,324,826,329
305.727.816

972,000
113,IUI6,675

740,200
430,589,868
18,:!81,509

1,711.206
i9,i;;i!.oi3

3.82.175.6,55

180,145,800

491,018,074
6.013,;»0
9,865,2.56

60,81 1,:!;«

1,251,453,696

6-(,220,807

13,973,752
10,912,925

617,278.200

Debt Per Capita.

25,636,075.8.10

1880.

$07.46
68.72
49.32
14.87
44.83
37.56
3.79

13.95
113.47

12.33

2.51

43.28
83.68
34.83
18.63

76.78
6.69

2.83
68.81
18.20
0..58

27.43
12.61

0.72

81.31

9.89

1.69

1.74

0.97
4.87

11.68
6.,50

11.35
11.03

46.45
101.52

0.63
2.64

48.40

10.77

19.72

40.51

99.17
261.43
.310.25

176.26

75.05

118.91

86.96
25.80

8.46
28.36

6.71

116.46
70.78
9.65

0.69

11.83

95.31

966.42
98.06

14.02
S8.,s.5

4.78
14.73
4.19

165.37

12.89
9.05
2.06

1890.

$78.40
70.84
63.10
12.:J8

41.80
81.96.

16.36
15.06

116.86

0.81

23.26
1.57

2.3»
42.96

60.0S
89.94
12.10
94,8.'>

7.60
1.72

43.10

25 96
37.03
l.Sl

41.11
8.83

I.IS
0.5S
0.9S
4.63
11.39
8.67
11.16
9.92

52.93

87.79

3.8C:

3.27.

77.50-

22.9a
46.76-

2.69
47.51

5.41
214.87
298.01
3.3:^.46

:t21.U0

147.46
161.63
150.2.3

49.06
7.59

14.06
26.57

146.77
76.06
7.83

0.91

9.98
3.14

95..56

0.64

4.28
69.56
145.77
:<2.7.5

,30.79

9.05

16.17

80.20

78.85

13.53
7.1S
S.72

75.88
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per Burma, with its dependent Shan States, have
never been surveyed. Cashmere, however, is esti-

mated at 80,900 square miles, Manipur at 8,000, Up-
per Burma at 90,000, and the British Shan States at
90,000. With these estimated figures, the total
area of British India may be taken to be 1,648,944
square miles, of which 765,947 square miles are un-
der native and the remainder under British admin-
istration. The population of India, shown by the
census in 1881, was 253,982,595; but this did not in-

clude the figures for Cashmere, which in 1873 had a
population of 1,534,972, or Manipur with its popula-
tion of 221,070, or Upper Burma with its estimated
population of 3,000,000, and the Shan states with
their estimated population of 2,000,000. Adding in
these totals, and allowing for a yearly increment
of one-half per cent, to the census figures, the total
population of British and feudatory India at the
beginning of the year 1891 may be taken to be
273,533,000, of whom 211,936,000 are in British terri-

tory. From Peshawar, the northern frontier sta-
tion, to Cape Comorin, the distance is 1,900 miles,
and the same distance separates Kurrachee, the
port of Sind, from Sudiya, the frontier post on the
eastern border of Assam. The limit, yet unde-
fined, of the states dependent on Upper Burma
stretches even further to the east than Sadiya,
while British influence in Baluchistan goes farther
west than Peshawar. Tlie province of Burma, in-

cluding the country formerly independent, and
now called Upper Burma, which was annexed to the
Asiatic dominion early in 1886, lies to the east of

the Bay of Bengal, and forms no part of the Indian
Peninsula.
The English dominion in India dates from 1600,

when the first East India Company was incor-
porated by Queen Elizabeth. The act establishing
the authority of the British crown, and the "Proc-
lamation to Princes, Chiefs, and Peoples of India,"
that Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, assumed the
government of all the territories of India, were
dated Nov. 1855. It was not, however, till 1877 that
the queen formally assumed the title of Empress
of India. Tlie home imperial government is in-

trusted to a " Secretary of State for India," assisted

by a council of not less than ten members, the ma-
jority of whom must be persons who have served or
resided ten years in India, and who have not left

India more tlian ten years previous to the date of

their appoiHtment on the council. The office is

held for a term of ten years, and any vacancy is

filled by the appointment of the " Secretary of

State for India."
British India now (1891) embraces nine separate

Provinces, each under its own civil goverimient,
ut subordinate to the general and supreme gov-

ernment. The resident chief executive, the vice-

royal governor-general, whose administration ex-
tends over all the provinces, is appointed by the
crown. His present annual salary is £25,000
($125,000), with additional allowance of about
£12,000. His ordinary term of office is five years.
The present incumbent (July 1, 1S91) is the Mar-
quis of Lansdowne. who assumed office Dec. 10,

1888. He is supreme in his executive authority,
but is assisted by an executive council of six mem-
bers, including the commander-in-chief. Power is

reserved to him of overruling his council; but all

acts of the government run in the name of the
" Governor-(ienoral in Council." This body, form-
ing the supreme government in India, passes in

review the entire administration in six separate
departments— Finance and Commerce, Foreign,
Military, Public Works, Home, and the Department
of Kevenue and Agriculture. Each department is

under the charge of a secretary, and is also the

special care of a member of the supreme council,
who has authority to deal with affairs of routine
and minor importance, and to select what is

worthy of the consideration of the governor-gen-
eral and his collective council. The governor-
general specially superintends the political busi-
ness of the foreign office. The department of fi-

nance and commerce looks to questions of finance,
to stamps, excise ; the postoffioe, and anything in-
volving a permanent charge on the state; also to
questions bearing on tne commerce of the country.
The most important subjects coming under the at-
tention of the department of revenue and agri-
culture are the land revenue, forests, and the agri-
cultural development of the country. The home
department deals with the educational, medical,
sanitary, ecclesiastical, judicial, municipalities, lo-

cal government boards, police, and other matters,
and has charge of the penal settlements of Port
Blair aSid Xicobar. The foreign department con-
ducts relations with Afghanistan, Nepaul, and
other conterminous countries, and corresponds
with the political agents of the numerous semi-
indei)endent native states of Kajputana and Cen-
tral India, and with the residents of Mysore,
Cashmere, Baroda, and Hyderabad. The marine
service, as well as the army, is under the military
department. The legal member takes charge of
government bills in the legislative council, which
consists of twelve members (besides the seven mem-
bers of the executive council), of whom one-half
must be unconnected with the public service. As
only Bengal, Madras, Bombay, and the Northwest
Provinces possess councils of their own, the legis-

lative council of India legislates for those prov-
inces which are unprovided with local councils, or
on matters of exceptional importance affecting the
empire.
Separate high courts have been established for the

provinces of ^ladras and Bombay and for the lieu-
tenant-governorship of Bengal (with jurisdiction
also over Assam), and of the Northwest Provinces.
The Punjauli has a chief court; the Central Prov-
inces. Oudh and Mysore, have each a judicial com-
missioner, and Burma has a judicial commissioner
and a recorder.
The government of India is debited with the cost

of the army for all India, with the interest on debt,
and, generally, with all imperial as distinguished
from provincial expenditure.

Since the close of the record in the Britannica,
Vol. XII, the list of governor-generals has been aa
follows, with date of apimintment : JMarquis of

Ripon,18S0; Marquis of DuU'erin and Ava, 1884;
Manjuis of Lansdowne, 1888.

The native states of Incila cover an area of 76fi,000 square
miles, and contain an estimated population of 61.000,000. Tlie
most important of uative Triuces in li>91 are mentioned lu
the foUowiniLT tal>le:

Princes.

Nizam of Hyder^ittlld
Gaelcwar of" liaroda
Maharaja of tiwalior

of Mysore
" of Caslnnere
" of Travancore
" of.Inlpnr
'* of Indore
*' of I'atiala
*' of .todlipur

Regum of lUloi>aI
Takor .Saheb ol Hhftwnogar..
Raja of Koliiapur
Maharaja of Bhurtpur

" of lUwar
• of Oudipur

Sq. M. Pop. 1881.

.807

.OCT

.733

.000
•30

,4lV)

,402

887
000
874
8<>0

8lfi

,!174

,0-.M

,670

9.81,'i.5SI-l

2,lS.i.(K).'i

3.11ft,8.=.7

4.1S(..I^S

l,.'.;U.!)7it

2.311,370
2,.');t-l,;«7

1.4('.7,4aS

l,7.''>0,4a3

S.T-1,901

4(H);i23

SOO.l.'SO

(VI.S,4,V)

(i82.!l2fi

1,494,220

Revenue.

Kx.»
3.130,000
L.'isi.ooo

1,434,000
1„S29,000

700,000
712,000
i;20,tHlO

C11,000
479,000
408,000
S.SI,tKK)

4.'«,(X10

,S12.fl00

261.tKX)

207,000

298,000

t Rx. to 10 rupcca, or obout |£.
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The names of the various provinces, as arranged
at present, with their population, as reported at

latest dates, are as follows

:

01
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sions and Additions it is only required that such
fp.cts and figures shall be given as are needed to

furnish the latest important information. This in-

formation has been drawn chiefly from the elab-

orate annual report of the Hon. T. J. Morgan, Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, made to the United
States Secretary of the Interior, under date of

October, 1890, and from the Official Census Keports
of the United States for the year 1S90.

I. Supervision of Indian Aff.\irs.—The law
prescribes that the Commissioner "shall, under
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, and
agreeably to such regulations as the President
may prescribe, have the management of all Indian
affairs, and of all matters arising out of Indian re-

lations." He is charged with the annual disburse-
ment of more than $7,000,000 and with the purchase
and distribution of great quantities of subsistence,
clothing, agricultural, medical, and other supplies.
He gives instructions to more than sixty agents,
supervises their work, examines their accounts, de-
cides perplexing questions arising constantly in

the course of administration of agency affairs, and
through them oversees in detail the various lines

of civilization inaugurated among the tribes, farm-
ing, stock-raising, building of houses, Indian police
and courts, social and sanitary regulations, etc.

He determines upon the appointment and removal
of over twenty-five hundred agency and school em-
ployes, and appoints traders and physicians. Li-

censed trade among Indians is under his exclusive
control.
He considers and determines all questions of law

arising in reference to Indian lands; the legal
status of Indians with reference to each other and
to white people; the conflicts between local or
State laws and tribal customs, and between State
and Federal laws; also questions of citizenship,
guardianship, crimes, misdemeanors ; the prosecu-
tion of persons for the sale of whisky to Indians;
taxation; water rights; right of way of railroads;
eattle grazing; conveyances of land ; contracts be-
tween Indians and whites; sales of timber on In-
dian reservations; allotment of land, etc. Many
of these questions, especially those relating to
lands, are of great intricacy, involving interpreta-
tions of treaties and laws as far back as colonial
times.
He is charged with the duty of organizing a plan

of education with all which that implies; the
erecting of schoolhouses; appointing of teachers,
and the keeping of a watcliful oversight over all

Indian school matters.
Bills relating to Indian affairs are usually re-

ferred by ('ongress to the Indian Bureau for infor-

mation and report, and before signing an act the
President generally refers it to tlie Commissioner
for report as to the existence of any reason wliy it

should not receive Executive approval. Original
bills and reports are also prepared by the Indian
Office for transmission to Congress.
Under the act of .March ''. IXS,'), the Commission-

er examines and reporls to the Secretary of the In-
terior on all depredation chiims, amounting to
many millirms of dollars, which have lieen filed in

the Bureau during the last forty years.
II. AltE.V AND PoPl'I.ATIOX OF INDIAN TERRITORY

ny States.—At the date of Ihe Coinissinncr's annu-
al report in IHHO there were l.'in Inilian reserva-
tions in the United Slates I'counlirig the L'2 small
reserves of the Mission Indians of California as one
only, and tlie 19 Pueblo reserves in New Mexico
also as one>, having an aggregate area of about
llM.OOO.nOO acres, or 1S1,250 sipiare mil(>s. an area
greater than that of the New Kngland and ^liddlo
States combined, greater than the aggregate area of

the States of Ohio. Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky,
and nearly equal to the combined area of the two
Dakotas and Montana. Itislargerby half than the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
larger than Sweden or Norway, and nearly as large
as either France or Spain. The total Indian popu-
lation of the United States, exclusive of Alaska, was,
by the census of 1889, 250,483, and exclusive of the
five civilized tribes in Indian Territory, 185,283.
The following table sliows the di'stribution of

Indian lands and Indian population in the several
States and Territories at the date above referred to

:

State or Territory.

-\rizona
Cnlifornia
Colorado
North Dakota
South Dakota
Idaho
Indian Territory.
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina...
Oregon
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Miscellaneous ....

Area in
acres.

6,60.S,191

494,045

1,094,400
3,1SS.480

22,910,426
2,611,4S1

89,199 .5,S0

l,2.Wi

102.026
27,319

4,747.941

10,591,300
1.30,947

OM.lffi
10 ,002 ,.525

87,077

65,211
2,075,240

3,972,480

4,04.1,284

512,061
2,342,400

Square
miles.

10,317U
772

1,710
4.982

35,798?^
4,080

61,249
2

1591 <

42!i
7.419

16,549
214

1 .490!^
15,629

137
102

3,242

6,207
6,321
800

3,660

Popula-
tion.

17,779
12,739
1,814
8,252

21,461
4,174

79,692
393
989

7,428
7,979

11,214

3,701

8,251
28,928
5,046
3,000
4,520
290

i„294

9,789
7,503
1.946

1,302

III. Area, Popi'lation, and Disbursements by
Agencies.— The table on page 893 gives the
names and State locations of the various In-
dian Agencies, severally showing the areas and
Indian population with the government appro-
priation to each, with salaries of the agents and
the amount of the tionds whicli tlie latter were re-

quired to execute severally for the fiscal year end-
ing .lune 30, 1890.

IV. Settled Government Policy.— On this
important question the Indian Commissioner
says: "It has become the settled policy of the
government to break up reservations, destroy
tribal relations, settle Indians upon their own
homesteads, incorimrate them into the national
life, and deal with tht>ni nut as natimis or tribes or
bands, but as individual citizens. The American
Indian is to become the Indian American.
"A public school system is being rapidly provided,

whereby every accessible Indian boy and girl cif

school age is to be afforded an opportunity of rc-

(]uiring the rudiments of an English education and
the elements of an honorable calling. "What pro-
gress has been made in this direction during the
last year is discussed under the general topic of
education.
"The Indians themselves are coming to under-

stand the iiresent policy of the Government and are
showing an increasing readiness and even desire to
adjust themselves to it. liiiring the year I liavo

had personal interviews witli prominent clii(>fs and
rejiresentat ive Indians from Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota, Oregon, .Arizona, New Mexico, Okla-
homa, and Indian Territory, and I have been much
gralilicd with their IntoHigent apprehension of the
situation and with the willingness exhibited, as a
gen (Till thing, to except lands in severalty with indi-

vidual cil izensliip. .\linost without except ion they
have pleaded with me for more and better schools.
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Agency. A reft III

Sfniarc Mis.
Population. Bond.

Aniounfc
of .\inmal

ments.

Salary.

Blackfeet, Mont
Cheyenne River, S. Dak
Cheyenne ancl .\rapaho, Olkahoma
Colorado Kiver. .Vriz

Colville jVgemy, \Va.sh

Crow Creek and Lower Uruld, S. Dak
Crow, Mon t

Devil's Lake. N. Dak
Ba,steru Cherokee, N. C
Flathead. .Mont.
Fort Berthold. N. Dak
Fort Bel knnn, Mont
Fort Hall, Idaho
Fort I'ec-k , M on t

Grand Roude, Oregon
Green Bay. Wis*
IIoo|ia Vallev. Cal
Kiowa, Oklahoma
Klaliiatli. Oregon
Lemhi, Idaho
La I'ointe, Wis
Mescalero, X. Mex
Mission Tule River (consolidated), Cal
Navajo. N. Me.x
Neah Bay, Wash
Nevada. Ncv
New York. N. Y
Nez Peroes. Idaho
Omaha and Winnebago, Nebr
Osage and Kaw , Oklahoma
PJma, Ariz
Pine Ridge, S. Dak
Ponca, Pawnee, Otoe and Oakland. Oklahoma.
Pottawatomi and Great Nemaha, Kans
Pneblo, S. Mex
Puyalhip (consoll.iated). Wash
Qntipaw. Ind.T
Roiine Vallev, Cul
Rosehnd, S. Dak
San Carlos. Arizf
Southern Ute and .Ilcarilla, Colo
Slssetou , S. Dak
Standing Rock. N. Dak
Sac and Fox, Oklahoma
Sac and Fox, Iowa
San tee, Nebr
Shoshone. Wyo
Siletz. Oregon
Tongue River, Mont
Tulalip, W'ash
Umatilla, Oregon
Union, Ind. T
Uintah and Ouray, Utah
Warm Springs, Oregon
White Earth. Minn
Western Shoshone, Nev
Yakama, Wa-sh
Yankton, S. Dak

2,750
2,181

6,715
330

5,»48
1.185
7,:iW

i»2
102

2,240

4,550
840

1,878

2,773
96

48S
180

5.801

1,650
100
667
741
432

16,741
36

1,001

137
1,167
124

2,453
775

4,930
803
196

1,417
364
325
159

5,044
3,950
2,360
1,235
4,176
2,329

2
150

1.235
351
580
25

420
30.914
6,207
725

6,988
488

1,250
672

2,293
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ful expenditures have been made in repairing and
enlarging school-houses and providing them with

proper equipments, and new ones have been erect-

ed where most urgently demanded. A new and
carefully revised system of rules, including a course

of study, has been drawn up and a series of text-

books prepared.
Commissioner Morgan in his supplemental re-

port of 1SS9 set forth quite in detail his views re-

garding Indian education. These views have met
with most gratifying acceptance, and have awak-
ened a great deal of interest among all classes of

citizens. The plan there outlined received the in-

dorsement of Dr.W.T.Harris, United States Commis-
sioner of Education, of General John Eaton, ex-Com-
missioner of Education, and was heartily approved
by the National Educational Association, the Amer-
ican Institute of Instruction, the New York State

Teachers' Association, and other leading educa-

tional bodies, besides receiving the warmest com-
mendation of distinguished educators and philan-

thropic organizations, like the Mohonk Confer-

ence, the Indian Rights Association, etc.

Under the fostering care of the Government, a

series of training schools has grown up more or

less distant from the reservations where, in addi-

tion to the ordinary English education, Indian pu-

pils are trained to habits of industry. The follow-

ing table shows the list of these schools with their

locations, date of opening, capacity, rate per an-

num, enrollment, and average attendance during

the fiscal year ending June 3U, 1S90.
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National Government I liave invited their co-oper-
»tif)ii, iincl have offered to contract with school dis-

tricts for the tuition of Indian pupils at the rate of

(10 per quarter.
I think this wiM prove a very important feature

of the work in liand, and contidently expect within
a year to bo able to report a great advance in this

direction. Indian allottees can be provided with
educational facilities for their children in no more
satisfactory manner, and the tuition paid by the
Government aids the school districts to maintain
schools in sections of the country where lands in

severalty have been taken by the Indians."
The total annual appropriations made by Con-

gress since the year lS7i> for the support of Indian
schools were a« follows

.

Year.
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It was further settled in the case of the Cherokee

Nation v. The State of Georgia (5 Peters, p. 1) that

the Indians had an unquestionable and therefore

an unquestioned right to the lands they occupied

until that right of occupancy was extinguislied by

voluntary cession to the Government ; that they

occupied lands to which the United States asserted

a title, independent of their will, which must take

effect in respect of possession when their right of

occupancy ceased. Hence, the claim of the Govern-

vient to the lamh of the Indian tribes extends to the

complete ultimate title, charijed ivith the Indian right of

possession and to the exclusive power of acquiring that

right. (See Johnson i'. M'Intosh, 8 Wheat, 543;

Fletcher r. Peck, 6 Cranch, 87; Holden v. Joy, 17

"Wall, 211 ; Beecher i: Wetherly, 95 U. S., 517.)

For an elaborate and exhaustive discussion of

the question of title of the Indian lands of the

United States, as affected by the Colonial laws, the

laws of the thirteen original States, and the recog-

nition of such title by the United States Govern-
ment in treaty arrangements with the Indians and
Congressional legislation the reader is referred to

the Annual Report of the U. S. Commissioner of In-

dian Affairs for the year 1890.

Government Pl.\n' of Conveying Lands rv Al-

lotment.—Where it is suitable for agriculture or

grazing purposes, it is the present policy of the

Government to allot land in severalty to the In-

dians within their respective reservations — 160

acres to heads of families, 80 acres to single persons

over eighteen years of age, 80 acres to orphan
children under eighteen years of age, and 40 acres

to each other single person under eighteen years

of age—to patent these individual holdings, with a

restriction against alienation for twenty-five years,

or longer, in the discretion of the President, and to

purchase from the respective tribes any or all of

the surplus land remaining after the allotments

have been made. The general law for this is the

allotment act of February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. p. .388),

applicable to all reservations, except those wf the

five civilized tribes and three others in the Indian
Territory, those of the State of New York, and one
in Nebraska adjoining the Pine Ridge Sioux Reser-

vation, which was set apart by Executive order for

the purpose of suppressing liquor traffic witli the

Indians. In numerous instances, where clearly

desirable, Congress has by special legislation

authorized negotiations with the Indians for por-

tions of their reservations without waiting for the

slower process of the general allotment act, which
involves the survey of the land, the allotment in

severalty by special agents appointed by tlie Presi-

dent for tliat purpose, and negotiations with the

Indians for the cession and relinquishment of their

surplus unallotted lands.

It is estimated' that under sucli special legislation

about 13,000,000 acres of land have l)een secured by
cession from the Indians during the past year; and
there are agreements now pending before ('ongress,

through whicli, if ratified, the (iovernment will ac-

quire some 4,5no,lH)0 acres more; all of which will,

under the opcrnticin of these laws, be open to white
settlement in the near future.

Of the land actually acciuired. about 9,000,000

acres are in North and South Dakota, secured from
the Sioux (act of March 2. 1880, 25 Stat., p. 888), and
about 4,00(1,000 acres in Minnesota, acquired from
the Chippewas (act of Jaiuiary 14, l.sso, Stat., 25 p.

G42).* The agreements now pending in ('ongress

The Chlppowns ceded nil of their Iniirts in Mlniii sota em-
broc«Mi In tli« si'vernl reservntlons ncriiiiii'd liy them, exr-ept

the White Kurth Ke»ervtilioii, ot which lliiv i-ideil four entire
townships, iirid pxei'iiilnM. ulsn, tlie Ited Lalic Kcserviition,

ot which they ceded perhaps tbr»e-fourths: but ttciiu not bo

will, if ratified, restore to the public domain about
1,600,000 acres in North Dakota, in the Fort Berth-
old Reservation; ahout 660,000 aares in South
Dakota, in the Lake Traverse (Sisseton) Reserva-
tion ; about 185,000 acres in Idaho, in the Ca?ur
d'Alene Reservation

; about 1,095,000 acres in Col-
orado, beingthe whole of the southern Ute Reserva-
tion, and about 941,000 acres in Oklahoma Terri-
tory, now embraced in the Pottawattomie, Iowa,
and Sac and Fox Reservations ; a grand total of up-
wards of 17,400,000 acres, or about one-seventh of
all the Indian lands in the United States.
Leaving out the five civilized tribes and the

Alaska Indians, it would take about 30,000,000 acres
of land to give to every Indian in the United
States—man, woman, and child—160 acres each.
There would still remain, in round numbers, 66,-

000,000 acres of Indian land, (exclusive of the res-
ervations of the five civilized tribes), which, at $1
per acre, probably a fair average, woirid yield
$66,000,000, the annual interest on which, at five

per cent, would be $3,300,000—a sum sufficient to
pay the entire cost of educating all the Indian
children in the L'nited States. At the end of a few
years, the principal sum might properly be dis-

tributed per capita among the rightful owners to
assist them in improving their homes, when they
could be left like other citizens to care for them-
selves.
Here is an immense landed estate belonging to

the Indians, which, if judiciously managed by the
Government, ought to place them on the high road
to prosperity, and relieve the Government of a
great financial burden.
The general allotment act of Congress of Febru-

ary 8, 1887, confirms the Indian title in all existing
reservations. It provides that in all cases where
any tribe or band of Indians has been or shall

hereafter be located upon any reservation created
for their use, "either by treaty stipulation or by
virtue of an act of Congress, or by executive order,

setting apart the same for their use," the President
of the United States may, whenever in his opinion
any reservation or any part thereof is suitable for

the purpose, allot the lands of saitl reservation in

severalty to the Indians located thereon, in quanti-
ties as specified ; and that after lands shall have
been so allotted, or sooner, if in the opinion of the
President it shall be for the best interests of the
Indians, it shall be lawful for the Secretary of the
Interior to negotiate with such Indian tribe for the
purchase and release by said tribe, in conformity
with the treaty or statute under which such reser-

vation is held, of such portions of its reservation
not allotted as such trilie shall from time to time
consent to sell, "uiion sucli terms and conditions
as shall be considered just and e(|uitable between
the United States and said tribe of Indians."
During the yearclosing Octnber, 1890, allotment!,

were made on various reservations, as follows:

Ynnliton Rcservntion iu South Dnkotii, UM,
\Viiiel)aKo Indians, 953.

<; rnnde Ronde, Oregon, i(<9.

Kastern Suwanee 7^
I'upaK'^, or San Xavter, Ariz 391.

("onfederated IVoria and Western Miami 6S.

I,ac dn Flamlioan Lac Court d' Orellles, (Lake Superior), 90.

Klekapoo Indian, 36.

Oneiiln 1,700.

Devil's Lake Reservation, 809.

Nez IVrec Reservation, Iowa, about 3.000

tjuassa. Ind. Territory, aliout 7.10.

.Ilearllla Apaebe. New Mexico N)l.

.Sac and Fox In Kansas and Nebraska, 71.

ascertainetl how mndi or just what ]mrticnlar portions of
said reservations, except Wltitc ICardi and Red Lake. l»ave
actually lieen rellminlsliecl to tlie l'nited .states nntll Iho
Intlians shall have selected anil reeehed the allotments t«

which they are eiultled under sakl act.
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The total number of acrps incUulpd in the uUot-
ments is nearly if not iiiiite 14,U00,UUU. Tliis shows
a most gratifying progress.

X. Jj.vw.s Against TnK Sale ok Intoxicating
Luii'ous TO Indians.—The Indian Commissioner
reports lluit one of ihe most diinoiilt tilings to con-
tend witli in the administration of Indian alTairs is

the vice of intemperance. A large projiortion of

the Indians lead a life of idleness, and are therefore
lial)le to yield to the temptations of drinking and
gambling. The liiiuor supplies reach the avarice
of white men. The commission has dismissed a
number of white employes for intemperance, and
has refused to apjjoint any one who did not pledge
liimself to abstain from the use of intoxicating
liquors as a beverage.

Sections 213l» and 2140 of the United States Re-
vised Statutes i)rovide as follows:

Sec. 21S9. No ardent spirits shall be introduced, under any
fretense, into the ludiau country. Every i»erson (except an
ndian in the Indian country) who sells. e.Kchan^es,gives,bar-

ters, or disposes of any sitirituous Hti_\iors or wine to any In-
dian under the charge of any Indian superintendent or
agent, or introduces or attenips to introduce any spirituous
li'tuor or wine Into tlie Intliau country, shall be'punishable
by imprisonment for not more than two years, and by a line
oi" not more than three hundred dollars'. But it shall be a
sutlicient defense to any charge of introducing or attempting
to introduce iiunor into the Indian country that the acts
charged were done by order of or under authority from the
War bepartment, or any officer duly authorized thereunto by
the War iJejiartment.
SEC. 2110. If any superintendent of Indian affairs, Indian

agent, or sub-agent, or connuanding olticer of military post,
has reason to suspect or is imfornied that any white person
or Indian is about to introduce or has introduced. any spirit-
uous liquor or wine into the Indian country in violation of
law, such superintendent, agent, sub-agent, or command-
ing officer, may cause the boats, stores, packages, wagons,
sleds, and places of deposit of such persou be searched: and
If any such litiuor is found therein, the same, together with
the boats, teams, wagons, and sleds used in conveying the
same, and also the goods, packages, and peltries of such per-
son, shall be seizedand delivered to the proper officer, and
shall be proceeded against by libel in the proper court, and
forfeiteo, one-half to the informer and the other half to the
use of the United States: antl if such person be a trader, his
license shall be revoked and his bond put in suit. It shall
moreover be the duty of any person in the service of the
United States, or of atiy Indian .to takeanddestroy any ardent
spirits or wine found In the Indian country, except such as
may be introduced therein by the War Departntent. In all
cases arising under this and the preceding section Indians
shall be competent witnesses.*

•.\n important phrase of the temjierauce question was pre-
sented by a letter of March 2i;, I.-i'iO. froTU the Hon. J. (J.

Btaine, Secretary of Slate, transmitting to the Indian iJepart-
nient a cop>[ of a note dated Feb, 14. IbtiO, from the Hritish
Minister asking ou behalf of the liritish Government to be
advised whether tlds government bad the dis]>osition so to
amend the law in regard to the sale of intoxicants to In-
dians as to make it ahplical)le also to Canajlian Indians tem-
porarily within the United States. He reqiu:sted the views of
the American Government as to the sufliciency of tlie present
law. and the practicability of a compliance with the wishes
of Great Itritain by an amendment of the law, should such
action seem necessary. On April 5, 1890, Commissioner Mor-
gan said

:

"This office would favor an amendment to the law in
question so as to make It a]»plicable to all cases of furnish-
ing liquor to Indians witliiii the United States, witliont re-
spect to the rehitions said Indians bear to this goverrunent,
and to whether tliey or their tribes are under the charge of a
United Stales Indian agent or not.
Such un amendment, besides being a compliance with the

wishes of the Hellish (itjvernment oh the snl>ject, which ap-
pears to l>e actuated by a humane desire to promote the
welfare of the Indians In t.'anatla, woubi enable this govern-
ment to extend its protecticui against the evil effects of
whisky drinking. aiul the pernicious intluences of white men
who furnish them with whisky, to many of its own Indians
whoare not affected i»y existing laws, aiul is in my opinion
much to be desired,
"Further, in my report of August 1, replying to the letter

of July 17, l.siK). from the chairman of the Committee of
Foreign .\fTairs of the House of Kepresentatives, expressing
the douljt entertained by that committee us to the constitn-
tlotnil power of Congress to '•iirohihit the sale of liquor (to
Indians) within the .States," I referred to decisions by the
Supreme Court of the United States relative to the i>ower
granted to Congress over the subject of commerce with In-

2—20

XI. C(URTs OF Indian Offenses.—Early in the
year bSS3 rules were formulated by the Indian Bu-
reau, whereliy certain specilied barbarous and de-
mor:ilizing pracliccs among the Indians should be
restricted and ultimately alxjlished. A system of
Indian courts was organized, and a code of
rules was prepared which enumerated the crimes
and offenses of which the courts should take cogni-
zance, and in several instances named the penalties
which should be prescribed. Each court consists
of three judges to be apjxiinted by the Indian Of-
lice, upon the nomination of the respective Indian
agents, for a term of one year, but subject to re-
moval at any time. The court was to hold regular
sessions twice a month. The crimes and ofl'enses
named in the rules were Indian dances, jdural
marriages, practices of medicine men, theft, de-
struction of property belonging to another, pay-
ments or offers of payment for living or cohal)i-
tating with Indian women, drunkenness and the
introduction, sale, gift, or barter of intoxicating
liquors.

The cotirt also has jurisdiction over misdemean-
ors committed by Indians belonging to the reserva-
tions, over civil suits to which Indians are parties,
and over any other matters which may be brought
before it by the agent or with his approval.
The penalties prescribed are tine, imiirisoiiment,

hard labor, and forfeiture of rations. In civil cases
the court has the jurisdiction of a justice of the
peace, and conforms, so far as practicable, to the
practices of a justice of the peace in the State or
Territory in which the court is located.
Without money, legislative authority, or prece-

dent, these courts had, in 1890, been "established
and maintained for eight years, and in spite of
their crudities, anomalies, and disadvantages, had
reached a degree of dignity, influence, and useful-
ness which could hardly have been expected.

Prior to the fiscal year preceding July 1, 1.SSH,

owing to want of funds, the judges gave voluntary
service or were selected from the police or paid
themselves out of the fines imposed and collected—incongruities which the Indians themselves were
not slow to recognize. During that year the $5,000
appropriated for the pay of the judges by Act of

dian tribes by section S of the constitution of the United
States, which seem to fully confirm its power to prohibit tlie
sale of liquors to Indians, whether within the territorial
limits of a State or not, and transmitted a drauglit of a bill
by which it is proposed to amend sections 2139 and 2110 of
the Revised Statutes. so that they will read as follows:
Sec. 21:{9. j;o spirituous or malt liquors or wine shall be

Introduced, under any pretense, into the Indian countrv.
Every person who sells, exchanges, gives, barters, or dis-
poses of any siiirituous or mult liquors or wine to any In-
dlan,or introduces or attempts tointroduce any sjiirituoiisor
malt liquors or wine into the Indian country shall be ininish-
able by Imprisonment for not more than two years, and by
a fine of not more than tliree hundred dollars.
Sec. 21-10. If any Indian agent, sub-agent, otllcer of Indian

police, or commanding officer of a military post has reason
tosuspect or Is informed that any person is about to intro-
duce or has introduced any spirituous or malt liquors
or wine, or any intoxicating beverage whatsoever into
the Indian countrv in violation of law, such agent,
sub-agent, officer of Indian police, or conimundiug of-
ficer of a military post may ctiuse the boats, stores,
packages, wagons, sleds, and' jtluces of deposit of such
person to be searched ; and If any such liquor is found there-
in, the same, together with the boats, teams, wagons, and
sleds used in conveying the same, and also the goods, pack-
ages, and peltries of such person shall be seized and de-
livered to the (iroper otlicer, and shall lie proceeib-d against
by libel in the proiier conn, and forfeited, (ine-half to the
informer and the other half to the use of the United States;
and if such person t>e a trader his license shall be revoked
and his bond put in suit. It shall moreover be the dutv of
any person in the service of the United Stntcs. or if anv' In-
dian, to take and destroy any ar<lent spirits or wine found In
the Indian country, except such as may be Introduced there-
in by the War r>ei>«rtment. In iitl ca'ses arisim: hiuUt this
and the preceding section ludians shall be comiietent wit-
nesses.
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June 29, 1888 (25 Stats., 233), gave to the courts

legislative recognition and to the judges small sal-

aries, ranging from $3 to $8 per month, during sev-

en months of the year. During the fiscal year clos-

ing in 1890 a similar appropriation of $5,000 had
been carefully husbanded and distributed; and by
closing the court for one-third of the time, thus re-

stricting its sessions to eight months in the year,

and by paying the ninety-three judges not exceed-

ing $8 per month, and in several instances reduc-

ing the pay to |5 and even $3 per month, the otfice

was able to maintain the court at twenty-five

agencies.
For the ensuing fiscal year an appropriation of

$10,000 was made, which would enable the office to

maintain these courts during twelve months at

twenty-six agencies and to pay the judges' salaries

as follows : Fifty-five judges at $10 per month, ten

at $8 per month, twenty-three at $5 per month, and
ten at $3 per month.
The importance, dignity, and, in many cases, un-

popularity of the position of an Indian judge, is

such that it should command a salary of at least

$10 per month; and the services rendered by the
court are of such value in promoting good order
and good morals in the community, as well as in

familiarizing Indians with the customs, practices,

and ideas which they will hereafter meet in white
communities, that courts ought to be established
for nearly every agency. To enable the office to do
this, the full amount asked for the year 1891 was
$15,000.

XII. Indux Police System.—For several years
a system has prevailed, in the Indian Department
of appointing under the supervision of the Indian
Bureau, a native police force, for administration
severally on the reservations. In the Congression-
al Act of 1890 making appropriations for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1891, the pay of the police was
fixed at $15 per month for each police officer, and
$10 per month for each private policeman. The
following table shows the prevalence and cost of

the system for the year ending June 30, 1890

:

Agencies.

Black Feet, Mont
Cheyenne and Arapaho, Okla-
homa

Cheyenne River, S. Dak
Colorado River, Ariz
Colville. Wash
Crow, Mont
Crow Creek, S. Dak
Devil's Lake. N. Dak
Flathead. Mont
Fort Bel kllajp, .Mont
Fort Bertholil, N. Dak
Fort Hall. Idaho
Fort I'eck. Mont
Grande Ronde, Oregon
G reen Bav, Wis
Hoopa Valley, Cal
Jlcarllla, New Mex
Kftw, OklalH)n)a
Kiowa. Oklahoma
Klamath, Oregon
La Pointo, Wis
Leinhi. Idaho
I,ow«r Kruit'', .S. Dak
Mescalero, N. Mex
Mission, Cal
Navajo, New Mex
lieah Bav. Wa;<h
Nevada, Sev
Nor Fercrs. Idaho ;...

Omaha and Winnebago, Neb

—

Osage, Oklahoma
Otoe, Oklahoma

2,293

3,598
2,841!

979
2.:«)I

2.4.i6

1.104
2.:ti<;

2,018
1.79:)

1.19.5

I.IWO

1.891
;)"4

471!

801

200
4.08,s

<)04

4.71.'!

.524

l,(Pfi7

474
4..524

20.200
7%
9.511

1.4.50

2,S47

1 .4IHi

3%

5
14
14

8
16
14
15
7

14

17
5
10
2

7
2

24

7
Ifi

.5

K
10
f,

14

7
12

5
7
4

&

Total
of

force.

S2
27

.5

Kl

16
9
18
1.5

16
8

1,5

19
6
11

2
8
a
26
8
17
t;

14
11
6

1,5

8
14

6
8
6
6

Agencies.

Ouray, Utah
Pawnee, Oklahoma
Pima, Ariz
Pine Ridge, S. Dak
Ponca, Oklahoma
Pottawatomie and Great Nema-

ha, Kan
Puyallnp, Wash
Quapaw, Ind. T
Rosebud. S. Dak
Round Valley, Cal
Sac and Fox, Oklahoma
Santee, Neb
Shoshone, Wye
Siletz, Oregon
Sisseton, S. Dak
Southern Ute. Col
Standing Rock, N. Dak
Tongue River, Mont
Tulalip. Wash
Uinta. Utah
Umatilla, Oregon
Union, Ind.T
Warm Springs, Or^on
Western Shoshone, Nev
White Earth, Minn
Vakama. Wash
Yankton, S. Dak

Total

.

1,030
851

11,518
5,611
533

9S9
1,SH4
1,1.50

7,666
531

2, ISO
1,354

1.945

606
1,487
1,013
4,11*
867

1233
874
983

65,200
853
477

6,239
1,675
1.760

70

10
35
7

11

13
6

40
5
8

11
12

7
5
12
24
7

11

6
9

40
9

7
•22

7
7

700

Total
of

force.

7
8

11

12
13
7
43
5
9
11
IS
S
6
13
27
a
12
7
10
43
10
8
25
8
8

770

XIII. Indian Farming.—The Congressional act
of March 3, 1875 (10 Stats. 449), requires that all

able bodied Indians between the ages of eighteen
and forty-five must labor for the benefit of them-
selves or of the tribe, in order to be entitled to ra-

tions.

The Indian agents in exesutive charge of the
reservations are instructed to require every farmer
to make monthly reports (for which blanks are fur-

nished at the Indian Bureau) as indicated in the
following schedule:
Number of days occupied in the field during tho

month.
Number of days at headquarters.
Number of Indiana assisted and instructed.
Number of Indians who have been induced to be-

gin farming.
Number of acres plowed.
Number of acres planted.
The condition of stock.

The condition of agricultural implements.
Agents are also directed to state the most press-

ing needs of the Indians under their charge for

such articles as lumber, seeds, agricultural imple-
ments, and stock.

From the reports, some of them covering only
nine months, from October, 1889, to June, 1890, it is

ascertained that during that time 35,01X) Indians
had been personally assisted and instructed in

farming; that l,13()wlio never farmed before had
been induced to commence; that 4t!,OCX) acres had
been plowed, and at nearly every agency tlie need
of a greater supply of lumber, seeds, and agricul-

tural imiilenuMits was very pressing. Had these
reports been for tlie year, from all farmers em-
ployed, and exhaustive instead of partial, the fig-

ures would liave been largely increased.
According to the year'scensus for 18S9, the entire

Indian population on the reservation where farm-
ers were allowed during the year, was only 107,283.

A close estimate as to the number of those who
could be expected to work on a farm, would be one-
seventh of this number— 15,:!L't>, wliich for the nine
montlis ill question would give 8 per cent, as those
who have been induced for tlie first time to com-
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mence farming. If it is considered tliat nearly one-
half of the l.'),;Wt) had already made a commence-
ment, the percentage would be at least twice as
great.
In the act of March 2, 1889, making appropria-

tions for the service tor the fiscal year ending June
30, 1890, provi.iion was made for the emplnynient, in

addition to the agency farmers, of farmers who
should superintend and direct the work among
such Indians as were making effort for self-sup-

port. To this act a clause was added, requiring
that no person should be so employed who had not
been for at least five years engaged in practical
farming.
The following table, prepared from the reports of

the Indian agents, exhil)it8 status of farming, etc.,

by Indians, exclusive of the Jive civilized tribes, up
to July 1, 1890:

Z^umber of nllotments made to date (July 1, 1889) un-
der act of Fdiniary 7, 18.S7 9,827

Number of farms or ludluu families eugaged lu farm-
ing 2.3,635

Number of acres under fence 496,787
Number of acres under cultivation (by Indians) 269,355

AMOUNT RAISED LAST YEAR.

Bushels of wheat &36,741
Bushels of oats and barley .529,790
Bushels of corn 190,458
Bushels of vegetables 647,802
Tons of hay cut 110,372
Pounds of butter made 93,648

NUMBER AXn KIND OF STOCK OWNED BT INDIANS.

Horses and mules 4.35,687

Cattle 153,774
Swine 27,353
Sheep and goats 942,857
Domestic fowls (all kinds) 171,330

XIV. Cash Payments to Ikdians.—During the
fiscal year ending,lune 30, 1.S90, there was paid per
capita to Indians (other than the five civilized
tril)es) the total sum of $774,2tiS, all regular an-
nuities due in fulfillment of treaty stipulations, or
interest on funds held in trust by the Government
—a sum nearly $130,000 greater than the amount
for the previous year. This is accounted for by a
special payment made to the Pottawatomie Nation
(viz: the (Jitizen Hand and thePrairie Band ofPot-
tawatomies, and the Pottawatomies of Huron), in
pursuance of the act of March 2, ISSO (25 Stats., 988),
by which the sum of if I7,s,9r):i.4.3 was appropriated,
with interest at the rate of o per cent, from the
date on which it was decided by the commissioner
appointed for that purpose that said sum was still

due to the Pottawatomie Nation from the Oiovern-
ment. The interest amounted to $182,728.(il , mak-
ing in all the sum of li;3lil,()S2.04.

The following paragraphs from the report of the
Indian Commission for October, 1.S90, indicate the
careful and wise methods observed in the payments
of moneys to the Indians on the various reserva-
tions.

The Pottawatomies of Huron, who reside in the
vicinity of Athens, Midi., are paid first, a special
agent being sent for the purpose, with instructions
to make a careful enrollment of the names of all
who were living on the 1st of ,hily, 1889. the day up
to which the interest was computed, and on which
the funds became available. This wasdone, the list

was submitted to the scrutiny of thecliiefs and head
men, who, after examining it, certified that it was
correct and complete, and the agent was directed
to pay under the following rules: Each person of
age to receive and recei[)t for his own share. This
included married women.
The fatlier (or mother, if father is not living) to

receive the shares and receipt for the minor chil-

dren of the family, provided the parent was com-
petent and properly qualified to act for the chil-

dren, and that tiiere was no reasonable doubt of the
children receiving the full benefit of their money.

In case the parents were dead or incompetent, or
in any manner not properly qualified to act for
the children, then their siiares were to be returned
to the United States Treasury to await the chil-
dren's coming of age.
The shares of all who had died since July 1, 1889,

to be returned to the United States Treasury un-
less legal representatives of the estates of the de-
ceased were appointed by the proper court.
The Commissioner of Indian affairs quoting the

opinion of one of his most exjierienced agents, sub-
stantially affirms that the Indians are as frugal as
the average white man would be under similar cir-

cumstances, and that he believes they are far more
easily controlled and submit more cheerfully to the
laws that govern them than any other community
of his acquaintance. Could the government but
protect them successfully from the evil consequent
upon too close contact with degraded whites, their
prosperity would greatly increase.
The following is reported as an official summary

of the money earned by the Indians during the
year ending June 30, 1890:

Paid to regular Indian em|iloyf'S at agencies $91,500
Paid to irreguhir ludinn emjiloyf^'S at agencies 51,.50O
Paid to Indian additional farmers 9,000
Paid to regular Indian (*mi»loyes at Indian schools.

.

51,000
Paid to irregular Indian employes at Indian schools 22,000
Paid to Indian interpreters 20,000
Paid to Indian jiolieemeu 94,000
Paid to Indian judges of courts of Indian offenses.

.

5.000
Paid to Indians for hauling supplies 90,000
Paid to Indians for produce, hay, wood, and other

supplies purchased from thein, and for breaking
land 66.0IX)

Paid to Indians for logs cut and banked by them. ..

.

1.39,000

Total G4a,000

If to this is added annuity, interest, etc., it makes a grand
total of ^1,416,268, paid in small cash payments to Indians
during the year.

INDIANA, the county-seat of Indiana county.
Pa., 72 miles northeast of Pittsburgh. It contains a
State normal school, planing-mills, foundries, and
has a large lumber trade.
INDIANA, State of, for general article on Indi-

ana see Britannica, Vol. XII, pp. 813, 814.

The census of 1890 reports the area at .St),3.50

square miles, the same as reported at the previous
census. Of this total surface 440 square miles is

water. The population had increased to 2,192,404,

an increase during the decade of 214,103. The capi-
tal, Indianapolis, has a population of 107,44.5, again
during the decade of 32,.371. The subjoined table
gives the population of the State liy counties, as
reported by the census of 1890:

Counties.
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Counties.

Decatur...
De Kalb...
Delaware.
Dubois

—

Elkhart...

Fayette...
rioyd
Fountatn.
Frantlin.

.

Fulton

Gibson
Grant
Greene. ..

Hamilton..
Hancock...

Harrison ...

Hendricks...
Henry
Howard
Huntington

.

Jackson.,
.lasper—
Jay
Jefferson .

Jenniugs

.

Johnson
Knox
Kosciusko.
Lagrange .

.

Lake

La Porte
Lawrence
Madison
Marion
Marshall

Martin
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery .

Morgan

Newton.
Noble...
Ohio ....

Orange..
Owen . .

.

Parke..
Perrv .

.

Pike:...
Porter .

Posey..

Pulaski
Piiliiam.. .

.

Kaiidolpll.

.

KipK-y
KusU

Saint Joseph.
Scott
Shelby
.Spencer
Starke

Steuben
Sullivan
Switzerland.
Tippecanoe.

.

Tipton

Union
Vanderburg..
Vcimllllon ,.

Vigo

Wabash
Warren
Wcrrlek. . ..

Washington

.

Wuvne. ..

Wells...
While...
Whitley..

1890.

19.277

Si ,307
30,131
2U,2o3
39,201

12,630
29,458
19.558
18.366

16,74()

24,920
31,493
24379
26,123

17,829

20.786
21,498
23,879
26,186
27.644

24,139
11,185
2.3,478

24,507
14,608

19,561
28,044
28,646
15,015
23,886

34.445
19,792
36.487
141,156
23,818

13,973

25,823
17.673
28,025
18,643

23,359

4,955
14.678

15,040

20,286

18,240

18A44
18.052
21,529

11.2:a
22,3;!5

28,085
19,350
19,034

42,457
7,8:«

25,154
22,060
7,339

14,478

21,877
12,514
.V>.078

18,157

7,006
.W,80fl

l.S.l.V)

eo,ig&

27,126
10.9,55

21.161

18,619

87,628

21JiI4
15.671

17,768

1880.

19.779
20,225
22,926
15,992
33,454

11,394
24,590
20,228
20,092

14,301

22,742
23.618
22,996
24,801
17,123

21.326
22,981
24,016
19,584
21,805

23,050
9.404

19,282
25,977
16,453

19,537
26.324
26,494
IS.twO

15,091

30,985
18,543
27,527
102,782
23,414

13,475
24,083
15,875
27,316
18,900

8,167
22,956
5,563
14,363
15,90!

19,160

16,997

16,383
17.227

20,857

9,851

22,501
26,-l:i5

21,627
19.2;i8

33,178
8,343
25,257

22,122
6,105

14,6-15

20,.'i36

lS,:i:!6

,^'i,»66

14,407

7,673
42,193
12,025
45,058

25,241
11,497

20.162
18,9.55

,<<8 613
18,142

13,795
16,1H1

The census returns for 1890. give the population
of the several cities of 8,000 iiiiiabitants and over,
as follows: .\uderson, 10,759; Elkhart, 11,370;
Evansville, 50,(374 ; Indianapolis, 107,445 ; JefJerson-
ville, 11,274; La Fayette, 16,407; Logansport,
13,798; Michigan City, 10,704; Muncie, 11,339; New
Albany, 21,000; Richmond, Ui,S49 ; South Bend,
21,786; Terre Haute, 30,287 ; Kokoma, 8,224; :Madi-
son, 8,923; Jlarion, 8,734; Vincennes, 8,815.
Indiana produced in the census year 1890. a total

of 2.845,057 tons of coal, valued at $2,887 ,852. about
double the product of the previous census year.
The coal area of the .State covers about 7,000 square
miles. The coal is bituminous, and is adapted for
steam and heating purposes. The State employed
in the coal business 6,532 hands, and paid in -nages
.$2,201,044. The total expenditures in the coal
business in the State aggregated $2,581,669. The
production of petroleum 1889, amounted to 32,000
barrels of 42 gallons each, ranked as oil for fuel. In
the out-put of sandstone, Indiana ranked 10 in the
census of 1880, and 21 in 1890. In both cases Ohio
ranked 1, Illinois ranked 12 in 1880, and 25 in 1890.
The following is a complete list of the governors

of Indiana, both territorial and State, with the
dates of service

:

Territorial.

VVm. H.Harrison lSOO-11 John Gibson 1811-13
Thomas Posey 1813-16

State,

.\shbel P. Willard
Oliver P. Morton
Conrad Baker
Thomas A. Hendricks..
James D. Williams. . .

.

.Albert G. Porter
Isaac P. Gray
Alviu P. Hovey

1857-«1
1861-67
1867-73
187.3-77

1877-81
1881-86
1SS5-89
1889-93

Jonathan Jennings 1816-22
Wm. Hendricks 1822-25
James B. Ray 1825-31
Noah Noble 1831-37
David Wallace 1S37-40
Samuel Bigger 1840-43
James Whitcomb 1843-US
James C. Dunning 1.S48-49

Joseph A.Wright 1849-57

For numerous additional items of interest re-
lating to the State of Indiana, see the article
United St.vtes in tliese Revisions and Additions.
INDIANAPOLIS, a city and capital of Indiana,

and county-seat of Marion county, situated on the
"West Fork of White River, 109 miles N. W. of Cin-
cinnati, and 195 miles SS.E. of Chicago. Lat.
39° 50' N., long. 86° 5'W. The site is nearly leveL
The streets generally cross one another at right
angles, except four wide diagonal avenues, wliich
converge to a circular jiark in the center of the
city. Indianapolis contnins a fine court-liouse, tlie

State institution for the deaf and dumb, tlie blind,

and the insane, besides numerous other public
structures. It is the most populous city of the
State, and was selected as the seat of government
in 1820. It is the terminus of l3 railroads running
in all directions, furnishing the best facilities for

distriliuting lliecity manufactures tliroughout the
country. It is near the ceiilcr of the great corn-
belt of the A\('st. and is thus the natural market
for an extensive area. It has many grain-eleva-
tors, flouring-mills, and pork -packing establish-

ments, and in the direction of manufactures has
made good progress, having extensive rolling-mills,

malleable iron-works, carriage shops, foundries,
and machine shops; manufactories of agricultural
imjilements, glass, organs, carriages, railroad-cars,

sewing-machines, ]iianos, cotton goods, woolen
goods, furniture, sash, blinds, etc. There are up-
wards of thirty incorporated manufacturing com-
panies, and there is an aggregate of above $15,000,-

000 ca]iital invested. The city has an excellent fire

de|iartinent, and an ample water supply. The
various points of the citv are connected by horse-
cars, ropulation in l.s.">'o, 8,090; in l.HiiO. l,s,611; in

1870, 48,244; in 1880, 75,056; in 1890, 107.445.
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INDIAN CORN OK MAIZE, Usks of. For the
history and di-spription of this cereal see Maize.
Bi-itaimica, Vol. XV, pp. 30;i-.S10. Xo other crop of

our .Vinerican farms supplies so many wants as In-

dian corn. It is very nulritive. containing ll.ti per
cent. i)rotein, or tiesh-formlng material, and 6.5 per
cent, fat; whereas, wiu-at contains 11.7 per cent,
protein, and l.(i per cent. fat. The nutritive quality
can be increased by enriching the soil.

For doTuestic uses, as a food-grain, corn is served
in various forms, and is oiiually relished liy rich and
poor. The sweet varieties furnish a toothsome dish,

when the ears are taken green, boiled and the ker-
nels eaten from the "coli" with butter. For
"canned corn" the full grown kernels are cut from
the cob while yet in the milk, and then boiled, or
boilpd wn the cob and cut afterwards, which latter
method gives the better article. Sealed up in air-

tight tin-cans it can be kept for years, and always
finds a ready sale in America and in Europe. An-
other way of pre|iaring corn for the market is by
cooking it before it is fully ripe then taking it from
the cob and kiln-drying it on revolving machines
heated for the purpose. There are several million
dollars worth sold annually in this way.
"Hulled corn" is prepared by boiling shelled corn

in lye made of wood ashes until the hull becomes
loose. It is then w'.shed, the hull is rulibed off

with the hands, and the grain is washed again un-
til the alkaline taste is remored. Then it is boiled
until soft, and usually served in milk. This af-

fords a much relished dish in the farm house. Corn
is often cracked in mills and the chaff removed by
sifting. This is sold as "hominy" in the West and
South, and is known as "samp" in New England.
It requires considerable boiling to make it edible.
It is usually served with milk.
Oornmeal contains more albumen than wheat

flour, because less of it is removed with the bran
than in the case of wheat. Tfie famous "Indian
pudding," "hasty pudding," "cornbread," etc., are
all made of cornmeal, and are healthful, palata-
ble, and nutritious, and, moreover, as cheap as any
other liuman food. Cornmeal hakes rather badly,
as Compared with wheat flour, bi>cause it contains
four times as much fat as tlie hitter, and this rich-

ness in fat prevents its fermentation and rising. It

is tlierefore often mixeil witli rye or wheat-flour,
and baked into "rye-and-Inilian bread."

Indian corn contains from (iO to ti.5 per cent, of

starch, and "corn starch," which is manufactured
from it on a large scale, is much used for stiffening
clothes and making cakes, custards, and puddings.
Large quantites of corn-starch are converted into
glucose or grape-sugar, which is now chiefly em-
ployed in beer lirewi-ries and confectioneries.
As feed for all kinds of stock, Indian corn takes

the foremost place in winter. It is mostly fed in

the ear, seldom shelled or ground, except when fed
to poultry. Milch cows give much rich milk when
f 'd on corn, because it contains so much fat and oil.

Cattle and hogs fatten rapidly on it, because of its

large contents of starch, of which a jjortion is con-
verted into glucose in the animal system. The most
economical way of feeding corn is liy cracking or
grinding it, as a large percentage of the grain
passes whole through the intestines of cattle. But
where hogs are allowed to run loose, they pick up
the dropped grains. Poultry do the same.
For "fodder-Corn" the seed is sown in .lune either

in drills or broad-cast, and the crop is harvested
when the ears are developed, but before they are
ripe. It is cut and dried like grass and hay. Often
the stalks and leaves are liarvested wliile green,
then cut fine by machinery and placed into close
Bits in the .':r.iund. or in in air-tight compartments

on the surface, called "siloe." The exclusion of the
air preserves the fi>dder from decomposition and
enables the farmer to feed it all winter in the suc-
culenl state.

Tlie stalks, husks, and Veaves of corn, which re-

main after the ears have been plucked off, are also
used as food for cattle, and are usually designated
by the term "fodder." Tliey assist very largely in

feeding the farm stock during winter. Even the
corn cobs are eaten. They contain over three per
cent, of protein, and are as nutritive as coarse hay.

For information as to the sugar contents of corn
stalks, see .'<ig.\r, also CoK.v Crop, in these Kevis-
ions and Additions.
IXDI.VN FIRE, or I.ni'yroteciinv, a bright white

light produced by burning a mixture of sulphur,
realgar, and niter.

IXDIAXOLA, the county-seat of Warren county,
Iowa, located 20 miles south of Des Jloines. It

manufactures farm-impletnents and is seat of Simp-
son (Methodist Episcopal) College.
IXDIAXOLA, formerly a village of Calhoun

county, Texas, on the west shore of Matagorda Bay,
10 miles from the Gulf of Mexico. It was of con-
siderable importaiM'e and contained in 1870,1,000
people. It had a thriving trade in cotton, cattle,
hides, and wool, but in Sept. 15, 1875, a terrible
storm caused the waters to rise and a large part of

the village was swept away. Another storm in 1886
completed its destruction.
IXDI.\X RIVER, a narrow tidal channel parallel

with the Atlantic coast, and lying in Brevard and
Volusia counties, Fla. It is about 100 miles long,
and tinds an outlet to the ocean at Jupiter inlet. It

is navigable for boats drawing not more than 5
feet, and as the climate of the locality is healthful,
and lish abound in the river.this isa resort for inva-
lids and .'^luirtsnien.

INDIAN SLM-AIER. in the United States, a
period of late autumn characterized by calm, dry,
and hazy weather. The name is due to the fact
that this condition was especially noticable in the
region cliiefly occupied by the Indians at the time
the term was introduced.
INDIAX TERRITORY. For general article on the

iNDi.iN'TERiuToKv.seeBritannica Vid. XII, pp. s;i3,

885. Area, as returned Tiy the U.S. Census of 18!)0,

31,400 sciuare milas including -100 square miles of

water surface. Population uncluding Indians

—

census report 1890) 177,058. The chief town is

Talequa, capital of the (iherokee Country.
By the act of Congress, approved by the Presi-

dent ]\Iay 2, 1890, creating the Oklahoma Territory,
the boundaries of the former Indian Territory
were changed, and the new Indian Territory was
detineil to comprise "all that part of the United
States wliich is bounded on the north by the Slate
of Kansas, on the east by the States of Arkansas
and Missouri, on the south by the State of Texas,
and on the west and north by tlie Territory of

Oklahoma." In other words, all that portion of the
old Indian Territory occupied by the live civilized

tribes and by the several tribes under the jurisdic-
tion of tlie (^uapaw Agency, now compose the In-

dian Territory. Tlie area is less than half that of

the old Indian Territory.
The said .ict, in sections 26 et scq., proceeds to

limit the jurisdiction of the United States court in

the Indian Territory established by the act of

March 1,1,889(25 Stats., 783), to the Indian Terri-
tory '(.i fi/ioir rffrfdcrf, and to enlarge the authority
conferred on that court by the said act, giving it

jurisdiction w'ithin the limits of the said Indian Ter-
ritory over all civil cases therein, except those over
which the tribal courts have exclusive jurisdiction.
The Indian Territory is divided into three judi-
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cial divisions, and the court will be held for the

first division, consisting of the country occupied

by the Indian tribes in the Quapaw Agency, the

Cherokee country east of ninety-six degrees of

longitude and the Creek country, at Muscogee, in

the Creek Nation ; for the second division, consist-

ing of the Choctaw country, at South McAlester, in

the Choctaw Nation ; and for the third division,

consisting of the Chickasaw and Seminole coun-
tries, at Ardmore, in the Chicasaw Nation.

The court is given probate jurisdiction, and cer-

tain of the general statutes of the State of Arkan-
sas are extended over and put in force in the

Indian Territory.
It is authorized to appoint not more than three

commissioners for each judicial division, who "shall

be e.r officio notaries public and shall have the

power to solemnize marriages ;" they shall also "ex-

ercise all the powers conferred by the laws of Arkan-
sas upon justices of the peace within their districts."

Except as otherwise provided in the law, appeals
and writs of error may be taken and prosecuted
from the decisions of this court to the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the same manner
and under the same regulations as from the ciruit

courts of the United States.

Much good is expected to result from the en-

larged jurisdiction of the court, and especially from
that provision of the law which gives the judge of

the " United States court in the Indian Territory
the same power to extradite persons who have
taken refuge in the Indian Territory, charged with
crimes in the States or other Territories of the

United States, that may be now exercised by the

governor of Arkansas in that State." This power
properly exercised will, it is expected, have the
effect to purge the Territory to a great extent of

the criminal element that for years is said to have
found an asylum there, where pursuit and punish-
Tient seldom, if at all, found its way, and to which
much of the introduction of whiskey and the

moral degradation of many of the Indians is due.
Populations in India.n Terkitory, Classified.—

The following figures have been compiled from the
figures reported in the ofiicial census of 1890:

Cherokee Country
Chlckasuw Country
Choctaw (Jountry
Creek Country
Seminole Country
Quapaw Country
Chinese In Chickasaw Nati'n

Total

Indians
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